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ABBEY of Holy Cross, Co. Tippciaiy, 200
..Kitlu'tii's of Coiislriu'tkm, H7i, 31)4

AL'ritultuval labourers" (hv(.'lliii<;s, 2'2S, 313
Alexandra I'ark, JIanchester, ISi

Andernach, details from south door of chtircli, 48-1

Apomccometer, the, 177, 21:!

Approach to the Ilani, near Cowhridge, 41.'j

Arehitocturp, 0!d Ivnglish domestic, 4 ; German
domestic, G3 ; (iernian timber-framed, 48

Art tiles for mural decoration, 4 14

Ash elosot, MorroU's patent, 42
Asphalted roofing i)astel)oard, oTti

Assize Courts, Bristol, 53

BACnARACII, gable at, 48 ; haU-timhcrod
houses at, 531

Baruin-ham Hall, Xorfolk, 43r.

Barfliani Hall. Xorfolk, 343
Bcre lut.'is Cliureli, roof at, 4G0
Bodunal Svplion, ypain, 434
Bookcase, 'inlaiil oak, UG
Booth's Theatre, New York, 340
Boppard, old house at, 32
Brick and stone design, 1G3, 248
BridRC over the Alleghany Kiver at Pittsburgh,

U.S., 528 ; bridge over the Hooghly at Cal-
cutta, proposed, 33G j bridge across the Seine,

3G1
I'lristol Assize Courts, 53
Bylaugh Hall, Norfolk, 276

CADKKN, gable at, 48
Cano|)ie3 of stuUs, Dunblane Cathedral, 554
Capitals, new Shoreham Church, 139
Capitol, Washington, '.12, OT
CardilV Museum and Library, design for, 508
Carved elbow rests at Kye Church, Suffolk, 485 ;

carved or inlaid work, 29(1 ; eavvcd ojk panels,

437; carved stone hc:ni to doorway, 10, 12

Cast-iron fa9ade, New York, 458, 4()3

Castle of Elz, near the Moselle, 204
Cathedrals : Chester, 72, 498 ; Lincoln, 2SS, 297
Ceiling of study, Tempsford House, 14
Central Pacific Kail way, 209
Ceramic mos lic for wall decoration, 3G0
Cere viaduct, Prance, 70
Chairs, Grc;k, 143
Chapel of St. Matthiis, Cobern, 1.50

Chapter House, Chester Catlicdral, 498 ; Chapter
House roof, York, 175, 199

Chester Cathedral, 72, 498
Churches—

Church at Hyde, new, 509
Church of the Sacred Heart, Hollowny,

4fil, 4.55

Congi-egational Chnivh, Huntingdon, 312,
313

St. .Fohn the Evangelist's, St. George's-in-
Ihe-East, 158

St. JIartin, Tom-s, toner of, 230
St. Savin, Poiiier.s, 391

Classic ornament, early, 95
Clayhousc, near Halifax, 4
Cloisters, San (iiovaniii in Laterano, Rome, 184
Closet, Morrell's patent ash, 42
Cobeni, ehipcl of St. Matthias, 1.50

CompositiMU for a stone ho:id to doorway, 10, 12
Computing and ))lotting scale, 155
Congregational Church, Huntingdon, 312, 313

;

Congregational Institute, Nottingham, 412
Construction, aslhelics of, 372, 394
Costes,sey Hall, Norfolk, 318
Cottage at Elland, Yorkshire, 4
Cottages for agricultural labourers, 223, 513 ; cot-

tages at Loner Tooting, semi-detached, 185
Courts of Assizn, Bristol, 53
Croydon Water Tower, 119

DEAN'S patent plotting and computing scale, 155
Decoration, mnal, 414 ; decoration for walls, 3(1G

(see " Puniiture and Decoration")
Design for interior, Jlunchester Townhnll,207;

design for Museum and Library, Car.iilF, 508 ;

design, ornamental, 369 ; dciiga in s'.onc and
brick, 1G3, 248

Details : Cast-iron facade, 4(;3
; Chester Cathe-

dral, 73 ; German timb:r-framcd architecture,
48, G3 ; New Imlia OHico, 231, 342, 390 ; south
door of rhureh, Andernach, 484 j stalls, Dnu-
blanc Cithedral, 552, 554

Diagrams for roof girders, 7
Dislricl schools, Finsbury, 11"

Dome of the Capitol, Washington, 92, 97
Domestic architecture, German, G3;;01d English, 4
Doorway, carved stone head for, 10*, 12
Doorways, New India Otliee, 231
Dunblane Cathedral stalls, 552, 554

Durham Cathedral, 506
Dwellings for agi'icultnral labourers, 223, 513 ;

dwellings for the working- classes, 257

EARLY Classic ornament, 95
Eatington Park, Warwickshire, IGO, 578
Elbow-rests at Eye Church, Suffolk, 485
Elcuieutary schools, plans for, 521
Elm Ridge, near Darlington, 35
Elz, Ciistlc of, Germany, 204
Kuglisli domestic architectnre, old, 4

Ivntriuic'e front of Ncwhall, near I'^lland, ,">

Eye Church, carved elbow-rests at, 485

FACADE, cast-iron, 4,58, 463
Finials and girouetles, leaden, 182
Finsbury.Distriet Schools, 117
French finials and giroucttcs, 182
Furuiture, Greek, 143

GABLES : Baeharach, 48; Ciulern, 48
Gaiety Theatre, the, 34, 254
Garden front at Nenhnll. near Elland, 5
Gardens and parks of Paris, the, 499
German timber-framed architecture, 48, 63
Girders, diagrams for roof, 7

(iirouettes and finials, leaden, 182
Greek furnitui-e, 143

HALF-TIMBERED houses, Bacharach, 531
11am, the, near Cowbridge, 415
Head to iloorway, carved, 10, 12
Hor M.ajesty's Theatre, 294, 299, 302
Hollowav, church and schools nt, 461
Holy Cross Ablicy, Co. Tipperary, 200
Homes for the working classes, 257
Hospitals, 11, 138
Hotel, St. Pancras Terminus, 136, 141
House at Boppard, old, 32 ; hoii.se at Rhense, old,

37 ; house-lifting in Chicago, 479

INDIA Office, New, 241, 342, 390
Inlaid or caived work, 29G ; inlaid oak bookcase,

IIG ; inlaid and painted pianoforte, 94
Institnte at Noltingh.am, Congregational, 412
Ititende<l Church of the Sacred Heart at Hollowav,

461,.555
Interior of Manchester Town-hall, 207 ; interior

of Trinity Congregational Church, Huntingdon,
313

Iron fanade, New York, 458, 4G3 ; iron shop
front, 252.

JAPANESE ornament, 530

KUILEMBERG Viaduct, Holland, the, 310

LABOURERS' dwellings, agricultural, 223, 513
Leaden fininis and gii-ouette-s from France, 182
Library and Museimi, Cardiff, 508
Lifting houses in Chicago, 479
Lighthou.se on the Island of Sombrero, 187
Lincoln Cathedral, 288, 297
Lindsey Prison, 364
Lunettes, Gaiety Theatre, 254

MANCHESTER Cathedral, 506 ; Manchester
Townhall, 13, 207

Slonsuring the heights of houses, towcis, &c., 177,
213

Mcdia;val metal-work, 277
Mctil-work, mcdiicval, 277
Midland Railway Terminus, 274 ; Jlidland Ter-
minus n<jtel, St. Pnneras, 136, 141

JlorrcU's patent ash-closet, 42
Mosaic for wall decoration, ceramic, 3G6
Mouldings, 1, 2, 75, 114

Mural decoration, tiles for, 414
Museum and Library, Cardiff, 508

NAVE roof, Bern Regis Church, 4C0
New Shorehani Church, capitals at, 1.39

Newgate Market, plan for laying out, 167
Nonhall, near Elhmd, Yorkshire, 5
North side of Durham Cathedral, 506
Notes from a Sketchbook, 4, 32, 37, 48, 63, 130,

182,204
Nottingham Congregation.il Institute, 412

OAK inlaid bookcase, 116 ; oak panels, carved,
437

Old English domestic architecture, 4 ; old house
nt Boppard, 32 ; old honso at Rhense, 37

Ornament : early Classic, 95 ; Japanese, 530
Omnjnental design, 369

PACIFIC Railway, 209
I'aiuted and inlaid pianoforte, 94
Panelling, 165,189

Panels, carved oak, 437
Parisian parks and gardens, 499
Pai'ks and gardens of Paris, 499
Part view of Chester Cathedral, 73.

Pasteboard for roDfing, 576.

Patent ash-closefc, Morrell's, 42
;
patent plotting

and computing scales, 155
Pianoforte, painted and inlaid, 94
Pittsburgh Bridge, 528
Plans :

—

Alexandra Park, Manchester, 482
Bristol Assize Courts, 53
Churches, suggested plan for, 501
Elementary schools, 521
Gaiety Theatre, 34
Ham, the, near Cowbridge, 417
Her Majesty's Theatre, 299
Holy Cross Abbey, Co. Tipperary, 200
Homes for the working classes, 257
Hospitals, II, 138
Lincoln cathedral, 288
Museum and Library, Cardiff, 508
Newgate market, lajiug out, 107
Prison for the Parts of Lindsey, Liucola-

.shirc, 364
St. Jlutthias's chapel, Cobern, 151

Plotting and computing scale, 155
Post Office, New York, 228
Prison for the Parts of Lindscv, Lincolnshir6,

364, 3G7
Proposed bridge over the Hooghly at Calcutta,

33G
;
proposed design for interior of Manchester

Ton-n-hall, 207

RAILWAY bridge across the Seine, 061 ; rail-

way, the Pacific, 209
Rhense, old honse at, 37
Roof, Berc Regis Church, 460 ; roof girders, dia-

grams for, 7 ; roof of York Chapter-house, 175,

199
Roofing, pasteboard, 570

SAINT Matthias's Chapel, Cobern, 150 ; St. Pan-
cras railway terminus, 274 ; St. Pancras Ter-
minus hotel, 136, 141

San Giovaiuii in Laterano, Rome, cloisters at, 184
Scale for plotting and eompnting. Dean's, 155
Schloss Elz, on the Moselle, 204
Schools : Finsbury, 117 ; HoUoway, 461

Seine railway bridge, 361
Semi-detached cottages, Lower Tooting, 185
Sewer ventilator, 270
Shop front, iron, 252
Sketch of roof, Bere Regis church, 4G0
Sketch-book, Notes from a, 4, 32, 37, 48, G3, 130,

182, 204
Smoke nuisance, the, 489, 490
Sombrero Lighthouse, 187
South-cast view, Manchester cathedral, 50G
Spcy Viaduct, the, 388
Staircase, Manchester Townhall, \?

Stalls, Dunblane Cathedral, 552, 554
Stone aird biiek design, 163, 248 ; stone hc.id to

doorway, carved, 10, 12

Stress diagrams for roof girders, 7

Study ceiling, Tempsford House, 14

Su^tgested plan for churches, 501
Syphon, Canal of Isabella II., Spain, 434
System of timber-framed construction of German

work, 48, 63

TEMPSFORD House study ceiling, 11

Terminus Hotel, St. Pancr;;s, 13G, 141 ; terminus

of the Midland railwav, 274
Theatres : Booth's (Now" York), 340; Gaiety, 34,

254 ; Her Majesty's, 294, 299, 302
Tiles for mural decoration, 414
Timber-framed German architecture, 48, G3
Tower of St. Martin, Tours, 230; tower for

water, Crovdon, 119
Town-hall, Manchester, 13, 207
Trinity Congregational Church. Huntingdon, 312,

313

USE of mouldings, 1, 2, 75, 114

VENTILATOR for sewers, 270
Viaducts : Core, 70 ; Kuilemberg, liUi ; Spey, 388
View of Chester cathedral, 73

WALL decoration, 366
Working-class homes, 257
Washington, the Capitol, 92, 97
\\'atcr-lowcr, Croydon, 119

1 YORK Chaptei--housc rool, 175, 199
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ABSURDITIES of Gothic sculpture, 111
_ _

i

Abyssinian church architecture, 570 ;
Ahyssinmn

pump, 322
^^thatics oE construction, 872, 3!)1

Agricultural labourers' dwellings, 223, 478

Alljert Hall of Arts and Sciences, -t7-t

AUiury Park, fires at, 432

Alexandra Park, Manchester, 48

1

Alleghany Bridge, ~>'27

Alleyue's College, Dulwich, 142, 173, 520

American ir on architecture, 4C3 ; Amerio.in

slates, 210
Analyses of potable water, 396, 432

Andeinaeh, details of south door, 481

Annual Report of the Metropolitan Board of

Works, 6

Antiquity of stained glass, 370.

Api)lied mechanics in relation to natural laws and

processes, 38C, 431
Archaeological Societies, 58, 121, ISO

Archajology, 124, 142, 188, 211, 235, 301, 323,

440, 489
Architects' duties, 382, 409 ; architects and the

public, 519
Architectural Alliance, 419, 429, 441, 505;

Architectural Association, 48, S3, 88, 134, 179,

221, 271, 373, 408, 425, 454, 474, 504, 547 ;

architectural criticism, 249 ; architectural

cdncation, 83, 408, 449 ; architectural enrich-

ments in zinc, 211 ; architectural examinations

and the Institute, 310 ; Architectural Exhibi-

tion, 211, 357, 404, 426, 451, 514, 533 ;
Archi-

tectural Museum, 467 ; architectural polychro-

matic decorations, 533, 537 ; Architectural

Publication Society, 476, 502 ; architectural

SDcieties, 8, 30, 69, 90, 121, 135, 300, 348, 419

Architecture, Belgian, 134, 157 ; Flamboyant,

109; German timber-framed, 30, 47, 63;

Indian, 347 ; iron, 463 ; mediajval, 332 ; Old
English domestic, 3 ; architecture and civil

engiueering, 546 ; architecture in the Royal
Academy, 105

Armour, the Meyrick collection, 9

Army and Navy memorials proposed, 526

Avran pitchstones, 384
Ai-rangement of an English parish church, 179,

500
Art education and Dutch painting, 430 ; art of

Scopas, the, 152 ; art tiles for mural decoration,

417 ; art workmanship at the Society of Arts,

176, 222
Artistic feeling, 67 ; artistic treatment of piers,

pillars, and columns, 547, 573
Ash-closet, MoreU's, 41

Ashpitel, the late Mr. Arthur, 85, 359, 537
Asphalte rooting pasteboard, 576
Asphalted roads, 545
Assize Courts, Bristol, 50, 80, 101

Associated Arts' Institute, 67, 224, 269, 337, 362,

417, 456
Asylums for metropolitan sick poor, 348

BARNINGHAM Hall, 433
Barsham Hall, 347
Basements, 511
B.attle of the Sites, 432
Bavarian Exhibition, 582
Belfast Town Hall Competition, 166
Belgian architecture, 134, 157
Benevolent Institution, Builders', 511
Berlin cast iron, 90
Bessbrook, 465
Bible Society's House, Blackfriai's, 243
Bills of quantities, 505
Birmingham stained glass, 408
Blackburn and Chorley Railway, 433
Blackfriars Bridge, 425
Board of Works and the Law Courts, the, GS, 88
Bonomi, Joseph, 202
Booth's Theatre, New York, 348
Brass and kon for buiklinc, 247
Brick and stone design, 163, 248

Bricks versus stoae, 5S1
P.rickyard-road, a, 363

Bridges :—AUeghanr, 527 ; Blackfriars, 425 ;

Channel, 433; Hooghly, 336; Niagara, 7;
Seine, 361 ; bridges of concrete, 7

Bristol Assize Courts, 50, 80, 101

British Archaiological Society in Rome, 189 ;

British railways, 221

Builder, the " General," 551

Builders' Benevolent Institution, 511 ; builders'

hardware, 500, 546, 570 ; builders' tools, 546

Building contracts, 314, 575; building intelligence,

18 42, 56, 79, 100, 122, 144, 166, 191, 213, 235,

261,282, 303, 323, 349, 374, .397,420, 442, 465,

490, 511, 536, 558, 533 ; building and land

societies, 40, 56, 79, 90, 113, 129,142, 16(5,190,

212, 235, 261, 282, 301, 349, 371, 396, 420, 527,

683 ; building in iron and brass, 247 ;
BUILD-

ING News Sketch Book, 559, 584 ; building

siones in the metropolis, 525, 550, 561

Bylaugh Hall, Norfolk, 272

CANAL of Is.abclla H., Spain, 133

Capitals, New Shoreham Cliurch, 135

Capitol at Washington, the, 83

Carlisle Cathedral, 473

Carved or inlaid work. 293 ; carved oak panels,

439 ; carved stone head to doorway, 10

Catacombs of Rome, 113

Cathedrals of England, 473, 497 ; cathedrals of

Tuscany, 27, 64

Cattle-market, Doncastcr, 234

Cellar chokedamp, 9

Cement, composition of, 244 ; cement, Portland

331, 355, 375 ; cement for road-making, 429

Central Pacific Raih-oad, 201

Cere Viaduct, the, 68

Cesspools under houses, 481
Channel-bridge, 433
Chapel building : Congregational, 127 ; Wes-

leyan, 333 ; Chapel of St. John's College,

Cambridge, 441 ; Chapel of St. Matthias,

Cobern, 150
Characteristic design in architecture, 180, 203

Chester Cathedral, 67, 497
Chilmark stone, 3i35

Chips, 103, 125, 147, 170, 194, 216, 240, 264, 285,

305, 327, 352, 377, 400, 423, 447,470, 495, 516,

540, 565, 588
Chokedamp in cellars, 9

Church of St. John the Evangelist, St. Georges-

in-lhe-EASt,158 ; Church of St. Michael, Corn-

hill, 219 ; Church at Ryde, 506 ; Church of St.

Savin, Poitiers, 387, 421 ; church and schools

at HoUoway, 457, 557.

Churches at Hoxton, 379 ; churches, suggested

new an'angement, 500

City of London improvements, 281

Civil enginearing and architecture, 546

Clocks and clock-towers, 197, 236

Cloisters, San Giovanni in Laterano, Rome, 181

Colour, science of, 156 ;
colour, use and abuse of,

457
Colouring marble and stone, 224

Columns, piers, and pillars, 547, 573

Common workman, the, and the Society of Arts,

269.

C5mpetitions, 50, 69, 121, 142, 190, 211, 234,259,

282, 195, 457, 489, 527

ComiJosition of cements. 244

Concrete bridges, 7

Congregational chapel building, 127 ; Congrega-
tional Church, Huntingdon, 315 ; Congrega-

tional Institute, Nottingham, 417
Construction, ajsthetics of, 372, 394

Constructive novelties at New Hampton, 426
;

constructive value oC leak, 84, 129

Contracts and bills of quantities, 314, 505, 543,

.575

Convent of St. Margaret, East Grinstcad, 64

Corn Exchange, Rochester, 569.

Cornish granite quarries, 455

COKKESPONDEXCE.
ACOUSTIC facilities of public ro'ms, 551 ; Affri-

cultural cottages, 513 ; Apomecometer, the, 213, aW

;

Arcliitects, houses, and scamping builders, 01 j>;

Architects in India, 57; Arcliitects' charges,—the

Institute scale, •!»4, 3.50; Architects' estimates, 5:i<

;

Xvoliif^r-mr;!! lOxliibitiou, .511; Architectav.ll Mu-
Krnni •,, \ ;;.,ii(M,thelateArthur,53r; Bathstoue,

I
1. , \;,h competition, 4;l ; Bristol Assize

,r Miiililei's a word lor, 402 ; Building
, . , k. :,sl: lUiililiuK in Qiieenslnud,

Couveut at East Griiistfad, 111, 4 :. r,l ; ( opynLjht m
matters architectural, 537; Craigeutinny monument,
168- Decoration of tlio Hospital of St. Cross, oO;

Diploma for builders, a, 514 ; Eastlake, Mr., on

taste, 200, 322, .350; Eddystone lig-hthouae, 1«;
Forests, timber and trade in New Zealand, 5/ ,101

;

Fussy young- architects, 492, 514 ; Glasgow Institute

of Architects, OGl, 583 ; Graining, 145 ; Grotesques,

IS 43 57 ; Guthrie scholarship, 421 ; Head for door-

way 43 ; Her Majesty's theatre, W2, 345 ;
" Hints on

household taste," 303, 321, 350 ; Holmes, Mr. E. as

a competitor, 585 ; Homerton smallpox hospital, la ;

Important to advertisers, 561, 585 ; Institute secre-

taryship 401 ; London gardening, 501 ; Metropolitan

Assessment Bill, 283 ; Modern Gothic shopbuilding,

330; Museum of the City of Loudon, 5S5 ; Now Law
Courts, 501; Newgate Market, 167; Northampton
Grammar-school competition, 230 ; Obstructions m
base lines, 501, .586 ; Painted and inlaid piano, 14j

;

I'aueUiug, 180 ;
" Parks, promenades, and gataens

of Paris," 500, 581 ; Portland cement, 375 . Uaintall

.aud sewage, 513; Reflected light and ,»oundiiig

boards 585 ; Kestoration and desecration at York,

101 ; Komau tcssel.ilcd pavement, 413. 492 ; Rother-

hamintiruiii v i'' ; Kivid academy, 413, 492; Scddon,

Mr au'l r ill hotel, 513; Sewer veutila-

tiou'4M' .,,:
, I u competition, 303 ; Sound-

iu"-'board>^ ,u .,- . : South Kensington lecture

tlieatre, Siiii ; South Kensington Museum, 145, 214

;

Telenraph wires in architecture, 80 ; Tenders lor the

Edm-Qntou workhouse, 192 ; Twining's Economic
Museum, 561; Use of iron in building, 661; valua-

tiou of builders' work, 3.50 ; ventilatmg sewers, .150;

Wanted an architect, 491; 'Wanted, a client, ol3;

^V;luted, a Loudou gardener, 512; Workmen's indus-

trial exhibition isro, 5iil ; Would-be-architect8,40/,

492 ; Xylography, 145, 105 ; York Chapter-houae, 79,

101, 213; Young men's art societies, 375, 393, 421.

Costessey Hall, Norfolk, 315

Cottages, agricultural, 478 ; cottages forlabourcrs,

174, 223 ; cottages, semi-detached, 181

Criticism in architecture, 249

Croydon water tower, 112

Crnikshank and the Royal Academy, 65

Cultivation of artistic feeling, 67

Cutting Ireland in two, 387

DECORATION of the Hospital of St. Cross, 50,

331
Decorations, polychromatic, 533, 557

Decorative material, a new, 488

Design in architecture, characteristic, 180, 203 ;

design in brick and stone, 163, 248 ; design for

Manchester Town Hall, 204 ;
design, orna-

mental, 369
Designs for new lufirmary and Workhouse, Lam-

beth, 258
Destruction of trees by street gas, 433

Details of door, Andernach, 481

Diseases of workers among lead and paint, 558

District Schools, Einsbury, 110

Disused cesspools under houses, 481

Docks for Greenock, new, 135 ; docks, West ludui,

522
Domestic architecture, old English, 3; domestic,

architecture, German timber-framed, 30, 47, 63

Doncaster new cattle market, 234

Door, Andernach, 481

Doorway, 10, 43
Double competitions, 395

Doulting freest ine, 363

Drains, bad, 24

Drapers' Hall, 568
Dulwich College, 142, 173, 520

Dunblane Cathedral, 551

Durham Cathedral, 497

Dutch painting and art education, 430

Duties of the architect with reference to the nr-
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rangement and constractiuu ol

400

inii!ilinir, 'iS-,

EATIXGTON Park, Wonviikshiie, 158, o'li

Kcclesin-stical Dilapidaiions Bill, -llO

Kdinhur^'li Artlutcctural Association, o.jO ; Kdin-

liurt;li Inlimiary, S

Kducatioii, architeetaral, Su, 108, 44'.t

Eleuicntary Schools, Sl'1

Kli/.abethaa dramatists and tlie Eeiiais>;iiicc, 417

Elm Kidge, near Darlington, 29

Empty room and Greek art, the, .'i;!!!

Encouragement of the fine arts, 501

Kngineer appointments in Indi<i, :^(»

English cathedrals, 47H, 4SI7

Enrichments in zinc, 211

Eastou-si|u:irc, 152

Evelina Hospital for Children, 571!

Examinations and the Institute, 310

Exoter, 431
Kxclusive study of media3yal architecture, ii32

Exhibition, Architectural, 211, 357, 404, 426, 451,

514, 533 ; exhibition of art workmanship at the

Society of Arts, 176, 222 ; exhibition. Bava-
rian, 582 ; exhibition of photographs and relics

from Palestine, 543 ; Exhibition, South Staf-

fordshire, 135, 500, 54t;, 570 ; exhibilion at

Utrecht, 322
Exploration of Palestine, 88, 543
Eye Chnrch, Suffolk, 471)

FINE Arts, encouragement of, 501
Finials^and girouettes, leaden, 182
Finsbury District Schoo's, 110
Fires at ^Vlbuvy Park, 432

Fish, unsound, 248
Flamboyant arcbitectui'o, 10'.*

Form of building contract, 314
Free labour movement, 25, Kid, 339
Freemasons' Hall and Tavern, 379
French tinials and girouettes, 182
Fresco-painting, 222

FCRNITURE AND DECORATION

—

Architectural polychi'omatic decorations, 533,557
Art tiles and ceramic mosaic, 371
Artistic decoration and furnishing, 371
Barry and the Reform CInb decorations, 9'J

Ceiling of study, Tempsford House, 1

5

Colours, 16
Decoration of the Gaiety Theatre, 15

Decorations at the Masonic Hall, Ipswich, 210
Decorative art apjilied to domestic uses, 233

;

Decorative Arts' Institute, 188; decorative
material, a new, 488

Early Classic ornament, 99
Eastlake, Mr., on Taste, 260, 281, 303,322, 250
Enamelling and polishing, 393
Gleanings from Greek furniture, 143
Gloss, glare, and polish, 345
Gold and gililin"-, 164, 210, 233
Her Majesty's Theatre, 345
"Hints on Household Taste," 281, 303, 321,

350
Intention in decoration, 188
Interior decoration :

—

Dining room, the, 321, 393, 439, 464, 487
Di-awing room, the, 76, 120, 143

Mantovuni's Loggia at the Vatican, 321
Modern drawing room, the, 144; modern Gothic

fui-uitnre, 120
( )ak inlaid bookcase, 1 2

1

Opera-houses, the, 144

Panelling, 164,189
Pianoforic, painted ami inlaiil, W, 1 In, 145
Signs of Improvement, 55
Stylo to be adopted, 77
Theatrical ramble, a, 581

Wall furniture, 39
Xylography, 89, 113, 145, 1G5

Fnrnitnro woods, 339
Future prosjiccts of the Isthmus of Suez, 355

(JAIETY Theatre, 251
Galvanised ii'on water-pipes, 440
Gardening in Hyde Park, 523
Gases of sewage, 551
General Builder, the, 551
George Crnikshank and the Hoyal Academy, (i5

German timber-framed domestic architecture, old,

30, 47, 63
Glasgow gossip, 66, 523
Glass, Roman, 487
Gothic and Greek art, 358 ; Gothic sculpture,

111 ; Gothic shopbniMing, modern, 289, 350
Granite quarries, Treifry, 455
Great Eastern Railway—Metropolitan cxIcnsioD,

335
Greek art and the empty room, 333 ; (Jroek and

Gothic art, 358 ; Greek gymnasium and mcdcrn
art, a, 380.

Greenock Docks, new, 135
Grosvenor mansions, 105

HALL of Arts and Sciences, Royal Albert, 474

Ham, the, near Cowbridge, 417
Hardware, builders', 500, 546, 570
Head to doorway, 10, 43
Heating buildings, 384
Her ilajesty's Theatre, 299
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Locks and keys, 500
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Map of Metropolian improvements, 90

Martyr to art, a, 362

Marylebone mortuary, 132

Masonic Archaeological Institute, 110, 176

Masonry, 533 ; masonry, defective, 9

Material for decoration, a new, 488

Materials, strength of, 457
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medifcval metal work, 272, 290

Memoir of Joseph Bonomi, 202

Mersey tunnel and railway, projected, 480
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Method of carriage, a new, 190.
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Mortality of infants in bad dwellings. 111

Mortar, 69, 308
Mortuary at JIarylehone, 1 52

Mouldings, 1, 61,112
Mural decorations, titles for, 417
Museum, Architectural, 467
Museums for the people, 106
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monuments, 220, 346 ; national railways, 111

Natural laws and processes, applied mechanics in
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new hospital at Wimbledon, 433 ; New India

Office, 226, 336, 387 ; New Law Courts, the,

61, 68, 88, 107, 110, 133, 247, 358, 380, 432,
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Niag.ira suspension bridge, 7

North Devon, 524
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Nottingham Congregational Institute, 417
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Outfall of the Humbcr, 464

PACIFIC railroad, 201, 511

Palace-yard, 189
Palestine Exploration, 88, 543

Panels, carved oak, 439

Paris steam road roller, 439
Parisian parks, 475, 498, 560, 584
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park at Sonthwark, 583
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Preserving wood, 29
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dramatists, 417
Reports on the Metropolitan Buildings and

Management Bill, 87
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Ripon Cathedral, 473
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Road, brickyard, 363 ; road-roUcr, steam, 439

Roads, asphalted, 545 ; ro.ads as they should Ijo,
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Rochester Corn Exchange competition, 569
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Roman glass, 487

Roof at St. John the Bsiptist's, Bere Regis, 457 ;

roof at Y'ork Chapter House, 25, 175, 199, 213

Roofing pasteboard, 576 ; roofing slates in Scot-

land, 8

Roofs, 6

Riitherham Hospital and Dispensary, 387, 455, 492
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Baptist's, Bere Regis, 457 ; St. John's Chatcl,

Cambridge, 441 ; St. John the Evangelist's, St.
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Cornhill, 219 ; St. Pancras Railway Station,

136, 274 ; St. Savin, Poitiers, 387, 421

Salisbury, 428

San Giovanni in Laterauo, Rome, 181
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Science of colour, the, 156

Scientific societies' house, 245

Scopas, the art of, 152
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sewage utilisation, 287, 361, 407

Sewer and drain ventilation, 270, 350, 452, 492

Sewers and stwage, 428

Shop-building, modern Gothic, 289, 350

Sick poors' asylum, metropolitan, 348

Sinking iron cylinders, 201
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Sketches by the Rev. J. L. Petit, 426
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Smoke nuisance, 489

Snow, removal of, 69
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Southampton, .525

Sonthwark I'ark, 583

Specificat'ons, 226

Spey Viaduct, the, 337
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ON THE USE OF MOULDING?.—No. 1.

" f\^ ^^^ disuie of mouliliafjs " would per-

\J haps be a more appropriate heading to

any remarks on the preseut fashion in archi-

tecture. It is a curious fact, though not an
unaccountable one, that the features in ques-

tion have almost ceased to exist iu the bulli

of modern work. The orthodox Italian

fagade, of course, retains the cornices and ar-

chitraves prescribed by authority ; but
wherever independent thought and espe-

cially Gothic tendencies manifest tliemselve-s,

mouldings seem to be more and more neg-
lected. For this neglect there are at least

three obvious causes—the revival of brick
architecture, the abuse of carving, and the

prevailing fancy that architecture proper,

apart from sculpture and painting, is not an
art at all. The first, so far as it goes, is a
valid reason enough. Elaborate mouldings
are not the natural outgrowth of a system of

brick construction. Terra cotta, indeed,

which is but a variety of brick, allows them
to be carried to a considerable extent ; but
the greatest care is demanded, and the result

is often far from satisfactory. Mouldings in

ordinary brick must obviously be simple,

though they need not be cunhned, as they

commonly are, to mere chamfers and notch-
ings. But it is not only in brick buildings

that the deficiency is observable ; it is much
more conspicuous, because less defensible,

where stone is employed. Here the poverty
of the main lines is only equalled by the

florid effect of the carving, wliich should be
entirely subordinated to them. If this

carving were of the highest order, or if it

were merely quaint and interesting, it might
be pardoned for overstepping its boundaries a

little. But while so much of it consists in a

mere repetition of well-worn types, a sort ol

efflorescence which people take as a matter ot

course, it ought at least to hold the inferior

place which is all it is fit for. It is not

worth giving up all the muscular lines of a

building to substitute such feeble stuff as this

;

and it can scarcely be pleasant for an archi-

tect to remember that a design owes more to

the carver's talent than to his own. Foliage,

however, nowadays hides a multitude ul

sins. It veils the nakedness of many a
design; but the man who cannot do without
it is not the man who is competent to use it

well. In spite of all that has been said,

sculpture is only an accessory, not a necessity,

of architecture. If the architecture be weak
and poor no amount of ornament will set it

right ; and a most valuable aid in giving
richness and strength is the skilful introduc-
tion of mouldings.
The most frequent purpose of mouldings is

to emphasize by repetition the chief lines
of the work. In an arch, for instance,
instead of the single line afforded by a
square arris, they produce a group of lines
following the same curve. And, in the best
examples, the effect is generally not that of
mere lines, but of solid, gracefully shaped
form. Sometimes part of the intention is to
get rid of the primitive arris altogether, and
substitute something softer or more delicate

;

but in most cases it is in an arris of some kind

that mouldings have their origin. There are,

therefore, almost as many kinds of mould-

ing as there are features posse-sing an arris

or external angle. The chief are, of course,

arches, jambs, cornices, strings, and base

mouldings— to the last two of which the

capitals and bases of columns are closely

allied. Sometimes even the angles of piers

and buttresses are moulded, and mouldings

are used either alone or in combination with

other ornament, in finials, crockets, and such

purely decorative details.

1. Arch TOOitWi'fijs.— It is hardly necessary

to point out the main distinction in the

treatment of the arch under the Classic and

Gothic systems respectively. On the former

it was usual to obtain all the lines desired

by small projections in front of the general

wall surface ; on the latter they weie pro-

duced b)' sinkings of various forms below

the same surface. The face of the Gothic

arch was flush with the face of the wall
;

that of the Classic arch tlighlly projected

beyond it. One projecting member, how-

ever—the label or dripstone—was retained

by the Gothic school : it was derived fiom,

and occupies the same place as, the outer

member of the Classic aichivolt.
_

The

simplest form of the arch proper is, of

course, a plain square section, and on the

Mediosval principle, which we propose chiefly

to notice, the natural course was to begin by

moulding the part ai'jacent to the arris. A
number of different ways in which -this was

done are shown iu the. annexed woodcut (A.)

>_ u-

(A ) Allele muulitinga based OQ a square

One of the earliest in style, and also the

most frequent," was the roll moilldirig— tlit

first in our series. This vi*as specially cha-

racteristic of Romanesque work, but is found

more or less down to the latest Mi-dijoval

period. The quirks aiijoiniiig iht roll ma\
be small and square, or splayed, as in No. '1,

or rounded as in No. 3, or worked into a son

of bird's beak moulding, as in No. 10* or

developed into hollows, as in No. 12, or inln

various other form; whiol. niay be hereal'lei

noticed. The little s([uare check and cavetti

accompanying the mil in Nc. 2 is an instan- <

of the way in which Frtui H architects e.'pe-

cially delighted to give p^xniinenc' to lb'

member on the angle of the arch ' ' cuttin;

away the parts nearest to it. In this country

the tendency was to detach it much less

slightly from the rest of the arch surface,

putting merely one or two small sinkings be-

side it, or a de-'p but narrow hollow. There
can be no doubc that the former mode is the

most effective, because the most distinct. It

is always intelligible to the eye ; whereas the

latter, beyond a certain distance, can only be

made out with difficulty. This want of dis-

tinctness is 'yften a weak point in English

groups of mouldings, which detracts much
from the excjellencc of their separate features.

There is frequently too much equality be-

tween the dilf;Teut members and too little

plain sutfaqe. The multiplicity and elabora-

tion of par(!S is so great as to spoil their effect

as a whoV?. This fault, however, is far

commoner in tlie fully developed
_
Early

English (ihan ia the previous Transitional

sty le, which is second to none for strength

and vigour of design. _A.j)eculiar variety of

the roll mouldings is that shown in No. 4,

which is of early date and not very often met
with. In No. 5 v, r come to the pointed rol!,

which in the First Gothic period nearly super-
seded the round one, and wliich is one of the
most valuable and effective arch mouldings
ever originated. No. 6 is a modification of
it, contrived to give greater distinctness to it

as the chief member of the arch. Nos. 7, 8,
and 9 are three forms of a still more familiar

type—the filleted roll. Unlike the pointed
one, this survived several changes of style,

and is found with certain modifications in
quite late work. No. 11 is the first shape of
another characteristic species—the scroll

moulding. It may be derived from either a
round or pointed roll by supposing one-half
of it to be worked with a rather longer radius
than the other, so that there is a lap in the
centre where the two meet. The scroll

moulding, however, is not very common on
an angle as in this example, Ijut generally
finds its place in strings, dripstones, and
capitals.

Our second illustration (B.) shows a number

* The numberitig of ligiir^s is fr< m loft. u> i iytit aloui

each horizoutat liuo, as in ordxD&ry ^>^itiug.

(B.) Angle mouldings based on tbe splay.

if types adapted to a chamfered instead of a

quare angle. No. 1 is, of course, the plain ;

No. 2, the sunk; and No. .3, the hollow

hamler. No. 4 is the ovolo or quarter

ciund, which may have been derived—if it is

lecessary to suppose such a simple form to be

derived from anything—from the half of a
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three-filleted . . the rave mould-

ing, obviously no more Mian tbi last with the

angles rounded.t Xhi^ was mn< i used in the

Second and 'i iiird- Pointed periods, when
members of th U son, Mhich i'. "olve little

Labour in working, nearly su, ?eded the

deep hollows and rounds cf a'' arlier time.

The ne.xt five examples, ^ov ler (6 to 10),

are all early in style, and r.ll il'.ctive. The
last of them is rather lii'iainestj^ue than

Gothic. Its difference from tii>> Classic cyma,
in which it doubtlesJ originateii, is worth re-

marking. The upper portion ir* much larger,

and the lower smaller, than in the ancient

one ; it is less flowing iu outline, but far

richer iu contrasts of light and .-hade. It

exhiljits life and force, in jl.u : of mere
insipid elegance. Nos. 11 and !_, like the

wave moulding, ore most frequen' in late

work.
The woodcut (C.) shows theioll moulding iu

U

(C.) Groups with the roll u tha laMlisg member,

combination. The first cx.i'nplaj.s one of the

implest. The arch is here composed of two

rders or rings of masonry ; the lower one

being, a= usual, set Ijuck on the face consider-

ably behind tlie upper one. No. 2 is Fr(>!'ch,

and is likewise of tn-o orders. Ic has a drip-

stone and a boldly relieved roll on each angle,

the adjacent members being a reversed ogee

and the bird's beak before mentioned. Tliis

is a very ett'ective group. No. 'A has double

beads, separated by a square fillet. No. 4 is

a common Koraanesque angle moulding, con-

si-sting of a roll and a shallow quirked cavetto,

and the remaining sketches are of the same
style. The square outline of the blocks out

of which the mouldings were sunk is strongly

marked in most specimens of this early

period, the extreme projection of each member
generally touching it. But though this was
the rule numerous exceptions may be dis-

covered capable of explanation bj' the par-

ticular circumstances of each case. For
instance, where, each order of the arch rested

on the capital of a shaft in the jambs, it was
often found convenient to keep the chief

members at the angle somewhat back from
the extreme face, so as to reduce its projec-

last illustration (D.) shows some arch moulds
in which the pointed roll occupies the chief

position, at the angle of each order. These
are all of the first part of the thirteenth cen-

tury, and worthy of study. Whatever
advance in grace and lightness may have
been made at subsequent periods, it was
at this time that the far more valuable
qualities of strength and inten.sity of expres-

sion were developed in the highest degree.

OX HOSPITALS.

(D.) Groups with the pointed roll as tbo le.itling

mcuil>er.

tion before the face of the shaft. Something
of this kind is observable in fig. 2, and is even

more marked in English work, when an

abacus circular on plan demanded it. The

WHERE any department of human in-

dustry is admittedly well organised it is

perliaps enough for many of those who have
to work if they know the existing machinery
well and can do their part towards keeping it

in motion with energy and punctuality. But
this limited knowledge and this punctual dis-

charge of present duties does not supply all

that is wanted to ensure progress. It is need-

ful to know how matters have grown to their

present condition, and where a possibility of

improvement exists, and only on such a basis

can sound advances be made. The art of

buildiug hospitals is one to which the truth

that underlies the sufficiently trite observation

just made is peculiarly applicable. Hospitals

are at the present time more extensively and
better built than ever before, and there are

ver}' many persons who if erajdoyed to build

a hospital will be apt to rest content with
knowing what is being done at the pre.sent

day—and copying it. We do not for a moment
desire to suggest that the best models of the

present day are not well worth attention, and
that following them may not be a safe course

for actual practice, but we do not believe them
yet to have reached perfection, and we believe

it may be of use to those who desire

thoroughly to grasp the subject if we give

a few remarks on the origin of hospitals as well

as on their present system, and some obser-

vations on the course which future improve-

ment must take in order to remove those de-

fects which unquestionably stUl exist in them
to a greater or less degree. It is a singular

instance of the way in which good grows out

of evil tliat, although there is said to be a so-

litary recorded instance as far back as the

third century of a building appropriated to

the reception of indigent sick—and private

houses were from time to time given np for

this purpose from very early ages—still in

air probability we owe the idea of separate

buildings properly erected for the care of the

sick to the prevalence in the early and middle

ages of loathsome and contagious forms of

disease.

The earliest hospitals were the leper 'aouses

and lazar houses, which existed in very early

times to a great extent, and it is mnre than

possible that these gave rise to the erection of

distinct infirmaries for other classes of suf-

ferers. Neither in Classical times ucr among
the Jews is there any mention of special

buildings for the reception and taie of the

sick ; and this in the case of the .Jens is the

more remarkable, as they had the disease of

leprosy among them and expelled th< ise suffer-

ing from it from their cities. In the early and

middle ages leprosy raastThave been frightfully

prevalent in Europe. Detached and isolated

cells for leprosy and establishments where a

small group of cells for lepers wa- collected

together in an enclosure, which al.-i contained

a church and accommodation fu: ;oine few

iiiunks, multiplied largely; and w, ordinarily

known aslazarhouse9,from their, lication to

t^t. I.azarus. Tlie chronicler Man hew Paris

ci)nii>uted that there were not lewer than

I!),(i(i() lazar houses in Europe in ihe twelfth

century ! The systematic arrangements

of monastic life, where there were

separate dejiartmentg for each class of oc-

cupants, as, for example, fui the novices, the

monks, the guests, and the^.-rvants, and a dis-

tinct set of buildings foreaeb purpose, had not

advanced far from their gin:,l simple be-

ginnings before the infirmiLif b. gan to be re-

cognised as a usual and necessary part of the
buildings forareligiousorder, wliile at the same
time distinct hospitals, certainly cared for by
the religious orders, though eftiblished for

the iise of laymen, began to be founded, and
this so early that the Hotel Dieii of Paris

claims to date from the year C60. By the

twelfth century the number of infirmaries

was largely extended ; every abbey or monas-
tery had one, and when we take into account
the many detached buildings for the same
purjjose and the vast number of leper houses,

we shall admire the energetic and active

charity of those remoter times. In the

thirteenth and the succeeding century the

art of building and of the arrangement
of the parts of a building became increasingly

well understood, and it may prove instruc-

tive, therefore, to describe an ordinary

mediaeval hospital. Many examples still

remain to us. One of the most ancient was
that of Augers (see illustration), built in the

middle of the twelfth century. Its main
building was a vast vaulted hall of three

parallel naves; adjoining this was the chapel,

and in front of both there was a cloister,

while not far removed stood a large granary

of storehouses not included on the plan. The
hall was wide enough for four rows of beds,

with sufficient gangways between them. At
Ourscamp exists a hospital of precisely

similar plan, only that the building which
occupies the place of the chapel at Augers is

supposed to have been intended for kitchen

and pharmacy at Ourscamp. Of the early

French hospitals, that at Touerre, dating from
the beginning of the fourteenth century, was
remarkable for the beds being sheltered each

in a kind of spacious cubicle or unroofed

recess partly enclosed by wooden framing, and
within a hall of vast size. Inspection was in

this instance facilitated by a gallery which
ran all round the room. This hall, which is

of the noble dimensions of ISft. lOin. by
SSft. long, was only, according to M. Viollet

le Due, intended for the reception of forty

beds.

Very similar to this curious example at

Touerre is St. Mary's Hospital, at Chichester,

and which has been illustrated by Dollman.

In this the sides of a large hall are occupied

by sixteen rooms in pairs—forming eight

tenements, with a spacious central avenue

—

and covered by the vast roof, which spans

the whole space. In this, as in the conti-

nental examples, the chapel is at the end of

the hall.

In other hospitals of the fourteenth and
fifteenth centuries, as those of Lubeck and
Bourges (engraved by Verdies and Cattois),

we find the hospital retaining its earlier sim-

plicity, with little else than the grand hall

for the sick and a chapel in front of it so

placed that those entering the hospital

passed through the chapel.

As time went on the buildings appropri-

ated to the sick became more complete in

their arrangement. A good example of the

hospitals of the fifteenth century will be

found still standing at Beauue. The build-

ings here are of two stories in height, and

occupy three sides of an oblong quadrangle.

The plan (see illustration) shows, on the

north side next the road, the great hall, with

chapel at one end, the entrance, the room of

the superior, the refectory of the sisters, and

the stores.

The last example of a Mediasval hospital

we need name is that of Cueo, in Rhenish

Prussia (see illustration), where a complete

quadrangle exists, surrounded by buildings

partly containing wards for the sick, partly

cells for separate occupation, with a church,

kitchen, and various other rooms for the

service of the establishment. It cannot be

doubted that in the internal sheltered quad-

rangle such a building possessed a valuable

and now somewhat neglected feature—while

the great height and niiiny windows of the

halls used as wards in many of these hospitals

must have done a good deal to promote their

ventilation, stimula'ted, as it no doubt was, by
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the roaring fires and vast openiiigs of the great

chimneys.
From the picturesque regularity of the

hospital last referred to, to the perfect sym-
metry of that of Milan (see illustration), one

of the best known on the continent, is a step

characteristic of the passage from France to

Italy. Dr. Oppert, who haa personally visited

the vast structure, the inner quadrangle of

which at least is probably familiar to every

traveller, says he was not favourably im-

pressed. Here the wards for the sick form

two great crosses, but, unfortunately, the ends

are connected by ranges of buildings forming
each half of the structure into a group of

four quadrangles, where air is likely enough to

stagnate. The wards in this building, as in

nearly all those we have already discussed, are

of one story in height. Except that adjoining

the principal quadrangle, there are two
stories.

Milan may be taken as the most important
of a very large number of hospital buildings

of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries,

where great regularity of plan and vast extent

may usually be found. Some of these build-

ings are healthy, some not ; none of them,
however, seem to have been contrived with
any large amount of scientific knowledge on
the subject; and we will, therefore, pass these

over, as being less suggestive either than the

early buildings due to the strong good sense

of the Mediceval architects or the later ones,

in the arrangement of which, from the time
of Tenon and the rebuilding of the H(5tel

Dieu downwards, tlie claims of modern science

have been uniformly more or less recognised.

Several of the recent improvements in

hospital arrangements were first introduced
in England ; but they were made more gene-

rally known to scientific Europe by the

discussions and projects for improvement
which arose in Paris towards the end of the

last century with a view to the amelioration

of the condition of the Hotel Dieu (the chief

hospital) of that city. In 1772 a disastrous

fire destroyed a large portion of the unsuitable

buildings then occupied in the most unhealthy
way by the inmates of that hospital, and after

some delays a commission was appointed in

1786 to aiivise npon the rebuilding of the
institution on a new and improved plan.

The report of this commission suggested,

among other designs, a vast circular building
with radiating wards, arranged much like

those gI one of Colonel Jebb's model prisons.

The design, fortunately, perhaps, was not
carried out, and another was produced, which
dt is on the other hand to be regretted should
have had to wait more than fifty years before

it was embodied in a building. This design
really contains all the features of the pavilion

plan, as now adopted in the newest hospitals

'Of France. And the HOtel Dieu, rebuilding
•at the present moment, after a lapse of eighty
years, will not show any marked contrast to

the symmetrical, well-considered design pro-

posed, but not adopted, so long ago.

To Great Britain belongs, according to

Horky, one of the most systematic writers on
this subject, the honour not only of early

abandoning the fatal custom of crowding vast
numbers of sick into one ward, but also of

first building a hospital on the now accepted
plan. The custom of overcrowding had at
one time grown to be common enough. The
very report referred to states that at that
period it was not customary in England to

place more than from twelve to thirty beds
in_ one room ; while from 300 to 400 were
said to be collected together in a single ward
of the Hutel Dieu.
The plan of the Royal Hospital for Seamen

at Stonehouse, near Plymouth, is the one
given by the author just quoted as that of a
hospital on the modern system of arrange-
ment executed so early as a.b. 1764. We
illustrate the general disposition of the build-
ings by a block plan to a small scale.

It will be seen that at Stonehouse fifteen
detached blocks are clustered rouad a large
open quadrangle. Of these, ten are large

pavilions for sixty beds each; one is a chapel,

and the remaining four, occupying the alter-

nate spaces on each side, contain kitchens,

storehouses, the refectory, and detached
wards for epidemic diseases.

England, however, seems hardly to have
maintained the lead she took at this early

period, for the next well-known examples are

the hospitals at Bordeaux and Brussels, the

Lariboisiere and Beaujeau in Paris, and a

numerous group of smaller buildings upon
tlie same principle carried out throughout

France, of which the hospital for scrofulous

children at Berek might be taken as a good

example. The course of progress thus far

had been substantially this:—The earlier hos-

pitals had consisted of one long hall with

but few attached buildings, but roomy, lofty,

and cheerful. The later medifcval buildings

had increased the number of otfices and de-

pendencies, and arranged them round an open

quadrangle; sometimes, however, giving less

of largeness and space to the wards them-

selves than had been the custom in earlier

times. By degrees, during the Early Renais-

sance period, the wards became, as a rule,

worse, and the arrangements more complex.

Tlie course of modern French reform had

latterly seized upon and combined with fea-

tures not before seen the two best features of

the medissval plans, namely, the quadrangle

and the long spacious halls lighted on both

sides for the sick.

The plan of the Beaujeau Hospital (given

in our illustration in block) shows the usual

French mode of arranging the wards round a

quadrangle, and the similarity between a

single ward and one of the earlier mediaeval

hospitals will be strikingly shown by com-
paring the plan given on our sheet of a

modern ward from the Lariboisiere Hospital

with that of the Lubeck Hospital before

alluded to. We shall say more about hos-

pitals and give more block plans in our next.

OLD ENGLISH DOMESTIC ARCHITEC-
TURE.

NOTES FEOII A SKETCHBOOK.

THE sketchbook of an architect usually
contains a miscellaneous collection of

jottings from varied sources of things suffi-

ciently interesting to have struck him forcibly

when on his rambles of business or pleasure;

and in these days of rapid change many notes

will thus have been taken of objects which on
his next journey in the same direction he
may find to have been improved out of all

recognition, or even existence. These will

naturally come without much order or se-

(|uence, and will embrace works of all ages

and character, for to the architect little

comes amiss. Dry details of construction, pic-

turesque, or, it may be, only accidental group-
ings, coloured decoration and carving,

painting and sculpture, furniture and acces-

sories, have all interest in his eyes. For he
goes, or ought to go, through the world with
those members specially open, which is by no
means the case with every one of the commu-
nity. Having been recjuested to furnish a
series of articles for this journal, the task at

first seemed more than could be undertaken
in the limited time possible to be spared from
professional engagements; but it occurred to

me that by taking the materials so collected

already, and, as it were, previously and
leisurely digested, tlie invitation might be
accepted, and that notes of sundry matters

and things, accompanied by fac siiitile en-

gravings from sketches of them, would open
matter for thought and discussion, even
should they be treated in no exhaustive

fashion. For instance, the subject selected as

a commencement—the ancient domestic ar-

chitecture of England— is one into which it

is only possible to dip in a single article, and
many others have as much or more than I have
to say about it. With the intention, therefore,

of recurring to it at some future opportunity,

I would gladly invite any who are able to

add to or correct such information as I am able
to give.

There are but a few scattered remnants left
in England of the intere-ting mi.diioval do-
mestic buildings of the humbU'r class, and
the days of those are n luliered. In each
successive decade they diminish at aa in-
creasing rate, and in anothe.- ct-utury will
probably be quite swept a,\a.y. Yet ir/ these
we a;e losing most valuable preceui'iiis for
works of our own and fut-ire ages, for their
admirable simplicity, comljjned with Buit-

ability of character to thtir purpose, seer"
to supply the very correctives wanted for th
pretentiousness or baldness which ,.s,™nl th
works of the same class of the preaeiv- ti- u
The universality of good taste ancT m
telligence as to the use of materials in oldei
times is most striking, and equally coU'

spicuous is their absence in moder ilays.

A proper style of building seems to ha /e been
a matter of intuition, whereas now it is only
attainable by special education. A fit and
pleasant character in their buildings used not
to be the monopoly of the rich, nor was it the
result alone of professional skill. The cot-

tage, the grange, and t!ie man3e in the country,

and the house and the shop, in the town, all

had an appropriate and seemly aspect, as well
as the castle or the abbey, the to'ii-ahall, or the
mansion. Nor was there but a single type of
each of these classes of buildings, but every
locality seemed to possess one suited to the
materials at its command and to its own
special requirements. Common sense seemed
to dictate at once what was needed, and how-
ever narrow might be the iieans of ihe
builder, he contrived to give liis work in-

dividuality and appropriateness as well as an
air of comfort and taste. The rudest cabin that

nestled in a Welsh glen or braved the blast

on the hill-top used to be put together

mortarless with the boulders which lay

around the site, and roofed with flags

from the nearest quarry, and yet it charmed
by its picturesqueness and barmonised
with the scenery in which it stood. Still

more lovely and quaint were the old

timber-framed cottages of Cheshire; and in

the valleys of Montgomeryshire a'.miost every

knoll is crowned by one of thi- se brilliant

black and white tenements, eac . iif which
would furnish a subject for a I'alater. As
homely, and more tender, if soTneWhat lesa

striking, are the siraplti toot liauas§_o£
farmers and labourers alik('' in the village..; of

Sussex, with their gabled and hippoJ roofs, tile

covered, and of good pitch.

Exquisite bits of gracefully wrought
wooden houses sti^l gleam like gems here and
there in the streets of SuHblk and Berkshire,
and make one hug for a vision of what such
towns as Lavenham, Long Melford, or Nev-
bury must have been in their ['imie. The
Rows of Chester .and the ' Hij'h-htjeet of

Shrewsbury still retain their g )i..i general
ettect, but the work that is still it ruaining-in

them is ot far coarser character t\\ r., it was in

some of the Southern counties. '\'[\^, Suwvl
valley again is full of houses built . iie warm-
coloured local stone. They nreweii grouped

and proportioned, und have rcofs of good

pitch, with coped gables and muUioned
windows, and clustering up the hill-sides

form an ornament to the laudsca].e, instead

of marring it, as do those whic'j ire now
springing up among tlnm.

In a recent visit t- Y irkshire I was much
struck by the charac r of some of the old

buildings still remainmg iu that county. In

these the same characteristics are to be seen,

modified to suit the harder natun of the

stone and their wilder surroundmgs. A
very considerable number of such houses,

even whole villages, e.xist unaltered in dis-

tricts into which the manufacturi; spirit

has not yet penetrated. Thosa that I met
with, however, were quite iu the busiest part

of the country, whe.^ they have dready

become rare specimens, ami are coutmually

obliged to give place to the milh at I their

adjuncts, which are jostling them!, sui^ly aaxd
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swiftly out of existence. Their style is

simple and iinpretentious, and adaptable to

varied ,requirements.
Thus, for inst.mce, there is a stateliness

attninM iy its proportion, and a certain
rliythtoical repetition of features about the
mansion of r'layho'.'.--e, of Mhich the accom-
panying' illu.sjj-.!)tion (No. 1) is a hasty sketch,

showing its tllect from a distance.

There is in ti'ae possession of the Hudders-
field Archreolog ical and Topographical Asso-
ciatiin amanu^wript volume upon this inte-

i-fstii-g relic, written by the Rev. J. Hunter.
The author snys, " The Clayhouse is the

principal mautuon in Gretelaiid (an extensive

trnc^of moor nnd forest land), and is one of

the very few bouses in the parish of Halifax
which, though still bearing upon it the cha-

• racier of anliquity, has all the comforts of a
moderL residence, and is not abandoned, like

80 many' other houses of its class, to tlie

farmer or his labourers." It stands on the
s'te r' a Konian station, probably Cumbo-
dunum. Of the Clays, its original owners
(mentioned in deeds dating from before the
year A.D. 12i)()), little is known, but they were
a family of consideration, in that condition
which some one described as the most fortu-

nate, " below the theriiV but above the con-
stable." It has since been in the possession of
the familifs of Dyson and Ramsden suc-
cessively, bit ' now belongs to and is occu-
pied by that of the Baldwins. The same
feelinp ij conveyed upon a far humbler,
almost the li.imllest scale, by a neighbouring
row ot ciitaget. in the quondam village, now
town, J' Klland, ihc entire front of one ot
which 13 shown in the engraving No. 2. The
date lt;(i3 on the lintel gives them interest as
authei ic examples of the character of the
worV f that time.

The. ^ rotfages stand upon a steep liill,

and U^vt iwu stories at the back, although
but one in front. The material, which is the
self-bedded flagstone imported into London

for paving, has been well treated, and a capital

effect has been given with no great amount
of labour. The lintel head of the doorway
is quaint and bold, as also are the terminations
of the dripstone of the window; the latter are

far jjreferable to the usual ones, resembling
drawer handles. These cottages are but some
of the ordinary dwellings of w hich the town of

EUand was once almost entirely composed.
There would, of course, be some still humbler,
and some superior houses. It may, however,
be safely inferred that in such as these would
live the better class of people engaged in the

woollen industry, which at the period of their

erection had become firmly established in the

district.

In comparison with the specimens I have
been describing, what a thing is the cottage

of the present period ! Prim and bald, with-

out an inch of eaves or projection beyond the

face of the gable, the same naked four-square

box, looking as if it had been cast in a mouhl,
stares at one wherever one goes as the uni-

versal pattern adopted by the speculating

builder of to-day. It is, and looks, made only
to sell and to last no longer than the lease;

not a thought has been bestowed upon its

proportion or appearance, and very little on
the comfort of the occupier.

Turning to a superior class of residence,

Newhall, near Eliand, is an interesting

example, of which I give views of the two
principal fronts, and the following description

of it, kindly furnished me by Mr. Faiiless

Barber, of Biighouse, explains its history and
destination.

Newhall, in the Township of Elland-cum-
Gretland, in the parish of Halifax, is situated

on the slope of the hill wliich, rising gr.idually

from the River Calder, culmiuatrs in the ]He-

cipitous ridge known as Eliand Edge, where
are the quarries celebrated throughout
England, and in not a lew continental towns,

for the quality of their llagstone.

Like many other ancient houses of its class, 1

it still retains the name new, which, no doubt,

has reference to a remote period, either of the

original erection of the structure, or of its

adaptation to the gentleman's residence, which
three centuries ago it certainly W'as.

Originally a frame-built house, it received,

probably in the reign of King James I., a

new front to the west, facing the hill, as is

so frequently the case with houses of the same
class and period. It is now, by recent

purchase, the property of Joshua Waddington,
Esq., of Eliand, whose tenant occupies it as a

farmhouse. Its former owners, by some of

whom it was probably built, were memliers of

the great Savile family, of whom the Rev.

Joseph Hunter, M.A., the historian, and a

great authority, says, in a privately printed

tract, on " Lupset under the Saviles" :

—

This family, like most others of those which are

now accounted the best and most ancient families

in England, began early with small possessions,

probably in the pai-ish of Silkslon. To these

others accrued by marriage with Yorkshii-e heir-

esses ; and these, aided by the talent and enterprise

of the family, supported the numerous branches in

which the family became ramified in independence

and afHuence, and adorned with coronets the brows
of some of them.

Among other interesting facts in the same
tract, it is to be noted that Saviles were fre-

quently sheriii's of their count)- ; that one of

them, Sir John, of Thornhill, was so in the
year of the battle of Bosworth. His marriage
with Elizabeth Paston, a granddaughter of

Edmund Beaufort, Duke of Somerset, slain at

St. Albans, .in 1455, and child of a cousin

german to the Countess of Richmond, mother
of King Henry VII., brought Sir Henry, son
and heir of this Sir John, to be a partaker of

the royal blood. This Sir Henry was twice

sherill' of his county, and steward for the

greater part of his life of the honour of Ponte-
fract and manor of Wakefield. His only
legitimate son, Edward, succeeded his father,

at the age of 20 ; and in a settlement made by
him, dated 28th September (1 Elizabeth),

1559, are clearly to be traced the wide con-

nections of the family. In this an ultimate

remainder is limited to the heirs male of the

Saviles, of Copley, Saviles, of Newhall,

Saviles, of Bank, and Saviles, of HoUinedge,
all of the male line of the family.

According to Watson, the historian of

Halifax, the Savile.s, of Newhall, were a

branch of the Saviles of HoUinedge, another
seat in the same township. He gives their

pedigree in some detail ; and to any one
versed in the family histories of the district, it

must be interesting to find the owners of

Newhall connected by marriage with the
Thornhills, of Fixby, the Hansons, of Wood-
house, the Siviles, of Bradley, and the Oled-

hills, of Barkisland, all of whom resided in

mansions of the same class as Newhall ; but
some of them, esjjecially the Gledhills, of

Barkisland Hall, in houses of greater import-

ance. A portion of Bradley Hail still remains
to testily to the kind of house at which Sir

John Savile, Baron of the Exchequer, received

and entertained John Camden, the f.ather of

English Topography. Barkisland Hall is still

complete as a structure, though it has suffered

by alterations, which have been necessary to

divide it into separate dwellings. The
entrance front of Newhall, as seen in the

engraving, is the oldest portion, and its

grouping and proportions are admirable ; the

masonry is irregular range work of long self-

bedded stone, with large and well accentuated

quoins and mullioned windows ; bold moulded
stringcourse caps the stonework at the point

whence the timber framing springs ; a recessed

archway with four centred heads leads into

an open through pa-sage, within which a door-

way on the right hand opens into the hall.

This is a fine apartment, liglited by the

.stately mullioned windows seen in the other

engraving, which occupies that whole side.

A staircase in the hall leads up to a gallery

that jiasses along the opposite side and is

returned at one end. This w'ill be seen from

the two small windows over each other on the
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garden front, intended to throw light both
above and below the gallery. At the other

end it is returned ever the passage before

described, and is lighted by a fine rose window
of the garden front. A large fireplace occu-

pies the centre of that end of the hall, and
the stack is carried up so that the gallery

over the passage passes behind it. The effect

of this interior is most picturesque, and with
its large settle before the fire has a pleasant
air of comfort about it.

The old wooden framed part is of good
style, but plain. The finials, the character

of which I have tried to give in this sketch,

are peculiar and eft'ective. The projecting

wings of the garden front have details, which
are comparatively laterm date and far inferior

to the rest.

The building is unfortunately in a sadly
decayed state, and if not better cared for is

not likely to last long. Indeed, the value of

work of this character seems little heeded in

the neighbourhood, for, not far off, I dis-

covered a pigstye roofed with an exceedingly
fine piece of Elizabethan oak panelling, aud
had the pleasure of rescuing for half a crown
suflicient for decorating one side of the dining-
room of a friend with delicately wrought
and carved work of Elizabethan character iu
excellent condition. John f. Seddon.

ANNUAL EEPORT OF THE METROPO-
LITAN BOARD OF WORKS.

THE annual report of the Metropolitan
Board of Works, dated June 30, 1868, is

just published. Most of the works whose
progress or completion it records have already

been noticed in detail iu our pages, and we
therefore need do little more than summarise
its contents. Nine pages are occupied by a

recital of the various acts of Parliament undir
which the Board exercises its jurisdiction, and
the report then opens with a description of so

much of the main drainage of the metropolis
as has yet been executed. With the excep-

tion of portions of the northern low-level

sewer and the pumping station at Abbey
Mills, the whole of the works have been in

full operation for the past three years. The
portions of the low-level line remaining to be
constructed are those extending westerly from
Westminster Bridge to Cremorne and easterly

from Temple Gardens to Tower-hill. The
Abbey Mills pumping station is situate at the

easternmost point of the low-level sewer at

West Ham. The sewage will be here lifted

36ft. into the outfall line by eight engines

with an aggregate of 1,140 nominal horse

power. Of these engines four have been
started.

The report remarks with satisfaction on the

improved condition of the Thames conse(juent

on the drainage works, but notes the necessity

for stringent measures against the discharge of

ofl'ensive matters from gasworks and manu-
factories into the river. To that end the

Board have been in communication with the

Thames Conservators, and the Board's engineer

has been authorised to afford any information

in his power which might facilitate the opera-

tion of the Thames Conservancy Board. The
sewage irrigating operations at Barking, de-

scribed fully in the last annual report, have

been duly continued this year, and the results

obtained tend to confirm the previously ex-

pressed opinion of the Board with regard to

the value of sewage as a fertiliser of the soil

;

the question as to its value in a commercial

point of view is one which still remains to be

solved.

The arrangements of the Board for the pro-

tection of life aud property from fire are

rapidly advancing towards completion. The
number of stations handed over to the Board

by the late establishment was 17, inclu-

sive of 2 floating engines on the river. There

are now 44 stations on land and 3 on the

river, and the number of men has increased

from 130 to 314. The number of fire escapes,

formerly 85, has been increased to 91.
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The mimlxr of tires exclusive of chimney

fires attended liy the engines of the brigade

d iring the period embraced by the report was

1,492." The chimney fires durinj; the same

period numbered 2,01)0. The subject of the

supply of water at fires is one which is still

forced on the attention of the. Board. Owing
. to the complicated system of the mains it is

difficult to discover which mains are charged

or where water can be obtained. The Board

repeat their opinion that the most effectual

remedy for tliis state of things would be the

establishment of a constant supply of water

at high pressure instead of the intermittent

system now in force.

The result of the legislation of the past

session witli respect to gas so far as regards

the area under the jurisdiction of the Board is

as follows:—That in the Gas Light and Coke

Company's district, gas will, after January 1,

1870, be supplied at a price not exceeding Ss.

9d. per 1,000 cubic feet for common gas of an

illuminating power of not less than 16 candles,

both price and illuminating power to be sub-

ject to revision in the mouth of January in

any year, upon application to the Board of

Trade, who will upon such application ap-

point three commissioners for the purpose.

The commissioners, in making the revision,

will have regard to the declaration in the Act
that the price and illuminating power are to

be such as will, with due care and manage-

ment, yield a dividend in that year attaining

as near as may be, but not exceeding, 10 per

cent. ; but the price is in no case to be higher,

nor the illuminating power lower, ttan the

limits fixed by the Act of 1S60. Applications

having been made to the Board for permission

to use Portland cement concrete for various

buildings, the Board, having satisfied

themselves that it may be safel}' applied to

buildings of certain moderate dimensions,

have sanctioned its use subject to certain

conditions easy of fulfilment.

In concluding the report the Board advert

to the question of the source whence the funds

are to be derived for carrying out the numerous
works rendered necessary for the increasing

requirements of the metropolis. The sums
spent during the twelve years which have

elapsed since the formation of the Board have

been uni formly raisedby local taxation, the only

exceptions being the coal and wine duties, the

Government contribution of £10,000 per

annum, and the annual amount received from

the insurance companies in aid of the expense

of the fire brigade. Though the inhabitants

have derived benefit from the measures

adopted liytheBoard,muchremainstobe done

which willuecessarily involve alarge expendi-

ture, and from the insulliciency of the funds at

their disposal the Board reiterate the opinion

they have expressed year by year that this

cause must inevitably postpone for a time im-

portant contemplated improvements. A
hope is expressed that the question of read-

justin,"! the taxation between the owners and
the occupiers of property in the metropolis

will shortly receive the attention of the legis-

lature, and that ultimately the requisite

revenue will be placed at the disposal of the

Board without the necessity for imposing

additional burdens on those who, as the re-

port most truly says, "are already too

heavily taxed."

STRESS DIAGRAMS FOR STRAIGHT
RAFTER ROOl'tf.

IN a former article we explained how the

stresses in a Warren girder can be deter-

mined bj' means of a simyde and easily con-

structed diagram. We will now proceed to

determine the stresses in some of the com-
moner kinds of iron roofs—such as are indi-

cated in figs. 1 arid 3. Taking first of all the

form of iron roof most commonly used in

England, fig. 1 represents a roof of this kind,

with four bays to each half. The first step

in this, as in all similar cases, is to determine

the load which produces the most unfavour-

able stresses in the dillerent bars. In general,

this load is not the same for all the bars ; but
in the present case, in which the top and
bottom beams A C and A J are straight and
meet at the end points A and B, the greatest
load possible uniformly distributed over the
whole rafter gives the greatest stresses in
all the bars. We have, therefore, to consider
this load only. It consists, first, in the dead
Tveight of the girder ; second, the weight of
the covering ; third, in the greatest jjossible

load of snow which may i'all on the roof

;

fourth, the maximum pressure of the wind.
The girder ought to be loaded at the connect-
ing points only—that is to say, at the points
AD, E F C, &c , for otherwise the bars of
the top beam would have to sustain bending
forces requiring more material than for mere
tension or compression. We, therefore, sup-
pose that the covering rests on the girder
only at these points. When one of these
points, E, for instance, is loaded with the
weight upon half the bay I) E and upon half
the bay E F, or when the top beam is di-

vided into equal portions, the load upon one
connecting point is equal to the load upon a
rectangular superficies extending in length
from one rafter to another, and extending in
breadth from one connecting point of this

rafter to the next. The weight resting upon
the points A and B does not affect the con-
struction, as these are directly taken up by
the support. Let us now suppose the weight
on each connecting point to be two tons.

Then the whole load on the girder is 7 by 2

or 14 tons. As this is symmetrically distri-

buted with regard to the two supports A and
B each of these has to take 7 tons. These
data are sufficient to determine the stresses,

and we will begin to construct the diagram of

forces.

We employ in this instance a mode of

denoting the bars and forces which is much
more convenient than that used in the former
article. Structures to which the graphical

method is applicable consist of bars forming
a number of triangles, and we accordingly

write in each of these triangles a figure,

successively numbering these triangles in their

natural order. In figs. 1 and 3, this is done
by the numerals 5, C, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11.

Opposite each top and bottom bar other figures

are placed, and it will be observed that for

all the bottom bars the figure is used, whilst

the bars in the top plane have dift'erent

numerals, 12 3 4. This difl'erence is due to

the fact that the bottom is not loaded. If one

of the connecting points at the bottom— for

instance, the point C in fig. 1—were loaded,

we should be obliged to use, to the right and
left of the load at C, different numerals. In
this way each bar has at each of its sides a

figure by which it is clearly indicated. The
top bar, E F in fig. 1, is thus denoted by 2 8,

whilst 6 7 denotes the bar E G. Similarly

the load at point E may be denoted by 2 3.

This mode of marking the bars will perhaps

appear at first rather strange and arbitrary ;

but we shall see further on that it greatly sim-

plifies the indication of the forces in the dia-

gram of stresses and the correspondence be-

tween the two figures.

The process of constructing the diagram

of forces for this roof is exactly the same as

in the former case of a Warren girder. We
begin at the point A, where the known resist-

ance of the sujiport acts with a force of 7 tons.

This we have to decompose into two com-

ponents with tlie directions of the bars

4 and 5 0. Draw a line 4 (in fig. 2)

parallel to the force A in fig. 1, and therefore

vertical, make its length to any scale, equal

to A, or, in our case, equal to 7 tons. Through

the two end points and 4 draw lines parallel

to the directions of the bars 5 4 .5, and let

these lines meet at the point 5. Then 5

and 4 5 in fig. 2, determine the forces

respectively acting in these bars. To ascertain

if these forces produce tension or compression

we follow round the triangle 4 5 in the

direction which is prescribed by the direction

of the known force 4. We find that the

force 4 5 acts from 5 to 4 and 5 from to 5.

lu the girder, fig. 1, these forces act parallel;

tlie force in 4 5 acts parallel to the direction

from 5 to 4 ; or from D towards A in fig. 1.

It, therefore, produces compression ; similarly,

the force in 5 acts in the direction from
to 5 in fig. 2 ; that is, from A to C in fig. 1,

producing tension. Compression is again

denoted by a double line in both figures.

We now go to the point D, where we have to

combine 4 5 with the load 3 4 of two tons ;

and to decompose the resultant into the

directions of 5 6 and 3 6. We remember
that the compressed bar 4 5 presses at the

point D in the direction from A to D ; or, in

this diagram of stresses, in the direction from

4 to 5. To this force 4 5 we add the load

3 4. The line adjoining 3 o would give the

resultant of the two known forces acting upon
the point D. It is unnecessary to draw this

line. We decompose this force with the

given directions by drawing through the

end and points 3 and 5 two lines parallel

to our two bars 5 (i and 6 3 in fig. 1.

Let 3 6 and 5 G be these lines, which inter-

sect at 6. Then 3 6 in fig. 2 is the stress

acting on the bar 3 6 in fig. 1; and 5 that

acting upon the bars 5 G. To fmd the direc-

tion of these forces we follovf round the

polygon 3 4 5 6 in the direction determined

by the known forces 3 4 and 4 5, which are,

as required, placed together in such wise that

they travel the same direction by passimg along

these lines from 3 over 4 to 5. Proseeding,

we pass from & to 6, and from 6 to 3. Hence
the force 5 G has in fig. 1 the direction G to

D. It presses against the point D, and has>

therefore, to sustain compression; and 3 Ghaa
likewise compression. We next come to the

point G, where & and 5 G act as known
stresses. They are represented in the dia-

gram of stresses by the lines having the same

figures and placeel in the same way as they

point in the direction 5 6. Drawing

through the end points G and lines parallel

to the bars 6 7 and 7 0, we get the lines 6 7

and 7 as stresses in these two bars. They
act in the direction from 7 to 6 and from to

7 ; or in fig. 1 in the direction from G to E
and from G to H, as we follow round the

lines in the direction 6 5 7 60: Hence both

bars are undergoing tension. In this case,

the line 7 coincides iu direction with 5,

but by our present mode of notation an am-
biguity is impossible. AVe ttaie continue,

necessarily taking the points EH F J.

Drawing "from each point the corresponding

lines in the diagram of stresses we obtain

fig. 2.

This diagram determines all ths stresses.

Measuring all the lines with the same scale

by which the first line 4 is made equal to

7 tons, we obtain the stresses directly. Only

the stress 10 11 in the centre tie-rod' is not

given at its proper amount. The line givea

m the diagram represents the tension down
to only one- half of the rafter ;

but as this bar

belongs equally to the second half, the stress,

as taken from the diagram, is to be doubled.

Here, as in the case of a Warren girder, we-

have determined all stresses by expressing

for each connecting point that the forces

acting upon that point are in equilibrium.

AVe began at one of the supports and pro-

ceeded by taking the other connecting points-

in their natural order till all the stresses'

were found. This process is always pos-

sible, unless it should happen that these-

forces are unknown at one point. This is

not the case with the rafter, fig. 3, which

illustrates a form of roofing much used in

France and Belgium, and known in England

under the name of the French roof. A dia-

gram as simple as that in the former case

enables one to determine all the stresses.

We again suppose the rafter, fig. 3, to be

loaded at the connecting points F G H C, and

so on for the otlier half, and with equal

weights—say 2 tons at each point. The

whole load will be 14 tons, half of which

comes upon eaph support. This load of 7 tons

we represent by the vertical line 4 iu fig. 4,

and diTi«l« it at the points 1 2 3 in such wise
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STRESS DIAGRAMS FOR ROM' GIRDERS.

C

tion 2 3 6 7, c&c, we see 3 6 acts from 3 to 6,

and parallel in the elevation, or towards the
point G. Thus, 3 6 undergoes compression,

and so on for the others.

These diagrams show very strikingly how
the stresses alter with the inclinations of the

top and bottom beams. Suppose, for instance,

we make the top beam in fig. 1 more inclined,

then the line 4 5 in the diagram of forces will

turn round the point towards the line 4 0.

The point 6 then moves towards in 5,

whereby the lines 4 5 and 5 are rapidly

shortened ; and similarly with all the other

lines in the diagram. Hence all the forces

(K'orease by giving the top beam a greater

incline, or by increasing the depths of the

rafter.

that 4 3, 3 2, 2 1 each' represent 2 tons, corre-

sponding to the loads at the points F G H.

The remaining part 1 is then equal to half

the load at G. Through the points 4 3 2 1

draw lines parallel to the top beam A C, and

through draw a line 5 parallel to the

bottom beam A D, which outs the lowest of

the former lines at 5. Through this point 5

draw a line 5 10 parallel to the struts 5 6,

7 8, 9 10 ; or at right angles to 4 5. This line

determines the points 6 9 10 and the forces

in the top beam by the lines 4 5, 3 6, 2 9, and
1 10. Lines drawn through and 10 parallel

to D E and D C meet at 11, and determine

the stresses 11 in the great tie rod D E,

and in the bar 10 11. To comidete the dia-

gram it only remains to draw 9 8 and 6 7

parallel to the corresponding bars in the ele-

vation, fig. 3, and to join 7 8. Having done

this, all stresses are determined and the

figures at once show which line in the dia-

gram represents the stress in any bar in fig. 3.

Double lines represent compression, and
BLngle lines tension.

The correctness of this diagram has now to

be proved. Beginning, as before, at the sup-

port A we easily see that 4 5 and 5 are the

two forces. Knowing these, we determine the

next ones, which meet at the points F and

J. Here we stop ; for if we proceed to the

point G the three forces 7 8, 8 9, and 9 2 are

unknown ; and if we try to take the point D
first, then again three forces have to be deter-

mined, namely, 7 8, 8 11, and 11 0. The
diagram is, indeed, found by a somewhat
differing method, but it being once given it is

easy to be seen that it must be correct ; for

it gives stresses which are in equilibrium^ at

each connecting point. The forces, for in-

stance, acting upon the point G are given by

the figures placed round G, namely, by 3 (i

7 8 9 "2 3. These figures, in fig. 4, are the

angular points of a polygon of forces, and, as

this is closed, we have equilibrium at G.

Similarly for all other points. By^ following

such a polygon round in the direction deter-

mined by any of its forces we further ascer-

tain which bars undergo compression and

which liave tension. In the polygon for the

point G, for instance, the load G or 2 3

acts in fig. 4 in the known direction from 2

to 3. Hence, following round in the direc-

THE NEW BRIDGE AT NIAGARA.

THE new suspension bridge which spans the

Niagara River a short distance below the

cataract has been completed so far that it is pass-

able for foot passengers. The dimensions of the

bridge, according to the Buffa Express, are :—
The span from rock to rock is l,190£t. ; the span

between the centres of the towers is 1,268ft.

The length of the suspended platform is l,240£t.

Height above the surface of the river, 190ft.

The length of the central portion resting on

cables is 635ft. The length of the platform sup-

ported by stays and cables is 605ft. The deflec-

tion of cables at the centre is in summer 91 ft.,

and in winter 88ft., making the rise and fall of

the bridge from changes of temperature ?>lt. The
length of the cables between the points of sus-

pension in medium temperature is l,286£fc. The
length of the cables between anchorages is l,S28ft.

Length of cables and anchors, l,88S£t. Height

of towers above rock on Canada side, lfl5ft.

;

and on American side, 100ft. Base of towers,

2Sft. square, and top, 4ft. square. The surface

of the rock on the American side is 5ft. above

that on the Canada side. The height of the

roadway above the rock on both sides is 7.ift.

The depth of the anchor pits below the surface of

the ground is 18ft., and the length of the anchor

chains under the ground is 30ft. The anchors

are set in solid rock on the Canada side, and in

masonry on the American side. The width of

the roadway between the parapets is 10ft., depth

of side truss 6.Ut., and height of parapet abov«

floor lift. The bridge is supported by two

cables, composed of two wire ropes each, which

contain respectively 133 No. 9 wires.
_
The

weight of these wire ropes per lineal foot is 91b.,

and the diameter of the cable is 7in. The total

weight of the suspended portion of the cables is

82 tons net. There are 48 stays, weighing

15 tons net. There .are 52 guys connected with

the bridge. The nggregate breaking strain of the

cable is 1,680 tons net, and that of the stays

1,320 tons net, making the total supportmg

strength of the cables and stays 3,000 tons. The

number of suspenders used is 480, with an ag-

gregate strength of 4,800 tons.

CONCRETE BRIDGES.

IN an article on this subject Enrjincering says:

—The tests applied to the experimental

bridge of concrete set in cement, erected over

that branch of the Metropolitan District Railway

which forms one of the junctions between the

circular line and the West London Extension,

prove conclusively the reliable character of con-

crete exposed to compressive strains. The struc-

ture experimented upon spans the open cutting

between Gloucester-road Station and Earl's

Court-road. It is a flat arch of 75ft. span, and

7ft. 6in. rise in the centre, where the concrete is

3ft. 6in. in thickness, increasing towards the

haunches, which abut upon concrete skewback).

The material of which the bridge is made
J8

formed of fjravel and Portland cement blended ia

the proportion of 6 to 1, carefully laid in mais
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upon close boarding seb upon the centreing and
enclosed at the sides.

The amount of concrete employed in the bridge

was about 4,800 cubic feet, which, weighing

IJ cwt. per cube foot, developes a gross weight of

300 tons from the structure alone. The centre

of gravity in the half-span being 16ft. 6in. from
the abutment, the weight of the same 150 tons,

and the rise of the arch 7ft. 6in., the thrust at

the crown ia equal to 330 tons.

The arch being 3lt. 6in. deep in the centre, and
12ft. wide, a sectional area of 42 square feet is

available to resist the thrust, which is conse-

quently equal to 7 tons 17 cwt. per squai'e foot.

The additional strain imposed iipon the bridge

per foot run for every ton of distributed load is

equal to 2^ tons per square foot, and the maxi-

mum strain for a rolling is about o\ tons per

square foot when the load is at five-eighths of the

span.

In testing the bridge, rails were laid upon
sleepers over the arch, which brought a load of

2-75ths of a ton per foot run upon the structure.

Seven trucks, weighing together with their loads

49 tons, were formed into a train, having a wheel

base of 57ft. ; hence the rolling load amounted to

49-57ths of a ton per foot run. The deflection

produced by the passage to and fro of this train

four times was noted upon a standard cemented
to the side of the arch at a distance of one-third

the span from the abutments. "When one side of

the bridge was loaded the extreme rise of the

haunch on the opposite side was about l-16th of

an inch, which was produced by a maximum
strain of 10 tons 14 cwt. per square foot.

At a subsequent trial, a mass of gravel 10ft.

wide, 3ft. thick at the crown, and 6ft. deep at the

haunches, was laid over the bridge, and upon
this ballast was placed the permanent way.
After an interval of a few days, the trucks,

loaded as before, were passed over the bridge, at

first in pairs, and finally all together. In this test

the strain upon the concrete was as follows ;

—

tons. cwt.

The weight of the arch as before . . = 7 17

170 tons o£ ballast = 4 S

Strain per sq. foot from dead load . ^ 12 5

Strain per sq. foot from passing load. = 2 17

Total strain per foot 15 2

After repeated transit the load was left upon
the bridge all night, and the arch, upon examina-

tion, showed no signs of failure or distress under
the severe strains to which it had been exposed.

That a very small stress was developed upon
the under side of the arch was evidenced from
the fact that none of the comparatively loose

pebbles on the inner surface of the arch became
detached, and it is probable that the superior

density of the interior of the mass of concrete pro-

tected the outside from receiving any undue
strain. That the interior of the structure was
much denser than the outside was found by
cutting into the concrete, which, at a depth of

6in. from the surface, showed an extraordinary

power of resistance.

From these trials, it is fair to assume that a

thoroughly well-constructed arch of concrete ia

absolutely stronger than a similar one of brick;

but in practice the danger arLses that it would he

dill-icult to ensure so high a quality of concrete as

that employed in the present instance, and the

proper supervision of the contractor's work by the

engineer would be almost impossible in structures

of this material, whilst the inspection of brick-

work ia an easy matter.

The utter uselessness of inferior concrete was
shown by the failure of the bridge which was
previously erected on the site of this present one,

which yielded under ita own load when the

centres were struck ; whilst this, made with Port-

land cement, and laid with all the care the con-

tractors could exercise, was altogether a special

piece of work. It is not, therefore, by any means
to be inferred that it would be safe to substitute

concrete for brickwork under ordinary circum-

stances ; but now we know that we can rely upon
the material whenever exceptional conditions

render its adoption expedient or imperative.

mention a few facts about the production of

roofing slates in the same part of the Wngdom.
These slates are principally obtained in Kaadale

and Ballachulish slate quarries. The island of

Easdale is so small and so uninterestiug in appear-

ance that persons passing it on the route to Oban
would not devote a moment's attention to it were
it not pointed out as the seat of the famous slate

quarries. It forms one of the group of small

inlands which skirt the coast of Argyle between
Crinan and Oban, and lies close to the south-west
point of the island of Ssil.

Mr. John White, who was manager of the

qviarries for upwards of twenty years, gives the

following account of the disposition and character

of the slate :
—" The slate-bands appear in two

seams, which are much contorted throughout the

whole extent of the island. These seams are made
up of different beds, ranging in thickness from a

few inches to many feet, like our sandstones and
limestones, but frequently so closely united that

only a practised eye can detect the line of contact
;

whilst the superinduced phenomenon of cleavage

constitutes a dis incc dissimilarity between them
and the other rocks referred to. It may be

noticed, as an indication of the sedimentary

character of these slate rocks, that there is a deci-

ded difference in the quality of the upper and
lower portions of the thicker beds, the former
being tine grained and smooth, and the latter

coarse and gritty, the feature which we recognise

as analogous to that exhibited by other rocks of

sedimentary origin. . Although the slate-seams

arc so much contorted as to be found at various

angles with the horizon, the cleavage plane inva-

riably maintains an angle of 37 degrees to a

vertical line, from which it may be inferred that

the property of cleavage was imparted to the rock

subsequently to its being disturbed from the

horizontal position. Where the rock has been

least disturbed fiom the horizontal position, it is

more easily quarried, and yields better slates. The
slate beds are much affected by what the quarriera

call *cuts.' Those aie joints which intersect the

strata in a nearly vertical direction. Sometimes
their presence is advantageous, but when they are

too numerous, the stone breaks up into useless

fragments." The slate-seama extend across the

channel, 150 yards in width, which separates

Easdale from Sell, and crop up on the shores of

the latter island, where tUey are woiked at two

points, known locally aa the Ellenabeieh quarries.

The principal quarry at Ellenabeieh ia about

450lt. in length, 250ft. in width, and 16Uft. in

depth. The Windmill Quarry in Easdale is 250ft.

in length and bieath, and 120ft. in depth. Two
powerlul steam-engines are employed for raising

the mateiial and keeping the quarries clear of

water. About 300 men and boya are employed.

The number of slates turned out annually cannot

be less than from seven to nine millions ; the

average from 1842 to 1861 was seven millions,
j
^^ ^f the Architectural Institute of Scotland

Taking the value of the slates at I he quarries to L^,y^3 held in the Hopetoun-rooms, Edinburgh,

Ballachulish quarriera are said to be the best
blasters of rock in Scotland. Slung up the face
uf the perpendicular rock on a kind of chair

attached to a rope fixed at the summit of the
level, the worker hammers away at a sharpened
iron rod known as a "jumper." When he has
finished the " bore," a charge of gunpowder ia

inserted, and fired with a slow match. So well is

everything arranged that in the memory of the
present generation only one man has been killed

by a blast, and in that exceptional case it was
entirely the man's own fault. After the charge is

expended, the woikman climbs up the rope, which
he fixes round his leg in a peculiar manner, and
placing his feet against the perpendicular face of

the rock, loosens with a crowbar the masses of

stone that have been shattered by the explosion,

and sends them crashing down the steep. When a

large bore has to be made, a staging ia fixed in the

face of the rock, on which three men work, one
holding the "jumper" while the other two strike

it with heavy hammers. After all the loosened

rock has been brought down, the quarry detach-

ment of the crew break the large masses into

smaller blocks. Those o£ good quality are then
selected and sent in waggons out to the bank,

where they are split and dressed. The splitters

are very expert at the woik. Two good hands,

the one splitting and the other dressing, provided
they are supplied with blocks of good quality, can
easily make from 1,800 to 2,000 slates a day iu

summer. The rubbish is sent away iu waggons,
to be thrown over the edge of the bank. At that
spot are stationed numbers of boys, from eight

to fourteen years of age, who watch the rubbish
projected from the waggons, and, pouncing upon
a block that may have a promising appearance,

split it into slates. The only kind of slates made
by the boys are the undersized. Iron rails or

tramways extend in every direction through the
quarry, along which horses draw the waggons
laden with .slates, rubbish, or blocks. If placed

in a straight line, the railways would measure
above six miles in length. There are several

inclines, with machines attached for letting the
waggons down from the upper levels. The largest

of these inclines ia 530ft. long, and exceedingly

steep. There are also three steam-engines used—

-

two at the sinking level in the east quarry, and
the other at the west quarry.

There is a small harbour between the two
rubbi&h banks at the East Quarry, where the slate

vessels are laden. The number of. men and boys
employed is about 400, and 15,000,000 slates are

turned out annually.

THE AKCHITECTURAL INSTITUTE OP
SCOTLAND.

OX Wednesday week, the first general meeting
of

'

nOWIiOOFINGSLATKS ARE QUARRIED
AND DRESSED IN SCOTLAND.

A FORTNIGHT since we gave some useful

facts on how paving stones were manufac-
tured in Scotland, and we will now, relying on

the same source of information (the Siut^iiun),

be £2 a thousand, the total produce will, according

to the lowest computation, be worth about

£14,000 a year. The slates are well known in the

market, and command a ready sale ; it bein;^ no

uncommon thing to find above a dozen vessels of

an aggregate burthen of over 1,500 ions waiting

their turn for loading.

The Hiillachulish Slate Quarries are situate in

the north of Argyleshire on the shores of Loch
Leven, about two or three miles from the scene of

the tragic massacre of Glencoe. There are two

quarries about half a mile ap.rt, and n.amed re-

spectively the East Quarry and the West Quarry,

tlie latter being the smaller of the two, although

the first woiked in the district.

The men who work in the quarry West are

divided into " crews," of five, six, or seven. Each

crew choose a certain part of the rock face on one

of the levels, and make a kind of bargain with

their employer to work that particular spot for a

year, receiving a sum of money agreed upon for

every thousand slates made by them, so that their

w.iges depend upon the diligence with which they

woik as well as upon the quality of the rock tlu-y

hiay select. '1 he slates are divided into four

classes—viz ,
" Duchess," " Countess," '• sizable,"

and " undersized." The first mentioned are the

largest, being 24in. long by 12in. broad ; while the
" Countess" slates are 2Uin. by luin. The other

two classes are smaller. Each crew makes the

four kind.s, should the quality of the rock allow it,

and receives a different sum per thousand for each

sort. In working, some of the crew stay always

in the quariy and blast the rock face, while the

others are out upon the rubbish bank splitting up
the blocks furnished by their comrades. The

Mr. J. D Peddle in the chair.

Mr. James Gowans, architect, read a paper on

—

The Edinburgh lNFinM.\RY and its Site.

He commenced by laying down as the most
prominent requirements for a hospital;

—

First. Th.at the buildings should have a fuU
supply of light and pure air.

Second. That they should be detached from
each other, and classified for the particular

diseases for which they .are to be used.

Third. That the ward buildings should be con-

structed so that they might be easily taken to

pieces, and removed to other situations ; or, if

they are constructed in a permanent manner,
they should be built of material which would
prevent, as far as possible, the absorption of

diseased air.

Fourth. That the draiuags should neither con-

taminate the building itself nor those other

buildings which may be in the neighbourhood.

As to the first. No one could dispute but
that plenty of light and pure air were of the

greatest importance for the healing of the sick or

hurt—and large windows on either side of an
.

apartment afforded the best means of their re-

ceiving both. A south-eastern exposure for

chambers appeared to be the most conducive to

health, aa the air that comea with the rays of the

morning sim was always the freshest and best

;

and just as we would place the bed-rooma of our
dwelling houses in that direction, so should they

be in the wards of an infirmary.

As to the second. Apart from the mere per-

manent or admmistrative portion of the struc-

ture, the wards should be placed apart from each
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o;her, so aa to isolate any particular class of

disease from that of others, as well as to surround

tkem with pure air to the fullest extent the cor-

ridors or other connecting passages would admit

of. Further, these wards should be classified

with the particular ailment to which they are ap-

propriated. In short, he thought they should be

more upon the camp or cottage principle than

anything else.

As to the third. Following o>it the camp or

cottage idea, the structures could be made either

of iron, in pieces that would be easily detached

and removed when necessary, or, to attain the

eame ends, and have more permanent buildings,

they could be constructed of stone, and lined

with concrete, cement, or other inside casing,

which would prevent the absorption of those

gases leading to the various diseases which stick

to hospital buildings after they have been used

for any length of time. The sort of apartment

he aimed at was one that could be only affected

by bad air so long as the immediate cause existed,

which could be thoroughly expelled by the through

and through ventilationof the opposite windows, or

the thorough cleansing by water ejected from the

hose of a fire engine. In fact, he would have it

as easily cleansed as the drug bottle of a chemist,

and he saw no difficulty in doing this, as the

walls, floors, ceilings, ingoings of windows, and
other surfaces could be altogether made of some
vitrified substance; and as he believed the

timber of floors, doors, and finishings absorb

these unhealthy gases, he would have no finish-

ings about either, but have the framing-work
made of iron, with opaque glass for panels. The
windows also he would have of iron frames, so

that the work would have nothing about it ad-

mitting of the least alisorption.

As to the fourth. The drainage of a building

-containing disease required to be thoroughly per-

fect, not only as regards itself, but also as to those
surrounding it.

If the drainage from the hospital wa.s allowed
to pass without being treated in sonie manner so

as to destroy the contagion it necessarily carries,

the drainage of the houses connected with the

same common sewer must be to some extent
detrimentally affected; and if there should be the
slightest leakage in the drains, or any failures in

the cesspools (which is often the case), the in-

mates of such dwellings would run great risk of

contagion. The ventilation o£ the drains is also

another matter that should not be overlooked.
The outlet, therefore, of the drainage of an hos-

pital should not be of a sluggish nature, but
should have fall enough to carry it off as rapidly

as possible.

The remainder of the paper was devoted to the
question of the fitness of the proposed site for
the new Edinburgh Infirmary, a point respecting
which there is considerable difference of opinion.

A spirited discussion followed, in which several
eminent medical men joined.

Mr. Lessels, architect, thought that if the
buildings were to be temporary, it would be
better to put up beautiful glazed buildings made
«f fireclay and white on the surface. They could
build the walls hollow, and the interior walls
could be made of beautiful glazed firebricks,

which would be quite impervious, and could be
washed perfectly clean. For himself, however,
he confessed that he should not like to see any
building of that temporary nature erected in that
city. He thought it would be quite possible to
design a permanent building so as to meet the re-

quirements of an excellent hospital. The diffi-

culty as to bad gases might be overcome by
lining the walls with firebrick, and coating them
with cement.

Sir Jamks Simpson said no one had yet suc-
ceeded in getting rid of the miasma that seemed
to gather in old hospitals, and they might suc-
ceed if they would build hospitals of some mate-
rial that could be built readily, and put up again.
After suggesting that iron might be used with
advantage, and that layers of charcoal might be
placed to operate as a disinfectant in interstices
of the iron walls. Sir James concluded by insist-

ing on the necessity of providing a hall for the
patients, and of providing a large number of
rooms with one bed, to prevent patients retarding
the recovery of others, maintaining that, it was
better to treat one hundred patients perfectly and
kindly than two or three hundred imperfectly
and to the destruction of their health and lives.

Dr. Alexander Wood wished some scientific

gentlemen, with Sir James Simpson at their
head, would endeavour to ascertain what this

Jniasm was that lurked in hospitals, for if no

amount of washing would remove it, he confessed

he was a little sceptical of any great effect being
produced by the unscrewing of iron bolts and
laying the iron upon the grass. Before advocat-

ing the substitution of iron for stone and lime,

he would like some more certainty about the end
justifying the means. He hoped they would hear

no more about building with concrete. Some
years ago that was a favourite scheme of his, and
he was about to establish a company to build

houses with concrete, and sent a friend to report

upon similar houses in London ; but on the

second visit of his friend to the coucrete houses,

he found that they had fallen, the inmates having

escaped with their lives, and the concrete having
been left lying in the dust. If they tried con
Crete for the infirmary, they might find some
day the pulverized walls of the hosjiital lying ex
posed to a kind of ventilation which even Sir

James Simpson would deprecate.

The remainder of the discussion was interest-

ing solely from a medical point of view. The
proceedings terminated after a vote of thanks to

Mr. Gowans for his paper.

THE MEYRICK COLLECTION OF
ANCIENT ARMOUR.

ON Saturday last the Meyrick collection of

ancient armour was opened to the public at

the South Kensington Museum, where, by the

kind permission of the owner, it is to remain for

a year. The collection, probably the largest, cer-

tainly the best arranged, in Europe, includes 1,035

specimens of ancient European, and 219 of

Oriental armour. Mr. J. R. Planchd, of the

Herald's College, was entrusted with the arr.ange

ment, and was assisted by Messrs. C. A. Pierce

and Black, of the Science and Art Department.
The collection is divided into historical periods,

these periods being divided by high fences formed
of the weapons belonging to them, thus utilising

all available space, and preserving the chronologi

cal character of the exhibition.

Twelve full-sized mounted figures claim the

first attention of the visitor. The first of these

dates from the reigu of Henry VI., and is clad

in the most ancient complete suit in existence

Among the others may be noticed a suit of

painted black steel, engraved and gilt, supposed to

have been worn by William, Duke of Bavaria, and
evidently of German manufacture. Near it is a

suit of Italian riding armour, dating from about
1560, richly ornaniented with arabesques of hu-
man forms, birds, musical instruments, &c.

The first peiiod illustrated comprises armour
from the reign of Edward III. to that of Richard
III., and is principally chain. A specimen of the
earliest made firearms, dating 14:10, is shown
among the hand weapons. It is a small tube, and
forms the handle of an axe. Next follows the
period of Henry VII., among the specimens of

which may be noticed a sword engraved by
Albert Durer. There are a great number of

specimens of the reigns of Henry VIII. and Ed-
ward VI., the Latter including a fine collection of

pistols and other small firearms Some of the

Elizabethan armour, though fanciful, is beauti-

fully ornamented, the collection of helmets and
crossbows is good, and the display of r.apiers is un-
equalled. Among the firearms may be seen the

clumsy " dragon," a piece nearly as large as a

carbine, with a bore of about an inch and a half.

The following periods of the reigns of the Stuarts

tell of the gradual disuse of heavy armour, and
the last mounted figure, prob.ably represeniing a

trooper' of the Commonwealth or Restoration, is

clad in a leather garment, certainly half an inch
thick.

Among the curiosities scattered about the room
may be noticed a sword of Solyman the Magnifi-

cent, and a baton given to the Duke of Alva by
Philip II. of Spain. The latter is a hollow steel

tube, which held the muster roll of the army, and
is ornamented outside with gilt numerals. Some
Indian, Japanese, Tartar, and Turkish weapons
are also worthy of attention.

DEFECTIVE JIASONRY.

LAST week we called attention to the essen-

tially defective character of modern
masonry, and we pointed out where remedies
might in some cases be applied. This week brings

us another crop of instances. The first is that of

the fall of a church at Weem, near Aberfeldy, on
the afternoon of Tuesday la»t. It appears that

the gable at the west end had been completed,
and the woikmen were eng-iged removing the

Bcafifolding, when, by the overbalancing of some
beams which rested horizontally on the bottom o£
the end window, the whole of the wall above the
window was thrown inwards, falling upon and
injuring several men, two of whom have since
died. It is to be hoped that the local authorities
have thoroughly investigated the cause of the
accident. As might be expected, the late gales
have been too strong for much of modern work.
On Sunday last, during Divine service in the
church of St. John the Baptist, Toxteth-park, the
top stone of one of the miuarets fell on the roof
over the south side of the nave. Fortunately the
stone, though making a hole in the ceiling, rested
there, and no further accident occurred. Acting,
however, on the advice of the churchwarden (a

builder) the clergyman suspended the service and
dismissed the congre^jation.

This is not so bad as the occurrence at Roch-
dale. In this town, in a new street oflf Spotland-
road, a row of houses has just been completed,
and two of them are so constructed as to answer
the purposes of a Sunday school, although at any
time it could be altered into two houses. On
Sunday the place was opened for service for the
first time. There were 400 persons present. The
service began at half-past two, and shortly after-

wards one of the windows was blown out by a
gust of wind. Little notice was taken of this,

and the service proceeded until five minu'es to
four, when another violent blast lifted np the roof.

The gable and the two side walls then fell inwards,
after which the roof gave way and fell. A dis-

tressing scene ensued. Some hundreds of the
congregation managed to creep out from the
rubbish, but a large number were buried under
it, and they cried piteously for help. Those who
had escaped and the neighbours set to work,
pulled away the fallen timber and bricks, and
gradually released them. Though fortunately no
one was killed, abouti forty persons were injured,

and some of them severely. We should be glad
if any correspondent could send us some infor-

mation on the character of the work in each o£
the above instances.

On Monday evening a portion of the spire of
the Lion-walk Congregational Church, Colchester,

fell with a loud crash, breaking through the roof
and doing considerable damage to the interior

fittings. This church has been built only five

years, at a cost of about £5,000. It is built in

the Gothic style of architecture, and is quite an
ornament to the town.

Referring to the damage done to roofs of

houses by the recent gales, a correspondent says :

—In the olden time the roofs of buildings were
constructed with tiles and mortar set upon oak or
birch woodwork trusses, bound with iron straps,

care being' taken by the joiner not to out the lon-

gitudinal threads of the timber by incision of the
chisel. The whole of the roof being about three
times the weight of our present slate no ties were
required to make it secure against weather. Our
present roofs are composed of slates nailed upon
pine wood (the lightest of woods), and framed of

the same. They are generally placed pinned upon
the walls just like a dish cover over our dinner,
with nothing to keep it down. I would, there-

fore, suggest to builders and owners of these
house tops that they should cause to be affixed

stone or iron corbels, at least three feet below the
coping stone or topmost course, then carry an iron

strap from under it over the main trussed girder.

When roofs are of an unusual area it will be

necessary to calculate the brickwork so as to make
the dead weight in proportion.

"CHOKE-DAMP" IN CELLARS.

AN accident that might have proved fatal

occurred in Glasgow a few days since, in all

probability through the want of sufficient venti-

lation. A boy employed in the shop of a provi-

sion merchant had to descend into the cellar for

some article wanted, and, as he did not re-appear

within a reasonable time, a second boy was de-

spatciied to ascert.ain the cause of his delay. This
second messenger also remaining below, a female
went down to see what was the matter. As she
also did not return the shopkeeper descended
himself. On getting down he became sensible of

a close sufi'ucatiug smell, and found the two lioys

and the woman lyiug on the floor insensible.

Removed with some difficulty to the fresh air

they were found to be in a very critical condition,

and it was not until some hours had elapsed that
they became perfectly restored. "Choke-damp,"
according to the local account, ia sujiposed to have
been the cause of the accident.
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' DICTIONXAIRE DE L'ACADEMIE DES

BEAUX ARTS.""

TEN years liave elapsed since the Imperial

Institute of France yave its imprimatur

to the iirst volume of the Dictionary of the

Fine Arts, and the second volume has just

reached us. It is doubtlessly true that great

bodies move slowly, but great as is botli the

Academy and its undertaking we are inclined

to think that they have been somewhat in-

active. As these two volumes only reach

the fii'st lew words in C, unless more rapid

progress is made the present century will

close long before the body of savants and

artists shall have terminated their labours on

this valuable work. A note attached to the

second volume informs us that new occupa-

tions have not permitted the former editor,

^I. Ernest Vinet, to continue his labours, and

M. Albert Lenoir, the distinguished French

architect and archa;oIogist, has replaced him
as the auxiliary of the Academy. To M.
Lenoir this second volume owes much, and
we hope that under his energetic and able

auspices a much more rapid progress will be

made. In this fast-going age we are not con-

tent to wait a lifetime fur our books, and to

nothing more than literatiue is the hackneyed

adage of " Bis dat qui cito dat " so pertinent.

The greed for knowing much by little trouble

reproduces in our day the same efforts which
marked the literature out of which sprang

the Renaissance of arts and learning of the

fourteenth century. Then, as now, was a

time of encyclopcedias and collection, and from

this gathering together of the knowledge of

their past arose the progress of ours. We
hope that this epoch of tillage, this time of

turning up the old soil, stored with the fruit-

fulness of the past, may lead to an equally

productive future. The " Polyanthea " of

those days drew attention to the long-for-

gotten lore of Classic, and, we may almost

add, sacred literature. The " Bestiaries '' of

their time led to the foundation of the real

study of natural history, and the long range

of " encyclopaedias" and dictionaries which
have illustrated the progress of science and

the mechanical arts in later days has produced

its further development in our own. It has,

however, been reserved for the nineteenth

century to collect together and thus encyclo-

paediate the knowledge pertaining to the tine

arts. Wincklemnn, Montfaucon, Quatremere
de Quinc)', and many others, were, in a de-

gree, precursors on the road, gathering here

and storing there materials for our use, special

collections of inestimable value, and the gene-

ral arrangement of these with much we have
accumulated in our own day has been re-

served for us to do. This we are doing, and
doing Well ; liut in no country is this better

done than in France, and there, we are proud

to say, the best is done by architects. It is

the one country in Europe where the litera-

ture of the arts is recognised as an important

function in their practice, and where the

artist and the man of letters are indissolubly

united. Need we do more than to point to

the subject of this notice, or to mention the

venerated name of il. VioUet le Due, who has

just brought his great work to a conclusion,

to prove this ( If more were needed we
could catalogue a long list of architects whose
literary labours encompass a wider art cii'cle,

and spread the wave of knowledge further

than their Ksllietic labours in their art-proper

can ever reach. "We regret to contrast the

spasmodic etforts of our own best architects

with the continuous and philosophic labours

of their French brethren. A pleasant sketchy

book of tr.ivel revealing how bad the cooks

and how vile the ways of Spain are, a

saunter by the banks of German rivers, or a

little book about a great building now and
then, is well nigh all we get. Our great dic-

tionary of our own art grows very slowly and
is somewhat weak—so weak that it can

hardly support itself—and receives but very

little help from those who ought to foster and
to strengthen it. In line, our architects write

to amuse themselves ; French architects write

to instruct others ; and whilst the former
generally fail to attain their object, the latter

as generally succeed in theirs ; and it is with

a painful feeling of this difference that we
take up the " Dictionnaire de I'Academie des

Beaux Arts."

Before reviemng these two volumes them-
selves it may be instructive to note the

growth and progress which led to their ulti-

mate formation, to see the difficulties which
beset them in their birth, and to mark the

prudent pruning and the carefel culture of

the idea before it was ushered into fact.

Founded in 1795, the Institute of France
embraces five different academies, and
amongst them that of the Beaux Arts, taking

cognisance of architecture, painting, sculp-

tui'e, engraving, and music. One of these

academies—the Academie Frangaise—early

commenced its dictionary of language, and
that of the Beaux Arts early projected a work
which should be exhaustive on all matters

connected with those five divisions of the

higher expressions of the human mind ; its

mission was to train and foster. Castellan,

Dufourny, Chaudet, De Quincy, Visconti, Le
Seur, Raoul-Rocbette, and many other house-

hold names in art, laboured and wrote, piling

up monuments of their knowledge of the

history, the theory, and the practice of tlie

fine arts, bringing in precious material to fill

up the outline they drew so largely. Too
largely, indeed, for not only was it to contain

within its bounds all the ordinary subjects

directly appertaining to the fine arts them-

selves,"but was also to embrace biographical

notices of all the law'givers, the poets, the

artists, the soldiers, and the senators of all

ages— it was to be the one book an artist

needed, all his library ; here he was to find

the subject-matter of his work and the mate-

rials ready hewn to his genius. By and bye

the mass was found to be unwieldy ; history

and biography found more rapid exponents,

and this huge portion was lopped off. ilean-

while, too, niost of the chief monuments of

antiquity had been described and discussed at

length, and the necessity for going over the

ground in detail was prevented.

At last it was definitely decided that the dic-

tionary should restrict itself to the following

programme :—Taking cognisance of, 1, those

words which belong to the instruction in and

the practice of the fine arts ; 2, those words

relating to the theory or history of the fine

arts and ajsthetics ; 3, words designating

works of art and decoration ; -1, those which

define buildings consecrated to the culture of

the line arts in general or to cognate special

studies, such as academy, mxtsmm, &c. ; 5, the

names of the gods, goddesses, and mytholo-

gical heroes of antiquity, because that they

have been the active causes of so many
monuments in all the branches of fine

art ; G, the names of cities celebrated by their

monuments, and which have exercised a great

influence on the culture of art ; and, finally

(7), all words relating to the costume or cere-

monies of the past.

These divisions, together with general

CARVED STONE HEAD TO DOORWAY.

ONE of the illustrations to the present

number is a Romanesque compositicn

for a carved stone head to a doorway. The
design, which would be appropriate to a

building devoted to secular purposes, e.g., a

museum, represents in the tympan the per-

sonage to whom the edifice is dedicated, in-

spired by the Genii of Art, which may be
executed in mosaic, supporting him on either

side. In the enclosing arch a series of con-

ventional and nondescript animals, inter-

mingled with foliage, form a continuous

enrichment. The details throughout have
been obtained, more or less, from old authori-

ties. The accompanying woodcut is a vertical

section cutting

midway through
the tympan,
arch, and cor-

nice. In an
original Norman
building that

which strikes

the observer as

most prominent
is the peculiar

richness and
power over de-

tail displayed by
the old art

masters, and
the special study
given to the de-

sign of their

doorways. It is

a well - known
fact that where
many a Nor-
man church has

been anciently

repaired the

doorways and
arches have
been cherished

and sustained as

the inorceauz

choisis of the

architecture of

the period,
while the other

portions of tha

tauilding have
been sweptaway
or altered ta

suit the requirements of the then style and
times. Norman sculpture is often rude and
coarse, but the beautiful elaboration of some of

the work shows on the other hand that the

carvers of those days were as capable of ex-

treme finish as their more pedantic successors.

Their sculpture of the human " form divine "

was, it must be confessed, crude and evea

barbarous at times, when considered in the

abstract ; but it will be acknowledged that

the effect, taken with its surroundings, gene-

rally in grotesque, is strikingly beautiful.

There is much to be said for the grim humour
of the old fellows. For the carving of ex-

pression, even to violent action, in conven-

tional animals is a sine qua non to the obtain-

ment of sharp and brilliant light and shade,

and acts as an admirable foil to the would-be

W^ '

, „ - beautiful angels, saints, &c. If we have no
theorisation, make up a scheme vast enough standards by which to judge there could be

to satisfy the utmost amliition and to tax
j

neither beauty nor ugliness. Such an absolute

the strongest appetite for knowledge. How gt^je of matters, however, would be unnatural

large its range is shown by the two
1 ^^j opposed to the " eternal fitness of things."

» Paris : Firman, Didot, Frfres, Fib, et Cie.

volumes which have already appeared

They are in large quarto, printed in double

column, the first volume containing 380 and

the second 430 of these closely printed pages,

and the definitions under the letters A and B
amounting to upwards of five hundred.

Forty-three steel plates illustrate the first

volume and thirty-two the second, whilst

numerous woodcuts are incorporated in the

text. Thus far we have noticed the rise and

mechanical progress of the undertaking, and

in our next we hope to cull somewhat largely

from its text.

Happily the world is made up of contrasts,

physical and moral ; were it not so, what a

dull level of uniformity would pervade the

universe ! All nature would sing in a miser-

able monotone. O. W. D.

The first general committee meeting for the

Soatli London Working Classes Industrial Exhi-

liition for ISGt' was held on Monday evening

list. As the two previous exhibitions held in

the district had retarned handsome profits', it

was decided not to resort to a guarantee fund

I this time.
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iurnitiut unb decoration

[The Building News will from this time

henceforth devote a portion of its space

WEEKLY to Furniture and Decoration.

Our readers are aware that we have occa-

sionally—we may say, frequently—given

articles and illustrations on these subjects
;

but we have treated them in a somewhat
fragmentary manner. We shall now do so

more methodically and persistently. We
shall, therefore, be glad to receive photo-

graphs or sketches of old or new furniture,

decoration, or ornament, whether for eccle-

siastic, civic, or domestic purposes ; also

short descriptions or notices of work done

anywhere in this way.]

DECORATION OF THE GAIETY THEATRE.

{Second Notice.)

IT has been with considerable curiosity that

we have glanced, since writing our pre-

vious remarks on the Gaiety Theatre, at the

comments contained in some of the daily and
weekly journals. In nearly every case that

has come under our notice, when anything

beyond the stereotyped newspaper puff has

been attempted, a certain something in the

appearance of the auditorium has been recog-

nised as unsatisfactory, and has been ac-

counted for by excessive brightness of colour.

Now it so happens that the colours employed
are, with very few exceptions, unusually dull,

and it is consequently of the more import-

ance that we should point out, as we last

week intimated, what it is that" has marred
the completeness of an interior that has in it

many elements of success.

Before passing to detail, we must pause
more fully to do justice than we could last

week to the excellence of Mr. Marks' work.
It is probably not too much to say that the

three figure subjects, with which he has en-

riched the decorations of the theatre, are

among the very finest works of their class in

this country. They command the greatest

admiration simply as specimens of high art.

Of this the artist's well-won reputation would
at once be a guarantee, and we are conse-

quently spared the necessity of expatiating

on the ability which these productions evince.

But Mr. Marks has done what too few of our
painters will or can do. He has become a

decorator in the highest sense of the word.
He has painted pictures which are essen-

tially part and parcel of the general scheme
of ornamentation, which at once lend a cha-

racter to the whole interior, and are at the

same time perfect models of pictorial decora-

tive treatment.

It is worth considering for a moment the
contrast between the treatment of somewhat
similar subjects employed by ilr. Marks at

the Gaiety and by Mr. Albert Moore at the

Queen's Theatre. Charming, dignified, and
graceful as the latter is in itself, it fails as a

piece of decoration. The colouring is such
that no ordinary method of decoration could
possibly have been made to harmonise with
it ; while the scheme which the artist, in

some unintelligible conjunction with the
architect, suggested and exhibited at the last

Architectural Exhibition could only be
looked upon as something like a practical

joke. The most serious fault, however,
ia in the method of drawing, which
is confused, especially in the draperies,

with a mass of fine lines which make
the various parts undistinguishable except
through an opera-glass, and, when so

seen, weak and inett'ective. All this origi-

nated not from Mr. Moore's want of skill as

an artist, but from his ignorance or inex-

perience of the requirements of decorative
treatment. We happened to see his work
before it was put in position, and instantly

felt what its eft'ect must be. Now, Mr.
Marks has not only realised the necessity for

definite colour in a theatre, but he has

thoroughly grasped the technical mode of

treatment which the position requires, and
we shall do our readers more service in

urging them to visit the theatre and examine
the paintings (and especially the outline

drawing) carefully with a good glass than in

attempting to describe the miiiutice of the

work. Our readers will, however, do well to

place themselves for this purpose in the

gallery, as the subjects are not well seen from
the dress circle, and are almost invisible from
the stalls—a defect in the design of the house,

which familiarity with the form of the old
" Her Majesty's Theatre," where everything

was visible from every part, might have pre-

vented.

In proceeding to discuss the want of repose,

of which we have already complained, we
must draw attention to the embarrassment to

the eye which is caused by the ever-varying

curves of the boxes. Those of the gallery,

upper circle, private box tier, and balcony are

in themselves, as well as in their mutual rela-

tionship, rather happy ; but directly the eye

passes from the latter to the stage boxes a
sense of confusion is experienced, which is

greatly increased as the whole arrangement of

the boxes within the proscenium comes into

view. Here the worst features of the
Adelphi Theatre have been reproduced, and
we need hardly remind our readers that the

curves of Mr. Wyatt's stage boxes are fully

worthy of the " rococo " period. But this is

of far less importance than the errors to

which we last week briefly drew attention.

The admixture of raised and painted decora-

tion is in several respects unsuccessful.

Firstly, the raised ornament is in stronger

relief near the eye (taking the sight point of

course from the stalls or balcony) than at a dis-

tance. Thus the balcony tier is the highest in

relief of the three, the balcony itself consist-

ing of perforated ironwork, which naturally
increases the appearance of relief. The con-
sequence is that the light, striking down in a

line more nearly perpendicular as it descends,

casts a deeper shadow beneath each projecting
portion of the ornament, and greatly confuses
it. This might in a measure have been
avoided by the employment of stronger colours
in theseportions, but, with a strange perversity,

these very parts have received only the most
delicate tinting. The design of the two upper
tiers is exceedingly chaste and elegant, but
that of the gallery (which does Messrs.
Jackson and Son especial credit) is entirely
overpowered by the coarse and unmeaning
crockets which surmount it, and which cast

as many conical shadows of the most dis-

tracting character. The same objection holds
good to a much less extent with the raised

work beneath the box tiers. The colouring
and the painted work of the house generally
are very unequal. The flat of the ceiling is

simply powdered with gold stars on a light

blue ground—a treatment unobjectionable,
but hackneyed. The blue, too, in its leaden
heaviness, bears strong evidence of that curse
of modern colour—French ultramarine. The
ornamentation of the cove around it is the
least satisfactory part of the house ; it is

coarse in design and inharmonious in
colouring. In marked distinction to this we
may select for especial praise the dragons and
fioriated ornaments of the spandrels between
the arches, which combine a power of drawing
and breadth of treatment which are very
refreshing. The cornice above them woulil
also be satisfactory had one-third of the en-
riched members been left perfectly plain.

Below this there is unfortunately little to

praise in the decorations. The box columns
are covered with a meandering something of

a most nondescript character, and the edges
are picked in with pink—an arrangement which
utterly destroys anything like breadth, while
the front of the private boxes (which is also

the back of the balcony) is of a colour appa-
rently intended to be in discord with every-
thing. The eminently oft'ending portion of
the whole house, however, are the proscenium

columns, in which ornaments culled appa-
rently haphazard from a perfect galaxy of

styles, and emphasized by the very gaudiest of

treatment, utterly eclipse the most brilliant

achievements of the scene-painter and costu-

mier. It is no slight relief to turn from these

to the small divisional columns of the private

box tier (gilt solid), which, standing out
against the crimson curtains with a dull green
background, aft'ord a most agreeable rest to

the eye. As regards the use of the gold gene-
rally, it is difficult to criticise it intelligibly.

Its proper application is one of the most
difficult parts of practical decoration; and
nothing but experience can teach it. We
may briefly say, however, that the great object

to be avoided in its employment is spottiness,

and that this is, as a rule, best effected

by using it either as a background or in con-

tinuity, and always in such positions as shall

ensure it from the blackness of absolute

shadow, and from the dazzling effect of

directly reflected light. The want of repose

in the interior of the Gaiety Theatre is due
to the ignorance or disregard of this one
principle far more than to anything else.

Had the gold been properly applied, what is

otherwise discordant would have been won-
derfully harmonized, and have appeared
perfect to all but the most critical eyes.

And when so much has really been done
it seems a pity that the necessary skill

should not have been obtained. We must
not forget to mention the excellent innova-

tion of the niarone curtain in place of the

traditional green baize ; but we can hardly

award much praise to the act drop, which,

though decidedly pretty, is of the most
sketchy description, and many degrees too

weak in colour for the house. The use of

the scene-painter's art, too, should be con-

fined to the stage, and not obtruded into the

auditorium. The sham painted valances of

the balcony tier still more increase the want of

repose in the house, while the shabby-
looking curtains and valances of the stage

boxes contrast strangely with the general air

of luxury that pervades the theatre.

We have gone thus minutely into detail

because it appears desirable that public works
of this nature should be carefully examined
and criticised ; and also because in his last

theatre Mr. Phipps has fallen into errors of

treatment from which several of his previous

ones have been nearly free. How far the

shortcomings of the present building may
have arisen from haste we are not in a posi-

tion to say, but, given the shell of the interior,

it was, unquestionably, a far easier one to treat

efl'ectively than that of the Queen's Theatre.

CEILING OF SlrDT, TEMPSFOED nOUSE.

rpiIE treatments of ceilings are so various

J_ and so dissimilar that it is difficult at first

thought to distinguish between the true and
false, the appropriate and inappropriate styles

which have been used in this branch of applied

art, and still more difficult to lay down prin-

ciples on which designs for this class of work
should be based. As I do not intend, however,
to review the ancient or contemporary arts of

ceiling decoration, but merely to explain the
principle of the<lesign illustrated in this week's
number, it will be best for my purpose to

mention in the first place only one character-

istic which ceilings should not have. First,

then, pictorial subjects are out of place on
flat ceilings ; the awkwardness arising from the
picture being presented to the spectator up-
side down when viewed from one end of the
room cannot be overcome by beauty of colon r

or grace of composition. The best that can b e

said of it in this position is that it is mural art

forsaking its true position ; the shading to ro-

tundity of the figure, as Rubens did in his ceil-

ings, only increases the objection and destroys

the flatness of the field, which should be a
leading characteristic in a flat ceiling, not to

mention the uncomfortable feeling given to
the beholder by his having a quantity of robust

nymphs and jolly cupids gambling and turn-
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bling in nude and unconstrained enjoyment

over his head. If figures are used they should

be strongly conventional, and arranged almost

geometrically or at least symmetrically in order

to look ornamental and chime in with the de-

sign from any point of view. In carved ceil-

ings or domes, especially if they are divided

by ribs into panels, pictorial subjects are

(with certain restrictions) quite appropriate, as

the semi-perpendicularity of the field does

away with the chance of an inverted picture.

In the original design from which the ac-

companying sketch is taken agreeable effect

is depended on fully as much from colour as

from form. The ground tint is a strong

cream or pale yellow, upon which all the or-

nament is laid on in gold. Thegrounds between

the ornaments are then picked in W'ith red,

blue, and green, thus giving an alternation all

over the field of crimson and gold, blue and
gold, and green and gold, emphasized in

parts by black, with which also all the orna-

ment is outlined. There is no shading, and
only one tint or shade of each colour. For

the idea of the introduction of the six heraldic

shiehls, and indeed for a great part of the

general scheme of the thing, I am indebted to

the taste of my good friend Captain Bertrand

Payne, who as an heraldic historian naturally

claimed some representation of his favourite

science.

The twelve signs of the zodiac are, like the

other ornamental forms in gold, outlined with

black ; they are thus treated conventionally

enough, both in form and colour. So small a

part of the design as is given in the sketch

scarcely enables one to judge of its effect as a

whole ; indeed, it is as unlikely to fulfil this

end as that a detached representation of a single

petal deprived of its colour could suggest the

full blooming si-t-petalled flower, and its only

use must be to the students of the Bdildingi

News as a " suggestion in ornament."
J. M. S.

THE infirmity known as colour blindness is

much more prevalent than one might suppose;

and directors of railways, wlien selecting candi-

dates for the posts o£ engine-driver, stoker, or

signal-man, are often astounded by the number of

candidates they find afflicted with it. It will seem

scarcely credible to those who ha%'e themselves

good eyes that three men out of five should be

quite unable, at a distance of two hundred yards,

to tell a green lantern from a red one. The most
astonishing mistakes have been made in this par-

ticular. Engine drivers who in broad daylight

could see two uiiles before them down a straight line,

and detect a paving stone on a rail fifteen hundred

yards off, have been known to rush heedlessly

by a danger signal at midnight, and bring a whole

train to destructiim. And yet the glasses used in

the red lanterns that signify beware or stop are

always of immense power, and, on a dark night,

ought to be clearly visible to the naked eye at a

distance of at least live miles. A sailor who on

the night watch will find it quite impossible to

say which glass is " up " at Eddystone or Bell

Rock, may be the first next morning to cry out

"land" from the top of a shaking mast-head.

When a mistake is made between colours, the

error is almost always attributed to this peculiar

obliciuity of vision, and colour blindness itself is

said to proceed from malformation of the eye. But
every rule has an exception ; and there are cases

in which confusions are made between one hue
and another, without the eye of the seer being in

any great way to blame.

Slime years ago a lady had ordered of one of

the best "house decorators in Paris two varieties

of paper for a villa of hers at Passy. She had

imagined the patterns herself : one paper was to be

crimson, with black fl:urs-de lis, and the other

green, with pile gray liguringa. The order was

sent to the m uiufacturers, and the paper fabri-

cated ; but when the lirst samples were forwarded

to Passy, the lady returned them, saying a mis-

take had been made. The fleurs-de-lis on the

crimson were green, she added, and the figuringa

on the green paper pink. Tbe shopman who was

the bearer of the samples could not help telling

his master that he was quite of the same way of

seeing as the lady ; and the decorator himself,

as he examined the specimens, was fain to own

that his order had not been executed. The pat-

terns were accordingly returned to the manufac-

turers ; but hereupon a dispute arose, for the latter

swore by all the saints that the black they had used

was of the deepest jet; and as for the gray figurings,

" they had mixed colours long enough," ihey cried,

"to know the difference between gray and pink."

As the altercation was serious, an expert was

called upon to decide ; and this he did by taking

a sheet of white note-paper and cutting out in it

some fleurs de lis of the exact size and form of

these on the samples. He then applied the note-

paper to the latter so as completely to hide the

crimson ground ; and the flowers, which had
seemed green, at once stood out in deep black

The experiment was repeated on the green paper

with the same success, the figurings which every

one had declared pink were shown beyond douljt

to be pale gray, and the lady, the decorator, and
the shopman had to acknowledge themselves in the

wrong.
A mistake of this kind would scarcely be possible

nowadays, for an upholsterer would take care to

warn his customers in time, in the event of their

giving him so eccentric an order ; but it is not so

very long since that the theory of the modification

of tints by juxtaposition has become universally

known, and even now there may yet be persons

who have something to learn on this subject.

Here is an experiment familiar enough to school

boys. Take a square of scarlet paper or silk, and
fix it upon a white ground

; look then intent y at

it for a few seconds, and the scarlet will seem to

have a slight bordering of green. Again, gaze

fixedly at the scarlet square during half a miuute
and then turn your eyes suddenly upon a sheet of

white paper ; an optical illusion will cause you to

see upon the white ground a square of the same
size as the red one, only of a pale green tint.

The eye which has been looking at red in

variably lends a green hue to whatever it may
gaze on next ; and, conversely , the eye which
has stared at green gives to surrounding objects

a tinge of red. These two colours, red and green,

are said from this fact to be complemental to each

other.

In the same way, violet is the complement of

pale yellow, blue of orange, indigo of orange-

yellow ; and the results predicted in the experi-

ments with red and green will be obtaina'jie in

a similar trial with each of these pairs respec-

tively.

One of the properties of complemental colours

is to make up white by mutual blendiug ; that is,

that white light being composed of diflierent co-

loured rays, when it falls upon an object, one
portion of these rays is absorbed, the other rays

are reflected; and the object appears to he coloured

by these last. But these absorbed rays and these

reflected rays would, if blended again, reform the

white light of which they are the elements ; hence

a second reason for the term complemental.

It is (idmitted as an axiom that different colours

always appear most dissimilar when placed side by
side; in other words, that the juxtaposition of

v.arious colours has the eflfect o£ making what
differences exist in their respective tints stand out

most strikingly. To illustrate this, let two skeins

of wool be taken, of the same crimson dye and
quite identical ; let us term them C and C. After

this, let us take two other skeins of paler crimson
dye, D and D', and place them thus :

C CD' D
The two skeins C and D' being juxtaposed—that

is, touching each other—the skein C', although
of precisely the same hue as the skein C, will

then appear darker than it ; whilst on the other

hind, the skeiu D' , although exactly similar to

the pale skein D, will seem to be lighter of hue
than the latter. Thus, when a dark tint is placed

next to a lijht one, the dark appears to become
yet darker, and the light still lighter; the dis-

similarity between colours being always heightened

by juxtaposition.

Here is a second experiment. Take a sheet of

paper, and divide it into five compartments—1, 2.

3, 4, 5—and give to each a coating of Indian ink.

When the ink is dry, give a second coating to all

but the first compartment ; after that, a third

coating to all but the first and second

;

and so on to the end, until compartment 6

has received five coatings; comp.aitment 4,

four coatings ; compartment 3, three coatings,

&c.

At first thought, it would seem that the paper

thus painted would have five compartments of

dilferent blackness, each separa e ci>mpartment

being, however, of a uniform tint throughout

;

and such, indeed, would be the case were the
paper cut up into five strips, and each strip

looked at by itself ; but the eflect produced by the
juxtaposition of the five compartments is not by
any means the same. Compartment 2, for in-

stance, instead of appearing one-hued throughout,
will appear to be of two different tints—that on
the side of column 1 being considerably darker
than that on the side of column 3 ; and similarly,

compartment 4 will seem, like 2 and 3, to be
painted with two shades of black—one dark, on
the side next to 3, and the other light, on the side

juxtaposed to 5.

Painters, it must be remembered, acknowledge
but three prime colours—blue, red, and yellow.

All other tints are compounds of these. Violet is

made up of blue and red
;
green, of blue and yel.

low ; orange, of red and yellow. In the case,

then, of violet and green juxtaposed, each colour

has one element, blue, iu common. But this

similarity on one point makes the dissimilarity on
the others stand out more clearly, so that the
green on the violet appears more yellow, whilst

the violet, on the other hand, appears more red.

In like manner, if orange and green be taken

—

the yellow element in the one cancelling,

so to say, the yellow in the other—the
orange will assume a reddish tone, and the green a
bluish one.

One of the most laudatory things that can be
said of a painter is, that he is a good colourist,

that is, that he knows well how to sort his

colours. At first, this would seem to be no
f;reat praise, and the merit of a well-coloured
picture might be thought to be principally with
the tradesman who furnished the artist %vith his

bos of paints. But go some day to the Louvre,
or the Kational Gallery, and watch a beginner
copying a Raphael, a Rubens, or a Titian.

What is it, you will explain, that prevents the
man from copying the colours he sees before him?
Why does he put pii.k where his model has put
ci imson ; sea-green, where the latter has placed
gray

; orange, where the maestro has set ochre ?

If you consult the artist himselT, he will ted you,
of course, that it is not his fault; thit Raphael
and his compeers mixed their own coUuirs, and
that their secret has died with them. "We cannot
get colours like those now, he will add dolefully

;

and not until some years after, when he has be-

come a Membre de I'lnstitut, or an R A., will he
own that it was nut Mr. A. or Mr. Is.'s colours

that were bad, but his own craft that was feeble.

When a picture is sent to the tapestry- maker's,

to be copied iu wool-work, the most ridiculous

blunders are made if the workman be not
thoroughly skilled iu the science of colouring.

He will lay white aud scarlet side by side, and
marvel to find a green rim between them. **I

can't make it out at all," he growls. The fore-

man shrugs his shoulders, and holds out to him
a skein of pale grey. " Put this instead of your
flaming white ou the lines where the two colours

meet, and instead of that glaring scarlet, take

this dark pink to lay along the grey." The work-

man obeys, and the green rim disappears. But
elsewhere is a poor wretch trying to insert a ray

of yellow between two lines of violet and black,
" What are you doing ?" shouts the foreman.

—

** Looking for a suitable shade of yellow," groans

the wellmeauiug dunce.—"Let the yellow be,"

is the answer :
" take your brightest violet and

your deepest black where the borders touch,

and the yellow will ccme by itself." And so it

does.

An upholsterer should be very choice in the

colours of stuffs he .adapts to different varieties o£

wood. It is a mistake to cushion a m ihogany

chair with scarlet. That colour is too bright,

and the mahogany beside it loses brilliancy,

and becomes like walnut-wood. Many people,

however, who love the colour crimson, insist

upon putting it with mahogany. In these

cases, to counteract the glaring effect of the

assortment, it is well to put a black or a green

braid on the border, where the cloth and the

wood come in contact ; or if not this, then an
edging of yellow silk, or, better still, of gold-laoa

with gilt nails.

Those who desire to paper their rooms anew
will do well to remember that on red, crimson,

and amaranth coloured goods, black looks green.

In the same way, black upon green loses all its

lustre, and vice versa. Orange upon red hurts

the eyesight, violet upon blue looks washed out,

blue upon green looks spinach colour by candle,

light, and grey, as we have already said, when
sorted with green, very often comes out pink.

—

Chambtrs' Juv.rnal.
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i^l^t Snrbxnor.

[It is our intention to devote a portion of the

BniLtiNG News, from time to time, to the

special education and duties of the surveyor,

and we shall be glad to receive from correspon-

dents and others information which may be in-

teresting and useful to the profession.]

SURVEYING, in common with engineering and
architecture, has suffered considerably during

the recent commercial crisis, but it will receive a

strong stimulus from the numerous sewage works
that will speedily be commenced all over the

country. In the early days of railways, when the

ordnance maps were few in number and not par-

ticularly accurate iu detail, surveying constituted

a distinct profession and was almost exclusively

confined to geodetical operations. These were

performed by the use of the chain, tape, cross-

staff, and offset rod in the simplest instances where
the qualifications and education of the surveyor

were very limited. Latterly the theodolite, sex.

tant, and other angular instruments have been

employed by the better educated members, and
at the present time there are very few surveyors

who are not thoroughly master of these instru-

ments. Surveying, therefore, as a distinct pro-

fesaion, iu the strictest sense of the term, scarcely

exists now ; it is rather a subsidiary branch
of the profession of the engineer than
having a separate identity of its own. It
is not absolutely necessary that an architect
should be a surveyor, but it is indispensable
to an engineer. An engineer who is not a
thoroughly good surveyor, both theoretically and
practically, is not master of his work, and will
never have the details of plans at his fingers' ends.
He will, in fact, be entirely ignorant of the manner
in which those details have been ascertained iu
the field, and plotted in the office. As a proof
of the impoitance of surveying lo candidates for
appointments abroad, it may be mentioned that
unless they can produce plans thac they have
actually surveyed in the field themselves and
plotted from their own notes, they are not con-
sidered admissible even for ihe preliminary ex-
amination.

Omitting many questions that may be fairly
debated respecting the limits of a surveyor's
duties, yet taking it in the most limited extent, it

comprises the possession of a considerable amount
of theoretical knowledge and practical experience.
After learning to, what is vulgarly called,

measure land—that is, simply the use of the
chain and cross staff, which are capable when
properly handled and carefully manipulated of
executing tolerably large surveys with surprising
accuracy—the young surveyor is introduced to the
use of angular instruments, including the theodo-
lite—his sheet anchor. With a good theodolite,
and thoroughly comprehending how to manage it

under all circumstances, it may be safely asserted
that there is not a single problem in fieldwork
which would baffle the united powers of man and
instrument. Together with the use of angular
instruments is necessarily combined a knowledge
of trigonome ry, since it would be to little pur-
pose to obtain the measurements of angles in the
field without being capable of calculating what-
ever other angles and lines depend upon their
value for their own dimensions. That description
of surveying which is performed by the chain
solely might be correctly termed plain surveying

;

while, with equal propriety, the term of compound
surveying might be applied to that in which the
employment of angular instruments is combined
with the chain and offset rod. A perfect acquaint-
ance with the simpler and more elementary
method should be acquired before proceeding to
the more complicated and scientiiic; for it must be
kept in view that the accuracy of the results
obtained by the compound method depends upon
the correctness of the chaiuing quite as much as
upon the proper manipulation and reading of the
theodolite or other angular instrument that may
be used. The results are dependent upon the
faithful execution of two separate components,
and can, therefore, be altogether vitiated by the
inaccuracy of either. Nothing demonstrates

better the extreme care with which both the
actual measurement of the ground should be con-

ducted, as well as the instrumental observations,

than the precautions adopted by the officers of the
Ordnance Corps in prosecuting the various ramifi

cations of our great national trigonometrical sur-

vey. Deal rods, glass rods, and rods of other
materials possessing but very little relative con
traction and expansion, were used for measuring the

principal base lines, while special theodolites,

having a vernier plate of 3ft. in diameter, were
constructed for recording the angular observa-

tions.

One of the principal causes contributing to the

extinction of surveying as a distinct profession

was the execution of the Ordnance Survey, to

which we have alluded, and the publication of the
well known Ordnance maps. This work on the

part of the Government literally cut away the
ground from beneath the old surveyor's feet,

and left him little to do. Not that the Ordnance
maps are sufficient to meet the contingencies of all

cases of surveying, far from it ; they are of very

little use when accurate plans of estates are re-

quired, from which to obtain the acreage ; and for

all purposes of building, road laying out and
making, new surveys ought always lo be made. But
iu many instances this is not done. Proprietors and
landowners are content to relynpon the general ac-

curacy of the Ordnance maps, rather than go to the

expense of having a fresh survey made. In
mentioning that surveying no longer constitutes

a distinct profession, it is not intended to assert

that there are no such persons as pure surveyors,

but merely that so many new branches of study,

knowledge, and practice have been incorporated

with the present state of it that it bears a totally

difl'ereut phase to what it did many years ago.

Again, it is very difficult—we may say impossible -

to draw the line of demarcation where the duties

of the surveyor, strictly speaking, terminate, or

those of the engineer commence. There are

many descriptions of professional knowledge that

are common property that it is no easy task to

vestigate the genuineness of the claims that may
be put forward by the different candidates. The
recent Act respecting the pollution of rivers

and streams, which prohi- its their future con-
tamination by the discharge of liquid sewage or

other offensive refuse, has compelled local boards
and corporate authorities to devise means of first

effectually rt moving it from human dwellings,
and subsequently effecting its utilisation. One
of the first requisites is an accurate and careful

survey of the whole district, including of course
the town, and in fact every building belonging to

it. As the course of any drain and sewer must be
correctly delineated upon the plan, it requires
to be plotted upon a larger scale than
that of any of the Ordnance maps. We
have known instances where, notwithstanding the
serious nature of the consequences involved, at-

tempts have been made to eiilarge the Ordnance
plans for the purpose of converting them into

plans upon which to lay down an intricate and
extensive system of town drainage. It is needless

to say that after the services of many draughts-
men had been wasted upon the abortive project

its fallacy became apparent, and the idea was
finally abanrloned. It is incredible how persons
in authority will waste large sums in endeavour-
ing to affect an end by means which are obviously
inadequate to accomplish it. Of all descriptions

of surveying, town surveying is -unquestionably
the most troublesome and tedious

;
yet an immen-

sity of town surveying has to be done before our
projected sewage operations can be carried out, to

say nothing of the contiguous neighbourhood. In
succeeding articles upon this subject we shall

give some practical hints and information upon
the subject of surveying, including both the
simple and compound methods. To the latter

we shall direct particular attention, as it may be
considered the most advanced type, and it may he

fairly presumed that no surveyor of the present
day would rest content with a knowledge of

simple mensuration alone.

THE EDUCATION OF THE SCRVETOB.

AT a recent meeting of the Institution of Sur-
veyors Mr. William Sturge, of Bristol, read a

paper on " The Education of the Surveyor," which
with much other usefid information contained the
following practical remarks. The pupil, said Mr.
Sturge, will find the profession of which he has
to make himself master divided iuto several

branches, all more or less connected but diverse
in character. These may be arranged under the
following heads, viz. :

—

1. Chain surveying, mapping, and levelling.

2. The valuation of land and other property.

3. The management of landed estates.

4. The improvement of landed estates, includ-

ing land drainage, the erection of farm home-
steads and cottages, and the laying out and dis-

posal of building land.

And, 1st, as to chain surveying, mapping, !&c.

In the days of my pupilage, thirty years ago, this

formed a large branch of business, to which the

time of pupils was principally devoted. The sur-

veys for the Tithe Commutation, then in

progress, afforded full scope for employment
iu this important department, and the op

portunity of acquiring, by practice, quick-

quickness and accuracy in the field. The com-
pletion of the tithe surveys, and the general

adoption of the tithe maps as the standard of

measurement, have so far reduced the extent of

this branch of business that, except in offices

that specially devote themselves to it, the pupil

has now little opportunity for the study and

practice of the art. To acquire accuracy and

speed requires several years' practice, and it is a

question whether the pupil's time may not be

better employed. Yet a knowledge of field work
19 very useful in after life, as it enables the sur-

veyor to test the quality of the surveys made for

him by those whom he may employ ; and if the

pupil have time and opportunity, he will do well

to acquire it. A practical knowledge of levelling

is absolutely necessary for the purposes of land

drainage and irrigation, and should on no account

be neglected.

I now come to the second head,—the valuation

of land and other property. To acquire an accu-

rate knowledge of the value of land is, perhaps,

the most important part of the surveyor's educa-

tion, that iu which he will find the greatest diffi-

culty, and to which he must devote the most
patient attention. During his pupilage he must
expect to do little more than lay the foundation

of that knowledge which only long practice and
experience can so far mature as to entitle hiui

to the confidence of the public. But it is

of the greatest importance that the foundation

thus laid should be sound. Suppose the pupil

placed in the office of an eminent judge of land.

Let him embrace every opportunity of accom-

panying him in his valuations. Let him not rest

satisfied with recording the field values, but let

him inquire into the indications on which the

judgment has been formed, and the reasons for

the conclusions arrived at. Let him not, how-
ever, be a mere copyist, even of the most eminent
master. Let him study the elements on which the

Value of land depends ; let him classify the various

descriptions of soils, according to the amount and
description of produce, the course of husbandry,

the expense of cultivation. Let him learn to assiga

the maximum and minimum values to each class

of land, and to understand the reasons why these

values are applicable. Let him minutely study

the indications, both general and special, of fer-

tility and barrenness in soils. On this subject I

may mention, by ^^he way, he will find an admira-

ble paper by Mr. Brevender, in the journal of the

Royal Agricultural Society (vol. v.), entitled " On
the Indications of Barrenness and Fertility in

Soils." Let him study the quality and descrip-

tion of herbage on grass land (here a knowledge
of botany will be found very useful), and the

depth and texture of the soil and subsoil of

arable land. After all his pains he cannot reduce

the science to a certainty, he must be content

with an approximation. He will make mistakes.

Happy is the surveyor who can say that in the

course of a large practice he has made but few !

The next branch of the profession to which I

have to refer is the management of landed es-

tates. Were one to judge of the mana.-ement of

lauded property by the description of jiersons to

whom it is to a large extent entrusted, one would
be led to suppose that it requires no special train-

ing or qualifications whatever. By far the greater

part, probably, of the landed property of England
is under the management of solicitors, who are

usually little more than receivers, without much
knowledge of the details of management. The
stewardship is often given to a relation or per-

sonal friend of the landowner, not on account of

the acquaintance with his duties, but as a means
of affording him a livelihood. Military men are

great favourites, though in what respect their

previous habits have fitted them for estate ma-
nagement it is hard to understand. The fact is

the effects of good or bad management upon au
estate are not allatonce developed, and therefore,

good management is not always appreciated. But
let not the young land agent think that he has
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nothing to learu. Tlie more the il-taih of estate

management are esamiiiedj the more attention and
skill will they be found to renuire. The fair rental

of farms, the necessary amount of capital, the

choice of tenants, the covenants of leases, are all

matters needing much judgment and knowledge.
The oversight of the tenantry, too, as regards

the management of their farms, and the fulfilment

of their covenants, requires considerable tact, in

order to exercise a firm authority, and to command
the respect and good feeling of the tenants,

without descending to a system of espionage or

becoming too familiar with them. The oversight

and management of repairs will be found to re-

quire much practical experience, and more
study than is often devoted to it. The surveyor
should acquire some knowledge of building and of

measuring work, the quality and use of different

kinds of materials, and the most economical mode
of executing work. A large estate requires con-
siderable administrative talent in the arrange-

ment and superintendence of the duties of sub-
ordinates and workmen. The care of woods and
plantatious also calls for much skill and attention
to develope the growth and to increase the
annual produce. In fine, he may be described as

a model land agent, who knows how to make the
most of an estate without racking the rental, how to

select and encourage good tenants, how to combine
improvement with economy, and how to promote
thatmutualconfidence between landlord and tenant
which ought ever to exist on every well-managed
estate.

My fourth head, the improvement of landed
estates, is yearly becoming of more importance,
owing to the increasing spirit of improvement
which prevails. It is, therefore, worthy of the
especial attention of the young surveyor. It is,

however, a question for consideration how far

this branch of the profession can be combined with
general practice. Every surveyor ought to be
well versed in the homest;ad requirements of

farms of various extent and description, so as at

least to be able to sketch the general plan of a
homestead. But the detailed plans, working
drawings, specilications and estimates require
the knowledge of an architect,—a knowledge
which needs as much time and attention to
acquire as the yeneral practice of the surveyor.
Few can devote sufficient time to obtain a
practical knowledge of both professions ; and I

am, therefore, inclined to the opinion that the
erection of farm homesteads must be regarded ?s

a speciality, requiring a particular education dis-

tinct from that of the land agent and valuer.

The same remark applies to the art of scientific

land drainage, which io its highest sense requires
special study, and is, perhaps, best carried on as
a distinct practice.

I will now suppose the young surveyor to have
spent three or four years as a pupil in an office of
extensive practice ; that he has made the most of

his time and advantages, and has acquired a fair

knowledge of his profession. He should now
make himself acqu.iinted with the practical de-
tails of firming; and, with this view, he should
spend at least two years \mder the tuition of a
first-class farmer, partly, perhaps, on a heavy and
partly on a li^ht soil. The knowledge thus ac-

quired will be found of great value in after life.

Without it, indeed, the surveyor, however compe-
tent in other respects, will find himself at a dis-

advantage, especially in his oversight of the farm-
ing of the tenantry on estates under his care, and
in settling and discussing the covenants of leases.

SCHOOLS OF ART.
The annual meeting of the supporters of the Manchester
School of Art and diatributiou of prizes to students took
place in the Lecture Theatre of the lioyal Institution on
Woduesday evening, December 21. Mr. U.izley, M. P.. pre-
sided at the uieetiiif The secretary ()lr. Uichiird Asiidcn)
road the report of the committee, which st.itcd that the
accounts made up to the end of the year 1SI;;7, showed a
coJisider.ible deficiency, which would bo further increased
on the .ica)uuts for the yearlSGS. Tliu report of Mr. W, .1.

Muckley. the head master, stated that the scliool ha<i
obtaii:ed a larger number of first cl.ass prizes at the N.ation:il
Competition than any other in the United Kingdom.

The sixteenth annual report of the committee of tho free
public library, museum, and gallery of arts and education
of the borough of Liverpool, has just been published. Tho
committee regret that they cannot report much fin-ther pro-
gress towards the erection of the permanent gjillery of art.
The council have sanctioned the outlay of 1 10,000. pro-
vided the interest and redemption fund can be met out of
tho penny rate levied imder the special act. Owing io
the long-unsettled dispute between the parish and the
dock board with reference to the rateable liability of the
docks, it is not possible to determine, at present, with
accuracy, the amount of income available for any further
extension. The property scheduled under the Improve-

ment Act. forming part of the site, has 'not yet been pur-

chased. Notices to tratt, however, have been served by

the improvement committee, and tho jilaus are in pro-

gress by the corporation^^architect.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

A CORRESPONDENT of a Scotch paper offers a new solution

of the sewage difficulty. He proposes to carry the closet

soil pipe into the a'^hpit, and suppose.^ that there the

manure wotUd filter itself and leave all the solid matter.

This would greatly improve the city manure, and bring a

higher price. Of couree the ashpit would requir to be

below the level of the street flat, and a drain cut from it

to the common sewer, and bv the time it piissed through

the ashes, he believes it would be comparatively pure. He
is prepared to submit a plan of an air-tight .ashpit and
self acting door, from which no smell could aiise, and he
would have the ashpit cleaned out once a week.

The question of the drainage of the new St. Pancraa Infir-

mary at Highgate, which in any case must entail a very

great expense upon the parish, is, says the I'tirochittl Critic,

still banilied about from guardians to vestry, and vice vrrs'i.

The last jihase of the matter is that tho guardians have
appealed to the Metropolitan Board against the vestry

draining into cesspools. The surveyor has received orders

to appear before the Board to represent the views of the

vestry.

An important statement was made at the Southw.ark

Police-court, on Wednesday, from which it appears that,

while enormous sums, which may be reckoned by millions

instead of thousands, have been spent in purifying the

Thames, and depositing elsewhere the sewage of this v.ist

metropolis, the filth and refuse from certain City markets
are coolly deposited therein, as though it wereasewerin
stead of a tidal stream. Mr. Burcham made an order for the

abatement of the nuisance, but his decision is to be

appealed against, as there seems to be an idea that the proper

defendants woidd bo the Beai-d of Works or tho Coi-poratiou

of Loudon.

guiliiiiig Intelligence.

CHURCHES AND CHAPELS.

Brompton Church, near Northallerton, has

jnst been reopened after restoration. Tho style

of the building is Norman. Tho nave has been
enlarged about SOIt., and the walls nearly all

rebuilt. The cost of tho work, exclusive of the

rebuilding of the chancel, the cost of which was
defrayed hy the Ecclesiastical Commissioners, is

bout £1,500. Mr. Christian, of Whitehall, was
the architect, and the work was performed by
local contractors under his direction.

St. Luke's Church, Leicester, was consecrated

on Ttiesday by the new Bishop of Peterboroufth.

The style is Transitional Lancet, and the build-

ing is erected witli locd stone. The plan con-

sists of nave, chancel, and north and south

aisles, and the buildimj; accommodates over 800

people, at a cost of £0,000. Messrs. Bellamy
nd Hardy, of Lincoln, are the architects, and

Mr. John F.rn, the contractor.

Dr. Tait's closing act in connection with the

see of London took place on Wednesday week,

when he consecrated a new church, called Christ

Churoh, situated in Cliarlton-street, Somers
Town. It is built in the Early Decorated style,

by Mr. Newman, architect. It is capable of

holding about 1,100 or 1,200 persons, and the

cost of building it and the adjacent schools is

between £14,000 and £15,000.

BUILDINGS.

On Tuesday afternoon a new workhonse was
opened for the purposes of the Preston union.

The building has cost between £40,000 and
£50,000, and has been designed by Mr. Leigh
Hall, of Bolton. The site is at Fulwood, about

a mile from FrfSton. Hitherto there have been
five workhouses in the union, but tho new es-

tablishment will do away with them all.

By the Metropolis Local Management Act, sec.

10", no street bars or gates for preventing the
passage of vehicles are to be removed without
the consent of the proprietor of the estate on
which such barriers are placed. There are up-
wards of 160 thoroughfares in tho metropolis
containing such obstructions to traffic. The
vcsiry of St. George'.", Hanover-square, have re-

solved to give notice to the parties concerned
that on and after the 1st of January thoy
will discontinue to light tho lamps in those public

thoroughfares in which such cates, bars, or other

obstructions are placed. Wo have again and
a-ain called attention to these "street barri-

cades," and consider they are nuisances and
onglit to be swept aw.ay. Credit is due to the

vestry of St. George's, Hanover-square, for taking

action in the matter.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
To OtTR Readers.—We shall feel obliged to any of our

readers who will favour us with brief notes of works con-
templated or in ijrogress in the provinces.

Letters relating to advertisements and the ordinary busi-
ness of the Paper should be addressed to the EDITOR,
31, TAVISTOCK. SIUEET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C.

Advertisements for the current week mxist roach the
office before 5 o'clock p.m. on Thursday.

Received—F. and W.—E. TV.-.1. M. 8.—G. A. B.—
G. T. P.—W. L. L.-E. W. P.-C. J. D.—T. B. S.—R.
and S.— I. W. L.—L O.—G. R. and Co.— I. (l.-G. R. R.
—T. and D.-S. P.—G. M.-B. B. E.—B, M. D.—W. H. P.
—G. R. R.-B. D.—S. audH.—A. B.— I. D. M.—S. and
L.—J. B.—W. R.—E. D. S.

Several " Intercommunication " and other matters are
left over for next week.

X.—Your letter is rather too theological for our columns.
Besides, you do not enclose your name.

" G. R. H." and " B." have sent us letters, both of which
came too late for insertion, in answer to " M.'s " criticism

of Mr. Street's desigu for East Grinstead Convent, and
both of them complain of the spirit of " M.'s " remarks.

OEflrresponkiire.

GROTESQUES.

To the Editor of the BuiLDDta News.

Sir,—I expected to hear no more about the
"Grotesque in Art," but fate willed it otherwise,
and we have in yt ur last number a beautifully

"proper" letter on the subject Irom Mr.
Guillaume. My original intention was to reply
to no letter on the subject, lest it should degene-
rate into a personal squabble ; but, as it has now
become more a general than a personal thing,

I shall briefly notice the letters that have been
written on the snl-ject, and then give my own
notions on the " Grotesque in Art." First, of
course, comes " G. S. A.," to whom my thanks
are speciilly due for opening the game with so
much spirit. I was certainly very glad to learn
from one who wrote with such an air of autho-
rity that my designs were "original and in some
respects clever," and that I was an "accom-
plished delineator of the human ' figure.' "

After this I could stand any amount of abuse,

which after all is often one of the sincerest

modes of flattery. (Ficic " Sartor Resartus," ito.)

Next in order is my unknown champion
" A. E. T.," whom Mr. Statham thinks injudi-

cious. Very possibly he is j most people are
sometimes, and perhaps it would have been
better if Mr. Statham had been quite sure that

he was right himself before he worried
"A. R. T." Whether "A. R. T." did my cause
service or not, my thanks are due to him for his

goodwill.

Next comes Mr. Statham himself, whose
complimentary language anent my " evident

talents" I shall cite whenever I want a testi-

monial; but, as Mr. Statham and Mr. Guillaume,
who sweetly "endorses " him, have written on
grotesque in general, the following notes are
also intended lor general application.

First, let me quote from my first article on the

subject, in the Building News, for April 3, ISliS.

"In this representation of animal lorms, as in

everything else, there may be good or bad art.

Art, true or false, and human-headed bulls,

sphinxes, and combinations of the same kind,

like the rarer monsters of the show-booth, only

show us what in the natural course of things

ought to be avoided. There must be strong

and apparent sympathy betwixt all parts of

a good grotesque, and no rejiresentation in

sculpture of what would bo abhorrent in actual

life ought to be tolerated ;
" and again, " the

true rule to be followed is the imitation of

Nature."
Second, tho so-called "grotesques" are

usually actual representations of actual animals
;

the grotesqueuess arises in almost every case

from the iieculiarity of their position and em-
ployment. For instance, a figure which in a
frieze would be passed over without notice

becomes, when used as a corbel or gargoyle, full

of meaning.
Third, all good sculptural or pictorial art is

founded ou Nature ; nearly all Medixval gro-

te.squuB are copies of existing animals oonvoa-
tionulised more or less according to the material

in which it is wrought and tue mind of the

worker.
" The grotesque in art," sailh Mr. Guillaume,

" is not in harmony with the spirit either of an
enlightened thought or Ghrisiianity." " The
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groteaiUB in art," saya Mr. Stathiim, " is one ot

thoBe tilings which tend to bring the prolession

of architecture into contempt among educatetl

and philosophical persons among the oulsiders."

From such unreal Christianity and shallow phi-

losophers deliver us ! Has the Great Architect

(with all reverence be it said) done amiss when

he made, besides the human form divine, the

strong lion, the snarling wolf, the cunning ser-

pent, the grim bear, the staring owl, and the

endless variety of fierce-looking and humorous-

looking fisljcs—when to every so-called human
face divine he gave an ever-varying expression

and distinctive character which no art shows

wisdom in ignoring, for in them lies the essence

of the so-called grotesque in art? And if the

imitation of the human form is proper in paint-

ing and sculpture, aud in harmony with what
Mr. Guillaume calls "enlightened thought,"

what kind of thought, Christianity, or philo-

EOpby cun object to the representation of God's
ower creatures by the same means ? lint Messrs.

Statham ana Guillaume write as if they thought
every living thing should have a stereotyped
Bweet face, and every piece of foliage should be
an acanthus or anthemion ; there should be no
ugly bats, nor snarling dogs, nor staring owls in

their world, but everything should be aimperingly
beautiful; and what a dreary monotony ot a
world it would be after the first day. They
have not said this, but true art holds the mirror
op to nature, and their art reflects their world.

Again, it Messrs. Statham and Guillaume,
together or separately, go into a natural history
znuseum, and use their eyes as observantly
and critically as they do on art work, they will

find subjects quite as grotesque, and, therefore,
to them quite as hideou?, as ever sculptor
wrought or limner painted. Then, in that
museum, let them, if they like, talk their
twaddle and impiety about grotesques not being
in harmony with " enlightened thought, Chris-
tianity, or philosophy ; " but 1 would rather
advise them to ask themselves "if these gro-
tesque-looking animals are right in the natural
world, why are they not right in the art world,
which is the reflection of the natural ?"

Mr. Statham talks about architects of reputa-
tion disfiguring their buildiugs by "figures which
seem only meant to frighten childien." Children
are sometimes frightened at a dog, an owl, or a
blackbeetle; but should dogs, owls, and black-
beetles be therefore exterminated ? No. Let
the child gain a stouter heart, and he will learn
to love the dog and laugh at the owl and the
blackbtetle. It is no evidence of a refined mind,
but rather of a weak one, to dislike the forcible

representation of the forms of the lower animals

;

and the minds that can best appreciate the
beauties of the Apollo Belvidcre or the Medi-
cean Venus are not those which Wi uld casta
slur on the expressive sculpture of the Middle
Ages. To Mr. Guillaume I would say, reserve
your pity for those who cannot design such
things rather than waste it on those who can.

Furthermore, I have to say that, though I do not
agree with Mr. fctatham, aud think many of his

notions erroneous and absurd, I can perfectly

appreciate the frank sincerity with which he
declares his opinions.

To the other gentlemen, and they are not a
few, who have written on the subject, for aud
against my views, and who, in the present in-

stance, form part of that community called the
*' great unpublished," my thanks are due, more
or les?, tor the interest they have taken in the
matter.—I am, &o., J. AIOyr Smith.

MR. STREET'S DESIGN FOR THE
CONVEJNT AX EAST GHINSTEAD.

Sir,—The letter of your correspondent " M."
calls tor some answer, as he seems to be un-
acquainted with the working and requirements of

a religious house, and, therefore, mii-judges the
architect of St. Margaret's convent. 1. In re-

ligious houses windows are required only for
light—the inmates having something better to
do than to look out of them. 3. The dais at end
of refectory is required for the Rev. Mother
Superior and any visitors to the house ; and I

think " M." is wrong in sayiufr, " bad in prin-
ciple and contrary to ancient usage." 3. '' M."
does not allow for the possibility of gable
windows at the sides ol the chapel. 4. The shape
of a communion table being a parallelogram
.(generally three times its width in length), I

can't see why " M." should want the end called

a side. The side nearest the people is ob-

viously the right plnce for the celebrant, wl o
then faces the cross or crucifix over the com-
munion table. I might remark that the

sisters of St. Margaret's are not likely to have
refractory celebrants, since they choose their

own chaplain. 5. "Protestant custom" can
have nothing to do with a convent; and the
' ancient practice " was certainly to raise the

altar quite as much as now done by tho e

whom your correspondent calls ritualists, but

whom I should call catholics, according to the

creeds. I believe the drawing given last week was
a reproduction of the original sketch made by tho

architect for distribution among the subscribers

to the convent, which, of course, would account
for the slight "mire's nesta" your correspon-

dent thinks he has found. Apologising for tres-

passing so much on your space,—I am, &c,,

I enclose my card. H. A. R.

HOMERTON SIVIALL-POX AND FE"V^E
HOSPITALS.

SiK,—In your remarks upon ray designs for

the above hospitals, you state there are no day-

rooms to the dormitories. This is an oversight,

and an injustice to me, which I am sure you

never intended. I have provided to each

pavihon a large day-room with a convalescent

dormitory on the floor above. These were
specially described in the reports accompmyiug
my plans.—I am, &c., Andrew Wilson.

7, East India Avenue, Leadenhall-street,

December 29.

Int^rcommunialion.

NOTICE.—As several mistakes have recently been made in

the figures and formulee in "Intercommunication,"
correspondents .ire respectfully requested to write as

legibly as possible, and to write on only one side of the

paper. Qut-stious should, if possible, have short gene-

ric names put to tliem, for the purpose of reference and
indexing. Answers should always have tho corre-

sponding number and name of the questions prefixed

to them.

QUESTIONS.
[laOS.l-WOODBURY'SPHOTO-KELIEF PROCESS. -;-

I liave seen in a newspaper that by this process a drawing is

pliotographed on to stone, and impressions printed there-

from in the ordinary manner in printer's ink. Can any of

your readers kindly inform me whether it is possible to

obtain specimens and information ? and if so, will they com-
municate address to this column? and ubhge

—

Inquirer.
[The illustration of the '

' Convent of St. Margaret's, East
Grinstead," which appeared in tho Building ^EWS of Dec,

IS, 1S63, was photographed on stone, aud many thousand
impressions were taken therefrom.

—

Ed. B. N.f

[1203.J-CURVED 'WINGWALLS.—I should feel greatly

jliged were one or more of your practically scientific

iaders to favour mo with the methods most commonly
used for finding the "twist rules" or bevels necessary for

accurately working the coping of curved wiugwaUs of

bridges. An accompanying diagram would be acceptable.

—H. C.

[1210.]—MBASURIN^G MOULBINGS.—Wm some ot

your correspondents kindly inform me, through " Inter-

communication" column, where I can get a fuU description

of the instrument invented by Professor Willis for exactly

measuring or describing the contour of existing Gothic
mouldings? I think it ia in some monthly paper of the

Royal Institute of British Architects. Also, if it is

manufactured by any instrument maker, audits price.

—

VOLENS.

[1211.1-P-VTENT CONCRETE STONE.—Can you tell

mo if any experiments have been made on the transvei-se

and tensile strengths of this material as compared with

Portland and other natural stones.—F. M'D.
[Some experiments were conducted by the late Mr. G. R.

Buruell in ISOL', showing tliat the transverse strength of a
l>eunr (as then manufactuied) 4in. square, resting lin. at

each end with Klin, clear spansustainedaweightof 2,1221b.

or 1321b. per inch superficial, whilst a similar bar of Port-

land stone broke with 75941b., or nearly 421b. perinch. The
adhesive or tensile strength was proved by pieces of stone

notched for the purpose, the sectional area at the weakest
part being 6Jin.

'I'lie patent concrete sustamed 19S01b. = 3001b. per inch.

rortland stone broke with 11041b. = 2001b „
Bath stone 1501b. = 1501b. „
Caen stone 76Slb. = 1601b. „
—Ed. B.N.]

[1212.]—BREAKING CAST IRON.—I have occasion to

remelt a quantity of cast-iron aud wish to break some of

the larger masses into smaller pieces to facilitate the opera-

tion. This involves considerable trouble and difiiciUty ;

how can I obviate it ?—Smelter (Southwark).
[We remember seeing some time back an account of a

way in which thisditiiculty is sometimes got over in Fr-mee,

but don't kitow whether it woiUd bo applicable in your
case. A hole was drilled in the mass of cast iron for about
one-third of its thickness ; the hole was then filled with
water and closed with a steel plug fitting with extreme ac-

curacy. The ram of a pile driven was then let f;iU on the
plug, the first blow separating the cast iron into two
pieces. The cause of this is tho well-known non-compres-
sibility of water.—Ed. B.N.]

[1213.1-ROYAL JIILITABY ENGINEERS.—Can any
of your numerous correspondents inform me if the exami-
nation papers such as are set for the Royal Military En-
gineers at WooUvioh Academy and other military colleges

are published '( If so, where can they bo obtained ?-
W. J. H.

[1214.]—DRAINAGE OF BASEMENTS.—Can any ol

your correspondents direct me to the best method of keep-

ing out the water from cellars ? The circumstances are

these :—My house is built ttpoa a clay soil, aud in a neigh-

bourhood where there are no drainage works of any de-

scription. My cellar, which is paved with bricks, has

been flooded to the extent of 2ft. and even 3ft. durmg
the late heavy rains, and, so far as I can judge, the water
springs up through the floor, and is the result of soakage

from the surcharged clay that surrounds the house. I

have no doubt that this is the case, from examination
after it had subsided on the first occasion, as I can find no
possible way for the water to have made its way into the

cellar but this. I have from time to time done all I can to

relieve the surface orrtside by draining it in every direc-

tion ; but as the house stands on an elevation only Oft.

above the road, a rise of Oft. in 50ft., that being the

distance of the house from the road, any regular drainage

is clearly impracticable so as to relieve the cellar, the

floor of which is really 4ft. below the level of the road. I

must, therefore, adopt some method of making the floor

impervious to wet. 1 ought to say that, in consequence of

a flood from another cause duriu'.: the summer of 1867, I

had all the stack pin lai.iMiu i\aiuined under my own '

eve ; so that there ;
i he rain-water gettmg

in from the surface I
I

,i, u.iUs. The fact is, the

floor has never been Uiuijii-il:. liid. My house was pur-

chased by the gentleman ut whom I bought it from a

speculating architect, and I found, although my own sur-

vevor did not detect it, that the dramage had been carried

out in a most unscientific way. I think of raising up the

whole floor and excavating to make room for a bed of con-

crete 12in. thick, and then paving upon that with brick

rendered in cement, and building an inner wall round the

cellar 4ft. high of single brick rendered also in cement.

Is there any better mode ? It has been suggested to me to

clear the floor and flood it with some bituminous prepara-

tion that cools and dries mto a hard substance. Is there

such a material ? What is its name? And where can it be

procured ?

—

Water Tight.

[1215.] -CEMENT FOE FIXING GLASS IN STONE
MULLIONS.—Can you tell me of a cement for the above
purpose really waterproof aud that will not crack as Port-

laud often does, nor stain the stone?

—

County Glazier.

[1216.] —Pindinff that one of the basement chimney flues

of my house runs into the bedroom flue, from wlrich the
smoke comes into the bedroom, what can I do to cure it?

—F. Moss.

[1217.]-BDILDING AGREEMENTS. — Can anyone
Inform me whether a building agreement should be signed

by building owner as well as the contractor ; whether one
copy in the custody of the architect is sufficient ; and
whether it should be stamped according to the amount of

the contract money, or is au ordinary sixpenny agreement

stamp all that is required?—G. J. L.

REPLIES.
[1015.]—METHOD OF CALC UL.ITING.—The formul*

of "A, P. B." for octagons aud pentagons are very simple,

and perhaps sufficiently accurate to be useful in some
cases, but it is well to note that they are not strictly

accurate. Ttey wotrld be more easily remembered if

reduced to then- simplest form, thus :

Octagon. Side =

"

1

d + i

12

J = X.

12 of the diameter. 12 of the diameter.

To show how much the result varies from the true length of

the side in each case, I will give an example. Let the

diameter of the circle in both cases equal 24;

For Side of Octagon = z.

5d
• - 12

24

12

z = Tan. 22° 30' x 2 R

.41421 X

9.94104

For Side of Pentagoi

lin. 30°

7 X 24

12
.58779 : 12

! 14.106!)S

Tho result makes the side of the octagon too long, and that

of the pentagon too short. The formulio in the right hand
give the true length in each case.-O. P. H., New York,

Dec. 14.

[1122.]—KOOF CONSTRUCTION.—I did not anticipate

the necessity of having to defend my former statement,

that it is "a case of bad construction " to subject a wali

to a pressure it is not strong enough to resist. That branch of

mechanical science which relates to the '

' stability of re-

sistance " infoi-ms us how to proportion the parts of a

structure that all may bo sufficiently strong to resist the

strains to which they are exposed ; the designer, therefore,

who neglects this and commits the above fault is, I re-

peat, either incompetent or careless. I am aware that it

is very usual, when a tie-beam is placed above the feet of

tho rafters, to call it a collar ; but it is more scientific and

more in accordance with ancient practice to connect with

the latter term functions essentially dilferent from those

appertaining to the former ; and the best attthorities call

that beam a tie which is strained by tension, whether it
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be placed high or low, as exemplified in " Stonoy's Theory
of Strains," art. 134; and when, as is frequent, both
kinds are employed iu the same truss, their distinctive
uses are very apparent. In art. 134, just named, referring
to the case of a tie beam placed above the feet <?f the
rafters, it is thus written :—"When rafters are iu danger
of sagging, from their great length, a horizontal cflUir
bfnm (tliy italics are Stoney's) is attached midway between
the ridge and the tie-beam. This collar-beam resists the
tendency of the raftei-a to approach each other, and is

subject to compression, Arc," In Nicholson's " Architec
tural Dictionai-y." page 791, is written, " A beam e.\ten<l-

ing above the tie-beam, between a pair of principal rafters,

is called a collar-beam or simply a collar or straining beam,
which indicates its iise." In support of my comparisou
of a collar with the straining beam of a queenpost roof, I

offer the following quotations. From the above-named
Dictionary, p. iG-i: "In trussed roofs, collar-beams are
framed into queen-posts." From *' Dobson's Guide to
Measuring." page lS-1 :

" When two queenpoata have no
kingpost between tbem, as no base exists for struts

to be canied to the points whence they hang, these

point* must be kept apart by a horizontal com-
pressile member called a collar-beam." I now
venture a comparison between a collar-beam and the

struts of a kingpost loof,

and will justify it by the an
nexed diagram of half a
kingpost trusd. Let a h
represent the load at a.

then a c is the strain of
compression on the rafter,

and c b the compression
on the strut. Let A B
equal the weight of halfthe
roof, then B C is tlie hori-

tal thrust acting at C,

y.^ and if the wall be strong
* M enough to I'esist it, then the

tie-beam may be safely re-

moved, and the strains a c,

c b will remain as they
were. Now the strut and

kingpost m^y be safely removed, and a collar-beam a
D substituted, and tlie strains excited will be the same
in kind as before, but different in degree, the compres-
sion will be increased respectively to a d and a f. In
the interests of "Intercommunication" I object to the
communication of "T. R. H." in the Building Nmvs of
December IS, because it is full of assertion, without any
attempt it proof, and is therefore valueless. If the
initial - T. R. H." were known to be those of an
authority the omission might be excused. He is clearly
innocent of all scientific knowledge ofthesubject of strains,
or he would never have made the absurd statement that
thj- strain upon the horizontal beam in his diagram is in
the direction of the inclined rafters.--PURLiN.

[n63.3-AREAS OP CIRCLES.—In the third lim
ray reply of Dec. 25, I used the word " subtend " instead of
"contain." It was a slip of the pen, and I apologise for
its occun-ence.—Pdrlin.

[I193.1-GLUE.—Mix with your glue a little glycerine-
more or less according to the temperature—and you will no
longer find it crack.

—

Yank.

[1194 1-RESTORING OIL PAINTINGS. -Merely wash-
ing and varnishing old oil paintings will not restore them.
Varnishing them frequently destroys their effects by
producing false lights. Take your paiutiugout of the frame,

lay it on a table or bench, face up, and keep a wet cloth on
it for two or three days, changing or cleaning the cloth as

often as it becomes soiled. When the laiuting is clear wash
it with a sponge or brush dipped in nut oil. This is better

than varnishing.

—

Pollio.

[11G4.3-THE CHEAPEST ROOF FOR BUILDING.-
Having lately put up a roof of the exact span mentioned
\ty your correspondent " William Sands," I may be able to
give him the information he requires. The roof is shown
to a scale of 20ft. to the inch in the annexed sketch. The
rafters were lOft. apart, and were composed of a (liece of
memel OiiL by Sin., platrd upon each side with a wronght-
iron plate 4iu. by ^in., which was secured to the wood by
Jin, bolts, three to every 2ft. Ihe struts were of round

iron, l^in. in diameter, and were burnt on to cast-iron
shoes, by which they were screwed to the rafters, Th« bars
A A were double, and were 2 in. by gin. The other bars
were of the same scantlings, but single instead of double.
The king rod, wliich has virtually no strain upon it, was
IJin. by gin. These dimensions are those that I have used
iu actual practice, and they may therefore be relied upon.
—Pantile.

[lies ] -CRUSHING WErOHT OF DRAIN PIPES.—
It is difficult to understand for what obiect "Jonathan
Joiner" proposes to set a drain pipe on end. I never heard
of drain pipes being used iu any other than a horizontal
position, or nearly so ; and certainly never knew thom to
be used as pillars. For the other part of his question, be
may lay tliera not less than ISin. under the surface of the
road, and if it be a bad one they had better be put down a
couple of feet below it.—J. S. T.

[1187.]—MARTIN'S CKMENT.—Martin's patent fire-

proof and ornamental cement ia manufactured in three
qualities—coarse, fine, and superfine. It ia principally mailo
in Derbyshire, and can be used with great facility by work
men and requires about an hour to set. Further informa-
tion may be obtained of J. C. Part, Duke-street, Derby.—
W. H. T.

[11S9.] -CHARGING FOR MATERIALS. -In reply to
'R. C," the usual manner of charging for materials in a
day account is to charge from the builder's private list,

founded upon the prime cost, with profit added. Laxtou
and Skyring's prices are chiefly adapted for estimating or
pricing out a measure account in the vicinity of Londou. It
18 not usual to charge one party jl5 and another £6 for the
same article if supplied at the same time ; but the prices
of materials fluctuate, and a large girder or a lead flat might
coat 20s. more in June than in December.—W. R. A..
Uckfield.

ni90.]-KEEPING BUILDERS' ACCOUNTS.—"Paris"
may rest assured that his method of keeping accounts is far
preferable to the uld method he describes as having been
the system before he had charge of the accounts. " Paris

"

may see a lucid epitome of bookkeeping, by Mr. Carpenter,
in No. 1128 of " Intercommunication."—W. R. A.

[1109.]—ENGINE FOUNDATIONS.-I beg leave to in-

form ''Contractor" tliat four
or five years ago I put a timber
frame, as in annexed figure,

12 X 12 Dantzic timber, halved
together, under a large steam
hammer in the Armstrong Fac-
tory, Royal Arsenal, Woolwich.

» The bedplate weighed 54 tons,

nod the hammer 5 tons. It an-
swered every purpose admirably.

Of coulee, smaller timber would do in proportion.—Cuips.

[1200.]-STRENGTH OF IRON CYLINDERS.-The
late Robert Armstrong, a man who thoroughly well uuder-
stood the subject of the strength of boiler plates, says, in a
little book of his that I have by me, called " The Modern
Practice of Boiler Engineering," *hat a strain of 4,000lb.

per square inch of sectional area may be safely put upon
good boiler plate, and although the fitter rather assks f>r

the greatest, pressure his cylinder will bear than for a
safe working pressure, I presume his real objent is rather
to work safely than to burst his machine. The ultimate
strength of iron, moreover, varies ho much with the various
qualities, that it would be ijuite unsafe to state here any
pressure as the greatest that the cylinder in question would
bear, without knowing tbe exact quality of its iron.

Taking, then. Mr. Armstrong's recommendation of 4,000lb.

per siiuare inch, the working pressure should be limited to
2st

1661b. per square inch, for p = ~t", where p = the pres-

sure of steam per square inch, s = the safe strain to be
put on the iron per sijuare inch of its sectional area, t =
the thickness of the plate, and d the diameter of the
cylinder. But experiments that have been made on the
weakness of riveted joints show that it will be prudent to
deduct 40 per cent, of the pressure otherwise allowable on
this account. The working pressure, therefore, of the
steam iu a riveted cylinder of the dimensions given,
should be lOOlb. per square inch. As to how the cylinder
would fail if it were bursred. that would depend on how
it is put together. If the ends are not properly stayed they
would be blown out. The strain upon the stays should

exceed 3,0001b. per SjUare inch of their sectional area,

for the strength of internal stays in boilera is diminished
by corrosion.—S.

the back, and bears downwards; in the latter, it i ithe

[1206.]-FA1\IILY VAULTS.—I submit to ":Constant
ibsoriber" one method of building vaults for a church-

yard. The walls to be one brick thick, in mortar, the arch
half-brick rims in Portland cement ; brick corbel

course to project Irjn., to carry 2, in. York stone shelves,

these to be put iu after eacli interment. Space may be
economised by makioa: the corbel courae every sixth course
istead of every eighth ; maki'ag use of the sixth course

-2-77-5

dtos
first is for the rt

latter for the r

Had "Inquirer
have aeen it dt <

xtent bears upwards. Or put it thus: the
isistance of the laws of gravitation, and the
bistanceof the tide?, or lunar attraction.
' only looked at his own sketches he would
nee.-J. G. P. R.

when young pereons are buried. This plan is more private

and secure tlian the unsightly one of having ;i passage way
in one large vault, Atthe end, where the steps are formed,

ti»e throe longitiulinal wj^lls, shown in section, aro to go
tlirough, and be fair with the external face, to facilitate the
removal of tlio brick panels at every interment. If a drain

is required, care niudt be taken to prevent the entrance of

rats by an iron grating.—W. R. A.

[1207.]-SEA WALLS, &c.-In answer to " Inquirer." I

beg to say the reason why, iu both cases, is to prevent the
bais frtuu being washed clean of lime or cement. In the
retaining wall it is a matter of economy us well, as will be

at once seen by tbe transposed sketches. Retaining w.illa of

great height would cube enormuuely at their base if not
built with the inclined bed.—J. G. Bkown.

11207. ]— In answer to " luqu rei " in yours of the 25th. re-

tainineand sea watlsare of different construct ion because for

very different purposes. Iu the former, the pressure ie fiom

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
Pirating Engravings.—Oq Thursflay week,

William Coleman, John Lawrence, atd William

Hooper were brought up before tlie Lori Mayor
for further examination on the charge of con-

spiring to sell pirated photographs of copyright
paintings, including ''The Railway Staiion,"

"Tbe Last Kisf, " " The First and Second Ser-

moD," "Nutcrackers," " Order of Release," &0.
The prosecution was instituted by Messrs. Graves,
the well-known publishers in Pall-mall, who are
tlio proprietors of the copyrights, one of which,
"Fiith's Railway Station," cost no less than
£21,200. The pirated photographs were sup-

plied by Lawrence to Coleman, and hawked
about the street?, and some of them were
mounted by Hooper. Upwards of 800 printed

copies of Messrs. Graves' copyrights were found

at Lawrence's premises. Somofurtlier evidence

was now given, and the prisoners were com-
mitted for trial. Lawrence and Hooper were
admitted to bail.

Important DECisioif irauKRTHE 'Metkopolitan
Building Act, 18 and 19 Tic, Cap. 122.—On
Tuesday last, Messrs. Axford and Whillier, con-
tractors and builders, appeared at the Woolwich
Police-court to answer a summons on the com-
plaint ot Mr. Colli?, the district surveyor for

Charlton, for an infringement of the regulations

as to the construction of buildings enacted by
the above statute. The defendants were repre-

sented by Mr. Samuel Poynter, barrister, in-

rtrucled by Messrs. Boys and Tweedies. Mr.
Collis deposed that be had received notice from
the defendants, as required by the statute, o! the
erection of tour tenements under one roof, inten.

ded to be occupied as almshouses, on a piece of

land adjoining Charlton Church : that on inspec-
tion of the structures he found that the several
tenements bad separate entrances from the
street, but that the party walls dividing tbem
had not been c irried np through the roof to a
height of 15in. above the gutter as required by
ihe 17th section read in conjunction with the
third paragraph of the 27th section. He accor-
dingly gave notice to the builders, requiring
the provi.-ions of the statute to be complied with.
This notice having been neglected the present
prociediiigs were taken. On cross examination
by Mr. Poynter, the witness admitted that the
internal party walls had been constructed in the
manner required by the statute, and that com
muuicalion by internal doors had been established
between each of the tenement?, all of which were
under one roof. Mr. Poynter submitted that Mr.
Collis had mistaken his remedy. This was a
penal proceeding, intended to compel owners of
property to see that their builders executed
works conformably to certain regulations which
the Legislature had deemed necessary to secure
the public safety. So far it was a penal statute,

and must, therefore, be construed strictly. The
Act had itself indicated against whom it intended
the penal clauses to be put in force by defining
the word '* owner" as meaning the person for

the time being in the receipt of the rents and
profits. Mr. Poynter, therefore, contended that
the test as to whether this non-compliance con-
stituted a penal otl'enco was, whether there was
a beneficial occupation ; because, if not, the
Act had pointed out another mode of securing
obedience toils constructive regulations. Now
what were the facts of this case .' About the
year 1G25 a benevolent old Dutchman left by
will a certain fund to provide lodging, light, and
firing for, and to pay a weekly allowauCJ to,

some poor, infirm, elderly people connected
with the Dutch Church in Austin iViars. Under
that will certain almshouses had been erected

and tenanted until they were required by a
railway company, and in consequence of their

demuliiion, it became necessary to erect new
buildings. The trustees of the Dutch Church,
who had the administration of the funds, had
purchased an aero of ground adjoining Charlton

Churchyard, and had contracted with the de-

fendants to erect a building thereou capable of

accommodating a certiiu number of old married
couples, entirely separate and detached from
any other building. Tiio designs had accor-

dingly been furnished by Mr. William Wigginton,

F.U.l.B.A. The effect of au oulorced com-
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plianca with Mr. CoUis's requisition would
utterly destroy the beauty and liarmony of the

elevation, besides entailing heavy and entirely

unnecesaary expense, without affjrding any ad-

ditiouQl security. The learned counsel called

the worthy magistrate's attention to the defini-

tion ofa public building in paragraph 2 of section

3, and contended that an almshouse camo within
the contemplation of the Act ejusicm generis with
the word "hospital." Here the tenancy was by
a superintendent, who had apartments provided
for him, and who was in fact the head of what
might be considered one family, inasmuch as
there was a perfect internal communication with
every room. The metropoliian district sur-

veyors had evidently taken this view of the
statute, as they had not compelled the builders of
the Peabody model lodgijjg-houses to carry
their party walls through the roo', and this was
a much stronger case lor the dtfenoe, for here
the occupation, so far from being even remotely
beneficial, was of the nature of providing fire,

light, and lodging, and paying the lodgers for
• living there. Thu?, the learned counsel con-
tended that this was a public building, as an
asylum, and that the statute had provided by the
30th section tbat a dili'eience of opinion as to the
construction of a public building between the
architect and the district surveyor should ba
Bubmitted tj the arbitrament of the iMetropolitan
Board of Works. The worthy magistrate, after
having inspected Mr. Wigginton's plans and ele-
vations, said he thought that the learned
counsel's objection must prevail. His only
difficulty was supposing the Metropolitan Board
refused to arbitrate._ Mr. Poynter said the
Court of Queen's Bench would compel them by
writ of mandamus. But it was not to be appre-
hended that that would ever become necessary.
In fact, in this case, he, the learned counsel, con-
sidered tuat he was in reality fighting the battle
of the superior board by contending that their
jurisdiction should not bo encroached on. The
worthy magistr ate said ho thought that this was
a public building analogous to a hospital, and
that, thereloie, the mode pointed out by theSO.h
section of settling a dilTereuco ofopinion as to
construction must be adopted. lu was fnr the
Metropolitan Board of Woiks to decide between
the architect and the district surveyor. The
summons must, therefore, be dismissed.

The Colney Hatch Asylum Sewage Nuisance.—The Attokney Genehal v. Colney Hatcu
Asylum.—Ttiis was an inlormatiou hied at tno
relation of the local board of health of Edmonton
by their officer, against the committee of man-
agement of the Colney Hatch asylum, for an in-
junction to restrain the defendants from permit-
ting the sewage from the asylum to pass into a
stream called Pym'a brook, so as to cause a
nuisance injurious to public health. Tue case
came on upon several occasions, and Mr- Bazal-
gette, the well-known engineer, was referred to
and made a report. Other scientific men had
also been consulted; but aa no arrano-ement
could be made, the case eventually came before
Tice-Chanceilor Malinp, who said, consideiiu"
the extreme difficulty, if not impossibility, of the
defendants doing anj thing to satisfy the require-
ments of ti,e plaiutitt's, he felt that an injunction,
if then granted, could not be effectual, and ho
thoDght that the admissions made by th- defen-
dants were sufficient to show that iu 1SG6 there
were grounds for complaint. Tueie was no
evidence before the court as to the iffjct of the
defendants' operations since that periud ; and
notwithstanding the objection raised'by the'plain-
tiffa, he should make an order under the Act, ap-
pointing an expert to report wliether it was ne-
cessary, having regad to the health of ihe in-
habitants of the distiict iu whio.i the asylum waa
situated, that steps should he taken for purilyiu"
the sewage as it then flowed into the biook, or
whether it was proper that the same should be
diverted Irom ihe stream ; and if so, by what
means Bnrh diversion could bo aflTected. The
plaintiffs appealed. The Lord Chancellor said
that in this t-aso the existence <,f the nuisance
was admitted by both parties, but it was in eflect
urged by the detendanis that unless they werepei-
mitted to throw all this sewage on lo their uei-h-
bours' laud— to do that which iu reality would
amount to au absolute permanent lorfeituro ol
the rights of their neignbours—they couid noL
carry on the affairs of the asylum. Ho enter-
tained a strung opinion that, wlien the lact of a
nuisance was estauli.hed, ail the court had to say
was that it must cease. Th_ court was bound to

duty to find out how the order could be best
obeyed. The report of Captain G dton, however,
oharly showed that the defendants had the

means within the grounds of the .asylum itself

of remedying the evil. There was therefore no
impossibility of restoring thinj^s to their former
state. It ajipeared to him, with great deference
to the views of the Vice-chancellor, that this

was not a cise in which inquiries should be di-

rected to be made when the substantial point

was proved. An inquiry was not necessary as

affording any guide or direction to the couit. It

was true that the visiting magiitrates had acted
as a public body wishing to discharge their

duties in an honourable and proper manner; but
that could not give them any right to throw this

sewage on other men's property. The order o.'

the Vice-Chanceilor was inconsistent with the

practice ol the court, and must be discharged.
He would grant an injunction to restrain the

defendants, their servants and agents, from
allowing any sewage from the asylum to pass
into tile stream so as to occasion a nuisance

;

suspending the order until the first day of Trinity

term, to give the parlies an opportunity of taking
such steps as they might be advised in the matter.
No costs of the appeal, but the defendants to

pay the costs in the suit. Lord Justice Selwyn
entirely concurred.

fwr (Office Mk
We have to record the death of Mr. James

Chalmers, civil engineer. We was known
principally for his target and his projected
Channel railway.

The enclosure near the Canning statue has
been staked out for a new line of railing. The
curve in front of Westminster Hall is set back a
little. This will disengage the small portico, and
nuke a slight improvement, as it Iceeps to the
line of the eastern avenue of Palace-yaid. The
railing is set back in a cnrvo at the back of the
Canning statue, so as to leave the base of the
statue free, instead of its being cut up by the
present railing. The Buxton fountain is also set
free. At that spot the railing is mitred off at
the back. Altogether it will be an extension of
the Palace-yard improvements. It must not be
forgotten that the objectionable statue of Peel by
Marochetti is taken off its perch.

Noticing the statement which has appeared,
deiived from a report made by Mr. Digby
Wyatt to the last meeting of the Itoyal Institute
of British Architects, that an attempt is about
to be made for the " restoratioii" of Worth
Church, near Three Bridges, Sussex, the
Athenceum trusts that the interference of the Ar-
chitectural and Arch<eologioal Societies will be
effectual in preventing the attempt in question.
It is probably the oi.ly perfect example of an
Anglo Saxon building, and would, according to
Mr. G. G.Scotr, " stand 500 years longer without
anything being done to it."

Mr. George Price, of Wolverhampton, has
forwarded a copy of his new catalogue of fire-

proof safes, lucks, &c. It contains some good
hints on the protection of property generally,
besides the usual trade matter, and is well illus-

trated.

In order properly to dispose for public exhi-
bition of the remaining sculpture from Halicar-
nassus still occupying the sheds under the portico
of the Biitish Museum, it is intended to lengthen
the Elgin gallery, an oliject which can easily be
effected by the appropriation of a court at the
northern extremity of the saloon, and thus
obt .in sufficient space fur the arrangement of ihs
collection, considerably increase the fine effect

of the gallery by the lengthened vista it will

present, and enable the authorities to clear
away the ohjootionablo erections at the entrance
of the building.

There is a proposal n w before the West Ham
Local Board of tlealth fur the purchase of Upton
Paik, near Stratlord, for a now public park.
This paik, which is the properly of Mr. J.

Gurney, of Norwich, has been offered to the

board for the sum of i;25,UOO. Of tnis sum diffe-

rL-ni, nienibera of the Gurney and Buxton family
offer to subscribe £0,000, and another £ij,000, it

is stated, can be had from other quarters. Appli-
Cation will also be made lo Government for

oronf „„ i„i„. . 1
I

-"listance, and a deputation is to wait upon the
firant an injunction audit was no part of its

| Home Secretary at lis early a date as possible.

There was a conviction under the Smoke
Nuisance Prevention Act at the Clerkenwell
Police-court, recently, when the master baker
of a dej 6t for the manufacture of aerated bread
was finer! £5 and the costs, for having used ovens
and furnaces not constructed according to the
provisions of the statute.

At a recent mass meeting of the bricklayers of
New York, a resolution was passed recommend-
ing the unions to amend their constitutions in

reference to apprentices, so that employers
might be allowed to take an unlimited number
of apprentices, provided that the hoys should be
duly indentured for the term of four years. It

was further resolved that, on the adoption of the

above amendment by a two-lhirds vote of each
union, the president and one member cf each
union shall constitute a committee to inform the

employers of the action, and also to notily them
that, after June 1, 1869, the members of the

different unions shall demand the eight hoars
and 4 dels, a day all the year round. The com-
mittee is to constitute au arbitration committee,
whose duty shall be to adopt such measures as
shall avoid a strike.

"An Engraver on Wood" writes to the Daily
News:—Allow me to verify your remarks on
illustrated literature. The custom of artists

drawing in pen and ink on wood has given en-
gravers a purdy mechanical occupation, conse-
quently lowering the whole character of the pro-
Jession, so that those whohad some artistic feel-

ing now devote their attention to other pursuits.

I hope and believe, however, a reaction is now
beginning. But in what condition has this

mania for imitation etchings left us? My own
case will show. Employing twenty assistants, I
am obliged to entrust all parts requiring artistic

care to French, Belgian, and even Swedish en-
gravers. This is quite reversing the state of
things existing some years ago, when French
publishers sent drawings on wood here to be
engraved."

One of those shocking oases of overcrowding
that form the very worst, because the most de-
moralising, evil of poverty, came to liglit at an
inquest held recently on the body of a woman,
found dead, as the jury put it, on a floor in St.

Giles's, The room in which she died must have
been a frightful place. It was lOf.. by 12ft., and
barely 8ft. in height; it did not contain a particle

of furniture, and it was occupied by five persons,
who slept on the bare boards, aud had nothing
but a rug to cover them.

The committee of the Burlington Pine Arts
Club have resolved to enlarge aud extend the
scope of the club; and with that object in view
they are looking out for a larger abode, with
more accommodation. During the next three
months they purpose exhibiting in their old
quarters a collection of Oriental porcelain, and a
collection of the works of A. Durer anl Lucas of
Leydeii in April, May, and June.

The managers have given notice that all works
intended fur the ensuing exhibition of the Society
of Female Artists must be sent in to the gallery
in Conduit-street, W., not later than Saturday,
the IC-h prox.

In the House of Commons, during its brief
sitting on Tuesday, Mr. Gjurley gave notice that
he should, when the House re-assembled, ask the
Home Secret-iry whether he intended to bring
in a Bill to legalize the fundi of trade's unions.
If not, he should himself move lor leave to bring
in such a Bill. Notice was given for Mr.
Torrens, that he would move for a return of

asylums in course of building under the Metro-
politan Poor Act of 1867, and of those directed
to be built, with an estimate of the cost. Also
a return of the districts that have complied with
the provisions of the Act for building dispen-
saries lor supplying medicines to the poor at

their own homes, and an estimate of the cost of
such buildings. M.'-. Charky gave notice that
on an early day he would call atteatiou to the
condition of women and children employed on
Urick-works.

We have already announced that it is inter-^od

to hold in Loud ii this year a Workman'" Inter-

national Exhibition. Wo ore infornip'' that con-

aiderable encouragement has been given to the

movement by workmen iu France, Spain,

Germany, Belgium, Italy, and Russia; and that

a hearty co-operation on the part of the working
men in the laigo towns of England will make the

undertaking a great success.
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steps are being taken by the London police

to erect a monument to the memory of the late

Sir Richard Mayne.

The Metropolitan Board of Works hag accedod
lo the application of Mr. T. ShuB', that the name
of the i'hrale family should he perputuated by

a new thoroughfare at Streatham being named
"Thrale-road."

A correspondent, in referring to the efforts now
being made to keep Hampstead Heath au open
space for the people, sui.'f;e8t8 ;

—" That the

Metropolitan Board of Works should especially

concern itself to bay up as opportunity offi-*ra the

common rights to suburban opeu spaces. I say
especially common rif,'htp, rather than freehold

or manorial. The board should endeavour to

put itself in au analogous position to that of the

crown with regard to Epping Forest."

We are requested to insert the following

letter:— Sir,—With the many portraits of my
dear father in existence, I do not see why he
should have been held up to ridicule by his

being made to appear as if he had been ducked
in a pond and exhibited in a witiding.sheot, or

ready to be shaved ; and all because the artist

would not evince the courtesy to submit it to

his surviving sou. The profile is false, the eyes
are too large, and the eycb'ows too full and
appear out of their places. The- best of sculptors

will sometimes fail, but the many instances exist-

ing of ccrrectness should not, under the subter-

tuge of giving it in colossal form, sanction
incorrectness ; but it can be remedied if thft artist

is willing. - 1 am,&c., Kobekt T. Stothard.

MEETINGS FOa THE ENSTTTWG
WEEK.

MONDAV,—Royal Institute of British Architects.—A de-
scriptive 5ketch of the new house at Hunewood,
Co. Wicklow, by W. White, F.R.I. U.A.

Entomological Society, 7.

Tdesday.—Ro^al iustitution of Great Britain.—Fourth
lecture on "The Chemical changes of Carbon,"
byW. Odlmg, M.B., F.R.S.

Anthropological Society, 8.

Thursday.—Royal Institution of Great Britain.—Fifth
lecture on " The Chemical changes of Carbon,"
byW. Odlhig, M.B., F.R.S.

Friday.—Architectural Association.—Prize essay by
the author.

Satdbday.—Associated Arts Institute.—"On the Culti-
vation of Artistic FeeUug," by H. E. Wool-
dridge, Esq.

Royal Institution of Great Britain.—Sixth lec-

ture on " The Chemital changes of Carbon,"
by W. Odling, M.B., F.R.S.

Crabe W^tbs.

TENDERS.
Derby.—For tlie erection of new buildings in the Irou

Gate, Derby, for Jolin Smith, Esq. Mr. Beojaniin Wilson,
architect. Quantities supplied. Architect's estimate,
£3,200 ;—

C. Humphreys £3140
J. Gadsby :ilOO

J. and W. Wood- 3000
E. Thompson (accepted] 3000

London.—For the erection of a model lodging house,
Btablea, and vaults beneath, in Catherine Wheel alluv,
BisbopsRiite stfL-et. K.C., forG. Barker, Esq. Me&ars. Tol-
ley and Oalu. architects :

—

ilenshaw £3454
Smith 3430
Johnstone 3252
Tully 3210
Ri?ett 3193
Fawcett 31T3
Newmann and Mann 3105
Hearlo 3054
Langmead 2087
William audSon 2933
Bamsey 2973
3IanleT and Rogers 2970
Watta^. 2967
Ashby and Sou 2967
Howard 2947
Ennor (accepted) 2893
Piper and Co 2850
Wright (too late) 31S5

LoDOiinoRouan Village.—For makingroads and sewers.
Al&ed B. Pike, surveyor :

—

Wigmore £49?9 10
Harris 4:<'.*9

Johnstone 4S()U

Potter
, -iirjO

c^Jnckson .j;(.14 10
Turi.«,r and Cole 4:i.19

g*?"'^^'^'^- 4107
^8^-"" 4148
Crockett ^000
Kelk ;j;,._,0

5«'3 3V44
Crofts y;4,j
Gardiner ;i(37() q

London.—For alterations toNoa. 49 and 60, Hounsditch.
Messi-a. J. Yoiuig and Sou, arcliitects :

—

No. 49. No. 50.

Cohen £586 ... £610
Keeps 487 ... 520
Ashby and Merritt 419 ... 457
Hart 408 ... 454
Read and Son 400 ... 450
Chessum 385 ... 430

SoOTHiLL.—For the erection of mill buildinga at Soot-
hill, for Mr. J. W. Akeroyd. Sheard and Hauatock, archi-
tects :

—

Alasons.
John Robinson (highest) £555 IS
John Mortimer and Sons (accepted) 454

Carpenters and Joiners.
Petty and North (highest) 112
Robert Ibberson (accepted) 110 12

Plumbers.
J. H. Senior (highest) 7 15 6
M. Lobley (accepted) 4 7

Ironfounders.
John Basshaw (liighest) 99 10
Michael ShilUto (accepted) 86 7

COMPETITIONS.
South JIetropolitan Schools, Sutton (Surrey).

—

February 2.—For designs for the erection of au infant
establishment adjoining the present schools. Premiums of
40 guineas each for the three designs considered the
best. J. Burgess, clerk to the managers. Vestry Hall,
Walworth.
RoTHERHAM.—March 15.—For plans for the erection of

a public hospital and dispensary. Premiums of £76 , £50,
and £25. J. Barras, honorary secretary.

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BUILDING
ESTIMATES.

LTTfTTnRrTT LnrAL RoARD OB- H KALTH.—January IS.—
For the execution of certain drainage works in this dis-
trict. W. Whiston, juu., clerk to the board.
Radnou County Gaol.—January 7.—For alterations to

this gaol. R. Banks, clerk of the peace, Kingston, Rad

Madrid (Spain).—Januaiy 20.—For the construction of
tow markets. E. Petano, Chaige d'Affaiies, Spanish Lega-
tion, London.
Derby.—January 7.—For the erection of the new hotel

and shops in the corn market. W" C. Watson,
Derby Improvement Company's Office, Wardwiek,
Derby.
Metropolitan Board of Works.—January S.—For the

construction and maintaining in repair for twelve months
of a brick and iron sewer in Deptfurd and Rotherhithe.
J. PoUard, clerk, Spring gardens.
Northampton Improvement Commissioners.—January

6.—For the construction of a culvert in Herbert street.

A. B. Markham, clerk to the Commissioners, 2, Derngate,
Northampton.
Leominster.—January 6.— Great Western and London

and North-Western Railways. — Ist. For :in irou bridge of
two spans, with embankment, &c. 2nd. — An iron
foot bridge, of 40ft. span. J. Wait, secretaiy, Biikeu-
liead.

East Meon, near Petersfield (Hampshire).—January
9.—For the restoration and refittiug of the parish
church. Mr. Christian, architect, Sa, Whitehall place,

S.W.
St. James, Westminster.-January 11.—For the erec-

tion of a new insititution buildiug for the Royal Society
for Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. J. Colane, secre-

tary, 172, New Bond street.

Local Board of Health, Doncaster.—January 11.

—

For forming subsidiary tanks, altering outfall sewer, and
laying out 37 acres of land for iiTigation. Mr. B. S. Bruu-
dell, 1, Princes street, Doncaster.

BATH STONE OF BEST QUALITY.

Bandell and Saunders, Quarrymen and Stone Mei-
chants, Bath. List of Prices at the Quarries and Depots,
also Cost for Transit to any part of the United liiiigdum,
furnished on application to Bath Stoue Office, Corsham;
Wilts.—1;Ad\t.|

BANKRUPTS.
TO SURRENDER IK BA9INGHALL-STBERT.

William Biscombe, Beaumont mews, Portland place.

builder, January 14, at 2—John CoUins, Norfolk street,

Blackfriars, contractor, January 25, at 11 —James Fenlon,
Lower road, Rotherhithe, phimber, January 20, at 2

—

William Charles Livermore, Victoria Park tquare, builder,

January 14, at 2—Charles Biackraore, Oxford street,

decorator, January 20, at 1— Robert Bragg, St. Jamca
road, HoUouay, dealer in buildiug materials, January 7,

at 1 -Thomas Eames, Battereea, builder, January 20, at
2—Sinuin Robert Gooch, Archer villas, Wejttbourn grove,
plumber. January 11, at 1- Charles Gideon Jeffries,

.Mvddelton road, Hornsey, builder, Jan. 7, atl2-John
CIiaiK's North, Dulwich, builder, January 7, at2— William
SiiiitliL-r, Caterham, plumber, January 20, at 1—AVilliam
Wiskiiig Wing, Piumstead, carpenter, January 11, at 2.

TO SURRENDER IN THE COUNTRY.
George Bowes, Great Gonerby, Lincolnshire, joiner, Jan.

13, at ll^Henry Morton and Charles Morton, Stanley
lane end, near Wakefield, builders, January 9, at 11—John
Price, Newport, Monmouthshire, builder, January 8, at
11—Thomas Lowday Randall, Cardirt", painter and ghizicr,

Jjiiiuary 11, at 11—George Adaui.s.ui, Dartmoutli, bnck-
niaker, January 2, at 12- l.iiu.n.i Hi.\\<i, li.n i.-u m
Kurncss, phimber, January }, .li M' ^ I In.mi llnni,-!,! ,

.

Nurtlilield, Worcesterehire" i>
;.ni> 1 ,:i,niii|Mi li.m n.iir,,

S. at 10— Stephen Rhodes, LitWr l;,.i[,,,i. |. .i,.r,,ii.i i>uii.i> r.

January 6, at 11—John TJiumas, Liverpool, joiner ai.d

builder, January S, at 11.

NOTrCES OF SITTINGS FOR LAST EXAMINATION.
January 20, G. Peacock, Red6cld, Gloncoster»hirc, car-

f penter and builder—Febniaiy 10, J. Whatmuif, Bri^jg,

builder—January 27, J. NorcliflF, Mytholmroyd, stone-
mason-February 5, A. W. Routledge, Milman street and
Hand court, Holborn, builder—January 15, J. Watling,
Everett street, Brunswick square, house decorator^Feb-
ruary 2, H. A. Holden, Bedford square, railway contractor
—February 2, J. Collins, North street, Edgware road,
slater—January 15, W. Wooley, Glaskin road. Hackney,
builder -January 18, A. Scholfield, Glebe teirace, Jamaica
level, Rotherhithe, builder—January 13. H. Smith, Net-
ting hill, painter—January 13, J. L. Bellamy, Buckhurst;
hill, builder -January 18, J. Barnes, Peckham Rye, car-
penter and builder-January 29, G. Hinsley, Carlton,
joiner—January 11, G. Vidler, Battle, pjiinter—January 21,
H. Bun-age, Brighton, plumber.

Low and Co. , Nottingham, stonemai-ons-Wickltam & Co.

,

Bristol, timber merchants -Dougherty and Radcliffe, Liver-
pool, joiners and builders—Tong and Putters, Deptford,
brickmakers—Collier and Adams, Wyvil road, South Lam-
beth, timber merchants—Godden and Webb, Upper George
street, Bryanston square, builders—GriflSth and Gedge,
Moray road, HoUoway, builders -Marsden and Co., Dews-
bury, Yorkshire, joiners and builders.

DECLARATION OF DIVIDENDS.
W. Tyson, Wavertree, joiner, div. 4s. 3d.

BANKRUPTCY ANN ULLED.
Thomas Holmes, Ti-anmere, architect, December 15.

SCOTCH SEQUESTRATIONS.
James Fiudlay, Forrea, slater, January 6, atl. atTaylor*

Railway Hotel, Forres -William Fiudlay, Elgin, slaier,
January 5, at 12.

LATEST PRICES OP MATERIALS USED
IN CONSTRUCTION.

TiMBSR, duty Id per load Drawback, le.

Teak load £10 jn 12 lo ArrhuuKel. yellow .. £10 10 £13
PeterBbopg, yeL . .

"Quebec, red x

„ yellow pine.. 3 4
St. John N.B. yellow
Quebec Oak, white.. 5 5 6

Swedish
Maats.Quebecred pine

ersbui.
Deals. prC, 12 ft. by3
by 9 in., doty 2s per

Yelloi

duced C.
Canada, lat quality. IS 18

Finland 6
Memel
Gothenburg, yellow

8

9 10

12 ft. by 8 by 9 in.

PtJUioB Stonb pr t

Sesl, pale per t

Spenn body

Cocoaaut, Cochin, t

27
[.pale.. 33 (^

2nd do 11 6 13 olCottouBeed 23 31

Metalb.

Spanish Soft do
22 22 6
20
37 SO

Sheet & Sheathing, & Bolt ....perton
Hammered Bottoms do
Flat Bottoms, not Hanunered .. do
Cake and Tough Ingot ., do
Best Selected do
Australian do
Yel. Metal Sheathing A Rods , . . .per lb

Welsh B&ra in LoDdcn .... ......perton
Kail Rod do
Hoops do
lloopB, Single ^ .. do
SUflordshire Bars... do
Bar in Wales do
NailrodB do
Foundry Pigs, at Glaag. No 1 ..do
SweediahBars „ do

Bnglleh Block
do Bar .

BeSncd do
Bauca ..•- ^..^..» do
Straits do

English Sheet per ton
• Devaui'B V. M . Rooflng Zino .... do

-And 4

re 77 01
re ol

£| 7j

6 10 6 15 B
7 12 6 7 15 ©"i860 900(,.960 97 Of''*
7 12 6 7 15 Oj
6 15 8
7 12 G 7 13 2J
2 14 2 1') 6ne't,
10 10 10 3^

its 0)
04 V 9|
3fi 0>
)i 9 0} ;
jl OJ""*

S5 10 36 Si

discount if laid upon the d

Swedish Keg, hammered »....per ton 15
Swedish Faggot do

Spkltke :

—

OntheSpot«« perton 20 f

BSODLUB C

.per

GILT ROOM BORDERING.
EVKKY UESCEU'TION of PICTUEE FRAMES lUiil MOULDINGS

kt't>t ou Stuck. liegildiiig to the Trade, nnd Deeoniliug Coroert

At GEORGE BEES'S, 57. Drury I<ane,
AND 43, RUSSELL STREET, COVENT GARDEN.

MAJESTY'S

LETTSES

HES

BOYAL

PATENT.

r in it couaequeut o

Established a.d. 1774.

AUSTIN'S NEW IMPERIAL PATENT
SUPEKFINE FL.tX a.«H LINE.

The above Article is now belitg itmuufactured and sold in large

quantities for GrecnliouBO Saahca, rublic-houxe Shtittera. and^ otier
heavy work. The inannfactu
strength, and the lortie Hinouut u

iiperlai Patent F

.i^.htu-., »uU the:
• i>urc])uM(l in prcici
tide has

They also invite the pa
UPISKIAL

anythiuR yo!
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" DICTIONNAIRE DE L'ACADEMIE DES
BEAUX AKTS."*

(second notice.)

As migtt reasonably be expected, the
articles composing tliis dictionary are

of very varied degrees of literary excellence,

and whilst but few descend to weakness many
are of the highest character, not only as

definitions but as specimens of literary com-
position. Some bear traces of having been
prepared many years ago, laid by, and ulti-

mately fitted to their present use by another
hand. This want of cohesion and unity is an
inherent defect in all works of this kind, one
which no amount of vigilance and care on the
part of the editor can reduce, and we, there-

fore, accept it as a necessity. There is, how-
ever, one hiatus most painfully marked by its

void, for there is almost a purposed ignorance
of Mediaeval art displayed, and seldom indeed
do any of the articles touch with the slightest

feeling any subjects connected with the arts

of the middle ages. Kow, though the perhaps
unreasonable craze for ultra- Med iajvalism has
not frenzied French artists in like manner with
ourown, yet a dictionary of the fiue arts should
be the impartial arena on which all should
stand, nor should a movement in the balance
of inclination be visible. The dictionary is

very young yet, and we would suggest to its

very able and erudite editor that he should
either himself append those notices of Mediae-
val art he is so capable of writing, or that he
should find some one else to do this for him.
Even under the word altar [iinid), though

we have a learned resume of all that is known
upon the subject of the altars in use amongst
the Greeks and Romans, with quotations from
and references to a herd of Classic authors, yet
beyond a notice of the altars of the catacombs,
and those in the early basilicre, extracted
from Ciampini, we have no information of so
important an accessory to Christian architec-
ture. Durandus is unknown, or Thiers might
not have written, nor the wonderful struc-
tures of France and Germany have existed.
This should not be ; such an article should
have embraced the changing fashions in which
these things were made ; should have shown
how new dogmas and new rites modified their
construction and decoration, and have
brought down all that was known upon the
subject, even to the present day. Art cannot
afl'ord to lose any portion of its history, and,
least of all, the glorious epoch of the middle
ages. That M. Le Due has written is no
excuse for this dictionary not containing the
history of the same epoch. M. Le Due has
but considered the French architecture of the
middle ages. Here is a book where we ought
to find the collateral and parallel steps by
which the fine arts have marched in all places
at all times. It is true the task is great, but
the Academy would find willing cuUaboratews
in all countries if it undertook so interna-
tional a work, and we trust to see a more
catholic spirit manifest itself as the work
grows older.

In another point, too, we are inclined to be
somewhatdiscontented; It is, perhaps,scarcely
embraced by the programme laid down by the
Academie ; still the science of construction in
architecture touches so intimately the art of
design that we regret to see no notice whatever
taken of it and its modifying effects. Possibly,
when the dictionary reaches so far as this
word " construction," a separate article may
give us this

;
yet the clever article on the word

arch would have been all the more valuable
for some notice of the manner in which the

• Paris
: FirmaD, Didot, Frtrea, Fils, et Cie. Continued

from p. 10.

exigencies of construction have turned from
time to time the artist's hand, and taught him
how from a commonplace necessity to make
an universal beauty; how this weight de-

manded a statue or a pinnacle, or how this

thrust gave both to the detached column of

the Roman and the flying buttress of the

Gothic time. We should then have seen,

article by article, how architecture, as a tine

art, had carried out those fundamental prin-

ciples which, in the able article on this word,
are laid down as forming the basis of the art.

From this article we venture on a few
extracts, giving a free and rather condensed
translation, to show its drift, rather than an
exact one to demonstrate its style. " If we,"

says its writer, " allow ourselves to be pene-
trated with the true mission of architecture,

we shall see the error of defining it as the art

of building—an error, alas ! too frequently

accepted for a truth, and one which demands
correction, as from this incomplete definition

architecture finds itself degraded to civil

engineering. It does not indeed become an art

untilits scientific requirements are satisfied, and
then to these it adds the genius of invention,

the study of proportion, and the application of

those principles consecrated by the past. We
may, therefore,,say of architecture that it had
its origin in necessity, that civilization per-

fected it, and that the pomps and pageantries
of the past have decorated it. In fact, it is

the art of constructing in a durable manner,
of systematically arranging all the parts, and
of ornamenting in a seemly and fitting fashion
public and private edifices.

" Architecture, like her sister arts, may be
divided into two parts—practice and theory.

The first, considered under the head of con-
struction, embraces at once the handicraft of

ancient and modern times, and comprehends
the knowledge of materials, their uses, and
their usage. This division of the art is pro-
perly called that of building. The second
division—theory, is, as a matter of art, by far

the most essential and the most important.
It is that which guides the artist in his con-
ceptions, his studies, and his works. It em-
braces the history of the art, its precepts, and
its elements. When we know thoroughly
the causes of those mutations through which
an art has passed—when we are able to trace

the first causes of its origin—to single out
those eft'ects which have contributed to its

progress, and distinguish those which ensured
its decay, we shall be the better able to seize

upon those vital points which, fostered, may
lead to its perfection. It is then that theory
becomes really useful ; it is then that theory
is enabled to carry into practice the lessons

she has learnt from the past, to track the
pathway for genius to run, and to indicate
those means by which it may impose or
please ; it is then that theory renders it easy
for us to recognise those rules which art has
learned from nature and those which she
voluntarily imposes upon herself. What
these rules ate we may briefly sum up thus :

—

" That the strong should support the weak.
" That supporting masses should not only

be real but apparent.
" That every feature should be justified by

necessity, for nothing is truly beautiful
unless it is useful and good.

" That the minor features should be subser-
vient to the general effect.

" That unity of character and symmetry
ought to be regulated by order and mass."

Short historical notices of the various
styles are given—too short to be really
useful ; and it would be wiser either to
extend them or omit them ; as it is they but
occupy more space than they are worth. We
have under the head of "Academy " a series of
very ably-written articles tracing the growth
of the " academies " of the renaissance to the
confraternities or guilds of artists of the
middle ages, and, of course, more particularly
relating how the Academy of Fine Arts o)

France arose. These articles are, further,
most eopiously illustrated by long notes
giving extracts from, and sometimes printing

in extenso, the various charters of incorpora-
tion or letters patent which have protected
them, presenting most valuable materials for

a history of the art education of the past,

and to these we hope at some future time to

revert.

There is also a remarkably interesting

article upon acoustics, occupying some ten
pages of printed matter, and illustrating the
experiments of M. Lissajous, by which the
vibratory forms produced by certain sounds
were rendered visible, and which some day,
when acoustics grows into a science, may lead
to important results.

Our space will not permit us at present to

notice the many other articles we had
marked for comment, but we may on some
future occasion draw further attention to this

work. At present we can only say it is by
far the most perfect of its kind we have met
with, and though, as we have already pointed
out, there is yet room for improvement, stUl

we know of no other work which tells what
it has to tell so well or so lucidly. Nor is

architecture alone treated of. Most admi-
rable articles, indeed some of the most exact,

illustrate the art of music, and had as much
of the science of architecture obtained as

much elucidation -as that of music has re-

ceived, the dictionary would have been
almost perfect. Sculpture and painting alike

receive their share of articles, and perhaps
rather more than their share of illustration.

The extremely moderate price at which the
work is issued and its great intrinsic value
will, we hope, induce our English artists of

all five classes to encourage their French
brethren to further exertion by that truest

and greatest of all compliments—the appre-
ciation of their ett'orts and the introduction

of the W'Ork largely into England. Wishing
M. Lenoir and his confreres may speedily

present us with a third volume, we must for

the present leave the " Oictionnaire des

Beaux Arts " with our sincerest oommendatioa
and our heartiest approval.

NOVELTIES IN THE SOUTH KEN-
SINGTON MUSEUM.

OUR readers who are in the habit of

visiting the South Kensington Museum will

readily understand the difficulty we experience
in keeping the public informed of the changes
which are so constantly taking place both in

the nature and arrangement of the objects

exhibited there. We know of no other
collection or series of collections in

London so unsettled and so frequently

varied in their distribution as those under
notice. The reasons for these constant

changes are threefold. The first arises from
the fact that the Ijuildings in which many of

the pictures and art treasures are at present

housed are only of a temporary character, and
are being replaced by permanent galleries as

fast as the funds will admit. The second is

due to the numerous acquisitions of fresh col-

lections and objects, mainly the gift of private

individuals to the nation for the benefit of the
public. The third reason may be found in

the transitory character of many of the exhi-

bitions themselves, as one of the aims of the
authorities at South Kensington is to bring
together during a short period all the finest

examples of some one class of art. The in-

teresting collection of national portraits and
that of miniatures, both of which have been
noticed in our pages, may be cited as instances

of these so-called " loan exhibitions."

The great outcry which has from time to

time been raised as to the inaccessibility of

South Kensington must now be somewhat
silenced by the completion of the Metropo-
litan Railway (a station on which within three

minutes' walk of the Museum was opened ou
the 24th of last month). We purpose in the
ensuing remarks to call attention to some of

the more important recent acquisitions of the

Museum and to point out the special features

of interest with regard to them.
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Perhaps the latest arrival at South Ken-
sington is at the same time the most impor-
tant one, viz., the Meyrick collection of Ar-
mour from Goodrich Court, Herefordshire, to

which we shortly called attention last week.

In a separate room will be found an as-

semblage of rather a miscellaneous character,

consisting of bronzes, carved furniture,

ivories,and numerous examples of Renaissance

art, together with some fine specimens of

Oriental weapons, &c., forming part of the

same collection. In these galleries, too, are

arranged the pictures bequeathed by the Rev.
Chauncy Hare Townshend to the Museum,
which with them also becomes po.ssessed of an
unique collection of Swiss coins and a most
valuable casket ot gems and precious stones.

Among the pictures is " A Holy Family," at-

tributed to Raphael, reminding us very for-

cibly of the '• Belle Jardiniere," in the Louvre.
In the frame under the picture is an authenti-

cation dated 1 50 years ago, when the painting

came into the hands of its former owner, Lord
Coleraine. This work, if not an original, is

certainly a very clever copy, probably by a

pupil, touched and worked upon by Raphael
himself. It is in a fine state of preservation,

and but for a little weakness in the drawing
of the e.ttremities might pass for the work of

the great master himself, as, indeed, it was al-

ways believed to be by its late owner. We
must not omit to mention the well-known
" Upas tree," by Danby, a clever picture, but
so dark and sombre in tone that it requires

considerable patience to discover the subject

—the fatal tree, surrounded by the corpses

of those who have succiunbed to its death-

dealing vapours, and the poison-seeker creep-

ing down the rocks to meet a like fate.

There are in the same collection some
clever pictures by Cox, Robson, and Lin-

nell, sen., besides many works of the

Swiss and German schools. From the pic-

tures we may ascend to the first-floor and re-

visit some old friends in the Law Courts de-

signs. What a long time it seems, by the

bye, since we first made their acquaintance !

and still there is as yet no work to show for

them beyond the wreck round Temple Bar.

Those interested in the national defences

should also examine the exhaustive collection

brought together here of specimens of the

various branches of industry practised at

Woolwich and Enfield. They were collected

in the first instance for the Exhibition at

Paris in 18G7, and probably surprised our

friends abroad more than any other objects

we contributed to it.

Before passing over to the Museum itself

we may have a peep at Mr. Frank Buckland's

collection of models and casts of fishes and
fish culture. In a large tank are some sal-

mon, born and bred at South Kensington,

and, though now going three years old, they

do not appear much the worse for want of a

taste of salt water. To arrive at the South
Kensington Museum we have to cross the

Exhibition-road, and to pass under the build-

ing in course of erection for the new science

schools. A handsome fagade of red brick and
terra cotta is the first effort made by the autho-

rities for external display, as the decorative

fronts of the residences and lecture theatre

form part of an internal quadrangle.

The group of objects in the Museum which
commands moreattention from mere sightseers

than the many far more valuable articles

which surround them, are the so-called
" Abyssinian Trophies," " exhibited," as the

label over them informs us, " by command of

Her Majesty," as though to exonerate the

of&cials of the Science and Art Department
from any blame they might incur in introduc-

ing such incongruous elements among the

masterpieces of Pisano and Donatello. As
the only lasting memorials of an expedition

which, though successful in its object, cost

the British people six millions of money,
they must not be despised ; but the reason

for their exhibition at South Kensing-
ton instead of Sydenham or Baker-street is,

after all, the chief thing which puzzles us. lu

the north court are also to be seen the various

objects acquired from the last Exhibition at

Paris, none of which please us more than the

venerable carved and inlaid pulpit from a

mosque at Grand Cairo. This wonderful ex-

ample of the Arab art-workmanship of the

latter part of the fifteenth century formed
part of the Meymar collection which lately

became the property of the English Govern-
ment. In one of the galleries vacated by the

Sheepshanks pictures on their removal to the

new rooms, there is now placed a remarkable
series of Dutch pictures, on loan from Mrs.

H. T. Hope—they were removed from her
house in Piccadilly, which has just been fitted

up for the Junior Athemoum Club. The ex-

cellence of the cabinet paintings of the Dutch
school cannot fail to be acknowledged after an
examination of these works, and to English-
men they possess especial interest, as it was
from the study of the art of Ostade, De Hoghe,
and Holbein that Wilkie, Leslie, Crome, &c.,

gained their power, and through them per-

haps the modern school of English art has

been most largely inspired. From the
" Hope " room we pass into the " keramic "

gallery. Why the K, when modern usage
has pronounced in favour of a C ! Here, as

is seen by the name, is collected a most in-

structive set of specimens of the pottery and
porcelain of all periods, very wisely arranged
according to the countries in which they were
produced. We were particularly pleased

with a quaint old German stove, covered with
green glazed tiles, which occupies the centre

of the gallery. It is so contrived as to con-

tain a cosy seat for an old gentleman to dose

in and feel, though he cannot see, the fire. It

is a delightful notion, in a country where
open fireplaces are unknown, to prepare such
a snug chimney corner for those to whom
warmth is indispensable.

From this ceramic—we beg pardon, ''ke-

ramic"—gallery access is gained by several

staircases to the new lecture theatre —
a line square room, having an apsidal end
for the lecture tables and diagrams. The
theatre is not yet quite completed, though
the first public use was made of it about ten

days ago, when the Lord President of the

Council, Lord de Grey, distributed the prizes

to the students of the National Art Training
School. The noble lord, who had but just

accepted office, and was present almost for

the first time, took occasion, in the remarks
he made after handing over the awards, to

point out a fact which we consider quite

worthy of public notice, namely, that twenty
years ago, when the School of Design was
first established, English manufacturers were

at their wits' ends for good and suitable pat-

terns for their paperhaugings, their textures,

and their furniture. Then everything that

was marketable and new came from France,

and nothing would do that did not. But
now, for the first time, the tables were turned,

and French manufacturers were not only

sending over and purchasing the designs

executed in the schools by the art students,

and off'oring premiums for others, but he
could point around him to numerous speci-

mens of paperhangiugs and woven fabrics

exhibited on the walls, made from these

English designs for the French market. AVe

are rather wandering, however, from our ex-

pressed purpose of pointing out the Kensing-

ton novelties. We pass dowmstairs from

the "keramic" gallery by the "keramic"
staircase, the decorations of which are being

carried out by Mr. F. Moodj'. They are

mainly e.xecuted in Messrs. Minton's majolica

ware, and appear to us a most jiroper and
suitable application of this material. The
modelling of the ornament is exceedingly

bold and vigorous, and the cartoon for the

ceiling, which will be painted on porcelain, is

verj' decorative and ajipropriate. The re-

freshment rooms, which have been entrusted

to the skill of Messrs. lilorris, Marshall, and

Co., and Mr. E. J. Poynter, we will nut now
do more than mention, especially as they are

still incomplete.

In the south court will be found the
precious stones left to the Museum by
Mr. Townshend, which we have already
alluded to. Here, also, are more Paris pur-
chases ; among them the extensive collection
of peasant jewellery, made by Signer Castel-
lani, of Rome, so eminent for his reproduc-
tions of anti(iue goldsmith's work. These
ornaments were brought together for the
purpose of showing how dominant are
certain, almost we may say iustinctive, forms
of design in particular races. Our readers
may remember that Mr. Layard spoke of
these trinkets in the House of Commons as
" democratic jewellery," which name still

clings to them. We must not forget
the Fourdinois cabinet, which was pur-
chased at Paris as being the finest ex-
ample there of skill and perfection in manu-
facture. As such, we can admire it, but
the design and the arrangement of colour
in the materials is faulty and poor. The
satinwood cabinet, made by Messrs. Wright
and Mansfield, is placed in the east cloister

of this court. We cannot award to it more
than moderate praise for its design, but this

is partly atoned for by its excellence of execu-
tion and finish. We must also remember the
sideboard by Jlr. Lamb, of Manchester, in
the same court, which deserves very great
commendation both for design and execution.
At the entrance of the Museum is temporarily
placed the magnificent series of plaster casts

I'rom the glorious Gate of Santiago de Com-
postella. These works are perhaps the most
important ever undertaken of a similar cha-
racter, a staft' of workmen having been sent

out to Spain and employed for many weeks
in moulding and preparing the casts from the
triple western door of the cathedral. Al-
though it is difficult to form an estimate of

the grandeur of the Porto della Gloria from the
scattered models in the hall of the Museum,
the beauty of the details and the grace of the
figures and draperies cannot fail to strike all

observers. We look forward to the time when.
the whole shall be put together and built vip

in its proper position.

BAD DRAINS.

A CORRESPONDENT says :—Several cor-

respondents have warned us of the danger we
incur at this season by the air from thedrains being
drawn into our houses. I have profited by their

hints. Permit me to tell my experience. I took
a good house in one of the best squares on the
Bedford estate in the summer. As soon as cold

weather closed our windows and made us light

our fires, I found that the air became close, ,and

smells came up from the kitchen and downstairs

from the upper stories. On examination I found
that of two drains in the kitchen one was not
trapped at all, and the other had a damaged trap,

and that a sink on the third story also had an un-

trapped drain. 1 had them trapped, but there

were still smells coming down occasionally from
the top of the house. At length my roof became
damaged, and I went up to look at it. As soon

as I pot my head in at the door which opens into

the front half of it I was half-8rao',hered with the

stench of drains. On investigating its cause I

foimd that two large gutters passed through the

roof and emptied themselves into a broad open
pipe, which I at once saw to be the same as that

into which two closets on the premises discharge.

Up this pipe came a stream of air strong enough
to aflect the Qime of a candle, and laden with

the spoils of underground London. On ciUing in

some budders to cover the whole in, so that the

foul gases should run along the gutters into the

open air, they said that all the other houses were

built in the same way, that now and then a venti-

lator was put in a roof, but neither were the pipes

trapped nor the gutters covered. When 1 had

made the drain safe I had the interior ot the roof

lime-washed, and its condition may be judged

from the fact that the application ot the lime dis-

eug.aged ammonia in such quantities as to render

the work quite painful and euti'oeating, and to

make the upper part of the house like a lady's

smelling bottle for some days afterwards. Talk

of fever and pestilence creejiing through tne

drains into our kitchen ; here they were nestling

in the roof over my sleeping children.
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THE YORK CHAPTER-HOUSE AND ITS
ROOF.

AT the beginning of a new year and a new
volume it will not be inappropriate to

venture a few words to show how completely

the men of past days, in a state of ignorance,

and with a total absence of scientilic know-

ledge and principles of art, as those terms

are now understood, did their work. To do

this we propose to instance the Chapter-

house, York, wherein may be found, or, it

should rather be, was found, in no small per-

fection, the three great elements of good

building—construction, art architecture, aud
painting. A better example could hardly be

found anywhere, and the sole difhculty in

the treating of it is bow to give the reader who
has not seen it any idea of it as it was before

its " restoration." Most readers know that the

York Chapter-house is an octagonal building

with a high roof, and with walls supported

by buttresses, and is entered from the Cathe-

dral through a narrow passage leading out of

the south transept. Some surprise will, per-

haps, await a genuine " Goth," even before

he enters the building, when he finds that the

upper parts of the doors under the arches,

covered with elaborate ironwork, have been

cut away and the spaces filled in with plate

glass, a purely wanton piece of destruction

—

these cut-away portions leaning up against

the walls of the passage, on view, as if for

sale ! There is nothing like thorough de-

struction when you are about it, and far

better to cut away the doors altogether and
leave the way open. But once in the room a

still greater surprise awaits those who look

for art and antiquity, for, leaning against the

wall close to the entrance, the visitor will

find one of the painted wooden panels of the

vaulted roof, and of which I believe this one

panel is the sole remains. It is the full-

length figure of a saint or king, and with
such, says an old description of the Chapter-

house, " the whole roof has been richly

covered and painted with the effigies of

kings, bishops, and saints, though all are

now much defaced and sullied by time." It

seems hardly credible that anybody should
even in these days be found audacious

enough to contend for the superiority of

modern art or modern artistic methods and
action, for surely most people will allow that

this way of covering a roof with paintings on
wood panels, and the telling thereby a story

or history, as it doubtless did, is somewhat
better than the wretched work which has

been substituted in its place. It may be
necessary to explain that the ribs of the

roof, as well as the fiUing-in panels, are

of wood, so that the roof is wooden
vaulting in imitation constructively of

stone vaulting. It is none the worse for

this, for the good old people of York seem
to have been wonderfully clever, as the
reader will see, at the work of wood construc-

tion. These wooden painted panels being
gone, a very good opportunity offered for

exhibiting new processes and improved con-
structional expedients, and thus it is that

the whole of these panel spaces have been
filled in with common lath and plaster, and,

by way of " decoration " and ornament, have
been covered over, on a sort of drab-coloured
ground, with scroll work in diiferent colours,

perfectly meaningless, but something like

iron binges. We do not know why it is that
architectural people pretend to despise paper,

but would it not have been a far better and
more real thing to have honestly papered
over these plastei'ed panels with some diapered
pattern paper, and thus to have confessed our
medern incapacity to cope with the task of

•paintiny this beautiful roof i Of course, the

ribs of the roof are striped about in different

directions with blues and reds, and the whole
idea of it, both artistically and constructively,

as much hidden and lost as it was possible it

cotdd be. I have pleaded in a former note
for some attentiou to the Whitehall ceiling,

and contended tiat it was a work xer se in

this country as a painted roof ; but there can

be but little doubt that this fine York Gothic

roof fairly, in its best days, rivalled the work
of Rubens. The one panel that is fortu-

nately left will give some little idea of this

Gothic painting, and may guide those who
come alter us to the real meaning, now so

utterly lost, of the fatal word restora-

tion.

To restore the York Chapter-house root one

thing is surely needed—the knocking away of

the whole of the lath and plaster filling in,

and the substitution, at least, of wooden
(oak) panelling in its place, and, of course,

the putting back into its place the one single

painted pianel that remains. The ribs, too,

we may suppose to be well scraped of their

stone-coloured wash, so that, the whole roof

being of plain oak colour (the natural colour

of the wood), and the one painted figure

" restored " to its place, it might be the work
of a painter to decorate this noble vaulting

with figirres, as the old writer says, " richly

painted of the effigies of kings, bishops, and
saints." I do not know where people can go

to find much greater destruction than is to be

found in York Minster and its Chapter-house.

The work is well-nigh accomplished, quite so

in the Chapter-house itself, for all that has

been said of the roof ap]jlies to every other

part of it. The " restorers " set themselves to

the work of artistic destruction, and they

have undoubtedly, as any reader who goes

there may see, accomplished the work.

Surely there must be those who mourn over

such doings as these—this blotting out of

everything that is past ; not, be it observed,

by ignorant assistants, but by highly educated

architects and glass painters—the Brothers

Smirke and Mr. Willement—for it is to them
that we owe this notable restoring feat ! It

would be very difiicult to instance a more
practically important and vital subject

aft'ecting modern art and the constructional

framework on which it must show itself

than this of the destruction—the artistic

destruction—of the old and past exam-
ples of it, as is shown in this most
notable case of the York Chapiter-house roof.

If we have no past examples to refer to, we
are at once driven to principles of art action,

so dilficult to be understood even by those

who will give the time to it, but hopeless

when presented to the more general and
ordinary reader. No building in England
remaining to us from the Gothic times is

fuller of instruction than this one, and that

instruction does not stop at the roof ; for the

whole of the great five-light windows were,

and jiartially now are, filled with painted

glass, and, says the old description, " with
coats of arms, pennanoes, and other devices,

and one of them with figures of saints, kings,

and bishops," so that this flue room may
well have surpassed the Whitehall Chapel, as

not ouly the ceiling was covered with painting

but the walls of it as well. It need hardly

be said how these windows have sufi'ered by
restoring and additions, and what a contrast

there is between the old glass and the modern
additions to it, and how all such old and deep-

coloured glass is injured and deadened by
such contrast. The scraped and washed walls

have, it is almost needless to say, almost the

eft'ect of oil paint, or wash, indeed, as near
like St. Paul's as possible, so that all the real

colour of the stone is gone, and with it the

time and weather marks and signs and evi-

dences of antiquity. The building is not as

yet utterly destroyed, but it must be allowed

that to restore it to its primitive state, all

that has been done by modern men must be

got rid of, and the old principles again acted

on, and the roof, by way of beginning, painted

by a jiainter

!

C. B. A.

THE FREE LABOUR SOCIETY AND THE
MANCHESTER BUILDING TRADES.

THE Free Labour Society has been prosecntiug

its work somewhat vigorously in Jlau-

chester. The following circular has been esten.

sively signed, and is likely to cause considerable

agitation iu the city and neighbourhood ;^

To THE Master Builders and otuer Emploters
OF Labour connected with the Building

Trade op Lancashire and Cheshibe.

We, the undersigned, being fully convinced o£

the baneful effects of trade unions, and the serious

inconvenience aud annoyance the public are

doomed to suffer under the existing Manchester

trades' unions' rules, desire to call your particular

attention to the following regulations :—

•

Firstly, as to Brickmakers.

No person is allowed to make bricks by ma-
chinery.

Secondlt, as to Bricklayers.

1. No bricklayer ia allowed to set machine-

made bricks.

2. No master bricklayer to have more than

three apprentices.

3. No bricks to be used in Manchester that are

made beyond an arbitrarily fixed boundary line,

averaging about three-and-a-haU miles from the

Exchange.
4. No bricks to be wheeled in a barrow.

5. Labourers not to go up one ladder and come

down another.

6. Masters must employ inen resident in Man-

chester at all their works within fifteen miles o£

the city.

7. Every bricklayer to have one labourer to

attend upon him, whether there is work for the

latter to do or not.

8. AU foremen bricklayers to be members of

the union.
Thirdly, as to Masoxs.

1. No quarry-worked stone allowed to come
into Manchester.

2. No ashlar (walling stone) to be worked by
machinery.

3. All masons, bricklayers, and plasterers

(whatever they are worth) are to have the same

rate of wages according to their respective trades.

4. No piecework allowed.

5. Masons not to work overtime on any con-

sideration.

It is needless to say that if such rules had been

imposed by the Government o£ the countiy the

public would have resisted their enforcement ;

why, then, should they submit to such restrictions

im|iosed by tradta' unions ?

The arbitrary laws of the unionists unwisclij

shorten the hours of labour ; limit the quantity

of work to be performed in a given time ;
advance

the rate of wages ; increase the cost of all build-

ing without improving the workmanship ; keep

down the skill and the condition of the workman
;

augment the difBoulty of his becoming a master ;

and injure most the very class supposed to be

benefited.

To remedy this evil we suggest the employment
of non-uniouiat work-people and members of the

Free Labour Registration Society ; and that they

themselves be encouraged to take apprentices from

the unemployed youth of our large towns ; by

which means they would have an opportunity of

adding considerably to their weekly wages, and

thus a constant and well-regulated supply of

labour would always be available, and contribute

much to the general good of the public as well as

to all parties connected with the building tnide.

We hold the opinion that, with a free exchange

of labour, there would be abundance of employ-

ment for every class of workpeople, and that it

cannot be right for trade unionists to pievent the

labouring population bringing up their children to

the trade they like best.

We, therefore, respectfully request that you

will give a preference of employment to non-

unionist workpeople or members of the Free

Labour Registration Society, and we on our part

imdertake to give a preference to those master

birilders who offer the greatest encouragement to

free labour."

Mr. James Allison Hogg, gns engineer, Edin-

burgh, has discovered a method of producing in-

tense light with coal gas by mixing it with at.

mospherio air. The mixrure of gaEe3 is lighted

after passing through a tissue of iridio-platina

wire at a determined pressure. Ic a few
seconds the metal becomes heated up to a whito

heat, the flrme disappears, and an i;itcnse white

light is tho result. Au enlarged picture has

been taken by its aid on prepired photographic

p:iper. The light will burn in a gule of wind
without any protection arounl it, and a down-
pour of raiu will not affect it.
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EXAMINATIOX PAPERS AT THE EE-
CENT COMPETITIVE EXAMINATIOI^
OF CANDIDATES FOR ENGINEER
APPOINTMENTS IN INDIA.

AUESl'^tE of the questions submitted
to the candidates at the above exaraina-

tionmay be interesting to ourreaders. The ex-

amination was held at the India Office last

month, George Preston AVhite, Esq., C.E.,

being the examiner. The questions in the first

division all referred to cements, concrete, mor-
tar, &c. The candidates were required to de-
scribe Portland cement, its characteristics,

the raw materials from which it is made, and
the proportions in which they are used. Also
the methods of manufacture and the machine,
and mode of testing adopted by the engineers
of the Metropolitan Board of Works, and the
reasons for the employment by engineers of
a compound and triple test for Portland ce-

ment. The proportions of sand to use for
mortar had to be stated, and the best
qualities of sand for cement mortar named

;

dimensions and weight of the largest

<:oncrete blocks that have been used in
iarbour works, and a description of the
means employed for placing them in

.situ, and where so employed. The examiner
in his note remarks on the importance of en-
gineers about to proceed to India making
themselves well acquainted with the various
hydraulic and other limes used in this country,
and their process of manufacture ; this know-
ledge enabling them, when in India, to test

and use with advantage the cements there
existing. For this purpose he strongly re-

commends a careful study of Mr. Henry
Keid's book, lately published and recently
reviewed by us. In his remarks on the
writing of candidates he advises the cultiva-
tion by engineers of a clear, concise, and
vigorous style of expression, and with a view

,
to this object directs their attention to the
masterly reports and writings of Smeaton,
BOW unfortunately out ot prmt, but extracts '

*jjf.P^'j
f P" *°° "', \°^^'^^ iron.^as exceeding

from which, together with those of Watt, '°*
" ""' ' "

'"'
'

'"

Telford, the elder Kennie, Stejjhenson,
Brunei, Locke, and others, he hoped to see
shortly published. Such a work, he thinks, .

, ^, • • .

would be to the engineer what the Despatches ^^°^\ ^V
*"''''' respective advantages. The

suspension bridge and the description illus-

trated, also to state approximately the area
of iron required in one of the chains of a sus-
pension bridge having two or more spans of
ordinary construction, both at the points of
support—viz., top of tower and at the centre
of span

; the span being oUOft. and the versed
sine of the curve formed by the chains
being 40ft. ; the weight of one chain, to-
gether with its load, being half a ton per
lineal foot, and the strain upon the iron not
exceeding 5 tons per square inch of section.
A description of the construction of the
Menai, Lambeth, Clifton, and Niagara Falls
suspension bridges was required, and the
spans of the largest bridges hitherto con-
structed, with the means adopted to obtain a
rigid roadway. Free-hand sketches had to
be made to accompany description of Mitchell's
screws for cast-iron bearing piles for ])iers of
bridges, foundation supports for Lighthouses,
jetties, &c.

The great importance of the study of archi-
tecture is strongly insisted upon. The draw-
ing which accompanies the questions is an
original design of a range of public offices

with a large dome rising in the centre, and
flanked by two smaller ones of similar ex-
ternal construction. Candidates were ex-
pected to furnish a description of the methods
of its erection, to name the style, and to dis-
tinguish the difl:erent pa<rt9. Most of the
questions on architecture are of a very ele-

mentary character.

The concluding list of questions bears on iron
and its applications. The principal things
required of the candidate were, statements of
the limits in scantling embraced in the trade
quotations for " b.».r iron "—say, in the cases of
'"flats," "round," and "square" iron; the
dift'erences in price of bar iron and angle
iron ; the limit in dimensions of angle iron
comprehended in the said dilference in value,
and the usual scale of additional charges for
angle iron exceeding the limited dimensions

;

that of bar iron, and the extra charges known
in the trade as " best " and " best best ;

"

also, the meanings of the terms "singles" and
"doubles; "the comparative costs of steel and

of Wellington are to the military man. concluding question requires by way of

The questions of the second division relate f'^^^'^r ^ descnption ol the process of manu-
to building materials—brick, stone, timber

''''=''""6 ol corrugated galvanized iron. We
&c. Statements were required of the candi- ^^ ^° }^^ '^ *° recommend books for

dates' opinions as to the selection of clay suit- ,.
"^ ^'"'^y of engineers that we give here the

able for bricks, its preparationforthemoulders,
R^l^vf"""!"!';''

''^ the^^examnier :-".The
methods of moulding, and arrangements

""'' °'> -.I'.t.on „„ (>,„. i.
.

»

Roorkee Treatise on Civil Eng

M.P. The council was awaiting the result of the
interview. A series of notes upon the Bill were
drawn up with great care by Sir Digby Wyatt,
and submitted to the Professional Practice Com-
mittee, who referred them to Messrs. Marrable
and Charles Barry, by whom they were referred
back to the committee.

Jlr. John Clarkson, of Great Ormond-street,
and Jlr. Thomas C, Ebdy, of Durham, having
been balloted for, were declared to be duly
elected aa associates.

Mr. William White, F.S.A., Fellow, then
read

A DESCBIPln'E SKETCH OF THE NEW HOUSE AT
HUMEWOOD, CO. WICKLOW.

Mr. White said that this subject was brought be-

fore the Institute not so much on account of its

general treatment, but on account ef the full man-
ner in which the detaUa had been worked out, and
of the completeness of the drawings, one half of

which only were exhibited. Every detail had been
the subject of special study, and exhibited the
author's own thoughts. la style of treatment he
had endeavoured to incorporate the Scotch
baronial hall with the Irish battlemented castle.

The sum placed at his disposal (£15,000) had ren-

dered it necessary to curtail decorative detail.

The work was simply massive, and the author
thought he had succeeded in making it good o£

its kind. As to the execution of the work, he
had not seen a better piece of granite work,
although he had lived in a granite country. The
joinery, which was of the best description, was
made in England ;md sent out. The exterior of

the new house is entirely of granite, and the walla

are of rubble. In the treatment of granite espe-

cial care was required to make the mouldings of

a broad and bold and massive rather than of

sm,all and delicate and undercut character, and t

avoid anything like minuteness of finish. Th®
whole is packed piece-by -piece as the stones wil
best fit, leaving no stones large enough to receive

pillars. The joints are raked or indented, to
throw off the rain, and not tuck-pointed so as to

absorb as much wet as possible. The building is

lined with brick, bonded in with iron clampa.
The stables were placed on the north-east. This
was in every case the best position for stables

with relation to a house. If placed to the south-
west the stable fumes were liable to be carried

into the house at a time when such fumes would
be most offensive. The hovise had been built so
as to be capable of defence in case of attack.

The windows of the servants' offices throughout
are protected with massive iron bars of an
ornamental character. The principal entrance
is beneath the carriage-porch, and is, there-

fore, not to be commanded by parapets or
windows. The porch is vaulted in brick and
stone, and apertures are made in this vault-

ing so as to command the entrance. Each
particular living room is distinct in its forms and

for burning, the latter to be accompanied bv a " "ed by JUajor J. 0. Medley, K.h. ' The proportions. The ceilings are divided by oak
f 1 1 I. . 1 .-. .... ^ . '' , h. PniPllfa nf Pf.Qi'tl..ol T-Iifrl T>.i,il;/>a " l^^r C 1 . 11. - 11 ml . . . i
free-hand

to descri

\ sketch. Candidates were required
l;l'^"»ent3 of Practical Hydraulics," by S.

be the different sizes and kinds of ,,""'"J."°' ?',,
" Practical Treatise on the

bricks, to illustrate the various bonds em- :ftl'™ufacture of Portland Cement,' by Henr"
ployed, and to explain how a bond is some-

^^'^w.
V'^' " I"igati0D in Southern Europe

times defective iil a two-brick wall A i

^^ ^^^^^- ^- ^- ^'^'*" Moncrietf, K.E,

description liad to be supplied of the various
" ".'"'''" Irrigation," by Colonel R. Baird

kinds of stone and timber, and the principal ?'""?.''' ^^^'- " *^" Public Works in Indsa,"

processes employed to preserve the latter from 7 ^^ ^''"^'' Cotton, R.E. "Account of

decay and iron from corrosion. The prin-
"'° """"°° '^'°""'

"
'^" ""'

ciples of the artesian well, Norton's tube
pump, and Mather and Platfs apparatus for
well boring and coal sinking, were recjuired,
with particulars of existing wells .sunk on the
artesian principle. Concrete, now coming
more largely into use for building operations,
the importance of fuller acquaintance with
that material and its capabilities, is insisted
on, and a full description required of Mr.
Tail's system for building houses, &c.
The construction of bridges, especially

suspension bridges, forming no small part of
the duty of the Indian engineer, the third
list of questions, which refer to the subject, is

illustrated by a design for a suspension bridge
lately constructed by Jlessrs. Kennard
Brothers, having some points worthy of
notice by which a certain amount of stiffness
of platform is obtained by means of susjien-
sion chains radiating from the top of each
tower and attached to the platform at their
points of intersection. Candidates were to
describe the difference between the , ordinary

.

the Ganges Canal," by Colonel Sir Proby
Cautley, C.B. " Fergusson'a Works on Archi-
tecture,"

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHl-
TECTS.

AT the ordinary general mc-jting held on
Monday last, Jlr. Edmeston presiding, Mr.

J. P. Seddon, houor.ary secret-vry, annovmoed
donations of books and money for the libr.T.ry,

and .also the death of Mr. John J.'lark, fellow,

formerly of Great James-street, BedJord-row, who
died at Hong Kong on October Iti. Mr. Seddon
then read a long and interesting letter from
Professor Donaldson (now on his way home),
giving an account of his visit to the H»ly Land.

Professor Kerr said that the coun'jil was con-
sidering its mode of procedure in referance to the
new Building Act shortly to be brought forward
in the House of Commons. He hopecJ;. however,
that before action w.as taken in so import.aut a

matter, the iiroposals of the council would be laid

before a special meeting.

Mr. Si:riDoN said that the last step ta'jen was to

appoint 3, deputation to call upon Mr. Tite,

beams supported by iron corbels. The proposed
chimneypiecea conaiat of an intermixture of

marble and stone. The chimney flues of the
jirincipal rooms are arranged so aa to be swept
from the basement. Water-closets are provided
on every floor, and there is a good supply o} baths.
The stable-court is about ISOSt. long by 100ft,

wide, and is approached by a vaulted entrance sur-

mounted by a clock tower. There are two ranges
of horae boxes. The windows of the house are

all casements, those of the larger rooms opening
inwards and the others outwards. The frames
are of oak. and the casementa of laaUogany. The
basement is vaulted in brick. The gutters are of

solid Staffordshire gutter-bricks, covered with
snow boards, so aa to prevent clogging when snow
falls. The down pipe* are of glazed earthenw.ire,

Lu case of stoppage an overdow is provided at the

top, and also an overfiow or warning pipe at the

bottom. The roofa are aovered with plain brown
biles, with red ridge tiles. There is »< central Hat

lietweeu' the two main roofs, covered with flat

tiles, not with leail, as the author conaidered that

there wao-no greater nvisance in a biulding than
a large lead fl.it, always out of repair and always

subject to pilfering. TTm paper was so full of

references to plans and drawings that we cannot

do more than give this general summary of it.

JSr. J: P. Skddon proposed that She cordial

than'ta of the meeting be given to Mr. White for

his iatereating and useful paper. In a work like

llumewood there were alwaya a number of points

which would receive diffejent treatment in diSe-

rent hands.

Ma TJ, HooEB S.MITH, ia. seconding the vote of
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thanks, said that the very completeness of the

drawings did great credit to Mr. White. A line

moulding was out of place in granite, except it

was poUshed, and then the expense was extra-

ordinary.

Professor Kerk, in support, said that Mr.

White's work was an extremely meritorious one.

With regard to a question raised as to the advisa-

bility of Mr. White placing his kitchen on the

ground door, the Professor said th.at the basement

arrangement, when "classically" managed, allowed

of the four sides of the buiM ing being wholly

disembarrassed hy anything like outhouses, ad-

juncts, or additions. At the same time, the

placing of offices in the basement precluded a

garden front, i.e., a facade opening directly upon
a garden not overl> oked by servants. As to case-

ment windows, the Professor said that in this

climate we might take a sash window as the only

known contrivance which would keep out the

weather. No casement that he had ever heard of

was effectual against wet and wind in England,

still less in Ireland. In his own practice he in-

troduced sashes in every possible case. Even in

muUioned windows if a sufiicient top level was
got they were vmobjectionable, of course not

showing the meeting bars. The eifect of using

Bashes was not such as to interfere with the

artistic api^earance of a building. He did not

think that Mr. White would succeed in getting

his tile flat to keep out the wet as effectually as a

lead one, and he was afraid that the system of

gutters used by Mr. White would not be success-

ful. The ornamental ironwork was remarkable

for the determined way in which Mr. White had
avoided everything like a true curve. The joinery

was also remarkably original, although Mr. White
could not explain the philosophical principle upon
which it was designed. There was an iudividu-

ality and oneness about the whole, however,
which compensated for much.

Mr. C. F. Hayward said that he was ia favour

of a tile flat rather than a lead one in many cases,

and he did not see why it should not answer in

Mr. White's case.

Mr. HiKRis said that where for economy's sake

it was desirable to construct the servants' offices

in the basement of the main building the view
from the servants' windows could be shut out by
planting or some other means. There could be

only one feeling of admiration for the manner in

which Mr. White had produced Uis drawings.
Mr. White, in replying to the vote of thanks,

said that one reason for having a basement in his

building was to secure an elevated prospect. To
jsreveut overlooking by seivaats he had resorted
to the somewhat barbarous expedient of using
TOUgh plate glass for three-fourths of the beight

of their windows. Regaivfing sashes and case-

ments he always foKnd that if properly con-

structed they were equally weather-proef. As to

his arrangements for carrying off rain crater from
the roof he had tried them before with the
greatest success.

The meeting then adjourned.

THE CATHEBRALS OP TTjSOANT.*

ALMOST all the chief cs.lhedrals and
monasteries of Tuscany vr-ove raised in

times when the social body was rent by ci-vii

war or local revolution ; and in this remai-t-
able fact we have an implied evidence
how great mast have been the ascendancy of
the religious feeling amidst circ*£m8tancee so'T-a-

favourable to that concentrating of capacities and
means requigito for great moutmeutal worbc'! I
may here glance at the history and actual condi-
tions of the Tuscan cathedrails, considered in
order of date, as they were suo^^essively founded.

First must bo placed Pisa. That locitl church
is said by tradition to hs.ve been founded by St.

Peter, when he visited thosa shores after his
first sojourn at Rome; and -on the site where
now stands, about three miles from the oity, the
fine old basilioa of S. Pietro in Grado, built in

the ninth century, that apoetie is said to have
celebrated Mass at an altar ruised for his use—on
which spot an oratory was deiiicaled to hiii by
his successor, St. Clement The first bishop o!

this see^ according to the same tradition -was S.
Perinus, wio had been baptised and consecrated
for that tffice by St. Petor.: but history preserves
no name of any prelate undoubtedly appointed
to the Pisan diocese, earlier than tjaudentius, a
bishop who sat in the council held at Kome by
Pope Melohiades, A D. 313.

The eleventh century —especially the period be-

tween 1003 and 1089—was the heroic ago of Pisa

;

tliongh up to theclose of the century subsequent,
we have no reliable contemporary records of her
fasti, save a barbaric Latin poem, or rather metri-

cal chronicle, edited by Muratori (Rer. It. Script,

t. vi.). The first great success won by the Pisan
fleet in the wars gallantly carried on by the

rising republic of this city against the Saracens,

was in an encounter at the mouth of the Tiber,

where the Pisans captured eighteen Moorish
galleys laden with booty, the fruit of maraudings
in the Roman provinces, a.d. 1O03. In the year
1051 Sardinia and Corsica were finally rescued
from Sar.icenic invaders, who had more than
once descended upon and long occupied these

islands. But the greatest victory of the Pisan
naval power was achieved a.d. 1063, in the

harbour of Palermo, and also against Saracens,

after this Tuscan state had leagued with the

Normans for the deliverance of Sicily from the

common foe. Tlien were the spolia opima
awarded to the combatants from the city on the

Arno : who carried away the chains of the Paler-

mitan harbour, and six vessels laden with ob-

jects of Oriental manufacture, silks, woven stuff-',

spices, wrought gold, &c. It was on finding her-

self thus enriched through conquest that Pisa

determined to dedicate her treasures to the

noblest purpose; and no\v was it " decreed with

unanimous consent (as a chronicler informs us)

that a splendid temple should be erected, worthy
of the Divine Majesty, and also such as to com-
m:md universal admiration." The new cathe-

dral was founded above a primitive church, S.

Reparats, which had been built, in far remote
antiquity, over the ruins of eitiier thermos or

palace ascribed to the Empei'or Hadrian. The
works were commenced, as supposed, in 1063,

:.nd brought to completion either in 1093 or

1100. Certainitis that in 1118 the church was
solemnly consecrated by Pope Gelasius II., then

a fugitive from Rome. Local tradition has as-

sumed that the principal architect was one Bus-

ketus (or Boschetto), whom some suppose, bnt
without sufficient grounds, to haveb^en a Greek,
and who is thus mentioned in a quaint epigraph
on the fayade :

At sua Busketara splendida templa probant,
Non habet exeraplum niveo de marmore templum
Qaod lit Busketi prorsus ut iugeulo.

But another inscription, near the chief portal,

assigns to one Rainaldus the credit of at least

a considerable share in the works ; and a passage
is cited by a Pisan writer from the register's of

this cathedral, conveying a statement ttiat over-

throws all hitherto received notions on the sub-
ji'Ct; viz., that one Ildebrando del Giudice was
directing architect, under whom Boschetto and
four others were employed in subordinate capa-

cities. Ricci ("Storia dell' Architettura Italiana")

assumes an earlier origin than do other critics

for this architecture, inferring from analogies

with the fofides of two other conspicuous
churches in Pisa, S. Michele im Borgo and 8. I'ietro

d' irno, both known to have been finished in 1018.

The plan of this cithedral corresponds to that of

Roman basilicas, except in features which are in-

deed important; the Latin cross form, the prolon-

gation of the apse into a spacious choir, the ellip-

tical cupola resting on an octagonal drum, and
the tiilbiium, which is boldly dedned and re-

markably graceful. This architecture is among
earliest examples of the improvement upon the

llomanesque ; and it seems that the farther we
go from 'Rome the more are freedom and origi-

nality apparent even in developments from types

which Rome herself created. Criticism might
object to much profuse decoration that in no
way enters into the constructive plan of this

church. No fev/erthan 450 columns, many with
fantastic sculptures in their capitals, are to be
numbered in tne entire edifice ; 58 on the f.iyade

alone ; and it is conjectured that some of these

accessorial sculptures may be symbols of Oriental

worshiij or rather idolatries, practised in the

Julia Pisana of Romarr colonisation, or in the

islands <il Elba, Sardinia, and Giglio, whence
many of tbese cohimua were brought. A por-

phyry-ehaft from Majorca is a trophy of conquest
in th'at island, whence it was brought together
with two others, also of porphyry, which were
consigned to the Florentines in reward for their

armed co-operation, and are now to be seen
placed beside the chief entrance to the Florence
•Baptistery. To this shaft on the Pisan fajido

was formerly attached Ihe superstition (1 can-

not be.-eure that it is yet extinci) that wlioovei'

lookediupon it should, during that day, he secure

against the danger of being betrayed {non poteva

essere tradito)—a thoroughly mediioval Italian

idea! The interior of this Duomo is distinguished

by an elevation of aim and grand harmony of

effect. Here we see the early introduction of the

acute arch strivingloraacendancy with theaemi-
oiroular forms which still prevail. I need not

ilescribe what is so well known ; ray object

being merely to point out the rank due to this

celebrated church in ecclesiastical and in artistic

history, as representing the transition between
the early Romanesque and the later mediteval
Italian. But special attention is claimed by art-

work here—the first that arrests the eye as we
enter—the colossal mosaic on the apsidal vault

of the Saviour enthroned, severe and solemn in

aspect, the hair and beard dark, holding a book
open at the words, "Ego Lux mundi sum," and
attended by tiie Blessed Virgin and St. John ;

executed in 1290 by the well-known Franciscan

raosaicist, Jacopo da Torrita, assisted by Andr'ea

Tafi, Gaddo Gaddi, and (as the registers show) by
Cimabue also; the entire figure of the Madonna,
however, being by a Pisan artist, ViciuOj of date

1321. After a destructive fire ia 1596, this ca-

thedral was restored (1602) at the expense of

85,000 ducats ; but through that disaster were lost;

some of its most valued adornments—the pulpit,

by Giovanni Pisano, and the bronze portals

covered with reliefs by Bonanno of Pisa, date

1180. The flat coffered ceiling of the nave (the

aisles are vaulted) was then renewed, with pro-

fuse gilding and carving, in style much more
gorgeous than the original. The lateral altars

were erected subsequently to 1500, and mostly

from designs attributed to Michael Angelo. Mor-
rona, in his interesting " Pisa Illustrata," men-
tions the disusage of one somewhat fantastic de-

coration that used to be displayed at the Assump-
tion festival ; a broad zone of rich draperies,

studded with gems, and intended to represent

the girdle of the Blessed Virgin, which was hung
around the whole circumference of the exterior.

This adornment, when at last taken to pieces for

the sake of its intrinsic value, was estimated as

worth 8,000 gold florins. The triennial illumi-

nation for the festival of St. Ranieri is still kept

up, and is the most beautiiiil pageant of this

city.

Among the other remarkable churches that so

well deserve to be visited at Pisa, and that eon-

tribute to the grandly monumental character of

this city, S. Paola in Ripa d'Arno, where we see

united the acute arch with the Tuscan-Roman-

esque style, is worthy of special notice ; completed

probably in the year 1100, but supposed to have

been held by theVallombrosan Order, to whom it

was given by the Countess Beatrice (mother of

Matilda) from A.D. 1078. Its finely characterized

faijideisso eimiiar to that of the Duomo, that

some critics conclude the latter to have been

copied from it, as cannot be admitted, however,

if we believe its date to be, as Morrona argues,

not earlier th in 1100.

The city and state of Lucca became, at an
early period in Cliristian history, the seat of a

church that rapidly developed in extent and
splendour. Legend, eager to find an Apostolic

origin for all the c^inspicuous Italian sees, repre-

sents this bishopric also to have been founded

by an immediate disciple of St. Peter, named
Paulinus. The bishopric, before being raised (in

1726) to metropolitan rank, was immediately

subject to Rome, alike with all others in Tuscany,

and its prelates aflixed their signatures to synodal

decrees as suffragans of the Pope. Tradition,

indeed, assumes the very name of Lucca to be

derived from her early illumination by that
" lux" whose source is eternal, as expressed in

the quaint verses of the " Dittamondo," by Fazio

degli Dberti :

Ma perclif illumin,ata della fedo

Fa pi'ia ch' altra ettailo di Toscaoa,

Caiigio '1 auo uome, e Luci: stj la diede.

A noticeable record of this local church is er-

tant, in statistics drawn up by order of Pope
Alexander IV., a.d. 1260, from which we learn

that the city then contained 58 chuiches and 5

monasteries ; the suburbs, 22 churches and 6

monasteries ; the entire diocese, 526 churches

and 38 monasteries, including the cells of hermits

;

the ecclesiastical revenues amounting to 120,000

ducats per annum. At present Lucca has eleven

parochial and four collegiate churches. St. Fre-

diano, founded i.D. 685, restored or rebuilt, as

we now see it, by its capitular clergy in or soon

after 1105, is almost the sole church in Italy

that still retains features of the Longobardio

period, supposed . to be preserved unaltered .in
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its interior, tliough with tlie adjunct of new
chapels and with a newly elevated choir—still a
most intereating and singular building.

The type of siored architecture prevailing at

Lucca is Lonibardic-Jlomanepque, more fantastic

and barocco than the Pigan ; bat strikingly cha-

racteristic and relevant to the history of art and
symbolism. The cathedral stands on the ?ito o!

a church founded in the sixth century ; and was
built, though not with its actual extent, by the

liberal and zealous bishop Anselm, who was
raised to the Papal throne as Alexander II., but

retained tho Lucchese see after his elevation to

such supreme dignity. He caused the new cathe-

dral to be commenced in 1060, aud consecrated

it himself in 1070 ; but the church of that period

was smaller than the present one by the whole
extent of tho choir and tribune, added 130S-20

;

the section, viz., where we see the Pointed style

contrasted with the round-headed arches in the

otherparts. The fai^'ide, where the Pisan type

ia recognised, was built by the architect Guidetti,

in 1204, as indicated in the epigraph on a scroll,

held by a relief-figure, among the accessories on

this chnrch-front ;
—" Condidit olecti tarn pul-

chras (probably columnas understood) dextra

Guidetti, itcciv." But the portico, with arches

of wide span, producing good effect by contrast

of light and shade, was added twenty-nine years

later. The sculptures on this facade are very

interesting, and of various character. A bas-re-

lief of the Deposition Irom the Cross, by Niccolo

Pisano (date 1233), is invaluable as the earliest

performance of the revived art due to that great

restorer. Oiher reliefs and statuettes are com-

paratively barbaric, but most curious in their

illustrations of legends and symbolism.

Nondescript animals climb or coil around

Bhafts and capitals ; on one pilaster wo
see Adam and Eve ; also the tree of Jesse ; on

brackets, the group of St. Martin dividing his

cloak with the beggar ; between the portals,

subjects from the life of St. Martin,—in one, tho

saint celebrating mass at a plain altar, the sole

objects upon which are tho chalice and book,

whilst aflame hovers over his glorified head; in

another, he is seen in the act of casting out a

devil from a popseased person. The twelve

months are represented by familiar actions

appropriately chosen ; as, January, a man
seated by a fire ; April, a man with flowers in

his head ; Jane, a reaper ; August, a vintagi
;

September, the treading of grapes; October,

wine making; November, ploughing with oxen
;

December, a man cutting up a awiue. The lofty

square campanile, with arcade windows and

turrets, supplies tho type copied in many ex-

amples in the Lucchese provinces. The interior

of this church, so different from what tho ex-

terior leads one to expect, is grand and impres-

sive; the light from painted windows, solemnly

subdued; tho general effect, that of vastness

beyond the actual dimensions, and due to the

majesty of architectural design. In tho naves

tho arches are round, the columns (or rather

piers) octagonal, with foliated capitals ; but the

Pointed style is seen in the lancet windows, all

with richly tinted glass, in the choir and tran-

septs, and in tho Gothic tracery ol the triforium,

one of the finest that Italian churches possess

—

at once aijrial and grandk'sc. The ribbed vault-

ing is painted all over with figures and decorative

borders; rich profusion of art works, and several

fine monuments, claim attention after one has

begun to observe in detail—but I must here con-

fine myself to general characteristics. Having

attended the great festival of this cathedral, tho

Exaltation of the Cross (September 14), when its

most prized relic, the " Volto Santo," an antique

wooden crucifix, said to have been carved by

Nicodemus, finished by an angel, and to bo a

genuine likeness of tho Diviue SuSerer, I had

opportunity of seeing all the splendours of tho

Lucchese worship, and a pomp of decoration

which, though prejudicial to the purity of archi-

tectural character, had still a richly solemn

effect. I shall not forget that day at Lucca, one

of the most interesting among those distiiiguished

by the grand celebrations of tho Church and the

entertainments of the people in tho cvclo of

Italian festivals. It sufficed tn couvince mo how
strong is tho fascination still exercised by theao

anniversary ie'.es ol the Church, notwithstanding

all she has suHisred under this country's actual

government.
I cannot turn away from Lucca without notic-

ing one of the most extraordinary and imposing,
however defectively designed, among Italian

okurches—St. Michelo (called "del Foro")

fiunded A.D. 7G4, and the bulk of whose fabric

has been supposed to be of that date, (see Gaily

Knight); though it was certainly rebuilt by the

Benedictine monks early established here in

1142; and the actual facade is the work of the

same Guidetto who built that ol tho cathedral.

This fagade (date 118S) is a very singular ex-

ample of elaborate ornament and imaginative

symbolism. One order of its colonnades was
added to the left wing iu 13"7. Four stories of

arcades with columns, on this front, and the

chief portal, are adorned with symbolic sculp-

tures, monstrous animals—griffins, centaur.'', a

syren, &c.,—and with inlaid work of coloured

marbles,—altogether a most singular creation of

mysticism in architecture. A colossal St.

Michael, rudely executed, but majestic, of white

marble, with great bronze wings, and two other

angels, at the points of the gable's summit, add

to the startling effect ; aud the exquisiteness of

detail in the elaborate marble front is wonder-

ful. Fergusson denounces this church as "one
of tho most false and unmeaning buildings of tho

Middle Ages ;" yet is there a certain poetic

originality in it that fascinates. Restorations

lately effected iu that unique fagade deserve to

be commended. The interior is dim lighted,

simple, and massive. The apse, and whole

eastern end, more correct to architectural rules

than is the front, were built, as also was the fine

campanile, by Paolo Guinigi, lord of Lucca,

about 1430.*

A NEW RAILWAY SYSTEM.

TEN years ago the Brighton Company's system

was ISO miles in length, aud had cost eight

and oue-third millions, or £4G,250 per mile.

Since then the mileage has doubled, being uow
365 miles, and the capital has more^ thau

doubled, standing now at about twenty millions.

No less thau five and a half millions of capital

were raised between 1S62 and 1866, aud this

without increasing the gross receipts by more

than about 15 per cent. Yet as long ago as 1S54,

with but £7,690,000 of capital raised, the gross

receipts were upwards of .K685,000, whereas in

1866, with twice and a half the capital, they had

increased to but £1,190,000, or by but little more

than one half. The whole system of 365 miles

has uow cost nearly £55,000 per mile, on the

average of the main line, extensions, and

branches.

It will not be long after the meeting of Parlia-

ment before it will be shown beyond disproof

—

although, of course, not beyond dispute—that a

new main line can be made to Brighton at a total

cost, including land (the latter alone taken at

about £14,000 per mile), of only £35,000 per

mile, aud it can be as clearly shown that the

first class fare between London and Brighton

need uot—and if an Act be obtained fixing

the fare shall not—exceed 63. for the fifty

luiles. What view Parliament may take of

this proposition to allow free trade in rail-

ways cannot be predicted, but the question is

cue of public advantage as opposed to a vested

interest. The Bill may be lost, but public

opinion, once directed to the question, will not

permit it to be lost for good. No existing railway

company in the kingdom enjoys any exclusive

right to its own district, further than as Parlia-

ment, by refusing to sanction competing under-

takings, may create a presumptive right. The

old companies simply sought, and obtained, as

new companies may seek to obtain, the bare

permission to make their lines, according to

definite plans, along such and such routes.

The promoters of the Brighton and Metropo-

litan Railway, of which Mr. Brunlees is the

engineer, have raised the most important, and even

startling, question of railway policy and railway

reform yet submitted to the consideration of

Parliament. They ask who is to be considered

first, the public or the Brighton Railway Com-
pany ? The company's main line, like all the

earlier main lines, was constructed upon a costly

system, at a time when the Latent capabilities of

the locomotive, the attainable strength of per-

manent way, and all the conditions of traffic

were not understood. It was constructed when
the risk of railway making was not so precisely

known as now ; and when, therefore, contractors

bid enough, and more than enough, to cover it,

and made great fortunes out of their contracts.

Besides all this, the Brighton Comiiany has both

made aud met war of the hottest kind known in

• To be concluded next week.

r.ailway aggression and defence, and has wasted

millions to no solid purpose. A new company,

alive to and warned aud instructed by all this

iuexperience aud extravagauce, now comes for-

ward with an offer to serve the public at half the

present fares and rates of freight, and it is as

certain as anything in railway engineering and

railway working can be that they can easily do

so. The public will never let the question rjst,

unless the Brighton Company are prepared to

give way. That they will do so is not to be

expected, and hence, sooner or later, a new rail-

way system, carried out upon sounder principles

of engineering, may be found spreading itself

over nearly the whole face of the kingdom.

—

Engineering.

SPLITTING MASSES OF ROCK, ETC.

INASMUCH as the employment of powder or

other explosives, as in blasting, is always

attended with some danger, and frequently fails

to accomplish its object, and the use of wedges is

equ.ally uncertain aud far more laborious, a brief

mention of more simple and at the same time

equally efficacious means may be of interest to

any one who may have work of this character on

their hands. One of the oldest and best known

means of splitting rocks in the direction oi their

strata, is that which depends upon the expansion

of thoroughly dried wood, when wetter or caused

to absorb moisture. A crevice being formed or

found in the mass at the point where it is desirsd

to separate the same, has driven tightly therein

a slightly wedge-shaped billet of seasoned wood,

which when thus compressed between the walls

of the crevice is wetted, and by expanding forces

apart the strata on either side and effectually

ruptures the rock. It is a matter worthy_ of a

slight mention, says the American Artisan in an

article on this subject, that while a piece of dry-

wood will thus expand by wetting, a dry hemp
rope will be caused to contract in length by the

same agency, a property which is sometimes

taken advantage of in raising heavy weights for

short distances. When it is required to separate

the rock transversely to its lines of stratification,

a much greater power is required, generally ne-

cessitating the application iu some form of

mechanical force. One method that has been

used to advantage iu some cases is to drill a verti.

cal hole iu the mass, fill it partially with water,

and closely fit into the same, above the water,

a steel mandrel. A heavy blow from a sledge or

from the falling hammer of a pile driver upon

the mandrel causes the water to exert a sudden

lateral pressure, which ruptures the rock. The

great objection to this apparently simple plan is

the nicety required iu properly adjusting the man-

drel in the bore, which of necessity requires more

perfect tools and appliances than are commonly

available where these boulders and masses of rock

most do congreg.ate, and where their removal is

most to be desired. In speaking of the maes of

water in this connection, we may instance a

method of employing it for the function imder con-

sideration, which hvas been found serTioeable

where the cold of winter is severe. The vertical

bore in the rock is tightly closed, after being faied

with water, with an iron plug, and the expansion

of the water when converted into ice exerts a

force which iu some cases is almost resistless, and

ell'ectually secures the end proposed. Still

another method, requiring perhaps less skill m- its

practical carrying out thau either of the others

just noticed, is that in which the hole or bcre,

formed at a suitable point in the rock, .as afcove

described, has fitted into its lower portion an

ingot of lead of corresponding shape and size in

its transverse section. A nsandrel of similar form

and of hardened steel is then placed in the bore,

with its upper end projecting out therefp^'m.

The mandrel is then subjected to repeated_ blows

from a hammer or sledge, each one of which it-

creases the lateral expansion and consequent

pressure of the lead ; and inasmuch as the latter,

from its peculiar inelastic nature, fails to resume

its original position after each blow, it follows

that the accumulated pressure at last becomes so

great that the rock gives way and is separated inio

two or cjore pieces, which, if desired, maybe

again divided through the satae agency.

Mr. a W. Cope, E.A., profossor of painting,

commenced last evening his- course of leotares

at the Royal Academv ; thej will be continued on

each Monda.y and Thursday 8-rening during t!»o

I month.
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SANITARY SCHEMES.*

fJlHE utilisation of sewage appears to be

—

I in the words of the municipal commis-
sioners of Bombay—still a " bugbear " in the

East Indies. The town of Bombay is about

to be provided with a complete system of

drainage, and the prevalent idea seems to be
that the sewage should be discharged into the

harbour. This Captain Tulloch maintains to

be a mistake, for physical, sanitary, and com-
mercial reasons. Dismissing all other con-

siderations, it certainly seems a pity to pollute

with so foul a nuisance as a sewage outfall the

harbour of Bombay—confessedly the best in

India, and the main cause of the prosperity

of the town. Captain Tulloch proposes to

lead the sewage towards the flats, which at a

short distance join the town, and which,
during some mo)iths of the year, are entirely

nnder water. The main advantages promised
by his scheme are—that it afl'ords the means
of entirely draining Bombay from rain and
sewage, and entirely relieves the town of

floods during storms—no insignifioant con-
siderations when it is remembered that 14in.

of rain sometimes fall in twenty-four hours.

The flats, instead of being as at present a

pestilential swamp, will be converted to a

useful and healthful purpose, and the mag-
nificent harbour will be preserved from pollu-

tion. The sewage will also be as completely
under the control of the municipality as to

its ultimate disposal by this as by any other
scheme, so they will be either able to utilise

it, as recommended by Mr. Rawlinson, or to

discharge it at any point on the coast of the

island. The total cost of his project is esti-

mated by Captain Tulloch at 75 lacs of

rupees.

Our readers probably remember Mr.
Michael Scott's plan for purifying the Clyde
by means of a canal running alongside the
river, and discharging into the latter a body
of water sufficient to carry all sewage out to

sea. Since that, Messrs. Bateman and Bazal-

gette have reported on the sewerage of Glas-

gow and the purification of the river, and the
present pamphlet is issued by Mr. Scott to

point out what he believes to be their errors

and miscalculations. He is evidently op-
posed to schemes for the utilising of sewage
for irrigation purposes—at any rate, upon any
large scale. Utilisation forms part of Messrs.

Bateman and Bazalgette's plan, and Mr. Scott

says little to weaken the force of their state-

Bients by his present calculations and reca-

pitulation of the advantages of his own
scheme. It is but fair to say that the esti-

mated cost of the former is £1,253,256, and
that of the latter i;850,0l)0, with an annual
difference of £20,000 in the cost of mainte-
nance—a difference certainly, but we hesitate

to rely much on it.

The report of the Sanitary Committee of

the borough of Nottingham contains little of

interest beyond one fact which may prove to

parties interested that little fear need be en-

tertained as to the practicability of disposing

of sewage for agricultural piirposes. Of the

Eight-soil, which is removed by carts after

the old fashion, 21,959 tons has been readily

bought by the neighbouring agriculturists

and realised £3,.38() 93. 5d. The committee
express a hope that during the next year they
may be able to advance somewhat nearer to the

best and most economical method of preserv-

ing the purity of the Trent, and that the sur-

rounding districts will endeavour to combine
with the authorities of Nottingham in esta-

blishing an effective and well-considered

system of sewage utilisation.

* " Report on a Project for the Drainage of Bombay."
By Hector Tulloch, Captain Royal Engineers. Novem-
ber, 1868.

"Sewage Irrigation." A Second Letter addressed to the
Hon. the Lord Provost on the Sewage of the City of
<?lasgow and Purification of the Clyde. By Michael
Scott, C.E.

" Report of the Sanitary Committee of the Borough of
Nottingham fur tha year ending September 30, 1868."

THE GAIETY THEATRE, STRAND.

IN our last two numbers we have offered some
observations on the construction and decora-

tion of thia theatre, and this week we give an

illustrated view of its interior and plan. The
plan of the auditorium consists of a balcony, the

front forming a semicircle opening out by arms of

a contrary flexure tu the proscenium column
;

behind this is a tier of private boxes, with the

restu of which the front of the upper boxes

radiates, and a gallery above, the front of which

forms a complete circle. The columns supporting

the various tiers are carried up to a sufficient

height above the gallery, and from the cap spring

a series of arches supporting an elaborate cornice

and coved ceiling. The proscenium pillars are all

of solid stone, enriched with carved capitals.

There are live rows of arm-chairs in stalls, a

commodious pit, three rows of arm-chair stalls in

balcony, four rows of upper-box seats, with con-

siderable standing room, 2S private boxes, and a

spacious g.allery. In all, the capacity of the

house is above the average of the London
theatre.?, and it will hold upwards of 2,000 per-

.sons. Every department or division of the

audience has its own approach separate from the

others ; and all the tiers have closed corridors at

back; one special feature of the arrangements

being that there are staircases on both sides of

the dress circle, upper boxes, and gallery, with

external doors at bottom of each, and all fire-

proof. In fact, the whole skeleton of the build-

ing is as nearly as possible fireproof ; for not

only are all staircases, passages, and corridors of

stone or cement, and separated in every case by

brick walls, but the several tiers—balcony, upper

boxes, and gallery—have no wood in their con-

struction, except the flooring boards ; they are

entirely built of an iron framework, embedded
in and filled between with a solid mass of cement
concrete, much on the principle adopted at the

Grand Opera and tlie New Vaudeville theatres at

Paris. It must, however, be mentioned that

much of the interior is boarded over, instead of

being plastered to receive the decorations. The
lighting of the auditory is ty a powerful sun-

burner, which will act as an efficient ventilator
;

the float-lights are of peculiar as well as novel

construction. They consist of a series of argand

burners reversed, and burning downwards, the

products of the combustion being taken away in

a large iron cylinder running parallel with the

front of the stage, and carried up inside the

brickwork behind the proscenium columns. One
t're it advantage gained by this invention is that

the unpleasant vajiour screen, which in the old

manner was constantly rising between the

audience and the scene, is entirely removed, and
the performers can now approach the foot-lights

without the risk of getting burnt, as a piece of

gauze may be placed over the burner without

ignition. Ey an ingenious contrivance, should

any of the glasses break, that particular burner

falls down and shuts off the gas. The coloured

glasses, called mediums, are worked on levers in

front of the lights, on the same principle as the

switch-lights on railways. The dimensions of the

auditorium are as follows :—
ft. in.

From curtain to balcony tier S6 6

Ditto upper circle 45

Ditto gallery 47 fi

Width of proscenium 30

Height of ditto 29

Heisht from centre of pit to ceiling 54

Depth of Bt.lge from curtain 41

Widtlr between walla of stage 6i

PRESERVATION OF WOOD.

DR. L. FEUCHTWANGER, in the Scientific

A inerican, 9.iy3 :—For the past thirty-si.t

years my attention has been directed to the sub-

ject of defending every species of wood from de-

cay, and also to make it incombustible or fire-

proof. Besides making thousands of experiments

I have assisted others to institute them, and have
watched the progress which has been made by
the various patents issued for this purpose, such

as kyanizing by the use of bichloride of mercury

;

the Burnett process (chloride of zinc) ; the Earl

process (protosnlphate of iron) ; Behr's plan (so-

lution of borax) ; Heinemann's p itent, by the use

of resin ; the carbolising method, the subject of two
p.itents, one for cold carbolic acid, and one for

hot acid ; the tar and petroleum method, as used

in the Nicholson pavement, and many others

which have been brought out from time to time,

but without having achieved permanent success.

I claim the first application of silicates in their

various forms to all organic substances, such as
woody fibre, paper, pasteboard, &c., for preventing
the attack of the teredo navalis, tire, and water. I

have frequently shown that by applying, by
double chemical affinity, the silicate of soda and
lime water as I will presently describe, I convert
the woody fibre into a mineral substance. This
process is the most reliable and economical of any
I have seen.

Railroad sleepers have to be replaced under the
circumstances most favourable to their durability

every five years, never remaining sound over seven
years, and generally lasting only three years. I

saw in California, in the gold diggings, timber
that had rotted in two years, and was informed
that cross ties seldom lasted longer than that
period. If we calculate the number of railroad

sleepers to the mile, which is 2,1 1'2, and their cost

at 50 cents each, keeping in mind the fact that we*
have 40,000 miles of railroads in the United States,

the annual cost per mile of replacing sleepers ap-

pears to be about 1 50 dollars, even if they lasted

an average of seven years. Statistics show that

farmhouses of wood, wooden bridges, &c., last on
an average about thirty years, and demand no
less than 100,000,000 dollars annually for repairs.

A large proportion, if not the most, of this immense
sum could be saved by the use of soluble glass.

My method, described years ago, is simply to steam
the timber, then inject a solution of silicate of soda
for eight hours, and then soak the wood the same
period in lime water.

ELM RIDGE, NEAR DARLIXGTON.

ELM KIDGE, intended as the residence of the
late John Pease, Esq., is situated close to the

town of Darlington. Commenced about two years

since, it has just been completed from the designs

of Mr. G. Gordon Hoskins, A.R.I.B.A,, architect,

of Darlington and Sunderland. The building oc-

cupies a most picturesque site, surrounded by
pleasure grounds of moderate extent, and com-
manding an excellent view of a beautiful wooded
valley flanking the River Tees, with the Cleveland
hills in the distance. Professor Kerr has said that
" a good house is like a good square of infantry ; it

looks you full in the face all round." These
words may certainly be applied to Elm Ridge, for

all faces are equally carefully designed and well

finished. The external walls and dressings are

of stone from the Dunnhouse quarries, near

Staindrop, Yorkshire, the former being faced with
coursed and gauged pitched blockers with splayed

beds and vertical joints and backed with rubble
work to the width of ]5in.; then occurs a space or

cavity of 2Jiu. and a hall: bric'v lining walled in

cement, the lining being tied into the stone work
by means of wrought-iron

ties with a V-shaped drip,

as in annexed sketch, so that

any moisture or damp from
the stone work may drop

^ from the point of the V at

A into the cavity instead of being conveyed

to the brick lining ; this, however, is not the

only precaution taken against damp. The
whole of the footings and the basement walls

below the ground line are covered with a coat of

liquid asphalte, .and in all the walla is inserted a

damp co\irse composed of two courses of elate

bedded in cement the full thickness of the walls.

The shafts to the bay window in study and oriel

window in boudoir are of red Aberdeen polished

granite. The slating is of Bangor slates, with

every alternate four courses cut to pattern and
furnished with iron cresting. The principal cor-

ridors and offices on the ground floor are laid with

Messrs. Maw .and Co.'s tiles. The staircase is of

the English Baronial style, and has an imposing

effect from the entrance hall. The joiners' work

is of wainscot oak, St. John's pine, and red deal,

the latter bein; stained and varnished. The con-

tractors for the various works were as follows:

—

Masonry and brickwork, Mr. Thomas Hobson, Dar-

lington ;carpenterand joiners' work, Mr. John Win-
dale, Darlington ; slating, Messrs. Wharton, Dar-

lington
;

plastering, Mr. R. M. Ormerod, Car-

lisle
;
plumbing and glazing, Messrs. W. Russell

and Sons, Darlington ;
painting, &o., the late Mr.

William Garthwaite, Darlington ; carving,

Messrs. Farmer and Brindley, of London. The
coat of the building is about £8,000. Mr. Pease

died at one of his residences, Cleveland Lodge,

Great Ayton, on the 2ilth of July, just as he w.as

about to occupy Elm Ridge, ilia widow and

daughter have, however, chosen it as a permanent

residence.
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ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETIES.

The Glasgow Architectural Society met in their

rooms, 138, Bath-street, ou the '2l8t ult., Mr.

Campbell Douglas,! A., president, inthechair. Mr.

John Houeyman, jun., I.A., re.id a paper on the sew-

age cjuestion, in which he advanced the opinion that

the most clamant sanitary defects would not in

any measure be remedied by the puriBcation of

the river. The question, as he understood it, was
" What are we to do with our sewage, and es-

pecially how are we to deal with it in the earlier

stages of its existence, so as most effectually and

comfortably and healthfully to get rid o£ it ?"

The fact was the sewage had done its worst before

it made its appearance at the harbour at all. In

its long, and it might be, sluggish course ic had

become almost completely oxidised, and had con-

tributed its quota to these poisonous products of

putrefaction, which, unsuspected, carried sickness

and death to many a home. Arrived at the river

it was comparatively harmless, though still

offensive. The purification of the river, therefore,

might be safely left alone till we had overcome

the more serious defects of our system—want of

proper arrangements for Hushing, ventilating, and

trapping the sewers. If such arrangements were

in operation the present system of removing

sewage from our houses would be found to be

greatly superior to any other which had been sug-

gested in point of expedition, convenience, and

healthfulness. At present, in the great majority

of houses, trapping was a perfect delusion, afford-

ing no protection whatever from the sewage gases.

Mr. Honeyman proceeded to show that what was

necessary to be done was (1st) to prevent the

generation of gases in the sewers by rapid trans-

mission of their contents to the outfall, which

should be accelerated by flushing
;
(ind) to prevent

the accumulation of gases in sewers by free venti-

lation
;
(3rd) that all openings where an escape of

gas would be prejudicial should be thoroughly

trapped. If these measures were adopted our

present system would be perfectly satisfactory in

a sanitary point of view. A discussion followed

the reading of Mr. Honeyman's paper, in which

considerable variety of opinion was exhibited.

A cordial vote of thanks was given to Mr.

Honeyman.

OLD GERMAN TIMBER-FRAMED DO-
MESTIC ARCHITECTURE.

SKETCHBOOK.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

An important meeting of all the members of

the Windsor Corporation has just taken place for

the purpose of considering the report of Lieut.-

Colonel Ewart, R.E,, the gentleman appointed by
the Home Secretary to give advice upon the diffi-

cult subject of the drain.age of the towns in the

Thames Valley, when the following recommenda-
tions were discussed and finally adopted :—1. That

the separate system be the system of drainage

adopted in all future dealings with the sewerage

of Windsor. 2. That Messrs. Ripley and Sim-

monds be retained to draw the plans for the drain-

age works, provided that their terms for doing

so are satisfactory to the board. 3. That

notice be given to all parties whose drainage

is connected with the sewerage of the town that

a further arrangement must be made relative to

the connection of their drainage. 4. That the

board be requested to obtain an advance from the

PubUc Works Loan Commissioners, to carry out

the works, at 3 per cent. The expenses of carry-

ing out the contemplated drainage of Windsor and

Eton, exclusive of vVindsor Castle, are estimated

—

for Eton, £6,000, and Windsor, £10,000.

Contagious Dise.vses.—Dr. John Whitmore,

medical officer of health for Marylebonc, in his

last monthly report, in speaking of measles and

scarlatina, says:—With regard to these and other

contagious diseases of a like nature, I venture to

think that, whilst care .and vigilance in regard to

the removal of nuisances, and the timely adop-

tion of measures of sanitary precaution may do

something to lessen their virulence and conse-

quent fatality, no very material diminution in the

number and frequency of the attacks can be

effected unless legislative enactments give to the

local or other properly constituted authority the

power to strike directly at the cause by which

they are propagated, that is to say, to prevent the

present free and unrestrained intercourse between

the healthy and the infected, and to isolate the

latter until all infection shall have passed away
;

but how this is to be done so as not to affect the

liberty of the subject or press arbitrarily and, in-

deed, very often cruelly, upon the poor and des-

titute classes, is a problem which has yet to be

solved.

NOTES
,
rEOlI

A CONSIDERABLE effort of the imagina-

l\_ tioQ is required to realise a fair idea of

the effect of the towns and villages con-

structed in woodwork throughout a large

portion of Western Europe during the middle

ages. Of the best of these a few fragments

alone now meet our eye, and those cannot be

considered by any means representative speci-

mens. On the one hand, many of their

present attractions are due merely to adventi-

tious circumstances, such as the picturesque-

ness and rich colouring, which are but the

result of time and even of decay. On the other

hand, they have lost half of their former and

truer charm, which lay in the completeness

of their design and ornament. Hardly an ex-

ample is now to be found which has been

neither mutilated nor changed in character,

or if a few here and there are to be dis-

covered in tolerable condition they are not,

as formerly, in harmony with all their neigh-

bours, but stand out from all their surroimd-

ings with a distinctness and contrast which

was no part of the original intention of their

designers. The universality of this class of

building, not for humble structures only, but

even for important and public works, is some-

what surprising when the comparatively

perishable nature of the material is con-

sidered. The workmanship that was lavished

upon it precludes the idea that economy
alone dictated its use. Although timber,

from its abundance, was readily obtainable,

it evidently was appreciated for many special

practical advantages conferred by it, and not

a little for the manner in which it lent itself

to vigorous and characteristic design.

In days when every village, as well as the

cities and towns, needed the protection of

walls, which had to be manned and defended

upon occasion, it was a matter of importance

to economise the room within them. Thus the

.successive upper stories of the houses pro-

jected over those below until they nearly met

at the eaves above the lesser streets. To
fulfil such a requirement the employment of

wooden framing became essential, and hence

mainly arose its universal adoption. As may
well be supposed, the combination of the

framing of such structures needed much
thought and care, as did also the selection

and preparation of the timber to be em-

ployed. So that the whole system of their

carpentry grew into an art, the perfection

attained in which is evidenced by their en-

durance.

Although I have lamented the rarity of

good examples in their original condition,

Ihis is due, in great measure, to the barbarous

want of taste of recent times, which has wan-

tonly spoiled the old houses, either to save

the trouble of keeping them in repair or from

a preference of the neater look of plastering

and whitewash. All the love of the grotesque

and picturesque which once was the character

of the Teutonic mind has quite vanished.

The present inhabitants of these buildings

have no regard for them. Before any neces-

sity arises, as far as I can learn, and simply

with the idea of improvement, they hack otf

all the projections and ornaments, cover the

outside with lath and jjastcr, and whitewash

them into uniformity. Then they smother

up the gables with slating and leave nothing

of the original structure visible but the bare

form and outline.

This style of building must be looked upon

as a lost art, and there are many reasons why
it would be impossible to revive it. Of

these, the liability to take and spread tire is

without doul)t the principal one, and it has

become absolutely necessary to forbid its use

in towns. For isolated buildings in the

country it might occasionally be serviceable,

but the failure of all modern attempts to

Still, they are not merely vain regrets that

we bestow upon these interesting and fast-

diminishing relics. There is much in them
that we can study with advantage, for they

always exhibit an intelligent and appropriate

method of construction and of ornament,

which is far from being the case with modern
buildings of the same material. There is

little doubt that the Romans used largely a

system of timber framing in their erections

throughout their conquered provinces, in con-

setjuence of the r.apidity with which they

could be put together out of materials which

they found everywhere to their hand in the

forests of the North. The lessons they thus

taught the nations whom they brought into

subjection were not lost when they withdrew,

and the seafaring habits which afterwards

pervaded those countries bordering upon the

sea and the great rivers, such as the Rhine,

which were the highways of the continent in

those days, necessitated a practical knowledge

of the use of timber for shipbuilding. This

must have proved useful to other artificers as

well, and taught them how to secure the ut-

most strength and tenacity which the mate-

rial properly chosen and treated admits of.

Of such early examples, imfortunately, there

are few remaining, and I was not fortunate

enough to meet with many in those parts of

Germany which I have visited. France is,

undoubtedly, more rich in these precious

relics, and Normandy possesses many scattered

fragments of them, which upon some other

occasion I may notice. The examples of

which I now give illustrations are taken trom

towns on the borders of the Rhine, and are

good specimens of their class. They differ

from the types I have been describing in some
important particulars, to which I will call

remark. They are of a much later date. In-

deed, it is astonishing to how recent a period,

this style of building has been continued. I

found numerous dated examples not a hun-

dred years old, so that their wholesale muti-

lation and destruction may be ascribed to tliis-

century alone, and the rate at which this is

proceeding is unfortunately rapid. Twenty
years ago Boppard was full of gloriously

rich and picturesque houses of this class, and

now only one mutilated specimen alon&

remains hi the market-place. In Lim-

burg, on the Lahn, I could not find one with

any traces of detail worth sketching, although

the whole town consists of houses of this class,

besmeared with plaster and slating, and

slobbered over with wliitewash and yellow-

dab, through which their picturescjue forms

and grouping still tell a melancholy tale as to

the value of what has been thus ruthlessly

swept away.
Perhaps the main difference between the

examples illustrated and those I have de-

scribed is that the construction of the flooring

externally is concealed, the projecting ends

of the binders being covered by moidded

cornices. In this they show a marked de-

cadence. It is quite possible that those

portions have been the first to decay, aiid, in

some cases, may have been cut off' and

covered at a subsequent date ; later builders

seeing this would probably adopt the same

treatment as a means of precaution. Another

point of difference is the peculiar local orna-

mentation of the spaces under the windowa,

which is very rich and effective. The pieces

of timber halved on each other are arranged

ill a variety of ornamental and interlacing,

patterns, and at each point of the intersec-

tions a circular or lozenge-shaped hole is

taken out and tilled, like the spaces betweea

the timbers, with light-coloured plaster. A
range of these is generally carried along

under the windows of each story, producing

a belt of rich ornament, the inter-ties being

carried for the purpose level with the window-

sULs. Of these patterns in detail I propose

to give hereafter a selection to scale. The
house in Boppard, which forms one of this

iiroduce the effect of the old work shows that week's illustrations, is an excellent specimen

we have neither the same materials nor skiUed of tliis class. The lower story is altogether

workmanship at our command. I of masonry. This gives a solidity to the
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OLD GERMAN TIMBER-FRAMED DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE.

effect of the whole, and contrasts well with

the framed upper portion. Unfortunately,

like too many of its neighbours, its gable has

been slated over, and it has lost its rieh

bargeboards, which once crowned and com-

pleted it. The angle-posts are large and well

marked, and they are carved with great rich-

ness and taste with ornament of Renaissance

character, which marks its comparatively

late date. The patterns in the row of panels

of each story are varied and characteristic,

OLD HOUSE AT BOPPARD.—See rage 30.

and the interlacing ones have a peculiar

feathered appearance which is very pleasing.

Tlie other example is taken from an old house

at Rhense, a village, a little lower down than

Boppard on the same side of the Rhine ; but it

does not altogether rei)resent it exactly as it is,

but with many lost details restored so as to

show the general character of such buildings.

A curious point in it is the curved projection

over the doorway, which is caused by the

revolution of the circular staircase, and was

probably intended to give some protection

from rain to the entrance. It is the only

instance I met with of a staircase projecting

in such a manner* ; but nearly every house

possessed a circular staircase with a newel

enriched by mouldings following the ramp.

Several of these are to be found in Andernach^

and a very good one still exists in the court-

• la the article " Maiaon," in M. VioUet-leDuc'a Die-

tionuaire, an example is given which resembles thu, bat

executed in atone.
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OLD GE RMAN TIMBER-FRAMED DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE,

yard of the hotel near the church at Bacharach.
The old glazing shown in the illustration

is just as it remains. Some of the details,

as the brackets under the turret in the angle,

and its bulbous-shaped roof, indicate that the

date of this example is not earlier than that

of the last described; both probably are of the

latter part of the sixteenth century.

In the absence of specimens of pure
Gothic work it is hardly fair to compare the

OLD HOUSE AT RHENSE.-Sce page 32

style of these German houses with those'of

France and England, for we have a better

knowledge of what those were in the best time.

We may, however, I think, assume that their

character wasalway s more vigorous than refined,

and that many features were carried almost to

exaggeration from the national love of gro-

tesque. I never found in Germany any detail

approaching in delicacy to that of the southern

counties of England. At the same time the

variety and fancy exhibited in the interlaced

work of the panels is less commonplace than

that which one sees so frc<juently in the black

and white houses of Cheshire. The wood is

always left its natural colour, and by the elfect

of time assumes a charmingly deep rich tint,

that harmonizes well with the tender greys

and wanner hues which the plaslenug in the

panels variously present.

Jons P. Seddon.
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Jfuriiituit niib g^coratinn.

INIEKIOE DECORATION.

IT is a singular thing that, amid all that is

constantly being written on matters of

art, the practice of internal decoration should
receive so little attention. We say the

practice, because we speak of decoration in

its practical application to ordinary buildings

and every-day uses. There are discussions on
the relative merits of fresco and mosaic, the

battle of the styles is waged with unflagging

energy, and ancient methods of painting or

other embellishment are investigated with
praiseworthy zeal. But genuine criticism on
contemporary works of decorative art is

only less rare than practical hints as to the

solution—decoratively speaking—of the great

problem how to attain "the greatest happi-
ness of the greatest number ; " or, in other

words, how to make use of the existing con-

ditions of art-manufacture and workmanship
under the existing state of public taste and
reqvxirements, to the greatest advantage from
an artistic, economic, and common-sense
point of view. The solution of the above
problem is no easy matter, and we do not
delude ourselves with the vain hope of

effecting it within the compass of a few short

columns. We are about, however, to give

our readers some little practical information
on the subject. We shall allude critically to

decorative works (mostly new) of public
interest, and we also propose to give the
results of some study and experience in this

branch of art under the form of suggestions

for the treatment of various buildings and
apartments. It will be our object to be prac-

tical rather than theoretical, and to follow

the example of Halifax the Trimmer iu our
independence of party. We shall endeavour
to strike a balance between purism and
realism, and to reconcile the rhetoric of Mr.
Ruskin with the practical requirements of

the ladies.

We will begin with an ordinary gentle-

man's house, and our attention must, in de-
ference to the lady, be at once directed to the
drawing-room. We must consider its nature,

uses, and position—whether it be in town
or country—a state saloon or the drawing-
room of the family—possessing a pleasing
prospect or with none at all, destitute of, or
replete with, works of art, such as paintings,

statuary, &c., and if the latter, their nature
and number. As these and many other con-
siderations must always exist, and in ever-

varying combinations, we shall best explain
the principles which ought to regulate the
different modes of treating such apartments
by taking one or two contrasting cases. Our
first shall be the London drawing-rooms of a
nobleman or gentleman of high position.

They are large and not over light, used prin-
cipally in the season, and consequently for

grand entertainments, and almost entirely at

night. They contain few works of art, and
those there are possess an effective rather than
a highly aitistic character. Our aim must be
to give the rooms an appearance at once
stately and brilliant. The style will pro-
bably be Italian or Renaissance, but this

should lean rather towards the severity of the
Greek than to the freedom of the French
school. Such colour as is introduced must
be of tolerably light and brilliant tone (not

crude), in broad masses, and largely relieved

with gold. With regard to the use of gold
we may here observe that it should be applied
to raised or concave surfaces rather than to

flat ones, especially when burnished ; and
that where used on walls, &c., as a back-
ground it is frequently advisable either pre-

viously to roughen the surface (as by sanding,
for instance) or to tone down the brilliancy of

the metal by varnishing, or by glazing with
sienna or some similar colour. On the flat of

ceilings gold rarely shows to advantage, and
generally appears black. The materials used
should be of good quality, and inferior ones

should be discarded. Thus wall paper, how-
ever good, will always give a hackneyed and
commonplace appearance to such a room.
The walls should rather be hung with some
rich textile fabric, such as silk, or be em-
bellished with hand painting, while the iix-

tures and more massive articles, such as

columns, pedestals, consoles, &o., should be of

marble. The walls should be divided into

several panels—say each side into three

—

each one containing in its centre some pro-

minent work of art or piece of furniture. The
woodwork of such a room can hardly be better

treated than as white or gold, but the white
should be enamel, the same as is seen so

widely on the continent. It is to be re-

gretted that the process used abroad is so

little known or practised in England. In
this country workmen seem unable or un-
willing to produce the effect except in much
the same way as coach panels are finished,

while oar neighbours achieve the result by a
method strongly resembling that employed
by gilders for the preparation of surfaces in-

tended to receive gold. The ordinary woods
would hardly be sufliciently rich in appear-

ance for our apartment, and we should, there-

fore, treat our furniture in black and gold,

white and gold, or plain mat and bur-

nished gold, according to the colour and
nature of the material used for covering.

Thus with the first we should use crimson
velvet, or amber or light blue silk ; with the

second, silk of any light tint ; and with the

third, amber, green, or crimson satin, of

normal tone, or rich violet velvet sufficiently

light to avoid blackness at night. The carpet

should be almost of monotone, except in the

border, where brilliant colour may be intro-

duced with advantage.

Having considered the treatment of our
drawing-room, we will suppose it finished and
proceed to describe its appearance. The
walls are lofty, and have, therefore, a dado
(which old-fashioned arrangement may be
often revived with immense advantage). The
skirting and surbase are veined as Sicilian

marble (a little gold being introduced into

the mouldings), with a geometrical inlay of

various light-coloured marbles in the inter-

mediate space. Above the dado each side of

the walls is divided into three equal panels,

with pilasters at both angles beyond. These
are all separated by white enamelled styles

and richly carved mouldings gilt in mat and
burnished. The pilasters are painted with
brilliant arabesques on a sanded gold ground,

and the panels are lined with the palest

possible apple green silk. Below the cor-

nice is a frieze in which the treatment of the
pilasters is reproduced, while the enrichments
of the cornice pass through a series of grada-

tions, as they rise, from solid gilding to the

lightest etching, the backgrounds alone being
coloured, and with, at the utmost, two tints

(probably the colour of the silk, with salmon
or lilac in the soffits). The flat of the ceiling,

if very large, may contain a little delicate

hand painting. Each centre panel of the

walls contains a piece of sculpture in white
marble, the side ones having either girandoles

or richly coloured vases, the brackets for

them, as well as for the statuettes, being dead
white slightly enriched with gold. The
chimueypieces are of polished statuary

marble, the carving of the panels being
thrown up by a gold background. Above
these the large mirrors are enclosed in archi-

tecturally treated frames, which have a band
some six or eight inches wide treated like the

pilasters and frieze. Opposite are similar ones,

but standing on massive white marble slabs

supported by boldly sculptured and gilt

eagles or lions, between which are placed a few

large vases on a plinth of black and gold

marble. Between the windows the same
treatment is probably repeated in a simpler

manner. The woodwork of the doors, &c., is

enamelled white, the smaller mouldings being

gilt, and the panels enriched with gold

pencU work and with small medallions con-

taining a figure suljject in colour on a gold

ground. The window cornices are gilt

and the valances are shaped in Vandykes and
are richly trimmed and embroidered with
black, white, bullion, and the least possible

quantity of scarlet. The material is amber
satin damask, the curtains being, of course, to

match, with simpler embroidery forming
merely a border. We have taken care in our
lace curtains to avoid the coarse treatment of
ninety-nine out of a hundred, and have
selected a pattern consisting of a network of

delicate sprigs, which at once suggests the
object and make of the article. Within a
margin of polished parqueterie our carpet is of

a simple design iu rich crimson velvet-pile of

two shades, bordered by a dark but brilliant

arabesque scroll. The settees, sofas, and
larger chairs are carved and polished black,

enriched with gold, and stuffed iu the same
material as the curtains ; the occasional chairs

are gilt solid. Two or three large white
sheepskin mats, and the rest of the furniture

and etceteras to the taste of the owner or his

lady, complete the arrangements, and we
may show His Grace into his London draw-
ing-room.

We have more to say on the decoration of

drawing-rooms.

WALL-FUBN1T0EE.

HAVING considered the subject o£ paper-

hangings, I will now oli'er a few hints on
what may be called the wall-furaiture of rooma ia

general, and of the drawing-room ia particular.

In most houses the chief example of this class ia

the mantel-piece mirror. Custom and con-

venience have long since determined its position,

and, considering the nature of our social habits ia

this country, and the importance which we attach

to a fireside in almost every apartment, one caa
scarcely doubt that, if a glass is to be fixed any-

where on the internal walls of a modern house,

this is the place for it. Unfortunately, however,

while it gives apparent size and real brightness to

a room, it is a feature which, as ordinarily de-

signed, is in itself eminently uninteresting. The
mere fact that it presents to the eye a reflection

of every object in front of its plane is, of course,

not sufficient to make it decorative. Accordingly

we find it enclosed in a gilt frame, or, to speak

more correctly, a wooden frame plastered over

with composition to imitate carving of a most
extrav.agant kind, and then gilded—a bad style o£

work even if the design were tolerable. But it ia

usually iu the worst taste. Now old frames made
in the last and previous centuries, whatever their

style may have been, had at least this advantage,

that they were moulded and carved out of solid

wood, and the difference between them and those

of modern manufacture is scarcely less than the

difference between well-modelled statuettes and
the common plaster-caata which are sold by an
itinerant image-man. We should be ashamed to

place the latter on our mantelpieces. Why are

we to tolerate in one class of decorative art the

vulgarities which we despise in another ? If real

carved work cannot be afforded, it is far better to

let such mirrors be fitted in plain solid frames of

wood, say three or four inches in width, enriched

with delicate mouldings or incised ornament. If

executed in oak, they may be left of their natural

colour ; if in the commoner kinds of wood, they

can be ebonised (i.e., stained black), and further

decorated with narrow gold stripes nrauing

transversely over the mouldings. This ought to

be a less expensive, as it certainly wovdd be a

more effective, process than that of gUding the

entire surface.

But we have other examples of wall-fumiture

to consider. The practice of hanging up oil and
water-colour paintinga, engravings, and photo-

grapha in our sitting rooms, ia one which I need

scarcely say contributes greatly to that appear-

ance of comfort which is the especial characteris-

tic of an Engliah house. But it can do moio
than this. Independently of the intrinsic value

which such works of art may possess, they become
collectively an admirable meana of legitimate

ornamentation. Assuming, then, that the priuta

and pictures we wi-ili to hang are of some artistic

interest, the queation arisea how we can diapoae

them on our walla to the best advantage. Suc-

cess in this respect will mainly depend on two

pointa— viz., their judicious asaociation and the

• From Mr. Charles L. Eastlakc'a " Hints on Uooaeholii

Taatu."
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design of frames. The first step should be to

classify. Oil-paintings should if possible be kept

in a room by themselves. The force of their

colour is always greater than that which can be

attained by other " vehicles," and will, therefore,

in juxtaposition with water-colour drawings,

make the latter look poor and feeble in ellect. It

is an old English custom to hang family portraits

in the dining-room, and it seems a reasonable

custom. Generally large in size, and enclosed in

massive frames, they appear well suited to an

apartment which e.tperience has led us to furnish

in a more solid and substantial manner than any

other in the house. Besides, the dining-room is

especially devoted to hospitality and family

gathering.?, and it is pleasant on such occasions

to be surrounded by mementoes of those who
once, perhaps, formed members of a social circle

which they have long ceased to join. But where

such portraits are few in number, there can be

no objection to add to this group such other oil

pictures as may be in the house, unless they are

sufficiently numerous to fill another room by

themselves. Of course, by filling a room I do

not mean crowding its walls almost from the

wainscot to the ceiling—a practice which, so

long as there is a convenient space elsewhere, is

much to be avoided. In annual exhibitions, such

as that of the Royal Academy, the enormous

number of works sent for display renders it neces-

sary to hang them three or four deep on the

walls ; but in the rooms of an ordinary private

house there is no necessity for such an arrange-

ment. To see pictures with anything like_ com-

fort or attention, they should be disposed in one

row only, and that nppo.nte the eye, or on an

tached by wire or cord. But this plan involves

some expense, and it is hardly wortk while to

adopt it for ordinary use. Picture rings are gene-

rally fixed at the back of the frames, and some

inches below its upper edge ; this throws the pic-

ture forward at the top. which some people con-

sider an advantage. But this inclination, though

sometimes advantageous iu the highest row of a

crowded gallery, is useless when every picture is

hung "on the line." Moreover, a light frame thus

suspended is never steady, but liable to rock with

the slightest motion. A better plan is to screw the

rings on the upper edge of the frame, which will then

lie flat against the wall. When nails are used for

picture hanging, they should be driven into the

wall just under the bottom line of the cornice, and

for obvious reasons, never lower down on the wall

where it can possibly be avoided. As, however,

internal walls, or those which separate room from

room or rooms from passages, are merely framed

partitions, filled in with lath and plaster, it is not

always easy to find a holdfast for the nail,

but by gently tapping the wall with a hammer,
you will soou perceive where the solid wood -or,

as the carpenters call it, the stud—occurs, and

there the nail will hold fast enough.

Never suspend a framed picture, however, small

from one nail. This may seem a trifle ; but, inde-

pendently of the considerations of safety, the effect

produced by two points of support is infinitely

better. The triangular space enclosed by a pic-

ture-cord stretched between three points must

always be inharmonious with the horizontal and

vertical lines of a room.

If it is desii able, as I have said, to hang oil pic-

by themselves, it is doubly advisable to se-

average about 5lt. 6in. from the floor to the pai ate water-colour drawings and photographs or

centre of the canvas. (I refer now to ordinary-

sized pictures ; of course, full-length portraits of

life-size and other large works require to be hung

higher.) A row thus formed will make a sort of

coloured zone around the room, and though the

frames themselves may vary in shape and dimen-

Mons, they can generally be grouped with some-

thing like symmetry of position, the larger ones

being kept iu the centre, and tbe smaller ones

being ranged on either side in corresponding

places along the line.

It is, however, by no means necessary to good

efiect that the drawings or paintings thus

arranged should come into close contact. On the

contrary, it is often a much better plan to sepa-

rate them, especially in a drawing-room, by such

small objects as sconces, small ornamental mirrors,

or little wooden brackets supporting statuettes,

vases, &c. A very inexpensive and pretty form
|

of mirror, probably /enetian in its origin, has

lately been manufactured by Mr. Furze, of BUILDING AND LAND SOCIETIES.
Ilanway street, and may be used for this purpose.

I

The general form of the frame is that of ajTiIE fifth annual general nieet.ng of the

lozenge intersected by a quatrefoil. It is made Borough of Fmsbnry Permanent Benefit Building

of wood, covered with coloured velvet, and
|

Society was held on Monday evening la.st. The

studded at its edges with nails, which may be
|

report read by the manager showed that the

either eilt or silvered receipts for the year, including loans, amounted

Small wooden brackets, in great variety of shape, to £iO,771 13s. lOd The pre fits 'na<ie up to

can of course be bought at any ordinary uphol- the time of closing tho books bad enabled the

sterers, but as a rule they are weak in construe- directors to allow interest on the deposit shares

tion and <.f very inferior design. The pierced at the rate of 5 per cent., alter doing which

open-work with which their lower portions are there remained ii surplus nroht. which, in ao-

engravings. Each may be beautiful in their way,

but to place them together is to destroy the efiect

of both. The print will look cold and harsh by

the side of the water-colour sketch ;
the sketch

will seem unreal and gaudy by the side of the pho-

tograph. Keep them all apart—it not in separate

rooms, at least on separate walls. Never hang

glazed drawings, where it can be avoided, opposite

a window. The sheen of the glass reflects the

daylight, and annihilates the effect of the picture

behind it. Take care that your picture-cord either

matches or harmonises with the colour of the wall

paper behind it. Some people use wire instead of

cord, because the former is almostinvisicle.atalittle

distance ; but this seems to me a disadvantage. If

we know that a picture is hun;:, it is as well to see

how it is hung ; and this principle, by the way,

extends to other details of household furniture.

usually decorated would be a perfectly legitimate cordanoo with the rules, had been transferred to

means of ornamentation for such objects, if pro-
{

a reserved fund account, out of wluoli the di-

perly introduced, but in this, as in all cases where I

rectors declared a bonus of 2 per cmt., making

wood-work is thus treated, the pattern should be the total interest credited to such acoou"*'. —

•

represented by the portion cut away, and not by cent, per annum. Ou the ^Oth of Nove
lints 7 p
ember last

representfil oy tue portion cui, awij,, auu u.ji, "j |
;-

i,„„,:„

that which is left. The annexed example, though
I

the shares in lorco ni^™bero_d 2,001 ;
subscrip-

of verv simple shape, will suffice to illustrate my t.ons due to members, £14 8/S Os
f |' ''"""''f

meaning. It is hardly necessary to add that the
1

advanced to members, £S.22o. Advances had

so-called "ornamental" hather-work which a
|

been made on 1 lOJ shares, and the property

few years ..go was so much in vogue with young mortguged to the
^°'^'^%„^'>l''ff°lj''"'ly-

ladies, who used it for the construction of brackets, four houses, on which £27.ooO had been ad-

baskets, picture frames, &c., was, like poticho- vanced. The report was adopted, and thedirec-

manie, diaphanerie, and other modern drawing- tors for the ensuing year elected.

room pursuits, utterly opposed to sound principles The fifih annual meeting of the Albert Benefit

of taste. Pieces of leather cut into the shape of Building Society was held last week. From the

leaves and flowers, glued together and v.arnished,
|
report and financial statement presented by the

represent at best but a wretched parody on the
I secretary it appeared that 'lOOis shares were in

carver's .art. The characteristic beauty of Oriental i optralion, l/'J being secured by moitgage. The
china and of painted windows can n«ver even be receipts tor the past year wore £l,'i'M I3s., anu

suggested by bits of coloured paper gummed to the the paymenls for advances and withdrawals

surface of gla-ss. Such work as this may bo the auioumed to £2,GM. Tiio society during the

rage for a few seasons, but sooner or later must
|

year has been enabled to reduce its liabilitios

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
Bheach of CoNTBAcr.—A building firm in

Edinburgh contracted in 18C3 to execute

the mason work of a house, according to

plans, specification, and schodnle of measure-

ment. Tho builder was employed by an
architect. Tho work was finished under in-

spection, and tho money paid in 1864. A short

time ago, dry rot, so-called, was found in the

timber of the basement floor, and the architect,

alter having examined it, reported that this had
been caused by tho drains not having been
properly laid, and the specification having been
in other respects non-lulfiUed. The builder re-

fused to have anything to do with it, seeing the

work had been taken oS" his hands, and in

consequence of this tho propricior executed

sundry alterations, for which, as wellas damages
for inconvenience to his family, he sued the

builder. The case, though set down, did not go

to trial, both parties having agreed to a reference,

which has resulted in the referee, a builder,

deciding in favour of the proprietor. The action

was for damages to the cxten' of £250, which

was made up by an account for repairs amount-

ing to £152 8s. lOid., and the b dance for incon-

venience, and the referee has decided that tho

builder shall pay the proprietor £150, and that

each party pay his own expenses.

Bkeach of Conteact.—The Decoration or

THE NEW Gkeek Church, LivEitrooi..— Pvreloff

V. Papayanni.—This was an action to recover

compensation lor an alleged breach of contract

by Mr. G. N. Papayanni, merchant, Liverpool, to

employ the plaintiff, a Greek artist, to execute a

number of paintings for the decoration of the

Orthodox Greek Cunrch, in course ot comple-

tion in Parliament-street, Liverpool, and pay-

ment for work done. Mr. Papayanni is ono of

the committee of subscribers by whom the

erection of the church is being superintended,

and, it being considered desirable by the com-

mittee to secure the services of a Greek artist

for the decoration of the church, he communi-

cated with the plaintiff, who resided at Chios,

offering him a free passage to Liverpool, and

agreeing, according to the plaintifl's evidence, to

engage him on his arrival hero to paint ten large

paintings and several smaller ones for the em-
bellishment of tho church, and to give him a

free passage homo when ho bad finished them.

It was specified that the work should be com-

pleted by the 1st July, 18G7. The plaintiff came
to Liverpool in ono of the defendant's steamers,

and on his arrival here he painted a specimen

picture, which was submitted to the subsoritjers

for their approval, and, according to the plaintiff's

statement, was approved, notwithstanding which

he was not employed to do the work, nor was

he sent back to Greece as promised. He had

been kept waiting in Liverpool since December,

1860, during which period ho painted three or

four pictures for the defendant. Tho church was

not yet ready ior the reception of thj paintings

which he camo ever to execute. He had

executed four paintings, one of which he valued

at £10, One at £50, and two at £5 each. In one

of his letters during tho negotiation tho plaintiff

said that if his specimen picture was not

approved he should only expect tho expense O

his voyage to Liverpool and of his return home,

the picture remaining as an offering to the

church.—The defence was that tho a'jreement to

engage the plaintifl' was subject to tho condition

that his specimen picture should meet the

approval of the subscribers to the church, and

that it (ailed entirely to do so. Tho defendant

denied having given the plaintiff any order to

execute the work, stating that ho merely advised

him to paint anoihcr specimen wich tho view of

promoting his success, and that when it was

evident he would not succeed, he was offered a

free passage home, and Mr. Basilio Papayanni

also ofl'ered to get up a subscription in his behalf.

—Tho jury gave a verdict lor the defendant,

expressing the opinion that tho plaintiff should

be allowed a free passage home when he wished

to return.

fall, as it deserves to fall, into universal contempt.

The art of picture hanging requires much nicety

and no little patience, for it is dilhcnlt to measure

distances between the centres of frames along a

wall. One method of getting over the dithculty

ie to have an iron or brass rod fixed at the top of

the wall, just under the ceiling, .and fitted with

sliding rings, to which the pictures may be at-

bolh to bankers and depositors. The clecion

of directors for the ensuing year terminated the

proceedings.

The death is announced of Mr. Edward
Goodall, the engraver—father of Mr. F. Goodall,

Pi.A.,— at the age of seventy -six.

An agitation has boon commenced for reduc-

ing tho hours of work and increasing the p.ay of

the bricklayers of the Potteries and Newcastle-

under-Lyne. Notico has been received by the

Secretary to the branch of the Builders' Associa-

tion fiOTu six bricklayers for chanjiing tho hour

of loiving ofl" work from six to half-past five,

and raising the wages from CJd. to O^d. per hour

lu the summer months.
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Clje ^urbnior.

[The Building News having been perma-

nently increased in size, will, in future,

devote a portion of its space to the educa-

tion and duties of the Quantity, District,

and Land Surveyor. The theoretical

principles which constitute the basis of all

professional education, and their practical

application, which can alone qualify the

surveyor for actual work, will be fully ex-

plained. The various branches will be

treated on, including Plain as well as

Instrumental Surveying, Leveling, Slap-

ping, and both the elementary and ad-

vanced duties of the Draughtsman and
Calculator. While due regard will be

paid to e.xample and precedent, those me-
thods most in unison with the progress

made by the profession will be selected

for illustration. We therefore trust that

the contents of ovlv future numbers will be

such as to interest the student, the pupil,

.and the professional man.]

WE briefly laid before our readers in our
last article a general resume of the

actual practical operations connected with
what is usually termed, in engineering and
surveying parlance, " field work." It is now
necessary to glance for a moment at what is

called, in contradistinction to the above,

"office work." Here, again, the surveyor
trenches upon the duties that may be con-

sidered to strictly belong to the architect and
the engineer. It is absolutely necessary that

he be a good, accurate, and expeditious

draughtsman. If an accomplished one, and
able to prepare perspective and isometric

views of buildings and other architectural

designs, he evidently encroaches upon the
limits of the architect's proper sphere. If,

again, he is capable of drawing bridges, cul-

verts, retaining walls, and similar works of

construction, he manifestly trespasses upon
the province of the engineer. These state-

ments are not made with the object of deter-

ling a beginner from perfectiug himself in

the best manner he may think fit, but for the

purpose of corroborating our former assertion

lespecting the difficulty of drawing the dis-

tinct line of demarcation between the legiti-

mate duties of the architect, the surveyor,

and the engineer. It is not often that a

draughtsman is capable of accomplishing all

that has been mentioned ; and we would
strongly advise our younger readers not to

attempt too much, but to bear in mind the

old motto, " Jack of all trades and master of

none." Omitting the consideration of what
a young surveyor may or may not be able to

do, and of those branches of study which he
may or may not pursue at his option, there

are certain subjects in which he must qualify

iimself in order to be capable of acting as an
efficient assistant in an office. His mathe-
matical knowledge need not extend to the

binomial theorem, equations to the curve, or

the integral and differential calculus, but it

must include a thorough mastery of trigono-

juetry and geometry, the use of logarithms,

and the principles of statics and dynamics.

A general acquaintance with the physical

and experimental sciences, embracing heat,

electricity, galvanism, and magnetism, is

desirable, but not absolutely necessary, pro-

fessionally speaking.

The acquisition of a vast amount of use-

ful but extraneous knowledge must depend
altogether upon the particular disposition or

natural bent of the student's mind. There is

juow no necessity for cultivating the acquaint-

ance of the subjects and sciences we have
mentioned through the medium of abstrusely

written books and volumes compiled appa-

rently with the express intention of con-

fusing, instead of enlightening, the reader.

The physical and other sciences have been

lately treated in so popular and simple

a manner, have been divested of all

mathematical and purely scientific encum-
brances, that, instead of a toil, instead of

a task, it is an actual recreation to anyone of

an inquiring and studious mind to peruse
them. It is not quite possible to divest sub-
jects that are per se of a mathematical and
analytical character of their distinguishing
characteristics. Algebra and trigonometry
must always remain algebra and trigonometry,
and although the manner in which they are
taught has something to do with the relative

facility with which they may be acquired, yet
the details, however uninteresting and bearing
apparently but little upon practical work,
must be mastered by hard study, and by no
other means but close and hard study. It

is true that the road to knowledge is rendered
much smoother to the feet of the pilgrims and
wayfarers than it used to be, but it still pos-

sesses, and always will possess, many thorns.

There is one word of advice we have to give

to all young members or intended members
of the profession. It is, not to be impatient

when they are undergoing their theoretical

course of instruction. As much as possible,

theory and practice should be combined, but
it is obviously impracticable to combine the
elements of theory with any detail of actual

practice. One might as well attempt to

explain to a child the reason why it should
learn to distinguish A from B. It must be
borne in mind that there are some things

which must be learnt blindly, so to speak.

The acquisition of knowledge cannot be
always immediately followed by a palpable

and tangible result. The learner must take

the assurance of those who are older and wiser

than he that ultimately he will reap the fruits

of his course of instruction. We particularly

draw attention to this point, as it is a common
observation upon the part of a pupil when
he is engaged in solving a problem or un-

ravelling a difficulty of which he does not

perceive the immediate practical bearing,
" What's the use of this ? I don't see what it

has got to do with surveying." At the same
time that there are many theoretical par-

ticulars which will not be capable of prac-

tical application at first, but which form a

part of the correct system of education for a

surveyor, there are also others which are often

taught which might as well be omitted. A
distinction must be drawn between acquiring

knowledge that must be ultimately valuable

both theoretically and practically and wasting

time in learning what is perfectly foreign to

the end in view. It is not at all an uncom-
mon circumstance to find a professional man
knowing nearly everything except what he
ought to know—that is, his profession. This
results from an ill-chosen selection of sub-

jects, or too great a devotion to those that are

at least superfluous, and too great a neglect of

those that should form the proper objects

of attention and research.

Although the old title of " surveyor " is

still applied to the district and local appoint-

ments to which we alluded in our last, yet

tlie professional man required must have some
knowledge of engineering principles and
practical acquaintance with various works of

construction. Among others, those relating

to drainage and sewerage works are now
especially prominent. 'The best manner of

laying drain pipes, the proper form for sewers,

their relative capacities for discharging, the

correct gradients and velocities acquired

thereby, are all details demanding no ordi-

nary amount of skill, energy, and professional

ability upon the part of the local officer. In

addition to these particulars there is another,

which perhaps is the most onerous and the

most difficult of attainment of all. It is capa-

bility of estimating the cost of the proposed

works. This item is frequently seriously

augmented by the necessity of employing

pumping for the purpose of raising the sewage

to a height that will give it the command of

land which could not be irrigated u])on the

principle of gravitation. Many beginners

are accustomed to rely upon price books for

making iip their estimates. This is a serious

error. The prices given in books are of use

in case of disputed payments and may be
safely taken as generally correct, but to

attempt to make them serve as standards in

every district, independently of all local and
other considerations, is a mistake which
would be detected at once, long before it was
necessary for actual practice to demonstrate

its fallacy. It cannot be too strongly urged
upon the pupil and tiie student that he should

lose no opportunity of making himseK ac-

quainted with the prices of actual work. To
be able to assert from his own notes that

upon such and such a job drain pipes were laid

at so much per running yard, that brickwork

in culverts and sewers cost so much per

cube yard, that earth was excavated at such a

price, concrete put in, piles driven, and other

items of construction executed upon such

and such terms, is a knowledge that no price

or text book can supply, and will be of per-

manent benefit to the possessor during the

whole of his professional career. It is true

that the cost of executing similar work varies

in different localities, but the discrepancy

is not so great now as it used to be. As the

means of transit for goods and materials have

been enormously increased during the last

few years, so has there been a tendency to-

wards a greater equality of price. Moreover,

although a man may not know without some
inquiry what the same description of work
that he witnessed at one place would cost at

another, yet the man that is able to say " I

know that such and such a work was done at

such and such a place at such and such a

price " has an immense advantage over him
whose only idea of what it might coat

is derived from a price book. While, there-

fore, giving earnest attention to the lessons of

theory, the equally important one of practical

and reliable information must not be for-

gotten. Having thus sketched out the out-

line of the duties that are demanded of the

surveyor, and the knowledge he ought to

possess, we shall in our succeeding articles

direct his attention to those means best cal-

culated to enable him to arrive at the wished-

for goal.

MOEKELL'S PATENT ASH-CLOSET.

(COMMUNICATED.)

THE treatment and disposal of towns' refuse,

as it regards public health, has become a

question of first importance. We have from time

to time called the attention of our readers to the

prominent features of the question, and we recur

to it with the object of bringing before them a

new scheme that presents features which we
think give it a claim to at least a share of the

support of all who take an interest in the solution

of the problem. The Rev. Mr. Moule has laboured

hard to establish the dry-earth system, and has

succeeded in estabUshing the fact of the power of

dried earth to deodorise and absorb ;
but he has

had against liim the one great objection—viz., the

expense of carrying into, and, as a consequence,

out of, the town again of the requisite earth.

This we cannot but think has, to a great extent,

prejudiced the adoption of the dry system.

If the human excrement is conveyed .away by
the aid of water or by the aid of dried eartl^

there still remain the other refu.se matters of the

house to deal with—namely, cinders and ashes,

domestic vegetable refuse, and house liquid

refuse. The two former of these would have to

be collected as now and removed periodically.

Whatever plan is adopted must be one that will

prevent the saturation of the soil by offensive

refu.se fiquid matter ; hence all receptacles, mov-
able or fixed, must be watertight.

The new scheme we refer to meets this require-

ment. It is called the " Dry Aah Sanitary

Scheme," and is advocated by Messrs. Morrell

and Roberts, of King-street, Manchester. Their

plan provides for the self-acting separation of the

fine ash from the cinders. These two are quite

distinct in their character, for whilst the fine

ash alone acts as a deodoriser, the cinders, which

in bulk form two-thirds of the whole, when in

combination encourage the deciim|)osition of the

fostid matters with which they come into contact.

The plan we give illustrates one mode of attach-
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MOEKELL'S PATENT ASH-CLOSET.

DESCRIPTION.

A—Hole in back wall for putting cinders and aslies on to

theecreener. Bottom is not more than 3ft. above yard

floor.

B— Screener, brought into agitation by opening of privy

or any door. Mesh, ten to tlie square inch,

C—Pipe for conveying tine ashes to excrement box or pit.

It is attached to the aciecuer, and agitated with it.

D—Excrement and ash box, movable.
• E—Hole in yard for removing excrement box, covered by

a trap-door.

F—Movable box for receiving the whole or a portion of

screened cinders, through which all house liquids may be

ing the patent ash screener to the outer pre-

mises. This may be varied to Euit circumstances.

The contents of the ash grate are to be carried

from the house as now, and, instead of being

thrown into a large pit, are to be thrown through

a hole in the wall, by which they drop upon the

Bcreener. This, together with the excrement-

box, forms an ample substitute for the present

ash-midden, for it must be remembered the

cinders are being continually re-burnt. A large

receptacle for the liquid refuse of the house i.s

conveniently placed in the yard, whence the

liquid will find its way by the house drains to

the sewers, which will convey it to its destination

all the more quickly from the comparative

absence of the solids that it would contain

under the water-closet system. The vegetable or

food refuse is to I e collected in a box provided for

the purpose, and removed periodically with the

contents of the excrement-box to a repository

provided for the purpose. In case of a large

town adopting the system, a number of such

repositories would be required. There the street

Bweepings and such like matter would be also

brought, and when mixed with the matters here

provided for would form a manure which would

realise a vast annual sum, certainly equal to three

times the cost of its removal and treatment. A
town of 100,000 inhabitants would in this way
realise a clear gain of £iO,000 per annum, but to

this must be added the value of water saved, and
the amount tbat would be saved by reducing the

bulk of material to the extent of two-thirds, to

be removed from the premises, a labour that must
be performed on its greatest scale with either the

water or the dry-earth system.

We have, for the present, said sufficient as to

the remunerative character of this scheme, both

as it affects the individual occupant and the body
of ratepayers. To the builder of property we
may say that the space taken up in the outer

premises is only five square yards, and the num-
ber of square yards of brickwork ia sufficiently

passed for purification before being discharged into house
drains or sewers. Receptacle tor slopswould be placed par-

tially over or neai' it. Bj reversing the direction of the
screen this box may be put out of sight altogether. This
plan provides for the prevention of anything but pure
liquid entering the sewers from the dwelling, consequently
prevfnts the pollution of the river. Its adoption would
involve a loss of cinders to the householder, but these need
only be the smaller ones.

Note.'—The walls, roof, and privy seat are only par-

tially shown. They have been broken to show internal

detail.

reduced to make the cost of such outer premises,

including price of screener, not exceed if it be so

great as the present prevailing system of ash-

middens. As to increased rent from the s.avingof

fuel, that is a question for his own judgment.

As to the question of utilising or disposing of

the liquid refuse at the discharging points of the

sewers, it cannot be denied that, from the liquid

character of the refuse, and from its smaller

quantity than the water system would involve,

it must be found in a much more available state

for treatment of whatever kind may be adopted.

We come to the last, though far from least, im-

portant feature of the scheme— viz., " its sanitary

good":—That the fine ash is capable, as the

earl by refuse of the mine, of absorbing and ar-

resting the escape of ofiensive gases from human
excrement we cannot suppose anyone will dispute

;

therefore we consider in this respect a great

sanitary point is achieved at the working-man's

dwelling. Order and cleanlines.i, two great pro-

moters of health, are undoubtedly procured with-

out any demand upon the occupants of the dwell-

ing beyond their doing what is easiest and most
convenient. The present objection,\ble system of

removing the contents o£ ash-middens—viz., the

immersion knee-deep in the putrid mass of the

night-soil man, the harrowing of it out in heaps

to some public thoroughfare, the leaving of it

there for at least some hours, no inconsiderable

portion to remove itself by time, and finally its

possible disposal to fill up some cavity upon

which dwellings are to be hereafter erected, is a

system sufficient alone to incline us to favour the

general adoption of this scheme.

The reader will be able to form an idea

from the plan how on the opening of the

privy or any other door the screener, with

the ash-pipe, may be bodily brought into agita-

tion, and, couseiiuently, how, after the cinders

with their ashes have passed over a screen

with meshea ten to the square inch, the fine

ash ia discharged into the excrement receptacle

and the cinders into the yard for re-use, and how
consequently the excrement is deodorised, a

valuable manure produced, and a great saving of

fuel effected at each house by the saving of the
cinders for re-burning.

\V e wish the promoters of it the success they
deserve, as we feel it is calculated to prove highly

beneficial in the redaction of the mortality in

our towns and villages.

j|mli«iig Intelligence.

OmmOHES AND OHAFELS.

A new MethocUst Chapel has been opened at

Rawdon, near Leeds. The building is in the

Gothic style, built of delf stone wall stones and
sandstone dressings. The entire cost of the

works will be about £1,500. Local builders have
carried out the various works, under the superin-

tendence of the architect, Mr. Alfred H. Thomp-
son, of Leeds.

The new church of St. Gabriel, Birmingham,
was consecrated on Tuesday. The cost of the

building, which is substantial, was £4,200. Mr.

J. H. Chatwin was the architect, and Messrs.

Wilson and Son, of Soho, the builders.

lu our notice of the new church, Somer's Town,
last week, we said the architect was Mr. Newman.
Mr. Bibing writes to say it should be " Newman
and Billing."

The old church of St. Mary's parish, Kensing-
ton, which Bishop Blomfield used to designate as

the ugliest in his diocese, having been condemned
as unsafe, is to be taken down, an.d a new one
erected from designs by Mr. G. Gilbert Scott.

The style of the new building is that of about the

latter quarter of the thirteenth century. It con-

sists in plan of a large nave and chancel, each

with aisles, and double aisles at the eastern part

of the nave. The tower and spire, which will be of

considerable scale, are at the north-east angle, and
connected with the chancel by an extra aisle. It

will be erected in portions, from the insufficiency

of funds. The estimated cost will be aa follows :

—Nave and aisles, £18,500 ; chancel and aisles,

£6,500; tower and spire, £10,000; making a

total of £35,000.

BUILDINGS.

On Thursday week new industrial schools were
opened at Kirkdale, near Liverpool. The new
building, which is in the Gothic style, haa been

erected on land obtained from the Earl of Derby,

and adjoining the old portion of the schools,

from designs by Messrs. J. A. Pioton and Sou
;

the contractor for the work being Mr. John West-

moreland. The estimated cost of the erection,

exclusive of land and some other expenses in con-

nection with the internal arrangements, is nearly

£21,000. The building consists of three stories,

and accommodates nearly 700 children.

A large public liall, with reading-rooms, &c.,

is in course of erection at Sheerness. The
Government has been induced to dispose of a

quantity of land for building purposes to meet the

local want of houses. Strenuous exertions are

being made by the inhabitants to improve and
cultivate the natural attractions of the locality as

a place of summer resort, for which, from its easy

access by boat and rail, its fine natural beach, and
sea-side scenery, it is admirably suited.

A new school building in connection with the

church of St. .Mary the Virgin, Whissonsett,

Norfolk, has just been completed from designs

supplied by Mr. C. J, Moxon, A.K.I. B.A., of

Gower-street, London. The main buililings con-

sist of a school room 51ft. by 20ft,, a class room,

communicating with the former by open arches,

and separate porches for boys and girls. The
roofs are all open-timbered, of a very substan-

tial and ornamental character ; and the material

employed in the building is flint with red brick

dressings. The whole is warmed by a patent Gur-

ney stove, so placed as to serve for both school

and class room. The work h.as been satisfactorily

carried out by the builder, Mr. George Brown, of

Whissonsett.

A Lock Hospital will shortly be opened at Col-

chester in connection with the camp. The designs

were supplied by the Ivoyal Engineer Depart-

ment, approved by the War Office. Messrs.

Everett and Son, of Colchester, were the con-

tractors. Accommodati(m is provided for twenty-

five patients, at a cost of £i,000.
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On Tuesday afternoon a new workhouse was

opened at Preston. The building has been

erected at a cost of between £40,000 and £50,000

for designs by Mr. Leigh Hall, of Bolton.

New schools are about to be erected in con-

nection with the parish of St. Luke, Gloucester.

The building is intended to be constructed of
_
red

brick, with bands of ornamental coloured bricks.

The design was prepared by Mr. Alfred \V.

Maberly, architect, of Gloucester, under whose

superintendence ihe works are to be carried out.

The estimated cost is £2,000.

NOTICE.

THE "BUILDINO NEWS"
PERMANENTLY ENLARGED.

TO COBRESPONDENT8.

To Our Readers.—We shall feel obliged to any of our

re&dere who %vill favoiur ua with brief notes of works con-

templated or in progress in the provinces.

Letters relating to advertisements and the ordinary busi-

ness of the Paper should be addiessed to the EDITOR,
31, TAVISTOCK STREET, COVENT GARDEN. W.C.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the

office before 5 o'clock p.m. on Thursday.

Received.-I. C. p.—M. H.—J. G, H—T. G. and Son.

—G M —H. C— Messrs. M. and Co.—D. N.—I. C. M.—
H. H S —P. H. and I. N.—E. H. L. B.— I. P. S.—I. W.
—B. H. E.-R. M. D.—I. O. C.-N. N. D.-G. and K.—
H. W —I A -T. H. W.-H. H. and Co.-W. B. and Co. -

C W A — I. T. and Co.-R. W. W.-G. and Co.-A. W. M.
— W. and I. H.— S. W. A.-G. E. G.-R, P. S.-I. I. SI.

—M. G.—H. B. M.-G. C. S.—A. B.-W. T. A.

J. B.— The inde^ for last year's volume will appear in

(tlie nest number of the Building News.
TouNQ Architect. The last edition of "Gwilt's Ency-

clopajdia" was edited by Mr. Wyatt Papworth, and pub-

lished by Longman, Green, and Co.

O. S. Blackburn.—The cases for bindia? sell for Is. 6d.

to the trade, aud your bookseller was not j ustitied in charg-

ing more than 23. for it.

JiRRATA.—In our last week's article on "Stress Dia-

grams for Straight Rafter Roofs," page 6, second column,

line 35 and 33 from the bottom, for *
' point C " read " point

G" ; and similarly at column 3, line 6 from the top. Column
3, line 43 from the bottom, for " 050760," read " B5076 "

; at

page 7, column 3, line 10 from the top, for '* point '

' read
*' point 4."

—

—

GROTESQUES.

To the Editor of the BoiLDiNa News.

Sis,—As my remarks were intended to apply

to the " grotesque " in genera), and not in par-

ticular to Mr. J. Moyr Smitli's inventionp, hia

strictures are uncalled for. However, as lar as

the main argument of my letter rests—viz , tte

inadmissibility of a revival of the "grotesque,"

Mr. Smith does not venture to question, cor

indeed can anyone. Like many who attach

modern and modified meanings to antiquated

ideas, Mr. Smith vainly endeavours to "educate"

his readers up to wbat he considers the

"grotesque" ought to be, but 1 am afraid

some of his designs do not bear out hia theory.

He Bays, "no representation in sculpture of

what ought to be abhorrent in actual life

onght to be tolerated,'' and again, *' the true

Tnle to be followed is the imitatiou of nataro.''

Mr. Smitli further Siiys, "we shall find in the

natural world subjects quite as ' grotesque ' as

ever sculptor wrought or limiiur painted.'

^uite a new meaning must be attached to the

word here. If the natural world can show
anything so grotesque or distorted as some of

"the carvings of the middle ages, it should be

avoided, certainly not copied. "The mind of

the woiker" certainly had more to do with

these creations than nature or material. With-

out undervaluing contrast or the forcible in

design, there can surely be little art design or

talent in so conveuLionalisiug the auimal world

as to portray its most uncouth and repulsive

features. It would be an unfortunate day for

art when artists associated ugliness with beauty,

as it would bo for the moral world were good
and evil, pain and pleasure, indiscriminately

admired. The admixture of bad with the good

is the result of impeifection, and the mind or

mirror that retiects the former must be faulty.

I should like to see Mr. Smith's peneil em-
ployed on better sulgeots.— I am, &c.

G. HUSKISSON GUILLAUUE.

Sib,—I have one or two very brief remarks to

make with refennice to Mr. Smith's letter in

your last, after which, so far as I am concerned,
the subject may drop. Waiving the question

whether the real object of art is the reproduction

of natural form?, and whether this is not, in fact,

only the inC'xns and not the end, let me observe
that if all creatures made by the " Great Archi-

tect," with whom Mr. Smith seems to be on such

familiar terms, are, on that account, to be held

worthy of admiring study and of imitation in

art, I suppose the principle will be extended to

the whole of creation, and will embrace fleas,

bugs, and other interesting developments of life.

These are all " God's creatures," you know, as

well as the dogs and beetles, and cannot logically

be despised. To any of your readers, however,
who may have paid attention to the Darwinian
theory ot species, it may perhaps have occurred

that, in the progress from a lower to a higher

development of life, it is in the natural course of

things that the noxious and repulsive forms
should be gradually exterminated or become
extinct—a process which palajontogy bears irre-

futable evidence of; and that, consequently,

to adopt these lower iorms in art production is

to reverse, not to follow, the natural order of

things.

There is an eloquent passage in one of Mr.
Euskin's Edinburgh lectures, in which he con-

trasts the manual dexterity and inventive power
shown in certain periods of Hindoo art with the

baseness and hideousness of the predominant
forms therein ; and he connects the taste lor this

style of design with the low and cruel character

of the Hindoo religion. The curious fact that

a taste for design of a very similar class should,

in the present day, be connected by its upholders
with religious feeling adds one more to the

many indications that the form of media3val

Christianity revived by a certain party with so

much enthusiasm essentially diiferg very littlo

in spirit from some of the most corrupt periods

of Hindoo and Egyptian paganism. To Mr.

Smith's remarks about '' twaddle and impiety "

I have no answer to give ; all things considered

I rather accept it as a compliment, I am at

least impious in good company, and I scarcely

think either Mr. Guillaume or myself would be

much troubled by a charge which must include

such men as Mill, Comte, Darwiu, and other poor

creatures of similar calibre.—I am, &c.,

H. H. Statham.

SiE,—Allow me to express my satisfaction

that Mr. J. Moyr Smith has so ably taken up
the pen in hia own defence, and that some, at

least, of your readers, who can appreciate the

versatility of his talents will not be debarred
from the pleasure of seeing his productions in

your papti'. Mr. Smith has, with commendable
modesty, usually entitled his sketches aa *' Sug-
gestions," and no doubt many of your subscribers

will, with me, have found them exceedingly

valuable as such. Should the gentlemen who
have written so strongly against Mr. Smith's

designs be able to prove their superiority by
sending something better to your journal, 1

will certainly not bo above prohting by their

suggestions, but till then shall welcome each
fresh emanation from the pencil of one who
has evidently studied the subject of grotesques

more deeply than your correspondents.— 1 am,
&c., C. J. Maycock.

Queen's Chambers, Princess-street,

Manchester.

CONVENT OP ST. MARGARET, EAST
GRINSTEAD.

Sir,—I now analyse the various faults that

M.," a fortnight since, finds with the design in

question, premising generally, however, that

a detailed, criticism ought never to be made on
plans drawn to very minute scales. It is quite

immaterial, aa far as I can see, whether the

space N is a "gateway,'' aa Mr. Street considers

it, or a " hall," as " M." prefers ; the entrances

at each end, however, appear wide enough for

driving through, so I think the probabilities are

in favour of its being intended as a covered gate-

way, such as is attached to nearly every univer-

sity building in Oxiord and Cambridge. If, then,

each of these entrances are furnished with doors

lor closing at night, what can be more sensible

than the small lancet window to give light to

the porters when opening the doors in the morn-

ing ? The next charge, viz., " dark passages,"

would, if capable of being sustained, be a serioua

one against any architect, no matter what hia

eaiinenoe in his profession. If, as I suppose, the
" gateway" is intended to be open at both ends
by day, and that the side door is to be made with
glass panels and fanlight over, this end of passage
would be light enough, and it the staircase is to

be partitioned off by a glazed screen instead of a
wall, or even if the doorway is intended to be
left without a door, there would be abundance of
light at the other end, so that a fanlight over
pantry (W) door in the middle of passage would
complete the necessary quantity. I now come
to the passage on the left, for which " M.," with
astounding audacity, says there is no light.

Why, there are two windows (one a double one;

distinctly shown both on the plan and the perspec-

tive, and at the end, where the passage turns
round at a right angle, ample light could be ob-

tained from the window of " court," as no door
is wanted here, or, at most, one with glass panels

and fanlight. Then the short passage leading

from T to Z might be lighted sufficiently with fan-

lights over the doors, and the water-closets with
windows in the partition walls, though I confess

I see no reason why they might not have been
put in the outer wall, seeing that no iujurioas

effect to the exterior would have resulted by
doing so. The staircase by class-room could of

course be lighted easily from the corridor. The
next complaint, of the inadequate lighting of the

refectory and chapel, is a more serious one ; but

observe, " M. " gives the former one window in

gable and one at side, and the latter two, one in

each gab e, thereby absolutely refuting himself,

and all his previous objections quoad insufficient

light, for he started oil' with expecting every
window to be shown on this minute plan, and yet

admits here that there are two gable windows in

the chapel ; but, as neiilter of these is shown on
the plan, I would ask him how he knows that Mr.
Street does not intend to have rows of windows
along each sids ? Then, as to the refectory,

supposing the large traceried gable window
shown on the perspective, and the one by dais,

to be insufKoient (perhaps an open question), I

would ask what right has " M." to conclude that

there would not be two gable ones here, as in

the chapel, the distance between the two build-

ings being only some 10ft. or lift. ? I pass by
the trivial remarks respecting the access to
" knives" and " coals," with merely saying that

many persons object to the scullery being turned

into a thoroughfare, and most probably in this

respect the architect has only carried out the

wishea expressed to him. With regard to the

perspective of the lean-to roof on the left, all I
can say is that I can discover nothing impossible

or impracticable in it in any way. The charge
of " affectation of construction" appears to ma
simply untrue. A careful examination of the

perspective will show that the only single-light

windows over which relieving arches have been

placed (viz., in passage M and bedroom V) must
be intended for a width of at least 15iu. or

IGin., and ao cannot come under the category of

squints; while the windows of two or three

lights which could have relieving arches (ex-

cepting that in schoolroom, where one would cer-

tainly have been an " affectation of consliuo-

tion ") are those which having arched heads
themselves may or may not have other arohea

according to the architect's inclination. As to

the accusation of " fudging" in a turret to im-

prove the appearance of the sketch, the merest

tyro in architecture can see that it might stand

above the entrance to cloister by the dais win-

dow, becoming circular afterwards at the plea-

sure of the designer. I have passed over the

objection about the fireplaces, because a Gothio

architect would certainly not of his own accord

omit one of such adventitious aids to the effects

ol his design as chimneys always are. I have
only further to add that I am an entire stranger

to Mr. Street, and in writing this letter in his

defence am only actuated by a desire to answer
what I consider to be a most unfair and unjust

cri ticism.—I am, &c., B.

COMPOSITION FOR A STONE HEAD TO
A UOOKWAY.

gill,—I am happy to see tho Building News
introduce from lime to time the studies ol the
masters of the craft, both in architecture and
draugh tsmanship, auu more particularly when the
aim ef the latter is to impart into original works
tho spirit of meditevalism. But lest these latter

are criticised through the medium of their ad-
vancement, 1 fear their unbridled imagination
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will lead them and their blind adherents in a

oha03 of Elysiau fancies from the sublime to the

ridiculone, and into the contempt of rieht-

thinking minds and men of the world. It is not

a beautiful picture merely that the readers of the

Building News require. It is the line that shall

carry the eye of the spectator into the very

nooks of the building, and where imagination

shall be pleased, not by printer's ink but by the

sun. It the executed work cannot bear keener

criticism than the picture so much the more
shallow is its inherent artistic feeling. The com-

position for a stone head to a doorway, though

imparting in a degree, does not exhibit the spirit

and essence of media;valism in its full compre-

hension. Constructive truth, unity, and complete-

ness of paits were the leading characteristics of

primeval works. But this composition has the

character of a deep segment of a circle, with

nothing to counteract its thrust, and looks like

an alterthought or subsequent addition to the

main building jammed in between a partly re-

maining arcade, than which nothing can be more
deplored. It is a sine qua, non that every part of

a building should be perfect and complete in

itself, thougli having such near relation to its

Enrroundings th:it it cannot be removed. The
decorated columns and panels at each end being

sliced otf by the label mould and slipping away
would alone be sutEeient to mar the beauty of a

palace. The illustration on the opposite side

shows how infinitely happier a simple shaft would

be, even were it appropriate. Tho carving is

most exquisitely dtavvn, but out of proportion

and misplaced. The supporting figures on the

tympanum are too small and have scarcely

breathing space. The flying bats as large as

elephants, dogs playing at somersaults, wild

boars, and so on, adorning the head of the bene-

factor of the building are enough to call him from

the recesses of the spirit world. But when the

only excuse for their existence is that one must
have ugly as a contrast to the beautiful, the gro-

tesque as a set-off to the sublime, let me ask is

it absolutely necessary to have vice and virtue

co-existing that we may distinguish tho good ?

If all nature would sing in a " miserable mono-
tone " of joys and virtue I hail the happy day.

That the absurdities of a heathenish time shall

now be revived is impossible, aud no amount of

fascinating draughtsmanship can hide the coarse-

ness and vulgarity of the figures depicted.

Romanesque architecture has by many been

termed the grandest of all, and if we desire a

thorough redevelopment ol Gothic we can begin

with no better. But it is not the detail that we
must cherish ; it is too crude and barbarous for

to-day. Therefore, I object to the composition

under notice, inasmuch as it has retained some-

thing of the spirit of their detail and lost the

simplicity of their constructive lines.—I am, &e.,

January 2. H.

[1220.)-"STREET ON ARCBITECTURE OP ITALY.
• Will Bome of your correspoutleuts kindly inform mi

irough " IntercommuniCcatiou " column, where I can pur-

Brick and Marble Architecture of Italy

A new or secondhaud copy will do. I h^ve applied to a

flrat class London firm for the work ; they say that it is out

of print.—W. W.

[1221.]—PLAN COPYING.—WoiUd you, through your
"Intercommunication" column, kindly answer me the

following? in copying a plau of a piece of hind the north
poiufc is to be put nearer to the i>Iau, without, of course,

altering its direction. How ought I to proceed ?—Student.

[1222.1-EXTEST OF SYPHON ACTION.—WiU some
of your numerous correspondents kindly answer the follow-

ing disputed question tliiough " lutercommuuication :"

la it possible to convey water from the point A to B, as

,<

A --'

0«TUM
< DISTANCEIO CHAINS —^

shown in sketch, by mean.5 of a syphon pipe ? I have
always been under the impression that the .action of a
syphon pipe was limited to a vertical rise of about y2ft. A
reply will oblige.—T. C. S.

[1223.]—A WASH TO PREVENT DAMP. — Will any
correspondent(ODO who has tested and proved its results)

kindly inform me the best eflFective solution or wash to put
on a nin. solid south end wall of a dwellinghouse, to pre-

vent the damp soaking through?—A Builder.

points of the rafters. In " Purlin's " letter of the 4th uU.r
he says, "if the walla have Dot sufficient stability, i:c ."and
on Jan. 1, "if the wall be strong enough 10 resist it," i.'., tha
thiust. This would be tantamount to external abutments,
needing no tie, and therefore put the point in question hors
df cowour. The request of " E. S." in his reply of the 18th
ult. is as conclusive as the beat authority. The "asser-
tion" he will find in his own letter of the 4th, and if yet " in

the dark " I shall be glad to send proofs, though I think
enough is said to show he i3 wrong.—T. R. H.

[1122.]— In the interest of beginners allow me to draw
their attention to " Purlin's" defence in vour last number
of the opinion he so empliatically laid down at l>.

S3y of

your volume for ISOS, respecting the strain upon collar

beams ; otherwise, the controversy, aa it now stands, will

puzzle many of them. The originjU question at p. 781 wajs

clearly put, viz., " Is the collar in the sketch in a state of
tension or compression ?" and the sketch as distinctly

showed a roof resting on walls carried up 4ft. Gin. above
the floor, without a tie at the plate level, but having a
collar 9ft. above the tloor. At p. 797 you gave two replies,

in both of which the collar is rightly stated to be subject

to tension. But at p. 833 " Purlin " enters the fiekl, and
states that the wdtera of those answers " are in thf dark as

to the purpose for which a collar-beam ia used," and then

fl^f^ i_^ATURE PRINTING ^What is nature print- endeavo'u-s to show that the said collar- beam ia subject on

,ug!" I haVe seen it mentioned in connection with botani- th« cont,rary to a compressive strain, giving a figure with a

cal engravings, but am ignorant of what is meant by it.- '^"U'"' ^f'l"''. "
^S"'.

"'. Begmuer to illustrate hm
British Workman argument. The authoritative manner in which "Purlin

[Nature priutiug'is the name given to a technical process PH' .f<"* *"* '''''™' ™d,"'>',>^'^. ""!«' 'he conditions of the

for obtaining printed reproductions of plants and other "ng'""! question, was clearly erroneous, induced me to put

ohiects so fafthfully that it is difficult to believe they are
I

the query to him which appeared at p. 8o5. At p. 19of

Theproduced by
ence about 250 years. The .li-'iii j li iiiii -:

process consists, first, in inipri- r- n't
plants, mosses, seaweeds, ami t , :

causing the objects thus to eiiL^rii ! ijii-m^ :

pressure ; second, in being able to t;iko suci

of the impressed plates as can b^^ printed fri

nary copperplate press.

—

Ed. B. N.]

.^t,i.. lu esist-
i

ynur last number he defends his former statement by

'r'ATui'e"of the propounding some general principles, and then discusses-

^j.cts such as ^^"^ applicability of the terms "tie" and "collar."

'1 Lies of metal Having thus managed to introduce a little confti-iou into

,-s by means' of *he matter, he goes on to elaborate a proof tliii * "

casts or copies above a tie beam is in compression,

)m at the c

|nte.rcomiminiciitiaiT.

NOTICE.— Afl several mistakes have recently been made
the figures aud furmulae iii "iDtercoaimuuieition
correspoudents are respectfully requested to wiite .

legibly as possible, and to write on only one side of the

paper. Questions should, if possible, have shoit gene-

ric names put to them, for the purpose of xeforouco and
indexing. Answers sliould always have the coire-

spondiog number and name of the questions prefixed

to them.

above a tie beam is in compression, which however true
itself is iu.'ipplicable to the case under discussion, aud is,

therefore, no demonstration of the correctness of his first

I'eply, tlie diagiMm appended to which, moreover, showed-

. ^ ^« . ^ ^^^.^-^ ^ n 'no tie-beam. For the benefit ofbeginners I may just point
[122V1-A LEGAL POINT.-Can any of your numerous

^„,t that the result of the debate amounts to tliis, that a
readers inform me if I can compel the landlord of the ad-

j.^],^^^. ^^^^^ ^j^^ conditions of the original quei-y, without
joining house to mme to put up eave spouts? The case is any restraining force to prevent the rafter feet from moving
this : The gable of my house faces the side of his. which is outwards, is subjected to a tensile strain ; and thax when
about 2ft. clear of my wall, and the copse.] uence is the the rafters are prevented from spreading by a tie-beam or

percolate through the waU into my
|
^^^^^ ^^^.^^^ ^^^^ ^ ^j^Uar applied some diataace up them
will be liable to compression.—E. S.

REPLIES,
j

[iiso.]—CISTERN LININGS.

[1164.]—THE CHEAPEST ROOF FOR BUILDINGS, : ^'^"^Jj— I beg to thank " Pantili

tell me if he used purli

Hift apart appear too long a bearing for l^in. boardin;

Were there any longitudinal rods used connecting tho
various tie straps? Also, what would be the cost of a pait

of rafters complete?— William Sands.

-There is no doubt in tho

^^.,^^, Lead, as a lining to cisterns or any recepfcicle

for his information Wiil"lie for containing drinking watsr, is now nearly obsolete. All

' The principals t^ be placed the new cisterns ai-e either lined with zinc or are of cast
- -•- • iron. The former are universilly employed for house and

domestic purposes.

—

B. h\

QUESTIONS*

fll75.]-STRENGTH OF BEAM AND CHAIN.—
j

tli

'William Anvil" may proceed to determine the strains

13 follows. Since the chain supports tUe
the first place, it is subjected to a .^traiu

a stram of 4 tons. Since wrought iiuu

may be safely trusted with this amount
for every s juare inch of metal, it will

suffice if the section of the link bo
one Si|uare inch. To find the strains

upon the beam aud strut, lay off A C =
4 tons, draw B C parallel to the beam,
then A B measure the strain upon the
strut, aud B C tliat upon the be.

must, however, be boi

the beam is in tension, and the strut

compression, and as cast iron is six

timesstronger against compression than
against tension, there will be a difter-

ence in their scantlings. To find the

number of square inches of met;il ne-

the beam, divide tho strain found above by 1.5,

andfor the strut, divide by 4.5. Either the depth or tlie

thickness must of course be assumed before one or tho

other can be obtained. There should not be le&s than 9 or

10 tons above the beam, in order to countenict the weiglit

at the other end. The length of tho chain pioduces au

[11S2.3-PRIZE COTTAGE DESIGNS OF ANT KIND.
—The designs required by *' Subscriber" can bj obtained at

No. '^G, Exeter H,ai. He may either take tho
isl->ting of the re ,uisito number of plans, eleva-

tions, and sections by themselves, or he may purchase at
the same time tbo specification and bills of quantities re-

lating to them. The price of a complete set is about 3s. 6d.,

but it variesa'Uttlo with the design selected.--L. L. P.

[1183.1—EMIGRATION—QUEENSLAND. OR NEW
ZEALAND.—This question ii answered at length ia au
interesting letter, by Mr. Thomas H. White, in ano:.her

part of to day'.s impression. Ed. B. N.

[1218.]—REVERSE OF ROMAN MEDALS.—Can any
of your subscribers inform me of the meaning of the letters

of Doniitian.

and Domitian,

[1219.]- FLOOR SCANTLINGS.—WUl
kindly furnish me with the following information ? 1. Of
what size and weight i)er lineal foot should a wroughtiron
girder be (shaped as annexed figure) to support a ware-

A house floor, the span in the clear to be 16ft., and
the girders to be fixed 8ft. from centre to centre ?

2. Should wooden beams be introduced in the
place of girders, of what scantlings should they

be? 3. Of what scantlincs sliould the Moor joists be,

stretching from girder to girder, if placed ISin. from centre
tocestre?—UN Jeune Homme,

etfect upon its strength.

—

Al

state[1122.]—ROOF CONSTRUCTION.-Let me no^

that the thrust wiiich a 9in. wall will counteract on it^

summit is absolutely nothing, so that the main difficulty

was how to throw the weight perpendicular ou the wall. I

illustrated two methods— a tie rod and a strut, giving pre
feicnce to the latter as being le.ist objectionable in the
r.K.ms ; and 1 liuve sni.e found from a plan of the house
til, it. ili>,- furiiu-r is inipusNible, because it would leave no
li.-,i.l»:iy fur admittance to tho several rooms, but which
' I'lirlin ' says is best. His endeavour to prove by an
i:labi>r;ite system of a b c's that the top of a 'Jin. wall will

Counteract the thrust of about 10 tons, and that a tie beam
jireveiits their falling inwards, is certainly very courageous ;

but before he again occupies valuable space he would do
well to consult some common carpenter, and theu show us
a better method of his own.—H.

[1122.]—The tendency of all span roofs is to thrust the
plates on which the rafters' feet rest further apart ; this is

scientifically remedied by internal ties or trusses or exter-

nal abutments, and not by any peculiarity in designing the
walls, which, when the roofs are well constmcted, have only
their dead weight, and no strain on them. Theoretic:illy.

no allowance is made for friction, &c.. and the rafters may
be considered as hinged ou the top, and receiving none but
vertical support at the feet. A roof with tie, as in di;igram,

would sag and compress the collar ; but take away ttid tie

and the collar will he in a state of tension, aud a a the weak

[1185.]—FIXING A BALCONY.—I very much loubt the
ind that possibility of erecting a b.ilcony, 7fC. 6iu. wide, upon cast-
"*'"* '" iron brackets only, su\)poi-tod by a wall 25ft. iu height, and

only 9in. iu thickness. As the 14in. piers are 10ft. apart,

they are of little or no uae. It might be possible to fix

very stroug corliels to them, and run a stringer from one
to the other, but it is queatiouable whether the walls
would stand it. I do not think that a 9in. wall, of the
height mentioned, would be safe with such a balcony
attached to it. If the room is a public one, "X. O. C".
had bolter get tho opinion of the town surveyor about it

buforo he begins. Upon small ornamental pillars the
thing is eiisy enough, and the balcony would look equally
well. I would advise your corrospondout to lake a pro-

fessional opiuiuu upon the matter. He can hatdty expect
to obtain through the medium of your valuable space

all the information he has the hardiliood to ask for.—UsB
SOT AUUSE.

[IISS,]-NEW COLLEGE AT BEDFORD. -This college

will be completed in abciut three months from tho prciont
time. FuEDERicic Plck, architect.

'erse of the

, <£c.
,
quite

but when.

[1207.] -SEA WALLSi Ac.—The question
stood by " J. G. Brown." The practice is the
way he has sketched it, and the reason as to lii

a mistake. "J. G. P. N." is a better answe
the tide is out the sea wall is then au ordinary retaining

wall, and when the tide is in the earth pressure from
behind is balanced to a great extent by the water pressure

on the face. The pressure upwards of the sea is no doubt
something, but is it of sufficient importance to require the

great uxti-a expense of cutting the batter off the face of all

the work, and losing the resistance to tho thrust of tho bank
or clay, got by laying the beds at right angles to the face?

In the number for April 24, 1S68 (S02) '• Sea Walls," it ia

said, " It isa t,i'.e gun 7<'77i that the foundations and footings,

should bo /fV(^ and the back of the wall perpendicular. I

must again ask why ?—Inquirer.

[120S.]—WOODBURY'S PHOTO-RELIEF PROCESS.—
Mr. S. Birbeck, Mehrose Villa, Belgrave-road, Birmingham,
ia just now publishing a collection of specimens executed
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by the newprocoss referred to in "Inq.uirer'a" questioi

-A. B.

[1214 ]—DRAINAGE OF BASEMESTS.—In answer to

•' Wiitorti"lit," I may say you have pictured a most de

nlorable swte of aliaira, leaving much to be imagiued We
assume that your house is detached, on a clay soil, and

the existiug house drainage into a cesspool in the clay

hitherto has not overHowed ; by this hint let us proht. It

is safe to assume that there is a natural outlet from the

cesspool (it may be observed that all clays are intersected

bythinlayei-sofsand, and these form the waterbearing

or natural drainage channels that feed wells sunk into the

clay ; for iustauce, in the Thames valley, wells sunk iuto

the clay are by these -leins filled at each tide). You
inform us the land has been drained ; has it occurred to

you to isolate the platform ou which your house stands by

the ordiuary land drain '! It not, dig a trench within Sft of

the wall (payingdue regard to the natural fall of the land),

the bottom of trench to bo level with the under side of

footings ; place at the bottom the largest semi pipe, ou

flat sole, ail in with bushes, turf, and gravel ;
lead tli

drain to a well sunk at the lowest point of the ground, t

be 4ft. diameter, and aOft. or Sott. deep, di-y steined. You
don't know the depth or miture of the clay ; it may not be

necessary to go so deep, liift. may suffice. This di-ain will

intercept all water in the surrounding soil, drain the land

deeper still and empty itself, and you will be safe from in-

undation. -Should you feai- its filling fix a pump, and iu

rainy weather pass the water iuto the road ditch. See

this drain properly done and don't spoil the job by using

the cesspool and saving the cost of the proposed well. In

clay Boils—nay, even iu gravel and ,.balk—cesspools in time

cease to act, the natural drainage pores get stopped up by

grease and slime ; still more rapidly iu clay. You will

learn this at a later date. Now for the interior. Clear out

the clay inside to the under side of the footings, sloping

the surface with a fall of lin . towards the centre ;
here sink

a, well, dry steined, 4ft. diameter and 6ft. or Sft. deep (the

experience gained in sinking our first well will aid us here

aa to depth). Cover thewhole surface of basement with

12in. of sand and lay therein from various pomts a few

lengths of 2in. laud drain pipes ; this will smooth the pas-

sage of the water iuto the well. The water, if any, will, I

think, find its own outlet from the well, but to provide

against accidents fix a pump at the ground level, use the

water if good or dispose of it through the surface drain

pipes. Pave the basement with the patent tiles. The cost

of these works will in a short time be repaid to you by a

reduction in the bdls of your coal merchant and doctor,

leaving out of cousideratiou the value the word comfort re-

preseuts. Your schema and the one suggested to you are

worse than useless ; adopt them, your money will be wasted,

and the evil perpetuated. You cannot get rid of water by

any other meaus than forming a passage for it. The
editor of the Building News sternly admonishes us to be

brief, so I cannot veuture on further demonstration.—A.Z.

[1214.]—Instead of draining in this case I should exclude

the water from the cellar. When some canal makers wont

to old Brimiley, and asked him how they were to proceed

to make the work watertight, lie said '' puddle it

STAINED GLASS.

A PAINTED memorial window is being placed in the north

aisle of St. Jolin's Church, Cardiff. I'he principal lights

contain three figures from the Old Testament, Noah, Abra-

ham and Melohizedek, and the three Apostles, St. James,

St. Peter, and St. Paul. The tracery of the window is

filled with cherubim richly painted. Mr. J. Bowles, of 224,

High Holborn, was the artist.

A few months ago the congregation of Christ Church,

Todmordeu, resolved to place a stained glass window at the

east end of the church, iu memory of the Bev. A. J. Plow,

their late vicar, who was murdered iu March, ISbS. Ihe

committee appointed to can-y out their resolution have

unanimously choseu Messrs. Mayer and Co., of Munich and

lo. Holies street. Cavendish square, London, to erect the

window. There were nine competitors.

The Church of St. Wendron, near Helstone, Cornwall,

has iust been reopened, after a thorough restoration. The

chief works effected by the restoration are the erection of

new roofs to the nave and chaucel, therebuilding of a _

tion of the walls and of nave arcade, the rearrangement of

chaucel, with adiiition of screens, and the addition of new

seats throughout the church, at the cost of about £1,200.

The work of restoration has been carried out under the

direction of Messrs. Edmund and John D. Sedding.

®ur Ma M\i.

Mr. E. Holmes, architect, o£ Birmingham,

attended a meeting of the Board of Guardians of

Penkridge Union, on Thursday week, and sub-

mitted his working plans for the new Union

Workhouse, which had been prepared in accor-

dance with the wish and embodying the sugges-

tions of the Poor Law Board (and which plans

were recently selected in competition). Mr.

Holmes was instructed to communicate and ob.

tain an appointment with the secretary to the

Poor Law Board, for the purpose of obtaining their

final approval to the plans, with a view to at once

advertise for tenders.

Members or .Tsaociatea willing fo read papers

or to open a discussion on any subject of interest

to surveyors, iu the months of March and April,

are requested to send their names and the titles

of papers to the hou. secretary of the Institu-

We tion of Surveyors, 13, Great George-street, West-
said I minster, as early as possible.have puddled it." they said. " Then puddle it

Briudley. And no better advice can be given

Let tiiB brick floor be taken up, and a layer of well puddled The signal-post to regulate the traffic of the
-clay,^lft. thickj^ be^ laid down^and^be^^pushed uuder^the i

metropolis according to the railway system has

been tried, and ha?, according to the testimonyfoundations of the walls, ia sections of Sft.

succession, until the whole extent of the foundations has

been underpinned in this manner with impervious clay
;

theu let the ground outside the walla be excavated down to

the margin of this floor puddle, if a width suitable for a

man to work in, which will be about 2ft. 6in. ; and when
this has been done all round the cellar let the trench be

filled in \vith clay, in layei-aof 6in. in thickness, and let each

layer be well cut, cross cut, and trodden, taking care to

join this wall puddle thoroughly with the floor puddle. The
ground iu this case being clay, this operation is only a

matter of labour, and therefore not an expensive one.

That it will be effectual iu making the cellar watertight

may be stated on the ground of long experience of the use

of clay in this manner. Engage a good old " navvy " for

a week or two, one who has worked on waterworks, and
give him 5s. a day, and the general directions indicated

above. Let him lure one or two men to work with him at

the ordiuary wages of the neighbourhood. Relay the brick

floor ou a bed of sand or ashes, and the job will be done. If

the '* navvy " knows how to do his work he will ram the

clay nuder the walls with very Uttle water, and thus,

while reuderiug thi^ part impervious by more labour than
ia required ou the other parts, the security of the walls will

be maintained.—S.

[1215.1-CEMENT FOR PtSING GLASS IN STONE
MULLIONS. -One of your coutemporaries some years

back advised the formation of a cement for the above pur-

pose of Bath stone duat and linseed oil, made up similar to

putty. Its elasticity allows of any slight settlement if the

work be new ; it is waterproof, or more so at any rate thau
Portland ; does not crack so often ; and does not strain.

—

Edwd. Wm. Uenstock.
[1215.]—Have you tried white lead ?—A. Z.

[121G.]
—" F. Moss " should insert a piece of drain pipe in

the bedroom flue, to divert the smoke of the bedroom flue

through this drain pipe, so as to avoid the smoke of the
kitcheulUie. Take the drain pipe up about 1ft. above tbe
kitchen flue, and " F. Moss" will then find that no smoke
will enter his bedroom.

[1'21GJ. —Cut off the connection between the two flues by
meaus of a damper inserted above the (ledroom tire-place

and provide for the intercepted ventilation of the bedroom
by a panel of perforated zinc 2ft. by yiu. inserted iu parti-

tion over door and next to the ceiling.—A. Z.

[12n.]-BUILDING AGREEMENTS. - Prepare two
copies, one to be executed by coutractor, the other by build-

iug owner; the architect holds the contractor's signature,

the contractor the building owner's. The sixpenny stamp
suffices,— A, Z.

It is now definitively settled that the *'Peel" statue in New
Palace yard, Westminster, which was removed some time,
since, shall not bo placed again where it formerly stood,
the pedestal on which it stood having been taken down
Where it will bo eventually placed ia a matter for further
consideration.

of the police, succeeded. The regular town

drivers are fairly, and to quite an unexpected

extent, amenable to the signals, whether caation

or the absolute stop.

The following candidates will be balloted for

at the next meeting of the Institution of Sur-

veyors, viz. :—As Members—Mr. W. J. Glutton,

The Mount, York ; Mr. C. H. Cooke, 11, John-

street, Bedford-row; Mr. F. G. Thynne, 11,

Great Goorge-street. As Associates—Mr. W. B.

Smith, 7, New-square ; Mr. K. B. Grantham,
22, Whitehall-place.

The first conversazione of the Langham
Sketching Club this season will take place to-

morrow (Saturdaj) evening. We hear that an

unusual number of works—some being intended

for the ensuing exhibitions—will be exhibited.

The Royal Archteological Society will hold its

annual congress at Bury St. Edmunds this year,

towards the end of July. Visits will be paid to

Ipswich, Praraliiigham, Orford, Duinvich, and
other places of interests. The president lor the

year is the Marquis of Bristol.

Gas explosions have occurred more than once
in connection with the street signal-post at the

intersection of the great thoroughfares in front

ofPalace-yard, Westminster. The last of these

occurred whcu the coust'ible opened the box
near the base of the pillar to turn off the gas for

tbe night. It is supposed that the gas, escaping

from worn -out mala or service pipes, had found

its way into the hollow of the signal-post, and
that the opening of the door of the pillar below

had caused tho reduced light at the top of the

pillar to ignite the column of gas, and hence the

explosion. The gas fittings of the pillar itself

were all found in perfect condition. The road-

way .all round the pillar has smelt almost from
the time the pillar was put up, as if it were
soaked with gaa.

A thiid edition of Mr. Frederick Edwards'
book on " lijinestio Fireplaces " will appear
shortly. Tno edition will be considerably

I
enlarged.

Another serious case of explosion at a fire-

work maker's ooourred last week in a great

eastern thoroughfare, the Cambridge-road,

attended by loss of life. A similar catastrophe

happened in that establishment two years ago,

but it has been allowed to go on. The business

of firework maker was further dignified with

that ofa " manufacturer of railway fog signals,"

and it is hardly credible that such a business

should be allowed in a crowded neighbourhood,

when it would be just as convenient for rail-

ways to carry it on outside of the metropolis. Can-

not the Metropolitan Board of Works get power

to deal with dangerous trades ? luthis instance

miny poor people had window and other glass

destroyed, besides women and children being

seriously frightened.

Sir Charles Fox proposes to construot a rail-

way from Liverpool to Birkenhead by means of

a tunnel beneath the Mersey, at an estimated

cost of £.146,000.

A new cemetery is about to be provided at

Veutnor, Isle of Wight, at a cost o£ £2,-500.

The Ta'lel hears from Rome that the cost of

the stalls alone to be occupied by the Bishops at

the coming ffioumenical Council will be £10,000.

The quarterly meeting of the general com-

mittee of the Bailders' Association will be held

at the Kind's Head Hotel, Sheffield, at two

o'clock on Wednesday next.

Mr. Fell, the English engineer, has offered to

the Swiss Federal Council to undertake the con-

struction of three railroads over the Alps for a

guarantee of interest of 000,000 fraacs annually.

He estimates the cost of that over the Simplou

at from 11,000,000 to 13.000,000 ; of the St.

Gothard, at from 13,000,000 to 14,000,000 ; aud

at 15,000,000 to 18,000,000 for the Luckmanier.

The Brighton Town Council are about to

execute drainage works to the extent of £20,000.

The planting of trees ou the Thames Embank-
ment (north), as recommeuded some few weeks

since at a meeting of the Moiropolitau Board

of Works, has been commenced, nearly fifty trees

being now in the ground. The trees are placed

at intervals of about 20ft. from each other, and

already nearly half the line ot ground between

Westuiinster Bridge and Hungerford is thus or-

namented. It is intended, when the embankment
is completed, to plant trees throughout its entire

length.

The annual meeting of the members of tho

London Association of Foremen Engineers was
held on S itnrday night last at the George Hotel,

Aldermanbury, City; Mr. Joseph Newton, of her

Majesty's Mint, presided. The balance-sheet

for the past halfyear was presented, from which

it appeared that there was invested in Three per

Cent. Consols, of ordinary funds, £434 23. lid.,

and a 8upor,aunuation fund of £903 ISs., making

the total amount invested £1,333 Os. Ud. The
society now comprises 164 ordinary and 64

honorary members.

The galleries of Greek and Roman sculpture

in the Louvre have been largely increased and

embellished of late, and amongst the ornaments

introduced are a number of bas-reliefs, round

bosses, and allegorical figures, covered with a

coating of metal, the work of M. Cossinus. The

effect of these electrotype bronzes is extremely

rich, whiie the cost is trivial compared with real

bronzes.

A Substitute for Sash Lines.—Messrs. Archi-

bald Smith and Co., the well-known manufac

turers of the patent double-action door springs,

have recently introduced a new invention en-

titled " JIarygold's patent counterbalance rack

slips for hanging window sashes," which entirely

dispenses with the use of sash lines, pulleys, and

sash weights. The sa9hes are secured to vertical

sliding seats provided with metal-toothed racks,

which take into and .are suspended from strong

toothed pinions, the spindles of which are fixed in

the side frames, bo that the sashes as they hang

on the iiinions counterbalance each other. The
window frames are thus more simply constructed

aud at less cost than under the old method. The

saahea are easily removed for cleaning or other

purposes, and the toothed gearing being hidderv

it is not exposed to the weather, and does not ^et

out of older. The invention can be applied by

any workman, either to new sashes or io old

sashes and fr.ames. Architects and others orderuig

should state the thickness and height of sashes,

,
including brackets, if any.
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MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING
WEEK.

Monday.—Institution of Surveyors.—Paperon " Arterial

and Agiicultural District Drainage, and the
Laws Connected Therewith," by K. B. Gran-
tham, C.E.. F.G.S, S.

Geographical Society, 8.

Tuesday.— Institution of Civil Engineers —Discus-

sion on Ma. Bidder's paper ou " Mechanical
Appliances for Getting Coal," S.

"Wednesday. — Geological Society, S.

[_ Friday.—Royal lustitute, AHiemarle street.- "On
Chemical Rays and Molecules," by i'lofessor

TyndaU, F.R.S., M.R.I.

Crabe B^^s.

TENDERS.
Hull.—For painter's works to be erected by the Corpoi'a-

tiOD. Mr. R. G. Smith, corchitect ;

—

Musgrave £S73
Huchinson anJ Sou 830
Siminson and Frorr 815
Stanley 300
Habbershaw 738
Hockney and Liggius 684
Jackson (accepted) 6S0
Lowest of the separate tenders 730

Lewisham.—For making roads and drains on the Spring-
field estate, LewisUam. Mr. H. O. Martin, Alliance House,
Adam-street, Adelpbi, surveyor :

—

Hill £376
Turner and Cole 370
Ossenden and
Carter 36S

Pizzey 355
Pearson 350
Bloorafield 349

Hilton £992 14

Hutchings 741 10
Trevertou 600
Jones oSS 13 4

Phillips 5G0
Reed 510
Blackburn 500
Crockett 495 ; Hose
Chadwell 484 1 Strickson ...

Major 4oS 14 9 Jolmsou
Harris 44S Young
Thompson 422 15 10 Parker
Kent 415 : Gardner

,

Wigmore 380 ; Beard - 200

Potney.—For erecting a house at Putney. G. H. Page,
arcliitect :

—

Easton Brothers £1387
Latbey Brothers 13:i0

Aries VMA
Merrett and Ashby 1231
Bass 1190

Putney.—For erecting a house at Putney, for Mr. James
Clipaon. Mr. Robt. Niblett, surveyor. Quantities sup-

plied :—

330
32S
310
295
237

COMPETITIONS.
South Metropolitan School'^, Sutton' (Surrey).

—

February 2.—For designs for the erection of an infant
establishment adjoining the present schools. Premiums of

40 gtiineas eai^h for the tliree designs considered the
best. J. Burgess, clerk to the managers, Vestry Hall,

Walworth.
Rotherham.—March 15.—For plans for the erection of

a public hospital and dispensary. Premiums of £75, £50,

and £25. J. Barras, iiouoiary secretary.

Peterborough.—February 3.—Fcr plans and estimate
for au addition to the corn exchange. A premium of £5.

S. C. W. Buckle, secretary to the directors, Newmarket
street.

Kidderminster.—February 9.—For plans and specifica-

tions for a combined infirmary and dispensary. S. K. Mor-
ton, Hon. Sec.

Kingston-on-Thames (Queen Elizabeth's Gramm.ar
School).—March 1.—For plaos for the ei'ection of anew
echool and master's house. Premium of £25. F. Gould, Esq.,

treasui'or.

C0XTRACT3 OPEN FOR BUILDING
ESTIMATES.

LiTCHURCH Local Board of Health.—January IS.—
For the execution of certaiu drainage works iu this ilis-

trict. W. Whiston, jun., clerk to the board.
Madrid (Spain).—Jauuaiy 20.—For the construction of

tow markets. E. Potano, Charge d'AJffaires, Spanish Lega-
tion, London.
Abergavesny Improvement. — January 25.—For the

erection of a towuhall, the reconstruction of the general
market-place,and other works. J. T. Rutherford, Esq.,
clerk to the commissioners.

St. Mary Cuubcu, Torquay, Devon.—January 21.

—

For the erection of intended new gas works. G. Wolleu,
clerk to the local board.

Kingston Union.—January 18.—For the erection of
porter's lodge, tramp wards, aud other works. R. Bartrop,
clerk. Brook street, Kingston, S.W.

BATH STONE OP BEST QUALITY.

Randell and Saunders, Qnarrymen and Stone Mei-
chanta, Bath. List of Prices at the C^uarrios and Dfjiots,

also Cost for Transit to any part of the Uuitud Kingdom,
punished on application to BaUi Stoue Ullice, Coruham;
"iJtB,

—

[Advt.J

BANKBUPT8,
TO BURRENDRR IN BASINOHALL-STRRET.

John Bakor and William Henry Perham, Trinity road,
Wandsworth Common, atonemaeuiifl, February I, at 11—

Henry Baxter, Great Wild street, Lincoln's ion fields,

builder, January IS, at 11 -John Simmons, Victoria

Clmmbei-s, Westminster, contractor, January 15, at 1

—

John Reeves Harris, Gaisford street, Kentish Town,
painter and decorator, February 1, at 2—William Heatley,

Leytonstone, builder, January 18, at 12—Richard
Williams, Upton road, Kilburn and Kingaton-on-Thamos,
plumber, January IS, at 1.

to surrender in the country.

George and William Anthony, Sheffield, contractors,

January 13. at 1— Richard Henry Brimacombe, Falmouth,
painter, January 1?, at 11 -Thomas Halliday, Gorton,

Joiuer and builder, January 12, at 12—John Lee, Birming-
ham, sawyer, January 29, at 10—Philip Pritchard, Cwrar-
foy Lower, builder, January 16, at 11— Zechariah Hugh
Thomas, Stockton, builder, January 13, at 11—John Mayon
Walls, G'eat Bolton, house painter, January 13, at 11—
Thomas MTherson. Birley, Sittiugboume, plumber and
gasfitter, January 16, at 12 - Moses Ellis, Halifax, stone-

mason, Januaiy 15, at 10 -William Giles, Warwick,
builder, January 20, at 12-John Jackson and William
Reed. Sheffield, joiners and builders, January 20, at 12—
James James, Aherystwith, joiner, January 20, at 9

—

Thomas James Nixon, Jarrow, builder aud chemical manu-
facturer, January IS, at 12—John Robertson, Manchester,

joiner and builder, January 21, at 11.

NOTICES of sittings FOR LAST EXAMINATION.

Januaiy 27, A. W. Seymour, Manchester, joiner and
builder—January 20, J. Ingall. Charles street, City ru.id,

house decorator—January 20, J. Paine and E. G. Amor,
Harrow road, engineers—January 20, W. S. Pilditch,

St. Paul's terrace, Camden Town, carpenter- January 22,

W. King, Wandsworth, builder—January 22, F. Ferguesou,

Hoxton square, Old street, marble mason—January 22, A.

and A. C. M. Prince, Trafalgar square, patent agents

—

February 7, J. M'Nalley, and W. Beardmore, Haiiraer-

smith, builders—February 4, J. Ward, Worthing, builder

-February 4, Rev. L. Hensley, Hitchiu—February 4, J.

Thornton, Plaistow, builder—February 5, W. Milford,

Warwick road, Stoke Nenington, gasfitter—February 5, J.

Allan, Barnsbury road, surveyor.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.

Birdseye and Stoner, Cheapside, surveyoi-s—J. 51. and
J. Smith, Chippenham, builders— Levi and Son, Bolsover
street, Marylebone, gasfitters—Ryley and M'Dougald,
Louth, masons—Gray and Pullen. Botolph lane, consult-

ing engineers -T. and H. Lowe, Woodford, builders—Car-

gey and Co , Elswick, firebrick manufacturers, and Heworth
Shore, Durham, cement manufacturei-s-Runge and Cor-

nelseu, Manchester, civil engineer -Brotherton and Co.,

Wolverhampton, gas tube manufactiu'ers.

DIVIDENDS.

January 16. J. Thomas, Abingdon, builder—January 21,

S. Gates, Crawley, builder February 10, J. Wilson,

Coventry, builder.

SCOTCH SEQUESTRATION.
James Wilkie, Leitb, builder, January 5, at 2.

LATEST PBTCE8 OF MATEBIAL3 USED
IN CONSTRUCTION.

MONUMENTAL DESIGNS.—The Ad-
vertiser is now rul'Hshine the best SHKET of MONU-

MENTAL DESIUNS ever ntlcre.l tu tlie trade. The designs, Rot up
by a moiiumeDtal uiir , .

i r. ,( . [..rience, and printed by nn
eminent tirin of lith. . 1 I ii, reijuire only to be seen
to verify the abovL- >

' ; \ uit^n sheet of designs, with »

postage Htjimpa. by i:

each sheet and price list.

1 receipt of eight
sr-roftd, Lower Noi

For 1869.- 51st Issue —Now ready, price 48.. by po't 4«- 4d.,

LAXTON'S BUILDER'S PRICE BOOK
fiir Architects. Engmeere, Builders, Coiitnictors, Surveyore,

aud all the Building Trailea, For fifty years this book has retained
its position with the building trades. The present issue ha« been
carefully revised and improved, aud will bo found as valuable as ever.

TiMBKE. dntv In per load Drawback, li.

Teak load£10M 12 IC Archangel, yellow .. £10 10 £13

Quebec, red piue

Ft. John N.B. yello''
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Swedish 2 2 3 8
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„ yellow pine.. 4 10 6
Lathwood.Dantzic.fm 6 1" 6 1"

St. Petersburg 7 10 8 It'

Yellow piiie. per i

13 ft. by 3 by 9 Ui.

yellow 10 10 13
Deck Plank, Dantzic,
per 40 ft. Sin 12
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•Uevaux'sT. H. Hoofing Zlno
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15 16 10 31
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Notice.—On the 15th instant will he published, price 3d. (sixteen
paires). No 1 "f

THE INSURANCE REVIEW and COM-
MEKCUL WORLD, a Monthly Jourmil of PublicCompanioa,

Social Politics, and Mercantile Affitirs.

Published at 103, Fleet-street, where all comniunicattonfl must be
addressed. Order of Newsvendors.

s
No. 1, ready in Jannary,

PON'S DICTIONAKY ot ENGINEER-
ING. Civil, Mechanical. Militiry. and Naval. With Teihnical

: in French, lleiman. Spanish, and Italian. The work will be

Now ready, 8vo, cloth, with Portrait of the MarquiB of Dalhousle
.ind Railway Map of India. 15s

,

THE RAILWAYS of INDIA ; with an
Afcountof their BJBe. I'rogreps. and Construction. Written,

with the aid of the hef;ord« of the India office, by Captain E. David-
son. RE., late De-uty Consulting Eugineer for Railways to thtt

Government of Bengal.
Loudon ; B. and F. N. Spon, 43, Chwing Cross.

Just published, in demy 8vo. cloth. Illostrftted by 27 fine Plates,

TREIGATIOjST in SOUTHERN EUROPE ;

1 beinn the Report of a Tour f-f Inspection of the Trrigatiori

Works of France, Spain, and It.Vy. nudL-rt^ken in 1-67-68 for the
GoveruraeLt of India. By Lieat^-najit C. C. Soorrr Mo-nx-rirff. Boyat
Engineers, i

Uow ready, in 8vo, cloth. Illustrated by Plates and Woodcuta,

THE PRACTICAL MANUFACTURE of
PORTLAND CP-MENT. By HEKfT Reid, C.E To which is

added a translation of M. A. Lipowita's Work, describing a n*-w me-
thod adopted in Germany of luanufacturiug thivt cement. By W. F.
Reid.

London : E. and F. N. Spon, 43, Charing Cross.

Just published, secnnd edition, crown 8vo, doth, with i

wood engravings, price (is.,

THE PRACTICE of HAND-TURNING
in WOOD. IVORY. SHELL, ftc, with Instructions for tnrn-

iug such works in metal as may be re uired in the pnif-tice of turning
in wood, ivory. &a. : also an Appendix on Ornamental Toruing. By
FltAncid Camfis, a book for beginners.

London : E aud F, N. Sro«, 43, Charing Cross.

Crown Svo, with numerous wood engmvings. is. fid.,

THE ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS of
PRACTICAL ME HANICS. based on ihe principle of work.

Designed for engineering students. By OnvKii Bvrse. formerly
Professor of Mathematics. College f-^r Civil l-ngineers.

London ; E. and F. N. Spon, 48, Charing Cross.

Just published, crown 8vo, cloth. Illustrated by 14 plates, price 8s. 6d,

A PRACTICAL TREATISE on HEAT,
as applied to the Useful Arts, for the use of Engineers, Aichi-

tei;t3, Ac. By Thomas Box. author of " Pnicticjil Hydrnidics."

London : E. and F. N. Spos. 48, Charing Cross.

A
Fo-ral Svo, cloth, with 14 large plates, price SOs,,

TREATISE on COAST DEFENCE ;

l.v r! m tl- fvi-^rii'TKC gain-d by Olfl-'ers of the Coi-ps of
, J

.
, I 1,, \>u:\ I

I iho Coufedirate State.! und . miiiled fiom
1

.' -I the Navy of the diit-ii Btntes, uindo
, \i 1. iu War. froml861 t. l--'l!. By Lieiit,-

:of the Depa iiieut of the Gulf

,N LIQUID FUEL; with Supplement
ngaddition.il Expiriments By B H. Pai'i,, Ph.D.
don : E. and F. N. SruN. 48. Chiirlng Cross.

NEW WORK on MECHANICAL ENO[NEKBINO.--4to. Illai-

trated with 9ti plates, in half French morocco, £^ 12s. 6d. ; or in :f4

L STRUCTOBfor ENGINEER^ comprising Forging. Planing.
Lining, Slotting, Shaping, Toruing, Screw Cutting, £c. By
Cau£Hon Kxiqht.

London : E. and F. N. Spon. 43, Charing Cross.

1 PR ROUE'S POCKET DIARY and
^ MEMORANDUM BOOK, for the Use of Architects and 3ur-

Eidy. The tables, memoranda, &c,, have 1

piled by an experienced suiveyor.

be found very convenient. In roj

only, in papei

.llctt, 7b. bd. The tables, &c.,

14. aherborne-lane, Kin? Williiim-street. London, E.O.

H
PRIZE MEDAL, 1B62.

A M I L T N & 0.,
No. 10. GREEK STRKET. SOHO SQUARE, LONDON, W.

a-.le M,iuuf.i.-tiirer8of

C. A, WATKIN'S PATENT WlUK BOtlND. ROUND, and OTAL
PAINTING BRUSHES.

Distemper Brushes, Bash Tools, ijtippling Brushes, Gilderi' and

ARCHITECTURAL ENRICHMENTS in
PAl'IER MACUE, CARTON PI EH RE. and COMPOSITION,

produced in the t>e«t style; and estlmatt^s (uniialied on receipt of

dranihga. Established bii year*. WILLIAM SMART, 41, OlUtOD-
street, Finsbury, London, £.C.
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TELEaRAPH WIRES IN ARCHITEC-
TURE.

THE courts of law stubbornly set them-

selves against innovations, but in the

end they give way to the result of established

practice. It was only in the reign of Charles

the Second that they came to a knowledge of

bills of exchange, and they afterwards ad-

vanced to bankers' checines and crossed

cheques. They have latterly found out the

Stock Exchange has been in existence for

some time. Some solicitors are still wary of

envelopes, and others doubt as to press-copies

of letters, preferring a law stationer's copy ;

but many believe in the penny post and in

telegraplis. So, too, in tlie course of time

will some architects come to an after know-
ledge of many things which have been going

on for some time, including a provision even

for letter-boxes. In this day inventions dis-

turb us in a pantomimic way. The telegraph

wag at first tolerably unobtrusive. It con-

fined itself to railways, but having crept into

towns it jumps across the house-tops in

various directions, without any regard to

symmetry, and its wires are no more orna-

mental than clothes' lines, nor its posts than

washerwomen's poles.

The wires will go on and their existence

must be aci^nowledged. Our predecessors

acknowledged weathercocks, and made jS". E.

"VV. S. ornamental. Is it not time for the

architect to determine liow far he can prevent

the spider's web of telegraph wires from

injuring his work ? It is not one light almost

invisible wire, but four or five strained taut,

or a good wire cable hanging in a curve from

steeple to steeple with light wires looped on
to it. The supports are unredeemed abomi-
nations.

In the case of a railway bridge a design is

made in which every line is carefully

studied, and then are put up the thick

clusters of terminal and through wires,

and pillars of signal stations, and the whole
design is disfigured. If the bridge rests on iron

piles, nothing would be easier than to have
a telegraph pole ia the line of each pier, but
theu the architect has never provided for it,

and a workjnan is allowed to set up his posts

at his own intervals—perhaps so many to the

mile—and the wires he places at the height

he thinks right, with any kiml of insulators,

utterly destroying the lines of a tine bridge.

It is rare that the wires are kept below the

parapets.

Of course it is wrong for a casual workman
to be allowed to do so, and directors and
engineers never think of such things ; but
then they should lie thought of in the design

of the bridge. The Cannon-street Bridge,

Blackfriars Bridge, and Hungerford Bridge
are all laid out as great and monumental
railway works, and anyone must know that on
a railway there must be signal-posts and tele-

graph wires. The lamp-posts are in some
instances carefully provided for, and there are

well-grouped clusters of lamps, but the other

accessories mar the plan. It was possible,

and may be still, so to place the signal-posts,

telegraph posts, and lamps, that while there

is a group of signal-posts at each end of the

bridge, the telegraph-posts, if carried up, shall

combine with the candelabra and correspond

with the piers of the briilge. if placed on cast-

iron piles or masonry. The Hungerford Briilge

is one of the best arranged in this respect. The
telegraph wires can very conveniently be kept
below the line and worked into the details of

the bridge. Wiiere signal-posts and telegraph
columns with insulators are carried above, as

they can be formed of metal, and as the in-

sulators are of porcelain, it is quite possiV)le

to introduce gilding and colour, so as to com-
pose with the decoration of the bridge.

There ai'e also many cases of the erection

of telegraph-posts in towns which could be
distinctly treated ; in fact, it is only by such

care that an architect can guard his work from
after defacement by bell-hangers, gas-fitters,

decorators, upholsterers, and the whole horde

of disfigurers.

The Thames Embankment is very likely to

have telegraph wires carried along it or near

it, notwithstanding the sub-ways, and then
fresh lines will be introduced to compare
with those of its mouldings. The Em-
bankment has dealt rather recklessly with

Somerset House and other buildings in its

course, and we may look out for the like

reckless dealing with the Embankment itself

There is an utter disregard in London of com-
mon administrative care, so that the natural

artistic eft'ect of our monuments is allowed to

be tampered with indiscriminately, and the

stock of our artistic wealth destroyed.

THE SYSTEM OF TIMBER-FRAMED
CONSTRUCTION AND DETAILS OF
OLD GERMAN WORK.

NOTES FROM A SKETCHBOOK.

OF those early structures referred to in my
last paper which were either executed

under Roman superintendence or in the tra-

ditional manner handed down from the time
of their occupation, little now remains, but
an interesting description of one that was
pulled down at Dreux in 183i is given by
M. Viollet-le-Duc under the heading Pan dc
Bois in his "Dictionnaire Raisonmi del'Archi-
tecture," frour which it would appear that

these buildings differed from the later ones
in many important particulars. First, the
party walls were of stone, corbelled forward
to accommodate the profile of the structure.

Then this projected forward only at the first

floor, and depended for support upon a mas-
sive post in the centre of the fagade ; the cill

of the upper framing, having a bearing ateach
end of the stone corbels, rested on the trans-

verse beam or girder which passed through the
building and supported the joists that ran
longitudinally from party wall to party wall.

The second story was flush with the first, so

that the principal post in the centre and those

placed next the walls were carried up in one
length to the roof. This again was bracketed
forward and projected immensely over the
street. The floors were what we should call

single, consisting of massive die-square joists

placed only their own thickness apart, and,
running from party wall to party wall, sup-
ported the flooring boards.

The whole construction savoured of

timidity, as if the builders had been afraid

of trusting to the material. The buildings

were but of moderate height, not exceeding
two stories above the ground floor. All the

timbers used were of great bulk, and the
design in consequence was somewhat clumsy.
Still the treatment was a common-sense one
throughout, and contained all the elements
which were subsequently far more boldly
developed.

In the thirteenth century the system was
brought to perfection. The stone end or

partition walls were abandoned, and the
corbelling forward was no longer confined to

the one projection, but each story in succes-

sion received the same treatment, and the
buildings were often carried up to an immense
height, as notably in Strasburg. Turrets at

the angles and bay windows were profusely

used (the details of the construction of one of

these is clearly explained in the article by
Viollet-le-Duc above referred to). The
material employed was of the most suitable

and enduring character, the scantling of the
timbers was reduced nearly to the minimum,
the utmost skill was evinced in the combina-
tion and trussing of the framing, and the

pieces were pinned and put together without

the assistance of metal work and with the

nicety of cabinet work.
The end walls having been dispensed with,

the angles of the building became the primary

points to be considered, and were constructed

of posts averaging about a foot square, carried

down to the ground. Central, or intermedi-

ate posts according to the width of frontage,

9in. to lOin. square, were placed at from loft.

to 12ft. apart, and the quarters forming the

general franring averaged about Gin. square,

and were placed about 3ft. from centre to

centre. These were generally tenoned into a

cill, which was raised on masonry 18in. or

more from the soil, as a precaution against

damp. The heads of the framing having

immediately to support the projection of the

upper story were atjout 12in. deep, and were

fortified for their purpose by brackets from

the posts and quarters both on the outside

and inside. The floors were doiibU, binders

from front to back, being laid over the head

of each quarter-post, rested on the broad

footing prepared for them by the head and

brackets, and being carried beyond received

the projecting cill-piece of the framing of the

next story, and short moulded pieces filled up
the intervals betveeen the ends of the binders.

Slighter posts laid from end to end of the

building on the binders carried the flooring

boards. Raking posts, with their feet against

the angle and intermediate ones, helped to

discharge the weight and relieve the spaces for

the openings of windows and doorways. Inter-

ties divided the vertical height of the fram-

ing of each story iuto two or more divisions,

and occasional struts and shorter uprights

filled up any spaces that might seem to require

them. The whole of the timbers, inside and
out, were wrought and exposed ; the projecting

ends and edges and the brackets were moulded
or carved. The treatment of the openings

was the principal source of variety in eft'ect.

Their cills being usually lower than the inter-

ties, and the quarters being made use of as

mullions, square spaces were left under each

opening, which seemed to lend themselves for

ornamentation ; in the simplest and most

constructive manner, these were filled by two
pieces of wood, halved upon each other, and
arranged as a St. Andrew's Cross. If the

openings were continued up to the top of the

framing, the edge of this above was orna-

mentally chamfered or moulded, or if such

height were not required, another window
head was inserted, and decorated either as an

arch or a lintel. The framing was afterwards

bricknogged or filled with masonry and
plastered, the panels so finished being deco-

rated by stamped patterns or painted in a

variety of ways. Upon this principle of con-

struction a thousand variations were made,

and more or less art introduced, according to

the taste and means of the owner. The
builders seemed to be prejiared for any emer-

gency, and while each unusual requirement

was fulfilled in a common-sense manner, the

occasion was seized to produce some happy
effect. The rounding oft' a corner of a street

or necessity to accommodate some sudden

dift'erence in levels were accidents which invari-

ably brought out a piquant treatment, show-

ing a fertility of resource and individual fancy.

The essential differences between these

systems and that which prevailed later in

Germany, I have described in my last paper

;

and in the accompanying illustration from an
old house at Bacharach, the character of the

latter is clearly sho«ni. The bracing of the

angle and central posts, upon which the whole

structure depends, is happily and very simply

made the most prominent feature by the addi-

tion of a secondary curved strut to each, which,

by its cusjung, gives pleasing forms to the

spandrels. The next engraving shows a

framed dormer from Cadern, on the Moselle,

of a lighter and more elegant character than

usually obtains in this German work. In

the following illustrations, numbered 1 to 7,

are given details, to the same scale, of a

variety of doors taken from various villages
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on the baiik-i of the Rhine and the Moselle,
and of panela from the wooden framing of the
houses. The cottage doors are nsually
divided into two heights, so that while the
upper one may be kept open for ventilation
the lower may be closed to preserve partial
privacy. The external ornamental portion is

formed of separate pieces of wood chamfered
or moulded on the edges, fitted together in
patterns, which are generally of a geometri-
eal character, often resembling Moorish
designs. Tlie?e are nailed upon a backing of
plain boards. The nails, handles, and fasFen-

ings are of wronght-iron work, well designed
and executed. The examples of timber
framing given in the illustrations No. 8 to

17, after the previous descriptions, will ex-
plain themselves. It may, however, be re-

marked that their somewhat rough execution
seems to be essential to produce a good effect.

Modern imitations of this class of work have
usually failed, from having been too neat and
regular. Sawn edges and planed surfaces are
not suitable to it. The wood should be of
hard quality and only trimmed, except where
moulded or carved work is intended ; and I

'ncline to think it best in general to leave it

n its natural colour, although the strong con-
trast obtained by black timbers and white
plastering is very eH'ectivc when the work-
nauship is rude and the character of the de-
ign simple. John P. Seddon.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

VT the ordinary general meeting, on Friday
evening last, Mr. R. Pbenc' Spiers, Vice-

1 I esident, in the chair, Messrs. R. W. Axman, A.
. Galhraitb, W. Webb, jun., and C. F. Doll were
'^cted members. Several donations and pur-
lases for the li* rary were announced, and a vote
f thanks was given to the donors.

Notice was given that arrangements were
1 eing made for a visit of the members to the
Ccrosvenor Mansions tomorrow (Saturday).

Notice was also given that a special adjourned
I'^eting would be held to-nigbt (Friday) to con-
dt-r the report of the delegates to the Architec-

t iial Alliance on architectural education, and to

t ike into consideration the proposed new classes

t ) be founded by the Association.

The prize essays (of which we give abstracts)

were then read. Mr. C. F. Day's essay was on

THE HISTORT AND APPLICAnON 07 STAINED GLASS.
To study stained glass either as bigoted

archKologists, or as self-confident, go-ahead up-
shoots of the nineteenth century, is equally irra-
tional. The earliest existing examples of the'art
date from the latter half of the twelfth century.
From that time till about the beginning of the
seventeenth century works of more or less merit
continued' to-be produced, but in the windows
later than that there is so little vitality that the
art may be said to have died at that period. The
progressive phases of the art of glass-painting
bear intimate relation to the contemiiorary archi-
tectural styles, so that mention is made of Gothic
and Renaissance glass. But it is chieHy to the
revival of Gothic architecture that the foundation
of a modern school of glass-painting in this
country is owing. The windows of the Early
English period were simple and severe in treat-
ment. They were treated in a most intelligent
and artistic manner. The Early English artist
set about designing a stained glass window for an
opening of given size and shape, situated in a
given position. He reckoned up the materials at
his command, and, alw.iys keeping his end defi-
nitely before him, made the best use of hia
means. He had glass to work n ith of some dozen
diflerent tints, and though his means were most
restricted, he knew how to meet restrictions.
The m'^re simple the means the less danger of
losing sight of the end. His end was a coloured
decoration, not a picture in glass, not something
opposed to the architecture, but a window.
Practically, he proposed to himself the one plain
and simple work— to make a window— if possible,
one that, in the language of the rainbow, should
teach a gospel to mankind

; but thouuh he sought
to make his work as much more than a mere
window as man could make it, he was careful
not to make it other than a window. While
he may have given up some beauty, some
delicacy, to the exigencies of manufacture
or to the requirements of the architec-
ture, his sacrifices were at least propitiatory,

for what he lost in delicacy he gained in power,
and that which might have degenerated into
prettiness rose to grandeur. The Early English
glass is successful in spite of bad drawing and un-
skilled expression because the artist relied for hia
effect upon the legitimate means at his disposal,
because he depended, not upon his drawing,
though he drew his best, nor upon his moral,
though he preached his best, but upon turning to
the best account his glass, his paint, his leads, and

JvA-i. wfo a. J<-'S.
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even his very bars, aufl, above all, it was successful

because he sought in all simplicity to set to lovely

and harmonious music the builder's sculptured

song. The Decorated style grew so gradually out

of the E&rly English that in its first examples there

ia little to distinguish it from the parent style,

but as it developed it-elf the altered feeling of the

time began to betray its influence. The simple

and symbolic trefoil was supplanted by more
fancifully foiled and varied forms of foliage, which,

in their turn, disappeared before forms derived

directly from nature. In drawing the figure, the

artists seem to have no longer referred to the

remains of antique sculpture for their models, but

to have sought their inspiration from nature.

During the later Decorated period the quality of

the glass seems to have deteriorated somewhat.

It appears paler, thinner, and more even in tint.

This lighter appearance is partly due to the dis-

covery of a means of producing chemically a

yellow stain upon white glass, which obviated the

necessity of some leading, and made much
^delicacy practicable which had hitherto been im-

poaaible. The use of canopies now almost entirely

superseded the satisfactory medallion arrange-

ment. In architectural sculpture a canopy is

often the means of producing a charming eflect of

light and shade, and its presence is sufliciently

accounted for by the protection it affords or seems
to afford to the subject it enshrines. But the

stone framework of the window forms already a

canopy for the glass, and this meaningless and
flimsy repetition is both uninteresting and often-

sive, the more so as it admits neither of the rich-

ness nor variety of colour so simply obtained by
the medallion treatment. It may sometimes be
desirable to design one's ornament so as to

suggest a canopy, but anything more than that,

any imitation iu glass of the constructive features

of stonework, or, indeed, of any foreign material,

must be wrong. In Perpendicular work the

canopies were an absolute imitation of projecting

stonework, mimicked even to the colour. Many
of the colours used during this period were still

paler than those used in the preceding period

This was especially the ease with the blue. The
scale of colour was no longer that of the earlier

artists. Instead of blue and ruby, purples, browns,
and greens predominated, and as these were often

in large unbroken masses, and in conjunction with
a superabundance of white glass, a certain

patohiness of appearance was no uncommon result.

The designers seem sometimes to have lost sight

of colour in the endeavour to produce pretty
effects of delicate tracing and varied stain. The
glass-painters of the fifteenth century were, as
draughtsmen, far in advance of their predecessors.

Their drawing was sometimes even grand, but
they were in the position nf men in whom mani-
pulation and technical skill had been developed
at the expense of thought and feeling. The idea
was with them of less importance than the manner
Ki which it was conveyed. The windows of this

period seem as if the artist had bent so closely

over his work to get delicate detail and fine

stippling that he coiild never see more than
a fraction of his window at a lime, and,
if he did not conceive it as a whole, small wonder
that the whole fails to impress us. The glass-

painters of the Cinque-Cento period worked
napon principles directly opposed to those which
actuated the Early English designers, whose ut
most aim had been glass decoration. But in the
sixteenth century, painters accustomed to pro-
duce pictures iu oil " condescended " to draw
cartoons for stained glass. Ignoring the capabili-

ties of glass, they endeavoured to paint glass
pictures. They made designs with little refer-
ence to the material iu which they were to be
carried out, or the position for which they were
intended, and frequently treated the window
space as they would have done a canvas. Apart
from the ill taste implied in attt-mpting to make
a window into a glass picture, the impracticability
of the endeavour ought to have been deterrent.
Glass is a stubborn material, and mill be treated
in its own peouliar manner, and thouph the
artist glass-painters tried, by the use of enamel,
to do away with obnoxious leads, and otherwise
sought to make use of stained glass for their own
pictorial purposes, they could not but fail, for
strong, hard outlines, a limited but intensely
vivid scale of cohiur, and half the other technical
necessities of glass-painting, are, at best, but so
many bars in the way of pictorial treatment, and
as for the naturalistic effects of soVid looking
lights and transparent shadows, readL'y attained
on canvas upon which the light is reflected, they
•are totally at ivariance with the nature of the

glass through which they are transmitted and
where, in consequence, the shadows must be
opaque and the lights transparent. The Cinque-
Ct-nto windows seem generally as ill-conceived

and misplaced as are the tombs and monumental
sculptures of the Renaissance peiiod which de
face our cathedrals. The effect may be rich, but
it ia picturesque where it should be architec-

turesfjue. It is scarcely a favourable criticism of

a window to say that it would have made a fine

picture. The Early English windows would have

made but poor pictures, though they are .most

gorgeous glass. The most notable modern works
in stained glass are those of the Euglishj and
German schools. The English are to be preferred,

for though the average Munich windows are

inlinitely superior to our own in drawing, it is a

kind of drawing that is scarcely fit for glass, and
the colours, even in the most importaut works,

are so bad and so ill-arranged, the material is so

thin and poor, and the nature of the glass is so

little acknowledged, that the effect is never satis-

factory. However fine the cirtnmis may have
looked, the mindoivs have no value. In mjdern
English work the drawing is often execrable, but
we have some respect to the material in which we
are working, our glass is good, and our colour is

not infrequently harmonious, and in,, some
instances we have produced glass in every .way

worthy of the nineteenth century. In designing

windows for ancient, or imitations of
,
apcient

buildings, the artist is often obliged by the"archi-

tect to imitate old glass -for the architect of to-

day is proud to parade his archaeology. Under
such circumstances the artist can exercise his

taste and feeling no further than in selecting the

best models. If we avail ourselves of illustration

we must reconcile it with ornament. It is not
enough that we tell a story dramatically, or ex-

press a thought clearly ; we must, before all

things, produce an ornamental glass jvin*dow.

The story, far from suffering by this treatment,

will both give and gain support. There are a

hundred problems bearing on the art of glass-

painting, the solution of which would be of

iuSuite value to the glass-painter. The single

question as to how far stained glass is applicable

to domestic architecture, and the consideration of

the best means of adapting it, would be enough
to keep our brains from rusting for a little while.

Much narrowness on the one hand, and much
presumption ou the other, are too frequently

exhibited by the opposed admirers of old and
modern glass. Old glass is, on the whole, as

superior to what we do as it is inferior to what
we could do if we but did our best. The first

gla.ss painters did their beat, and their woik ex-

presses boldly and honestly the feelings of the
artist, and of the age in which he lived. The old

glass. painters were, perhaps, the first artists of

their time, they were among the most intelligent,

the most learned, the most educated and refined

men of that day, men who cared little for the
world, and were devoted to religion ; and their

religion found full expression iu their art.
,

Mr. H. C. BoYES then read his prize essay on
,

THE INFLUENCE OP LITERATURE ON MODERX
ARCHITECTURE. ,

The author observed that it was difficult

to trace the influence of one ait over another,

especially in the case of two arts so similar in

their relations to mind as literature and architec-

ture. It was easy to state broadly that the in-

fluence of such books as Pugin's and Kuskin's
was to produce a taste for Gothic arcbitectuie,

but it was the influence of the architecture of a
previous age upon the minds of those 'writers

which had really aft'ected us. The questiou arose

whether such hooka could be couside ed as litera-

ture at all—whether they were not more'analogous
to the mere publications of scientific discoveries

and experiments, which can scarcely be callei

literature. The magnificent specimens of archi-

t cture which had been preserved from the
middle agea could hardly fail to eventually affect,

ny sheer force of contrast, modern art. Much as

the two writers named were admired, it was
mediicval art which really influenced us. Archi-
tecture, like literature, is historical, but is more
conspicuously monumental, for while bad books
generally sink into oblivion a bad building is

always confronting ua. " How cold is all history,"

says Huskin, '' how lifeless is all imagery to that
which a liiing nation writes and uncorruptcd
marble bears ! How many pages of doubtful
recoid might we not often spare for a few stones
left one upon another !" As we gaze on our
Gothic minsters and abbeys we can understand

that they were built by men who formed the ojily

civilising class in their day—that in them ia em-

bodied all that was intellectually beautiful.

Though architecture and literature are sister arts,

alike the result and the record of intellectual

growth, they to some extent act and react upon

one another. Literature calls attention to and

explains the architecture of the past, and archi-

tecture is a monument of the spirit and feeling

which produced the literature of any previous

age. The invention of printing gave literature a

great preponderance of power. Some imagine

that it destroyed architecture. Mr. Fergusaon

says :
—" In the middle ages, when books were

rare and those who could read them rarer still,

this, sculpture [that of the French cathedrals] was

certainly most valuable as a means of popular

educatj.on ; but, as Victor Hugo says, ' Ceci tuern,

cclci, U livre tiwra VeijJise.' The printing press

has rend^ed all this of little value to the present

generation, and it is only through the eyes of the

artist or the antiquary that we can even dimly

appreciate, what was actual instruction to the less

ed netted J
citizen, of the middle ages, and the

medium, through -which they learned the. history

of the world or heard the glad tidings of salva-

tion conveyed from God to man." If we were

to grant, as at first sight we might be disposed

to do,, that the purely .educational function

of architecture was destroyed by the invention of

printing — that a book waa a better medium
than a building for conveying instruction, there

would yet remain all the, higher functions of

architecture. Books have i not rendered , the

expression of ' beautiful ,
thoughts in stone

less necessary than on. canvas, and it would be

hard to prove .tliat printing has destroyed paint-

ing. , Though the merely educational function of

architecture and painting has been somewhat lost

sight of, it .nevertheless exists., Books, then,

have, not 'destroyed art. • When good books were

rare and nyt popularly understood architecture

and paintiog were stronger forces in education.

Now, that good art is rare aud not popularly un-

derstood,, vyhjlst good, books are in every man's

hands, literature is the chief means, of educatian.

The power .of . moving and instructing men's

minds remains in the art of the past ;
it exists,

though, in a diminished degree, in the art of the

present, and if we are ever again to h ive an age

when art shall be both good and popularly appre-

ciated, it will be ajain as great a power as litera-

ture. In the middle ages, Uterature produced

little or no effect on architecture, for literature

had little or no power ; its functions were, in

fact, as much usurped by architecture as thoseof

the latter are now by the former. With the .in-

troduction of printing came that miserable

attempt to electrify the corpse of the classical

world which ia called the Renaissance. In t^s

movement we distinctly discern the influence, of

literature on art. There was little, or no cpn-

tetnporary literature ready for distributi'm by the

giant pjwer of . printing. . The Ueformation

afforded a great deal of religious literature, ijut

mqn required .a, little sober philosophy.
,_
Con-

temporary philosophy there was none,_but in the

longneglected stores of Greek and Roman litera-

ture a sijpply. was soon to be had, aud thus clas-

sical literature became the fashion, and with it

came the love of classic art. In the writings of

Sir Walter Scott we see one of the first sympto.ms

of the overthrow of the Renaissance. , The efl'ect

pr.oducedion his- mind by the castles and abbeys

of the middle ages is easily discernible in his

writings. ,0n the publication of his works a mania

for i.'attlements and buttresses, turrets and loop-

holes, muUions and dripstones, set in. Soon

after this the necessity for change developed a

fresh effort to revive classical art. The increased

facilities for and love of travelling caused the

temples of ancient Greece to exercise their influ-

ence on modern art. The able volumes of Stuart

and Revett exhibited the glories of Athenian

monuments, and hence, almost simultaneously

with the first attempt to mtdia;valise modern art,

there arose an eflbrt to make it Grecian. The
battle of the styles raged furiously, and a mighty

champion for the Gothic cause arose in Pugin.

It is a mistake, however, to call Pugin the

originator of the Gothic revival. Its origin was

the reaction against Classicism, which had set in

before his day, and which must have taken place

if he had never been born. But his powerful

mind and indomitable energy have left the im-

press of his name upon the movement. In con-

sidering the influence of Pugin's. writings upon

modern architecture it should be 'borne in mind

that it waa not only as an author but as an arohi-
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tcct that he influenced architecture. It -is

scarcely possible to over-estimate the etfect pro-

duced by the many buildings I'f which he was the

acknowledged architect, to say nothing <if the

many other works in whose design he played an

important part. What is the iciluence of whole

libraries of art literature compared to that of

one noble picture, statue, or building ? Pugiu's

thorough hatred of Classicism hasteutdthe eud of

the Renaissance— for the end of the Renaissance

has come, the classical spirit is dead. If Italian

and Greek buildings are still built it is from mis-

taken notions of convenience or sheer perversity

of bad taste, and not from any inherent love of

heathen mythology or classical manners such as

actuated the Renaissance artists. Neverthele&s,

the efl'ect of Rugin's hatred of Classicism must
have been in some measure marred by his persist-

ent identilication of Gothic art with Roman
Catholicism, to which form of Christianity alone

he thought it appropriate. This, if his writings

were appreciated by the Protestants, must have

caused them to reject an art of which they were
informed by its chief teacher that it was unsuited

to their form of worship. But to true Catholics

of all denominations to whom great principles

were of more importance than paltry distinctions,

the great force of his teaching was his proclamation

of Gothic as essentially Christian art. U'hile

Pugin represented the Christian spirit of Gothic

art, Ruskin may be said to teach its morality.

Ruskin argues that healthy art is the expression of

healthy national and individual spirit ; Pugin

asserts that nothing is good in Gothic art which

ia not essentially Christian—nay, even thoroughly

Roman Catholic. Ruskin urges that good art is

produced by good men—that Italian art decayed

as Italy suuk into sensuality and superstition,

and he energetically denies to Roman Catholicism,

which he abhors as superstition, the power of pro-

ducing good art. If we are to include under the

term architecture all the building that goes on

around us, it is difficult to discover any material

improvement attendant on Ruskin's writings. In

only a fewexceptionalcasesdowemeetwith honest

building. Shams flourish as much as ever, cement

claiming to be stone, painted wood proclaiming

itself to be marble, iron girders asserting them-

selves as stone arches. Lavish ornament ia stuck

a matter of fashion. Books which suit the jire-

vailing taste have a fleeting popularity, and those

which posterity selects for admiration have often

little or no influence at the time when they are

written. But a building cannot sink into oblivion.

A bad building thru.sts itself inevitably into

notice, and so long as it stands insults the eyes of

all who pass it, reminding them of the bad taste

of its builders. But a good building grows in

beauty and in interest : wind and rain beat

furiously against it only to render it more lovely.

Time imparts to it a charm of colour which age

alone can produce. Historical associations grow
up around it which make it sacred in the eyes of

the patriot, and it stands the pride of the present,

the glory of the past, attracting to itself the

afl'ection and ever influencing the art of all good

men.
Some discu.ssion ensued, in which the chairman,

Mr. Lacy Ridge, Mr. Tarver, and others took

part, and the proceedings terminated.

DECORATION OF THE HOSPITAL OF
ST. CROSS.

To the Edilor of the Building News.

SlK,—Very recently I visited the Hospital of

St. Cross, and having heard a deal spoken both for

and against the decoration of the interior of the

church, I was naturally curious to see and judge

for myself. On entering the church and looking

towards the choir I was astonished at the manner
of its decoration, which struck me as painfully

garish and immensely overpowering, so much so

that it seemed quite a relief to the eye to turn to

the undccvratid nave. "Well, Sir, admitting the

fact that the church of Saint Cross was originally

decorated with colour, I cannot ihink that those

men whose minds could conceive and whose hands

could erect such stupendous and beautiful struc-

tures could be guilty of hiding their work in such

a harlequin suit. I did not find in any other part

of the church traces of decoration that could

warrant the style of the restoratum, but in the

south transept and north chapel I saw traces of

beautiful panels, consisting of a series of arcades

. with trefoiled heads, with columns, bases, and

on to the face of buildings without the slightest foliated capitals, containing figures representing

constructional excuse. All these things thrive, , passages in our Saviour's life, bishops, &c., &c.

and must always thrive in spite of art books and

art lectures, for they are but the inevitable con-

sequences of an artificial state of society in which

shams are not only tolerated, but are often more
successful than truths. In such an age how can

we think that by applying externally oar small

plaister of art literature we can cure the fast

mortifying wounds of the national mind ? Mr.

Ruskin is beginning to feel this. Inarecent lecture

he has admitted that after all his eilbrts to pro-

mote art teaching he was beginning at the wrong

end of his work, and that the right thing to do

ia to make people as wise and as happy as possible,

and to trust to that wisdom and happiness when
arrived at for the production of noble art.

After dwelling at some length on several of Mr.

Ruskin's doctrines, the writer concluded that we
shall not find many which have materially

affected the buildings of our time. In some few

instances, such as the Oxford Museum and the

old Crown Life Office, we see distinctly the inilu-

ence of his mind ; but, generally speaking, the

Venetian style, if it has taken root in this country

at all, is but a sickly plant. The great influence

of Ruskin has been in popularising art. His

books have created a great deal of real and some

false enthusiasm about architecture- his Venetian

sympathies have had some tendency towards

making our art cosmopolitan, but in matters of

detail it is difficult to see any direct influence

exercised by his teaching, or any greater improve-

ment than might have been expected from the

natural development of the Gothic revival.

Scarcely any other art literature than that of Mr.

Ruskin is sufficiently popular to have materially

influenced modern buildings. The architectural

criticisms of the reviews and newspapers is

generally as bad as the public taste, which it

merely represents. Our best architects, as a rule,

seem very properly to be content patiently to let

their influence upon art be felt through their

buildings, and in this way their influence will be

beat exerted. When a true artist sets to work

upon a design it is not so much what he has re.id

as what he has seen that influences his work.

What we have of tr\ic art architecture ia little

influenced I y modern art literature. The influ-

ence of mtd.TD liteiature, too, is very much

The hood mould over the wiudowa might as well

have been flat, and painted and shaded, for the

beautiful and Norman ornament is not dis-

tinguishable from the masses of colour which are

laid upon it.

I do not wish to say anything about the choice

of colours, although I do not think they are

correct, but I wish to protest against their use

in such a manner as they disfigure buildings that

we ought to make our study as models of purity

and truth. If we do not make a firm stand

against such startling novelties that are not pure

in principle, our glorious revival of Gothic archi-

tecture will speedily degenerate into a base style

unworthy of the enlightened nineteenth century.

The general cry now is " the Church is in danger,"

but I think we can more justly say " the^ churches

are in danger," for the rage of restoration has so

thoroughly set in.—I am, c&c, T. H.

January II;

BRISTOL ASSIZE COURTS.

TiiKSE buildings are being erected between Broad

and Small- streets, and are the result of a compe-

tition last year from advertisements in the public

papers sent in to the corporation under motto.

Mr. G. E. Street was requested by the corporation

to visit Bristol, and adjudicate on the design.

Fourteen designs were sent in by competing

architects, and Mr. Street's decision was that

Popes and Bindon should receive the first premium

of 100 guineas ; Godwin and Crisp, the second

premium of 50 guineas ; and Messrs. Hansom and

Sons, the third premium of 25 guineas.
_
The

corporation conSrmed Mr. Street's decision,

and appointed Popes and Bindon, of Bristol, to

proceed with the working drawings and obtain

contracts. (If those delivered, that of Messrs.

Wilkins and Son (just under £12,000) was

accepted, this amount not exceeding 10 per

cent, of the architects' estimate. The design

is being carried out in the style of Colston's

House, a jjortion of which is utilized and forms

rooms for consultation rooms, law library, and

barristers' reading rooms. The old remains om-
prise a variety of styles, including Norman, Early

English, Perpendicular, and Renaissance. The

Crown Court ia 54ft. by 30ft., and the Nisi Prius

50ft. by 31ft, and each 36ft. high, both lighted

by side windows with ornamented roofs. "The

courts are approached by corridors on each side.

From one corridor is the entrance for judges,

barristers, and attorneys, and the other corridor for

witnesses and jurymen, with the necessary rooms

for each attached to the corridors, and the corridors

are connected, under the judges' platform, by

descending a few steps to a cross corridor. The

grand jury and other rooms are placed on the one-

pair, with access to galleries in courts. The eleva-

tions are being executed in Box ground freestone

and red Mansfield stone. The interior architec-

ture is being executed to accord in every particular

with the exterior.

COMPETITIONS.

Lincoln Counts' Prison.—The ma,_

ceived twenty plans in reply to their advertise-

ment, and after several meetings reduced that

number to three, and then referred the selected

plans to Mr. Bernard Hartley, the county surveyor

of the West Riding of Yorkshire, a gentleman

well acquainted with prison budding. ihe

magistrates, upon receiving Mr. Hartley s report

and consulting him personally, came to the con-

elusion that .he plan of Mr Frederick Peck,

architect, London, was upon the whole most de-

serving of approval. The two other reserved

plans were of undoubted merit, and in the report

ubmitted to quarter sessions the committee re-

commended that a grant of £100 be made to

Messrs. Jones and Lee, architects London whose

plan appeared second in merit, and that a grant of

£50 be made to Mr. Moflat, architect, I'^li'^bu^g^.

whose plan apneared to be next in merit to that

of Messrs. Jones and Lee. The P"^™/^, *^X
built at Lincoln, andwiU be commenced as early

as possible.

St. Sn..vs' Church, HULL.-This church ac-

cording to the corditions issued by t^e com-

mitteefis to hold G50 adults; the -o^t including

foundations for the tower, is °°* *°
!^^f^

£3,500. The premium for the selected designs is

.£•25, and for the second best Resign ilO the

competition was confined to local
^''^.^'f,\^^^*°f

from whom the committee received
f
f" <»^^'^°;;

These designs having been f?'°"f,'^>Vesunas
and the voting papers filled in, the res"U was

the selection of the design bearing the n^ott.

Argus " for the first premium, and Why not

for the second. The st^yle of the selected deB.gn

is Second Pointed English Gothic. The author or

the design selected for the first premium is Mr.

R. G. Smith, architect, of GuildhaU-chambers.

Weslevan Chapel and Schools T'll, near

Bristol -In a limited competition fur this work

the designs of Mr. E. A. Lansdowne, architect,

Bristol and Newport, were chosen.

Eaton Suburban Church, Norwich -A few

months since designs ^"e invited to be sent m
competition for the above, and in ^eply 'o *»«

who responded, the committee have sent the fol-

lowing epistle :

—

Estate a-t^nee,. and -'ve^"-'
j,„,,,y s, 1S69.

npAR S.ns -in ?b Icomi etHioa »o had the pleasure of
UF.ABbins,—in lil.^^""i

, , from gentlemou re.
receiving seventecu <^^^ "'^'^.^^^ '

prom this num-
siding in var.ou8 1.arto of the kmgdom^^ ^
^: ',i.LTrbXh!':nf o^'f ;- ^o^^^^.^jt

I'oiuoe, of Norwich.—Yours truly

(Signed) Hewitt aud Capon.

It is said tnat tiie ivepun. u. ...-. v.- ..„-._---

on Trade Unions is now completed, and will Do

submitted to Parliament early in the ensuing

session. It is stated that the report wdl be one

of the m..jority only, and that amongst us leading

r'oommeudalions \vill bo iuuud that trades

unions, under certain limits, should be reoognifled

by law, and their funds placed under "s Pro-

tection ; that the rules of these unions should

be binding only on their members, and that any

uitempt to enforce them upon -"v'h^gwork

men should be pnnisbablo ^y 'aw ;
Hat the

utmost freedom of labour should exist in all

trades ; and that the benevolent and trade funds

should be kept entirely d.stu.cl ;
and that no

moneys subscribed lor benevolent purposes

should under any circumstances be applied tc

trade or other estranesus objects.
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iuniiture anb gaoration.

SIGNS OP IMPROVEMENT.

THE manufacturers of furniture and articles

of domestic use are an important and well-

intentioned class of the community, who err,

as it must be confessed they do grievously in

matters of taste, more from ignorance than in-

tention. It is their misfortune and not their

fault that they inherit trades which have in

common with all arts and manufactures gone

astray for three centuries, during which all

boundaries between truth and sham, between

good and bad taste, have been broken down,

principles, wrong as well as right, having been

abandoned. Not much blame is to be attri-

buted to the manufacturers for not having

found out all this for themselves. They do

not pretend to follow their trades for other

purposes than profit, and under our non-

paternal government they are left to themselves

and receive no special education to fit them for

their lives' work. The laws of supply and

demand seem in England to be considered

quite as ticklish to deal with as questions

which may affect the balance of power upon
the continent. In the long run, no doubt, they

both can and should be left to adjust the m-
selves. Hitherto the demand hasbeen wanting,

and the public have been equally in default.

They have not asked for bread and been given

stones, but have persisted in preferring a diet

Larder than nether mill-stones. This state of

things has not been the case with manu-
factures alone, but during the period named
every art went the same gait. Architecture

declined, we will not now say whether through

the decay of mediaival skill or otherwise ;

painting forgot its proper decorative purpose ;

sculpture, sickened by the horrid costume in

vogue, babbled only of other days ; literature

and poetry became vapid and affected ; and
" household taste " shared the universal

degradation.

The present centary,however,has witnessed

a general reaction, which, if not thorough, has

been in a wholesome direction. The move-
ment commenced in the higher arts, but has

not yet descended to all the lower. It has

been the work, not of the many, but of the

few, and as j'et is far from complete. Earnest

men have made different branches their pro-

fession and have wrought in them with con-

siderable success. But in the case of manu-
factures this has not been so to any extent;

Wedgwood, Minton, Maw, and others have
indeed called in artists of ability to their aid,

but the routine has been to obtain patterns as

cheaply as possible. Designers retained for

the larger establishments have been kept in

sulxirdinate positions, and there has been no
inducement for men of ability to turn their

attention inthisdirection, since neitherhonour
nor emolument has appertained to it.

The public has by degrees become in-

different to the artistic quality of what they

purchase, and only careful to follow the

fashion of the day. The first thing to be done
is to rouse them to a sense of their benighted

condition, and Mr. Eastlake did well there-

fore to address to them his " Hints on House-
hold Taste," for it is useless to look to manu-
facturers as a class for the self-sacrilice or

ability necessary to work the reform needed.

If they perceive a demand, they will be keen
enough to know where to look for the

supply, and this can only be through
properly educated and independent pro-

fessional men. It is not necessary that

such professional men should be architects.

Of course architects should be able to de-

sign the furniture, fittings, and decorations

of their own buildings, and, presuming them
to be competent, it is obvious no one else

<;ould do the work so well. There are such
architects, but the majority are not, and
the public has consequently come to think
that their work is done whtnthe shell of their

structure is finished. As it is improbable

that all can be fit to undertake this work,

which needs special training, it would be a

very desirable thing to establish a system by

which different men, skilled in particular

branches of the profession, could be consulted

by employers or their brethren. It is, how-

ever, quite unimportant who the experts

needed be—what is wanted is, that they

should have the position, the responsibilities,

and the independence which are claimed by

and conceded to the members of the archi-

tectural profession.

The present system, which requires modi-

fication, is that people, though seldom foolish

enough to build houses or churches without

professional advice, buy all their furniture

and fittings, even such as stained glass win-

dows, at shops. They depend on themselves

or the shopmen for the artistic character of

their articles, their harmonious combination

and suitability to the building they are to

adorn. The result is that practically they get

none of these qualities, their money is waited

upon rubbish, and the general effect produced

is confusion.

Such a state of things is profitable to no one,

and its reform should be urged for the bene-

fit of all concerned. The purchaser has really

no moral right so to waste his means, and

if he has not the skill to choose aright, should

consult one who has. The manufacturer is

not advantaged by the goods he sells out-

raging all sense of propriety ; he would get

equalprofit and more lasting credit if they

were artistic and good ; and seeing that he

does not design them himself, the employ-

ment of a professional man would relieve

hinr of responsibility. Builders usually find

architects their best friends, and there is

no reason that other tradesmen should not

experience the same to be the case if the system

were extended to them. No sane man dreams

of going to a builder and asking him to ex-

ecute his work and lind an architect to design

it. It is no less absurd to go to a stained

glass manufacturer and ask him to find an

artist. Eecourse should be had in the first

instance to a skilled professional man, to

whom should be left the selection of the party

to carry out the work. If the same course

were adopted by persons about to furnish and

complete designs obtained in the first in-

stance, tenders could be obtained and the cost

better ascertained and regulated at the outset,

and the interiors of our houses would present

interesting, varied, and harmonious effects

at less expense than is entailed by the tawdry

jumble which is the inevitable result when
papers are picked up here and carpets there,

and furniture bought piecemeal without

regard to their combination as a whole.

There has been an unreasoning prejudice

against the employment of architects for this

description of work, or of allowing designers to

take a corresponding professional position. In

the Government schools of design a declaration

used to be exacted of the pupils that they had

no intention of becoming architects. It is

difficult to conceive whence this should have

arisen. It could hardly have been that the

few crumbs of instruction which might thus

fall to the members of a profession noto-

riously destitute of any system of education

were grudged to them. It must, we imagine,

have been from the fear that the designers

should become discontented with their com-

paratively subordinate position and depend-

ence and aspire to be equally free. The same

feeling seems always to have ruled at South

Kensington, and recourse has been had to En-

gineer officers and others, architects being

always avoided. It is to the workinfj of this

policy that we attribute the want of success

that has attended the efforts made hitherto d
attract a high order of talent to the service uf

art manufacturers.

Whether the one class be widened to in-

clude the other, or that which is at ])reseut

inferior raised to the status of the superior, is,

as we have said, immaterial, but art manufac-

tures are not to be had on any other terms.

INSTITUTE OF SURVEYORS.

ARTERIAL AND AORICULTORAI, DISTRICT DRAINAGE.*

THE ordinary meeting of the Institute of Sur-

veyors was held on Monday night at No. 12,

Great George-street, the President in the chair.

The minutes of the previous meeting having been

read and confirmed, the President invited any
gentleman to speak who had any further remarks

to make on the paper read at the previous meeting

on the " Education of the Surveyor."

Mr. Clarke, while unwilling in any way to

deprecate the attainment of any useful knowledge,

still thought it was possible for a man to become

a very useful surveyor without acquiring all the

branches of knowledge and gaining all the expe-

rience described by Mr. Sturge in his paper.

He reminded the meeting that the value of lauded

property in this count"-y exceeded one thousand

millions sterling, and that the value of mines,

forests, and other things belonging to that land

probably reached one thousand or fifteen hundred

millions more, and he thought this presented eo

wide a field that no young surveyor need be dis-

couraged, even though he were not an adept in all

those branches of education referred to in the

paper.

The President then called on Mr. R. B. Grant-

ham, C.E., associate, to read a paper on " Arterial

and Agricultural District Drainage and the Laws
connected therewith," of which the folio wing is an
abstract ;

—

Mr. Grantham, after explaining the term
arterial as applied to the rivers and streams of a

country, premised that he intended to advocate

the principle of arterial drainage by pointing out

the great benefits that would ensue from a more
extensive adoption of the system, and by giving

an account of the results already obtained. As an

inspector under the " Land Drainage Act of 1861,"

he had had as much acquaintance with the sub-

ject as most persons, and he had found that the

advantages of such works were not appreciated as

they ought to be, particularly in some parts of

England.
The necessity for district systems of arterial

drainage had, it was well known, arisen from the

great increase of pipe drainage and the better

clearing and opening of ditches and drains of late

years, thereby causing a more rapid and an in-

creasing discharge of Witer from the uplands into

the valleys and overloading the rivers and streams,

so flooding them frequently to a larger extent

than was experienced in former times. The diifi-

culties that formerly arose from the state of the

law in constituting any combined action to

remove obstructions in rivers and to execute

other works, had been to some extent removed by

the Act passed in 1861 called the " Land Drainage

Act." That Act enabled commissioners of sewers

or district drainage boards, as the promoters may
elect, to be formed in river valleys or marsh and
low lands, to carry out works in making new
watercourses and improving rivers with the neces-

sary outfalls, and to tax the lands benefited by

these means within a properly defined jurisdic-

tion sanctioned by the Inclosure Commissioners,

but extending into valleys in the interior and not

limited to the area marked out by the level of the

tides as the old Commissions were. The Act
also provides for the reclamation of land from the

sea, irrigation, &c.

The number of districts—of which the follow-

ing is a list— in which the Act had been applied

was twenty -two, and of these be (Mr. Grantham)

had inspected twenty one:

—

Acres

:\Ior den C.irrs, Durli.-im 4 000

Wor mbrook. Hereford LS??!
Wis Bey, Norfolk 8,2401

Lad den Brook, Gloucester 957

Lou gdon and Eldersfield, Woicester 3,595

Llaiigorse, Brecon 1,086J

Maxey, Northomvton 7,918

Marthaiii, Norfolk 69U
Kiver Idle, Nottiiigli.im 6,000

Rtanuioor. Somerset 676J
,.„r,vm..nr SrinT-nt 1,820

I- . „.,-, M.r.r.ll. 2,684
-. ,'... ,.,, II, ,, ;. ,,1 1,464

,: ,, , ,11, 1.066

I l,,-.l,..,>, ^ !., 1,^1

1

2,*12i
King's Sfltiii""r, Somerset 11,259

Krodali.im, rliesliiro 4,217

Nortlimoor, O.xford 2,364

North Moor, Somerset 3,235

Aller Moor, Somerset 21,654

iladdiscoe, Norfolk 1,628

MuckHeet, Norfolk 1.404

• To be concluded in our next.
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The cost of puttiijg the powers of the Act into
operation had beeu on an average £60 in each
case. Some had been carried out most success-
fully, others were in progress, and some had nut
been commeuced.

He could not better illustrate the subject than
by describiflg the practical results of difi'erent

methods of carrying out a combined system of
arterial draiuRge. For this purpose he had
selected a district drained by gravitation, another
by means of pumping, and a private drainage,
also by pumping.

The first was that of the Leadon, which is a
river flowing into the western branch of the
Severn, about a mile and a half from Gloucester,
and having a watershed of about lUO square
miles. The district was formed iu 1861 under a
Commission of Sewers, and the works completed
as far as they could be in 1SC7. There were
formerly two mills on the river, one at the Severn,
and the other about 21, miles above it, by which
the water was penned back for upwards of 5
miles. The water power of both was purchased
by the commissioners, who were thus enabled to
deepen, widen, and straighten the river where
requisite, and the effect had been to lower the
water towards the outfall 5ft., and at the upper
end 4ft. The jurisdiction of the commissioners
includes a branch river in the parish of Tibberton,
and extends over about 1,'100 acres. For about
the first 4 J miles the work consisted for the greater
part of a new cut, and the remainder in deepening
and taking off bends only. Both sides of the hew
river, for a mile and a half up from the Severn,
as well as the bank parallel to the Severn, were
embanked to keep out the tides and its flood-

waters, and also to conline the Hoods of the
Leadon itself, which flow down from the upper
country about two days before those of the
Severn arrive at the same point. From the
Hereford and Gloucester Canal through Tipperton
parish, being about 1,| miles, the brook was
widened and deepened in places, and in others
the banks were dressed ofT and the bushes cleared.

From about the fourth mile on the main river it

was deepened, cleared of bushes and weeds, and the
banks dressed oif for about 2 miles, making alto-

gether nearly 7 miles, the cost of which amounted
to £3,070, including superintendence. The re-

mainder of the outlay—the total of which was
£9,525—was for obtaining the commission and
othernecessary expenses. The money was borrowed
and is to be repaid iu twenty-five years. The rate

for its repayment with interest varies from 9s. to

lis. per acre, according to the bcnelits conferred.

The practical result has beeu that the floods

caused by the river Leadon itself have not over-

flowed its new channel, and the floods and tides

of the Severn itself have beeu so con lined within
its own banks as to prevent them overflowing the
adjoining land, and their duration is very much
reduced. The floods have never since injured the
growing grass, or carried it away when cut, as was
formerly the case in about one year out of four.

The quality of the grass is improved, and cattle

and sheep cau remain on the pastures nearly all

the year. The under- drainage can be better

carried out, and the river is as nearly as possii.le

under the control of those interested in its proper
action.

The next case described was that of a district

in Norfolk, in the parishes of Wintertou and
Somerton, about 10 miles north of Yarmouth, and
which is drained by pumping. It contains about

1,100 acres, and is comprised within a water-
shed of about 2,500 acres, lying in a basin formed
by high land on the south fide, and bounded on
the west and north t^ides by Martham, Broader
Lake, and the Hundred Stream, the levels of

which are about Sft. to 4 ft. above the area ; on
the east side are sand hills and the seashore.

The area was originally a marsh, the land being
worth at the most not more than lOs. per acre.

The commission was issued in 1804. The object

of the work was to collect the water by a main
leading drain at one point, from which it could be
pumped into Martham Broad—a lift of 5ft. to

7ft, and in ISOS an Appold pump, worked by
steam, was erected for this purpose. The natural

fall of the colmtry was to the sea, and the

Hundred Stream formerly discharged itself into

the sea through what are now high hills of sand,

BO that the drainage has been diverted westerly

against its natural direction, and this necessitated

deeper cutting for the drains than would other-

wise have been required.

The work was completed in July, 1866, and
cost as follows ;

—

Earthworks £1,422
Pumps and eugiues l,:!l)l

Britiges aud culverts r>12

Engine house 32li

A few other items of expense with which Mr.
Grantham was imacquainted would probably bring
it up to £4,500, or about £4 per annum. The
rate, including the repayment of borrowed money,
was about 8s. per acre, levied equally on the
acreage. The land has been partially ploughed
up and partially converted into pasture ground,
and is worth from 30s. to £2 per acre.

The following case was a small one on some
property belonging to a private owner at Hemesby,
in Norfolk, not far south of the last case, and on
the borders of Ormesby Broad, which it touches
in two parts. The works consist of two drains,

leading from the north and the south respectively,

to a central pointwhereapumpis placed, by which
drainage is lifted and discharged through an open
channel into the Broad. Banks have been erected

to keep the waters of the Broad from overflowing
the lowlands on its banks as it formerly did. The
object is to reclaim about 150 acres, and the drain-

age will enable the proprietor to under-drain
about 100 more acres, and otherwise to improve
his estate. The cost has been about £1,550, and
tbe drainage is completely successful, and the
water is easily discharged, but, like all these cases,

more pumping is necessary at first where the
land has been saturated for all time than wiU
hereafter be lequired.
As a striking case of increased value, effected

by the system of pumping, Mr. Grantham men-
tioned 700 acres of land belonging to the Corpora-
tion and Freemen of Eecoles, in Sutiblk. About
ten years ago an Appold pump was erected at the
River Waveney, the drains were deepened and the

water lifted into that river, which is about 4ft.

above the marshes. The cost of the engineer and
pump was about £2,000. The lauds previously

were let at 14s. per acre ; they now let from 50s.

to £3 per acre.

Four districts have already been formed under
the Act in Norfolk and SulTolk, and others are

contemplated.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

The Birkdale local board have decided upon
sewering the district. The question has been
imder discussion for some time, but action has

now been taken, and at, their last meeting they

appointed Messrs. Reade and Goodison, engineers,

of this town, to prepare the necessary plans for

carrying out a system of sewerage.

The Royal Commissioners appointed to inquire

into the sewase of large towns have not, it is

understood, been able to prosecute their inquiries

further, owing to the replies to the written queries

which they submitted to parties in the vicinity

during their late preliminary investigations into

the alleged pollution of the English lakes, &c.,

not having been all received. It is, however,
anticipated that by February certain reports will

Le laid before Parliament.

^mlbiiig Intel (igeiite.

OHURCHKS AND OHAPELS.

The first quarterly meeting for the present

year of the general committee of the Salisbury

Diocesan Church Building Association was held

at Salisbury on Thursday week. The following

applications were considered :—From the Rev.

A. S. Littlewood, for a grant towards increasing

the church accommodation at Turnworth, in the

archdeaconry of Dorset. A grant of £70 was
agreed to.—From the Rev. 11. 1). Travers, the in-

cumbent of Swanagc, Dorset, for a chapel-of-ease

to be built at Herston. Two plans were sub-

mitted—one at a cost of £1,000, and the other of

£1,300—and it was agreed to make a grant of

£100 if the former were carried out, and £150 if

the latter plan, involving the erection of a north
aisle and vestry, were adopted.— In the case of a

renewed application from the Rev. E. B. Worlh,
of Willesford, Wilts, towards increasing church
accommodation, £25 was voted.—An application

to the committee was next considered for permis-

siim to make an alteration in the plans for the re-

building of Hinton Martell Church, Dorfset,

towards which latter £100 had been promised by

the society. It was determined to accede to the
request, subject to the diocesan architect's ap-

proval.—A similar application was next gone
into from the Rev. W. Gildea, vicar of West Lul-

worth, who applied for permission to omit the

tower iu the rebuilding of the church, on the un-
derfctanding that the remainder of the building as

to plan and number of sittings should remain un-
changed. No objection was raised to the applica-

tion, but the committee claimed to re-consider

the amount of their grant (£150), which had
been made on a larger scale than usual.

A neat village Wesleyan Chapel has been
erected at the cost of £800 at Landkey, Devon-
shire ; Mr. Ale.\ander Lander, of Barnstaple,

being the architect.

A short time since, under the direction of Mr.
G. G. Scott, a portion of the foundation of the

north wall of the n.ave of Peterborough Cathedral

was examined, in order to ascertain the cause of

the bulging outward of the wall. It appears

that the wall is so much aftVcted that pending
further works it has been deemed necessary to

shore it up.

The foundation stone of a new church dedi-

cated to St. Mary, at Rufford, near Ormskirk, was
laid on Monday. The building, which is in the

Early Decorated style, will con&ist of ttave and
aisles, with tower and spire at the north-west

corner, chancel, chancel aisle, organ chamber, and
vestry. The materials used will be Rufford

bricks, relieved with bands of blue bricks, for

walls, and stone dressings in the doors, windows,
arches, &c. The church will seat about 450
persons. The builders are Messrs. Sale and
Hurst, of Southport, whose estimate is £2,236 ;

and the church has been designed and will be
carried out by Messrs. Dauson and Davies, archi-

tects, of the Grecian Chambers, Dale-street.

Two new churches, costing together about

£7,000, and dedicated respectively to St. Mark
and All Saints, were consecrated at Coventry, on
Tuesday, by the Bishop of Worcester. They are

built from designs furnished by Messrs. Paul and
Robinson, Manchester, diocesan architects ; the

builder being Mr. Loveatt, of Wolverhampton.
The style is a blending of Early Euglish and
Gothic. There is a well-developed chancel, and
on either side there are aisles. The floors are

paved with ornamental encaustic tiles, and the

seats are open reclining backs.

Mr. G. E. Street has sent in an elaborate report

to the De.an and Chapter of Christ Church
Cathedral, Dublin, on the restoration of the

Cathedral Church. He gives an interesting ac-

count of the church, and says its original founda-

tion appears to date from the beginning of the

eleventh century. Further ou he says he has

always regarded it as the greatest architectural

treasure of the city, and, as is usually the case,

the more carefully he has studied its architec-

tural details, the more he has been impressed by
their value and beauty. The total cost of resto-

ration he estimates at £15,835.

The new Wintcrbottom Nautical College was
inaugurated at South Shields on Tuesday after-

noon. The College is built of red brick with
stone facings, from the designs of Mr. Clemence,

late borough surveyor of the town ; Mr. Todd; of

South Shields, was the contractor.

The new out patient department of the Child-

ren's Hospital, Birmii gham, is completed, at a cost

of £3,000. The style is Gothic. Messrs. Martin

and Chamberlain were the architects, and Messrs.

Jefl'ercy and Pritchard, the contractors The
carving was executed by Mr. Samuel Barfield.

BUILDING SOCIETIES.

THE fifteenth annual meeting of the Bradford

Third Equitable Benefit Building Society

took place last week. The report shows that,

during the past year, the subscriptions have

amounted to £135,005, the loans to £145.608,
and other receipts to £4,034, making a total of

£284,647, whilst the amount advanced on mort-

g.age was £130,690. The number of members
has increased from 4,090 to 4,777, and the num-
ber of sh.ares from 11,722 to 14,447. Existing

advances, with interest thereon, now amount to

£600,000. The guarantee fund is £3,000. IJ
per cent, additional interest has again been
apportioned as bonus or profit, makini: 6 per

cent, on invested subscriptions. A surplus of £62
4s. 9d. is carried forward to next year.
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NOTICE.

THE "BUILDING NEWS"
PERMANENTLY ENLARGED.

XO CORBESPONUEJVIS.
The unusual amouut of space occupied by the

ladex this week compels us to postpone the in-

sertion of several articles, letters, &o , till next
week.
To OOR Readebs.—We shall foel obliged to any of our

readers who will favour us with brief notes of works con-
templated or in progress in the provinces.

Letters relating to advertisements and the ordinary busi-
ness of the Paper should be addressed to the EDITOR,
31, TAVISTOUK STUEET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C.
Advertisements for the current week must reach the

office before 5 o'clock p.m. on Thursday.
Received.—W. C. T.-M. L. and M., with photo—E.

W. P.—J. C—W. andB.-F. P.-I. P. B._T. G.-W. S.
M.—C. G. and Co.—R. and B,— A. L.—H. I. D.—W. S. P.
—1. B. and Son—I. G.—G. aud Co.—T. P. L.-R. L B. —
I. H.-P. E. M.— 'SperoMeliora'—J.W. P.— B. B. S.-W.
L. L.-S. W. K.-A. W,—T. M.—R. C. S.-I. O.—G. G
H., with photos— 1. H..-R. N. P.-W. C. D.—W. W.—A.
B.— G. N. H.— I. B. and Co.—R. M. U—J. H. B.—W.B.
T., neit week.— " Floor Scantlings, " next week.
"Done up" must be a bit of a wag or he would not have

sent such a question.
J. P. H.—Your question on Damp Walla has been

answered in *' Intercommunication " again and again.
The illustrated advertisement describing Blr. George

Jennings' recent improvements in drain pipes, which
should Have appeared in this number, is unavoidably post-
poned till next week. We are also compelled to omit
several other adveitisemeuts.

GROTESQUES.
To the Editor of the BuiLDiNa News.

Sib,—There can be no doubt that the m.ijorily
of your subscribers would endorse tlie opinion of
jour correspondents, Messrs. Guillaume and
iJtatham, as to the value of Mr. Moyr .Smith's
" suggestions." Surely novel " grotesques," how-
ever ingenious, cannot be wanted in tne di^ora-
tive area of the nineteenth century. The error
Beems to me to be in mistaking these for that
quaintness and force in representing nature
with few lines and telling touches which belong
to the master of bis art and him only. Tba ma^
terial, too, imposes always a certain mannerism.
Was not the great Sir Edwin Landseer out of his
element in bronze ? aud do not the lions in Trafal-
gar-square, with a certain sublime aspect, still re-
mind us of French poodlesjust washed and combed
and about to sneeze ? An essayist in a recent
number oi' the G-izette des Beaux Aris incident-
ally gives his opinion of them. More successlul
are tnoso jolly little sejant lions on the iron posts
round the British Museum, wi'.h their clipped
and trimmed manea. Again, those quaint lions
and eagles of lueuiasval lieraklry are very ad-
mirable, but not "grotesque," though they
always adapted themselves to circumstances;
the bottom one of the three lions in the royal'
coat had to be cramped up to suit the oointed
base of the shield; but whenever they have been
represented in modern times, except by Pu;^in,
no regard has been paid to the shape of 'the
shield, and they are all made exactly alike in
form and size, and poor, tame, spiriiless " Zoo-
logical" specimens or worse. As to dragons,
chimeras, uowud snakes—the kistrelicof serpent-
worship—and the like, they had batter be con-
signed to oblivion altogether, as they have no
meaning now and little beauty. The genial
impersonations of Mr. Fundi, and such sketches
as Uu Maurier's " Wonders of the Deep,"* take
the place of " Gioiesques " at the present day,
and are understood, are novel, aud wonderfully
clever. But the restricted uuanmg of the word
"grotesque" is not very clear, and its assigned
etymology is no guide.—I am, &o.,

A. S. Ellis.

and signed by the political agent to that state.

Theamountpropofeti tobeexpendedis £10,000 :

—

"The usual detailed working drawings aud
detailed specification will, however, have to be

furnished by the gentlemen by whom the two
selected designs shall have been submitted,

without further remuneration than the prize

ofl'ered."—Thus oli'oring half and a quarter per

cent, to the two successful men respectively.—

I

am, &a., An Ahchitect.
Calcutta, December 14, 1868.

ARCHITECTS IN INDIA.
Sir,—In support tf what I stated in my letter

to you of November last as to t;he amount ol
snoourugetnent held out by the powers in India
to architectural talent, allow me to send you the
following extract from particulars issued to
inlendiiiK competitors lor two premiums of £oU

ipalace olthe Nawab ot Balawulpoor,

* In FuncWs Almanack.

and £2

rOKESTS, TIMBER, AND TRADE IN NEW
ZEALAND.

Sib,—One of your correspondents of Decem-
ber 18, 1863, in "Intercommunication," asked a
question relative to the above. I have waited
the reply ot some one more fitted than I to

answer. No answer being forthcoming, I have
framed such an one as I am enabled to by the
recollections of a three years' and a half resi-

dence in New Zealand. There is not the
slightest doubt which of the two colonies named
(New Zealand and Queensland) is best for an
Kugiiehman. Although I have not visited Queens-
land, I have beeu on familiar terms with several
who had lived there from ten to fifteen years.
The particulars with which they furnished me,
coupled with the almost tropical situation of
Queensland, droughts, venomous serpents, in-

sects, &C.3 &c., which are known to be so plenti-
ful, make the place more fit for an Hindostaoee
than an Englishman. New Zealand is well
watered and timbered, climate temperate and
healthlul. Certainly there are mosquitoes, which
are rather troublesome to a *' new chum," but
ho would soon get uted to them. But there are
no venomous serpents or reptiles— in fact, there
are no reptiles whatever on any of the islands,

with the exception of a beautifully marked lizard
which rarely attains the length of four inches.
The wild pig, rat, aud mouse are the only
quadrupeds not domesticated, the former of
which was introducsd by Captain Cook. I
compare the climate of Stewart's Island, Utago,
anu Southland to that of the north of England

;

Canterbury, Nelsuu, aud Marlborough to that ol

the South of England; and the Northern Island to
tho climate of the south of France. With one
exception the winters in either case are not so
cold as in England or Prance. I have expert,
enced cold to a much greater degree in Paris
than iu any part of New Zealand. In Nelson
snow which stops on the ground for many hours
IS considered a curiosity. The timber is good in
quality ana quantity, suitable for every purpose
of building—a great many kinds ad.ipcea for
cabinetwork. A New Zealand forest is one of
the most rapturous sceneries that can possibly
be conceived; its varied foliage of all colours
and tints, from the deep dark green of the Matai
(black pine) to the delicate almost orangj tint of
the leathery llemu (red pine), aud when blended
(iS ono used to New Zealand scenery often
witnesses) with the beautiful lake-liko sconerv
ol the many bays and sounds of these pic-
turesque islandf, the sight is one of
grandeur that moves the observer viiih delight
and emotion. Most of the vegetation indigenous
to New Zealand is evergreen, which gives to
tho country an appearance as though spring
reigned perpetually. Tho mineral produotions
of New Zealand are rich, independent of its

goldmines; other mines, whioh will hereafter
prove of far greater and lasting value to New
Zealand, will be found iu its vast deposits of
coal, copper, and other minerals. The several
descriptions of (he piiie are numerou..^, tho most
commou of whicti are the Kauri pint, Matai
(blafk pine), Ksniu (red piue), and another,
called by the colonists white piue—I forget ita

native appellative. Birch of several kinds is

plentiful 111 some districts, but, with tho excep-
tion of tho black birch, is not of uiueh
account. The heart of black birch is very
clu^u-grained, hard, and tough, very durable,
and calculaied to boar a great strain. Tne
lorks and bends of tho black birch a ro oft.u used
for knees and ribs m the colonial-built schooners
aud cutters lor coasting purposes; the growth
of these loiks aud bends is so varied that
almost any shape or size can be obtained auit-
uble for building these crafts. Tutara is a
timber with a beautiflly -figured gram, anu
capable ol receiving a very nigh polish, and is

very light, yet durabio and hard. This is the tree
out ol which the Miiori constructs his canoo.

The Totara tree is often found seven feet in
diameter. I measured one which was rather
stunted in its growth 24(t. in circumference.
Totara splits \GYy clean aud free, and is valued
for the shingles which are split out of it; they
are better and more durable than those of white
pine. Of course, timber baing so plentiful the
dwellings of the colonists are almost universally
built ot this material ; tho modes are various

;

the most temporary are generally in use. The
houses consist oi stud partition walls weather-
boarded outside, and, iu buildings of a superior
class, lined on the inner side with tongued and
grooved boarding; tho roofs are covered with
split shingles. The beards are cut generally
Sin. wide

; all timber is calculated by the foot

superficial of liu. thick, all stuil under lin. thick
being counted as inch ; it in procured from the
sawmilla or pits at Ss. to lOs. per 100ft. super-
ficial, the price varying as the timber can be ob-
tained in quantity or difiiculty of sawing. For in-

stance, white pine boards can be obtained at most
sawmills lor 10s. per hundred ; black birch would
cost lis. to IGs. per hundred. Birch is seldom cut
into inch boards; it is valued more for beams,
planking, and other timbers in the construction of
bridges than for any other purpose. Slack
birch is very hard cutting, and by actual experi-
ence I would rather cut !200ft. of white pine than
100ft. of birch. As regards yoir correspon-
dent's chance of success in New Zialand, there
is a wide field for anyone with capital ; but your
correspondent may be placed under so many
different circumstance.^, each, in medical terras,

requiring different treatment." He must go
and take his chance. It requires actual experi-
ence in Now Zealand—how aud when to lay out
capital in any trade. A c irpenter aud joiner
will get good wages (lOs. per day), but nine out
of teu do not get hired constantly. Labour ia

too expensive, aud colonists are too poor,generally
speaking, to hire much skilled labour. 1 have
noticed by observation that those who obtained
a few acres of land sulficieut to keep a few aiieep

or cattle, and filled up the r time by improving
their farms, ultimately succeeded best. Oi course,
a man to do this sh uld be married, and what
would be a great desideratum a f-jw growing up
children, who would be invaluable in laying the
foundation of their lutuie home. Were it not
for my business relations here, which make it

impossible for me to leave England, I shonld
like to end my days in New Zealand.—Iam,&c.,

Thomas H. White, Architect.
Brighton-road, Balsall Heath, Birmingham.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
A NciSANCE.—Knight v. Gardner.—This was

amotion before Vice-Chancellor James for an in-
junction to restrain the defendant from bringing
night-soil upon the premises where he lives, and
from carrying on the manufacture of manure, so
as to cause a very great nuisance to the plaintiff.

The defendant is the lessee of the Falcon Am-
monia, Bone, aud Manure Works, at Erize Norton,
Oxfordshire, and about a mile from the plaintiff's

house. The defendant Gardner resides within
200 yards of the plaintiff, aud, as the bill alleged,
had recently commenced collecting night.soil and
filth every night from the privies in the neigh-
bourhood, and carting it to the sheds adjoining
his house, whence, after undergoing certain
deodorising processes, it was carted in the day
time to the Falcon Works. The case made by
the bill aud affidavits in support was that an in-

tolerable stench, occasioning nausea and illness

to the pldntifl: aud his family, was the result of
these nocturnal operations. It was insisted, on
the other hand, that after the precautious taken
by the defendant for disinfecting the night-soil,

by the employment of charcoal aud lime, it was
impossible that any nuisance such as to call for
the interference of the Court could have resulted
to the plaiutifl' at a distance of 200 yards ; that
the evil, if any existed, had beeu grossly exagge-
rated by the plaintiff; and that there was no
evidence couneoting, as a matter of cause aud
effect, illness in the plaintiffs family with the
operations caused by tho defendant. The Vice-
Chancellor, without hearing a reply, granted the
injunction.

M. Paul llnot, tho well-known French land-
scape painter, has died very suddenly. He was
struck with apoplexy on S .turday while at work
before hia easel on a picture destined for the
coming exhibition.
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Iiitfrwrnmunitation,

QUESTIONS,

J1226.)—OPTICS.— Premising that a pencil of light is au

assemblage of ra\s proceeding from a Inminous point, ex-

plain by a clear diagram tho following defiuition. If the

rajsof a pencil of light produced iQ directioa of propaga-

tion meet iua point, the pencil is convergent.—B. L. B.

[l?27.]-CONSTRncriNG A WALL.—Wm ?omo one

kindly inform me of tho best method of cons-tructing a 9iu.

wall to prevent dampness inside, of coarse not to exceed in

cost that of a brick and a half wall.—R. T. F.

[122S.]—PLASTER CASTS, ^c.-How can I make
plaster—such as used for statuettes, cornices, and enrich-

ments—tough, and not so liable to break as it is in iis

natural condition.

—

Moulder.

[1229.]—COST OF IRON CHURCHES.—I should like

to be informed of the cost of erecting an iron chur..h, like

the one advertised by Morton and Co. in- your paper, to

contain 200 sittings.—M. F. C.

[1230.]—EXAMINATION FOR CIV TLENGI'^EERS.-
Can any of yoiu* correspondent a inform me how I can

obtain information respecting the txamination for Civil

Service engineersV— Engineer.

[1231.]-L.\P0FSLAT1NG.—Is the "lap" of a slate

reckoned from the nail hole or from the head? Dobson
in hia "Art of Building," says the former, but practical

men inform me the "lap" is always taken from the head
of the slate.—B. O.

[1282.]—CURVED ROOF.—Will anyone inform me how
to lay down the linea of the valleys rafter of a cui'ved roof

intersected by a straij;ht gablet ? It is evident the rib

Elevation. Plan.
I two directions. I i i plan and ele-

[1333.1-WORK ON UOUSE-PAINTING AND DECO-
RATING.—Can some" one oblige by t iving me the name of

a good practical work on house-painting and decorating V

—A. G.

ton of coal[1234.]—How many cubic feet does
occupy ¥

—

A.. C. G.

[1235.]-"PROUT'S HINTS ON LIGHT AND SHADE."
—Will any correspondent kindly inform mo where one of
the early impru^bious of '"Piout's Hints on Light and
Shade" may be obtained, new or second-hand, aud price.

—ASu

[1236.1-BOOK ON SURVEYING. -Will some ex-

perienced surveyor kindly inform me of tho host book tliat

could be recommended ti> a town or district surveyor ?—

A

Surveyor of Two Years' Standing.

REPLIES.
[1122.]—ROOF CONSTRUCTION.— •' E. S.," in assum-

ing the oilice uf judge, luis decided that my view put Jorth

in No. 7.0, Wiis uk-arly erioueous. By not pointing out
the nature of the error and by omitting to prove his own
view, I can only conclude that his decision is based upon
the numeriwil sapciiority of four correspondents against

one. In two general propositions he gives the result of

the debate, la ihu tirst he says *' that a collar under the
conditions of the original query, loi huut uf.y res ruitiing

force to, rrv>-nt the r.jttr frH fom v.oving outWTiiu is

subjected to a tensile strain." The words 1 have italicized

are gratuitous, and no authority for them can be found in

the originul question. It were unreasonable to buppose
that ' Beginner" would place the rafters on tho walla

without proper tixing, and I have taken it for granted that

they are to be siiiked to the plate in the usual manner,
and so long aH the npikes do not draw, or the plate does
not slide, or the walls do not yield, tliere la a restraining

force in oxistouco, and my view in No. 720 holds good, and
the conditions of the second proposition of '* E. T. " are

fulfilled, viz., " whnn tho rafters are prevented from
spreading by a lie beam or .Wi-r/^/c-, then a collar ap
{)lied some distance up thorn will he liable tocorapresftion."
" H.'s " last paragraph is a total misrepresentation -of, and
entirely opposed to iiil that 1 have written. "T. R. H."
nays "if yet in the dark I shall be giad to send proofa." I

hope ho will otl'er no excuse-^, but be as good as his word,
and send a proof, if he can of his startling a^tsertion in

No. ?2S that tho strain in a collar is in thu direction of tho
inclined raftors.—Purlin.

[1122,]— If tho "interest of beginners" was the real mo-
tive for the letter of "K, S." ot January 8, it is a pity he
did not devote a f«w hnes to a retutation of " Purlin's''

argument of Dt:cember -ith, instead of contenting himself
with the remark, that it is "clearly erroneoua." My
main object, however, is to call attention to the cool way
in which "E. S.' invents a condition, and tacksit on to tho
"original quuiy ' in order to avoid the result of hia own
statement, that "acuUar will bo liable to compression if

the rafters are preventt-d from spreading by a tie-beam or
other force." Other force in provided by nailing to tho wall
plate and often by notcliing iu addition. 1 (hiuk "Purlin"
is right, but if he bo proved wrong at last, itwill he by other
than his present oitponuuts, who seem unanituous in
avoidiug a detailed criticism of his argument — K.
[The editor of the Uuii.ding News presents his compli-

ments to the various writers onthi^ question. He thinks
the time is come to terminate the coiTespondence. lie

hopes, however, to hear from tliein again frequently on
other matters on Intercommunication.]

[120S.]—WOODBURY'S PHOTO-RELIEFPROCESS.—
''Inquirer" can obtain the information he wants by applying
at the otbces of the Photo-Relief Company, 3S, Broad-
street Buildings, E.G. : also see article iu "Daily News"
of the Ith January. — E. H. Horne.

[1214.]-DRAINAGEOF BASEMENTS,—There cannot
be a more important question for the consideration of the
conscientious svirveyor. No doubt much of rheumatism,
and even more malignant forms of disease, are caused by
d:unp collars, and the modern style of building, which
sc imps every kind of work that is out of sighi,, requires
reform. Tho plan suggested by " Water Tight " will not
do. It is no doubt possible by such an arrangement to

keep the water out of his cellar, but the damp would
strike up the walla, and an incurable mischief would in
time he created. I have had a similar case. My house is

a detached house, built upon a stiff clay. The basement
is Oft. below the line of air-bricks which surround the
house. Between my house and my next neighboui-'s,

there being about isdft. between them, a well had been
sunk to receive the overflow from tho two cesspools. This
well was '.iSft. deep, and as it had no overflow, there was
nothing but the absorbing power of the soil to depend
upon. The whole of the roof waters from both houses
found its way into this well, and very much of the surface
drainage. My tieighbour'shouse, both houses being built by a
•speculating architect, was on higher ground, which would
tii.ike a dillerence of probably Oft. or '<ft. iu the level of the
basement. It turned out, although this infoi-raation was
not given me at the time I purchased the house, nor did
my own surveyor discover it, that the cellar had been
twice flooded before it came into my possession, and the
architect, to meet tlie evil, had put in a trap and a drain
connecting the cellar with the centre cesspool or absorbing
welL No doubt this wiis done to meet the difficulty until
the house was sold, for it is impossible to conc-ive that
such a miscalculation could he made, for, besides the roof
waters, there was nearly an acre of ground to drain into

it, and no man of the most moderate experience could
suppose that it would be a permanent remedy. There
was this evil besides, that the ouly means of keeping out
foul air tiom the cellar was a small trap with l^in. dip.

What followed was this, that in a heavy storm the summer
before last the ceutre well became overcharged. There
was no escape for the pent-up wators but into my cellar,

and that was flooded from floor to ceiling with diluted
sewage water, much to the fright of my family and to the
destruction of everythiu,- iu the cellar. The gas meter
was floated, and an escape of gas threatened still more
serious mischief X was sent for by telegram, and on
reaching home saw at once that nothing could be done
until the storm abated. Soon after the rain ceased the
water began to fall. I mention this cace in detail to

strengthen the advice of "A. Z."—by no means connect
the floor of your cellar with the cesspool. Soon
after this storm, I disconnec ed the cellar from
the cesspool, and relieved tho cessiiool by run-
ning across and out into the road an intersecting drain,

but &till I have had in the rellar in heavy and long-con-
tinued r J ins a few inches of w .ter, rapidly subaiding when
the rain ceased, and iu consequence of intense occupatiou,
I have delayed the attempt at a remedy until the later

rains have forced it upon me by filling the cellar to the
depth of 3ft. My case is in this respect very like that of
" Water Tight," and the cure I think as difficult from the
impossibility of carrying out an etfect.ual scheme of
drainage. I am 50ft. from the road on each of two open
sides of the house. After careful measur ment I found
that I could carry adrain to the road at the corner of my
gateway, having sutticient fall for percolated rain water,
and carry the drain 0'.n. under the floor of my cellar. Tho
distance I had to carry the drain was 11 Oft. Without
hesitation i adopted this plau, carryiug the trench down
the garden path, placing a 2ft. stoneware pipe drain, and
filling in the trench with brick rubbish. I have lifted the
whole floor and carried round thi inside of the walla a
lineof 2in. gardou drains connecting w tli tlie main drain,

and filled up with gravel, upon wliich I have relaid the
brick. Tbis has cleared the cellar, and, notwithstanding
the fact that much rain has fallen since the work was com-
pleted, the floor has become quite dry. Then I would
suggest to " Water Tight "' whetlier he can find an outlet
in this way. It would be better for him to run over 'JOOft.

or 300ft. to obtain such outlet than to adopt any of the
plans sugge.-sted. I am now relieving the surface as much
as possible by running drains on each side of the garden
paths at the depth of iL'iii, Tho more surface water can
bo got away, the le^s is there to sink into the ground, and
this is very important in clay soils. 1 wouhl advise the
greatest care and circumspection iu devising tho plan and
cJirrying it out, and it is certain th.it tlic fiirit «. o.*t in doiug
the work eff'ectually will be the .Iniii. t, 1. it.ver may
bethe amount. As your oori\s|i .mi n' i ., I em-
ployed a foreman of navvio3 wlu> hi inl 1 111

.
\)pirii'iu:o

in drainage works, for nine-teniti^ .i in i. -i i^is knuw
very little about the principle of uraH]a-._^ It "Water
Tight" finds this not practicable then 1 will venture to

suggest another plau that will be more costly, but will

briug Oijual success.

KOTICES OF BOOKS.

WE have before ua a smal) bundle of annuals
wliich demand a p:isRiu<r notice. Tiie

first is Atchle}fs Price Book for 18G9, published by
Atchley and Co., 108, Great RusyelUstreet, which
wo have noticed many times before, and which
may bo regarded as a stamlard buok. Besides the

ordinaj-y statistable infoimation the presctii

edition contains a chapter ou tii eproof couatruc-

rion and Concrete wall material?. Tho next is

yVhitaker's Almanac for 1869, published by

Whit:.ker, 10, WarwicU-squarf, which c^'Utainsa

largo mass of valuable and varifd information

for one Bhilling. We should sny it is the cheape&t

book of the kind ever published. An annual,
however, is not like a monthly periodical which is

read and disposed of. It is used all the year,
and should be bound strongly iu boards. The
Citii Diary for 1860, published by W. H.
Collingridce, 117, Aidersgate-street, contains,
besides the diary for the year, interleaved with
biotlinir paper, much useful commercial itiforma-
t'on. We have now before us the elej^ant bttl©
auniial hrochnre of the Royal Insurance Com-
pany, which, besides tho usual almanac informa-
tion, contains a complete digest of tho principles
and prac ice of lil'o assurance, more especially,

of course, in reference to its own experience.
The unprecedented success of the company, with
its capital of two millions and annual income of
£SU0,O00, is already well known, and it gives U8
pleasuie once more to bring it before the notice
ofour readers. 'V\iq British Ahninac and Com'
panion for 18(>9, published by Knight and Co.,

Fleet-street, is an old fivourite, and in many
respects deservedly so for its manifold and well-

digested information. Wo should liko it, how-
ever, all tho better if it ouly occasionally

acknowledged the sourcL?s of its information.
Take, for instance, article 12 *'0n Architecture
and Public Impruvementf," which is nothing
more than a rechauffe of what has appeared in

tho Building News and other professional

papers. 'J'hia annual would lone none of its

interest if it omitted the three or four small
wood engravings of new building'', which are
illustrated on a larrrer scale and in a better style

elsewhere. Historic Ninepins, by Mr. John
Timbs, published by Loekwood and Co., is an
omnium ga'herum from all kinds of books. It is

full of historic fragments on men au:l tilings, and
consequently amuising and instructive for old
and young. The Engineer' Sj Ar<hitecVs, and
Contractor's Pocket Book for 1809; Loekwood
and Co., Staliouers* Hall-court. This annual is

so well-known, and so extensively appreciated
for its valuable contents, that it requires no
word from us beyond the statement that it is

publis^hed. The same firm publishes the
Ennineers and Contractor's Almanac and
Pockt:t ComiKinion for 1809, which is much
smullor, and equally less pretentious, than the
preceding mentioned work. Spngue and Co.,

of 1-1, Sherborne- lane, King William-street,

have issui'd a very neat and well got up Foeket

Diary and A chitcct's and Surveydr's Mcmtra^idum
Boole for 1,869. We must not uUHt to mention
that we have receivoti the Temperance Yt^ar

Book of Facts and History^ pubin-hed by W,
Tweedie, 33/, Strand, which contiiiis, for six-

pence, a lot of information ou temperance and
otuer social topiosj

ARCII.EOLOGICAL SOCIETIES.

ON the 22nd ult. the quarterly meeting of the
Devoushire Archajjlogicil Society was held

at Exeter. A paper was read on "The "Wooden

Screens of Devon." After defining roodlofts

generally, Mr. Ashworth referred to some of the-

earliest specimens of screens and parcloses—those

of St. Edmund's Chapel in the Cathedral, the

gates of the choir aidles, and a curious example at

Ottery Church. He said that country churches

in retired parts of the county often have their

screens preserved, whilst iu towns churches

underwent many alterations. In that immediate

neighbourhood there are rich roodscreens at Pin-

hoe, Kenn, Kenton, Ashton, Chudleigh, Christow,

Bridford. Some painted examples, as at Manaton,

have the portraits of saints and bishops in their

lower panels, much defaced through the zeal of a

Puritan age. At Dartmouth the rood screen of

St. Saviour's reigns supreme in richness, though

there are others, as at Ugborough, that exhibit

the same design. Taking the direction towards

Tiverton, there is a screen at Kewe restored
;

remains at Silverton (recently removed) ; at

Braduinch and Plymtree screens rich in gilding

and colour, and Cullompton equally so ; at

Kentiebeare a graceful design; at Tiverton one

was recently removed. Moving south-eastward^

we have them at Payhembury, Talaton, and the

old church at Honiton, Beyond Crediton is quite

a region of rich scresns— Lipford, Coleridge,

Chawleigh, Chumleigh, Burrington. Alheriugton.

Taw.stock has some fine perpendicular screens;

Pilton and Marwood interesting remains. The
drawings exhibited by Mr. Ashworth were of por-

tions of screens, showing the illumination and

details of the ornaments, which present a great

sameness or family likeness.
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®nr Office Mk
At tlio last meeting of the Haatinga Local

Board of Uealtb, the Towri Cleik read a vote ol

thanka whioli the Water Committee accorded to

the Sarvejoi- on the 11th of December for the

valuable services he had rendered during the

past season, in vvhich there had bjen a scarcity

of water, and for the tact and energy he had dis-

played in supplying t!ie district under such dis-

advantageous circamstances. The surveyor, in

acknowle Iging the compliment, said that he had

•every reason to believe that the BOarijity of

water would not occur again.

One of the best painters of Rome, Cesare

Fraoassone, has just died, at the early age of

50 years. Ilis remaina were accompanied to

their last resting place by all the artists of Rome,

the Pope having on this occasiou relaxed the law

against funeral processions. Fracassoue's

greatest work waa the " Martyrs of Gariuchum."

The "Reformed Jews" have lately fiuiahed

and consecrated a magnificent cruciform

" Temple of Emanuel," which has cost them

SOO.OOOdols., and is the most splendid piece of

eoolesiastical architeciuro in New York, in the

course oi a few mouths another synagogue, only

second to this in splendour, will be completed,

about five minutes' walk from this, belonging to

the Oithodox Jews; but the latter will uot be

eruciforni.

At the last monthly meeting ofthe Warminster

Local Board, Mr. Bush, the surveyor, tendered his

resignatiou, having, as stated in his letter, " for

some time past painfully observed a disposition

on the part of certain members of the Board to

oavil at, if not openly to find fault with, the pro-

gress and execution of the works under his

superintendence." Several members of the

Board wished Mr. Bush to reconsider his de-

cision. This he declined to do, but ultimately

consented to discharge the duties of his office

until Lady Day. The clerk was instructed to

advertise for a successor to Mr. Bush. The <

salary is £45. Applications and teatimoniala

are to be seut in on or before February 3.

A local paper states that laat week some curiona

jnural paintings were discovered on the north

wall of tho parish church of Bradfleld Combust,

Suffolk, now being restored under the super-

vision of Mr. Penrose. They probably date

from the fourteenth century. Que represents

St. George and the Dragon ; another, St. Chris-

topher fording the streiim with the infant Saviour

upou his shoulder, while a third is supposed to

portray a seraph, but is not so distinct aa the

others. The many coats of whitewash by which

they were liidden have been removed as care-

fully aa posf-ible, and it is to be hoped that it

may not be found necessary to cover them again

with plaster. They are well worthy of a visit,

aa is also the curious old chuich itself, which

has been long iu a dilapidated aud, iu some

respect', daugirous condition. The central fresco

may bo inteuded to point to the water of bap-

tism, tho conllict with sin being figured on the

one side, and the joy of heaven on the other.

In anticipation of the meeting of Parliament

next month, tho remaining decorations of the

Royal Gallery, in Westminster Palace, are being

rapidly proceeded with, and statues of the kings,

from William the Conqueror consecutively, will

be placed iu their several niches b-fore the re-

assembliugof Parliament.

The Illustrated Lrndon News lately gave a view

of the intended new church at Kensington, ac-

companied by one of the present bui.diug. Tue

new building, as we have before stated, is to be

Gothic in character. The engraving appears to

have elicited a burst of Protestant feeling, vvhich

found vent in a letter to cue of the morning

papers of last week. The writer, after the uaual

cant about " going to Rome for our religious

edifices," gives as his ideal of the elemeuta of

beauty for a place of worship ;—" red brick

with a stone coping and a solid tower."

According to a French journal, nature has

furnislied the farmers with a weather guide

always to be depended on, and which needs no

instruments or calculations to draw its conclu-

sions. The fjrinera of Lyona predict a cou-

tiuuanco of the present mild weather, based on

the results of their last crop of ouious. If the

weather is to be mild the skins of those bulbs

are thin; if severe, exceedingly strong aud

tongh.

A considerable collection of groups, statue?,

bas-reliefs, &o., moulded from the best examples
iif sculpture in the museums of Rome, Florence,

Naples, and London, is now being arranged at

riie Imperial School of the Fine Art=, iu Paris.

.\ fine inner court, known aa the Cour de

Marbre, from its pavement, has had a glass roof

thrown over, to form a museum.

A "Country Parson" writes to tho Western

U^rminri News :
—"Your correspondents having

stablished the fact of the existence of spittoons

in churches, and in Cornish churches too, 1 shall

no lonser hesitate to introduce them in my own,

especially aa with ua the habit which nucessi-

t.ates their use is rather congregational than indi-

vidual. I would suggest th it in such cases the

nomenclature be changed to emptuma.or its Cor-

nish equivalent ; and I take this opportunity of

siying that should any of your readers be dis-

posed to assist me in procuring the article, I pre-

fer cast-iron enamelled to brass or earthenware
"

Surely country parsons had better beware ! This

is an "ornament" certainly unauthorised either

by the first prayer-book of E Iward VI. or any

canon or precedent. We trust he may escape

the tender mercies of Lord Cairns and the Pro-

testant Association

!

The works for the restoration of the Old

Chapter-house, Westminster Abbey, commeuo-

ed about two years since, are now fast

progressing, and the old building, while still

retaining its original form, with the excep-

tion of some flying buttresses, which are new,

would now hardly be recognised. Of course a

large quantity of new stone has been used in its

renovation, but where it waa found sound enough

the old stone has been utilised. No date has yet

been announced for its completion.

The new buildings for the Royal Academy,
Burlingtou Gardens, are now so far advanced

that the apartments will very shortly be put into

the hands of the decorators. No reasonable

doubt exists as to the holding of the next Ri.yal

Academy Exhibition iu the new place.

The vestries of Westminster have determined

to oppose the projected omnibus tramway from

the Victoria Station, ihrough Vauxhall-road, aud

round through Peckham to Greenwich.

Mr. Batsford, of 52, High Holborn, haa secured

a small number of copies of Viollet-le-Duo's

" Dictionnaire Raisnn'i(5 do 1' Architecture Fran-

caise du Xle. au XVIe Siecle," which is now

complete, and is selling them at the very mode
rate price of £S 83. per set. We notice that the

publisher (M. Morell) raised the price nearly

20 per cent, on the Ist inst. Those who wish to

secure copies at the present price had therefore

better be quick.

A memorial haa been erected by public sub-

scription in Willbrd Church to the memory of

Henry Kiike While, the p let. The memorial

consists of a handsome painted window iu the

chancel of the church, illustrative of the Star ol

Bethlehem ; and also a modaUion portrait of the

poet, sculptured in while marble, by Mr. W. T.

Hale, sculptor, of Baker-street, Portman-square,

Londou.

The commission appointed to select names of

artists for the election of a foreign member of

the Paris Academy of Art i in the room of the

late composer, Rossini, presented the three fol-

lowing : - Sir Edwin Laudseer, R.A. ; M. Dracke,

Prussian sculptor; M. Dupitf, also sculptor, ol

Florence. Ou the receptiou of the list, the

Academy, according to custom, added other

names—those of M. L,. Gallait, Belgian painter;

Signer Pietra R&aa, architect and archa3ologist,

of Rome ; and M. Geefs, the well-known Belgian

sculptor.

The Metropolitan Board of Works havo ap-

pointed Mr. Usher, who has been engaged in

superintending, under the direction of the en-

gineer and assistant-engineer, the erection ol

the machinery at the Abbey Mills pumpini;

station, to the office of superintendent of the

station, at a salary of £200 per annum, with

Uouaereut, coals, and gas, and he is to lemaii,

on the premises. The Board also determiueil

,hat the staff at ihe station and weekly wages t,.

be paid to each ehall he as follows:—Four en-

gineer.-', 36s.; two firemen, 24s.; two cua.

rimmers, 21».; four cleaners, 2l3.; two oilel^

(youths), 15s. ; two flushers, 243. ; one smith,

Jtjs ; One hamuiernian, 24s.; oue cleik, 3Us.

;

niD lodge-keeper, gardener, and messenger, 21s.;

one night nax-buian, 21s.

At a meeting of the Newcastle-upon-Tyne town
council, ou Wednesday week, the mayor stated

that an offer had been made to the corporation

of pictures of the value of £0,000 or £7,000, pro-

vided the corporation were willing to provide a

gallery for their reception. They had been be-

queathed by a gentleman living at Marseilles, by
will, first to Cardigan, then to Liverpool (which
refused them because it was not thought worth
while building a gallerv tn receive them), and
then to Glasgow. Newcastle was the fourth

place named (should all the others decline the

otl'er), and as they had rejected them, they were
now presented to Newcastle ou the condition

named. Some discussion ensued on the reading

of the ofjdr, and various opinions expressed aa to

the propriety of accepting it. Mr. Gregson
moved that they bo at once accepted ; they
would be very bad indeed if not wo;th receiving.

Mr. Oliver thou^iht they ought not to accept

them if inferior pictures. The matter waa ulti-

mately referred to the finance committee.

SCHOOLS OF ART.
The Leamington School of Art opened on the 8th inst. for

the winter session, under the direction of the master, Mr.
Ryan. With a view of extending the benefits of the insti-

tution to all, a special appeal has been made to the masters

and mistresses and teachers of the schools receiving a
government grant, to attend a weekly class, opened
at a reduced rate on Saturdays, for their behalf. It is im-
portant that this class should be better attended than
hitherto has been the case, particularly aa special emolu-
ments will follow to those who are proficient to pass an
examination.

WAGES MOVEMENT.
A Liverpool paper states that a requisition of "the master
builders and other employers of labour couaected with the
building trade of Lancashire and Cheshire" has been drawn
np, aud numerously and influentialiy signed, suggesting
" the employment of non unionist worlipeopleand members
ofthe Ptee Labour Registration Society." Tiiurequisitionists

"hold the opiuiou that with a free exchange of labour

there would be abuudauce of employment for every class of
workpeople," and undertake " to give a preference to those

master builders who offer the greatest encouragement to

free labour."

patents for liibeit&its

CONNECTED WITH THE BUILDING TRADE.

S17 P. F. HALBARD. Stench Traps. Dated March
9, 1SIJ3.

In constructing traps to be used in streets at the mouths
of the openings iuto the sewer, the patentee employs a
grating to cover Offer the opening, as is uaual, and below
I his grating he forms a funnel or pan tapering downwards;
the lower end of this pan dips into water contained in the
basin or case of the trap. Au outlet to the sewer, as is

uaual, is formed at cue side of the basin or case of the

trap, and in order to prevent gasei from the sewer passing

back through this outlet and up through the pan and
grating into the street, he iaterposes between the bottom
of the pan and the outlet two trausvcr-^e partitions at a

short distuni'e .-ipirt from one another, the one nearest to

the o'lil'-* v'--^'" ' 'l""nMv\r.i-i from the top of the basin or

c;i,ie ni Ml 1
1

1
1

1 i I'l- below the bottom of the
oml>-i |i I 1,1.1 I

: : .mtition, wliieh is nearest to

tlie fiiiui. 1 .1
i'-:

:i, r .:i-, II
i'
'ii-ds from the bottom of the

basiu ol i..a..o lu a l^vd .lIh.^c the level of tlie bottom of

the outlet passage, iiy this arrangement three traps wi 11

be formed in oue, and the water level in the trap next the

funnel or pan leadiug downwards from the grating will be

higher than in the trap next the outlet pissage. The
partition nearest to the funnel or pan he makes to slide

mto its place between the guides, so aa to be readily re-

movable for the purpose of cleaning the trap.—Patent
completed.

845 F. RYLAND. Pdlleys for SrsrEN-DiNO Window
Frame-s, Etc. D'ited March 12, 1S6S-

Tho patentee claims making on the inner sides of the

frames or boxes of the said pulleys, bushes or annular pro-

jectious, and forming theshoulderaof the axleaof the bowla

ur wheels, or tho central bosses of the bowls or wheels of

the said pulleys, iu the same planes as the sides of the bowla

or wheels, for the purpose aud aubstajitially in the manner
described —Patent completed.

877 J CARreiK. MACHiNEnv for the Manufacturk
OF Nails, &u. Dated March 14, 1S6S.

The patentee claims pointing the rods employed by
means of a roll and an inclined travelling tool, the said

roll aud travelling tool, and parts connected therewith,

bein" constructed, arranged, aud operating substantially as

de.scnbedandilUis'rat)l. The combination or arrange-

ment of tho movab « a -d fixed cutters, and gripping aud

Heading dies, and the parts for operating the said movable

cutter and dies, substantially as described and illustrated.

Making in front of the couniei-^ink in tho said dies in

which ohe head is shaped au opening in which the hoad-

mg puuch enters aud accurately fita, thereby preventing

tlie spreading of the metal and the formaiion of the burr

or raise on the heads of tlio Jiailsor spikes, substantially

as described and represented. Also making in the said

dies a stop against which tlie rod bears when fetl between

Che dies, aubotantially uadt'scribed aud Ulustiated. —Patent

;ompletud. _ , ,, ,

S.ti J. S. GEE. Ornamestisg Slate. Dated March

IG, 1308. , .

Hero the patentee firat prepares the design correctly in

iccordauce with tae ellcct desired to be produced upon a

•heet of prepared or lith-u'-Hptied tiausfcv paper or paper

cloth, or other suitable material, proiiared on oua side or
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face thereof for the purpose of receiving the colours which

are afterwards liiUuded to be removed therefrom in a

body. 'J he surface of the elate or other material to bo

ornamented having been cleaned and prepared to receive

the coloured ornamentatipn, the sheet of prepared paper,

cloth, or other fabric or material having the surface of the

design firet coated with a thin layer of cement or adhesive

liquid is then applied to the surface to which the ornamen-
tation is to be transferred, and upon the application of

friction and pressure to the back of the sheet with the

aid of water or other liiiuid to discharge the coloured

design or ornamentation from the sheet the coloured

design is readily transferred. The elate, marble, or other

material treated is then stoved or baked, and the colour

or colours having been thoroughly dried and hardened, tlie

surface is afterwards coated with varnish, and again sub-

jected to heat during a sufficient period. When prepared
it may be repeatedly varnished and stoved alternately, and
finally polished iu the manner at present practised in pro-

dnciog enamelled slate. — Patent completed.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING
WEEK.

Monday.—Royal Inptitute of British Architects.
—

''On
a Development of tlie Theory of the Archi-
tecturesque," by I'rofessor Kerr, F.R. I.BA.

TtJE3DAY.—Institution of Civil Engineers —Renewed
discussion on " Mechanical Appliances for

Getting Coal," a.u<i, time permitting, a paper
on "New Ferry and New Brighton Pier," by
H. Hooper, Assoc. Inst. t. E., S.

Royal Institution,—"On the Fine Arts, in-

cluding a Survey of the Motive and Hist-firy

of Imitative Art, especially 8cul])tnre, from
the Earliest Stages," by R. Westmacott,
R.A., F.R.S.

Statistical Society, S.

Anthropological Society.— General anniversary
meeting, chair taken at 4. *

WEDNEdDAY.—Society of Arts.—" On Photography and
the Magic Lantern applied to the Teaching of
History," by S. Highly, Esq., F.G.S.

Thorsday.—Lionean Society, 8.

Fbidat.—Royal Institute.- "On the Tjast Eclipseof the
Sun," by Professor A. Herschel.

Architectural Association.—"The Present Ex-
ploration of Palestine, with especial refer-

ence to Architectural Resparches and Dis-
coveries in Jerusalem," by Rev. C. Boutell,

M.D.
Associated Arts Institute Exhibition of

Sketches.—Subject ;—" The Tempeat," Act
ir.. and "Lost." Discussion : Question:

—

" Does general Slental Training tend to
develupe Art Power.

inrbe Selus.

TENDKRS.
Acton.—Acton Main Drainajre Contract, No. G. Mr

Mouson, C. E., Siiveyor to the Acton Local Board. Qi

ties supplied by Mr. Yonng ; —
Rowles £1020
Smith 77!)

BruDSden 755
Williams 750
Haynes 7'.i't

Bloomfield 720
Robinson (i^ii

Pizzey i>"0

Crockett ti50

Yonng 6i:i

Parker (accepted) llOl

Beod (too late) 573

Batley.—For erecting fonr houses, offices, &.c., at Bnl-

rush Mills, Batley, for Messrs. Talbot, Senior, and Talbot.

Messrs. Sheard and Hanstock, architects ;

—

Masons.
Robinson and Uiret (highest)

William P'anar (accepted)

£.er,7

CI3 14

Joiners.

.1. Fozard O-ighestl

Uobt. Ibberson (accepted)

241
2-20 Vi

Plumbers and Gl.-uiicrs

Matthew Lobley, Batley (highe
J. U. Senior (accepted!

work.
St) 10 1!)

18

Plasterers work
John Broadhead, Batley (highe
J. W. Uey(accoplcd)

»t) 3i
il

Brixton.—For erecting a house in the
Brixton, for Mr. Stephen Heiul. Mr. G. J
brook-street, Pimlico, architect.

—

Chaucei
Hough,

... £750
Richards .... 674

.... 520
.... 510

Me

COMPETITIONS.
O?0LIT.\N Sc (Su

KiPDERMixsTER.—February 9.—t^or plans and specifica-

tions fur a combined infirmary and dispensary, S. E. Mor-
ton, Hon. Sec,

KiNfiSTON-ON-THAMKS (Queeu Elizabeth's Grammar
School).—March 1.—For plana for the erection of anew
school and master's house. Premium of £25. F. Gould, Esq.,

treasurer.

Portsmouth —For designs and prices for gully traps to

prevent the back flow of sewage, Ac. J. E. Greatorex, Boro
Engineer. Landport Hall, Arundel -street.

St. Mary's, Dover.—February 20.—For desi2;n8 for lay-

ing out the proi>osed new cemetery. Mr. G. Fielding,

Dover.
Leamington.—February 10.—Forplans and specification

for memorial fountain. Premium of£553. for second design.

A. S. Field, surveyor.

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BUILDING
ESTIMATES.

Madrid (Spain).—January 20.—For the construction of
tow markets. E. Petano, Charge d'lVffaires, SpanishLega-
tion, London.
Abergavenny iMPROvrMENT. — January 25.—For the

erection of a townhall, the reconstruction of the general
market place.and other works. J. T. Rutherford, Esq.,
clerk to the commissioners.

St. Mary Church, Torquay. Devon.—January 21.

—

For the erection of intended new gas works. G. Wollen,
clerk to the local board.

BATH STONE OF BEST QUALITY.

Randei.l and Saunders, Quarrymen and Stone Mei"
chants, Bath. List of Prices at the Quarries and Depots,

also Cost for Transit to any part of the United Kingdomi
furnished on application to Bath Stone Office, Corsham;
Wilts.—[Advt,1

LATEST PRICES OF MATERIALS USED
IN CONSTRUCTION.

TrHBKR. dntv li

yellow pine.. 3

birch 3 ]

i

Dantsic
.. fir 2 10 4

Memelfir 2 10 3

RiS-i 2 15 3

SwediBh 2 2 2
MABts.Quebecredpine 4 6

., yellow pine.. 4 10 6

Lathwood.D.intzic.Im 5 1" fi 1

., St. Petersburg 7 10 8 1

Defils, prC..12ft. byS

and do 11 5 12

loadDrawba<-h. li.

Archivugel, yellow .. £10 10 £13
St. Petersburg, yeL .. 10 12
Finland 6 6 8

Memel
Ootbenburg, yellow 8 9 ]

Soderham 9 10 10
Cbriatiania, per C,
12 ft. by 8 by 9 in.

yellow 10 10 13
Deck Plank, Dantzic,

PuMicK Stonk pr ton 6 8

Oils, &c.

Seal. pale. . . .per tan 34 10

Sperm body 9J

Whale. Stli. Sea, p!

Olive. Gallipoli

Coconnut, CochlD.t

Rapeseed, Eng.pale.. S3 <•

Cottonceed 23 31

Metals.

En^llBh
.
, 3patiiBh 8 . _ .

Shut. Patent do
Spatiish Soft do

S7 30
0/

t A Sheathinz, ABolt ....pertot
.luered Bottoiue do
Bottoms, not Hammered .. do

Cake and Tough Ingot do
Best Selected do
Australian do
Yel. Metal Sbe&tbiug 4) Bods ....per lb

Welsh Ban In L.ODdc&

Stnffordfihire Bars.... .

Bar In Wales .

Sweedish Ban do

KnitUth Block per t
do 104

do lul

6 15 8
7 15 0^
9 0(3.
9 7 OC ^
7 18 Oj

0)
olaj

I. 0)

1 oh''^

Devaux'sV. M. Roofing ZIuc
t laid upun the new systei

Swedish Faggot

Febrn;iry 2.—For designs for .the erection of
eetabliehraent adjoining the present schoola, PreiniuiUfi of
40 guineas each for the three designs considered the
best. J. Burgeas, clerk to the managers, Vestry Hall,
TValworth.
UoTHKRHAM.—March 15.—Forplans for the erection of

a public hosDital and dispensary. Premiums of £70, £50,
«id £25. J. 13arr;4S, honorary secretary.

pETEitBOnoucH.— February 3.—For plans and estimate
for an addition lo the com excbanxe. A premium of x.h.

S. C. W. Buckle, aecrttary to the directors, Newmarket
atroet.

H A M I L T O N & CO.,
No. 10. ORKEK STREET. SOUO SQUAKK. LONUON, W.

Sole MAnufactur>^rfl of

C A. WATKIN'fl PATENT WIRE BOUNO. RODND, .nd OVAt
PAINTINQ BRUSHES.

DlBtomi>«r BroaLca, 8tt*h Tools, Stii.pllug Brushas. Gllden"

R.

PRIZE MEDAL "ARIS EXHIBITION. 1867.

AINED GLASS WINDOWS
AND ClIUIirH DKCORATIONS.

B. EDMUNDSON & SON,
New Wakefield-etrect, Oxford -street. Manchester.

THOMAS WILLIAM CAMM,
ARTIST IN STAINED GLASS,

DECORATIONS ECCLESIASTICAL OR DOMESTIC,
WINSTON' PL4.CK, SMETHWICK,

NE.IR BIRMINGHAM.

T EAD GLAZING for CHURCHES.-U M PEPPER iu!
LEADED LIGHTS loi

PEPPER iupplie
~ • •

,(;u
f ^eoiDetrical pAtt«rni

rolled plAto, tz.

T SHAREHOLDERS.- In the forth-

Rhareholders, polic

,
Jan, 15. lo:.', Flet-t street. Frlct

MONEY promptly ADVANCED on Per-
Bonal or any availa-ble sesnrity. A moderate interest, repay-

able by instalitiei

Bills diacouut«d.

PKB30NAU
a, Tavistock-street, Oovent

f. Bloomabury, W.C. Hours,
free.

P. J. HAEVEY, Secretary.

THE HERCtJLES LAND, BUILDING,
and INVESTMENT SOCIETY.—IM MEDIATE ADVANCSS

are made oa Freebold "^r Lea'ebold Property i^n very ew/ termi.
Subscription and nttier shar^B are isBUrd beariuR interest at the rata

of £5 per cent., with proflts Added a', the end o£ every two years.—
Prostectuaea. rules, Ac, on application at the Society's Offioea, 39,

Moorgate-street
T.J. WESLEY BENNETT. !

THE SUBURBAN VILLAGE
GENERAL DWELLINGS COMPANY (Limited).

CapiUl. £i.o- 0.000, in I'JO.onii ih^res of £Ui each.

CaAiR-MAii—WILLIAM OILLBKE HaBEBSUON, Esq,

and

F.KI.B.A.. M.A.S

IB formed for tbe benefit of tlie working cl.-\i
.

homes to enable tbein to become their own laudlords. and to open a.

Bource of wie and profitable invntmeot fur all parlies. Nothing
Bpeculative is contemplated, and the security offered is of r nature

constantly improving. A valuable estute liu been secured, and u
good dividend ia thereby assured.

Full information at the offices, 12, York-b»uJdin ffs. Adelphi.

ROYAL INSTTRANCE COMPANY.—
HE\D OFFICES:—

Roy.ll Insurance Buildinga ...Lombard-street, London.
JioyaL Insura- ce Buildings North John . Liverpool.

VO MILLIONS.bTEELINO.
Total Annual Revenue exceeds ...... £Sli0.fKlO.

Accumulated Fund^inHand £l,500,OOLi.

LIFE DKPAKTMENT.
Life and Annuity Funds £1.031,529.

ipKCIAL ADVANTAOES —
Exemption of A8>ured from Liability of Partnership.

ng the largest ever declared by an; company.
IToflta H

r effected will becotae entitled 1

FIRE DEPARTMENT.

il lias exceeded that of any other o

il settlement of losses.

JuHX H M LARBN, Mai'i:i>r.

JOHN B. JOHNSTON, St) cIk-'

PATENTS, &c.—MR. J. 0. MiAVBURN

C A U T I O N.—B L A KE*S PATENT
Mi'NT in:l \Kri: - IN c-ilANCERY. — "BLAKE t.

from lufringing such iwteut, i

tiflfs the C09U of the suit, nil

mauufncturing, selling, c

1 ordering thei

any stone breakers »

aeiiiuHt all penions who may be found hiCringing 1

Foundry, Meadow-tan*. Liecds.

TOURNEYMEN CARVERS' TRADE
Pf SOCIKTV —EMPLOVEKSandthe Trade are respectfully In-

formed that the above -ocitty MEKT eveiy MONDAY EVEN ING at

u ployed List can be s r during the day.

R

>odi a .alvnale and wurkn
: the

110 BUILDER3, CONTRACTORS, and
others,—LIBERAL ADVANCES made on Building Opera-

lons in L- ndnu and Biiburbe,— Apply to Mr. Lowtber Dove.

ccuuntant and auditor, frJ, MoorgAtc- street, Loudon, B.C

OYAL POLYTECHNIC—
WATCH for EVEUVr. |^^ . I ^ir.: >; . ;i ,.ry. ^N«W

Es(i . "Oi
Maid of I

CooU.

' and nine, by Mr. and J

T BUILDERS. Dulwich Estate.—The
t. on LEASE. f>

Atioaal advwiti,

'ured t'l ocuup'ecs of homes oa the est

apply to Charles B»rry. Etq , 1 tVeiltniruter-
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ON THE USE OF MOULDINGS.—No. 2.

(aech-mouldings, continued.)

ALL natural and living art has a certain

thoroughness which distinguislies it

from mere copies and repetitions. The same
preferences and dislikes, for example, which
may be traced in the general idea of a build-

ing are equally perceptible even in the

smallest detail. If the builder, as ia the First

Transitional period, aimed above everytliing

at strength and severe beauty, he did so as

much in the forms of his mouldings as in the

planning and outline of his church ; and
when in a later time the more seductive

qualities of grace and lightness liad fascinated

him, he was not content till he had infused

them into what an inartistic mind would have
considered the most trifling features. This is

the secret of that harmony and completeness
which give to the greatest works so powerful
a charm, which make them, indeed, like a
part of nature, and render it as possible to

pronounce on their style from the fragment of
an arch as to determine the class of an ani-

mal from a bone or tooth. This process—to

resume our subject where we left it—is

clearly seen in the change made towards the
end of the thiiteenth century in the profile

of the pointed roll. Its original form—as

shown in the sketches A and D in our last

paper *—was that of an almost square angle,

the sides of which were slightly rounded near
the quirks which stopped them. Somewhat
later it was formed by two curves meeting
like an ordinary pointed arch; but during
the Decorated periods even this section was
felt to be too severe for its surroundings, and
it was prolonged into a slender and. deli-

cate ogee point. No. 21 in the page of arch-
mouldings accompanying the present article

shows the profile at which the pointed roll

finally arrived, and the complete change in its

expression which thus took place. No. 9 is

an iustauce of its combination with two
smaller members, which may be looked upon
as half-rolls, the whole forming a kind of
trefoil. A small group of mouldings,
arranged so as to fall on the circular capital
of a shaft, and including two pointed rolls of
the later type, is given in No. 2. It is not
worth while to pursue this feature, where it

may occasionally be found, in Late Decorated
and Perpendicular work. The details of a
decaying style may afford interesting subjects
for the archa3ologist, but the practical archi-
tect can employ his time to better pur-
pose amongst works of an earlier and purer
age.

Having thus noticed two of the leading
types on which Gothic arch-mouldings are
based— the circular roll and the pointed one
—there remains a third, which, at least in
English work, superseded, to a great extent,
both the others. This is the filleted roll, and
there are several varieties of it. It may have
one, two, or three fillets ; they may meet the
roll at au angle—as, perhajis, was the original
practice—or the junction may be rounded off

into a curve, as soon became general. (See
the two sides of fig. 8 ) The roll itself may
be circular (No. 15), or elongated (No. 22), or
flattened (.No. 18), or greatly depressed in the
centre till it resembles two rolls separated by
an angular fillet (Nos. 4 and 12). A fillet,

moreover is often applied to the sides of a
pointed roll, as in No. 2, and on the other
hanil a few cases miy be found of rolls
circular ia the centre, but filleted on the
sides (No. 10). The effect of all these fillets

* Bee the BuiLouto News of January I,

was evidently to destroy gradation of lights,

and give a number of sharp, small shadows
;

to do away with breadth, softness, and re-

pose, and substitute hard, wiry lines. Our
complete Medieval work, as contrasted with
that of France and Italy, seems all angles and
edges, and this prevalence of the roll and
fillet is one of the causes of the difference.

Perhaps it would be truer to say that it was
one means which our predecessors in this

country used to give their architecture the

particular qualities which they had come to

prefer. It was only part of a system, with
which it harmonised perfectly, and a .system

which has many beauties peculiar to itself.

But as we now know, what the middle age

architects could not foresee, that this system
—the pursuit of littleness and wiriness—was
to prove at last the ruin of Mediaeval art, we
should be heedless indeed of the lessons of

experience did we still continue to adopt it.

Mouldings of the present type may, therefore,

well be studied with caution, though they

are too suggestive to be passed over altogether.

They have more special form and interest

than the mere circular roll, which is repeated

almost without end in some of the best

French buildings, and perhaps it might not

be impossible to give them more breadth and
softness without altogether losing their

peculiar character. No. 14, for instance,

seems like a step in this direction. But per-

haps the readiest way of gaining breadth and
clearness is the very simple one of leaving
more plain face on each order of the arch.

There is more real force—because more con-

trast—where the mouldings are confined to

the angles of the arch than where its whole
surface is cut up into small rounds and
hollows.

We have noticed those groups of mouldings
which are founded on some one of the three

leading members respectively—that is, either

on the circular roll, the pointed one, or the

roll and fillet. But combinations of these

different species are even more frequent than
examples in which only one is employed. A
good instance is No. .'> in this week's illustra-

tion. This—which is a section of one of the

main arches in front of Peterborough Cathe-

dral—is, perhaps, as large au arch-mould as

ever was executed. It measures about 10ft.

in a straight line from the OlletedroU in the

centre of the soffit to the top of the dripstone

outside. The level of the springing is 5Sft.

from the ground. Of course, the exact shape
of the hollows cannot be ascertained without
close examination, which would be a matter of

great difficulty. Our section, however, is as

accurate as it can be made by the use of a
good glass, and a careful measurement of the

jamb (No. 6). The great size given to the

members here, to compensate for their dis-

tance from the eye, cannot fail to be noticed.

It becomes very evident when this section is

compared with No. 4 and No. 11, which are

those of two doorways of an ordinary height,

at the same cathedraL In reality, the diffe-

rence of size is even more than it appears in

our illustration. No. 11 being there drawn to

one-eighth, and No. .'J to about one-twelfth of

the actual size. The pointed roll, iu its

earlier shape, is much used in the principal

example, as it is throughout the upper part

of the front at Peterborough. There are few
forms superior to this for distant view ; its

sharp contrast of light and shade gives dis-

tinctness to it at almost any height.

No. 12 is an Early English arch-moulding,
remarkable for the peculiar flat filleted roll

in the second order, and for the curious com-
bination of half-rolls and hollows towards the

soffit. Like No. 4 and No. 11, however, it

has the characteristic faults of English work
ia this department—undue complexity, and
want of breadth and clearness. Nunrbers of

specimens might easily be collected, in which
these faults are carried to a still greater ex-

cess, so that the arch is less like a work of

masonry than a bundle of osiers or reeds.

No. 14 is designed on a better svstem. It

has one mala feature on each angle, clearly

defined by hollows, and fiei from any
adjuncts large enough to take off from
its importance. The arrangement is simple,

the eye understands it at once ; hence it is

proportionately impressive.

In No. 3 we come to the work of a some-
what later period. The arch is here formed
of square orders and splays alternately—

a

rather uncommon system, but not altogether

a bad one. The members are chiL-fly lilleted

rolls and wave- mouldings. The latter were

probably derived from the half of a three-

filleted roll, in which the fillets spring, not

with an angle, but with a curve from the circle

to" which they are attached. Towards the

end of the Decorated style the use of square

orders in the arch was nearly abandoned, and
thenceforward arch-mouldings were chiefly

worked on an oblique or splayed surface (23

and 24). A few cases, generally on a small

scale, of the oblique plane may be found in

the earlier styles. Nos. IG and 20 should

perhaps be regarded as two square orders,

with a wide convex or hollow chamfer on
e.ach ; but 13 and 17 follow the later prin-

ciple. In the Perpendicular style the ogee

( vhich corresponds to half a one-filleted roll)

came into frequent use—as did also the

double ogee (see No. 24). The wave mould-
ing, the hollow chamfer, a small heal, and a

very wiry and elongated form of the roll

and fillet, were also common. The result

was generally flat and uninteresting.

In reviewing the development of Gothic
mouldings as applied to arches, the following

classification seems a natural one :

—

A. The circular roll.

B. The pointed roil.

C. The filleted roll—from which arose

—

a. the wave-moulding,
6. the ogee.

D. The lapped roll or scroll moulding.

The last of these types we shall have to refer

to hereafter, its place being chiefly in string-

courses and dripstones. The ogee above

named, which is that found in the later

Gothic styles, is quite different in form from

the Romanesque one. The latter was modi-

fied from a Classic original ; the former de-

veloped in the progress of tha Mediasval

styles.

THE NEW LAW COURTS.

ONCE more the question as to the best

site for the new Law Courts is being

discussed in the nesvspapers. There is no

denying that public opinion, so far as it finds

expression in the newspapers, is in favour of

the Thames Embankment. It would be

well, however, to .ascertain, if possilile, the

motives which induce some journalists and

correspondents to express themselv.-s so en-

thusiastically on this matter. No doubt

some write from the must disinterested

motives, like Sir C. E. Trevelyan— no doubt

they are inspired with a genuine desire to see

the architectural aspects of London improved
;

but alongside with .such motives there is

another not so disinterested or praiseworthy.

People who had notice to quit their premises

in the Strand for the proposed site for the

new Courts were, it is said, well com-

pensated—some say too well compensated.

Be that as it may, it cannot be denieil that

many holders of property between Essex-

street .and Somerset House are already calcu-

lating on liberal compensation ; and it is re-

ported that several of them have formed

themselves into a kind of league to pay

certain expenses incurred in the miiiuf icture

of public opinion in favour of the Thames

Embankment site in preference to that of the

Strand. These men think—and think cor-

rectly—that if the decision of the late

Government can be reversed, and the site for

the new courts can be changed, they will be

amply rewarded. They are, cmi-ii qie.ntly,

disposed to risk a little outlay with Liie hope

of gaining a great deal, and it matters little

to them how the money goes, so long ae the
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desired object be secured. It must not,

therefore, be supposed that all the fine lan-

guage employed about the grandeur of the

Thames and the embelli.^hment of London
springs from a love of the beautiful. It may
be said that it matters not what motive may
inspire the advocates of a measure, provided
the measure be a good one in itself. True,
but it is desirable to know whether certain

leading; articles and letters are, or are not,

the genuine expression of public opinion, or

whetherthatexpression isforcedand premature.

There was a similar expression of opinion last

year before Mr. Goldsraid mooted the matter
in the House of Commons. But it was
remarkable how difl'erent the House of

Commons considered the question to the

treatment it received from the newspapers.

Perhaps honourable members were not so

impressionable or accessible to reason or

other influence aa literary men and enthu-

siastic artists. But, whatever the cause, the

notion of building the Law Courts on the

Thames Embankment, or the other notion

then expressed by Mr. Tite, of building one
portion in the Strand, under the super-

intendence of Mr. Street, and another por-

tion on the Embankment, under the super-
intendence of Mr. Barry, were coldly re-

ceived by the House of Commons. Mr.
Gladstone and Lord John Manners were
of the same decided opinion that the decision

of the Government should not be disturbed.

Nothing has occurred since to shake that

decision, but much has happened to confirm

it. At that time a weak, and we may safely

say a somewhat extravagint, Government,
was in power. Now we have a strong Go-
vernment pledged to economy. From all ap-

pearances, the economical professions of

the present Government are sincere, and
it is almost certain that the spirit of thrift

will pervade the whole structure of the ad-

ministration. If the advocates for shifting

the site were unsuccessful on June 1 last,

there is no reason to believe that they

will be more successful now. There is, in

fact, every reason to believe that their chances

of success will be fewer now than then.

Certain literary men and architects of London
must not forget that the House of Commons
represents the whole country. Londoners
speak on behalf of London ; the Parliament
legislates for the nation.

There are two difficulties which confront

the enthusiastic advocates of the Thames
Embankment site. The first is that another

site has been determined on after mature
deliberation, and some three-quarters of a

million sterling have been expended on it to

prepare it for the reception of the proposed

buildings. The second is that three ad-

ditional millions sterling will be required

before the site on the embankment will be in

a similar state of preparation. Some correspon-

dents have written as if they thought the Law
Courts would be built on the space reclaimed

from the Thames. If so they are altogether

mistaken. It is proposed that the new
Courts should be built Hush with Somerset
House, and should reach from that building

to Essex-street. It is therefore ([uostiouable

whether £3,000,000 would cover the necessary

outlay. Is it, therefore, for a moment likely

that such a Government as the one that now
occupy the Treasury benches would ask Parlia-

ment for such a sum, or, if they did, is it

likely that a majority of the House of Com-
mons would grant it 1 Members for metro-

politan constituencies might be in favour of

the additional outlay, but it is not at all

probable that members who represent provin-

cial constituencies, and who are charged with

a mission of retrenchment and economy,
would accompany them into the same lobby.

It would be well for correspondents and ar-

chitects to bear in mind that we are year after

year getting closer and closer to grave eco-

nomical questions, which will test to tlie ut-

most the abilities of our statesmen. With all

our boasted wealth and material progre's,

pauperism increases more rapidly in propor-

tion than our population. This has been
going on whilst England has been a kind of

workshop lor the woi Id. Now other nations

are beginning to make the goods they have
hitherto purchased from this country, and it

is not improbable that in the future race of

nations England may have fewer advantages

than hitherto. A good husbamlry of our
national resources is, therefore, dictated both
by a wise economy and a sense of security.

This aspect of the question is, however, too

large for discussion here, and we only indi-

cate its importance to induce men to look at

all sides of the site for the new Law Courts.

The block plans and sections prepared by
Mr. Street Ibr the proposed new Courts,

and approved by the Courts of Justice Com-
mission, h.ave just been issued. They do
not pretend to show more than the general

arrangements that have been decided upon,
without entering into architectural detail or

design. They consist of five general plans

—

a transverse and a longitudinal section, and an
enlarged plan and section of one of the courts,

with the rooms attached to it. The first

plan is that on the Strand level, showing all

the approaches to the building.

The site is the parallelogram bounded by
the Strand, Carey-street, Bell-yard, and a

proposed new road to the west, with north-

western angle cut off to avoid King's College

Ilospitah All the buildings between it and
Chancery-lane, except the Law Institution

and Law Fire Insurance Office, are proposed

to be removed, and a spacious courtyard to

be formed t)2fore the centre of the eastern

tai^ade, southward of which Bell-yard is to

be widened, and a site for some future

building left at the angle of Fleet-street and
Chancery-lane. The building is in two main
divisions— 1. The central portion, containing

twenty courts grouped in pairs round the great

hall, has its axis parallel to the Strand ; and,

2, the outer zone, touching the boundaries of

the site. These are united on the eastern

side, but an open space—called a quadrangle,

but really a street—is left between them on

the other three sides. This intermediate space

is spanned by numerous bridges of commu-
nication.

The treatment of the outer zone, upon
which alone the external eU'ect will depend,

is such that, though the whole is connected,

each department has to a certain extent an

independent treatment. Doubtless this will

ensure picturesqueness and a proper expres-

sion of the varied purposes of its several parts.

There are, however, divisions symmetrically

treated to give emphasis to the several

facades.

On the side next the Strand the Judges'

chambers and Master's offices occupy the

principal portion. The Bankruptcy and

Admiralty departments are housed in the

south-western angle. The Probate and

Divorce departments are on the western side,

with two great quatrefoil-shaped towers at

their rear within the quadrangle. The
Appellate Court and appurtenances are at the

north-west angle, opposite the Hospital.

Along Carey-street are the offices of the

registrars, accountant-general, and taxing

masters. The Crown Olfice is in the south-

eastern angle, by Temple Bar, and the eastern

facade is occupied by the main entrance to

the Great Hall and central l)lock, with tlie

accommodation for the Bar of library, hall,

robing and other rooms.

The Equity Courts are arranged on the

south side of the Great Hall, the Common Law
Courts to the north, and the Admiralty and

I'robate at the western end. The Bankruptcy

Court is attached to the offices of that de-

])artment in the zone, and the great spare

Common Law Court is between the Bar rooms

and Crown Office.

The Central Hall, :',20ft. long, 5511. broad,

and 95ft. high, is reserved for the use of those

having business in the courts. In successive

belts around this are—(1), open areas for

light between the buttresses, bft. in width
;

(2), a series of barristers' consultation rooms,

&c., with refreshment, post-office, telegraph,
and other rooms beneath

; (3), the Bar corri-

dor passing through the courts, with the
public galleries above

; (4), the courts, with
witnesses' rooms below

; (5), the corridors for
judges on the top floor, for attorneys and
olficers beneath, and for the jury below that

;

and (C), the judges' rooms, the attorneys'
consultation rooms, &c., and the jury rooms
in the same order. All these have their sepa-
rate entrances, staircases, and, with the ex-

ception of the public, their means of com-
munication with the whole of the other de-
partments of the building.

The Judr)cs' rooms, well lighted from the
quadrangle, being on the level of the bench
in the courts, are on the highest floor, 40ft.

above the internal street where their entrances
are situated. Their corridor intervenes be-

tween their rooms and the courts. It is lighted

only from the areas between each pair of

courts, which are 20ft. square. It has a
bridge of communication through the hall,

and to the north and south sides of the zone.

The height to which the judges have to rise is

an objection, but one very difficult to obviate

on the proposed site.

The Bar seems very well provided for.

They have a main entrance in the eastern

facade, and by bridges over the Strand and
Carey-street, their rooms are all concentrated

on the east side, their corridor passing through
all the courts on their inner side, and three

bridges through the hall give them ready
communication with every part by the
shortest routes. Their consultation rooms
would seem to need additional lighting from
the top, besides the windows into the narrow
areas.

Officers and attorneys have their rooms
under the judges on the outside of the block,

and, therefore, well lighted, and from their

corridor they have staircases of entrance and
to that of the bar, with access to the courts,

under the bench for the blasters.

jfVic witnesses have separate rooms for the

males and females beneath the courts, with

an entrance for each pair of courts from the

great hall and staircase up to a lobby for

each court, opposite which, attached to Bar
corridor, is a room provided for witnesses

wanted immediately. This arrangement
seems quite convenient. The witness box in

the courts is opposite the jury.

Tho jury have their rooms below the attor-

neys, with stairs up to their place in courts

delivering first on to a platform, from which
verdicts can be given by one jury, while the

two lower benches in front are occupied by
another jury. Their staircase is continued up
to a gallery, and seats above for the use of

jurymen in waiting.

The reporters have two benches by the side

of the witness box opposite the jury.

The puhlic.—On the opposite side of the

court to the gallery for jurymen in waiting

is one reserved for privileged public reached

by a staircase from central hall, as also is

the first row of seats in the gallery oppo.«ite

the judge reserved for witnesses and parties

to causes. Two rows of seats behind these

are the space allotted to the general public,

screened ofl' from a corridor at back, to which

access is gained by passages to circular double

up and down staircases provided with turn-

stiles, the entrances to which are in. the quad-

rangle.

The ushers have a room to each pair of

courts commanding the whole of the galleries.

The numerous and complicated require-

ments for all persons having business in or

frequenting the coiirts seem to be satisfac-

torily arranged as far as practicable on the

limited area. Some extension of space to

allow of better provision for internal areas it

is obvious would be desirable.

The disposition of the building, which has

evidently resulted from its practical require-

ments, will allow of most varied and pic-

turesque treatment, and in so far will con-

trast happily with the new Government

oifices, where, to preserve external symmetry,
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staircases and pai titions continually cross win-
dows, and no one can ttU from outside where
the Foreign and India departments or the

residential and ofBcial portions are respectively

located. The one building planned on common
sense, the other on architecturesque prin-

ciples, will give the public the opportunity of

judging betweenMedioBval and Classic systems
of design. We only hope that Mr. Street

will not luxuriate too much in the irregulari-

ties which, to a great extent, are forced upon
him, but strive to combine and harmonise
the two principles we have named, since

neither of them should be neglected, and each,

if pushed to extreme, is liable to error.

GERMAN DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE.

NOTES FROM A SKETCHBOOK.

THE accompanying illustrations, Nos. R to

17, representing ornamental panels from
old German timber-framed houses, have been
referred to and described in my previous papers

on the subject, but were omitted last week lor

want of space. The scale attached to these

applies also to the drawings of cottage doors

which were then given ; it having bten my
intention that they should appear together.

I also give now a sketch of the gable of a

house at Coblentz, in which is a pretty and
suggestive two-light window with trefoiled

arches, supported on a group of four columns,

with capitals and bases, and a characteristic

corbelled impost above—such as may be seen

continually in Romanesque work. This gable

by its mouldings appeared to be of the Trans-

itional period, and as an early specimen of

domestic work it had considerable interest.

This sketch, I believe, is now the only record

of the existence of the building from which

it was taken, for, during two recent visits to

Coblenz, I searched fur it in vain, as the

house, one of those fronting the Moselle,

seems to have been either altered or de-

stroyed. John P. Seddon.

At the last meeting of the Dublin Town
Council the subject ot converting the Dublin

Kxliibitiou into a Royal Irish Art Institute wna

mooted, when it transpired liint Colonel Wilson-

I'atten, the lata Irifh Secretary, had stated to

the lord mayor that his Governmont had " re.

luseJ to gnmt; fcr its purohnse even the fum of

£45,000 they had at first offered."
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CONVENT OF ST. MARGAEET, EAST
GRINSTEAD.

To the Editor of the Buildinq News.

Sib,—The observations I made on the above-
named design I hope may not, have been without
beneht to some, exciting to examination and
thought, as I kiiow there are many young men
of fast ritualistic proclivities ready to swear by
all that is dune by certain architects of extreme
views—high sources of inspiration, whose works
are regarded with awe and admiration simply
because theirs. In this all.believing band I

olass " H. A. K. " and " B." The apologies they
make for the architect of East Grinstead show
less knowledge than zeal, and far more zeal than
discretion. 1 will give my attention to " B."
first. After deliberate study ho comes to the
conclusion that the apartment N is a gateway
"for driving through" and not, as I said, a
hall. Now, as the doorways or entrances are
only 6ft. wide and of similar height to springing,
and steps are shown both in perspective and
plan at the said entrances, what kind of vehicles
does ho think arc intended to pass ? Excepting
infanta' perambulators I know of none capable
of doing so. He says " the smalUanoet " is to
give light iu opening the doors. But the idea
of a small lancet lighting a place which is 25l't.
by 13ft. and the passage therefrom

! The place
I confidently state would bo dark. The passa"e
I referred to on the left side of the hall as being
anlighted foi more than 60a. was measured
from beyond and exclusive of the two-light
windows so triumphantly adduced by " B."
This window, and others similarly placed
wonld have but limited influence, as the light
would be only reflected down the passage. As
to the miserable expedients of fanlights and
glazed doors snggeeied ly " B.," Euch sorry
makeshilt.=, wherever used, are glaring evidences
of bad design. Owing, I suppose, to my defec-
tive cahgraphy, there were one or two errors inmy lormer oummunication as printed. One of
these '-B." Bcizea on as proof of my incon.
Bisteney. The word "windows" in reference
to end ol chapel should have been in the singular
number. This window I beg to inform" B" 1
found in the perspective, and could not reasonably
expect to see on the plan, as ii, was necessary to
Show a door in the place it would have occu-
pied

; but I can see no reason why in other
parts of tho plan of the chapel and refectory if
windoH 8 are intended, they should not be shown
iiighting being a most important matter, and as
I am supposed by " 11. A. It." to be unacquainted
with tho requirements of a religious hou'se I
wdl quote Catholic authority. St. Charles Bor-
romeo, in his woik on " Kcclesiattioal Build-
ings," tays of convents :-" Morvover, care is to
bo taken that whatever entrances, vestibules
narrow passages, and other places of tho kind
there are in the convent bo made not too dark
but well hghted and clear;" and of the refec-
tory, " It bhould also have windows on both
sides, so that there be jjlenty of light " I
dor.', itink. Sir, there is any obscurity 'here.
don't

Of course, you may say it is only common sense
bat then it .8 something to get Catholic dictum
and common sense iu unison.

If "B." cannot sou tho faults of the perspective
I cannot give him credit lor knowledge of con-
struction or drawing. Tho deline aion of tho
lean-to is wrong, and what makes it worse is that
It appears to bo a. trick or pictorial device to
break tho monotonous and objeoiionable long lino
of eaVLS in tho view. " J he merest tyro" I
Bhould have thought, might have perceived that
the campunile was too largo to stand on the
cloister and that so aspiring a feature {more
than a hundred loot high) would lequire a spe-
cial provitiou at its base.

It was to the three.light windows of larders I
referred as biding without relieving arches
Ihey are flat-headed and might bo benefited by
them. Ihe small one-liiiht windows do not re-
quire them, and in old wo.k would not bo found
10 possess ihem. '• H. A. K." cxouaus the iuac
curacies ol tho perspective because it was -iVKW only inttndud for " tho subscribers to the
convent. This makeP. I think, mi.tiers worse,
lor they, of all people, l,ad most right to expect,
truthlulness and fair dealing. As to tno dais,
in tile expeiiences of those persons who havowUhdnavn from Anglican siste- hoods, gieat
objection 13 made to the overweening a.sumn-
tiou 01 importance in the superior; and this lam
uottuipiisedat, asl believe tho pieseut religious
movement is rooted and grounded iu pride I

thertforp, say the dais wonld have a vicious
effect, and I, moreover, assert it is opposed to
ancient authority. " H. A. E." will 3nd no daism St. Charles Borromeo'a nunnery ; and if he
consults Lenoir's "Architecture Wonastique,"
he will find several plans of refectories care-
fully drawn, and tables shown, but no dais

—

i.e.,

platform, for tho word has several significations!
Of tho altar, I should liko to say much, as being
a matter of general interest just now and great
impoitance. The ritualists, or functionists as
they may be appropriately called, in 1847, pub-
hsiied, in tho "Instiumenta Ecclesiasuca," a
plan of the old chancel of the church of St.
Mary, Cobham, as a model for imitation. It can
be taken as a fair sample of an Anglo-Catholic
sanctuary before the Reformation. It has three
steps across the chancel, but no pridella or foot-
pace to altar. It was early days with tho party
when this was published, and see the march of
superstition since then, as evidenced in the East
Grinstead altar table ! Besides the three steps
across the building there are three steps to the
table. This is now tho fashionable stylo of
thing, and I am surprised (his excessive exalta-
liun of the table hag not been brought under
tho notice of tho fitting tribunals. It is part
and parcel of the worship of the Host, and
directly^ opposed to the injunction in King
Edward's liturgy, requiring "the chancels to
remain as they had done iu times past." It is
notable of the ritualistic party that whilst they
prate so much about the authority of ancient
tiadition they are always ready to quit it for
modern Roman practice. Tho steps, too, are so
contracted at tho ends of the table that they
shall not be stood upon. Now, Bishop Bevei idge,
as stated by Wbeatly, "has shown that where-
eyer in the ancient liturgies the minister is
directed to stand before the altar the noith sidn
of it is always meant." And the rubric of 1551
says, "and the priest standing at the north
side of the table," &o. Anv unprejudiced person
would say, I think, that "side" in these cases
means silk and not front; and this is what the
whole body of clergy have understood and
acted upon until the recent Romish schism. 01
course. Sir, from a mere doctrinal point of view
the subject is not quite appropriate for an
architectural journal; it has, however, with
me rnd many ol your readers also a busi-
ness aspect. Architects have something to
answer for in respect to the present move-
ment. Whilst the advanced clergy have
egged on architects, they iu their turn and
manner have tempted and led on the clergy,
and with vanity on one side and 5 per cent, on
the other-, what wonder the pace has been
rapid

! Five and twenty years have undone the
work of centuries!

'H. A. R." is offended by my using the word
ritualist, instead of the cherished but equivocal
title of Catholic. He and the nuns ol East
Grinstead may be Catholic, but if they belong
to the Church of England they are nevntheless
Protestants. This church, but as a Protestant
one, would never else have existed apart from
Rome. Its simple existenco is a standing pro-
test, and long may it be so !—1 am, &i:, M.

on the highest ground in the city, still more from
its elevation on a lofty platform ascended by
stairs on each side. Some rich Gothic mouldings
and sculptures near the portals, in wofully
decayed condition, attest the beauty of the
designs prepared, but never carried out. One is

both surprised and delighted by the grandeur
and majestic harmonies of the interior, so little

indicated by tho outside. Never shall I forget
nny first view of it whilst the rays of a setting
sun streamed in gem-like hues

—

THE CATHEDRALS OF TTJSCANT.*

AREZZO Cathedral is a fine example of the
purer Italian Gothic. The primitive

church ou this site was founded over the tomb
of St. Donatos (patron saint of this diocese), and
was left in its perhaps very huinlile primitive
form till the Emperor Charles If. (the Bald),
visiting Arezzi', both recommended a new un-
dertaking, and supplied means, bestowing pro-
perty by diplomn, dated 8/6, for tho erection of
a cathedral more spacious and dignified. The
new church was consecrated about a.d. 101&,
and was granted to certain monk", who had a
priory attached to it. But the actual duomo
dates from 1278—certainly not (as Vassari
states) from I2(<0; for a testament here pre-
served conveys tho bequest of twenty soldi to-

wards tho cost of tho workp, provided iho pro-
jected cathedral slmuld ever be luilt. Tho ori-

ginal design is attributed to Jacobus de LiJ"', a
German; the execution to Margaritone (1312—
1289) of Arc-zzo. A f.ijade was commenced in

the Uftecnth century, but left unfinished, owing
to a visitation of posiilence.

The exterior thus incomplete is comparatively
plain, but gains cfl'ect from its isolated situation,

* Concluded froia j«ss 23i

On marble ahrines through rouibow-tinted glaas—

and evening shadows were deepening on the
high-hung vault and dim-receding arches—an
effect of true and sublime religiousness I Enter-
ing into detail, we here observe that the pointed
arch predominates, with alternate columns and
pilasters; the vaulting is ribbed, divided into
bays, and entirely covered with frescoes illus-

trative of Old Testament history from the Crea-
tion ; the lateral altars are modern, and in bad
taste ; the high altar is glorified by one of the
finest triumphs of mediaeval sculpture, the
storied shrine of St. Donatus, a complete bio-
graphy of that saint in marble, by Giovanni
Pisano, dated about A.D. 128G.

It is satisfactory to report of the restorations,
begun about two years ago, at this cathedral,
by the architect Mazzei, whose designs were
executed under the superintendence of an able
engineer, named Oazzi ; and these works have
met with genor.d approval, being pronounced
successful iu investing the architecture more
fully with that character aimed at by its

original authors. Tho elaborate delicacy and
ornamental richness of the Italian Gothic, seen
in other celebiated examples, is not iburid either
at Arezzo or Lucca; but the two cathedrals
above-mentioned are striking proofs of the deep-
ening of the religious sentiment and increasing
boldness of conception manifest in Italian art.

'Ihe cathedi al of Siena is like a vase filled with
tho memories of the past and the gems of genius—a focus in which are concentrated the thoughts
and energies of ages; the sacceBsivo schools
of ait, from naivo simplicity to developed
excellence ; the spirit of the middle ages and
that of the Italian Renaissance, all lused to-

gether, with a result iu effect that baffles
criticism. The strange vicissitudes of this
building aro manliest in the majestic piles of
unfinished architeeture, advancing far beyond
the limits of the actual church—lik» compara-
tively modern ruins, which tell ol the projected
enlargement, uudertaken and abandoned in tho
fourteenth century, a'^d which present features
of Gothic and Renaissance combined—an inte-
resting monument to a transitiouary period. As
at Orvieto, the conccntTation of artistic beauties
and elaborate decoration is on the marble facade,
compared with which She rest of tho extenor,
except tho campanile, with graceful arcado
windows, seems plaiu. On that fuy^de the
patriotism as well as piety of thoao who raised' it

appears. In the marble company of saints, OB
pilaster-summits or panels, all, except those of
the Old Testament, aro Hienese citizens; and'
the vigorous coIoss.jI forms of animals, on pro-
jecting braekets, are devices of Italian cities oon
federate with Siena. On the highest tympanum,
among the Gothic details, is a gilt relief of the
Assumption; and below, alike in gilt sculptures,.
St. Bernardino and St. CatbL-rinc, kneeling in
ecstacy. We might consider this church among
sanctuaries of tho Jladonna ; for tho intent to
honour her aauounces itsell ou every side. The
representation of the Assumption is not only
conspicuous on the front, but is the object that
first arrests attention ai wo enter, iu another
gilt relief, so placed under ths cupola as to
hover above the chancel-arch ; and on the pave-
ment, near the threshold, wo read the lines:
" Sanctissimum Virginis Tempham oaste me-
mento ingredi '—reminding us of the olden
appellation of Siena, " Sena votua civitas
Virginis ;" and of the spirit that speak] in one
of those devoutly-pre laced contracts of tho board
of woiks for this aathedral (opera del doomo) :

'It is decreed seeing that no government or
state can maintain or regulate itself without the
aid of tho Omnipotent God, and of His most holy
Mother, Advocate of this our City," 4o.
The history of this cathedral is associated

with that of Sieua itself, and so strangely com-
plicated that it is not surprising to find errors in

long-admitted traditions on tho subject. The
firsL notice of a church on this site id of the date
J.»o. 1000 ; and the first list of artiMs engaged
m restoring or emlAllishing the orig;ii!^ Uuomo
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extends from 1229 to 1236, daring wliu;li

period the builling was letjgthened ; and lo

1262 was undertaken the new cupohi, or the

completing ot one already commenced. Rioci

infers that the church might have existed Irom

about 4.D. 947 ; and we have the certain

historii^ notices of an enlargement undertaken

in lOS", as also of the consecration, per-

formed by Pope Alexander III., in 1171. In

1215 Niocolo Pisano, great both as architect

and as sculptor, was commissioned to build a

new fii?ide; but his work (whether com-

pleted or not) was taken down less than forty

years afterwards, to frivo place to another by his

son, Giovanni Pisano, cummenoed in l-8i,

adorned with statues by Atrnstiao and Agnolo, of

Siena, 1317; and in 1333 entirely covered

with marbles. In 1317 was oommenoed the

fa9vde ol the baptistery (no longer used as such,

and now known as Sc. Giovanni), which pro-

jects, like a transept, from the northern side,

and is a fi'ier, because more pure, exnmplo of

the Pointed style than is any other portion of

the actual buildings; this was coTnph:ted in

1382, by GiacomodiMino, called Pelliciajo. In

1322, Lorenzo Maitani and three other Sienese

architects proposed the erection of a new cathe-

dral, in scale and magnificence surpassirjg the

ancient one. There is no documentary proof

that this project was then adopted by the

authorities ; but it is certain that, up to 1333,

neither the general plan nor the direction of the

older buildings had been altered. lu 1339, it

was decreed that the body of the church should

be built on a larger scale, and with different

orientation, so that the ancient should become
the transepts of tlie ne-jv cathedral ; and an ar-

chitect named Lando was invited from Naples to

superintend the building, as ho did till his death

in 1340. After the raging of the plague, which
desolated all Tuscan citie.», and visited, with

more or le.'is severity, all other Italian pro-

vinces, 1318—50. the mnnieipil council re-

solved that, seeing the want of hands to labour,

and the immensity of estiinated costs, the

works for the ettiirged Daomo should be aban-

doned, and that the project shottld be thence-

forth limited to the enibellishiHent of the old,

apart from ar.y undertakingof new construetious.

Thenceforth the works, with this change of pur.

pose, continued uninterrupted till the early years

oflhe Hfteenth century. From 1363 to 139/

eight intaglio artists and two painters were en-

gaged in the choir, the painted window of which
was finished in 1369; otliorfioe examples of glass

paiutin?, in dilTvrront windows, being by Anibio-

gio di 'Bindow, a Canialdaiese monk (ob. 141C).

The *"' Last Supper," in the wh^el window ol tlie

west end, is of the dat3 1400. The Prophets,

noblest among the statues now on the f-^ide,

aro the earliest works ef Jacopo della Querela,

(absut 1405) ; and the I'olief-bu'^ts over the tliree

portals, of Sieuese "beitti,"—B. Ambrogio Stn-

eedoni, B. Giovanni Colombini (founder of the

Gesuati order), and B. Andrea Gallerini—aro by

Eedi, an artist of the seventeenth century. In

>13tt9 was commea^od the celebrated ijitarsio

work of the pavement, in no portions aecrlbable,

as believed, to Duccio, who was not iirin:; at

'that date ; and tiro true commcsso art, here exem-
plified in its best attainment, was invented by

Beooafumi (l4Si— 1549), whose beautiful ad-

juncts to this pavement date from ISt'O. Many
admirably designed figures, which aro merely
incised on the surface, are of the fifteenth, and
some of the fourteenth century ; the Cardinal

Virtues, of about 1406; tho Ten Sibyls, by dif-

ferent artists, commenced in 14Sl;^the Histories

of Joshua and Hoses, 142S ; and one subject,

perhaps nniqce in the sacred art rangep, the

Parab.'e vi tbo Mote and the Beac;, dramatically

represented by two figures, about 1433. Oa the

platform befo:e the chief portals is the consecra-

tion of this cathedral, iu three groups, date 1451

;

and external to the entrance of the baptistery,

the events 0." the Birth and Baptism, curious

rather than beautiful, 1450. 1.

This decree was followed by another, 1357,

that the new buildings should be^demolished, be-

cause then threatened with ruin.; and in 1356
the capo maestro, Dominioo d' Agostino, gave it

as his opinion, coutirniod by other architects,

that the proposed demolition of tho old church
woulo cost more than i.'iO.^OOO geld florins, and
that more than a century would be required for

the building of the new one.

A variety of sculptures and paintings, of dif-

ferent pericds, gives to this church the charno-

ler of & Skared museum ; yet ic the religiousness

of idea am^ purpose so auo&e«>f^ly carried out.

that no sense of the unsuitable or profmo can

enter the mind within these venerable walls.

Standing under the hexagonal cupola, which,

with its drum surrounded by a Rimanesque ar-

cade, and lit by narrow deeply- splayed windows,
seems to bflong to tho oldest building, I have
observed how strong is the lino that separates

the newer from the more ancient parts; for the

Pointed style is here manifestly a superaddition,

and this attempt at amalgamation between the

Gothic and Romanesque, interesting however
anomalous, is what gives to the Siena Daomo it.'^

significance and importance iu the history of

Italian architecture.

I believe that Ughelli ("Italia Sacra") is mis-

taken in finding allusion to the laying of the first

stone for some nevv construction of this interior,

A.D. 1300, by the bishop of the see, Riynaldo, in

the following lines, with Gothic letters, read on

the fagide:

Annus centenus Romie semper est jubileus,

Crimiua laxnnttir, cui pceuitet istadouantur

llic declaravit Bonifacius, et ruboravit

—

though the date implied, that year of jubilee, be

here unquestionable.

It is satisfactory to find that works are now in

progress, and intelligently conducted, for resto-

rations at this cathedral : tho statues of prophets

and king,'', on the front pilasters, have been

where requisite retouched ; also some of the

symbolic animals ; and two esteemed Sieuese

artists (Smroochi and JIacoari) arecommissioued

to execute statues or busts of twenty-lour saints

of the Old Testament, lor the upper part of that

la^Mde already so richly laden with art-works.

It would be beyond my pres-^nt limits to dwell

here oa the celebrated eximpl-j of medieval

sculpture in this building, the pulpit by Niccolo

Pisduo (126/), a marvel of self-emancipating

genius, which, I am glad to say, needs no sort of

restoration.*

Siena seems an abstract of the Italian Middle
Ages, scarce breathed upon, or altered, by the

spirit of modern times. ller mother-church

naturally absorbs attention. Eloquent proofs of

the domination oi R-digion in the Past, in elevat-

ing presjnee and all pervading power, here meet
us oa every side. The whole archit'^cture and
general expression of this piotui'iBque o'ty form

a noble evidence ti the civilising iuHuences of

the church in her association with institutions

that assured muuicipal prosperity and national

freedom.
Among the most interestitig of minor Italian

cities is Pistoia, which possesses great wealth of

sacred monuments, for tho moat part well pre-

served, and of various mediaeval periods. Its

cathedral, not one of the most remarkable
churches here, is of early origin, enlarged and
embellished, according to tho designs of Niccolo

Pisauo, in the thirteenth century ; but still retain-

ing the ancient form of its iajxuo (date 1166),

with stories of arcade galleries and arched atrium,

by a well-known Pi^toian architect and sculptor,

Gruamonte, and his brother, AdeoLus, as an in-

scription with the names of both ot the above

date informs us. The church was built in the

eleventh century, during the lifetime of the

Countess .Matilda, sovereign o! Tuscany ; and
tho greater part is of that period. Rice, shows,

indeed, that Niccolo Pisano cannot have altered

it further than by renewing the vaulting and the

tribune, which, as rebuilt by him, was taken

down in 1299, to give place to tlie present choir.

Tho campanile, which is lofty and imposing, was

begun by Niccolo, and finished by his son Gio-

vanni, about 1301.

Tho interior of this church has been badly

modernized, but contains some noticeable art-

works, especially iu the chapel of St. J.imeS,

where we see the celebrated silver shri.o

ip'j-liot'o), crowded with miniature reliefs an i

statuettes; also above the altar a t^iberuaclo of

the same metal, alike ornamented with st.itucttes

and architectonic details—the aggregate forming

a magnificent speciisaen of metallurgio art ; com-

menced AD. 1316, and completed by the labours

of many gifted masters during the fourteenth and
fifteenth centuries.

Thisoathedral is eclipsed, in architectural claims,

by tho beautiful baptistery built opposite lo it iu

1337 by Andrea Pisano and Celliuo da Nese ; a

graceful example of ths Italian Gothic, in which

we observe the increasing use of sculpture for

internal dtcoration, and, inthe interior, the proof
(important for the history of Uitnal) of the
l.ractice, continued up to tho comparatively
modern date when St. Giovanni was built, of
baptisiug by immersion. C. J. H.

* Rumohr has entered, with much research, into the

history aud cliaracter of this cathedral ; but the best ia, I

believe, the latest iUustrator of Sienese monuments and
art. Jlijauesi, "Storia Civile od .\rti.>tica Souose," aud
'• bociimeuti per 1ft titi)ria deli' Alto Senese.''

GEORGE CRUIKSHANK AND THE
ROYAL ACADEMY.

EVERYBODY now knows that but very
few indeed of the vast multitude of en-

gravings aud woodcuts so plentifully scat-

tered about are liy the artists and draughts-

men themselves, for before the public see

them they have passed through the hands of

subordinate artists—more or less capable of

the work, it may be, but still not the original

thinkers themselves ; so that we never do see,

and never can while the present system lasts,

the real impress of the mind and hand of the

artists. The problem of how not to utilise

the artistic power of the time is now fairly

solved, and but for the occasional and most

happy accident of some one artist in some out-

of-the-way place and manner doing some-

thing himself and showing the results to the-

worid, we might come to the fair conclusion.,

that the art jiower in human nature is extinct

and has passed away altogether. Now, George-

Cruikshank is one of those who have gone to.

work in the good old- fashioned way of work,

and has, in a wonderfal series of etchings of

all sorts of subjects, evidenced to the world.

what he is made of and how he has looked at

things, and how obedient and strong his hand
has been. It would be impossible, and per-

haps out of place, to attempt to criticise these

works iu detail, but a few words on what they

are artistically worth, and on what the world

loses by the fact of other artists of equal but

of diverse talents not following in the same

admirable track, may lead perhaps to a little

thought on this one foundational art subject.

Mr. Ruskin says he considers that the works

of Cruikshank will one day, when people

come to see their true value, be thought of in

the same way and be as much sought after as

the Greek and Etruscan vases now are, and

that they will be collected and treasured up

in the like way. I do not pretend to say

when all this will come about ; not in our

day it is certain, for these etcliings may be

purchased for a few pence each iu almost any

quantity, and thus convey instruction to all

at a cheaper rate than when they come to be

of such sterling worth. How is it, there-

fore, we may ask, that some of the illustrated

journals anil books do not contain the veri-

table liandsvork of the artists who illustrate

them after the manner of these etchings ? and

more than this, how is it that there is not a

public demand to see tho orif/inixl drawings of

those who make visible to the public eye the

scenes and incidents out of the books they

read] and how, again, is it, or how does it

come to pass, that such men are not of the

Royal Academy ^ If the value of an artist's

work is to be estimated from the extent of his

influence, or by tlie number of those who look

at his productions, aud are more or less

helped by them, then certainly no man who

ever livett has been more useful and valuable

to the public as a workman than Cruikshank.

I think it might be very easily proved that of

all those who now fill the ranks of the Royal

Academy certainly not one has produced any-

thing like the amount of work he has done or

hashel])cd in so usehil a way to .aid the public

to an appreciation of books. Nearly all the

pictures at the yearly Academy exhibition are

in some way or other illustrative, and the

most lifelike and vivid illustrator would seem

to be the most successful man ; but it would

be difficult to name any one single picture

ever exhibited on the Academy walls which

has passed thnm^fh an engraving into the cata-

logue of accepted popular illustrations or

visible explanation of a written account of any

real or fancied scene or event. And this it is

that must surely place this eminent artist at

once on a level," at least, with those who now
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fill the ranks of the Academy and who help

to decorate its walls. And here it is that, I

think, the Academy might do the art world

no small service by an eli'ort, before it is too

late to show some justice to those whom
it has so long neglected. It can do this in

its new rooms and increased space by devot-

ing a single room to an annual exhibition of

the works of those artists whom it has left

without notice during their working lives,

as well as to the slighter works and studies

and sketches of those whom it has thought lit

to honour. I do not see, and most people

will agree with it, how a more interesting and
thoroughly instructive exhibition could be
devised than one of " Cruikshank Etchings"

— i'.
p., a room, a small one, may be entirely

put apart and devoted to these etchings, and
also with them, if they can be got together,

some original drawings hy this great draughts-
man. This would be going to the foun-

tain-head of art, for in original drawings
and sketclies we always see what is so often

invisible in more completed and so-called

perfect works—the methods of work, and
trials of artistic skill, and what is perhaps yet

more interesting, the first thoughts of an
artist. All our present exhibitions of paintings

show but poor specimens of artistic ability,

after all, by the side of such as those now in-

dicated, for most paintings are spoilt by over
finish and the being worked up to the
Academy pitch of colour. There is another
reason why such an exhibition would prove
not a little interesting, for should the large

paintings of Rubens, at the Royal Chapel, ever
come to excite any interest— just so much as

to save them from destruction, in the way I

have before mentioned—it would be most in-

structive to exhibit them, i.e., the Rubens'
paintings, and the Cruikshank etchings to-

gether, for though so unlike both are equally

worthy each in its own way. This, too, might
lead to the consideration as to what such a

man as Rubens would have done, or

rather have been compelled to do, had he
lived in our days, and been a member of the

Royal Academy ; or, again, what Cruikshank
would have done had he lived and worked in

the days of Charles the First. Are these

little book illustrations, though so good and
clever, the very best things George Cruikshank
could have done for the world ? What a

strange kind of power is that which he
possesses, such as shown in the little etching

"(luys in Council,"—the figures round
a table all made up of m,asks and rags, but all

instinct with life ! This admirable little

drawing is four or five inches round only—how
many canvasses five feet square are there every

year filled with certainly not a hundredtli

part of the brains contained in this small

apace ! What a pity, therefore, it seems that it

is not larger, and that this great artist did not

complete a series of pictures, or plates, or

drawings of subjects from common, or, better

still, theatrical life, after the example of

Hogarth. But we must take things as they
are, and try to feel thankful when we find we
have got anything at all genuine and real, and
that the property an artist is exhibiting to us

is his own and not another's. 1 think we may
fairly say that it is not from want of art

power in the individu.il artists of the present

day that the dearth springs, but from the

tremendous fact of never being able to see the

actual bona fide work of the executive artists
;

and also that it is not " want of education,"

i.e., art education, as is now the cry, that

stands in the way of art of all kinds, and any
kind, but mainly, in the first place, from want
of opportunity, all the great and the small

chances being in the hands of a few jirivi-

leged men, these few men doing little as

artists, while the actual work is the result of

the labour of subordinates without peraon.ality

and consequent individual credit. In simple

fact, it is the very negation of true art action,

and we cannot help thinking and feeling sure

that the exhibition of such works as those of

George Cruikshank would do good, and
help to bring about a better and a truer and

fiiirer system, for it all shows with sun-

light clearness that you cannot transfer

artistic power. C. B. Allen.

GOSSIP FROM GLASGOW.
(From otrB Cokbespondent.)

THE children of Israel could not make bricks

without straw. We are not much given to

brick-building in this part o£ the island, but I

have an equal difficulty in making " Gossip from

Glasgow" when there ia nothing to gossip of.

Buildings have of late been rather coming down
than going up. I refer not to the great mural

dilapidation necessitated by the Improvement

Act and the Union Railway, but rather to build-

ings that have been destroyed through carelessness

or by accident. At noon on Sabbath, the 10th

instant, whde four men, two bricklayers and two
labourers, were employed in taking 20ft. off a

chimney of about 100ft. in height, the chimney

gave way at its base, and two of the men were

immediately killed. It must have been surely

some stern necessity that required bricklayers to

work upon a Sunday at any time, and more

especially during church-service. Fire is the fate

of theatres. I have myself seen five burned in

even our anti-theatre-going Glasgow ; the magni-
ficent theatre in Queen-street, of which David
Hamilton was architect, and Seymour lessee ; the

"City of Glasgow," built for Anderson, "the
Wizard of the North," from designs by Mr. Spence

;

the " Adelphi," which Mr. Rochead designed for

D. P. Miller; the pretty little " Royal," designed

by Mr. Spence for John Henry Alexander ; and
lastly, the " Prince of Wales," planned by Mr.

Spence and leased by Mr. Davies. At about mid-

night on Wednesday, the 13th instant, the
" Prince of Wales" fell a sacrifice to the the.atre-

devouring demon. As in the case of the "Royal,'*

a pantomime was the last piece played, and from
this there is an evident inference. Speaking of

theatres and pantomimes, I may mention that the

opening scene in the pantomime at our " Royal,"

the " Staircase of the Palace of Fancy," is not

only grand in its conception but singularly correct

in its architectural details. I believe that few
provincial theatres show better architectural

scenery th.an does our Theatre Royal, but it is the

only thing good architecturally about it. The
principal scenic artist is Mr. William Glover, a

grandson of Mrs. Glover, the famous comedian.

On the 31st of January, 1841, Dr. Cbanniug, of

America, preached a sermon on " The obligation

of a city to care for and watch over the moral
health of its members." It is since then I think

that cities have learned their obligation to care

for and watch over the physical health. But if

they have been late in learning, they have been

neither lame nor lazy in applying and persevering.

Public parks, more light and air, suilicient water

and sufficient sewrage have of late been almost

epidemic in the empire. Not many years ago

Glasgow had only "the Green" in the east .as a

public place of outdoor recreation ; then it pur-

chased, for a park for the west, the beautiful

grounds of Kalving-grove, and subsequently, for

the south, lands lying near to where (^ueen Mary
fought the fatal battle of Langside ; and now, that

justice may be done to all points of the compass,

a place in the north, to wit Kenney-hill, is being

converted into Kenney Meadows for the especial

beneQt of the city septentrions. Further, the

west-end park is just now having judiciously

added to it lands lying on the other side of the

River Kelvin and " marching " with those of the

new University. These are already connected by
the handsome and suhatantial timber bridge

which was extemporised for the visit of the Prince

and Princess of Wales ; and it is hoped that they

will be further bo by little foot-bridges of perhaps

chain or iron trellia-work. It will delight Mr.

Ku.skin and those of his political faith to know
that the oper.ations at Kenney-hill and Kelvin-

grove are being carried on by " the unemployed,"

chiefly handloom weavers.

In a recent ramble in Kelvin-grove, I observed

that the old mansion-house was undergoing con-

siderable alteration. As it was it was too good to

be taken down and useless to be kept up ; .and

therefore it is, as I have been told, to be con-

verted into a shelter-place and some sort of a

museum. I saw, also, that the trees and shrubs

are having attached to them little labels, giving

their local habitations and their names, learned

and vulgar, for example :

—" Farjus Sylvcitkus,

Common Beech—Britain.

The parka have been of benePit otherwise than

as city-lunga : in their immediate neighbourhood

they have either created building-lots or have

largely enhanced their value. Kelvin-grove is

crowned with the city residences of our mer-

chants, manufacturers, solicitors, and accountants,

while in no part of Glasgow is building presently

so busy as directly in the vicinity of the South-

side Park. The architecture is, however, of a
commonplace cnaracter, if, perhaps, 1 may except

an extensive range of tenements by Mr. Gildard,

which are designed and detailed in a manner un-

usual in this class of house property. I, of

course, except also a church by Alexander Thom-
son, of which I expect to have something to say

when it ia completed. Already is " the neighbour-

hood of Kenney Hill" advertised as an induce-

ment to builders.

In your issue of November 13 there is an
article on " London Lamp-posts." You don't

seem to admire them much. I am not aware if

ours are any better. We have some, however,

with a good deal of art-pretence about them.

Some time ago the statue of the Queen was re-

moved from St. Vincent-place to George-square,

and on the vacancy there has been substituted a

fivedight lamp-post. The style ia Continental

Gothic—no great harm in that, perhaps ; but the

deaign is— especially where there is any design

—

weak and confused. That simplicity is an
element in beauty seems by some designera

scarcely ever to be thought of.

Walter M'Farlane and Company, sanitary

engineers and art metal workers, have by far the

most handsome public works in Glasgow. They
are just now increasing their already extensive

means of production by erecting rather less

ornamental workshops on the grounda of Possil, a

few milea from Glasgow, and long tenanted by
Sir Archibald Alison, the historian. So, where
genius glowed now glows the furnace. " To what
base uaea we may return, Horatio !

" Vulcan, late

Clio.

Messrs. M'Farlane's rivals, George Smith and

Co., have lately done a clever thing. Their work-

shops and warehouses are at a distance from the

heart of the city, and, to overcome this disad-

vantage, they have displayed a large variety of

their principal manufactures on a platform in the

open air, and situated in one of the principal

thoroughfares. This platform is enclosed by a

variety of railinga and gatea, and so paaaers-by

cannot fail to see many of the articles exhibited

to an unwonted ar! vantage. Water is laid on,

which enablea the principle of their aarcophagus

baths to be seen in operation. Gaa is all that is

wanted, and there are abundance of lampposts.

The other day I invested a crown in " Moyr
Smith's Studies for Pictures," and, some criti-

cisms anent " grotesques " notwithstanding, I

think that I got the worth of my money. Mr.

Smith gave considerable promise while a youth in

Glasgow, and it must be gratifying to his many
friends here to see that this promise has issued in

such rich performance.

During the holydays—ours are at New Year,

not Christmas—the M'Lellan Gallery of pictures

waa thrown open to the public. Besides the

M'Lellan pictures, there were exhibited "oil

paintings, water-colour drawings, and other works
of art, the property of Mr. Charles Heath
Wilson," and in the Corporation Halls under the-

Gallery the works for the session by the School of

Art students. The most of the water colour

drawings are of architectural subjects, and by Mr.

Wilson himself. They are thin a little, and
sketchy. There is an excellent picture by his

father, the well-known Andrew Wilson, "St.

John Lateran, Rome." The School of Art
studies are what they always are—neither more
nor less.

When I mentioned in my last that 51 r. Ewing
was engaged on a bust of the Prince of Wales, I

ought to have added, also of the Princess and_ of

the Prince Albert Victor. Mossman is busy with

,an heroic bust in bronze of the late Duke of

Hamilton. I believe that he has taken post

mortiim casts from the faces of Lord Belhsven

and Captain Speirs, of EldersUe, M.P.

A plan ia again afoot for covering the open

space of Leicester-square with buildings, and

proposals have been issued for raising a sum of

£80,000 for that purpose. The Metropolitao

Board of Works have annonnood their inteatioQ

rigorously to oppose the plan.
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CHESTER CATHEDRAL.

WE give this week two views of Chester

Cathedral as it will appear when re-

stored. Tradition, in this as in so many
other cases, ascribes to the Romans the first

selection of the site for religious purposes.

A temple dedicated to Apollo is said to have
been erected thereon by the twentieth legion

of the Roman army, during the occupation of

Chester. This, however, early in the second

century gave place to a monastery dedicated

to St. Peter aud St. Paal ; but the records of

its erection and occupation are vague and
traditionary. In the seventh century Wul-
phere, King of Mercia, of which province

Cheshire then formed part, having a daughter

disposed towards a religious life, sent her to

Ely to take the veil under the care of her

aunt St. Ethelreda. St. Werburgha died

•away from Chester, and was buried in Han-
bury, in Staffordshire, but in 875 her bone.s

were brought back to the monastery for fear

of an incursion of the Danes. About thirty

years later, Ethelfleda, Countess of Mercia,

removed the monastery to the spot in Chester

now occupied by St. Peter's Church, and
erected in its stead a nunnery, dedicated to

the Blessed Trinity and St. Oswald, but

afterwards changed to St. Werburgh and St.

Oswald.
About 10D3, Hugh Lupus, nephew to the

Conqueror, and first Earl of Chester, falling

sick and conscience-stricken, was impelled

to make large grants to the church. He
.accordingly summarily dismissed a body of

secular canons, at that time in possession of

the building, and built a magnificent abbey,

establishing therein a fraternity of Benedic-

tine monks from Bee, in Normandy, and
appointed as their Abbot Richard, chaplain

to St. Anselm, afterwards Archbishop of

iCanterbury. He endowed the Abbey very

liberally—in fact, much too liberally for the

worldly comfort of his vassals, whom he

.kindly permitted to leave their bodies for

sepulture in the Abbey grounds, and to give

the third jmrt of their goods thereto. His
•devotion finally caused him to become a

monk himself, and he is said to have died

three days after his admission.

Traces of the Norman Earl's Abbey exist

throughout the building. The vault entered

from the west side of the cloister is Early
liTorman, and is believed to have been the

Abbot's Hall. Many fragments of Norman
work have been found during the excava-

tions beneath the buttresses, and Mr. Parker
'believes that in many parts the walls and
buttresses encase the older Norman work.

Probably the Abbey was never entirely

destroyed, but gradually superseded by the

building at present under restoration. The
•transept was added probably about 1320

;

the nave and tower about l-i85, by Abbots
Kipley and Oldham, and the western front

a^out 1508. The spire and flying buttresse.s,

shown in our illustration, were never added

—

.probably on account of the political disturb-

ances of the time.

The red sandstone of which the cathedral

is built is very friable, and decay seems to

have followed completion with remarkable

xapidity. As usual, however, restoration

proved by far a worse enemy than decay.

The less said about the work of the first

•" restorers " the better. Their funds fortu-

nately appear to have been in a poor condi-

tion, and the cathedral was thus preserved

from further injury at their hands. In 1812,

Dean Cholmondeley caused various repairs

to be made, especially to the south porch.

His successor. Dean Copleston, erected the

screen dividing St. Oswald's Church from

the cathedral, which will now be removed,

causing that church to resume its proper

function as the transept. Dean Anson, to

whom great credit is due, threw back the

screen which separates the choir from the

nave, from the two eastern to he two western

jpiers of the tower.

The present Dean, Dr. Howson, conceived

the idea of a thorough restoration of the

building. He accordingly, with the con^

i-urrence of the Chapter, issued a circular in

February last, explaining the condition of

affairs. This circular, which was based on
estimates prepared by Mr. Christian, as archi-

tect to the Ecclesiastical Commissioners,

stated that £25,000 was required for " neces-

sary repairs," and £27,000 more for "desirable

repairs and improvements," which, with

£3,500 for architect's commission and con-

tingencies, amounted to £55,500.

The Ecclesiastical Commissioners at once

contributed £10,000, and we believe over

£20,000 more has since been received. The
" desirable repairs and improvements " com-
prised in Mr. Christian's estimates include

the erection of the flying buttresses shown
in our illustration, the restoration of the

cloister and the King's School, the groining of

the nave aud aisles, complete renovation of

the choir, and the restoration of the tower

with the spire—the erection of which was
doubtless contemplated by the original archi-

tects—should the latter meet with public

approval.

The task of restoration has been entrusted

to Mr. G. G. Scott, whom an enthusiastic

local journal—to which we are indebted for

some of our information—styles " the archi-

tectural genius of the age." The work will

no doubt have his personal superintendence,

and in that case our readers do not require to

be told that it will be performed faithfully

and in accordance with the spirit of the old

work.
At the commencement of the work the

foundations were found to be in a very un-

sound state. The Lady Chapel had been

rendered additionally insecure by the re-

moval of two interior buttresses, the walls

being left to bear the whole thrust of the

groined roof These walls have been sub-

stantially underpinned—a task very dangerous

and difficult. The demolished buttresses

have been rebuilt, aud the exterior buttresses

restored. The north and south exterior walls

of the choir are also being underpinned.

The tracery and mouldings on the walls of

the tower have almost disappeared, and the

walls themselves are thoroughly decayed.

These will be restored and the tower re-cased

with Runcorn stone. The nave will be

restored, the flying buttresses rebuilt, and
the niches aud canopies outlined in accord-

ance with their original appearance. An
entirely new south end to St. Oswald's will

be executed. The south porch and the west

front will be restored—the latter becoming
one of the most magnificent features of the

cathedral. The roofs of the nave and aisles

will be groined—those of the side aisles in

stone. The restoration of tfie nave will pro-

bably not be commenced till next year, but

the rest of the work is either begun or will

be so shortly.

We close our few notes by heartily con-

gratulating all parties concerned in this work.

\Ve congraiulate the Dean and Chapter on

the untiring energy and perseverance they

have displayed in so well inaugurating the

work in conjunction with Mr. Christian and

the Ecclesiastical Commissioners ; we con-

gratulate Mr. Scotton the appearance of another

of those opportunities which he so well

knows how to use ; and the Church on the

prospect now before her of the restoration of

another of those "sermons iu stone" which

in days gone by, when the multitude learnt

the lessons of the Faith by means of the

symbolism of her architects, she preached

to her people.

The illustrations of the cathedral were

reduced from the architect's drawings by the

photo-lithographic process by Messrs. White-

man and Bass.

We regrot to liave to record the death of Sir

Henry KUis, late principal librarian of the

British Museum. Sir Henry, who was 93 years

of age, died on Saturday last.

ASSOCIATED ARTS INSTITUTE.

AT the ordinary general meeting held on
Saturday evening, the 9th Inst, I'rofesaor

\Ve.stmaoott, R.A., President, in the chair, Miss E.
Bailey and Mr. H. C. Boyes were elected mem-
bers. Mr. H. Ellis Wooldridge then read hia

paper on

THE CDLTU'ATION OF ARTISTIC FEELING.

I feel sure, said Mr. Wooldridge, that we of the
present day are too ungrateful for the pleasure

that comes to us through our senses—ungrateful

iu respect of the truest gratitude—the cultivation

and refinement ot the senses themselves. There
lives still in some the spirit and in more the
language of Asceticism. This spirit takes its

stand chiefly on the position that the senses are
but 80 many hindrances to our intellectual pro-

gress, and more the actual enemies of our moral
progress, and therefore of our future happiness.

To treat, however, as essentially evil any natural

instinct because evil can often be traced back to it

is certainly an error. There is even a danger in

pursuing the cultivation and refinement of the
senses, and this is the danger of pursuing these

too far and two exclusively — the danger of

magnifying one piece of truth until we are over-

whelmed by it. But for this the schools of Greece
and U'jme would not have fallen so ignominiously
nor have melted away so rapidly as they did,

and we of the nineteenth century would be

foolish indeed it we failed to profit by their

example. It did not come within the scope of

the paper to speak further of more than one
sense, the artistic sense — that capacity which
receives from Nature all those subtle impressions

that come out afterwards in poetry, painting, or

muiic- the passive, feminine pari of the mind, as

distinguished from the active or more masculine
part.

Everyone knows how, at the close of the sixteenth
century, the manifestation of this sense in Europe
had reached a climax of the greatest splendour

;

and how from that time itdeclined until in the first

half of the present century a reaction set in,

which, if we only know how to use it, may lead to

most noble aud lasting results. And, as things

nearest are most interesting, it will be well to look

for a moment at the effects of this reaction on
painting, and consider how it bears on our main
subject. What evidences are there in it of a
cultivation of the artistic sense ?

The first evidence was what has been called the
" Pre-Raffaelite Movement." We hear little of

the Pre-Raffaelites nowadays. One of their

chiefs, Mr. Rossetti, has withdrawn himself
altogether from the public ; another, Mr. Millais,

though more prominent than ever, yet by his

works by no means represents what we mean when
we speak of Pre-Rafi'aelitism ; others have ceased

to paint. One only, Mr. Holman Hunt, comes
forward from time to time with a picture which is

yet true to the principles of this early faith. The
very name is being forgotten, and yet what a debt
of gratitude we owe them. What a flood of light

came iu through the door which they opened.

They have beeu accused, perhaps justly, of inter-

preting the visible side of Nature too literally, but
we must not forget they were the pioneers of a

reaction against a school which had lost every ray

of sympathy with nature. Certainly they

awakened the artistic sense, and, whatever they

intended, they sent men to the study of Phidias,

Titian, RaS'aelle, and Michael Angelo with purged
eyes. Men came from the study of Pre-Raftaehte

pictures to the study of great masters with new
and definite ideas, and their minds made highly

sensitive and ready to discover new qualities in

them, and surely we have found new qualities in

them—when we think, for instance, of the works

of r.enjamin West — who reverenced the old

masters as deeply as any man well could—when
we compare his work aud the small amount of

appreciation of the early masters it seems to con-

tain, with the curious perceptions of some ot their

finest attributes seen in the works of Mr. Barnes

Jones, Mr. Legros, Mr. Whistler, and others of

our own time.

The mention of one of these names reminds

me, said the author, that the reaction has even

taken the form of a cultivation of the purely

artistic sense. I believe it to be as yet a

healthy operation—at all events, while it pro-

duces works so lovely as those of Mr. Whistler

and Mr. Albert Moore. Vet, even while we
admire their work, we become sensible of the

danger of pursuing the development of the sense

too far. I do not find fault with their works. I
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am cuuitiit to eujoy thtm uureservedly, only I

Bay that it is thfir very beauty tbat foices iiijou

me leiieutions of this kind, that suggests irre-

sistibly tliB danger of believing that to be com-
plete art which in reality exhibits, however ex-

quisitely, only one form of it. 1 think we ahouhl
not forget th:it if an artist's work is to be of real

importance to the world at large, if it is to live in

the memories of the vast army of cultivated men
and womeu who are not educated in the subtle-
ties of art, it must have in it some dealing with a
human problem, some recollection of an intellec-

tual idea, somethiug which, while satisfying the
artistic sense, shall also satisfy to some extent the
philosophic spirit. I say, to some extent. It

seems a truism to say that iu art the artistic

sense is most important and the intellectual

idea only a minor one. Yet one cannot look, for

instance, at such pictures as Bronzino's " Alle-
gory " in the National Gallery, or one of Tinto-
retto's at Hampton Court, a bird's-eye view of a
labyrinth of human life with people wandering in
it, and not feel that here the painters have in some
way failed to apprehend the true place of the in-

tellect in paiutiug, that they have allowed their
fondness for thinking to carry them a little

beyond the limits of their art. There i.s a dis-

cord somewhere, and the cause is, I think, that
the claims of the intellect are put forward over
strongly. They are made to demand too large a
share oi our attention—a share, at least, as large as

the claims of the artistic sense. It is the just
perceptijn of the position of thought that makes
the allegories of the great master of that kind
of subject, Albert Durer, so successful, and the
want of that makes the allegory of Bronzino so
unsuccessful.

Florence and 'Venice had seen their best days
when Broiizino and Tintoretto were painting. It

is true the tide had only just turned, and it sug-

gests the reflection whether an inclination to-

wards reflection existing in society has not always
sooner or later had a fatal influence upon the art

of that society. I think that hitherto it has. The
artistic life of a nation is closely connected with
its political and religious life, and iu the early life

of a great nation—such a life, for instance, as that
of Greece iu her best days— all that is done in

politics, religion, and art will seem perfectly

natural and spontaneous, the necessary expressions
of a happy, harmonious, noble life. Criticism at
such a time is unknown about the laws, about
religion, and art. The multitude sympathise at a

glance with works in which it huda its own
highest a&piratiuiis and concepiions expressed,

there is no n flection and no need of it. It is all

a life of enjoyment governed by right feeling.

But afterwaids, when the life of light feeling has
gone by, when the uncomprehended pain of the
world's growth begins to press on men, then it is

natural that reflection should come in—surely it is

natural that the artists, with their keen sus-

ceptibility to impressions, should unwittingly
permit the ['hilosophic spirit to rise gradually out
of its due place iu their art till it had destroyed
the sfjoutaneous balance of the earlier time.

'• Modern times," says Mr. Matthew Arnold,
" find themselves with an immense syttem of

institutions, established f.icts, accredited dogmas,
customs, rules, which have come to them from
times not modern. In this .system their life has
to be carried forward

;
yet they have sense that

this system is not of their own creation, that it

by no means corresponds exactly with the wants
of their actual life, that, for them, it is custjmary,
not rational. The .awaking of this sense ia the

awakening of the modern spirit. The modern spirit

is now awake almost everywhere ; tie sense of

want of correspondence between the forms of

modern Europe and its spirit, between the new
wine of the ei..;liteeuth and nineteenth centuries

and the old bottles of the eleventh and twelfth

centuries, or even of the sixteenth and seventeenth,

almost everyone now j)erceives ; it is no longer dan-
gerous to affirm that this want of correspondence
exists

;
people are even beginning to be shy of

denying it. To remove this want of correspon-

dence is beginning to be the settled endeavour of

most persons of g.iod sense.

"Dissolvents of the old European system of

dominant ideas and facts we must all be, all of us

who have any power of working ; what we have
to study is that we may not be acrid dissolvents

ol it."

These words seem clearly to set forth that

which we must make up our minds to accept as

the work of the future. The winding, wandeiing
procession towards perfection has been moving
as long as the human race baa existed, and as long

as the race exists, or in whatever world, the
procession will continue towards jieifection

;

never rtaching i', yet always proceeding, and
always finding its truest happiness in proceeding.

Some discussion ensued, the speakers being
Jlessrs. Bateman, Kalph Thomas, Walter Crane,
Holyoake, F. Scarlet Potter, Prince, .and the
chairman, Mr. Wooldridge briefly replying and
acknowledging a vote of thanks.

THE INSTITUriON OP CIVIL
ENGINEERS.

THE paper read at the above Institution on
January 12 was " On Coal-getting

Jlachinery as a Substitute for the use of Gun-
powder," by Mr. C.J. Chubb; Charles Hutton
Gregory, Esq., President, in the chair. It was
remarked that the improvements now needed in

the art and practice of coal mining might be thus
specified, first, to ensure greatersafety to the men
employed in working, and, secondly, to obtain the

coal in better condition, and, by preventin;^ as

much as possible the loss arising from waste, to

make more fully available all the remaining re-

sources of the coal-lields. It was contended that

the use of gunpowder and the operation of blast-

ing must be altogether abandoned ; aul the pro-

blem to be solved was, what force could be applied

which should be equally efiective, and at the
same time break the coal in a more perfect manner.
The author thought some more simple and
practicable means of getting coal by mechanical
power could be devised than the costly but skil-

fully contrived, coal- cutting machines. His first

idea was to apply wedges, acted upon by hydraulic

force, but he was induced to abandon that system,

owing to objections to the use of wedges, and to

adopt instead an apparatus consisting of twelve

plungers, set side by side in a steel bar, which
plungers, when acted upon by water, from a

hydraulic pump, would separate the bar in which
they were set from another bar, formed in the

shape of a cover upon the plungers. The press-

ing apparatus was 25in. long, and it was attached

to a hydraulic pump by a tube 2ft. in length, so

that it might be inserted into the coal to a depth
of about Uf t. 6in. The apparatus, with the cover

on, was 4j|in. in diameter. When, by the action

of the pump, the plungers had reached their limit

of 24 iu. and further expansion was needed, the

plungers were readily brought back to their first

position by opening an escape cock for the water,

when a liner could be inserted between the

plungers and the cover ; and this process could of

course be repeated. In practice, however, it was
found that the first expansion to 2\ia. was more
than sufficient. It was stated that the collective

area of the plungers was 24 square inches, and as

the pump could exert a pressure of 12 tons on
the square inch, a total pressure of 2S8 tons could

be brought to bear on the coal.

This apparatus had been tried in the South
Wales district, where the coal was of the most
varied description. It was observed that by the

present system of blasting it occupied, on an
average, two men ten hours to break down and
fill into trams 4 to 5 tons of coal, of which 20 per

cent, was "small" and the remainder much
shattered. On the other hand, with this apparatus

two men could readily Ireak down 20 tons in one

hour, which could be tilled, when loosened, at the

rate of 1 tons per man per d.ay, the whole of

the coal so obtained consisting of large solid pieces.

Again, by the present system, iu order to break

down 500 tons of coal a day from a "four-foot"

seam, a " face " of 600 yards was required, whether
as "jiillar and stall," or as "long work ;" whereas

with this apparatus the same quantity could be

work d from 300 yards of " face." In this way
there would be less space requiring to be ventilated,

the woikiug operations could bo concentrated,

and facilities would be afforded for effecting

economy in other respects.

The discussion was then resumed upon Mr.
Bidder's paper in conjuuction with Mr. Chubb's,

and not being concluded it was auuouuced that it

would be continued at the next meeting, when,
time permitting, the followimj paper would be

read: "On New Ferry and New Brighton Piers,"

by Mr. U. Hooper, .Assoc. Inst. C.E.

THE CERE VIADUCT.

THE viaduct which we illustrate this week
crosses the Valley of the Cere, near Kibeyres,

and is situate on the line of railway between
Figcas and Aurillac, which forms a portion of the
central network of the Paris and Orleans Railway.
The viaduct, which carries the rails at a height
of ISlft. din. above the water level, consists of

five spans of lattice girders supported by masonry
abutments and by piers formed of clusters of
cast-iron columns rising from bases of masonry.
The three central spans are of IC-lft. each, and of

the two other spans that on the one side is 145ft.

and the other IS'.Ht. The length of each abut-
ment is 1 USft., the total length of the viaduct
being 1,012ft. The width of the viaduct between
the rails is 14ft. 9in., and it carries a single lin&

of rails. Each of the piers consists of a cluster

of eight cast-iron columns united by cross bracings,

and fixed to the top of a brickwork base of

elliptical shape. Each pier measures ICft. 5in.

by Sft. 2 Jin. from centre to centre of columns at

the level of the capping, and the columns are
disposed at such an inclination that their centre
lines, if produced upwards, would all meet at a
point 123ft. iHn. above the level of the rails, or
102ft. 4in. above the level of the rails. The side

columns of each pier have thus a batter in the
direction of the line of the viaduct of 1 in 30,,

and the end columns a transverse batter of 1 in
1 5, and as all the piers are of the same size at thft-

top the dimensions of each at the bottom vary
with the height. The brickwork bases of the
piers have also their sides built at such inclina-

tious that they form portions of a cone the
apex of which would be at the point
of junction of the centre lines of the
columns before mentioned. The founda-
tions of the viaduct were commenced in

June, 18G3, the erection of the girders in May,
1S65, and by the following October a connection,

had been formed between the two abutments.
When complete, the superstructure was tested by
a load of 4,000 Idlog. per metre, or about 8,0001b.

per yard run ; and under this test the central

piers were compressed 3 millimetres, or about
Jin. At the same time the central span was de-

fiected 15 millimetres, or 3-5in., and the two spans

on each side of it 12 millimetres, or ne.arly ^io.

Its total cost was £34,179—viz , £23,572 for

ironwork and woodwork, and iilO,607 for ma-
sonry. The rate of cost was thus lll'Sl per

metre run of the viaduct and 3'49 per square

metre of the elevational area contained between
the upper part of the superstructure and the

surface of the ground. Each of the main piers

contains 71 tons 13 cwt. of cast and 51 tons--

10 cwt. of wrought iron, and the cost per metre
iu height of the iron portion of the pier was-

£81 123. Gd.

The viaduct was constructed under the direc-

tion of M. DiSglin, engineer-in-chief of the Ponts

et Chaussees, and of Mr. Boitoux, acting en-

gineer. The design was by jl. Wilhelm
Nordling, engineer-in-chief of the northern part

of the lleseau-Central. Messrs. Parent, Schaken,

Caillet, and Co., and Messrs. J. F. Gail and Co.,

were the contractors.

Mr. Holman Hunt is in Florence. Ho finds 10

much difficulty in getting his design for hie

wife's mausoleum executed that he ha<i taken

'en-^ons iu fculptuie, and 13 himself canyiug out

the work.

THE BOARD OF WORKS AND THE LA'W
COURTS.

AT to-day's meeting of the Metropolitan Board
of Works the following resolution, proposed

by Mr. Tito, M,P,, will be taken into considera-

tion :
—"Whereas, it appears by ceitain public

documents emanating from the commissioners for

building the new Courts of Justice that the actual

cost of the site purchased in the Strand will

amount to 1 785,000, and that the additional

laud now proposed to bo purchased, according to

Mr. Pownall's estimate, is £668,000, so that the

total cost of the ground will be £1,453,000 and
the expenditure on land and buildings together,

as appears from the same document, will be three

and a quarter millions, of which £1,305,150 is

pioposed to be advanced by Government at 4 per

cent, on the security of a redeemable annuity.

And whereas the Equity, Common Law, and'

other courts, could easily be accommodated on
the site already purchased by the Commissioners,

the Probate Court Master's and Registrar's offices

could be placed on the siteafi'jrded bytheThames
Embankment, with such supplementary acquisi-

tions as the nature of the proposed buildings may
require, by which means a considerable reduction

would be efl'ected in the cost of the land to b«

taken, and a position would be obtained superior to
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any, in regard to free circulation of air, \inim-

peded light, and in the facility of access by road,

river, or rail : That it be referred to the Works
and General Purposes Committee to consider the

extent required for the suggested buildings, the

area at present at the Board's disposal, and what

additional property would require to be taken

adequately to provide for the several cliices

enumerated, and that the committee be authorised

to confer with her Majesty's Government as to

their willingness to negotiate for the acquisition of

Buoh a site for the purposes above indicated."

REMOVAL OF SNOW.

A COMMITTEE recently appointed by the

St. Giles's Board of Works have reported on

the best means of removing a heavy fall of snow.

The committee, after referring to the fact that

80 men were employed at an expense of jErj to

remove the heavy fall of snow on January the

2, 1867, pointedj out^the success of the removal

of snow by the action of sieam, and said they

had directed the surveyor to obtain estimates flom
Messrs. Shaud, Mason, and Co., Messrs. Powis,

Turner, and Co., and Messrs. Merryweather, and
found that the cost of a steam generator ranges

from £62 to £120. The committee subsequently

directed the surveyor to ascertain whether such a

machine could not be obtained on hire, and it

appears that Messrs. Merryweather, of Long-acre,

are willing to adapt a steam engine for the pro-

posed purpose at a cost of 12 guineas. The
committee, therefore, recommend that on the

occurrence of a heavy fall of snow the same be

collected by the employment of extra labour, that

in the leading thoroughfare the snow be dissolved

by a steam generator at a cost of not exceeding

£12 for six days' hire. The idea of Uquefyiug the

«now by this plan oiiginated with Mr. Treherne,

the surveyor to the board, and the report having
been adopted, at the first fall of snow the

apparatus will be called into requisition.

SOCIETY OP ENGINEERS.

ON Monday night a meeting of the members of

this society was held at Exeter Hall, Strand,

when the president for 1869 (Mr. F. W. Bryant)

delivered his inaugural address, in the course of

which he said that although since the last

financial panic there had been considerable de-

pression in the engineering profession, owing to

the want of conhdeuce engendered by over

speculation, yet he hoped and believed that this

depression would be gradually removed, and that

they would see engineering improvements in-

creasing here and abroad, to the advancement of

their profession and the benefit of mankind.
Because of the depression which had existed some
people said there was nothing more to be done
in England ; but surely this must be wrong. He
would ask, are aU our towns properly drained, all

our rivers bridged over, all the docks, harbours,

piers and lighthouses, defences of shores (which
are badly wanted in many places), all water
supplies and irrigations completed, all connecting
lines of railway made ? Were even the existing

main lines perfect, and did not recent accidents

lead them to think that it would be necessary to

have separate lines for passenger and goods traffic ?

Surely, then, with the return of public confidence

to properly matured schemes, they might hope
that engineers in Great Britain would tind that

there was yet something to be dons in their

native land. In his opinion one improvement
was very much wanted in London, and that was,

foot-bridges over the principal thoroughfares, such
as Regent-circus, Fleet-street, &c. A light iron

structure might be erected which would cost but
little, and would very soon prove if it were of

practical use. During the last year engineering
in Great Britain had been very slack; but there

had been many things to diminish its chance of

prosperity. There had been an Abyssinian war,

the unsettled state of, and revolution in, Spain,

and the doubtful position of politics with regar(l

to war in Europe, all of which had tended to the

stagnation of work. For the prosperity of civil

engineering peace was absolutely necessary, and
he hoped and thought they might look forward to

it with confidence. The prospect for work
increasing was decidedly brightening in the
iron districts, which was a good criterion

for their profession generally. Referring to
the engineering works of the future, the presi-

dent said the boldest which had been pro-

France, for which they had three schemes, i.c.^ by
means of a bridge, a tunnel, or a steam feTTy.

The first of these he did not expect to see carried

out ; the second he believed to be quite prac-

ticable, but the cost was the great objection
;

and the third seemed to him the most practical

proposition, and, if carried out, he had no doubt
would be found of great service to the public.

The president then referred to the most im
portant engineering works which had been exe-

cuted on the continent during the past year. In

the Indian empire en'_'ineering was effecting a

great revolution, and as they had seen the rapid

alteration railways had made in changing the

aspect of towns and villages in England, and even
the manners and customs of their inhabitants in

many ways, so might they imagine the great

alterations which would take place in India when
railways became common, and good roads and
bridges abounded in every part. These altera-

tions would probably extend to China, and that

curious race, as they became more civilised,

would be better koowu to us, and their barbarous

customs might be discontinued. At the conclu-

sion of the address a vote of thanks was unani-

mously passed to the president, and the proceed-

ings shortly afterwards terminated.

A'
MIXING MORTAR.

CORRESPONDENT from Syracuse, New
York, sends to the t^cientljlc Amen<:ana.u

account of an invention perfected in that city for

mixing mortar, which is simply this :—The lime
is first slaked in a vat with water enough to make
it to a paste, and allowed to retain its heat for

about twenty-four hours. It is next run off into

a second vat, from which it is pumped by a chain
pump to a revolving cylinder that has a large

quantity of spikes on the inside. As it flows

from the cylinder, it passes through a sieve of ten

meshes to the inch, and every particle that is used
has to go through these very tine holes no larger

than a pin's head. From this machine it falls

into a large vat, from which it is pumped as re-

quired to a similar revolving machine called the
mixing machine, into which it flows in a con-

tinuous stream, and sand, previously sifted, is

added at the rate of about eighty bushels per

hour. The mortar made in this way is said to be
of a very superior quality.

ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETIES.

The seventh ordinary meeting of the present
session of the Liverpool Architectural and
Archaeological Society was held on Wednesd.ay,
the 13th inst., in the Royal Institution, Cotquitt-

street. The chair was occupied by Mr. Francis
Horner, and there was a numerous assembly.

The receipt of several reports of the proceedings
of various local societies having been announced,
Mr. Boult exhibited a plan of some tunnelling
discovered in excavating the foundation of the
new Exchange. A sub-committee, consisting of

the president, Mr. Boult, Mr. Picton, and the
secretary, was appointed to consider the report
upon the subject of architectural education in

Liverpool. The paper for the evening was read
by Mr. n. P. Horner, and was *' On Characteristic

Design in Architecture." Mr. Horner illustrated

his paper with a large number of drswings and
engravings of choice specimens of architecture,

and pointed out the various features which, he
said, constituted the charm of architecture, ie
was also of opinion that the English style of

architecture for ecclesiastical and educational
buildings far surpassed the monotonous Italian

school, and pointed out what he considered the
superiority of the design of the dome of St. Paul's

to that of St. Peter's at Rome. The address was
a very interesting one, and at its conclusion an
animated discussion ensued. A vote of thanks
haviiig been passed to Mr. Horner, tho meeting
separated.

COMPETITIONS.

Dover Priokt Estate.—The first premium of

fifty guineas has been awarded to Mr. F. A Klein,

of 110, Cannon-street, for design "London, No.

1 ;" the second premium of twenty guineas to

Mr. A. G. Hennel, of 22, Southampton- buildines.

Chancery-lane, the author of design " L. S. D."

Seventy five plans were sent in, which were sub-

mitted to Mr. Clutton, of Whitehall-place, by
posed was that for connecting England with whom the award was made.

EvERTON Hospital for Infectious Diseases.

—The committee of this hospital having adver-

'Jsed for plans and specifications for the erection

of a new building upon the present site, received

designs from sixteen competing architects. With
the valuable aid of a committee appointed by the

members of the Liverpool Medical Institution,

two plans have been selected—the first by Mr.
Thomas Cook, of South Castle-street ; the second
by Mr. Joseph Ivimey, of Euston-square, London,
to whom the first and second premiums of £50
and £25 respectively will be awarded on the

committee being satisfied that the building can
be completed for the sum speci.'ied. The com-
mittee do not bind themselves to carry out either

of the selected plans.

SCHOOLS OF ART.

The Municipal Council of Brussels, aided by a
grant from the Belgian Chamber, has lately

reorganised its industrial museum, and opened
a school for the artistic education of workmen,

NoTriNGHiM.—On Wednesday week the annnal
distribution of prizes to the students of the
Nottingham School of Art took place. We are

happy to say the prize list is too long to think of
giving even tho shortest abstract of it. The
prizes wore distributed by Mr. W. F. Webb, of

Newstead Abbey. After a lew observations by
the chairman, Alderman Birkio, Mr. Rawle,
tiie head-master, offered somo remarks upon the
amount of State aid afforded to individual

studontp, observing that important changes had
lately taken placo which would work with great
advantage to the art woikmen of this country.
He also referred to the grntiljing fact, tb^t outof
SO medals offered by the GovL-rnment for com-
petition amongst 113 schools, the Nottingham
school hiid obtained no less tiian eiglit. He
considered that the school had obtained more
prizes during the year than could have been
reasonably expected considering their numbers,
and he urged the studenti on to fresh exertions

in tho ensuing term. Mr. Riwle next went on to

speak of the liberality of the Government in pro-

viding National Art Scholarships, one of which,
he was glad to say, had been obtained by Mr.
Joseph Harris, formerly a student in ihe Notting-
ham irchool. Ar. Muridella, on rising to pro-

pose a vote of thanks to Mr. Webb, referred to

the great benefits which were derived from
schools of art in general, and that of Nottingham
in particular, observing that our workmen were
able to raise themselves by its means to higher
positions, and thus nut only improve their own
standing, but aho that of others with whom they
were brought into contact. With regard to Mr,
Samuelson's report on technicul education, he
was quite satisfied that if the English people
intended to preserve their pre-eminence in

manufactures, they must be educated tecluiioally.

The working classes, ho was quite convinced,

would gladly avail themselves uf the benefits of
technical education if by any means they could
obtain it, and he trusted ihat before long saoh a
s) stem would be introduced as v ould be the

cause of lasting good to tho country. With
respect to the prizes cfi'ered lor the students in

these schools, he hoped tbe local gentry would
come forward liberally. The GLivernmeut had
already dune so, and iti now remained lor public

lovers of artistic labours to follow its example.
A very hearty vote of thanks to Mr. Rawle
terminated the proceedings.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

Swansea, sitnato in the midst of copper smoke,
patent fuel smoke, iron works smoke, and smoke
Irom chemical works of almost evi-iy description,

18 one td' the heafthiesf, if i.ot tfiu beulthiest

town, in the United Kingdom, size and popula-
tion being considered. Tno repoi t < f ihr medical
(ifSeer of health of the borough (Mr. Kbeuezer
Davies) for the past quarter has jii.st bi en pub-

lished, which shows some remiirkable figures.

Taken over tho three months of the past quarter

the annual death-rate was only 15.8 per 1,000 of

the popul.iiion, while tho deatli-iate tor the past

month of December actually was as l"W as 12.6

per 1,0U0. S;;venteen persons died above 70
years ol age, of whom five were above bO years,

and one woman died attheage oflOl jears.The
late admirably coiiEtructed eysltni of sewerage
and the abundant supply of water, both cariied

out liy the Local Board of Health, h:,ve iloubtlesa

contributed to this satisfactory state of things, _
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Jfuniiturc aiib gtronitioii.

INTERIOB DECORATION."
ROOM.*

-THE DEAWING-

WE entered, last week, into the treatment
we should recommend for a London

drawing-room of pretensionB. AVe will now
draw our readers' attention to one belonging
to a country seat. Such apartments must
necessarily be of the most various description,

from the old family mansions of the heads of

the nobility to the villa of tlie retired trades-

man. The more than regal splendour of many
of the ancestral homes of our noblemen must
be seen to be appreciated, but with these we
are not concerned. They are already in exist-

ence and frequently pass from generation to

generation nearly untouched, while, in cases

of alteration, restoration, or re-embellishment,
the treatment would be inlluenced by con-
siderations oftradition, association, architecture
and a thousand others, into which it would be
impossible for us now to enter. Nor shall we
at present take the case of bouses in which
large gatherings take place, but where there is

no bail-room proper. In such establishments
the drawing-room would approach in its uses
to the town saloon, of which we have already
spoken, and would therefore necessarily be
treated after a more or less similar fashion.
But our present type shall be the drawing-
room of a refined and wealthy country gentle-
man,—of a man in a position to keep up a
London establishment besides, and whose
country seat is maintained on a thoroughly
liberal and handsome scale.

Now, as we have previously suggested, we
must consider, in the treatment of any room
of importance which has a special use and
object, less what will produce iu itself a simply
artistic effect than what is the precise impres-
sion that the apartment as a whole ought to

exercise on the occupier. The London draw-
ing-room was, as it were, a room of state, and
had consequently to be treated in a brilliant,

but a somewhat cold and formal manner. The
country drawing-room is of a very different
kind. The strong liking which Englishmen,
as a rule, possess for a country life leads them
to lavish the greater part of their outlay on
their country establishments, and so to effect

the general arrangements of them as to make
them essentially their homes. It is at the
country seat that the family portraits and
lelics are to be found, that such curiosities or
works of art as may belong to its owner are
stored, and that the superficial reserve and
haughtiness of town life are thrown off' to dis-
play the frank open hospitality of an English
gentleman. All this reijuires to be suggested
in the ajipearance of the house. The look of
solid comfort which the exterior frequently
bears should be more than carried out as we
make the tour of the interior ; and we ought
to find, alike in hall, dining-room, drawing-
room, library, and bedrooms, the old " Salve "

written by architect, decorator, and upholsterer,
and comfort, hospitality,and"home"impressed
on every part of the building.

In a country house the drawing-room is by
far the most important chamber as a part of
the "homo." The family circle is frequently
enlarged by a select number of guests staying
in the house, and they tliua' constitute to-
gether a tolerably large party, by many of
whom much of the day, and more of the
evenijg, will be passed in the drawing-room.
Thf appearance of state which we advocated
for the London house must, therefore, be
studiously avoided, and we must endeavour,
while we make the room rich and luxurious,
to give to it essentially the appearance of
being designed for ordinary family occupation
and every-day uses. We will assume our
apartment to be a good-sized one, of moderate
height, and nearly square, of somewhat
Elizabethan character, and with large oriel
windows. Being extremely light it can well

bear the depth and richness of colour that we
require to carry out the objects specified
above. We must use our gold in such a
manner as to tone down and harmonise the
colour to a general unoljtrusive richness
rather than to produce brilliancy ; and we
must take care at the same time so to order
and arrange in due subservience the various
parts of the whole that the valuable works of
art may stand out in all their beauty and im-
portance. If these be of such a nature as not
to suffer from a partial tinging or subduing of
the light, stained glass may be advantageously
introduced into the windows, but this
requires to be done with great judgment
to produce a satisfactory effect. The same holds
good with regard to coloured outside blinds,
which, in many instances, are a great im-
provement to a house both internally and ex-
ternally. As the room will be in habitual
use, we must substitute, both in our construc-
tional woodwork and our furniture, some-
thing less cold and at the same time more
adapted to constant wear than white and gold
or solid gilding; and we shall, therefore,
resort to real woods enriched by carving,
inlays, buhl, ormolu, hand-painting, and a
certain amount of gilding. Eor the same
reasons we must so distriljute our furniture
about the room as to accommodate various
groups—each engaged in their own occupa-
tion or amusement. Here we place the
piano, there a conversation ottoman or sofa,

here, again, an escritoire, there a chess table
or portfolio stand, with easy chairs dotted
about ; the whole being arranged entirely
without formality, and with less regard for
symmetry than for comfort and convenience.
In the decoration of the walls we must be en-
tirely guided by the quantity and nature of
the paintings or other " wall furniture" (as

Mr. Eastlake terms this important part of the
room), but the hangings must be cheerful as

well as bright and rich in appearance. The
entire floor should be of polished parquetry-
work, so that in the hot summer weather a
pleasant coolness may be obtained (supposing
the family be not condenmed by the exigen-
cies of fashion to spend that period of the
year in the delightful neighbourhood of May-
fair), and a few rugs then thrown down where
required. For the winter a Brussels carpet
will be probably more useful than one of

softer make, as an impromptu dance is no
uncommon occurrence in a country house
where guests are stayin;{, and such a carpet
can, at a ])inch, be danoad ou without even a
crumb cloth.

Having got thus far, we will now examine
our drawing room in detail. The ceiling is

divided by intersecting ribs into a number of
rectangular panels. The ribs are tinted a
rich ivory white, the enrichments of tlie

mouldings being gilt solid, or (if very bold)
fully etched. The panels are either filled

with raised plaster work, which is left white
(the whole of the background being gilt), or
with arabesque painting on some light tinted
ground in contrast with the tone of the ribs,

each panel containing jn its centre a lozenge
of fuller colour, bearing a subject of a purely
decorative character. The enrichments of the
cornice (and frieze if any) are gilt solid, and
the principal backgrounds are tinted a
warm light blue, with another tint or two in-

troduced ti piaccre into the subordinate ones.
One or more chandeliers, pendant from the
ceiling, are of wrought and polished brass,

and are constructed to receive a central
moderator lamp with a large white French
porcelain shade surrounded by a circle of wax
lights. This mode of lighting, we may here
remark, is the most perfect we have ever seen.
Before quitting the ceiling we must take the
opportunity of cautioning our readers against
a practice too often ado])ted by builders and
many others who attempt decoration, as well
as by the half-educated German artists who
come over in shoals, and many of whom, when
they have made a lew pounds, set up in
business as decorators. Excellent as these

* CoQtinued from page 2

altogether incompetent to devise or carry out
a general scheme of decorative treatment
Willi anything approaching a satisfactory
result. The particular error we allude to is

that of colouring the mouldings and raised
surfaces of plaster enrichments. Not only is

this entirely opposed to the principles em-
ployed in the last period of Italian stucco-
work, but it is opposed to common sense and
quite destructive of the proper effect of the
colour so applied. In plaster work the
pattern is almost invariably formed by the
raised portion of the ornament, and it is this,

consequently, that ought at once to strike the
eye and assert itself. We are oi course speak-
ing of true plaster /rcafmcMj—that is, of the
partial application of colour on the white.
Directly the natur.al white is entirely covered
the plaster treatment as such ceases, and
different principles come into play. Now,
given one or more tints and white, the latter

becomes, as it were, the high light of the pic-
ture, and so attracts the first attention. If,

therefore, the raised ornament be coloured,
although only in monotone, and the back-
ground left white, the background will con-
tinually strike the eye, while the pattern wiU
only be made out by a search, which, however
rapid, will always produce the effect of there
being something amiss. If, however, the
ornament be treated polychromatically, there
will not only be added a want of repose, but
both form and colour will greatly suffer.

Raised ornament, to be effective, must neces-
sarily receive a side light, which colour
requires the light to strike it directly,

whether by reflection or otherwise. The play
of colour, therefore, which in a painted
arabesque would be thoroughly correct and
well seen, will, when applied to a pattern in
relief, not only confuse the pattern, but be
itself in a great measure destroyed by the
light and shade of the ornament. ' The only
result of such treatment can be to give to the
whole the appearance of that most extrava-
gant and abominable monstrosity—the mock
tsvelfth-cake ware known as modern Dresden
china. Plaster ornament should, therefore,
either be tinted in monotone, or the enrich-
ments left white (or a tint of white), and the
background picked in with colour or gilt (the
latter only under certain circumstances).
The enrichment may, however, either be gilt

solid or etched with gold whether the back-
ground be left white or coloured, but as a rule
no other treatment than we have mentioned
can be in the slightest degree satisfactory.

But to return to our drawing-room. The
walls must engage our attention, and must
depend for their treatment, as we have already
said, on what is to grace them. It will be
better to avoid panels, unless they already
exist constructionally, as they will interfere
with the effect, and possibly, even, the posi-

tion of the paintings we assume to exist.

Supposing these to be in oil, perhaps the best
decoration we can use will be a brocaded
crimson silk, just tinged with maroon, entirely
covering the wall, and merely relieved with
a plain 2in. mat gilt moulding running up
the angles, under the cornice, and above the
skirting or dado, with a square block enriched
with a patera at each intersection. If, how-
ever, the paintings be in water-colour, the
walls will have to be kept much lighter and
at the same time more neutral iu tone. The
best method of effecting this will be to use
either a free-hand or stencil decoration, intro-

ducing with a little gold the precise colours
which will best serve as a foil to the drawings.
In many cases the lighter-coloured varieties of

stamped leather (either real or imitation) now
so largely used in Paris, and also to be found
at the best Loudon decorators, will be ajipU-

cable for the imrpose. In this c;vse the

mouldings may be rejilaced b}' broad bands of

embossed gilt leather, fixed by large brass

studs. In the case of our crimson silk walls,

our dado or skirting, as well as the doors and
other woodwork, will be painted a light

duck-egg green, and the mouldings richly
1 men's work frequently is, they are as a rule carved and simply etched with gold. With
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the Iciilher or hard decoration we shall use,

instead of the green and goUl, polished sa^iu-

wood or maple inlaid with amboyno and
other fancy woods, the :nouldings being of

plain rosewood or ebony, relieved with lines

of gold. The chimneypiece will be of the

good old-fashioned type richly sculptured,

and at least 6ft. high, lined with tiles, which
may be painted especially for their position

with some family story or legend of the

neighbourhood ; and a pair of handsome dogs
of wronght brass will complete the effect.

We have here no occasion for the large

looking-glasses with their architectural frames
placed vis-a-vis, as in the townhouse. A couple

of Venetian mirrors of moderate size, with or

without carved Florentine frames, and a few
sconces for wax lights in the angles, will be
all that is necessary in this respect. A
console table may possibly be required, but
cabinets of buhl will be more in keeping with
the general treatment. The large oriel

windows will be glazed with plate-glass to a

height of about 7ft. from the floor, for the
sake of the view. Above this each light will

contain an appropriate heraldic device in

stained glass upon a grisaille ground in which
yellow only is used. We shall protest

against the use of lace curtains in such a
room, though we shall, no doubt, have
to give way in deference to the ladies.

The curtains will draw in front of the

oriel (where, by the way, we must not
forget our cushioned seats round the window),
and shut it entirely oil', unless it be very deep.

They wUl hang straight down from the cor-

nice of carved and gilt maple-wood, which,
with the valance beneath it, will be kept to

plain horizontal lines. The material of the
curtains, valances, and the covering of the
furniture, may be either of French tapestry,

or of Indian silk, with flowers, birds, &c., in

colour on a light butf ground. For every-day
use this will have to be covered with a good
Persian pattern cretonne or chintz. As a basis

for our chairs, tables, &o., we shall probably
select rosewood, but a certain variety of woods
arranged with taste and harmonised by means
of inlays and carving, will in no way militate

against the general effect. A pair of banner
screens, bearing the family arms in bullion
and real embroidery (or in applique work), a
cloth of gold, or any other sutticiently rich

material, will, when occasionally uncovered,
give an air of distinction to the room. This
kind of work is almost entirely executed in

Belgium, but there are several firms in the
metropolis who undertake it. It only remains
for US to lay a bordered Brussels carpet of a
quiet Persian pattern containing some black,

and on it a few brilliant Eastern rugs, and we
may safely leave everything else to the taste

of the ladies.

THE STYLE TO BE ADOPTED.

STYLES are the distinguishing character-
istics of the diU'erent schools or phases

of the art of past ages and nations. They
ought to be studied in order to learn how
they fulfilled the requirements of their time
and locality, and how far they combined
excellence and beauty with utilitarian

fitness, and were made vehicles of expression
and thought. To the artist and designer, how-
ever, the only practical purpose of such study
is to enable him to form thence his own style,

that he may work definitely and with intelli-

gence in a right direction. It is sad, then, to

see power, energy, and enthusiasm wasted upon
what is not worth the expenditure, and sadder
still when perversely as well as ignorantly
they are used for a mischievous purpose also.

The amount of misplaced ingenuity displayed
in the warerooms of upholders and cabinet-

makers is pitiable. Wood is there seen
shaped and curved into the most unnatural
forms and disfigured by coarse rank carving
at a cost which, if properly applied, might till

our houses with work of an artistic and
delightful character. The first step towards
reform should be the bani>hment of all such
extravagances, and then the way to attain a

good style would be in the first instance to
permit of nothing but the most rigid temper-
ance in form and detail. If not a chamfer or
moulding be used, attention would necessarily
be concentrated on proper construction and
proportion. At the same time all ungainli-
ness or quaintness for quaintness' sake should
be avoided. One sees too often church
furniture and the wookwork of roofs which
are not only plain and utilitarian, but absurdly
crude and ugly. Japanese furniture, on the
contrary, is generally quite as quakerish in
its simplicity of form without being awkward,
and by surface decoration is afterwards en-
riched to any desired extent. As a rule, this

flat surface decoration is the most suitable to

furniture ; the twisted and knobbed contor-

tions in vogue are injurious to comfort as

well as to taste ; and much bad language has
been caused by the inconvenience inflicted on
sensitive knees by the ormolu abominations
imported from France, and other sharp-edged
and showy articles, the makers of which ought
to be indicted by the Society for Prevention
of Cruelty to Animals. Perhaps the most dis-

tinctive quality of good old work, as compared
with bad modern, is that in the former the
construction is shown and emphasized, while
in the latter it is concealed. Is is a mistake
to attribute to mediajval art alone this

quality. It has been shared by the work of

almost all ages down to modern times.

The accompanying illustration shows the
side of one of the chairs, seated upon which
Egyptian Colopi are usually represented.

This example is taken from the sacred way at

Branchidaj.

down as front legs, with the peculiar sharp
outward curvature characteristic of the draw-

Though executed in granite it evidently has
been imitated from some wooden chair used in

those days, which might almost be mistaken
for Gothic work. Being of a massive and not
very movable character, partaking of the

nature of a throne, the front posts, aa the

most prominent portions, are alone enriched.

These have a little delicate carved ornament,
shown by the enlarged sketch, and also knobs
to rest the hands upon. The several rails are

tenoned into the posts, and the tenons in some
cases project and are neatly rounded and
finished. The space between the side rails of

the seat and the arm-rest are filled with
raised panels, which are in some examples
angular, and in others curved in section.

In the Elgin Gallery is a cast of a seat of a

strategos from the Theatre of Dionysos, at

Athens, representing a curiously constructed

chair. This idea must also have been taken

from a wooden one, and has the deep, simple

curved back rail familiar in groups upon
Greek vases, and which always gives the idea

of comfort. This is supported by a central

standard following the same curve, with a

sort of detached pilaster on either side. These

pilasters are twisted or ramped to avoid any

projection that might interfere with the

smoothness of the back. They are tenoned

into rails forming the sides of the seat, and

these grasp the front rail, and are continued

ings referred to. In passing, it may be re-

marked, as an interesting fact, that the mind
of the ancients seemed bent upon imitating

in stone the construction of woodsvork, instead
of developing one more fitted to the former
material. Their temples and other architec-

tural works show this in every part, and here
we see it carried into the very furniture of
their theatres.

No past style can claim a patent right to

general qualities or character of design. Each
has its own particular fancy for certain class

of details, which are now recognised as its

sign manual. These are but accidental, and.

are not the features which should be studied

with the view of reproduction. The student
should seek in his studies of the works of
past ages for the general merits they present

as examples of good design, and these he has-

every right to appropriate as his own, but the
special points which fix their date and
locality he should leave aa matters of inte-

rest only to the antiquarian.

The future style to be recommended is,

therefore, a catholic one. It is neither Greek,

nor Roman— it is not Gothic nor Kenaissance.

The architect may at present, perhaps, firstly

be asked under what flag he will serve until

he can show that he has invented one for

himself. But the designer of furniture may
—nay, must—be more free. He cannot tell,

the destination of his chairs and tables. They
may be made for a building of one style, and
transferred afterwards into one of quite other-

character. They should be beautiful and
appropriate in both. This, difficult as it may
seem to be at first, is not so in reality. It

has been shown that an Egyptian deity is not

out of place on a seat that might have served

for the coronation of a Plantagenet. Archi-

tectural features are generally out of place in

furniture. Caryatidio and lion's-leg standards,,

cornices with gutta;, and dentils are absurdi-

ties on bookcases and console tables, an«

such misappropriations are, it may be sus-

pected, of modern rather than truly Classic

origin. Mimic arcades and buttresses should,

be omitted from modern furniture, and then

the Gothic system of construction and treat-

ment of ornament will not be more out of

place than the Jaj^anese and Chinese orna-

ments which, from inherent loveliness, find

their way into our drawing-room.
The past styles will all contribute some-

thing towards the formation of that style which
should be distinctive of this nineteenth cen-

tury ; and it will be endeavoured in this de-

partment of the Building News to point

out what may be gleaned from them. At
the same time it will not be lost sight of that

in the present da.y copyism is already too rife,

and that the judicious discrimination as to-

what should be avoided is even more needed-

than the mere collection of precedents.

Mr. F. W. Bryant has been appointed presi-

dent o£ tbo Society of Engineers for the ensuing

year.
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As no professional man can be considered
to be thoroughly master of bis business

unless he has learned every step progres-
eively, so ought every engineer and surveyor
to acquire a knowledge of the minutest
details of his profession. There is no system
more pernicious or more detrimental to the
after career of a man than that of beginning
to learn his business about half-way. It is not
an uncommon circumstance for some to refuse
to go through what may be termed the
drudgery of every profession, and to imagine
that they may jump, as it were, all at once
to the acquisition of knowledge that it really
takes some years to attain to. To all of our
readers that may be contemplating, either for
themselves or for others in whose welfare and
prosperity they are equally interested, the
adoption of some one course of instruction,
we urgently say, " Begin at the beginning."
Let every step be progressive. If there is

one instrument with which the yoimg sur-
veyor should find himself perfectly at home,
it is that which is usually first put into his
hands, viz., the chain. In the old days of
surveying, before much use was made of the
theodolite and other angular instruments, it

was the boast of the surveyor that "he could
•do anything with the chain."

Without altogether endorsing ;'» toto this

eulogistic remark respecting the capabili-
ties of that simple instrument, yet there is no
question but that, in the hands of one wlio
thoroughly understands its manipulations it

is capable of effecting surveys and measure-
ments with a surprising degree of accuracy.
We have checked by means of trigonometrical
observations measurements nearly two miles
in length that were performed with the chain
only, and the greatest error was less than Sft.,

an amount that, spread over the whole dis-

tance, become.s, practically, totally inappreci-
able. One of the first questions that might
be put is, " When should a survey be made
vrith chain only, and when with the chain
combined with the employment of an an-
gular instrument ?

" One of the old school
of surveyors remarks, as an excuse for not
alluding to the theodolite and the manner of

using it, that " most estates may be measured
more correctly by the chain only." It is

needless to say that this assertion is not tlie

the fact. In many cases where the area to be
measured is comparatively small, the ground
very open, and great facilities existing for

running the lines, the chain alone should be
used, and will be found accurate enough.
As a rule, we should observe, Use the theodo-
lite only when it will save time and is really

necessary. It is a common practice, and pos-

sibly, as human nature goes, a very pardon-
aible one, for a young siirveyor who has just
" set up " a theodolite to be glad of the op-

portunity of sporting it, and to take it out on
all possible occasions. By all means, let him
indulge the harmless vanity. He will very
speedily learn that by employing it in cases

whereits services arenot demanded hewill lose

more time in successive shiftings and settings

up than he will find will pay when he comes
te reckon up the balance of profit and loss.

There are one or two different descriptions of

chains, and their relative merits will depend
mainly upon the character of the work to be
done. We do not hesitate to assert that we
give the preference in all cases to the chain
of lOOft., although we are aware that in

6ome instences it is not so well adapted for

measuring as a standard chain. But it will

always be found preferable to adhere to one
uniform measure, even in cases where its em-
ployment may be attended with a little extra
trouble and delay than to be continually
changing from one to the other. Moreover,
by invariably using the same standard of

measurement one acquires a superior facility

for manipulating it and calculating from it,

which more than compensates for any slight

inconvenience that may attend its use in

those instances where another chain might be
employed with perhaps stricter propriety.
It should nevertheless be fairly conceded that
where the object is to obtain solely the
acreage of a certain area of land, the standard
or Gunter's chain of a length of 66ft. is that
which will enable a computation of the
quantity of land to be made with the greatest
facility. Against this must be set the incon-
venient length of the standard chain, and the
still more troublesome subdivisions into

66 X 12
links, each of which equals —r^V = 7.92in.

It must be confessed that Gunter's chain
fully sustains the absurd and perplexing cha-
racter that distinguishes all our national
standards or units of measurements, capacity,

and solidity.

That there is an undoubted desire and a
decided tendency to introduce the decimal
principle of arithmetical and mathematical
calculation, to the abolition of the ridiculous

existing standards, is manifested both by the
commissioners that have been appointed by
Government to inquire into the matter, and
by the fact that the majority of new publica-

tions on scientific subjects adopt this mode as

far as possible. The chain of IdOft. in

length is not a perfect example of a decimal
standard, since our feet are divided not into

ten but twelve inches. Nevertheless it is

partially so. Its total length is decimally
divided, and each link equals one foot, which
is also one of our standard units. It is

evident that for every other purpose, except

that of computing areas, the sub-division of

the chain into links equalling one foot each,

is infinitely more convenient than that ot

7.92 inches. It thus appears that while the

chain of one hundred feet in length affords a

readier and more convenient means of actually

recording distances, that of Gunter enables

them to be turned into square measure with
the least trouble. As previously stated we
prefer the longer chain in all cases, but lest

we might be accused of undue partiality we
give an example which will prove the

superiority of the standard so far as the
calculation of average is concerned. Let us

assume that a rectangular field is measured
first by the chain of 100ft. and found to be

900ft. one way and 400ft. the other, and the

contents are required. The calculation stands

900 X 400

43.560

Again, 0.2644 X 4 = 1.0576 rods, and 0.0576

X 40 = 2.3 perches ; and the answer by this

method equ.ils S acru>, 1 rnj, 2.3 perches.

Measuring the same field with the standard

chain its length will be 1363.6 links, and its

breadth 606.6 links. Multiplying these to-

gether we have 13G3.6 x 606.6 = 8.271 acres

by simply pointing off the last five integer

figures, beginning at the right hand. The
operation of reducing the decimal parts of the

acres into rods and perches will be of course

exactly similar to that performed in the first

example. There will be a difference of 0.9 of a

perch by the two methods. If this example
be worked out in figures, and every figure put

down that is recpiired in the calculation, it

will be fou id that the proportion is nearly

two to c ne, that is, the calculation from the

measurements made by the chain of lOOft.

employs twice as many figures as that of the

66ft. chain. It will, of course, remain for

our readers to decide for themselves upon the

point, whether they will invariably use the

one chain or employ each according to circum-

stances. A glance at the above example is

sutlicient to indicate that the .saving in the

calculation by the Gunter's chain arises from
the " pointing" being substituted for the actual

division necessary in the other case.

at commencement

"

= 8.2644 acres.

INSTITUTE OF SURVEYORS.

ARTERIAL ANH AGRICULTURAL DISTRICT DBAIKAOB.*

IN Somersetshire six districta have been taken

out under the Act, all in the watershed of

the Kiver Parrett, comprising 635 square miles,

> Coaclodud from pags 56.

and bordering upon that river, and they are all,

with the exception of the King's Sedgmoor dis-

trict, drained by AppolJ pumps into it. Mr.
Grantham could not state the cost of each case,
or the commercial benefits that had resulted, but
he heard they were highly satisfactory.

The question would some day arise, how we
were to deal with the main arterial rivers of the
country, which are circumstanced as the Parrett
is, with several districts discharging into it, both
by pumpint:; and draining of rivers and streams.
The Ij lud Drainage Act had not hitherto been
applied so extensively as might have been ex-
pected, considering the great scope of its powers,
and the advantages which result from it when
properly called into action. It, however, re-

quired amendment in some particulars with the
addition of provisions to make it more applicable

to the purposes of agriculture and that only. The
old sewers laws were applicable as far as thej
went, both to the drainage of towns and that o£

agricultural districts, it not being contemplated
when they were framed that any distinction

between the two would ever become necessary.

But of late years towns and populous districts

had well-defined laws of their own, applied under
the sanction uf the department of the government
by which the mode of proceeding and method of

rating are regulated, and other useful provisions

are exercised, but the legialatiire for agricultural

drainage purposes is surrounded by great diffi-

culty and uncertainty ; in fact, well-defined pro-
visions are required for many purposes and chiefly

among these for the mode of rating. The correct

principle, there was no doubt, was that it should
be in proportion to the benefit conferred by the
works. On this point a great variety existed in

the practice of the different valuers. One adopted
the poor rate as the basis of the rate, another an
equal acreage rate, and a few, a rate according to
the benefit conferred. But in his (Mr. Grant-
ham's) opinions, there ought to be a special rule

for this kind of rating. The only Act which
referred to the question was the i and 5 Vic, cap.

45 (which was merely an Amendment Act of 3
and 4 William 4, cap. 22, but in so indefinite a,

manner as to throw doubt on it. In Ireland the

matter was better understood, and at the time o£

the famine in 1S47, when large arterial drainage

works were carried out, they adopted such a
system as he had advocated, which is illustrated

by the table given on next page.

Another important question was as to the

power and means of taking land for new works or

removing mills and obstructions in rivers, but the

regulations as laid down by law were most
cumbersome and uncertain. There were, how-
ever, hopes that in the next session of ParUament
an inquiry would be instituted into all the laws

relating to drainage, and he trusted it would
result in a well-de lined and simple system of law
established expressly for agricultural arterial and
outfall drainage. In any new Act it would be
desirable to include provisions for irrigation and
storage of water eo that they might be either

conjoined with or separated from drainage dis-

tricts ; and powers to charge either water rates or

rents according to the systems adopted. The
system of irrigation is extensively carried out in

France in the districts of Alpes-Maritimes, Haute-
Garonne, and Bas8e8-Pyri5nei'3 ; in Spain, in those

of the Canal de Esla, Canal de Henares, and
Canal de Logreno ; and in Italy, at Milan, &c. lu
conclusion, Mr. Grantham asked for the best con-

sideration of the members for the subjects he had
touched on, so that by their intluence and
advice any future legislation on the subject might

be as comprehensive as possible.

Discussio:*.

Mr. RvDE, in proposing a vote of thanks to Mr.
Grantham, wished to express his gratification at

the practical nature of the paper just read. One
fact, in his opinion, was worth more than many
theories. Even facts depended for their weight

on the manner in which they were brought for-

ward. He should like to ask Mr. Grantham for

information as to the mode to be adopted to

put the Act in operation. lie knew a tract of

country lying between Maiden and Barnes Green

which was, in his opinion, one of the worst drained

places existing. How could the Act be put in

operation there ? Another point was the cost.

He understood that in one of the schemes referred

to the tenants paid 73. 6d. per acre. Was that

in addition to what the landlord paid ? What
return also did the landlord, if he paid, get for his

money ? He thought, too, that the term of repay-

ment might be very well extended from tweuty-
I five to fifty years.
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Name of drainage district.

^l-g

Total cost.

I'll
£ & 3 .a

^•sa o S'S
°' £Sg-SB. o g, <! p,5..2

.1. r. I>
£ s. d. £. 8. d. £ 8. d. £ s. d. £s. d.

District of the Blackwater in thel
countios of Meath and Kildaref

3.827 2 18 12,116 16 6 2,119 1 8 1,034 7 9 3 3 3 4

District of Lough Neagh, iu the^i

counties of Antrim, Armagh, > 29,623 1 24 156,277 14 10 23,656 2 5 9,953 17 7 5 6 6

Down, Londonderry, and Tyrone j i

District of Orauhill, in the county )

ofGalway /
97J 16 3,871 16 2 260 12 5 315 10 1

i

3 19 6 5 9

Mr. Bramwell seconded the vote of thanks. have been advanced on mortgage daring the

Mr. Marr Jounson asked why Mr. Grantham year, at an average premium of £16 I83. per

had been led to introduce pumps. He had
[
share, making the total amount of property

known them introduced on the Witham and
other rivers, and had found that as Boon

erected their proprietors felt little inclined to do
any more. Again, with regard to the question of

floods he had always heard that the floods

fertilised the land, and that the recent floods had
been much less fertilising than in former times,

and that had been attributed to the modern
system of imder drainage.

Mr. Pen FOLD remembered the trouble and
expense experienced in endeavouring to obtain

powers to drain the Maiden district referred to by
Mr. Ryde in 1859. It was ultimately abandoned
on account of the opposition or at least the dissent

of the majority of the landowners.

Mr. Marr Johnson also asked Mr. Grantham to

state the amount of horse-power per lUO acres he
had adopted for pumping.
Mr. Grantham, in replying, said the mode of

iprocedure in forming a district was to get one-

tenth of the owners to make application to the
Enclosure Commissioners, who then send an in-

spector who surveys the country and gains all pos-

sible information. His report is forwarded to

the Home Secretary, who, if satisfied, then grants

a commissiin, or a provisional order is granted by
the Enclc sure Commissioners for the formation of

.an Elective District Drainage Board, who proceed
under the powers named in the Act. With
regard to the difiiculty at Maiden, he believed

the district was within the jurisdiction of the
Metropolitan Board of Works, and consequently
exempt from the powers of the Act. As to pay-
ment in the case referred to the landlord paid the
difference between 7s. 6d. and the charge per

acre. The time allowed by the Act for repay-

ment was thirty years, but in the principal cases

within his knowledge the money had been bor-

rowed from the Land Securities' Company, whose
regulations did not permit them to lend for a
longer period than twenty-five yeare. Hence the
usual repayment within that time. With refer-

ence to the mode of rating, it varied greatly.

Some valuers took as a basis the poor-law assess-

ment, others an equal acreage rate. In his

opinion both of these were inexact and some-
times unjust. His idea was to follow the Irish

system, viz., to value the land before commencing
operations and again after, and let the difference

form a basis for the rate. In reply to Mr. John-
son as to pumping, he had adopted it because the
natural condition of the country, which had no
outfall of any kind, rendered it impossible to get
rid of the water iu any other way. Sixty acres

to a horse-power was tbe amount of power he had
used in pumping. In the country within the
Severn district which he had described he had
adopted a system of sluices by which the farmers
could let the water on when they pleased, and so
get all its fertilising power. He had never heard
of the decrease of feitilising power iu the modern
floods referred to by Mr. Johnson, and could not
.account for it.

At this stage the discussion was adjourned to
the next meeting on the 25th inst , and the meet-
ing terminated.

BUILDING AND LAND SOCIETIES.

The fifteenth annual meetmg of the Birming-
ham Building Society, No. 1, was held on Thurs.
day week, in the Temperance Hall. The report
stated that notwithstanding the commercial
depression of the past twelve mouths tbe pro-
gress of the society had been most satisfactory.

31.3 new members had joined the society for

•945 shares, of the total value of £113,000.
The gross receipts of the year amount to

JE38,065 33. 3d., being an increase of nearly

£5,000, on the receipts of last year, 216| shares

mortgaged to the society, £158,732 and with

such care has the money been advanced that

the committee are happy to say that at the

present time they have no property in posses-

sion. The profits of the year, after deducting

all expenses, amount to £0,254 23. Cd., enabling

the committee to place to the credit of each
member compound interest at the rate of 9 per

cent., still leaving a balance to be carried to the

profit account of the present year.

WAGES MOVEMENT.
A D'apuTE has arisen between the stonemasons
and their employers in the north, and is now
agitating the men belonging to the trade in the

metropolis, respecting the rough and fine or

finishing dressing of stono. Some time since the

masters got the stones rough-dressed by
machinery, and that displeased the men, but an

agreement was entered into by which the rongh-
dressing as well as the finishing was left in the

hands of tbe men. Experience, however, taught
the latter that but small wages were to bo made
by the rough-dressing, and accordingly they are

now determined to give it up. The masters
are firm in keeping the men to their agreement,
and there is at the present moment every pro-

bability of a strike, disastrous in its consequences
as that oltwo years ago. Delegates from London
will, it is stated, go to the north to endeavour to

adjust the difficulty.

The Sunderland stonemasons are out on
strike. The men some time ago sent copies of a

code of rules to some of the masters with a

request that they would sign the same, aud an
mation that delegates would call upon them

for the signatures. None of the masters belong-

ng to the town did sign them, and the conse-

quence was that the men struck at the beginning

of the year. The masters have since proposed

to consider and arbitrate upon a code of rules

for the guidance of the trade based upon the

system of payment by the hoar, but the men
decline this.

^uilbing Intelligence.

OHUBOHKS AND CHAPELS.

A proposal has been made to erect a memorial
chapel in memory of the late Rev. John Scott,

the president of the Wesleyan Training College,

at Westminster. The amount of money to be

raised for the chapel aud schoolroom is £16,500.

It is proposed to erect a new church at Cald-

more, Walsall, providing accommodation for

about 500 persons. A design by Mr. Veall, archi-

tect, Wolverhampton, was selected in a limited

competition.

On Wednesday, December 23, the Bishop of

St. David's reopened with a service of consecra-

tion the parish church of St. David's, IVendergast,

Pembrokeshire. With the exception of the

ancient tower, which remains, the structure is

entirely new, and occupies a larger area than the

old building, provision having been made for 150

more sittings. The style of architecture is that of

the thirteenth century, and is according to the

designs of Messrs. Foster and Wood, of Bri-stol.

The striking features of the church are the width

of the chancel, the beauty of the chancel-arch,

and the bold and substantial character of the

different roofs. Upwards of £1,900 have been
expended on the work.

The Incorporated Society for Promoting the
Enlargement, Building, aud Repairing of Churches
and Chapels held its usual monthly meeting, on
Monday, at the society's house, 7, Whitehall,
S.W., the Rev. Canon Nepean in the chair.
Grants of money were made iu aid of the follow-
ing objects, namely :—Rebuilding the church on
a new central site at Little Marele, near Ledbury,
Herefordshire. Enlarging or otherwise increas-

ing the accommodation in the churches at Canton,
near Newark, Notts ; Deene, near Wansford,
Northampton ; Checkendon, near Henley-on-
Thames, Oxon ; Hanney, near Wantage, Berks

;

Over, near W^insford, Cheshire ; Maiaemore, near
Gloucester ; Radwinter, near Saffron Walden,
Essex ; Sandwich, St. Clement's, Kent ; Saxling.
ham Netbergate, near Norwich ; and Wilsford,
near Marlborough, Wilts. A grant was also made
from the School, Church, and Mission House
Fund towards building a school church at
Launceston, St. Thomas, Cornwall. The society

likewise accepted the trust of sums of money as

repair funds for the churches at Jersey St.

Simon's, Eddington St. Saviour's, in the parish of

Hungerford, Berks ; Brightside All Saints', in

the parish of Sheffield, Yorks ; and a legacy of

£1,800, bequeathed by the late Miss Rawson for

a new church at Owlertou, in the parish of St.

Philip's, Sheffield.

BUILDIN03.

A new Corn Exchange and Plant Halls were
opened at Luton, on Monday last. The buildings

cost about £15,000.

During this week a new building has been
opened in Monkwearmouth, for the purpose of a
workmen's hall. The architects were Messrs.

Potts and Son, and the contractors Mr. R. Allison,

for mason work, and Messrs. Peart and Humble
for joiners' work. The building is said to be a
very commodious one for the purpose.

The new Winterbottom Nautical College at

South Shields was inaugurated on Tuesday week
The college is built with red brick, with stone
facings, from the designs of Mr. Clemence, late

borough surveyor of the town ; Mr. Todd, of

South Shields, was the contractor.

TO COBRESPONDENTS.
NOTICE.—Cases for binding the BUILDING

NEWS, Vol. XV., are now ready, and can be had,
price 2s. each. Cases for binding back volumes
can also be had.

To Our Readers.—We shall feel obliged to any of our
rea<ler3 who will favour us with brief notea of workB coa-
templated or iu progress in the provinces.
Letters relating to advertisements and the ordinary bufll-

nesa of the Paper should be addressed to the EDITOR,
31, TAVISTOCK STREET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C.
Advertiaemeuta for the ciu-rent week must reach th«

office before 5 o'clock p.m. on Thursday.

Received.—J. M. S.—S.

T. M.-S. H. G.-Messrs. G.
S.-Rev. E. J S. R.—R. 8. ai

J. H. T.—W. S.— R. C. E., IV

—O. W. D.—J. T. and Co.—,

H. and Co.—J. C—II. A.—
and Co.-H. R. M -R. and
id Son.—A B. T.—C. L. E.—
ith two drawings.—J. P. 8.

-T. C.-J. T.-J. H. H.
—A. H., jim.-O. W. D.— J. M. S.—P. C. (Northampton),
witli drawing of Elizabethan bookcase.—R. C.—A. 8.—H.
M. and Co.

C. R. C.—Mr. Edis'a sketches have not been published
in any other form than in the Building News.
"Stitch."—We do not bind volumes of the Building

News, but supply cases at 2s. each.

H. H H., Fail-field -All the numbers of Volume XV.
are to be had on application to the publisher. Order
through your bookseller or send stamps.

H. M. W.—Your question has been answered in
" Intercommuuicition " more than once, and we caonok
repeat it. For the best answer, see Reply No. 3:17, on
page "JSO of last volume.

Correspnknre.

YORK CHAPTER-HOUSE.
To the Editor of the BuiLDnia News.

Sir,—On perusing the article in your last

issue on the " York Chapter-house and its

Roof," and being in possession of some old and
in consequence very valuable data respecting

both it and the cathedral, perhaps a few words
upon the subject will not be uiiintcrcsling to

some of your readers. Mr. Drake, in his

''Eboracuua,"say8 that it is coeval with tlio cathe

dral itself. But it will be found that the style of

the windows, buttrepses, foliage, head?, and the

singular introduction of grotesques on the para-

pet, are very similar to tbe west end of the

nave, founded about the year 1290, and that

some of these peculiarities are nut to be found
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in any other part of tlieoatheJral built before or
after iliat period. Dr. Whowell says it was erected
between A.D. 1291 and 1330. Between the years
A.D. ir90_ and ISUO, Mr. Joseph Halfpenny was
engaged in preparing n very elaborate work
upon tLo cathedral, and in it shows evidence of
SDch careful work as to render the restoration ot

any part thereof a comparatively easy matter.
About thetime^he was engaged ou this work tlie

Chapter-house was undergoing repair. ("It
was during this reparation that the ceiling-, upon
examination, was found to be in such a state of
decay as to make it necessary to take down the
whole of it. No doubt the sound portions, ex.

cepting the panel [seen by "C. B. A."] were
sacrifieed to that spirit of vandalism which
unfortunately is too much a characteristic of our
race, a desire to possess something beautiful or
ancient without regard either to the loss the
place from whicli it was taken sustains, or its

utter unfitness for the decoration of our own
houpc:.") He fortunately was enabled, iroin the
scaB'olding ersoted for that purpose, to make
very fiithful drawings of the coiling. Ho de-
scribes it as follows :

—'• In this ceiling, formed
by the ribs or groins, are sixty-four compart-
ments, of which number thirty-two contain a
human iigure I'ifc. in height, with a plain
border. The others are ornamented witli birds
and circular devices. These are varied, each
having a different ornamented border. These
paintings are on wood, and seem to havo been
done in aHa tempore, with a coat of varnish over
it. The compartments in which there is a
representation of a human figure are in length
23f[., and in width at the top 4lt. Gin. The other
compartments, with birds and circular devices,
are in length 13(t. 6in., ar.d in width at the
bottom 4fi. Gin. As tne colouring of these
paintings could not be expressed in words, I

have endeavoured faithfully to colour them from
the originals."

I happen to have a copy of this work, coloured
by Mr. Halfpenny, in which there is also a view of

the interior, showing it in its peifect state of

decora ion, which commences in scrolls and
devices from the capitals of the columns, from
which the ribs of the roof spring to its central

boss, on which is a representation of the ''Agnus
Dei"—nearly 70ft. from the ground. If the

paintings were executed during, or directly

after, the erection of the building—which seems
very probable indeed, as it was evidently the
intention of the builders, from examination both
of the panel and the ribs, to havo them decorated
in a very elaborate way—it may be cited as one
of the most ancient examples of painting in this '

counlry, and must remain ever a matter of

regret that it was not restored to its pristine I

beauty, so as to present an example to future

generaiions of decoration in the right direc-
\

tion, an example of which we must ever feel

our need. There is, however, in the destruction

of this work of art, and in the destruction of all

other similar work, a lesson to be drawn by tTory
student of art and architecture, and that seems
to mo to be this—that wo ought to make use of

every opportunity to commit to paper as much
as poppible of that which is beautilul by which
we are 3urrounde<l, so that others coming after us

may have the means—slight though they may be
—of perpetuating the same, and hence make the
"thing of beauty a joy for ever."

—

I am, &c.,

J. S. B.

TELEGRAPH WIRES IN ARCIIITEC.
TUKE.

Sir,—Your article on the above subject is

Teryjusl,so far as it condemns tho disfigure-

ment of buildings by the unsightly bars and
music staves of telegrapliic wires, but I venture

to demur to its conclusion, that architects

should provide for tho perpetuation of a per-

fectly avoidable abomination. On tho same
principle the architectural lines of St. Paul's

should have been designed to harmonize with

the ugly black wooden tressles with whicli its

do-nothing authorities so persistently bar access

to tho poinis of its noble, but dirty, interior,

where the best views are to be obtained. The
true remedy for tho disease you complain oi is

ita removal. There is no reason why all tho

wires for the comparatively short distances

traversed in towns should not be enclosed in

India rubber tubing and carried along directly

upon the roofs of the houses following the lines

ot the principal streets. Professor Wheatetone
has shown that fil'iy wires cm be contained in a

core of very slight thickness (uot more than au

inch), and if such a cable were carried on the
top or just behind the parapets of the houses, it

would only be visible at the crossings of the
streets, and, forming a straight lino with the
houses, would not ba at all prominent. One
such cable along each principal street would
carry all the wires that could bo required, and
telegraph companies should no more bo allowed
to roam at will over towns than are railway
companies in the country. If this plan were to
be adopted in town, and a somewhat similar one
in the country, expense would besivedinthe
end, for high winds would have no posts to
blow down, and the wires themselves would ba
less affected by the electrical state of the
atmosphere.

If the Government schema is really carried
out, some such plan should be insisted upon, or
the Monument, St. Paul's, and the Victoria
Tower will be made to serve the same purpose
as some church spires do at present, to the
shame of the churchwardens be it said.—

1

am, &o., Te EGB4M.

BRISTOL ASSIZE COTJRTS.

Sir,—The view of the Bristol Assize Courts in

the last number of your journal must receive, I

think, universal approval—a pleasing design in

good perspective, and excellently well engraved.
I am sorry to find the erection of this building
has caused the destruction of that fine relic of
antiquity—-Master Colston's house. An inefface-

able stigma will, I think, ever rest on the reputa-
tion of Bristolians for this act. The house de-
served preservation from reverence to the
memory of their great public benelitctor, and
also for its interest as one of few remaining
specimens of Mediaeval art. It would be a great
pity if it passed away without illustrated record,
and I hope the architects engaged will be able to

furnish us, through the agency of the Building
News, with such needed illustrations. The
panelled garden front was very good. There
was an open-timber roof; a remarkable orna-
mented gutter, &(„ remains, dating from the
twelfth century to the seventeenth. I am glad
to see in the new building some reminiscences of

its predecessor, as in the repeated gables—

a

characteristic feature of old strut architecture,

and the main cause of the picturesqueness of oli

towns.
One thing in respect of tho new building

strikes nie with amazement. It is stated that

the estimate is under £12,000! Now, the very
ornamental front depicted is stated to bo of Box
and red Mansfield stone, ** and the interior

architecture to be in every respect in accordance
with the exterior," whilst on plan I find another
front towards Broad-street, and that tho snper-

ficial area covered is nearly 19,000rt. If this is

executed for the sum named, it verily is the

cheapest building I have ever heard of. I

should have considered £20,000 cheap.—I am,
&o., PtiiLir E. Maset.

Inttrrommuiucatidn,

[12.17.] -RATN-WATER TANKS.—Being about to erect

a cottage and farmbuildings on a spot wliere spring water
is not to be had without great expense, I am anxious to
avail myself of rain water as much as possible, I desire to
kuow therefore what size I must make the tank for its re-

ception. This will, I presume, dep-ud upon the purposes
for which the buildings are intended. The cottage covers

au area of DO yds.; stables and buildings occupied by stock,

Htj yds. ; implement sheds, <tc., 81 yds.—II. 13.

ISin. wide at bottom, and 12in. wide at top, allowing it to
stand on a stone base, without considering tho cohesion of
cement iu the joint?—Mason.

[1212.]-COLOURIN'G CEMENT.-l want to colour a
cement for the floors of a fireproof cottage-villa. which
cement hiis for its base sulphate of lime. What colouring
material, not costly, can I buy in a dry state, ready and
suitable for mi.^ing with such a cement before laying, to
form—(I), deep warm chocolate; (2), dead beech leaf
colour; (3), grey or French blue; (4). sage green. Would
there bo any chemical objection to Caioon's ant i-corrosion
paints, which are sold in a state of powder. The cement
of itself is a light stone or dust colour. Anyone making a
good and simplo suggestion either for the above or any
other coloiirj would much oblige -Anti-Combustiq.s.

[1245 ]—drawback: on TIMBER.-If allowance of
duty is made in biiildiug or restoring churches, lectory
houses, and parish schools, how is application to be made,
and to whom, and what ia the amount of duty per load?
-Query.

UEPLTES,
[1131.J-SECTI0NS AND SCANTLINGS.-I should

proceed to solve the question of "U. C." as follows:
Since the girders are 12ft. apart, and the span is 3Gft., the
number of scpuire feet of flooring to be supported by each
girder will be 13 X 36 = 432 square feet. The greatest
weight th\t by any possibility could coma upon each squarei
foot would be 2 cwt., so that the weight to be carried by

each girder :

20
•13.3 tons. round numbers-

43 tons. As the span of the gii-ders is SlJft.. their depth;
must not be less than l-12tb = 2ft. ; and as headway is a.

consideration we will make it 2ft. The girder should bo
constructed as shown in the accompanying cut, with top*

I
ft^ JJ

•^ f
1

and bottom plates, angle irons, and vertical plates. Having
determined upon the depth, the next point is to ascer-
tain what should be the size and thickness of the
plates and angle iron. This may be thusfl accom-
plished. The weight distributed over the girder is 43-

tous; consequently the greatest strain at the centre will be

given by the formula S =

W X L
S X D 8 X

:16

9ti. 75 tons.

Allowing 5 tons per square inch of metal, we have the sec-
tional area or number of square inches iieccRsary in the
top and bottom parts or flanges of tho girder equal to>
06,75
- ^ = 19.35, or in round numbers 20 square inches. Lot

the top plate or bottom plate be 14in. x gin. =: 8.75 square
iucho-^, and the angle irons equal to 4in. x Gin. x §iu. =
11.25 square inches. Adding these togetlier the total axeiv
wUl be 20in.—Girder.

[1192.]—DAMPPROOF BRICK WALL.—Let yourcorre-
spondent cover the wall with slates laid iu the beat Port-
land cement.—P. P.

[1238.]-ACTION OF SEA-WATER ON MARBLE.—
Could you or any of your correspondents infurm me what
cOect sea water and its accompaniments would have on a
cargo of Sicilian marble blocks which has been submerged
about two years—whetlier the effect would be good or evil,

and to what extent it would be affected?—W. W.

[123P.]—CHIMNEYS.—I had a chimney blown down by
the wind ou another person's roof. Can you or any of
your rtadors inform me who ought to pay for the damage
to roof, as there is a dispute respecting it?—Subscriber.

[1?40]-MEASUREMRNTOF WALLING.—Will some
of your Devonshire readers be good enough to inform mo
how thoy measure wall work as to opeiiinKs and quoins iu
this county? 1 allude to both rubble work intended for
ntnccoing or roiigli casting outside, and wliat is termed
"nobbled" or dressed work. It appears to me there is

more than one method in use, and I should like to hoar
from some practical person what is considered fairest and
best.—B. B.

[1211.1-STABILITY OF OBELISK.— Will any corre-
ppiiudent kindly inform me how to ascertain the pressure of
wind required to upset a Portland stone obelisk 20ft. high,

[1214.]-DRAINAGE OF BASE1IENTS,-In continna
tion of my remarks to ''Water Tight" in last week's
journal, I strongly advise him to take professional advice.
A view of the locality and correct data are necessary. Hia
well- intended but ill-directed efforts to drain the site
should teach him the value of jiractical experience and
judgment in these matters. In putting hia case he omits
the most essential data, but bare as the case is of data
for practical ])urposes, a reconsideration of all the cir-

cumstances confirms me iu the opinion already expressed.
I aisume that the standing level of tho water in the
district is at some point below the basement floor line,

or ho would be constantly inundated, and that the site is

in some degree elevated, and not at the lowest depth of a
valley. These premisses being granted, I fed confident
that by intercepting the water, and leading it to a lower
level more i-ai>idly than Dame S'aturo now performs this

work, wo shall be rid of it. *' Water Tight" informs \i»

there are no drainage works in his locality . He is iu error.

There is visible to us, even at this distance, a grand anil

perfect drainage system that has existed for centuries, and
of this he must avail himself I notice tlie suggestion of
"S." to express regret that he reads to so little pur-
pose. It is to be hoped, for the good of society, that until

he learns better, he may have few opportunities for tho
exercise of his abilities. Puddle again I was the best of
advice in the case of the canal. J3ut it is an abuse of lan-
guage, and a perversion of the advice of the eminent
engineer, to apply them in the ease before us. The object

is uot to retain water around and within a dwelling-house,

and thereby foster rheumatism, consumption, and other
maladies, but to improve the value of the property and
health of the inmates by draining the water away.—A. Z.

[1214] -The public and the profession are much in-
debted to the heavy rains and your courtesy in affording

space for the ventilation of their grievance. '* Water
Tight" and your correspondent of hist week are by their

own account the victims of, and have been deluded by^
speculating architects. I think they mean speculatiTo

builders, but are unawai-e of the difference. Of whathaTa-
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they reallj to complain? That thoy deceive i themselves.

They purchased speculative property, built to sell (aud are

themselves sold), to all appearances offering a high rate of

interest, and from 25 to 30 per cent, beloiv the price at

which professional men would value similar property,

erected under speciflcatioos aud proper superinteudeuce.

The speculative builder too often consults appearances -

neglects essentials. Hero is a case to the point ;—In the

suburbs there is to be purchased a captivating cottage,

prioa iil.lOO. It was surveyed, defects pointed out, plans

«f a duplicate cottage withspeciBcation submitted to the

speculative builder. His price, under the altered circum-

stances, was il,385, aud yet to the unpi ofessional eyo the

difference in the value of the properties is uot perceptible.

Oood materials instead of indifferent, soft water and

manure tanks, proper drainage, aud, consequently, dry

and wholesome basements, may all be obtained—for a

price, and, first or last, you must pay it. You bought

cheap, and are now payiug in hard cash and comfort for

these omitted essentials double the difference iji price they

iTOuld have cost in the first inatauce, and are now learn-

ing the difference between good and bad building. Your
last correspondent directs the attention of conscimtious

surveyors to this question. We don't think they need it.

It is the study aud practice of their lives. Speculative

house property is not erected under the direction and
BUpeiinteudeuco of conscientious surveyors ; it is a matter

left entirely to the speculative builder and his conscience.

The consc entions surveyor is not called in to anticipate

. And provide against the ills complained of, but at a later

. period, when tbese defects in the builder's works and con-

science are to be remedied, and you even in your hoar of

inconvenience seem to be dispensing with judicious profes-

Konal advice. AUudiug to the reniedies applied your

correspondent comments on the absorbing well, &c. Is he

aware that the veins or pores in these cesspools are the

same that feed his well with pure water, and the proba-

bilities are in £ivour of the liquids mixing now, or at some
not very remote period. Had a practical man devised a

remedy we think he would have suggested emptying the

ces pool, and of constructiug a watertight manure tank

(with overtlow pipe for the liquor) aud periodically dis-

.posed of the solids to the farmer, giving some chauco of

pure water and a sweet soil. These speculative x>roperties

-are tempting to investors, but the prudent reject the old

jrovorb-Fjols build, wise men buy. They say—Fools
'buy, wise men build, and. in ringing the changes, we fancy

•they speak a truth,—A. Z.

[l'22-2.]-EXTE>JT OF SYPHON" ACTION.—The weight
of the atmosphere at the level of the sea or thereabouts is

such that it will support a column of water of 32ft., or

thereabouts, in height, if the column of water be relieved

of tho pressure of the atmosphere at its extremity. The
imperfection of all mechanical arrangements, however,
is such that it is impossible to withdraw aU the air from
the extremity of such a column of water, and therefore,

practically, the weight of the atTiiosphero will not drive up
this column of water so high as 82ft. How, then, can it

be supposed to be po3i,iblo that the water can be driven

over a hill 70ft. higher than its source? for that is the

height represented in the sketch accompanying the

question. There is no magic in a syphon. Observation of

the laws that all matter obeys, in its action or in its rest,

is what everybody ou<ht to consider incumbent on him
who would deal with fcyphons.—S.

[1218.]—REVERSE OP ROMAN" MEDALS.-The
lottors 8. C. stand tor SEMAVVS (JONSVLTO, "hythe

• order of the Senate," meaning that the coin or medal was
struck by the authority of the Senate. These letters are

found on all tho bronze and copper coins of the Roman
empire, the bronze coinage being entirely underthesu-
.perintendeuce of the Senators, while the «old and silver

coins were issued under the authority of the Emperor.
"When S. C. appears on gold or silver pieces, as is very

.Tarely the case, these letters have, in that case, reference

to the legend on the coin, and not to tho issue of the coin

dtself.—J. H. M.

[1219.]-FLOOE SCANTLINQ8.—" Un Jeune Homme ''

•does not state whether the weight on his warehuuse tioor

will be uniformly distributed orotherwise I willsuppose,
•however, that it will i e so. It is evident that the weight
that each girder will have to sustain will be that of half

the floor between it and the next girder on both sides of

it; i.e., each girder will have to support one bay of the

floor, which is s'ated to be 16ft. x 8ft. = 128 superficial

feet. A warehouse tioor should be calculated to bear 2^
cwts. per superficial foot (including the weight of the floor

itself). This gives us a permanent load on each girder of
.330 cwts. Now the permanent load should never be more
than one-fifth of the breaking weight. Therefore 320 cwts.

X 5 gives us the breaking weight for each girder, viz.

,

1,600 cwts. We h.ave now to find tho scantling of a wrought-
iron girder, wliose breaking weight shall he equal to

1,600 owts. If we take a girder of the size shown in

sketch, tile iron being 2in. thick, and use the formula

10" -8= 600 — 2o6 314

16 16 16

A'^* And multiply this result by the constant for
' ' wrought iron, 25 cwts. (that being the weight

required to fracture a bar of wrout;ht iron lin.

s.iuaro and 1ft. long), we obtain 637i cwts. as

3 tlic hicikii]- wei-ht of a girder of the above
•

M,:.' ii Mipi.Lii 1. li at the ends and loaded in
^ ^- j , tin uiiii.li.' I ;iil ttio girder in this case must
-'^^''- ' ^1 V ! liiiiilv i\\^-'[ at each eud to ensure sta-

,..^.-v^ bility ; ;iud as 1 have supposed the load upon
it to be uniformly distri buted, we must multiply by 3, inas-

much as a girder under the latter circumstances will carry

thrice the weight of a girderunderthe former circumstances.

Then 537j cwts. x 3 = 1,612J cwts. = the breakin- weight

of a girder of the above size fixed at both ends and uni-

formly loaded. As it is always well to be on the safe side,

the extra 12J cwts. will not be superfluous. Proceeding ou
a similar rule, but using the constant -i cwts. for fir, we find

that a rectangular beam ISAin. x 12in. will break with
l.eiOcwts.; we may therefore" take a wooden beam of this

«i26 as equivalent to the wrought-iron one before arrived at.

Lastly, with respect to the wooden joists extending across

the girders. As the warehouse is IGft. broad, and the joists

Are to be 18iu. apart, we find that eleven are required in that

breadth. The breaking weight for each bay of tho tioor

being 1,600 cwts., this divided by 11 will give 145^ cwts. as

the breaking weight for each joist. Ifwe take a 7iu. x Sin.

joist, and apply the former rule, the lengtli being
7- :

(viz. the distance between the girders) we will get

M7
= ,, = 18s, and multiplying this by-lcwts., the constant

for fir, wo find that (18" x i =) 7;' u i h il breaking
weight of ajoist 7iii. X 3in.supiw'n. 1,1 ; inlloaded

in the middle. Now as these Joi^ I t.i./rs, and
can therefore only be supported at lli ], I mi piotfixed,

and as the load is supposed to be uniformly di;*tributed, we
must multiply by 2. because a joist will bear twice the
weight spread uniformly over it that it will bear if loaded

in the middle. Tueu 73.; cwts. x 2 = 147 cwts., which is

only a litle in excess of the required strength; aud, as I

•before said, it is well to be on the sale side. —Joseph
Oswald, Newcaatle-ou-Tyne.

[1223 ]—A "WASH TO PREVENT DAMP.—Numerous
remedies have been proposed to overcome the above evil,

but with very questionable results. All external walls are

liable to this evil, from the absorbent nature of the bricks

and mortar, especially at this time of the year. Excess of

rains or long prevalence of a humid atmosphere will caiieo

damp in brick walls. In winter time it is impossible to

deal with it, but ia dry warm weather perhaps the best

remedy is a few coats of good oil-paint. Before applying,

care must be taken that the wall has become thoroughly

dry, and that a damp course has been inseited in the wall,

or the paint will shell olf wherever damp exists behind.

Still better, apply a coating of cement or stucco and well

paint tho same tho following season. Laths and slatiug

over the same is a good but costly remedy. A humbler,

but not a very ornamental one, is to coat the wall over

with boiled tar. This plan is resorted to with the humbler
dwellings in our sBa-co.ast towns. "Works of Portland

cement aro in some measure efficient, but not effectual.

A cheap building material, non-porous in character, is

much needed.—W. S.

[1228.]—PLASTER CASTS, &c.— I have succeeded in

making plaster casts so tough that they will bear the

driving of a nail into them without cra^ kiug, by immersing

them in a hot solution of glue for a sufficient time

to permit its permeating the entire mass.—B, H. M. of

N. H.

[1229.]—COST OF IRON CHURCHES.—The cost of an
iron church, erected complete, would be from 30i». to 403.

a sitting. A good deal depends upon the style of finish

insiile, and the sort of seats, pulpit, &c., supplied. F.

Morton aud Co., Naylor-stroet, Liverpool, no doubt xvould

be happy to send the exact cost of a church if "M. F. C."
would write to them, sending full particulars of what is

wanted.—J. P.

[1232.]-CURVED ROOF.—In answer to"B. C," I

send tho following sketches, which will enable him to get

the con-ect curve ofthe valley rafter. In his sketch of the

plan he has omitted to show the plans of the hip rafters as

at A B, fig. 2, which I suppose to be contained in vertical

planes, and would, therefore, be straight in plan. It is

first of all necessary to get the true plans of the valley

rafters, thus, take a series of horizontal sections;—!, 2 ;

3, 4 : 5, 6, aud 7, 8 Diop the perpeudiculars '.2', •14', &c
,

to meet A C in plan. From 2', 4', 6', aud S', draw the

horizont .1 lines. From C, D, B, and F, drop perpendiculars

to CI, D', E', aud F'. Tlrrough the latter points draw the

ELKVATWIV.

O'K'UI'll H' H'

- P I. UN
plan of the curved valley rafter. Repeat the curve on tho

other side from H' to O'. It is now necessary to obtain

tho true form of this curve. On H O in elevation erect

the perpendiculars U P = H' H'; 1 Q = K K>; 3 R =
L L': 5 S = M M', and 7 T = N N'. The curve from P
through Q R S T to O will be the true form of the valley

rafter. I may here suggest that if your correspoudcut

'"B. C." and others who ask similar questions were to

attend the Mechanical Drawing Class at a school of art,

they would find the course of instruction in orthographic

projection would enable them to work out much more
complex problems than the one now considered.—J. S. R.,

Nottingham.

STATUES, MEMORIALS. ETC.

A ST.XTUE, to be executed by M. Vital Dubray, of Joseph

Bonaparte, some time King of Spain, is to hi erected in the

little town of Corte in Corsica.

Tho Canton of Uri, in Switzerland, is about to erect a

statue to William Tell, in the town of Altorf Its execu

tion will bo entrusted to M. Imhori, a sculptor of Borne.

A monument, to be jointly subscribed for by the corpora-

tion and a public subscription, is about to be erected at

Missolom hi to the memory of Lord 13,yron who died in that

town in 1825 whUe aiding tho cause of llollouic independ-

A monument, to tho memory of the Dowager Countess

of Ellesmero, is nearly completed. Tho architect is Mr. T.

G. Jackson, of Loudon, and the contractors Mr. Halliday,

of Greetham, and Mr. Cave, of Oakbam, Rutland. The
construction is square, and on each side aro sculptured

life-size symbolical statues. Facing the north is a re-

presentation of "Munificence;" on the south, "Piety;"

on the east, "Prudence;" and on the west, "Charity.

A Uttle lower down, at each angle, is a neatly carved small

figure, standing under an oruamental cxnopy. One re-

presents a factory lass, another a smith, the third a factory-

woman, and the fourth a collier. These figures were

carved by Mr. Farmer, sculptor, Loudon.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.

To Builders.—Oa Wednesday week, at the

Astou Petty SessionP, a carter was charged by
tho Aston Manor Board of Surveyors with

wilfully obstructing the footway of Park Lane,

Astou, the same being a road under the coutrol

of that Board, by placing thereon bricks and

other building materials, l^om the statement

of Mr. Ansell, who appeared lor tho Surveyors,

it would seem that many complaints had been

made to that body of tbe obstruction to traffic

caused by builders and others iu their employ

stacking bricks and other materials on the foot-

paths of tho Manor, anil that tho Board of

Surveyors were determined to pat a stop to the

practice iu future. Evidence having been given

in support of the charge, tlie deiendant was

fined Is. and costs.

Claim op a PKorEssioNiL Witness ioe

Expenses.—A case of interest to architects and

builders came before the Couuiy County Judge,

at Bolton, on Friday. Mr. Joseph Marsden, mill

architect and builder, of that; town, sued Mr.

Charles James Julolt, urohiteot, Manchester, for

the sum of £9119,, claimed on accoiint of attend-

ance as a witness at a trial at Manchester. Mr.

Marsden was engaged by the tiria of Robert

Mar.'^laud and Co., in 1865, as the architect and
builder of a mill at Bradford, near Manchester,

and Mr. Julott as clerk of the works. When the

erection was completed, a dispute arose between

Mr. Julott and Mtssrs. Marsland as to the amount
of remuneration to which the former was
entitled. He commenced an action against the

firm, wliich was for trial at the Spring Assizes at

Manchester, last year. Having been architect

and builder of the mill. Mi. Marsden had a
thorough knowledge ol the matter iu dispute, and
was subpceuaed as a wituess for Mr. Julott, in

pursuance of which he attended at the Assize

Courts on the 12th and 13th of March. Tho trial,

however, did not proceed, as tho case was
referred to a barrister. The reference took

place ou the 19.h aud 20tb, ou which days Mr.
Marsden attended, but was never called as a
witne.-is. For his attenda jce on those lour days
plaintiir claimed at the rate of three guineas a
day. £4 Is. had been forwarded to liim, with

tho explanation that thut was all tho taxing

master had allowed. The deioudant's attorney

tried to show that Mr. Mari-dou was not an
architect at all, but simply a master tradesman,

and described himscll as such on his own bill-

head, lie held that Mr, Marsden was not a pro-

fessional man, aud had not gradu:ited as an
architect, and that the costs allowed to master

tradesmen in the superior courts was from lOs.

to 15.--. per day if resident at a distance, in ad-

dition to travelling expenses. Tue four days'

atteudaiico would therefore amount to £3, and,

allowing £\ for expenses, plaintiff had received

Is. in excess of the sum he was entitled to, Hia

Honour ruled that an architeot did not come
within the category of professional men in the

eye of tho law. The plaintiff's solicitor then

contended that his client should not be bound
down by the strict scale. Ho was a man of ex-

tensive business, and ought to be liberally dealt

wiih. Tho Judge took time to cousider his

decision.
• -

An exhibition of tho principal works of the

late George II. Thomas is proposed to be held

during tho forthcoming spring. Many of Mr.
Thomas's paintings are uuknoivn to the public,

having been commissions from the Qjeen, the

King of Prussia, and othir disiinguirhed per-

sonages. It is understood that Her Majesty will

lend all her oil paintings and water-oolonr

drawings for tho exhibition.
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The builders have Dot done po bad a year's

work at Liverpool. At the meetincr of the
Liverpool Health Committee last week, Mr.
Nowlands, the Borough Engineer, submitted a
report of the number of dwelling-houses and
other buildinpfl erected during the past year in

the borough. The total number of houses erected
was 1,756 ; under i'12 annual rental, 13C; from £112

to £25, 1,332 ; from £25 to £35, 180 ; from i-35

upwards, 118. Of other buildings there were
erected 139, thus classified — warehouses, 4

;

offices and manufactories, 42 ; workshops, &o., 93.

The number of houses built since 1841 to 1868
were 43,C44.

Nine tbouFand pounds have been awarded to

the trustees of Archbishop Tenison's school as

compensation for the removal of the schools to

make way for the new National Gallery. The
sum so awarded will form the nucleus of a fund
for the erection and endowment of a grammar
school for Westminster.

The wood carvings in the old reading-room
of the liibliotbeque Imperiale at Paris, of the
reign of Louis XIV., which had been turned
out and sold as lumber, have been purchased by
a private individual, who has preserved them,
and what is more, has cleaned aud efTectually

restored them.

As soon as it was known that the Marquis of
Bute had entered the Bomish Church it was
anticipated that seme, perhaps most, of his im-
mense wealth would be given to church building.

He has already testified his sincerity by sub-

scribing £5,000 towards the new Catholic
Cathedral in Westminster. That is an improve-
ment on the Marquis of Hastings at all evects.

Mr. A. Ashpitel, well-known to most of our
readers as an architect andarchrcologiet, is dead.
He formerly practised at Maidstone, but wos
latterly best known by his contributions to

arcl scological and other journals.

A curious discovery has been m.ide in the

Cathedral Close of Lichfield. In clearing the

ground for the foundation of some additional

building to the bishop's palace, the ashlar facing

of the old palace was laid bare at a few feet

below the present garden level. Built up against

this wall were found the remains of a pipe manu-
factory. The flue and the floor of the kiln were
very apparent, formed of bricks of a larger size

than the present common Flemish pattern.

Mixed with the surrounding soil were pipis and
fragments of pipes to the amount of one or two
hundred, portions of the unbaked clay still quite

moist, scoriic and lumps of coal, and in one case

a fully-formed pipe bowl in its unburnt state.

The Solway Junction Railway, which has been
several years in course of construction, is nearly

completed, and is expected to be opened in three

or four weeks. The viaduct, which is formed of

a succession of 30ft. bays, is said to bo a fine

specimen of engiteering. The engineer is Mr.

James Brunlees, of Westminster.

In acccrdanco with the report of Mr. William

Haywood, engineer and surveyor to the Com-
mission of Sewers for the City of London, the

Financial Committee recommend the Court ol

Common Conucil to dissent from each of the

following projects, for the purpose of obtaining

its locvs st'iinli before the Committees of the

Houses of Parliamt nt, to which the said projects

may be referred :•— Eastern Metropolitan Under-
ground Kailwav; Islington Kailway ; London,
Chatham, and iJovt r Railway ; Metropolitan Dis-

trict Railway ; Hyde Park and City Railway
;

Port of London aud Billingsgate Railway ; Courts

of Justice Concentration ; City of London Bub-
ways.

The death is annonneed of Mr. C. R. Weld,

late assistant secretary to the Royal Society,

He was in his fifty-sixth year. He was the son

of Mr. Isaac Weld, of Dublin, and was called to

the bar at the Middle Temple in IStl. la 1815

he was apj ointed as.^istant secretary and
librarian to the Royal Society, and held that

post for upwards of fit\een years. He was the

author of several bocks of travels and pamphlets
on suljects connected with Arctic explorations.

He took an active share in the arrangement and
macagenient of the Philosophical Department ol

the International Exhibition of 1SG2, and was
one of the assistant commissionerB fur England
at the Paris Exhibition.

The Institute of British Architects has just

issued the supplementary catalogue of their

library, as enriched by the donation of Mr. Tite

and by other additions of recent dates.

At a meeting of the Manchester and Salford

Trades' Council, the recent circular emanating

from Col. Maude, of the Free Labour Registration

Society, was discussed I The following resolution

was adopted :— " That this council deeply regret

that such a movement should bo prematurely

initiated at a time when the h'gislature are

investigating the operations of trade societies,

thereby prejudging the decisions of the same,

and endeavouring to anticipate imperial legisla-

tion ; and the council having pledged themselves

to submit all trade disputes to the principles of

arbitration and conciliation, are convinced of the

baneful effects likely to be produced by the

circular addressed to the master builders and

employers of labour, as headed by Sir Elkanah

Armitage, and regard it as calculated to arouse

feelings of defiance on the part of the operative

class, to create distrust between employers and

employed, and as promotive of measures

antagonistic, to the peaceful settlement of the

much-vexed question of capital and labimr ; and

we therefore strongly condemn such procedure,

as being in restraint of trade generally, and un-

wsrthy of the countenance of the public."

MONUMFNT TO THE CoUNTES? OF El.LESMERE.—

A magnificent monument, to perpetuate the

memory of the late Dowager Countess of EUes.

mere, is in course of erection at Walkden Moor,

and will he completed in a few days. The archi-

tect is Mr. T. Graham Jackson, of London,

Fellow of Wadham College, Oxford ; the con-

tractors, Messrs. HaUiday and Cave, of Greet-

ham, Oakham. The construction is a very select

piece of carving and stone-masonry, and is

ornamented with wreaths, carved arches, and

flower work. It is square, and on each side are

sculptured life-sized symbolical statues. Facing

the north is a representation of " Munificence,"

with her name engraved on her robes ; on the

south, " Piety "; on the east, " Prudence ;" and

on the west, " Charity." A little lower down
at each angle is a neatly carved small figure,

standiug under an ornamental canopy. One
represents a factory lass, another a smith, the

third a factory woman, and the fourth a collier.

These figures were carved by Mr. Farmer,

sculptor, London; and the whole is well worth

the inspection of all lovers of modern architec-

ture.

Technical Education.—Professor Fleming

Jenkin, in an elaborate address on this question

before the Scottish Society of Arts, referred at

length to the following topics :—Elementary

scientific instruction ; the importance of mecha-

nical drawing to the mason, mechanic, carpenter,

joiner, engine-litter, erecter, &c.; how elementary

instruction is to be improved ; what ought to be

taught in a primary school ; the higher grade of

scientific education and undesirahleness of

having special colleges; the need for instituting

a recognised degree ; and a sketch of an exa-

mination for an engineering degree. It was
mentioned at the termination of the address that

on the motion of Mr. R. W. Thomson, C.E., the

firm of Messrs. T. M. Tennant and Co , mecha-

nical engineers, Edinburgh, had unanimously

agreed to grant a free pupilage once in three

years to the most meritorious student of the new
mechanical engineering class in the university.

This, Professor Jenkin said, he regarded as a

valuable endowment, and peculiarly well fitted

to stimulate scientific education among young
engineers.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING
WEEK.

SfON DAv.—Institution of Surveyors.—Renewed dU-
cupsion ou *'Arteri»l and Agricultural Dis

trict Drainage," after which a paper on
" Parochial .\8sessmeut8," by E. Ryde, Esq., S.

Entomological Society.— Auuiversary, 7.

Geographical Society, .S .10.

TfESD.vY.- Iiiotitution of Civil Engineers. — 1. "Ou
New Ferry and Ntw Urighton Piers," by
H. Hooper. Assoc. Inst. C.E. 2. "The
Mauritius Railway Midland Line,'' by J. R.

Mosse, M. Inst. C.E.
Royal Institution.—Third lecture "On the Fine
Arts, including a Survey of the Motive and
History of Imitative Art, especially Sculpture,

from the Earliest Stages," by U. Westuiaoott,

R.A., F.R.S., :l.

Wkdnesuay.— Society of Arts.— "Ou the Progress of the

British ColoniCB," by J. Robiusou, Esq., of

Natal, 8.

Geological Society, 8.

Friday.— Royal Institution.—"On the Flamboyant
Architecture of the Valley of the Somme," by
JoUu Ruskin, E»l., 9.

%nk lebs.

TENDERS.
Drainage Contract. — At last week's

meeting of the Metropolitan Board of Works, tenders wera
received for the construction of new sewers in Plough-road,
Swing Bridge-road, and Trinity-street, Rotherhithe, and
the diversion from the river of the sewage from the Dui-and's

Wharf outlets, which varied from £25. 150 to £11,750, and
the lowest, that of Mr. Nicholson,

Kii-KENNv.—For making new road and layi ng pipesewera
on the Kilkenny Estate, for the County luvestmeat
Company (Limited). Edwin Wotton, manager :

—

J. Hawkins £690
M. Herley 612
Cole 497

W. Smith (accepted) «7
A. Hawkins «2

Kilkenny. — For carpenter's, joiners, painters, and!

plumber's work of two houses on the above estate, for th*
County Investment Company (Limited):—

Aplin £605
Giles 698
Cousins 696

W. Smith 650

Finch (accepted) 520

Liverpool. — For Lancaster Buildings, Tithebarae-

street. Messrs. Pickton, Chambers, and Bradley, archi-

tects :
—

Main Vaults,

Buildings. Sep. Tend.

CampbeU £13.013 ... £1580
Mullin 11,815 ... 1'25*

Hughes 11,71)0 ... 1200
HaighandCo 11,6-2-i ... 1122
Jones andSons ll.saii ... 891

Holme and Nicol 11,102 ... 120O
Rome 11,300 ... 1280
NicholsonandAyre 11,270 ... 1218
CaUie 11,170 ... 1224
Westmoreland 11,120 ... 1262

Urmson (accepted) 10,938 ... 1170

Manchester.—Manchester new Town Hall bfisemea;t

Mr. A. Waterhouse, architect :
—

Black aud Readdio £22,928
J. Parker and Son i0,500

E. Johnson 20,«2
J. Thompson 19,251

Ellis and Hinchliffe 18,310-

Ihberson aud Marsh.all 18,100
Wm. Southern 17.81X)

Wm. Healey 17.766

Thos. Little 17,427

W.arlmrtou Brothers )7,.S67

J. Robiuson and Son 17,20
Hifgins and Sou 16,000

Bowden aud Edwards 15,600

Thos. Clay (accepted) 15,336

Nottingham —For erecting a factory at Robin Hoo*-
street, Nottingham, for Wm. Windley, Esq. Thos C. Hiae-

and Son, Nottingham, architects ;
—

J. E. HaU £5890
Barker 5130

Dennettand Co 6396

Fish 6313

Stevenson aud Western 6265

WrigUtaud Johusou.. 6200

Vickers 5150

Bell and Son 6109

Red Hilu—For the road and drainage works to be com>
pleted ou the Reigate Eitate, belonging to the United Land
Company (Limited) :

—
T. R Hooper, Red Hill £1523
W. Wigmure, Walham Green 1319 10

J. Blackmore, Naw Wandsworth 1346

II. Wesley, Red Hill ViM
W. Cook, Rod Hill 1280

R. Moion, Acre Wharf, Boro' llSO

J. Pizzy, Uorusey 1090

J. Coker, Tunbridge Wells 107 3

J. Symouds, Hatchlands, RedHill... 985

Tapnton.—For liii'shing two houses at Hoveland's Folk.

Terrace, Taunton, for Mr. G. HartneQ :
—

W. Smith £12.37

Giles 1210
Aplin 12jU

COMPETITIONS.

South Metropolitan Schools, Sutton (Surrey).—

February 2.—For designs for the erection of an infant,

establishment adjoining the present schools. Premiums of.

40 guiueas each for the three designs considered thft

best. J. Burgess, clerk to the managers, Vestry Hall,

Walworth.
Rothekham.—March 15.— For plans for the erection of

a public hosuital and dispensary. Premiums of £75, £50,

and £25. J. Barraa, honorary secretary.

Peterboroit.u.—February 3.—For plans and estimat*

for an addition to the corn exchange. A premium of £5.

S. C. W. Buckle, secretary to the directors, Newmarket
street.

Kidderminster.—February 9.—For plans and specifica-

tions for a combined infirmary and dispensary. S. E. Mor-

ton, Hon. Sec.

Kinoston-on-Thame-s (Queen Elizabeths Grammar
School).— March 1.—For plans for the erection of a nevr

school and master's house. Premium of £15. F. Gould, Esq.,

Portsmouth -For designs and prices for gully traps to

prevent the back How of sewage, A'o. J. E. Gredtole.\, Boro'

Engineer. Landport Hall, Arundel -street.

St. Mary's, Dover.—February 20.—For designs for lay.

ing out the proposed new cemetery. Mr. G. Fielding,

LEAMlNtJTOK.-Febni'^ry 10.—For plans and specification

for niemori,-il fount.ain. Prjmium of£o 5s. for secoud design,

A. 8. Field, Burvejor.
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CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BUILDING
ESTIMATES.

Gloucester Infirmary.—Jannai-y 23.—For the erection

ofnewbuildiugsincoDnection with the Gloucester lufirmary.

Mr. A. W. Maberley, 1, Bruiiawick road, Gloucester, archi-

Bl'oNMOUTH New Workhotjse.—February C—For the

erection of the Dew workhouse for the above Uuiou. E.

Richards, clerk, Board-room, Moumouth.
Stratford-upon-Avon. —January 28.— Forthesiipply of

paving and curbing stone for footpaths. Mr. T. T. Allen,

aurveyor, l, Chesnut-walk, Stratfoid-upon-Avon.

Strand Union.—February 9 —For the erection of a new
workhouse and subsidiary buildings, at Tanners-end, Ed-
monton, Middlesex. Apply at the office, No. 6, Bow -street,

Covent Garden.
Great Giddino (Hants).—January 30.—For the restora-

4ion of the church at Great Giddiug. J. Fowler, architect,

Louth.
Erith (Kent).—Forthe erection of alarge detached villa

residence. Sir. H, Ford. 21, Aldermanbury, E.C.

Great Western K ailway.—February 3.—For the supply

el fire bricks, tire clay, cement, and various other stores,

for 12 mouths. F. G. Saunders, secretary, Paddingtou
Station.
Halifax.—February 1,—For tenders for the survey and

mapping of this borough. J. E. Norris, towu clerk, Town-
hall.

District and Harbour of Maryport—January 28.

—

For lamp columns, lamps, regulators, gas meters, aud
about 3,000 yards of wrought-iron tubing. J. Barwise,
«lerk to the trustees, Maryport.
ToNBRiDOE Union. — February 4.—For the erection of

school buildings adjoining the Union at Sandhill. F. W.
Stone, clerk, 4, Belvedere-terrace, Tunbridge Wells.

Wadsley Park (near Sheffield).—February 10.—For the
erection of two wings, with central buildings, &c., for the
Kew South YorkRhire xVsylum. Mr. B. Hartley, West
Biding, surveyor, Poutefract.
Edmonton (Middlesex).- February 9.—For the erection

of a new workhouse and sulsidiary buildings, at Tanner's
End. Mr. W. S. Cross, architect, 14, Strand, W.C.
Carnarvon New Gaol.— February 5.—For takingdown

A portion of the old gaol, and erecting and completing the

south wing and prison offices of the new gaol. Mr. J.

Thomas, county aurveyor, 11, Market-street, Car-
uu-von.
"Birmingham:.-February 37.—Erection of schools to

accommodate 300 boys, with dining hall, workshops,
apartments for masters and teachers, and other buildings.

Martin aud Chamberlain, Christ Church Buildings, Bir-

mingham.
HoRwicH Moon (near Bolton).— Febiniary 6.—Erectiou

of Primitive Methodist Chapel. Peter Butterworth,
Horwich Moor, near Bolton.

Great Horton.— February 6.—For erection of Great
Horton Church. Messrs. J. H. and F. Healey, architects,

Bradford.
SciNDE Railway Company.—February 3.—For

galvanized, and wrought, and cast iron for roofing
smithies, aud other buildings. S. H. R. Parry, acting
secretary, 250, Gresham House, Old Broad-street, E.C.
East Indian Railway Compan\.— February 4.—For

the supply and delivery of i Ianking cast-iron pipes and
sluice valves trolly wheels and axles. &c., D. J. Noad, Esrj.

managing director, Nicholas Lane, E.C.
Radcliffe Local Board.—January 30. — For the con-

struction of brick aud earthenware pipe sewers. J.

Hawortb, clerk to the Local Board, Water Lane, Rad-
cliffe.

Burt Improvement.—January 27.—For lamp pillars,

lacap brackets, and weed brooms. W. Harper, clerk to tlie

Commissioners, Stanley-street, Bui-y,

Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway.—January 2^.—
For the construction of a station at Black Lane, also for

the construction of station and houses at Dicconson Lane,
and other places. W. B. Lawn, Secretary, Hunts Bank,
HanChester.

Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway.—January 20.

—

For English oak scantling for wagon building purposes. W.
a. Lawn, Hunts Bank, Manchester.

Church Road, Battersea Park. — February 5.—For
the erection cif St. Philip's Church. Mr. James Knowles,
architect, Raymond buildings, Gr.\v's Inn, W.C.
Cardiff Gas Ligrt and Coke Company. —February 10.

—For excavating and building a brick gas holder tank, at
Grange Station.

12—.Tam.N Clissett, Dudley, plumber, January 29, at 12—
HirlKiiil Bowen, Ludlow, painter and glazier, .January 20,

at 10— Hubert Carr, Amble, Northumberland, joiner, Jnn-
u:iry 2M, :it 11—John Fuke, Torquay, builder. January 27,

at 12—Henry Hamilton. Sheffield, painter, January 27, at
1- John Carey Kemp, Eveter, timber dealer, January 20,

at 11— Isaac Lunn, Manchester, brickmaker, January 27,

at 11—Jolin Smith. Wolverhampton, carpenter, January
2.''i. at 12—John Wade and Robert Pick, Leeds, builders,

January 20, at 12.

notices of SITTINOa FOR LAST EXAMINATION.
Febiuary 5, S. J. Longlpy, Great Dover street, builder

—

February 5, D. Prentice, Dulwich, bulder—February 8, J.

Kint:, Btoomfield road. Mile end, builder—February U,
T. Hughes, Arlington street. New North road, builder

—

February 9, W. Skull, Lever street, St. Luke's, marble
mason—February 9, F. J. Wigs:. St. John's terrace, Bat-
tersea, carpenter—February IS, W. T. Seal, Richmond,
builder— February 16, M. Ellis, Northowram, stone mer-
chant-January 28. J. Greenacre, Great Yarmouth, car-

penter-February 10, R. Hammond, Liverpool street. City,

civil engineer-February 19, S. R. Gooch, Archer Villas,

Westbourne grove, plumber—February 19. W. W. Wing,
Plumstead, carpenter—Februarv 12, J. Thomas, Liver-

pool, joiner—February 2, T. Holliday, Gorton, joiner-
February 5, J. M. Walls, Little Bo ton, painter—Feb-
ruary 10. Z. H. Thomas, Stockton, builder—February 4,

J. Bromfield, Wihuington. Devon, builder—January 28,

T. L. Randall, Cardill, painter-February 3, E. Cutlan,

Phillack, builder.

partnerships dissolved.
Pickard and Price, Bridsenorth, builders—France aud

Hards, Bridge wharf, Paddingtou, timber merchants -

Wilson and Ackroyd, Koighley, plasterers - A. and F.

Perkins, Clapham road, timber merchant—MartynaudCo.,
Church Gresley, encaustic tile manufacturers.

dividends.
February 17, S. T. and G. K. Garrett, Tunstall, brick-

makers—February 4, J. Heatloy. Whitehaven, plumberand
glazier.

scotch sequestration.
John Brunton, Dalkeith, builder, January 25, at 12.

BREAKFAfiT,-

LATEST PRICES OP MATERIALS USED
LN CONSTRUCTION.

TtUBKK. duty 1

Teak lowl £10 Ju :

Quebe c, red plae .... 3 ]

Dantzlc oak 4 C]

Deals, prC..12
by 9 in., duty vis per
lo%d, drawbai^k 2b,

Quebec, wbite spruce IS
St.John, whitespnice IS
Yellow pine, per re-

RANDELL and SAUNDERS have much pleasure in in-
forming their friends, and the Building Trade generally,
Chat to facilitate building operatious during tho winter
season, thej have piovided a large stock of well-seasoned
Cofsham Down Block Stone.
Bath Stone Office, Corsham, Wilts.—[Advt.]

BANKRUPTS.
TO sorrender in easinohall-street.

John Lewis, Nicholas street. New North road, brick,
layer, February 8, at 11—Edward Richard Palmer, Dur
ham place. Seven Sisters road, builder, February 1, at 1 —
William Francis Reeves, Dulwich road, Brixton, marble
and stonemason, February 3, at 2— William Stebbing,
Watton, Norfolk, liiicklayer, Febriiary 1, at 12-Stephen
Henry Cove, Southam street, Kensal New Town, painter
and decorator, January 27, at 1—William Henry Gibling,
East India road. Poplar, carpenter, January 27, at 1—
Gaorge Gregory, Teddington, contraitor, January 29, at 1

^Leon Hendey, George yard, Priuces street, Soho, car-
^Tienter, January 27, at 1—Ebenezer Warwick Howell,
^komerton, builder, January 27, at 2—William Leonard,
Kilbum, timber merchant, January 39, at 11—Thomas
Ward, Etlraund's terrace, Portobello road, Netting hill,

-atonemason, January 27, at 11.

TO SURRENDER IK THE COUNTRY.
George Adamsuu, Dartm uth, brickmaker, February 6,

at I'J—Allred Foulkes, Codnor, Derbyshire, joiner, Jan-
uary 30, at 12—RoVwrt Lawrie, Birkenhead, stonemason,
February 1, at 3—Charles Parsons, jun. Brigliton,

plumber and glitzier, February 2, at 11—Thomas Sims.
Caan street, Rumbold, Dorset, carpenter, February C, at

, u 6 13

St. Petersburg, yeL. . . 10
FiDland 6
Memel 12
Gothenbury, yellow 8

., white
Gefle, yellow
Soderbam 9
CbriBtiania, per C,

tcb Mr. Eppa attained by hl>
r b«eD Burpassed by any

Tbls superiority of a partlculai

ling it as tha
'. weak c> '

"

of preparation
nil other>. is a leuiarkable proof of the great results to be obtained
from little cauBea. By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws
bich govern the operations of digestion and nutrition, and by a

Deck Flank, Dantzic,
per 40 ft. 3 in 1

PumoB Stohb pr ton 6
Oils, &c.

8eal, pale per tun 36
Sperm body 92

Cocoanut, Cochin.ton 49
Palm, fine 41

Linseed 2^
Rapeaeed, Eng.pale.. S3 1

Cottonseed 26

Pig, English „„ „„,...p6rton 21

,, Spanish Soft do IS 7 6
Shot, Patent « do 22
Sheet „ do 20

Whlta ««,.„. «„«....„ do 27

Cop KB!—
Sheet A Sheathing, A Bolt ....peitoa 7S
Hammered Bottoms co 88
Plat Bottoms, not Hammered .. do &3
Cake aud Tough Ingot do
B68tSelect«d do 7fi

Australian do 76
Yel. MeUlSbeathiiiKABoda per lb 6i

WeUh Bars In Liondcn .... ^....per ton 6 10

Nail Rod do 7 li 6
Hoops do 8 5

Hoops. Single .. do 9 5

SUffordahire Bars do 7 12 6
Ear in Wales do B 15

Nailrods do 7 12 6

Foundrv Pigs, at Olasg. No 1 .. do 2 14
bweetliah Bars „ do 10

Bngllsh Block »..»..» per ton 103

do Bar do 104
do Eeflntd „ do 306

Banca „ _ .»...-..» do 101 9 t>

Straitfl « »»»» do lol

English Sheet per ton 25 10
•Devaox'sV. M.RooaugZino do 27

* Aud 4 per cent, discount U laid upon the ue'

Swedish Keg, hammered » ... .per ton 15
S wedlsh Faggot » do

Bfeltkb :

—

OntheSpot „,. « per ton 20
tiUiciuiU.vitB „ perbU 6 17

Bbodld* or AHTUaoBT
French «„«..«- ton 43

;}»

01

• 16 0^

IS q)

7 13 2i
2 19 fine t

10 10 2i

0)
ol SI

I) o)

2 o" Sj-'

NOTICE.

TEE "BUILDING NEWS"
FEUMANENTLY ENLAEOED.

dually built up until atrotig enough to resist ev
disease. Hundreds <'f subtle maladies are floating round us ready to
attack wherever there is a weak point. We may escape many a fatal

shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified with pure blood aud a pro-
perly nourished frame."

WANTED.

TO ARCHITECTS.—A competent As-
sistant wi«he> for an ENGAGEMENT. Moderate salarj.--

AddroBs, A. S., 55, Bteuheim-crescent, KeusiDgton Park, W.

TO ARCHITECTS.—A Gentleman, who
has served his time with an architect in Leicester, ia open to

an ENGAOF.MENT as JUNIOR ASSISTANT. Terras moderate,
may be made to Joseph Qoddard, architect, Leicester.

TO ARCHITECTS and SURVEYORS.—
COUNTRY OFFICE.—A Gentleman desires an ENOAGB-

MENT in the above, or would Purchase a fchare in a well-eatabliahed
practice. Has practised for himself, and caa give high testimonialj.
—Address, A. B., 10, Kinga-road, Bedf rd-row. W.C.

TO BUILDERS and CONTRACTORS.—
WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENTaa GENERAL FOREMAN,

to take entire charge of a job. Bricklayer by trade. Good references
from a first-class London firm ; left laat week.—Address, A. Z., 62,
North i , Mai *HiU,W.

TO BUILDERS, PAINTERS, &c.—
WANTED, by a Married Man (toUl absUiner), CONSTANT

EMPLOYMENT as PAPERUAhGEK, Painter. (Hazier. Ac. Good
refr^rences.—A. B., Heathfield LodRe, Woodchurch-road, Oxton,

T ORNAMENTAL DRAUGHTSMEN.
—WANTEO, a Geotleraan who has been accustomed to Design

WANTED IMMEDIATELY, a good,
active WORKING FOREMAN of MASONS, used to church

work. Must be a good fixer.—Apiily by letter, stating age, Ac, t»

A. Z., King's Arms Library, Dover.

WANTED IMMEDIATELY, a respect-
able WORKING PARTNER, with from £»0 to £300

capital, to join an old-eatabli^ibed TraJeaimn in carrying out pecu-
liarly eligible building speoulatiuna in baud. A joiner preferred.

—

Address. W. S , 151, St Johu-atreet-road, Clerkeuwell.

WANTED (on a large estate), a PRAC-
TICAL BUI lDER, capable of making o>it plane, &c.. and

superintending the erection of farm and other bulldiuga and mea-
suring up the work. One having letimed thn joiner and carpeuter'a

branches preferred. Must belong to tlie Church of England, not
exceeding 4'l years of age, and not connected with any trade a)ciety.

To such a person a permanent situation ia offered. Salary, £100 per

year, with a good house and gaiden, and a horse kt;pt for his use.

Testimonials and spec men drawings required.—Apply to Mr.
George Hand, WuUou-strect. Whitmoie Beans, Wolverhampton.

pLIGICLE BUILDING LAND, abutting

of Ua
of Uo' l^hiD

at. tu be SOLD Ireehold. or LET (

,
]ifrpC'tiial t'ruoud rent, redeeiuablelat pleaaare. A

iyihlo building estate, in convenient plota fronting
1 Ifiuliiig into the town of Harwich, in immediate
,be railway stition and the sea. Timber and bricks
Abiiiiilaut supply of good water.—Apply to Mr, James
ircbitect and surveyor. Ipawieb, Sufl'olk.

ELIGIBLE BUILDING LAND, on the
BISHOP of LnM.i\- i i \ i i: --Mr. ROBINS ia autho-

rised, under special mi - [i.ite with BUILDEK3 of

good position, who 111.1'. iking ou lease, ia ouf lot, a

PLOT of GROUND, i.tl i
in

i

, i i N,. erection of 43houae8, and
whereby a handsome Jizi|>in\,.-,l t.'r..iin.t rent may be ae-ured —Full
partlculara may be obtained, at KN 1 EliVlEW. by APPOINTMENT
wilh Mr. Robins, auctioneer aud surveyor, 6, Waterloo-place, Pall

MaU, H.W.

BUILDING LAND, HACKNEY. — The
vices of Sir William Middle'.on's Estate invito TENDERS
u( BUlLl»l^(i LAND, at the corner of Mare street and
me, Hackney, immediately oppositf> St. Thomaa'-Bquarw,

may bo obtained ' "" -^ - .. n
No. 6, we rcha

ANERLEY GARDENS ESTATE, near
the Crystal Palace and adjoining Anerloy Station.—Tha

urentcr part of the laud la already let, but there remain a few cholo*

bites for aix-roomed houfps at the original eround rent. Money
found if wanted.—U. T. Eaetm&n and Son, 17, Gracochurcb -street.

BUILDING LAND to be LET, close to
Barnes Hallway Station.— For particulaxB apply to Mr. Wood.

37, Hop Exchange, Southwaik-Btreet, S.E.

TO ARCHITECTS, &c. — Well-lighted
FRONT ROOM to bo LET, near Whitehall. Rent, m-jderat*

—Apply to Messrs. E. J.Cook ftnd Co., Uthographora, i^CtiwrUOf

CroM, 8.W.

-Apply
I, NottimOLD BRICKS tor SALE, 130,000.-

to p. Freshwater, builder. 3V. Pelham-terra

HUl, W.
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PIFTV-PTRR 4d.),. of Pnhlic.itfnn VOW nRAT)V. Price 43. (by post.

LAXTON'S BUILDERS' PRICE-BOOK for 1S6I), for the use of Architects, Enjrineers,
B>ii''pra, Contractors, SarTeyors. and all the Buildiog Trades. It compriBes the prices for nmteriala and labour in each of the

foUowlxiK toaocbos :—
Bricklayer Joiner

Rnftdere* Ironmongery lith

MasoD
Plas'erer
Faperhanger

fal TnhV» n n PTcltei.* f r
For FIFT-V YRARs 1} i- Bonk hn

IltPROVED ami willLe ffiund

London : MosrAN

Plnmher
._

aportant Memoranda, a Form of Estimate,

^ ended to B'lildera. the M^trop litan Building Act, &c., Ac.

ired its pobition with the Building Trades. The preseut issue has been carefully REVISED a

and Cbask, 38, LudRate-hiU ; and z

3 has been c

7 be ordered of any bookseller in the Kingdom

Pecniid wlttion, i*. fid . cloth.ACLUEtoEAILWAY COMPENSATION
for Property and Person, compulsory sale under Hpecial Acts,

ihenatnrennd valneof e-t-it^s, prescriptive window llRht^s oanetnents,
DoJaanceA and the jirlncip'es of parochisil asRcssmcnt. With Not«s,
mnd a JJnppVment founded on recent authoritios. By Tbomab
XoFRiB. Architect A'-n.

DILAPIDATIONS, ECCLESIASTICAL
•ndnFNRRAL: their nntnre. And tl>e pHn-iples of assejsmeut sur-
•Inctly demonstrated. With an Appendix on parly walls aud

Marshaix, and Co.

COMPLETION of M. VIOLLET-LE-
DUC'S GRT5AT WOKK, "DICTIOV-

NA1BR R\TSONNR DE L'AECniTECTURE
PEANOATSE rin XTe nn XVIo RIECLE."—
B. T. BATSFORD bp(r> to unrm.noe that upnn Ihc .-01111.1,1100 of
tbls vahmb'e work h*- has purclias.!.! ft tinall niiml.er of .;.»oio8 ni.nn
fp«cl*"y f..vonrj.ble term* and is tHere'.y pnab'ort
followloRlow rRte : -Oomptptp in 1 vols., with index, and

rlt.th sirtcB, £ln 8s.-

. h.^ll

'.ti7 —Orders shontd he sent
toBHADI.l^Y T RATSFORH. j»rel.ilectiiml and Engineerlns
•eller, S . Ht^-ti Uolhom. London. WC.—N B. Tl.e publi.her

ROYAL INSHRANCE COMPANY.—
HR\T) OFFI'^FS:—

Royal Ineumnco BuiMiuBS . ..T,"inl>!irilntrfet.. L'-ndon.
Boyal Insu'-a ce Biii'dinei North Joh'i.^treet. Liverpool.

CAPITAL. TA'O MILLIONS STERI ING.
Total Ann-ial F.-venue exeeeHa £WO.Of>0.
Accnuiulatcd Pn'd»inH.ind £1,500,001).

LIPR DRPAltTMKNT.
Ltf* an-l Annuity Funds £1,031,329.

Proflta

1 new Life Id'

the largest

!very ftvt

IneiWMd k hare of the T

F
Prea-i.imsin:

EmrcTiov of Duty.
bnBlneBSof the P'^ynl h<

by Goverrnteiit Pi tumi
Prompt and liboral f

red by i

now effected will bocc

; DEPARTMENT.

I B. JOII.VSTON. SecretniT in London,

JOURNEYMEN CARVERS' TRADI
8n^I^TY —KM PLOVERS nnd the Trad" are reBpectfulIv in

formed thnt the nh ve •ncietv MEETevory MONDAY LVENINGn
the Artsm'o Anna. Hftmpfte;ui Ptreet, FiUroy-aquiire. N.B.—Th
Unemployed List can be seen at any hour during the day.

MONEY promptly ADVANCED on Per-
sonal or auy available secnrity. A moder.-ite intereat. repay-

ADVANC-; CiiMPANV (L
Garden, and at 14 -<outbnTr
nlnatoaix. Bills disconnt^d.

pton row. Bloomsbury, W.C. Hours,
Forms free.

P. J. HARVEY. Beeretary.

MONEY— Several SUMS of MONEY to
he LENT on pflrsnnal or other eecu-ity at 5 per cent : also

011 mortgaoie of frcehulin or lerweh dds from 3 per cent.—Apply In
the flr"t Instance by letter, with fall particulars, to sAve imiioceB-
arytrnulde, to A.Staunton, Efq., 9, Great RusaoU-street, Biouma-
bnry, W.C.

THE HERCULES LAND, BUILDING,
l>r \TE ADVAVCKa

I
.:'-!! .: .11 -J Ml- .s..-iti|y'a Omces, 39,

T. J. WESLEY BENNETT, Secretary.

THE SUBURBAN VILLAGE and
OENEkAL DWELLINGS COMPANY lLimit<'d).
Capiui. £ .txO.OOlt. in 1 'O.noo aharea of £in each.

Cbaiiuiak—WiLL! AM QILLBRE HABfcRsUON, Esq.,

Fnll information h

>-alu<ibI« «eUiL« b'M beeu secured, and

e offices, IS, York-buildings. Adelphl.

)ATENTS. &c.- -MR. J. C. MEWBURN
ondncted the

AGENT Hi.d CON in,
matters eutruttud tu h
InformiLtluu to be had gratis.—omC-i

KNOlNEERo

-tember 186S.
by Rot>ert-on.

. practlrlng a

ROYAL POLYTECHNI C-
CHRISIM^S FRflTIVAL NOVELTIES.-Crowdod Houbo^

require their Co..tl umce — ProfesBor jtpor's j-hllo-iophical and
amatory slo y. ^' dinniuu itnd aousitlve Flanietir* with pathetic
lUttstral u

--ProfesE

Hand "

'in. Esq
irbich you will t

-Prof asor Pepiwr, in u Jectun
rtwiy." liy -tJette.'a Ma<:liinory— Du)|war'>t un.
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ARCHITECTUKAL EDUCATION.

THE Architectural Association have re-

cently had a discussion on the special

report of the delegates to the Architectural

Alliance on Architectural Education. The
opinions of the members of the Association

upon the important subject dwelt with in this

report are entitled to attention. It is by far

the largest body of the junior members and

students of the profession in whose behalf

the question has been mooted ; and their

earnest endeavours for their own improve-

ment show that they are keenly alive to the

need of education. Having availed them-
selves of the opportunities within their reach,

they have found these to be insufficient, and
have done their best to extend them by mutual
self-help ; still their cry is for more, or, at

any rate, for an improved systsm. And yet

the facilities open to young architects at the

present day are certainly not less—they are,

indeed, far greater than were enjoyed by the

generation that is passing away. In fact, the

architects of old, who really deserved the

name, might smile at this clamour which is

now being raised, since they, who reared the

works which we want to be taught how to

see, had but few art schools and museums to

assist their own mother wit in comparison

with what we actually possess. It is much
to be feared that this is in some degree

a case of workmen quarrelling with their

tools, which in themselves are good and
numerous enough.

Mr. Scott, some time ago, brought the

same question before the Royal Institute of

Architects, proposing that that body should
undertake its solution ; but it is evident by
their non-action that they have doubted
either the desirability or the practicability

of endeavouring to do as he suggested, for it

is not to be supposed that they are entirely

apathetic with regard to it. The truth is,

architects who take pupils should be compe-
tent to teach them, aud have no right to plead
want of time for the purpose. If their pro-

fessional engagements are too numerous and
important to allow tliem to do this, they
ought to decline the work, and leave it to

others. All the artists of past ages were raised

in this manner. It is absurd, therefore, to attri-

bute modern failure to the existence of a sys-

tem the possible success of which has been
proved. We lay stress on this fact because
we see that most of the speakers, with the ex-

ception of Mr. Edis, denounced the system of

pupilage to some extent, though few so

roundly as Mr. Phenu Spiers, who, we
believe, cannot speak of it from personal ex-
perience. Some statistics on the subject

would in the present instance be very useful,

and we should be glad to know what propor-
tion of the members of the Architectural
Association are, or have been, "articled
pupils," and for what periods of time, and to

whom.
For our part, we attribute much more of

the shortcomings complained of to the disuse

of the system than to its abuse. If care be
taken by the parents or guardians in the
choice of the master, and suthcient time be
given for his teaching to be of avail, there

would be far fewer complaints of ill-taught

pupils, but, unless we are greatly mistaken,

such a course is seldom adopted. Either an
office is selected on account of the extent of

the business, with an eye to the prestige to be
gained from it, or the premium and period of

pupilage is haggled ibr and reduced so as to

leave neither profit nor credit as the result of

care and attention. But pupilage in these hal-

cyon days for precocity is continually almost or

altogether dispensed with ; men clamber into

the profession no one knows whence, and the

marauders, when half over the hedge, coolly

ask those within to assist them to settle down
in their domain. We cannot help thinking
besides that there is a great amount of mis-
taken anticipation as to the possibility of in-

venting some high-pressure system for the

manufacture of architects, and we are doubt-
ful both as to the value of the supposed pro-

ducts and to the means of their production.

An architect by nature will prove himself so

in spite of the worst system, while the best

system will fail in forming one out of any
other material. The real need is to instruct

the public how to know one when tliey have
got him. From the above remarks it may be
thought that we are opposed to the tendency
of the general cry, " Educate, Educate." This
is by no means the case. We simply wish the

subject to be viewed in all its bearings, and
that it should be approached in a reasonable

spirit, and with demands for what is practic-

able. Those who have yet written and spoken
on the subject, though their language has been
strong, their opinions are by no means in

accord.

The education of an architect may be di-

vided into three stages— 1. Primary education,

that received before entering the office of an
architect. 2. Pupilage, which we hold caunot
be dispensed with ; and 3. That which should,

if possible, co-exist with the first stage, and
certainly with the second, and also be con-

tinued beyond that. With regard to tlie first,

some interesting discussion took place at the

Association, to which it will be profitable to

refer. Mr. Edis " did not think, as a general

rule, any boy came out of school without some
knowledge of mathematics and drawing. In
most schools there were good practical ele-

mentary classes for drawing for all who chose
to learn." Now, it certainly has been our
opinion through life that any drawing learnt

at ordinary schools was worse than none, hav-
ing all to be unlearnt ; while the attainment
in mathematics, though no doubt useful, is

not great on an average. A more technical

primary education for those who intend to pur-
sue the profession of architecture is without
question a great desideratum, and would ren-

der pupils far more apt to profit by their

masters' instructions.

On the subject of pupilage Mr. J. Douglass
Mathews, one of the delegates, remarked :

—

" The English system of ' articling ' might be
so improved as to become a far better means
of educating tlie members of the profession

than suppiorting universities or ' outside

'

classes in the manner suggested in the report.

It ought to be borne in mind that a pupil
could not be expected to acquire a thorough
knowledge of his profession during the time
of his pupilage. There was a tendency in

the rejiort to cram into two or three years a
much greater amount of instruction than
ordinary students could get through." Mr.
Mathews' suggestions for the improvement
of the system were as follows :

—" In the
first three years the master should give
facilities to the pupil for self-education, and
in the fourth year the pupil should give his

whole time to his master and work in the

evening for himself."

The above is certainly a very moderate
requisition, and we venture to think there are

few good masters wlio would not gladly give

—

nay, should be required, if necessary, to give—
sufficient time during the whole period of

pupilage for " self-education" to be carried

on conveniently with the routine duties of

the office. For instance, free-hand, or rather

artistic, dr.awing should never be suft'ereil to

fall into disuse. Nulla dies sine tinea of this

character should be the motto enforced by
every master, and facilities afforded to the

pupil to become a first-rate draughtsman and
colourist.and time should be given him for the

systematic attendance of lectures or courses of

instruction in such a manner as, without
cramming, would be gradually educating him
in the theory of his profession. If such be

office would be teaching him its practice in

the best method that could be devised ; but
the master's personal supervision in this is an
absolute essential—as also is the opportunity

to see work executed and to gain experience

in construction and as to materials and pro-

cesses of manufacture.

The third branch of education referred to

is the establishment of such lectures and
classes under skilled tuition as may assist the

self-helpers before, during, .and after their

pupilage in the. attainment of the power of

drawing and theoretic knowledge. The in-

terference of Government in such matters Mr.
Spiers thouglit immaterial, but he leaned to

a modification of the system adopted in

France, of which he has himself made good

use. Mr. Ridge, on the other hand, " did

not think any scheme of centralisation or any
depot for the manufacture of architects was
desirable ; architecture did not lack pro-

fessors, principals, assistants, or pupils, and
it was not incumbent on the State to

educate its architects. It was to themselves

architects must look for superior education,

although they might make use of external

bodies in a limited way."

Sir. Redgrave " thought the question reaUy

one of education among themselves or

the gradual formation of some college or

faculty for declaring the architect qualified to

follow" his profession." This opens another

and a wide question, which needs to be borne

in mind. It is that vexed one of the diploma.

It may be asked, how can a diploma dis-

criminate between artists and weigh genius

in a balance > Should a permit to design be
denied to a man because he is muddle-headed

over accounts I On the other hand, is the

duly articled and educated architect to have
no protection from the competition of a bank-

rupt builder who usurps the same title I Free

trade should be the principle acted on, and
the public would pay little attention to re-.

strictions which might decimate the ranks of

the Institute to no one's injury but their own.

Almost every speaker seemed to rely on the

Institute to propound for them and set on foot

the system which they are all looking for in

the ciark as for a philosopher's stone, and
chided and abjured it by turns for not catch-

ing and cookinr; the hare whose, whereabouts

they are endeavouring to descry. Perhaps

the most tangible suggestion made on this

head is that it should conduct examinations

to test the results of the present or future

systems of education. Such machinery, how-
ever, it has already set on foot. With no
diploma, however, to offer, pupils and students

turn only a deaf ear.

With slight hope that any Utopian system

can be devised, or that, if it were, architecture

would be much the better for it, we are

sanguine enough to think that much good
will result from the discussion, and that the

labours of the revised committee for the

School of Art Accessorial to Architecture

(whatever that may be), when they have
adopted some shorter and more euphonious
title, will not prove in vain. If the Royal
Academy, the trustees of the Slade Legacy,

the Architectural Museum, the Institute, the

Architectural Association, and the South Ken-
sington and other Museums all do something

for the promotion of art, it will be, indeed,

only Ijad workmen who can complain of such

tools, and no great heed need then be paid to

their laments.

THE CAPITOL AT WASHINGTON.
1UI0UGH this is unquestionably one of

the most imposing buildings in the

world, very fe\v persons in this country, we
venture to say, have any idea what it is like.

No really good description of the American
House of Legislature has been furnished by
any English writer, a fact which it would
not be dilUcult to account for. Surprisingly

few English architects have ever visited the
" city of magnificent distances," which seems

secured, then the daily routine work of the strange when we consider the multitude of
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Englishmen of otlier professions who an-

nuallv ' do " New York, Boston, Washing-

ton, and PhiLadelphia ; and if we consider,

also, how arcliitects invade every corner of

Europe, Egypt, and the East. We do not

forget that America is not architecturally

valuable when compared with the ancient

cities of the old hemisphere. Still America

is bv no means devoid of interest to the

English architect. jNIuch of her domestic

architecture is well worthy of attention, and

she has hundreds of public edifices of which
she certainly need not be ashamed. This

same Hall of Congress, as we have said, is

one of the finest public buildings in the

whole world. In view of the vexed question

of what is to be done in order to make the

House of Commons comfortable, commo-
dious, and convenient, we invite the atten-

tion of Mr. Layard, Jlr. E. M. Barry, and all

whom it may concern to the American notion

of a similar structure ; or, to speak more
correctly, a building used for similar pur-
poses. The internal arrangements of the
Hall of Congress are in most respects very
much superior to those of the Houses of

Parliament. This is the testimony of every-
body who has had an opportunity of com-
paring the two. Washington City was
founded in the year 1793. The site was
selected by " the Father of his Country,"

who in this instance at least showed that he
had profited by his early experience as a sur-

veyor. Washington laid the first stone of

the Capitol on the ISth of September of that

year, and the city was named after him in

conformity with an Act of Congress. Pre-
vious to this, and until the year ISOil, the
National Legislature held its sittings in the
Independence Hall, Philadelphia. In conse-

quence of the war, and its train tf attendant
evils, very little progress was made with the
Capitol for nearly twenty years. In 1814 the
Biitish destroyed the portion of the building
then finished. It was re-commenced in the
following year, and finally completed in the
year 1828. Since then, however, it has been
considerably enlarged. In accordance with a
resolution passed by Congress in 1848, the
committee on public buildings invited jilans

for the extension of the Capitol, and olfered

a premium of 500 dollars—no very extrava-
gant sum, certainly—for the plan which might
be approved hj the joint committee of both
Houses. About iorty designs were sent in,

and Mr. C. F. Anderson, of New York, was
declared the successful competitor. In the
year 1851 the foundation stone was laid, and
the entire edifice now occupies an area of
about five acres of ground. The Capitol is

built of white marble, in the Roman-Corin-
thian style, modelled after the Pantheon, the
proportions of the dome and rotunda being
identically the same as in the ancient example.
It is composed of a centre and two wings

;

each wing is about 140ft. in length and 121ft.

in depth. The height of the dome is 120ft.

The eastern and principal front, including the
flight of steps, which are of very bold propor-
tions, projects 65ft., and is embellished with a
magnificent Corinthian portico extending the
entire length of the centre. It consists of

eighteen columns, each ?A)h. high, and form-
ing a colonnade 160ft. in length, with a pedi-

ment of 80ft. span. The centre of the pile

is occu]iied by the rotunda, which is 90ft.

in diameter, and 96ft. in height. It is richly

ornamented with relievos, and contains seve-

ral large paintings, including four by Trum-
bull. The subjects are, " The Landing of the
Pilgrim Fathers ;" " The Treaty between Penn
and the Indians;" "The Preservation of

Smith by Pocahontas;" and "The Adventure
of Daniel Boone with the Indians." The hall

of the House of Representatives is a rectangle,

140ft. by 93fD., and 36ft. high. A gallery
16ft. wide extends round the four sides of the
hall. The wall is divided into eighteen panels,

each loft, high and 16ft. wide. These contain
fresco paintings illustrative of the most
famous passages in American history. The
ceiling is flat, and divided into panels bearing

elaborate frescoes. The roof is supported
1)3' a frame of iron, and the chamber,
as in the case of our own House of Commons,
is lighted entirely from the ceiling. The
Speaker has a rostrum made of Italian

marble, with sunk panels, and resting on a
base of variegated Tennessee marble, of a

reddish hue. It is placed in the centre of

the south side of the hall, and consists of two
parts, the front of it being a desk sufficiently

wide for four clerks. The desks of the mem-
bers are ranged in front in a semicircle upon
a rising platform, somewhat in the style of

the Chamber of the Senate in the Palais du
Luxembourg, in Paris. The convenience of

this arrangement of seats is obvious. This
hall is in the east end of the south wing,
and occupies but a small portion of it, the
remainder being apportioned ott' into com-
mittee rooms and apartments for the Speaker
and other officers of Congress. " The lirst im-
pression of the hall," says an American
writer, " is, that its gilding, colour, and orna-

ments are overdone. Nevertlieless the eft'ect

is so strilcing as to almost rise to the magnifi-

cent. It must, however, be remembered that

everything about it is new, and the glare will

be toned do\vn by time. On a second visit

this apparent gaudiness of decoration be-

comes softened, and as the design and elabo-

rate details are studied the more the mind is

reconciled to its tout ensevihle."

The Senate Chamber is situated in the
north wing. It is a semicircle, 74ft. long
and 42ft. high. A colossal statue of Liberty,

and another of History, are the principal

ornaments of this apartment, which, however,
is more splendidly furnished than the other.

The Speaker's chair is canopied liy rich crim-

son drapery, suspended from the talons of a

hovering eagle, and from the roof is pendant
a magnificent cut-glass chandelier. Over the

President's chair hangs a portrait of Washing-
ton, by Rembrandt Peale, an American artist.

Below the Senate Chamber, and in a hall of

nearly the same size, though very much
plainer in its appointments, is held the

Supreme Court of the United States. The
Congress Library, on the west of the rotunda,

is 92lt. long, 34ft. wide, and 36ft. high. The
splendid collection of books is arranged in

arched alcoves ; and round the room run three

tiers of galleries, the railings of which are of

gilt bronze, and present a very gay appear-

ance. It should be mentioned that there is

no wood in the framework of the building.

The floors rest on arches of brick, and the

"base boards" are marble. Altogether, the

Capitol presents a frontage of about 750ft. of

marble masonry, and the total cost has been
about five millions of dollars. This noble

structure stands at the head of an acclivity,

commanding a magnificent view of the City

and surrounding country, with the River

Potomac, and in the midst of grounds and
landscape gardens thirty acres in extent. The
principal front is turned from the town,

towards an open space, tastefully laid out with

trees, grass plaits, and public walks. In the

middle there is the much-admired statue of

Washington in a sitting position, by Green-

ough. It bears the well-known inscription,
" First in war, first in peace, and first in the

hearts of his countrymen." Near the western

entrance is a monument erected by the

officers of the Navy in memory of their

brother officers who fell in the War of Tripoli

—a marble column springing from a large

sipiare base to the height of 40ft., and sur-

mounted by the American eagle. At the

eastern front again, are groups representing

Columbus and Civilization. At the ojiposite

extremity of Pennsylvania Avenue from the

Capitol (this avenue is about a mile long, and
is the principal thoroughfare in Washington)
stands the 'White House, and other Govern-
ment buildings. The President's otlicial

mansion is a handsome building, two stories

high, having a frontage of 170ft. in length, in

the centre of which is a lofty Ionic ])ortico.

The material is white freestone. In the

centre of a smaU square in front is a bronze

statue of Jeft'erson. As regards the Govern-
ment offices, which are all in convenient
proximity, it will be sufficient to mention
that the General Post Office is a remarkably
line edifice of white marble, and designed in
the Corinthian style. It is three stories

high, 204ft. long, 'and 102ft. in depth, and
embraces nearly 100 rooms. Adjoining is

the Patent Oflice—that great curiosity- shop
of America. The building is as yet incom-
plete. If finished according to the original
design, it will consist of a centre and two
wings, giving a frontage of more than 400ft.

The central portico is the same extent as the
Pantheon at Athens, consisting of sixteen
columns in double rows 50ft. high, and ap-
proached by a noble flight of steps. The
great hall in the upper floor is 280ft. long and
65ft. wide, and is said alone to contain
30,000 models in every variety and branch
of science and art. We have frequently
had occasion to allude to the multifarious
contents of the Patent Office at Washington.
Its growth and progress have no parallel in

the history of any kindred institution. It is

the splendid result of the admirable patent
laws of the United States, and deserves to be
considered one of the wonders of the world.
The dome of the Capitol, which forms the

subject of our illustration oa p. 93, is a fine

example of construction in wrought iron.

The dimensions are so fuUy marked that

we need not repeat them here. The real dome
is formed by thirty-two trusses and arched
girders as shown, their outward thrust being
taken by the iron tie ring at the base. The
architect of the dome was Mr. Thomas U.
Walker.

CONSTRUCTIVE VALUE OFiTEAK.—I.

IN spite of the pertinacity with which many
people cling to " old associations," often

with such intense and narrow-minded ob-

stinacy as to virtually nullif}- all the advan-
tages of progress and enlightenment, yet few
will dispute the fact that the "wooden walls

of old England " are fast becoming as obsolete

as the " Grecian phalanx " or the " Roman
legion." Of all countries ours was the first to

exhaust its natural timber wealth, and for

many years past recourse has btea had to

exotics to supply us with that indispensable

material of construction. Whatever qualities

may be possessed by the famous Sussex oak,

large forests of which were at one time ex-

clusively preserved and maintained for the

purpose of repairing and building the Royal
Navy, it may be asserted that they are in-

ferior to those of the foreign wood universally

known as teak. This tree, appropriately termed
by botanists, " tectona grandis," is one of the

most remarkable specimens of the vegetable

creation, and is justly eutitled to be regarded

as the king of that particular kingdom. Its

trunk, possessing a diameter of nearly five

feet, rises to a lofty height, maintaining all

the accuracy of a truly cylindrical form,

united with an axial perpendicularity only

equalled by the cedar and the pine. It has

long ago been ascertained that teak is unin-

jured by the action of sea water, and is also

impervious to the attacks of those insects

which literally devour other specimens of

timber not endowed with equal properties of

self-protection. Many of our readers may not

be aware that, in addition to possessing powers
of self-preservation, teak is capalde of impart-

ing to other less favoured members of the

vegetable kingdom similar qualities of resist-

ance and immunity from the dangers we have

alluded to. We may reasonably suppose that

the self-preserving jjower of the tree is due to

the presence of some especial essential oil, and
it may therefore be fairly concluded that if

another description of wood could be impreg-

nated with this oil it would possess similar

qualities of superiority. The operation would
consist in extracting a preserving fluid from
the teak and transferring it to the other wood.

Virtually, using the term in a general sense,

it would be creosoting timber with oil of teak.
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and the task of extracting the necessary fluid

is by no means an arduous one. Immediately

the tree is lelled, before the sap has time to

thicken or congeal, and the water of vegeta-

tion to evaporate, the bark and the young
tender branches should be stripped olf, cut

into small pieces, and macerated for a period

of three or four days in rain-water. They
should then be placed in iron pans, and sub-

jected to the action of a very slow fire. Upon
cooling, the mixture will yield an oil of a

moderate consistency, and of a pungent but
not unpleasant odour. This oil is capable of

preserving any other description of timber

from the efi'ects of rot, premature decay, and
the attacks of insects.

From the circumstance of being proof

against worms of every description, unin-

jured by the solvent action of salt water, and
able to endure with impunity the alternations

of damp and dryness, it is not surprising that

teak should be largely employed in shipbuild-

ing, and there are one or two instances on record
where vessels constructed of this timber have
reached the age of a hundred years without
exhibiting signs of decay. As a protector

against vermin this wood would serve ad-

mirably for temporary barracks and encamp-
ments for troops in tropical climates, where
great loss of sleep and rest continually occurs
in consequence of these nocturnal visitants.

There is no difficulty in working teak, pro-

vided due care be taken with the implements
used. Owing to the liability of its fibres

to sepaiate in a longitudinal direction, the
axe, adze, auger, and plane must be employed
with caution. It has already been mentioned
that to the presence of an essential resinous
oil must be attributed the seK-preserving
qualities of this timber. So soon as the water
of vegetation has been evaporated the juices

or sap, including the oily and resinous sub-
stances, accumulate slowly in the interior of

the vascular membrane and assume the form
of thin elongated exudations of considerable
tenacity. Combined with the advantages
that accrue to the timber by the formation of

this natural creosote is the corresponding dis-

advantage already alluded to of a liability to

split under the negligent manipulation of good
tools, or the action of those of an unsuit-
able or inferior description. The reason of
this splitting tendency is manifestly due to

the interposition of the resinous formation
between the longitudinal fibres. In a word,
the qualities of preservation from certain
evils are only ensured by a risk being im-
parted of suffering from others. Not merely
18 this a common result with teak wood, which
may thus be regarded as naturally creosoted,
but the same circumstance attends other woods
when artificially impregnated with preserving
solutions. They all tend to make the timber
more or less hard and brittle. To so great an
extent does this take place with railway
sleepers that it has been found impossible to

saw up the old and worn-out ones, and a
special machine, upon the principle of a
steam-hammer, has been erected by one large
company to chop up their old sleepers in
pieces suitable lor fuel. It is true that a
certain proportion of gravel, clinker, and the
materials of which ballast is generally com-
posed, become incorporated in the grain of
of the wood and assist to render the task of
breaking them up more difiicult than it

would otherwise be, but still the chief cause
is the creosote which has been forced into
them under powerful pressure. It would
appear from this statement that it would not
be soxmd practice to employ creosoted joists

and beams in situations where their powers of

transverse resistance were called into play
;

for if their deflection was interfered with,
which would necessarily ensue upon an in-

creased and factitious amount of brittleness
being bestowed upon them, they would be
rendered exceedingly liable to fracture sutl-

denly without any previous warning in a
manner strongly resembling that in which
the fracture of cast iron takes place. Par-
tially for this very reason the large timbers

and balks of wooden bridges and structures
exposed to severe transverse strain are rarely
or ever creosoted. From these, of course, we
must except the piles, but independently of

the fact that they need the preserving element
more than the absolute maximum resistance

to strain, they aie subjected to a simple
crushing force which does not tax the trans-

verse strength of the material.

There are three principal varieties of this

celebrated wood—one the produce of the
Island of Ceylon, another grows on the coasts

of Malabar and Coromandel, and the third

springs in the forests of India, the Indian
frontiers of China, and the islands of the
Malayan Archipelago. The first of these

dift'erent species was formerly used for naval
construction, but played a more conspiciaous

part in the buildin" of the pagodas, villas, and
bungalows that abound in the commercial
localities situated upon the coasts of Ceylon
and India. The second, which never sur-

passes a moderate size, is moreover of a very
hard, dense, and brittle nature. For the lower
masts and side planks of small vessels, for

implements of husbandry, and other objects

of domestic economy, it is still used, but its

properties debar it an application upon a more
extensive scale. The third variety is the
largest and best, and is Ijrought from India

—

beyond the Ganges. So highly-prized is this

description that some years ago the English
Government cleared upwards of two hundred
thousand acres of ground in the vicinity of

the Ghauts for the purpose of planting them
with this magnificent specimen of forest pro-
duce. Formerly considerable quantities of

this timber existed in the islands constituting
the Malayan group, but the Dutch have
made such incessant and reckless onslaughts
upon the plantations that in a short time they
will be altogether demolished. The wood is

found by that people to lie invaluable for con-
structing their sluices, floodgates, and other
details of their hydraulic system, by the
proper and efficient maintenance of which
the major part of their country is alone
preserved from being swallowed up by t\v

relentless billows of the Zuyder Zee. The
specimens of teak grown in Cochin-China
are inferior to those of the Malayan forests,

and also to those exported from Siam. The
geological locality most favourable to its

growth and maturity, or what might be
termed its peculiar zone, is included between
the !)Othdeg. and 100th deg. of east longitude
and the 20th deg. and 26th deg. of north lati-

tude, thus bringing it into the Burman
empire, a portion of which is British terri-

tory. But for its cost, there is very little doubt
that teak would be used for railway sleepers.

It is largely employed in the manufacture of
carriages, waggons, and other portions of the
rolling stock ; but its excessive price excludes
it from forming a constructive item in the
permanent way. Memel sleepers can be
purchased ready creosoted at about 3s. apiece,

whereas the average cost of teak delivered in
Europe is between Gs. and 7s. the cubic foot.

It is possible that somewhat inferior wood
might answer well enough for sleepers ; and
were the trade once established, there is very
little question but that it would be obtained
cheaper. Engineers, however, at present are
turning their attention rather to the substitu-

tion of wood by iron iu this particular detail

than to the adoption of a new description of

timber.

THE LATE MR. ARTHUR ASIIPITEL.

OUK announcement last week of the death
of the above gentleman must have been

noticed by all our readers with pain. Our
present dut\' is imperfectly to place before
them some particulars of the career of him
whom so many of them knew and esteemed.
Mr. Ashpitel was born at Hackney in the
yeai' I&07, and at an early age met with an
accident which for a long period seriously in-

jured his health. He was educated at Dr.
Burnett's school, and though from the weak

state of his health unable to pursue his

studies at college, a natural aptitude for study
enabled him, with the assistance of a clear

head and a very retentive memory, to acquire

an extended knowledge of classic and other

literature. His knowledge of ancient and
little known works was very great, and he
frequently surprised his friends by the ready
accuracy with which he could refer to and
quote from them in almost all branches of

literature. The majority of his rare and
valuable books, together with his collection

of Etruscan and other vases, he leaves to the

Society of Antiipiarians, of which he was
a member.
He studied architecture under his father,

Mr. W. H. Ashpitel, and, in 1843, occupied

offices in Crown-court, Old Broad-street,

where he began his professional career. In.

18.53 he went to Italy, where he studied the

remains of Ancient Rome, in company, dur-

ing the greater part of the two years, with the

late David Roberts, R.A. The results of these

studies were embodied in the careful draw-
ings of Ancient and Modern Rome which
have become well known through the chromo-
lithographs published by Messrs. Graves and
Co., of Pall Mall.

One of his earliest works—about 1844-5

—

was the church erected at Homerton. During
his partnership with Mr. Whichcord, which
existed from 1849 to 1S.5G, numerous public

and other buildings were erected under their

joint superintendence. In later years his

health became very indifl'erent, and, although
churches at Vernham Dean, Ripple, near

Ilford, and other works were executed by
him, business became to him rather a source

of agreeable occupation than a toil, and he
more especially devoted himself to literature,

and to matters connected with the Royal
Institute of British Architects, of which from
the first he was a most active and valuable

supporter.

His literary career probably began with

some very able poetry of a satirical character,

which he published, and a very well written

pamphlet on the Corn Laws. He very soon,

however, turned his chief attention to the

more congenial subjects of archaeology and
architecture, as the numerous papers existing

in the transactions of archa;ological and archi-

tectural societies will testify. Among his

principal works may be mentioned, " Baths of

the Ancients," " Theories as to the Forum at

Rome," " Cryjits in Christian Churches from
the Earliest Period," " A New Glossary of

Gothic Architecture," copiously illustrated,

and others. More recently he was a regular

contributor to the Owl.
His manner was at all times genial, and his

disposition kind and forbearing. Ready at all

times to aftbrd disinterested assistance to any
applicant, and overflowing with hon-hommie

and good nature. He was a good musician,

and irequently astonished his hearers by im-

provising on the pianoforte.

He had been ailing for some time when
gout intervened, and he expired somewhat
suddenly on Jlonday, the 16th instant, in his

sixty second year. He was buried on Monday
last in the family vault at St. John's, Hackney,

when there were present his only brother, the

Rev. Francis Ashpitel, rector of Great Hamp-
den, and his son ; the Rev. "\V. Denton and
his two sons ; and some of his oldest friends

—

j\Ir. Daniel Tyssen, F.S.A., Mr. Woodward,
F.S.A., Mr. S. Oldring, Mr. Alfred White,

F.S.A., Mr. Edmeston, Mr. AVliichcord,

F.S.A., Mr. Wyatt Papworth, Mr. W. Grit-

ten, Mr. Thos. Grissell, and Mr. Porter.

Mr. Ashpitel never married. The two water-

colour drawings of Ancient and Modern Rome
are bequeatlieil to the national collection at

South Kensington. A bequest is also made
to found a jnize at the Royal Institute of

British Architects.

The office of chiefclerk niiiler tlie vestry clerk

at Isliiigtou is about to be v.-.cunt. It is proposed

to give a commeucing salary of £2U0 a year.
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%\t Surbenor.

INSTITUTE OF SURVEYORS.

THE ordinary meetiug of this Institution was
held on ftlonday evening, at the rooms of

the Institute iu Great George. street, the President
in the chair.

The President called upon Mr. E. Smith to

continue the discussion on Mr. Grantham's paper
on

—

AKTEBIAL AND AGRICOLTUBAL DHAINAGE,

postponed from the previous meeting, a report of
which ajipeared in our last two numbers.

Mr. Smith said the principal question which
presented itself to him was as to the method
of rating. The iirst case of the kind with wliich

he was connected was in 183 7, and comprised
about 13,000 acres on the north side of the Don,
not far from Doncaster. The course, when
adopted, was to levy an equal acreage charge and
then to assess the various Kelds at the end of the
works. Since then he had experienced the adop-
tion of various schemes, but had never found any
to work 60 satisfactorily as the first. It was
common to charge according to the poor law
assessment—a system altogether wrong in prin-

ciple, inasmuch as the best lands were charged at

a high rate, whereas it was evident that the im-
provement was undertaken oa account of the
poorer lands. In the first case to which he had
referred, the data upon which the charge was
made were obtained frum a reliable land surveyor.

Passing on to the twenty-two cases referred to in

Mr. Grantham's paper, Mr. Smith said he had
been concerned in two of them, and, iu the first

case, everything had turned out well. In that

instance the method adopted was to levy a rate

based on the acJ interim value according to the

poor law assessment, and then to make an ulti-

mate charge according to the improvement
efJ'ected. In another case matters turned out far

from well. It was one of about 4,000 acres, and
he was agent for part of the property consisting

of 200 or 3U0 acres. After £2,500 had been
expended on surveys, &c., the whole scheme
fell through, and the unfortunate parties who had
originated it had to pay a charge of about 13s. Gd.

per acre without obtaining any return whatever.

Mr. Bailey Denton said Mr. Grantham in his

paper had made a statement respecting the origin

of the Land Drainage Act of 1S61 which—he was
sure quite unintentionally—seemed somewhat to

slight the exertions of several who had taken part in

theagitation which ultimately caused that Act to be
passed. The securing of that Act was really the
result of a meeting held in FelTuary, ISiJl, called

by Sir Henry Vavasseur in consequence of a dis-

cussion in the papers oa the subject, in which Mr.
Algernon Clarke and himself had taken part. At
that meeting a committee—Mr. Grantham being
appointed as secretary—was deputed to wait on
Sir Q. C. Lewis, and it was suggested that Sir

Henry Vavasseur and himself should draw up the

heads of a bill to be presented to Sir G- C. Lewis.
This was done, and he had reason to know that

upon that was based the measure which the Legis-

lature subsequently passed. Mr. IJailey Denton
thought the meeting would he glad to know that
there was an earnest desire on the part of the
present Government and their advisers to t.ake

some steps with regard to the drainage of the
livers. He thought it probable theie would be
formed a number of river basin coaservancies for

the larger rivers. Until that was done little

could be practically accomplished. The Act of

ISlil was comparatively a failure. The districts

which had been formed were small, and the co.its

proportionately heavy ; and these heavy expenses
landowners were not yet prepared to encounter.
With regard to rating, he could not quite follow

Mr. Smith, but agreed with him in the main. As
for a charge ba.'^ed on the poor law assessment, it

was a fallacy which could not for a moment be
supported ly any man of sense.

Mr. FitANcis \iGEits thought that the members
, who had taken part in the discussion had taken
much too narrow views oa the subject. He did
not think it mattered much who originated the
movement for the Act of 1 SO 1, or whether such
and such a plan which w.as exhibited was drawn
properly or otherwise. It was the duty of I he
Institution to take a broad view of the whole
question, and to accumulate if possible such a
fund of information on the subject as should
prove useful to the Legislature, when they re-

quired it, in their endeavours to improve the

drainage of the rivers. Every member should

contribute what information laid in his power
respecting the river or district with which he
personally was best acquainted. Acting on his

own suggestion he would furnish the Institute

with a survey of the liiver Mole, on which he
lived, from its source to its outfall.

Mr. R. C. DiuvER was of opinion that the rights

of the mill-owners frequently proved insuperable

obstacles to the drainage. On the River Chelmar, in

Gloucestershire, where the rents of the mills did

not pay 3 per cent, on the outlay for maintaining

them, they were completely in the way of the drain-

age. In another case an estate, with which he was
connected, had been drained, and in the very dry
weather, because the water ran short, the millers

chose to consider themselves aggrieved, and an
inquiry had to be instituted attended with con-

siderable trouble.

Mr. J. W. Barry thought that this part of the

subject resolved itself into a question of which
was most valuable—the mill rights or drainage i

We knew that the navig,\tion on many rivers was
also a great hindrance to drainage. He thought
any gentleman furnishing the Institute with sur-

veys of any rivers should go into the questions of

the respective values of mill rights and the navi-

gation.

Mr. Frank Fuller said he had been concerned
in a case where the millowners were antagonistic

to irrigation, and a friend of his had considerable

difficulty in discovering who really had a right to

the water. The land belonged to an old Roman
Catholic house, and his friend made a journey to

Rome, where he found the origiaal plan and par-

ticulars of the property, which fortunately set the

matter at rest.

Mr. Sqitarrey gave the results of the removal
of the mill rights on a small river in Berkshire. A
stream near Wallingford was penned up very

seriously. The district proprietors therefore

determined to buy up the mill rights, which was
done. Though a success had been achieved, he
was almost sorry they had not called in the

assistance of an engineer, as though the land

adjoining the lower end had been increased three-

fold in value, yet at the upper end little benefit

had been derived owing to various siltings in that

part of the river. The cost of the mill rights in

this case was £2.500.

Mr. F. .T. Clarke gave the result of a some-
what similar experience with regard to the

hindrance to drainage by mill rights, with respect

to about 3,000 acres of land under his charge

belonging to the Earl of Egmout.

Mr. Grantham then rose to reply to those

points which he had not previously answered. He
was glad to find that Mr. Smith confirmed his idea

of the method of rating. In starting these works
he had always found it extremely difficult to get

money. He also suggested that the rate on the

improved value should be limited to five yeais.

This, however, was, he knew, a disputed question,

but that was his idea of the time to which it

should be limited. He thought that in all pro-

jects house and tenement property ought to be

avoided, as much of such property derived little or

no benefit from the improvement, and it was,

therefore, unfair that they should bo charged for

it. He had never intended in his paper to raise

any question as to the origin of the Land Drainage

Act of ISei. All that Mr. Denton had s.aid was
quite correct. The part he (Mr. Grantham) had
taken was as secretary to the committee, and he

was requested by the Home Secretary to act in

conjunction with Mr. Thring in preparing the

Act. After it was pa.^sed he was appointed one of

the inspectors. He should bo very glad if more
persons would take up the question of these mill

rights. As had been unanimously stated, they

were very great obstacles to the ett'ectual drainage

of the rivers. He had, since the last meeting,

visited the district in Norfolk which he described,

and all was going oa well. He had been informed
that the v.alue of the land before the improvement,
assumed by him to be about lOs. per acre, was
rather high, and that the improved v,alue of 308.

per acre was about correct. He had also since

settled another district in the neighbourhood of

the I'arrett.

The President then summed up the principal

points of the discussion. He thought all were

greatly indebted to Mr. Grantham for his paper,

and thai, it would tend greatly to incre ise their

knowledge, ^r. ^'ige^8 was, no doubt, right iu

all he had said. For himself, however, he confessed

he was not man enough to deal with the great

valleys, he could only discuss the smaller ones.

As Mr. Barry had said, the question to decide was

as to the respective value of the drainage and the
mill rights, and the navigation. He was, some time
ago, an arbitrator between the Ouse navigation
authorities and a railway, and it was shown that
the profits of the navigation would not pay for

keeping the weirs, &c., in repair. The Thames
was one of the worst drained rivers in the country.
In many parts its navigation was valueless, the
authorities had not even money to keep up the
locks, and the probability was they would some
time or other be carried away—as he hoped they
would. The Act of 1S61 was of great advantage,
especially as it enabled a sensible majority to
override an obstinate minority— a minority, as
many of the members knew, very often consisting
of one or a few dijgged individuals in the district

who probably had no interest at all in the pro-
perty in question. He noticed that in the parti-

culars of the Leadon scheme, referred to by Mr.
Grantham, the cost of the mill rights amounted
to one half of the whole amount, the cost of the
works only reaching 30 per cent. ; in fact, had it

not been for these mills the improvement could
have been e<fected for 3s. 4d. per acre instead of 1 Os.

He might answer Mr. Johnson's question as to the
supposed detraction from the fertilising properties

of the soil, that in all drained districts with which
he was acquainted the water was in no instance
so muddy as when it ran off the surface. It was
impossible, in fact, that it could be so. With
regard to the employment of steam power, of
course no one would use it if it were possible to

get a good natural outfall. He was very glad to
learn from Mr. Denton that the Government in-

tended giving their attention to the condition of

the great rivers.

The President then called upon Mr. E. Ryde
to read a paper on

—

PAROCHUL ASSESSMENTS.

After a few words of introduction the author

The term "Parochial Assessment" is meant to include
those comp»il8ory local rates and taxes which are imposed
.and levied witliiu parishes, borongbs, hundreds, and
counties, for public or common pui-poses. The paper is

confined generally to England and Wales, and taxes levied
under acts fir special local purposes, such as " the Metro-
polis Local Management Act," are not referred to. Neither
i.s the tithe rent charge nor the land tax included. Each
of these are woilhy of a separate paper, and should be so
dealt with.
The authorities for the various rates and assessments are

comprised in the provisions of upw.irds of two hundred and
fifty acts of Parliament ; and if the language of the paper
Eliould appear to savour of a legal character, the explana-
tion is, that the language of the statutes themselves has
been m.ade use of ;is much .as possible, in order that the
original meaning may be preserved.

Perhaps the most ancient rate iathe ehurch rate, now for

all practical purposes abolished. For many centurias it was
the only parochi.al tax ; the relief of the poor having been,

before t he time of Henry VIII. , a charge on the revenues of
the cltrgy.

Probably the next in order of antiquity is the sewer
rate, followed by the poor rate; but neithes of these ancient
rates were exactly similar iu their original features to those
now levied under comparatively recent atatwtes.

In tho year 128.i, in the thirteenth year of Edward I.,

provision was made by statute for the reptoir of chiu-ches,

the Ecclesiastical Courts baring the etclumve power of
deciding on the validity of the rate and the liability of the
pei-sou to pa.v it., (1)

In 1530, the Parliament of Henry VIII. provided for

the repairs of bridges and highways ; and iu 1531-2, autho-
rized the levying of a rate "for the m.aking, correcting,

repairing, amending, and. reforming walls, ditches, banks,

gutters, sewers, gotes, calcies, bridges, streams, and other

defences by the coasts of the ^ea and marish giouud : and
foi maki'g new and cleansing and purging trenches, sewers,

and ditches in all places necessary ; and for re'brming,
nuending. prostrating, and overthrowing .all such walls,

atre.aui.s, piuids, locks, lish -garths, hebbiug-weirs, and other
luipidiiuents and annoyances as are found to be oioeasive

or huitfol." (2)

These two Acts of Parliament practically laid the
foundation for the county rate and sewers' rate of the

j^^esent day.
Previous to the year l.'ioO, the lands of the king were not

liable to sewers' rate; but the Parliament of Edw.ard VI.,

iu that year passed a statute, by which it was enacted that

such lands should iu future be subject to the same liability

a.s ihe lands of any of the kini^ssabjects. This Act, which.

is sntituled " An Act for the continuance of the Statute or
Sewers," made perpetual the Act of Henry VIII. (3)>

The churchwardens were the persons who levied' tho

chujch rate, and from time to time thev were authorised to-

impose penalties upon the parishioners for various

statutable offences, among wlvch the following are ex-

amj>les:— (1)

A penalty of 12d. for each S-mdav, for not attondmg
divine service. (5)

A penalty for eating flesh on l^sh days. (O)

A venalty for tippling and drunkenness. (7)

A penalty of Ss. 4d. for using unlawful pastimes on th»

Ix)rd;o-dav. (8)

(1). 1285, 13 Edward 1, Church rate.

(2) W30. 22 Henry Vlil. IsairS; 2S Henry VIII., o. 5.

rate.

(::) i.vm-SO. 3&4Ed. VI.,

(l> <;l(Uich rate.

{:,) i..r.s.!i. 1 Elizabeth, o. 2.

(0). V.ir2-:'.. 5 Elizabeth, c. 0.

(7) lOUO 7. •lJamesI.,c. 5.

(»; KJ2j. 1 Charles I., c 1.

. Gt Sowers' rate.
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A peoattj for exerci&insf a worldly calliDg on the Lord's
day. (1)

in 1571 provision was made for the reoovBry of sewers'
rate, by authorising the sale of land liable to the rate, and
by tile infliction of pains and penalties ; and in 1572, a rate,

in the nature of a county rate, was authorised, to raise

funds for the use and maintenance of prisoners. (2)
In 1601, the Parliament of Elizabeth piossed the remark-

able statute which to this day regulates the levy of tbe
poor rate. The enactment is "that the overseers shall
tako order to raise weekly or otherwise, by ta.'cation, a con-
venient stock of flax, hemp, wool, thread, iron, and other
ware and stuff, to set tlie poor on work ; and alao compe-
tent suras of money for and towards the necessary relief of
the lame, impotent, old, blind, and other peiaons poor and
not able to work; and also for putting outofpoorchildren to
be apprentices ; and to erect, build, and set up in iit aud con-
venient places of habitation, on wastes or commons within
their parish, convenient houses of dwelling for the impo-
tent poor. (3)

It is creditable to the wisdom and forethought of the
Parliament of that day, that this notable statute continues,
unaltered and unamended, to be the chief authority upon
which is raised the great bulk of the local taxation of the
present time.
The Parliament of James I. autliorised two prisoners'

rates and a rate fjr houses of correction, protected church-
wardens in actions brought against them for things done by
virtue of their office, aud directed the reimbursement to
the poor rates of moneys expended in relief to families of
persons running away under sureties. In 1G27 a fnither
rate in respect of houses of correction was authorised, and
in 1662 churchwardens were authorised to levy a penalty
of five poundson an incumbent for nut readingthecommon
prayer once a month, from which it may be inferred that
church services, at least in rural districts, were not very
frequent in those days. (4)

The constables' rate, as now understood, had its origin
in the .year 1662, in the reign of Ubarlos II.. bnt as the con-
Btables' tai, or tithing or town levy, it is one of the most
ancient of taxes. The objects of the Act of 1062 were to
reimburse constables, head borough or tithing men, their
chai"ges in relieving and carrying Togue.s, vagabonds, and
sturdy beggars to houses of correction or workhouses. The
Parliament of Cliarles II. authorised a poor prisoners" rate,
and that of William and Mary passed several statutes re-
lating to the recovery of church rates, more especially from
Quakers, the cjsts of appeals, and the maintenance of
gaols. (5)

During the reign of Queen Anne several statutes were
passed relating to the repair of bridges aud highways, the
lending apprentices to the sea service at the expense of tlio

poor rate, the levying by churchw.irdeus ol penalties in the
case of servants who carelessly flie houses, authority to
the conuniBsioners of sewers to distrain for rates, provis'ions
for the expense of gaols, and for the conveyance and main-
tenance of rogues aud vagabonds. (6)
Tho rating statutes during the reign of George I., though

unidffipoitant, .ire of a practical character. It appears to
have been necessary to make further provision for the re-
covery of church rates from Quakers. Overseers were
authorised to seize and sell tliu goods and chattels and to
.hold the lands of persons rimniiig away and leaving their
wives aud families chargeable upou the poor rates ; further
provision was made concerning gaols, aud fur building,
altering, enlarging, piirohasing, hiring, aud titting-up of
workhouses; and the justici-s who may act in mutters re-
lating to rates and taxes are specified. (7)

The legislation during the reign of George IE. is im.
portant : —

After passing, in 1732, an Act giving to justics ]inw.r to
cause auy defect of form in any judgment, nr mmI.t tji l.I.i

upon appeals at Q«»rter Sessions to li>
i

.:
i , ,;,1

amended. Parliament passed, in 173i). tli._- i: n, \', I,,, ii

has ever since formed the basis of tlie cutiut. i.lLo. i'lc-
vious to that time new and distinct rates were constantly
created for purposes of comparatively little importance,
and to raise sums of (MMuey quite insigniiicaut in amount.
Thus, as we have seen, there were separate rates for county
bridges, for building and repairing county gaols, for build-
ing aiid maintaining houses of correction fur v.agrants, for
the passing and conveying of such vagrants, for the relief
of prisoners (called gaol munoy. not to exceed 6d. or 8d.
weekly for each parish), for tlie relief of p.ior prisoners
(debtors) and setting them to woik (uo ]kiii»1i to be rated
for these purposes at more than (id. weekly), fur relief of
poor prisoners of the King's Bench aud Jlarshalsea (each
oounty to send 203. at least yearly to each of the said
prisons). (8)
The preamble of the 12th Geo. II., chap. 29, recites

"that It 13 apparent that the luaii.'ier and metbods pre-
scribed by thes^irl .,,>,., ;,| ,, i„,ir A.v.furcoUeotiugsome
ofthesaidratoEirviiniMM .: ,,l, , ;, . .iiu.jcharged oneach
panshin thor,

I.
> i,r ,,,,, ,.

; . Miiall that they
•do not, by an r

I
, ,; |i

.
i

;
i . ii,r to iimro than a

fractional par*: .! l i . ili n i; i: ;, . -
i > , rhu several

ipersons therel>y i
• -I- i, , ;i ,, line been

Jated, the e,^iPL,, : . : -],y sal*:e
would haveeniiMinr. , I t i|,i

l ii. i;.i i i;^J
'

_
The Act .proceeds to autlunihe one gL-n^Tal county rate,

an lieu of the several separate and distinct rates heiein
jireviously rofewed to, viz.::-2j Henry VIII. aud 1 of
Anne, relating to bridges and highways : II and 12 Wm.
III., 10 of Anne, .and 6 Gefirge I., cone rning gaols- 7
James l., 43 Eliz , and the 3 Charles I., respectin- ho-j'ses
of correction; MEliz., IJamrsI., 21 Jamesl.. Stjharlesil
relating to prisoners; 19 Ctarles II., providing for poor
prisoners; and 12 Anne, eonoei-uitig rogues and vagabonds.

(T) 1677. 29 Charles II.,c 7.

(2) 1671. 13 Elizabeth, c. 9; Sewers' rate. 1572 U
(Elizabeth.

(3) 1601. 43 Elizabeth, .c. 3. Poor rate.
(1)1603-4. Ij,ame3 I. l'JOO-10. 7 James I. ; 7JaaM'cL

«. 4; 7 James I., o. 6. 16-23-24 21 James 1. 1627 3
Charles I. 1622. 1 & 14 Charles 11., c. i.

(6) 1662. 13 and 14 Chatles II., c. 12.
'

Constables' rcle
1666. 19 Charles 11. 2591. 3 William and MaiT e
01 1695 6. 7 and 8 William III., c. 3A 1096-7. 8 iid 9
WiUiam III., c. 30. IS!* 9. 11 and 12 WiUiam III.
i(6) 1702. 1 Anno. IfOC. 2 aud 3 Anne. c. (j. K06 6

Anne, c. 31. 1708. 7 Anno, c. 10. 1711, 10 Auuo. UV2
02 Anne.

(7) ITl-t 1 Geo. I., Stet. 2, c. 6. 1718. 6 Geo 1„ c 3
a719. 6 Geo. 1. 1722. e Ceo. 1., c 7.

(8)1732. 5 Geo. II., c. 19. 1739. 12 Geo. II. ; >c. 39.
'Countyfrate.

e the year 1739 the Legislature has been tolerably
istent in connecting all new purposes for which the

county must be taxed witli tit.- -iiftt',- r:'te

After some unimportivnt I
' li..., -niicerning rates

generally, the disability <jl 11 M, to act in certain
cases, and the publication -i >..

.
|i ,, i.ni was made in

I74iji that, where there isiui.v di.,i».au u. uncertainty in
what parish lands improved or drained lie, such lauds
shall be assessed to all. parochial rates within the nearest
p.arish. This provision relates chiefly to lands reclaimed
fiom the sea. (1)
The rate-book, so familiar to surveyors, was instituted

in 1771. The overseers of every parish are directed to

provide a book, and to t.ake care that true aud just copies
of all rates for the relief of the poor be fairly wrote and
entered therein. They are carefully to preserve such book
in some public or other place in every parish, whereto .all

persons assessed or liable to be assessed may freely resort.

(2)

The fees to coroners of 203. for each inquisition, and of
9d. a mile travelling expenses, are charged upon tlie

county rate in 1752, aud the costs of constables in prose-
cuting persons keeping gaming or other disorderly houses
are authorised to be paid out of the poor rates. (3)
The r.atiug legislation of the reign of George II. is

brought to a close with three more Acts, providing that
the county rate shall bear the expense of prosecuting per-
sons for plundering shipwrecked goods; of conveying
offenders to gaol ; and giving a powei of distress and sal*

of goods and chattels for the non-payment of rates. (-1)

The Act popularly known as "Gilbert's Act" was
passed in 17S.i. Among other things, it provided for the
form.ation of unions, and made bettor provision for the
building, altering, eularging, purchasing, hiring, aud
fitting-up of workhouses. (5)
During the next twenty ye.ars the rating legislation is

unimportant. Better provision is made for the recovery of
rates by distress, and the cost of prosecutiug pawnbrokers
is thrown upon the poor rates. (6)

In ISOl au Act is passed containing important provi-
sions respecting notices of appeal, to be treated hereafter
in connection with that branch of the subjtct; aud
.another Act renders the county rate liable for the ex-
penses of special constables, for executing warrants iif

cases of felony, and for an allowance to high constables in
cases of riot or felony. (7)

In l!i02, the m ilitia rate is autliorised to pay volunteers
a sum not exceeding £6 each, to serve iu the militia, to
p.iy half the price for volunteers or for substitutes, formeu
chosen by ballot to serve in the militia, and drawn or
ordered out for actual service: to p;iy oounties to men
continuing to serve after tl; ]i (1 t.iin of service .as

volunteers; and if there h i , i
! in hand for the

purpose, to pay the fines III i. iiMm .nii luau detieient. (.S)

The burial of tho dead i.au v.,i» ii,i,.ji.d in 1S08, for the
purpose of reimbursing overseers for payments, costs,

charges, and expenses Incurred in burying dead human
bodies found on the shore of the sea. (9)

In IHIO, au Act was p<assed requiring overseers to

render a just, and true, and perfect account of all things
concerning tlieir office, verified on og,th before two justices

ata Special Sessions. (10)

In iyi2, it is enacted that the church rate is to provide
register books whenever required by tho officiating

minister, and a dry, well-painted iron chest for keeping
them. (11)

In 1813, further provisions were passed for the levy of
chiircli r-ites, and iu 1811 tlie justices are empowered to
excuse rates on the ground of poverty. (12)
In 1815, the gaol fees rate was established, and its pur-

poses defined as follows :

—

" To pay allowances to gaolers and servants of prisons,
by way of salary or compensation for fees or gratuities
formerly payable by prisoners on entrance or commitment
to prison, or disohari.-- tlHTi-frum : for pavment of allow-
ances instKid of j' r-iii. Ill Miyable on" their diiioharge,

by prisoners rlii.
, my or misdemeanour and

acquitted, to cle; , > i ;:.. |. .n e, clerks of the court, or
their respective o,.,.!.!..!;^ lui payment of compensation
to sheriffs or uodei-JieriUs, in.tead of fees or gratuities
formerly paid by debtors, on their discharge, for their
liberation." (13)
Iu the sanae year the county rate is made responsible, in

addition to the purposes of the rate as defined by 12 Geo.
II., c. 29, for all the other purposes to which county rate
or stock is or may hereafter be made liable to law. (l-t)

By the 65 Geo. III., c. IS?, all goods and chattels bought
for the use of the poor of any parish are vested in the
overseers. (15)

In IS 16, provision is made for the settlement of any
dispute concerning any boundary of any place affecting the
c unty rate. (16)
In 1817, an Act is passed containing imporhant provisions

concerning appeals against county rates. And in 1318,
prov sion is made for defr;iying. by church rates, the ex-
pense of eidarging or e.xtending the accominod;itiou iu
eliuixihes or chapels e - isting in any parish, for the purpose
of purchasing sites for new churL-hL-s in populous p;irisbes,
aud fur payment of primiii il ::'} ir.'-r.^t on any moneys
advancedforbuildingelini li .

.i
i

.
i i, (17)

In IS18, tenements imi ;;-J0 annual value,
nor less than £6. were l-i m ,i, i

i mij permitted to be
rated fur the relief of the i.i.iji lu tlio u.vuor instead of thi

ccciipier. (18)

In that year also overseers were authoriz -d to charge to
the poor r.itei the expense incurred in pro.iecul.ing persons
keeping gaming or disorderly houses In 1819 the inhabi-
tants of any parish in vestry assembled were authorized hy
statute to nominate aud elect, au assistant over.-eer, whom
two justices may i hereupon appoint, aud who is then
authorized to perform the duties of au overseer. Tho
churchwardens and oversoe'-s were also authorized to make
a deduction of oneh.alf the amount of poor rates iu cases
where tho owner paid the rates for a year, the property
being let to a tenant for a shorter period than three
months. (1)
By au Act of tlie same year the right of voting in parish

vestries is defined. (2)

(Tu be conchided i ^nexL)

(1) 1710. 13 Geo. II.. c. 18. 17«. IB Geo. II., c. IS,
1741. 17 Geo II., c. 3. 1744. 17 Geo. II. c. 37.

(2) 1744. 1? Geo. II., o. 38. Rate Book.
(3) 175i. 25 Geo. II , o. 29. 1752 25 Geo. IF., c. 30.

(4) 175:;. 26 Geo. II , c. 19. 1751. 27 Goo. II., c. S
1754,. 27 Geo. II., c. 20.

(5) l;S2. 22 Geo. III., c. 83.
(')) 1793. 33 Geo. III., o. 35. ISOl 39 & *1 Goo. 111.

c. 99.

(7) 1"01. 41 Geo. Ilr.,c. 23. 1801. 4.1 Goo. III., c 78.
(8) 1.S02. 47 Geo. III., o. 90. Militia rate.
(U) 1S().S. 48 Geo. III.,c. 75.
(lOi 1810. 50 Geo. III., c. 49
(11) 1812. 62 Geo. 111., o. 146. Church rate.
(12) 1813. Of Geo. III., c. 127. 1814^ 51 Goo. III., c. 170.
(13) 1S15. 65 Geo. 111., o. 50.

(11) 1815. 65 Geo. III., c. 61.
(16) 65 Geo. III., c. 137.

(16) 1816. 66 George III., c. 49.

(17) 1817. 67 George III., o. 91. 1813. JSGeorge III , c.

45. New Church rate.

(18) 58 George III., c. 69.

REPORTS ON THE METROPOLITAN
BUILDINGS AND MANAGEMENr BILL.

AT the ordinary general meeting of the Royal
^
lu.^titute of British Architects on the

18th inst., some inquiry was made as to -what
oourae the Council had adopted in reference to a
recent communication from the Metropolitan
Board of Works. A fter discussion, it was resolved
that the report of the committee on the Metropo-
litan Eu Idiugs aud Management Bill, as well as the
"Remaiks and suggestions" drawn up on the
same subject by the District Surveyors' Associa-
tion, be printed for general circulation among
members of the Institute, and th.at in place of the
ordinary general meeting on Mond.ay, February
1, a special general meeting, of members only,

summoned on that evening, to consider the
report of the committee. Copies of these reports
are now before us.

The District Surveyors' Association do not con-
eider that any sufficient reason exists for such
sweeping changes as are proposed by the Bill.

They believe it would have been more convenient
to have corrected the known imperfections of the
present Act, leaving unaltered all the parts to
which no objection had been discovered. They
are of opinion that the Bill enters too minutely
itito detail which will most likely prove inopera-
tive, from the impossibility of providing for all

the various circumstances which arise in practice.

The alterations made in conseipience of Captain
Shaw's report also require cartful consideration,
and the association point out that one of the chief
objects of a Building Act should be to enforce -

the construction of buildings in such a manner as

to reduce their liability to catch (ire, and with
this object materials which are incombustible,
though not " fire-resi.stiug," may be used with ad-
vantage. They .also think it very necessary, with
regard to fire, to distinguish between the con-
struction of ordin.ary dwelling-hou-ses and build-

ings of the warehouse class, which hitherto has
not been done sufficiently. The district surveyors
urge that the clauses of the Bill relating to the
duties aud emoluments of those officers would, it

they became law, prove unjust to the existing
officers, and even ine.tpedieut with reference to ,

those who may hereafter l,e appointed. They
believe that the interests of the public will

be best consulted by so framing the Act as
to ensure the appointment of men of ascer-

tained practical knowledge aud experience, and
of such professional position and standing as

to give weight to their opinion. The report
is signed on behalf of the association by
H. Baker, chairman, and C. Fowler, hon. sec.

The committee of the Royal Institute of

British Architects having regard to the present
stage of the Bill, and the probability of its exten-

sive alteration, confine themselves at present to a
general statement of their opinion, reserving

minute details till a future time. Tliey observe
that the scope of the Bill diti'ers materially from
that of the present Act in the extended powers
conferred on the Board of Works. By the pro-

posed me.asure that body has not only authority

to permit any deviation from the conditions of

structure laid down iri the Act, but it remains
the sole court of ajipeal in all matters or ques-
tions arising from the Act, and having also such
despotic rule over the position of the district

surveyor as to render them entirely powerless if

the Board chooses to exert its authority. The
committee duly consitlering the many other
duties already devolving on the Board, and the
many coiiseqiient demands on its time and atten-

tion, would have preferred to have seen the
authority conferred by the Bill upon the Board
vested in some sui.aller tribun:il, appointed if

thought fit by the Board, and adequately remu-
nerated. Such a tribunal should, tho committee
think, consist of one or more architects or

(1) r.8 George III. c. 70. 1319. 69George III. c 12

(2) 59 Georgo III. c. .85
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surveyors of repute, and of one or more magi-

strates or barristers. The provisions having re-

ference to fire-resisting buildings, and which
appear to be in the main founded on the Building

Act in operation at Liverpool, they regard as one

of the most useful features of the Bill. They
consider that the various clauses relating to me-
tropolitan local management woald with greater

propriety be included in a Bill for the re

vision of metropolitan local management, in-

asmuch as they tend to complicate unnecessarily

an Act for the special regulation of buildings.

They would recall the attention of the Board

to a suggestion already made by the Institute,

that the introduction of a section referring to

questions of light and air in the metropolis

would be a great public boon, and lend to pre-

vent litigation. The committee then proceed

to examine into the details of the Bill.

We may say that the Bill was thoroughly

reviewed, and its provisions carefully examined, in

two articles in the Building News, of VoL XIV.,

pp. 7SS and 806.

AECHITECTUEAL ASSOCIATION.

THE usual fortnightly meeting of the Archi-

tectural Association was held on Friday,

the president, Jlr. W. White, in the chair. The
minuted of the last general meeting, and also of

the special meeting, were read and confirmed, and
the following gentlemen elected as members :

—

Messrs. W. Hensman, J. Brew, W. C. Way, F. A.

Nevill, A. H. Ilazeland, J. 14. Harris, E.J. Payne,

W. Burrill, G. E. Cook, and E. Lash.

It was announced by the secretary that the

projected visit to the Grosvenor mansions would

be made on Saturday, the 30th inst., at three

o'clock.

The report of the sub committee was then

read relative to the proposed establishment

of two new classes of elementary design and

elementary drawing.

A discussion ensued, one member stating his

opinion that the proposed charges as fixed in the

report—viz., £1 Is. per quarter, or £\ lis. 6d.

for the two quarters, were much too high. He
believed that the same advantages were to be

had at South Kensington for one-third, or at

most one-half the proposed charge. He thought

the classes woidd fall through if so high a fee

was maintained.

Mr. R. Phenb Spiers thought it was out of the

question for the Association to attempt to com-

pete with South Kensington with the Govern-

ment at its back. The calculations of the sub-

committee had been made with a view to fix the

charge at the lowest point, and he believed this

had been done.

The President, in putting the resolution that

the report should be adopted, said it would of

course practically rest with the members indi-

vidually. If they did not join the classes it was
quite evident the classes could not be formed.

He had no doubt that if a large number joined

the committee would be able materially to re-

duce the ch.arge. At present the charge was

calculated on a minimum number of twenty
students to each class. The resolution was then

put and carried.

The President then introduced the Rev.

Charles Boutell, M.A., who delivered a very in-

teresting lecture on—

THE PRESENT EXPLORATION OF PALESTINE, WITH
ESI'ECIAL REFERENCE TO ARCHITECTURAL KK-

SEARCHES AND DISCOVERIES IN JERUSALEM.

The Rev. lecturer began by explaining the con-

stitution of the Palestine Exploration Fund. It

baa been in existence for some three years. Its

aim is to ascertain the exact facts, so far as can

be ascertained, which can be proved by investiga-

tion in Jerusalem and the Holy Land. It binds

itself to no religious party, to no theories on the

sacred sites, and it expresses no opinion. It has

essentially a many-sided committee, among whom
—side by side with bishops—are well-known
Nonconformist names ; and, where the contro-

versialists meet, agreeing at least in this, to work
together for corroboration or disproof of their

theories. The architectuie of the Holy City,

aaid Mr. B nitell, is, or rather has been, of many
orders ,nnJ styles. There have been the early

Jewish, the Maccabivan, the Herodian Roman,
the later Roman of Hadrian, that of Constantine,

and that of Justinian. Tliere have been, later

on, the styles of the early Moorish, the Crusaders,

and those of later and modern Mahomedauism.
Of the buildings now standing—those above the

ground—the principal in point of interest are the
Church of the Holy Sepulchre, and the so-called
Dome of the Rock or Mosque of Omar. Re-
ferring to these, Mr. Boutell brought out the
chief points of the controver.sy not yet decided
between the two parties headed by Mr. Kergusson
on the one hand and Professor Willis and Mr.
Williams on the other, on the actual site of

Constautine's Church of the Anastasis. Subordi-
nate to this question are the other deeply inte-
resting ones of the Golden Gate, said by Mr.
Fergusson to be the porch to Justinian's Basilica

;

the Mosque El Aksa, said by the same authority

to be the Mosque built by Omar, and the sub-

structures at the south-eastern angle of the
Haram Enclosure. The architectural points of

these buildings were brought out, their import-
ance being—independently of the associations

clustering round their names—acknowledged to

be very great. Especially is this the ca=e with the

Dome of the Rock, and its decorations by Solyman
the Magnificent.

Leaving these points, Mr. Boutell next pro-

ceeded to describe the actual work and its results

of the exploring party. Two expeditions have
been sent out by the society—the first in 186(5

under Captain Wilson and Lieutenant Anderson,
both of the Royal Engineers, and the second in

1867, under Lieutenant C. Warren, R.E.
The work of the first expedition was mainly

preliminary. Among its real results, however,

may be specially noticed the architecturally

important plans of synagogues made by Captain

Wilson, especially that at Tel Hum, which is now
almost beyond a doubt identified with Capernaum
and Kerazeh, which is certainly Chorazin. Be-

sides thio. Lieutenant Anderson surveyed the

whole country from Banias to Jerusalem, deter-

mining its watershed, though not being enabled

to complete the survey by determining the proper

course of the Wadies and the Valley of the

Jordan.

The completion of the survey is still to be
looked for. Lieutenant Warren has been chiefly

occupied in excavations. At the Damascus
Gates -to make a very brief resume of Mr.

Boutell's admirably lucid explanation of the

whole—at the Muristan, where he sought for

traces of the "second wall," but found none ; at
" Wilson's Arch," at " Robinson's Arch," at the

Hill of Ophel, at the Valley of the Kedron, and at

the fountains of Siloam and Ain el Luzb, impor-

tant excavations have been made, shafts sunk,

and results of the most curious and interesting

nat\ire obtained.

Thus, we are now enabled to tell the whole
extent of the great south wall of the Haram Area,

It is nearly 200ft. high at the highest point. It

extends for 1,000ft. in length, and its stones,

some of them of enormous size and weight, are

beautifully cut and bevelled to the very foun<la-

tions of the rock. On the east side lies the Valley

of the Kedron, or of Jehoshaphat. This is proved

to have been filled up to a depth of from 80ft. to

100ft. with dc'ibris and rubbish, while the river

has been bodily shifted to a distance of 100ft. to

the east and raised to a new bed 40ft, higher

than the old. On the south has been absolutely

disinterred the great wall of Ophel. Drawings

and sections of this interesting piece of work,

probably as old as King Jotham, were exhibited.

In some places this massive piece of masonrj',

which ran along the top of the " Ophel Hill," and

enclosed what was always, probably, a populous

suburb, must have been lOllft. high. Nothing can

be more interesting than to watch the gradual pro-

cess by which this wall is giving up the secrets of

its position and magnitude.

Plans were shown of the discoveries of " Robin-

son's Arch " and " Wilson's Arch," where a vast

system of subterranean chambers has been dis-

closed, whose purpose is yet uncertain. At the

"Convent of the Sisters of Zion," a souterrain

has been found giving a rock-cut fosse of 165ft.

long and 55ft. broad. For what purpose was this

cut ? As yet, says the lecturer, we are in uncer-

tainty.

Mr. Boutell concluded his lecture by giving his

crowded audience an account of the very latest

discovery—the substructures at the north-west

comer of the "Mosque of Omar" platform.

Here, the ground sinking in after rain, has been

found a rock-cut set of vaults with a fosse. Imper-

feet as the hasty sketch made by Warren naturally

is—the investigation having been conducted in

great haste and contrary to regulations—there is

every reason to believe that here is an approach

to the solution of the first and great question,
" Where was the Temple ? " 'These rock-cut

vaults must be one of two things—either the fosse

of Antonia, or the original substructures of the

Temple. We wait in the greatest anxiety to

learn fresh particulars.

The lecture concluded, Mr. R. P. Spiers, who
is himself well acquainted with the locaUties

of Jerusalem, put several questions to Mr. Boutell,

which eUcited from him, amongst other things,

the fact that the society is greatly in want of

funds. As the sum required for this most im-

portant work is very small compared with the

importance of the objects aimed at, it is hoped
that the numero\is audience of educated gentle-

men addressed by Mr. Boutell will bear this fact

in mind.

THE BOARD OF WORKS AND THE LAW
COURTS.

MR. TITE'S resolution, which we gave in ex-

tens'i last week, was duly brought before

the Board on Friday. In bringing forward the

motion, he said he owed the Board some apology

for having done so, but being at home, and hav-

ing some desire to see the embankment of the

Thames continued on to Chelsea, and turning to

the necessity for the Board obtaining funds for

important public improvements, it led him to con-

sider whether the Board could not advantageously

dispose of some of its surplus land. He therefore

saw their chairman upon the subject, and, without
going into the question as to whether or not it was
an appropriate site, he found that selected by the

Commissioners for the new Courts of Justice

would entail a cost for its purchase of no less an
amount than £785,000 and that the supplemental

land that would be required would bring up the

amount to £1,453,000. This was a matter in

which the public were deeply interested, but he
(Mr. Tite) had no particular interest in the matter
because the money required for the land would be
found by the Treasury, but it made him recur to

a suggestion he made in the House of Commons
some time ago that some of the buildings should

be placed on land belonging to the Metropolitan

Board of Works, and such as they could spare on
the Thames Embankment. He applied to the

chairman (Sir J. Thwaites) to give bJTn all the in-

formation he could upon the subject, and the

result of his inquiries was the plan that was then
before them. It was a great mistake to suppose

that the Metropolitan Board of Works had any
great amount of vacant land on the Thames Em-
bankment, as the principal part of it had already

been disposed of. At Blackfriars Bridge the leind

taken from the river had been given to the gas-

works. The next piece was of very little value,

but that following it, SOOft. long, had been given

to the Temple for the actual or imaginary damage
done to them for taking their water frontage.

They then came to a piece of land of 350ft, in

length, which was next to Waterloo Bridge, and
was at their disposal. This was to be appropriated

to a station for the Metropolitan District Railway,

for there wo\ild be no use in having a station at

Blackfriars Bridge. Hethen got to Somerset House,

where there was nothing to deal with ; but between
Somerset House andHungerford Bridge there was

a piece (tinted blue on the plan) which was given

to the Crown in exchange for the foreshore of the

river. He then came back to the suggestion he made
in the House of Commons, that, as he had been

assured by a very competent authority that the

land already obtained for the new Courts of Jus-

tice would be insulMcient, and cot equal to their

wants, they should go again to Parliament for ad-

ditional land (marked red on the plan) unless they

were to put some portion of the offices in con-

nection with the Law Courts on the Thames Em-
bankment. He would state a few facta on the

plan which was then on the table. The land

already purchased wonld cost £785,000 and the

additional laud proposed to be acquired would cost

about £668,000, so that altogether the site accord-

ing to the estimate, which was a very different

thing from the actual coat, would be about a

million and a half sterling. Then they were to

take the buildings, architects' fees, furnishing, &c.,

which would bring up the total cost to three and

a quarter millions, of which sum £1,395,000 was

to be advanced by Government at 4 per cent, on

the security of a redeemable annuity. About three-

quarters of an acre on the Thames Embankment
might be appropriated to some of the offices, for it

would be advantageous that they should be divided

from the general business of the law courts. For in-

stance, persons who came to examine wills in cases

before the Probate Court would be in the way,

although it was necessary that the courts should
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be so situate that access should easily be had to

barristers attending to them. Mr. Tite concluded

"by submitting his motion.

A discussion ensued and Mr. Le Breton moved

as an amendment—" That it be referred to the

Works and General Purposes C^immittee to

confer with Her Majesty's Government and the

Law Courts Commissioners as to the acquisition

by them of any land which can be obtained on

or adjacent to the Embankment for the purpui-e

of affording additional space for any law oBioes

which it may be deemed expedient to erect

.thereon."

Mr. Tite expressed his willingness to accept the

amendment of Mr. Le Breton, and withdrew his

motion in favour of it.

The motioQ so substituted was then put and

agreed to.

SUBJECTS CONNECTED WITH FINE
ART.

MR. R. WESTMACOTT, B.A., F R.S., de-

livered last week the second of sis lectures

•at the Royal Institution, upon "Subjects Con-

nected with Fine Art." Mr. Westmacott said

that beauty is not what mathematicians would
call an " unknown quantity," but its production

in art is governed by many established laws,

which cannot be violated to a great extent with
impunity. He then, by means of drawings upon
a black board, showed that in a good Grecian

face and figure there are certain fixed propor-

tions between parts. When these proportions are

slightly altered here and there the nobility and
ideality of the figure disappears and the whole
assumes more of the character of a portrait.

Every artist ought to know these rules, but not

€ollow them too closely, as it is impossible to be-

come a good painter or sculptor by blind ad-

herence to mechanical laws. The Greeks in early

times had nothing whatever to do with por-

traiture, and when they adopted it, art at once

began to decline. Until the days of Alexander
'the Great art was used only to represent noble

ideas and to adorn the temples, but the ambition
and personal vanity of Alexander to make himself

the equal of Jupiter Ammon induced him to alter

•ihe impressions on the coinage. Until his days
divine heads only were stamped upon the coins,

and Alexander seems to have been rather afraid

to tamper with the custom, for, in the first altera-

tion he made, the face upon the coin was a mix-
ture of his own head with that of Jupiter Ammon.
The historical sculpture of Egypt and Assyria had
nothing to do with fine art ; for improvement in

these etforts was absolutely stopped by conven-
tional laws. Art began its work in the hands of

the Greeks of Asia Minor, 600 or 700 B.C. ; and
so rapidly did the people improve themselves,
that in about 150 years the School of Phideas
brought it to the highest perfection. Some of

lihe works of this period are now in the British

Museum, and he r«ally thought it much to be re-

gretted that there were not certain fixed hours
when some competent teaclier should always be
in attendance there to give a short lecture or ex-

planation of the beauties of the statues. It is

one thing for the public to possess m.agnificent

works of art, and another thing to be able to

understand their beauties. Phidias was a great

favourite of Pericles ; so when the power of the

monarch ceased the artist was persecuted. He
was accused among other things of " sacrilege,"

"because he put a head, said to be that of Pericles,

upon a shield upon which Minerva was leaning.

For this. he was imprisoned, and the fact shows
for what very sacred purposes art was then prin-

cipally employed. Praxiteles lived in the days of

Phideas, and although the work of the latter was
** perfection," a liking for change crept into the
national mind. Praxiteles, who w,as a maguirtcent

sculptor, gratified this desire by giving art a

more sensuous turn. His figures resembled life,

but were almost wholly undraped. He (the lec-

turer) had made a vast amount of research on the

subject, yet could not discover that a single un-

draped female figure had ever been produced by
art in the whole world till 400 or 500 B c. Praxi-

teles invented the parti.ally draped figure, and it

was then not long till the clothing fell away alto-

gether. At first this was done with fear and
trembling, as it was thought that the Government
or the priests would interfere. Still, these works
were used only for the adornment of the temples
-or other religious purposes. Later still, in the

time of Alexander the Great, portraiture was in-

troduced, and from that time fine art declined,

and has never altogether recovered. The Roman

sculpture was of a very low order, .although the

nation possessed abundance of magnificent speci-

mens taken as spoils of war from the Greeks. So
little did they know of the beauty and value of

this property that one of the emperors threatened

that if any of his subjects should break one of

these Grecian statues in the carriage, their pun-

ishment should be that they shoulcl make others

like them. Had they tried to do so it would

have been a very distressing exhibition. The
idea is prevalent that, if the ancient Greeks were

so clever in sculpture, Ihey must have been

equally good in painting. This does not follow;

for they may not have known how to manufac-

ture good pigments, and, above all, may not have

been able to put perspective drawings upon a fiat

surface. Cleverness in painting springs from very

difterent abilities to those employed in sculpture.

The lecturer closed with some elementary instruc-

tions to beginners.

ON XYLOGRAPHY, OR PRINTING AND
GRAINING FROM THE N.iTURAL SUR-
FACES OF WOODS.

SOCIETY OF ARTS.

ON Wednesday evening last Mr. William
Deans, sen., read a paper on this question

before the Society of Arts. After some intro-

ductory personal observations he said ;—In show-

ing my own patented process in difierent places,

I have often heard it observed, " How very re-

markable it is that this has never before been

discovered," and indeed in that light I myself

regard it, especially when I reflect on the fact

that pieces of oak, such as I now hold in my
hand, called by letterpress printers " reglet,"

have been in use by them for, I should say, at

least a century, and probably for a much longer

period, and that there never occurred to the

thousands of masters and workmen who during

that period must have seen imprinted the

veiuing of those reglets, the idea of turning the fact

to practical account, and giving to it a commer-
cial value. Yet such appears to be the case.

Before I enter on a detailed description of

the process, I will glance at its range, and point

out those branches of industry to which it is

specially applicable. These are as follows :—For
transferring impressions from wood to plain deal,

or to painted surf,aces, either flat or moulded, in

buildings of all descriptions, where an accurate

transcript of the more costly woods is desired,

and for house and bedroom furniture generally
;

for japanned goods, made in metal or papier

macho ; for enamelled parqueterie tiles, and for

articles iu earthenware, such as garden seats,

oyster and flower tubs, spirit casks, flower-pots,

tea-urn stands, &c. ; for enamelled slate, for

paperhangings, and for oil cloths.

Having thus briefly indicated the nature of the

process, and the range of its application, I proceed

to state the methods by which these results are

arrived at. Select a piece of wood of fine quality

about five feet long, twelve inches wide, and a

quarter of an inch thick ; it is, to use a technical

phrase, cleaned up by the cabinet-maker on both

sides, and is well sand-papered down. By having

both sides of the board cleaned up, two patterns

are obtained of the same board. A chemical pre-

paration is then applied to it, which has the effect

of opening the pores of the wood, and, at the same
time, of hardening the surface, and, when the

board is thoroughly dry, it is ready for use, and is,

in fact, a wood plate, " not graven by art or man's

device," hut by the Great Designer and Architect

of the Universe, whose works, the most stupendous

as well as the most minute, are all perfect. The
material used for taking the impression is prepared

in oil, and is specially adapted for the purposes of

transferring. The piiper, too, is manufactured for

the purpose, is very thin but tough, so that it can

be successfully applieil to any irregular or moulded
surfaces, and it is sized to prevent the colour from
becoming incorpor.ited with the body of the paper.

A small wood roller is used fur spreading the

colour on the hoard, and a large, broad, flexible

palette-knife is used for taking the superfluous

colour off. That being done, the sized p.aper is

placed ou the board, and both are passed through

a small m.achine having turned-iron cylinders, the

upper one being covered with double-milled

flannel ; the paper is then taken off the board, its

printed surface is applied to the article to be

decorated, the back of the impression is lightly

rubbed with a piece ot soft flannel, the paper is

removed, and an exact fac-simile of the board from

which the impression is taken is given. But that

is not all, for a second and third tr.ansfer are fre-

quently obtained from the same piece of paper,

and sometimes a fourth, a fifth, and a sixth. This
is one of the remarkable features of the process,

and, as you will not fail to perceive, must have a
very marked influence ou the rapidity of its ap-

plication, and, consequently, on its cheapness. The
thought may occur to the minds of some present,
" but in taking olf the impressions does not the
board get foul, and the pores of the wood clogged

up'"' The thought is a natural one. My answer
is, that with the colour properly prepared, and
adapted for its purpose it does not, any more thaa

does the plate of the copper and steel plate printer
;

but such a result would occur in both cases if the

material used was not suitable for its purpose.

When a board has been used it is treated as all

other plates are, a cheap material is used for dis-

solving the printing colour, a handful of fine saw-

dust is then rubbed over it, which most efl'ectually

draws out of the pores of the wood the dissolved

colour, and leaves the board clean, and ready for

further use when required. Another question may
arise in some minds, " but what about the dura-

bility of the boards ?" The answer to that ques-

ti on may, at first sight, appear startling, but I am
satisfied it is correct. The fact is that, under the

same conditions, provided no accident happen to

it, the board will be far more durable than either

the copper or steel plate. I have arrived at that

conclusion, not only fiom close observation, but
from actual experience, for it is a fact that there

are boards at Messrs. Thomas Simmons and Son's,

filanchester, at Messrs. Mintou and Co.'s, Stoke-

upou-Trent, and at the carriage works of the North
^taftbrdshire Railway Company, which have been
in something like regular use for nearly three years,

and my conviction is that they are in as good a

working state at the present time as they were the
day they were first used— nay, more ; I believe

that some board.s, with careful and constant use,

improve rather than deteriorate.

The second division of the subject, and the one
to which I shall now direct your attention, is the

important one of quality and cost. In dealing

with them, instead of giving my own opinion, X

shall give that of others—persons of refinement

and taste, and of large practical experience. Of
the quality of the work you will be able to judge
from the specimens it is my privilege to submit to

you ; and this, perhaps, may be a fitting time to

make the statement, that I have had specimens at

three industrial exhibitions. At two of them I

was specially requested to meet the adjudicators

of the prizes to explain the process to them, so as

to enable them to form an opinion as to whether
the patent possessed any commercial value, and
in all three cases I was awarded either a prize or

a certificate of merit.

I have taken considerable pains to bring my
specimens and process under the notice of archi-

tects, both in London .and in the provinces. In
some cases an audience has been denied me, by
some I have been told plainly enough that they

hate all imitations, but by others I have met
with a very courteous and, sometimes, a flattering

reception. I will content myself with giving

three illustratious in connection with architects

—

one of a large building firm in your own city, and
two of practical grainers of eminence, one in

Loudon and the other in Manchester.

Messrs. Thomas Simmons and Son, builders

and decorators, of Manchester, were among the

fii-st to adopt my process, and, after three years'

experience of its practical value, have arranged

with me for an exclusive licence for the city of

M.anchester and Salford. Shortly after they
introduced it, they were employed to erect a man-
sion for a gentleman who had seen my specimens,

and who wished to have the graining done by
this process. The architect objected to it, but
the proprietor persisted and carried the point.

When tlie mansion was completed, the architect,

the proprietor, the builder, and the patentee met
to look over the work. After the inspection, I

took the architect to the entrance hall, to point

where the imitation was worked up to the solid

oak. and where we had a good view of both ; and,

while looking at the work from that point, I

asked the architect whether he thought there

was m^jre than one person in a hundred who
would be able to say where the solid ended and
the imitation commenced. He replied very

frankly that he thought there was not. I replied,

that being so, I thought my process ought to

have fair play, and it ought not summarily to be

put out of court. He said he quite agreed with

me, and that it had worked out much better than

he thought it would do. You will readily im-
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agine that I was perfectly satisfied with the
result. I had fought the battle of imita-
tion and won. The next illustration I shall cite

took place in one of our largest provincial
towns. The architect has attained to consider-
able eminence in his profession, and the case
aflbrded me some amusement. After a careful
examination of my specimens, and listening to
what I had to say in their favour, he called his

chief assistant, and pointing to the specimens,
asked him what he tliought those were. He re-

plied very promptly and emphatically, " I

suppose, sir, j-ou will call them shams." His
reply was, " No, I shall not, these are not shams,
they are a transcript from the wood itself, and,
therefore, must be both true and natural."
Before we separated, he thanked me for bringing
the subject under hia notice. The last profes-
sional illustration has reference to Mr. Robson,
the Corporation architect, of Liverpool. In that
town new public offices have been erected, and
about two years ago the question arose as to what
material and design should be adopteil for decorat-
ing the dados in the corridors and staircases.

After mature deliberation, and having had several
specimens put in position, Mr. Kobsou decided to
apply the enamelled parqueterie tiles manufac-
tured by Messrs. Minton and Co., as licensees
under my patent. When the work was finished,

Mr. Robson expressed his opinion that the
parqueterie tiles had worked out very much to
hia satisfaction.

The building firm whose opinion of the quality
of my specimens I shall now have the pleasure to
quote, is among the most famous in your city ; I

alludeto the builders of the new Foreign Otfices,

Messrs. George Smith and Co., of South-street.
Judging from the solid oak work inside that build-
ing, I may safely say that, if any persons in the
kingdom are competent judges of quality of work,
they are ; and I esteem the opinion expressed by
Mr. Taylor, of that firm, of the utmost value to
me. While Mr. Taylor was examining my speci-

mens, Mr. Smith, jun., of that firm, came into his

office. Mr. Taylor, after directing his attention
to them, remarked, " This is what we are got to
now ; we cannot tell the solid from the imitation
of it. I think 1 know as much about wainscot-
ing as most men, and I defy any man to tell these
specimens from solid wood." It is gratifying to

me to be able to give two illustrations of practical
grainers, inasmuch as that class are the most
sensitive on the subject. The first is that of Jlr.

Mannooch, a name well known in London to the
trade, and any opinion of his on the subject of
graining, I am happy to know, is received with
great respect. In showing my specimens to him,
he remarked that he should like to see the process
applied ; and, as he was erecting a house at St.

John's Wood, it was arranged that I should grain
the drawing-room oak. The question of price

per yard was left to him. When the work was
completed and varnished, he told me he should
pay me 2s. per yard for it—which was double
what I expected

; that if he had known of it thirty

years ago, he could havo made a fortune out of

it ; and that I might with pleasure uso him as

my London referee. The other illustration is

that of Mr. Bardsley, of Manchester—perhaps as

good a grainer as is to be found out of London.
1 showed the process in Manchester to four
gentlemen, of whom Mr. Bardsley was one.

The article decorated was a piece of furniture.

When I had finished, Mr. Bardsley said that I had
done as much work in ten minutes as he
could do in a day, to do it of the same quality.
One of the other gentlemen replied, " Mr. Bards-
ley, you could not do it of the same quality as

that if you did take a day to do it." Mr. Bards-
ley smilingly said, " Well, perhaps I could not ;"

and added, '' the simplicity of the process has
taken me more by surprise than the quality of

the work."

It would be easy to multiply illustrations,

but I fear I have already trespassed at too
great length on your patience, and I must hasten
on to deal with the question of cost, although
you will not have failed to perceive that my last

illustration touches both quality and cost.*
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Of these, fifteen are either for new railway lines
or for the extension of existing systems, among
the latter being the Metropolitan District, the
London, Chatham, and Dover, and the North
London Railway Companies. They comprise a
length of 65 miles 5 furlongs, but the Brighton
and Metropolitan scheme (46 miles .5 furlongs), to-

gether with the Hyde Park and City, Islington,
and Clapham and London Bridge projects, are
either abandoned or deferred. Four schemes for
tramways are deposited, embracing a distance of

104.^ miles. Of these the most extensive is that
of the Tramway Company (Mr. Thomas Page's
scheme), having eight branches, and being
altogether 62}, miles in length. Four of the mis-
cellaneous projects are for markets in Eelgravia
and Bayswater, one fur the Courts of Justice Con-
centration, and one for the concentration of
public oflices, embracing the area between the
Park and Parliament-street, and Great George-
street and Downing-street. The Park-lane im-
provement, the Imperial Gas Company's Bill, and
a Bill for an Improved Metropolitan Water Supply
are the remainder of the projects which will

challenge the attention of Parliament duiing the
ensuing session.

POLISHED STEEL ORNAMENTS—BER-
LIN CAST IRON.

THE material and style of ornamental articles

of wearing apparel change in fashion from
time to time. Now the material must be of the
most costly character and elaborate design ; again
it is of the cheapest. Among this latter may be
classed the so-called steel ornaments— buttons,
ear drops, brooches, bracelets, clasps, etc.—lately

and even now all the rage. Yet even this material,

cheap as it is, is not what these articles are composed
of ; they are either cast or wrought iron, mainly
of cast iron. The Berlin castings have long been
celebrated for their delicacy and finish. One
knows not which most to admire, the elegance of

the finished work, the intricacy of the pattern and
the consequent skill of the moulder, or the fine

quality of the metal that may be induced to assume
such elaborate and intricate forms. Some of the
articles, as brooches, have a beauty of network
almost rivalling Italian filigree in gold, yet it is

nothing but cast iron. The polish is perfect, and,

unlike either gold or silver, it is not easily

tarnished, even when exposed to the action of the

carbonic acid of a crowded, ill-ventilated room.
The lustre has not the trying yellow or orange of

gold, nor the glaring white of silver, but a clear,

bluish, almost transparent sheen from which the
light is reflected as from the diamond. And when
cut into facets, as are some of the ornamental but-

tons for ladies' dresses, they rival the sparkle of

the brilliant. The polish is obtained by the use of

crocus on a buff wheel. Berlin iron is also largely

employed in casting statuettes, electroplated or

lacquered to resemble bronzes, for which they are

frequently sold, and to which they are nowise in-

ferior except in the intrinsic value of the material,

as the peculiarity of the iron used is its capacity

for easy flowing when in a fused state and thus fill-

ing perfectly the most minute portions of a

mould.

METROPOLITAN IMPROVEMENT.S MAP.

WE have received from Mr. Edward Stanford,
of Charing Cross, a copy of his map

showing the dill'erent schemes for new works in

and about the metropolis, particulars of which
have been deposited in the Private Bill Office.

of Chester, sole licensee for the south of England
and Wales, from either of whom prices and
further particulars may be had. Many builders,
we should think, will be inclined to give these
machines a trial with a view to solve the diffi

culties now arising almost every day between
journeymen masons and their employers with
regard to the practice of dressing stones by hand.

To be concluded next week.

A NEW STONE-DRESSING MACHINE.

A MACHINE has been lately patented by Mr.

Joseph E. Holmes with a view to facilitate

the dressing of stones, more especially those of

the harder and more enduring class, thus enabling

builders and others to use steam or water power
with advantage. On plain surfaces the work is

quite equal to any produced by hand, and the ma-
chine also executes many mouldings, angles, and
bevels required in ornamental work. The pa-

tentee states that with these machines the

quantity of stones dressed depends more upon
the convenient arrangements for handling and
turning over the stones than upon the actual

time of cutting. The forward feed over the sur-

face of even the largest stones will be ISin. to

2Iin. per minute; if well quarried and scabbled,

two or three cuts would liuish a face of 15 to 20

superficial feet in as many minutes. On smaller

stones, of course, the proportionate quantity
dressed would not be so great. Beds and joints

re(iuire but two cuts, if well shaped, and by using

only the punches or grooving points, a regular

matching or dovetailing of the courses may be ob-

tained. The machines are manufactured by
Jlessrs. Ormerod, Grierson, and Co., of Man-
chester, licensees for the north of England and
Scotland, and by Mr. Bryan Johnson, engineer,

ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETIES,

The eighth meeting of this session of the Liver-
pool Architectural and Archicological Society was
held at the Koyal Institution, Liverpool, on
Wednesday evening, when a paper was read by
Mr. W. H. Ficton, A.R.I.B,A., entitled "Glean-
ings from the Architectural Field of 186S."

A general meeting of the members of the York-
shire Architectural Society was held at York on
Thursday week. The annual report—a very satis-

factory one—was read, and new committee and
other officers appointed, and some new members
elected. The Rev. Q. Lewthwaite then read a
paper on the antiquities of the pariah of Adel,
near Leeds, which paper he had read on a
previous occasion, and to which allusion is made
in the report. The Rev. G. Rowe gave some
particulars respecting the rebuilding of the church
at Brompton, near Northallerton. The Rev. J.
R. Lunn next gave some account of the archi-
tectural features of the churches at Kirkhammer-
ton, F.arnham, Knaresborough, and Ripley, and he
also glanced, in passing, at two or three other
s.icred edifices in the deanery of Boroughbridge.
A'otes of thanks to the Rev. G. Lewthwaite and
the Rev. J. R, Lunn for the papers they had read
closed the proceedings.

BUILDING AND LAND SOCIETIES.

The seventh annual meeting of the Excelsior
Permanent Benefit Building Society was held on
Monday week at Myddelton Hall, Islington. The
report, which was unanimously adopted, showed
that the society was in a prosperous condition.
The entire cost of working for the past year was
under £50, and the business had increased 10 per
cent, since last year.

The annual meeting of the Maidstone Cottage
Improvement Company, Limited, has just been
held. It was reported that the shares taken up to

the 31st December last amounted to £4,200. The
net income for the year amounted to £298 23. 7d.,

out of which a dividend was declared at the rate
of 5 per cent., the balance (£65 16s. 5d.) being
added to the reserve fund, which now amounts to
£250 Os. 5d. Since the last report eight cottages
have been purchased, making 55 now in possession
of the company. The balance sheet is satisfactory,

and the directors point to the steady increase of
the reserve fund as the best proof of the pros-
perity and stability of the company.

The third annual meeting of the Oxford Build-
ing and Investment Company was held last week
at Oxford. The report was adopted. The busi-

ness done by the company in loans during the
past twelve months amounts to £20,1!I0, making
a total since the commencement of the company
of £36,001. The directors recommend a dividend
at the rate of not more than 10 per cent, per
annum, .and that the sum of £2,705 5s. Sd. should
be carried forward. The annual income in the
form of repayments on advances amounted to
£4,6 "0 23. at the end of the year, and will in-

crease ill proportion to the amount of business
done. The outgoing directors were re-.appointed,

and a vote of thanks concluded the proceedings.

Caution to Builders.—The Metropolitan
Board of Works have commenced an action

against Mr. Hetic tor having erected buildinga

at Plumetead in contravention of the Local
Amendment Act of 1862. Mr. HelTor of coarso

does not like it, and memorialises the board on
the peculiar liarJships of his case ; but the board

says the law must be obeyed, and the case is to

go on. What good is it to pass Acts of Parlia-

ment unless they are acted on? Builders should

in the first place be well acquainted with the re-

gulations with which they have to comply, and
not rely on any jealousies which maybe supposed

to exist between the central and local boards, or

on any petition in which they may set forth their

grievances.
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BAHRY AKD THE nEFORSI CLUB DECORA-
TIONS.

QOMEof lis well remember, when Barry

j3 designed the decorations of the Reform
Club, what time and care he bestowed upon
them, what tentative experiments to satisfy

his own mind as to the colouring of the

rooms, sometimes trying two or three bits of

cornice in various combinations, then anon
trying others, and at length settling down on

his i'inished design. His great hall was
generally regarded as his most successful

effort, and was admired as having endowed
the metropolis with a true palazzo interior.

I have been looking at it again and again,

and, as an old hand, make confession that it

may well be doubted whether any of us were
right. That hall takes up much of the plan

and a great part of the interior. It does not

form a true square, but an oblong, though
this is hardly noticed. It is supported by
two sets of double columns on each side, with
three columns clustered in the corners. The
upper story is larger, because the corridors

are there thrown in, while on the ground
floor they constitute loggie.

The tone of the decoration is yellowish,

derived from the scagliola, contrasted with
purple, and toned down with reddish granite.

The composition of colour is skilful and har-

monious, but time has not told well upon
it. The scagliola has become dull without
being mellow, and nothing has worn well.

Some of the details have not thoroughly con-

tributed to the elfect. The sofas or divans in

the recesses are not suitably combined, the

pictures do not look well in the panels, the

lamps are scarcely in keeping, and the glazed

panel looking into the coffee or dining room
and so beyond to Carlton Gardens, although
a part of the original design, has not been
well treated, and gives the notion of an after-

thought. Barry must have been timid about
this. He thought seriously of the effect of

distance to be got by this feature, but he
m.ust have been most anxious that the people

in the coffee-room should have a sight of his

hall. The framing of the window is not in

keeping with that of the other panels. It is

questionable whether he could not have de-

signed that centre panel expressly so as to

have given a day vista to the gardens, and
have made the lateral panels glazed, so as to

have got light in the daytime and the
briUiaucy of illumination at night. A glazed

panel to the reading-room on the right would
have been attended with the same advantage.
There is no fear of disturbing privacy nor of

affecting symmetry, because opposite to the
library is the grand staircase. The colourin}j,

as already said, is faded, but, what is more, the
material is faded too. The bases of the
columns show a disintegration into their

primeval elements of bits and blocks of com-
position, and, consequently, the surface simu-
lating the polish of marble is disposed to

crack. Already this great and expensive
piece of decoration is approaching shabbiness,

and its restoration or possible alteration will,

in the competition among clubs, be forced on
the Reform Club for its credit's sake.

It is a strange thing to contemplate, but
from top to bottom the only thing genuine is

the top—that is, the glass of the skylight

—

and the bottom—the encaustic tile pavement.
All else is imitation and sham. It is strange,

indeed, for the outside of the Club is monu-
mental, and is a building which will stand
and compete with the Carlton when Barry's

own Travellers' and the Nasheau palazzi of

plaster shall in years hence be scaling olf

their rags of paint and stucco. The grand
hall of the Reform Club, to which in sober
earnest much of the building has been sacri-

ficed, is, in later and stronger phrase, a sham.
It is all stucco, cement, and paint. There
is not a bit of real marble or stone about it.

Thus Barry gave us a sham palazzo. Henct-

its growing shabbiness, its want of brilliancy,

and its incapability of preservation as a

lasting monument. In all likelihood its

doom will be destruction, and that fate Barry

dealt to the buildings of others will befall

the interior of the Reform. Whoever restores

the Reform Club to smartness may have his

own key colour, and, discarding that of Barry,

may bring out a composition altogether diffe-

rent. The temptation is great, for, if real

scagliola is rich, sham scagliola is only

yellowish and shabby, and one who knows
how to employ gilding would give a bright-

ness to the composition by day and by night

which would redeem it. The portraits in the

lower corridors are a failure, and should be

removed. The busts of Cromwell and Cobden
standing in two of the corners are placed on

pedestals very Ul designed. These should be

rearranged.

The Reform Club is, in fact, a memor-
able example of shams. He who wishes to

go down to posterity must ensure solidity,

whereas Barry is dependent on the painter

and grainer. The amount that must have

been spent in painting sham marbles and sham
woods must have been very considerable, and
that required to repeat it is large also. Who-
ever looks at the section of the Reform Club
will see still more forcibly than in the plan

the great waste of space consequent on this

hall, and from which no corresponding effect

has been gained. It was not wanted for light-

ing the basement, ground, or first floors, for

the site is a happy one, having free light on

three sides, and attached to another building

only on a smaller side. Many better arrange-

ments -will suggest themselves on considera-

tion to the reader.

These remarks are not made in depreciation

of Barry, but in reference to his exact position

in his own day, and the influence he still

exercises on the present. Undoubtedly, the

Reform Club was an effort of progress, and that,

too, at a time when the body of decorators had
not been created which has since sprung up. In

the present day there are greater advantages
;

but it is well worthy of consideration, while

club-building is far from its consummation,
how far Barry's results can be turned to

account. There is now not one club without

a solid outside of stone or marble. Some are

so provided internally ; but many architects

still believe in house-painting, graining,

varnishing, artificial marbles, &c., and those

who adoptthemwillas surely leave only perish-

able work behind them. It is most desirable

so to provide that a building shall be perma-

nently decorated bj^ the hand of the architect,

and not be exposed to the periodical tutelage

of the house-painter, who is sure to get his

fling unmolested by an architect.

A building that demands expensive re-

decoration is always in danger ofnot getting it

in some paucity of funds. The re-decoration

is put off for a while, the building gets more
shabby, the institution poorer, and at length

re-decoration is abandoned altogether, and in

time, the purpose of the structure being

changed, the hall, or the whole building, is

cut up and carved about, and finally demol-

ished ; while, on the other hand, there are

palaces in half- deserted cities of Italy which
have held out through ages, and are ready to

meet the better fortune of the present hap-

pier day. It is a great thing to have a build-

ing so endowed in solidity and in ornamenta-

tion that the first cost is the last, and that it

can hold out for the architect's fame and the

benefitof its owners. N.

riANOFORTE.— PAINTED AND INLAID.

rriHE pianoforte case illustrated this week

J_ is intended to be made of a light tinted

wood, with the ornament incised, inlaid, and

painted, or it might be very effectively

treated in dark or even ebonized wood, the

ornament being incised and gilt after the

manner introduced some years ago by Mr.

Alexander Thomson, of Glasgow, in his

Greek buildings—of which treatment a good
example may be seen in the clever little

Greek cabinet of Mr. Lamb, of Manchester,

which attracted some attention in the Paris

Exhibition, and which is now exhibited at

South Kensington.

Nothing new or uncommon has been at-

tempted in the general design of the piano

case under consideration ; indeed, the in-

tention has been rather to adapt it to the

very simplest form of the cottage piano, in

order that the design might be capable of

more general adoption. The figure in the

central panel is intended to represent Sappho,
the great leader of the ^Eolian school of lyria

poetry, as a general embodiment of the union
of poetry and music. The male head in the

circular panel might be either Orpheus or
Timotheus, both being good emblems of the

power of instrumental and of secular music.

The female head should be that of St.

Cecilia, our embodiment of vocal and sacred

music. These figure subjects should be
painted in flat tints of size colour (distem-

per), with gold freely used in the back-

grounds, the subjects being outlined with black

varying in thickness to aid expression. Of
course oil colours might be used instead ot

size colours, but they would not preserve

their brilliancy so long. J. M. S.

EARLY CLASSIC OHNAMENT.

IN the Building News of September 4,

18G8, we gave some illustrations of an-

cient Classic ornament, and we now supply

our readers with a few more choice examples

of a like character. The ornaments are

drawn from Egyptian, Assyrian, and Greek
authorities, preserved in the Louvre, British

Museum, and other collections. Of Egyptian
work we have selected No. 1, a carved and
engraved patera, composed of lotus buds and
flowers ; Nos. 4, 5, U, and 8 from scarabcei

and other amulets, viz., a crocodile amidst

papyri, emblem of Sebuk—an early example

of fret ornament : it might be mistaken for

one of the fragmentary frets of Chinese

workmanship ; a composition of interlaced

sijiral lines, and a conventional arrangement

of papyrus flowers. No. 7 is a gold patera,

inlaid with enamels, representing a hawk on
a very charming background ot papyrus buds
and flowers. No. 11 is a fragment of an
ivory spoon, on the handle of which are

carved birds and water plants. No. 3, an
Assyrian diaper, exceedingly eastern in cha-

racter. No. 10, also Assyrian, from an en--

graved and hammered bronze dish found in

the north-west palace at Nimroud, portraying

eagles catching hares. Nos. 2 and U are from

the Greek—the former from a domestic vase,

the latter of an enriched band round an
amphora. Although these constitute three

epochs of art widely separated from each

other by time and distance, and although

archaeologists have not discovered as yet the

true connecting links of the architectural

and historical chain, still there is a strong

kindred feeling between them, depending

not so much on similarity of parts as like-

ness in the more elementary constituents of

their detail, a relationship claimed by all

primitive styles of their kind—Romanesque,

Bvzantine, or even later Elizabethan work.

O. W. D.

New Surveyor tor thi: City.—The Metro-

politan Board of Woika has appointed Mr. G.

W. WilliatnF, of Frederick's- plaoo, the Dis-

trict Surveyor of Plunis'.ead aiid Kltham, to be

interim Surveyor of the Soutliern division of the

City, the appninlment btinj; vacant through the

death of Mr. G. Smith. The income of the office

for the hist year amounted to JEl 1 i ISs. 9J., and

the Building Act Committee have now under

consideraiion the subject of the proposed re-

arrangement of the several dislrictd in the Ciiy,

Iho income of the whole ol them being much
below the average of other metropolitan dis-

tricts.
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SCHOOLS OF ART.

The annual meeting for distribution of prizes to

the students of the Leeds School of Arts took

place on Wednesday week, the Vicar of Leeds in

^he chair. After the reading of the report, which
was highly satisfactory, the chairman and Mr.
Baines, M.P., addressed the meetiog. The latter

warmly congratulated ilv. Smith, the head master,

on the success of his labours, aud hoped that he
would be more successful in future years than he
had even hitherto been. After the distribution

of the prizes, the usual votes of thanks to the
chairman, subscribers, and prize givers termi-
nated the proceedings.

On Frid.ay last a meeting was held for the
annual distribution of pri/.-s to the students of

the Edinburgh School ut Art in that city. Jlr.

W. Thomas Thomson occupied the chair, aud
Professor Lyon Playfair, M.P., Sir Wm. Stirling

Maxwell, and others were present. The report
gives the number of students who have been
under instruction at the Central School in the
year 1S67G3 as 647. This number shows an
increase of 23 sturleuts over the number of the
preceding year, and is the largest number which
has ever attended tlie school. Both the male
department and the female department show an
increase, but the largest increase is in the female
department. The rel.itive numbers in each are,

in the male department, 412 students; iu the
female department, l'35 students. In the na-

tional competition the male department has been
particularly successful. Mr. Charles 0. Murr.ay
won the gold medal for the best drawing from
the antique executed during the year throui^hout
the art schools of Great Britain. Besides the
gold medal, this department of the school, under
the immediate teaching .and superintendence of

Mr. Hodder, headmaster, h,i3 further obtained
in the national competition two silver medals,
gained respectively by Mr. Robert Ross for a
figure from the autiijue, aud Mr. James Noble,
for an anatomical stucly

; aud two bronze medals,
the one gained by Miss Jessie Ramage, of the
head-master's female antique class, for a figure

from the antique, the other by Mr. James
Robertson, for a study in light and shade; also,

two Queen's prizes, the one g.ained by Mr.
Patrick Goldie, for a study in light and shade,
the other by Mr. Wm, Burnett, for a design for a
cabinet. In the local examination, this depart-
ment of the school was awarded thirty-three
third grade and thirty-seven second grade prizes.

In the national competition, the female depart-

ment has obtained one bronze medal, gained by
Miss Charlotte Gibson, for a group in oil colour

;

and one Queen's prize, gained by Miss Lsabella

Baird, for flowers from nature iu water colour.

In the local examination the female department
obtained third grade and seventeen second grade
prizes. In the general examination of works sent

to London in May both departments were very
successful.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

A NEW scheme for supplyiuij the city of Fdin-
bargh with water has benn brought forward by
Mr. Roderick Coyne, C.E. It has been sub-
mitted to the magistrates and council, and will

be brought up for consideration at the meeting' on
Tuesday. Mr. Coyno proposes to submerge 185
acres of land at tho head of the waters of iho
Tweed, whence ho believes he will obtain an un-
limited sopply of excellent water ; and he main-
tains that the Bchcnio is the cheapest and most
easily acoompliehed which has ever been pro
posed for Kdinburgh. lie ostimitesthe cost of
his scheme at £230,000, for wliioli sum, be says,

30,000,000 gallons per day o( the purest water
can be obtained. To meet this estimate, he pro-
poses that the corporation should borrow money
at 4 per cent , which would represent an animal
payment for interest of JE1I,200.

The drainage of Maidstone is at last to beoom-
meuced without further delay. Tbe local board,
after many discussions and the examination ol'

numerous plans and systemi, have resolved lit

present to underrako only the drainage of the
streets, leaving the larger and more intrioate
subject of the dispoa il of the sewage for future
consideration, and plod;,'ing themselves to adopt
snch plan for that purpose as may be proved to
be best. With this understanding the Local Go-
vernment Act authorities have authorised tlie

board to borrow the necessary funds (£9,000),
and the board, by a unanimous vote, have agreed
to proceed with the works at once.

WAGES MOVEMENT.
N importa-t mectint; of the master builders
Yojk has been held to tike into consideration
e i^i-esent state of relations between the

isters and men. The following notice has
)en served upon the operative masons ;

—

*M. The rules relating to the reckoning of

uie and quarter time and the payment of
ages are lo be abrogated and rescinded, and iu

;u thereof the following is to bo the rule :
—

K.iTES OF WAGES.
" That the following shall be the ordinary rates

of waqres for skilled operatives. Superior and
inferior workmen to be rated by special agree-
tnent.

'*Mi^ong who have hitherto been paid SOs.

per week, shall be paid C.^d. per hour.

"2. Any rule or custom forbidding or interfer-

ng with the emnloyment or use of machinery
>r machine-worked materials is to be abrogated
and entirely doue away with.

"3. Any rule or custom forbidding or interfer-

Mg with the introduction or use of stone worked
t the quarrv, or anywhere else than the place

rbere it is to be used, is to be abolished aud
done away with.

" 4. That all trade rules, disputes, demands, and
;lifferenoes shall be sett^led for the future by
conciliation or arbitration, and proper courts

shall be constituted for the purpose.
' The alterations contained in this notice are

to come into force on May 1, 1869, or on such
other djy as is mentioned in the existing rules as

the day upon which new or altered rules shall

me into force."

Similar notices have been served upon the

labourers and bricklayers, with the exception
, with regard to the bricklayers, the men,

instead of having 293. per week, are to be paid

Gil. per hour.

^ullbhig liitcKigeitce.

OHCTBCHES AND CHAPELS.

Tenders for the erection of the Presbyterian
Church, London-road, Leicester, have been re-

ceived, and that by Messrs. Osborne Brothers,

£2,5Go, accepted. The building will seat about
800 persons, and will be galleried on three sides.

The design, which has been prepared by Mr.
T.iit, architect, of this town, is in the Gothic
style, and the building will be faced with coursed
stonework on all sides except those which are to

be enclosed by the adjoining buildings. The
works will be commenced forthwith.

On Thursday week the Bishop of Worcester
consecrated a new cemetery iu the Whituash-
road, near Leamington. The chapels occupy con-

venient sites. The uncousecrated chapel is in

the Norman style ; it is built of red pressed bricks,

with blue bricks plinth aud Bath stone dressings.

The principal feature of the interior is the apse,

the arch of which is of pressed brick in the form
of a dog tooth Norman carving, with an inner

motildnd arch of Bath stone. The floor is laid

with Mintou tiles. The Episcopalian is similar

to that for the Dissenters, but more orn.imental.

Mr. Cundall, of Birmingham, was the arciiitect.

The Bishop of Gloucester and Bristol has just

issued a pastoral, iu which he notices the progress

of the restoration in the two cathedrals iu his

diocese. The building of the new nave in Bristol

Cathedral, he says, is steadily advancing. The
new nave will be 117ft. long by GO ft. wide, and
will be divided, as in the choir, into recesses for

side tombs. It will be covered by a groined stone

roof, and terminated by two fine western towers,

each IGffc. wide. He next notices the commence-
ment of a complete restoration of the choir of

Gloucester Cathedral. The work will extend
over at least two years, and involve an outlay of

at least £13,000. The restoration of the south

transept has just been completed, and it is to be

fo'lowed by the restoration of the south i>orch.

Saltley-road Independent Chapel, Birmingham,
h.as been recently completed. It is a Geometrical
Gothic design, and consists of a nave 60ft. long by

27ft. wide, with an apse. There is accommodation
for about 800 people. The architect and pastor

is Mr. George Ingall. The builder is Mr. Hughe:
of Hockley hill. The total cost will slightly

exceed £1,500.

On Sunday, a smUl but neat and substantially
stone-built chapel, in the Gothic style of archi-
tecture, was opened by the Plymouth Brethren,
iu Ahua-street, Stannary, Halifax. The cost has
been from £800 to £1,000.

A new Wesleyan Chapel, in Lower Broughton,
Manchester, was opened on Thursday, January 21,
the first sermon being preached by the president
of the Conference. The foundation stone was
laid on May 9, aud, with the exception of a few un-
important matters, the building is now completed,
and nearly 1,000 persons may assemble in it for
Divine worship. The e.litiee is iu the Italian
style of architecture, and has been erected at a
cost of £6,200.

A new \'enetian Gothic Baptist Church is now
building in Philadelphia City, U.S. The walla
are of Serpentine stone from Chester County,
Pennsylvania, with Ohio " Clough " stoue dress-

ings. The plan is cruciform, consisting of a nave
aud trausepts, with aisles ; and a tower and spire.

The nave is parallel to Broad-street, and the full

length of the lot 120ft. The width of the church
at the transept is 70lt. The principal feature is

the baptistry .at the head of the nave behind the
pulpit, built of polished marble, and enclosed with
a lofty tabernacle of carved walnut, having gates
of wrought metal work. Behind this rises a chancel
wiudow, 36ft. by 19ft., which will be filled with
stained glass from Munich, representing the
Baptism of our Lord by St. John. The architect
is Mr. K. T. Potter, 56, Wall-street, New Y'ork.

The contractors are— for stone work, Messrs.
Struthers and Sou ; and for woodwork, Mr.
Catanach, both of Philadelphia.

The houses at the rear of the Record Office in
Fetter-lane are being removed. On the south
frout a new oriel window is being added, which
will improve the appearance of the building.

Recent repairs during the late vacation have
greatly altered the appearance of the great school-

room at Westminster. Several of the Norman
windows of Edward the Confessor's Dormitory
have been cleared of the rubbish that filled them,
and we are thus enabled better to realise the origi-

nal appearance of the room before the Benedic-
tine Fathers gave place to the boys of Elizabeth's

foundation. One or two .ancient doorways have
been opened out ; one communicating with Abhot
Litlington's Tower, above the Little Cloister.

A bold and (according to the G'lardim) an un-
successful experiment has been tried at Catharine
Hall, Cambridge, in the Gothicising of the Hall, as

a first step towards the renovation of the whole
of the college in the same style. Most of our
readers are familiar with the plain, respectable,

but perfectly uninteresting red brick buildings of

this college—a visible exponent of the dreary
time, the early part of the last century, in which
they were built. Any alteration, they may be
inclined to think, must be for the better. This is

hardly the case at present. Perhaps when the
work is carried further, the effect may be less

incongruous.

New Barbicax Meat Market.—The space o£

ground cleared of buildings at the top of Barbi-
can, opposite Aldersgate-street station, for the
Undergrovind Railw.ay, has been arched over with
iron girders, and on this spot a new meat and
poultry luarket has been erected. Fourteen
stalls have been opened facing Barbican, and at

the back of these twenty-four new stalls have
been erected. The stalls at the back have been
roofed in, and workmen are busily engaged in

flooring aud fitting them up, so that at no distant

date the whole will be opened for the convenience
of the public.

The C'nuKCH of St. Cross.—A correspon-
dent, writing of the Chnroh of St. Cros',

referred to iu the Building News a fortnight

since, says:—I also have visited tho Church
of St. Cross, and was utterly displeased at

the manner of the decoration, a style which
would ha absurd in a modern church, and, there-

tore, much more so in one of our ancient edifices.

To tliose readers of your journal who have not
seen the church in question I can best describe

the seneral effect of the colouring of the choir by
comparing it to the Alhambra C'jurt at the

Crystal Palace, destroyed by the late fire. Re-
storation as interpreted now seems to imply the

demolishment and disfigurement of our medieval
work iu order to give scope for design to the

arohittcts ol the present day.
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TO OOBEBSPOlirDENTS.

KOTICE.—Casea for binding the BUILDING
NEWS, Vol. XV., are now ready, and can be had,

price 23. each. Casea for binding back volumea

<:an alao be had.

To Odr Readers.—We shall feel obliged to any of out

readers who will favour us with brief notes of works con-

templated or in progress in the provinces.

Letters rel;iting to advertisements and the ordinary busi-

ness of the ravior should be addressed to the EDITOR,
SI, TAVISTOCK STREET, COVENT GARDEN. W.C.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the

office before 5 o'clocli p.m. on Thtir8d.ay.

Received.—R. W. S. and Co.—B, J. and Co.—J. P. S.

—J. H. R—W. S.-C. H. G.—P. B. A.- J. P. S.—W. W.
—Rev. R. E.-J. B.—W. P.—J. W. H.—T. B.—R. P. U.

—J. J. E.—J. H.—0. W. D.
H. C—Send eight stamps and the numbers will be for-

trarded.

FORESTS, TIMBER, AND TRADE IN
NEW ZEALAND.

To the Editor of the BniLDiKQ News.

SiK,—Referring to the pine wooda of New Zea-
land and Auatralin, about which I addressed an
inquiry to your paper, I have received in a letter

from H. Hunter, Kaq., an architect at Hobart
Town, the Ibllowing :—
"Replying to your inquiry about the kauri

pine for a floor such as joa name, it is admirably
suited. We uae but little of it here, for the simple

reason that our dealera and builders will not

lay in a stock to season. If you meet with the

tolerably airaight-grained, kindly description of

stuff, and can depend on ita having been care-

fully stacked—laid flat, with strips between, so

•as to allow good circulation of air, and well

weighted, for a couple of years—you may safely

use it for any floor, and I am sure it will prove
highly satislactory. It has the peculiar quality

of shrinking the end way of the grain, but the

xough seasoning will correct this. I used this

.pine (New Zealand) in the principal floors of our
new lownhall ; they have been laid two years

and give every satisfaction. As to cost, the

great waste by the time the seasoning is com-
plete ^renders it rather expensive. For other

work than floors I should not recommend its use.

I have seen it in girders, but would never use

it myself on account of its brittlenesa ; for mould-
ings and joiners' work generally it ia not fitted,

Although greatly used in New Zealand. Ail

ships' decks here are laid with it, and this

proves it to be a good and durable timber for

that particular purpose. Most likely the pioture-

case you name as having come into your hands
was of our Macqtuxrie pine, which U denser, and
has all the peculiar shrinking qualities of the
Jsaori, but it is never used for the same purposes.

It is stunted in growth, and is used much f ,T

Garniture, kitclien-tables, window linings, &0.,

but requires very great care in selection and
drying. I should much like to send you some
of our best 'stringy-bark' flooring. You would
scarcely know it Irom oak, and it is quite as

iasting,"

Trusting the above may prove interesting,

—

I am, &c., T. J. WUXSON.

BRISTOL ASSIZE COURTS.
Sir,—In regard to the observations made in

jour last number respecting the above buildings,

we beg to inform you that their erection does
jiot cause the destruction ol the so-called Colston's

ilouae. An ineft'ectual attempt has been made
by some persons (both by writing in the daily

papers and provoking discussion in the Town
Council) to obliterate from the site these

inedia3val remains ; but we are happy to say the

executive and principal members of the Corpora-

tion decided at their last meeting not to inter-

fere with the works, but " that the whole should

be Carried out as shown on the architects' work-
ing drawings," thereby saving the city from the

disgrace of destroying these interesting build-

ings, but, on the contrary, retaining them as

•associated with the history of the Stuarts, and

'more subsequently with our Colston. Mr. DoU-
•man's Illustrations of Domestic .\rchitecture has

preserved on paper very faithfully the whole of

these ancient buildings. In reference to the cost,

which seems a puzzle to your correspondent, we
-observe that the Crown Court, towards Broad-

fitreet, is not comprised in the estimate, but was
built many years since by our senior partner,

and is being adapted to the new buildings form-
ing the Nisi Priua Court. A portion of the lead
glitter has been sent by us to the Architectural
lluaeura.—We are, &c.,

Popes and Bindon.

BESTOKATION AND DESECRATION
AT YORK.

Sib,—Every admirer of Gothic architecture

who visits York will not f.iil to deeply regret

the irreparable mischief that has here been com-
mitted in modern times, not only in the cathedral,

but throughout the city, by architects doubtless

clever in designing vapid classicalities, but who
evidently had neither taste nor sympathy for the

Pointed style. Your correspondent " C. B. A."
in last week's issue, very justly calls attention

to the acts of "vandalism" perpetrated in the

"Chapter-house of York Minster," which room
is facetiously termed a *' successful restoration."

It is indeed lamentable that such large sums of

money expended on this cathedral with the

laudable intention of repiiiring it to something

like ita original state should only have com-
pleted the work of devastation begun by the

Puritanical zealots. The loss to English art has

been great and severe in the many deplorable

restorations onr cathedrals have undergone from

the hands of men ignorant of the first principles

of Gothic, but whose taste and forte lay with the

Grteco-Italian cruet and pepper-box style. I

myself noticed, on a recent visit to York, a large

blindfolded figure of Justice, remarkably painted

in distemper, one of the original panels of the

vaulted Chapter-house roof, lying useless in the

vestibule. This was but one of a aeries that

would have constituted the most valuable study

ofmediaaval painting in the kingdom, and one

can scarcely credit the Dean and Chapter their

senses for having sanctioned so ruthless an act

as the demolition of this ancient and interesting

roof. The question now to be anawered satia-

factorily is, " What has become o£ the reat of

theae panels." " C. B. A.'s" plan should be at

once adopted, and the single panel removed to

a place of safety till the time shall come to

restore it to its original elevated position.

Picture for a moment the majestic effect of tbia

world-renowned room in its pristine glory, the

expansive and curiously painted roof enriched

with knots of silvered foliage at the intersectiona

of the groining ribs, its elegantly designed

geometrical windows with rows of delicately

sculptured and canopied stall beneath ; and all

this, by a little care on the part of the employed
architect, might have remained in a decent state

of preservation to this day. But this is not the

only part of the cathedral that baa suffered from

unfortunate restoration. Lord Burlington and

Mr. Kent planned and executed the present

pavement of nave and transepts, which they

most injudiciously raised above its original level,

thereby burying half the bases of the magnificent

arcades that separate the aisles from the main

alley. This ia one of the most tantalising pieces

of "restoration" that has been perpetrated on

the minster, and at the same time so utterly

needless an expense (£2,500) j bat a Lord Bur-

lington who could design and place a Grecian

dishcoveron theintersection ofthe nave, transepts,

and choir of Beverley Minster could commit any

extravagant indiscretion at York. The city itself

presents even more deplorable effects of modern
mnovations. The hamjaome and pictureaque old

Elizabotban bridge is deatroyed, aud the pusterua

of the town diminished in number. Skelton

Church (two milea irom York), a perfect gem of

Early English work, has been most disgracefully

tampered with, and, I fear, irreparably ruined.

—

lam &c., "Spero Melioba."

Intfrcoinmunicatioit.

QnESTIONS.

[12U l-AN IXCII SUPER AND A SUPER INCH.-
Would you kindly inform me. through " luteroomnmuica-

tiou" column, what is the ditfereuco between an inch super

and a super inch t I am told that the former is 1 .12th of a

fiwt super, and that the latter is l-12th of the former ; i.e.,

suppose in the dimension book there are two running

dimensions in inches to be iiiuared as follows ;—
6in.

IS super inches = 4in. super.

I maintain that there is no such distinctiou between snp>

inch and inch super, and that no such expression as supi

iuch is in vogue as a distinct quantity subordinate to tl

inch super. The dimensions, to my mind, would appear i

follows ;

—

ein.

s = -IS parts = lin. super.

—

Susveyob.

[1215.1—WOOD CARVING AND WOOD ENGRAVING.
— 1 shall feel obliged if anyone will infoini me if there is

any school in London at which 1 could obtain evening
instruction iu wood carving or wood engraving.

—

DllAUGUTSMAN.

[12M.]—MONUMENTAL DESIGNS IN GRANITE.—
I c-hould feel greatly obliged were some of your practical
monumental masons, sculptors, and readers of your
valuable paper, to favour me with the names of the author
and puVilisher of '"Designs for Headstones, Crosses, and
Monuruents, adapted for Execution in Scotch Granite."
The books I have seen are ch-efly confined to Gothic,
which in a good many cases are far too elaborate to admit
of being executed in our granites.

—

Aberdeen Granite,

tl247.]-PALESTINE EXVLORATION FUND. — As I

feel particularly interested iu the researches now taking
place iu Palestine, I should like to be informed of the par-
ticular purpose and progress of the Palestine EnploratioQ
Fimd. Are there periodic meetings ? Is the " Fund " a
mere society for the collection and distribution of funds
expended, or does it partakeof a more literary and scientific

character ?

—

Eothen.

[12-18.1-ELECTRIC BELLS.—I shall be glad if any of

your numerous readers can furnish me with any informa-

tiou as to the efficiency of electric bells (Brequet's patent),

viz., as to whetlier they are cheaper and less likely to get

out of repair than the old system.

—

Young Abcuitect.

[12!9.]—PARIAN CEMENT.—Will any person practi-

cally acquainted with this cement be kind enough to

answer me these questi.^ns?—Can it be used on new work,

and bo painted at once without any chance aftelTvards

of Iniury from damp? And if so what is the process, and
who is the best manufacturer of the article? The notion

I have always heard of it in the trade is that it can be

used, and the painter finish his work upon it within a few

days after, and without injury. I have had several jobs

done in that way, and the result has been the water has

streamed down the walls, bringing the colour with it, in a
short time after the painter has finished. If I am not

mistaken, I saw the same result a few days since on the

hall and vestibule of the new Gaiety theatre, where
a large sum must have been expended in decoration,—

Builder I.

[1250.]—IRON BREAKW.VTERS.—Will anyone inform

me, through "Intercommunication," whether iron break-

waters .are anywhere in use ; aud, if so, on what principle

constructed?—J. H.

[1251.]—BOILER INSURANCE COMPANY.—Canyon,
or anyone, inform me whether there is in London, as in

Manchester, an insurance society to protect against loss

occasioned by boiler explosions; and if not, whether tho

Manchester Society extends its operations to London?—G.

[There was such a society iu London a few years since,

but we think it has ceased to eiist. We cannot answer the

second part of the question.—Ed. B. N.]

[12,52.]—MARKS ON DEALS —How should a beginner

be enabled, when he goes to a timber yard, to select best

and second Petersburg timber, by the marks on it, with-

out being deceived by the salesman?-W. H. T.

[1253.]—MODELLING WAX —I want a formula for a

good modelling wax, wherewith to take impreasionsofcoins,

medals, seals. &c.—Numismatic.

[1254 ]—DRIVING PULLEY OF ENGINE TO DRIVE
A CIRCULAR SAW.-Wl.atsize pulley should be placed

on main shaft of engine making 150 revolutions per minute

to drive a circular saw of -Isin., its pulley being 24in.

diameter?— E. L. P.

[1255.]—DRAWING ON STONE.—Kindly inform me if

copies can be takeu from litho' stone ol drawings made in

Indian ink ; or, if not, what ink should be used to put

them on with?—Constant Reader.

[1. No. 2. Lithographic writing ink ; supphed in cakes,

aud prepared for use by rubbing down to the required con-

sistency in cold water that has been boiled.—Ed. B. N.]

[12.50.]—HEATING B.\THS.—Can anyone inform me
how I can heat a bath by au inexpensive process? Why
does not some one invent a floating fireplace, which, con-

taining burning charcoal, might. I think, heat a small

bath in "a jiify!"—Early Riser.

RSPIIE3.

[1213.]— ROYAL MILITARY ENGINEERS. —The
papers are not published iu the strict sense of the term.

Copies, however, may be obtained by any person who ia

bona ade engaged in the prejuu-ation of candidates for

entrance and the other ex.aminatious. " W. J. U." should

employ a little ruse.-Sandhurst.

[1221.]—PLAN COPYING.- "Student" is puzzled by

a very simple little matter. Let him take a parallel rule

and transfer tho north point, which is. Isupiiose. iudicatad

in tho usual m.anner by a neat design on the map, to the

place he wants it.—L. P. D.

[1225.1-A LEGAL POINT.—The case of "N. W. M."
clearly turns upon the priority of the building of the

houses. If the honse he complains of existed prior to his

he lias evidently no remedy, for tho nuisance complained

of must also have existed, his house was built subject to

the existing condition of affairs. But if the house has been

built after his own, he can proceed for damage and con-

seiiuential injury.—S. T. L.

[1227 ]-COSSTRUCTING A WALL.—Tho question of
" R T. F." reads like a conundrum. It is well known
that a 9iu. wall constructed in the ordinary manner will

not keep out damp effectually, and it is, therefore, absurd

to ask for one that will at the same price or one that will

not. Let " R.T. F." set his bricks iu cement, and his wall

will be watertight, but not at the same cost aa a common
brick-aiid-a-half wall.—BciLDER.
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n216.]-CHIMNEYS —Thanks to * A. Z." for his

informatiou respecting my chimney ilne, but having tried

a damper, I find tlio smoke finds its way through the

joints of the damper. As I don't quite understand the

other correspondent's meaning, perhaps he would be kind
enough to give me a little further informatiou on tho
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subject. I have mada aa examination nf ths fluos. and
send sketch, and sliould be glad tokimw ivhere 1 am to
insert the drain pii'es so as to divert tlio smoke from tho
other room. Does ha mean to build another tine? This
Ido not want to do, as the lease of my house i^ nearly up.
—F. Moss.

[1230.]—EXAMINATION FORCIVtL ENGINEERS.—
The following are the principal coutlitions to be attended
to by all candidates for the India Civil .Seivice engineex'ing
appointments :—They must be Britbh subjects, and must
not have passed their twenty-fourth birthday, and must
in addition have fulfilled one or other of the subjoined
requirements. —1. They must have p;issed not less than
three years aa articled pupils of a civil, mechanical, or
mining engineer, who is in actual practice; or, 2. Not less

than three years in practice under a civil, mechanical, or
mining engineer, who is in actual practice ; or, 3. Not less

than three years altogether, of which part may have been
passed In practice under a civil, mechanical, or miniu::,'

engineer, and part in studying civil, mechanical,
or mining engineering, in a school or college recognised by
the Secretary of State as possessing an etficient class for
instruction in one or other of those professions, witli the
proviso that one year at 'east of the three must have been
passed in practice under a civil, mechanical, or mining
engineer, who is in actual practice. The subjects of ex-
amination, and the maximum number of marks given for

each are as follows :—Mathematics, 400 marks; engineer-
ing, 360 marks; surveying, 2t>0 marks. Certificates of
good moral character are also required.—A Selected
Candidate.

[1231.]—LAP OF SLATING.—The proper method to
obtain the lap is as follows, viz.—Suppose Countess slates

to be naed, which are 20in. long, measure the width of two
courses and deduct them from the wholo length of slate

used, the difference is the lap, thus :—Two courses, Pin.

each, = ISiu- + 2iu. lap = 20in., the length of slate used,
and a green hand should bear in mind that the length nf a
alato is taken on the back and not on the bed. JIany
slaters insist upon taking the length the latter way,
thereby making the Countess slate *20jin. long, which is a
fraud, because they are seut out from the quarries as 20in

,

and contain only 2Din. of solid materiaL—J. P.

I1234.]-NUM3ER OF CUBIC FEET TO ONE TON OF
COAL.—In answer to your correspondvut, 1 beg to give the
following from Hurst's littl« tft le mrcum. Sjiace

occupied by one ton of coal ;—Welsh anthracite, 39

;

'Welsh bituminous, 41; Luncaaliire, -tl; Newcastle, -15;

Scotch, 43 cubic feet. The Navy allowance for stowage is

48 cubic feat.—T. C. D.

[1231.]—iVuthracites, about 39 cubic feet; bitumiuoTis,

from 43 to-i5 cubic feet. Forty-eightcubic foetaraallowed
in the Navy for stowage.—H. 11., B.

[1236.1—BOOK ON SURVEYING.— It is both a diffi-

cult and somewhat invidious task to recommend tlio

"beat" book upon any suV^ject. " William's Geodosy,"
"Baker's Surveying," and Mr. Haskoll's volume may be
all lelied on as good works on the subject. It appears to
me that your con'ospoudent, in commou with myself and
many others, will find the whole subject of surveying very
ably treated in your columns under the title *' Surveyor."
A Constant Reader.

[1219.1-FLOOR SCANTLIN'GS.-T thank "Joseph
Oswald" for liia answer to my quest ions. Could he tell

me where I could get a book wliorefrom I might study the
strength of roof and floor timbers?-Un Jeune Homme.

STATUES, MEMORIALS. ETC.
A MEMORIAL to the late Dr. Charles Tliomas Longley. Arch-
bishop of Canterbury, is to be erected in the west "front of
tho Cathedral of Ripon, of which diocoso liis grace was the
first bishop.

Tho various parts of the Scottish National Memorial to
the Princ« Consort are advancing towards completion. Of
the groups of figures wliich are to occupy tlio angles of
the base, that by .Mr Bnxiie was ready some time ago, and
Mr. Clark Stanton has jiist given the finishing touches to
his coamusaiou. The etpiestrian statue of the Prince is

assuming form under the hands of Mr, Stoell, and acorner
group by that gentleman is also well advanced. The late
Mr. George Macallum had been intrusted with the fourth
group, which is now. we understand, in the bauds of his
successor in business, Mr. Stevenson.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE,

At tho Clerkeuwell County Cou^^, on Tuesday
week, the case of (jodilen v. Stone was heard.

The plaintiff, a paperhanger, of Pentouville, sued
the defendant for £11 1*3., tor painting and re-

pairing gome houses. The matter was referred

to Mr. Nixon, a purveyoi", who aspessed the value

of the work at £S 6s. Gd. Judgment was there-

fore givcu for that amount.

Hampstead Heath,—For a loug time there

has been a stiff dispute between bir T. Wilsou
and his copyholders with regard to Hampstead
Heath. The matter is in Chancery. The ques-

tions to be settled in Chancery are, however, not
questions between the public and Sir T. Wilson,

but between the copyholders of the manor and
their lord. The public have no rights over
Hampstead Heath at all, and if Sir T. Wilson and
his copyholders agreed together they might
exclud'j the public from the heath and do as

they clioso with it. Fortunately, its i'rce use by
the copyholders involves its Iree use by the

public. The copyholdors claim that their tenure
involves tho right to use the waste lands of the

manor as pasture Jor horsep, cowf, and asses,

and probably for pigs and g(-«se ; that they have
a riglit to cut wood for fuel and for repairs, to

take fuel, sand, gravel, and loam, as may be
necessary for their houses and gardens, and to

ride, walk, drive, and carry on all lawful games
upon the heath at such times as they may choose.

Sir Thomas denies the existence of these rights,

and he has on his side a decision of the Court of

King's Bench, obtained by one of his prede-

cessors in 1S06, which restrains the copyholders
from their ancient custom of digging large

quantities of turf. It is said, howevtr, that this

decision was in tho interest of the copyholders

as a body against the encroachments of a few,

and not merely in those of the lord of the manor
against all the copyholders. What tho Court of

Cliancery is now asked to decide is the nature

and extent of the copyholders* rights. Sir

Koundell Palmer stated eleven points as the

issues which are soon to be tried in tho Couit
of Exchequer. They involve tho whole mutual
relations of the lord of the manor and the copy
hnlders. Tiieir decision will, therefore, tinaily

determine whether Sir T. Wilson can enclose

any part of the heath, and if so how much, and
whcthtr he can go on digging sand, loam,

gravel, or brick earth, to such an extent as to

diminish the use of the heath by tho copy-
holders.

§m ®kt M\t,

Hartley Wintney Cdlrch.—For this com-
petitiun the committee received more than forty

gets of designs. Tliey have chosen those marked
" Fides," by Mr. E. A. Lansdowu, architect,

Bristol and Newport, Monmouthshire, and have
given him instructions to carry out the work,

TniAL OF Steam Rollers.—Ou Friday vreck

a sacoesstul public trial was made at Ko-
chester of a new powerful alcam roller,

manufactured by Messrs. Avelins; and Porter,

for the city of New York. Star Ilill, tho

steepest incline in the town, haviup; a rise of 1

in 12, was chosen, its entire surface being

covered with the ordinal y stones ui-ed on maca-
damised roads. In six hours the road was com-
pletely smooth and ht for the passage of vehicles,

Messrs. Avelinp; and I'orler have in hand thrti

similar rollers for tho Indian authorities.

Fevek Hospitals.—Tho Daily News is of

opinion that the enoimous outlay directed by the

Poor Law Board for now hospitals was not really

necessary. There have been periods when the

metropolis has been so entirely free from fever

that it was even proposed to convert the Fever

lldsjiital into one for the treatment of ordinary

disease ; and there is little doubt but that it must
be so converted when the new fever and small-

pox hospital arc opened. At tho same time it is

certain that tl'.e very largest provision of perm.a-

nent buildings will not suffice when the disease is

epidemic, and in that case recourse must be had
to temporary structures. The expense of Uyiug

hosiiitala is as nothing compared with these per-

manent establishments. They would retiuiro no
permanent staff of medical tiflicers, sinoo they

would naturally be placed under the charge of

the district surgeons, as they were in Maryle-
. bone.

T. LLING A Great Bell.—A new mode of

tolling great bells has just been applied to the
41 ton bell lately cast by Jlessrs. Taylor, of
Loughborough, for Worcester Cathedral, and
recently hung there. The bell lias been hung
on a new plan, which, with the clock aud a peal
of twelve bolls, is de3i'_'ned by Mr. Denison,
Q.C , aud gives a new effect to bells which are
too heavy to bo rung in the usual way. Tho
guJgeons, or pivots, instead of being round, are
wedge-shaped, like those of a scale beam, and
roll on hard brasses very slightly hollowed. The
friction is thereby made so little that this great
bell can be tolled easily by one man with one
hand.
BuiLDWAS Abbey.—A oorresponJent sfcatss

that part of Buildwaa Abbey is now being fitted

up for the "occupation of a lamily resident
in the neighbourhood !

" Speaking of a recent
visit to this beautiful ruin, the writer says :

—

" We made our way, first of all, to that portion
of the abb:y which is now being restored ore-
vious to its occupation by a family resident in

the neighbourhood. As if to destroy tho
romance which seems to envelop the structure,

there was abundant evidence of the itlterations

going on,, the paraphernalia of tho builder lying
on every side, iluch of tho beauty necessarily

attaching to the buildiug has, as a matter of
course, been destroyed by the fresh plastering of

the various room^. I say much of the beauty

—

I mean the evidences of its extreme age. Here
and there, it is true, some peculiar carved stone
has been left to project from tlie new plaster of the
wall?, but, on the \Nhole, the evidences of its

antiquity have been marred by the modernising
it has uudergone. All these alterations were
necessary, I presume, to its habitation by the
creatures of the nineteenth century, but, to my
way of thinking, much of the interest attaching
to the buildincr has thus been swept away."
Eaphakl's Cartoons.—A correspondent in the

Pall Mall Gazette, in referring to some valuable
pictures destroyed by fire in Paris, quotes tho
following from Mr. Leslie's masterly criticism,

on the cartoons of ilaphael now to bo seen at tho
South Kensington Museum :

—" Theso grand
woiks were painted entirely by liaphael's owo
hand, and in the very plenitude of his power;
whether we con^ider the interest of the subjects,
the grand style and mysterious grace in the
drawing and arrangement of the hgures^ the
marvellous dramatic power in their gesture and
ispression, or the ma^terly skill in the execu-
tion, considering the purpose in view, wo may
salely prouounce this glorious series to be, if

wo except the frescoes of the Vaticar, without a
rival iu the world. I never see them without
new wonder and delight, yet my pleasure is

sadly damped when 1 think of the risk to which
they are exposed. If a fire were to break out in

the palace, in a few miuutes all might be de-
stroyed." Tho correspoudent urges tUat ste ps
be immediately t;iken to render the room in
wliich tho cartoons are exhibited fireproof.

Passenoeu Crossings in Ckowded Tiiorougu-
TAREs.—The necessity of providing some im-
proved means to jedestriana for crossing
crowded thoroughfares has been from time to
time urged during the past twenty years, yet
even iu London (the othcial returns relating to

which city inform us that tho deaths from acci-
dents in its streets annually tqual about two-
thirds of the number of deaths from every cause
iu conneotiou with all the collieries iu the king-
dom) nothing has yet been done in the matter.
For some linio it was supposed that bridges
wouhi meet tho difficulty, but the experience of
the Fulton-street Bridge, in IS'ew York, has
somewhat shaken coufiilence in that means of
commnnicaiion. A bridge must have ISIt. clear

to admit of tho ordinary tiafTic beneath it, and
allowing (sar) 4!^. for tho beam ond spring of

arch, there would be an ascent, and, of course, a
com spoiiding descent, of 22lt. to be made,
which is of jectionat'le, aud prevents the bridge
being used by the great majirity of those for

whom it is intended. It is proposed, therefore,

to substitute the tunnelling of crossings. A
height of 7ft. Gill, would be ample for tho pedes-
trian traffic, aud in 2ft. Gin. ample strength
could be obtained to carry tho boa% iest horse
traffic, the nece."saiy descent and ascent could

^

therefore, be reduced from 22f . to 10ft., and tho
bottom ot the pass.igo could bo reached by an
easy gradient. The cost would bo compara-
tively trifling, and the traffic would not bo inter-

fered with for more thau a lew days, or the

tunnels might even be put^in whilst the road,was
iu process of paving.

j
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DiscoVEKV OF Ancient Frescoes.—An in-

toreating discovery of ancieut frescoes bos

been made at Liraro, Gard, France, by the

AbbiS Peugnet and M'Canron, advocate, both

well-known aroha3ologist3 of Avignon. Tiiose

paintings are in the crypt of the Church of

Roquemaure, and were concealed by a coating

of whitewash. The portions as yet cleared

represent a bishop and an apostle, each with the

nimbus round the head. They are supposed to

belong to the thirteenth century. The crypt is

of still older date ; its style of architecture

occupies a place between the primordial and
secondary.

Akchitectural Adattation.—A correspon-

dent says:—'^A singular transformation has

been eS'ected in Middlesboroug'a within the

past few days. All our readers will know
the old mill, standing off Sassex-street, and
which but a few years ago waved its arms in the
centre of green pasture?. Tli>^ population has
largely increased, and the mill has for some time
past stood in the very heart of the town. Never-
theless its trade has gone to decay, and it has,

like many other things in these chaHging times,

i)een compelled to change its work and its

fortunes. Some time ago the mill and premises
were bought by the Rev. A. Barns for the pur-
poses of church extension. In pursuance of the
objects contemplated, the mill has within the
.past few weeks been converted into a school.

The old begrimed chimney is to be lowered,
'architecturally treated,' and converted into a
campanile or bell tower. Lie quiet, shade of
Pugin! I have not done yet. The mill itself is

to be improved upon and made beautiful for ever
by being lowered and covered with an or-

namental roof, and it will answer the purpose of

a larger bell tower for the church. The n, ill-

school afibrds accommodation for 100 infants, and
the schoolroom ia, of course, on the basement
story, and, with the alterations which have been
carried out, has been made to look very cheery
and comfortable." Mr. Martin Carr, of Middles-
borough, is the architect.

TuE Crosses of Iona.— Of the three hundred
and sixty crofses which originally adorned
the island of Zona, said iHr. H. H. Vale, in
a paper read on the antiquities of Iona before
the Liverpool Architectural Society, that of

St. Martin in front of the cathedral also bear-
ing his name is the most beautiful remaining.
It consists of a solid shaft of mica-schist, fourteen
feet high, eighteen inches broad, and six inches
thick ; it stands upon a pedestal of red granite,
threa feet high, approached by three or four
steps. This cross is most elaborately carved with
figures of lions intertwined and other grotesques

;

in a circlet in the centre of the cross are the
figures of the Virgin and Child, with four cherubs
to till up the circle ; down the standard are quaint
shapes of men and animals, such as priests ad-
minisiering baptism, and in other occupations,
musicians and harps, and figures in the attitude
of denouncing and shaking hands; below these
are six balls, said to represent the forbidden
fruit, with twelve serpents intertwined. These
carvings are doubtless intended to portray sub-
jects Irom Scripture; they are quaint and crude,
but considering the early jjeriod at which this
slab of hard atone was quarried, shaped, and
carved, it is ceitainly a very remarkable relic,

and one of no little value to the architeclurai
archaeologist in tracing the progress of monu-
mental art in the north.

West India Dock. Extension.—The new
south dock of the West India system will, when
completed, considerably extend the accommoda-
tion lor shipping at the east end of the metro-
polis. The I rigmal pr(ject for constructing the
West India Docks included the cutting of a canal
across the Isle of Dogs, to elTect the direct com-
munication between Deptlord and Greenwich.
The canal was construe ed, but shortly alter its

opening was used as a timber dock. Up to 180G
the canal bore the title of the S-oulh Duck ; iu
that year it was resolved to modify its construc-
tion. The new dock now being coualrncted is

of similar length with the old canal, and the
north wall of the former corresponds with the
north bank of the latter. The area, however,
will be so increased that when completed the
new south dock will comprise an area of about
32 acrep, with a basin 5.i acres iu extent. It will
extend across the Isle of Dogs, and will bo shut
oil' from the river by luck gates. The gate
chambers will carried on oak platforms sup-
ported ou piles, and carrying oaken joists filled

in between by brickwork. The gate-pathg will
also be of oak, as well as the cills on which the
gates will close. The foundations of the hinge-
posts are of timber, carrying a cast-iron socket,

in which the posts will turn. The front and rear
of the entrances will be protected at the invert
with sheet piling of elm, driven so far from the
brickwork as to leave room for the admission of
a temporary timber dam if repairs are neces-
sitated. The retaining walls, which are 32ft.

high, are constructed of brick with counter-
posts, the spaces between being filled with con-
crete. The new dock is expected to be opened
in a short time.

Cljins.

The Metropolitan Board of Worka are about
to borrow another £150,000.

The Woolwich Local Board of Works have
taken steps for assessing the northern sewer out-

fall.

The new workhouse for Woolwiob, rendered
necessary by that parish being taken out of
union with Greenwich, ia expected to cost from
£20,000 to £30,000.

There will be a meeting of members of the
Royal Academy to-morrow evening, the 30th
instant, for the election of two a^saooiates to that
body.

Mr. Tite has issued, as a gift, a volume of the
Camden Society Series. The Camden Society
has elected Mr. Tite President; and Mr. Tite ex-
presses his thanks in the form of Mauningham's
' Diary," carefully edited by Mr. Bruce.

Mr. H. T. Harland read a paper ou " The Paris
Exhibition of 186/ " before the Belfast En-
gineering and Architectural Association on the
15 Lh inst,

A new artisans' club and institute has been
established at 73, Newman-street, Oxford-street.
It is intended to supplement the club accommoda-
tion with lectures on history, technical educa-
tion, science, &o.

The citizens of San Francisco have formed a
committee to inquire into the means of prevent-
ing or lessening the destruction of property by
earthquakes. The bricks used in building are
reported to be very defective, and it is proposed
to adopt a method of bracing buildings with iron
rods.

Fife House, Whitehall, situated in the line

of the Tharnes Embankment, is now bein^
demolished by order of her Majesty's Commis-
sioners of Works. In a few days the entire build-

ing, together with a portion of the premises of
the Uaited Service Museum, several adjacent
houses, and the Tudor arched entrance to the
Palace water stairs, will be gone.

At the last meeting of the Metropolitan Board
of Works it was resolved to contribute £100 to-

wards the cost of enclosing and planting by the
Woolwich Local Board of Health of a piece of

vacant ground in Beresford-square, Woolwich, at
an expense of £315.

A fire which occurred on Saturday night last

at the picture gallery of Messrs. Hodge and Co.,
High-street, Exeter, resulted in the destruction
of several valuable oil paintings. Among the
paintings destroyed was a large one by Rubens,
valued at £1,000.

The death ia announced of Sir William John
Newton, painter in ordinary to her Majesty. He
was born in 1/85, and having devoted himself to
art, soon gained a high reputation as a miniature
painter. He was knighted in 1S37, ou the re-

commendation of Viscount Melbourne, who was
then Prime Minister.

Paper tilea are being manufactured in con.
siderable quantities at Chemnitz, Saxony. Thoy
are much cheaper than the ordinary description?,

are used in all buildings that have lately been
erected for the Govoiniuent, and are commonly
adopted for roofing sheds, stables, barns, and
erections of a temporary character.

The Liverpool Health Committee has come to

a practical resolution on the question of dealing
with cellars unfit for human habitation. To
avoid the expense which the complete filling up
would involve it is proposed that the doorways
and stairs should be built up, and that the parta

not filled up should be covered with a gratiuL^,

the apertures in which are to be sufficiently small

Co prevent ashes or other refuse passing through.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING
WEEK.

Monday.—Royal Inatitiito of British Architects.—
Special Gen.r.il Meetin? of Members only, to
consider a leport of tlie committee on the
Metropolitaa Buildingd ami Manasemeut Bill
8.

Entomological Society, 7.

Society of Engineers.—"On Explosive Com-
pounds for En'^iueering Purposes," by Mr. P.
F. Nursey, 7.::i0.

Tuesday.— Royal Institution.—Fourth lecture " On the
Fine Arts, including a Survey of the Motive
and History of Imitative Art, especially Sculp-
ture, from the Earliest Stages," by E. Westma-
cott, R.A., P.R.S., S.

Anthropological Society, 8.

Institution of Civil Eugineers.—"Mauritius
Railway, Midland Line," by Mr. J. B. Mosse,
M. Inst. C.E ,8.

Wednesday.—Society of Arts.—"On the Useful Appli-
tion of Waste Products and Undeveloped Sub-
stances" by P. L. Simmonds, Esq., 8.

Thursday.—Royal Institution.—- On the Involuntary
Movements of Animals," by Dr. Michael
Foster, 3.

Liunean Society, S.

Friday.—Royal Institution.—"Tree and Serpent
Worship, as exemplified by Recently Dis-
covered Indian Moinioionts," by James Fer-
gusson, Esq., F.R S.

Archit.ectvir.al Association.—"The Architec-
ture of Belgium," by R. Phone Spiers,
A. R. I.E. A.

Satokdav.—Associated Arts Institute.-" On the
Beautiful," paper by R. Batemau, Esq.

^at^itts fur litljcittioiis

CONNECTED WITH THE BUILDINQ TEADB.

004 n. H. HAZARD. Coiling or. Revolvi.vg Shdttebs.
D.^ted .llarch 17, 186S.
This invention consists of .in open shutter in the form

of.igratmsmiideofh,™ .,. ,„-:,| „, ^ooi, the ends of
Kludi bars are fnvn !i • • |,i,,oes to en.abls them
to Ijo riveted or SCI , „iuuU form of shutter
or grating, from li.;aii., ,,,. [...-cis before named, can
be rolled up into a coil oi luuud ,i roller or cyUnder —
Fateut abaudoned.

931 W. R. LAKE. Ventilatino Windows and Window
Blinds. (A comumuicati.iii). llit,>d Miu-uli 1:1, ISCS.

Heretheiia,-:,!,,,.
i,,

,,,|. , ,>
,

:,., ,,f .^„^, s„it.
aWecoustni

, ,ly occupied
by plain si,,

,

,;.
:..n,ied either

of tr.aiispa,c.,: ,, , ,, ,:,,, :

,, :,. f,om side to
side, and partially filled with u.itcrMiiiiiliclfium above so as
to intercept and absorb the dust, ivhile the air is allowed to
enter the carriage or building fresh and cool from its paa-
s,age over the water.—Patent abaudoned.

i)36 J E. LANE. Heating or Warming Buildings, Etc
Dated March 19, 1S6S.
The apparatus here used is composed of a series of oblong

water chambers disposed horizoutally one above another,
with flue spaces between, through which the smoke and pro-
ducts of combustion pass for imparting the heat desired —
Patent abandoned.

037 W. RICHARDSON. J[v::i i
,

-'Bril...
The patentee cla

; the I

M.ixu-

i tliat
il'"-:

'
""

' '' '! :i>ci-3ittothemould. Sccniid." the i.„„i
I'l" I

i :

i
il\irated bricks or tiles passing loosely

*''
I 1. and fixed to stationary bars. Third,

tl" li .; ]. ii.iii.d water or steam pipes traversing the
m.iiilds loiilif piirpocie of lubricating aud heating the same.—Patent completed.

S43 H. CHAMBERLAIN and J. CRAVEN. Burninq
and Drying of Brick.si, Lime, Etc. (Partly a communica-
tion.) Dated March IS, ISfl.S.

The patentee claims, firat, the combinatio,. with what
are known as Hofl'mann's continuous action kiJns of fixed or
portable exhanstere or blowers for producing forced com-
bustion in such kilns, and for more rapidly carryingofi" the
steam and moisture emitted from the materials or sub-
stances under treatment, as described. Second, the applica-
tion and use of fires contained in grates situate over the
mouths of the air-inlet apertures of what are known asHotf-
niaun's continuous action kilns, as and for the purpose
described. Third, the application and use to and in the
firing holes to what are known as Holfmann's continuous
action kilns of movable contracted mouthpieces, or inverted
hollow truncated cones, as and for the purpose described.—
Patent completed.

Erabe Sehjs.

TENDERS.
Kidderminster,— ,\t a meeting of the building commit-

tee of the New Market Hall to consider the tondeni for the
hall, it was found that there were eight tenders sent in,

varying from £1,940 up to £2.6.50. That of Jlessrs. Good,
man and Wilks, for £1,940, was accepted.

BiRMiNonAM.--For erecting premises for Mr. Ilorton in
Worcester-street. Mr. Thomson Plevins, architect. Quan-
tities supplied :

—

Webb and Son £6891)

W. and B. N. Smith 6750
Partridge 67.50

Cresawell and Sons 6732
Bamsley and Sons 64S8
Jeffrey and Pritchard 0125
Hardwick and Son 6120
BriggsandSou 6375
Jones 6336
Horsley Brothers 6t89

.^Sli. Matthews C061
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Birmingham.—For erecting two houses, for Messrs. Taun-
ton, Brifitol-ioad. James Cranston, Eb(|., arcliitect :

—

Joseph J. R. C.

Taunton, Esq. Taunton. Total.

Harley and Bloor £1980 ...£1150 .., £3130
Jttfery and Pritchard 1950 ... 1170 ... 3120
Matthews 1900 .. 1170 ... 3070
Garlick 1917 16 ... 1119 13 ... 3037 9
Bennett 1S79 ... 1150 ... 3029
Horsley Brothers 18^7 ... 1110 ... 2950

Derby.—For the sewering and completing Whitecross-
street, in the Borough of Derby. Mr. George Thompson,
Borough surveyor :

—
Parrott ^ £824
Lee 620
Tomlinsou 530
Thompson (accepted) 527

Heathwood.—For erecting a residence, coach house, and
stables, at Heathwood, Kent, for John Webster, Esq. Mr.
John Tarring, architect, 69, Basinghall-street, E.C. :

—

Stimpson £3717
Dove Brothers 3500
Henshaw 3394.

Patman and Fotheriugham 3385
Hill and Sons 3340
Keyes and Head 3199
Robinson 2912

LONDOX.—For rebuilding No. 12J, Wood-street, Cheap-
eide, including fittings throughout, for M. Meyer, Esq. Mr.
Herbert Ford, architect. Quantities supplied by Messrs.
Hovenden and Heath :

—

Scrivener and "White £6933 10
Myers and Son 6843
Wm. Henshaw CS28
G. Pritchard 6793
"WebbandSons 6763
W. Brass 6540 10
Browne and Robinson 6540
E. Conder (accepted) 6432
A. Killby 6405
Crafcb and Vaughan (error of £363)... 0197

LoNDOx.—For designing and fitting up luncheon bar, at
22, Colemau-street, E.C. :—

"Wright, Enfield £165

Ldton.—For erecting a house at Luton, for Richard
Brown, Esq. :

—

L. and W. D. Patman, Enfield... £3698
A. Kimberley, Banbury 3675
Patman and Co., London 3585
H. Spencer, Athei-stone 3581
Smart Brothers, Luton 3535 11 8
Thos. Nixon, Loudon 3-t42

Dennett and Co., Nottingham 3396 10
Parnell and Son, Rugby 3107 10
Osborne Brothers, Leicester 3100
Brown, Luton 2991 10
Neale and Sods, Leicester 2904

SOOTHALL.—For erecting bath rooms and lavatory fit-

tings to probationary wards, Southall Schools, for the Guar-
dians of the Poor of St. Maryleboue. Sir. H. S. Snell, ar-

chitect :
—

Gibson Brothers £2S0
Ha
Mauley and Rogers 2r\G

"W. Brown 240
Howard 236
E. Brown (accepted) 227

SouTHWARK.—For additions to Messrs. Gainsford and
Co. 'a premises. High street, Southwark. Messrs. Henry
Jarris and Son, architects:

—

Richardson £3750
Thompson 364-5

Tarrant 3496
Macey 34s''.0

Henshaw 329G
Rider and Son 3250
Downs 3193
Pritchard ,

31S3

Turner andSons 3007

COMPETITIONS.
RoTHERnAM.—March 15. — For plans for the erection of

a public hospital and dispensary. Premiums of £75, £50,
and £25. J. Barras, honorary secretary.

Kidderminster.—February 9.—For plans and specifica-

tions for a combined infirmary and dispensary. S. E. Mor-
ton, Hon. Sec.
Kingston-on-Thames (Queen Elizabeth's Grammar

School).— Srarch 1.—For plana for the erection of a new
school and master's house. Premium of £25. F. Gould, Esq.,

treasurer.

St. Mary's, Dover.—February 20.—For designs for lay-

ing out the proposed new cemetery. Mr. G. Fielding,

Dover.
Leamington.—Febniary 10.—Forplans and specification

for memorial fountain. Premiiuu of£5 5s. for second desigu.

A. S. Field, surveyor.

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BCILDINQ
ESTIMATES.

MoNHorrn New Workhouse.—Febrimry 5.— For the
erection of the new workhouse for the alx>ve Union. E.
Richards, clerk, Board-room, Monmouth.
Strand Union.—February 9 —For the erection of a new

workhouse and subsidiary buildings, at Tanners-end, Ed-
monton, Middlesex. Apply at the olfice, No. 6, Bow-atreet,
CoTent Gaiden.
TosBRiDOE Union.—February 4.—For the erection of

school buildings adjoining the Union at Sandhill. F. Vf.

Stone, clerk, 4, Belvedere-terrace, Tunbridgo Wells.

Wadsley Park (near Shefileld).-Februai-y 10.—For the
erection of two wings, with central buildings, &c., for the
Kew South "Vorkf-lure Asylum. Mr. B. Hartley, W»»l
Biding, surreyor, Poutefract.
Edmonton (Middlesex).-February 9.—For the erection

of a new workhouse and subsidiary buildings, at Tanner's
End. Mr. W. S. Cross, ai-chitect. li, Stranil, W.C.
Carnarvon New Gaol.— Februai-j- 5.—For taking down

a portion of the old gaol, and erecting and completing tlie

south wing and prison oflices of the new gaol. Mr. J.
Thomas, county surveyor, 11, Market-street, Car-
naxTon.

BiRMiNGHAii.—February 17.—Erection of schools to
accommodate 300 boys, with dining hall, workshops,
apartments for masters ;ind te;icliei*s, and other buildings.

Martin and Chamberlain, Christ Church Buildings, Bii"-

mingham.
HoRWicH Moor (near Bolton).—February 6.—Erection

of Primitive Methodist ChapeL Peter Biitterworth,
Honvich Moor, near Bolton.
Great Horton.—February 5.—For erection of Great

Hortou Church. Messrs. J. H. and F. Healey, architects,
Bradford.
East Indian Railway Company.-February 4.—For

the supply and delivery of jtlanking cast-iron pipes and
sluice valves trolly wheels and axles. &c., D. J. Noad, Ea j.

managing director, Nicholas Lane, EC.
Chdrch Road, Battersea Park.- February 5.—For

the erection of St. Philip's Church. Sir. James Kuowles,
architect, Raymond buildings, Gray's Inn, W.C.
Cardiff Gas Light and Coke Company.—February 10.

— For excavating and building a brick gas holder tank, at
Grange Station.
Walthamstow South-eastern Special Drainage Dis-

TRKT. — February 8.—For the construction of about 800
yards of4in. circular brick sewer, 730 yards of 18in., 160 yards
of 15in.. 1,670 yards of 12in., 190 yards of 9m. pipe drain.
Wm. Houghton, clerk to the s;iid committee ; Messrs.
Houghton and Wragg, 15a, St. Helen's-place, E.C.
FaBRUARY 10.—For restoring and reseating Smarden

Church, Kent. J. Clarke, Esq., architect, 13, Stratford-
place, W.
ToP.^HAM, 'WOODBCRY, AND L\'MPSTONE WATERWORKS,

Devon.—February 8.—1. For the construction of a storage
reservoir, laying cast-ii'on mains, and distribution pipes,
with valves &c., in Woodbury. 2. For providing and lay-
ing mains and distribution pipes, &c., in Lympstoue. W.
Serena, secretary, Topsham, Devon.
Leeds Corporation Waterworks.—February 4.—For

the supply of 17,tJ00 tous cast-iron socket pipes. C. A. Cur-
wood, town clerk, Towu-liall, Leeds.
Acton (Middlesex).—February i5.—For the erection of

concrete houses. E. Wyndham Tarn, architect, 31, Meck-
lenburgh-square.

St. John, H.ampstead.—February 5.—For the removal
of coal and other dust and refuse. W. Gribble, vestry
clerk, vestry offices, New End, Hampstead.

St. John, Hampstead.—Februarys.—For the supply of
horses, watercarts, and drivers for watering the road. W.
Gribble, clerk, vesti'y offices. New End, Hampstuod.

St. John, Hampstead,—February 5.—For thesupplyof
Toiksliire, Markfield, Groby, and Penmaenmawr paving,
and Aberdeen and Haytor granite kerb. AV. Gribble, cleik,
vestry office, New End, Hampstead.

St. JlHn, Hampste.\d.—February 5.—For the supply of
best broken Markfield, Guei'usey, Groby, and Bardon hill

granite, and other road materials. W. Gribble, clerk,

vestry offices, New End, Hampstead.
Febkuary 10.—Forreflooriug and refitting the church of

St. Margaret, at Cliffe, near Dover. Mr. Christian, architect,

8a, Whitehall-place, S. \V.

Gheat Yakmijuth.—February 1.—For ballast-keel en-
gine, creosoting apparatus, oak timber, timber and deals.

Isaac Preston, clerk to the commissioners. Great Yar-
mouth,
Cardiff Local Board of Health.—February 23.—

For the supply of fifty iron lamp pillars, and fifty iron
lamp holders. George Salmon, clerk to the Local Board,
Towu-hall, Cardifl^.

CAhDiFF Local Board of Healtel—February 28.-For
the construction of anew outfall sewer, channel, and works
connected therewith. George Salmon, clerk to the Local
Board, Town-hall, Cardifl'.

Leigh (Lancashire).—Februaiy 6.—For the erection of
Primitive -Methodis- chapel and schools. E. Pritchard, C. E.
BoRDEAix (France.)—February 4.—For the supply of

granite for kerbstones. Division des Traveaux Publics,
Hotel de Yille, Bordeaux.
Northamiton Gas-Light Company'. — February 16.

—

For the supply and erection of a gasholder, 100ft.

diameter by yOft. deep, with columns, girdera, ttc.

John Eunson, jun., Engineer to the Company, Northamp-
ton.

PROPEKTY SALES.

January 13.

At the Mart.—By Messrs. Norton, Triet, Watuey, and
Co.—The splemlid achromatic telescope, now fixed in the
Observatory at Hove, near Brighton, Sussex— sold for

11,100.

Leasehold property, known as " Eaton Chapel," Eaton
place, Eaton square, Belcravia, term 99 years from 1790, at

x8 8s. per annum, and underlet for the wliolo term at an
improved rent of £-208 8s. per annum—£1,800.

By Mr. H. Stinton.—Leasehold two residences, Nos 7
and S, Molesworth place, Jefivry street, Camden Town, jui-

nual value £28 each, term SS] years fi'om 1821, at £7 per
annum-£500.

Leasehold three houses, Nos. 10 to 12, Pleasant row, Esseit

road, Islington, producing £112 per annum, term 90 years
from IS. -I, at £21 per annum—£i535.

Lciuehold ground rent of £16 per annum, arising from
Nu.«. l'.i and 14, Granville square, Clerkeuwell, term 71 years
from 1S55, at £4 per annum—£195.

Janu^ flk
At the Mart.—By Mr. John Leo Dale.—Leasehold house,

No. G, Duke street, St. George's in the East, teiiu 32^ yeajs
unexpired, at £3 7s. 6d per annum—£60.

Lcjuiehold house, No. 07, Cannon street road, St. George's
in the East, let at £S0 per amium, term 35 years unexpiied,
at £S 8s. per annum £210.

Leasehold house, No. 148, Globe road, Mileend, let at£28
per .anmim, term 45 years unexpired, at £3 10s. per am
-£205.
Freehold five houses, Nos. 1, 2, 0, 7, and 8, Mayfield

buildings. Princes square, St. Geoi^e's in the fast, pro-
ducing i-tl per annum—£5(J0.

January 19.

At the JIart.—By Messra. C. and H. White.— Leasehold
two residences, Nos. 11 and 12, Oberetoiue ro-oil, St. John's
hill, Waitdisworth, annual value i50 each, term 99 years
from l«tj2. at £7 each per iiunvim—£795.

Le.i.-ebuld two reaidencerf, Xos. 1 and 2, Lilford terrace.

Lilford road, Camberwell, annual value •;35 each, term 42
years unexpired, at £12 ICs. per annum—£565.

January 20.

At the Mart.—By Mr. E. Robins.—Leasehold mansion.

No. 1 7, Hyde Park gardens, annual value £750, term GS
years unexpired, at £78 153. per annum --£9,160.

Leasehold mansion, No. Ill, Eaton square, with stabling,
ifec, in Eccleston mews, let on lease at £400 per annum,
term 56 years uncTpired, at £50 per annum—£8,100.
Leasehold mansion. No. 5, Eaton place, and stabling in

Belgrave mews, let on lease at £280 per annum, term 56 years
xmexpired, at £5 pei annum—£5,00a
By Messrs. Green and Son.—Freehold house and shop.

No. 5, Sharp's buildings, Minories, annual value £70 4«,—
£600.

Freehold house and shop. No. 6, Sharp's buildings, let afc

£66 193. per auuum—£550.
Freehold house. No. 1, Queen, street. Tower hill, let at

£45 lOs. per annum—£360.
Freehold house and shop. No. 16, Jewry street, Aldgate;

let at £30 per annum—££60.
Freehold cottage, No. 1, Norwich court, Upper E\st

Smithfield. let at £1S per annum—£2.30.

Freehold two cottages, Nos. 1 and 2, Loafs bnildinga,.

Upper E;iflt Smithfield, let at £31 4s. per annum-£320.
Leasehold two cottaigei*, Nos, 9 and 10, Norwich court.

Upper East Smithfield, let at £36 83. per annum, term 91
years from 1S24, at £10 per annum-170.

Leasehold two houses, Nos. 4 and 5; Loafs buildings^

Upper East Smithfield, let at £28 IGs. per annum, terna

same as above, at £6 per annum—£1S0.
January 2L

At the Mart,—By Messrs. Newbon and Harding. — Lease-
hold residence, No, 29, Upper Cummiug street, Pentonvilla
road, annual value £50, t^rm 9 years unexpired, at £14 per
annum—£S0.

Leasehold residence. No. 1, Harwood road. Upper Mooras
Park road, Fulham, annual value £40, term 91^ years from
1868, at £6 per auuum—£300.
Freehold premises, Nos. 6 and 7, Chequer alley, and 14,

Twister's alley, between Buuhill row and Whitecross stieot^

producing £41 per annum—£1,310.
Freehold eight tenements, No. 15 to 18, Twister's alley,

and 1 to 4, Haiiley place, Chequer alley, let at £65 per
inum-£l,100.
Freehold two houses, Nos. 19 and 20, Twister's alley, let

at £25 per annum—£635.
Freehold two bouses with shops, Nos. 115 and 116, White*
oss-street, producing £56 per annum—£1.120.

Freehold cottage, sheds, and stable, in Gloucester court,

I real- of above, let at £lO per annum - £200.
January 22.

At the Mart —Bv Messrs. Norton, Trist. Watney, ani Co^
—Absolute reversion to oue moiety of £0,410 Ss. 6d.

Consols, Reduced and New Three per Cents., receivable oa
the death of a lady, aged 81 years—£1,760

Leasehold residence, No. 4, Upper Wimpole street. Caven-
dish square, with stabling, Ac, No. 4, Devonsbiro mews,

I

li 1
. 1. at £17 8s. per auuum, aud under-

M.I £1,540.
Xo. :t7, Finsbury square, term 21

I '.^i> per annum £500.
jd veuts, amounting to £47 9s. per annum,
1^87 to the rack rental, estimated at £340
ed upon eight residences iu Grove lane,

Camberwell—£l,6*.K).

By Messrs. Rushworth, Abbott, and Co. - Freehold busi-
ness" premises, with residence, No. 416, Strand, let on lease

at £ 1 40 uer annum £4,000.

By Messrs. Baker aud Suns.—Freehold 2a. Ir. lOp. of
building land, situate fronting the high road, Willesdeu,

Middlesex—tl.soo.
At Garraway's. — By Mr. R. Reid. — Leasehold resi-

dence, No. 9J, St. Augustine rojul, Camden Town, let

at £55, term £0 years from 1867, at £8 10s. per annum.

—

£6,000.
Jandart 26.

At the Mart. — By 3Ir. Murrell. — Leiisehold i-esi-

dence. No. 2, St. Alban's Villas, Kentiti.h Towu, let at £65
, term 99 years from 1850, at £10 per annum

—

,
No. 6, Drummond crescent, Eustoa.

,
term 77 years from 1826, at^

Leasehold

num,

Leasehold
square, let at £20 p<

i6 per 200.

Leasehold manufacturing premises, situate in Clarendon,

grove, iu the rear of above, producing iiliiO per annum,
term 77 years from 1S23, at £13 per auuum—£-50.

Leasehold house, No, 4, Henry street, Pentonville, let at

£32 per annum, term S7i years from 1789, at £3 3s. per an-
num—£130.

Freehold ground rent of £13 ISs. per annum, secured 011

Nos. 1, 4, and 5, Gerrard street, Islington, term 89 years from
1814- £4:i5.

By Messrs. Lomas aud Flexman.—Leasehold two houses,.

Nos. 79 aud 80, Railway grove, New cross, producing £33 16s.

per annum, term 93 years fi'om 1855, at £14 per auuum

—

£1,000.
Leasehold groimd rent, amounting to £20 per annum,

arising from Nos. 18, 19, '^2, .and 23, Heustridgo place, St.

John's Wood, term 99 yeai-s from 1835-£375.
Leasehold ground rent, amounting to £54 per annum,,

.arising from nine houses in Ordnance ro.id, St. John's wood
term 99 vtai-sfrom 1S35—£990.

Leasehold improved groimd rent of £9 per annumf arising-

from Nos. 4l aud 4i, Hartland road, Keuiish town, term 85^

years from 1S45—£1S5.
January 27.

AttheMart.—By Messrs. Edwin Foi and Bousfield.—

Fi-eehold five acres of building land, situate at Wiuclimore-

hill-£?,000.
By Messrs. J. J. Clemmans and Son.—An annuity o-:

£100, amply secured upon £2.000 E;iat India Railway Com-
pany's £5 per Cent. Debentures, 18G4, receivable during the

life of a lady, aged -44 years- £8^0.

Leasehold business premises. No. 254, Kentish Tow
annual value £100 18s., term ao ye ' •^-- -'

annum—£800.
Leasehold three houses (two with shops), yard and

premises, situate iuthe High street, Stuke Newiugton, pro-

ducing £92 18a. per aimum, term 6i years from lt)27, .at £2&
per annum - £515-

Freehold two houses, Nos. 64 and 66, Phillips street,

Kingslaud road, producing £11 li:s. per annum—£505.

RANDELL and SAUNDERS have much pleasure in in-

forming their friends, aud the Building Trade generally,,

that to facditate building opevatious during the wintes

season, they have provided a large stock of well-aeasonoi

Corsham Down Block Stone.

Bath Stone Office, Corsham, Wilts,—[Advt.J
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BANKBUPTS.
TO 8URRENDRR IN RASINGHALL-STBEET.

Frederick Daymoiid Billings, West Croydon, civil

engineer, February 11, at 1— Cliarle.s Norman, Great Bar-

ton, Bury St. Edmunds, brick and tile maker, February

11, at 1—John Drake Palmer, Fulhaui road, painter and
'decorator, February 17. at 11—Thomas Moulding Tayler,

Newbury, engineer, February S, at 1—John Welton, Led-

bury street, reckhau), builder, February S, at 11—Arthur
WUiiam AVoods, (^ueen square, Finsbury, carpenter, F«b-

aruaiy 11, at "2—Charles Pairish Dixon, Hammersmith,
builder. February M, at 1— Tliomas Harvey, Cambridge,
guilder, February 10, at 1—'Williaui Slargrie, St. George's

road, Camberwfjll, carpenter, February 10, at 2—Isaac

Saunders, Ranelagh terrace and Commercial road, Pimlico,

plumber, February 4, at 1

TO SURRENDER IN THE COUNTRY.
John Allen, Shrewsbuiy, caqjeuter, February 6, at 12—

James Hamer, Torquay, plumber, F'-Iod 'v 'i ;it U—
George William Legg, BirmiDgham, V -

I

i.
i m i;\

at ID—Charles Stuart Watson, Biik. n \. < \\-h-

ruaryS, at 11—WillJamBussell. Bath, |. ;:,,>, ,^ .i . (..ilu-,

February 1, at 11— William Derrick, Bii..ul. Luu.iLi. Feb-
ruary 3, at 11—William Kitg, Yaxley, Hunts, carpenter,
February 2, at 11— Jamea William Leach, Hull, stone-
maaon. February 4, at 11—Jamea Trowsdale, Stockton,
architect, February 3, at 11.

NOTICES OF SITTINGS FOR LAST EXAMINATION.
February 10, S. Caslake, Hornsey rise, engineer-Feb-

ruary 12, G. Gilkes, Teddington, builder— February 15, A.
Pickett, Croydon, builder— February 15, R. Lawsou,
Brook's mews. North, Bayswater, engineer— February 17,

F. Browning, Kiugsdown, near Dartford, lime burner and
timber merchant—February 23, C. Blackmore, Oxford
street, decorator—February 15, W. Smither, Caterham,
plumber and glazier—Febraary 25, T. Lane, Penge,
builder—February ^5, T. Fames, Benfield street, York
road, Battersea, builder—February 17, J. Jackson and W.
JReed, Sheffield, joiuers and builders—February 10, J.
Robertson, Manchester, joiner and builder— February 11,
J. Harris, Burnley, plasterer—February 11, L. Stanworth,
Burnley, stonemason -February 11, J. Welton, Carlton
grove, Peckham, carpenter—February 2(5, W. Heatley, Ley-
toustoue, builder-February 23, H. Baxter, Great Wild
street, Lincoln's Inn fields, builder -February 23, R.
Williams, Princess terrace, Kilburn, plumber and glazier-
February 24, W. Giles, Warwick, builder—Febiuary2!J,
-J. Lee, Birmingham, sawyer—February -i, G. Hartley,
.Sheffield, joiner.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.
Bugbird and Jones, Carnarvon, contractors—W. and W.

Creightou, Morpeth, paperhangera and glaziers—The
Whitland Abbey Slate Company—R. and W. Perry,
Plaistow, builders—Teasdale and Holmes, Newton lane
end, near Wakefield, brickmakers—Batley and Co , New
Tark Gate, Yorkshire, brickmakers—Kay and Howarth,
Eochdale, slaters.

DIVIDENDS.
February 8, J, Best, Seaforth, joiner—February 4, G.

Stevens, Newton Abbott, builder.

BvNKRUPTCY ANNULLED.
Edward Charles Buchanan Tudor, St. George's, Shiffnall,

jilumber, January 13.

LATEST PRICES OF MATERIALS USED
IN CONSTRUCTION.

Quebec, red pin

Oak, white,
birch 3 15 4 15

Qaebec Oak, white..

DftDtzic oak 4 610
fir 2 10 4

aiemelflr 2 10 3 1

Kiifa :; 16 3 i

Swedish 2 2 2 1

Alasta.Quebec red pine
yeUoi 4 10

I do U 6 12

St. Petersburg, yel... 10

Gothenburg, yelloi

Soderbam
Chriatiania, per (

12 ft. by S hy 9 i

DeckPlauk, Djiiitzic,

per 40 ft. 3 in 13
FuMiCB Stonk pr ton 6

Whale. Sth. Sea, pale i

Palm, flue .

Linseed 27 10
Eapeseed, Kng.pale..'34 10 35
Cottoneeed 26 31

Metals.

, Eagllsh M..«M..„„^...per ton
Spanish Soft , do

Sheet „ do
White «„„ „„„ do

Cop BR :—
Sheet ft Sheathing, ft Bolt ....per ton
H.immered Bottoms do

CaltL- and Tough Ingot "
do

O'i

o(
23 6 Of

o)
SO G

Australian do
Yei. Metal Sheathing A Bodfl ....p«rlb

Welsh Bars in Londtn .... , per ton
^ail Rod do
Hoops do

76 77 01
76

6i 7j

Statfordahire Bare... do ;}'

t^eediah Bars
PigB, at Qlaag. No 1

do KM
do l')ti

do lUi. Q 3

do 101
I

oj"

25 10 26 3^

15 15 10

.»»»».... per ton SO 000
perbtl 6 17 U «

Bkouxub or AsTuioir?
H»..»...^ ton 43

COMPLETION of M. YIOLLET-LE-
DUG'S GREAT WORK, "DICTIOy-

NAIRB RATSONNK DE ];aRCIIITECTURE
FRANCAISK du XIo nn N\l.> SIECLE."—
B. T. BATSFORD liegs to aiiii.nn: , i^ .iinpletion of

uglow

t be supplied at the s

Recent Examples of Domestic Arcliitecture.

Imperial 4to,half bound in moroccn, £3 lOs,

VILLA AND COTTAGE
ARCHITECTURE.

Select Esamples of Country and Suburban Residences re-

cently Erected, with a full Descriptive Notice of each

Building.

Thirty Villas and Cottages, the Works of Nineteen diffe-

rent Architects, are illustrated by Plans, Elevations, and
Sections, together with occasional Perspective Views and

Details. The buildings are fjlly described, and in nearly

every case a siateraeut of the actual cost is given.

"This is a volume that those about to build villa resi-

dences or cottages may usefully study. The combined
wit of ninereeu architects can scarcely tail to furnish in-
f Tmation that it. will be a gain for them to acquire.
Builders engaged in erecting such residences for sale will
also find in it many valuable suggestions."— Suilder.

London: Blackie and Son, 44, Paternoster-row.

ANERLEY GARDENS ESTATE, near
the Crystiil Pulace and adjoining Anerley Station.—The

greater part of the laud is already let, but there remain a few choice
sites lor aix-roomed houses at the origiual ground rent. Money
found if wanted,—H. T. Eastman and Sou, 17, Gracechtirth-Btreet,

BUILDING LAND, TOTTENHAM.—
To he LET, upon buildiug leases, for terras of 80 years. PLOTS

of FREEHOLD BUILDING LAND, altogether about J5 acres,
situate within half-au-h.air'.^i riil^ ,.t iha City .and West End. and

BUILDING LAND, SPITALFIELDS,
ne.ir Brick-lane and Commercial-street, "Whitechapel.— 20.00 ^

SQUARE FEET of GROUND, with good frontage, well adapted for
utiiuufacturing premises and cottages, to be LET, on a buildiog
le,'ise. Also Blocks of Dwelling-housea and other preuiii^es adjoin-
ing, let to weekly tenants, to be LET , on repairing leases.— Particu-
lars of Messrs. Norton, Triat, Watuey, and Co., ti2, Old Broad-
street. B.C.

ELIGIBLE BUILDING LAND, abuttinc
on the sea. and immediately adjoining the favourite

of Harw
building
particularly eligible building

the Esaex Coast, to be SOLD freehold, or LET on
perpetual ground rent, redeemableiat pleasure. A

1 convenient plots fronting
the high road leading into

utiguity to the railway sta „_..
the spot. Abundant supply of i^ood water.—Apply to iLr~ J

Timber .aud bricks

Butterworth, architeut and surveyor, Ipswich, Suflblk.

ELIGIBLE BUILDING LAND, on the
BISHOP of LONDON'S ESTATE.—Mr. ROBINS is autho-

rised, (uider special circumstances, to negotiate with EUILDERa of
;o'3d^position, who luay be desirous of taking on lease, in one lot. .^

PLOT of GROUND, aflbrdiDg apace for the
whereby a h

MaU, S.W.

ed ground i ' be 1

SYDENHAM.—BUILDING LAND to be
KJ LET, about nine acres, in one or more lots, containing excel-
lout brick earth and fine timber.-For plans and particulars a-Jiily
to F. W. Arkcoll, Esq., 19(). Tool ty- street ; Robert Slee, Esq.. Parish-
street. Horselydown ; and of Messrs. 4>nooke and Stock, architects
and surveyors, tf. Duke-street, Loudon Bridge, S.E.

TTERY desirable SITES for VILLAS at
V Southaeids. Wimbledon Park, to be LET, onbuildiny leases

or SOLD. The neighbuuihood is well formed, the roads are tho-
roughly established, and sewers, water and gas mains are laid —
Written atipiications to be addressed to Mr. Morris, architect
Carlton-chambers, 12, Regent-street, a.W.

'

rpO ENGINEERS, CONTRACTORS, and
r-r^c-**^''"'-''"'^**

''* ^OLD, several PORTABLE STEAM EN-
t.INES. from 7 to 2U-horse power, also Steam Cranes, Hoists. Over-
lii-.id Travellers. &c., all in good working order; likewise variousChum Pumpa. varying in size from tiiu. to 16iu., and other valuable
plant.— Apply, Hr. Broome, Thames Embaukmcut, Cannon-row

TO ENGINEERS and CONTKACTORS
CAISSONS '"fm"',^;,";","""-?/

"' WKOUOHT a„rt CAST IRON
CAi&bUJNS, lilt, tjiu, long. /It. wide, 4ft. (Jin hiyh tiaed in the
construction of the Thames Embankment, suitable for floating
stages, pontoons, and many other purpoies.—Apply, Mr. BroomT,Thames Emhauku ow, WcBtmiusI

H
PRIZE MEDAL, 1863.AMTLTON & CO..

No. 10, OEEEK STREET. SOUO SQUARE. LONDON, W.
C. A. WATKIN'H PATENT WIRE BOUND, ROUND, had OVAL

PAINTING BRUSHES.
Distemper Bmahes, Sash Tcols, Stlpplmg Bruahea, GUdera' and

Grauiera' Tools.
These goods are made of the best matenalsand workmanship, andhave obtained a high reputation among the chief decorators m thekmgdom. Varnish and Colour Manufacturers, Oilmen Merchants

ftc
.
are suppUed on the lowest terma. Frice IJbIb forwarded on »p'

BREAKFAST.-A Src

uy valuable and important dietary pro-
:n»is'on the nerves as
'li.-nf iho purest elei

\ gentle stimulant

naiJii >
I .. ,L.,n, but of late years such close

has :i .IV. I,-, II:, _n,wthand treatment of cocoa that
o diitki.ii ,1, f.ciiiitiiii il. with every useful quality luUy

which Mr. Eppa attained by hia
oeopathic preparation of cocoa has never been surpassed by any

experimeDt^list. Far and wide the reputfttion of Epps's Cocoa haa
spread by the simple force of its own extraordinary merits. Medical
men of all shades of opinion have agreed in recommending It as the
safest andjnost beneficial article of diet for persona of weak constl-

"" '

ty of .a i>artii'ul*r mode of prepai
all othei

little
> he obtained

tables with a delicately flavoured
y heavy doctors' bills. It is by the
diet that a constitution may be gra-

dually built up until strong enough to resist every tendency t»
disease. Hundreda nf subtle maladies are floating round us ready to
attack wherever there is a weak point. We may escape many a fatal
shaft by keeping ourselves well fortitled with pure blood and a pro-
perly nourished frame."

A GENT AVANTED.—NEW FACING
i~V r.RIC-KS.-WANTED. a P.irty having a connection wi'h
huilder-. 't'-l .:..,t,-..'...r^ >m !.-..-., 1 m, to art as the SOLE AGENT
there i i t ;,, m (,;..,

, ,!,,
i i,., FACING BRICKS. The party

awii II : ,
1

. 1 Ill II as will yield a ]iber*l remune-

uf Mr. Smith. 27, Duke-atreet. West-
four oVIock on Tuesday aud Wed-

nesd:iy. February 9 and 10. —Application by letter, addressed
" Facing Bricks." to ba lodged at the above address on or before
Saturday, February 13.

MONEY on MORTGAGE, to any amount,
ready to be Lent upon Freehold, Leasehold, or Copyhold

Property, repayable by monthly instalments, or bv the interest
payable cjuarterly. Mortgages efl'ected -m easy terms, the law chargea
bsiug fixed and low. -Apply to Mr, Holcombe, 6, Great James-street,
Bedford -row.

MONEY promptly ADVANCED on Per-
Bonal or any available security. A moderate interest, repay-

able by instalmeutx. No preliminary fees.-REAL and PERSONAL
ADVANCE COMPANY (Limited), 2. Tavistock-street. Covent
"

' '14. rfoutbampton-row. Bloomsbury, W.C. Hours,
etoB Bills discounted. Forms in

P. J. HARVEY, Secretary-

MONEY,—Several SUMS of MONEY to
be LENT on personal or other security at 5 per cent. ; alao

oil mortgage of freeholds or leaseholds from 3 per cent.—Apply ia
the first instance by letter, with full particulars, to sive unnecea-
sary trouble, to A. Staunton, Esq., 9, Oreat Russell-street, Blooms-
bury, W.C.

THE HERGCTLES LAND, BUILDING,
audJNVKSTMENT SOCIETY.-IMMEDIATE ADVANCES

are made on Freehold or Lsaiehold Property on very easy terms.
Subscription and other sliares are issued bearing interest at the rata
of £5 per cent., with profits added at the end of every two yeara.—
Prosiectusea, rules, &c.,0Q appUcation at the Society's Offices, 39,
Moorgate-street, £.C.

T. J. WESLEY BENNETT, Secretary.

)ATENTS, .Vp.— !\rR.. J. D. MEWBURN
whof'ir IIm. . ;.-. ': M r. 1868. conducted the

ensive pati'iir ;
i

.

i

. K.iiiertson. Brooman. and
. isnow.aii I I M

.

, |.i,u-ti8ingas a PATENT

ROBERTSON, BROOMAN, and CO.,
PATENT AND DESIGNS REGISTRATION AGENTS.

l()fi. Fleet-street, London.

COMPENSATION in CASE of INJURY,
and a FIXED SUM in CASE of D EATH caused by

ACCIDENT of ANY KIND,
may be secured by a policy of the

RAILWAY PASSENGERS' ASSURANCE
COMPANY.

An Annual Payment of £3 to £^ 5^. insures £1,000 at Death,
and an Allnw,Lii.e !it the KiUe nl £'; per week for luiury.

RAH.WAY ,\''i-lIii:\1S ALONE
INSUEANI'i: I" I I . II iirBLE JOtTBIfEYS.

Forparti.iil n. Railway Stotions,

64, CoRNHiLL, and 10, Recknt Street, London
WILLIAM J. VIAN, Secretary.

JOURNEYMEN ("A liVETtS' TRADE
SOCIETY—EMl'LM', M i , ,, ,|i..dfully in-

formed that the above '
I

: ' .
I

1 I.VKNINGat

GRISTOCK'S GOUT and RHEUMATIC
PILLS.—Twenty years have pr>ved their superiority above

other remedies oilered to the public for Gout, Rheuinatism, Lmn-
bago. Pains In the Limbs, «c.—Sold by all Cliemiets ami Medicino

throughout the Kingdom, at "id., Is. l)d.. and Js. !)d. per

R OYAL POLYTECHNI C—
CHRISTMAS FESTIVAL NOVELTIES.—Crowded Houset

B their Continuance.—Professor f epper's philosophical and
ry story, " Sin^ine and Sfn'itive Flames I" with pathetic
HiJMiiH -' riji- .MvvtiirKHH H.ui t

" (the latest illusion of Pro-
I

^
i

I

, i.tiiiues to mystify the
. iiwlllilnd"A-lnd(l.ia,'*

^:<'i. : dio amic picture!
I, II '* lecture, provides a111 M I hinery—Dugwar's un-

l.'l .lii:i:liiii,'-.M ittliiwR LfiiiiLit.kUli' Magic—"On Earthquakes
" ' ' L. King, Es(i.—"Th* Spectre Rujitfr,"

> i\A

w
TO ARCHITECTS, SURVEYORS, d:c.

ILLIAM SY.MONS and HiS APPA-
.ITUS t.,r A'ifKNniM: STKEPLE-^, WE \rHliKC0CK3,

MONUMENTS,
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UNPER THK PATKONAOK OF H.M THE QTrEKX.

THE LONDON PARQUETRY WORKS,
The i;rst M;inufftClorv established in England (In 1841) by

CHARLES .STKINITZ. founder of the Fn^iifh riiKiiutry Business
for the excUiaive produttiou of

"Solid and Plated" Parquet Floors. Borders,
Ceiling's and Wall Decoration

In Geoiiiotrical. Curviline;»r and Mojiii- imttfn.fi.

r Plana and F-siimntes. for Firat-tl.iss work only, prcpurtd free of

expenae. Manufactory—I'fimher welt Hall. Orove Laut'. t'auibevwfll,

8;B, Sole Agents and Show Koom, GHlow and Co., 176 and 177,

Oxford-Btre»t. W.

M-ESSES. CHARLES DEVAUX nnd
COMPANY. Rralttrs and Cmi'mees ot tho VIF.ILI.K

C. H. DAVIES and CO.'S
GENUIKE AXD ARTISTIC

SOLID PARQUET FLOORS.
N.B.—Designers kud Tracticill Joinera.

CAMBRIDGE HALL, NEWMAN STREET,

Bm^IINGUAM.

THE NEW GREAT
WESTERN HOTEL,

(SNOW HILL STATION),

IS OPEN.

FLOORS OF

RACQUET COURTS
AND

BOWLING ALLEYS.
The PYRIMONT SEYSSEL ASPHALTE. late " Claridge's

Patent." iareooiDDieLdedas the best and most dim,blf» material fur

the above purroat^s. A li^t of works to whiL-li the above material

has been Buccessfully applied siuiie ls;iS, for

KOOFS AND FLOORS,

ean be had of J. FARR.ELL. Secretary, 5, ParUament-Btreat, S.W.

PORTLAND STONE STEAM SAW
WILLS. ISLE of PORTLAND. CHARLK? HOLLAND and

Cn.. Proprietors.—PORTLAND STONE from the Saw delivered to

Ship at Portland, or Railway,—For prices, apply to

CHARLES HOLLAND & Co., ISLE of PORTLAND, DOBSET.

MANSFIELD STONE, White or Red, in
BLOCKS Tip to Ten Tons, and the Beda from 1 to 5 feot thick

fnipplipd also in Sawn Slah«, for Floor« or OravuntonM. and in

BiantlinE, for Steps and Sills.—Mr. BOBBBT LINDLEY, Qwarry
Owner Mansfield, KottinshamshlTe.

PORTLAND STONE.—Direct from tlie

Quarries, in large or small quantities, hv GreitWeHtTn or
South-Western Failwava or by Ship.—Address. Mr. G. R Crickmay.
77. St. Thoinas-atreet, Weymouth.

Grand Prize, Paris Exhibition,

HOFFMAN'S PATENT KILN for
Burning Brieka, Tilea, Pottery. Lime, Cement, and Roantinv

Ores at a saving of Two-thirds of the Fuel.—For iwirtleularp. and toxoe

it work, apply to Mr. H. Chamberlain, S, St. John's. 'Wakeaeld, or to

Mr. Hermann Wedekind. 3. Gre.at Towerttreet, E.O.

OMOKY CHIMNEYS CURED.—Terms,
kj no Cure, no Pav.—Numerous respectable refert'iices, among
which are All Saints' Clertrr h -.uses. Margaret-street. W ; the Rev.
W. Upton Richard'!, r,:!, A!b:*iiv.stri-pt, Regeufa Park; Moniack
Castle, near luvenn---: ^t M,, : r,,nvent. Edinburgh : White
Hall, Cuiuberlaud ; i: t Innnberland ; The College,
Isle of Cuiiibr.Ae. 1" i i . I i \ College. Abingdon ; Tower
House, tipper Nor,>...L, v.

,
v \.l.liesa JOHN EDWARDS and

CO.. 1, Vaosittart-atixa, Lvi.U id. L>,ndou. S.E.

W C. HAWKER
LIME, CEMENT, & PLASTER MERCHANT

BELMONT LIME WHARF.
YORK ROAD (on the Cinal Bridge). KING'S CROSS, N.,

Nearly oppoilte Entrance to Goods Statinu. Great Northern Railway.
CORRUGATED ROOFING TILES.

BLUE GROOVED AND PLAIN STABLE PAVING BRICKS.

PATENT ENCAUSTIC,
GEOMETRICAL, & GLAZED TILES.

Sound. Durable, and in Bright Colours, for Churches, Halls, and
Corridors. Manuiacturers.

MALKIN & CO.,
Burslem. Staffordshire. London Agents. HARLAND and FISHER
Ecclesinstical Decorators, 33. Southampton -street, ttrand. where
designs and all information may be had.

HE ONLY PATK^T GEOMETRICAL,
_|_ Mm ' i I '

1 1 TILE DEPOT in Loudon,
Ti

decorations. &c., foi

1 sent to all parts. Pat ti

Oi'namental Flower Puts and Boxes Supplied.

CI OX and SON'S
/ C.VTALOOUEof CHURCH FURNITURE.

With 63 Dealgus for Church Furniture, Gothic Metal Work, Deco-

which SUined Glass Wiudowa have been erected by them.
C.VTALOGIE of MONUMENTS.

Tomb Rails, Headstonea, Memorial Brasses. &c., designed by eminent
Architects.

Either of the above Catalogues forwarded post free on receipt of

bIx stamps.
OABVLNU.—A great reduction effected by roughing out the wout

by machinery, and finishing o^ly by hand labour.

GOTHIC JOINERS' WOKK AND FURNITURE.
GOTHIC METAL WORK of every description, both in Silver,

Bniss, and Inm.
ESTIMATES FURNISHED to tlie Clergy. Architects, and the Trade.

SHOW ROOMS. -1^ & V, tiuUTHAMPTON STREET. STRAND.
STAINED GLASS WORKS. 43 aid 44, Maiden-laae

(adjoining the .-how Booms).
WOOD and STONE CARVING. GOTHIC METAL, and MONU-

MENTAL WORKS.
COLLEGE WHARF. BELVKDEBE-ROAD. LAMBETH, S.E.

JOHN VkTESTON and CO.,
.^OLID ANI. VKNFERED

HANDRAIL MANUFACTURERS,
80, UPPER WHITECUO^?) Si'IiEti.T, LONDON, E.G.

TIMBEE, DEALS, PLOOEING, & MOULDINGS
JOSEPH AND ALFRED ROSLING,
SOUTHWARK BRIDGE WHARF. BANK8IDE,

Keep » Urge and well-seasoned stock coii^tiLiitly on hand, which frci

the facility aflorded by rivcr-iide prt

yard*, they are enabled to atdl al

ARCHITECTURAL ENRICHMENTS in
PAPIEE MACHE, CAKTOS riEUKE. and COMPOSITION,

Tn-oduced iu the he=t style : and eBtimates furuished on receipt o f

diiiiviuga. Established 80 years. WILLIAM SMAKT, 41. Cliltou-

Btreet, Finsburyi Loudon. E.G.

GEORGE ALLEN'S GREY STONE and
CHALK LIME WHARF.

Roman and Portland Cemeut. Plaster. Ualr, Sand.
Laths. Brieke and Tiles. Stoneware. Dram Pii)ee Chimney-pots

WELSH and Stouibridge Fire Bricks, TUes, and Lumps.
DANVER'S WHARF.

Font ot Battersea BHdno, Chelsea.

STAFFOEDSHIEE BLUE PAVING BRICKS,

AS laid on Charing-Cross Suspen.sion Bridge
April, 185B : also Chelaea New Bridge.

Only Depot in London,
AGAR WHARF,

KING'S ROAD, CAMDEN TOWN, N.W,
Sole Consignee, JAMES U^TWIN;

Private Residence, 'i?, Netsou-aquar-!, I'.lacktriarfl-road. 8.
BooOng Ridge TUee and Blue Brirks ot all descriptioiu alwaT* i&

Stock.

GAULT BRICKS, OTFORD WORKS-
6EVEN0AK8. KENT '-. v ! w. Archee. Ac, PlaV

form, Hiph Level Station. ' i ; li e hritka can ho
delivered at any station on tl,. i .

• .,,1, and Dover Rail-
way, or at any at.atiou hk com < 1 n ',' i),. Altio clean Bh&ry
Band for building purijoaea, A;c.—Api ly ti- the ^lanager.

A. J. TATHAM,
14. fcOTJTH WHAP.F. PAPDINQTON CW.): "nd

PURFLEET WHAltP. EARL-.STREET. BLACKFKIARS K.O

V.I1IE, CEMENT &PLASTEEMERCHANT.
BLUE GOOD.S OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

BALTIC TVHARF, PUTNEY, S.W.—
ROBERT AVI39 and CO., Lime, Comont, Plaster, and San

Merchants. Bricks. Tiles, Slates. Chimney pota, Stoneware. Drai^

Pipes, Latha. Hair, Fire Goods, and all kinds of Building U aterial

ASPHALTE—TRINIDAD—SEYSSELL
—MINERAL TAR.

THOMAS HARRISON and CO. have now s repnlar supply ot

ROCHE ASPHALTE and MASTIC MINERAL TAR from France,

and can undertake to execute any work in Asidialte of the very flnea£

Seyjipell quality, aa well as Trinidad and British Asphaltes. on ho
most reaeonable t^rms.

PREPARED {^°^ ^^^^ description of BuitniNO, Raii-wat and

TEMPERED (
lor^^^'^poae.Tifuatlon. and Exroar ro btkev

Rendered to uniform consistency by StAam Power.

The trade Bupplied on advanLigeoua terms; and eatlmates given for

works of any magnitude ; also for

LAYING TAR PAVEMENT.
THOMAS HAKRISON S Co.

ASPHALTE. WHITING. AND PAINT WORKS—
Cambridge He.ith Wharf. Hackney,
Sunderland Wharf, Rotherhithe,

Ci T Offices—No. 1(J6. FENCHURCU-STREET. CITY, EC.

POLONCEAU & SEYSSEL ASPHAXTE.

uorlng of every desoiiptioii

of ].

BRICKS.—To CONTRACTORS and
BUILDERS.—STOCKS, GRIZKLLE. ROUGH STOCKS, and

PLACE delivered alongside in rhaices. or up canals, or by London,
Chatham, and Dover Railway, hy LADENT CORBIEKE and SON,
Orleans Brick Fields, Sittiugbourne. Kent.— For price, addreBS,

London office. 30, CaJinon-street. St. Paul's, E.G.

For EBtimatea and Prices, Ac, apply to

JOHN PILKINGTON,
15. FISH STREET HILL. LONDON, E.O.

Country Biuldera Bdpplied with Aepbalte in bulk for covering PImW
ings, Barn Floors, &c.. with instruction» to lay it down.

BATTENS, from £8 per 120.
DEALS, from £15 per 120.
FLOOKIKG, from 9s. per Square.
DRY MAEOGANT, 6d.
•WAINSCOT, 9d,
LATES, 29s.

ANT GOODS PER DOCK AT WHOLESALE RATI3.

TO CONTRACTORS, BUILDERS
MASONS. SCULPTORS and OTHERS.—E. R. PAYNE,

Fvrest of Dean Stone Qourriis. Cle;>rw«'ll, ne.tr Coloford. begs

ompared withli

MAJESTY'S

LETTERS

Established a.d. 1774.

AUSTIN'S NEW IMPERIAL PATENT
SUPERFINE FLAX SASH LINE.

The above article is no* being mauufactured and sold in large

quantities for Greenhouse .hashes, Public-hou^r Shutters, and othor

heavy work. The manufaoturera woiUi recommend it for Its

itrength, and the large amount of wear in it consequent on its pecu-

AUSTIN'S^IMPFRIAL PATFNT FLAX SASH AND BUND
LINES (two PrLre M. i,.:. « l, u The MtuuracturerB of the above

artlclee i«rticulari> - i
. ,,iu-ution of the Trade to their

Imperial PatentPl.iv . '
.

> in h they are uow making four

quftllUi
"

be purchased L

I, il that in ail cases they ahould
..il.t^iit lines luiule from Jute, which
iiui' the durai'iUty of flax ; couse-

faction to tbo Cuu»umer,
the particular attention of the trade to tholr

article has
quently

IMPERLALFATENT BLIND LINES, which are very euperh

Knythlng yet otierei).

They can be obUlned of aU Ropemakers,

Facton. and Wholesale Jlou^ea in T.iwn o

SAFiS AND LOCKS.
1" OCKS and SAFES.— Btfl'ore purchasing

J uSateor Lock.eud lor a coliy o( GEOROB l-KICES NEW
BOmK LIST o( PRICES, 3 ' ci.fmvliiB". wbkh may tie b«d. 1,;;

" '
"

on RlJulicatiou to bim -
bampttHi

; or 44, Corpoia

form the trade tb;i'

; \TION ; ftud tbiit

HLOCK or CON-
\N STONE ol the

BANKSIDE, SOUTHWARK, S.E.FALCON WHARF,

HONDURAS WHARF, CUBITT-TOWN, POPLAR K.

JOHN NEWTON & Co.,
STltURBBlDOE, NEWCASTLE, * WELSH

FIKEBKICK AND TILE MERCHANTS,
Vrbok«ale«ndt..r E»i,„t(.ili.,n.

Deiiol tor Bati.^iy's Newraslle f.iel.ruks. Clay, 4o.

a on the Shortest Notice and tho moi

Shipping order, executed with despatch,

e addreae in lull to 80. Baok.ide, S.E.

wILKINSON'S CONCRETE FLOOR-

18.')H, and has bt^eu laid f

W. B.WILKINSON and CO.,

PRUDHOE STREET, NEWCASTLEUPON-TTNE.

COLES, SHADBOLT, AND CO.,
CEMENT MANUFACTURERS,

Lime Merchant., Slate, Tile, Drain.Pipe, Hair. Lath, and Fire Goi d,

UEUt'HANTS,

ST. JAMES-S and THORNHILL WHARFS,
CALEIIONIANBOAD, LONDON.

ROMAN CEMENT, m.ide at the above worku, niay be ha.1 Irmh Irem

tlie kilus djilly—a great advantage to dealemaud eewercoutra'Jtori',

PORTLAND CEUKNT, ol 'the beat quality, etrongth, and colour

mauulactured .u Kent, Thl. cement will .aury more .|.ii>l tlmu

any o< the Lia. Ceu,euU. .o much ol which hi brought lulo the

Biiirket, and aold as Portland.
. „ . . , ,„

PLASTER OF PARIS, both coaree and One. ol very auperior ,)u.Uity

and colour. , ,, ,,. .1..1,
LIME. Grey Stone Chalk, and Blue Una Lime, well burnt, l.j the

barge or yard, and may be bad, Ue.h ground, daily, by .leniii

"""I'large u"ortmint ol Olaied stoneware Drain Pli>ea, \ ork.l.ire

Plain, Pan, and Paving lilea, Ualr, Lathi, UhlmneypoU, 4c..al»»j«

I
kept ul dtock.

ALFRED CABTER and Co.,

OLD BETHNAL GREEN ROAD, N.E.
(End ol Elizabeth-Btreet, Hackney-road.1

CABTS, LADDERS, BARROWS, &c.—
GEOROK ELL and CO.. Builders •>! f:>rl«, Vana Waggons

Ti-ucke. Trolleys, Sc, Coiiti-aclors' .uid
"'"'''".Cl,','.!,'"',.,,-,,, r, »

LADDERS, BAP.ROWS, TKESTLKs, slEI'.f POBTABLIS
SCAFFOLDS, PICK-HELVES, HAM.MLR UAI.DLLS, 4o

Wheels made by Improved Machinery on the Premise.

A larce Variety ol both Liirht and Heavy Wheel" kept In Stock.

Barrows D.d.liin and other Carta, intended lor Exportation, and

made by Maeliiuery bo as to be iuu-rcbangeable in their parte.

Dobbin Carls. 19; Brick C.%itt. j:i6 ; Navie barrowe. 10». 6d.

ScaUoldlng, Ladders, Barrow., Trestles, Step, te.. Lent on Hire.

Price Lists on application.

GEORGE ELL & CO.,
EUSTON WORKS. 866 and 368, KU6T0N ROAD. LONDON, N.W

JOSEPH trlLLOTT'S

SCHOOL FURNITURE.
BANKS'S PATENT SCHOOL DESKS,

convertible into a comtortable seat or tiihie. from 3». iwr ft.

nimtratedCatalogueBof the above, and aU other kinds of school

""""'SIDEBOTHAM, BANKS, & CO.,

CHURCH and SCHOOL FUBXITURE MANUFACTURERS,
PARSONAGE WUUK3, 4, Al.BliUT STREET, MANCUBSTEB

Loi.n..» AoK^-r-.Mr. D. O. BOYD,
Museum ol Biulilmg Appliances. M. Maddoux-strect. Hunover

S(iuare, where Samples can be seen.

THE^TANNED LEATHER COMPANY
AKMIT WOKKS,

GREENFIELD, NEAR MANCHESTER,
TANNERS, CUKKIEIIS, and MANUFACTUKEaS OP

IMPROVED
Tanned Leather Driving Straps

for Machinery.
PRIME STRAP ANL 30LE BUTTS.

Price List.-* «eii-- fiee by post

WAREHOUSE—SI, MARK-liASE, LONDON, E.O.
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ARCHITECTURE IN THE EOTAL
ACADEMY.

PROFESSOR WESTMACOTT, at a late

meeting of the Associated Arts Club,

descanted with truth upon the great advan-
tages whicli had arisen to the architectural

profession from the open discussion of the

principles of their art, and of the questions of

the day connected with it, in the rooms of the

Royal Institute of British Architects. He
also pointed out the corresponding disad-

vantages under which the art of painting had
suffered from the absence ot any such oppor-
tunities of public discussion before the forma-
tion of the new society. This, as a letter in

the Standard of December 8, reminds lis,

forces upon our attention the other side of

the question. It would doubtless have
been very advantageous to such a school

as the pre-Raphaelites in its younger days
of enthusiasm—an enthusiasm which, with
all its honesty of purpose, led to so

many mistakes fatal to the cause unless re-

pented of and remedied—if its crotchets had
been exposed and its principles sifted by
public discussion ; and we still look with great

hope to the efforts of such a society as that we
have mentioned. But, just as painters have
wanted advice and discussion, so has archi-

tectural art wanted proper exhibition. The
time has now come for the remedy. If archi-

tecture cannot be thoroughly well repre-

sented in the Royal Academy—at least, upon
something like an equality with that of

painting —it had really better be absent. Of
late years the show has been a libel on the
profession. We do not mean to say that no
good things have appeared—our own criti-

cisms from time to time prove the contrary
;

but if the art of architecture in this country
were to be judged of by these exhibitions we
should hold but a poor place in the world in

it. We cannot see any valid reasons why the
suggestion in the letter to the Standard
should not be carried out. It is highly
desirable that all encouragement should be
given to the exercise of art power—at least,

that art education and training should not be a

disadvantage to an architect. If architecture

is to be the mistress and directress of arts, as

it should be, it ought to be able to show
that it is capable of tilling that high position,

and that as much ability at least, as well as

training and practice, is possessed by its pro-
fessors as belongs to the masters of the sub-

sidiary arts. The great progress made in

painting in this country dates from the
establishment of the Royal Academy, and is

greatly due to the exhibition of executed works
and the consequent facility for the disposal
of them, to the competition which such an
exhibition causes, and, in the case of stu-

dents, the opportunities offered of easily

studying the works of masters in the several
schools. The room provided for the Royal
Academy at Burlington House is so ample
that architecture ought to claim, what we can
scarcely doubt will be accorded to it, a far

larger space than was possible in the old
building. It ought no longer, if it is to be
represented at all, to be treated as if it were
a trifling affair of about the same importance
as miniature painting or enamelling. One
great defect of architectural exhibitions—most
notably in those at Trafalgar-square—has been
the restriction of works sent in to mere draw-
ings. Now, there are few things which are
such entire mysteries to the uninitiated as ar-

chitectural drawings, and consequently few
things which are .so entirely uninteresting.
But it was not only this restriction that fell

so heavily upon the architects. They had

not even a fair amount of space to exhibit

their drawings ; and further still, for

the same reason only a few architects could

exhibit at all. Now, however, there can be

no reason for such restrictions. There is

plenty of room, and an adequate proportion

can and ought to be allotted to architecture

whether the architects will at once occupy it

all or not. As almost every painter who can

paint correctly, and with a fair show of talent,

can get his works exhibited to the public, so

ought it to be with the others. This free

trade in art might not be acceptable to some
of those gentlemen with large businesses but

small individual talent, who, as things are,

are able to get the assistance of more skilled

and clever persons than themselves and reap

the rewards and honours for which their

assistants work. But it will be a great boon
to artists of real merit, and be the means of

bringing to light many a genius which would
probably otherwise be hidden behind the

shadow of mediocre success. It may be said

that opportunities of this kind are offered by
the Institute and other societies, but this is

not the case. No exhibition is comparable as

a means of publication to that of the Royal

Academy. Where hundreds go to others,

thousands of persons visit the Royal Academy,
a large proportion going there more than

once. But it is not only in exhibition of

drawings that such inadequate opportunities

have been offered. What we really want is

to give the public a good idea, not of how
cleverly this or that gentleman can knock off' an

effective pen-and-ink sketch or showy water-

colour, but of how their works look when
executed, and, as far as the case admits, the

actual exhibition of executed works. Both of

these points we consider of far more import-

ance, especiall)' from the most valuable point

of view, namely, the art one, than any facility

for display of drawings of architecture and
art. The former can easily be managed by
devoting a good space for photographs taken
from the works themselves. The unprofes-

sional public would understand these and
enjoy the sight of them. They would, more-
over, escape the risk of being tricked or de-

ceived by fine drawings. The exhibition of

actually executed works themselves would, of

course, only be possible in such things as furni-

ture, ornaments, sculpture, and the like, but

if properly managed we feel sure that

such a collection as might be made year

by year would be one of the most at-

tractive, as well as instructive, features of

the Royal Academy exhibitions ; and if it did

become so attractive, as we feel assured that

it would, we might hope that a prospect of

reward equal to the merit of the works would
stimulate artists to devote more of their time

to such works of art which are now either

impossible or are only done from pure love of

art without a chance of fair remuneration.

A Gothic chalice, or article for the toilet or

household use, may have as much or more
art in it than a large building, and may have

required a far superior education and training

for its production, and, moreover, have
actually taken as long a time in designing

and getting out ; and yet, as things now are,

the one, though au admirable work of a real

artist, is paid for by a trifle utterly incom-
mensurate with its merits, or perhaps only by
thanks ; the other, which any surveyor might
do, brings in a good round sum, and then we
wonder that hue art seems so thoroughly to

have deserted architecture. This state of

things has risen from the want of exhibition.

The displays which tradespeople are able to

make must chiefly be of articles merely of

manufacture, and at present, so far as the

(iothic movement has gone, little better than

mere manufacture has been produced. If,

however, the Royal Academy will take up
the subject, and while excluding from its

exhibitions all mere manufactures and works
of man without talent or art-knowledge, give

the real artist in architectural and ornamental

matters as fair a field as is granted to the oil

painters, we are sure that, as in the times
of Cellini or Matsys, artists in ivory, metal,

stone, or wood, who execute works as good, in

their way, as those done by the painters, will call

forth as much admiration from the public, and
be well paid for their performances. In course

of time, when rich people have come to see and
appreciate the art value of such works, by
means of the power of comparison given in

such an exhibition as we are advocating, it is

pretty certain that as high a price will be
given for the best works as is given every day
for paintings and works similar to those

which would be exhibited done by the best

artists of former times. If Gothic architects

and art-workmen will persist in devoting all

their time to one class of work, the merely
ecclesiastical, which, more or less, must have
a considerable degree of sameness and mono-
tony about it, there is not much hope that

we shall get much beyond the copies from
old work, imperfectly and tamely executed,

which are repeated over and over again, till

one scarcely ever thinks it worth while to ask

to see anything of the kind in any church, no
matter how much money has been lavished

upon it and its ornaments. If, however, it

should prove that good emolument and much
praise maybe gained by first-rate artists devot-

ing their time and knowledge to costly secular

work, the thing will be done. We know of

no Ijetter chance of beginning a new era in

this matter than the establishment of an ex-

hibition of executed work in connection with
the Royal Academy, and we call upon those

architects who are something more than
mere builders or surveyors to agitate for its

accomplishment. It will be a ridiculous

thing, as well as fatal to the architectural

department of the Royal Academy, if it is not

properly represented in the new buildings.

Of course we know that there is sure to be

much opposition in high places; it will not
suit everyone that public attention should be

called to art power in relation to architecture.

There will be obstacles of all sorts to remove
and difficulties to be met ; but that should

only be a further motive for energetic action.

To ensure success absolute fairness in accept-

ance or rejection of works offered for exhibi-

tion, and in their proper displaj', must be

shown. It would seem, also, but fair that a

larger number of architects should be made
associates at least. Whether this can be done

or no at present, in the matter of greater

scope and facility for exhibition, there are no
difliculties which may not with energy and
determination be removed. If the present

opportunity is neglected it will be long before

a similar one otters itself. We trust, there-

fore, that a strong move will be made to give

to architecture its proper place in the Aca-

demy, and to afford it that justice which has

hitherto been almost entirely denied it.

VISIT TO THE GROSVENOR MANSIONS.

ON the afternoon of Saturday, January 30,

a numerous party of the members ot

the Architectural Association, headed by
the late President, Mr. R. Phene Spiers, and

Mr. J. Douglass Mathews, Hon. Sec, paid

a visit of inspection to the mansion in course

of erection for Lord Grosvenor in Grosvenor-

place, Hyde Park Corner, and some other of

the houses recently built on the estate of the

Iklarcjuis of Westminster in that locality.

They were most courteously received and con-

ducted over the former by the architect, Mr.

Thomas Cundy, and likewise over the latter

by Mr. Waller, the builder of them. Lord

Grosvenor's mansion, the plans of which were

exhibited and explained by the clerk of

works, is a noble one, the cost of which will

be about £40,(K10. It will possess one of the

finest suites of reception-rooms to be found in

London, and in extent of accommodation is

more like one of the large hotels of the pre-

sent day than a private residence. The

dimensions of the dining-room, which is about
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43ft. long by 28ft. wide, will give an idea of

the size of the apartments. The building,

being a corner house, is lighted on three

sides, and has but one small coiirt in the

centre, mainly for the purpose of ventila-

tion.

The construction of all the houses on tht

estate is very similar, and the description ol

this win apply to almost all of them. They
arc faced externally willi Portland stone, in

the selection of which from the best beds of

the variety known as the brown stone, the

only reliable one, great care has been taken.

Some other stones, as red Mansfield and
polished granites, have been sparingly intro-

duced to relieve the colour and general effect.

The body of all the wall.s is buQt of brick-

work in cement to obviate all danger of set-

tlement by reason of possible want of bond
between it and the stone facing, and the

result of this precaution has been eminently
satisfactory, as not a single settlement of any
description has taken place, although in the

case of the mansion of which we are speak-
ing the foundations have had to be carried

down to the immense depth of 40ft. through
made ground until the stratum of blue clay

was reached.

The ground floors are of fireproof construc-

tion, here and in most cases that known as

Dennett's, with rolled WTOuglit-iron girders

eft. or 8ft. apart, and arched filling in of the

material made by that firm, composed mainly
of gypsum. These are only 4ia. or Ijin.

thick at the crown and about lOin. at the
haunches. They have no thrust, and possess

great strength, as even a heavy weight dropped
on them from a height only makes a clean

hole through them and does not disturb the
stability of the rest. When the bearings are

beyond what rolled girders can span, built

box girders are used, and these carry the

weight of floors and partitions for two stories

only, being rejjeated if needed above ; by
this mode any intermediate portion of the
structure can be readily removed and altered

when required. No cast-iron girders what-
ever have been used.

There is a 6j)aciou3 entrance hall and stair-

case beyond ; and on the first floor are two
grand saloons and a boudoir en suite, and
Lord Grosvenor's own bed and dressing rooms,
&c. On each floor over are no less than ten
rooms in a range. This building being only
in carcase, of course nothing but the propor-

tions and construction of its interior could be
noticed. The high roofs of French character

which form such conspicuous features of these

new buildings are all usefully occupied,

are interesting in their construction, and, like

all the woodwork partitions, are constructed

with timbers of ample scantlings; the hips

are of three pieces bolted together, and
diagonal braces distribute the weiglit to points

on the wall, i'rom which dragon girders in the
flooring arc thrown across the angles as ties.

The hips and tops of these towers are covered
ornamentally with zinc. But Mr. Gundy
explained that zinc was not used elsewhere in

the buildings, lie having, after careful exami-
nation, discarded it for lead. The zincwork
is 13 gauge, manufactured in France, and
far heavier than that used ordinarily.

In some portions of the exterior of these
buildings terra cotta has been used, but, to

the annoyance of the architect, has been
painted over to resemble the stone. It has
not been found a mucli less expensive mate-
rial than stone, and the builders have con-
i-tantly begged to be allowed to execute the
work in hard stone instead, rather than wait,
as is necessary, for the terra cotta.

Care has been taken with regard to ventila-

tion, the kitchen flue and that of the heating
apparatus being each carried np within a

hollow space, with which the ventilation flues

are connected and a quick draught in them
ensured. Provision for the entrance of fresh
air is made at the top of the rooms, so that
it becomes warmed during its descent, and
no draught k felt by the occupants.

After Lord Grosvenor's mansion, two other

houses were inspected under the guidance of

Mr. Waller, the first being of about £20,000
cost. Here the ground floor was constructed

of brick arches in place of Dennett's material,

the cost being about the same. There was no
great novelty in the plan, the ground iloor

being occupied by two rooms with passage

and staircase alongside, but a third and
spacious room was added at the back, a court
Ijeing left between it and the dining-room.

Such a room as a billiard-room or otherwise

is doubtless a great luxury, but one only
attained here by some sacrifice of light and
prospect to the dining-room, but not, how-
ever, to such an extent as to be very prejudi-

cial to a room of that character used mainly
at night time, and the building behind, being
only of one story, does not interfere with the

drawing-room floor above.
The next house visited was one of those in

Grosvenor Gardens, which has been recently

sold for £27,000. The plan is a simple and
good one, having on the ground floor two
square rooms to the front with entrance
passage, a main staircase lighted by the well-

hole in the centre, a long dining-room and
smaller room at the back, with servants'

staircase, lift, &o. The basement is well
planned, the whole portion beneath the
ground floor mentioned being comfortably
arranged for the use of servants, including
still-room, &c., but exclusive of the kitchen,
which, with its appurtenances, is quite sepa-
rate and at the back, yet by means of the lift

in ready communication with the dining-
room. The decorations of this house were
completed, but were of no remarkable or

novel character, and though the sheen of the
painting and graining was evidently dear to

the builder's heart, less showy but more
durable materials would doubtless have been
the architect's choice, as no doubt he will

prove in the completion of Lord Grosvenor's

mansion.
Of the architectural character of the ex-

terior of these buildings, sufficient time was
not at the disposal of the members to enable

them to see much, and the forest of scalfold-

ing with which the principal building named
is surrounded must be removed before any
fair judgment can be formed of it. In the
approach to Grosvenor Gardens from Hyde
Park, however, no one can fail to be struck
by tlie novel and imposing character of the
general efl'ect, and the two terraces which
converge and lead up to the stately Ctrosvenor
Hotel, while they assist and harmonise with
that structure, are themselves benefited by its

proximity, and together they have a grandi-

ose appearance which contrasts favour.ably

with the general character of Belgravian
building. We think there is too much of an
attempt to make each block like one public
building, to the ignoring of the fact of its

being composed of separate residences, but
this seems to be inseparable from speculating
building. As speculating building, these

works are a step iar in advance of what has
yet been done, and for such we should be
thankful—thanld'ul to the architect who has

in this well advised his employers, and to the

builder w-hose enterprise has enabled it to

be carried out. To Mr. Waller, we believe, is

due the resolve to have nothing but stone for

the exterior. In his next effort we trust he
will carry this senliincnt a little further, and
banish sliams from the interior as well. The
style adopted may be called Modern French.
We must avow tliat it does not siut our taste,

as we have stated on a preceding occasion.

We, however, gratefully acknowledge the
many obvious merits in the designs, and the
spirit witli which so vast an undertaking has
been conceived. The excursion altogether
w.as one ot profit and interest to the members
of the Association, and the anxious desire to

learn on their part, and the frank and cordial

willingness to impart information on tliat of

Mr. (Jundy, are examples well worthy of

praise and imitation.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF
ARCHITECTS.

BRITISH

ON Jlonday evening, the 1st inst., a special

general meeting of the members was
held in place of the ordinary general meeting,
according to the programme of the session

Its object was to discuss the draft report of the

Committee ou the Metropolitan Buildings
and Management BiU. The report was
amended in a few particulars and approved,
and will be forthwith issued to the members.
It will also be sent oificially to the Metro-
politan Board of Works, who are awaiting
it as the expression of opinion of the principal

body of the profession upon the Bill which it

is their purpose to bring before Parliament.

Although a portion of the above-named draft

report has appeared elsewhere, the publication

of it is, as yet, unauthorised, the copies .sent to

the members and the meeting for the discussion

of the subject having been private, it being
obvious that until the document had been
approved at a general meeting, it coidd have
no official authorit}'. The subject is one of

vital interest to the profisdon and to the

public, and the report will deserve very care-

ful consideration, for which we may return to

it after it has been issued.

I low far an entirely new Bill is needed is a

matter of serious doubt. It would appear
far better to amend the old one in such
particulars as it has been found defective, for

on the whole it has worked well, and has
become a text-book to the building com-
munity. The same reasons that seem to

render impracticable or undesirable the altera-

tion of the currency, notwithstanding that theo-

retically a decimal coinage would be a better

system than that we have, might cause the
Metropolitan Board of Works to hesitate

before they propose an equally sweeping
innovation, in a matter affecting so widely
established custom and public convenience.

MUSEUMS FOR THE PEOPLE.

AAVRITERin Slacmllan, under this head-
ing, says that as public museums of

natural objects are so entirely modern insti-

tutions, we can hardly wonder that no gene-
rally accepted principles have yet been laid

down for their construction or arrangement.
They most frei|uently originated with pri-

vate collectors, whose plan .was naturally

followed iu their enlargement, and when they
outgrew their original domicile an architect

was called in, who, according to his special

tastes, designed a temple or a palace for their

reception. However inconvenient or unsuit-

able the original mode of exhibition might
turn out, or however ill-adapted to its purpose
tlie new building might ]irove, it would, of

course, be exceedingly dilficult and expensive

to alter either of them, more especially as the
modified plan might be found, alter trial, to

have defects as great as that which it re-

placed. The author says that it is evident

museums will increase, and will in the future

constitute important aids in national educa-

tion of the masses, more especially, so ho
thinks, museums of natural history

—

i.e.,

museums that shall illustrate all the sciences

which treat of the earth, nature, and man.
The inexhaustible variety, the strange beauty,

and the wonderful complexity of natural ob-

jects are pre-eminently adapted to excite both
the observing and reflective powers of the

mind, and their study is well calculated to

have an elevating and refining eft'ect ujion

the character. Works of art, on the other

band (continues the author), though in the

highest degree instiucti\'e and elevating to

some minds, are not so universally attractive ;

and, what is more important, do not exercise

so many faculties, and do not olfer such wide
and easily reached fields of study for the

working classes. Some previous training or

special aptitude is required in order to

appreciate them, and it may even be

asserted with truth that the study of
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nature ia a necessary preliminary to tlie

appreciation of art. It does not seem im-

probable that, even if our object were to

make artists and lovers of art, good museums
of natural objects might be the most useful

first step. Wc have I'urtlier to consider tliat

objects of art are already widely spread, and
more or less accessible. Our great public

buildings contaiu their art-decorations. The
houses of tlie wealthy and the shops of our
streets are full of art, and the artisan has

frequent opportunities of seeing them ; while

local exhibitions of art are not uncommon, and
will no doubt be more fre(juent. The very
young and the very ignorant would learn no-

thing in an art museum, while they would cer-

tainly gain both knowledge and pleasure in

such museums as the author proposes. The
suggestions of our author as to the internal ar-

rangement of such museums are well worthy
of perusal by those specially interested. He
gives the following remarks to architects :

—

In designing museums, architects seem to pay
little regard to the purjjoses they are intended
to fulfil. They often adopt the general ar-

rangement of a church, or the immense gal-

lories and lofty halls of a palace. Now the
main object of a museum building isto furnish

the greatest amount of well-lighted space for

the convenient arrangement and exhibition of

objects which all reijuire to be closely ex-

amined. At the same time they should be
visible by several persons at once without
crowding, and admit of otliers freely passing
by them. None except the very largest spe-

cimeus should be placed so as to rise higher
than 7ft. above the floor, so that palatial

rooms and extensive galleries, requiring pro-
portionate altitude, are exceedingly wasteful
of space, and otherwise ill-adapted and unne-
cessary for the real purposes of a museum.
It is true that side galleries against the walls

may be and often are used to utilise the height,

but these are almost necessarily narrow, aud
totally unadapted for the proper exhibition
of any but a limited class of objects. By
this plan, too, the whole upper floor space is

lost, which is of great importance, because a
large proportion of objects are best exhibited
on tables or in detached cases. PoUowing
out this view, a simple and economical plan
for a museum would seem to be a series of

long rooms or galleries, about 35ft. or 4Uft.

wide, and 12ft. or 141t. high-on each floor, the
•1ft. or 5ft. below the ceiling on both sides being
an almost continuous series of window open-
ings, while at rather wide intervals the win-
dows might descend to within 3ft. of the
floor.

A THOUGHT ABOUT THE LAW
COURTS.

A T no time since the Great Fire of London

_/X have there been so many and such good
chauces of beginning the " rebuilding of our
hideous metropolis" as have occurred within
the last quarter of a century. There have
been new streets in different directions with-
out number, new buildings of all dimensions,
entirely new neighbourhoods, or rather towns,
round London buUt up, lines of railways
cuttiug up and through everything, and last,

aud certainly not least, the Thames Embank-
ment ; but the one thing needful there cer-

tainly has not been—an idea for the replan-

ning of the whole metropolis, or a centre of

something new from which a new city might
have sprung characteristic and iu some sort

worthy of the age and feeling of the popular
mind. It cannot be said that there have been
no good, and even splendid, chances for this.

The Houses of Parliament was certainly one
of them, the Foreign OIHce was another ; but
undoubtedly the greatest of all, perhaps since

London was founded, was the Thames Em-
bankment and the new sort of aspect and life,

so different from the old, an<l the very reverse

of it, which it gives to the river. But what a
chance was lost ! Fancy for a moment what
some old Egyptian or Assyrian—which a pro-

fessor of sculpture at the Royal Academy has
just told us " had no art ! "—would have done
with it ! Embankments there would have
been, and platforms, and steps certainly, but
most assuredly he never would have dreamed
of narrowinf) the river. It is impossible to

imagine a more fatal mistake. Wliy, the

Assyrian would have straightened the jiath of

the river, and widened it, may be, and from
Chelsea Reach to the Lower Pool it would
have been a straight line, and the new city

would have sprung up on the line of its granite

sides and embankments and regulated the
directions of its new streets. Thus, the

planned and designed city would have been
the very reverse of the old accidental groups
of streets and houses. But this work is done,

and the Embankment can be but a'tered, if

even that. It is, therefore, only by taking

the public buildings on its banks as key-

notes that the river as it is and the embank-
ment can be made into the central and archi-

tectural highway of London. Somerset
House, and the Houses of Parliament, and
the bridges would seem to form the fixed and
starting points, and the new Law Courts a

fair opportunity of adding to these fixed

points or key-notes, thus to complete a sort

of guide for the future, taking the embank-
ment as a line of settled direction.

Now Westminster Abbey and the Houses
of Parliament form, even as they are, a group
of buildings in skeleton, or loose bones, so to

speak, without connection or sequence, but
still capable of it, and of extension as well,

and it would seem to be but an obvious
thought to follow up the idea of concentrating

the public offices by erecting the proposed
Law Courts close to, and in a line with, the

Government Offices, which collectively form
the Houses of Parliament or Palace of West-
minster, as it is somewhat ambiguously
termed. My proposition would, therefore, be
[and I proposed it in a plan I submitted in

competition at the time the Foreign and India
Offices plans were made] to place the new
Law Courts on the space of ground between
Westminster Bridge on the south, the Thames
Embankment on the east (so as to get a river

front), Parliament-street on the west, so that

the Houses of Parliament and the new build-

ings would form together one side of a con-

nected line of street, and would have for the
other side the Government Offices now in

course of buihling. On the north side the
Law Offices would extend, I suppose (judging
from the extent of the ground taken up by
the Carey-street and Strand site), as far as

the Chapel Royal, WhitehaU. It would be
very difficult to Cud a finer site, or one better

fitted for its purpose or cheaper as to cost,

consequent on the large space of ground
already cleared away for the purposes of the
Metropolitan Railway and Thames Embank-
ment. It seems to me to be a far better spot

than that proposed by Mr. Tite and others

lower down the river. The Strand site, as

now settled, seems to be nowhere, and it was
a pity to pull down so many houses and
.streets without due consideration, and one
cannot help wondering where on earth the

poor people are gone to who were all so sud-

denly turned adrift from it. Do the Board of

Works, ^^•e may bo allowed to ask, know
where all these people are gone to, and where
they found houses poverty-stricken enougli

for not a few of them ? Does Mr. Tite
know ?

Truly tills is a most magnificent chance for

any man to have, but if it is to be Gothic it

will be necessary for Mr. Street, who has

been so lucky as to obtain it, to throw away
nearly, nay quite, every principle and ele-

ment which is now thought to constitute the

strength and spirit and letter of Gothic archi-

tecture. It is a fair opportunity to begin

and build constructivehj with a Gothic art

iilea after this is done, and that Gothic art to

lie not a work of modern manufacture but of

individual artistic skill and invention.

C. Bruce Allen.

%\t ^mkm.

MEASURING.

WITH the simple operations of chaining
a straight line and merely measuring

distances we have nothing to do. The duties
of "leader" and "follower," and the other
working details connected with ranging rods
and arrows, are of a nature so exceedingly ele-

mentary that they would not be suited to our
columns. Moreover, one day in the field will

do more to explain to the neophyte the use
and value of these simple implements than a
whole treatise written about them. The
yoiing surveyor, however, must imderstand
that he is not to take these matters for

granted. He must not be content to watch
his chainmen do the manual work while he
records the measurements and offsets in the
field book. This will not be sufficient. He
must handle the chain himself, no matter
how dirty it may be. He must be able to

chain a certain distance backwards and for-

wards without any appreciable error occurring
in the two measurements. He must know
where errors are likely to occur, where it is

probable they will accumidate ; and such
knowledge can only be acquired by having
done the rough work himself. No one is

competent to direct chainmen (a very trouble-

some task with fresh hands) unless he has
chained many a long distance himself. We
insist strongly upon this point, as we have
known many instances where young men
have been squeamish respecting its fulfilment.

It must be confessed that a hundred-feet
chain stretched at full length along a dirty

public road on a wet day is not a very invit-

ing article for rather a prim young fellow to

take hold of. But it must be done neverthe-
less. Never mind the hands ; a little soap
and warm water will make them all right.

In our own practice, before we permit pupils

to have anything to do with a field book we
oblige them to go through a regular training

in the use of the chain and its minor acces-

sories. They must prove that they are good
chainmen themselves before they delegate

that duty to another.

While giving due praise to the superiority

of the French over the English units of mea-
surements, insomuch as they are all based
upon the decimal principle of subdivision or
multiplication, yet it must be acknowledged
that in other respects the decametre chain
is very ill adapted for surveying work. As-
suming the value of a metre to be equal to

3.28 English feet, the decametre chain equals

32.8ft. in length, or nearly half that of

Guuter's chain. Manifestly this length is a
great deal too short. As the liability to error

iu the total measurement of anj' distance is in

direct proportion to the number of times the

individual measurement is repeated, that is,

to the length of the chain employed, the

chances of mistake are two to one against the

decametre chain compared with our English
standard, and of three to one in comparison
with the chain of lOOft. Assuming the pupil to

be able to measure straight lines accurately

with the chain, the next elementary opera-

tion is to set out a line at any angle with a
given line, or, what amounts to the same, to

ascertain the angle between any two given
lines. In small surveys, where the chain

alone is employed, this is usually confined to

setting out lines at right angles to a given or

base line. The chain, the old cross stall', the

optical square, or any angular instrument of

a more complicated nature may be used for

this purpose, and the extent and importance

of the line to be ranged or set out must deter-

mine the description of method to be used.

Where the line is short the chain may be
employed for the purpose, but it is not so

expeditious a mode as that by the optical

square. It, moreover, involves a little mani-
pulation, in which aa error may be made,
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whereas the optical square performs its task
with mechanical fidelity. AVe will first de-

scribe the formtT method and then explain it.

In fig. 1 let A D be a base or any given Hue, and
it is required to erect a perpendicular at C, in

the direction C E. Measure off C B equal to

30ft., fix one end of the chain at B, ami let it

be firmly held there. Fix the 00th link at C,

leaving ten links loose, as shown by the dotted
line C H in the figure. Take hold of the

central brass, or 50th link of the chain, pull

taut, and fix 'a pin at F. The line ranged
through C F will be a perpendicular to A D
at the point C. In books upon the subject

we have seen this operation described a little

differently. For example, B C is made
equal to 4(^ft. instead of 3uft. It is clear that

as the line A D is fixed, and its direction cer-

tain, it is preferable to make B C equal 30ft.

and C F equal to 40ft., thus giving a longer
line to range out the perpendicular C E, from
which may equal KJOft. or more. The chain
must be pulled quite taut at F, as the whole
accuracy of the proceeding consists in the
triangle being rigidly and evenly constructed

upon the ground. In a ploughed field upon
a wet day, with the links of the chain clogged
with dirt, some care is required to manage
the operation successfully. Theoretically this

simple method of constructing a right-angled

triangleupon the groundis busLMliiponthe 47th
proposition of Euclid. It will be perceived at

a glance that B F- = B C- + F- or (50)2 _
(30- -f 40-). Heduced to the smallest limits

the ratio is 5- = (3- -\- 4-), and consequently
any decimal multiplication of these numbers
yields similarly truthful results. It is, in fact,

the construction of a right-angled triangle, in

which the relative equality between the hypo-
thenuse and the remaining sides is given in

integral numbers. The employment of this

method is evidently limited to short perpen-
diculars, as it is against all principles of sound
surveying to range or produce long lines from
comparatively short ones. Bj' the figure the

longest line from whieh to range out a per-

pendicular to any point C cannot exceed 40ft.,

and it would not be prudent to extend this

towards E beyond 100ft., unless only approxi-
mative accuracy were demanded. I his me-
thod is, therefore, adapted but for very
insignificant distances, and, moreover, should
not be used for setting out lines at right angles

where they are to form subsidiary main lines

of a survey. It will answer well enough for

"building up " small triangles upon existing

base or main lines in order to *' get in " the
irregular boundaries of winding rivers or

Tinsymmetrically shaped woods and fences.

All surveyors should know this method, and
pupils, therefore, will do Avell to practise it.

The accuracy of the point F may be checked
by an angxdar instrument in order to satisfy

the surveyor tliat the method is, first of all, a
correct one, and, secondly, that he can do it

correctly on the ground.

INSTITUTE OF SURVEYORS.
PAROCHIAL ASSESSMENTS. *

MR. RYDE, after glancing at some of the Acts
passed during the early years of George

IV., said :^
Tlie important statute known as " The Poor Law Aniend-

meut Act," was passed in IS.'H. By it the general adminis-
tration of the poor laws was made subject to the regulation
and direction of the Poor Law Board, who are authorised
by this Act to make rules, orders, and regulations for the
management of the poor; for the government of work-
houses ; for the education of the children therein ; for ap-
prenticing the children of the poor ; for the guidance and
control of all guardians, vestries, and parish officers, so far
as relates to the management or relief of the poor, and the
making or entei'ing into contracts, and auditing accounts.
Power was also given by this Act to the Poor Law Board
to create unions ; to order guardians to erect union
workhouses, and to make a workhouse building
rate. (1)

In the following year the Act was passed which con-
solidated and amflnded the laws relating to highways in
Englaud, and provided for the repair of the highways,
roads, bridges, not being county bridges, carriage-ways,
cart- ways, horse- ways, bridle-ways, footways, causeways,
chuixhways, and pavements liable to be repaired by the
parish. (2)

In cases where there does not appear sufficient money in
the hands of the surveyor for the payment to owners
of the recompense to be made for ground taken to widen
Iiighways, or for making new ditches and fences, two
justices may direct the surveyor to make, collect, and levy
an equal additional rate for the purpose ; and where tlie

money collected and raised by fines, forfeitures, and rates,

is not sufficient, after defraying the expenses of repairing
the highways, to defend any prosecution, or to prosecute or
defend any a])peal agreed to be defended or prosecuted
respectively by the inhabitants in vestry assembled,
the surveyor may make, collect, and levy an additional
rate. (3)

The rating legislation of 1935 included provision for
charging to the county rates certain expenses counecttid
with weights and measures ; for the purchase or hire of
lands and buildings for workhouses; and for the re-

covery ofchurch rates from Quakers ; and for the establish,
meut of a borough rate. (4)

The borough rate may be raised in the nature of a
county rate, if at any time the funds of any borough are
insufficient fur payment of debts of the Corporation and
intex'est thereon; for the payment of the salaries of mayors,
recorders, police magistrates, town clerks, and treasurers,

and of all other officeis whom the Town Council may
appoint , and for the payment of the expenses incurred in
preparing and printing burgess lists, ward lists, and notices,

and other mUters attending elections; and for paying any
sums payable by the borough to the treasurer of any
courts ; and for the payment of the expense of maintaining
the borough gaol, house of correction, and corporate build-

ings ; and in boroughs having separate Quarter [Sessions of

the Peace, for paying the expenses of the prosecution,
maintenance, and punishment of offenders; and fur pay-
ment of all other expenses necessarily incurred. But, on
the appointment of a watch committee in any borough, the
powers to levy a watch rate under previous Acts of Par-
liament shall cease. (5)

The general rule that no property is a subject of a rate

unless it be locally and visibly within the parish, and pro-

ductive of a private profit within the parish, would have
excluded tithe rent charge but for a statute passed in lS3i5,

which makes tithe rent charge liable to all Parliamentary,
parochial, county, and other rates, in like manner as the
tithes were before they were commuted. (6)

In the same year was pjissed the important Act for the
regulation of parochial assessments, which provides that
"from and after such period, not being earlier than the
21st day of March, 1837, as the Poor Law Commissioners
shall direct, no rate for the relief of the poor in England
and Wales shall be allowed by any justices, or shall be of
any force, which shall not be made upon an estimate of the
net annual value of the several hereditaments I'ateU there-

unto, that is to sav, of the rental which the same might
reasonably be expected to let from year to year, fre -' of all

usual tenant's rates and taies, and tithe rent charge if any
(the tenant paying them in addition to tlie rent,)

and deducting these fi'om the probable average annual
co^t of the lejiairs, insurance, and other expenses, if

any, necessary to maintain them in a state to command
such rent." (7)

In 1839 a borough watch rate was avithorised in the case

of any borough watched by day and night, where the
borough fund is not sufficient (with the aid of the watch
rate, which may be made under the Act 5 and 6 Wm. IV.,

c. 76) to defray the expense of the constabulary force of tlie

borough, together with all the other expenses legally pay-
able out of the borough fund. (8)

In the same year, the appointment by guardians of a
poor rate collector, under the authority of the Poor Law
Commissioners, was sanctioned by statute. (9)

In the same year it was enacted that, when the justices

of the peace of any county assembled at Quarter Sessions

have agreed that the ordinary officers appointed forthe
preservation of the peace are not sufficient for the preser-

vation of the peace, the protection of the inhabitants, and
the security of property within the county, and when the
Secretary of State has made and settled rules for the govern-

ment nf the constables, the justices may appoint a chief

and other constables, and make a police rate for the pay-

ment of their salaries, allowances, and expenses; and, in

the following year, the expense of building, hiring, repair-

* Concluded from page 87.

(1) 1934. 4 and 5 Wm. IV., c. 70. Poor Law Amend-
ment Act.

(2) 1835. fi and G Wm. IV. , c 50. Highway rate.

(:>) Additional Rate for purchasing land. Additional
Rate for Law Expenses.

(I) 1335. T) and 6 Wm. I V., c. GX 5 and 6 Wm. IV., c.

69. 6 and OWm. IV., c. 74.

(5) 5 and Wm. IV., c. 70'. Borough rate.

(t;) lS:iiJ. 6and7 Wm. 4 , c. 71.

(7) C and 7 Wm. IV., c. i>6. "An Act to Regulate
Parochial Assewsment*."

(8) 1S39. 2 and 3 Vic, c. :5.

(9) 2 and 3 Vic , c S4,

ing, and furnishing station houses and strong rooms, and of
purchasing lands forthe purpose, was provided for. In
iSW, an Aft wa^ passed specially exempting profits in trade
from rating. (1)

In IS-il an Act was passed to amend an Act passed in
the 3rd and -Ith years William IV., intituled " An Act to
Amend the I^aws relating to Sewers." It authorizes a
general sewers' tax forallof the foUovving purposes; —"For
recompenses and allowances decreed and ordered by the
Commissioners of Sewers to clerks and others employed by
the Court of Sewers; for allowances to witnesses attending
to give evidence before the Court, either in support of any
presentment or order of Court or in opposition thereto;
and for payment of jurymen such allowances as the
Court may deem just; and for payment of all charges
attending the putting of the Acts relating to sewers into
e'ecution; and for repayment (f money borrowed, with
interest." (2)

In 18415 it was deemed expedient to pass an Actio en.
courage the establishment of public baths and wash-houses,
the expenses of carrying the Act into execution being
charged upon the borough fund and defrayed out of the
borough rate, the iucome derivable from such baths and
wash-houses being credited to the same fund. (3)

Under the ministry of Sir Robert Peel, in 18-17, was
passed one of the first of the eleven statutes which have
since been termed the model Acts. It was an Act for con-

solidating in one Act certain provisions usually contained

in Acts for paving, draining, cleansing, lighting, and im-
proving towns. Clauses 156 to 18-i are those which relate

to the rates directed to be made by the Act, and clauses

185 to 190 to appeals against auuh rates. This was the

first Act relating to the subject of rating which is fur-

nished, in accordance with modern practice, with a short

title,—its title being "The Towns Improvement Clauses
Act, 1847." (4)

In 1818, the Act termed "The Public Health Ac% 1S4<),"

introduced to Parliament by Lord Slorptth, was passed.

By it was established the General Board of Health, of

which board the First Commissioner of Woods and Forests

is president. The preiimble recites that '" whereas
further and more effectual provision ought to be made for

improving the sanitary condition of towns and populous
places, and the sewerage, draining, cleansing, and paving
thereof should, as far as practicable, be placed under one
and the same local managementand control." It authorizes

the making of special district rates and general district

rates as well as private improvement rates and water
rates. (5)

Another Act of the i^ame session was passed to pro-

ide against the calamity of the cholera. It >^a3 en-

titled "The Nuisances Removal and Diseases Prevention
Act, 184S." (6)

The rating legislation of IS^'i was not important, al-

though a considerable number of Acts received the assent

of the Legislature. They related chietly to the cost of

levying rates, to»the distraining for highway rates, to

borough rates, contribution of boroughs to counties, and to

paving and lighting rates. There was also an Act for re-

quiring annual returns of the expenditure on highways in

England and Wales to be transmitted to the Secretary of

State, and afterwards laid before Parliament ; an Act foi-

further amending the laws relating to sewera ; and there

"The Nuisances Removal and Disieases Prevention

Act, 1849," amending the Act of 1848. (7)

was in 1-50 that "The .Small Tenements Rating Act '*

^_ introduced to Parliament by Mr. Hiilsey. By the Act
of George III., known as Sturges Bourne's Act, and the Act
of the previous ses-iou, power was given to vestries and over-

seers to rate the owners, instead of occupiers, of all tene-

ments below twenty pounds and above six pounds, bwt
this Act enables the vestry to declare and order that ten e-

ts of a yearly rateable value not exceeding six pounds
shall be rated to the owner instead of the occupier, both to

the poor rate and the highway rate ; inasmuch as the parish

iA benefited by the greater certainty attending this mode
of assessment, the Act provides that the owner shall only

be assessed at three-fourths of the amount at which the

occupier would have been liable, Tli ere is moreover this

additional bonus afforded to the owner by a provision in

this Act, that an owner desirous of paying a rate for a year

may compound for the same at a still further reduced

tsmeut, not being less than one-half of the annual
e, on his undertaking to pav the rate whether the pro-

s are occupied or unoccupied. This was the origin of

that compound householder who became so uotorioiu» i

a

e recent duliatei upon the UeTorm Act. (S)

In 1851 another Act was passed, exempting stock in trade

from r.iting. (9)

In 1355 was passed an Act to consolidate and amend ''Tho

Nuisances Removal and Diseases Prevention Acts 19 tS,

1819." It repealed those Acts as far as they relate lo

England, and substituted other provisions more effectual in

that behalf. OO)
By an Act of the session of Parliament of 1357, the General

Board of Health was coutmued until Ist September, 185S ;

...d in 1853 was passed the statute known as " The Public

Health Act, 1858," which is an Act for vesting in tlie Privy

Council certain powers fur the protection of the public

health. In the same session of Parliament was passed the

u portant Act known as
'

' The Local Government Act, 185*^,"

hich amends " The Public Health Act, 134S." and makes
further provision for the local government of towns and
populous districts. Under the Public Health Act, it was

necessary that the general Board of Health, the Queen in

Coimcil, and sometimes the Legislature, should mncur in

;anctioning the adoption of the Act. Under the Local

(1) 2 and 3 Vic, c. 93. Police rate 3 and 4 Vic, c. 89.

(2) 1841. 4 and 5 Vic, c. 45. Sewers" rate.

(3) 1840. 9 and 10 Vic, c. 74. Batlis and Wash-

houses. _
(4) 1847. 10 and 11 Vic, c. 3L " Towns Improvement

Clauses Act." „, „ , ,. -rr i^i_

(5) 1843. 11 and 12 Vic, c. 63. "The Public Health

(6) 11 and 12 Vic, c. 123. *'The Nuisanoes Removal and

Diseases Prevention Act."

(7) 1849 12 Vic, c. 14. 12 and 13 Vic. c 14. 12 and

13 Vic, c 155. 12 and 13 Via, c S2. 12?md 13 Vic, c

103. 12 and 13 Vic, c 35. 12 and 13 Vic, c 50. 12 and

(3) 1850. 13 and 14 Vic, c. 99. ** The Small Tenements

Bating Act."

(9) 1854. 17andlS Vic.c 66.

(10) lf!55. lSandl9Vic,c. 121. "The >ui^nnce3 Re-

moval Act for England."

i
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Govemmeut Act, tho provision of the statutes may be
adopted, in some cases, by the simple actof tlieratepayere
and owners of pi-operty in the locality. (1)

In 1860, it was fouml necessary to make further pro-
visions for the evpenses of Local Boards of Health and Im-
provement Commissioners acting as Burial Boards, and to

amend the Aora for the removal of nuisances and the pre-
vention of diseases, and, in 1861, to amend ?*The Local
Goveinnient Act, 1853.'.' (2)
A very important statute, known as " The Union Assess

ment Committee Act," w.hs passed in the year 1863, tl e
object of which was to enforce the law of 1836, which \v^
expressly passed to effect a correct assessment of all rateable
property. It has been supposed by some that this statute
makes an alteration in the principle of assessing the poor
rate ; but such is not the case : neither is there any alter-
ation in regard to the persons to make the rate, the autho-
rity to allow It, the mode of its collection, nor the district
for whicli it is assessed. (3)

The provisions of the -\ct are that the board ofguardians
shall appoint an assessment committee from among them-
selves, which committee are to elect a clerk and to direct
the overseers of the several parishes in the union to make
out and forward valuation lists, in a prescribed form, for
their respective parishes. The committee aro to consider
whether the valuations of any parishes require revision,
and whether the overseers are competent to revise them.
If the.v are not, they have power to appoint a surveyor to
make a proper valuation. When the objectTens (if any) to
the valuation list ate disposed of, the committee must
finally approve of it, and cause it to be signed by three
members, and dated. It is then to be transmitted to the
overseers, and is to be the valuation in force in any parish,
ejcept in parishe-s governed by local Acts.
The Act of 1862 is amended by an Act passed in 186i, in

regard to appeals against poor rates, and in making fiirthei
provisions for securing corre.t and uniform valuations, (i)
By " The Representation of the People Act, 1S67," the

compound householder is abolished, and ovei'seers are re-
quired to rate the occupier of every tenement situate in a
parish wholly or partly in a borough. (5)
t In 1868, an Act was passed for the abolition of compulsory
church rates, and by it the power to compel payment of
church rates by any legal process was abolished, except in
cafies where money had been borrowed on the security of
the church rates and remained unpaid. (6)
With a recital of this statute, the " Historical Notes " of

Rating Legislation are brought down to the pre-ent time.
To sum up the various rates, in the order in which they
have been referred to, they stand as follows, viz. ;—Church
Rate, practically abolished, but still compulsory in certain
cases, sewer rate, poor rate, constables' rate, county rate,
militia rate, county rate for shire halls, hundred rate,
county lunatic asylums' rate, drainage and enclosure rate,
lighting and watching rate, highway rate, borough rate,
police rate, ijublic health Act rates, local government
rates.

On some future occasion a paper, describing
the property in respect of whicli the several rates
are levied, and the manner of valuiug it for the
assessment, will be very suitable for the purposes
of the Institution ; and a third paper, setting
forth the persons liable to pay the various rates,

and theremedies which they possess against unfair
and incorrect assessments, will scarcely exhaust
the subject.

just the opposite with the Leicestershire granites,
which were so extremely hard that the tools were
soon destroyed, and they could not be profitably
converted into worked masonry. Their density
and hardness, however, caused them to be es-
teemed as first-class road materials.

GRANITE FOR EOADM.iKIXO.

MR. R. REYNOLDS ROWE, in retiring from
the post of town surveyor to the Cam-

bridge Improvement Board (which post he has
held for nineteen years) has been formally thanked
for his services, and in acknowledging the com-
pliment he gave a few parting words of advice as
to the materials used for roadmaking. He said
that without doubt the best granite to be had in
Great Britain for macadamising purposes was that
from Jersey, which, delivered in Cambridge, cost
21s. 6d. per ton ; the next best was that from
Leicestershire, such as Markfleld, which cost in
Cambridge 13.5. 6d. per ton. Now the specilio
gravity of Jersey granite was greater than any
other

; but, on the other hand, Markfield granite
offered greater resistance to crushing force than
Jersey granite did ; therefore, their intrinsic values
being so nearly equal, he maintained that Jersey
granite was not worth the difference in price
(being one-third) over the Leicestershire granite.
In fact, it the roads in Cambridge were made
with broken granite, costing a guinea a ton, it

would be far cheaper in the end to pave the whole
of the suburban roads with granite cubes, as was
done in many of the country parts of Belgium
and France. To take another practical test : The
granites from Cornwall, Aberdeen, Dalbeattie, and
others of that class, were much used for masonry

;

but these had been selected for their durability
and softness, or, rather, the ease with which they
could be profitably wrought by masons' tools

Institution op Soevetors.—At the ordinary
general meeting, held on Monday, January 23, at
12, Great George-street, Westminster, S.'W., the
following names were read and passed, to be
balloted for on February 22, viz. :—As Members—T. Forster Brown, Cardiff; Richard Horsfall,
Halifax

; Charles Humphreys, jun., 61, Leaden-
hall-street; George H. Hussey, The Green, High
Wycombe; E. Saunders, 10, Bridge street, AVest-
minster. As Associates : O. P. Bidder, jun , 3,
Paper-buildings, Temple ; John Fowler, 2, Queen
Square-place

; F. A. Philbrick, Lamb-building,
Temple. The following donation to the library
was announced :— T. Matheus, Ds Auctionibus,
1573, by F. G. Eiloart ; also, further subscrip-
tions of £29 43. to the Library Fund. The
following candidates were balloted for and
declared duly elected, viz. :—As Members—G. H.
Appleby, Fareham, Hants ; John Crawter,
Cheshunt, Herts ; G. R. Crickmay, Weymouth

;

C. J. Mann, 21, Parliament-street; Thomas
Waring, Cardiff. As Associates : Henry J. Dow-
den, 4, Whitehall ; A. J. Nash, Farnham, Surrey.
The next meeting will be held on Monday
evening, February S, when the discussion on Mr.
Ryde's paper will be taken, and a paper will be
read entitled " The Future E.\tension of Railways,
with reference to their influence on Landed
Property and Agriculture," by Mr. J. Bailey
Denton. The chair to be taken at eight o'clock.

The following candidates will be balloted for,

viz. :—As Memlters : William Brown, Tring,
Herts ; AVilliam Menzies, Parkside, Staines ; Cecil
George Saunders, 21, Parliament-street ; William
Turner, Ipswich. As Associates : Henry Alfred
Hubbersty, South CoUingham ; James Pogue
Fawcett, 5, Lancaster-place ; William Rex, Ivy
Lodge, Walham Green ; Wilfred Longley Dodgson,

He wished to impress upon the minds of all
present that an artist always leaves the imprea.
sion of his own mind upon his works, and this as
decidedly in architecture as in anything else. A
foolish person will build foolishly, and an intelli-
gent man will build sensibly. Therefore, in
architecture, the characters of the artists, or of
the nation, may be read at any time. When the
architecture is too ornamental, the artist was too
vain

; and when it is too plain, he was stupid,
idle, or contemptible. Thus the manners and
mind of a nation can be read in its architecture aa
surely as the presence of a spider's web proves
that it was made by a spider. Mr. Ruskin here
called attention to a large drawing representing
Flamboyant work, all a mass of intricate and
minute carving. It is plain, he said, that Michael
Angelo would never have carved that, neither
would the man who built Stonehenge. Nor could
Bill Sykes, or Fagin, or the Artful Dodger him-
self have done such work. In fact, noboiyelse
but the man who did it could h.ive done it, and
his spirit is stamped in the work. Manufacture
is the work of the hands only, but architecture is
the work of the spirit. That architecture which
is born of valour and honour teaches valour and
honour, and its effect upon the nation is invalua-
ble

;
yet English gentlemen of high standing have

denied this principle, and the growth of such
ideas has much to do with the decline in English
art. Art in a nation usually begins in a warlike
period, with strong, rough architecture; then
comes a period of peace, when home virtues begin
to be loved and cultivated, and beautiful organic
forms appear in its art work.s. Lastly comes
luxury, and then "all is over." Flamboyant
architecture is not a granite architecture, like
that of Egypt, constructed in a granite age;
neither is it a marble architecture, like that of
Greece. The Flamboyant is essentially a chalk
architecture. The designs are cut deeply upon a
soft, cheesy substance, which gives way easily
under the chisel, so that the finished design is

something like lace upon a black ground; and
this is the chief fault of the style. It has all the

inkles of age, and all the convolutions to be
14, Whitehall-pUoe. The honorary secretary will

) found upon a°b,!moh of dead oak leaves clinging
be fffad to reeeive Rijhsr.ritir.ions nr rionaf.ionsj for x^ _ _ri.i i i .. i nr t. , . , . 9. ^e glad to receive siibscriptions or donations for
the library ; also, proposals for admission of new
members, associates, or students, to be read at
the next meeting.

(1) 1857. 20 and 21 Vic, 0. 3
0.97. "The Public Health Act." 21 and 22 Yi
"The Local Government Act."

(3) 1860. 23 and 21 Vic, c. 61. 23 and 24 Vi
1861. 21and25 Vic, c61.

(3) 1S63. 25andi6Vic,c 103. '-ThoUnionAssessment
Committee Act."

(1) 186-1. 27.and2S Vic, . ,-.

Union Assessment Committee-Act, 186:

(5) 1867. 30 and 31 Vic, C 102. "Reform Act."
(6) 1868. 31 and 32 Vic, c 109. Church Rate Abol:

tiou, compulsory.

1.1 22 Vic
,

uc, c 08.

77.

' An Act to amend the

RUSKIN ON TLAMBOYANX AKCHITEC
TURE.

ROYAL INSTITUTION,

LAST Friday evening Mr. John Ruskin
delivered a lecture at the Royal Institution

upon the "Flamboyant Architecture of tho
Valley of the Somme." Sir Henry Holland, Bart.,
P.R.S., presided, and the theatre of the institution
was well filled in every part.

Mr. Ruskin said that he would first explain why
he chose " The Flamboyant Architecture of the
Valley of the Somme" as the subject of his
lecture. Gothic architecture lasted altogether no
more than 3(!)l) years: it began about A.D. 1200,
and expired three centuries later. His object was
to inquire why it died out so quickly, whether
from any faults of its own, or from other causes.
During the three centuries it lasted there were
three schools of Gothic architecture. The first

was the massive school, wherein the heavy stone-
work was carved in some simple manner at the
edges. Next came the school in which the
surface is done away with, the carving becomes
important and delicate, and perfectly represents
organic forms; In the last school the organic
forms are lost, and all the surface is chopped
away in an intricate manner. Did the Gothic,
then, perish by its own fault or by the faults of
others, or was it because no more could be got
out of it ? cr did it give way because other styles

were better? To give clear ideas on this subject,
he wished to show his hearers something of the
very last of Gothic architecture ; and the latest

he could find in Europe was in tho Valley of the
Somme. This valley is cut out in the chalk
deposit, and has elevated undulating land on
both sides, clothed with very beautiful woods
and fields, and an abundance of wild flowers.

The churches here are very numerous, and in the
middle of the valley are many which exhibit the
flamboyant or "tlame-Hke' specimens of tho
Gothic ; for Gothic architecture came to the
Valley of the Somme to die. It perished before the
revival of literature, and before the Reformation,
which latter was an entirely illiterate movement.

to a withered branch. Mr. Ruskin here held a
twig of oak with dead leaves against the drawing,
to show the strange re.sem' lance between the two
in the chief lines. He then pointed out that the
old Gothic was adorned with life-like organic
forms, having all the vigour of youth. The hrst
style of building (he said) was very simple, and
consisted essentially of one stone placed on tho
top of two others ; in later times the Greeks added
ornament to this, which was a verystable andeimple
architecture. Last of ad came arches high in air,

and things which do stand, yet look as if they
couldn't. Thus, when the mind at last is taken
up with mechanical details, it necessarily forgets
all about human passions. When masonry deals
with passion and poetry it is great, but when it
deals with mechanical problems it becomes mean
and dies. The artists of the Flamboyant school de-
lighted in loose, fluttering lines, instead of those
of organic form ; and this was a sure sign of decay.
Moreover, they threw into their work a strange
fear and melody, derived from their ancient
Scandinavian religion, with its dread of a physical
hell. This spirit pervaded the leading minds of
the day, giving rise to the strange, wild pictures
by Albert Diirer, to Holbein's "Dance of Death,"
and other things which simply represented ideas
implant^ed in the breasts of men. Then, at last,

the stonework took the ague, becoming loose, and
wanton, and fantastical. The Gothic did not die
because it was too rich, for Beethoven is rich, and
so are the clouds of heaven ; tut it fell because
its profession was cold and heartless, and had
ceased to be sincere. It died because it had lost

sentiment. Good architecture can only be built
by a thoughtful and pure people, by a nation with
a common pride and a common wealth. In good
architectural work the master mason must be pure
and intelligent, with plenty of art taste ; he must
not be paid too much, nor must those below him
be paid too little. The greatest glory of a king or
master is to be poor ; for when rulers are rich
their arms are never free. To discover when a
nation was strong, it is only necessary to look for

the time when its kings and generals were poor.

When Rome was in the height of its glory and
power, the consuls had to be buried at the public
e.>:peu8e. There must be a common wealth and a
common pride to produce good architecture in a
nation—that is to say, the ta«te for beauty must be
diffused, and beautiful homes erected for the poor.

He did not object to happiness and luxury when
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everybody was happy and luxurious. At the pre-

sent time the metropolis is spending seven millions

a year upon the London poor, yet pauperism ia

largely on the increase; the payment shows no

generosity—in fict, it is a fine paid by the rich for

their neglect of the poor. Instead of lighting

candles by daylight, it would be better to light

and warm the homes of the poor, and to build up
tabernacles that will keep out wind and rain from

human bodies. When this is done luxury may be

introduced, and a glorious flamboyant dragon may
be carved over every poor man's door.

MASONIC AECn^T50L0GICAL INSTITUTE.

SOME quarter of a century ago, there w.as a

society formed called the Society of the

Freemasons of the Church, for the study of me-

diaeval freemasonry and buildings. It included

several professional men of standing, most of them
not I'reemasons, and held several meetings, but

had only a brief existence. Last year, as we
announced, an effort was proposed witliin the

Masonic body to constitute a Masonic Archaeolo-

gical Institute of Freemasons to discuss subjects

connected with Freemasonry, and the various

topics allied with it or branching from it, as

medieval architecture and guilds, secret socie-

ties, Templarism, gnostic symbols, the mysteries

of ancient initiation, and the wide range of sym-

bolism in all ages. It soon succeeded in enrolling

members, including several of the architectural

and engineering profession, and its proceedings

began on Friday iu Last week.

The movement, intended to give more intellec.

tual vigour to Freemasonry, has materially pro-

moted this object. The Grand Lodge, whieh

had been sluggish, has opened a library to its

members, and another Masonic body, the Supreme
Council, has formed a curious library in Golden-

square. The building committee of the Grand
Lodge, desirous of encouraging the new Insti-

tute, and of emulating the example of the Govern-

ment of the country in providiug accommodation

for Bcientilic societies, has liberally allowed the

meetings to be held in Freemasons' Hall. There

a large assemblage took place on Friday evening,

when, in the absence of the Earl of Dalhousie,

ICT., patron, Mr. Glaisher, F.K.S., presided, and
an inaugur,^l address was delivered by the trea-

surer, Mr. Hyde Clarke. An interesting discus-

sion followed, in which Mr. Glaisher, Mr. C. H.
Gregory, F.R.S., Pres. I.C.E., Mr. Giissell,

Mr. K. J. Spiers, F.S.A., and others took part.

With regard to the connection in the seventeenth

century of guilds of working men with lodges or

societies formed on the present system, refer-

ence was made to the resemblance between the

administrative organisations of the Masons' Com-
pany of London and that of the Masonic lodges,

but it was ailirmed that the London Company
could not have been the type, as there were so

many deviations. It was suggested that the

type was most likely to be found in some guild

or company of Masons in a provincial city, in-

cluding working men. and preserving many
mediiev.'d practices. The prosjiect was held out

of light being thrown on this subject by further

investigations in the Ashmole and Bodleian col-

lections at Oxford, begun by Professor Rawlin-

eon, F.R S., and others.

A vote of thanks w.as p-assed to the building

committee, which Mr. Grissell acknowledged, and
said it gave them satisfaction to discharge a

pleasing duty in the encouragement of learning

and of legitimate inquiry.

Among the papers announced was one by Mr.
Gnosspilius, of Liverpool, on "The High Church
at Hanover," which affords Masons' marks, and is

supposed to favour the theory of the transmission

of Freemasonry through the Jvnights Templars.

Au evening will, it is expected, be devoted to the

examination of the relics of Sir Christopher
Wren and those connected with St. Paul's Cathe-
dral belonging to the Lodge of Antiquity. A
paper is also proposed on the Druids, and the
ediHces attributed to them.

Although the membership of the Institute is

restricted to Freemasons, it is not conducted as a
Masonic organisation, but as a simple literary

society on the same ba,<iis as t ho other archreolo-

gical associations, with an annual subscription of

half a guinea. Transactions will be issued of

such papers as are considered suitable for publi
cation, and its proceedings are to be communi-
cated to the scientific journals in the usual way.
Among the donations to the incipient library was

" Fergupson's Jerusalem," presented by Mr. Mar-

ch.ant.

The society contemplates the formation of col-

lections of books, MSS., prints, drawings, paint-

ings, charters, seals, and of all illustrations of the

objects of their researches. It appears that there

is a growing spirit in this direction. We have

referred to the two libraries already formed,

which include many curious documents. The
Supreme Council has acquired the collections o

the late grand secretaries, Mr. William G v y
Clark, B.C.S., and Mr. White. Several p .yate

individuals are forming collections of larious

kinds—one of gnostic gems illustrative of thi-

symbology common to Masons, another of coins

with corresponding emblems. One large gather-

ing has been made of Masons' marks. The
opinion is growing that these latter have nothing

to do with Freemasonry in its modern sense.

FINSBURY DISTRICT SCHOOLS.

WE illustrate in this week's publication one

of the Metropolitan District Schools for

pa\iper children about to be erected for the dis-

trict of Finsbury at Upton, West Ham, Essex.

The buildings provide accommodation for 704

children, with suitable arrangements for ofticials.

There is also an infirmary, fever and probationary

wards, entrance lodge, &,c. The estimated cost of

the building is £21,120, and it is proposed to

proceed with its erection as soon as the present

buildings are removed from the site. We should

add that this design is the result of a competition.

Eighteen sets of designs were received in reply

to advertisements. After several meetings this

number was reduced to eight, viz.—Messrs.

Burgess, Lee, James, Cook, Fowler, Snell,

Dunnage, and Peck. Afterwards the above num-
ber was reduced to three, namely—Messrs. Lee,

James, and Peck. The managers ultimately

decided upon Mr. F. Peck's designs. We believe

that Mr. Peck is building similar schools for the

districts of Lincolnshire and Nottinghamshire.

VISIT TO THE NEW LIMEKILN AT
INQLETON.

IN the spring of last year Messrs. Clark, Wilson,

and Co. began to build an extensive limekiln ou
the principle of a German patent. As the works
have been completed under the management of

Mr. Bagnall, C.E , and just been brought iuto

working order, a visit to the kiln is not without
interest. The scene of operation, says the Leeds

Mercury, is one of unusual activity for this quiet

neighbourhood. The kiln, which is built on a

flat on the north side of a clear mountain stream,

with millions of tons of limestone rock on its

back, presents at a distance, and especially from
the railway bridge, a unique appearance.

The kiln is oval, and measures iu circumference
450ft., being surrounded by a road for the use of

carta. At the height of four feet from this road
there is a platform all round the kiln, six and a

half feet wide. From the platform there are

fourteen arched openings into the chambers, for

the purpose of taking in the stone and bringing

out the lime. Each chamber, which is nine feet

in height at the centre of the arch and eighteen

feet wifle ou the floor, is capable of holding lUO
tons of limestone, and as the stone is calculatetl

to lose by burning two-fifths of its weight in car-

bonic acid and moisture, a chamber yields at one
draw about sixty tons of lime. As it requires

many days to convert the stone into lime, and
three days to cool a chamber before it can tje dis-

charged, sixty tons of lime is the amount produced
per day. From the platform to the feeding cham-
ber it is in perpendicular height eleven feet, but

as the wall slopes it measures fourteen feet. The
feeding chamber extends over the whole of the

fourteen lime chambers, and is 150^. in length

and O.'ift. in breadth. This chamber, which
measures from the floor to the ridge fourteen feet,

is covered over with a wooden roof, which cost

£200. In this chamber, into which there are

forty-one brick openings six and a half feet high
by live feet wide, there are 424 feeding holes,

through which, by the use of a small funnel and
scoop, the fires are supplied with fuel. In the
centre of this chamber are fourteen valve.s2tt. 1 in.

iu diameter, connected with the chambers which
surround a central ch.amhcr in the kiln called the

I smoke or carbonic acid chamber, through which
the carbonic acid gas and moisture pass through a

long flue and escape from a brick chimney erected

on the top of Meal Bank. As all the smoke is

consumed, and the men who feed the fires are

under cover, and have only to use a wheelbarrow,

a funnel, and a scoop in performing their labour,

they can do it with much more cleanliness, com-

fort, and e.ase than on the old plan. About 500,000

building and fire bricks, which cost about £1,000,

have been used in the erection of the kiln. The
kiln, the license of the patentee, and necessary

material for carrying on the works have cost about

£3,000.

THE SITE OP THE NEW LAW COURTS.

AFEAV days since Mr. Julian Goldsmid wrote

to the Times and said the possible buildiug

area between Somerset House and the Temple ia

only by a few feet larger than the proposed Carey-

street site, and does not allow of any further ex-

tension. Now, as it ia obvious that we must

look a littlo iuto the future, and be prepared for

large additions to the mass of brickwork devoted

to legal purposes, we must choose a piece of

cround which, like that selected last year, is, aa

Sir C.Trevelyan himself admits, capable of in-

definite enlargement. On Wednesday last the

following letter on the same subject, appeared in

the Times signed by " A Surveyor." " Sir C.

Trevelyan says that the area of hia site is 4 16,500

superficial feet, without including King's College

or any portion of the Embankment. I have
studied the dimensions in the Ordnance survey,

and they are as follows:—From King's College to

the east side of Essex-street. "OOft.; and from the

Strand to the Embankment, 490ft. From these

figures must be deducted the width of a new
street on the west side of the site, and Essex-

street, widened on the east side. These can

hardly bo less than 60ft. each, and will reduce

the area above given to 328,300 square feet, with-

out making any allowance for further diminution

by widening the Strand at this part, which will

be found absolutely necessary. Mr. Street's

amended plan shows a building of 710 -1- 500, or

370,000 square feet, or about 40,0U0rt. more thau

Sir Charles's site. I trust the Government will

not listen to any proposal to coustruct this great

work ou a site where it will be hemmed in be-

tween Somerset House and the Temple, and will

be iucapable of extension on the north, south, east,

or west."

WAGES MOVEMENT.
Courts OF Arbitration.—A meeting of "dele,

gates from the Association of Organised Trades,"

was recently held in Sheffield, to consider the ex-

pediency of establishing boards of arbitration by

the trades' unions of the country. One objec-

tion entertained by uuiouists to arbitration

courts ia that the arbitrators on the part of the

men are either incapable of completing an argu-

ment with the masters' representative.", or that

they become toola iu the hands of the arbitra-

tors ou the other side. However, the delegates

resolved to recommiuid to the unionists of

SheffiL^ld the importance and desirability of es-

tablishing courts ol arbitration in their respec-

tive trades.

Inlaid and Painted Piano.—Charles Noel
Arnifield, ol Whitby, sends the lollovviug ou one

of our illustrations last week :—Mr. Moyr Smith,

in his design fur a cottage pianoforte given iu

your last, seems to have lost sight of one essen-

tial in a cottage pianoforte case, viz.—that con-

siderable openings must be left for tbo emission

of souud. These openings, iu ordinary tiade

designs tor pianos, aro usually filled with fret

work and lined with silk. Perhaps Mr. Moyr
Smith would kindly state how, in his design, ho

iateuds to fulfil this ivquiremenl, as from his

drawing I gather that he means the whole front

to bo of woodwork unpieroed to receive inlay

and painting.

A Railway Bridge on Fire.—Ou the night

of Thursday week the Rochester bridge of tho

Loudon, Chatham, and Dover Railway caught

fire. It crosses the Medwoy , and is of very wide

span, tho lower portion being constructed of

very massive wooden beams. The fire had
gained considerable bold of tho bridge, but owing
to its c\' Be proximity to the water it was extin-

guished without much damage being done. Tho
same bridge has previously been ou fire three or

four times, owing, it is supposed, to falling ashes

from passing engines.
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NATIONAL RAILWAYS.

BELFAST ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIA-

TION.

THE annual meeting of the above association

was held in the Athenroum on Friday
evening, the 15th ult.— Professor James
Thomson, M.A , C E., presiding. The meeting
being opened, the minutes were read by the
Secretary, Mr. Kelly ; after which,

Professor Thomson, who had been elected as

President for the year 1669, delivered his opening
address. He stated that he had selected, as the
subject to which he would limit his address, a

question which is of great and wide-esteuding inte-

rest in connection with engineering works through
out the world, and which at present is one of

special importance in reference to engineering
afiivirs in Ireland. It was the question of the
advisability of nations or communities, instead of

companies, being the owners and governors of such
works for public use as, from their nature, must
be more or less of the nature of monopolies, and
do not admit of efficient competition ; and, in

particular, the question now rapidly advancing in

public consideration, of the purchase by the State
of the Irish railw.ays ; so that the people of Ire-

laud would virtually become the owners of the
railways in their own country. In general, he
was in favour of the principle of having all such
works owned and governed by the nations or
communities for whose use they exist. R.<!iliv.iys,

extending throughout an entire country, and being
for the use of the public generally, should belong
to the State ; while town water works and gas
works, with their respective pipes under the public
streets, ought properly to belong to the local com-
munity for whose special use they are established.

He proceeded to point out that the woiking of

railways by companies does not accord with the
general interests of the public. The aim of com-
panies must naturally be to bring about the
maximum of profit to themselves, with the
minimum of trouble and risk. Their tendency
will be to accommodate their arrangements
to the convenience of the public, and their

fares and charges for passenger and goods traflic to

its advantage, just so far as, and no farther than,
in their opinion will conduce to good dividends to

themselves on their shares. A Board of Directors
of a railway, who, by raising the fares and other
charges, could show that they brought about an
increased dividend, though accompanied by a dimi-
nution of traffic, would be deemed to have per-
formed good service to their company ; but this

change would have effected a pecuniary loss to
eveiy one of the public who travelled on the rail-

way or sent goods by it, and would have prevented
others from getting the benefit of using the railway
in many cases iu which, under some other financial

arrangements, they might have used it, and might
have contributed something towards its expenses.
It may proi^teily be esteemed by any member of

the community as a matter of impoitance and of

value to him to have a railway kept constantly in
readiness for him if wanted to carry him rapidly
and easily over what otherwise would be a long,
fatiguing, and perhaps costly journey. Yet he
has contributed nothing towards its construction
in consideration of the advantage he holds in
virtue of its existence. Thus, on the principle of
having a country's railways made and worked by
companies, the people benefited by the formation
and maintenance of each railway are not all duly
brought in as contributors. Those who do travel
must, then, be charged for each journey, if the
railway is to be successful to the shareholders,
more than would be required if the contributions
were levied for the railway from a larger portion
of the public benefited. A conclusion thence is,

that it is sound policy, in the interest of the general
public, not to arrange for levying the whole of the
funds for payment of interest or profit on the
original outlay, and of working expenses, by fares

;

but inasmuch .as the general public hold the benefit
in having the railway kept ready for them,
whether they happen to have occasion to use it or
not, they should pay by taxation, and especially
by local taxation levied on the districts specially
benefited, something towards the attainment of
that benefit ; and then that every person in
travelling should have lower fares to pay, and
have his interests and convenience generally
better provided for than under the present
arrangements of the railw<aya as owned and
worked by companies. Another conclusion is

that the construction of a rail way is not to I e con-
sidered as, on the whole, a disastrous misapplica-
tion of labour and capital, even if the income for

the promoters, raised by charges on passenger
and goods tiaific, be totally inadequate to p.ay

fair interest on the money sunk iu their shares
Common roads in Ireland are already exempt from
tolls, and are paid for by taxation. The person
using them for a journey, or for conveyance of

goods, has not anything to pay, even for the wear
or injury of the road due to his using it. This free^

dom to use the road goes far beyond what in any
case would be proposed in railways, because in

them, according to any propositions that are

likely seriously to be put forward, local taxation

would only be looked for to supply a fund supple

mental to an important income to be derived from
passenger fares and charges on goods traffic. He
pointed to other cases of very different kinds of

public undertakings admitted to be of high public

value, in which the idea of having the necessary

funds levied directly as charges on the use of

what is made available would be altogether uuten
able. One of these was that of the Ordnance
Survey—an undertaking of great and general

public value, and yet impossible to be done at

if allowed only on the condition that the price of

the maps sold must be fixed at such a rate as that

the costs of the survey shall be compensated for by
the income from the sale of the maps. Whether
the price be fixed at a high rate per map, or at a

low rate per map, the cost of the survey could not

be compensated tor iu that way ; and yet no one

will say that surveys of countries should for that

reason be necessarily deemed misapplications of

money, skill, and work. Bridges repeatedly have
been built at great cost, and for long years, owing
to the obstruction cf a toll-gate, have continued

serving but a small fraction of the use to the public

that they might serve ; but, on the abolition of the

toll, and the substitution of funds levied by taxa-

tion, instead of the charges collected per drive or

per walk across the bridge, the service afforded by
the bridge to the public has been vastly aug-

mented, and yet the cost to the public is iu no way
increased by this, but it is even diminished by the

saving of the remuneration to the toll-collector

for his services, no longer needed. High fares on
railways operate as a hindrance to the public from
receiving so much as they might of the advantage
rendered available by the original construction of

the bridges, tunnels, cuttings, embankments, and
other parts of the whole works of the line

;
yet,

by preventing a person from travelling, no part of

the first cost will be saved, but he will suffer the

loss of whatever advantage the journey might
have afTorded him. If part of the funds were
levied by taxation, and another part by fares or

charges on passenger and goods traffic, the fares

and other charges might be so much reduced as to

effect so great an increase of the traffic as would
allow of the amount to be levied by taxation being
kept very small, and very little burdensome to the

community, while the public would gain the triple

advantage of being permitted to make more use of

the railways already existing, whUe paying mach
less for each journey ; and of obtaining valuable

railway accommodation in many localities to

which railways could not be profitably extended

on the principle of their being made and worked
by companies.

•

ABSURDITIES OP GOrHIC SCULPTURE.
ROYAL INSTITUTION.

MR. R. WESTMACOTT, R.A., F.R.S., delivered

last week, at the Royal Institution, a third

lecture upon " Subjects Connected with Fine

Art." He said that from the time of Alexander

the Great art rapidly declined in Greece, and the

native sculptors migrated to other countries.

Many of them took up their abode in Rome.
Although ait in Rome was always at a low ebb,

it would bo unfair not to admit that certain

individuals gave it encouragement ; such, for

instance, as Caesar and Hadrian. It was also after

the decline of art in Greece, that Constantino, in

the year 323, carried it eastwaids, to the seat of

his new empire in Constantinople. He richly

decorated this city in a style almost beyond con-

ception ; but troubles came, the empire was over-

thrown, and most of the works destroyed. The
fine arts then almost died out, and a new birth of

art did not take place till the eleventh or twelfth

century of the Christian era. The early

Christians had an obstinate prejudice against

being taught beauty of form by ancient works of

Pagan Greece ; and this was coupled with want
of ability, and a w.ant of taste for accurate imi-

tation. Thus, art 300 years nc. was in a much
higher state than 300 years after. A quarrel .at

last broke out between the Eastern and Western

churches about the use of beautifal works of art
in the temples, the Western church being in
favour of the improvement, and the Eastern ob-
jecting thereto. The result was that art in the
Greek Church remained iu a barbarous state, and
is so to this day. In the Latin Church, however,
art improved, and some of the best early speci-

mens are to be seen at Pisa and Florence. In the
eleventh and twelfth centuries, Gothic architec-
ture also made its appearance, but it had not
sufficient vitality to last more than 250 years.
The best Gothic was in the fourteenth century,
but died out, to be revived only at the present
time. The figures in this architecture were
absurd and grotesque in the extreme ; human
figures were made to bear brackets and arches, and
monks and nuns were carved into spouts for
water. The drapery of the figures is commonly
ranged in straight lines like organ pipes, and when
they are in a recumbent position the dress in-

variably has the folds it would assume supposing
the wearer were standing on his legs. In the
nineteenth century peo] le cannot be n ade
mediaeval, or pre-Raphaelite, or even Greek

;
yet

attempts are being made to introduce ancient
Gothic, and it will be curious to watch what efi'ect

this will have upon art generally. To him (Mr.

Westmacott) the idea of introducing Gothic was
as absurd as an attempt to introduce Assyrian art.

A strange idea prevails in the minds of many
people that Gothic is essentially Christian

;
yet

Gothic was unknown till Christianity had been
in the world 1,200 years. If jnodern artists want
to copy old schools, why do not they copy one of

the best instead of one of the worst ? People
talk of the "purity" of the Gothic, which is a
great mistake, for in English churches at the
present day there are plenty of Gothic carvings

full of blasphemy and indecency ; so bad, in fact,

that iu some churches the wood has hael to be
screwed in its place face down wards,' or the figures

have been planed away or plastered over to hide

the offensive designs. lie could give the names
of many churches in England where this had been
dune. As a mild example of some of these ridi-

culous things in ancient Gothic carvings on piew

doors, he would call their attention to a drawing
on the wall representing a grotesque bishop, with
a head like a for, keeping a sharp eye upon some
birds and some nondescript animals, whilst in the

foreground was a monkey roasting a sucking pig.

It is a scandalous thing to say that in these days

we ought to go back to the Goths, whose art is

not to be compared with that of the Greeks.

INFANT MORTALITY IN ILL-VENTI-
LATED DWELLINGS.

DR. EDWARD MORGAN, in his paper read
last year before the British Association,

and which is just republished as a pamphlet by
Longman, gives a frightful example of the
mortality among young children where no atten-

tion is paid to the ventilation of dwellings. He
states th.at in the Isle of St. Kilda, on the north-

west coast of Scotland, containing about 80
inhabitants, about three out of every five infants

born alive are carried off a very few days after

birth by a convulsive affection allied to tetanus.

He examined the construction of the houses and
discovered what he believes to be the cause of

this frightful mortality. The smoke hole, gene-

rally met with on the adjacent island in a corner

of tlie thatched roof, is entirely dispensed with in

St. Kilda. Smoke, it appears, on account of the

scarcity of manure on the island, is too precious

not to be preserved, even at the cost of (say) one
life per bushel. For twelve months the soot is

deposited upon the inner surface of the roof;

with the return of spring so much of the thatch

as is possessed of fertilising properties is carefully

removed, the roofing being restored to its origi-

nal thickness by the addition of fresh straw on
the outside. This process is repeated yearly.

The people will not easily be persuaded out of

the practice, as the manure obtained is a com-
modity much prized by them.

Society of Engineers.—At the meeting of the

Society of Engineers, held on the 1st inst., Mr.

F. W. Bryant, president, in the chair, a paper

was read on "Explosive Compounds for Engi-

neering Purposes," by Mr. Perry P. Nursey. The
following candidates were bdloted for, and duly

eleoied associates :— Messrs. Charles Cockburn
Gibbons, of 35a, Great George-street, West-

minster, and Alfred Rubery, of 12, Dowgate-bil),

Cannon-street,
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ON THE USE OF MOULDINGS.—Xo. 3.

STRINGS, CAPITALS, AND HAiES.

THERE is a close connectioubetween cornices,
striugcourses, dripstones, aud capitals.

In Romanesque work particularly it is often
difficult to say which of the first two names is

most appropriiiti; to a given feature ; and even
in later styles some of what are commonly
called striugcourses rather deserve the name
of minor cornices. Stringcourses, it has been
said, were originally developed out of the
courses of thin Mat stone which were built at
intervals through the whole thickness of the
walls in order to bond them well together.
This sort of bond was almost a necessitv
where the walls con.sisted of a rubble core
between two shells of aslilar ; and even iu
the case of solid brickwork it would give no
little extra strength. Bow stringcourses have
another purpose almost eciually important—
that of acting as drips to prevent rain from
running down and soaking into the face of
the building. Hence a stringcourse should
always be designed so that the water may
drop from its edge or nosing—or, at any rate,
from some part of it projecting an inch or two
from the wall. In the case of dripstones—
which may be looked on as stringcourses fol-
lowing the outer line of an arch—this rule is
obviously less important. It is to their ter-
mmation at the springing that the water is
naturally conducted, and a drip at this point
will be sufficient. The springing of an arch
is,

_
of course, one of the usual places for a

stringcourse or impost moulding. If the
jamb contains shafts with capitals and bases
this slniigcourse is very often continued so as
to form the abacus of the capital, and so in
English examples at least, the commonest
forms of abacus are those which were also
most ui iavour as stringcourses.
The seiies of stringcourses given in this

week's illustration extends from the Roman-
esque to the complete Gothic perioJ. The
earlier ones, though evidently derived from
Classic types, have a stron-ly marked cha-
racter of their own, and are nianv of them
admirable for clearness aud vigour. The
cymci, for instance, as we noticed before, is no
longer the smooth wave-like moulding foundm Roman cornices, with its concave and
convex j.arts both equal, and its soft grada-
tion of light and shade. It has become, on
the contrary, a large hollow, full of deep
shadow at the top, which is made all the more
telling by the contrast of the sharp bead
beneath it. It is thus in almost everv group,
however small. There is always some deU-
nite expression. Some portion is plainly the
principal, the rest subordinate. jMouldin"s
are no longer mere pleasing bands of gradate^d
shade

;
they stand out as distinct, emphatic

forms. The eye catches the meaning of each
at a glance ; one rounded and solid, corbelled
out lor a support ; another starting out from
the Wixll with a gieat sweep of undercutting
to throw otf the wet ; and a third perhaps
running in a strong, twisted roll from pier to
pier to bind and tie the whole editice to-
gether. In French Romanesc^ue especially
this decided character is very noticeable. As
the times advanced, however, features of
Roman origin were more and more disused.
Even modified so compktelv, they failed to
harmonise with the later (Jothic. But super-
seded as they soon were, they still form part
of a noble style, aud one which perhaps may
yet be carried to higher perfection than it
reached before its first abandonment. The
thnleenth century architects then verv soon
originated mouldings of their own, most of
which sprang from the four types of an^le-
roU desciibed iu our last paper, and these
lasted, with a constant tendency to dcene-
rate, down to the close of the Medieval
period.

The moulded capital, circular on plan, is a
specially English ieature, and one which it
would be unwise to reject altogether from
the materials of modern architecture. Good

inouldings are preferable to indifferent carv-
ing, and much of the carving now seen in
capitals is very indifferent indeed. The
inouldings of a capital usually form three
groups or divisions— the abacus," the bell, and
the necking. The first, a* before stated, is

Irequently identical with a stringcourse.
Some of its commonest ibmis are the filleted
roll, the half of a filleted roll hollowed out
beneath, the scroll moulding, the pointed
roll, the douWe roll with a hollow between,
the bird's beak moulding, and what may be
called the reversed wave moulding. Of
cjurse all these mouldings, here as every-
where else, are subject to great variation in
shape aud proportions. To give all the
various forms included under one name
such, for instance, as those of the filleted roll
—would fill a page. There was no such
thing iu the middle ages as deciding what was
the most perfect type of any feature, and then
repeating this one typo for ever after. It
seems to have been discerned pretty clearly
that there could be no single type which
would be best on all occasions; that each
detail was better or worse in any case just as
it helped or hindered the desired effect of the
whole. There was no setting out of Gothic
mouldings, nor probably of ancient Greek
ones, by scales of modules aud parts ; they
were not regulated, like Chambers's Five
Orders, with rule and compasses, but rather,
like Opies pictures—" With brains, sir." To
return to our subject. The bell—which
includes the great bulk of the capital—gene-
rally has its chief member immediately above
the hollow, which probably suggested its
name. This member is sometimes a complete
filleted roll, but more often the half of one,
undercut beneath ; at other times a scroll
moulding, or even a circular roll. The
number of types used in this position is
hardly so great as that found in the abacus ;

but great tiiff'erences of expression are still

traceable, which are further aided by changes
in the minor mouldings of the bell. In the
necking there is, of course, not much room
for variety. The most frequent neckings
are the circular roll, often stilted to make It
project more, the pointed roll, the scroll
moulding, the bird's beak, aud the half-
octagou or half-hexagon.

Iu the treatment of nearly every feature
hitherto referred to, the early Gothic de-
signers seem to have deliberately rejected
mouldings of Classic origin, in order to sub-
stitute forms which had been developed out
of their own system. For the first idea of
their favourite base, however, they were in-
debted to the Greeks, and though, of course
they treated the Greek original with their
usual freedom, altering and modifving it in
numberless ways, it rarely departed so far
Iroiii the primitive model that its ancestry
apjiears at all doubtful. Some distinctively
Cjotluc bases were, indeed, at last produced
cliiefiy towards the decline of the style!
These, however, are poor in comparison witli
the earlier one, of which our illustration
gives several examples. The attic base essen-
tially consisted of two rolls separated by a
hollow, on each side of wliich was a small
iillet. In the Gothic period the hollow was
usually deepened, or, more rarely, filled up
with a third roll ; the fillets were altered in
shape

; the projection of the whole was in-
creased, and, what was a great improvement
the secUon of the larger roll was frequently
rendered oval or elliptical. In French work
this roll became very large, and often very
beautiful and refined in iu cur^-aturc.
During the Decorated period in this country
the scroll moulding gradually took the place
ot this roll ; and still later a series of irregu-
larly curved weatherings succeeded to bodi,
but nothing ever arose which surpassed in
beauty the Greek base during ita highest
lucdiajval development.

The following list of the sources from
which our sketches have been collected may
be useful. The stringcourses Nos. 1,2 and

18 are from English Romanesque buildings
;

Nos. 3, 4, I, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 15, and 16
from works of the same style in France and
Italy; Nos. 12 and 13 from Greco-Roman
remains of about the sixth century, and tlie

rest up to 48 chiefly from the early Gothic of
this country. The capitals are all English
Gothic, and, with the exception of Nos. 5S and
C2, may be referred to the First Pointed
period. Of the bases, Nos. 77 and 79 are
French Komancsque, and 72 early French
Gothic

; 76 is Greco-Roman, and the rest are
English, those which deviate most from the
Classic type being generally the latest in
style.

CROYDON WATER TOWER.
(IROYDON water tow-er, which we illus-

J trate this week, was erected in 1867,
from designs by Mr. Baldwin Latham, C.E.,
engineer to the Croydon local board, by Mr.
J. T. Chappell, of Steyning, Sussex, in order
to furnish a supply of water to the high-level
district of Croydon. The water tower is a
Norman brick building, containing a reser-
voir in the base which will hold 94,000
gallons of water, and wliich is on the same
level as the covered reservoir in connection
with the supply to the town ; also a summit
tank of wrought iron, capable of containing
40,000 gallons of water. The shell of this
tank is made of \m. plates of iron, strength-
ened at the joints with T irons, and the
bottom of ;,in. plates. It is supported partly
on the external walls and partly on three
central columns, one of which serves to
furnish a supply to the high level, a second
forms the rising main for the engine-house,
aud the third acts as an overflow. From the
vertical and horizontal sections given in the
illustration the construction of the tower will
be easUy seen. The general design is very
good. The hei_'ht of the tower is 100ft.
from the ground level and 125ft. from the
concrete foundation. The basement portion
forming the lower tank is 27ft. iu diameter
inside. In the centre is a brick pier, with
stone capping, forming the base of the three
central columns above mentioned, aud round
this the bottom of the reservoir- is formed by
a brick invert, as illustrated.

At the bottom of the lower reservoir the
walls are 5ft. Sin. thick, the thickness gra-
du.ally diminishing from 3ft. 6in. at the level
of the surface of the water. Above this the
walls are 3ft. 2in. at the level of the base-
ment floor, and 14in. at the top of the tower.
The engine-house is situated at the foot of

the tower, and contains a horizontal engine
and two double-acting pumps fixed vertically.

The steam is furnished by two of Field's
patent vertical boilers. This engine-house
and tower have been built by Mr. ChappeU,
and the engine was supplied by the North
Moor Foundry Company. The engine dift'ers

somewhat from the ordinary type of hori-
zontal engine, inasmuch as it is supplied with
four equilibrium valves, worked i'rom cams
on a revolving shaft. This arrangement eftects
a great saving, as the excessive Iriction of the
slide valve is dispensed with, and great
economy is the result.

For a detailed report on the improvements
made in the sanitary condition and water
supply of Croydon and its neighbourhood
during the last few years see the Building
News, Yol. XY., p. 37'4.

The Floor or tue National Gallert.—By
the T.icatioii of tlio rooms at present held by the
Uoyal Academy (which will shortly take place)
the Epace nt piosent available for tlio rational
colk'CtioDB will be nearly doubled. It appears,
however, that although tho floor of the presout
National Gallery between the keeper's resilience
and tho galleries above has been rendered fire-

prooT, no such precaution has been adopted for
the Corresponding floor of tho buiUiiiig occupied
by the Uoynl Academy. This oversight is to bo
remedied before the additional rooms are devoted
to public service.
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ON XTLOGRAPnY, OR PRINTING AND
GKAININCr FROM THE NATURAL SUR-
FACES OF W00D3.

LAST week we gave the subatanee of a paper

read before the Society of Arts, by Mr.

\Vm. Dean. On the question of cost Mr. Dean
went on to say :

—

A painter in Burslem was anxious to see

some work done by the process in his own house
;

a man and boy were sent over to do some, and
they grained two six-panelled doors in twenty

minutes by the clock. The wife of the painter

told me she watched the clock with the special

object of ascertaining how long it took to do

them. The same man and boy grained an octagon

pulpit for another painter, about three miles from
Burslem, in an hour and twenty minutes. Both
these painters purchased licences. When Messrs.

Simmons and Son, of Manchester, purchased a

second machine, I gave one of their men instruc-

tions in working the process, and, after three

days' practice, 1 asked him about the quantity of

work he could do as compared with hand-graiu-

ing, and he informed me that he was quite sure

he could do one-third more than by hand, and
much more easily and pleasantly to himself. At
the North Staffordshire Railway Company's
works, when giving instruction to their foreman,

I myself grained ten square yards of imitation

East India teak in two hours by the watch, and
this was done in the same compartments with

solid te.ak, and had to match it. I had a young
man to assist me, such as the hand-graiuer has to

rub his colour in for him.

In speaking of the durability of the process,

Mr. Dean said :—To enable you to judge, I may
say that the handgrainer works in distemper, I in

oil colours, and it resolves itself into the old ques-

tion, which is the more durable, water colours or

oil colours ? I must refer to my specimens, as

the large one has been done more than three

years, and has had a good deal of knocking about

at exhibitions and travelling through the country

If a good sound varnish is used I have no hesita-

tion in saying that the work will be very durable,

and much more so than work done by hand.

The PnESiDENT, Mr. George Godwin, said that,

looking at the matter commercially, it appeared

to him that this new process had many advan-

tages, not the least of which was that it would
have, he hoped, the ell'ect of banishing that

wretched apology for graining which sometimes
was seen disKguring and disgracing people's

houses. He should like to hear from Mr. Dean
whether the harder woods could be imitated in

rators would have their means of ornamentation
much extended. He understood from Mr. Dean
that the cost of his process was about a shilling
per yard.

Mr. Laing said he had had an opportunity of
inspecting the specimens by daylight, and was
very much pleased with them indeed ; one feature
about the work jvhich had struck him particu-
larly was that the mouldings were as elaborately
finished as the plain work, which was not the
case with graining done by hand, where mould-
ings and such like parts were simply run down
with the comb. It had struck him that the
light and dark specimens were clearer and more
distinct than the intermediate shades. To his
mind, the great advantage of this process was that
graining of first-rate quality could now be exe-
cuted in the provinces, where it was at present
difficult, if not impossib'e, to obtain the requisite
skilled woikmen to do it by hand, and thus many
country houses would now be decorated in this
way, where, hitherto, such a thing would have
been out of the question.

Mr. Yardlev thought there were one or two in-

accuracies in the paper which he should like to
correct. It was said that there Avas a reluctance
on the part of architects to employ graining, on
account of the bad manner in which it was often
done

; J>ut he believed the real reason was the
desire, which had been alluded to by the chair-
man, to avoid everything in the nature of a sham,
and also the question of expense. It was much
cheaper to stain deal, which, in many cases,

showed a very beautiful grain through the stain,

than to have it painted and grained. He should
like to know whether Mr. Dean's process was
applied to the wood plain, or whether it required
painting first, because, of course, if the latter
were the case the cost would be increased. Mr.
Dean had spoken of 2s. and 2s. 6J. a yard being paid
for graining, but he had never known more than
23. or 2i. 3d. being allowed by an architect, in-

cluding the preliminary painting, and two coats of
varnish afterwards. He should like to know
whether the process was applic.ible to delicate
woods, such as bird's-eye maple and satin wood.

Mr. Miller asked if the process could be
applied in imitation of parquet flooring, and if so,

at what expense ?

Mr. Dean, in replying, referred first to that put
by the chairman as to the imitation of hard
woods. A specimen of bay wood was on the
table, and there were also specimens of Hun-
garian ash ; and bird's-eye maple was in process
of trial. The fact was, however, that he had not
as yet been able fully to experiment on many of

this manner, as the majority of the specimens tliese kinds of wood, from being engaged in carry

appeared to be oak ; and he was not certain

whether mahogany, rosewood, and the harder
woods could be imitated. He should also like to

know whether the paper from which the impres
sion was produced must be taken from the original

on the spot, or whether it could be taken by
workmen at a distance; and he did not under-

stand whether the specified times within which
a given quantity of work had been done included
the printing of the paper, or only the transfer-

ring of the im:)ressian to the wood. Jlr. Dean
had just handed him a specimen of imitated bay-
wood, which was cert.iinly commendable, as

there were a quietness and modesty about it not
always seen in grained work.

3Ir. Eloee would also like to know whether
the durability of this system for external work
had been tried.

Mr. MoBANT inquired whether the graining was
applied to the wood direct, or whether a
" ground " had Erst to be prepared.

Mr. Bottomlet said, in correction of one state-

ment in Mr. Dean's paper, that the best oak
graining was now not done in distemper, but
always in oil ; the inferior work was done in

spirit.

Mr. John Land said he should have liked to

have seen more variety in the specimens, and
did not doubt but that many other kinds of wood
could bo imitated. He begged leave to call Mr.
Dean's attention to the beautiful specimens of

wood in the Museum at Kew, some of which
would bo very difficult indeed to imitate by hand,
and, therefore, if they could be copied by this

process, there would be a real advantage in it.

At present they were confined to two or three
descriptions of wood for interior work in houses,
owing to the difficulty of imitating others, which,
in some cases, would no doubt render the copy as
costly as the original

; therefore, if some of these
beautiful woods, both English and foreign, could be
imitated at a, reasonable cost by this process, decc

ing out his patent commercially, and also from
the difficulty which was experienced in getting
suitable specimens of wood with which to experi-
ment. Sir. Bottomley had stated quite correctly
that for some years past the French had trans-
ferred the natural grain of wood to paper for
paperhangings, but they had not gone beyond
that, whereas he had succeeded in re-transferring
the impression from the paper to either a painted
or plain deal surface, the latter being specially
applicable for churches. lie bad carefully exa-
mined the many beautiful specimens of wood in
the Museum at Kew, and he had not the smallest
doubt that very many of them could be success-
fully employed in this process ; but experiments
would have to be made, which would take some
little time. He had had great difficulty in pro-
curing specimens of bird's-eye maple and Hunga-
rian ash suitable for his purpose. These difficul-

ties would no doubt vanish by degrees, but still

they were sufficient to show that time was re-

quired for the perfecting and development of the
invention. In a week he could put second and
third-rate men in a position to compete with, if

not_ to surpass, those who employed the best
grainers money could procure.

THE CATACOMBS OF ROME.

THE Rev. Canon Northcote, in a recent lecture
at the Erompton Oratory on the history

and architecture of these catacombs, stated that
these underground cemeteries, which were exca-
vated by the early Christians in the hills around
Rome, had been used, not only for purposes of

sepulture, but as places for worship, especially

during times of persecution. There were thirty
or forty of these cemeteries, containing galleries

which in the aggregate could not be less th.an

from 350 to 400 miles in length. In one and the
same catacomb it was found that four and even
five ranges of galleries were excavated, one under

the other, at various depths, and the lecturer
estimated that these burial-places of the early
Homan Church contain four or live millions of
graves. At one time it was said that the
Christians alone could not have constructed this
vast subterranean network, but it was now well
ascertained that every stroke of the work was
performed by Christians, who were engaged in
this work without interruption until the year
203 or 20i, when a decree was issued prohibiting
them from assembling in such places. In times
of persecution, when access to the catacombs
could not be obtained in the ordinary way, an
entrance was effected through some deserted sand-
pits which existed in their vicinity. In one or
two instances these pits were converted into
cemeteries, but the opinion formerly entertained
that they were the origin of the catacombs was
without foundation, the process of conversion
being too elaborate and expensive, on account of
the amount of brickwork which had to be intro-

duced. The use of the catacombs as burial-places

was discontinued about the begiiming of the fifth

century.

BUILDING AND LAKD SOCIETIES.

The second annual meeting of the Blackburn and
East Lancashire Permanent Building Society was
held at Blackburn on Thursday wetk. The re-

port read by the secretary demonstrated the
success of the society, and a dividend of 7 per
cent, per annum was declared, leaving a large
balance to be carried to the ensuing year's account.
The annual meeting of the Faversham, Sitting-

bourne, and Lathe of Scray Building Society
was held on Monday night. The report stated
that £1,S50 was advanced on mortgage in last

year as against £875 in 1867, the increase
being the natural result of an alteration in
the rules by which the society agrees to pay
the cost of the mortgage deeds. The sum
of £1,255 2s. Sd. had been returned on shares
withdrawn and completed, and £180 for interest
and bonus. Th? balance carried forward to the
ensuing year is £2,488 16s. 5d.

The annual meeting of the Malvern College
Building Company was held on Friday last. The
capital account showed that, from the beginning
cash had been received on 117 shares, amounting
to £11,700, and that there were 183 unallotted
shares, amounting to £18,3110—total capital
being £30,000. Mortgages had been given to the
amount of £14,500 ; and the company had ex-
pended, since its formation five years ago,
£41,402 Is. 8d. The report was adopted.

The second annual meeting of the Northern
Districts Building and Investment Society was
held at Upper HoUoway on Friday evening
last. From the report; read l.y the secretary it

appeared that the total receipts for the past
year (including the balance from the previous
yeai) were £2,735 16s. 5d. ; the total payments
(including £2,440 advanced), £2,706 173. 3d.

;

total amount due to shareholders and depositors,
£4,881 Os. Id.

; and balance due to tke society on
mortgages, £6,442 10s. 4d. A dividend of 5 per
cent, on all deposit shares was declared, and the
balance of £21 Is. 6d. was carried to the reserve
fund.

The report of the National Freehold Land
Society, to be presented to-day (Friday), states

that the reduction in the rate of interest paid
from 5 to 4 per cent., has had the effect antici-

pated of checking the rapid increase of deposits,

the amount received having been £19,978 less,

while the amount repaid was £ 1 23,469 more
than during the previous year, but that the
receipts have nevertheless exceeded the with-
drawals by £50,103. The "members' capital,"

including the profit added to uncompleted shares
to October 31, now amounts to £1,055,585. The
nett profit is £13,729, out of which the directors

propose to pay a bonus of 1 per cent, on all shares
in the society at the end of the year, and nob
since withdrawn, which will tdce about £10,000,
leaving about £3,700 to be carried forward.

The British Land Company (Limited) has
declared a dividend of 5 per cent, and a bonus of

10 per cent., making, with the interim dividend
paid in June, 20 per cent, for the year 1868.

The p.arish church of Little Bedwyn, Wilts, was
reopened on Tuesday, after restoration. The
edifice dates back some siv or seven centuries,

and in style is principally Norman and partly
transitional to Early English. Sitting accommo-
dation is provided for 400 peraons.
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MODEIW GOTHIC FURJCmTlE.

THE most indifferent observer must Lave
remarked tliat of late years several

architects of eminence have turned their

attentii n to Gothic furniture design. If their

efforts have not been entirely successful they
have for the most jjart l)ecn made in the
right direction. The extreme difficulty of

infusing a Gothic spirit into modern furni-

ture can scarcely be exaggerated. In point
of fact there is little to copy from, and, with
all respect for the architects of tlie new
school, it cannot be truly said of them that

invention is their strong point. An aumry
here and there, a worm-eaten chair or two,

and a cope chest, are absohitely all that re-

main to us of mediaeval furniture. In the
illuminated MS. of Christine de Pisan there
are plenty of beds, which seem to have been
used by day very much as sofas are at pre-

sent, and a few chairs of a rude descrip-

tion, but we do not think that even from this

precious manuscript or the minute detail of

Van Eyck the designer of modern Gothic
furniture could gain any practical ideas. If

anything were needed to confirm our belief

that examples of mediaeval furniture are

exceedingly rare, it would be found in the
" Dictionnaire du Mobilier I'rancais," by
Viollet le Due. It contains a sort of sofa,

from the il S. of Girard de Nevers, which is

rude beyond measure, some benches or low-
backed settles, and a few other articles, in-

cluding a cradle or two, that might do credit

to an Esquimaux, if he could get timber
enough to make it. Now, a chasse or coffer,

an armoire or aumry, a bahut or chest, how-
ever handsome as ornaments and curious as

furniture, cannot be called furniture in the

modern sense. A buhut cannot compare
with a chest of drawers. In the later ex-

amples, those of the fifteenth century, the

work is elegant, but very florid, and is in no
sense domestic. In fact, there is plenty of

church furniture—lecterns, reliquaries, trip-

tych?, chasse.s, candle-holders, and the like ;

but there is not a single work-a-day chair or

table, and the student of modern Gothic
furniture desigii will gain no more from the

perusal of the "Dictionnaire" of Viollet le

Due than he would from reading " Robinson
Crusoe." We waut chairs, not states or

thrones, tables, not banqueting-boards, sofas

rather than settles, and chests of drawers in-

stead of chests. It is true that in conventual
life in the yiresent day, where a certain

amount of asceticism prevails, the settle and
the bench are appropriate, and the simple

gear of monk or nun might be contained in

a chest of no ampler size than that which
suffices the seaman with his much greater

actual needs. But, for the most part, we live

outside of monastery walls, and do not all of

lis go down to the sea in ships. The ward-
robe, the chest of drawers, the toilet table,

the sofa, and many other articles almost un-
known in the twelfth or even the fourteenth

century, are to us practically indispensable
;

and of available examples of these we see no
traces in the antiquarian research with which
the pages of the " Dictionnaire " are so re-

markable. The value of the book can in
many respects scarcely be overestimated

;

but the designer of modern Gothic furniture

who thinks to gain many wrinkles from
Viollet le Due will find himself " shrewdly
mistook."

It is quite certain that a mixture of different

coloured woods, some even I'rom the anti-

podes and the failher Indies, is not success-

ful. It has an eccentric ajipearance, but not
a quaint feeling, and it is ditlicult to imagine
how it can give satisfaction to any. reflecting

mind. Opposed to this style is the heavy
solid furniture of English oak, every portion
of which seems to be extra strong, and so

heavy that any change of position is appa-

rently out of the question. This extreme
strength and weight exist more iu appear-

ance than fact, for vrpholsterers are crafty in

their generation, and understand perfectly

well how to make an inch plank look like a

slab four or five inches thick. This style

has its merits, but is only adapted for large

apartments, and is wholly beyond the reach

of persons of moderate means. Not long ago

we had the pleasure of going over the estab-

lishment of the Messrs. Gillow, where some
fine examples of this style of furniture were
to be seen, of which an account was given in

the Building News p. 206, Vol. XV. A
written description of furniture is at best un-
satisfactory, and we could at the time say no
more than that there it was, and that it was
well worth seeing. The other day we visited

the establishment of Mr. W.Walker, 119, Bun-
hill -row, and saw a style of Gothic furniture

which had the merit of being suited to the

purses of people who inhabit houses which
cost, perhaps, three or four thousand pounds
or less. There is a very large class who
dwell in houses of more or less Gothic
character, who can by no means find suitable

furniture. That which would become a

mansion, a manor house, or a castle, is out of

place in the parsonage and the cottage of

gentility. It may, however, happen that Mr.

Oriel, having built that pretty church and
parsonage at Snoozem Parva, may wish the

latter to be furnished in a becoming manner.
He is not rich ; he has spent more than he

could perhaps afford on the church, and he
has a sort of dilettanie knowledge of Gothic
art, or he fancies he has. Hitherto there

have been two courses open to him—to em-
ploy an architect to design his furniture, or

to buy in jjseticZo-art-upholstery shops what-
ever they may happen to have in stock. Now,
art upholstery, as it usually exists in art

shops, is too fine and too dear for him, and
the consequence is that he has finally to con-

tent himself with the ordinary incongruous

furniture, against which his taste revolts. To
supply the wants of gentlemen in this posi-

tion, Mr. Walker has a large stock of all kinds

of furniture—plain, serviceable, of good cha-

racter, and as low in price as is consistent

with good work. We cannot praise the

design of the various articles in glowing
terms, because we believe Gothic furni-

ture to be a thing that no one knows
much about. The furniture is, however,

of as good design as any to be found else-

where, and IMr. Oriel cannot do better than
to visit Mr. Walker's warehouse. The stock

is there in abundance, and anyone wishing an
article of furniture can see it. The establish-

ment is large and complete. Appliances of

all kinds exist for saving labour, and advan-
tages are to be found which can only be olfered

by the combination of skill, capital, and or-

ganisation. No doubt similar advantages are

presented by hundreds of establishments, but,

so far as we know, there are very few that

especially undertake to furnish a house in

the Gothic style with articles which are low
in price without the sacrifice of all the true

feeiiug of Gothic design. Of course other fur-

niture of a more costly nature and different

style is to be found in Mr. Walker's premises,

but he lays, and with justice, especial cLunr

to be almost the only ujiliolsterer who supplies

Gothic furniture of good design at moderate
prices. It may seem that but faint praise has
oeen given to Gothic furniture. To us it ap-

pears that it has had all the laudation it

merits ; certainly as much as we are inclined

to accord. The weak point of the style is that

it is not precisel}' suited to our habits. In an
age when bishops could seldom read, and less

frequently write, when they were nearly as

often arrayed in panoply of steel against their

king for the time being as clothed in the robes

of clerkly men, there could have been little

difference between the furniture of the boudoir
of Hotspurs wife and the study of "that
same noble prelate, Scroope, of York," who
look in such dudgeon his brother's death at

Bristol Gothic art when directed furniture-

wards, let us say thiity years ago, was of a
most curious description. The late Mr. Pugin
has in his " True Principles " left us some
amusing drawings, which the present genera-
tion are apt to think caricatures. To our cer-

tain knowledge they are fair representations of

what was considered, only thirty years ago, to
be Gothic furniture ot the higliest .school

of art

—

"Nous arons change tout cda ;''

but it would be rash to assert that we are, on
that account, very far on the high road to

perfectiou. Improvements have doubtless

been made. But we are, iu fact, nearly as far

from mastering the spirit of the Gothic de-
signers as in that golden time thirty years
ago. Little columns and buttresses and puny
imitations of cathedrals huddled together to

make up a bookcase, a reading desk, a daven-
port, or a what-not, however much spotted

over with woods of divers colours, and for the
most part elegant devices, do not come up to

our idea of what Gothic iurnitvu-e used to be
in days bygone, or what it will be in those
halcyon ones to which all true friends of art

look forward with equal faith and hope. Of
all furniture the most elegant was unques-
tionably that of the well-to-do Koman in the
Augustan age. The specimens of the ex-

humed cities which are to bo seen in the
Museo Borbonico at Naples are .as superior
to the best work of the best workman of

Faubourg St. Antoine or Curtain-road as is a
Fresnel light to a turnip lantern. Next best

comes the Italian furniture of the sixteenth

century, plenty of which may bo seen at

South Kensington, and next to that the old
English furniture of the date of Anne and the
earlier Georges, for the simple reason that it

was copied from the Italian. The caricatures

of classicism prevalent during the time of the
" Directory and Empire " may be dismissed

with the contempt they deserve, and the

nimminy-pimminy school of modern Parisian

art, if it can be so called, needs not to claim

greater consideration. The best school of

furniture is the Italian, the best of the Italian

schools is the Venetian. Those who run may
read. The introduction of black furniture

inlaid with white patterns is not a thing to

which even Alboin, king of the Lombards,
could shut his eyes. People of the very best

and most unquestioned taste are daily buying
" suits of sable," and we may add are daily

paying handsome sums to skilled artists for

designing them. Motley is no longer the

only wear.
—

•

INTERIOR BECORATION.—THE DKAWING-
ROOM.*

WE have hitherto treated of the decora-
tion of drawing-rooms of the best cha-

racter. We now descend a few steps and turn
our attention to those of what may be termed
the middle class. And here fresh facilities

and difficulties at once beset us. The facili-

ties are afforded by the numerous materials,

more or less effective and of varying prices,

which we can employ ; the difficulties are

owing to our having to consult capricious,

uneducatel, and, frequently, feminine tastes.

In the noble apartments of the town mansion
or the country seat general instructions will

probalily be given to a decorator and up-
holsterer of acknowledged taste, and much
will be left to his discretion. But the tenant

of a suburban villa will bring with him to

the decorator's establishment one or more
ladies to choose the paper and to decide on
the patterns of the tables, chairs, and carpet

;

and fortunate, indeed, will be the caterer who
succeeds in satisfying conflicting whims with-

out utterly ruining the appearance of the

room to an artistic eye. For mamma will

want gold on the walls in spite of paterfa-

milias' conviction that it will be the ruin of

the magnificent c/yomo be has just bought

and while the young ladies are reproducing

the wars of the red and white roses apropos

of the carpet, the confidential friend of the

family will be insisting on her favourite

• Continued from page Y7.
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theory of colour, ami vetoing everything

which ventures to diU'er from, the rules of mil-

linery. Under such trying circumstances the

only advice we can give to the decorator is,

never to show specimens which are opposed

to sound taste, and to get permission, if pos-

sible, to arrange a pattern especially for the

room, when he must use his own discretion

as to how far he can humour the various

tastes he is dealing with, and how far he can
work out his own ideas.

Consideringthe multiplicity oftypes ofrooms,

of materials, patterns, and tastes with which
weare nowconcerned, our task on this occasion

must necessarily be to deal more in generalities

than we have previously done, and rather to

give suggestions as to what to do and what to

avoid than to recommend any specific treat-

ment. In a work on household taste, which
has been noticed in the Building News, the

author has enlarged upon the difficulty of ob-

taining furniture and decoration of good
design and workmanship at a moderate cost.

We have no intention of following Mr. East-

lake through matter which contains a large

amount of truth, good sense, and artistic feel-

ing mixed with considerable ignorance of the

real state of trade as applied to the subjects

he treats of, as well as with much that

appears to us as overstrained and unpractical.

We wish merely to assert—and that very posi-

tively, and witii the full knowledge of what we
are saying—that when Mr. Eastlake alludes to

modern upholstery he is very frequently

speaking only of the cheap rubbish wJiich is

got up at the East End and sold by advertis-

ing tradesmen, who ticket the goods they dis-

play with the odd eleven pence three-farthings

in small figures. That good medi;eval furni-

ture is difficult to procure we admit ; that

furniture cannot be good unless constructed

on medieval principles we question ; but that
" our modern upholsterer has substituted

"

for the fiuials of curtain poles " gigantic

fuchsias or other flowers, made of brass,

gilt bronze, and even china, spreading
downwards in a design of execrable taste"

we simply deny. To connect such mise-
rable gim-crack stuff with the name of

a respectable upholsterer is as great a
libel as to adduce the slop finery of a

.servant-girl as a specimen of contemporary
ladies' dress. Both dress and upholstery are

in need of great reform, but nothing is gained
by misrepresentation, such as the single

instance we have selected out of many. The
fact is that, as a rule, no good furniture is

kept in stock, simply because it is far better

to make what is suitable for the particular

house that has to be furnished. Nor is there

any material increase in the cost of furniture

so made above what would be charged for

similar articles if kept in stock. The higher
price, as compared with what actually is to be
procured ready made, is simply on accoimt of

the superior workmanship and materials.

The best and most truly economical plan for

anyone about to decorate and furnish is to go
to some respectable house combining both
branches, give an idea of what he wishes to

spend and the style of article he likes (having
an estimate if he wishes it), and wash his

hands of the whole till it be finished. While
it is particularly desirable that the furniture

and decoration should be left in the same
hands, it will be generally found advisable,

when anything beyond simple painting and
papering is intended, to employ men whose
prime business is that of decorator, rather
than vipholsterers who have added decoration

to their original occupation ; for it requires a
much higher art-education to produce a good
decorator than a good upholsterer, and men
accustomed to design decoration and to

study it in all its bearings will be far more
likely to seize the correct treatment of a room
as regards its furniture than those who have
been concerned with patterns of carpets,

curtains, and cabinets simply as such,

while they will probably have little or no
knowledge of real decoration. To adduce an
instance. Some years ago we went over a

mansion that had just been built in K^ensing-

ton Palace Gardens by Mr. .James Murray
for Sir Morton Peto. It was in the refined

Barry school of Italian architecture. The
decorations were unfortunately taken out of

the architect's hand.s and given, together with
the furnishing, to Messrs. Jaekson and
CTraham, a firm of upholsterers whose reputa-
tion for the quality and artistic excellence of

their goods stands deservedly high, but
whose notions of decoration appear to con-

sist in the indiscriminate application of Mr.
Owen Jones's oljjectionable crudities. In the

case we refer to the delicate Italian modelling
of the plaster ceiling appeared cheek by jowl
with coarse quasi-Moorish flat ornaments, and
the whole rejoiced in the tender colouring

which graces St. James's Hall and the buffet

at the Charing Cross Station ! Had a firm

essentially decorative, such as Messrs. Crace,

for instance, been employed, the beauties of

the internal architecture would have been
brought out by the decorative treatment,

while the furniture would probably have
been quite as good as that actually supplied.

We will conclude our remarks on the deco-

ration of the drawing room in our next
number.

OAK INLAID BOOKCASE.

WE give this week a lithograph of an oak
bookcase designed by Mr. C. Bevan, of

is, Bernera street, W., and manufactured by Mr.
James Lamb, Manchester. The ground is of oak,

reheved with fcimple forma of purple, orange,
black, and hairwood. The roof or top is pointed
in maroon, blue, and gold, with a brass cresting.

The doors in the upper part are glazed with trans-

parent plate glass, behind which are shelves fitted

for books. The middle partis alaoopen to receive

books. One part of the lower part is fitted up as a
secretaire; the front falls down to form a writing
table. The other portion of the lower part is

fit.ed to receive maps, &c. The hinges and door
handles are of brass and highly finished and illu-

minated in colour. The height to top of brass
orn.amentis Oft. 6in,, and width at the base, 6£t.

This bookcase was designed by the author not as a
work of high art, but to come within a limited
cost, and was exhibited at the Paria Exhibition
in 1867.

AKCniTECTURAL SOCIETIES.

LEICESTEKSniRE ARCHITECTURAL AND AkOH GEO-

LOGICAL SocLETY.—On Monday week the annual
meeting of this society was held in the Town
Library, Leicester, the Rev. J. H. Hill in the
chair. The secretary reported that the Lord
Biahop of Peteroorough had consented to be a
patron of the society in the room of the late

Bishop Jeune. It was resolved that the follow-

ing gentlemen be elected pres'dents of the
society :—Major Freer, Billesdon Coplow ; Sir H.
St. John Halford, Bart., Wistow Hall; H. L.
Powys Keck, Esq., Stoughton Grange ; Thomas
Tertius Paget, Esq., Humberstone ; and W. Ward
Tailby, Esq., Skeffingtou Vale ; also that the
committee and officers for the past year be re-

elected. The treasurer's statement of accounts
for 1868 was read and passed. The report of the
committee for the past year was also read and
adopted.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETIES.

HODDERSIiIELD ARCHiEOLOGICAL AND TOPO-
GRAPHiCAL Association.—The annual meeting of

the members of this ass ociation was held on
Friday evening last. On the walls were a large

number of "rubbings" of Yorkshire and other
brasses, executed for the most part by the Rev.
G. B. Jleiler, who was to have given a lecture on
" seals," a beautiful collection of which Mr. Meller
exhibited and some extremely fine coloured views
of the celebrated Fairford windows which caused so

much discussion on the occasion of the meeting of

the British Archreological Society at Cirencester,

in Gloucestershire, not long ago. The secretary,

Mr. F. Barber, read the annual report, from which
it appeared that the total number u£ members
was 170, of which number 61 had been added
during the past year. The council acknowledged
a number of donations by various societies and
gentlemen, to whom the committee expressed

their gratitude.

COMPETITIONS.
Grantham.—It ia proposed to erect a new

Congregational Church in this town. A design
by Mr. Tait, of Leicester, has been selected in a
limited competition. It ia in the Mediseval style.

Kingston-on-Thames Queen Elizabeth's
Grammar Scuool Competition.— Sir,—Noticing
in your list of competitions the above, I wrote
about a fortnight ago to F. Gould, Esq., trea-

surer, for the particulars, enclosing stamps ; but
not receiving any reply, wrote again last week,,
and no answer has been returned as yet. Can
you inform me how the particulars are to be ob-

tained, or whether there are any restrictions with
regard to the competition ?—V, W.

ARCHEOLOGY.
A CURIOUS discovery has been made in the
Cathedral Close at Lichfield. In clearing the
ground for some additional builJings to the
Bishop's palace, the ashlar facing of the old
palace was laid bare at a few feet below the
present garden level. Built up against this

wall V7ere found the remains of a pipe manufac-
tory. The flue and the floor of the kiln were very
apparent, formed of bricks of a larger size than
the present common Flemish pattern. Mixed
with the surrounding soil were pipes and frag-

ments of pipes to the number of one or two
hundred, portions of unbaked clay (stiU quite

moist), scorias and lumps of coal, and iu one
case, a fully formed pipe bowl in its nnburnt
state.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

A Bill ''for the improvement of the navigation

of the Severn" has passed one of the Examiners
of Standing Orders unopposed. It is not un-
likely, however, that the Bill may be opposed at

the next stage, it being stated that the proposed
erection of weirs at Gloucester will greatly inter-

fere with the Tewkesbury Drainage Works. The
result of an interview of the Tewkesbury Board
of Health with the Severn Cummissioners was
unsatisfactory to the former body j and there

seems no choice left to the Board of Health but
to oppose the Commissionera when they go to

ParUament for their Bill.

At a meeting of the Bl ickburn Highway and
Sanitary Committee on Thursd.ay week, it was
agreed to appoint a sub-committee to deal with
the question of the sewerage of the town, and to

assist the mayor to mature hia plans. The mayor
proposes to utilise the sewage by irrigation.

On Wednesday week, at a meeting of the rate-

payers and inhabitants of Bromsgrove " to con-

sider the sanitary state of the town," a report by
Mr. Porchas, the surveyor of the Local Board of

Health, on the subject of proposed new sewerage

works and alterations (at an estimated cost of

about £1,700), was read. Its adoption was pro-

posed, but an amendment was moved, "That a

Government inspector be requested to come down
and report on the necessity, or otherwise, of a

system of drainage being carried out." The
meeting broke up, however, without either o£ the

propositions being put.

Royal Academy Studentships.—" W. W."
sendsus the following ;

—" The question as to the

means for furthering architectural education

being now so prominent, I would call your at-

tention to a fact which has, I believe, been a

standing evil for some years past iu connection

with the Royal Academy. It is that no reason

or information whatever can be obtained why
the great men rejpct drawings sent in for a
studentship. A student sends iuaset of drawings,

complying as nearly as possible with the vague
and badly framed rules issued, and calling some
time after the council have met, is told by a

porter that ho is not admitted, and asks if there

is any reason given. ' Oh, no, sir, they never

give any reason,' is the reply. According to

the rules a student rejected at ono time may go
in again at the next, and the next if he chooses,

very likely to perpetrate the same error (if error

there was) which rejected him before, and he
being ignorant of the particular mistake, cannot

perhaps amend it next time. Let us hope that

\-,hen the Royal Academy is moved to its new
quarters, new rules may be iutroduoed in modi-

fication of those at present existing."
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Suilbiiig liitedigence.

OHUBCHES AND OHAPELB.

Restoration oi- Riros CATnEDRM,.—Since

July, 18t>'2, the choir uf Ripou Cuthe'lral has been

in the hands of the workmen, public worship, in

the meantime, having been celebrated iu the nave.

In this interval the appearance of the choir has

been greatly changed. The gallerie.s which dis-

figured the aisles have been removed ; the white-

wash has disappeared from the stonework ; the

beautifully carved oak screens of the aisles and

the canopies of the stalls have had the ravages of

time repaired ; the highly ornamented scdilia have

been removed to their proper site—the easternmost

bay of the chancel, south arcade ; the whole of

the choir and its aisles have been re-scattd and re-

floored—the pavement within the chancel rails in

a beautiful design of various coloured marbles ; the

arcadiug behind the altar altered so as to harmonise

with similar work in the aisle.s, and the whole of

the choir restored and beautiticd so as to make it
|

correspond as nearly as possible with its original

condition. The new ceiling of the nave is a most
!

elegant and ell'ective piece of woik. The towers, '

which were previously in a vefy insecure condition,

have been strengthened, and their foundat ons
j

made safe. In the transepts, and beneath the

central tower, beautiful oak ceilings, panelled and
relieved by rich designs iu colour, have been put

in. The old ceiling of the nave as yet has not

been touched, but there is every probability of

this portion of the edifice sharing in the work of

restoration and embellishment. The works already

completed have been carried out under the super-

intendence of Mr. O. G. Scott, at a cost of nearly

£22,000.

Cimncn ExTK.vsiON in Sheffield. -The fourth

annual meeting of the Sheffield Church Extension

Society was held on Friday last. The society was

started for the purpose of building seven churches

in five years, and seven churches have already

been built, two by private generosity, but sug-

gested or stimulated by the society. The society

has expended i;i,'i,0UO. It is contemplated to

form a permanent Church Extension Society.

The twentieth annivers.ary of the London Con-

gregational Chapel Building Society was com-

memorated on Tuesday, the 26th ult, by a

special meeting held at the London Mis.^ionhou.se,

Blomfield-atreet. We gather from the facts laid

before the meeting that during the twenty-one

Tears (including IMif) of the society's existence it

has mat^'"'*"y assisted in the erection orpurchaseof

•

, J
seven chapels—representing a contribution

*'Sh ?• grantsandfreeloansof £110,000towardsan
aggregate outlay of £360,000, and providing (ex-
clusive

p£ intended galleries) nearly SU,000
sittmgs {qj, ajuits Dividing the twenty-one
years of the society's history into three periods of

^^Y^" years each, in the first period its list com-
prises 1 7 chapels, in the second 26, and in the
third

-l-i, Xhe society is at present engaged,
with Jir. S. Mcrley, MP., in the erection of 21
chapclB, to each of which Mr. Moiley contributes
i'SoO, and the society £S00, half of the last being
free loan.

On Thursday week the new church of St.

Michael and All Angels, Brookhouse, Lancashire,

was consecrated by the Bishop of Manchester. The
plan of the new building comprises a nave, with
north and fouth aisles, divided from it by arcades

of five arches, anel together measxiring 72ft. by
51ft.; a chinccl, 32ft. by 22ft. ; and an organ aisle

and vestry on the north side of chancel, 20ft. by
13ft. There is a tower at the south-east ai gle,

with arches opening, one into the chancel, and
one into the south aisle, which haa been arranged
as a baptistry. The tower, TOft. high, is even-
tually to be surmounted by a spire 76ft. high.

At the west side there is a small gallery for

children. The roof and seats are of deal, stained

and varnisheel. The height from the floor to the
apex of the nave roof is 60ft., and to the apex of

the chancel roof -lift. The foundations through-
out have been built with the plinth mouhling,
and, owing to the rapid slope of the ground on
the north side, are seen rising 2Sft. above the level

of the river, which forms the boundary of the
churchyard. The material used is stone, and the
style adopted ia thirteenth century Engli-h
Gothic. tiOO sittings are provided. Messrs
Stevens and Robinson, of Derby, are the archi-

tects, and Mr. Hacking, of Blackburn, was the
contra t<'r

A new reredos has been partly erected in Christ

Church, Sydnej', Australia. It is composed of

tiling from the atelier of Messrs. Miuton and Co.,

Lonelon. In the centre of the panel over the altar

is a circle of variegated colours bearing the " Agnus

Dei," from which extends a Greek cross of dead

gold, outlined by a narrow edging of white enamel.

The cross is surrounded by ejuatiefoils bearing the

symbols of the four Evangelists in green, gold,

and chocolate, the whole resting on a background

of minute dark and light blue triangles alternately.

This is also studded with gold stars. The lower

half of the lateral portions on either side are of

plain and glazed chocolate tiles alternating, the

upper half being composed of various coloured

tiling, with white circles, bearing on small scrolls

the Christian virtues, such as Faith, Love, Hope,

Charity, etc., and three verses from the " Te

Deum." Owing to the dissatisfaction of a portion

of the inhabitants on account of the ritualistic

character of therereelos, the Bishop of Sydney has

recommended the churchwardens to obtain such

an alteration of the design as luay render it un-

objectionable, and failing this, the work is to be

discontinued, and the portion already commenced
removed.
On Saturday the memorial stone of a Congre-

gational Chapel was laid in Every-street, Ancoats,

Manchester. Messrs. PauU and Robinson are the

architects of the building, the main details of

which are of Gothic design. The interior will be

SSft. long by a clear widih of 50ft. The body of

the ground floor will contain movable forms,

capable of seating 3110 adults, which, added to the

sittings in the galleries, will give accommodation
for a congregation of 650 persons. The cost of

the building proper is £1,710, which is the

amount of the builder's contract. The lighting,

heating, movable furniture, boundary fences, anel

architect's commission will swell the total outlay

to about £5,800.

The new church of St. Leonard, Padiham,
Lancashire, was opened on Thursday week. The
edifice occupies the site of the old church, which
having been founel too small and inconvenient,

and in many parts in an unsafe condition, was
taken down about three years ago. The new
buileling comprises nave, chancel, transepts, n.ave

aisles, chancel aisles, tower, and vestry. The
style is that of the early part of the fifteenth

century. The tower rises 115ft. to the top of the

pinnacles, and has eight belfry windows, with
traceried heads, surmounted by a bokl cornice,

with panelled embattlements. Internally the

church is faceel with stone in courses, all the

woodwork (with the exception of the roof, which
is stained) being varnished. The church is

lighted after dark by means of coronjc of po-

lisheel brass, suspended from the nave and
arches, executed by Messrs. Thomason, of Man-
chester. The hot water apparatus was supplied

by Jlessrs. Bacon, of London, and the reredos

and carving were executeel by I\lessr3. Williams,

of Manchester. The font is of the sixteenth

century, removed from the old church. The
church will seal 1,000 persons, .and the cost has
been £8,000. The architect is Mr. William Wad-
dington, of Burnley and Padiham.

Little Bedwyn Church, Wilts, was reopened on
the 26th ult. after restoration. The building,

which is partly Norman and very old, has been
entirely reroofed and reseated. A new east

window has been inserted, painted by Barnett, of

Newcastle.

The foundation stoce of a new \v"esle>yan

Chapel was laid last week at Uorncastle, Lincoln-

shire. It is designed in the Italian style, to hold

.about 000 people, anel will cost over £1,000. Mr.
AVm. Waddingtou, of Burnley, is the architect,

and Mr. Walters, of Horncastle, the contractor.

A new Wesleyan Chapel was openeel at Barn-
staple last week. The style is fou'tcenth ccntur'y

Gothic. The building accommodates 1,000
persons, at a cost of £1,500. Mr. Alexaneler

Lander was the architect.

A new theatre was opened at Whitehaven on
Monday evening. Mr. Jonath.in Shepherd, of

that town, is the architect.

The new opera house at Vienna approaches

completion. It will seat 3,000 people, has an un-
usually capacious stage, and an orchestra capable

of holding eighty performers. The crush-room
is described as a splendiel apartment. The cost

up to the present time has been about 1,700,000
thalers, or upwards of £700,000.

A new agricultural hall was inaugurated at

Walsall, last week. The style is Italian. Mr. G.

B. NichoUs, of West Bromwich, was the archi-

tect, and Messrs. Trow and Sons, of Wednes-
bury, the contractors.

The necessary preparations for the erection ol

a new Lock Hospital at Chatham are being

made by the Government authorities. Messrs.

Strudwick and Mennie, of London, have been

selected as surveyors, to act with the Govern-

ment surveyor, in preparing the ejuantities for

the new hosjiital, which is to cost about £10,000.

At the last meeting of the Shoreditch Vestry

plans for the enlargement of the Brentwood

Schools, prepared by .Mr. W. Lee, architect, came
under consideration. The plans were not adopted,

the Vestry being of opinion that the accommoda-

tion reeprired could be well provided for half ths

estimated cost (£16,000). Mr. Lee was reejuested

to furnish fresh plans in accordance with this

decision.

The new General Post Office, Sydney, is in

course of erection. The style is an adaptation of

the Italian, combinini- the soliel grandeur of the

architecture of the Florentine palaces, flanking

and supporting light and elegant arcaded faijadea

of the Venetian School. The George-street front,

along which the arcade is continued, consists of

three tiers or stories of orders. A very excellent

stone from tLe Pyrmont quarries of unusually

large dimensions is being used in the building.

Ml". John Young is the coutractor. The base

course is of grey granite from Moruya, in blocks

varying from ten to twenty tons, all hnely

wrought. The design is by the colonial archi-

tect, Mr. James Barnet, under whose direction it

is being erected.

Dr. Chadwick, now of Soutbport, but formerly

of Bolton, has increased his munificent bequest

for the erection of an orphanage and model
dwelling for artisans, from £17,000 to £22,000.

This pleasing intelligence was made known to a

meeting of the trustees on Satunlay. At the

same meeting, plans of two blocks of buildings

—

one iu Haulgh, the other adjoining the Heywood
recreation groiiud—were submitted by Messrs.

Cunlilfe and Freeman, architects. Wood-street,

and approved of by the trustees ; and it was
decided that tenders should be immediately pro-

cured, and laid before a future meeting. Both
blocks are in the Italian style of architecture,

plainly treated ; and none of the houses will have

less than three bedrooms, with a small lavatory

attached.

The LiVEKrooLTi.MBER Trade.—Tho timber

trade of Liverpool during the past year was
moi-e limited than for many pr-evious years. The
number of vessels that arrived in tho Mersey in

the course of the year with cargoes of timber
was 332 from British America, with a gross

tonnage ol 283,079 ; and 97 from the Baltic, with

33,913 tons. The arrivals from British America
show a decrease as compared with 1867 of 37
ships and 19,290 tonp, and those from the Baltic

an increase of 4 ships but a decrease of 78 tons.

The colonial and foreign timber and deals

imported during the year measured 22,341,000

oabic feet.

TuE Institution o? Civit Engineers.—At
tho meeting of this society on Tuesday, the

2nd inst,, Mr. Chardcs Uutton Gr-egory, Presi-

dent, in the chair, fourteen candidates were bal-

loted for, and dcclai'cd to be duly elected, in-

cluding four members, viz.:—Mr. Joseph Hay-
wood Watson Buck, resident engineer of the

Standedgo Tunnel Work?, on tho London and
North-Wcstcrn Railwiyj Mr.ThomasD.de, on-

ginccr of the Corporatron Water Works, Hull

;

Mr. Peter Greek, chief engineer for railways in

the imperial Rushian service; and Mr. Henry
Johnston Wylie, Westminster, len gentlemen
were < let^teel associates, as follows :—Mr. John
Bowderr, deputy bo; ough surveyor, S^ilford; Mr.
Alfred Mountain Fowler, borough surveyor,

Leeds ; Mr. Charles Hart, Parsonstown ; Mr.
Bleamire Moody do Michele, resident engineer.

Recite Drainage Company, Pernambuoo ; Mr.
Jos.ph Musgrave', Bokon ; Mr. Eyre William

Preston, assistar.t engineer on the Great Indian

Peninsula Railway; Mr, Alfred Lewis Saore,

manager ol the Yorkshire Engine Works, near

Sheffield; Mr. Harco Theodoras Hora Siocama,

engineering stalT of the London and North-

western Railway ; Mr. Augustus Horace Strong
ilharni, assistant engineer, Farness Railways

;

and M-. Joseph WilJinm Wilson, Craven-street.
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TO COBBESPONDENTS.

NOTICE.—Cases for binding the BUILDING
NEWS Vol. XV., are now ready, and can be had,

price 23. each. Cases for binding back volumes

can also be had.

To OOB Reaoehs.—We shall feel obliged to any of our

readers who will favour us with brief notes of works con-

templated or in progress in the provinces.

Letters relating to advertisements and the ordinary busi-

ness of the Paper should be addressed to the EDITOR,
SI, TAVISTOCK STREET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the

office before 5 o'clock p.m. on Thursday.

Received.—F. P.—W. S. and Sons.—H. C—G. W. B.—
W W-l. M. andCo.—R. H.-W. C—I. N.-W. W.-I.
1' S —J. M. S —H. C—J. R., with drawings.— B. F.— S.

and M.—A. C. A.—H. A. R.—G. M., with photo of Indian

chairs—O. W. D.—.T. C. J.—A. H.—J. G.-C. L. - S. M.—
Eev P K. F.—J. H.—J. H., with drawinjrs of ash privy.

—H. C—Z. C.-J. W. T.—G. W. H.—W. B. H.-W. S.—
P andG., Bristol, with perspective view and details of

warehouse.- W. E.—R. H. M.-J. S. P.-I. E. G.—F. J. C.

and Co.—H. C.

T. C. E., T. W.—"Civil and Mechanical Engineers

Society," too late.

E. H., L. B.—We must decline any farther correspon-

dence on the Convent of St. Margaret. Sast Griustead

A Student should have some consideration for other

people when he puts a question. We cannot occupy our

space with the simplest elementary matter.

W. Stanley.—Address Mr. W. Dean, sen., Dresden,

Statt'ordsihii-e Potteries ; or, for the next week or two, at

74, Park walk, Bromptou, S.W.

down draught in the chimneys. To counteract this and
create an up draught, let him make the following experi-

ment carefully :—When the fire in the lower room is to be
lit (this shovild be tlie only fire alight in the house at the

time, if accurate information is to be obtained) close tlie

door, and open the lower sash— half an-inch may suffice,

or as much as may be necessary to convert the dowu
draugiit through the damper ioto an up draught. This he

can test hy a lighted candle. Having ascertained the super-

ficial area of the open window, apply it in the following

manner :—If the exterior of the wall in sketch be on his

ground, insert in this wall a T piece.of iron pipe, irame

diately below the level of the fire bars. The top of the T
will bo within the house. The area of this piece of pipe

must be fully equal to the area of the open window. I

think 4in. diameter, square or round, will be found
ample. In the event of this being a party wall, insert in

lien of one of the top squares, a ventilator; if this be

deemed objectionable, insert in the external wall of room
an air brick sufficient for the purpose, and a ventilator

near the ceiling. The last two plans are best for ventilating

the room. It is probable that when a second or third fire

is burning the down draught may reti

with thesi

liitercoinmumcatiun.

QUESTIONS.

[1257.]—DRAINING CELLARS. — Can any of your
readers kindly inform me what means would be most
effectual to drain a cellar under the following circum-

stances? The pipe from the main sewer is laid at as flat a

gradient as possible, but Is, nevertheless, 3in. above the

floor at the point where the usual trap should be inserted.

The height of the cellar is 5ft. 7in., so that to fill it up
would reduce the headway to such an extent as to make
the cellar unserviceable. Would a syphon pipe

purpose? If not, what would?—H. H. H.

such
like manner. More air is wanted

got into the house. The action of the
mproved by sheeting the edges with zinc.

1 any[12b8.]-MIXING CONCRETE WITH LIME.—C,

of your numerous practical correspondents inform me buo

best method for mining concrete with lime, slaked and not

ground? also whery they may have used it, or where it

has been used in that way ? By so doing they will confer a

great benefit on—A Country Yokel.

[1259.] — CEMENT FOR FASTENING BRASS LET-
TERS TO WINDOWS.—Can any reader tell me the best

cement for the above ?—K. M. L.

[1260.J-COMPOS1T1ON FOR STOPPING CRACKS IN
IRON TANKS. —Will any subscriber give me a recipe for

a cement or composition to stop cracks in a large iron tank ?

—Leslie.

damper may be
—A. Z.

[1219.] — FLOOR SCANTLINGS. — If " Un Jenne

Homme" has already any acquaintance with the prin-

ciples of the theories involved in calculations of the

strength of materials, such as floor and roof timbers, I

would advise him to procure " Hurst's Architectural Sur-

veyors' Handbook," which contains a quautily of informa-

tion on many subjects, including that on which " Un
Jeune Homme " is desirous of being informed. I believe

the price is 4s. 6d. Should it be necessary, however, for

" Un Jeune Homme" to study the subject from its be-

ginning, he will have to procure a more elementary work

than "Hurst's Handbook," and there are so many excel-

lent ones in the market that it seems i-jvidious to select

any as better than the rest. I myself have read with

profit the following volumes of Weale's series—" The Art

of Building" (Is.) and " The Carpantry and Joinery of

Roofs." (Is. Od.) I inadvertently omitted to give "Un Jeune

Homme " the weight per lineal foot that his girders would

be. 1 now remedy the omission. The sectional area of

the girder given being 28in., this multiplied by 12 (inches

in a lineal foot) gives 336 cubic inches in that length.

Now, a cubic foot (1728in.) of wrought iron weighs 4851b. ;

therefore as 172S : 485 : : 336 to 94 30oib. in a lineal foot

of a girder of wrought iron of the size given.—Jo.seph

Oswald.

any of the edges on which the stone would turn in the act

of upsetting ; thus 9in. or .75ft. is therefore the arm of the
lever referred to above, and 4290 x .75 =: 32181b. is the
"moment of resistance " of the obelisk, or the force with
which it endeavours to retain its vertical position. In
order to find the pressure of wind necessary to overcome
this resistance, put the " mt)ment of the force '* of
the wind = 3 213. Now this moment is compounded
of the actual force of the wind multiplied by the
arm of the lever with which it acts ; if, therefore, we
divide 3218 by the leverage, and by the superficial area
upon which the wind exerts its power, we shall obtain the
pressure per foot super, which will just destroy the resist-

ance ; any additional power in the wind would overturn the
obelisk. As in these investigations the whole weight of
a body is supposed to be concentrated in one point—its

centre of gravity, so any force tending to destroy its

equilibrium is referred to the same point, and as we are

now about to deal with a horizontal force, it is necessary to

determine the height of the centre of gravity of the obelisk

above the base, this height being the leverage with which
the wind acts. To find it, compute the height of the com-
plete pyramid of which the obelisk is a frustrnm = 60ft.

The centre of gravity of a pyramid is three fourths of its

height below the vertex = 45ft. Find the cube content of
the pyramid = 45ft, Multiply the cube content by the
distance of the centre of gravity from the vertex 45 x 45 =
2025. Perform the same operation upon the small
pyramid comprised between the top of the obelisk and the
vertex of the large pyramid; cube of small pyramid =
13.33ft., distance of its centre of gravity from vertex =
30ft., and 13.33 x 30 = 4O0. Divide the difference be-

tween these results by the cube content of the obelisk, and
the quotient will be the distance of its centre of gravity

below the apex of the pyramid ;

2025 — 40O
: 51.3, and 60

31.66

— 51.3 = 8.7ft., the height'ofthe centre of gravity above the

base. Also the area of a vertical section of the obelisk

opposed to the wind when blowing full upon one side =

which is the
321S

25ft. super. Therefore,
s~7"jr~25

~ l^-^lb-t

force of wind per foot super, which would just balance the

resistance of the obelisk, so that a wind of 15lb. per foot

would overturn it. In connection with this subject it may
be useful to note that on the ISth Janiiary last year,

during a violent gale at Liverpool, the maximum pressure

registered wiis 431b. per square foot.—E. S.

2313
tious.

I that questic

[1261.]—SETTING SUN DIALS.—lam going to erect a
Buu dial, if 1 can find out how to set it correctly. Perhaps
one of your readei-3 would give the requu'ed information

to—A S U BSCRI BEB.

[1262.]—RULE IN THE BUILDING TRADE.—

I

should feel obliged if you would inform me what is the
general rule among^jt London builders as regards payment
of workmen for working after one o'clock on Saturdays —
whether it is usual to pay them single tmxe or time and a
half?—Chas. Layton.
[We believe it is not the rule to charge time and a half

after one o'clock on Saturday. Of course, if the men were
obliged to .work very late on some matter of urgency—like

that of building a theatre— they would be in a position to

exact time ani^ a half pay. — En. B. N ]

REPLIES,

[1214.]—DRAINAGE OP BASEMENTS.-If the sub-
ject has not become wearisome, permit me to say a few
words in explanation of the remarks of " A. Z." My house
was built by a speculating architect—I am fully aware of
the dilference—and not a speculating builder. The gentle-
man prai^tises as an architect, but purchases land, . draws
out plans and specifications, and contracts with builders to
carry them out, and then sells to anyone who wUl purchase.
1 apprehend that such men are not recognised as belonging
to tlie higher walks of the profession, nor do I think they
form a very numerous class. Those I know are geuenUly
allied to some third-class solicitor, and pers )n3 purchasing
cannot be too careful. No doubt I suffered in a large
degree, but not so largely as I might have done, for I took
care in the alterations 1 found it necessary to make to call

in another surveyor, and have nothing to do with the
architect who built and sold the house in the first instance.

I have only one other remark. The house is supplied by a
Water Company, so that I am not in danger from the per-
colation of the cesspools, and congratulate myself that I

have made a pretty complete job of the drainage. There
is a probability that at no distant date the estate upon
wliich my house stands will be incorporated with a neigh-
bouring local board for all drainage purposes.- C.

[1237.]-RAIN.WATER TANKS.—The rain-water tank

Q. should contain half a cubic foot of water for every

^ square foot ofroof area : in this case, 2,313 cubic feet.

°y An average depth of rainfall is assumed. The

_ calculation is based on the experience of the requi-

re., site size of large waterworks reservoirs, and is

to be relied upon than theoretical deduc-

milar question by " W. W.," whose remarks
svorthy of attention.—S.

[1237.]—The question of " H. B. appears rather super-

fluous. He first of a 1 states that he is " anxious of avail-

ing himself of as much rain-water as possible," and tlien

asks what size he ought to make his tank. Why, the

larger he makes his tank the more rain-water he will get.

At the same time it may be stated that the usual allowance

made by engineers is thirty gallons per head per diem. If

yoiu- correspondent allows* the same for each head of cattle

on the premises, and then determines the number of days

of storage he intends providing for, he will have no ditti-

;ulty in proportioning the size of his tank. He should

nake his tank as deep as possible in comparison with its

uperficial dimensions, and the loss by evaporation will

lius be a minimum.— L. S. D.

[1244.1—AN INCH SUPER AND A SUPER INCH.—
"Surveyor" is quite correct. There is no such foolish

distinction between an inch super and a super inch made
by any regular quantity surveyor, or indeed at all, that I

am aware of. Of course, " inches by inches give seconds,"

which alone, I think, should be an answer to the question.

—W. W.

[1215.]—WOOD CARVING AND WOOD ENGRAVING.
—These arts, together with drawing on wood, may be learnt

in the evening at any of the schools of art in connection

with the Kensington Institution. There is one in Portland-

street, near Tottenham Court-road,—L. W. P.

[1238.]-ACTION OF SEA-WATER ON MARBLE.—
Unless the marble be of sufficient value, and in blocks

sufBciently large to pay for the trouble of redressing, I

should advise " W. W." to let it remain where it is. It is

not probable that the sea-water would affect it more than

skin deep; but the surface is certain to be completely

spoiled, and will require to be retooled. The reconstruc-

tion of Blackfriars Bridge is a proof of this statement. A
large quantity of the old stone has been redressed and

used in the new structure, but it would have been im-

possible to employ it as it was taken out of the water ; and

it will be found with the •

DlVEB.

go of Sicilian marble.—

A

[1247.] — PALESTINE EXPLORATION FUND. — A
society for the accurate and systematic investigation of the

archa3ology, topography, geology, and physical geography,

natural history, manners and customs of the Holy Land, for

Biblical illustration. The office of the society is at 9, Pall

Mall East, where the plans and photographs can be seen,

and all information obtained of the secretary.—A Subscri-

To THE Fund.

[1250.]—IRON BREAKWATERS.— I have not heard of

iron breakwaters. There were, however, several experi-^

ments made some years since with " floating breakwaters,"

which were made of wood and iron. A Government com-

mission sent to investigate the practicability of such break-

waters, and some experienced men, who tried expensive

experiments, in some iustances under the superintendence

of the Government, reported favourably; but from no
the matter, I conclude that floating

s experience testifies, i

-Old Salt.

1 failure.

—

[12.^2.]—JIARKS ON DEALS.—A series of articlea on

this question ai.peared in the Building News of January

10, 17, 24. and February 2S, 1863- There has also been an

interesting controversy on the same question in " Inter-

communication."—W. R. T.

[1216.]—CHIMNEYS.-"F. Moss "should exercise his
reasoning faculties, and ask himself the reason why the
damper is not effective. E^eryfirein his house requires
a certain quantity of air to assist combustion ; the doors
and windows downstairs do not supply sufficient, and con-
sequently there is a constant displacement of the atmo-
sphere in the upper rooms, a vacuum is created, and a

[1239.]— CHIMNEYS. — If anybody is liable for the

damage it is the landlord of the house, to which the

chimney belonged, as he is bound by law to keep the exte-

rior of the house in proper order. I am inclined to thiuk

that, unless it could be distinctly proved that the chimney

was defectively constructed, the case would be treated in

any court as a pure accident, as it no doubt deserves to be.

In heavy and violent gales we continually hear of accidents

from such causes, and others of a similar nature, but

people are not held responsible for the damage occasioned

by them. At the same time, there is no doubt that " Sub-

scriber's" case furnishes abundant materials for "a very

pretty quarrel as it stands." Compromise it !
- S. 9. J.

[1241.] — STABILITY OF OBELISK.— Multiply the

weight in pounds of the obelisk by half the breadth at the

base, and divide by the area in square feet of the surface

of one of its sides, multiplied by the length in feet. The

quotient will be the pressure of the wind per square foot

that will overturn the structure. The late Dr. NichoU

registered the force of the wind in a gale as high as 6011).

to the square foot.—Calculator,

[1211 ]—To ascertain the pressure of wind required to

upset a Portland stone obelisk 20ft. high, 18in. square at

the base, andl2in. at the top, proceed thus:—Compute the

weight by finding the quantity of cube stone = Sl.eHft.,

and taking the weight of a cube foot at ISSUb., the whole

weight = 4,2901b. This must be multiplied by the "arm
of the lever," with which the force of gravity resists any

eifort to upset the obelisk, which force acts in a vertical

line let fall from the centre of gravity, and xn the case

under investigation is in the axis of the obelisk and passes

through the centre of the baae at a distance of_ 9iii. from

[1253.] -MODELLING WAX.—Modelling wax for taking

impressions of coins, medals, (Sic, may be made by melting

shellac, to which .add when fused one-fourth by weight of

Venice turpentine. It may be coloured by any pigment to

produce the shade desuxd. When used it should be melted

and poured or pressed upon the object and removed when

set or cooled. -Ed. B. N.

[1254 ]—DRIVING PULLEY OP ENGINE TO DRIVE
A CItiCaLAR SAW.—A saw of 48in. diameter should run

about 500 revolutions per minute. To do this would re-

quire a puUev on the shaft that makes 150 revolutions per

minute, of 6ft. Sin. If, however, the stock to l>e sawed is

soft wood and clear, the pulley may be 7ft. in diameter.

Thus, assuming 500 revolutions for the saw -which is laid

down by practical sawyers as correct—SOOdivided by 150, the

revolutions of the driver, equals 3 i. Multiplying by this

the diameter of pulley on saw, or the driven pulley (24in.)

is 80iu. which equals Oft. 8in., the size of driving polloy.-

Ed. B. N.

STATUES. MEMORIALS. ETC.

A sT\TL!E in relief of the Emperor Napoleon on the facade

of the newly-erected portiou of the Tuileries, fronting the

quay, between the Pavillbus de l,rtjsdiguicres and La

Tremouille, has just been eiposed to view. An inscMption

underneath runs thus :-" Napoleon III., Emperor, rebuilt

from 1801 to 1S6S, in the Palace of the Tuilenes, the wing

raised from 1007 to 1063 by Henry IV., Louis XUL, and

Louis XIV."

The sculptor Tadolini has just finished a group in marble

representing St. Michael struggling with Lucifer. The

Chevalier Tadolini is the son of Canova's best pupU.
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LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
Alleged Breach of the Builbim; Bte-Law

l.v I;KKDs.—Last wt't'k the town oli-ik of Leeds
attended at the Towuiiall in supjjort of an in-

formation cliarping Mr. Berjamin Hague, of
Burliy-strcet, with havinj; cummitted a broach
of the building bjc-laws of the corporation. The
fummnns set out tliat the defendant had nnlaw-
fully crectodeomo dwelling-houses without having
in the rear and at the side thereofan open apaco ol

150 ?qaare feet from any other erection, excepting
privies. Mr. Luccock remarked that the magis-
trates had visited the property, and tliey liad

bnt one opinion about it, and that was that they
never saw property that was so likely to en-
gender disease and spread fever iu case of fever
breaking out. As a matter of humanity it was
really necessary that some alteration should bo
effected so as to make the houses fit for human
beings to live in. The defendant expressed liis

willingness to adopt any alterations that could
be reasonably required in order to make the
ventilation more perfect, and assured the magis-
trates that considerable caro had been already
taken in tho ventilation and drainage of the pro-
mises. Further proceedings wero thereupon
stayed.

Alleckd Inaccukacy op OaD.NANCE Survey
Maps.—Letts and Son v. Grece.—In this case,
heard at tho Reigate County Court, on Thursday
week, the jilaintiffs wero tho well-known pub-
lishers, of London, and the defendant was Mr.
C'hiir James Grece, town olerk of Reigato. The
action was brought to recover £5 Os. 9d. for a
number of maps of the county of Surrey. It ap-
peared that in August, 1867, tho defondant
ordered a nnmbor of sheets of the Ordnance
Survey map of tho county of Surrey, and the
order was executed. Alter tho maps had been
delivered, defendant wrote to the plaintiffs stating
that the maps had been marred in tho mounting,
and ho should return them. Upon receipt of
this letter tho plaintiffs wrote to defendant, in-

forming him that tho fault complained of was
owing to the sheets not being solely accurate,
and stating that as tho maps wero not their own
they could not cancel tho order, adding that
their traveller had inlormed defendant of tho in-

aceuracy at the time tho order was given, and
even wero this not so, the Government notice on
the maps exonerated thorn from blame. The
defendant pleaded that when tho maps arrived ho
found that they wero inaccurate for measuring
purposes, and accordingly returned them, lu
answer to this it was contended on the part of
the plainiitl'a that moasuroments coold be made
by allowing for tho discrepancies, which wero
the fault of tho Government, and not of tho pub-
lishers.—Judgment for plaintiff, with costs.

LiAiiiLiTYOK House-owners for Paving.—The
Vestuy of Islington v. Deli,.—In this case,
recently heard at Clorkenwell County Court,
phiintitla sought to recover from tho defendant
£6 10a. 9d., being the apportioned amount duo
by him towards making up the road and footpath
in front of Ids hou?o, in pursuance of tho 18th
and lOili Vic, cap. 120, and 25th and 2(Uh Vic,
cap. 112. Tha defendant admitted that ho
had bought tho equity of rodemntion of the
house fur which ho was taxed, and was th ere-
fore tho owner, but stated that he thought that
tho owner of the house at tho time the road
wa< made ought to have paid. It was sought to
niakt) him pay for the neglect of the vestry, who
obght long before to have obtained tho money,
as tho house had been built ten years. Tho judge
decided that defendant was liable. Vordiot for
plaiutifls.

ExTBA Work.—Johnston v. Armstuo-no.—Iu
this case (heard at tho Whitehaven County
CoHit, on Tuesday last) the plaintiff, a quarry,
man ai d builder, said ho had been employed hy
the defendant to hudd a cotta ge and smithy, by con-
tract, from speoifioutious. Uo built tho walls to tho
height indicated on the plan, and took down tho
scaffolding. Defendant afterwards ordered the
plautiff to build the walls 2ft. higher all round,
and tho scaffolding had to be put up again.
There were 11 yards of walling extra thus exo-
cuted, which were charged nl 39. Cd. per yard, ex.
elusive of materials-lime, stubble, io. On tho
part of tho defendant it was contended that this
was a suflieient sum for the work, including ma-
terials, and a witness stated that ho would have
done the work and found tho matori.ils for Hi. Ud
per yard. A witness for tho plaintilT, however,
said that S?. 6J. without materials was little
enoDgh for saoh extra work. Verdiot for
plaintiff.

Well-digging.—Wars v. Fishek andBbowne.
—This case, heard at the Tuubridge Wells
County Court, was an action to recover £G over-
drawn on account of work done. The plaintiff,

a brewer, employed the defendants, who are
well-dii.'gors, to sink a well. The plaintiff

alleged that the defendants had first deepened
tho well from Sift, to lOft., for £1 15s., as a con-
tract. As there was no water at 40ft. plaintiff
agreed with defendants for them to cont nuo
sinking tho well at tho rate of 63. per foot, and
while tlioy were engaged at this rato they
drew £12 on account and then left the work.
When plaintiff eamo to measure tho work ho
found that only 2t)ft. had been sunken, and con-
sequently that tho defendants had received £6
in excess of thoir duo. Defendants admitted
that the account was overdrawn, but not to the
extent named, inasmuch as, for the last 10ft. of
the work, according to the custom of well-sink-
ing, they were entitled to charge double. De-
fendants, however, had no evidence to prove
this custom, and his Honour decided for repay-
ment in full by the defendants.

Light and Air.—Tho Court of Chancery, says
a legal correspondent, will not interforo by
mandatory injunction to preserve a right to
light and air, unless there has been a substantial,
material, or serious iufringemeut of such right.
This was the holding of Vioc-Chancellor Stuart,
in the case of Beadel v. Perry. It was also
held that the terms of an injunction restraining
tho defendant from erecting any building so as
to darken, hinder, or obstruct the free access to
light and air, as such access was previously
enjoyed, are not to be taken strictly.

§m iffice Mk
Curious Discoteey.—At Trebarwith Downs,

in the parish of Tintagel, Cornwall, a slato
quarry has been recently opened under the
suporintoudenoo of Captain Jenkins. On Thurs-
day week, a workman split a largo piece of rock,
in which ho found embedded the fossil of a rep-
tile about 20in. long. This stono was raised
22ft. from tho 8i;rfaoe, or 17ft. in solid rock.
Discovery ok a Nouman Aecii.—In effecting

the alterations now in progress at St. JIary's
Church, Chatham, a fine specimen of a Norman
arch has been discovered between the central
entrance and the vestry-room, ono side of which
is in tolerable preservation, though the other is

much decayed. It is thought that a correspond-
ing arch exists on the other side of tho modern
doorway, a portion of which has been uncovered.
They are supposed to have been formerly the
entrances to the aisles of tho ancient church.
The Worcesteksiiire Aech.eological Club

held its annual meeting on Tuesday week, at
Worcester, when Mr. Binns was re-elected as
president, Mr. Woof as vice-president, Mr. J. S.
Walker as secretary, and Messrs. Lees and
B.axter to act wiih the abovo oDiioera and form
tlio oommittoo. Mr. Lees road a paper on
'• Curious Particulars of the History of Ilanley
Castle." which showed considerable research.
Tho next meeting of tho olub was arranged for
Tuesday, February 23.

Death of a Cornish Artist.—A Cornish
paper announces the death (at the ago of G3) of
Mr. R. T. Pentroatb, a self-educated artist. His
reputation was greatest as a portrait-painter
and a painter of coast scenery, and as the illus-
trator of Courtney's " Guido to Penzance."
His landscapes wore often on a largo scale. His
reputation was by no means local, as in London
he found considerable ooonpation as a portrait
paiu'er, and year after year his productions have
hung on tho walls of the Royal Academy.
Building in Belfast.—According to a report

made to tho town council at a recent meeting it

appears that sinoo the Belfast and County
Antrim Borough Act was put in force (July 1,
18GG) there have been 302 private afreets formed
and completed, sewered and paved, under tho
borough surveyor's superinteudenoo. Since ISGl
10,078 houses have been erected, and of these
1,G02 wero built during last year. In 1861
the valuation of property iu tho borough was
£278,307, while last year it was £117.329, show-
ing an increase during seven years of £138,522.
Iu addition, the surveyor has acoomplishod many
improvenioutB in tho old streets of tho towns.
During last year 1,107 houses wero erected on
tho County Antrim side and 135 on the County
Down side, making a total of 1,602.

A Church 750 Yfabs Old.—Tho ' Hampshire
Iiidependml refers to a venerable old church in

the parish of Thorley, near Yarmouth, Isle of
Wight, which is supposed to have been built io

1119. It is in .1 very decayed state, and is now
under inspection with a view of considering
whether " it would be boat to erect a new ohuroh
in a more convenient part of the parish, or to
restore tho ancient edifice by improvements and
alterations both interior and exterior, whioh, il

is said, may be effected at less cost, 'fhe general
feeling of tho inhabitants is in favour of " resto-

ration.''

East London Railway.—The directors of the
East London and South London Junction Rail-
way, in their report just issued, state that they
confidently expect the first section of the line

—

from New Cross to Wapping, via the Thames
Tunnel—to l>o ready for opening for traSio iu

May. Mr. Hawkahaw, the engineer, reports
that tho works on the south side of the river are
in a very forward state, and tho contractors
have given an assurance in writing tha^, saving
unforeseen dilBculties, tho lino shall be com-
pleted to Wapping by that time. The directors
hope shortly to commence the second or
northern section of tho line, froui Wapping to
the lines running from Fenohuroh-street and
Bishopsgate stations.

Designs for the Proposed New Corn Ex-
change, Rochester.—At a meeting of tho Es-
tate Committee of the corporation, held on
Wednesday last, it was decided to invite six emi-
nent arohiteota to send in designs for the new
corn exchango which the corporation iuteuda
building in this city at a sum not exceeding
£5,000. The architect whose design is accepted
will superintend the erection of tho building,
receiving the usual commission, the arohileot of

the second-best design reoeiv'ng £40, and each
of the others the sum of £20. The length of tho
proposed new building is to be at least 100ft. by
GSft. in width, with tho usual suites of smaller
rooms for committees, meetings, and ofliooa. We
understand it is the intention of the corporation
to submit tho designs sent in to public inspection.
DtMOLirioN OF A Factory Chimnev.—On the

afternoon of Wednesday week th« difficult and
somowhat dangerous task of demolishing the
largo chimney of tho Jubilee Mill, Jubilee-street,
Blackburn, was successfully aooompliahed. The
necessity for the demolition of this structure and
the adjoining mill and premiaea aroso from tho
operations lor the extension of the gasworks.
During the morning workmen undermined the
foundations of the chimney, and as they pro-
ceeded, supported the huge shaft with timber.
When this had been accomplished the props
were set on fire, the yard was cleared of the men,
and shortly after the burning timbers gave way,
and the chimney quietly fell over and orumbled
into innumer.able fragments.

Explosion in a Church.—Heating churches by
hot water would appear to be not entirely un-
attended by danger. The church of Rostalrig,
N.B., a quaint old-fashioned looking building

—

a restoration of an edifice which dates from the
time of James III.—has for some time past been
heated by steam. The furnace ia under the
charge of an old woman and a boy, and it waa
lighted as usual on Sunday morning. It is sup-
posed that, from inattention or want of knowledge,
it had been allowed to got overheated ; and about
twelve o'clock the pipes burst, with a report
described as being equal to tho noise of a battery
offield pieces. One gentleman had his arm severely
scalded. The damage done to the church ia very
considerable.

Damages iiy the Late Storms.—At Ports-
mouth a tract of cultivated land has been retaken
by tho sea. On tho coast of Devon tho railway
has once more sutt'eredseriomly for its buld tres-

pass on the ocean, on tho Welsh coast half a mile
of the embankment of the Cambrian line haa eu-
tirely disappeared, and the familiar branch
which skirts tho river from the junction to
Llandudno has also suffered. At Ryde, on Sun-
diiy nii^ht, the seawall at Siner's Hotel was de-
stroyed, and some ji.arts of it hurled through the
house into the street behind; lUit in front ofthe
Royal Victoria Yacht Club suffered similar de-
struction; tho wall ofthoesplonade was damaged,
and part of the bathing stage of the V^ietoria
Pier waa swept across to Portsmouth Harbour.
While the wind was bringing tho great Atlantic
rollers to caunonado the Irish coast and the
western coast of Eaghind, it was throwing down
sheds and walls at Birkenhead, blowing down
some iron works at Bloohairn, and destroying a
now building at Leeds.
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Cfjtps.

Ou Saturday eveuing, a,t a general meeting of tlie

members and associates of the Royal Acadumy, Messrs.

George Maaoii and Edward Pointer were diUy elected asso-

ciates.

The new suspension bridge at Niagara, of which we gave

an account a short time since, is open for public traffic.

If it be true, as stated, that the metallic base of hydrogen
is discovered, the tield of chemical discovery ia widened
beyond the reach of conjecture.

It ia proposed to have an Industrial Exhibition in Sidney

in 1870. In. that year New South Wales will have com-
pleted its first century of existence not as a colony, but as

a possession of the British Crown.
The inmates of the Magdalen Hospital, Blackfriars-road,

have been transferred to the new institution at Streatliam,

The building thus vacated is 110 years old, and this

(together with grounds, ifcc, occupying three acres) is in the

Tlie office of surveyor to the Cambridge Improvement
Board is vacant. The salary is £150 per annum.
The Junior Athenffium Club, which has juat removed to

its new mansion in Piccadilly, overlooking the Green P;irk,

is said to liave invited the members of the Arts and Fme
Arts Clubs to join it in its now abode, and amalgamate the
different bodies under one name.
The post of surveyor ind inspector of nuisances to the

Local Boaid of Malvern is vacant. The salary is iiloO per
annum for the surveyor, and £50 per annum for those of

inspector of nuisances. Applications and testimonials are

to be addressed to the Chairman of the Board by Feb-
ruary 19.

On Saturday evening last, nearly 300 employes and
friends of Mr. J. B. Hodgson, contractor, &c., sat down to an
excellent supper provided by the gentlemen at St. George's
Hall, Ramsgate.
A new history of tlie county of Sussex is in preparation

by Mr. M. A. Lower, editor of the "Sussex Archaeological
Collections."

Referring to studies for pictures by J. Moyr Smith,
published by Mo\oq and Co., the " Art Journal " for Feb-
ruary says :

" Wo liave heretwenty-five etchingsof very great
merit, full of point and humour, occasionally 1 ordering
on the grotesque, bat by no means on caricature. They
are excellent as drawings, some of them admirable as
pictures, and, togetlier. form a most pleasant book."
Blackfriars Brulge i.s to be opened ou .May 2i -just 100

years, to the day, since the old bridge was opened- and the
jubilee, or 50th biithday, of Queen Victoria.
Jedburgh Abbey is now to be restored. Three plans,

coating from 1900 to £4,000, have been submitted for couai-
deration.

MEETINGS FOR, THE ENSUING
WEEK.

Monday.—Institute of Surveyors.—Discnspion on Mr.
Ryde's paper on "Parochial Assessments,"
after which Mr. J. Bailey Denton will read a
paper on the "Future Extension of Railways,
with Reference to their Influence on Landed
Property and Agriculture, " 8.

Society of Arts.—Cantor Lectures.—On the
"Practice of Portrait Painting," by S. A.
Hart, Escp, R.A.

Tuesday.—Royal Institution.—Fifth lecture "On the
Fine Arts, including a Survey of the Motive
and History of Imitative Art, especially Sculp-
ture, from the Earliest Stages," by R. Westma-
cott, R.A., F.R.S., 3.

Institute of Civil Engineers.—1. Discussion.

—

"The Maui-ititts RaUway," 2. "On the
Lagoons and Marshes of certain parts of the
Shores of the Mediterranean," by Prof. Ansted,
P.R.S., 8.

We ;SDAY.— Geological Society, 8.

Society of Arts, 8.

Thursday.—Royal Institution.—"On the Involuntary
Movements of Animals," by Dr. Michael
Foster, 3.

Friday.—Royal Institution.—** On the Coast Defences
of England," by Colonel W. F. D.

frabe llffos.

TENDERS.
Lf,iTON.—For erecting a house for Richard Brown, Esq.

We omitted to state that the architect for this building was
Thos. Chas. Sorby, Esq., of 27, Brunswick -square, W. C,
and that the quautities were taken out by Mr. John Scott,
of 8, Northumberland street, Strand.

London.- For alterations and additions to stationery
warerooma. No. 42. Rathbone place, for Messi-s. J. Stnith
and Co. Mr. JohnTaning, architect, 09, BaainKhall-street
B.C. :—

Barratt and Son £807 17
Simpson 777 7 7
Shurmur 741
Saun.Iers Gs.O

Ricl.ards Ctv.

Shcphurd 6:;0

Robinson 594 o

Malvern Collehe House.—Haddon Broa., architects,

Great Malvern and Hereford :

—

Wood and Son £590t 10
Smart 5830
Garbutt 5fi23 n
Dixon. 5649 16 3
Griffiths 5616
M'Cann und Everal 5499
Inwood 5106
Slim (accepted) 6092

Watford (Her'-a.)—For the buildings of the London
Orphan Asylum. Mr. Hy. Dawaon, architftct. Quantities
by Mr. Roberts and Messrs. Hovenden and Ht^ath :—

Bromwich i:72.5')4> 2 9
Perry and Co 72,020
Hill and Keddell 71.^93
AshbyandSon 70,317
Smith and Co 'JO.2S0

Troliope and Sons 69,970
Patrick and Sou 69,770
Colls 69,100
Mansfield, Price, and Co 69,230
Dove 69.230
Browne and Hobineon „ 63,680
Patroati and Fotheriugham 68,.095

Conder 67,986
Jackson and Shaw 66,801
Gammon „ 65,967
W. and J. Webb 65,1.0
Higgs 63.0S8

COMPETITIONS.
Rotherham.—March 15.—For plans for the erection o

a public hospital and dispensary. Premiums of £75, £50'

and £25. J. Barras, honorary secretary.

Kidderminster.—February 9.—For plans and specifica-

tions for a combined infirmary and dispensary. S. E. Mor-
ton, Hon. Sec.

Kingston-on-Thames (Queen Elizabeth's Grainmar
School).—March 1.—For plans for the erection of anew
school and master's house. Premium of £25. F. Gould, Esq.,
treasurer,

Sr. JIary's, Dover.—February 20.—For designs for lay-

ing out the proposed new cemetery. Mr. G. Fielding,

Dover.
Leamington.—Febniary 10.—Forplans and specification

for memorial fountain. Premium of£5 53. for second design.

A. S. Field, surveyox".

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BUILDING
ESTIMATES.

Strand Union.—February 9.—For the erection of anew
workhouse and sulisidiarj' buildings, at Tanners-end, Ed-
monton, Middlesex. Apply at the office, No. 6, Bow-street,
Covent Garden.
Wadsley Park (near Shefiield).—Februai-y 10.—For the

erection of two wings, with central buildings, &c., for the
New South Yorkshire Asylum. Mr. B. Hartley, West
Riding, surveyor, Pontefract.
Edmovton (Middlesex).—February 9.—For the erection

of a new workhouse and subsidiary buildings, at Tanner's
End. Mr. W. S. Cross, architect, 14, Strand, W.C.

Birmingham.—February 17.—Ei-ection of schools to
accniiiiuodate 300 boys, with dining hall, worksliops,
apartments for masters and teachei-s, and other buildings.
^^artill aud Chamberlain, Christ Church Buildings, Bir-
mingham.
Cardiff Gas Light and Coke Company.—February 10.

—For excavating and building a brick gaa holder tank, at
Grange Station.
^- February 10.—For restoring and reseating Smarden
Church, Kent. J. Clarke, Esq., architect, 13, Stratford-
place, W.
February 10.—Forreflooring and refittingthe church of

St. Margaret, at Cliffe, near Dover. Mr. Christian, architect,
8\, Whitehall-place. S.W.
Cardiff Local Boakd of Health,—February 29.—

For the supply of fifty iron lamp pillars, and fifty iron
lamp holders. George Salftaon, clerk to the Local Board,
Town-hall, Cardiff.

Cardiff Local Board of Healtei.—February 28.—For
the construction of aneiv outfall sewer, channel, aud works
connected therewith. George Salmon, clerk to the Local
Boanl, Town-hall, Cardiff.

NoRTiLiMPTON Gas-Light Compant. — February 16.

—

For the supply aud erection of a gasholder, lOOft.
diameter by 30ft. deep, with columns, girders, &.c.

John EuDEOn, jun., Engineer to the Company, Northamp-
ton.

Rouen (France.)—February 11.— For the enlargement of
the Palace of the Prefecture, and new wing for the fe-
male lunatic asylum. Bureau dea Depechea, Prefecture,
Ronen.
Southam. — February 22. — For the construction

of sewers and outfall svorks. Mr. H. Dean, surveyor,
Southam.
Board of Works, Green^vich District.—February 17.—For laying tooled York paving, granite kerb, aud other

materials and works required in making up the road and
fuotways of Manor road, Deptford. E. W. James, clerk to
the Board, Church street. Greenwich.
City of Durham Gas Company.—February 10.—For ex-

cavating, puddling, and building a gasholder tank. J. Sum-
ers, Secretary, Silver street, Durham.
Loughborough Park. Brixton.—For the erection of
ne houses for the Suburban Village and General Dwel-

lings Company. Mr. A. R. Pite, architect, 38, Bloomsbury
square.

Board of Works for Poplar District. — Febrrary
15.—For the erection of new offices for the above Board,
a. J. Barth. clerk to the Bo.ird, 291, East India Dock

lENT Station (Midland Railway.)—February 15.—For
the erection of a warehouse. J. W. Willia
Derby.
Mokley.—February 21.—For about 1,614 yarda of 9in.

pipes. AVilliara Smith, jun., clerk, Morley.
B .rough of Huddersfield.—February 11.—For the

irpply of flags, kerbs, setts, and earthenware tubes for
twelve montba. Joseph Batley, town clerk, Huddersfield.
FuLHAM Union.—February il.— For the supply of best
broken blue Guernsey granite. T. A. Nash, clerk to the

guardians, Fulham Union Workhouse, near Hammer-
lith.

City OF London.—Februai-y 23. — For the execution of
stone paving in the carriage waya and foot ways of the
city. Mr. J. Daw, clerk to the commissioners, sewer's
office, Guildhall.

St. Geohge, Hanover Square.—February 20.—For the
supply of flints, gravel, and Guerneey granite, for the pur-
chase of cinders and ashcp, and for carting away slop and
(ither refuse, &c. J II. Smith, dork to the veetrj', Eburv
Bridge-road, Pimlico.

Dundee.—February 13.—For the construclion of a sea
wall and esplanade. C. Kerr, town clerk, Dundee.

St. Gile'^, Cxmderwell.—February 15.—For the re-
pairing of certain roada within the parisb. G. W. Marsdeu,
vestry clerk, Vestry Hall, Camberwell.
Durham.— For the works at Souter Point LighthouM.

Quantities of Messrs. Pain and Clark, 19, Buckingham-
street, Strand.
Upper Holloway.—For making up about 2O0ft. of road-

way. 192, Mbany-atreet, Regeut'^i Park.
Shanklin, Isle of Wight.— For the erection of

small villa. Mr. J. P. Harper, Oaraaston street, Derby.
Manchester.—February 13.— For the erection of the

new police coui-ts. J, Heron, town clerk. Town-hall, Man-
chester.

PROPERTY SALES.

r28.
At the Mart. — By Messrs. Toplia and Harding. —

Leasehold warehouse premisea, No. 35, St. Paul's church
yard, term 6J years unexpired, at £534 per annum—sold
for £1,200.
Leasehold five houses, Nos. 11, 13, 15, IV, and 19, Fin-

borough road, West Brompton, term 80 years unexpired, at
£65 per annum—£ii,650.

Leasehold residence. No. 42, Cathcart road, Redcliffe
gardens, West Brompton, term 96 yeaw unexpired, at £16
per annum—£100.
By Messrs Scobell and Jenkiuaon. — Leasehold fom-

houses, Nos. 6 to 9, Avenue road, Cambria road, Lough-
borougli Park, tiriiton, producing £119 12a. per an-
num, term 99 years from 1867, at £21 per annum-£800.

Freehold beer house and premises, known as the
'* Princess of Wales," Red Lion street, Richmond,
let at £2S per annum—£125 (subject to the repayment of
£262 10s.)

Leasehold house, No. 1, Moreton cottages, Jamaica level,

Rotherhithe, let at £19 23. per annum, term 76^ years from
Christmas last, at £6 per annum—£100.
Leasehold house, No. 2, Moreton cottages, let at £18 2m.

per annum, term and groundrent similar to above —
£75.
Leasehold improved ground rents, amounting to £22 per

annum (for about GJ years), arising from Nos. 1 to S, More-
ton terrace. Jamaica level—£2S5.
Leasehold six cottages and stabling, Nos. 35 to 40, Clerk's

Orchard, Rotherhithe, producing £ll61s. perannum,term
9j years unexpired, at £32 peranmim-£65
By Mr. R. Bath.—Leasehold residence, No. 8, Peckham

grove, Camberwell, let at £32 per annum, term 88 years
from 1843, at £5 los. per annum—£315.
By Mr. Rubins —Leasehold residence, No. 11, Paultous

street, Paultous square, Chelsea, let at £45, term 77 years
unexpired, at £6 perannum—£4.30.

Leasehold residence. No. 12, Paultons street, let at £45,
term and groundrent similar to above—£425.
At the Guildhall Coffee-House.—By Mr. Jas. Robina.

—

250 perpetual six per cent, preference shares of £20 each
in the Lion Brewery Company—£18 IBs. to £20 03. 6d. per
share.

January 29.

At the Mart. —By Messrs. Limner, Cartwright, aud
Limner.—Leasehold five cottages, Noa. 5 to 9, Marsden
cottages, Pouder's End, productug £65 per annum, term 99
years from 1S61, at £10 per annum -£310.
By Mr. Eiloart.—Leasehold eight houses, Nos. 3 to 10,

St. Thoraaa'a place, Goswell street, producing £254 16a. per
annum, term SOj years unexpired, at £44 per annum—
£1,210.

February 1.

At the Mart.—By Mr. Whittingham.—Freeliold building
land, fronting the Crescent, Stamford hill, in 41 lota. Lots
1 to 65 comprised previous sales. Lot 66—£100 ; Lots 67
and 68—£82 each ; Lots 74 and 75—£65 each ; Lots 76 and
77_£76 each; Lot 7S—£85 ; Lota 79 and SO -£76 each;
Lot 81—£96; Lot82~£86: Lots 95 to 97—£69 each ; Lot
98—£68; Lota 99 and 100-£63 each; Lots 101 to 103
—£70 each; Lot 104-£222; Lot 105—£118; Lot 107—
£150.

February 2.

At the Mart.—By Messrs. Farebrother, Clark, and Co.
—Leasehold premises, No. 24, South Milton street, Oxford
street, term 61 years from June, 1367, at £6 per

£1,350.

RANDELL and SAUNDERS have much pleasure in in-

foiTning their friends, aud the Building Trade generally,

that to facilitate building operations during the winter

season, they have provided a large stock of well-seasoned

Corsham Down Block Stone.

Bath Stone Office, Corsham, Wilts.—[Advt.]

BANKRUPTS.
TO SURRENDER IN BA3IN0HALL-S'

George Poulson, Harrow, builder, February 17. at 1—
William Riley and Charles Frederick Riley. Kew, car-

penters, February 22, at 11—William Cox, Portland road,

Notting hill, carpenter, February 22, at 2—Henry Maeers,

Fort road, Berniondsey, carpeu er, February 18, at 1—
Samuel Penfold, Great Dover street, house decorator, Feb.

y 17, at l^ffilUam Thornton, St. John's hill, Bat-

tersea rise, . uilder, February 19, atl.

TO -SURRENDER in THE COUNTRY.

Reuben Hinchcliffe, Huddersfield, joiner aud builder,

February 15, at 11—John Horefall, Accringtou, joiner,

February S, at 11—William Johu Minor, West Gorton,

joiner and builder-Edward Williams, Bristol, plumber
and glazier, February 13. at 12—William Airey, Liver-

pool, joiner and buiUier. February 16, at ll-D-ivid Bot-

tomley, Halifax, excavator. February 16, at 10—Joaeph
Newcombe, Torquay, builder, l^'obruary 12, at 2

—

Jodn Filkington, Burnley, mason and contractor, February

15, at 3.

NOTICES OF 8ITT1N08 FOR LABT EXAMINATION.

February 2,''. J. Cutler, Bournemouth, builder—Feb-

ruary 25, P. Brand, Francia street, Tottenham Court road,

buUder-Maich4, A. H. Beasley, Uilliugdun. Middlesex,

engineer—March 1, J. Tuke, Toi,,uay, builder-February 3

>
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1. LUDD, Jtanchoster, brickmaker—February 18, T. J.

Kixou, Jftrrow, buildor—February 11, J. Onn, Newark*
upon.Trent, piiiiitcr-Febiuary 17, T. rickurd, Uawileu,

Vorktliiro, iiuintcr—February 22, J. SiiumouB, Victoria

Cbambers, Westminster, contractor for public works—Feb-
ruary 19, G. GodboU, King's road, Chelsea, builder— Feb-
rnnry 22, C. G. JvllVios, Jlyddelton road, Hornsey, builder

—February 23, J, Collins, Norfolk street, Blai-kfiiaw, car-

peuter aud joiner—Febiuary 23, F. Chadwick, Croydon,

Burveyor—Siareb 6, G. W. Cbinnock, Bromley. Middlesex,

builder—March 5, E. W. Howell, Uomorton, builder—Feb-
ruary 17, R. Bowen, Ludlow, painter aud glazier— Feb-

ruary IG, A. Foulkcs, Codnor, joiuer aud builder,

rAUTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.

Gradwell aud ralmcr. Stockport, tiiubor morclianta—
Pearson and Fawcett, Hull, builders-Taylor and Cross-

land, Lindlev, near Hudtiersfield, tinners aud ga.-ifittei's -
Heap and Son. Kirkland Kendal, Westmoreland, joiners

and builders—Tudor and Evaus, Caergwrly, timber mer-
chants—Higsina and Jones, Newport, MonmouthsUii-e,

timbcrmerctiauta—W. andG. Wilson, Lincolu, plumbers

and glaziers.

SCOTCH SEQUESTRATION.

Riofaard Melrose, sen., Sprouston, mason, Febi-uaxy

3, at 2.

DECLAKATIOX OF DIVIDEND.

R. Walker, Ampthill, Beds, raUwav sub-contractor, div.

10s. 6d.

LATEST PRICES OP MATERIALS U8BD
IN CONSTRUCTION.

TiHBD, duty Is pel load Drawback, If,

birch S 15 4 15

Dantxlo onk 4

Snd do U 6 la

12 ft. by 8 by 9 Ln.
yt-Uow 10 10 12 ]

Deck Ptank. Uautilo,
per 40 ft. 8 iu 13 ]

Pdbuub Stumb pr ton 6 8

OiUB, Ac.
Seal, pale per tun TG
Sperm body V3

Pnlm, fine < 42
Linneed S7 10
lUpeseed, Eug.pAle..'Sl 10 85
Cottooseed 26 SI

Metals.

Fig, English „ per ton CI
,, epftulsh Soft do 18 7 6

&faot, Patent do 22
Bhoct „ do 20
Wbl:« „ ».»« do 37

Cop zb.:—
8haet A Shsatblnir, ABolt ....pertoa 79
Hammfred Buttonu do 8S
Flat Uottonu, not Hammered ..do 83
Cakv and Toiigh Ingot do
Be«t Sclect«d do 76
AuBtrall&D do 76
TeI.Met«lBbeathljig*Boda....perIb Ci

Wclnh Bars in London ..........per ton C 10
N«il Rod do 7 1-' 6
Hoopa. do 8 6
Ifoops, SiDKle ^ .. do 9 S
BtAfTunlMiIre Bars do 7 n 6
Bar. In Walea ^ do 6 15
KallrMii , do 7 12 6
l-uutulrv Pigs, at Olaag. No 1 .. do 2 14
BwcwUohBara do 10

Bngllsh Block »....» per ton ins
do Bar do 1ii4

do B«lUicd do lii6

B.-»nca . do Ml 9
BtralU do 101

BuglUh Sheet poi'ton 95 10
^Deraux'aV. H, Roofing Zinc .... do 27

• And 4 per cent, dijconut li laid open the n

BwwIUh K«ff, hammorad ......per ton IS
Swedlab Fafgot do

On the Bpot „«„«„„„ per ton 30 (
QDtouuLTn perbtl 6 17

„ Emclct or AirruioHT
¥nanh ««„ ton 43 o

AGENT -WANTED.—NEW FACIN:
BRICKS—WASTBD. a Party having a connection wi

bnlUlenandct>utractor« to London, I.' aa aa the 80LK AtiEN I'

wufJ?''.*''".*^^'^ "' ''*''' '"Perior FACING BKICK8. Ilw i«irty

r«h^ «^m'' ^.r " ««^"™«°«>'*tlon for storing the brick, at or nca?
«M^. *L"

the 1 hamee. Terow. »uch as will yield a llbor«I re.nunoralton, bampteeuf the brlcka wiU be acen and every iBforumtoiigiven by applying at the olDce of Mr. Smith. 27. Dnkc-stn^ct. W««tmliiater. (roiu twelve o-olook t« *..„,. „-.,.„-i; „ ' n."r. .:_^"'. IT.™

f) 0\

i 1 1}
=*

13 1

if"

Tiieaday and Wed-
minster, (roiu twelve o'clock w loiir o • _ „_

PATENTS, &c.—MR. J. C. MEWBURN

•""''• '"' r«t«iit.. 173. Flctl ilpctl, Londor.

R^P^is'JJ^.'^^'n.^ROOMAN. and CO.,
,-SV..r*T^''.T.A.\l> DEJI0.\S KE0I5IKATI0N AOBNTB.

Becent Examples of Domestic Architecture.

Imperial Ito, half bound in morocco, £3 10s.,

VILLA AND COTTAGE
ARCHITECTURE.

Select Eiamplea Of Country and Suburban Residences re-

cently Krecbed} with a full Descriptive Notice of each

Butldinff.

Thirty Villas and Cottage?, the Wmks of Nineteen diffe-

rent ArcbitectP, are illustrated by Plans, K'evations, and

Sections, together with occasional Perspective Views and

Details. The buildings aro fally desc.-ibed, and in noarlj

every caee a Btatement of .the actual cost is given.

"This is a volume that those about to build villa resi-

dences cr cottages may usefully study. The combined
wit of nineteen architects can scarcely lail to furnish iii-

f 'rmation that it will be a gain for them to acquire

Builders engaged in erecting &uch residences for snle will

also find in it many valuable suggeslions."— Buihicr.

London : Blackik and Son, 44, Paternoster-row.

ARCHITECTURAL BOOKS, at very low
rriuee, ou SALE at BRADLEY THOMAS BATSFORD"s, 52,

Uigh Hulboru, Loiidi^n, W.C P.O. ordera shuuIJ be made piyiibti;

at tbo "Holboru"oaice.

Published at 21b., now reduced to Ss. 6d , or post free 9d. 3d.,

Remains of Eccles^ast cal Woodwork, by J.
Talbot Bluy, iirchitei:l, Hi iilates. comprising examples o£ StallB,

Bookboi^rda, Seats, Screeus, Xloola, &c., royal 4to, ue&tly.hali

Publlslicd nt ISs., now rediu-ad to 8s. 6d., or post free 93. 8d..

The Travellers' Club House, by the late Sir
CiiAiii.rs DAiir.v, illuatrated by drawings mnde by Mr. Hewitt aud
tDgnivcd by J. U. Le Keux, accouiijanici^ by au Essay ou the Pre-

sent SUtt.' of Architectural Study and the Revival of Uie Italian
Style, by W. H. Leeds, 10 copper plates, exhibitii

186, Fl9ft-mcct. Londoj

Published at £1 lis. 6ti., now reduunl i
i

Useful Work on Iron QomU w
and L'nwriiK's Account of the Eutldiiu .

tbo l-ircHt Kxhibitiou. 1851, lll'istrat.'.l i\ .

iiig plans, elevations, si^ctinus, aud iJ<.Laiin,

Bcalo, (roui the working drawings of the cun
Henderson, and Cu.i royal 4to, clotli.

Published at lOs. 6d., now reduced to 5s.
,
post free,

Duke of Bedfora's Cottages. Plans and Eleva-
tions of tho CiHtages for Agrlculturiil Labi^urera, designed and exe-
cuted on the Duke of Bedford's estates, with the bills of quimtitica
of materials required in their coQstruction, imperial 4to, cloth.

PubUshed at fla,, now icduccd to 23. 6d,, post froo.

The Piofessionai Practice of Architects,
and that of Me.isiuing Surveyors, and Reference to BuiUlei'M, Ac,
from the time of tho celebrated Kiirl of Uurliugtou, by JAnit:s
NoDLti. architect, &vo, cloth, with steel eugniving of St. Paul's
Cathedral.

Second edition, 4s. Gd., cloth,

ACLUEtoRAILWAY COMPENSATION
for Property and Person, compulsory sale under special Ails,

the nature and value of efctutvs, prescriptive window lights, easements,
uuisaucos, and the principles ot pnaochial assessment, With^utes,
and a Supplement founded ou roccut authorities. By Tuuau.^

""luiLAPlbATiONS, ECCLESIASTICAL
and GENRRAL : their nature, and tho principles of assessment suc-
cinctly demonstrated. With an Appendix on party walls aud
statutory regulations. 48.. cloth.

London : iSnurkiK, MABaHAl.L, aud Co,

M'ONUMENTAL DESIGNS.—The Ad-
XTA vcr'iser is now pubiiehing " A Slieet of Monumental Designs
fur Cumet«riea," and also " A Shoot of Designs of Marble Tablets "

(or the interior of churches, chapels, &c., with a descriptive index

which), will bo iteut post free
^ htsmps (or the two sheets, Ac, for 15 stampa), by 8. U. QiiH-
, Oloster-road, Lower Norwood, Ixindon, S.E., who will also

i pitTtlcularsasto the cont of printing i>er 10a sheet«, Aic., wKU

WORKMEN'S WAGES' TABLES, at per
day. hour, Ac. for the use of MechaaicA, Libourent, and

larso Employuis. Fries 2b,

'Lsvo', So.<f, aud Co,, London,

LONDON WATER SUPPLY.—Published
this day. by Messrs. Spou. 48. Ch*rhig Crosi, London

Water Supi.ly. with reference to cuuaU^ut sorvico. a futiira source uf
supply, Ao." By Joh.v Tailor, C.K. May bo aUo obtained from Mr.
W. 11. Miller, 12!>. WcslmiuBlcr Bridjfe-ro:id, LamK-th.

TO KNGINEERS, CONTRACTORS, and
others.—To bo SOLD, several PORTABLE STKAM KN-

GINEH, from? to 20-horso puwer, also Steam Umuea, Uolals, Over-
hi-iul Travellers, £c.. all in good working order; llkowlse various
Chain Pumps, varying in size from 8iu --'

plant.—Apply, Mr. Broome, Thames
Westu luster.

TO ENGINEERS and CONTRACTORS.
—To l»oSOLI>. a quantity of WROUOUT and CAST IRON

CAI980N.S. ijft. <Jiu, long, 7It. wile, 4ft. 61n. hlt:h, u«d in the
construction of the Thames Bmbuilcmeut. suiunle fur fbtntlng
i«tAi[e«. iKintoon*, and niiuiy other purcoies.-Apply, Mr. Broome,
Thamoa Umbankmeot, Caunou-ruw, Wcstmiustvr.

G:i lUSTOCK'S GOUT auJ RHEUMATIC
I'lLLS.-Twenty );e«i, U:,vo yi-,„i tlielr nupcrlotity nb.n-«

oUior rvuitUic. DfTcied tuior rvuituic ouciej to the public Lr Qout, Kliouumti.m, Ltim
"SO, Piln. In th« Llmbj. ic-a^U bj.'l Chemlit. mid Medlclno
Vendor. tlitouili(!ul the Klugdom, at rid.. I>- Mi. ud a,. 9d. per

A
WANTED.

N ARCHITECT'S ASSISTANT re-

R. ORMES begs to iuforui the Profession
IVX that ho cant
accumcyon moderftte t

TO ARCHITECTS, SURVEYORS, &c.—
A Cioo<l DRAUOflTSMAN and experienced ARCHITEC

TQRAL ASSISTANT, is nuw DIB-ENGA«ED. Terms moderate
—Address, Architect, 65, Warwick -street, Warwick-sQiure. 3.W.

TO ARCHITECTS and SURVEYORS.—
WANTED, by the Advertiser, a RE-BNGAGEMEXT ob

above. Understands quantities. Age 20, Drawings, referenoea, fto.

—M , C, Jeffreys-street, Camden Town.

rpc ARCHITECTS.—An ASSISTANT
RE-ENaAOEMENT. Qualiiicatlons, perspective.

TO GILDERS and PAINTERS.—
WA^TED. by a Steuly Man. a CONSTANCY in th^ above.

Will make himself useful in the br^nchea of the traile. Wages SOs.

—Address, George, 1, AJuger-road, Primrose Hill, N.W.

WANTED, a DESIGNER and
DK.AUGHTSMAN u«d to Gothic racUl and wood work —

Apply, by letter, stating (luiliflcations aud wages to Jones and
Willis, 43, Great Russell-street, Loudon, W.C.

ANERLEY GARDENS ESTATE, near
the Cryitiil Palace and adjoining Anerley SUitinn.—Tbo

greater part of the land is already let, but there remain a few choioo
sites for six-roomed houses at the original ground rent. Mone7
found U wanted.—H. T, Eastman and Son, 17, Gracechurch-strMt.

E^•LIGIBLE BUILDING LAND, abutting
J 11 _ -.., ...J '— mediately adjoining the favourits

and the flotirii^hiug town and seaport
\-i lliiwiih, on the Essex Co.ist. to he
building Jeose, perpetual ground rent,

particularly eligible building estate, in
the high road loading into the town
contiguity to the railway station aud i

SYDENHAM.—BUILDING LAND to be
kj LET. about nine acres, in one or more loU. containing excel-
Ifiit brick earth and fine timber.—For plans and particulars a^iply
tn l'. W. Arkcoll, Esq., I9l>, Toolcy-street ; Robert Slco, Ksq., Pariah-

' ' " - • • gtocij, ilrchitecta

SOME Capital SCAFFOLDING for SALE,
CHEAP.—Apply to Mr. Rowley, surveyor. Estate Offloe>

Junction-road, N.

WANTED, a Quantity of CLEFT OAK
FENCE, fixed or unflxod.—Send price to Mr. Kowley, sue

Teyor, Estate Omce, Juuction-tofld, N.

TO BUILDERS, CONTRACTORS, &c.-^
For SALE (a bargain), a 6-ton OVERUEAD TRAVELLKR,

nearly new, by Hulbrook, Cnelsea,—Apply to J. B, Axford, builder,
31}, Sun-street, Bishopsgato, E.C

T BUILDERS, BRICKMAKERS, and
Others—To b« SOLD, or LET on bulldiug Icise. about 4A

of very v:dunble LAND, at Norwood, burr.-y, about one mtlo
the Crystal I'alaco. It in situate on au <«minnuce, the subsoil

brick earth. It is estimated that a suAicicnt quixntlty of bricks
!idu on the ground : the building works v

t the ground may be i

BUILDING LAND to be LET, close to
E;imes Railway Station.-For partlctOftra apply to Mr. Wood,

37, Hop Exchange, Southwark-street, S.E.

w?.

Bedford I

OXKV rciAOE, to any amount,
I li, Le.-wehold, or Copyhoi I

.vsy terma. the law charge i

nbe, G, Great James-street,

lirONEY promptly ADVANCED on Per-
Xt_1. eonal or any available security. A moderate lntei6.">t, repay-
able liy instalment'. No preliminary fees.— KKAL aud PERSONAL
ADVANCE COMPANY (Lindt«d|, 2, Tavistock-street. Coveot
Garden, and at 14, tfouthamptonrow. Eloomsbury, W,C. Houn,

MONEY.—Several SUMS of MONEY to
ho LENT ou personal or other security at 5 per cent, ; also

irlgago of fi-ochol-ls or leaseholds from 3 per ceut—Apply la
mt instance by letter, with full iwirticulars. to 8*ve nnneoes-

troviblfl, t« A. Staunton, Esq.. 9. Ontat UuMoU-ftreet. Blooms-
bury, W.O,

THE HERCULES LAND, BUILDING,
and INVESTMENT SOCIETY.—IMMEDIATE ADVANCES

are made ou FreehoUI nr Lea'cbold Property ou very ewy terms.
Subscription and either ^harl•s aro issued bearing interest at the mte
of X5 per cent., with pronta,ulded nt the end of ovury two years.

—

ProB|>ectusfis, rules, £c,,ouappUuatloa at the Society's Offices, 39,
Uoorpite-streot, £.C.

T. J. WESLEY BENNETT, Sccrcttvry.

VYLOGRAPHY ; or, PRINTING and
J\^ GRAINING fiom the NATURAL GRAIN of WOOD.
Patentee, WM. DEAN, een,, Dresden, Staffordshire.
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BKEAKP ST A S

R OYAL POLYTECHNIC-
CHRISTMAS FESTIVAL NOVELTIES.—Crowded House?

tljtir (.'uiilifniAiifc — Priifosfiir fepper'3 philosopliical and
ry »'>'., •'• li .. 1 .-.ii !.;\p.' Flames!" with pathetic

I'lMii. T '.':
I ! , I

' ruutiiuies to mystify the

"On Earthquakes
ntrfl Biirher," jwi d

• The Vocal

TOURNEYMEN CARVERS' TRADE
fj SOCIETY,—EMTLOYEES amltlie Tmde are respectfully in-

formed that the above society MEET every MONDAY EVENING at

the Adam'B Arms. Hiviiipatend-Btreet. Fitzroy-equare. N.B.—The
Unemployed LiGtciu be seeu iit any hour durLog the day.

UNDER T F RONAGE OF B.M. THE QUEEN.

THE LCNDON PARQUETRY WORKS,
ry established in England {in 1841) hy

ilAK L i!> N ider of tho English Paniuttry Business
elusive production of

Sol d nnd Pla ed Parquet Floors, Borders,
Ce 1 ngrs and "Wall Decoration
G viline.ir and Mosaic patterns,

r an First-cliiss work only, prepared free of

xp M an berwell Hall. Grove Lane, Camberw»*ll,

SCS A ta dShv Eoom, GiUow and Co., 176 and 177,

M^ESSRS CHARLES DEVAUX and
NY B ra and Cunsi^nees of the VIEILLE

N NO COMPANY, supply the VIEILLE
NC, Had allow a discount of 4 per cent.

lied by the Company's
will be supplied

se, by their archite<
'

Old Broad-3tr
ooaug may be

. Mr. jAaiiCT Ed-
E.C., where models of

C H DAVIES and CO.'S
GE^UI^E AND ARTISTIC

SOLID PARQUET FLOORS,

ARCHITECTURAL ENRICHMENTS in
PAPIKR MACHE. CAltTON PIERRE, and COMPOSITION,

produced iu the bent utyle; and estimates furnished on receipt©

I

drawiDRB. Established bu yeare. WILLIAM. SMAE.T, 41, Cliltou-

street, FiiiBbury, Loudon, B.C.

A. J. TATHAM.
14. bOUTH WHAKF. PADDINGTON (W.) ; and

PTTRFLEET WHARF. EARL-STKEET. BLACKFRIARB B.O
tilME, CEMENT &PLASTEKMERCHANT.

BLUE G00D3 OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

QOI SPIADBOLT,
,'EMENT MANUFACTU

AND CO.,

/^OX and SON'S
\ / CATALOGUE of CHURCH FURNITURE,
With 63 Desigua for Church Furniture, Gothic Metal Work, Deco-

Tiibtioiis. Carpets, Hangings, and Embroidery.
CATALOGUE of STAINED GLASS,

Just Published,

Containing 80 DesigUB, Prices, and a List of nearly 100 churches in

which Stained Glass Windows have been erected by them.
CATALOGUE of MONUMENTS.

TombRailB, Headstones, Memorial Brasses, &c., designed by eminent

ESTIMATES FURNISHED to the Clergy. Architects, and the Trade.

SUOW ROOMS, 28 & 2», SOUTHAMPTON STREET. STRAND.
STAINED GLASSWORKS, 43 and 44, Maiden-laae

MENTAL WORKS.
COLLEGE WHARF, BELVEDERE-ROAD, LAMBETH, S.E.

H
PRIZE UEOAL. 1863.AMTLTON & 0.,

No. 10, GREEK STREET. SOHO SQDAKK, LONDON, W.

C. A. WATKIN'S PATENT WIRE BOUND. ROUND, and OVAL
PAINTINO BRUSHES.

Dititemper EnisheB, Bash Tools, Stippling Brushes, QUdere' and
Grainera' Tools.

These goods are made of the ItesL materials an^ workmanship, and
hi?h rfputation

plication.

TO ARCUITEOTS. SURVEYORS, &c.

WILLIAM SYMONS and HIS APPA-
i; \Tn-, i>,r ASCENDING STEEPLES, WEATHERCOCKS,

MuN i;.M l.N T.S. A.' . i)f any height, for the purpose of repaira. is

OPEN' tu L,^GA^_iEMENTS for any part of the kingdom. This
apparal.ns has btien used twice with great success ; it is raised in a
lew hours.—Address, W. SYMONS, Street, near Dartmouth, Devon-

TIMBEE, DEALS, FLOORING, & MOULDIKQS
JOSEPH AND ALFRED ROSLING,
SOUTHWARK BRIDGE WHARF. BANKSIDE.

Keep a large and well-aeasuULd stock constautly on hand, which frcm
- ' '

'-
8 compared with iulaJid

ASPHALTE—TRINIDAD— SEYSSELL
—MINERAL TAR.

THOMAS HARRISON and CO. have now a regTilar 8ui)ply of
RiCUE ASrUALTE and MASTIC MINERAL TAR from i^rance,

and can imdLrt.iko to execute any work in Asphalte of the very finest

lell qii'tlity, as well as Trinidad and British Asphaltes, on tie

(or every description of BmLDiBO, Railway and
t reasonable t

PREPARED

Ti-'MPliTFD { ^'^^ every purpose, situation, aad ExFour i

Iso tor
LAVING TAR PAVEMENT.

THOMAS HAERISON fit Co.
A8PHALTE, WHITING. AND FAINT WORKS—

'

1 Wharf, Hackney,

POLOKCEAU & SETSSEL ASFHALTE.

For PJstimatCB and Prices, Ac, .ipply to

JOHN PILKINGTON,
15, FISH STREET HILL, LONDON, E.O.

Country BuilderB supplied with Asphalte iu bulk fui cov(

E^'s, Burn Floors, &c., with ULatxucUooM to lay it dotro*

N.B.—Designers and Practical Joiners.

CAMBRIDGE HALL. NEWMAN STREET,
LONDON.

mBMINGHAM.

THE NEW GREAT
WESTERN HOTEL,

(SNOW HILL STATION),

IS OPEN.

ST. JAMES'S and THORNHILL WHARFS,
CALEDONIAN-KOAD, LONDON.

ROMAN CEMENT, made at the above works, may he had fresh from
the kilns daily—a great advantage to dealers and sewercontractors,

PORTLAND CEMENT, o( the best qtiality, strength, and colour

manufactured la Kent. This cement wiU carry more sand than

any of the Lias Cements, eo much of which is brought into the
market, and sold as Portland.

PLASTER OF PARIS, both coarse and fine, ol very superior quality

LIME. Grey Stone Chalk, and Blue Lias Lime, well burnt, by the

barge or yard, and may be had, fresh grwund, daily, by steam
power, for concrete.
A large assortuient of GlazedStonewareDraln Pipes. Yorkshire

Plain, Pan, and Paving Tiles. Hair, Latha, Cliininey-pots, &c., always

kept in otock.

FLOORS OF

RACQUET COURTS
A2nD

BOWLING ALLEYS.
late " Clnridge's
able material for

works to which the above material

icessfully applied since 1838, for

The PYRIMONI SEYSSEL ASPHALTE
Patent," is lecommeLded as the best and
the above purposes,

ROOFS AND FLOORS,

I be had of J. FARRELL, Secretary. 5, r.^rUaiiient-6ti-ee

MAJESTY'S

LETTERS

EER

EOYAL

PATENT.

ESTABLTSHED A.D. 1774.

A USTIN'S NEW IMPERIAL PATENT
J\_ SUPERFINE FLAX SASH LINE.
The above article is now being manufactured and sold in large

quantities for Greenhouse Sashesi Public-house Shutters, and other

heavy work. The manufacturers would recorameud it for its

strength, and the large amount of wear in it consequent on its pecu-

^^

AUSTIN'S"^IMPERIAL PATENT FLAX 8ASH AND BLIND
LINES (two Prize Medals awarded). The Manulacturers of the above

articles particularly wiob to drawthe attention of the Trade to their

Imperial Patent Flax Sash Lines, of which they are now making four

qualities.andthey strongly recommend that in aU cases they should

be purchased in preference to th^ patent luies made from Jute, which

article has neither the strength nor the durability of flax

queutly cannut give so much satisfacti

They al
*

GILT ROOM BORDERING.

At GEORGE REES'S, 57, Drury Lane,
AND 43, RUSSELL STREET, COVENT GARDEN.

ENAMEL VARNISHES, of Superior
Quality, that dry well, look well, and wear well, from Ss. per

gallon.
Bamplea and prices sent fri

Varnish Manufacturer, 4\, Jan
Manufacturer of Oak Stains,

Light 4s. per gaUoo.

Middle Tint .. ..»..*. 5a. „
Dark Oak.. .. > ^B.

(CLERGYMEN, ARCHITECTS,
\j tCIlOOLMASTERS, and all others Interested in Education,

should obtain

MESSRS. SIDEBOTHAM, BANKS, & CO.,
ECCLESIASTICAL ARTISTS.

PARSONAGE WORKS, ALBERT STREET, MANCHESTBE
Complete Catalog:ue of School Fitting-s,

and other information, which will be forwarded on
receipt of three stamps.

ASUBSTITUTE for PAINT, and at HALF

addi-essed to him by the Rev. E. H. CHICHES-
TER, of Cliittlehampton, near South Moltou:—

produced by the Stainii

H. S'

Martin'

_ Fluid and Varnish has given
the parishioners have requested me to

five times the quantity now paid for, in order to finish the

.'EPHEN8, Chemist, 171, Aldersgate-street, late 13, Bt.

the C(
particular attention of the trade to their

MPErTal'fATENT blind LINES, which are very superior to

anything yet offered.

They can be obtained of all Ropemakers, Ironmonger*, Merchants,

Factors, and Wholesale Houses in Town or Country^ ^^

ARYGOLD'S PATENT COUNTER-
BALANCE RACK SLIPS, for Hanging Window Sashes,

eiitiou dispenses with the use of sash lines, pulleys, and sadh

ghta.—For particulars apply to

ARCHIBALD SMITH & CO.,

SOLE LICENSEES AND MANCTFACTUEEES,

9, PRINCES STREET, LEICESTER SQUARE,
LONDON, W.

M

ARCHD. SMITH'S PATENT DOOR SPRINGS.

E3TABLI3HEO

\i;cniTECTS and
I

.
I Mimpiaints arising from the

II
I
hurs ARTICLES instead of

GENUINE ARTK
SMITH, Pateutee,
bUCU ONLY aie

jr FASTENING

observe that .ill

ILAudADUltEdS.
tre, London ; and

Grand Prize, Paris Exhibition.

TTOEFMAN'S PATENT KILN for

GOLD MOULDINGS.

GOLD MOULDINGS of the BEST
QUALITY ManufaL-tured and Kept in Stock by

geouoe: jacks©?* & soixs.

49, KATHBONE PLACE, W.

SECTIONS of MOULDINGS and LIST of PRICES

may be had on application.

JOHN "WESTON and CO.,
SOLID AND VENEERKD

HANDRAIL MANTJFACTURERS,
UPPER WUITECROSS STREtT, LONDON, E.G.

BATTENS, from £8 per 120.
DEALS, from £15 per 120.
FLOORING, from 9s. per Square.
DRY MAHOGANY, 6d,
WAINSCOT, 9d.
liATHS, 29s.

ANY GOODS PKR DOCK ORDER AT WHOLESALE RATHS.

ALFRED CARTER and Co.,

OLD BETHNAL GREEN ROAD, N.E.
(End of Elizabeth-street, Hackney-road.)

r*AKTS, LADDERS, BARROWS, &c.—
\J GEORGE ELL and CO., Euihlers o( Carts, Vans WaK^oua
Trucks TrullevB &c Ci.ntractors' and RuiMera' Plant.

LAIU.EPS, BAKP.OWS. TiiESTLKS. STEPS. PORTABLE
t^CAKFULDS, P ,VnS, HAMMER HANDLES,

ived M,i< liiuery on the Premisei.

Ill .tiid Hea\-y Wheels kept i Stock.
uded for Exportation, and

iterchangL'able in their parta.

.£15; Navie barrows, 108. 6d.

Trestles. Step, &c.. Lent on HliC.

n application.

GEOKUli; ELL & CO.,
EtrSTON WORKS. 860 and »68. EUSTON EOAD. LOtJnON. N.W

JcaUolilui,-

THE TANNED LEATHER COMPANY
ARMIT WORKS,

GREENFIELD, NEAR MANCHESTER,
TANSEiis. l:i)i;kiei:h. iiiiJ mam'kactukers of

IMPROVED
Tanned Leather Driving Straps

for Machinery.
PRIME bTllAP ANU oOLE BUTTS.

Price LI&Uh(iii.. fieebv post , „ «
WAREHOUSE—SI, MAHK-LANB, LONDON, B.O.
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THE CONTINENTAL MARBLE COMPANY,
IN consequence of the Metropolitan Eaihvay having taken their

old p«ml«e», have REMOVED to

7, WILSOK-STKEET, PIJVSBURY, E.G.,
Wliero Ar.-tiltpctB. BunOcr«,4c.. wiU find the largest Stock of MARBLE CUIMNBYP?ECE8ana

EKOISTKK STOVES Iti Li.n.l.m.

HAKBLE CIlIinNKYriECE & REGISTER STOVE £1 6s. 6d.
A Liberal Commission ai-lowf.d to the Trade.

CHARLES GOODYEAR,
GEANITE MERCHANT,

Ib Prepfti.tl to Still ly fri^m Lis 'VW^ika known uTHE DE LANK GRANITE QUARRIES.
I Bni>erior Quality (t-r Evpinct-rlrg anil gci.entl Buildiug Ptin'Of^'S. Granite from tLc above Quarries 1b being extenBlvelj tued In

OFFICES : Counlr>—Fore Street. Bodmii n-19, Northumberland Street, Stmnd.W.O.

W. & J. K. FREEMAN,
MERCHANTS IN AXIi KINDS OF STONE AND GRANITE,

DEPOTS adjoining tl.e Ccii.iiiercU ( Surrey I>.KkH. j:..(luiliin..- ;
Ulnedef-fltld street, CityrLn.l ; .-iiid Miin.;ink-&treet, WeHtminster-

EBtiuiatea may 1 u oliti.iiitd (nr lj.li\tneii, eiil-er !> \(f.l it hail, to all i-iuts oi tlie Kingdom.

OFFICE—27, WILLBANK STEEET, LONDON, S-W.

PORTLAND STONE COMPANY
t from its Quanies

(LIMITED)
PORTLAND BLOCK STONE,

Of Fine and Even Texture, Sound, and Diirable, in Blocks of any Dimensions, or Sawn in Slahs of

Various Thicknesses.

PORTLAND ROACH STONE
Extensively used for Dock and Sea Walls, Machinery Beds, Foundations, &c., in Blocks of all sizes,

at a Low Price.

Stone can be forwarded either per Vessel, london and South-Western or Great Western
Kailways and their connections.

Foi Prices, Particulars, and Samitles apiilv to the Jlanager,

MR. J. J. E. 6H0RT, ISLE OF TOBTLAND, DOBSET.
London Order* may be addressed to 10, FAEK STEEET, WESTMINSTEE, S.W.

SAMUEL TRICKETT,
GENERAL STONE MERCHANT.

2, GRESHAM BUILDINGS,
BASINGHALL STREET, LONDON, E.O.

WILLIAM ORME CARTER,
i.i\i':G:8>4toi.,

SLATE MEBCHANT, GTJABBY FEOPBIETOB. AND MANTJFACTTJBEB OF
ABTICLES IN SLATE.

SLATES for ROOFING of every Size and Quality, either Blue, Grey, Green, or Red, direct
from thoQiuirrle. In Wnles or Wcstn.r.rtlnKd. Rt wliolV^tile j. rices tu truck loii.Ib'of not less than five tons.

SLATE SLABS, direct Irom the Quarries in Wales, at Wholesale prices, in truck loads
«r not Ic. tlxui fire toiia.

SLATE OKNAJIENTAL FNAStFLLED ARTICLES in imitation of the most costly
marble (•l.imiie>i.iecefi. Until.. Filter., \v,'M, i. I, i ]

i
. 'uinna, &c., ftc.

SLATE PLAIN ARTK IIS- A\i :!,:,_ squares and other Utensils for Bre^-ing, Water
Clat^rn.. BaUl. SlIiR.. ^lielviliK for 1..»'l <

: :
A,

. I,ii>ing luid Shelree for Strong-rooine, Horee ftnd Cow Mivngerfl.

BtAll Dlvl.lonH. Cntlle Troii^li., I lcklM> I i < '^ i I > ("Iich, Urinals, and all articles for Sanitary Furi>OBes Billiard and
Bagatellft Table B«da most

LAKGK STUCK UF KUOFI.N

1 all articles
,.1 cicsted.

SLATES ON HAND FOR EXPORT.

BEST SliATE SLABS—1,200 TONS IN STOCK.
ROOFIKG SLATES, and EVEEY DRSCRIPTION ol PLAIN nrd ENAMELLED SLATE

MANUFACTrEK for HOME USE or EXPOETATUlN.
JOSEPH BRINDLEY,

SLATE MEBCHANT,
ENAMEL AND STEAM SLATE WOKKS, l;K.l;MOKDyEY WALL, LONDON, S.E.

Estinint«a pivpn fur 81atinp, and evtirvtliiup tliat can he made of Slate.
THE MKW I'ltlCK LIST AND CATALOGUE OF CHI M^EV•11ECK DESIGNS ARE NOW RKADT.

THE GILLINGHAM POTTERY BRICK
AND TILE COMPANY

I
(.IMITKD.)

j

WORKS- GILLINGHAM, DORSET.

I

GLAZED STONE WARE AND RED DRAIN riFES, TERRA
COTTA CHIMNEY TOPS, BRICKS, TILES, &c., &c.

Supplied diicct from the Works at lowest piicoB.

AOBNTB WANTED TO BELL THK ABOVE NAMED GOODS. I

JOHN DOULTON BROTHERS & CO.,
LIVEBPOOL POTTEBY,

ST IIELEN'^

STORES—100, SOlio STREET, LIVERPOOL,
I^lAKl KA( 'ii i;i:i{S OF

DOULTON'S STUM:\\.\I:I, I Ml s,

DOULTON'S 1L\LI--M)i Kl.T l'in:S,
DOULTON'S INVEKT IJI.OlKS 1 Oil SEWER BOTTOMS,
DOULTON'S PATENT JUNCTION BLOCKS,

TEBRA COTTA CHIMNEY I'OTS, FIRECLAY FLUE PIPES, KIDGE AND PAVING TILES, Ac.

February 5, 1869.

g mitchell
, MARBLE, STONE, AND GRANITE WORKS.

SHOW ROOMS:—ISG, BKOMPTON ROAD, LONDON, 8.W.
Where Architects, Builders, and Merchants will find the largest

and he*t stock of Chinincy-rieccs and MoiiumeutB in London, of

which Books, Catjiloguea, and Bheeta of MonuuieutaJ,wlll be for
warded on application.
Esttmates will meet with prompt attention.

MANUFACTORY at WALTON STREET,

DEVON RED MARBLE WORKS, Teign-
mniith.— EetiiDfttes fiirniBbed fi^r nil descriptiniidof Marble

Works, to which tlie Devon mturbles are ajipliinble. Tbe trade nup-
[.lied in block and scniiUiiig. WILLIAM 8. HINE,

Loiidou Agtut : Mr. J. HARTLEY, Oakville, Miiyle-road,
Aiierley. S.E.

FOR MARBLE ai:d STONE CHIMNEY-
riECES go to BOWEH. fi. Cbiinh-Btrcet, Clarham-ro.id.

London, S.W.
REDrCED PRICES. Stone. Marble.

etu.h. encL.
Bed-room ChimneTpiece, any opening to 2ft. 61n., at 3b. !• a.

8in. Box ditto, any opening to 3f(.. at ^s. 6d. 20b.

Sin. ditto caps and bneep, any opening to Sft 7e. 2fB.

Sin. Trues and Leal, any opening to 3ft., at 10b. 3P».

loiu. ditto ditto oitto lla. 6d. 88b.

lOin. ditto, with fluptrior base and impost caps, any
openiue to 3ft., at ISa. 42b.

Ditto, witli double 0.0. and centre bead trusi, any
opening to 3ft., at ... 168. 50b.

Ditto, with 0.0. ehelf, at IBs. fiSa.

Head and Foot Stone. tVs.

Estimates given for all kinds of mrtson work.

FABBRICOTTI'S MAKBLE SAWING
WILLS, l.y Improved Machinery, Auckland-street, and Glyn-

Bfreet, VhiixIjaI!. Blocks, of every quality, sawn promptly, with
i-aimlily ami jiLt'iiracy, at moderate rates.

A Kc-lct tioii cf ^>>oi.l Vein and Sicilian, sawn into useful thlckneBsoa,
on fijfclt^tit inr foot lube, and Sawing. Blocks sawn into Soauthing
by steam ript^ers. Powerful St-eam Lathes for Turning Columne, ftCi

up to l2fL length.

LLOYdT «Sfc CO., ^
MARBLE MEKCHANTS. IMPORTERS AND EXPORTERS OF

EVEKY DESCRIPTION OF MAEliLE.
1, GROSYENOR ROAD. VAVXHALL BRIDGE, LONDON. S.W

MARBLE SHAFTS, COLUMNS, &o.

LIZARD SERPENTINE,
The most beautiful Miiterial for Sbafting and Turned

"Work of every Depcriptiou.

FOR PRICES AND SPECIMENS APPLY TO

LIZARD SERPENTINE COMPANY
(LIMITED).

SnoAVEOoMs—No. 0, GARRICK-STREET,
COVENT GARDEN, W.C.

N.B.—Agents Wanted. A Liberal Commission allowed.

THE DEVONSHIRE RED MARBLE
QUARRIES.

J. & E. GOAD,
(L.STE WJI. BKtiWN),

PROrRlF.TOHS AND M A.M1-'..M TUREPS OF

DEVONSHIRE MARBLE CHIMNEYPIECES,
COLUMNS, *c., IN EVERY VARIETY OF tOLOl'R.

The Tio.le fiujitifd irttft DcvonsitiTC Mnrhif hotij/h U'ofJts cind flairtl

Slolis on hmsonable Tttva.

PHCENIX STEAM MARBLE WORKS,
STONEHOUSE. PLYMOUTH.

JOHN ST. POLISHED GRANITE WORKS,
ABERDEEN.

JAMES WRIGHT, Mamifaoturer of Polished Orault. to Her
Majesty, supplies first-class Molimnents, Columns. Pilaster., Ac., Ac.
London Airenls. Mr. ALKXANOEB NICHOLSON, 66, Uark-lane,
E.G. : and Mr. MATTHEW \V, JOHNSON, 363, Eilston-ro.id, N.W.

OLISHED GRANITE
MONUMENTS, COLUMNS. PILASTEKS. FOUNTAINS

AKCHITECTURAL WORK
Executed in

RED AND GREY ORANITB.
Th« RKD Granite is very brilliant in Colour. In the ORBT the

I'olours do not bleud into a dull shade, but are well deflnea.
Designs forwarded on application.

D. H. AND J. NEWALL,
GRANITE WORKS. DALBEATTIE, near DUMFRIES

LONDON AGENT—MR. JOSEPH HARTLEY,
Oakville. Maplu-road, Auerley, S.K

POLISHED GRANITE,
BRILLIANT BED, PINK, BLUE, and SILVER ORAY.

SPECIMENS may be Seen, and Desifjns
and Prices obtained, at the SCOTTISH OR.VNITE AOENC Y,

11, CLEMENT'S LANE, E.C.
WILLIAM WHITE, Agept.

GRANITE PAVING KERBS, &c.—The
most Durable and EconouiicaL requiring half the uaual depth,

i>y ship and rail (in any form and quantity orderedi, fiom Port Naiit
yuarry. rwUheli, North Wales, or London Depot, Charlotte-street
Railway Arches). Blaokfrl.irs-roHd, 3.E.

PORT NANT GRANITE COMPANY.

GRANITE.

J
OIIN FREEMAN and SONS.

PENRYN, CORNWALL.
ts In London-\V. ,l J. R. FREEMAN, 7. Millbank-street and
N. TRtO ELLES, 10, Unioncouit, Old Bioad-»tr ct, E.G.

ABERDEEN OBANITE WORKS
ALEX. MACDONALD, FIELD & Co.

Workers in Polished Granites to the Queen.
Aftardid Prize Blc.L^ls li.temntioiial K-xln til Lms l^.''l, IBCB, and

ICIi:;, and THREE I'nr.i' Midal»ii( Piiris, ltll7.

Red, Blue, and Grey Granites for Architecttirftl
Coustructiou, Ltcoratiou, Memorials and

General Puruoses.
LONDON DEPOT, 40d, ELSTON KOAD, N.W.
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CONGEEGATIONAL CHAPEL
BUILDING.*

THE present niimber of tlie Year Book is at

least noticeable lor wliat is absent among

its illustrations. We are glad to miss for the

first time one or two designs which have been

repeated probably no one but the architects

who build them "knows how often. Were we

sure that this would be our last farewell to

them, they might perhaps be .suffered to pass

quietly into oblivion. Still it is impossible

not to wonder why views of them were ever

presented to us so often. It was hardly

desirable to show so unmistakably that the

old idea was being made to do duty again

and again. A very short series of numbers

would have answered every purpose, and

saved not merely expense but wearisome

reiteration. What used to be the typical

Congregational church front, for instance

—

a sort of turret-spire bristling with pinnacles

and canopies, a large gable with a transoraed

tracery window, and a little sham aisle some

eight feet deep—might have been called

" Pattern No. 1." The more recent type, with

a gablet over each side window, and with not

only a spire but a tower, might be known as

" No. 2;" while the almost ciiually rommon one

with a re-entering angle in the slope of the

roof, and with a transept and gablet on the side,

would deserve the title of •' No. 3." Each

case might then have been shortly disposed of

thus :
" Dorchester, No. 1, with spire on

right hand, and flve-Hght window ;" " Margate,

No. 1, with spire on left hand, and four-light

window," &c., &c. ; or, again, " Sevenoal;3,

No. 2, with tower in centre," " St. Ives, No.

2, with tower in centre, and two gablets in

front ;" and so on through the endless repeti-

tions of the now stale expedient ot side gables.

No. 1 and No. 2, mo.^t happily, fail to make
their appearance this year ; but Mr. Pritchett

presents us with No. 3 by the name of

Kavensthorpe Congregational Church—the

latest addition to the group which before con-

tained Knaresborough, Hudderstield, and

Pudsey.
The principal building illustrated in this

Year Book, at any rate for size, is Trinity

Congregational Church, Huntingdon. The

architect is Mr. Tarring, and the work is an

improvement on what he has hitherto pub-

lished. This fact is noteworthy as showing

that a designer who exhibits no power in

dealing with the difficulties of a galleried

chapel may yet succeed to some extent in a

common church with nave and aisles. It

cannot be too often enforced that the cases

really admit of no comparison. A church

planned for galleries belongs to a funda-

mentally differeut class from a church with-

out them. In getting rid of the gallery, the

architect escapes his main difficulty, and one

naturally looks for some improvement where

there is so great an advantage. Such a struc-

ture as the present one ought, therefore, in

fairness to be compared with those of the

Chiirch of England rather than with the bulk

of Nonconformist ones. A single difference,

it is true, exists in the conditions : the

present building is required for Congrega-

tional, not Episcopalian wor.ship. This dif-

ference should still exercise a marked influ-

ence on the design. It does not follow^

because Nonconformists may decide in a par-

tioilar case to do without galleries and build

a handsome church, that they should neces-

sarily adopt a high clerestory carried by

numerous pillars and arches. Custom and

precedent have hitherto perpetuated this tj pe

• " The Congregational Year Buck,
Hcdd«r and Stougbtou.

in Church of England edifices, but elsewhere

there can be no such hindrances to progress ;

and it will be a matter for regret if other

bodies should aid in keeping up an arrange-

ment so little suited to Protestant worship.

Next to the Catholics, by whom it was de-

veloped, no one has more reason to adhere to

it than the Catholic or Ritualistic branch of

the Anglican Communion. If it is appro-

priate to any form of worship beside the

Roman one, it is certainly appropriate to

theirs. And yet while Nonconformists are

adopting it almost unchanged, even the High

Church party are modifying it and altering it

to make it more congregational ! By the way

of proof we will just compare the planning of

the chvirch now in question with that of two

celebrated modern churches in London—All

Saints', Margaret-street, and St. James the

I ess. Garden-street. The dimensions
^
of

Trin'ity Church, Huntingdon, then, excluding

the transepts and what corresponds to the

chancel, are about 100ft. by 491t. The tvvo

transepts are about 5ft. deep. This space

is divided into a central and two side aisles

by cast-iron pillars supporting thin stone

arches. There are either six or seven

pUlars on each side (the view docs not

clearly show which), and these, though

much smaller than common stone ones,

are, for cast-iron, very large and heavy-

looking. They are, in fact, the ugliest

features in the interior, and seriously detract

from what are really good points in it. What
we have more to do with, however, at this

moment is that they arc no small obstruction

to the view, especially at the beginning of

the side aisles, where ot couiae lo an j' one

looking towards the pulpit they appear to

overlap each other. The more columns there

are, the more of this sort of overlapping must

evidently take place ; so that in practice, six

12in. columns are a greater nuisance to the

congregation than three 24in. ones. Now
compare with this plan, meant for congrega-

tional worship, those of the two London

churches above named. The nave of All

Saints' is 63ft. by 60l't. and the arcade contains

only two moderate-sized columns on each

side ; in other words, the arches are 20ft.

from centre to centre, instead of 12ft. or 14ft.

as at Huntingdon. The square form of the

area groups all the congregation round the

chancel, and the width of the bays renders

every part fairly open to sight and hearing.

St. James the Less, again, has a nearly square

nave, with only two columns in the arcades.

We do not assert that even this system is all

that could be wished for a Protestant

service, but it certainly comes nearer to it

than one with long aisles, narrow bays, and

half a dozen pillars in a row. If: Noncon-

formists HMts' follow, instead of leading as they

might, it would be well at any rate to follow

the best guides they can find. A design like

that of Tiinity Church is, after all, a mere

compromise, and compromises often unite the

faults of two systems without combining

their excellences. The iron columns, for

instance, are big enough to be in the waj^, and

yet too thin to allow of proper strength in the

clerestory wall ; their material is one which,

as architects are finding out, succumbs even

sooner than wood to a trilling outbreak of

fire ; and the clerestory, while high enough

to absorb a good deal of the preacher's voice,

is yet lower than it should have been to

have the effect apparently desired. Such

faults as these are the natural results

of founding a design on a radically

false basis, and it will be a bright day for

architecture when not merely Nonconform-

ists but Protestants everywhere set about the

origination of something more fit for their

own wants. The little Presbyterian Church

of St. George, Croydon (illustrated in the

BuiLDiNa News for December 11, 18C8).

exhibits much more effort in this direction

than the one we are now dealing with, and

shows that the size and cost of a budding

are not always an index of its true architec

as we said, some good points. It is carried

out, at least internally, in rather better style

than most of the "'Decorated" chapels in

which Congregationalists still delight. Its

height, if not a merit acoustically, gives it

some dignity, and would give more but for

the extreme slightness of the nave arches.

The wooden ceiling, too, supported on curved

ribs is a great improvement on the com-

moner forms of open roof. Setting aside the

multitude of columns and the accompanying

length of proportion, the general impression

made is that of a building in some respects

superior to the average Gothic chapel ; and

the details are better executed than in other

cases where cheapness has been more

earnestly studied.

The reference to cheapness suggests another

church with nave and aisles in the present

Year Book. This is a small one by Mr.

Moffat Smith, at Llandrindod, in Radnor-

shire, the cost of which, including, we pre-

sume, the tower and spire, is not to exceed

£1,200. These last features, by the way, are

the poorest in the design. With this excep-

tion, it is not displeasing, though founded on

what we deem, for the reasons before stated,

to be an erroneous system. The clerestory is

kept low, and treated pretty much as a hori-

zontal band of walling—the only method

probably which will in practice be found

quite consistent with the uses of a building

constructed for preaching in. For the rest,

it is much to be desired that if Nonconform-

ists buiUl towers they would pay a little more

attention to the design of them. If a tower

is meant to hold a peal of bells, structural re-

quirements may necessitate irregularities of

form ; but where it serves no material object

its beauty should be the excuse for its_ ex-

istence. If it be neither useful nor beautiful,

why build it ? Again, a tower designed tohold

six or eight full-sized bells must be some-

what large on plan to accommodate them.

But where there are no bells to carry, why-

copy the proportions of a bell tower in place

of loftier and more elegant structures! The

Southern Gothic, and even the Saracenic,

style furnish plenty of examples—not, it is

true, cut and dried ready for use, but suffi-

ciently suggestive to anyone who is capable

of profiting by mere suggestions. 'The one

obvious advantage of a tower when it is not

designed for bells is that it still remains a

mark or signal to show afar off the position

of the church. It is plain tint with a given

sum this purpose will be better answered by

a hi"h, slender tower than by a low and broad

one" and the first would have the merit ot

not being a sham, which the imitation bell

tower often tends to be.

Very much of the belfry type is the tower

in Messrs. PauU and Robinson's church at

Anooats, near Manchester ; but at any rate

it is of another form than those which have

been constantly coming back to us in the

pages of the Year Book. This church, like

Olivers which we have had occasion to notice

by the same author, is in a simpler and more

masculiiie style than most of its companions.

Its external composition, too, is picturesque

and somewhat novel. It is perhaps rather

deficient in ecclesiastical character, the school

elementinitsomewhatoverpo,veringthechurcll

one but, reraembering;how strong a tendency

chapel architects often exhibit to ttie opposite

extreme, this fault may be considered very

pardonable. After seeing so many chapels

treated in a sort of cathedral manner,

it is almost a relief to find one that

does not even claim all the importance it

mioht. Whether the internal arrange-

ment exhibits any advance does not

appear from the particulars in the- Year Book.

This however, is after all the essence of the

problem which chuich architecture presents,

[s the interior an artistic success ? do the

oalleries harmonize with the rest, and .aid

Tustead of injuring the effect of the whole 1

1 ['hese are the first questions which every

,tudent of the subject will feel inclined to

zri^'^S'^^:^^:^^y^'^'^^^^'^' '''-' '''' '''"''''
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while gladly noticing any merits in external

design, will not forget that real improvement
requires both portions of the work to progress

together.

HOSPITALS.*

11HE course we took in considering this

subject in our first number this year
has brought us to the conspicuous series

ofmodern French Hospitals on the "Pavilion,
or block system," which have formed the prin-

cipal models for the most recent works. An
example of the Pavilion system not so well
known in this country, or indeed in France, as

the elegant simplicity of its plan deserves,

will be found in the Hospice de la Reconnais-
sance at Garches, of which we reproduce the
ground plan. This building was designed, not
indeed for the recojition of the sick but of the

infirm. It is from the plans of M. Delaunoi,
but was carried out after his death by the
same M. Gauthier who afterwards became the
architect of the Lariboisiere Hospital, which
the French always c^uote as their finest model.
La Reconnaissance was founded by 51. Brezin,

a contractor for iron work, and who endowed
this as a refuge for aged and poor mechanical
smiths and other workers in metal work.
The buildings were begun in 1836, and first

occupied in 18,38 by 150 old men ; when fully

completed, they afforded space for 3(I0. Of
this building Husson says :

" This fine es-

tablishment is on a small scale the earliest

and also the happiest application which the
Board of the Administration of the Hospitals
ofParishas had occasion to mike of the ideas of

Tenon," (embodied mainly in the reports rela-

tive to the Hotel Dieu already referred to).

" Its plan oft'ers a certain analogy to that of the
Lariboisiere built eight years later.'' The
dormitories for the healthy occupants are airy

and spacious and occupy the first and second
stories ; the refectory and the general sitting-

rooms occupy the ground floor of the two left-

hand pavilions. The rooms of those inmates
who are infirm are on the ground floor of the
right-hand blocks. AVorkshops have been
formed on the roofs where some of the inmates
may find a solace in working at their old
trades.

Of the three-storied buildings in front of
the wards, that on the right is occupied by
the governor's and attendants' quarters, that
on the left by kitchens, baths, the pharmacy,
the linen store, and the infirmary. This last

is not considered equal in excellence to the
other parts of the building. The chapel is

centrally situated in the quadrangle and faces
the entrance. We have illustrated this
hospital in preference to adding one more to

the many reproductions of the plan of this
most popular French example, the Lariboi-
siere Hospital already named. We have,
however, given the plan of one of the wards
of that hospital, but if any readers should
happen to be unfamiliar with the general
disposition of the wards, they will obtain
a good idea of it by imagining the
quadrangle of La Cliaritc at Garches elon-
gated so as to admit of five pavilions on
either side.

Another btiilding, like the Charite of special
appropriation, but well displaying the block or
pavilion arrangement, is tlie Hospital for
Scrofulous Children (see illustration) at Berck-
Sur-Mer, Pas de Calais, intended to receive
from other hospitals those children who are
subject to scrofulous affections. It appears to
have been open so far back as 1862, the date
of Husson's work from which we borrow the
plan ; but a hospital for a similar piirpose
which had been earlier established at Forges-
Sur-Mer, is stated by him to have been
successful. The general principle of the
whole group of these buildings, which includes
the Beaujean Hospital in Paris, of which we
give a block plan, may be stated to be the
placing very distinct blocks of wards all
haying the same aspect at the sides of a

' CoQtinuod Croui page 3.

quadrangle, their ends only touching the
quadrangle, and their distance apart being
enough to secure free access for light and air

to each.

In England, whether from accident or from
that remarkable dislike of an internal quad-
rangle which has seemed to form one of the
marked characteristics of our architecture for

the last hundred years, we have modified
the pavilion or block system as understood
in Fiance by omitting from most of our
examples that open central space which is so

rarely absent across the Channel. In St.

Thomas's Hospital, atWoolwich, at Blackburn
—in short, almost wherever in England we
find a hosjiital of which the plan commands
attention—the main line of communication,
infact,it3 backbone, is a single corridor which,
if giving greater compactness and perhaps
even greater apparent simplicity to communi-
cations, appears hardly to take the place of a
lar^e quadrangle, either as a sanitary or an
architectural feature. If an exception is

needed to prove the rule, it may be found at
Leeds, where the central quadrangle, though
small, promises to add materially to the
efficiency of the building.

For a detailed description of what a good
general hospital of the present day is con-
sidered to include, we may refer the reader
to a paper read before the Architectural
Association by 5Ir. Roger Smith, of which an
abstract appeared in the Buildinu News for
March 1, 1868, and several illustrations of
such hospitals will be found among the plates
given with this journal. Hospitals for special
purposes cannot be now taken into considera-
tion—they form so vast a subject that they
have been most usually divided into groups
in the consideration they have received.

The buildings adapted for children, for the
aged, for the insane, for idiots, for incurables,
for convalescents, and for lying-in patients
are each worthy of separate study, though
many of them illustrate so well the arrange-
ments suitable for a general hospital that we
have in one sheet of illustrations given the
plans of more than one with this object.

Among the plans will also be found a very
complete and curious special establishment,
one which is said to be of immense ser-

vice to the sick and other poor in Paris

—

the baths of St. Louis. Here are to be
obtained not only ordinary warm baths such
OS our own "baths and washhouses " furnish
well and cheaply, but also medicated baths
of every description, and administered with
every appliance. This is a great privilege
for the Paris poor, and such an establishment,
or at least the medicated and vapour bath
divisions of it, might with advantage be in-
troduced in England.

Hospitals for special circumstances of
climate deserve a passing word. They, like
those for special patients, are very varied
indeed ; the climate of India necessitates
verandahs all round, that of Russia double
windows, and so on for other situations. One
of our illustrations—the Rudolph Hospital at
Vienna— will explain what we mean by
variations introduced and considered neces-
sary to meet peculiarities of climate, and may
remind us that there are localities for which
pavilions open at both sides are judged un-
suitable even by those familiar with their use
elsewhere. At Vienna the climate is stated
to be piercingly cold at times, with the
accompaniment of keen winds from the
north and east, so that the wards of this
hospital are left open on the south and west
.sides, but have corridors running along them
to the north and east. This arrangement,
whicli would be felt in this country objec-
tionable, was adoj)ted in Vienna with the
full knowledge of what is being done in
England, France, and elsewhere, and was held
to be essential for the protection of the sick

;

and it seems rea.sonable to believe that it is

very much more unobjectionable, to say the
l'•a^^t of it, for Vienna than it would be for
London.

In heating, ventilating, fitting up, and

generally organizing and administering hos-

pitals, the practice of England and France
differs fully as much as the national character

of the people of the two countries. The
Frenchman, systematic to a degree which
makes him almost overlook the end if only
the means are perfect, produces buildings

which contrast curiously with those of the

rough and ready Englishmm, who fixes upon
one or two aims, and so long as he secures

them is apt to be indifferent as to whether
his means be elegant or no.

Some time back two commissioners were
sent to this country to examine and report

upon the hospitals of London as contrasted
with those of Paris. The report addressed
by these gentlemen—Messrs. Blondel and
Ser—to M. Husson, director of the General
Administration of Public Assistance, has
been jiublished, and is one of the most in-

teresting contributions to the literature of

hospitals obtainable, though it is surpassed
in extent and completeness by the very re-

markable treatise of M. Husson himself, en-

titled " Etude sur les Hopitaux." Putting
aside the remarks of these French commis-
sioners upon our older and less suitably

arranged buildings, it appears that, while
noting many contrasts between the newest
buildings in the two cities, nothing so struck
them as the contrast presented between
French and English hospitals in the article

of warming and ventilation. As it is to ven-
tilation that we must mainly look if our
buildings are to be healthy, and as ventila-

tion is closely connected with warming, these
observations will be read with interest.

In England the heating is almost exclu-
sively by open fires. " It would be difficult,"

remark these commissioners, "to name any
contrivance for heating which has never
been made trial of in the Paris hospitals."

The apparatus at present in use in Paris

—

those of Duvoir, Thomas and Laurent, andVan
Hecke—are all thought serviceable. They be-
gan in Paris with openfires ; then foilowed close

stoves ; then stoves drawing air from with-
out ; and, lastly, various sorts of heating
apparatus (ca'orijeres) to warm the air in the
basement. In some cases these moisten it

also, and send it into the wards along proper
channels. Circulating hot water and steam
in pipes and gas stoves have also been tried,

and systems varying in their power and their
principle have been, and still are, at work
throughout France. It is probable that by
these means a more equally diffused warmth
is obtainable than by our fires, but the effect

on the ventilation is considered by English
physicians at least to be doubtful, and
English custom clings strongly to the cheer-
ful but unscientific open fire. In the most
modern English hospitals the fireplaces are
in the centre of the wards, the floors being
fireproof ; and the smoke is either conducted,
as at Leeds, along horizontal flues in the
floor to the side walls, or else, with the ad-
vantage of gaining heating surface, up a pipe
passing through the centre of the ward, as
the mast of a ship does through the cabin.
Some of the French systems above referred

to were critically examined and reported
upon, in their double capacity of systems of
heating and of ventilation, by General
Morin. In this report he calculated that the
minimum supply ought to be sixty cubic
metres of air per bed per hour, and he tested
the systems mainly by their capability for
performing that amount of duty equably and
well. The system of Duvoir acts by the ex-
traction of vitiated air. The heat is trans-
mitted by a circulating system of hot water
in pipes. The water, warmed in the base-
ment, ascends to a cistern at the highest
level, and in its descent passes through pij5es

and cisterns, which he places partly in the
extracting flue, where they serve to keep up
the current, and partly in air chambers, where
the incoming air is sufficiently raised in tem-
perature. General Morin ajipears to have
thought well of this system, which was
applied in 1846 to the Hospital Beaujean.
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This system was also tried with an
auxiliary furnace to act on the extracting

flue, in the Lariboisiere Hospital, in 1853,

being applied to the left wing of the building

at the same time that the system of Thomas
and Laurent was applied to the right wing.

Upon this system air was heated by contact

with steam, and forced by mechanical means
into the ward, the foul air being, so to speak,

blown out by the fresh. This system was
considered to pass more fresh air through the

wards per bed per hour than the one last

named. The two systems above-named seem
to have been accompanied by a high rate of

mortality, and though French writers pro-

test that this ought, in part at least, to be
attributed to the grave nature of the cases

mainly treated in the wards where they
were tried, the general verdict has been that

the supply of fresh air cannot have been
sufficient.

More recently another system of artificial

ventilation— that of Dr. Van Hecke—has
been tried at the Hospitals Beaiijean and
Necker. The administration of Paris hospi-

tals has formed a favourable opinion of this

system, in which the air is also warmed and
blown in by mechanical means ; the air is

heated in some description of cockle or stove.

the material that the loss is not felt, and the

sale of teak forms one of the most prominent
sources of revenue of the Burmese monarch.
After stripping the tree of its bark the log is

seldom squared, unless it be intended for or-

namental purposes. The cylindrical form is

that principally employed in construction

upon a larger scale, and in the pillars, beams,

and other large timbers of houses and palaces.

No care is taken by the Crown agents to e.\-

tract any of the bark oil, and they seldom
concern themselves about the branches and
smaller portions of the tree, which become a

perquisite of the wood cleavers and those who
lend upon the elephants, a large number of

which are employed for hauling the logs

through the forests to the river.

A French traveller, M. AnquetU, who has

explored the teak districts, mentions that he

country of Burmah, and we were ultimately
in a position to demand as a right what was
refused to our pacific solicitations. We pos-

sess almost a monopoly of this valuable
article, and the other European nations look
with considerable jealousy, not merely upon
the territory we have acquired and the
prestige that attends our oriental relations

with so vast an empire as Burmah, but also

with something akin to covetousness upon the

treasures we have secured the exclusive

right of exporting.

SUBJECTS CONNECTED WITH FINE ART.

ON Tuesday week, ProfeBsor Westmacott, R.A.,

delivered the fourth of a course of Bix lec-

tures at the Royal Institution, upon " Subjects

Connected with Fine Art." In the course of his

has seen the natives extract from another tree address he spoke of the influence exerted by the

, ... J.
., -1 1. n, * 1 ; 1, public taste m EDBland upon the quaUty oi the

a description of od very similar to that which P
^^^^ odueed by artists He said that when

IS obtained from the teak. The method o
^^^ j^^ ^^y ^^^j^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^pp^^, ^^ pop„iar feel-

extraction consists in making a longitudinal
^^^^ j^ j^ ^jjg^ wanting in truth ; for instance, the

incision near the bottom of the trunk, and in^

troducing live coals to facilitate the flow of

the glutinous fluid. The oil so procured is

used by the natives for coating the chests,

boxes, or other receptacles containing clothes

or stuffs liable to be attacked and injured by

and without the intervention of either steam insects. It appears that the English mer

or hot water.

THE CONSTRUCTIVE VAI,UE OF
TEAK.— II.

AMONG the valuable native wealth of our
vast Indian dependency the teak forests

constitute no inconsiderable portion, but it is

not until we advance more to the northward
and enter upon the confines of the empire of

Burmah that we may be said to have reached
the " land of teak." Here the forests appear
literally interminable, and for extent can
only be compared to the boundless pampas and
llanos that form one of the distinguishing
characteristics of the scenery of the New
"World. As will be imagined, these extensive
natural resources are the property of the

Crown, and the sovereign of the country
guards with jealous care his enormous stores

of timber. Special agents are appointed to

watch the birth, growth, and death of these
lords of the forest, and from the manner in

which the business is organised and executed
there is no question but that his majesty
thoroughly understands the duties of a Chief
Commissioner of Woods and Forests. A brief

description of the plan adopted in order to

effectually utilise as an important article of
commerce the contents of these enormous
woods may not he without interest to our
readers. The trees are felled after the winter
season, and the time of so doing must be care-

fully attended to, as, in common with every
kind of timber, the quality of the wood is

materially aft'ected by any irregularity in this

particidar. After felling, the branches are
stripped ofl' and the trunks allowed to remain
in situ until the watery particles have all

evaporated, and when reduced to a state ot

comparative dryness they are dragged to the
nearest stream which constitutes a tributary
of the national river the Irrawaddy. Im-
mense rafts are there constructed which are

floated up to an especial portion of the river
reserved for that purpose, where the native
timber " merchants most do congregate," and
submitted to purchase by private contract.

No sooner is the advent of a "float" notified

than the merchants arrive on the scene, select

the logs that suit their "book," st.'imp them
with a fiery brand representing an unicorn
or some such fabulous animal together with
their private mark, and leave them at the
depot until such time as they have disposed
of them for exportation. That an enormous
amount of valuable wood is lost and wasted in
a variety of ways owing to the incomplete
means of transport, the rough and ready
methods adopted of felling, and a host ol

chants who reside at the various ports never

avail themselves of the advantages of this

preservative, and, in fact, scarcely know of its

existence. At the same time, there is no

doubt it would form an excellent article for

commercial exportation, and might bo ad-

mirably adapted for service both in the navy

and army. The Burman teakmay be divided

iuto throe Eubdivieiona— whit.p, brown, and

black. Of these the brown is the best. The
biaik is too hard and too brittle to be easily

worked; while the white is of a spongy con-

sistency, and does not possess the durable

properties of either of the other kind.?. It is

thus not suitable for naval and hydraulic

structures, and mistakes have frequently

occurred, and undeserved imputations been

cast upon teak, owing to the employment of

the inferior description in situations where it

should never have been used. On the other

hand, although it is not gifted with the self-

preserving qualities of its brethren, it is more

easily worked, and never splits imder the tool

of the careful and practised artisan. Not

merely the colour, but the dift'erence in the

qualities of the trees manifestly depends upon

the nature of the soil and the natural cha-

racter of the district where they are grown.

A moist, marshy soil subject to the recurrence

of intermittent inundations produces the

greyish-white kind already noticed. The

black variety is the fruit of a mountainous

district, where the surface is parched by

almost perpetual drought, while the well-

watered plains and the hills lying on a gentle

slope are covered with the brown description,

which is superior to the other two. Bassein

and Rangoon are the principal ports for the

exportation of teak, and, as usual, we have

nearly a monopoly of the trade. The latter

port receives a very superior kind of wood,

suitable for every description of work where

strength and durability are required. It has

been largely employed in gun carriages, am-

munition and baggage waggons, and other

details of war mattrid. As a proof that we

have not exaggerated the importance of teak

as an article of commerce and general utility,

the authority mentioned above strongly advo-

cates upon the part of the French Govern-

ment the establishment of a direct commercial

agency at the capital of the Burmese empire

to watch over its interests in this branch of

trade, and also to secure the intermediate

profits now reaped by our own merchants

there. It is estimated that the value of our

teak trade exceeds three millions per annum,

and it is about eighty years since we first com-

menced to develope it with that energy and

perseverance characteristic of the English

pseudo-classical imitation Gothic and Renaissance

do not appeal to the common sympathy or the

hearts of men, therefore lack truth. The public

feel little interested about the endless array of

Venuses turned out by artists. He was happy to

Bay that in his youthful days he never perpetrated

a Venus, still with shame he must plead guilty to

a Diana. The first work he ever sold was a woman,
with very little drapery, and a spear in her hand,

which he called Diana, though he knew no more
about Diana than he did about Cscsar. The true

artist haa an idea burning in his brain, which idea

he strives to perpetuate in marble or upon canvas,

consequently the result is inflnitely better than

when a figure is first cut to please the eye, and a

name sought for the work after it is finished. The
great failing iu England is a want of art education

among the whole people ; so that artists, who de-

pend for their livelihood upon the public, work
down to the common taste rather than try to

raise the popular taste to a higher standard. Still,

in England 1 here is an increasing love for art, and

this is amply proved by the large sums spent in

shillings for admission to the exhibitions of the

Royal Academy. During the last ten years the

average receipts have been £11 ,000 per annum,
all received in shillings ; and yet large numbers of

members, students, and others were admitted

free. A new Academy is now being built, and,

although they could not get anything from the

Government towards the expenses, they had

enough cash in hand to erect half a dozen new
buildings. The Government had, however, given

them the ground on a long lease, at £1 a year

rental. In walking through the exhibitions of art

works, it is noticeable how very few of the sub-

jects inculcate high and noble ideas, calculated

to elevate the spectator; yet the public need not

judge artists too severely, for art is a trade now
;

and, if the pu^'lic will neither encourage nor pay

for more ambitious attempts, how can artists be

expected to execute works which are sure to be

left upon their hands I This higher tone of taste,

necessary in the purchasing class, would be best

produced by teaching a little about art in schools

and colleges, and then observers will know what

works are good, and what are bad ;
moreover, they

will be free from the dictation of authority of

others upon such points. He did not see why a

beautiful woman or boy, eng.aged in some noble or

loving work calculated to elevate human feelings,

should not be more frequently chosen as a subject

by artists ; and with such subjects within their

reach why should they choose to represent little

boys with the toothache, or an ugly old crone

mending her drunken husband's trousers ? The

aggravating thing, too, about the latter class of

works is, that they are often so very beautifully

executed. If the public insist upon buying such

things, artists will supply them as long as the de-

mand lasts.

minor causesj is unquestionable, but, never- I trader. Fortunately, the results of war put

theless, there is so great a superabundance of us in possession of many of the outlets ol the

BuiLUiNG Societies.—A neefal little book on

Building Societies has just been compiled by

Mr Frai.k Dethridge, the manager of tho

Finsbury Permanent Building Society. In

addition to the usual information to persons

desirous of joining each societies there are a

number of useful hints on subjects of interest to

all householderp, such as ventilation, furniture,

fires smoky chimneys, gas, water, and the like.

The book is pubfished by Simpkin and Marshall,

and would be by no means a bad one for distri-

bution by building socislie?.
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A VERY ancient instrument for laying off

f\ perpeniliculars to a given base line is

the cross staff; but as we consider it obsolete

we shall omit all mention of it anil pass on
to the modern instrument, the optical square.

This useful little instrument is, in fact, a

pocket sextant denuded of its divided arc and
one mirror, and with the other lixed jierma-

nently at an angle of 45 deg. to the line of

direct vision. It is a pocket sextant capable

of reading only an angle of 90 deg. The
latter instrument will be described in its

proper phice—the former now claims our at-

tention. Its essential feature is a small re-

flector C D (see fig. 2), which is silvered on
its lower half but left plain upon its upper,

thus admitting of direct vision through the

latter, whilst any object can only be seen b)'

reflection upon its lower ])art. Suppose it be
required to raise a perpendicular at any point
of a given line A B. Select any object at A
in the line, and, standing over the point to

which the perpendicular is re(|uired, look
through a hole in the instrument at B uutil

that object is sten clearly through the upper
or unsilvered portion of the mirror C D.
Direct an assistant to take a ranging rod and
walk in the direction of the perpendicular
until the rod seen by rtUection from the sil-

vered or lower portion of the mirror appears
to coincide with the object at A, or, in a word,
until th2 two oVijects, the one seen by direct
and the other by reflected vision, '' overlap,"
as it is termed. If the object at A be also a
ranging rod the overlapping of the two will

be very distinct and the position of the per-

pendicular obtained with great precision.

This will occur when the second rod is

planted at E, and the reason is easily deter-

mined. Since the reflector C D is placed at

an angle of 45 deg. with the line of sight or
direct vision A B, and the angle A K E is

a right angle, the angle C F E = 45 deg.

But as by one of the first principles of optics
the angle of incidence is equ.al to the angle of
reflection, then angle C F E = angle D F B
and the angle E F B is also a right angle =
angle A F E. Therefore A F and F B are in

one and the same straight line, and the object
at E is reflected from F to B and appears to

coincide with or overlap that placed at A.
Within certain limits this method of laying
out perpendiculars is independent of the
distance, but if the ground Le very uneven it

is rather tedious, ami, moreover, loses some of

its accuracy. "When the ground is very
rugged and hilly recourse must be had to the
theodolite, which, as we have before observed,
ia the sheet anchor of the surveyor and is

equal to any emergency. If, instead of
setting out a perpendicular from a given
point on a line, it is required to find where
upon that line a perpendicular from any given
object situated to the right or left of it would
fall, the operation is simply reversed. In that
case, after having first set up a ranging rod in
the line, and sighted it by direct vision, all

that is necessary is to walk slowly towards it

exactly along the line until the image of the
ohject from which the perpendicular is re-
quired is seen by reflection to overlap the
ranging rod. The point where the observer
then stands is the position of the perpen-
dicular upon the given line. It it well to let

the object secu by direct vision be at least a
couple of huud red feet off from the jJoint
where the perpendicular is wanted, as the
farther off it is situated the better chance,
com])aratively speaking, of the accuracy of
the result.

There would be but little practical utility
in investigalijig the origin of surveying,
although from the undoubted fact tliat"man
never invents anything until the necessity for
it has arisen, it is probable that the account

' Cuutiuued twia iMigo 108.

which ascribes it to the Egyptians is correct.

The principle upon whicli all surveying is

based is that of dividing the area to be in-

cluded in the survey into a certain number of

triangles, the relative position and accuracy

of which are capable of being ascertained or

checked, as it is termed, by more than one in-

dependent method. Of all geometrical figures

the triangle is the only one which cannot

change its shape without at the same time

altering the length of its sides. Provided the

length of its sides be constant its form is im-
mutable. It must not be imagined, however,
that the adoption of this form ensures neces-

sarily accurate measurement or renders errors

in chaining of no consequence. Whatever
geometrical form may be selected for sub-

dividing the area of a survey the necessity for

proof or tie-lines is absolute. We have
known instances where, from the neglect to

run a sufficient number of tie-lines, part of

the field work had to be performed over

again, and a great deal of " fudging " intro-

duced surreptitiously into the plan to make
the survey close properly. Sooner or later

departures like these from the plain, straight-

forward method of fulfilling a duty are sure

to be found out, and it is needless to remark
that when once a surveyor loses a character

for accuracy and trustworthiness the sooner
he gives up his business the better. Some
very heavy cases of litigation have all turned
upon the same point, namely, the inaccuracy
of a survey, 'there is no particular upon
which landlords and tenants are more touchy
than upon the boimdaries of their separate

estates and holdings. They will go to almost
any e.xpense to prove their own view of the
qucatiuu correct, and if to their own preju-

diced opinions be added the circumstance of

a survey upon which no reliance can be
placed, the results may be well imagined.

The time placed at the disposal of the sur-

veyor must, to a great extent, modify the

scale of precision to which he intends ad-
hering, and the exact nature of the survey and
the purposes for which it is intended will also

materially iuUuencehim. It is quite obvious
that when a survey is required for building

purposes, where every foot of frontage is of

value, extreme accuracy is not only desirable

but aosolutely necessary. At the same time,

there is not much difficulty in ensuring this

degree of exactness, since surveys of laud for

building upon are seldom of any extent. In
the simplest cases they are merely the accu-

rate measurement of a quadrangular piece of

ground, which includes the iroutage and rear

of the proposed buildings. Upon the most
extended scale they embrace tlie survey of

large estates, the laying out of the necessary
roads and routes of intercommunication, the
marking out of the course of the drains, the
gas and water pipes, aud the taking of the
levels to ascertain the contours of the ground.
To carry out the whole of this work it is

clear that the professional man must be well
up to his business, as many unforeseen difficul-

ties are certain to present themselves in the
course of the operations, and it is incumbent
upon him to prove that he is able to master
them and conduct the matter to a satisfactory

conclusion. Without wishing to s.icrifice

either accuracy or time to one another, we
say, as a rule, to every professional man who
has undertaken a certain duty, " Take your
time, and do it thoroughly welL" Do it in

such a maimer that no one need ever come
after you.

THE CSE OF 6, 8, AND 10 IN THE FOnMATIOK
OF KIOHT ANai.E3.

IT has been intimated that the method of

placing one lino at right angles to an-
other, given in our arliciu in " The Sur-
veyor," at page 107, might be usefully ex-
tended. Clerks of works, builders, aud
workmen, though not much given to alge-

braic equations, are known to possess, as it

were traditionally, certain rules of operation
that combine simplicity with mathematical

truth ; and these qualities are well marked
in the process of forming a right angle. It

is curious, indeed, to see how naturally and

methodically a workman of little skill in the

properties of numbers occasionally produces

the geometrical figures proper to his trade.

The bricklayer, for instance, though usually

provided with a large wooden square, which

saves time, and is applicable to vertical as

well as horizontal use, will seldom be found

at a loss in the absence of that instrument.

He takes a measuring rod or chalk line, and
calls to his aid the easily remembered
numbers G, 8, 10. Uaviug determined the

direction of the base line, and marked the

point of the intended angle, he measures off

six feet as the first part of the process. He
now marks oU' eight feet on the intended

return, aud as nearly square with the base as

the eye enables him to judge ; but, instead of

fixing any point there, he merely describes

the short are of a circle with an eight feet

radius, and the second step is done. He
now goes to the base line at six feet from
the angle, and with a length of ten feet

describes another short arc crossing the first,

and their intersection is the point sought. A
line passing to it from the angle will be

square with the base line first fixed, and so

the object is accomplished. The humble
artist here contemplated has not, as Butler

would say

—

nanl words re-iily to show why
Ami what lule he does it by ;

but the condition that the square of the

hypothenuse must equal the squares of the

base and perpendicular is plainly fulfilled

—

for 6 X 6 + 8 X8=100, and 10 x 10 = 100; .
•.

the length of the hypothenuse is to be found
by adding together the squares of the base

and perpendicular, and extracting the square

root.

CHAIM MEAsnarNG.

To THE Editor of the "Boilding News."

Sir,—I re.id with interest your articles in the
" Surveyor's " column weekly, and after perusing

the one of the 5 th, I am induced to make a

few remarks. With reference to the chain best

adapted for surveying, I think most surveyors

of experience would prefer the old standard

66£t. to the 100ft. chain, the 100ft. being very

heavy, and in rough country requires two men
to draw it. I have used the 50ft. chain, the

100ft., aud the 60ft., and must say I strongly

recommend the latter made of steel wire. The
advantages of a steel chain are many, especially

in a rough country, where you require to plumb
every thirty or even ten links.

You refer to the old cross st.-iff and optical

square for setting out lines in small surveys.

Tkese instruments are, I think, ijuite out of

date. For plain chain surveying a surveyor

requires nothing more than his chain, offset

statf (or tape), aud poles. In preparing surveys

for the luclosure OlSce, no instruments are

allowed except the chain, aud the construction

of the survey ought to depend soltly upon tie

lines carefully ranged aud chained. In hilly

districts a theodolite is necessary to range the

main lines, as no surveyor can range over \in-

even country a perfectly straight line.

I do not consider the method of construct-

ing small triangles by first setting off a
hue square with the base the most useful and
practical. The usual way, I think, is to run
your subsidiary lino from the base to the most
eouveuieut point (taking up the details), and
then to run hack to the base ; and afterwards,

for a check, run a line from one of the interior

angles of the triaagle to the side opposite.

This rule amongst others is laid down ly the

luclosure Otiice for the preparation of firstrclass

maps. Apologizing for trespassing u^ion your

space,—I am, &c., Joua E. Tuojias.

London, February 8.

INSTIXUTE OF SURVEYORS.

THE ordinary meeting of the Institute of Sur-

veyors was held on Monday night, at the

oHices in Great Ueorge-street, the President in

the chair. The usual business haviu^ been

transacted, the President suggested th.Tt any dis-

cussion on Mr. Ryde's paper on " Faroohial Assess-

ments '' should be proceeded with.
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Mr. John Horatio Llotd, Q.C, said be
thought Mr. Ryder's admirable paper was one ad
mitting of very little diacusaioD. He had, how-
ever, heard with very great pleasure that it was
to be supplemeuted at a future period by other
papers bearing on the same subject, and he
thought that then opportunities might arise for

discussion.

The President then rose and stated that he
wished to make somo remarks on a subject on
which they had an opportunity of gaining some
information, inasmuch as they were that evening
favoured with the presence of Mr. Menzies, the
deputy surveyor of the Royal Forest of Windsor-
he referred to the recent minute issued by the
Government on the forest department in India.
This minute directed that young men desirous of
obtaining appointments as surveyors or inspectors
of forests in India should first pass two year.s

either in Germany or France, and then, in the in-

terval between their examination and appoint-
ment,_ a further period in Scotland. He thought
that it could only be by some strange accident
that all mentii n of the English forests had been
omitted. He had seen both the French and
German woodlands, and he thought the manage-
ment of English forests was superior in all

respects
; with regard to the Scotch forests, the

woods principally grown were larch and fir—no
oak and other trees which were grown in the
English forests, and in the management of which
it was desirable the candidate should be well
versed. He would ask Mr. Menzies for his
opinipn and to suggest some course by which the
English surveyors might communicate with the
Indian Council on the subject.

Mr. Menzies confessed that he had felt very
much hurt on becoming acquainted with the con-
tents of the minute. He thought that, in the
first place, the young surveyor or fore.stnr might
learn all he required in this country without
going to France or Germany. He would suggest
that the Institute should organise a course of lec-
tures on the subject, and obtain the assistance of
some good Eoglishforesters, and give the students
an opportunity of studying under them, and then
see if their knowledge would not surpass that ob-
tained by students in foreign countries.

_
Mr. Llotd thought the omission of any men-

tion of English forests was such a palpable
blunder that a deputation or a representation in
writing to the Indian Council could not fail to
remove it.

After a few remarks from the President on the
advisability of the discussion of such matters by
the members. Sir. Bailey Deston was called
upon to read his paper

—

ON THE FUTURE EXTENSION OF TSB RAILWAY
SYSTEM, WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE IN-
FLDE.SCE OF RAILWAYS ON LAK®SD PROPERTY
AND AGRICULTURE.

It cannot l,e denied that the selling value of
rural property, when brought within the full
influence of railway communication, is raised at
least 10 per cent, above what it was in its former
state

; snpposing .all other things to be equal, end
viewing this rise in connection with the means
by which it has been hitherto obtained, the ad-
vantage stands in bold relief above all other estate
improvements. This statement has been con-
firmed by somo of the Erst authorities in the
country, who have, however, always qualified their
opinions by explanations pointing to the dififerenoes
which necessarily regulate results.

Mr. Trist, of the firm of Norton, Trist, end Co
states that

—

Residential estates, for inraince, brought by railway fa-
cilities within easy access ftfthe metiopolis, or oiher lar"e
cities and important manufacturing towns Tcav be in-
creased in value, probably 20 per cent. ; ia agricuUural es-
tates, taken simply as iiiTestmenta, an increase of from 5to 10 per cent, m value vroald be nearer the icark, whilst
in speculative properties in favoured districts, with bui d-ing capabilitiea, the ndsautagas are almost incalculableana in uumerous instances they could he proved to have
been increased in value at leist 50 per coat., and at times
to have hoen more than aoubled in value by tte close proxi -
mity of a rulway station.

Mr. Oakley, of the firm of Daniel Smith, Son,
and Oakley, writes that—
There are two elements to be oonsideredin agricultur.al

districts, VIZ :—The increase in the annual rental value,and also the increase in the soiling value, in years' purchase,
Ol the whole. I think 5 per cent, increase in rent value amoderate estimate, and two years' purchase in sellins

J^ f^'JiV* '"Ptl'" """W P-^oduce an .increase of threeand ahalf years- purchase, or 13 per cent. In my opinion.lOnercent, „,„,,. ^^^^^^ estimate of tl;
10 per cent, may be taken
difference in value of agricultural estates" when they"'have

rt°°t;™i™I
fawUties and when tliey have none. In resi-

.burban districts, the iacrease in
many oases it ma.>- rauge from 25

dential estates, and
value is m nch largi
to 90 per cent.

Mr. Driver, after pointing out the difTerent in-

fluences which regulate improved value, says

—

Taking one property with another I should say that the
years' purchase of estates generally where served by rail-

ways has increased to the extent of certainly three years,

and which is in some instances independent of the possibly

iucieas,;d rental value also given by the railway accoinrao.

dation. This is my general experience, but there are
si>ucial cases, within my knowledge, where farms have in-

creased in renting value at least 25 percent, by the facilities

given for transit. Where the property is residential it has
not only given the game result, but it has been the means
of enabUng the owner to realise for the mansion a large

sum in addition ; in some instances quite eriual to two
years' purchase on a large estate.

Mr. F. J. Clarke, of the firm of Farebrother,

Clarke, and Co., says that-

In an agricultural point of view the farms in the imme"
diate \iciuity of railway stations are no doubt increased in

both rental and fee simple value, arising from the facilities

of exporting produce and import]ng manures—in rental from
23. 6d. to 5s. per acre, and in fee sim])le about three years*

purchase. In a residential point of view the increase in the
value ot the land possessing railway accommodation is far

more enhanced, though it is extremely difficult to say to
what extent; but tliis is certain, that the chances of realiz-

ing an estate with, -as against one without, are, in ray ex-

perience, as about three to one."

The late Mr. Chinnock, in a letter to me, written

just before his death, speaking in the name of

his firm, said that

—

Residential properties on direct main lines of railway,
within easy access, are in my opinion raised in value fully

five or sir years' purchase: and purely agricultural estates

two, three, or even four years' pul'chase, according to the
accommodation afforded. It is not often that this increase

is realized directly by selling estates, but it is so indirectly
by first increasing the rental and ultimately the caiiital

value.

Mr. William J. Beadel, of Gresham-street, says

—

With respect to agricultural properties, if railway accom.
modation can be supplied so as to bring them within easy
reach ol manufacturing towns or towns of large magnitude,
their value is unquestionably increa^i d, h-it. I tliiTik, more
in annual value than in the nunil-er nT M:t?-' ],iucha,se.

The difference in value reduced to yrn |. i
:

:,, ,, would
apply to the residential and not tu tin pa, 1, u_iii altural
properties. That railways confoi luoi^. .ji 1^;., \alnu upon
all districts through which they pass cannot be disputed,
and that it is ro the interest of the landowner to promote
facilities of railway accommodation cannot be doubted.

Mr. Vigers, of Old Jewry, states that—
Railway accommodation is a primary consideration with

.all purchasei-s of estates, and also with occupiers ; but the
difference between an Oitatewell served by r^iilway and one
deficient in railway accommodation is shown in tlie rental
value, not in the number of years' purchase.

Mr. Jeremiah Mathews, of Birmingham, writes
that

—

In the Southern and Midland Counties ofEngland Jetting
value is increased to an extent equal to two years' purchase
upoE the original selling value, and that very generally.
In Wales, however, and that in almost every county north
and south, the increase, so far as I ara able to form" a prac-
tical judgment, cauiint hn m..:isured at less than five years'
purchase, combini i

i'
: a value to let and the ad-

ditional number . : ^ to sell. So far, I am
3pe:ikiug of pur. I. As regards mineral
^sroperty, it isi[uH I'.im any adequate notion
of the increiisa lu \;tLiio nviuiiiiov^d transit. Itcan indeed
scarcely be s.ud that railwiiys have increased the value, for,

in truth, they have created it.

Mr. Sturge, of Bristol, says^
Other things being equal, I have no doubt tll.at the dif-

ference in market value of estates, with and without rail-
way accommodation, is at least two years' purchase.

Mr. Drew, of Exeter, writes

—

I might, however, state generally that, according to
different circumstances, from 5 to 30 per cent, may be cal-
culated .I-- T'v- i,,. .

,.^... in the renting value, and from two
to five y- "I I... '. in the sellin? value, by the advan-
tages "f;,. iiiMd.itiou. In districts welt situated
for raii^^ ^ '

i imh, I have no difficulty in letting
farms ( t

' V.ay good rents, or in selling land
at from I tliirty-two years' purchase. I, of
course, ! ' nr.il property: but iu the b.idly
situat' 1 >:liuice of good tenants is much
limited, ;i!^ ii_. :„i.L - 'L;unabl« is likewise low in proper,
tion, and from twenty three to twenty-six years' purchase
the most that can be obtained in selling; whilst, in many
instauces, rf a sale has to he forced, twenty years' purchase
is more Utoly to be got, if yoK can sell at all.

Many other authorities, including sevor.al of
the members of thia institution, have kindly sup-
plied me with corroborative evidence, showing
that the improvement which landowners gain
from railways, in one way or another, variea
from S to 20 per cent., or from one and a half to
six years' purchase, according to the proximity of
station and the character and amount of accom-
modation aflforded.

It is difficult to say how tho increased realizable
value arises—whether from na advanced rental
upen which tho fee-simple value can be calculated
by the number of yeors' purchase which rules or
has been recognised in different districts, or
whether, the rental being advanced, the number
of .years' purchase which the estate will command
in the market is increased also, or wliether, as in

some residential eases, the number of years' pur-
chaoe is increased without any advance of rent
whatever. Let it arise from what cause it may, I

I think we are justified in concluding that 10 per
cent., or three years' purchase, on an average, re.
presents the increased value of rural estates where
they fully command railway accommodation.
No estate improvements with which I am ac-

quainted can be compared to this ; for if a land-
owner desires to drain his wet lands, or to make
estate roads, or to build farmhouses, or to supply
homes for the labourers upon his estate, he can
do neither the one nor the other without an out-
lay of capital varying from £5 to £10 an acre, and
sometimes more, the ordinary return for which,
at i or 5 per cent, interest, he has, in many in-
stances, a difficulty in recovering from his tenants.
The intelligence of the country, speaking through
the legislature, determined, as you are aware, that
the cost of such improvements might be borrowed
by owners under disability, and charged upon
the land, if repaid within a given number of years,
by an annual charge of from 6 to 7 per cent. ; and
it is within tho cognisance of many land agents
present that jiroprietors of estates who have thus
borrowed money and undertaken to repay the
amount by instalments, have, in some instances,
been obliged to take upon themselves a jiart of
the annual payment, whereby they have sufi'ered

a loss of income instead of enjoying :i gain. How
diUerent is this state of things to that where a
railway, byalfordiug accommodation to the owner
and tenants of an estate, raises its renting and
selling value without payment of any kind, or to
those cases where the land is taken, whereby the
owner gains compensation, from which he derives
an increased income over and above the advantage
his neighbours gain ! Leaving out of considera-
tion building and suburban lands, of which the
value has been frequently doubled and trebled,
and mineral properties, the true cap.abilitiea of
which railways have in many cases developed for

the first time, and reverting to the value of agri-

cultural land, with which we have now most to dn,

it may be stated that from Is. an acre where the
accommodation afforded Oy railways has been only
partial, to 43. per acre where the means of trans-

porting produce, obtaining manure, and afi'ording

personal conveniences have been perfect, repre-

sents the limits of the farmer's benefit ; and it was
to secure this gain, with other advantages, to es-

tates not yet accommodated by railways, that
the legislature, by tlie " Improvement of Land
Act, 1864," enabled landowners under disability

or otherwise, with the sanction of the Inclosure
Commissioners, to subscribe to railways and to

charge their estates with the amounts subscribed,

and by that Act the several land improvement
companies were empowered for the first time to

advance the amount and pay it over to the railway
company authorised to receive it. (See 78th and
following sections of 27 and 28 Vic , cap. 114.) Up
to this time the powers thus given have not be-

come generally known. Still it wiil be to the full

recognition of the principles upon which these

provisions were based, that we must look to the

extension of railways in agricultural districts ; in

fact, railways mu?t be recognised as estate im-

provements if they are to be extended at all in

future, now that all the principal towns have been
brought into communication with each other, and
rural districts only remain to be provided for.

The first Railw.ay Act authorised for the con*

veyance of passengers was passed in the year 1821,

more than 48 years ago. It was from Darlington

to Stockton-on-Tees, and it was upon this railway

that George Stevenson first introduced the steam
locomotive, for the working of which powers were
given bv an Act obtained in 1823. The popula-

tion of England and Wales, in 1821, was 1 2,0011,2.36

and Mr. Porter, in his work on "The Progress of

the Nation," estimated the number of persons

who travelled daily by coach and like conveyances

at 82,000 in the whole of Great Britain. The
population of England and Wales, to which it is

desirable to confine our attention at the present

moment, is estimated by Mr. Fonblauque, iu his

Report to the Board of Trade on Agricultural Sta-

tistics, to be 21,640.377, which shows an increase

of 80 per cent, in 4S ye.ars, while the desire for

travelling has increased at a much greater ratio

than the population itself. The number of per-
sons who travelled in England and Wales in 1867
amounted to 250,508,982, exckrsive of season
ticket holdrs, who numbered 84,418, many of
whom travelled twice a day for six days in the week,
raising the daily average, according to the
(Jii.artirlij /.'.(•/.c, to 850,00(1, or upwards of ten
times as much as Mr. Porter had represented to

be the travelling population in the whole of Great
Britain before railways existed. To comprehend
the magnitude of these figures, it should be stated

.
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that tbe result is equal to a journey by every man,
woman, and cliild in England and Wales tifteen

times in the course of the year. To appreciate, how-
ever, the full benelit which railways confer upon
agriculturists, we must again have reference to

Mr. Fonblanque's recent agricultural statistics,

published by the Board of Trade, by which it ap-
pears that the total uumber of live stock iu Eng-
land and Wales was, in the year 1867, as follows

—

Cattle
Sheep
Pigs

4,013,564
23,026,493
2,778,072

By comp.aring these figures with those given in

the returns furnished by the railway companies to
the Board of Trade of the same year (18C7),

representing the number of live stock that
travelled by railw.ays in England and Wales, we
find the following results, which would almost
lead us to question the accuracy of the figures I

quote. First, it appears that the total number of
neat cattle that, in spite of the restrictive influence
of the cattle disease, travelled by railway was
2,310,3(j8, which is equal to more than half the
total quantity possessed by the farmers of England
and Wales; second, that of sheep, 7,171,412
travelled, which is equal to one-third of the whole
number of sheep they possessed ; and, third, that
of jngs there were l,3Sil,yS2, which is as nearly
as possible equal to half the number that belonged
to the farmers when the returns were made to
the Board of Trade.

_
I regret to bo obliged to admit my inability to

give .any figures showing the traffic iu several
items of estate economy, which would display the
utility of raihv.ays to the owners of land iu nearly
as great a degree as that afl'orded by the transport
of human food. I refer to the carriage of
minerals and timber, which are not purely
agricultural, as well .as to artificial foods for
cattle, seeds, manures, and implements, which are
80.

As a set-ofi' to these advantages from railways
we often hear of the loss of land to agricul-
turists which results from the absorption of the
quantity taken up by them. According to the
most recent returns, the number of acres
already purchased by railway companies for
authorised lines open and not yet open, in
England and Wales, is 121, 120 acres and 37 poles.
This quantity does not, however, include all the
lands in the country which railways have absorbed,
but only those of which the directors have made
returns to the Government. The omissions form
but a very small proporlion. It is probable,
therefore, that the total acreage in England and
Wales, when the omissions are supplied, may
reach 130,000 acres. This quantity includes the
land in towns and suburbs. It would not be far
wrong to assume that 100,000 acres have been
absorbed by the railways made and making
through rural districts alone. This quantity is

arrived at thus:—The length of lines already
opened in England .and Wales is 10,037 miles,
and the quantity of land per mile has been ascer-
tained to be 12-9 7 acres. Uf this length I estimate
that one-fifth, or (say) 2,037 miles, has passed
through towns and suburbs, leaving 8,000 miles
as the length p.assing through rural districts. It
wu take 12 acres per mile, including village
stations, as the average mileage quantity through
rural districts, Sfi,000 acres will be due to the
8,000 miles to which 4,000 acres may be a<lded
for lines making. Now if we compare these
100,000 acres with the waste of land which exists
all over the country we shall see how insignificant
it is. It is not many years since it was the practice
with surveyors to allow 1 acre in 16 as a loss in
cultivated farms of average condition, arising
from waste in hedge-rows, farm roads, balks, &c,,
and what we now consider slovenly farming. This
loss, however, is now yearly becoming less, and
may average 1 acre in 20, instead of 1 in 16.
The total quantity of land under crops, bare

fallow and grass, in 186", was, according to Mr.
Foublanque :- -

to make up the quantity which railways, so

essential to the commerce and comfort of our
common country, have taken from them.
Having disposed of this drawback, there can

remain butone general acknowledgmentof the vast

beuefits which railways have conferred upon all

branches of industry
;
yet, in spite of this, there

seems to have been no limit to the demands
which have been made upon railw.ay shareholders,

whereby the amount of money actually applicable

to works has been reduced to a minimum,
and the cost of use and maintenance raised to a

maximum.*

Now,

Makiiig a total of : 25,347,405

if one-twentieth part of this quan-
tity, which is 1,267,375 acres, is still wasted,
or lost to cultivation, it follows that there is

124 times the space occupied by railways,
a great part of which it is within the i>ower of
the farmer to recover and make productive,
though, at the present Bionient, it is prod\icing
nothing. Thus the agriculturists of England and
Wales have only to save from waste less than
2-5tJisof an acre in i"ery 100 acres they occupy, I

THE PKOPOSED VIADUCT ALONG THE
THAMES EMBANKMENT.

ON Thursday, the 4 th inst., a deputation of

gentlemen, principally from th3 district of

the Strand, waited upon Mr. Layard, First Com-
missioner of Works, at No. 12, Whitehall-place,
with the view of urging upon him the unde-
sirability of the proposed viaduct, which, in ac-

cordance with the Act p.assed, is on the point of

being commenced. This is intended to be carried
from the foot of Hungerford Bridge, by Charing
Cross, to the entrance of W^aterloo Bridge, and
would be parallel with the Strand, with a steep
incline, so as to accommodate the difterence iu
the levels between the Strand and the Embank-
ment. The deputation was introduced by Lord
Elcho, M.P., who in a spirited speech of consider-
able length, after pressing the necessity of some
intervention to prevent, or even delay, this pro-
ject, took occasion to remark upon the grievous
want that exists in England of any proper con-
trol over public .and important private works.
Some efficient supervision of the designs for such
engineering structuresand other building!!, he said,

was required to ensure their being carried out in
good tjiste, so that they might improve instead of

deface the aspect of their neighbourhoods. He con-
tended that authority to enforce proper regard to

architectural effect in all such works the cost of

which exceeded a certain amount should be vested
in some responsible minister or board. Restated,
from experience, that it was vain to look to the
House of Commons for protection of the public
interests in this respect, for it coutinually hap-
pened, as in the present instance, that the
grossest monstrosities could be smuggled through
it unobserved, to the astonishment and regret of

every one when found out too late. As a proof
of the urgent need of some such controlling
power, ho called attention to the recent hideous
disfigurements of the river and its banks by the
bridges and boiler-like sheds rather than stations
of the several railways. These, he declared, had
already irretrievably ruined the chances that
would have been afforded by the noble embank-
ment for rendering London the grandest city in

the world. It was the more imperative, there-
fore, jealously to watch every further step pro-
posed to be taken in its vicinity.

The Ilev. H. White, chaplain to the Chapel
Royal, .Savoy, said that prompt action was needed
in this matter, inasmuch as twenty-one days'
notices had already been served upon some of the
inhabitants of the district that their premises
would be required. The viaduct would be ob-
jectionable in the highest degree, for the follow,
ing reasons :—It would choke all the avenues to
the Strand which are naturally supplied by the
Savoy, Cecil, Salisbury, and Buckingham-streets

;

it would concentrate an unman.ageable traffic at
the already far too crowded crossing at the
corner of Lancaster-place where Waterloo Bridge
and Upper ^\'ellington-street unite ; it would
dedicate to utter ugliness and imjiroductivcness
valuable land reclaimed from the river of an esti-

mated value of £300,000; it would injure irre-

trievably the picturesque and interesting Chapel
Royal of the Savoy and its quadrangle ; it would
damage and render almost uninhabitable the nu-
merous streets above named, which are now fre-

quented during the seasons by persons from the
country visiting London, and the neighbourhood
would necessarily be occupied by a less reputable
class of the community ; and, as remarked by
Lord Elcho, it would make it impossible here-
after to construct on the line of the Embankment
buildings which might worthily range with the
Temple and Somerset House, and possibly the
Law Courts, on the east, or with the Houses of

I'arli,iment and Montague House on the west.
-Mr. White further pointed out that in itself the
viaduct would be an abortion that must for ever

lo be coatinued next WMk.

divest that portion of the embankment of any
pretension to beauty, and that it was absolutely
useless, as other and better approaches from the
Strand could be easily made at a comparatively
small outlay, and he concluded by praying Mr.
Layard to use his influence, at auy rate, to delay
its execution until more consideration had been
given to the subject.

Mr. Jou.-< Jo.NES, a member of the District
Board of Works, read a resolution pELssed at a
meeting of that body held on the previous
day in favour of memorialising the Metro-
politan Board against proceeding with the
viaduct at present. He disputed the conclu-
sions of Lord Elcho as to the necessity of any super-
vision of such subjects other than that exercised
by the boards above referred to. His naive admis-
sion, however, that both himself and colleagues
had been, until now, quite in the dark as to the
nature of the proposed work, in which they were
so deeply interested, was commented on by his
lordship as a demonstrative proof of the truth of
what he had advanced.

Mr. Clarke (Messrs. Farebrother, Clarke, and
Lye) produced a drawing of the viaduct, the
ugliness of which excited some amusement, and
more amazement, and mentioned that a property
iu the locality in which he was interested had
been purchased by the Metropolitan Board of
Works for £30,000, and with the groimd in front
added to it was worth about £90,000, which would
be sacrificed by the proposed work, whereas such a
sum ought to be realized for the benefit of the
ratepayers.

Mr. Lat.vrd, in reply, said he had no power
in the matter, as the Metropolitan Board of
Works were acting under the authority of an Act
of Parliament. A more improvident Act was never
passed. It was passed, he supposed, in the small
hours of the night, and it actually gave Lord
Salisbury complete coutrol over Cecil street and
Salisbury-street, empowering him to erect gates
there, and thus shut off communication with the
Strand. As regarded the object of the deputation,
although he had no control, he must say it

appeared to him monstrous that two great streets
or roads should run parallel to each other for
hundreds of yards, and a piece of ground, which
was no doubt one of the finest sites in- the
metropolis, be entirely sacrificed. As regarded
the supposed necessity for this viaduct, the
question was, whether the traflic between tbs
embankment and the Strand would be so larger

after the embankment had been completed as to
require additional means of access. That question
it was impossible at present to decide ; and he
thought the inhabitants of the metropolis
and the inhabitants of the country, who
naturally took a pride in the metropolis,
would of course wish to see that magnificent site
utilised, and consider it unjustifiable to construct
the projected road imtil it was ascertained
whether the traffic absolutely required it. Even
if the traffic did require it, there might, perhaps,
be found some means of effecting the object
without taking the very best part of the reclaimed
laud. If they got the Law Courts, of which there
was some probability, he hoped, upon the
embankment, and if between Somerset House
and Charing-cross Railway station, which he
agreed with Lord Elcho it was desirable to screen,
some great public buildings were erected, there
would then be one of the finest series of edifices
in the world along the side of the Thames. The
immediate question, however, was whether the
MetropoUtan Board of Works could not be
induced to hold its hand for the present. All ho
could say was, that he should have the greatest
pleasure in communicating with that Board and
using what personal inlluence he could. He did
trust that, in consideration of this being a great
pubhc question, it would hold its hand for a short
time, that the work iu question being one for
which the ratepayers would have to pay, it would
feel that it was advisable to wait a little while
before entering into a scheme which would spoil
at once and for ever one of the finest sites in the
world.

Lord Elcho thanked the right hon. gentleman
for the manner iu which he had received the
de2)utation, and the interview then terminated.

At the ensuing meeting of the Metropolitan
Board of \Vorks the subject was brought forward,
and a complaint made that the deputation had
not addressed itself to them instead of to Mr.
L.ayard, and that gentleman's supposition as to

the Bill in question having been passeil " in the

small hours of the night " w.is disputed. Thiseffort,

howeTer, to prove that the Uouae of Commons had
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not been caught napping in no way affects the fact

that the Board itself has been, like that of the

district. At any rate, this is the most charitable

imputation to make, and it is now to be hoped

that so useless, improvident, and prejudicial a

project will in the interest of the public be

abandoned. We are at a loss to conceive how even

any private ends could be served by it, but we do

not hesitate to declare that were it so, all such

considerations should be imperatively set aside.

THE INCORPORATED LAW SOCIETY ON
THE SITE FOR THE NEW LAW
COURTS.

WE are almost ashamed to bring the ques-

tion ofthe site of the proposed new Law
Courts again before the attention of our readers,

and should not have done so now had not the In-

corporated Law Society spoken in a pamphlet

with no uncertain voice on the matter. The
council of this society have earued a right to

speak on the matter with authority, as they have

from the commencement nursed the idea of con-

centrating the Law Courts on the Carey-street

site. So long ago as the year 1832, the subject

was brought before the House of Commons by
the late Mr. Freshfield, and from that time to
the present they have laboured for the attain-

ment of that cherished object. There has been
remarkable unanimity in the profession on the
subject, and the council have not for a single
moment hesitated in their choice. They say in

their pamphlet that after many years of

laborious work, and after many disappointments,
they thought the question was settled,

and so they may depend it is, as the elTort now
being made to disturb the decision arrived at,

will, like many gone before it, prove abortive.

There was, in fact, scarcely any necessity for the
Law Society to defend their own ground.
Having, however, done so, and, as we think,

triumphantly answered the arguments in favour
of the Thames Embankment site, and scattered
to the winds all the objections to the Carey-
street site, we feel bound to give a few extracts

from the i)amphlet. After giving a detailed

history of the efforts made to concentrate the
courts, they say ;—

•

'•The Carey -street site has been purchased
;

nearly £800,000 have been expeuded upou its

acquisition; nearly all the buildings have been
cleared away; a number of architects of

eminence were invited to compete for the office

of architect; full and elaborate instructions for

the guidance of the architects were preparej
under the personal superintendence of members
of the Commission; the several designs under-
went a very careful and minute examination ; an
enormous amount of labour was bestowed on the
several plans and arrangements by the several
members of the Commission ; after Mr. Street
had been appointed the architect, the Com-
missioners were in constant communication with
him, arranging the details of the final plans ,

—

and this laborious woik of years has been so far

completed, that it was confidently expected the
buildings would be commenced in the spring of
this year.

* • * «

** The advocates of the change press it on
public attention on different grounds : some on
the plea that large and stately buildings on their
site, which may be called the Thames Embank-
ment site, will be a great ornament to the
Thames Embankment; others on the assumption
that the accesses for the general public will be
more convenient; others, again, that it will
enable the Metropolitan Board of Works to
obtain funds, of which it is much in need, for
improvements in other localities. One advocate
for the change proposes that all the courts and
ali the offices should be erected on the site ; that
it should include King's CjUege, which forms on
the river front one wing of Somerset House ;

that the occupants of Lincoln's Inn should
migrate to Somerset House, and give up
Lincoln's Inn, with all its venerable associations,
as a site for King's College. This grand scheme
would involve an expense of many millions. It
would uecessitate the adaptation of Somerset
House for chambers ; the clearing away of tlie

building3 in Lincoln's Inn; the erection of anew
Linoolu's Inn Hall aud Library on the site of
K ing's College, and the erection of a now I

King's College on the site of Lincoln's luu. It

is difficult to conceive anything more extravagant.

The advocate has not suggested by whom all

this expense is to be defrayed.
" It has been said that this Thames Embankment

site would cost a million and a half; * and it

would probably coat much more, for the Strand

front is principally occupied by shops and large

business establishments, and the compensations

must be enormous. The erection of the build-

ings on this site would obliterate all the streets

leadinc from the Strand to the Embankment
between Essex-street and Waterloo Bridge. The
levelof the Strand is higher by 33ft. than the

level of the Embankment; and this diffcirence of

level alone would render it indispensable that all

the laborious work of arrangement of the courts

and offices should be recommenced.
" Moreover, this site admits, by no possibility,

of future expansion. The boundaries are fixed

and immoveable; whereas oa the Carey-street

site there is no such difficulty. If the future may
be anticipated from past experience, the time

will come when extension will ba an absolute

necessity.

*' Another advocate of change declares that a

large portion of the land reclaimed by the

Thames Embankment is already appropriated by

Act of Parliament to a railway station, which is

to be forthwith erected nearly opposite the

centre of the suggested site; and he is in favour

of using the Carey-street site for all the courts

except the Court of Probate, and suggests that

that Court and the Masters' and Registrars'

offices should be placed on the site afforded by

the Thames Embankment, with such supplemen-

tary acquisitions as the nature of the proposed

buildings may require; apparently not knowing

that the barristers and solicitors who practise in

the Courts of Common Law practise also in the

Court of Probate, and that dispersion—not con-

centration—is the practical result of his scheme.

With the advocates of the Thames Embankment
fite, the beautifying of the metropolis and the

improvement of the finances of the Metropolitan

Board of Works for other undertakings appear
to be matters of prime importance ; and they

take for granted that the buildings on the

Carey-street site will not be ornamental, which
is a great mistake. There is no reason why a

really effective and ornamental building should

not be erected on the site.

" But this notion of ornamentation of the metro-

polis ought not to be imported into the discus-

sion. The concentration is needed for the

suitors, who are to pay for it ; the building they

require is one in which their business may be

carried on with the greatest amount of

expedition, economy, and efficiency, in a locality

aj central as possible for those who have to

conduct their business; the Carey -street site is

admirably adapted to the purpose, and the

Embankment site is not ; Parliament has granted

them the Carey-street site, and it cannot be

believed that Parliament, especially after an

expenditure of £800,000 from the Suitors' Fuud,

will depart from a scheme so deliberately

sanctioned.
" The comparative advantages of the two sites

dopend unquestionably on the comparative

facilities of access. But the access wanted is

tor the legal profesaior, not for laymen ; and

from the private chambers and ofices of the bar

and solicitors, and not from railway stations.

While the Embankment site is wholly unsuitable

for legal purposes, it would be an admirable one

for a public museum or gallery.

" The number of jurors, wi'-iiesses, and others

daily called direct from their own homes or

offices to the courts and offices of the law is

comparatively small ;
certainly uut 2,000 a day.

A large number of the witnesses go to the

attorneys' ofllces on their way to the court. But

it has been ascertained from accurate observa-

tion that in the transaction of the business of

suitors from 12,000 to 13,000 visits aro daily

made by the solicitors and their clerks to the

different offices, going and relurniug several

times in the course of the day, and nearly as

many visits probably are daily made by them to

tlie several courts. If several liuudred yard.i be

added to the distance to be on each occasion

traversed in from 12,000 to 15,000 daily visits to

the offices, and as many to the courts, it is

vexatious to contemplate the miles on miles of

wasteful traversing which would bo inflicted on

tho profession, and through them on the suitors,

and the weeks and months of deleiy which will

Tbie i much below tbe mark. It would cost at least

be added to the inevitable annoyances of
litigation.

•'It is essential that the financial part of this

important subject should be understood. The
solicitors have seen that the advantages to their

clients, the suitors, of the Carey-street site con-

centration, would be so great as to compensate
them abundantly for the expense they will

have to bear. But oouoentration on the Embank,
ment site would not nompeusato them; the advan-
tages would bo comparatively insignificant;

and it would be unjust to compel the suitors to

pay—for a site to which their advisers entertain

the strongest objections—as much money as they
will have to pay for the site which has
been chosen for them by their advisers, and
which Parliament has given them.

" The financial part of the subject, however,
does not end here. It has been estimated that;

the loss on the re-sale of the Carey-street site,

including the coiopensatioue paid to the ocoa-

pants of business premises, would not be less

than half a million. The purchase of the
Embankment site would not cost less than a
million and a half, and interest on the outlay of
£800,000 is accumulating, whilst the outlay

remains wholly unproductive. On whom is all

this increased expenditure to fall ? Sorely not

ou the suitors, in opposition to whose interests

the change is proposed ! Is it expected that the

Government will propose to Parliament that

the expenditure shall be provided for by general

taxation, or thrown ou the Metropolitan Board
of Works ?

"

*

TREE AND SERPENT WORSHIP.
ROYAL INSTlTtTTION.

LAST Friday evening Mr. James Fergnsson,
F.R.S., lectured at the Royal Institution

upou " Tree and Serpent Worship, as exempli-
fied by recently discovered Indian Monuments,"
Sir Henry Holland, Bart., F.R.S., presided, and
the great theatre of the institution was, as usual,

well filled with a highly intelligent audience, in-

cluding many ladies, and some of the leading
men of science of the day. Mr. Fergnsson said

tliat in the modern literature of Europe there is

scarcely any condensed information respecting
the tree and serpent worship of antiquity, and
that the little literature extant upou the subject

belongs almost exclusively to Great Britain.

When James I. came to England, he visited

Stonehenge, and was so interested in the erection

that he asked Inigo Jones to find out all he
could about it, the result being that the archi-

tect expressed an opinion that it was a temple
built by the Romans. Somebody, perhaps
the king, suggested that it was built by
tho Druids ; so, as tradition seems to indicate

that the Druids were priests without temples,

and as at Stonehenge and other parts of Great

Britain there are ancient temples without

priests, the two were joined together in the

popular mind. Pliny says somewhere how, one
New Year's day, all the serpents in the world
met in Gaul to make an egg of spittle and bone,

and theu threw it into the air with their hissing

noise. This wonderful egg was cauglit iu a
blanket and carried offj and was much reverenced

by the Druids, who placed it iu one ot their

temples. Ou these slender threads a vast amount
of mythological history has beuu built, about
which the French and Germans laugh at us.

Q littingfor a time the subject of Stonehenge, Mr.

Fergusson called attention to drawings and pho-

tographs of parts of three temples in ditlerent

parts of India, especially that of Sanohi,

whereon trees and snakes were largely sculp-

tured. He said that Baddha was born of

royal parents in the year 023 B.C., in a district at

tho foot of the Himalayas ; he had a happy child-

hood and a happy marriage, but, being struck with

the miseries of humanity, he resolved to reform
society, and, leaving his home and friends, he
spent six years in secluded prnyer and thought,

at the foot of a tree which is called to this day
the tree of knowledge. There he preached and
made many converts, till, in the year 513 B.C., ho
died, at the age of 80. Buddhism was after-

ward sometimes favourelsand sometimes perse-

cuted, till, in the year 250 B.c , Aeoka did for

BuJdhisin what Const.mtiue did for Caristianity

and made it the state religion, after which it

also spread rapidly in the countries surrounding

India. At the present time there is probably

not one single Buddhist in India, although this

religion is prevalent iu the neighbouring

countries, and is followed by a very large pro-

portion of the inhabitants of the earth. It is
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therefore interesting lo inquire how these

changes took phice. India more especially in

the southern portion, w^ia in very early times

inhabited by the Turuniaii race. They were then

conquered by an Aryan Sanscrit-speaking rac?,

who mixed and in(ei married with the Turanians,

and planted theVeilio relifiiou among the people.

Finally both the Vedio religion and the Aryans
gradually beoame corrupt, and then Buddha
urged tho natives to rise, and to drive out the

Aryans and their relipion together. The
Turanians are a buililii.g race, and ihis character

distinguishes thcni Irom the Aryans. Buddha
seems to have revived tho ancient religion of

the country, and not to liavo started an entirely

new one. It was not till after his days that the

Turanian element gained tho ascendancy, which
is probably tho reason why no temple in India

is older than tho time of Asoka. Tliis king

erected pagoday, ninuasteries, and churches,

the latter being vei-y much like our own, with

an altar, and a place fur tho choir, besides oilier

reBemblauces. Tho strpmt, and sacred trees,

and Bhudda are Ciirvtd in most of tliese

churches, one ol the most remarkable of the

temples baiug that of Sanclii, built about tho

year 200 B.C. There is evi.ience that, after a
time, snake worship became more prominent
than Buddhism itself. As (ar as ho could trace

it, tree and serpent worship spread all over the

world, wherever there is an underlying Turanian
element in the popnbition. In the opening
chapters of Genesi.", the "mjth" which has

troubled many is probably a curse upon serpent

worship. The braz^ n serpent uphfted by Moses
is the first healing serpent on record, though
there have been many since, even in Greece and
Borne. Hezekiah is narrated to have turned the

BorpentB out of tho temples, and to have
destroyed the groves ; so it would appear that

tree and serpent worship was then lollowed

among the Jews, Ihongli tho habit was looked

upon as a backsliding by their priests. In

Assyria, as shown by the monuments, tree

worship was very common, but serpent worship

was lollowed to a lesser extent. Tue Egyptians

can hardly be said to have been serpent wor-

shippers, though the st rpent is often used
allegorically iu their monuments; but the ca«e

was diUerent among the ancient Greeks, who
were of the Turanian uud not tbo Aryan race.

The Homeric myths, aud miist of the ancient

traditions, give evidence oi the prevalence of

this superstition ; tho oracle at Delphi was
pythouio

J
and at last the partial serpent worship

of the Greeks spread to Rome, till tame snakes

beoame so picubilul in the latter city that they

were a nnisance. Wberp.ver there is an under-
lying Turanian element in tlio population, there

will traces of tree or serpent worship be found.

The Germans iu ancient times worshipped trees,

and iu Scandinavia, among tho Finns and Lapps,
who are of Turanian origin, tree and serpent
worship is au important element in the relig'on.

In Esthonia trees were worshipped down to a
very late date, aud some of tho prayers to them
which arc yet preserved show that the religion

is evidently an oU'shool of the Uiudoo mythology.
Ec thought there was a liitlo evidence that tree

and serpent worship once reached the North of

Scotland, as indicated by ancient stones and
legends, met with mure especially lu the

Orkneys, in England only tho luiulestshadowof
each u worship is found; and if itcamo hero it

most have been introduced by some south^jrn

route. What are poaiibly traces of it are found
mostly iu Wahs and its borders. Iu Africa

tree and serpent worship pievails largely at the

present day, mure espocially at l>.diuirey,

where it forms the sole aud chief religion of tliC

country, and where thousands of subkes are kept,

all descended, it is taid, from cue primeval
carpent. In pans of America, especially in

Mexico, serpent worship was once common, and
seems to have been ol Turanian origin. In liict,

remnants of this old religion cropup everywhere,
and are found nearly all over iho world. Cou-
joinedwilh it is lOuud the custom of building up
mo e stones into croinlecha and circles. In
India many of tho tribes are building o rom-
1 chs at the present day, just liko those found to
plentifully in Walen, Bi'mauy, Southern Kuropi-,

Asia Minor, Sjriu, aud nearly all ovcr the
world. Very recently an In.iian officer, while
breaking through some jungle in that country,
came upon ihiity or loi ty ancient cromlechs,
and, strange to say, in company with thein
were twenty or niuru large rough stone crosses,
evidoutly C-iristiun ; so lie puotographed the

scene, and sent homo the pictures. Mr. Fer-

gusson hero called attention to a large drawing
upon the wall of one of these crosses, which was
of exactly tho same shape as those common in

Kensal Green aud other cemeteries. IIo said

that it was a great puzzle to decide how these

cromlechs and crosses came to be associated in

the interior of India
;
perhaps a bastard Christ-

ianity once spread all over the Bast, aud mixed

with tho tree and serpent worship. By the

ancient Turanians the serpent was regarded as

a good god, and was loved and cherished. With
regard to tree worship, the difficulty of telling

how it originated arises from the fact that we
caunot perfcclly place ourselves in the position of

a rude primitive people, trying to explain to them-

selves the phenomena of nature. In such a rude

state the value of the groves was more directly

felt. The people found shelter from sun and

tempest in the woods ; they cut down trees for

their dwellings, their fires, and their sacrificial

implements ; moreover in tho groVLS they found

tho richest supplies of flowers and fruit. The
task is even more dilhcut to surmise how they

first oamo to respect and love the serpent,

exceptthat tho snake habic of casting tho fkin

mightbe considered emblematic.il ofimmortality,

that it could live a long time without food, that

it was beautiful, and that it was very powerful.

This union of power, b auty, and mystery in the

serpent was calculated to impress a rude people,

and to cause it to bo worshipped as a good god.

The lecturer concluded by remarking that if the

subject of tree and serpent worship were to be

fairly and carefully investigated, he knew of no
oiher branch of knowledge which was likely to

throw so much bght upon the origiu of tho

ancient mythologies of the Old Worhl.

THE AECniTECTURE OF BELGIUM.
ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

AT the usual fortnightly meeting, held on
Friday evening last, Mr. W. White, F.SA.,

I'.lt.I.li.A., iu the chair, Messrs. E. it. Hewett,

Howard Gay, T. C. Taylor, and Frederick Rogers

were elected as members. On the motion of Mr.

Pheud Spiers, a resolution expressive of the deep

regret with which the Association bad heard of

the death of its late member, Mr. Arthur -Ashpitel,

was directed to be forwarded to the deceased

gentleman's brother. In proposing this resolution,

Mr. Spiers adverted to the great iuterest taken by

the .deceased in the question of architectural

education.

A vote of thanks was also passed to Lord

Grosvenor, Mr. L'uudy (architect), aud Mr.

\\'aller (builder), for the facilities alforded to

memLers for visitiug the Grosvenor man,siou3.

The librarian gave notice that the library

would be closed for the next two meetings, iu

cousequence of getting all the books in for the

new catalogue, it was also announced that for

the future the library will be located upstairs on

the second floor.

Mr. R. PnENE SriEBS then read his paper on

—

THE AIlCniTECTURE OF BELGIU.M.

Belgium, remarked the author, a country so full

of iuterest to tbo architect, had beeu hither-

to somewhat passed over, though so near to aud so

easy of access from this country. The author had

been unable to lind any traces of the Oriental

stylo alleged to exist in some of the buildings at

Liego aud Maestricht, and which is ascribed to

the artists whom Charlemagne brought from the

East. That in these towns aud at Cologne

features were found unlike those generally seen

in Europe, he would allow, but as these features

were still more unlike anything found iu tho East

he was inclined to place them to the credit of the

inhabitants of the Itbine provinces. From causes

detailed by the author, tho church architecture of

Belgium never attained to the purity of design,

potter of imagination, and strict adherence to the

true principles of art, which were found so

perfectly developed in tho French cathedrals.

With the exception of the Cathedral of Tournay or

JIaestricht, Belgium h.ad no churches of any size

which could iu any way bo compaied with those

ot the same period in France or England before

the fourteenth century, aud then the decadence

of the style was too far advanced to hope for any

great excellence except in point of size. The
institutio.i of self government in tho chief towns

called for the pr. duction of municipal and trade

buildings to an extent not required in any other

country ; and though (as might be expected in an
essentially commercial country) these are not re-

markable for purity of style, they still stand forth

as the best examples of the application of Gothic
art to the wants and requirements of their age.

The architecture of Belgium may be divided
into five periods, viz. :—The Romanesque, Trans-

itional, and First, Second, and Third Pointed.

The Eimancsqnc, which existed to the middle
of the twelfth century, greatly differs in many
respects from that found in England aud Nor-
mandy. There is an almost entire absence of that

descrijition of decoration known in England as

the"zig-zag" or chevron moulding, the beak-bead,
billet, and others which abound iu all Normau
buildings- The window-heads, which are semi-
circular, and have as many as two or three orders,

have these always square in section- The cornices

and stringcourses consist of simple mouldings,
and the exterior walls are decorated with series

of Hat blank arcadings of very slight projection,

similar to those found in Lombardic churcbes-
To the Trdvsitioiml period (from the middle of

the twelfth to the first quarter of the thirteenth
century) belong some of the most interesting

buildings of the country- Owing to the hesitation

as to the acceptance of the pointed arch this

period lasted a considerable time, and both the
round and the pointed arch were found iu juxtapo-
sition in the same buildings- The orunment o£

this period more resembles that found iu German
round-arched architecture, or that ot the earlier

parts of French twelfth century work, whilst the
capitals have generally square abaci.

In the First Ponied, the cajis are octagonal,,

and have one or two rows of leaves, sometimes like

French caps, but in certain cases showing a
special type of foliage peculiar to Belgium, and
the hard stone in which they were worked. The
windows in the small churche-s are often lancet-
shaped.

In the Second Pointed style (1310—1400)
geometrical tracery in the windows becomes the
chief e.tponent of the style. The ornament of the
capitals is still thoroughly conventionalised,

differing iu this respect from German caps of the
same period.

In the Third Pointed style the windows assume
immense sizes for the admission of stained glass.

The decadence of tho style shows itself in the
elaboration of the ribs of the vaulting, in

the panelling of the walls, and in the bringing
down of the mouldings of the arche.s instead of

stopping them on capitals.

The plans of the earliest churches seem generally
to have been based on those of the old basilica,

consisting of nave and side aisles, sometimes a
transept, and a choir with apsidal end. Towards
the close of the Transitional period, the aisles

were carried round the choir, which increased

in length until in some cases it became as long
as the nave. In the fourteenth century, chapels

were added round the choir, the central one
(with us- called the Lady Chape!) being the
largest. In the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries

chapels were added on each side of the side aisles.

In most of the old churches crypts extended
under the choir, and sometimes stretching under
the transept. As a rule, the crypt was low, so as

not to cause a difl'erence of level in the church
betwen the nave and choir.

Iu the arrangement of the facades a feature

is found peculiar to all the earliest Belgian
churches, existing, however, in many of the
churches of Northern Germany. It consists

of a western tower the full width of the nave,

forming on plan a kind of nartbex or large

vestibule to the church. This narthex is some-
times flanked on either side by circular towers.

The whole mass rises considerably above the
church, and forms a distinguishable and noble
feature. Evamples of this feature exist at St.

Servais and Notre D,ime, JIaestricht, St. Denis,

St. Bartholomew, and St. John at Liege, and
elsewhere.

Though the towers of Belgian eburches have
always formed their most conspicuous features,

the most remarkable of them, singular to say,

have never been completed by the addition of the
crowning feature—the spire. Spires, either of
I rick or stone, are very rare in Belgium. There
are a few slated and wooden spires. The towers
of St. Gudule, Brussels, of tho cathedral at

Malines, and of St. Martin, at Ypres— all of the
fourteenth century—constitute the most m.agnifi-

cent series of examples known. They are all in-

complete, wanting the spires with which it was
intended to crown them. Two of these towers,

when completed, would nave risen to the height of
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530ft., the foundations and walla being of ample
strength to support such spires, and being equalled

only by the towers of Cologne Cathedral. The
Cathedral of Antwerp is remarkable for its lace-

work spire or tower, but its elaborate detail and
great fineness of paits are out of place in northern

climates, and unfit for the external decoration of

architectural buildings. There are many ex-

amples of brick church towers in the north of

Eeigium, two of the most remarkable for size,

design, and execution being those of the Notre
Dame and the Cathedral, both at Bruges. The
former, begun in 1230 and completed in 1297, is

the largest in Belgium, and is 220ft. high, not in-

cluding spire (partially brick and partially stone),

which was added in 152i, but subsequently cou-

sideraljly altered. There are no porches to the

churches of Belgium worth note, excepting that

of St. Servais at Maestricht, belonging to the
Transitional period, and forming one of the finest

features to be found there. The west end of the
nave (when there are no towers) and the north
and south transepts have gable ends with circular

turrets on each side.

The interiors of the churches are generally very
grand, and even to a late period the piers of the
nave are always cylindrical and have good capitals,

both features conducive to simplicity and
grandeur of efiect. There are only two churches
in Belgium which have the nave and side aisles

of the same height. This form of church (called

Hall n.KircliLn in Germany, and often found
there) exists only at St. Martin at Courtrai and
St. Croix at Liege. At the entrance to the choir
is generally a rood screen. The nave piers have
invariably huge statues standing on corbels
attached to them, which, though not always iu

good taste, add to the pictuiesqueness of the
general eft'ect.

The Cathedral of Tournay, the largest and finest

Komanesque church in Belgium—and not sur-
passed by any in Europe—consisted originally of
nave, aisles, and transept. The nave (dedicated
1066) is the oldest portion. The Romanesque
choir (of the same depth as the transepts) was re-

placed at the end of the thirteenth century by a
First Pointed choir equal in length to the nave,
though loftier and wider. At subsequent periods
ichapels have been added round the choir and by
the side aisles, so that the church now covers an
area of al.out 65,000'square feet. After giving a
detailed description of the interior of this cathe-
dral, the author said that the chief feature of the
exterior is the magnificent group of the five

central towers, best seen from the market place.

The west end is flanked by two circular turrets,

and has a gallery or passane iu the upper portion
of its gable running round the Romanesque por-
tion of the building, and giving a depth and
solidity to the exterior. The porch at the west
end is of late date, and very bad in style. The
finest entrances are by the north and south tran-

septs.*

anecdotes relative to art and artists. Mr. Hurl-
stone proposed, and Mr. Tidey seconded, a vote of

thanks to the lecturer, and the thanks of the
meeting were also tendered to Mr. T. C. Gintia
(for the loan of his father's works) and the chair

man. The latter, in replying, said that it was
somewhat remarkable that such a collection of

works could be produced by an artist who died at

the early age of 2S.

CAPIXALS, NEW SHOREHAM CHUKCH,
SUSSEX.

THE Anglo-Norman capitals which constitute
one of the lithographic illustrations of the

BuiLDiNC, News this, week, are from St. Mary's
Church, New Shoreham, Sussex. A description

of this line old edifice was given in the Building
News of March 18, 186-t, together wiih exterior

and interior views, &c. The present subjects are

taken from shaftlets No. 1 of the north-west
respond, and No. 2 of the south-east pier to arches

dividing the choir and aisles. There seems little

doubt that those capitals are of one date, although
the north and south piers and arches differ con-

siderably, there is a certain amount of iucongruity

in all Transitional work, where the feelings of the
architect vacillated between the old style and the

coming one. It has been suggested, and not
without good reason, that a foreign influence was
at work in the designing of this building. The
foliage throughout the church is of a most
thoughtful character, with here and there a touch
more or less, of nature, reminding us of sculp-

tured ferns and water plants, and possessing the
endless variety of Romanesque, together with
the charming simplicity of Early English.

O. iV. D.

SOCIETy FOR THE ENCOURAGEMENT
OF THE FINE ARTS.

ON Thursday week an "exhibition" meeting
of this society took place at No. 9, Conduit

street. Regent street, when Mr. Henry Warren,
president of the Institute of Painters in Water
^Colours, delivered a lecture on the history and
progress of water colour drawing in this country,
hteving especial reference to the works of the
celebrated Thomas Gintin, a collection of whose
works adorned the walls of the room. Mr. Red-
grave, R.A., presided, and in opening the pro-
ceedings, dwelt upon the importance of preserving
the most interesting memorials of British art.

Amongst such memorials, he said, should be con-
spicuously placed the productions of the late Mr.
Gintin. Mr. Warren, iu the course of a very ia-

structive lecture, showed that the origin of water-
colour drawing dated much further back than was
generally supposed, although it was not until
after the death of Reynolds and Gainsborough
that an actual school of water-colour painting was
established in this country. la short, there was
no regular school for water-colour drautrhtsmen
until the year 1805, when Cozens, Gintin, and
Turner were really the pioneers of that important
art. Since that period the art had materially
progressed, and it must he admitted that the
examples left by Gintin had tended in an eminent
degree to promote this end. Mr. Warren illus-

trated his lecture by a variety of interesting

* To be continued.

SOUTH STAFFORDSHIRE EXHIBITION
OF ART, SCIENCE, AND MANUFAC-
TURES.

ACTIVE preparations are being made for this

exhibition, which will open on May 1 at

Molineaux House, Wolverhampton. The various

rooms in this mansion will be fitted up as a
museum of art and science, and the authorities at

South Kensington have undertaken to contribute
a very considerable collection, in consideration of

the fact that one-half of the surplus proceeds of

the exhibition is to go to the Wolverhampton
School of Art, and the other half to the South
Staffordshire Association for the Promotion of

Adult Education. Mr. Q. Bidlake, architect,

of Wolverhampton, has been entrusted with the
erection of a large temporary building in the
grounds, to be connected with the mansion by a

covered way. This erection will present the
appearance of an open hall, with ample roof lights

and galleries. It will be 100ft. long by OUft.

wide. To this will be added a space of 10ft. on
each side, covered with a lean-to roof, making the

total width of the floor 80ft. The galleries will

be sufliciently wide to allow of the arrangement
of pictures in bays upon the walls, and will be
continued round the building. This temporary
erection will be of timber, roofed with corrugated
iron, and will be decorated in colours internally.

There will be no prizes awarded, the promoters
alleging that from the Great Exhibition of 1851
downwards, prize systems and schemes have in-

variably been failures, ending in disajipointmeut

and dissatisfaction. Mr. F. Talbot, Smethwick,
near Birmingham, is the secretary.

NEW DOCKS FOR GREENOCK.
CIVIL AUD MECHANICAL ESGl.VEERs' SOCIETY.

AT a meeting of the above society, held on
Wednesday, the 13th ult, (the President in

the chair), a paper was read upon the " Hecent
Competition for New Docks for Greenock," by
Mr. J. B. Walton, Assoc. Inst. C.E., and,
in reply to an invitation of the Council to the
competitors, several of the plans sent in for this

competition were forwarded by their authors for

exhibition and discussion—amongst which were
those of Mr. T. C. Fidler (1st prize), Messrs.

Strong and Smith, Morrison, T. M. Barr, AVhite-

hoiise, Atkinson, Haughton, J. B. Walton, and
others, and several of the engineers attended
and took part in the discussion, which, owin^ to

the considerable interest manifested in the

subject, was adjourned to the 27th ult. The
general impression was that the 1st prize plan

was deserving of great praise both as regards
design and the execution of the drawings, but it

was thought that no plan for placing the graving
dock at the northern j^art of the estate was good,

,

and that the proper site for this dock is close in-

shore. The choice for a north-western entrance
was allowed to be generally good, but doubts
were expressed as to the advisability of making
any entrance at the north-east part of the estate.

As regards the ground for coal and timber
purposes, it was thought that the neighbourhood
of Coppielon pier was best suited for these
requirements, and too much space was taken up
near the river for stores by both the premiated
plans.

Great diversity of opinion was manifested as to
the desirability of allowing any ground for
'' feuing purposes." As to railway communica-
tion the system of Mr. Fidler was admired so far
as his elaborate arrangement was concerned, but
it was thought by all that he was throwiug away
too much space by his embankments and
somewhat complicated network of Unes, and the
adoption of a level crossing was unanimously con-
demned. The railway arrangement of the 2nd
prize plan was thought to be bad, and the only way
to form any useful communication between the
railway and dock was either by means of an over
railway, as shown by Mr. Belve, with a viaduct
for coaling purposes and an incline for ordinary
dock i^urposes, or by a double system of viaduct
for coaling purposes, and a low-level railway
crossing underHamilton-street at the highest point
of the road, and the use of turntables for dock
purposes was condemned where their use could
possibly be avoided.

Altogether this discussion has been one of the
most interesting the society has ever had, and
some very useful aud practical hints were given
upon both the method of layiug out docks and as
to their general constiuctiou and cost. It is

proposed shortly to have a paper read upon the
recent competition for new harbours at Scar"
borough.

ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETIES.

Edixbukgh Architectcral Association.—The
usual fortnightly lueetirg of this Association was
held on Wednesday week—Mr. A. Ballantine, pre-
sident, in the chair. After the admission o£
several new members, Mr. James M. Thomson
read a paper entitled " Notes on Indian Architec-
ture." In opening, he glanced at the early history
of the inhabitants of India, and traced the
peculiarities of design iu architecture originated
and developed by them, particulaiiaing the special

features of the exterior and interior of their struc-
tures, and concluded by showing that their merit
lay not so much in the detail as in the grandeur
and solidity of the general eU'ect. An animated
discussion followed the readiog of the paper, and
the thanks of the meeting were cordially awarded
to Mr. Thomson.

The Northern Architectdral Association.
—Un Tuesday, the 9th iust,, the tenth annual
meeting of this iissociation was held at the Old
Castle, Newcastle, Mr. J. E. Watson in the chair.

The attendance was not numerous. The hon.
secretary (Mr. T. Oliver) read the tenth annual
report, which congratulated the association on the
number of its members, now amounting to fifty-

two. During the past year one hon. member
(Mr. G. Gilbert Scott) and four associates had
been elected. The committee regretted to report
that the arrears of subscriptions amounted to

£48 17b., and recommended that application be
made to those members to pay their subscrip-

tions as early as po3.-ible. The report then
briefly reviewed the proceedings of the associa-

tion during the year, aud added that it would
be in a favourable financial position if all the
subscriptions due were paid up. The report was
adopted, and the president then delivered his

address, which contained a short statement of

what had passed and taken place in the archi-

tectural profession duriug the last twelve months.

The annual meeting of the Exeter School of Art
was held iu the Schoiil of Art Room, at the
Museum. Exeter, on Thursday week. The Right
Hon. Sir Stafiord Northcote, Bart., presided. The
right hon. baronet, after ha ing delivered the
prizes to the successful candidates, and at the
teimiuation of the proceedings, received the
hearty thanks of the meeting for presiding.



a'HK J.E\V ST. Pi\ACE.AS STAllOK OF
THE MIDLAND KAILWAY.

THE Metropolitan teiminal elation of the
Great Midbnd pyrtem of railways, now in

courEo of erection in the St. Pancras-road, is

from the designs of Mr. W. H.Barlow bo far as

the (ngineerirp works are concerned, and thofe
of Mr.G. G. Scott, K.A., for the arihitictiiral

portions. The harmony that is apparent in all

parts ( f this great work is a practical proof, if

any were wanted, of the advant.igcs that acci iie

from the united working of architects and
ergincerp, and wo cannot but regret that a
ejBtim which works so well and eo advan-
tageoutly has not been followed in other under.

[

takings, for had euch been the case we should I

have been spared many [of the hideous erec-

tions that appal us as we jouiDfy about the
streets of our great cities. J;j ^5^-
The tpan of the great fhed is (he widett

single tpan that has yet been attemjited, I eing
2-13ft. Gin. between the walls. The length
is upwards of /COft,, and the height lOOft.
The pointed arch has been adopted, and pro-
duces a most pleasing eflect. The roof is

divided into bays from priccipal to principal,
and is constructed on the lidge aid furrow
plan. A perfect flood of light is poured down
upon the pjlatfoims.

1 he lower or VaEtment stoiy is prepared for

the stowage of leer, which in many hundreds
of tbcuEaLdaof barrele will remain, as it were, in

bend after i:s aiiival frcm the great brewcriei

Eurtcncn-Trent. The arrival and depaiti

platforms are supported upon a forest of i]

columns. Each column is bolted to a Et(

base 4ft. by 4ft. ly 2ft, which rests uj

brick footings built <n a concrete foundati

averaging altogether about 20ft. in depth.

The general jlan of the building ia as i

lows :

—

The (fEcea facicg the St. Pancrasroad i

refreshment rooms, excursion booking-ofific

inwards cloak rooms and parcels c-ffices, &c.,

the ground floor ; v^hile the first floor will C<

tain the Board roem and^' general offices of ;"

C( mpany.
The piincipal bocking-cflice is most con-
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RGE GILBERT SCOTT, ARCHITECT.

J placed at the south-eaat^comer of the

ag, and U a noble apartment, 87ft. by 57ft.

are six windows of large dimensiona on
side, five at the south end, and a lantern

roof TiSft. long, so that there need be no
lint on the score of wanting light. The
i supported by Eve principals springing

:orbelled shafts. Three doors give ingress

;he roadway, and two afford egress to the

rm. The room will be wainscotted in oak,

le fittings will be constructed of the same
ial. Ample cloak-rooms, waiting, ladies'

, &c., are provided.

outwards parcels office (temporarily used
looking-office) is also on the eastern side

biiilding, and this, as well as the inwards

parcels office, will be fitted up with every con-
j

venience that experience and forethought can
suggest. There is also a range of general offices

[

on this side. The shed roof does not abut upon
the main part of the building, a space of 14ft.

Sin. being left for the purpose of ventilation.

This space will be covered by a low ridge and
furrow roof.J

Below the level of the platform is a range of

shops fronting the St. Pancras and Old Pancras-

road, which will doubtless be a source of proSt

to the Company, and is a very admirable way
of breaking what would otherwise be a long un-

pleasing line of blank wall.

All the station arrangements were decided

upon after anxious consideration and consulta-

tion with Mr. Allport, the very able General

Manager of the Midland Company's linos.

The materials of which the building is con-

structed are Gripper's patent Nottingham bricks,

of a very close texture, for the main walls, with

Wheeler's rubbers for arches and quoins, An-

caster stone for arches and capitals, Ketton for

weather stones, Dumfries and red Mansfield for

plinths and shafts.

The contractors for the parts balow the level

of the platform are Messrs. Waring Brothers ;•

Messrs. Jackson and Shaw for the main statioa

buildings and first Qoor ; the B\itterley IronCo.

for the shed; Messrs. Moreland for patent iron

floors ; and Messrs. Farmer and Brindley for tha-

l carving.
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DtJLWICH COLLEGE.

THERE is a great outcry at Duhvich. The

people are complainiug (bat Mr. Barry has

been expending on bricks and tcrra-cotta what

was intended for education,—and that instead_ of

brains Dulwich has been cultivating drams.

Some very ugly-looking facts have been quoted,

as for instance, that the school building was esti-

mated to cost £56,000, and that it will cost more

than double ; that after hiving sold certain lands

to a railway company, a church was built under

Mr. Barry's instructions on the very same ground,

80 that the land had to be bought back agam at

a considerably enhanced price and consequent

loss to the estate; that whereas the famous

picture gallery of that picturesque village

baving a separate endowment, the architect has

ingeniously managed in two years to expend

on certain alterations to the porch £1,100,

or a little more than the gross income of the said

endowment. A little sum of £10,000—only ten

thousand pounds—which the Act of Parliament

directs to be specially applied for the benefit of

the schools, has found its way to dr.iin the school

groxmds. But not to Dulwich merely is this hub-

bub confined. The newspapers tell us of deputa-

tions to the Home Ofhce and to the Charity

Commissioners, and angry remonstrances coupled

with demands for Government inquiry and

threats of proceedings in Chancery. We shall

refer to this matter at greater length in our next

with more detail than we are at present able to

give.
^

COMPETITIONS.

The managers of the South Metropolitan School

District having decided on the erection of a sepa-

rate building to accommodate 550 infants, plans

and designs for the building have been sent in by

thirty-four competitors, the cost of the proposed

plans varying from £8,750 to £27,500,

Kinoston-on-Thames Queex Elizabeth Gham-

MAB School Competition.—Mr. S. Slingsby,

Stillwood, writing from Folkestone in answer to

the letter signed " V. W." which appeared in our

last number, states that immediately after the

first appearance of the advertisement announcing

the competition, he wrote to the head master for

particulars, who, in reply, stated that in conse-

quence of an inadvertence, the advertisement had

ajipeared before the whole board of trustees had

been consulted, and that since the decision is to

rest with a majority of them, it had been thought

advisable to t.ake the opinion of the whole body

of trustees with regard to particulars, and further,

that should the drawing up of such particulars

take longer than anticipated, the time for sending

in the designs must be extended in proportion,

so as to allow two clear months. It is suggested

that the fact of " V. W." not having received a

reply to his communication, leads to the suppo-

sition that the particulars are so near completion

as to admit of their being issued at an early date.

steadily ; during the month of January another

pit has been dug on the Hue of wall of Servius

TuUius, between the Cooliau and the Aventine
;

another part of the wall and of the aqueducts by
the bide of it was exposed to view, and is left open

for the present, but probably not for long.

Another pit has been dug in the Circus Maximus,
and a part of one of the galleries, with a staircase

to it, has been brought to light ; only the rough
stone foundation remains, all the cut stone has

been carried away. This pit has been filled up
again, but the surface of the stone is left exposed

to view. Another excavation has been made in

the sand on the b.ink of the Tiber, showing con-

siderably more of the Tufa wall, called "the
Pulchrum Littus of the Kings," than was visible

before. This is at a place called Porta Leone,

and is exactly opposite to the lions' heads of

Etruscan character carved on large stone corbels

in the clifl'on the opposite side of the river, at the

upper end of the port of Rome. The excavations

made by the Barou Visconti are at the lower end

of the port. It is not probable that it went much
below the emporium. The lions' heads were dis-

covered by Mr. Parker two or three years since.

The proceedings of the society have attracted a

good deal of attention, and have already excited

some emulation.

RoYAi, Arch.eolocical Institute.—At the

monthly meeting on Friday, the topic of Media}val

Art, in reference to the celebrated windows at

Fairford, which have been attributed to Albert

Durer, was brought forwaid by Wr. J. G. Waller.

The views of the author were adverse to those

propounded by Mr. Holt. A fac-iimile of the

artist's mark on one of the Fairford paintings was
shown by Mr. Mackie. Amongst the other

matters brought before the meeting were bronze

antiquities from Devonshire, the horn of Ulphus,

belonging to the Dean and Chapter of York ; a

remarkable vessel of glazed ware, moulded in the

form of a knight of the tvvelfth century, on
horseback, by Mr. Stevens, of Salisbury ; a series

of stone, bronze, and Roman relics found at

Grays Thurrocks, by Mr. R. Meeson ; and
various documents illustrating the use of a stamp
for the Royal signature in Scotland, by Mr. David
Laing, of Edinburgh.

ARCH/EOLOGY.
The excavations of the Temple of Bacchus at

Athens are just now attracting the attention of

antiquaries. JI. Piot, a French gentleman, writes

from that city to say that be has just discovered

the remains (trunk and head) of a colossal faun.

His letter is accompanied hy a photograph and
by precise indications of the proportions of the

statue. What renders this discovery the moro
interesting is that M. de Longperier, after com-
parison of the measures given by M. Piot, Iiaa

foimd that the proportions and forms of the faun
are just those of the four caryatides in the
Louvre. These last were known to come from
the Villa Albani, but the place of their first origin

had not been ascertained ; the fifth is at the
Museiun at Stockholm. There is now every
reason to suppose that it is the sixth of these

statues which has been discovered, and that it

formed, with others, the monumental decoration
of the Athenbn Theatre, devoted to Bacchus.

ARCHiT-OLOOT OF ROME.—The British Archxo-
logical Society of Rome has hired the largo room
at the back of the British Consulate, which is

twice as large as the ono they had previously
borrowed of Mr. Severn ; and this large room is

generally well filled once a week at the lectures,

which are now given every Friday evening.
There is also usually an excursion every Tuesday
afternoon to visit the objects described in the
previous lecture. The excavations are going on

BUILDING AND LAND SOCIETIES.

At the close of the last monthly n.oeting of the

Prestou and County Permanent Bviilding and
Investment Society, it was reported that 251

shares had been taken up during the mouth, mak-
ing a total of 1,800 since the commencement of

the society in December last. The subsci iptions

for the month amounted to £1,278 ISs. od , mak-
ing a total of £3,939 4s. lOd. iu the same period.

The fifth annual report of the Borough of Fins-

bury Permanent Building Society was presented

at the annual general meeting recently held.

The receipts forthe year, including lo.an.s, ,-imount

to £20,771 138. lOd. After allowing £o per cent,

interest there remains a surplus profit, which has

been transferred to a reserved fund account, out
of which the directors have declared a bonus of

£2 per cent., making the total interest credited to

such accounts £7 percent, per annum.

The twenty-first annual meeting of the People's

Co-operative Benefit Building Society was held at

Depttord on Wednesday night, wheu the di-

rectors' report was presented and adopted. The
directors state that £10,535 were advanced during
the past year on fifty-four houses. After provid-

ing for every liability the accounts show a realised

proht of .t;534 178. (id., from which the directors

recommend a bonus of 2 per cent, to be divided

among all investing and burrowing shares of two
years old and upwards.

The directors of the Soverei.>n Permanent
Building and Investment Society have success-

fully conducted the society's business during its

first year's existence. They recommend for the
approval of the members the declaration of a
bonus of 1 per cent, per annum to December 31

last. With the C per cent, already paid this will

m.ikc a total dividend of 7 percent, per annum.

AuTis.vNs', Laboukers', and Genehal Dwell-
ings' CoMi'ANV.^—The second annual meetin.; of

this company was held this week at the Whit-
tiugtou Club, Aruudelstreet, Strand ; Mr. William
J. Bennett iu the ch,air. The directors' report
recommends a dividend of 7i per cent., which will

leave a bidanco of i.'77 133. lOd., to be carried

forward to the next year's account. The directors,

in concluding their report, expressed their satis-

faction at the prospects of the company. Its lead-

ing feature—the blending of the interests of

labour and capital upon the co operative principle

—has been tested with the most encouraging
i-esults. During the year balances (beyond wages)
have been paid to workmen, and in this experi-

ment no differences have as yet arisen requiring

tho services of the arbitrators. The workmen
shareholders discover that their interests and the

company's are identical, that by doing their work
well, and economising materials, they are laying a

foundation which cannot do otherwise than
result, so far as its influence extends, in the im-

provement of our social system, bringing capital

and labour into harmony, and thereby preventing

thoso costly and exhausting strikes which are

always aUke ruinous to both workmen and em-
ployers.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

The Contract System.—Mr. John Fulton, C.E.,

engineer to the borough of Newcastle on-Tyne, in

his last report says :— I am fully persuaded, both
from my own experience and by information re-

ceived from others, that the contract system for

the cleansing of large towns will never giv« satis-

faction. A contractor's chief interest naturally

being his own profit, he may be led to give prefer-

ence to it rather more than to the i>ublio health
;

accumulations of filth, therefore, may exist in the

town and occasion constant disagreement between
him and the borough officials, and discomfort to

the public. In Liverpool, where the contract

system for the removal of night-soil existed for

many years, an entire change has recently been
effected, with beneGcial results, the authorities

having now taken the whole work into their own
hands, and erected stables for the horses, and
purchased a farm on which to utilize a jjortion of

their refuse.

Royal Coslmission on Tidal Rivers.—Tho
members of the Royal Commission appointed to

inquire into the state of the rivers of Gfeat

Britain lately paid a visit to Bristol on their way
to South Wales. The object of their vi-sit was to see

the works of the Netham Chemical Company,
where a new process for recovering sulphur from
alkali waste is being carried out on a large

scale. This process not only recovers the

sulphur from the alkali waste, but thereby

renders the waste free from smell, and prevents

it from causing any fouling of the rivers by its

drainage. The Commissioners, hearing of the

success of this process, attach great importance

to it, and applied for permission to see the

process at work at Netham. Tlio process is the

invention of a German chemist, M. Ludwig Mond.

WAGES MOVEMENT.
On Tuesday evening eight of the members of

the Bristol Master Builders' Association met an
equal number of delegates representing the various

lodges of carpenters and joiners in Bristol for the

purpose of discussing the preliminaries in refer-

ence to the establishment of a court of arbitration

and conciliation.

The wrought nailmakers of Lye \Yaste and
the district around are complaining of a reduction
of their wages which has been m.ide by their

mastei-s, or which, iu some instances, has been
noti.'ied to them, though it has not yet taken
place.

A meeting of all branches of the building trade
was held at the Towuhall on Fridav List to receive

a deputation from the Free Labour Society. Mr.
Alderman Neill presided. Mr. Lc Mare presented
an address, signed by upwards of 300 merchants
and manufacturers of Manchester and the sur-

rounding towns. Ho remarked that as England
had to compete with other countries iu the market
of the world, and was now committed to free trade,

unless we have freedom of l.ibourat home England
must lose its supremacy as a manufacturing
country. A paragraph was read from the opera-

tive masons' fortnightly rejiort showing that

strikes existed at the present time among the
masons in nearly 40 towns .igainst the iutroduo-

tion of machine or quarry worked stone, and that

tho masons were spending nearly £500 per fort-

night, or upwards of £12,000 per annum, in

fightiug against machinery. Aide man Neill

thanked the deputation for their visit on be-

half of the builders of ilanchester, and, trusted

that no long time would elapse before the free

trade system of labour would prevail iu that

town.
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INTERIOR DECORATIOiSr.—THE DRAWIJCO-
R005I.*

WE resume our observations on the

decoration in tlie drawing room. If the

treatment of middle-class drawing-rooms is

to be left to the decorator, it necessarily

becomes his duty to assure a satisfactory

result to his employer by every means in his

power. Firstly, he must be guided in a great
measure by the money at his disposal, and
by the position of his customer. It stands
to reason that objects which would be
thoroughly in keeping in the apartments of

a banker or leading physician may appear,
in the residence of a pawnbroker or a retired
butcher, simply snobbish, though these may
be perfectly able to aftbrd them ; but it

requires no little tact to give effect to such
considerations without offence. Secondly, he
must contrive to work rather by tasteful and
simple combinations and contrasts than by
imitations of the costly materials and arrange-
ments we have spoken of previously. Where
a good cornice already exists an excellent
effect may be produced by simply picking a
tint into one or two of the backgrounds of the
enrichment. A border in monotone on the
ceiling, and an inner line with simple floriated

corner of a liglit neutral red, all stencilled,

will also form an inexpensive improvement.
The choice of -wall-paper will be an important
consideration. For some years past it has
been the practice to employ papers for

drawing-rooms of a much lighter tone than is

really desirable. Greys tinted more or less

with pink, buff, lilac, or green are much more
satisfactory in general result than white ; but
soft buffs, light greens of tolerably neutral
tone, and even very light plum colour may
frequently be used with advantage. Unless
the funds will admit of a metal paper being
of the best quality, it is better to rest satisfied

with body or satin papers only, and of these
two varieties we personally much prefer the
former. If the walls are intended to l^e

panelled, a small diaper will be suitable ; but
otherwise, such a pattern will look mean,
besides which, we have been of late years
dosed with diapers almost usque ad nauseam]
Latterly some excellent papers have been
reproduced from the old damask patterns.
Messrs. Morris, Marshall, and Co., of Queen-
square, Bloomsbury, have brought out one or
two possessing great artistic feeling, and
Messrs. Green and King, of Baker-street, are
using others of less archaic character and
perhaps of more general applicability. By
printing the pattern iu light body colour on a
satin ground of the same tone, but a few shades
darker an admirable effect is produced, which,
though purists may sneer at it, appears to us
quite as legitimate as the real silk treatment.
If the "sham" be objected to all that is neces-
sary is to use a boay ground instead of the
satin, and everything approaching imitation
ceases. The power of design evinced iu the
old damasks is of the liighest order, and they
ought to be studied in a greater degree by
manufacturers than we fear they are. Where
no dado exists the effect of the room may
often be assisted by using in its place a darker
paper of severe diaper pattern, or even a plain
colour, surmounted by a border or moulding.
The carpet should be of simple conventional
pattern, but if there be a strong preference for
floral treatment, there are carpets to be met
with which are almost unobjectionable in
tMs respect. If the room be sulliciently large
to bear it, the carpet should be rectangular
and bordered, surrounded with a stained or
painted margin ; but very small rooms are cut
up by this arrangement, and look the smaller
for it. Into tlie innumerable materials
and patterns for curtains and chair coverings

* Coucluded from page 121.

GREEK FURNITURE.

it is impossible to enter, but as a rule

chintzes or cretonnes of good conventional
pattern, or plain reps or damasks, enlivened
with a little colour in the trimmings will

be found the safest and most economical
articles. Cloth is of course unsuitable for a

drawing-room ; velvet, so largely used abroad,

gives an appearance of heaviness and is, to

our mind, most imcomfortable to sit on
;

parti-coloured materials, unless either very
rich or used With great judgment and skill,

gener-iUy look gaiidy and frequently vulgar.
As regards colour, red is perhaps the most
useful, but almost any colour may be used if

proper knowledge and taste is brought to

bear. Upon the colour of the curtains and
the wood of the fm-niture will depend the

whole remaining arrangement of the colours in

the room. With walnut red, green, dark
blue, or violet go best ; with rosewood light

crimson, amber, or blue of medium tone ;

with maplewood light blue or violet, or plum
colour. Having determined the colour of our
furniture we are in a position to decide on that

of the walls, which should be of a contrasting

tone, though not violently so. It is by no
means necessary that walls and furniture
should be of complementary colours, but it is

very desirable to produce contrast by warmth
and coolness of colouring, always bearing in

mind that a cold colour will look much colder
when in juxta-position with a warm one, and
vice versa. If the walls are panelled the
colour of the furniture may be carried up
into the margins within the styles or into the
cornice in the form of a tint and possibly into

the dado as a shade.

To take an example : Our furniture and
curtains are lilac, the wood being maple. We
hang our walls with a warm contrasting tint

which in this instance shall be light apple
green relieved with gold. AVe work the lilac

tint into the margins of the panels and we
tint our cornice with lilac and light green.

The style on the walls may be of a darker and
heavier tone of green than the panel colour,

but by keeping them a grey butt' of similar

depth we bring in our maplewood tone and
still afford proper strength for what is resthe-

tically the constructional support of the panel.

By treating the dado a neutral lilac grey (not

too cold) we bring all together and afford a
good contrast with the wood of the chairs

standing against it. But when all this is done
there will be a certain washy unsatisfactory
look about the room—it will want something.

AVhat that something is we might leave oui*

readers for the next fortnight to evolve out
of their own inner consciousness after the

manner of the novel writers in the periodicals,

but we will spare their feelings and briefly say

that the room wants red. This will be best

supplied in the form of a crimson ground
carpet in which the red is reduced in quantity

by an unobtrusive pattern. Such a room as

we have described may be finished at a com-
paratively very moderate cost ; and in all

oases in which a little thought and care are

exercised in the directions we have en-

deavoured to indicate, the drawing room of

the middle classes may be quite as tastefully

and artistically arranged as those of the
nobility.

We shall shortly enter on the consideration
of other apartments.

GLEANINGS FROJt GREEK FURNITURE.

WE recently gave an illustration of the
seat of a strategos from the Theatre

of Dionysos at Athens, a cast of which is pre-
served in the Britisli Museum. We remarked
that it was evidently copied from wooden
chairs as then used. Such a chair is repre-
sented in the excellent painting on the pro-
scenium of the Queen's Theatre by Mr. Albert
Moore, whose able renderings of Classic sub-
jects so frequently adorn the walls of our
picture galleries. The Greek vases in the
British Museum present many examples of
this description of chair, which will repay an
attentive examination. The accompanying
engravings show a selection from them. In
No. 1 may be remarked the great projection
of the tenon of the side rail at the back, and
the wide-spreading outward curvature of the
legs. This latter feature generally appears
somewhat exaggerated in these representa-
tions, and it is somewhat difficult to under-
stand how they could be safely executed in
wood. The design seems more suitable
for bronze. This chair apparently had a
wicker-work seat, from the ligatures shown
upon the side rail. No. 2 is remarkable
for the breadth at the top of the leg, to
gain strength at the junction of the seve-
ral pieces at the seat, "and for the cushion
which covers the seat. All the examples
have a wide and comfortably shaped back
rail. Nos. 3 and 4 are simple turned legs of
stools represented iu the friezes of the Elgin
marbles. They seem to differ verv little

from those in constant use at the present day.
No. 5 is noticeable for the great slope-

No. 6.

^jgsfci'c-ChttVfc^

of the back, the size of the timbers at their

junctions, and somewhat awkward projection

of the front leg above the seat. This feature

is to be seen also in No. G, and is one which
must have greatly interfered with the com-
fort of the occupant. This last example has a

bar of wood to connect the spreading legs, and
renders the opinion above expressed,a3 to their

insecirrity without some such precaution, the
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more probable. The seat in this instance

seems to have been covered with some woven
material. "We shall on a future occasion

show how these Greek types have been fol-

lowed in modern work. The fashion of them
is now obsolete, but it was far from being the

least sensible and meritorious of recent

times.

THE MODERN DUAWINO-ROOM.

A CORRESPONDENT of the Daily News
saya :

— *' It is painful to go into a modern
drawing-room. Animal luxury ia appealed to.

As to refined comfort and chaste taste, little is

there to be seen. I cannot help thinking that

the beat sort of esbiUition would be rooma fitted

complete to meet the views of (say) four classes of

people— poor, middle, upper middle, and the so-

called 'ten thousand/ Walls and carpets are

moat offensive in drawing-rooms. Instead of

serving as the neutral background on which
human beings and furniture and articles of vertu

will show to advantage, they are overlaid with
bUntiing ornament. Nothing is more painful

than to stay long in a conventional drawing-room.

"Wherever yovi turn you find no art and much or-

nament—ornament so called ; biz.irre, and just as

blinding as the walls and carpets. The very pic-

tures are 'made to order,' and blind you with

colour. Life is earnest. When we leave the

business of life for a few hours we don't want to

be plunged into a fiery furnace of gold and crim-

son ; but we require a sedative, and the best of

all sedatives for the overworked mind, or even for

the sober and well-educated iniud uf sensible

people, is to meet with comfort and elegance, and
things that will appeal to a cultivated imagina-

tion, not the bizarre jim-crackery of the up-

holsterer's ricketty and tinselled productions.'*

OPERA HOUSES.

AT the present time the attention of all who .ire inte-

rested iu theatrical decoration is naturally directed to

the prospects of the great theatres at which Italian Opera
is |»rfonH«l. ller Slajostj's is rapidly progressing, and
we underatjind there is every chance of its being opened for

the approaching season. Unfortunately, we can give our
readers little encouragement to hope for anything very
artistic in its treatment. The Earl of Dudley appears to

take very little intereatin his new theatre, and we iiuder-

Btand that the decorations are positively to be entrusted to
the buUder". Surely, with so many decorators of ability in
the metropolis, this is to be regretted. Meanwhile, intra-

bile diciVy things asaume for the nonce a more promising
appearance at Coven- Garden. The amalgamation of the
Gye and Maplesou interests is in active negotiation, and a
firm of decorators, well known for their theatrical work,
has been consulted respecting the partial remodelling and
redecoration of the auditorium. Wo rejoice to learn that
the removal of much of the plaster enrichments and the
application of decorative colour have been boldly advocated,
and we can only trust that Mr. Gye will not again over-
ride professional judgment by his own Architects and
decorators must, of necessity, understand these matters
better than an impresario (however great his taste) ; and
Mr. Gye did all he could to spoil his house when it was
built, and public opinion was against liim.

Should the managerial negociations end, as they did last
year, in smoke, it is probable that Mr. Maplesonwill again
open Drurj- Lane. Here, however, a passion ou the part
of the architect of the house for rococo with white and gold
precludes the probability of anything more artistic in the
way of decoration than was effoctetl last year.

juilbiiig liitclligcnce.

OHUBCnES AND COAFELS.

On Saturday last the new church of St. Gabriel,
Hulme, was consecrated. The plan of the build-
ing is a parallelogram terrniii:iting triapsidally at
the east •end, and cousists of nave, north and
eouth aisles, chancel, and baptistry. The church
ia built of red bricks relieved with blue in bands
and patterns. Inside the walls are lined through-
out with white bricks, with arches, &c., worked
in red brick. The architects are Messrs. Med-
land and Tiylor, of Manchester.

Staple Cliurch, Kent, was reopened on Monday
by the Archbishop of Canterbuiy, after under-
going restoration. New roofs have been erected
over the nave and chancel, the north aisle and
chancel have been restored, and the latter provided
with new stalls. The cost has been £1,500. Messrs.
W. and J. Dennc, of Walmer and Deal, were the
builders.

A new Primitive Methodist Chapel was opened
at Highfield, near Sheffield, on Sunday last. Accom-
modation is provided for 600 persons, and the
cost, with schoolrooms, is £2,300. Mr. J.
Hemdge, of Wisbeach, is the architect, and
Me.3sr8. Johnson and Fidler were the contractors.

Holy Trinity Church, Chester, was conse-

crated last week by the Lord Bishop of the

diocese. The style is of the Early Decorated

period, and the church consists of navt>, chancel,

north and south aisles, and two vestries. It is

built throughout of red stone. The reredoa is by

Earp, of London.

The old church at Thorley, Isle of Wight (to

which we referred in our last), is doomed to

destruction. It has been decided to erect a new
church instead of repairing the present venerable

edifice, which is greatly decayed. The ancient

pile will be removed as soon as the new building

is completed, and a memorial cross erected to

commemorate it.

Boi.TO.v Parish Chobch.—In reference to this

new structure, now in course of erection by
Messrs. Tullis, builders, of Bolton, the Shadinv, a

Manchester periodical, says :
—" In a few months

Bolton will possess the finest modern church in

Lancashire. We would gladly drive all our

gingerbread-loving architects and builders to see

the new parish church at Bolton. Is it not

shameful to think that a place like Bolton should

possess a church immeasurably superior to any-

thing in Manchester ? Why, our architects will

hardly believe their own eyes, much less our-

selves, when we tell them that St. Peter's, Bolton,

will hold some thousand people, and yet is stone

inside and out, from top to bottom. We can

imagine how it would delight some of them to

plaster it over, j ust as they have done our wretched

Cathedral. That this church is without fault we
will not say, but it is so grandly queen_ of all our

churches that we have no heart or mind to do
aught but congratulate Mr. Paley, of Lancaster,

on his noble work. Every stone tells at once it is

hand- wrought, for the miserable process of

reducing it to the dead level of machine-work by
the process called "cleansing" has not been

resorted to. Every tool mark is on it, just as

it left the mason's hand." The cost of the church

is £30,000.

St. Gabriel's, Holme.— Ou Saturday the

Church of St. Gabriel's, Hulme, Manchester, was
consecrated. It is, we believe, the only example
in Manchester of a brick church— one in which
the facing bricks show both outside and in. The
outside of the building is of red brick relieved

with blue in bands and patterns, whilst in the

interior the walls are lined throughout with
white bricks, with arches, strings, and various

devices worked in red brick on a white ground.

The outline of the site being a simple rectangle,

and of not more than sufficient size, the plan of

the church is likewise a parallelogram terminating

triapsidally at the east end. The architects are

Messrs. Medland and Taylor, Manchester.

At the last meeting of the Buxton (Derby-

shire) Local Board, Mr. Currey, of London, sub-

mitted his designs fur the proposed new townhall.

They have to be approved of by the Duke of

Devonshire, who gives the site and a handsome
sum towards the erection of the building.

New parish schools were opened at Wakefield
on the 4 th inst. The buildings are of Gothic
design, externally walled with pitcli faced wall

stones in courses, and tooled stone dressings.

The roofs are of high pitch, covered with alternate

bands of blue and purple slates, surm^junted with
red tile ridging, and having at the intersections

and gables foliated iron terminals. The various

works, which will cost about £2,000, have been
executed from the designs and under the superin-

tendence of Mr. William Watson, of Wakefield,
architect.

West Ashford Workhouse, Kent, is to be con-

siderably enlarged from plans prepared by Mr.
Gardener, architect, of Folkestone, at a cost of

£3,000.

The St. Ann's New Boys' School, Birkenhead,
was opened on Monday evening last. The stylo

is Early Gothic, the cost £1,200, the architect Mr.
David Walker, and the contractors Messrs. Booth
and Kichards, of Rock Kerry.

New parochial schools were opened at Wakefield
on Thursday last. The style is Gothic, and the
.architect is Mr. William Watson, of Wakefield.
The works have been esecuted by local contrac-
tors, at a cost of £2,000.

The foundation stone of a new public hall was
laid at Inseh, near Aberdeen, on Thursday List.

Sir. Matthews, of Aberdeen, is the architect.

Munificent Gift to Bolton.—Dr. Chadwick,
of Southport, and formerly of Bolton, has trans-
ferred a further sum of £5,000 to the trustees for
the execution of his charity, which with £17,000
presented by him to the town of Bolton on
January 2 last makes a total of £22,000. This
amount is to be devoted to the erection of model
dwellings for the poor in various parts of the
borough, as well as ta the building of an orphan
asylum. Plans of two blocks of buildings—one in
Haulgh, the other adjoining the Heywood recrea-
tion ground—have been submitted by Messrs.
Cunlitfe and Freeman, architects, and approved of
by the trustees, and it was decided that tenders
should be immediately procured for their erection,

both of which will be in the Italian style plainly

treated.

TO COBRESPONDENTS.
NOTICE.—Cases for binding the BUILDING

NEWS, Vol. XV., are now ready, and can be had,
price 2s. each. Cases for binding back volumes
can also be had.

To Our Re-vders.—We shall feel obliged to any of our
readers who will favour ua with brief notes of workB con-
templated or In progress in the provinces.

Letters relating to advertisements and the ordinary busi-
ness of the Paper should be addressed to the EDITOR,
31, TAVISTOCK STREET, COVBNT OARUEN. W.C.
Advertisements for the ciurent week must reach the

office before 5 o'clock p.m. ou Thursday.

Received.—H. S.—G. W. H —W. J. T.—T. C—S. and
H.— J. W. B., Edinburgh, with photograph of monu.
ment— F. P.—J. H. L. - F. M.—E. E. E.—E. H. L. B.—
c r.-j. H_c. D J n n.—vf. b.—J. n.-R. o.—w.
H. T,— J. W. T.-G. H. W.-J. A. H.-J. MD -C L —
W. P.—G. S.—Messrs. P.—W. B.—F. J.—J. V. M.—G. S.
—J. M. and Co.-C. R.—P. B A.—O. D.—W. W.—J. M.
S.-J. P. 8.—S. S. S.-T. J.-W.B.
An Aspirant will find some articles on the question

inquired about by him in some future numbers of the
BttiLDixo Neiv.s.

Alpha. — Make every possille inquiry, and be very
cautious.
Adolphus' letter on " arcliitectural education " is below

the mark, as the following sentence will testify :
— " For as

long as men can get assistants—very bad assistants to be
sure—and a hundred guineas with them, the present stream
of useless 'clowns' or 'swine' will continue to flow,"
An Amateur.—You will find some good information on

iron roofs in the numbers of the Building News for April
13 and May 25, 1866, and in February 8, 2'2, March 29, and
April 12, 1S67; also ou plate girders in March 22, April 5,

May 3, June 21, and July 12, 1S67.

Correspoiiknte.

THE EDDTSTONE LIGHTHOUSE.
To the Editor of the Building News.

Sib,—The public mind was ngitated a few
days since by the reported destruction of that
unique object of world-wide wonder, the Eddy-
stone Lighthouse. Happily, the rumour has
been proved incorrecl. But as it is stated that
additional iron ties have lately been deemed
necessary to the structure, coupled with the
strangely persistent stress of weather now ex-
perienced, the apprehensions concerning its

safety were not unreasonable. Since public
attention is directed to the subject would it not
be well if engineers would carefully consider
whether anything can be devised to more per-
fectly assure the stability of the building ? It

has always appeared to me that far less danger
was to bo apprehended from the action of

external forces on this structure than from the
elements of destruction which exist within it.

It was, I think, a most serious mistako of the
designer, constructing tho floors on the principle
of the arch instead of corbelling them. The
result of tho plan adopted is necessarily an enor-
mous lateral thrust on the walls outwards, and
although this is sought to be corrected by chain
bond, yet the disruptive energy of tho wedge-
shaped masses formingthe floor will nevertheless
exert itselt and be the source of continual
ilanger. Tho strength and durability of the
building would, it appears to me, bo vastly in-

creased if these floors, of which there are IVur,

were taken out, leaving only part of tho outer or
springing course b\^ way of corbel, and new
floors sub.«lituted of wrought iron and concrete.
The way in which the stones of tho present
arched floors aro dovetailed together I think
imparts no strcngtb, though it may appear at
first sight to do so, and iu no degree reiieves the
pressure of the arch. The interests at stake ia

respect of this light are so momeutous that its

eclipse for the briefest space wonld bo a national
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calamity. If needed a century ago, how much
more necessary ia it now, and what great need
for forethongbt and oire ! Might not a pier be
built round to break the force of the waves? It

would be very interesting to know what repairs

have been done or safeguards added, and whether
any weakness is seen or suspected at the present
time by those who have charge of the building.

—

I am, &c., P. E. Masey.

PAINTED AND INLAID PIANO.

Sir,—In answer to the queries of your Whitby
correspondent, I have to say that the band con-
taining the paterce immediately under the figure

eubjects was intended for perforation ; the dark
spaces in the sexfoils round the heads might
also be pierced, and possibly the dark spaces on
the backgrounds. But while I give these notes
to show the possibilify of applying perforations
to the design, I am sure that a perforated front

is by no means a necessity, and although this is

one of the " things not generally known," it was
proved beyond doubt by a case that came under
my notice lately. I was called upon to design a
figure subject for the front of a cottage piano,
from whioh the owner had taken away the silk

and fret work, and had substituted a thin deal
solid panel, without a single perforation. The
change was made two months ago, and the piano
has beeu played on regularly since that time by
an Oxford Doctor of Music, who with the owner
declares that the substitution of the solid panel
for the silk work "makes no ditlerence in the
sound whatever."—I am, c&o.,

J. MoYu Smith.
Walham Grove, Fulham.

SOUTH KENSINGTON MUSEUM.
Sm,—Wishing to see the designs for the new

Law Courts again, I went last Saturday to Ken-
eington. I found the drawings hung so that

only the plans could be examined by men of ex-

traordinary stature, and the perspectives (with
Mr. Burgos's beautiful drawing) wore hung close

to the ceiling. But my chief reason for troubling
yon is to call attention to the fact that the rooms
containing the drawings are closed at four
o'clock, thus praoticilly closing the exhibition
to the persons most likely to visit it. An
architect's pupil or assistant, who leaves office

at two o'clock on Saturdays, after getting his
luncheon and going to Kensington, would have
but little time to examine the drawings before
he was requested to leave. If the authorities
could be induced to alter the hanging of the
drawings, and extend the time for closing till

six o'clock, a great boon would be conferred on
many of your readers and the public.—lam, &o.,

H. L.

XYLOGRAPHY, OR NATURE PRINTING.
Sir,—Will you permit me, through the

medium of the Building News, to state that
with a view further to confirm the statement I

made at the discussion which followed the
reading of my paper on the above subject at the
Society of Arts, and which you did me the
honour to publish in the Building News of
January 30 and February 6, I wrote to Mr.
Jackson, the Curator of the Museum at Kow,
asking him if he would do me the favour to meet
me, Mr. Laud, of Cannon.street, City, Mr. Chap-
man (my London agent), of 10, John-street,
Adelphi, on Monday last at the Museum for the
purpose of a further examination of the woods
there. We received the most courteous atten-
tion from Mr. Jackson, and after showing him
some of my specimens, and explaining to him
the process, he pointed out some six or seven
Tery fine foreign woods, about which we were
all agreed that they were available for repro-
duction by my patented process. This will to
some extent, at least, confirm the remark I
ventured to make in my paper, that this process
of printing and transferring the impressions
from the natural grain of wood will inaugurate
a new era in decoration, and make available for
that purpose many beautiful woods whioh the
hand-grainer cannot copy except at an enormo us
cost, and in some cases, as we heard at Kow,
they have abandoned the attempt altogether.

—

I am, &o., W. Dean, Sen.

paid for graining, &c., Baying that he had never known
more than 23. or 2a. 3d. being allowed by an architect,

including the preliminary painting and two coats of varnish.
I imagine that Mr. Yardley'a experience of first-class work
or of first-class men must be very circumscribed. Now I,

liaving had some httle experience of these, beg to call his
attention to the fact that work to be got up fit for an A 1

pei-son to manipulate upon, would require at least four
coats of paint, which must be ailculated at Is. per yard,
ordinary plain painting being lOd. per yard. This would
leave but la. or la. 3d. for the graining and two coats of
varnish.
Now if Mr. Yardley is prepared to execute first-claaa

work at that price, I have not the least doubt but that
discerning public would appreciate his generous charges.

[127-'.]—OX GALL FOR ARTISTS' USE.—How
clarify and make coIi)url63s ox gall for ordinary u

—I: An OPERiTIV

|nterc0mmuracati0n.

QUESTIONS,

[1263]— ELECTRIC DOUSE BELLS. — Would you
kindly iuform me the names of tiie patentees or makers of
electric house bells other than Breqviet?—T. H.

[1261.1—MEASURING BRICKWORK.—A young sur-

veyor would be glad to know the usual charge or percentage
for measuring common brickwork.

[1265.]—STYLE DURING GEORGE 11. 'S TIMS.—What
was the style adopted in George II. 's time? Was there auy
style of architecture peculiar to that time?—Edward.

[There was no distinctive style in George II. 'a time.
Architecture was going tlirough the progressive decline

from Wren to the barrenness of George III. 'a day.—
Ed. B.N.]

[12GG.]-RESERVE WATER TANK.—Would some of
your readers inform me of the best method of sinking a
reserve water tank in the basement of a buildiJig, to hold
about 2,000 gallons, and to be filled as an ordinary cistern?

—J.E.

[126'r.]-HANDRAILING.—Can you or anyone inform
me where 1 could hear of Mr. Riddell, who some years ago
lectured in one or more towns in the north upon his

system of handrailiug? or is it possible to obtain
tiie book he afterwards published describing his method?
—T. and R.

[1273.]—DAMP-PROOF WALL.—Pewnit me to submit
the following difficulty to your readers in the hope that
some one may bo able to assist me. The dining room of a
house (standing in a very exposed position) whioh has
lately been decorated, is allowing aigns of damp on the
north-east wall, which is 14in. thick, and an outside one.
At least, I am led to believe that it is damp from the fact
that portions of the gilding in patches have lost their
brilliancy, and are rapidly becoming black, whereas the
gilding on the inside walls is not in the least affected.
The elevations of the house are built of hard grey bricks,
and the style prevents cement being used on the outside,
I have heard of a solution which renders brickwork im-
pervious to moisture. It appears to me that the adoption
of Buch a solution would be the simplest, but I am desirous
of knowing from some one who has seen it used whether it

would effectually remedy the evil without destroying the
original tone of the bricks, and if ao, where it can be
obtained. -Grumble.

[1268.]—URINAL BASINS.—Among the numerous con-
trivances for washing urinal basins I have never yet found
one without a defect. It is important for railway stations,

offices, and indoor purposes, these useful things should be
kept sweet. If any of your numerous readers can suggest
an improvement upon the system he would confer a boon
upon the public. -R. W. W.

[1269.]—THE POWER OF LOCAL BOARDS.- 1 shall

feel much obliged for your opinion in the following matter,
in preference to asking legal advice:— I have submitted
plans for buildings to be erected in the out townships
surrounding Liverpool, both before and since the Loeal
Acts have been established, and have not (with one solitary

exception) met with any difficulty in erecting what I

required, I submitted plans for laying out some land into
building lots, and complied with all the requirements of
the Locjil Building Act. also plans for a number of houses
on the same land ; the Local Board state no objection, bub
still refuse to pass them. I have written to them for their
ground of objection and authority of such, but they leave

my note unanswered. Is there no redress in a case of this

kind, and have a Local Board the power thus to tamper
with the interests of persons ovming land ? In the case in
question, the proprietor is not dependent upon it, but m
a case whare a man was (as a speculation), could he have
no redress for loss of time and money through a Local
Board delaying the passing of the plans ?—F. D.

,

Liverpool.

[1270.] -STRENGTH OP GIRDER.—I should feel

greatly obliged if any of your readers will inform me what
weight such a girder as this would carry, and the rule for

calculating it. It is composed of three deals, each 11 x 3
with IJin. rods. The bearing on walls is 9in. at each end,
and width in clear, 13ft. 4in.—W. L. G.

)R^0[1271J-COVERING FOR WORKSHOP HOOFS. -Will

ORATVINC [
""^'"^ of your readers inform me what they have found to

a T « J it. 1

uwAiiNiiNtj,
Ijg the best roof for a workshop —not to be a rapid conductor

>. M w 1^
' ^^^'^^®^' °"*^^^'*'^'^"*Sof apaper of heataudcold, not to admit snow, and, . ther things

by Mr. W. Dean before the Society of Arts the other day,
|
equal, the cheapest? I have thought of plain tiles, Broom-

took exception to the atatemeut as to 2s. 6d. per yard being hall patent ditto, and corrugated iron.—T. R. H.

[1233.J-WORK ON HOUSE-PAINTING AND DECO-
RATING.—Abel Heywood and Son, of Manchester, have
published a useful work on these subjects, by Mr. William
Sutherland, of Btretford road, Manchester.

[1237.]-RAIN-WATER TANKS.—1 stated last week
that the capacity of this tank should be 2,313 cubic feet,
but that was an error. I should have said one half of that,
according to the rule laid down, viz., ha'f a cubic foot for
every square foot of roof area. It is assumed that an
average yearly depth of rain of 24Ln. ia available. This

the mark in many parts of England, and
scarcely over it in any part,
mentioned will yield 80 galli

round.—S.

This being so, the roof a

23 of water a day all the year

[12j3.]—MODELLING WAX.-1. Superior casts of
mt-dals, &c., may be taken by using sulphur in a liquid
Btato mi-^ with a sufficient quantity of vermilion. Too
high a temperature should not be employed to melt the sul-
phur, or it will tm*n thick and be discoloured. A sand bath

therefore, best. If the flat parts are touched with nitric
acid (common aquafortia) the casts will look like red coral,

mst, however, be borne in mind that sulphur tarnishes
any metal it comes in contact with, and that these casts
will be the reverse of the me^al; therefore, to prevent the
originals being damaged, and secure fae ^imilei of them,
a plaster of Paris mould or impression should be first

taken. Any of the imperfect or broken casta can be re-
molted, 2. If a pliable modelling wax is desired, bees*
wax boiled some time in a sand bath or water bath (liko
glue in a joiner's kettle), and well kneaded, will supply a
good material for taking a first impression ; then a plaster
of Paris /.ic simile can be taken from it. If this be dipped
in melted stearine or spermaceti it will resemble ivory.
The latter is the beat, and the cast quite dry. This wax is

used by dentists, and becomes better by using, simply
(hpping it in warm water when required.—W. P.

[1250.]—HEATING BATHS.—In answer to this
question, we have received a circular from Mr. HaveU,
Heading, which contains the following extract from 2%e
Ironmonger :—The difljculty of heating sufficient water for
filling a bath in a house not supplied with boilers adapted
for the purpose, indicates a want which many inventors
have vainly attempted to supply. Mr. Havell, the
patentee of the stoves which Messrs. Croggan and Co. are
now manufacturing, has surmounted the diGBculty in a
very striking manner. Instead of placing cold water over
a stove tu warm it for the bath, he places the stove in the
cold water with which the bath is filled. Supposing that
the bath is filled over-night, the intending bather, on
getting up in the morning, has simply to plunge his stove
in the water, and in less than half an hour his warm bath
ia ready for him. The stove is made to burn either gas or
spirit (crystal oil), and is very portable, simple in construc-
tion, and exceedingly economical in use. Being immersed
in the water, the whole of the heat generated by the com-
bustion of the gas or spirit is absorbed by the water which
continually circulates between the inner and outer casing
of the stove. The apparatus, being portable, can be used in
auy room, and it will heat auflicient water for a full-sized
bath in from 25 min. to 30 min. by gas at the cost of IJd.,
and from 30 min. to 4ii min, by spirits. India-rubber
tubing serves to connect the gas-stove with a gas-pipe, and
some stove piping must be added to the chimney to cany
off the products of combustion.

[1257.]—DRAINING CELLARS. — "H. H. H." does
not state the diameter of the ** pipe from the main sewer."
If large, and near the house, he might let the pipe from
his cellar enter it at the side, taking care that it points the
same way as the current of the drainage. To save heigh

yA
J let it leave the cellar at the floor level, and as the

ottiing but water to run off ic might be laid almo
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ther down the

ugh to outer it ;it the
levol. Terhapii by running the pipe'

ilruinCA) lie could gain heiglit
'

top.-T. H. It.

rmo 1.— CEMKKT FOR FASTENING BRASS LET-

TERS TO WINDOWS—Take IB parts copal varuish, 5 of

drvins oil, 3 of turpeutne, 3 of oil of turpontino, 5 of

liquid glue, and 10 parts of stucco. Mix thoroughly.

—B. L. G.

ti;eO l-COMPOSITION FOR STOPPING CRACIvS IN

IRON TANKS. -Take Snlh. of iron horing«, waipoundtil,

and mil with one poind of chloride of aramonuini or

•al.ammoniao. Wien you use it, mi.v into a pasto w ith

water.

—

Iro.nfounder.

[1281.]—SETTING SUN DIALS.-Ascertain that the

pillar or post on which yourdial is placed is jwrfectly ptr-

pnndicular and level, which you can easily do by means of

a spirit lerel and the plumb line. Draw a circle round the

centre ofthedi.il, and niiirk the spot where the top of the

shadow ofan upright pin or piece of wire placed m the

centre touches the circle in the morning and .-igain m tlio

afternoon. Draw a line from one spot to the other, .-iiicl

exactly bisect it ; then a line drawn from the centre "f the

dial-post, through that bisection, will ho a true nieriduiu

line on which the XII hour mark should stand.—K.

, and

STAINED GLASS,

A MEMOBIAT, window h.is just been inserted in the south

wall of Kings Worthy Church, from the atelier of Jlr.

Alexander Gibbs. It consists of two lights, tho subjects of

each being Our Lord raising the widow's son at N:i

'

again as the Good Shepherd bearing the lost sheep.

A window, designed and executed by Heatou, Butler, and
Co., of London, has been put in during the past week in

the Kemvs', or north chancel, aisle of St. Philip and St.

Jacob's Church, Bristol. It is a three-light window, and in

each compartment is a full-length figure of an Apostle,

with a portion of a test under tho feet. The tracery is

filled in with appropriate designs.

A stained glass window by Mr. Hughes, of Fiith-street,

London, has beoii placed in the south aisle of tho Abbey
church, Bath.

The chancel of St. James's Church, Litchnreh. Derbyshire,

has recently been enriched by the insertion of seven three-

light stained glass windows, the work of Mess:

Barraud, and Westlako.

i.avere.

STATUES, MEMORIALS, ETC.

Monument in Comsiemoration 'f Dutch Ixdf.i'en-

DENCC—One of the largest, if not the lirgcst, public

monument is to be inaugurated at the Hague iu the course

of the present yeiU-. It is to commemorate the revolution

which gave independence to the States, and will be more
than 70ft. high, and carry seven bronze figures of colossal

dimensions. A circular flight of steps, surrounded with

candelabra, will form an approach to the niouument, the

basement of which will be ornamented with bas-reliefs

and inscriptions. On pedestals projecting from the bn^e-

ment will be placed the following statues; — In front, a
statue of Guillaume I., four metres in height ; on the sides,

two figures representing Religion and History, each three

metres high ; and at the back, a group of three fisuros

repreaenting the Counts Hongeudorp, Limbnrg, Stirum,

and Van der Duyn Van Maasdam, the heroes of the War
of Independence, and members ofthe Provisional Govern-
ment. The upper portion of tho monument will be deco-

rated with tho arras of Holland, and of tho nine provi uces,

enriched in garlands ; and on the summit is to be pl.rced a
female figure symbolical of Liberty .and Independence: in

one hand of the figure is to be the national flag, and in the

other the attributes of the seven enfranchised provinces.

At the foot of the figure will be tho Dutch lion freed from
hia chains.

line, against Hay and others, Inverkeithing.

Knrly last year a number of gentlemen in Inver-

keithing proposed to erect a new gaework, and a

meeting was held, at which it waa agreed to

form a gas company, and a committee was ap-

pointed to take the necessary etcps, and to enter

into negotiations. About twenty years pre-

viously a proposal had been made to erect gis-

wtrks in Inverkeithing, and plans were framed

for the then proposed work on tlio same site as

this new giswork. One of tlio parts of the old

plan was missing, and William Thomson, joiner,

Inverkeithing, ono of tho defendants, was

deputed by tho committee to go to Mr. Maeal-

lum, architect, and ask him if he could supply

the missing part. The pursuer, on being exa-

mined, stated that the defender, Thomson,

waited upon him and instructed him to prepare

a plan for the new gaswork, and said he had

brought an old plan with him, thinking it might

be of some use to him (pursuer) in preparing a

now plan. Tho defenders stated, in evidence,

that they were surprised when Jlr. Maoallum,

architect, produced a new plan instead of the

completion of the old plan, and also that no spe-

cification was produced. Tho pursuer then

stated that the defenders then present expressed

themselves satisfied with tho plan, and asked

what tho cost would be, and he replied that

it would bo £700, and that his usual charge was

5 per cent., making it therefore £.35. Some
conversation touk place about the plan, and ulti-

mately it was agreed that it should be left with

the defenders then present at the inn, that they

might lay it before tho committee. The plan

waa laid before tho committee, but was rejected

and returned to pursuer. Ultimately the gas-

works were erected for £118, tho contract

price, and about £50 of extras, from

plans prepared by Mr. Christie, Newburgh.

The Sheriff, having taken the case into aviz.in-

dum, found that tho defender William Thomson
is alone liable to tho pursuer iu tho account sued

for, and therefore decerns, iu terms cf the con-

clusions of the summons, against the said

William Thomson, and finds him liable in ex-

penses; assoilzied tho whole other defenders,

and decerned, aud found them entitled to ex-

penses from pursuer; and before fixing the amount

of said several expenses, allowed the pursuer

and tho defenders who have been assoilzied to

lodge a note of expenses claimed by them.

§\\x Office yLabfe.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.

A ScuLPTOu's Cl.\im.— At the Middleshorough
County Court, on Monday week, Mr. Borrowdale,

sculptor, of Darlington, sued the Middleshorough
Exchange Company for £50, being a balance

due for work done at tho Exchange. It appeared
that tho pliiintiff hrd tendered for tho sculptor

work of tho Exchange, his tender being accepted

by Mr. Adams, the architect. When tho work
was finished Sir. Adams paid plaintiff the amount
of his tender, le'ss £50. When plaintiff wrote
asking for this balance, Mr. Adams did not mnko
any particular ol jection, but afterwards wrote
to say that he waa dissatisfied with the way in

which part of the work had been Ciiished, and
offered £38 in full of tho claim. Thia the
plaintiff refused to accept. For tho defcnre it

was pleaded that Mr. Ad.ama could not afford

more than tho .C3S, as ho had to employ others

to finish tho work included in tho plaiutiff's

contract. A? thoro was no written coutract
between the parties His Honour expressed a
doubt whether plaintiff could sue for tho amount
specified in his tender. Ho, therefore, non-
saitod the plaintiff.

Impoktant Dfctsion to AiicnjTECTS, G.vsEn-
orasEBS, AND Others.—Sheritt' Bell, of Dun-
fermline, N.B., gave a decision in au important
case to architects, gaa engineers, contractors,
and others, on Friday last. The action was
raised under tho Debts Recoverj' Act, at tho
instance of Mr. Macallum, architect, Duuferm-

Eligible Building Land.—During the recent

flood in tho Thames valley, near Windsor, a board

was conspicuously standing above a large sheet

of water, bearing the inscription, "This Kligi-

ble Building Land to bo sold or let, &c." What
very eligible butlding land with about a foot in

depth of water on it.

Tempting Offek to Sijbvetoks.—We read in

tho Derby Mcrcurii, in a report of a meeting of

the Heanor Local Board, that " Mr. Beardsley, in

a speech of some length, proposed tho appoint-

ment of a qualified surveyor at a minimum
salary of .£20 per auLum. It appeared that the

person who at present filled tho offlco of

surveyor, when not employed assuoh was working

along with labourers paid by tho Board, and

Mr. Beardsley considered that it would bo much
better to have tho cDico of surveyor by itself.

The proposition was not seconded, and so ii.ll to

the ground. The Board, however, agreed with

Mr. Beardslcy's views, excepting that they did

not see their way to getting a snflieiently quali-

fied person to undertake tho olUco of surveyor

at tho salary in question."

Jacques CtEun's HocsE at Bouroes is to bo

restorud under the direction of M. Bailly. It is

intended to be utilised as a Court ol Justice.

Tho chapel has already been commenced. On
removing tho modern coiling, a vaulted roof was
discovered covered with paintings in fresco

representing a number of angels on a dark blue

background carrying baiinors inscribed Qloria

in excels!} Deo it in terra juj:. These paintings

are being restored by M. Denuelli. Jacques

Coour'a house waa begun iu 1113 aud wa.s loft

unfinished .when Charles VII. withdrew his pro-

tection from hia former favourile. Tho house

has been a favourite study for architects, and
illustrations will bo found iu Mr. Cluttou's book

on the architecture of France, and in Mr. R. N.

Shaw's and Mr. Nesfield'a volumes of sketches.

Gradual Subsidence of St. Petersburg.—
The following interesting, but apparently rather

sensational piece of news, is going the round of

the German papers. It is said that in fifty years

St. Petersburg will h.ive ceased to exist. The
whole foil on which it stands is sinking, imper-

ceptibly it is true, but with fearful regularity,

and tho examination that has been made has

turned out so unfavourably that steps aro being

taken preparatory to removing the Court.

London and County Bank. -The annua

general meeting of the proprietors ofthe London
aud County Bank was held on Thursd.iy, the 4th

inst., at the City Terminus Hotel, Cannon-street

Station. Tho report states that after paying ic-

terest to customers, and all charges, allowing for

rebate, and making provision lor bail and doubt-

ful debts, the nett profits amount to £84,619
183. 5d. This sum, added to £-1,092 3s. 4.1.

brought forward from the last account, produces

a total of £88,742 Is. 9 1. The usual dividend of

6 per cent, for tho hall year was recommended,
together with a bonus of 2,^ per cent., both free

of income tax, which will absorb£82,921 Ifia. lid.,

and leave £5,817 4-. lOJ. to be carried forward

to profit and loss new account. The dividend

lor the wholeyear 1863 will thus be 16.^ per cent.

Gift of an Art Gallery.—At the last meet-

g of the Canterbury Town Council, the town
clerk produced the draft of a deed of gift which
had beeu forwarded to him from Sidney Cooper,

Esq., E.A., by which that gentleman proposed to

give to the mayor and corporation of Canter-

bury in perpetuity the Sidney Gallery of Art,

which ho had Institufcod, in memory of his

mother, on the site of his birthplace in St.

Peter's-stieet. Tho deed of gift stipulates that

the Mayor and the Dean of Canterbury for the

time being, with the legal heir of the donor, shell

be the managing trustees, and that tho gallery

shall be open uot less than two days in the week
at the charge of one penny for the instruction of

the youth of the city in drawing atid sculpture.

It was unanimously resolved by the Council that

the gift be accepted, that the thauks of the Cor-
poration engrossid on vellum be forwarded to

Mr. Sidney Cooper, and that the town clerk

should arrange with that gentleman for the legal

transfer.

The General Committee op Architectural
EDUCiTiON.—We learn with pleasure that the above
title has been assumed by the committee composed
of delegates of the several architectur.al societies

of London, which baa hitherto borne the longer

and less euphonious ono of "Tho General Com.
mitteo on the Subject of the E .tab'iishment of a
School of Art Accessorial to Architecture," and
that it is settling down steadily to its labours.

A meeting was held in the rooms of tho Institute

of British Architects on Monday last. Professor
Weslmacott iu the chair. It was attended by
Mr. Ruskin, as well as bj' many of tho profes-

sional members, and careful consideration was
given to the points which it would be desirable

to effect in this important matter, the opinions

arrived at with regard to which were unani-

mous. It remains to be seen how far these can
ba carried out, aud the meeting was adjourned
for a week, when tho discussion on this subject

will bo resumed, Mr. John P. Seddon and Mr.
R. Pheno Spiers having been appointed hono-

rary seoretariea of the committee.

Hearts of Oak Benefit Society.—This
society began the year with 13,565 members,

,

aud finished it with 15,902. Tho income for tho
year was £30,249 5?. 9d., or £2,520 per month,
against £26,801 5s. 7d., or £2,233 per month, iu

1807. The amount received was appropriated
as follows:— .£22,934 On. Id. for sickness,

funerals, aud other benefits; £589 Is. 5d. for

postage, reports, &e. ; .€1,573 23. Id. for manage-
ment ; aud the remainder, or £5.153 2'. 2d. was
added to the reserve fund, which now amounts
to close upon £55,000. Tho cost of the manage-
ment was only £5 Is. per cent, upon the gross
income, and it waa entirely covered by the
fines, thus lojving the wholo of the ordinary
contributions available lor the satisfaction of

claims, and for the augmontatiou of the reserve
fund.

The Architecture of Modern Rome.—In its

review of Dr. Liibke's book on tho "History of
Art," the Times has tho following remark, on the
characteristics of the principal modeiu buildings
ofthe Eternal City;—"When we come to con-
sider the arohitectural works of Raphael and
Michael Angeln, who iu their pictures aud
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soalptare showed each pplendid plastic power,

we can only wonder at their poverty and badnes?,

and Bujipose that their authors were mere ama-
teur architects

;
yet they were the chief

builders of their time, and to them was entrusted

the rebuilding of St. Peter's and part of the

Vatican. Veiwed aa woi kg of splendid pro-

portion, these are magnificent and generally

unexceptionable; but looked upon as woika of

art they are most unworthy, and even their

scientific construction is painfully defective. The
arches of Raphael's Loggie at the Vatican

require to be tied with iron rods, and, apart

from the splendid frescoes, the whole design is

monotonous and characterless in the extreme.

His work in St. Peter's is only magnificent from
its scale and perfict proportion ; there is neither

beauty nor cliaracter in its detail. The east win-

dows, corresponding to our west end, are the woi k
of a later architeot in the seventeenth century,

who added all the colonnade and facade. They
consist of around arch cut olFby a straight lintel

at the springing, and divided by two straight

and flattened muUions running into the arch

perpendicularly. We can only say that the

effect is not altogether out of keeping with this

muoh-belauded structure ; but who will believe

that the spacious dome uf Michael Augelo, whose
prestige and vastness dumbfound the spectator,

is in danger every day and every hour of blowing

up or blowing down upon his upturned head ?

Yet it is the fact that euoimou9 iron bands, the

jearly maintenance of which costs thousands of

pounds, are the only effective means that have

been found to sustain the weakness of this

famous dome. As a work of scioacA and «rt Sc.

Peter's can in no way compare with our own St.

Paul's, whose builder, Wren, mast have been

well aware of the danger of an uugroined

domical construction."

Phevention of Fiee.—Yeddo, or Jeddo, the

Japanese capital, is, as most of our readers

know, a city in which the buildings aro prin-

cipally of wood and paper. Fires are ol such

irequent occurrence and calamitous extent that

the Mikado seems determined to stand it no

longer, and, in true Eastern fashion, Jio has

issued an edict ordering the decapitation of all

the inmates of a dwelling in which a conflagra-

tion originates, accidentally or otherwise.

Cljips.

jMr. Lewis, surveyor to the Whitchurch Local

Board, has tendered his resignation. It has been
unanimously cai'ried by the Board that in future

the offices of inspector, collector, and surveyor

should be filled by one person, at a salary of i20
per annum, and 2^ per cent, on all collections.

Mr. Perrin, engineer to the Oswaldtwistle Local

Board (waterworks department), is dead. Mr.

Perrin's nephew and his assistant are both can-

didates for the oSice. 'I'he vacancy will be filled up
in about a week.

The office of surveyor to the Romford Highway
Board is vacant. The salary is £150 per annum.

Bethesda Chapel Schools, Truro, are to be en.

larged at a cost of £600. Messrs. W. G. Haber.
shon and Pite, of Bloomsbury- square, are the

architects.

Pictures for the spring exhibition of the Insti-

tute of Painters in Water Colours will be received

on the (ith of April next. The private view will

take place on the 17th of that month, and the

public opening be made on the lyth of the same.

The French Academy of Fine Arts has nominated
Mr. Leighton and Mr. Herbert as corresponding

artists.

Mr. Percy Smith, of Horringthorpe, near Rothor.

ham, read a paper on Monday evening, at the

Rotherham Mechanics' Institute, on " The Water
Supply of Lai'ge Towns." The paper had especial

reference to the water supply of Rotherham and
Sheffield.

At the last meeting of the Bromsgrove Local

Board a new surveyor was elected. There were

nine cantlidates. 'J'he choice fell on Mr. Newell,

who had formerly hold the post.

The Admiralty at Whitehall is to be enlarged by
the addition of buildings over the gardens at the

back, adjoining St. James's Park, to make room for

a.11 the clerks now at Somerset House.

After a sharp wrangle, Mr. Dodd, the contractor,

has been appointed as a representative of the

Shoreilitoh vestry at the Metropolitan Board of

Worlcs.

Mr. S. E. Kinipple has been elected to the post
of assistant clerk in the department of works, St.

Pancras vestry.

A limitoJ litbility company, with a capital of

£5,000, in .t'l shares, has been started at Hollo,
way, with a view to the erection of a public hall.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING
WEEK.

MosDiY.—Royal Institute of British Architects.—"Ou
Designsof Colour," by W. Benson, Esi.

Society of Arts.—Cantor Lectures. — " Ou the
Suggestions offered by Surrounding Circum-
fitauoes to the Artist," by 8. A. Hart, Esq.,

U.A.,8.
Society of Engineers.—"On the Drainage and
WaterSupply of Fareham,"by Mr. T. Buck-
ham, 7.30.

Eutomological Society, t.

Tl'Esdav.— Royal Institution.—Sixth lecttiro "On the
Fine Arts, including a Svirvey of the Motive
and History of Imitative Art, especially Sculp-

ture, from the Earliest Stages," hy R. Westma-
cott, R.A., F.R.S., 3.

Institute of Civil Engineers.—1. Renewed Dis-

cussion on, the Mauritius Railway, Midland
Line." 2. "On the Lagoons and Marsbesof
certain parts of the Shores of the Mediterra-
nean," by Prof. Ansted, F.R.8., 8.

Statistical Society, 8.

Antliropolo^ical Society, 8.

Wednesdav.— Society of Arts.—" On the Efficiency and
Economy of a National Army in Connection
with the Industry and Education of the
People," by H. Cole, Esq., CB.. 8.

Thursday.—Royal Institution.—''Ou the Involuntary
Movements of Animals," by Dr. Michael
Foster, 3.

Liunean Society, 8.

Friday.—Architectural Association.
—"The Arrange-

ment of a Parish Church to meet the Require-
ments of the Present Day," by J. T. Mickle-
thwaite, Esq.

Royal Institution.— ** On the Female Pioneers

of the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries,"

byC. G. Williams, Esq., F.R.S., 9.

Saturday.—Associated Arts institute.—Conversazione.

Crabe %t\sB.

TENDERS.
Di:rbyshire.—For the restorotion of Asliford church,

Derbyshiio. MedlanJ and Hy. Taylor, architects. Quan-
tities by li. Breary :

—

Gyte and Thorpe £1195 16 5

J. Brown and Co 960 2 10

Edmonton.—For erecting a new workhouse at Edaionton,
for the Guardiaus of the Btraud Union. Mr. W. S. Cross,

architect. Quantities by Mr. W. S. Cross and Mr. Alfd.

Cross :

—

Extra for Bur.
ham ijricks.

Patman and Fotheringham... £-18,250 ... —
Newman and Mann 48,235 ... £4000
BaU and Hussell 4S,003 ... 3613
Gammon and Sons 47,917 ... —
Myers and Sods iTiTBo ... 510O
Jackson and Shaw 47,33S ... —
Henshaw 46,500 ... 2550
BullandSou 46,106 ... 815S

PhlUip 46,100 ... ISOO
Webster 46,000 ... —
PeiryandCo 45,857 ... 2640

Higgs 45,673 ... 3000
Powell 45,445 ... 2200

Jno. K-irk 4S.0OO ... 1500
Blackmore and Mv-rley 44,850 ... 2i60
BeweUandSou 41,750 ... 3000
Mauley and Ro!;«s 44..000 ... 3900
Mno..v 43,997 ... 4500
WiL'ni'.' 43,913 ... 7312
11, ,«::.! 43,800 ... 2000
Hill, !. !

, ,r, I, ,,,iiai:i]ii . <!2,777 ... 24S0

Cuui-ui ,iua CiiLliuu 42,160 .,. i287
Hart 41,31iO ... 1650

Erith.—For erecting a viJla residence and billiard-i-oom

at Erith, Kent, S.E. Herbert Ford, architect. Qiuautitiea

suijplied :

—

G. Pritchard £5234
Turner and Sons 611'2

Scrivener and White 6057 8

Crabb .and Vaurrhau 4991 (i n

W. .J. B.xvcs 4':;117 3

W S.iiidurs nil; 9 ;;

A. Kilbv 1^00

B K. N'igbtiiigi.lo 1670

E .J l'r.uicU lijil 12

.1. cii-mcuts(l.iolatcl -ir.JS 10

Toii-uc 4501 10 9

Turuer (error jCloO; 44152

N. E. Foale 4315

MiLMESBUBY.—Forerectingnew stablesfor W. Forester,

Esq., Maimosbury, Wills. Mr. T. S. Lansdown, archi-

tect:—
Weeks and Bowman £221

irALMESncBT.—For additions to dweUing houses for W.
Forester, Esci., Malmesbury, Wilt. Mr. T. S. Lausdown,

architect :

—

Weeks and BowiiLin £400

SWI-.D0S,—For additions to Mr. Sewell'a House, Swin-

don. Mr. T. S. Lausdown, architect :—
Kimberley £556
Prow 513

Dyer 632

Lovatt B20

Barrett *'!0 6
Newcombe (accepted) 130

Monmouth Union Workhouse.—Messrs. Haddon and
Paytou. architects. Quantities supplied :

—

M'Caua aud Everal £11,800
Sliui 11,093
Diment 11,600
Wood and Sou 11,470
Miles 11,325
Lawrence 11,300
Trow aud So,, 11,169
Welsh au.l Smu 10,850
Longloy Bro-^ 10,790
BoltaudCo 10.630
G. and U. Webb 10,425
Moreland 10,313
J. and W. Bowers 9,950

Nf.w Swindon.—For erecting four shops at New Swin-
don, Wilts, for Messrs. Pakemau, Mr. T. S. Laiudown.
architect :

—

Dyer £2615
Wheeler 2580
Lovatt , 2517 9
Kimberley 2200
Newcombe 2370
Smith 2300
Barrett 2201)

Phillips 2218
Drew 2311 10

PiMLico.—For alterations to Messrs. Parton's premises}
Pimhco. Hy. Jarvis and Son, architects:

—

Thompson £927
Turner and Sons 7U1
Baguley 787
Tarraut 749
Honshaw 726
Richardson 697
Stimpson 695

RocHD.^LE.—For erecting a church at Bilderstone, Roch-
dale. Medlaud aud Hy. Taylor, architects :

—
T. Clay, Manchester £9039
Ellis aud Hinchlitfe, Manchester 8)17
Rogers and Booth, Gosport 8471
J. Robiusou and Sons, Hyde 8250
Johu Thompson, Manchester 7568
W. Storra, Staljbridge 7555 '

M. Foggett, Manchester 7523

SouTHALL.—For fitting up lavatories at Southall Scihools-

Mr. H. Saxon Snell, architect ;

—

George Jennings £317 6 6
JeakesandCo ;. 320
Keene 275
Gibson Bros 225
Thos. Jennings 2-2
Potter and Sous (accepted) 135

Swindon.—For erecting four cottages for Mr. Fisher*

Swindon. Mr. T. S. Lansdown, architect;—
Wheeler J.S07

Drew, Highworth 762 12

Dyer 7 5

Drew, Chalford 097 10

Newcombe Oi'O

Barrett 658 10 8

WUtshire 556

Swindon.—For carpenter and joiners' work, for four cot-

tages aud one shop, for Mr. T. Turner, Swindon, Mr. T.

S. Lansdown, architect :

—

Barrett £416 17 6
PhilUps 408 10

Habgood (accepted) 305 17 6
For the whole of the Trades.

Wheeler 890
Norris V50

.Swindon.—For rebuildhig the King's Arms Hotel, Sffin.

don. 3Ir. T. S. Lansdown, arcUitecD :

—

Wheeler £1210
Dyer 1-00
James H'.'S

Lovatt 1136 15 11

Kimberley 1100
Drew 1077
Frampton luOU

Barrett 1053 10 4
Phillips 1018

Newcombe (accepted) 1U2J

ToTTENnAM.—For finishiug two carcases, at Park, Tot-

tenham, for Wm. Baker, Esq. Mr, Samuel Cooper, sur-

veyor :

—

Cook ana Green £493
Uariou (fJO

Yates 41)5

HiUandCo *«
Stone 415

Hodgson 390
Kist aud Brown 3ii7 10

Warr 359 5

Howe and Co 315 10

Smyth 339

Allen 333

Gladwell 329

Abraham and Sou 2;'5

Chapman 275

Davis 2:6

Normjui 250

COMPETITIONS.

RoTUEUHAM.—March 15.— For plans for the erection o

a public hospital and dispensary. Premiums of £75, £50^
aud £26. J. Barras, honorary secretary.

KiNosTON-oN-TiiAME3 (Qiieon Elizabeth's Grammar
School).—March 1.—For plans for the erection of a new
school and master's house. Premium of £;;5. F. Gould, Esq..

treasurer.

St. Mary's, Dover.—February 20.—For designs for lay-

ing out the X)roposed new cemetery. Mr. G. Fielding,

Dover.

MANCuESTEn.—February 56.—For designs for la.ving out

the Alexandra Park. Messrs. Clarke aud Holland, ar«hi-

tects, Newmarket, Cambridgeshire,
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CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BUILDING
ESTIMATES.

JJiBMiNOHAH.—February 17.—Erection of schools to
accommodate 300 boys, with diulng hall, workshops,
apartments for masters and teachers, and other buildings.
Jdartin and C'haml>erlaiu, Chriat Church Buildiugs, Bir-
niingham.
Cardiff Local Boaud of Health.—February 23.—

For the supply of fifty iron lamp pillars, and fifty iron
lamp holders. George Salmon, clerk to the Local Board,
Town-hall, Cardiff.

Cajdiff L4)Cal Board of Health.— February 23.—For
the coDBtructionof anew outfall sewer, channel, and works
connected therewith. George Salmon, clerk to the Locjil

Board, Town-hall, Cardiff.

NoHTUAMiTON Gas-Lioht Compant. — February 16.

—

For the supply and erection of a gasholder, 100ft.

diameter by yoft. deep, with columns, girders, ifcc.

John Eunson, jun., Engineer to the Company, Northamp-
ton.

SouTHAM. — Febniary 22. — For the construction
of sewers and outfall works. Mr. II. Dean, surveyor,
Southam.
Board of Work.s, GnEEN^vicn District.—February 17.

—For laying tooled Yoik paving, granite kerb, and other
materials and works required in making up the road and
footways of Manor road, Deptford, E. W. James, clerk to
the Board, Church street. Greenwich.
LouGiiBORouoH Park, Brixton.—For the erection of

nine houses for the Suburban Village and General Dwel-
lings Company. Mr. A. U. Pile, architect, 38, Bloomsbury
square.
Moblet.—February 2i-—For about 1.64-1 yards of 9in.

pipes. William Smith, jun., clerk, Morley.
City OF Lo>DON.— Kebruai-y 20. — For the execution of

atone paving in the carriage ways and foot ways of the
city. Mr. J. Daw, cleik to the commissioners, sewer's
office, Guildhall.

St. Georoe, Hanover Square.— February 20.—For the
supply of flints, gravel, and Guerneey granite, for the pur-
chase of cinders and ashes, and for carting away slop and
other refuse, Ac. J. H. Smith, cleiktothe vestry, Ebuiy
Bridge-road, Pimlico.
Di'RHAM.—For the works at Souter Point Lighthouse.

Quantities of Messrs. Pain and Clark, 19, Buckingham-
street, Strand.

Great Yakmovth.—March 2.—Forrebuilding the south
aiale of the nave of St. Nicholas' Church. Mr, C. J.

Palmer, solicitor, 2S, Regent-street, Great Yarmouth,
February 4— For the restoration of Llanguiiider

Church, near Crickhowel, Breconshire. C. J, West, archi-
tect, 31, Manchet.ter-street, W.
Somerset CorNTV Lunatic Asylum.—^^ebruary; 20.—

For the onecution of the walls and other stonework
required in tlie erection of a chapel and approaches.
Hesars. Parr and Strong, architects, 25, College-hill, E.G.

PROPERTY SALES.
FCBRUARY 4.

AtGarrawav's.—By Mr. F. Inman Sharp —Leasehold
three residpncea and a shop, Noa. 36, 38, -10, and 42,

Poole*8 Park, Seven Sisters road, HoUoway, producing £131
per annum, term 99 years from 1866, at a:24 per annum—
£1,170.
Leasehold shop and premises, No. 1 , Gladstone

terrace, Croumert road, Uye lane, Peckham, let at £-16

per annum, term 99 years from 1865, at i.7 per annum

—

£415.
Leasehold two residences, Nos. 6 and 7, Gladstone terrace,

aforesaid, producing £70 per annum, term same as above,
at £12 per annum- £G0O.

Leasehold residence, No. 15, Atheam road, Harder'sroad,
Peckham, term 95 years from 1367, at iS I5s. per annum—
£190.

Leasehold residence, No. 4, Devonshire grove. Old
Kent road, and i)lot of land adjoining, producing £55 per
annum, term 58i years from lb53, at jlIO Ss. Gd. per annum
—£510,

Leasehold shop and premises, No. 15t, Old Kent roa<l,

term 11| >ear« from 1863, at L'o per annum-£60.
Leasehold two ret-idonces, Nos. 1 and 2, Egbert villai,

Thornton heath, producing £66 per annum, term 99 years
&om 1807. at £10 per annum - £750.

Lea&ehold two residences, Nos. 1 and 2, Atherfold villas,

Thoroton heath, producing £76 per annum, term C<9 >uars
from 1867. at £12 IDs. per annum-£700.
Leasehold becrshop and premises. No. 1,'Maryland Point,

Stratford New Town, term 17 years unexpired", at £13 per
axmnm—£100.

Leasehold six housos, Nos. 2 to 7, Agate street, Barking,
annual value £100 IZs., term 99 years from 1807, at £3 lOs.

each per annum- £700.
Leasehold four houses, Nos. 40 to 49, Scott street, Park-

ing, producing £72 16s. per annum, term 93 years from
18C7, at £14 iKirannnm-£050.
Loasehold ten houses, Nos. 64 to 73, Scott street, produc-

ing £182 per antmm, term 99 years from lb07, at £31 lOs.

per annum—£f 65.

Leasehold eight houses, Nos. 30, 33, 34, 36, 38, 40, 12. and
44, Uemsworth ntreet, York street, Canning Tuwn, annual
Talue £104, term S9 years from 1S66, at £22 per annum—
£620.

Leaaehold two shops and premises, Noa, 2 and 2, Queen's
place, Queen's road, Buckhnrat hill, t^irm 99 years from
1S«7, at £1*J per annum—£860.
Leasehold four residences, ^03. 1 to 4, Brighton terrace,

King's place, I'uckhnrsl hill, term same as above, at £20
per annum— £1.100.

FEBnUARY 8.

At the Mart.—By Mr. Whittingham.- Freehold building
land, fronting Nightingale and Bamsden roads, Clapham,
a 40 Iota.—£70 to £350 per plot.

BATH STONH OP BEST QUALITY.
BaHDSLL aod Sadndbrb, Quarrymen and BUme M

ehuita,Bath. List of Prices at the Quarries and DeixjU;
«lw> Coat for Transit to any p.irt of the United Kingd
ftamishedon application to Bath Stone Olfice. Corah
WUta.—(Advt.j

BANZBUPTS.
TO 8TTEREXDER IN BASINGHALL-STRKBT.

Robert Edward Hatch, Carshalton, bricklayer, February
25, at 2—Thomas Roper, Leytonstone, carpenter, March 1,

at 11— Henry Francis Simmonds, Low Leyton, carpenter,
February 25, at 1—Thomas White, Upper Lisson street,
Marylebone, Btonemason, February 22, at 11—George
Ashley, FJgin terrace, Maida \ale, builder, February 17,
at 1—Benjamin Augustus Jackson, Blundeston, Suffolk,
builder, February 24, at 2—Robert Collins Jordan, Old
Kent road, carpenter, February 24, at 12—Jacob Samson,
Turn alley, Goulstou street, Whitechapel, carpenter, Feb-
ruary 19, at 2.

TO SURRENDER IN THE COUNTRY.
George Hill, Totley Moor, firebrick manufacturer, March

3, at 12—James Hurrell, Balliogdon, builder, February
20, at 12-Jesse Lacey and John Lacey, Birkenhead,
builders, Februaiy 2\ at 12 Richard Martin, Darlington,
buildtr, February 20, at 10—Esau Singleton, Blackpool,
bricksetter, February 24, at 12— George Lamiman Smith,
Birmingham, gasfitter, February 24, at 12—Jacob Stock,
Weston-super-Mare, builder, February 19, at 11—John
Hunt Whitehead, Market Rasen, builder, February 20. at
4—Dewhurst Bamea, Accrington, joiner and builder, Feb-
ruary 16, at 11—John Callender, Stockton, joiner, Feb-
ruary 19. at 11 — Henry Horbury, Blackburn, joiner and
builder, February 16, atll—Charlea Margerrison, Chester-
field, slater, February 17, at 12—John Sialey, St. Ive's,

Cornwall, painter and glazier, February 11, at 3— Ezra
Walter, Balking, Berkshire, brick and tile maker, Feb-
ruary 16, at 10,

LATEST PRICES OF MATERIALS USED
IN CONSTRUCTION.

ToiBSR. datv la par load Drawback, la.

Teak Io»d £10 lu :

Quebec, red pine 3 10

St.'john N.B. yellow
Que c Oftk. wt

birch....
6 5 6
8 10 4 IS
4 6 6

Fiulaiid 6
Meinel 12
Oothenburg, yellow 8

t.John, whitespruce 13 15
Yellow pine, per re-
duced C,

Ciinada, let qnaUty. 16 17
Snd do 11 5 la

10

12 ft. by S by 9 in.
yellow 1

Deck PlAok, Duitzio,

Whale. Sth. Sea, pale ;

Olive, GallipoU Ji4 55
Cocoanut. Cochin.ton 48 49
Palm, fine [42
Linseed 27 10
Rapeeeed, Eng, pale.. S4 10 35

Metals.

Pig, Englieh ...,„ per ton 21 00
Spanish Soft do

Sheet A Sheathing, & Bolt
Uiuumered Bottoms

Yel. Metal Sheathing a Rods per Ih

Swedish Faggot do
Bpbltee :

—

30 6

15 16 10

6 17 9 I

Recent Examples of Domestic Architecture.

Imperial 4to,half bound ia morocco, £3 10..,

VILLA AND COTTAGE
ARCHITECTURE.

Select Examples of Country and Suburban Residences re-

cently Elected, vsi',h a full Descriptive Notice of each

BuildinK.

Thirty Villas and Cottages, the Works of Nineteen diffe-

rent AicliitectP, are illustrated by Plans, Elevations, and
Sections, together with occasional Perspective Vievfs and
Details. The buildings are fjlly described, and in nearly

every case a statement of the actual cost is given.

"This ia a volume that those abcut to build villa resi-

dences cr collages may usefully ttuily. The combined
wit of nineteen architects can scarcely tail to furnish in-
firmatiun that it will be a gain for them to acquire.
Huiiders cnpaged in erecting such residences for sale will

also find in iL many valuable suggestions."— Jiuildir.

London

;

ndSo , 44, Paternoater-i

WORKMEN'S WAGES' TABLES, at per
daj", hour, Jtc, for the uae of Mechauica, Libuucera, and

larifo Bmployerv. I'rice 2a,

LBm, Sox, and Co., Ldndoo.

Now read7, in 4to. cloth, price &s.

pOTTAGE PLANS.—By the Earl of

William Bidoway, 169. Piccadilly; and all hojkse'ler.'.

JOURNEYMEN CARVERS* TRADE
t) SOCIETY —EMPLOYERS and the Trad « are retpcLtfully in-
tormed that the nhove «ocl*ty MEET every MONDAY EVENING at
the Adivma Anna. Hami>at««d •trfct, FiUroy square. H.B.—The
Unemptujcd List can be acco at any hour during tlie day.

GRISTOCK'S GOUT and RHEUMATIC
PILLS.—Twenty jmra have pr)v»d their Bui.erlonty abo

I
uilitr reiHcdlM otrrrcd to the public fur tloiit, Kheumatiam. Lut
t..-»g.i Paini In the Llinba. «c.-8old by a'l Chomiwta aud Medici:
Veudora throughout the Klugdom, at 7td., Is. l^d., and ta. ^d. p

ExPERraKNT.—The Civil Stn'^iee
I are very few limple articles ot

aud iuiportADt dietary pro>

BREAKFAST.—A 8r.

food which can boaat eo i

pertiea ae cocoa. While actiilg ou the D'

It provides the body with tome of the purest elements of nutrition
d invigorates the action o( the di-

gestive organs, Theae beneflcial effecta depend in a great me&aura
ol ite preparation, but of :

I BlveE _

difficulty In aecuriog it with every uGeful quality fully

attentiou has t>een given to the growth and

developed. The ainguli
homceopathfc prejtaratlon of cocoa bae nev
experlmentUiBt. Far and wide the reput
spread by the simple force of Ite own extraordinary
en of all shades of opinion have agreed in recciuc

.y any
of Epps'a Cocoa ba»

ueriU. Meddcal
ending It as th*
B of weak cuneti-
.ireparation (w«r

reuiarkable proof of the great results to be obtained

le. Hundred* of aubtle maladies are floating round vis ready t«
c wherever there is a weak point. We may escape many a fatkl
by keeping ourselvea well fortified with puie blood aud a pro-

UNDEK THE PATRONAGE OF H.M. THE QUEEN,
THE LONDON PARQUETRY WORKS,

Theflrnt MuDuf/ulory esUbliphed In England (In 1841) by
CHARLES STKINITZ, founder of the EngliBh Parqnttry Business

for the fXL'lusive production of

*' Solid and Plated" Parquet Floors, Borders,
Ceiling-s and Wall Decoration

In Geometrical, Curvilinear and Mosaic patterns,
ins and EBitmates, for FirBt-clasi work only, prepared free oi

expense. Manufactory—Cam herwe 11 Hall, Grove Lane, Camberwell,
Sole Agents and Show Room. Glllow and Co., 176 and 177,

MESSRS. CHARLES DEVAUX and

properly laid,—Particulars or designs will be supplied at the VleiUe
Montague Company's expense, by their architect, Mr, Ja:""

""

O. H. DAVIES and CO.'S
GENUINE AND ARTISTIC

SOLID PARQUET FLOORS.
N.B.—Designers imd Practical Joiners.

i: CAMBRIDGE HALL, NEWMAN STREET,

BntMINGHAM.

THE NEW GREAT
WESTERN HOTEL,

(SNOW HILL station;,
IS OPEN.

FLOORS OF
RACQUET COURTS

AXD

BOWLING ALLEYS.
The PYRlMONr SEYSSEL ASPHALTE. late " Claridge'o

Patent," is recommended as the best and most durable material tow
the above purposes. A libt of works to which the above uiateiial

haa been successfully applied since 1S88, for

ROOFS AND FliOOBS,
can be had of J. FAKRELL, Secretary. 5, Parliament- street, S.W.

^^ O X a n
L J* CATALOGUE Of I in
tithes Desi^B fur Church Knin

O N' S

Containing 80 Designs, Prices, and a Lis
which Stained Ulass Windows have been erectei

CATALOGUE of MONUMENTS.
Tomb Rails, Hoadstooes, Memorial BrTisses, &c., designed by emloent

receipt of

' the work
', and finishing only by hand labour.

I. and the Tr»de^
eUOW BOOMH, 2H & *2W, ttUUTHAMPfON STREET, STRAND.

STAINED GLASSWORKS, 43at!d44, Maiden laae
(adloiniug the ohow Rooms).

WOODaod 8T0NE CARVING, GOTHIC METAL, and MONU-
MENTAL WORKS.

COLLEGE WHARF. BELVEUERE-ROAD, LAMBETH, B.a

SCHOOL FTJRNITTJIIE.
~

BANKS'S PATENT SCHOOL DESKS,
conviTliMi' iiitii a (•iiii(urtJil'le se-it or l;ilile, from Ss. per ft.

suf t Ills of school
attiugB.

SIDEBOTHAM, BANKS, & CO.,
CHURCH and SCHOOL FURNITURE MAN UFACTURERfl,

PARSONAGE WuKKS, 4. ALBERT STREET, MANCUSSTK&.
London Aoent—Mr. D. 0. BOYD,

Husenm of Building Appliances, 23. Maddoox-street, Huiover
8(iuare, where Samples can be seen.

TO AUCIIITECTa. SURN'EYURS, &c.

WILLIAM SYMONS and HIS APPA-
BATU3 for ASCENDING STEEPLES. WEATHERCOCKS,

MONUMENTS. Ac., of any height, lor the purpose of repair*, la

o ENGAGEMENTS for any part of the kingdom. Tbla

r hours.—Address,
i with great a ; it i I Bed i

r Dartmouth, Devoa

JOSEPH GILLOTT'S
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THE CONTINENTAL MARBLE COMPANY,
IN consequence of the Metropolitan Kailway having taken their

old premlees, have REMOVED to

1, WILSON-STKEET, FBSBURY, E.G.,
.Euitders.ftc, wUl find the Urgest Stock ol MARBLE CHIMNEYPIECEB and

tEGISTER STOVES in London.

DARBLE CnimKEVriECE & REGISTER STOVE £1 6s. 6d.
A Liberal Commission allowed to the Trade.

ALTERATION OP STREET NAMES, PIMLICO.
VICTORIA MAEBLE WORKS, 109, BUCKINGHAM: PALACE BOAD, S.^W.

(FORMERLY NAMED 38, LOWER BELGRAVE PLACE).

JOHN WREN
Begs to Inform Archifecta. Builders. Sc, tli.it at the almve estaljlislinient will be found ft Superior and Choice Selection o( MARBLE

CHIMNEYPIECES at Reasonable Prices. Estiiuatea for all deacriptiou of Marble and Stone work.

GRANITE.
The TreflFry Estate, South. Cornwall, and Cam Grey Granite Companies,

PAR STATION, CORNWALL,
ESTIMATE FOB DELIVERY TO ANY PART OP THE KINGDOM.

GRANITE of the best quality, as supplied for GOVEUNMENT and other liU-ge ENGINEERING WORKS.
These Companies poasesa unusual facilities for the execution of large Contracts at Moderate Prices.

KERB. STEP, AND PAVING IN STOCK.

liONDON OFFICE: 19, PARLIAMENT STREET, WESTMINSTER, S.W.

CHARLES GOODYEAR,
GRANITE MERCHANT,

la Prepared to Supply frona his Works known asTHE DE LANK GRANITE QUARRIES.
8toQ« of a Superior Quality for Engineering and general Building rnrpoBea, Granite from the above Ouarries Is being extenalyely oaect In

some of the largest engineering woika now in the course of construction,
OFFICES : Conntry—Fore Street, Bodmin, CorawaU. London- 19, Northumberland Street, Strand. W.C.

W. & J. R. FREEMAN,
MERCHANTS IN ALL KINDS OF STONE AND GRANITE,

DEPOTS adjoining the Conimereia 1 Surrpy n.i^ks. Rotherbithe ; Mnctlcffiuld street. City-road ; and Millbank -atreet. Westminster—whet •
Efltuiiates may be obtained for Deliveries, either by ^"es?el or hail, to all paits of the Kingdom.
OFFICE—27, MILLBANK STEEET, LONDON, S.W.

PORTLAND STONE COMPANY (LIMITED)
supplies direct from its Quarries

PORTLAND BLOCK STONE,
Of Fine and Even Texture, Sound, and Durable, in Blocks of any Dimensions, or Sawn in Slabs o
Various Tlucknesses,

PORTLAND ROACH STONE
Extensively used for Dock and Sea Walls, Machinery Beds, Foundations, &c., in Blocks of all sizes,

at a Low Price.

Stone can be forwarded either per Vessel, london and South-Western or Great Western
Railways and their connections.

For Prices, Particulars, and Samples apply to the Manager,

MIt. J. J. B. SHOKT, ISLE OF POBTLAND, DORSET.
London Orders may be addressed to 10, PAEK STREET, WESTMINSTER, S.W.

e!o.

SAMUEL TRICKETT,
GENERAL STONE MERCHANT.

2, GRESHAM BUILDINGS,
BASINGHALL STREET, LONDON,

WILLIAM ORME CARTER,
I.IVKBCS'OOIv,

SLATE MERCHANT, aUAERY PROPBIETOB, AND MANTJEACTURER OF
ARTICLES IN SLATE.

SLATES for ROOFING of every Size and Quality, either Blue, Grey, Green, or Red, direct
from the O'^nt-ries in Wales or Westmoreland, at wholesale pri^'es in truck loads of not less tlian five tons.

SLATE SLABS, direct from the Quarries in "Wales, at Wholesale prices, in truck loads
of not leBB than five tons.

SLATE ORNAMENTAL ENAMELLED ARTICLES in imitation of the most costly
rbles. Chimnevpieces. Baths, Filters, Wall linings. Table tops, Cohinina. Ac, Ac.

SLATE PLAIN ARTICLES.—Working Squares and other Utensila for Brewing, Water
terns. Baths. Sinks. Shelving for Larders. Dairies. Greenhowses. &c.. Lining and Shelves for Strong-rooms. Horae and Cow Mangei-fl.

Cistei
Stall Divisions. Cattli ^.__... ^ ^„„
Bagatelle Table Beda moat carefully flnisbed, and ridge roll pi;

Pickling Troughs Pavementa, Lavatories, UrinalB, and all axtlcles for Sanitary Pvipowi
ntly finished, and ridge roll plain and crested.

LAROE STOCK OF ROOFING SLATES ON HAND FOR EXPORT.

BEST SLATE SLABS—1,200 TONS IN STOCK.
ROOFING SLATES, and EVERY DESCRIPTION of PLAIN and ENAMELLED SLATE

MANUFACTURE for HOME USE or EXPORTATION.JOSEPH BRINDLEY,
SLATE MERCHANT,

ENAMEL AND STEAM SLATE VPORKS, BERMONDSEY WALL, LONDON, S.E.
Efitimates given for Slating, and everything that can be made of Slate.THE KEW PRICE LIST AND CATALOGUE OF CHIMNEV-PIECE DESIGNS ARE NOW READT.

A. A. ROBINSON AND CO.,
SLATE MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS,

Beg to call tlie attention of Arcliitects aiul Builders

to their REMOVAL to more SPACIOUS PREMISES,

BURY STREET, BISHOPSGATE, B.C.,
Where they have fitted up Show Rooms for ENAMELLED SLATE and OTHER CHIMNEY

PIECES, STOVES, RANGES, &o.

AS IXSPECTION IS mriTED. ILLUSTRATED FRICED CATALOQVES ON AITLICATtON-ENCLOSED CiliD.

The Largest and Oldest Works in the Trade.

CHIMNSYPIECES
IN STOCK.

— From £1 to £100.

H. HARTLEY & CO.,
WESTMINSTER MARBLE WORKS,
EARL REET, HOaSEPEEEV EOAD, NEUi MILLB\NK. S.W

G MITCHELL
MARBLE, STONE. AND GRANITE WORKS.

SHOW ROOMS:—H!6,BK0MPT0N ROAD. LONDON. S.W.
Where Architeuts, Builders, and Merchants will find the largest
and best stock of Chimney-pieces and Monmuents in Loudon, of
which Books, Catalogues, and Sheets of Monuments^will be for
warded on application.

EetiiuateB will i

DEVON RED MARBLE WORKS, Teign-
mouth.—Eatiniatea fumlBhcd for all deacriptions of Marbla

Worka, to which the Devon marbles are applicable. The trade sup-
pUed in block and scantUng. WILLIAM 8. HINR.

Loudou Agent : Mr. J. HARTLEY, Oakville, Maple-road,
Auerley, S.E.

FOR MARBLE and STONE CHIMNEY-
,0 BOWER, 5, Church-street, Clapham-road.

London, S.W.
REDUCED PRICES.

jening to 2ft. 6iii., at

Sin. TruEB and Leaf, t

lOin. ditto ditto " aitto
lOin. ditto, with superior base and impost caps. .

openiDK to 3ft., at
Ditto, with double O.G. and centre bead truaa, t

opening to 8ft., at
Ditto, with O.G. shelf, at
Head and Foot Stone, ."

~

SglVi 1 (or all kinds of

B.
FABBRICOTTI, Carrara Wharf, Thame?
Bank. Pimlico. has ALWAYS on SALE, a well-selected Stock
uarj-, Vein, Paonazzo (or purple vein) Sicilian and Dove Marble,
M.)ii..i>nf hia Quarries at Carr.ira, Italy): alao Bardilla, Black

, with slabs of several
iilitiei

, Ac, and Alabaster, i

Rough Marble andDecoi s supplied by Contra

THE OLD DEVONSHIRE
GRANITE AND MARBLE WORKS

5S, UNION STEEET, PLYMOUTH.
ISO^ KV AX1> CO , Proprietors.

MARBLE SHAFTS, COLUMNS, &c.

LIZARD SERPENTINE,
The most beautiful Wateri.-il for Sliafting and Turned

Work of every Description.

FOR TRICES AND SPECIMENS APPLY TO

LIZARD SERPENTINE COMPANY
(LIMITED).

SnowEOoMS—No. 9, GARBICK-STREET
COVENT GARDEN, W.C.

N.B.—Agents Wanted. A Liberal Commission allowed

THE DEVOK SHIRE BED MABBLE
QUABEIES.

J. &. E. GOAD,
(L.^TE Wll. BROWN),

PROrRIETOUS AND MaNUFACTUBEUS OF

DEVONSHIEE MARBLE CHIMNEYPIECES,
COLUMNS, ic. IN EVERY VARIETY OF COLOUR.

The Traie Sui'^Ued vilh Vfvonshne ^f<lrhIe Rou^h Blocki and Sawn
Slabs on ReasonaUe Teims,

PHCENIX STEAM MAEBLE WOEKS,
STONEHOUSE, PLYMOUTH.

rOHN ST. POLISHED GBANITB WOBKS,
JAMES WRIGHT, Mnuufiicturer of PoIUhed Orftnlte to H«r

MRjestr. BUITlles llrBt-cInsB MoDnments, Columns, Pilutera, ftc, fto.

Loiidou AeentB, Mr ALEXANDER NICHOLSON. e6. UHrk-Uoe,
E.C. : and Mr. MATTHEW W. JOHNSON, a63, EuBton road, N.W.

POLISHED GRANITE,
BRILLIANT RED, PINK, BLUE, and SILYER GRAY.

SPECIMENS may be Seen, and Designs
ami PriceB ol.taiiied. at t'lie SCOTTISH GRANITE AGENCY,

II, CLEMENT'S LANE. E.C.
WILLIAM WHITE, Agent.

GRANITE.
TOHN FREEMAN and SONS,
O PENRYN, CORNWALL.

' Ateuta in London—W. & J. R, FREEMAN. 27. MUlbank-street : and
N. TEEOELLES, 10, Uolon.comt, Old Broad-street, E.C.
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POLISHED GRANITE
MONUMENTS, COT.TTMNfl. FILASTBRB. P0UNTAIN8

PEDESTALS,

ABCHrTECTUIlAL WOEK
Executed in

RED AND OBEY GRANITK.
ThflKBD QpanlteiB very brlllmnt in ('..Imir. !n the OF.ST llio

Colonndo not blend into a dull "1 ?. ,
1 i i ir. i 11 di iluoa.

D. H. ANI> !. m:\\ \ 1,1

ORANITE -IVOUKS. TIM 11! iITMFRIia
LONDON A<iKNT Ml i i I'M H ' 1

OnVville. Miipl*rn,-»il. A.li-tl-V. S P

GRANITE PAVING KERBS, &c.—The
mnst I>tiniM.. iitnl Kr^.Ti.iiiil.Al. rr-pitrlnji hftlf the Muni tlopth.

Dy ptiip nii'l I
' '''

I

: III 'V onlprpd), from Port Naiit

Q'mrry. '" " '

' ' H'iou l>«I>«jt, CharlotU-ktTMt
JUllwaf A.' I

'

RE5
roMPANT.

IRAND, W.f.

ABEfiBEEN GRANITE 'WORKS
ALEX. MACDONALD, FIELD &. Co.

Workers in Polished Granites to the Queen.
Ananlid Trwf >lr,l,.l> Ii,l.^ni»tioni.l ExlilMtiom Ipr.l.lSM, And

IW:, »,„llHF.EErrizolli.d«I««tl'»ri., ItiW.

Ked, Bine, and Grey Granites for Architcctpal
Constmction, recoration. Memorials anu

General Purposes.
LONDON PI lOT, 404, rUSTON TOAD, N.'W.

STONE aUABBIES.
KETTON. KlfTLAND.

T. TURNER,
PINCHAM. BKAB STAMFORD
qu/intity of KETTON STONE In blockl, Bftini

1 to Onler.
bases, and colmnns, turned tip

ptlcntion.

S, FISHER AND SOWS,
QUAKKT OWNERS.

MAlSrSFIELD, NOTTINGHAMSHIKE.
BED or WHITE FANHSTOKE forwarded per rnil in l<l<'cVa. cawi

h«rthe. Bter*, scniitliLVJ. trcr^lia. Miikf. Ac. COLUMNS, and iiJ

Other niMonry. tiecuted iu llie nliove etono to order.

CLIPSHAM FREE STONE QUARRIES,
OAKHAM, RUTLAND.

Blocks of any portalilo siz«. from 1ft. to 3ft. thick. Priw. in qmrry.

All lorta o( maaonry erecntvd at the ihortest notice. Eetiuiatea

Cireu for the same if required,—Aj.ply to

H. MEDWELL AND SON.

cLIPSHAM STONE QUARRIES,
RUTLANDSHIRE.—THOS. C. HALI-inAV hogs to inform
8ct». lUiildpr*. and the FnMic iu fcneral thut tliey cni> 1'" inn-

1 and Informntioi

Quarr?Oi, Oakham.

for Ch»T(^^ Rof

ly npplying '

LITTLE CASTERTON FREESTONE
Api'lv fnr Pr1c«B, *C, to

OCTS. N. SIMPSON, STAMFORD,
be owner, and tee Specimen at the Miinpum of Practical aeology.

Jermyn-strertt, W.
This Btone (whioh la a perfect Oolite) li raised tn blocks of any

portable size, and is about 4 ft. Uiick in the bed. It will tttnnd

ANV WEATHER, iimnch nsed for Water-works and for the Eoild-
I'lg and Restoratiou of Churches. When used as ashlar work it is

and is wruuuht jit n i-hMv-r r^le thnr .inr stone in the kingdom
%* The above WEATHER STONE is uoed

largely by London Builders.

)ORTLAND STONE STEAM SAW
JL WILLS, ISLE of POKTLAND. CHARLE? HOLLAN
Co., Proprletorv—rORTLAND t-TONE from the S^aw deUr.

CUARLEB HOLLAND i ILAND. DOnSET.

FIRBT CLASS MEDALS TO MAW ft Co.. EXHIBITION OF
ISRi; DUBLIN ie«5: AND OPOUTO.

IMPERISHABLE TESSELATED PAVE
MBNTS. comhiuins a hitihly decorative and economical siibstltnta

for ordinary floi lid ths ixhnhli

for erery kind of t

Manchester Agent*

PatUm-book. the work of th.

togetfan- with B)>eoial designs
and wall tiling.

T.DALK and SON. ft(i John I)i

SIMPSON and 80NS.4b6. We*t Strand.
BENTHALL W0KK3. BROSELET.

NOTTINGHAM PATENT
BRICK COMPANY

(Limited),
LONDON OKrlcn-

27, GREEX ST., BEDFORD ROW, W.C.
ThU Company are now prepared to

ErrpLY TUKirt

W^^ient Rod Faciug ISriokSi
Of Uiisarpascd Qual-ty and Dura^ililr, in Trucks to
London by Gieat Northern or Midland Railway.

Specimens and Prices on ap) Heat ion (o ^hcir

London Agent—T. WATCHORN.

J. D. PINFOLD,
Warwickshire Ironworks, Rugby,

nUOBT PATENT llilZE BUICK-MAKING IHACIIINE
These Hacblnes, b»lng

Vodetyof Englai

H.B.—Machinee Let on Hire, lllustraicd catalogues free.

WILLIAM KINGS AND CO.,
MINIATURE BROUGHAM MANUFACTURERS,

100, 101, 102, 103, & 104, LONG ACRE, LONDON.

THE FARNLEY IRON COMPANY
MANUF.\CTURE AT THEIR

GLAZED SANITAKY TUBES nml other Articles n^eJ for

Dr;iirin>»e Pariio^.-B; BRICKS aiul TILES of Tarious liepcriptioiip,

inrluriinz the WHITE, thr^ BUFF, r.i.d ilie BROWN SALT
GLAZED; also tin; Wliito Faciiii; aud the Blue Bricks, Fire Bricks,

I-umps, and Quarries, Fire Clay Hetorts, Boiler SeatingF, Blast Furuace
and Flue Linings, Grourd Fire Clay, Chimney Top?, Fire Backs, Trasses,

and Terra Cotta Ware of various kinds, Mnlt Kiln Tile?, Tuyeres, &o.,

Glazed Cattle and Pis Troughs, MangerF, Ac.

Prices and Drawing? (and Samples if roijuired) may be obtained by applying at the

II^AD GFFICFS, FARNLKY, ncnr LEt:DS ; or at the HULL STORES, 4G>, QUEEN STREET.

INTEENATIONAL EXHIBITION, 1862.
CLASS 35, No. 6,849.

THE ONLY MEDAL FOR "STONEWARE"
UAS BEEN AWARDED TO

DOULTON &. WATTS,
Lambeth Pottery, London.

In exrcctftlion of i

f their
n of EHjthtnware.

t in Btrenglh,

durability, and cleanlineES it uomot be Burpassed by the moat exiMjusivo uloaets

riGUEE "D" STONEWARE CLOSET PAN AND TRAP,
3s. 9d. COMPLETE.

tly inerejieed Sale, D. i W. have dctpmiined 1

KKAWELLKD STONEWAH.E CLOSET PANS i

f EHjthtnware.
Hit this Bliape is the most simple andc

FRENCH UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION, 1867.

The only SILVER MEDAL given to Great Britain specially for

" Pottery (Stoneware, Pipes, &c.), for Materials and Processes for

Civil Engineering and Public Works," Class 65, was awarded to

HENRY DOULTON AND CO.,
LAMBETH.

MeBBTB. D. & CO. hftve obUtilied Three Medals lit the Paris Exhibition for their Tarious Manofacturei.

Glazed Stoneware Drain Pipes, Terra Cotta Chimney Tops, &o., &o.,

Supplied on the lowest tomis, direct from H. D. & Co.'b Mannfactoriea :

—

HIGH STREET, LAMBETH, LONDON ; ROWLEY REGIS, STAFFORDSHIRE;
and SMETHWICK, near BIRMINGHAM.

THE GILLINGHAM POTTERY BRICK
AND TILE COMPANY

(I^IMITED.)

WORKS—GILLINGHAM, DOKSET.
GLAZED STONE WARE AND EED DRAIN PIPES, TERRA

COTTA CHIMNEY TOPS, BRICKS, TILES, &c., &c.

Supplied direct from the Works at lowest piices.

. THE ABOVE NAMED GOODS.

"BALANCE-CONE" CHIMNEY GUARD
(BLUNDELL'S PATENT).

A radical CURE for SMOKY CHIMNEYS, whatever their situation or con tiuction.

DOWN-DKAUOHT IMPOf STELE.
LATJ<:i?Ai. tUliRENlS DEFLECTED.
UNDULATUIMS (IR ELiDI -S AVERTED.
UP-DRAUGKT JNCREASED.

In all sizes, from Sin. to any required diameter. Descriptive Circulars and Price Lists on
applicatiou at the

LONDON DEPOT, 177, UPPER THAMES STREET, E.G.

BHK'KS.—East Cowes Park.—Best White,
! T:,,.. N K ,1 U. New Stock re»dy enrly in May. AU

mnilv.l M I
I Ml I

. i The expcrli^nt-r of the luwl two years
iliiK 1i'-i I : <>( tlio A 1 DiBclilne. Aruhlteutn, Covern-
It .Hill ^

.

I

I

. .i.Ksurod tbiit no Machine Bricks will be
idi-. ninl V- . ,1 .1 I.. L^ ijiily will be dullvered. I'attani sbveU

VST COV
K. LANGLEY. Agent.

ISLE OF WIGHT.

TO CONTRACTORS, BUILDERS, &c.—
I.ADBNT COKBIERE and SON fa^vo for -SALE PODOH

STOCKS. GIIIZKLLK. PLACK. and B.lTd. PrlcM Jow. for civih

I, Ac . for oooilngsea'ou.-^For prli

I OltlcG. 80, Connoi . St P*ul8, K.C.

/^EOHGE ALLEN^S GREY STONE and
\jr CHALK LIME WUARP.

** . - -. . " ,pyj riiutwr. U*ir, Sand,

I and Stoui bridge Flr« Bricks TUos, and Luuii>s.'

'>ANVKR'S W"" '
~

BntUinc* BrI
DANVKR'S WIJAItP.

M ANSFIELD STONE, White or Red, in
BLik:K8 hi- ti. Trn Toun. and lb* Be^ls from 1 to D tw»t tht.-k

BRICKS, PAVIN^JS, and PANTILES.—
J. H. ANDKhWa. Wisbcttch. offers

Per 1,000. B. d.
j

Per 1,000. .
Red Pantiles 48 Red lain, paving 196
„ ridge-tiles 76 I Krd floor bricks 43
„ plKlu tiles 28 6

j
While ditUi ditto .. .. 60

,. Sin. paving 67 6 Bed ftuing bricks .. ,. 89
,. 91 u. ditto 90

I
Whito ditto ditto .. .. 45

Cnsh ) rices, delivered iQ trucks in London, or along the line of ih«

1 the Miuland and Great No:

MOKY CHIMNEYS CURED.—Terms,
S'r
W. Upt.
Ctlu, n
II«II, (I

w. HAWKER
LIMK, CEMENT, & PLASTER MKRCHANT

BE I> MONT LIME WHARF,
YORK HoAD (on the Canal Bridge). KINO'S CUOfifl, N..
'W ovt^site Eutrauce to Goods Staticn, Gn-at Nortliem Hallway.
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•PRESERVATIOJT OF TIMBER.— I.

NO sooner was the fact patent that not only

were our own timber resources fast iail-

ing, but that those abroad upon which we de-

pended for our principal supply were
gradually approaching the same condition,

than attention was directed towards the dis-

covery of some means whereby the effects of

decay could be prevented. So long as the

forests remained in their primeval abundance
and magnitude, so long as one tree was ever

ready to replace its recumbent predecessor,

so long £13 no actual diminution was manifest,

so long did the work of destruction proceed
without any thought of the future. - But
when at last there was no native oak for our
ships, no larch for our railway sleepers, no
elm for our piles, water-gates, and sluices, and
no timber of a scantling sufficient for the pur-

poses of construction on a large scale, the

question of arresting the rapid decay to which
timber is liable was fairly taken up and ably
and fully canvassed. Omitting the attacks of

various insects, the cause mostly contributing

to the premature decay of timber is alterna-

tion of dryness and damp. When totally im-
mersed in water or embedded in any uniform
and homogeneous matrix, timber appears to

be nearly indestructible. The piles of Old
London Bridge, after an immersion in water
and a residence in the bed of the Thames for

over 600 years, were drawn out in a state of

preservation as good as when they were first

driven. Similarly some descriptions of

timber are remarkably long lived, if the term
may be used, when placed in a dry situation.

Unfortunately for the life of felled timber,
especially when of tolerable dimensions, it is

generally exposed to successive repetitions of

damp and dryness, which speedily effect its

destruction if it be not protected iu some arti-

ficial manner against these injurious influ-

ences. There are a few specimens of the
produce of the forest which are naturally pro-
tected by the presence of an essential oil

against decay from the above causes. Teak
is one of these, as was pointed out in our
recent articles on that material.

Accepting, therefore, the unwelcome but
not the less truthful fact that some artificial

preparation is necessary to prolong the ex-

istence of timber placed in situations where
the agencies of the sun, wind, and water are at

work to accomplish its destruction, the next
question is to decide upon the modus operandi.
Slanifestly the suggestion that would first

present itself would be that of imparting
Bome protective coat to it or covering it with
some layer of impermeable substance—or, in
other words, painting it. It is needless to

remark that this suggestion was acted upon
and found to be afier a short time totally

inefficacious. A little reflection will demon-
strate that nothing more could be expected
from an application so completely superficial.

The least shrinking of the timber, a violent
shock, an incision, or any one of numerous
other causes would be sufficient to produce a
crack in the paint and allow of the ingress
of the destroying agent. In reality, while the
disease was at the heart, while the evil was at

the core, the attempted remedy was only skin

deep and did not even penetrate beneath the
surface. It was not long before the futility of

endeavouring to preserve timber in the situa-

tions alluded to by simply painting it became
apparent, and it was evident that another
remedy must be sought which should strike
deeper into the evil before any hopes could
be entertained of its being conquered. Thus
the idea became first entertained of impreg-
fiating the pores of the wood with some auti-

decaying solution. In the first instance, thiB

was effected by merely soaking or steeping the
timber in the solution selected, but this

operation was soon discovered to be of but
little real service. The protective fluid was
either washed out by the action of any water
it might be subsequently exposed to, or it did
not penetrate far enough into the wood to be
of any benefit. This latter was the case,

especially in examples where the wood was of

a hard and close-grained texture. Obviously
it was necessary to have recourse to some
method of forcing the fluid into the pores of

the timber, so as to thoroughly saturate it

throughout its whole consistency. This was
accomplished by hydraulic pressure and
other means well known to engineers. The
mechanical portion of the problem having
been successfully solved there remained what
might be called the chemical portion, or that
relating to the nature of the liquid to be em-
ployed. Upon this subject many and diverse

were and are still the opinions of professional

men, and conse(juently equally numerous and
diverse have been the liquids employed.
Sulphate of zinc, sulphate of copper, corro-

sive sublimafe, and a variety of preparations
of pyroligneous acid have been applied. Of
all these sulphate of copper and creosote

have been attended with the most beneficial

results. In fact, the latter has succeeded so

well that creosoting has become a generic
term applicable to the preservation of timber
by the injection of a fluid without any refer-

ence to the actual nature of the liquid itself.

Creosote undoubtedly is the favourite protect-

ing medium among ourselves, while sulphate
of copper enjoys an equally high reputation
with our continental neighbours. Some excel-

lent remarks and observations upon the elScacy
of this fluid have been lately presented by
M. Boucherie to L'Academic des Sciences, and
as they hold in a great measure, both theo-

retically and practically, for every description

of liquid injection, we shall refer to them in
the present article.

The durability of iron, both cast and
wrought, of concrete structures, and creo-

soted timber, is a question that demands the
lapse of a certain period of time before even
a guess can be formed respecting its accurate
solution. The number of years that have
elapsed and the number of experiments that
have been undertaken with the object of fully

testing the matter, permit us now to judge,
with considerable certainty, of the results

they present. That many instances of creo-

soting or sulphatising have altogether failed

no one will attempt to deny, but these ex-

ceptions only prove the rule. They have
probably been caused by the process being
imperfectly performed, and when it is borne
in mind that the variety of texture in

different woods and the nature of the
ground in which they may be laid mo-
dify very considerably the character of the
process, it would be impossible but that

some examples of its application should be
attended with failure. In the case of sul-

phate of copper, as well as of any other
liquid, it is essential to the success of the
operation that the injected fluid displace

the natural sap of the tree ; that the anti-

septic operation be conducted only upon
sound timber recently felled, and that the
timber be subsequently permitted to dry in
the open air. In 1848, some sleepers which
had been duly impregnated with sulphate of

copper were laid down in the Ligne du Nord,
near the station of Compiegne, and when
taken up a short time ago were found to be
in a state of perfect preservation. Under
the action of the saw they proved to have
an excess of hardness over non-preserved
timber of the same species, but neither their

strength nor elasticity were impaired to any
appreciable extent. The presence of copper
was instantly detected by testing with ferro-

cyanide oi potassium. In chemical formula;
the reaction is expressed as follows. The
ferro-cyanide of potassium is given by the
formula K2 Co N3 F e, and consequently when
brought into the presence of the sulphate of

copper, which is expressed by the equivalents
C u O, S O3 H O, we have the result as

follows :—K2 Co N3 F e -+- 2 u 0, S O3 H O
= 2 K O, S O3 H O -I- C U3 Co N3 Fe. The
salts, in fact, change bases, and a precipitate

of the well-known beautiful salt, the brown
ferro-cyanide of copper, is produced. This is

represented by the last part of the equation,

C Uj Co N3 F e. Instead of ferro-cyauogen
being written Co N3 F e, it is sometimes ex-
pressed chemically by the simpler symbols
C f y, and the reaction in accordance with
that notation would be ICi C f y + 2 C u O,
S O3 H O = 2 K O, S O3 H -+- C uj C f y.

It will be interesting to consider for a
moment the theory of the preservation of

timber by sulphate of copper. At first sight

it would appear that the durability of the
specimen was due solely and simply to the
thorough saturation of the antiseptic fluid

imparted to it, but this is not the case. So
soon as the process is completed a chemical
action commences between the liquid and
the cellulose particles of the wood, and the
result is a combination of them with the

oxide of copper, which constitutes a perma-
nent compound not removable by any means
whatever. The correctness of this view of

the question has been amply demonstrated
by first injecting a solution of sulphate of

copper into specimens of timber, cotton-

wool, and other substances, and then literally

washing it out again until its presence is no
longer betrayed by the reaction of chemical
tests, and finally placing them in the ground.
After a prolonged sojourn in damp situations

they evinced no sign of premature decay.

The conclusion to be deduced from these

experiments is that the sulphate of copper
forms with the tissue of the timber a self-

preserving agent, which is not destroyed by
the removal of the excess of the antiseptic

liquid. So intimate is the union between
the woody fibres and the oxide of copper
that the latter cannot be separated from them
by the action of the salts of ammonia, which
in ordinary cases have a most powerful
affinity for all solutions of that metal.

When the specimens of preserved timber
are in the form of sleepers they have to

resist, in addition to the injurious eSects of

their position, the action of the contact of

the chairs, which invariably exercises a de-

teriorating influence upon them. There are,

nevertheless, two methods of obviating the

mischief. One consists in interposing be-

tween the iron and the timber another sub-

stance, thus isolating the contact of the two,

and the other in the complete desiccation of

the wood before its employment for this

purpose. It is the practice upon the Great
Northern Railway of France to galvanize the

spikes which fasten the sleepers to the chairs,

and also to coat with a slight layer of tar

those parts of the sleepers forming the beds
for the chairs. The resiflt of this double
protection has been found highly successful.

The other plan of thoroughly drying the

wood previous to laying it down is some-
what more complicated, and the rationa'e of

it is not at first sight quite intelligible. If

the process of injecting an antiseptic liquid

into a balk of timber be efficiently per-

formed, the pores become thoroughly satu-

rated with it, and, upon an incision being

made, it will ooze out slowly for some
minutes. This is owing to the dilation of

the pores in consequence of the pressure ex-

ercised upon them by the forcing-in operation,

and the fact that they require time to re-

assume their original dimensions. When an
iron chair is placed in contact with a sleeper

saturated with a solution of sulphate of

copper, a chemical action is at once set up.

By virtue of its superior elective affinity for

iron the sulphuric acid leaves the copper, and
forms with the former metal a sulphate of

iron, a notoriously injurious compound
where wood is concerned. Consequently we
may suppose a large portion of the surface of

the sleeper to be covered with a mixed solu-

tion of sulphate of iron and sulphate of
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copper. In this state of aft'iirs a heavy train

passes, its weight compresses the sleepers, and
forces the solution of sulphate of iron into

the wood. After the passage of the train

the timber tends to recover its original

form, and by its elastic powers causes

a circulation throughout its entire mass
of the sulphate of iron forced into it.

The same cause produces the same cfl'ect until

at last the sleepers are put hors dc service.

Supposing, on the other hand, that the
sleepers are perfectly dry before being laid

down, they are then not only impermeable to

the ingress of any solution, owing to the
fact that their pores are contracted, but tlie

permanent combination between the o.\ide

of copper and the cellulose tissues is esta-

blishetl. The formation of this chemical
ligneous compound confers upon the wood a
solidity of porosity, if the term may be so

employed, which completely excludes the
entry of any fluid, while, at the same time,
it effectually prevents the egress of any por-

tion of the antiseptic liquid. It constitutes

an impervious coat of protection between the
external and internal agencies, that in in-

stances where the timber is not previously
desiccated, combine to etl'ect its destruction.

It is true that a trilling additional expense is

incurred by the operation of drying the
wood, but the result more than compensates
for the additional outlay. Whatever advan-
tages may be claimed by M. Boucherie for

sulphate of copper, it is manifest that the

employment of creo.sote is not attended with
the disadvantageous chemical results con-
nected with the former antiseptic. If timber
contain more than 6 per cent, of iron, its

preservation by sulphate of copper becomes
exceedingly unsatisfactory, and also diflicult

of accomplishment.
'J'here is another and very important consi-

deration to be taken into account with
respect to the preserving of timber. It is

the nature of the ground, or the medium in

which they are placed. There does not
appear at present to be any very valid reason
for the discrepancies that exist. Thus, a
chalky subsoil is fatal to sleepers impreg-
nated with a solution of sulphate of copper,
and timber so preserved possesses compaiii-
tively but little durability when laid down in

tunnels. Witli the exception of the attacks
of tiie iercilo navalis, timber protected by
sulphate of copper endures well in sea water,
and many thousand piles thus prepared have
evinced no sign of decay. Our authority
considers that an injection of oils furnished
hy the distillation of coal or of phenic acid,

woulil be the best protection ag.iinst the
well-known ravages of this insect. It may

|

he remarked that it is an open question
whether creosoting timber with creosote does
guarantee immunity from this source of

damage and subsequent destruction. In-
stances are quoted upon both sides, and un-
less a strict examination be instituted re-

specting every phase of the circumstances,
and into the particulars of each individual
case, it is impossible to arrive at any accu-

rate conclusion upon the matter. The great
difficulty is to ascertain how the general pro-
cess considered in the abstract should be mo-
dified so as to be the best adapted to parti-

cular examples. We shall return to this

subject on a future occasion.

THE CHAPEL OF ST. MATTHIAS, AT
C'OBEKX, 0.\ THE MOSELLE.

NOTES FHOM A .SKETCHBOOK.

COBERN is situated in a striking position

on the right-hand bank of the Jloselle

in ascending the river. The town nestles

beneath a fine ridge of hills, which is crowned
by the ruins of two old castles, called re-

spectively the Neidcrburg and the Ober-
burg. Within the walls of the latter and
higher one of these is the chapel dedicated

to St. Matthias. Of its history little is

known, but it is said to have been founded

by one of the noble owners of the castle

alter his retui n from the Crusades. As may
be seen by the accompanying plan, it is an
hexagonal building, projecting from the east

side of which is a small circular chancel.

Tlie body of the structure has a central por-

tion carried up as a lantern, and supported
U]ion groups of detached shafts and arches,

with an aisle around it. The whole church
is vaulted, the lantern and chancel domi-
cally, and the aisle half-barrelwise, all having
decorative roll groin ribs.

carved into grotesque animals and figures;

these bear detached vaulting shafts with well-

moulded capitals. Its vaulting is ribless and

Elevation oi' Cuai'EL.

The woodcut of the elevation shows the
design of the exterior, the details of which
are bold, simple, and characteristic of the later

German Romanesque work. On each side of

the hexagon a pilaster at the angles and one
in the centre, with intermediate corbels, sup-
port four trefoil-headed arches. Above these
is a sort of clerestory ; this, however, only
opens into the space between the vaulting
and roof. The principal light for the inte-

rior is obtained from the windows in the
drum of the lantern, but there are some key-
shaped and circular windows to the aisles,

and semicircular- headed ones to the chancel.

The entrance doorway, with a square head
and blank tympanum under a semicircular

arch, is of two orders. There is a fine

chancel arch of three orders, with columns
and detached shafts to the jambs.
The detail generally of the interior is rich

and somewhat peculiar ; the pier arches carry-

ing the lantern are poinded and slightly horse-
shoed, whereas all the other arches are semicir-

cular or trefoil shaped. These pier arches con-
sist of simple square-edged openings with one
large roll under the soUit. In strange contrast

is the intricacy and beauty of their supporting
groups of shafts, of which illustrations are

given. These have a central pillar with
monolith shaft of led sandstone lliin. in

diameter, surrounded by four black marble
detached ]>illars, the two on the outside being
also monoliths Sin. in diameter, while the
two inner ones, 5in. in diameter, are divided
into three heights by moulded bands. The
surrounding columns have widely-spreading
and low l)afes, while the central one has a

much higher base of little projection ; its

capital also is at a lower level and much worth
notice. The upper capitals have square abaci,

decorated willi foliage of^ a Romanesque
character ; beneath these are a series of very
minute and complicated circular mouldings in

three groups, each having its central member
dcrnratecl with some variety of notching or nail

hi-ails, while the bell is covered by boldly

l>r(ij('cting horns of foliage of an Early Gothic
character. To the latter a striking and
vigorous effect is given by another set of

leaves, which seem grasped in the curling

he.ids of the lower range of leaves that

spring from the necking, and they bend up
and meet under the stems of the higher
horns. Each group of capitals is differ,

ent in detail, and they altogether present an
interesting collection of architectural orna-

ment.
The Lantern .ibove has admirable corbels

i

Group of Shafts to Main Pier.

plain, the cellular groins just having their

edges taken off so as to form fillets. The
vaulting of the apse at Heisterbach is treated

in the same manner ; this simplicity of arch
surfaces compared with the richness of the
shafts and corbels was due doubtless to an in-

tention that the former should be richly deco-
rated with colour.

The treatment of the arcade round the aisle

also calls for notice. Each side is recessed
with three richly-moulded trefoU-shaped
arches, carried by two detached shafts resting
npon a stone seat, the jambs being plain and
square edged. The arches are stdted and have
an impost moulding at their springing line

above and independent of the capital ; and
over this again the mouldings are stopped by
bosses of foliage in a curious manner, shown
in one of the accompanying woodcuts. Some
of these terminations are of a more primitive
and excessively quaint character, and have a
little bracket projecting from the impost to
take one set of the arch-mouldings.

Termination to Mouldings in Aisle.

At each angle of tlie aisle is a triple group

of marble shafts to take the vaulting, which

is arranged in the following manner :—It ia

a cmtinuous half-barrel-shaped vault spring-
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ing from the wall of the aisle and abutting
against that of the lantern. It is divided
into four spaces on each side of the hexagon
by decorative roll-ribs, one at eacli angle and
three intermediate. Each ?poc; is jslightly

group of shafts, with part of its vaulting rib

and wall rib on either side. These capitals

arched from rib to rib, and thus is concave on
the under side, and springs from a semi-
-circular-arched wall rib projecting from the
aisle wall and a trefoiled one from that of the
lanterc. These wall ribs form a contiuuoiis

corbelled arcade at the top of each wall. One
of tbe illustrations shows the capital of a

Gaoup or CiiirALs in Aisle.

are carved with great freedom and fanc}', with

grotesque animals introduced into them, but

they are of a strangely different and rather

coarser character than the pier capitals ;

the ornament in their abaci seems copied

from Classic work, and the foliage

of the bells has a similar feeling

and is but little in harmony with

the decidedly Early Gothic treat

ment of the others. A very in-

teresting feature of this unique

chapel is its pavement. This is

composed of tesselated tilework

of white, yellow, giey, and black

tiles, about an inch and a bal£

or two inches long and three-

quarters of an inch broad, ar-

ranged in a variety of patterns.

Although these have been care-

fully drawn in the plan from

which the accompanying re-

duced one has been made, the

scale is here almost too small to

allow of their being clearly

shown. The most noticeable

arrangement is that in the chan-

cel, where a series of crosses in

a ring point inwards to the

centre, and are surrounded by a

belt of intersecting circles. The
crosses are of four tiles in width,

the two inner ones white and the

outer black on a red ground. Tlio

circles consistoftwo inner yellow

ones and an outer blown one on each side

on a red ground. In the floor of the

chapel itself are a variety of chequered
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and herringbone patterns, and the space

under the lantern is arranged with a series

of yellowish hexagons, each having a black

centre and a white border, and a band of

brown dividing them. Broad borders con-

nect the bases of the piers, and various diaper

patterns form the ilooring of the aisles.

The above description will serve to show
what a wealth of design has been lavished

upon this small structure. It was restored

some time since by the Prussian arcliitect,

M. F. de Lassaulx, who was a zealous and
careful antiquarian, and it is now in a very
satisfactory condition, and seems to be pre-

served wi'h care. It would be interesting

to know more of its origin, as it is far from
usual to find anything resembling this archi-

tectural I'ijou in such a position, within the

walls of so rude a castle as this of Oberburg,
at Cobcrn, would appear to have been.

John P. Seddos.

EUSTON-SQUARE.

THERE is a matter quietly going on as a
private Bill which nobody seems to

know of, and which will be eillier an im-
provement in the metropolis or another botch.

The London and North-Western Railway
have a general Bill before Parliament which,
among numerous clauses, contains one for

dealing with Euston-square and the Euston-
square terminus. There, is our lirst monu-
mental terminus in London, and the great
propylaium buried in theslums of Drummond-
street. The company, for their own purjioses,

propose to take powers to deal very i'reely

with the low property in Drumraond-street,
&c. ; but as to Euston-square, tliey carve that
out in their own way. Euston-square, we
all know, forms one of the largest squares in
London, divided into great enclosures and
gardens norlli and south of the New-road.
It is not generally known that, while the
south part belongs to the Duke of Bedford,
the north part belongs to Lord Southampton,
and it is with the latter the railway company
is dealing, and the afl'air is very likely to be
left to the company and the great landowner,
and the public will be left, as usual, to be
taken care of by that great personage " No-
body "— the chief protector in England of the
public interests.

The company will do their business
cheaply. By taking away the iron gates in
front of what would be, and will become, the
central approach to the station, they at length
get direct access to it for public conveyances,
after a quarter of a century. To improve this

access tliey take out the centre of the north
garden of the square, presumably for a cab-
stand, leaving two small gardens, one on
each side. Small gift ot prophecy is needed
to carry the design, or want of design, a
little Inrtlier. By virtue of the remov.al of
the gates Drummond-street will pour into the
square, and the houses be deteriorated. By
virtue of the cabstand, the two small gardens,
unprovided with a gardener, will emulate
Leicester- square and other enclosures of
weeds, brickbats, and fdth, with suitable gaps
in the rails for the entrance of street boys.
The southern part of the square will yield

in time, and a large district be deprived of
its prosperity without any compensation for
the woiking classes. The chance for the
public, lioHever, is this, that the company
has dealt with the riglits of the occupants in
Euston-square without giving tliem notice,

and with the intention of allording them no
compensation. These have, nevertheless,
awakened, fur they see, whatever the benefit
to the railway company, their residentiary
interests during the remaining terms of
their lea.<es will be quite destroyed, and they
are organising an ojiposition, demanding that
the ccmpany shall becomjjelled to Ijuy them
out. 1 liis is to a certain extent a new and
undecided point, but it is considered to be
quite ill favour of the lessees. It is clear that
the enjoyment of two severed quarters of the

garden, with a cabstand intervening, is not
equivalent to that of the garden itself, and
that the whole arrangements deteriorate their

property.

From this conflict the public may benefit,

for if the company are compelled to take the

whole north side of the square it may be dealt

with in a very difi'erent manner. A crescent

approach may then be formed to the station,

by which very little open space, if any, will be
lost; the cabstands will not injure gardens or

houses, for there will be no scrubby enclosure
as a garden, the whole being laid open.
Houses may be built suitable for lodging-
houses, hotels, coffee-houses, andotherappur-
tenances of public traffic for the London and
North-Western and the afljoining Midland
and Great Northern Railways. No one
will be injured, the railway will get more,
and the public will get more, and the
terminus will be what it was intended, one of

the most effective in London, and we shall

really be able to see the columns. The south
portion of the square will not be injured, but
improved, as the northern portion will be
better, and the railway inconveniences will be
really divided off by the New-road.
Our readers can easily frame to their own

minds many arrangements by which the
situation can be turned to account. The
present north square makes no good approach,
but the two wings of the crescent with a colon-

nade to the steps, &c., forming a covered way
from the New-road, might be combined with
the original columns. Mr. T. Milues, the
sculptor, in Euston-square, one of the intended
victims, is zealously labouring to convert the
misfortunes of himself and neighbours into a
public good.

THE AKT OF SCOPAS.
" rr^HE Art 'of Soopas as exemplified in the

I Sculptures of the Mausoleum " was the
subject of a lecture delivered at the Midland
Institute, Birmingham, on Monday week, by Mr.
C. T. Newton, iM.A. The lecturer said that
Scopas belonged to what was calied the secoud
Athenian school of sculpture, though not an
Athenian himseff, but a native of Paris. He was
not so prominent in that school as Phidias was in

the previous one, but might be said to divide the
honours of the second period of Atheniau art with
Praxiteles, who was associated with him in build-

ing the Mausoleum. Until very lately our
knowledge of Scopas was somewhat vague. We
had certain notices of bis works by ancient
authors ; certain stray criticisms and panegyrics
on those works ; and in various European
museums certain copies, executed in the Roman
period, of works once celebrated. The discovery
of the Mausoleum had opened to us an entirely

new chapter on ancient art, which told us in distinct
and unmistakable characters what the art of

Scopas, and of the secoud Athenian period, was
compared with that of Phidias. The lecturer
referred tu Mausolus, King of Caria, whose tomb
the JIausoleum was, and to his queen, Artemisi.a,

who built it. He described the peculiar forma-
tion of the ground at Halicarnassus, on which
the Mausoleum vias built, and in describing the
building itself said that it was regarded by the
aucients as one of the seven wonders of the
world. Concerning it we had little iuformatiau
from anticputy, except that it was built of the most
beautiful Patian marble, was covered with the
most beautiful sculpture, and that there w.as iu

that sculpture something prodigiously difficult.

Then followed a brief history of the tomb from
the time of the Roman writers, in the secoud
century of our era, to iho time of the discovery
Mr. Newton had ihe satisfaction of making iu the
year l5i56, the lecturer referring in detail to the
remains which he found, and which are now in the
Britibh Museum. He proceeded, aa it were, to

reconstruct the buililiug from the fragments
which he had gathered ; aud by the aid of a
number of well-executed drawings conveyed to his
audience the appearance of the edihce in its

original state. The edifice was 110ft. high, and
w.aa decorated with a peristyle of tliiity-six

columns, surmnunted by a pediment, upou the
apex of which was a four-horsed chariot iu marble.
The building was 4nft. iu circumference, and,
applying these data of the ancients to the remains
which had been found, it appeared that the order

was Ionic. After referring to the meaning of the
various sculptures with which the building was
ornamented, the lecturer proceeded to compare
the characteristics and merits of Scopas with those

of Phidias, observing that the art of the latter

was much higher in its aspirations and more ethic.

In his work we thought less of the master and
more of the art, the forms of Phidias being,

probably, the greatest conceptions that were ever

em udit'd. They were inspired works, such as

Michael Angelo tried to make, and which he
would have made if he had not been misdirected
by bad lioman sculpture. In all they knew of

the works of Phidias, the svibjects chosen and his

mudes of treating them, there was the same great

inspiration, which had no fellow, no successor, in

Greek art. In fact, what Cicero said of him was
the highest praise ever given to any artist: he
declared that Phidias, in his conception of the

Olympian Jupiter, added something to the
religious impressions iu the minds of the Greeks.
Iu the .art of Scopas and his contemporaries, we
did not lind that higher inspiration. It w.as rather
pathelical than ethical. There was more of

passion in it, and the word that mostly charac-

terised it was " dramatic.'' It was highly dramatic,

tending towards the sensational, but still main-
taining its own laws and the natural reserve

which regulated Greek art down to the time of

its decline, to keep it, as it were, baUnced. In
conclusion, Mr. Newton called attention to the
extraoi dinary vitality of ancient art—how it

resisted time and earthquakes and the hand of

man, so as to remain at the present time an
object of interest and profit. He doubted
whether any modern sepulchral monument would
be au object of interest after a lapse of twenty-
two centuries.

THE MARYLEBONE MORTUARY.

THE commencement of the present year marks a

new era in sanitarj' progressand endghtenment
iu the parish of St. Marylebone ; it witnesses the
completion of a Parochial Mortuary House and
a Post Mortem House.
The style of the building of the former, which

is situated in the southern portion of the
Paddington-street Eurialground, is very plain

Egyptian; 30ft. long, 20ft. wide, and l/ft. high.

The walls are of brickwork, on a massive founda-
tion of Portland cement concrete, and hoop iron

bound, to avoid interference with the graves

beneath. The external is rough stuccoed, aud the

floor is of York stone ; it is covered iu by an iron

roof, with the centre part only tilled in with
rough glass; the other portion of roof, measuring
nearly ij lengths of the whole area, is covered in

with slates, boarding-, and felt.

Fi r the purpose of admitting fresh air to the

floor level, there is a trench the whole length on
each side of the building, covered with an iron

grating ; each trench has five communications
with the external aimo phere by means of air

bricks. For the escape of vitiated air, there is

an opening at least 3in. wide all round the

eaves of the roof, and the upper part of the
glazed poniou is entirely open, but protected from
rata by means of a projecting frame, glazed with
rough glass, and kept sufficiently high to .admit

of a very free escape of any impure air which
may ascend into the upper part of the roof. The
interior of the walls is trowel stucco in Portland
cement, to resist absorption, and the arrangement
of carrying the coffins is by means of strong T
and L iron bearers, supported by iron columns,
having capitals of an Egyptian character. The
Post Mortem House is situated in the Parochial

Stone Yard, Richmond-street, and is a plain iron

building ; it is well lighted and ventilated, lined

internally with varnished match boarding, and
paved with York stone ; it is fitted internally

with a commodious dissecting table, is well

supplied with water, and contains everything

necessary for the conducting of postmortem ex-

anunatious, excepting surgical instruments, which
each operator will be required to provide for Urn-
self.

The Penkuv.-j Gkanite Company.—At an ex-

traordinary general meeting of the shareholders

of the Peuthyn Granite Quarries Company
(Limited), held on Wednesdaj-, the 3rd iust.,

Mr. John James Harris (Addis and Hairis), 25,

(Jld Jewry, was appointed liquidator, and such

appointment was confirnv-'d by A'ice- Chancellor

Sir H. Malins ou tlio 11th inst., on tho

matter being carried under the supervision of

the court.
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INSTITUTE OP SURVEYORS.*

ON THE FUinRB EXTENSION OP THE RAILWAY
SYSTEM, WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE IN-

FLUENCE OF RAILWAYS ON LANDED PROPERTY

AND AQRIOULTUEE.

I
WILL now trace, in as few words as I can, the

causes of the present stagnant condition of rail-

way enterprise. They may be divided under the

following heads :

—

First—The heavy parliamentary expenses

which have been inflicted on all railways, more or

less.

Second—The excessive cost of land.

Third—The heavy cost of railway works and
maintenance, and the wasteful mode of raising

capital.

Parliamentary Expenses.—I have endea-

voured, by diligent inquiry, to arrive accurately

at the amounts per mile or per acre of Parliamen-

tary expenses which have hitherto been incurred

in obtaining the necessary Acts of Parliament, and
aa you would, I dare say, auticipate, without any
very satisfactory result. It may serve our present

purpose if I give the particulars of certain lines,

which, by the courtesy of the secretaries of the

several companies interested, I am enabled to do.

The figures they present may be accepted as a

fair sample of what railways through rural

districts have hitherto paid in Parliamentary ex-

penses, although it will, no doubt, be objected
that the lines specified bring into communication
certain large towns, and, therefore, cannot be
strictly called " rural railways." To meet such
objection I have endeavoured to get the same in

formation respecting lines which are uadieputably

and wholly rural, and although I have not ob-

tained figures I can precisely quote, I have ascer-

tained that in most cases they have been made
bones of contention between large opposing com-
panies claiming the territory they traverse ; and
that, though conceived by their promoters in the

chivalry of competition or independence, have
almost invariably become the property of one of

the contending large companies, after causing an
expenditure of which the average mileage amount
would probably be found to be even greater than
that which the tabulated railways in Table I. ex-

pose

If, as I am disposed to assume, these lines of

railway convey results fairly representing that
part of the existing railway system which we have
now in view, it would appear that the outlay in

Parliamentary expenses had been, on an average,

£1,545 per mile, which, for the 8,000 miles I have
considered was the extent of the railways made
through rural districts in England and Wales up
to the end of 1867, would amount to £12,300,000,
of which the twelve millions at least would have
been saved if the legislature had adopted, in the
first instance, that course which everyone now ad-
mits would have been the best, of investigating,

through a competent medium, the requirements
of districts, and have pre determined the position
of those railways which were necessary.

Without further enlarging upon this point, it

may be competent in me to refer to the mode
in which estate and sanitary improvements have
been legalised, with a view to compare the cost of

the process adopted with that which has signalised

the Parliamentary proceedings in connection
with railways. I refer to the drainage of rural
districts, the sewerage and improvement of towns,
and the enclosure of open fields. In all these
cases inquiries are, in the lirst instance, instituted
under the general Acts, and the objects are sub-
sequently sanctioned ty the legislature by means
of Sessional Acts, of which there are two or
more passed for each object in the course of every
session. The cost of these proceedings may vary
from £50 to £100, but rarely reach the latter
sum ; and I think those who take an interest in
the future eitension of railways as a means of
advancing agiiculture may fairly ask—why we
should go to the expense of £1,545 per mile for
parliamentary expenses, which, in a line of 20
miles, would reach upwards of £30,000—while
the Act for legalising the drainage of an equal
area may be obtained for less than £100. I started
by comparing the benefit derived from railways
with drainage and other estate improvements, and,
in the light of public utility, it would be difficult
to find any very great difference between a trunk
railway receiving the traflio of lateral districts not

* Concluded from pajje 132.

Table I.

Name of Railway,

Furness Railway
Maucbester, Sheffield, &

LilicolDshire
North Staffordshire (pt),

Whitehaveu, Cleatur, .and'

Egremont
Cockermouth, Keswick,
aud Penrith

Maryport and Carlisle ...

Average on the \Yhole !

21G 11 2-5th

1,397

2,801 1 22
1,476

Total
acreage.

Total
outlay of
capital.

Parliairentary eitpenses.

Cost , Coit
pr. mile, per acre

12.373,978' 62.^,690

6,28li,i'7ll li\,ni

335,000 6,710

Land for line.

6,692 2 26 2.',665,289 853,101 —

49,815

50,500

1,615 — —

The acreage ia obtaiued from the Board of Trade Returns, and the outlay from the secretarie.s of the diiTeront railway
companies.

Name of Rai:

Cockennouth, Keswick, and Peoilth
Whiteliaven and Egremont

,

Furness
M;iiii-lu-sriT, Klieflield, and Lincolnshire ..

l)..iM,. '
I ,11,. I

i: .in,,l,oiouali

LiM. 'i.i -kiu
ci!. . ::i '.vl

Cli.. ;• i 'l>.M

North StaUuidsliire
Kettering, Tlaapstone, and Huntingdon.,,

Great Northern (main line)

Spalding and ^larch
Peterborough and Wiabeach
Royston .and Uitchiu
Great E.ustern Ijrancl-.es through rural dioli

Sutton Junction
liorsluimaud Dorkiug
Uckaad and Tuubridga Wells
liognor
South Eastern rural lines, average
Tunbridge and Dartford Lines
Strood and Bickley, L. C. aud D. R.iilway
Alton aud Winchester, S. W Railway
CliL-rtSL-y Br.anch, 8. W. Railway
Swindon aud Cheltenham
StonchousB and Nailaworth

20 miles.

17 miles.

2j miles.

Mr. Bidwoll, company's surveyor.

Mr. Bidwell, comp.'vny's surveyor.

Mr. Oakley,
Mr. Denton,

In several of the above costa tlio compeusatiou to the occupiers

yet accommodated with railways, and for which
blanches are wauted, aud a trunk river receiving

the discharge of lateral valleys and towns not pro-

perly drained and sewered, and for which outfalls

are wanted ; and the analogy will appear the
greater when we, presently, consider the mode in

which capital for making railw.ays may in future
be raised. I will leave this part of the subject
by submitting to you the question—why should
not the Board of Trade have power, through a
proper ofliner, to investigate and report upon any
proposed branch railway, which, if approved by
the President of the Board, may be leg.alised by
a Sessional Act, similar to those I have shortly

desciibed ? I know it may be said that, as the
large towns of England are already connected by
railways, thei'e is nothing left for the existing

companies worth fighting for, and that, therefore,

the future Parliamentary expenses will be triUing
;

but past experience does not sanction this expec-
tation, and it would be very unwise to trust to

the supposition, for it is notorious that some of

the worst-paying lines, through agricultural dis-

tricts, have involved the greatest waste of money
by the opposition of competing companies, which
by strangling competition monopolise districts.

Cost of Land.—The statement (Table II )

exhibits past experiences in the purchase of

several lines, which will serve as an index to the
remainder. In most cases the acreage cost includes

surveyor's charges on both sides, but excludes the
solicitor's costs of conveyancing.

Having regard only to those lines in the fore-

going schedule which may be called rural, and
taking off from the remainder a fair proportion
of the length of those in which lands of mi.ved

character were purchased, £240 may be safely

taken asthe .average amouutof money paid peracre
to landowners, exclusiveof the occupiers' interests.

This amount, it cannot be denied, has been paid
in four cases out of five, where the land would
have been well sold at thirty years' purchase on
its rental, without anything being added for

severance and compulsory sale. The readiness

with which landowners will .sell their land at a

very moderate cost, or even give it for railways
if they cannot get them without, quite

sanctions this assertion. In the Isle of Angle-

sja the land for the Central Railway, IS miles in
laogth, was purchased for £5,000, and this was
done by the secretary himself a >plying to the
landowners before any other steps were taken.
Again, the land for the Riugwood aud Christ-
church line, Tij miles in length, was purchased for
£l,2i)0, or £15 an acre ; and at this m iment the
greater part of the land for au extension in North
Devon is very wisely ottered for nothing if by
such means the parent company can be in-

duced to make it. I cannot give many in-

stances of this sort, for unfortunately though
great professions of liberality have frequently been
made to induce the promoters of railw.iys to make
them, directly an Act has been obtained for the
purpose legal reasons have been found for dia-

caidi,,g preliminary professions, and the obliga-

tions of trustees and of persons under disability

have been made the pretext for squeezing out of

railway companies as much as could possibly be
got. If experience had shown that the prices ob-
tained by landowners were only such as would
qualify them to make a proper abatement of rent

to their tenants, the statements I have made
would utterly fail in truth aud fairness ; but I

feel sure you will agree with me that the cases

are very few in which landowners have not gained
considerable profit—i.e., increased income—by
the sale of their land, after making such abate-

ment as they may have made to their tenants.

Isolated cases, no doubt, could be found where
injury has been done for which no adequate
compensation has been given ; but, fortunately,

they are few. lu avery large majority of instances

no abatement has been made to the tenant, and
none has been asked beyond the simple propor-
tionate amount per acre for the land taken,

—

generally calculated on the bare rent of the farm
;

though the inconveniences which a tenant at-will

sufiers have not always been fully compensated
by the money he has received of the railway com-
pany.

I am now speaking before an institution the

members of which have the most perfect know-
ledge of facts, and I would ask whether this

statement is at all exaggerated ^ Mr. Beadel

writes, " as a general principle, I think a land-

owner might well afford to sell his land at its bare
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value, giving up all claim for severance and com-
pulsory sale ; but taking care that, so far as

accommodation works are concerned, he is pro-

perly protected." This is precisely my view of

the question, and, in order that we may appreciate
the full extent and effect of the over-payment tc

landowners, which has doubtless had something
to do with the present condition of railways, and
the deadlock to which they have come, wo may
assume that an average of £(J0 an acre

—

i.e., £2
(tithe free) X 30 years' purchase, would have
been ample payment for the 100,000 acres which
railways have absorbed in rural districts. If this

be so, and £"240 an acre has been paid for this

quantity of land, the total amount must luave

reached £24,000,000 when .£15,000,000 should have
sufficed. Hence it follows that £18,000,000 have
actually been lost to the railways, and g.ained by
those individuals of the landed interest who have
been lucky enough to possess lands required for

making them. I will illustrate the way in which
the landowner's profit has been gained by three
cases within my own experience, believing them
to be typical of others. In one case, acting for a

landowner, I was instrumental in obtaining the
Bum of i.'1.7U0 for 3.|, acres of land. The case

was one of very bad severance, there being up-
wards of 250 acres of productive arable land cut
off from the homestead by the railway, which
crossed on a level. The abatement made to the
tenant was £20 a year, and the landowner having
applied the money obtained in the redemption of

the land tax, and in the purchase of additional

land, obtained nearly £60 a year, so that he gained
a profit of nearly £40 a year. In the next case,

a noble Marcpus, now deceased, sold between 13
and 14 acres of land, on a branch railway (purely
agricultural), at £120 an acre, for which he was
receiving about 253. tithe-free rent, and repre-

sented the proportion of the land tax as merely
nominal, while ho pleaded great generosity in

selling the land at the price. The railway was
taken on lease, during construction, by one of the
great parent lines, and though effort was made to

apportion the land tax, difficulties were found in

doing so, and it was postponed until the lease was
perfected. The noble Jlartpiis then demanded a

re-apportionment of the land tax ad valorem, on
the ground that agriculture was depressed, anil the
railway interest in the ascendant. The case was
taken before the local Commissioners, and they,

beicg unable to resist the law, fixed on the rail-

way such an amount of land tax that, when re-

deemed, the price of the land purchased was raised

to £l"y an acre. As a hnrge part of the land in

the pari.ih belonged to the Marquis, he, of course,
gained by the increased amount apportioned on
the railway. The third case is one in which a
line was promoted by the landowners of the
district. It passed through a property, under
trust, for which an eminent solictor, much con-
nected with railway enterprise, was acting. He,
being versed in such matters, opposed the Bill in

Parliament, and came to terms in the committee
room. I refrain from mentioning the amount
agreed upon, though it was a large one, bvit it is

certain that the tenant, from that day to this,

has received no abatement of rent ; on the con-
trary, he has re-hired the farm on lease, without
desiring any reduction, being satisQed that the
accommodation the railway affords compen.sates
him for the loss of the land taken. While re-

ferring to this latter case, 1 am reminded of the
observation of our highly esteemed friend and
associate, Mr, John Horatio Lloyd, on the evening
of our first meeting, when he said, speaking of

our position as surveyors, that the zeal for the
interests of our employers not imfrequently warps
our judgment and puts a strain upon our consci-

ences. Now, my experience leads me to the con-
clusion that, though many surveyors are led in

their zeal to do the best they can for claimants
against railways, whose cases are put into their

hands, there seldom is wanting, in the worse cases

of exaction, a legal adviser who, with a full know-
ledge of the value of the accommodation railways

afford, instructs the surveyor employed to obtain

the very utmost he can, and frequently ado|its

the most paltry expedients to gr;wp it. (ireat

reliance is placed on the disposition of juries and
umpires to split differences, and it is not an un-

common practice for solicitors and surveyors so to

prepare their cases, after having ascertained the

very outside to which the railway company will go
as to furnish figures, in evidence, as much above
the sum they really hope to get as the oomjiany's
offer is below it.

Every purchaser for railway companies is alive

to these tactics, and will acknowledge that, so

long as the only alternative to yielding is an

appeal to jury or arbitration, with all the expense
of counsel, solicitors, and witnesses, it in doubtful

whether it is not better, on the ground of expedi-

ency, to succumb to exaction rather than to

resist it on the ground of principle. Though ex-

posure of the manrcuvres by which money is

squeezed out of companies ofttimes acts advan-

tageously in checking for a time the greed of

individuals, it cannot be denied that, on the

whole, recourse to jury and, not uufrequently,

arbitration, results in a lamentable failure of jus-

tice ; and if the railway system is to extend, by
branch lines and additional connecting lines, to

those places and districts which are still without
them, I think it will be found necessary to adopt

a very different mode of proceeding for the
acq<iisition of land. It is believed by many
that, wherever a turnpike road now exists, a

railway of some description or other should

be made, and if made at a cost not ex-

ceeding £5,000 or £<3,000 will pay a fair dividend
;

and the legislature, by the act of last session ("The
Regulation of Railways Act, I86S,"), delegated

to the Board of Trade the power of granting?

licenses to construct and work light railways,

which may be suitable for the majority of lines

still remaining to be made. To reduce the cost

of land, therefore, by an acceptable mode of pro-

ceeding is a primary consideration. With a view to

raise a discussion on the point, I will now ven-

ture to place before you some suggestions for that

purpose. I have already proposed that no pay-

ment should be made for compulsory sale nor for

severance, but that a fixed number of years' pur-

chase on the annual value, with proper acommoda-
tion works, should be the only basis of compensa-
tion when the land is simply farming land. It

then remains to be considered whether the land

should be paid for outright. It is the opinion of

some persons that a very long lease or easement
al an annual rental, say for 000 years, such as exists

in the case of the Blyth and Tyne Railway, would
be the better mode of acquiring land ; and, if

this latter plan were adopted, subject to a revision

of rental at certain periods, so as to give the land-

owner the benefit of a general rise in value, it is

not open to much olijection. It would have this

advantage, that many legal expenses would be

avoided which appertain to the purchase of land.

The question would then be, by what means
should the annual value of the land be ascer-

tained ?

An opinion has been expressed that the Board
of Trade, which now, in the place of justices,

appoint surveyors to value for possession where
any land is required by railway companies before

settlement can be made, are fully competent to

appoint an umpire, whose decision shall be final, to

determine the amount to be paid or the rent to be

fixed where the landowner or his agent and the

agent of the company cannot agree ; and it has

been suggested that it should be entirely within

the breast of such umpire to decide whether any
evidence beyond that of the agents on both sides

is necessary to enable him to form a proper judg-

ment. Whether or not there should be a power
of appeal against such decision is a matter worthy
of consideration ; but, under any circumstances,

it is conceded that some such inexpensive process

should regulate the future price of land for rail

ways in rural districts, and that one and the same
person should be appointed to act as umpire
throughout the entire length of any future branch
railway.

The Mode of Raising Capital.—It is not my
intention to dwell much on the past, nor to de-

tain you with " the poetry of railway financing,"

as the Sattirday Rfi'icic expresses it. It is now
generally acknowledged that the system of hand-

ing over to contractors the monetary powers con-

ferred upon railway companies by their several

Acts of Parliament has had the effect of increasing

the cost of works to shareholders at least thirty per

cent, beyond what they would have cost had sove-

reigns instead of paper been the means of pay-

ment. This practice may now be considered at

an end, and a very different mode of proceeding

must be adopted, both with regard to the charac

ter of the works and the mode of raising the ne-

cessary capital. Upon these points there is

nothing so clear as the report of Sir Rowland Hill,

which follows the general report of the Royal

Commission on Railways (18G7).

In the case of land drainage, under the Act of

18()1, recently explained by .Mr. Grantham, the

proprietors of one-tenth of the land comprised

within a proposed district can petition the Inclo-

aure Commissioners to investigate and define the

boundary of the lands to be benefited, and, by the
Sanitary and Sewage Utilisation Acts, one-tenth
of the ratepayers within the proposed boundary
of an urban district may, in like manner, peti-

tion the Secretary of State for the Home Depart-

ment to fix the boundary of any district to be im-

proved. The intended improvements, having
themselves been investigated by an inspector sent

down by the Inclosure Commissioners or the Se-

cretary of State, as the case may be, the boundary
fixed and approved by them, and conlirmed by
Sessional Acts of Parliament, the whole of the

property within the defined district becomes rate-

able towards the cost of the intended improve-
ments, and the rates to be levied may be mort-
gaged, and money raised thereby, for the execu-

tion of the necessary works. Now, as branch
railways through rural districts are, as I hope I

have shown, the most certain means of raising

the value of property, there can be no reason

why the same course of procedure should not be
adopted. The limits of the district to be im-
proved would be defined by the inspector ap-
pointed by the Board of Trade, and both the
landed and household property within it would be-

come security for the cost of the improvement. At
present the construction and maintenance of

common by-ways fall more or less directly upon
land and household property, and, as Sir Rowland
Hill points out, it may reasonably be inquired

whether " the principle thus established may not
be safely, justly, and beneficially applied to that

better kind of by-ways by which they muat, in the

natural course of things, be gradually suiierseded-"

By a recent law in France the construction of

branch railways has already been carried out by
the application of this principle. The first essen-

tial to be secured is that the required railways

shall be made as cheaply as possible, and worked

I

economically after they are made. To apply the
principle to the extension of railways in rural

districts let us assume that " light railways,"

such as were contemplated by the Act of last ses-

sion, can be made (having reduced to reasonable

limits the cost of Parliamentary expenses and the

purchase of land) at a cost of from £5,000 to

£6,000 per mile, including all necessary accom-
modation works, and that, when made, the
parent companies will work them at 50 per cent,

on the gross receipts, though, if the views enter-

tained of Mr, Fairlie's patented improvements are

sound, this proportion may be much reduced,
and that applicable to dividend increased, whereby
the liability of the proprietors in the district to

contribute will be lessened in proportion.

The limits of the district having been defined,

we may suppose, for illustration, that they would
reach a mean distance of 5 miles on each side of

the intended line ; so that there would be 6,400

acres per mile ti ibutary to the railway; and all

laud, houses, and other property, constituting

and existing upon that area, would become rateable

in proportion to the benefit the railways conferred
upon them. The security required to raise the

capital—say £6,000 per mile—would be the

power to levy a rate equal to £250 to £260 per

mile per annum, which would insure to capitalists

4 per cent, upon the outlay after paying the costs

of collection. If we take an average of 9d. or

O-^d. an acre on the 6,400 acres per mile run, or

an equivalent of 7d. or 8d. in the pound over the

whole of the district, the required rate could be
raised. It does not follow, however, that the

landowners, who would guarantee this annual pay-

ment, would be called upon for a single farthing,

for if the traffic of the railway yielded a sufficient

return to yield the required interest after paying
the parent company 50 per cent, of the earnings

for working it, there would be no necessity for

levying a rate, and the property within the dis-

trict would, in fact, be only nominally liable for

the charge. The arrangements made for mort-
gaging the rates au horised to be levied for the

purpose of raising money for the execution of

works, under "The Land Drainage Act, 1861,"

might be readily applied to railK'ays, subject to

the same restrictions as the Drainage Act imposes

whereby the Commissioners of districts can only

exercise their borrowing powers with the sanction

of the Inclosure Commissioners. In the case of

drainage the whole of the land in the district is

valued by a surveyor appointed by the District

Commissioner after the works are executed and the

extent of improvement ascertained. An assess-

ment is then made, and the same plan might be

adopted in the case now under consideration, the

assessor being appointed by the landowners of

the district. Adopting much the same principle

as 1 have just set forth for the provision of capi-
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tal, a Bill has beea thia Bession introduced into

Parliament for incorporating a company called

" ThjB Landowners' Association for the Construc-

tion of Branch Railways and for other Works,"

with which an active member of this institution

is connected.

I cannot close these remarks without expressing

my own personal desire that it may not be long

before the evils and contradictious of the present

management of railways may be avoided by the

control of the whole being placed under a special

department of the State, whereby the common
interests of the country are much more likely to

be considered and provided for than by private

companies ; for I believe, with Mr. Baxendale,

that the roads of this country should belong
" altogether to the people, just as much as the

light of Heaven."

Mr. J. H. Llotd, in proposing a vote of thanks

to Mr. Denton for his able paper, said everyone

must have felt it a great compliment to the in-

stitution. He did not know that it was practi-

cally important except that the opinion of a body
of men like the members must have some eifect

•upon future legislation on the subject. No doubt
there had been great mismanagement in railway

legislation and liuance. The legislature choose

to commit a series of blunders, to prescribe rules

which impeded all free action ; instead of simply

protecting the public they choose to interfere al-

together wrongly. 'Landowners were enabled to

obtain compensation for benefits bestowed upon
themselves with increased value of their land and
means of transit. We are now sufi'eriug the cou-

sequeuces of all these blunders, and as railways

had by no means reached their fullest stage of de -

Telopment it was most advisable that these ques-

-tions should be discussed and light thrown upon
all future action. With many of Mr. Denton's cal-

culations he disagreed, and with the permission

of the members he would, on their next meeting,

open the discussion of those points.

The vote of thanks was seconded and unani-

mously passed and the meeting separated.

The next meeting will be held on Monday, the

22ud inst., when the discussion on Mr. Denton's
paper will be resiimed, and, time permitting, a

paper will be read by Mr. P. D. Tuckett, on " The
_Art of Valuing Agricultural Land."

DEAN'S PATENT PLOTTING AND COMPUTING SCALE.

Institution of SoRVEVons.—At the ordinary

.general meeting, held on Monday, February S, at

12, Great George-street, the foUowinj names were
read and passed, to be balloted for on March 8,

viz.:—As Members: Josiah Hunt, 11, Park-
street, Westminster ; William Norman, 8, Spring-

gardens, S.W. ; Thomas Rule Owen, Haverford-
west ; 'Thomas Colville Scott, 10, King's Arms-
yard, B.C.; John Edmund Thomas, 11, Park-

etreet, Westminster. As Associates : John
-Smith Ellis, 31, Nicholas-lane, E.C, ; Alexander
Fraser, Brook-street, Hanover-square ;

Joseph Lott,

12, Great George-street, Westminster ; William
H. Warner, 4, Whitehall. The following dona-

tions to the library were announced :

—*' Proceed-

ings of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers,

1861-68," by the Council Inst. M.E.; "The
Drainage and Improvement of Lands Act (Ire-

land), 1863," by R. B. Grantham ; T. J. Kershaw,
" Penfold on Rating," 1866," by the author ; also

further subscriptions of £23 23. to the Library

Fund. A vote of thanks was unanimously given

to the various donors. The following candidates

were balloted for and declared duly elected, viz ;

as Members—William Brown, Tring, iJerts; Wil-

liam Menzies, Parkside, Staines ; Cecil George
Saunders, 21, Parliament-street ; William Turner,

Ipswich. As Associates : Henry Alfred Hub-
bersty, South CoUingham ; James Pogue Fawcett,

5, Lancaster-place; William Rex, Ivy Lodge,
Walhamgreen

; Wilfred Longlcy Dod-son, 14,

Whitehall-place. The next meeting will be held
on Monday evening, February 2"2, when the dis-

cussion on Mr. Denton's paper will be takeu, and
(time permitting) a paper will be read entitled
" The Art of Valuing Agricultural Land, and the

Indications of the various Qualities of Soils," by
Mr. Philip D. Tuckett. The chair to be taken at

eight o'clock. The following candidates will be

balloted for, viz. :—As Members : T. Foster

.Brown, Cardiff; Richard Horsfall, Halifax;

Charles Humphreys, jun., 61, Le.adenhall-8treet

George H. Hussey, "The Green, High Wycombe
;

E. Saunders, 10, Bridge-street, Westminster.
As Associates: G. P. Bidder, jun., 3, Paper-build-

•ings. Temple; John Fowler, 2, Queen-square-

flace ; F. A. Philbrick, Lamb-building, Temple.

dean's patent plotting and computing scale.

IN our department of " The Surveyor " we in-

tend from time to time to lay before the

profession details of such new inventions or im-

provements as may appear likely to be useful.

The above scale, for the use of surveyors and en-

gineers, has been patented by Mr. H. Dean
(associate of the Institution of Surveyors),

Southam, Warwickshire. The patentee claims

the superiority of this scale over that in ordinary

use, as affording facilities for plotting with greater

accuracy and despatch th.an can be obtained by
the ordinary feather-edged scales. It combines a

set of plotting and computing scales in one in-

strument, which is so constructed, says the

patentee, as to be easy and simple in its working,

and so arranged that error cannot possibly arise

by reading off the wrong set of divisions. He
also says it is easily adjusted to either set of divi-

sions in a few seconds ; and as a computing
scale alone, it is vastly superior to the ones in

ordinary use, as the grooves run along the edges

instead of along the surface of the scale, thereby

keeping the computing frame close to the paper.

The above woodcut will give some idea of its

construction.

A is the main scale divided on both surfaces,

having a longitudinal groove running throughout

the entire length of each edge, and in these

grooves is accurately fitted a sliding frame of

metal, consisting of two slides (one in each

groove) connected by two transverse bars B B
passing at right angles to the slides, and parallel

to each other, across and above the surface of the

main scale. This sliding frame carries a feather-

edged ivory supplemental scale C, with zero or in-

dicator marked across its centre. This supple-

mental scale is fixed to frame by two screws

D D (which screws serve for handles to move the

frame and offset scale backwards and forwards

along the main scale) ; it cau be adjusted to

either set of divisions on either surface of the

scale. Tbe slides are provided with springs

running in the grooves to give the frame a steady

and even motion, and a stop E is provided at each

end to arrest the sliding frame at the spot where

the indicating point of the supplemental scale

exactly coincides with the zero on the main scale.

The otfset scale F F is mounted at light angles to

the main scale and fixed by a screw G to a pro-

jection of the aforesaid metal frame ; it is feather

edged, and has its zero line across its centre ; it

is divided to correspond with the divisions on
both surfaces of main scale. A groove H U is

cut along the centre of its surface, and a slot I I

is cut through the same, as shown. The offset

pricker J is screwed into a metal slide that works

along the groove H H. A small ivory feather-

edged strip K K works along a projection of the

metal slide at right angles to same, upon which is

marked the reading point or indicator, which can

be adjusted to either set of divisions, and so

arranged as to prevent all errors that might pos-

sibly arise through reading off the wrong scale.

The oft'set pricker J (see detail) consists of a

needle a which works through the small handle J,

the screw h, and the small spiral spring r, which

spiral spring is placed round the needle to keep

the point of same clear off the paper. When
the top h is pressed by the thumb or finger the

needle punctures the paper, being arrested by the

shoulder d to prevent it making a large unsightly

hole. By screwing or unscrewing the top 5 the

size of the puncture can be regulated to a nicety.

L is a metal computing frame, which is mounted
in the same manner as the offset scale. M is a

small feather-edged ivory scale divided to corre-

spond with the several sets of divisions on the

main scale—which is useful when plotting build-

ings, &c., where all the measurements are not

made at right angles with the line.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

AT the ordinary general meeting, held on
Monday evening last, Mr. Clarke, Vice-

President, in the chair,

Mr. J. P. Seddon, the Hon. Sec, announced
several donations of book.s, including a number
from the library of a late Fellow, Mr. G. R.

Burnell. A letter was read from Mr. E. H.
Burnell, stating that his late brother had left a

memorandum directing works on esthetics, to the

value of £10, to be given to the Institute, and

that the writer had added a few other works not

in the Library of the Institute.

The CnAiiiMAN was about to put the usual

formal vote of thanks to the donors, when
Professor Kerr said that something more than

a passing vote of thanks should be paid to the

surviving Mr. Burnell, for the extremely handsome
way in which he bestowed these books. He (the

Professor) understood that their late Fellow

—

who might be said to have "died in harness'' in

the cause of professional matters—had left no
distinct order that the books in question should

be given to the Institute, but only a memorandum,
which, however, had been interpreted in the most
handsome way by Mr. E. Burnell, who had allowed

their Fellow, Mr. Wyatt Papworth, to select what-

ever books he chose. Under these circumstances,

he moved that the Council should be instructed to

convey something more than a passing vote of

thanks to Mr. Burnell.

Mr. Wyatt Papworth said that when he had
selected the works from the late Mr. Burnell's

library which came under the term ccsthetical,

he found that there were a few others which he
thought would be serviceable to the Institute, and
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on representing this to the present Mr. Burnell'

he said—" Give me your list and you shall have

them."
Messrs. John Ladds, Ernest C. Lee, Frederick

B. Meeson, and Clapton C. Rolfe were then de-

clared duly elected by ballot as Associates.

The Chaikmax announced that, in competition

for the Pugiu Travelling Studentship, eleven sets

of drawings had been sent in, of about the

average merit. The committee, after going care-

fully through the sets, had selected that of Mr.

John Cotton as the one for which the Studentship

should be awarded. The committee had made
"honour.able mention" of the drawings sent in by

Mr. W. H. Syme.
It was also announced that the special general

meeting for the award of Gold Medal and the

Institute medals and prizes would be held on the

19th of April instead of on the 1st of March.

W. Benson, Esq., then read the paper for the

evening

—

ON THE SCIENCE OP COLOUR.

Much of tho value of what has been ascer-

tained about colour is lost through a misconcep-

tion of some essential points, and important dis-

coveries have been fruitless for want of being

known and understood by those who should use

them. Though nature affords a marvellously

beautiful and easy mode of instructing and direct-

ing the eye in colour, its use has been hitherto

ignored in art. Fancy has been often svibstituted

for reason, and authority and positive assertion

for evidence, and even when experiment has been
appealed to, it has been without understanding

its meaning. Hence principles have been laid

down as fundamental truths which have no
foundation in nature, and are of course useless in

art.

Colours are nothing but sensations excited in

the eye by light. There are innumerable dif-

ferent kinds of light, each distinguished by its

peculiar refrangibility, and the peculiar sensation

of colour with which it affects the eye. Tho
colours of all objects are combinations of the

colours of those particular kinds of lights which
the same objects may happen to send to the eye.

This being so (and there is nothing in science

better established), the knowledge of that splendid

series of colours which constitute a perfect pris-

matic spectrum— which are, in fact, the colours

of all possible kinds of light .arranged in the order
of their refrangibility, and, therefore, the ele-

ments of .all colours in nature—must be, if not
the foundation, at least a very essential part, of

the science of colour. If some of the prismatic

colours are capable of producing by mi.xture all

the rest, whilst themselves are not produced by
mixture of any of the rest, they may, for all

practical purposes, be treated as tho real elements
of colour, and denominated " primaries," in pre-

ference to all the rest ; for if these prismatic
colours, when mixed, can produce the other pris-

matic colours, they can a fortiori ]^roduce all the
colours in nature, which are merely mixtures of

the prismatic colours. The great difficulty and
difference of opinion that has prevailed about the
question of primary colours has arisen partly

from ignorance of the cause of the colours of pig-

ments and other bodies, and partly from ig-

norance of the nature of the prismatic colours.

Here lies the peculiar complication which proves
a stumbling block to many on the threshold of

the science. A double analysis has to be made of

the colours or natural objects before wo can
arrive at the real elements of colour. It seems
difficult to analyse them into their component
prismatic colours, but this is not enough ; the
prismatic colours themselves must also bo
analysed into the real elements of colour. AVe
must find out whether tho sensations excited by
the simple homogeneous rays are themselves
simple or compound, and which are simple and
Trbich compound.
Newton, with marvellous skill, effected and

proved the first analysis by the aid of a prism,
and called the prismatic colours primary colours,
because he did not go on to investigate the rela-

tions of these prismatic colours to each other,
tut assumed, as it seems, that they were all

equally simplo and uncompounded, notwith-
standing that iu some of his admirable experi-
ments he found that adding together parcels of
the prismatic rays produced colours which were
identical with those of other simple prismatic
rays. About a century after Newton, Tobias
Mayer, the great German astronomer, observing
that it was possible with mixtures of red, yellow,
and blue pigments to produce an imitation
(though but a poor one) of all the prismatic co-

lours, concluded, too hastily, that these three alone

were simple colours, and deserved the name of

primary colours. Had he tested his conclusions

by any cross experiments ; or, in the manner of

Newton, investigated the w,ay in which the

colours of pigments and their mixtures were
produced, he would have found out (what
Newton had clearly stated before him, over and
over again) that pigments act by destroying

light, and that the colour of the mixture of

two pigments is not a mixture of their separate

colours, but merely the colour of those

prismatic rays which both of the pigments leave

ucdestroyed—some colour, in fact, which is

common to the colours of both of the separate

pigments. But Mayer's views were plausible
;

they seemed obvious to the eye ; the illusion

they concealed was not easy to make so clear
;

they were adopted and laid down authoritatively

by Scheffer, in his *' Art of Painting," and by
other writers ; and, therefore, without any scien-

tific examination, they were, and arc to this

day, received by people in general .as undoubted
truths, and form the foundation of that system
of colour doctrine which is now taught even in

our Schools of Design, under the authority of

the Department of Science .and Art ; and which
also prevails on the Continent.

After the lapse of another century, however,
some accurate observations have at length been
made upon the prismatic colours, and which,

though they have remained for now eight or nine

years almost unnoticed by practical men, will in

future be regarded as having established the true

theory of colour, and as having relieved the

student in this department of art from the
difficulty or impossibility of reconciling the re-

quirements of a false or defective theory with the

approval of a refined taste or a nicely-discriminat-

ing eye. The experiments referred to were made
by Professor James Clerk Maxwell, on the pro-

portions in which different sets of three rays

taken from different parts of the spectrum must
be combined in order to produce the sensation of

white, .and will be found detailed in the " Tr.ans-

actions " of the Koy.al Society for lS6t). They
constitute a sort of trigonometrical survey of the

spectrum, on a principle which determines the

relations of the colours of all the prismatic rays

to each other. These experiments were made
with a refined apparatus and repeated many times

over by different observers to ensure the correct-

ness of the results ; and they distinctly prove that

three of the prismatic colours, viz , tbe best red,

the best green, and the best blue, which occur

near tho begiuuing, the middle, and the end of

the spectrum, when mingled altogether produce
white, like the mixture of all the prismatic colours,

and when combined iu pairs produce all the iuter-

vening prismatic colours iu the full strength which
they possess iu the spectrum ; that is to say, the

prismatic red and green, when combined in differ-

ent proportions, produce the prismatic orange,

yellow, and yellow green, which lie between them
in the spectrum, and the prismatic green and blue,

when so combined, produce all the intervening

sea-green hues. Hence it is evident that all the

colours iu nature may be exactly imitated by
mixtures of the prismatic red, gi'een, and blue

;

and this is not true of any other three prismatic

colours. If, for instance, we take certain pro-

portions of the prismatic yellow, sea-green and
violet, we may be able to produce white by the
mixture of all three, and we m.ay also be able to

produce a ijnle red by a mixture of the violet and
yellow, a pale green by the mixture of the yellow

aud sea-green, and a pale blue by the mixture of

the sea-green and violet ; but we can never so

produce the deep red, green, and blue, which
strike the eye so peacefully in the spectrum, for

those three prismatic colours exceed all their

intervening colours in strength of hue, and there-

fore cannot be produced by mixtures of their

intervening colours. It is because of their superior

strength that when we look .at a tolerably pure

spectrum it seems, at first sight, to consist of

bands of red, green, and blue alone ; aud only on
a more careful inspection does it appear that the

red p-asses through a regular gradation of colours

to green, and the green through another regular

gr.adatiou to blue. Tluis tho natural judgment of

the eye perfectly accords with tho lesults of these

reiined philosophical experiments ; and the observa-

tion of Aristotle- tho lirst observer of n,aturc

whose writings have come down to us, and one
of tho greatest that the world has seen—that

scarlet-red, green, and violet-blue are the colours

of the rainbow, has been conlirmed, after the

lapse of more than twenty centuries, by the re-

finements of modern science.

Mr. Benson next explained Professor Maxwell's
experiments by means of diagrams, and gave an
exposition ef the colours produced by throwing
together different continuous parcels of the
prismatic rays, and excluding the rest, which con-
stituted a very interesting part of the science of

colour. After describing the spectra of a broad
band of white upon a black ground, and a broad
band of black upon a white ground, he went on
to say that

—

The principal prismatic colours and their com-
binations constitute the very alphabet of the
science of colour, and are as essential to any intel-

ligent acquaintance with it as the system of nota-
tion is in arithmetic, or the scale of notes in
music. It is a most fortunate circumstance that
we are able so easily to produce an invariable ex-
emplar of colour, which though not actually
perfect (since even the colours of a pure prismatic
pectrum are, in some degree, diluted or mixed),
yet e.\cel .all others in depth, and are, therefore,

the best which it is possible to find to exempUfy
the nature of colours, and to teach the eye to dis-

tinguish, at first sight, the true complementary
colours. How far the uneducated or falsely edu-
cated eye is liable to err may be seen by taking
the diagrams of primary colours, and their com-
plementary secondaries, usually given in popular
works on colours, and comparing them with the
series of Nature's painting. The former are in
general so extremely diverse from the truth, ex-
cepting blue and red, that they scarcely present
an approximation to it. Blue, for instance, is

usually opposed to a very red orange, instead of to

yellow
;
green to red, instead of pink ; red to a

w.arm or yellowish green, instead of to sea-green

—a colour that would by some be thought nearer
to light blue than to green. When we consider

how easily these colours are produced, how striking

they are to the eye, how simple the explana-

tion of them is, it is surprising that hitherto no
attempt has been made to make use of them ia

educating the eye to distinguish the true primary
and secondary colours, by accustoming it to the
inimitably beautiful productions of Nature's uner-

ring pencil. The student may see here ia a

moment how near the colour of a pigment is in

hue to the true red, green, or blue, or to their

complementary colours ; for nothing can be easier

thau to compare the colour of a pigment with
any of these combinations of the prismatic colours.

He may also see how far any pigment, though
correct in hue, falls short of the standard of per-

fection in the depth or in the clearness of its

colour. There is no difficulty in learniug how
to use a prism, aud a very few comparisons of its

colours with the colours of pigments will gene-

rally be enough so to impress them on the obser-

ver's mind that he will have no difficulty in

referring the hue of any bright pigment after-

wards very nearly to its correct place in the whole
circle of colour.

It may be objected, however, that in practice

we have not so much to do with these deep and
clear colours as with the pale, dull, and greyish
colours, commonly designated " tertiaries," though
tho one true and perfect tertiary is, of course,

white, including in that term its every gradation

in brightness, from black up to the most brilliant.

There is much reason in this objection, because
tho we.ak hues of these colours, endlessly diversi-

fied as they are in strength, are not at all easy to

identify, unless the eye has been educated aright

on this point also. But one especial excellence of

the method referred to consists in its capability

of being easily and perfectly adapted to the exhi.

bitioa of these pale, dull, and greyish colours

also.

To the decorator, nothing can be more important
than a correct idea of the real hues of those pale,

dull, or greyish colours which he so frequently

uses to cover large surfaces, for though weak in

respect of intensity, they are powerful iu respect

of their extent. He m.ay wish to introduce their

opposite hue, in small extent, but great intensity,

to balance them, or he may wish to relieve them
by using some border of a similar hire iu greater

strength ; but how can he do either with certainty

unless he is sure of the nature of these weak hues ?

What means has he at present of learning ?

Supposing he knows the true hues of his bright

pigments, he may, indeed, often make weak hues
by mixing those blight pigments with while and
black, and so judge of their nature ; but it must
still be very advantageous to bo able to judge
aright of such colours, independently of enr[iirical

methods, and for this no means are so certain and
so easy as those indicated in the paper. The
results deduced from the study of the prismatic

colours are fully confirmed by all sorts of ex-
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periments made with the colours o£ pigments.

For instance, we may test the colours o£ pigments

with a prism in a beautifully simple way.
_
We

have merely to cover a small part of a strip of

white paper with the pigment, and view it over a

dark cavity through the prism, and wesee the

spectrum of the pigment colour adjoining to

that of the white, and detect at once the rays

which are absorbed or extinguished by the pig-

ment, and those which it sends to the eye, to

which its colour is due. '1 bus with respect to

yellow (which many still maintain to be a primary

colour, unconvinced by the experiments on the

combination of the prismatic rays, which show

that the best yellow is produced by throwing

together all from the first red to the last green

ray), if we analyse the colour of aureolem, of

chrome yellow, or of king's yellow, or the petal

or any bright yellow flower, we uniformly find that

the better and clearer the yellow, the more
perfectly the object reflects all the red and all the

green rays, absorbing only the blue. Hence, if

blue is a primary colour, it is difficult to see how
it can be supposed that a colour produced by all

the other rays of the spectrum is not made up of

both the other primaries combined, whatever

those primaries are.

Again, we may determine correctly all the

intermediate colours between any two given

colours, and ascertain the accurate mean between

two given colours, without the slightest difficulty

or possibility of error, by the beautiful method
first used by the celebrated Lambert in the last

century, and which the author of this paper has,

in his last " Treatise on the Science of Colours,"

endeavoured to improve and apply to this purpose.

We have merely to hold a slip of clean polished

glass perpendicularly between spots of the given

colours, so as to see the near spot reflected from

that part of the glass through which we see the

other spot. If spots of white and black are

placed opposite to each on alternate sides of the

given colours, the position of the eye, in which

half the light is reflected and half transmitted, is

readily found, and the result there observed must
be the mean of the colours. When the reflection

is more oblique, the reflected light will be in

higher proportion than the transmitted, and the

contrary with a less oblique reflection.

Those who suppose that they can get the

colours intermediate between the colours of two
pigments by mixin<» the pigments should com-
pare the results obtained by that fallacious method
with those obtained by this elegant and ea.sy ex-

periment. Gamboge and Prussian blue, for in-

stance, make, by mixture, a green darker than
either the yellow or the blue of those pigments

;

the scientific method gives as their intermediate

colour a grey of mean brightness, in agreement
with the results obtained by experiments on the

combination of the prismatic rays. So also it

does with the colours of king's yellow and
cobalt, or lemon-yellow and French blue or ultra-

marine. If we avail ourselves of the well-known

property of Iceland spar to give double images of

two coloured spots, and arrange the spots so that

one image of both shall fall together, we obtain

the same results ; and so also if we excite the

sensation of the two colours in rapid succession on-

the same part of the retina, as by the well-known
method of rotation. But neither of these

methods are so convenient in practice as that of

the slip of glass : they are only mentioned to

show in whatever way we can mingle two dif-

ferent colour-sensations, we obtain the same
results. The results of all the author's experi-

ments with colours of pigments plainly agreed

with his former experiments on the combination
of the prismatic rays, and confirm the opinion that

red, green, and blue are the primary, and sea-

green, pink, and yellow the secondary colours.

THE ARCHITECTURE OP BELGIUM.*

THE next church in point of interest is the Ca-
thedral of St. Servais, Maestricht, of immense

size and height, and possessing features peculiar

to itself. It consists of a narthex or vestibule at

the west end, occupying the full width of the

nave and aisles, and rising to the full height of

the nave, into which it opens by a magnificent

circular arch carried on corbelling shafts, with
some of the largest Romanesque capitals in

existence, and constituting one of the grandest
features to be found anywhere. Above this

narthex is a room of similar size, the use of

which is not certain. Seen from the outside, the

Concluded from page 135.

wall of this upper part is set back some Cft. or

8ft. from the lower wall, so that this latter must
be at least 10ft. or 12ft. thick. It is recessed

out in niches and arcades inside. The nave and
aisles, though of Romanesque period, have been
so changed in the fifteenth century, that were it

not for their size and simplicity (which the small

detail and mouldings of the fifteenth century
accentuate) they would scarcely be recognised.

The same is the case with the transept, which is

wider than the navo, and of great size. The
choir, consisting of one square bay with quadri-

partite vaulting and an apse with spherical vault,

has lately been painted with figures and decora-

tion, somewhat after the style shown in M.
Lameire's drawings, exhibited last year at the

Architectural Exhibition, and the large size and
simplicity of the forms, the richness of the decora-

tion, and the good drawing in the figures, make
this choir one of the finest in e.\istence for its

general effect. The exterior appearance of the

tower is at first very puzzling. The ingenious

restorer of the seventeenth century has produced

the appearance of rustication belonging to the

architecture of his period by replacing the decay-

ing corner stones in alternate courses only, to

save expense. It has the merit of still preserv-

ing the original surface and its decoration in

parts. The apse externally is decorated with the

blank arcades, and has a small gallery running

round the upper part of the wall, as at Treves.

The same features are found in the apse of the

church of Notre Dame, in the same town. In
the interior, however, there is an upper and
lower aisle round the apse, with the best-pre-

served Transition capitals in Belgium. The west

facade of this church is the best example known
to the author of the peculiar tower of Belgian

churches before referred to.

The church of Notre Dame de Pamele, at

Audenarde, consists of nave, side aisles, tran-

sept, and choir, with ambulatory round, and a

central octagonal tower. Great eff'ect is pro-

duced on the exterior by making the windows
more or less flush with the interior of the wall,

and having arcades outside. The windows are

lancet-headed, and with their arcading carried on
columns remind one of Early English examples,

in which a similar treatment is found (the

arcading, however, being internal and not
external).

The Church of St. Martin at Ypres is the best

specimen of First Pointed work in Belgium. It

consists of naves, side aisles, chapels, transept,

choir, and two side chapels. The whole is exe-

cuted in the blue stone of Tournai, which being

very hard has given a character of its own to the

carving, which is very simple and efl'ective. The
arches of nave, choir, and transept are carried on
cylindrical piers of great height and fine efl'ect.

Ihe finest rose window in Belgium is here, though,

having lately been restored, it has lost much of its

pristine appearance. The two chapels on each

.side of the choir, with the slender central

shaft carrying their vaults, constitute the most
beautiful feature of the church. The stalls of

this church, which are Renaissance, are very fine,

their delicacy of execution and beauty of design

commending them to the study of all young
architects.

After this church in point of date come a series

of churches or cathedrals of great size and mag-
nificence, but deficient generally in that purity of

detail to which we look principally for study.

They generally date from the fourteenth to the

fifteenth century. The more remarkable of these

are :—The Church of St. Gudule at Brussels, St.

Peter's, Louvain, St. Rumbold, Mechlin, and St.

Martin at Liege. They are all of great size and
good general proportions, and have one great

redeeming feature, viz., cylindiical piers to the

nave. [Mr. Spiers here proceeded to point out

the chief features in these churches, but for

want of space we must omit this part of his

paper.]

The Cathedral at Antwerp covers more ground
than any church in Belgium. It has double

aisles, and immense chapels almost as wide as the

nave, a transept, choir, aisles, and other large

chapels, so the effect of space is immense, but the

total want of good proportion and good architec-

ture detracts greatly from the fine eflVct which
the size of the building would otherwise have
given, and the decadence of the style is hero shown
without any of the beautiful detail which some-

times distinguishes late work.

St. Jacques at Liege, the latest church in the

Gothic style, is the finest of the sixteenth century

churches, the ornament with which it is covered

neither hiding aor interfering with its simple
general forms or its good proportions. There are
five chapels at the east end leading direct out of
the choir, there being no choir aisle. The some-
what complicated vaulted roof is chiefly interest-
ing as still retaining the original decoration of
the sixteenth century. The west tower (the
most ancient part of the church) dates from the
twelfth century.
The Chapel of the Holy Blood (St. Sang) at

Bruges, built by Thierrsy d'Alsace on his return
from the Holy Land ; the Church of St. Croix at
Liege

;
and the Church at Aix-la-Chapelle (the

tomb of Charlemagne), were next described in
detail by Mr. Spiers, thus bringing to a conclusion
that portion of his paper which treated of eccle-
siastical architecture.

If the ecclesiastical architecture of Belgium
(remarked the author) did not afi'ord us so
brilliant a series of examples as we found in
France, the deficiency was amply supplied by the
magnificence and variety of her secular buildings,
in which she was unrivalled. It was to the com-
mercial prosperity of the country in the middle
ages, and to the political and social freedom
enjoyed by the people, that the development of

so vast a number of municipal and trade buildings
of such size and magnificence was due. These
buildings were of four kinds :— 1. The Belfries,

which were the emblems of civil liberty
;

2. The Town Halls, where the authorities of the
town assembled, and where justice was dis-

pensed ; 3. The Trade Halls, in which the
commerce of the country was developed ; 4. The
Guildhalls, or buildings set apart for the use of

the diS'erent trades or guilds, synonymous to our
trade unions. In the belfries were kept the
archives of the town before the town halls were
erected, and the bells, placed in the upper part,

were destined to call the inhabitants together in

case of tire or attack. One of the oldest belfries

is that at Tournai, and the largest and best known
is that at Ghent.

Of the town halls the most important are those
of Brussels, Ghent, Bruges, Louvain, Audenarde,
and Antwerp. The requirements of these halla

were somewhat the same as with us, except that
the number of offices was not so great. There
was a great hall on the ground floor, one or two
others above, and in some cases a second floor.

Verticality of line predominates in nearly all the
town halls, the facades being generally divided by
a series of slight buttresses between the windows,
and decorated with two or more rows of statues

on corbels with canopies over, the window-heads
and cills alone marking the horizontal lines of the
floors. [Brief descriptions of the town halls at

Bruges, Brussels, Ghent, Louvain, Audenarde,
and Antwerp were here giveuby Mr. Spiers.]

The trade halls are of greater antiquity than the
town halls. The earliest of the former is that at

Ypres, of which the foundations were laid in

1201, and the right and left wings of which were
completed in 1230 and 12S.5 respectively. This

is the most ancient secular building o£ the middle
ages possessing any large size. The main fa9ade
is 400ft. long, and has a massive square tower
in the centre, with large octagonal turrets at each
angle. There are two floors, each consisting of

a large hall the whole length of the building,

the ceiling of the ground floor being carried by a

central row of columns. Latterly this floor has been
sub-divided. The openings on ground floor are

all doorways, above which are windows with
pointed arches and tracery. The first floor has
a series of very fine pointed windows, and arcades

or niches with statues alternately. The whole
is crowned by a cornice of small shafts carried on
corbels, and a battlement. The necessary support

for the tower cuts almost in two the great hall on
the first floor, which otherwise would have been
the finest in existence.

The Trade Hall at Bruges, the Cloth Hall at

Louvain, the hall at Ghent attached to the belfry,

and the B'uchcrie or meat-market of Ghent were
next briefly described by the author, which
brought him to.

The halls for the guilds, the most interestingof

which is that of the Boatmen's Guild at Ghent,
built during the latter half of the sixteenth

century, some of the ornamental features of the

gable and the quaint carving of which show traces

of Spanish influence

Of other public buildings not coming within

the classes enumerated are the Bourses or Ex-
changes, the finest of which (Antwerp) was burnt
down about ten years ago.

The domestic architecture of Belgium afi'ords

us the widest field of study to be found in Europe
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In no other country are the relics of bygone days

found so close together and so little altered, and

this is the more singular when it is considered

that the country was so long the " cocki it of

Europe." To the progress of civilization on the

one hand, and of commercial prosperity on the

other, wc must attribute the ruthless destruction

of most that is Cue in art, and it is perhaps to the

lack of the latter as compared with byguue days

that we owe the preservation of the Belgian do-

mestic buildiuga, which in the present day are

found ample for her wants.

After giving a general description of the domes-

tic architectuic of lielgium the author concluded

by advetting to the j'oor quality of modern

Belgian architecture. With the exception of a

new bank at Brussels (evidently a work of the

modern French school), there was nothing which

called for atteutiuu. This was the more singular

Beeiug that Belgium held the highest rank in the

sister arts of painting and sculpture. The only

reason the author could assign for this is that

there is no academy or school of architecture iu

Belgium, so the aicldtects have to pick up their

knowledge iu the best way they can, as iu this

country, with this diU'erence, however—the students

do not seem to be imbued with those true prin-

ciples of taste, based on a knowledge of good

examples and thorough artistic construction, which

in England oozes forth here and there, and which

haSjUotwithstanding the many drawbacks, resulted

in ihe production of many buildings of which any

Englishman may well be proud.

Mr. J. Douglass Jljthews proposed, and Mr. J.

S. Quilter secouded, a vote of thanks to Mr.

Spiers fur his interesting paper, and the chairman

and a few of the members having made some
remarks, Mr. Spiers acknowledged the compliment,

and the meeting adjourned.

EATINGTON PARK, HVAEWICKSHIRE.

EATINGTON PARK, the seat of E. P. Shirley,

E.-q , is situated about six miles from Strat-

ford-on Avon, near the village of Newbold, on the

road to Shipstou-ou-Stour. The estate and house

have belonged to the Shirley family almost from

time immemorial ; and part of the latter is of

considerable antiquity. Before the last modilica-

tion, by which it was converted into the pic-

turesque structure shown in our illustration, it

had been completely modernized ; the father of

the present Mr. Shirley having largely added to it

according to the taste, or rather waut of taste, of

the last century. It had then assumed the appear-

ance of one of those huge featureless parallelo-

grams, which, built at that period, still deface so

many of the fair parks of our English nobility

and gentry ; but as it contained au ample number
of goodly proportioned rooms there seemed every

probability of its being doomed to hand down to

many future generations all the ugliness of its

exterior. To the cultivated taste of Mr. E. P.

Shirley, however, something more was needed

than a spacious and comfortable residence, and a

more consistent character for the Luilding was
desired. Mr. Juhn Piieliard, of LlandaU', was
therefore consulted, and uudcr his direction the

Falladian portico and sundry pseudo-classical ex-

crescences were removed, and an entirely new
casing to the mansion was put iu in accordance with

designs of that architect During these operations

the interior was not more alfected than was abso-

lutely necessary to insert the new windows and
make good the old work to them. As will readily

be understood by our readers, it was a far more
difhcult task under such circumstances to biiug

the whole into a harmonious composition than if

the entire structure had been rebuilt.

Our view shows the entrance and garden fajidcs.

The principal bay window in the centre is that of

the drawing-room ; that at the extreme right is of

the library ; and that to the left belongs to Mr.

Shirley 8 own room. In the high-pitched roof

over the right wing is a large gallery, used as a

museum, aud lighted 1 y the dormer windows.
This apartment is reached by a staircase iu

the square tower seen in the centre. Between
the wings, iu frunt of the receding portion of

the facade, is a wide corridor roofed with glass
;

and from this projects the carriage porch,
which is vaulted with stone. The smaller
circular tower leads from the better portion of the
ground to that of the top lloor, so that the latter

may bo reached independently of the servants'

staircase, the principal one not being continued
above the first lloor. The various stones used in

the construction were mostly from Mr. Shirley's

CHURCH OF ST. JOHN THE EVANGELIST, ST. GEORGE'S IN-THE-EAST.

estate or its immediate neighbourhcod ; and with
them a remarkable polychrom.atio cfiect his been
produced. The bixly of the work is of white lias

limestone used in regular courses, thicknesses

varying from lin. and Sin. to lin. and 2in. ; the

quoins are of Camden stone, the tint of which
is a deep yellow ochre ; the bands are of a dark
brown stone, and of blue and white li.is ; the

shafts of the columns are of blue Hanam stone,

from the neighbourhood of b'ristol, and red Mans-
field ; aud all the carving is executed in white

lias. The roofs are covered with Westmoreland
green slates, and the ii<!ge^ are decorated with

cast lead ridge crests. Subjects from the family

history of the Shirleys are carved in the panels

seen in the illustration. These were designed by
.Mr. H. Armstead, sculptor. The builder was Mr.
Thomas \\'illiain8, of Cardiff, and the carver, Mr.
Edward Clarke, of Llanduff.

Society of E.ngineehs.—At the meeting of

this society on Moriduy evening, Mr. F. W.
Bi yam, the president, iu the chair, a paper was
read by Mr. Thomas Buckhani on the " Urainnge
and W»ter Supply of tlio town of Pareham."
The paper was an interes.ing one, aud wo regret

our inability to afford space for it.

CnUECH OF ST. JOHN THE EVAN-
GELIST, ST. GEORGE'S-IN.TUE-EAST.

THE church of St. John the Evangelist, which
we illustrate this week, has recently been

erected, and w.as consecrated on February 12,

The style is Decorated Gothic, and the church
was built from designs by Messrs. F. and H.
Francis, of Palmerston-buildings, Old Broad-
street, by Messrs. Dove Bros. The plan consists

of nave and tide aisles, there being no chancel.

There are 650 sittings, and the total cost is rather

over £6,000. The three stained glass windows
iu the building are by Messrs. Heaton, Butler, and'

Bayne.

A correspondent passing a house in Lime-
street, saw some dustmen busy. "Well!'* said

one, "this is the rummiest dnsthole I ever saw."

On looking, it was seen that just behind the

threshold was a rhomboidal hole, shut in by a
trap, and containing a rhomboidal iron pan with

two handles. It was 2fr. across, aud about Ift.

deep. It was conveniently situated for the

housekeeper to sweep he r dust in, and for tba

dustmen to remove. Why it should bo rhom-
boidal instead of square, did not appear.
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BRICK AND STONE DESIGN.

ARCHITECTS' ideas often run into

narrow grooves of thought, or they

become so restricted that a certain object or

purpose of design is frequently translated at

once into the most stereotyped of treatments,

or assumes, even in spite of the designer, a

certain definitive expression. A review of

examples, or the suggestions a sketch book

may throw out, are often invaluable in this

vay, particularly in the press and routine of

practice, to divert the mind from almostun-

consciously recurring to old or preconceived

ideas. An architect whose practice is chiefly

confined to one particular style or school, as

" Classic " or Modern Italian, frequently falls

into platitudes of design if he does not have

recourse occasionally to works in the Gothic

or Pointed spirit, from which to recruit his

mind and stock of ideas. In like manner, the

English medievalist, by a snatch of French,

Italian, or German, can invigorate his work
and infuse into it a new spirit and expression.

StUl we must not altogether rely on precedents,

valuable as they may be. Our new materials

and improved manufactures demand recog-

nition in our design, and our design itself—

I

mean in the abstract—requires an enlarged

capacity and an enlightened thought that was

not even contemplated when the Greek
Parthenon or the Roman Pantheon was

erected, or when the cathedrals of the middle

ages were reared. This may sound presump-

tuous if not heterodox to some ; but when we
examine the materials of and the process

through which these great structures of the

past were planned and executed, how few and
fixed were the wants of their builders, and

what steady, concentrated thought and zeal

and labour they expended on them, all

astonishment ceases.

In our composite civilisation we have far

more wants to be supplied and difficulties to

be adjusted than our ancestors had, a diffe-

rent standard of thought to be consulted ; and

our tastes and styles of art—unlike theirs,

the offspring of one predominant idea—are

as many-sided and cosmopolitan as our re-

quirements. Brick and stone, the materials

the architect has chiefly and primarily to

deal with, have distinctive qualities to be

expressed in design. Repose, statical and
aesthetic, seems to be the prominent condition

of both, and to this primal condition may be

added another

—

breadth of treatment. It is ne-

cessary, moreover, where these materials are

employed, that all parts or subordinate

features should compose one integral design,

and not be made to convey distinct efl'ects

to the eye or mind other than the qualities

which brick or stone should properly fulfil

—

namely, compression or weight.

Projecting bays or windows frequently

detract from this effect if constructed too

lightly or transparently ; in other words, if

//q.S

V_^

instead of broken off, as is often noticed.

There is nothing sacrificed in this treatment

;

the projecting window becomes a pleasing

feature without destroying the repose or con-

structional safety of the design, the main
lines of the composition not being interfered

with or obstructed by the less important

adjunct. Sketch 2 is an original method of

breaking the plain box-like excrescence of

bays that are square on plan. Quadrant
ends may be substituted for the square, as in

cut. Fig. 3 is a very suggestive and

architectural stop being thus eft'ected (see

fig- 4).

the jambs or muUions are too few, slight, or

attenuated in proportion to the superincum-
bent mass or wall surface above. Sketch 1

shows an angle window, the angle-pier being
prominently expressed and carried down,

valuable method of emphasizing dormer or

upper features, the projection, slight as it

may be, affording an excellent stop to eaves

cornice or guttering, obtaining also a set-ofl'

in the brick or stone wall of some value,

finished with a steep splay or weathering that

would serve the purpose of o stringcourse if

carried all round. In street architecture,

where the street or road has a rapid fall, it is

often difficult to devise a means of stopping

the projection of cornice or eaves. A good

plan is to construct deep corbels of moulded

brickwork or stone for this purpose—a 7ery

The other sketches sufliciently explain

themselves as to need no description.

G. H. G.
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Jfurnitiut aiiii Jccoratioir.

GOLD AXD GILDING.

GILDING has not been so mucli treated

on in works on colour as is requii-ed.

Indeed, such a popular and scientific work as

that of Che\Teiil gays nothing about gold,

.aud its relations can only be made out from
orange yellow. This, however, is only one
of the tints of gold, for both nati\-e and in

alloy it has several modiCications of colour.

Gold difl'ers from ordinary colours, too, in

this respect, that its elfects are enhanced by
its surface corresponding to glaze, gloss, and
varnish. It is, consequently, otherwise
afl'ected than ordinary colours by natural and
artificial light. As all ages have agreed in a
love for this metal as a means for pictorial

and arcliitectural decoration it appears absurd
to talk of its merits, but this is a day of such
strange conceits, depravation of mind, aud
weak public sentiment that there is no
accepted principle which is not assailed on
some crotchet. One great teacher of the
popular taste and lawgiver in art has damned
critics and the mob for liking chandeliers and
cut glass, which he proclaims to be dis-

turbers of pure light, and guilty of cutting
that blessed element up into eye -distracting
hues and tints. It is by no means impossible
that colour blindness may be the suggestive
of such incapacity of appreciation, and that
inability properly to disciindnate colour may
make an individual believe that the absence
of colour is purity.

It is worth while to make this remark
because imperfection in the distinction of

colour is an affection commoner than is

thought, and this has been ascertained in the
selection of railway signalmen, where out of

many men with good eyesight there are few
who can stand the test of distinguishing a
red lamp from a green at two or three hun-
dred yards. Besides this, the cajjacity for

ascertaining colour in many insensibly

weakens at an earlier age than is conceived.
This may be tested by steel refiners, whose
skill depends on the observation of the
appearance of the metal. Soon after forty a
man will at length begin to spoil his steel,

although unconscious of his own deficiency,

and he has to be displaced.

In the world at large there must be many
persons of such deficient perception, certainly

among architects, and most possibly among
art critics. It is such persons who become
strong advocates of purity of form and oppo-
nents of polychromy. Kven in the medical
profession there are men with touch so dull
as not to be able to examine the minute
indications of a pulse. John Hunter, the
great anatomist, was one of these.

In defiance, therefore, of purist art critics

and of the colour-blind we believe in the
faith of all ages as to the beauty of gold,
attested to us by the tornucs in the earliest

sepulchres and that i)rofusion of golden
epithets which are sujiplied by the fathers of
poetry. It owes, as we have said, p.art of its

value as a medium of art to its lustre as a
metal, and has always been of kindred
to the gem. As a decorative expedient it

admits of bright yellow gold, of pale yellow
gold, of red gold, and also it may be used as
a (lull gold, as well as a burnished gold. In
the latter respect its quality as a metal admits
of iti taking a very high polish.

The sun and gold have been united in all

ages, and the poet, as the public teacher, has
only spoken the common voice when he
dwLdls on the work of that artist or crafts-

man who on the jiinnacle of a temple or the
sjiire of a church has placed some glittering
globe or vane. The sight of some great city,
Buch as that of ours, seen from the Thames,
or some cathedral group, or the crescent
blazing on a hundred minarets, whether at
the rising, or the noon, or it may be at the
setting Sim, reflecting his last rays—this is a
picture acceptable to all, and it is idle to

deny the real relation of such sensations to

the true ideal of beauty. How, even in the
moonlight, does the faint glimmer of the
gilded dome give a new feature to the en-
chanted landscape, where perhaj)3 some lake
is bright with the sheen or some distant
river gleams as a silver riband, aud with
this the gilded spire contrasts.

Architects have, therefore, in defiance of
whatever dictates they have received from
Classic purists, ever and anon done what
Greeks aud Romans did, aud crowned the
summits of their loftiest edifices with these
mimic suns of gold. Afar off mediaeval
London was seen, with each individual spire

marked out, as were all the great cities of the
north and south. Wren restored this glitter

after the fire, and the popular voice has en-
couraged the architect in the present day.
However small a part the ball and cross

of St. Paul's may be considered Ksthetically
to hold in the design of that cathedral,

however relatively minute in comparison
with the mass, and whatever their insigni-

ficance as details of art, yet that ball and
cross and the golden gallery receive a
marked attention from the public, aud were
especially designed by the architect. On
grounds of hypercriticism we may demand
their suppression ; and we can find plenty of

odd reasons for doing so ; but they have
their true significance in art, as have the
smallest features in a building, if properly
treated.

We have been led to make these remarks,
and shall make some more on external and
internal gilding, because we think it is an
artistic resource which in this century has
been neglected in England, and at times
almost dead. In the straining after the
whitened sepulchres of purity, which were
the enrichments of the age of dull brick,

colour in general was almost extinguished,

and gilding, as a barbarism, almost shared its

fate. Great authorities persuaded themselves
that white marble was Greek and Classsic,

and they shut their eyes to the palpable evi-

dence that the Greeks painted and gilt marble
itself, when the spell was to some degree
broken, and attempts were made at Classic

polychromy among us, under High Dutch
inspiration ; yet all was tamely done, as if

such architects were frightened with their

own boldness. The British Museum is

example enough of this, and it tells a strange

lesson. As Montagu House, its painted
ceilings and painted staircase remained as

dingy relicts of a condemned era ; in an age
wherein they were regarded as temporary
abominations, the whitevvashy Classic halls of

the ^luseum outgrew them and replaced
them. It was, therefore, too sudden a step
to advance to the ideal of the Parthenon
itself—a work of colour, embodying, too, the
masterpieces of the greatest painters of anti-

quity. Hence there was a tameness which
this generation has not overcome.
Even where gilding is now most freely

used, as in some of the new hotel halls and
in many a theatre, it is dealt with profusely
indeed, but like the brasswork of the manu-
facturer, and is seldom under architectural
guidance. Our most successful cllbrts are tlie

temporary and fieeting glories of the theatre,

rarely solid in material, but these are executed
under favourable circumstances in some re-

spects. The architect of a theatre knows that
he is greatly dependent for success in the
treatment of his interior. It is carefully
studied by him in its general forms, in every
detail, in relation to the artificial light under
which it is to appear, and to the situation of
the spectators. He has, too, the co-operation
of the scene-painters and the decorators of
the establishment. The scene-painter, although
only working for a temporary effect, has to
deal with large surfaces, to attain breadth of
proportion, and partitidarly to place his
pictures so before his spectators as to

command their satisfaction. He is indi-

vidually named, praised, and responsible, and
his works are continually brought before the

public eye for criticism. The various other
persons emplo3'ed are in the same condition,
and thus the architect has the benefit of
working together with a body of artists and
workmen.
This does not occur elsewhere—in an hotel

banqueting room for instance, where, if the
architect has the experience, he has not co-

oiierators equally efficient, and where decora-
tors untrained to judge of effect are succeeded
by upholsterers perfectly regardless of archi-

tect and decorator, and seeking only their own
gratification regardless of the general plan.
Thus even gilding may be marred by incon-
gruous furniture, whUe in the theatre the
gilding, ado])ted as a chief expedient, is never-
theless treated subordinately to the whole
and in conformity with each feature. There
is a harmony of operation, and in the case of
the theatre, the hangings and the seats are
criticised as naturally as the simple work of
the architect. It is treated, indeed, as a com-
plete whole.

PANELLLNG.

PANELLING was an art of the time of
wainscoted rooms. AYithout talking of

earlier dates, we have abundant examples of

the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries,

whether in the country hall of William and
Jlary's day, the city mansion built up after the
Great Fire—that is to say, such as are not yet
pulled down—and the West End palace.

Take only the dining-room, with its well-
adjusted wainscoting, everything well de-
signed, not even the door neglected nor the
window shutters, and the mouldings in har-
mony. Each side of the room is thoroughly
in keeping. On one side is the chimney-piece
well balanced with its wings, the light side

with its two or three windows, the door side

with the door—it may be on one side, but
siritably moulded and conforming to the other
panels. In the present day we seldom intro-

duce wainscoting, as we prefer plaster and
paper, but there is still a necessity for panel-
ling, and a profusion of it. Whatever the
paper may be there is sure to be a bordering,

and as a room has most commonly four sides,

so the genius of its arranger provides it with
four panels of bordering or gilt beading, or

whatever it may be, one on each side. This
is an open and accepted fact, and its applica-

tion may be seen in almost any house in town
or the provinces, in a peer's mansion or in the
smallest cottage that admits of papering. If

we enter by the door of the room we shall find

the door closing in a corner of the panel, the
wide window cuts the large panel in half, the
chimney-piece does the same. Whatever the
irregularities of surface the bordering of the
panel is dragged over in utter disregard of
congruity. The natural conclusion would be,

if we did not know that the architect had
nothing to do with it, that the architect had
built a room without door, window, or
chimney and panelled it, aud that some
benevolent genius had given access for the
residents and supplied them with light and
air by cutting the requisite apertures.

There is nothing to prevent paper being
modelled as well as wainscot, for it is cheaper
and more pliable, but there is some besettin"

sin which hinders its proper application and
sets up these eyesores in every room. Of
course, the more pretentious they are the
more offensive they become. There is no
reason why the panel on the door side, in-

stead of being laid out for the whole side of

the room, should not stop at the door and a
small panel be provided over the door as in

wainscoting, and so throughout the room.
It may perhaps he as well to note two

things. One is this, that if the stalls of a
church or screen are to be panelled, the panels

are duly laid out ; the tradition remains for

woodwork, and any indulgence in the pig

with one ear would at once bring down severe

criticism on the architect. Another thing is

this, that whereas in the old wainscoted room
the panels and mouldings of the doors and
windows are bold and thoroughly in keeping,
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in modern rooms the mouldings of the doors
and windows are shallow and paltry. This
latter state of affairs will be partly laid to

machine joinery, but we have not the whole
secret. Of course the jjaperhanger, or deco-
rator as he may be, or may call himself, might
be as good a workman as the joiner whom he
supersedes ; one misfortune is that he is

not. It may be said the old joiner was a
man of times when there were no schools of
design, and the decorator and paperhanger
are men of these days of schools of design.
In fact, the paperhanger goes to no school of

design, or if he does he is taught what is of

no use to him. The decorator is taught
drawing on a system wrong for purposes of

art, and learns Irom geometrical forms without
acquiring the true principles of geometrical
drawing. The theory on which he is taught
is defective, and the practical special training
is not provided. In the development of
technical education we want this latter depart-
ment attended to. We want fewer high
salaried professors, and a greater nuiuber of

practical technical men with limited fees

—

something to provide for the old apprentice-
ship teaching.

As to the old joiner, it is true he went to

no school of design, but then he was trained
up in a practical school of experience iu
panelling and in geometrical forms. He
learned and studied the drawing of these at

the bench. Some of the superior men had
books, and some did go to drawing schools,
though we are apt to "think drawing schools
a special endowment of this age. There was
something more with the old joiner-. Every-
one understands that if a house is to be new
papered, it is not a customary thing to send
for an architect, pay him a guinea, and take
his advice. We know what is the usual coiirse :

the lady of the house goes to the paperhanger's,
chooses papers, arranges the price, and he and
his men set to work ; they are all innocent of
schools of designs or of art, or of anything but
what they conceive to be taste, that is, their
own untrained fancy. The paperhanger
is most likely a plumber, may be a glazier, or
has been brought up to any other trade to
which paperhanging can be tacked.

The old joiner, hoM'ever, and so, too, the pre-
sent joiner when employed, had to act with

an architect, and to proceed under his instruc-

tions. The wainscoting was designed by the

architect, and the house was not out of his

hands till after that stage. Now walls are

sometimes left a year to dry before papering

or painting, and the paperhanger or decorator

is notadependent on the architect. The joiner,

however, has to work with the architect, and
improves his own training under a competent
educated man.
The result of present arrangements is to

throw more on the untrained and iinsuperin-

tended painter and paperhanger, and less on
the trained joiner, to the very great detriment
of our buildings and the debasement of the

public taste. The improvement building has
received of late years has been the greater

employment of masons in free external deco
ration, but our internal decoration, iu which
we flatter ourselves we have made progress,

is under the unfavourable influences here

pointed out. The remedies are these—the

greater employment of the architect (but

this can be only partial), and the better training

in art of all classes of workmen, aud not least

of all the training of the piiblic from school-

days onwards.

XTLOGKAPHY, OE GRAINI^'G FEOM NATURE.

To THE Editor of the "Bdilding News."

Sin,— What a pity 'tis that a man iu trying to

exaifc bis owu horn caunot refraiu from pulling

down the horn of his fellow man. The fervour
of his enthusiasm ia his owu cause ia apt to lead
him into mis-.?tatemeut5 and errors and lay him
open to correction. I am led to this conclusion
from reading Mr. Dean's paper on nature
printing, read before the Society of Arts, and
reported in your valuable journal. Mr. Dean,
iu his anxiety to make a favourable impression
on his hearers, has shown a great want of know-
ledge of the commercial value of graining and
of the ability and professional skill of grainers as

a body. It may be at once conceded that the
process of printing aud transferring from the
wood is a very happy and successi'ul idea. On
the first appearance of the French oak paper-
hangings in this country (printed iu tho same
manner from the wood), a friend of mine, who is

well acquainted with the whole process of print-

ing and translorring from copper plates as prac-

tised iu the Potteries, saw at once how tho paper
was printed, aud actually printed several speci-

mens. Mr. Dean has been more fertile in ideas

than my friend, and is entitled to much credit in
carrying out his idea.

But he should not claim more than ho haa
shown he can perform. Mr. Godwin, the chair-
man, wished to know if any of the harder
woods could be imitated by this process. Mr.
Dean, or any other person at all acquainted
with the process, must be aware that it is only
coarse-grained or very porous woods that can ba
imitiited by this process. Its very nature im-
plies or necessitates that the wood shall be a
naturally engraved plate, with sank or incised
pores, to held colour similar to an engraved
copper plate.

Another condition is, that the coarse grain or
pores shall be the most important, and, in fact,

the characteristic feature of the wood, quite in-

dependent of the cuio'jr or shades of the wood ;

and it appears that it is only the print from this
coarse grain or pore that can be transferred.
Now, it is evident that such fine woods as bird's-
eye maple, satinwood, Spanish mahogany, rose-
wood, &e., cannot tje imitated in this way,
simply because their beauty depends not. upon
the porous grain, but upon their silky mottle, or
varying play ofhghL and shade iu colour, utterly
out of ihe reach of the process as described by
Mr. Dean in his paper.
A piece of baywood is mentioned as having

been shown and as being very successful. I am
aware that some specimens of baywood are
very coarse in the grain, aud this grain or pore
can be printed from. But Mr. Dean did not state
how he got the colour aud shades of the wood.
Mr. Godwin also wanted to know if the printing
of the paper was included in the time occupied
in graining the two six-panelled doors at
Burslem (done in twenty minutes)

; you have not
reported Mr. Dean's answer. Mr. Dean makes
a point of his oak being done in oil. Oak haa
been done in oil for the last thirty years to my
personal knowledge, aud what are technically
known as soft woods by grainers (such as maple,,
mahogany, &o ), are done in difteraper, which,
when Well varnished, are quite as durable as oil

colours, inasmuch as the coating of distemper
I

IS so thin that it becomes incoiporated with the

I

first coat of Varnish. Mr. Dean says he can do
more, aud at a cheaoer rate, than the hand-

I

grainer. This I beg leave to doubt. Good oak
I

graining is done at Gd. per yard both iu Loadoa
[

aud the provinces; 9J. aud Is. is a very good price,-

j

It is true that some of the doors in good houses
actually cost much more than that price, but

j
then the extra time spent upon them is made up

t

by the plain character of the window linings,.

&c. I think it is for these special doors that Mr.

j

Dean's process is more particularly adapted, that
is, if lie can use a sufficient variety of plates to

avoid one door being a fac-simile of the other.

It appears to me, looking at the matter from
a comnieicictl poiuc of view, that the most valu-
able process is that by which the greatest
amount of good or passable work can bo done at
the least Cost. It is clear that very few persons
can afford to pay from Is. to 23. per yard for

graicing alone for all parts of a house. Therefore
I would ask Mr. Dean if he will undertake to

grain tho whole of the parts of a house usually

^rained oak, viz., dining-room, kitchen, stair-

case, &c., doors, architraves, skirtings, window
linings, backs of shutters, &c., &c—whether he
is Certain he could do it both quicker aud cheaper
than the hand-grainer ? Now the hand-grainer
would consider 9d. per yard for the best rooms,
and 6d. for the kitchens, &c., as a fair price for

good work. There are large quantities of

church work done at 3d. and 4d. per yard. Until

Mr. Dean can bring the cost of his Work down to

the above prices, I think he is premature iu

asserting its commercial value over hand grain-

ing.

There is a letter in last week's Building
News from Mr. Dean, in which he makes
another assertion which, to say tho least of it,

is not warranted by facts. He says that his

process will inaugurate a new era in decora-
tion, and make available for that purpose many
beautilul woods which tho hand-grainer cannot
copy. I will guarantee to name a dozen
grainers who will imitate any wood placed before

them after half an hour's study. In conclusion,

I should like to hear from Mr. Dean how he in-

tends to deal with the question of colour and
light and shade. Does he intend to transfer the

beautiful mottle of satinwood and maple by bis

process, or does he seek the assistance of tho

poor hand-grainer to put them in for h:m after-

wards ou the top of the grain he has trans-
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ferred? I think Le ought to givo some prac-

tical explanations of these point?, else his state-

ments will be likely to mislead.—I am, &c.,

A Gbainer of Thiety Years' Standinq.

THE BELFAST TOWNHALL COMPETI-
TION.

THE Town Council of Belfast met on Monday
to consider the report of the new Townhall

Committee. The conditions of the competition
were that the buildings must comprise plans for

municipal offices and recorder's and magistrates'

courts to be erected on a site chosen by the
council, at a cost not exceeding £Uj,000, and to

be divided into two separate and distinct blocks.

From the total numVer of designs sent in, sixteen

were selected by the committee and referred to

the surveyor for him to report whether the
printed conditions had been complied with. The
result of his examination was that no one of the
eixteen had in all respects observed the conditions,

and that only three had confined themselves
within the total cost fixed, viz., £16,000. The com-
mittee, however, considered that the design

marked No. 5, and submitted by Mr. A. T. Jack-
son, had only violated the conditions in some
matters of trifling importance, complying with all

that were absolutely essential. They, therefore,

recommended the council to authorise them to

carry out the plan, subject to a guarantee on the

part of the architect that the cost shall not exceed
£16,000 ; but also advised that, as none of the

competitors have fully complied with the instruc-

tions issued, the prizes offeied be not awarded.
The report of the committee was adopted by a
large majority of the council. We have yet to

learn what the competing architects have to say

in the matter. It would seem that if the com
mittee were convinced that their instructions had
been systematically neglected, their only course

was to reject the whole of the designs. As the
matter at present stands, it will present itself to

the minds of many as an attempt on the part of

the council to escape the payment of the £100
premium by condoning the omiBsions of the ap-

pointed architect.

THE FREE LABOUR MOVEMENT AND
THE BUILDING TRADE.

AT a recent meeting held in Manchester in

support of the free labour movement, one
of the sp-^akers asserted that—" the root of all

evil in the trade was the monopoly of the hand
brickmakers, and he was of opinion that the
builders had not only opposition from the opera-

tive unions, but also from the architects, who, as

a body, had not hitherto co-operated with the
builders ; and unless the architects would specify

machine-made bricks, builders were almost power-
less in the matter." Very naturally the Man-
chester architects have taken exception to this,

and a number of the members of the Manchester
Society of Architects, including Messrs. Speakman
and Charlcsworth, Messrs. PauU and IlubinsoD,

Salomons, Worthington, and others, have issued
a contradictory statement, iu which they say :

—
*' To determine that machine-made bricks shovild

be used would be encouraging a monopoly in its

most objectionable shajie, and depriving the
makers of both of th it healthy stimulus which
competition alone can give. There can be no
doubt, on the other hand, that if machine-made
bricks could be had in Manchester equal to hand-
made ones, but at a lower price, or superior to

them at the same price, uo i>rotective influence
would bo recpiircd on our part to cause them to

be generally used."

BUILDING AND LAND SOCIETIES.

FURNESS AND SOUTII Cf.MDF.BLAND.—The
.annual meeting of the l'urne.ss and South Cum-
berland Permanent Benelit Building Society was
held on Tuesday week at Barrow. From the
report read by the secretary, it appears that
during the past year £5,155 were advanced on
house property. The society numbers 4'J:>

members, holding 2.2 "6 investing shares and
2,08S advanced shares, of a total value of £21,S3u.
After declaring a dividend of 7 per cent, per
annum upon all investing shares, and returning a
part of ihcir premiums to some members who
had redeemed their pmperties before the expira-
tion of their stipulated terms, £C4 was added to
the reserve fvind, which now amount! to £2.1U5.

Improved Industrial Dwellings' Company
(Limiticd).— The eleventh general meeting was
held on Monday, at the Mansion House, under the

chairmanship of Alderman Sir S. Waterlow, M.P.
The directors' report was submitted and adopted.

In moving the confirmatory resolutions the chair-

man, in adverting to the large proportion which
the loan capital bore to the subscribed capital, ex-

plained that ho regarded their loan capital as

a ground of safety rather than of danger. The
loans were all from liovernmeut, for a period of

forty years, a portion of the capital being repayable

every year, togetlier with the interest, so that

year by year the liability was diminishing, while

they were secure against any sudden demand for

repayment. Concerning a charge which had been

made that the company were anxious only to ob-

tain high rents and pay good dividends without
regard to what the tenants could all'ord to pay,

he said that the scale of rents fixed was in all

cases below that charged generally iu the neigh-

bourhood for equal accommodation, and that the

rents of the other tenements were not considered

too high by the tenants was evident by the num-
ber of applicants. The buildings in progress were
fast approaching completion, and as they were let

aa fast as completed, he believed that by Lady day
no portion of their capital would stand unproduc-

tive. Their object was to provide healthy dwellings

for the working cla.sse8 in a way that would not

interfere with their independence and self-reliance,

or allow them to suppose that they were receiving

anything like charity. He nest adverted to the

elJ'ect of the clause in the Reform Bill abolishing

the compound system of ratepaying, the effect of

which had been to increase the rates charged

upon the company's tenements on the average by

37;] per cent., and must, unless some change in

the law were made, materially interfere with their

usefulness. He expressed regret at the retire-

ment from the board, owing to his official duties

in connection with the Uovernment, of Mr.
Goschen, who would, however, be enabled to

further the object in his new position. A divi-

dend at the rate of 5 per cent, per annum free of

income tax was declared. The directors retiring

by rotation were reelected, and Mr. W. Morrison

was appointed in Mr. Goschen's place. The
auditor was reappointed, and £20 allowed to him
for his services, and votes of thanks to the chair-

man, directors, and officers for their services, and
to the Lord Mayor for the use of the room in t.he

Mansion-house for holding the meeting, concluded

the proceedings.

London and General Building Society.—
At the third annual meeting of this society, held

on Monday last, at the offices, 337, Strand, the

chairman, Thomas Hughes, Ksq., M.P., presiding,

the directors' report, I'ead by Mr. W. R. Selway,

the managing director, s'ated that during the

past year (1868) the members of the society had
increased from 517 at the commencement to 769

at the close, and the shares issued showed a total

of 3,151, whereas they were 1,93G at the end of

1867. 'I'he income for the year amounted to

£35.2S2, and the secvirities taken by the trustees,

consisting of freehold or leasehold lands and
houses, were in the aggregate £35, 190. The
amount f)f profit was £3,211, out of which the

board had apportioned 7.^ per cent, to all invest-

ing shareholders, leaving a large surplus to be
carried to the reserve or contingent fund. The
report was unanimously adopted.

ROTHERHAM PeBJIANENT BuILDIXG SOCIETY.

—

A Eoii(5e in connection with this society was
held in the Mechanics' Hall, Rotherham, on
Tuesday week. Mr. K. M. Thompson, secretary,

ga^e a sketch of the progress of the society, from
which we gather that it is making great progress.

The premiums on advances have been reduced
from £10 for ten years to £5, and from £5 to

£2 10s., and the surplus balance applicable for

bonus was £1,800 5s. lOd. The directors had
recommended a profit bonus of £8 per share on
all shares arrived at maturity, and a similar

bonus on all shares arriving at maturity before the
adjourned annual meeting in 1S70. The num-
ber of shares had increased from 112 at the end
of the first year to 3004 "^ the end of five years,

and to C02 at the end of ten years.

SiiEERNESs.—The eleventh annual meeting of

the Sheerness Permanent Benefit Building
Society was held on Monday week. From the
report of the directors, it appeared that the
profits of the past year were £i46 12s. Id. The
report and balance-sheet were adopted, and it

was resolved to increase the reseri-e fund to £200,
and to increase it at the rate of £10 per annum
afterwards if the money was available.

^uiMiig Intelligence.

OHTJBOHKa AND OSAPELS.

On Monday the Bishop of London conaecrated

a new church, St. David's, for a portion taken out
of the district of St. Luke's, West Holloway. The
church is " Early English Transition Gothic,"
from the designs of Mr. E. L. BUckburne, archi-

tect ; the number of sittings is 700, of which half

are free, and the cost of building has been
£3^700, which does not include the chancel.

On Sunday the New Primitive Methodist
Chapel, just erected at Crook, near Newcastle,
was opened. The style of architecture adopted ia

Italian, the facjade being of polished stone from
the Kenton quarries, Newcastle. Mr. J. Graham,
of Sunniside, was the architect.

A new Roman Catholic Church is about being

built at Barryroe, County Cork, from Mr. Ashlin'a

designs. The church is of rather large propor-

tions, and very plain and severe in style, and will

be capable of containing a very large congregation

at a comparatively small outlay. The quantities

for this church are being supplied by Messrs.

G ribbon and Cleere, surveyors, of Stephen'a-

green, Dublin.

On Tuesday week the church of St. Edmund's,
the parish church of Hardiugstone, was re-

opened for public worship, after undergoing a
thorough restoration. The existing building is of

the Decorated period, with porches added subse-

quently of debased Perpendicular or fifteenth

century work. Attention has been paid exter-

nally to general repairs of the masonry, under-
pinning the walls, and the construction of a dry
area around the walls of the building. Internally,

the whole of the fittings have been removed, and
the area re-arranged in accordance with modern re-

quirements. The painted glass of the west
window in the tower was designed by Messrs.
Heaton, Butler, and Bayne. 'Ihe whole of the
works have been executed by Messrs. Smith
Brothers, of Northampton, under the supervision

of the architecf, Mr. Robert Palgrave, ^ye3t-

minster-chambers, London.

FuLBOUBNE.—The parish church of Fulbourne,
Cambridgeshire, is to be restored at a cost of

£3,100, from plans prepared by Mr. A. J. Blom-
Celd, architect. Mr. Tooley, of Bury, is the con-
tractor.

Hargrave Church, Bury St. Edmunds.—This
church has lately undergone enlargement and
partly re seating of nave, and thoroughly modern,
ising seats in chancel, and has been re-opened for

service. The edifice is situated in one of the
picturesque spots of Sufl'olk, and quite a mile
from the village, and, with the exception of the
Rectory house, which adjoins the churchyard,
it is quite isolated. The church aflbrdiug insuffi-

cient accommodation for the congregation, and
as it only contained chancel, nave, and tower, it

was suggested that a north aisle should be added
in place of vestry, which was situated at the
north side of tower. Mr. James Drake, of Ousden,
Newmarket, was the builder for general works

;

Mr. Hopsou, of Bury St. Edmunds, did the
dressed stonework ; and Mr. Shrivell, of London,
the ornamental ironwoik. The whole has been
completed imder the inspection and superintend-
ence of Mr. Ralph Chamberlain, architect, of

Bamsbury-square, London.

Rawmarsh.—The contract for the restoration

of Kawmarsh Church tower has just been let to

Mr. J.Harper, mason and builder, of MasborougU.
The plans were prepared by Messrs. Blackmoor
and Mitchell-Withers, of Sheffield and Rotherham.
The cost will be about £700.

Incorporated Society fob Promoting the
Enlargement, Building, and Repairing or
CuuRX'HES AND Chapels.—At the last monthly
meeting, held at the society's house, No. 7,

Whitehall, S.W., grants of money were
made in aid of the following objects :—Build-

ing new churches at Herston, in the parish

of Swanage, Dorset ; at the Holly Bush, in the
parish of Castle Morton, near Ledbury ; and
Thurstonland, in the parish of Kirkburton, near
Huddersfield ; enlarging, reseating, and restoring

the churches at Adisham, near Wingham, Kent

;

Attenborough, near Nottingham ; Bilton, near
York ; Emberton, near Newport- Pagnell ; Gil-

lingham, near Chatham ; Itton, near Chepstow
;

Lezant, near Launceston, Cornwall ; Lowick,
near Thrapstone, Northants ; Rockingham, near
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Note.—Tho portions etclied in show existing buildings whicli are not to be pulled down.

Leicester ; Smarden, near Staplehurst, Kent

;

Thoroton, near Bingham, Notts ;
Westwell, near

Burford, Oxon ; and Wick, near Bridgend,

Glamorgan. Under very urgent circumstances

the grants formerly made towards reseating and

restoring the churches at Ohesham, Bucks ;
Chip-

ping Sodbury, Gloucester ; Gateshead, St.

Edmund ; Shaugh, near Plymouth ; and Shot-

tesden, near Bewdley, were each increased. The
society alao accepted the trust o£ sums of money
as repair funds for the following new churches,

viz.:—St. Lawrence, Dartmouth-street; St.

Nicholas, Tower-street; St. Gabriel, Barn-street,

all in the town of Birmingham ; and for St.

Saviour's, Mortimer, West-end, in the parish of

StratBeld Mortimer, near Reading.

BUILDINGS.

New premises have just been completed in

Bristol for the Liverpool and London Assurance
Company, at a cost of .£11,000. The facade pre-

sents a frontage of 55ft., with a height from the

footway to the apex of the pediment of 7ilft , and
is of a bold Italian character, freely treated, and
elaborately ornamented. The whole of the

structure is fireproof, the flat roofs being covered

with patent asphalte, by Mr. Pilkiugton, of

London. All the tesselated pavements were
executed by Messrs. Maw and Co. The general

contractors were Messrs. Jones and Sons, of

Gloucester, but they failing to complete the

work, the remainiug masonry, &c., was done by
the company, through Mr. 'i'ucker, the clerk of

the works. Mr. W. B. Gingell, o£ Bristol, was
the architect.

A new wing is to be erected to the Convalescent

Home, Stellorgan, as a memorial to the late

.Judge Berwick, who was killed at Abergele. Mr.

M'Curdy is the architect.

DoNCASTEE.—The new steam cornmill in West
Laithgate is of more than ordinary pretensions.

It is four stories high, and of very solid construc-

tion. The chimney is upwards of 100ft. high,

and is of an ornamental character, as, indeed, is

the whole structure. Mr. Fawcett, of Leeds, is

the architect, and Mr. E. Booth, also of Leeds,

the builder.

Stirling.—The asylum for lunatics, which has

been in course of erection at Tarbert since the

autumn of 1865, was opened last week. The
institution is for the joint use of the counties of

Stirling, Linlithgow, Dumbarton, and Clack-

mannan, and will accommodate 250 patients.

The architecture is of a mi-ved character, the

Baronial and Italian styles predominating. The
frontage of the building is 340ft., and the depth

of the e.ist and west wings is 170ft. On the

ground floor, in the front of the centre block, is

the dining-hall, which measures 53ft. (jia. by 2Sft.

6in., and over this is the chapel, of a correspond-

ing size. Adjoining on either side are live day-

rooms, lavatories, corridors, servants' rooms,

laundry, and other apartments. Each of the

wings (one for males and one for females) con-

tains twenty-six single and strong rooms, and a

number of other apartments. At the back angle

of each wing a tower .and spire arise to a height

of "Oft. The entire range of buildings will be

heated by steam from boilers on the sunk floor.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

NOTICE.—Cases for binding the BUILDING
NEWS, Vol. XV., are now ready, and can be had,

price 23. each. Cases for binding back volumes

can also be had.

To OtJR Readers.—We shall feel obliged to any of our

readers who will favour us with brief notes of works con-

templated or in progi-ess in the provinces.

Letters relating to advertisements and the ordinary bofli-

ness of the Paper sliould be addressed to the EDITOR,
31, TAVISTOCK STREET, COVENT GARDEN. W.C.

Advertisements for the current week mvist reach th6

office before 5 o'clock p.m. on Thursday.

-W. W.—J. B.
.—T. C. T.
' Intercom-

Beceived.-J. W. A.-R. F. H.-W. J. T.—C. W. C^
J. M. S.—R. E.—T. C—F. M. and Co.-O. W. D.—P. W.
—T. D.—C. H. B.—M. A.—G. J. F.-S. T.-

—G. J.—F. P.-W. S.— I. F.-M. J.—R. F
— I. T.—B. and D.—B. L., not admissible :

munication."
Caution. —We cannot advise in such matters.

E. J. S., who asks a question about the Bolton new
church, spoken of in our last, would oblige by putting hia

question a little more definitely for '

' Intercommunication."- ~ - -See past and future num.

Correspflii^eitce.

NEWGATE MARKET.
To Wie Editor of the Building News.

Sir,—My attention having been directed to

tho best mode of ntilisiug this valuable site, I

have visited tho spot, and the following snggaa-

tions have occurred to ma ;—It has been pro-
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poaed that liomes for the working classes shculJ
be erected upon it, but in my opinion it is in no
way eligible for that purpose. It has alvpajs
been considered that sites for such dwellings
ehuuld bo in thoroughly open and well-ventilated
situation?, and not, as this is, surrounded by
lofty warehouses and other buildings. It is also
requisite that sites for these homes should be
selected where ground rents are not of the
excessive and exceptional value of the one pro-
posed. In addition to which, I submit that it is

incumbent on the authorities to alter and
improve such crowded thoroughfares as the
present whenever any legitimate opportunity
presents itself.

In order that the matter may be better under,
stood, I ihiuk it advisable to give a short
description of the property as it at present exists.

It is bounded on the north by Newgate-street, on
the south by raternoster-row, on ihe west by
Warv>iok-lane, and on the east by Ivy-lane.
Until recently it has been one of the busiest parts
of the city, but now, in consequence of the New
Market, it is a most desolate and deserted
region ; almoEt every shop is closed, and its

extreme prescLt wretchediiess can scarcely be
exaggerated.

1 would propose that Worwick-lane should be
widened from its present wiilth of about 20ft. tn
40ft. throughout its entire length, and this I
think could be effected without iuterleriug with
the noble pile of buildings now in course of erec-
tion at the corner ol Paternoster-row and
Warwick-lane. I should also propose to widen
Ivy-lane, which is only about 15ft. to 40ft., and
in addition to make a central street of the same
width from Newg.ite-.^treet to Paternoster-row.
This proposed new street would widen Eose-
strcet, proceed in a southerly direction through
the present deserted market, and have its exit

on the site of the present " Paved-iille\ ," Pater-
noster-row. It will thus be seen that 1 only pro-
pose taking from the site 85ft. by its length for
roads, viz., 20ft. extra width in Warwick-lane,
25rt. extra in Ivy-lane, and the remaining 40rt.

for the new street, and this, I think, is incon.
siderable, taking into account the excellent
frontages that will be gained. The effect of
widening Warwick and Ivy-lanes, audofinaking
the proposed new street, would be to greatly
enhance the value ol the pioperty generally, and
most valuable and available building sites would
be thus secured. On the Newgate-street side
handsome and commodious sliops, say eight or
more iu number, might be built, having
residences or ofEoes over them. The frontages
in Warwick and Ivy-lanes and the new street
might be about 50ft. each ; this would allow about
eleven or twelve plots, varying in depth from
lOOft. to 150ft. These plots would admit of being
divided, if required, on account of each plot
having a double frontage. One effect of this
proposed alteration would be greatly to facilitaie

the traffic in the surroutding sti-eets, particu-
larly the whole of Pnteruoster-row, including its

junction with Cheapside, and St. Paul's Church-
yard, and another advantage woukl b", that it

wonld in all probability extend the book mar-
ket, which is now almost exclusively confined
to the narrow limits of PaterLoster-row. Of
course in making these or any other alteratiors,

the interests of the present leaseholders would
have lo bo considered ; but looking at the ago
and nature of the propeity generally, the
claims for compensation would be few, and not
large in amount. It is needless lo dilate upon
the advantages of the proposed plan, but, ob-
viously, it would substitute comparatively wide
and useful streets for the present narrow and
incommodious thoroughfares, which, it is not too
much to say, are a disgrace to this great and
wealthy city. These are, as already mentioned,
simply suggestions, but should they lead to a
lull consideration olthe subject, the object I hud
iu view will be fully answered.—I am, &o.,

William James Scott.
02 and 93, Fleet-street.

THE CEAIGENTINNY MONUMENT NEAR
EDINBUhGH.

Sni,—Perhaps few of your readers are aware
that within half an hour's walk of Princef-strect,
Edinburgh, tl erO are to bo seen two of the most
remarkable pieces of sculpture that have been
executed during the cenlury—works which, il

Ihey were loudly enough proclaimed, thousands
wonld make a pilgrimage to see. And they well
deserve a visit. I refer to the large alto-relievi

on the monument erected to the late Mr. Christie
Millar. They are the productions of a highly
accomplished young sculptor, who devoted
to them more than twelve years of his life,

making them, in fact, his life study. This
sculptor, Alfred Gatley, was a young English-
man, who after ."pending some time iu Bailey's
studio, went to Rome in 1S52, and having
immediately after got the commission to execute
these sculptures, devoted himself to the task
with heart and soul up to the day of his
death. The subject of one panel is tlio song ol
Miriam, the other Pharaoh and hia host over-
whelmed in the Red Sea.; The elaboration with
which all the delailsofthese magnificeiiteculpture-s
are brought out is most minute, andean bear the
closest inspection. The style of both subjects is

decidedly monumental, studiously kept to the
severe, almost Egyptian, character in all the
details, and yet the arrangement is pictorial and
spirited in the highest degree. In subject they
form finely contrnsling groups : they treat of
successive stages in the same grand episode in

Jewish steiry, and while so connected, they have
all the elements of vivid distinctness of character
and theme. There is in both works a marvellous
combination of classic severity of taste and
force of expression. Not the least remarkable
thing about these interesting sculptuies is their
immense size, each being executed from one
piece ol marble upwards of twelve feet by six,

all cut out of the solid stone, which is remark-
ably free from blemish, and equal in colour.
The monument itself is .1 fine work from

the designs of Mr. David Rhind, architect,
Edinburgh. Two of the panels are yet unfilled,
which are of much smaller size ; these are iu
lireparation. The monnment stands iu a field
immediately east of Jock's Lodge, on the Porto-
bello-road, and is left in a strangely rough and
unfinished condition as to its surrouu>.iiigs,
standing as it does almost shut out Irom view,
and by a passing visitor might be taken for a
relio of antiquity rather than a costly woik
erected within these few years I am, &c.,

J. W. B.

liiteiTDimiuiiiiciitiaii.

QVESTIONS.

[1271] — DAMP WALLS FACED WITH WHITE
BRICK.—la a houiia built about tno years since, the walls
aro faced with white pressetl bricks, and are 9iu. thick, [b
there an ec.uiomical process for preventing damp without
destroying the appearance of the brickwork ?—Enqcihkr.

[U7o 1-RESOLUTION OP FORCES.—This
which I thiuk lias not yet been touched upon in the " luter-
coiumuuication " column, although an important one. The

oi,ly work I am acquainted with which
treats thereon adopts algebraic expres-
sions, to me, in common probably with
many other cor-respoudents, incompre-
hensible. I shall, therefore, be glad if

some one wilt take up the sllbject and
explain it iu a pr.acticiil manner. For
this purpose let us suppose the octngo-
ual spire A iu sketch, springing from
the top of the sqmire towe* B. The
total weight of spire to equal 10 tons.
Th? circumference of the spire at E
equals 60ft., giving a weight or thrust
of tvvo-thiixls of a ton to each foot of
eircuniferenco. How should the pin-
nacles be tlisposcd to counteract the
thrust? Supposing four of tliem were
used, one at each angle of tower, what

should be their weight, and bow should the thrust iu tlie

iiitei-vening spaces D £ on each of the four aides of tower
be counteracted?—SriRB.

[l:"6.]—BRILLIANT WHITEWASH.—Do any of your
readers know what are the ingredients of the celebrated
"brilliant" or stucco whitovvitsh used on the oast end of
the President's House at Waphiugtou. 1 Lave seen a wall
th'is coloured retain its brilliancy for years, and should like
to know how to make and use it?—F. C. Homf:rtos.
[The brilliant or stucco whitewas,li is thws prepared :

—

Take half a bushel of unslaked lime ; slake with boiling
water, keeping in the steam. Str.ain the liquor, and add
to it a peck of clean salt, dissolved in liot water; .sib. of
good rice, ground to a thin p.asto; half a pound of
powdered Spanish whiting, .and lib. of clean glue, pre-
viously dissolved. Add 5 gallons of hot water, stir well,
and letit stand seven days. It should bo applied (piite hot,
from a kettle over a portable furnace. One pint of the
mixtnrotoasquare yard. Colouring may bo added to give
any tinge required.—Kn. B. X.]

[1277.]—WINDOW SASHES—During tlio last hoi
summer, several squaren of glass were br(>ken in the
windows of my house. The windows are made iu the
usual way with two s;ishe9, the sight measure of each
spiare of gl.ms being 3 x 2 by 2 x 7. The glass is of the
commonest kind, and I attribute tha ciacks to the con-
traction of ttie wood frames. There h,-i8 been no sinking
of the walls to account for them. I wish now to substitute
strong plat* glass, but know there will be a ailficulty. Can
you advise me ixa to the best means of strengthening the

frames, which have not been nnide stronger thau neces-
sary to bear the lighte-t kind of glass, and a proviaion so
as to meet the additional weight, which I suppose will be
quadrupled ? Is there auythiug better than substituting
lead for iron S'lsh weights, and fttreugtiieuing the corners
of the frames uy dovetailing in a bar of iron or bniss. Has
the methuaufinssrtii.g an inner framework within the
\vooelciii=;uilt fr.uiiework Ijeeu tried, and with what result ?
This would of cuurse lessen the squares of glass, but as
there is abundance of hght, tliis would bo ofno consequence.
—M. 1. M.

[1278] -PAYMENT I'Oli BROKEN WINDOWS.—Is it
true that if a large pane of glass is broken, the owner can-
not compel payment fur one larger thau the ordinary size?
1 have been told tliis by several with whoai it appeared to
lie quite an article of faith, but can scarcely believe it, aurt
Ijeiug just uuw personally rather interested, should be glad
tJ know if you or your readers could inform me ?

—

Stobza.
[there is a i)opular delusion that when a pane of glass

exceeds the ordinary size, anybody who breaks it cauuot
bo obliged to pay the full value. At Wolverhampton, last
week, it was shown to be incorrect. A person accidentally
broke a large pane, valued at over £5. An action was
brought iu the County Court, and the defendant's
solicitor contended that shopkeeiwrs who choose to use
large and cosily sheets of glass ought to pro*«ct them
against accident, and to take the chance of loss on failure
to do 60. It was alleged that some case supporting this
view conld be produced, and the hearing was consequently
adjourned. On Saturday, however, the "case" not being
produced, the Judge Saul he had been looking into the
matter, and had found " that if a man breaks plate ghass
he must pay fjr it at the full value."—En. B. N.J

[1279.]—ARMENIAN CBME.VT.—Doany of your corre-
spoudeius know the component parts of the Armeuiau
Cement, used by the lurkish jewellera to fasten dlamunds
and other stones on to watches. It will even unite glass
and bits of steel, and will never separate. A composition
was sold in London sometime since under the name; it

was, however, but a spurious imitation. The genuine recipe
would be valuable.—F. L. AppleoaT£.

[l2Sa]-M0ULDINGS.—WUlyouorsomeof yourcorre-
spondents kindly inform mo how to make moulds from
plaste*-c:i3tings for an enriched cornice? Also, now you have
an article on mouldings, should feel obliged ifyou would give
the protile of mouldings sur.able for plain coi
sitting and elrawing room. Height, 10ft. by

;

Jl. S. W.

[1231.] -AUTHORITY OF HIGHWAY B lARDS.-WiU
the gentleman who edits "The Surveyor" in the Building
News or anyone else give me and others the benefit of
his experience to the following question?—In parishes
where ibe Local Goverum-ut Act is not adopted, can
Highway Boards, which are a seiver authority, compel
owners of private draius Iroia houses to pay the cost of ex-
tending the same to a new tewer a few yards further away,
the old one having been removed for sanitary purpos&s,
and if so, under what Act.—J. .M., Nottingham.

[1.82.] -REMOVING WHITEWASH FROM STONE-
WOllU.—Would any of the readers of this paper inform
me the best means of removing whitew.ash oH' ston work
in church restoration, such as doorways and arches, with-
out defacing any of the ori.inal tuol marks. Whether
there is any cliemicil and inexpensive wash to make it peel
off without sciaping with the chisel. —A BciLunn.

[1283.)-THE MEASUREMENT OP SASHES AND
FUAMISS.— I wish to know if you will be kind enough to
tell me what are the smallest measurements iu the tallies

and frames (Laxlon's), aud what they are each below the
measurement, and also if you will tell me how to measiu'e
jamb linings, 4;in. wide, tougutd into head, and stops
nailed on? 1 beinga joiner not used to piecework.

—

Uimlet.

[128JI ] -TRADE PROTECTION SOCIETIES.-WiUone
of your readers inform me of tJie address of the trade pro-
tection society? and oblige - A Constant He.vdkr.
[The following are some, and yort can obt.ain the addresses

of the remaiuder from the Post Olllco Directory : Stubbs'
Mercantile Oflic, 12, Gresliam-street, E.C. ; London .Mer-

chants and 'i'radeiV, 23, King-street, Cheapside, B.C. y

Flint and Co., 6S, Cheapside, E.C.—Ed. B. N.j

[1283.]—DILAPIDATIONS.—la a tenant liable for di-

lapielations by reason of typhus fever or small pox occurring
in the house for three mouths previous to the termination
of his tenancy? the landlord being clearly liable to damages
if he lets the house again without disinfecting it.— CuitAroR.

(12S6.]-EGG-SHAPED SEWER.—Can you, or any of
your readers, inform mo how to work out the following
formula, for liuding the size of egg-shaped sewers, given iu
.Mr. Woale's " Engineer's aud Architect's Pocket-book," as
Mr. Uawksley's, viz. :—3 log. A -I- log u. + G.8 = h>g. of
diameter in inches ; A being the acres drained, and u the
inclination in feet per mtleV—0. F. L.

[l2S7.]-MACKINNELL'a VENTILATOR. - Can any
subscriber to the Buildinu Xkws tell mo where I can
obtain p.articnlai-s of Maekinuell'a Ventilator? It is, 1
beliove, two tubes, one onoloa.d in the other.

—

Curator,
MesEuu OF Bl'ildinq Ai'I'Liamc^.

[1191.]—SECTIONS AND SCANTLINGS.—"Girder,"
in reply to " 11. C." states tilat the spAU of girdei-s being
3(ift., their depth must not be less than 1 12th = 2ft. ; this

is evidently a mistake— l-l;th of 3li = 3ft. lie then gives

ekctcli of girder, aud tbo formula -^ What

the 8x2? Is the 8, a constant inultiplicd by the depth,
apphcable for all wrouglit-iron girders? Again, having by
the above formula found the greatest strain in the centre,
wliy divide by ^ ? Is that also a constant sscertaincd from
experiments? Twenty squure inches is given for the area
of thu top and bottom Uauges, and is divided thus : top or
bottom plato 1 tin. x

ft
= 8. 75 square inches, and the angle

irons equal liii. X 6iu. X g = 11. 2d square inches, making
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J = 12.60, not 11.25.—IB

[12W.]-AN INCH SUPER AND A SUPER INCH.-
Bonnycastle iQ his "Mensuration" gives the result of feet

and inches squared as feet, parts, inches, which is strictly

correct asaspacelin. wide by 12in. long, etiual to one-

tweJfth of a foot super, can no more be rightly designated

.13 an inch super than the tenth of a square of 100ft.
,
or tlie

third of a yard super, could be called a foot super,- but .as

the .actual square inches are not made a separate item of,

the narts take the name of inches. An incli super, a

Bupe? inch, an inch square, or a square inch, is a space

having four right angles and four equal sides, liu. long.—

T. B. H.
.

ri263.]-ELECTRIC HOUSE BELLS.-If " T. H." will

call at tlie Museum of lUiil.ling Appliances, 23, Maddox-

strett, Hanover-square, he can inspect specimens of elec-

trie bells by Messrs. Mo.soly and Mr. J. Sax, and also ob-

tain all desired information fiom the curator.

[1263 ]-In reply to your inquiry respecting electric

house bells, we beg to inform you that

engaged iu Htting electric bells for the last

we niaimfacture all our apparatus. W
Our system is not so costly ai Brequet'

j^r
,„„,„„„„„ .„,"„,1„„,„„„„., ....,„ n,..„T.,on. .I,,,,,,,,; u„u,,i=,. ,.u>, «.

^
^

^^^
The Junior Carlton, Marlborough,

and .New University Clubs; Sir Daniel Gooch's, Sir Robert

Haucv's Lord Craven's, and a hundred othera. Wo shall

be happy to send "T. H." full particulars and catalogue,

or if iu the neighbourhood, shall be happy to show him the

bells in action.—Moseley and Co., 14, Bedford street.

have been
sit years, and

) also patentees,

and is more ap-

moderate sized houses. As references of our

lay mention, among others, the Grand Hotel,

Bcavborougb, the largest hotel in the country; '^'•

Adelphi, Liverpool

1.]—DAMP-PROOF WALLS. -1_,^^_^^ assured by a

practical man that two co.ats of neat Portland grout laid

with a brush on brick walls, will form a surface impervious

to wet, either for the interior of tanks or the south and

west walls of houses. Have any of your piactical corre-

spondents ever tried it? Having made a costly o'cperiment
- ^ --" not disposed to try this at a

STAINED GLASS.

A MEMORIAL window has just been placed in the south

aisle of the Abbey Church. Bath. Mr. Hughes, of Frith-

street, Soho, executed the window.

A stained glass window has just been put in the West

Established Church, Stirling. The three principal designs,

with the texts above of which they are illustrative, occupy

the lower sii compartments. The whole are scriptural

subjects The window is from the establishment of Messrs.

BaUantine, of Edinburgh. It cost considerably upward

of £100.

A window, presented by the Drapers' Company, has

ust been completed in St. Paul's Cathedral. It ropre.

sents the Crudhxion, and w.as eiecuted by He-r AinniUer,

at Munich, the general composition and decoiiitions being

designed by Mr. Penrose, architect to the cathedral, and

the figures by Professor Schnorr. Three other windows are

in progress.

A perpendicular window of three lights, of simple floral

pattern, has been placed by subscription in the eastern end

of the chancel of Wickwar Church, Gloucestershire. The

design for the stonework was prepared by Mr. Ponton, of

Bristol ; the glass was supplied by Mr. Boll, of Bristol.

[1267.]-HANT)RAILING. -Mr. Riddell published in

1850 a book entitled "Haudrailing Simplified." Mr. W.

S Young of 373, Bace-street, or 60, North Siith-street,

p'hiladeluliia. United States, was the printer. The price

of the book was £1 Is. I can speak of Mr. Biddell s book

as bam ; one of the most simple methods. You obtain the

face mould by the elliptic trammel, instead of the intri-

cate lines given in former works. 1 obtained the book

through a country bookseller.—A Country Subscriber.

[1267] -Ml-. Geo. Wai'dle, of Haslemere, writes to say

that he knew Mr. BiddeU very well, and that he believes

he emigrated, and that no coiiy of his book can now be

obtained.

£1268.]—URINAL BASINS. —To make a urinal iu a

proper manner, and durable, the basin should have a

socket end at the top to admit of a service pipe, and the top

part of the basin perforated so as to Hash the sides, a cistern

li»Bd above fed with a ball tap, and the same kind of appa-

ratus as used for a self-acting water-closet. A portion of

the ttoor is fixed with Jlinges, and lifts with a lover and

weight fixed above the cistero, that works the valves at the

same time. The floor lowers lin. against the wall when
anyone enters, and when loft instantly rises and tlushes

the basin with water from the cistern. The Hour Ls con-

necicd to the loierwith a jin. iron rod, bra-is joint, and

bolt. The valves are Uftod with two counter Icvcis, which

are fl»ed to the top lever with iron stiaps and bolts, one

end of each fixed to the board that carries tho irouivork
;

tlie other end hooks with copper wire to connect the valves.

Tho low valve in the service bo.t lifts IJiu., tho top v.tlve

Jin., and the floor lin. All the flttiugs are strong, simple,

and not very expensive. 1 have had the above kind ot

appaiatus working tor upwards of thirteen years, without

having the slightest complaint of nuisance from them.

—

Cu-'i5'rANT RjiiABER, Locds.

11270.] -STRENGTH OP GIRDER.—It seems from

the dimensions given that it is intended to divide the span

into three equal parts, and to put the weight on two

bearing points of the tension rods. A third part of the

span IS 4ft. 6Jin., or 53Jiu. The vertical depth, or the

smo of the angle of iuchuati u of the rods, loin. This

being so, the slant length of the rod will be 65. iin. The
strain upon the tension rod will bear the same ratio to the

weight producing it that the slant length boars to tho

vertical, that is, 55.4 to 15, :3. 7to 1. Tlie diametoi

the rod is stated to

diameter is 1.227 s

more than 5 tons 1

square inch ofsoi i

each of these rt n 1

There are two roib

being

lid the sectional :

ght i rods per

1 ,,i, ;!,il, therefore, thestrain upon
, ,ii: .

I
< not more than 6. lit tons.

ii " „ ._. tons may be taken as the

both, file inclination of the rods

tho'ratio of 3-T to 1 of the vertical, if we divide

tho allowable strain of 12.28 tons on the rods by 3.7, the

result, viz., 3.32 tons, will be tho safe load on the gilder,

or 1. Olj tons on each bearing. If tho beam is to be loaded

uniformly from end to end it will carry one-half more than
this, that is, \. 98, or (s:iy) 5 tons, because, being divided

into three parts, two-thirds of tho weight would be borne

by the tension rods, and oue-thiid by tho walls or other

supports at the ends, independently of the tension rods.

It is assumed that the fa^teuiugs at the ends of the rods,

whether they be screw threads and nuts or keys, are of

equal strength with the rods themselves, for this is often a
defect in such girders. These weighis are all such as may
be put iu practice. As to the uUimato stiength of this

girder, it might possibly carry four times as much before

It would break, but it would probably buckle long before

it would break if kept upright, and, iudeed, may be
expected to fail if loaded much beyond tho weight set

down.—S.

[1272.J-OX GALL FOR ARTISTS' USB.—Take a

quarter of a pint of ox gaU, that h.as settled for twelve or

tilteen hours, boiled and skimmed, add a quarter of an
ounce of alum, to be left on tho fire until dissolved. When
cool pour into a bottle and cork it loosely. Also take a

like quantity of gall, and, in asimilarway, add aqu.artorof

.an ounce ofcommon salt and proceed as before. Either may
be kept for years without emitting a bad smell. After

remaining tiiroo months at a moderate temperature, they

-deposit a thick sediment and become clearer. To make it

colourless, the clearer liquors should be decanted apart and
mixed together in equal parts ; the yellow colouring matter
still roiaiued by tho mixiiiro immediately coagulates and
procipitiites, leaving the oxgall purified. It may then bo

passed through filtering paper, il wished clearer, but it will

become so by ago.—W. P.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
laATTEBS.

Borough of Portsmodth Drainage.—Messrs.

Neave and Fry, o£ Walworth, have been selected

by the Town Council to execute these important

works, between thirty and forty miles of sewers,

nearly the whole of which are to be constructed

in brickwork. J. E. Greatores, borough engi-

neer.

Bromley.—The Local Board of Health is con-

sidering two schemes for the drainage of the

district, one on the pumping system, the other by

gravitation. It is intended to distribute the

sewage over a number of acres of land. The

Board is awaiting the result of a conference

between the propounders of the two rival schemes

before giving its decision.

Edinburgh.—A new scheme for supplying the

city with water has been brought forward by Mr.

Koderick Coyne, C.E. This gentleman proposes

to submerge 1S5 acres of land at the head of the

waters of the Tweed, whence he believes he will

obtain an unlimited supply of excellent -water,

and he maintains that the scheme is the cheapest

and most easily accomplished which has ever been

proposed for Edinburgh.

Sudbury.—A new system of -water supply is in

contemplation for this town, at an outlay of from

£9,000 to £10,000. The Water Supply Com-
mittee of the Town Council have been instructed

to devote £50 for the purpose of offering two

premiums for the scheme, the conditions of the

competition to be laid down by the committee.

Winchester Sewerage Commission.—An an-

swer has been officially received at the offices of

the Local Board of Health from the Home Oflice

with respect to the prayer of the late petition

asking for a commission of inquiry into the pro-

posed scheme, and stating that Arnold Taylor,

E.sq., has been deputed to hold the inquiry,

which will take place at the Guildhall on the 2.3rd

inst. •
LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.

Buildin'gCase at Barnsley.—On Friday last,

at tho Barnsley County Court, before Mr. T. H.

Marshall, judge, an action of some importance to

builders was beard. The plaintiff was John

Foster, a builder, of Barnsley, and the defen-

dant, Thomas S-.vaine, accountant. Tho action

was brought to recover £2G for work done.

Some time ngo the plaintiff tendered for the

erection of two houses for the defendant. The
majority of tho -work was completed, when it was
found that tho architect had omitted to put two

walls in the specifioations, which amounted to

tho sum sued for. The defence was that the

deteudant was not liable for the mistake made
by the architect. His Honour, however, con-

sidered that tho defendant had got work done

for his money, and he ought therefore to pay.

He w.as about to refer the case to an arbitrator,

when defendant's counsel said he would prefer

his Honour's award. His Honour gave a ver-

dict for £20, in addition to £C which the

defendant had paid to the pl.aintiff. The amount

was divided between the architect and the de-

fendant by agreement.

BuiLDEllS' SQUAHBLES.—WOOTEN t).AVEl<3TEB.

—Both parties to this suit, heard at the Clerken-

well County Court on Wednesday week, were

builders, and the plaintiff sought to recover

£18 4). 93. The dispute arose out of a contract,

by which the plaintiff' had agreed to assist in the

building of some houses. A mass of confusing

items were put forward by both sides and dis-

puled. At length, by consent of both sides, and

after a good deal of Icgil squabbling by the

solicitors, a sum of £15 15-'. was agreed upon as

the amount in dispute. This sum was for some

timber which the defendant allet,'ed be had paid

for. The Juilge recommended that this dispute

should be referred to tho Registrar of the Court,

and ultimately this was agreed to.

Dunfermline.—Important Decision to

Architects, Gas Engini-.ees, and Otheii8.—The

case of Mooallum d. Hay and others, which we re-

ported last week, along with the decision of the

Sheriff-Substitute, finding one of the defenders,

Mr. Thomson, liable in the whole claim sued

for, and finding that the other delendera were

not liable, having been appealed against, the

Sheriff (Mackenzie) has recalled the interlocutor

of the Sheriff- Substitute, and decided against the

pursuer, and assoilzied the whole defenders with

expenses.

®ur Office CaWc.

South London Working Classes Industrial

Exhibition.—On Friday last an aggregate

meeting ol exhibitors was held in the Lambeth

Baths, to choose the adjudicators, the space and

vigilance [committees, and to transact other

business. The Rev. G. M. Murphy occupied the

chair, and explained the nature and importance

of the gathering. The following gentlemen

were chosen as adjudicators iu the artistic de-

partment :—Sir M. D. Wyatt, F.S.A., Messrs. T.

E. Butters, Henry Cole, C B., George Cruik-

shank, F. H. Fowler, M.R.f.B.A., W. Hincholiff,

R. Hudson, P.R S., W. H. Miller, and R. Red-

grave, R.A. For the mechanical: Messrs. T.

Beggs, A.Hawkint--, Jan., G. Jennings, T. Lam-

bert, R.- Miller, Norman, Searle, S. S. Tayler,

G. Thorneloe, and R. Tliwaites. For the

general, or third class : Messrs. J. Glazier, J.

Hill, G. Hewlett, Jan., G. frichard, E. Dresser

Rogers, S. S. Tayler, H. Wallace, and W. R. Sel-

way ; and a number of ladies for decidiug upon

the fabrics and fancy work. The sp-aoe com-

mil tee and a vigilance committee (composed

entirely of exhibitors) were then appointed,

all the resolutions being most unanimous.

New DiiiNKiNG Fountain.—A new drinking

fountain, with two large troughs for animala

attached to it, was opened on Saturday after-

noon last. The site has been given by the

Vestry of St. George-the-Martyr, Suuthwark,

and is situated in the Old Kent-road, outside

the Deaf and Damb Asylum. The Metropolitan

Drinking Fountain and Cattle Trough Associa-

tion has^now no less than 121. fountains and 114

troughs in the metropolis, and as many as 700

horses have been known to drink at one trough

iu a single day, besides other animals.

New Surveyor for th^s Southehn Division.—

The election of a district surveyor for the

Southern Division of the City of London took

place last Friday at the offices of the Metropo-

litan Board of Works, when Edward Power,

jun., was elected by a majoiity of 6 votes. The

other gentlemen who ottered themselves as can-

didates wera Messrs. Lane, Plurabe, Hilton

Clarkson, Stenuing, Liusdowne, Tdlbrier,

Mathews, Drury, Young, Lightfoot, and

Liddiard.

Roman Antiquities.—The French Commission

of Roman Antiquities has lately directed re-

searches to be made iu the Marmorata, or ancient

marble quarries, first worked in the commence-

ment of the sixteenth century. The result has

been the discovery of 1,1II0 huge blocks of

marble ; the quality being similar to the product

of the Eubean quarry of Carystus, known

amongst Italian sculptors as " Appoliuo." M. de

Rossi has also discovered, at La Marmorata, a

depot of Murrhe, an Oriental stone much used by

the ancients for sculptured vases; and also a

unique block of Oriental jasper, streaked with

black and yellow. The Emperor has presented

the library of the Ecole Normale with a splendid

collection of photographic views of the excava-

tions made by his order in the ruins of the

Caesars' Palace at Rome.
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Painting on Zinc.—We have received the

following for ineertiou :
—" Sir,—I have received

from abroad a sample of liquid size, a thin coat

of which will make any oil colour adhere to zinc.

I shall be happy to supply a portion of ray

sample to those of your readers who will apply.

—1 am, &c., B. Bellekocue, 20, Coleman-street,

LoudoK."

The '-Flat" System ApruED to [^Ordinary

Houses.—In an article on improved dwelling?

for the poor, the Public Ucalth refers to an in-

teresting experiment made by the London
Labourers' Dwellings' Improvement Society at

Vanxhall, which, with some slight modification,

may turn out to exceed in usefulness more am-
bitious undertakings. This is the attempt to

convert ordiniiry six-roomed liouses into three

comfortable flats of three rooms each. This has

been done by attaching to the back wall a build-

ing containing a third room for each floor, and
fitting therein cooking-ranges, water taps, and
einks. The flats so formed are said to be very

superior to those of three rooms in the " Pea-

body" and "Coutts" buddings in Westminster.

The cubic contents aie twice as great, while the

nails are of lath and pkistir, and papered in the

style of superior dwellings, Tho rents are

somewhat higher than in the barrack buildings,

viz., 7s. Gd. instead of 53. Gd. for three rooms,

but they are really cheaper in comparison, when
account is taken of the greater size of the rooms
and their finish. With one slight modification

the conversion plan of this society would become
one that could be adopted by any builder or

house owner for ordinary street houses ; and not

only for the working classes, but for the better

Eorts of tenants who live in unfurnished apart-

ments. By building houses iu Paris, with only

one stair between them instead of two, enough
Bpaco could be saved to form lobbies, shutting iu

each separate apartment with its own door.

Added to the other arrangements mentioned,

this plan would give very satisfactory results,

and enable houses on the flat 83 stem to btcome
general iu the place of the unfurnished apart-

ments now in use.

Prince Albert's Model Dwellings at

Val'xuall.—A medical contemporary calls at-

tention to the degraded state of the original

model dwellings erected by Prince Albert in

Vauxhall, and now the property of the Prince of

Wales. They are not only utterly neglected, but

from mismanagement have been allowed to fall

into the hands of the " dangerous classes." The
inhabitants of the neighbourhood are unanimous
in declaring that, tenanted as at present, the

"model" dwellings are a source of danger to

the community, as they certainly aie a disgrace

to those who have the management of them.

Building on Victobia Park.—A cry has

gone forth, and not before it was needed, to pre-

vent any more building on Victoria Park. All

admit that the creation of this park is an un-

mixed blessing. It may, in fact, be Raid to be the

only metropolitan lung for nearly a million of

people. The inhabitants of tho East End of

London are closely packed together, and they

have only one park, and that not a large one.

In the West, where the people do not live so

closely together, there are several parks. We
hope and trust that tho eflbrt now being made
to prevent any farther huildingon Victoria Park
will be successful, and we have no hesitation iu

Baying that it would be at once, if the people of

the West-end of London knew how the people

of tho East-end of London lived.

A Metroi'olitan Common Building Fund.—
Tho Eural Deanery of Stepney have memorialised

the llome Office on tho condition of the poor of

the district. The seventh and concluding clause

of the memorial says :—Ileceut imprCvements
have driven the poor into these destitute

parishes ; the increasing wealth, therefore, of

the City and West-end ought to support tho in-

creasing ]ioverty of tho East. The memorial
concludes by asking the Poor Law Board to in-

troduce a Bill into Parliumeut, by which a por-

tion of the expense of the new buildings ordered

by that board shall be extended to the whole
metropolis, and that tho poor rates be still fur-

ther equalised.

Moving a Hol'se.—Moving a house bodily is

as yet a less common feat here than among
our American friends, and accounts of such ex-

ploits arc, therefore, interesting, especially as

we are enabled to give some details correctly

which have otherwise appeared in tho local

journals and elsewhere. A boatman's house on

Caversham Bridge was lately successfully re-

moved under the direction of Mr. Neal, who
managed the works for Messrs. Matthew T.

Shaw, Heod, and Co., of 1-11, Cannon-street,

E.G., the contractors. The house was nearly

square, with four rooms on the ground floor and
two stories above. A dilBoulty had to be over-

come from the circumstance that the bridge

itself had been made use of as the foundation for

the front of the house, and it was therefore

necessary to support the upper rooms with a

number of upright timbers. A strong piece of

timber, extending from front to back, and side to

.side, was then adjusted under each wall, the

framework, when completed, forming a square

divided into four compartments. The timbers
from front to back wore protected at bottom by
a partial coating of iron ; under these were laid

similar timbers, protected likewise with strips

of iron, but only on the upper surface, and
between the two were placed at intervals of

about Gin., some small iron rollers, lin. or so in

diameter. The building itself was fastened

together, beyond the possibility of slipping, by-

strong bars of iron, and the bottom framework
was securely fixed by diagonal timbers. Every-
thing being ready, some hydraulic engines were
tried, but would not work in a horizoutal position,

and recourse was then had to three screwjacks
placed against the wooden framework opposite

to each of the sliding timbers, with the buttress

of the bridge as a fulcrum. Each jack was
worked by two men, and the building then

moved without the slightest resistance. The
rate of movement was about Gin. iu four or five

minutes, but as the jacks were worked out they
had to be removed, and the intervening space
filled with blocks of wood, when tho screw was
again put on, and this was repeated until the

building reached the destined spot. Tho whole
operation of moving, from its commencement,
occupied about two hours and a half, the distance

traversed being 8ft.

New Metropolitan Railway.—Application
has been made to the Ranger for leave to con-
struct a railway urrderneath the parks. The
proposed lino is intended to join the Charing-
cross and Paddington Stations, and, according
to the plans, is to pass under St. James's Park
parallel with the Mall, thence underneath the
Gi'een Park parallel with Constitution-hill to a
station at Knightsbridge ; thence diagonally
across Hyde Park, with a station at tho Barracks
to the vicinity of tho Victoria-gate, from which
it is to pass underneath the streets into one of
the P.iddington stations. The trains are to be
propelled by the rope system. It is said that in

construction the principal part will be tunnelled,

so as nut to interfere with the surface of the
parks.

Pall of a Chimney Stack at Glasgow.—On
Sunday morning a frightful calamity occurred
iu Glasgow, close to the banks of the Kelvin. A
tall chimney-stalk, from 80ft. to 100ft. high, in

connection with a paper mill, gave way and fell

right aslant of a row of one-story cottages stand-
ing a few yards distant. Four of tho roofs were
completely crushed by the mass of falling bricks,

and the inmates, for the most part, perished in

tho wreck of their tenements. Seven persons,
most of them young women, were killeti on the
spot, and an eighth, who was removed to the
lulirmary, died ther-e shortly after.

Proii.\ble Strike at Bbadfoud.—The stone-
masons of Bradford are determined to resist the
action contemplated by the masters with refer-

ence to certain operative union rules. Some
time ago tho masters gave notice that after

May 1, this year, they would cease to abide
by the restrictions as to sub-contracting, piece-

work, and dressing ; and the operatives, on
their part, have resolved to adhere to their

l)re8ent rules iu " every respect." Unless some
arrangement is come to, the result of these
counter-resolutions will ho a serious strike

throughout tho greater part of tho West Riding.

Electric Organs.—The plan of playing organs
by electricity has been adopted at St. Michael's,

Cornhill. The organ in this instance is on one
side of tho chancel, and the organist sits on the
opposite side. He has consequently the choir
before him instead of behind him, and has conse-
quently a better opportunity to put himself in

support with the choir. Tho keys manipulated
by tho organist are in electric communication
with the organ, and the valves are opened or

closed aa easily in this way as directly by the

hand. There are no doubt manifest advantages
in the organist being enabled to sit in any parti

of the chur-ch, bat we are afraid the system is

not likely to be gerjerally adopted on account of
its expense. We are informed that the altera-

tions at St. Michael's, Cornhill, cost abont £700.

Cljips.

Bri^'hton is literally undormined with cesspools.
Recently several accidents have occurred owing to
the earth over these cesspools giving way.

On Monday evening last Mr. S. A. Hart, R.A.,
gave tho third of his series of lectures on painting
at tho yociety of Arts. On Monday evening next
the concluding lecture—that on "Landscape
Painting"—will be given.

Wo have just received the second impression of a
new paper called *' The Commercial World." It ia

well printed, on good paper, and presents a hand-
some appeai'ance. and its criticisms on commercial
men and companies are healthful and spirited.

Messrs. Leighton, Hart, and Watts form the
hanging committee at the Royal Academy this
year.

Mr. George llulsany, the well-known Irish artist,

is dead.

Mr. Joseph H. Wallis has been appointed cm*ator
of the Architectural Museum, and steps for the re-
moval of the collection into the new buildings will

be at once taken.

The council of the Society of Arts have apjx>inted
a committee to consider and report how the society
may aid in promoting tho establishment of Free
Libraries and Muse\ims of Science and Art through-
out the United Kingdom.'
The Associated Arts Institute has issued tickets

for a conversazione at 9, Conduit-street, for to-
morrow evening.

On the 10th inat., Mr. Hugh Cameron and Mr.
R. T. Ross were duly elected members of tho Royal
Scottish Academy, to supply the vacancies caused
by the decease of Mr. John Stevens and Mr. W.
B. Johnstone.

Mr. Jarvis, who has filled the office of Siuweyor
of Sewers to the Newington Vestry for the last
thii'teen years, on resigning that appointment, has
been presented with a testimonial engrossed on
vellum, and signed by the chairmen of the Vestry
and Sewers' Committee.

The council of the Society of Arts have ap-
pointed a committee to report upon the best way
of dealing ivith the Thames Embankment, so that
the opportunity may not be lost of making this noble
site conducive to the embellishment and improve-
ment of the metropolis.

Mr. Percy Smith, of Herringthorpe, near Rother-
bvam, read a paper on Monday week, at the
Rotherham Mechanics' Institute, on ** The Water
Supply of Large Towns."

Tho Tunnel Railway xmder the Mersey, proposed
by Sir Chai'les Fox, meets with no Iccal support.
The Town Council has formally refused to bear any
part of the expense.

Mr. Dodd, the contractor, has been appointed as
a representative of the Shoreditch vestry at the
Metropolitan Boai'd of Works.

Tho annual meeting of the Bolton Branch of tho
General Builders' Association was hold on Monday
last, when Mr. Peter Ormrod was elected President,
Mr. Daniel Flitcroft, Vice-President, Mr. Joseph
Flitcroft, Treasurer, and Mr. William Walker,
Secretary, for tho ensuing year.

The excavation of the shaft for tho subway from
the Tower to Southwark was commenced yesterday
on tho property of the Crown at Towei-hill.

A conference of master buildei's and working mon
has been held in Bristol for the purpose of establish-

ing a boird of ccnciliation and arbitration in that
city.

Mr. E. R. Robson, architect and sur\'eyor to the
Liverpool corporation, has resigned his post.

^iitfiits im liibeiiiioits

CONNECTED WITH THE BUILDING TRADE.

1?07 A. M. CLARK. Bricks for Buiijjiko, Etc. (A
communication.) Dated June 11, lSi58.

ThiH iuveutiou relates to impruvements in the manufac-
tiiro of bricks or slabs suited to building pnrijoaes from tho
dross of blast furnaces combined with hydraulic and other
liniea, cements, or plaster, and it consists in a mode of re-
ducing the dross to a fine granular condition by plunging it-

into water while still in fusion and iucaudescent, by which
means the dross is reduced to a fine sand suited to the pur-
pose required.—i'atent abandoned.
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966 J. G. JENNINGS. Water-closets. Dated March 21,

186S.
In coDstnicting water-closets, the pntcntee employs at

the bottom of the pan a valve closinir i^. ri-tMt-'t :i Tue and
held against it by a couuter bal;ni>- ^' ii" -'" I'ntto
retain in the pan as much water as ii '

:

^
' i^i ^ liicli,

nevei-theless, allows the vnlve to <[ i ; . : i.^^L^auy
urpl 113 water. Tlii^ valvP j^ ],el,l ..,..,, -i,,:. [;.cl,;ni<lle

of the closet is i

then opens a tap oi

the handle descend
valve and the pan ^

features in the invi

Tilt

haudle

1.— I'atL- npl^ted.

ISS-t A. MUNUO and W. B. A DAMSON". Manufac-
TfRiNO Tools fok Hewing or Cuti'ING Stone. Dated
June 9, ISGS.

This iaventioD, in the first place, relates to a new method
of manufacturing tools to be used for the purpose of hew-
iug or cutting stone, slate, marble, and other snbstauces,
and it consists in the majiufacture of such tooU iu a direct
manner, so that, when made by this method, they are at
ouce fit for use. The invention relates, in the second
piace, to the employment of metallic compounds or alloys

ivhich Buch tools are formed.—Patent

ISSa J. T. LADYMAN. Apparatus for Working Wood.
Dattd June 10, iSliS.

This iuveutiou consists, mainly, in an improved con-
etniction, combination, and arrangement of various tools
or cutting instruments for working wood in one and the
same machine, and refers more particularly to that de-
scription of machine known as the "general joiner.'' The
invention comprises much detail, which we cannob produce
here.—Patent completed.

1891 J. CARTER. Poktable Closets. Dated June 10,
186S.

This invention consists in constructing the seat of or for
a commode or water-closet in pieces, and hinging or joint-
ing them together, bo that thty may fold or pack iuto a
small compass.—Patent abandoned.

1899 W. BARTON. Kitchen Ranges. Dated Juuo 10,

The patentee claims, first, the several
parts set forth and described, comprisiug t

rangements of
open fireplace,

)r more boilers and ovens, so arranged as to
and use the heat given off from the fuel.

Second, constructing the boilers with outside vertical
tubes communicating with the top and bottom of the
boilers, and which tubes being contained in the flue space
by the side of the boilers, will receive heat from the g:ises
and flame arising from the fire, and will materially assist
in heating tlie water in the boilers. Tiiird, he claims con-
structing the ovens with internal flue tubes, for the passage
of the licated g.ises, asset forth. Fourth, forming openings
fitn: i)ie tpaco above the range communicating by suitable
lines with an annular space surrounding the smoke pipe,
fui the pui

I
of i_>f carrying off any eftluvia or vapours arising

from tlie coi-'king and conducting them into the chimney,
asset forth.—Patent completed.

1903 n. TURNER. Co.NSTRucrroN of Privies, Ash-
pits, Etc. Dated June 11, 186S.
The frecal matter is collected in a cistern made, by pre-

ference, of glazed fireclay, or earthenware, and the urino is

conducted by spouts or otherwise iuto the space beneath
thf- ciateru, into which space the ashes are also collected

;

one end of the cistern is provided with a sliding door or a
plug, and the cisterns are placed so much above the level
of the street or road that the contents may bo drawn out
by a scraper or otherwise, and collected in a suitable cart
or vessel. The ashpit is not required to be em\)tied at the
same time as the cLs^tern, as the contents of the cistern are
kept separate fiom the contents of the ashpit. The whole
system of privies and ashpits are shut up by a large door,
which is only opened by the night-soil men when the
cisterns or the ashpit are to be emptied, \fhen the large
door is open, the cart or v&^sel to collect the fcecal matters
is backed iu under the end of the cistern, a small door in
the large door giving access to the privies. Ihe privies
are ventilated by flues o«i-ried from the back of the
beat, and taken up to the top of the cliimuey, or
to any convenient part of the building.—Patent com-
pleted.

MEETINGS rOU THE E^S^SUING
WEEK.

Monday —Institution ofSurveyors.—Discussion on Mr.
B. Denton's paper on the "Future Extension
of Railways, with reference to their Influence
on Landed Property and Agriculture," after
which a paper on the " Art of Valuing Agri-
cultural Land, and the Indications of the
Various Qualities of Soils," by Mr. P. D.
Tuckett, 8.

Society of Arts-.—Cantor Lectures.—"On Land-
scape Painting," by S. A. Hart, R.A.

Geographical Society, 8.30.

TDE6DAY.—Institution of Civil Engineer?.— 1. Discus-
siou "On the Lagoons and Marshes of the
Mediterranean," after which the following
papera will be read :- " On Sinking Wells for
the Foundations of Piers of the Jumna Bridge
Delhi Railway," by Mr. J. Bell, M. Inst. C.E.,
and " Description of Apparatus for Excavating
the Interior of and for Sinking Iron
Cylindera," by Mr. J. Milroy, Assoc. Inst.
C.E.

Royal Institution.—"On the History and
Results of Comparative Philology," by Rev.
F. W. Farrai-, M.A., F.R.S.

Wednesday.—Society of Arts.—"On Ventilation," by
E. Smith, M.D., F.R.S.

Geological Society, 8.

Tuvr.SDAT.—Royal Institution.—" On Respiration and
ita Influence on the Heart," by Dr. J.
Harley.

Friday.—Royal Institition.—"On the Influence of
Civilization upon Public Health," by J. H.
Bridges, M,A., B.M., 9.

Enbe Setos.

TENDERS.
Abergavenny.—For erecting Abergavenny Townhall,

Markets, &c. Messi*s. Wilson and \viIlco», architects:

—

WallandHook £10,050
BoltandCo 9,028 4
BeavenandSon 8,607 12
Jones and Co 8,521
Moreland 8,329
Welsh 7.9S0
Diment 7,689
Woodford 7,iG3 6 1\
Trow and Son 7,300
Bladwell 6,9£.'0

Dixon 0,975

BniSTOL.- For erecting a granary, for Messrs. Wait and
James. Welsh Back. Messrs. FontonandGougli, architects.

Quantities taken out by Mr. Clark ;—
General Tenders.

Heal .. £8319
Brock 8300
Davis and Sou 7925
Wilkins 7800
Somerville 7072
Thorn 7666
Kingstone 7037
Marquiss and Munro 7500
Baker 74S1
Foster 7399
Warburton 7300
Dimeut 7270
Stephens 7017
Sanders 099S

Masons' Work.
Cowhu je3S23
Storkey 3025
Flower 3371
Wilkins 330O
Bevan 3290
Kingstone 328i
Stephens 3250
Thorn (accepti.I) 3100
King 260O

Carprntcr^' Work.
Low £2975
Hatherly

, 2S79
Heal 27)7
Harris 2711
Easterbrook 2695
Davey 2691
King 2400
Sanders 2433
Humphries 2230
Somerville 2115
Brooks {accpfci) 1851

SroiLh and (_.,i.->iitter6' Work.
Edbrooke £1295
Priest 1209
Harris (accepted) 1191

Slating, Plastering, Painting, and Glazing.
Cowlin £400
Lewis 429
Bevan 410
Hill (accepted) 359 18
Tucker 351 16

Plumbers' Work.
George £235
Vesey 1S3
Burke 175
Slade 131 10
Tuckey 120
Lear no
Palmer io:j

Osborne I05
Lear (accepttd) lOO

Bkixton.—For Livcrin,' nine houses at Loughborough
Piirk, Brixton. Mr, Alfd. R. rite, architect:—

Sutton and Dudley £5914
Cowlaud 5297
Baker and Constable 5170
Kitson 5089
Manley and Rogers 4977
Watkina 45l!0

Ritcy 4347
Johnson 4105

Erith.—For erecting coachhouse, stables, (fee. , and for
converting jjresent coachhouse and stables iuto billiard
roocn, foi Dr. Tipple, Erith, Kent, S E. Mr. Herbert Ford,
arcliitect :

-
G. Relph (accepted) £396

Hackney.—For alterations and additions to the Hackney
Union Workhouse, at Homertou. Win. Lee, Esq., archi-
tect. Quantities by Messrs. Liusdell and Giffard ;

--

Cheesmaa £11,150
Lewis 11,133
Condor 10,887
Higgs 10,629
Ashby and Son 10, 450
Perry and Co 10,413
Browneand Robinsuii 10.330
HUI, Keddell, and WalJrani,. 9,9.s9

Sawyer 9,953
Henshaw 9,G72
Webb and Bun 9.366

HioiroATE.—For alterations and additions to Whittlebury
House, Highgate, for C. H. Frewen, Esq. W. G. Habershon
and Fite, architects:—

Hemmings £1G(>0
Bayes 1550
Fiucher and Martin 1450
Salter 14 'jO

Carter I45ij

Crockett iJOO
Davies VlOi)

Jackson 1459
Blackmore and Morley 1205
Kendall '.

120()

Brown and limn iji'j

Bennett 1210
Pethick 1170
Turner 1170
Baker and Constable Iii75

Cubitt and Sons (too late) I61O

London.— For new street from Holbom Ciixua to Shoe-
lane, for the Corporation of the City of London. Wm. Hay.
wood. Esq., engineer. Quantities by Mr. F. Warburton
Stent :

—
Clemence £10.276
Trollope 10,100
Mowlemand Co, 9,810
Little 9,640
Browneand Robinson 9,612
Ebbs and Son 9,542
Mansfield, Price, and Co 9,473
Jackson and Shaw 9,135
Gammon and Sons 9,090
Macey 8,994
Hill, KeddeU, and Waldram (accepted) 8,771

SooTHii.L.—For erecting a power loom shed at Soothill,
for the Alexandra SliU Company. Sheard and Hanatock,
architects ;—

Masons' Work.
Geo Mallinson, Dewsbury (highest)... £G57
Robinson, Hirst, and Co., Batley (ac-

cepted) 562
Carpenter.^' and Joiners' Work.

Robt. Ibberson, Batley (highest) 829 10
Mm. Whitehead, Batley Carr (ac-

cepted) 530
Plumbers', &c., Work.

Hy. Harrop. Batley CaiT (highest) ... 69 19
Matthew Lobley, Batley (accepted) ... 50 5

Ironfouuders' Work
Michael Shllliton, Batley (highest) ... 155
Wm. Stead, Cleckheaton (accepted)... 135 14

Slaters' Work.
Robinson, Hirst, and Co. , Batley

(highest) 232
Jonas, Tliornton 250

COMPETITIONS.

ROTHERHAM.—March 15.-For plans for the erection Of
a public hospital and dispensary. Premiums of £75, £50,
and £25. J. Barras, honorary secretary.

Kingston-on-Thames (Queen Elizabeth's Grammar
School),—March 1.—For plans for the erection of anew

'
' ' '

'

'

Premium of £25. F. Gould, Esq.,

Manchester.—February 25.—For designs for laying out
the Alexandra Park. Messrs. Clarke and Holland, areM-
tects, Newmarket, Cambridgeshire.

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BUILDING
ESTIMATES.

Cardiff Local Boaud cf Health.—February 28.—
For the supply of fifty iron lamp pillars, and fifty iron
lamp holdera. George Salmon, clerk to the Local Board,
Town-hall, Carditf.

Cai DiFF Local Board of Health. — February 28.—For
the construction of anew outfall sewer, channel, and works
connected therewith. George Salmon, clerk to the Local
Board, Town-hall, Cardiff.

LotJGHBORODGH Park, Ebtxton.—For the erection of
nine houses for the Suburban Village and General Dwel-
lings Company. Mr. A. R. Pite, architect, 38, Bloomsbmy

Morley.—February 21.—For about 1,614 yards of 9in.
pipes. William Smith, jun., clerk, Morley.
City OF London.—Februai7 23. —For the execution of

stone paving in the carriage ways and fuot ways of the
city. Mr. J. Daw, clerk to the commissioners, sewer's
office, Guildhall.
Great Yarmouth.—March 2.—Forrebuilding the south

aisle of the nave of St. Nicholas* Church. Mr. C. J.

Palmei", solicitor. 28, Regent-street, Great Yarmouth.
Wall-:end Local Board.—March 1.—For the construc-

tion of the sewerage of a portion of the above district. W.
S. UaglJsh, clerk.

East Dereham.—March 1.—For the erection of two
chapeU and entrance lodge. . Messrs. J. H. Brown and
Pearce, architects, Upper King-street, Norwich.
Leicester and Ajuhby-de-la-Zouch, and Leicester

Distbict of Leicester and Peterborough Turnpike
Roads.—March 1.'—For supplying, for the repairs of tha
said roads, about 2,400 tons of the best picked broken
granite. W. Gregory, clerk to the trustees, Leirester.

HoLCOMBE BuRNELL.—February 2i —For rebuilding
the Lamb Inn, at Long Down End. Mr. Thomas Strong, ,

architect.

Hinckley and Narborouoh Turnpike Roads.—March
1.—For the supply of l.OOJ tons of broken granite. By
order, William Freer, clerk to the trustees, Leicester.

Bristol.-February 26.—For altering rooms at St.

Peter's Hospital and adapting them for offices. E. G.
Doggett, clerk

The Commissioners of Wueks and Public BuiLDiNc.g.
—March 5.—For the ordinary works aud repairs to public
buildings in the London District. G. Russell, secretary,

12. Whitehall-place, S.W.
Surrey Cjnsumers' Gas Company.—February 24.

—For coal tar, manufactured at these works. Secretary',

Rotherhithe.
OiiMESBY LoC-VL Board of HE\.LTit.—February 25.

—

For the construction of an intercepting aud outfall aewer,
sewage filtering tanks, and about 700 yards loin, pipes or
lain, segment tile aewer, filtering tanks, sluices, manholes,
&c. Mr. G. Baiubridge, clerk to the board, Wilson-street
West, Middlesborough.
Glasgow. —March 1. —For the construction of a graving

dock, wharfs, and other works for tbo Clyde Navigation
Trustees. G. Reith, General Manager, Clyde Navigation
Office, Glasgow.
Staffohd. -February 27. -For the erection of two

villas on the Rowley Paik Estate. R. Griffiths, architect,

Martin-street, Stafford.

Hull.—March 6. —For building St. Silas Church, Hull.
R. G. Smith, architect, Guildhall Chambers, Hull.
Ealino. — For the construction of a road about ftW ft.

Inng with pipe sewer, &,c. W. J. Green, architect, 3. Netley

Villas, Ealing, W,
St. Mary Abbotts, Kensinoton.—Februa^^y 23.—For

cartiag road materials, removal of dust, &c., pavLors* and
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masons work, broken Guernsey granite, broken flints,

gravel, drain pipes, lamp posts, and street gas lanteras. R.

Green, Vestry Hall, Kensington.
St. Luke, Middlesex.—March 2.—For watering the

roads and streets of this parish. Messrd. ransous and
Hayne, vestry clerks, Vestry Hall, City-road.

Farmiam Local Board, Suhrey.—March 15.—For the

construction of a new bridge over the river Wey, and the

formation of certain roads in connection therewith. E.

Mason, clerk, Faniham.
Lo>DO^ AKi)NoRTir-VVE.sTEnN Railway.—Febniary 2-1.

—For the construction of a new passenger station at

Ordaalf-lano, Manchester. 8. Ray, secretary, Eustou
Station.
Stikford.—March 1.—For inking down Iho old bridge

over the river Dane, at Wincle, and erecting new stone
bridge and approaches, it. Griffiths, county surveyor,
Stailbrd.

Swindon. —February 2-i.—For finding and layinf; about
786 yards of 12in. and about 7o4 yaids of Sin. pipe driiiu

;

alfo for making about l.lfiO yards of roads, carriage ways,
and footpaths. W. Read, surveyor, Swindon.

St. Marv Abbotts, Kensington.- February 23.—For
the constr\ictiou of sewera in Old Broraptou-road and
Onslow Crescent, and Mancliester-Btreet, Notting-hill, &c.

R. Green, Veatry Uall, Kensington.
Midland Railway.—March 15 —For the erection of a

warehouse near the Trent Station. J. Williams, secretary,

Derby.
Folkestone fKent),—March 8.—For the restoration of

tlie chancel, aisles, south transepts, and ground floor of the
tower, of the paiish church, Mr. E. Christian, 8a, Whito-
hall.placo.
Tardebigge (Worcestershire). — For the erection of a

church at Webheath. Sir. F. Preedy, ai'chitect, 13, York-
place, Portman-square,
Pembroke —February 25. —For alterations and additions

to Creselly House, ^iletsrs. Clarke and llollaud, arcUitecty,
Newmarket.

St. Leonard's, Shobeditch.—March 1.—For watering
the roads. Mr. W. G. Davis. Townhall, Old-street-road.
SiioREDiTCH.—March 9. For maaons' and paviora' work.

Mr. W. G. Davis, Townhall, Old-street.road.
Town Maixino. — March 11.—For maintenance and re-

pair of roads. Mr, W. S. Norton, clerk to the board, Town
Mailing.

Feb. 25.—For the erection of Penkridge Union Work-
house. W. Truman, clerk to the guard aus, Brewood.
Penkridge Union \\ohKH use.- Febiuary 25.—For

the engineers' works. W. Truman, clerk to the guardians,
Brewood.
Parish of Lambeth.—March 5,— Ist, for the supply of

men, horses, and carts, for watering the roads ; 2nd, for
slopping and cleansing work; 3rd, for the supply of granite,
flints, gravel, paving materials, &c., ; 4ih, for the execu-
tion of mjisons' and paviors' work, T. Rofife, vestry clerk.
Vestry Hall, Kenning <.n-green.
Poplar.—March 5.—For masons' work, for supply of

Bombay At^me, gravul, flints, &c ; for rep.iird of sewers,
jobbing works, &c. ; for scavengering and watering; and for
collection of dust, ashes, &c. S, J. Barth, clerk to board,
East India Docks-road.
Wimbledon.—Morley's Convalescent Hospital.—For

earthworks, &o. T. Crawley, 23, Thavies-inn, E.G.

PROPERTY SALES.
February 10.

At the Mart.—"By Messrs Bards, Vanghuu, and Loif-
child. In Chancery, "Phillippsi-. Holmerand Stoneman."
—Freehold and {small part)lea8ehoid groundrents, amount-
ing to about £1.773 per annum, secured on shops, houses,
residences, and taverns situate in Wandsworth road
and South Lambeth—sold in 141 lots for the total sum of
£42,925.
hy Mes'^rs. Edwin For and Bousfield. — The "Canoot

Mullah Estate,-' containing 318 acres of land with
buildings, situate in the Wjnaad, on the Malabar coast
£1,800.
Leasehold four residences, Xos. 9 to 12, Addiston gardens

North, Addison road, Kensington. 1ft at £66 each per an-
num, term 87 years unexpired, at £16 each per annum—
M5Q and £660 each,

Februarv 11.
Atthe Mart —By Mr. W. H. Moore.—Iveasehold residence,

No. 21, Grove terrace, Grove road, St. John's wood, let at
£75 83. per annum, term 99 years from 182i, at £8 per an-num—£566.

^

Leasehold house, No. 58, Willi.-xm street, Albany street
Regent's Paik. also a cottage in the rear, producing
£71 lOs. per annum, term 99 yeai-s from 1823, at X? per an-num—£015.

^

At Garraway's.—By Messrs. Chadwick and Sons.—Free-
holdgroundrentof £42 per annum, secured on Nos. 61, G.'l,

BATH STONE OF BEST QUALITY.
Bandkll and SACNDERa, Quarrymen and Stone Mm-

ohanta, Bath. Li^t of Pri^t-e at the- Quarrtee and Depots;
also Cost for Transi* * - - ' "
fbmiahed on applii
Wilt*.—{Advt.J

BANKRUPTS.
TO aTTRRFNDER IN BAHINGnALIy-STREKT.

Daniel Durell, High street, Mile end New Town car-
renter^ March 3, at 1 George and Walter Hodos,
Worthing, engineers, March 1, at 12—Edwin Sadgrove
Caledonian ro»d, Islington, plumber, March 1, ;it 12—
S. H. Uuish, Ebury street, plumber, Fcbiunry 26, at 12
Thomas Marsh, Wurwitk road, Kei.singttm, painter and
decorator, Febiuary 26, at 2—Kdward William MatliowH,
Havward's Ueath, Bii8*ex, builder, February 26, at 2 -
John Pallant, Uadleigh, Suflolk, builder, March 1, at U—
Benjamin Reynolds, Cnisnick, builder, March 1, at 1.

• win: „,T0 8URRRNI.ER IKTHECOVNTRT.

Wmu^r?'*'^*** E»«twoMl. buUder. March 2, at 11-
J-inJi S 'Jjomaa Llanberis, carpenter and Luilder, Feb-xm«i7 87, ftt U-Thomaa Brigdeu, Meopham, carpenter and

builder, February 26, at 10—Uobert Deacon, Frome Sel-

wood, carpenter and builder, February 25, at 11

—David Lloyd, Treheibert, Glamorganshire, car-

penter and builder, February 23, at 12 - Edward Oakden,
Sutton, near St. Helen's, painter, plumber, and glazier,

February 21, at 11—Geoi*ge Rhodes, Southport, joiner and
builder, February 2G, at 11—John Liddle West, Haitle-
pool, builder, February 27, at 11.

NOTICEa OP SITTINOa FOR' LAST EXAMINATION.
March 11, J. R. Harris. Kentish Town, painter—March

11, M. CampbeU, Hugr^'in lane. City, bricklayer- March 12,

W. F. Reeves, Duhvich road, Rrbcton, marble mason-
February 2;J, G. Howell, Kenfig hill, Glamorganshire,
cai-ponter—February 20, W. Picklos, Wakefield, contractor
—March 12, J. W. Wilson, Wantage, painter—March 8. J.

Allen, Frankwoll, Shrewsbury, Salop, carpenter March 4,

JI J. Bray. Kcw Bridge—March 1, K. Brannon.Shaukliu,
builder—March •!, E. R. Palmer, Durham place, Seven
Sistera road, builder—March 6, T. Ward. Edmund's
terrace, Portobello road, stonemason—March 5. W. H.
Gibling. East India road, cai'penter—March5, J. Lees and
J. Marchent, Leeds, engineers—March 16, G. Hollisa, Old
street road, timber bender—March 9, J. Lewis, Nichol;i.s

street, Now North road, bricklayer and house decorator—
March 0, C. Bool, Sydenham, buUder—March 15, fil. A.
Jones, Nelson- street, Rotherhithe, timber dealer—March
15, C. J, W. Russell, Cambridge heath bridge, builder-
March IC, W. Margrie, Ale.\ander terrace, St. George's
road, Camberwell, carpenter aLd joiner—March 10, .11.

Roberta, Rhyl, painter and plumber- March 10, W, J.

Minor, West Gorton, joiner and builder—March 19, J.

Gooderson, Greyshott road, Lavender hill, Wandsworth
road, builder—March 19, J. W*elton, Ledbury street,

Pockham, builder—Slarch 11, C. P. DLxou, Hammersmith,
builder— March 16, T, M. Taylor, Newbury, engineer-
March 3, \V. Biscombe, Beaumont mews, Marylebono,
builder—Maich 3, W. C. Livermare, Victoria park square,

builder March 3, J. Brown. Nelson villas. Wandsworth
road, builder — March 3, S. Horner, Bournemouth, builder
—March 3, E. Cade, Mount gardens, Westminster Bridge
road, carpenter and builder March 5, J. C. North, West
Dulwich, builder-March 23, W. Tyers. Nottingham,
builder—March 16, J, W. Lee, Leicester, engineer—Sla"ch
1. C. S. Watson, Birkenhead, joiner and builder—Marcli 1,

J. G. Martin, Liverpool, builder—February 25, J. Hora-
fall, Accriugton, joiuer—March 3, R. James, Stafford,

buUder.

PARTNEKSHIPS DISSOLVED.
Fish and Co., Blackburn, painters—Hallam Brothers and

Co., Middlesborough, wood planera- Hazard and Grim-
wood, Sylvan Grove, Old Kent road, engineers—Saville

and Co., Chorley, buildei-a-Boaley and Son, Bath, slaters

and plasterers—Heal and Marsh, Bristol, builders-
Douglas and Co., Brighton and London, builders—C, and
Q. E. Brown, Maidstone, engineers.

March 3, W. Rubardt, Duke street, Grosvenor squar'^,

house painter and decorator— March 10, M. A. Wright,
Old Ford, sign painter—March 5, T. Williams, Festiniog,
engineer.

DECXARATION OF DIVIDEND.
Kingsland, carpente

LATEST PRICES OF MATERIALS USED
IN CONSTRUCTION.

WANTED.

ADVERTISEMENTS for " situations wanted "

are inserted in the ''BUILDING NEWS" at a
charge of One Shilling for the first Twenty-four
Words.

A COMPETENT ARCHITECT'S as-
sistant f]ci

gouoml and UcUiil druw
btalTurd.

A FIRST-RATE QUANTITY CLERK
and Fnir Dnvugbtsman wi.hea BMPLOYMENT. Terms

moderate.— Address, B.A.II.. Post-oOice, FiBh street flill, City,

A GOOD PRACTICAL and PERSPEO-
_ TIVE DRAUGHTSMAN and COL0URI3T seeks an RN-KMENr. ExceUent testimonials.—Address, Q. R., 30. Charl-

lgrare<road, Pimlico.

AN ARCHITECT'S ASSISTANT, of
practicaJ^abnUy in deeigTiing. perspective, general dr.kwings,

AN ARCHITECT'S ASSISTANT requires
» RE.ENG AGEMENT. In t .^rn or couutry. Good relerai.c.^

i moderate.—Address, K,, l.liiveraeM-road, Biyawater, Loudoa.

AN ENGINEER'S ASSISTANT, of
grfat experience in town sewerage, river walls, caiaaou sink-

iiig, &c . deeirea a RE-ENGAGEMEM'. Firfitclass tefltiiuouialB —
AddrcBa, C. E., 13, Caunon-row, Westmitster

SHOP FOREMAN.—WANTED, by a
London firm, an energetic and experienced Man, tn the above

sbip-Btreet, E,C.

the above

b" R., 7ti.'Wor-

TO ARCHITECTS.—A Gentleman, who
has served his time with an architect in Leicester, in open to

an ENGAGEMENT as JUNIOR ASSISTANT. Terms moderate.
—References may be made to Joseph Goddard, architect, Leicester.

T ARCHITECTS.-The Advertiser, who
is used to the general routine of an architect's office, require*

RE-ENGAGEMENT. Salary moderate.-J. E., 57. PitfieJd-

T ARCHITECTS.—WANTED, a Per-
,ent SITUATION in a Golhtc Architect's Offloe. Satii-

tory references given.— Address, Owou Dyson, 8outh-terr.M:o,

TO ARCHITECTS, SURVEYORS, &c.-
A superior DRAUGHTSMAN and Expeditious General Asaisl

ant ia DISENGAGED. Terms modeiiHe.—Town or Oountry.-
66, "Warwick-street, Warwick-square, S.W.

TO ARCHITECTS, SURVEYORS, &c.-
WANTED, br the Advertiser, aged 13, a SITUATION

JUNIOR ASSISTANT. Couutry preferred ; four ye-.rs'experieuci
good references.—Address, J. A,, office of the Buujjuio News.

. yellow

birch .V S IB 4 1

Dantzlc oak 4
fir 2 10

Memel fir 2 10
Riga... 2 15

Christiania, per O.,
12 ft. by 8 by 9 In.

Deals, prC, 12ft. byS
by 9 in., dutySspex

BLJohn, whitespruce 18 16
Yellow pine, per re-
duced C.

Canada, 1st qnallty. 16 17
Snd do 11 C 13

St. Petersburg, yeh .

.

10
Finland fi

Memel 12
Gothenburg, yellow 8

TO BUILDERS, CONTRACTORS, and
others.—WANTED, by the Adtertiser, of great peroon^

knowledge of the whole of the building trade, a SITUATION a»
GENERAL MANAGER, or otherwise. Country or abroad preferred.
Fourteen years' experience. First cla.^3 reference.—Address, A, B.,
49, Park-Etreet, Dorstt-square, N.W.

^^
,
rpo MASONS and BUILDERS. —

' J_ WANTED, CONST.YNT EMPLOYMENT, by a Mafljn and
yeUow....„ .. 10 10 13 10 Letter-cutter.-Address, G. H., l', Woburu Cott^iges, Addleatoue,

Deck Plank, Dautzto,
per 40 ft. 8 in. .

PtmicB Stokk pr I

TO SUKVEYORSand ESTATE AGENTS.
WANTED.aRE-ENGAGEMENT, bv a Y>. Man ajted 34^

,Hii I -t et, C^diff.Good referenct )s, W., Mr,

Cottoaaeed '26 SI

, Rngllsh ..» » per ton 31
Spanish Soft do 18

0.;

: A ShMthlng, ABolt per ton 78 80

best HelectMl
AiiRtrall.D
Vol. M.U18b«ithijl|*Bod. . ..I>crlb

...per tOD

6) 7j

e 10 6 IS

(.e<Ush Bar. do
Ta:

9 10 9 7
7 12 6 7 IS
9 IS
7 12 e 7 13

EoglUh Block „ ..

do Bu
do Bcfliud

,

do 104
do 100
do 101 D
do 101

oj»*

oi-'

:; 10 S6

Bwrdlsb Keg, huiumered per ton 16 15 10
Bwedlab F.8got do

WANTED, a Man capable o^ 'I'AKING
the GENERAL WORK ii> Plumbing. (-fitting, ,iud

Ziuc Work. Congtaut flituntioii — Ai-ply, by le only. sU nft
wages required, top. G. 2,. Howlells Library, FbIii ter rtce
Liverpool-road, Isliugton. N.

WANTED, by a Firm of S ir\ eyors and
Architects in the north of Eqi{Uu I, a flrst-clasa

DRAUGHTSMAN, competent to make finished esUte plana —
Addreea applications, with references and salary req^iired, to H.B,,
"EstiUes Gazette " office, 200, Fleet-street, London.

WANTED, by aPRACTICAL BUILDER,
a .SirUATIuV as CLKKK of WORKS or Manager.

Uuderittandj all branches of the t ade ; can prepare plans and mea-
sure up work.—A. X., 16, Spencer-fitreet, Uornaey-road, HoUoway, N.

WANTED IMMEDIATELY, a first-class
DRAUGHTSMAN ; one wlio could occaaionally wrlt« on

trannfi-r paper for lithography would be preferred.-Apply. sUttng
terms, to Wm. Huj.wood, laud surveyor. Bank Lhambera. Blackbu a.

HERCULES LAND, BUILDING, and
_ INVESTMENT SOCIETY.—IMMEDIATE ADVANCES

mr« made on Freehold or Lea<ehold Property on very easy terms.
Subscription and other (hares are Issued bearing interest at the rat*
of 10 per cent., with prortU added at the end of «»-ery two years —
rn.si.-ctuseB. rules, Aeon applii-ation at the Society's Offices. 3».
Mi'orgat^-Btreet, E.C.—T. J. WtSLEY BtCNNETT, Secretary.

MONEY on MORTGAGE, to any amount
ready to Vie Lent upou Freehold Leasehold, or Copyhol i

Property, repayabls hy monthly Inatalraeiit*. or by the luteres
payable quarterly. Mortgages eflected «>n easy terms, the law charge >

Idling (lied and low, -Apply t« Mr. Holcombe. 6, tircat Jamss-strest,

MONEY promptly ADVANCED on Per-
sonal or any aTaiUble security. A mo«lerate interest, repay-

Bine to aix. BtUi dlicoonted. Forms tree

I'KKBONa-
.. .»..o.»^k-iLr«et. Coren

', Bloomsbury, W.O, Houn,

P. J. HAEVSy, 8«r»t»rr.
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DULWICH COLLEGE.

A FORTNIGHT ago we referred to the

agitation wliich has arisen among the

population of that part of South London in-

terested in the noble foundation of Edward
AUeyn, the " poor player," who out of his

earnings devoted .£10,000 to the establish-

ment of a " College of God's Gift " for the

purposes of charity and education. That ten

thousand pounds has grown to a princely

annuity, and the governors of the College

have at this day an income of £18,000 a year to

dispose of, with such a prospect of increase as is

afforded by the possession of nearly a thousand

acres of land still unoccupied in one of the

best situations in the world for building pur-

poses. Such an institution is not merely of

local interest, although the district having

first claims upon it is limited—if we may call

a population of nearly a quarter of a million

limited. It is of the very first importance

that such an institution should be managed
with the greatest regard to efficiency, and
with reasonable economy. The great danger

of these rich foundations consists in the

temptation to extravagance on the part of

their managers, and in the attraction they

offer to everyone on the look-out for an op-

portunity to grow rich at the pulilio expense.

Now Dulwich is no exception in this respect,

and we shall illustrate this by reference to

the expenditure on the uew school buildings,

and in alterations made to the picture gallery

and the old college itself.

About five years ago the plans for a new
school to be built on the college lauds, and

for the accommodation of 600 day scholars,

were ordered to be prepared, and in due
course were proceeded with. The governors,

we believe, contemplated for this purpose

expending from i,";50,000 to i;40,000, but it

was discovered that the desigu of Mr. Barry,

their salaried surveyor, was of a more preten-

tious character, and in the end, by striking off

£6,000 (estimated cost of master's house), the

estimated cost of school buildings was
£56,000 ! Large as this sum appeared for

the piupose, as compared with the cost of

similar buildings elsewhere, to which we shall

presently refer, it was felt that the occasion

was one of an exceptional nature, and the

governors assented to the scheme. Here the

step was taken which seems to have led to

the enormous outlay which has since been in-

curred, for, so far as we can ascertain, no pro-

per security was taken at that time that the

estimate included all that was needful for

its completion. An estimate followed, which
was called " An approximate statement of

cost of fittings of new college," and which in-

cluded among other items the following:

—

Pencing, £1,383 ;
planting, .£2,883 ; closets

and fittings, £1,012 ; stoves, £700 ; baths for

dormitories for twenty-four foundation board-

ers, .£550; warming and ventilation, £1,700 ;

gas mains and gas fittings, £1,G00 ; lift for

kitchen, £200 ; extras and great hall tables,

£3,285. Some of these items, we think it

will be agreed, are rather startling, and should
have been capable of considerable revision.

It was in the summer of 1807 that this esti-

mate was presented, and in November of the

same year the Finance Committee of the

Board of Governors reported that up to that

date the estimated cost of the new buildings

had grown to £85,438. Since then it is said

that a further considerable addition has been
made to the outlay, and that a sum approach-
ing £120,000 will be the amount required to

finish the work, and this without a master's

house or a school chapel, both of which have
been considered essential to the completion
of the design. This lavish expenditure has
been characterised by deputations at the

Home Office and to the Charity Commission-
ers as a scandalous misappropriation of the

funds of the charity, and very grievous com-
plaints have been made that while this expen-

diture has been going on, the educational and
eleemosynary branches have been deprived of

the benefits designed by the Actof 1857, imder
which the governors were appointed. Space

would notallow us in thesecolumns to go into the

particulars of these several complaints, but it

is not too much to say that these things ought

not to be, and that there was no need for such

an expenditure, especially when we compare

the cost of school buildings in various parts

of the country.

It may be profitable just to note the cost

of a few well-known schools, for by the light

of such information shall we better be able to

appreciate the cost of this one approaching

completion at Dulwich.

Liverpool College, for 900 boys, cost £35,000.

Edinbiu-gh High School, for 1,575 boys, cost

£30,000.
Aberdeen Grammar Schools, for 1,200 boys, cost

£12,130.
Commercial Travellers' School, at Pinner, for

200 boarders, with dormitories and official resi-

dences, cost £30,000.

Cranley School, Surrey, for 150 boarders, cost

£10,000.
Framlingham College, Suffolk, for 300 boarders,

with necessary sleeping accommodation, house for

principal, residences for masters, chapel, lodge,

infirmary, &c. , cost £16,912.

Trent College, with same accommodation for 350
boarders, cost £19,450.
Bedford College, for 300 boarders, wjth same

arrangements, cost £17,500.

The Metropolitan District Schools ai-e being built

for £21,000, to accommodate 700 boys and official

quarters.

How astoamding, then, is the sum expended
at Bulwich ! It is worthy of remark that the

Rev. W. Rogers, who is chairman of the

Governors of Alleyn's College, stated before

the Schools' Inquiry Commission that he
" was rather staggered " when informed that

a school buUding few 1,000 day scholars would
cost £30,000. Yet, here is the same gentle-

man expending nearly four times that amount
on accommodation for only two-thirds of the

number. The cause of this increased and ex-

travagant expenditure is perhaps not easy to

explain, but a great outlay has been incurred

for terra-cotta work employed in the decora-

tion of the exterior, and to such a lavish ex-

tent has this been carried that elaborate

carved work, busts, &c., have been placed at

such a height that without the aid of a

powerful glass it is not possible to discern them
from the ordinary stand-point in front, and
which can only be seen from the building

itself by projecting one's head from a second-

floor window ! One of the consequences of

this outlay will be the doubling of the school

fees after Midsummer next, when it is ex-

pected the new schools will be occupied.

Another consequence—and one which at the

present moment is not unlikely to lead the

charity into the Court of Chancery—-is the
diversion for purposes of drainage of the sum
of £10,000, which, by the Act of 1857, the

governors were bound to apply to the educa-
tional and eleemosynary branches.

As to the other matters of excessive ex-

penditiu-e, we must dispose of them in a few
words. The picture gallery has a separate

and special endowment, with an income ave-
raging about £530 a year. After payiug the

small expense attending its management, less

than £200, the surplus is directed to be ap-

plied to the teaching of drawing in the

schools,—a fund, in fact, sufficient to estab-

lish, under proper management, a little school

of art, just one of those things of the greatest

possible benefit to the age in which we live.

Noiv, in ten year.s, not £10 seems to have
been apjilied to the purpose in question ; but
in the accounts for 1866, there being a sur-

plus of £800 in hand, the extraordinary sum
of £546 10s. appears for " alterations to the

porch." But this is not all. In the follow-

ing year, 1867, there were further " altera-

tions to the porch," £416. In the year 1868,

we understand, a dado was constructed in the

picture gallery at a cost of £150, thus sweep-

ing away the entire accumulations of the last

ten years.

Another large item of expenditure is found

in the outlay on the repairs to the east and west

wings of tiie old college, the former costing

£(!,253, and the latter is to cost £0,560—in all

£15,813. These wings accommodate thirty-

six pensioners ! There are several other

points of interest in connection with the

management and expenditure of the funds of

this charity that almost equally merit pub-

licity, but our readers will agree that, for the

present, we have said enough. It may be

asked. Who is to blame for this reckless

and shameful extravagance ? We answer vm-

hesitatingly, the governors of the charity and

the architect ! The evil is so crying that it

cannot remain in its present position. A
deputation has waited on the Home Secre-

tary, and he has promised to give the matter

his best consideration. The next thing to be

done is for some member of the House of

Commons to master the facts, and ask for a

Parliamentary inquiry. Fortuaately for the

country, we have a Minister in office who
puts " conscience into statesmanship."

HOSPITALS.—III.*

MM. BLONDEL ET SER observe that

it seems to them the chief differ-

ence between hospital ventilation, French and
English, is the opening of the windows. "_ It

is not," say they, " here and there, as with

us (in France), part of a window which allows

external air to enter ; all the windows and

all the doors remain constantly open, and

lest that should not suffice, direct or indirect

communications between the interior and the

outer air are contrived in the walls, at the im-

posts of the doors, over the windows when
not reaching right to the ceiling, even in the

ceilings, and over the fireplaces. When we
spoke of the cold which must arise from a

ventilation of this sort—of the currents of air

which it occasions, and by which we, though

clothed and wearing our hats, were all incon-

venienced—we were answered thai it was

better to suffer these inconveniences than the

want of fresh air. The programme of our

neighbours in the matter of ventilation is the

most simple possible—;««re air, whatever tin

temperature, whatever thedrauf/hts."

Now, this language is not too strong to ex-

press the actual practice in the hospitals of

London ; and Miss Nightingale, whose views

are those now aU but exclusively followed,

maintains stoutly that the only system to be

trusted is that of open windows on both sides

of a ward. Nor is this energetic and saga-

cious lady without many facts which go at

least to prove that if no better system of arti-

ficial ventilation be possible than those of the

results of which accounts have been pub-

lished, it may be doubtful whether the harm
done by draughts be not a less evil than that

wrought by inefficient ventilation.

The facts are simply these :—In the ab-

sence of a very rapid renewal of all the air

in a ward, the exhalations from the skin and

breath of the sick persons rapidly charge that

air with such an amount of impurity that it

becomes injurious even to persons iu health,

and fatally prejudicial to the recovery of the

sick inmates of the hospitah The presence of

these exhalations can be readily detected by

the sense of smell when they exist iu a large

proportion, but even a small amount, to which
the senses of persons actually living in the

building may become so deadened that they

do not readily detect it, is almost sufficient to

neutralise all the good of medical treatment

in many cases. In the conviction that this

must be got rid of, English sanitary authori-

ties make use of the ready means of allowing

the external air to blow through the wards iu

vast quantities. The continental authorities,

* Continued from page 129.
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on the other hand, oonceiving that either by
drawing out foul air and admitting fresh to

take its phice, or else by forcing in fresli

air they could drive out the foul, have ttied

several modes of ventilation tlirou:;li arti-

ficially-formed cliimnels and by the lielp of

currents of air stimulated either by heat or

by the mechanical action of a fan.

Now, it would perhaps be going too far to

say that all these methods have failed, but it

is not extravagant to assert that no one of

them has so succeeded as to recommend
itself and the principle upon which it is

founded for general adoption throughout
Europe. The great stride siill to be taken in

hospital organisation will be the introduction of

sucli a system of ventilation, excited and main-
tained b)- artificial means, as shall be thorough
and successful.

To those who deny the need for this ad-
vance, we reply that during many hours of

the night, during frosty days, during very
sultry days, during storms of wind and rain,

the operation of ventilation by open windows
has to be suspended, cannot be carried on,

and that, even if all that can be wished,

the " natural system," as its advocates term
it, cannot be relied on. Further, we bass the

need for some system more under control

than the present one on the facts to which
any dispassionate hospital physician wUl bear

witness, that colds are constantly caught in

these wards by the physicians themselves,

and by their patients ; and further that the

recovery of patients suU'ering from a very

numerous class of diseases is indefinitely

protracted by relapses due to chills to which
they are exposed, while, of course, from
time to time cases terminate fatally which,

with thorough yet temperate ventilation, it

might have been easily possible to cure.

A second class of objections is perhaps
more formidable. Ventilation by artiticially

maintained currents of air will be said to

have been tried, and to have failed. This
can only be met by tlie eminently English

—

and eminently wise advice—try again. It

cannot be, and it ia not, beyond the re-

sources of modern acienoe to pass through
the wards of a hospital air sufficient to

ensure the perfect freshness of the atmo-
sphere, and so to select the points of ingress

and egiess as to avoid sensible currents of

air. it may "be even safely said that in no
building is the problem of renewing the air

so possible of solution, so well under control,

so likely to receive a practical solution as in

a hospital, and for several reasons.

The wards of a hospital are spacious.

The points where air may be taken off and
admitted without danger of injury may be

easily defined, because the place each patient

will occupy can be precisely known. The
construction of a hospital is special and ela-

borate, and could be well adapted to any
system of air channels. The expenditure is

liberal, and the attention constant night and
day, so that any syatcra requiring the aid of

machinery could be worked night and day,

summer and winter, without risk of neglect.

Lastly, the scientific superintendence is con-

-stant. In no building firanyotlier purpose
is the presence of men capable of compre-
hending and utilising and directing a scien-

tific system so certain as it is in a hos]iital
;

and for all these reasons we consider that a

system fully equal to supplying the volume
of air required, and at once simple and
powerful, will, if set to work, be found
cflicacious, and that the adoption of such a
system will be a great advance upon that

now in use in England.
The dimensions of our wards are not

likely to be ever materially altered. There
is, however, room for improvement here, and
perhaps a more home -like appearance could
be given to them by a rather freer use of

colour. The possibility of reducing the
original cost of hospital buildings is likely to

be tested on an extensive scale in and near
London ; and the working of Mr. G.ithorne

Hardy's Act will be watched with interest, as

the buildings authorised under it, and now
many of them in progress, are brought into

actual use.

These points, however, are all inferior in

importance to that upon which we have laid

the greatest stress—the ventilation of the

wards themselves; and we venture to predict

that, whether we see it or not, the day will

come when every hospital will have combined
with its open windows a complete and effi-

cient system of ventilation, and when the

natural ventilation of our own day will be
looked back upon as clumsy, and its artificial

ventilation as inefficient and ill-contrived.

THE ROOF OF THE YORK
HOUSE.

CHA.PTER-

THE SAXITARY IMPROVEMENT OF
LABOURERS' COTTAGES AND OF
VILLAGES.*

IS it the duty of the State to compel land-

owners and farmers to erect cottages for

their labourers on their respective holdings /

No more so, perhaps, than to regulate the

number of our meals or the cut of our
clothes. But we are of opinion with Mr.
Menzies, in his pamphlet, just published,

that it is for the State to provide that resi-

dence in such dwellings, whether existing or

contemplated, " shall not, if possible, entail

injury to the health of the people or violate

the common laws of decency, and thus lay

the foundations of disease and immorality in

the rising generations."

As precedents for Government interference

in the matter, Mr. Menzies takes the Emigra-
tion regulations, the Bakehouse Regulation
Act, and the various local management Acts.

In fact, as Mr. Menzies points out, the prin-

ciple is already recognised by the Local

Government Act of 1858, which gives local

boards in England power to make bye-laws
" with respect to the closing of buildings or

parts ot buildings unfit for human habitation,

and the prohibition of their use for such

habitation ;
" and, also, by the Public Health

Act, 18GG, authorising " nuisance authorities"

to exercise a control over the crowding of any
house or part of a house. The difficulty in

the way of proceeding under these Acts is the

absence of any definition of what constitutes

an infringement. Police officers, who are in

many places the persons authorised to take

steps in the matter, are little qualified for the

otiice thus imposed on them. Specific legis-

lation is, therefore, required ; and it is with
the view of assisting such legislation that

Mr. Menzies offers his suggestions. These
suggestions are really a complete specifica-

tion ; they embrace—even to the minutest

particular—questions of situation, founda-

tions, the sizes of rooms, the construction of
_^^ ^ ^

the staircases, the disposal of fuel and ashes, I

tp^j^ggg gud tiej_

water su])ply, and drainage,

Such cottages, Mr. Menzies believes, could

be built in blocks of four, at a cost of £400
per block ; and as they would produce a

yearly combined rental of £28 12s., he thinks

the ])arish could well aft'ord to borrow the

£401) wherewith to Imild them, paving the

loan off in thiity years, and then selling the

houses. He would build the blocks as

follows—viz., one cottage with one bedroom,

two with two bedrooms, one with three bed-

rooms, thus meeting the general wants of all

ages.

The conclusions in Mr. Menzies' paper are

very carefullv worked out, and are worthy of

attention. The suliject is one in which he is

at home, and it is well to bear in mind that

the principles for guiding the disposal of

town sewage, which appeared in 18(55 in a

similar pamphlet, have, after exciting much
controversy, just received official sanction in

the report on the drainage of the leadini;

towns of the Thames Valley, by Lieut. -Col.

Ewart.

TO duly appreciate the character and dis-

tinctive ingenuity of this roof as an ex-

ample of the art of Gothic wood construction

it is necessary to remind the student—and the
more it is studied the more visible it becomes
— that such a roof as this could never have
been designed on paper. It seems to me to

have been set out on the ground and the dif-

ferent timbers added as the constructional re-

quirements demanded, and as the weak points

of the several timbers became evident.

Indeed, it would seem to be almost impos.
sible to understand it in a drawing and by
simply looking at it. There seems to be
three times the quantity of timber there

needed to be ; but on examining the roof

itself and noting the weak ]ioints and where
support is needed, it soon becomes evident

that no more has been used than was abso-

lutely required by the necessities of the con-

struction and the size of the different timbers

composing it. It will help to clearness of

conception to bear in mind that each of the

separate plans or systems of tie-beams marked
ABC and D in the section are differently

designed and constructed so as to fit them
each one for its appointed work, and that the

lower system of timbers E E forms the vaulted

roof of the building and is supported by the

roof itself. Thus there are in all five sets or

series of horizontal timber framings, each with
a special constructive purpose and use.

If we commence with the one marked A
immediately over the vaulting, plan 1, the

two main tie-beams, about lit. lin. square

—

and here it is to be observed that all the

timbers throughout this roof are of very irre-

gular shapes and sizes, hardly any two of

them being exactly alike—are double for

about two-thirds of their length and enclose

the central king-post, which is octagonal on
plan (Ift. 4in.), between them, the ends of

this tie-beam being of one single piece of

timber where it rests on the wall of the

building. These tie-beams are about 70ft.

long, and, with the centre king-post and
double principals, form the main framework

or trusses of the whole roof. The intervening

trusses between these main ones X are single,

1ft. by llin., and form the second series of

main trusses, but ditt'er in construction

from the first, though having nearly the same
work to do : and here it is that we would
advise the student who wishes to know what
Gothic construction is really like to make a

drawing of this roof truss and compare it

with the one given, and it will be seen what
advantage has been taken of the strength

already got through what may perhaps be

thouylit the excessive strength of the main
There is quite enough

« '* Suggestions for the Sanitary Improvement of
Lahourer." Cottages aiul of Villiigfs." ISy Wiluam
Men/.iks, Depntj Surveyor of Windsor Forest and Parlis.

LoDgiuaus, Greeu, aud Co.

given in these small drawings to do this, but

it will require a little patience and thinking

about. The remaining trusses between these

two, marked X 1 X 1, and of like dimensions

(nearly), will explain themselves, but should

also be drawn out separately, as the mode of

supporting the vaulting is worthy of note.

It is shown at X 2. It'will be seen that the

length of the principal between the points A
and B is supported and strengthened by the

strut resting on the tie-beam, and that this

mode of preventing the sagging of both prin-

cipals and the i afters between them has been

carried out through the whole roof, and it is

singular that the only sign of weakness to be

found in it is where in two or three instances

these struts have become loosened by the

dropping out of the oak pins and the modem
neglect of driving these homo as they become

,
loose by drying. It seema strange that when
this Chapter- house was restored this was

not thought of, as you soon discover wdiere

the weakness is by the rattling of the lead

covering. I mention this more especially

because it ia not a modern plan of construc-

tion, and because it adds to the apparent com-

plication of the roof, and it perfectly accom-

plishes its work, and, further, shows how
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these places go to destruction

through want of a little careful and

occasional looking to. In the high-

est Yorkshire wind there is not

the slightest shaking of this im-

mense pointed roof, except just

where one of these necessary sup-

porting timbers has been allowed

to fall away and straddle across the

modern lath and plaster !
There

are many other ingenious contri-

vances to be noted in this lower

plan of timber framing, but they

will, it is thought, be understood

best by an attentive study of the

section and plans, and, best of

all, by drawing the whole roof out

to a working scale afresh. One of

the most ingenious of modern con-

structional expedients is that

known by the name of the trellis-

girder, wherein two slight iron

ribs parallel to each other are made

to bear great weights by the simple

expedient of inserting between

them a series ot cro^s pieces at

right angles to each other, so as to

form one compact beam In this

roof it will be observed that this

modern expedient is ot somewhat

old date and suggested itself to the

York carpenters ot the thirteenth

century, for it will be observed

that the main principals, which

support the rafters and are eight

in number, are double, the outer

one, next the lead covering, about

13in. by lOin , and the inner one

(as seen in the section) about

THE ROOF OF THE YORK CHAPTER HOUSE.

alluded to by " J. S. B.," were so

grandly painted. These filling-iu

panels were of tvood (now lath

and plaster), and if the narrow
funds of the Cathedral do not ad-

mit of the filling in of these span-

drels with oak panelling—leaving

out altogether the notion of paint-

ing as impossible— would it not

lie a true restoring of this Chapter-

house to knock out the plaster fill-

iiig-in and leave the spaces hollow,

and so that the roof proper may
be visible from the floor of the

liuilding 1 for true restoration in

the future will consist in the put-

ting away of modern Gothic manu-
factured additions, and thus at

least making visible what re-

mains of the genuine work. The
mere replacing of the single re-

maining panel—if it still exists—
would be a something, and the

absence of the common plaster yet

more.
So very much has been written

and said on the nature of Gothic

that it would seem to be almost

impossible to urge anything more
that is new about it, but still

there is one point connected with
it that is well worth a little fresh

thought and consideration — and
that is, the precise difference that

separates the Gothic art of con-

struction from all others, and
more particularly the construc-

tion as seen in the Renaissance,

as in the works of Sir Christo-

lOin. square, and that both these reaching

from the wall to the apex of the roof are

bound together at intervals by the struts

and tie-beams and collars, thus forming in a

way not a little ingenious a perfect trellis-

girder of great compactness and strength,

the struts, ties, and collars doing their own
work at the same time. We must not brag

too much about modem construction, for the

fact really is that the great builders and
clerks of the works in old days thought out

pretty nearly all these building problems both
in stone and wood, and there is not a modern
piece of construction of which we boast so

loudly that has not its predecessor, and in

not a few cases, as in this one, with even

more originality and far deeper construc-

tional and mechanical thought in it. There
is a most ingenious contrivance which must
not be passed by in the angles Z under the

ends of the tie-beams, for distributing the

weight of the roof and taking it down to a

supporting point on the walls, so that the

whole roof is not simply allowed to rest on the

wall plates on the top of the stijne structure.

On the plan No. 1 will be seen the disposition

of the wooden moulded ribs which form the

framework of llie vaulted roof, and in the

spandrels of which the figures of the saints I

before mentioned, and which have been

pher AVren and Inigo .Jones. I do not know
how this can be more forcibly brought before

the mind than in the example of Gothic

wood construction as it is seen in this roof of

the Chapter-house, York. Anyone looking

at the drawings of the section and plans of

this roof would be at no little loss to say-

wherein its distinctive Gothic character lay.

By the side of our modern specimens of

Gothic woodwork it is not Gothic at all ; it is

really of no particular style, and might for

anything especially characteristic be thought

to be of Sir C. Wren's thinking out and in-

tended for the covering of one of his Italian

church towers. But Gothic it is, and that of
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the very best and most ingenious kind, and
it would be very difficult indeed to find a

more ingenious and instructive example of

carpenter's work. It remains to advise the
reader who would thoroughly imderstand it

that the small drawings we give do not do
justice to it, and that a more useful problem
in construction to work out could not be
found than it jiresents to the student who
will go to work and make out a set of work-
ing drawings of it sulficiently large to he in-

telligible to a clever workman. It took my-
self and a friend many days to measure, for

tlie roof is quite dark and dusty, and the only
way to see it is ))y placing a large sheet of

wliite ]>aper near the narrow doorway into it

on a bright sunshiny day and thus reflect

light up into it. C. Bruce Allen.

ART WORKMANSHIP EXHIBITION AT
THE SOCIEXr OF ARTS.

THE Society of Arts undoubtedly does a good
work in thus ofl'erins; prizes to stimulate art

workmanship, and the response made is on the
whole gratifying. The exhibition would at

first appear on this occasion hardly equal to

former ones, but it is to be remembered that a
change has been made in the demands of the
society, and that origin.al designs, rather than
copies, have been sought at the hands of the art

workmen. Originality, in the sense of any motif
peculiar to the present day and due to its require-

ments, is not to be found here any more than
generally in the shops. We wish we could see,

however, greater care and intelligence displayed in

the selection of the types to be followed, and in

this direction the society would effect more good
by an ende.ivour to lead the choice, aod to point

out to the successful competitors, as well as the
unsuccessful competitors, how to improve their

taste in this respect. As it is, we fear many a

medal and prize only tends to confirm a conceit

built upon a slight foundation," having fallen to

the lot rather of comparative than superlative

merit.

Of the works included in the first division of

prescribed processes, of which a list was issued

by the society, Nos. 1 and 2, by J. E. Evans, of

Shelton, are an earthenware slab and a vase

painted in enamel colours. The former is a copy
from a painting, and while it is ambitious, is, as

might have been expected, unsuccessful. Such
second-hand ps- udo works of art are of little use

;

but the design and colouring of the vase are really

commendable, being graceful and harmonious.
The attempt to produce relief by shading is erro-

neous, and this fault obtains throughout all the
similar works sent ; the proper mode of decorating
such objects being perversely wrong in modern
Europe, while China and .Japan yet preserve their

wholesome traditional methods. No. 3, a design

in ivory and gilt metal work, for an album cover, by
George Berry, is pleaaingincolouraudarrangement,
but the projection of thebrasswoikis objectionable.

No. 8, panel-frame carved in various woods, by
E. T. Grove, is delicately carved and well com-
posed in the Renaissance style, and the ornament
is evenly balanced. Its faults are those inherent
to a style the compositions in which are of a

character like nonsense verses in literature, with
scrolls of acanthine foliage and dangling trophies

of musical instrument-s ; the world would be none
the richer for acres of such. No. 6 is a pauel of

a cabinet consisting of six diflerent woods, de-

signed, carved, and inlaid by Thom;is Godfrey.
This l'.as the same general character as the last

described, but more natural foliage is introduced.

Some rams' he.ads and olive branches are nicely

carved, and the arrangement and colouring are

graceful. A medallion of two aninrini occupies

the centre, and this is prettily composed, but the
draperies are not studied from nature, and some
foreshortening seems defective in the figures.

No. 5 is a marq\ietrie panel, designed and inlaid

by F. Brown. This is an attempt to render a
bouquet of flowers in relief like a paiuting, aud,
therefore, is neces.saiily a f,ailure. The skill evi-

dent in the workm.anship has, therefore, been
misapplied from w.int of knowledge of the right

treatment of such material; the staining of the
woods is also objectionable. No. 5a is .a combi-
nation of uio.aaic and inlay of marbles with carved
stone, by .Inhn Daly, which is good in idea, but
the colouring is not sufficiently elt'ective or pleasing
to rep.ay the Labour expended upon it.

In the Second Division—No. 3 is a collection

of clock dials, by J. Thwaite, variously orna-
mented, some with enamel painting, and others
with a dead surface and otherwise. These are

suggestive of a good manner of treating a subject
hitherto much neglected, but the designs are of

moderate merit. No. 11 is an enamelled ring
tray, by Frederic Lowe, which exhibits a con-
siderable degree of taste and skill. In this divi-

sion are various painted copies of known works
in china, &c., to all of which the remarks pre-
viously made are applicable. A set of fireirons

(No. 2t), by E. Millard, in wrought iron and brass,

are well worthy of notice.

Among carvings in Stone- No. 33 is a carving

in low relief, by Owen Thomas, which shows much
feeling and design, and No. 30 is a good study
from life of a boy's head, whereas No. 31, a

copy of the head of Michael Angelo, by the same
hand, is, as might be expected, devoid of the same
character, and, like No. 32, the bust of Queen
Adelaide, a work the utility of which we cannot

perceive.

Of Carvings in Marble and Modellings in

Plaster—No. 35, modellings after Donatello,'' is

so far better and more useful than the last-named,

as the works copied were more worthy. The en-

larged medallion, after Wyon, by R. Hiudshaw,
No. 37, we again think a mistake, and prefer, for

the reasons given. No. 39, head of a female, mo-
delled from Ufe, by G. Morgan.

Of Metal Work—No. 40, a reduced copy of the

last-named medallion, is good, and No. 42,

wrought-iron panel, designed by B. T. Talbot, and
executed by G. Evans, is a favourable example
of the prevalent type of imitation media;val metal

work which betrays a lack of the thorough spirit

of the old examples ; it looks like an attempt to

gain the same effect without the same labour.

Of Drawings on Wood—No. 47, an alto-relievo

in boxwood, with ebony border, with the figure

of " Venus Scultrix," studied from the classics,

and standing out in high relief from a shallow

niche, is very happily treated. The work is by
Thomas Wills, of Hammersmith.
As a specimen of needlework we can commend

No. 53, for a bookcover, by Miss Pfander. It is

composed of vine leaves in steel, white, and grey

beads, on blue cloth.

In the last class, " Paintings on Porcelain," is

a clever copy of Mulready's " Giving a Bite," by

John Eyre, and No. 54, "The Death of the

Christian Carol Singer," by J. S. Slater, is merit-

orious as a copy, and >os. 60 and 58, painting by

a new process to avoid a glazed appearance, de-

serves notice for the effect which Mr. Rhodes
claims as his own invention.

MASONIC ARCHiEOLOGY.

WE referred in the BniLDiNG News for

February 5 to the inaugural meeting

of the Masonic Archtcological Institute. Mr.

Hyde Clarke, the treasurer, in the course of his

inaugural address, said that amid much that was

not only uncertain, but must be impossible, there

were still in the present constitution of Free-

masonry many elements undoubtedly old, be-

longing certainly to the middle ages, and sug-

gestive of something further back than the

seventeenth century—it might be, like a medieval

fortress in the East, made up of fragments of all

ages, bidlt up together haphazard—fiere a stone

from a Christian basilica, bearing a cross, there

the liench of a theatre ; again, a marble with

archaic carvings and undefinable date. In deter-

mining the constituency of the fabric of Free-

masonry, there must be, and there would be

(continued A'r. Clarke), diversity of opinions
; but

for the very purpose of exercising this diversity

of opinion many men were prepared to assemble,

each expecting to arrive at some definite result.

Whether any absolute result wo)dd be achieved

remained to be seen, but the honest search after

truth always furnished its own reward. The
very course of Freemasonry in the last century

and a half had been unfavourable to researches.

On its reorganization iu Eugl.aud with a Grand
Lodge, aud its diflusiou afjroad, it started with

great jiretensions to antiquity, perhaps jus-

tified by its real claims, but, at all events, exagge-

rated by the false school of arch;cology ruling

in the lirst half of the last century, aud not yet

extinct. With some men to suggest a coincidence

was to establish identity. The adoption of any

geometrical symbol, as the triangle, for instance,

which is common to the sentiment of all ages, be-

came a means of establishing a connection with

all nations that have ever used a triaogla or

that have ever had reference to the number
3. It was quite sufficient that in any part of
Freemasonry such reference to 3 should be
adopted and developed to enable the credulous
aud the enthusiastic to establish identity with any
sect or body or society of Mussulmans or Chinese
who made symbolic use of the same number.
Credulity %va8 catholic and universal. The Mus-
sulman, Dervish, or the Chinese memf^er of a
Triad was equally ready to acknowledge the
common claim of the Masonic symbol. It was a
kind of compliment to himself and his society
that the member of some other Dervish or Triad
Society should be present from the far west.
Neither could understand the language or system
of the other ; but each votary was ready to be-
lieve that if he could underst.and thoroughly it

would be found all right, and that the respective

systems could be conciliated on some ancient and
common basis The examination
of the various subjects connected, directly or in-

directly, with Freemasonry would open a new
field of exertion for the members of the body.
This might not give every one the solution he
wished, because, in many cases, from the want of
evidence, the truth would evade their grasp, but
they must nevertheless arrive at some solid con-
clusions, of interest not only to themselves but to
men of learning outside their body. The ele-

ments of Masonic history had not as yet been
sufficiently supplied. They wauled a large know-
ledge of the personal history of the persons en-

gaged in the building up of the system ; a collec-

tion of stray passages iu newspapers, books, and
letters ; internal materials and all the evidence as

to the external iniluences affecting the organisa-

tion of the system. Iu default of these, they had
been exposed and would be exposed to the raw
attempts of unskilful writers at theorising on the
history of Masonry, giving a small amoimt
of facts, not even analysing or testing

these, admitting every falsification of history,

each forged charter, each scrap of exploded
erudition, and overlaying the whole with
theoretical dissertations emanating from the
undigested mass. In adopting for the In-
stitute the same basis as the other archa;o-

logical societies, and with a small sub-
scription, it was^hoped that it had the like

prospect of practical success. Not only were
there numerous topics available, but there were
those competent and willing to deal with them,
whether by the way of proposition or discussion.

Some, from native zeal for a good cause, would
readily come forward in the first instance ; but
there were many who would naturally wait to

see that their contributions were not thrown
away, and some of these loiterers would I'e among
the most valuable co-operators. There were
many who had private collections which they
might present in the course of time, but which
they naturally did not wish to risk on an early

venture. In dealiiig with the relations of an
organisation which embraced above a mUlion of

men in all regions of the globe, the Institute

would contribute to the advancement of learning,

it might be by carrying out a legitimate work of

Freemasonry in dissipating error, as in the detec-

tion of unauthorised legends ; though it did not
necessarily follow that, on determining that the

relative antiquity of s, practice or legend was
less than was assumed, they should at once pro-

ceed to its abolition. They might retain that

symbolically which was no longer required to be
used by them as an actvial tool or material. While
destroying what was felse or ill-founded, they
would contribute to the building up and mainte-

nance of truth. At all events, destroying any-

thing that was false, they would never under-

mine the great principles of Freemasonry. Com-
bined together iu the worship of the Great
Architect of the Universe it was their duty to

maintain the principles of truth and virtue, and
to apply them for the welfare of their fellov?-

men.

South London WoKieA's Classes' Indus'driai.

ExHiEimoN, 1869.—Tho preparations for this in-

teresting exposition arc nearly completo, and tho

Right Htin. G. J. Goschen has promised to de-

liver the inaugnr.al address on Monday next at

two o'clsc!:. The adjudication for the prize

medals and certificate took place on Wednesday,
when, altera careful exaiiination of the eV;etcheB

sent iu, tho award was given for the medal to

Maria B> Brook, of Peckham ; and for the certifi-

cate to Helen J. A. Miles,, of South Lambeth.
The spsoimeus forwarded for oompoiition wera
crediiable to the artistis taste of South Jjondon,
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^j)c Switfiior. MEASURING THE HEIGHTS OF HOUSES, TOWERS, Et«.

MEASUEING THE HEIGHTS OF HOUSES,
lOWERS, ETC.—THE APOMECOMEIEE.

READING in your paper a few weeks
ago an article on surveying, it occurred

to me that the description of an instrument

in that line which I invented a short time
ago might be interesting to some of the

readers of your journal. Its object is mea-
suring the heights of houses, towers, spires,

&c., which can be ascertained by means of it

with accuracy and rapidity, requiring no
calculation, having only to measure the base

line, which is equal to the perpendicular

height required.

This instrument, which I have named the
" Apomecometer," is founded on the same
principles as those which govern the sextant

—namely, as the angles of incidence and re-

flexion are always equal, the rays of an object

being thrown on the plane of one mirror are

from that reflected to the plane of another

mirror, thereby bringing the object into the

direct line of vision, so that the extreme
points of the vertical line we require to mea-
sure coincide and are seen at the same point.

In the optical square the mirrors are fixed

at an angle of 45 deg, ; in my instrument I

have placed them at an angle of 22 deg.

30 min., in order to subtend at the point of

observation an angle of 45 deg.

Further on I shall try to explain the con-

struction of the instrument, although I fear

the description must appear complicated to

those not conversant with the laws of

reflexion or the use of the sextant. The
theory is, in fact, almost the whole
novelty of the design, for a similar result

could be obtained by setting the vernier

of a sextant to an angle of 45 deg. and
using it in the same manner, but its

size would prove a serious objection to a
pocket instrument. We know that if in any
right-angled triangle two angles are equal,

the sides subtending the right angle are also

equal. Take for au illustration of the sub-
ject the sketch of a tower and spire, of which
we wish to ascertain the height. Walliing up
to about the point A, we assume some mark
on the building at a level with the eye, say
the handle of the door at B, then looking
through the instrument and moving back-
wards or forwards till the apex of the spire

at C, seen by reflexion, coincides with the

handle at B, seen by direct vision. This can be
done at once, and with the greatest accuracy;
even moving a few inches from the exact

spot at A will make a difl'erence, and can be
immediately detected ; then the distance
from the point A, at which we stand, to the
centre of the tower at D is equal to the per-

pendicular height from the handle to the
apex of the spire, to which the height of the
handle from the ground can be added. Or,
in other words, in the right-angled triangle

A D C, we assume the line A 1) to be hori-

zontal ; therefore the angle ADC is a right
angle, the angle D A C, subtended by the
instrument, half a right angle, or 45 deg.;

consequently the sides A D and D C are
equal.

The instrument is capable also of being
used in another manner, such as obtaining
the height of a window, entablature, or, for
instance, a statae on top of a pinnacle. As-
suming a point at F on a level with E (see

sketch ),the point at which on koking through
the instrumeet, and moving backwards or
forwards, the head of the eiatue coincides
with the assumed point at F, having a mark
at E, we walk on till, looking' through the in-
strument, the top of the finkl at 1 and the
point F agree, which they should do at H,
then the distance measured from E to H is

equal to ths height of the etatue.

For in the right-angletUriangle E F 6, the
angles F E G and F H I are equal, each
being 46 'deg., the lines H I and E Q ere
parallel,; therefore E His e(iual to G L

TOWEK AND SPIRE,

\^,

AFOMECOMETEB.

Tf iK-e wish to find the height of the spire

<siily in the fomer sketch, the whole height
is ifst found, and then the height of the
tower ; by deiVacting the latter from the for-

Biec we get tbe height of the spire. This is

the simplest way of calculating the required
height, for it could not be measured in the

ES,me manner as the statue, because it is neces-

sary to get the vertical height, and the in-

strument CGuld not be brought to bear upon
the centreof the base of the spire.

I shall sow say a few words on the con-

struction of the instrument. The size I have
made it is an inch and a half long, an inch
wide at tke broadest part, and halt an inch
thick. It weighs less than half an ounce.

The drawing .shows the side of the instru-

ment jixaoved to allow the position of the

glasses to be seen. A is the aperture for

looking through ;. B is a square of glass, half

of which is plain, the remaining portion

silvered; C the reflecting mirror which throws

the image on to the half mirror at B.

On looking at an object the point we
assume on a level with the eye is seen by

direct vision through the plain half of the

glass at B, while at the same time the image

of the higher extremity of the height we re-

quire is reflected by the mirror at C, and

thrown on to the h,alf mirror at B, so all that

is necesstiry in taking a height is to move
backwards or forwards till both these points,

i.e., one seen by direct vision, the other by

reflexion, coincide or overlap each other.

This can be done in a moment.
There is no fear of the instrument getting
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out of order provided the glasses are fixed
securely in their places. It never went
astray with me during six months travelling
on the Continent, though I invariably kept
it in my pocket, where it received no small
amount of knocking about.

It is so simple in construction, by being
entirely free of all movable glasses and ver-
niers, that there is little chance of making a
mistake in using it, more particularly where
no calculation is required. lu the use of the
theodolite or sextant, for instance, great care
is necessary in reading oil the vernier, .as a
slight error .irising there might materially
alter the calculation.

The only mistake which could occur in
using the apomecometer would be in assum-
ing a wrong level, but still, tliis would only
make a trilling error. Suppose, in measur-
ing a campanile, the point be taken at three
inches btluw the horizontal line, the propor-
tional dilterence it would make in the height
would be only four inches too much, but in
the interior of a building, with the floor level,

no such dilhculty could be experienced. To
anyone who is fond of sketching, or making
drawings of buildings, the want of a pocket
instrument to measure heights must be often

apparent, if I have failed to render the
preceding description clear to any of the
readers of this journal who may wish to

investigate the matter, I shall be happy to

answer any (questions in further explanation
of tlie subject.

R. C. Millar, M.R.I.B.A.
Dublin, February 22.

LAUD SUKVETING.

cases the double Gunter's chain ot 132ft. with
one hundred links, each (7'02 X 2) = lo'Sfin., the
dimensious set down just in the same way as by
the other, and then by using a scale of 1.^ chains

to an inch a plan of 3 Gunter's chains to an inch
would be more truly secured.—I am, Ac,

RoBEV Caupenter, Laud Surveyor.
Great Marlow, February 16.

To the Editor of the BniLOiNG News.

Sm,—1 am pleased to see that your valuable
space inchides a column for the remarks of the
land surveyor, as it must be useful to the advanced
student to peruse the varied opinions of sur-
veyors. In your last I found a detailed account
of the optical square, together with a reference to

the old cross staff. I do not conaider either of

these important to the execution of a suivey, and
placing .aside the taking of long oSdets I may say
they are useless. There are two objects in run-
ning a measuring chain over an estate: the one is

to produce a proportionate detail on paper, and
the uther to secure the standard area included in

the several fields within it, and, in proportion as
the first is accurate so is the second, for with
modern surveyors the dimensions by the chain
are simply taken to secure a true plan based on
a geometrical process, and the operation of con-
tents becomes mechanical, whereas, by the old
perpendicular mode the computation seems to be
the main object, and the plan is depecdent on a
series of right angles without any proof of con-

struction. The most difficult matter is to present
an accurate horizontal plan on paper, to do which
with exactness in all cases requires much practice

in the field, and a good kuowledge of geometry.
Variovis are the ingenious plans resorted to by

dilTerent surveyors in taking the dimensions of

estates, yet all, I think, will agree that the most
accur.ate principle is triangulalion, nor should
those triangles be of too obtuse a kind, but tbe
nearer approach to equilateral is the beat form,
and when the angles are checked by a good theo-
dolite the construction becomes complete, upon
the truth of which the position of all details

within the sides will absolutely depend. I do
not agree with chain surveying alone, and es-

pecially as to the methods of tie-lines, which are

generally inadvertently resorted to. It is fre-

quently customary to survey the subjoined wood by
measuring the sides ab,bc,c d, d c, and c a, tieing

i) c by / ;;, likewise c d and d e by h i and /i t, and
then should c a nearly close in the construction
the operation is said to be true. Now if an error
occurred in the measurement of [i /, / ;/, or 6 ;/, it

is not confined to either of the sides, but extends
itself to the shape of the whole plot ; but should
the side a b bo prolonged both ways to A and H,
aui friim its extremes as a base li d and A d be
run, then A B a will be a triangle checked by the
internals a cand (j c, and from which insets may be
tiiken.

As reg.ardsthe Gunter's chain of 66ft. I do not
hesitate to say it is not the best length for measur-
ing with, nor is the 100ft. chain the most prefer-
able. If it were practicable I should prefer in all

INSTITUTION OF SURVEYORS.

ON Monday night the members of this Insti-

tution met to continue the discussion on Mr,
Bailey Denton's paper on " The Future Extension
of the Railway System, with Special Reference to

the Influence of Railways on Landed Property
and Agriculture."

Mr. Ryde said when at their last meeting he
seconded the adjournment of the discussion, he
had observed that because all dogs were not good
dogs, it did not necessarily follow that all dogs
were bad dogs. If Mr. Denton had not met with
landowners who had met him in a liberal spirit,

it did not follow that all had been paid more than
they ought to have been paid. No doubt many
extravagant claims had been successfully prose-

cuted ; still, when railway companies had met
landowners fairly, it had happened very dif-

ferently. He knew indeed of instances where
companies had taken land and constructed their

lines on it, and had never paid for it to this d,iy.

He was anxious that it should not go forth as the

opinion of this meeting that surveyors as well as

other professional men were not able to give un-

biassed and honest opinions on questions of this

kind when brought before them. Mr. Denton's
paper treated at some length on the benefits which
had accrued to land from the formation of rail-

ways. It would almost seem as if he had over-

looked the fact that there existed a large innate

element of improvement in land. The supply of

land was in this country limited, and the quantity

was, in fact, diminishing every day by the con-

Ftruction of railways and other improvements.
Population and wealth were increasing, and the

desire to possess land increased with them. The
discovery of new goldfields during the last twenty
or thirty years had also augmented the value of

Land. There were two kinds of value in land

—

the agricultural value and the dormant or build-

ing value. The increase had been estimated by
Mr. Denton at from 5 per cent, to 20 per cent

,

but he (Mr. Ryde) thought it impossible .accu-

rately to estimate this increase ; of this, however,

he felt certain— that it was only in rental value,

and not in the n\miber of years' purchase. The
increase in budding land h,ad, as all knew, been
enormous. At Redhill, land selling at £liO per

acre a few years back now readily commanded
,£700 per acre, and at Hastings land formerly

worth only .£300 per .acre was sold ten years back
.at from £f),000 to £10,000 per acre. On the

South-Western line, too, the ground now occupied

by the town of Surbiton would scarcely fetch £50
per acre thirty years back ; now the v.alue covdd

not be estimated. Granting all this increase to

the fullest, it did not follow that all landowners

wanted railw.ays to run through their land.

Many estates were bought for purposes of resi-

dential enji>ymeut, and the proprietor of such an
e.itate iiail no desire for a line to intersect his

property, especially, as was often the case, when
the nearest station was sitviate some miles distant.

Hard things, too, had been said of solicitors and
surveyors. Take the case of a building estate

near London just ripe for the commencement of

bvdldiug operations, and the solicitor just about

to get so much on every lease granted. It was

taken by a railway company. Did not that man
sustain an injury ? How could it be wondered

that a man so situated should advise his client to
impede by every means in his power an impend-
ing Railway Bill ? Mr. Denton had ironically

used the expression ''aboriginal innocence " as

denoting the condition of mind of some land-
owners, but he (Mr. Ryde) thought that a land-
owner who under some circumstances would not
oppose Railway Bills must be indeed in a state of
"aborigin.al innocence." Mr. Denton had stated
that the waste from hedges, &c., had formerly
been taken at 1 acre in 16, but now at 1 acre in

20, but in his (Mr. Ryde's) opinion the difference

was very much greater. The heaviness of Par-
liament:iry charges had been dealt with at con-

siderable length in the paper. It must be re-

membered that thirty years ago railw.ay legisla-

tion was quite a new matter. There was neither

precedent nor experience to rely on, and under
such a state expenses were necessarily very much
higher, aud the same might be said with regard
to landowners. In the future the reverse would
be the case. In the p.ast, moreover, railways had
been mainly constructed for the inhabitants of

large towns; in the future they would be made
for the development of landed estates, and both Par-

li,amentiary costs and the cost of land would be less.

Damage done to land by railways was threefold

—consequential damage, residential damage, and
severance damage. The damage done by severance

especially must not be overlooked. Surveyors
present must remember cases of many estates in

which the price of additions had been enhanced
by contiguity. It was with such cases that the

cost of raUways must be compared. It was also

possible—in fact, had happened—that a line

might run entirely through the estates of three or

four landowners only, when close to their

boundaries are others deriving equal benefit with-

out any disadvantage. The verdicts of juries

and the awards of arbitrators in early days had
their effect on the minds of landowners and gave
encouragement to subsequent excessive claims.

The future must and would show a better st.ate

of things. There was a notice of a Bill in Parlia-

ment this session which would have aided in ac-

complishing this. It was to enable landowners

who possessed estates likely to be benefited by
r.ailways to get legislative sanction for their execu-

tion at a moderate cost ; and to provide a method
of raising capital at a low rate of interest. It

suggested that on the application of a certain

majority of the landowners to the Board of Trade,

an inquiry should be instituted by a competent

officer, and, if satisfactory, a provisional order made
—with the sanction of Parliament— for the works

reqviired, the cost to be proportionately guaranteed

to each landowner. The interest on the money
borrowed on the security of the land, the work-

ing expenses, and a dividend of 3 per cent, would
have to be paid, and if any deficiency occurred

that deficiency would have to I e made up by the

Landowners. If, however, the dividend was 3 per

cent, .and more than 6 per cent., all over 6 per

cent, would go to the landowners. The obstacle

that had prevented further progress with the Bill

was tbe difficulty of obtaining and exercising com-
pulsory powers over the minority of the land-

owners objecting to the scheme. If some such

project as this could be carried out, he h.ad yet

hope for railway extension and enterprise in the

time to come.
Mr. GALBUAixn, while agreeing with Mr. Den-

ton with respect to Parliamentary expenses,

thought his examples of agricultural lines some-

what unfairly selected. In his opinion standing

orders, especially in the House of Lords, were

great obstacles to railway legislation, and simply

instruments in the hands of great companies for

crushing small projectors. As to cost of laud,

he had constructed SO miles of agricultural line

in the West of England within the last ten years,

and he had been specially struck with two c.a3es.

The first w.as a property through which the line

passed for Sj miles. The .agricultural v.alue was
estimated at £20 per acre—speaking as an engi-

neer he should have said £10. The price paid by
the company was £125. Not a penny of abate-

ment had been made to the tenant, so that the

fortunate owner pocketed a clear £5,000. In the

centre of the property, moreover, a station was

built, and thus the value was raised some two

years' purchase, thus m.aking a total gain of about

£8,000. The owner .also obliged the company to

construct fourteen crossings, or about one in

every quarter mile, so there was not in that case

much damage from severance. The next case

was somewhat similar, the length of line .about

the same. The agricultural v.alue was £42 per

acre, and the owner obtained £130. In that case
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a small abatement was made to tbe tenant.

Fourteen crossings had also to be constructed

over the line. He had painful recollections of

dealings with other proprietors, amongst others

with the Ecclesiastical Commissioners, by whom
he need hardly say they were dealt with much
more favouribly. If light and cheap railways

were ever to be constructed, the Board of Trade

must sanction level crossings. All ordinary traffic

might be taken across them, and the cost of

bridges saved. He thought Mr. Dentou's sug-

gestion of a long lease of 9l)i) years as a substitute

for a forced sale a good suggestion, but did not

see why it should be revalued from time to time.

Too much had been said about " contractors'

lines." The fact that most of the contractors had

<;ome to grief did not serve to show that much
liad been made out of such contracts. He felt

sure that Mr. Denton's suggestion must be
adopted if more railways were to be constructed.

Mr. Fox could, from his experience, confirm all

Mr. Galbraith had said about level crossings.

(Light railways were required sufficiently strong

^0 take the ordinary rolling-stock at a rate of 22

miles per hour. A surface line worked by ac-

commodation trains, with sidings at the principal

estates and villages, would be the form assumed by

>the future railway. Mr. Fox gave some ex-

amples to prove that the revenues of such a line,

instead of showing a deficiency as at present when
-constructed on ordinary principles, would pay a

satisfactory dividend.

Sir Charles Fox mentioned that Mr. Denton
iiad not seemed aware of the Act of 1S64, which
gave the power he seemed to consider needed.

Some discussion ensued on this Act, in which
Mr. J. H. Lloyd, Q.C., and others, took part, Mr.

Bailey Denton afterwards explaining that he had
included it in his paper, but did not consider it

met the requirements of the case.

Mr. Webster, Q.C, had heard Mr. Denton's

paper with satisfaction, believing that his prin-

ciples were the only true ones. No man had so

.plundered the public as the landowner, and why
should they longer arrest public progress '! The
landowners must in future act otherwise, and the

laud which was benefited by the railways must
•defray the cost of their construction.

Mr. HusKissON said it must not be forgotten that

not only had landed property been increased, but
manufacturing profits had increased, professional

.profits had been augmented, yet it was not pro-

posed to surrender any part of them towards
'"future railway enterprise. He thought the dis-

.cussion bad assumed more of a personal

character than was desirable, and had not been
.exactly directed to the real point at issue. He
.much regretted that any gentleman present
should have described the landowner as a

.plunderer.

Further discussion was then adjourned, as also

'the reading of Mr. P. D. Tuckett's paper on "The
Art of Valuing Agricultural Land," until the next
cneeting, which will be held on the 8th proximo.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

//^'^ Friday evening last, at the usual fortnightly

\J meeting, Mr. W. White, F.S.A., F.R.I.B.A.,
President, in the chair, Messrs. B. Fletcher,

Edward Burgess, F. Blomfield Beare, and Thomas
H. Chandler were elected members.
On the motion of Mr. Douglass Mathews, a vote

•of thanks was accorded to Mr. Darbyshire, the
-architect, and Mr. H. Weller, the clerk of the
works, for the facilities afforded by those gentle-

meu to the members of the Association for visit-

ing Miss Burdett Coutts' new market at Columbia-
square, Bethnal-green.

Mr. Douglass Mathews also gave notice that to-

morrow (Saturday) afternoon at three o'clock, the
(members of the Association would visit the ne
buildings for the University of London and the
Eoyal Academy. Entrance in Burlington
Gardens.

Mr. Phen5 Spiers, in reference to the premium
-of -£5 5s. which was offijred by the committee of

-the " Sketchbook " for a design for a title page,

said that nine designs had been sent in, and the
committee had thought it desirable to ask Mr.
Surges to assist them in awarding the prize.

'That gentleman, in a letter read by Mr. Spiers,

pronounced the design marked "In Nubihus" to

be the one most worthy of the premium. Mr.
'Surges said that none of the designs excelled
those of last year, and many seemed to be inspired

by the heading of the Building News.
Mr. Lacy W. Ridge announced that a general

class of elementary design would be commenced
on Wednesday next, March 3, and would meet on
every alternate Wednesday evening at eight

o'clock, in the rooms upstairs. The subject for

the first meeting was a blank-wall arcade, 10ft.

in height, drawn to a scale of one inch to the
foot, in the Romanesque style. The style, said

Mr, Ridge, would very frequently be given, as the

object of the class was to make the members
study old work and to profit by the study, rather

than to encourage them to produce designs of

their own intended for execution. These draw-
ings would be made only for the purpose of study
and improvement, therefore nothing great would
be looked for, the thing expected being intelligent

translations by the members of that which they
might read in the works of the old masters of all

periods of art.

Mr. Vinall proposed that some steps should be
taken by the Association with reference to the pro-

posed new Building Act.

The Chairman doubted whether this was a

question which the Association could satisfactorily

take up, inasmuch as the Institute had gone
very carefully through the proposed Bill, and
found the whole matter studded with difficulties.

After some discussion, it was resolved, on the

motion of Mr. Phene Spiers, to leave the matter
for the consideration of the committee.

Mr. J. T. MiCKLETHWAiTE then read a paper

on—
THE ARRANGEMENTS OP 'aN ENGITSH PABISH

CHURCH, TO MEET THE REQUIREMENTS OP THE
NINETKENTH CtNTUBT.

An architect, said the author, in planning a

secular building, began by considering its require-

ments, and the mutual dependence of its various

parts, and then proceeded to arrange it in the
manner which seemed to him best to meet those

requirements. But, judging from results, in

planning a church, he (in nine cases out of ten)

thought of nothing but how to cram in the largest

number of seats. True, he had a general no-

tion that a church was a long building with the

altar at one end, and having a portion (greater

or less, according to the funds in hand) dividtd

off for the chancel, but beyoud this the plan was
made entirely subservient to the design, the in-

ternal arrangements being left to chance, or to

the fancy of the parson or committee. The result

was a building lacking all unity of plan, and but
too often miserably unsuited for the purposes for

which it was built. It was not sufficient, as some
of even our best architects seemed to think, that

we should have precedents for all we did in the

churches of the middle ages. A nineteenth cen-

tury church should be the Common Prayer Book
in stone. Our services were reformed, and our
churches ought to be reformed also.

The liturgical change at the Eeformation, in-

volving the abolition of private masses, rendered
unnecessary the side altars. As a rule only one
altar was now required, and long transepts and
side chapels were unnecessary. The increased

size and the more general use of organs in

churches iutroducedanothermodifioation in church
arrangement. The present custom of having
large choirs of laymen, and the practice of their

vesting before entering the church, rendered ne-

cessary a special vestry for them, in addition to

the sacristy for the clergy.

For a congregation worshipping towards one
altar, and requiring to hear the words of the
preacher, no plan was so suitable as a nave, with
or without aisles. If a central tower was used it

should be part of the chancel, and not of the
nave. Transepts were so much lost space, it

being impossible so to seat the people that they
may decently join in the service. The width of

the aisles must depend on the architectural cha-
racter of the church. If there was no clerestory,

and the aisles were gabled, they might be made
almost as wide as the nave. If they are lean-to

they must be narrower, a suitable proportion
being half the width of the nave. The arrange-
ment of two equal naves, side by side, as in

the seventeenth century church of St. John,
at Leeds, and in some mediajval churches, was
bad, as it destroyed the dignity of the chancel.

A nave with only one aisle was inconvenient,

since the central passage divided the church
unequally. The distance from back to back of

the seats should be considered in determining the

size of the bays, which should be some multiple
of the distance. The principal entrance should
always, if possible, open into the westernmost
bay of the nave. If any porch is introduced,

it should be at the west end, though, as a rule.

town churches were better without porches. It

was desirable that the principal entrance should
have a *' wicket," so as to render unnecessary the
opening of thelarge doors, except for the dispersion

of the congregation. This would add much to

the comfort of the church.
Beyond the accommodation of the choir, the

requirements of the chancel are that there should
be easy access for communicants to and from the
sanctuary step, and that the organ should be so

placed that the organist may conveniently co-ope-

rate with the choir, and its sound not be choked
by its confined position. In a church of moderate
size the best position for the orgau is in a chapel
north or south of the chancel, and opening by
arches into it and into the aisle. This chamber
may be either a prolongation of the aisle, or (if

the chancel be xmder a central tower) a short
transept not projecting beyond the width of the

aisle. An a3sthetically good but expensive
arrangement is to divide the organ, putting half

on each tide of the choir, as at All Saints', Mar-
garet. street. It is of more importance that the
steps leading up to the altar should be well
arranged than that there should be many of them.
The aim should be to throw the rise as much east

as possible—rather within than without the rail

—so that a good view of the altar is obtained

from all parts of the church. Most modern chan-
cels are too short. Generally a good proportion

is a little more than half the length of the nave.

The tower may sometimes be well placed at the
side of the chancel, the lower story forming the
organ chamber. Better have no tower than a
contemptible one—a maxim equally applicable to
all the non-essentials of a church. Where a
church is closely surrounded with houses, the
tower should be brought well forward to the
street, and made the chief architectural feature

and principal entrance, as was done by Wren at

St. Michael's, Cornhill.

The sacristy should be large enough to serve as

a vestry for the clergy, and have easy communi-
cation with the sanctuary. A large vestry com-
municating with the sacristy and one of the aisles

should be provided for the choir.

A church should not be crowded with seats to
the fullest extent, for, except on special occasions,

it is rarely filled. Fixed seats should be provided
enough for the ordinary congregation, and space

left where chairs may be arranged when wanted.
A good plan is for the seats to commence at the
first pier from the west, and continue a little

beyond the last pillar of the nave. The aisle

seats should range with those of the nave. There
should be a broad alley (never less than oft., ani
the broader the better) up the middle of the
nave, and nai rower ones in the aisles. The seats

should be on a wood floor flush with the pave-
ment. They should be low, and convenient for

kneeling, and not less than 3ft. from back to

back. The book-board should be level with the
seat, not on the top rail. The seats should stop

with ends at the pillars, and not be cut to fit

round them. The least space is lost by making
the back of a seat flush with the west face of each
pillar.

Side galleries are abominations, and western
galleries should only be occasionally or temporarily
used.

The font should be placed towards the west
end of the nave, b\it never in an aisle, or worse
still, hidden away in a baptistry. It should have
a drain and a cover, and in crowded churches it

should be railed in.

The pulpit should be placed on either the north
or south side. If a church has a north aisle only,

or a north aisle larger than the sovith aisle, the
south side is the best. In large churches the
pvilpit should be brought a little way down the
nave. The height should only be sufficient to

give the preacher a fair command of his audience.
Sounding-boards are often practically useful, and
are not incapable of good architectural treatment.

The litany desk should stand in the central

alley, a short distance west of the chancel arch,

and be movable. If a lectern is used, it is best

placed either opposite the pulpit or just below it.

Most lecterns now used are too high, being copied
from old ones intended for other uses.

The chancel should be screened ofl' from the
rest of the church. Unfortunately, the rood
screen was now generally altogether omitted or
reduced to a mere railing. Where the stalls are

returned (which is the best arrangement', the
backs of them will form the solid parts of the
screen, above which it should go up some height
with mullions and tracery, finished by a hori-

zontal beam, surmounted by a cross or other
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figures. All the openings from a chancel should

be screened. Iron is very good for side screens, but
wood ia generally the best for the rood screen. lu

retitting large old churches, and in building new
ones larger than we do now, it would be well to

make a loft over the rood screen from which to

read the Gospel and Epistle.

More than two rows of stalls on each side of

the chancel should be avoided. Many modern
choir desks, especially in cathedral churches,

are made too high. The abomination called a

reading-desk should always be omitted. The
back row of seats should be raised a step above
those of the boys, which should have desks be-

fore them. In churches where elaborate

music is performed there should be a lectern fur

the choir-rulers, which should stand, facing east-

wards, in the midst of the choir. The altar rail

should not be more than 2ft. high. The altar

should never be less than 7ft. long. 2ft. flin.

is a good width, and from 3ft. Sin. to 3ft. Sin.

the height. Whether of stone or wood, the

material employed should be the best of its kind,

and of the best workmanship procurable, but
perfectly plain, carved and highly-decorated

altars being objectionable. If the altar is of

wood, the best form is a plain table, with four,

six, or eight legs, according to its size, but made
so massive that it cannot be moved about. The
predilla should be loose. If a reredos is used, it

should not be paltry or mean, and if considered as

a rich background for the altar cross and other

furniture, the parts should be kept small aud
have no very prominent features. A rectangular

outline is the best. If considered as the frame
for the cross it should not be crowded with many
figures. When not against the wall it should
extend all across the chancel. A reredos should
have a shelf about 1ft. broad a few inches above
the altar.

The best place for the credence is towards the

east end of the south wall, but not crowded too

much into the corner. It should be made rather

larger than the average old ones. Against the

south wall westward of the credence the sedilia

(either of wood or stone) shuidd be placed. In
small churches two seats will generally be sufS-

cieut. A low bench of wood or stone against the

north wall should be provided for the lay servers

in the Siuctuary. Two brass standards, holding
each a large taper, furnish a sanctuary well, and
add much to the dignity of the altar. Cast
brass is certainly the material for them, and they
should be very massive.

The superiority of the Gospel over all other
lessons may be marked by providing a special

lectern on the north side of the sanctuary for it

to be read from. If an Epistle lectern is intro-

duced it should be markedly secondary to that

for the Gospel, and should not be of the eagle form.
The vestries should be provided with presses

for vestnients and fireproof closets for books aud
valuables.

The questions of warming, lighting, ventila-

tion, and drainage should al be considered in

laying cut a church. 'Ihe architectural treat-

ment is an entirely different question. It is

possible to have a good church of bad architec-
ture, and (as we are now frequently shown by
some of our best architects) it is possible to have
a bad church of very good architecture.
The paper (of which we have given a mere sum-

mary, the author adducing reasons for all Le ad-
vanced) elicited a lengthy discussion, many ques-
tions being asked. ilr. Micklethwaite having
replied on the discussion, a vote of thanks to him
for his paper closed the proceedings.

OJf CHARAOTERISTIC DESIGN IN
ARCHITECTURE.

ON the 13th of l;wt month, Mr. H. P. Hornkh
read a paper on this subject before the

Liverpool Architectural and Archaeological So-
ciety

; Mr. F. Horner, the President of the society,
occupied the chair. After some introductory ob-
servations, the author said :

—

Character in architecture may be entu-ely inde-
pendent of style, decoration, or material ; but, on
the other hand, the judicious selection or treat-
ment of these may conduce essentially to the
character desired. If this were borne in
mind, we should not have to sigh over so
many hybrids of design as we meet with, in mu-
seums like convents, hospitals like hotels,
churches like theatres, and many like solecisms

;

nor should we have to lament, as we must, for so
many opportunities lost of giving new interest to
our towns, and fresh life to our landscapes, by

the production of works really marking their pur-

pose by their form and treatment.

I believe it is best to leave all thought of ulti-

mate style out of sight in dealing in the first in-

stance with the plan of a new work, unless,

indeed, a style has been enjoined, or for some
overwhelming reason obviously required ; and
even then 1 would not allow its consideration

more weight in respect of plan than so much as

will prevent the adoption of a form Qagrantly at

variance with the essentials of the style pre-

scribed ;
since every style deserving that distinc

tive title will be found to have so much of vitality

in capable hands as to adapt itself, when well

studied, to most of the many purposes of archi-

tecture with which we are conversant, and when
so adapted affording often a piquant example in

novelty of application as to use or of form as in-

fluenced by site.

Out of the pale of our profession the idea is

very common that a design which has been found

to satisfy its requirements on one site will do so

on another, and that it can be transferred again

aud again to new situations, aud always be found

suitable. The only case in which this holds true

is that of houses built in rows, and with abso-

lutely the same aspect, and an alteration of aspect

in even a moderate degree will prove the attempt

abortive if in the first instance the designer has

really considered all essential points in laying out

his plan.

In regard to isolated buildings of any kind, I

question if a single case could be found in which
such a transfer of design could work satisfac-

torily, since it is all but impossible to find two
instances of the requirements of accommodation,
the aspect, the approaches, and the lines of view
being the same, aud under no other conditions

can such a transfer be well made.

With respect to character, as influenced by site,

both the plan and sections of site should be
allowed full weight, aud of course the points of

approach and the aspects and points of prospect

belong to the question of plan. The simplest and
most direct adaptation of the building plan to

these will always be found to yield the best work-

ing basis for the superstructure ; and it is certain

when, for special reasons (generally insufficient),

it has been determined to work against these,

which may be called the natural motives of plan'

that in proceeding to raise the work in whatever

style from this groundwork, difficulties will meet
us in properly apportioning the more important

apartments or divisions of our building, whatever
its class or purpose be.

The peculiar sections of site affect secondarily

the question of plan, and if individuality and
force of character are to be preserved, these must
be dealt with, not as matters to be artificially

masked or changed, but to be met and welcomed
as giving opportunity for escaping from the trite

and commonplace in design. Takesuch examples as

Durham Cathedral, Tintern Abbey, Arundel Castle,

and say whether they would uot have lost vastly iu

their force and individual character if, instead of

adapting the designs to the greater or less varieties

of level presented by their sites, the ground had

been smoothed for them, and they had been con-

structed on the sober every-day system of a dead

flat site.

No class of buildings better illustrates the value

of adaptation to actual site than the medixval

castles of this country and the European conti-

nent, since defence aud not effect was their chief

aim ; but in gaining that they eminently realised

the latter, and whether in the British Isles, in

Germ.any, Italy, or the Spanish peninsula, the

lover of the bold iu character and the picturesque

in form will find no more charming studies thau

are afforded by buildings of what we may call the

fortified domestic styles.

I alluded to Durham Cathedral as an ecclesi-

astical example of what this principle of adapta-

tion gains for characteristic effect, and I would

add that I hold it wise, wherever a site suggests

s\ich treatment, for the church designer to avail

himself fully of the facilities presented, and I

would cite the very successful example of the

church on Halloa Hill, ue.ar Kuncorn, as a

modern instance in point, and 1 can say from my
own experience that no designs have ever seemed

to me to grow so naturally under the hand as

those which had to be fitted on such irregidarities

of surface section.

I spoke of adaptation to site not only in the

simplest and most direct, but also the most ob-

vious way, and this I mean as applying to the

spectator as well as the designer of an architec-

tural work. It is possible to adapt a building

really in a simple manner to the natural features

of its site while these, as the directing causes,
may be in great measure unseen when the work
is completed, as we know is often done by plant-
ing and other devices. This, for the sake of real

character, I believe had better be avoided, unless
the natural features yielded to are of an un-
sightly or disagreeable character. The plea is

often advanced of planting for the appearance of
shelter ; the reality of this is a most desirable
aim of course, but to clothe natural irregularities

in fohage which seems only to give warmth or
protection is to sacrifice the picturesque to the
artificial, as great a mistake as can be made, but
too often fallen into when the completion of

grounds or approaches is committed, independ-
ently of the opinion or intention of the architect,

to some so-called landscape gardener who is not,

unlike, happily, some we know of that class, a.

man of artistic taste and feehng.

I am sure that those professing that charming
art who really appreciate the mutual gain from
well associated architecture and landscape will al-

ways be found anxious to work with, rather than
independently of, the architect, and if this were
always done many a failure in effect, many a
solecism in taste, many a contradiction iu artistic

character, would be happily avoided. I repeat,
that the obvious causes of peculiar form in plan
should, as far as possible, be kept visible in the
completed work, if individual and forcible

character are desired to be preserved.
It is seldom that views of strict economy can

be safely lost sight of in any architectural project,

even those vast aud costly ones which seem to
stand at the very antipodes of such repressive
considerations, aud, however real, substantial, and
lasting we aim to make our structure, wasteful-
ness even in these respects is a grave error, and>
thus I hold comes under view one other point on
which, with respect to site, it is ever best to aim
at the preservation, as far as practicable, of all

natural peculiarities. It is, of course, not always
possible to avoid even costly displacement of what
stands more or less in the way of our particular
aim, and especially shall we find this the fact, as I
can testify, in the case of extensions or additions
to existing buildings ; but wherever it is possible
to save ct'St by leaving undisturbed what even in
a slight measure conduces to mark the natural
character of a site, such economy of labour will be
more than requited by the gain thus obtained iu

natural and real effect ; and it would be well for

architects, in planning their buildings, to look
forward as much as i)ossible to the probability of

future enlargement, aud so to place them with re-

spect to the neighbouring natural objects as to
avoid, so far as may be, aU risk of heavy and-
otherwise needless labour in the future.

I have said briefly what seems to me most ap-
plicable on this subject with regard to site, and
in leaving this part of the matter would only add,
that as regards approach, the character aimed at,

as of seclusion, dignity, mere comfort, palatial dis-

play, or whatever else, the architect should deal
with his woi k so that it shall meet the spectator's
view in such direction and at such distance as
shall best conduce to the main effect proposed ;.

and I cannot say, in my own experience, that I
have ever known a case in which I have found a
previous work afford any sure guidance, so varied,
so unlimited in variety are the natural circum-
stances which we have to consider and adapt our
work to in respect of approach and aspect.

As regards plan, that well-defined foimdation
from which our work gains its primary vertical
outUne and sections, the geometrical relations of
form and proportion afford the first aud best guide,
and we shall look in vain, especially as regards in-

terior effect, for any character so finely and truly
marked as will be found in those structures in
which this real basis of plan has, happily for the
architect, been found possible to preserve.

It must often be the case that this cannot be
strictly done, but still regularity of form, justness
of proportion, and directness and simplicity of
imion or connection (I mean either absolute ad-
joinment or communication by passages) in all the
principal parts of a design will be found most to
conduce to distinctness and strength of character.
This must be so if the points I have previously
pressed with respect to site have been observed

;

for supposing that it is true, as I am certain my-
self it is, that such adaptation to site is a step to-

wards securing characteristic effect, the most
direct derivation of solid form from that site,

through plan, will most assuredly lead a step on-
ward iu respect of character.

I may be met by objections on the ground of.
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the ficturesqiieness of irregular structures, and of

the limitation imposed by the small number of

regulai figures suitable to plan, if such are to be

adhereo to ; but my answer is, that many of the

so-callea irregular buildings grow from a strictly

arranged and proportioned plan, and it is no
irregulariiy of their basis which gives them the

charm to which we give the title of the pic-

turesque, but the treatment of the terminations

upwards of their necessary constituent parts, often

very materially assisted by that very precision of

plan (and by precision I do not necessarily mean
absolute symnetry) which may be supposed

inimical to such eflect.

I shall revert hereafter more fully to this sub-

ject of the picturesque, and would call your at-

tention now to the fact that many structures

directly planned Vfith the idea of securing this

effect by studied irregularity of plan prove utter

failures as to this special aim, having an appearance

of fritter and flutter most disagreeabb in so real

and solid a thing as a building, and losing com-
fort and convenience of plan for the sake of an
external character which they do not secure.

In treating, however concisely, of so large a
subject as I have undertaken to address you upon,
it seems impossible to avoid treading on ground
which you have before traversed in company with
others, or perhaps with myself, and it is in the
nature of our art that its important points of

study, effect, consistency, reality, &o., overlap and
intertwine with each other, and you will, consider-

ing this, be indulgent to me, I hope, if I cannot
avoid repeating in a measure things which I have
said in some shape or manner before ; not that I

purposely shall do so, but I am conscious of con-
stantly touching or passing the border of other
cognate parts of our general subject.

Those buildings in which absolute geometrical
arrangement can be preserved gain greatly in dig-

nity of character over such as must depart from
it, and httle argument will be needed on this

point if we but consider the impression on our
own minds of the cathedrals and other great

^churches of our own or other countries ; not of

course that greatness of scale does not conduce
to such impressions, but still, even in moderately
sized—yes, even in small—buildings, such geo-
metrical symmetry gives dignity and greatness of

character, and no graver mistake can be made in

works devoted to the solemn services of religion

than aiming by a needlessly irregular form of

plan to gain an effect of variety, losing the oppor-
tunity of preserving a dignified solemnity, which,
as I have said, is consistent even with a very mo-
derate scale, and giving in its place a character
which is distracting, not sobering, in its effects,

and better fitted for a ballroom than a church

—

yes, or even than a theatre.

The variously proportioned cross plan presented
by most great churches is better adapted, in my
opinion, to such than to others of a small scale.

In the larger the scale of the general vista is such
as not so press the variety of form produced by
the transepts too strikingly on the eye, and the
very greatness of scale gives value to the variety

30 produced as counteracting a degree of mono-
tony not needful for solemnity or real dignity of

effect. In small churches, on the contrary,

transepts are apt to convey the impression of

variety to the injury of the simplicity which the
nave and aisle vistas would present, since these on
such a scale cannot be felt as oppressive in mono-
tony of extent, all the parts being within the
range of a very moderate expanse of view.

Reference to the cruciform plan of many
churches leads me to touch on the subject of
architectural symbolism, so strongly insisted on
by some of our craft, and by many more out of
it. We are sometimes confidently told that all

true character in ecclesiastical edifices depends on
their construction and decoration consistently
with this so-called system, and we are asked to be-
lieve that the designers of those churches which
we admire and value as examples of consistent
and characteristic architecture, were directed by
their knowledge of symbolism in producing these
fine works. If this be so it is difficult to under-
stand how little or nothing of such a system
should have come down to us in the remains of

medi.'jval literature, and still more how Uttle con-
sistent one with another, save in their leading
divisions and general fine though greatly varied
proportions, such buildings are found to be. The
common use of symbolic or emblematical figures

in separate features, or in decoration, does not
necessarily imply anything like a system.

That the cruciform plan may have had, if not a
.symbolical origin, at least a symbolical application

when executed and copied, might be conceded,
though I think it very doubtful, since the tran-
septal form seems to have arisen from the use of

side chapels, and symbolism being in simple fact

a language of signs, and specially addressed, we
may suppose, to those ignorant of letters, we
might surely look for so significant a symbol as

the cross rather, as we do find it, visibly within
the church than embodied in its plan, a fact of

which even many most educated minds would
fail to become cognisant.

That the orientation of churches was symbol-
ical seems probable, though, if we take instances

near home, we might say that it is least adhered
to by those who certainly most insist on the
value of symbols, since the two principal churches
of the Roman Catholic communion here, St.

Francis Xavier, and St. Mary's, in Edmund-street,
lie north and south. Symbolism, if really a sys-

tem, should interpret itself readily, whereas, on
the contrary, we find it constantly needing inter-

pretation by words, and many of the points most
strongly insisted on by the supporters of its

claims in architecture will be found quite to fail

ou examination.

I remember being repeatedly told by advocates
of symbolism that a chancel east window should,

according to old examples, consist of three, five,

or seven lights, for *' symbolical reasons," as a

church architect, and an able one, of my acquaint-

ance, used to say to his pupils when asked the
cause of his requiring trivial changes which it was
his habit to dictate in what they were drawing.
Having to design a church in which circum-
stances made it convenient to adopt a four-light

chancel window, and thinking that I might be
taxed by some symbolist with a departure from
precedent, I ran through sixty-one examples of

old English churches, and found the fact as

follows:— Of a one-light window there was one
example, of two lights three, of three lights

seventeen, of four lights thirteen, of five lights

twenty-four, of six lights one, and of seven
lights two. Convenience and fitness really seem
to have influenced the designers of these charm-
ing buildings, and so I hold should it be with
ourselves.

[We will give the remainder of the paper in

our next number.]

LIGHTHOUSE ON THE ISLAND OP
SOMBRERO.

WE give on page 187 an engraving of alight-

house erected on the Island of Sombrero
—one of a group lying in the direct mail route to

St. Thomas—during 1367. The island is supposed
to be part of a coral reef, the remaining part of

which has been washed away by the sea. The
sole trade of the island is in phosphate of lime,

wliich is in the hands of the Sombrero Phosphate
Company. The lighthouse was designed by Mr.
W. Parkes, of Park-street, Westminster, in ac-

cordance with instructions received from the
Board of Trade. The tower is formed of a frame-

work of wrought-iron standards and cills, con-

nected by radiating beams with a central column.
It consists of twelve tiers, the lowest 7ft. in

height, the rest Oft. The feet of the first tier

rest on twelve wrought-iron triangular tables lin.

thick and 2tt. lliu. long on each side, secured to

the ground by three wrought-iron bolts 5ft. 6in.

long and 2in. in diameter, their surfaces being

jagged so as to obtain a firmer hold on the cement
in which they are embedded. The standards are

connected with the foundation plates by means of

a piece of angle iron 4iin. by 4,Un. and 1ft.

long. The standards consist of a central web 4in.

thick, and of two angle irons bent out of their

proper angle riveted on, one on each side. The
bars composing the standards in the various tiers

diminish in size from the bottom. Those of the
lowest tier being—web, lOin. by ^in. ; angle irons,

Sin. by 4 Jin. by !/m. ; the highest tier—web, 7in.

by Un. ; angle irons, 2jin. by 2,^in. by fin. The
cills are formed of a face-plate with an angle iron

riveted on the top and bottom, the depth of face

varying from 7in. to 6in. by |in., and the angle

irons from Sin. by 44in. by ^in. to 3in. by 3.Un.

by fin. The radiators rest on the head of the

outer standards, and are riveted by angle-iron

lugs to the central column. Where they act as

beams to support floors they have angle irons

2.^in. by 2.|,in. riveted on their top and bottom
edges. Two of the radiators are omitted in the

spaces through which the ladders pass, their

places being supplied by diagonal stays passing

from the stand.ard to the central column in the

tiers above and below.

A water tank 12ft. in diameter, constructed of

plates Jin. thick, forms the base of the inner
circle, and the central column is continued for

two tiers of the s.ame diameter, the interior forming
store rooms. Above this the column rises, con-
sisting of a series of curved plates .Jin. thick (six

forming a circle 5ft. in diameter), the parts being
so arranged as to be connected with the radiators.

The top floor, on which the lantern is fixed, ia

formed on a diameter of 15ft. of 4m. wrought-
iron plates riveted to the angle irons of the
radiators of the outer cills and those at the tops
of the plates of the central column.
The cornice is formed of a series of castings

resting on the outer edge of the circle of 15ft.

diameter and projecting ISiu. beyond it. It is

2ft. deep, the outside forming a hollow moulding,
circular on plan. The space between the cornice
and the pedestal of the lantern is filled in with
concrete, forming the top gallery, round which Is

fixed a railing.

The stairs from the ground to the first floor are
cast iron, from the first to the third floors of
wood, and from the third to the tenth they are
wrought-iron ladders 2ft. 6in. wide, bent tp a
spiral form. From the tenth floor to the watch
room a spiral staircase is formed within the
central column. The watch room between the
eleventh and twelfth floors is enclosed by corru-
gated iron panels lin. thick. The dwellings at the
base are enclosed by a panelling of teak secured to
a system of horizontal angle irons and vertical T-
irons riveted to the radiators above and below,
arranged so as to form a polygon 32ft. in dia-

meter. A corrugated iron parapet 3ft. 6in. high
surrounds an open gallery 4ft. wide. The pedestal
for the lantern is of wrought iron—the lantern of
the ordinary Trinity House pattern. The light is

a second order revolving dioptric holophotal ap-
paratus, and was constructed by Chance Brothers,
of Birmingham.
The foundations of the lighthouse were laid on

August 15, 1867, and by January 1, 1868, the
edifice was wholly complete, at a cost of rather
less than £11,000. The total height of the struc-

ture is 138ft., and the light is exhibited at a
height of 150ft. above the sea. Mr. R. H. Twigg
was the resident superintendent engineer in the
erection of the building.

mi

CLOISTERS, SAN GIOVANNI IN
LATERANO, ROME.

HE Basilica of the Lateran occupies the site

I of the house of the Senator Plautius Late-
ranus, from whom it derives its name. In the
fourth century the Lateran House was conferred by
Constantino on the Bishop of Rome as his episco-

pal residence. The chapter of the Lateran still

takes precedence of that of St. Peter's : and in

the basilica the Popes are crowned. The old
basilica was nearly destroyed by fire in the pon-
tificate of Clement V., but it was restored by
that Pope, and subsequently enlarged and re-

modelled by many of his successors. Clement
XII. completed the work of renovation in 1734, by
adding the principal fajade from the designs of

the Florentine architect, Alessandro Galilei.

The cloisters, however (which our sketches

illustrate), retain their beautiful Gothic of the
twelfth or thirteenth century. They are built of

white marble, inlaid in the columns, architrave,and
frieze with porphyry and mosaic in very beautiful

devices. In the cloisters are shown some very
curious and remarkable relics. The details are

given to one-eighth the real size, and were drawn
and measured in the spring of 1863 by Mr. James
Redford, A.I.B.A., of Manchester.

SEMLDETACHED COTTAGES AT LOWER
TOOTING.

ONE of our lithographs represents a perspec-

tive view, with plans and sections, of two
semi-detached cottages, situated within a few
minutes' walk of Tooting Junction.

On the ground floor in each
house the rooms include —
E E Front and back par-

lours.

F Hall, stairs, and W.C.
C Covered way.
H Kitchen.
I Scullery.

J Larder.
K Coals.

The cottages are built with picked stock
facings, red brick, tile, and stone dressings, and
tile roofs. They were designed by Mr. Owen W.
Davis for Mr. Wm. Riley, and built by Mr. T.
Batchelor. The original contract was £770.

On the first floor

—

L Drawing-room.
M Ked-room.
N Stairs and landing.
O Glazed passage and

cistern.

P Nursery.
And on the second floor

—

Two bed-rooms and closets.



LEADEN FIXIALS AND GIllOUETTES
FUOM FRANCE.

NOTES FKOM A SKETCHBOOK.

THE principal linial which occupies the
central position in the accompanying

yroup is liom the house of Jacques Coeur,

at Bourges. It3 position may be seen by
reference to plate 14 in R. Norman Shaw's
"Architectural Sketches from the Continent ;"

or to woodcuts Nos. 34 and 35, to the article
" Maison," in M. VioUet le Due's " Diction-

naire Kaisomie de I'Architecture," being from

the ridge of the hipped roof of the gallery

marked D on the plan in the latter work.

The other sketches, the pigeons excepted, are-

from the Church of Notre Dame, at Chalons-

sur-Marne.
John P. Seddon.
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DECORATIVE AETS' INSTITUTE.

INSTRUCTION in design has now reached

such a stage that we have obtained a very

large body of persons engaged in the pursuit

of the decorative arts. For a long time these

were young men in pupihige or in subordi-

nate situations, but as time advances so are

many of them acquiring reputation and in-

dependence. There is still, however, the

impress of this pupil stage, and neither do the

practitioners themselves feel their true posi-

tion nor do the public at large appreciate it.

We question, indeed, whether the architec-

tural profession adequately estimate their

subordinate co-operators, who now take so

great a part with them in all great public and
ecclesiastical buildings.

The want of this recognition is prejudicial

to those engaged in decoration and to the

public at large, because the natural course of

development is arrested. When any con-

siderable number of men engage in a new
business in the course of time they acquire

common interests, and are led to associate for

such purposes, but in this instance it has not

yet been done. We are, therefore, still in

stutu pupillari ; we have, indeed, elementary

schools of design, but all that is required to

carry out instruction to its higher limits is

neglected, more especially that instruction

which is obtained from the discussions of

those who have the results of exjierience to

communicate, and that responsibility to the

_good opinion of one's fellows which neces-

sarily accompanies it.

The period has now come when the nume-
rous persons engaged in pursuits connected

with the decorative arts should combine to-

gether for these and all common objects.

Such a society cannot be exactly an academy,
like the Royal Academy of Arts, but should

rather approach the formation of professional

organisations like the Royal Institute of

British Architects and the Institution of

Civil Engineers. Such an institute would be
divided into sections for the branches respec-

tively allotted to painting, sculpture, &c., and
the whole body in each division into members
and associates, according to the system no w
recognised.

It appears most desirable a division into
sections should be in the first instance pro-
vided, or otherwise there will be subordinate
s,nd rival societies founded. Had the Institu-

tion of CivU Engineers been so divided at an
early period we should not have two distinct

bodies of Civil Engineers and of Mechanical
Engineers, one in London and one at Bir-
mingham, nor should we be without any
organisation for mining engineers in the me-
tropolis. Experience will show what modifi-
cations should be introduced in time, but it

appears necessary to provide for painters,

sculptors, &c., say decorators, glass painters,

pattern designers, carvers and modellers,
chasers and engravers, &c. These matters
must partly be arranged according to trade
requirements.

The Members would consist of the senior,

the leading, and the most distinguished prac-
titioners, as elsewhere ; the Associates of the
juniors, who would ultimately pass by that
step to the membership. There should like-

wise be Honorary Members, of architects and
patrons of art and decoration, and also of such
painters and sculptors as have taken part in
works of decorative art. Much valuable co-
operation would be obtained from this class,

and the experience and advice of such would
promote and consolidate the infant establish-
ment.
We suggest the name of " The Decorative

Arts' Institute " as suthciently comprehensive,
and as becoming. The name of Decorators'
Institute woidd be considered as referring to

one branch, and as being of a lower standard.
As seen by the examples given, the Deco-

rative Arts' Institute would provide for the

organisation of large bodies of instructed men.

The council should be so arranged as to

represent certain definate proportions of the

smaller classes. The neglect of this has

tended to that disintegration of other societies

to which we have referred. Besides this

representation it would be well to have a

provision that each section, like a faculty in

a university, should have its own separate

existence when needful. Thus, as in a uni-

versity or college there are the Faculty of Arts,

the Faculty of Medicine, the Faculty of Law,

each with its dean and secretary, so can there

be some provision for the permanent convoca-

tion of each section. li, for instance, those

engaged in metal chasing and engraving have

some general subject they wish to discuss,

their own chairman and secretary would con-

vene them.
Meetings would be held at which papers

would be read and discussed, and perhaps a

journal be published recording the proceed-

ings. A library would accumulate from the

succes.sive donations, and, indeed, the mere

effect of association would lead to tue increase

of the common stock in many ways. The
subscription need not be high in the first

instance (say a guinea per annum), but in the

course of time, when the institute may be

better established, the members may pay a

higher subscription, and an entrance fee be

established.

The consequence of such organisation

would be that the subscribers would be better

able to secure and defend their common
interests. They would be able to make their

own representations to Government, and

receive a greater degree of attention than

they now do. When one association was

formed then, as in other cases, it would be

followed by associations for benevolent pur-

poses, like those formed by architects, artists,

and engineers, so as to provide for the

altlicted, and thereby promote the respecta-

liility of the class.

Provincial societies would follow, giving

corresponding advantages to the large cities.

The Royal Institute of British Architects has

thus been a model from which architectural

societies have been formed throughout the

country, and which continue to spread, to the

great advantage of all those concerned. The
great firms which are concerned in decorative

works, the manufacturers, cabinetmakers,

fitters, &c., would give valuable aid and pro-

tection to this institute because it would

raise the moral standard of those in their

employ. There are men among the manu-
facturers who have been the foremost in pro-

moting the improvement of the decorative

arts publicly and in their own establish-

ments, and it can scarcely be doubted they

will take a prominent part in the new under-

taking.

There is a simple step towards the realiza-

tion of such an institute if on consideration

it shall be found as useful as it ap])ears, and

that is for such few persons as are at first dis-

posed to support it to address the Society of

Arts, requesting permission to hold a meet-

ing there. The Council has always most

willingly promoted such movements. It was
the first to hold exhibitions of the decorative

arts, and it has now in activity a committee
on technical education.

ON INTENTION IN DECORATION.

AS a matter of fact decoration is something
done after erection to adorn a building

and mike it elicit the admiration of beholders.

The worse an edifice looks, the less it has to

recommend it to the eye, the more essential

is it considered that it should be well de-

corated. In short, decoration is held to be a

supidementary process, like the whitening of

seimlchres, by means of which faults may be

effectually concealed and defects glossed over.

A very little reflection must suffice to con-

vince any thoughtful mind that this is a mis-

conception. The only real and honest pur-

pose of the decorator's art, properly applied, is

to enhance a beauty which already exists, to

expound the formula) of constructive excel-

lence, and to supplement the loveliness of

form by the esthetic language and symbolism
of colour. Taking this as a fundamental prin-

ciple of art, what follows ? First, that all de-

coration must be based on constructive de-
sign, and be so consistent with its pervading
idea that it may increase, develop, and inter-

pret the essential thought or intention of the
design. Second, that such harmon}', sympathy,
and unison of idea should be apparent between
the colours, tones, and configurations of a
piece of decoration on the one hand, and the

form, size, and proportions of the building on
the other, that the decoration may become
thoroughly incorporated with and form part of

the original design, supplying its deficiencies,

and augmenting at the same moment thatit at-

tracts attention to its features of excellence.

But supposing we admit these inevitable con-
sequences of the principle that all true deco-

ration must bear a direct relation to the
constructive elements of an architectural

design, how are they to be reduced to

practice ? This question opens up a vast

]jroblem of practical art, more easily stated

than expouvded, but the study of which can
scarcely fail fe benefit the earnest inquirer,

even though it be conducted in a manner
necessarily somewhat theoretical. Now
supposing it were required to decorate a build-

ing which had some pretensions to archi-

tectural beauty, what would be the first

question which the decorator must ask him-
self I The veriest tyro in art will answer
" What is the style of the edifice ?" He woidd
even go further into detail and say—" To
what particular stage in the development of

that particular style does it belong ?" Be-
cause not only must the decoration correspond

with the style, it must also bear as close a
relation to the distinctive character of its

treatment. To decorate a building of

the thirteenth century with combinations

of form and colour appropriate to the

fifteenth century, would be an anachron-

ism discreditable to the historical in-

formation as to the taste of the decorator.

But, after all, these are but surface considera-

tions, and would tax the acumen to only a

very small extent. If the art of decoration

stopped at this point it would be easy to re-

duce the whole business to a rule of thumb,
and, with the aid of a tolerably good text book
and a well stocked portfolio, any man of

average ability might set up for a decorator.

To decorate in the only true sense of the

term, it is necessary to penetrate far deeper

into the mystery of design and deal with its

principles. It is not enough to say such a

building is Gothic and in the manner of the

thirteenth century, therefore it must be
decorated on such and such a principle, with

these colours, those forms, and in that par-

ticular tone. It is necessary to search out

and discover the intention of the architectural

design, and make that the intention of the

decoration. This leads us at once into the

middle of our subject, and narrows the issue

within the limits of a single thought.

It must be sufticiently evident to the most

casual observer that a very large proportion

of the buildings erected in modern times, and
especially in this day of haste and super-

ficiality, have no intention, or, if they have

any, it is so overlaid and confused by secon-

dary purposes that the task of discovering

the fundamental idea is hopelessly impracti-

cable. What do we mean by intention 1 By
the intention we signify the one leading idea

of a design, comprismg thequalitiesofmassive-

ness or detail, grandeur or tender beauty,

imposing ett'ect or persuasive loveliness ; in a

word , tiie a;sthetical character of the design as

transmittedfromthebrain ofthe architect to the

design sketched on paper and wrought out into

detail. To make our meaning the more in-

telligible take for example the case of a for-

tress, and a rustic cottage iu some sequestered

glen, in contrast. The idea or intention of a
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design for the former would be strength,

expressed by mass. The intention of the

Litter would be quiet, unobtrusive, but per-

suasive loveliness.

This is a strong and therefore crude con-

trast, but it expresses the idea. To decorate

the castle on the same principle as the cot-

tage would be absurd. Everybody will admit

this. Nevertheless the same principle in its

more minute applications people altogether

fail to see, and hence a world of confusion and

many serious faults.

It is no less true that an edifice of any class

situated in a town should not be constructed

or decorated on the same principle as one of

the same class erected in a rural district, with

imsophisticated accessories. It is also a fact

that the cottage cannot properly be designed

or adorned as a mansion or the converse.

And these axioms of art relate not only to

matters of size, general conformation, and the

subjects for figure decoration, but to such ab-

stract and apparently subsidiary qualities as

colour and form in their most minute develop-

ments and combinations. The true artist will

settle it in his miud that circumstances and
conditions of place and climate, as well as

surroundings, have their direct bearing, and
in any real work of art must be allowed to

exert their influence on the totality and the

details of a design, both in respect to con-

struction and decoration. The intention,

then, is the one pervading or motive idea

whicli determines the kind of effect which
the designer intends to produce on the mind
of the behokler. As we have said, a large

proportion of buildings have no initial and
controlling intention, at least not one which
is apparent in the complete design of the

finished building. Such edifices, it is almost

needless to say, cannot be consistently deco-

rated. Applying this inference to facts it

will explain a great many mysterious failures

in the practice of art, and put an end to

many wearisome discussions. To decorate

the great majority of new buildings which
exist in the metropolis on art principles

would be simply impossible. Take, for eX'

ample, the theatres. The Adelphi, the Olym
pic, the Princess's, the Strand, the Prince of

Wales's, the St. James's, the New Royalty,
and the new Globe, may at once be set aside

as buildings which no artist would undertake
to decorate on art principles, simply because
there is not a trace of art anywhere in their

construction. The new Queen's Theatre
might at first sight seem to come under the

same category, but it has certain distinctive

characteristics to which we will refer pre-

sently. In the decoration of any one of the
theatres just named it would be only possible
to fall back upon the general idea of produc-
ing what is popularly called a pleasing or
pretty ert'ect, and this, it is needless to say, is

a resource which is altogether unknown to

art. We do not deny that the theatres
named might be much improved, but we
afiirm, without fear of contradiction, that
there is no keynote in their design which
could strike the motive idea of a harmony,
and in the absence of this pre-requisite, art

decoration is simply impossible. The Lyceum
is perhaps the only theatre in London which
makes pretensions to be an architectural
edifice, and, premising that its pretensions are
somewhat poor, it may be conceded] that
after a fashion this building is susceptible of
decoration on art principles. Next come a
class of houses which are essentially utilita-

rian in their construction, and have no claim
to be considered as works of art, but are yet in

a certain way respectable. Foremost among
these, despite its ambitious vestibule and im-
posing staircases, must be placed the house
in Drury-lane, next Covent Garden, then
the Haymarket (in many respects the most
comfortable housein London, though one of the
worst as respects its approaches), and the new
Queen's. It would be possible to decorate
any of these houses, and on art principles

;

simply because, while there is no very promi-

manifest intention, namely, to provide accom-

modation for so many persons to witness a

performance which is presented on the stage.

The obvious idea is utility—a^ convenient

stage and a commodious auditorium. There

is no pretension to beauty of architecture.

Art can, therefore, step in, take up the simple

thought of usefulness, and develop it, as

usefulness may always be developed, into

beauty. The new Queen's Theatre affords

a remarkable opportunity for this beneficent

work of art ; and if ever the opportunity

should be afl'orded the architect wdl do well

to rescue his work from the mistaken inter-

pretation under which it now labours by rea-

son of the defective and erroneous manner
in which it has been decorated. The Gaiety

Theatre stands alone as an aspiration towards

art excellence. We do not say a success-

ful aspiration, although there is much
to admire in the edifice : our opinion has

already been expressed on that point; but this

we do say, with an evident intention to pro-

duce an impression of luxurious beauty on the

spectator. The interior of this new house

is susceptible of a complete art treatment, and

the day will probably come when it may be

thought worth while to renew the decora-

tions throughout on art principles. These

illustrations may suffice for our present pur-

pose, and if our meaning has been expressed,

it amounts to this: that when there is a single

and evident intention in the design of a build-

ing, whether this be one of beauty or simply

of usefulness, decoration in the true sense of

the term is possible, or, in other words, art can

appropriate the idea and develop it in har-

mony and consistent truthfulness. When
there is no intention or the idea is overlaid

and rendered unintelligible, art decoration is

altogether impracticable. There must always

be an intention in decoration, and that in-

tention must be identical with that which the

architect has embodied and expressed in the

construction of hia building.

by the ordinary method of panelling. Kooms
occasionally come to the decorator from the archi-

tect's hands when everything ia out of the centre,

and in such cases the defect would be emphasized

rather than concealed by the proper constructional

treatment. lu fact, your own woodcut of the
" fire side " of the room furnishes an iUustration.

For the rest, any decorator who understands hia

business would panel a room in siich a manner as

best to adorn it, considering the funds at his

disposal ; or, if panelling appeared unsuitable, ha
would avoid its use.—I am, &o.,

A West End Decokator.

PANELLING.

To THE Editor of the "Building News."

Sir,—With respect to the article on panelling,

the second design of the door side ought to be

panelled thus—

:: 3 E p 1

and not as represented, which has a tendency to

dwarf the rooms. Unless there is a large picture to

be hung, long narrow panels are better suited,

and are the most appropriate, for all but very high

rooms.—I am, &c., J. Burgess.

a-di tinted margin at

Practical considerations of this kind are fre-

quently lost sight of by theorists, and I may add
that occasionally even the appearancti of a room

nent idea in any one of them, there is a is improved, though principles may be outraged,

Sir,—With reference to the article on the
above subject in your last number, will you allow
me to explain that the practice, which you so
properly condemn, of putting each side of a room
into a single panel is generally attributable to con-
Hideration.s of economy. The expense of panelling
fvith gilt moulding, &c , is generally more than
that of the paper wh ch tills the panel, even when
only one is used on each side. This would pro-

bably be at least doubled by substituting three
panels for the one, as you wUl see by a considera-

tion of the following items, all of which would
be increased in quantity ;

—

Yards gilt moulding at —
Yaids puttiug updo, at -~

Yards gilt bead at —
Yards putting up do. at —
Yards st>lt:

Yards atriking lines at —
No. gilt corners at —
No. putting up do. at —
No. gilt sweep at —
No. putting up do. at —

BRITISH ARCH.EOLOQICAL SOCIETY IN
llOxME.

OK Friday, the 29th ult., a lecture was given
at the usual weekly meeting of the British

Society, at the Consulate, by Signor Gori, on the
Palaces of the Ciosars, very learned and very dry,

although enlivened by the exhibition of above a

hundred new photographs of the Palatine, including

the series of nearly twenty published by Signor
Rosa, and upwards of seventy lately executed by
Simelh for the Pontifical Government, for their

part of the Palaces only. Signer Gori showed,
by the evidence of the brick stamps of the different

emperors, and other equally authentic data, that

considerable errors had usually been made in the
locaUties assigned to each of the Ctesars, and that

Signor Rosa was not exempt from these mis-

takes, which are easily fallen into where so little

remains. Recently Mr. l*arker embraced an
opportunity to accompany some friends to see

the excavations under S. Anistasia, at the north-

west corner of the Palatine, and in the Circus

Maximus, where he pointed out to them the
tufa wall of the time of the kings of Rome,
which formed part of the state gallery for the
patricians when the Circus Maximus was made
by Servius Tullus ; also the street or lane, now sub-,

terrauean, which led from the Arcus Quadrlfrona

or Arch of Janus, passing by the Lupercal of

Augustus to the Circus Maximus, with a series of

shops attributed to the time of Julius Ca)sar,

who is recorded to have built something at or

near this spot. At the further end of the circus

he showed them the recent excavations there, in

the curve (near the septizonium), with remains
of the lower gallery and the staircase toit. He ex-

plained that the pier supporting the staircase is

faced with brickwork of the time of Trajan, who
was one of the emperors that enlarged the Circus

until eventually the seats round it would hold

385,0U0 spectators. The society also went on a
little further to the other excavations on the line

of the wall of Servius Tullius, between the Coeliau

and the Aveutine, ia order that those who had
not seen them might do so before the pits were
obliged to be filled up again. They also went
with Mr. Parker to the sandbank on the side o£

the Tiber, near the " Bocca della Verita," to see

that portion of the Pulchrum Littus of the Kings
which has been excavated within the last week.

Here also there is danger of all being hidden again

by a fresh inundation of the river. Mr. Parker

pointed out the lions' heads of Etruscan character

on the opposite bank of the river, at the upper
end of the port of Rome in the Tiber ; the Em-
porium and the Marmorata, also recently exca-

vated, being at the lower end of the port. He
also showed the aperture left in the Pul-

chrum Littus when it was built for the mouth o£

the small stream that runs through Rome, show-

ing that the stream is at the same level now that

it was in the time of the Kings of Rome.

PALACE YAE.D.

IMPROVEUENTS are carried out in a strange

fashion among us. W'e reported that the

enclosure around the Canning statue was being,

remodelled, and the railings set back. To a certain

extent this is iu conformity with the neighbour-

ing enclosure, but with diversities which appear

needless. The railings are not only of a dill'erenfc

height (why we cannot tell), but of a dill'ereat

pattern, and the work appears to be carried out
loosely. At the top of the railings wrought-

iron of cresceut-shaptd ttrminals are introduced,,

generally of one size, but next to the standards

they hang iu a strange way. Some are of the

same size as the others ; some are smaller, but
corresponding on each side of the standard ; and
some have a large crescent on one side and a
small one on the other, having a most clumsy
ehect. At first we thought they were temporary.
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but they are now being painted. The lampposts

look as if they were to be like the rest in Palace-

yard, and to contribute to the genenil effect, but
we would not answer for that. The state of

affairs is much to he deprecated, as there are the

railings of St. Margaret's Churchyard to be re-

arranged, and they may be set up of a third pat-

tern. It is to be regretted that in London the

common results of a concerted arrangement can-

not be obtained.

D
VENTILATION.

R. EDWARD SMITH, F.R.R., read a paper

on this subject, before the Society of Arts,

on Wednesday evening last. He treated the

subject comprehensively, without recommending
any particular plan. In concluding the paper, he
said it might be useful that he should sum up the

principal errors into which architects are now
falling in the systems of ventilation which they
recommend. They are

—

1. In not duly estimating the practical limits

of the law that heated air ascends, and the rela-

tion of numbers of inmates and size of rooms in

the application of the law.

2. In not duly considering that air shafts, act-

ing iinder that law, cannot act in all seasons and
with and without fire alike.

3. In cot duly estimating the amount of air

which can be admitted by windows and doors

alone.

4. In not duly estimating the practical limits

to which an entering current may be carried,

whether from one or both sides of a room.

5. In not duly considering the effects of cur-

rents upon inmates, and the limitation thus de-

manded upon the amount, force, and elevation of

currents.

6. In not duly estimating the inverse relation

of ventilation to temperature in its effect upon
inmates, and particularly upon the old and
the young.

7. In not duly estimating the influence of the

winds, and the impediments of surrounding

buildings, &c., upon each aspect of a building.

8. In having incorrect views as to the direc-

tion of the current through ventilators at diffe-

rent elevations.

which maintains the load in perfect equilibrium
during the whole course of tho journey, whether
it be travelling up or down the inolinea, and at

ihe same time enables it to pass tho supporting
pulleys freely ; and it is a source of wonder to

st-e tile ease with which the loaded boxes travel

up the inclines, although the gradient is some-
tiinea as much as one foot in six. Each of the
boxes carried one cwt., and the delivery will be
at tlio rate of about 2uO boxes per hour for the
distance of three miles. The cost of the present
way is £1,200, and the saving in the cost of

trjiffic will be 33 per cent, to the proprietors,

Messrs. Ellis and Everard, in adJition to the
enormous saving in construction. The ncheme
is susceptible of extension to carry heavy traiBc,

the only difference being tho providing of

stronger gear. The line was constructed by the
WireTr.imway Company, of London, under the

personal superintendence of Mr. Hodgson, and
with the efficient co-operation and assistance of

Mr. Ommanuey. Tlie coat of the rope is about
Is. 9d. a foot, and is manufactured at Warriug-
ton, being half an inch in diameter. The rent

paid to owners of land over which the posts are
fixed is 53. per foot, the whole rent of the course
being £23.

he informed the Board of Works that the
Government was willing to lend its aid to arrest
the carrying out of the project, which would
undoubtedly disfigure the embankment. The
work was authorised by an Act of Parliament,
but in similar cases Parliament had before now
changed its mind Mr. Cowper contended that
the viaduct would be a great public benefit, and
was part of the original scheme. After some
further conversation Lord Elcho gave notice
that he would move for a select committee. On
Tuesday nights Lord Eloho's motion was made
and agreed to.

Mr. Gregory gave notice to move a resolntiou
that all museums aud galleries supported by the
State should be opened to the public after the
hours of divine service on Sundays,

BUILDING AND LAND SOCIETIES.

DiRLiN'fiTON.—The third annual meeting of

the Onward Building Society was held on Tues-
day week. From the report read by the secretary

it appears that the receipts last year exceeded
£1S,UOO, the withdrawals being £5,772, and the

amount advanced on mortgage being over £10,000.

Compared with the previous year, the receipts are

greater by 385 per cent., and the amount advancedSCHOOLS OP ART.

Halifax School OF Art.—The annual meeting] i^'y^^^jfi per cent
;^
while the withdrawals ^were

of the Halifax School of Art was held ou the

Sth inst., Lieutenant-Colonel Akroyd, M.P., in

the chair. '1 he reports, which were read by the

A
A NEW METHOD OP CARRIAGE.

N invention of Mr. Hod..;snn, C.E., was tested

head master, Mr. W. H. Stopford, exhibited a

marked improvement in the condition of the

school. The prizes having been distributed by
the chairinan, the meeting was addressed by J. C.

Euckmaster, Esq., the mayor (J. D. Hutchins,

Esq.), aud others, and the usual votes of thanks

terminated the proceedings.

Stirling.—The session of the Stirling School of

Art terminated on Wednesday week, when there

was a numerous attendance in the Union Hall,

Provost Kankine presiding. Mr. W. P. Collier,

LL.D., delivered a lecture on " Puritans and Cava-

liers," in the coarse of which he alluded to the

customs and peculiarities and gave copioxis ex-

tracts from the poets of the period. The chair-

man said the lectures hitherto had been remark-

ably well attended. The library was in a very

prosperous state, the number of volumes being

now about 2,600 in all departments of literature.

on Saturday last, at Bardon Hill and Mark-
field, which claims to provide a means for the
cheap carriage of minerals, stones, and other
Enbstances, far surpassing the cnmhrons land
carriage system now in use. Tho inventor
oinims that by this sjetem a way can be con-
structed very rapidly, that the necessity of
levelling the ground, and of bridging over water-
courses or other obstacles is avoided, and that it

cos's much less than any other road, varying in

price from £050 to £1,000 per mile, to carry
from 50 to 1,000 tons per day over any country,
which price includes steam power, rolling stock,

and every requisite for work. Tlie cost of transit

also is very low, as compared with tho expense
of carrying on the axle. The system may be
briefly defined as a continuous development of

the plan row not nnnsuid in India, Australia,

and in some mining districts, of bridging ove
river or ravine by a single wi

. bucket suspended by a pulley, the necessary
loads are transmitted (rom one point to atiother.

To accomplish (in the words of the inventor) tho

easy passing of the points of support necessary
to carry out a continuous line ofconimnnication,
and to provide for the disti ibution of the burden
and the application of motive power, liave been
problems of no small difficulty, but experiments

|

having demonstrated tho practicability of this
]

scheme, arrangements were entered into with
the proprietors of the Markfield granite quarry. I

The line consists of an endless wire rope, sup-
ported on a series of puUies, carried by substan-
tial posts fixed in the loini of tripods (varying
in height from 14rt. to 40f't.), which are ordina-
rily about 150 It. apart, but where necessary
much longer spans are tnkcc, in one instance
being nearly 600ft. This rope passes at one of
its ends round a drum worked by an ordinary
movable steam engine of lO-horso power, and
the rope is driven at a speed of about four miles
an hour, allhough when the way is completed
six miles and upwards will bo attained. Th<!

boxes in which the stone is carried are hung on

to the rope at the loading cn<l, the attachment
consisting of a pendant of groove-like shape,

COMPETITIONS.
KiDnEKMissTEB.—The designs for the new

Infirmary are now on view in tho Corn Ex-

change. The competition was an open one, and
amongst the competitors were: Messrs. C. H.
Cooke, H. B. Carling, John Ladds, and J.

Toner, of London; Mr. J. N. Crofts, Liver-

pool ; Mr. G. Bidlake, Wolverhampton ; Messrs.

Haddon Bros., Great Malvern; Mr. J. T.

Meredith, Kidderminster; Mr. B. Lawrence,
Newport (Mon.) ; Messrs. Payne and Talbot and
Mr. J. G. Bland, of Birmingham; Mr. SpauU,
Oswestry ; Mr. W. Watkins, Lincoln ; Mr. P.

Popplewell, Manchester, and Mr. F. L. Evans.
Four of the designs are marked with mottoes,

names not given. At a meeting ol the Infirmary

committee, hold ou Tuesday week, out of the
by which, carried luueteen plana which have been sent ui, two woie

selected, between which the ultim.itt) choice will

lie. The jibms thus selected are those ol Mr. J.

G. Bland and Mr. W. W.akins.

Newington I.vfiumaky.—This was decided on
Monday, aud the following waa the result :

—
Jarvis, first prize ; Knightley, sejond prize

;

Giles and Biven, third prize. Kuightloy's covered
an acre of land less than either, aud was lowest

ill amount also.

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.

On Friday idghi, in the House of Commons,
Mr. Gregory gave uoiioe that on the 5Lh March
he should call tho atteutiou of the House to the
site fur tho new law courts, aud move a reso-

lution on the fulject.

On Frid.iy night Lord Elcho called attention

to tho proposed viaduct on the Thames Enibank-

moc.t, from Charing .Gross to Wellington-stroi t,

which, he saiil, would be a great ditfigurement

to the embankment and entail a waste of a great

portion of the reelaimoil land. Aft, r a brief

conversation, Mr. Luyard said ho had no official

connection with the Tuames Embankment, but

only 11 per cent, in excess. After payment o£

all expenses and placing 5 per cent, interest to the
credit of the whole of the investing accounts, the
profit on the year's working waa £170,

HiNCKLF.T.—The third annual meeting of the
Hinckley Building and Freehold Land Society was
held ou Friday week. From the report read it

appears that the society is in a flourishing condi-

tion. It has issued nearly 400 shares (112 during
the past year). Thirty-seven shares were last

year advanced, amounting to £1,110. A bonus of

12.^ per cent, was declared upon the subscriptions

of the investing shareholders.

Salisbury and Sjuth Wilts.—The second

annual meeting of the S.disbury and South Wilts

Freehold Laud and Benefit Building Society was
held on Monday evening, the m.ayor in the chair.

The report, read by the manager, showed th at

during the year £1,425 had been advanced on
mortgage. The liabilities were :—To subscrip-

tions received (£1,490 23., leas withdrawn £136
10s.) £1,353 123.; balance of cash borrowed,

£563 ; amount due to depositors, £263
; profit

(subject to expenses of realisation, £1,122 7s. 4d.),

£3,321 19s. 4d. Assets :—By advance repay-

ments due to society, £3,306 17s. 2.^d. ; balance

at bankers, £l 6a. 6d. ; balance in hands of

manager, £13 15s. 7.̂ d —total £3,321 19s. 4d.

The report was adopted on the motion of the

chairman, and the election of directors closed the

proceedings.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

Greenwich,—At the last meeting of the Green-

wich District Board of Works a letter was read

from Mr. Pollard, clerk to the Metropolitan Board
of Works, sanctioning the borrowing by the

Greenwich Board of £15,000 for the purposes of

completing their sewerage operations.

Litciil'rcii.—On Thursday week, Mr. Morgan,

one of the Government inspectors, visitted Lit-

church, near Derby, and held an inquiry as to

the suitability of the site proposed by the Local

Board of Health for the erection of filtering beds

in connection with the main drainage scheme.

After hearing the statements tendered for and

against the proposal, the inspector auuoimced his

intention of recommending the Secretary of State

to make a provisional order in accordance with

the memorial presented by the Local Board

Mr. G. W. Stephenson, the board's engineer, was

present at the inquiry.

RiviNOTON. — The reservoirs are overflowing.

During the last three weeks the immense (pian-

tity of 699,000,000 gallons has been run to waste,

there being no means available for its storage.

Yarmouth.—Mr. Richard B. Grantham, of

Whitehall-place, has proposed to the Local Board

of Health of Great Yarmouth to rent a large tract

of laud called " The Denes," at £3 per acre per

annum, for agricultural purposes, if he is conceded

(for purposes of irrigation) the use of the town

sewage, for which concession he would pay £800

or £1,000 a year. The proposition is under con-

sideration.

4
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OHTTBOHES AND OHAPELS.

jBlyth.—Yesterday week a new Methodist Chapel

was opened at Blyth. The style is a llorid type of

the Italian school. The materials employed are fine

red bricks, and light grey stone obtained from the

neighbouring quarries. Accommodation is found

for 1,000 persons, at a cost of £'2,900. Mr. F.

R. N. Haswell, of North Shields, was the archi-

tect, and Mr. W. Middleton, of Blyth, the con-

tractor.

Bredgar.—OnWednesday week a new Wesleyan

Chapel was opened atBredgar,Kent. Gothic in style,

it seats 300 persons, at a cost of about £1,000, the

bricks and land having been generously given.

Mr. Carey, jun., of London, was the architect,

and Mr. Beaumont, of Miltou, the buil der.

Bkomlet.—On Monday the Lord Bishop of Lon-

don consecrated the Church of St. Gabriel,

Chrisp-street, Bromley, Middlesex. The church

has been built from the designs of Mr. R. J.

Withers, by Messrs. Dove Brothers, at a cost of

£4,700. It affords seats for 753, all being free.

The timbered roof o£ the church is handsome and

effective.

Diss —A. new cemetery is just completed atDiss,

comprising an area ( f about five acres. Two chapels

are erected thereon in the Early Perpendicular

style. The walls are of flint, the interior lined

with red brick, relieved by bands of black. The

cost of the chapels, keeper's lod-e, and surround-

ing wall is £1,750. The work was executed from

competi'ion plans, under the superintendence of

Mr. J. T. Muskett, the architect and town sur-

veyor.

Hallow.—Mr. C. W. Lea has just presented to

ithe new church at Hallow, Worcestershire, a new
font. The bowl is octagonal, and has two medal-

lions, representing the Baptism and Our Lord

Blessing Little Children. Two other panels con-

tain the dove and the sacred monogram, and the

four remaining sides are inlaid with marbles, to

imitate the lily of the valley, the llower being in-

laid with pebbles, and the leaves of beautiful

malachite. The upper and lower margins are

carved with diaper, and the capitals of the four

supporting columns of coloured marble are of

alabaster. The font is the work of Mr. Forsyth,

of the Tything.

Kea.—The parish church of Kea, near Truro,

is about to be rebuilt, at a cost of £'2,500, from

plans prepared by Mr. St. Aubyn, architect. The
present building is in a very dilapidated condi-

tion.

Lowestoft.—Christ Church, Lowestoft, was
opened on Friday week. The building, which is

Early English in style, consists of nave, aisles,

chancel, organ chapel, tower and spire, and contains

500 sittings. Mr. H. Oldham Chambers, of Lowes-

toft, is the architect, and Messrs. Jackson and
Mounce, of Blundestone, the contractors.

Tavistock.—A new Congregational Chapel is

to be erecti-d in Tavistock of a handsome
character. Tenders will be invited, as plan and
specification are now ready.

ASHBROOK JIaNSION, OX THE QUEENSFERRY-
aOAD, Wardie, Edinbdrgh —For some time

past the suburban extension of the city of Edin-

burgh has been going on, chiefly to the south and
west. But it certainly is not because the iVardie

«state is less desirable for situation and salubrity.

For this suburb oli'ers the most extensive and
beautiful panorama of the city which can be had
from any point of the compass. This suburb
has a view of the Firth of Forth up and down,
and of its inlands and the Fife coast unequalled

elsewhere. "With all these advantages, the Wardie
feus have luitil quite recently been taken up
slowly. The largest of the new mansion houses

jet erected iu this quarter is a very handsome and
spacious one, and is well advanced towards com-
pletion. The building is in the simple Italian

style, and has been designed by Mr. Robert R.

Raeburn, architect, Edinburgh. With the offices

it occupies altoi,'ether about live acres of ground.

The principal feature in the facade is the tower,

which rises to the height of fifty feet, and com-
mands a wide and extensive prospect of the sur-

rounding country. In the lower part there is a

handsome doorway, with side lights formed of

panelled pilasters, carved trusses, circular-headed

architraves, frieze, and cornice. The second

«lory is filled in with an ornamental window
having a a projecting balcony, with dies and balus-

trade. Separating the second from the third or

last stage is a massive projecting balcony, sup-

ported on ornamental trusses, and finished by a

handsome iron railing. Above this, on each of

the four sides of the tower, are three light win-

dows, subdivided by composite columns, the whole

being finished with a very rich cornicing. From
this cornice the roof begins, and terminates in an

ornamental vane. To the left of the tower, in the

lower and upper story, two large oriel windows,

each consisting of five semi-circular arched win-

dows, light respectively the drawing-room and

principal bedroom. On the right of the tower

three circular-headed windows occupy the ground

and upper floor. The main building facing the

west is relieved by the dining and drawing rooms

projecting outwards. The windows on this side

are similar to those already described, and are

finished with richly carved and massive block

cornice. The roof is surmounted with a ridge of

ornamental iron cresting. A neat ornamental

gate lodge and oflices are erected at the entrance

leading up to the house. This mansion house

has been built by a Liverpool merchant, who has

evidently spared no expense in order to rendei

this handsome structure as complete as possible.

Chatham. —A new wing is about to be added

to St. Mary's convict prison, so as to accommo-

date about 300 additional convicts.

Dorham —A new grand stand has been erected

on the racecourse, from plans by Mr. Henry

Robson, architect, of Durham. The stone was

given by Earl Vane. The cost of the erection

will be about £1,500.

Ipswich.—The East Suffolk Hospital is being

enlarged, at a cost of £4,400. The new wings,

which are already some feet above the level of

the ground, are designed to accommodate 72 beds.

Liverpool.—At the last meeting of the Liver-

pool Town Council, it was resolved—" That it be

an instruction to the Finance and Estate Com-

mittee to obtain plans and estimates for, and

report upon, the relative cost of making such

alterations and improvements in the present

Council Chamber as are requisite, and of the

erection of a new Council Chamber, between the

Municipal Offices and Victoria-street, with their

recommendations thereon, also as to the future

appropriation of the Townhall rooms."

Yarmouth.— A new gaol is about to be erected

at Yarmouth, from plans by Mr. H. H. Barker, the

town surveyor. The building will be upon the

open corridor principle, similar to the convict

prison at Pentonville. The cost will be £12,000.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.

Foreshore and Bed of Rivers.—In the cnse

of the Conservators of the River Thames v. the

Victoria Station and Pimlico Railway Company,

the plaintifl's were by statute made owners of

the freehold of tho soil, bed, and foreshore of the

River Thames, with powers to grant licences to

others to erect and maintain certain specific

works in the river, bnt with no authority to grant

a licence to build a bridge over it. The de-

fendants were by a subsequent Act authorised to

build a bridge over the river, but were not to

commence tho bridge until the plan had received

the written consent of the plaiutiffV, signed by

their secretary. The defendants submitted

certain plana to the plaintiflTs, and the plaintiffs,

in writing, signed by their secretary, consented

to them, whereupon the defendants entered upon

the bed and foreshore of the river, and budt

their bridge in conformity to the said plans. It

was held by the Court of Common Pleas that the

consent of the plaintiffs to the plana did not

amount to a licence to the defendants to enter

upon and take tho foreshore and bed of the river,

and that the plaintiffs were entitled unjer the

Lands' Clauses Consolidation Act to obtain com-

pensation from the defendants.—Legal corre-

spondent, Stockton and Darlington Times.

Obstruction of Light. —In the a'^tion Conr-

tauld V. Legh, for obstructing the ptiintitf's

lights, it ap])eared (says i legal correspondent)

that the hou.so for the obstruction of the windows
of which the action was brought had, for a

period of more than twenty years before the

obstruction, been structurally complete, the

floors having been made and the windows put

in. The internal fittings had not, however, been

completed, nor had the houso been painted,

papered, or decorated ; nor was it rendered fit

for habitation, or in fact ooonpied, until a period

within the twenty years. The Court of Ex-

chequer held that there had nevertheless been

an actual enjoyment of light in connection with

the house for a period of twenty years, within

the 3rd section of the Prescription Act (2 and 3

Will. IV., c. 71), and that the plaintiff was there-

fore entitled to recover.

The London Peemanent Benefit Building

Society.—This was the petition of Colonel Finch,

a member of the society, praying that it might

be ordered to be wound up. It appeared that in

1854 he g,ave notice of withdrawal, ho being

then entitled under the rules to receive £400. It

was said that this notice was very injurious to

the society, and that after struggling with diffi-

culties for three years, in hopes of reviving its

prosperity, a resolution was passed excepting

from participation in any loss in the assets all

subscriptions paid upon unadvanced shares after

a day named in 1857, leaving such losses to fall

rateably on the balances due to members on the

30th June, 1856. Vice-Chance Uor Sir R. Malins

considered that the resolution was uJtm vires,

but as Colonel Finch had allowed eleven years to

elapse before taking the objsotiOD, his petition

must be dismissed with coats.

NOTICE.

WE have received complaints from several

subscribers that they have recently had to

pay an extra twopence on account of the Build-

ing News being overweight. We are, of course,

sorry for this, and can only promise that it shall

not, if we can help it, happen again. At the

commencement of this year, as our readers know,

we enlarged the Building News eight pages, and

it was our intention to give a good and heavy

paper, in fact, a better paper than we gave when
the journal was eight pages, or one-third less in

size ;
but the vigilant officers of the Post Office

have frustrated our design. A short time since

we received a letter from the head-quarters, St-

Martin's-le- Grand, stating that there were about

fifteen hundred copies of one issue of the Build-

ing News in the office overweight, and that un-

less an extra penny stamp were aflixed to each

copy they would be sent to their respective des-

tinations, with an extra twopence to pay on each

copy. Of course we complied with the request,

and put on the extra stamp. As, therefore, we
cannot send more than four ounces for one

penny, we must endeavour, as the tailors say, to

cut the garment accoiding to the cloth, and give

a less substantial paper th.an we intended. This

will account in future for the paper of the

Building News being a little lighter than it has

been three or four weeks past. The BuiLDLNG

News, however, as it is, is the cheapest journal of

the kind in the world. Never since printing

began has there been a professional journal so

large in capacity with so much original matter,

and so profusely illustrated, supplied at so cheap

a rate.

TO COKBESPONDENT3.
NOTICE.—Cases for binding the BUILDING

NEWS, Vol. XV., are now ready, and can be had,

price 23. each. Cases for binding back volumes

can also be had.

To OOB Readers.—We shall feel obliged to any of our
readers who w-ill favour us with brief notes of works con-

templated or iu progress in the provinces.

Letters rel.ating to advertisements and the ordinary btial-

ness of the Paper sliould be addressed to the EDITOR,
31, TAVISTOCK STREET, COVENT GARDEN. W.C.

Advertisements for the current week mtiat reach the

office before 5 o'clock p.m. on Thursday.

Received.—F. C—H. A.-S. W. and Sons.—R. G. and
Co.—A. v.—R. and S.—J. B.—Alpha, -J H.—J. P. S.—
W. W —B. B.—C. E. M.—H. M.—R. C. M. —J. and Sons.

J. N.—C. B. A.-F. T. M. J. R.—U and N.—G. C—F.

W F —T. A. M.—W. F., with photogr.1ph3.-O. W. S.—J.
E -(?. J. D.—W. N. N.-G. R. -'I', a—B. H.—R. M.—
B and P.—J. C. - S. L. andCo.-P. aud R,-J. D.— F. and
li -T. D.-P. \V. B —J. T. H.-\V. W.-J. S. R.-R. M.
-J H. and Co.-W, B. B. -Col. T.,with photograph. -W.
R.-J. H. T. -S. S. : Thanks, N... -.T. N. : We sh.aU havf
something to say aljout it.—R. and Co. —W. R. H. aud C-

-U. T. amlT. 1'.

BB-\n.\\vL's question inust be put in a more Intel]'

form, with a liutter aud smaller dr.iwing.

R. M. (Blackpool).—Apply to Mr. H. Dean. ?
""

Southam, Warwickshire, for price and pai-ticul^
jj^

tiug aud computiug scale.

A Clerk or Works. We shall have some
subject mentioned by you shortly.
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TENDERS FOR THE EDMONTON WORK-
HOUSE.

To the Editor of tJu BcnDrao News.

Sir,—I am somewhat disappointed at not see-

ing in your paper an exposure and a condemnation

of the manner in which the guardians of the

Strand Union have recently acted with regard to

the tenders sent in for erecting a new workhouse

at Edmonton. We are in the habit of looking at

the Building News as an exposer of jobs and

jobbery, and we naturally expect it will say

something in a matter which appears to be more

than usually flagrant. The guardiaus of the

Strand Union advertise for tenders, and, in due

course, twenty-three well-known firms respond to

the advertisement. And what is the result ? Vi'e

find that Mr. Howard, a local man, and one

who drinks grog and smokes cigars with some
of the said guardians, is selected, though his

tender is more tiian £1,000 above that of Hill,

Keddell, and Waldrom, the contractors for the

Holborn Viaduct, and more tliau £2,000 ;above

Mr. Hart, who is as capable of carrying out his

engagement as Mr. Howard. Now, Sir, I main-

tain that a triple injustice has been committed

in this decision. In the first place, twenty-two

out of the twenty- three gentlemen who sub-

mitted tenders in good faith have been injured.

The cost entailed in making the calculations

for a tender of between £40,000 and £SO,000 is

considerable. It must cost (say), on an average,

£20, and each tenderer has been put to this ex-

pense and trouble, when the guardians, no doubt,

intended to give the work to Mr. Howard. If

they were men of character, they would have

acted honestly. An injustice, in the second

place, has been committed on the ratepayers.

They will be called on to pay two thousand pounds

more than there was any necessity for, on account

of some paltry favouritism and local back-stairs

influence. Heaven knows ratepayers are suffi-

ciently burdened already by necessary demands.

A cry of anguish has gone up from the

metropolitan ratepayers, and Government has

promised not only an investigation but legislation

on this matter. But here we have a coterie of

men imposing additional and unnecessary rates

on a district. If they will do so in one instance,

they will do so in another. If they will serve

their friends, they will serve themselves. In the

third place, an injustice is done to society. The
decision of the guardians of the Strand Union is

an affront to the sense of justice, which should be
sacredly guarded, and particularly by "guardians."

I trust. Sir, the matter will not be allowed to re-

main where it is. Steps should be taken to re-

verse the decision and censure the guardians. I

am no contractor, and have no interest in the

matter beyond being one of the ordinary public.

A Stband Batepayeb.

HER MAJESTY'S THEATRE.

Sir,—In your impression of the 12th inst.,

you state that Her Majesty's is rapidly progress-

ing, and that there is every chance of its being
opened for the approaching season ; but, that you
understand that the decorations are positively

to be entrusted to the builders. I beg to inform
you that the decorations are being executed from
my designs and under my superintendence, by
Messrs. George Trollope and Sous, who have
been for many years largely employed as

deooratorp, and the theatre will bo completed by
the end of next March.—I am, &o.,

CiUKi.ts Lee, Architect to the Theatre.

3, Whitehall-place, S.W., February 19.

Iiitercommunicatbit.

QUESTIONS.

tlS88.]-REMOVlNG INDIAN INK.—Can any of yoiir
numerous ruaders inform me of the be.it method of oraaiug
Indian ink or colour from tracing paper ?

—

Cockebbam,

'289.1-LANDMEASURE.—Kind sttbacriberawill oblige
\uch bv checking the meosuremente of different tri-

,
lis given in the annexed Bk tch. The dimensions
^aken in feet ; and as I have never measured land

beg to lay it before friends forcorrection; and aleo
two granite oct^igon iH>sta at entrance, A au(l B.

S. Parallelogram 100ft. x 60ft. = 5,000 square feet.

Feet.

T. Triangle 200ft. x 75ft. = 15000

W. ,, 200ft. X llaft. = 2200O

X. ,, ISUft. X 76ft. = 11250

SOi .819
1 4

121 3390(28

Answer— 2r. 2Sp. SJjds.

The two octagon granite posts, Aaud B— Base, ;ift: top
1ft. 9in.; height, lott.i mean dimensions, 2ft. -tin. : 6in. x
4.S2S X lOft. X 2ft. = 220 cube feet, contents of posts.-
H. LOREKZA NlCKOLLS.

[1290.1-STONE DRESSING MACHINE.-Inyour issue

of January 29, you gave a sliort description of Holmes's
stone dressing machines, which you appear to tliink may
be used advantageously by builders. You do not say where
it can be seen. Can any of your readers, who may have
seen it, give any information as to how it works, cost, &c. ?

— F. L. B., Bow.

[1291,]—EXAMINATION AT WOOLWICH.—Can any
of my fellow-readers inform me of the sort of examination
you have to pass for second grade mechanical drawing, to
take place at Woolwich ou March 11 ?—F. G. L.

[1292,]—LATHS, —Will you or some of your readers
kindly inform me, through tlie medium of your valuable
paper, how many feet run there should be in a bundle of fir

laths; and how many bundles of laths constitute a load;
and how many bundles of the same could be made from a
fathom of lathwood ? An answer would greatly oblige—

A

[1293,]-GLASS CISTERNS.— It has struck me that
cisterns might be cheaply constructed of thick glass slabs,

similar to such as are used for giving light to unde'groiuid
cellars. There would be great cleanliness and little possi-

bility of leakage. They would also last longer than metal
or wood cisterns. I should be glad if any of your readers
would say if they have ever seen such cisterns in use or
heard of them. A friend to whom 1 mentioned the idea
said he had seen somewhere that s uch cisterns were in use
tu the United States.—F, H.

[1294.1-ITALIAN ARCH (TECTURE.—It would greatly
oblige me if you or some of your readers would kindly
favour me with information .as to where I can obtain books
or plates descriptive of the architecture of the German or
French Renaissance and of the vaiious styles of luliau
architecture in vogue at the present time on the continent.
I understand that various excellent works on these subjects
are published in France and Germany and elsewhere.

—

Re.vaissa.sce.

[12:15,]—ERECTING SCAFFOLD.—I want to erect a
timber scaffold for a heavy roof. Will some of your read-
ers oblige me with a formula for ascertaining the strength
of lir .and oak in posts and beams, so as to find a safe load ;

also the weights which will bend same.—Ckoss-cut Saw.

[12%,]—CIRCULAR SAW.—The teeth of ray circular
aw are apt to become covered with adhesive stuff when
awing some sorts of timber. 1 sh.all be much obliged for
idvice how to cure the nuisance.— S. S,

REPLIES.

[1191,]-SECTIONS AND SCANTLINGS,—I see in your
last impression that "Iron" evidently does not quite
follow my calculation for the example alluded to. 1 will
render it plain to him. In the first place, the l-12th should
luive been l-18th, and wo then have the depth of the
girder - 2ft. - as given. Now about the formula, which
appears to puzzle "Iron" not a little. The general for-

mula f r the strain upon the centre of a girder, putting S
W X L

for the strain, is, S = -

g ^^ jj
; or, in words, " the strain

in tons is eiiual to the load multiplied by the span, and

divided by eight times the depth,''

truism

"^

This is as much a
that two and two

makefour; so*' Ifou "need
not troublt) himself with
any unnecessary doubts
upou the point. As he
supposes, the figure 8 is a
constant. Let me now ex-
phiiu why the divisor 5 is

used. Having found the
strain, the ne^t step is to

< yS'-- > fiud how much metal is

wanted to support that
strain. It is accepted by engineers that wrought iron

will safely bear five tons of strain for every scpiare inch
of metal, so that dividing the strain by Ti, which as

Iron " surmises is another constant, we get the number
of aijuare inches required in each of the flanges. Now
for the last point of difference between us, namely,
the calculation of the area of the angle irons, which are

4 + 5 X § ^ 2, As it ia, I have made the area a little too
mucb, as will be readily seen from the sketch, but 11.25 is

near enough for practical purposes. We have two angle
irons, as in the sketch, and the area of one will evidently

be equal to the sum of the lengths of the sides, minus the
thickness, multiplied by the thickness. Thus the area
equals (4, + 5 — |) = Sg x g x 2 = 8.375 x 0.625 x 2 =
11.06S7 square inches. If we take the sum of the sides, we
clearly (since the measurements are always made ou the

outside of the angle irons) make the result a little too high,

as 1 have plainly demonstrated, I trust this explanation

will be completely satisfactory to "Iron."—Girdeii.

tl244.]-AN INCH SUPER AND A SUPER INCH.—
As a reader of your paper, I take much interest in the "In-
texxommunication "columns, and have occasionally gleaned
aumo information therefrom. One question -the above—
although twice replied to, has not yet been coirectly

answered, and I beg therefore to tiy to set the matter
right. In the first place I say an inch super is to some
extent, but not strictly and mathematically, synonymous
with super inch. It is the same only because one and the
square root of one is the same—i.e., that each is unity and
is indivisible by any whole number. But from " W. W.'a "

and " T, R. H.'s'' answers and his own opinion, I dare say
" Sui'veyor " is fully impressed with the belief that ho is

right in taking the two names as representing the same
thing, and that 2, 3, or 4 inches super is the tame as 2, ;j«

or 4p super inches. Let one take the latter case —4. Now
a figui'e containing 4 super inches would be simply that
whose measurements in inches when worked out came to
4, but a figure 4 inches super is the same as a square
having each side 4 inches long, and this when reckoned up
comes to—not 4 but—16 super inches. To make the mat-
ter clearer I would suggest to " Surveyor" and those who
answered him, that to say a figure is so many inches super,
means that it is the same size as a square, each side of
which is that number of inches in length, aud of course
that number multiplied by itself will give the number of
super inches, or in other words an inch super is the square
root of a super inch.

—

John M'Namaka, Stratford-on-
Avon.

[12b8.]-MIXING CONCRETE "WITH LIME.—Concrete
should never be made mth slaked lime, but always with
ground. I never knew of it being used anywhere, but in
the most trifling jobs, and where good work wa.s not cared
about. Common slaked lime will not mit with the gravel
pioperly, aud it is impossible to form a good concretewith
it.

—

Vehax.

[1264.]—MEASURING BRICKWORK.—A surveyor can
charge for the measurement of brickwork or of any other
wall 2] per cent, if the job be a small one, but if a large
one he will be quite safe in charging I3 per cent. He is

bound in both cases, if required, to furnish a bill of the
IJaniculars.

—

Surveyor.

[1266.]-RESERVB WATER TANK.—I enclosea sketch
drawn to scale, which I think will answer every puj-pose

required by your correspondent "J. E." Since the tank
is to hold 2,U00 gallons, putting 76.2o gallons to a cubic
foot, the cubic space of the tank must be equal to 320 cubic
feet. The proportions I have assumed are 12 x 10 x 3,

which will give a cubical capacity of 360ft- Some allow-
ance must be made, as of course tanks and cisterns are
never filled right up to the very brim. Let " J. E." pro-
ceed as follows, referring to the drawing at the same time.

Having completed the excavation. lay a layer of concrete

6in. detq:), made with the best ground lime and clean gravel

in the proportion of about 6 of gravel to 1 of lime, over the
Bupei-ficial area to be occupied by the tank. If the ground
be wet, add a small portion of the best Portland cement
to the concrete, as it will assist its setting. Next commence-
to build the sides of the tank. Let them be, as in the
sketch, of 9in. brickwork set in cement, and as they build,

back them with concrete Gin. in tliicbness. Pun and rara

the earth well in behind the concrete, and thetjink will be
strong, safe, and thoroughly stanch.—S. P. K.

[1267.] — HANDRAIUNG.— Your correspondent may
obtiviu a copy of " Riddell's Handrailing," by applyiug to
Mr. Storer, Local Board Wharf, Leen tiide, Nottingham.

—

W. B. U.
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[1208.1—URnSTAL BASINS.-The description given by

"Constant Reader" of tlie urinals he has had muse so

long is perfectly clear and intelligible, the principle of

which has been acted upon by many parties i
bat your

correspondent must be aware there are numberles sitiia.

tions where a complicated system of cist^ns valves

levers, and rods could not be earned out effectually
.

1

have myself fixed them upon several "self-acting- pvin-

eiples, with none of which am I satisfied, and it was with

the hopeof eliciting a reply from some one better mformed

than rnyself, I introduced the subject. In a sanitaiy po nt

of view the question is one of some importance, and if

some simple, inexpensive plan of keepins- them clean couhl

be devised, no office or other establishment would bewitli-

out them.—R. W. W., Leicester.

Weo 1—THE POWER OF LOCAL BOARDS.—No jury

or court woiUd give damages against a Local Board in the

case mentioned by " F. D." It is one of those vexatious

circumstances that professional men are continually meet-

ing with In the present instance, as the Local Board taHes

no notice of the appUcation, if I were in your correspond-

ent's place, I should, after stating that I had complied with

aU their requirements, give them written notice that 1

should commence the buildings at once. It will then be

incumbent upon the board, if they stop F. D, to show

cause why.

—

Apprentice to Liw.

[1271.]-C0VER1NG FOB WORKSHOP ROOFS. -For

some very extensive works I put up near London, I em -

ployed a peculiar description of covering termed " Roman

tiles." They were not dearer than the ordinary ones and

answered admirably. —V. V.

[1273.]-DAMP WALLS. — "Grumble "is not alone in

wishing for a remedy for damp walls. The same meaiis

will not in different situations and under different condi-

tions prove efl'ective. i have known a case where the end

of a house has been daubed all over with gas tar, which

certainly kept out the damp or some of it, but it made the

house look as if it were in a perpetual state of mourning.

Messrs. B. Gay and Company, of Alton, Hants, sell a solu-

tion for rendering houses and other ijuildings, whether

built in stone, brick, cement, or wood, impervious to damp;

and they say it can be put on in any colour. I have known

an instance where it was effectual, but it is quite possible

it would not prove so in " Grumble's" case. He can try

for himself. There are some kinds of stone which will be-

come damp in certain conditions of the atmosphere, what-

ever may be put on its surface, and I have known the

same stone to be more susceptibly damp in one place than

in another locality about a mile and a half off. In fact the

question of damp w.alls depends upon a variety of circum-

stances, and I wish the Building News or one of the pro.

fessional societies would take the matter up and thoroughly

investigate it.

—

Unmakried.

§m Mtt Mk

[1274] — DAMP WALLS FACED WITH WHITE
BRICKS -''Engineer" will find the following a good

remedy for the walls : When the face of the walls is dry.

wash them with a hot solution of three quarters of a pound

•of soft soap in a gallon of water laid evenly with a brush ,

when this is dry follow with another- composed of half a

pound of alum thoroughly dissolved in three gallons of

water; if properly done the rain will run off the face of the

brickssimilar toa face of glass.—W. R. A., Uckfleld.

[1279.]—ARMENIAN CEMENT.—" F. L., Applegato"

may depend ou the following recipe being genuine :—Dis-

solve five or six bits of gum mastic, each of the size of a

large pea, in as much spirits of wine as will suSBce to render

it liquid; and in another vessel, dissolve as much - '"'°

previously a little softened in water (though nor

water must be used), in French b'-andy c ^
—

make a two ounce viai of very strong

small bits ofgum galbanura, c

be rubbed or ground till they
whole with a suflicient heat,

closely stopped, and when it ii

'boiling water.—E. J. K.

I of the

adding two
I, which must

:e dissolved. Then mix the

Keep the glue in a vial

to be used, set the vial in

tK82,]-REMOVING WHITEWASH FROM STONE-
WORK.- A "Builder" can readily remove whitewash from

walls by scrubbing with water and sand, the water being

previously acidulated with about .04 of hydrochloric acid;

common acid will do, sold at about 3d. per pound.—W. R. A ,

Uckfleld.

STAINED GLASS.

Great B-^rforp.—A stained glass memorial window has

just been placed in the chancel of Great Bal-ford Church,

Bedfordshire, by Messrs. Hardman, of Birmingham.

Marlborough.—\ stained glass window has been
erected at Marlborough College Chapel, Wilts, by Messrs.

Clayton and Bell, to the memory of tlie late Bisbop of

Calcutta. The window is a two-light, each bght being
divided into two compartments. The subjects are

"Agabus binding the hands of Paul," with a northeast
view of the College Chapel beneath, and " Paul preaching

at Athens,"withaviewofthe Cathedral of Calcutta below.

Preston.—Anew east window has just been presented

to St. Savioui-'s Church by Jlr. Edward Swainson. The
window has five lights, the central one representing the

Saviour, and the others the four Evangelists. This window
was designed and executed by M. Gsell, of Paris. We
understand that Messrs. Hardman, of Birmingham,- have
in hand a large west window, the gift of Mr. Richard
Newsham.
Wolverhampton. — A memorial window to the late

Bishop of Lichfield has been placed in the chancel of the

Collegiate Church, v* olverhamptou. The design is by

Messrs. O'Connor, of London. It is in three divisions.

The centre represents St. John the Divine, and on one side

is a figure of Ezra and on the other of .Melchisedech. .\t

the bottom are three scenes illustrating incidents in the life

of St. Chad, Bishop of Lichfield.

At Whitsuntide, the Earl of Shaftesbury v

monument now erecting at Bradford to the late Richard

Oastler, the successful advocate of the "Ten Hours'.Bill."

Metropoutan Board of Works.—At the

meeting on Friday last tenders were opened for

,1 loan of £150,000 for comploting; the Wliite-

chapel, Holhorn, and Kensington improvementfi,

and for the formation of Finsbury and Southwark

Parks. The tenders were very numerous, but

the Board only agreed to accept the following :

—
£8,fi00at 4i per cent. ; £500 at £i 43. 6d. ;

and

£8,000 at i per cent. Other tenders will be re-

ceived to-day. The Board then proceeded to the

election of an accountant to the Board, and

IVIr. Gunn was elected. He has hitherto been

engaged as an accountant at Uer lUajesty's

Treasury.

An AKCHTTECTUKi L AsS0CIATI0«1 FOB Birming-

TTAM.—Our Birmirgham readers may be glad to

know that one of their number is endearonring

to form an association for the jucior members

of the profession, similar to the London asso-

ciation. He will be glad to receive any sugges-

tions in furtherance of the object, addressed to

" Gothic," General Post Office, Birmingham.

New Survey of the Borough of Halifax.

—The Corporation has decided upon obtaining

a new trigonometrical survey of the borough.

For this pnrDose the borough, which occupies

an area of 3,763 acres, has been divided into six

districts. Tenders were invited for the entire

survey, or for separ.ate districts. There were

twenty-eight tenders for the former, and twenty-

five for the latter. The work has been let aa

follows :—For districts Nos. 1, 2, and 3, to Mr.

Eoper, of Dudlcv, for the sum of £620 ;
No. 4.

to Mr. Ed. Routledge, of Northallerton, for

£450 ; No. 5, to Mr. D.iniel Kershaw, of Halifax,

for £280 ; No. 6, to Mr. BddiPon, of Leeds, for

£377 5g. The new map will be on a scale of

thirty feet to the inch.

Probable Strike among the Wrought Nail

Makers.—As stated recently, the wrought nail

makers in the Midland counties are menaced

with a reduction in their wages, and threaten

accordingly to strike en masse. A correspondent

writes asserting that a man and his wife toiling

hard together from half-past six in the morning

until eleven at night cannot earn more than

twelve shillings a week; and that, after deduct,

ing half-a-crown for house rent, and another

half-crown for tools and firing, they have just

seven shillings a week upon which to keep body

and soul together I The marvel to us is that

they have not struck long before.

Constantinople.— The works in the great

orangery of the Imperial Palace of Cheragan,

on tho Bosphorus, which have been going ou for

above four years, at a cost of £50,000, have been

stopped for the winter. They include a crystal

palace of iron and glass. As the Sultan has un-

dertaken to build a tomb to the late Vizier, Fuad

Pacha, it will very likely be a work of some

efifect.

Associated Arts' Institute. — The usual

spring conversazione took place on Saturday

evening last, and was attended by about three

hundred ladies and gentlemen, Professor West-

macott, R.A., the President, among the number.

The conversazione was held in the gallery at pre-

sent appropriated to the Exhibition of the So-

ciety of Female Artists, the works in which

formed the most attractive feature of the even-

ing. The musical programme was well sus-

tained by Miss Alice Elton and Miss Annie King

(pianistes), and Miss Goodall, Mdlle. Tourrier,

Herr Anglyalfi, and Mr. Maltby (vocalists).

Compensation Awards against Bailway Com-
panies.—At the Midland Railway meeting on

Monday, at Derby, the chairman, Mr. Hutchin-

son, complained bitterly of the heavy damages
awardid by juries as compensation for injuries

to passengers. The amount which they had had

to pay in compensations was larger than in any

previous half year, and it was most desirable

that the attention of the Legislature should be

directed to the subject of limiting the liability

of companies aa to the amount recoverable.

The subject was a most unpopular one, no

doubt, but he thought that a maximum sum
ought to be fixed by law beyond which no pas-

senger ought to be able to recover, unless he

bad paid a special percentage with hia ticket.

The operation of Lord Campbell's Act was a

crying injustice to railway companies.

Iron Under Heat and Sfeain.—Mr. Gore

has noticed a new fact in the behaviour of iroa

under the influence of heat and strain. A
strained iron wire was heated to redness by a

current of voltaic electricity, and then tho cur-

rent being diacoiitinued, was allowed to cool. It

was observed that there arrived a moment in

the process of cooling at which the wire suddenly

elongated, and then gradually ahortened, until it

became perfectly cold, remaining however per-

manently elongated. No othor metal besides iron

exhibited this peculiarity, which Mr. Gore attri-

butes to a momentary molecular change; and he

points out that this change would probably

happen in largo masses of wrought iron, and
would come into operation in various oases

where those masses are subjected to the conjoint

influence of heat and strain, as in various

engineering operations, the destruction of build-

ings by fire, and other cases. The phenomenon
deserves a further investigation, since every fact

relating to iron is of importance to us.

The Langham Sketching Club.—The second

conversazione will take place on Saturday,

March 6. It is expected that there will be an

unusually good show of pictures and sketches on

tho occasion, as many of the works intended for

the exhibitions of the Society of British Artists

and the Water Colour Societies will be lent for

the occasion.

Mr. Peabody's Gifts to the Poor of London.

—The trustees have just issued their statement

for the year 1868. It showa that the original

fund of £150,000 has been increased by rents

and interest ou unexpended capital to the extent

of £23,313 93. Sd., making the sura total at the

end of December, 1868, £173,313 93. 3d. in land,

buildings, and cash in band. During the year

which h;i3 just ended, a fourth range of build-

ings, forming Peabody-aquare, was erected iu

Victoria-street, Westminster. They were com-

pleted at the end of December, and contain 235

rooms, fully occupied by 38a individuals. There

is a large list of applications for future vacan-

cies. The total population of all the buildings

now completed by the trustees is 1,971. The trus-

tees have posseased themselves of two other sites,

at Chelsea and Barmondsey, and are devising

plans for the erection of buildings thereon and
elsewhere. Under tho second trust deed of

January, 18GC, Mr. Peabody placed in the hands

of the trustees a further sum of £100,000. This

will bucome available for objects of the trust in

July next. To this second trust Mr. Peabody, ou

December 5 last, made a further donation of the

value of £100,000, which is comprised in a valu-

able tract of land at Brixton, of about 15 acres,

costiug £16,311 163. 3d., 5,642 shares in the

Hudson's Bay stock, and cash £5,405, to com-
plete the £100,000.

Stained Glass Windows.—A movement has

been set on foot by a section of the Evangelical

party against the introduction of music and

painted windows iu churches. In order to carry

out the object, a sum of money has been given

lor a prize essay, and the adjudicators appointed

are the Dean of Kipon (Dr. M'Neile), the Rev.C.

J. Goodheart, rector of Wetherden, and Dr.

Adair Crawford.

The Liverpool Timber Trade.—A consider-

able falling ott'iu the timber trade of Liverpool

is exhibited as compared with that of previous

jeara. Prom British America 332 vessels, with

a gross tonnage of 288,0/9, arrived in the

Mersey, and from the Baltic 97 vessels, with

33,943 tona. Theae flgurea show a decrease

with respect to British America as compared

with 1867 of 37 ships and 19,290 tons, and with

the Baltic—^notwithstanding an increase of four

ships—a decrease of 78 tona. The total quantity

of timber imported duriug 1868 measured

2 2,341,000 cubic feet.

Liverpool.—At the fortnightly meeting of the

Architectural Society, on Wednesday even-

ing, a paper was read by Mr. Samuel Hug-

gius, entitled, " Concluding Series of Letters

from Shakaperia" of Soamozzi Smith, Esq.,

architect, descriptive of the civil and ecclesiastical

architecture, and other art monuments, and in-

cideutally of the institutions, manners, customs,

religion, and philosophy of that city. Written

to his friends in London, Liverpool, &c., during

the summer and autumn of 1915-16. Illustrated

by sketches of the more remarkable buildinga

taken on tho spot. Jlr. Huggina has already

partially described this wonderful city, aa many
of our readers probably remember.J
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Latu and Plaster Ceilings.—What might
have been a fatal accideut recently ooourreil at

St. James's Church, Holloway. A portion of the

ceiling got disconnected, and many heavy pieces

of plaster fell into the pulpit, only a short time
after Divine service. We are told that the

church was "very substantially rebuilt" in

1851 ; but the cause of this breakase appears

to have been that the laths had been placed

too closely together, not allowing sufficient

" key " for the plaster.

The Amalgimated SociETr op House Deco-
KATOUs AND Painteks.—We learu from the first

annual report of this society that hitherto the

trade societies of decorators and painters have
not been iu a healthy condition. They have,

however, now combined, and their society is

similar in institution and purpose to that of the

amalgamated engineers, and the amalgamated
carpenters, joiners, and masons. The operative

decorators and painters have a long way to

travel before they can rival in energy, numbers,
and prosperity either of those amalgamated
societies. The report, however, for the first

year is favourable, and the general secretary,

Mr. G. Shipton, who uppears to be the right

man in the right place, is hopeful if not enthusi-

astic.

Tenders.—Tenders are sometimes ourions

things, and tenderers must sometimes be curious

people. The tender of £400 was the one ac-

cepted at Shoreditch for watering the western
division of the parish. The tender of another

firm for the very same Wuik was£l,900. Again,
the same firm otJeied to water the eastern div-

sion for £2,000, which the successful contractor

nndertook to do for £505 ; more than £2,000
less.

Testimonial to a Contractor.—On Satur-

day last the workmen in the employ of Mr. John
Thomson, the contractor for the New University

Buildings at present erecting at Gilraore Hill,

Glasgow, presented that gentleman with a testi-

monial consisting of a handsome gold watch,

chain, and pencil-case, as a mark of esteem and
gratitude for the great interest taken by him iu

the welfare and social condition of his employes.
Mr. Thomson, in his reply, assured the men of

the great value he sliould attach to such a gift,

coming as it did from a body of over a thousand

men, and congratulated them on the satislactory

progress of the work on which they had been
employed.

Boards of Abb.tration for Leeds.—A oor-

ference was held in Leeds, on Wednesday night,

on the propriety of the establishment of Boards
of Arbitration in the rooms uf the Chamber of

Commerce. Mr. F. Farrand, who had, as a,

workman, been connected with, and assisted in

the establishment of the now celebrated Hosiery

Board at Nottingham, gave some useful details

respecting the difficulties which had there to be
encountered. An interesting discussion took

place in reference to the most practical plan

npon which to form a board in Leeds. The
unanimous feeling of those present seemed to be

that it would not be wise to attempt too much
at once ; that a gener.il board .should be first

formed, in order that a means should be in exist-

ence to arbitrate on any question ordispnte that

might be referred to it; whilst the establishment

ol boards iu each individual trade should be en-

couraged, as a natural outgrowth of the adoption

of the principle iu the general board. The meet-

ing was adjourned for one month, in order that

the representatives of tho Chamber of Com-
merce should lay the matter before tho Council

at its next meeting, and that tho Chamber of

Industry and the Leeds Trades' Council should

ascertain the opinion of the trades.

Art and Industrial Exiiieition for Dehby-
6UIRE.—A committee has beeu formed, under the

presidency of tho Duko of Devonshire, K.G., for

the purpose of getting up an art and industrial

exhibition, to beholden at the Drill Hall, Derby,
in the autumn. The exhibition will include

paintings, sculpture, and other works of art, lent

by the nobility and gentry
;
portraits and works

of Derbyshire worthies ; tho fictile, textile, and
otheraris of Derbyshire ; and tho arcliojology, tho

geology, the mineralogy, the natural history,

and the arts and manufactures of the county.

From the influentiil assistance promised, this ex-

hibition bids fair to be a great success both
financially and as an exhibition of art. Mr. Wil-

liam Bemrose, jnu., of Derby, is the hon. sec. of

the Fine Arts Committee,

Copper v. Brass Chains for Suspending
Gaseliebs.—Correspondents in the Times direct
attention to the danger of employing brass
chains for suspending gaseliers, from the liability

of certain varieties of the metal to expansion by
exposure to the atmosphere, and tho consequent
descent of the gaselier and escape of gas.

Copper chains aro recommended as efficient sub.
stitutes.

Royal Scottish SocietTop Arts.—An ordinary
meeting of this society was held at Edinburgh
on Tuesday evening. A communication was
read from M"-. T. Claxton Fidler, C.E., London,
on the question of ruling gradients, the same
being a relativo note to the paper on "Light
Railways," by Mr. Cockburn Muir, which was
read at the last meeting. Mr. Hart exhibited in

action .1 system of electric bells and fire alarms,
which he explained might be usefully employed
in connecting different departments of ware-
houses or other establishments ; in giving the
alarm in the eveut of fire breaking out, or the
premises being entered by thieves ; and on rail-

ways, by giving warning of the approach of

trains. He remarked, among other things, that

the bells might be made to give an alarm at a
distance of two miles. Mr. Edward Sang,
F.R.S.li]., read a suggestion for an improvement
in the Selenograph, which concluded the business
before tho meeting.

Cljips.

Gustave Dore is engaged on a large picture repre-
senting the death bed of Kossini.

The theatre at Cologne has* been burnt to the
ground ; the man in charge of the building, his

wife, and five children perished in the flames.

We are glad to see it stated thiit Mr. Millais,

R.A., whose serious illness has greatly alarmed his

friends, is now pronounced out of danger.

A committee has been formed in Launceston, for

the purpose of making a new bathing-pool and the
building of a new townhall.

Mr. Samuel Charke has been reappointed in-

spector of nuisances and sanitary inspector of the
Norwich Board of Health, at a salary of £200 per
annum.

The election of a successor to Mr. Wilkinson, in

the local surveyorship of Malvern, takes place to-

day. Mr. Matthew A. Pureell, C.E., author uf

"l^urcell's Geological Tables," &c., is one of the

candidates.

A local journal, reporting the laying of the
foundation stone of a new Wesleyan Chapel at

Batley , says, *
' the style of architecture is not yet

decided upon, but will probably be Italian." The
ai-chiteot is cert.ainly rather late in making up his

mind.

Mr. Currey, the architect of St. Thomas's Hos-
pit.al, is to bo tho first chau-man of tho General
Accident Company.

It is said th.at a Parisian glass manufacturer has
succeeded in producing glass threads so fiexible and
tenacious that they can be used as ordinary sewing
thread.

The Working Men's Club and Institute Union
have resolved to postpone their contemplated
" Workmen's International Exhibition " until 1870.

It is said that Mr. T. Hughes intends to intro-

duce a me.isure based upon the minority report of

the Trades' Union Com:

The first turf of the new lino of railway, to

extend from Golspie to Helmsdale, and which is

being constructert at the solo cost of tho Duke of

Sutherland, was cut on Tuesday week, at Ulyno-

Hamilton, N.B.

A deputation from the Workmen's Technical

Education Committee, consisting of Mr. H. Pratt,

Mr. T. Patorson, and Mr. E. Lees, F.8.A., had an
interview with the Lord President of the Council,

at the Privy Council Office, Whitehall, on Tuesday,
on the subject of providing scientihc education for

workmen.

Mr. W. 15. Scott is engaged in tho prep.aration of

a scries of designs to be employed for tho decora-

turn of two of tho large windows ou the staircase

iu tho South Kensington Museum. Tlicse designs

aro intended to illustrate the arts and crafts of

civilized life.

A French inventor states that he can so cleanse

printed paper as to make it suitable for receiving a

fresh impression. He states that by immersing
the printed sheet in a slight alkaline solution the

ink disappears, aud leaves the sheet of a pm-e spot-

less white.

It is Mr. Leighton's intention to bequeath to the
Royal Academy, for the use of the students, the
whole of the large collection of his studies in land-
scape which .adorn his painting-room, and were
made during various travels in the East, Greece,
Spain, and the islands of the Mediterranean. The-
works in question comprise about forty pictures in
oil, some of them from rarely-seen locahties.

Mr. L.ay.ard, Chief Commissioner of Works, has.

sanctioned a proposition for carrying an U'on raihng
7ft. high rounti the Regent's Park in lieu of
the present dwarf fence. 'The rails will be of tho
ordinary common spike shape, and consequently,
says the Owl, extremely ugly.

Tho St. Pancras Vestry are arlvised by their

Gencral purposes Committee to gnant an annuity
of £175 to Mr. Pl.aw, the late ve.stry clerk. Mr. T.
E. t;ibh was elected almost unanimously to fill tho
vacancy.

The Hackney guardians have received from the

Poor-law Board their plans for enlarging thoir

workhouse, so as to accommodate 350 able-bodied
paupers. The alterations made are not consider-

able. Messrs. Webb and Son's tender of £9,3t!f>

foi the carrying out of the works has beenaccepted.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING
WEEK.

Monday.—Royal Institute of Britisli Architects.

—

Special General Meeting of ^Members only
for the Award of Medala and Pi-izea.

Entomological Society, Y.

Tuesday.—Institution of Civil Engineer?.— •* Ou Sink-
ing Wells for the Foundations of Piera of the
Jurana Bridge, Delhi Railwav," by Mr. J.

Bell, M. Inst C.E., and "Description of
Apparatus for Escavating the Interior of and.

for Sinking Iron Cylinders," bv Mr. J. Milroy,
Assoc lust. C.E., at 8.

Anthropological Society, at S.

Royal Institution.— " On the History aiii^

Results of Comparative Philology," by Hev.
F. W. Farrar, M.A., F.R,S.

Wednesday.— Society of Arts.—"On the Adaptation
and Extension of Present Means for the
promotion of Scientific Instruction," by II.

H. Sales, Esq.

Teiursday.—Royal Institution.
—"On Respiratiou ami

jfs luliuence on the Huatt," by Dr. J.

Harley.
Linuean Society, at 8.

Friday.—Architectural Association.— " Ou Reiief

Sculpture Versus Fresco Fainting,'' by P. A.
Nairne. F.R.G.S.

Royal Institution.—"On the Latest Discoveries

made in Astronomy, made with the Spectrum"
by W. Huggius, F.H.S.

Saturday.—Associated Artslnstitute. — " On Criticism"
by a. A. Hart, R.A.

Ipiitcuts for Itibciitlons

CONNECTED WITH TUB BULLDINO TRADK

19G1 J. J. and J. BOOTH. Apparatus for the
Cutting OR Duewsing of Stone, Etc. Dated June lii,

18(58.

This invention relates, first, to when using lever hclJers,

for the cuttera used iu the cutting or dre.«siug of stone, U>
giving motion to such cutters by mechanic;!! means, so that

the opposite sides or cutting edges of them may be used
alternately. Second, the improvements relate to meaus ot
giving support to thin slabs of stone during the action
thereon of the cutters. Third, the improvements I'elate,

when aeiies of tables carrying stone to be cut by suitable

cutters are caused to travel round a centre of motion, to
causing such tables to he actuated so that the stone thereou
may move to the action of the cutters acting thereon iii

sti-aight or other lines, diverging from a direct ciicular

motion, so as to aflbid facilities for varying the character of
the cut produced. Fourth, the improvements relate to giving
vibratory or £iltei"uatiug transverse motion to tables carrying,

stone during the cutting thereof by suitable cutters, i'he

invention is not doscribediu detail apart from the di'awings.

—Patent completed.

2307 H. FEAR. DooR Springs. Dated July 22, 1S6S.

At the lower part of the a\is on whicb the door turns is

a double incline, aud a roller carried by a vertical slide-

bears upon the said double incline. On the top uf the slide

a series of fiat springs press, the tension of which may be
increased ovdiuiinisi.ed by means of a screw acting upon,
them near their fixed ends. When the door is opened, in
one or otlier direction, one or other of tlie inclines de-
scribed raises tlie roller and slide, thereby bringing tho flat

springs into action and when thedooris at liberty to move,
the pressure of tlio roller ou the incline brings tho door to

its closed position.—Patent abandoned.

229:1 W. T. HAMILTON. Dovetailing IIachi.ve. Dated
July 22, 18C8.

Tho principle of thie machine is this. A disc carrying a
circular saw is mounted upon an axle capable of recipro-

cating na it rotates in its bearings. The movement of this

disc is 80 governed, that the saw shall be always iu a
vertical plane, and, by its sweep, cut away the material
ofl'erL-d tti It in a triangular form. The mounting of the
di^f I ir| -M 1 iir |ii 111. iple of a uuiversal joint, the inner
nil 111 • ^ tiLC to turn upon a pin passing through
thi.'

.

M . .libc or outer member is free to turn.

up'iit ;i 1 Iv i'lii
I
,i--ing through the inner member. These

pins arc at right augles to each other, but iu the same
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1 tbu3 free to i

: maintains them always in a

; upon two pivots provided

plane. The disc, and with it the saw,

in every direction, but a rim or strap

cumference or side of tl

vertical plane, either h_ ..

in the frame, one above and the other belovy wioBiiw, ui u,

working in a horizontal slot at the back of the saw When

the material is passed up the front of the saw vertically, a

tail will be cut. When the material is advaucedeiiawi^e oi

horizontally upon the saw, the interval between t"° P'^^

will be out, the circular effect of the saw being rectified by

a small vertical movement of the feeding table.—l-atent

upleted.

irabe fletos.

IlAMSciTE. -For addition to No. 2, Augusta-terrace, for

Mr Chapman. Mr. .1. R. CoUett, architect:—

W. Osborn (accepted) flSl

Rhyl Dlsteict Water Company.—For providing valves

and special pipes, and laying cast-iron water pipes, l^harles

H Eelve, Esq,.. C.E., 23, Lord-street, Liverpool;—

Contract No. 3, for valves and special pipes.

Guest and Chiiuies £383 11 o

Hamilton, Woods, and Co 293 9 6

B. Sharp 205 13

Laidlaw and Sons' Schedule of Prices.

Contract No. 4, for laying cast iron water pipes.

Abraham and Richards 3755

W Burrows 2616

T 'stone ...'..'. ''^5

G. George'.'.'.'.'.'. 2174 8 1

Pearson Leo -l"" "

TENDER?.

BiRMlNOHAM WoRKiioosE SCHOOLS.—For erecting school

'ouildings at the workhouse ;
—

Hardwicke and Sou ^^win
Moffatt S9b9

W. andJ. Webb 8';';''

Barnsley and Sons S^**^

Jones SSOl)

Surman ^.Jb^

Creswell and Sons 8'29

Palmer and Son 8ii38

PriggsandSon S^S5

Horsley Brothers S*'^

Trow and Sons 8312

Jeffery aud Pritchard 80o0

Deptpobd.—For paving and making up the road.and

footways of Manor-road :

—

Lord s^"""

Fisher 23:i5

Hobbs , -^^:;

Rutlev
Etheridge
Mowlem(acoepted)
Bead

W. F. ,ron 9
1!)jO

1862 4 10
17(i7

1653 13 2

2121)

1995
1950

Derbt.-For erecting now hoteland olBces for the Derby

improvement and Hotel Company (Limited) ;

—

First Second
Division. Division. Total.

Ixiwe and Sons. Burton £8500 ...£4900 ...£13,400

J. GacUby, Dorby 7575 ... 48(3 ... 12,407

Wade Brother..... 7703 ... 4597 ... 12,300

Edwin Thompson, Derby 71i5 ... 4824 ... 11,999

R. Dennett aud Co., Nottiug-

ham 7046 ... 4651 ... 11.697

Messrs. Slater and Co 7062 ... 4ir5 ... 11,650

Stephenson aud Weston, Not-
tingham 7163 ... 4316 ... 11,478

E.Diiaintoy, Derby (accepted) 6154 ... 3920 ... 10,374

- For alterations and erecting building to

S. C. Aubrey, Esq., archi-Mare-street chapel, Hackney.

'

>Jagle £1534

High 1-t''"

Cowland V|0
Ennor I'i'H

Sherman It74

Merritt and Ashby (accepted) 1171

Naylor Brothel's

J. Taylor
^y. Chester
Scott aud lidivards

J Couwav iim., (rock cutting '.is

per lineal v.ii.lej.tia) 1620

Kdlett aud Hall loSO 8

Dixou aud Sleight 15^6 10

Fawkes aud M.uid 1513 15

Walker and Taylor 1250

J.Stevens 1^20

lURNHAM (near Maidstone).-For erecting i

1, for P. Meers, Esq., Bearatead. Mr. J. Kel

r. Quantities supplied;—
Anscomb ... ^
Brazier and Son
Brooks
Motley
Shr ibsole...

BashoU
Goldliuch

and laying out of their burial ground in Fiilhara fields. A.

.J. Robert?, clerk to the burial board, 1, Grove-terrace,

Hammersmith.
St. James, Westminster.—March 4.—For the perform-

ance of the masons' and paviois' work, and for the supply

of broken and unbroken granite and other stone. E.

Buzzard, vestry clerk, Vestry Hall, Piccadilly.

Sr. James, Westmisster.—March 4. -For supplying

carts, horses, aud men, for watering the streets. Jfi.

Buzzard, vestry clerk. Vestry Hall, Piccadilly,

Thoroton, n:
"

restoring aud
Hakewell, archil

viEST Ham,
chairs, tables, .

W'ilsou, clerk, T<

Hackni

opa thti p:

M.arch ll.-F.

NoTT3.—March 0.—For
rish church. Mr. J. 11.

'Il„m-street, London, W.
;i. -For the supply of
I'liwuhall, Stratford. C.

Hi, B.
the supply of ballast.

Phillips..

Knight ..

Wood

COMPETITIONS.

Royal Acidemv of Arts.—National Gallery.—For the

best painting in oil, or model and design in painting,

sculpture, and architecture. The gold medal and the dis-

courses of Presideuta Reynolds, West, &c. ; and for the

best copies of drawings, models from life, the

landscape perspec',

ber I.
, , ,_.

Clifton, Bristol.—The Guthrie scholarship.

£50 a year, and £20 added,

of £60, aud
secretary. ti t_ .

Belgium Academy of Art.s and Sciesoes.—For best

enijuiry (essay) and report on the period at which^arch"

The silver medals, (&c., Novem-

Value,
scholarships

of £2.5, at Midsummer. Apply to the

the Low Countries became elJ'ected by Italiau

iliuence. Premium, 1,000 francs, about £40.

Rotherham.—March 15. -For plans for the erection of

publichosuital aud dispensary. Premiums of £75, £5 0,

id £25. J. Bariiis, houoiary secretary.

Kingsto-v-on-Thami;^ (Queen Elizabeth's Grammar

HAMP^EAD.-Fpr erecting workshpps_,at6^ud7,Eden-(Schc^^_^ Ki^ 0^1:^5'^'^:^,^^:
street, Hampstead-road, for T. H. BayUs, Esq.

Kichardson aud Waghorn, architects :—
.and Son £1293

Eaton aud Chapii 1195

Gammon and Sons IISI

Scrivenerand white HIS
Foster H'OO

Merritt and Ashby (accepted) 9a7

i-imK.N'OE'j (Bucks). — For reconstructing thereof of

glieudeu .Manor House. Bucks, the property of the Right

1. B. Disraeli, M. P. Mr. A. Vernon, arohitei

Cr,

... £765

116

150

Lever
Wilkius 620

Honour 615

Wheeler 5'J8

Hilchcock 695
Woodbridge 66)10
Spicer B16
Laoey 610
Ward 500
Fincher 46S

Fierce (accepted) 4.0

Leicester.—For erecting new entrance lod;

of gates, &c, ." to Lindrid,

'O. shore, Esi^. Jlessrs.

4ect8 ;—
Dnxbury (accepted) £251

London. — For alterations to 37, Noble-street.

Benjn. '1 abberer, architect

,
" exclusive

lester, for H.
Stanuai'd aud Co., archi-

Larke 487
Crabb and Vaughan 485

London.—For alienations to 59, Eedcross-street. Mr.

Eeujn. Tabberer, architect;

—

Whittingham 595

L:irke 537

Perry 545

Hodrup 480

Crabb and Vaughan 445

Bostel 396

Bottomley 380

Watford (Herts). -For erecting a shop and dwelling

house. Mr. FiankE. Thicke, architect, 37, Norfolk street.

Strand :

—

Chalk £5-0
Waierman 600
Wilkius 654

Snell 5:i0 4 8

Hailey 617 12

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BUILDING
ESTIMATES.

The Commissiokeksof W..BK3 andPoblic Buildings.

—March 5. — For the ordinary works and repairs to public

buildings in ihe London District. G. Russell, secretary,

13, Whitehall place, S.W. ^ „
Hull.— .March 6.—For building St. SUas Church, Hull.

R. G. Smith, architect, Guildhall Chambers, Hull.

Faknham Local Board, SubRey.—March 15.—For the

construction of a new bridge over the river Wey, and the

formation of certain roads in connection therewith. E.

Mason, clerk, Faruham.
Midland Railw.4V.—March 15 —For the erection of a

warehouse near the Trent Station. J. Williams, secretary,

Derby.
Folkestonf. (Kent).—March 8.-For the restoration of

the chancel, aisles, south trausepts, and ground floor of the

tower, of the parish church. Mr. E. Christian, 8a, White-

hall-place.

Shoreditch.—March 9. - For masons' and paviors work.

Mr. W. G. Davis, Towuhall, Old-street-road.

Town Mallino.—March 11.—For maintenance and re-

pair of roads. Mr. W. S. Norton, clerk to the board. Town
Mailing.

Pabi.sh of Lambeth.—March 6. -1st, for the supply of

men, horses, aud carts, for watering the roads; 2nd, for

slopping and cleansing work ; 3rd, for the supply of granite,

flints, gravel, paving materials, &c., : 4th, for the execu-

tion of masons' aud paviors' work. T. RolTe, vestry clerk.

Vestry Hall, Ivenuiiig oii-green.

Poi'LAR.—March 6.—For masons' work, for supply of

Bombay stone, gravel, flints, &c ; for repairs of sewers,

jobbing works, Sc. ; for scavengering aud watering ;
aud for

collection of dust, aihes, isc. S. J. Barth, clerk to board.

East India Doeks-ro.id.
_

Wimbledon —Morley's Convalescent Hospital.—For

earthworks, &c. T. Crawley, 23, Thavies-inn, B.C.

Portsmouth.—March 17.—For the construction of a

cast-iron outfall sewer. S. J. Elliott, clerk to the Local

Board, Landport Hall, Aruudel-street, Portsmouth.

Guildford —March 8. For sinking a cyliuder to the

chalk rock and boring for water. Clerk to the local

board.
Southern Hospital, Liveupool,— March 10.—For the

erection of a new hospital in Caryl-street, Hill street,

Grafton-street, and a proposed new street, Toxtoth Park.

Messrs. Culshaw and Sumuers, architects, Bumford-couit,

Liverpool.
Hammebsmith.—March 8— For the formation of road-

ways, pathways, aud for the surface drainage, levelling.

shingle, hoggin and flints, laying York paving and granite

curbing aud repairs, working the water carts, gas fittiugs,

cartage, for new road, and sewer works. R. Ellis, clerk to

the board, Towuhall, Mare-street, Hackney.

Cheltenham WATERWORiis Company.—March 13.—Con-
tract No. 2, for the erection of an engine aud boiler house

aud chinluey, and constructing sabsiding and pure water

tanks, filter beds, <fcc. Contract No. 3, for the erection of

cast-iron service reservoir, &c. Mr. W. H. Gwinnett,

clerk to the company, Cheltenham.
Helmsi.ey. -March 13.—For the masonry and carved

work for a memorial to the late Lord Feversham. Messrs.

Pearson aud Palmer, hon. secretaries, Helmsley.

Twickenham. —March 9. -For ornamental post aud
horizontal bar fencing, for enclosing the Public Recreation

Grounds on the Hanworth and Hampton-road. W. Uus-

ton, clerk to the local board, Twickenham.
United Land Company.—March 6.—For the execatioa

of drainage works aud roadmaking on their Sheerness

estate, East Keut. Mr. C. L. Gruaeisen, secretary, 33, Nor-

folk-street, Strand, W.C.
United Land Company.—March 6.—For the execution

of drainage works and roadmaking on their North London
estate. Upper Holloway. Mr. C. L. Gruneiseu, secretary, 33,

Norfolk-street, Strand, W.C.
March 13,—For the supply of materials for the repair of

convict prisons. Thedirectors of con. ict prisons, 45, Parlia-

ment-street, S.W.
St. Mary, Islington.—March 5.—For day and jobbing

work in connection with the sewers. J. Layton, vestry

clerk, vestry offices. Upper-street, Islington.

LiiKDs.—March 1.—For excavating aud paving the bed

of the Beck, building retaining and fence walls, culverts,

&.C. ilr. C. A. Curwood, town clerk, Leeds.

Leed.s. — March2.—For glazed stoneware, sewage pipes,

ironwork for sewers, sewering, laying downstoneware pipes,

brick aud iron guUeys, house drains, &c. Mr. C. A. Cur-

wood, town clerk, Leeds.

WiMBO KNE.—March4. —For paying the town with Keinton

stone, and other works. Mr. R. Polden, district surveyor,

Wimborue.
Lo.NGDON and Eldersfield.—March 3.—For the widen-

ing and deepening about eleven miles of ditches. Mr. F.

Moore, clerk to the board, Tewkesbury.
SKiRcoAr.—March 3. —For the erection of sis cottages.

Mr. F. Bodley, 60. Wellington-road, Todmorden.
Teddikuton.—JVIarch 13 -For the erection of a church.

Mr. Goodchild, architect, 0, Duke-street, Adelphi.

St. Mauylebone.—March 11. -For the supply of glazed

stoneware sewage pipes, bends, junctions, &c. W. E.

Greenwell, vestry clerk. Court-house, St. Marylebone.

St. Marylebone.-March 11.—For the removal of slop

and sweepings from the streets, roads, Ac. W. E. Green-

well, vescrv .'li-rk. Court-house, St. Marylebone.

St. M\i\ I
'.( March 11.—For bricklayers', plaster-

ers', sl,ir, I
'I - and general buUders' work; supply

of hoi -f ,; ..livers; also for the supply of gravel,

cemeut, l....ii.,o :j.i.;.iat, saud, bricks, lime, &c. ; for the

supply of timber and deals, ironwork for s.wers, coal, i&c.

W. E. Greenwell, vestry clerk. Court-house, St. Mary-

lebone.
.

Finsbury Sch ol DlSTRiCT.-Por the erection of budd-

ings at Upton, West Ham, Essex. Mr. F. Peck, architect,

15, Furnival's-inn, W.C.
March >.—Foranew farmOustead at West Wide Open;

also for rebuilding and repairing one at North-mason.

Mr. Hedley, laud agent, &:., vVoatmoreland-terrace, New-
castle.

Clevedok.—March 3.-Nor the erection of two shops

and complete restoration of two dwelling houses. Mr. T.

P. Wilco<, 13, Frederick-place, Clifton.

Staleybridge.—March 4.—For the erection of public

baths. Messrs. Paull aud Robinson, aichitocts, 1, St.

Peter's-square, Manchester.

Came .UDOE.—March 16.—For theorection of a new block

of buildings in the grounds of Jesus College. A. Water-

house, architect. 8, New Cavendish-street, W.
Caisior Union.—March 11.—For cooking apparatus,

hot water supply, &c. G. D. Haddesley, clerk to the

guardiani
St. Matthew, Bethnal-green.—March 4.—For

_
the

supply of fifty cast-iron lampposts, aud fifty oast iron

guUey gratings. R Voss, vestry clerk, vestry offices,

Chiirch-row, Bethnal Greeu-road.

Metropolitan Board of Works,—March 13 -For the

supply of oil, tallow, whits cotton waste, and other articles.

J. Pollard, clerk. Spring gardens.

St. Pancras.-March 1.- For the supply of water carts,

hoKcs, &e., removal of road sweepings, supply of granite

and ra^, supply of gravel aud otiier roadway materials

;

evecution of masons' and piviors' work. C. Worrell,

clerk to the dep.irtment of works, 10, Edward-street, St.

Sr. Pancp.as. -March.—For the removal of coal ashes,

dust, iSlc. C. Worrell, clerk, 10, Edw.ird-sti6et, St.

Babnoi.eswick.—March 12.—For the construction of

the entire woi'ks (B.\cept rails and chairs) of the

Barnoldswick Kadway. Henry Wait, secretary, Bam-
oldswiek.
Barnsley Gas Works. -March 4 -For the construc-

tion of a retort house, engine and boiler houses, purifying

house, meter house, chimuey, cottage, and other ouildings

and works connected tliorewith. W. W. Hutchinson,

assistant secretary aud manager. Gas Oilice, Poatetraot-

road, Barnsley.

BvMPTo.-* (iJ.TOii) —March 2. —For the w,arming of the

Parisii Church, Rev. D. Adams, Bainpton, Farinsdou.

BORMLEM.—March 13.—For taking down aud rebuilding
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andOver House :Manufactory, with additionsi of gl

colour luilJ. Mr. G. B. Ford, architect, Bursleiu.

Calvkrlky.— March 10.—Foi the various woiks required

in the extenBion and general restoration of the church. T.

H. Healev, and F. Healey, architects, Bradford.

Cabdiff Gas- Light and Coke Company.- March 10.—

For the erection of a gasholder at the Grange Station, neai-

Cardiff. Hy. Boweu, engineer, Cardiff.

Tattenhall (near Chester).—March 12. - For the restora-

tion of the Parish Church. J. Douglas, architect, 6,

Abbey-square, Chester.

PROPERTY SALES.
February 15.

AttheMart.—Bylir.Whittiugham.-Freehold building

land, fronting Hindmau, Uphiud, and Barry roads, Feck-

ham rye, in 42 lots—sold (lots 1 to 232 comprised previous

salea), lot 27rl, £3S; lots 282 and 283, £40 each ; lot 313, £39;

lot 314, £38.
Freehold building land, situate in the Merton road,

Tooting, Surrey, in 44Iot3 :—Lot 1, £155; lot 2, £90; lot

3, £S0; lot 4. £40; lot 5, £40: lot 11, £40; lot 12, £40; lot

13, £38; lot 14, £3S ; lot 16, £425; lot 17, £80; lot 18, £83:

lot 19, £43; lot 20, £40; lots 21 to 25, £3Seach; lot 27, £37;

lots 35 and 36, £39 each.

By Messrs. Newsou and Stanley.—Leasehold house, shop,

and stabling, No. 207, Queen's road, Ualston, let at

£51 14e. 3d. per annum, term S7i yeara from 1841, at £9 per

annum—£655.
Leasehold house and shop. No. 209, Queen's road, Dalston,

let at £49 5s. per annum, term same as above, at £S per an-

num—£040.

By Messrs. Jackson and Sou.—Freehold tliree houses,

situate in the Court hill road, Lewieham—£2,280.
FeduuaryIG.

At the Mart.—By Messrs. Debenham, Tewaon, and Far-

mer.- Leasehold two unfinished residences, Nos. 9 and 10,

Florence villas, Feltham, Middlesex, term 99 years liom
1862, at £15 per annum-£400.
Leasehold groundrents, amounting to £12 per annum (for

41 years), secured on Nos. 10 and 11, Lovrer Queen street,

Islington—£185.
By Messre. Glasierand Sons.— Leasehold premises. No. 13,

Union street, Oxford stieet, and stubUug in Union street

yard, producing £184 per annum, term 40 years from 1S66,

at £6 6s. per annum—£2,7S0.
Copyhold residence, No. 198, Kennington Park road,

annual value £120—iil.Ot-O.

Copyhold two houses, Nos. 1 and 2, Kenuington place,

producing £4S 123. per annum—£640.

Leasehold five bouses, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 3^, and 15, White Hart
street, Kennington, producing £140 48. per annum, term 99

yearafi-om 1836, if two livessball eo long live, at i7 lOs. per

annum ; also two policies of assurance for £500 and £200—
£760.

Leasehold carcass. No. 4, Waverley terrace, Waverley road,

Park lane, Tottenham, term 99 yeais from 1867, at £5 per

annum—£50
By Messrs. Ventom, Bull, and Ellis.—Freehold two mes-

suages, Noa 4, and 5, Albert street, Cambridge road, Mile

end Old Town, producing £50 per annum—£680.
By Messrs. Peak and Kden.— Freehold house and three

cottages, situate in Winchelsea, near Rye, Susseai^producing

£35 per annimi—£520.
Freehold seven houses, Nr 8. 209, 2ll,and2]3, Green street,

and 1 to 4, Cross street, Bethnal green, producing £!J4 per

annum—£1,470.

By Messrs. Scobell and Jeukinson.—Policy of assurance

for £450 in the Economic Life Assurance Society, and one
for £200 in the British Mutual Life Assurauce Society, on the

life of a genUemau aged 47 year3-£6S.
February 17.

At the Mart.—By Messrs. J. and R. Kemp.— Leasehold

four houses, Noa. 14a, 15, 16, and 17. Little Albany street,

ReEteut's Park, producing £91 per annum, term 54 years

from 1S6S, at £14 per annum—£630.
Leaeebold house, No. 19, Little Edward street, Regent's

Park, let at £28 per annum, term 67^ years from 1808, at

£5 per annum—£285.

Leasehold house. No. 59, Regent's Park road, Jet at £50
per annum, term 60 years unexpired, at £9 per annum

—

jesso.
February 18.

At the Mart.—Ey Mr. J. Freyburg.— Leasehold cottage,

No. 68, Victoria place, Saudy hill, Woolwich, let at £12 per

andum, term 34 years unexpired -£120,
Leasehold cottage, No. 70, Victoria place, let at £12 per

annum—£lS0.
Leasehold cottage, No. 34, Plumstead road, term 5^ yeai-a

unexpired, producing £10 lOa. per annum—£2.

At the Guildhall Coffee-house.—By Mr. Mareh.—Lease-
hold residence, with stabling and grounds of 2^ acres, situate

facing the Common, Dulwich, term 36 yeara unexpired, at

£60 per annum-£l,180.
Leasehold house and shop, No. 11, Hill street, Dorset

aquaz-e, let at £32 per annum, term 72^ years from 1830, at

£6 per annum—£270.

Leasehold house and shop, No. 12, Hill street, producing

£49 83. per annum, term and grouudrentsimilartoabovo

—

£235.
Leasehold house and shop, No. 13, Hill street, producing

£49 8d. per annum, term and groundrout similar to above -

£225. ^
BATH STONE OF BEST QUALITY.

Bandell and Saondeb3, Quarrymen and Stone Mei-
chants, Bath. List of Prices at the Quarries and Depots;

also Cost for Transit to any part of the United Kingdom,
furnished on application to Bath Stuue Olllce, Curiam.
Wilts.—IAdVT.

I

BAlfKRUPTS.
TO surrender in BASINOHALrv-STBKET.

"William lligyins. Bridge-road, West Battersea, contrac-

tor, March 4, at 2 - Thomas lllsey, Seward -street, Goswell-

road, and King sfiuare, St. Luke's, engineer, March S, at

11—James Moore, Talbot-gruve, Notting-hill, house
paintei, March 8 - John Moorhouse, Whitcombe-streot,
Leicester-square, plumber, March 3—Thomas and Henry
Furuass, Warwick road. West Brompton, builders—David
Grey, Egbert-street, Regent's Park, carpenter, March 8, at

1—John Herbert Mayo, Cross-street, IsliugtoD, carxwuter,
March 8, at 12.

TO SURRENDER IN THE COUNTRY.

Charles Biggens Bainbridge, Joseph, and Thwaites
Watson, Coatham, Yorkshire, builders, March 8. at 11—
Henry Cresswell, Great Marlow, timber dealer, March 2,

at 11—Henry Dunn, Tynemouth. builder, March 11, at 12

—James Giles, Netley, builder, March 3, at 12.

NOTICES OF SITTINGS FOR LAST EXAMINATION.
April 8, J. R. Aldous, Grange-road, Bermondsoy, car-

pejiter—March 9, R. Ibbotson, Wittou, Laucaehire, bailder

—March 12, E. Walter, Balking, Berks, brick maker-
March 12, W. Leonard, Kilburn, timber merchant—March
23, S. Penfold, Great Dover street, house decorator-March
17, R. Martin, Darlington, builder—March 17, G. W.
Legg, Birmingham, painter-March 15, E. Williams,

Bristol, painter and glazier.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.
Yates and Thomas, Swinton, builders— H. and H. Bor-

ton, Uxbridge, plumbers and glaziers.

DECLARATION OF DIVIDEND.
T. Scott, Deptford bridge Iron Works, and Blackheath-

road, engineer, div. 78. 2d.

LATEST PRICES OF MATERIALS USED
IN CONSTRUCTION,

Dantzlc oftk 4 6 15

fir 2 10 4 U

Meraeiar 2 10 S ID

yellow p

'. Petersburg 7 10 8 10
Latbwood.Dantzic.fm B in 6 10

, quaUty. 16 17

St. Petersburg, yel. . . 10 15 12 15
Pinland 6 10 7
Memel 12 13
Gothenburg, yellow 8 9 15

Soderham 9 ly 10
Chriatianla, per C.,

12 ft. by 8 by 9 In.

y«Uow 10 10 12 10

PUBUOE Stone pr ton 6 8

Seal, pale per tuD ?S
Sperm body 68 100
Cod 41

2nd do 11 10 12 1(

Metalb.

R.%pf3eed, Kug, pale.
Cottoiiaeed . .

.

,, Spanish Soft do
Shot, Patent do

Sheftthing, & Bolt

Cake and Tough Ingot do

Yel. Metal Sheathing A Rode ....per lb

Staffordshire Bars.... .

7 Pige, at Qlasg. No 1
Sweeditih Bars .......

7 1?. fi 7 16
I> in

7 12

2 14
6 7 13

2 19

10 10 JO

7 16 0\
9 I „,

8 7 Of-'
7 16 O)

-.._ do 101 »
do lot

25 10
27

;, discount If laid apon the i:

15 15 10

N SALE, SECOND-HAND CHURCH
FITTING6. consiatiiig of abjiit HJi good pews, with fmiiied

us aud doors, and a pulpit imd renting' desk..—Aj'ply to Jouoi
us, builders.

o
diviB

T~"0~BULLDEKS^f be DISPOSED OF^
with immediate possession, the BUSINESS aud PLANT of a

BUILDER, where tht) trade has been canted on auccesstally for

many years, and a good prospect for future success still oilyra Itself.

A better opening for aa energetic man seldooi occurs.—Addieas, Mr.
C. Vouiig, builder, Ch-pplng Norton. Oxea.

BUILDING LAND to be LET, close to
tarnes Railway SUtion,—For i>articulars apply to Mr. Wood,

37, Hop Exchange, Southwark-atreet, S.E.

BUILDING^LAND to " LETT^ithiii a
short distance of Alexandra Palace. Muswelt-hlll. Advances

nuwie (If desired) as the works progress.—For plans and drawings,

apply to Mr. Treaidder, l-f. New Bridge-street, Blackfriars.

T BUILDERS.—Dulwich Estate.—The
Governor* are prepared to LET ou LEASE, for 84 years, por-

of their estate fur building purposes. There is ample railway
luuicattou, and special cducivtionRl advintagca In the new
e are secured to occu pk-rs of houses ou the estate. For plana

apply to Charles Barry, Eni-, 1. Westminater-
Victoria-stieet, S.\V„ architvut aud surveyor to Uie

FOR SALE, a BARGAIN", a nearly new
lO-horse power DOUBLE CYLINDER PORTABLE ENGINE.

—Apply to Powls, James and Co.. saw-mili engineers, Victoria

Works, Vine-street. York-road, Lambeth. London, S.

rno LAND SURVEYORS and ARCHI-

ued.- Address N. Z., Post lif.nl. Kn

ROYAL POLYTECHNIC-
Lentern Lectures on "Astronomy." hy Professor tepper,

next Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, at three; subject: * The
Earth, the Tides, the Seasons, the Moou "—" Singing aud Sensitive

Flames t"—"The Mysterious Haud " (the late>t illnsion of Messrs.

Peiiper and TobUi). — " EartlKiuakes." J. L. King,

Spectre fevrber," and " " ' *
"--•• i-

Robert Coote.—" The V<
tlie rivjLl ot Picco. 1 .

WANTED.

TO ARCHITECTS and SURVEYORS.—
WANTED, seriously, a CLERKSHIP in an Architeefs Office.

The advertiser haa had considerable experience, and ia thiiroughly
qualllled aa a practical and artistic draughtsman ; speciality for per-
ppectlve etching. Salary uioderate.—Address, Sub, oCAcd o£ the
Building News.

TOWN TRAVELLER for STOVES,
RANGES, aud CHIMNEYPIECES.-WANTED, a Gentle-

man who has been used tu calling on hilldcrs. tJnexceptioDHble
references required as to ability and inteitrity.—Apply by letter,

statini; age. qualidcations. and salary requited, to Couimerci&l, cari>

of Field and Tuer, 1:16, Minoriea, B.C.

WANTED, an AGENT, to SELL
PATENT BRICKS. Must give references and security.

LibL-ral commission given.- Apply, per letter in flrst iustiinco, to.

II. E. P.,oIficeof theEoiLDiso News.

WAREHOUSEMAN, with a thorough
Knowltdge of the Stove and Chimnoypiece Trade. —

WANTED, an active, respectable Man, to receive and deliver goods,

and Kenerally superintend the work. No one need apply who has
not tilled a similar situation. Unexceptionable references required.

—Addresa, in own handwriting, stating age. inalifloitlons, and
salary required, to ConimerciaJ, .care of Field aud Tuer, 136,
--

.riea. E.C.

FOR SALE, the LEASE, having:: 16 years
to run. of 42 a --res of vulufible BKIfK E.\RTH. at SonthaU.

Tiie'clay ia remarkably fine, aud produces the WBllknown Cowley
Stocks, the bricks already made being uusuriiassed, both as regard*

hardness and colour, by any clay in the neighbourhood of London.
Everything is in the bestworking order nud eight millionsof bricks-

The I plant for eleven i upon the
grouud. and the make oau be increased to teu millions annually.

The estate ia close to the SonthaU station of the Great Western
Railway, adjolDa the Uxbridge-road, and lies upon the Grand
Junction Cunal, with which it communicates by a dock and
tramway, Mr. Pearson, Ac^icia Cottage, will show the property, and

FREEHOLD BUILDING LAND, at
Twickenham Park, near Richmond Bridge.-To PRIVATE

GENTLEMEN and to BUILDERS.—To be LET, on leases (or 99
years, ou reasonable t rms, and with very liberal advances nude b7
the freeholder, if required, to responsible parties, whose references
are unexceptionable. The roads are made, main pipes for water and
gas are laid down on the entate, and sand and gravel on the site,

being the natural soil, the neighbonrhood bealthy and very select.

—

Particulars of F. Warburton Stent. Esq., architect. 11, Park-atreet,
Westminster. S.W. ; and Edward OnlUaume, Esq., solicitor, 186,
Fleet-street, E.C.

VTEW CROSS, HATCHAil PARK-
_Ll ROAD.—To be LEI' by TENDER, by the Haberda*here'
Company, on repairing lease for 21 years, SIX dubstanttal brick-
built DWELLINU-HUUSES, each containing six rooms, and capable
of being raised a storey, with a garden and fore court. Scaled
tenders are to be sent in not later th^tn twelve o'clock on Wednesday,
March 10. to Haberdashers' Hall. Giesham-street West. Particulars
with form of tender to be hful at the Hall; or of Mr. WiUiaua
Suooke. surveyor, 6, Dnke- street, London Bridge, S.E.

1

HOUSES may oceasionaUy be BOUGHT,
with theii- rent, through the Borough of Finsbury Perma-

neut Building Society, 394, City-road, E.C. Advances to any amount
at 4A per cent. Prospectus on application.

WHiRF PREMISES, Upper Thames-
street.-To be LET, by the Merchant Taylors' Company, on

lease for 21 years, the WHARF, fronting on the KiverThvmes in
Ancii or- alley. Upper Thames-street, known as " The British Copper
Company's Whurf."-For particulars apply at the clerk's office,

Taylors' HaU, Threalneedle-street.
SAMUEL FISHER. Clerk to the Company.

DESIRABLE BUILDING LAND.—TO «
be LET, upon building leases (tithe and land tax redennedj, "',

coutftiniug25 acres, possessing unusual advantages. It is attractively

situated on the banks of the Thames, having a valuible river

frontage of l.SOilft , with river wall just complete (which may now
he treated for in whole or part), withm two miles of Hyde Park-

comer. "The property has been carefully planned out. and complete
and eiEcient sewerage constructed.—Apply bylettertoT. B. S., No.
B, Lancaster- place. Strand, BALLiSr and SAND for SALE.

Nthe BEDFORD ESTATE.—Valuable
1,1 \-l, ..lid GOODWILL of a DRCORATyR ftUd

Ik I
I i; I I

~ In he DISPOSED OF. Ttie lease is for »
I'he trade is of areoiiinerAtive character.

, iM.i ;
I II . 1 I inlily bo secured. It i'* * mi >^t genuine cou-

,i ip.iiu.i ".i... o.i.y ou account of death Tli" premises aro
s and veiy well placed, biiug close to the Stiand.—App y to
Edwin Fox aud Bousfleld. 24, Greaham-stL'eet, Bank, E.C.

GRANITE. — MOFFAT and HARVEY
are prepared to execute promptly ORDERS for QR^NirS

BLOCKS, finely or roughly worked. Obelisks, He,ii .-atones. Ledgers,

and also for curb pitching and paving of every description.

—

Samples may be seen at their offices, 13, Old Jewry-chamhem,
Loudon.

GREAT SALE ! ! !—A CHANCE for
EVERYONE !!—The following articles, amongat others, are

to be SOLD:—

Singing Birds
Parrot*
Eggs-Cat
Ferret—Goats

Poultry
Rabbita
Bilkworms
Portrait

Klectrical Ma-
chines

Chemical Chest

Pedometer
Coronet
Violoncello
Natural History

Dressing Cases
Furniture
Peranihulatora
Filters

Concertinas
Music—Songs
Fishing Rod

Pencil Case
Pendant

Scent Bottle
Necklaces
Watches

and Muzzle, Piano

Dress Mat<>ria1s
Shawls—Lace
Trimmings
Drawings
Engravings
Photographs
Ferns
Bracelet

Plants

Globes
Cricket

CasU
Buckles
Chignon Combs
Cross

•The KXUllASGK aud" MART JOURNAL." A copy sent to any-

jne sending three 8t;imi>8 to 32, WELLlNGTON'-SIRtET, STRAND
I LONDON. W.C.

OuitAf
HariuoQium
Saddles
Carriages
Workbjzei
Tatting
Sewing Ma-
chines

Crochet
Wool Work

Materials
Patchwork
Patterns
Pai'ur K'kife

Human Bones
Billiard I'abla

Antebliiocular
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CONCERNING CLOCKS AND CLOCK
TOWERS.

NOT many weeks ago we reproduced a

paper on " Clocks, and the Structural

Arrangements made for their Display and
Preservation,"* by Mr.—now,with the>espect-

ful approval of his profession. Sir—Digby
Wyatt. In the essay to which we refer, the

accomplished author discoursed with singular

felicity and well-aimed purpose on the sub-

ject of clock-fitting and clock-tower con-

struction—topics on which architects and
horologists both need considerable enlighten-

ment, and in respect to which the professional

man and the manufacturer require to be
brought into more direct communication, and
to be better informed as to the nature and re-

lations of their several objects. It would be
difficult to add any useful particulars to those
so ably collated by Sir Digby Wyatt, except,

indeed, it were possible to carry the intention

of his admirable paper further into detaQ.

Without the co-operation of manufacturers of

great experience, however, this is impossible.

Perhaps it may be permitted us to remark,
en passant, that it would be for the mutual
advantage of architects and clock-makers if

some skilled member of the craft would take
up the practical branch of the subject where
Sir Digby Wyatt has left it, and supply the
specific information which he was unable to

obtain. A series of well-digested tables set-

ting forth the measurements, weights, and
prices of clocks of various construction would
be of signal use to the architect. But this by
the way. Our present purpose is to ask con-
sideration for another phase of the same [sub-

ject, the art aspect of clocks and clock towers.

Will any impartial and thoroughly candid
reader assert that he has often seen a satis-

factory clock or an elegant clock tower ? At
the mere mention of such a query not a few
clever and successful architects will doubtless
throw down this paper with an outburst of
highly commendable indignation. The writer
who can propose a (question so vast and
vague, and withal sceptical, must needs be an
upstart or an idiot ! Nevertheless, we can-
not but profess our firm conviction that if

there be apjns asinorum of architecture it is

the artistic treatment of a clock, and the pro-
duction of a pleasing and at the same time
really iiseful and appropriate design for a
clock tower. As a rule, clock dials are huge
circles filled with figures which have no pre-
tensions to beauty, and are displayed on some
available space in the waU of a building or
tower without bearing any definite re-

lation to the design of the edifice.
There is seldom an attempt to combine the
dial with the architecture, and when a
feeble eftbrt is put forth, it is limited to the
construction of a circular aperture on the
principle of an oriel window, into which the
face of the clock must be inserted with more
or less of incongruity. Now, it may be
accepted as a fundamental axiom that no
part of the internal or external surface of a
work of art making any pretensions to unity
of purpose and harmony of design can rea-
sonably be treated as separable in idea or
alienated from the ajsthetic purpose to
which it was originally applied in the con-
ception of the architect. If we mistake not,
Sir Digby AVyatt illustrated and enforced
this principle at some length in a paper read
before the Church Congress at Bristol. He
laid it down as a canon of art that, assuming
an architect to have designed his building
with due regard to wall space, it must needs
be fatal to the realization of his idea to inter-

• BoiLDiNG News, Not. 20 and Nov. 27, 1868

polate a window, or even to paint a picture

in perspective, which would have the effect

of destroying so much of the surface as it

covered. Whether or not we are right as to

the authority, the truth of the principle is

self-evident, and it is impossible to discover

any reason why a clock face should be sup-

posed to be an exception to the rule, or, in

other words, less foreign to the conception of

an edifice unless intentionally adapted to its

design, than any other object which meets
the eye, and so helps to make or mar the

general efi'ect. On the contrary, a conven-
tional clock dial is a peculiarly unarchitec-

tural and out-of-the-way sort of thing to

place on a building. The circular face, with its

radiating figures in the margin, and long

hands ever changing their position, may be
beautiful in itself, but when it comes to be
applied to a wall it almost always has the

appearance of being stuck on, and, there-

fore, incongruous. Sir Digby Wyatt said a

great deal about the necessity of making a

clock face easily discernible to the ordinary

foot passenger, and so arranging the circle

and surface oi the dial, with its hour spots

and hands, that the eye might fall directly

on the points which require to be seen at a
glance. This is a practical matter of

which it would be difficult to exaggerate

the importance. Meanwhile there are

other considerations equally important as

respects the art view of the question, and
therefore requiring no less careful notice.

For example, the conformation of the dial

itself. It is not necessary nor desirable that

an architect should start with the idea that

a clock face must needs always be round.

To the mind of a clockmaker no doubt any
other configuration of the dial, unless,

indeed, it be a parallelogram or a hexagon
with a circle carefully delineated in the centre,

may appear a monstrosity. It is, however,
quite possible that to the conceptive faculty

of an architect an idea something like the fol-

lowing might occur without creating any
enormous sensation. By way of illustration,

only, be it remembered, imagine the case

of a design in which it would be more con-

sistent and elegant, if it were only possible,

to display a clock in the opening of a vertical

or horizontal ellipse or in a quatrefoil or tre-

foil, what is to prevent the concealment of

the circular dial in or behind the visible wall,

and the inscription of legible figures at the
proper points on the margin of the non-
spherical opening ? Everybody knows that

in practice we do not look at the minute-
marks on a large dial, but estimate the
periods of time by a rapid process of mea-
surement performed almost instinctively. If,

therefore, the hours are indicated with suffi-

cient distinctness, and, of course, in the proper
relative positions, it is a matter of no moment
to the utilitarian purpose whether the dial be
circular or whether it be of some more elabo-

rate figure—such as a quatrefoil or trefoil, an
ellipse, or an equilateral or elongated paral-

lelogram, as may be required by the design.

The circumstance that the hands must be
veiled at their distal or free extremities,

and therefore appear of varying length
when working behind a non-circular opening,
otters no objection to the treatment, but, on
the contrary, may be taken into account, and
made to serve a useful purpose in the design.

It will be remembered that this particular
suggestion is only ottered by way of illustra-

tion, the sole object being to show that an
architectis notcompelled,and in practice ought
not, to assume that a clock-face is one of those
unmanageable things which are supposed to

be incapable of art treatment. As a matter of

fact, we believe designers are scared by the
scientific element of the clock dial. If this

be so, the awe originates in a fallacy. Giving
all the weight it deserves tc the circumstance
that the general public, for whose benefit

clocks are displayed, are accustomed to the
circular face, wlien we come to look closely

into the fact, it will be found that it is not
the face they look at, but the relative position

of the hands. Sir Digby Wyatt has in-

directly emphasized this fact by the warning
he gives to the ett'ect that '"it is not well to

make a violent contrast between the peri-

phery of the dial and the stone or other frame-
work iu which it is set," because, if this pre-

caution be neglected, "the eye would run
round the exterior before settling ou the
clock hands." It follows, therefore, and care-

ful observation will corroborate the assertion,

that the shape of the face is practically unim-
portant, provided always that the hours are

indicated in their usual relative positions.

Looking at all the conditions, we arrive at the
conclusion that architects are free to address
themselves with all dUigence, and will reap a

rich reward iu the increased beauty and har-

mony of their works, by devoting some atten-

tion, to the task of designing clock faces ap-

propriate to the buildings iu which they pro-

pose to place them, and elegant as well aa

useful in themselves. Meanwhile, clock-

makers will find their account in co-operating

with the architect so far as may be necessary

to the perfect realization of iiis idea.

Another point to which it is important to

direct attention is the supposed necessity for

a particular class of tower. The mechanical
requirements of the case, when they come to

be scrutinized, are by no means as inexorable as

it is the practice to assume. With all proper
deference to the opinions of scientific men
and manufacturers, we must protest against

the dogmatic assertion that a clock of given
size and weight must inevitably be provided
with a tower affording a certain specific fall

for the weights. Two courses are open to the

architect ; he may either investigate the
engineering question for himself—-it is by no
means an inscrutable mystery, and those

architects are over modest who profess in-

ability to comprehend its details—or he may
require the clock-maker to conform to the
conditions which art prescribes. We do not
for one moment mean to imply that there are

not certain conditions which are inevitable,

and must be accepted as the basis of the design.

These matters are discussed and illustrated in

the paper by Sir Digby Wyatt. For example,

the provision of sufficient space for manipu-
lating the works of a clock, adequate
arrangements for the bells, and proper
ventilators and sound openings are essen-

tial requirements. Nevertheless, these

points being conceded, we maintain that the
art architect must not concede everything to

the mechanist. If the weights "can be carried

off by pulleys to any convenient place " where
the requisite fall can be obtained—and we
have it on the authority of Messrs. Moore, of

Clerkenwell, that they can—then it is ob-

vious that, within certain limits, the

height of the tower may be determined
by the art necessities of the design as

well as by those of the mechanism.
This is only one of several points in respect

to which we cannot help thinking the archi-

tect is too prone to sacrifice the sesthetic

value of his work to imaginary necessities.

Art has enough to do to reduce the real

forces of fact and circumstance to sulijection.

It is altogether unnecessary to bow down to

all the golden images which the Nebuchad-
nezzars of science or commerce choose to set up.

Let the architect design the measm-emeuts of

his clock tower with due regard to the absolute

necessities of the case, which are self-evident,

and then let him concentrate his attention

on the art purpose and consequent character

of his edifice as a whole, the clock and clock

tower, no less than the fa9aiie or buttress,

being regarded as a component and contri-

butory portion of the entire conception.

Under existing circumstances clock towers

.are nearly all modelled ou the principle of the

old- fashioned clock case of our great-

great grandmothers— a coffin stood on end
with a rouud or square hole cut in the upper-

most portion of the lid to display the clock

face. The tower at Westminster is con-

structed in exact accordance with this dominant
idea, only, as there are four faces to the
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clock over which Big Ben presides no grace-

fully, holed are cut in the sides and bottom of

the coffin. Can no ingenious architect strike

out a new idea ?

Towers that are intended for ordinary pur-
poses, or, as is too often the case, for no pur-
pose at all, vary, slightly at least, in their con-
figuration, but when the problem is to erect a
clock tower the one stereotyped formula is

followed as closely as though it were pre-

scribed by some decree as unalterable as the

laws of the Medes and Persians. How are

we to explain this extraordinary pheno-
menon ? It is not the function of the pro-

fessional press to oiler specific suggestions.

The hints given, to be acceptable, must be
general, and aim to supply motives and in-

centives to invention rather than to furnish

ideas. Design is, therefore, excluded from
our editorial columns. Nevertheless, it is easy

to see that the profession is strangely defi-

cient in respect to originality of conception
in the matter of clock towers; and it is

important to draw attention to this cir-

cumstance and urge its very careful con-
sideration. We cannot help thinking that

a certain amount of discredit attaches

to the neglect of the particular class of

buildings to. which we are seeking to direct

the thoughts of our professional readers. It

would seem as though the designer ceased to

be an artist the moment he approached the

business of providing a building for the

display of a clock. Our immediate purpose
is limited, first, to the suggestion that this

failure is, in part, due to the circumstance
that architects have never yet thoroughly
convinced themselves that it is within their

province to design clock dials, and that these

need not be either circular, hexagonal, or

square, but within certain limits of any
shape which may best suit the general idea and
dominant intention of the edifice ; second, to

the suggestion that the design of a clock

tower which shall not be essentially a repro-

duction of the tiill, ugly case which used to

scare us in the twilight and haunt our night-

dreams in childhood, would be a worthy object

for the ingenuity of the art architect, anil

possibly even of sufficient importance to merit
the serious attention of the Royal Institute.

THE NEW ROTAL ACADEMY AND
LONDON UNIVERSITY.

ON Saturday last the members of the
Architectural Association paid a visit of

inspection to the building for the New Royal
Academy, and to that for the London Uni-
veisity, at the rear of Burlington House.
These, as our readers are aware, are respec-

tively the works of the architects, Mr. Sj'dney
Smirke, R.A., and Mr. James Pennethorne.
From the high standing in the profession oc-

cujiied by these gentlemen, who now rank
among its senior members, the architectural

students, of whom the junior body of this

association is composed, might well hope to

profit much by the opportunity thus aiforded

them. And in many ways such hopes were
realised in a practical point of view. Both
buildings undoubtedly fulfil their require-

ments in a satisfactory manner on the whole.
Student.s, architectural as others, are apt to

think that a Pegasus is ready stabled for those

who are in so exalted a position above them-
selves as to be able to carry into effect what
they are only able to theorise upon. Their
own castles in the air are so easily constructed

that they cannot imagine any serious dilR-

cullies to inteifere with the translation into

stone and mortar of equally aerial concep-
tions by others. It does them good, there-

fore, to be made to see what are the bounds
within which the practicable is confined, and
a wet blanket occasionally is wholesome in

other matters than as a cold water cure for

material diseases. We fear that if any very
high anticipations were formed before Satur-
day afternoon as to the architectural and
artistic qualities of the structure in which

English paintings and sculptures are to be
henceforth exhibited, they were subsequently
considerably modified, nordid the new metro-
politan home for Science tend more to give
substance to the baseless fabric of their
previous dreams. In the case of the latter

building particularly, it is premature to judge
much of the future effect, and it is not our
intention now hype rcritically to criticise either
from this point of view. The students were
courteously met at and conducted over the
Royal Academy by Mr. Jarvis, the Clerk of

Works, and 5Ir. Shaw, the contractor. Enter-
ing from Burlington Gardens, some little time
was whiled away in looking at the sides and
backs of the two buildings. These portions
of Mr. Pennethorne's building tell a curious
tale, for when the Italian Gothic style at
first contemplated was counter-ordered, a por-
tion had already been erected, and the front
being then, as now, and as is the case with
most modern buildings, quite a thing by itself,

it was not thought necessary to pull down
more than that portion. Sundry doors and
wiudows now remain which will be a
curious arch^ological puzzle for the future, as
dimly—may we say dismally ?—revealing the
notion in the architect's mind of what Italian
Gothic is. It was a curious recent discovery
of the art critic of the Times that the essence
of Gothic lies in the chamfer ; such essence,

in its most elementary form and no other,

formed, as far as we could see, the sole title of

the features in question to the parentage above
claimed. Perhaps we may except the hori-

zontal bonding of the walls with red and black
bricks, which made us devoutly thankful that

all further development of that style had in

this case been consigned to " the limbo of the
great unknown."
We regret that our first remarks savour of

other than content, but we must even follow
as we were led. We are aware that it is sup-
posed the parts referred to will be little seen,

but we must demur to it being considered as

the sequel, that therefore they needed no
thought or care. The passages by the build-

ings are narrow certainly, but not more so

than many that reveal lovely vistas among
plain enough walls in the rows of Venice, and
many a sketch-book has been filled thence,

but never a note will ever be taken amid
those that divide these great buildings of our
day.

The visitors were first ushered from these

—

areas we must call them, into the basement of

the Royal Academy, in which the provision

for the teaching of the art of the future has
been made. Its plan is a large quadrangle, on
the north side of which is a range of five

rooms, the dimensions of which are about 40ft.

by 37ft. ; a somewhat .similar range occupies
the south side, the western room being the
kitchen, and the eastern one the painting

room. A corridor adjoins each range, and in

the space between are two series of cellars for

stowage, with a passage from the outside to a
central octagonal hall for the admission of

works sent for exhibition, and a lift to raise

them to the floor above. Here, again, with
one exception, we would admit that every-
thing seems practically carried out to serve

the ends needed, and, if artists were machines,
here might their work be done. The work-
ing rooms are light and high enough, and in

them men with eyes can see, and if they
would not work might be made to work. But,

unfortunately, artists cannot be made to work
to any good purpose. As a penitentiary, the

position is secluded, and the absence of any-
thing to attract or distract the eye would con-

duce to wholesome discipline. As a cotton

mill, it might bo safely recommended as

suitable and economical, for no mill in Lan-
cashire is balder or moio cheerless, and these

qualities seem prescript by custom to struc-

tures for such a purpose. But as a school of

art—we speak advisedly—it is simply detest-

able, and though on its walls may be dis-

played tlie diiiloma pictures of the Academi-
cians, collections of casts, and other treasures,

nothing can disguise the inherent ugliness of

the structure, and no economy pa'Siate' Ihat
which is shouted out as the motive of each
bo.l girder and its array of rivets. It is im
cellars such as these that the Academy im-
tends iSs students of art to pass their precious
hours of daylight, competing against works
done in the sunny-vaulted corridors of Italy
and France. It is by the negation of every
thing lovely that cannot be crammed into a,

kit-cat gilt frame that they purpose training
the sensitive nerves to appreciate delicacy of
proportion and refinement in colour. We
know not whether the architect or his instruc-
tions are to blame in all this ; we doubt not
that the Academicians, like the rest of the
modern world, desired that all that was out of
sight should be out of mind, if cost might be
saved thereby, but it was rather thought than
money needed here, and the niggardliness has
been far greater as regards the former than
the latter.

In conceding utilitarian excellence to the
provisions in this basement we made an ex-
ception, and this, strange as it may seem, is'

in the painting room. This is L shaped, with'
large windows in the projecting bay, and a '

smaller one in the receding wall, and these
allface the south, and light, properly for the

'

purpose, not more than one-third of the room,
leaving in absolute shade the greater part.
The convenience of the students has been'
further studied by a special staircase to admit
them from their cellar to the lecture-room-
above, and by a trap door in the floor of the
latter. The hinges requisite to support its

heavy flaps have been cleverly invented by
the clerk of the works, and we have no hesi-

tation iu saying that it is to this portion
of the entire contrivance that we should
award the highest praise. If such provisions
for art teaching show the feelings of the
Academy, English artists can only grow,
Topsy like, for the future, in spite of it, as
they have grown hitherto. They certainly
will not be raised in these cellars, other
wise than as potatoes, with that bleached
sort of existence which results from the'

absence of a healthy atmosphere of beauty,
which to them is as essential as sun-
shine.

Leaving, as we were glad to do, these lower
regions, and arriving at the upper floor by a
more dignified method of approach than the
one described, the visitors entered, as the

public will enter, from Old Burlington House,
and found themselves in the really noble
range of galleries which occupy the whole
quadrangle on that level. The arrangement
of these scarcely needs description here. Itt'

the centre is the domed octagonal hall, with
spacious gallery on either side, and these are'

surrounded by a continuous series of rooms,
all communicating with each other. The
proportions of the apartments and their

lighting seem to be admirable. The deco-

rations are proceeding rapidly in the able

hands of Jlr. Collmann, .ana the ett'ect will be
quiet and rich, and calculated to enhance the
pictures. The floors are laid with Arrow-
smith's parquetry, of oak, with walnut intro-

duced as borders. The walls have a low dado,
the base and coping of which are ebonized
and the space between is fir, stained brown
and varnished. Some red introduced into

the black mouldings would be an improve-
ment. The design of the cornices and coved
parts of the ceiling is in itself not remarkable
for novelty or refinement, but the colouring

bids fair to redeem it. We think the gilding

is applied too solidly in parts, such as

the bauds of oak leaf enrichments. To
colour a portion of these so as to break them
up would he very desirable. Upon the door-

ways a good deal of elaboration has been ex-

pended. The less important ones are archi-

tectural compositions of pilasters, in fir, and
entablatures in oak and walnut, and the supe-

rior ones have pilasters and arches. These
arc both only boxings for show, and we can

bestow very little admiration upon them, dis-

approving "of the princi|)le, and objecting to

their details and to the contrast of colour in
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the marble.-'. They intrude also too much
on the wall space for pictures.

The walls are beiag decorated in the fol-

lowing fiishion :—A projecting pattern is

formeil by means of stencil plates upon the

previous flat surface of the wall, and the

whole is then coloured in distemper a maroon
red tint to throw up the pictures.

The sculpture room differs from the rest

in having a flat ceiling, with the construction

shown and the joists enriched with stopped

chamfers in the Gothic manner, contrasting

strangely with Greek guilloches and Classic

brackets supporting the ends of the girders.

To those who like " something between the

two" styles the experiment may be interest-

ing. We are not eclectic enough to belong to

the number. The lovers of Classic purity

would also cavil, and with justice, at the

manner in which the brackets stick out from
and are jumbled up with the mouldings of

the pilaster capitals. The cornice of the

room is moat awkwardly stopped against the

windows, which, to obtain the utmost amount
of light, have been pushed up to the very ceil-

ing. The difficulty entailed by this require-

ment may have been great ; it is the art of

architecture to meet difficulties, but we can-

not say the end has been attained in this case.

As a series of picture galleries the new
Royal Academy will, we believe, be a great

acquisition to the public, and there will be
nothing to clash with the objects exhibited in

them. As practical building they are doubt-

less a success. As architecture, internally

they are of very moderate merit, and ex-

ternally they are an eyesore of which the

most hopeful thing to be said is, that they

may not be seen. Of this we are not so sure,

and we fancy its ill-finished dome will ob-

trude into many a view, like the work of Mr.

Owen Jones in its neighbourhood. He doubt-

less thought that nothing but the inside of St.

James's Hall mattered, but has disfigured Lon-
don nevertheless by the hideous mass which
rears itself above all the houses around.

The building of the London University is

BO imfinished that little description can be

given of it. Architecturally, its front has

many pleasing points, though it disappoints

expectation. The base overpowers the prin-

cipal story, and the cornice is too small even
to crown the latter, and far too mvroh so as the

completion of such a facade. But care and
thought have not been spared upon it, and the

THE EOOF OF THE YORK CHAPTER-
HOUSE.

TO complete the illustrations of this roof

we this week give the drawings of the
upper series of ties marked B C and D on the

section at page 175. By them it will be per-

ceived how much ingenuity and thought has
been expended in the designing and putting

together of this roof, and how each series of

tie-beams or collar-beams has been specially

designed for its purpose. In the lower
platform of timbers, page 175, it will be seen

that the tie-beams are douh/e through three-

fourths of their length, and that they allow

the centre king-post, which binds the whole
roof together, to pass between them where
they intersect each other ; the total necessary

length being made up by single timbers

from angle to angle of the building. This

expedient was resorted to probably from
the difficulty of getting timber of sufficient

length to stretch completely across the

building. But, in the second series of tie-

beams, B on the section, to which attention

is now drawn, this difficulty did not exist, for

the timbers forming the double tie pass from

angle to angle of the building, and are keyed
together in the way shown on the plan, and

thus form a beam or girder of the greatest

possible compactness and strength. Nothing
can be more simple and ingenious ; and it

should be observed that in no case has the

timber been unnecessarily cut into and so

weakened, now so often done for the sake of

" construction," as it is termed. I do not

know how or where the great distinctive

ditt'erence between the old Gothic system of

carpentry and the modern and so-called im-

proved system can be better seen than here,

and in the Cathedral itself, where a great deal

— nearly the whole— of the roofing was re-

stored, or rather replaced, by new work, by
the late Sir R. Smirke, where it will be seen

that every new and improved expedient has

been resorted to, and calculations, at least on

paper, industriously gone into, to find out

how to economize material. And this it has

done, but at the sacrifice of art and appear-

ance of strength, for all the king-posts are, it

may be almost needless to say, of wrought-

iron rods, about an inch thick, so that, though
of sufficient practical lifting strength, to the

eye they seem barely sufficient to support

the nuts and washers which bind the trusses

here, as will be seen, there are no strut-i, the
collar i doing all the work. The small clraw-

ing of the section does not show the incrv-astd

thickness of the king-post between the meet-

ing points of the two sets of principals—

1ft. 9in. at the bottom, 1ft. 4in. at the top-
thus affording a key to the inner set of prin-

cipals. I do not know of any work of the

architects of the great Gothic times which

more emphatically shows the real nature and

mode of operation of their system of art work

than this Chapter-house, both outside and

inside, and its roof construction ; and there

is certainly no work of architecture, construc-

tion, and paioting which has suffered so much
and so lamentably at the hands of modern

improvers and church restorers. The great

lessons it teaches are these— that true con-

struction cannot be invented on paper, and

that true restoration must and will consist iu

the future iu the bringing to light the little

that remains of the old genuine art work and

the consequent and necessary destruction of

the modern and manufactured work which

now only hides it. C. B. A.

result will do credit to the reputation of the I together. The dimensions of these timbers

architect, and London will possess in it an are about llin. by lOin. The small scale of

original and refined composition.

On entering, the proportions of the corridors

are wide and low, and we fear will have a

depressed appearance. They lead to what
inu8.t prove magnificent apartments in the

wings—the one a lecture hall and the other a

library 72ft. by 58ft., and of great height.

Over these are admirably constructed roofs,

with a combination of timber trusses, which
are well worthy the student's examination.

Opposite the entrance will be the principal

staircase, in a hall of noble proportions, with
a range of high windows, formed of double
semi-circular-headed arched openings, under
a comprising outer arch, the architrave

mouldings of which are anything but properly
treated.

Over this staircase is to be a large skylight,

to carry which is a portentous arrangement
of iron girders of excessive size and costliness,

and under these is to be constructed imita-

tion groined work. Of the character and
efi'ect of this last we have no means of judg-

ing. Of the exterior, again, the best that can

be said is that it may not be seen. But the

reflection that forced itself upon us was a sad

one, that the same expense and a little less

ingenuity in contriving means of concealment
would have produced something that might
have been seen both with pleasure and profit.

The building is one that will at a future stage

afford more material for consideration, and
well repay another visit. We look forward,

therefore, with hope to an opportunity for

improving our acquaintance with it.

THE LIVERPOOL TIMBER TRADE.

MR. E. CHALONER, of Liverpool, iu his

annual report on the timber trade for 1868,

says :—' The stocks of nearly all kiuds ot wood

are light, and as trade generally in the manufac-

turing districts is expected to improve as the

vear advances, the future nroapects are more
I lo iiei over mis me sbuutuL is re- J

, i ..u iu „ -„ „« tt,o iof ^f T?.^l.riiarv
1 , .° , ., , , r 4. 4- 1 I favourable than they were on the 1st ot JJeoruary,
led to set the whole root out afresh ,„,„ .„ *i,„ .,-..,i V„.j„ „f T.;,7Prnnnl hut stil!

the drawings, especially of the section, page

17-5, renders the construction of these tie-

beams a little obscure and difiicult to make
out, but to get over this the student is re

commend
to a larger scale

—

i.e., to make out a set of

working drawings of this roof, when its

great ingenuity will appear, and the finding

out of this will amply repay him for the

trouble it costs. In the doing this I may
again remind him that no two timbers in

this roof are of exactly the same size, except,

perhaps, by accident, and that most of them,

or parts of them, are rough from the trees.

The next series of collar-beams immediately
above this, C on the section, is constructed

on the same plan, but somewhat less com-
plicated, and will be understood readily from
the annexed pilan. of it. The position and
constructive use of the (nearly) vertical

timbers, X on the section, must be noted, as

they give the look of very great com])lication

to the roof, liut they are absolutely necessary

and could not be done without. And this

leads me again to repeat what 1 before said

—

that such a roof as this could not have been
designed on j'ajier, but must have been set

out on the ground. Indeed, the whole dis-

tinction between the old and modern systems

of "designing," as it is termed, is well exempli-

fied in it. The old architects were in reality

" clerks of works " or " foremen " on the spot,

and not mere superintendents of drawings at

a distance. The top series of collars above

this, D on the section, will explain itself, and

1S6S, to the timber trade of Liverpool, but still

more so to the large non-resideut body of buyers

availieg themselves of this market. The uphold-

ing of the old and just system of wholesale Liver-

pool Quay Measure is, in my opiuion, of the very

greatest importance. The Liverpool Quay

Measure was, in times past, an honest, regular,

and recognised system, and buyer as well as seller

could easily ascertain the exact measurement ot a

purchase of wood. In those days, the measurers of

wood were practical, and, in regard to what they

measured, disinterested men, sworn as it were to

their line of duty by the public authorities. But

things have changed, and system has yielded to

confusion, because now the seller may and does

actually measure his own wood for sale, and sowe

find more than one style of measure in operation

on the public quay here. I venture to assert that,

if measurements be elfioiently checked, it would

result that the Liverpool (Juay Measure i.-', in

many instances, but a delusion— so much so that

legal re-adjustment seems called for. These re-

marks pertain more especially to shipbuilding

woods, (Greeuheart), which are sold among us by

Freight or Calliper Measure; sometimes the

freight has been paid by the Stiing or Sale

Measure, thus reversing all custom of correct

measurement in its application. Just now, the

Dock Board buy by Calliper instead of String,

which is tlie old original Quay and customary

measure. These inconsistencies demand a prompt

remedy from head-quarters, for surely no man

should pay for what he does not receive."
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HOLY CROSS ABBEY, COUNTY TIPPEEARY.

HOLY CROSS ABBEY. -SOUTH-EAST VIEW.

HOLY CROSS ABBEY, COUNTY
TIPPERARY.*

A DEBT of thanks is due to everyone
who preserves a record of hitherto un-

published building.s, such as this abbey.
The days of their existence are numbered,
and each year witnesses the fall or decay of
some portion of their defenceless ruins. The
meanest of them is full of interest, and has
some special feature or peculiarity worthy of
notice, for the delineation of which future
ages will be thankful. At the same time
those who undertake the work should ap-
proach it with proper reverence and a sense
of responsibility, since they occupy a ground
which henceforth will hu barren for others.
The Institute of Architects annually oilers
its silver medal of merit for the best mono-
graph of any hitherto unpublished building,
and is liberal in supplementing other medals
to meritorious competitors for that honour

;

year by year, therefore, the list to choose from
is shortened, so that it behoves us to look

" " Holy Cross Abbey, Co. Tipporary." By Sahuei, P.
CuiaE, A. B. I, A. I, Publishud by tho author. Belfast,

the work, to speak of it in high terms in many
respects. We cannot, however, but feel

doubtful as to whether the drawings were
actually plotted on the spot. We do not
question the statement as to "actual measure-
ment," but we think that as a rule even this is

not sufficient; for in the translation of minutia;,

such as mouldings, tracings, cuspings, &c.,

from measured sketches to drawings, much,
of the true character necessarily vanishes, and

WINDOW IN SOUTH TRANSEPT.

we certainly feel suspicious in this case as to

many of such details. We observe with satis-

faction, however, an absence of any effort to

make the illustrations look dressy, and they

have generally a fairly practical appearance.

The monuments of Ireland, Jfr. Close re-

marks, are for the most part comparatively of

the simplest character, and yet possess a

strongly marked individuality. Such a de-

scription applies well to this Abbey of

Holy Cross, which is beautifully situated on

the banks of the River Suir, between

Cashel and Thurles, in the county of Tippe-

rary. It is said to have been founded in the

rather critically at the manner in which this
service is done, for which there is no need now
to fear a lack of volunteers. We have a right
to ask for extreme accuracy and care, and to
complain if it be but a 'prentice hand that is I

tried upon stuff of so great value. We look
also for skill and knowledge as well as care,

and seek for the spirit of the old work to be
rightly rendered. The drawings should bear
evidence of having been plotted on the spot,
by one fully aciiuainted with all the mysteries
of masonry. Every line should tell a truth,
and not one a mere fancy, so that the profes-
sion might feel confidence in the author's
fidelity, as well as in his ability. This mono-
graph of Holy Cross Abbey comes before us
with high professions, asbeingthereproduction
of drawings to which was awarded the Fitz-
gerald silver medal oii'ered by the Royal
Institute of the Architects of Ireland " for
the best measured drawings of Iris'n eccle-
siastical remains." Besides this stamp of the
approval of his peers, the author gives his
own assurance of the drawings having been
taken from " actual measurement." We are
glad to be able, after a careful inspection of

' WAKING " RECESS IN SOUTH TKANSEFT.

year USl, by Donogh Curbra^h O'Brien,

King of Limerick, in honour of the Holy
Cross, St. ifary and St. Benedict, for the

monks of the Cistercian order. It became one of

the "most magnificent" in the kingdom, under

the royal patronage which it enjoyed in the

reigns of King John, Henry III., and
Richard II. Its Abbot was styled the Earl

of Holy Cross, and he was usually Vicar-

(ieneral of the Cistercian Order in Ireland.

It was a great resort of pilgrims, who came to

reverence the piece of the true cross, of which
it boasted as the present of the Pope Pascal II.

to Morough, King of Ireland, in 1110. The
architecture Mr. Close states to be " mainly

of Middle Pointed Gothic, as good as is to be

found " in Ireland, but there appears to be a

I

Norman doorway preserved in the south aisle.

Mr. Petit, in our opinion, more truly de-

1
scribed it as being of " a Late Gothic, very
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similar to the French Flamboyant." The
abbey church is cruciform in plan. The
chancel is vaulted, nearly square (23ft. 9in.

long by 23ft. wide), and groined in two com-
partments with ribs, but no bosses, with a

room over in the roof, possibly used as a

dormitory. There is a tower over the crux

which is a parallelogram 23ft. wide by
13ft. 6in. and 58ft. 5in. high ; it is groined

as, and at the same level as, the chancel ; its

parapet has disappeared. There are transepts

of two bays each, with chapel to the east from
*ach bay. These are all groined except the

south transept. Over the whole of the chapels

are dormitories, and between those of the

south transept is a curious and interesting

feature—a space formed by a double row of

pointed arches on pillars, enriched with spiral

mouldings, supposed to have been used for

the purpose of "waking" the bodies of de-

parted monks. The choir extended beneath
the tower and 31ft. to the west of it, and was
-divided from the nave by a wall rising its

whole height, with an arcli of communica-
tion, and there is an arch from tlie choir

into either aisle. The nave is GOft. Gin. long
by 22ft. yin. wide, and aisles are continued on
•each side of both nave and choir, and commu-
nicate by arches with the transepts. The
nave arcades are only plain square-edged and
pointed, and have dead walls without cleres-

tory openings. The large west window is a
later and poor insertion, and there are traces

of two earlier pointed windows above it, and
the main entrance doorway is beneath.
From the above it will be seeu that the dif-

ference between the various parts of the
church is remarkable. Nothing, Mr. Close
remarks, could be more highly tinished than
-the chancel, tower, north transept, and
chapels, which are built of black marble and
limestone, which durable materials are still

in such good preservation that the mouldings
•are as sharp as when executed. The other
portions of the building, on the contrary, are
generally of the rudest and roughest rubble
masonry, yet a gracefulness of outline and
rustic simplicity pervade them. The monas-
tic buildings were on the south side and
•covered a considerable area, but they are for
the most part ruinous and dilapidated.

_
The east window, Mr. Close says, is "a four-

light one with running Flamboyant design,"
whatever that may be. His drawings show a
six-light ordinary reticulated window; some
of the other windows have traceries of varied
and pecuUar character, really of Flamboyant
•design ; one of them is shown in our illustra-

tions. These were thoroughly worth record-
ing, though more curious than beautiful or
perfect. To accommodate the traceries the
heads of the larger lights have been un-
warrantably sacrificed. In the windows of the
south transept chapels, the central light has
a cusped triangular head of a nondescript
shape, and semi-circular heads to the side
lights, with live cusps in one case and four in
the other. In the drawing of these windows
and their cusping we miss that care or know-
ledge on which we have insisted. In the
same plate, No. 9, we liave a detail drawing of
the curious " waking" space above referred to,

and think we have reason to complain of the
slovenly manner in which two compartments
of the lower panelling are made to stand duty for
fourteen, and are drawn in suchamanner that
one cannot make out what their detail is. Of
the two double-light windows of the chapels
to the north transept, one is a good specimen
of Flamboyant work, with rich but not alto-
gether satisfactory internal dressing, the
columns of which seem to have a redundance
-of mouldings to the capitals and bases. A few
perspective sketches are given, which aid one
better to understand the geometrical drawings,
but of their style of execution it is impossible
to speak very highly.

Mr. Petit (in apaper published in the Trans-
actions for 1863 of the Institute of Architects),
-speaking of the recesses in the chancel, says :

" There are rich sedilia, or else a tomb occu-
Jiying their poaition, having a little of the

character of Late Perpendicular. (The true
Perpendicular does not, I think, appear in
Ireland.)" Referring to the division of the
choir from the nave he said :

" Probably the
one portion was conventual and the other
parochial." Mr. Gordon Hills, however, in
his comments on the above-named paper, re-

marked that in Cistercian churclies the choir
always absorbed a large part of the nave, and
only a comparatively small portion was left

as accommodation for public resort, and that
that was the meaning of the transverse arches
at Holy Cross and elsewhere. Certainly if

the above explanation be, as it seems, the
correct one, the Cistercians in this case turned
a very cold shoulder to those out of their

own order, not only in the narrow limits of
the space left for them, but also in its extreme
meagreness as to style and material, compared
with the richly wrought marble work which
they reserved for their own use.

THE CENTRAL PACIFIC RAILROAD OP
CALIFORNIA.

WE are enabled to give copies of sis photo-
graphic views taken on the line from

Sacramento to the summit of the mountain piss,

which will give some idea of the extraordinary
engineering difBculties which have interfered

with the execution of this great project. Tlie

Pacific Railroad will, it is estimated, cost about
one hundred million dollars. Towards this the
United States Government, says Eiiqineering,

gave the use of fifty million dollars U.S. 6 per
cent, bonds for thirty years, and also the fee

simple of 12,800 acres per mile—in all about
22,000,000 acres of land, which is rapidly in-

creasing in value as the line extends. The
undertaking is divided into two organizations

;

the " Union Pacific," which embraces the eastern
division, and extends from Omatra to near Salt

Lake, and the " Central Pacific Railroad of CaU-
fornia," which reaches from the tide waters of

the Pacific to near Salt Lake, where the two lines

will unite some time next year.

To those unacquainted with the locality it is

impossible to convey by description any adequate
idea of the irregularities of surface which occur
in the Sierra Nevada mountains, which are tra-

versed by the line. The tunnelling required has
been of small extent. The peculiarity of the
line is the very extensive employment of trestle

bridging, and it is with the view of illustrating
this that our engravings have been chosen, Nos.
1, 2, 4, 6, and 6 being examples of trestle bridg-
iu'_', and No. .3 showing a cutting 63ft. deep and
SOOft. long through cemented gravel aud sand,
of the consistency of solid rock, and only to be
moved by blasting. The trestle bridging has
been all constructed as strongly as possible, and
of the best obtainable material. The ties,

stringers, and caps are of best quality pine (that
from Puget's Sound, nearly equal to oak), and the
posts, braces, sills, and piles of red wood. The
main posts, 12in. square, are placed perpen-
dicularly, let into a siU of the same dimensions
with mortice and tenon, immediately order the
bearing of the track stringers. Outside the
main posts, two po.sts 12in. by 12in. extend
down, with a run of 1ft. in Sin. to the sill to
which they are tenoned, beside being bolted at
the top to the main posts with inch bolts and
cast-iron washers. The sills rest on piles on
stone foundations. Piles when used are driven
so as to come directly under the main posts and
braces. The posts are capped with a timber
12in. square and 9ft. long, into which the posts
are tenoned and pinned. Upon the caps rest
corbels 12in. square and 9ft. long, and upon them
are laid the stringers, 12in. by 15in., secured by
iron bolts passing down through them to the
corbels. The caps are notched lin. to receive
the corbels. The cross ties or sleepers are
securely fastened to the stringers, and upon the
sleepers are laid the rails in the ordinary manner.
The " bents " or frames are placed at intervals of
15ft. from centre to centre. Trestliog thus con-
structed is said to last from eight to fifteen years.
When necessary it can be renewed at small cost,

or tilled with e.irthen embankment by transport-
ing material on cars at far less cost and trouble
than would have been incurred in constructing
an embankment at first.

The great increase in the China trade and the
other advantages which will accrue to the people
of the United States on the completion of this

undertaking cannot be estimated. It now takes
three weeks or more to reach San Francisco, via
Panama, from New York. When the line is

complete the journey can be made in seven days,

and ultimately without doubt in even less time.

SINKING IRON CYLINDERS.

APAPER on this subject was read before the
Institution of Civil Engineers on March 2

last, by Mr. John Milroy, C.E. The author said
it was believed that, for the purpose of sinking
cylinders, the great desideratum hitherto had
been some method of excavating the earth from
the interior without having at the same time to
take out the water, and to keep it out during the
operations. This object seemed to the author to
have been attained by a machine of his invention,

which was used iu the construction of the bridge
over the River Clyde, for the Glasgow (City) Union
Railway, to which Jlr. Fowler (Past President
Inst. C.E.) and Mr. Blair (M. Inst. C.E.) were the
engineers.

The excavating apparatus, commonly called the
"Excavator," was thus described :—It consisted
of a horizontal frame of iron, with an outside rim
9in. in height, to which radiated, like the spokes
of a wheel, X irons from a small cast-iron ring iu
the centre. To the bottom of the outside rim
were hinged eight heavy iron spades, which, when
drawn in, fitted closely, wi th their points press-

ing against the inner ring. The hinges of the
spades were so constructed as to prevent them
from turning back beyond the perpendicular.
The whole apparatus was very strongly made, and
it formed when closed a nearly water-tight tray.

When the machine was descending the spades
were allowed to hang vertically, and they were
forced into the ground by the aid of two chains
fastened to the top of upright arms ou opposite
sides of the excavator, then passed down the cy-
linder, under a pulley, up between two leaders,

and over another pulley, the end of each chain
being wound round the large axle of a capstan or
drum on the landing stage. These chains
were calculated when tightened to keep the
machine down, whilst the spades were being
drawn in through the ground, and up to the
frame. This was eftected by a second set of

chains, all of equal length, aud each fastened at
one end to the inside of a spade aud at the other
to the end of a main chain, by which the machine
was raised to the surface, with the earth it con-
tained, by means of a steam hoist. In order to
enable an opinion to be formed of the capabili.

ties of the excavator, it was mentioned that the
progress of the excavation, and the corresponding
subsidence of the cylinder, reached from about
12ft. to 20ft. per day of ten hours, inclusive o£
the time employed in adding fresh lengths o£
cylinder, putting ou weights, &c. When there
had been little interruption for any of these pur-
poses, it had amounted to 25ft. in the ten hours,
and then the average quantity of sand brought up
at each lift was 21 cubic feet, and the total quan-
tity during the day was fo\md by measurement
to be 70 cubic yards. Twelve men in all were
employed—viz., one engineer, one stoker, six men
working the drums, three attending to the loading
and discharging of the excavator, and one man
wheeling away the materials.

In conclusion, the following advantages were
claimed for this apparatus :— First, that it was
perfectly independent of water, which was
allowed to remain in the pit or cylinder until the
excavation was completed. Secondly, that it

could be used and was equally effective at any
depth, without sensible ditference in the cost of

working ; thirdly, that its rate both of sinking
and excavating was higher than had yet been
attained by any other method ; and, lastly, that it

was not hable to get out of order, while its action
was always in the same perpendicular line, and
the expense attending its working was compara-
tively trifling, as skUled workmen were not re-

quired.
«

How THE Monet Gofs.—For a long time the
Metropolitan Board of Works has steauily refused
to allow the cost of tlie vestrymen's visit to tho
Main Drainage Works at Abbey Mills, last

summer, to be made public. The principal
it«ms ofexpense have, however, at length leaked
out; they are as follows :— The cost of the cold
collation, wine, &o., was £1,416 Kis. lid.; steam-
boats for conveyiuB the visitors from London to
North Woolwich, £270 ; Great Eastern Railway,
for special trains to Abbey Mills, i'354 133. 7d.
—total, £2,041 lOs. 6d.
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Objjc Siu'ljegor.

rr.OOF OR TIE LIJJES.

HAVIivG already laid do\vn the proposi-

tion tliat the general principle of sur-

vey ing any given area or extent of land is

based primarily upon the division of it into a

certain number of large triangles, and subse

quently subdividing those into others of

smaller dimensions, we may now examine a

little into the practical method of accomplish-

ing tliis result. In this investigation we shall

start with the simplest case, and proceed, in

accordance with our invariable rule, from the

simple to the compound, from the easiest to

the most complicated examples tliat occur in

practice. While there is no question respect-

ing the absolute necessity of dividing the land

or district to be surveyed into a number of

included triangles, yet at the same time it

must not be supposed that instances do not
arise where it is practically impossible to

avail oneself of this advantageous method.
On the contrary, sometimes in the open
country, and nearly always in towns, as will

be seen hereafter, this old and facile plan of

proceeding must be abandoned in favour of

others of a more troublesome and intricate

nature. We have known young surveyors to

remark, " What is the use of a tie line I My
measurements are always correct, and I think
it is only waste of time to run tie lines here
and there." A greater mistake cannot possibly

be indulged in, and as it is one that when
committed may lead to the most serious con-

sequences, it should be clearly understood of

what paramount importance tie Hues are to

the accuracy of all surveys. A proof or tie

line—for it is called by both terms—is, in

other words, a check iipon the accuracy of

the measurements, and determfnes whetlier

the work is correctly done by demonstrating
if the survey will "close" or not; these

tecliuical terms will be explained as we pro-

ceed. If it were possible for human skill to

be infallible, there would be no necessity for

tie lines, but as it is against error that we have
always to guard, although theoretically un-
necessary, they become practically indis-

pensable.

In tig. 1 let the uneven line represent a

portion of ground to be surveved, of which
the main triangle is A D B. We set up poles
or ranging rods at the points A D B, and
start the chaining of the main lines A D,
D B, A B, which ought to measure respec-
tively as follows :—A D == TuOft., A B ^
euoft., and B D = 8o0ft. Now, suppose an
error is made in chaining the line A D, and
that it is entered in the field book as G.50ft.

instead of 7-'>()ft., it wiU be seen that without
a tie line there will be no possibility of de-

tecting the error. Assuming A B as the base,

in plotting or Iriying down the triangle on
paper, equal to GOOft. from the point A, a

circle is described with a radius equal to the

measured lengtli of A D = 650ft., and from
the point B another circle is described with a
radius equal to its measured length equal to

SaOft., and the intersection of the two circles

determines the point C, from which the

dotted lines C A, C B are drawn, and the

triangle completed. Now, so far there is

nothing to indicate whether this triangle is

correctly measured or not, yet it will be seen

at a glance, irom the drawing, that the dilfer-

ence between the true and false position of

the point C and D will seriously affect the

accuracy of the survey. A D B is the proper
position of the lines, and A C B that really

plotted according to the measurements taken,

one of which is manitestly incorrect. The ad-

vantage and absolute necessity of a proof or tie

line is now apparent. This line is represented

by D E, and measures 740ft., which is entered

in the field book, but when the triangle A C B
is plotted it is found that the tie line E C will

not measure 740ft., but only GSOI't. In other

words, the plotted distances of the point D
from the other points do not tally with the

measurements, and, consequently, some of

them are incorrect. The remedy in this case

is simply to, first of all, carefully examine the

notes in the field book, and, if nothing can be
gleaned from them, to go and measure the

lines over again. It generally happens that

when an error does occur the surveyor can
give a guess whereabouts it is to be found,
and he will rarely have the trouble of mea-
suring all the line a second time. As every-
one is liable to error this will be a warning to

young surveyors not to " run " too many
lines without introducing a corresponding
number of tie lines, for when the measure-
ments of a certain number of main lines and
tie lines agree, when they are plotted, the

sphere, if it may be so expressed, in which
errors have occurred is reduced to a com-
paratively narrow compass, and they can be
detected with much greater facility. As a

rule, each main triangle should be completed
by the chaining of its own tie before others

are commenced.
The corollary to be deduced from the above

explanation, and the diagram in fig. 1, is that

to determine the position of any point with
certainty, such as C, it is necessary that the
measured lengths of three lines coincide at
that point. In other words, that arcs of

circles swept from the given points with radii

equal to the measured lengths of the lines

should intersect at that point, and thereby
determine its position. It is true that, theo-

retically, the intersection of two circles deter-

mines the position of a point, but we have
shown that this, like all strictly theoretical

assumptions, supposes the radii of these two
aics, or otherwise the measured lengths of

the lines, to be correctly chained. There
are no means of ascertaining this fact with-

out obtaining a third intersection, which is

given by the length of the tie line. It isjust

within the limits of possibility that the tie

line E D might have been measured inaccu-

rately, and that the amount of the error might
be the exact difference between it and the

false tie line E C, in which case the check
would obviously f;iil. We never knew such

a case to occur in our own practice, nor heard
of it taking place in that of any member of

the profession. What are termed " compen-
sating errors" do sometimes occur in survey-

ing, but never to so great an extent as to de-

stroy the value of a "check " in the shape of a

proof or tie line.

A word or two may be said here about
errors in general. The difference between an
error or a mistake (which everyoneis liable to

commit at any moment of time, and which
everyone is equally ready to pardon and
allow for) and carelessness, is that the former
occurs only occasionally, whereas the latter is

the result, or rather the evidence, of frequent

errors and mistakes, which indicate not an

exceptional circumstance, but a system of bad
and negligently done work. The one is

readily forgiven, the other is unpardonable.
In surveying ojjcrations, as well as in all de-
scriptions of professional work, there is one
point which should be carefully guarded
against. It is the accumulation of error ;
commencing with a very trifling amount, it
gradually becomes greater and more serious,

until it is necessary to correct it. The diffi-

culty of effecting this satist'actorily is to know-
where to begin. There is no starting point,
as it were. The growth of the evil is almost
inappreciable, and yet after continuing for

a certain time it assumes proportions that
render it imperative to take notice of it. Not
only in chaining, but in levelling—a branch
of the surveyor's duties which we have not yet
touched upon— it is much preferable to find an
error of feet than of inches. The chances are
that the former error has been made all at

once, and is easily detected and remedied,
but it will be very difficult to discover when
it is a matter of inches where the other lies.

The positionof thetie line, as will be supposed,
is not altogether a matter of option. This
brings us to the consideration of what are
termed well and ill-conditioned triangles, a
subject we reserve for our next article.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITKCTS.

ON Monday evening last, at the ordinary
general meeting, Mr. W. Tite, M.P., Presi-

deut, in the chair, Mr. Alfred Strong (Associate),

was elected a Fellow, and Mr. William Frederick
Williams was elected an Associate.

The Chaiiman announced that the Council,
after very important cousideration, had resolved
to award the Koyal Gold Medal this year to Pro-
fessor Lepsius, the well-known archa>olagist, of
Berlin.

The Librarian announced several donations o£
books and money for the library, and a vote oil

thauks having been passed to tlie donors,
Mr. Wtatt I'.u'woKTH read

—

A MEMOIR OF JOSEPH BONOMI, ARCHITECT, AND
A.R.A.

Joseph Bonomi was born in Rome on January
19, 1739. He received a liberal education in the
Collegio Romano, and choosing architecture as his
profession, he became the pupil of the Marchese
Girolamo Toodoli, a Koman noble of Greek
descent, who fiom tastie devoted himself to the
theory and practice o£ architecture, and of whom
it is recorded by Milizia that he selected as his
pupils youag men of decided talent, and
zealously promoted their artistic improvement.
Bouomi arrived in England in 1767, when about
twenty-eight years of age, upon an invitation o£
the oelebiated architects the brothers Robert and
Charles Adam, who had doubtless remarked
Bonomi's merit during their visits to Rome,
liobert Adam was Btayiug in liome in 17 6, and
there made most of the magniicent drawings con-
tained in Vol. I. of the collection o£ %vorks by those
brothers, which is fortunately preserved amongst
the treasures— too rarely ransacked by students—
in Sir John Soane's Museum. This was before
liobert went in 1757 to Spalatro with the cele-

biated Clerisseau and t<ro expert draughtsmen,
who may be suspected to have been Ziiuchi'and
Bonomi. James Adam, after working at Venice
in the summer of 1760, went to liome, where he
was living in 1763. The origiual sketches for his
design for the New Parliament Houses, in Vol. 7
of the same collection, were made during the in-
terval

; and at that time he visited Piestum, taking
with him Clerisseau and Zuochi, if not Bonomi
also. Just after 1767, the brothers Adam were
building the Adelphi and Manstield street, and in.

177S they began the construction of Portland-
place. Mr. l'.ipworthc<]a.-iidered that many of the
beautiful drawiuga of internal decoration which
occur in Sir John Soane's collection of their woiks,
and many of the drawings for their great book,
the lirst tA'o volumes of which were published
during the years 1 773 to 1 778, were special ob-
jects of Uo-nomi's employment, because the
Kegister Ollice at Edinburgh appeared to be the
only great Government work which was at that
peiiod undbr consideration in their otiice. Few
architects had any notion, said Mr. Papworth

,

fcither of the style or the merit of the polyohrp
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matic decoration which those drawings—especially

of ceiliuga—olffred to inspection. There was no

record of the period at which Mr. Bonomi quitted

the studio of the Adams to commence bu.siueS3 on

his own account. For family reasons, Mr.

Bonomi was induced in 1783 to return to Italy.

In 1784, however, he once more left Rome for

England, and from this period was fully engaged in

the pursuit of his profession in the metropolis.

During his visit to Italy he received the diploma

o£ Associate of the Clementine Academy at

Bologna, and was also elected a member of the

Academy of St. Luke at Rome. In November,

1789, being then fifty years of age, Mr. Bonomi

was elected an Associate of the Royal Academy of

Arts in London. This circumstance, connected

with a remarkable passage in the life of Sir

Joshua Reynolds, is noticed at some length by

James Morthcote, R.A., in his biography of

Reynolds. It appears that Sir Joshua, highly ap-

preciating Bonomi's talents, was desirous to make
him Professor of Perspective at the Academy, and,

as a preliminary, he endeavoured on more than

one occasion to procure his admission as an Asso-

ciate. At lirst, owing to some informality, he

was unsuccessful. On a subsequent election, in

1789, the candidates being Mr. Bonomi and Mr.

Gilpin, the votes of the Academicians were equally

divided, and the casting vote of the president was

given in Bonomi's favour. At the next vacancy

of an Academic Chair (February, 1790), Sir

Joshua u.sed every exertion to secure Bonomi's

election. Owing to some misconception, the

Academicians resisted Bonomi's candidature, and

«ventually Mr. Fuseli was elected by a consider-

able majority. Sir Joshua, imputing this result

to a cabal, sent in his resignation as president, and

withdrew from the Academy. After some expla-

nations, however, he resumed his post, but

Bonomi never occupied a Chair at the Academy.

In 1804 Bonomi received from the Congregation

of Cardinals entrusted with the care of St.

Peter's at Rome an honorary diploma constitut-

ing him architect to that fabric. So long pre-

viously as 1776 he had been consulted as to the

sacristy which Pope Pius VI. proposed to erect as

an addition to the edifice. Bonomi died on

March 9, 1SU8, aged sixty-nine, and was buried in

the Marylebone Cemetery, on the south side of

Paddington-street, where a headstone with a Latin

inscription to his memory still exists. Of his

three sous, one is since dead. The eldest surviving

brother, Ignatius, practised for many years as an

architect at Durham, and retired from the pro-

fession a few years ago. The younger brother,

Joseph, embracing the profession of a sculptor, be-

came the pupil of Joseph J^oUekens, and subse-

quently resided several years in Egypt and Syria,

ardently engaged in the study of the ancient

monuments of those countries. He is now the

curator of Sir John Soane's Museum.
Mr. Papworth then proceeded to speak of

some of Bonomi's works. Among these he
enumerated several country residences, in-

cluding Dale Park, Madehurst, Sussex (Italian

style), 1788 ; Longford Hall, Shropshire (1789) ;

gallery at Great Packington, Warwickshire,

for the Karl of Aylesford (1789) ; additions

to Langley Hall, Kent (1790) ; Chapel for the

Spanish Embassy, Spanish-place, M.anchester-

square (1792) ; Eastwell House, Kent (1793) ;

Mausoleum in Blickling Park, Norfolk, to the

memory of the second Earl of Buckinghamshire

(1794) ; mansion at Liverstoke, near Whitchurch,

Hants (1797); and additions to Lambton Castle,

Duiham (179S). Bonomi's last and best known
work is the celebrated villa at Roseneath,

in Dumbartonshire, designed for the Duke of

Argyle.

Mr. George Godwin, F.R.S., then gave "Some
Account of the Chevalier Da Silva's work, ' Signes

qu'on vo't fjraves sur Us Aniens Mtnuiwrns da
Poriitijal^' &c." The paper in purport gave a list

of masons' marks in various countries, and was
illustrated by nu merous sheets of the marks referred

to. The object of the Chevalier Da Silva's memoir
was to show that these marks, as far as related to

Portugal, had ni t a Masonic origin, and were by

no means symbolical, but were made by the

woikmen to facilitate the reckoning of the woik

done by them—each man beiug paid by the

piece, and each having his own distinctive mark.

The same maiks descending from father to son

would account for their btiug found on buildings

erected at various dates. When a second and

smaller mark adjoined the large one, it was pro-

bably the mark of the overseer or foreman who
checked the work. With these views Mr. Godwin
expressed his concurrence. Mr. Godwin quoted

from his communications to the Society of Anti-

quaries on the subject, and said that though the

subject was more curious than useful, he thought
that anything which could throw light on the

lives of the men who erected our ancient build-

ings would repay attention.

After a few remarks from the chairman, the

meeting adjourned.

The next meeting will be held on Monday, the

ISth inst., when a paper will be read by Mr.
Ingress Bell, Associate, on "Architectural Criti-

cism."

ON CHARACTERISTIC DESIGN IN
ARCHITECTURE.

LAST week we gave a portion of the paper on
this subject read by Mr. H. P. Horner be-

fore the Liverpool Architectural and Archieological

Society. We have not room to give the whole of

the remaining portion of the paper, and must
content ourselves by giving a few of the con-

cluding paragraphs. After some lengthy obser-

vations on style, Mr. Horner says ;

—

Having decided on a style, the various phases

and degrees of development of each afford ground
for debate with the judicious designer, and, as

above observed, the use of local or of exotic ma-
terials will often decide the question.

I should always try to make use of the local

building materials, which not only combine best

with the foliage and colouring of their habitat,

but also afl'ord variety in the different parts of a

country, instead of, as is now so much the case,

the tiresome sameness produced by the present

rage for stiiped or chequered brickwork under all

kinds of varying circumstances.

The features, and special forms of features, at-

taching to the different dates of the same style,

are also matters to guide our choice, and mis-

takes are sometimes made, not always to be laid

at the architect's door, by endeavours to realise

the forms characteristic of one date of a style in

buildings designed on the whole with those of

another date.

In the case of Doncaster Church, the well-

known and effective tower of the old church was

desired—indeed, I believe prescribed—to be repro-

duced as to form and general feature in the new,

while the style of the old was of the rectilinear

or perpendicular phase of English Pointed and the

new was to be of the geometrical. The result,

though certainly very ingeniously wrought out,

cannot, I think, be held satisfactory, a structure

being produced of a general outline and manage-

ment of parts which do not belong to the date of

work generally followed, though they essentially

marked that of the old tower, and a comparison

of the two, as by the print and photograph before

you, is to my mind convincing of the superiority

of the consistent unity of the old.

I have myself, I must confess, a strong regard

for the Perpendicular Gothic in its good examples,

and I think that it has been very unfairly de-

cried. That it fell into weakness as it declined

there is no doubt, and over elaboration, as in

Henry the Seventh's chapel, obscured even its

very richness ; but in such works as the choir

of York Minster, the west front of Beverly,

Doncaster Old Church, and others like it, and
King's College Chapel, Cambridge, I cannot but

feel that real and great architectural character was
achieved.

All styles worked out to their limits of elabora-

tion become feeble ; the fact is not confined to

our Perpendicular work. Look at the Flamboyant
front of St. Maclou, Rouen, and the same result

is evident, and the unfortunate mistake which too

widely prevails that the broken and constantly

varied in face and form are essential to pictur-

esque effect, constantly tends to lead designers to

the same decline.

That picturesque effect is well worth aiming

at is undeniable; but in what really does it

consist ? The term directly implies that which

will make or unite well with a picture, and this

requires surely not the even broken surface on

which no broad light can lie, not the frittered

fringe of pinnacle »nd g.ablet where no repose of

line can be foimd, but rather those broad faces of

masonry which, however varied in their features,

such as doorways, window.?, or niches, agree in a

natural and unaffected adaptation to the purposes

they serve, and blend by harmonious contour

with the outlines of wood or hill which back

them.
Were a picture a thing of mere sparkle and

glitter, like a scene in a Christmas pantomime, the

common idea of the picturesque ia architec-

ture might be true, but as purity of composition,

breadth of light and shade, and harmony and
sobriety of colour are essential elements in pro-

ducing a great or even a good picture, such quali-

ties, I hold, must appear in those works of the
architect which are to be honoured by this

epithet, while we can leave to their admirers the
liberty of calling " pretty " such buildings as they
deem it needful to fritter and tatter to meet their

notions of fitness for a picture.

The bold and simple forms presented by many
of the older conventual ruins and by the castel-

lated remains of the middle ages in Italy and Ger-
many are essentially picturesque, and the painters

of the Italian school, Claude Lorraine and Gaspar

Poussin, for instance, felt them to be so, and
knew well how to embody them in their land-

scapes. Such stubborn forms as the towers and
gables of the ruined Abbey of Jumige are more pic-

turesque than such frittered tracery as we see in

St. Maclou, and I think in no school of painting

more than the English is this feeling truly exem-
plified, many of our best artists delighting to

portray the bold, broad features of our Ed-
wardian castles and secluded abbeys, which har-

monise with landscape in their works, not merely,

as some assert, through the clothing of foliage and
lichen which time has given them, but at least

equally through the characteristics of breadth and
power by which their bold parts and massive

structure enable them to enhance these happily

prevalent qualities in the works of many of our
best landscape artists.

Of the picturesque in town buildings Venice

seems by common assent to be the great example,

and here I am sure what I have said will be re-

cognised as true. Look at one of Cannaletti's

architectural vistas and say if it is fritter and
broken form which make it picturesque. Varied

the features are and many coloured, and many
shadowed, but simplicity of treatment and avoid-

ance of needless projections mark the I est of the

architecture, which, indeed, is of a kind peculiar

to this city alone, and seemingly inapplicable to

any other that we know.

The characteristic in ornament must claim a

few words before I close.

Ornament or decoration, then, be it remem-
bered, is a thing that adds grace or glory to what
it joins. Ornament must then be in itself a

beautiful thing, and only in the earliest efi'orts of

barbarous tribes can we admit merit where beauty

is no part of ornament. Ornament is a thing

added ; it is, therefore, not an essential of archi-

tecture, in which pure abstract form by itself can

assert its power and its superiority in one instance

above another, as in the bare outline of a cupola

relieved against the sky. Ornament, then, should

not hide or conceal the essentials of what it deco-

rates, but enhance and enliven them, and all orna-

ment which fails of this reticence, so to speak, and
of this effect is useless and worse. Of how much,
alas ! may this be too truly said.

Ornament, again, is superficial, or relieved by
being sunk or raised, and it is a great mistake to

deal with it as if the forms which suthce in re-

lieved ornament suffice also for the treatment of

ornament ou the flat. The Norman zigzag,

chevron, or billet mouldings are effective by re-

lief, though really barbarous in form, and to use

such or any like them where the play of light and
shade from relief are wanting leaves the first

essential of ornament out of sight.

Natural objects, conventionalized as necessary,

are the essential elements of true ornamentation,

and simply and gracefully treated as we find

them in the Gothic corbel, or elaborated

and no less graceful in the Corinthian

capital, we still feel that it is their

natural origin which gives their charm

;

and even in the strangely wrought out precision

of Greek ornamental detail, the exquisitely studied

curves both of outline and section, of tendril and
anthemiou, we perceive that reference to freedom

of growth and infinity of variety which the

natural creation alone aflbrds.

To apply ornament fitly is one of the last at-

tainments of an architect, and to withhold his

hand when tempted to profusion one of his best

safeguards. Gorgeous effects can be produced, it

is true, by lavish decoration, but the most satis-

factory arise from contrast between extended

plain surfaces and limited ornament, and we have

examples both ancient and modern before us to

prove how easy it is to over-elaborate and outrun

our effect, and how, on the other hand, we may
seem to lean to undue simplicity, and obtain an

unlooked-for power of character.
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THE CASTLE OF ELZ, NEAR THE MOSELLE.

SCHLOSS ELZ, ON THE MOSELLE.

NOTES FfiOM A SKETCnBOOK.

SCHLOSS ELZ is situated in a most ro-

mantic valley two or three miles from
the banks of the Moselle. The only road liy

which it can be approached is from Munster-

Maifeld, but by the assistance of a guide it

may be reached by footpaths from C.irden

and Mosel-Kirn. It crowns a spur of the

hills which is almost encircled by the wind-

ing brook of the Elz, and consists of an irre-

gular group of buildings which have been

added from time to time until they have
grown into their present form. The view

given in the accompanying illustration shows
the principal facade, witli its arched corbel

course at the top, three picturesque turrets,

and lofty roof. The two projecting oriels

belong respectively to the dining-room and
chapel, which are both vaulted apartments.

The interior of the building is full of in-

terest, as it still retains its ancient furniture

and decorations, and, in fact, presents intact

the effect of a media)val residence. Its walls

are hung with scores of old family portraits

and heraldic emblems; the ii replaces are

lined with old tiles and fitted with fire-dogs,

and it is quite a museum of ancient armour,

weapons, and implements of all sorts. Its

owners were a turliulent race, whose bands

were against every man, not excluding those

of their own household. To keep these quar-

relsome propensities within bound an agree-

ment was at last entered into and sij^ned by every

adult male in the castle to the following elt'cct:

—"He of us who shall kill either his father,

brother, or son shall be forced to emit the

castle and neither he nor his heirs sliail enjoy

any family rights or privileges in connection

with this Castle of Elz unless expiation for

such mortal sin be made. He of us who
shall disable one of the others, or his

wife or child, shall be banished the castle.

He of us who shall wound or stab the

other shall be banished the castle for one

month."
Archbishop Baldwin, of Treves, found it

necessary to besiege the castle, and, in order

to command it and to overawe its inhabitants,

he built a fortress on an opposite hill, which

was called Trutis Elz ; by its means he

forced his opponents to surrender and t£»

become his vassals. Thsy afterwards held

both castles as a fief under that prelate.

PROPOSED DESIGN FOR INTERIOR OF
MANCHESTER TOWNHALL.

THE drawing which we publish this week
represents the principal feature of the in-

terior of the design submitted in competition by-

Mr. John 0. Scott for the new townhall at Man-
chester—being the great Assembly Hall. It is in

the form of a parallelogram of about 100ft. by
48ft., with shallow wings on either side. The
central portion is covered by a pendentive dome,

which is carried by four great arches. Two of

these span the hall, while the others separate it

from its wings. The dome, which is of moderate

height, would be constructed with iron ribs, the

interstices being filled in with three thicknesses

of tiles set in cement ; the whole would be plas-

tered and decorated in fresco or mosaic. The
remaining portions of the hall are vaulted, and

decorated in a similar manner to the dome. An
orchestra and organ are arranged for, with the

necessary approaches and retiring rooms, and gal-

leries are placed in the two wings and at the end

, opposite the orchestra.
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THE
,
CENTRAL PACIFIC RAILWAY OF CALIFORNIA.

ME. S. S. MONTAGUE, CHIEF ENGINEER.—(5ee page 201.)

No II—TRFSTrC WDTIU MU I P 1 WINF lOOft high.

No. V.-TRESTLE AT SECBEITOWN, 1,00m. long, iOft. to soft. high. Ho. VI.—FIRST TRESTLE IN CLIPPER It.vVIXE.
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GOLD AND tilLDIXO.

IT is difficult to limit the cla^s of work in
which gold cau Ije admitted. It naturally

is employed for purposes of festivity, but it

has obtained admittance into churches and
tombs. The sepulchre of Prince Albert is a
recent illustration of this. S[any legitimate
grounds can be named for a use seemingly so
inconsistent with mourning. One is its dura-
bility, another its power of defining emblems
au.i insoriptio.iS ; another relates to its treat-

ment "."iiua large surface of white marble, as

white and gold. Gold in the open air of

London, exposed to the London smoke, and
used ill the ordinary way, will stand its two
centuries, or longer. It is true St. Paul's ball

and cross, the grasshopper of the old Ex-
change, the dragon of Bow, and otber crown-
ing ornaments of Wren's buildings, have been
regilt in this century, but this has been
chiefly to get a smarter surface. There are
examples of gilding in difi'ereut cities standing
for three or lour centuries or upward^. Where
the gold is laid on with some liberality, its

duration may be much extended.
As an internal ornament there is not an old

basilica or cathedral in Europe which does
not give evidences of the lasting powers of
gold and gilding. When properly applied,
gold work ought to endure as long as the
decorations of the building. This is notably
the case when employed in gold mosaic, a
very useful variety of ornament for vaulting.
As a surface decoration there are examples in
Santa Sophia and many old Byzantine edi-
fices where it is treated m a gold ground.
Gold will certainly last longer than paint for

decorations, the cases of pictures forming no
exception. Although we have very old speci-

mens of decoration in paint, there are many
influences unfavourable to paint which the
metal gold resists. Pictures are otherwise
taken care of, and preserved as objects of
adoration or as works of art, but in whatever
shape, of distemper or oil, the colours are more
afiected than gold. Tlius gold becomes a
suitable medium to the designer of a mauso-
leum, because it gives him permanence of
record for his inscriptions aud his emblems.

Gilt inscriptions on black aud white marble
are effective, and, looking to the authorities
we ha^e, it is questionable whether they can-
not be more Ireely employed in panels and
cartouches for churches and large halls. For
hotel and banquet halls a proper provision of
such tablets Would save some of the unseemly
interferences with the design. In ancient
temples and basilicas inscriptions were
•counted upon as matters of course, but neither
in our mediaival nor modern buildings have
they been adequately provided for. They are
treated as an atterthought, though there is not
a club where they are not re(iuired. The
time come.s, and some unsightly painted board
mars the palazz >. Hotel entrance halls must
need such appliances, but architects rarely
provide adequate means for putting up the
names outside of any building. The name
should be always designed by the architect

;

our toieign brethren are in this respect more
careful than ourselves. This brings to mind
many happy arrangements of gilt ciphers on
metal work in grilles, gates, and windows, of
which we have not got examples enough.
Gilding in free combination with metal work
opens up a long series of applications Jo
which we may refer by and by.
Taking price as an element, gildinganswerg,

because it is worth paying for the tllect, and
worth paying for its durable character as
much us marble is. It is, however, an
article easily cut off from an estimate, and is,

therefore, liable to be suppressed. White
and gold we have referred to in the sugges-
tion of tombs, but it is varied in its titat-
ment and admits of a wide range of expres-
eion. In the case of a mausoleum of white

marble a deadly paleness is apt to lessen its

magnificence, for the shadows of the sculp-
tures being also a negation of colour give no
real support. Gilding not only affords relief
in a white marble building, but it may be so
adjusted as better to define the sculptures or
proportions. I'his defining power, already
referred to, is one of the valuable properties
of gold. Black lines and lines of other
colours are used under certain circumstances,
but a thin line or beading of gold can be
made to tell by able hands. Gold can like-
wise be employed in hollows to bring them
out. Thus the whole character of a marble
mausoleum may be redeemed without its

solemnity being diminished.
The treatment of wliite marble either in

this or other instances depends on its polish,
gloss, clearness, cleanness, crystalline character,
or exposure to light, and the proportion of
gilding required will be regulated by attention
to these qualities. There are cases where the
gold may by its quantity or disposition create
too great a glitter or cut up the architectural
features. This is a matter for the discretion
of the artist concerned. On the other hand,
if the subject is a white marble hall for pur-
poses of show and festivity, the very charac-
teristics of gold enable life and brillianev to
be given. If, too, the hall be small, gold
judiciously applied is one means of producing
for it greater effect. The general principle's
applicable to frittering away details apply
forcibly to gold, because it can be applied in
very small proportions, and thereby a number
of points of disturbance be created.

Here, however, is a conventional compen-
sation, though more available in the case of
azure than of white. The eye being accus-
tomed to the stars in the firmament will bear
a very liberal distribution of gilt stars or
points in a ceiling, though perhaps on some
other standard the quantity might be con-
sidered to be in excess. Conventionality
cannot, however, be disregarded in art ; it is

a power in itself, for associations determine
the effect of an object. It is said that an eye
painted without au eyelid cannot be made to
produce expression, 'but certainly conven-
tionalities communicate expressions without
reference to the labour of the artist.

DECORATIONS AT THE MiSONIC HALL, irswlcil.

SINCE the erection of this building in IS65
(says the Frcpmaions Marjazine), the brethren

o£ the lodge " Prince of Wales" have been
unable to commence the decorations of the lodge
room until a few months ago, iu consequence of
tlie damp state of the walls. This room is 45ft.
long, 22ft. wide, and 1 lit. high. The ceiling is

divided into three compartments, the two outer
ones and the centre being formed into four panels.
Round the sunlight the circlet is composed of
water lilies and foliage standing out in bold
relief. The two windows which light the roof
are ornamented with ijuillodic enrichments,
wrought within an effective pi.aster moulding. The
angles and centres on either side are ornamented
with Masonic emblems. The ceiling is coloured
buff, with the ornaments aud mouldings picked
out in red, blue, and gold. The cornice, which is

very deep, is finished at the base with a deeply
sunk egg-and-dart moulding. This is picked out
in red, blue, .and gold, with small Arabesque orna-
mentation in all the Hat members. In the cove
of the cornice, which is grey, is a running honey-
suckle, in white. The dado round the room is

coloured maroon, with the skirting of a darker
shade, and the monldiugs gilt. The top of the
dado is bordered with a liand, with a rjuilloche in
black. At the eastern end of the room is an apse
or alcove, consisting of two Doric columns of
P.irian marble, supporting an elaborately enriched
arch. The apse is of a buff tint, with a flowered
diaper of pomegranate ami lilies, and emblems
pertaining to the various degrees in Masonry.
The semi dome is coloured blue and powdered
with gold stare. In the centre the arch is keyed
in with a massive stone, on which is sculptured
the All-Seeing Eye, the radiations being enriched
with gold. Tht ground tone of the walls is buff,

relieved with red lines dividing the surface into
panels, with lioneysuckle foliations at the angles
of the panels, the styles being tinted a darket

shade of the same colour. The design, which was
in part determined by the plastered decorations,
is said to be exceedingly effective, and the general
tone of colour very harmonious. The work was
entrusted to Bro. Frederick Crisp, of Foundation-
street, Ipswich.

STREET TRAMWAYS.
THOUGH Mr. Train made a failure of his

tramway business when he first came to
this country, and a foof of himself when he came
a few months since, there can be no doubt that
he sowed the seeds of a means of locomotion
which in due time will bear fruit. Several un-
successful attempts have been made to construct
street tramways iu the metropolis, but, nothing
daunted, the adherents of the system will not be
discouraged, and, accordingly, we see them occa-
sionally waiting on the parochial authorities,

holding public meetings, and introducing Bills to
the attention of Parliament. During the past
week two public meetings have been held in the
metropolis on this question. One of the meet-
ings was held in fiarnsbury Hall, Islington, on
Friday evening last, Mr. Elt iu the chair. Mr.
Noble explained the proposals of the gentlemen
who now, for the fourth time, seek Parliamentary
power to lay tramways alon^ the main thorough-
fares from the City to Highgate, through Isling-

ton and HoUoway, and also from the City to
Stratford. A resolution approving of the scheme
and adopting a petition to Parliament was carried
by the meeting. On the same evening a nume-
rously attended meeting was held at the Horns
Tavern, Kenniugtun, to further a Bill now before
Parliament for authorizing the construction of
tramw.iys in Lambeth and other districts. The
principal roads in Lambeth, afong which it is

proposed to lay the tramways, are the Clapham,
Brixton, and Kennington roads, up to West-
minster Bridge. The tramways now proposed
differ entirely from those laid down by Mr. Train.
The raif, instead of projecting above the level o£
the road and interfering with the' ordinary traffic,

will be laid exactly level with the surface of the
road, and .all other vehicles will be able to cross
or run over the tramway in any direction what-
ever, without danger or inconvenience. The
tramway will be paved between all parts of the
rails, aud for a certain distance beyond the rails,

at the expense of the company, and kept in

repair by them. Instead of a single line of tram-
way (as in Train's case), there will be au up and
down line, so that the tramway carriages will

always travel with, or iu the same direction as,

the other traffic. As compared with the present
omnibuses, the tramway carriages wiU be more
commodious, well ventilated, and roomy—equal
in accommodation and comfort to a hrst-class

railway carriage.

AMERICAN SLATES.

FROM au article in the Minimj Journal, on the
slate trade of America, we learn that the

most important slate quarries and factories in the
United States are situated in the Ijchigh Valley,

in north-western Pennsylvania. Slatington, on
the Lehigh, has been built up within the past few
years exclusively by the slate establishments in

the vicinity. Within a radius of twenty- five

miles from the centre there are probably fifty

slate quarries, giving employment to hundreds of

hands and to a large amount of capital. The
estimated annual value of these quarries in roof-

ing slate is from 150,U00 to 20n,u00 squares. It

sells (and pays) at about 30s. per square, free on
the railway truck. In New York ami Philadelphia

it is 8s. or Us. per ton higher. Slate is rapidly

superseding all other kinds of roofing throughout
the district. It costs but little more than the

first quality of cypress shingles, while it is fire-

proof and lasts for ages. There are regular slate

houses in Chicago, Cincinnati, and St. Louis, as

well .as in Baltimore, New York, Boston, and in

all cities on the Atlantic coast. School slates

and all manufactured work pay better than paving

and flagging. The Lehigh f.ictory sends out an
immense number of manteli>ieces, sinks, cisterns,

&c. The m.antelpieces are thaped .and polished

at the f.actories by machinery, and are then sent

to tho cities, where they are (daborately painted

with mineral paints in imitation of antique

marble, and subjected to a high heat, which
" transfuses and iniixes " the colours iu the green

slate as thoroughly and permanently ,as if they

had been painted by Kature herself. These

slate mantels, which are much cheaper than those
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of marble, are coming into extensive use. There

are various kinds of slate, viz., argillaceous or

clayey, like the Lehigh or Amherst (Virginia)

slates, the best for economical purposes ; talcose,

like the soft slates of Albemarle, which are un-

suitable for roofing; micaceous, which are fire-

proof, &c. Many large beds of " slate " so-called

are found in Rockbridge, but being deficient in the

oxide of iron, which composes 10 or 12 per cent.

of good roofing slate, they want durability, and

soou crumble into shale when exposed to the

weather. They are good for nothing for working

purposes. American slate is of many colours

—

grey, blue, black, green, red, and purple, with all

intermediate shades. The red and green slates,

which are considerably used in the north for

churches and other "fancy buildings," come from

Vermont. They sell at about £3 12s. a square iu

New York. The slate is quarried by blasting

with light charges of powder, and is then

hammered into square or oblong blocks with

heavy and sharp stone axes, and split into thin

sheets with broad and thin steel chisels while

green and fresh from the quarry. It will not

work when dry. Nearly all the slate quarrymen
in the United States are Welshmen, who speak

the Welsh language and imperfect English. Their

wages range from 12s. to 16t-. per day.

THE TOWEE. SUBWAY COMPANY.

MR. P.W. BARTON, jun., the engineer of this

enterprise, in his report read at the second

ordinary general meeting of the company, held

at 21, Gresham-street, ou the 20th ult., says :

—

As the land has been so recently in the hands of

the contractors, I have little progress to report iu

the excavation of the work, but have the satis-

faction to state that the contractor, Mr. Great.

head, has arranged with the well-known shaft and
and well sinker, Mr. Thomas TiUey, to sink the

shafts, and that the principal portion of the cast-

iron shaft cylinders has already arrived in London.
It is also satisfactory to me to state that Mr.

Greathead has arranged with the eminent firm of

Bells, Goodman, and Co., engineers, &c., of New-
castle, to supply the castings for the tunnel. The
shield for the Tower sldeisalso in course of manu-
facture by them. It will be constructed almost

entirely of wrought iron, and fits over the iron

tunnel like the lid of a telescope. The front

plate has two opeuings, two feet square, in front

of which the heading will be driven; it is provided
with sliding doors, which may be closed instantly

on the least appearance of water, thus rendering
the tunnel watertight. I am engaged in new
designs for the lifts, in consequence of your de-

termination to change the passengers from the
carriage to the lift, instead of taking the carriage

itself up to the surface of the ground ; and I

fully concur in the propriety of this change, be-

cause it will permit more frequent journeys and
a greater number of passengers to be carried,

and the machinery will be more simple. The lift

and the carriage will be each able to carry ten
passengers and the conductor. In the construe,

tion of the lifts every modern improvement con-
ducive to comfort and safety will be adopted, and
I do not hesitate to state that I from the small
speed required and the small weight to be carried)

lifts will form the safest and most convenient
form of access to the tunnel.

ARCHITECTURAL ENRICHMENTS IN
ZINC.

AS yet, zinc hag not been very extensively em-
ployed by architects and builders for the

purposes of architectural decoration. Probably
the chief reason has been the difficulty of causing
paint to adhere to its surface, and to withstand
the weather. This overcome, it is in many in-

stances preferable to iron, being equally as cheap,
if not iu fact cheaper, durable, aui much more
easily fixed, either to stone or wood, on account
of its lightness. Mr. J. Mullar, of 11, Old Jewry
Chambers, acting as the representative of Messrs.

Schaeffer and Hauschner, of Berlin, has recently

introduced some very etrective and elegant archi-

tectural enrichments, executed in zinc, some of

which were exhibited by him at a recent meeting
of the Royal Institute of British Architects, and
attracted, we believe, considerable attention.

Messrs. Schaeffer and Hauschner have also a me-
thod of painting, bronzing, and gilding the metal,
which renders it quite invulnerable to the
weather, and gives besides a very artistic appear-
ance at a small cost. Some small specimens we

saw coloured to imitate ancient bronze were par-

ticularly good. The enrichments may be seen at
Mr. Mullar's office in a variety of forms and de-

signs, such as consoles, capitals, balconies, termi-

nals, ornamental ventilators for sunlights, friezes,

and crestings. The firm also execute any designs

to order, and, judging from the catalogue which
we inspected, at very moderate charges. These
enrichments are already largely used in Berlin,

and in other continental cities, and we believe

only require to be known to command a consider-

able sale in this country.

THE ARCHITECTURAL EXHIBITION
SOCIETY.

THE annual general meeting of the above
society was held at 9, Conduit street, on

Tuesday week. The report which was read

stated that the last exhibition was more success-

ful than in preceding years in the interest of the
drawings exhibited and the increased number of

visitors. According to the balance sheet a deficit

exists in the funds in consequence of the non-

payment of subscriptions due. The Council
earnestly invite the co-operation of architects,

that the succeeding exhibition may be made more
worthy of public support and a fitting record of

the works of a profession growing yearly of more
importance. The Council have received for the

ensuing exhibition a number of the sketches^of

the late Rev. J. Z. Petit, which they regard as an
interesting nucleus ai'ound which, with the help

of the profession, a thoroughly good collection of

drawings may be gathered. The Council mark
with satisfaction the increased space proposed to

be allotted to architectural subjects by the Royal
Academy in their new building, and as the Archi-

tectural Exhibition was originated on account of

the unworthy treatment experienced by architects

at the hands of the Royal Academicians, they ex-

press their willingness at some future time to

entertain some arrangement whereby the exhibi-

tions promoted by the society might be incor-

porated with that annually held at the Academy.
Pending such arrangement, however, their duty is

to continue with increased exertion the work of

the society, and they again solicit the profession

and the public to aid them. The Council's best

thanks are recorded to Mr. A. J. Beresford Hope,
their retiring president, for his services during
his three years of office, now expired. Mr. James
Fergusson has been unanimously nominated as the
new president. The death of Mr. Arthur Ash-
pitel is alluded to in terms of regret, the society

feeling that in him they have lost one of their best
and most inSuential friends. The report is signed
on behalf of the Council by Messrs. Edia and
Plumbe. _

COMPETITIONS.
Kensisgton District Schools.— The Board of

Management selected six architects to send in

designs for the proposed schools at Ashford,
Middlesex. The estimated cost of the respective

designs was as follows :—Mr. Burden, £43,800
;

Mr. Collins, £42,300 ; Mr. Fowler, £37,312 ; Mr.
Allom, £28,797 ; Mr. Snell, £27,250 ; Mr. Allom,
£25,000. The Board have selected that of Mr.

,

Saxon Snell.

Lambeth Workhouse and Infirmary.—
Thirteen sets of designs have been sent in

for a new infirmary and workhouse for the

parish of St. Mary, Lambeth. The follow-

ing is a list of the names of the archi-

tects invited to compete :—Messrs. Beestou, Son,

and Co. ; Arthur and C. Harston ; Hunt, Stephen-
son, and Jones; Luck and Rushforth ; Searle, Son,

and Co. ; Messrs. Giles, Pownall, A. Wilson, Jarvis,

Knightley, Lee, Darbishire, Marrable, Wyatt,
Fowler, Edmeston, Foulsham, Crawley, Tyler,

A. Newman, Stenniug, Messrs. Murdie and Rust.
Twelve of the above sent iu designs, and two
others have also sent in a joint design. The
others have refused.

I'KTERnOROUGH CORS EXCHANGE EXTENSION.

—

In answer to advertisement, ten sets of de-

signs were sent in on the l7th of February.

The competitors were Messrs. S. Hemming,
W. Pattison, J. Wallis Chapman, and John
Ladds, of Loudon; Mr. J. G. Tjaylen, of

Libson ; Mr. EdwinBays, of Cambridge; Messrs. J.

Meggett, and Daniel and James Ruddle, of

London and Peterborough ; Mr. B. Churchi.l and
Mr. John Ruddle, both of Peterborough; from
which the directors have selected the plans of Jlr.

Juhu Ladds, to whom they have awarded the

premium, and have instructed him to prepare

working drawings and specifications, and obtain
tenders at once.

St. Mary's Cemetery Competition, Dover.—
The Burial Board of St. Mary's parish met on
Thursday week, and decided upon the plans for

laying out the ground for the intended new
cemetery near Copt-hill. There were three plana

submitted, that selected being by Mr. Clyde, of

London. The next best was the plan of Mr. K.
Rees, jun., and the third plan that of Messrs.

Munu and Bolton. The last-named plan was
upon a smaller scale than was advertised for.

SCHOOLS OF ART.

Birmingham.—From the report read by Mr.
Lauudy, the secretary, at the annual meeting o£

the Birmingham Society of Arts and School o£

Design, held recently, we learn that the num'oer
of students receiving instruction (1,032) showed
a progressive increase of 72 over the past year.

'I he number in the night (artisan) class was 479.

Two additional pupil teachers had beenap|iointed,

and a course of nine lectures upon the styles and
principles of decorative art had been given by the
head master, attended on an average by fifty

students, of whom twenty-one presented them-
selves for examination at the end of the course.

Three of these received prizes, and nine,
" honourable mentions." The school received

one gold and two bronze medals, and two book
prizes at the National Compel ition at South
Kensington, and twenty-one prizes of looks were
also awarded for the element.ary works sent up.
At the examination in free hand and model draw-
ini,', perspective, and geometry, which took place

in March last, 287 students presented themselves
for examination, of whom 20.3 were successful,

and thirty-three prizes were awarded for " ex-
cellent exercises " The mechanical class had been
carried on with its usual success, and the model
class, under Mr. C. Toft, had .also been successful.

The report expressed the regret of the committee
at the failure of the endeavour to get a grant
from Government towards a separate building for

the school, and alluded to the exhibition (under
the auspices of the school, in conjunction with
the Free Library Committee of the Town Council),,

of the loan collection from the South Kensington
Museum, to which no fewer than 131,574 visits

were paid during the time it was open. There
was a debt upon the school of £213 9j. 5d., and
the committee thought that the subscriptions re-

ceived from manufacturers and others were not

at all commensurate with the benefits they derived
from the establishment of the school. The report

concluded with a tribute to the energy and per-
severance of the head master, Mr. Raimbach.

ARCHiEOLOGICAL.
Masonic ARCn^EOLOGiCiL Insiitite.— The

last meeting was held on the 2Glh ult, at Free-
masons' Hall, when Mr. Hyde Chuke, the

treasurer, presided. Several charteis, certifi-

caie.^, oM engravings, and relics Irom buildings

were shown. The paper read was by Mt. George
Lambert, the archaeologist", on some rituals of

spurious Masonic degrees, attributed to Fi ederick
the Great, and brought from the Prussian-
archives.

Norfolk and Norwich Arch^ological
Society.—The annual meeting took place on
Wednesday week, at the Guildhall, Norwich, the
Rev. H. Evans Lombe in the chair. The report

(read by the Rev. C. R. Manning, one of the

secretaries) stated that the society had terminated
its twenty-third year. After detailing the opera-

tions of the society for the year, the report ex-

pressed the regret of the committee at the death
of the Rev. G. H. Dashwood, one tf the oldest

supporters of the society, and cditorof the " Visita-

tion." His genealogical knowledge, his industry
and energy m prepai ing the pedigrees for the
pres.s, made his removal a serious misfortune to

the society. Two useful members of the com-
mittee had also been taken away by death during

the p.ast year, the Rev. S. W. King and the Rev.

Edward tiillett. The treasurer's accounts showed
a balance iu hand of £10 H's. lOd. After the
election of officers, the skeleton of a paper on the
ancient church and on the port and trade of Cro-

mer, prepared by the Uev. J. Bulwer and Mr.
Kye, was read, after which the Rev. J. Gunn read

a ji.iper ou the Barton Turf rood screen. A letter

having been read from Canon Greenwell on the

excavations at Uiimes Graves, in the parish o{:

Weeing, near Brandon, the meeting terminated.
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PAELIAMENTARY NOTES.

On Thursday, the S'llk ult , in the House of

Commons, Mr. Layard appealed to the hon.

member for Newcastle and the hon. member for

Galway to pcstpone till after Easter the notices

they had given with respect to tho new Law
Courts and the proposed new arrangements

in tho House of Commons, as the Government
•were engaged in obtaining important informa-

tion relative to them. Mr. (Jregory said he

should be happy to aqnie?ce in the request of the

hon. gentleman, provided nothing were done in

the meantime to prejudice tho discussion that

was to be anticipated as to the new Law Courts.

Mr. Headlam said that immediately after Easter

he should bring forward the question of the

arrangements of the House.

On Monday ni;;ht Mr. KnatchbuU-Hugessen
obtained leave to bring in a Bill to authorise the

incloBure of certain lands, in pursuance of a

report of the Inciosure Commissioners of Eng-
land and Wales.

In answer to a question put by Mr. Reed, one

of the members for Hackney, on Tuesday night

in the House of Commons, Mr. Layard said that

no part of Victoria Park had been yet leased for

building purposes. There were 265 acres of

Crown property, of which 220 had been appro-

priated to Victoria Park, and the remainder was
to be leased by the Commissioners of Woods and

Forests for the benefit of the Crown, the rents

to be applied to the maintenance of the park.

The present revenue from laud leases was £1,500

a year; that not leased was valued at .£1,000 a

year. The annual cost of maintaining tho park

was about £0,300 a year. The Government, had

no power to retain the lands unloased. Under
an Act of Parliament they were vested in the

Woods and Forests for tho maintenance of tho

park, and they yielded as much as the sum an-

Dually voted for Victoria Park.

Mr. W. Cowper asked the First Commissioner

of Works whether the large accumulations of

refuse from brick-kilns that now cover the green

elopes of Hyde Park, near the lower end of the

Serpentine, had been placed there in the hope

that they will imitate rockvvork ; or, if not, for

what purpose they had been brought there. Mr.

Layard said that there was no intention on his

part to cheat him into a belief that brickwork

was rockwork. What had been termed the re-

fuse of brick-kilns had been placed on the banks

of a dirty ditch which formed the outfall of the

Serpentine, and the materials so placed there

would form a good foundation for the subsoil,

which he trusted would in some short time give

place to beautiful flower beds.

On the motion of Lord Eleho it was agreed

that the select committee on Hungerford Bridge

and Wellington. street viaduct do consist of

seventeen members :—Lord Klcho, Mr. Layard,

li[r. William Cuwper, Lord John Manners, Mr.

Bentinck, Mr. Sclater-Booth, Mr. Tite, Mr. Wil-

liam Henry Smith, Mr. Giegory, Mr. Lierestord

Hope, Mr. Buxton, Viscount Bury, Captain

Dawson-Damer, Viscount Sandon, Mr. M'CJlean,

Mr. Alderman Lawrence, and Mr. Uilke ;
that

the committee have power to send for persons,

papers, and records; five to be the quorum
On Wednesday evening lastMr. Ptase opposed

the second reading of the Metropolitan Street

Tramways Bill, and propused that it should be

read a second time that day si.'c months. He
referred to the inconvenience which, he urged,

must arise from the construction of such a work,

and denied that, as allegid, it would bo ol

benefit to the working classes. The Bill was

enpported by Captain Grosvenor, who confessed

he was not surprised ut tho objection to these

tramways, arising from the circumstance that

they were associated in the public mind with

the name of that " obno.-'.ious agitator," Mr.

Train. This uncomplimentary allusion to Mr.

Train caused some laughter, and then the hon.

and gallant captain tx^daiued that the tr.imways

to which the BUI referred would be laid down
on a totally different principle IVom that adoj ted

by tho gentleman with the ohno.'cious name. A
discussion ensued, in which Mr. Locke (who

opposed the Bill) and other hon. members took

part. Testimony was borne by Mr. Maguire to

the value of American tramways, and an as-

earance was given by Mr. Laird that a proposal

for the removal cf the present street railway in

Birkenhead would be ohjecled to. Mr. Shaw
Leievre, on tho part of the Board of Trade,

hoped that the House would tigree to send this

Bill, with other similar Bills, to a teket coin-

niittee. In reply to Mr. Maguire, it was as-

serted by Lord G. Hamilton that his experience
tif American tramways induced him to oppose the

Bill. The discussion lasted for a considerable
time, and at its close a division took place, with
tho following result :—For the second reading,

209; against, 7S. The Bill was accordingly read
a second time, and referred, with all other street

tramway Bills, to a select committee, without
reference to any question of locus standi.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

Brighton.—Mr. John Wolfe Barry, C.E., has
just published a pamphlet on the drainage of

Brighton, in which he advocates the irrigation

system, the sewage to be applied on land west-

ward of the town. He is of opinion that the
plan can be made to yield a profit.

Merthyr.—£10,000 is about to be expended in

dealing with the town sewage of Merthyr.

The Wateii Supply for M.ilton.—At the
general meeting of the Board of Health on
Thursday week, it was decided to borrow £2,000,
for further extension of water supply, espe-

cially to Norton, where fever has been prevalent.

Towns Drainage and Sewage Utilization

Company'.—This company held its first ordinary

general meeting on Wednesday, at the office, in

I'arliimentstreet, Sir W. Wiseman in the chair.

A repjrt was read by Mr. H. Dudley Cooper,

which congratulated the company on having ob-

tained last session an Act of Incorporation, and

upon the extensive powers it conferred. Speak-

ing of the objects of the undertaking, the directors

say that, although the adoption of the Sanitary

Act, 28 and 29 Vict., is compulsory, many small

towns and villages have not the means of carry-

ing it out. To these and others which may desire

to avail themselves of it, the company offers it-

self as a medium to advise as to the planning and

construction of drainage works, the application

of the sewage to fertilizing purposes, to provide

the requisite funds, supply all engineering and

scientilic superintendence, and, if necessary, to

undertake the works and the hiring or purchas-

ing of land for cultivation by the utilization of

the sewage. The chairman, in moving the adop-

tion of the report, mentioned that those towns

which availed themselves of the comp.\uy's ser-

vices would have the advice of Mr. J. Bailey Den-

ton, the eminent agricultural engineer, and Mr.

Biunlees, the equally eminent scientific engineer,

for one fee ; and in reference to the application

of sewage as a land fertilizer, pointed to the

results of the experiments at Croydon, Alder-

shot, and Barking. Thanks to the chairman

concluded the brief proceedings.

BUILDING AND LAND SOCIETIES.

AsiiFOan.— At the annual meeting of the

Ashford Building Society, held on Tuesday
week, the report read showed a balance of pro-

fit of £510 Us. on the year's transactions. The
retiring directors were re-elected.

I^iiiTisii Land Company.—The annual meet-

ing of this company was held at the Guildhall

Tavern ou Friday last; Mr.Charle'f Gilpin, M.P.

in the chair. The report stated tint, after

paying an interim 5 per cent, dividend amount-
ing to £7,500, there remained a profit of £30,552,

out of whh'h a further division of 5 per cent, and

a bonus of10 per cent, was recommended, making
20 per cent, for tho year, and leaving £8,052

to be carried to the next account. The chair-

man, in moving the adoption, gave a very grati-

fying account of^ the past history of the company,
remarking that only £8,000 of tho old land t iken

ovt:r at its formation, remained on hand. Since

that period, 1^56, the division had risen from

7-5 to 20 ]ier cent, per anuum, tho total amount
distributed having been £169,361 upon a paid

up capital ol £150,000, so that tho directors had
returned the shareholders the whole of their

money, with a bonus of very nearly, if not fully,

7a per cent., and each share could now be sold

for £13, as against £12 lOs?., the price at this

time last year. Tho sales of land in 1868 showed
a slight increase upon 1SG7, while purchases

had put them in possession ofsome of tho best land

that had ever belonged to the company. Mr. Bar-

ber seconded the motion, which was agreed to

after a briefdisoussion, and the dividend declared

payable ouand after Wednesday next. The retir-

ing directors and audi tors were re-elected, and the
meeting then becoming special, a resolution was
moved from the chair to increase the capital by
£60,000 on 30,000 £10 shares, which led to very
considerable (liscussion, but in the end it was
unanimously assented to, and the proceedings
closed with a vote of thanks to the chairman acd
directors.

Eighteenth Starr Bowkett.— The annual
meeting of the Eighteenth Starr Bowkett Bene-
fit Building Society was held on Friday last, at
the Spa-fields Lecture Room, Exmouth-street,
Clerkenwell. The report stated that a sure and
steady progress had been made by the society,
and that its present position was sound and
satisfactory. The assets exceeded the liabilities

by £123 17s. 2d. Tho society consists of 732
shares, and twenty-one appropriations have been
made, the total sutns advanced for the appropri-
ations amounting to £5,400. The report was
adopted, and the election of of£!:;ers having
taken place, the twenty-second appropriation
was proceeded with.

Ilfracombe.—The first general publits meet-
ing of the Permanent Mutual Benefit Building
Society was held on Tuesday week, at the Town-
hall. The report of the directors showed that
tho society numbers 109 members, holding 197
shares, and that £555 had been advanced to
members. The report was adopted, and the
election of officers brought the meeting to a
close.

Paddington.—From the second annual report
of the Paddington Land and Building Society
just issued, it appears that the number of
shares now issued is 138; on 312 ofthese £6 per
share has been paid, and the total amount re-
ceived on shares is £2,265 ISs. The sum of
£6,310 5?. has been received during tho year at

5 per cent, per annum. The amount withdrawn
has been £2,078, and the balance now due to
depositors is £5,993 5s. During tho year £7,150
was advanced, and the repayments received
£1,691 la. lid. The total amount now received
is £11,210. The profit and loss account, after

charging current expenses, interest due to

depositors, one-seventh of preliminary expenses,
and the half-yearly dividend at the rate of 74 per
cent, (paid in August lasfj, shows a balance of
profit of £244 17s. 6d., out, of which the directors

recommend the payment of a dividend for the
second half-year also at tho rate of 7i per cent,

per annum, leaving a balance of £1/0 23. 4d.

Stirling Building and Investuent So-

ciety.—Tho thirteenth annual general meeting
of this society took place in the Court-house,

on Wednesday week. From the report by the

directors it appeared that the total number of

members at present is 370, holding 2,061 shares,

the value of each share being £25, which gives
an ultimate capital of £51,525. During the
past year the gross profits of the society amount)
to £1,102 12^. 7d., which has been allocated
among the shareholders. The condition and
prospects of the society aro highly favourable.

The report was unanimously approved of.

Temperance Permani-nt Land and Building
Society.—The fifteenth auuual meeting was
held at the Terminus Hotel, Cannon-street, on
Wednesday week. From the report of the
directors, it appeared that the subscriptions re-

ceived on investing shares amounted to £134,000.
The subscriptions on account of advanced shares

were £142,000. The sums received in the de-

posit department exceeded £54,000. The
amount received for interest and premiums on
tho investments of the society exceeded £40,000 ;

and the year's receipts from all sources amounted
to £405,000. The withdrawals of subscriptions

amounted to £44,700, and the sums repaid to

depositors to £57,000, The advances on mort-

gage of house property were £203,000. £23,000
were paid to members and depositors for profit

and interest, and at the close of the year there

was available for advances £65,000. After pay-

ing expenses of management, wriiing oflf losses,

and carefully re-valuing the properties on hand,

the directors had appropriated profit to in-

vesting shareholders at the rate of 7} per

cent, per anuum on the subscriptions at the

credit, ol the shares in force. After a lengthy

discussion upon the report, tho adoption of

which was carried unanimously, a vote of £800
to tho directors for the past year's services was
unanimously carried, and votes of thanks to the

secretary (Mr. Henry J. Phillips) and to the

chairman, closed the proceedings.
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^uilbing liitcHigtiice.

OHTTSOHES AKD OHAPKLS.

CoTEHiLL.—A new church was commenced at

Cotehill, Cumberland, on Monday week. The

cost o£ the edifice (which has been designed by

Messrs. Habershon and Brock, of London) will be

Xl,260. Mr. Court, of Carlisle, is the contractor
;

and the church is to be finished in September.

Halifax.—Park Congregational Church, re-

cently erected at Halifax, was opened on the 24th

ult. The chapel is in the Early Geometrical style

of Gothic. It is built with Northowram pitch-

faced wall stones and freestone dressings. The
chapel is 113tt. 6in. long by 53ft. wide and 53ft.

high, exclusive of the minister's and other vestries

at the back. It is divided into nave and side

aisles by iron pillars, which support a gallery

running round three sides of the chapel, and the

arches for the roof. The architects have been

Messrs. R. Ives and Son, of Halifax, and the work
has been executed by local contractors. The
total estimated cost, including site, present

schoolroom, chapel, &c., is £10,000. Accommo-
dation is provided for nearly 1,000 persons.

Iron Chapel, Tooting.—A new iron chapel,

capable of holding 300 persons, has been erected

for the Wesleyan community at Tooting, by
Messrs. Morton and Co., of Liverpool, London,
and Glasgow, who have, says a local paper, suc-

ceeded in winning the unanimous approval of both

the building committee and numerous visitors.

Maidenhead.—The new church of St. Luke
has just been opened. The style is Early Geo-
metric, and the building comprises nave, chancel,

north and south aisles, south porch, vestry, and
organ chamber. The nave is divided into sis

bays by alternate circular and diagonal shafts

with foliated capitals. The length from east to

west is 125ft., and the width of nave and aisles

5Sft., height from floor to ridge of open-timbered

roof 52ft. The cost is about £5,500. Mr. Row
•Clarke, of London, is the architect; and Mr.

Price, of Maidenhead, and Mr. Mickley, of Bray,

were the builders. The carving has been done by
Mr. Blakeney, of Gloucester, and the gasfitting

by Mr. Leaver, of Maidenhead. One of the

double-light windows in the chancel is filled with

stained glass by Lavers and Barraud.

Newmarket. —All Saints' Church is to be en-

larged to twice its present size, at a cost of

£2,500. The works will be commenced in April.

Brighton.—New and extensive buildings have
been erected in Station-street, Brighton, for Mr.
Hudson, as a depcsitory for valuable furniture.

With a view to the preservation of goods from
damp, dust, and vermin, the entire area of the

stores has been floored with asphalte from the

mines of Pyrimont, which is fire-proof.

Dewsburt —A handsome block of new build-

ings for shops, ofUces, ic, has just been erected

at Dewsbury, at a cost of about £5,000. The de-

sign is Gothic freely treated, the elevation exter-

nally being divided into two compartments by
•means of projecting pilasters and gabled canopies.

The buildings were designed by Messrs. John
Kirk and Sons, architects, of Hudderafield and
JJewsbury.

New Congregational Schools at Great
HORTON.—A new Congregational school has been
-opened at Great Horton. It has been erected by
'Messrs. Booth, Illingworth, and Sons, of Bradford,

irom the designs of Messrs. Paul! and Robinson, of

Manchester. Upwards of £2,000 has been raised

•towards the cost of these schools, but a ccnsider-

.able sum is still required to free them from debt.

NEW,MAnKET.—New schools are about to be
.erected in connection with All Saints' Church, at

a cost of £1,150. The Duke of Rutland will lay

the foundation stone in April.

Preston.—Mr. Richard Newsham has signified

his intention to erect new schools in connection

with St. Saviour's Church. The Preston Guardian
understands that Mr. Hibbert, architect, has been
instructed to prepare plans.

Richmond.—Mr. C. May, F.R.I.B.A., has pre-

pared plans for new schools in connection with

St. Elizabeth's Roman Catholic Church.
The Skelton Viaddct.—The great Skelton

Viaduct, which carries the new line of the North-
Eastern Company from Hull to Doncaster

THE APOMECOMETEE.

(Staddlethorpe and Thorne), over the Ouse, is

now so far complete that a train conveying the

ofiicials of the company and the engineer (Mr.

T. E. Harrison) last week passed over it. This

viaduct, according to the Railway News, is one of

the greatest achievements of the age. Not only did

the foundations present almost insuperable difli-

culties, but the superstructure presents extraordi-

nary features. The comparatively low level of

the new line necessitated an opening bridge, and
the movable portion so provided for the accommo-
dation of the river traSic is the longest of any
work of the kind in England. At the point of

crossing, the Ouse is 800ft. wide, and the movable

part of the over-channel bridge is not less than

2-32ft. This immense length crosses the deepest

part of the river, and turns on a stupendous mid-

river pier, and is opened and closed at will, hy-

draulic power being applied. The entire structure

is carried by seven spans of solid fish-backed

girders resting upon massive iron piers forced

to a great depth into the river bed through

various layers of river salt, peat, and clay. The
structure is one of imposing appearance, and is a

great triumph of engineering skill. It will be

opened for the Hull and London summer traflic

this year.
•

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
NOTICE.—Cases for binding the BUILDING

NEWS, Vol. XV., are now ready, and can be had,

price 2s. each. Cases for binding back volumes
can also be had.

To Odr Readers.—We shall feel obliged to any of our
readers who will favour us with brief notes of works con-

templated or in progress in the provinces.

Letters relating to advertisements and the ordinary bnsl-

ness of the Paper should be addressed to the EDITOR,
31, TAVISTOCK STREET, COVENT GARDEN. W.C.

Advertisements for the current week muat reach the
ofQce before 5 o'clock p.m. on Thursday.

Received.—G. and K.—C. S. M.—O. W. D—J. L. W.-
H. a—M. and Co.-E. J. H. -G. J. B. -P. W. B.-H. H.—
S. H. Q.—T. C—F. M. andCo.-J. B. S. - F. F. M.—T. P.

—J. W. S. and Co.-J. E.—J. F.-J. C—J. M. and Co.—
J. 0. S.—J. and Sons.-R. W. J.—G. T.—B. N. B.—J. P.

S.-W. B.—W. G. W.
W. G. B.—The plans may be seen at the Royal Institute

of Architects, 9, Conduit-street.

An Old Subscriber, who wants a book on classical

architecture, had better write to B, T. Batsford, bookseller,

52, High Holborn, or some other publisher who specially

supplies architectural works.
W. T.—The last volume of the " Engineer" contained

an illustratiou and description of the new Sniithtield Meat
Market.

J. L. Watson.—We would publish the names of the com-
petitors if they were supplied to us.

David EwART.—Forward eight stamps, and the numbers
for July 19 and Aug. 16, 1867, will be sent. Send list of

numbers of 1866 you want.

CorrespiikiEL

THE APOMECOMETEE,
To the Editor of the Bullding News.

Sir,—Mr. R. C. Millar's apomecometer, as de-

scribed in your issue of the 20th inst., is very in-

genious, but would fail, like the box sextant, in

the very common case of the ground sloping away
from the tower, as a defined object to which the

observation could be taken would be wanting.

This defect could be remedied by the modifica-

tion shown in the accompanying sketch, where the

mirrors a and h are similar to Mr' Millar's. A
small spirit bubble is fixed to the bottom of the

case, and a little to one side, as shown in the cross

section. A small mirror c, not quite half the width

of the case, is fixed over the bubble at an angle

of 45 deg., so that it will reflect the image of the

bubble to the eye when the bubble is in the

centre of the tube, but not otherwise. By
this arrangement the top of the tower or

other object could be seen reflected in a, past

the edge of the mirror, and if the two images

were brought side by side, as indicated by the

sketch, the observer would be at a distance from

the centre of the tower or foot of the wall equal

to the height of the object above his eye.

Now, if a staff were placed at the observer's

station, and he placed himself at the foot of the

waU of the building, he would be able, by noting

where the image of the bubble in c cut the staff,

looking through the unsilvered portion of the

glass, to estimate the difl'erence of level betweea

the foot of the wall and his station, and would

thus be able to form a pretty accurate estimation

of the true height of the building. If the bubble

is not sufficiently lighted from the upper opening

of the instrument, a small hole might be left in

the side of the case opposite the bubble when in

the centre of its tube. My suggestions are quite

at Mr. Millar's service if he thiuks them worth

trying.—I am, &o., A. D. L.

Red Hill, February 27.

I enclose my card for the information of Mr.

R. C. Millar.

THE CHAPTER-HOUSE ROOF, YORK.

Sir,—Long-continued attention to the subject

of Gothic carpentry enables me to appreciate the

great interest of the example, and to admit the

value of the illustrations given in the Bcildino

News of February 26, that has led to other and

very opposite conclusions concerning " the precise

difference that separates the Gothic art of con-

struction from all others, and more particularly

the construction as seen in the Renaissance, as in

the works of Sir Christopher Wren and Inigo

Jones."

In coupling these great names it would be as

well to reverse this order, for Jones, bom in

London in 1572, studied and even acquired repu-

tation abroad. When about the age of thirty-four,

he had obtained the patronage of Christian IV. of

Sweden, whom he accompanied to England in

1004. For a great part of the remainder of his

life, which closed in 1652, he exercised great in-

fluence on the architecture of this country, and

having had priority of career, deserves no

secondary position.

The Norman chapter-houses were parallelo-

grams, but as time went on these buildings ap-

proached the octagon in plan, and that at Salis-

bury, with its central clustered pier and stone

groining, shows to what importance and beauty

they had attained about the middle of the

thirteenth century.

The building at York dates about 1280, and
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illustrates a marked constructive change. By
substituting wood for stone, it became possible to

span the entire width from side to side (about

57ft ) without a central column. The grand vault,

with its eminently artistic stellar arrangement of

the wooden moulded ribs, was, as&uredly, the re-

sult of preconceived and carefully matured design.

The unwrought timbering above must also have

been carefully and scientifically thought out:

not, indeed, as a thing of superficial beauty, but
as a firm and powerful skeleton, leaving little

room for the supposition that want of study was
made up for by empirical expedient.

One of the chief difficulties modern architects

find in comprehending the principles of mediaeval

work arises from their acquaintance with Renais-

sance constructions, and their consequent habit of

applying the rules of that method to productions

of anterior date. They think of trussed princi-

pals, and talk of fie beams, while the fact seems to

be that until Jones brought the practice from
Italy, where he had probably seen the example
of S. Fa 7o fuor i muri, and the then recent con-

trivances of Palladio, which he imitated in the
roof of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, no idea of the

tensile application of timber had ever disturbed
the brain of any English carpenter. Even more
improbable is it that the York carpenters of the
thirteenth century anticipated the trellis girder of

modern days. Tbe similitude drawn from what
may be termed the raking shores of the roof

under notice is fanciful indeed. Those tiraljera

would be of temporary service during the piucess

of construction, and lend permanent ste.idinrss,

but do not appear to be suited or intended for

sharing the impending weight. The struts for

the outer framing have other sources of support.

To think of this roof rightly it must be con-

templated not as a truss, but as a built-up spire, for

spire it is, and the ingenious scheme of its con-

struction would seem to be practically this:

—

"Within the octagon, and taking the alternate

angles, a squar"^ is formed by four large beams,
each more than forty feet in length, resting at the

ends upon the walls, and supported iu the middle
by a specially framed bracket or horsing, and the

Strain is thus c.irried down the walls for a dis-

tance of twenty feet. These horsings perform
very important services, and are thoroughly con-
sistent with the whole system of medieval timber
work. The octagon of the walls, 57ft. diameter,

is thus replaced by a foundational square, whose
sides are not much over forty feet, and well sup-

ported in the middle. This is rightly termed
" a most ingenious contrivance." At the points

where these supports occur, the great cross sum-
mers, or as we should now write breastsummers,
are laid in pairs, one set over the other, and the
reason for all this timber is perfectly plain. At
the middle of their length, their weakest part,

they were destined to experience the great cross

strain of the central king post—a positively insis-

tent load, and not a suspender, as in modern
roofs. Upon this principle, and upon no other,

can the enormous accumulation of material at this

point be satisfactorily accounted for, but in it

we fully see the grandly simple and sufficient

operation of early English science. AVith this

key all becomes intelligible, and that which as a

tie-beam truss would be positively barbarous,

looked at iu the true light becomes an example
that might be studied for imitation under similar

conditions to-morrow.—I am. Sic,

TuoMAS Monnis.

on view at the JIuseum. or somewhere near. I

have sought in vain to find them, as I did also

those for another competition in which I felt an
architectural interest.— I am, &c., Clekk.

Cha

Intertmnniunication.

QUESTIONS.

[1297.]—THE APOMECOMETER —Can you inform
where I can pnrcha-So the Apomecomuter, illimtniteil
your last number, and what is the price of it

Fuller.
[We have had several letters this week inquiring where

the " Apomecomoter" can be obtained, and its price. Mr.
Millar should put it in the hands of some enterprising
mathematical iustnimeut maker, and advertise it, when
many would no doubt sell. One correspondent, by-the bye,
aay3 " It would be a great boon to give it a shorter name.']

[129S]—INCRUSTATION OF BOILERS.-Can any of
my fellow readers inform me of a substance to put into
boilers to prevent their fiu'iiug?— Leo,

[1339.] -TIMBER GIRDERS.-Iwanta timber girder
with iron flitch plate of this section,
iluj spin to be 20ft., and it must carry
1 . tuna iu centre, or 30 tons distributed.
\\ liat depth and width of timber, and
^vUat thickness of flitch plate should I

?—Ako YilOUS

[nOO.]-FLITCH GIRDER.— I have a flitch girder by
10 of 16ft. span, of this section, made
itb two deals, Qin. by 3iu., with ^iu.
itL'li plate between. What weight
ill it carry? and if I take out the

Hitch plate what will it caary then
3

-Anonymous.

butedone, this amount becomes 66.043 x 2 = 112.0S61b.

Taking tlie co-t;fticient of safety as .2, then the safe load

becomes 112.030 x .2 = 22.-llClb. 2. The strength of the
rods alone—Aesviming the span to be div.ded into three

IS :i:i

equal parts = ~~z— = 4.44ft., this amount 4. 44 will be the

length of the central portion of the rods only; for, as the
incliued portions of the rods have their points of attach-
ment at the extreme ends of the deals. theii~ lengths become
= ^ (4TirrT75)= + 1.25a = v^ 5,193 4. 1 25a = 5.338ft.

Taking 50.0001b. ;is the breaking weight per square inch of
50 000 X 1.25

wrought iron, wo have ^-3^
= ll.TOSlb. as the

weight per square inch of the rods, which if super-imposed
above the end of the inclined portion of the rods would
cauao fracture. As the rods have an area of 2 x (1.25^ X
.7851) = 2.454 square inches, this weight becomes 11. 70^ h
2.454 = 28.7311b. Taking the co-eiticienl of safety for

wrought iron as .25, then the load to be applied becoraee

28.7.U X .25 = 7.18;;ib. Without assuming huw this

load may be brought upnn the rods, and as there are

two points of pretsure, then 7 ISi x 2 = 14 3661b. ia

the load the rods will axny. 3. The strength of the deals

and rods in combination. —At tirst sight it would ap-
pear that, as tbe safe load for the deals i^ 22.1161b., and
that for the rods is 14.3661b., then 22.416+ 11.36r.=

3ti.7s2lb. would be the safe load of the two together. But
this is notso. W ith a load of 36.7821b. an undneumouut
of strain would be put upon the timber, and with age and
deterioration lo^s of elasticity would gradually ensue, and
as this deterioration progrt-sst-d, a constantly increasing

strain would come upon the rods, which when the deaU
had reached a certain amount of deflection would double

the strain per square inch, ; nd then, in a little while,

failure would follow. 'Ihe rods of the dimensiousdesigned
by " \Y. L. G." are therefore of no available soivice. —

A

Shikgle TiVeaver.

SOUTH KENSINGTON MUSEUM:.
Sir,—Did you ever go to South KenBington

—

the Great Albert Museum—to see how the people
vi&it it, and to note how they are pleased or ia-

structed .' If not, go on Saturday at the hour of

closing—four o'clock—and you will see as much
disappointment as pleasure, and hear as much
grumbling as expressions of delight. How is

this ? You will nut ask when you note how slowly
they come out and how unwillingly they givQ up
the pleasure they promised themselves and were
enticed to South Kenaiugton to enjoy and yet
can only taste. Few can manage to leave the
bank or desk or office, whether in City or West
End, before three o clock, and so few can reach
the " Great Albert "—as some are trying to name
it—before four o'clock. When they do, they are
just in time tu hear the cry of "doors closed."

Anyhow, there is no chance for the model work-
ing man and his neat family seeking instruction and
edification. Also, as one architecturally inclined,

I should like to know how, when, and where I

. can see the designs for *' District Schools" now

[1301.]-POLISHING ALABASTER. -Can any of your
readers inform me how the beautiful snow-white appear-
ance seen on the sculptured alabaster objects imported
from Italy is produced?— A. B.

[130 J.] — LKAMINGTON MEMORIAL FOUNTAIN
COSIPETITION. — Do any of your readera know what
has been done with regard to the above competition? as.

after some considerable trouble and expense in preparing a
design for tbe same, the committee Lave had the impu-
dence to return me my plan without even paying the car-

riage and letting me know who was tirst and second.— E.C.

[1303,]—RAIN WATER TANKS.—Would any of your
readers kindly inform me what, is the best material for a
rain water cistern lift, by Oft. by 2ft. deep, fixed about Sfc.

above the ground. I have been told that rain water cats
holes in lead, and that both lead and galvanised iron in-

j uriously aflect the water. Can slate be obtained of a size

lavg'i enough, or, if the bottom slab is jointed, be made
water-tight? Also what is the relative cost?

—

Tank.

[1304.]—THE EDMONTON WORKHOUSE JOB.- Can
some one witliin the precincts of the Strand union supply
the names of the guardians wlio perpetrated the job de-
nounced by a "Strand Ratepayer*' iu the last miinber of
the Building News ? If there is no means of bringing
such men before a bar of justice, let them bo brought
before the bar of public opinion.— \V. H. S.

REPLIES,
[1241.]—AN INCH SUPER AND A SUPER INCH.-

I am not at all satistied with the '* setting right" of '* John
M 'Namara" on this subject. Here is a diagram represent-
ing, I believe, an inch superficial, 141 of these making a
foot superficial. Now will " J. irNamara" givo a siraiJai'

diagram, but representing a superticial

A inch, remtmberiug, of coui-se, that the
1 figured dimensions are taken iu lineal

4; measure. At ihe end of his reply "J.
j" Jl'Namara" states that "an inch super la

1 the square root of a super inch," and does
v ho mean to say that a super inch ia not

the Square root of an inch super? because

[1283.]—REMOVING INDIAN INK.—In reply to
'* Cockerham's" quety in your last issue, and for general
information, permit me to state that amoogst my drawing
instruments I have for years kept a little piece of soft

sponge inserted in the end of a quill. In erasing an
ludiuu ink line from a tracing, I cut a slit corresponding to

the line ia a piece ofthin c;n d, place it over the work so as to

have tbe faulty line in view, damp the sponge, and erase

the line seen through the cut iu the card. By this meau.^
adjoining wotki:s saved. Some Indian ink, however, will

not come out, which obliges thd draughtsman to be careful^

and teaches him a practical lesson if he is not. Colour may
be removed in the same way ; too much water aud too-

much rubbing of ihe surface should be avoided. Dry oRT

with a clean piece of white blotting paper. —N.
[1288] —"Lockerham " will find the following proceso'

very effectual in removing Indian ink or colour fronaa

tracing paper. Damp tbe part ^\iih pine water (using &
camel hair brush for the piupose), aud then apply a piece

of clean blotting paper before the water has had time to
soak too deeply iuto the tracing, and afterwardsrnb gently

with common bottle Indian rubber. A second application

of water will sometimes be f^uud necessary ; but iu that

case great care will have to be taken to prevent rubbing a
hole through the paptr. A solution of chloride of Um©
and water will take out crimson lake.—W. G. G.

[1293.] -GLASS CISTERNS.—"F. H." and his Vankee
friends are snrely out of their latitude to imagine the
practicability of bringing eliiss tanks into nse. I have ae

much faith in it as wearing glass hats. The latter would,
no doubt, cause much diversity with the juvenile class

firing at "cock shots."

—

Fin<;er-plate.

this is really tho point "Surveyor" wishes settled, aud
1 tihouU be obliged if " J. M'Numara " would quote an
authority where it is shown that, by the mere transposing

of tho words " inch super," quite a difierout meaning ia

attached. -W. W.

[1251.]—BOILER INSURANCE COMPANY.—For your
information I beg to hand you a copy of the rules aud
regulations of tUis association, together with a copy of our
Ijrinted monthly report for Dtrtembcr last. Wo have
many boilers under our care in London, and if your
querist has boilers which he would wish to phice undei
inspection, we shall be glad to hear from him.—Rorert
Tiim;i:, Secretary. Ofiices 11, Corporation•street, .Man-
chester.

[1270.]-STRENGTn OF GIRDER.— A diversity of
opinion exists as to the stability of trussed beams, such as
juoposcd by " \v, L. G.,'*aa to relative proportion which
^hould exist between the beam and the truss rods. Some
suppose that these rods add materially to tho strength of
the beam, whilst othei-s hold tho opinion that they are of
no assistance, and are calculated to misle^id aotothe actual
strength of the beam trussed in the maimer shown.
" W. L. G.'s" question—"What weight such a girder as
this would carry?"— offers threo points for solution.
1. What weight would the deals sustain with safety alouo?
2. What weight woukl tho rods sustain with safety alono?
3. What weight would the duals aud rods iu combination as
proposed sustain in fcjifety? 1. The strength of the deals
alone—Assuming them to bo Christiana white deals, their

{ X n^ X em
breaking weight at tho centre ia W = ^ ^

13 33

s 5G.019ib. ; and, a;^ the load to be supported is a distri'

[1294.]-ITALIAN ARCH(TECTURE.~-"Renais?ance'^
can see books on the styles he mentions at the art library

of the South Kensington Museum ; or he may obtaia the
finest works on French aud German Renaissance (such aF-

" Berty's La Renaissance en France ;" " Pfnor's Palais di.^

Fontainbleau ;" "Pfnor's Chateaude Heidelberg ;" '* Pfiior e

Chateau d' Anet;"' " Hoyei's 1' Art Architectural en
France;" "Motifs H storiques do Cnesar Daly:'* an<?
*' Sauvageot's Palais Chateau et Maisons do France ") at M
Morel's, 13, Rue Bonaparte, Paris, who would doubtless-

forward a catalogue of his works on application.—11. H.

STATUES. MEMORIALS, ETC.

TUE sculptor Wiohmanu, of Munich, has just linishoi.

tho model of a statue in bronze of Goethe, which is to be
inaugurated iu that city ou August 2S.

We intimated some time back that the Queen would pro-
bably inaugurate t-he memorial in Hyde Park to the Prince
Consort ou May 1 next. This, however, is now r>und to be
impossible. The proposed decorations aud sculpture have
not kept pace with tbe bu-Iding, owing to their in.iguitude

and the care with which they havo been e\tcut-ed. The
spire is the principal feature of the whole. From its

cross to the base it is exactly 120ft., and tho metal used in,

its constn:ction weighs over 200 tons. This cnornioua
weight is supported by four maasivo crossed wrought-iron
girders. Ouly an inadequate idea can be convevcd of tho
magnificence with which this epire has been decorated.

There is not an inch of space which is not covered with a
scroll work, a pinnacle, or figures. Near tho sumrair, are
four pcdestiUs for four bronzo gilt figures, emblematic of
the Virtues, and above these will be ciirvi-d angels, extend-
ing their wings over the whole. The chief object of thia
work, the Prince Consort's figure, ia entrusted to Mr.
Foley. It ia to be of bionze gilt, and will represent the
Prinoo pitting ou a throne of state on a noble pede-^tal of
granite and Sicilian marble; whilst above, the roof of tho
canopy bears the royal aims and those !>f iho Prince ou a,

ground of bine aud gold. Although the Memorial is so far

advanced, it is not possible that it can be finished btforo

the winter. The cost has not been rtst'-icted to any par-
ticular amount; the Goveniment voted a sum of £180,000,

hut tlrs is quite inadequate to cover the entire -expt'iiso.

and the deficit will be met from out of the private purse
of the Queen.

An effort is beings made at Exeter to raise funds-

to erect a public hall for the reception of the British.

Association.
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LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
Infringement of the Building Bye-laws.—

At Bradford, on Friday last, tlie towu clerk

appeared in s-upport of iuformatioiis laid afjainsi

several per9on3 for infrinp;ementg of the bnildiug

bye-laws. Mr. W. Wilson, blacksmith, Bolton-

road, was charged with makicig an alteration in

part of a new building for a beerhouse, in

Bolton-road, before the completion of the build-

ing, ar.d without having obtained approval of

the alteration. As the Bench thought there was

a direct attempt to evade the bve-kw9, the de-

fendant was fined the full penalty of £5, with 83.

COBtS.

BuM/EERs' Contracts.—The defendant in the

case of the Corporation of the City of London v.

Southgtte had agreed (says a legal correspondent)

to pull down a certain house of the plaintiffs',

and to bnild a new one to the satisfaction of the

plaintifis' architect, and to accept a lease (which

the piaiiitiffs agreed to grant) of such new
house at a certain rent. It was held by Vice-

Chancellor Malina that the court might decree

specific pertormaiice of part of the agreement,
and give damages for broach of the remainder.

fur fffice Mk
BuiLDEEs' Clerks' Benevolent Institution. -

The annual meeting of this society was held at

the offi.'es, Bedford-row, 011 the 24th ult., Mr.
Charle-1 Richardson, the president, in the chair.

The report, which waa read by the secretary,

while congratulating the members on what had
been accomplished by the society, regretted the

-sapiueness that still seemed to exist among
builders' cleiks with regard to the objects of the

in3titat,ion. The chairman, Mr. M. B. Newton,
and others, addressed the meeting, and offered

suggestions as to the best means of awaking the

desired interest in the mind3 of those who ought

to become subscribers to the society. A vote of

thanks to the chairman concluded the proceed-
ings.

Society fob the Encouragement op the
Fine Arts.—The second conoenazione of the

eleventh ses.sion of this society took place on
Thursday evening, the 25th ult., in the gallery of

the i^ociety of Female Artists. Mr. Hyde Clarke
presided, and congratulated the members upon
the progress of the society. It was, he said,

gratifying to find that the members of the Sjcioty
of Female Artists were themselves warmly in-

terested in the succ_'S3 of the institution, as was
proved by successive and improved exhibitions
of wot ks of art. The present collection evidenced
remarkable talent and unabated perseverance.
Tne musical part of the entertainment was siis-

taintd by Miss Adelaide Newton, Miss Lucia Fos-
broke. Miss E lusibrd. Miss Augusta Man-
ning, Mr. Denbigh Newton, and Mr. Dawson,
directed by Mr. Allred Gilbert.

AkbitratiON in the Northern Iron Tkade.
On Monday, an important conference took

place at Darlington between the iron mauufao-
tureis of the north uf tugland and represeiita
tives deputed by their woikmen. The subject
of the meeting was to discuss the desirability of

establishing conns of arbitration in the northern
iron trade, to prevent the periodical disputes and
strikes wuich have been so disastrous to both
masti-rs and men. There was a pretty full meet-
ing, most of the woika in the north ot England
being represented. The meeting throughout
was harmonious. A joint committee of masters
and men was appointed to draw up rules for
establishing courts of arbitration and concilia-
tion for the norih of England iron trade, and to
report to a future m-eting.

Tenders fok Edmonton Wokkhouse.—Last
week We iuserled a letter on thissnbj^ci, and our
attention has heen c.illed to certain inaccuracies
which it contains. "A Strand Ritep lyer," who
sent the letter, said that Mr. Howard's tender,
which was accepted, was £1,000 above that 01

Uill, Kediiell, and Waldram, and £2,000 above
that of Mr. Hart. Anyone, by relerting to the
list of tenders which appeared in the Building
Niws, will see that Mr. llowarci's tender was
£5-13 above that of Uill, K-ddell, and Waldram,
i-l,u55 above that ol Cooper aiid Cullum, and
£1,800 above tl.at of Mr. Hart. The inaccu-
racies must have aiiseu from the writer not
having looked with sutfiuieut caro at the extra
charge each contractor estimated for Burham
-bricks.

Destruction op Hebkingswell Church by
Fire.—During the morning service on Sunday at

the village church of Herringgwell, Suffolk, the

edifice was discovered to be on fire. The fire

was occasioned by the heat of the iron piping,

which ran from a stove through the thatched

roof. The priest and his congregation lost no
time in getting out the organ and everything

that could be removed, 'i'here was plenty of

water close at hand, but the firo engine from

Mildenball did not arrive until the roof of the

church was burnt off and the three bells had
fallen from the steeple.

KiNGSTON-oN Thames /nd its Sewage.—

A

Fall op a Church Towee.—During the re-

cent gale the church tower of St. lasey, Corn-
wall, fell from iia foundations on to the church,

and did considerable damage. It was predicted
some years since that it would fall, and the
parishioners were informed of its dangerous con-

dition, but no stops were taken to secure it. I

would now suggest to them, and more particu-

larly as they are famed for ringing, and offer

annually prizes for ringing, 1st, to rebuild the
tower similar to that of St. Columb Major, which
has a peal of eight bells well hung, and to add
two more bells to the six at present; 2nd, to

provide an external staircase for the ringers, so

as to avoid entering through the church.—

A

resident writes to complain of the conduct of

the borough authorities at Kingston, in that they |
CoENISH EiNGEB.

are about to appropriate about 184 acres of| m 1 •

ground known as "Ham's fields" for purposes of
|

„ Bethnal Green AppROiCiiES.-Tne vestry of

sewage irrigation. The ground adjoins Ham I

Bethnal Green has inangurated a movement the

Common, and the inhabitants obiect-in the ' o'^J'^ct of which is to widen what was long

words of our correspondent—to

Kingston being laid at their door," when, as

they allege, the Thames Ditton marshes or the

poor lands around ilalden would gladly receive

every gallon of sewage available, and where its

application would annoy nobody.

The Building op Asylums.—A deputation,

thirty in number, from the Metropolitan Rate-

payers* Association waited on Mr. Goschen,

M.P., President of the Poor-law Board, on Situr

lied
" Uhuroh-street, Shoreditcb," but which now
forms the eastern end of the Bethnal Green-road.
Mr. Charles Dickens, in describing a visit to

Bethnal-green, has said *'that it was approached
by a long, narrow, wretched, dark street, lined

with little shops, who were struggling to obtain

a living." The expense will doubtless be heavy,

but such an improvement is absolutely neces-

sary. It is the main and almost the only possible

direct approach from the west to Bethnal Green,
being also an approach to the Victoria Park and

day, to present a resolution of the late public
j,,^ proposed new Bast London Museum. The

meeting, asking that no iirther action may be
Metropolitan Board of Works is to be asked to

taken with respect to building asylunis, or until
_^.^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^^_

the question has been reconsidered by railia-

1

ment. Mr. Goschen promised that the matter 1 South London Industrial Exhibitio.n.—-The
should be fairly considered, and that he would third industrial exhibition organised by the
presently state in Parliament his opinion as to ' working men of South London was inaugurated
what additional buildings (if any) were needed.

, on Monday at the Lambeth Births, by the Right

Dwellings FOR THE Industrial Classes.—On Hon. G. J.fGoschen, M.P. The Lord Mayor, the

Friday last a meeting of gentlemen interested in ' members for the South Loudon boroughs, and
providing dwellings for the higher classes of others were present. The Rev. G. M. Murphy,
artisans, merchants', commercial and bankers'

,

the secretary, read a preliminary statement set-

cleiks, &0., and thus supply the need created by ,
ting forth that the results in a pecuniary sense

the construction of railways through the heart of the exhibitions of 1804 and 1865, and the pro-

of the metropolis, wa-i held at tlie residence of bability of a similar success in the case of the

the Hun. Arthur Kicnaird, M.P., 2, Pall Mill display now being given, had induced the com-
East. Tho Eirl of Shaftesbury presided. Mr. mittee to believe that the formation of a guar-

Habershon, the chairman of the directors of the antee fund was unnecessary. The exhibition

Suburban Village Company, laid before the would be open on tho first four week days from

meeting their plans, the chief characteristics of twelve to lour and from six to ten; on Fridays

which are that the company propose to build there would be only an evening opening, aud on
houses, aud then allot them to working men, Saturdays the hours during which admission

who arc to bo shareholders, whose rents are, in could be obtained would be from two to ten. The
ven number of years, to defray the cost of adjudicators had awarded a prize of £5 for the

tho dwellings, which then become their own best design for medal to Miss Marian B. Brook,

property. Tne rents thus imposed do not exceed and a prize of two guineas for the best design

those now paid for houses of a like size and cha- for a certihcite to Miss Helen J. Arundel Miles,

ac.er. Tho company having obtained a large The report continued to state that the Bonrd of

_iiec'0 of land from the Ecclesiastical Commis- Trade, having certified that the exhibition waa
sioners at the south-eastern extremity of what is calculated to promote science and art, had given

called Loughborough paik, Brixton, are enabled protection to inventions and improvements ex-

to base their project on sound commercial prin- bibiteJ, under the Industrial Exhibition Act of

ciples, and to secure a fair percenta,3e on tho 1801, liU the close of the exhibition on March
lay, without the possibility of loss. After a 20. The objects exhibited are very numerous,

g discussion a motion was carried recognis- and comprise models, carvings, sculpture, oil

ing the scheme as advantageous to working paintings, water colours, pen and ink and crayon

men, and as financially sound in principle. In ,

sketches, machinery, metal work, cabinet work,

the course of the meeting Lord Shaftesbury 1

and various miscellaneous articles,

kindly consented to lay the foundation stone of Liverpool Architectural Society. - The
the first block of buildings on Easter Tuesday.

I ^^^^j ^^^^j^g ^^ ^^^ Liverpool Architectural and
Hammeusmitii SUSP,.; SWN Bridge. — The

;
Arcbicological Society was held on Wednesday

secretary ol the Royal Humane Society writes to evening, iu the Royal Institution, Cokiuittstreet,
the Tiinas seriously questioning the safety of tho ' under the presidency of Mr. Francis Horner.
Suspension Bridge at Hammersmith on such i There was but a small attendance. The produc-
occasions as the day of the groat boat race, when 1 tiona of the competitors for the students' prize
it is crowded with people. Many are aware

j

were exhibited iu the room. The subject for
that the most fibrous specimens of iron, after competition was a design for a row of teu 7-yard
' -"- subjected to continuous concussion or

j
street hou.ses of three stories

;
general plan and

general design of the front to a scale of 10ft. to

aa inch ; the front of one house, with section of

bratiou, become quite granulated, aud weaker
than cast iron. Such, he foars, is the condition
of the small sq'iare rods by which the bridge is

suspended, and he urges sn immediate examina-
tion by some competent engineer, with a view to

prevent tho occurrence of an appalling calamity.

SociEiY OF Engineers.—.it tho ordinary
meeting of the Society of Engineers, held on tho
Isl instant, Mr. F. W. Bryant, pretiJent, in the
chair, a paper was read on '' Electric Telegraphy
irrespective of Tolegraphio Apparatus," by Mr.
E. G. Bartnoloniew. 'X'no following candidates
tor election were balloted for, and duly elected
as Members, viz.:—Messrs. ^Vllliam Martley,
locomotive superintendent, London, Chatham,
and Dover Railway, Longliedge, Wandsworth

;

John Baldwin, engineer, Navarino-road, Dalston j

John Blackbourn, resident engineer, Limehouso
Basin Impiotement Works; and aii Associate,
Mr. James William Kestler, New Water Works,
Hampton.

front wall, to be shoA-n iu a coloured elevation to

a fixed scale, with plans of each floor on same
scale. The design for materials was to be re-

stricted to brick, tiles, aud terra cotta. The
prize was announced to have been awarded to Mr.
Stanley Fox, a pupil of Messrs. Audsley. The
competition had been one of the best known in

connection with this association, there having
been thirteen competitions. The chairman re-

maiked that this fact gave great promise for the
future, and he hoped they would always have a
great number of competitors. The prize would
be presented to the successful compettror at the
next meeting. The paper of the evening was read

by Mr. Samuel Huggius, and was entitled " Con-
cluding series of Letters from Shaksperia." It

was announced that Mr. H. H. Vale had offered a
prize of two guineas for the beet set of drawings
from the round, by members of the ligme class ;
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the drawings to be sent in to the council on or

before Wednesday, April 21. The drawings for

the President's prize would be sent in to the
council on April 7, instead of the 14th, as pre-

viously stated.

New Lano Eolleb.—Mr. W. B. N. Nicholson,
of the Trent Iron Worka, Newark-on-Trent, has
brought out a novelty in the form of a land
roller, in which the principle of the railway
turntable is adapted as follows:—The frame of
the roller is circular and double, the upper frame
moving upon the lower frame, and the upper
being kept in position at certain points by lover
catches. To the upper frame the shafts are
fixed, and the arrangement is suoh that when the
implement is at the headland or end of its bout,
in place of turning it round, the lever catch is

lifted out of its place, and the horse is then made
to walk round to the opposite point of the
diameter of the circle. When the catch is re-
placed, it keeps the frame in position, and all is

ready for the return journey without the neoes-
eity of moving the implement. The action of
this roller would be improved by mtiking it in
two or more lengths, thus introducing the
differential action and increasing the efficiency of
the implement.

The Institution of Civir, Engineers.—At
the meeting of this society on Tuesday evening,
the 2iid inst., Mr. Charles Hutton Gregory,
president, in the chair, twelve candidates were
balloted for, and declared to be duly elected,
including four Members, viz. :—Mr. William
John Forrest, Westminster; Mr. John Johnson,
Ferryhill, Durham ; Mr. Henry Nathan Maynard,
Westminster; and Mr. Edward Baliol Soot,
Consulting Engineer in the Province of Ka'tywar,
Bombay Presidency; and eight Associates, viz. :—Mr. Clement Barnard, Billiter-jqnare ; Mr.
John Hopwood Blake, Assistant Geologist, on
H. M. Geological Survey of England and Wales;
Mr. Harry Chubb, Bedford-row ; Mr. Arthur
Douglas i'ox. Assistant Engineer, D. P. VV.

,

Tanjore; Mr. Robert Andrew Robertson, Clyde
Wharf, Victoria Docks; Major John Heron
Maxwell Shaw Stewart, R. E., Government Con-
sulting Engineer for Railways, Madras Presi-
dency; Captain Edward Talbot Thackeray, V.C,
K.E., Executive Engineer; D. P. W., Mecrut;
and Mr. Frank Turner, Contractors' Staff, Hon-
dnras Railway. It was also announced that the
council, acting under the provisions of section
IV. of the bye-laws, had recently admitted the:
followitig candidates students of the institution

Messrs. John George Barton, Herbert Maude
Bell, Hugh Whinney Dallas, Thomas lumau,
Samuel Moyal, and Henry Oliver Smith,

Cljip.

The National Gallery is closed from Monday last

until fiu*ther notice for alterations.

The chapel at Wosthoathley, Sussex, is about to
be repaired.

The Bognor Local Board has offered a premium
of £50 for the best plans for a sea defence.

The celebrated Italian engineer, Pietro Paleooapa,
died last week at Turin.

The annual meeting of the Architects' Benovo.
lent Society will he hehl on Wednesday next, at

9, Conduit.street, at three p.m.

Files when tilled with work may he simply and
easily cleaned by holding them in a jot of steam
under forty pounds pressure.

The Viceroy h.as recommended the appointment
of a consulting architect to the Government of
Madras at a salary of 1,200 rupees per mensem.
The land near the new meat market at Smithtiolcl,

in the possession of the Metropolitan Railway Com-
pany, is worth more than £7 a foot, that sum having
been offered and refused for some of it.

The Itah t, of Naples, announces that at Pompeii
there have just been discoveretl two marble busts

—

one of Pompey and the other of Brutus. They are
both of lino execution, and have been ]>Iaced in the
National Museum.

A Piris correspondent st.ates that a subscription
has been commenced for the purpose of erecting a
statue to the memory of the late M. Lamartine,
the poet, who died on Sunday night last. Ho was
bom in 1792.

The North London Railway Extension from Bow
to the Tilbury Line, which will afford a direct com-
munication from Broad-stroot and Camden Town to
Gravcsond and Southend, is announced to bo opened
towanla the close of the month. A lino station is

being erected on the site of the old one at Bow to
meet the requirements of the increased traffic.

A petition numerously signed by the members of
Lincoln's Inn, Gray's Inn, the Inner and the Middle
Temple, praying th.at the New Law Courts should
be erected on the Carey-street site, will shortly be
presented to Parliament.

It is understooil that in the next Exhibition of
the Royal Academy, to be held at Burlington
House, the works contributed by each Academician
or Associate will be grouped together, and not
scattered, as has hitherto been the case, through-
out the collection.

Engineers are now testing the bed of Detroit
River with a view to a railrcad tunnel connecting
the Great Western railroad of Canada with the
Michigan Central, Michigan Southern, and Detroit
and Milwaukee roads. Tough clay is the result on
the Michigan side of the river.

At an adjourned meeting of the Romford High-
way Board, on Thursday week, Mr. Axten, of
f aifron Walden, was appointed siu-veyor, but he
objected to the salary of £150 a year, saying he
understood it to be £170, although the advertise-
ment plainly stated that the person appointed to
the office of surveyor would be p dd £150 a year,
and be required to keep a horse and cart. The
Board decided upon advertising for new candidates.

The
,
Gas Committee of the Brighton Town

Council has resolved:—"That it is desirable that
the Corporation should take steps to proctu-e an
Act of Parliament for the purpose of becoming
m.anufacturers of gas, whereby they can supply
the public lamps of the borough, the public build,
ings, and also private consumers, applying the
profits therefrom to the reduction of the general
rates."

The Metropohtan Board of Works have received
tenders for the loan of £150.000, in various sums,
and at rates of interest varying from 4 to ih per
cent.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING
WEEK.

Monday.—Geographical Society, 8.30.

Tuesday.—Institution of Civil Engineers.—"American
Locomotives and Rolling Stock," by Mr.
Zerah Colburu, M. Inat. C.E., ft.

Royal Institution.—"On the History and
Results of Comparative Philology," by Rev.
F. W. Farrar, M.A., F.B.S.

Wednesday.—Society of Arts.—"On the Screw Pro-
peller," by M. P. Burgh, Esq., C.E., 8.

Geological Society, 8.

Thursday.—Royal Institution.—"On the Eye iu
Animals and Man," by Dr. H. Power, 3.

FitlDAV.—Royal Iu.stitution.—"On some Applications
of Electricity to Naval and Military Purposes,"
by Professor Abel, F.R.S., 9.

Saturday.—Royal Institution—" Ou Hydrogen and its

Analogues," by Professor Odliug. F.R.S., 3.

patents for Inbnitions

CONNECTED WITH THE BUILDING TBADE.

2315 A. C. M. PRINCE. Bell-pull. (A communication.)
Dated July 25, 18i58.

The object of this is to facilitate the pull against the
action of the bell spriug, by converting the ordinary hori-
zontal action of the handle into a downward lever action.
This is effected by forming a slot at or near one end of the
lilate to which the bell-pull is applied, such plate being
Bciewed to the door jamb ; at the opposite end of the plate
another slot ia formed, across which a pintle or shaft is

arranged, wluch consists of a wire or rod so placed in a
mould as to be cast into and fastened to the sides of the
Blot. The handle consists of a bar or plate, to the outer
side of which is secured an arm, terminating iu a suitable
knob or button, which may be of any ornamental form,
and is attached to the end of the bar. To the inner eide
of the bar is secured a tongue, consisting of two parts,
joined or hinged together. One end is firmly connected to
the bar, and is sli^litly curved in a downward direction,

Tbe other part is also curved; the other end of this com-
pound tongue terminates in a hook or eye, to which the
bull wire Is attached.—Patent abandoned.

2:tS2 J. LEWIS. Consuming Smoke. Dated July 27,
ISOS.

This consiBts in procuring oxygen gfis from any o^y-
genoous compound by passing a current of steam through a
retort charged with such compound, and thence by pipes
through or under a fire or hot air chamber, thence to the
bridge of a furnace, or at the back of any fire, when a
volume of unconsumed carbon has to pass, such oxygen
gas being superheated on its passage, so that by the time it

arrives at its destination it is highly iutlammable, that, on
meeting the evolved volume of carbon, combustion takes
l>laco.—Patent abandoned.

23SGO. WOOnUOUSEand J, G.M'MINNIES. Build-
iNus. Dated July 30, ISGS.

Tliid refurti, first, to the construction of buildings in
which arches are required. For this purpose, girders
stretching from "bay '' to " bay, " or other Buch division
or compartment, are employed, and from these girders
arches are sprung ; another part cousista in forming
the arches of tiles, brick, or similar moulded articK-.

manufactured to the rotjuired shape and dimensions in
one jiieco, or in two pieces, with the addition, if desired,
of a central i)ortion or key. Another part couBists iu the
use of cast-iron beams and wrought.iron girders. The
beams extend across the building, and are supported by
the walla, with Intervening pillars. Upon these beams,

and below their top surface, stops or brackets are formed
for the reception of the ends of the girders, which are
then secured to the beams by angle irons.—Patent com-
pleted.

236S W.R.LAKE. Glue. Dated July 2.S 18G8.
The first part relates to the condition of the glue when

ready for sale and transportation, and cousista in ita
manufacture in tbe form of thin flakes or scales. The
second part relates to the means of taking on the fluid or
semi-fluid material to be dried, and consists in the employ-
ment of plates of porcelain, or surfaces not affected by the
acids in the glue, for the purpose of drying the thin films
thereon ; the plates are dipped two or more times in tha
liquid, chilling it between each immersion, and tliereby
taking on a thicker and more uniform coat; aUo in pour-
ing or tlirowicg the glue upon the plates where it ia not-
convenient to immerse them. The third part reUtes to
means for presenting the glue to the drying influences, and
consists in transporting a series of plates on a carrier, as a
wheel or belt, to be exposed to drying influences. Also in
means for adjusting the position of a pulley to compensate
for wear or sUu-keniug of such belt or chain ; aJso in tha
employment of deflectors, which disturb and deflect tha
air ou the outside of the channel in which the plates are
carried

;
also in the employment of inside deflectors, which.

disturb and deflect the air on the inside of the channel,
these latter deflectors being ordinarily carried on the belt
or wheel, and moved with tbe plates ; also in the combina-
tion of both outside and in-ide deflectors, arranged to act on
the cun-ents of air, and to agitate ami disturb them, and
complete them ; also in a peculiar construction of the
apparatus, by making the flexible part iu the form of a
chain having rigid links, and by makiug the pulleys in the
form of prisms corresponding thereto; also in the employ-
ment of chemicals for drying the whole or a portion of the
air thus circiUited, with or without the employ ment of
heat; also in the manner of employing two currents of air,

the one cold for chilling the glue and the other either
warm or chemically dried ; also in the general combination
of a carrier, with glue presenting surfaces, ruta'ing ou a\e3
carried thereon, and with drying cun"enta ; also in jiresent-
ing the glue or horizontal plates or very shallow dish ea in>

a vacuum, or in drying currents of air.— Patent com-
pleted.

2450 C. G. JOHNSON". Brick Macoinery. Dated
August 4, 1863.

A pug mill is employed in combination with boxes or
moulds, set in a circular or rectangular table^ revolving or
sliding reciprocatingly beneath an aperture iu the pug
mill, in such manner that the boxes or moulds are, by the
movement of the table, brought in succes^iou opposite the
orifice of the pug mill, and are from it filled with clay,
concrete, coal dust, or other substance to be moulded into
a block. When the moulds have been moved piwt the
orifice of the pug mill the material* in the motilds are
subjected to pressure by a piston which forms the bottom,
of the mould being forced upwards by its lo»ver eud coming
against an incline or cam surface, whilst the top of the
mould is at this time covered over w ith a lid or plate. The
bricks or blocks are subsequeutly discharged frum the
moulds by cams or levers, and are removed ; it may be
either by hand, or by appliances to push them off the table
ou to a creeper.—Patent completed.

irabe B^^s.

TENDERS.
At tlie last meeting of the City Couimifsion of.

Sewers the Court considered the various teudera sent in.

for the perforuiauce of the m.a3ous" and paviors' work for
three years from Lady Day next : and iu the resiUt they
.allotted the wliole of the masons' work to Mesai-s. Crook
and t}OU, together Tsith the paving of tlie northern and-
Boiitheru City districts ; the paving of the east district to
Messrs. John Mowlem and Co., and that of the west dis*

trict to Mr. H. Booth.

Acton.— For erectingfour pairs concrete houses at Acton.
Mr. E. Wyndham Taiui, aichitect :

—

J. Wright, Entield (accepted; per pair ... £.150

Batley.—For erecting a chapel in Park-road, Batley, for*

the Chiistiaa Brethreu Society. Sheard and UauBtock^
architects :

—

Preston and Webster, Masons £420
R. I bberson. Joiners, &c 619 10
Steere and Stocks. Slaters, Ac 47 16
A. Kitchingman, Plasterer VS 10
Matthew Lobley, Plumber 20
W. Kershaw, Painter 24

£1139 16

Batley.—For erecting a warehouse, houses, ot&ces, &c..
at Bulrush Mills, Batley, for Messrs. Talbot, Senior, auc'

Talbot. Sheard and Hanstock, architects :

—

T. Kiley, Masons £801
„ Slaters IJO

G. Jowett, Joiners, &c 512
J. Bagshaw, Ironfounders 40
Matthew Lobley, Plumber 20
J. W. Hey, Plasterer 28 10

£1617 10

Gattersea.—For erecting St. Philip's Church, Battei-
sea. Mr. T. J. Knowles, juu., architect:

—

Total, including
Spire. Spire.

Beaver JC13,;93 ... £704
UainesandSon 12,750 ... 700
Baker and Constable ... 12,730 ... 700
Nightingale 12,3 5 ... 760
Couder 12,200 ... 680
Hoporn 12,083 ... 600
Co.ike andGreel. 11,076 ... 870
lliiii.li. 11, -116 ... 705
IImvi. Biotheis ll.MOi ... 5.50

Wui lap 11,295 ... 675
JlaiilLV and Rogers 10,'.i70 ... 670
Sawyer 10,8.0 ... 780
Johnson lO.SOO ... 670
Carter and Sons 10,470 ... 630
Colls and Son 10,340 ... 670-
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Banbury.— For rebuilding farm house annd other oi

buildings at Middltjtou Cheney, near Baubury, for M
Horton. Mr. T. J. Kowlaud, architect. Quantities sup-
plied :—

T. and S. Orchard £1339
Kinibarlev 1239

J. and T. Davis 1218

Brlstol. — For alterations of rooms at St. Peter'i

Hospital, and adapting them for offices for the Guardians of

the poor

:

^'utticomhe and Paratt f34S 6
riower 339 10
J. and G. Warren 332 6

Saunders 309
Thomas., 300
Marquiss and Jhuiro 300
Williams 300
Bennett 298
hevanandSon :93 12
Somerville 2S3 10
HUl 2S1 15
Banner 279
Chappell 277 10
Stephens (aiitpled) 273

Brighton.—For erecting seven houses and shops in Duke
street, Brightou, forming part uf the " Duke-street Im-
provements," fur Mr. J. Hart. Mr. B. H. Nunn, surveyor.
Quantities supplied :

—

Chappell £5984
Cheesmanaud Co 5950
Kirk 5753
Fatchingand Sons 5750
S. and W. Danoy 51300

Eruton 54(30

Lockyer 5459
H. Parsons, jun. (accepted) 5200

TBromsgrove.—For erecting new church at Webheath,
Bromsgrove, for the Right Hon. tlie Baroness Windsor. P.
Preedy, arcl?iitect. Quantities furnislied by Messrs. Good-
man and V inall :

—

Stnnfe principally given.
Clark and Smallwood £2625
Whateley 2179 16
Espley 2351 8 8
Jones 2343 10
Field 2217
Nelson 2062
M'Cann and Everal (accepted) ... 2019 10

Chelsea.—For erecting five houses and shops in Fulham-
Toad, Chelsea, for H. G. Benshaw, Ksq. Mr. Lacey W.
Kidge, architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. L. C.
Biddett :—

Gammon and Sons £7:04
«. W. Richardson 6995
G. Williams and Son 6967
W. V/ebb and Sons 6750
J. M. Macey 6744
Adamsonand Sons 66^5
C.N. Foster 6560
Scrivener and White 6:^83

FoLHAM.—Forthe Powell Almshouses. Mr. J. P. Seddon,
architect :

—
No. 1 Design, Terra Cotta Dressings.

Williams £2460
Wigmore 2450

Camden Stone Dressings.
\^ igmore (accepted) 2360

Hampton Court. — For alterations and additions to
Bowater House, Hampton Court. H. H. Collins, archi-
tect :

—

Eawes , £1855
Stuart and Bennett 1478
Alderton 1380
Wheatley .'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

1369
Isle of Wight.—For erecting villa residence at West

•Cowes, Isle of Wight. Mr. R. \V. Jolmson, architect, Mel.
ton and Leicester ;

—

Chinchin £5400
Wheeler 4870
Hall ....".".'.' 4780
Ttomas 4597

Kettering.— For erecting sii ;cottages at Kettering,
Northa ,ts. Mr. E. W. Johnson, architect, Melton and
Leicester ;

—

Bellamy £812
Wilson ""

61,3

Hawthorn 690
Margetts 683
Sharman 664
Ja'lo" Z'ZZ'"""". 651
Hensou 644

Kettering. — For erecting a residence near Kettering
Mr. B. W. Johnson, architect. Melton and Leicester :-

P,arIow andButlin £937 q
Margetts .'.'.".'.'.'.'." 919
Sharman §93 q
jyilaon 8S0 10
Hawthorn 8^0
Henson .'.'.....'.'..'.'.'.'..'.." 865
Briggs S53

Kette, JNC.-For erecting cottages near Kettering. Mr
H. W. Johnson, architect, Meltou and Liecester :—

B"ggs £1370
Hawthorn ' 1300
Haycock '.'.'.,'.'...'.

129;i
Henson '.'.'.'.'...'.

1207
Margetts ..........'.'.'.'.'!.'.' I'so
Wilson 1274
Barlow and Co II60
Sharman ""

1140

Kettlestone. — For rebuilding chaucel and restoring
parish church of Kettlestone, Norfolk. F. Preedy archi-
tect :— '

Turner and Sons £1203 19
B™"'.", • 1009
Cornish IqOS 7
Bardell and Son (accepted) 921 10

London.—For erecting new house and shop for Mr A
Baker, King-stieot. T. J. Bay, architect :

-

Sudbury and Son. Halstead £2654 4 6
Holland, Sudbury 2213 15 6
Greenwood and Sous, Sudbury ... 220O
Halls, Haverhill (not accepted)... 1500 1

Lewisham.—For erecting a Wesleyan chapel at Lewis-
ham. J. Tarriug, architect :

—

Bishop £4993
Myers 4916
Preedy and Sou 482B
Simpson 4700
Higgs

, 405S
Pilby 45:;8

Saunders 4155
Carter and Sons 4-':75

Newman and Mann 41SJ0

Hill and Sons 4IOO

Manchester.—For erecting City Police Courts at Man-
chester :

—

£30,066
29,v20

Clay aud Sons 28,329
Warburtou Brothers 28,134

28,800
Davis and Mawdsley 27,812
Higginsaud Son (accepted) 26,480

Baseord.— For erecting new infirmary and other additions
attheBasford Union, near Nottingham. Mr. b. J. Barber,
Eastwood, architect:^

G. HopevveU (accepted) £7997

Poplar.—For erecting District Board of Works offices and
board room. Messrs. Hills and Fletcher and Messrs.
Arthur aud C. Harston, joint architects. Quantities sup-
plied by Mr. G. Raggett:—

Moore £15,997!
Girling 10,903
Perry 9,175
Harris 9,560
Watts. 8,920
Eunor 8,779
Morter 8,7^3
Myers aud Son 8,674
Cribb and Vaughan 8,663
Cook and Green 8,596
Anscombe 8,523
Winshipp aud Co 8,500
Hughesden 8,500
Abrahams 8,478
Webb and Sons 8,423
Till 8,330
Hill, Keddell, and Co 8,315
Kilby 8,U2
Wicks andBangs 7,975
Turner 7.890
Baker and Constable (accepted) 7,330 !

Salop.— For water-heating apparatus and gas fittings to

the "Anstice Memorial," Workmen's Club and Institute,

Madeley, Salop. Mr. J. Johnson, architect, Moorgate-
street ;

-

Hot water heating Gas
apparatus. Fittings.

Coalhrook Dale Iron Co iOO 14 ... —
Edge Brothers 66 ... —
Poole 52 15 ... —
Nevett Brothers (accepted) 51 5 ... 37 10 9
Madeley Gas Co — ... 38 5

Surrey.—For erecting a villa residence at Fairniile Park,
Surrey, for H Jupp, Esq.:

—

J. Wright, Enfield (accepted) £1800
WestbourneGuove.—For new shop front .and alterations

at SO, Westbourne grove, W. Mr. W. Barrett, archi.

Taylor £114
Colls (accepted) 106

For works on the estate of T. Chamberlayne, Esq. Mr.
R. W. Johnson, architect. Melton and Leicester :

—

Herbert £1560
Neal and Sous 1813
Fast 1832
HaUiday and Cave 1S24

COMPETITIONS,
Royal Acade.viy of Art.s.— Nation.al Gallery.-For the

best paintiug in oil, or model aud design in painting,
sculpture, aud architecture. The gold medal and the dis-
courses of Presidents Reynolds, West, &c. ; and for the
best copies of drawmgs, models from life, the antique in
landscape perspec'ive, &c. The silver medals. &c. Novem-
ber 1.

Clifton, Brlstol.—The Guthrie scholarship. Value
£50 a year, and £20 added. One or more scholarships
of £60, aud one of £25, at Midsummer. Apply to the
secretary.

Belgium Academy of Art.? and Sciences.—For best
enquiry (essay) and report on the period at which archi-
tecture in the Low Countries became eflected by Italian
influence. Premium, 1,000 francs, about £40.
Rotberham.—March 15. -For plans fur the erection of

a public hospital and dispensary. Premiums of £75, £5 0,
and £25. J. Barraa, honorary secretary.
Kingston-on-Thames (Queen Elizabeth's Grammar

School).-March 1.—For plans for the erection of a new
school and master's house. Premium of £25, F. Gould, Esq.
treasurer.

'

BooNOR (Sussex).—March 12.—For design for sea defence
work. A premium of jt;50 for best design. F. Elkins,
clerk to the local board, Bognor,

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BUILDING
ESTIMATES.

Farnham Local Board, Soiirey.—March 15.—For the
construction of a new bridge over the river Wey, and the
formation of certain roads in connection therewith E
Mason, clerk, Farnham.
Midland Railway.—March 15.—For the erection of a

warehouse near the Trent Station. J. Williams, secretary
Derby,
FoLKF.sTONE(Keut).—Marcha.—For the restoration of

the chancel, aisles, south transepts, aud ground floor of the
tower, of the parish church. Mr. E. Christian, 8a, White-
hall-place.

Shoreditch.—MarchO. -Form.asons'and paviors' work
Mr. W. G. Davis, Towuhall, Old-street-roail.
Town Malling.—March 11.—For maintenance and re-

pair of roads. Mr. W. S. Norton, clerk to the board Town
Mailing.

Portsmouth.-March 17.—For the coustructiou of a
cast-iron outfall sewer. S. J. Elliott, clerk to the Local
Board, Lindport Hall, Arundel-street, Portsmouth
Guildford.—March 8. -For sinking a cylinder to the

chalk rock and boring for water. Clerk to the local
board.
Southern II(i.9PirAL, Livebpooi,.-March 10.—For the

erection of a now hospital iu Caryl-street, Hill street,
Urafton-street, aud a proposed new street, Toxteth Park
Messrs. Oulshaw and Sumuers, architects, Rumford-court
Liverpool.
Hammersmith.-March 8.—For the formation of road-

ways, pathways, and for the surface drainage, lerelliug
and laying out of their burial ground in FuUiam fields A
J. Roberts, clerk to the burial board, 1, Grove-terrace,

"EST Ham, Essex.-March 9. -For the supply of
chairs, tables, Ac, for the now TowuhaU, Stratford C
\\ilson, clerk, Townhall, Stratford, E.
Hackney—March 11. -For the supply of ballast

shingle, hoggm and flints, laying York paving and granitscuibmg and lepairs, working the water carts, gas fittings
cartage, for new road, and sewer works. R. ElUs, clerk to
the board, Townhall, Mare-street, Hackney.
Cheltenham Waterworks Company. -March 13 -Con-

tract No. 2, for the erection of an engine aud boiler housd
and chimney, and constructing subsiding and pure water
tanks, filter beds, &c. Contract No. 3, lor the erecUonof

^fi;";''".^'""'™''
'^''f™':' *'=• Mr. W. H. Gwinnett,

clerk to the company, Cheltenham.
Helmsi.ey. - March 12.—For the masonry and oarrei

work for a memorial to the late Lord Feversham. Messrs
Peai-son and Palmer, hon. secretaries, Helmsley.
Twickenham.—March 9. For ornamental post and

horizontal bar fencing, for enclosing the Pubho Recreation
Grounds on the Hauworth and Hampton-road. W. Bus-
ton, clerk to the local board, Twickenham.
March 13.—For the supply of materials for the repairof

convict prisons. Thedireoloraofcou.ict prisons 45 Parlia.
ment-screet, S. W.
Teodinoton.—March 12. -For the erection of a church

Mr. Goodchild, architect, 6, Duke-street, Adelphi.
St. Makylebone.—March II. -For the supply of glazed

stoneware sewage pipes, bonds, junctions, &c W E
Greenwell, vestry clerk. Court-house, St. Marylebone.

St. Marylebone.—March 11.—For the removal of slon
and sweepings from the streets, roads, &o. W E Green-
well, vestry clerk. Court-house, St. Marylebone

St. Marylebone. -March II.—For bricklayers', plaster-
ers

,
slaters

, carpenters' and general buUders' work; supulj
of horses, carts and drivers : also for the supply of gravel
cement, Thames ballast, sand, bricks, lime, &c for tha
supply of timber aud deals, ironwork for s wers coal Sea
W. E. Greenwell, vestry clerk, Court-house, St. Mary-
lebone. '

Finsbury ScHjoL District.—For the erection of build-
ings at Upton, West Ham, Essex. Mr. F. Peck, architect.
15, Furnival's-inn, W.C.
Cambsidoe. -March 16.—For theerection of a new block

of buildmgs lu the grounds of Jesus College A Water-
house, architect, 8, New Cavendish -street W
Caistok UNio.v.-March U.-For cooking apparatus,

hot water supply, &o. G. D. Haddesley, clerk to thi
guardians.
Metropolitan Board of Works.—March 12 —For the

supply of oU, taUow, white cotton waste, and other articles
J. Pollard, clerk. Spring gardens.
Barnoleswick.—March 12.—For the construction of

the entire works (e.«cept rails and chairs) of the
Barnoldswick Railway. Henry Wait, secretary Barn-
oldswick.
Burslem.—March 13.—For taking down and rebuildine

Over House Manufactory, with additions of glaze and
colour null. Mr. 6. B. Furd, architect, Bursleni
Calyerley.— March 10.—Forthe variouswoiks required

in the extension aud general restoration of the church TH Healey, and F. Healey, architects, Bradford.
Cardiff Gas-light and Coke CoMPANY-.-March 10 —

For the erection oi a gasholder at the Grange Station, near
Cardiir. Hy. Bowen, engineer, Cardift'.
TArTENilALL(nearChe3ter).—March 12. -Forthe restora-

tion of the Parish Church. J. Douglas architect 6Abbey square, Chester. ' '

Headi.ngton Union.—March 17. -For the erection of an
Inhrmary to contain thirty-seven beds, also for a lavatory
and stable. Mr. Codd, architect, Banbury-road Oxford
Truro, Cornwall.—For the erection of a parsonage

house for St. Paul's. Messrs. Habershon and Pite, archi-
tects, 38, Bloomsbury square, W.C.
Shrewsbury.—March 24.—For ' re-roofing the chancel

aud other works in connection with the restoration of St
Maiy's Church. Mr. S. P. Smith, architect, Coleham
Shrewsbury.
Leicesteb Borough Lcnjtic Asylu.ii.—March 8.- For

the supply of bedsteads, mattresses, bolsters, Windsor
charrs, dining tables, serving tables, sofa seats, Ac. E. L
Stephens, borough surveyor, public offices, Silver-street',
Leicester.

Basingstoke.-March 9. -For the erection of a new
Mechamcs' Institute. Mr. G. Fernie, secretary to the
institute, Basingstoke.
Southpoht Waterworks Company.—March 20.—Con-

tract No. 6. For the erection of engine and boiler house,
chimney, cottage, cooling pond, and other works, at the
Aughtou Pumping Station. Contract No. 7. For the
construction of a service reservoir on Goise-hiU. Mr. W.
Harper, clerk to the company. Broad-street, Bury,'
Lancashire.
Bromley, Kent.—March 29.-For the supply of about

5,600 yards of glazed stoneware drainage pipes, and about
570 yards of invert blocks. A. Jlcob, engineer, Bromley
Local Board.
Portsmouth.- March 13.-For the supply of best blue

broken Guernsey granite and granite chippinga. Mr. J. E.
Greatorex, borough engineer, Arundel street, Portsmouth.
Strand Distkict.—March 10.—For watering the streets.

Mr. T. M. Jenkins, 5, Tavistock -street, Covent Garden
St. M.ARYLEBONI-;. -March 11. —For the supply of Guern-

sey, Groby, or Whitby chippings, footway kerb, granite
carriage way. paving, and Yorkshire footway paviuga. Vf
E. Greenwell, vestry clerk. Court-house. St. Marylebone

St. Marylebone—March 11— For the supply of water
carts, horses, and drivers. W. E. Greenwell, vestry clerk.
Court-house, St. Marylebone.
Sooth Hackney.-March '.0.-For building a house in

Grove Street-road. Mr. Fontanella, 1, Uo.set villa. Grove
Street-road, South Uackney.
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Bt. Maboaret and St. Joun the Evakoelist, "West-

MINSTER.—March 1(3— For the svpply of coals. Mr. E.

Spooner. ck-ik to the board, Workhouse, Petty Frauce,

Tork-Btreet, We^tIni^fitf^.

WiTHi NUTO (Herefordshire). —For the erection ofstables

mnd coach hoiisu. F. tCempson, architect, Quay-s,treet,

Castle -street, Hereford.
Staleybridce—March 11.—For the erection of public

baths. Messrs. Paul! and Robiusou, architects, 3, St.

Peter's-square, Manchester.
Nether Whjt\che.—March 10—For the restoration of

the parish ctiurch. Rector Whitacre.

Selby.—April 9.—For the erection of a warehouse,

maltkilus, eugiiie house, and other buildings. Mr. J. M.

Fawcett, architect.

WoLVERHAMiTiiN. -March lO—For the restoration of

the interior of St. John's church. Rev. H. Ilamptou,

Ticar of St. John's.

WiKE. - March 13.—For the erection of 23 cottages. Mr.

O. Buckley, architect, Hanson's-passage, Silver-atreet,

Halifax.
Geeekwicii. — March 17.—For the supply of Guernsey

granite and other road materials, for cartage, and for

mason's woik. E. A. James. Esq,, clerk to the Board.

Barnsley Gas Wokks. March 11.—For the coustruc-

tion of a retort house, engine aud boiler houses, purifying

house, meter liou.-e, chimoev, cottage, and other buildings

and works conuected therewith. W. W. Hutchinson,

aasistant secretary aud manager, Gaa Ottice, Pootcfract-

road, Barn&h'y.

Trinity House.—March 15.—For construction of six

large iron buoys, &c. R. Allen, secretary, Tower-hill,

E. O.

TwcaoE, near Dukham.—For the erection of anew
Catholic church aud presbytery. Messrs. J. andA. Uan-
som and Son. arctiitect^, London.
Faversham— March 13.—For the erection of brewery

offices, fernieiiliiig room, and ale stores at the Faversham
brewery. Mr. B. Adkins, architect.

PossiLPARK, near GLASGOW.—March 10.- For the

formation of a branch railwav connecting Messrs. Mac-
farlane's foundry with the Helensburgh railway. Vlessrs.

Copland aud Foulis, engineers, 83, West Regent-street,

Glasgow.
Dunblane.—March 20.— For the variou'* additions and

alterations to the prisjo. Mr. J. I. Barty, eobcitor, Dun-
blane.
Otley. — March 17.—For the various works required in

the erection of a mechanics' hall. Charles Fowler,

architect andam-veyor, Britauuia-buildiug;*, Leedi.

MiEFiELD.—March 16.—For th-) erection of five houses

and a shop at Mirfield. Jno. Barker, architect, Townhall,

Hirfield
Di.NCASTEJi. — March 21- For the construction of

S,600fC. of brick sewer, and about G, 000ft. of glazed pipe

sewer and for alteiatiou of existing sewers aud works in

connection therewith. \V. E. Shirley, town clerk.

East Keswick.— March 9,—For the erectiou of a new
wing to the residence of Misa U. Laurence. Thomas
Ambler, architect.

Dewsbury.—March 10.—For the masons' and brick-

layers' work lequired in the erection of a brick chimney, at

Calder Milln. VO yards liigh, and flue 10ft. diameter. John
Kirk and Soiib, architects, &.C., Huddersfield and Dews-
bury.
Leeds —March 12.—For the erection of a villa residence

at Stourton Lodge. Thw^ite Gate, Ilunslet. Jno. M.
F^wcett, architect, 73, Albion-street, Leeds.

PBOPEKTT SALES.
FEBRttARY IS.

At Garbaway'p.—By Mr. J. H. Green.— I.*.Tflehold lesi-

deuce, known aa Ijiucastur Ludge, New road. Hammersmith,
let at iLy2 per auuuni. t*rm 57 years from Michaelmas last,

at £4 per ai.aum sold for LbOO.

leasehold residence, known .as Percy Lodge, situate as

above, let at i3tt iwr annum, term 7i yeara from Lady day
last, at It 10m. per anuum— £490.

iieaaeht.ld two houaes aud shops, Kos. 27 and 28, l^lundcn

street, Hammeromith, pruducihg£40 10*. perauuum, term
S4ycard uuo..pired, at iS peraunum— £.'J40.

Febrcary IC.

At the Mart.—By Messrs. Rushworth, Abbott, and Co.—
Freehold huuse, No. }b. Princes stn^et, Red Lion square,

producing jCVi per auuum—JC510.

Leasehold renidciioe. No. S'A, Bernard street, Brunewiek
square, let at iCO per annum, tcim 25 years uueApiied at

£16 169. iierani.uiii—t.'.OS.

ft. Leasehold town mansion, No. 20, Park lane, with stabling

in Pitts Head niowe, term 14 yeara unexpired, at .t350 per
annum— 1 8,500.

Leasehold rosideiico, No. 10, Westbourno Park terrace,

Padding^>n, lutat t7i>per aunum, term SSyears from 1861,

at£lOperani.nm-£740.
Leasehohl ro«idence. No. 11, Wcstbome Park terrace, let

at 176 per annum, teim 82 yeara uneapircd, at £10 per
num—1 700.

By Mesir^. St, Quintin and Kotley.—Freehold groundrent
of £6 St«. per annum, secured on a house in Evesham street,

Hamn)en>niitli— i:u.O.

Freehold groundrent of £7 10s. per annum, secured on a
hou&e and shop iu Uii mer road, Hammersmith—£170.

Freehold ^rmindieiit of Clh pur annum, secured on Nos.
1 and 2, w iltiiii cotuiges, Latimerioad—£350.

Freehold f^roiuidrunt of i 16 per annum, tecured on the
"TrafalHiir" public houso, Hammersmith-1-120.

Freehol.l Brotiiidroiit of £3 peratinum, secured on No, 1,

Addison villa', Latiniur road, Hammersmith -A;'0.
Frti'hohl ^niundrent of IS 6.t. per annum, secured onNo.

2, Addison vdl-ia il:5.
Frethuldgrouudreiit of £9 Ss. per annum, secured on No.

4, Addison villa*— 1 2:^0.

Freehiiia giouudieuiMof £20 per annum, secxtred on Nos.
Sto6, Hailstone t^rract. Latimer road-il-IOO.

Leasehold houte, No. 2, Harle/ place We^t, Bow road,
let at i40

I
er auuuui. lurui 34 years uuoxpirud, at £7 per

aDuum-i.47J.
Fkbrvary 22.

AttheMurl.-By Messrs. A. A. Davisand liazle. -Lea e-
bold bu^iut»8 pniiiirts, No 270 High Holboni, teim 13
jeare unei.pired, at i ir.u per atmum i:500.
By Mr. » liitiii.gh;im.~riiuhold IniiidiugJand eitnatea*.

Wimbledun, lots : to 10 compriaed previous sales-lot Irf

£:0; lotlO, £70.

Freehold building land, situate at Bromley, lots 1 to ICO

comprised previous sales-lot lUO, £63; lot 161, £G3 ; lot

162, £61.

BATH STONE OF BEST QUALITY.

Bandell and Sadspers, Quarrymen and Stone Mei-
chauts, Bath. List of Prices at the Quarries and Depots;
also Cost for Transit to any part of the United Kingdom,
furnished on application to Bath Stone Office, Corsham.
Wilts,—{AnVT,1

BANKRUPTS.

TO SURRENDER IN BASINOHALL-STREET.

James Bishop, Chatham, builder, March 15, at 11

—

George Frederick Bradley, Comptou-terrace, Islington,

plumber, March 12 -George Kusholl. Erith, Kent, stune-
March 15, at 11 Albort Henry Stanley Child,

s-s, Berkeley-square, aud Stanley -street,

Battersea, carpenter, March 1"2, at 1—Alfred Hester,
Groavenor-terrace, Battersea, builder, March 12 at 11 -
Thomas Arthur MuUinor, Wandsworth, builder, March 12,

at 1—Stephen Shrubsole, Parliament-street, Westminster,
surveyor, March 11—David Allan, Mitcham aud Miilden,
buililer, March 1^, at 12—Ferdinando Hicks, High street,

Whitechapel, and Coborn New-road, How, builde»", March
15, at 1— William Jones, Lavender-hill, Wandsworth-road,
plasterer, March 15 -Samuel Morris, Ratbboae-place, and
Diana-place, Fuston-road. engineer—James Wright,
Sidmouth-teiraco, Commercial -road, builder, March IJ

TO .«1TJRRENDER IN THE COUNTRY.

Henry Bailey, Northampton, plumber and glazier, March
13, at lO—John Baufield, Newport, Monmoutbfihii'e, car-

penter, March 16, at 11—George Jennings, Bristol, carpen-
ter, March 19, at 12 —Joseph Moor, Leeds, joiner, March
IT), at 11—Thomas Ethell, Birmingham, house decorator,
March 1>, at 1 J — Joseph Frost, Derby, plasterer, March
10, at 12—John Harvey, East Stonehouse, builder, March
15, at 12.30 -John and Ambrose Melland, Byam, Derby-
hbire, contractors, Marcri i;i— Reuben Wibberly, Burton-
upon-Trent, builder, March 10, at 12 -Griffith Williams,
Korth Penrallt, plasterer, March 0, at 11.

NOTICES OF SITTINGS FOR LAST EXAMINATION.

March 17, W. B. Foskett, Uninn-street, Middlesex Hos-
pital, carpenter—March 17. A. W. \^ oods, Queeu's-squaro,

Finsbnry, carpenttr—March 19, C. Norraau, Great Barton,

Suffolk, brick maker- March 23. W. aud C. F. Riley, Kew,
carpenters— April 6, W. Cox, Portland road, Notting-hill,

carpenter- April 6, R C. Jordan, Old Kent-roai, carpenter

—April 12, B A. Jackson, Blundcrston, Suffolk, builder

—

April 13, W. Downes, Torquay, builder—April 13, J.

Newcombe, Torquay, builder— .March 16, T. Brigden,

Meopham, carpenter - April 9, G. Ashley, Elgin-terrace,

Maida vale, builder—April 16, T. White, Upper Lisson-

street, Marylebone, stonemason -April 16, R. Collins,

Alfred-place West, South Kensington, bricklayer—April

9, G. L Smith, Hirminghara. gas fitter -March 17, C.

Marcerrison Chesterfield, slater- March 17, E. Singleton,

Blackpool, bricksetter—March IS, J. Lacey, Birkenhead,

buildei—March 16, J. Hurrell. Ballingdon, Essex, builder

—March 2 ", E Oakden, Sutton, Lancashire, plumber aud
glazier March 12. D. Llo^d, 'Ireherbert, Glamorganshire,
car pt^uter— April 9, J. H. Whitehead, Market Rasen,
buihKr— M:iich 16, J. Calleuder, Stockton, joiner—March
10, J. Ti-owsdale, Stockton-on-Tees, builder—April 6, J.

Sisley, St. Ives, Cornwall, painter and glazier.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.

Chambers and Co., Kiveton Park, Yorkshire, lime

burners—Robinson aud Ibbitson, Thornton, Yorkshire,

stone masons Heap and Co., Pendlebury, joiners- C. and
S. Kiitt, Green -walk, Soutliwark, timber merchants

—

Wheeler and Clement, Bolton-yard Maj'fair, builders —
Goodyear Brothers, Barnsley, join?ra—8. and J. liOng-

bottom, Brighouee and Uippcrholme, stone merchants.

DECLARATION OF DIVIDEND.

G. Stevens, Newton Abbott, builder, div. Is. l^d.

LATEST PRICES OF MATERIALS USED
IN CONSTRUCTION.
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NOTICE.

THE "BUILDING NEWS" is

PEE3IANENTLY ENLARGED.

Recent Examples of Domestic Architecture.

Imperial 4to,half bound in moroccn, £3 10'.,

VILLA AND COTTAGE
ARCHITECTURE.

Select Examr^les of C,>unrry and SuhurbaTj Residences re-

cently Erected, with a full Descriptive Notice of each

BuildiDK-

Thirty Villas and fottages, the Works of Nineteen diffe-

rent Architecrs, are illustrated by Plans, Eieva'ions, and
Sections, together with occasional Perspective Views and

Details. ThebuildiDRsare fjily described, and i a nearly

every case a statement of the actual cost is given.

"This is a volume I hat those about to huild villa resi-^

dences cr cottages may usefully study. The coml>ined
wit of nine'eeu architects can scarcely t.iil to furnish in-
fniiation that, it will he a gain for them to acquire.

Builders enga^'ed in erecttne £uch residences for sale will

also find in it many valuable saggeatioos."— Builder,

London: Blackif and Son, 44, Pateruostcr-row.

Secom! edition, 49. 6d., ctoth,

ACLUEtoRAILWAY COMPENSATION
for Property aud Person, compulsory sale under special Acts,

the iiutureand vHlueot et-tttes, prescriptive window lights easeiueiits,

nuisances, and the principles of parocbi>i1 ossesftinent. With Nutes,

and a buitplemeut founded on recent authorities. By TBoaua
UOKKtS. Art:hltect Alpn,

DILAPIDATIONS, ECCLESIASTICAL
andOFNERAL: their nnt^lr^ .-uid the principles of ftjwe-sment suc-
sinctly demonstr-iled. With oai Appendix on i»arty wjUIs ajul

ttaiutory regulatif
London

:

, Marshali., and Co.

Price 29., free by post,

QEWAGE, and its GENEKAL APPLTCA-
kj TION to GRASS. CKRKAL. and ROOT CUops. thowinrf th©
RpHUlta obUined by ArtUrtl Hx pci^-nce Down to rhe Pr.^euf. Dd«.
With Plalia and &ectl'>LS illuslrating the niethil if forming he
ground for thu ditRreiitsvsteuis. and for distributing 'be sewage over
irr'K'iit«d fields. By Tsoua3 CaR.UX, civil engi.ie.r. A.B.T.O D ,

Published bvRoBBRT-uH. Broomak, and Co.. 3/''

. lad. Fioet-s

.IFLETION

M'

TLAKR'S HISTORY OF OIL PAINTING.
Now ready, ill »i-o. prlco 14« . V.il. II n(

ATERIALS lor a HISTORY of OIL
PAIN ri NO. By Sir CuARLKa Lookb Eastlake, i

rt u( the Koynl Ad id -iny,

Luudon : lonvmaks, Giuiek, and Co , Fatemostcr-ro

WANTED AT ONCE !—Every Architect,
Mason, Builder. Underttker. Paritfa Clerk, aud S«\toa in

tbokingdcin. to »rud 1& p.vst k'^ itAmps tc S U, OarJine r 3. Ul-ster-

road. Lower Nnrwo'Hl, Loii>'oi>, S.K.. and have by return of port
•TWO aUEBTS n( M"NUMBiNTAL DESIGNS"—one Toiuba,-

Hendfitoiieq, &<: . tor Ccinctori-s. and tbe other, of Marble Tablets
for Church-^s, with ind-x tor pricw to e;icli. I'he cost per hundred

with , with I 1 thci

A Book of Epitaphs fur Tombs, post free sixty-

PATENTS, &c.—MR. J. C. MEWBURN
who for three years, ending Drcember. 1808. condiicte.1 the

extoi]<iive patmit buHiiie&i carrii-d uik a« Kob/>rUDu. Ilruunian. and
Cw., IS uow. after thirteen ycars'eiiiertenc", p^acti^iIlgaa a PATENT

-— —tSINKERou his owu accooitt. All
Handbook of

Office fur Fateu 172, Fleet street, Londor.

POBERTSON, BROOMAN, and CO.,
J.V PATENT AND DE310NS KKQI.STKATION AOENTS,
lt)S. Fleet-.truet, London.

TGURNEYiMEN CARVERS' TRADE
fj fiOCIBTY —KMrLOYKRS and the Tradeare respectfully in-

formed that the Hb'.ve -ociety MEKT every MoND.lY EVENING at

the Adam's Amis. HAiiip>.teAd street. FiUroy-s<iUAre. N.B.—The
Unemployed Lint can tw seeo at any hour during the day.
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sr. MICHAEL'S CHURCH, CORNHILL

THE original structure of this cliurcli, which
is presumedly, but not with curtaintj-,

attributed to Sir Christopher Wren, has been

recently considerably modified, and has re-

ceived additional internal decoratior, tiom the

design and uuder the direction of Mr. Her-

bert Williams. Doubtless most of our

readers are aware that it underwent important

alterations and embellishment in the year

1860 at the hands of tlie same architect, in

conjunction with Mr. Gilbert Scott ; and that

to that date is due the Italianizing,' Gothic

porch, which forms so elegant and striking a

feature in Cornhill. Clerestory rose windows
and couplets in the walls of the south arch

were also inserted at that period, as well as

the oak furniture richly carved by Rogers,

and the painted glass by Clayton and Bell.

Much, however, still remained to be done or

has since been found necessary to comflete
the work, and all of which has been supplied

in excellent harmony with the rest by Mr.
Williams alone ; indeed, we are induced to

prefer the latter to the former interpolations.

In a building which has a stately Gothic

tower and a ground plan formed on medircval

precedents, witli a body composed of Classic

features, a compromise between the two styles

has beeu justifiably made throughout the

decorative additions, and the result is

eminently more cheerful and clmrchlike than

is the case with most of the other structures

of its class.

Among the recent works is comprised a

new south entrance from the alley westward
of the Tower, with a sort of cloisterlike pas-

sage, whence a pleasant little vista is obtained

into the vicarage garden court on the south

side of the church, giving to passers by a
gleam of nature and quiet repose which has
the effect of an oasis in the midst of that busy
neighbourhood. This passage is of three bays,

the central one intersected, another forming a

lobby to the church, and the others are occu-

pied by couplet windows lighting small rooms
appropriated to useful purposes. The shafts

of these openings and those which support the

vaulting are of red Mansfield stone, and the

capitals are richly carved, but tlie vaulting,

alas ! is of plaster, and in no way worthy of

the rest. The entrance from this passage is

into a lobby in the angle between the tower
and south aisle, which is in point of decoration

kept well subordinate to the richness of that

of the church, and room has beeu found in it

forsome monuments, for which it is a suitable

receptacle. This lobby and its treatment is

entirely due to the recent improvements.
The tower is open, the nave and this

lobby and another on the opposite side leading

from the Cornhill porch bj' lofty semi- circular

arches. It had previously beeu left in a

plain and unadorned condition, save only
numerous coats of successive churchwardens'
stone-coloured oil paint. It was first endea-
voured to clean cff these and obtain a fresh

surface from the stone beneath, but the stains

were quite ineradicable, so that its repainting

became a necessity, and this has been accom-
plished in a very satisfactory manner. A
recess under the west window has been filled

in with a large deep green marble slab bor-

dered with red, forming a good background
to what is indeed a treasure belonging to the

church. We refer to a most vigorous repre-

sentation of the Pelican in her piety feeding

her young, and standing upon a nest. It is

attributed to Grinling Gibbons, but is full of

a true medJKVul character and quaintness,

which raised the reputation of that artist

greatly in our estimation. This group for-

merly stood over the altar, but is now happily

placed as described, and upon a shaft with a

carved capital as a pedestal. Before we leave

the tower we may note that a sunlight is fixed

in the apex of its vault, and serves the double
purpose of throwing down an eft'ective blaze

of light, the origin of which is uot seen froiu

the church, and of thoroughly ventilating the

building, as it sucks up and carries into the
tower a vast quantity of the heated and fouled

air generated in the body of the church.

Passing into the aave the treatment of the

columns is the especially new and most
striking feature. They are ordinary Doric

columns, and, considering such parentage, are

hardly recognisable in their present motley
garb, for about 2ft. 6in. above the bases, which
are painted in sombre tones, they are diapered

with an eft'ective and rich pattern in chocolate

or purplish red, relieved with a greyish green
flower in the centre of the patterns and a

white cross where their borders intersect
;

above this are some vigorous horizontal bands,

about 18in. deep of rich ornament, into which
gold is freely introduced, and which connect

by interchange of colour the lower and upper

treatment of the columns. Their principal

space is then eft'ectively wreathed with wide

spiral bands of gilding, powdered with white

quatrefoils, and bordered with red lines and
chocolate scrolls as edgings, laid on a cream-

coloured ground. The capitals are freely

enriched with gilding, picked out with strong

colours. The soffits and architraves of the

arches retain their previous enrichments, and
the walling above is coloured with a flrit tint

of a reddish orange hue composed of chrome
and madder. The prevailing tint of the ceil-

ing is a tender and subdued blue, partially

enriched with medallions with gilding, a

treatment intended to be developed here-

after.

The decoration of the organ, which is in

the angle formed by the north aisle and the

chancel, partakes of the same light character

as the columns, the pipes having a cream-

coloured ground with enrichments in stronger

colours and gold. The object of this colour-

ing has been to preserve as much light as

possible, and these portions stand out clearly

and well from the background formed by the

walls of the aisles. These have a dado of a

warm slate colour and border above of light

quatrefoils on a band of dark red, and the

whole walls above are of a pale Venetian red.

No great alteration has been made in the

east end. Clayton and Bell's somewhat too

strongly coloured rose window over the rere-

do3 tends to darken the church. Some inlaid

marble decorations have been added in the

frieze and spandrels of the reredos itself. But
the chancel flooring has been greatly im-

proved ; the comnronplace black and white

squares and dark marble steps which were
left after the alteration made in 1860 have

been removed, and white SicOian marble

steps and a rich mosaic floor of Minton's

tessera; and tiles have beeu happily substi-

tuted. This flooring is refined and successful

in treatment. The principal portion between

the stalls is divided into a central square and
side oblong compartments. The former has

in the middle a lozenge bearing on yellftw or

greyish ground the figui'e of St. Michael

trampling on Satan as a dragon, and repre-

sentations of evil spirits flying from him
occupy corresponding positions in the side

compartments. The various filling-iu pat-

terns are sparkling in effect, while they are

delicate and harmonious.
Beneath this pavement passes an electric

cable, by means of which the organist plays

his instrument while he is seated in an oppo-

site stall, so as to enable him to command
his choir. This is another important recent

improvement, as previously the organist was

sealed most uncomfortably in a hole between

the organ and the stalls on the same side.

Before leaving the chancel we cannot help

noting that within the altar rails, the flooring

is covered by a very commonplace carpet,

which we would recommend to be superseded

by a still richer pavement. Neither the altar

table nor its covering should long be suffered

to remain ; the former, though improved, is

still too small, and the altar cloth, though
new, is but a poor one.

The aisles present another and somewhat
startling novelty, the practical success at-

tending which goes a long way to re-

commend it. Nor have we any objec-

tion to make to it on other grounds in

such a case as this, and we think that in

many similar London churches it might be
advantageously imitated. In the apex of the
vaulting of each bay a circular opening for

light has beeu made and filled with stained

glass. The framing of this glazing has been
raised a few inches, so as to assist the venti-

lating by the opening so left into the space

between the vaulting and aisle roofs. Of
course, light is obtained over these openings
by means of skylights, which are invisible.

Altogether, we are glad to be able to com-
mend the careful spirit which is visible

throughout all the details of this interesting

and somewhat dilficult work. The problem of

medioevalisingthe interiorof a Classic building

was onethe very ideaof which wasopen to criti-

cism, and discord might fairly have been pre-

dicated as the result of so hazardous an experi-

ment. There is, however, no want of har-

mony in the effect, owing to the skill with
which the work has been managed. The
work has been carried oitt by Messrs. Trol-

lope under Mr. Williams, and does them
credit. Some few seat ends that have been
added have been carved quite in character

with those of Mr. Rogers which were done
during the previous alterations, and which
form so deservedly an admired feature of the

church. We would wish also here to ex-

press our opinion of the elaborate work of

that eminent carver, although it has been
noticed before in our pages, for we were much
struck by its freedom and vigoixr and the

manner in which the feeling of the two styles

had been combined in the conventional orna-

ment in some of the panels of the stalls and
other parts.

From the church we went to see another
important work in progress by the same ar-

chitect at the Drapers' Hall. This is in

another and quite different style—one to

which we do not profess much attachment,

but which seems the only one that civic com-
panies can be content with. Every style,

however, affords sufficient scope for the dis-

play of whatever architectural talent exists
;

and vigour and fancy are not easily stran-

gled. The building is as yet so incomplete

that we defer any lengthened criticism upon
it ; the more so, because we were enabled to

see that it will call for careful judgment.
There is an evident dignity of scale and bold

treatment about it which we like, and we
foresee that it will be oue of the most striking

of civic halls. We learnt with regret that,

where so vast an expenditure is being in-

curred—about £100,000—the architect is

crippled by unwise economy just in the

details, where, in the interests of art, some lati-

tude should have been allowed him, and con-

ventional foliage is forced upon him as a

means of ornament instead of a higher class

of work which he itrgently recommended.
But with all such drawbacks— and what ar-

chitect is free from them !—he may be con-

gratulated as having a grand opportunity, the

result of which we look forward to with

great interest.

SOME THOUGHTS ON THE ROYAL
ACADEMY AND MODERN ART.

THE fact of the Royal Academy, after so

much struggling and effort, getting at

last a new home of its own leads one to con-

sider, not without a certain feeling of hope-
lessness, what it has already done for art in

the past and what it is likely to do in the

future. It has always beeu pleaded by the

Academy that the great cause of all its short-

comings and injustices has been " want of
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space in which to properly and duly and justly

develope its energies;" but now that it has got

this lono-wished-for ample space we shall be

not a little curious to see what it will do with
it, and liow it will treat those whom it has
helped to nurture—its students—those who
are of the Royal Academy but not in it. In
the grand opening in the coming month of

May we may feel sure that this " element " in

the Academy scheme will not be likely to

attract much notice ; be it our task, therefore,

to remind the artistic world of it. It is

surely worth a few minutes' thought, for do
not the students of the present form the mate-
rial of the Roj-al Academicians of the future ?

Let us first remind the reader that the
Royal Academy is founded on the central and
fi.xed idia that the United Kingdom contains,

and can contain, but forttj able practising

artists, and but dghteeii other " associates,"

artists capable of taking the place of these

forty as they are removed from us by age or

death. All others are either " outsiders " and
totally unrecognised, or Academy "students."

Leavingthe first three of these divisions for the

present out of the question and to take care

of themselves, let us try to find out, if pos-

sible, what advantage, if any, the " students "

of the Royal Academy are to, or can, get out

of it. A very woeful account, indeed, was
given but last week in the Bcildinc, News of

the sort of accommodation provided in the

new buildings of the Academy for its student
" element," and doubtless most men's spirits

fell many degrees at the dismal prospect of

the " simply detestable " school of art pro-

vided, and almost ready, for the fine art

student. But that is not what, speaking per-

sonally, I should much care about. The
great problem seems to me to be, " What is

to be the system of art teaching in those dull

rooms, and what is the student about to be
compelled to go through in them ?" For my-
self, I decidedly lean to bare whitewashed
walls, plain plaster ceiling without mould-
ings or ornament, and simple boarded floor,

a simple square "constructional" room— for

what is there, or can there be, more deplorably

deadening and destructive to the mind and
hand of the true artist than a modern trade

decorated room ? Let us, therefore, be con-

tented with what has been provided for us

—

absolute barrenness and emptiness, as far as

the mere room goes ; but let us ask what is

there to be put into it for the elementary in-

struction and guidance and art help of the

student, whatever he may be—architect,

painter, sculptor, or draughtsman? What a

world of thought this opens out to us, and
what a multitude of old countries and
histories might be searched to find out

a good method of teaching a boy student

how to draw and xchat to draw I AVe

need not go far or get puzzled to find out

what the Royal Academy will put into their

naked rooms for their students to look at and
copy. Every existing student knows them
but too well — they are the well-known

Greek statues clogged up with paint, and de-

stroyed by repairs and restorations. It would

be not a little curious to compare the teaching

of modern men and the learning of those who
are taught with the means employed by the

artists of old, as the Oreek, in the effort at

getting hold of the means and cajiacity to

accomplish the work they did, and which we
are but too glad to try to copy. Never be-

fore was art in the confusion it is in now,

and there is, perhaps, but small chance of its

becoming anything better in our own day, sis

everything is against it. It is melancholy to

think of the chance there was, and indeed is,

for this Royal Academy to devise, and at

least try to begin to carry out, a truer and
nobler system of art teaching, to leave the

worn-out, threadbare plans of their school-

master notions, and try again, as far as is

possible, to recur to the old Greek or Gothic
systems of teaching a man to practice fine art,

and to work as an artist. Perhaps some may
be inclined to ask what that was, and it may
be a difficult thing to answer the question

positively and certainly, but negatively we
are quite sure of it. The Greek, for instijnce,

who sculptured the Parthenon frieze, did not
owe his skill to the copying of the ruder work
of the Archaic times which went before him.
Nowadays, as if through a sort of necessity,

we make eft'orts to even comprehend and to

copy literally the rude Romanesque or Nor-
man work, forgetting that they of the Roman-
esque time had no ruder work from which to

get examples, but were compelled from sheer
necessity to work out and invent the art pro-
blems for themselves. So it was with the
Greek, and Egyptian, and Assyrian, and
though, as one of the Academicians has just
told a learned audience at the Royal Insti-

tution, all these world-famous people "had
no art," yet we are sure and know well
that all our own modern fine art work falls

into almost utter insignificance as fine art
addressed to the mind when compared with
what they did. Are not mere loose odd
fragments of what they did made to form
our museums of art, and without which we
should have no art at all, for there would
be nothing whatever to copy ; art, even
manufactured art, would be at a dead
standstill ! What a pity therefore it is that
the Royal Academy, with all its infiuence
and prestige, without which little or nothing
can be done in an old country like this, and
among a people moved by precedent and autho-
rity— I say what a pity it is that this impor-
tant institution does not begin again in its

new home with a fresh art idea, and, if no-
thing better can suggest itself, go back for

some twenty or thirty centuries, and borrow
a new idea from the dead Egyptian or Greek ;

and having—luckily, I think—built up an
em pty room filled only wi th common free ai r, go
to work in it, or rather allow their students

to do so free and unfettered, and unbound by
the foolishness of the modern past. I hope
to be able to show how this may be done, and
feel boldly sure that nothing that can be said

in this place about the Academy or its students,

howeverfoolishitmay be, canbemorefoolish or

unwise or damaging than the last action of

this Academy towards its students, under the

presidency of the late Sir C. Eastlake. That
gentleman told the Royal Commission, in

reply to a question put to him, " That some-
times the Academicians met in solemn council

without a subject before them, and that when
this was the case they invariably fell back on
the ' student element :

'
" and his own last

idea was, and I believe Professor Scott was
present, to limit the time of the studentship

to seven years. Before it was ten, so that

though the place is wellnigh empty, no
student, be he ever so anxious for more in-

formation, can, after his seven years' trial,

attend a lecture, or refer to a book, or look at

a broken-down statue or even a diploma
work of one of the Royal Academicians
themselves, for the purpose of finding out

what ought to be and is— for his time is up.

So we see pretty well now what the Academy
position i.s, and the principles on which it

does its work— viz., first, that the fewer in

number the artists are or can be made out to

be the better it must be for Art ; secondly,

the less they afford of help and encourage-

ment to those who must follow the better
;

and then, not least, the shutting out totally

from within the walls of the Academy, as a

teaching institution, "Nature" in its en-

tirety, and conlining itst-lf wholly to "Art"
precedents. It would be very difficult, in-

deed, to discover any set of principles more
protective and conservative than these, and
more calculated to utterly destroy in a gene-
ration or two art action altogether. The
more we look at such evidence as this

—

and no one can deny that it is a reality—the
more thoroughly shall we be convinced that

a new system is needed in art action, and
new sociulies founded on a better basis, to

do common justice to Art, and to afford to

artists, whatever they may be, fair opportu-
nities of action ; and, perhaps more than all,

to enable every man without distinction to

have a vote in art, and to give the yiiiZic

mind its annual chance of seeing what each
man can do, and to find out for itself what
he is worth. I have ventured these few
words on the present system of the Academy
as a teaching body for the purpose of re-

minding the reader of the exact position of

things, and really to congratulate those who
may be interested on the fact of the existence

of the " empty " room. To me it seems a
good sign, for surely an empty room, like an
empty head, is a far better and more hopeful
thing to have to do with, than either one or
the other, or both, full of nothing but
rubbish and worn-out stupidities ! I hope to

show that something may be done, and well
done too, in that dismal empty room.

C. B. A.

THE PRESERVATION OF NATIONAL
MONUMENTS.

IT is wonderful what may be done with a

little care and order, but more wonderful
that reasonable people should allow much
that is valuable to perish for want of such
care and order. This, however, is particularly

the case in England, and it happens with all

kinds of things, notably with our public
monuments. No one would be surprised if

Stonehenge or Kitscoty House were de-
molished to-morrow, or, at least, whitewashed,
or to hear that Staft'a or the Giant's Causeway
had been blown up. Every right of private
property is maintained, even that which is a
usurpation of the public property. Ever and
anon do we hear of some valuable relic

doomed to destruction, and only saved by a
miracle, or the chance of a public subscrip-
tion ; we also hear of heirlooms of the Duke
of Saddleboro\igh, but there are no heirlooms
for the public. In England it is difficult to

get out of any muddle except by precedent or
by establishing a precedent. Luckily, as to

public monuments, there has been for some
time a precedent in France, and it is well
established in that country. They were in the
same mess as ourselves, and subjected to a

great destruction of monuments, when, a
quarter of a century ago, they resorted to a
very simple expedient. They established in

each Department a council or commission for

the preservation of public monuments under
Government auspices, and this organisation

has borne good fruits. It has been more than
once advocated here, bat remains neglected.

Up to the present time these commissions have
been the means of carrying out extensive
operations for the salvation and restoration of

the monuments of France, and it is worth
considering whether anything can be done
here in the same way, not forgetting that we
have done much in a desultory way, as, for

instance, the restoration of our cathedrals and
minsters.

For the moment, it is not necessary to go
into much detail as to county commissions for

the preservation of public monuments. It is

easy to devise a scheme to enlist the lord

lieutenant, the bishop and his dean, the
archdeacon, the mayors of the towns, the

architects of the cities and towns, where there

are any, a representative of the college and
academy ofarts, and anumber ofmem hers equal
to that of the cxojkii) members to be elected

by these latter. An office or head-quarters
would surely be found, and the postages and
law-stationers' work should be discharged

from the county rates. One of the first facul-

ties of such a commission is where in the case

of a monument endangered there are any
public rights to cause them to be enforced if

need be through the officers of the Crown. In
some cases simple correspondence with a

Government department, or remonstrance
with a Government department, would be
sufficient. There are old castles, for instance,

over which there are still Crown rights. There
are claims, too, on the Commissioners of

Woods and Forests and Land Revenue.
A county commission, authorised as a cor-

poration, could receive gifts in trust for the
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public, and protect our heirlooms. There is

more than one instance where an object of
antic^uity, as a building or a statue, would be
surrendered i'or public use. The power given
to the ComiuLssioner of Works as to public
statues in London should be conferred on the
county commissions. The non-official super-
vision of the county commissions would have
a salutary effect. Occasionally a public de-
partment amuses itself at thtf public expense,
perhaps commissioners with a palace or a
park ; and the Tower of London or Edin-
burgh Castle may be dealt with by the War
Office ad libitum. This supervision is closely
connected with the proper application of
public funds. There are large sums disbursed
by the Government departments, the Eccle-
siastical Commissioners, and by municipal
bodies, and even by county magistrates in the
case of castles used as jails, and of county
bridges.

By judicious intervention funds would
sometimes be obtained in aid of subscriptions.
The Ecclesiastical Commissioners have got
possession of large revenues, which really
belong to the fabric funds of the cathedrals,
or which properly should be applied to them
or to the repair of ecclesiastical buildings.
Where a dean or chapter have time after
time trenched on the fabric funds and diverted
them to their own divisible fund, the Eccle-
siastical Commissioners make no restitution
or compensation. The cathedral of St. Paul's,
one of the most richly enctowed churches in
Christendom, and to which the large estates
ol the prebendaries of Finsbury and Cantis-
lowes or Kentish Town have lately lapsed, is

left without a fabric fund. At the present
moment of disestablishment and disendow-
ment, some small provision is proposed to be
made for the maintenance of a few monu-
niental churches in Ireland, but far from suffi

cient in reference to the archajological require

made in the work now before us. Mr. Imray
tells us that he is (^uite prepared to find some
of the changes he proposes characterised as
sweeping and revolutionary and many of his
propositions condemned as absurd and im-
practicable—and it is periiaps quite as well
that he is so prepared, for we believe many
of them to be impracticable.
Taking as his authority the Board of Trade

returns, he assumes that the annual number
of passengers, and the fares produced, may be
taken as follows :

—

Class.

First

No, of
Passengers.

Average
Pares.

. Is. 9 d,

. Is. Oid.
. Os. SJd.

Os. lljd.

Total amount
of fares.

... £4i,31O,O0O

... £5,180,000
... £6,140,000

£15,060,000

Second
Thii-a

Total

.... 186,000.000 .

... 336,0011,000

To carry these numbers about four millions
of passenger trains are run in the year ; con-
sequently each train conveys on an average
eighty-four passengers. These four millions
of trains run over a total distance of seventy-
five million miles ; therefore each train I

^^^^ pl^i may not be deemed workable, Mr.
travels ou an_average rather less than nine-

|

Imray suggests a " middle course," viz., to
liave only "short" tickets, available from

„ .. , , , ,
1st class. 2ud. 3rd.

.Square tickets for short journeys ... Is. ... (id. ... 3d
Oblong tickets for long journeys ... 10s.

"'.
Si'

"'.
ia.

Luggage tickets for any distance Is. each.

In cases where a line of railway belongs to
two companies, and the first pait travelled
by a passenger does not extend twenty-five
miles beyond a station where the p-issenger
enters, the tickets to be collected and kept by
the second company. In the case of long
tickets the same system, but the second com-
p.any to carry the passenger on to a distance
of one hundred miles from the station where
he started. Every railway company is to
keep an account with a Government office

—

preferably a branch of the Inland Revenue
Office—where the company is to obtain pay-
ment for its obliterated ticket.s, less a certain,
amount chargeable for duty.

This system carried out, Mr. Imray antici-
pates, beside other advantages, an enhance-
ment of profits of 1 per cent. ! on the pre-
sent number of passengers, and with the pre-
sent expenditure. Fearing, however, that

teen miles. Besides the above receipts from
passengers' fares, about ^2,000,000 are de-
rived from conveyance by passenger trains of
excess luggage, parcels, animals, mails, &c.,
this sum being distributed giving lO.s. to
each train. Each train, therefore, Mr. Imray
thinks, can be set down as earning the fares
of eighty-four passengers at an average of
Hid. = £4, together with the 10s. derived
from luggage as above, being a total for nine-
teen miles of £4. lOs.—or about 43. 9d. jjer

mile.

Mr, Imray then proceeds to consider the
question of the expediency of a reduction in
fares, where, he thinks—and we perfectly
agree with him—that the above statistics of
traffic are striking arguments in favour of re

ments. There are ruined churches, abbeys, duction. Leaving out season-ticket holders
and round towers in Ireland, which have a
moral claim on the church endowments.
As matters stand, India is likely to be

better cared for than these islands, as the out-
cry about the Indian monuments is likely to
be attended to.

With properly constituted committees sub-
scriptions would be better carried out, and
more zealously supported, as is found in
France

; and in case of need, suitable public
aid would be more readily obtained. As in
France, the organisation and active working of

such commissions would be slow, but in time
they would be effective, and there would be
few districts where some active antiquaries
and architects would not be found to give
vitality to the movement. In fact, it would
be to place on a permanent basis that
machinery which is now set in motion from
time to time, and irregularly, to meet a local
emergency. Hyde Clauke.

(which are included and apportioned in h
general estimate), there are more than one
hundred and seventy-eight millions of third-
class passengers against nearly thirty-two
millions of first-class passengers—that is, the
former are just six times as many as the
latter, and the amount produced by the fares

any station to any other station at a distance
not exceeding ten miles, this distance being
reckoned as one stage. So by this plan a.

traveller over five hundred miles would be
furnished with a bundle of fifty tickets, to be
cidlected at intervals. This would '• involve
complexity and trouble," but would " stiU
be beneficial." The last suggestion is the
transferring of railways* to the Government,
with a special department and Cabinet Minis-
ter, to change as a minister with his party,
and so, like the present office of Postmaster-
General, to be simply an expensive ornament.
This last question is one about which there
are and may be two opinions. Practical men
are divided as to the advisability of Govern-
ment interference with railways, but with
regard to the former part of "Mr. Imray's
scheme two opinions are scarcely possible.
Comment is superfluous ; we have given the
contents of the pamphlet at some length that
it might refute itself. The principle of rail-

way passenger traffic is not and never can be
the same as that of the penny postage, for

of the third-class passengers is greater by 60 reasons which any but theorists can conceive,
percent. The question of reducing fares led If "'e wait for better railway management

BRITISH RAILWAYS-AS THEY ARE
AND AS THEY MIGHT BE.*

SOMEBODY once said that every English-
niiUi felt himself justified in giving an

opinion about a horse. Judging by the
number of suggestions that come under our
notice for the improvement and better regula-
tion of railway traffic, we think something
very similar might be said about railway
trains. Everybody seems to have an opinion
which only needs adopting at once to raise
the dividends of every company in the king-
dom at least 20 per cent, and ensure eternal
satisfaction to its passengers. Pamphlets,
magazine articles, papers read before learned
societies, shower down upon us these precious
truths, and yet—judging by results—either
the companies concerned are too apathetic
and conservative to profit by them, or, what
perhaps may be quite as likely, therightsugges-
tionhas yet to be made. We do not think it is

* "British Railways—as
be." By John Imriv, C.E.
4S, Charing Cross. IStiy.

they are and as they luigl

London : B. and F. N. Spo:

Mr. Imray to that of rendering them more or less

uniform, like the postage system—the system
promulgated by Mr. Raphael Brandon, and
which was reviewed—shall wesay ridiculed ?—
in these columns. Mr. Imray, however,
thinks with us that Mr. Brandon's calcula-
tions were incorrectly based on the assump-
tion of a vaster increase in the numbers of
travellers than could possibly be provided for
by existing companies with their compara-
tively limited resources. He also argues,
with perfect truth, that in cases of long jour-
neys a difference of only 9d. between the first

and third-class fares would have the effect of
rendering all the travellers first-class pas-
sengers, and thus deprive those who would
willingly pay a far higher sum than Is. ot
that selectness and comlbrt which high first-

class fares secure, or should secure. Hold-
ing these views Mr. Imray proceeds to
unfold his scheme, of which the principal
points are as follows :

—

The tickets for passengers to be issued by
Government, like postage or receipt stamps,
to be sold at any stamp or post office,

and available on any day and on any line.

The tickets to be of two different forms, and
four colours—white for first-class, red for
second-class, blue for third-class, and yellow
for luggage and parcels, these last to be adhe-
sive. Square tickets to indicate a " short "

journey, not exceeding twenty- five miles,
and oblong tickets to indicate a " long " jour-
ney, over any distance greater than twenty-
five miles. Every passenger while in a car-
riage to wear his ticket visibly attached by a
hook or catch in his dress, so that the offi-

cers may see it. The prices of these tickets
to be as I'ollowa :

—

until Government or the railway companies
adopt either Mr. Brandon's or Mr. Imray's
scheme we fear we shall wait some time.

AKCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

rriHE usual fortnig'atly meeting was held on
S_ Friday eveniug last ; Mr. Lacy \Y. Ridge,

Vice-President, in the chair. The minutes of the
previous meeting having been read, Messrs. E. H.
Schum, C. Foster Hayw.ird, Edward P. Thomp-
son, and George D. Stevenson were elected
members.

Mr. Douglass Mathews announced that to-
morrow (Saturday) afternoon, at three o'clock, the
members would visit the new building erected for
the British and Foreign Bible Society in Earl-
street, Blackfriars.

A letter was read from Mr. T. Roger Smith,
suggesting that the Association should jietilion

Parliament to appropriate the whole of the build-
ing sites on the Thames Embankment to public
buildings only, if not including the new Law
Courts.

The Chairman thought that it would be a
serious matter for the Association to petition on
any subject of the kind, or to commit itself to any
definite action ou the matter at present. It could
only be done after a very full discussion, and un-
less there was a special meeting held to consider
the subject, they could take no steps in the
matter. Perhaps Mr. Smitli would bring the
matter more fully before the I\ ssociation.

Mr. I'nENE SprEHS announced the author of the
premiated design (" /jt Ifithihus") for the title-

[)age of the "Sketch-book" to be Mr. Ernest
Lee, the present vice-president of the Class of De-
sign.

Mr. Percival Alleys Nairne, F.R.G.S , then
read a paper on

—
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BELIEF SCULITDBE V. FRESCO PAINTING.

Fresco painting, or, more correctly,^ mural

painting, has been so much in vogue during the

past few years that any one attempting to stem

the current of popular favour towards it is looked

upon as obstructing the progress of art. The

word "fresco" in this paper applies to all mural

painting, and is to be understood in the popular

sense, and not merely in its technical meaning as

distinct from tempera. Relief sculpture is a

decoration more suitable to and more etfeclive in

this country than mural painting. In Solomon's

Temple, the earliest building of the details of

which we have any record, great attention was

paid to carving, but none to painting or colouring,

except by overlaying with precious metals. In

Egyptian and Assyrian architecture, we found a

great deal of uncoloured sculpture, more still

of combined sculpture and colouring, and

a little of simple colouring. " Egyptian

architecture," saya Mr. Owen Jones, "or
rather Egyptian art,—for painting, sculp-

ture, and architecture are so intimately united

that they are inseparable—is the parent of every

other. The farther we go back tbe more perfect

is the art ; we are not even acquainted with its

culminating point, much less with its infancy."

In the Egyptian Court in the Crystal Palace

(which was constructed with the greatest care and
after deep research by Jlr. Owen Jones, Mr.

Sharpe, the historian of Egypt, and Mr. Bonomi), we
find that the primary idea of ornamentation with

the Egyptians was sculpture in bas-relief.

Favoured by the resources and climate of their

country, they next employed colours, not to

colour geueially the main fabric of their build-

ings, but to bring into greater prominence their

sculptured embellishments. Like the Egyptians,

the Assyrians delighted in bas-relief sculpture,

and resorted to the use of colour to set it olf, but,

unlike the l-^gyptian.?, they used their colour not

only on their sculptured representations, but on
their main walls. " The Assyrians," says Mr.

Layard, "did not, like the Egyptians, Greeks, and
Romans, build their palaces and temples either of

granite, precious marbles, or durable stone, but
even their public edifices, as well as their humblest
habitations, were of bricks made of clay mixed
with chopped straw, and merely diied in the sun
Other materials, such as marble, alabaster, stonej

followed, was held by architects to be unsuited to

the architecture of the country, and was ulti-

mately abandoned as a feature of English archi-

tecture and art. Sir Digby Wyatt says, " Medi-

:eval painting in this country assvimed, as in

other parts of Europe, two forms of existence,

those of the mural or architectonic painting and
of the tabular or panel picture. The former,

with us, never reached a very high state of per-

fection, although honoured with the most ample
regal and ecclesiastical patronage. No examples

that have descended to our days are worthy to

the titles of works of real art. Why is this ; Be-

cause the climate and architecture of the country

did not encourage it, and, it may be added, would
not allow it. From these facts, and from a com-
parison of the actual appearance of relief sculp-

ture (such as is seen on the west front of St.

Paul's Cathedral and other buildings ancient and
modern), with frescoes (such as those in the quad-

rangle of the Royal Exchange, and those in the

new Houses of Parliament), the author advocated

the general use of relief sculpture without the use

of colour when used externally, but combined with

colour when employed internally. All sculpture,

moreover, to be efi'ective, must include represen-

tations of the human figure and of animals, mere
jungles of foUage expressing nothing and lack-

ing boldness. If architects of the present day
wished their works to live after them, they must
employ this form of decoration in preference to

mere colour, as it was infinitely more durable.

A long discussion ensued on the reading of the

paper, and a vote of thanks having been passed to

the author the meeting separated.

ART WORKMANSHIP COMPETITION AT
THE SOCIETY OF ARTS.

MESSRS. G. GODWIN, F.R.S., and Richard

Redgrave, R.A., and Sir Matthew Digby
Wjatt, have reported on the above competition.

In spite of individual examples of excellence

they feel bound to confess that the response made
by art workmen to the society's liberal invitation

cannot be regarded as satisfactory. The altera-

tion in the list of subjects for this year's exhibi-

tion was made as an experiment for the purpose

of testing the workmen's powers in the combiua-

and kilu-burut bricks, generally painted or glazed, I tion of original design with skilful workmanship,

were used by the Assyrians in their principal

edihces, but to a comparatively limited extent,

and only by way of ornament." The custom was
to panel the lower part of the walls with stone,

and on these stone panels to carve the bas-relief.-?.

But above these panels the walls were plastered

and painted with various ornamental designs and
groups of figures. Here we have the first instance

of that which we now know as fresco painting.

Relief sculpture was practised by the Greeks with
greater care and ability than by the earlier Eastern

nations. In Greece we first find the distinction

between hxs relief and alto-relief ; these are thus

defined ly Mr. George Scharf :
" Baa-relief is the

. term applied to those sculptures in which the

figures or objects project only partially from the

flat surface ; it is a style of sculpture which, un-

like statuary, partakes of the principles of paint-

ing. Bas-reliefs of the earliest times almost in-

variably display their figures and animals in side

view. In many instances the workiuen made
great sacritices in order to present each particular

part in complete profile. Alto relief is similar to

bas-relief, in the figures being also ar-

ranged on a flat ground, but they project

more, and are in somo parts entirely de-

tached from the ground. Of the great

Panalheuaic frieze, the work of Phidias, on the

Parthenon {a copy of which is en the Athemoum
Club), Mr. Owen Jones says:—"There are still

many who believe, and will believe ag.iinst all

evidence, that this frieze never was painted," and
then proceeds to give his arguments in support of

his opinion that it was painted, the strongest and
principal of which appears to be the ditficulty of

seeing an uncoloured baa-relief sculpture at a dis-

tance. Mr. Penrose, however, is " reluctant to

believe that colour existed where traces of colour

can no longer be found." He, however, admits
the probability of colour having been used for

'•pattern painting," but not for colouring sculp-

ture. Many persons contend that the main walla

of early ecclesiastical buildings were coloured,

but this is only true to a limited extent, as the

obstacles arising from climate and want of light

prevented the practice of mural painting attaining

to a pitch of excellence, and it appeara most pro
bable that on this ace unt it was never extensively

and in novel directions, rather than to keep them
in the groove of the reproduction of the best

works of the past. The results are not such as

might have been expected, and the judges feel

bound to recommend to the society either a re-

turn to their former programmes, or such a

change in the condition of their invitation as

shall recognise and reward, not only the skilled

workmen, but also tbe talent and energies of the

masters through whose application of capital and

knowledge such workmen might be brought to

the production of the real excellence and novelty

they had hoped to have seen united in the pre-

sent exhibition.

The following is a list of the prizes awarded :

—

WOEKS SENT I.V IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE PKE-
SCRIBED Processes.

First Division.

1. Earthenware Vase, with painted ornament
in enamel colours. By J. B. Evans, Howard-
place, Shelton, Potteries. Price £S Ss. Prize

of £2.
4. Clock Case, in amboyna and puiplewood,

with inlay of ivory. By Thomas Jacob, -1, Upper
Charllon-street, Fiizroy square, W. Prize

of .C6.

5. Marquctrie Panel. Designed and inlaid by F.

Brauu, 12, Star-street, Edgware-road, W. Price

£it. Prize of £2.

fiA. Centru of a Chimneypiece, a combination of

mosaic and inlay with carved stone, liy John
E. Daley, 33, Medway-street, Westminster,

S.W. Prize of £5.
t). Panel for a Cabinet, consisting of six dilTereut

woods. Designed, carved, and inlaid by Thomas
Godfrey, 21, Chatham-road, Wandaworth-com-
mon, S.W. Prize of £5.

7. I'anel for a Cabinet. By Charles Line, -11,

Prince of Wales's. crescent, N.W. Price .i'12.

Prize of £i.
Second Division. .

Cases of specimen Clock Dials. Nos. 1 to 6,

enamel painted ; Nos. 7 and 8, dead surface

suitable for public buildings, as not reflecting

the light ; Nos. 9 to 1 1,
glass dials in imitation

of engraved dials, and superior to tlieui for

the back. All the dials can be produced in any
size. By J. Thwaites, 38, Spencer-street,

Clerkenwell, E.C. Prize of £5.

10. Frame for a Miniature, of strongly-gilt-gilding-

metal and enamelled ; solder of 18 carat gold.

Designed, traced, engraved, and enamelled by
Frederick Lowe, 13, Wilderness-row, E.C.

Prize of £10 for the exhibit of this and No. 11,

11. Ring Tray similar in material and process to

the anove. By Frederick Lowe.
12. Slab, for insertion in the frieze of a chimney-

piece. By J. B. Evans, Howard-place, Shelton,

Staffordshire Potteries. Price £6 Os. Prize of

of £10.

20. Ditto. "Pluto." Painted on blackware, after

tbe style of the Limoges Enamels. By W. H.
Slater, James-street, London-road, Stoke-on-

Trent. Piize of £5.

21. Tablet for Monumental or Commemorative
Purposes (unfinished, but sent to show design).

Hy James GriSiths, Field-place, Stoke-on-Trent.

Prize of £2.

22. Book Cover, enrichment in gold upon coloured

ground. By C. Plander, 28, Bayham-street,

N.W. Valued at £3 lOs. Prize of £3 for the

exhibit of this and No. 23.

23. Ditto, enrichment in cameo tints upon black

and gold grounds. By the above. 'Valued at

£3 15s.

Subjects sent in kok ExniniTiON, but not in

Accordance with the Pkescbibed Pro-

cesses.

26. Bracket, carved in Caen stone. By John
Barker, 2, Paradise-street, Lambeth, S.E. Prize

of £5 for the exhibit of this and Nos. 27

and 28.

27. Panel of Flowers, carved in Caen stone. By
the above.

28. Panel, carved in Caen stone. By the above.

30. Boy's He;id, in relief, a portrait. By W. X. D.

Price £2. Prize of £4, for the exhibit of this

and No. 31.

31. Medallion Head of Michael Angelo. By
W. X. D. Price £2.

33. Carving in Relief. By Owen Thomas, 66,

Harewood street, N.W. Prize of £1.

35. Modellings in Plaster, after Douatello, of St.

Cecilia and the Virgin and Child. By W. W.
Price £5. Prize of £5.

39. Head of a Female, modelled in plaster from
life. By the above. Prize of £5 for this in

combination with No. 40.

40. Reduced copy in steel of the above. By the

same exhibitor.

41. Embossing in Copper of a Yacht in Full Sail.

By Robert Taw, 8, Prince of Walea's-creacent.

N.W. Prize of £2.

42 Wrought iron Work for Cabinet. Designed

by B. T. Talbot. Executed by G. Emms, 2,

King-street, Old Kent-road, S.E. Prize of £1.

44. Renaissance Ornament in Copper. By G.

Deere, 23, Weaton-street, Peutonville, N. Price

£10. Prize of £2.
47. Alto relief, ill boxwood with ebony border,

"Venua Gonetrix."" By Thomas Wills, New-
road, Hammersmith, W. Price £15. prize

of £3.

55. The Death of Goliath." By John Eyre, 16,

Newman-street, Oxford-street, W. Price £5 IDs.

Prize of £2.
56. " Giving a Bite"; after W. Mulready, R.A.

By W. P. Simpson, 0, Queen's-road, Bayawater,

W. Price £26 5a. Prize of £5. Also the
" North London Exhibition Prize."

60. Head of our Saviour, from an engraving by
Sharp, after Guido, worked with a crayon on a

glazed surface and fired. By A. B. Prize of £2.

A L.tROE Tree.—Recently a largo tree on the

grounris of bis Highness the Maharnjuh Dlmleep
Singh, at Elvodon, was successfully shified in

position. It is a remaikably fine purplo beech

tree. It was 50tt. high, the diameter of the

branches was 58l't., and the circumference of the

stem at about a foot from the ground 7lt. Sin.

Ttie mass of soil and undisturbed roots measured
16lt. by Hit., tho roots extending Gh. beyond.

The whole wiighed considerably over twenty

tons. A platform of strong timber was con-

structed underneath, and the tree was raised

upon rollers laid on planks by means of powerful

screw-jacks. Ttris being done, the tree was
drawn on to its now site by tho aid ofpowerlul

pulley block.s, being maintained throughout in an
upright position.

_ . .^ our review of the competition this, by a mistake of

durability in consequence of the work being at I the printer, was tendered " Venus Boultrix."
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S^lje ^.urbepr.

INSTITUTIOK OF SUBVEYOES.

AT the ordinary meeting of this society on
Monday, the president in the chair, the dis-

cussion on Mr. Bailey Denton's paper '" On the

Future Extension of the Railway System with

Special Reference to the Influence of Railways on
Landed Property and Agriculture " was resumed.

In response to the Chairman's invitation, Mr.

J. W. Barrt said he felt some diffidence in speak-

ing on the Buhjecfe, inasmuch as he might be sup-

posed to be an interested party. He certainly

thought landowners had been very unnecessarily

abused. While many instances of extortion on
their part had been mentioned, nothing had been
said of the many abortive schemes into which
they had been jersuaded to enter, and in which
they had been saddled with costs. He thought
Mr. Ryde's speech had been criticised very
severely. Mr. Denton, and some of the speakers,

had looked too much at the special advantages
gained by the landowner, but the advantages
gained by the public ought also to be well borne
in mind. Railways must ultimately supersede
common roads. One speaker had compared the
great trunk lines to the turnpike roads, and he
thought the branch lines might well be compared
to the parish roads. If such a comparison were
reasonable, it was plain that the question was
more one for the convenience of the public than the
mere enhancement of agricultural land, and it was
not reasonable to ask lautlowners either to give

their laud or to take shares in an undertaking to

any exorbitant amount. He thought that a

guarantee, if kept low, might be given by them,
but there were difficulties in the way of the adop-
tion of such a course. First, in the case of land-

owners under disabilities ; secondly, in the want
of unanimity among landowners; and, thirdly, in

the apportionment of the guarantee. The lirst

difficulty might be got over by the aid of the
Court of Chancery; the second, by estimating

railways as works of public utility, and the ob-

taining from Parliament a measure for the general

good sanctioning a certain amount of compulsi -in.

The third point presented, no doubt, the greatest

difficulty. It was one, however, into which he
could not enter, as the details must be dealt with
by persons conversant with the value of the land
dealt with, and a variety of questions, by none
better understood than by the members of the in-

stitution. A very important question was
the first cost in any railway project.

Everything tending to swell that must be
kept down, and to do this effectually soma modi-
fication must be made in the requirements of the
Board of Trade. More level crossings must be
allowed on agricultural lines, or, if it were deemed
necessary by private individuals or corporate
bodies that these lands, or parish roads, mu.st be
connected by e.'ipensive bridges, thoy should be
compelled, at least in part, to meet the cost of

them. The permanent way would always be the
most expensive item, and he saw little chance of

reducing the cost of that anything below £2,000
per mile. Much was being said just now of light

railways, which were to follow the contour of the
country. Such lines would involve heavy gra-

dients and steep inclines, and to work such lines

heavy engines would be required, which could not
run on light lines. There were aliio difficulties

in joining e.\istiug companies' junctions. In ne-
gociatious of this kind the old company generally
wanted everything—it was, in fact, too often u
repetition of the old fable of the wolf and the
lamb. He thought the old company might fairly

be put under a certain amount of compulsion to

afford facilities to the new undertaking. Arrange-
ments might also be made with the e:iistiug com-
pany to work the new line at a reasonable rate.

The rebate on traffic brought by the new line to

the o;d company was also often another matter of

difficult negociation. Means were wanted of

getting lines made at cash prices with no leakage
of funds from financing, and by which twelve
pennies' work should be obtained fur every shilling.

A more equal adjustment of burden, a certam
amount of compulsion on landowners and ex-

isting lailwaja represented the course which in

his opinion should be taken by the legislature.

Mr. J. H. Lloyd, Q.C , said it was neither use-
ful nor e.-.pedient to go back to the history of

past things. He by ne means agrsed with all said
of landowners. Great excuses were to be made
for that body of men. The equirearchical

mind was not most susceptible to an appre-
ciation of improvement. There was no doubt
a period when they regarded the locomotive
as a horrid monster and railway promoters as

a band of speculative adventurers who, for their

own gains, desired to usui'p the rights of private

individuals. He well remembered a compensa-
tion case in 1S47, in which his antagonist put it to

the jury that they had to decide between a band
of " hooknosed speculators and the old aboriginal

owners of the land." No doubt landagents and
surveyors had to a certain extent adopted the
Ideas of their principals. He could not agree with
Mr. Bailey Denton that landowners ought to give

their land at their acreage value. No such rigid

rule could be laid down. Severance and com-
pulsory sale were injuries for which compensation
must be paid. It was said the landowner gained
advantages, and those advantages should be set

against the injuries he sustained. But if he
gained, so did other people who sustained no loss,

and therefore such set-off could notequitably be
made. >'xtremes of calculation and statement

must be avoided in any future schemes. On the

question of compensation he knew something, and
he must say it was unfair to landowners to argue
generally from exceptional cases of extortion. All

agreed that if the present cumbersome machinery
provided by Parliament for the promotion of new
lines could be superseded by simple means, it

would be desirable, but he regretted that he did

not see any way as yet by which that might be
do:ie. It had been suggested that some similar

scheme to the Land Drainage Act of 1861 sh-iuld

be adopted. Other Acts had also been quoted, into

the particulars of which he could not enter, but he
would assure them, as an old lawyer who had had
some experience in these things, that he saw so

many technical difficulties that he had little hope
of the success or even the adoption of any such
methods. The scheme mo-st likely to succeed

would be something similar to the Irish Land
Act. By that Act a district being formed, an ar-

bitrator was appointed to value the interests and
property concerned and to award all compensa-
tions. He had power to call before him the par-

ties interested, to hear their statements, and then

to make a draft award. He then invited all ob-

jectors to appear before him, and having heard

their objections he then made a final award. No-
thing could be better, but unfortunately the whole
was spoiled by power being given to anyone to

traverse the award and have it carried into a
superior court, by way of compensation, he sup-

posed, tothe lawyer. He wished, however, to bring

this discussion to some practical result, and if he

might be allowed he would suggest that a commit-
tee of five members of the institution should be

formed to consider the sul ject fully, with a view

to presenting a mem rial to the Board of 1'rade,

suggesting the iotro luction of some gonei-al Act

of Parliament. With the five membeis of this

Institute he thought it might be desirable to in-

clude five members of the Institution of Civil

Engineers.

After a few remarks by Messrs. Vigers, E. J.

Smith, and Marr Johnson, the President invited

Mr. Bailey Denton to reply.

-Mr. Bailey Denton said he had very little to

add to all that had been said, especially as his

paper had led to the very practical suggestion

made by Mr. J. H. Lloyd. Mr. Byde had said

that he considered the sum of £2i0 per acre,

divided into half (say) £120 for severance and
£120 for land, as not extravagant. He could

only say he say he should have little hope of cheap
railways if such a rate of payment were to prevail

in the future. With respect to Mr. Galbraith's

remark that his instances of pailiamentary ex-

penses were not apposite, he would state that he

had selected such lines as bore comparison with

those that in future would traverse rural districts.

If he had selected lines purely agricultural, the

expenses would have been found even in excess of

those he had given. He could but express his

thanks for the reception his paper had met with,

and again express a hope that some practical re-

sult might follow it.

The President in a few brief remarks having

summed up the principal points of the discussion,

it was resolved that a committee, com[K)sed of

the Council of the Institution, should confer

with the Institution of Civil Engineers with a

view to tlie formation of such a committee as had
Lieen suggested by Mr. Lloyd.

The meeting then adjourned to Monday, the

22nd inst., when Mr. P. D. Tuckett will read

a paper ou " 'Ihe Art of Valuing Agricultural

Laud."

Institution op Sdrvetors,—At the ordinary
general meeting, held on Monday, February 22,
the following names were read and passed, to be
balloted for on March 27, viz. :—As Members : C.
Bidwell, Ely

; Wm. D. King, Queen-street, Portsea
;

.James Marr, 3, Whitehall-gardens The follow-
ing candidates were balloted for, and declared
duly elected :—As Members : T. F. Brown, Cardiff;
R. Horsfall, Halifax ; Chas. Humphreys, jun., 61,
Leadenhall-street ; George H. Hussey, the Green,
High Wycombe; E. Saunders, 10, Biidge-street,
Westminster. As Associates: G. P. Bidder, jun.,

3, Paper-buildings, Temple; John Fowler, 2, Queen-
square place ; F. A. Philbrick, Lamb-buildings,
Temple. The last meeting w.as held on Monday
evening, March 8, when the following candidates
were balloted for, viz. ;—As Members: Josiah
Hunt, 11, Park-street, Westminster ; M'illiam
Norman, 8, Spring-gardens, S,W. ; Thomas Rule
Owen, Haverfordwest ; Thomas Colville Scott,

19, King's Arms-yard, E.G. ; John Edmund
Thomas, 11, Park-street, Westminster. As Asso-

ciates : John Smith Ellis, 31, Nicholas-lane, E.G.

;

Alexander Eraser, Brook-street, Hanover-square
;

Joseph Lott, 12, Great George-street, Westmin-
ster ; William H. Warner, 4, Whitehall.

AGEICULTUBAL LABOUREBS'
DWELLINGS.

"VTOTHING is too grand or too small, if at all

J_% useful to man, for illustration and com-
ment in the Edili.uno News. One week we give

an engraving and description of the grand cathe-

dral built in mediicval times, at another time wo
devote a page to an unostentatious communion
table of a dissenters* chapel. Last week we
gave a double-page illustration of a grand town-
hall, this week we go into the minutest par-

ticulars to show how a labourer's cottage is built.

Now, let no half-fledged architectural genius turn

up his unarchitectural nose at this policy ; or, if

he do, we shall have to tell him that we shall

take no notice of it or him. »Ve would
as soon give information on the erection ©f cot-

tages for the poor as tell how mansions are

reared for the rich ; and we intend to give a

series of illustrations accompanied by practical

information on cottage building and other kinds

of buildings in which the millions are born, and
where they live and die. Whatever appertains to

man, said a philosopher, interests me. And
whatever falls within the vast domain of design

and construction must be interesting to some,

and those portions which appertain to the homes
of the mass of the people must be useful to many.
The Earl of Cawdor has just published a little

work on " Cottage Plans."* Though it contains

nothing new or striking, still it is so far satisfac-

tory to see a noble lord suBiciently interested in

the well-being of the people as to publish plans

for humble cottage building. Some may think a

noble lord might be better employed. Perhaps

so. But better to be so employed than in the

way in which many a scion of the aristocracy

passes his time. The Earl of Cawdor's " Cottage

Plans" is dedicated to the landowners of Car-

marthenshire and Pembrokeshire ; the plans,

which are the chief contents of the work, were

drawn by Lady Muriel Campbell, and the specifi-

cations and bills of quantities supplied by Mr.

Rogers, builder, Tcuby. We transcribe from the

noble earl's work, in a reduced form, elevations

and plans of three cottages. No. 1 is of minimum
accommodation. A cottaf.e on this plan was built

Published by RWgwsy, 169, Piccadillj-.
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BILL OF QUANTITIES, AS FOLLOWS:—

No. Tons. YanU. Feet.

14
40
79

5
1

4
4
2
1

10

120

21

24

!.i

50

183

152

781

CO

51

40

.\llo\v time for rammmg and levoUiDg 10

Porches labour on walling (chimney measured in), making
iitortar and pointing included 9 17 G

SuperHcial stone-nog partition, labourandmakingmortar, at Is. 14

Siipurlicial lath and plaster to ceUings, to include all labour and |

Lay and set on walls and partitions, finding and doing as above,

atljd 4 11 0]

Allow for limeivhitiug 10

Superficial Carnarvon slates as per specification No. 4, at 353. ... IS 14 6|

Cube red timber in scantling for partitions, liutets, roofs, to in- |

Allow for extra labour on jambs and linings of doorways 8
Shelves to pantry 7

Shelf to living-room fireplace 5

Paint 15
£"2 5 10

in Carmarthenshire laat year, at the fuUowing
cost :

—

Walling, plastering, flooring £15 J

Carpenter, timber, slating 35 10

£50 14

With haulage and everything furnished IT

£i;7 14

No. 2 is a better arrangement. The cost of the

bill of quantities, aa may be seen above, amounts
to £72 5s. lOd.

Next week we hope to give elevations and plans

of " Improved Homes for the Working Classes,"

designed by Mr. Matthew Allen, and erected by
the Industrial Dwellings Com|).vny, to be followed

by elevations, plans, &o., of buiklings to be erected

in London by the Artisans', Labourers', and
General Dwellings Company.

ASSOCIATED ARTS INSTITUTE.

AT the ordinary fortnightly meeting, on
Siiturday evening last, Trofessor Westnia-

cott, 11. A., F R.S. (President), in the chair, Mr.
S. Hart, U.A., read a paper on "Criticism.'

After some introductory remarks on fluctua-

tions and taste in art, he said that one of the
causes of fluctuation in the public taste of this

country was attributable to the ill-informed

.capriciousness of the criticism that prevailed.

With but few and notable exceptions, our art

critics were self constituted, and lacked those
essentials without which they were thrown back
on other resources, the chiefcst of which w.%8 a

command of language to so express themselves as
to conceal their shortcomings. Such persons per-
petually mistook censure for criticism. One of

the greatest defects existing in the present condi-

tion of art criticism, and one of the most prejudi-

cial to the young student, was the ignorance of

any fixed principles of criticism manifestel by
those who engaged to criticise works of art.

Many critics, too, having strong personal predilec-

tions in favour of certain schools, were blinded to

the merits of all works foreign to those schools.

Another class regarded art microscopically, in-

sisting on minuteness of detail. From this

description of art there was nothing to be learnt,

either in morals or philosophy. The best art,

-lid Mr. Hart, was purely didactic. Divested of

'• hia function, it was half destroyed. Those who
imposed upon themselves the task of pronouncing
au opinion on works of art should be students of

art, and should not spe.ak on any phase of it until

they had studied it. No engineer, however emi-

nent, felt himself able to speak with equal

authority and certainty on ci\'ry subject connected

with engineering. Yet there were art critics who
volunteered to report and pronounce on pictures

of any school. As a consequence of the inanities

of criticism, the modern painter selected ignoble

themes and depicted scenes from which he would
recoil as an eye-witness. Speaking of the art

criticism of foreign countries, Mr. Hart spoke
approvin;;ly of that of France, where, he said,

were to be found scholars who regarded art for

its own sake, and desired the people not to rule

it, but desired the artists to rule the popular

taste. While in the habit of signing their names
to their ci- ti'jUiSj the critics enjoyed the advan-

tages arising out of the reputation consequent on
the talent they exhibited. In England, many artists

of promise have lacked courage to persevere when
they have been inconsiderately treated by ignorant

critics. Again, many have been injured by the

fulsome adulations of ill-judged friendship. A
skilful censor would perform his task by a happy
combination of humanity and criticism. I'he

critic was only the footm.an of the man of genius,

and he should respect his master.

The Cii.MiiM.vN, while agreeing in the main with

the views expressed in the paper, took exception

to Mr. Hart's views on the didactic in art, for

there was nothing didactic in representing the

beauties of natiire as Turner had done. The sun-

rise and sunset had nothing didactic about them,
although they were lovely in all ways. In con-

chtsion, the chairman moved a vote of thanks to

Mr. Hart, and the proceedings terminated.

Dr. J. A. Weisse, of New York, who has for a

long time been experimenting in this Held, is the

patentee. The stones are coloured through and
through, not only m.arble but even granite having

been subjected to the process with entire success.

We are informed that the process is based upon
the discovery of a new mordant, which has such

an attraction for stone that when a large block

has only its base immersed in the solution, it will

in a short time become permeated through the

entire mass, increasing its specific gravity, and
filling its pores so that the absorption of water is

rendered very much less when subsequently ex-

ppsed to the weather than previous to the opera-

tion. When it is remembered that the absorption

of water, and its subsequent e.'ipansiou by frost is

one of the greatest causes of disintegration in our

climate, it will at once be seen that an important

collateral gain is obtained by the new process.

Marbles coloured by this process in the rough
afterwards take a most beautiful polish, and
specimens of dolomite polished previous to colour-

ing have their polish heightened by it.

An eft'ort has been made in this process to

imitate the means by which the valuable coloured

building stones naturally receive their colour.

No attempt is made to produce a given pattern,

or to imitate any particular effect. The general

tone of the colour is produced and the variations

of the tints are determined by the structure of

the stone itself. In this way the efl'ecta are all

natural. We have before us a piece of marble
picked up in a common marble yard, of a cheap

variety, one side polished the other rough, which
has been coloured by this process, and which the

best judges invariably pronounce to be genuine

Siena marble.

The colours produced include the entire range

of tints, and the veins and spots which develope

themselves iu marble which previous to the

operation is pure white, are surprising and beauti-

ful. The cheapest grades of stone are thus

rendered ornamental and desirable, and the com-
binations rendered possible by this discovery

must arrest the attention of architects. The
details of the process are not given.

COLOURING MARBLE AND OTUER
BUILDING STONES.

AN American journal gives particulars of a

new process for colouring marble and other

stones by a method which impregnates the entire

mass, as much in the interior .as the exterior, and
before polishing as well as after.

THE PRESERVATION OF TIMBER.

THR following is an abstract of a paper read at

the meeting of the Chemical Section of the

Philosophical Society of Glasgow on February 1,

by Mr. P. M. Moir :—
The preservation of timber is of great practical

importance, valuable alike to the student, the

practical worker, and the capitalist, and hence it

is not to be wondered at that many minds have

been directed to the solution of the question,

How decay may be arrested, and the timber pre*

served, and made as durable as the other parts of

the construction in which it may be employed ?

Mr. Moir's paper w.as specially written to explain

the methods that have been and .are now in use

tor the preservation of timber from decay by
disease and exposure to the atmosphere, or de-

struction by marine worms and insects, and to

show the results of the methods when applied

practically.

For land purposes, the principal applications of

preserved timber are in all buildings, for railway

sleepers, viaducts, telegraph poles, pit props, hop
poles, fencing, &c.

Timber when exposed to the action of the at-

mosphere is soon acted on by damp. This is

especially noticeable in all timber fixed in the

ground. The action commences at the parts

immediately above the surface of the ground,

where the fibrous portions of the wood are

softened by the moisture, mould and decay being

produced. These are indicative of a sort of slow

combustion which is set up by the alternations

of wet and dry. This kind of wasting away
is termed wet rot. Another .and very destructive

form of decay is that which is known as dry rot.

This goes on most rapidly where there is no circu-

lation of air. It is believed by some persons to be

caused by parasites ; but by others it is believed

that the parasites only appear after the decompo-

sition h is set in, .and that they appear and live to

consume the materials which by their .accumula-

tion might render the earth and air unsuited to

the essential conditions of life and health. There

is some probability that dry rot is a result of the

felling of timber while it is full of sap, that is, be-

tween the end of spring and the beginning of

autumn. Another familiar form of disease is that

which is caused by the Termite or white ant.

This creature's operations prove very destructive

) in India, Ceylon, Brazil, and moat tropical
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countries. Its attacks are most ravenous ou all

wood buildings, railway sleepers, and bridges, even

tliough the constructive material be lignum vita?,

one of the hardest and most durable of woods. '

Timber is also used extensively in marine struc-

tures— such as harbour works, piers, breakwaters,

wharves, &c. The destructive agents iu such

works are greater enemies than decay by dry or

wet rot. There are two of them which are the

best known among salt water destructive agents,

end are very ruinous to all wood erections which
are unprotected from their ravages either chemi
-cally or mechanically. They are the '1 credo

naVdliSf or ship worm, and the Liinnoria terebrans.

The teredo is a long worm shaped creature which
perforates timber generally in the direction of the

^raiu, but sometimes across the grain with many
windings. When a knot is met with, or the shell

of another teredo, the creature accomm'jdates

itself to circumstances by bending from its

origiual course. In a fir pile taken from the old

pier of Southend a worm was found two feet long

and three-quarters uf an inch iu diameter. Some
'Lave been seen three and even four feet long, and
one inch in diameter. The teredo grows very

rapidly, and itj ravages are often very terrible on

ehips, piles, &c. It is not very common on Scot-

tish thores, I'ut it is eometimea fouud at Greenock,

probably imported, the author thinks, iu the

planking of ships coming from warmer countries.

The only place where the author has seen the

teredos in active operation in the northern waters

was in Scrabster Ruads. There he found a large

mooring buoy, built of fir wood, and constantly

afloat in the bay, quite honey-combed by the
-creatures, while the timber fastened to the pier

-did not seem to be touched by them ; and he
concludes that the teredo is not nearly so preva-

lent on the Scottish coasts as in the South of Eng-
land and on the coasts of France and Holland,

where unprotected timber is readily destroyed.

(The author exhibited a piece of American oak
which was quite riddled by the teredo during four
years' exposure.)

The Limnoria tcrehransisYerj abundant around
the British, shores. Its ravages were first par-

ticularly observed in the year 1810, Ij the Ute
Mr. Robert Stevenson, engiueer of the Bell Rock
Lighthouse. While engaged in the erection of

that structure he found the timber of the tempo-
<rary erections to be soon destroyed by the attacks

of the limnoria. So little was known of the lim-

Eoria at the time that Dr. Leach, a well known
naturalist, who received some specimens from Mr.
Stevenson in 1811, declared it to be a new and
highly interesting species. In 183-i, the late Dr,
John Coldstream wrote a very full and interest-

ing description of the creature. The limnoria

very much resembles a wood-louse, and is about
3.-6in. in length. It is gregaiious, and ia situa-

tions favourable for the exercise of its habits it

soon produces great effects on the wood to which
i\> attaches itself. By boring in all directions it

so disintegrates the wood as to allow the sea to

wash away its surface, and thus layer after layer

of the wood is riddled by the borer, and then
abraded by the sea until the whole piece of timber
attached is completely destroyed.

Various opinions have been entertained regard-

ing the mode in which the limnoria perforates

and destroys timber, but the o[anion expressed
by Dr. Coldstream after very careful observation
^eems to be the most worthy of credence. He
states that the animal effects its work by the use
of its mandibles, and it seems that it is necessary

that the hole should be filled with salt water.

The distance bored is from liu. to 2in. long, aud
as the hole increases in size the animal leaves its

old workings and begins new ones.

All kinds of timber in the unprepared state,

except greenheart, are readily devoured by the
limnoria, if used in harbour works not exposed
to the influence of fresh or river water. Green-

heart is not molested by the animal at all, but
every other kind of wood ia attacked immediately
that it is put into the sea, whether afloat or fixed,

but more readily if fixed. The bnring is generally

limited to that portion which is between two-

thirds flood and the bed of the sea or estuary.

The rate at which the limnoiia bores into wood
in pure salt water is said to be about liu. in a

twelvemonth ; but instances have occurred iu

;which the destruction has been much more
rapid. At Greenock, for instance, a pile 12in.

pquare was eaten through in seven years. The
limnoria cannot live in fresh water, hence it is

not foimd doing any damage in the Clyde higher

than Port Glasgow. (The author showed several

specimens of timber attacked by the limnoria, one

being a piece of a pile put down at Grimsby in

1S51 and taken up in 186S.)

Greenheart timber in its natural state is the
only wood now in use for harbour works that is

proof against the attacks of marine creatures, and
those of the white ant iu tropical countries.

There are two reasons why it enjoys this im-
munity from attack :—first, there is its great hard-
ness ; and, secondly, there is the presence of a
large quantity of essential oil. It is a very hard
and durable wood, weighing about 75lb. to the
cubic foot, and having a specific gravity of 1089,
so that it is a little heavier than water. It is

brou-ht from Demerara. Great care is required
in working it, as it is very liable to spli-,. In
sawing it is necessary to have all the logs bound
tightly with chains, failing which precaution the
log would break up into splinters, and be very
apt to injure the men working it. Greenheart
timber has been largely used at Liverpool, aud is

now being employed at Greenock iu the construc-
tion of the new steamboat wharf, for the main and
sheet piling, the deck platform and beams being
of pine creosoted with 81b. of creosote oil to the
cubic foot.

The author then proceeded to discuss the
various mechanical and chemical methods that

have been employed to preserve timber from
natural decay or from the destruction effected by
living creatures. The mechanical methods are

wholly employed for marine purposes, and are the

oldest in use. One of these consists in covering

piles, between high and low-water mark, with flat-

headed iron nails, the heads being about liu. in

diameter, and the nails being driven ia so close

that the heads touch, but do not overlap each
other. This method is expensive, both on account
of the materials employed and the time required

in the operation : and besides this it is very in-

eflicient, as the nails readily corrode, and leave

room for the attacks of the living enemies.

Another plan is to cover the piles or other sub-

merged timbers with sheets of zinc or copper.

This also is an ineflicient means of protection.

For the preservation of wood by means of che-

mical preparations, although many patents have
been taken out, not more than six have been
worked commercially. In all cases these patents

were obtained for the use of solutions of certaiu

chemical compounds as preservative sgents. The
names of the patentees, and the most valuable

compounds employed are shown in the following

table :

—

Kyau 1832 Chloride of mercury.
Maigary 1837 Sulphate of copper.

Bethell 1S38 )

1818 i

Burnett 1838 ( p,, , . , - .

isini Chloride of zinc.

Boucherie 1839 Pyrolignite of iron.

,, ISitJ Sulphate of copper.

Payne 1841 Sulphate of iron.

„ 184:i3 Cirbonate of soda.

The methodi3 employed practically in working
these patents were three in num er, namely,

steeping, vital suction, and pressing; in close

vessels. Kyan and Margary employed the first-

mentioned method; Boucherie employed the

second ; and Payne, Burnett, and Bethell em-
ployed the third, which was also latterly adopted

by Boucherie. The first and third methods re-

quired that the timber should be seasoned and
free from sap.

The author described each patented process at

some length, mentioning how it is carried out, the

advantages and disadvantages in each case, and
the conditions under which it has any practical

benefit. In no case did the evidence regarding

the value of the process seem to equal that iu

favour of the creosoting process patented by
Bethell, at all events if the timber is to be ex-

posed to the weather, or to be used in structural

works which are subjected to the action of either

fre.sh water or salt water.

Kyaui-^ing, or injecting corrosive sublimate

(chloride uf mercury) into timber, is very expen-

sive i£ properly done; and besides this there is

the fact that it is practically useless, inasmuch as

it has l-een found that kyanised piles, after three

years' immersion iu the sea, did not contain a

trace of the preservative compound.
Sulphate of copper, Hrst suggested as a preser-

vative agi'ut by Margary, and afterwards em-

ployed largely by Boucherie, may be used to pre-

vent dry rot in timber; butfor piers, bridges, rail-

way sleepers and otherstructures which are exposed

to the action of water, it has no practical v.due,

as the water dissolves out the salt with great

Creosote or pitch oil.

rapidity. Timber prepared with this salt, and
used for marine purposes, is as readily destroyed
liy the teredo and the limnoria as unprepared
timber.

In Payne's process a solution of sulphate of iron
is first absorbed into the wood, and afterwards
carbonate of soda. Double decomposition ensues,
and the practical result is the formation of oxide
of iron, the deposition of which renders wood
brittle, and does not prevent the attacks of either
of the animals just named.

Of Sir William Burnett's chloride of zinc pro-
cess the author could say ncjthiug from personal
experience. The essential part of the chemical
action of the compound is the formation of an in-

soluble coagulum with the albumen of the wood.
It is cl limed for the Burnett process that it ren-
ders wood proof against the attacks of the white
ants in India, and wood for indoor purposes is

permanently improved by it.

Bethell's patent process for preserving timber
by the use of creosote or pitch oil is the only one
which really accomplishes the object aimed at,

although many patents for the use of oleaginous
substances had been secured prior to the year
1838, with the same object in view. Creosote
acts very powerfully in coagulating the albumen
contained in the cells of the wood, and besides
this it eflectually preserves the fibre of the timber,
and hence its value over all other so-called pre-

servative agents.

The apparatus required in the creosoting pro-
cess consists of an injecting cylinder, generally
about 6ft. in diameter, and varying from 30ft. to

70ft. long, together with exhaust and pressure
pumps, an oil tank, and the requisite piping con-
nections. It is not unusual to have both ends of

the cylinders open, so that the timber may be
entered at one end and removed at the other
with the greatest facility, and to have them fitted

with air tight iron doors, which are removable at

pleasure. When the cylinder is charged with tim-
ber, and the door or doors properly securej, the
air is extracted by the air pump, both from the
interior of the cylinder and from the pores of the
wood. A vacuum being produced in the cylinder,

the oil, which has been heated in the tank by
steam pipes to a temperature of about 120 deg.

Fah., is allowed to rush in, and when the cylinder

is full, the inlet pipe is shut, and the pressure

pumps are started to force the oil into the wood,
the pressure being maintained at from 1501b. to

'2001b. on the square inch, until the wood has
absorbed the required quantity of oil, which is

learned by reference to an index gauge. For land
purposes the amount of oil recommended is Sib.

to the cubic foot of wood, and for marine pur-

poses, from 101b. to 12lb, per cubic foot. In
France, Belgium, and Holland the quantity used
varies from IGlb. to 261b. per cubic foot when the
timber is intended for marine works. Beech
wood has absorbed as much as 311b. of oil per

cubic foot, and when used for railway platforms

or harbour woiks, it is doubtless the cheapest and
most durable material that can be used.

Creosote (or pitch oil, as it is more commonly
called in Scotland) is obtained in the distillation

of coal tar, the other ingredients being ammoniacal
liquor, crude naphtha, and the residual pitch

-

The coal tar of Scotch gasworks generally yieldpj

about 25 per cent, of oil, which di-stils over at tern

peratures ranging from 400 deg. to 700 deg. Fah,

in England, however, the amount is only about
20 per cent. The author estimates the annual

yield of pitch oil in Scotland at one million gal-

lons, almost the whole of which is used for creo-

soting purposes. It is probable that creosote

owes its valuable antiseptic property to the pre-

sence in it of from 5 to 1-1 per cent, of crude car-

bolic acid, but which could not be used I y itself

for outdoor purposes, as it is slightly soluble in

water.

According to Dr. Letheby, creosote acts as a pre-

servative agent in the following'waya :

—

Ist. It coagulates albuminous substances and
gives stability to the constituents of the cambium
aud cellulose of the young wood.

2nd. It absorbs and appropriates the oxygen
which is within the pores of the wood, and so

checks, or rather prevents, the ereraacausis of the

ligneous tissue.

3rd. It resinifies within the pores of the wood,

and in this way shuts out both air and moisture.

4th. lb acts as a positive poison to the lower

forms of animal and vegetable life, and so protects

the wood from the attacks of fungi, acari, and
other parasites.

Since the creosoting process was first intro-

duced in the year 1333 it has been extensively em-
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ployed in Great Britain and Ireland ; in all coun-

tries ou tke continent where creosote oil can be

obtained— France, Holland, Belgium, Uermauy,
Spain, Portugal, and Italy ; and in India, Cape
Colony, Brazil, and other tropical countries, to

preserve timber from the attacks of the white ant.

AVherever it has been properly carried out it has

been completely successful.

Of late, many railway companies have discon-

tinued the use of creosoted sleepers, not from any
failure of the process, but from the wear and tear

of the sleepers caused l>y the chairs cutting down
into them and gradually rendering them useless.

This mechanical injury to the sleepers would be
greatly lessened were the base of the chair made
broader. According to Mr. Deas, late engineer

on the western section of the North British Hall-

way, it will doubtless be less and less the practice

of railway companies in this country, under the
present financial depression, to creosote or other-

wise preserve their sleepers, as the cost of the

operation—Cd. to 8d. per sleeper—is such a high
proportion to the original cost of the sleeper,

which is generally from 23. 2d. to 23. 6d. for each,

while, owing to the cutting-down action of the

chairs, the prepared sleeper becomes useless for

permanent wear almost as soon as oueunpiepared.
For harbour works in Scotland the creosoting

process has been largely used. At Leith the west
pier, consisting of 1,013 main piles, is entirely

constructed of creosoted timber, and the extension

of the east pier contains 312 main piles, also creo-

soted. These erections were commenced in 1848
and finished in 1853, and at the present time they
are as perfectly sound as the first day they were
put down. The gates of the new dock now being
constructed at that port are made of creosoted

pine bound with greeuheart timber, the quantity

of oil used being 101b. per cubic foot. At Glas-

gow all the wooden wharves, with the exception

of the steamboat quay, are constructed of creo-

soted pine, 81b. of oil to the cubic foot. The
whole of the wharves at the Kingston Dock
are built of creosoted wood, tho same quan-
tity of oil being used. At Port-Glasgow
and Greenock timber prepared by the Bethell
process is largely used, and the same is

true of nearly every port in England. JIuch
attention has been given to the creosoting process
by the Belgian government, and so satisfactoiy

have the expei iments been that no other process
is used by that government. Very full and inte-

resting accounts of the Belgian e\periments upon
the creosoting process have been prepared by
M. L. Crepin, ingdnieur des Ponts et Ghaussees,
especially in "Annales des Travaux Publics de
Belgique," vol. xxi., 1S64. M. Crepin affirms that
wood retains all its former elasticity in the creo-

soted state, and acquires a density which it did
not possess in the unprepared condition. M. A.
Foresticr, engineer in chief for the department of
La Vendee, made a very minute and elaborate
report for the Paris Kxhibitiou of 18(17 on the
creosoting process and experiments made with it

on timber used in both land and marine works in
France ; and in that country the process is also
largely employed.

Mr. Moir's paper was fully illustrated by
numerous specimens of timber, some of which
were quite luiique, by diagrams, &c. An interest-

ing discussion followed the reading of the paper,
in the course of which the advantages and diwd-
Tantages of various metallic salts as preservative
agents were discussed. One of the speakers re
ferred to the great v.ilue of chloriile of magnesium
as a preventive of decay, and as rendering wood
proof against tho action of fire. Another spoke of
the desirability of Eccurin^ some means of pre-
venting the action of hot acid vapours upon wood
used in chemical works, creosoted wood being in-
capable of resisting the action of such substances

;

and another member quoted the instance which
was given in Enjinecring last year, of the great
preservative power of creosote, as evidenced by
the fresh condition of a sleeper taken from the
Stockton and iJarlingtou Railway, after being ex-
posed for more than a quarter of a century.

PAYING FOB SPECIFICATIONS.

THERE is a practice, says the linfinccr, which
has been gradually creeping lip for a long

time, and which is extending, of charging con-
tractors or parties tendering for works and sup-
plies with a fee for specifications. This does not
go into the poeketa of the engineers, buc into the
coffers of the c.-nuwnies. Tne njea is. that so
many id.e persons go and ask or' primed parti-
cular!, that it is necessary to check them, and "

that the fee is a test of the liona fides of the
application. There is no very good reason for the
charge ; for the cost of printmg two or three
pages of paper consists chially, as everybody
knows, in the setting up and nut in the working
ofl" ; and the matter must be printed. To impose
a charge of pounds for a copy which really costs

a penny has no valid authorisation. It is very
questionable whether this is not done, in the case
of stores and small works, to keep out the agents
and small men and to retain the tenders in a
select circle. After all, the select circle have to

pay for the entertainment on an unfair principle,

for it too commonly happens that there is a
select man in the select circle, and that some
firms or persons p.ay for specifications who do not
get contracts. They aro consequently amerced.
It is possible to understand a provision that the
successful candidate should pay the professional

charge for the drawing of the specification, but
it is not easy to understand the justice of making
his unsuccessful competitors pay. At all events
the system does not promote fair competition,
and constitutes an additional tax levied at a
period when there are quite charges enough.
The unsuccessful competitor for a contract or a
tender has generally something more to do than
to send in a sheet of paper, even for a very small
afl'air, as he has to bestow time, trouble, and ex-
pense in correspondence and getting up his data.

In some concerns, even in very limited supplies,
the charge is from £1 to £5 for a copy of the
specification. We have never heard that the money
was returned to an unsuccessful tenderer. The
tender would be a test of the ( o?ui ^icJes, and
admits of no excuse for non-return of the
money. The amount obtained from such a
source of income for the coffers of a great com-
pany is very trilling, and its abandonment would
abolish a petty exaction, and be by no means in-

jurious to the interests of the companies or the
public.

THE NEW POST OFFICE, NEW YORK.

LAST year the people of New York, having at
length become ashamed of their ancient

and incommodious Post Office, which was simply
an old Dutch church, converted as well as might
be to secular requirements, determined to erect a
new one, which should, of course, be *' the
biggest, handsomest, and best arranged on either
side of the Atlantic." From the many designs
submitted by competing architects the Com-
missioners " perfected " that illustrated on page
228. The building, which will be in the Renais-
sance style, will be erected ou a piece of ground
at the south end of the City Hall Park,
and in front of a large open space. It will

be constructed of granite, marble, wrought
and cast iron. In plan it will be an irre-

gular quadrangle, the three longer sides being
alike in design and ornamentation, and each
having a frontage of three stories in height,
surmounted by a Mansard roof, having at
each angle handsome pavilions. At the southern
end a large pavilion will be carried up to a fourth
story, ornamented by Corinthian pilasters and
crowned by a full entablature, supporting a
domed quadrangular roof, which will form a fifth

story. In each face of this dome will be pl.aced

a large enriched dormer window, and the roof
and dome will be each surmounted by ornamental
borders and cappings. The height of the dome
will be IGOft. from the street level to the
summit; it will be decorated with columns on
its four sides, and will have large clock dials in

each face over the entablature. The central
pavilion, facing northwards towards the City
Hall, will be of similar design without a dome.
The first story will be 22ft. high, and consist of a
series of arched openings, supported by square
piers, tho whole rusticated in each alternate
block and the keystones of the arches enriched.
On each side of the grand entrances will be in-

troduced rusticated Doric column.'^. The second
story will be ISft. high, ornamented »ith Doric
columns supporting broken entablatures. In the
third story the pavilions will be enriched with
pilasters in place of columns, and the entire
story crowned with a full entablature. In the
fourth story the Mansard roof will extend over
the curtain and the angul.ar pavilions, being
pierced with dormer windows and suitably
decorated. Tho arch over the north main en-

trance extends above the first story, and the
space above it will be decorated with a panelling,
the keystone of the arch bearing the United
States shield. Projecting balconies on canti

levers will be placed on the curtain in front of

each alternate window, and other balconies will

be formed iu the pavilions between the columns.
The building will be embellished with statuary
as follows ;—Ou the south pavilion a central

emblematical figure of America, with "Com-
merce" and "Industry" on either side; over
the right hand entablature " Washington ;" over
the left " Franklin." On the north pavilion a
marble gi'oup of "Justice," with " History" and
" Peace;" also emblematical figures of " Strength"
and "Truth." Over the centre pavilion, facing
Broadway, a group representing " The Arts,"
"Virtue," and "Honour;" and on the Broad-
way corner pavilion " Literature " and the " Me.
chanical Arts." On the Park Row centre pavi-
lion " The Genius of Science," and on the corner
pavilion " Agriculture " and " Navigation."

Besides being used as a Post Office, part of the
building will be set aside for the uses of the
United States Justice Courts, with judges'
chambers, clerks' rooms, &o., attached.
The public corridor or great hall of the Post

Office will form a piazza 600ft. long and 25ft.

wide. Five experienced architects have tho
superintendence of the work, and it is said that
the building can be completed in two years at a
cost of 3,500,000 dols.

THE TOWER OP ST. MARTIN, TOURS,
FRANCE.

THE subject of our plate (called the "Tour de
St. Martin or d'Horloge," situate iu the Rue

St. Martin) formed one of the western towers to
the once magnificent Cathedral of St. Martin of
Tours, and this, with the tower on the other side
of the street (called the " Tour de Charlemagne")
are the only portions now remaining of what
must once have been one of the finest cathedrals
in France. It is said to have had originally five

towers, but the other three were destroyed with
the church at the revolution. The style o£

architecture of the tower of St. Martin pronounces-
it to be of the twelfth century. F. W. K.

NEW INDIA OFFICE.

ON E of our illustrations this week comprises the
entablature and finishings of some of the

first floor corridor doors of the above building,
which, as our readers are probably aware, has been
erected from the designs, and under the superin-
tendence of Sir Digby Wyatt, F.S.A. We intend
to give someotherillustrations of this fine building.

LIQUID FUEL.

AT a recent meeting of the i''rench Academy c£

Sciences, M. H, Salute Claire Deville con-
tinued the description of his researches on petro-

leum, undertaken at the Emperor's expense. His
experiments show that the heavier and more viscous
mineral oils are the fitter they aie for fuel. Their
use in biick furnaces, he observes, is a problem
already solved, the method consisting in letting

out the oil from a reservoir through a stop-cock
on a brick floor, placed behind a clay screen
pierced with holes for the admission of the air

intended for combustion. For this clay screen,

.M. Saiute-Claire Deville substitutes a thick
cast-iron one. An apparatus of the kind de.
scribed was placed on boaid the imperial yacht
" Puebia," and was found to answer the purpose
perfectly, being employed on a boiler producing
steam enough for a 60-horse power engine.
About M.ay, 1868, M. Sainte Claire Deville ob-

tained permission to try his furnace on an engine
ou the Strasbourg Railway, where it was important
to reduce as much as possible the bulk of the appa-
ratus, and to suppress brickwork, since the con-
stant shaking of the engine would be apt to get it

out of order. Another diflSculty was the quantity
of oil, enormous iu regard to the small surface at

disposal, to be consumed in order to produce
steam to the amount of 300-horse power. These
dillicultics were overcome by substituting cast

iron for brick, and by artificially increasing the
surface of evaporation, without enlarging the
dimensions of the fireplace. Hence the apparatus
intended for a locomotive simply consists in a

fireplace so arranged aa to present the largest

possible surface to the action of heat. The sole

of the furnace may be of copper, attached to the
boiler, and inwardly kept moist with water. The
grating is provided with a series of holej', through
which the oil flows. This fuel gives no smoke,
and does not emit sparks; the consumption of oil,

at the rate of 60 kilometres per hour, was at the

rate of 4 70 kilogrammes per kilometre.
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GOLD AND GILDINO.

HAVING dealt with black and gold and
white and gold, we may refer to blue

and gold. We have already alluded to azure
and gold stars in ceilings. The colour itself

varies according to the situation in depth, and
has, therefore, a Htness of application. The
gold, too, may be either yellow gold or red
gold, and admitting of variation according to

the other colours which are used in the build-
ing. We do not remember any observations
on the capability there is of obtaining some
variety in a quantity of gold ornaments by
adopting red and yellow gold instead of one
denomination only. Dulness and brightness
are taken advantage of for contrast, but not
difference of colour ; but difference of colour
is available with gold as well as the other pro-
perties. Thus, under some circumstances,
four varieties will be obtained. For architec-
tural purposes externally, these differences of
colour are worth consideration. The differ-

ence of colour may well be appreciated ex-
ternally. A red gold finial or weathercock
may contrast with a neighbouring one in the
yellow gold. Where a dome or roof is decorated
in the foreign style, as we yet may see in
London, part of the gilding may be so varied.
In a well-protected gilt or bronze gate this
will be found very effective.

AVe may note that the subject of coloured
lanterns at night has not been sufliciently con-
sidered. At the present moment the expanse
of Palace Yard gleaming at night is a pleasure-
able sight, but in time this will pall from
monotony. A coloured globe in each cluster
would be found to afford considerable relief

and picturesqueness. At night colour is

much wanted. This is chiefly to be obtained
from gilding, but we have suggested another
expedient. A coloured illumination at night
gives some notion that there are resources
available in this respect. In the Edgware-
road there is a confused scene of colour not
unworthy of notice. It so happens that there
are a number of chemists' and public-house
lamps, some of which are over the footway, and
the colours are distinctly recognisable. As a
new feature in the night illuminations of our

a guinea for planning and arranging the ball-
room and other apartments. People are too
clever for that. Some of the best show houses
we know are such where the main decora-
tions and arrangements of the library, ball-
room, picture gallery, &c., have been devised
under the care of the architect. We know
gentlemen who will not settle a new statue in
its place until the architect has been asked.
Of course no charge is thought of on either
side, but where the natural connection is kept
up between the architect and his client, it

always happens in the course of time that a
fair amount of work and remuneration are
the result. This occasional reference to an
architect or other competent adviser, and his
presence in the house, are sure to bring about
the correction and harmonising of any sar-
plus gilding or excess of colour in a newly-
acquired piece of furniture. We may say that
in such houses the ladies are not less defi-

cient in taste than elsewhere, but more so ;

they know how to appreciate fully artists of
all kinds, and they find nothing to prevent
the expression and adoption of their own
preferences as to leading colours and forms.
It is for the artist to work out.

Some shops present a daily exhibition of a
costly character, the 6ttings being expensive,
with copious gilt work, but with all this out-
lay, and with a strong desire to attract atten-
tion, no provision is made for competent assist-

ance. Untrained shopmen, shopworaen, and
window -dressers are left to exercise their vo-
cation. The ignorance of shopkeepers pre-
vents them from appealing; for advice and
superintendence to those who are capable of

assisting them. It is not to be expected that
architects and superior artists are to be em-
ployed for such purposes, but there is plenty
of help to be got on moderate terms. We
make these remarks in corroboration of the
few general principles we have laid down,
because in decoration nothing beyond general
principles can be dictated, nor will models
and engravings be all sufficient, as it is on the
skill of the operator that the adaptations
depend.
Having on a former occasion dealt with

black and white marbles in connection with
gold, we may point out that coloured marbles
also afford resources in skilful hands in com-
bination with gold. We ought, perhaps,
under the head of gold, to have referred tobridges on the Thames, alternations of

coloured lights are worthy of consideration.
|
the natural union of gold and blue in lapis

It is extraordinary how the capabilities of ,
lazuli, and the various inferior stones which

this metropolis are neglected, and yet we are
ready to admire corresponding effects abroad.
The bridges on the Thames are a memorable
eight to him who has eyes.

Light blue is a medium which will allow of
a moderate employment of gold widely dis-

tributed, but if this be thinned down too
much, it becomes paltry. It will also allow
of a considerable quantity of gold being in-
troduced. Deep blue requires light gold.
What we have said chiefly refers to per-

manent decoration in connection with archi-
tecture, but we may observe that the extensive
introduction of gold in paperhangings allows
the introduction of this expedient temporarily
and cheaply under competent superinten-
dence. The cornices and picture frames, the
consoles and gilt furniture, are all available
for such purposes, but they are rarely well
combined except in a theatre, and that for
reasons sufficiently explained in our pages,
that in a theatre there is an architect working
in unison with competent scene-painters and
decorators. In the case of a private mansion
there is neither architect nor decorator. An
older or younger lady gives directions at

Btarting, and a housekeeper or butler takes
charge artervvarus. Where the master of the
house or a lady has taste, we have admirable
combinations, but where it is left to chance
effect is sacrificed.

In the case of a party, where considerable
expense is incurred, furniture, flowers, and
plate are hired, and a supper table is set out at

a costly rate, nobody ever thinks of calling into

the house a decorative artist, and giving him

fall under that denomination under the name
of lazulite. There we have a beautiful blue
with shining sheets of gold, and the material
by exertion may be much more plentifully

obtained than is supposed. The va-
rious colours painted by nature on marbles
are so blended as to produce happy effects,

and these may be well arranged with the
metal in question.

It is considered by many painters that
salmon and bulf are suitable grounds for heavy
gilding and picture frames, but this is rather
with reference to the pictures contained than
to the gilding alone. The fact is there is no
colour which cannot be happily combined
with this metal. Whether in natural substance,

in painted decorations, in hangings, in furni-

ture, gold and crimson, green, violet, purple,

and every tint and hue that can be enume-
rated, all aduiit of adoption. There are per-

sons who attempt to define the copiousness

or limitation of the metal by scale in the
case of such colour, but this is a pretension
incapable of realization in practice. If the

artist has the materials at his choice there are

circumstances of light even which will affect

colour, but in many cases he has not even
the selection of materials, and must do the

best he can with those at his disposal.

DECORATIVE AET APPLIED TO DOMESTIC
USES.

THE unwonted demand for art of some
sort—good, bad, or indifferent—has

caused " Blackwood's Magazine " to think the

present not an inappropriate time to put
lorth one or more papers under the above
title. The first of the series appeared in the
March number, and we abstract such of its
contents as may be interesting to our readers.
Few have the resolution, says the writer,
to make their houses plain if they possess
the means of loading every wall and crowd-
ing every floor with ponderous and pompous
decoration. Art in her early days was almost
of necessity simple, but in our days, as ia
other periods of luxury, art has become too-
proud to utter in plain language true and
simple thoughts. Examples without end
miglit be adduced of corrupt art, false display,
and foolish squandering of money. Nothing
for instance, is more common than meaning-
less jumbles of all styles; confused conglo-
merations of irrelevant ideas. Thus a lotus-
flower from Egypt, a honeysuckle frooL
(Jreece, an acanthus leaf from Kome, a fletir
(ie lis from France, and a daisy or buttercup
from England, may be found all within one
drawing-room ! Even such anachronisms-
might be allowed to pass if only in the end
the art result were tolerable. The majpr
part of people about to furnish pretend to no
knowledge; they simply "know what they
like." Gold lavishly laid on in thick gilding is-

always liked. A room thus tricked out looks
handsome, and lights up well, and glitters in
the burning of wax tapers. Experience also
teaches " the trade" that a heavy bill is paid
all the more willingly when there is plenty
of gilding to prove how the money has gone.
False constructions and the misuse of mate-
rials are fertile sources of error. As instances
of constructive shams, take sideboards formed
on the models of Grecian stone altars,

cabinets fashioned like Roman temples, wine
coolers suggestive of sarcophagi, and jardi-
nieres treated as ruined chateaux with dila-
pidated roofs, out of which actual flowers
disport themselves. Curtains and carpets are
often extravagantly designed, and, covered
with palm trees and poplars, peacocks, pic-
turesque vases, Italian terraces and lakes be-
yond, form scarcely safe footing for ordinary
mortals.

History is compelled to confess that the
styles of domestic decoration which have
proved most popular have too frequently been
the panders of vice. The lavish ornameutatioa
of many a continental palace betrays the pro-
fligacy of courts, and after the same com-
plexion were the household arts which
obtained the favour of the " First Gentlematk
in Europe." Fortunately of late years there
has been a reverting to the earlier historic

l^eriods, when simplicity of maimers still kept
the household in the ways of truth and sober-

ness. Nevertheless it is the uufortunate
propensity of fashion to fly to extremes, and
so it has come to pass that good, easy, harm-
less people were told that it was absolutely

wrong to recline in luxury on florid Frencb
couches, and that, as right-minded Christians,

it became their duty to rack their weary
limbs on the rude angularities of Gothic-

stretchers. The Government schools have
done little positive good, and, indeed, actual

harm, for, with a latitudinarianism which
tells little for the conviction of the teachers

and directors, art—good, bad, and indifferent

—has been sown broadcast over the whole
country. The consumer must bring his

wealth and intelligence to bear on the pro-

ducer. For this end it would be well if the

higher classes took a little pains to inform)

themselves of the broa,d principles of art.

Ihe whole subject of decorative art, so far as

it bears on the ornamentation and furnishing

of private dwellings, is, the writer says,

easily measured ; the task lies within the com-
pass of the average intellect. If each lady or
gentleman would take the pains to acquaint

herself and himself with these principles the
common show of the shop will give place

to individual intention, cultured tlumght,

and even the recondite taste of the stmlent ;.

dwellings, which too often are magazines to

contain goods made to order, may gather
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within their walk forms, colours, and com-
positions bpspeaking a nicely balanced taste

and a well iul'ormecl mind.
A few words on the "arts in the house-

hold," presupposing the existence of a house,

are not out of place. What shall that house
be ? what its construction, plan, style .' Be-
fore the foundation stone is laid all points

of strife between Palladian and Gothic archi-

tecture should be considered and determined.
It is true that too often a man will liave to

make the best of what comes ready to his

hand, yet if he find himself in the envied
position of creating afresh, he may, with some
little e.\penditure of knowledge or time, make
a more convenient home than can be ex-

pected to result from a mere builder's specu-

lation. The writer liere considers the best

form and style of house, in which he prin-

cipally relies on Professor Kerr's book on the

subject. The house finished, the question

arises, how shall it be clothed ? Here the

decorator steps in, and, as a legitimate con-

clusion to some of the preceding arguments,
the furnishing of a house should be com-
menced and carried out on the safe basis of

some defined principle. It is scarcely too

much to assert that each room should be
treated as if it were a picture. If this idea

could be taken as a guiding principle, the
house might be saved from much ordinary
confusion and error. The walls are the back-
ground, the ceiling is as the sky, the furniture

stands as groups of figures in the foreground.

The broad analogy thus indicated may even
be carried into details. Thus walls should be
managed actually as an artist would treat the
background or distance of his landscape. They
should be made to retire unobtrusively ; they
should—by tone, colour, light, and shade

—

give force, relief, and value to objects which
rest on the ground or Uoor. Specially is it the
office of wall decorations, as of pictorial dis-

tances, to bring the entire composition into

unity and repose, so that neither picture nor
loom be Scattered, distracted,nordiscordant in

its general c-ft'ect. Thus again between the
ceiling of a room and the sky of a picture
there are relations ; each should be suggestive
of space and altitude. Furthermore the fur-

niture of a room sliould be treated as figures

or incidents in a general pictorial composi-
tion. A painter considers how he shall clothe
his figures with regard to background and
general surroundings, and a house furnisher
will on analogous principles have to deter-

mine the draperyof bi^ sofas and chairs. Again,
as the artist looks to the forms and lines of his

composition, so should the designer of furni-

ture study harmony of composition, should
secure to structure force and firmness with-
out angularity, should give to ornament
elegance without that extreme of grace which
too often degenerates into debility. A liouse-

decorator ought not to be content until he
has brought together the multitudinous lines

of his composition into concerted unity.
The scale of furniture in a room merits con-
sideration ; a room must, therefore, be fur-
nished with an eye to proportion, scale, and
relative keeping among its component parts.

Once more this argued analogy between a
picture and the good ordering of a room may
be made to determine the place or situation.
The right thing in the right place is the
primary condition of composition, as it is of
good order. In furnishing, selection is the
one thing needful. Shun crowded medleys
of mediocre or common forms; strive against
scattered, email, trivial, and frivolous etfects.

The writer impresses on the reader that each
portion of a house should, as far as may be,
receive the study due to each part in a deli-
berate pictorial composition ; and, in conclu-
sion, reiterates the truth that domestic arts of
decoration are not many arts, but one art
united imder common principles and
governed by broad generic laws ; and that
the pro\)lem of how best to furnish and
decorate a dwelling finds a solution in the
application to domestic uses of the few fun-
damental principles which preside over the

master arts of architecture, sculpture, and
painting. We have confined ourselves
simply to an abstract of the writer's observa-
tions, and shall do the same in the one or

two other papers on the same subject which
are to follow, and then olfer some remarks
of our own on the subject.

DONCASTER NEW CATTLE MARKET.

THE new markets, for the plans and designs of

which the Town Council awarded the first

premium in an open competition three years ago
to Mr. Watkius, of Lincoln, are now in a forward
state of progress. These markets form a portion
of the general system laid out for their enlarge-
ment and improvement, which comprises, in
addition to those under notice, a corn exchange
(arranged also for large public assemblies), new
vegetable and fish markets, a sessions' hall, and
board of guardians' room, which are intended to

follow. The style adopted is Italian, freely

treated. The sheep market occupies the centre
of the upper portion of the open markets, and is

arranged in two lairs, having 18-1 pens. The
sheep market is separated from the cattle market
by a cross road 25ft. wide, leading from the
market-place to the pig market. There are
3i fat beast 1-drs and 71) pig pens. The whole
of the sheep and beast pens are formed of

wrought-iron tubular horizontal rails and cast-

iron posts, those of the sheep pens being leaded
into large stones fixed in concrete Oiu. below the
surface of the pens, and those of the beast pens
bedded and securely fixed in concrete only, that
portion of the post beneath the surface being
arranged with fiat plate bottoms and vertical

flanges to receive the concrete, the whole being a
solid mass 2ffc. square, with the post set in the
middle, thus forming a secure fixing. The whole
surface of these markets has a foundation of con-
crete and is paved with asphalte (in the sheep pen.-?)

and Mount Sorrel granite (in the beast pens). The
pig pen floors are laid with " club bricks," and
the road with ganister 9iu. thick. In the middle
of the markets and adjoining the entrance to the
abattoirs is a "settling oHice," and on the east
side of the lean cattle market is a covered shed
96ft. long, for cows and calves. The abattoirs

occupy the north-east corner of the markets, and
have two approaches therefrom, and consist of

three commodious slaughter-houses, that for

cattle being 44ft. by 30ft., and those for the
sheep and pigs 35ft. by 16ft;., and 22ft. by IGft.

respectively. The walls are all faced with white
glazed bricks, laid in cement to the height of

6ft. 6iu., as also are the walls of the hide and
skin shed. "Pining" pens, tallow-shed, and
yards are provided. Mr. W. Huddleston, of

Lincoln, contracted for the general work for

£4,298, and Messrs. Ratclift'e and Muscheler, of

the Hexthorpe Ironworks, for the iron pens,

£1,154 10s., and for the principal wrought-iron
gate and the side gates, i.'106. Mr. T. Anelay,
the borough surveyor, has acted as clerk of the
works, assisted by Mr. Rawson.

CONDITION OF NEW HOUSE DRAINS IN
LONDON.

MR. R. RAWLINSON having made some
strong remarks on the manner in which

now houses in London are oonoected in drainino-
with the street sewers, has sent the following
communication to the Pall Mall Gazette on the
question:—"Isaid that at the West-end pro-
bably 10 per cent, of the new house drains were
not properly connected with the street sowers,
becuuse it was not the duty of anyone to see to
such a connection. In some cases I said
the houses were built before tho streets were
sewered; in other cases tho parish authorities
sewered and tho builders drained, but not at
one and tho same time; nor at any time, neoes-
sarily, in concert with each other ; hence this
form of blundering and mischief. I further said
that in tho older parts of Loudon tho house
drains formed a direct Uuo connection from
sower to house, and that ut all times when the
temperature of tho air within was above that
without there was an inwtird flow of sewage
gas to the house, through closet, sink, and drain,
and that probably not 1 per ojut. of those
liou^es had full external ventilation of tbeir
drains. There are flap and syphon traps on
drains, I am aware, but traps of all sorts
and kinds are a delusic.T and a suare,

as is proved by the presence of sewer
g.is in basements aud water-closets, and as was
shown when carbolic acid was used in certain
sewers as a disinfectant—the peculiar taint was
found in all the houses. The remedy for this

defective aud injurious state of things may be
simple, and ought to be easy of accomplishment.
No new house should be drained but under the
supervision of a public oflicer—parish surveyor
in London, All drams from sewers to houses
should have full means for ventilation outside
the external wall, and at this point the line of
pipe (if earthenware pipe is used) or line of
drain (if brick drain is used) should bd broken

—

that is, the drain should end at the outer wall in
tho ventilating shaft on the house side, and
begin at a lower level in tho same ventilating
shaft on the sewer side. There may then be
syphons or a fljp over the open ends of tho drain
to shut out rats; but any sewer gas will escape
at tho ventilating shaft, and this may be carried
away by a drain pipe, or stack pipe, and if re-
quired pass through charcoal into the open air.

The maiu sewers of the metropolis are now
rudoly ventilated direct from sewer to street

surface in thousands of instances, and it is this

aud the abolition of cesspools which have given
London the lowest rate of mortality of any great
city in the world. If every house drain were
properly connected, and also fully ventilated, as
indicated, tho improvement of health would be
still greater, though not perfect."

COMPETITIONS.
Designs for the Kinloch Monument at

Dundee.—Designs for the monument proposed
to be erected to the late Mr. Kinloch, M.P., have
been prepared by Mr. WUliam Brodie, R.S.A.,

and Mr. John Steele, R.S.A., of Edinburgh, and
have been forwarded to the committee intrusted

with the work. Mr. Brodie's design represents

Mr. Kinloch in the attitude of addressing an
audience, one hand resting on a pedestal at his

side, while the other is extended, aud holds a
scroll. The style of dress is plain, the coat

being buttoned close to the neck. Mr. Brodie
proposes that the statue should be in stone. The
design by Mr. Steele is intended to be executed
in bronze. It also represents Mr. Kinloch in a

similar attitude as stated above, but the style of

dress is difl'erent. Mr. Kinloch is represented as

wearing a modern Court dress, with a Roman
mantle over his shoulder. It wiU likely be some
time before it is decided which of the two designs

will be adopted.

Dumfries.—The three plans for the new Dum-
fries and Galloway Infirmary, selected by the
budding committee from those furnished by com-
peting architects for the prize of £50 ott'ered by
the Governors for the best plan, were submitted to

a valuator to report upon their probable cost, one
of the conditions of the competition being that

the plan preferred should be carried out for

£10,000. The valuator reported the probable
cost of the plans by Messrs. Hall aud Lyon, pro-

viding 120 beds, at £13,000; the plans of Mr.
Oliver, providing 130 beds, at £11,832 ; and the

pUus of Mr. Starforth, providing 1 00 beds, at

£12,702. These sums are exclusive of architect's

commission aud salary to clerk of works. The
committee resolved to recommend to the Gover-
nors for the premium the plan of Mr. Starforth,

provided it were shown to their satisfaction that

the works could be carried out lor the sum fixed

in the conditions of the competition. This Mr.
Starforth has undertaken to do.

Exeter I'uulic Hall.—The committee have
selected the plans of Mr. C. J. Phipps, F.S.A., of

Loudon, who has received the commission to

carry out tho works at once. The second pre-

mium was awarded to the author of the design

marked " Fidelis." There were twenty com-
petitors.

Hartley Witney New Cuurch.—The build-

ing committee have accepted the design (marked
" Fides ") by Mr. Lansdowne, of Newport and
Bristol, and have awarded the second and third

premiums respectively to Mr. John Johnson, of

Aloorgate-street, London, and Messrs. W. H. J.

Ward, of Birmingham. Messrs. Hibberd and
Long, of Bath, have tendered to carry out the

accepted design at a cost of £3,095.

Metropolitan District ScnooLs, Sutton.—
From thirty-eight competitors the managers haAe
selected the designs by the following, each of

whom have bad premiums of £40 awarded :—M--
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W. Allen, Queen-street-plaoe, London ;
Messrs,

Wilson and Willcox, 1 , Belmont, Bath ;
Mr. C. J.

Pbipps, F.S.A., and Mr. F. M. Harvey, 20, Meck-

lenburgli- square, London.

The Reconstruction of Boar-lane, Leeds.—
Arrangements have already been made for erect-

ing elegant buildings on the sites in Boar-lane re-

cently disposed of by the Corporation, and the de-

signs have been approved of by the Leeds and York-

shire Land, Building, and Investment Company
(Limited), for the premises to take the place of the

railway hotel and shops opposite the top of Mill-

hill. About twenty architects responded to the

invitation to prepare plana for this building, the

drawings being distinguished ly mottoes, the

decision of the directors awarding the first pte-

mium of .£15 to Messrs. Maliuson aud Bjkewell,

East-parade, Leeds (" Gog and Magog "), aud the

second, of £10, to Mr. Harris, also of Leeds

("A. B. "). The appearance of the elevations of

the proposed buildiap-, both to Boar- lane and

Dickinsou's-yard, is, tays the Leeds Mercury,

especially attractive, combining the Renaissance,

with a touch of the work so popular in the fifteenth

century. Accommodation is provided for three

tenancies, but the principal portions of the build-

ing are devoted to a handsome restaurant, dining,

and sleeping rooms. Including land, the cost of

the erection will amount to between £8,000 and

£9,000.

ARCIIiEOLOGICAL.

Bakon Visconti has just discoveied at Ostia a

colossal head of Vespasian, and one of Trajan of

the natural size. Both are iu good preservation,

aud appear to have been buried by the friends of

those princes to save them from the mutilations

of statues of the Ctesars that frequently took

place after their downfall. An immense portico has

also been excavated, which is supposed to have

formed an entrance to the old plain of Cybele, out-

side the walls of Ostia.

It is proposed to hold the next summer meeting

of the Northamptonshire and Leicestershire

Architectural and Archa3ologioal Sacieties at

Uppingham, which is the centre of a very in-

teresting district. The examination of the re-

mains of a Roman camp at Caldecote, Rocking-

ham Cistle and earthworks, the dismantled Kirby

Hall, the costly sepulchral memorials at Deene,

the mediaeval remains of the Zouoh family at

Harriugwortb, and the interior of Seaton

Church will alFord much interest to archfoalogists

and ecclesiologieta.

British ARCHiHOLOoicAL Sooiet? op Rome,—
Since our last notice the society has visited

the French part of the Palatine to see the

ruins of the Ralace of Tiberius and Caligula, with

the subterranean passage made by Vespasian for

the Emperor and his suite to go from the private

apartments at the north end of the hill to the

public state apartments iu the centre.

Discovery of French Frescoes.—Two avchce-

ologists of Avignon, the Abbe Poiiguet and M.

Canron, in examining the ancient crypt of the

parish church of the village of Liiac, in the canton

of lioquemaure, have discovered beneath the white-

wash of the walls some frescoes, believed to be of

the thirteenth century. The portions which have

been cleaned represent a bishop and an apostle,

each with the aureola of the saints The crypt is

certainly as old as the thirteenth century at least,

and the architecture, which is excessively simple,

is classed as belonging to the transition from the

original to the secotdary Roman style, but ap-

proaching more nearly to the latter than the

former. It is probably the primitive chuich of

Lirao.

Suffolk Arch.eolooical Society.—At the in-

vitation of this society, the Rev. W. Qreenwell,

Canon of Durham, opened on Thursday week two

of the barrows oi tumuli on Risby Downs, with

the view of adding to the evidences (which the rev

gentleman has been so largely instrumental ii

obtaining) respecting the methods of interment

and other facts in the history of the earliest

races of which any traces are to be found in our

island.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

Professor Frankland's analyses of the waters

supplied to the metropolis duiing February are,

says the Lancet, extremely unsatisfactory as i e-

gards some of the companies, aud particularly

those supplying the districts on the south side of

the river, where the samples taken from the

ns for analysis were " entirely unlit for do-

mestic use without previous filtration " by the

consumers.

Kingston and its Sewage.—On Monday Mr.

Rawlinson opened an inquiry, under the Sewage
Utilization Acts, at Kingston, the corporation

of the town having petitioned the Home Secretary

for power to acquire about 160 acres of laud

situate at Ham, facing the river by Teddington

look, on which to distribute the sewage of the

borough. The application has met with great

resistance, and on Monday, besides the Ham,
Teddington, and Twickenham local boards, the

Orleans family opposed by counsel ; other pri-

vate persons were represented by their legal

advisers. The members of the bar engaged are

Mr. fliggins, QC, aud Mr. Foard (for the appli-

cants) ; Mr. Lumley Smitli, Mr. Lewis Pugh, the

Hon. Mr. Thesiger, and the Hon. Mr. Stanhope.

The Council Chamber was crowded throughout

the day, but nothing was done beyond hearing

objections to the mode of procedure in making

the application. It was objected that the notices

had not been properly posted on all churches and

chapels in the district, no notice having been

put up on St. Mary's Roman Catholic Chapel at

Ham. It was argued in reply that that building

was not a public place of worship, but was merely

attached to Beaufort House, a ladies' boarding

school. Anoiher objection raised was that no-

tices of the intended application had not been

served upon all commoners of Ham. The e.\a-

mination and cross examination upon these objec-

tions occupied the court till nearly five o'clock,

and then the commissioner adjourned the pro-

ceedings till Thursday (yesterday) to consider the

questions raised.

The Ventilation of Sewees.—The surveyor

to the Canterbury Local Board, iu a report just

made on the drainage of the city, says :—The

mere carrying-up of Uues to a tall chimney-shaft

is not sufficient without the same being in some

way heated. I should treat all such fines as ex-

haust shafts, aud would heat the same by means

of small jets of gas, and keep the interior of these

shafts at a higher temperature than the sewers

beneath ; besides this, they should bo so formed

that the gases passing should be burnt before

escaping therefrom. Ventilation would be going

on at all times, and no great pressure of noxious

gases would be on the various housetops. If

some such means be not adopted, it will more

often occur that down draughts will take place

and prevent the free escape of all gases from the

sewers ; and should a system of ventilation similar

to that I propose be kept in action the gases would

be more ell'ectually diffused with the atmosphere,

and if each shaft be carried to a reasonable

height, and not iu any way communicating with

any access to a dwelling, I do not see that any

evil would be likely to arise.

BUILDING AND LAND SOCIETIES.

CiIOBLEY.—The second annual meeting of (he

shareholders of tho Chorley Permnnent Building

Society (£100 sliares) was held on Monday week,

week. Tlio receipts for the past year, including

£4,588 for loaus, amounted to £7,194 5?. 4d.

Tne dividend declared was within a frjotiou of

8 per cent. The report was adopted, and, alter

the re-election of (lirectorF, tbo admission of

new members was proceeded with, 77.1 now
shares being taken up, the receipts for the

evening amoucting to £308 5s. 5d,

Driffield.—Tiie fonrth annual meeting of the

members of the DriiBeld and East Riding Bene-

fit Building Soeity was held on Wednesday

week. The balance sheet was of a cheery

character. A dividend of £8 per cent, had been

declared on the amount standing to tho credit

of holders of unadvanced shares. Had all the

profits of the year baen divided, thty would

have paid a dividend of £9 percent., but tin

commitee thought it more safe to add part ol

the profits to tho reserved fund.

Edinbuhgh Workmen's Houses Improvement

CoMi'iNV (Limited).—The seventh annunl general

meeting 01 thiscompany was held on Monday weik

I'ho report stated Lluit tho afl'aira of the com-

pany continued in a sound condition, and thi

aeo iunts which were submitted to tho meec-

mg showed a satislaotory result of the pastyearV

transactions. Tho uttt revenue for the yeai

enabled the directors to declare the usual

dividend of 5 per ceut. on the sabsoribed
oapital, and to add £S0 Is. 9d. to the reserve
fund, which would then amount to £212 58. i\i.

The report was unanimously adopted.

Isle of Tiianet. — The annual report of tho
Isle of Thanet Permanent Building Society,

issued a few dayasinci?, shows that the receipts

of the past year amount to £10,000.

Stockton.—Tho annual meeting of the Stock-
ton Permanent Building Society was held on
Wednesday week. The total amount withdrawn
during the past year was £'i.3G3 15s. 2d., and
the total income has been £937 12;). lid. in ex-

cess of last year. The society has now com-
pleted its seventh jear.

The Annuity Investment Company.—This
company has just held its third annual general

mieliug. The directors declare a dividend of G

jier cent., aud have a balance of £133 in hand.
" Tho Annuity " is a land and building company,
and its offices are 12, City-road, Fiasbury-squaro,

and Mr. Jabez Podzus is the secretary.

The Fbiends of Labour Permanent Build-

ing Society.—This society, like almost all other

buihling societies, is in a flourishing condition.

We see from the fifth annual report, just issued,

that the directors declare a dividend of 8 per

cent. In 18G5 it was 4 per cent,, in 18G6 it was

5 per cent., in 1867 it was 7 per cent., and in

18G8 it was 8 per cent., and £63 133. 6d. reserved

as undivided profit?, with all the preliminary ex-

penses cleared off the books. The office of the

society is 21, Great Percy-street, Pentonville.

Jiuilbing Intelligence.

OffDBOHES AUD 0HAPEL8.

City.— St. Swithin's Church, Cannon-street,

was reopened on Sunday last, the interior restora-

tion being completed. Nothing is yet done out-

side for the preservati-jn of the Old London
Stone.

DiULiaoTON.—A new church is about to be

built for St. Paul's parish, from designs by Mr.

Pritchett, architect, of that town. The accommo-

dation will be for 600 persons, with facilities for

extension for 850 at some future period if desir-

able. The cost, e.\ckisive of land, is to be £4,000.

FosoYKE, NEAR Boston.—The old church of

All Saints, Fosdyke, being insufficient in accom-

modation, it has been decided to take it down
and rebuild a more commodious one. The Rev.

Baail Eeridge, rector of Algarkirk, to which this

curacy is attached, and who is also the patron,

called into requisition the services of Mr. Edward

Browning, architect, of Stamford, who has pre-

pared the plans. The style adopted is that which

prevailed at the commencement of the thirteenth

century. The plan consists of nave with north

and south aisles, chancel, with organ chamber

and vestry. The porch, forming the lower part of

tower, is c.n the south side. The length of nave

and .aisles is 57ft. Gin., and the width 43ft. Gin.

;

the length of chancel is 23ft., aud the width 17ft.

The walls are built of brick, with Bath free-

stone dressings. The facing bricks are from.

Grimsby, and specially made 2iD. thick, also the

moulded dressings to outer jambs of all openings.

The roofs are open timbered, of fir, and covered

with green Westmoreland slates. The tower is

surmounted with a framed timber spire, 43ft.

high, covered with lead, laid iu chevron pattern

after the manner of several churches in Nor-

folk and Lincolnshire, Long Sutton being an

example of this class of work. The nave arcade

has circular freestone shafts, with moulded bases

and carved caps ; the arches are also moidded.

Similar arches are intended for the chancel and

organ chamber. The seats are executed iu pitch

pine and varnished ; the pulpit, lectern, aud desk

iu o,ak. The paving will be done with tiles from

Messrs. Maw and Co.'s works at Broseley, Stafford-

shire. The cost of the works will be about

£5 000, and the contract has been let to Messrs.

S. and W. Pattinsun, of Ruskington, near Slea-

ford who, two years ago, erected a district church

in Algaikirk l''en, from designs prepared by Mr.

Browning, and for the same patron.

Lichfield C.vthedrai..—There have lately

been placed iu three of the bays between the

pillars near the reredos, metal screens, deaignei

by Mr. G. G. Scott, and manufactured by Mr.
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AttertoD, of Lichfield. The screena are of

wrought iron, and each is a separate floral design

•of a light and airy nature. The fourth bay is to

be BUed in the same manner, the screen for it

being in progress.

Huntingdon — St. Mary's Church, Huntingdon,

is to be restored, under the directions of Mr. K.

W. Edis, architect, of London.

Llaxoedwyn.—The restoration of the parish

church is to be proceeded with at once, from plans

by Mr. B. l''errey.

Manchester.—St. James's Church, Waterloo,

near Manchester, was opened yesterday (Thursday).

Mr. J. M. Taylor, of Manchester, is the architect

of the Imilding, which has been erected at a cost

of £6,000.

Stanton Prior.—The church of St. Lawrence,

Stanton Prior, is about to be restored, under the

snperintendence of Mr. C. E. Davis, of Bath.

Webiieath.—A new church is about to be built

at Webheath, Worcestershire, from designs by Mr.

Preedy. The style is Early English, and the plan

of the edifice comprises nave, chancel, vestry, a

bell galilet at the intersection of nave and chancel,

and organ chamber. Accommodation will be

provided for 200 jiersons. Messrs. M'Cann and

Everal, of Malvern, are the builders.

Yeovil —The foundation stone of a new
Wesleyan Chapel was laid at Yeovil on Tuesday

week, by Sir F. Lycett. The style is Gothic, and

the total cost, including site, is to be £3,000. Mr.

Alexander Lauder, of Barnstaple, is the architect.

buildings.

Banbury.—The guardians of the Banbury

Union have accepted the plans of Mr. Kowland,

architect, Banbury, for the erection of a new
workhouse, suViject to the approval of the Poor

Law Board. The cost will be £2,0u0.

Oswestry.—A new cottage hospital is about to

be erected here, from plans by Mr. W. H. Spaull,

architect, of that town.

Swindon.—The Swindon Building Society is

about to erect 150 houses near the Great Western
Railway Station for the workmen of the new car-

riage works, shortly to be removed from Pad-

dington to Swindon.

course to pursue, I allowed my drawings to

remain. Another month went by without any
news of them, and on February 11 I wrote to

request their return. A reply, dated the 15th,

said they were forwarded to me therewith, but
they did not reach mo till the 22nd, in spile of a
letter I sent on the 17th asking the reason of the
delay.

Apart from the constrnotion which might
reasonably be put upon this tardiness in return-
ing my plans, I think that a public notice of the

extremely courteous behaviour of this North-
ampton committee is richly deserved by their

sending back, with the carriage miimkl, drawings
which have taken so much time, expense, and
thought to prepare, and which they have re-

tained for three n".onth8 for their own purposes,
—what those may be, yet remaining to be seen.

The insertion of this in your valuable paper will

ObligO JUSTITIA.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
NOTICE.—Cases for binding the BUILDING

KEWS, Vol. XV., are now ready, and can be had,

price 2s. each. Cases for binding back volumes

can also be had.

To OOR Readers.—We shall feel obliged to any of our

leaders who will favour us with brief notes of works con-

templated or in progress in the proviucea.

Letters relating to advertisements and the ordinary busi-

ness of the Paper should be addresiied to the EDITOR,
»1, TAVISTOCK STREET, COVENT GARDEN. W.C.

Advertisements for the cxuxent week must reach the

efflce before 5 o'clock p.m. on Thursday.

Eeceived.-J. W. H.—G. M. H.—E. W. B.—J. P. S.—
A P. E.-R D. .and Co.—J. C. N.—J. D.-F. W. R.—J.

C. and Co. -J. B.—S. S. S.—P. audT.—B.and P.-J. M'D.
—R. C- R. F. H.—F. C. E. H. L. B.-" Competition "

"J. B." is thanked for his letter on "the inch super .and

super inch," but wo fancy our readers have already had
enough on this subject.

Comsponkiue.

NORTHAMPTON GRAMMAR-SCHOOL
COMPEilTlON.

To th^ Editor of the Building News.

Sib,—Will you obli^o mo by publisliiiif^ in

your paper, so iiselul in the exposure of archi-

tectural grievancep, the following circumstances

of a rtcent competition ? The committee for tlie

erection of a new grammar school at Northimp-
ton advertised for designs, which were to be

Bent in on November 28 last, and I, amongst
others, replied to their adveriisemont by eend-

JDg in a design. Six weeks passed and I heard

nothing from Northampton; so I wrote to the

Becretary on January 10 to ask whether a

decision was come to, and received a communi-
cation from him sliiting that the plans of a

Lincoln firm hjid been eelccied, but that, as no
contrjict was as yet entered into, the withdrawal
of my phmp (winch I had requcf-ted) would pre-

vent m^ shuriiig in any turtlier competiiion that

might bo decided upon. So, seeing no butter

required tint to harmonize with the materials of
the tower, and, moreover, might be so con-
structed as to be an ornamental addition.—

I

am, &c., HoROLOGiA.

CLOCKS AND CLOCK TOWERS.
Sir,—The interesting articles which have

lately appeared in the Building News on the
above subj ct iuduce me to trouble you with a
few suggestions both with regard to the con-
structiun ol clock dials and their illuminatiou by
night. Taking the latter first, would it not be
possible to illuminate the hands alone by making
them hollow ? In fuC, gas tubes with jets of gaa
close to each oiher along their entire length,
after the manner of lighting to bo seen at South
Kensington and many other places. There
would be no difficulty in introducing the gas into

the hands, which would by this means be seen as

far as the clock tower itself allowed. The figures

might bo similarly illumm ited if considered
necessary, but they are really of very little use,

the position of the hands alone being a sulficient

guide. It may be objected that in an occasional
high wind the light would be extinguished, but
by having one jet properly protected in the
centre, the flame would immediately run
along the hands, aud relight them as often aa
the light might be extinguished.
Then, with regard to tlie construction of the

towerp, there can be no reason why they should
all be alter one pattern simply to provide room
for the weights. In a church or public clock
the weights attached to the striking porcion of
the machinery are (unlike those of domestic
clocks) always the heaviest aud the most dilE-

cult to provide for, but it is q-iitc practicable to

do away with them altogether by substituting an
electro-magnet in their place. Klectric batteries
cau now bo made so constant aud so compara-
tively inexpensive that the cost would not be so
much aa the payment for winding often amounts
to. The smallest clock in the basement of the
tower, or, indeed, in any part of the building,

could be made to send the requisite currenis
both for the ** going" and the *' striking" parts
ot the machine. Unsteadiness of the tower would
not at all interfere with the performauce of the
clock.

The suggestion of an oval dial, mooted in your
last week's issue, is, I think, hardly advisable,
seeing that it would m eii'ect reduce the diameter
ot the dial to that of its shorter axi.^, and as siza

is tantamount to visibility, the aim is generally
to obtain the largest space consistent with the
architectural details of the building.

There is a plan, however, which would allow
considerable variation in the shape of the dial,

and yet, with a smaller surface, be more distinct.

It 18 to show the time in the same way as the day
of the week aud month is shown iu some " date
boxus," that is, by iho figures beiug painted on
linen, and stretched in an endless coil over
rollers. By this means, if required, figures ten
feet iu height could bo made use of, the time
being indicatLd every miuute as given in railway
Lime tables, ''12 50," "12.51," &o., the hour
tiguies being in au upper compaitment, eitiier

immediately over or some distance away irom
the miuute figures, as fancy might dictate. The
mechanical pparatus ior this purpose would be
ot the simplest possible description.

It such a scheme wore adopted, illumination by
night could be tU'ected with the greatest lacility.

Uu some portion ot the tower gas piping might
be arranged, coil within coil, so that all the
figures from 1 to should bo represented, and
men, as each minute passed, by tiuiply turning
the proper tap, the requisite figure would be
illuminated; one tap being turned on bolore the
other was turned oil, the ti.imo would be com-
municated aa required. It is almost needless to

observe that the piping could be coloured to any

THE APOMECOMETER.
Sir,—In reply to the letter from " A. D. L," in

your pievious number outhe subject of the apo-
mecometer, permit me to say a tew words in ex-
planation, as some of the readers of your journal
might be led astray by it and fancy the apome-
cometer from its construction would be only ap-
plicable in the generality of cases, whereas in

reality it will fail only iu a few isolated instances,

as a building being erected on the summit of a
steep hill in such a manner that it cannot bo ap-
proached at some side or some corner, so as to

.issume a point on a level with the eye—there
are indeed few buildings so situated.

I take this opportunity of thanking " A. D. L."
for the suggestion lie has so kindly proposed,
and which would form a most valuable adjunct to
the instrument could they be introduced into it

without materially altering its size, but I find in

order to do so the instrument would have to be
increased to at least four times its original size,

and the expense cntaih^d in the constructiou
would be more than doubled. 1 fear the increased
expense, and more especially the enlarged size,

would not be commensurate with the enhanced
value of the insti ument.
Many persons would be glad to carry a useful

little article capable of being easily put into the
waistcoat pocket, when they certainly would ob-
ject to carry one four times its size.—I am, &c.,

Dublin, March 10. R. C. Millar.

Intertoutmunicdiun.

[1305.] -DECAY OF OIL PAINTINGS.—As I have had
occasion to repair some very old oil paiuiings, 1 fiud that a
number of them are going fast to decay, as ihey are painted
on ^vood, and if something is not done to stop such the
little woi-ra will sooa conquer. Any iuformatiou regard-
ing the above will greatly oblige.—iNiMBUS.

[1306 ]—GLASS. CISTERNS. -If my question (1293)

had had any reference to chimney pots, "Fingerplate"
might have proved himself a wit by his reference to glass

hats. It had not; aud I again ask for iulbrmation on the
subject of cisterns made of thick glass. Uaa any reader

seen or heard of their adoption in this country ? 1 am
sure I have seeu somewhere that they are used in America,
notwithstauding "fuigerplato's" derision.— F. H.

[1307.]—CEMENT ON TIMBER.—Will you kindly let

mo know, through the medium ofyour " Intercommuuica-
lion" column, the best way to make cement and plaster

enrichments adhere on timber?

—

Taliesin,

[130S.] -DAMP WALLS.-Will " W. R. A. (Uckfield)'*

say whether the alum solution should be applied hot, aa

well as the soap solution?—Try,

[1309,]—QUANTITY SURVEYING.—Can you or any of

your readers give me information on the following points?

1. Is it usual forquantitysurveyorsinthesouth of England
10 guaiautee their quantities; aud do they to protect them-
selves add a certain amount per cent, to each item iu case

of omissions; if so, how much? 2. What is the usual

charge for taking out quantities; aud is it the case that

oue-tbird or more of the commission is so uetimea handed
over to the architect iu lieu of the privilege of his issuing

the quantities to all contractors Y 3. Are contractors

usually charged for copies, say lOs, per set; and if so, is the

money returned when the work goes on, and retained by
the surveyor if the work does not go on? If they are not
charged, who pajs surveyor for Uthographing, i*c., when
the work does not goon, aud when he is not employed by
the architect? 4. Are svirveyors usually paid through the
builder; and what power liavothey to compel the builder

to pay them beyond that which his receiving a copy gives

them? 5. Do some surveyors keep lithographic printing

machines, so aa to reduce coat of issuing copies? 6. Iu the
ca.se of the quantities beiug guaranteed, suppose a defi-

ciency in one item and an excess in another, cau the sur-

veyor have advantage of the excess? 7. Whenthespecifica-
tiou is imperfect, and worded (say) thus ;

— "To provide

everything necesuary for the completion of the work," does

this apply to things not shown or specified? if so, ia

the surveyor liable? 8. Does any existing book give

a complete system of measuting off work as practised

in the south? 9. When the surveyor ia paid through
the contractor, and ho has guaranteed the quantities, at
what atnge of the work does the contractor pay himt
10. Do cases of claims for deficient quantities occur fre-

quently ; and how arc they usually settled? 11. Will the

clause frequently put in about not guaranteeing the quan-
tities stand law?—11. N., Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

[1310] -TRANSPARENT COLOURLESS LACQUER
For BRASSWOHK.-Ciin any reader iuforra mo of a
lacquer which will not easily be rubbed off brasswork
while being cleaned ?—Spe.s.

[The lustve aud polish of ordinary brasswork are due to

the thin coating of ordiuary lacquer with which it is

cuvered, and which, by excluding the air, preveuts otida-

tiou. Frequent cleansing removes this lacquer, and the
recoating with the same is expensive. There is, however.
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a new preparation, which obviates these difficulties. It

caa be laid ou by anyone with a common camel-hair
brush ; the object need not be heated ; and the action of
the air is eflfectaally prevented. This new substance is

quite liquid, dries with some XMpidity, and is readily
removed by turpentine.— R. W. E.]

[1311.]—FIXGER PLATES.—Could you or some reader
of the Building Nr.ws kindly give me the address of the
makers of finger plates consisting of glass upon coloured
iiud embosaed leather? -A. C. G.

[1313]—ENGLISH AMD FLEMIsn BONDS. -I should
feel very much obliged if any brother reader of the Build
ING News would tell me what constitutes the difference
between English bond and Flemish bond in brickwork.—

A

Begin SEE.

[1313.]—CONICAL HEA.P OF BALLAST.—-WiJl anyone
tell me how I can ascertain the exact contents of a conical
ieap of ballast?-R. E.

[1314]—GAS.— I have built a house under the impres-
sion that gas would be supplied to it by the gis company,
juad have consequently adapted the premises for gas,
haviug put down pipes, and put up gaseliers, &c. Now all
this would be useless unless I can use gas. What shall 1

do under the rircumstances ? Would portable gas answer
my purpose? perhaps some one can assist to help me out
of the difficulty.—W. R. T.

T1315.]-CA.RVING.—Wehave got the carving of an
hotel to execute, and should like a word of advice thereon.
We should like to do something oat of the old stereotyoed
style of a few vine leaves or a bunch of grapes, hops."&c.,
and still we wish to have it in keeping with the character
of an hotel. We can have any amount of licence from the
arcliitect. The style he calls ** French Classic." The carving
will consist of capitals, window heads, pateras, and a
iiead of " Bacchus" on a key stone mould enrichment, &ic.
We should Jike to know especially what character of cap
would suit best ; the architect advocates natural foliage. A
rfewiiints would greatly oblige.—Excelsior.

0316] -BRICKS FOa PREVENTING DAMP IN
OUTSIDE WALLS.-Could I procure bricks that would
allow ventilation in the walls of a house so as to prevent
the damp striking through to the plastering, and where
are they made ? The situation is bleak, and I wish to avoid
building the walls with space between, as my ground room
is limited.

—

Enquirer.

T1317.] -GUTHRIE MEMORIAL.—Could anyone inform
ine the address of the secretary of the Guthrie Memorial,
as I intend writing for particulars of the competition ?—

A

fiUESCBIBER.

[1318]-WROUGHT-IRON GIRDERS. -Will you or
eome of your readers kindly iufoim me of the bes"t work
.giving the formula of wrought iron girders ?—

A

.iJl'BSCRIBER.

REPLIES,

11191.]—SECTIONS AND SCANTLTNGS.—"Gu-der's"
.answer to " Iron" respecting sections and scantlings, im-
putes a want of knowledge of his formula. It appears to
me that " Iron's" inquiry was merely to know upon what
principle the figxires 8 and 5 were used in those formula,
and to correct " Girder's " calculations. I Bnd he is still
,in error. Thus :

" area equals (4 + 5 — §) = 8g x § x 2
= 8.375 X 0.625 x 2 = 11.0687 square inches;" it should
be 10,46375 sqtiare inchea.—tURNACE, 23, Abingdou-street,
Westminster, S.W.

[1275.]-RESOLUTION OF FORCES. —Your corr«.
spondent must be in erroror else has not properly explained
his quesiion. I do not see that the spire can exerciaa any
thrust whatever at its base. One might as well assert thatA sugar loaf or other self-containing conical body would
eserl a thrust upon any support upon which it might be
placed. It 13 simply a question of dead weight, as may be
easily shown. lu the cut let A B C represent the spire
resting upon the horizontal plan F H. Suppose that in-
fltead of the spire, the cylinder A D E C rested ujmn the
plane. No one will venture to assert that the cylinder
«aert3 any thrust upon the horizontal plane F H, and it is

Vh

A
clear that the mere cutting away of the triangular por-
tions A D B and G B E cannot cause the base A C, which
common to both figures, to eiert any thrust upon the
" I F H. A spire is simply a conical prolongation of

its support, and everts a direct vertical pressure upon it,

due to its own weight, but nothing more. A thrust can
only be generated by the reaction of two pieces of frame-
work that abut against each othsr at some point, such as
the two halves of an arch, or a pair of rafters, but the-e is

no similarity in this respect in the case put by your corre-
spondent.—SxATica.

[1281.] -AUTHORITY OP HIGHWAY BOARDS.—If
1 do not mistake, "Nottingham" will find that the owners
of houses can be «ompelled. either to make the connections
between their hnuse drains and the regular sewers, or to
pay for it being done. 1 he Act that con^tituted the high
way boards gives them, I believe, their autliority. and in
cny case, unless the law was against them, it would be very
unwise to subm iUho case to the consideration of a court.
•In these days of sanitary reform it will not do for anyone
to ohject to carry out improvements that are manifestly
for the good of the public in general.- L. S. K.

[12S5.]—DILAP[DATION8.—" Curator" has taken ad-
vantage of your oppn column to propound a conundrum to
your readers. How on earth can dilapidations bo oc-
Ciisioned by typhus fever or other infectious disease ? If
your correspondent intends the question to be of the
nature I have alhided to, I for one "give it up"

—

S. S. W.

[12P5.]—ERECTING SCAFFOLD. — To find the safe
weight that may be put upon fir or oak posts, it is neces-
sary to assume certain proportions. Let L equal the length
in feet, D the diameter in inches, S the sectional area in
inches, W the safe load in tons, and C a constant. Then we

have in the case of round columns, W =
g y pa + L^^in-

In the case of square or rectangular columns, put B for the
side of the square or the smallest side in a rectangular

,
W = CxSx-ixB-

coluiun, then
4 x B- + L^ x I0

~- ^^^ ^'^^'^^ ^^ ^ *"'^''

oak is 1, and for fir 2-5. Where it is required to find the
safe weight that a beam will bear uniformly spread over it,

let L represent the length in feet, n the breadth in inches,
D the depth in inches, andW the safe load in cwts. Taking

C to be the constant, we have W = t ^ ^— , Here the

value fur G is 6 for oak and 4 for fir. —A. Q.

[129S.]—INCRUSTATION OP BOILERS.—Allow me to
inform "Leo'' that potatoes introduced into boilers will
effectually prevent them from furring. This has been tried
with great success in many large factories ; and, as rotten
potatoes are found to answer the same purpose as others,
it is also iuespensive.—Charles F. Fuller, 8, Gloucester-
crescent, Regent's Park.

STATUES, MEMORIALS, ETC.
A BUST of Sir Francis Burdett, by Adams, has been pre-
sented by his daughter, Miss Burdett Coutts, to West-
minster School,

A public subscription has been opened for a monmuent
to be erected to Johann Sebastian Bach, at Eisenach, his
native city.

STAINED GLAS3.
Doncaster.—A window is about to be erected in the

parish church in memory of the late Dr. Scholfield. Three
designs have been sent in, one each by Messrs. Hardman,
Messrs. Ward and Hughes, and Messrs. Clayton and Bell.
That of Messrs. Clayton and Bell (estimated cost £68-4) has
been selected.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
Claim fok Compensation.—At the Hull

County Court, on Monday, the action of Malarkoy
V. Tealby and Fisher, to recover £500 damages,
involved a question of interest to builders. The
action was brought to recover damages sustained
by the plaintiff in consequence of the negligence
of defendants' servants, whereby a large fence
fell upon and injured the plaintiff, and he claimed
£500 damages. On the ICth November last

(which was the nomination at Hull) the plaintiff

(Malarkey) was working as a labourer at Mr.
Wade's place of business, carrying timber, and
at half-past twelve he had to pass by the defen-
dants' timber yard. That yard was receiving
some alteration or repair by the defendants'
workmen. As Malarkey passed by this place
where the fence was being repaired, a large por-
tion of it (the fence) fell upon him and cut him
upon the head, knocked him down, and ofcourse,
rendered him senseless. The injuries he then
received resulted in a broken body. Evidence
in support and contradiction of the above state-
ment having been heard, the jury returned a
verdict for the plaintiff for £15.

Leicester Squahe.—The suit which was
brought in the Rolls Court to compel Mr. James
Wyld and a Mr. Tulk to restore the interior of

Leicester-square has been unsuccessful. Lord
Romilly held that although the two gentlemen
named were morally bound to keep the enclosure
in a proper state of repair, the legal documents at

hand would not warrant him in enforcing specific

performance of an agreement. He, therefore,

dismissed the suit, but without costs.

Breach of Contract.—Important to Archi-
tects.—This was an action recently brought
by Mr. E. H. Lingcn Barker against the Rev. J.

Ormiston, as chairman of the St. David's (Isling-

ton) Church Building Committee, for a breach
of contract in wrongfully dismissing him from
the position of architect, to which he had been
appointed by a resolution of the committee.
There were also special claims for plans pre-

pared and other services rendered, and for

the use after his dismissal of the said plans.

The case had been referred by agreement to

the decision of Mr. Jthnson, one of the Maeteis
of the Court of Exchequer. The defendant paid

£70 into court and pleaded pleas denying the

contract; alleging that the contract^ (if any)

was conditional, and that plaintiff had failed to

fulfil the conditions, ard that the amount paid
into court was snlHjient for the work done.
The followin:,' is au outline of th^ chief facts

as disclosed by the correspondence : In June,
1866, plaintiff received instructions from
defendant to prepare plans for the above
church to seat 1,'200 persons, the cost not then
being named. Uhimately, the accommodation
was reduced to 1,007, when plaintiff stated that
he thought the cost need not exceed £4,000
(afterwards increased to £4,.3nO), paying strict

attention to economy in matters of detail, and
using inexpensive materials only. No guarantee,
however, on this point was either asked for or
given, and in November the plana were adopted
by resolution, subject only to any future desired
modifications. Funds havingcomein butslowly,
it was decided, about October, 1^67, to erect the
nave of the church first, and plaintiff sent his

plans to defendant, by request, with this view,
and estimates showing the superior advantage of
building the side aisles at the same time. la-
stead of noticing this suggestion, defen-
dant showed the plans to Messrs. Dove,
builder?, who estimated the complete cost
at £6,000. They, howevc, in answer to

plaintiff's subsequent inquiries, admitted that
this price was only approximate, as they had
had no specifications, and only a '' casual glance"
at the plans ; they further said that doubtless the
details might be simplified so as to bring the
cost down to about £5,000, and that on receiving
the plans and specifications they should be able
to say the lowest tiiey could carry them out for.

Plaintiff fully explained all this to defendant
(who had himself previously stated to the
Secretary of the Bishop of London's Fund that
the cost would no donbt be £5,o00), adding that
his original estimate would now have to be
raised to about that sum, owing to the increased
cost of building since it was given, and for other
reasons he specified ; he also alluded to the wide
difference often existing between competition
tenders, pointing out that Messrs. Dove were
even then sometimes the highest, and that de-
fendant's mode of proceeding was such as to

induce them to name a high figure ; and he
finally reminded him of the original understand-
ing, which was that tenders were to be procured
in competition, and that, if the lowest was then
found to exceed the available funds, the cost should
be reduced by the omissionofoertain details, prin-

cipally ornamental. Notwithstanding these and
further explanations, and an offer to modify his

plans to suit the altered state of the committee's
funds, and though he warned the defendant
against invcilving his committee in the expense
of two architects, plaintiff received in April,
1S68, a formal resolution terminating the engage-
ment, and shortly afterwards a letter from de-
fendant referring him to his solicitor. An
arbitration was then proposed and acceded to at

first by plaintiff, but afterwards declined on
hearing that, pending these negotiations, defen-
dant had been nsing his plans and employing
another architect. Mi-. B. L. Blackburne. In-
deed, under this gentleman's direction, plaintifTs

rejected scheme of building nave with side aisles

has since been carried out by Messrs. Dove.
After hearing the (admitted) correspondence, the
Master stated that his impression was decidedly
in favour of the plaintiff, and also that the amount
paid into court was inadequate; hi thought,
however, a compromise might be effected at that
stage, and so spare funds collected for a chari-
table purpose, this hope being grounded upon
the good feeling and moderation exhibited in

plaiutiti's letters. Ultimately, it was arranged
that the Master should certify for the defendant
to pay the plaintiff's costs and £80 beyond the
£70 paid into court, and to return the plans.

NOTICES OF BOOKS.
The Use of Fuel in Cookinrj. By Frederick
Edwards, jun. Loudon : Robert Hardwieke,
192, ficeadilly.

Mr. Frederick Edwards, jun., the author of this

book, is already known to our readers as the
writer of other useful works on domestic
economy. His book on smoky chimneys, and
the one on the ventilation of dwelling houses,
have claimed from us a legitimate meed of
praise. The avowed object of the work under
notice is to advocate the economic use of fuel in

the kitchen. It was the saying of a philosopher
that he who caused two blades of grass to grow
where only one grew before, is a benefactor of

his race. It may also be said that ho who pro
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serves a blade of gras3 after it is proiluceil, per-

forms a beneficent act. Tbere cun bo no doubt
that there is a shameful waste of fuel carried on,

not onlyiu the kitchen, but in every room whero
the ordinary English fire burnp, and Mr. 1< dwards
is doing a public service by his repeal t-'d protests

against systematic cxtravagiinee. The author
begins bis little book with a succinct history of

Count Rurnford, who during the latter part of

the lai'-t century deservedly earned a Eurnpoan
reputation by consecrating his extensive scientific

acquirements to the production of economic

methods for the preparation of food. A descrip-

tion is given of Count Ilumford's early life, his

labours in Bavaria, and his system of applying

heatforcooking. Thecomnisn methodsofcooking

are glanced at, and a description of the arrange-

ments calculated to obtain economy is given.

Mr. Edwards describes " the Kitchener," points

to some objecticns to it, and offers suggestions

for its improvement. He shows how to heat a

large quantity of water for baths or general

house purposes by means of the kitchen boiler.

Descriptions are given of American cooking

stoves, Koiwegian cooking stoves, &c. The
book is adequately illustrated by well cseculed

lithographic plates, and we can honestly recom-

mend it as a useful contribution to the tcience of

domestic economy. The author in his preface

complains of the scanty appreciation he has

hitherto received from tlio press. Ho says with

troth that a sensational novel gets much moro
attention from professional journalists than a

Bnbstautial woik calculated to preserve the wealth

of the country and improve tlie condition of the

people. It is too much the sanio in other

matters. Let us reler to one notable example.
The last Parliament contained a man whose
name reflects lustre on the age. This man has

devoted his matchless abilities, disinterestedly

and heantilully, to the education and elevation

of man. He never spoke in the House of Com-
mons w ithout influencing legislative thought. On
one occasion he showed that our coals were ex-

haustible, and he pointed to the time, and that nut

very far distant, when England miglit be beaten

in the race of nations by the exhaustion of our

coal treasures, and ho rose to the height

of the oecasicn, and appealed in the name
of posttrity to living statesmen, to be more
economical of our national means. The result

of this one speech was th;tt when the CiianocUur
of the Exchequer introduced his budget a short

time after, he made provision lor the gradual
diminution of the National Debt, so that pos-

terity should have less burden to bear when it

had tmaller coal resources at its command.
Bad " the greatest thinker of the age " reudercd
no other service than this he would deserve to

be held in grateful and lasting remembrance.
But his whole life has been one continuous effort,

unalloyed by selfish consideration, lor tha pub-
lic good. Still he was rejected by a great me-
tropolitan constituency. Let Mr. Frederick
Edwards, theiefore, not despair if any effort of
hifl in favour of a more economic use of coals

in the parlour or the kitchen evokes an inade-
qaate response from the public press.

Oassell's Technical Manuals: Orthagrapliic and
Isomitrical Projection, Development of Surfaces,
and Penetration of Solids, ^c. By Eli.is A.
Davidso-', Lecturer on Science and Art in the
City of London Middle Class Schools, and
author of " Linear Drawing." (Oassell's Tech-
nical Manuals.) Cassell, Petter, and Galpin,
London and New York.

To whatever branch of the architectural or en.
gineering professions a young man may devote
himself the first step demanding his attention is

what is usually termed drawing. There is, how-
ever, a notable difference between the technical
meaning of the term and that usually understood
by outsiders. The uninitiated are apt to con-
sider it to signify timply freehand drawing or
mere sketching, whcicas i ot a particle of free-
hand dilintation isin leality required. It mu; t,

nevertheless, he borne in niiud that the latter
accomplishment is frequenily of gr^at use to the
young architect and engineer, although it is
raiely used in an cfBce. The tee-square, tho
drawing board, the set-fquare, and a box of
mathematical instruments are the working tools
of a drunghtsman, and with these a practis'.'d
manipulator will ih sign and delineate any known
figure or curve that can be traced upon paper.
A knowledge of orthographic projection is

essential before tho student can make working
drawings of any bridge, house, roof, or other

example of construction, and this knowledge is

oidy to bo acquired by practically drawing the
various diagrams and projcctioue upon a
tolerably large scale. There is no question but
that drawing, whatever description it may
belong to, has a greater inducement for learners
to persevere in than many other branches of

instruction. It possesses the great merit of
giving at once tangible results. Even if a
student does not know the right way to obtain
the projection of a line, a superficies, or a solid,

he at any rate can tell by his eye that he has
done it wrong. There is no groping in the dark,
no uncertainty about whether a drawing is right
or otherwise. If it does not look right it may be
concluded in uino cases out of ten that it is

wrong. In many of the other branches of know-
ledge it is simply impossible for a beginner to
know, until after the expiration of a certain
time, whether he is in the true path or not.
Frequently, after studying for some while, he
discovers, either through his own or somebody
else's assistance, that he has been on the wrong
track, and must begin all over again.

This little volume commences with a descrip-
tion ot the mathematical instruments ordinarily
required by draughtsmen, and wo heartily en-
dorse tho advice of the author, wherein he
cautions his readers against bad and inferior

instruments. It is always money well spent to
buy the best tools, and no sensible

i
erson would

ever think of doing otherwise. By best, we do
not mean elaborately ornamentefi instrument--,
for they as well as every other article can be had,
if desired, at fancy prices, but merely those con-
sisting of that degree of good workmanship and
material which will enable them, when properly
taken care of, to last a man his life. Of all the
instruments, that mostly used is the drawing
pen, and it is commonly stated that it should bo
held quite perpendicularly. Mr. Davidson's iu-

structions are to hold it " nearly upright," and in
this ho is correct. If the pen be held perfectly
straight, it is impossible to see the line that one
is drawing, which might be the cause of serious
inconvenience. Fi-om the projection of single
figures, the reader is gradually introduced to
Others of a more complicated nature, including
the development of the cylinder ami the helix.

The last chapter treats on idometrioal projection,
a particular desoriptiou of porspeotive delinea-
tion invented aearly fil'iy years ago by ProleSsoi
Farish, of Cambridge. This is a very useful, and
at the same time a very characteristic stylo of
drawing. It is admirably adapted for showing
at a glance the tout ensemble of any architectural
or engineering sttuctare, the details of ironwork
or rarpeutry, and the general arrangement of
details. At the same time it is not calculated to

supply, strictly speaking, the place of working
drawings. From the manner in which ortho.
graphic and isometiic projections are treated in
tho volume under notice, we consider it well
calculated to form a valuable little test book f^-r

the draughtsman and beginner. Too publishers
are on the right track when they include in
their rexiertoire of scientific manuals such asare
likely to bring out more prominently the ad-
vantages of acquiring a knowledge of professional
drawing.

The Practical Quide to the Art of House Decora-
tion. By WiLHAM Sutherland. London :

Simpkin, Marshall, and Co. Manchester : Abel
Heysvood and Son.

This little work, which has come to us without a
date of publication, is apparently new, and is de-
eigued to meet what the author appears to deem
a requirement. At the same time, as Mr.
Sutherland announces himself already the author
of " The Grainer, Marbler, and Sign Writers'
Assistant," and as fully two-thirds of his later

work is devoted to iustructionsou these particular
subjects, wo fancy the requirements must have
existed simply in his imagination. We questiou
the utility, under any cireumstauces, of this kind
of hook. Although the methods of graiuiug, &c.,

which are described are for the most part good
and practical, arts of this description can only be
acquired by practical instruction and lung expe-
lieuce, .and we can hardly conceive a tyro making
any use of the detailed directions for the imita
tion of Hungarian ash or malachite. Practical
men have their own individual methods of work,
the same as artists have, and no possible amount
of verbal directions can replace—wo may almost
say can supplement—proper teaching. 'X'ho book
contains chapters on " Decorative Processes,"
"Stencilling," "Writing and Ornamenting on

Glass," &c., etc , to which we can make no objec.
tion beyond their consisting of details, all of
which would be acquired by a pupil during his
first few days at the establishment of anyone
practising these particular arts. A chapter on
" Colour, and its application to Domestic Archi-
tecture," contains some remarks which are good
as far as they go, though somewhat common,
place

; these, however, are supplemented by some-
V. hat obvious quotations from " The Grammar of

Ornament" and ''The Universal Decoiator,"
after which we find, among " a few simple examples
of harmonious colour contrasts," tho following
somewhat startling combinations:—"Chocolate
and light blue ! chocolate and pea green ! deep
blue and pink !

" There are no colours which
cannot be made to harmonise in skilful hands,
but we doubt whether an ordinary painter would
be likely to produce anything like a pleasant im-
pression with the arrangements we have alluded to.

Smoltinii Fires, their Cause and Cure (published
by Longmans), is an attempt by a clergyman, tho
Rev. A. C. Ainslie, M.A., Vicar of Corfe, to trace the
cause of smoking fires, and to suggesta remedy. Mr.
Ainslie proceeds to state seven definite conditions
which, being complied with, will give smokeless
fireplaces, and examines in detail the va-

rious defects which may require alteration in
order to fulfil these cjnditious. The book is

likely to be of use, though not equal to others
published on the same subject. It is one from
which householders rather than architects or
builders are likely to derive benefit. The Iron-
mrincjer's Almanac and Text BwJc (published at
the office of the Ironmonjer), is a useful, book,
and should have had notice before. It con-
tains, in addition to the usual trade information
short notices of the most important patents taken
out during the past year. Bates, Hendy, and Co.'a
Mercantile Handbook f r InUa, Cldn'i, and the
Colonies for 1869 comprises a diary and directory
of British manufactures specially adapted for the
use of foreign and colonial merchants. OiUUnos
of Geometry (published by Longmans) is a treatise

JJ
by W. M. Adams, B.A., having for its object to I
simplify, and, as far as practicable, to remove the fl
difficulties attending the study ot geometry. It

'

'

is one of many similar publications whicli have
lately come before us, and is by no meaus the
worst of them. That the science of mathematics
will never lack votaries our own columns bear
abundant witness ; still every attempt to remove
even the least of the difficulties attending the
acquirement of its first priuciples is worthy of
record. Hardwicke's shilling Peera^je, Baronetage,
Knirjhtirie, and Knusc of Commons are handy
little books, and cheap substitutes for the more
pretentions works on the same subjects. Essays
by competent authorities on the various dignities

are prefixed to the lists of their holders. The Year
Booh of Fact- (published by Lockwood), a well-
known product of Mr. Timbs' untiring scissors,

again appears, with a goodly bundle of cuttings
from the various journais of science and art, all,

however, honestly acknowledged. A portrait and
memoir of Mr. Joseph Whitworth appropriately
appear in the book. The great sanitary question
of the day

—

H^v; to Dirposc of our Refuse, is a re-
view of some of the principal systems proposed or
adopted, being a contribution by Dr. Syson,
Medical Officer of Health for Salford, to a dis-

cussion on the subject at the Manchester and
Salford Sanitary Association. Dr. Syson is gene-
rally opposed to water-closets, as imperfect in

action though perfect in theory. The second
part of his paper is devoted to a review of the
various ash and earth closets, and of these he
appears to be most favourably disposed towards
Bieche's dry ash closet and Morrell aud Roberts's
patent (noticed and illustrated in the Bo iLoraa
News of January 8, IStiy).

®ur Mtt Mlt,

Builders' Liens.—At tha last meeting of the
Law Students' Ddbating Sjciety, at the Law
Institution, Chaucery.lane, the question discussed
was—''Where a builder has, in pursuance of a
contract, built houses, of which ha is in posses-
sion, on tho freehold laud of another, lor tho
owner of such land, has he a lieu on tho houses
lor the amount agreed to bo paid to him by such
conti'actor ?" At the close of tho debate the
society decided in the negative by a majority ot
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Manchestei! Academy op Fine Arts.—The
annual couversazioue of tl^.o members and friends

of this Academy was held at the Royal Institu

tion, Manchester, on Tuesday week. There was
an unusually good display ofpaintings and water-

colour drawings. Architecture was represented

by Mr. S. Rothwell, who sent a drawing of a

church in Normandy, and by Mr. A. Darbyshire,

who contributed a number of sketches in Nor-
mandy and Brittany.

The Oldest Tree in Europe.—The oldest

tree on record in Europe is asserted to be the

Cypress of S^nima, in Lombardy, Italy. This

tree is believed to have been in existence at the

time of Julius Ciesar, forty-two years before

Christ, anJ is therefore 1,'Jli years old. It is

106ft. in height and 20ft. in circumference at 1ft.

from the ground. Napoleon, when laying do
his plan for the great road over the Simplon,
diverged from a straight line to avoid injuring

this tree. Saperior antiquity is claimed for the

immense tree in Calaveras County, California.

This is supposed from the number of concentric

circles in the trunk to be 2,5C5 years old.

Lambeth Palace Library.—The Archbishop
of Canterbury has appointed the Ven. Arch-

deacon Hale to be hon. curator of Lambeth
Palace Library ; the Rev. J. R. Green, hon
librarian ; and his Grace has conCrmed the ap-
pointment by the late Archbishop Lougley of

Mr. S. Wayland Kershaw (of the Royal Institute

of British Architects' Library) as "librarian in

charge."

Malveen Town Sueveyokship.—A meeting
of the Malvern Local Board was held on Tuesday
week, for the purpose of electing a town sur-

veyor, in the room of Mr. Wilkinson, resigned.

There were 140 applicants for the office, from
which number the board selected the following

as eligible :—Mr. J. Spicer, Stockton-on-Tees
;

Mr. Alfred Morris, Rusbolme; Mr. Jeremiah
Jowett, Dorchester ; Mr. W. D. S.indoe, Luton ;

Mr. John Wood, Nuneaton ; and Mr. Edwarl
Pritchard, Bedfordleigh. Each of these candi-

dates having appeared before the board and been
questioned as to the management of road.°, sewer-

age works, gas works, water supplies, &o., tie
board, after some oonsultalion, unanimously
elected Mr. Sandoe.

The Wakefield Bokough Suhveyok.—The
Wukefield Town Council has increased the
borough surveyor's salary from £200 to £250.
Whilst, however, they gave with one hand, they
took away with the other. The clerk of works,
who was appointed at a salary of il20 a year on
the main drainage scheme of the town being
commenced, was at the same time dismissed, and
instructions given lor the t-akiug on of a foreman
at a wage of 303. a week in his place. A local

journal disapproves this step, considering that it

13 derogatory to a borough surveyor to have to

perform the duties of a clerk of works which will

thus be entailed on him.

Cleopatka's Needle.—Colonel Sir James
Alexander and Sir Charles Trevelyan suggest
bringing Cleopatra's Needle to England—wbich
Sir James Alexander says can be done for

£3,000—jud placing it on the Tuames Embank-
ment. Sir Charles IVevelyan thinks it would be
suitably placed in the centre ol the Temple
Garden, midway between Harcourt-buildings and
Paper-buildings, as—jlthough the obelisk is

.sixty-four feet high—it would " be dwarfed if it

"were brought into comparison with the front of

the Law Courts." Sir Charles has eviieutly

quite decided that the Law Courts shall be
-erected on the embankment,

Tkees in Towns and Cities.—A novel theory
has been put forth by a German to account for

the decay of the trees and other plants in the
gardens and squares ot Berlin and other large

oities. He attributes this decay to the tremu-
lous motion of the ground from the trafii-j of
vehicles, which prevents the perfect adhesion of

itbe soil to the roots necessary to the absorption

of nourishing juiees.

Area of London.—Too area of London, as

-dehned by the Registrar General, and including

•extensive suburbs, is about 78,000 acres, or

nearly 122 square miles. Ou this area stand
over 400,000 inhabited houses, with an average
of nearly eight persons to a house, giving a mean
density of 40 persons to an aero. The estimated

population at tho present time is 3,126,035. The
county rate assessment of 1860 placed the annual
value of property in Ljudou at £15,261,1)99.

New ToWNHiLL, Rochdal";.—We learn that

the corporation of Rochdale have selected t'ne

plans and estimates submitted by Mr. Wilson W.
Phipson, C.E., London, for the ventilation and
warming of their new townhall.

Granite Paving v. Macadam.—The question

of the relative durability and safety of these two
methods of covering metropolitan streets and
roads has undergone much discussion lately by
the various vestrie-;, and as it is beginning to be
discovered that paving is cheaper in the long

run, it is likely that .a great deal of paviora'

work will be done in the metropolis within the

next two years. The advocates of granite cub-

ing seem to be in a majority everywhere, and
financial difficulties only stop the way in most
oases. The employers of horse power through-

out the metropolis prefer paved roads, and no
wonder when in the course of the year so much
rough unconsolidated broken granite has to be

traversed by them, to the injury of the animals,

and to the detriment of springs and wheels.

Those who object to paved streets on account of

the increased noise of the traffic have, to a

great extent, to thank the barbarity of mo-
dern road making for the development of

the present movement in favour of paved
roads. The adoption of the steam road

roller would not only havo been an act ol

humanity towards our horses, but it would have
enabled macadamised roads to be kept in con-

stant repair at a far less cost than by the present

slovenly method.

A Blunder.—An extraordinary blunder, says

the Pall Mall Gazette, has been committed in

regard to tho new covered way between Pic-

cadilly and Burlington House. In his anxiety

to provido for the convenience of visitors the

architect has apparently forgotten that Picca-

dilly is a public thoroughfare, occasionally tra-

versed by people on foot. He has carried his

hideous structure of brick and wood right across

the pavement ; and the consequence is that foot-

passengers are either driven into tho middle of

the road, or have to struggle miserably along

a narrow slip of slippery planking under a heavy
shower of splashings from the carriage wheels.

WMle the demolitions at this point were going

on an encroachment on the footpath was doubt-

less unavoidable, but it is surely somebody's
business to see that the right of way is now re-

stored to the public. However desirable it may
be that " carriage company " should be set

down comfortably, foot passengers are also

entitled to aomn consideration.

HiMMERsJiiTH Suspension Bridge.—With
regard to the safety of thi-i bridge, Mr. G. Gor-
don Page, who with his father was some years
back engaged in a professional esaraination of

the structure, writes, that to ascertain the do-

teiioration of the suspension rods would involve
their removal and examination—^an operation re-

quiring much time. As it is only on such occa-

sions as the day of the Great Boat Race that any
excessive crowd congregates on the bridge,

some precautionary measures may easily be
taken.

Southampton Impeoveo Dwellings Coji-

PANY.—Two additional blocks of improved
dwellings havo just been erected in Southampton
by this cotnp.any to accommodate sixteen fami-

lies. They have baen designed after tho Scotch
principle, and each set contains a large sitting-

room, fitted with a dressjr, kitchen range, dwarf
cupboards, and shelves. There are threo bed-

rooms and a scullery; the latter is fitted with a

larder, coal bunker, sink (well trapped), and
water laid on, an eight-gallon copper, and a dust

shaft communicating with the dust bin in tho

basement. The buildings were designed and
superintended by the company's architects,

Messrs. Guillaume & Parmenter, of Southampton.

Great Art Prize is France.—In the month
of August is to take place the first award of tho

great prize of lOO.OOOfr. iustituted by tho Bm-
ror Napoleon III., to be voted by the Academy

of tho Beaux Arts and the Institute of Prance to

tho French artist, painter, sculptor, or architect

who shall have produced, and entirely completed

within the five ye irs preceding the time of the

award, a work of great excellence. Tne jury is

to consist of thirty members—-ten sculptors, ten

painters, and ten architects. In case any of tho

members of this jury shoul 1 become cindidatej

lor tho prize they will retire from it, and their

places will be filled up by the Academy.
,

^_jjvj

Heavy Failure in the Timbeii Trade at
Birmingham.—A meeting ofthe creditors of
Messrs. Thomas Short and Sons, timber mer-
chants, Birmingham, was held in that town on
Thursday week. A statem-jnt was submitted
showing liabilities amounting to £49,000 ; assets,

£24,000 ; deficiency, £25,000. It appeared that
stock was not taken after June, 1S67. At that
time there was a surplus of £5,000, and, added
to the present deficiency, it appears that the
firm have lost £30,000 in about ayear and three-
quirters, in addition to £10,000 written off for

bad debts during the recent crisi--, th it anouat
being the accumulation of several years. Ofthe
defi::iency, about £10,000 accrued from accom-
modation bills. Mr. Walter Short, the junior
partner, was unable to explain honr the remain-
ing £20,000 deficiency arose. His solicitor said
he intended to put thecise into the Bankruptcy
Court, and the meeting agreed to recommend
Mr. Nick?, of Gloucester, Mr. Long, of Grimsby,
Mr. Heaven, of Hull, and Mr. Adams, of Bir-

mingham, for appointment as assignees.

Paper Coffins.—To the various paper pro-

ductions of this paper age—paper collars, paper
shirts, and even paper waistcoats, bonnets, and
hats—mu9t now be added paper cofiaus. M.
iSzerelmey, the patentee of these coffins, seems to

have a belief in the universal adaptability of

paper to all the needs of civilised life. Hia
object iu introducing it in tho manufacture of

cotfins is to obtain what so many people rather

absurdly consider a desideratum—a perfectly

air-tight, water-proof, and damp defying shell,

which nothing from without can penetrate, and
nothing from within can escape. The Zopissa
paper coffio, in which those conditions are said

to be fulfilled, is a solid-looking structure, "very

much resembling in build and thickness the
ancient mummy cases preserved iu the British

Museum.

Metropolitan Boakd of Works.—At the last

weekly meeting the chief engineer (Mr. Bazal-

gette) presented his monthly report ou the pro-

greas of the Thames embankment work3. On
the part between Westminster Bridge and
Temple Gardens the planting of tree^ along the

river side of the embankment was rep::)rted as

complete. The other parts of the Eaibinkraent
were in a forward state. The Tomple-p er wonld
bo ready for opening in thre 3 weeks. 'The matter

of the desirableness of forming an approach road
to the Thames Embankment between Richmond-
terrace, Whitehall, and the Wliitehall Club,

with a view to the relief of the excessive traffic

of Parliament-street, the approach to West-
minster Bridge and the Houses ot Parliament,
was referred to a committee to report upon.
Other minor business was transacted, and the
meeting brought to a close.

Ugliness in Palace Yard.—The Pall Mall
Qazette saya :—By general consent of'theaa-
thorities," whoever they may be, the open space
at the end of Parliament-street and adjoining

Palace-yard is apparently being utilised as a sort

ofchamber of horrors for every kini of artistic

monstrosity. There maybe seen in happy and
appropriato conjunction a hideous semaphore,
a fantastic, pagoda drinking fountain, and a aet

of new iron railings for the enclosure where
Canning's statue used to stand, which, for an-

mitigated and ostentatious ugliness, are far

before Lord John Manners's maiden effort at

Hyde Park. Unfortunately the wretched cari-

cature of Peel has been removed to some mys-
terious limbo, but Westminster Hill 13 still

enriched with certain royal effigies, which for

false portraiture and artistic imbeoilicy it would
be difficult to match. The idea of collecting all

these monstrosities in a central place of resort is

a good one, which Mr. LayarJ might easily

carry further. Why should tho Trafalgar-square

statues, Sidney Herbert iu Pall-mall, Ljrd Clyde

at Waterloo-plaoe, and the legless horseman in

Leicester-square bo excluded from the com-
petition ?

A New Batu-heatinq Stove.—Mr. Richard

Head has invented and patented a stove 80 oon-

atrucied as to fill tho u^uil opening ofafiro-

plaoo and act as an ordinary stove, while, when
necessary, it can be surmounted by a boiler

suBicieutly largo to supply a bath. The bjiler

has tapering flues running up through it, and it

ia partly surrounded by hot-air spacjs to facili-

tate the heating of the water. Thj boiler may,
of course, be UlljJ and emotied by pipes or

otherwise. .. jsdl
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Periious Ascent op a Spire.—For sometime
past, owii)or to the receut heavy gale?, the

oscilJatioD cjf the vane on the spire of the Bolton

Congregational Church, St. Geor;,'e'8road, has

given great anxiety, and it has been determiuL-d

to examine and repair it. A sciiQuld having

been erectid at the base of the spire, operations

were commenced on Saturday week. By means
of a kite, a rope was attached to the vane, and a

man named Yates proceeded to ascend the spire,

but before he had gone many feer, either the

rope broke or the roJ of the liglitniug conductor
dropped about a foot, and he fell on to the roof

of ibe building. Operations were then suspended
till Monday, when a man named Tnomas Butter-

ton flew hts kite so as to attach a rope to the

Bommit, but in drawing the rope over the irun-

Tvork it broke. Before he could attach a second
rope, tlie wind fell almost to a calm, and the kite

could not be flown. Nothing daunted, Butter.

ton determined to make the ascent by climbing

np the iighming conductor, a feat which he suc-

cessfully accomplished, llaving obtained a firm

seat on the ornamental stouewotU at the summit,
he proceed-^d, by means of a cord which he bad
taken up with him, to make fast the vane by
several guy. ropes.

Cljips.

Mr. Holoiau Hunt has been elected a member of

the Society of Painters in Water Colours.

According to the Athenccutn, a scheme is on
foot for converting the Polygraphic Hall into a
theatre for the performance of opera boulfe. The
erection of a new theatre on a site in Piccadilly is

also contemplated.

At the last meeting of the City Commission of
Sewers, the Court gave the requisite permission to
an application by the Pneumatic Despatch Com-
pany to construct a tube below Newgate-street and
the Bolborn Valley Works, to Hatton Garden, be-
fore the end of June, and at their own expense.

Mr. Durham, the sculptor, has been compelled
to give up work through ill-health, and has gone
to Kome.

It is feared that though convalescent, his late ill-

ness will prevent Mr. Miilais from contributing to
the forthcoming Koyal Academy exhibition.

The Council of the British A.ssociation have
definitely tixed on Wednesday, the 18th of August,
as the commencing day of their meeting, which
will this year be held at Exeter.

The (. ity Press says the ground, nearly two
acres in extent, which was formerly the Charter-
house playground, has been let on a building lease,

and tenders being now out, there is every pros-
pect of its being shortly covered with warehouses
and shops.

The General Post Office, Bombay, has been
totally destroyed by fii-e.

Miss Burdett Coutts has purchased Btrrador,
near Horrabridge, late the residence of Sir James
Brooke, iiajah of tiai-rawak.

A nunnery is being erected near the Kensington
Cemetery, at Uauwell, the cost, i20,000, being
defrayed by a lady of the Koman Catholic rehgion.

The Inclosure of Lands Bill was read a second
time in the House of Commons en Monday night.

The Boston State House contains a statue of
Washington, which a bold critic says, '"conveys to

one who looks upon it for the iirst time the un-
rosthetic impression that it represents a man get-
ting up in his night shirt and attempting to light

the gas."

It has been proposed in Philadelphia to fetch the
remains of William Ponn from England to Penn-
sylvania, and erect a magnificent monument over
them.

Advertising ingenuity has left little room for
novelty, but a merchant in Newark, New York
State, has challenged attention by leaving his space
entirely blank, with the following note, in tine

print, at the bottom:—"This space was sold to
A. K. Breunan, but as their business is sufficiently

brisk already they declme to use it."

The Ma<lras Harbour Committee have recom-
mended Colonel Urr's proposal for a sti-aight line
breakwater, 0,2oUft. long.

Interesting remains of Greek art are reported to
havo been exhumed from the bed of tbe Indus at a
^-illago in the Banu lUstrict.

The Barnsley Local Board, by a majority of one
vote, have determined that their sui*veyor must
either give up his private practice or resign.

Plumbland Church, Cumberland, is about to bo

restored, at a cost of £2,000.

Mr. Room has been elected Surveyor and In-

spector of Nuisances to the Rawmarsh Board of

Health.

An order Ijas been received at Chatham Dock-
yard, that the offices of Clerk of Works and Fore-

man of Works arc to be abolished. The offices

are at present occupied by Mr. W. T. Rivers

(clerk of works) and Mr. Ellis (foreman of worksj,

who will be superannuated.

The Brighton Town Council has resolved to

expend £5,000 on a central storm vrxicr outfall.

At the last meeting of the Mai-ylebone vestry, a

letter was read from the Metropolitan Board of

Works, sanctioning the borrowing by the vestry of

£16,000 for the extension of High street, half this

sura being repayable by the Metropolitan Boai'd on

the completion of the work.

A new public hall is to be erected at Lowestoft,

capable of holding 1,500 or 2,000 persons.

Permission has been granted to the Jews to

build a synagogue at Madrid, the edict of Ferdinand
and Isabella of 1492, expelling the Jews, having
been virtually annulled.

At the north-west corner of the Bank of England
scaffolding has been erected, and workmen are

busily engaged in ad-ling another fioor to the

building.

Mr. W. F. Potter h.xs been appointed Honorary
Architect to the Foresters' Asylum, which is to be
erected at Bexley Heath, the purchase of the

estate being finally completed on the 2rth ult.

On Tuesday afternoon last the Queen and the
Princess Louise visited the studios of Messrs.

PhUip, Bell, and J. Boehm. At Mr. Philip's stutlio

Her Alajesty inspected the memorial to be placed in

the cathedral at Calcutta to the memory of the

late Lord Elgin ; and at Mr. Bell's studio, the

group of statuai-y representing " America," one of

the four groups at the base of the memoi'ial to the
Prince Consort.

Mr, Rutter has been elected Inspector of Nuis-
ances to the Islington Vestry.

Mr. Cartwi-ight has been appointed as surveyor,
inspector of nmsances, and collector to the Whit-
church Local Board, at a salary of £20 per annum
and 2| per cent, on the money collected.

The contractor for the Tennessee Valley Cana)
employ 500 labourei's. These struck three weeKs
since, demanding 123. per day. Previously they
had only received 93. per day !

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING
WEEK.

Monday.—Royal Institute of British Arcliiteota,

—

" On Architectural Criticism," by Mr. E. lu-

gressBeU, A. R. I.E. A., 8.

Society of Engioeera.—"Ou Joints for the Pre-
vention of Leakage in Gas and Water Mains."
by Mr. C. M. Barker, 7 30.

Entomological Society, 7.

Tuesday.—Institution of Civil Engineers.—Discussion
"Ou Anoericau Locomotives and Rolling
Stock," 8.

Statistical Society, 4.

Royal Institution. — *' On the History and
Results of Comparative Philology," by Rev.

F. W. Farrar, M.A., F.R.S.,3.
Anthropological Society, 8.

Wednksday. — Society of Arts.—"On the Trade and
Commerce of Japan," by \V. Oavison,
Esq., 8.

Thursday.—Linnean Society, 8,

Royal Institution.—"On the Eye in Animals
and Man," by Dr. H. Power, 3.

FniDAY.—Architectural Association.-'* flio Require-
ments of River Side Construction," by R.
Plurabo, A.R LU.A.

Royal Institution.—"On Chemical Constitution
and its Relation to Physical and Physiologic
Cdl Properties," Dr. Crum Brown. 0.

Saturday.—Associated Arts Institute. —E.hibition of
sketches. Subjects: "The Tempest," act H;

and " Deaolation." Discussion, " llaa the
Street Architecture of London Derived Bene
fit from the Introduction of Coloured .Ma-

terial."

Royal Institution—"On Hydrogen and its

Analogues," by Professor Udling. F.R.S.,:t.

^nkitts for Inbcntions

CONNECTED WITH TUE lIUILDIN

Win13U J. RAGG3. Manufactl
Dated AprU 25, 1863.

This inveution consists, under ono head, in effecting
double decompositions of the sulublu salts of lead by alka-
line carbonates in the state of hot or boiling solutions, and
washing the precipitates thereby produced with hob or
boiling wattirs ; and in subjecting such precipitates, as
welt as other white leads, in a wot slate to the action of
centrifugal force in a machine such as is well known oa the
hydro*extractor. —Patent abandoned.

1319 H. D. CHARD. Buiij>ings. Dated April 22, 1S6S.
Tliis iuventiuu consis-s in certain arrangements for faci-

litating the erection of plain and ornamental buildings,
and for giviug thera (without employing bkilled labour on
the works) the appearance of atone structures.— JPut«ut.

abandoned.

1^61 C. DRAKE. CoNSTRucTioK OF Concrete Build-
iNOs. Dated AprU 2j, 1808
The patentee claims, flr»t, the construction and use of,

in erecting concrete buildings, apparatus cousisliug of
flanged iron plates supported by iron r.pright3 secured
against the lace of the wall, such plates being capable of
beingshifted upwards &ti;p by step up lU the uprights, and
of being locked to them in the several positiuus by bults-

or pins passing through holes in ttie uptigiits, and lu the
flanges of the plates Ue also claims the construction and
useuf angle plates to form the angles or cotneis of walls,
as described. Ue also claims the uss to connect the
front and back plates and uprights of inetul straps with
pin holes in them at various distances, so that the length
may be adjusted to the thicknessof the wall required, such
scraps passing through holes prepared for them iu the up-
rights and plates, as desciibed He also claims the com-
bining scafl'old brackets with the uprights, as described.

He also claims the construction aud use iu erecting con-
crete buildings of apparatus consisting of fiames con-
nected or bolted directly the one to the other, aud tied

together by straps passing through the wall, such frame-i

being capable of being shifted upwards step by step upL^n

tbe straps which ai'e built into the wall.—Patent co*u-
pleted.

1452 C. P. ASTOX. Chimney Tops oa Pots. Dated
May -i, 1S6S.

This invention relates to those chimnty tops or pots in
which the op-iuing or openings for the ogress of the smoke
is or are not at the top of the pot, aud consists iu continu-
ing the vertical opening of the pot through the top, aud ia
fitting iu the upper part of tbe pot a hiuged cover or lid,

weighted or not, which in it^ normal position close* the
top opening of the pot. But when tbe brush is passed up,,

tbe cover is pushed open to allow it to pass, aud when tbe^

brush is withdrawn the covor falU of its own weight.

—

Patent abandoned.

1478 J. M. STANLEY. OBTAiJJiNf; Hot Air for
Heating Buildings. Dated May 6, 186S.

Here tho iuventor constructs a chamber of brick, or
other material, in one end of which is placed the fiunace.
He forms either longitudinally or transversely in this-

chamber a uumi:>tir of partitions extending nearly from
siile to side, aud runniug from each side a'/<)ruately.

The heat arising from the combustion of the fuel iu the
furnace is thus compelled to tiike a zig-zag course, aud is-

detained as long as possible in the chamber, escaping ab
tlio end furthest frum the fire by a flue leading to a chim-
ney, or where most convenient. The roof of the chamber
is formed of a plate of iron, on which is built another
chamber with partitions partially across it, similar to
those already described. The roof of the upper chamber
may be made of firebrick or other good nou conducting
substance. In one end of this upper chamber he provides
an opening for the admission of atmospheric air, which
becomes heated in its passage over the iron plate, and.

round the partitions already described, escaping by an out-
let at a higher elevation than the inlet. The heated air
cau then be conducted iu earthen or other pipes or flues to>

any part where it may be wanted.—Patent abandoned

1S05 J. AVERY. Raising and LowEaiNO Venetian.
Blinds, &c. Dated June 2, 1S6S.

Here tho invpiilnr rnrmi tliH miter ends of the tails of
certain levers employed into eyes or loops to receive the-

ends of a cross piece, having a 1 op or other connection,
to the upper end of the check string, by which the power
everted will be more uniformly operative, and great
facility will be afforded iu operating tho blinds.— Patents
completed.

S42ii C. GEOGHEGAX. Water Regulators. Dated.
August 1, 1863.

Tho object of this is to admit water or other fluids into-

cisterns or reservoirs in buildings at high pressure, and
maintain it at all times at a fixed level, so that as soon as-

the water is drawn otf by any outlet from the resorvoii it

refills itself, the cock closing at the ordinary stautiiig level

in the cistern. Inside the cistern is fi\ed an inverted air
vessel, with an opeu bottom fixed below the surface of the-
water at standing level, liaviug an aperture at the top,
connected with an air tube of small bore, carried down to
the top of a closed vessel, having an aperture at the top
aud bottom only, the ai • pipe being attached securely to
the upper aperture, and the bottom aperture being united
to a vessel in a similar manner ; this vessel has an upeu top-
iu which water is allowed to stanrl at a ti%«d level until acted
upon by tho condensed air.—Patent completed.

2U:i R. SCHOMBURG. Brick Machinery. Dated
August i, 18i3S.

This consists of a pug mill of the ordinary construction
mounted above a series of moulds, which are placed iu a

.

circular orrectangular framing The clay or other material
is forced down to the lower part of the pug mill, where it

enters moulds carric<l upon a circular table, which has a
rotary motion commuuicated to it in any suitable manner.
Beneath the table a wheel or drum is placed, upon which
tho bottoms of tho moulds are brought to bear in their
rotation. This wheel ciuses the moulds to rise so as to

bring the upper surface against the under side of a ti Med
table or phmk ; iu this operation the clay becomes com-
pre»>od within the mould; the moulds with the material
within them then pass on towards asecond wheel or drum,
by which the bottom of tho mould ia lifted, so as to cause
tho moulded articles to project beyond the top of its mould;,
it cm then be removed to a drying stack, or if the clay is-

sufliciently free from mois uru, itcinbeatackedorothernlso
treated for burning. - Patent abandoned. *

24SI J. BROADFOOT. Water.closets. Dated
Augusts, 1868.

This apparatus comprises amain discharge valve ofa-
spliericai form, with a cylindriod way through it, aud
which is held in a spherically -shaped box made iutwo
halvfs. The valve is made with a shell of guu metal, iu
which a tube of copper is soldered, to form the way
through it. The shell is cast with spindles or journals on
it, and apertures in the box through which the.ve pass are
kept tight by stuffing boxes. One of the spiudles has fixed
on it a curved slotted crank, aim, or lever, acted ou by a
piu with a roUer fited to a levtr. that has the usual haud<
rod attached.—Patent completed.
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2518 J. WILSON. Blinds, Son Shades, Etc. Dated
Augiut 12, lS(iS

'I his conbista iu the adaptation and employment of

«xp uding and contracting arms, similar to lazy tougg,

for moving bliuda out aud in, and making them self-

vsiippoT-tiug without the use of stays or pillars.—Patent
completed.

24S! B. HUNT. Blind Furniture. Dated August

S, 1808.

This apparatus consists principally of a grooved pulley

£xed on one end of the roller, and having a hollow pro-

jecting centre or box.in wJiich is placed a spiral or coiled

spring. The inner end of this coiled spring ia attached

to the centre of the pulley, and the outer end thereof is

attached to the plate or bracket which carries the fixed

pin or pivot on which the pulley is mounted and turns.

Two small grooved pulleys, placed a small distance apart,

Are attached to the bracket below the roller pulley, and
fierve to guide and facilitate the ivorkiug of the endless

*ord.—Patent abandoned.

frabe %t\as.

HoLLOWAY.—For erecting St. Paul's church, Upper Hoi-
loway. Messrs. H. .larvis aud Son, architects :^

Gibson Brothers £5749
Hill, tieddell, aud Waldram 5290
Higga 6274
He 5248

5075

TENDER?.
ASHFORD (Kent). — For erecting proposed Primitive

Methodist chapel. Mr. J. R. CoUett, architect :
—

Osborn £470
Elgar 440
Peters 417
Steddy, .Joy, aud Steddy 410
Ciitlord 409
Dryland and Miles 400
Fowler 397

Bedford.—For erecting the now Commercial School for

4.he Trustees of the Bedford Charity. Mr. J. Day, architect.

Quantities supplied :

—

apencer £3.359

Hull 350O
Cheny 3549 13 6
YouDg 35iO
"Winn and Foster 3li01

Moore 3iJ0i>

Carter 3611 7

E. Haynes 3617
Corby and Son 3623
Cunvin 3649
Dickens 3659
Lawson 3086

W. Haynes 3h87

Richards 4174

Bedford.—For erecting a villa residence on the Brom-
aiam-road, Bedfoid, for E. Howard, Esq. Mr. J. Day,

Architect. Quantities supplied. Architect a estimate,

jeiH9:-
Spencer £1147
Winn aud Foster 1154
Haynes 1'65
Hull 1179

Day 1179 12

Young U90
Macey 1230
LawBoa 2135

Joy and Caiter 1241 11

Muore 1245

Dickens 12i0

Dereram.—For erecting cemetery chapels and lodge at

East Dereham, Norfolk. Messrs. Bruwu andPearce, archi-

'iects :—
Lacey £1375
Hawea 1335

Ijanier 12^8

Perkins I'^VO

Hubbard (accepted) 9i»S 7

Skipper y84

Great Yarmouth. —For rebuilding the south aisle of

fit, Kicholaa' Parish Church :
—

Allowed for

old materials.

Tyrrell £G349 ... i:310

Bartram 6183 ... 450

Rust 6150 ... 800

Isaiic 5903 ... 663
Howes 5331 ... 666
Norfor 5200 ... 880
Lutf 4^05 ... 890
Williams 4755 ... 480
Leggett 4^52 ... 863

Hood 4191 ... 685

Hanlev,—For the erection of boundary walla to cattle

market. Mr. T. Hewaon, borough surveyor:

—

Brickwork Sin. to 9in., at per square yard.

Hammersloy, 38. 4*1,; Woolndge, 3s. 5d.; Cadman, 43.;

Matthews, 3s. 9d.: Towuley and Davenport, 43. 6d.

£xtra face measure common blue brick facing in base to

gate pillars, at per square yard,

^ammeraley, 6d, ; Woolridge, Is, 3d. ; Cadman, 40. ~d.;

Matthews, 28. 8d.

BuAl Nose Course extra over common measure, at per
lineal yard.

Hammersley, 4*1.; Woolridge, 6d. ; Cadman, Is. lod
;

Matthews, 6d.

fiaw Tooth Course extra over common measure, at per
lineal yard.

Hammersley, 6d. ; "Woolridge, yd. ; Cadman, Is. 8d.
;

Matthews, 6d.

Coping two courses of Bull Noses, labour and material, at
per lineal yard.

Hammersley, 2s. ; Woolridge, 3s. ; Cadman, 4i. 3d. ; Mat-
thewa, 33. 9d. ; Towuley and Davenport, 23. 9d.

ivlr. Hammersley's teuder accepted.

HoUN.SLOW.~Forerectiiigfour3hop3, &c. Mr. J. Holmes,
architect. Quantities not supplied ;

—

Westcombe £2400
Pearman 2373

Hiscock 2:i00

iiruusden (accepted, subject to altera-

tdom) 22G5

Colls Brothers
,

Longmire and Burge 49!)9

Myers and Sou 4970
Dove Brothers 4965
Richardson 4955
Thomson 48S0

Newcastle - on - Tyne. — For erecting Lyons Pariah
Church, Eaaingtou-lane. Mr. A. Swan, architect, New-
castle :

—
Tenders for the whole of the work. Stone and lime sup-

plied.

Total Main Tower and Fence
Amount. Body. Spire. Wall.
£ 8. d. £ B. d. £ s. d. £ B. d.

Lowes ...2504 14 5i...l985 16 10V...442 13 7... 76 6
Robaon ...2436 9 ...196i 10 6'...355 17 3.. .118 10

Allison ...2284 ...1887 ...311 0... 86
For Mason only.

Patterson 1489 17 6 ...1047 8 7 ...352 18 8... 89 9 10

Day&Co.l3:iO ... S40 ...410 ,. 80
Harrison .1257 14 ... 772 4 ...417 10 0... 68

Carpenter and Joiner.

Brewis £633
Jennings 627 5

Rankin 613
Slater.

Nicholson 136 1

Kirk and Co 135

RuleandSon 125 10

Plasterer.

W.C.Day 31
Walker 2S

Harrison 25
Plumber and Ironfounder.

Donkin 65 16 9
Almond ,... 64 3

Whinham 60
Painter and Glazier.

Smith 102

Almond 97 12
Richardson 95

Pallios^. — For erecting a school at Pallion, for Messrs.
w ebster and Oswald. Mr. J. Tillman, architect, Sunder-

land :
—
R. Hutchinson £375

Pembroke Dock. — Foi twochapels, lodge, boundary walls,

aud entrance gates to new cemetery, Pembroke Dock. Mr.

K. W. Ladd, architect, Pembroke Dock :
—

G Thomas £1410
Joues and John 1298
J. Hughes 1144 13

T. Thunas 1114

W. Allen (accepted) 1089

Pembrokeshire.—For alterations and improvements to

Milton House, Pembrokeshire, for J. Summers, Esq. Mr.
K. W. Ladd, architect, Pembroke Dock :—

Griffiths (accepted) £830

SuKDERLAND.—For puUiug down and rebuilding a shop
and warehouses, No. 190, High-street, Sunderland, for

Mr. Johu Forster. Mr. John TUlman, architect, Sunder-
land :

—

J. Hodgson, Masonry and Brickwork, £369
Peart aud Humble, Joiners aud Carpen

ters 324

R. Preston, Slating 36
Tomkinson aud Panton, Plumbing and

Irunfouuding 215

R. W. HalfnigUt, Painting and Glazing 63

Sunderland.—For alterations and additions to house

No. 17, iNorfolk-street, Sunderland, for Mr. J. Tiffin. Mr.
J. Tillman, architect, Sunderland:—

G. Young £21T

Sunderland.—For erecting a residence for Mr. J. Foa-

tfx, Toward-road, Suuderlaud. Mr. J. Tillman, architect,

Sunderland ;

—

Whole.
Messrs. Stafford and Baker. £1299
C. F. An-itm 1230

Mason, Bricklayer, ifec.

G. Young 683

T. aud A. Cooke 67t
Statfurd aud Bak^r 650
J. Hodg.ou 648

J. Young 580
Joiner and Carpenter.

C F. Austin.... 565
Peart aud Humble 550
T. Armstrong ... 5i;5

Statiord aud Baker 469 o
J. Young 430

Plumber and Gasfitters.

Tomkiuso-J... 106 10

Paii.ter and Glazier.

Halfnight 50

Kirkup 19 13

Slater.

R. Preston 31
Dawber 24 17

Accepted Tenders
J. Young, Masonry and bricklaying... £580
J. Young. Joijeryand Carpeutiy 430

H. romkiuaon. Plumbing aud Gas-
fitti.ig 106 10

G. Kirkup, Painting aud Glazing 19 13

R. Preston, Slating 31

£1167 3

CuFTON, Bristol.—The Guthrie scholarship. Value
£50 a year, aud £20 added. One or more scholarship
of £60, and one of £25, at Midsummer. Apply to th

Bkloium Academy op Arts and Sciences.—For beat
euiiuiry (essay) and report ou the period at which archi-
tecture in the Low Countries bei-ame effected by Italian
influence. Premium, 1,000 francs, about £40.
RoTHERHAM.—-March 15, -Forplansfor the erection of

a public hosuital and dispensary. Premiums of £75, £50,
and £25. J Barras, honorary secretary.

BooNOR (Sussex) —March 12.—For design forsea defence
work. A premium of £50 for best design. P. Elkins,
clerk to the local board, Bognor,
Croscombe, near Wells, Somerset.—March 18. -For

designs for a new national school-room, an iuf.mt school-
room, and master's residence. Mr. J. Roasiter, Wells,
Somerset.

COMPETITIONS.
Royal Academy of ART.-i.-Natioual Gallery.-For the

best painting in uil, or model aud design iu painting,

sculpture, and arclutecLure. The gold modal and tlio du-
courdus of I'resideuti Heynolda, West, &c, ; aud for the

I test copies of drawmg.4, modali from life, the auiijiue in

landscape porapec'ive, ifec. The silver medals, &c., Novem-
ber 1.

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BUILDING
ESTIMATES.

formation of certain roada iu connection therewith.
Mason, clerk, Farnham.
Midland Railway.—March 15.—For the erection of a

warehouse near the Trent Station. J. Williams, secretary,
Derby
Portsmouth.—March 17.—For the construction of a

cast-iron outfall sewer. S. J. Elliott, clerk to tUe Local
Board, Landport Hall, Arundel-street. Portsmouth.
FiNHBURY ScH oL DISTRICT.—For the erectiou of build-

ings at Upton, West Ham, Essex. Mr. F. Peck, architect,

15, Furnival's-inn, W.C.
Camb.idoe.—March 16.—For theerectionof a new block

of buildings in the grounds of Jesus College. A, Water*
house, architect, 8, New Cavendish -street, \V.

Headisotov Union.—March 17. -For the erection of an
Infirmary to contain thirty-seven beds, also for a lavatory
and stable. Mr. Oodd, architect, Banbury road, Oxford.
Truro, Cornwall.—For the erection of a parsonage

house for St. Paul's, Messrs. Habersbon aud Pite, archi-

tects, 38, Bloomsbury square, W.C.
Shbewsbuhy.—March 24.—For re-roofing the chancel

and other works in connection with the restoration of St.

Mary's Church. Mr. S. P. Smith, architect, Coleliam,
Shrewsbury.
SouTHPORT Waterworks Company. —March 20.—Con-

tract No. 6. For the erection of engine aud boiler house,
chimney, cottage, cooling pond, and other works, at the
Aughton Pumping Station. Contract No. 7. For the
construction of a service reservoir on Goise hill. Mr. W.
Harper, clerk to the company, Broad-street, Bury,
Lancashire.
Bromley, Kent.—March 29. —For the supply of about

5,500 yards of glazed stoneware drainage pipes, and about
570 yards of invert blocks. A. Jacob, eugiuetff, Bromley
Local Board.
Portsmouth. - March 18.—For the supply of best blue

broken Guernsey granite and granite chippings. Mr. J. E.
Greatorex, borough eoRineer. Arundel straet, Portsmouth.
South Hackney.—March 20.—For building a house in

Grove Street-road. Mr. Kontanella, 1, Dorset villa, Grove
Street-road, South Hackney.

St. Margaret and St. John the Evavoelist, Wkst-
(NSTER.—Mirch 16.—For the svpply of coaU. Mr. E.

Spooner, clerk to the board, Workhouse, Petty France,
York-street, Westminster.
WiTHiNGTO (Herefordshire).—For the erection ofstablea

and coach house. F. Kempson, architect, Quay-atreet,

Castle -street, Hereford.
Selby.—April 9 —For the erection of a warehouse,

maltkilns, eugine houde, aud other buildiugs. Mr. J. M.
Fawcett, architect.

Greenwich. -March 17.—For the supply of Guernsey
granite aud other road materials, for cartage, aud for

mason's work. E. A. James, Esq,, clerk tj the Board.

Trinity Hou.se. —March 15.—For construction of six

large iron buoys, &c. R. Allen, secretary. Tower-hill,

E. 0.
Tudqoe, near Duhham.— For the erection of anew

Catholic church aud presbytery. Messrs. J. aud A. Han-
som aud Sou, architecti, London.
Dunblane.—March 20.— For the various additions and

alterations to the prison. Mr. J. I. Barty, solicitor, Dun-
blane.

Otley,—Maich 17.—For the various works required in

the erection of a mechanics' hall. Charles Fowler,

architect and surveyor, Britannia-buildings, Leedi.

Mirfield.—March 16.—For the erection of five houses

and a shop at Mirfield. Jno. Barker, architect, Towuhall,
Mirfield.

DwNUASTER.—March 24.— For the construction of

2,600ft. of brick sewer, and about 6,000ft. of glazed pipe

sewer and for alteiation of existing sewers aud works in

connection therewith. W. E. Shirley, town clerk.

GoTHENBUhG.—For Supplying cast-iron pipes, sluice

valves, aud fire cocks for the new waterwork-t. Spet^ifica-

tious, £io., at the Sivediah aud Norwegian Con^iUate-

General, 2, Alderman's-walk, E.C.
BRiiSToL. April 13.—Fur the ironwork of three bridge

to carry the Bristol Harbour Railway o ver New or Victoria

street, Temple-street, aud Pile-street. A. Moore, aecre

tary, Bristol Harbour Railway, Temple Mead, Briscol.

SciNDE Railway Co.—March 17.—For two wrought-

irou tanks aud appurtenances. S. H. R. Parry, acting

secretary, Sciude itailway Company's Odices, Gresh^m
House, Old Broad-street.
Thbtfobd, Norfolk.—March 25.—For the restoration

of the nave aud north and south aisles of St. Martin's

Church, Hindriugiuiiu. Mr. T. C. Williams, arclutect,

67, Victoria-street, S. W.
Bermundsey. March 15, -For the supply of Rockhill

paving, Aberdeen straight edge curb, aud secou 1 chwa

Caithness paving. Messrs. Drew and Wilkinson, clerks,

Vestry Ofticea, Bermoudoey.
Burnley »\ ood, neak Burnley.—March 17.—For the

erection of proposed new schools, Mr. J. Green, archi-

tect, Portsmouth, Todmorden.
Southend. For the construction of roada on au estate.

Messre. Hammack aud Lambert, 59, Blahopsgate-atreet,

City.

Stepney UNfoN.—March 18.—For certain worka at the

Cliildren's E-tablishmeut at Limehou^e. W. 11. Swep-
stiine, clerk to the Guardians, York-street West, Cod^*

merci^Al-road East.
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DOVEH HARnovR.— March 17—For the erection o1

officcB and workubojjs between Racket -court and the Ship.

way. J. Siillwell^regiatrar, 4, St. Jr

-For tlie

•vith tho

W. Marsdeu, vestry clerk, Vestry Hall,

a,, o. «u...,.^^, .«fr.^
street. Do;

Teddington.—Extension of time till March 19.—For tho

erection of a church. Mr. Goodchild, architect, 6, Duke.

street, Adelphi. , . , , ,r i

Margate.—March 16.—For the supply of tooled ^ ork-

Bhire stone pa\iDg. W. Brook, town clerk, Townhall,

Margate. „ .. ,- ,

Pedmobk, NKAn STorRBRiDCE.—For the erection and

completion of a villa residence, stabling, coach-house, iind

outbuildinga. Mr. T. Smith, architect, Tho Mount.

Stourbridge.
Sranchai,—March IG.—For supply of 1.000 tons of

emokfiless South Wales coals, Antonio Brady, Admiralty,

Somerset HouRe.
St. GiLi^, C\mrt:iiwi;i,L.—March 16.-Per the esccutiou

of jobbing and general work in counecti'

and drains. ^ "* " '

Camberwell.
St Giles. Camrf.uwimi..—Marcli 15.—For watering and

slopping tho roads and atreets. G. W. Maraden, vestry

clerk, Vestry Hall, Cnmberwell.

St Giles, Camuerwrll.- March 15.—For tho masons

*nd paviors' work, supply of Kentish rag, (lint, and gravel

for carting, Fmith'fl work ironmongery, sLitionery, print-

ing, unloading barges, &c. G. W. Maraden, vestry clerk.

Vestry liall, CambervvoU.
St. Giles, Casibekwell.—March 15. — For road watering,

slopping, and carting. G. W. Marsdeu, vestry clerk,

Vestry Hall, CaniberweU.

Ke-vnington Lanh—March 2t.-Foi the construction

of a brick tank nud telescoped gasholder with necessary

fittings. J. A. (Jroi>kendeu. secietaiy, Plujenix Gas Light

and Coke Company, 70, l^ankside.

Gravesesd, Ke.st.—For the erection of proposed new
Presbyterian cliurdi. A. l;edborough, architect, South-

HiGH WycomHE.—March 18.—For the erection of a small

villa residence on Amereham Uill. Mr. A. Veruou,

architect, High Wycombe.
KiLSBY, >eah Kugby.—March 21.—For the repair of

the repair of the parish church. Mr. Christian, architect,

8a, -Whitehall-place, S.W.
Edmokton.— Maich 15.-For tho supply of grav.l and
ther materials fir the repair of the roads, &c. Mr. W.

Pulley, clerk to the Local lioard, Edmonton.
City OF LoNroN.—Miirch 19.- For receiving the sweep-

ngs, dust, ashes, and other refuse from the several dis-

ricts of the City. Mr. J. Daw, clerk, Sewers Office,

GuildbaU.
DuNHOW, Essex.—Mai ch 22.—For the erection of a new

Congregational chapnl. Mr. C. Perture, aichitect,

Chehusford.
Little Buwt^en, NonTHAMPTONSHinE.— April 5.—For

the supply of broken granite, Mr. J. II. Douglass, cleik

to the Highway IJoaid. Market Harbon.ugh.
Oxi^oiiD.—Miirch 20. I-or building the carcpse of a

house on tho Norhnm Manor Estate, St. Giles. Mr. F.

Codd, St. GileH-ioad East, Oxford.

BuRSLKM.—March 'Z'.i. For taking down the Over House
Manufactory, and cn-cting a new earthenware maniifao-

tory and gla^f and i-ulour mill on the site. Mr. G. B.

Ford, archiU^ct, Widywood Chambers, Burslem.

KoRTUAM["io>j. March 20.—For making and fixing an
iron fence to tho new walk from Cow-lane to Bridge-street.

Mr. W. Shootmith, towuclerb, Northampton

Shrewsbdrv.- March 17. —For supplying and laying

gas and water pipes, with necessary fittings, ,Vc., in tho
New Market. Mr. R. Griffiths, architect, Martiu-street,

Stafford.
Preston.—March 17.—For constructing hou.^e drains

aud for the supply of cast-iron pipes and manhole covers,

wrought-iron work, lamp pillars, sluice valves, bib stops

and ballcocks, elbow and straight ferrules, gas taps, 3iu.

flag stones, sett.-', cuib and channel stones, earthenware

fipee, barrows, brooms, &.c. R. Ascroft, town clerk,

reston,
Impebial Gas Company.—March 23,— For repairs to

the public lamps of the company. Secretary, 33, Lcdford-
row, W.C.

lupfciKiAL Gas Company.-March 23.—For the purchase
of breeze made at their works. Secretary, 33, Bedford-
row, W.C.
Poplar UKios.—March 19.— For the enlargement and

rebuilding of a portion of the Poplar Workliouse. J. U.

Collins, cluk to the Guardians, Board Room, High-street,

Poplar.
SiJEDU£RE. YoRK^iiiKn.—March 2-t— FoT tho purchase cf

12 acres of old grown larch, also a large quantity of larch,

aah, and other trues. Mr. Titfen, SUdmere, York.
Beading Union.- March 25.—For tho sujiply of coal

&Im1 coke. J. Pike, clurk to the Guardians, Reading.
MAUKtrr Hakhorougu.—April 5. — For the supply of

broken granite. iMr. J. H. Douglass, clerk to the High-
way Board, Miukut Ilarborough, Leiccdtershiru.

Hatton, WAKWicrcpniRE.—April 3. — For the erection

aud completion of a new asylum for idiots. Mr. P. P.
Sanders, cl«ik to the Visitors Lunatic Asylum, Hatton.

St. Pancras. Mnrch 17 —For alteiing a shed in tho
yard adjoining tho Vestiy Hall, and adapting it a« a work-
room fur needlewomen. J. Moor, clerk, Vestrj* Hall, St.

Panorv.
Mbtroi-olitan Board of Works.—March 19.—For con-

structing nud maintaining in rcjiair for twclvo months a
brick sewer, about 3.320it long ; also for doeponing and co-

vering tho Putney boundary sower. J. I'oUard, clerk.

Spring GaideuB.

Eve, St'FroLK— .March 22.—For reseating thechauccl of
Eye Chureh. Mr. Woolmough. Eye, Suffolk.

lENTON.—For tho oructiuu uf earthenware manufactory,
for Mr. J. Ayuhley. Messrs. R. Scrivener and Sou, archi-
tects, Oanlcy aud Lougt n.

Newc»8TLE-um>eh-Lvme. — March 25.—Eor the erection
offour shop3, in PeukhuU-street. Mr. Fleet, King a Head,
Newcastle.
County of Chester. - March 22,—For repairing the

roods over aud at tho end or ends of the county bridges for

:rovon ytarw. County surveyor, Chelford.

LONDoy AND North- We-stebn Railway.—March 17.—
For the enhirgcmoi.tof the Queen's Hotel, at theBirming-
hfcin station. Stuphuu Reay, secrotiiry, Euhttm Station.

Stone.- March 29. For the election of townhuU and
mecbanica' institute. Mr. F. Bakewell, architect, Not-
tingham.

London and Nortii-'Westkrn Railway.
brickwork, earthwork, and masonry required i

struction of a bridge at Golborne. S. Reay, secretary,

Eustou Station.

LoNDox AND North Western Railway.—Forthecon-
struction of a timber staging, about 300ft. long, at Widnes.

S. Reay, secretary, Euaton Station.

Chestkbfield. -March 15. -For leading, laying down.

.ind jointing aquautitv of mains and service pipes. Messrs.

Shipton and Hallewell. .-lerks to tho Chesterfield "Water-

works and Gaslight Company, Chesterfield.

PoTTERN, Wilts.—March IS.— For the erection ofa houBe,

entrance lodges, stables, and outbuildings. Mr
Davis, architect, 55, Great Pulteney-street, Talh.

Tampeter.— March 23.— For the erection of a n

Messrs. Martin aud Chamberlain, Chnstchurch-buiiaiugs,

Birmingham.

pErERBOKOUGii.—March 15.—For supplying and erect-

ing four dry lime purifiers, and for a telescopic gasholder.

Mr. Evans, Gas Office, I'eterborough.

C. E.

7 g.aol.

PROPERTY SALES.
Marcu 3.

AttreMart.—By Messrs. Edwin Fox and Bousfield.

—

Tho '* Cary^foit Min es," comprising copper, sulphur, iron,

lead, and silver ores, extending under an i\rea of 16,500

acred, now in work, situate in tho county of Wicklow,
Ireland, term 31 years from 1858, at a royalty of one-14th—
sold for £800.
At the Guildhall Coffee-house.-By Mr. Millar.—Lease-

hold residence, No. 6, Bentiuck terrace, Regent's Park,

annual value £105 163. per annum, term 52 years unexpired,

at £12 12s. per annum—£810.
March 4.

AttheGuildhallCoffee-hou8e.—ByMr.3Iar8h.—Freehold
house, No. 50, Old King street, Deptford, let at£12peran-

Poliey of assurance for £2,500, i

Assurance Society, ou the life of ageutlei
-£-

I aged t

NOTICES OF SITTINOa FOR LAST EXAMINATION.

April 13, E. Sadgrove, Caledonian-road, plumber and
glazier—AprillS. 11. Banting, Florence terrace, Portobello-

road.paiutcrand glazier-March 22. F. D. Billirg.';, Bristol,

civil engineer—March 22. F. A. Noone. Iladtheath-hill,

gas fitter^Marcli22. W. Warne, Parker-street. Drnry laue,

builder—April 7, W. Clarke. Eastwood, Notts, builder-
March 22, W. Derrick. Bristol, builder -March 24, T.

Prcstwood, Mareham-le-Fen, Lincolnshire, carpei.ter—

Ai>ril27. .T. Abbott, Fo>lydiate, Worce-stershire, carpenter
— March is. J. W. Leech. Hull, stonemason-Apri! 5, D.
Dun-ell, High-street, Mile-end, carpenter—April 12, T.

Roper. Leytonstone, carpenter—April 5, R. Jenkln, Clark's-

place. Bishopsgate, and Grange-road, Dalston. carpenter-
April 22, J. Pallant, Hadleigh, builder—April 22, B.
Reynolds, Chiswiok, builder—April 7, J. Mason, Hereford,
builder-April 12, J. Giles, Netley, builder—April 5, T.
Wellington, Exeter, builder-April 12, J. Mogford, Bristol,

painter and glazier.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.

"Whitford and Nelson, Brook-street, Ratcliff, iron roofing
manufacturers-Jolly and Knowles. Chorley, plnmberaand
glaziers—J. and W. Cunliffe, Westleigh, Lancashire,
brickmakere—Fisher and Co., Huddeisfield, Bradford, and
HalifaT, marble masons—Logan and Copus, Swansea,
plumbers and gas titters -Jones and Grant, Corwen, civil

engineers—Myers and Bradley, Newton, Cumberland,
builders -Turville and Simons, Aston, builders—Veary
and Hutchings, Chipping Norton, engineers—Kaj' and
Townson, Little Bolton. bnildL'rs—Seaton and Co., Liver-

pool, paper hanging manufacturers and decorators.

DECLARATION OF DIVIDEND.

C. Fosand J. Henderson. Sraethwick, New-street, Spring-

gardens, Westminster, aud Fore-street, Litnohoiise, en-

gineers, div. l;Id.

DIVIDENDS.

March 72, J. Young, Goolo. builder—March 17, J. Banks,

Liverpool, iron and wire fence manufacturer—March 17.

G. Hudson, Liverpool, gas fitter.

for £2,000 in the above office, on thePolicy of
me life—£1,160.
Policy of assurance for £3,000 in ^ho Ijondon Assurance
)cietv, on the life of a gentleman agtd 50 years—£510.
Absolute reversion to a moiety of £873 14s. Cd. New

Tlu'oe per Cents, ou the death of a gentleman aged C7 years
—£650.

Eleven £20 shares in the Palace and Builington Hotels
Company—£11 per share.

348 shares in the North Wheal Jane Mine— 3fl. per
share.

Twenty-four shares in the East Chiverton Mine—£1 23.

per share
Five £10 shares in John King and Company.—£3 per

shars.
Absolute reversion rto one-quarter of £3,333 New Three

per Cents., aud one- third of two thirds of £833 15s., pai't

of the same sum, on the death of a lady aged 75 yeai-s—
£600.

Manun 9.

At the Mart.—By Mr. Fletcher.—Leasehold house and
shop, situate in High-street, Wimbledon, term 14 years,

at £70 per annum—i 480.
By Mr. S. Walker —Tieasohold two bouses and shops,

Nos! 100 and 102, Selater-street. Eethnal green, and cot-

tage and stabling in the rear, producing £'.0 2s per annum,
term 28^ years unexpired, at£12 per annum—£315.

March 10.

At the Blart. — By Messrs. Hooper aud iShoveller. —
Leasehold residence No. 17, Sussex Gardens, Hyde Park,
term 68 years unenpired, at £21 per annum—£2,550.
By Mr T. J. Tobln.—Leasehold house. No 4, Green-

street, Globe road. Mile End, let at £31 48. per annum,
term 38 years unexpired at £7 7s. 6d. per annum-f 200.

Leasehold two houses, Nos. 24 and 25, Well'
Waterloo Town, producing £40 6s. per anni
years unexpired, at f 10 per annum -i2S5.

Leasehold two houses, Nos. 4a, aud 5a East street, Ban-
croft road, Mile End, producing £47 10s. per annum, term
42 years unexpired, at il5 per luinwni-£:;50.

LATEST PRICES OP MATERIALS XJaED
IN CONSTRUCTION.

St. Petersborg. yeL . . 10 IB 12 15
Fiuland 6 10 7
Memel 12 13
Ootbeoburg, yellow SO 9 15

QeOe. yellow 9 10
Soderham 9 10 10
Chriatiaaia, per C,

ft. by 8 by 9 la.

ta.Quebecredplne

Deals. prC. 12ft. by8

l49J

BATH STONE OF BEST QUALITY.

Randell and Saunders, Quarrymen and Stone Mei-
chants, Bath. List of Prices at the Quarries and Depots;

also Cost for Tiausit to any part of the United Kingdom,
furnished on application to Bath Stone Office, Corsham.
Wilts.—[Advt.I

,e spruce 18 16

Canada, let quality. 76 17 (

Snd do U 10 li 1(

Deck Plank, Dnnlzic,
pet 40 ft. 3 In IS i

pDMtCB Stone pr toa 6 8
OlL3, £c.

Seal, pale per tun :!fi

Sperm body 9S
Cod 40 10 41

Wliale, Sth. Sea, pale 38
OUve. GaUipoli 61
Cocoanut, CochLn.toD 47 10 43

Cottonseed 27 83

Pig. English per ton

,, SpamshSoft do

Sheet A Sheathing, & Bolt .... per ton
Hammered Bottoms do
Flat Bottoms, not Hammered .. do
Cake aud ToQgh Ingot do

20 i}-

Yel. UetalSbeathUig* Bodi .... pvrVb

Welsh Bars m London pert

Hoops do

BANKRUPTS.
70 slrrendbr in babinohall-strset.

Noah Duy, Watford, builder, March 19, at 2 -John
Abraham Ore, Penge, builder, March 19, at 2—John
Keevos, St. George's-road, Peckhnm, stonemason, March
19. at 11—Martin Theodore Boswell, Mavyleboue-road,
civil engineer, March 22—Ge<»rge Bohert Paice, West
Croydon, contractor, March 21, at I !—Edward John Uidi;e,

Lewi.ham, builder, March 22, at 12—William Heasman
Thumpson, Prospect -place, Cambridge-heal h, builder,

March 22, at 1.

TO SDRRENDER IN THE COUNTRV.

George Valentine Barlow, Easton, stonemason, March
52, atU—Thomas Kdward Burch, Sheffield, builder, March
17, at 12— w illiiim Cole. Brierley-hill, brick manufacturer,
March 19, at 10—John Samuel Emerton, Skirbeck, archi-

tect, March 15, at 12, 80 -Henry Hitchons, v\ itton-cum-
Twam brooks, Chester, plumber and glazier, March 16, at

11— Daniel M'Cann, Bolton, plumber and glazier, March
18, at i2—Thonifts Taylor, Weston-super-Mare, builder,

March 17, at 11 -"William Leonard Golden, i^right<.n,

gacfiitor, March 23, at 11—John William King. Warwick,
carpenter, March 20, at 10- Samuel Sliipp, Bilton, builder,

Maich 19, at 12-'lhonias Short, son., and Walter Short,
Birmingham, Nottingham, and Chetteuham, timber
merchant-, March 2\. at 12—Samuel UudvrhiU, Birming-
ham, builder, March 21, at 12.

7 16 0\
9 of -.

9 7 Of '
7 15 0^

7 12 fl 7 IS 2*

SweediihBan do

KngUthBlock « perton mS
do Bar do 104

do B«fincd do
do lOl 9

do lUl

0>
oVa»

S5 10 9S «
, discount U laid upon t

59 0*

Swedish Keg. hammered perton
Swcdifth Faggot do

SO

NOTICE.

THE "BUILDING NEWS"
PERMANENTLY ENLARGED.
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THE BRITISH AND FOBEIGX BIBLE
SOCIETY'S HOUSE, NEW EARL-
STREET, BLACKFRIARS.

ON Saturday last the members of the

Architectural Association paid a visit of

inspection to this new building, and were con-

ducted over it by the sou of tlie architect, Mr.
I'Anson,jun., who exhibited and explained the

different drawings. We gave a view and
short description of it in the Building News
for June 15, 1866, and propose now to add a

few particulars not given in that notice, with

some remarks upon the points which most
struck us during the visit. It is with pleasure

that we are able to accord to it, in its general

features, high commendation. It forms a

worthy commencement to the buildings which
are to form the new street from Chatham-
place to the Mansion House, and we hope its

example will tend to induce the bestowal of

an equal degree of refinement and care on the

other structures which are to be built in its

vicinity. The style of architecture adopted is

the Italian of the Palladian type, but freely

treated, very much in the modern French
manner. This character is noticeable gene-

rally in Mr. I'Anson's designs, all of which
display a conscientious thoroughness in their

working out to the minutest details, including

even the furniture and the accessories of the

building. By such means a harmony is

secured which, unfortunately, is seldom to be

found in modern works. Compared with the

usual pretentiousness—we might almost

say vulgarity—of many of the city buildings,

the delicacy and repose observable in his

works afford a pleasing relief. The propor-

tions of this building are good, as also aremany
portions of its ornamental treatment. The
faults are mostly such as seem to be— it is diffi-

cult to understand why—inherent to the style.

As our woodcut of the exterior (page 307,

vol. xiii.) shows, it presents the appearance
of a simple quadrangular building, having a

frontage of 115ft. by about 70ft. in depth,

the cost of which has been about £30,00i).

The facade is divided into seven bays, each
containing a window. These are separated by
pilasters, those at the angles being consider-

ably the widest. Vertically there are five

divisions—basement, ground floor, the first

and second floors, architecturally combined
to form the main order, and the third floor,

which is treated as an attic. The interior

arrangementsdonot, however, throughout con-

form to this disposition—much, we learn, to

the architect's disappointment, and contrary

to his advice. Nearly half the bviilding, the

eastern side, is devoted to the purposes of a

warehouse, and has five actual floors, in-

stead of only four as to the rest, and of

course they in no way correspond with the

facade, but cut across the windows. Mr.
I'Anson, in the first instance, properly
prepared a design so as to meet these varied
requirements, but was overruled by the
society, and compelled, against his judgment,
to give one uniform elevation to the whole.
"We regretted not to be able to see the first

design, or tn learn how the difficulty was
proposed to be met, but are inclined tuthiuk-

this very modern notion of the committee in

character with the style of architecture chosen,

whereas Gothic would have lent itself so far

more readily to the inequality required that

no committee would have desired to interfere.

The basement, as high as the torus mould-
ing, is of grey Aberdeen granite finely tooled;

it has a high plinth, above which there

is a battered face, pierced by small win-

dows. The torus moulding, to our mind, is

fur too heavy. The material used above

this basement is Portland stone. The ground-

floor story has square- headed windows, with

plain architraves, and sills boldly project-

ing on brackets; the walling is accen-

tuated by deep grooved joints to the beds of

the stones and the angle pilasters by pro-

jecting rustications, which are crowned by
cornices, and divided from the upper portion

of the building. The principal entrance door-

way occupies the central bay, rising through

the basement and ground story.

The first and second floors have semicircular-

headed windows, and the pilasters between
have their bases in the lower, and their

capitals in the upper, and a band of

diapered red Mansfield stone separating the

two stories is continued round them as zones.

A flat architrave and frieze complete the

order into which these two stories are com-
bined. The attic has flat-headed windows
with the angles taken off; its pilasters are

panelled, and have independent bases and
capitals, and it is surmounted by the principal

cornice of the building, finished with an orna-

mental gutter connected with it in the \isual

Parisian fashion. The flank elevation has

three unequal bays, the central one contain-

ing three windows, and the side ones corre-

sponding with those of the front. The chim-

ney stacks have rather a Venetian Gothic

character, having at their ends engaged banded
columns of red Mansfield stone. The roofs

are covered with green Westmoreland slates.

From the above description it will be seen

that the treatment is somewhat eclectic, and
from the substitution of pilasters everywhere

for columns, it is somewhat flat, without deep

recesses, which we think is to be commended
in principle, though in efl'ect somewhat is lost.

The problems which in such a design the

architect sets himself to solve are not light

ones. To combine the stern necessities and
requirements of a modern many-floored
building with the theoretic architectural

dress which is the essence of this Italian

style, ha? not yet been satisfactorily accom-
plished. The efforts of ingenious and culti-

vated minds to achieve the task are neverthe-

less interesting and instructive, and the

example we are considering is not among the

least so. There is in it an evident abstinence

from the usual vicious features of the style

so often used to conceal difliculties. 'The

skyline is not garnished by vases and pots,

useless even to the birds, who might build

their nests in them if they were but hollow
;

there are no broken pediments, outside at

least, and the only offending features of this

character are the nondescript trappings to the

second-floor windows, which we could wish
had been dispensed with. Still the endeavour,

by the treatment of their pilasters, to give a

unity to the two principal stories, does not
wholly effect the purpose, and, considering

them as the order of the building, both the

base below and attic above it are overpower-
ing. Then the separation of themain architrave

and frieze from the cornice, as if the latter

had been lifted up to allow of the insertion

of an additional story not in the original de-

sign ; the planting of the latter directly upon
capitals ; the duplication of the last-named
features, the ujiper ones being far too pro-

minent, and so detracting from those below,
which should be the principal ones, are but
instances of failure in the search after the

unattainable. The cornice is in itself one
deserving remark; although the projection is

l)ut moderate (necessitated by the absence of

counteracting weight above) the effort, ig bohl.

Had the cleiyp niodillions been shaped in their

soffits, viewed, as they are, from beneath, it

would have been an improvement,
Entering the building from the principal

south doorway, which is on the level of the

basement in consequence of the rapid fall in

the ground from the north, a pretty effect is ob-

tained of the staircase, hall, aiid corridor above.

These are divided from each other by open
arcades, supported on columns with un-
polished grey granite shafts, and semicircular
arches corresponding with decorative arcades

which form the lining of the hall. The
material used internally is generally Caen
stone, but the plinth is grey marble, and most

of the panels are filled with delicately veined,

reddish Sicilian jasper. This hall is carried

to the top 01 the building in a similar style,

and furnished with a flat ceiling with nine

glazed skylight panels and a bold coved cor-

nice, the upper part being decorated in

colours in a refined and tasteful manner.
Marble floors, divisional arcades to the land-

ings, carved capitals to the yjilasters, alabaster

balusters to the lower flight of stairs and
corridor, and wrought-iron ones of a very

French design to those above, combine to

render this hall a sumptuous architectural

feature. Our objections to it are again suck

as it seems one has invariably to make to

structures in this style. As in the India

Office, it seems to have been forgotten that

there was to have been a staircase in the halL

It cuts, as if without forethought or design,

through all this arcading, dividing in its

ruthless course even carved capitals in half, and
landing abruptly into arches at mid height.

Iron girders are thrust into the walls to carry

stone passages, without corbels or any prepa-

ration for their reception, and maho.gany par-

titions are set in between columns and scribed

to fit capitals, shafts, and bases in a manner
which cannot be considered satisfactory.

In the basement is a strong room 32ft. by
18ft., to which mirch attention has been
given, and which calls for some description.

It is vaulted with that description of fan

vaulting in brickwork familiar to visitors of

the Crystal Palace, supported on columns of

Keigate tirestone and corbels of a Gothic

character at the sides. To render the at-

mosphere in this apartment sufficiently dry

for its purpose, we think some provision will

be found requisite for extracting air from it,

and supplying dried and warmed air in its

place, with careful provision to prevent the

possibility of flame taking the same course.

On the same level is the open depot, 32ft.

by 20ft., in which is a fireplace upon which

with some others in the building is lavished

all the resources of the style in the shape of

curved and broken pediments and portentous

buttressing brackets to -support a structure

some 4ft. high. It struck us as looking like

s jme great doorway sunk two-thirds of its

height beneath the floor ; however, some super-

structure has been omitted for the sake of

economy, so that the architect's design has

been mutilated. On the ground floor are the

accountants' offices, rooms for foreign secre-

taries, clerks, colporteurs, &c., and to the

east the warehouse, 56ft. by 32ft., with its

waiting-room, &c., and this is continued, as

already described, in five floors on that side

of the building, with numerous lifts for com-
munication, all of which are worked by
hand. No part of the building, but the

ground floor, is fireproof, and that is of Den-
nett's construction. The warehouse floors

are spanned by flitch girders and iron

columns supporting wooden joists and liin,

flooring boards.

On the west side of the first floor is a large

committee room, 32ft. by 28ft., and rooms for

Bub-committees, secretaries, and treasurer,

&c. These are gracefully finished, with

panelled walls and rich cornices and ma-
hogany doors, but in the principal room the

heads of the windows break unfortunately

into the mouldings of the cornice, and the

group of windows iu the centre is finished

with an eclectic complication of Renaissance

and other features which shows little of the

reticence we have commended in the eleva-

tions, and which we have neither words nor
patience to describe.

With the few exceptions that we have felt

bound to make, this building is one which is

exceptionally satisfactory, and forms an im-
portant addition to the public buildings of the

metropolis. The site being one of historic

interest, it was hoped that during the exca-

vation some discoveries of interest might be

made. Such, however, we were informed,
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have been but few—some small Roman
copper coin and medieval pottery and frag-

ments of a timber bridge which it is thoiiglit

may have been part of the premises of a

large mansion that once stood in its neigh-

bourliood, and belonged to the Dukes of

Northumberland. Shortly the whole of the

surrounding locality, abounding in archico-

logical association (one house close by boasts

some Shakspeariau notoriety), will have a

completely changed aspect, and other struc-

tures will supersede tlie tumbledown rem-
nants of London subsequent to the Great
Fire, which the clearing for the new street

has exposed. Few of these can be expected
to be devoted to so beneficent a purpose as

this their stately pioneer, and it will be well
if many present an equally harmonious and
excellent architectural effect.

THE COMPOSITION OF CEMENTS.

ri)HE value of all cements must of necessity

1 depend upon their composition. There
are two distinct kinds of cement, with three
distinct names—the calcareous, the hydraulic,
and the plastic. The calcareous is every-
where known by the name of mortar, or that
mixture of lime and sand commonly used
for building. The hydraulic cements are
those which will set under water, and the
plastic cements are such as are applicable to

plastering and stuccoing. Of lime there are
many varieties, each of dLtt'erent merits.
Vicat classified them as— 1, rich limes; 2,

poor limes ; 3, limes slightly hydraulic ; 4,
hydraulic limes ; 5, highly liydraulic limes.

As there are ditferent qualities of limes, so,

of course, there must be of limestones. It has
long been held, and imiversally proved, that
the harder the ingredient the better the
<iuality of the lime ; that the best materials
are those that dissolve the quickest, heat the
most in slaking, and fall into the finest

powder. It should be remembered, however,
that each variety yields a lime of diiferent

quality—different in colour, in its power of ab
sorbing water, and varying in weight and in
hardness. The rich limes are the purest ox-
ides of calcium; they -increase to double their
bulk in the process of slaking, which is not
the case with poor limes. Limestones con-
taining from 1 to 6 per cent, of foreign sub-
stances, such as silica, alumina, magnesia,
iron, &c., yield rich limes. The limestones
may differ in appearance and in texture, yet
if well calcined the lime will be the same.
Soft chalk, hard ragstone, or marble yield
equally good lime, since the calcium they
contain is the same mineral. Chalk, how-
ever, generally contains water irregularly dis-

tributed, and, not exhibiting thesame change
that marble or stone does, it is frequently
unequally burned, and therefore slakes im-
perfectly. Dr. Higgins states that lime made
from chalk absorbs the carbonic acid more
rapidly than that made from stone, but the
experience of others (the late Mr. Arthur
Ashpitel notably) has not favoured this con-
clusion. The mode of burning varies, but
the general result is the same. The result-

ing quicklime is lighter than tlie original
stone, and differs essentially from it.

Poor limes are obtained from limestones
Avhich contain silica, magnesia, manganese, or
metallic oxides. These foreign substances
are present to the extent of from 15 to 30 per
cent. They do not slake freely, and they are
more liable to vitrify in burning. Oysters or
cockle sliells are found to vitrify more easily
than limestone or chalk when suddenly
heated, which is attributed to their saline

matter, for when they have been long ex-
posed to the weather they do not so easily
vitrify. In proportion as limestone contains
gypseous or argillaceous particles does it

vitrify. Limestones containiug much silica

swell in setting, and may dislocate the ma-
sonry executed with them. If alumina be
in excess the lime is apt to shrink and crack.
If carbonate of magnesia be combined with

carbonate of lime, as is the case in magnesiau
limestones, the original bulk is retained.

The mixture of hard, sharp particles—the

harder and sharper the belter—is necessary

for various reasons. It facilitates the setting

of the mortar, it renders it much harder and
much more adhesive, and saves expense.

Three kinds of sands are used in building

purposes, but only two are employed for

cements. River sand and pit sand only
should be admitted into the composition of

mortar, and the former is preferable, as it is

free from clay. Pit sand should be well

washed. Crushed quartz or Hint, from its

sharpness, has been considered to be the best

material. Many builders use road-drifts, and
have found it to be a fair substitute for sand,

and withal economical. The Romans used
burnt clay, in the form of pounded brick,

very extensively ; and the present method is

to throw up clay mixed in any fuel in loose

heaps and burn it slowly. Burnt clay was,

indeed, largely used and advocated in France.

Used as hydraulic mortars in large public

works it was found that the action of sea-

water soon made them crumble to powder
;

and it was only in fresh water that the mortar
stood well. Slag from furnaces and the scoria;

from the ironworks have also been used for

sand ; the latter not so frequently, on account
of the iron found in it. Coal cinders have
been used, but not with much success, and
wood cinders, which, however, are found to

be too alkaline for the purpose. These mate-
rials have a considerable effect in hastening

the absorption of the moisture and facilitating

the setting of the limes with which they are

used. Puzzuolano—so called because origi-

nally found in the vicinity of Puzzuoli, near

Naples— is a volcanic material. The follow-

ing analyses of this material were given by
Professor Ansted in his Cantor Lectures at

the Society of Arts in 1865. We observe that

they vary a trifle from the analyses given by
the French writers ;

—

PuzzuolaQo, Trass.

Silica

Alumina
Lime

4-4 5 ...

15.0 ...

8 ...

4.7 ...

.. 67.0

.. 12.0

.. 2.6

.. 1.0

Iron o.ide 12.0 ... .. 6.0

Sodii

Water
4.0 ...

0.2 ...

.. 1

.. a.ii

The French writers consider that the mixture
of common lime with these materials should

be 1 of pounded lime to 2^ of puzzuolano, or

to 2 of trass (or terrass), or 1 of lime to 1 of

sand and 1 of puzzuolano. The matter, how-
ever, is largely one of economical calculation.

A good test of the purity of sand, and a

most important one, is the homely practice of

rubbing it between the hands. If it be fit for

use as mortar it will not soil the hands, and
will be free from odour. Dr. Higgins, whose
experiments on sands have made him an autho-
rity on the subject, has pointed out that

mortar made with sand whose grains were
about equal in size and globular, could not be

so strong at any period of induration as that

which is " mixed with as much fine sand as

can easily be received into its interstices, in

order that the lime may cement the grains by
the greater number and extent of their con-

tiguous surfaces." He also states that the

sand that passes through a sieve in uuishinff is

finer than that which may be sifted through

the same sieve when dry. Sand is never

non-absorbent and imperishable, and, there-

fore, it is needful it should be pure when used

fur building purposes. The media;val builders

knew thi<>, a.ua hence the line character of

their masonry.
The results of experiments made by Dr.

Higgins, and detailed at some length in his

work—now, we believe, out of print—are of

considerable importance. Very briefly sum-
marised, they may be thus stated :—The inter-

slicial spaces in sand are greatly lessened by
wetting it ; therefore he determined in using

it for mortar to wet the sand completely. It

was thus, too, that the air was easily expelled,

and the lime equally diffused itself in the

spaces by a little heating ; but when, as he

says, the water is added to a mixture of lime,

powder, and sand, the air is entangled in the
lime paste, and cannot without a great deal

of heating be totally pressed out of the plastic

lua.ss. As an excess of water is injurious to

mortar, this was found to be an excellent way
to regulate the quantity used, "for the por-

tion of lime water which fills the spaces in
sand, and can be held by capillary attrac-

tion in a flat heap of it, is precisely the (juan-

tity which makes well-tempered mortar with
one part of the best slaked lime and seven of

the best sand." Other investigations showed
that there were two kinds of grains, which
Ur. Higgins denominated " sharp" sand and
"round" sand. The conclusion of all his

experiments goes to show that the quantity of

lime which forms a mass somewhat plastic

with sand and water is the smallest (quantity

necessary for making the best mortar from
such sand. Any further quantity of lime
would be useless in the coarser sands and in-

jurious in the finer. The necessarj' plasticity

is induced by the smaller quantities of lime.

The grains of fine sand are, he says, held
asunder by the lime paste to a greater distance

than they are by water, and " the reason why
the finer sand requires more lime than the
coarser and mi-xed sand is that the spaces,

which are more numerous in fine sand than in

the coarse, are more augmented in the whole
quantity of them by the particles of lime
which intercede alike the coarse and fine

grains."

We have already said that river sand, or
" silt," is the best of all the kinds of sands
used for building purposes. Pit sand is too

fine, and not so sharp and gritty. Coarse and
fine sands, then should be mixed in order to

obtain a good cement, since the finer grains

fill the interstices of the larger, and so tend to

consolidate the whole mass. The two in-

gredients should not be mixed before slaking,

but the bulk of the water should be appliecl

to the sand before it is mixed with the lime,

Dr. Higgins's experiments teaching us that in

this way the air is more easUy expelled from
the mass, and the mortar, therefore, is of a
more endurable nature. This being so, the
common practice of " dutfiug builders " in

running up new houses to use sands with-

out first washing them, indeed to use any kind
of rubbish— sand mixed with organic matter
—is discreditable. Surely, when the materials
" found on the spot " are used, it is only
common honesty to regard their quality, and
to remove from them the deleterious matter
with which they are charged.

It is important that all water used in

making cements should, at least, be fresh. In
any case, it should not be polluted, stagnant
water. All vegetable and organic matter
should be as much excluded from the water
as from the sand into which it is thrown.
Ordinary water contains some acidulous gas,

and therefore it has been recommended that

no water should be used until the gas had
been freed from it. After making several ex-

periments, it was found by Dr. Higgins that

lime water is far preferable to any other. On
comparing specimens of mortar made with
the best lime slaked with river water, and
sand and water, and spread on tiles soaked in
water, with other specimens made with the

same proportions of lime, but sla!ied ivith

lime-waUr, and sand and lime-water, and
spieid on tiles previously soaked in lime-

water, the latter at every stage of them were
seiiSibly harder, and they adhered to the tiles

better than the former. Ue adds that he had
i^jood reason to be persuaded that the extra-

ordinary induration would proceed in time
through the whole mass. Of course, it is not
difficult to adopt this plan, since lime-water is

readily made by dissolving lime in large casks

or tanks.

We have thus considered the main prin-

ciples which affect the three ingredients of

moitar—the lime, which is the cementitious

medium, the sand, which is the matter to be
combined, and the water, which is the com-
bining elemtnt or agent. We have now to
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look—space compellinf; us to do it with the

utmost brevity—at what preachers would call

a few matters of application. The mortar

must be durable ; free, by its very compact-

ness, from damps and atmospheric influences,

and thus those much-dreaded enemies, expan-

sion and contraction, avoided.

These results are alone attainable by at-

tending to the judicious combination of the

various ingredients. Given pure materials,

the best combination is proved to be one part

of lime to five, six, or seven parts of sand, the

latter varying, of course, with its nature. Pit

sand requires more lime than sharp river sand

or clear road drift. Coarse sand requires less

Ume than fine sand. Mortars made with

common fresh lime, or with well-burnt lime,

but containing only one ounce (say) of lime in

six or more of sand, have been found by some
experimenters to be the best. An excess

of lime may dispose the mortar to crack.

According to Dr. Higgins, the highest

proportion of lime to coarse Thames
sand which may be used with safety

depends on the circumstances in which

the mortar is to be exposed. " No more than

one part of lime to seven of coarse sand ought

to be used in mortar which is to dry quickly,

and less lime may not be used because it does

not render the mass sufficiently plastic ior

building and incrustation." At the same
time, if a larger proportion of lime be used, it

should be only when the mortar cannot dry

so quickly as when exposed to the sun. But
hasty drying, it has been proved, frequently

injures mortar. Then, again, if the lime be

carelessly or imperfectly manufactured, the

mortar cannot be other than imperfect. The
lime should be screened about half an hour

after the workmen have thrown the water

Bpon it. When they slake lime mixed with

sand or gravel in great heaps, without screen-

ing it—which is more frequently done than

not—the mortar is not likely to be very

good.

Lime very quickly imbibes the acidulous

gas which has been expelled after burning if

it be exposed to the air. Indeed, it cannot long

preserve its virtues without confinement in

air-tight vessels. Experiments have demon-
strated that lime undergoes changes quickly

;

indeed, well-burned chalk lime kept in a dry

room will imbibe about a pound of acidulous

gas in three weeks in the summer months,

so that the longer it is kept, the worse it

becomes. Workmen are apt to think it is

suflicient to keep the lime dry, and store it

in ricketty barrels. This is not the case.

Lime may be greatly impoverished without

slaking sensibly. " The superficial parts of

any parcel of lime, which fall into fragments

or powder without being wetted, and merely

by exposure to air, are quite unfit for mortar,

since this does not happen until they have
imbibed a great deal of acidulous gas." To
prevent common cements being bad or imper-

fect, the lime should not be exposed a great

while before it is converted into mortar. If

this be not done, the lime will be reduced into

a perishable kind of whiting ; indeed, bad

lime, bad mortar. Imperfectly burned and
unprotected lime will only give a builder a

poor article, and we are writing of course for

those who do esteem a good common cement

;

and the quicker it is used, and the less ex-

posed to the deteriorating influences of the

atmosphere, the better material will it be.

SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES' HOUSE.

AMONG the new plans now creeping

quietly on before they grow into public

life is one for a general building for the

scientific societies other than the Koyiil and

those now berthed by the Government in

Burlington House. Such a project has often

been mooted, but never brought to any
result ; and, indeed, the whole subject has

been greatly neglected. Now it is being

taken up in earnest. It is natural that scien-

tific societies should be provided with places

of meeting in public buildings, and this

accommodation has been so long afl'orded to

the Koyal and some other societies that

most of the public are totally unaware that

so many of the societies are subjected to

heavy rents and great inconveniences. It

is readily supposed they can be easily accom-
modated and are accommodated ; but it is

not so—the Government does not act on a
liberal principle, nor do these societies act

liberally with each other. The Royal Society

having got possession of large rooms does

not allow the use to the smaller societies, but,

dog-in-the-manger-like, retains the exclusive

use. The College of Physicians and the

College of Surgeons, having abundant room,
do not coudescend to provide meeting rooms
for the medical societies of London. For
aught we knoiv, they look upon these as

enemies.

The accommodation that is given in this

way is very trifling. The Society of Arts
is the most liberal. It shelters the Naval
Architects, and has been the first place of

organisation of several existing institutions.

University College has also been liberal, but
is inconveniently situated. The Geologists'

Association meets there, and some small art

societies. The London Institution shelters a

medical library, and the Museum of Geology
sometimes gives assistance.

The general result is that a limited branch
of inquiry can only be practised under difii-

culties. In some cases the attempt to form a

self-supporting society fails ; in others, it is

kept alive by a miracle. The Numismatic So-

ciety is one example. The subscription is a

guinea a year; the number of numismatists is

few, but a most respectable journal, called the
" Numismatic Chronicle," is published quar-

terly, meetings are held, there is a useful

library, and a cabinet of coins. It is, how-
ever, literally carried out under the co-opera-

tive system. Mr. Vaux, the president, gives

his rooms, and most of the memoirs are illus-

trated with plates at the expense of tlie

writers. Such a case as this is rare ; and,

of course, the burden of rent is a first and
heavy charge to most societies, as it cripples

their operations. Some have, indeed, an
apartment for a library, but can, in conse-

quence, aff'ord nothing for a librarian, and the

room is shut up most of the year. Some
societies are .always dodging about in the

olfices of their honorary secretaries, the

books are moved about, but can never be

used by the members. The accumulation of

books and the useful application of them are,

therefore, much limited.

Then there is another form, the congrega-

tion in one house of several societies. The
Royal Society of Literature is an instance.

This society holds the house in St. Martin's-

place. On the first floor is its library, aft'ord-

ing a sufficient meeting room for a small

society, and here the several bodies assemble

on their allotted days. The ground floor is

let out to a charitable society, the back roonr

of the library is the office of the Royal Society

of Literature and the general council room.

On the second floor is only one room, occupied

by the Ethnological Society ; the third floor

is held by the Anthropological Society. The
Juridical Society and a publishing society

only meet in the large library. The house is

inconvenient, and cannot provide foracont'er-

su:ione or considerable gathering. The front

oflice of the charitable society is used as the

colfee-room in the evening. Altogether the

several societies cannot be more cheaply accom-

modated, and the Koyal Society of Literature

earns its own rent from the sub-tenants.

The Geographical Society has in Whitehall-

place a house for its library of books and col-

lection of maps, but has to provide a place of

assembly elsewhere for its large gatherings.

These will be sufficient samples. Among
the societies inadequately accommodated are

the Linnxan, Geographical, Asiatic, Micro-

scopical, Meteorological, Ethnological,

Philological, Numismatic, Entomological,

Chemical, Botanical, Geologists', Statistical,

Syro-Egyptian, Chronological, &o., and the
medical societies. We say nothing of the
architectural societies, which are berthed in

the Institute and Architectural Union build-

ings, because they are now concentrated in a

certain district at their own expense. The
Royal United Service Institution is also a
professional institution, but it deserves more
encouragement. Altogether the disburse-

ments for rents and attendant expenses for

these societies are large, and, it may be said,

needless. For most of the socitties what is

wanted is the use of part of an office and the

partial services of a clerk, the like accommo-
dation for 2,000 volumes of books, a lock-up
place for curiosities, wall space for the few
portraits, a meeting room, and a council room
once a fortnight during the session.

Application has been made to the Govern-
ment fruitlessly from time to time by some of

the societies, and help is still looked for from
that quarter. There is a design to imprison
some of the societies in the Albert H.all of

Science, at ultra-Kensington, but they are

naturally sorely afraid of this. If accommo-
dation cannot be got from Government in

some existing building, the favourite schemes
now contemplate getting a plot of land and
building a common house in some central

situation. For this purpose a meeting will be
held within a few days. The present prospect

is that an attempt will be made to carry this

out on too cheap and paltry a scale, resulting

in a failure of ell'ect and accommodation,
hereas some ettort ought to be made to erect

a creditable building, and to reduce the

burthen on the societies. We are now in

danger of boilers.

THAMES EMBANKMENT PROJECTS.

A FTER allowing for the results of criti-

(\_ cism the Thames Embankment is a

grand monument. It is a part of the greatest

city in the world, and seated on the most

remarkable waterway, and being massive in

its construction it at once took rank as a

great work, ensuring honour for its designers.

If, however, we examine it critically, we see it

has many apparent defects, and if with regard

to its place in the future of the metropolis, it

is but a skeleton or framework. Its situation

does most for it, more than its construction,

which has hitherto been most admired. It

is, as said, connected with a waterway which

has no rival of its kind, for it is rich in its

historical associations and animated by a

bustling traflic. We at once set aside the

quays of Paris and Dublin ; Amsterdam and

Hamburgh we discard— nay, we set aside

Venice with its canals, for the Grand Canal

cannot compete, and the seaside view belongs

to another class. Lisbon on its seven hills

has great advantages, but its riverside is that

of a maritime port. What St. Petersburg

may some day be we know not, but as yet it

is not a competitor. Then there is Constanti-

nople in one sense and for some parts

coming near, but because of its own advan-

tages removed. There are ships, lighters,

bo°ats, and river steamers, but there is the

Sea of Marmora and the sea arm of the

Bosphorus. Therapia, Beuyukdereh, and

Kanlidja have their own charms for an ex-

cursion, just as Greenwich and Richmond

have, but, after all, Constantinople is a place

by itself, and though it may have its quays

regularised, yet a grand quay from Galata to

Beuyukdereh will never make such a work

as the Thames Embankment with its double

line of shore. As yet America has nothing

to beat the Thames in its own way, for

New York is a seaport, and Philadelphia

cannot put her rivers to the same account as

London. Some day, perhaps, the Ohio may
nive a chance, or some of the hardly settled

heads of Mississippi, but the Mississippi itself

is too wide.

The Thames stands alone, from its peculiar

situation and the nature of its river. The

Rhine and many others might contend with
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it, but they have not the milea of double city

shore. As the Thames has been for centuries

amain thorouyhlare, called by old poets the

Sik-nt Hij^hway, so has it its history beyond
many other claimants. Venice or Florence
would come nearer to it than Paris, but
London bears off the palm. Its capacity for

traffic helped to make a history at the earliest

times. Its remoteness from the island of the

West Minster created the need of constant

commnuication bettt'een the two as much by
water as by land. The inroads of the Danes
and the incidents of civil war must not be
omitted from the chronicle, but the Middle
Ages were fertile in incidents, coronations,

royal marriages, feastings, the passage to trial,

the last voyage to execution. Sir Thomas
More, Queen Anne Boleyn, Queen Catherine
Howard, Sir Walter Raleigh, Strafford, Laml,
and so many others, wended their way down
the river to meet their final doom by the axe.

These are general incidents, but there are

others localised. The trivi;il wharves of the

City were towers and palaces of note, but
when London began to grow safer and
bigger then the mansions began to spread out
along the banks—Essex House, Arundel
House, York House, and so many, each of

which can fill its own chronicle. For the
time this history has become dulled, and the
Embankment is another helper towards
oblivion. When the Thames was covered
with wherries, and those wherries carried
Btatesmen, poets, lawyers, the well-bred, the
quick-minded, the history of each point—and
that, too, having its bearing on the history of

events—was common talk, well kept in the
public mind, from which the child got early
notions and the rudest learned some ideas,

however vague and erroneous. The water-
men were to some extent the conservators of

old saws and popular prejudices, old men
handed down tales to their customers and
apprentices, and the water had its own world
to maintain its traditions.

The penny steamer is not the same thing.
It does not carry the same men nor under the
same ciicumstauces. Its wayfarers couut by
passing ^V'ate^loo Bridge and iluugerford. The
underground railway will be worse, for new-
named stations will replace old memories.
The Embankment itself may prove the means
of restoring past history and giving fiesh
interest to it. If, as it may be, it becomes a
great central thoroughfare, then there may be
mental food for those who traverse it, and the
memorials of the past may be able to speak
more legildy. Neglected Essex-street and its

wharves may be made to remind us of the
Sail and of his poet compauions ; declining
Norfolk-street, perhaps erased and converted
to some other use, may yet tell of the dukes
and earls and of their famed associates.

It is this treasure of ancient glory, and its

advantages of situation and association, that
render the Thames Embankment the subject
of so much real interest to those who are
really au.xious for the maintenance of London
as a monumental city. Tliose who so tliink
regard the Embankment iis only a part of the
whole, and as one means of augmenting the
comfort and enhancing the dignity of the
metropolis. As yet it has done nothing but
disfigure some buildings and menace others,
and in the future it may do as much for the
deterioration of the metropolis as for its ad-
vancement.
The whole of London is now thrown piece-

meal into confusion, so as to make it more
like a city of the West or of Australia in new
birth than like a great and ancient capital.
There is no organisation, no regular design,
while London is now subjected to a most un-
favourable competition and comparison with
Paris—at lliis time the most superb city in
the world. It is natural that the attention
of many men, not architects only, but every
thinking man, should be directed to the possi-
bility of turning our advantages to some
decent account. Hence a crowtl of plans and
projects, all having reference to the Embank-
ment, and bringing again before the public

all those wide propositions which occupied
John Maitin and Sir Frederick Trench when
their advocacy of the Embankment was
looked upon as hopeless.

To enumerate all the projects connected
with the Embankment would take up much
time. There are some just now prominent,
and among these the one relative to the

Courts of Law. For good or for evil, the
question of site, so often debated and con-

sidered to be finally settled, is effectually re-

opened—how to be decided remains yet to be
seen. The question of the Strand or Carey-
street site is by some held to be the final

term of controversy, and in the weariness of

discussion they wish to hear no more and to

have the Courts proceeded with. Such is

particularly the case with those lawyers who
are interested in the northern locality. It is

by no means impossible that some of the new-
born zeal for the southern locality may savour
of a job ; but there are other elements in the

agitation, and it is likely to be debated from
oiher considerations than those that regard
the competitive architects or the lawyers
concerned.

The main Embankment project is that of

Sir Charles Trevelyan, and though it appears
to contemplate simply an Embankment Law
Court instead of a Carey-street Law Court,
yet in reality, both in the author's mind and
in its true contemplation, it is of much wider
operation. Perhaps the author himself has
no settled notion of the extent, and for that

matter few persons have any conception, of

the vast effects that the building of the Carey-
street Palace will produce. We can now see

a large space of ground on which the build-

ings have been demolished, but once the
Palace in progress street upon street in its

neighbourhood will be wholly or partially

pulled down.
Displacement must take place. Now, shall

it be allowed to take place piecemeal and
without any order, or shall the whole subject

be considered and the cfl'ects be anticipated ?

This seems to be the more rational course,

and under these circumstances the Embank-
ment plan will not be found relatively so

immense. It is, however, because the effects

are really great in their influence on the
public interests that they deserve to bs care-

fully regarded.

At this time we have had a large mass of

houses cleared away, reducing to a consider-
able extent the central business and working-
class accommodation. The Embankment laud
is vacant, and under no circumstances will
it be made to aft'ord working-class residences
and hardly any space for factories, perhaps
not for shops. The main thoroughfares are
really the markets for many of the popula-
tion, and to denude them of their shops is, in
so far, to diminish convenience.

It is hardly to be expected that these con-

siderations wiU dominate or be attended to

in any great degree under ordinary circum-
stances, and yet they ought to be, for without
entering upon home considerations wc do
know the displacement of the working classes

in Paris has in the course of time demanded
the attention of the Government. Here, like-

wise, sooner or later, it must lie regarded, to

whatever degree the objects of speculators may
in the first instance meet with encourage-
ment. Further, there is to be taken into ac-

count the providing of thoroughfares over a

large district. The whole space between
Farringdon-street and Wellington-street is in

a most ujifmtunate condition as to streets

north and south, and as to transverse com-
munications, the Inns of Court, from Gray's
Inn to the south, are productive of incon-

venience to the traffic. In any comprehen-
sive survey of the subject all these things

have to be dealt with, or we shall drift into

new forms of public inconvenience.

Let us e.'itend our gaze a little. Does any
one suppose, with the Carey-street site taken
up to Clare ]\larket, that Clare Market will

stand outside the Palace of Law as a working-

class market .' Most assuredly some means

will be found of getting hold of it, and its in-

convenient inlets w-ill be filled with law-
stationers' ofhces instead of butchers' shops.

No one will think of the working man or find

him a market elsewhere any more than they
will provide substitutes for any convenience
of which he is deprived.

Another class of considerations refers to the
general monumental treatment of the whole
district from Gray's Inn Gardens to the

Thames, and that on whichever site the Law
Courts may be, these Law Courts or Law
Palace only form one part, palatial in design,

but which wUl be connected with a whole dis-

trict under renovation. There will necessarily

be a redistribution of public buildings and a
reconstruction of many buildings which will

conform to modern examples. There is no
reason under such a state of affairs why
Chancery-lane should be a winding lane of

dingy brick, or an equally inconvenient line

of higgledy-piggledy contrivances. In allow-

ing streets to be knocked about and buildings
pulled down, assistance and not impediment
should be given, but there should be adequate
supervision, so that no alteration of an his-

torical landmark should take place without
its adequate commemoration. Whether a

thoroughfare is widened at the expense of the

corporation or a new occupant is allowed by
the district board to alter his fagade, there is

no reason why the new building should not
bear the relatively small expense of remem-
bering Izaak Walton, or whoever was the

former resident of fame, and rights of light

might be bartered against a statue or a monu-
ment.

Thus, in its general bearings, the whole
subject is wide enough, and one should not be
deterred from investigating the establishment
of the Law Palace on the Embankment merely
because it suggests further operations beyond
the Carey-street site, for the latter, if properly
treated, must be attended with the like opera-

tions, and the Euibauknient must be dealt

with, whether for Law Courts or anything
else. The whole question is just as big,

though we may fancy it is one of small pieces.

A natural inducement for placing the Law
Palace on the Thames is to obtain for that

situation a great edifice. This may be called

the monumental consideration. At present

we have on the Thames the three palaces of

Somerset House, Westminster, and Lambeth,
and we shall have St. Thomas's Hospital. If

we place the Law Palace there, we shall get
something to set ott' against the Louvre and
Paris, and there is also a project for building

public offices in a line with the Houses of Par-

liament, on the ease side of Westminster
bridge.

The mass of frontage between Somerset

House and the Temple being filled up would
give a grand line from Waterloo Bridge east.

"The angle of union is bad, but still there

would be effect. The river front would have

equal advantages with Somerset House, one

of the best displayed edifices in London,
while the Strand front would be under the

same circumstances as that front of Carey-

street. There is, however, this distinction :

the Carey-street building would not have a

good street face to the north ; its Strand face

is balanced by the Strand face of the other,

but the Embankment building has the great

superiority of the river front. If proper

arrangements were made the Blackfriars site

of the Embankment on the removal of the

gasworks, might be made available for the

assurance offices now in liridge-street, and a
group of buildings might be obtained con-

tinuing the line, and, with an altered disposi-

tion of the Temple, giving a fine range be-

tween tlie admii-able bridges of Blackfriars

and Waterloo.
This would give us a coup d'ceil pleasing

from the Middlesex limbankment, but mag-
nificent from the Thames, the Surrey Em-
bankment, and the two briilges, which would

form the theatre for this grand scene, un-

paralleled in the world. This is a something
' worth trying for, if it can be indeed achieved
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witliout too great an expenliture of the

public means.

The Strand front will also be more effective

than that of its northern rival, for it would

also come iu continuation of Somerset House,

and there is no reason why the Temple and

Serjeant's Inn fronts should not be dealt with

conTprehensively, so as to give a fine south

line to the Strand, preserving shops through-

out the entire frontage, so as to turn to ac-

count the ground floors, entresols, and cel-

lara'^e. AVith the changes now going on in

London, the restaurants, and refreshment

rooms for the Law Courts would ba in the

basement. We have already many such,

restaurants well fre^iuented, such as Gresliam

House, Palmerston- buildings, Charing-cross

Station, the Westminster Palace Hotel, &c.

The other Strand front stands by itself

lopsided to Somerset House, so as not to con-

tribute to the improvement of this grand

thoroughfare. As a necessity of the adoption

of Sir Charles Trevelyan's plan the Carey-

street ground would have to be utilised, and

this will give a second Strand frontage oppo-

site that of his Law Couits. We shall then

get Fleet-street and the Strand widened from

Chancery-lane, with Temple Bar and Holy-

well-street removed, and we shall get a

really good architectural line—particularly

if the Temple and Serjeant's Inn are dealt

,vith—from St. Dunstau's, it may be said, to

Charing Cross. At this latter point we

reach the well-developed western streets, and

also the opening to Whitehall. We shall not

attain Haussmann's boulevards, we shall not

commit so much reckless destruction, we

shall not pay so dearly for our whistle, but

we shall have brought together under a

monumental aspect great buildings and fine

thoroughfares, with all that advantage of

crowds which give the impress of the vigo-

rous life of a vast metropolis.

The Embankment constitutes one new

and great thoroughfare, the Strand another.

New streets must undoubtedly be made

to give us access to Lincoln's Inn-fields,

and a real communication with Holborn,

utilising the large central district, as

yet lost in a labyrinth. In Lincoln's

Inn-fields we have one of the largest squares

in London now doomed to deterioration.

Holborn, as improved by the viaduct, is

made into a metropolitan street in size, as it

has always been for traffic, but it must be

connected westward, as it is eastward, with

the main arterial system—connected with

Piccadilly and with the western Strand.

Holborn is to a considerable e.^teut now,

notwithstanding its union with Oxford-

street, a great industrial highway, and its

possession of the meat markets will contri-

bute to this traffic. It is, too, the main

channel between working class districts on its

north and its south. It should now be con-

sidered how far this industrial and working-

class demand can be satisfied. The Bedford

estate, by the precarious title of Russell-

square, still lies on the frontiers ot the semi-

fashionable world—how long to hold on re-

mains to be seen, for the competition of

Tyburnia and Belgravia day by day draws

away its residents and colonists. Up to the

borders of the Russell estate all is doomed,

and the new Law Courts will drain Bedford

Row. Indeed, the southern streets of the

Bedford estate are becoming yearly more and

more shoppy, ami the Euston-square termi-

nus and that of the Midland menace it from

the northern quarter, so that it will at length

become a trading district like the Bedford

Covent Garden estate.

"The opportunity should, therefore, not be

lost of providing the growing working-class

districts with better outlets than Shoe-lane

and Leather-lane, with convenient markets,

•with baths and washhouses, and with decent

schools. Such provision the careful arrange-

ment of the Law Courts and the Embank-
ment will enable to be made, and very much
more too, if public interests are at least as

muchiegard'3das those of individuals.—R. Y.

BUILDING IN IRON AND BRASS.

OF late years iu the construction of fronts for

shops the biicklayer and the mason have to

some extent been superseded by the iron nnd
brassfounder. Indeed, some ambitious attempts

Lave been made to substitute iron altogether for

other materials, and to give us hollow iron walls,

iron flooring, beams, &c. Witli views of this

kind, a company was projected iu 186i to woik

out the inventions of Mr. W. Vose Pickett in this

brauuh of the art. The princiiial advant.agea

claimed were greater strength and lightness at

less coat, the facilities offered for the substitu-

tion for the columnar portico, or colonnade and

arcade of the ancient system, of the suspension

)).iitij.), the advantages of which are many ; and

the introduction of curved forms, so readily ad-

mitted by the nature of the material, in place of

the angular forma so prevalent in all erections in

masonry. Whether the company really existed

we do not know, but Uttle has been heard or seen

of its operations.

The construction of iron and braea fronts is a

part of the large business carried on by Messrs.

Buunelt and Co., the well-known manufacturera

of revolviug shutters, at their works at Deptford.

The ornamental front illustrated on page 252 is

one fitted up by them, and designed by Mr. F. Cham-
bers, for a large establishment at Portland, U.S.

In that country many iron fronts are to be seen

—more or leas ornamental, and more or less con-

structed on art principles. With some of these

we are familiar, and they may at a future time

form subjects for illustration in our pages.

The extensive introduction ot plate glass to a

large extent iutliienced the adoption of metal i

shop fronts. The original brass window frame or

sasU-bar was made of pieces of brass cast in short

lengths and soldered together. To obviate the

disadvantages attendant on thii plan, such as the

occurrence of various colours iu the castings, bad

joints, &c , the French invented a method of

making the bar out of one simple length of sheet

brass rolled round an interior wooden skeleton.

This invention was patented iu England by Jlr.

Kichard Curetou, of Brentford, who, in 1 339, sold it

to Mtssrs. BunnettandCo. '1 hey atonco proceeded

to improve on it, and, after incurring cousideraMe

expense in the conduct of experiments and the

erection of suitable machinery, succeeded in work-

ing it very auccessfuUy. What is iu appearance a

solid brass window frame cousists really of a

stout, well-seasoned oak, mahogany, or other hard

wood core, covered outside with a thin sheet of

brass. Tire method of manufacture is ingenious.

The wood is cut to the required form and size by

a moulding machine. A length of sheet brass cut

to the required width is shaped in dies corre-

sponding with the outline of the wooden bar or

column. The wood is then placed in the shell,

and by means of a top die suitably formed, the

outer edges of the brass, which project beyondthe

wood, are turned over and firmly compressed into
,

it, so aa to resemble a solid substance. So iuti- I

mate is their union that one of these bars can l)e I

cut on the section into slices as thin as sixpences
|

without the outer coating of brass coming asunder I

from the wood. In addition to the advantages

possessed by sheet brass over the oast metal, and

before stated, great additional strength is grincd

by this method, the brass-coated wooden bar or

column being capable of resisting ten times as

great a lateral pressure—a great advantage to a

shop front in the case of a crowd, for instance.

This strength is partly derived from the iron

tongue which travels the length of the bar, and

forma a rebate for the reception of the window.

When manufactured, the bars are polished,

mitred at the corners, and screwed into their posi-

tions. In size they vary from one inch to

fifteeu inches iu circumference. The base of the

window, or "stall plate" as it is technically

termed, is manufactured much ia the same way aa

the window bar.

The oruaments connected with these fronts,

such as those on the bases and cipltJa aud be-

tweeu the spandrels of the arches, are cast by

Messrs. Buunett and Co. to any model, and the

desi-ns are, of course, usually supplied by the

architect of the building. In London the v.irious

styles of art are all represented. In the G.ithic

styles we have Messrs. Copestake's large new

premises in Bow Churchyard, in which the front

is highly ornamented Norman Gothic ;
Messrs.

Hyam's lihop, in Uxford-street (illustrated in the

BviLULNO News of May 8, 1803), is a specimen of

Tudor ; and Chappell's, iu New Bond-street, is

Moorish, being designed by Mr. Owen Jones. The

Greek type, too, is very prevalent, while all

London is familiar with the wonderful display of

brass and glass made by Moses aud Sou, at Aid-

gate, belonging to every, rather to any, con-

leivable style.

Cast iron bars, enamelled, painted, and bronzed,

are also manufactured by this firm, and largely

used. They are cheaper than brass, and can be

made quite as ornamental. Their use with that o£

the brass fronts has largely increased within the

last few years, and in conjunction with Buunett s

iron shutters they form quite a feature of our

Loudon shop architecture.

IMPROVEMENTS PROJECTED IN CON-
NEC IION WITH THE NEW COURTS
OF JUSTICE.

IN response to an invitation from the Chancellor

of the Exchequer, Mr. F. W. Sheilds, C.E,,

has issued a short report on the subject of the

selection of the site for the new courts. In re-

gard to architectural effect he recognises the

superiority of the Thames Embankment as a site

uuequalled in London for a great national monu-

ment ; but he attaches importance to facility o£

access to the main floor of the building, and,

while the level of Carey-etreet is 16ft. higher than

the Strand, the level of the Thames Em'ank-

ment is 30ft. below the Strand, showmg a con-

siderable difference iu favour of the Carey-street

site. Mr. Edward Ryde, M.I.S., has estimated for

him that the abandonment of that sits aud sub-

stitution of the Embankment site would cost

£725,000. For iu Carey-street the Government

have 'purchased and cleared 7i acres for £800,000,

or £106,666 per acre, one-half of which amount

I

would be lost by re-sale ; the cost of 7^ acres on

the Embankment he estimates at £1,125 000, or

£150,000 per acre, and deducting £WO,000

reahzed by the above re-sale, the result is £723,000.

With regard to the approaches, Mr. Sheilds is of

opinion that the adoption of the Embankment
1 site would create an intolerable blockade

_
of

' Fleet-street aud the Strand by carriages crosiing

, from Holborn to the Law Courts ; and that upon

the whole the Carey-street site, though inferior xn

architectural effect, would be the most advan-

. tageou? of the two if there was a leading,

thoroughfare on its Holborn or northern side.

He projioses, therefore, the construction of a wide

street iu continuation of Picc:-.dilly and Long-

acre through Carey-street, crossing FartingdoQ-

street l-.y a viaduct, to the beginning of Cheapside

by St. Paul's, widening Great Turnstile to give a

carriage communication from Holborn to the new

Law Courts. The coat of such a street shou.d be

shared iu equitable proportions between the

Government and the metropolis ; the latter oo-

taininga new street which will supply an acknow-

ledged waut, the former paying for obstructing

by its law courts the leading thoroughfare of the

city. Mr. Sheilds proposes, further, that a com-

pany should be allowed to construct a raUway

under the Dew street and under Cheapside—

m

fact from Kensiuglon to the Mansion House—

and that the company should be required to widen

Coventry-street, Long Acre, aud the Poultry, the

1
space so acquired being made available in tUe

construction of the line and stations ;
and also to

raise the bottom of the Serpentine to a uiiiform

depth of ift. with the materials e.«avatcd from

the railway tunuel. Mr. Ryde has estimated

for Mr. Sheilds the cost of this project as follows

:

—Nett cost of the railway (nearly four milea),

and widening streets, £1,680,000 ;
assuming

the nett receipts at £600 per mile per week,

or £12-1,800 per annum, this would pay b

I per cent, on a capital of £2,080,000, leaving

a surplus of £400,000 to be paid by the radway

company for the concessiou. The cost of the

purcha/e of property and the formation of the

new streets, with all modern improvements, is

put at £1,600,000; deducting the radway com-

pany's contribution of £400,000, there remains

£1 200 000 aa the cost of the new streets, to oe

divided between the Goverument and the metro-

polis.

DESTRVCTIOS of TlIK " T0LMFN-.----A hogB

r^ranite rock, extensively known as'- the To.men,

\n ihj parish of Constautin-, Rornwi.1), was

des'.roved during the past week. The famoas

block Was oval in shape and we.f^hed ab""' 800

I tons; it was SSft. Icng, Uft. high, and lOft in

breadth. It res;cd on the pomt ol two delachert

rock", and nuderi.eatli it was a free passtige.

During the past week one of the supportrng

rocks was blown down, and ...o Tolmen fell

' into a quarry, a distance of -lOft.
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BRICK AND STONE DESIGN.

THE combination of brick and stone work
is a matter of muoli importance in

buildings partaking of both materials. The
external effect we now obtain by this means
is comparatively a modern one, and must be

regarded as a very distinctive characteristic

of our Victorian architecture. There, how-
ever, is a use and an ahuse in this as iu other

.sources of ornamentation. The writer has

even seen brick dressings and mouldings to a

stone church, the former being employed as

the most costly material in the most cxpuscd

situations—as labels, stringcourses, buttress

weatherings, &c. Such, indeed, is the ridicu-

lous length modern design goes when
prompted by the fashion-le.aders of art—in

other words, the reversal of common sense

and honesty of purpose. It may be said the

employment of moulded brick for such
features is less expensive than working them
in stone. Granting this to be the case, the

fundamental mistake remains the same, viz.,

the subversion of conditions—the using the

cheapest material for the higher purposes of

art, or in features of the building that belong

to its higher or oosthetic condition. Advo-
cates of pure art, who protest agaiast niauu-

factured or mechanical reproductions of it,

would have even more to say against the sub-

stitution of moulded for hand -wrought mate-
rial; but on this ground of objection I will

not dwell here, simply remarking that,

whether hand or nuchine-made, true art

would lose little of its freshness if design

were thoui/htjul and thoughtfully embodied.
Window dressings have lately received a far

freer treatment than formerly. The old

architectural framework of stone that used to

relieve our brick fur ides of the Georgian era,

/iq.l

and the starved window dressings that deco-
rated the schools and almshouses of a late

Tulor or Domestic Gothic style, in whicli

the arches were blinded or entirely omit-
ted, and the superimposed brickwork
was supported (at least, apparently) by
highly attenuated rauUions carrying S(juare

heads and label mouldings, are fast disappear-
ing; and in their place we have either arches
and mullions entirely of brick, or the stone is

confined to the heads alone. These are boldly
conceived of some substance over which the
relieving brick arch can often be dispensed

with, particularly under eaves or where height

is confined. The sketches given illustrate a

few useful suggestions for stone head. In these

the brick arch may be entirely omitted, sub-
stance of stone relieved by superficial treat-

ment, or simple incising taking its place.

Increased light may always be artistically ob-

tained by splaying or moulding the head, as

in sketches 2 and 3, the mouldings stopping

against the jambs. There being no thrust

ornamentally-cut heads, as in fig. 7, may fre-

quently be adopted in lieu of arches. Stone
cutting to waste can be obviated by inserting

the lintel-pieces shown by dotted lines in the

sketch.

fiS.'S

Every material should have its peculiar
constructive forms, or be adapted in such a

special manner that its properties should
determine the design, and be so apparent and
unequivocal in it as to admit of no doubt in

the mind of the spectator. Any ett'ort to

force or make our materials appear differently

is a mistake, and one that our pseudo-con-
structional forefathers were guilty of in their

counterfeit architecture, but which we are

daily making ourselves under a worse plea
than they liad, namely, for mere "variety"

or dexterity of construction. I do not intend
here to enter into the discussion of the many
forms of constructional falsehood, nor the

precise limits to which decoration or surface

enrichment may be carried, leaving this great

question for a future paper ; but there can be
little said for the insen.sate design and display

of stupid artifice that characterise a large

proportion of our modern structures. It is

the bane of modern design to express the

idetis and qualities that lightly belon" to one
material in another and quite a dissimilar

vehicle. Hence, we have all sorts of features

perpetrate i in brick and stone that legiti-

mately belong to wood and materials of like

FiG.6

properties. An inordinate and lavish display

of detail has especially accompanied this

degenerate and purposeless class of design.

The beauty of construction and proportion is

the only beauty admissible in architectural

design after that of expression of purpose,

and elaborate detail is too often the super-

ficial and superfluous substitute for it.

UNSOUND FISH.

DR. WHITMORE, iu his last monthly report

on the sanitary condition of Marylebone,

says :
— '' It is high time that some means were

adopted to put a stop to the E.-ile of putrid and
unsound fish at Billingsgate M,iiket ; not a week
passes that one or the other of the inspectors of this

paiiih is not called upon todestroy Urge quanti-

ties of it, brought to tliem by cosiermongers and
small dealers, who have purchased it at Dutch auc-

tions which are daily held there, un the assurance

of the vendor that it was sound and fresh. From
their reports I find that the quantity destroyed by
them during the last mouth as being unlit for

food exceeded 6001b. iu weight, and duiing the

year ending with the last month to -1,4901b,

weight. Now, assuming that the parish of St.

Marylebone contains one-twentieth part of the
population of the entire metropolis—which is

very nearly the fact—and that the quantity of

unsound fish destroyed in it is a fair average of

the amount of fish in a similar condition which is

sent to other districts, regard being had to the

number of their respective populations, it follows

that every year 40 tons of an important article of

the food of the humble classes is aent out from
Billingsgate Market altogether unfit for human
consumption. But this by no means constitutes

all the fish sold at the market which is equally

unfit to be eaten ; a vast quantity of it is daily

sold on the street barrows and in small shops in

poor neighbourhoods, so stale and unsound, that,

although a nose accustomed to foul smells may
not immediately detect its condition, it is not the
less pernicious or dangerous to those who partake

of it. Amongst the destitute poor of this parish

diarrhoea is more or lees prevalent at all seasons of

the year, and I can im.agine nothing more calcu-

lated to produce it than the eating of unsound
lish. Communications have from time to time
been made by myself to the civic authorities re-

lative to this matter, and on one occasion by the

order of the vestry, but nothing has been done to

remedy this great evil. In the detection of un-

suund meat exposed for sale, the City Inspectors

display very laudable vigilance and activity, and
why a similar amount of vigilance cannot be ex-

ercised in the article of iiah I am at a loss to com-
prehend."
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OFFSETS.

OFFSETS may be regarded as the aliort

measurements by which the aotual

boundaries of the area under surrey are ob-

tained, and there are two conditions applying

,to them which should never be viohited.

They should not exceed 50ft. or CO ft. in

length, and should invariably be taken at

light angles to the main or principal line.

Where great accuracy is desirable, or where a

long offset is taken to a somewhat important

object in the survey, the right angle may be

Jaid off by either the optical square or by the

aid of the chain only, as already fully de-

scribed in our former articles. Under ordi-

nary circumstances offsets are most rapidly

.and conveniently measured with a tape, and

.the eye may be relied upon to give the right

.angle with sufficient precision for all practical

purposes. It may be mentioned that there

.are two descriptioas of tapes ; one is usually

known as the metallic tape, and has delicate

brass wires or threads interwoven with the

.substance of which it is composed. The other

Jdndisaplaui linen tape without any such

additional combination. When really good,

either of them may be trusted at any time to

half an inch, but we have one advice to offer

to young surveyors. Never buy, much less

use, a cheap tape. Some professional men
give the preference to the linen tapes, and

.assert that they stretch less than the metallic

ones, but we have alwaj-sused the latter kintl,

and find tli.at they wear rather better than the

others, and do not stretch to any perceptible

extent. At any time we would much rather

.measure with an old tape than a new chain.

Jn using a tape in wet weather, or upon

.any occasion when it gets wet, it should

never be rolled up until it is quite dry.

Winding up a wet tape and laying it by in

its box until it is next wanted is a certain

.means of spoiling it. Tliis is a very common
practice, especially when measuring in and

about dirty roads and the tape requires to be

washed, and we warn our readers against it.

The tape, after being washed, should be coiled

loosely up, and after carrying it for a short

time in the open air it will be dry enough to

wind up. The same remark applies to rolling

.up a dirty tape. We have frequently known
tapes to be wound up in such a filthy state

that it was difficult to pull them out when
they were next wanted. Not only the tape,

hut the box and rollers suiter in consequence

.of the friction and wear caused by the grit

and dirt allowed to accumulate during several

4ays' tieldwork.

The same care should be bestowed upon the

.oliain, and it may be remarked here that very

few young surveyors know how to " put up "

, a chain properly. Many thiidc that so long

.as it is bundled up somehow or another, it is

.©f no consequence how the links arrange

•themselves. This is a great mistake. Unless

a chain bo properly " put up," the links are

liable to get strained and bent, to say nothing

.of the smaller space it occupies and the handy

manner in which it can be carried when
nicely packed. Let anyone look at a chain

as it comes fresh from Stanley's or Elliott's,

and it will be observed that the links are so

arranged that while the ends form a large

vi^ircumference, the centres are narrowed in,

«o that the liand can readily grasp them. A
<ihain, when properly put up, very closely re-

sembles an hour-glass m shape. Some
iittle practice is necessary in order to

accomplish this feat skilfully and neatly,

but the method to proceed is as follows :

—

Take hold of the middle brass and drag the

<;hain out until the two half-lengths are along-

side one another. Then hold the two centre

links in the left hand, and with the right

.grasp the ends of the third pair from the

centre and place them over the two already in

the left hand, at the same time doubling the

second and third pair over one another. The

real secret of effecting the operation success-

fully consists in giving each successive pair

of links a slight turn across those already put
up, and this can only be learnt by practice.

To put up a heavy 100-foot chain in this

manner requires a large hand and some dex-
terity. After the day's work every surveyor

should put up his chain himself, as no ordi-

nary assistant understands how to do it, and,

after bundling it together in a heap, be will

sometimes draw the strap eo tight as to bend
every link in the chain—the motto " A good
workman may be known by his tools " is not

confined to tradesmen .and artisans solely.

To illustrate the use of offsets in ascertain-

ing the actual boundary of any piece of

ground, or any fence that may serve as a

division between different plots of land,

we will select the example sho^vn in fig. 1.

Let A B represent a portion of any main line

n G.I.

frontages of houses, the areas of gardens, out
premises, and other buildings depend upon
the care with which the measurements are

made. Referring to fig. 1, it will be seen
that there is no necessity for taking more
ofl'sets than what are sufficient to obtain every
change of direction in the fence, as it is

always supposed to lie in a straight line be-

tween any two successive offsets. Straight

boundaries and fences very naturally assist the
surveyor and lighten his labours. The open
or close nature of the ground to be surveyed
has a great influence upon the price at which
a survey can be executed, and should always
be taken carefully into account when esti-

mating for that purpose, as it is by no means
an uncommon case for surveys to be executed
and the plans plotted for a lump sum.

forming one of the sides of any of the prin-

cipal triangles laid down in a survey, and

suppose it be required to determine the flgares

of the wicket fence C D, the line A B having

been plotted upon ])aper, and the respective^

distances a'ong it where the offsets are set oft"

having been marked either with the fine point

of a pencil or with a pricker, let perpen-

dicular lines be erected at these parts, and

upon them the lengths of the offsets laid oft'.

Manifestly the length of each oft'set will be

the distance from the main line to the fence

C D ; and consequently these distances having

been laid oft", the end of each oft'set gives a

point in the fence. If all these points or ends

of the ofl'sets be joined by lines the shape of

the fence or boundary will be determined.

The dotted lines represent the offsets. The
example selected in fig. 1 assumes that the

main line runs along or skirts the boundary

within the prescribed length for offsets. This

should always be arranged if possible, hut it

frequently happens that fences are so irre-

gular as to preclude this ready manner of de-

termining the position of their dift'erent

points. Sometimes a fence will break away
suddenly so as to be beyond the reach of offsets

taken from the main line. This case is repre-

sented in fig. 2 ; the course to be pursued under

the circumstances is shown in the diagratu.

AVhen the distance from the main line A B is

too great to reach the fence by the ordinary

offsets a small triangle must be constructed

on the main line, and ofl'sets taken from its

sides to the fence. In the figure the triangle

ab c enables the fence to be " got in " on the

survey. Tlie tie-line t A must not be for-

gotten, as it serves as a check upon the accu-

racy of the work, as already explained.

Although extreme accuracy is not generally

needed in taking ofl'sets in the open country,

yet in the survey of cities and towns they

must be determined very carefully, as the

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

THE ordinary fortnightly meeting on Monday
evening last was presided over by Mr.

Charles Baruy, Vice-President.

The deaths were announcsd of two foreign

members, viz.. Signer Clementi Folchi, of Rome,
and Signer Rodolph Vantine, of Brescia.

Mr. J. P. Seddon read a letter from Professor

Donaldson, dated from Rome, and referring to

archMological explorations and other matters.

The CiLviRMiN said that that evening was ap-

pointed for the election of Examiners and Mode-
rators for the A^uluutary Examination, but no
one had expressed his willingness to serve. The
next meeting would be a special one, and among
other things would be considered the best way to

remove the causes which prevented members
from offering themselves in the required cipacity.

Mr. Henry Dawson (Associate) was elected a

Fellow, and Messrs. Samuel Flint Clarkson, Abel
G. Clifton, and Archibald Davis Downay were
elected Associates.

Mr. Seddon announced a few donations to the
library, after which,

Mr. I.NGRESS Bell, Associate, read a paper

ON THE CRITICISM OF ARCHITECTURE, WITH
REHAKKS ON ARCHITECTURAL EXHmiTIONS.

The author thought that the subject was one
which might with peculiar fitness be discussed at

this time. The additiou.al facilities at the new
Royal Academy would bring architects' works
more prominently before the public. The limited

space at Trafalgar-square told more against archi-

tecture than against any other branch of art, and
the Architectural Exhibition, established to meet
this difficulty, had failed to reach the general

public at all. As the time had apparently

arrived when the claims of architecture were
about to receive a wider public recognition, it

was important to consider by what means they

might be advanced, so as to ensure that a truer

estimate of them might be formed. The author

did not apply the following remarks to any of the

able critical treatises which had from time to time

appeared. He was not concerned with the criti-

cism of any particular system, but with the want
of any system in criticism. His business was

with the press criticism of the day—the notice

which the current periodical literature accorded

to architectural subjects.

Competent, honest, fearless criticism of archi-

tectural efforts, if not absolutely necessary, is at

least desirable. It is in art matters that the

power of the press is capable of being m'5st use-

fully and widely applied. As a reward to con-

spicuous excellence, and as an encouragement

and stimulus to the ambition of younger men ;

as a terror to evil-doers, and as an instrument for

the exposure and repression of charlatanism and

incompetence ; as the means, and if not the only

mean?, yet the readiest and most complete, for

disseminating and fostering on appreciation o£

art, the value of just, scientific, wholesome criti-

cism cannot be over-estimated. The vehicles for

the expression of critical opinions may be divided

into professional and non-professional. The pro-

fessional papers cannot be said to influence the

public, except indirectly, and the non-professional

papers have but little inflaence with the profes-

sion. The observations of the professional critic

are addressed to men who profess a competent

knowledge of their business, men who have

passed through a course of training more or less

severe, and who hold, in many instances, posi-

tions in the profession which have only been
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attained by the exercise of at least average ability.

Iq pointing ovit alleged defects in the works of

such men as these some reference to principles

and to received canons should be made, and the

tone of courtesy which would moderate the verbal

criticisms of a work expressed in the author's

presence should to S')m5 extent app^Lxr
, in the

anonymous notices of the press. The author

asked whether the profession accepted, or waether
it professed to accept, with confidence the utter-

ances of those who week by week wrote for its

instruction and guidance ? What new lights had
it gathered from their teaching '. What errors

had it a'.iaudoned at their instance ? Had it felt

constrained to bow to their decisions, and to

accept their strictures as at the hands of teachers

more learned, more practical, more practised \

I)id it feel a sense of their superiority, of their

fitness as teachers, from their calm and forcible

exposition of principles, and their apparent ear-

nestness and judicial impartiality ''. Was the

profession able, from the conflicting theories of

the vaiious arc critics, to deduce any reliable

assistance, any fresh truths \ Did the j'oung re-

ceive sage counsel and guidance, and the more
experienced gentle, though merited, reproof i

Or did not the profession for the most part see

only hasty judgments, varying with the fashions

of the hour, following rather than leading the

professional taste, off-hand, contemptous, unsup-
ported by reasouinjr, aud wanting the weight of

wisdom? As to any beneScial influence of non-
professional papers on the general public, the

work has yet to be commenced. Has the criticism

of architectural woiks resulted in inducing an
admiration an<l appreciation of architecture apart

from any qualities which appeal to the vulgar
mind ? Has criticism educated the public to a

discriminating selection of unpretending but
meritorious eflbrts \ The answer is that at the

present time the puLlic care little or nothing for

the architecture that has not some vulgar or

startling attributes to recommend it. They do
not enter into our discussions, they do not sym-
pathise with our difliculties, nor appreciate the

nice distinctions which disturb us so much.
They leave us to our " battles of the styles," and
'• pleas for Gothic," aud " Shall Classic have fair-

play ?" and contentions of all kinds, and, being
without the enlightened interest which would
prompt them to inquiry, they conclude
apathetically that architecture is an aS'air

beyond their province, and so they leave

it. Now, criticism should, in the first

place, be honest, and in the main it is so.

There is greater danger of expressions of critical

opinion failing of their end through a want of

plain speaking than through an excess of it. But
of the incompetence of the criticism of the day
we have had strong opinions from qualified

judges. Mr. Lewes says that of criticism generally

it may be questioned whether it has not wrought
more evil than good. Competent criticism can
scarcely work for evil, so that his remark implies

that for the most part criticism is incompetent.

Mr. Dallas, in his " Gay Science," says that even
taking the best aud omitting the worot altogether,

criticism "yields nowhere the sure tokens of a

science," and that it can only be said to be a luxu-

riant wilderness ; and he refers the notable fail-

ures to obtain great results in art matters in this

country by the oli'er of large pecuniary induce-

menta to "the uncertainty of judgment, the
waywardness of taste, the want of recog-

nised standards, the conUmfl of criticism." It

is as a bouse divided against itself. It does
not speak with the authority of unanimity on
the points on which it professes to teach, and
while it is not accepted by the profession which
it is intended to guide, to encourage, or to

restrain, it fails to educate the public, who
would readily accept a reasonable and consistent
doctrine. One cavise of this incompetency may
be that for the most part the "gentlemen of the
press," who, ainoiigat other duties, take upon
themselves occasionally to provide the public with
opinion upon art matters, are literary men and
nothing more. A ble, versatile, brilliant, enchant-
ing writers, they deliver judgments upon art,

science, politics, soci.il questions, everything that
comes in their way, with a glibness aud self pos-

session which follow their assumption of infalli

bility. They call to one's mind, as a typo of the
class, no less a man than Oliver Goldsmith, of

whom it is written that " ho left no class of litera-

ture untouched, and touched nothing that he
did not adorn." But they force one also to re-

member that of this sams writer it was said by an
illustrious friend that "he would write a natural

history as entertaining as a Persian tale, although
it might be doubted whether he knew the ditt'er-

ence between a horse and a cow." Knowledge of

his sul ject is not a necessity with a writer of

this calibre for the production of a composition
of surpassing beauty as a c niposition. But for

the critic, the teacher, hear what Mr. JIatthew
Arnold, standing in the front rank of the thinkers
of the age, says:—"Judging is often spoken of

as a critic's business, and so, in some sense, it is

;

but the judgment which almost insensiby forms
itself in a fair and clear mind along with fresh

knowledge, is the valuable one. Aud thus
knowledge, and ever fresh knowledge, must be

the critic's great concern for himself, and it is by
communicating knowledge and letting his own
judgment pass along with it that he will generally

do mo.st good to his readers." We may look in

vain for criticism of this quality ; the broad and
flowery path of "judging" is taken instead of the

narrow aud difficult ascent to fresh and ever fresh

knowledge. It is diflicult to read the articles on
architectural su'ojects in even the hightr class

periodicals without detecting certain slips, certain

indications of an imperfect acquaintance with the

technicalities of art, certain tendencies to con-

fusion of styles and periods, and a hesitating

treatment of purely professional points which
betray to the professional reader that the critic is

not really " at home" with his subjects. That
they who sit in judgment on our works are gentle-

men of education aud refinement is not denied
;

but that the majority have a sufficiently practical

acquaintance with art questions to constitute

them safe teachers and guides is open to grave

doubt. They look at our works from the outside,

aud cannot render us full justice because they

cannot appreciate our diftifulties. There is a

tendency iu their compositions to look too much
to style, and matter is sacrificed to manner. The
want of special art training, and acquaintance

with the practice of art, may be taken as one

cause of the failure of the criticisms of these

days. A second cause may be referred to the

absence of recognised standards. There is a re-

mark in one of Mr. Ruskin's works to this effect :

—Mr. Ware, writing from It.dy, says of St.

Mark's, at Venice, " Mr. Ruskiu thinks this a very

beautiful building, I think it a very ugly build-

ing" (here the noticeable point is that Mr. V^'are

settles the matter with an " I think"), and, adds

Mr. Kuskin, he is right. " There is at present no

other standard to which either he or I can refer."

To estimate the force of this remark let us set

beside it an extract from a work by the most
successful and accomplished architect of his day

— Sir W. Chambers. " No subject," ho says,

" hath been more amply treated of than archi-

tecture, nor auy by persons more capable ;
inso-

much that few things remain either to be dis-

covered or improved, every branch of the art

having been maturely considered and brought

very near to the utmost degree of ctrt linti/ of

which it is capable." If we reflect on the amazement
which t«ueh a statement would cause if now ut-

tered by auy architect as distinguished in his day
as Sir W. Chambers was in his, we shall feel how
true it is that we are devoid of recognised stand-

ards of reference in disputes on architectural

questions. A third peculiarity of the press

criticism of the day is that it expends itself

almffst exclusively on pictures of proposed build-

ings, designs, or prc>jects. As soon as the projects

become facts they seem to be no longer recog-

nised. It may be objected th it the critics eagerly

exercise their functions while there is still time

to make their teaching felt, aud that an executed

building, as it is beyond reclaim, is beyond their

care ; still, trustworthy lessons can only be de-

rived from executed works, which are, whether

for imitation or avoidance, incomparably the best

examples. The real e.\planation is that while the

public care little or nothing for architecture they

care a great deal for pictures. If, in " the dull

season," when the columns of the newsp.apers are

agape for " padding," o building of sufficient im-

portance is singled out for notice, we get little or

no real criticism of it. Its excellences are not

pointed out for imitation ; its defects, if not of

the most glaring kind, are not dwelt upon. We
trace no longer the hand of the masterly, brilliaul

writer who gave his views upon it when it was a

mere possibility. It has now become a fact, and

has passed out of his province. The wondrous

t.ale is taken up by another—and a reporter's

—

liand, and dry facts, statistics, particulars of cost,

names of contractors, &c., take the place of the

fntertaining and discursive generalities on the art

which the abler pen provided. Iu the author's

opinion, art criticism should be authenticated by
the names of the critics, and those of the better
class would gain in value. The opinions of men
of acknowledged repute would command respectful
attention, and a check would be given to irre-

sponsible and offensive flippancy, now too preva-
lent. Practical acquaintance with architecture is

necessary for comjieteut critici-im. Though in-
expedient for practising architects to turn critics,

and estimate the merits or demerits of the works
of their fellow-arcliitects, there aie architects by
training who devote themselves to the literature
of art. To these both the profession and the
public would be grateful for contributions to press
ci iticism. The greater notice accorded to archi-
tectural pictures than to architecture was an
encouragement, the author thought, to bestow
more labour on clever representations or mis-
representations of architecture than on
the production of admirable buildings. If

this was so, architectural exhibitions as

now constituted were amongst the foes

to real p: ogress in architecture. The de-
mand for these exaggerated representations
of architecture was fostered by the now almost
universal "competition" system—a system in
many respects antagonistic to the real interests of

architecture, resulting, as it did, in the produc-
tion of drawings intended to attract, by some
specious attributes, the uneducated eyes of those
to whom they were designed to appeal. The re-

sult was that the architecture of the diiy was
c'aaracteri.-:ed by superficiality. Iu the sixteenth

century the structural conditions of the building,

were rendered subservient to the exigencies or

external appearances ; but, as Le Due says,,

neither the ancients nor the architects of the-

middle ages could conceive the idea of a fai;ade.

To them it was unknown. They had no concep-
tion of masking a buildiug by a screen which
should be a composition independent of the struc-

ture and designed as a thing per sc, and solely to

please the eyes of the passers by. The elevation
of a building was the result of the disposition of

its component elements of plan, and it exhibited
to the view gables and sides, according as the
various sections of the buildiug were placed longi-

tudinally or transversely. The practice of de-

signing false fronts was even better, though some-
what akin, to our practice of deluding ourselves

with false representations. But when, as some-
times occurred, we got a false representation of a
false front, a sham view of a sham building, the
evil was complete.

Architectural exhibitions should possess some
distinctive character removing them from the
category of picture exhibitions. The arts of con-
struction, so far as applied to architectural works,

should be represented completely. They should
be the vehicle for conveying to the public the idea-

that architects are and ought to be what has now
come to be understood by "engineers," with the
added faculty of rendering comely the necessities-

of buildiug, and above all, to enforce the doctrine

that architecture, to be worth considering at all,

must be a refinement of the natural outcome of

its structural conditions fulfilling the requirements
of the age. A sound school of criticism would
greatly help to procure so desira'.le a consumma-
tion.

We are prone to be rendered insensible to our
true condition by our own self-gratulations,

A living writer says that up to the sixteenth

century no instance can be found of any building

having been erected in imitation of any other,,

and that since that date no building has been
erected except as a copy, open or covert, of som&
building or class of buildiug that has gone before

—a reflection as discouraging as it is unfortunately

true. In place of the healthy development of

sound principles by concurrent action and in

logical sequence, we see great power, both indi-

vidually and in the aggregate, working without
discipline, object, direction, or restraint. The
strength wasted in ceaselessly hunting after

change should be concentrated on the achieve-

ment of definite results. When the Classic spirit

decayed the Gothic revival engaged attention, aud
buildings, measured by an archieological standard,

were sufficiently correct and satisfactory. A
chance work of exceptional power and ability

directed attention to the brick and m.arble archi-

tecture of Italy, and architects repeated en masse

the details and parti-coloured decorations and
1 rickwork of their models. These have now been
relegated to the speculating builder, and France
(the Early Gothic of Normandy) has, mainly by
means of a publication of meritorious sketches,

I been next pressed into our service. From Spain,
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lastly, we have received fresh inspiration, and the

next weakness may be for Moorish or Indian art.

In this condition the most fatal step that can be

taken by architects is to abrogate or suppress

their claims to be considered primai-iiy as able

constructors. There is growing up a vigorous,

sturdy profession of utilitarian aims, which is

already encroaching on architects' prerogatives
;

and the ugliness of the most notable modern
engineering structures is witness at once to the

bad taste of their authors and the apathy of the

public. One by one the real opportunities for

grand, imposing, noble architectural works are

slipping through architects' hands, and as they

have abandoned the higher walks of art they have

heen robbed of the arts of construction proper.

In the discussion which followed,

Mr. E. Nash said that the subject was one upc n
which a great deal might be said, and one upon
which it was difficult to say the right thing. Ar-
chitectural criticism seemed to him to be one of the

most difficult operations of the pen that could be

attempted, and being so, some rulei of criticism

should be laid down if possible. He was not able

to lay down those rules, but Mr. Bell had pointed

out a few items in that direction which were
somewhat valuable. As to exhibitions, it was
true that criticism was spent very much upon
them and neglected very much on existing build

ings. He thought there were many line build-

ings in existence which would bear even a short

essay upon them with a great deal of advantage,

such a building as Somerset House, for instance.

Architectural exhibitions could never become
what exhibitions of paintings were. Architects

<lid not make pictures to exhibit. It put an ar

chitect to great inconvenience to prepare a picture

for an exhibition if he was engaged in the practi-

cal work of an architect. But did half the archi-

tects exhibit at all ? He should !-:ay that three-

fourths of those in London had never done so.

They did not make pictures for purposes of sale,

as painters did. Nevertheless, he thought archi-

tectural exhibitions should be rather encouraged
than discouraged. With regard to engineering,

it was to him a most monstrous idea to be sepa-

rating architectuial construction from design in

the way in which it was done in the present day.

Building was not engineering, and had nothing
whatever to do with engineering. Let engineers

keep to their engines; if they were constructors

they were architscts. Why should not an archi-

tect be able to construct as « ell as an engineer ?

His education was of the same nature, or, if not, it

was a very great pity. If an architect was
not so educated as to make a good constructor he
was not a good architect. The sooner we ceased

to call construction *' engineering " the better for

the profession. He should havelikedMr.Bell to have
laid down some more delinite method that should
be pursued in architectural criticism. It was the

great difficulty of the subject that made it need-

ful that something should be done, some general

Jules (not absolute rules, but general rules) laid

down that would give some guide towards acquir-

ing a good system of architectural criticism.

Mr. Phene Spiers said that Mr. Bell had cor.

rectly hit the mark in saying that the worthless-

ness of architectural criticism in the general press

was owing to the very small knowledge of art

possessed by those who took upon themselves the

functions of critics. All our exhibitions of paint-

ing and sculpture were, as a rule, very indif-

ferently reviewed. Still more so was this the case

with architectural exhibitions and completed
works, because it was a generally received opinion
that although there were many who could give

some idea of what constituted good painting and
good sculpture, there were few outsiders who
could have any knowledge what good architecture

was, because architecture depended not only on
pleasing form and artistic expression, but also on
good construction. Whilst in England we had
so much to complain of in respect of architectural

criticism, in France the criticisms upon architec-

tural works were immeasurably superior. The
French critics mixed with the architects, and took
opportunities of learning what were beauties and
what were defects in building. As to the draw-

ings of unexecuted buildings exhibited in archi-

tectural exhibitions (many of which were not

drawn by the architects themselves), possibly a

great number were made for competitions, and,

of course, coloured up by men sometimes possess-

ing a knowledge of architecture, and sometimes
not. Architects went to these men, because they
(the architects) had not learnt drawing—that is,

they had not passed through that serious study
of it which was passed through by all the French

and German architects. All French drawings
were done by the architects themselves. Unless
there was some more effective system of teaching
drawing introduced we should still have painted
pictures, and not architectural drawings.

Mr. J. P, Seddon said the one thing wanted
was public instruction in art. Until that want
was met there was no demand which the profession

was nut fully competent to supply. The public

was wofully uninterested in architecture, and it

must be through art that the public must be
reached. People must be taught to draw and
learn to appreciate beauty in every shape, and
then they would look for it in their buildings and
require some knowledge of architecture to be
manifested by critics. At present it was us eless

to expect such knowledge except from architects.

But there was nothing to induce architects to

turn to art criticism as a profession. Such men
as Mr. Buskin had worked hard at it out of pure
love for it. He (Mr. Seddon) hoped that the
efforts now being made by the Society of Arts
would tend in some measure to supply the want
of public art instruction.

Professor Kerb said that there was no subject

of an educai.ional kind in which the Institute

ought to feel more interest than ia architectural

criticism. Criticism was the judging of a finished

work by the application to it of those principles

which had governed, or ought to have governed
,

its production. In that seuse of the term nothing
could be simpler in theory than criticism, because

the artist was supposed to know precisely tha

principles upon which he was composing his de-

sign, and none but artists could be supposed to

criticise art. Ci iticism in respect to painting

might be said to be at the present time in a con-

dition which was peifect. He (the Professor) ap-

prehended that no man was capable of painting a

picture at the present time—a painting which
would be at all appreciated—unless he had ap-

plied to the composition of the picture certain

principles which were perfectly well under-

stood. The principles of criticism in archi-

tecture were simply those principles by which
architecture was composed ; and the applica-

tit^n of those principles in the form of direct criti-

cism—and criticism was not merely fault-finding

—

was the application of those principles to a
work of architecture in order to prove whetherthe
architect had used them well. He agreed mth Mr.

Bell in saying that the condition of archi teotuial

criticism at the present time was especially

lamentable. As to the criticism, so called—for

criticism it was not—which characterised too much
of the architectural writing of the common press,

they, as architects, could afford to treat it with the

most supreme contempt. As for the remarks
made in the House of Commons upon construc-

tion in architecture, generally of a vague and un-

intelligible character, while they should be spoken

of with a certain amount of respect, they should

not be accepted without a diotiuct protest. In

the architectural criticism afforded by the profes-

sional press they were entitled to expect some-

thing more than flippancy, and to look for definite

and certain expositions of the views of writers

upon recognised ^'.rounds. Architectural criticism,

primarily, was of course elementary—that is to

say, there are certain principles lying at the root

and foundation of the whole school of architec-

tural design, which principles are perfectly un-

derstood by the designer. 'Ihe ciiticism of works

produced on these elementary principles would be

the application of such elementary principles as

rules to see whether they hr.d been really fulfilled

in the production of the woik. These elementary

principles were at the foundation of the whole

structure of artistic design ; but as it would be

inconvenient to be always applying elementary

principles of criticism to completed works, dog-

matic principles were used, and these dogmatic

principles were accepted by reason of long experi-

ence. These dogmatic principles could be applied

as a short road to the same result as that attained

by goiug over the elementary ground. In his

younger d.iys there were certain accepted prin-

ciples of criticism by means of which the reader

would be able to form a precise idea of the value

of the work criticised. The dogmatic criticism

which was now applied was arcboeological criti-

cism. He did not complain of it when applied to

art which was founded on arcbicological practice

He remembered the time when art was not

archaeological, and it was to the credit of the an-

Ikinatian dilettiiiti that their principles were not

of the purely academical school of which the ac-

cepted principles of the present day were. What
was to be done in order to establish a better state

of things ? AVe could not go on upon the archa30-

logical system for ever. The time must come
when that system would be exhausted, and, in

this country, that time was not very far distant.

We must educate our lising men in the principles

of elementary architectural criticism. The diffi-

culties with which a non-professional man had to

deal in speaking on architectural matters was
especially manifest in tl e writings of our two
most prominent architectural writers, viz , Mr.
Kuskiu and Mr. Fergusson. Mr. Ilusliiu's writ-

ings glowed with poetic imagery and fancy of the
finest, and he soared as high as human intellect

could soar ; but he never came down to that essen-

tial point in architecture, viz., that architecture

was based upon plain building—that it had its

foundation upon common bricks and mortar.
Then, as to Mr. Fergusson, we saw in his works a
monument of industry the most amazing. The
idea of a gentleman not bred up as an architect

being able to classify the whole of the produc-
tions of the world in the recondite art of ar-

chitecture as he had done with characteristic

accuracy was perfectly ast:)nishing. He waa
the only writer in the English language who
had done this for architecture. Still, Mr.
Fergusson did not descend to the plain, pro-^aic

foundation of bricks and mortar. It was im-
possible for any man not brought up to the art of
building properly to estimate its elements. It

was but little the Institute could do in favour of
instituting a better class of criticism. The
better classes of the English people were inten-

tionally behind the age in respect of artistic

knowledge, and it was a part of the English cha-
racter of the present day to ignore art. What
could be brought to bear upon the public educa-
tion in the way of the appreciation of art he did
not know. His experience had been that those
who professed the greatest acquaintance with art

generally possessed the least. They were gene-
rally much mistaken indeed as to the elementary
principles upon which they were building their

criticism. He was really at a loss to know what
could be done to improve the artistic education of

the people at large.

The Ch.\ibsi.vs thought that the cause of the
defective architectural criticism of the day was
to be found, not in the profession, nor proceeding
from architects' own shortcomings, but in the
lamentable want of interest and appreciation on
the part of the public of works of art in archi-

tecture. No doubt this arose chiefly from the
difficulty of the subject. With respect to the
writers for the press he thought we had no right

to complain of them. They exactly gauged the
amount of information the public cared to pos-

sess, and gave it as desired. If there was a
greater demand for artistic criticism he thought
there would be found the ability to supply it.

The meeting then adjourned. The next meet-
ing will take place on April 5, and will be a

special one for the award of the Royal Gold Meda
and all the Institute medals and prizes.

LUNETTES, GAIETY THEATRE.

OUR readers will remember that in our notice

of this theatre immediately after it was
opened, we had occasion to speak in high terms
of the figure subjects designed by Mr. Marks.
We, this week, give lithographic illustrations of

the two lunettes which immediately strike every
visitor as he enters the theatre. The shepherd
piping to the two giils is intended to suggest

lyiic poetry, and the troubadour singing before a

medicjval baron and his wife illustrates epic

poetry. Having, in our numbers for December
24, 1868, and January 1, 1869, given our opinion

at some length rn these drawings, it is unneces-

sary for us to enlarge on them now.

A CuAFEL Struck i!y Lightning.—The Wes-
leyan Chapel at TrevaiUock Cross, Lewannock,
near Launceston, has been struck by iightuiojr,

and damage done to the extent of nearly £1,000.
Some short timo ago a patent Gill stove was
fixed, for the ) urposo of warming the chapel,
and the smokepipo thereto attached was carried

np inside the building with oast-iron piping-, and
outside the same, to a height of about 9ft., by
galvanised iron tubing, with iron stays to the

roof of the chapel-keeper's house. The electric

current appears to have been attracted and con-
ducted into the chnpel by this piping, causing a
complete wreck oi windo?rs, pows, and all in-

ternal fittings.
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IMPEOVED HOMES FOR THE
WORKING CLASSES.

WITH the exception, perhaps, of the

great sewage i[uestion, the most im-
portant unsolved problem of the times is

that relating to homes for our working popu-
lation. It is astonishing that, in comparison

with the progress made in otlier examples of

construction, so little should really have been

effected in this particular description of

domestic architecture. The true reason is

probably to be found in the fact that until

recently little or nothing has been realised

tending to enlist the sympathies of the com-
mercial portion of the community, and unless

means be discovered to awaken this spirit, no
important results can be expected. When
once the question " Will it pay /" has been
satisfactorily answered iu the affirmative

there will be no lick of capital to carry on
the work. If we are to take as a criterion the

plan upon which the latestindustrial dwellings

have been built, the presumption is strong

that the principle of "flats " is better adapted

to the requirements of a working man and
his family than the old arrangement by which
they occupied a portion of a whole house.

At the present time this arrangement is ad-

hered to with gi-eat pertinacity. Not only iu

Loudon itself, but iuall the suburbs, builders

are busy in erecting the ordinary six and
eight-roomed house exactly in the same
manner as was done ages ago, allowing
merely for the more modern and improved
eonvenienoes and the enforced greater attention

paid to sanitary and social regulations. The
great evil of this type of building is that,

while portions of it are manifestly only fit to

be used by members of the same family, they
are used indiscriminately by those of as

many families as are located in it. Some
buildings intended for the reception of the

working classes have recently been erected by
M. Allen and Son for the Improved Industrial

Dwellings Company, of which Sir Sidney H.
Waterlow is chairman. They are represented

in the plans and elevation on previous page,

and, as wiU be seen, are designed upon the
" flat " principle, and are in general arrange-

ments and in many respects similar to those

built some time previously for the same
company.
The plan of all these habitations depends in

eome measure upon the advantages or disad-

vantages attendant upon the site. When the
ground rents are very heavy, as is usually the
case in the metropolis, the blocks must be
composed of more stories than where ground
is more easily procurable. In the former
instance the staircase must be common
property to all the inhabitants, as it would be
impossible, consistent with the space and
funds at the disposal of the builder, to find

room for more than one means of access to the
different tenements. Upon referring to the
subject of our illustrations, it will be observed
that the whole of the tenants have a separate

staircase, with the exception of the two
situated upon the top floor. The same
staircase leading to this floor serves to accom-
modate the two sets of apartments placed
upon each side of it, and its occurrence is

unavoidable. So .also is the joint occupation
of the roof of the houses by the same tenants,

which are Hat and answer for hanging out
clothes upon, and, iu fact, as small gardens.
There is no reason why beds should not be laid

out along the sides next the walls, and planted
with such small flowers, vegetables, and
shrubs as ihe occupier might desire. The
other tenants are provided with gardens aa

follows :—The party occupying tfie lowest
or basement flat is entitled to the piece in

front of the house and the piece next to the
back wall. The two separate tenants upon
the upper floor possess each the half plot lying
to the right .and left of the path running fnim
the back entrance to the garden wall. In
addition to the original designing or plan of
these dwellings, the chief novel feature is the
employment of an artificial stone in many

portions of their construction. It is

not only used in those situations where
stone is generally employed in the more
expensive examples of erection, but also

as a substitute for timber. Mr. Alien con-
siders that no wootl ought to be used in

the carcase of a building, and that all the
iron—whether in the shape of joists, pillars,

lieams, or bressummers—should be protected
from the influence of the weather and the
action of fire. The whole of the staircases

are built of tlie artificial stone, and an experi-

ence of more than ten years has demonstrated
that the steps wear infinitely better than
either York or Portland stone. The kerb to the

iron fence, the front cornice, window-heads,
sills, pilasters, and cornice of portico are of

the same material, and there can be no doubt
of its superiority both iu point of appearance
and durability over that abominable invention,

stucco. As 'with the exterior, so with the

interior. The chimney slabs, jambs, hearths,

lintels, scullery and kitchen floors, and the

entire roofs of the houses are of the same
material, thus ensuring an imiformity which
cannot but be of great pecuniary value in ex-

amples where cheapnessis the primary conside-

ration. Although admirably suited for serving

the above purposes in this particular class of

dwellings, the artificial stone is not so well
siuted for application to expensive styles of

construction. In the first place, the expense
of making the iron moulds is heavy, and the
prime cost would not recoup itself unless they
were used very frequently, that is, unless a
large number of castings wei'e turned out of

them. It would obviously never answer to

make a mould for casting half-a-dozen par-

ticular shaped stones, which is all that would
be needed for any one part of a handsome
house. As architects naturally like to design
the shapes of their own ornaments, instead of

being willing to adopt patterns already in

stock, it would be necessary to make fresh

moulds for nearly every small order
that came in. This would be, commer-
cially speaking, an absurdity, and, therefore,

the principal employment of this artificial

stone will be restricted to those dwellings
where cheapness and durability are considered

more important features than the adoption
of any especial design or fancifully-shaped

ornament. An excellent arrangement exist-

ing in those houses which we visited is the
facility with which they can be thoroughly
ventilated from front to back. This is a pre-

caution of the greatest importance when it is

considered that many of the inmates might
be prostrated at almost any time by infectious

and contagious diseases, the almost invisible

and imperceptible agency of which has a
tendency to remain for months iu rooms which
are badly lighted and have little or no means
of ventilation. The general internal appear-
ance of these "improved homes" is exceed-
ingly airy, with abundance of window light,

one of the cliief essentials to a comfortable,

cheerful habitation. It should be mentioned,
as a proof that our working classes fully ap-

preciate the advantages of the efforts made to

improve their social and moral welfare aud
comfort, that there are more applications for

the " flats " than they can possibly accommo-
date. By a little careful selection and weed-
ing, it has been found that a very eligible

class of tenants can be obtained who take a

])ride in making their newly-built homes look
as neat and trim as their circumstances will

permit.

COMPETITION DESIGNS FOR NEW
INFIRMARY AND WORKHOUSE FOR
ST. MARY, LAMBETH.

THIRTEEN sets of plans have been re-

ceived for tlie proposed infirmary and
workhouse about to be erected by the guar-
dians of the parish of St. Mary, Lambetb,
and, from a view of tlie designs submitted, it

appears that the instructions have been gene-
rally observed by the competing architects.

Tlio several designs are designated by 'etters

in tho following order:—
A. In this set of plans the general arrange-

ment of the infirmary building has been well
considered, and provides—wliat wo consider
l)re(erable to the instructions, which admit of
double w.irdi— dormit'iries for rows of beds
against each wall. Tiie instructions allow of
four lines of beds. All portions of tliis plan
aro well lighted, and it would, with some
trifiing aiteraiioas, be a satisfactory building.

The workhouse is carefully planned, but it

does not apjie.ir to be equal in merit to the
infirmary pi ins. The cli'vations are not so
good as one would wish, as a much more
pleasing budding might be erected for about
the same oulkiy.

B. These plans have but very little to re-

commend them. The wards iu the infirmary
are arranged for four rows of bed<, and it

appears that the proper lighting of many por-
tions is deficient. The administrative block
is not equal to its requirements, and, as we
belbre remarked, the Liuilding is not what we
should consider suitable without many im-
portant alterations. The workhouse is much
belter arranged, but has many faults in com-
mon with the infirmary building ; the eleva-

tions are certainly of a plain character.

C. The infirmary building has double
wards, and has a well-arranged block for the
working portion of the establishment. Tlie

plan would be much improved by dispensing

with some of the corridors. This, of course,

would entail .'ome alterations in the disposi-

tion of the plan. The workhouse is superior

in many of its arrangements, ana has been
well considered. The elevations are very
suitable and require but little alteration.

D. Double wards are provided in the infir-

mary ; the approaches are well arrnnged, and
every portion appears to be well lighted.

The water-closets are placed in a very im-
proper position ; it would have been an im-
provement if windows had been placed in the

positions occupied by closets. The advantage,

if any, of rounding all corners of the building

does not convey to our minds the advisability

of such a system being .adopted. The work-
house is arranged upon the plan introduced

many years ago, and ouglit to have had more
consideration, as it is to be hoped that our ar-

chitects have arrived at something beyond
what was erected for such buildings years ago.

The elevations do not recommend themselves,

and we cannot generally speak in praise of

this set of designs.

E. This set of plans has been very care-

fully considered ; it has wards of different

widths. Throughout, this building is well

lighted, and placed so as to obi;ain good venti-

lation from natural sources. The administra-

tive block is good in every respect, and it

ap])ears that all requirements for such a

building have been provided with a knowledge

that indicates some acquaintance with what is

requisite in a building of this class. The
workhouse is quite equal to the infirmary, and

is well placed upon the ground. The eleva-

tions are pleasing, and this set of designs is

worthy ot coubideration,

F. The infirmary is very simply arranged,

and, consequently, the plan has many good

points. The corridors are conveniently placed,

and the working portion is suitable to its re-

quirements. The workhouse is of like merit,

and the elevations aro of a satisfactory

character.

G. The infirmary has all wards for double

rows of bods ; it is well lighted, and through-

out the arrangements are suitable. This plan

has good means of ventilation from the general

disposition, and indictitcs a knowledge of what

is necessary in such a building. The work-

house is not equal to the infirmary building,

and many points have been overlooked that

should have been introduced, as is clear upon
comparing the two plans of infirmary and

workhouse. The elevations are suitable.

II. This plan, so far as its deposition upon

the ground, is an improvement upon most of

the other designs. The infirmary is very

I
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suitably phiimed, and hiia been well tliought

over. The doulile wards are few in number,
and might easily be converted into single

wards. There are no objectionable parts in

the general plan. The workhouse is good, the

only objection being the double wards. Tne
wards are so placed as to bo easy of access,

and every advantage has been taken to obtain

proper ventilation. The elevations are quite

sufficient in design Tor the purpose,

I. The plan of infirmary is very crowded,
the corridors are imperfectly lighted, and too

many double wards are provided; the adminis-
trative block is well arranged ; the kitchen

should have, been more centrally placed. The
only ol jectionable portion of the work-
house is the system of corridors; with some
modifications this might be obviated. The
elevations are creditable.

J. The administrative portion of the infir-

mary is well planned : it would be improved
by a little less overcrowding. The double
wards might in several ca^es be dispen-ed
with. The workhouse is objectionable frum its

not being more dispersed over the ground.
The elevations are very appropriate.

K. The infirmary is well arranged, and
throughout this building many points ot merii

can be discerned, especially in the working
port on of the establibhmtnt ; the alternative

plan is (ar superior. The workhouse is objec-

tionable from its being too compact; it would
liave been better if thu arrangements had been
more dispersed. The elevations are satis-

factory.

L. Very little can be sad in praise of this

set of infirmary plans ; there does not appear
to be such a defined arrangement as that indi-

cated by the other designs, and the same re-

marks will apply to the workhouse
building.

M. The infirmary is a suitable building,

and is somewhat upon the plan of K ; the

corridors are well arranged, and generally this

plan is satisfactory. The workhouse is of a
like character. AVe consider that general plan

No. 2 gives the best workhouse, and general
plan No. 1 gives the best infirmary. The ele-

vations are good, and the planshave been well
considered.

LAKD DRAINAGE IN SCOTLAND.

SOME improvements deseiTing of notice have
just been completed iu Koss-shire. The

lands in question lie in the valley of the Couon, a

few miles from the Muir of Ord station on the

Highland E,ailway. At this place, according to

the Scotsman, the River Couon was sometimes so

high for week.s, or even for months together, as

to flood the fields to such an extent that they

presented more the appearance of a loch than the

fertile lands they really were. In order to

remedy this state of matters, Mr. G. C'adell

Bruce, C E , Edinburgh, engineer of several im-

portant hydraulic works, was applied to, and he
undertook to carry a tunnel all the way through

the lands, passing below the River Orriu through

part of the Highfield property, and discharging

the water into the river on the Conon estate, im-

mediately below the march between the Seaforth

and Highfield properties. This work has been

most successfully accomplished, the result being

that the fiat of Arcan is now entirely free from

water. From the surface of the ground at the

inlet to the outlet there is about 14ft. of fall.

The tunnel is 2,142 yards in length—solid brick

building—and there are also 500 yards of a large

open watercourse, besides other drainage works.

The work was begun in May last, and has been
accomplished in the face of many dhhculties,

arising from the nature of the ground and the

large gathering of water. The tunnel is con-

structed of radiating bricks, built with hydraulic

lime, and partly laid in concrete. It is boxed iu

with piles of timber, and considerable difficulty

was often expeiienced in conducting this work,

owing to the shifting nature of the saud and

gravel. The quantity of water which the tunnel

will discharge, running half full, is about

100,000,000 gallons in twenty-four hours. The
tunnel under the Orrin is 10ft. below the bed of

the river. A shaft has also been made for fiush-

ing, so that the waters of the Urriu can be

turned into the tunnel. Inlets have been made

in the conduit at several places, so as to allow
further drainage on Arcan if required. The
conduit is ventilated by air-shafts at intervals
along its course. They are built of brick, with
freestone cjpings, and have malleable iron
gratings on the top, secured hy locks These
shafts are erected beside the fences, so as not to

interfere with the cultivation of the fields

These improvement works were carried out to a
large extent on the lands of two proprietors,

under the "Outfall Act" of 1847—one of the
first instances, we believe, in which the conditions
of this Act have been conformed to The con-
tractor for the undertaking was Mr. George
Hunter, Ediubiu-gh.

COMPETITION?.

Newport Church of Scotland Chapel —The
committee of this chapel have selected the design
of Mr. Alexander Johnston, architect, Dundee.
There were five competitors, Mr. Mackenzie, of

Dimdee, being eeond in merit.

New Baptist Chapel, Sheffield.—The designs

for a new Baptiit Chapel at Glossop-road, Shefiield,

submitted by the following architects, were on
Tuesday exhibited in the Cutlers' Hall. The mot-
toes attached with each design are subjoined with
the name :—Messrs. Hill and Swan, " Experientia

docet ;" Messrs. Flockton and Abbott, " Two
triangles;" Messrs. Blackmoor and Mitchell-

Withers, " Excelsior;" J. P. Pritchett, Darlington,
" Labor et spes ;" Messrs. Lockwood and Mawson,
Bradford, " Experientia docet ;" J. C. Hine, Not-
tingham, " Omnibus electus ;'' Messrs. Pavell and
Robinson, Manchester, " Q ;" Messrs. Innocent
and Brown, Sheffield, "Nota Bene." The last-

named were the successful competitors, and the
following is a description of their design :—The
style of the building is Gothic, adapted to the
requirements of Dissenting worship, and the
peculiarities of the site. The cost of the building

will be between £5,000 and £6,000.

Scndeeland.— In the competition for the new
church of St. Mark, the plan marked " Thought,"
by Mr. Joseph Potts, juu., has been accepted.

The New Guavlng Dock at Glasgow.—The
Glasgow Citizen understands that Mr. William
Scott, contractor for the new dock works at Leith,

is the successful competitor for the Clyde Trustees'

Graving Dock at Govan.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

FiKNWOETH.—An important work in connection

with the sewage system of the township has

recently been carried out by the local board. A
brook which ri^es in the neighbourhood of High-

field, and which acts as a considerable feeder to

the reservoirs of the Farcworth paper mills, some
time ago became much fouled in its course

through receiving a portion of the sewage of the

township. In order to remedy this, and to avoid

litigation with the proprietor of the paper works,

it was resolved to construct an invert or water-

course somewhat similar in its main feature to the

plan adopted with the River Croal in Bolton.

Formerly the brook flowed in an irregular manner,

occasionally spreading out into sluggish, dirty pools

along its banks. The new culvert is of brick, in

the form of a semicircle, open at the top, where
it is 18in. wide, the depth being 2ft. The invert

has a general fall, and there are a number of steps,

placed some distance apart, over which the water
tumbles with much force, and the agitation to

which it is thus repeatedly subjected, together

with certain chemical means employed, greatly

assists in purifying the stream, and by the time

the water reaches the lodges it is rendered com-
paratively innocuous. The work has been
planned out by ^'^. Councillor Lomax, of Bolton,

surveyor to the Farnwortli local board, and Mr.

Thomas Entwistle, clerk of works to the board,

has superintended its construction.

Norwich.—The sewage works at Norwich have

been brought to a standstill after only one-ninth

of the work has been executed, in consequence of

the contractor having met with unexpected diffi-

oulties iu the course of his excavations.

Sunderland —The Local Board of Health at

the Felling has commissioned Mr. Joseph Thomp-
.son, engineer and architect, Jarrow, to lay out

and construct a system of sewerage for the

Felling district.

The Propospd Drainage of Middlesborouqh.
—On Monday afternoon, a special meeting of the
Town Council was held to consider the plans and
estimates for the extension and improvement of
the drainage of the borough, and if deemed advis-
able to approve of and iidopt the same. The-
borough surveyor (Mr. John Dunning) submitted
plans, the carrying out of which would cost
£11,000. It was resolved to call in some
engineer of experience in drainage to confer with
Mr. Dunning and the drainage committee on the-
whole scheme now submitted for consideration,
and the meeting was adjourned till Mond,ay next
to enable the drainage committee to bring forward
the names of some engineers for selection.

The Drainage of Reading.—On Thursday
week a meeting of the Reading Local Board was
held, when it was unanimously resolved that a
drainage scheme, involving an expense of £40,000,
should be carried out. Mr. Lawson, C.E., and
Mr. Woodman, the borough surveyor, have for

some time past been engaged in maturing the
plans for the work, and the-se plans will now be
forwarded to the Home Secretary for approval
before the money can be borrowed. According
to the statement made a Gd. rate spread over a
period of thirty years would p.ay both the principal

and interest. As the Thames Conservancy Board
have determined to enforce the powers they
possess by Act of Parliament of compelling all

towns in the Valley of the Thames to divert the
sewage from the river, no option is left but to
convey the sewage to the land, and this plan will

be adopted at Reading.

The Dust of Cities and the Health op
Men.—A microscopist (Mr. Dancer, F.ll A.S.) has,

says the Daily Neu's, been examining the dust of

our cities. The results are not pleasing. We
had always recognised city dust as a nuisance,

and had supposed that it derived the peculiar

grittiness and flintiness of its structure from the

constant macadamising of city roads. But it now
appears that the effects produced by dust when,
as is usual, it finds its way into our eyes, our

nostrils, and our throats, are as nothing compared
with the mischief it is calculated to produce in a

more subtle manner. In every specimen exa-

mined by Mr. Dancer, animal life was abundant.
Buttheamountof'molecidar activity"—such is the

euphuism under which what is exceedingly dis-

agreeable to contemplate is spoken about—is

variable according to the heightatwhichthedust is

collected. And of all heights which these molecu-

lar wretches could select for the display of their

activity, the height ot five feet has been found to

be the favourite. Just at the average height of the

foot-passenger's mouth these moving organisms are

always waiting to be devoured and to make us ill,

A large proportion of vegetable matter also disports

itself in the light dust of our streets. Mr.

Dancer's observations show that in thoroughfarefr

where there is much traffic a large proportion of

this vegetable matter thus floating about consists-

of what has passed through the stomachs of ani-

mals, or has suffered decomposition in some way
orother. Thisunpleasingmatter,likethe "molecu-

lar activity," floats at a height of five feet, or

thereabouts. These observations tend to a recog-

nition of the manner in which some diseases pro-

pagate themselves, and the lesson to be deduced

is that the watering cart should be regarded as

one of the most important of our hygienic insti-

tutions. Supplemented by careful scavengering

it might be effective in dispossessing many a terri-

ble malady which now holds sway from time to

time over our towns.

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.

On- Monday Lord R. Gower asked tho '•'ocretary

.jf State for the Home Department whether the

structure connecting Barliugton House with

Piccadilly was a teoiporay erection ; also what

was the proposed destination of the colonnade

recently removed from tho front of Burlington

House.—Mr. KuatchbuU-Hugessen replied that

die Btruclure was one ofa temporary character,

uid would be removed ; and aa to tho destinatioa

.f the colonnade, it had not yet been determined

m, but the question was still under oousidera.

tion.

On Tuesday night Mr. W. H. Gregory gave

notice that on Tuesday, the 13lh of .•\pril, he

would call alteniion to the proposed site for

tie new Law Courts in Carey-struet, and move
that it was not the best site for tho purpose.
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MR. EASTLA.KE ON TASTE.

To the Editor of the BuiLDrao New3.

Sir,—It is but quite recently that I have

fomid time to peruse Mr. Eastlake's " Hints on

Household Taste," a work which seeuis to

have attracted considerable attention, though

I liave hitherto noticed little but eulogy re-

specting it. It appears to me, however, to

contain so much that is one-sided and erro-

neous that I am induced to ask the favour of

a little of the space you now so judiciously

devote to "Furniture and Decoration." I

propose, firstly, to notice the exaggerated pic-

ture the author has drawn of things as they

exist ; secondly, to offer a diiferent explana-

tion, of much that he rebukes ;
thirdly, to

examine brielly some of his own views and
suggestions. But before proceeding, I would
premise (as this may possibly give my re-

marks a trifle more weight than could other-

wise attach to them), that I am by no means
individually an opponent of the school whose

views the " flints '' may be said to embody.

On the contrary, my personal predilections

run in a groove not unsimilar to those of the

author.

Mr. Eastlake argues at the commencement
of his book that there is no supply correspond-

ing to the improved state of public taste ;

but as the work proceeds he appears to arrive

at the more correct opinion that it is the

public taste itself which requires improve-

ment. This is really the fact. I do not

hesitate to say that there is very little dith-

culty of procuring artistic objects of all kinds

to those who desire them ; but I do say, and

I know it to be a fact, that it is excessively

difficult to obtain more thau a very limited

sale for such articles as a real connoisseur can

approve of. The following circumstance, as

a case in point, recently came to my own
knowledge. Some time ago a lady and

gentleman entered the establishment of

a west-end decorator to look at some
chintz papers. The head of the firm came
forward and produced some of the fine

conventional patterns designed by Messrs.

Morris, Marshall, and Co., which were
laughed at. Some of the most tasteful

of the French chintzes were next tried, but

with no better success. "Something more
gaudy " was absolutely asked for, but nothing

sufficiently so could be found on the

establishment. Being a man of tact as

well as business, however, Mr. Decorator

makes some excuse about his best patterns

being out on show, an i promises to have
them home next day. Meanwhile he sends

round all through the paper trade, and col-

lects the most Vi'onderfulassortnientof flowered
papers tliat can be conceived. Peonies and
magnolias vied with each other in size and
gorgeousness ; for, as I saw the specimens my-
self, I can bear witness as to their hideous-

ness. One or two had certain merits in their

way, and these the decorator assured me he

had recommended, but without success.

Nearly the worst pattern of the lot was
eventually selected. It was French, and so

old that all the blocks fand there were a large

number of them) had to be repaired, and
some entirely recut. At length between two
and three hundred pounds' worth of this abo-

mination, chosen by an English gcntlemnn of
high poiition, was despatched to India for the

papering of some law courts ! This is, of

course, an extreme instance, but such things

are of every-day occurrence, only on a lesser

scale. And while this is the case it is impos-
sible to blame manufacturers i'or making and
tradesmen for selling inartistic articles, when
they cannot dispose of superior ones. I have
already endeavoured to show that there is no
indisposition on the part of commercial men
to produce really tasteful goods provided
they can be made to pay, and this is all we
can possibly expect. But, although public

taste is considerably better than Mr. Eastlake

would admit, there exists, after all, much that

nmst be deplored. The real fact is, I regret

to say, that the ladies are principally respon-

sible for the evil, for it is they who mainly
determine the various household arrange-

ments. Men, as a rule, have either cultivated

tastes (and this is the exception) or they have
no taste at all, though they usually possess

notions of comfort, fitness, and common
sense that sometimes advantageously control

the vagaries of their fair companions, to whom
as a rule they leave these matters. But the

innate sentiment of grace and beauty that

exists in women gives them a natural taste,

which, if educated, would probably be of a

very high order, but which in the great

majority of cases is left a prey to vanity and
capric. I should be unreasonably digressing

from my original topic were I to attempt to

show the connection between public taste and
the entire modern system of female education,

yet I believe this connection to exist to a far

greater extent than is generally surmised ;

audit is impossible to shut our eyes to the

fact that love of .show and the peculiar illo-

gical temperament which is so characteristic

of women's minds find a striking counterpart

iu the spirit which animates so much of

domestic taste. A bachelor of small means is

generally content with comfortable and sub-

stantial articles about him, but directly he
marries everything must be " elegant," and
his wife must be able to keep up the same
appearance as Mrs. A. and Mrs. B. Now if

he can afford to do all this properly, well

and good ; but in many cases he cannot. In-

stead, therefore, of furnishing well—say his

dining room and a couple of bed-rooms— and
adding from time to time as the funds admit,

he will fill the whole of his house with cheap
ready made and tasteless rubbish that is really

dear at any price—and all this because his wife

must have a drawing-raom ! As long as this

spirit exists, so long will flashy imitations and
pretentious shams command a market, and
while they command a market they will inevi-

tably be made.
I now come to the details of Mr. Eastlake's

views, of which, however, I can only notice a

few of the more characteristic. One of the

author's first crusades is against the practice

of marbling and graining. I have no par-

ticular aft'eclion for these processes myself, but

I think the day is far distant when they will

be generally discontinued. Of course, every-

one will admit the great superiority of real

oak fittings, and I have not the least doubt
that their use would be a real economy ; but
while we have soft deal doors to treat, I can
see no eliicient substitute for graining. Stain-

ing and varnishing can only be done where
the wood has been carefully selected and the

work specially finished for the purpose, and
the expense so incurred goes a long way to-

wards that of wainscot. But varnish is no
substitute in point of durability for good
paint, and the question at issue is practically

one of wear. The real advantage of graining
and marbling, setting appearance aside, is

that they combine paint, varnish, and darkish
colour, which together resist injury, show
little dirt, and admit of washing, while the

play of colour over every inch of the surface

conceals an immense amount of the damage
that must inevitably occur in every household.

Little boys' dirty fingers, servants' aprons (as

they push the doors with their knees), and
dogs' paws (as they scratch for admittance),

are perhaps quite beneath the attention of an
apostle of high art, but they are matters
which appeal very strongly to materfamilias'

ideas. Other methods of treatment way be
employed where there is small liability to

injury, or exceptional care is taken, but for

ordinary cases I can see nothing which can
satisfactorily replace graining.

The author's heaviest invective is, on the

whole, perhaps, directed against the various

processes used in modern cabinet work.
Veneering, polishing, the application of

mouldings, glue, and other matters, excite his

indignation over and above the prime question
of design. The latter is so thoroughly a matter
of taste that it can hardly be discussed, but I

can see no valid reason for condemning furni-

ture simply because it does not belong to the
packing-case school of design which is advo-
cated in the " Hints." Carving and curva-
ture, like everything else, are liable to abuse,

but I notice as a rule little to object to on
this score iu articles supplied Ijy the best

upholsterers. Veneering is a process which
not only improves the appearance of the furni-

ture by surface enrichment with wood of so

beautiful a character that to use it in the
solid would be positive waste, but, when pro-
perly done, greatly strengthens the wood.
Veneer is frequently applied simply for the
purpose of strength and durability without
any reference to appearance. The author's

remarks on the subject, not only of veneering,

but of " shams " in general, are strangely at

variance with his views respecting electro-

plate, which are too long for quotation, but to

which I may refer your readers at page 255.

As regards polishing, it is absurd to deny that

it greatly enhances the eft'ect of the natural

grain ; it is, in fact, analogous to the
" glazing" in oil paintings. Nor does it pre-

vent the wood from acquiring richness of

colour by age, as witness the splendid tone of

old, well-polished Spanish mahogany. Mould-
ings are entirely a matter of ornament, and it

must be for clearer brains than mine to discern

the ditl'erence resthetically between mouldings
worked iu the solid and those " run " sepa-

rately and iirryperbj fixed. The latter are

perfectly strong, and very much cheaper than
the former. Jlr. lluskiu has written very
eloquently on " The Lamp of Sacrifice," but I

ask your readers. Sir, whether the lamp of

sacrifice might not sometimes be more properly

called the lamp of waste. The principles of

modern cabinet work are very ditferent from
those of the old joinery, but I contend that

they are perfectly legitimate, and that well

made furniture of the present day leaves little

to be desired iu point of strength and dura-

bility.

But it is in matters of upholstery proper

that Mr. Eastlake's remarks seem to me the

most preposterous. I will admit that the

forms of chairs, sofas, and couches are not

always good ; but if there is any one thing on
which we can pride ourselves more than
another at the present time, it is the perfect

comfort and delightful luxuriance of these

articles as made at good establishments.

Many old chairs and sofas are pleasant to sit

or lie upon in certain positions, but it is the

glory of the modern ones that we may sit up-

right or lean back in them, may lounge, loll,

or lie upon them with equal ease and comfort.

Now, this has been attained by the process of

"stuffing all over," (derived, I believe, in the

first place from Germany), in which the whole
of the framework above the legs is padded,

thus giving a soft support for the body in

every attitude. If it be objected that we have

no right to conceal the framing to which the

stufting is fixed, let me ask whether the

bones of the human body are anywhere
exposed to view. They generally control the

contour of the flesh, and in like manner the

shape of the stulHng adheres very closely to

that of the wood frame. Tliere is no diffi-

culty in designing these articles of pure and
simple shape (and many actually are so),

while certain parts of the frame are frequently

finished ornamentally and exposed to view
with little detriment to ease, and with but
trifling increase of expense.

I have already trespassed so greatly on
your space that I must be content witli the

examples to which I have drawn attention of

the unreasonable objections which Mr. East-

lake frequently raises to modern work. It is

very curious, however, to note the strange

inconsistency into which men fall who allow

themselves to be carried away by one par-

ticular set of ideas. One of the author's

staunchest principles is to the effect that we
should never imitate in one article or ma-
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terial the treatment or construction of

another. In this I concur, provided we are

not tied down to a too strict observance of rule.

But let us examine for a moment how Mr.

Eastlake applies it. On the frontispiece of

his book appears a portion of a cabinet, and

opposite to page 115 a bookcase, both from

his own designs. Your readers will observe

in both examples superimposed above the cor-

nice a wooden construction which is simply

a copy of the roof of a house. In the book-

case the designer has gone so far even as to

erect a dormer window to serve as a handle

to the trap-door by which access is gained to

what I may call the loft. Supposing that

a closed cupboard of the kind be required

above the bookshelves for the stowage of

pamphlets and other iiupresentable papers,

can any form be more absurd, wasteful, or in-

convenient in point of access than tliat

adopted ? Again, let me direct attention to

the old chair at page 78. Cliarming as it is,

the form of the legs is entirely opposed to

the strict principle of wood treatment. The
curved pieces which support the seat must
of necessity be cut across the grain in some
direction, and must consequently be of con-

siderable extra size to resist the abnormal
strain. It is probable, indeed, that the form
of the chair has been originally copied on a

much thicker scale from some seat of iron

or bronze, in which the tieatment would be
consistent with the qualities of the material.

These are merely instances of a general

illogical state of feeling which exists among
a certain art-clique, and I allude to it less in

a spirit of condemnation than to claim for

others the latitude of taste that I, for one, am
ready to accord to what I may term Gothic
vagaries. Another characteristic of the school

I am speaking of is their admiration of heavi-

ness of materials, rudeness of workmanship,
and unsymmetrical design, as constituting in

themselves special merits. Mr. Eastlake gives

abundant evidence of this throughout the

pages of his work. The high praise which he
awards to Oriental carpets and to Venetian
glass is bestowed rather on what most per-

sons would consider their failings than on
their intrinsic beauties. The absence of grace

that frequently characterises Eastern forms
is well known, and the inaccuracy of dimen-
sion that often marks designs which would
aeem intended to be worked symmetri-
•cally is occasionally an eye-sore. But when
these blemishes exist we still admire (and
very greatly) the articles for the excellence of

the colour, or for some other good quality, and
are content to pass over matters of less mo-
ment. Still, the qualities for which we do
admire a given article should always be borne
in mind by the critic, and not confounded with
those in spite of which we still admire it.

Had I the space I might point to many of

the designs which illustrate the " Hints,"

and ask wliat beauty is to be found in them
;

but I will merely beg you to look at the

huge timbers of which the washstand at

page 184 is constructed, and remind you that

nowadays people move house many times
during their lives; or at the chest of drawers
at page 191, and inquire whether you can
conceive a reason for its being enclosed by
three sides of a packing-case. If the extra
horizontal depth can be spared, surely it

would be better to give it to the drawers,
while the fact that the short upper ones must
be partially covered, when wide open, by the
top, hardly requires comment. In conclu-

sion, let me again ask if that marvellous
specimen of rude hideousness opposite to

page 135 could at the present day be designed

by anyone in his senses l Al.R.I.B.A.

SCHOOLS OF ART.

Leeds.—Recently, Mr. J. W. Palliser, a stu-

dent of the Schools of Art, obtaioed from the

authoriti ;3 at Kensington a certificate of the

third grade for teaching elementary drawing,

another student, Mr. Peace Sjkea, beiug similarly

successful. Two other students (Mr. T. Watsou

and Mr. W. M. Arundale) have also executed the

diploma works successfully, and passed a portion

of the examination. The Leeds school has now
(says the Leeds Express) achieved the distinction

of being the most successful training school of

art-masters out of all the schools of art in the

kingdom- with the sole exception of the National

Training School at South Kensington, where
three Leeds pupils at present hold valuable

appoiutmciit^.

SAUsninv.—The annual Government examina-

tion of tha pupils took place last week. Twenty-
seven pur ils presented themselves for examina-
tion in free-hand drawing and four in practical

geometry. The best of the finished drawings

which have been executed during the past

year will be sent to South Kensington to com-
pete fc r prizes and honours.

Lewes.—The annual Government examination
in drawing was held on Tuesday week at the

County Hall. The test of skill was in the making
of an outline drawing from a given example in

one hour, the exact nature of this example being

unknown to the pupils until the hour com-
menced. Sixty-five pupils competed, about one-

half being ladies.

BUILDING AND LAND SOCIETIES.

CiMEKiDGESHmE.—The nineteenth annual meet-

ing of the Cambridgeshire Permanent Benefit

Building Society was held at Cambridge on Tues-

day week. From the report of the secretary, it

appeared that during the past year the monthly
receipts averaged £1,170, and that advances were
made of nearly equal amount. Throughout the

year no funds had been in hand, the whole being

productive immediately upon the receipt, and a

balance of £1,002 lOs. 3d. remained due to the

bankers on December 31. 3OO5 shares were taken

up in 1S6S, and the current year was successfully

commenced at the January monthly meeting by
the issue of 252^ new shares, and the receipt of

£2,943 lis. 8d.

Derbyshire.—The ninth annual meeting of

the Derbyshire Permanent Building, Investment,

and Land Society was held on Monday week at

Derby. The report stated that the subscriptions

of the past year on advanced shares, including

mortgages paid off, amounted to £7,363 5s. Id.,

and on unadvanced shares to £3,089 43. Deposits

were also received to the amount of £8,334 18s. 8d.,

making, i^'ith entrance fees, &c., a total of

£23.884 15s. Cd. The withdrawals on unadvanced
shares and deposits amounted to £11,064 Ss. lid.,

leaving the excess of receipts over payments on
these two accounts of £5,359 lis. 9d. The
amount lent during the year was £13,240. At
the close of the year the amount owing on
mortg.age was £39,882 43. Id. The liabilities at

the same date to members on unadvanced share

account, including interest, were £25,373 ISs. 4d.;

to depositors, £12,197 143. lOd. ; and to the

bankers, £1,052 43. 6d., making a total of

£39,343 143. 8d., and leaving a balance of

£578 9s. 5d. in the society's favour.

Matlock.—The first general annual meeting of

the Matlock Benefit Building Society was held on
Monday week. The report read by the secretary

was of a satisfactory nature.

MiDDLESBOROUGH.—The auuual general meet-
ing of the Middlesborough, Redcar, and Saltburn-

by-the-Sea Permanent Benefit Building Society

was held on Wednesday week. The report was
unanimously adopted, and a dividend of 7 per

cent, declared. The deposits at the monthly
meeting, held the same evening, amounted to

over £3,300.

The Euston Mutual Benefit BurLDiNO So-

CIETV.—The fourth annual meeting of this society

was held at the office of the society, 12, Red Lion-

square, on the 10th inst. The directors consider

the working of the society during the year to be

satisfactory.

New English Ligmtuouse. — The Trinity

Board have entered into a contract with a

French firm to supply and work the granite of n

lighthouse, to be constructed on a rock near the

present Longships, o3* Lanu's End. The new
lighthouse will embrace all the modern improve-

ments, and will, wheu completed, supersede the

Longships. The Elder Brethren, it is said, have
gone to France with the contract in consequence
of the high price asked by English firms. The
woik will be commenced immediately.

)iulbiug littcKigeiice.

OHUROHES AND OHAPELS.

Aberdeeh,—Alterations have just been car-

ried out in Free Trinity Church, Crown-street, at

a cost of £700. These alterations include the

erection of a new public hall, 40ft. by 26fc.

Colchester.—The spire of the Congregational
Church, which was blown down by a gale in

December last, has just been restored by Mr,
John Wrighton, of Huntingdon, under the super-

vision of Mr. John Tarring, architect, of Bucklera-

bury.

Checkendon.—In the autumn of last year a
discovery was made in the apse of Checkeudon
Church, of an ancient Norman wall-painting, now
about to be restored by Messrs. Clayton and Bell,

of liegent- street. A new discovery has just been
made of no less interest. About the end of the
fifteenth century the Norman doorway, which
made the chief entrance, was blocked up and
plastered over, a new doorway made under it,

and a perch erected in front. The original en-

trance has now been disclosed. The arch is very
nearly perfect, a small part only of it having been
cut away to receive the rafters of the porch. The
capitals of the side columns are elaborately carved.

Part of one of them is gone ; otherwise, they were
disembedded from the deep mortar in a very un-
injured state. The columns, however, which
supported them, had been entirely removed, ap-

parently to increase the strength of the later door-

way. There are remains of crimson colouring,

both on the arch and the capitals of the columns.

Chester Catuedeal.— Investigations have been
for some time in progress at the eastern end of

the south aisle of the choir, Mr, Gilbert Scott be-

ing of opinion that the aisle originally terminated
with an apse, and that the foundations in that

case might still be discovered. The necessary ex-

cavations have now been made, and the casing of

the present walls immediately above has been
carefully examined ; the result being that the
actual basement courses of the apse and distinct

traces of a conical tower or buttress above it have
just been discovered, of the utmost interest in an
ecclesiological point of view. This feature—unique
as Mr. Scott believes, in this country, though not

unknown in Normandy and other parts of the

continent— must have been destroyed at the time
when the very ugly and now tumble-down chapel

at the south-east corner was added to the venera-

ble Lady Chapel, to the great disfigurement and
prejudice of that beautiful structure.

Dundee.—A new Wesleyan Chapel is being

erected at Wellington-street, from the designs o£

Alexander Johnston, of that town.

Ipswich.—Some alterations at the church of

St. Maryde-Tower are about to be carried out

from plans by Mr, Phipsou, architect.

London.—Yesterday, Baron Lionel de Roths-

child laid the first stone of a new Jewish synagogue

in Great Portland-street.

MoNKWEABMODTH —Arrangements are now in

progress for building a south aisle to -St. Peter's

Church, Monkwearmouth, which will include a

further portion of the ground formerly covered

by the Benedictine monastery which existed pre-

vious to the Reformation.

Monmouthshire.—Llantarnam Church, Mon-
mouthshire, is about to be restored. The work

has been entrusted to Mr, E, A, Lansdowne,

architect, Bristol and Newport, and Mr. Farrent ia

the builder.

Roscommon.—An addition is being made to

the Roman Catholic Church, Roscommon, from

plans by Messrs, Goldie and Child, London, The
cost, including sundry internal improvements,

will be about £1,000. Mr. Micheal Farrell, Ros-

common, is the contractor,

buildings.

Additions to a Lunatic Asylum, Fishponds,

Bristol.—Mr. John Yalland has just concluded

the erection of two new wings, for males and

females, at the Borough Lunatic Asylum at Fish-

ponds. The work has been designed in accor.

d.ance with the style of the main structure, and
has been executed in the same substantial and
regardless-of-expense manner, at the cost of about

£2,0110, and under the immediate superinten-

dence of Mr, Frederick Ashmead, the surveyor

of the Bristol Board of Health.
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Catholic Institution for Deaf and Di'.mb

BoTS, Cabha.— Tlie fouutlatiou has been laid for

extensive additions to the main building, consist-

ing of a refectciy, /i'ft'. by 32ft.; cbapel over

same, of similar dimensions, and 2Sft. high, with

sacristy
;
inincijial stairs, and separate entrances.

The completion of the eastern wing of the original

design is also about to be commenced, which, with

the chapel building, will extend the south front

to the length of 25Utt. The additions will be of

Tudor character corresponding to the e.Nisting

buildiUL'. 1 he contract has been token by Messrs

Hammond. Mr. Chailes Geoghcgan, architect.

Chatteris.—A company is in course of for-

mation having for its object the erection of a

corn exchange. Mr. Robb, architect, of Somers-

ham, has been asked to furnish designs and

plans.

Lincoln.—The ironwork of the new Mayfield

foot bridge over the Witham is nearly completed,

and will be fixed in place in a few days. Messrs.

Drury and Mortimer aie the architects, and
Messrs. Penistau and Co. the contractors.

Maidstone.—A new warehouse has just been

completed in Week-street, Mr. Wimble, of Wal-
brook, being the architect.

St. Pancras Industrial Schools.—On Thurs-

day, the nth int^t., the foundation stone of this

institution was laid at Leavesden by Mr. John
Richard Collins, the chairman of the Schools

Committee. The site for these schools imme-
diately adjoins that of the North Metropolitan

District Asylum now rapidly progressing, and is

admirably adapted for the purpose. The founda-

tions of the schools and inlirmary and outbuild-

ings are already completed by Mr. Mann, the

build-r, under duection of Messrs. John Giles

and Biven, who are also architects of the adjoin-

ing Metropolitan Asylum.

TONBRIDCE.—On Friday last the foundation

stone of a new Wesleyan School was laid at Ton-

bridge. The building will be of red brick, and

will cost £750. Mr. Baker is the architect, and

Mr. T. Dove, of Tonbiidge, the contractor.

NOTICE.

FRIDAY NEXT Iciivj GOOD FRIDAY
the "BUILDING NEWS" lulll he PUB-
LISHED on THURSDAY, tlie 25th instant,

(it the usual time. Advertisers and others are,

therefore, particularly req^uested to forward

all Connnunications NOT LATER than

FIVERM. on the preceding WEDNESDAY.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
NOTICE.—Cases for binding the BUILDING

NEWS, Vol. XV., are now ready, and can be had,

price 23. each. Cases for binding back volumes
can also be had.

To Oua Re,\ders.—We shall feel obliged to any of our
readers who will favour us with brief notes of works con-

templated or in progress in the provinces.

Lettei-8 reliiting to advertisements and the ordinary busi-

ness of the Paper should be addressed to the EDITOR,
31, TAVISTOCK STREET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the

office before 5 o'clock p.m. on Wednesday.

the result, being the proper total of the thi-eo

interior angles of every plain triangle, and
having from the bilce of B and the two angle?,

i B C and B a C dotermired the chainage of tho
other two sides fi C and B C, I was surprised
at the re?ulu bt-iug so near the p.ctnaJ chainage
of the sides. In this way 1 checked the other
main triangle, ar.d not because it happened to be

so agreeable with my measurements do I thiak
it is the preferable way of proof, but that by it

we are enabled to obtain tlie exact lineal chain-

ago of all the sides without actually measuring
them, and thereby have a far better check than
by tho system of tie-lines. Moreover, if an error

occurred of a certaiu length in any of tho

lines it is by the trigonometrical mode detected,

wherfas by the other all the chaining must be
repeated.—I am, &c.,

RoBET Carpenter.
Great Marlow, March 9.

RECErvED.— F. A.—J. N.—B. and Sons.—J. L.—J. P. 8.

-E. H—L. B —G. S. E —R. C. -G. and K.—D. and W
-B. and S.—J. H.-J. G. I'.-J. G.-T. W.-D. E.—J. D.
—O. D.—J. C. r.-R. C- J. S.—J. B. A.—J. T. -B. and
n.—G. and K -E. H. L. B —A. W.—W. U. and Co.—
U. F. H. - U. C—J. N.-J. H.-U. E. L.—H. W.

Iiitertominuiiiratiou.

QUESTIONS.
[1313.]-V(CTORIA HALL, EXE TEK.—Stay I ask the

name of the author of the design bearing the motto " Fi-
delis," awarded the second premium in the above competi-
tion?—F.

CorrtsponkMe.

THE CHECKING OF TRIANGULATION IN
SURVEYS BY TIE-LINES.

To tlie Editor of the BuiLDiNO News.

Sir,—The article contained in your last in

support of checking the triangles in a survey by

tie- lines is (so far as chain surveying goes) a

satisfactory method for the detection aiid pre-

vention of error, nor in chain surveying alone is

there a rival manner of proof, but I am not of

opinion that it is preferable, to all others, and

think the matter might be discussed to consider-

able advantage. I was engaged some time ago

in surveying an area of nearly 1,500 acres, ar.d

the ground was very uneven, so much so that hiil

and valley were the chief attendant diffioulties

on my labours. Now the main lino dividing the

estate ran from A to B in the annexed sketch.

[1320 ]—REGISTERED ARTICLES.—Must a

r

article bear a registered mark upon it?—W. G.
[Ye*.]

[1321.]—QUERIES.—1. What is considered the proper
diameter of a cybndrical glazed-pipe branch sewer to drain
eighty housed, with a population of (say) 50O; to include
rain-water from roofs and roads ; tlie latter 2,000ft. 40ffc.

wide ; tho fall 1 in 210. Situation coimtry. 2. A formula,

by which the size of a brick sewer may be calculated, th&
data given being population, number of houses, length,.

&c., of road, and fall, form of sewers being egg-shape.

—

Buil-DER.

The Valuation of Fkopeety in the Metro-
POUS.—The ttXj ol the Bill to provide for uni-

formity iit the assessment of rateable property in

the metropolis has been published. It provides

for the establish tnent in the metropolis of a valua-

tion board for the purpose of determining the

percentage of the rate of deductions to be made
irom the gross value in calculating tho rateable

value of hereditaments. The board is to be com-
posed of otrerep'esentatiye from each assessment

Committee, and its proceedings are to be coir-

ductcd in such a manner and according to such
regulations as the Poor Law Board may from
timetotiine prescribe. The clerk of the board

is to be the clnk lor tho time being of the Metro-

politan Asylum district. The right of appeal is

to bo given to any ratepayer and to any surveyor

of taxes who may feel aggrieved by the decision

of the assest-metit; committee. Tne same right is

also accorded to assessment committees, over-

Beers, and r.ny body of persons legally empowered
to levy rales, if they feel aggrieved by reason ol

the gross or rateable value being too high or too

low, or of there being no approved valuation

list. The Poor Law Bo ird is to be aulhoriaod to

appoint cominis.-^ioners for hcar-ing appeals, sub-

ject to the consent of tho Commissioners of tho

Treasury. Olo half the remuneration of those

oflicerB and of their courts is to he paid out of 1 Tho first main triangle B C a was based upon
tho Treasury funds irnd tho other half by tho a B, the second one A D 6 was based upon A 6,

[1322.]-ARCHITECrS' CHARGE.-Iu the case of a
client finding the bricks or other material for a building,

is the architect's commission charged on the amount of the

builder's contract, plus the cost of such material at the
situ?-H. B.

REPLIES.
[1399.]—TIMBER GIRDERS.—"Anonymous" should

not use the columns of " Iuterc4.)nimrmication '• for asking

absurd questions. No flitch girder could be designed to
carry a distributed safe load of 30 tons over a span of -.Oft.

The timber would have to be about 2ft. in depth, and the

plate of iron nearly 3in. in thickness. A cast or wrought
iron girder is thoproiier thing to put up.—PiViCTicE.

[ SOOJ-FLITCH GIRDER.—I beg to offer the following

calculutrou for the benefit, of your i-orresp indent. If we
prrt B for the breadth of the timbers in a flitch girder, D
for depth, T for thickness of the enclosed plate, aud S for

span ui the clear j then the br-eakiug weight in centre in

cwts. will bo equal to W = -g (C x B -f 30 x T). In this-

ecpration C is a constant, and for the timber mentioned by
your- correspondent has a value of 2.5. To apply this for-

mula to calculation, I will take the values of tbe different

letters as given in the tiueation :
— S = 15:D=9; B = i

managers of the Metropolitan Asylum district,

who are to bo recouped out of the common jr lor

fund. If a oornmissiouer should find, or. appeal,

that there is r.o approved valuation list in rrny

parish, he may appoint a person to | repare one,

tho OLSts to be pa;d by the assessment committee
failing to approve the list. The right of appeal

from the decision of tho commissioner is also to

bo given upon points of law. A v.tluation list,

when agret-d trpoii, is to conLinuo in force lor

three years, i-uliject to any alteration that may
be made by a supplemental or provisional list.

The list is to be held conclusive for every rate

levied in the metropolis on the basis of value

for local purposes as well as for assessed and

income taxes. The mode of framing and revising

tbe list is prescribed in the Bill, aud other j.ro-

TiaioDS are made witii respect to payment ol ex-

penses, aud n give effect to the various details

oi the scheme. The Bill contains seventy-threa

clauses and live schedules.

-t- 3 = 6; T I .and ^ I have W i

9x9- X (2.6 :

-i- 30 X 5). Reducing, wo get W = - x (15 + 15) =

•27 X 8 = 162 cwte. If the weight bo nnilbrmly distributed

over tho outer span, it will take twice this load, or S24

cwts., to break the beam, or in round numbers IGtous. If

the iron plate ba taken away, and the two deals bo sup-

posed to act

U X D>
using the same notation, we have W :

Insei-tiug the values for the letters aa before.

and tho side P i> prolonged to c in B C. Those
being tho piiacipal constructing lines in tho

survej', it was necessary before further aim to

check them, and there arosj the question, shall

they bo cheeked by one or more tie-lines, or

shall it boa trigonometrical operation ? However,
being as equally acquainted with the one plan as

the other, I resolved to adopt both, there being

onlv theso two large triangles I cared to test

both ways. I began at C, being the nearest sta-

tion to mB,ohaining a tie at random, and chained
through the main lini> A B at d, of course noting

the intersection and continuing to c in D c. O.i

plotting the work C e did very nearly close, yet

an error (being the result of aocumulation) wai
of a truth manifest, and did that error lio in the

chained sides or in the tie itself it would be im-

posi-iblo to demonstrate, even by a careful repe-

tition of all the chaining. S-'tting up tho

theodolite at tho angles B a and C, and obtain-

ing their measurements, a sum of 180 deg. was

liQd that C = 3,

distributed over- it. The value of the flitch

rent.—Statics.

(1303 ]—RAI>r WATER TANKS.—If "Tank" h.M a

gmid strong foundation, 1 shorrld ativiso him to build a

tank of goiid bricks or stone slabs set in Portland cement,

lie will have nothing then to fe.ar from any tainting or

contamiuatiouof tho waterin it. If, however, be cannot

do this, I should give the preference to galv.ini3eil iron,

which is irow nnivei-s.ally used for cisterns of all kinds.

Galvanised iron will come a little dearer than common
sheet but it is infiuitslv preferable. As to lead, " Ta'rk "

had better have nothing to do with it on any account.—

S. S. M.

[1307,]-CE.MENT ON TIMBER.-Moaldings, &c., are

supported by means of nails driven into the ti«nber.-F.

[130S ] -DAMP WALLS.—In reply to "Try," it is not

necessary the alum solution should be hot proviiUug it is

thoroughly mixed. -W. R. A., Uekfleld.

[1309.1-QUANTITT SURVETISO. -1. As a rule, they

donot; if guaranteed, it would be a matter of policy to be

on the safe side, aud tbe probable result injustice to the

employer. 2. From £1 to £1 lOo. per cent., governed by
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the amount and value of the work measured, and the

labour expended thereon. London quantity auryeyors are

" opea to terms " with architects for their quantities. 3.

The most satisfactory method is to supply all parties con-

tractiug with quautitie3, receiving a deposit from each,

with the distinct understanding of ita return (in the event

of the work being enecuted) upon the payment of the

specified percentage by the successful contractor on his

contract araounc, out of his firac instalment ; or its reten-

tion (the surveyor's only reimbursement) in the event of

the tenders being rejected. If impracticable to make
arrangements for supplying the whole, charge at so much
for each sot supplied as will make a total of the usual per-

centage oil appro \ imated outlay ; or risk a portion, or even

the whole of the charge with the builders in a safe case. 4.

In oouutry practice, quantity surveyors are usually paid

through, and in some cases, as above stated, by the builders,

the amount being recoverable from them in a County
Court. Quantities are supplied by London surveyors and
architec:8 to country builderd free uf charge or risk of pay.

meut in case of rejection, the employer defraying cost

directly, hence the misunderstandings, annoyances, and
injustice that frequently arise ; builders (so called) often-

times endeavouring to evade payment under that plea. o.

I do not know. 6. I know of no case in point. I am
afraid nut. The quantity surveyor hears of nothing but
sins of omission ; the /.lOur builder takes ample care of the

other side. 7- I should say that no quAutity surveyor

would think of guaranteeing the unknown; all matter
not shown or specified would be covered by "Contingen-
cies," and risked by the contractor accordingly. 8. I know
of no isuch book. It is a matter of what builders have
bi3en accustomed to and understand best, and can only be

gained by connection with them, or inditferently by means
of correspondence. 9. Upon receipt of first iustalmeni. of

contract amount. 10. I cannot say. 11. Tlus, I think,

depends mainly upon agreement made beforehand. If not

guaranteed, tlie quantity surveyor is, I suppose, to all

intents and purposes contractor s servant. If the two
phases of quantity surveying were distinctly understood,
and not so often confounded, less diiferences of opinion
would arise. They are:— 1. Guaranteed quantities sup-
plied by architects or quantity surveyors employed by
tbem without cost to builders at employer's direct expense.

2. Uuyuaiauteed quantities taken out by quantity sur-

veyors solely at buildei-'s risk and coit. I wish Mr. Editor

or some other authority would devote an article or a few
explanatory notes to this much-vexed question, and oblige,

with innumerable others—F., Devon.

[1300. J—In reply to the eleven questions of "R. N." I

eubmit the follo»ving : - 1. It is not usual for surveyors to

guarantee theii' quantities, nor do they protect themselves
by an augmentation of ([uantities. 2. The usual percent-

age is 2j, and it is not usual fur the architect to take one-
third. 3. Contractors are not usually charged for copies,

although this is sometimes done. Some consideration
should be given to the expense builders are put to in
njaliiif'-; estimates. The charge for lithography is in the
lnl\ oi 4ii;iiitities, the owner paying when the work is

]jut douo if surveyor is engaged by the architect; when by
the builders only, an agreement is made. 4. Surveyor is

paid usually through the builder. The architect certifies

and retains the power by stopping the certificate. 5. No.
6. In such a case I think he can. 7- No liabUity to such a
vague clause. 8, There are many books that give the
information asked—Reid's, Dobson's, or Gwitt's. 9. The
general rule ia to pay at the first advance, the surveyor's
work being done as far as quantities are concerned. 10.

No ; but when they do, the settlement is efiected by agree-
jnent, arbitration, or law. 11. This is a legal point; I

should think it would be good inlaw.—W. R. A., Ucktield.

[1312] — ENfiLISH AI^D FLEMISH BONDS. — A
"Beginner'' would do wisely to "read, mark, learn, and
inwardly digest" " Dobson's Art of liuildmg," Weale's
Rudimentary Series. " There are two kinds of bond made
use of by bricklayers, called respectively English bond and
Flemish bond. In the first, the courses are laid alternately

1 2-
,1 11 ll

-'u II 1 11/

with he;nlerrf and sti-L^tchers: iu the s^conj, the headers

and Btietihera alteruato in tlie same course. This is con-

sidered to have tlie Lieati.-st appearauce ; but ns the number
of headers ia fewer than in Suglish bond there ia not so

much lateral tie, and on this aecouut itia considered to be
much inferior to it in strength," (page 3(5.)—F.
[1212,]—The " English bond" in brickwork is the term

applied to alternate courses of headers and stretchers. Thy
*' Flemish bond " is effected by placing alternately headers
and atretchera iu every course.

—

T.^vistock.

[1313.]—CONICAL HEiP OF BALLAST. —"R. E."
muse measure round the circumference of the base and
multiply the number of feet into itself, thus : Supposing
it lueaaurea 20ft. round it at the bottom, then 20 x 20 =
400, wtdch again involved into .07958 (or for practical pur.
poses .08J will give the area of the circular base. Thus:

—

JOO
0.8

33,00

Now KucUd demonstrates that every cone is equal to one-
third of its circumscribed cylinder ; therefore, 32 multiplied
by the perpendicular height of the heap, which we will

suppose to be lOfL, = 320, one third of which = 10l).66ft.

cube, the contents required.—RoBEX CAapENTEit, Great
JIarlow.

[1313.]—The contents of any conical figure may be found
as follows : —Let H e<iual the heigbt of the heap of ballast

in feet, measured perpendicularly ; R the radius of its

base, also in feet: and S the solid contents in cubic yards.

ThanS :

• R" H
-.

—

Calculator,

[1313.]-WROUGHT-IROX GIRDERS.—The best book
upon this subject is without doubt that of Mr. Stouey, en-

titled "Theory of Straina." It enters fully into the
whole nature and calculation of the strains upon every
description of beam and girder, aud gives practical ex-

.amples for the beginner to work out for his own informa-
<iou.—A. P.

STAINED GLASS.

TnE Art Society of Nancy has determined to raise a statue

in honour of the celebrated Jacques Callot, who was a

native of that place. The work is to be raised by subacrip-

The new window erected in St. Swithin's Church, Can-

non-atreet, lately restored, is the work of Mr. A. Gibbs. It

is divided into three bays; the centre represents the

Nativity; on ono side is shown the angela announcing to

the ahephorda the birth of Christ; and on the other side

the adoration of the Kings.

LEGAL INTELLIGHNCE.

Breach of CoNTKiCT.—At Lano.ister, luat

week, the case of Holden aud another v. Maguire

was tried. This waa an action against the defen-

dant, a Roman Catholic prie.st at Aocrington, for

breach of an alleged contract made by him with

Messrs. Holden and Clegg, builders, of Preston,

to Isuild a chapel at Aocriugton. Thi oasa waa

tried at the last summer assizes, when a verdict

was found for the plair.tiffs; the case was sent

down by the Court of Q'leen'a Bench, for a new
trial, on the ground that the previous verdict

waa against the eviilenca. Father Maguire

authorised Mr. Bell, of Acorington, to receive

tenders for the erection of the church. He ac-

cepted the plaintiff-i' tender in February, 1867—
absolutely, according to the evidence of the

plaintiffs'; according to the statement of Mr. Bell

aui thedefeudant, conditionally, on the architects

being satisfied as to the competency of the plain-

tiffs to execute the work. Several k-ttera wore

put in evidence, written by Holden and Clegg, in

which they spoke of the matter as not yet settled.

Holden ha 1 in April, 1867, consulted au associa-

tion of builders of which he was a member as to

the clauses which he should insist on in the con-

tract. Finally, in May, 1867, the architects

came down to Acorington, and had an interview

with Holden aud Clegg. Tne latter failed to

satisfy the architects as to their competence to

execute Gothic work, their previous building ex-

perience having been contiued to masonry for

engine boilers and railway coal ahoots. Tl:e

iiegotiatioua were thereupon broken off. Mr.

Justice Brett intimated hia doubt as to whether

the acceptance of a tender to such a specification

constituted a complete contract, or was anything

more than an agreement to give a preference to

the accepted tenderer, if the blanks could be

afterwards filled up satisfactorily. After some
conference between the learned counsel, a juror

was withdrawn.

C.A.urioN TO Local Boards op Health.—At

Lincoln Assizes on Friday last, the case of Stain-

ton V. the Gainsborough Local Board of Health

was heard. The Local Board are, by virtue of

their Act of Parliament, surveyors of highways,

and have power to appoint au acting surveyor.

Mr. Lister was the acting aurveyo,-. A person

named Brown waa employed by the Board to

lay down some flagstoue.s in Silver-street, and

left the work incomplete, by order of Mr. Lister,

to go to another part of the town to do other

work. Tne new flags laid down were two inches

higher than the old ones, some of which still re-

mained, and the plaintittj amongst other persons,

was tripped up owing to the uneven nature of

the flagging, and received serious injuries, ren-

dering useless for the future both arms. After

hearing the evidence on both fidea, the jury

gave the plaintiff a verdict for £1S0 damages,

subject to an appeal to a superior tribunal as to

certain points of law.

Dispute BETWc EN an Arcuiteot and Builder.
—Oliver and Sons v. Lander.—The parties

reside at Barnetajjle, the plaiutiffi being builders,

and the defendant an architect.—M>'. Bromham
said that in August, 1S67, the plaintilis entered

into a contract for building a farmhouse for the

feoffees of the poor of Swymbridge. The work
was to be done in accordance with the specifioa-

tions, and payments made in the manner specified

in the contract, the final balance to be paid to

the plaiutiflj on their obtaining the defendant's

certilicato that the works had been duly com-
pleted. The works were completed in May,
1868, but not to the defendant's satisfaction, and
he withheld his certificate. The phdiitifl's, how-

ever, considered they had fulfilled their contract,

and brouglit the present action to recover the

balance due to them. The judge said there was
no right of action against the architect, and gave

judgment in his fiivour.

There is a movement on foot .at Leamington in

favour of erecting a public slavighter-house.

NOTICES OF BOOKS.

Qompensation to Land and Rouse Oicners. By
Thomas Dunbar Ingram, Bj.rrister-at-Liw.

Second edition. By J. J. Elmes. London

:

Butterworths.
This is a treatise on the law of the compensa-
tions for intereat m lands, &o., payable by rail-

way and other public conipaniea, with an
appendix of forms and statutes. These statutes

are — 1, the Lands* Cliiuses Consolidation Act

;

2, the Railway Clauses Consolidation Act ; and,

3, the Lands' Clauses Acts Amendment Act—all

pri'ited in oxtcnso^ There are forty forms of pro-

ceedings calculated to economise the solicitor's

time in relation to agreements, appointmeats,

awards, bonds, certificatea, claima, inqui-

sition.s, juries, summonses, valuations, war-
rants, &a. The body of the woik con-

sists of t^iirteen chapters, under which tho

principal bearings of the subject are dia-

oussed and exemplified by reference to several

hundred analogous cases, so that the elements
of a very useful book are presented, and in the

able hands of the author these elements have
been turned to good account. Porhaps at no
perioJ in the history of the world has such a
change been anywhere wrought by human
agencies as the railway system has accomplished
in the face of this country, and the rapidity with
which ifc has been effected is even more won-
derful than the change itself. The vigour of

the career, though dependent on the almost in-

exhaustible reaources of the nation, waa yet more
immediately due to the unprecedented facilities

opened by the legislature for dealing in au
equitable manner with private rigets and im-
portant interests. Thus was the country rapidly
overspread, and the interior of the metropolis
and other large towns finally penetrated. Ori-

ginally every special Act contained within itself

a full recital of the powers it conveyed, causing
repetition, jobbing, and exijenso unparalleled.

It was to bring iuto a connected form I he laws
previously framed in each class that the two
consolidating statutes above-named were simul-

taneously passed in 1S45. This was the starting

point for a course of iuconceivablo activity, and
antecedent by twenty years to the recent sudden
and portentous collapse, a downfall from which
recovery can only bo expected when landowners
perceive their true interests, and, forsaking

the character of antagonists, assume the part of
friends. Bat the Lands' Clauses ConsolidatioQ

Act has no exclusive oouueotion with railways.

It is applicabl e to all undertakings or compa-
nies authorized by special Acts to acquire and
purchase lands aud premises, or that may, by
the construction of woiks, injuriously affect

auch lands or premises. It suits the site

for the law courts as well as the London and
North-Westeru Railway. A wide and perma-
nent field therelore still remains open to the

book before us. The editor lays reasonable

claim to certain added matter, and when we
learu that the desire originally expressed by Mr.

Ingram that hia own labour should be at once
"clear, accurate, and complete," it seems strange

that ao essential a topic as " what constitutes an
interest iu lauds entitling the owner to oompon-
satiou for interference with it?" should now be

for the first time introduced. Mr. Limes must,

on this aud other accounts, be allowed to havo

done good service. The language of the book ia

so even, aud the tenor of the subject matter so

uiiilorm, that we have preferred to indicate the

contents in this concise shape rather than select

particular passages for reproduction.

Qothic Metcdwork.—We havo received from

Messrs. Brawn and Downing a catalogue and
series of photographs illustrating their produc-

tions iu metalwork. Amongst the latter are

views of the entrance gatea to the Birmingham
Kxchange, and those for the New Columbia
Market, Bothnal Green, as well as aome equally

elaborate ones made for the Duchess of JSorih-

uniberland. On the whole the designs photo-

graphed are superior to those in the catalogue.

Making all allowance for the tketchy stylo in

which tho latter are represented,—ami wl-ich, of

course, puts thorn some .vhat at a disadvantage,

—

they are hardly up to tho average of what now
passes lor art melalivork. It is a pity that what
seems from the photographs to be good and care-

ful workmanship should not be united to a high

class of design. Iu the catalogue the few Italian

details are perhaps the best, but a waut of lifis

and spirit manifests itself nearly everywhere.
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This fault is by no n.eans peculiar to tho firm

whose woiks we aie now noticing; it ia the

common weakness of modern metal woik, and
perhaps of art manufiictures altogether. Ilthey
do progress at all, it is very slowly. Tho de-

signer falls into an easy style of mannerism

—

gives little thought to general coinpositiou, but
relies on the customary leaves and cusps which,
being inserted here and there, are supposed to
make his work Gotliic. Thero is no power ol

detign, no invention ; in this " ai t manufacture "

the manufacture soon eats out tho vitals of the
art. In place of tliis endless sweetening of every-
thing with tbe same f ickly decoration, we want
strength and retinement in common tbiugs, and in

the highest places soraethiug that will interest
the mind. Jiine-tenths cf such Bubjtcts as are
shown in Messrs. Brawn and DoWLiug's cata-
logue would be far better without positive orna-
ment at nil. There is scope for almost boundless
improvement in design without relying on such
things as foliage and Iruoery, and time would be
better spent in making the general form ol an
object refined and graceful than in disguising a
bad outline under a mass of needless detail. As in-

stances of well-studied design wo may mention
amongst the photographs a gas bracket for three
lights united by a flat circle, and also a small
wrought-iron grille, with gracefully curved
stems. Unfoitunately, work of this quiet and
unostentatious sort is rare everywhere, and any
firm would be doing good service who would be
content to treat ordinary subjects ia a refined and
simple way.

iur Bia Mk
Durham Theatke Destroyed.—Durham

theatre was totally burnt down yesterday week.
The building was left apparently quite safe on
the previous night. All the scenery, properties,
&0., have been destroyed. The cause of the fire

is unknown.

Insecubity op SECURtTiEs.— Messr.=. Hobbs,
Hart, and Co. direct public attention to the fact
that by the decision of the Judicial Committee of
the Privy Council on the I'JAi ult., bankers are
not answerable for such securities as debentures
left in their care. With this fact before their
eyes it behoves the public to take charge of
their own securities. The prudence of this step
once recognised will lead to a more general
adoption ot the safest methods of security for
documents and valuables. The suggestion is

well made by Messrs. Hobbs, Hart, and Co., for
of their ability to supply public wants iu this re-
spect there can be no doubt.

TUE GOVBENMENT OP HyDE PaRK.—It is

really time (says Laml and Water) that Hyde
Park should not be subject to the caprices of
improvement consequent on every change of
Cabinet. It is impossible that any public plea-
sure ground should b^' kept under due culture,
and flourish into the highest beauty, nnder such
a system ot management as now prevails, when
the costly Ti m Thumb geranium that a C nser-
Talive has planted has its head cut ofl' by the
economising Liberal, while in due sequence the
Liberal's pet plot of inexpensive marigolds is
viciously uprooted by the avenging and return-
ing Tories. Why can we not have a person
totally apart from either | olitical party, and
equally independent of both, who shall bo se-
lected for hia taste, judgment, and floral and
sylvan knowledge, and wlio shall reign uniu.
torruptedly through all tho alterations of U j.

vernment, so long as his woik meets with public
approval ? Thot personage whom the American
so quaintly called " somebody who writes himself
on the boards, as " Cleorge, hanger," ia indeed
permanent

; then why should not somebody else
be permanent likewise—somebody who would
unite a vivid appreciation of woodljnd loveliness
and a keen love of foliage and flowers and ferns
and fountains with a thorough knowledge ol
the labours entrusted to him and a thorough
determination to make his men do the work ol
their wage ? In the present national mood for
parsimony, and in face of tho eight Abyssinian
millions, it would be useless to ask for a grant
of money to make Hyde Park that which it

ought to be
J but to make a change iu its ad-

ministration would cost little, and very much
might be done to embellish it and to preserve
the timber it possesses, very gradually and at a
very moderate outlay.

The iNSTiTtrrE Medals and Prizes.—The
designs and drawings submitted in competition
for the Royal Institute of British Architects'
medals and prizes will be on view in the rooms
of the Institute, 9, Conduit-street, on and after
Tuesday next, the 23rd inst. Tliose drawings
recommended by the council fur award will be
so marked. The essays will be open to inspec-
tion in the library.

Discovery of Ancient Sculpture.—The Ro-
man corre.'spondent of the Court Cirmlar says
that the Chevalier Pietro Rosa, director of tho
imperial t xoavations on tho site of the Palace uf
the Ca::3ars, has just made an important discovery
of ancient sculpture. As no other spot of interest
in the Eternal City h.-vs been so thoroughly ex-
hausted of its monuments and decorations ns
the Palatine, it ia surprising to hear that the
Chevalier Rosa, in clearing out a choked-up
flight of stairs, has brought to light a basalt
statue cf Hercules, and three busts.

New Roads in South London.—Two new
roads, to be called Scalott-road auj Beverley-
road, are to be laid out on the Conservative Laud
Society's estate at Battersoa Rise ; and five new
road,-, each 40:'t. wide, are to be formed near
Garratt-lane, Wandjworth. They will be named
Maskell-road, Hopcroft-road, Hendwortb-road,
Rutlerford-road, and Bindallroad.

Voluntary Architectural Examination.—
The Voluntary Architectural Examination will
be held at tho Royal Institute of British Archi-
tects in the second and third weeks iu May.

Baths for Bayswater.- A company has been
formed for the establishment of public baths iu
Bayswater, at a total cost of £6,0U0. Plans
have been prepared by Mr. E. Hewett, and the
baths will probably be opened iu June.

Mk. Thomas Mn.Nts' Model Lions —Mr.
Thomas Milnes, the sculptor in Eustou-square,
has jusl completed the models of two iious,
named "Vigilance" and "Determination."
These are part of four for Mr. Titus Silt, of
Saltaire, and are on the models originally de-
signed for the Nelson Column. lo m;iy be re-
membered that Mr. Mil ne.», who is not only a
sculptor of the human figure, but of animals,
made models for the Nelson lions, under the
sanction of Lord John Manners. E ich lion,
separately modelled, is characteristic. The
result of Mr. Milnes being superseded has been
to give us a repetition in foi m of one lion, which
ia a painter's and not a sculptor's lion. The
two hons, well worthy of a visit, are, although
colossal, not of the full size originally contem-
plated, and will be executed in Yorkshire marble.

Curative Effects of Dry Earth.—Dr. Hew-
son, of the Pennsylvanii Asylum, Philadelphia,
is, it is stated, conducting some marvellous ex-
periments iu the cure of wounda by the applica-
tion of dry earth. Noticing tho satisfactory
efl^ects of the earth-oloset, he became convinced
that the use ol dry earih in other ways as an
absorbent would be attended by satisfactory
results. A patient was in the hospital suffering
from a very severe compound fracture of tho
lower leg. The wound was in an unhealthy con.
dition, and its exudations, amounting to a pint in
24 hours, were so ofl'ensive as to cause a sickea-
ing and even dangerous stench, that the ex-
oellont ventilation of the ward and tho use of
tho usual disinfectants were hardly able even to
mitigate. It occurred to Dr. Hewson to test the
power of dry earth to abaoib this odour, as it

had that of excrement. The effect is said to
have been magical. Not only was the oironsivo-
ness entirely overcome, but the effect on the
character of the wound itself was such as no
previ us treatment had been able to compass.
The suppuration was, within a low days, so re-
duced that tho daily dressing of a single half-
pint ol earth was not even saturated ; tbe edges
of the flesh-wound lost their inflamed character;
the intense pain of tho sore was entirely relieved,
and a healthy granulation has ensued. Several
other cases are given in which a similar treat-
ment has been saiisfuotory.

EARTHE.y Centres for Arches.—When the
dome of Santa Maria del Fiore, at Florence,
was to be constructed, Brunelleschi appears to
have been beset by innumerable projects and
expedients for its temporary support. Among
these was a suggestion for the lormation of an
immense mound of earth, in which coin should
be concealed, so that alter completion of the
vault the hope of discovery should stimulate the

populace in tho removal of the heap. The ar-
chitect did not avail himself of the idea, but
had the mountain been in existence ha might
have been able to make some use of it. Wa
hear that in tho new buildings at Stangate
earthen cores have been employed, and, as it
would seem, with considerable economy, as turn-
ing-pieces for arches of wide span in the base-
ment story. Such a departure from routine ia
at once ingenious and commonda .le on the
ground of economj-. A parallel to this sensible
pr.ictice has, we are informed, been occasionally
atlopted in the works of the Metropolitan Dis-
trict Railway, where a central mass of earth was
left for the sake of the convenient support and
facility it gave in constructing the lino, and the
greater else with which it could afterwards be
removed.

Strike of Plasterers at Sheffield.—The
operative plasterers in Shettield are on strike
for a diminution in their hours of labour to
the extent of one hour per day. This would be
equal to a loss of timo on their part to the eiLtenb
of 33. per week, and would fall upon their em-
ployers. But this would not be the end of the
matter, as the labourers who are employed with
the men would participate iu the reduction o{
time, and this loss would also fall upon the
masters, and woul.l amount to about 28. per week,
making a total of Ss. per week which the master
plasterers would be asked to lose if they granted
this demand. The wages which the men have
been in the habit of getting are £1 10s. i>er week
during the summer months, and £1 Sis. per week
during the winter time. The employers aver
that they sought to have the matter settled by
arbitration, and the men would not agree to that
course. The masters sought assistance from the
Free Labour Society, and succeeded iu obtaining,
through the agency of the association, a uumbeB-
of workmen, who have arrived iu Sheffield,

Cljips.

The board of conciliation .and arbitration re-
cently established in tho Potteries is now con-
sidering a vexeil question which has for some time
been a source of agitation in the district—namely^
whether the men shall bo paid for the ware before
it is fired or not.

Mr. Joseph Smith has been appointeil Nuisance
Inspector to tho borough of Halifax, in place of
Mr. Samuel Magson, .at a salary of £100 per
annum. There were thirty candidates.

The extensive promises formerly belonging to the
proprietors ot the Koyal Bank at Liverpool have
been purchased by the " Queen Insurance Com.
pany " for the sum of £95,500.

It is reporte.l that the Kmg's Cross Market will
shortly be closed, and that the proprietors intend
to erect a block of model dwelling houses upon the
site.

A long account of the stained glass at Durham-
Cathedral .appeared in last Saturday's Durham,
i^oimty A^ vc ti er.

The death is .announced of Mr. James Simpson,
who w.as for some timo President of the Institution,
ot CivU Engineers, aufl was a very able member of
his profession. He was sixty-nine years of .ago.

The South London Working Classes Exhibition
will close to-morrow.

At tho meeting of tho Metropolitan Association-
of Medical Officers of Health, to he held to-morrow
evening, at Crane. court. Fleet-street, Mr. Liddell
will introduce the subject of the class of houses
desirable to placo under the provisions of the
.fU-tisans' and Labourers' Dwellings Act. A discus,
sion will also bo in«ted on tho out patient system
at hospitals and tlispens.aries.

It has been decided to erect a memorial window
in tho south transept of the parish church of
Favcrsham to Mr. Henry Hatch, a local beneftictor.

Tho Canterbury Town Council h.as appointed a
committeo to consider the subject of a testimonial
to Mr. Sidney Cooper, R.A., in recognition of his
recent munificent gift to the city of the Sidney
liallery of Art, to which we referred a few weeks
since.

At the ordinary meeting of the Society of
Engineers, lield on the 15th inst., Mr. F. W. Bryant,
president, in tho chah-, a paper w.as read ''On
Joints tor the Prevention ot Leakage in Cas and
Water M.ains," by Mr. C. M. Barker.

The annual rateable value of the New Meat
Market, Smithfield, is estimated by Mr. Hudson,,
valuer to the Court of Sewers, at £18,7S2.
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A now chapcl-of-easo bas been commenced at

Herston, near Swanage, Dorsetshii-e.

Mr. Gamon, the surveyor to tho Chatham Board

of Health, has been appointed clerk of works to

the new cemetery about to be laid out at that

place by the Burial Board.

The Queen has consented to depute a member of

the Royal family to lay, in July next, the founda-

tion stone of a second pair of buildings for the

Ventnor Cottage Hospital, Isle of Wight.

A new county school for Dorsetshu'e is about to

be erected at Charminstor.

We regret to observe that two bronze masks
Lave been removed from the Buxton Memorial
fountain, in Great George-street, which is now
accessible to the pubHc, although not yet in use.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING
WEEK.

Monday.—Institution of Siirveyora.—Paper on " The
Art of Valuing Asrlcultural Laud " by Mr.
F. D Tuckett.

Geographical Society, 8.30.

Tuesday.—Insiitution of Civil Engineers.—Renewed
Discussion "On Americau Locomotives and
RoUiug Stock," 8.

Wednesday.—Geological Society, 8.

^aleitts for liibeittions

CONNECTED WITH THE BUILDING TRADE,

2549 J. FLETCHER. Grinding Mortar, Ere. Dated
Auguat 15, 1863.

This consists in supporting the revolving trough of
anortar mills, or mills for grinding sand or other substances,

upon antifriction rollers mounted on radial spokes, which
rotate aroand the central axle of the mill, and in grinding
the axle in a centre bearing. Another part of the inveu-

tion consists ia raising and lowering the grinding rollers

simultaneously by means of a cross shaft, with worms or

wheels gearing into wheels, the bosses of which form nurs
for screws, connected to the horizontal axle of the grinding
rollera. These worm wheels are turned round alternately

an one direction or the other by a fr ictiou or other wheel
on the driving shaft.—Patent comple ted.

2556 A. M. CLARK. Size. Dated August 15, 18G8.

The patentee places in an iron or cupper boiler about 33
gallons of pure water, and adds about 81b. of salt of soda
-or other alkaline salt which dissolves by heat and agitation.

About 90Olb. of resin is put in, in small quantities, leaving
-an interval of time between each addition to allow of tho
resin being tlioroughly dissolved before adding a fresh

<iuautity. After the wbole has been mixed, the heating is

"discoutiuued. About 441b. of chloride of sodium is melted
in about 50 gallons of cold water. The resin, while still

iot, is then mixed together with half of the saline water,
.as above prepared, with about 30 gallons of cold water.
The mijture is then heated and stirred with a spatula, so

A3 to render it homogeneous, and assumes a deep wine
•colour. This change is produced by the union of the pre-

pared resin and the salt. The mixtuie istheu allowed to

settle and form a deposit at the bottom of the vessel, the
liquid part being ddcauted and discharged. The size or
deposit thus proauced is then ready for use.—Patent com-
pleted.

2583 W. THOMSON. Comso Tool. Dated August
18, 1868.

he tool or instrument ia compnsied of a body piece, to

ff ..>.i. e3tpand;ug coues are fastened, their ends being held

ia d^iiailed falois in the face of the body, so that they
may i free to m ve in a radial direction to and from the

oentri part of the expander. Through the body of the

«xpan 1^1 .. Epindle passes, one end of which is provided
with t '. • . grounds lo receive the expanding cones, the
ethereal i lie spindle is screwed, so that by tigliteniug

the uut thereon against the body, the inne* tapered sur-

Ikces are drawn against the inner aide of the tube or ring

to be expanded, and, when sutKciently tightened, the ex.

pander ia rotated within the ring or tube, by which action

it ia expanded tqually at all points.—Patent completed.

2594 J. SAWYER. Sashes. Dated August '.0, 1^:6S.

Window sashes are constructed with rebated joints at

tho pai't where the two sashes meet together when shut

for the purposes of better excluding the air, rain, and
wind. The window sashes have metal plates with teeth or

coga on one side thereof (or formed with indentures or

Blots) forming racks. These racks are of the same length

AS the height of the sashes, and are let into grooves or re

bated in tfae sides or edges thereof flush therewith ; or they

may form projections thereout for the purpose of hanging
or suspending tho window saahea.—Fateat completed.

2603 J. ELLIOTT, Cuttino Stone. Dated August
21, 1S68.

This consists in a tool composed of a holder and a dia-

mond or steel cuiter being caused to revolve rapidly on
its own axis, and to traverse in any direction requiredover

the surface of stone or other hard substance to be cut.—
Pateut abandoned.

2612 J. TALL. Bun
LS68.

; Wall'i. Dated August 21,

The object is to dispense with angle or corner pieces,

and also with tho upright parting pieces to which the long

panels of the apparatus are attached, and also to simplify

the fisteuings whereby the several pans of the apparatus

are connected together ; and, further, to construct the

paneU in such a manner that they may be lengthened or

shortened, as may be required to suit circumstances. This

is accomplished by fixing the panels by means of bolts

passing through tubes; the corners are composed of plates

fastened to the panels in a similar manner.—Patent com-

peted.

2630 W. II. TOOTH. BuicK-s, Ere. Dated August 24,

1S6S.

The patentee employs gravel, broken stone, or other
hard material containing a proiiortion of iron; this is

wetted with a solution of soda or other alkali, together
with a sm-ill quantity of sal ammoniac. The addition of a

little sulphur in powder will quicken the setting of the

ingredients, as it will act on the iron, and will develop heat.

When well mixed, the ingredients may be moulded and
pressed.— Patent abandoned.

2636 R. SCHOLEFIELD. Brick M.AcHiNEnv. Dated
August 25, 186a.

This consists, firstly, in a circular disc, in which are a
series of moulds or recesses of suitable form for the clay or
plastic material to be moulded in. This disc is mounted
horizontally upon a series of friction rollera, and is capable
of rotiiting on a central pillar, fixed upon a suitable bed
plate. To the outer edge of the disc on the top side is fixed

a rim or flange projecting upward, which, with the disc,

forms a hopper to leceive the supply of clay, and to the
under side or to the edge of the disc is formed or attached
a toothed wheel, in which a pinion gears for giving motion
tliereto. One or more rollers are mounted on arms affixed

to the pillar above the disc, to which rollers by preference

an intermittent rotary motion is given by star wheel ; or a
continuoua rotary motion may be given to them so as to

roll upon and press the clay into the moulds as the disc

rotates under them.—Patentcompleted.

•ING Tiw Dated Augixst2642 J. L. LONG.
25, IStJS.

The logs or beams of timber to be reduced from the
rough dimensions are laid upon a travelling bed ; above
the bed a box is placed carrying one or more knives, so

arranged as to move transversely to the timber's length,

a reciprocating vertical movement is also imparted to the

box carrying the knife or knives, so that in the downward
stroke tlie knife or knives cut into the timber to any re-

quired length that the machine may be set to cut. The
wood is cut into a series of strips which are removed by
another knife working horizontally, whilst the splints or

strips are cross cut by a vertical cutter actually at the end
and iu front of the horizontal knife. When one part of

the surface operated upon is thus treated, the table is

traversed forward to bring a new part of the surface under
the cutters, and it is siuiilarly treated,— Pateut com-
pleted.

frak llelns.

TENDERS.
ToBK Union.—The enlargement of the infirmary at the

York Union Workhouse by the erection of three new wards,

according to the plans prepared by Rawlins Gould, Esq. , and
approved by the Poor Law Board, has been determined
upon, and the work has been let to the following parties for

the amounts stated :
—

C. Bowman and Co., Masons' Work £ 21! li 6

W. Biscomb, Bricklayer l^iW 12

R. Shter, Joiner 13U
W. Biscomb, Plasterer 273

W. and T. Hodgson, Plttmber 509

W. Ellis, Slater 296 S

R. Pearson, Painter 84 13

£4009 7 6

BtRMlNUHAM.—For erecting a villa residence in Stony-

laUB. Mr. W. Harris, architect :—
Street £1814

Mounlford 1439

Davis 1420

Barnsley and Son 1395

Lance 13S0

Moffatt 136J

Mc-Us 1359

Garlick 1293

Penston and Lidzey 1259

Birmingham. — Proposed alterations and additions

to a house, in the Moseley-road. D. J. Williams, archi-

tect :—
J. Moffatt £299
Penston and Lidzey 220

Johnson (accepted) 165

BiRMiNOHAM.—For erecting Mr. Hyde's houses, in the

Moseley road. T. H. White, architect :—
Parker and Sou £2327

Uorsley Brothers 2305

Matthews 2100

Bennett 1^22

Kavenscioft ISlo

Pfg„5a 1S05

Penston and Lidzey 1"'"*'5

Charley (accepted) 1780

Bridlington Quay.—For erecting two houses for Mr. B.

S. Sawdeu. J. F. Shepherdson, architect, Driffield. Bricks,

lime, and sand provided by the owner :

—

Accepted Tenders.

Purdon, Carpenter and Joiner £548
Kennard, Bricklayer and Plasterer ... 372

Wardiil, Plumber, Glazier, and Painter 129 S

DniFFiEiD For enlarging groceiy warehouse in the

Market placed Driffield, for Mr. J. Elgey. J. P. Shepherd-

son, architect:

—

Bricklayer and Mason.

Dandy "7 12

Berry ^3
Clark 61

Day 53 10

Lcaaon (accepted) 55
Carpenter and Joiner.

Harrison ^'- '2
Moodv 80

Foster (accepted) S8 10

Kesysham — For erecting two houses at Kenysham,

exclusive of boundaries, &c. S. A. Lauadowne, architect,

Bristol and Newport :—
«,„„,

Eastbrook and Son (accepted) tlOSl

Harbledown (near Canterbury). - For erecting a villa

residence at Harbledown, near Cauterburv, for J. Callaway,
Esq. Mr. M. C. W. Home, architect, 20, Gilford street,

London :—
Langmead and Way, London £2310
J. M. Macey, 263'J

Gaskin aud'Godden, Canterbury 2750
J. B. Wilson,

,, 2493
Cozens Brothel's, ,, 2345

Liverpool. —For erecting new Southern Hospital, to
contain JOObeds. Messrs, CulshawandSumners, arcliitects.

Quantities supplied :
—

CuUie £30,039
Parker and Son 29,600
Black and Beaddie 27,835
Burroughs and Son 27,540
Tomkinson 27,373
Hughes 27,200
HaighandCo '26,694

Holmeand Nichol 26,553
Jones and Son 5G,1'23

Unnson 25,839
Nicholson and Ayre 25,700
Rome (recommended to the General
Committee for acceptance) 25,154

LoNBOv.—For alterations and additions to 21, Coventry-
street, Haymarket, for Messrs. C. Lloyd and Son. Mr. W.
P. Griffith, architect:

—

Lawrence (accepted) £485

LONDiN.—For erecting a new shop and dwelling-house in
the Whitechapel-road, forMr. W. H. Dean. Mr.G. A. Dean,
architect. Quantities by Mr. A. Vicars :

—

Jacobs ... £1090
Perry and Co 1055
Bead and Son 1028
Wood Brothers 1007
Masters 995
Rivett 973
Ennor (accepted) 911

Woodbridge (Suffolk). — For erecting a residence at
Woodbridge. Suffolk. Messrs. A. and W. H. Lockwood,
architects :

—

Dove (accepted) £1002 5 5

COMPETITIONS.
Royal AciDEhnr of Art.-i.—National Gallery. —For the

best painting in oil, or model and design in painting,
sculpture, and architecture. The gold medal and the dis-

courses of Presidents Reynolds, West, (tec. ; and for the
best copies of drawings, models from life, the antique in
landscape perspec'ive, (fee. The silver m3dala, (fee, Novem-
ber 1.

Clifton, Bristol.—The Guthrie scholar.ship. Value
£50 a year, and £20 added. One or more scholarship

of £60, and one of £25, at Midsummer. Apply to ttt

secretary.

Belgium Academy of Arts and Sciences.—For beat

enquiry (essay) and report on the period at which archi-

tecture iu the Low Countries became effected by Italian

influence. Premium, 1,000 francs, about £40.

St. Luke's, Middlesex.—April 23. —For plans, eleva-

tions, sections, and estimate of costs of a building for a
school to accommodate 200 boys and 100 girls. Mr. J.

Stickland, hon. sec, 9, Percival-street, Gojwell-road.

Plymodth.—July 1^.— For designs, plans, and esti-

mates for a new guildhall, with law courts and public

offices. First premium, £100: second, £75: third, £50.

Mr. Whiteford, town clerk, GuUdhall, Plymouth.

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BUILDING
ESTIMATES.

FiNSBURY ScH ol District.—For the erection of build-

ings at Upton, West Ham, Essex. Mr. F. Peck, architect,

15, Furnival's-inn, W.O.
Truro, Cornwall.—For the erection of a parsonage

house for'St. Paul's. Messrs, Habershon and Pile, archi-

tects, 38, Bloomsbnry square, W.C.

Shsewsbury.—March 24.—For re-roofing the chancel

and other works in connection with the restoration of St.

Mary's Church. Mr. S. P. Smith, architect, Coleham,

Shrewsbury. -, ,, , , ^ i

Bbojiley, Kent.—March 29. -For the supply of about

5 500 yards of glazed stoneware drainage pipes, and about

670 yards of invert blocks. A. Jacob, engineer, Bromley

Local Board.
. , .

Selby.—April 9.—For the erection of a warehouae,

maltkilns, engine house, and other buildings. Mr. J. M.

Fawcett, architect. „ ,^ »• < „
TuDHOE near Dubham.—For the erection of a new

Catholic church and presbytery. Messrs. J. and A. Han-

som and Son, architect,, London.

Doncasteu —March 21 -For the construction of

' OOOft of brick sewer, and abjut 6,000ft. of gUized pipe

sewer and for alteration of existing sewers and works in

connection therewith. W. K. Shirley, town clerk.

GOTHENBUBG.-For Supplying Ciwt-iron pipes, slmce

valves, and fire cocks for the new waterworks. Specifica-

tions, &c., at the Swedish and Norwegian CousiUate-

Gene'ral, 2, Aldonnan's-walk, B.(:.
v.^j„.

Bristol -April 13.—For the ironwork of three bndga

to carry the Bristol Harbour Railway over Newer Victoria

street, Temple-street, and Pile-stroet. A M.iore, secro

tary, Bristol Harbour Railway, Temple Mead, Bristol.

TilErFORD Norfolk.—March 25.—For the restoration

of the nave and north and south aisles of St. Martin's

Church, Hindringham. Mr. T. C. Williams, arclutect,

67. Victoria-street, 3.W. „ ., x- j
Pedmore, near SroURBRirnE.-For the erection and

completion of a villa residence, stabling, coach-house, and

outbuildings. Mr. T. Smith, architect. The Mount,

KEMSimiTON Lane.—March 24.-For the construction

of a brick tank and telescoped gasholder with necaaaary

fittings. J. A. Crookenden, secieury, Phoeuii Gas Light

and Coke Company, 70, Hanksido.

Gravesend Kent —For the erection of proposed new

Presbyte'rian church. A. Bedborough, architect, South-

'"dun'mow Essex.—Maich 22.—For the erection of a new

Congregational chapel. Mr. C. Porture, aichlteot,

Chelmsford.
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Little Bowdek, NoRTnAMPTONSHiRE.—April 5.—For
the supply of broken grauite, Mr. J. H. Douglass, clerk

to the Highway Uoaid, Market Harborongh.

BuRSLEM.—March 23. For takiug down the Over House
Manufactory, and crt-cting a new earthenware manufac-

tory and glaze and ailour mill on the site. Sir. G. B.

Ford, aichit«ct, Wedgwood Cbambers, Burelem.
Imperial Gas Company.—March 23. — Fur repairs to

the public lamps of the compauy. Secretary, 33, Ledford-

roH, W.C.
Imperial Gas Company.—March 23.—For the purchase

of breeze made at their works. Secretary, 33, Bedford-

row, W.C.
Sledmere, Torkmiire.—March 2-i—Forthe purchase of

12 acres of old grown larch, also a large quantity of larch,

ash, and other trees. Mr. Titfen, Sledmere, York.
Reading Union.- March 25.—For the supply of coal

and coke. J. Pike, clerk to the Guardians, Reading.
Market Harborough.—April 5.-For the supply of

broken granite. Mr. J. H. iJougLiss, clerk to the High-
way Board, Market Harborough, Leicedtoi shire.

Hatton, VVARWTctvsniRE.—April 3.—For the erection

and completion of a new asylum for idiots. Mr. P. P,
Banders, cleik to the Aisitors Lunatic Asylum, Hatton.
Eye, Suffolk.— March 22.—For reseating thechiuicel of

Eye Church. Mr. Woohirough, Eye, Suffolk.

tENToN.—For the erection of earthenware manufactory,
for Mr. J. Ayusley. Messrs. R. Scrivener and Son, archi-

tects, Hanley and Longt n.

Newc*stle-under-Lyme.— March 25.—Eor the erection

offour shops, in Penkhull-street. Mr. Fleet, King s Head,
Newcastle.
County of Chester.— March 22.—For repairing the

roadB over and at the end or ends of the county bridges for
seven years. County surveyor, Chelford.
Stone.—March 29.—For the erection of townhali and

mechanics' institute. Mr. F. Bakewell, aixliitect, Not-
tingham.
London and North-Westers Railway. —For the

brickwork, earthwork, and masonry required iu the con-
struction of a bridge at Golborne. S. Reay, secretary,

Eustou Station.

London and North Western Railway.—For the con-
struction of a tim ber staging, about 300ft. long, at Widnes.
S. Reay, secretary, Euston Station.

Tampeter.—March 23.—For the erection of a new gaol.

Messrs. Martin and Chamberlain, Chnstcburch-buildings,
Biiiningham.
BihMiNOHAM.— April 1.—For alterations and additions

to the Odd Follows Hall, Temple-street. Mr. T. F.
Thorpe, architect, 11, Cherry street, Birmingham.

Bristol.—March 23.—For widening the roadway, by
excavating the ground and building retaining wall iu
Jacob's WcU.i-road. Mr. J. G. Heaven, clerk to the Local
Board of Health, Princes-street, Bristol.

Landkey.—March 24.—For the restoration of the church.
Mr. W. White, architect, 30, Wimpole-street.

India Offices.— March 22. — For the supply of best
Bfitishiron. G. C. Talbot, director general, India Office,

Westminster, S.W.
Gas Light and Coke Company.—March 25.—For the

supply of from 80,000 to 100,000 tons Newcastle gas coah
J. O. Phillips, secretary, Horseferry-road, Westminster.

Gas Light and Cokb Cumpasy.—March 25. -For clay
retorts, i:c., at the new works at Beckton, near Reading.
J. O. PhillipB, secretary. Horseferry-road, Westminster.
West Mallim^.- Ajirii 7.- For the erection of an inlir-

inary at the union workhouse. Mr. M. Bulmer, architect,

West Borough, Maidstone.
BucK>ELL. — March 26 —For the erection of two cottager

and a steading. Mr. T. Nicholson, architect, Hereford.
ExHALL, NEAR Alcester.—March 27.—For the erection

of a rectory house, Mr. R. Jennings, architect, Ather-
stone.

North-Eastern Railway.—April 9.—For the construc-
tion of a branch from Pelaw to Jarrow, about 5 miles i3G

chains long. J. Uleghom, secretary, York.
North- Kasteun Kaii.wat.—April 9. - For the construc-

tion of the SaUburn oiteus.on line, about 4 miles 40
chains long. J. Cleghorn, secretary, York.
East Indian- Railway.—March 25.—For the supply and

delivery of tools, ironmougory, lamps and fittings, wrought
iron rolled and built gudei-s, and engine boilers. 1). J.
>oad, managing director, NichoLia lane, London, E C.
FhYERSiNG, ^^AR IsoATESTONE.—March 2^1 —For the

restoration of the parish church, ilr. F. Chaucollor,
architect, Cholmtjfurii.

WOLVEKHAMPTON.—April 5.—For the orection of anew
townhali on the site of the present one. Mr. E. J. Hayes,
town clerk, 'lowuhall, Wolveihampton.
SnRKWsDURV.— April 8— For the erection of a new

EDglish Preab\teriau church, schoolroom, and othces. Hcv.
J. vv. Cree. Swau UilUcourt, Shrewsbury.

Surro.i, SuHRF.Y.-For the coustruction of roads and
drains on the Rose Hill paik estate. Mr. Hayton, sur-
veyor, 6, Whiteliall, S, W.
H0RN8EY.- March :^-t—For tho oreetion of five houaea.

Jlr. Andrews, 67, Dean-street, Boho.
PCTERRouocni!.—.Marcli 31.—Now chapel.—For the

proposed works according to new plans and specifications.
Mr. J. >V. Chapman, 1-1, Great Western terrace, London,
W.
3T0KE Newinoton.—For the erection and completion of

a villa residence in the Seven C-iftters-road. Mr. W. Smith,
architect, 12, Copthall-cjurt, E.C.

SPALDi.vo. — March 25.— For the erection of a detached
villa reeidenco iu the parks, Pinchbeck-road. Mr. F. G.
Barrell, wine merchant, Spalding.

BiHKENHEAD.—March ;ji.—For reconstmcting and di-
VLTling part of Giniigo \"alo Outlet Sewer, ilr. J. C.
Thornton, town Kurveyf.r, Birkenhead.
Nohth-Easiern Ra'ilway.—April 6.— For the erection

of a machine and tool shop, and for the exteneion of the
timiths' shop at Gateshead. J. Cleghorn, sucrotary, York.
Everton, near Liverpool. - For the completion of ten

unfinished dweJliiichou^e-H in Howniug-street. Mr. Jones,
Adclphi Bank Chumb.-rs, South John-btitet, Liverpool.
Oti^noWMiMiH Gas Ch-mpasy. -March 25.-l'Vr the erec-

tion of a gusholder and excavating and buildin : tank I'or

theeanio. Mr. T. C. Close, estate office, Middlcsboi-ough.
Ware.—April 5.- For the erection of an infirmary

adjoiuiug the i>rweut workhouse. Mr. F. Peck, architect,
16, Fuinivaru Inn, W C.

CHAtiMiNSTEit. April 8. -For the erection of the pro-
posed new county school. Mr. G. R, Crickmay, aichitecl,
77, St. Thomas-street, Weymouth.

Exeter.—March 31.—For the erection of new schools in
Paris-street. Messrs. R. and W. Best, Queen-street-road,
Ejieter.

Gateshead.—March 22.—For the formation of sewers,
supply of curb stones, &c, Mr. Oswald, 3, St. Nicholas
huildiugs, Newcastle.
Newcastle,—For sinking a tank on the Behside Estate

for the Cowpen Local Board. Mr. Goldie, clerk to the
board, Waterloo, Blytb.

Newcastle.—March 24.—For the erection of a new
chapel in Cambridge-street. Mr. M. Thompson, archi-
tect, 5, Eldon-squai-e, Newcastle.
April 3. - For the erection and completion of the

Meltham Mills Convalescent Homo, near Huddei-sfiold.
Mr. E. Birchall, architect, 2, Park-place, Leeds ; or Messrs.
Wink and Sons, architects, John William-street, Hnddei-^-
field.

WALLiNfiTos.—March 25.—For the finishing of two
houses, close to WaUington Station. T. E. Knightly, ar-
chitect, 100, Cannon street, City.

Leicester.—March 23.—For the erection and completion
of twenty houses id Ciafcon-street. W. Colton, 63, Bel-
grave Gate.
Leeds. -For fitting up the new infirmaiy at Leeds with

bells on the electric principle. Messrs. Perkin and Son,
architects, 2, East Parade, Leeds.

Idle.—April 1.—For the works to be done in the erection
of a weaviug shed, warehouse, engine house, chimney, &c.,
to be built at Idle, for the Idle Worsted Mill Company,
Limited. Samuel Jackson, architect, 2, Kirkgate,
Bradford.
Hitches (Herts).—March 20 —For additions -and altera-

tions to be made to the residence of Mr. William Ransom.
William Watson, surveyor, Henlow, near Biggleswade,

BoROfGH OF Leeds.—March 25.

—

Improvement of the
Sheepscar Beck.—For excavating and paving the bed of
the Beck, building retaining aud fence walla, culverts, and
other works . C. A. Curwuod, town clerk, Leeds.

Cardiff.—April 1.—For the completion of the arcade,
for tho Directors of the Cardiff Arcade Company ( Limited).
Peter Price, ai-chitect.

SroRRiNGTON Ga-s Compant (Limited).— For the cou-
struction of a brick tank and the erection of a gasholder
to the same; with columns, guides, weights, chains, &c.,
complete, in and outlet pipes, with syphons, main taps,

&c. Mr. Edwiu Hammond, Storriogtou, Hur^tpierpoint.

Metropolit.vn Board of Works.—April 8.—For con-
structing a sewer, subway, vaults, and the carriage and
footway paving and other works iu counecaon with the
new street from Blackfriars to the Mansion House. J.

Pollard, clerk, Spring-gardens, S. \V.

South We.stern and Brighton Railway. -April 6.

—

For the constructionauddelivery of a quantity of wioiight-
iron girders, bolts, rods, straps, <te. F. J. Macaulay,
secretiiry, Waterloo Bridge Station.

South-Wsstern and Brighton Railways.—April 6.

—For the supply of a large quantity of rough and sawn
timbe r. F. J. Macaulay, secretary, Waterloo Station.
Blackpool.—March 22 —For the construction of a new

entrance and approach to the pier. W. E. Birch, C.E.,
7, Westminster Chambers, Victoria-street, S.W.

PROPERTY SALES.
March 11.

At the Mart.—By Messrs. Newbon and Harding.—Lease-
hold i-esidcuce, No. 17, Highbury grove, annual value £80,
term 93 years from 1845, at £10 43. per annum—sold for
£920.
Leasehold house, No. 1, Alexander square, Bromptou,

annual value £70, term 37 years une.\piied, at £10 per an-
num—£755.
Freehold residence, No. 13, South grove West, Mildmay

Park—1750.
Leasehold residence, No. 7, South street, Thurlow square,

Brompton, let at i.C5 per annum, term 80 years from 1S26,
at £10 per annum—£655.

Leas-; hold two residences, Nos. 41 and 50, Arundel square,
Barnabury, let at £5:i lOs. per annum each, term 99 yeju-a

from 859, at tH per annum each— £1,005.
Leasehold three houses and shops, Nos. CO, 62, and

C6, King Henry's walk, Mildmay Park, producing iiliOper
annum, term 63i years from 1854, at £'/4 per annum

-

£1,010
Leasehold three residences, Noa. IU, 14^, aud 148, Hem-

ingfoid road, liarnsbury, producing 1.150 per annum, term
Q6 ye lis from 1S44, at iHi per aunum—£2,036.
Leasehold four residences, Nos. 20 to 23, Chad well

street, Myddletou squai-o, Clerkenwell, producing £190
per a[)uum, term SSJ yeiura from 1823, at £36 per annum—
£-',0S0.

By Messrs. Rogers aud Chapman.—Leasehold two mes-
suage:^, Nos. 3 aud 4, Hiimptou terrace, Long Uitton, pro-
ducing £#0 pur annum, term 99 years from 1S67, at £9 per
aunum -«S.0.

Leasehold residence, No. 70, Claverton street, South Bel-
gravia, annual value £73 10s., term 70 years from 1803, at
£10 per annum—£745.

Luiisehold house, No. IS, Eenfield street, York road, Bat-
tersea, annual value £20, term 8^} years from 18^^ at £0
licr annum— t2J0.

Lca->ehold house, No. 28, Benfiold street, annual v;due
£'Jt', term aud groundrontsimilar to above -£240.
By Messrs. Joplis and Harding. ~ Freehold waterside

premises, situate in Nile street, Woolwich, Kent, let on
lease at £75 per annum—£2,200

Freehold houee, No. 7, King's Head court, Broadway,
Westminster, let at £5 per annum—£125

Le;iBehold two residences, Nos. 45 aud 47, Clifton street,

WaiuUworlh road, pruduciiig i39 183. per annum, term 15^
yeard unexpired, at iG Us. Od. per aunum—£206.

Lo.isehuld two residences, ^o8. 13 and 14, St. George's
Xy'iul, liattersea Paik, producing £55 18s. per annum, term
2i years unotpired, at tS per auuum—£4S5.
Leat^hold two cottage.i, Nos. 1 ami 2, St, George's cottages,

St. George's road aforesaid, producing £44 43. per annum,
term 72i years unexpired, at £2 per annum -£270.
By Messrs. Doweou aud Chattell.—Leasehold three resi-

dence;', Nos. ;3, 25, aud 27, Westbonino Park villa*, pro-
ducing 1.183 per aunum, term 600 years from 18W, at £30
per annum—£1860.
By Mr. W. H. Moore.—Copyhold house, No. 63, Whit-

field street, Tottenham court lOud, let at i^50 per

Leasehold shop and dwelling, No. 146, King's road,
Chelsea, let at £100 per annum, term 33 years unexpired,
at £50 per annum - £395.

Leasehold house. No. 8, Henry street, Harapstead road,
and two cottages iu the rear, producing tlT 8 28. per annum,
term 17 years unexpired, at £2i per annum—£450.
Leasehold house, No. 4, Austin terrace, Upper Holloway,

producing £39 per annmn, term 76years from 18GS, at £4 IO5.
per aunum—£100.
Leasehold two residences, N03. 5 and (», Park cot-

tages, P.jrk Village Ejist, Regent's Park, producing £U5
per annum, term 6G yeai*s unexpired, at £9 per annum

—

£1,050.
Leasehold residence. No. 63, Belmont street, Chalk Farm

road, Camden Town, let at £3S per aunum, term 99 years
from 18G4, at £0 C.i. per annum -£335.

March 12.

At the Mart.—By Messrs. J and E. Baddoley. - Copy-
hold house and shop, situate at Wanstead, let at £45 per
annum -£930.
At Garraway's.—By Mr. Robert Reid.— Freehold ground-

rent of £30 per annum, secured on No. 5, Langford place.
Abbey road, St. John's Wood—£820

Freehold three residences, Nos. 1, 2, and 3, Langford viBas,
Abbey road, St. John's Wood—£4,140
Leasehold two houses and shops, Nos. 17 and 16, Ingel-

heim terrace, Ferry road West, Mill wall, Poplar, term 63
years from 1857, at £10 per annum-£2S0.

March 15.

At the Mart.—By Mr. Whittinghara -Freehold building
land, situate at Acton, Middlesex, in441ot'i. Lots I tol9.>
comprised previous sales :—Lot 196, sold for £110 ; lot 197,
£102; Lot 199, £70; lot 200, £70; lot 202. £60; lot 203,
£102; lot iOt,£125; lot 205, £60; lot 209. £62; lot 210^
£125; lot2S7,£ll7; lot 288, £65 ; lot 2S9, £60 ; lot 290, £59;
lot 2:;6, £65 ; lot 297, £65 ; lot 306, £122 ; lot 307, £59; lot
30', £6S.

March 16.

At the Mart.—By Mr. Frank Lewis. - - Absolute reversion-
ar>' interest in £833 lOi. London and North- Western Rail-
way Stock, i-eceivable on the death of a gentleman aged 63
years—£300.
By Messrs. J. J. Clemmans and Son.— Leasehold three

houses, Nos. 1 to 3, Frederick a place, llorusuy road, pro-
ducing £SI per annum, term 45^ yearsfrom 1815, at £20 per
annum—£350.

Freehold residence. No. 14'3, High street, Homerton, let
at £32 per annum—£410.
By Messrs Debenham, Tewaon, and Farmer.—Leasehold

profit rental of £389 18s. j>er annum (for about 39 yearsX
arising from property situate in Bleeding Hart yard, Hatton
garden—£2,500.

aAKKRUjPTS.
TO SlJRRSNDER IN

Richard Anderson, ManChester-street, Notting-hUl,
carpenter, April 8 James Frederick Baker, Manchester-
terrace, Kilbuin, builder, March 23 - William Henry
Facey, Surbiton-hill, duit contractor, March 24—John
Greenway, Liuslade, stone mason, March 24, at 12—George
Hodgkinson, King's Lynn, painter, April?, at 1—Frederick
Timothy Jones, Pomeioy-htreet, New Cross-road, builder
-John Eyre Tanner, Oxford, builder, April 9, at 11—
James Butlaud, Queen's-road. Upper Teddiugton, builder,
April 12 -John Hallier, Victor-place, Sonderburg-road,
builder, April 9, at 12.

TO surrender IK the COUNTRY.
John Bailey, Ripon, lime burner, April 5, at 11—Adam

Rest, Great Bolton, engiueer, March 31, at lO -Edward
Finch, Chepstow, engineer, March 31, at U—Hezekiah
Chamberlain, Truro, carpenter, March 21, at 11—John
Freeman, Cambridge, stonemasou, March 25, atl2-JameB
Harriss, Liverpool, joiner, March23, at 11—Edward Harvey-
Usher, Durham, builder, March 23, at 11.

NOTICES OF sittings FOR LAST EXAMINATION.

April 7, J. Samson, Turn-alley, Whitcchapel, carpenter
—April 7, T. Marsh, Shaftesbury-terrace, Warwick-road,
Kensington, decorator— April 7, H. F. Simmonds, Low
Leyton, carpenter—April 7, W. Thornton, St. John's-bill,
Battersea-rise, builder— April 7, R K. Hatch. Carsh ilton,
builder—April 13. J. Moore, Talbot-grove, Nottui^- hUl,
decorator—April 19, T. aud H. Furnaai, War *vick -road,
WestBrompton, bujIdera-April 22, T. Ilsley, G )-well-ioad^
engineer— April 26, J. W. aud J. Dann, Cmmer street,

and Uray'B-inn-road, builders—April 80, T. Ethell, Bir-
mingham, house dcoorator — April 23^ C. Bainbiidg^, J,
Biggins, aud vV. Thwaites, Redcar, build u-s—Apiil 1^, H.
Dunn, Whitley, Northumberland, buil ler-April 19, W.
Midgley, Horsforth, near Guisely, joinar— \|)ril 16, B.
Westcott, Sutton, builder—April 15. J. Moorhouee, Whit-
combe-street, Leicester-square, plumber—April 23, J. H.
Mayo, Cixiss-street, Islington, carpenter—April 23, D.
Grey, Egbert-street, St. George's-road, Regent's Park,
carpenter—April 28, R. Wihborley, Burton-upon-Trent,
builder—March 24, J. Stock, x\ eston-super-Mare, builder
—April 7, Q. Hill, Totley Moor, Derbyshire, fire brick
manufacturer April 21, J. Morgan, Manchester, glazier-
April 15, W. Knigiit, Bright.jK, joiner.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.

Banks and Pilcher, Folkestone, plumbers— Banks and
JIastei-s, Bath, plumbers—Bartle aud Sowden, Shipley,
pliistoiers.

DECLARATION OF DIVIDEND.

J. Mackay and Son, Liverpool, timber merchants, div.

2il.

DIVIDENDS.

April 13, W. Becktvortli, Whitwick, Leicestershire,

builder—March 23, J. Nelson, Liverpool, joiner-April 10,

U. liuimy, Newbury, brickmaker.

BATH STONE OP BEST QUALITY.

Bandell and Saunder-s, Quarrymen and St^me Mei-
ohants, Bath. List of Prices at thy Quiirnos and Deiwts;
Also Cost for Transit to any part of the United Kingdom,
runushed on application to Bath Stono Olhce, Corsham.
Wilts.—lAnvT.l
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THE PRIZE DRAWINGS AT THE ROYAL

, INSriTUTK OF BRITISH ARC 31-

TECTS.

THE drawings which have been submitted

in competition for the prizes offered by

the lloyal Institute of British Architects are

on view at the rooms in Conduit-street. In

a general sense the exhibition is interesting;

and deserves attention ; in another and more
specific sense, it is suggestive of mournful
thoughts and unworthy of notice. Con-
fessedly we have neither been charmed nor

even favourably impressed by an inspection

of the results of the efforts which the great

educational corporation that aspires to con-

trol the profession of architecture has been

able to call forth irom British architects

in esse and in posse. The Soane Medallion is

offered in competition to all members of the

profession without restriction " under the

age of thirty years." The first subject this

year was " A Town Hospital for 300 beds, on
the Pavilion principle, treated artistically."

For this there are three designs hung on the

walls of the Institute. The first is by a

gentleman who has selected the expressive

though somewhat equivocal motto "Ah."
Whether he was led to adopt the ejaculation

in a moment of pride as he surveyed his

achievement, or if it be intended as a piece of

satire, is problematical; meanwhile the design,

regarded as a work of art, is plain to the verge

of ugliness, and, without proceeding far in the

task of criticism, any practical observer must
be convinced that the architect has altogether

ignored the necessity for free ventilation in

the lower strata of the atmosphere surround-

ing and interpenetrating the multitudinous
blocks of his building. Another design bears

the not inappropriate motto " Work and
Wait," and looks like the product of an
unusually innocent mind. A third set of plans,

well worthy of close examination, bears the

more modest and intelligent superscription,
" Learn to Labour and to Wait." The general

disposition of the masses in this design is

good as rtspects the sanitary requirements.
Possibly the building would be a difli-

cult and costly one to work, being some-
what scattered, but as a whole it has an ex-

tremely creditable and withal practical look-

ing arrangement. As a work of art it would
fall under the description of " elegant" rather

than architectural. The next subject of the

Soane competition was " A Club-house, with
the accommodation required for 800 members,
and situate in a prominent position." For this

there are several designs. The first in order
bears the motto, '' In hoc opus speravi,"

which suggests many misgivings as to the

good sense of the author. His building
would be mongrel Gothic ; a combination of

ideas apparently contracted from gazing too

long and too intently, as a man stares at the

sun until his vision is confused, upon
churches, townhalls, insurance offices, and
the statuettes and grotesque figures, human
and equine, displayed in shop windows. The
result is marvellous. Over a low church
porch are perched a horse and figures of

colossal proportions. Upon the apices of

pinnacles surmounting the walls of the edifice

are grotesques of men in appalling positions.

It ia devoutly tojbe desired that the astounding
idea may never be realized. The windows
form a very striking feature in this concep-
tion. " Hope" has produced an exceedingly
ornate confectionery Gothic design for the club-
house. " Tempusfugit"hasfoundtimeflysofiSt
that his idea, such as it is, has not been fully

developed. TMs is rather an advantage.

"Austerne" has achieved a tremendous

work, wholly indescribable and almost past

comprehension. It may perchance in charity

be called Gothic, but cave catiem. A design

by " Fest " is recommended, probably be-

cause it has the merit of being more mode-
rate and practical, and far less ambitious,

than some of the others. There is, however,
very little in the elevation to recommend it.

The style, if it can be said to have one, is

that conventional Italian with French
windows which abounds everywhere, and
would seem to constitute the only possible

conception of the average architect. A far

better idea is embodied in the design marked
" Spes." It is difficult to see why the "re-
" commendation " was not bestowed on
" Spes," instead of " Fest." It would be a

grievous reflection that these designs were
the sole produce of the effort called forth

from the profession by the Institute, were it

not possible to derive consolation from the

fact, first, that the Institute is not the

loadstone towards which all true steel is at-

tracted, and, second, that members of the pro-

fession under thirty are for the most part

better engaged than in designing imaginary

club-houses for prominent positions i» nubibus.

The prize offered by Mr. Beresford Hope,

M.P., for " A Theatre designed in accordance

with modern requirements throughout, and
in harmony with the style of architecture

which prevailed during the thirteenth and
fourteenth centuries," has only produced one
design, and that by no means in ac-

cordance with the style of the glorious thir-

teenth and fourteenth centuries. By the way,

is not the period somewhat vague in an histo-

rical and art point of view >. The theatre

may be a good one ; fashionable it must be,

for the "gods" are nowhere in the arrange-

ments, and the pit, if pit there be, is reserved

for the elite of the dress circle, who may
prefer to sit in what are by a pleasing fiction

described as "dress circle stalls." The idea is

not bad, only unpractical, and opposed to the
" modern requirements " of the lessees of

theatres and the playgoing public. An
enormous tower, in no degree necessary,

would render the erection of such an edifice

a ruinous speculation. There is a great deal

of the Strand Music Hall about the design.

"As you Like it" clearly lacks the power,

and participates only to an infinitesimal

extent in the spirit and temper of the me-
diaeval architects ; he has imitated their man-
nerisms, but exhibits little of their stern,

earnest purpose and truth.

The silver medal of the Institute, with five

guineas, offered to all members of the profes-

sion for drawings to measure and in detail of

neglected buildings, has elicited four efforts by
no means sensational. A gentleman with two
concentric circles for his sign manual exhibits

a set of drawings representing " An Ancient
Hall, Hatfield, Hertfordshire." One of his

interiors showing a roof is very cleverly

drawn ; another is out of perspective, and
utterly spoiled by the introduction of human
figures the form and proportions of which
would disgrace a girl's scrap-book. For this

last-named fault alone the author deserved to

lose the honour of being recommended ; else

he would have deserved it for his drawings,

which, less precise and starchy, are ju?t as

useful and incomparably more artistic than

those of " Nemo," ' Truth," and " Faith," his

competitors. "Nemo" has chosen for his

subject " St. Mary Overy, London," and
devoted great pains to the elaboration of de-

tails. For this devotion he is " recommended
for a medal of merit." " Truth " has depicted

with fine lines and every appearance of care

and accuracy " South Wingfield Manor."

"The Abbey Dore, or d'or, Herefordshire,"

has engaged the attention of " Faith." If the

purpose of the Institute is to procure the

representation of old buildings erected anterior

to 1700, it must have recourse to some more
promising expedient. Four buildings a year

is a small acquisition. It will take three

years more, at least, to work out the series

suggested last March if the progress is to be

so tardy. If, on the other hand, the primary
intention is to encourage improvement in the

art of architectural drawing, the prospect ia

still more discouraging.

The Students' Prize has produced a solitary

drawing, inscribed " Per vias rectas," which
has been recommended probably as a cha-

ritable inducement to others to go and do
likewise. The design is for a gateway to a
courtyard. It is Gothic of the unmistake-
able modern type, and has only the merit of

being decidedly common-place and devoid of

originality. Meanwhile, as the work of a con-

fessed student, it compares very favourably

with the achievements of those " members of

the profession " who have honoured the Royal
Institute of British Architects by struggling

to carry off its prizes. We are exceedingly

unwilling to point the moral of the singularly

ungracious story which candour compels us to

tell, but seriously, can nothing be done to

arouse a larger measure of interest, and to

call forth more of the latent talent of the pro-

fession by means of these prizes 1

THE WATERWORKS OF ROUEN.

TIHE admirers of the French regime take

J_ an especial pleasure in the repetition of

the somewhat hackneyed phrase, " They
manage these things better in France." With
all due deference to the occasional truth of

this observation, there are very many matters

which in our opinion we manage a great deal

better in England. Among these are all

works, particularly those on a scale of im-
portance and magnitude, which are intended

to improve the sanitary condition of our

large centres of manufacturing and commer-
cial industry. There are a few exceptions in

France, but, as a general rule, the drainage

and sewer.ige of continental towns are a

mockery of all the laws of hygiene, and a

total neglect of every consideration for the

health and social comfort of the inhabitants.

Gradually, foreign local authorities, and those

upon whom rests the responsibility of all such

measures, are awakening to the necessity of

executing works of this description, and in

the first place of ensuring an abundant and
constant supply of pure and wholesome
water. As a means of supply, wells, when
they are in the vicinity of a town, are now
regarded with universal suspicion, and

springs that formerly sufficed for the inhabi-

tants no longer afford an adequate yield

for a population that annually increases in

geometrical ratio. It is not sufficient to pro-

vide for the present. A liberal allowance

must be made for future contingencies. It is

scarcely necessary to enlarge upon the nume-
rous causes that have tended to render in-

dispensable a better supply of water to the

majority of the English as well as the Con-

tinental principal towns. In many the re-

cent establishment of breweries, paper mills,

dye works, and other large industrial pre-

mises have literally " swamped " the supply

hitherto available, while the improved means

designed for the extinction of fire cannot be

adopted with success unless there be plenty

of water at hand. These and other causes

have mainly contributed to demonstrate that

no town can expect to occupy a prominent

position as a leading manufacturing or com-

mercial centre if it should lack this essential

characteristic of the progress of the times,

and one so indispensable to its inhabitants.

The corporation of one of the oldest towns

in France, and one rich in historic associa-

tions, has recently taken action in this

cjuestion, and authorised the ratepayers of

llouen to contract for a loan of £100,000 to

construct waterworks that shall afford an

adequate supply of water. In this instance

we have the old story over again of uncer-

tain and polluted sources, dried up in sum-
mer, overflowing in winter, but never at any

time, in either summer or winter, fit to be

drunk by man or beast. The plain upon

which the city is situated ia watered by the
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Seine and the Rivers Aubette and Robec, but

they are all strongly contaminated by the

contents ot sewers and the innumerable mis-

cellaneous abominations and refuse thai

are poured into them fiom the diU'erenl

manufactories established npou their banks.

Another serious and insurmountable evil is

that the level of the River Seine at Rouen is

only three feet higher than that of the sea.

Tliere is therefore not sufficient fall to carry

away the impurities that are incessantly

launched into the stream. Besides, the tide

rises some distance up the river, so that there

is a continual come-and-go movement, which
amalgamates the whole mass of hith, and
renders the water little better than a slow

poison. The Rivers Aubette and Robec are

pretty much in the same condition, so that it

is idle to think of any of these three con-

stituting a proper source of supply. As may
be imagined, when the rivers are so foul,

there is not much to expect from the wells in

their neighbourhood, and the only chance

left to the inhabitants is what they can

catch and store in cisterns aniL.reservoirs.

So long as there is plenty of ram' this plan

succeeds tolerably well, " faute de mieux,"

but in time of drought then come the de-

privation and suffering. During the long-con-

tinued drought of last year these supplies

were totally exhausted, and waterwaeso scarce

and difficult to obtain that it was sold in the

higher parts of the town at sixpence a small

cask. When so high a price was paid for a

supply of this neces-ary for drinking and culi-

nary purposes, it can be readily anticiiiated that

very little found its way into the sewers.

They were therefore left unllushed, deposits

accumulated in them, and from their putre-

faction arose cilhivia and emanations which
threatened at one time to occasion a serious

epidemic. Kver since, the inhabitants have

been alarmed at the possibility of this

calamity occurring at.«ome future period, and
80 mucli pressure was brought to bear upon
the local authorities that they have at last

set themselves to work in good earnest to

radically cure the evil.

Making the most of the old sources of sup-

ply, they were equal to 400,000 gallons per

diem, and it is now proposed to furnish a

daily supply of 3,000,000 gallons. Although
it would not be possible, with a due regard

to the purity aud potable nature of the water,

to use the Robec as a source in its course

through the town, yet there would manifestly

be no objection to makiug it available by
taking the water at a higher level, where it

would be uncontaminated. Three of these

sources exist at a distance of four or live

miles from Kouen, and have an elevation of

220rt. above the mean sea level. They How
out of the side of a chalky hill, and yield on
an average .sixty gallons per second. In
seasons ot drought the supply is about thirty

gallons, and during Hoods nearly ninety gal-

lons per same unit of time. To obtain the

quautitj' already mentioned for the daily re-

quirements of the town, it would be necessary

to iiniiound, in time of drought, the whole ol

the supply from this source. Against this

proposuion the inhabitants of the valley of

the Rol>ec Very naturally jirotested in the

strongest terms of indignation and hoslilily.

Fortunately for the projectors and advocates

of the new undertaking, as well as for the

residents in Kouen, there are other sources,

in different parts of the valle\', which can be

made use of without interfering so seriously

with the interests of the cultivators of the

soil. It was also discovered during the preli-

minary investigations and examinations of the

locality that took place consequent upon the

discussion of the question, that an additional

supply of Iwentj- gallons per second could l)e

obtained from the three sources first contem-
plated by lowering the outllow or mouth of

exit without interfering with the rights of

the present laud occupiers. Another piece

of information was likewise elicited which
Was of very material importance. It was
ascertained that underneath the hills en-

circling the town was situated a vast bed of

chalk, free upon the upper surface, and con-

taining in its innumerable crevices and
fissures a large supply of water, continually

renewed V>y rain and infiltration. To drain

this bed in order to reach the source all

that is required is to construct a tunnel,

which at the same time could be used for the

reception of whatever amount of water it

might be determined to take from the River
Robec. After mature and deliberate con-

sideration of the proposed scheme the chief

authorities of state decided that the mouth
of the outflow might be lowered and the

tunnel constructed, but that no supply was
to be drawn from the Robec above the level

of such altered outflow until the tunnel was
completed and all the water obtained that

could be procured by the tapping of the chalk

stratum. It is also provided that whatever
([uantity of water may be taken for the use of

the town there must be a minimum supply,

even in times of drought, of ten "jallons per

second secured to the inhabitants of the

valley, and an indemnification granted to

them for any loss they may sustain from
being reduced to so small a supply. Ten
years are allowed for the repayment of the

loan, but there is no doubt that if the anti-

cipated supply can be obtained there will be
little or no difficulty in procuring ample
funds for that purpose.

THE SOCIETY OF ARTS AND THE
COMMON WORKMAN.

PROGRESS, we are perpetually reminded,
is the order of the day, and that every-

tljing to be seen around us goes to prove it
;

and the ultimate success which follows pro-

gress is found to be universally the reward
of such praiseworthy endeavours to get on.

This, doubtless, is always certain in mecha-
nics and business, and also in fine art ; but

in one thing, certainly, it would seem to most
signally and significantly fail, viz , in art

advocacy, or, in other words, in writing

about art with a view to a better and more
interesting state of things. We would ask

the attention of readers to a few modern
facts on this primitive subject, for, after all,

it is from the hints of those who think that

the men of action are able aud can only go to

work. So the subject is of the first import-

ance and worth all attention. Not to go too

far back let us remind the reader of Pugin's

advocacy through so many years, for the pur-

pose of bringing back the Church arrange-

ments and the Gothic forms of the thirteenth

aud fourteenth centuries. He pointed out a

good course, and acted up to it himself, as

far as he knew aud could do so ; but no one

man can be fairly said to have followed him
and carried out in actual practice his precise

lead. Pugin's Gothic art policy is now dead.

Ruskin followed Pugin with another, and 1

think a far higher idea of a revival of Gothic

art aud architecture, of which a good deal

may yet be said, but as far as I know no one
single Gothic building can be pointed out

built by a Gothic architect which can be said

to embody his views even in intention.

Ruskin, indeed, as far as modern practical art

action goes, and as art is seen around us,

might as well never have written a word or

atb)rded a hint to us modern art practitioners

of the day. This is very curious and signifi-

cant, and it seems a little strange that no one

has thought it worth his while to make note of

it before some of our learned artistic societies.

Though so different in many ways both these

eminent authorities advocated one common
[iriiiciple, viz., a return to the Gothic forms
of the past, nay, the literal copying of them.
Hut there was, and is, yet one other depart-

ment of art action lying at the very founda-

tion of .5(y/o —whatever that maybe—which
cannot be passed over or neglected with im-

punity ; indeed, without it style itself is of

no moment, and must be without artistic

interest. 1 refer to the position aud work of

the executive artist, whether he be artist or

common workman, whether he be a member
of the Royal Academy or the Society of Arts,

or common artisan in fustian jacket. This

question underlies all others connected with

fine art, and makes the recent report issued

by the committee appointed by the Society

of Arts to inquire into the art value of the

specimens of workmanship recently exhibited

of very great and significant interest. The
committee, then, consisting of Messrs. Godwin
and Redgrave and Sir D. Wyatt, are dis-

satisfied with the works sent in for approval,

and contend that the results are not such as

might have been expected, and they propose

that a return should bo made to the society's

old system of looking to the master miinufac-

turer and employer ol art skill and labour for

those signs of progress expected by the

public, but looked for in vain, as they tell

us, from the actual workman. We may,
therefore, it is to lie presumed, conclude that

this idea of the value of the workman as an
artist is, as far at least as the Societj' of Arts

is concerned, no better than a myth, and
that in future we must go beliiud

the counter and seek in the employer

and shopman and seller for those artistic

powers which we in vain looked for in

the executive workman. All this is very

remarkable, and too much time can hardly

be spent in thought about it, for, together

with the facts I first named, viz., the failure of

Pugin's labours and Ruskin's writings,it shows

how enormously difficult it is to bring about a

new system of art action of any kind. Pugin

contended for the practice of English Gothic

—

that is now fairly dead, for no one now builds

EmjUsh Gothic buildings. Ruskin proposed to .

substitute for English Gothic the Gothic from

Venice and the south of Italy. Nobody will

contend that there is, or is likely to be, any
building from Venice imported into London
streets. So these things are come to grief

;

but the notion of the value of the mere work-

man underlies such propositions, and in reality

makes them either valuable or worthless, but

this idea is now well nigh, if not quite dead

too, for it is practically giveu up by this

decision, so far at least as the Society of Arts

is concerned. It seems to mo that it is the

most important and vital question in art in

these modern days, and needs and is certainly

worth a little fair discussion.

Before I go further I cannot help lament-

ing the very unfortunate selections of subjects

which have been chosen, sometimes by the.

workmen themselves and by the Society for

them, on which to exercise their ingenuity.

Surely they are not all hond Jide workmen
who have sent in all the wonderful things so

ambitious and so difficult. " The Head of

our Saviour," from an engraving al'ter Ouido,

for which i,'2 has been awarde-1. Why, not

one of our Academicians could accomplish

this feat—no, not for £200. " Giving a bite,"

after Mulready, £5 reward. "The Death of-

Goliath," £2. In such a subject as this the

very highest and greatest have failed and
come short ; how, therefore, can it lie ex-

pected that an ordinary untutored workman
can reach the desired level? The Society has

evidently made the best of it, and rewarded
where they found it possible to do so, but at

the same time have come to the conclusion

that more of such work is not worth the

trouble it costs to produce. Is the Society

right or wrong here ! Let us look at some
humbler subjects: "An earthenware vase, with

painted ornament in enamel Golours,"' has

secured £-2 as a prize. It would be not a

little curious to see, if it were possible, what
the Society of Arts would be found to give if

a veritable Greek vase could bcproduL-cd by a

modern workman. Why, Mr. Redgrave

would turn away from it with contempt,

and declare it " to have no drawing," and

would propose to send the draughtsman back

again to .an elementary art department school

to "learn to draw." Greek drawing and mo-

dern Academy drawing are two widely differ-

ent things. " A Marquetrie panel, inlaid,"
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£2. A good suViject enough for both skill

of hand workmanship and simple line draw-

ing, aa needed to be, and whatever the real

artistic merit of it, we may well aak what the

eviploxjer of art labour can by any possibility

have to do with it beyond selling it over the

counter .' If the Morkman can do nothing

in the way of drawing on a flat panel of wood,

then surely he can do nothing ; but if he can,

as in this case, the work must be considered

as of a certain value, aa evidence of his art

power and art handwriting, and must, I con-

tend, possess interest more or less. The
lowest interest may have been exhibited in

this panel, the highest in a wood block by
Albert Durer. But what has the salesman

to do with either of them ? One more speci-

men :
" A Panel for a cabinet," £4 prize,

seems to me to be just the subject for an
ordinary skilled workman to exercise his in-

genuity upon, and to show what all his know-
ledge is worth, and it seems a pity to abandon
a plan which enables any body of workmen,
however t'ew in number they may be, to ex-

hibit publicly their skill in the production of

such works fairly, and without the employer
stepping before them and taking from them
what is in truth and reality theirs. That the

weakest must go to the wall is quite certain,

and no mere workman can expect to be
noticed before or by the side of his master if

both be invited to press their claims. I do
not know how this great subject can be too

earnestly pressed on the attention generally

of the members of the Society of Arts, but I

cannot help reminding one of the members of

this committee. Sir T>. Wyatt, of one thin

iuterestiug to him if to anyone. I have al

ways considered that the broadest and most
descriptive definition of fine art that could be

given would be this—viz., that " Art is the

expression of the individuality of the artist,

whether in material forms or as representa-

tive of material ibrms on paper, and through

these material forms and representative forms

to the eye ; and thus are we enabled to see

the mind and thought of the artist through
the work of his hand." If there be truth in

this broad definition, I must contend that in

the forthcoming Architectural Exhibition at

the Royal Academy there will be no art, for

every drawing will be the work, as we all

know, of a set of men who are not recognised

as artists at all—of clerks and water-colour

draughtsmen—a vast array of shams and decep-

tion and negations of art. As a rule, this

will be and must be, but to all rules there are

exceptions, and if Sir D. Wyatt shall think fit,

after the example of the few dull workmen at

the Society of Arts, to exhibit there his own
drawings for the new National Gallery, it is

to be hoped for his sake that the Society of

Arts committee will not be the judges or the

critics. I always felt great interest in the

new galleries, so much so that I took the

liberty at the time the designs for the Gallery

were exhibited to remind a great public
authority of the personal art power displayed

in these very drawings, and which had the

judges who looked at them and made selec-

tion been aVile to see and to comprehend. Sir

D. Wyatt might have been but too glad to

range himself in the ranks of the common
workmen, for the interior of the Gallery by
him was not only incomparably the best, but
by himself. But nobody knew it ! This is a

good lesson to learn, and very convincing, and
I do not know how either he or any other
architect who has ever exhibited anything of

his own work can do a wiser thing than to use

their influence with the Society of Arts and
the Royal Academy to induce them to en-

courage the bona fiHc work of the working
artist, be he either artist, or student, or work-
man. Sir D. Wyatt will do not only very
great good to the workmen themselves by
urging the society to persevere with their pre-

sent plans, discouraging though they be, but
he will do good to himself as a working artist.

Art, as things are now, in architecture, sculp-

ture, and decorative work is practically im-
possible, no matter what the style of art

followed may be, for not only are they who
are supposed to be the authors of it pure
"negations," doing nothing themselves, ac-

cording to the definition above, but what is

worse still, those who really do the art work
of the world are not recognised, and are even
now proposed to be put aside for the mere art

warehouseman and shopman ! Is this pro-

gress ? C. B. A.

ASSOCIATED ARTS' INSTITUTE.

THERE was a very thia attendance at the

ordinary fortnightly meeting on Saturday
evening last. Mr. A. H. Wall, Vice-President,

occupied the chair. Mr. S. G. Pollard was elected

a member, and Mr. Walter L. Bellamy an honorary
member.

Mr. Phene Spiers then opened a debate (taking

the negative) on the question " Has the intro-

duction of coloured materials benefited the street

architecture of London ?" Hitherto, in Mr.

Spiers' opinion, it has not. The attempts which
have been made in this direction might be looked

upon rather as examples of what to avoid than

what to copy. In Egypt, Greece, and Italy,

countries with bright atmospheres and exceed-

ingly brilliant scenery, the inhabitants chose

bright colours for their articles of dress, and
there could be no greater proof that they were
right than that such colours were used from age

to age unchanged. When we came to England
the direct contrary was the fact. All the dresses

of the people were dull and grey in tone, but
there was no doubt that they were in ac-

cordance with our atmosphere. In mediajval

buildings, coloured materials, distinet^y as coloured

materials, were seldom or never employed. The
only iu&tance that can be brought forward to the

contrary is the use of Purbeck marble shafts,

which, however, were probably used more for

their strength than ior their colour. In the mid
die ages our ancestors recognised the force of the

argument that colour was not admissible to any
great extent in our buildings. There had been a

great many attempts to introduce colour into

London ; a great many curious names for it had
been brought forward. One of these terms was
" streaky bacon." An instance of thia style is

furnished by Mr. Butterfield's chapel at

Oxford. Then there was another method
of using colour which Mr. Seddon had
aptly termed the " holy zebra " style.

One of the best examples of this style was the

Blackfiiars' Railway Station, which, although so

lauded, Mr. Spiers did not think worthy of imita-

tion. Another instance of this style was the

Crown Life Office in Bridge-street, by Mr Deane.
The bright colours in which that building

abounded when first erected had now given place

to a measly appearance anything but beautiful.

One of the moat brilliant instances of the use of

colour was the Buxton fountain at Westminster.
Extravagance had never gone so far in the applica-

tion of colour, and we could not have a more
strikiug example of its utter inadaptability to our
English climate. The painted tiles washed here

and there by the rain presented a very patchy
appearance, and contrasted strangely with the

bulk of the structure, which was begrimed with
soot. But even were this not so, all its colours

are discordant. As to the use of polished granite,

it had alw.ays seemed to him a mistake. In
polishing columns and pilasters you only got re-

flection and not colour. Granite, when not
polished, could h.ardly be said to be a coloured

material, and the colour was quite out of keepimj
with our climate. It was fallacious to attempt to

make coloured materials take the place of mould-
ings, as had been done at Messrs. Lavers and Bar-

rauds' glass works in Endell street. The black

bands of brick intended to be taken as mould-
ings were now all obscured by the dirt and soot,

aud the facade presented one level appearance.

On the whole the colours and tones which we
should employ, if we wanted to act in harmony
with nature, must be quiet and sober, with per-

haps a little sparkling effect here and there. But
to trust to the eiT-^ct of large masses of coloured

marble was a decided mistake. Hitherto we had
done nothing which could be looked upon as a

success.

Mr. Dedorave, in the affirmative said that,

although a gi-eat many people contended that

tbe English had no appreciation of colour, he
thought that wo had, although, perhaps, it had
not up to the present time been developed. Mr.
Spiers had forgotten that the street architecture

of the middle ages was to a very large extent of

a different construction to that of the present
day, consisting as it did mainly of wood. As a

relief to the colour of the wood, they had plaster

panels, which gave a whitb ground, upon which
quaint lines were drawn. In order to relieve the

colour of their brick buildings, the mediaivalista

used stone dressings, and by the proper use of

coloured materials obtained very good results.

Colour in London should be used in the shape o£

materials which could not be obscured by the

soot. The great building material of London was
clay, in its various forms of brick and terra cotta.

At the end of the last century London was a city

of brick. Stucco was called in as a great
" beautifier," and the result was the gain of a certain

amount of display at a small expense. Stucco

has had its day, after having worked the ruin of

street architecture. Terra-cotta, he believed, in

conjunction with brick, was the building material

of the future. There were instances of its use

two hundred years old, and it was uninjured by
the London atmosphere. Stucco, one hundred
years ago, had modified the whole face of Lon-

don, and terra-cotta would do the same in a short

space of time. So far as terra-cotta and brick

had been judiciously employed, they had improved
our street architecture.

Mr. BoYES thought it was absurd to say that

we never could derive .any benefit from colour.

Why not make some effort to do away with the

smoke ? If unable to accomplish this why not

wash our buildings 1 Engineers set an example
which might well be followed by architects, in

saying that nothing was impossible in engineering.

He was sorry to see architects taking such a hope-

less view of the difficulties of their profession.

As to terra-cotta, he thought the red colour was
unsatisfactory, presenting a " washed-out " look

after it had been up a short time. The glazed

effect of polished granite was very unsatisfactory.

He thought that the effects of the introduction of

colour into street architecture could not be well

ascertained at present, as isolated buildings here

and there did not constitute a criterion for

judging of street architecture, which must be

judged of in the mass, and colour had not yet per-

meated the mass. The small minority of build-

ings which had been successfully treated with

colour could not be considei ed to be " the street

architecture of London."

Mr. Lemon H. Michael said that the very

dulness of our climate seemed to him to call for

the employment of colour very generally, and

bright colours too. Our flowers were as brilliant

as those of other countries, and the brilliancy of

our trees in their youth was as great as in most
countries. The smoke was undoubtedly a great

nuisance, but then it was as fatal to form as to

colour. The forms of mouldings and foliage in

stone were ns much injured by smoke as was

colour. As to the " streaky bacon " style, the

system of using colour in lines was more or lesa

used both in Italy and the East. In England the

use of colour was in its infancy. He believed

that the buildings relying on form were as un-

satisfactory as those relying upon colour. Form
was even less considered than colour in many
buildings. He thought the introduction of

colour had been valuable, because it had helped

the following towards what he would call a

second Renaissance in art. Since colour had

been more used he thought that, on the whole,

more attention had been paid to form. After

some further remarks,

Mr. PiiESE Spiers replied on the whole debate,

and on going to a division on the question, four

members voted in the affirmative, and two in the

negative.
* •

New Lime Light wituout Oxygen.—A bril-

liant and stendy light has been obiaiued by tho

M-3Ssrs. Darker from a mixture of common gas

aud atmospherio air, tho Iatt3r of which contains

more than a fiTth part of oxyfjeri. The air and

gas are either mixed as in the Bourbouza laujp,

or are emitted singly, as in some forms of the

oxy-hydrogen burner. Instead, however, of tho

intense heat thai obtained be ing employed to

raise to a white heat a plalina gauza cap, as

proposed two years ago by Jl. BourboDze,

wessrs. D.irker cause tho flame to impinge upon
linio or majjuesia, either singly or in Combina-
tion with asbestos, and thus obtain a ligut of

great purity aud iutoiisity. Tiie lime ligh: has

thus been got without the trouble aud ex-

pense attendant upon the employment of pore
oxygen.
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VENTILA.TION OF SEWERS.

VENTILATION OF SEWERS.

MUCH surprise has sometimes been ex-

pressed at tlie fact tliat epidemics

which are .supposed to owe their origin to bad
drainage, bad water, and unhealthy neigli-

bourhoods should break out occasionally in

wliat are termed the best parts of a town.

It is a common observation, " Oh, we do not
know how to account for it ; we are situated

80 high that no one would ever think of any
cholera coming to us." In all such instances,

if there is no other palpable and apparent

cause the appearance of an endemic disease

in high localities can only be attributed to

want of proper ventilation in the sewers.

Ventilation is generally regarded as the

escape of any vitiated or contaminated air

through a hole, and the larger the hole the

better it is thouglit the object is elfected.

Manifestly there is just as much oll'ence

against all sanitary considerations in permit-

ting foul gases to escape from the sewers
directly into the street as there is in running
sewage matter and general drainage into the

nearest available stream or watercourse. It

is now some time since tlie legislature has
forbidden tliis practice, under penalty of the

grantiug of an injunction against the offend-

ing parties, and the other ought to be pro-

hibited as well. Since all gases in sewers

tend to rise to the highest levels, it is readily

understood that houses situated in a lofty

locality run more chance, in fact, of suffering

from this cause than those placed in a lower
position. Moreover, the continual issue of

foul air from the gratings of sewers in our
streets and thoroughfares cannot but be at-

tended with injurious results to those living

in their vicinity. As with sewage, so with
its noxious gases. If the former be purified

l)y allowing it to irrigate land it may be
allowed to flow into the nearest stream with-

out causing any appreciable pollution. An
analysis of the water of the River Wandle,
which receives the purified sewage of Croydon,

has demonstrated that the additional amount
of solid deposit in the stream due to recep-

tion of the sewage does not exceed two
grains in the gallon. Similarly if the noxious

and foul gases emanating from the contents

of sewers be first deprived of their disagree-

able and injurious properties, they may then be

permitted to escape into the open air without
fear of their offending the nostrils or injuring

the health of those iuhaliug them. Various
methods have been devised for accomplishing
this result, principally by the aid of charcoal,

which possesses iu an eminent degree the pro-

perties of a powerful deodorizer and disinfect-

ant. In the ordinary plan a quantity of

charcoal is placed in shallow trays in the man-
holes, which can be taken out and the char-

coal renewed as often as required, but the

operation is attended with many incon-

veniences.

Our engravings represent a newly patented
sewer ventilator by Mr. Arthur Jacob, engi-

neer to the Local Board of Bromley, Kent,

which has been designed for the express

purpose of obviating the objections that

may be urged against the plan iu ordinary

employment. A general cross section of the

manhole is given in fig. 1, taken through the

line A B on the plan shown in fig. 2, while
another section of the upper part ot the cylin-

der and cover is represented in fig. 3. A
plan of the frame, with the cover removed,
and also an elevation, are given in figs. 4 and
!). We can now trace the course of the gas

emanating from the sewer, which is indicated

by the position of the arrows. On leaving

the sewer it passes through a grating
_
H,

which is fixed at the bottom of the galvanized

iron cylinder C filled with charcoal. Through
this powerful deodorizer the noxious vapours

percolate, and in their progress are thoroughly

deprived of their injurious qualities by the

action of the charcoal. Atier undergoing

this purification the gas escapes through the

small passages S, which are made in the

sides of the cover U, into the open air, and
becomes dissipated in the usual manner. The
tirst point of difference between this new
method and the majority of those at present

doing service is that, instead of shallow trays a

cylinder is the receptacle for the charcoal.

By this arrangement a very important advan-

tage is secured—namely, that the gases are

exposed for a longer time to the action of the

charcoal, and are consequently more tho-

roughly and eifectually cleansed of all their

noxious properties.

It will be readily understood that after the

cylinder full of charcoal has done a certain

amount of work, it will be necessary to

remove the contents and charge it atresh.

This can be affected with great ease and
rapidity, and is one of the chief points

of superiority for which the designer

and patentee justly contends.
_
All that

is required is to simply lift off" the cap,

raise the cylinder, remove the saturated

contents, re-fill, and lower it down again.

There is no necessity for going down into

the manhole, interrupting the traffic, or in-

curring any of the trouble and inconveni-

ence that attend the removal and replace-

ment of the trays used iu other instances.

Every part of the operation can be done from

above ground at a cost of one-half the ordi-

nary labour necessary. Every engineer or

professional man who has had charge of woika
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knows how diflicult it 13 to get small matter?
of thi3 description attended to properly, and
that simplicity is the principal detail to bear-
ranged. It would be quite impossible foi

the most indefatigable district officer to super-

intend the removal and replacement of the

charcoal in all the sewer ventilators in even
a small town, much less in one of some pre-

tensions to size and population. Balancin<^

up the advantages in point of first cost witli

respect to Mr. Jacob's method and that in

common use, it will, on the whole, come out a

trifle cheaper. Kot that we consider the ex-

pense to be the first consideration in matters
of a sanitary nature, but still a wary eye must
be had to economy. The cover represented
in our drawings in figs. 1 and 2 is rather
dearer than the ordinary one, which is partly

composed of wood, but then it is superior in

every sense. The galvanised cylinder, also,

is a principal item in the amount. On the
other hand, the trays are dispensed with ; no
second grating at top of the manhole is re-

quired, and the excavation and brickwork
demanded for the side chambers in all other
methods are altogether unnecessary in the
present. Any invention or improvement
tending to advance sanitary principles always
deserves consideration at the hands of the
public. Mr. Jacob's ventilator has been
adopted by several local boards, and has been
found to answer its purpose in every respect.

I

\

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.
rilHE ordinary fortnightly general meeting was
l_ held on Friday evening last, Mr. Laoy W.
Ridge, A.K.I, B.A, Vice-President, in the chair.

Messrs. George B Hart, Thomas Rust, Robert
Pearsall, and Harry H. Vining were unanimously
elected members.
Oa the mution of Mr. Douglass Mathews a vote

of thanks was passed to Mr. I' Anson for his kind-
ness in permitting the members of the Associa-
tion to visit the British and Foreign Bible So-
ciety's House, and also to Mr. K Iward I'Anson
for conducting the members over the building.

Mr. Mathews announced that the Association
would again visit Her Majesty's Theatre (now
near its completion) to-morrow (Saturday), at
three o'clock.

Mr. Mathews also announced that a course of
lectures on chemiatry would be commenced on
Tuesday week.

It was aaaounc3d that the " Sketchbook " Com-
mittee would meet on April 19 to receive
sketches.

After a few remarks from the Chairman com-
mending the Artists' Volunteer Corps (now under
the command of Major Leightou, K.A.) to the
attention of the members,
Mr. Rowland Pldmbe, A.R.I.BA., read a

paper on

THE BEQUIREME.VTS OF EIVEBSIDE CONSTRUCTION.

The author said that he would confine his

remarks principally to the description of a river-

side building which had lately been erected, and
to which his special attention had been directed.

The building was of the warehouse description,

of a great height, and designed for the storage of
heavy goods, the floors being constructed to

sustain 5 cwt. per superficial foot. Not only was
there a frontage to the river, liut the return wall
for a distiuoe of about 150ft. formed the side of

a dock, part being built over and part forming a
wharf wall. Large and lofty cellarage was
required under the whole, the floor line of
which was to be nearly 12ft. under the highest
water level. The tide rose and fell against
the whole length of the front and tide
walls to a height of from lUft. to Lift. The
special requirements under such cases are, first,

to secure a thoroughly good foundation, and,
secondly, to prevent the water from entering the
cellars. In describing the means of obtaining
these results, the author confined his attention to

such measures as he had either seen taken or

recommended by practical men. or had himself
directed to be canied out, avoiding all recom-
mendations found iu books, as being of less value
than a simple description o£ the means used in a
certain case with great success.

River W%U —The first question to be deter-

mined in building the river wall is whether to

instruct a dam or to build the work as the tid.

ecedes. Wherever the tides will allow of tli.

:on8truction of buildings without a dam, thi:

[uestiou is practically settled by the much smallei
cost entailed and the shorter time required foi

the execution of the work. Assuming, then, that
the work is to be constructed without a dam {i.e.

by tide work), the water must be pumped out ot

the trenches immediately the excavations are
lower than the mud bank of the river. A con
venieat place must be found for the engine, which
should be of from 8 to 12-horse power, and tht

pump should be capable of throwmg out ahoui
I,20i) gallons per minute. The position of thi
engine will depend to a great extent on the
position chosen for the sump, which should be
placed as centrally as possible. The pump and
engine being ready for working, the first escava
tioii made will be for this eump, which is a well
or receiver for all the water to be raised fiom the
trenches, than which it should be sunk a few feet
deeper. The trenches are then taken down to the
requisite depth in lengths ot from 15ft. to 20ft,

;

drain pipes of suitable diameter (say 6in.) are laicl

along the trench, and when the water has been
pumped out the concrete is filled in in layers to
the required depth, suspending operations, of
course, at each rise of the tide. The next sections
can then be excavated on either side. The ends
of the pipes laid along the bottoms of the trenches
are now opened, to get rid of the water which hna
accumulated in them. As additional sections

of the trenches are excavated, other lengths
of pipes are connected with the former
ones, the concrete is fided in, and the whole
length of the foundations is easily and efii-

cieutly drained. It is important that the sump-
hole should be excavated outside the trench. It

should always be carefully tilled up with fine Port-

land cement concrete when done with. The sides

ot the excavations v.'ill have to be close-planked

ou each side, and carefully shored, and it is im-
portant that the sheeting should be left iu the
excavation when the concrete is filled iu, the sides

of the trenches not being sufficiently firm to hold
the concrete until it has set, especially when dis

turbed by the drawing out of the planking. A
necessary precaution iu filUng-in and ramming is

to protect the lootings of the wall with concrete,

instead of filling in with ordinary material, which
is liable to be washed away l>y the scour of the
river. As a rule, it will be necessary to excavate
until the sharp cleau ballast is reached, and in

any case it would be prudent to go as low as the
bed of the river at its deepest part opposite the
site of the building. On the i;orth side of the
Thames is frequently to be found a very hard bed
of natural concrete a few inches thick, called the
ironstone ballast. Should this be struck, little

doubt need be felt in putting the foundations
upon it. Some architects have thoug'nt it neces

sary to go down to the clay, a further depth of at

least 10ft. or 12ft. The expense involved i.s very
much greater iu proportion to that entailed by
concreting on the ironstone ballast, and unless in

favourable positions, it would be diflicult to work
without a dam of great strength ; and, after all,

it is questionable whether a better foundation is

obtained. Other architects advocate the forming
of a foundation on a btagiug resting on piles driven

to a great depth. Recent experience has, how-
ever, shown that this system is certainly not
preferable to concreting, especially for heavy
buildings, as the scour of the river will frequently

so undermine the earth against the piles that all

lateral support is taken away. Added to this

there are always chances of imperfectly driven

piles aud decaying timber rendering this form of

foundation one of great lisk. The concrete used
should be a quick and hard-setting matei ial. The
author had found Ireoh-burnt finely ground
Portland cemeut, especially made lor hy-

draulic purposes, and mixed with clean river

ballast in the proportion of one of the former to

seven of the latter, to answer admirably. It

should not be thrown from a greater height than
necessary, uor should largo quantities be thrown
in at a time, as in that case the whole bed be-

comes jarred, nud the process of sotting is inter-

fered with. Where practicable, a strong gang of

men working alongside and throwing in the con-

crete with the spade as it is mixed, will obtain

the strongest foundation. It fre(piently happens
that the spring and return waters accumulate so

fast that it is necessary to have the proportion of

cemeut increased; the author had seen good work
produced iu such cases by having the concrete

mixed dry, and again mixed with the water in

the trenches aa it was thrown in. It is always

well to have a few sacks of cemeut ready to throw
into the trenches when there is a danger of the
cement being washed out of the ballast by the
rapid ingress of the water. The author next pro-
ceeded to describe a formula for ascertaining the
Thickness of a section of a river wall of given
height to resist a given pressure of water, but any
formulas of this kind are of little value, becausj
^hen the superincumbent w,all8 are built, and the
veiuht of the same aud of the respective floors
beaiing upon them came on the top of the liver
ivall, perfect stability would be obtained with a
much less thickness than would otherwise be ne-
cessary. A less average thickness than si.v bricks
would not adequately sutfice to keep out the
water and resist the impact of river craft, Kven
vvhen of this thickness special precautions must
be taken to guard against the first contingency. The
wall should be gradually sloped up with f.jotinf.'a

from the concrete, and should have a batter on
the river side of about one inch to a foot The
material and build of the wall are of the highest
importance. In the wall referred to by the author
the hardest and closest textured stocks prc-
curable were used, faced with Staffordshire blue
bricks, not dressed, but of the ordinary building
quality, built in Portland cement, and poinlea
with neat cement shortly after completion with an
ironed joint, bevelled so as not to retain the water
more than possible. In building the wall itself

too much care cannot be taken in trying to
make it as much like one m.ass as possible
and in seeing that every joint is thoroughly
well flushed up. Every course should be grouted
and the cement used with as little sand as pos-
sible, and never in more than equal proportion*.
In cases of this kind it is well not to trust to an
ordinary workman to mix the cement. A ban-
quer should le used, and the cement should be
accurately measured, as also the sand, the latter

(however clean in appearance) being carefully

washed for use. No river wall is likely to keep
back the water in the construction of which im-
perfectly washed sand has been used, or in which
a larger proportion of sand than cemeut has lieen

employed. Roman cement should be carefully

avoided in such cases, as its setting properties re-

quire more care than can be depended upon on the
part ot the ordinary run ot bricklayers. In order
to render watertight the wall constructed by the
author he had used a waterproof material built in
its centre, so as to be free from injury or decay.
The wall was built in old English bond, and iu

its centre a space of about IJiu. was kept between
the stretching courses. This space was filled in with
asphalte, and the heading courses were likewise

bedded in asphalte. The great dilBculty in the
way of successfully applying asphalte iu such a
position is to keep the work sufficiently fiee from
water until the asphalte has cooled and set, for if

the least steam or vapour is generated it is liable

to render the asphalte porous and spongy, A
good water-resisting surface could be obtained by
building up the centre of the wall in the same
manner, but using the cement quite neat, in con-

junction with hard Staffordshire blue bricks. To
ensure a waterproof wall the cement must really be
used neat, and must be sutficiently air slaked a- not
to blow in the setting. The careful washing and
cleansing of the bed of the work from the mini de-

posit after each tide has receded must on no account
be overlooked. Particularly must this deposit be

removed from the racking- back or toothed ed^eg

of that section of the wall which is above the other.

Even a thin bed of mud would be sufficient to

destroy the continuity of the cement work, and
leakage would be the result. As an extra pre-

caution it would be as well to point the inside

face of the wall in neat cement, well rakine; out

the joints and pointing with a flat trowelled joint

for limewhiting. Although stock brickwork in

cement is mostly used for river walls, certain non-

porous stones aud granite are sometimes used,

but even with th^se materials there will

always he a tendency for the water to find

its way through the joints. The gault bricks,

lately so largely used for sewer construction, are

admirably adapted for river walls, provided they

are kept thoroughly soaked in water before being

used, for there is a danger of the cement not

thoroughly taking to this kind of brick on account
of its nou-poroua and fine texture. The wall,

having been built iu sections of from loft, to

20ft,, the tidal water as it advances and reced^^s

completely surrounds the whole wall at the

same level during the whole time of its construc-

tion, and consequently it has at all times been free

from the pressure of the tides. But in order

that tlie inside banks may be cleared away
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and the building proceeded with, it will be neces

sary to shut ouc the water. Sufficient time mu3t
be giveu for the woik to thoroughly set, and as a

rule, it is better for a story or two of the buper.

incumbent walls lo be built over the river walls

before shutting out the water, as the additional

weight is a great help to stability. Six weeks or

two months having been given from the building n(

the last section, and as much of the upper walls

as possible having been built, the whole of the

walls, every few feet apart, should be shored with

whaling and wall-pieces, and the wedges driven

hand-tight, bo as to resist any outward pressure

towards the inside without forcing the wall out-

wards. This having been done, the openings
should be carefully bricUed up in neat cement, a

tide valve for the exit of the spring and other

water inserted, and the chief part of the river

wall will have been completed. Although the

tidal water comes uj) the face of the wall nearly

to the level of the lloor above the basement, it

will be necessary to have a damp course slightly

below the level of the basement floor. This can

bo of asphalte or of some of the glazed stone-

ware damp courses now used, provided that they
are not perfora'cd or so highly glazed as to pre-

vent the cement from properly adhering to the

joints and beds. A good material of this kind
would eftectually prevent the water from rising

through the wall when under the greatest pressure

of the highest tide. As there is a liability of a

greater amount of wear and tear at about the

level of the highest water mark, and as it is

highly desirable to have a good foundation for the
walls supporting the upper floors, and a founda-
tion of such a nature as to resist the damimess
that would constantly be liable to arise from
capillary attraction, it is usual to put a granite

kerb at about this level. This should be in as

long lengths as possible, joggle-jointed, the bed
being at least l"2in. deep. For the protection of

the wall from river craft timber fender piles

should be placed about Sft. apart. They are

usually of hr, and should bo Kyanised or Bur-
nettised, or undergo some similar process. They
should be l"2iu. square, and so fixed to the wallas
not to injure it in the event of great strains or

sudden shocks being given to them. It is usual
to bolt them through the wall with strong
wrought-iron bolts, but where possible this

mode of fixture should be avoided. A strong
cast-iron shoe with a suitable flange, built into the
wall to receive the bottom of the pile, and a he id

of a similar character with a similar flange, both
having bolt-holes, and both being secured to the
pilis with strong coach screws, will be found
much safer. Of course, in wharf walls having no
Buperstructuie, there will be no alternative but to

bolt through the walls. In this case, the piles

should be carried up to serve as chain-posts.
Mooring-irons and rings should be fixed to every
Cflh or sixth pile. 'J hese should be of wrought
iron, about IJin. in diameter, bolted through the
side of the pile, and oft. or Gft. long, in order that
the ling may rise and fall with the vessel moored
to it. lu designing river walls especial care
should be taken to avoid projecting suilaces. Any
jirojectii ns or indents render the barges or other
crait ahngaide liable to be caught by them as the
tide tiM 8 and held there until the water rises over
and sinks them, or until the wall itself was
lilted or chaken. To prevent such occurrences
the bolt-heads of the piles were fiequently fur-
nished with flat circular cast-iron roses, with
holes sunk for the bolt-heads, but even this slight
projection is objectionable. No projecting kerb
should be put along the edge of a wharf wall, for
it is sure to be lifted by the rising of the craft.

M'harJ Walls.— .-V wharf wall with no super-
stmctuio upon it, and backed up by the bank,
will, if about six bricks thick, generally be found
of sutiicient strength. But where cellars or
arched vaults are required, it is necessary to add
to its stiengtb, j.artly to resist the thruot of the
arch, and partly to strengthen the wall beyond
any fear of accident. The author had done this
by building up piers at the back, and springing
segmental aiches upon them in a longitudinal
direction, immediately over which the skewback
of the vault was formed. In such instances it is

always well to cover the backs of the arches with
asphalte, laid on in two thicknesses, and with a
slight fall towards the rii'er, so that .iny w,ater
I*rcolating through the pitching might liud ltd

way out duwu the outaide face of the wall.
liiUnd ir,i/!s -On the land side in works of

this nature provisi.m has to bo made against a
permanent pressure of water which accumulates !

from the laudsprings and other courses which in

such situations always flowed towards the river.

1 hese being intercepted by the buildings along-

side the river, it frequently happens that an outlet

does not occur for some considerable distance,

and where this is the case the danger of the water
linding its way into the building is very great

As a rule, any system of drainage below high-

water mark bad better bo avoided, as depending
upon receiving tanks, penstocks, tide valves, and
other costly and uncertain arrangements. Any
self-acting apparatus is likely to get out of order,

and any machinery dependent on manual labour

may at any time fail through neglect. In either

case the result would be the complete flooding of

the basement. For this reason all water shuuld

be kept entirely out of the basement, but for this

no ordinary precautions are needed. More
failures occur in the inland walls in respect of

keeping out the water than in the river walls.

The concrete for such walls should be composed
as before mentioned, or, if not of Portland cement,
ac least of hydraulic lime. The walls should be,

as a rule, at least four bricks thick, even though
not required to carry the superstructure. They
should be built in cement and of hard stocks, in

the manner described for the river wall, and a

water-resisting medium of the same nature as

before described should be built up in the centre

of the wall. The wall on the outside should be
pointed with a bevelled trowelled joint, or, better

still, should be rendered in neat Portland cement.
This last precaution will generally prove the
cheapest and most efficacious in the lon::j run,

although somewhat expensive at first. A damp-
course, as before spoken of, will be most neces-

sary, or the water will rise on the inside face of

the wall, even from the concrete upwards, as, at

e.vtremely high tides, there may sometimes be at

the top of the concrete apressure of over 1,0001b.

per foot of water. A lining of puddle 12in.

thick packed behind the wall as it lises from the
foundations, in lieu of the ordinary filling-in, will

be most useful in keeping the water away from
the wall. For some classes of goods it is de-

sirable to have wooden floors in the cellars.

When this is the case, the basement should be
made lofty enough to allow of such a floor being
put in and the requisite space for ventilation
being provided under it.

The Flunr.—Perhaps the floor is the most im-
portant feature for keeping out the water. In
forming a judgment of the various steps to be
taken to render the basement waterproof it may
be considered as a huge tank, which must be made
entirely and at all points waterproof, with this
difference, however, that whereas a tank should
be constructed so as to hold water this should be
warranted not to admit it. The latter condition
is more diflioult to secure, as, in the first place,

any waterproof coating on the inside (which
could be easily got at) would, if put upon a sufli-

ciently firm backing, effect the purpose of holding
the water. But to keep out the water the proper
place to put the resisting material would be on
the outside of the wall, the backing being inside.

By the description of the construction of the side
walls it will be seen that this has been so far
eflTected. In the building of the side walls the first

l)recaution towards keeping the water from rising
up through the floor will be to break the straight
joint at the juncture of the floor and walls.

Fvery alternate course of the brickwork below the
floor level should be built out at least a qu.artcr
of a brick for a height of eight or nine courses.
The brick piers for the supports of the floors

should be similarly constructed. The first layer
of the floor should be puddle, not less than ISin.
thick ; this being sure to drive the water to the
walls, the value of the toothings will be manifest.
The puddle should be well ramui. d into these tooth-
ings. The next layer should be formed of asphalte,
a thin Layer of concrete (s ly 4in. thick) being
Laid over the puddle to receive it. The asphalte
should be laid on in at least two thicknesses, and
a row of hard bricks or gault tiles should be
bedded ag.ainst the walls^and especially the
piers—until a good firm hold has been obtained
of the brickwork. The asphalte should be care-
fully w.atched, and, if possible, left till a high tide
has tried its resisting powers. Wherever the
least defect occurs a gault tile laid over it and
another layer of asphalte laid over that will pro-
bably stop it. At all events, the asphalte must
be laid on layer after layer until it h is conquered
the water, and it should also bo cirefully trow-
elled .agiinst the upright work of the piers and
walls :\i high .as the next l.iyer, which is formed
of Portland cement .and fine ballast in the pro-
portions of 1 to 6, and laid on 12in. thick, the

upper Sin. being grouted to form a floor or to

receive any floor that may be put on it. This sets

like one solid mass of stone, and is most valuable

in keeping the asphalte in its place. The asphalte

is not put on the surface because the author had
found both in upright and floor work that, however

efficacious it is to resist mere dampness, owing to

its elastic nature it parts from its backing and

blows and cracks wherever there is even a slight

pressure of water, and when once this takes place,

it is powerless to resist the ingress of water.

Where, however, it is confined between hard sub-

stances, such as those used for the flooring,

or between a brick wall, it cannot move, and
retains its water-resisting qualities. The in-

terior of the walls should be coated with asphalte,

and if not found sufficiently dry to admit of that

operation, the joints should be raked out, the sur-

face hacked, and a lining of two thicknesses of

gault tiles bedded in neat Portland cement,

finished with a trowelled surface, should be ap-

plied. This lining should go down to the edging

of the gault tiles and asphalte before mentioned,

and the asphalte should be turned up against it.

The cement should be the best obtainable, and it

should be turned out of the bags and spread out

for twenty-four hours before use to avoid the

chance of blowing in the setting. If the tiles and
cement are carefully applied by plasterers, the

walls will be rendered waterproof. Mr. Plumbe,
in conclusion, said the precautions he had pointed

out were nearly all necessary for the successful

execution of the description of work referred to,

and he could recommend them as having prac-

tically tested them. Great care and attention

must be given to such works while in progress,

and no efl'ort should be spared by the architect

to secure the perfection of workmanship and
material.

A vote of thanks to Mr. Plumbe for his paper

having been passed, and a number of questions

havihg been put and replied to, the meeting sepa-

rated.

BYLAUGH HALL, NORFOLK.

BYLAUGH IIALL, the seat of the Rev. Henry
Evans Lombe, was built about twenty years

since, from the designs and under the Bupeiin-

tendence of Messrs. Banks and Barry, architects,

of London, by the Messrs. Piper, of Bishopsgate-

street, the contractors, at a cost of nearly £38,000,

The mansion is situate about twelve miles north-

west of Norwich, and si.x miles north-east of East

Dereham. The style of the building is, as our

readers will see, Italian Elizabethan. It was
built of magnesian limestone, brought from the

same quarries whence the material for the Houses
of Parliament was obtained. No decay, however,

has taken place at Bylaugh Hall ; there is not a

chip or flaw in any part of the building, and all

the carvings are as sharp and perfect as on the day
when they were finished. The house is very

large, and beautifully decorated internally, the

ceilings and walls being painted in the same style

as the King's palace at Munich. Two well-

executed bas-reliefs, designed aud modelled by
Mr. Raynard Smith, of London, aud representing

Peace aud War, are placed one over, and the other

opposite to, the entrance to the saloon. The park,

pleasure grounds, terraces, &o., were all admirably
designed for the embellishment of the building,

and the property, taken altogether, is one of the

most beautiful among the many country seats to

be found In this country.

MEDIAEVAL METALWORK.

IN one of our lithographic illustrations will be
found some examples of Media;val metal-

work, the description of which we are unavoid-

ably compelled to postpone till ne.it week.

A Mining School for Wales.—A movo-
ment h:i3 been commenced for tho establish-

ment of a mining school for Wales, Professor

Huxley, Professor R imsay, Dr. Nicliola?, and
others being amongst tho supporters of the

project. The necessity of founding such a
echoed is patent when it is remembered that more
than one-half of the population is engnged in

ccllieries, ironworks, oopperworkv, &o. The
success of the project will bo more or less com-
pleto ill proportion to tbo support it receives

from the large employer.-', who it is to be hoped
will see that it is ai. least to their own interest

to adopt means for disseminating practical and
soieutiUo knowledge amongst their emjiloyes.
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Jfiiniitiire iurb gecuratbit.

" HINTS ON HOUSEHOLD TASTE."

To the Editor of the BoiLDrao News.

Sir,—The criticisms hitherto passed on
my book by the press, whether in profes-

sional or other journals, have been of an
editorial character, and, as a rule, so fair and
courteous, even when not altogether in ap-
probation of my views, that I have abstained
from taking public notice of them further
than by adding a few explanatory remarks to

the preface of a second edition, which will

shortly be published. The letter, however,
which, under the signature of "M.R.I.B.A.,"
appears in your columns of the 19th inst.,

is the expression of an individual opinion
not necessarily identified with those advo-
cated by the Building News. It contains,
moreover, a few inaccuracies as to fact, and
under these circumstances I feel that I should
not be justified in allowing it to remain un-
answered.

If the writer has been unfortunate enough,
as he states (and doubtless with sincere
regret), to notice little but eulogy of my
work, it must be a satisfaction for him to feel

that he has done his best to supply the
deficiency by reading me a severe sermon,
which, after the orthodox fashion of sermons,
he very properly divides under "three heads."

Having proposed, "firstly, to notice the
exaggerated picture the author has drawn of
things as they exist " (i.e., thj condition of
public taste and ordinary design in furniture),
"M.li.I.B. A." proceeds to relate an anecdote
of a lady and gentleman who recently went
to the establishment of a west-end decorator
to look at some " chintz papers," and being
dissatisfied with some good designs which
were shown to them, asked for " something
more gaudy." The decorator " being a man
of tact, as well as business" (and with a tole-

rably elastic conscience, as your readers will
admit) informed his customers that his best

patterns were out on show, and promised to

have them home next day. Meanwhile the
honest fellow procures from other quarters
"a wonderful assortment of flowered papers,"
to the "hideousness" of which " M.R.I.B.A."
is himself ready to testify. The worst pat-
tern of the lot is selected by his customers,
and " two or three hundred pounds' worth of
this abomination " is sent out to India by an
English gentleman of high position.
How far this anecdote may be said to illus-

trate " my exaggerated picture of things as
they exist," I will leave your readers to
judge. I did, indeed, deplore the ignorance
of the general public on the subject of art
manufacture, but I have not ventured to
assert that English gentlemen "of high
position " go to shops, and, rejecting good
patterns, boldly ask for " something more
gaudy." I may have questioned the taste of
ordinary decorators, but it is reserved for
your anonymous correspondent to tell us of
one who not only sells rubbish, but descends
to meanness in order to do so.

My critic, secondly, proceeds to " offer a
different explanation" of much that I con-
demn

; and having, with a touch of satire
worthy of a better cause, alluded to me as an
" apostle of high art," refers to the occasional
damage to which internal house-painting is

subject, and plainly states that " for ordinary
cases he can see nothing which can satisfac-

torily replace graining." Perhaps some of

your readers may differ from this opinion.
I certainly do so myself ; but I am, for the
present, dealing with facts, and not opinions.
For example, no one unacquainted with
the contents of my book could read
" M.R.I. B.A.'s" letter without supposing that
I condemned veneering in toto ; and, indeed,
he states that my views on this and other
"shams" are strangely at variance with what
I say on the subject of electro-plate. Now,
let us see what truth there is in this asser-

tion. On page 50 of " Hints on Household
Taste," I have written as follows :

—

" I am aware that it (veneering) has been
condemned by some writers on the same
grounds on which false jewellery should (of

course) be condemned. But I think this is

putting too strong a case. Besides, if we are

to tolerate the marble lining of a brick wall

and the practice ofsilver-plating goods ofa baser

metal—now too much universally recognised to

be considered in the light of a deception—I do
not see exactly how veneering is to be rejected

on ' moral ' grounds. The nature of walnut
wood prevents it from being used, except at a

great expense, in any other way than as a

veneer, and when, for instance in piano cases,

the leaves are so disposed as to reverse their

grain symmetrically, after the manner of the

marble ' wall veils ' of St. Mark, the arrange-

ment is not only very beautiful in effect, but
at once proclaims the means by which that

effect is attained." So much for my critic's

accuracy on this point !

Again, in regard to my remarks on the

polishing of wood-work, he says, " It is ab-

surd to deny that it greatly enhances the

effect of the natural grain. Nor does it

prevent the wood from acquiring richness of

colour by age, as witness the splendid tone of

old well -polished Spanish mahogany."
Now, Sir, old Spanish mahogany furniture

was never lacquered with varnish when fresh

from the upholsterer's hands. It acquired its

tone by years of hand-polishing. If

"M.R.I.B.A." will turn to page 70 of my
book he will find that it is not the latter, but
the former process which I condemn.

Thirdly, and lastly, your correspondent

examines some of my " preposterous remarks
on upholstery proper," and tells us that " it is

the (/lory of modern solas that we may lounge,

loll, and lie upon them with equal ease."

Now, if this is indeed all that is required of

furniture, the sooner we fit up our drawing-

rooms with feather beds the better, since

they are incomparably the most com-
fortable for this purpose. In regard

to the framework of couches he
naively asks, " Whether the bones of the

human body are everywhere exposed to

view ? " Presuming that he refers to the

living subject, and not to intramural inter-

ments, I should answer in the negative, but

what possible connection that anatomical fact

has with upholstery I am at a loss to con-

ceive. If this line of argument is to be
adopted, it might be urged with equal pro-

priety that because man is a biped no chair

should stand on more than two legs.

I shall not presume, Sir, to occupy your

pages with a defence of the designs for furni-

ture sketched in illustration of my book, nor

follow your correspondent in his abuse of

them. "Whether the chest of drawers en-

graved on page 91 is or is not like a " packing

case," whether the tops of my book-case and

cabinet seem to be what they are, or resemble

house roofs, or are " very like a whale," I will

leave to my reader's judgment. I neither

hoped nor expected that my suggestions would
find universal favour. Quot homines, tot sen-

tentice, and we may be sure that as long as

the world exists there will be endless differ-

ences on the question of taste.

Regarding the Knole arm-chair engraved

ou page 80, and the construction of which
"M.R.I.B.A." says is "entirely opposed

to the strict principle of wood treatment," I

will merely observe that it has lasted some
250 years, which I take to be sufficient

evidence that it was soundly made, and, after

all, practice is better than theory. A refer-

ence to the text descriptive of the quaint iron

candlestick (plate 27), which your corre-

spondent describes as a " marvellous specimen

of rude hideousness," will be sufficient to re-

mind your readers that I do not recommend
the reproduction of such forms for modern
use. But it answered its purpose in its time,

and certainly displays an inventive spirit of

design rarely met with in the modern metal-

work of common objects.

"M.R.I.B.A." laments the absence of

perfect symmetry in Oriental textile design
and Venetian glass, and blames me for ap-
proving it. My answer is that the cold rigid

accuracy of form ensured by mechanical
means is to my mind always in

inverse ratio of all that is interesting

in the designer's art. In some cases indeed, as,

for instance, in the manufacture of paper-
hangings, the question of cost may render the

former indispensable. But, are we on that

account to assume that a pattern printed is

superior to the same drawn—even inaccu-

rately—by an artistic hand ? Surely half

the charm which we recognise in ancient
art manufacture is derived from the fact that

it was the result of manual labour and indi-

vidual feeling. Half the insipidity ot modern
work is explained when we remember how
little and how indirectly men's heads and
hands have been employed in its production.

To pursue this subject further would be
merely to recapitulate what I have already
written elsewhere, and what, indeed, has been
long since urged by far abler pens than mine.
In conclusion, I can only assure " M.R.I.B.A."
of his mistake in supposing that I wish to

iilentify myself with a clique. I have
little faith in cliques of any kind, and still

less in those which liave been associated with
the development of modern art. The world
is wide enough for the exercise and realisa-

tion of " household taste " in many varieties,

but there is another order of taste which should
admit but of one standard, and, after a care-

ful perusal of your correspondent's letter, I

will venture to refer him to it.—I am, c&c,

Charles L. Eastlake.

P.S.—The " huge timbers " of which the

washstand (engraved on page 184)) is con-

structed would measure about 3Mn. by lin.,

assuming the washstand to be of the ordinary

size. Let " M.R.I.B.A." compare them
with the ponderous consoles and gouty grif-

fins' legs in ordinary use for the same pur-

pose, and fairly estimate the weight of his

objections.

CITY OF LONDON IMPROVEMJENTS.

THE annual report for ISGi of Mr. William
Haywood, engineer and surveyor to the

Commissioners of Sewers for the City of Loudon,

has just been published. The category of improve-

ments commencea with sewers, of which 1,807ft.

hive been coQ^tracted during the year, 1,496ft.

being reconstructious upoa the Hue of old sewers.

Mr. Haywood complains ot an unusual number of

cases in which the sewers have been illegally

broken into by builders for tlie construction of

house drains. For such offences there is, as ha

remarks, little excuse to be made, it being within

the knowledge of every builder that drains may
not be connected with public sewers without due

authorisation. Among the list of improvements

we notice an act of generosity which deserves

record solely because it is so uncommon. The
angle of the premises at the corner of Warwick-

lane aud Paternoster-row was set back by Messrs.

Nelson aud Co. when rebuilding the premises

without any demand for compensation. Tlio

frontages of Nos. 74 and 75, Newgate-street, be-

longing to the Post-offioo authorities, having been

set back, the whole of that street is now widened

with the exception of the portion fronting fifteen

houses at the wester end. These houses are

scheduled for removal by the Corporation, under

the Holborn Valley Additional Powers Act of

181)7. Another portion of Luilgate-hill has been

widened, aud the eastern half of the projected

circus at the westernn end completed. One moat

desirable improvement h.as been effected at the

junction of Fenchurch-street, Lombard-street,

aud Gracehiirch-street by setting back the

southern angle of Lombard-street 7ft., the

southern .angle of FencUurch-street 20(t., and the

northern angle of Fenchurch-Btreet 12ft. Reference

is made to the experiment undertaken with regard

to a new method uf paving in Duke street, Smith-

field,* and which consists of running in small

pebbles between the granite blocks, and filling in

with a mixture of pitch and oil, instead of the

ordinary lime grouting. The roadway thus paved

Described in the BuiLslKQ Nirws of May 8, 1868.
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was completed in May last and haa since stood the
traffic will.

A matter of considerable importance, not only
to the City of Londun, but to all municipalities
and local boards throughout the kingdom, has this

year seriously engaged the attention of the Cor.
poration—viz , the liability of the Sewers Com-
mission for damage to property by alteration in

the levels of pavements when they are rejiaired

or repaved. Mr. Haywood thinks that if im-
provements in the gradients or the readjustment
of the surface levels of streets cannot l>e made
without involving the Commission in the expense
of raising or lowering parts of the adjacent
buildings, or making compensation for injury, it

seems probable that the pavements will no longer
be kept with such a surface as the public has
been accustomed to, but that they will simply be
maintained in a condition safe for the traffic and
no more. It then becomes a question whether
area gratings, cellar entrances, and all similar
prtijections, which the Commission now permits
to be formed and continue so long as they do not
inconvenience public traftic, should in future be
allowed at all ; and, indeed, whether the per-

mission for those already granted may not be
withdrawn, it being manifest that they are in-

convenient if, although indirectly, they interfere

with the reparation or proper maintenance of

the pavements. There can be no question of the
vast inconvenience and loss in value of property
to occupiers and owners which would result from
the adoption by the Commission of such a
course ; but Mr. Hayward is of opinion that it

may be forced upon it for the protection of the
rates and the ptublic interest generally. The
cleansing and watering of the streets, removal of
dust, &c., is still carried on by the Commission
by its own servants, under the direction of the
Streets Committee, and with better results than
when contractors were employed. The premiums
offered by the Streets Committee for plans for the
removal of heavy falls of snow from the public
thoroughfares have not yet been awarded.
Shortly after the plans were sent in, arrange-
ments were made for testing the value of some
of them, but from that time to the present no
fall of snow of sufficient magnitude has occurred
to enable the es^ieriments to be made.
The use of the City cemcteiy at Ilford con-

tinues to increase, G,y7u interments having taken
place there during the year.

REBUILDING AND ENIjARGEMENr OF
POPLAR UNION WORKUOUdE.

AT a special committee meeting of the Poplar
Union Board of Guardians, held last Friday

morning in the board-room of the workhouse,
James Barringer, E.sq , in the chair, tenders were
opened for eulargingaud rebuilding Poplar Work-
house. As far back as 1857, Mr. Farnall, Poor
Law Inspector of Workhouses, reported this

workhouse to the Poor Law Board as '' inadequate
in size and inefficient in arrangement." At the
present time it is overcrowded by 630 inmates,
and for many months the guardians have been
compelled to *'farm out" niore than 50C p ople
who, in addition to the first-mentioned, claimed
admission to the house. The greater portion of
the old workhouse is to bo demolished, and the
guardians having acquired additional land at the
rear, a new house is to be erected capable of

accommodating 808 persons. It was originally

intended by the Board to provide accommodation
for 1,000 paupers, and plans were jireiiartd in

accordance with this intention ; but upon the
drawings being submitted for the Poor Law
Board's approval, those gentlemen refused to
sanction the cariyiug of them out, and suggesting
certain modilicatious which brought the number
to be accummod ited down to .SUS, reconimeniled
the Poplar Board to prepare fresh drawings em-
bodying the view s of the Poor Law Board. There
was considerable dissatisfaction expressed by the
guardians at this, but it was eventually resolved
to accept the upper Board's dicium, and the archi-
tect, Mr. John W. Jlorris, of East India-road,
Poplar, was instructed to prepare a fresh set of
drawings. Having done so, the architect sub
pitted the new plans, and the Poor Law Board
immediately approved them. The local Hoard
then issued invitations to builders to send in

tenders fur the works. The architect's estimate
of the cost of the Works as originally determined
upon by _the guardians (viz., for 1,000 pauiers),
was f47,709, but the extensive modifications
siigg^ted by Uie Poor Law Board reduced this

sum by £12,709 ; the estimate, therefore, for the
building, to accommodate 808 persons, stood at
£35.000.
There were fifteen tenders for the works sent in,

aa follows :

—

Measra. Wicks, Bangs, and Co £34,200
Mr. John Kirk 35,r03
Mr. Slieffleld 83,267
Messrs. Cooper and Galium 34,v80
Mesars. Mjera and Sona 34,60-1
Sir. Aiiscombo 32,300
Messrs. Atherton and Xjatta 33,866
Mr. Abr,iham 33,490
Mr. Ennor . 34,700
Messra. Ilill, Keddoll, and Waldram . 32,480
Mr. Q J Watts .16,689
Messrs. Webb and Son 33,263
Mr. Killbey .36,110
Messrs. Si-rivener and White 34,851
Mr. Henshaw 34,360

The special meeting having discussed the
tenders, and conferred with the architect in re-

ference thereto, decided to recommend to the
board's consideration the two lowest tenders,
viz., Mr. Anscombe's and Messrs. Hill, Keddell, f n 1

WaUlram's. At the ordinary business meeting
of the board, held on Friday afternoon, the com-
mittee's recommendation was read by the clerk,

and a ver-y lengthy and animated discussion en-
sued. Numerous resolutions, counter-resolutions,
and amendments were proposed, some of which
were seconded and put to the vote, whilst others
could find no supporters, and consequently fell

through. One proposal advocated the addition of
Mr. Sheffield's name to the recommended two, on
the score that that gentleman was resident in the
district, and would employ labour from the dis-

trict
; Messrs. Webb's tender was then proposed

on the same grounds ; a third proposition sug-
gested that the committee's recommendation
should be thrown over, and the fifteen tenders
submitted to vote. After more than two hours
had thus been spent, Mr. VV. Hickson, superin-
tendent of the West India Dock Company moved,
and Mr. J. R. liavenhill, engineer, seconded,
"That Messrs. Hill, Keddell, and Waldr-ara's
tender be accepted, as Mr. Anscombe, whose
tender is the lowest, has not complied with the
board's condition in reg,ard to the provision of
sureties." (It appeared that Mr. Anscombe had
not supplied the addresses of the parties proposed
as his sureties.) This resolution was carried by a
majority of six, and Mr. Waldram immediately
signed the contract. The b ard's seal was then
aliixed to the contract, and the guardians pro-
ceeded to (he general business of tho day.

COMPETITIONS.
St. Philip, Heiquam, ne m Norwich.—The

following gentlemen were invited to compete for

this church, which is to seat 800 persons :

—

Jlessrs. Brown, Phipson, Benest, Christopher,
Warren, Hawkesley, and Power. The designs of

Mr, Edward Power, of 23, Craven-street, Charing
Gross, have been selected.

The Alex.vndra Park, Manchester.—At a
meeting of the Parks and Cemetery Committee of

the Town Council held on Friday, it was reported
by the Alexandra P.^rk sub committee that thirty-

nine designs had been sent in in competition for

the laying out of the grounds in the Park ; and on
the recommendation of the sub-committee the
first prize of £50 was awarded to Mr. Alexander
(iordon Hennell, architect and surveyor, Chancei-y-
laue, London, for designs sent in under the motto
'• Vigilans." The second prize of £25 was awarded
to Mr. F. A. Klein, C E., Cannon-street, London,
for designs distinguished by the motto " Ich Dien,'

'

with a Prince of Wales' Feather. The Parks
Committee have directed arrangements to be
made for admitting the public to view the designs
in the Towuhall during two days next week.

papers worked. Of these 92 were in freehand
drawing ; 22 in geometrical drawing ; 37 in model
drawing ; and 5 in perspective. There were no
candidates in mechanical drawing, and in future
this paper will be worked in the science schools
and classes, but not in schools of art as hitherto.

Torquay School op Art.—The annual meet-
ing and crniversizion^. of the School of Art and
Science was open at the Science Hall, Torquay,
from Tuesday to Friday week. There are about
one hundred pupils in each class of the school,

and the works exhibited were contributed by
loc.il amateurs. The subjects delineated were of

an architectural and decorative character, with
some landscapes in oil and water colours.

BUILDING AND LAND SOCIETIES.

Leeds Permanent Benefit Building Society.
—The twentieth annual meeting of this society

was held on Monday night at Leeds. The report
stated that this year the income derived from
contributions has been £123,115 193 lOd ; and
the present value of mortgages paid off

during the year, amounting to the large sum of

£42,906 Os. 8d. ; these two amounts make
£107,022 Os. 6d., being an increase of

£4,011 4s. lOd. upon last year's receipts. During
the year the sum of £48,085 6s. 6d. has been re-

ceived onloan, being an increase of £10,138 ISs. 9d.

upon last year. The amount advanced on mort-
g.age h.as been £93,467 8s. 3d. This amount is

less by £7,107 3s. 6d. than the amount ad-
vanced last year, the depressed state of trade
generally having checked the progress of building.

The total receipts for the year are

£217,249 ISs. lid., being upwards of £4,177
perweek. The directors recommend that 2s. Gd.

per share be pi-iid out of the surplus fund to those
members who are entitled to the samn until the
next annual meeting. The report was adopted.

Liverpool Land Company (Limited).— The
seventh ordinary general meeting of the share-
holders of this company was held last week at
Liverpool. The report stated that the business
of the past year had ag.riu resulted in a Urge
proHt to the company. A reference to the
balance-sheet showed that, after paying last year's
dividend and an interim dividend of 5 per cent,

Septem er last, the balance to the credit
of profit and loss account was £26,321 Ss. Sd.,

out of which the directors propose to make a
further dividend of 15 jrer cent., absorbing
£5,243 8s., making 20 per cent, for the year,
and leaving in reserve a balance of £21,078 Os. 8d.
It was intended to increase still further the ba-
lance of the pro lit and loss account—a policy which
the directors did not doubt would be endorsed
by all shareholders.

SCHOOLS OP ART.
Devizes.—Tho annual Government inspection

of the pupils took place on the evenings of Tues-
day, Wednesd.ay, and Thursday week last. The
pirpils were examined in free-hand drawing,
practical geometry, model and mechanical draw

and perspective. The school is in a flourish-

ing condition.

Sodthampton School of Art.—The annual
examination in diawing w.as held here last week,
and a larger number of candidates presented them-
selves ou this than on any previous examination
for the prizes offered by the Department of Art
for freehand drawing. Altogether there were 156

liiilbiiig Intelligence.

churohes and obapels,

BATH-mcK.—The Church of St. John the Bap-
tist is about to be enlarged, at a cost of £4,000.

Church of St. John the Evinoelist, Cheet-
nvM Hill.—On Saturday afternoon the founda-
tion stone of this new church was Laid by Lieut.-
Colonel Edward Loyd, of Tillesdeu, Hawkhur-st,
Kent. The building and site, it is estimated, will

cost £10,000. The church will bo built and en-
dowed by Mr. Lewis Loyd, Monks Orchar-d,
Surrey, the architects being Messrs. Paley and
Austin, Lancaster.

H.vwiCK.— In August last year the new Free
Church of St. Andrews was begun, and is now
nearly completed. The church is being erected
from the designs of Mr. Rochead, architect, Glas-
gow. The interior is capable of accommodating
more than 900 sitters, while underneath the
church there is a hall for Sabbath schools, &o.
This hall can accommodate about 200 peo[)le.

The height of the spire is to be about 103ft.

The estimated cost of the building will bo about
£3,000.

Lichfield Diocesan Church Extension So-
aETY-—Since 1835 this society has built or
iisaisted in building 145 new churches, 171 p.ar-

sonages, and 16 temporary churches, in addition
to helping in the enlargement of 206 churches.

SiDMOUTH.—The dull woodwork of the eastern

arch of the north chancel aisle of this church has
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been supplanted with carved stonework in har-

mony with the rest of the building, from a de-

sign by Mr. P. O. Hutchinson.

WoBTU Maltkavers.—The parish church of

St. Nicholas, Worth Maltravers, Dorsetshire, has

just been restored under the superintendence of

Mr. Savin, architect, of Adam street, Adelphi.

According to Hutching, " the ancient church of

St. Nicholas is situate on a hill, on the north

side of the parish, and consists of a body, chancel,

and a small south aisle. Tlie tower is plain,

containing three bells. The whole fabric is tiled,

and is dark and ancient. On the south is an oval

arch, which seems to have been an entrance

into another aisle now demolished. Near the

top of the tower, and around the body, chancel,

and aisle, near the eaves, is a facia projecting

about 6in., most of the stones of which are carved

into human heads. The north aisle seems to

have been a chantry. " The edifice, however,

having fallen into a dilapidated condition, the res-

toratii'n was entered upon, and the edifice was re-

opened on the 28th ult.

Craioesd.—A large mansion is being erected

at Craigend, near Liberton, for W. Christie, Esq.,

Geen Park, Liberton. The style is Gothic. The

building measures 91ft. A prominent feature is

a circular tower at the south-east corner, which

rises to a height of 60ft. At the foot of the

tower is the principal entrance,

Devizes.—New schools in connection with the

Independent Chapel were opened on Monday
week. The style is Early English. Mr. B.

Mailings was the architect as well as the builder

of the new structure. The total cost is about

£850,

Edinburoii.—The numerous alterations that

have from time to time been carried out in

Princes-street have improved the aspect of that

fashionable thoroughfare. One of the most recent

improvements contemplated is the erection of new
premises for Messrs. Taylor and Son, upholsterers,

the plans of which have been designed by Mr.

John Lessels, architect, Edinburgh. On the

ground Hoor will be two shops, with warerooms

behind. The buildings when completed will pre-

sent a fa9ade 8Uft. long aud 60ft. high, and, in-

cluding the roof, the height will be 76ft. Tlie

general character of the building will be Italian,

worked out with a French feeling, and exhibiting

considerable variety of detail. The shops are to

project 4ft. outwards from the main fagide of the

buildings in order to give the effect of a screen.

The upper portions of the buildings, consisting of

three floors and attics, are intended to be let off

as a first-class hotel.

Liverpool.—The money which has been re-

cently collected (for the most part in penny sub

scriptiona) in Liverpool and the district for the
" Gladstone Testimonial " is to be expended, in

compliance with the Premier's expressed wish,

upon a convalescent hospitxl, the foundation stune

of which will shortly be laid by Mrs. Gladstone.

MiDDLESBOROuaH.—New schools are in course

of erection at St. Hilda's, Middlesborough, the

gift of Mr. H. W. F. Bolckow. The style is

Gothic, and accommodation is to be afforded for

650 children. The cost will be £5,000. The
schools will be opened in July next. Mr. Martina

is the architect, and Mr. W. Freeman clerk of the

works.

Nairn.—A large block of buildings has just

been completed iu High-atreet, Nairn, for Mr. C,

B. Mackintosh, draper. The style is Italian. Mr.

John Uhind, of Inverness, is the architect.

New Manufactory at Stoke-on-Trent.—Mr.

M. D. Hollina' new manufactory at Stokeupon-
Trent has just been completed. Mr. Charles

Lynam, of Stuke, was the architect. The tender

of Messrs. Kirk and Parry, of London, was accept

ed for the erection of the major portion of the

new buildings, the ir contract being £14,500
;

but this did not include the mill block, which

has been erected by Mr. W. Sutton, of Newcastle,

whose contract was £4,000, nor the sliphouse,

which has been built independently, at a cost of

£500. Du • regard has been had to ventilation

and the health of the eiiiploi/es in all the details of

the buildings. The material used is red brick,

with blue brick dressings, and in two or three

cases the floora are supported by wrought-iron

girders, thus giving in the rooma below an un-

broken area which would have been unattainable

had columns been introduced.

New Temperance Hall, Brixham, Devon.—
A new temperance hall was opened at Brixham on

Thursday week. The hall is built in the Medie-
val style, and has an open timber roof, the

timbers being stained and varnished. The orna-

mental brick arches, both external and internal,

are from the Bovey Tracey Potteries. The front

is faced with stone from Berry Head Quarries.

The architect was Mr. Arthur Newson, who fur-

nished the designs and specificatioua, aud super-

intended the works during their erection gra-

tuitously. The contractors were Messrs. Wills

and Son, Upper Brixham. The cost of the

building has been £862 5s. 3d.

Windsor Theatre.—For a long time past this

theatre has been in a dirty dilapidated condition.

Though bearing the name of Theatre Royal, a

stranger ou visiting the town would have been

sorely puzzled to find that such a place had a real

exiatence. A short time since, Mr. J. Freemantle

bought the theatre, and determined to remodel it,

and for that purpoae he retained the services of

Mr. Somera Clarke, architect. The result is that

from being a filthy, tumble-down place, the

theatre has become, under the hands of this skilful

architect, a beautiful little place of amusement.

Though small, it is perfect in all it? arrangements,

while ita decorationa are not inferior to any

theatre in London. The decorations have been

executed by Messrs. Harland and Fisher. New
scenery is being painted by Mr. William Calcott,

the well-known scenic artist. Mr. W. Baker has

been clerk of the works.

NOTICE.

We are compelled to leave out our department

of " The Surveyor," and to postpone several

articles till next week, having to publish a day

earlier on account of Good Friday.

lO CORRESPONDENTS.

NOTICE.—Cases for binding the BUILDING
NEWS, Vol. XV., are now ready, and can be had,

price 23. each. Cases for binding back volumes

can also be had.

To Our Readers.—We shall feel obliged to any of our

readers who will favour us with brief notes of works con-

templated or in progress in the provinces.

Letters relating to advertisements and the ordinary busi-

ness of the Paper should be addressed to the EDITOU,
31, TAVISTOCK STREET, COVENT GARDEN. W.O.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the

office before 5 o'clock p.m. on Thursday.

Received—R. B. S.—C. B. A.-S. D.-S. W.—M- and

H—G. A.—J. 1'. S.—G. S. B.—G. R. C.-M. and C.

—J. F.—J. 0. P.— J. H. S.—W. B. and Company.—
E W L. B.— B. H.-R. D. and Company.—G. G. H.—J.

P. C—C. U E.-M. G.-W. B —N. U. and Company. -J.

P. S.—R. S. N.—P. and B.-T. and R B. - J. H —J. P.

J. T. S. —Write to the secretary of the Society of Engi-

neers, 6, Westminster Chambers, Victoria-street, S-W.,

or to the secretaiy of the Institution of Mechanical Engi-

neers, 81, Newman-street, Birmingham.
W. H. T.—You can have a patent for three, seven, or

fourteen years. The complete patent for the last-men-

tioned lerm, including drawings, Jtc, will cost £200.

Correspiiknte.

METROPOLITAN ASSESSMENT BILL.

To the Editor of the Boildinq News.

Sir,—Allow me to call attention to one pro-

vision in Mr. Goachen's Bill which appears

to me to perpetuate a fallacy which has long

existed relative to deductions to bo made from

the gross estimated rental, in respect of repairs

and insurance. For the purpose of this oommu-
iiication I have this morning inspected the rate

book of one of the Ciiy parishes, and subae-

quently a house, the gross estimated rental of

wliicb was there stated to be £500 and the r..t'-

ablo value 20 per cent, less, viz., £400. Of

ihia amount I venture to s.iy the structural

value ia ordy £100, the remainder being the

value of the land ; 20 per cent, from the

gio33 amount would, therefore, equal Iho

total annual value of the slruot'ue to be re-

jiaired. I would suggest the following plan,

which I am adoptiTig in the valuation of a union

for poor ratoaasessment, viz., to make the deuuc-

tion a porceutago on the strULjtural value oidy,

aud for this purpose discarding altogether the

'alue of the Imd. A carefully prepared table

•n this basis, though working some inequalities,

vould, I venture to think, be far more just than

lie plan now adopted.-—1 am, &o.,

William Eve.
Union-court, B.C., March 17.

Intercommunication.

QUESTIONS,

[132;J.]—COVERING OF TENTS.—Can any of your
I'tiadora tell me of si cheap aud light material for covering
:i amall tout, to be at ouca waterproof, handy, and portable,
;iud auitable for carri-ing with the querist ou a Hketching
tour?— F. de R.

[1324.1 — OPAQUENESS OF GLASS PANES. — My
windows seem to ba growiug gradually opaque—looking, lu

fact, aa if flmokud. No amount of polishiug will remove
tUifl app«arance. Do any of your readers know of any thing
elao that will do il? 1 should add that the windows are

very much exposed to the rain. — OURio.

[1325 ]—SURFACE FOR A HOUSE TERRACE. —
Would someone inform me as to the best meaus of making
a good surface to a raised terrace? My house is built

iu the Italian style of architecture, aud the wet drips

from the projecting cornices, itc, in heavy rains, thereby
continually forming little channel in the grav«l of which
my terrace is formed, and thus the wet remains until it

gradually soaks down to the foundations, the result being

a wet basement floor. Asphalte haa a rather dirty appear-

ance, and tiles are too expensive.

—

Gothic.

[1326,1— PROPORTION ^^ CLASSIC ARCHITEC-
TURE —Will some one kindly inform me, through your
valuable "Intercommunication" column, whether Classic

architects adhere closely to the proportions laid down by

the great classic writers, or whether they vary them accord-

ing to their own taste, will, aud requirements.

—

Inexpe-
rience.

[1327.1 -PROPER POSITION OF CHANCEL GABLE,
TuWER, 6ic. In building achucch, ia it btnctly necessary

to build It so that the chancel gable may face due east ? la

there any particular or preferable position for the tower,

principal entrance, and vestry.—Inexperience.

[1328.]—ARCHITECTURAL TOURIST BOOKS. — I

would be glad if any of your readers would give me some
account of any architectural tourist's books for North

Wales, Cumberland, and Westmoreland, giving the size,

price, &c. ; also of " Vale's Abbeys and Castles of South

Wales?"-J.

[1329.1—THE HOUR SYSTEM.—Will jou kindly tell

me, through the " Intercummuuication " column, where 1

Cd,n meet with any information relating to the hour sys-

tem, as there is a great lack of knowledge rospectiug the

working of it if it is adopted; for all the omployeid iu this

district have given notice of their inteutiou to enforce the

hour system. If you will please to give the iufuimatiou

sought for you will confer a boon on the community at

largo.—J. K. P.

[1330.1 — BURNING ANIMAL CHARCOAL. — Will

some one be good enough lo inform me as to the niinage-

meuc of furnaces used in reburuing animal charcoalT

—

W. W.

[1331.1— MOIREE METALLIQUE. —"What is moirco

metallique? Ornamented work of some kind, I believe,

by the context of the passage iu which I hive seen it men-

tioned. 1 have, however, never seen or heard of it in this

country. If it is nut a dead art, perhaps one of your

readers can give the information?

—

Philistine.

[Moii^e metallique is known in England by the name of
'

' crystallized tin plate. " It consists of a variegated prim -

rose appearance, produced on the Burface of the plate by

applying to it iu a heated state some dilute uitro muriatic

acid for a few seconds, then washing with wate--, drying,

and coating it with lacquer. The figures are mure or less

beautiful and diversitied according to the degree of heat

and relative dilution of the acid. This mode of ornameut-

iug tin plate has fallen somewhat it e of late years.]

[1332.1—CHARGES FOR STONEWORK.—Could any

of your readers give me any information as to some prices

usually charged or allowed on labour t) stonework? Very

often one sees the same price allowed for beds and joints;

that is, two half beds, including half sawing, as lor one

plain face. 1 have a certain price book before me, showing

about tlie same price for beds and joints aa plain face. Can

this be correct?-A Practical Surveyor.

[1333.1-SAWS FOR CUTTING STONE.-Is there euch

a thiug as a circular saw used iu cutting freestone? If so,

what power is used to drive it, aud where are tliey made?—

REPLIES.
11315.]—CARVING.—In reply to your correspondent

'* Excelsior," who wiahes for suggestions upon the carving

for an hotel, it appear* to me that he has uu un.isually

favourable opportunity for high class sculpturesque decora

tion since the architect will allow " auy of

The only restriction seems to bo that a figure of

Bacchus should bo repre.->entcd un a keystone. Tins la of

course a niuat appropriate decoration, aud ai unity of

feeliu" ia one of the main sourctrs of beauty in design I

placed over the front door If the door bd arched, the

Botlit of the arch could be made to represent the staves of a

cask, and the mouldiugs the hoops, slightly conven-

tionaUaed aud relieved by ornament. On each side a rich

frieze carried round the building might be filled with

Bacchanalian eubjecta, and dead game, poultry, Btags,
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nd fruit, to indicate the nature of the

gi>od cheer to be found witbin. The somewhat indelicate

BtyU of antique Bacchanalian subjects should, however, be

avoided, ami a sculpi-ui-esque niodificat=on of more modern

cosumie'intioducud, so iia ta make the mxbjects cousisttMit

with the feelings of Uio present age. With a little cl(

raauipulati

sculptu
the his!

tinuinj
ing bevi

, Fliixman and Stothard

g, there need ba no display of the nude in tlie

). The heads on the windows might represent

iiyofwiue, Recommencing with Noah and con-

ivith the chief charact-ers connected with the cheer-

raije in sacred and profane history up to the pre-

e, such as Belsliazzar, Falstaff, Achilles, Ac, and

the series concluding with AUopp, Bass, Veuve Clicquot.

Ac, Ac. The balusters of the roof and balconies might

repiesent fla-dis, goblets, &o., appropriately wreathed. As

regards the cap suitable for the stiiiue of Bacchus in lieu

of the stereotyped vine leaves to which "Excelsior" bo

strangely objects, probably the Phrygian cap would be

most appropriate, especially as it ia nearly of the same

form as the traditional "Cap of Liberty." If a viue

wreath ia really to be excluded, and your correspondent

wants something unusual, I would refer him to an old

missal in the cathedral library at Troyes, where the

heathen idols are represented as falling from their pedestals

at the preaching of tit. Teter, and Bacchus is adoined with

a hnge cap something like a cocked hat with a pointed

crown , but as this is manifestly put on his head in de-

rision, perhaps " Excelsior" would not like to adopt it

After alJ, the vine wreaih is worth his re ousideraiion. He
should choose the ' Indian Bacchus" as his model, who is

always represented with a bearded face, and with a

dignified e pressiou of countenauce. The architect's pro-

posal to carve natural foliage for a French Classical design

is a luislake. -iiUAV MoDO.

[1319.J-VICTORIA HALL, ESETEK.— In reply to

"F.," 2. H. Harbottle, architect.Topsham, was th« author

of design bearing the motto " Fidelia," to which the second

premium was awarded.—H.

[1322.] — ARCHITECTS' CHARGE. — The architect

would be entitled to charge the usual percentage both on

the contract and the materijd found by the client; which

material, whotlier old or otherwise, would be valued as

new. A copy of the rules of the Royal Institute of British

Architects may be had on applying to the librarian at the

Institute, 9, Conduit-street, wliich will give " H. B."

further iufonnation on piofessional charges. — F. P. N.

STAINED GLA33.
pADiiiAM.—A stained glass window has been recently put

up in the church of St. Leonard, Padiham, in memory of

Thomas and Mary Diggle, late of Padihani. The subject is

Christ's Criarge to Peter. It is surrounded by foliated orna-

ment, with insciiptioiis, &c., and is from the establishment

of Messrs. It B. Edmundson and Sou, of Manchester, who
have lately placed a window of highly ornament il charac-

ter in St. George's Church, Blackburn, in memory of the

late Francis Kkinner, D.D.

Queen C.\mel, Somersetshire.—A stained glass window
has just been placed in the southern transept of the parish

church at this place by Modsrs. Clayton pnd Boll, at a cost

of upwards of t:200. The window, which contains eight

figures and rep'"esents the four Evangelists and " The Rais-

ing of the Dead," has been erected at the cost of Captain
Harvey St. John Mildmay, as a tribute to the memory of

his late wife.

SiDMoCTii. —A stained glass window has just been placed

in the south nave aisle ot tiie church, in memory of the

late Major General Sir Henry Fli>yd, Bart. The central

compartment representa the Apostle St. John leaning on
the breast of the Saviour; on the right is St. Paul, with

the Swoidof the Spirit, and on the left St. Peter with the

Keys. Beneath aie three me.iadions representative of

Faith, Hope, and .Charity. Messrs. Hughes and t'o., of

London, executed the work. Another memorial window
(which will complete the series in the north nave aisle; is

in contemplation.

STATUES, MEMORIALS, ETC.

A MONi'MF.s-TAi. coliimu 13 to bo orected to mark tlie place

of burial of Lor.l Bcllijvon, ia Cambnauatlian Old Church-
yard, OB tho b.mka of tlio Hivcr Clyde. Tbe desiga is hj
ileaara. WUaon and Thomaou, orcUitecU, Glasgow.

TiiF. De La Pole Sr*TUE—The skntcli for Mr. Key-
wortb'ri Btatuo of Bir Willis.ra De La Pole, first mayor of

Hull, which it to be iMiMontcd to the tovvuhall by tho

Bherilf, rec«utly arrived n, Hull. It is a statui-tt^j about
lift, high, iu the dre«s of a courtier, iu the euily part of

the fourteenth ceutury.

The admirers of the late Henry Crabb Robinson, con-

nected with London Uuiverfiity College, are about to

erect a memorial to their benefactir. He was one of the
most active foiinderB of that institution, and he contributed
largely to its endowment. The memorial will be placed in

University Uall, Gordon -square. It is iutendo I Ut put up
the arms of Mr. Crabb Robiusou aud hia brother in the
centre compartiuout'i of tho bay window of the {Uniug-ball,

and to prepare, by coloured borders or otherwise, all the
windows of tile room for receiving tlie arms of other
founders; and ;ia the chiefmemorial, and principal applica-

tion of the funds to decorate the ends and sides of the room,
which are well suited for tho pui-pose, with a mural paint-
ing in monochromo i>y Air. Edward Armitage, A.U.A.,
having for iu subject Henry Crabb Robinson, surrounded
by many of bis most distinguished literary and artistic

friends. Besides others, many of tho following will

probably be represented:—Mary Lamb, Flaxniau, Blake,
Godwin; Gilbert, Wakolield, Arndt. Miyor V. Kuob-l,
Rolfe. (Lord Cranworth), Irving, Landor, Lady Byron, and
Talfour.

into one of tlio fountiation trenches of a chapel

which was in cour.9e of erection by Mr. Osboru,

a builder, such accident having arisen from

leaving the exoavatiou ungn;trcled.

Bricklaying.—At the RanifgUe County Court,

on Tuesday week, the caufe of Saunders v. Greei.

was tried. The plaintiff, a bricklayer, sought tt.

recover £11 'Is. -Id,, alleged to be due for work

done for the defendant. From the evidence, ii

appeared that tho plaintifl" was employed by the

defendant to carry out the brickwork of certain

houses, and aeoonling to agreement, it was to be

common stock work, and tho plaintiff for some
time went on with the same. The price agreed

upon waR £2 lOs. per rod, the plaintiff to find hi.«

own scaffolding, and the measurement to be left

to a surveyor, whose decision should be accepted

by both parties. When the brickwork had

reached the second floor, the defendant altered

his mind, and decided to have tlio front in Rye
bricks. In consequence of this, a different

arrangement was come to by the plaintiff, and

instead of £2 lOs. per rod he was to receive Ss.

per hundred feet for hia work. Eventually, the

brickwork was measured by Mr. Ciillett, surveyor,

but at tho time certain parts of tho building

were unfinished. The case having been gone

into, His Honour, in giving judgment, said he

w.as more satisfied with the ovirlence given on

behalf of the defendant than with that tendered

upon the other side. There was no doubt, ho

thought, that the 83. charged by plaintiff was

very much above tho ordinary price. It was not

to bo said that because parties had agreed upon

a survey or to take tho measurement of the work

that either of them should bo bound by his certifi-

cate if it appeared to be manifestly unjust. Uo
did not think the plaintiff had made good his

case, and he should therotbro give judgment for

the defendant.

Dispute between a Buildeb and a Carveb.
— IlEi.i.YEit v. Wheeler.— This case was tried

be'oro the Isle of Wi.L'ht County Court last week
The plaintiff, James Hellyer, w.is a carver resid-

ing at Southampton, and tho defendant was a

builder at Cqwes. Uo was the coutractor for re-

bailJii;gSc. Mary'sChnrch at that place, and alter

many interviews plaintiff signed a document for

himself and father, agreeing to do certain carving

atthechurchfor£45. Tnatagreem;ntftll through,

and a second arrangeir.ent was made betweeii

Mr. Wheeler and the plaintiff alone, ho thou

agreeing to do the work for £1.3. Ou that under-

stauding plaintiff, accompanied by four workmen,

came to the church, commi notd woik, aud con-

tinued it until tho architect tliought fit to

require references as to the plaintiff's ability as

a stone carver. Up to this time the plaintiff had

given satisfaction, but he was not able to produce

what were thought to bo sufficient releienoes,

and his further services wero disponsod with.

The work done he considered to bo sufficient to

justify him in claiming £25. Evidence was
adduced to prove that the deloiidant was willing

for plaintiff to finish tho woik if ho could satisly

tho architect, and the judge non-suited the

plaintiff, allowing dofcndanl's costs.

RiouT TO Flow of Water.—In the case of

Harrop v. Hirst, iu the Court of E.?ohequer

(says a lej. al corrcspoudi nt), the inhabitants of a

certain d'Strict in the West Riding of Yoikshire

were enlitled by custom to the flow of water
from a certain spring to a spout in the publio

highway, and to take water therefrom for use for

domestio purposes. The defendant, a proprietor

of land through which tho water flowed, ab-

stracted and diverted tho water ou many ocoa

sioi.s, so as substantially and sensibly to diminish

tho flow of water to the spotit. Tho plaintiff.',

beiug inhabitants of premises within the district,

brought this action for wrongful obstruction by

the defendant of the flow of water. It appeared
thatminy of the iuhabitants had from time to

time been put to inconvenience by failing to find

water on going to the spout while tho flow was
so diminished, but the jury found that the plain-

tiffd iiad nut personally buffered any actual in-

convenience or damage by want of water. The
Cjurl, however, held thi.t tho plaintiffs could

maintain their action without having Buffered

actual damage individually.

iitr ifEce M\t,

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
B'lI.DERs' Neolioence,—At the Ramsg.ate

Couniy Court, on Tuesday weik, a person
named Hewitt recovered £20 as compensa-
tion for injuries susta neJ through falling

The galleries of the K lyal Scottish Academy, in

Edinboi-gh, in conjunction with those of the
National Gallery, wore opened ou Friday week by

tho customary couversozioue and musical pro.

menado.

The Phi/.es of the Royal Instituts of Bri-

tish RCiliTECTS.—On Monday evening, April 5,

4 special general meeting of the members of the

Institute will be held to award the Royal medal,

and the medals and other prizes for the current

year. For the Royal medal, proposed to be

given on this occasion to a foreigner, not an
architect, for literary services rendered to ar-

chitecture. Professor C. R. Lepsius, of Berlin,

has been nominated by the council. For most
of the other med.ils there has been a larger num-
ber of competitors than usual, particularly for

the Soane Medallion, but the quality of the

designs is not, as we have indicated elsewhere,

equal to their quantity. The coincil, however,
have recommended tho author of the set of

drawings distinguished by the motto of '* Fest "

to receive the medal and the sum of£50 underoer-

tain conditions. These conditions the ccuacil are

desirous of modifying for the future, with the

view of rendering it easier to fulfil them. In-

stead of a years' residence abr ad, six months'

absence for study only is proposed to be re-

quired, and the reservation as to a portion of

the £50 to be withdrawn. As usual, there are

3ral sets of drawings from measurements o(

ancient buildings sent in, some of which aro

most careful and elaborate, and the council pro-

pose to supplement t;ieir principal silver medal
(recommended to be given to the author of draw-

ings distinguished by the device of a circle) with

three others of merit. Several competitors have
sent essays, and tho Institute melal aud a spe-

cial essay prize aro proposed to be awarded to

two of them. In addition to the above a set of

drawings for a Gothic theatre have been sent in

answer to an offer of £10 made by Mr. Beresford

Hope. These are distinguished by the motto ot

"As you Like it," and aro thought by the

council to have well deserved the prize. The
Students' Prize in books is recommended to ba
given to the author of drawings sent in under
the motto " Per vias rectas."

Institution of Subvbyors.— At the ordinary-

general meeting, held on Monday, March 8, the

following names were read and passed, to be bal-

loted for on April 5, via. ;—As Members : J. Q.

Comely, Winchester ; James Horwood, 10, Pater-

noster-row. As Associates : Henry Jonas, 4,

Whitehall ; R. Price Williams, 37, Great Geoige-

street. The following candidates were balloted

for and declared duly elected, viz. :—As Members :

Josiah Huut, 11, Park-street, Westminster; Wil-

liam Norman, 8, Spring-gardens, S.VV. ; Th.omM
Rule Owen, Haverfordwest ; Thomas Colville

Scott, 19, King's Arms-yard, EC. ; John Edmund
Thomas, 11, Park-street, Westminster. As Asso-

ciates : John Smith Ellis, 31, Nicholas- lane, E.G.

;

Alexander Fraser, Brouk-street, Hanover-square ;

Joseph Lott, 12, Great George-street, West-

minster ; William H. Warner, 4, Whitehall. Tho
next meeting will be held on Monday evening,

April 5, when a paper will be read entitled *' The
Art o£ Valuing Agricultural Land," by Mr.

Philip D. Tuckett. The chair to be taken at

eight o'clock. The following candidates will ba

balloted for, viz. :—As Members : Charles Bid-

well, Ely ; William David King, Queen-street,

Portsea ; James Marr, 3, Whitehall-gardens.

Royal Birmingham SociErroF Artists.—Tho
Spring Exhibition iif Pictures in Water Coloors

opens to-day. Tho private view took place yes-

terday. The list of contributions includes works
by Turner, Cittermole, Wm. Hunt, W. Ilavell,

aud David Cox, in addition to the productions ot

living artistj', amongst whom are Messrs. I'. F.

Poole, R.A., V. S. Cooper, R.A , Era .ine Nichol,

AR.A., Birket Foster, Henry Tiley, Louis

Haghe, E. A. Goodall, &.-.

SciKNTiPic Sjcieties' House.—Mr. John Cam-
mint:, hon. sec. of the Geologists* Association,

sends the following: "Allow me to add one re-

mark to your ariicle on ' Scionlifio Societies'

House,' iu this week's Building News. Tho
University College grants to the Geologists'

.\s3ooiation tho use ef the large library for

meetings, and the medical library for com-
mittees, &c., free gratis and for nothing, a

liberality lor which the Geologists' Aeaooiaiiou

feels much indebtedness."

South London Inuustbial E.xuibition.—The
closing meeting took place on Siturday at the

Lambutli Baths; Sir Digby Wyait presided, and
was supported by Mr. G.iorgo Godwin, Mr. S. C.
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Hal), Mr. Passmore Edwards, Mr. George Potter,

and oihei-s. From a Etatemtnt read bi tlie

Bev. G. M. Muiphy, it appears that 42,000 pei-

Bona visited the extiibition on payment, tlie re-

oeipla being £iCO, and the expenses about £200.

It is proposed to devote the residue to the pay-

ment of prizes in proportionate aniionnts, iaclu-

sive of silver or brouzo medals, except in snch

cases as those in which a pecuniary rather than

an honorary reward would be aooeptable to the

exhibitor. The committee, in their report, re-

gret that no oce article exhibited was deemed

worthy of the higher class of reward they were

prepared to bestow, viz., £10, and they are also

obliged to state that, whUe there is an improve-

tnen"t viaiblo when the exhibition is compared

with the former enterprises, the advance is by

Jar lees maiked than they had anticipated.

Lanoport, Somersetshire.— It has been decided

to unite the whole of the area proposed to be

obtained for drainage purposes Into one large

district, instead of dividing it into five districts,

as at first arranged. Arrangements have been

mide for obtaining a survey, plans, and estimates,

and nearly the wi;ole amount necessary for pre-

liminary expenses has been raited.

Somersetshire Arch.eological Societt.—A
conversaziune of the Somersetshire Archoeologio.il

and Natural History Society vcill be held at the

Museum at Taunton on Monday next, when
papers will be read by the Kev. H. Tootell " On
the Rainbow ;" by the Kev. W. A. Jones " On the

Danes in Somersetshire ;
" and by the Rev. W. P.

Williams " On the Somersetshire Dialect."

Boards of Akbitkation in the IeonTbade.^
Darlington.—Ahev fuccessive meetings, the

first meeting of the Board of Conciliation and

Arbitration, which has been formed (on the

principles of Mr. Mundella's scheme) in the north

of England manufactured iron trade, was held

on Monday in this town. A representative had

been appointed by the men from each of the

works duiing last week, who, with one master

from each work.=, compose the board. Tne
business lasted from eleven o'clock in the morn-

ing till a late hour in the afternoon. The wages

question was discussed at great length, and it

was ultimately resolved that the meeting of the

board should be adjourned, the standing cou:-

mittee meanwhile to verify the masters' contract

prices, at:d to report to the board. Pending a

permanent financial scheme, the men are to pay

one penny per mouth and the masters an equal

sum.
Cambbidge Impeovembnt Board.—On Tues-

day, the 16ih inst., a nieeiing of this board was

held for the purpose of appointing a Town Sur-

veyor to fill np the vacancy caused by the resig-

nation of Mr. R. Reynolds Rowe, Memb. Inst.

C.E., after nineteen years' service. There were

fifty applications for the post, and a committee

having been appointed to select six out of that

numter, the selection fell upon the following ;

—

Mr. J. L. Johnson, of Hauley ;
Mr. G. W.

Slephensoi!, of'Majch; Mr. E. Mudd, of Lew-

isham; Mr. B. M. MiJdlem'S?, of Cockermouih
;

Mr. D. Wallace, of Croydon ; and Mr. T. F.

Maiks, of Swansea. The above candidates were

in attendance, and their testimonials rtsptctively

read over, which were all of an excellent cha-

racter. On a division the voting was as follows :

—Fur Mr. Siephenson, 23; Mr. Marks, 3 ; Mr.

Middlemisp, 3; Mr. Johnson, 1 ; Mr. Mudri, 1
;

Mr. Wallace, 0. Mr. Stephenson was theiefoii;

declared duly elected, aud he is to enter upon his

duties on the 2Gth inst.

Admiralty Contsacts.—Contractors used to

business relations wiili the Admiralty will be

glad to know that a system is about to be

adopted with regard to Admiralty contracts

which will doulitless be followed before long in

the several other State offices in which purchases

have to be made. Mr. Baxter, the linaucial

secretary, will, in the beginning of April, open a
now purchase and contract department at White-

ball, with a complete system of books, checks,

and regulations, suggested by his commercial
experience. In this department ail the stoie

purchases will be made in future under Mr.
Baxter's personal superintendence, and in it ah

tenders—when tendeis are called for— ^ill be

received. As the responsibility of purchasing

will be centred in this otfici , ihe character of the

firms making tenders will bo considered along

with the tendeis themselves, and fair dealers and
upright men will recone that fair play which it

is generally b.oIieved has been too often withheld
from them.

C j) i p s.

The bells for the new town clock at Liverpool

h.ave been supplied by Messrs Warner and Hon, of

Jewin-crescent, at a cost of £514 10s.

In making up the accounts of the National

Exhibition of Works of Art at Leeds it has been
found that there is a deficiency of nearly £2,000.

The hri^til Timei and Mir nr regrets to hoar of

the failure of a large and well-known contractor in

Wiltshire. The liabilities are put at £150,000.

About £120 have been collected' for a proposed
cottage hospital at Dawlish.

The Bideford Public Rooms Company has de-

cided to make the principal room of their building

90ft. long by 3(3ft. wide. The site is in Bridgeland.

street. Mr. Martyn White is the builder.

It is reported that the Lundy Island Granite

Works will shortly be resumed.

A proposal has been started to hold a county

meeting, probably at YorK, to devise measures for

the erection of a memorial to the late Sir Charles

Slingsby. A pyramid on Scotton Bank is sug.

gested.

The body of Pope Innocent II. (1143), which

has boon for many years interred in the church of

Santa .Maria, in "fr-istevero, has been translated to

a new tomb near the high altar, and placed in a

white marble sarcophagus, the gift of the present

Pope.

Mr. John Leach has been appointed clerk to the

sanitary department of the St. Pancras Vestry.

A new Temperance Hall is to be erected on

Bolton Moor, from designs by Mr. James Lomax,
architect, of Bolton.

A large cotton mill is in course of erection at

Daubhill, Lancashire, by Messrs. Neill and Son, of

Manchester. It is fireproof throughout, and is

expected to be opened in August next.

A Congregational Church is about to be erected

at the Willows, Daubhill, Lancashire.

A new public hall at Charing, Kent, was in-

augurated on Wednesday week. It will seat 300

persons.

A new Wesley.an Chapel was opened on Sunday
week, at Skerton, Lancashire.

Tho General Finance Committee for the County
of Lancaster has decided upon the erection of a

new county lun.T.tic asylum at Whittingham, near

Preston. The cost of the site is £8,700.

New schools are abou to be erected in connec-

tion with the Bank-street Unitarian Chapel, Bolton.

The Bolton Gas Company is contemplating the

erection of another enormous gasholder on its land

at f pa-fields, adjoining the Public P.ark. Its dia-

meter will be 140tt. ; it will be telescopic in form,

and will rise about 60ft., while its capacity will be

830,000 cubic feet.

A picture painted on panel, attributed to Hans
Memling, and known at Bruges since 1477, repre-

senting the "History of Troy " from its founda.

tion to its fall, was bought at the Hotel Drouot, on

Saturday, for the South Kensington Museum, for

15,200f.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING
WEEK.

;Ved>-esdat. -Society of Arts.— " On Technical EJuca.
lion Couaidered in Relatiou to Female Schooh,

"

bj Ellis A. Davidaon, Esq. 8.

rinjasDAV. -Lianeau Societ.v, 8

5iTURD.\y.—Aasociated Arts Institute. —" On Metro-

nomy, or the Laws of Proportion," by W.
Cave Tlionias, Eaq.

i^rabe fletos.

TENDEK?.
FoLKF-sToNP. Parisu Chu acii IlcsTOEATioN.—Tho tender

of Mr. Adcock, of Dover, has baeu acc^pteil for Uie complete

restoration of the chancel, chancel aisles. BOiith transept,

&c , of tlie parish caurch, at a cost of £0110 Us. 4J. The
work is to be commeuced in the Easter week and concluded

ill about ton weeks. There were only two tenders, the

other being for £1150, while the architect's estimate was

£759.

IliOHTOw.i.—For erecting Wesleyan schools, Hightown,
Crewe. Mr. G. B. Ford, architect, Burslem :—

Brindley and Critchlow £1240
Elson 1190
CotteriU (uocoyted) 1090 10

Inolescombk (near Hath).—For erecting a new set of

buildiuga for H U. H. the Duke of Cornwall :
—

Harding and Vowlea, liriaLol 1.3131

G. Oreeumau, Bath 3u99 15

C. Tiaak, NorLon-aub-Hanideu 26^-

J. Uodgos, Uoultmg 2oi8 18

F. CoxTVeovU 2630
Hibbard and Long, Bath(accepted).. 2.il5

: Park.—For new reservoir, pumpuig atatioii,

, for the Leicester Waterworks Company. Coatracta 4.

5. Mr. liawkoaley, engineer :

—

No. 1 Contract.
Kescrvoir.

Watson, IIuU £66,019 S !>

Uockway Loudon 62,000
Turner and Sajer, Lon-
don 60,530

Pickering, London 60,613 li 1

Neale and Sons, Leicester —
Kirk aud Parry, London 63,400
ijliaipe Brothers ,, 63,071 18 11

t^sborne Brothers, Leices-

Welister.Loudou '..!'.'.'!.! 57,5:0
Matthewson.DumfrieshJre ^5,875
Neave and Fry, Loudon 5o,151i 8 6
yoscall, Buryat. Edmunds 64,497

Pearvesley, i,ivorpool ... .')3,760 18 10
Adamaon, Edinburgh ... 6.',0j7

Uill, Keddell, aud Co
,

Loudon 51.318

Kirk, Woolwich 49,050 14 4

Waiue, Birstall —
Maifield, Witherby, York 47,780
K.iUet and Winkle, Leices-

ter .

No. 5 Contract.
Pumping Sta-

10,739
10,025 2
ii.ue 10

9.371

S,&63 11

8,.'i57

8,475
9,218 6
9.719 15
0,852

5,300 15

,
Birmingham ... 47,654 9

Treadwell „ ... 47,353 4, 1

Ashwell, London 45,455
Herbert, Leicester —
Tomlinsou, Derby 44,733 19 7

Fast, Melton 42,»4t) 7 1

Uiiou, Worcester 42,2l3 19 6i
BentOQ and Co., Derby
audGIossop 41,814 6 11

Lewisuam.—For erecting new galleries, entranoe-porohes,

and other additioiia to the Lewiaham High-road Congrega-

tional Cliurcb. Mr. J. Tarring, architect, 69, Baainghall-

street, E.G. Quantities supplied ;
—

Patman and Fotheringham £1515
Hicharda 14'2

Hill aud Sous 1485

Shurmur 1297

Shepherd 185 7 6

TOPPINO TON (near Shrewsbury).—For the reatorat

parish church. J. L. Rand.all, Esq, F.BI.B.A, i

of

tout

Nevett Brothers, Ironbridg'e £1727
Bowdler aud Darlington, Shrewsbury
(accepted) 16Ji3

Everall, Shrewsbury 1599

COMPETITIONS.
RoYiL AOiDSjiY 01' ArT3.—National Gallery.—For the

bes^ p.iinting in oil, or model and design iu painting,

sculpture, ami architecture. The gold medal and the dis-

oouraes of Presideuts Keyuolds, West, iSjo. ; and for the

boat copies of drawings, models from life, the autiiuein

landscape porspac'ive, &c. The silver medals, .fee., Novem-
ber 1.

Cliftov, Bbistoi,.—The Guthrie soholar.<hip. Values

iSO a year, and £20 added. One or more scholarships

of <.60, aud one of £25, at Midsummer. Apply to tho

secretary.

Belgiuji Academy of Arts ano Sciences.—For beat

emiuiry (essay) and report ou the period at which archi-

tecture iu the Low Countriea berame effected by Italian

iuliueuco. Fremium, 1,001 franca, about £40.

St. Luke's, Middlesex.—April 23. -For plana, eleva-

tions, sections, aud estimate of costs of a building for a

school to accommodate 2u0 boys and lOO gurls. Mr. J.

Sticklaud, lion, sec, 9, Percival-atreet, Goswell-road.

PLYMonTH.—JiUy 14.—For designs, ijlaus, and esti-

mates for a new guildhall, with law courts aud public

o;lirca. First premium, £100 i
second, £75; third, ilO.

Mr. lUiiteford, town clerk, Guildhall, Plymouth.

BEXi.tY llE.vrn Cnunca Buildiso Fond.— I'or plans

for tho i)iopo3ed new parish church. Mr. Marsh, 54, C.in-

liou-st.eet, liC.

CONTRACTS OPEN FO-l BUILDIiSa
ESTIMAXKS.

Bromley, Ke.-it.—March 29. -For the supply of about

5 500 yarda of gla2ed stooew,tre drainage pipes, and ab )Ut

670 yards of uivert blocka. A. Jacjb, eagiueer, Bro.uley

Local Bo.iid.

Selby.—April 9.—For the erection of a warehouse,

maltkilua, engine house; aud other buildiuga. Mr. J. M.

Fawcett, architect.

Bristol. -April 13.—For the ironwork of three bridge-

to cairy the Bristol Harbour Rail.vay over ^ew or Victoria-

street, Temple-street, aud Pde-strect. A. Mojj'e, socres

tary, Bristol Harbour BaUway, Temple Mead, Bristol.

Little Bowden, Northamptosshire.— April 6.—For

the supply of brokeu granite. Mr. J. H. Douglass, clerk

to the Highway Board, Market Harbonmgh.

M\RKET HARnoROUOU.-Aiuil 5.-For the supply of

broken granite. Mr. J. H. Douglas-s clerk to the High-

w.ay Board, Market Harborough, Leicestershire.

ILiTroN, WARWicKsmKE.—April 3.—For the erection

and completion of a new asylum for iiiiots. Mr. P. P.

Bandei-s, cleik to tho Visitors Luuatic Asylum. Hattou.

SroSE.—March 29. -For the erection of townhall and

mechanics' institute. Mr. F. Bakewell, architect, Not-

tingham.

London and Kortu-\Ve:sters Railway. -For the

brickwork, earthwork, and masom-y rcnuired in the cou-

atruciionofa bridge at Golborue. S. Reay, secretary,

Eustou Station.

London and NoaiH Western Railway.—For the con-

atnictioii of a timber staging, about 300ft. loug, at Widnee.

S. lie.iy, secrctai-y, Eiuilou Station.

BiKUiNOHAM.— April 1.—For alterations aud additiona

to ihe Odd Fellows Hall, Temple-street. Mr. I. F.

Thori>e, architect, 11, Cherry street, Birmingham.
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AVe^t Malli.sg.—April v.- For the erection of an iutir-

mary at tlie union woikhouae. Sir. M, IJulmer, arcliitect,

West iioruiigh, Maidfltuue.

Nobth-Eastebs Railway.—April 9.—For the construc-
tion of a branch from Pelaw to Jarrow, about 5 miles C6
chains long. J. Cieg'^'^rn, secret iry, York.

North- Eastern Railway.—April 9. — For the construc-
tinji of the yaltbiiru e.teusoii lino, about -1 miles 46
chains loug. J. Cloghorn, eecretaijr, York.

WoLVERiiAMPTOK.—April 5.—For the erection of a new
ton uhttU on tho site of the present one. Mr. E. J. Hayes,
town clerk, 'lownhaU, Wolveihanipton.

Shrkw.sbuky.—April 6.—For the erection of a new
Eugliah I*i-O3bjtorian church, Bchoolrooru.aud ollices. Uov.
J. *V. Crco, Swan Uill-court, Shrewsbury.

Sutton, Subrey.— For tha construction of roada and
drains on the Kosu Hilt park estate,
veyor, 5. Whitt.liall, S. W.

Mr. Ilayton, aur-

Petebborouuh.—March 31.—New
proposed wurks according to new plai
Air. J. W. Chapman, U, Great Wcate
W.

chapel.—For the
s and fspecitieations.

u terrace, London,

Stoke NEWiNOTON.-For the eroctio
a Villa residence in tlio Seven tiaters-ro

n and completion of
lid. Mr. W.Smith,

uichitect, 12, Copthall-comt, E.C.

BiaKENUEAD.—March 31.—For reconstructing and di-
VL-riing part of Grauga Vale Outlet ciewer. Mr. J. C.
Thornton, town uurveyur, Birkenhead.

North-Eastebn Railway.—April 6.—For the erection
of a machine and tool shop, and for tho extension of the
smiths' shop at Gaieshtad. J. Cleghorn, secretary, York.
EvERTON, near LIVERPOOL. - Fof the Completion often

unfinished dwelling housed in Downing-street. Mr. Jones,
lidelphi Bank Chambers, South John-aticet, Liverpool.

Ware.—April 5. -For the erection of an infirmary
adjoining the present workhouse. Mr. F. Peck, architect,
15, Furnival'a Inn, W.C.

CtLA.KMix.sTER.-AprU S. — FoF the erection of the pro-
posed new cuunty scliool. Mr. G. U. Crickmay, architect,
77, St. Ttiomas street, Weymouth.
Exeter.—March 31.—For the erection of new schools in

Paris-street. Messrs. R. and W. Uest, Queen-street-road,
EiCter.

Newcastle.—For sinking a taok on the Bobside Estate
for the Cowpen Ljcal iioard. Mr. Goldie, clerk to the
board, Waterloo, BIyth.

April 3. — For the erection and
Meltham Millo Convalescent Home,
Mr. E. BircLall, architect, 2, Parkpiai
Wink and Sons, aichitects, John mui
field.

Leeds.

ompletion of the
lear Huddersficld.
, Leeds ; or Messrs.
[u-atreet, Hudders-

For fiitiug up the new infirmary at Leeds with
Deilt on tne electric principle. Meaara. Perkin and Son,
architects, 2, East Parade, Leeds.

Idle.—April 1.—For the works to be done in the erection
of a weaving shed, warehouse, engine house, chimney, itc,
to bo built at Idle, for tho Idle Worsted Mill Company,
Limite<l. Samuel Jackson, architect, 2, Kirkgate,
Bradford.

CAtDiFj-.-April 1.- For the completion of tho arcade,
for the Directors of tho Cardiff Arcade Company (Limited).
Peter Price, architect.

Storrisuton Ga3 Company (Limited).— For the con-
struction of a brick tank and the erection of a gasholder
to the same; with columua, guide*, weights, chains, &c.,
complete, in audoutlet pipes, with syphuns, mam taps.

Mr. Edw Uamiuond, Storriugtou, Hurstpierpoiu

N Board of Works.-April 8.—For con-
fctructing a stwer, subway, vaults, and the carriage and
footway paving and other work* in connexion with tho
new street from Blaekfriara to the Mansion House. J.
Pollaid, clerk, Spriug-gardena, S.W.
South We.stern and Brighton Railway. -April 6.—

For the constructionauddelivery of a quantity ofwiought-
irou girders, bolts, rodi, straps, i:c. F. J. Macaulay,
secretary, Waterloo Bridge Station.

SOUTH-WSSTEBN AND BRlOHTOrJ Ril LWATS.—April 6.

-for the supply of a largo quantity of rougU and sawn
timber. F. J. Macaulay, secretary, Waterloo Station.

St. LuKE(Middleaei.) -April 1.—For the coustiuction of
about 3iO)dB. of brick sewer, and al>out 90ft. 15in., and
4Wft. Ihu. pipe sewera. Messrs. Parson and Hayno, ves-
try clerks, \'estry Hall, City road.

Hammeusmith. —April 12. — For making and fixing a
pair of wrought-irou gates, two side gates, and some iron
railings. A. J. KoberU, clerk to tho Burial Board, 1,

Grove terrace, llanunursuiith.

Forest Hilu— March 31.—For the completion often
houses. Messis. Standing and Marten, houme Valley
Wharf. Nine Elms.

Belton, Isle of A-tholme.— For the erection of a boys'
and girla' school and claas rooms with master's house.
Messrs. Drury and Mortimer, archit*jcta, 1, Bank-street,
Lincoln.

Upper Norwood.—March 29.—For the erection of a pair
of semi-detached villa residences at Central Hill. Measra.
Lavender and Sons, 11, Beaufort-buildings, Strand.
CuEi-SHAM, NEAR CitoYD.jK.-April 10.— For alterations

and additions to lienJey Cottage. Mr. H. Spencer, archi-
tect, Taunton.

le-on-Tyne.—March 29.-For tho supply of
of freestone wjiUers, suitable for bottoming a
j' Edgineer's Office, Townhall, Newcjistle.

rt. — March 31.— For supplying 1,000 tons of
Bombay and York granite, or other atone of

C. S. Goodman, town clerk, Townhall,

Newcas
2,&00 tone
road.£Bo
BOUTHP

macadam,
hard quality
Southport.

Liverpool.—April 6.—For jobbing repaii-s to the work.
house, industrial school, and other pa -ochial buildings.
Mr. R. J. Hagger, vejtry clerk, pariah offices, Brownlow
Hdi.

SoUTHw, CD, TiVKBTON.—March SO.-For the erection
of a new dwelling house. Mr. T. Beedle, Southwood,
Tiverton.

Chestertos Gas Company.—March 31.—For the erec
tioa of a manager's house and oflico. Mr. R. Chapman,

Seako D, Susstx. - For the erection of a new wing to

the almshouses. Messrs. Haber&hon and Fite, architects,

3S, Bloomsbury-square.
LoNDos AND South Western Railway.—March 31,

—

For the supply of rectangular sleepers, keys, and trenails.

Mr. F. Clarke, secretary, Waterloo Station.

London and North We.stern and Great Western
Joint R.*ilways.—March 31.— For (he supply of cast-iron
chairs, single and double headed rails, barlow and bridge
rails, scrap, &.c. R. J. Wait, tecrotary, Birkenhead.

GAGiNtiWELL, nearElstone, Oxon.— For puUiug down
and rebuilding cottages, i:c, Mr. Hovvlaiid, Thauso,
Oxon.

Leeds,—For painting eight houses. Mr, R. Lawson,
Kirkgate Market.

Dawlish.—March 31.—For providing and laying about
000 yards of cast-iron water inain^, with sluice cocks,
hydrants, iic. Mr, Kiugaland Snelgrove, clerk to the
Dawlish Local Board.

PROPERTY SALES,
March 17.

At the Mart.—By Messrs. Edwin For and Boustield.—
Leasehold premises Nos. Ii6andll7, Fenchurch street, pro-
ducing Al,4o5 per annum, term 76 years from 1857, atJt400
per annum-sold for i6,600.

March 18.

At the Mart.—By Mr. A. Booth.—Leasehold two resi-

dences, Nos. 13 and 14, St. Bartholomew road, Camden
road, term G5 years from 1S5'1, at £9 5s. per annum—
£1,450.
By Mr. W. Willats —Leasehold two houses and shops,

situate in Blake road, near Peckham grove, annual value
jl60, term 96 years, at £10 Ss. per annum -i;390.
By Mr. G. Gouldsmith —Freehold two residences, Nos. 20

and 27, Beaufort gardens—£7,200.
By Messrs, Furber and Price.—Freehold estate com-

prising freeholdgroundroutof £20 per annum and21 houses,
forming nearly the south side of Britannia row, Essex road,
Islington, producing £500 per annum, and covering an area
of nearly 20,000 superficial feet—£5,655.
At the Guildhall Cofi"ee-house.—By Mr. Marah.—Lease-

hold three houses and shops, Nos. 89, 90, and 91, High
street, Portland Town, producing £175 per annum, term SI
years from 18. 0, at £9 per annum-£1,840.

Leaseliold house, shup, and premises. No. 378, Edgware
road, let at £35 per annum, terra 87 years from 1785, at
£4 4a. per annum- £80.
At Garraway's.-By Mr. C. S. Barker and Son.— Lease-

hold two houses, Nos. 117 and 119, Wells street. Camber-
well, producing £S0 per annum, term 20i years unexpired,
at £ 1 6 per annum—£i05.

Leasehold four houses, Nos. 1 to 4. White Hart court,
Walworth road, producing £76 143. per annum ; alao a
gi-oundrentof £3 l6s. per annum, arisiiii; from No. 5, term
50 years from 1S56, at £19 per annum—£42o.

March 22.

At the Mart. - By Mr. Whittinghara -Freehold building
land, situate at Clapham, SuiTey, in 40 lota. Lota 1 to 130
comprised previous sales :—Lot 150, sold for £6i; lot 151,
£64; lot 152, £61; lot 163, £61; lot 154, £64 lot 155, £08

;

lot 156, £68 ; lot 157, £71 ; lot 158, £71 ; lot 159, £70 ; lot

160, £67; lot 161, £67; and lot 163, £125.

iJANKRUPTS.

Augustus Wyndl
surveyor—Jam

TO SORRENDER IN BA31NOHALL-STREET.

Thomas Alfred Anderson, Croydon-common, carpenter.
April 5, at 1—Robert Booth, Vale of Health, Hampstead,
architect, April 7, at 11—David Bucknell, Woodstock- road,
Shepherd's-bush, builder, April 15—Thomas Cantle, New
Hampton, builder. April 14, at 2—William John Cooper,
Maryiebone-road, and Duke-street, Westminster, contrac-
tor, April 15, at 2 -Thomaa Downard, Ingrave-road, Bat
torseii, builder, April 14, at 2 -Richard Downard, Mel-
bourne square, Brixton, builder, April 5, at 1—Stephen
Hehnau. Northumberland-place, Westbourne Park, builder
— William Anthony Petheridge, King Edward-street.
Westminater-road, timber merchant, April 16, at 1 —
Christopher Garwood, Ledhury-road, Notting-hiU, carpen-
ter, April 12—Richard Lower, Upper Bemerton-street,
Islingtou, builder, April 14—John Melbourne, St. Evan's-
road, Notting-hili, carpenter, April 12, at 11—Frederick
Charles Moggy Mills, Southamptou-street, Caraberwell,
brick merchant, April 1, at 1-Thoma* Vasa, AbbotU
Langley, plumber, April 12, at 1 William Waruott,
Cornwall-road, Lambeth, bricklayer, April 12, at 3.

TO 3CRRENDER IN THE COUNTRY.

Banister, Tunbridge Wells, laud— .^j— --..^— „—...J, Birmingham, carpenter, April 2,
at 10—Henry Calvert, Skipton, plumber and glazier, April
5, at 11—John Kelly, Liverpool, builder, April 8, at U—
Richard Martin, DarlingtOn, builder, April 8, at 11.30 -Job
Tay, Smethwick, joiner and carpenter, April 1, at 10.

NOTICES OF SITTINGS FOR LAST EXAMINATION.

April 27, G, Bushell, Belvedere, Kent, stonemason

-

April 30, J. Bishop, Chatham, builder—April 30, H. Hedger,
Lewisbam, builder—April 30, J. Moore, Leeds, joiner-
April 27, R. Deacon, Frome Selwood, carpenter—April 1,

H. Bailey, Northampton, plumber—April 19, W. Jones,
Lavender-hill, Wandaworth-road, plasterer—April 26, T.
Spearing, Hungerford-road, HoUoway, builder—April 29,
F. Uickw, Higli-street. Whltechapel, builder- April 21. T.
E. hurch, Shetfield, builder—April 27, J. Banfield, New-
port, Monmouthshire, carpenter—April 28, W. Cole,
Brierley-hill, Staffordshire, brick manufacturer—April 7,

H. Hitcbeos, Wittoucura-Twambrooks, plumber—April
20, S. Shipp, Bitton, buUder-AprU 19, G. Jennings,
Bristol, carpenter.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.

Hillary and Shackleton, Shipley, Yorkshire, stonemasons
—J. andT. Taylor. Walsall, builders—Vickers and Harding,
BIantyre -street, West Chelsea, builders— Thomas and Co.,
Lower Thames street, iron merchants—Lightfoot and
Walker, Waterloo, joiners and cabinet makers - Baxter and
Sageman, New Brompton, builders— Hough and Co., Peru-
berton, near Wi^au, boUer manufacturers.

DECLARATION OK DIVIDEND.
J. Heatley, Whitehaven, plumber, divs. 10s. and Is. 6d.

DIVIDENDS.
April 6, T. L. Randall, Cardiff, painter-April 5, G. W.

Smith, HuddersSeld, brick and tile maker.

B»NKKUPTCY ANNULLED.
Edmund Wood, Hammersmith, builder, March 19.

BATH STONE OF BEST QUALITY-
Randell and Saunders, Quarrymen and Stone Mei*

:hants, Bath. List of Prices at the Quarries and Depots;
ilso Cost for Transit to any part of the United Kingdom,
''nrnishod on application to Bath Stone Ofilce, Coi-aham.
^"Uts.—(Advt.I

fiATEST PRICES OF MATERIALS USED
IN CONSTRUCTION.

TtMBES. duty la per load Dr&wbac)c. la.

I M 12 )!' Archangel, yellow.. £10 1

. John N.B. yellow U

lebecOak, whit«.. 6 :

Memelflf 2 JO SI'

lofid, drawbacl
Quebec, white aprucfl 18 IS
Bt.Joho, whiteapruce IS 16
Yellow pine, per r»-

Snd do ]1 10 13 :

Finland ft

Memel 12
Gothenburg. yeUo'

9

12 ft. by 8 by » In.

t Plank, D&ntxlo,

D ?« •
.100 •

Whale. 8th, Sea, p&la

Cottonseed 27 10 88 «

Spanlab Soft do

Whit* „„„ „... e<

Coprm :

liheet A Sheathing, A Bolt ....parti

Y«l. HetAl Sheathing A Rodi .... per 11

Welih B»fB In nondcn .... .....per to

Hoopa ,.., do

27 80

6i • 7j

6 10 6 II

9 fi • 9 7 f
7 H « 7 16 O)

Sweediah Bara do

tEniCllah Sheet per toi

^DcTaiLx'aV. H. Roofing Zinc
S5 10
20

diacount U laid apon the

H 3^
0*

li If •

..per btl

MOO • •

ANERLEY GARDENS ESTATE, close
t» Auerlay BUtion (up oide) and the GdrJou eiitrnuce to th*

CryaUl Palace.—Tha CitiCASKa of F»,ir aixrojiued Uouaea oa
tUia attractive alts to be aOLU for *10(1 each. Alao aiz shop ploU.
to be lut on building leases.—Eaatmaa and Bod, 17, Gracacbureh-

BUILDING LAND (Freehold) to be LET,
PART of the WIMBLEDON PARK ESTATE. ha»lng &

fnmtage t>( 700(t. to the Merton-ro*d. by a depth of -JOuIt ; autUbl*
for apuii-detAched villas. Water, ga'. and ae'var.—Apply to Mr
Allan. 13. Daubiuh-ioad, Notting HiU.W.

BUILDING LAND in Bermondsey-atreet.
having a frontage of 130(t. and occupylugan area of nearly

ll.Uiinft. 8uperll<:ial, t > be LET, on a building It-wae. for 80 years, or
the Freehold to be 8i>ld.— \pply to Wigg and Oliver, 7, Bedford-

rpo
± a

BUILDERS.—Dulwich Estate.—The

educational adv«utu)
pie railway

and partlculare apply to Charltia Barry, Esq , 1. Westminster
chambers. Victoria-street, S.W., architect and surveyor to th<

T be SOLD or LET for Building,
EIGHTEEN ACRES of LAND GRAVEL, clusy to a railway

BiHiiun ten miles from London. Also near Camdeu Town, about
20.U00 BUi>erHclal fe.-t of laud; suitable for a factory or other pur-
pose.—Address, Landlord, No. ly. Maiden-crescent, Haver«toclt Hill,

TO ENGINEERS, CONTRACTORS, and
OTHEKS—To be BOLD, several PORTABLE STEAM EN-

GINES, from 7 to 30-horae jwwer ; aUo Steam Cranes, Ui>ista. Ovai^
head TiftTflUara, ko., all in good working order: llltewiae varioo*
Chain Pumps, varyiug in siia from bin. to Ifliii.. and other raluabl*
ulauL—Apply, Hr. Broom*, Thames Embankment, Cauuoi

T10 ENGINEERS and CONTRACTORS.
-To be SOLD, a quantity of WROUGHT and CAST IBOIT

CAISSONS. I'Jft. 6in.loiig
strucUon of the
pontoons, and t

OAWN PORTLAND SLAB. — STEW-
kJ AKDSandCO.. Portland Stone MerchanU, Isle of Portland.

. H. HOLI.AND. :iOA. Or.

T^0 BUILDERS, CONTRACTORS, &c.—
n OVERHEAD TRAVELLER
Apply to J. B. Axlord, builder*

E (a bargain),
nearly new, by Uolbrook, Cli

9ti, Sunetreet, BisUopagate, E.C
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THE UTILISATION OF TOWN SEWAGE
AT KINGSTON-ON-THAMES.

fTIHERE has recently been an inquiry by a

J_ Government Commitssioner (Mr. Raw-
linson) into a proposal of the Kingston-on-
Thames Corporation to take land for the pur-

pose of sewage irrigation. Mr. Ravvlinson has

decided to recommend the Home Secretary

not to grant the application of the corporation

for power to acquire the land, but as the in-

quiry has been a very long one, ver3' full and
complete, and no less than four barristers

having been engaged to oppose the applica-

tion on the part of neighbouring towns, it will

be instructive to review the proceedings. The
Conservators of the River Thames have ob-

tained an Act of Parliament to compel all

towns on the Thame.';, and within a distance

of three miles of the river, to cease to dis-

charge sewage into it. In the case of King-
ston thirteen months' notice was given by the
Conservators to the corporation to comply
with the Act under a penalty of £10(1 a day.
The notice terminated before the corporation

could comply with it, and on application

being made for an extension of time, twelve
months longer were granted. This time will

expire on the 29th of September next. In
order to comply with these demands the cor-

poration took into consideration all the me-
thods of dealing with sewage that have been
tried in England, and adopted the system of

irrigation of land as the one that had had the
greatest success. Near to Kingston there

lies a large tract of lanu known as Ham Fields,

bounded on its western and northern sides by
the River Thames, which is here one hundred
yards wide ; on the eastern side lies the
village of Ham, and on the south Kingston
itself.

The population of Kingston at the last

census was about 10,000, and is now esti-

mated to be 12,000. Looking forward to

further extensions of the borough, an ultimate
population of 20,000 was provided for in all

the permanent works— works, that is to say,

that could not easily be enlarged, as, for in-

stance, the outfall sewer and the pumping
mains, but erecting at present engine power
Bulfioient only for present necessities. The
land chosen is 184 acres in extent, and is, all

but eight acres, open unenclosed land, subject

to Lammas rights, that is, to the privilege of

the copyholders of the parish turning in their

cattle at Michaelmas, between tlie time of re-

moving a crop and of sowing another. These
rights existing, it was considered by the cor-

poration that the land conld be had at agri-

cultural value, and that these rights of com-
monage prevented its being appropriated to

building purposes. It might have been ne-
cessary or expedient, when acquired, to con-
sider whether these rights would interfere

seriously with the operations of a sewage farm,
and if so, to take measures to extinguish them
by compensation.
The basis on which the calculations of the

engine power, the size of the mains, and the
quantity of land required were made, was the
following ;—The quantity of sewage was
taken at 5 cubic feet per head per day, and a
rainfall of jin. in 24 hours was provided for

in addition, taking this amount of rainfall to

contribute Jin. to the sewers within the 24
hours. The quantity so arrived at was 146
cubic feet per minute for the present popula-
tion, and 265 cubic feet per minute for the
future population. The area built upon at

Kingston which would be drained directly
into the sewers is 200 acres at present^ but
for a future population of 20,000 it was cal-

culated that that area would be 400 acres, for
it was supposed that hereafter houses would

not be so closely built as some parts of the
present town are. There is no land round
Kingston upon which the sewage could be
made to How by gravitation, and pumping,
therefore, became a necessity. The cast-iron
main through which it was proposed to
pump the sewage on to the land was 16in.
diameter, and the velocity of the sewage,
therefore, 1 -Sft. per second at present, and
ultimately 3-15ft. per second. The lengths
of the main and the branches were such that
for the present quantity a head of 15ft. would
be absorbed in overcoming the friction due to
this former velocity, and of 46ft. in the latter.

The vertical height to which the sewage had
to be pumped was 30ft., making in the former
case a 45ft. lift and in the latter a 76ft. lift.

It must be mentioned that of the sewage
one half of it was calculated to pass off in six

hours. It is always noticed in sewers that
the flow varies very much at different periods
of the day and night, and in some cases per-

haps eight or ten hours may elapse before
half the sewage will pass off, but at Kingston
it was calculated that one half would pass off

in six hours. On these bases the power of

the engine was found to be 13-horse power
for the present requirements, and this was to

be in duplicate, making the present power to

be erected 26-horse power. For the future
population of 20,000 as much as 39-horse
power would be required ; thus it was pro-

posed to put down two engines at present of

13-horse power each, and leave room for the
addition of another of the same power at a
future time. The engines working at these
powers would clear the day's sewage in ten
hours if required, but practically it was stated

that probably the time of working would be
about fourteen hours at a reduced power.
A feature in the works was that no storage

tank or reservoir was proposed, but, instead of

that, the outfall sewer, which was to be
2,230ft. in length, was to be of the size of Sft.

by 5ft., egg-shaped, for the purpose of storing

the sewage when the engines would not be
working.

The inclination of the outfall sewer was to

be at the rate of 4ft. in a mile. Three ven-
tilating shafts were to be constructed on this

length of sewer, each shaft containing a char-

coal tray of 34 square feet area and 9in. deep.
The ordinary flow of the sewage would run
at about lit. deep in the bottom of this large

sewer, but on a wet night it would be filled by
the time the engines started in the morning.
All storm waters over and above the jin.

rainfall in a day were provided for by an
overflow chamber communicating with an
outlet into the river, by which the storm
waters would pass directly into the river

;

but as the volume would be so much in-

creased at such a time the proportion of

sewage to rainfall would be so small that no
objection, probably, would be taken to it by
the river authorities. But according to the
evidence of Mr. Bazalgette there are only
twenty-five days in the year, on the average,

on which the rainfall at the metropolis
amounts to |iu. a day, and the atmospheric
phenomena of Kingston may be taken to vary
not much from those of London.

In respect of the quantity of land proposed
to be taken, it may be said that the best au-
thorities on sewageirrigationhave stated from
seven to ten acres per 1,000 of the population
to be the necessary quantity, or in other words
from 100 to 150 persons to the acre. There-
fore the quantity of land proposed to be
taken at Kingston seems to have been
judiciously chosen, as for the present popu-
lation there would be 13 acres per 1,000, and
ultimately TJ acres, or there would be for the
present population an acre for every 78 per-

sons, and ultimately an acre for every 130
persons.

In a letter to a daily newspaper lately, Mr.
W. Hope has stated that this quantity of

land is not sufficient
; yet Mr. Rawlinson,

during the inquiry, repeatedly said that not
only was it suflicient but that not one half of

it could be irrigated with the sewage of

Kingston in a dry year. No question what-
ever was raised or any suggestion made that
the quantity of land was insufficient. The
fact is that the area proposed to be irrigated at
Kingston is greater than that of the
majority of towns where the sewage is utilised
in this manner.
The opposition to the scheme is not based

on the merits or demerits of any engineering
feature of it, but upon the ground of its prox-
imity to dwelling houses. On this ground
has been fought such a fight at Kingston as
never has occurred on a similar inquiry. Five
days was the time occupied in examining and
cross-examining witnesses for the promoters,
one witness being under cross-examination for

a whole day and part of another. The oppo-
nents tried to get in rival schemes for dis-

cussion, but this line of proceeding was stop-
ped by the Commissioner with the rem irk
that if that were permitted he might sit there
till Christmas.
The following legal gentlemen were en-

gaged in the case :— Mr. Higgin, Q.C., and
Sir. Foard for the Kingston Corporation ; Mr.
Pugh for Lord Dysart, the owner of the land;
Mr. Lumley Smith for the village of Twicken-
ham ; the Hon. Mr. Thesiger for the village of

Teddington ; and the Hon. Mr. Stanhope for

the Due de Chartres and other members of
the Orleans family. Earl Russell, who has a
seat in Richmond Park, a mile or two away
from the land, also petitioned against the
scheme, but was not specially represented by
counsel. The witnesses in favour of the scheme
were, besides Mr. Slagg, the engineer for the
Corporation of Kingston, and Mr. Wilkinson,
the Town Clerk, Mr. Baldwin Latham, Dr.
Carpenter, Dr. Cresswell, Mr. Cuthbert John-
son, chairman of the Croydon Board of Health

;

Mr. J. J. Ritchie, the medical officer of health for

the town of Leek ; Mr. Robert Farrow, the
sanitary inspector of Leek ; Mr. J. Bailey
Denton, agricultural engineer ; and Mr. John
G. Dawson, land surveyor and valuer.

Other witnesses on behalf of the Cjrpora-
tion were present but were not called.

The point of greatest objection that the
opponents had was the proximity of the pro-
posed site of the irrigation land to dwelling
houses, and the evidence on that point was to

this effect, that on the western side of the
land, across the river, there is one house 120'

yards oft', another 1-10 yards oft', another 220
yards, and all other houses on that (the Ted-
dington) side are further off. On the eastern

side the nearest house is 230 yards distant,

and the village of Ham, taken in general,

320 yards away from the extreme edge of the
land proposed to be irrigated. On the
northern side Twickenham, as has been said,

lies half a mile off, though there is one or
perhaps two houses at a somewhat less

distance, being, however, on the other side of

the river.

Both Dr. Carpenter and Dr. Cresswell, as.

well as Mr. Ritchie and all other witnesses,

agreed that there need not be the least fear of
annoyance to the inhabitants of any of these

liouses from the proposal to irrigate the land
chosen. Dr. Carpenter said that 100 yards
was a space abundantly sufficient to intervene
between houses and irrigated land, and Dr.

Cresswell, that he had found better health
rather th.an otherwise to be maintained by
families upon which he attended who lived

at even a less distance than 100 yards from the
irrigated land at South Norwood. Mr.
Ritchie and Mr. Farrow stated that they had
had eight years' experience of irrig.ation at

Leek, and that there were as many as 240
houses there within the distance of 100 yards
of the irrigated land, and that neither from
the knowledge they officially had of the state

of health in these houses, nor from the in-

([uiries they had specially made on this point
for the purpose of this inquiry, was there the
least objection to the practice of irrigation.

Indeed, there is an area of irrigated land at

Leek, of nearly 100 acres, within 1,500 yards
of the centre of the town, and the health of

the town has very materially improved during
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the eight years the drainage works have heen
in operation.

The cause of the faith of the doctors in

sewage irrigation seems to be that thereby an
abundant growth of vegetation is promoted,
and in proportion to the number and the
rapid growth of plants oxygen is dili'iiscd

into the atmosphere. Using the tests for

ozone, they find it more abundant in the

neighbourhood of irrigated land than away
from it. It must reasonably be supposed that

men of such high character as Dr. Carpenter
would not, in .such a serious business as this,

lead the corporation of Kingston or any other
body astray, ,ind it seems to have been con-

sidered, after the evidence tendered in this

case, that the report of the Commissioner
would be in favour of the scheme. Indeed,
one at least of the opposing bodies is under-
stood to have admitted that the corporation
had "beaten them." The result has greatly

surprised the promoters, and one caunot help
imagining the great difficulty that will pre-

sent itself to the people of other towns in the
Thames Valley that have yet to devise their

schemes of drainage, or rather their schemes
of sewage utilisation.

It is perfectly useless and beside the ques-
tion to attempt to throw any blame on "the
Government," as some of the Kingston people
are inclined to do, fur having first made it

imperative to drain towns into rivers or otlier

public watercourses, and now to authorise
such an act as the Thames Conservancy Act,
whereby sewage is prohibited from being dis-

charged into the river. What the authorities
of towns have to consider is, whether they
will adopt of themselves such measures as
will now prevent the pollution of rivers or
allow the whole thing to drift iuto the hands
of Government, and so lose the privilege of
local g'lvernment, the basis of nearly all our
institutions. If the wisdom or otherwise of
our present institutions is to be brought in
question, let the whole subject be argued on
its general merits, but until we are prepared
to do that, the best and wisest course to pur-
sue is to help ourselves, with that amount of
assistance only from Government which is

absolutely necessary to enable us to do it.

It is in this view of the subject that the
decision against the Kingston scheme
seems peculiarly to increase the difficulties

that lie in the way of town authorities .seek-

ing means to comply with prohibitory Acts of
Parliament. Jlr. Rav.-linson has given the
corporation no reasons for his decision, and
in that probably has but followed his custom,
which may be a wise one, for it is easily con-
ceivable that reasons might often be cavilled
at unnecessarily. Without doubting that the
Commissioner has decided bomijide, it is yet
.open to question whether French princes and
other great men have not in this case set up
their pretensions against the welfare of the
people, and against very satisfactory evidence
that their privacy would not be infringed

;

and these surmises raise the question whether
they possess riglits not possessed by the
people of England in general, and whether
sewage irrigation is more injurious to them
.than to said people, and, if so, why.

LINCOLK CATHEDRAL.

LINCOLX CATHEDllAL.

WE give tills week an illustration of the
east end of Lincoln Cathedral, from a

photograi)h by Mr. Slason, of GUI Bond-
Btreet, and also a ground plan of the building.
Lincoln Catliedral is especially interest-
ing as one of the oldest and best exist-
ing e.xamples of the Early English style.
Many Iiave asserted that traces of French in-
fluence are to be met with in the building ;

but such statements have been made on very
insufficient and uncertain evidence, and M.
Viollet le Due, in a letter which appeared
some years back in the Genfkmans JIar/azine,
and w.as reproduced in ".Murray's Handbook
of the Cathedrals of England," declared that
he could not find " in anv part of the cathe-

AAA NormjiD Recesses and Dooi
in West Front.

B Western Porch. (Over it is

.Stone Beam crossing from C to 1),

C North Tower, formerly Great Toni't
D South Tower (St. Hugh's).
E B Chaiiels in the Wings of the

West Front.
F Nave.
G M.jruing Chanel.
H «t. Hugh's Cb.apel.

1 Chapel of St. Thomas.
2 Chapel of St. Andrew.
3 St. Anne's Chapel, re-
dedicated to St. Edward.
4 Chapel of St. James.
5 Chapel of St. Denis.
6 Chapel of St. Nicholas.
7 Chipol of St. Hush.
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9 Ancient Vestry.

10 North-east en tr.ince.

11 Bishop Fleming's Jlonu-
meat.

13 Jlonument of Lord Burg.
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1 1 Monument of Bishop
Burgher.ih.
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17 Cantilupe Chantry.U Memorial of St. Hugh.
11 Tomb of Bishop Puller.
2) Gardiner Monuments.
21 Easter Sepulchre.
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21 Monument of Countess

of Westmoreland.
2 1 Chapel of St. Paul.
2) Chapel of St. Pjter.
23, v7 Ancient Choristers'
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23 Principal Vestry.
23 Shrine of Little St.
Hugh.

30, 31, 32 Anciently one
room, the *' Camera Com-

K Central Toivc r

L North Tr.ause ,t

M South Transept.
N Galilee Porcl
3 Choir.
P North Choir- i!.le
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Cloister. H. Chapter-house.

33 Vestibule
house.

3i Staircase to Library.
35 Roman Pavement.
3i3 WeU.

Chapter-

GROUND-PLAN.—Scale, 100ft. to 1

dral—neither in the general design, nor in
any part of the system of architecture
adopted, nor in the details of ornament—any
trace of the French schools of the twelfth
century (the lay school from 1170 to 1220) so
plainly characteristic of the cathedrals of
Paris, Noyon, Sculis, Chartres, Seuis, and
even Rouen."
About 107.3, Bemegius or Fecamp, the fir.st

bishop after the Norman Conquest, removed
the see of Dorchester to Lincoln, and imme-
diately commenced the erection of a cathedral,
which was .sufficiently advanced in 1092 to
be consecrated. Tiie bishop dying, how-

diocese for funds for the completion of the
work ; but that it was completed witfi very
little interruption the character of the build-

ing sufficiently proves. In 12S2, the shrine

of St. Hugh was removed into the presbytery
or " angel choir," which was completed
before that year. The upper part of the

central tower and the cloisters were added by
Bishop Sutton (1280—1300) ; the south end of
the great transept, with its circular window,
dates from the episcopate of Thomas Bek
(1342—1347) ; and tlie upper part of the west-
ern towers is Perpendicular work of about 1450.

In gr.andeur of situation Lincoln Cathedral
ever, a few days before that appointed for
the ceremony, it was consecrated soon after
by his successor, Robert Bloet, who governed
the diocese from 1094 to 1123. During the
lifetime of Alexander, the next bishop, a
great fireoccurred, and he replaced the wooden

I

outlines. The" stone of which it was built

is preeminent. Built on the summit of a
commanding hill, it is visible from every part
of the surrounding countrj', and, though pro-

bably less interesting than some in its details,

it is excelled by none in its rich and varied

roof of the nave with one of vaulted stone.

In 118,"), the whole of the Norman building
was destroyed by an earthquake. '•'

St. Hugh
of Lincoln" (liishop from USG to 1200) com-
menced to rebuild the cathedral, and the ex-
isting choir, the eastern transept, the eastern
side of the great transept, and the west side

as high as the second tier of windows, were in

all probability buUt by him. The remaining
portion of the great transept and the Galilee
porch are asc'.ibed to liis successor, William
of Blois (1203— 12C9). Anothcrbishop, named
Hugh of Wells (1209—1235), is said to have
built the nave and the upper portion of the
west front, and Robert Grostete (1235^1253)
—the chosen counsellor of Edward I.—the
west transept and one story of the great
tower .above the roofs. The exact date of the
erection of these several portions cannot, how-
ever, be accuratel}' fixed. All that is cer-

tainly known is that the C.ithedral was not
finished by St. Hugh, a roy.al letter being is-

sued in 1205 appealing to the people of the

was obtained from oolite beds in the neigh-

bourhood, and is almo,st indestructible. The
marks of the toothed chisel with which it

was worked were until lately visible in many
parts. The Purbeck marble of the shafts and
capitals have greatly decayed, being far less

durable.

The eastern end is well shown in our illus-

tr.ation and needs little description. Its noble
buttresses, the m.iguilicent window, and the

fine g.able above it form a grand combination
of beauty. The building immediately to the

right, and only jiartly shown, is the chapter-

house, surmounted by a bold and high roof,

and with eight flying buttresses, the addition

of which was probably rendered necessary by
some giving way of the original groining.

The south-eastern porch, shown in the centre

of the illustration, is the only example in

Engl.and of a porch in such a situation. Itis

formed by a deeply recessed arch lined with
canopied niches. A central shaft divides the

dQor\\ay, and an elongated quatrefoil in the
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tympanum contains a figure of the Saviour

with kneeling angela on each side. There ia

also a composition representing the Last Judg-

ment, the merits of which were questioned by
Professor Cookerell, althougli Flaxmau held it

in high estimation. The inner and outer door

mouldings contained small figures of saints,

many of which remain. The central sliaft

has a bracket and canopy for a figure. The
remains of four statues exist within the arch,

but are too decayed for identification. The
monumental chapels on either side of the

porch are those of Bishops Russell and Long-

ford. The outline of the eastern transept,

also shown, with its apsidal chapels, is very

good. The central tower as far as the first

story was, as before stated, bidlt by Robert

Grostete, and is pure Early English. The
npper part is Decorated, very fine and massive,

and apjiears to have been added by Bishop S.

John d'Alderby about 1306. The famous bell

" Great Tom of Lincoln" hangs ia this tower.

The western towers are Norman as far as the

top of the arcades, aud the remaining part rich

Late Decorated. Each was formerly sur-

mounted by a spire of timber aud lead, but

they were removed iu 1818. The north

tower is known as " Great Tom's," the bell

having formerly hung there ; and the

south tower as St. Hugh's. The western

front is a mixture of styles. The central

portion with its five archways is the sole

remnant of the Norman cathedral of Reme-
gius ; the rest is Early English, and was pro-

bably completed about 1235. The breadth of

the Norman portion is the same as that of the

nave, and the windows in its three large

recesses are Perpendicular insertions. The
entire breadth of the western front is 173ft.,

and its height below the gable 83ft. The
central gable and the arch beneath it are the

best portions of the front, and are most excel-

lent specimens of the purest Early English
work. Unfortunately a few years back the

west front underwent a scraping process. In
common with many others we at the time

protested against this piece of vandalism, and
fully exposed the conseriuences which would
result from its perpetration.* The mischief,

however, had been long progressing, and
from the taste and judgment displayed by the

cathedral authorities little remained for us, as

we remarked at the time, bat to be thankful
that they had not carried their ideas of reno-

vation and cleanliness to their full extent,

and covered the whole front with a coat of

plaster.

The nave is entered from the western
porch, and at its western end a remarkable
irregularity of plan is at once noticed. The
axis of the choir is continued in a straight

line nearly to the end of the nave, and then
breaking oft' suddenly to the north falls into

the axis of the Norman west front. Mr.
Penrose, in pointing out this peculiarity,

suggests that the architect who built the
choir intended to have given the nave
an obliquity with respect to that of the
choir, such as is found in Peterborough, Nor-
wich, and other English and foreign cathe-
drals. The builders of the nave probably
intended to remove all the Norman work,
and to build a new west front, carrying out
the axis of the new work in a continuous
straight line. Before the nave was com-
pleted, however, motives of economy seem
to have suggested the retention of the re-

maining Norman part of the west front, and
this caused the peculiarity above referred to.

The details of the nave and its aisles are

very interesting. It consists of seven bays,

and is 42ft. wide. The piers are set at

unusual distances, and their details vary.
The triforium is arranged in groups of three
arches, circumscribed by a larger one—two
groups in each bay—with foiled openings in
the tympana, and a trefoil in the spandrel
between the two circumscribing arches. The
clerestory is also in groups of three arches.
The capitals of both triforium and clerestory

are alike on each side of the nave. The aisles 1

also vary considerably in the details, but
there is probably little dift'erence in the
dates of their erection. The central or rood
tower—vulgarly known as the Broad Tower
—is partly open as a lanterne, and is upheld
by four massive piers, built of twenty-four
alternate shafts of Lincoln aud Purbeck stone,
and with Early English capitals. Above
these piers rise four lofty arches, and above
them an arcade of six arches on either side,

in groups of three ; a second arcade of eight
arches on either side arranged in groups of
four also risfs above the first.

The great transept opens north and south
from the central tower. The general arrange-
ment and details of the transepts resemble
those of the choir. Both transepts have
eastern aisles and an arcade on the west side.

The two circular windows, one at each ex-

tremity of the transept, are too well known to

need description. The choir consists of seven
bays ; the first five were probably St. Hugh's
work (1 186— 1200). The two easternmost bays
are of later date, viz., 1270 to 1282, and, to-

gether with the three bays at the back of the

altar screen, form the presbytery or angel
choir. This part is an addition of about 1270.

The eastern transept opens on either side of the
filth bay of the choir. The Galilee porch forms
an approach to the cathedral from the south-

west corner of the great transept. It is cruci-

form in plan, and throughout Early English,

although of later date than the first Early
Eaglish portion of the cathedral.

Very briefly we have described the various
parts of the interior of the building, chiefly

dwelling on the exterior shown in our illus-

tration. Those who are unacquainted with
the cathedral cannot do better than con-

sult Murray's handbook, to which we before

referred. Each part ia accurately described
by the aid of good engravings, and at far more
length than we can possibly spare space for.

&»e BuilDiisa News, Vol. XII., pp. 175, 091, 8G7,

SOME MODERN GOTHIC SHOP-
BUILDING.

HOW to treat London street houses with
shops on the ground floor is a diflBcult

problem to solve, and it is hardly too much
to say that it is one that has never yet

been thoroughly solved. The architectural

profession is scarcely to be blamed in the

matter, as the services of its members are not

usually sought by the proprietors of such
property. The fancied requirements are

apparently so incompatible with any proper
common-sense treatment that design by a cul-

tivated and educated mind, with a suspected

prejudice for the reasonable, is quite other

than what is wanted. The .shopowner, there-

fore, errs consciously and with malice afore-

thought ; his sin is one of commission, and
not merely of omission. Being intent upon
piling a huge superstructure to all appearance
upon a single sheet of plate glass, he deems
rightly that it would be only insulting an
architect to ask him so far to betray his art,

and is content to direct a builder, fettered

by no .scruples, to carry out this projected

work. The Gothic architect, whose motto is

truth in construction, is about the last man
likely to be consulted luider such circum-

stances. Still, there are exceptions to every
rule, and sundry exceptions in this direction

we are glad to see creeping iu here and there,

so that the style which boasts of aftbrding

the greatest i'acilities for overcoming practical

difliculties has a chance of being tested as to

its power to deal with this one.

The task is one which needs all the pli-

ability of the most pliable of styles, for the

wants of the case have to bo met and not
shirked. It is useless for the ultra-Media;-

valist to declare that plate glass is one of the
inventions of the Evil One. His picturesque

bottle ends would be manifestly as obsolete

in the shop as the old 'prentice cries of
" What d' ye lack ? AVhat d'ye lack ?" shouted

across the counters. Mr. AVebb's grim row of

houses in Worship-strep.t, however quaint and

interesting as an archnsological revival, is a
practical failure, and deserved all that it got
iu the shape of taunts from the neighboirr-
hood. Bond-street presents a fev experi-
ments which are worth consideration. The
lower portion of Messrs. Dickenson's shop
was altered some 3'ears since by Mr. W.
Deano, and has some Gothic features intro-
duced in a manner mora novel than satisfac-

tory. Mr. Truefi^tt's premises were rebuilt in a
veryunpretendingmannerby Mr. George True-
fitt, and have no small charm in exceeding
simplicity. In this respect they contrast well
with their nearly opposite neighbour, Messrs.
Phillips', which building is of the most violent
" Victorian " style. The alteration of Mr. Basil
Woodd's premises, however, is the latest and
best of these architectural attempts, and we
believe is to be attributed to Mr. Christian.

They, one and all, however, show consider-
able thought and design, and serve to break
the monotony of, and give interest to, what is

otherwiseadull, featureless, though important,
thoroughfare. The proprieties of the Strand
were startled a few years since by the intru-

sion into it of the most ambitious of modern
structures afl:ecting Medifcvalism. The vaga-

ries which characterised the Strand Music
Hall have become a bye-word, and the want
of success which attended the whole under-
taking has proved a wholesome check upon
the mountebank spirit which then threatened

to degrade a sober art to the level of carica-

ture. It fell to the lot of Mr. Phipps to con-

vert this building to another though kindred
purpose to that for which it was erected, and
it was a task which called for and received at

his hands no slight ability. It was, no doubt,

infinitely more ditticult than if he had had
entirely fresh ground to deal with. In gene-

ral treatment the Gaiety Theatre is, we think,

tolerably successful under the circumstances.

Tlie interior has at first sight an iinity of

eft'ect seldom attained in modern theatres,

and much credit is due to the architect for his

attempt to give scope to painters of standing

in portions of the decoration. But hero

cause for gratification ceases. When we look

into detail to see how the style has been

carried out, the resultis far from satisfactory.

There were spirit and knowdedge in the eccen-

tric work of his predecessor, with all its vices ;

in the present modification we lack all the

former aud not all of the latter. But our pre-

sent purpose is not with the interior. The
Strand fa9ade has been rather improved than

otherwise by the removal of the worst of its

former features—the entrance bay of the

ground floor. Still more is its elfect quieted

by the erection of another building by its

side, which is also of a Medieval character.

It is with regard to this that we wish to

make a few remarks. In itself it is a con-

siderable structure, forming the angle of the

street, with three bays towards the Strand

and still deeper on its return face, and rang-

ing as it does with the previously mentioned

facade, they together compose a block of

building of important size aud character. It

has some very good general features ; its pro-

portion and the disposition of its openings are

satisfactory, and the superstructure has in

its piers and massive granite colunms suffi-

cient visible support. Segmental arches

span the shop fronts, but lintels below these

divide ofl' a mezzanine floor. The story above

has two-light windows, each with a red

Mansfield stone column in advance of the

niullions, and tympanum with pierced q\iatre-

fuil under comprising arch. There are jjointed

arched couplet windows over tiiese and
fquare-headed couplets again above, and the

fayade is completed by a cornice aud parapet.

There is little to object to aud much to

approve in this arrangement. AVe think, how-

ever, that pointed arched openings surmounted

by square-headed ones never look well, and

that this instance is no exception. AVhen

we come to the detail we regret to say we
see nothing to commend.

Beginning at the top, the chimneys are poor

;

ihe party wall above the next roof is utterly
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neglected. The parapet is bald and heavy in

effect ; the corbelling under it thin. The
roll on the edge of the lintels of the upper
windows seems to be dropping ; the chamfers

of their jambs are ill-managed and stopped

too high. There is no projection under tlie

Bills to throw off the wet, which is dribbling

down in sooty streaks over the pasty-coloured

pale brickwork, and a single course of black

bricks here, and one of red there, seem playing

at polychromy. To the arched windows the

columns are meagre, the capitals badly pro-

filed bunches of rank greengrocery, and the

mouldings are throughout weak in the ex-

treme, jiarticularly those of the bases of the

large columns on the ground fl jor, which
ook crushed under their granite shafts.

AVe have thought it right to specify these

points, which strike us as prominent faults in

a work more than usually well intentioued,

because we think it incumbent upon those

architects who have the good fortime to be
entrusted with works in the leading streets of

the metropolis to make the most of their

opportunities. They ought to bestow the

utmost care upon every part, since, whether
they desire it or no, such buildings will be
considered as precedents for future works of

the kind.

MEDIAEVAL METALWORK.

ONE of the illustrations in our last im-
pression contained some examples of

mediajval metalwork, the desciiptiou of which
we were obliged to omit till now. If we
except glass painting, perhaps no art has
within the last twenty years made so great

an advance as that of working in metals.

Although scientific discoveries and inventions

have, of course, greatly assisted, to no other

"art-worker" can we a-sign such %icrson(il

credit for the results of his labours as to the

worker in wrought iron, and in no other " art

path " are results so great produced with aids

so simple as the creations of this artificer with

his hammer, punch, and cutter— Art, true

art, here, as ever, successful without, and
almost disdainful of, science.

In the examples of Christian art illustrated

in our last number, widely separated from
one another both in date and locality, we see

how mediaeval metalwork was ever architec-

turalesque in character ; always inventive,

never imitative, either in figure or foliaceous

compositions. It borrowed nothing, depended
on nothing but the simple-minded, earnest

enthusiasm of the old workman from whose
heart these rich realisations of the ideal

sprang ; conventional yet natural in their

type, and stamped with these true qualities of

design—-"Form" subservient to "Utility,"

"Treatment" characteristic of "Material."
Without these even innate merit might not be
acknowledged

;
possessing them these old ex-

amples must ever assert and make good their

claim to rank with the great works of orna-

mental art. The subjects illustr.ited are

taken principally from the collection in the

South Kensington Museum :—No. 1. A
wrought-iron hasp and locking plate from a

c.irved oak coffer of French Flamboyant
design ; date about 1480.

No. 2. A brass candlestick, composed of a
grotesque animal and foliated scrollwork

;

Byzantine of twelfth or thirteenth century
workmanship. This is a charming object,

though possessing a fault grievous in the eyes

of purists in design, yet one frequently found
in very able works—that of the foliage grow-
ing two ways

;
possibly the designer con-

sidered this excused and remedied by the

overlapping leafage.

No. 3. Wrought-iron strap hinge on maple-
wood box ; German of latter half of four-

teenth century.

No. 4. Fifteenth century beaten-up iron

escutcheon to lock on oak chest.

No. 5. Processional cross of Abyssinian
execution, very similar in the general ele-

ments of its design to a rude old (Jo]itic cross

in the British Museum. 0. W. D.

STREET TRAMWAYS.

OF the twenty-eight schemes for railways,

tramways, and other iiuiirovements or

works connected with the metropolis, says the

Jl/ec/tanif s' Magazine, for which plans were depo-
sited at the Private Bill OUice up to November 30
last, in accordance with standing orders, above
half have already dropped out of existence from
the failure of the promoters to make the necessary

deposits, or other causes. In some instances no
bill has followed up the plan ; iu others, the
House has refused to send the bills " upstairs," but
has thrown them out on the motion for the second
reading, without inquiry into the meiils. The
plans deposited incluiled fifteen for railway woiks,

four for street tramways, and nine for miscella-

neous projects. The Brighton and Metropolitan
line of 4G mUes was by far the most important of

the railway bills, and next to it, perhaps, the
underground line between Clapham and London
Bridge. Both of these were dropped at an early

stage. Of the tramway schemes, the most exten-
sive was the system of which Mr. T. Page, C.E

,

was the engineer—the Tramw.ay Company—by
which it was proposed to lay down above sixty

miles of street tramways in Loudon and the sub-

urbs. The extent and the varied raraiflcatious of

this scheme were proba' ly a cause of its failure,

the formalities to be observed in relation to tram-
way bills as regards county and pai ish notices,

deposits of plans and bills, and other particulars,

being of a very onerous character. From what-
ever cause, although the plans were duly deposited

on November 30, a copy of the bill was not forth-

coming, as required, on December 23, and the
scheme consequently fell through. The othir

three tramway schemes have been kept upon their

legs to the present time ; standing orders havt'

been complied with, the bills have each been read

a first and second time, and committed, which is

a great point g.ained. The three are— the Metro-
politan, for about sixteen miles on the north of

the Thames; the Metropolitan Street, for about
nineteen miles on the south of the Thames ; and
the Pimlico, Peckham, and Greenwich, for about
seven miles, the greater portion, as the designa
tion implies, also to the south of the Thames.

Last year, a tramway bill was granted for

Liverpool, but none of the three bills for street

tramways for the metropolis reached a second
reading or committal. Two of the bills now com-
mitted, the Metropolitan and the Metropolitan
Street, have been petitioned for in previous

sessions ; the third, the Pimlico, Peckham, and
Greenwich, is a new bill. It is probable that the

consideration of these bills in committee—the

three are to be considered by one and th.e same
committee—will excite more lively interest than

the proceedings in relation to any other private

bill of the session afl'ecting London. It may be

that the promoters have been more strenuous and
persevering than on former occasions to excite

interest and to conciliate suppoit; if so, they

have fair reason to be gratilied by the success

they have achieved. They have appealed to local

ds of works, to vestries, to open public meet-
ings of ratepayers, and, to some extent, to the
inhabitants of the districts chiefly interested, and,

in almost every case, have obtained cordial

promises of support, and largo m,ajorities. In

some instances, indeed, the most lively interest

has been manifested, and resolutions of support

have been adopted unanimously with enthusiasm.

In the debate in the House of Commons, a few
days since, which resulted in a division, on the

motion for the second reading of the Metropolitan
Street Tramway Bill, the second reading was
carried by a vote of 209 to 78. The motion was
supported by Mr. Lefevre, the Parliamentary
representative of the Board of Trade, who
announced, officially it may be presumed, that it

was the wish of the Metropulitau Board of Works,

and of the Board of Trade, that the bills shovdd

be referred to a select committee. Mr. Locke,

the member for Southwark, would have thrown
out the bills without inquiry into their merits,

the most notable points iu his speech being a

sneer at the promoters as American " philan-

thropists," and a condemnation of the tramways
laid down by Mr. G. F. Train some years since.

The members of the House of Commons, and the
public generally, have outlived this sort of thing,

and are disgusted with such a puerile niode of

dealing with an important question. Mr. Maguire,
the member for Cork, applied the merited rebuke
that we were indebted to private speculators,

to the energy of capitalists, combined with the

energy of the people, for many of our moat im-

portant social undertaking.^, and such associations
were not to be put down, or the public denied
the bene6cial results of their joint action, by a
mere sneer at projectors.

It is perfectly notorious to everyone acquainted
with the subject in the slightest degree that no
one proposes to lay down Train's rails, or any-
thing resembling them iu form, or obnoxious from
their radical defect of breaking the general level

of the street. At the office of the Metrop>olitan

Street Tramway Company, iu Kenningtou Park-
road, which is open to the public, there is quite a
little museum of tramway models and samples.
The patterns of rail include a short length of

Train's rails, as actually used, a piece of the rail

in use at Bhkenhead, the rail sanctioned by the
Corporation of Liverpool, and to be laid in the
streets of that town, with several other modifica-

tions, all of which are essentially different from
Train's rail in this respect, that they have each a

groove on the face of the iron rail, so narrow, from
lin. to l^in., that no ordinary wheel can get into

it ; whereas Train's rails really produced a groove

on the roadway 4ft. S.^iu. wide, and ;]in. deep,

which vehicles got into very easily, but could not

get out of again. The one form of rail, present-

ing two continuous breaks in the level of smooth
iron edges, exposed horses and vehicles to danger

or damage in crossing, even at a right angle, but

much more so in crossing obliquely The rails

now employed, includicg the samples above

referred to, can offer no obstruction to the passage

over them, in any direction, of other vehicles or

of horses ; the grooves are too narrow to admit
the wheel tyre of a lady's phaeton, or to catch the

cork of a pony's shoe. The approved Liverpool

rail has an excellent feature in the corrugation of

the portion of the surface of the r:iil to the in-

side of the groove. The rail is about 4in. broad

in all, and has the groove, which is a little more
than lin. wide at the top, or widest pirt, near the

centre. The surface of the rail is smooth to the

outside of the groove for traction, and corrugated

on the inner side, to afford better foothold to

horses crossing ; the surface of smooth iron on
the roadway is thus reduced to a minimum.
The particular f jrm of rail to be adopted, and

the materials to be employed iu the construction

and maintenance of the tramway between the

rails, and a belt of ISin on each side, which the

bill provides shall be done at the expense of the

companies, will be subject, of course, to the ap-

proval of the Metropolitan Board of Works and

the Board of Trade. Granite sets, between the

rails and on each side of them, will prob.ably be

preferred, as best fitted to secure good working

condition in the rails, to avoid the formation of

ruts, and to prove most economical in the long

run, although involving a much heavier first cost

than the ordinary rough metal. There is no

reason to fear that any mechanical difficulty will

be met with, either as regards the form of rail, or

in other respects, to prevent the perfectly safe and

successful working of the system. It was well

and cogently remarked by Mr. Whitbread to the

House of Common.^, in the debate referred to,

that it was no reason that because a bad system

failed ten years ago, a good system should not be

tried now, and succeed. AVe venture to think

with Mr. M 'Arthur, the member for Lambeth,

who has experienced the comfort and convenience

of the street railway cars in the crowded

thoroughfares in New York, that if street r.ailways

were once fairly introduced iu this metropolis,

such advantages would result that everybody

would oppose the idea of their discontinuance.

Mr. Laird, too, the member for Birkenhead, bore

his "emphatic testimony" to the value of tram-

w.ays in the town he represents, where they run

from the ferry to the very heart of the town, as

also the six miles along the Liverpool Docks,

without the slightest inconvenience to the general

traffic. It is to be hoped that a mode ct street

locomotion, which has proved of signal public ad-

vantage in all the great cities of the United

States of America and of Canada, and which is so

highly appreciated at Birkenhead—that a boon,

granted last year to Liverpool, will not bo longer

denied to London, for no better rea-^ons than the

vague supposition that tramways will .answer in

almost any thoroughfares in the world excepting

the suburbs of London, and that the London

General Omnibus Company " have taken measures

to oppose the scheme."

Dr. P.arker, medical officer of health for Ber-

mondsey, reports that tlie w.ater supplied to the

parish in February "was so turbid as to be unfit for

domestic purposes."
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PLANNINO A SURVEY.

ALTHOUGH we have not yet touched

upou compound or instrumental sur-

veying, where the aid of ;the box sextant,

prismatic compass, or theodolite is called in

to obtain data which cannot be acquired by

the simple employment of the chain, yet all

the remarks liitherto put forward will be

found, as we proceed, to apply to both de-

scriptions of surveying. At present we

should break through the order of our series

and destroy the sequence of our articles were

we to plunge in medias res, and proceed, at

once to the consideration of trigonometrical

calculations. In accordance with our inva-

riable plan we progress irom the simple to

the complicated, and in so doing cannot fail

to carry our readers with us, enlist their sym-

pathies, and arrest their attention. By the

phrase "planning a survey" is meant the

acquisition of that knowledge of the ground

and its principal features which will enable a

surveyor to design in his own mind the gene-

ral method upon which he intends to proceed.

Before commencing to lay out his main lines

oa the ground he ought to see them clearly in

his " mind's eye." Tlie surveyor, similarly

to the novelist or the artist, ought to mentally

design his work, or at least the salient and

more prominent details of it, before he com-

mences to practically execute them. The
only difference is, that as the surveyor has not

an abstract idea ur a creation to deal with,

but tangible results, he cannot avail himself

solely of the resources of his own brain to

solve the difficulty. How is he to obtain the

information he wants, or, in fact, the ground-

work of his proceedings ? Let us imagine a

surveyor goiug down into the provinces to

make a survey of a large estate, comprising a

^reat variety of hill and dale, roads, rivers,

mountains, woods, and plains, amountiugin the

aggregate to several thousand acres. He is a

complete stranger in the district, knows no-

thing of the bridle paths, short cuts, or

other routes that might be of service to him.

In this respect an intelligent guide, if such an

individual can be procured (a very doubtful

contingency), will be of service. As a preli-

minary .step he should first ascertain if there is

any map of the district. Never mind how
old, how incorrect it may be, it will give him
the general lie of the country. It will enable

him to perceive where his main lines would

be intersected by rivers, by woods, or other

local obstructions, which he would otherwise

avoid. Provided with a map of this descrip-

tion the surveyor can pretty well lay down
his principal lines before he actually visits

the ground at all. He cau, iu fact, ' plan

his survey."

The other side of the question that now
claims attention is where no nia|), not even

the roughest outline of the county of any
description, is to be piocured. Under these

circumstances the only method to be adopted

is that of what is termed " a preliminary re-

connaissance." Accompanied Ijy a guide, the

surveyor must walk over the ground, care-

fully noting all the prominent oljects which
may be suitable for stations, and making a

rough sketch iu a note book. He should not

grudge time spent iu this preliminary exami-

iiatiou, as every dav will Lie wuith a wtek to

him afterwards. Whether a map of the

district is procurable or not, this walking

over the gi ound should never be omitted ; only

where such assistance is not obtainaOle it.

must be perlormed more thoroughly and ex-

tensively. Jn whatever manner the informa-

tion be obtained, it is absolutely necessary

that the surveyor "plan" the survey before

he commences to run his lines. We have

known instances where surveyors have con-

ducted their work in a .state, so to speak, of

"coming out somewhere." In some cases the

lines did not answer the expectations indulged

in ; they did not come out somewhere, but

nowhere. A surveyor should, before com-

mencing his field work, have the general out-

line of the survey, the general distribution of

the main triangles, roughly plotted in his

head. Neariy invariably some modification

will be required, as the arrangement, com-

bination, and disposition of the triangles

demand a large amount of care and judgment,

and it will be frequently necessary to shift

a line a little one way or the other in

order to obtain a " well-conditioned " figure.

It will be thus perceived that while a map of

the county is a great convenience, and a

saving of time and trouble, it is not abso-

lutely indispensable, as a general resemblance

to the actual plan of the locality is all that is

reallv of importance. The main object

sought is the cutting up or dividing of the

area to be surveyed into a number of tri-

angles, always as far as possible consistent

with the accurate determination of the various

objects to be included in the survey. Upon
the selection of the main or base lines de-

pend the facility and ease with which the

survey may be conducted, as well as the time

which it will absorb. While the system of

lines laid down must always vary with the

particular shape of the parish or estate to be

surveyed, yet, as a rule, the longer the lines

the better, and the nearer they approach to

boundaries and fences the less need will there

be of oll'sets and subsidiary triangles. At the

same time it would be a serious error to spoil

a well-conditioned triangle for the sake ol

running one of its sides along a fence. This

should be avoided, as it is not an uncommon
practice, and is an example of unscientific

work. A well-conditioned triangle is one in

which the angles are neither very
^

acute

nor very obtuse, and in lajing out triangles

it should be endeavoured to make them as

nearly equi-angular, and consequently equi-

lateral, as possible. This is, of course, m
many oases completely impossible, but the

principle should not be lost sight of, as it in-

variably happens that when a leading theory

is kept prominently in view opportunities

occur of putting it into practice much oltener

than would be imagined. The advantage of

keeping the triangles as nearly as possible m
conformity with tliese rules is that the farther

the figure of the triangle deviates from the

equilateral the greater will be the error in-

curred if some of its dimensions be '• a little

ud fig. 2 will de-

stations in all, and it will be shown, when we
treat of the field book, that they are distin-

guished by particular marks, not only for the

r I c. 3
.4-

purpose of preventing confusion, but also for

the sake of guidance in plotting the work.

We have already laid down rules for dividing

the area to be surveyed by triangles, but an
example or two will be of use to the beginner.

As a general principle, liable to some excep-

tions, the best plan is to measure a base line

the whole length of the survey as nearly-

through the centre as convenient. Upon this

construct as many subsidiary triangles as pos-

sible, taking care to tie them in to the main
line where necessary. The diagram in lig. 3

is an example in point. There are, however,

numerous instances where to follow this

course would simply entail a vast amount of

superfluous trouble and labour, and the sur-

veyor should know how to vary his triangles

to suit each occasion.

In fig. 4 is represented an estate the form

out." A gLuice at fig. 1

Fid

ric.2

monstrate the dift'erence between a well and

an ill conditioned triangle. Iu conipuund or

instrumental surveying, which we shall treat

of in its jiroper place, ill-candiiioned triangles

are not of so much importance as in simple

chain measurements, but in every case their

eraploynieiit is to be avoided.

To distinguish base lines from others of a

less important character, thi y are sumetimes

termed station lines. A station is the point

where any main or base line commences or

terminates. It may thus occur not only at

these places, but anywdiere along a main line

wherever another line, ])eriiaps a tie line,

may commence or end. This will be under-

stood from an inspection of lig. :3, which repre-

sents a piece of find to be surveyed by the

chain. In the first place a base line Ironi 1

to 5 is measured as nearly as ]iossible through

the centre of it, and the two triangles, 1, -1, .'),

and 1, 0, 5, constructed upon each side of it,

to take iu the boundaries. The two tie lines

to check the accuracy of the measurements

are measured fro.n the points 2 and 3, which

complete blindness, have commenced running are therefore stations upon the main or base the gros.s produce obtained that the notion which

their main lines at random, relying upon their I line 1 aud o. Theie are in the fi-ure six I fjrmeily obtained of calculating a fourth or tittU

H L
of which is not adapted to the same system of

lines as would answer for the example in

fig. 3. Those shown are sufiicient to deter-

rnine all the points. Thus taking A B for

the main line, and plotting it on paper, the

point C is obtained by the intersection of the

lines A C and E C, or at least supposed to be

correctly obtained. It will be seen that it will

be checked by another line. Having deter-

mined the point C, the point L is next

obtained from K and B by the intersection of

lines K L and B L. To find D we sweep a

circle with the radius B D, and another with

a radius equal to L U from L. If all the

measurements be correct, the distance between

the two points C and D will be found equal

to that measured, which will close the survey.

Although not absolutely necessary, it would

be well worth the time to continue the line

H J to D, which would, in case of error, de-

termine at once which of the points, U or D,

was out.

IXSTITUTIOX OF SURVEYORS.

AT the usual meeting of this institution on

Monday last (tfeuiy Arthur Hunt, Esq.,

Vice-President, in the chair), a paper was read by

Thiup D. Tuckett, Esq., member, on the ' Art o£

Vahiiug Agricultural Laud, and on the indications

of the various qualities of soils," of which the

fullowing is an atistract :
—

'Ihe rent of laud, accordiog to Eicardo and

the piilitical economists, consists of the differ-

ence between its " nett ptoduce " and the nett

pruducu (j£ the worst land which it is worth while

to cultivate at all, the term " nett produce" indi-

catiug what is left after deducting the tenant|a

intere.-t on his capital and remuneration for his

own la'.our and supeiintendeDce, as well as the

aciu.il woikiug expenses. The late Il.)bert Laker,

in his edition of '• Lajldon on Rents and Tillages,'"

suggests that rent is to bo calculated by esti-

mating the expenses incurred and the profits

aiiiiii" during the whole course of one rotation o£

crops on dillt-rent soils. He remaika that the

land valuer must be constantly .ilive to
_
the

changes in the market price of the various articles

of produce, and that the cost of cultivating

various soils dill'ers so greatly in proportion to

the gros.s produce obtained that the notion which
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o£ the money value of the produce as the reut is

fallacious iu the highest degree. The best plau is

to go carefully iuto these calculations as to the

best and worst qualities of both light and heavy
arable and pasture land, bo as to form and keep a

well settled scale of values, to be filled up on
going over each estate.

Although exceedingly dangerous to judge of

the quality of a soil from the crops grown on it in

one particular year only, still many useful

indications may be obtained from its more per-

manent ).roducts, especially from the trees and
grasses. Most of oui- ordinary forest trees have
special proclivities for the various soils on which
they flourish, and a careful observation of their

growth and of the hedgerows allbrds information
which will seldom mislead. A really thriving

elm tree or hazel cannot be found where there is

not a good mixed soil, whilst an abundance of oak
and blackthorn are iudicaiions of heavy land, and
the growth of the trees will generally correspond
with the depth and qinlity of the soil. The
alder and the willow are only found in wet
places, chieHy by the water side, and the poplar
usually in wet places. Coniferous trees prefer

the lighter soils, and the Scotch fir grows on thin

lands which will produce nothing else except
heather ; and the beech, though it will grow else-

where on good land, is usually indicative of a
calcareous soil. The sycamore is partial to light

or sandy soils, whilst the walnut, and the maple
also, usually grow on good mixed loams. The ash
is scarcely a si^n of auy particular land of land ; if

it is of rapid growth it indicates good lai;d ; in

poor stiff cL'.y it is constantly met with, but is of

slower growth and often stunted. The white
thorn, if it grows rapidly, is a sure indication of

good laud ; and one never sees a strongly grown
quick fence vn infeiior soils. Permanent grasses

and even weeds form valuable indications of the
quality of land.

The primary indications of good or bad land
are, however, to be obtained from an examination
of the soil itself. All soils are mainly composed
of sand, clay, and lime, and every fertile soil

must contain a proportion of each. Where one
element is greatly iu excess, a hungry sand or

gravel, a thin bairen chalk soil, or a poor thin-

skinned clay is the result ; where the sand is

greatly delicient, and the other two elements
greatly iu excess, a tenacious marl ; or where the
lime is wanting, the weak clay soils characteristic

of the Silurian slab formation ; and some other
substances, such as phosphate of lime and certain

salts of iron, have a direct influence on vegetation
;

but the mechanical conditions of the soil above
noted remain by far the most material, and are
precisely those which can be most certainly

ariived at by an examination of the soil itself.

There is no difficulty with a good walking stick

iu ascertaining the depth, nor in judgiug of the
texture ; and by examining the ditches and the
sides of sand, j; ravel, clay, or chalk j-its, the
nature of the subsoil can often be learned, even
without using a spade ; and if his conclusions arc
based on a real eNamioation of the land itself, the
valuer is not liable to be misled by the results on
vegetation of peculiar seasons, or the particular

time of year when he sees the land. And when
he has the opportunity of fairly testing his results

by the crops, he will not lind that lie has been
misled.

A general knowledge of geology and its general
laws—the distribution of the strat.a, their order,

thickness, general direction and dip, and a sufli-

cient acquaintance with cich to recojjni^e it in
passing accross the country—is exceedingly use-
ful in land valuiiij.', provided the surveyor knows
how to apply it. The special UEe of geology iu
land valuing, however, is to correct and modify
the results of a diitct examination of the soil,

according to certain known characteristics of the
different formations. Thus, to begin with the
clay and heavy soils, which are most easily com-
pared, and consist principally of alluvial clays,

the London and jjlastic clays of the Tertiary
system, the Weald, Kirameridge, Oxford, an<l

lias clays, and the new red marl of the Secondary
system, the clays of the coal measures, and those
weak clay soils devoid of lime found amongst the
Silurian and Cambrian systems, besides the purer
clay formed by the decomposition of granite. Of
these there are certain formations the soils on
which will be of better quality, and others which
are worse than they appear. The .alluvial clays
are the moat fertile, and next to them probably
the lias clay. This form .tion comprises some
very stiff, poor, thin skinned land, as well as much
that is better, and some of the best Leicestershire

pastures ; but when it is bad it always looks so,

and is more fertile in proportion to its texture

and depth than some to be afterward;^ mentioned.
This formation is associated with the lias lime-

stone containing all the great Saurian fossils; and
a very small percentage of jihosphate of lime, in

addition to an ample supply of the carbonate,

may possibly account for the fact. The London
cl.iy also, though not in so great a degree, may be

said to incline to fertility ; and it will be noticed

that this also rests upon a carbonate of lime in

the form of chalk, though it does not possess the

same supply of fossils. The Oxford clay, on the

contrary, which bears the same relation to the
middle oolitic seiiea that the lias does to the lower
one, is certainly of a barren nature in comparison
to either it or the London clay ; i.e., a soil on the

Oxford clay will be found slightly less productive

than one of the same consistency and depth on
either the lias or London clay. Still more are

the clay soils of the Weald of Sussex and Kent of

an infertile nature ; although they contain email

deposits of ehelly limestone, called Petworlh or

Sussex marble, this deposit is, probably, generally

deficient in lime, whilst it is often associated with
ironstone ; but whatever the cause, stiff and poor

as it often looks, the Weald clay is even less

fertile than its texture would indicate ; and a

valuer, accustomed to other foi-mations, will do
well to m;vke his calculations with great caution

on entering the Weald. Of the other soils men-
tioned the red marls are among the moat fertile

;

the plastic and Kimmeridge clays do not occupy
large areas, but most nearly resemble the London
and Oxford clays respectively ; the clays of the

coal measures are often very poor, and those on
the slate rocks especially so.

The lighter soils are not so easily compared,
because they do not resemble each other in ap-

pearance and texture. Still, some comparisou
may be made. The same fertility observed in the

liaa clay is preserved throughout the whole of the

lower oolitic series, even to the great or Bath
oolite ; although Mr. Bravender instances this as a

noted specimen of barren land. But, although its

average rental value along the Cotteswold Ilills is

low (prolably considerably below £1 per acre), if

its extremely shallow soil, lying on a hard rock

for subsoil, be considered, it is evidence of the

wonderful property of this rubbly rock for retain-

ing moisture that the crops are not burnt up, as

they certainly would be with a gravel or sandy
subsoil with only a similar depth of soil, which on
the chalk would form hardly more than down
land, and on slate rocks be almost worthless. On
other parts of its range, on Lincoln Heath, and iu

Oxfordshire and Nottinghamshire, its rental value

ri.ses to very respectable ligures.

The n,arrow belt of inferior oolite sand between
the Bath oolite and the Lias, which runs through
I'jUgland from Guisborough in Yorkshire, to near

Crewkerne, Sherborne, and Yeovil in the south-

west, is everywhere singularly fertile, and forms
some of the best light deep arable land in the

kingdom. The green sand also, associated with

the lower chalk, is essentially fertile, whilst the

Hastings sand and ironstone of the We.ald of

Sussex are essentially barren. This mode of com-
paring the diS'ercnt strata may be considered as

fanciful ; but I am rather desirous of calling es-

pecial attention to this part of my paper, because

I should be much interested in hearing what
others think of it. Iu addition to those enume-
rated, mauy other s'gns of good or bad laud are

often poiuted out, but most of them naturally

result from what h'.s been already stated.

To sum up, the valuer should form his conclu-

sions primarily from an examination of the soil

itself as to its mechanical composition, depth, and
subsoil ; then he should modify those conclusions

1 y his knowledge of the geology of the district,

and check and confirm them by all the botanical

evidence his observation may collect. The in-

trinsic value of the land being determined, many
other things have to be considered before arriving

at the rental v.alue of a farm. The condition and
situation of the homestead, sizes of enclosures,

position of the farm with reference to markets and
railw.ay stations, means of access, and other

points must bo carefully considered. Its eleva-

tion above the sea-level, its aspect, the presence

or absence of hedgerow, timber, adjoining woods,

game, rabbits, &e., must 1 e noted. Many more
circumstances might Le alluded to, but the whole
subject depends so much on personal experience

and judgment that it ia diliicult to convey much
information on it in a wiitten form. >very

attempt, however, must be useful, if only that it

tends to help us better to arrange our observations

so that more of their results are permanently pre-

served in the mental storehouse for future use.

A discussion ensued, in which Messrs. Ryde,
Crawber, Westbury, P. Badeock, Rex, Saunders,

the chairman, and others took p.art. A vote of

thanks was accorded to Mr. 1'uckett, and the

meeting adjourned to Monday, April 8, when a
paper by Mr. T. Chatfield Clark will be read en-

titled " A Review of the Progress made iu Pro-

viding Improved Dwellings for the Industrial

Classes."

LONDON AND LONDONERS.

THE following speech was delivered by Mr.
Passmore Edwards on Tuesday last, on the

occasion of the laying the first stone of the Sub-
urban Village and General Dwelling.?' Company,
at Brixton. [A notice of the meeting appears

under the head of " Buildin-,' Societies."] After

the ceremony, and Lord Shaftesbury's speech,

Sir. Edw.ards said:—
As citizens of London we stand in the presence

of two facts, both of which are sufficiently grave

and sufficiently pregnant with interest to merit

.all the attention we can give them. These twi>

facts are the rapid growth of London and the

social condition of Londoners. I would first make
an observation or two on the rapid and continuous

growth of London. Since I came to this city

—

now about twenty-three years ago—London has in-

creased nearly one million in population. Just

think of that fact—one million in twenty-three

years! Why, it is more than half-a-dozen Euro-

pean historical capitals put together. It is more
than Rome, Venice, Florence, Milan, and Genoa
united. It is equal to the united populations of

Berlin and Vienna j.ut together. I suppose in-

ancient or modern times there was never before

such rapid growth, with the exception of certain

places in the United States of America, where
towns and cities spring up as if by enchantment.
5tr. Fleming, who preceded me, knows all about

Bath, and Bath is a tolerably large city. We are,

however, adding to London every year nearly as

many persona as live in Bath. But though
London has been thus increasing in quantity it

has not improved in the same ratio in quality.

A large proportion of the inhabitants of London
live iu close, ill-ventilated rooms, and iu a condi-

tion deleterious alike to moral and physical health.

Nothing, in fact, is more notorious than the

miserable manner in which huudi-eds of thou-

sands are housed iu this the metropolis of what
is exiled the most civilized nation in the world.

This state of things has not been occasioned

by want of means, for daring the period I

have mentioned England has made in many
ways prodigious progres.^. We have expe-

rienced unexampled commercial development,

we have harnessed science to industry, and

subordinated the arts to common wants in

a way never before witnessed. English enter-

prise has sought opportunities of action iu almost

every clime. The keels of our vessels plough

every sea and kiss every shore. But during the

time we have been unfolding these v.ast produc-

tive capacities, we have been neglecting the ordi-

dinary home duties of providing decent dwellings

fur the industrial [loor in our largo towns, and
this state of things has been permitted to grow up,

not because we have not h,ad the power, but be-

cause we have not had the desire to prevent it.

We must, however, now look the facts full iu the

face, and seriously inquire how remedies may ba

apijlied to meet the evil. It is not to be done by
philanthropic exertion. Whilst giving philan-

thropists due credit for the l:est intentions, and
for a certain amount of action in this matter, I

cannot shut my eyes to the fact that nearly every

philanthropic endeavour to provide improved
homes for the people of London has failed, and
the failure of these attempts has acted .as a dis-

couragement to men of capital to invest money
in "model lodging houses " and such places.

Philanthropy and commerce cannot well act

successfully together in this work. I do not see

what philanthropy has to do in providing houses

for the people any more than iu providing clothes

or shoes, or food for the peo]iIe. There are

"ample scope and verge enough" for p>hUan-

thropy to protect the helpless, to provide for the

halt and the blind, to bind up the wounds of the

suffering, and to stanch the tears of unavoidable

aliliction. Let it not for a moment be thought

that I iu any way am undervaluing the inten-

tions and the actions of philanthro]iio men ; all

I wish to say is that the great evil we complain o£

—the miserably inadequate pi-ovision of healthy.
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decent (lwelUug3 in our great cities, must be met
by men of business in a business-like way. And
I further state that we have at the present time

all the means at our disposal to effect a salutary

revolution. There are now in the city of Londun
millions of sleeping capital waiting for a safe and
profitable investment. A large portion of our

national wealth has for years past ilowed

into unprofitable channels. Let anyone scan the

City articles of the morning papers, let him
glance down the share lists of our great compa-
nies which have absorbed so many scores of mil-

lions sterling, and he will find that generally

these companies don't pay. Would it not be

better if this money, or a portion of it, instead

of being invested in Peruvian Bonds or Mexican
Bonds, were used in the erection of civilised

habitations for our working men ? If this were
done in a proper manner, many who have re-

cently had to lament over immense losses in

foreign undertakings would now be receiving a

good percentage for their money. I see before

me Mr. Allen, the builder (of "the Improved In-

dustrial D^elling.V Company)," and he, if neces-

sary, can confirm my statement that that com-
pany, which is the largest of the kind in London
or the world, not only pays 5 per cent., but
is creating a reserve fund for jmssible con-
tingencies. "The Improved Industrial Dwellings'
Company" has expended, I don't know how
much, but certainly scores of thousands of

pounds, and it has provided better homes for

thousands of people, and it pays well. If that
company, under the direction of Alderman
Waterlow, Samuel Morley, and others, can use to

such advantage to itself and its tenants the money
entrusted to its care, other companies similarly
conducted can produce similar results. There
are, in fact, at the present moment in the city of

London three great wants looking each other full

in the face, and these three wants, paradosical

as it may seem, can materially and mutually
assist each other. First, we have capitalists who
want safe modes of investment. There are, in

fact, millions sterling lying almost unproductive.
Secondly, we have Ecores of thousands of people
in Loudon who want employment ; and, thirdly,

we have hundreds of thousands who want belter
homes. Let other companies be formed—and
there is room for many of them like the " Im-
proved Industrial Dwellings' Company," and
three great, useful objects will be gained. Capital
now lying fallow will become fruitful. That
would be a gain. Secondly, men standing all

the day idle, almost starving, and longing for
something to do, would be employed. If they
were employed there would not only be less

forced idleness, but less poors'-rates to pay, and
much more satisfaction in society. And, in the
third place, men, with their wives and children,
would have better, purer, and healthier homes.
Here, then, is the necessity and the opportunity
for a great experiment— I will not even say ex-
periment, because experience has demonstrated
that, if the means be rightly employed, rich
results may be realised. There is another class

of persons who can greatly assist in promoting the
great work, and that is the working men them-
selves, and they have a favourable opportunity in
so doing in cooperating with this society. The
society intends to erect on this estate between GOO
and 700 houses, to be occupied principally by arti-

sans, and it is contemplated to get the capital from
shareholders, who are to become the owners
of the houses. It will, in fact, be a work-
ing men's estate. We have in London a variety
of estates. We have the Duke of Bedford's
estate, the Duke of Norfolk's est.ite, the Marquis
of Westminster's estate; and I don't see why
there should not be peoples' estates .as well as
peers' estates. In fact, I should like to see
London dotted all over with estates occupied by
and owned by the people. We have in England
hundreds of building societies, and they are, as a
rule, economically and satisfactorily conducted.
In fact, the manner in which they are conducted
throws altogether into the shade the conduct of
many of the great commercial companies of the
City. I do not fear the result of this society,

provided its atl'airs be honestly administered.
Everything will depend on that. The directors
who have.undertaken the superintendence of the
company have taken charge of a serious responsi-
bility

; as on their economy and judicious govern-
ment will depend, not only the prosperity of the
society, not only the interests of the shareholders,
but to some e.\tent the moral issues of this great
movement. Every successful experiment nur-
•tures_publio conBdence, whilst every unsuccessful

|

endeavour raises up an additional obstacle

in the way of providing better homes for

the people. If this company succeed similar

companies will be formed in different parts

of London and other large towns ; but if it

fails capitalists and working men with only a few
shillings a month to 5p.are will shake their heads
and button up their pockets. There is therefore

every motive for careful, painstaking, and zealous

action. It is, I think, undoubted and undeniable
that; the health and the morality of a people, as

well as the prosperity and power of a state, depend
in a great degree on home comforts and domestic
life. Let us sweeten the homes of men and we
vastly increase one of the most fertile sources of

human happiness. There is before us in London
at the present time a vast wiklernessof unhealthy
homes, tenanted by men and women who are the
victims of ignorance, want, intemperance, and
neglect. This wilderness must be invaded, its

social evils must be assailed and its vices lessened,

if not destroyed ; and the first thiug to be done
is to provide better places to live in, and then we
shall have a vantage ground for the cultivation of

the domestic virtues, and from domestic vistaes

wUl spring apurer patriotism and a 'nigher national

life. There is, however, much to be done before

society will wear a difl'erent aspect. I believe

with Lord Shaftesbury, who has just laid the

foundation stone on which I stand, that there are

good things in store for us. I cannot believe that

the present state of things with its colossal wealth
in very few hands on the one side, and a conti-

nent of homeless poverty on the other, will last

for ever. Neither, in fact, can I bring myself to

believe that our boasted civilisation, which carries

with it such vast blessings and such vast evils, will

remain in its present condition for anylengthened
period. I moreover think that there are potent
forces at work in our midst at the present mo-
ment that are destined at no distant day to affect

for good the mass of our people. We are, I ad-

mit, under a cloud just now. Credit is at a low
ebb, and trade morality is conspicuous by its

absence ; but never let us forget that right is

always young, and that justice never dies. Let
us have arbitration instead of strikes as a means
for the settlement of tra.le disputes between
capital and laboxu- ; let us have co-operation ex-

tensively cultivated for a more equitable distribu-

tion of the fruits of industry ; let us have societies

righteously administered for the provision of im-

proved homes for the people and by the people; let

us have common honesty imported into com-
merce, and common justice interwoven into legis-

lation, and poverty will be diminished, social

comfort increased, and the moral wealth of

England multiplied for the good of the world.

Mr. Edwards concluded his speech amid con-

siderable cheering.

mons, it being out of the question to impute in-

tentional cruelty to the surveyor, and without
proof of that a conviction was impossible. The
I>ractice was, however, sharply censured by them,
and the lesson thus taught by the society should
be well heeded by other towns. It 1:3 disgrace-

ful to the townspeople of Birmingham that this

barbarous method of repairing roads should be
allowed to continue at the cost of considerable
loss to the owners of horses and the grossest
cruelty to the animals themselves. Birmingham,
however, is not alone to blame. In London, and
too many other large towns, the same practice

prevails. We do not expect to awaken any com-
passion for the sufferings of animals in the soul
of corporations, but we would advise any owners
of horses who may be injured in a manner similar

to that above referred to, if possible energetically

to claim ample compensation for the loss sus-

tained. The various governing bodies will then
soon find that it is by far cheaper to pay the
comparatively small cost of a steam road roller

than to encounter successive compensation claims.

The steam roller prepares the road tor traffic at

once and effectively, and there is little cost at-

tached to its use. Those manufactured by Ave-
ling and Porter, of Rochester, especially, have
proved successful in every public trial, and we
can only marvel that they are not more widely

used. If local boards and other similar bodies do
not speedily move in the direction we have indi-

cated, we shall advise them to substitute wooden
roads for stone ones, and supplement such advice

by Sidney Smith's counsel to the canons of St.

Paul's—namely, "to put their Itcads together, and
the thing will at once be done."

INLAID OR CARVED WORK.

THE principal figure in the page of ornament
with this title is intended as an example of

a style which has become rather popular with the
general public in manufactured work. It is

founded on the Arabian and some other Eastern
styles, but has also a tinge borrowed from the
mediseval manuscripts. Its chief recommenda-
tion is its prettines.s, but as this prettiness 1:

been to a certain extent gained by a sacrilice of

strength the design will not bear a very minute
criticism when tried 'oy the severe laws which
governed mediaeval ornament, although it will be
found to bear scrutiny well enough when
judged by the milder canons of Eastern design.

The four small sketches on the same page are

conventionalized renderings of natural forms.

J. M. S.

BOROUGH SURVEYORS AND CRUELTY
TO ANIMALS.

LAST week one of the officers of that most
useful association—the Society for the

Prevention of Cruelty to Animals—summoned
the Borough Surveyor of Birmingham before

the magistrates for cruelty to horses and other

animals in repairing the ro.ads by means of placing

on them sharp angle-edged stones over which
horsrs were obliged to pass uutil the stones be-

came embedded in the ground. One horse has

died in Birmingham from the effects of an injury

in the foot sustained from the above cause, and
others have been seriously injured. Of course

the magistrates were obliged to dismiss the sum-

SCHOOLS OP ART.

Nottingham School of Art.—In the Govern-
ment examination held last month, as many as

17S candidates presented themselves for examina-
tion, and 314 papers were worked and forwarded
to the Departments of Science and Art, London,

I

for the prizes, &c., to be adjudged. In freehand

1
drawing 100 papers were worked ; in practical

I
geometry, GQ papers ; in perspective, 55 papers

;

in model drawing, S3 papers ; and in mechanical
drawing, 10 papers ; total, .'J14 papers. The results

are not likely to be known before the end of May,
when it is to be hoped that this School of Art will

take as high a position as it did last year. We
understand that there is likely to be a very satis-

factory local prize list this year, some gentlemen
in the town having subscribed liberally to this

fund, so that what with Governmental and
local prizes to work for, the students have
certainly every encouragement to exert them-
selves.

Sheffield.—The annual conversazione was held
in the school on Tuesday, March 1(5, J. A. Roe-
buck, Esq

, Q C. (and ex-M.P. for the borough),
in the chair. After an able address, he distri-

buted the prizes to the students, viz. :—One na-
tional bronze medal, one national book prize, and
eleven elementary book prizes, awarded by
the examiners at South Kensington. This school

has laboured under great ditficulties during the
past six years on account of the large debt on the
building and the withdrawal of the Government
grant. Last year an appeal was made and ear-

nestly taken up by H. Wilson, Esq., and in a

short time the amount required to clear ofi' the

debt and leave a good balance in hand was sub-

scribed. The amount received from South Ken-
sington as " payment on results " three years ago
was £68. Last year it had increased to £188,
showirg a very satisfactory result of the teaching.

We may now hope for a more prosperous state than
heretofore. At the examination for art masters
at South Kensington in February last, Mr. O. A.
lllston, a student of the school, passed and
received his certificate, being the second success-

ful student of this school. The Sheffield school

has not <mly the distinction of having prepared
two students successfully for art masters, but
seven others are no.v at the South Kensington
Museum—three as national scholar.^, one in the
training school, and three holding important and
valuable appointments as decorators.

Mr. John Parson, chairm.an of the Bo^rd of the
Metropolitan Railway Company, has just resigned
the office of Vestry Clerk to the parish of St.

Luke, Old-street, which he has held for twenty-
seven years. Mr. Watson Ward Haync has been
chosen to fill the vacancy.
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PLAN OF IIER MAJESTY'S THEATRE—MR. CnARLES LEE, ARCnifECT

HER MAJESTY'S THEATUE.

THE members of the Architectural Asso-

ciation paid a visit, last Saturday after-

noon, to Her Majesty's Theatre, which is now
approaching completion. They were met and
conducted over it by Mr. Pain, one of the

architects, who kindly gave full explanations

of all its varied parts and appliances. T)ie

theatre, after its destruction by fire in 1.^67,

has been re-erected on tlie same site by Mr.
Iharles Lee, assisted by his sons and partner,

Lee Brothers and Pain. The works have
been carried out by the contractors, Messrs.

George Trollope and Sons. Above will

be found the plan of the theatre, and on
pages 294 and 302 transverse sections illus-

trating the general arrangements.
The reputation of Her Majesty's Theatre as

an opera house has been deservedly great. In
a jiaper "On the Constiuction of Theatres,''

read at the Royal Institute of Architects in

I8G4, by Warrington Taylor, Esr]., a well-

qualified judge, it was declared to be "the

very best theatie in the world for sound."
The architects therefore have acted wisely in

departing i'rom its general plan and arrange-

ments as little as possible. They have taken
it as it stood, simply striving to correct its

ascertained deficiencies. Thus, the stage ac-

coniraoilation having been previously far too

small, it has been added to without mateiially

encroaching upon the area of the auditorium
in depth and width, so that its area is now
ysft. wide by 55ft. deep, instead of only 87ft»

bv 34l't. The auditorium, carried farther
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back, remains almost the same as it ditl, but

the hall which was behind it has been omit-

ted tor want of space, and consequently the

amphitheatre above is coutraottd and has a

steeper rise. Had it been possible to have
attained an additional 20ft. in the length of

the site, this reduction need not have been

made, and the arrangements would have been
still better. Great care has also been pro-

perly bestowed upon the entrances and exits.

There are now separate, in most cases two,

staircases to each part of the house, to avoid

confusion ; thus we have stairs to amphi-

theatre, stairs to amphitheatre stalls, stairs

between tiers of boxes. Royal entrance and
stairs, stairs to stalls, to pit, and to pit tiers

of boxes, &c., all delivering to their respective

exits, of which there are five more than in

the old building. The intermediate crush

room or useless hall is avoided, but there are

three saloons for ladies,which was not the case

before.

The requirements for the several classes of

which an audience is composed and lor the

performers seem to have been carefully

studied and due provision made, but they are

too multifarious for us to endeavour to follow

them ; we believe the result will do credit to

the practical judgment and ingenuity of the

designers, and that as much safety has been
secured in the construction of the building as

the circumstances would permit. To have
rendered the building fireproof, within the

means at disposal, was impossible, but the

risk has been materially diminished. This

has been accomplished by isolating the

dilferent portions. Wherever practicable the

floors, to the extent of nearly an acre in area,

have been formed of Dennett's fireproof con-

<;rete, which, unlike ordinary lime concrete, is

almost indestructible by lire ; the roof is of

iron, and the stage is separated from the audi-

torium by a wall continued to the top with-

out any other opening in it. One important
modification of the usual treatment of

theatres is to be noticed in the manner in

which the successive tiers of boxes have been
formed. These have been increased in height,

and consist of four tiers above the pit, all of

which are carried on Messrs. Pliillips's rolled

iron cantilevers, extending through the cor-

ridor at the back, and built into its two con-

centric walls. By this means the necessity for

any supports to the fronts in the shape of the

usual columns has been superseded. The par-

titions between the boxes being movable, each

or all of the tiers can at pleasure be thrown
open, and there will be obviously less obstruc-

tion to sound. The depth of these tiers is in

excess of what would be best for the boxes,

but this has been entailed by the necessity to

provide for the other use to which the build-

ing is occasionally put. This additional depth
will doubtless be, to a certain extent, injurious

to the sound, and must be considered as a
disadvantage even if balanced by other ad-

vantages. A comparative glance at the old

and present plans will show how much more
compact and imbroken was the concentric wall
round the auditorium of the former building,

and how much better calculated it was to re-

flect the sound ; we may, indeed, compare it

to a tightly strained drum, whereas its suc-

cessor is as one that has sagged, and is more-
over pierced wdth so many openings that it

.seems as if it would allow the sound to be lost

within, and to escape from it.

In other respects the character of the
auditorium is little changed, but seems to

curve more at the sides towards the stage.

The outside faces of the boxes slightly recede
as they rise, but in an even line, with few
projections, and are so continued right up to

the stage front with a commendable simplicity
and absence of the usual misplaced architec-

tural features. The pit is confined within the
aiea bounded by the line of boxes, and there
is no trap for the sound behind it, as in most
theatre" The ceiling tits the space well

;

ct quite, we think, as it did, and as Mr.
Taylor described it " like the top of a poma-
'tum pot " following the shape of the area, and

not built from four corners as at Covent
Garden ; it is, however, like a smooth saucer,

being a very ilat dome with pendentivcs,

almost forming part of it, carried by four long
and depressed elliptic arches opening to the

proscenium, the amphitheatre, and side

galleries. In all these points, as indeed in

the reduction of the depth of the amphi-
theatre, rendering it less a trap to conduct
away the sound with the rush of heated air,

we recognise judicious adjustments to the

main purpose of the building—the distribu-

tion generally and equally over the house of

the music performed on the stage and the

orchestra.

The lighting of the house is to be mainlj'

from the large central chandelier, assisted by
branches in front of the grand tier only. This
will be effective and economical. The foul

air will be carried away by the same shaft in

the centre of the ceiling, and fresh air, warmed
to a moderate temperature, will be admitted
in sufficient volume from the front of the

boxes to secure ventilation. The stage is

entirely open, with three tiers of flies on each

side, reached by circular iron staircases.

Want of space seems to have prevented the

adoption of enclosed passages at the sides,

which ought alway.s, if possible, to be pro-

vided, to avoid the necessity of the singers

having to stand on the cold stage and to keep
the wings clear. The stage is covered by a
nearly flat roof on iron lattice girders, which
forms so ugly a feature on the exterior. Now,
seeing that one of a high pitch would have
provided space for the barrel floor in the

centre, and for the cloths to go right up with-

out doubling, it is a matter of regret that

such was not adopted. If it could have been
made useful it would certainly have been
more ornamental. The space beneath the

stage is a marvel of machinery, with arrange-

ments for the wings to move by counter-

weights on the mezzanine floor, on the French
plan, instead of having light wings to work
on the stage, and numerous other complicated

matters, which we are inclined to think far

too complicated and expensive to work, but
are quite willing to leave to the test of ex-

perience.

Thus far we have spoken of the practical

and mechanical treatment of the structure.

In such main points it contrasts favourably

with other theatres. Thus it has few and hiri/e

entrances, with more and smaller exits, though
the multiplication of these to the full extent

desirable was rendered difficult by the nature of

the site. The pit and stalls have each their

distinct one, and the double grand staircase

would seem to provide sufficient for the
boxes. But above all is to be commended an
absence of attempts at architectural tours ile

force, and a general simplicity and absence of

ornament throughout. Would that this had
been carried further, and that everything of

the kind had been omitted, for we regret that

as soon as we have to touch upon the treat-

ment of the building in its architectural and
artistic features all commendation must
cease. Granted that the occupants of this

building are severally conducted to and from
their positions in the house in comfort and
safetj', it is by passages, corridors, and stair-

cases utterly devoid of grace or character.

Here and there, with less reticence than
within the auditorium, a few columns and
brackets, and other Frenchified pseudo-Classi-

cal features obtrude, every one of which is

objectionable. One or two enamelled slate

chimneypieces give a dismal idea of the orna-

ment that, if larger funds had unfortunately
permitted, would have disgraced so important
a building in the metropolis of England. As
regards the decorations of the interior, it may
be said in their favour that they are so timid
and neutral that they can hardly be ofl'eu-

sive, but they consist of the usual stock curton

lilcrrc ornamental details of worse than no
.style, painted so softly and delicately that the

blaze of gaslight will nearly obliterate them.
The general tone will be salmon colour and

i gold, slightly relieved by faint blue, which will

all blend into a pale amber colour, and with the

proposed yellow curtains as of old, will doubt-
less produce a brilliant eft'ect, and if the neu-
tral tint, whether subdued red or grey, of the

sides and backs of the boxes suffice to throw
up the complexions and dresses of the ladies,

as is hoped, the effect will probably be satis-

factory. We question, however, the verdict

of the blondes among the beauties as to its

relation to their own charms. The panels

into which the ceiling is divided are of a
bluish tint, enclosing medallions with heads

of musicians in white on a pinkish ground;
bands of ornament decorate the outer cove
around the dome and the inner one aroimd
the chandelier. The proscenium frame has a
gilt enriched moulding, and supports a sort

of entablature, on which is a group of figures

in relief in the centre, with a panel on either

side filled with commonplace conventional

foliage, and a shield with coat of arms sur-

mounts this very unambitious composition.

We cannot refrain from expressing much dis-

appointment at the alisence from the build-

ing of art in any shape in spite of the ad-

mirable examples so lately set by the

Queen's and Gaiety Theatres in introducing

the work of painters of a high class on their

respective prosceniums, and we lament over a

lost opportunity for pressing home to the

public mind a lesson in which they had
begun to take interest.

ARCHITECTTJKAL SOCIETIES.

Liverpool Architectural Soclety.—The
twelfth meeting of the 2l3t session of the Liver-

pool Architectur.-il and Archa;ological Society was
held on Wedne-day week. The chair was taken

by Mr. Joseph Boult, and there was a numerous
attendance. Jlr. J. A. Pictou exhibited and ex-

plained a number of sketches of cliurches and
streets taken by him during the last summer in

Norfolk and the east of England. Mr. Tictou sug-

gested that during the summer a " Sketch Club "

should be formed tor the purpose of visiting any
churches or other buildings of interest in the

neighbourhood of Liverpool, and he offered a

prize of two guineas for the best set of sketches

made during the recess by any member. Mr.

G. E. Deacon, C.E., then read au interesting and
well-written paper on " The Ji^thetics of Con-
struction ; an investigation of the condition under

which beauty of form and scientific construction

necessarily co-exist in architectural and engi«

neering works." A vote of thanks having been

accorded to Mr. Deacon, the meeting separated.

Worcester Diocesan Architectobal Society.

—The fifteenth annual meeting of this society was
held on Thursday fortnight at the Natural History

Society's Couucil Room, AVorcester ; Mr. G. J. A
Walker presiding. The report, which referred

chiefly to the restoration of old and building o£

new churches in the diocese, alluded aa follows to

the Cathedral restoration. " Tlie work of restora-

tion at the cathedral has been brought to a close,

so far as the exterior is concerned, by fllluig all

the niches of the \ orch with statues, and by com-

pleting the carving of the tower. The latter is

tbe only external feature that ever possessed much
ornamental detail ; andnow that thishasbeen repro-

duced by the skilful hands of Mr. Boulton, under

the direction of Mr. Perkins, the tower has a

really noble effect. The small pinnacles along the

parapet, however, appear rather insignificant,

especially when viewed at a distance ;
and the

parapet itself has too much the effect of a cast-iron

erection to be quite satisfactory. In the interior,

tbe magnificent reredoa, erected at the cost of the

dean, from Mr. Scott's design, has been completed

with the exception of the wrought metal work
intended to be placed within the open arches on

each side of the live niches forming the centre of

the composition." The report also stated that

the new church at Uallow is almost ready for

consecration ; and amongst tho new works con-

templated or in progress, the following may be

mentioned :—The erection of new churches at the

Lye and in the parish of Tardebigge; school

chapels at Castlemorton and Upt- n-on-Severn,

and schools at Eckiugton ; the rebuilding o£ the

churches at Bishampton and West Malveru ;
and

the restoration of St. Andrew's, Worcester.—The

report was formally adopted.—The oJicers were

re-elected, and the committee appointed. Three

I
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new members were elected, Mra. Barber, Sedge-

berrow ; Rev. H. Kingsford, Stoultou ; and Mr.

Barclay, Worcester.

ARCH^OLOGICAL.
Masonic Aroh^ological Institute.—The

third meeting was held ou the 23rd ult., at Free-
masons' Hall, Mr. Glaisher, F.R.S., iu the chair,

on which occasion a paper was read by Mr. W.
Besant, M.A., on "The Recent Discoveries in

connection with the Palestine Explorations con-

ducted by Lieutenant Charles Warren, E.H. "

Discovery op an Ancient Saltpit.—The
ravages made by the sea on the shore at Small-
mouth (near Weymouth) have lately brought to

light what is evidently one of the saltpans or
s-dince, used by the ancients for the manufacture
of salt. It is a circular trough 6ft. or 7ft. in

diameter, formed of well puddled clay. It has
two openings, lined with slabs of Kimmeridge
shale to a thickness of about 2in., one of these
channels being covered by a slab of similar ma-
terial. The outer edge of the basin sloped for
about 2ft. until it reached the level of the ground.
About fifty yards distant was uncovered some
masonry, apparently of Saxon construction, but
unfortunately it was destroyed as eosn as dis-

covered and the stones carried away. Portions of

British Roman pottery were also found near, and
some perforated stoues, which are supposed to
have been worn as charms. The mention of
salterns or saltpans frequently occurs in the early
history of Weymouth, and it is on record that
King Athelstan, in remorse for the murder of his
brother, granted to the Abbey of Milton " all the
water within the shore of Weymouth, and half
the stream of Weymouth out at sea, twelve acres
in support of the wear and its officer, and three
theynes and a saltern by the wear." The locality

indicated is probably the neighbourhood of Wjke,
and if so it may be fairly conjectured that the
relic lately unearthed formed part of King Athel-
stau's grant.

BUILDING AND LAND SOCIETIES.

The United Land Comi-any (Idiited).—The
second general meeting of the shareholders took
place at the Norfolk-street olRces on Wednesday,
Viscount Ratielagh in the chair. Mr. Gruneisen
(the secretary) having read the minutes of the first

meeting of July 31, which were confirmed, the
report of the board was presented, stating that the
estates of the Conservative Land Society iu
eighteen counties had 1-eeu taken over by the
United Land Company (Limited) on September
30, that nine new properties had been purchased,
and that between December 9 and March 19
twelve sales by auction or by allotment had taken
place. The result of the sales, after clearing off a
large proportion of the preliminary e.'ipenses,

enabled the directors to declare a dividend of 5
per cent., free of income tax, and to carry forward
a 'balance to the nett proSt and loss account. No
futther call than £2 per share has been made on
the £5 shares. The report was unanimously
approved and adopted, and votes of thanks passed
to the dii'ectors, secretary, and officers.

Halifax Permanent Benefit Bdildinq So-
ciety.—The si.iteenth annual meeting of this
society was held on Tuesday week. The receipts
from all sources during the year had been
£130,619, being an increase of £17,223 upon the
preceding year. An increase had taken place iu
the deposit de;iartment of £0,3S2 during the past
year, the total amount being £49,457, and the
withdrawals £2.">,9il. Loans had been made to
the amount of £58,130, being an increase over
the previous year of £7,717. The total amount
of receipts from the formation of the society wsb
£612,656. The society had iu the Lank abbut
£20,000.

EiGHTEENTn Starr Bowkett,—The fifth an-
niversary dinner w.is held recently. From the
annual report it appeared that the profit realised

during the past year, after payment of current
expenses, was £123 17s. 2d. Forty-eight new
members had been enrolled daring the pa.-,t year,

making the total number of shares taken up
nearly 800. The amount advanced was £6,000,
and shortly there would not be a notice of with-
drawal upon the books, and thus the appropria-

tions during the ensuing year would be greatly

accelerated.

a new suburban village recently commenced by
this company at Loughborough Park, Brixton.

The Suburban Village Company proposes to build

ou this tract of land 050 houses, all designed with
the greatest care as regards sanitary requirements
and family convenience, but of different capacities

and values to suit the wishes of the members. It

purposes as the houses are built thi'y shall be at

once occupied, and rent charged upon a scale

which, in a given time, not exceeding at the
longest twenty-one years, will pay the cost of

building, and leave it the sole property of the
occupier, chargeable only with a ground-rent
more moderate than those generally levied iu the
neighbouihood. The peculiar open and healthy
position of this site renders it particularly advan-
tageous for such dwellings. It is bounded from
end to end by the line of railway, and at its south-
eastern end by large villas, standing in extensive

gardens and pleasure grounds, and no future e.^-

teusion of the metropolis can therefore cut off its

supply of pure fresh air from the country. The
houses are from the designs of Mr. Pite (Haber-
shou and Pite), of Bloomsbury-square. Lord
Shaftesbury, after laying the stone, spoke
earnestly on the need for the social elevation of

the working classes, and of the good eftected by
such companies. The Hon. Arthur Keunaird,
M.P., the Rev. Mr. Fleming, and Mr. J. Passmore
Edwards also spoke, the latter enlarging upon the
safety and steady returns of land and building
societies as compared with the large City com-
panies, which too often afforded no return for the
large sums of money invested in them. [A report
of Mr. Edwards's speech will be found on page
292.]

Barnstaple.—The eighteenth annual meeting
of the members of the Barnstaple Freehold Land
Society took place on the 18th ult. From the
report read by the secretary it appears that the
present number of members is 1,224, holding 2,66

1

shares. The business of the past year amounted
to £14,819; the assets, £30,272; the profit,

£1,551. £6,450 has been advanced on mortgage,
and £1,164 has been expended in the erection of

sis houses. The shares matured aud total with-

drawals amounted to £1,813. The directors

recommended a dividend of 6 per cent., which
would absorb £1,521, leaving a balance of £30 to

be carried to the reserve fund, which now amounts
to £417. The report was adopted.

The Drainage of Rtde, Isle of Wiqhi..^
On Friday week Itr. Robert Morgan, Government
Inspector, held an inquiry into the state of the
drainage in the borough, especially with reference
to the application of the Town Council (as Local
Government Board) for power to borrow £5,000
for its improvement. The inspector agreed to
recommend the authorities to grant the powers
asked for, as also permission to borrow an addi-
tional .£1,000 for the widening of the roads and
the improvement of the streets in the borough.

The Drainage of Bisnop Stortfoed.—The
Local Board of Health have resolved to invite
Colonel Ewart, R.E , to inspect aud report on the
drainage of the town.

SouTiiMOLTON Water Supply.—On Tuesday
week, at a meeting convened by the Mayor to con-
sider the cheapest plan of providing water for the
town, the following resolution was adopted :

—

*' That this meeting, with a view to economy as
well as efficiency, is of opinion that the Local
Board should first execute, if practicable, such
works as may be common to the difl'erent plans
contemplated or proposed for obtaining such water
supply."

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

Leamington Sewage Irrig ltion.—On Monday
morning last the Leamington Local Board had a

special meeting to consider an offer made by Lord
^Varwick with respect to the town sewage.

Oiiginally it was the intention of the Board to

have given the "ABC" process of Messrs. Sillar

and Wigner a trial, and a committee was appointed
to confer with Lord \\'arwick as to the piactica-

bility of turning the etllueut water upon his

estate. In the course of the negotiations, however,
his lordship expressed grave doubts as to the

fertilising qualities of the effluent water, and re-

fused to concede any land for such a purpose. He
stated his willingness to meet the requiremeutsof
the town in another way, and that was for the

sewage to be pumped upou the land in its raw
state. Pending the completion of these arrange-

ments, the Board handed over the works to

Messrs. Sillar aud Wigner, who will carry on the

ABC process for one year. At the meeting
on Monday the committee announced that Lord
Warwick had offered to pay the sum of £450 per

anuum, for thirty years, for the town sewage, the

Board to erect pumping engines and conduct the

sewage on to the estate near Warwick. The com-
mitteerecommended the Board to accept this offer,

which was done by a formal resolution. It was
stated that a loan of about £11,000 will be re-

quired for the new works. An agreement embody-
ing the details of the contract is to be prepared
by Lord Warwick's agents and submitted to the

Board for approval, and it is expected the new
system will come into operation about March,
1S70, when Messrs. Sillar and Wigner's control

over the sewage works will cease.

The Kingston Drainage.—The Government in-

quiry as to the Kingston drainage scheme has

closed, so far as the case in its favour is concerned
;

the iuspector (Mr. Itawlinsou), on being requested

to hear evidence in opposition, stated that it was
an unusual course to take such evidence, but that

Suburban Village Company.—On Tuesday he would consult the Home Secretary upon the

afternoon Loid Shaftesbury laid the first stone of poin'

WAGES MOVEMENT.
Two hundred masons in the employ of the Duke
of Portland, at Welbeck, have struck work. A
large number of depeudent labourers have, con.
sequeotl}^, been thrown out of work. The masona
seek an increase of wages.

The M.isoNS of Bradfoiid and their Em-
ployees.—There seems every probability that
the contemplated lock-out on May 1 will take
place, the masons having refused to accept the
terms offered by their employers with reference
to machine and dressed stone, payment by the
hour, and arbitration in the event of disputes.
The notice served on the workmen by their em-
ployers specifies that 7il. per hour shall be the
ordinary lato for skilled workmen ; that the
rules against machine and quarry-worked stone
shall be abolished ; that all disputes shall be
settled by conciliation or arbitration courts to-

be formed for this purpose ; that, upou six days*
notice, the masters are prepared to publicly
meet the men, select arbitrators, and mutually
appoint an umpire ; aud that these alterations

are required to come into force on May 3, 1869,.

or upon such other day as the new or altered
rules shall come into force. Mr. M. Shepherd,
secretary of the Bradford Lodgo of Masons, has
replied that it was unanimously resolved at a
general meeting to resist all the proposed
changes. It is to be hoped that iu the brief in-

tervening period something may be done to

relieve both employers and employed from the
disasters that inevitably follow either a look-out
or a strike.

The Bricklayers and Builders in the Pot-
TERIES.—Last week, Mr. Davis, Stipendiary

Magistrate, sat at Longton, as umpire in a diffi-

culty which has arisen between the builders of

the Potteries and Newcastle and tl.e bricklayers

in their employ, arising out of a demand ou the

part of the latter for a reduction of working
iiours half an hour a day, and an increase of
wages to the extent of a farthing an hour. At
present the bricklayers receive 6|d. an hour in

tho summer month?, and begin at seveu on
Mondays, and at six on the other days, leaving

off at six every night except Saturday, when
work censes at one. They wish to leave off

work at half-past five, the same time as the

joiners and masons, aud ask for the iuci-ease of

pay to make up for the reduction of hours..

Tbo buiUiers have conceded the application to

leave off at balf-past five, subject to the men
beginning at six on Monday morning, which
would make their hours precisely the same as>

tho other branches, but tho men refused to

accept the condition. The employers declined

the application (or more wages, and pleaded tho

stale of the trade as not allowing them to pay
more for labour than they are now paying. Poor
employ eis and four operatives laid their respec-

tive cibes before the umpire, and tbo questions

were fully discussed. Mi-. Davis, at the close,,

intimated that ho should not feel disposed to

make any change in tlio houi-.", tho men, who
were the movers in the matter, ttatiug that

they preferred the existing hoars to the altera-

tion proposed by the masters, but be would
carefully consider tho subject ot the wages. A
vote of thanks was cordially passed to Mr. Davis

lor his services.
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juilb'mg Intelligence.

OHtmOHES AND CHAPELS.

Bboomfielt).—The extensive restorations at

Broomfield Church, Essex, are rapijly progress-

ing, and a portion of the building is already roofed

in. The restoration will be thorough and com-
plete, the only parts of the old building loft intact

being the tower and part of the south wall. The
works are being carried out under the direction of

Mr. F. Chancellor, architect, of Chelmsford.

Darlington.—A new church for the United
Presbyterians was opened on Wednesday week.

The style adopted is Geometrical Gothic, and the

edifice consists internally of nave and aisles, with

an apse at the east end. At the south-west angle

is an octagonal tower, surmounted by a spire, the

total height of both being 120£t. The cost, in-

cluding site, is £3,600. Mr. John Ross, F.R.I. B. A.,

of Darlington, is the architect, and the work has

been executed by local contractors, the heating
apparatus being supplied by Messrs. Lewis and
Adams, of Middlesborough.

GiRLiNOTON.—A new Wesleyan Chapel is to be
built at Girlington, near Bradford, from the com-
petitive design of Messrs. Andrews, Son, and
Pepper, of that town. The style is a modification

of the Italian, and the cost will be about £4,000.

HoLMsiDE.—On Wednesday last week the foun-

-datiou fctone of a new church was laid at Burn-
hope, in the ecclesiastical district of Holmside.

Mr. T. C. Ebdy is the architect, the style Geome-
trical Gothic. The plan of the church consists of

a nave, chancel, organ chamber, vestry, and west-

ern porch. The east and west windows will be

filled with tracery, and the church throughout
will have an open timber roof, supported on de-

tached columns. The whole of the sittings will

"be free. The works have been in progress for

some mouths. The contractor for the misonry
is Mr. Robert Kell, jun., of Chester-le Street.

MiRFiELD (Yorkshire) —The foundation stone

of the new parish church here was laid on the 29th
ult, by the Rev. R. Maude, M.A., vicar. The
.style is Early English, and designed by Mr. G. G.

Scott, B.kj under whose direction the work will

Tdc carried out. The plan consists of nave, aisles,

chancel, and tower, with open porch on the south
side, and two vestries at the north-east end of the
north aisle, one of them being for the use of the
choir; the apparatus room and coal vault will be
under these, and approached by steps from the
outside. The church will be entered westward
through the tower, which with its noble dimen-
sions will add considerably to the length of the
building, it being 153ft. long. The nave is 82ft.

long divided into live hays, is 27ft. aoros3,and 64ft.

from the floor line to the apex of the roof ; the aisles

are each 13ft. 6in. wide, and the chancel—in-

cluding the choir and sanctuary—40ft.longby 27ft.

wide. The tower at its base is 30ft. square ex-

clusive of the buttresse-s, and rises 13'Jft. from
"the ground line to the top of the pinnacles, and
will contain a clock and ten bells. Externally
the church is to be built with Yorkshire stone
from St. Michael's Mount Quarry, the face of the
stone to be diagonally tooled. Internally the
•stone is from a neighbouring quarry having a light

brown tint, and will be rubbed toasmooth surface.

Mr. H. Roome is the clerk of the works. Messrs.
W. and J. Milners are the contractors, and Messrs.
Barker and Clough are engaged to do the carpen-
ters' and joiners' work. The cost will be about
£20,000.

New Wesleyan Chapel at Burscouoh Bridge,
Xancashire —A new chapel was opened at Burs-
cough Bridge last week. The style is Early
Pointed, and the building is constructed of brick
with ornamental bands and arches above the
windows and duors. Messrs. Bridge and Son, of

Eurscough, were the builders. The chapel accom-
modates about 500 persons, at a cost of neaily
.£1,000.

Pelton Church, Countt of Durham.—This
beautiful little church has just received a hand-
some and desirable addition in the erection of a
new south porch. The %vork was entrusted to

Mr. George Bailey, of Pelton House, and has been
-executed in the most substantial manner in solid

ashlar, both externally and internally. It is in

strict keeping in design and detail with the
ohurcb, being Early English, with polished red
granite shafts to the columns, and other appro-

firiate enrichments. A marble tablet inserted in

the inner wall bears the following inscription ;

—

'* Erected by a parishioner as a mark of respect to

the Rev. Henry Barrett, M.A., Vicar of Pelton,

in the 27th year of his incumbency, A.D. 1369."

South Shore.—On Wednesday week the foun-

dation stone of a new Wesleyan Chapel was laid

at Sovith Shore, Lancashire. The style of the

building will be Gothic, and the material will be

brick, with stone dressings. The total cost

will be £2,000. Accommodation for 320 per-

sons will be provided. Messrs. T. Bird and Son,

of Manchester, are the architects.

St. Levan.—We hear that the old and interest-

ing parish church at St. Levan, Cornw.all, is about
to be restored, according to plans and designs by
Mr. Sedding, architect, of Penzance. Messrs.

Bone, of Liskeard, are the contractors.

Victoria Park.—On Tuesday week a new Con-
gregational Church was opened iu the Approach-
road, Victoria Park. The building, which is in

the Lombardic style, was erected from the designs

of Mr. Poulton, at a cost of £9,500. Messrs.

Carter, of HoUoway, were the builders.

buildings.

Birmingham.—On Monday week the foundation

stone of new parochial schools was laid. Accom-
modation is to be provided for 300 boys, at a total

cost of £8,050. Messrs. Martin and Chamber-
lain are the architects, and Messrs. Jeffery and
Pritchard the builders.

Croydon.—On Tuesday week, the Archbishop
of Canterbury laid the memorial stone of the new
Whitgift Middle Class School at North End,
Croydon. The building, which will be adapted at

first for 300 boys, is arranged in the form of a

wide letter H. In the centre will stand the en-

trance tower, 80ft. high, and 18ft. square at the

base. On the upper floors of the tower will be a

stationery room, a clock room, and a bell

chamber.

Otley New Mechanics' Hall.—Last week the

building committee of the Otley New Mechanics'

Hall received tenders for the different works in

connection with their new building. The follow-

ing are the names of the contractors whose tenders

have been selected :—Messrs. Flesher Brothers,

builders, Burley-in-Wharfedale ; Mr. Frederick

Taylor, joiner, Otley ; Messrs. Chaffer, plasterers,

Otley; Messrs Suttle and Waddington, plumbers,

Otley ; Mr. Horner, painter, Otley ; and Mr.
Edwin Thornton, slater, Otley. It is intended at

once to start with the new building, the plans for

which have been prepared by Mr. Charles Fowler,

of Leeds.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
NOTICE.—Cases for binding the BUILDING

NEWS, Vol. XV., are now ready, and can be had,

price 23. each. Cases for binding back volumes
can also be had.

distance from London, where neither his book
nor my letter are accessible, but his own remarks
on the subject of veneering (as quoted by him in

his letter) appear to me to give to that process a
very qualified approbation ; while the contents
and the general tone of his observations (as far

as I remember them) are decidedly antagonistic

to it. If I am mistaken, and Mr. Eastlake is

really an advocate of veneered work, I withdraw
my remarks, and rejoice that he and I are so far

of one mind.
With respect to old mahogany, I am perfectly

aware that it was formerly hand-polished ; but there

is a great deal of mahogany furniture in existence

which may fairly be called " old," and which is

Fraicli-p ^lished. In the house where I am writ-

ing are several articles of Spanish mahogany that

were made for their owner and French-polished
in the year 1S31, and they liave never been touched
ill the w nj of polish since. The colour is hardly,

if at all, inferior to other articles which have been
constantly oil-polished (it being lighter and
brighter), and the mouldings and enriched por-

tions are clean ; whereas in the other case they
are choked up and blackened by accumulated oil.

Be it borne in mind that I have raised no objec-

tion to hand-polishing (a process which has

several advantages over its modern rival), but
have merely defended the latter against Mr.
Eastlake's vehement attack.

In the case of the Knole arm-chair, Mr. E ist-

lake has strengthened my arguments by his ad-

mission that " practice is better than theory."

He does not attempt to refute my statement that

the chair is opposed in principle to strict wood
treatment, and its durability merely proves what
I am contending for—that well-made articles

will last whether they be constructed on the rude
principles of the mediaeval joiner, or in accord-

ance with the lights possessed by the more
civilised cabinet-maker in an age celebrated for

its scientific and manufacturing skill. I have no
wish to enter into the personalities which the

concluding paragraph, in particular, of Mr. East-

lake's letter might provoke ; and, as the re-

mainder of his remarks will be readily dis-

posed of by every re.vder who has carefully

perused my arguments, I need trespass no further

on your valuable space.—I am, &c.,

M.R.I.B.A.

To Our Readers.—We shall feel obliged to any of our
reatlera who will favour us with brief notes of works con-
templated or in progress in the provinces.

Letters relating to advertisements and the ordinary busi-
ness of the Paper should be addressed to tlie EDITOR,
31, TAVISTOCK 8TKEET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office before 5 o'clock p.m. on Thursday.

RECErvED.—'W. H.—'W. M.—B. and D.-J. G. and Sons
—J. D.-J. A. H. and Sous,—F. R. -W.-T. and R. B.—H.
K. and W.- J. G. H.-W. C—T. F. R.—P. and J.-P. L.

—A. B. T.—J. P. S.—C. B. A.

Hints on Household Taste.—Sir,—In my reply to
" M.R.I.B. A.'s " letter last week (-ith paragraph, Ind
column, page 281) the word "everywhere" has been acci-

dentally substituted for " anywhere." As it occurs in a
quotation, you will perhaps kindly allow me to correct the
mistake. — I am, Ac, Charles L, Eastlake.

HElGHAlir Church CoMPETrrroN.—Referring to a para-
graph in your last impression under this head, in which
my name is mentioned, I shall be obliged by your allowing
rne tu state that 1 was not a competitor for this church.

—

I am, &c., R. fil. PrrrpsoN.—Norwich, March 31.

"HINTS ON HOUSEHOLD T.i.STE."

To the Editor of the Buildujq News.

Sir,—May I trouble you to insert a brief ex-

planation of what Mr. Eastlake alleges are "in.
accuracies as to fact " in my letter of the 19 th iust. ?

I have perused that gentleman's reply at a

Sir,—Mr. Eastlake's book is certainly a very

disappointing one, for in it he shows himself very

clever at finding fault— a most easy matter—but
he does not give us any designs of his own which
one would care to adopt, to say the least of them.
He finds great fault with modern joinery ; but,

beyond saying that ancient joinery is better than
modern, he gives no other system to go upon, and
his own joinery, as far as can be made out by his

plates, is so bad that I question if his work
would hold together, showing plainly that he
cannot be considered a good judge of what
joinery should be. I will take but one instance,

the washstand, of which he gives us, in his letter

last week, the size of the leg—3pu. by lin. The
angle legs are shown notching up into the top rail

about lin. (certainly not more), and in the top

of the leg there are two pins shown. Now, what
are they pinning into ? I can only imagine that

there is intended to be a mid-feather in the top-

rail, through which the pins go. But what would
be the strength of it ? Then, what do the end

rails frame into ? They meet wiih but one inch

of the leg perpendicularly, and only one inch in

thickness ! What is to prevent the whole from

collapsing ? Then look at the centre leg or up-

right, pinned in the same extraordinary manner,

top and bottom, and a drawer above cutting

through nearly the top rail, lleally, if Mr. East-

lake will only study a common kitchen table, he

will see that even modern joinery is better than

this. J. K. C.

March 31.

SOANE MEDALLION CO.MPETITION.

Sir,— I was much pleased to see in your num-
ber of the 26th ult. a fair and impartial criticism

upon the drawings sent to the Royal Institute of

British Architects for the above competition, be-

cause I think the opinion of a disinterested per-

son, if compitent to julge, is of great value to

the competitors, and, in a case like the present, to

all younger members of the profession at large.

But if I may be allowed to say a few words, in

justice to myself and the authors of some of the

other designs, I would ask—Why should any
drawings be allowed on the walls of the Institute
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which arc not prepared in accordance with the

conditions issued ? We often hear of a bungle

being made by vestries and other public bodies,

but when we compete for an honour at the Royal

Institute of British Architects we do expect to see

matters better arranged. In this case you will

observe that five of the nine competitors have

used colours (in fact, the author of the design re-

commended has done so), and yet the conditions

distinctly state that the drawings shall be in

Indian ink or sepia, " and strict compliance with

all directions is required." Why, I ask, are

these drawings exhibited ? Is it not unfair to the

rest of the competitors ! And, again, 1 would

ask, is the question of accommodation gone into ?

I may be wrong, but it appears to me that very

few, if any, have provided accommodation for 800

members in the club-house. The plan of the

design recommended is extremely small, and I

do not observe even a W.C. and the necessary

conveniences on the principal floor. Surely there

must be some mistake. In conclusion, 1 would
suggest that one instead of two subjects be iu

future Riven, as it is iu my opinion a difficult

matter to judge the merits of several designs for

separate subjects. -I am, &c.,

A Competitor.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
Dispute aboit an Architect's Charges.—At

the Poultou (Lancashire) County Court, on
Wednesday week, the case of Henry Woithing-
ton 1'. John Dewburst was heard. The plaintiff

(who conducted his own case) said that ho was
an nrcbiteot, and was employed by the defendant

(a property owner in Blackpool) iu 1S65 to pre-

pare plans, elevations, srctions, detail?, and
specifications for the erection of a beerhouse at

Blackpool. He also prepared a copy of the

plan lor the Local Board of Healtli, and like-

wise one to be submitted to tho mugistratcs on
applying for a spirit licence. For this work he
charged £12 15?. He had leceived £2 on
account, and he now claimed the balance. On
being cross-examined by the defendant's counsel,

tho plaintiff said that the defendant had rc-

TiiE Edinburgh MiSEUir.—The Lord Provosi

of Edinburgh hns received an intimation to the

effect that tho Uuvernment are prepared to in-

sert in the estimates tor the enauiiipf year a sum
of £10,000 towards the extension of the Mnseum
of Science and Art, on the understanding that

the ultimate cost will not exceed £53,335 1 7s. 2d.,

and also under certain conditions with regard to

properties in the neighbourhood of the building.

Poisonous Bi;ead.—The bakers of Cologne

have (eays Onca a Week) been subjected to what
would at first appear to be a meaningless sys-

tem of supervision. The representatives of cer-

tain health olfieera have been down upon them,

seizing samples, not merely of the bread they

bake, but of tho fuel with which they heat their

ovens. It appears that a famous chemist of the

scented city, Dr. Void, discovered poison in bia

loaves iu the form of oxide of lead, zinc, and
copper, and soiiietimos a salt of baryta also._ Bypeatedly applied for particulars of the meaeuro-

mcnta and tho extras', but he (plaintiff) had re-
,

fused to supply them, although it was part of his P'"* V^ V*^, "";]

Jjl^j ' TT
f.1.1

..„. .i,„ilmqniry mto tl ...
the chemical matters found their way into the

commissioned to make an official

--
v, „ -,, , ' ,,,,.

I
inquiry mto tho subject, and it came ont that

ngroemeiit to do so. He would not swear that
| ^, ' _,^_ . . •<.',.. . . .,

Inttrcommunication.

QUESTIONS.
[1331.] -COLOURED TILES.—Could yon or any of your

con'e»poudeut3 give me .i list of the various colours of tiles,

stating also the colours from which each may be coui-

pounded? as I wish to try my hand at designing a few

patterns, but have hitherto been unable to obtain the

exact Eh:ide3 of the compound colours.

—

Aschitect's
POFIL.

[1335.] - A COMPLAINT.—I applied for the situation of

practical builder, A:c., that appeared in your paper—the

Bcrr.DlN<: New.^—of January 22 and 29, also February 5,

1869. In the said advertisement it stated plainly that

testimonials and drawings were required. According m
directed, 1 sent off by post my testimonials and drawings,

addressed to Mr. Geo. Hand, Wolverhampton. I also re-

ferred th.at gentleman to my present employer, or his

agent, for I am at present in a similar situation to the

advertised. About February 19 I forwarded Mr. Hand
postage stamps, desiring, if done with my drawings, &c,

,

to return them, but no answer ; again, on March 6, 1 wrote

to him, wishing my drawings by return of post, and still

no ansn'er. I consider drawings property, for it requires

both time and money in their- preparatioD, so 1 shall feel

greatly obliged to anyone for any information on the above,

or if it is not customary to return drawings on such occa-

sions.

—

Davie.

[1336.)—MORTAR.—Mortar taken from old buildings

built in dark ages is invariably as hard as the stone that is

set in it. How long would it require mortar that is used

in this age to be of equal quality ? or, in other words, pro-

viding mortar be composed of two-thirds sand to one of

lime, and not too much *' water tempered," what number
of years would it require to bo equal to that used 500 years

ago ?

—

An cient M .^son rv.

[1337 ]—THE SACK.—1 should be obliged if one of your
numerous readers would inform me whether I, as a journey-
man carpenter, can demand money for the time it takes me
to grind my tools when I get what is termed in this part

the "sack" from my employer?

—

Chip.

[1338.]—PATENT PORTABLE BEDSTEADS.—"A Sub-
scriber " wishes to know where the portable bedsteads are

sold patented by Mr. E. Johnson, of 160, Piccadilly, num-
bered 1260, or if the patent still exists.

he did not make a contract with the defendant

(o prepare tho whole of the plans for 503. ; if ho

had done so ho had forgotten it. The defendant's

counsel eabmitted that the plaintiff had not ful-

filled the whole of his contract, and that, there-

fore, ho was not entitled to a verdict iu his

favour. The judge ruled that the contention of

the defendant's counsel waa right, and non-

suited the plaintiff.

DlTFlCUI.TIES OF THE BUILDING ACT.—On
Tuesday week half the time of the magistrate at

the Marylebone Police Court (Mr. D'Eyncourt)

was occupied in hearing cases in which Av,
Peebles, the district surveyor under the Act,

had summoned persona for not carrying on tho

buildings iu which they were engaged in con-

formity with the statute. In the course of a

long discussion, Mr. D'Eyncourt repeatedly com-
plained that the Act was a moat perplexing one

to deal with, and that he had very ooiiaiderablc

difficulties iu making his decisions. He also

said that he was under this disadvantage, that

Sir. Peebles, the surveyor, knew every inch ot

the Act, whereas he (the magistrate) was neces-

sarily not so well acquainted with it. He
should, therefore, take time to consider what
decision he should give. In the case of the

Iloyal Alfred Theatre, tho district surveyor ap-

plied for his fees in connection with the altera-

tions that had been made in the building. Mr.
Simpson, the builder, said the charges were ex-

cessive, and contended that it was not the inten-

tion of tho Legislature to give heavy fees to dis-

trict surveyors for every trilling alteration. Mr.
D'Eyncourt recommended a compromise as to

the lees, which was agreed to by the surveyor
and the builder.

®\\x ifEce %Mt.

REPLIES.
[1323.]—COVERINQ OF TENTS.—The best and lightest

materi.al for covering a tent is a thin india-rubber coated

fabric, sold by all dealers iu iudia-iubber. It is very light,

and quite impervious tc both rain and light. Black twilled

calico, coated with boiled linseed oil, will form a rain tight

cover. Cloth may Iw rendered waterproof in a variety of

ways; for example, brushing it over on the wrong side

with a solution of gelatin, followed when dry by an appli-

cation of an infusion of nut galls. If one is not afraid of an
tinploasant smell (of short duration), make a varnish of India

rubber dissolved in bisulphide of carbon, and apply it to the
loth.— 8. A.

[132J.] — OPAQUENESS OF GLASS PANES.- Glass
panes, constantly exposed to the action of the sun and rain,

are soon deteriorated, as the potash or soda they contain
combines with tho carbonic acid of the air. A whitish
opaqueness is tho conse(iuence of this action, and in order to

make the pane return to its pristine transparency it should
first be rubbed with dilute hydrochloric acid, and then
cleaned with moistened whiting. By this means glass in an
extremeatato of decomposition may be completely restored.

—R. S.

A new regulation has just been issued by the
trustees of tho British Museum, requiring that
students frc(iuenting the galleries for tho purpo.sc

of copying objects of art, natur.al history, iSic.,

should on each visit inscribe their names in booKs
provided to receive their signatures, and now
placed in tho entrance-hall of tho institution with
that view.

Indian Abcii.cologt.— Tho snbjeot of Indian
archeology is being warmly taken up at the
Ethnological Society. Two special Indian con-
ferences have been held in the theatre of the
Museum of Geology, iu the first of which Mr.
Fergnsson took part, and in the second consider-

able space was devoted to Indian cromlechs, &.-.,

and their relation to those iu this island.

Proposed Canal between the Bat op Bis-

cay and thp Meditekkanean.—The project of

establishing through the Valley of tho Garonne
(France) a canal for largo navigation has ofceu

been mooted ; but there is now a now plan for

this undertaking, under tho auspices of M. iStaal

de Magnancouit. The proposed canal will admit
not only merchant ships of tho heaviest tonnage,

but also men of-war and transatlantic ateamors.

A port is to be established in the Giroude, just

below Bordeaux, and another on the Mediterra-

nean. The cost of the scheme ia estimated at

4 12,000,000f., and tho cutting of the canal would
occupy six years. The plan, If carried out,

will materially shorten the navigable com-
munication between England, tho north of

Europe, and India, for it will, in fact, be a con-

tinuation of tho canal of Suez.

The Langham Sketching Club.—The last

conversazione of the season will tako place on
Saturday evening next. This conversazione is

geiierally the most interesting and well-attended

of tho series, as on this occasion there are usually

on view many of the pictures intended for the

1 eusuing Koyal Academy Exhibition.

dough from tho wood used for the bakehouse
fires, and which, in the bad cases, proved to be

old painted house timber. Tho ashes and smoka
from such fuel yielded in considerable quantities

tho salts mentioned. White lead, be it remem-
bered, ia the base of all the housepainter's

colours, and woodwork gets coat after coat of it.

Tho alarm waa made, and the raid waa raado

upon the bnulanijcrics, when it was found that

iu many instances the ovens were heated with

demolished doors, window Bashes, and, in some
cases, with bioken-up railway carriages. The
paternal guardiana ofthe public health of Cologne

have taken measures to stay the evil.

Amalgamated Society of Cartenteks and
Joiners. — On Wednesday wetk the second
annual soiree of this society was held at the Free-

masons' Tavern, under the presidency of Thomas
Hughes, Esq., M.P. Speccheswere delivered by
that gentleman, Jleasrs. Applegartb, Muudella,

M.P., E.Beales, and ethers, and were followed by
a concert and ball, tho latter being kept up until a
late hour.

Ecclesiastical Dilapidations.—The Arch-
bishop of York has laid before the House of Lord&
a bill upon this subject. The bill provides for

the appointment of official snrveyors, who aro

to be chosen for archde.iconries and not for

dioceses, aud are to bo appointed by the arch-

deacon and rural deans. 'They are to be paid,

not by salary, but according to a rato of charges

to be fixed in each diocese by tho Bishop, arch-

deacons, aud the chancellor.

Shoreditch Appboaches.—At the last meet-

ing of the Shoreditch Vestry, the following

motion was carried:—"That it is the opinion

of this vestry that tho carriageways leading

westward from Holywell-street are utterly in-

adequate to the immenfely increased traffic of

the present time ; and as suoh'trafEo.is constantly

beoomin.; greater, it is now an imperative

necessity that the members representing thiS'

parish at tho Metropolitan Board of Works
should draw the attention of the Board to the

great urgency which exists for providing in-

creased accommodation iu that direction."

Planting Kailwat Banks.—The Gardeners'

Chronicle has two woodcuts showing how rail-

way banks may bo utilised by phantiug fruit; trees

as espaliers along th.e lines. Iu Belgium this

was done extensively threo years ago, and tho

trees now form a hedge and are doir:g well-

Tho expense of erecting such a fence and plant-

ing is tonpouco a yard, and tho cost of mainten-

ance is Id. per yard. Tho product iu ono year
has covered the expense of both planting and re-

pair ;" loss by theft," says our contemporary,
" is not to bo feared. Everywhere in the country,

fruit is more or leas wholly left for protection to

the public honour. Kailway liues are constantly

under supervision by surfacemen, &o., aud it

might be made part of their duty to give a little

extra surveillance while tho fruits are ripening."

Inroads or the Sea.—Tho inroads of the sea

between the Folkestone and Abbot's Cliff tunnels

have been very serious of late, threatening even

the safety of tho South-Bastern line. The Coast

Guard house, which has been built about

seven years, is in special jeopardy at the pre-

sent moment, tho ground having sunk. One
end of this building has already given way. This

station, which cost the Admiralty £5,000 a short

time ago, seems to have been badly chosen, and
without duo consideration on tho part of the

authorities.
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MouLiNS Akt Exhibition.—An exhibition of
pioturo?, sculpture, &o., 13 annouuoed to t: ke
place atMoulins, France, in themontbs of April
and May, and the directors, departing frum
usual custom, announce that thuy do not in-

tend to award any msdale, but to reseryo nil their

resources for the purohaso of works exhibited.

The Fosthcojiing Derbyjhike Aut and In-

EU.-TRiAi, Exhibition.—According to the Diji-hy

Mercury, to Derby belongs the credit of holding
one of tlie earliest and most successful of indus-
trial exhibitions, which was held at the Mechanics'
Institution twenty- five years ago. Tho provisional
committee finds the proposals for tho forth-

coming exhibition cordially received by 30 manj'
of the leading art collectors and miinufactarera
in the town and county, that they have deter-
mined to proceed with the undertaking. The
permanent committee has been formtd, and the
Drill Hall secured for the purposes of the ex-
hibition. The following ia the space available :—Total hall space, 8,G0Oft. ; total surface of
screens, 10,300fl.; ditto of wallcasss, l,OO0rt.

;

ditto of floor-stands and cases,!, 000ft. Mr. W.
Bemrose, Jan., is hon. sec. to the Fine Arts Com-
mittee.

Arbitration in Trade Disputes.—Mr. Mun-
della, M.P., and Mr. Eupert A. Kettle, judge of

the Worcester district of county court?, who
are the authors of the two systems by which it is

proposed to put an end to strikes and lock-outs,

have arranged to meet with a view t) the adop-
tion of one system, comprising the best points
of both. Such a code of regulations adopted,
a system would be in vogue which would mi-
terially forward the arbitration movement,
which is becoming of more and more im.portance
as the masses increase in political power. Mr,
Kettle has consented to go to Bristol on Saturday
(to-morrow) to inaugurate his system in the
building trades in that town.

Improvements at Scarborough.—The Town
Council of Scarborough have eilected the sale

(subject to the sanction of tho Lords of Her Ma-
jesty's Treasury) of a strip of ground at present
occupied by a few trees, and almost valueless,

except for the ornamental feature it thus forms,
for £1,500. The ground runs parallel with tho
road leading from Westborough to the Valley
Bridge, and has been purchased by tho pro-
prietor of an adjoining field for the purpose of
obtaining frontage and access to buildings pro-
posed to be erected on tho ground. Tlie pur-
chaser has agreed to give a st:ip of ground at
the Eouthern end to tnable the Corporation to

widen tho road running from the south end of
Toik-place to the north end of the Valley Bridge.

New Pier at Morecambe.—On Thursday week
a new pier, in the form of the letter "|", was
opened at Morecambe. It is 900fc. long, and
has been erected by the Morecambe Pier Com-
pany from plans by Col. Mavvson, C.E , of Man-
chester, at a ccst of £3,400. In its construction
there have been used 360 tons of wrought iron,

112 tons of cast iron, and 12,550 cubic feet of

timber. Mr. Gradwell, of Barrow, was the con-

tractor.

Proposed Embankment of the Thames at
Wappinq.—A public meeting has been held at

Wapping to consider the propriety of petitioning

Parliament to embank the river, so as to protect
the property in that district against the frequent
overflowing of the Thames, The chairman of

the mteting, in pointing ont tho necessity for
something being done in the matter, said that at
present, whenever there is a high tide the river
overtlows, and the inhabitants of one street are
obliged to turn out of their houses or be drowned.
Nor is this all, for after tho waters have subsided
the filthy, slimy mixture remains on the floors

and furniture, emitting an odour injurious to
health. Cue of tho speakers at the meeting, a
publican, Buid that ho had had his cellar full of
water four times in three week?, and on the last

occasion it was full for two davs, and on this
occasion a boat plied for hire along the main
street. In Plough-alley the water was 71t. deep.

A shopkeeper in the High-street said ho often

had Sit. of water and mud in his shop. The
meeting was brought to a close by tho formation
of a committee to collect information upou the

subject,

SiocKWELL Hospital.—-At the last meeting of

the Metropolitan Asylum District Board, the

Stockwell Hospital Committee submitted for

approval tho name of Mr. George Lansdowue
as the surveyor to take out the quantities for the

Fover and Small-Pox Hospitals, his remunera-
tion to be I per cent, if the contract should bo
taken at or about £50,000 and f per cent, should
it be taken for less than that amount, he provid-
ing the Board with tho names o£ ten responsible
contractors who would be prepared to tender
upon his quantities. The appointment was ap-
proved.

Cljips.

The practice of advertising by stencilling on
the foot pavements and parish posts, &c., in
Wandsworth and Clapham has become such a nui-
sance that the District Board of Works has found
it necessary to undertake the prosecution of one
person caught in the act, as a wai-ning to others.

The railway from Athens to the Pirceus has been
opened for traffic. The concession was given years
ago to a foreign merchant, who ceded it to a French
company, and was subsequently ceded to English
capitalists, by whom it was completed.

The Metropolitan Asylum District Board, at its

last meeting, adojjted a report of the Leavesdeu
Asylum Committee, recommending that they should
be authorised to enter into an engagement with
Mr. A. M'Kenzie to prepare the plans for and
superintend the laying out of the grounds at
Leavesdeu, for tho sum of £105.

The Bethnal Green Vestry is about to borrow
£10,000, to be expended in paving the old streets
of the parish.

A correspondent from Ottawa writes that the
"lumbering" or timber trade of that part of
Canada, which was supposed to have been severely
affected by the recent heavy storms, has not been
seriously interrupted, and that the obstructions
are by no means so extensive as was at first re-

ported.

Calamatta, the distinguished Milanese engraver,
is dead. His rendering of the pictures of the old
masters had gained him a European reputation.

The programme has been published of an Inter-

national Exhibition to be held at Munich, under the
presidency of the King, to last from the middle of

July to the end of October. Ai'tists of all nations
are invited to send their works, which must have
been produced within the last ten years.

The venerable Abbey of Montecassino, in Italy,

is threatened with demolition. It is reported that
Jlr. Gladstone has written to Florence in favour of

retaining this noble old stronghold of historic and
religious interest.

A committee, with Prince Tommaso Corsini for

President, has (according to a Turin correspondent)
been appointed to draw up plans, diagi-ams, and
historical notices of the old streets of Florence
which have to be demolished to give place to the
architectm'al improvements already decided on.

We hear that Mr. Thomas W. Keates, consulting

chemist to the City of London Gas Company, has
been elected by the Metropolitan Board of Works
to the office of Gas Examiner, under the powers of

the Act of last session.

It is stated that Her Majesty intends to Ijuild a
very large asylum for poor widows, near Coburg.

The sum of £10,000 has been left by the late

Mr. Crowley, of Hagley-road, Birmingham, for the
foundation of an orphan asylum in that town.

The new market-house at Accrington is drawing
towards completicn. The stonework will be entirely

finished in a month, with the exception of the

trophies yet to be decided upou. The ironwork,

with the exception of a few shop fronts, is com-
pleted, and the roofing is being put on.

Mr. G. E. Street, A.R.A., and Mr. Frith, R.A.,
have been elected honorary members of tho Imperial

and Royal Academy of tho Fine Arts at Vienna.

Messrs. Hill, Keddell, and Waldram have re-

moved theu' chief place of business from White,
chapel road to 33, Kiugsland road, N.E.

Mr. James Eckford Lauder, R.S..\., the well,

known Scottish artist, died in Edinburgh on
Monday, aged 57.

Lanterns are being placed on the faij-ado of the

Bank of England, towards Mansion House Place.

.Some of these are on projecting brackets, and do

not add to tho arcliitectm'al eti'oct, although

specially designed.

Faversham workhouse is to be enlarged by the

aildition of a ward to accommodate forty persons.

The magistrates of Canterbury will shortly meet
to discuss the question of the erection of a now
pauper lunatic asylum for East Kent.

The parish church of Icombe, in the diocese of

Bath and Wells, is about to undergo restoration.

We hoar that a clock is now being constructed

for Worcester Cathedral, at a cost of £2,000, by

Mr. Joyce, of Whitchurch.

At the last meeting of tho Ramsgate Local
Board, a letter was road from Mr. tolomou A.
Hart, R.A., applying for permission to exhibit the
portrait of Su- Moses Montefioro (the property ol
the Board) at the ensuing exhibition of the Royal
Academy. The application was granted.

A company has been formed tor the purchase of
the marsh land opposite Chatham Dockyard, on
which they propose to erect warehouses and
wharves. It is proposed to construct a short
branch line therefrom to tho North Kent Railway
at Strood.

The contiaot for the erection of a new church at
Gravesend has just been taken by Mr. Blake, of
that town.

Mr. G. Gilbert Scott, R. A., has recently received
a diploma as Honorary Member of the Imperial
and Royal Academy of Vienna.

Two new bm'ial-grouuds, one at St. Teath, near
Camelford, Cornwall, and tho other at Landulph,
in the same county, have recently been consecrated
by Bishop Trower.

The foundation stono of new national schools
was laid at Heigham-on-the.Hill, Warwickshire, on
the 18th ult.

The Wisbech Town Council is about to purchase
eighteen acres of land at Marshfield, to be laid out
as a public park and recreation ground.

Whilst excavating for foundations last week at
the Black Lion, Plaistow, some moulded stone
(coloiued) was found. It is supposed to have
formed part of one of the doors to West Ham Abbey.
Mr. John Green has been re-elected surveyor to

the Westhoughton (Laucashu-e) Highway Board.

Mr. William Winward has been appointed sur.
veyor to the township of Rumworth, Lancashire.

The tender of Messrs. Warburton Brothers, of

Harpurhey, Manchester, has been accepted for tho
re-building of All Saints' Church. Mr. G. E. Street,

A.R. A., is the architect.

Mr. Job Grime has been appointed surveyor to
the township of Little Lever, Lancashire, vice Mr.
Thornley, resigned.

Mr. Hodson has been appointed surveyor of

Little Hulton, at a salary of £30 per annum.

Mr. Thomas Curwen has been elected surveyor of

Horwich, with an annual salary of £10.

Messrs. Huges, French, Cook, and Boxshall
waited upon the County Justices, at Maidstone, on
Tuesday, in connection with the County Rate As-
sessment for Piumstead, and succeeded in obtain-
ing a reduction of £4,000 on the assessment of that
parish.

MEETIISrGS FOR THE ENSUING
WEEK.

MoND.T.—Society of Engineers.—"On the Methods
Employed in tbe Determinafiou of the Com-
mercial Value and Purity of Coal Gas," by
Mr. W. F. Hartley, at 7.30.

Royal Institute of British Architects.—'* On
Abyssinian Church Architecture," by W.
Simpson, Esq.

Entomological Society, 7.

Tuesday.—Institution of Civil Enginaere.—Continued
Discussiou "On American Locomotives and
Eolliug Stock," 8.

Anthropologic:!! Society, 8.

Koyal lustitiitiou.—" Ou Astronomy," by
Professor R. Grant, LL.D., P.R.S., 3.

Wednesday.— Society of Arts.-" On the Theory of

Boiling in Connection with Some Processes

in the Useful Arts," by C. TomUnson, Esq.,

F.K.S,F.C.S., 8.

Thursday.—Royal Institution. —Lecture by Professor

Tymiall, LL.D., F.R.S., 3.

S.iTURDAY.-Royal Institution.—" On Geology," by A.
Gcikie, Esq., F.R.S., 3.

irabe B^tos.

TENDEKS.
S ^^•DY —For erecting a new mansion at S:indy, Bed-

fordshire, for A. Peel, Esq., JI P. Mr. U. Glutton, archi-

tect. Quantities supplied by Mr. E. W. Crocker :
—

Kimberley -SSOOO

rAnson 79Si

Wobb '"80

Patrick ami Son 5707

Jackson and Shaw 7.W0

Foster 6605

Chelsea.—For alterations to Messrs. Phillips and Co'a.

Burton ale stores. Swan Wharf, Chelsea. W. S. Withermg-

ton, architeet :

—

Staines and Son (.wceptod) £503

Chester.— For the restoration of Chester Cathedral. G.

Gilbert Soott, R. A. , architect. Quantities by Mr. J. S. Lee,

43, Craven-street;

—

Barnsley, P.inniugham £2i.548

Hughes, Chester 23,571

Holme and NichoU, Liverpool 22,935

J. and W. BeauUnd, Bradford 22,366

Wood, Worcester 21,63.°

Thompson, Peterborough (accepted)... 21,263
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Derby.—Fororectiuga s- shop and dn-elling-house ami

„,„„, „,„,..„„, ,„ _„ate, Derby, for Mr. S. Evaas,

plumber, paslitter, &c. Messrs. Thompson and Young, ar.

chitects, 21, Irongate;—
(blxcluEive of basement.}

E Thomson £1939

Gadsby 19" »

J. W. Thomson ISoO

Fryer (accepted) 17-19 10

Ddsmow —For erecting a new Congregational Chapel,

Dmimow, EssciL. Mr. Charles Pert«ee, architect, Chelms-

ford :

—

T^ I 1Deduction
for old

Gross Tender, materials.

Thorn, Springfield £2497 ... £100

Glasscock, BibhopStortfol-d V182 ... 19o

Gozzett, Woodhain Walter 2159 ... lOj

Brown, Braintree 2055 ... 180

Johnson, Duninow 2050 ... 20D

Crabband Letch. Braintree 2050 ... .00

Cole Brothers, Thavted ISll 14 ... 210

Ddrham. -For erecting St. Paul's Church, Ryhope,

county of Durham. Sitiings for 633 adults. T. C. Ebrty,

M. R.I. L<. A., architect:—
No. 1.—For Nave,
Chancel, South
Trauaeptand Aisle,

HoxTOK —For erecting a chapal, school, and residence, Saxmundh^
E.i3t-road, Hojton. H. Field, Esq., architect. Quantities

|
G Habershou

by Mr. G. Lansdown :
—

Vestry.
Cbaiufaer,
Stng' of Peal

Patman and Fotheringham 43i5

Scrivener and White <791

Bishop *'!'*

HcLL. —For erecting St. Silas Church, Hull. Quantities

supplied for both designs by Messrs. Rake and Hauwell, of

3 Westminster Chambers, Victoria-street, S. W. :—
Mr. Smith's design.

Lowest tender, Simpson and JIalono, jCSdOS. Rejected,

than the committee intended spending.ning t

Mr. Mu desie

Robinson and Hall £3152
Evington and Wharram (accepted sub-

ject to .approved sureties being found) 3:04(

Mvisgrave 3119

Barrett 34;8

T. Sissons S&2
Foster 3J.93

Hut<:hinson 3510

Dove Brothers 3575

Skinner 3715

Shaftoe and Barry 3714
Sergeant '

37SO

Habbel-shaw 3942

.—For rectory house, Saxniundham. "W,
id Pite, architects:

—

Carter and Son £1890
Beedon l"^->

Chapman 1732
Culling 1725

Smith 171»
Gibbins H«li

Cuuuoldo H83-
Smith, Aldborough 1»17

Dove HOO
Carter, Saiiuundham 1360

Seaford (Sussei) —For new wing to almshouses at Sea-

ford, Sussex. \V. G. Habershon and Pite, architects:—

Kempsell £1361
Davey 130O

126!>

Arches. Columns,
and Temporary
Wall ttT North
Aisle.

Henry Hopper, Sunderhand,
masonry, &c £1510 ...

John Lowes, Durham, ma-
sonry, &c 1110 17 S ...

TVm C. Day .and Co , Het-
ton le-Hole, ni.asonry, &c. 1339 ...

G. Moir, Ryhope, masonry,
caipenter, joiner, and
plasterer's work (accepted) IGSl 10 ...

Clerk and Turubull, Sun-
derland, carpenter aud
joiner's work 695 15 ...

Peart and Humble, Bisliop-

wearmouth, carpenter aud
joiner'swork 623 ...

R. Sanderson, Durham, car-

penter and joiner's work . 535 ...

G. Gradou, Durham, car-

penter au 1 joiner's work . 520 ..,

W. Daube.- and Son, San-
derland, slating 159 0..

R. Rule aud Son, Durham,
shlting 113 1" ...

R. Preston, Sunderland,
slating (accepted) 131 CO..

Laidler, Durham, plumber ,. ,„ „
and smith's work 89 ... 15 10

R. Almond, Durham, plum- „ „ „
ber and smith's work 85 ... 2

J. and W. Glaholm, Sunder-
land, phitnber aud smith's

. , , ,

work (accepted) 71 ... included

Day and Co., Uetton-le-
. , , ,

Hole, plasterer's work ... 81 16 6 ... included

W. B. Wilkinson and Co.,

Newcastle, i>Iastering aud
cement floors C5 11 ... 11 9 2

R. R. Almond, Durham,
Btainer and glazier's work
(accepted) 75 ... 10

Scott .and Howson, New-
castle, stone carving 61 ... 2-0

Eye (Suffolk). —For reseating the chancel of Eye Church,

Suffolk. J. K. Colling, architect :—
T.J.Wilson £430
R. YouDR 340

Vine and Day 245

R. Tooley 210

R Cornifh (accepted) 220

W. Lndkin 210

J. and A. Wright 205 10

Fatebsuam. — For new offices, Ac, at Faversham

Brewery, for Messrs. Shepherd, Neame, and Co. :
—

Brazier and Son £37*8

Austen 3421

Lawson 3422

Judges, juu 3304

Stiff ...
3279

8.,llett 2823

Shnibsole 2749

Naylor (accepted) 2637

HOLBORN.—For erecting new mission house premises.

Castlestreet, Uolborn, for the Baptist Missionary Society.

C. G. Searle and Son, nrchiteota. Quantities supplied by

Mr. J. Bamett :—
Tarrant £10,034

Dove Brothers 9,476

Macey 9,391

Mansfield aud Co 9,375

Patman and Fotheringham 9,345

Higgs 9.141

Coleman P>069

Browne and Robinson 8.990

Ashby and Horuer 8,970

Myers and Sons 8,461

Brass and Co. (accepted) 8,437

Hou^6DITc^ —For erecting new warehouse, Gun square,

Hounsditch, for Mr. U. Solomon, C.C. Messrs. J. Young
and Son, architects :

—

Jacobs and Son 1490

Newman and Mann 1346

Henshaw 1310
Conder 1291

King andSons _. 1270
Hart 122»

Meriiltand Ashby 1209
Ashbv and Horner 1160
Cohen 1140

Kexsal New Tow.i.—For
Church, Kensal New Town
Qiuantities supplied :

—

lompletion of St. Saviour's

B. White, Esq , architect.

Bivett £3533

Hill, Keddeil, and Waldrain .32.59

Knnor 3 58

Eiile 3 OO

Scrivener and White 2971

LnxDON.—For alterations and repairs to 31, Cheapside,

for Messrs. RowsoU and Son. Messrs. Haywood aud Bias-

hill, architects :
—

Mansheldand Price i48)

Ramsey 476

Niud 4'0
Colls and Sous 441

London-.—For rebuildins four houses and warehouses in

Tottenham-place, and alterations, for Messrs J. Maple

and Co. F. G. Widdows, Esq , architect. Quantities sup-

plied :

—

Foiley £1203

Chessum 3785

Rivett 3773

Hill, Keddeil, and Waldram 3773

Clarke and Co 3719

Kirk 1240

Moiling 1233

Fuller aud Longley 1111

Nash 1W9

SoUTHESD, Essex.-For first block ofseven houses, Cliff-

terrace, Southend, Esses, lor W. Dowsett, Esq. W. Allen

Diion, architect, London :—
Mann £92:»
Mauley and Rogers 9073

WilkiiisandSou S063

Eaton and Chapman 8931

Thome 8773

Withers 8767

Staines and Son 8603

Wicks, B.%nss, and Co 8270

Socthoate —For erecting a villa at Soutbgale. 'W. G.

Habershon and Pite, architects:—
Newby £"55

Thurmott 737

Carter and Son '20

Kelly 697

Cowland 686

Field OaO

Baker and Constable 691

J. K. and J. Davis 656

TuDHOE.—For evectinga Catholic church and presbytery,

Tudhoe, for Rev. J. Watson. F. A. Hansom and Son, at.

chitects :

—

Masonry.
Ogleby £1687
Lowes 1500

Escavation, Masonry, and Plastering.

Walker and Jopling (accepted) ... 1390
Plastering.

Pearson 135 12 O
Carpenter and Joiner.

Mauley and Rogers ..

Scrivener aud White..

Cook aud Gieen

LOND

Quautiti

r.—For addition to Jlessrs. Johnson I

> in Hatton Garden. Mr. L. H. Isaacs,

supplied by Mr. L. C. Riddett:

—

H. Smith and Son £391

Sewell aud Son 596

Walker 660

Bamford 545

Foiley (accepted) 519

BFiELD.—For erecting five houses and a shop, at Mir-

for Messi-s, Furnisa Brothers. Mr. J. B.irker, archi-

Ellis, Excavator, Mason, and Brick-

layer £36;

Barker and Clough, Carpenter and

Saunders 747

Graham aud Fairless 667 0-

Alderson 695 10 0-

Nicholson (accepted) 5 15

Slating, &:c.

Diiwber 180

Mascall (acceptedl 138 10 O
Plumbing, Paii-ting, Glazing, and Metal.

Heron iOS

.lo 151

AlLitt, Phim ber and Glazier 15

S. Johnson, Plasterer 32 10

Wilde and Co.. Slater 36 15

Richardson and Co., Ironfounder 17

J. Brown, Painter 7 10

Total accepted tenders . £(;21 15

Almond (accepted) 203

Simpson 197

Hodgson (not including metal) ... 101
'

COMPETITIONS.
Royal Academy of Art.i.—National Gallery. -For th»

best p.aintiug in oil. or model aud design in pamting,

Ipture, ;uid architeoti

MoNMODTH.—ForMr. Fothergill'sshopsandfaotory.New-

port, Monmouth. W. G. Habershon and Pite, archi-

tects :

—

Williams £1123

Jones S775

Williams 3729

Richards 3673

Newark —For erecting a ninety quarter malthouse at

Farndon.Beld, near Newark, Notts, for J. Richardson, Esq.

Mr. C. Bailey, architect, Newark:—
llackeuzie £3010
Henderson 300O

Fretwell (accepted) 2956

Newark.—For erecting wool stores i:

Notts, f r Thomas Bayley, Esq. Mr
Newark :

—
Ward £525
FretweU 493 10

Duke 492

Mackenzie 4S5

Lane (accepted) 480

PoTTERlE.'^. ~ For new earthenware m.anufactory at Great

Fenton, for J. Aynstie. Esq. R. Scrivener and Sou, arch'

tects, Hanley and Longton. Quantities supplied :
—

Bradbury £8000

Kirk .ind Parry 7591

Briudley and Critchlow 67:iO

N. Karlow 6650

Matthews 6619

Trow andSons 604!

Callesaud Hudson 6185

Bailey 0400

PoTrERlE.t.—For shop and premises, Broad-street, Hanley,

for Mr. T. Cope. R. Scrivener and Son, architects, Hanley

and Longton. Quantities supplied :—
Bennett aud Cooke £730

Bailey
"20

Wooldridge '03

Matthews 691

The gold modal and the dis-

ooui^es of Presidents Reynolds, West, ic ; and for tho

best copies of drawings, models from life, tho antique in

landscape porspeo'ive, .fee. The silver medals, &c., Novem-
ber 1.

Clifton, Bristol.—The Guthrie scholarship. Values

£50 a year, aud £20 added. One or more scholarships

of £60, and one of £25, at Midsummer. Apply to tha

secretary.

Belgium Academy of Arts and Sciences.-For best

enquiry (essay) and report on the period at which archi-

tecture in the Low Countries l)ei-ame elfected by Italian

Buence. Premium, 1,000 francs, about £40.

St. Luke's, Middlesex.—April 23.—For plans, eleva-

tions, sections, aud estimate of costs of a building for a.

school to accommodate 20O boys and 100 girls. Mr. J-

Stickland, lion, sec, 9, Percival-slreet, Gojwell-road.

Plymouth —July 14—For designs, plans, and esti.

mates for a new guildhall, with law courts and public-

otiices. First premium, £100; second, £75: third, t60_

Mr. Whiteford, to ' ' " " • "• •'-
vu clerk, Guildhall, Plymouth.

_exley Heath Cuurch Bu:

for the proposed new parish chu
non-street, E.C.

ch. Mr. Marsh, 64, Can-

COSTRACrS OPEN FOR BUILDING
ESTIMATES.

Selby.—April 9 —For the erection of a w;irehouso,-

maltkilns, engine house, and other buildings. Mr. J. M.

Fawcett, architect.

Bristol -April 13 —For the ironwork of three bridge-

I Bristol Harbour Railway ov

street," Temple-street, and Pile-jtreet.

Victoria

^B... ..»--
secrea

t.i'ry7'Bi-i8to'l ilarbuur Railway, Temple Meail, Bristol

Little Bowden, NoRTHAMPToxsHiRE.-April 6.—-For,

the supply of broken granite Mr. J. H- Douglass, clerk

to the Highway Board, Market Harborough.

Market Harborouoh—April 5. -For the supply of

broken granite. Mr. J. H. Douglass, clerk to the High-

way Board, Market Harborough, Leicestershire.

Hatton, WARWicKSHlRE.-April 3. -For the erection

aud oompletiou of a new asylum for idiots. Mr l
.
r.

Sanders, cloik to the Visitors Lunatic Asylum. Hatton.

West Mallino.—April 7.-For the erection of an infir-

mary at the union workhouse. Mr. M. Bulmer, architect,.

West Borough, Maidstone.
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Nortii-Easteiin Railway.—April 9.—For the coustruc-

tion of a branch from Polaw to Jarrow, about 5 miles 06
ohaiua long. J. Cleghuru, secretary, York.

NoRTH-EASTEits Railw.vy.—April 9. - For tlie construc-

tion of the SalLburn oitension line, about 4 miles -iQ

chaius long. J. Clashorn, Eecretary, York.

Wolverhampton.—April 5.—Fur the erection of a new
townhallou tbesiteof the present one. Mr. E. J. Haje),
town clerk, Towuhall, Wolveihampton.

Shbewsburv.—April 8.—For the erection of a new
English i'leab^teriiin church, schoolroom, and offices. Rev.

J. vV. Cree, a*vau HilUcourt, Shrewsbury.

North-Easiebn' Railway.—April 0.— For the erection

of a macliina and tool shop, and for the extension of tite

smiths' shop at Gateshead. J. Cleglioru, secretary, York.

EvERTO>J, NEAR LIVERPOOL. - For the completion of ten
uufinished dwelliujj housed in Downiiig-atreet. Mr. Jones,

jidolphi Bank Chambers, South Johu-iticet, Liverpoul.

Ware.—April 5. -For the erection of an iuUrmary
Jidjoiuiug the present workhouse. Mr. F. Feck, architect,

15, Furuival's luu, W-C.
CuARMiNSTER. — April 8.—For the erection of the pro-

posed new county school. Mr. G. R. Crickmay, architect,

77, St. Thomas street, Weymouth.

Leeds.—For fitting up the new iufirmaiy at Leeds with
toells on the electric principle. Messrs. Ferkin and Son,
architects, 2, East I';u-ade, Leeds.

SxoRRiNGTON Ga3 COMPANY (Limited).— For the con-
struction of a brick tank and the erection of a gasholder
to the same; with columns, guides, weights, chaius, &c.,

complete, in aud outlet pipes, with syphons, main taps,

jtc. Mr.EdwiQ Hammond, Storringtou, Hur^tpierpoiut.

Metropolitan Eoaud of Work3.—April 8.—For con-
structing a sewer, subway, vaults, and the carriage and
footway paving aud other works iu conuecuou with the
new street from Blackfriars to tlie Mansion House. J.

Pollard, clerk, Spring-gardens, S.VV.

South Western and Brighton Railway.— April C.—
for the construction and delivery of a quantity ofwrought-
iron girders, bolts, rods, straps, *S:c. F. J. Macaulay,
secretary, Waterloo Bridge Ktation.

SOUTH-WSSTER.V AND BRIGHTON RAILWAYS.-April 6.—For the supply of a large quantity of rough and sawn
timber. F. J. Macaulay, secretary, Waterloo Station.

Hasimei.SMITH.—April 13. — For making and fixing a
pair of wrought-iron gates, two side gates, and some iron
railings. A. J. Roberts, clerk to the Burial Board, 1,

Grove terrace, Hammersmith.

Belton, Isle of Axholme.—For the erection of a boys'
aud girls' school aul olaas rooms with mister s house.
Messrs. Drury and Mortimer, architects, 1, Bank streot,

Lincoln.

Chelsham, NEAR Crotd JN.—April 10.—For alterations
4uid additions to Heuley Cottage. Mr. H. Spencer, archi-
tect, Taunton.

LivERPiioL.—April G.—For jobbing repairs to the work-
house, industrial school, and other parochial buildings.
Mr. R. J, Hagger, veitry clerk, parish offices, Brownlow
Hdl.

Seafo (D, Sussex. —For the erection of a new wing to
the almshouses. Messrs. Habershou aud Pite, architects,
38, Bloomsbury-square.

Gagingwell, NEAa EtJSTONE, OxoN.—FoT pulUng down
And rebuilding cottages, &,o. Mr. Howland, Thauao,
Oion.

Leed3.—For painting eight houses. Mr. R. Lawaou,
Kirkgate Market.

Radnorshire.—April 19. -For the partial rebuilding
Jind restoration of the parish church of Nautmel. Mr. J,
I^orton, architect, 2i, Old Bund-street, W.
Woolwich.— April 8.- For taking down and rebuilding

-the Crown and Masons Arms Tavern. Messris. Gosling aud
Sons, 70, King-street, Woolwich.

Chestek field.—April 10.—For the erection of a new
Wesleyauciiapel. Mr. J. Drabble, Heme House, Chester-
field.

Coventry.—For certain alterations and additions to
Pinley Hous.-, l-oll>'-lane. George Steaue, architect, 28,
Hertlord-streji, Coventry.

Otley Local Hoard Sewerage.—April 15.—For the
supply of drain pipes required in the sewerage of the town
-of Otley. Mr. Cliarles Fowler, Civil Engineer, Britannia-
buildings, Leodi.

Kingston (Suriey),-For the construction of roads upon
the Caubury Estate. Fuller aud Marr, Auctioneers and
Eatate Agents, 3, Whitehall-gardens.

Hull.—For the masons' work required in the re-con-
-structiou of the uew North Bridge. Joseph Pearson con
tractor. New North bridge, Hull.

Bfj)ford.—May 1.—For the construction of a covered
swimming bath. Mr. W. Wbyley, secrotary, Bedford
Public baths Company.

New Ross, County Wexfo d.—April 5. -For the
•erection of premises for the Bauk of Ireland Mr. S.
S^mes, 58, Lower Dominick-street, Dublin.

Dublin.—April 7.—For the repair of the North Bute
Wait Secretary, Ballast Oiice, Westmoreland-street.
Dublin.

'

St. Albans.-April 8.—For measuring the roada. Mr.
J. N. Edwards, Highway Board Othce, St. Albaua.

MiRFiELD.—April 12.—For the erection of six houses on
the Grammar School Estate, Hoptou, Mirfield. John
Barker, architect, Townhall, Mirfield.

Beckf.nham, Kent.-April 10.—For forming and com-
pletiug a road aud footpath on an estate. Mr. H. Daukes
7, Whitehall-place, S.W.
Beckenham, KE-T.—April 7.— For the erection of four

detached villa re=idenc6a. Mr. II. Daukes, 7, Wlutchall-
place, S.W.

Sr. Pang as. -April 6.—For making roada, &c., in their
<!emeteryatPinch]ey. Mr. C. Greene, clerk to the Buria
Board, Vestry Hull, St. Pancraa.

Fleckney, neak Market Harboro'.—April 9.-For the
restoration and eulargBraeut of tlu parish church. Mr. C.
Kick, arcliitect, WIeaford.

Jermyn-stbeet.— Api'il 14.—For the purchase of old

materials of Nos. 122 to 127. Mr. F. Peck, architect, 15,

Furnival's-inn, E.G.

Paddingt >N Workhouse.—The time for receiving the

tendex*B ia extended to April 9. H. Aveling, clerk to the
Guardians.

Bermondsey.—April 6.—For providing and laying
Aberdeen cui'b and second clasa Rockhill or Caithness pav-
ing. Messrs. Drew aud Wilkinson, vestry clerks, Vestry
Offices, Maltby-street.

London and North-Western Railway.— April 11.

—

For the erection of a passenger station and three cottages,

at Lubenham, Leicestershire. 8. Reay, secretary, Euatou
Station, Loudon.

Leed;s.—April 9.—For additions to the Pine Apple lun,
Park-lane. George Smith, architect, 17, York-place,
Leeds.

Midland Railway Company.—April 5.—For cleaning
and piinting the buildings at the following stations, viz. :

—Kirkstall, Shipley, Blugley, Long Preston, Settle, Hal-
torf, Caton, aud Morecambe. By order, James Williams,
secretary, Derby. March 'i4, 1869.

Bath.—April 10.—For the erection of a house iu the
Pulteney-road. J. Elkington Gill, architect, No. 1, Foun-
tain- buildiugs, Bath.

Birmingham.—London and North-Westera Railway.

—

April IJi. - For the enlargement of their goods warehouse,
at Curzon-street, Birmiogham. S. Reay, secretary, Eustou
Station, Loudon.

Halse, Somerset.— Apiil 16.—For the erection of ad-
ditional buildings to the rectory house at Halso. Charles
Knowles, architect, Bridgwater.

LoNQTON.—April 5. — For the erection of a villa residence
at Spratslade, Messrs. Scrivener aud Son, architects,

Hanley and Longtou.

LeaMington. April 15. -For the erection of a Wes-
leyan chapel. George Woodhouse, architect, Bolton-Ie-
Moors.

Idle.—April 5.—For the supply of about 2,000 tons of
limestone. Mr. N. Jowett, Idle.

Midland and London and North-Western Railway
Companies.— ;^pril 13.—For the construction of the Ashby
aud Nuneaton Railways, about 22J miles of double andsu
miles of single line. The Secretai'y, Midland Railway,
Derby.

Midland Railway.—April 6. -Forthe erection of engine
sheds, <tc. , at Manchester, Burtou-ou-Trent, Soton,
St:ivt:ley, aud Clay Cross. Secretary of the Way and
Works Committee, Midland Railway, Derby.

PROPERTY SALE?.
March 23.

At the Mart.—By Messrs. King and Baraty.—Lease-
hold two villas and plot of land, situate iu Dagual I'ark,
Tnornton heath, term 84 yeara unexpired, at £15 per an-
num-sold for £550.

Leasehold busiuess premises, Noa. 1 and 2, Thames street,
Rotherhithe, annual value £tiO, term 21 yeara from 1858,
at £39 per annum—£J,5.

Leasehold residence, No. 19, Cranfield road, New cross
letati34per annum, term 99 years, at £5 per annum—
£320.
Leasehold two cottages, Nos. 5 aud 6, Foxwel) street,

Maple road, New cross, annual value £28, term 80 years
from 18(58, at £.i 43. per annum—£210.

Leasehold residence. No. 5S, Wotton road, Deptford,
annual value £24, term 81 years from 1865, at jt;.;-±3. perau-
num-£2J5.
By Messrs. Debenham, Tewson, and Farmer. — Freehold

seven acres of building land, fronting Westgreeu road, Tot-
tenham -£4,000.
Copyhold three houses, Nos. 85, 87, and 89, Stepney green,

producing £66 per annum—£830.
Leasehold four houses, Nos. 1 to 4, South street. West

square, St. George's road, Lambeth, proc^ucing £150 per
annum, term eipiring in 1887, at £34 IO3. per annum

-

£480.
Freehold house, No. 27, James street, Manchester square,

let at £-J5 per aunum—£750.
Leasehold house aud shop, No. 188, Upper Seymour street,

Somers 'J own, let at £31 per annum, term 22 years unex-
pired, at £6 per annum—£375.

Leasehold house aud shop. No. 142, Edgware road, let at
£85 per annum, term 3 yeaia unexpired, at £5 8s. per an

-

num-£125.
By Mr. George Newman.—Freehold residence, No. 7,

Princes street, Fmsbury, let on lease at £28 per annum—
£740.

Leasehold residence and two shops and dwellings, situate
atthecorneroi Wilsoustreet, Fiusbury, let onleaae at £00
per annum, term 40 years unexpired, at £14 83. per anuum
—£^60.
By Mr. Feast.—Absolute reversionary in £6C6 133. 4d.,

receivable on the decease of a lady aged 63 years—£280.
March 24.

At the Mart.—By Messrs. C. ami H. White. -Lease-
hold residence. No. 27, Tenison street, York road,
Lambeth, term 80 yeara from 1813 at £7 per aunum—
£420.

Leasehold house, situate in South street, Wandsworth,
let at £16 18s per annum, term 60 years from 1812, at£3 5a.
per aunum -£b5.
Leasehold two houses, Nos. 4 and 5, Henry's terrace,

Rouel road. Spa road, Bermoudsey, producing £67 128. per
annum, term ',0 years from I860, at £10 per annum—
£410.

LeasehoUl four houssa, Nos. 20, 21, 22, and 23, Lyuton
road, St. James's road, hermoudsey, producing £104
per annum, term 70 years from 18u6, at £20 per aunum—
x600
LeasehoUUhree housea.Nos. 21, 25, and 26, Lynton road,

producing £78 per aunum, term 70 years from 1866, at £15
per aunum—£400.

March 35.
AttheMart.—By Messrs. Crispe and Podmore.— Leasehold

business premises. No. 139, Long lane, Bermondsey, li^t at
J.67 per annum, term 21 years from IStio, at £32 per annum—£'J00.

Freehold residence. No. 4, Dingwell villas, Dingwellroad,
Croydon, let at £65 per annum -£yi0.

By Messrs. Newbou and Harding.—Leasehold ten houses
'

Noa. 1 to 10, Windsor terrace, Cooper'sroad, Old Kent road
producing £230 per annum, term 71 years from U45, at
£25 10s. perannum-£l,485.

Leasehold house and shop, No. 12, Myddleton street,

Clerkenwell, let at £45 per aunum, term 45 years unexpired,
at £6 IDs. per annum—£410.

Leasehold house. No. 13, Shepperton cottages. New North
road, Islington, let at £35 per annum, terra 4I3 years from
1867. at £5 per annum -£350.
Leasehold residence. No. S, Kingsdowu road, Upper

Holloway, term 99 years from 185y, at £7 per annum—
£400.
Leasehold residence. No. 9, Kingsdown road, let at £46

per annum, term 99 yeara from 1859, at £7 per annum—
J.3S5.

Leasehold three houses, Nos. 13 to 15, Cuba terrace, Har-
grave Park road, Upper Holloway, term 84 years from 1868,
at 15 43. per annum—£905.

Freehold five houses, Nos. 1 to 5, Old Church road.
Commercial road, Stepney, producing £50 Is. per annum

—

£3;h0.

Freehold five houses, Nos. 13 to 17, Old Church road,
producing £58 lOs. per annum—£G00.

Freehold five houses, Nos. 1 to 5. Neat's cottages and Ivy
Cottage, Church path, Stepney, producing £83 43. pur an-
mim—£700.

Leasehold ten houses, Nos. 1 to 10, New street, Church
road. Barking New Town, producing £78 lOs. per

term 80^ years from 1848, at £25 per i

iiUo
Ma 130.

At the Mart.—By Messrs. Debenham, Tewson, and Far-
mer. —Leasehold four re idences, Nos. 113, 115, 117, aud
119, Victoria Park road, Hackney, term SO years from 1852,

at £13 2s 6d. per annum—£1,760.
Leasehold profit rental of £80 per annum, secured on a

residence situate at the corner of New Park road, briiton
hill, terms 35 and 40 years from lS6y-£l,O30.
By Messrs. Broad, Pritchard, and Wiltshire.—Leasehold

residence, known as Stanley Villa, Hamlet road, Syden-
ham, producing £100 per annum, term 95^ years from 1862,

at £13 per annum—£1,200.
Lease and goodwill of the grocery aud tea business. No.

13, Broadway, Stratford, term 51 years from 1341, at £40
per annum - £800.

Lease and goodwill of the tea and grocery busineaa. No.
57, High-street, Whitechapel, term 31 yearu from 1845, at
£60 per annum —£250.

Lease and goodwill of the tea and grocery busiueas, No.
36, Richard -street, Woolwich, term 14 yeara from 186B, at

£50 per annum—£410.

BATH STONE OP BEST QUALITY.

Randell and Saunders, Quarrymen and Stone Mer-
chants, Bath. List of Prices at the Quarries aud Depots;
also Cost for Transit to any part of the United Kingdom,
furniahed on application to Bath Stone Office, Corsham.
Wilts.—[AdVT.l

BANKRUPTS.
TO 8DRRENDER IN BASINGHALL-STREET.

William Pierpoint, sen., Brockley-lane, New Cross
builder, Aprill4, at il -Henry Lines Hanks, Crescent
road, Plumstead, Kent, builder, April 5, at 11— William
Maxwell, Chesterton-road, Plaistow, Kasex, contractor,

April 15, at 11—Alfred Wilkius, Great Berkhampstead,
Hertfordshire, builder, April 7, at 12.

TO SURRENDER IN THE COUNTRY.

Henry Bake, Platt-grove, Piatt lane, Rusholme, near
Manchester, architect, April 21—Jesse Burslam, Cheadle-
hcath, Cheshire, stonemajou, April 9— Elij.ih Dixon, jun..

King's Clilfe, Northamptonshire, plumber, April 7—John
Easterbrook, Higher Union-street, Torquay, Torraoham,
Devoushiie, builder, April 5 —John George Robiuson, and
Christopher Eskuche Armstrong, SunderlauJ, builder's

ironmongers, April 9.

NOTICES OF SITTINGS FOIl LAST EXAMINATION.

April 15, J. Harris, Liverpool, joiner.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.

Brookfield and Roberts, Southport and Birkdale, con-

tractors-Joseph Gamer and George Palmer, Wincobank.
Ecclesfield, Yorkshire, builders.

DIVIDENDS.

May 5, H. Williams, Oswestry, builder—April 12

Thomas Trenholme, Robert Brook, George Stausfiold, and
William Davies, Langtield, Yorkshire, builders—April 19,

George Wilson, Holbeck, Leeds, bricklayer—Aprils, Robert

RailtoD, Carlisle, joiner.

BANKRUPTCY ANNULLED.

George Gilkes, Park-place, Teddington, builder.

LATEST PRICES OF MATERIALS USED
IN CONSTRUOnON.

Teak
Quebec, red ploe .... 3 IS

,, yellow piue.. 3 6
St. John N.B. yellow
Quebec Oak, wtiit«.. 6 10

Memel Elr

Latbwood, Uautzic, fm S

„ St. Petersburg S V 10

Deali.prC.UIt. byS
by y 111., duty 2b per
load, drnwbjick Ua.

Quebec, wliite spruce 18 IS'
bt.Johu, wkiteapruce IS 16 1

la, lit qu&Uty. 1« 17 t

2iid do U 10 12 I(

,. Peteraburg.yel... 10 15

Uotheuburg, yeUow

Oils, &c,

deal, pale pe

, Bth. Sea, pale 3S

lUipeioed, Bug.p&le.. !i« 10 37
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Tig, Englip'n per ton 21

,, Spanish Soft do 18 7 6

Shot. Patent do 22
Slieet do Cn

Whi'.« « do 37

Sheet » ebeathinir. 4 Bolt ....pertoo 78
Hnirinerpd Eoftrma dc t8
Ft&t Bottrma. not Uianmcied ., do ttS

Cake and Toii(.li Tngot do
BeatSele.ted do 76
Au&(ralinii do 76
Tel. HetalSboAthlrg* Sode ptrlb 6 e\

Welsh Bara in Lend* n per ton 6 10
>'nil Rod do 7 32 6
noops . do 8 C
Hoope, Single do 9 S
StaffordBhire Bare.., .. do 7 12 6
Bar. in Wales ........... do B 15
Nailrcda do 7 lil €
FoundrvPigB. at Glaflg. No 1 .. do 2 14
Sveedish Bars do 10

Englleh Sheet per toe 23 10
•Devaui'eV. W.RooflcgZlnc do 19

* And 4 per cent. dUconnt If laid npou the ue

o)

tood which can bonet so n
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it provides the lindy with
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There «ro very few simple articles .1

r Tatunble and important dietary pro-

These beneScinl effects depend in a great mtP
r of its preparution, but of late years auch <

s which Mr. Kpps attained by hii
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from little cauees.
lich govern the

By a thorough ,
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treful aiiplication of the fine prope

dually built up until
disease. Hundredt. t ^
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shaft by keejiinp oiirsel

and nutrition,
of well-selected c
rth a delicately Ha'

ilnating round ua ready t

ape mauy a fatal

7 13
2 19 6x
10 10 TOBKEWEES, PUBLICANS, and Others.

—To be LET. on a building lease, a CORNER PLOT of
LAND, for the erection of a tavern, fronting the approach road to
the milway station at Lower Tooting.—Apply to Mr. V. BucklanJ,
ourveyor. 7.\ CaDncn-strett. City.

Fwedfsh Keg, hammered per ton 15
Bwodleh Fr.gs<'t do

Tra:-

Ecglieh Block per ton 113
do Bar do 104
do BcCncd do 106

Banca ^ ^ do 301
Straila «,..... do JOl

,.per ton 30

TO BUILDERS and Others.—BUILDING
LAND, at Tootins noj Mcrtoij, urar Ihe railwav sUtioni, to

be LET, with adr.iiK-es.—Apily ti> Mr. V. Buckland, Biu-veror, 72,

15 10

0)
> 2)

0)

SAAVN PORTLAND SLAB. — STEW-
AUDSaiidCO.. Portland Stono Jlerchanta. lale of Portland,

and at Portland Wharf. Oiove^r.or-road.Pimlico.—For list of prices,
apply to W. II. HOLLAND, 2f'A, Grosvenor roid, Pimlico.

QURPLUS PLANT for SALE, on advan-O tageoui ternjB, o«iogtothe completion of the Metropolitan
Markets, Smithfleld.—Several STONE TUAVELLEBS, of London
make, portable steam ecgine, mortar mill, saw benches, wood plan-
ing machine, trim rails, hoisting crabs, chain falls, masons' trollies,
and other lueful plant. The greater part ha^ betn purchaaed new
for the above works and is in excellent condition.—Apjily to Slessis.
Browne and Robinson, builders, No. 76, Worship-street, Finsbury,
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NOTICE.

TO be SOLD, by PRIVATE CONTRACT.
-An excellent second-hand Cni.\lN PLANIXG MA'-HINB,

made by Paraous, London, for preparing all kindi o( wood flooring
and otlier joiner's works.—For funlier particulars, apply to Thomas
Harvey. 26, W.iterway-street Meadows, Nottinghim.

TEE "BUILDING NEWS" is now aTHopEShaige.Soutb

BUILDING LAND to be LET, close to
B.'tmes Railway Station.—For particulars apply to Mr. Wood,

' ~ " k-street. 8.E.

FERMANEN TLY ENLARGED. HOUSES may occasionally he BOUGHT,
with tbair rent, through the Borough of FiUBbury Penna-

lui DUlIding Soci'ty, 3P4. City-ro«d. E.G. Advances to any amount
4i per cent. Prospectus on application.

WANTED.

WANTED, a SITUATION a8 CLERK.
Thorough knowledge of book-keeping, neat draughtsmin.

Ave 21. Seven years* refL'tence Iroin present empIoyeiB.—8. S.,
Lawless's News-rooms, Philpot-lane, E.O.

PATENTS, &c.—MR. J. C. MEWBURN
L who for three years, ending December. 1863. conducted the
*-

"
'" - patent business carried

wANTED, a SITUATION as GENERAL
JOINER. No objection to fill up spare time at bench.

Firet-clftua references.—Aildresfl, W. R., 79, Mar-
ahall-place, Keading.

w

Co., is now, aft.

AGENT aud CON-ULTING ENGINEER on his
matters entrusted to him have his p
information to be had i

Handbook of

r Patents. 172, Fleet street, Londor.

ROBERTSON, BROOMAN, and CO.,
PATENT AND DESIGNS REGISTRATION AGENTS,

ANTED, by a first-rate DRA.UGHTS-
UAS, a RE- ENGAGEMENT. Qimliacntlom : deUU. con-
. desiitn. per.iiectivc. colguiiot.—Address 2 , oQtce uf the

WANTED, by a respectable Young Man,
aged-ZO, a SITUATION as IMPROVER in PLUMBING;

haa b««n uied tollu- tiiu!«
; good character and rderencss If required. I—Addrois, Charles PUjIo, Slienfleld-cimmou. Urentwoo<l. Essex.

WANTED IMMEDIATELY, an Experi-
eiJtedCLi:KK of WORKS, to make the general plans and

working diawiiii;!* dini fkctibea of a small church nnd rectory
houje, and ic. mj tiiM-tO tl.e ercctif n of lie (nme.—Ai ply. "tatiug
terms Slid rtfeientcs, to T. Jcckyll, 6, fct. GeorKe'a terratJ, Q'jecn'B

JOURNEYMEN CARVERS* TRADE
tJ SOCIETY —EMPLOYERS nnd the Ti.tJeare respect Itilly in-
formed that the above society MEET every MONDAY EVENING at
the Adam's Arms, Ilampstead-strect. Fitzroy .square. N.B.—Tke
Unemployed Llatcjtn be seen at any hour during the day.

R o Y A r.

WEST LONDON SCHOOL DISTRICT.
—Ihe Bo*rd of Manngemeut are prepared to receive

APPLICATIONS from CandldaU-i for tbo Al-POINTMKNT ofCLEKK of the WOKKa {at a lalary of three guineai per week ). for

warded to my otfleo < r bcforo April 'Jl ut:
tiy Order,

CUAS. D. HUME.CIciktotheMamgers.
PaddlDgtoD Wurkliouee, HarrowriMd, Uarch :B, lb a.

ANERLEY GARDENS ESTATE, close
,
'° *W"' SUitUm (uii Idcj luid Ibo Cliirdcri eiilruuco lo the

Crytuil ralftto.— liio CALCASKS uf Four iix-rot»n:ed HouicB on
ite to b« SULU for £100 cnch. Also Bis slioi* plots.

I let iuUdiiii; 1« a.—liwtaian nuU Bon, 17, tiracccburcli^

BUILDING LAND in Bermondsey-slreet
1, „,.orf'""''i

'"'"'*«', "' """ ""' o«»P)li'e«ii »tca of nearly
11,01 ort. Bupoftltift'. t., b« LEI", on IV biilKLnif lui«e. for 60 yinrs ortUo I- rot hold to b« 3jl<l._4iii)ly to WIgg «u<l olWer, 7. Eed.'ird-

sTREATilAM.—BUILDING LAND to be
LET. «t mfx'ei-atc ground tci,ts, .u tho Crcoke-Ellison Estate.

«8u ler annum are in great dtuiai.d in theneighbourhood. A limited area a't'the
HeimltAgD bildgvAud Croydon road, t<

Offit*, strtnibtoi Ctmn

- - . „et for hou.va «, „_„
paiticQlatB ..f Ur. Ollbert. wt the fs.

; orllr. Wal.;B,auiveyor, «, Gniit ::a

Vocal FlautUt.-li

POLYTECHNI C—
\i .

' ASTER ATTRACTIONS.- The Great
; 1

< used ill Professor Pepper's Lectuie
' ill

; ur. Ye Merrie Uoguo« of Sherwood
uill bi th'.' Mu'ical Entertainment,

vocalist. Mr. Oeorgo Btickland—Tennyson's
'ing*—" Astrooietroscope ;"
> ,_,___. ...

,^,pj._ Eyf|_
.-Matthews'

iho ilan Flute or

HERCULES LAND, BUILDING, and
INVESTMENT SOCIETY.—IMMEDIATE ADVANCES

are mcde on Frcfliold or Lea>ehold Proiwrty on very oa«y torins.
SubsLTlption ftT'd i.tlier shares are issued bearing Interest at Lho rate"
of X6i>er cent., with proRts added at the end of every two years —
Pros] cctusea, rules, ftc.. on application at the Soc ety'a OrtVcji, 30
Moorgatc-strcct, E.C.—T. J. WtSLEY DhNNETl'. Secretary

DOO CiOf] READY to be ADVANCED
M/^Vr \'\l\J liy the TEMI'ERANCE I'KRMANENT

each year. -Apply t

1 house property a

HENUY J. PHlLLirS, Secretary.

MONEY rromptly ADVANCED on Per-
sonal or any available security. A moderate inteiest. repay-

.,l*,-''''J."''*^'"""'''-
^op's'l'i'luary fees.-REALandPEP.SONAL

ADVANCK^ COMPANY (Limited), S. Tavistock-strcei, Coverit
Bloomsbury, W.O. lloura,

MONEY. — TWENTY THOUSAND
— ,—- POUNDS ready to be adv-ineed upon the Sceurity of Free-
hold. Copyhold, and Lcnsehold KulHlei—the »nme to be had in turns
of not loM than fiir.O-rep.yj.Lle either in one amount or by periodical
InsUlmeuU.- Apply lo Mr. TresiCder, SccreUry to the PenHitual
JuTcatiucnt mid Jiullding Society, 10. New Bridge street, Blacklriars

UNDER TRK PATRONAOK OF 0.M. THE QUEEN.
THE LONDON PARQUETRY WORKS,

The flrpt MAiiiifaclory eatabUahedln England (in IMljby
CHARLEti SThlNITZ, f.mti.U-r of the FngUsh Partjuary LuBiness

fi.r tliu cxclueivo production of

*' Solid and Plated" Parquet Floors, Borders,
Ceilings and Wall Decoration

In Geometrical, Curvilinenr and Mosaic patterns.
Flans and Estimates, for FJrst-claas work only, prepand free of

expense. Manufactory—Citmberwell Hall, Grove Lane. Caciberw*-!!,
S.E. Sole AKents aud thow Room, Gillow and Co.. 176 aud 177,

C. H. DAVIES and CO.'S
GENUINE AND ARTISTIC

SOLID PARQUET FLOORS.
N.B.—Designers and Practical Joiners.

CAMLRIDGE EAIL, NEWMAN STEEET,

Recent Examples of Domestic Architecture.

Imperial 410, half bound in morocco, £3 10-.,

VILLA AND COTTAGE
ARCHITECTURE.

Select Examples of Country and Suburban Kesidr.ccs ic-

cently Frtcted, ni'.h a full Descriptive Notice of each

Euilding.

Thirlj Villas and Cottages, the Wuiks of Nineleen diffe-

rent Architects, aie illustrated by Plans, EICTaijns, and
Sections, together with occasional Persptctive Vien-s and

Details. The buildings are fally described, and iu nearly

every case a stalement of the actual cost is given.

"Thi!

of nil

cott

ne ihat those abcut lo build villa

s may usefully study. The con.
chitcclscan scarcely tail to lurnii!

ncd

rmation that it will be a gain fur them
luilders engaged in erecting such residences for s

Iso fled in it many valuable suggestions.*'— Buii<l

London : Blackif. and Son, 44, Piternosii t-r

MEDLEVAL iRCaiTECTURE OF IKELA.SU.
Just Published, price lOs fid.,

HOLY CKUSS ABBEY, COUNTY
Tipperary. "By Samuel P. Close. A.R.I.A.I. A serlen of

measured drawiiipsof the Abbey Church of Holy riross, c.mpriaing
t\v(. p;;uis. Jour srtaioi.a four tlevationa, several intere-tiii? details.
aii'lir, .r p }-i ,1 i t,ki;tehes, with descnptive letterptesA, printed

1 i! '' I i
I

' Hi'val Institute of the Architects of Ireland
i>--i I ',..yi as follows:—"There is no mem her of the
111 si

1
1

ii i\ !i i \^ ill ,igree with us thHt the drawings bcforo them

Copies of the above work may be obtained direct t<-' m the A
L-irne. County Antrim ; or from Thomas Drew, Esq., arc!
60, Upper Sackvillestrett, Dublia.

THE QUARTERLY JOURNAL of
SCIENCE —No. XXII . April. 1869. Price Ss.

I. The Malty Archiiielago. With two woodcuts.
II. The Projected Mersey Tunnel and Railway from Liverpool ti>

Birkenhead. I3y Sir Charles Fox. With piie plate.
III. Vesuvius
IV. TheAitiii. itl T

V. On F..,',.. 'i

.'"

He. 1 1

VI. The Fui.i-. U

CHRONICLliSof ;C
Societies at Home a
Literature.

Booke
Wallace's Malay Archt[)elavo

Lubley's Vesuvius,
Loudon : Loxg

of leeandCold. By Dr. B. H. Paul.

r.iM-opij ResearL-hes. By WnxtAM
li page plate aud three wuodcxita
ly of London. By C. W. Ueatos,
Uospital.

~ ing the Proceedings of Learned
d Abrua-J, aud N
Reviewed (amon^^t others) :—

a UnJersround L fo.

IJon.an'a Vi. Inerliio in 1

L.-U ge's Ag^te-Indu^ try.

Seeonl edition, -Is. 6il., cloth,

ACLUEtoKAlLWAY COMPENSATION
for Property and Person, compulsory s.Vio uuder special Acta,. compulsory a

the nature nnd vaUieof Cftit^s. prescriptive window lights"!
nuisances, and the i riiiciples of imrochial Mses.-nient. With Not4!8.'
and a Kupplemeut founded wu recent auUio.-it.i.8. By Xbouas
Mohkis, Architect. Also.

DILAPIDATIONS, ECCLESIASTICAL
nnd a KN ERAL ; tlitlr uulurf , nnd llio prlncitiloa of a«e.«mmil suo-

tly domoiistraied. With Rn Appendix on party walls nnd

MASON ami CO., PHOTOGRAPHERS
ami I'lIOTOORAPUlC PlTitLISHERS, rg. Old Bond street.

— Pht>losraphs of CatheJcals, Churihes, Ualls ot the Nobility, tc.—
Exteriors Mud Interior*.

In crown 8vo.. boards, price la ,

A HOUSE aiiu ITS FURNISHINGS:
n .It (o Chuine a Homo nnd Furnish it nt n Sm nil Kxpo ie.

liy ilM. WjnnKw, nutliov of ' How I Mnnnjcd luy Uouae on ;ij

WANTED. AT ONCB ! Every Architect,
Mason, Buililcr. Undertaker. Pariah Clerk, and sexton, in

the Kingdom, to send ilftrcu postage stamps to S. U. OAitmNEm, 3,
Qtouceiter-ru-d, Low.r Norwood, London, 8.E., and have hy return
of imat TWO SUKI'.TS ot MO.NUMUNTAL DESIGNS, one of
TombB, Ilcadatoiien. *c„ for Ceui»tetics, and the other of Marble
Tablet* fur Chur,j]ie», Willi Index for Prices to e.ich Thu cott per
lUU shtcta, witli Indi-x. with name, trade, and address priutt;d

A " £ook of Epituphs for Tombs," post fico, G4 stamps.

Ill XGJE£T:E?.JRA.G-m
CHAKLES STRDTTON,

34, CuiiUlEBCIAI.-ROAI>, Lahbbtb
BA&QKU LBl BY rHB DAT OB YBAB,
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DB. PETRIE AND IRISH ARCHAE-
OLOGY.*

WE suppose the day will l>e long distant

when biographers will learn the useful

art of condensation. If there be one lesson

more clear than another to be learnt from old

book-stalls, it is that thick volumes of bio-

graphy have but a short-lived existence at

their published price, and are readily dis'

posed of at the cost of a worn-out three

volume novel. Dr. Gumming and the bio-

graphers have well filled the second-hand
booksellers' shelves with cheap lumber ; and
the writer of the present memoir of Dr,

Petrie has evidently sought to be a companion
in misery with these hapless predecessors.

Were this volume cf 450 pages reduced to

one quarter of its size, the fame of Dr. Petrie

would have been extended, and no injustice

done to the materials used in the memoir.
But the temptation to present a thick volume
and a handsome appearance was too great to

his biographer ; and hence we have letters

and extracts in profusion and often leading

to confusion. Nor would Dr. Petrie's merits

have sull'ered if the tone of eulogy adopted
by Dr. Stokes had been a little moderated.
He was a most able man, though he was
more useful and learned than eminent. These
faults excepted, we can commend the volume
to the attention of our readers, and thank
the writer for his laborious care and the skill

and ability with which he has done his work.

We only hope that the edition may be
speedily bought up, and the volume " boiled

down " to one half or one quarter of its

dimensions, so that a new edition may be
produced that will be more tempting than
the old.

George Petrie was a man of quiet, contem-
plative habits, of deep love for studious pur-

suits, and greatly attached to the country in

which he was born. He was the son of a

portrait painter, first saw the light of day in

the city of Dublin in 1789, and his parents

were Scotch. From early boyhood he was
devoted to art and archieology. His diary at

nineteen years of age abounds with curious

observations made on antiquities that attracted

his attention when making excursions through

the county of Wicklow. As a landscape

painter, lie was most enthusiastic even at this

time. " He would often start on foot at night-

fall, so that by walking all night he might
reach before sunrise some chosen spot for

study among the Wicklow mountains." Petrie

was among the contributors to the first exhi-

bition of the Royal Hibernian Society, in

1826 ; and two years after he was enrolled

among its academicians. In 1830 he became
librarian to the academy, and during this

period of hia life, he produced a number of

pictures which have been justly praised in the

land of his birtli, though they are too little

known in this country. His skill, too, in

literature and ' word-painting" was more than

usually good for one who did not devote

himself to literary pursuits. In 1833, much
to his delight, he was .appointed by Captain

Larcoiu to "superintend the topographical de-

partment of the Ordnance Survey. He
entered upon the work with great zest, gather-

ing around him a staff of Irish scholar.s, who
subsequently laboured with much success in

the school of archnjology. The results oi

their combined labours never saw the light

except so far as the first volume was con-

cerned. The work was done on a large scale,

and, however valuable it might have been, it

was too immense and the cost too great. The

* "The Life and Labours in Art and Archa»logy of

George Petiie, LL D,, M.R.I.B.A." By William Stukes,

M.D., D.C.L., Oion, 8vo. ISGS. Longman and Co.

Government interposed, not unwisely as we
think, though Dr. Stokes laments their inter-

ference, and as a consequence the topographi-

cal department was broken up. A commission

was appointed to inquire into the subject, and

Mr. Pelrie was one of the witnesses. He
pleaded in favour of the department on his-

torical and antiquarian grounds ; asserting

that the history of the middle ages in Europe
would be largely illustrated by the investiga-

tion ; that many of her missionaries had re-

turned to the Emerald Isle after having

laboured abroad, and probably brought with

them the arts of civilisation which they saw
practised abroad, and so " it might be natu-

rally expected that evidences of this know-
ledge should be found in our ancient eccle-

siastical monuments in architecture and metal

work." " The essential value of such remains

so abundant with us," he further informed the

commissioners, " is that they are found in a

country in which the Romans had no settle-

ment, so that her remains cannot be con-

founded with Roman antiquities, as has so

often occurred in England and Scotland."

The commissioners recommended the con-

tinuance of the inquiry, but their recommen-
dation was unattended to, and the Royal Irish

Academy gained possession of the immense
number of records obtained, which were

bound in one hundred volumes ia 1860, and
are now indexed.

Dr. Stokes regards the essay onthehistory and
antiquitiesof Tara Hill, read to the Academy by
Petrie in 1837, as the key to all the reliable an-

cient history of thecountry. The author tested

the truth of history and tradition by existing

remains— a severe method, but one which he

most ably pursued. But what is the Hill of

Tara ? It is a grassy hill, moderately high

and picturesquely situated, to which the

oldest barbaric legend ascribes the honour of

having been the seat of a long line of Irish

sovereigns ; from which, too, St. Patrick first

preached Christianity to the kings of Ireland.

The question was, whether poetry and tradi-

tion had any right to claim such extraordi-

nary antiquity for the hill. It would be

impossible to give the reader any ade-

quate idea of the immense labour which
Petrie underwent in order to prove the ex-

treme antiquity of this. hill. ^Monument after

monument was identified, and remains to the

number of twenty discovered. The ancient

documents were compared with these remains,

and their veracity believed to be unimpeach-
able. He, therefore, concluded that the

ancient monuments of Tara belonged to the

third century ; that the buildings originally

connected with the remains were of wood and
clay ; though stone houses and fortresses were
not unknown at this time in other parts of

Ireland.

Dr. Petrie will be equally remembered for

his investigations into the antiquity of the

Round Towers and early Christianarchitecture

of Ireland. These Round Towers greatly re-

semble one another. As Dr. Stokes observes,

their close resemblance, " thesupposed absence

of similar stnrctnres in other countries, with

the exception of Scotland, and the solemn and
weird-like appearance of the buildings them-
selves—all tended to impress the imagination,

and cause it to wrap their origin and uses in

the veil of a fabulous antiquity." It is not

our purpose to refer to the extravagant

guesses—for they .are little else—which some
professed antiquarians (one of them utterly

ignorant of architecture) have made as to the

origin of these Round Towers. Dr. Petrie's

position, in the main, remains unshaken, and

his statements have been largely corrobv^rated.

He had to deal with, and dethrone, some of

the speculations of preceding inquirers, most

of whom attributed to these interesting re

mains an Eastern origin. This he rightly

regarded as a fantastic theory, for the

support of which Eastern tradition alone

could be adduced. His essay consisted of an

exposition of the unsoundness of Vallancey's

views, and of the theories which had been

put forth by others with great confidence.

It had been said that the sanity or insanity of
an Irish antiquarian might easily be teste I

by asking his opinion as to the date and
[jurpose of these towers. Some of the current
theories may be partially true. Mr. Petrie
attributed to them an earlier history than Mr.
Parker could accept ; and Mr. Petrie subse-
quently modified his views in this, as in some
other matters. He, at least, set to work in a
different way to his predecessors. He ex-

amined the oldest of the remains, such as the
great forts of unhewn and uncemented stone,

found ill Aran and Staigue, in Kerry, and the

cromlechs and similar antiquities, with ihose

beehive structures aboundinginthe islands and
western coast supposed to have been the seat

of the Christian missionaries. He concluded
that the Round Towers always existed in con-

nection with the churches ; that the towers
were meant to serve as belfries to the Chris-

tian churches ; and that they were also used
as keeps in which sacred utensils, books,
relics, and other valuables were preserved,

and as places of retirement in cases of pre-

datory attack. The towers are so constructed as

to favour this theory, and it certainly appealed

at once to the common-sense judgment of the

])ublic. Dr. Stokes, of course, upholds Mr.
Petrie's theory. He observes that " the
square-lintelled doorway, and the triangular-

headed window, with the rude rubble ma-
sonry, point to a very early period. Then
appears the arched doorway, the arch com-
posed of a single stone, with the jambs
squared, and sometimes approaching the long

and short masonry ; then a rude and after-

wards a perfect arch, with the use of squared
stone, followed by arches with double and
treble torus mouldings ; and at last we have
the sculptured doorway in rich detail." Dr.

Stokes thinks Mr. Parker spoke of the an-

cient stone structures in Ireland with con-

tempt in the following passage in his work
on the " Domestic Architecture of the Irish" :—" They may have piled up rough stones

which they found on the surface in various

forms, but the arts of cutting stone and burn-

ing lime imply a considerable progress in

civilisation." Petrie, however, quoted autho-

rities that were adverse to the antiquity of

the stone churches ; and he admitted that

wood had been used in certain places by the

early Irish church builders. At the same
time, he claims for the early authorities and
ecclesiastics who settled near the coast the

merit of having used stone, which ultimately

in other placet supplanted wood. The
churches erected in the sixth and seventh cen-

turies were, he says, built with lime cement :

" The houses or cells erected for the use of

the abbot or monks are of a circular or oval

form, having dome roofs constructed like

those ot the ancient Greek or Irish sepul-

chres, without a knowledge of the principle

of the arch and without the use of cement,

and the whole are encompassed by a broad
wall composed of stones of great size without
cement of any kind." And Dr. Petrie's bio-

grapher points out that there is no example
whatever of the use of lime mortar in any of

the great Irish pagan forts and tombs. The
first use of this material was in the ecclesi-

astical structures, but it had not extended to

the monastery, probably because it was scarce.

The method adopted was evidently grouting,

and, therefore, the buildings appear to be un-

cemented. Some of the early oratories were
built with, and some without, cement. The
most perfect specimen is that of Gallerus, in

the county of Kerry.
" It is .admirably built, with steep though

not vertical gables, and a small east window
and siiuare-headed door, with inclined jambs.

A section would give the form of a somewhat
depressed Gotliic arch, but the structure

shows no kuowletlge of the principle of the

arch, being covered in, as is seen in Pagan
sepulchres, and even in the later stone-roofed

churches, by the slight projection of each

superimposed stone, until the work meets at

the top. On the summit of each gable is a

stone socket obviously fitted to receive a
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cross. Excepting for the absence of the

crosses, this building is as perfect as it was

when completed in agea now remote. In its

severe simplicity it forms, perhaps, the most
interesting as well as one of the most ancient

structures of the more early period of Irish

Christian worship."

The severe simplicity of the ancient Irish

churches is marked, and has given rise to

some eloquent observations by Sir. Freeman
in his notice of the early Romanes(iue of

Ireland, as also by Mr. Petrie himself. The
latter held that the use of ornament prevailed

between the eighth and eleventh centuries,

when Norman mouldings appeared. Indeed,

he went so far as to hazard the belief that the

so-called Xorman style appeared in Ireland

long before the English occupation in the

twelfth century. Those of our readers who
wish to follow up his conclusions, and to

examine his evidence, must turn to his work
on the Round Towers, and to Mr. Freeman's
" Ecclesiastical Architecture in Ireland." We
only add on this point that in a letter written

in 18(14, Mr. Petrie considerably modiQed his

views as to the existence of decorated archi-

tecture in some of the churches in Ireland be-

fore the Norman era, but his main position

was untouched. The first volume only of

this interesting work was completed ; mate-
rials were prepared for a second volume, but
the Academy declined to undertake the task

of its publication.

In 1834, Mr. Petrie received the gold

medal of the Irish Academy for his essay

—

which still remains in manuscript—on the

military architecture of Ireland. Dr. Stokes

has an interesting chapter on this subject, in

which he reviews Petrie'a labours both in

military and sepulchral architecture. In

1833, a paper was published by him, de-

scribing the remarkable tumulus of New
Grange, as one of a group of vast mounds
.situated between Droyheda and Slane—

a

tion of water. It was once held that the

immediate cause of the hardening of all liinis

rt'as the absorption of the carbonic acid

gas from the atmosphere. Modern chemistry
lias taught us, however, that this theory is

•iurrounded by difficulties that are insur-

mountable; audit has been found that the

lime cannot meet with a sulHcient quantity
of carbonic acid gas to ensure its conversion
into the carbonate of lime within the usual
space of time needed tor its setting. It is

now clear that the caustic lime passes into

the state of the hydrate of lime, and by this

means it converts the water necessary for its

crystallisation, and by a gradual process

absorbs the carbonic acid gas necessary for

its reconversion into the carbonate of lime.

There are three methods of reducing the

caustic lime to " hydrate." It may be, and is

most ordinarily, done by pouring the water
over the lime as it is prepared in the shallow
heap, surrounded by the sand witli which it

is to be incorporated, or by immersing the

lime, as placed in some sort of receptacle,

into water until the top begins to elfervesce,

when it is turned out into heaps, in order
that time may be allowed it to be thoroughly
slaked. Or another method may be adopted,
which plasterers use, because it is considered
the lime so made is stronger, and is most
suited to fat limes. This process is by mere
exposure to the atmosphere—not when it is

damp, and, of course, not when it is raining

—the lime having been previously broken up
into pieces about the size of ordinary pebbles,

so that it may be more speedily calcined. In
this case the workman has to watch the pro-

cess very carefully, and the moment the slak-

ing is satisfactory the quicklime is at once
used, or else stored in air-tight casks. By
the second method it is possible to preserve

the lime for months, if properly sheltered and
kept dry.

ilany accidents are to be attributed to de

monument covering no less than two acres of
i
fective knowledge on this subject on the part

land. It was not less (originally) than 100ft. of workmen, and, consequently, to the

in height, and Pownall has estimated it to defective mortar made by them. No rule can

consist of not less than 189,000 tons weight of be given for the exact proportion of water

atone. Roman coins have been found in con- needed
;
judgment must be left to determine

nection with this extraordinary monument, the matter according to the nature and
Petrie insists that these monuments were cjuality of the materials used. It is not the

erected long before the Danish invasion, and first time that this journal has called atten-

fortifies his opinion by extracts from the
|

tion to the mistaken 'but prevalent notion

annals of Ulster. In 1838, Petrie read to the . among London builders that the material

Academy his paper on sepulchral monuments, should be used " hot," as it is termed. The
describing in detail those at Carrowmore, ' theory is a mistaken one ; and the practice is

near Sligo— well known as Druidical temples.
|

dangerous. A few years ago, in writing upon
He concluded—and Mr. Stuart has since

j

this subject, we urged our professional readers

adopted his view*—that the circles are of i to consider these facts, viz., that the lime is

sepulchral origin, and were erected as memo-
rials of soldiers of rank who had died in

battle.

Dr. Petrie's investigations into the ancient

art of Ireland, and observations on the na-

tional music and songs, are of great value and
much interest. Though Dr. Stokes does not

claim him to be an Irishman, and asserts that

being of Scottish extraction it enabled him to

judge without bias and national prejudices,

yet it must be admitted that Petrie devoted

himself to liis pursuits with all the love and
zeal of an Irishman, lie could, too, defend

himself with much warmth, and had occasion

to do so not unfrequently ; yet he was an
amiable man, of simple life, and very unsel-

fish in his aims. At sixty years of age he was
placed on the Civil List ; and in the opening

of the new year, 18GG, he died, leaving be-

hind him a reputation that will be tenderly

preserved by succeeding ages.

ON MAKING MOETAR.

IN continuation of the subject of the com-

position and manufacture of cement^t it

is necessary to point out that the lime, having;

been reduced by burning to the state ul

caustic or quicklime, is then reduced ti

"hydrate" by a mixture of a certain propor-

rarely completely slaked, at least, in the

ordinary methods of making the mortar by
the use of the pugmill or by hand ; and it

therefore follows that there are large quantities

of lime exposed to the atmosphere from which
they may derive their water, or from the sur-

rounding bodies with which they are in con-

tact. And should the lime be fairly slaked

and only a few lumps have escaped calcina-

tion, still, with the exception of the cements,
there must be danger in employing the lime
before it has completed the action of hydra-
tion, which always occupies one or two days.

Of course, the lime shoidd be used fresh from
the kiln ; but at the same time it is essential

that it sliould not be used until the whole
process of hydration has been completed, so

that no further changes in the material shall

be possible. In olden times it was unques-
tionably the practice to slake the lime some
time previous to its being used, and nothing
has been discovered since to do away with
lliis ancient precaution.

The mortar should be prepared of a medium
consistency. It should not be loo still, or too

dry, or too wet. The reason for this is ob-
viou-f. If too stifl', the beds and joints will

lie rigid and difficult to regulate ; the mortar,
indeed, will indurate too speedily. But if

too wet or "short" the joints will settle too

much, and so the quality of the mortar will

be poor. Of course, masonry should be cxe

cuteU with wet materials and dry, or rather

" tough," mortar ; and not, as seems to be the

practice of many London builders, to use dry
materials and wet mortar, so that they pro-

vide for the absorption by the proportions of

the moisture they hold in solution in the

cementing ingredients. " The induration of

mortar," says Austin, in his book on cements,
" is dependent upon its due absorption of

carbonic acid gas from the atmosphere, and it

is necessary, in order to effect the re-union of

carbonic acid with the lime, that the latter

should have received previously not less than

one-third its weight of water, and which is

proved by the fact that if dry-slaked lime be

put into ajar or vessel of carbonic acid alone

there will be no absorption whatever." If

the cements be prepared from ill-burnt lime

they will continue soft for some time after the

manufacture ; if well burnt, they soon be-

come thoroughly indurated. The purest

limes require most sand and water in slaking,

and harden more quickly than common limes.

Rich limes hiss loudest in slaking ; but the

poorer varieties make less noise, yet are the

most valuable.

Dr. Higgins found, as the result of ex-

periments, that the best proportion of lime and
sand is one measure of the lime to six or seven

of sand. It is a much more common practice,

however, and especially in this country, to

combine 150 pecks or 37i striked bushels of

chalk-lime with two loads or GO bushels of

sand. With the same quantity of stone lime

it is customary to put two and a half loads of

sand or 75 bushels ; but both Dr. Higgins and
Mr. Austin concur in deeming these to be
very erroneous proportions indeed.

Since moderately hydraulic lines are mostly
used by builders, it is important to consider

the matter of mi.xing various substances with
mortar, to increase the tenacity and make
them more hydraulic. These substances are

chiefly burnt clay, ashes, iron filings, pul-

verised broken potters' ware, broken bricks

and tiles, and scorio), &c. Great care, we
hold, should be taken in this matter. Road
and river sand, so largely used, are composed
of pure silica mixed with vegetable and animal
matter, which weaken, and do not harden,

dilute and do not strengthen, the lime. Pit

sand, if it contain the silicate of alumina in

soluble form, as is the case with the pit

sand of the Bagshot Heath formation, is

superior to either river or road sand. It la

singular, however, how widely prevalent, in

the metropolis at least, is the prifotice of

using up old brick rubbish with very
moderately hydraulic lime, under the name of

stone lime, as if the silicate of alumina con-

tained in this solid form were the best thing to

assist in the setting of the lime.

Important as are the experiments that have
been made in connection with this subject of

the preparation of mortar, we can only give

some of the more notable results, or those

most useful to the professional reader. With
reference to the effects of the finest sand and
quartzose powder in mortar, it is clear that

mortar is not necessarily the better as the sand
is finer, however sharp it may happen to be.

The grains of fine pit sand are about one-
tenth the size of the grains of any fine sand
procured from the Thames. If mortar be
made with this very fine sand, and with
equally fine lime, it will not be so hard, nor
will it resist fracture so effectually, as mortar
made with fine Thames sand and lime. And
yet it is worth remembering that the first

description of mortar, if composed of about
six parts of sand, one of lime, and the proper
proportions of lime-water, and gradually dried,

will be much harder than many of the cal-

careous stuccoes used so largely by plasterers.

It has also been found that mortar, consisting

of lime, fine Thames sand, and the finest

sand, is worse as the quantity of the finest sand
is greater. And Dr. Higgins states that mortar
made of lime, coarse Thames sand, fine

Thames sand, and finest sand, is the worse as

the quantity of the latti r is greater, when tlie

comparison is made between it and the cement
made with the same quantities of lime and
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the best mixture of coarse and fine Thames
sand. He also found by various experiments

that mortar made with iiint povpder, lime, and
lime-water in any proportion, is more liable

to crack in drying than mortar composed of

any sand and lime. He adds, " It is

moreover incapable of hardening to so great

a degree, whether it be tested by a chisel or

by breaking it across. But mortar made with

about five parts of flint powder, one of lime,

and the necessary quantity of lime-water is

nevertheless preferable to any stucco now
used for inside work for the finishing coat,

because it has a more lively whiteness and
assumes a finer surface, which I think might
be made to imitate that of marble ; it requires

however, to be dried very slowly." Flint

powder, though unsuited to external work, is

eminently adapted for stucco used in inside

work ; and the fiuest sand is undoubtedly
least fitted for mortar which is exposed to the

weather.
If the mixture could be depended on,

puzzuolana might still bo employed for

foundation work. It was once very largely

used for this purpose, as also for waterworks.
Vitruvius strongly recommended its use, and
it has been very largely adopted in France.
Mr. Smeaton used it in the erection of Eddy-
stone Lighthouse ; and Mr. Stevenson in the
Ijuilding of the Bell Rock Lighthouse. Arti-

ficial puzzuolana of various kinds have long

been in use. The Dutch form an artificial

puszuolana, which is said to be a good imi-

tation of the trass of Andernach, on the

Rhine. We may add, here, that the puzzuo-
lana used by Mr. Stevenson in his lighthouse,

contained silica, 55 parts ; alumina, 20
;

lime, 6 ; and oxide of iron, 20.

The blue lias stones have long bsen re-

puted to be the best of all the English lime-

Btones. They are mostly found in the British

Ch&Bnel at or near Watchet, in Somersetshire,

at Aberthaw, in Glamorganshire, and at

Lyme Regis, in Dorset. The Dorking or

Masham lime and the Hailing lime are

targely employed as hydraulic cements. A
good mortar may be made of three measures
of sand and one of Dorking or Hailing lime.

Blue lias stone lime, however, only requires

twice its measure of sand. Roman cements,
obtained from the Isle of Sheppy, Harwich,
and Yorkshire, and other places, were first

discovered by Mr. Parker. They differ clie

mioally from water limes. They have less

carbonate of lime, and more silica and
alumina. They will not slake with mortar,

unlesB previously pulverized ; they are weak-
ened by the mixture of sand ; and it is need
Tul to Use tJiem immediately after made, and
before they begin to heat.

Vicat, whose classification of mortars we
•quoted in our article on " The Composition
•of CeH>ents," has gives us his opinion as to

the hest combination of various limes and
•other ingredients for the composition of

mortstr. For subm&nine and other similar

Tvorka he recommends the use of weak
hydraulic limes with the admixture of " ener-

^etic puzzuolanas,"— it may also be used with
puzzuolanas of but little energy—but first-class

-hydraulic limes can be mixed with siliceous

'Or calcareous substances. He does not tbink
'that fat limes are suited to obtain cements for

external work exposed to an injurious atmo-
sphere. Nor ate weak hydraulic limes satis-

factory. Ordinary and eminently hydraulic
limes will be»t succeed if mixed with clean

sand, quart£ose dust, or the powder of hard
limestones. For submarine purposes he laid

down the rule as of general application that

•it is better to err by using too much than
too little lime, since excess of lime caiises sili-

ceous and calcareous sands to adhere better to

stone. He gives the foUowim,' mode of pre-

paring any artificial hydraulic limes that may
be found on the spot :^" Burn the lime in

the usual manner, and let it slake or fall

down into powder by spontaneous slaking iii

the air under cover; then mix the slaked lime
with a certain quantity of gray or brown
clay,' or-simply with brick eaith, into a. paste

with water, and form it into balls, which are
to be first dried and baked in a kiln." Fat
common limes, as common chalk, will bear
twenty per cent, of clay ; middling limes
only require fifteen per cent., while for limes
of hydraulic properties ten or even six per
cent, may be enough. The lime obtained in

cases where the proportion of clay is increased
to thirty-three or forty per cent, will not
slake, but it is easily pulverized, and having
been moistened, it will form a paste which
will quickly set under water. " When the
clay," he adds, " is mixed with stones or

gravel, it must be washed, and the fluid

mixture stirred up and made to flow over the
vessel into another receptacle to subside

;

and when sufficiently dry, mix the liquid

clay with slaked lime powder, in which state

it will be found more convenient than if it

were stiffer."

THE CITY OF WINCHESTER.
?nHE inhabitants of the ancient city of

_L Winchester do not appear to content

themselves with the architectural efforts

of their ancestors, but are adding to the

number of their public buildings with com-

mendable judgment and activity. On a hill

in the neighbourhood is a stately pile which
we were informed, on the occasion of a recent

visit, was the new county hospital, erected

from the designs of Mr. Butterfield. Our
time being limited and our steps being di-

rected in the opposite direction towards the

cathedral, and beyond that to the Hospital of

St. Cross, which has been restored under the

same architect, we were unable to examine it

closely, but were not greatly attracted by its

grouping or skyline. Passing the City Cross,

formerly called the Butter Cross, which has

been lestored by Mr. Scott, we were attracted

by several structures in progress not far from

the Close, and found that they were intended

for masters' residences in connection with the

college—considerable buildings adapted for

the accommodation of numerous boarders.

One of these is from the design of Mr. Street,

another by Messrs. Slater and Carpenter, and
others by Mr. Corson, of Winchester. In point

of merit they stand in the order above given.

Mr. Street's is unquestionably the best, being

simple, well proportioned and grouped, and
without aft'ectation. Messrs. Slater and Car-

penter's building also possesses many good

points, and is a valuable addition to the

architectural treasures of the town, but it is

far more complicated and less dignified

withal, and has many nonsensical fea-

tures about it that might well be spared,

such as little dogs—modem puppies we
might call them^popped upon the finials

and flanking pinnacles of the dormers, after

the fashion set by Mr. Burges in his design

for the Law Courts. Then, last in the race,

so far behind as not to deserve being placed

at all, come the productions of the local

architect. The kindest treatment we can

give these is to dismiss them without further

remark. This we can more readily do, as the

paramount attractions held out by the glo-

rious old buildings near render unfair any
comparisons between them and humbler new
ones.

The exterior of the cathedral is not impos-

ing, though venerable. Its very moderate

height, and absence of any spire, prevent its

having a strikinj; effect from a distance. Its

great length and perfect symmetry, the low

central tower accentuating its simple and

unbroken form of the cross, are, however,

essentially Anglican features of high excel-

lence. In antiquity and point of associations

it can compete with any cathedral in the

land. Portions of its substructure are evi-

dently anterior to the Invasion, even if the

work be of Norman design ; and no incon-

siderable portion of the m.assive erection of

Bishop Walkelyn immediately after the

Conquest still remains. The tower may be

of later date, but the transepts and the frag-

ments left of the chapter-house are of that

fine and bold Norman work with which the
Early English, by Bishop de Lacy, contrasts
to sad disadvantage. To the latter prelate
the eastern arm of the church is mostly due,
and though the guide books, of course, aver
that "it is a fine specimen of the style," in
our opinion it is a comparatively poor one,
and the slender detached shafts of the external
arcades look but tobacco pipes by the side of
those that bore the arcade of entry to the
chapter-house from the cloister. Tlie only
piece of work of this date which forcibly

struck us was the pierced arcade on either

side of one compartment to the lady chapel,

consisting of six lancet niches in three pairs

under trefoiled comprising arches, with a bold
quatrefoil above, in the space enclosed by the
wall ribs of the vaulting. The distinctive

feature, however, and, as it may be allowed,

the glory of this cathedral, is the able work
of William of Wykeham in the Early Per-
pendicular style. In this, though ruthlessly

destroying and swallowing up in his own the

Norman nave, he produced a strikingly

original work, admirably harmonising with
the structure to which it was added, and free

from the pettiness of detail which afterwards

became characteristic of the style of which
this was one of the first examples. Even the
last is well represented in the cathedral by
the subsequent work of Bishop Fox—the

presbytery, the sanctuary, and splendid altar

screen. ']?he effect of the last-named feature,

before it was mutilated and deprived of its

grand crucifix in the centre and host of

statues which once occupied its numerous
niches, must have been magnificent, and its

proportions and detail are fine.

Although in the interior the want of height

is manifest, and the absence of a triforium to

the nave is to be deplored, the noble vista

is, from its unrivalled length, one of the finest

eli'ects that has been produced by mediaeval

architecture. The varied picturesque group-

ings of the numerous lace-like chantries dedi-

cated to the memory of Fox, Beaufort,

Waynflete, Wykeham, and Edington, are a

lovely feature of the cathedral not readily

forgotten, but the especial treasure for the

architectural student and admirer which it

contains is the stallwork of the choir. The
details of these are given in Colling's Gothic

ornaments, but it is impossible for any en-

graving to give an idea of their actual effect,

executed in dark oak, almost black now
with age. Mr. Street, in a paper read by him
" On English Woodwork in the 13th and
14th centuries," published in the volume of

the Transactions of the Institute of British

Architects for 1864-G5, says of these stalls

that they " are altogether the finest examples

remaining, full to overflowing of beautiful

detail and lovely carving, and exquisite in

every portion of their detail." Of course, like

all Gothic woodwork, the features are those

borrowed from stone construction, com-

posed of arcades supported on columns, and

with cusped and foliated traceries, pinnacles,

&c., and are open to objection in point of

principle, inasmuch as the common sense

treatment the material would seem to require

has not been developed in thtm. Excepting,

however, this mode of treatment, nothing

can be more perfect than the way in

which it has been worked out : the just pro-

portions, the delicacy, together with pro-

per subordination and relief, of the mouldings,

and the variety and freedom of the carving

are beyond all praise. Some of the upper

parts, as the pinnacles between the pediments,

are interpolations of late date and incongruous

in character. These ought to be removed .and

some other missing details should be supplied,

such as the figures wliich once occupied the

centres of the elaborate pierced ciiiquefoils of

the canopies, as their absence is injurious to

the effect of the whole. Another work greatly

needed is the clearing out of the crypts, which

in themselves form an architectural and anti-

quarian problem of the greatest interest.

Rubbish is now accumulated in them

80 that the piers are half buried, and
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the greater portion of tlie central area is ac-

tually filled with it, the arches having been

blocked up with masonry to form a recfjitacle,

at the time of the restoration of the ui>per

part of tlie cathedral, and a hole made in tlie

pavement above to enable it to be thrown in,

merely to save the trouble and expense of

cartiag it away. Numerous and interesting

fragments of mural paintings and decoration

are still visible ou the walls of many portions

of tlie interior. They deserve longer study

than the time we had at our command enabled

Tis to give. Those on the vaulting of one of

the eastern chapels are in sutiicieut preserva-

tion to give a fair idea of their effect, and are

worth consideration in point of comparison

wdth the recent polyohromy with which llr.

Butterfield has treated the chancel of the

neighbouring Church of St. Cross. As we
intend to give some description and criticism

of that work in another article, any further

remarks ou the above-named paintings must
he lor the present postponed.

THE INSTITUTE AND ArvCHITEC-
TUIIAL EXAMINATIONS.

THE Institute is evidently most desirous

of furthering and encouraging the edu-
cation of the students of the profession, and
is prepared to do all in its power towards this

desirable end. The task is a difficult one, and
trill need considerable patience and long suf-

fering, for there is an apparent apathy on the

part of the younger men to avail themselves
of even the limited opportunities they have.

It would at first sight seem a work of super-

erogation to set on footan elaborate programme
for lectures and classes, since those already
established under the able guidance of Pro-

fessors Lewis and Kerr at University
and Kuig's Colleges respectively are so

scantil}' attended. Again, while only one
application was made last year, and not a

single one this year, to undergo the Voluntary
Architectural E.\amination, it would appear
like the setting up a steam engine to crack

a 11 at to appoint exammers and moderators
and all the machinery that would be needed
in a college.

Notwithstanding, however, the modicum
of success which their efforts have as yet
received, the Institute is resolved that no real

cause for failure shall lie at their door ; and
they have forestalled, in some measure, the
committee appointed by the various archi-

tectm'al societies, probably with the view of

strengthen] bg their hands by showing them
the spiiit in which any recommendations they
may make in their forthcoming report would
be received. Thus, at the special general
meeting of members only, held on Monday
last, the fallowing resolutions were passed
with the view of removing what have been
thought the impedimenta to the examina-
tions hitherto :

—
1. That passing tho voluntary examination

ought to 1)0 followed by advantages such as will

promote the advancement in life and in the pro-
fession of tho student.

2. That each cantlUate who passes tho oxamina-
tion should receive a formal acknowledgment of liis

having j)assed.

3. That passed students in tho class of pro-
ficiency should become, ipso fa-t ; students of the
Institute, without further payment, for as many
years .is they have paid guineas.

4. That tho names of candidates who Ii.ave

passed in the class of distinction bo notified to the
Board of Examinera for district siirveyorship cer-
tificates, when such candidates present themselves
for examination before that board.

By the above resolutions the Institute has
instituted a new policy in accordance with
the suggestion made by the council in their
la-ot report, wherein it was staled that, "It
may be worth consideration whether the
granting of tome certificate would be de-
sirable in order to attract a greater number oi
applicants."

The question as to how far suoh a recogni-
tion of having passed creditably in the ex-

amination may be carried, \ as referred by

the meeting to the careful consideration of

the coimcil. It is obvious that it may be

used, ])0ssibly it may be desirable it should

be used, as the thin edge of the wedge

for a diploma, and if, hereafter, the pos-

session of such should be made necessary

before application be made for the member-
ship of the In.-titute, the status of the profes-

sion might be materially all'ected and im-

proved. The feeling against such a proposi-

tion was much stronger in the Institute than

it is now, and the change of opinion that has

already taken place may be developed.

It will be noticed in the last of the above
resolutions that a recommendation is made
that the district surveyors' examiners might
give material recognition of certificates ob-

tained in the voluntary examination, and we
think that the two examinations might be

made to work mutually to advantage.

Nay, we do not see that they might not ulti-

mately he almost merged the one into the

other, since all that is needed by the former,

beyond the theoretical and practical know-
ledge which the latter has been founded to

test, is an intimate ac(juaintance with the

sjiecial retj^uirements of the Building Act.

Another proof of the anxiety of the In-

stitute to further educational opportunities,

given at the same meeting, was the change
made with regard to the Soane Medallion.

Hereafter the sum of £50 is to be attached to

the medallion absolutely, and under easier

conditions ; six months' absence for the pur-

pose of study ou the Continent being reqiured

instead of twelve hitherto.

It is not generally known that the Institute

possesses no special fund for the purpose

of providing this honorarium. A certain

sum, insufficient for this purpose, was left

to the Institute by Sir John Soane, but
it has been entirely the act of the Institute to

apply it in this manner and to supplement
it as necessary to raise the amount to that

above-named.

THE FORTHCOMINa ACADEMY EXHI-
BITION.

THE following is a list of the principal pictures

which wUl be sent in to the next Academy
exhibition :

—

Mr. Millais, R.A., owing to his recent illness,

has been able to finish but two pictures—one,

*' Vanessa," a companion to the "Stella" exhibited

last year; the other a portrait of Mr. Fowler, C.E.

Mr. Frith, R.A., has several pictures, '" Altisidora

and Don Quixote," the scene in which tho lady

feigns to swoon away for love of the romantic hero;
" Hope and Fear," a picture of modern life in two
compartments, one a young gentleman proposing
for a young lady's hand to her father, the other

showing the mother comforting the girl and in-

spiring her with hope as to tlio decision ; "Nell
Gwyn selling Oranges in the Pit of the Theatre ;"

a scene from " Twelftli Night ;" and a half-lengljh

of a '• Man in Armour." Mr. Creswick, ll.A., has

four Knglish landscapes. Mr. Vicat Colo sends
three large pictures—one a rich sunset seen fi'om

a moorland spot near Leith Hill ;
" t^loating

down to Camelot," an autumn sunrise on a river

flowing between wooded banks ; and a view ou the

Aran. Mr. Erskine Nicol, ll.A , has a picture of

Irish life, which he cabs "The Disputed Boun-
dary," representing two farmers quarrelling over

an estate map, and the lawyer interposing between
them. Mr. Horsley, R.A., has several pictures in

his usual style, the most important being "The
Gaoler's Daughter," the scene of which is laid on
the winding stairs in a turret, down which a male
and female figure are descending. Mr. O'Neil,

A. II. A., has three pictures—a scene from
"Pericles;" a portrait piece ; and a large picture

representing the billiard-room of the Garrick Club,
containing many portraits of the members. Mr.
Elmore, RA., has three pictures—a scene from
" Katherine and Petruchio," a group of " Jewesses
iu Algeria," and a half-length of "Judith." Mr.
Ansdell, R A., has several pictures. " The Victor,"

the survivor after a fierce combat between two
stags ;

" The Spanish Shepherd," with a view of

the Alhambra in the distance ;
" Winter Shoot-

ing," a, pony laden with ptarmigan and hares,

gilhes in attendance ; and " The Unwelcome
Visitor," a fox " rebutted" by the parent of two
lambs after which he is instituting search. Mr,
Leighton, R.A., has also several pictures. " St.

Jerome" in his agony of prayer; " The Birth ol

Rhodes," founded on the old mythological legend

that the isiand of Rhodes rose from the sea to

meet the kiss of Helios, the sun-god ;
" Da:dalus

preparing Icarus for hia flight ;" and " Electra

mourning at the tomb of Agamemnon." Mr. V.
Princep's largest picture is also on a classical sub-

ject, " Bacchus and Ariadne." Mr. Prinsep has

also a piicture of a lady reposing after the bath,

which he calls " A Siesta," and two very pretty

female figures, "An Amateur Dairymaid," and
" Hetty," a girl at the churn. Mr. Calderon,

R. A , has one large oil painting, one of medium
size, and a water-colour drawing. The first, de-

signated by the quoted line, " .Sighing he looked

into his lady's face," represents the old story of

the boy in humble life who betrays the secret ol

his heart iu his enraptured gane on the patrician

lady whom he is rowing iu his boat. The second
is an episode iu French history, showiug the sister

of the Due de Guise persuading the monk Jacques
Clement to the murder of Henri III. The
water-colour is a life-size female figure, which th©
artist calls " The Fruit-seller." Mr. Armitage,
R A., has a large nude female study of Hero
hftiug aloft the beacon by which Leander
shapes his course. Mr. Yeames, A.R A., has a

large picture, representing the hiding of a Jacobite

youth in the spacious chimney of the hall of the
paternal mansion. The father, mother, and
female relations are present, and a young girl,

apparently a sister of tho fugitive, is keeping
watch at a window. Mr. Yeames hiis another pic-

ture, representing a pair of m ijoi-u-jc lovers dis-

turbed by the pattering footsteps of a child who
is approaching. Mr. Orchardson, A.R.A , con-

tributes a scene in the ante-chamber of a Ma>cenaB
of the middle ages, thronged with types of various

characters seeking , an audience with the great

man. A lack-lustre poet, a BenvenutoCellini
" of the period," a forester with a dog with which
the jester of my lord is playing, a bravo with his

poniard and a swash-buckler with his rapier,

both for hire, an appeaUng tenant, aud a few
gaping loungers make up the group. Mr. H. S.

Marks sends "The Minstrel's Gallery," or, more
properly speaking, the ante-chamber to the Min-
strel's Gallery, towards which the grave steward
is conducting the minnesingers and the players on
the viol, harp, lute, organ, &c , who are about to

take part in some great festival. Jlr. Marcus
Stone has a large picture of " Princess (after-

wards Ijueen) Elizabeth," compelled by her sister.

Queen Mary, to attend the celebration of mass.

Mr. Hodgson avails himself of his recent experi-

ences in T.ingiers, his large jiicture representing

an Arab story-teller narrating to an audience of

Moors some of the thousand audone nights

wonders. Mr. G. Storey, who first rose into

notice by his picture of the little children at

breakfast at Hever Castle, semis two different

pictures of children, one of a little girl at work
iu her flower garden, the other of two boys on
their way to school. Mr. Storey has also a large

picture of an old soldier asking alms of a very
pretty young lady. Mr. W. VV. Wyufield has a,

picture of " The Rich Widow " (founded ou as
episode relating to Mrs. Bennett, as told in Mr.
John Forster's biography of Sir John Elliot) sur-

rounded by her suitors, aud a sm;dl< r but more
oti iking picture, after Mr. Leighton's manner,
called "My Lady's Boudoir." llr. E M.Ward,
R.A., has a large picture of " Luther studying the

Bible," and a smaller one of " Grinliug Gibbon's
cu'ving first introduced at Court." Mrs. E. M.
Ward's sole contribution relates to an episode in

the life of the Old Pretender when a child.

The Education op Bhildehs at STirxroAiiDT.

—Mr. Scott Russell, iu his book on "Systemilio
Techiiicid Education," B.ajs that at Stuitgardt
" there is a very remarkable school for tho build-

ing trades, with courses adapted for all classes of

workmen, down to Uie humblest. Its president

is tho most disuuguisbed architect, iu tho country,

and under him are twenty-eight professors aud
masters. Tho course of instruction includes

Goiman, French, history, arithmetic, geometry,

algebra, drawing of all kinds, mechanics, the

theory of buiUiiug, of warming and ventilation,

tho construction of roads and bridges, the history

of architecture, and other subjects. The attend-

ance includes 700 pupils, amongst w'lom are 475

actual builders."
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Clje Surliepr.

I

INSTITOTE OF STJRVEYOBS.

AT the ordinary general meeting on Monday
evening last, Mr. John Glutton in the

chair,

The Secretary announced that twenty-five

volumes of the " Euoyclopajdia Britannica" had
been presented by Mr. William Beuu Smith, mem-
ber. The best thanks of the meeting were voted
to Mr. Smith for his gift.

Mr. Viao Bockland roae to ask when was the
proper time to bring questions of public and pro-

fessional interest before the Institute ?

The CuAiiiMAN thought it open for any member
to introduce questions of importance at any time.

He presumed Mr. Buokland wished to draw atten-

tion to certain Bills now before Parliament. If

those mattera were not particularly pressing, it

Would be well for the council to consider them,
and bring them before the notice of the members
at the next meeting. If urgent, of course the
meeting would be glvd to hear him.

Mr. BucKLAND said that one subject he had in

his mind was Mr. Qosohen's Bill for the re-valua-

tion of the properties of the country, and the
other was a notice emanating from the Remem-
brancer of the City of London, informing the
public that the Corporation were petitioning Par-
liament to allow them to add certain clauses to a
BUI already before Parliament, one of which
clauses seriously affected the public and also sur-

veyors. The Bill he alluded to was one for giving
certain powers to the churchwardens and over-
seers of the parish of St. Sepulchre, the last clause
of which w.as to the effect that the City should
have the power to issue one precept for the
whole of the funds required for property
taken under the Hulborn Improvement Act, and
that a j ury should assess the whole of the in-

terests under the freeholder in all properties taken
by the Corporation. That appeared to him to be
an attempt on the part of the City to get power
by a side wind, an attempt which should be
strenuously opposed.

The ChaikmiN thought that the last subject
Was one which interested only those concerned in

the property in question. As to the question of

rating, it was one which might be profitably dis-

cussed by the Institute.

Mr. Chatfeild Clakke was then called upon to

read

A Review of the Pbogkess made is Pko-
viMNQ IiiPRovEO Dwellings for the In-
dustrial Classes.

At the formation of the Institution of Sur-
veyors, the question was asked, whether in its

range was to be included all those matters con-

nected with building not mainly artistic, and the
answer being in the affirmative, no apology need
be presented for the introduction of a subject so
deeply interesting, professionally, morally, and
socially.

So much, however, has been said and written in

connection with this subject, that it would be
difficult to lay down any new principles which
should guide its development ; but it may not be
uninteresting to give a resume of the work
actually done up to the present time in the metro-
polis, and to strengthen the hands of those whose
care it has been to act on sound principles.

Before commencing the sketch I propose to give
of the various societies in operation, I will in brief

give my view of the first principles which should
guide undertakings of this kind.

1. That there should be economy in the
outlay consistently with due regard to durability
and health, combined with great simplicity in all

details.

2. That fin.ancially any scheme should be based
upon such a fair percentage, in proportion to the
outlay, as might be reasonably considered an in-

ducement to others to follow the example set.

3. That the classes for whom you are to pro-

vide dwellings should be carefully suited as to

locality and means in the different districts of the
metropolis.

4. That freedom from restraint or interference

with the privacy and self-respect of the occupants
should be carefully studied.

To the professional man many other questions
must suggest themselves, of great interest and
importance, such as the nature and plan of the
structures to be inhabited ; the desirability or not
of erecting very high blocks of buildings; the
possibihty of adapting present structures, with

;

sanatory and other appliances, when substantially
built, thereby saving much outlay ; the desirability
of restricting or not the amount of accommoda-
tion below that usually considered essential ; and
the question of all others the most difficult, viz
will it be ever possible to succeed in being able to
build dwellings which can be made fairly remu-
nerative and yet applicable to the humblest classes
of our citizens ? Before passing on, I should like
to offer a few remarks on each of these points,
and to suggest a few thoughts in relation to
them.
With respect to the nature and plan of the

structures, it cannot be doubted that experience
has proved the undesirabilityof erecting buildings
on a large scale for single men, or for purposes of
laundries and the like, with any hope of their
being fairly remunerative, and that the buildings
should be conBned to such as are either of the
block or cottage character. In like manner, it

cannot be doubted, I think, that in the plans of
the various buildings an avoidance o£ tortuous
staircases and passages, of rooms with many
angles, and many doors, and too much glass, is

requisite ; also that the staircases should have
direct access to the outer air ; that the passages
should not have room doors opening opposite to
one another, nor, indeed, passages at all, if pos-
sible ; that all the appliances should be iron and
stone, of the simplest but yet most eflective

character—such as the flushing of closets, sinks,

and the like ; and that, though the finish should
be of the plainest kind, those additions which tend
to make the dwelling comfortable in the eyes of
its occupants should not be wholly wanting ; and
for this purpose cheap papers, of a glazed cha-
racter, that would stand washing, would be of

great service (with simple polished or varnished
woodwork), the coating of the walls being as non-
absorbent as possible—of course not being mi-
mindful of the necessity for simple methods of
ventilation.

With respect to the erection of very high
blocks of buildings, I am doubtful whether, on a
large scale, they are desiralle ; for it is evident
that, unless placed in a street or square of very
great width, the lower floors must be in a lucll,

besides the possibility of great loss of life in an
alarm of fire should the staircase be not readily
accessible, or not proving wholly imperWous to

the effects of fire in the lower stories. Doubtless
the motive urging the erection of very high blocks
of buildings is apparent : that you thereby reduce
the ground rent proportionately over the build-

ings ; but in doing so you add somewhat to the
thickness of your walla, and give to your buildings
a character which to many forms an objection.

Taking the next point, viz., the possibility of
adapting present structures for the purposes C'f

dwellings for the industrial classes, I have always
been desirous that this mode should be tried on
an extended scale, for wherever tried on a small
scale, with a proper choice of jiroperty, it has
proved remunerative.

It has this advantage, that hou.se property is

taken on long repairing leases, often out of the
hands of middle men who oppress the poor,

and at no large outlay of capital a large amount
of good may be done by adapting the same, and
no very great liabilities incurred.

As to the remaining point, viz , the advisability

of restricting the amount of accommodation with
the view of keepmg the rent within the means of

the humblest class, I am not sanguine, with the

present cost of land and buildings, that this can
ever be done, and I fear those interested in this

movement must be content to provide for a class

somewhat above the lowest, hoping thereby to

improve ultimately the nature and .imount of the
accommodation for the humblest.

After the brief notice I have given of the
principles that should guide, in my judgment,
the operations of such associations, 1 now pro-

ceed to give a summary of the results of the

working of the various agencies in the metropolis
for this object that I have been able to giin

information upon, giving approximately the

capital expended, the nett dividend divisible, the

number of persons accommodated, and statistics

:is regards the health of the inmates as far as I

can ascertain the same. I also give some par-

ticulars of the rents obtained for single and sets

of rooms.
Ono point in connection with these results I

would strongly press on the consideration of those

interested in this question, viz., the recent great

increase in tho taxation of these buildings, and
the heavy incubus it is on the poor, or in reduc-

tioQ of dividends on these undertakings. ^Sir S.

Waterlow has recently made a statement relative
to the company in which he has taken so leading
and earnest a part, by which it appears that by
the recent change in the law an increase of 37J
per cent, has been chargeable in respect of the
rates on the company's property.

In the order I have proposed to myself, I desire
first to refer to the work of the Metropolitan
Association for Improving the Dwellings of the
Industrious Classes, as being the association that,
on a charter involving much preliminary expense
and with many restrictions, has proceeded ia
such a careful manner with various tentative ex-
periments as to entitle the managers of such
association to much praise.

It is satisfactory to learn, from the clear and
detailed accounts presented by this association,
that several of their larger buildings are earning,
after the payment of every expense, more than 5
per cent., and in one of their largest blocks, 6 per
cent.

1 he statement of general results is as follows,

to Midsummer, 186S ;—

•

Paying on a capital of about £100,000, exclu-
sive of loans and advances and provincial brai che?,

this association was enabled to divide at the rate
of 4 per cent, last Midsummer, though having
earned nearly 5 par cent., accommodating a
population of 3,3-42 persons at that date, and with
the favourable rate of mortality of 14 per 1,000,

the average rentals per room being, I estimate,

from 2s. to 2i. 5d. per week.
Ranking next in interest, perhaps, is " The Im

proved Industrial Dwellings' Company," fr jm the
spirited way in which, in a short space of t'me,
so many blocks of buildings have been raised in
various parts of the metropolis on plans peculiar

in their conception and original in the class of

material used in their construction.

This company are going to avail themselves
largely of the power to borrow from the Govern-
ment at 4 per cent., to assist their undertaking,
thoipgh the advantages likely to accrue from so

doing have been lessened considerably by the

great expense hitherto incurred in obtaining such
loans.

With a productive capital, by the last report,

of about £90,000, this company is enabled to pay
5 per cent., accommodating a population now of

about 2,9:J0 persons, but thortly hoping to in-

crease that number, by their buildings projected,

to 3,890 persons. No statistics of the health of

the inmates have been kept, but from some par-

tial observations in one locality, they have been
very favourable. The average rentals derivable

are from 2s. 3d. to 23. 6d. nearly per week per

room.
The munificent and repeated gifts of Mr. Pea-

body next claim some notice—indeed, gttch an
amount as the total of £350,000 put in trust for

this object must impress every one as an unex-

ampled instance of a generous and high-minded

man seeking in what way bis £,reat we.alth can be
devoted for the permanent good of the commu-
nity of which he is not even a countryman.

In reviewing the action of the trustees hitherto,

it is difficult to go into much detail as to the

results, inasmuch as the accounts presented an-

nually to the public are so meagre in character,

no revenue account being published, and no
analysis being given of the interests obtained on

distinct blocks of building. It is much to be

wished that the trustees would consider the ad-

visability of furnishing more detailed accounts, as

great interest is felt in the matter, .and it might

serve to remove from the public mind by explana-

tions false results, possibly otherwise arrived at.

As to the scale and substantial character of the

buildings, there cannot 1 e a questior, with their

large, airy, secluded, playgrounds, laundries, :nd

other conveniences ; all must add very much to

the comfort and convenience of the dwellers

therein; but, judging by the recent letter of the

secretary to the trust, it is a source of regret

that it has been hitherto impossible to realise a

larger rate of interest than 21. per cent., "asum,"
as he justly says, " much too small to induce

those actuated even p.attially by a view to invest-

ment, to follow the same example."

The capital hitherto expended h.a^ been about

£150,0110 with a total population of 1,971 persons,

the rents, demanded being at the rate of 23. 6d.

for one room, 43. for two rooms, and 58. for th: 63

corns ; the heiilth statistics i how a mortality o£

.about 15 to IG per 1,000.

The average wages of the working men in these

buildings are stated to bo about 21s. jer week,

and to bo as carefully selected as possible to avoid

a class who could pay higher rents.
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The 1 iiildinga erected by tlie Corporation of

London in Farringdon-road next claim notice as a
large and spirited undertaking, which sets a good
example to like corporations.

These buildings are on the model (witli some
modifications) of those erected by the Improved
Indii.itrial DwoUioga' Company, with the addition
of shops on the ground floor.

The outlay on this property has been about
i.'iljUOO, showing on the average of three years a

clear nett receipt of rather over 4 per cent.,

beyond which there is a portion of the site not
yet utilised.

The population in these buildings amounts to

872 persons in 16S tenements, and the average
number of deaths is at the rate of 22 per 1,000,
showing only a difference of 1 per 1,0:10 over the
whole of the metropolis, but as compared with a
small property not far oil it shows a very favour-
able result, where the death rate is 31 per thou-
sand.

The Society for Improving the Condition of the
Labouring Classes claims to rank with the Me-
trrpoUtan Association as setting up models for
imitation, and as having led this movement. This
society, at the present moment, is not extending its

operations, and does not consider itself committed
to any continued series of erections. Its properties
are various in character, several being occiipiid
by single men and women, and it has also a public
washhouse, which occasions the [society consider-

able expense and loss ; it has also adapted exist-

ing houses, with every needful comfort, which
yield, the report states, a fair average balance.

It is almost to be regretted, I think, that the

mode of conducting the operations of this society

does not seem to provide a clear balance to ac-

cumulate for the exteusion of their operations,

or a sinking fund to redeem the leaseholds, as is

the case with otber societies, and the expenses
seem large ; but this society is working with a

large amount of borrowed capital, obtained as to

a considerable proportion at 5 per cent. ; several

of the blocks of buildings show in the accounts

a considerable surplus of from -1 to 5 per cent.,

after deducting the charges upon same.
The capital account, not including a freehold

property at Hull, shows an expenditure of about
£.}", 000, an entire population of from 1,G00 to

1,700 persons, and a death rate of 15.5 per thou-

sand.

Miss Coutts, whose name is so universally re-

spected for her long and generous interest in the

welfare of the poor in the metropolis, has also

aided this movement by the erection, in Colum-
bia-square, Shoreditch, of a large pile of buildings,

giving every faciliiy for healthy living, and on a

scale superior to others as to external decoration.

The outlay upon this undertaking has been in

land and building about i'45,000, the gross rents

amount to about £l,SiO per annum, and the de-

ductions upon the same to about i, yielding

therefore about 2,\ per cent, per annum, accord-

ing to Mr. Darbyshire's report.

There are ISO tenements, let, I am informed,

at very moderate rents, which Miss Coutts will

not permit to be raised, and commencing at 23.

per week. The number of inhabitants is about

710. These buildings have the advantage o£

laundries, drying-rooms, baths, and other con-

veniences, and are much valued in the poor

neighbourhood in which they are placed.

Mr. Gibbs has also erected a large pile of build-

ings, on the scale of those erected for the trus-

tees of the Peabody Fund, in Rochester-row,

Westminster, and it is a gratifying fact, that after

a large outlay in buying up the leases of old pro-

perties, so good a result comparatively should be
derived ; but here, also, taxation presses heavily

on the success of the scheme in a financial point

of view, the taxes, rates, gas, superintendence, and
repairs amounting to about 6-16ths of the gross

rental derivable.

These buildings consist of 166 tenements,
housing about 650 persons, at rents varying from
2s. 3d. for a single room to Cs. for a three roomed
tenement. The total outlay has been about
£'32,000, and a nett dividend derived of something
over 3 per cent. ; the death rate averaging for two
years 19 in 1,000.

Sir Sydney Waterlow, with great boldness, be-

fore initiating the company with which his name
is connected, experimented in this matter in the

erection of a block of buildings called " Lang-
bourne Buildings," at a cost of nearly £8,000,
containing 78 tenements, with about 390 inmates,

and these (partly on accoitnt of the less cost of

building when they were erected) yield, after de-

ducting all expenses, and providing for repairs, a

nett result of over 9 per cent. ; and these figures

are obtained after a trial of five years.

The Right Honourable Russell Gurney, M.P.,

has also made a most interesting experiment in

his own neighbourhood, which has a special value

that not only does it locate the poor near to their

work, but combines the element of retainilig poor
families in the neighbourhood adjacent to their

richer brethren, in whom they may justly take a
special interest.

The outlay was £2,500, giving accommodartioff

for ten sets of dwellings, and from fifty to sisty

persons ; the rentals being 7s. 6d. for three rooms''

with conveniences attached and yielding a full 5
per cent, on the outlay.

These buildings are constructed on the same
design, and with similar material; to those carried

out by the Improved Industrial Dwellings' Com-
pany.

Before closing this paper there are one or two
"ther associations for this object in the metropolis

which it is right to refer to ; among others, the

Marylebone Association for Improving the Dwell-

ings of the Industrial Classes, and the Highgate
Dwellings' Improvement Company. With respect

to the former 1 am hardly able to present many
particulars, but with a capital of about £27,000,

spread over six properties, doubtless a consider-

able work is being effected. The dividend on the

ordinary shares last declared was at the rate of 4

per cent., and ii per cent, on the preferential

stock of the company.
With respect to the Highgate Dwellings' Im-

provement Company, built also on similar plans

to the Improved Industrial Dwellings' Company,
it provides on a total capital of about £6,000;
though the expenditure of the same is not fully

defined, for 96 rooms, and the company have been*

enabled to pay a dividend of 5 per cent, on
rentals varying from Zs. to 23. 3d. per room per
week, and for two and three rooms in a somewhat
less proportion.

In giving this sketch, I ought not to omit some
other kindred societies and persons who have

worked out schemes of the kind, and, amongst
others, the Strand Buildings' Company, the-

Central London Dwellings' Improvement Com-
pany, the London Labourers' Dwellings' Society,

the Rev. Mr. Burgess, Mr. G. Barker, Mr. J. H.

llarlowe, the Rev. Thomas Ainswortb, Mr. John
Newson, and Mr. Hilliard may be mentioned';

nor ought the labours of the late Prince Consort

in this direction to be omitted, as tending pro-

bably more than any other person, by his high

position and his pure and disinterested' motives,

to have infused energy and excited inquiry in many
minds that might otherwise have been' directed'

into other channels. Of the results of some of

the above operations, it maybe briefly noted that

the Strand Building Company on an expenditure

of £5,000 pays ij per cent. The CentraJ Loudon

Dwellings' IiaprcTement Company paja-Sper
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cent, on a capital expended of about £10,000.
The London Labourers' Dwellings' Society pays
5 per cent, on about £30,000, spent chiefly iu

xenovating old buildings and that of the private

owners. Mr. Hilliard receives from 6 to 7 per
cent, on an outlay of about £11,000, and Mr.
Newson is reported to have received a nett 5,i per
cent, on an outlay of £13,000 or thereabontp.

I am aware in this paper I omit altogether any
notice of cottage dwellings, both suburban and
agricultural ; but I should like to mention the
Metropolitan Association have an interesting ex-
periment in suburban dwellings at Penge. I

trust some other member of the Institution may
be found willing and more able than myself to

deal with this question. It is by no means
second in interest and importance to the subject
considered in this paper; it also abounds with
similar problems as to the difficulty of providing
adequate accommodation for the humblest classes

at fairly remunerative rates.

With respect to the general results obtained
from this paper, I trust they may be looked at
as on the whole encouraging. With a total sum
expended in the metropolis of about £650,000
(not taking into account the £200,000 further
_given by Mr. Peabody, not yet expended), hous-
ing approximately from 15,000 to 16,000 persons
at moderate rents, giving an average return of

4| per cent, on fifteen ascertained returns, with
a death rate in a great proportion of reported
cases much below the average rate of mortality
in the metropolis, and considerably below the rate
in the poorer districts taken singly, and with a
rate of interest derivable not varying much from
that receivable for freehold property elsewhere,
I trust we may look to the future with hope.

In our varied relations as professional men, we
may do much to help this work, and though, of
course, we do and must acknowledge that no ma-
terial and social progress can supply the place of

higher influences, we can and do, I hope, recog-
nise that the one .should go hand in hand with
the other, and, I trust, as a body, we may ever
be found taking a deep interest in such questions.

Discassro>f.

Mr. H. A. Hunt moved a vote of thanks to

Mr. Clarke for his paper, which he considered
was a very valuable one.

Mr. Francis Vioers, in seconding the motion,
said that the thanks of the Institution and of the
public at large were also due to those who had
proved that the dwellings of the poor could be
improved and rendered commercially remunera-
tive. Any attempt at their improvement not
ba*»ed upon sound commercial principles must
"fail. One point noticed in Mr. Clarke's paper was
that most of the dwellings which had at present
been erected were not for the lowest classes. He
regretted this, as until they found some means of

improving the dwellings of the very poorest
classes they would not make much progress. He
next explained the Bill of Mr. M'Cullagh Torrens,
which he said cut at the very root of the evil, and
gave powers to local authorities and surveyors,
which, if rightly used, would greatly tend to the
improvement of the poorest class of dwellings.

Sir Sydney H. Waterlow (Chairman of the
Improved Industrial Dwellii gs' Company) said

that, having some knowledge of the subject, he
had no hesitation in pronouncing Mr. Clarke's
paper the best resume he had seen of what had
been done to improve the homes of the working
classes of London. Although £650,000 had been
expended in this way duiing the last twenty
years (the greater proportion daring the last five

years), they were nothing more than on the very
"threshold of labours which had to be brought to

a good conclusion ere they could elevate and im-
prove the people. Although he had taken a great
interest in the subject for many years, he did not
think that perfection had been arrived at, either
as to economy or method of construction. But
when it was remembered that almost the whole
of the large sums expended of late years had been
employed one-half in developing one form of

construction (the internal corridor system), and
the other half in developing a form of building

quite the opposite (the external staircase plan), it

was time that some understanding as to the best

method should be arrived at. He should be glad

to hear the opinions of Mr. Darbyshire and o",ber

gentlemen present on this point. He had a

strong feeling in favour of the external staircase

system, as affording better ventilation and greater

security against lire. He and the company of

which he was chairman had gone on the principle

oi providing a complete home, with diatinct
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a id separate accommodation of every kind
for each, allowing to no one tenant any accom-
modation in common wi h any other tenant.

He thought this plan preferable both morally
and economically, as tenants would always
be inclined to give more for accommoda-
tion exclusively their own. As regarded the
question of economy, he entirely concurred with
Mr. Clarke when that gentleman expressed his

strong fears as to the power of capitalists to build

homes for the humblest classes in such a way as to

obtain such a remuneration as would tempt men
to invest their money. He (Sir Sydney) did

not think it wise to build the lowest class of tene-

ment, because he looked forward to the time when
what were now the lowest classes of society would
be so far advanced that the buildings now being
erected would not be at all too good for them,
whilst the present class of occupants would <rccupy

still better dwellings. In building the descrip-

tion of tenements suited to the better class of

workmen they were thereby giving increased and
cheaper accommodation to the classes below.

He heartily concurred with Mr. Clarke's references

to the labours of the late Prince Consort, who was
undoubtedly the first who developed a special

construction of dwellings for labourers. Upon
the point of r.iisiog money for the buildings by
means of public loans, Sir Sydney said that Mr.

Clarke w.as under a miaapprebensiou iu sayiug that

the loans would prove ao much less remunerative

on accormt of the heavy costs which had to be
paid to the lawyers who prepared the deeds. No
doubt the charge was much greater than it should

be, although it did not amount to more than one

year's profit out of the forty years over which the

loans extended. His own company had raised in

this way £108,000, and were now iu want of sites,

as they had now money waiting to be utilised.

The company had power of raising money to almost

any extent as long as they could make their

undertaking proStable. They were not prepared

to give ' faucy " prices for laud ; they never com-

menced operations until they had calculated what

the total cost would be, and only in good pro-

spect of a fair return was any scheme commenced.

As to Mr. Clarke's opinion that the plan of adapting

existing dwellings had not been sufticiently deve-

loped, he (Sir iSydney) could only say that there

were many difficulties iu the w.ay which did not

appear on the surface. Whenever old buildings,

such as those occupied by the working classes,

were put up on long repairing leases there waa

always such a large number of private bidders

(who could allurd to give more than any company
could by re;ison of requiring little or no capital),

such as 8m,all jobbing builders, that no company
could successfully compete with them. Such indivi-

duals could enter upon undertakings of the kind

with £200 or £3U0, and by bestowing personal

attention and labour upon the property such as no

company would find it worth while to bestois',
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they got a comfortable living. He hoped to hear

some expressions of opinion on the BuLject from
the many profes.-iunal gentlemen present.

Mr. Ii.MiBVSIIIiiE said that the reason for the

adoption, in the Feabody and Couttfc' buildings, ol

the central corridor instead of the external stair-

case and comdor was that the ventilation wat

quite as effeetive in the former system as in the

latter, and not so draughty. The reason why the

former system had leen adopted was that the poor,

engaged in corporeal labour during the day, wished

to keep up the temperature of their bodies when
at home, and tUey were averse to draughty venti-

lation, and if ventilation could be rendered as

efl'eotive, though at the same time lees directly

external, they would not be so averse to it. Mr.

Peabody and Miss Coutts had endeavoured, in

contradistincliou to Sir Sydney Waterlow and the

Improved Industrial Dwellings' Company, to pro-

vide accommodation for the lowest-waged classes,

Buch as scavengers earning los. per week, and the

highest-waged class for which they wished to pro-

vide, consL-ited of persons in receipt of not more
than 253. per week. The public were apt to con-

sider that in Mr. Peabody's buildings the lowest

waged class were not accommodated, but from his

(Mr. Darbyshire's) experience, the tenants were of

the very poorest class. Speaking of the new Pea-
body buildings in Westminster, he said that the
cost per room had been £72 Ss. 6d. In this

case the whole of the topmost story was de-

voted to laundrif s and wash-lutuses, the otherfour
stories being devoted to dwellings. In making a
calculation of the cost per family of such dwell-

ings, it should be remembered that the top or

laundry story, though a great gain to the tenants,

was a dead loss to rental. When it was said that
the Coutts' buildings only paid 2i per cent, it

should be remembered that whenever a tenant fell

ill and was unable to pay his rent, he was not
ejected nor was his furniture sold, but his rent
was remitted, llemembening these things, and
that the rent for two rooms was only 3s. Gd. per
week, the dividend of 2^ per cent, was very credit-

able. As to conveniences, he was in favour of one
watercloset, water svipply, &c., to every two
families, as such conveniences were more likely

thereby to be appropriated to their proper uses.

Mr. Bailey Deston spoke of agricultural cot-

tages, saying that although there wa.s much talk

of building cottages at £100 each, he wag con-
Tinced from long experience and strict investiga-
tion of the subject that such cottages could not be
built for less than £300 per pair. He rose, how-
ever, to say that within the walls of the luclosure
Office there existed an excellent and valuable col-

lection of plans of cottages, which would be ex-
tremely useful to the public at large if access
coidd be had to them. There were in the office

plans by nearly every rural architect in England

—

plans which had been executed in various locaUties
and at various costs. He would suggest that the
Institute should use its influence to get this in-
formation laid open to the public. Cottages had
been built at aseertained prices from plans to be
found in that office, and he thought it extraordi-
nary that, while there existed so much doubt in
the public mind ou this question, such informa-
tion should not be made public property.

Mr. Gatuit, of the Mstropolitan Association
for Improvmg the Dwellings of the Working
Classes, detailed the operations of the association
at Pense. They had built a large number of live-

roomed cottages at £280 per pair, and six-roomed
cottages at £320 per pair. The rents were 69. (id.

and 7s. 6d. respectively, and the cost of railway
conveyance weekly was 2s , liable to a reduction
at some future time. The rents charged would
yield a profit of 7 per cent.

Mr. Steim!i:xson (Hunt and Stephenson) made
some remarks detailing his experience as sur-
veyor of the Duchy of Cornwall. He was in
favour of the external etaircise, as in Sir Sydney
Waterlow'a buildings. Shops in such dwelliug.s
were, he thought, failures. Ho wa« more in favour
of suburban cotUges than the lofty barrack-like
town erections.

Mr. Clarkk having briefly replied.
The CUAIIIMAN made a few remarks, expressing

himself as convinced that before any great advance
can be made in the provision of improved dwell-
inga it will have to be more generally demon
Btrated that sucli undertakings can be made com-
mercially remunerative. He was in favour of
separate conveniences to each dwelling.
The meeting then adjourned.

I.N-STlTuiios OF SuiivEYORS.—At the ordinary

?K°*/n
'"<=«'"'8. liehl on Monday, March 22

the foUowmg name was read and passed, to be

balloted for on April 19, viz.:—As Astociate

:

William Hope, V.C., Parsloes, Essex. The follow-

ing candidates were balloted for raid declared

duly elected, viz. :—As Members : Charles Bid-

well, Ely ; William David King, Quecu-street,

Portsea ; James Marr. 3, Whitehall-gardens. At
the meeting held on Monday evening, April 5, a

paper was read, entitled " A Review of the I'ro-

gress made in Providing Improved Dwellings for

the Industrial Classes," by Mr. Thomas Chatfeild

Clarke. The following candidates were elected

as Members : J. G. Comely, Winchester; James
Horwood, 10, Paternoster row. As Associates :

Henry Jonas, 4, Whitehall; R. Price Williams, 37,
Great George-street. The next meeting will be
held on Monday, April 1!>, when a paper will be
read by Mr. W. Menzies, " On the Sanitary Treat
ment of the Refuse of Towns and the Utilisation

of Sewage."

FORM OF BUILDING CONTEACT .*

THIS contract, made the day
of IS , Between

of the one part, and of the
other part,

Witnesseth, that the parties hereto hereby
mutually contract and agree with each other;
and the said contractor, so far as the stipulations

and provisions of this contract, and the works,
matters, and things herein mentioned or referred

to, are to be performed and observed by him,
hereby agrees with the said propiietor; and the
said proprietor, so far as the said stipulations

and provisions, matters and things, are to be per-

formed by him, hereby agrees with the said con-

tractor as follows, namely :

1.—In the construction of these presents, when
the contract will admit of it, the term " con-
tractor " shall mean the said

;

the term "proprietor" shall mean the s.aid

; the term *' architect " shall

mean ; or other the architect

for the time being employed by the proprietor

to superintend the erection and completion of the

works; and the term "works" shall mean all

the works, acts, matter-s, and things specified and
described in the specification, plans, and other

drawingSjt and detailed bills of quintities sup-

plic ', hereinafter mentioned, and also such other

works, matters, and things as ai e hereby contracted

to be done and performed by the contractor.

2.—The contractor lihall well and substantially,

and in the best and most workmanlike manner,
with the best materials of their respective kinds,

and under the direction and inspection of the

architect, make, execute, finish, and complete,

and deliver over to the proprietor, on or before

the day of , the several

works, acts, matters, and things mentioned or

referred to in (or necessarily implied by) the
specification, plans, and drawings, or any of

them, already prepared by the architect and
signed by the parties, and 111 Vic detailed bills of
quantities supplied, viitti such additions, enlarge-

ments, .and alterations of, and deviations from,
the said works (if any) as the architect may from
time to time, during tlie progress of the woiks,

direct ; but further time shall be .allowed, if with
reasonable diligence on the part of the contractor,

such additions, enlargements, alterations, anddcvia-
tious should be the cause of delay in the execution

and completion of the works.
3.—The contractor shall find all carriage, ma-

terials, labour, services, tools, scaflblding, imple-

ments, utensils and machinery, and power of

every kind, for the full, safe, expeditious, and
projier carrying on and completion of the woiks.

4.— One comilete set of drawings, and speci-

fication, having been supplied by the architect

for use ou the work, the same shall be kept there

for reference by the clerk of the works or fore-

man in charge, and the contractor shall furnish

all further copies of the same ueceesaiy for use
on the woiks.

5.—The contractor shall be answerable for,

restore, and make good all injuries, damages, le-

erections, and repairs occasioned or rendered
necessary to the woiks by accidental causes, or

flood, storm, tempest, fire, trespasses, or other
means, previously to the ccmpletiin and deliveiy
of the same, and shall hold the proprietor haim

• Originally dniivn up by tlie Sub-conimitteo of Aichi-
tct;ta and l.uiMeii*, as amemlcd aud approved at the lueot*
iugs of the Liverpool Aichitocttiral niid A rch.^^ological b'o-

eibty, held Kel). 10 and M,arch 10, 1869, and reconiniondod
to the rrofetwioiial Members of the Society for their adop-
tion. *« - t^-Ofj

1 The word.s printed in italics may be struck out ^vben
the quantities are taken out by a surveyor appointed or
agreed to by the couti-actora.

less from any damage to person or property aris-

ing from the contractor's operations or neglect.

The contractor shall insure the works from
damage by fire in the sum of £ , such insurance
to be effected in the joint names of the contractor

and the proprietor. If the contractor fail to

effect such insurance to the satisfaction of the
proprietor, it shall be lawful for (but not obli-

gatory upon) the proprietor to insure the same,
and to retain aud deduct the sums paid for such
insurance from any money which may be owing
to the contractor.

0.—The proprietor shall pay to the contractor,

for the full and perfect completion of this con-

tract, the sum of £ . But if the archi-

tect shall direct any addition to, or omission of,

or variation from, the works, the value of such
addition, omission, or variation shaU be added to

or deducted from the said sum of £ as the
case may be ; aiid if there s/ioiiW be found to be

any error in ths detailed bills of quantities supplied,

an addition, or deduction in respect of such error

shall be made to or from the said sinn of £ ,

as the case may be. And the value of such addi-

tions to or deductions from the amount of the
contract shiiU be ascertained by the architects

from the priced bills of quantities, so far as the
same sh.dl be applicable to the work added to or
deducted from the contract, and the contractor

shall, within one week from the date of the ac-

ceptance of his tender, furnish the architect with
a copy of the bills of quantities, containing the
actual amounts and prices from which the sum
total of the contract has been ascertained.

7.—The sum paycable under the last clause shall

be paid by instalments in manner following,

namely :— Instalments as the works proceed
every month after commencing the works, at the
rate of per cent, upon the value of the work
done and materials provided and delivered upon
the ground, such materials to become the pro-

perty of the proprietor, as certified in writing
from time to time ly the architect, until the
amount reserved by the proprietor shall equal 10
per cent, on the said sum of £ ; and
when the same shall amount to such 10 per cent.,

the instalments shiall be the full value of the
work and materials so certified, and, after full

completion and delivery of works, whatever
balance may be owing alter the payments afore-

said, and after the value of any extras and de-

ductions has been ascertained, shall be paid by
the proprietor to the contractor within

from such completion as aforesaid.

Provided that the first instalment shall not be
payable until the expiration of three days after
giving the architect's certificate to the proprietor,
either personally or by leaving the same for him
at his place of business or residence ; and no in-
stalment of a less amount than £ shall be re •

quired to be paid during the progress of the works.
8.—The contractor shall, duiing the execution

of the works, when directed aud required by the
architect, remove from the proprietor's premises
all materials and works which shall not, in the
opinion of the architect, be in accordance with
the specification, plans and drawings, either as
regards quality or materials or workmanship ; or
which he shall consider unsound, ill-seasoned, or
defective, unsuitable, or improper. Aud the con-
tractor shall, when so directed aud required by
the architect, remove and take down all work
which the architect shall be of opinion is not done
according to the specification, plans, and draw-
ings, or otherwise imperfectly executed ; aud in
either case proper and satisfactory materials and
work shall be substituted. And if, after forty-
eight hours' notice, the contractor shall not com-
ply with such direction or requisition, it shall be
lawful for the architect to caute the removal and
tuking down of the materials aud works objected
to, auil to cause materials and works to be found
and executed by some other person or iiersons^

and the costs, charges, anel expenses of the same
or otherwise incidental theieto, or incurred there-
by, shall be deducted freim the amount p.iyable to
tUc contractor under this coutiact, or otherwise
shall be paid by the contractor to the proprietor.

y.—If the contractor shall beccme bankrupt,
or compound with or make an assignment for the
benefit of his creditors, or shall wilfully suspend
or delay the performance of his part of this con-
tract for forty-eight hours, after a notice shall be
served upon him or left at his last known place
of abode by the architect requiring him to pro-
ceed with aud perform the same, it shall be lawful
for the proprietor i y the architect to enter upon
and t.ake possession of the works, and to employ
any other person or persons to cany on and
complete the said works, and to authorize him or
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them to use the plant, tools, materials, and pro-

perty of the contractor there being, and the costs

and charges incurred in any way in cai-ryiug on
and completing the said works shall be paid to

the proprietor by the contractor, or be set off by
the proprietor against any money due or to become
payable to the contractor.

10.—The contractor shall, if the architect

direct, suspend the whole or any part of the

works during inclement weather ; and if the same
shall be suspended by such direction, or shall be

necessarily suspended from any cause over which
the contractor has no control, or any local or

general strike, then the completion of the works
may be delayed for a period equivalent to the

time of such suspension.
11.—In case the works and things hereby con-

tracted to be done by the contractor shall not be

done and completed at the time hereinbefore

mentioned, the contractor shall pay on demand to

the proprietor, as liquidated and ascertained

damages, a sum not exceeding £
for every week which may elapse between the ap-

pointed and actual time of completion and delivery

hereinbefore mentioned, or the proprietor may
deduct the same from any moneys payable or to

become payable to the contractor, allowance being

made for delay, if any, occasioned in the execu-

tion and completion of the works by reason of ad-

ditions, enlargements, alterations, deviations, and
4ither causes, as provided for in Clauses 2 and 10.

12.—The contractor shall provide and keep on

iJie premises where the works are to be carried on,

a good and efficient foreman, and if the contractor

shall not provide such foreman the architect shall

be at liberty, after giving forty-eight hours' notice

m writjug to the contractor, to employ a foreman,

and the costs of so doing shall be paid by the

aontiactor to the proprietor. The architect; may
djemias any foreman, and also any workman, for

Incompetence or misconduct.
13.—Should any flaws, cracks, settlements,

shrinJdng, or other defects arise or occur during
the progress of the works or within

after the delivery thereof, arising from
bad materials or workmanship, the payment of

laoneys due on the giving of any such certificate

as aforesaid by the architect shall not exonerate

the contractor from liability, but the same shall

be rectified by him at his own expense.
14.—The contractor shall give all necessary

notice to the road surveyors or other surveyor,

and to all other person or persons to whom notice

is required to be given.

15.—The contractor shall not assign or sub-let

this contract, or any part thereof, without the con-

sent of the architect.

16.—If in any difference between the parties

touching the premises, they or either of them shall

be dissatisfied with the decision of the architect,

the subject shall be referred to
;

but if he shall refuse to act, or shall die, then to

such person as the president for the time being of

the Liverpool Architectural and Archceulogioal

Society may appoint, it being understood that

such reference shall not be opened until the wurfcs

are completed, without the concurrence of the
architect ; and this submission to arbitration, "^ith

the award of the arbitrator, may be made a rule

of any of her Majesty's Courts of Record in Eng-
land. The cost of the arbitration and award shall

be in the discretion of the arbitrator.

As Witness the hands of the parties the day
and year first before written.

TKINITY CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH,
HUNTINGDON.

WE give, on pages 312 and 313, illustrations of

the exterior and interior of Trinity Congre-

gational Church, Huntingdon. The style is Early
Decorated. An imposing feature of the exterior

is the spire, which rises at the southwest angle

of the front to a height of 190ft. The plan is

cruciform, with a total length of 111ft., and COft.

wide, incUiding transepts. The height of the

church from floor to ceiling is 48ft., the height to

the springing of the nave 3Sft., and the average

height of the aisles is 24ft. 'The arches which
divide the aisles and transepts from the nave are of

moulded Bath stone. They support a clerestory

with double-light windows, having traceried

heads. The columns are of cast iron, and are

finished in metal-bronze. The nave ceiling is

continued to the same height throughout, and
terminates over the apse in an octagonal form.

The roof trusses rest on dwarf stone columns,

having richly sculptured caps and corbels. The

wall space beneath the apse windows is covered
with arcading surmounted by a handsome corbel

table, the whole forming a reredos. The organ is

situate on the left of the apse, and on the right

side is a corresponding arch fitted with a wooden
screen of suitable design. The church is at pre-

sent arranged for about 720 sittings on the ground
floor. Mr. John Tarring, of 09, Basinghall- street,

London, was the architect.

THE KUILEMBERG VIADUCT.

THE great railway viaduct in Holland, crossing

the Lek, one of the branches of the Rhine,
which empties itself into the North Sea, has just

been completed under the superintendence of the

cngineer-in-chief, Mr. N. T. Michaelis. Messrs.

Harkort and Co , a well-known Dutch firm, ob-

tained the contract early in 1806 for the sum of

£133,000, underbidding the Millwall Ironworks
Company by £31,000, and Messrs. Underwood, of

Liverpool, by £1,000. We illustrate this week
(pige 316) the main span, which has a clear open-

ing of 492ft. Besides this, there are eight other

spans, one of 202ft. 6in., and seven of lS7ft. each.

Uf the stone piers the largest is 23ft. wide, one is

16,40ft. in width, and the remaining six are each

13ft. wide. The total length of the viaduct be-

tween the end abutments is 2,lSlft.

The main opening of 492ft. is spanned by a

gu-der with a parabolic upper member. The depth

in the centre is 35. Oft., and at the end 20.24ft.

The girders are placed 30ft. 4in. apart from centre

to centre, leaving a clear width of roadway of

20ft. 3iu. The vertical struts in this girder are

placed 13ft. IJin. apart from centre to centre, and
are braced with wrought-iron diagonal bracing.

The cross girders are 2oft. lU4io- loi^S "^'^

2ft. lljin. deep.

The following (according to Engineering) are

the weights of iron and steel in the whole via-

duct :

—

Main Span, 49aft. WrougUt Iron. Steel.

Top and bottom members...
Uiasonals

tons.
1157
209
349
187

7 85
15-

1-90

1

tons.

Upper cross -ir.U-i-,^

l-flO

Conueciions andatiffenersto

Toua. 1927-75 19510

Span of 262ft. 6in. lb. lb.

Top and bottom members... 700,-100

l'Jl,-100

ISl.-WO
90,000
s,soo

17,600
3,300
3,100

19,300
Cro^Sirdor.s... 81,600

48,-iOO

1,300,000 200,200

Tons 5S1-4 89 1

Spans of 187ft. lb. lb:

Top and bottom flanges 294,800
90,800

101,200
74,800
26,400
13,200
1,100
1,100

41,800

19,800

009,400 92,-100

272 41-2

The i

large!

miallLT span3 to which the latter quantities

are ordiiKirv lattice girder bridges, as also is the
spau of -|i2ft. 6iii.

total ;iiiu'unt of iron and steel which has been em-
ployed ill the couatrucUon of the Kuilembnrg viaduot is as

follow a ;
—

Tons.
The492rt. opening 2123 91
•1 he 202ft, 6iu. span 6":!-80

The eeveu smaller bridges 2192-1

-1090-M

C0STES3EY HALL, NORFOLK.

WE give this week, from a photograph by
Mr. Mason, a double-page illustration

of Costessey Hall, Norfolk, the seat of Lord

Stafford. The architect is Mr. J. C. Buck-

ler, of Oxford. Having applied to that gentle-

man for a description to accompany the illustra-

tion, we received the following reply :

—

To the Editor of the Bluldi.n-q News.

Sir,—If anything would induce me to pen a

description of my own design, it would be the
beautiful engraving of the east view of Costessey
Hall, in which the old mansion figures so pro-
minently. I am flattered and obliged by your
attention in sending me a copy of the engraving,

which exhibits the rich details of the new brick-

work with marvellous delicacy around the now
rugged surface of Queen Mary's building.

I have neither time nor spirit to put pen to

paper to oblige you, nor courage to describe iu

the most formal terms an edifice upon the pro-

duction of which I have bestowed considerable

labour, with a few intervals, ever since the year

1827, when the mansion was founded.— I am, &c.,

Oxford, April 7. J. C. BucKLEB.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OE BRITISH ARCHI.
TECXS.

A SPECIAL general meeting of members only
was held on Monday evening last, Mr. Charles

Barry in the chair, to consider the recommenda-
tion of the council with respect to the award of

the Royal Gold Medal, the medals, and other
prizes of the Institute for the year 1863-9, when
it was imauimously resolved " That the Royal
Medal be awarded, subject to Her Majesty's gracious

sanction, to Professor C. R. Lepsius, of Berlin."

The following awards of Institute prizes were also

confirmed. The Soane Medallion, with the sum of

£50 added, the period of residence abroad being
reduced from twelve months to six months, to

Henry L. Florence, of 16, Christ Church-road,
Streatham-hill. Mr. Beresford Hope's prize of £10
for design for a Gothi-; theatre, to Mr. Edward
James Roche, of Trinity-street, College-green,

Bristol. The Institute silver medal, with £5 Ss,
to Mr. Thomas Clarkson Wilberforce, of Westway,
near Driffield, Yorkshire. In the same competi-
tion medals of merit were awarded to Thomas
Edgar Williams, of 67, Victoria-street, S.W., to
Mr. Edward B. Ferrey, of 42, Inverness terrace,

Kensington-gardens, and to Mr. W. Howes, of 10,

John-street, Adelphi; Students' prize in books,
for the design of a gateway leading to a court-

yard, to Mr. Andrew S. Bird, 37, Guildford-street,

Russell-square ; Institute medal, for essay on the
"Revival of Italian Art in Eugland during the
Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries," to Mr.
Henry D. Shepherd, 34, Tavistock-square ; a
special prize of £10, for an essay on "Bricks and
Terra Cotta," to Mr. B. Lo.ke. The prize list for

the year 1869-70 was then discussed and agreed to,

as were also the resolutions relative to the Volun-
tary Architectural Examiuat on. The chairman
announced that the Institute had been honoured
by the election of three of its members as honorary
members of the Imperial Ac idemy of Vienna,

viz., Mr. G. G. Scott, Mr. G. E. Street, and Mr. A.
Waterhouse. The meeting then adjourned. The
formal jreientation of the Royal Medal, Insti-

tute Medals and Prizes will take place on Mon-
day, the 19t,h inst , at eight, p.m., after which
Mr. W. Papworth, Fellow, will read a memoir of

the late A. Ashpitel, F.S.A., &c.

The iNSTiTUTioM OF Civri, Engineers.—At
the meeting on Tuesday, the 6th inst., Mr.
Charles Hutton Gregory, president, in the chair,

ten candidates were balloted for, and declared
to be dniy elected, iucluditig one Jlomber—viz.:

—Mr. William Adams, Locomotive Saporintend-

ent of tbo North Loudon Riilway, Bow; and
nine Associates, viz. :—Mr. William Francis
Badgley, Assistant Surveyor Ist Grade, Topo-
graphical Survey of India ; Mr. Arthur Carp-
niael, Southampton Buildings; Mr. William
Hackney, B. So., Westminster ; Mr. Francis
Henry Hambletou, Baltimore, U.S. ; Mr. Thomas
Crump Hambling, Westminster ; Mr. Charles
Benjamin Knorpp, Acting Executive Engineer
in the service of the iladras Irrigation and
Cmal Company ; Mr. William Francis Lawrence,
King's Lynn ; Lieutenant Richard Arthur Sar-

geaunf, H.E. ; and Mr. George Frederic Verdon,
C.B , Agent General lor Victoria, Australia. It

was also announced that tlio Council, acting

under tho provisions of Seoiion IV. of the bye-
laws, had recently admitted, as students of the

Institution, Jlessrs. Henry Carter, William Alfred

Dawson, and John Henry Richard King.
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INTEBIOK DECORATION.—THE DININQ-ROOM.

N a recent series of articles, we gave our
readers a few practical hints for the deco-

rative treatment and furnishing of drawing-

rooms. We propose now to devote a little

attention to the apartment next in import-

ance—viz., the dining-room. It may be re-

membered that we enlarged upon the variety of

treatment required for the drawing-room
under various circumstances. Being intended

for the purposes of reception and amusement,
its appearance must necessarily vary more in

accordance with its situation, surroundings,

and contents (to say nothing of the rank and
character of its possessor) than any other

chamber in the house. The dining-room, on
the other hand, has one single and special

use, whatever may be its own or its master's

character, and it consequently admits of

much less diversity in the spirit of its ar-

rangements. The details of the treatment
must, of course, differ in each individual case,

but we should always bear in mind the one
effect that we have to produce— viz., of com-
fort, warmth, and substance. The dining-

room is used only (speaking broadly) for the
purpose of dining, and at such a time the

whole of the attention should be concentrated

^ on the table and the guests. Every atom ofH decoration, therefore, which serves to draw
FT the eye or mind away from the object of the

assemblage is worse than wasted. Of course, a

ceriafu amount of colour, ornament, and general

richness is necessary to produce the effect of

which we have spoken, but the point that the

decorator must keep in sight is, where to draw
the exact line ; to avoid a look of meannes?,
coldness, or inhospitality on the one hand,
and of redundance and display on the other.

In a house of £60 a year rent, a plain white
cornice, simple diapered wall paper of warm
tone, Kidderminster carpet, and furniture and
woodwork of stained or polished deal would
be as far from appearing mean as a thousand
pounds' worth of work might be from ap-

Ipearing

lavish in a house of £600. The great

thing is to effect the proper medium. It is

not only of primary importance in the dining-

room, but of greater importance here than
anywhere else in the whole bouse.

Bearing in mind the Ibregoing remarks, the
decorator must first consider the nature of the
drawing-room. As the guests usually pass

from this apartment direct to the dining-room
and back to it again, while, on the other hand,
these two rooms are seldom or never used en
suite, a pleasant but not too violent contrast

should be aimed at. This consideration is

very often lost sight of, and the consequence
is sometimes very unpleasant. For instance,

we leave a drawing-room, in which the pre-

vailing tone is (say) a warm apple green, to

enter a dining-room with a glaring crimson
paper, or cold sea-green paint too near to the
colour we have left to bear anything but an
inharmonious analogy to it. The various
tones of bull', fawn colour, reddish grey, or

even Pompeian red (sufficiently neutral) would
have afforded an agreeable contrast, while the
drawing-room colour repeated in darker
shades would have produced a good and har-

monious contrast. We must next remember
that, with the hours adopted by modern
society, the dining-room is used during the

greater part of the j'ear by artificial light, and
during the other, at a time when the day light

(except for a few weeks) is already low and
feeble. The predominant colour employed in

the decoration should therefore always be a

good liyhling one. We do not mean that it

should necessarily be a tint, for many tolerably

dark colours light excellently ; but it must be
of a nature to absorb as little light as possible.

Avery pale wall will look as comfortless and
inhospitable as a too sombre one wUl be dis-

mal and oppressive. With the former we

shall lose an appetite, while the latter will

give us indigestion. Personally we always
advocate the use of warm tones of colour for

dining-rooms, but this is entirely a matter of

taste, and many persons prefer a cooler ap-

pearance. In the latter case we have simply
to take care that our colour is neither
positively cold nor heavy.

From what we have alread)' said our readers
will perceive that it is the walls of a dining-
room that must furnish the key to its general
colour and treatment. It often happens that

the room contains paintings or engravings, and
although we are of opinion that they are very
frequently out of place in an apartment where
they must divide attention between themselves
and the special object of the room, and where
they can only be examined by leaving the
table, still, when they exist they must re-

ceive primary consideration, and the decora-
tion of the walls must be adapted for their

reception. We would make a special excep-
tion in favour of family portraits, whose place,

par excellence, is the dining-room, and whose
presence contributes more perhaps than any-
thing else of any description to that appear-
ance of substantial hospitality that we are

advocating. In the case of oil paintings

and engravings, red is perhaps the
best colour to employ, but it must
be sufficiently neutral without being
heavy or dark. For paintings it should
incline slightly towards the dull tones of

crimson ; for engravings, towards the Pom-
peian and Venetian reds. Photographs are,

perhaps, best displayed on a warm, greenish
grey, especially if framed with a wide gold
mount (an arrangement which greatly im-
proves them when they are of material size

or depth of tone) ; but at the same time this

colour is a trifle pale for a dining-room.
Water-colours are almost invariably hung
elsewhere, but if we have to j^rovide for them
we shall best do so by means of a sap-green

background. Some time ago, however, we
saw at the house of an artist a peculiar paper
consisting of a small conventional flowing
pattern of drab, outlined in silver grey, upon
what we can best describe as a bilious yellow
ground. As a wall paper we failed to admire
it ; but when nearly covered by water-
colour drawings it formed a most admirable
background for them. We believe it was
made by Messrs. Green and King, from
colours mixed specially by the late president
of the Royal Academy. When there are

many drawings to be accommodated such a
paper might very advantageously be used as

a belt for the portion of the walls on which
they would hang, the lower part being occu-

pied by a high dado, and the upper reduced
by a simply-treated frieze. One of the very
best means of wall decoration for dining-
rooms is painted flock. This, as many of our
readers are aware, consists of a paper in which
the pattern is repeatedly printed with flock,

till it acquires a considerable projection.

After the paper is on the wall the decorator

prepares and paints it in a peculiar way,
finishing it in any colour that may be re-

quired. When properly done it is most
effective, and has all the appearance of a de-

sign stamped in the plaster or sculptured in

low relief. It thus combines pattern and
richness of surface with the quiet simplicity

of monotone, and is, besides, one of the most
durable and really economical processes we
can point out. But woe betide ihe unfortu-

nate individual who employs other than first-

rate workmen for it ! The method of pro-

ceeding is now perfectly understood by all

the best decorators in London (and no doubt
in the chief provincial towns) ; but the

paperstainers have sent out patterns into every
nook and corner, and jobbing painters and
glaziers have done much to bring this really

admirable means of decoration into disrepute.

Let those who cannot or will not employ com-
petent decorators avoid painted flocks.*

MANTOVANl's LOGGIA AT THE VATICAN.

THE Roman correspondent of the Westminster
Gazette says that he recently visited one of

the Vatican loggie, which Mantovani is painting
by order of the Holy Father. "la design it ia

made to correspond with those of Giovanni da
Udiue and Zuccheri, which he was long and
patiently engaged in restoring in conjunction
with Canzoni, who put in the historical subjects
from the Gospel. He has been at work on these
loggie for some fifteen years, and they seem to be
quite his home. It ia curious to speculate
whether an artist's genius, under such circum-
stances, gets warped or expanded ; whether the
luxuriant display of fancy around him has inspired
his imagination, or whether its flights have been
restrained by the necessity for working up to i
certain manner. I am rather inclined to believe
the former has been the case in this instance, to-

judge from the luxuriant variety of emblems and
arabesques, and the flowers and beasts which
light them up with their effective and well-
arranged colouring ; the grace with which he
treats natural subjects is particularly commend-
able. He seems to have grown greatly attached
to his work and its surroundings, and in his con-
versation showed that he had learnt to find a.

satisfaction ia these—in iiving amid the works of
his great forerunners in his art, and being ad-
mitted to foliow in their footsteps—which com-
pensated for the smiil remuneration for hia.

labours the Pontifical exchequer affords."

' To be continued.

"HINTS ON HOUSEHOLD TASTE."

To the Editor of the BniLDwa News.
Sir,—I was much gratified to see in your im-

presaion of the 19.h a letter from "M.R.I.B.A.,"
containing some well- merited strictures on Mr.
Eastiake's work, "Hints on Household Taste."
In my opinion the author completely fails to
answer in his reply of the 26, h. Will you kindly
allow a salesman in the cabinet and upholstery
trade to oflTer a few furtberremarks on the subject?'
The book is written in a style pleasant and racy,
and, I am bound to admit, contains many usoful
" hints," and with most olits theory I altogether
coincide ; but iu order to make it spioy and
palatable to his readers, the existing evils are
grossly exaggerated, and the dearth of furniture
designed in accordance with the true principles
of art greatly magnified. The fact is, Sir, Mr.
Eastlake has gone to Tottenham Court and Old-
street-roads for his illustrations of the best fur-

niture to be had ready made, and in proof oT
this I may direct your attention to the sketch of
a dinicg table, page 06, which is evidently in-

tended to show the best thing of the kind Mr.
Eastlake could see on his voy ige of discovery
for artistic furniture. Why, Sir, in the house in
which 1 have the iionour to be employed, such
a leg would not be tolerated, and I appeal to
anyone conversant with furniture whether this is

not a regular "Eist-end table." As to his
statement *' there is no upholsterer in London at
whose establishment good artistic furniture
of a modern date is kept in stock for
sale," page 47, it is simply absurd, and
is one of those random assertions with
which the work abounds, and is moreover ooa-
tradicted on page 54, My firm have chairs anfl

sofas without " tortuous backs," and some almost
identical in shape with the Knole sofa and arm*
chair, and we have manufactured hundreds siicb.

Not one sideboard with a curved back is to ba
seen, and on not one single piece of work could
the most ingenious expert doLeot carving re-

sembling in the most remote degree "a conglo-
meration of capital C's." Wasbstanda may be
found with marble backs guiltless of alt
*' shaping," and dining-room tables on which
(as far strength goes) the clever author could
dance a hornpipe. In addition to this, they
have let apart a considerable portion of space
for the exhibition of furniture in raediaaval

style, and have had a variety of textile fabrioa

for curtains and carpets mtnufactared strictly

in aCL-ordance with that treatment so eloquently
advocated hy Mr. Eastluk . To what firm the
author refers on page 51, but who he acknow-
ledges have brought out at least one good chair,

I cannot say ; but of this, I am perfectly certain

that no house of respectability would ask six

guineas lor an article which cost two, and that

ilr. Eastlake cannot possibly ba correct iu hia

estimate. If the caiculatijus of the defunct
" Art Furniture Company," of which he was
a director, were made afi.er thia fashion, it ia not
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very ditEouh to uiulcrstaniJ wliy its eud was so

prematare.
The subject of carpets forms no inconsider-

ablo portion of the work, and hero ngain the

difficulty of proouriog good designs is most un-

necessarily magnified. Why, Sir, wo have not, a
" flowei7 " c.irpet in our stock : a few patterns

of "abomination" aro kept in a corner, but

only shown as a dernier rcssort. To those who
tnxisf have such, and who would ro elsewhere,

and so be lost as customers, I believe any first-

claes house would show twenty designs quite

after the author's own heart in as many seconds
;

and it so happens that the pattern ilListrated on

page 100 can bo had of any nplmlstcrer in

England, being made by Morton, of Kidder,

minster, in Brussels and velvet, and has been

used by ns for the last si.t years. What Mr.

Eastlako means by the best productions of

Brussels and Axminstor I do not know. The
Axniinster carpet is now made at Wilton, near

Salisbury, and the Brussels exclusively in

England and Scotland, chitfly at Kidderminster.

The former sells at from 25?. to -1 guineas per

equare yard, and the latter averages 5'. per

yard, three-quarters wide ; the price of Turkey
is about 205. per square yard. What;, then, be-

comes of the statement, "Turkey carpets are

hardly dearer than the best productions of

Brussels and Axminster" ? No oarptts are

now imported from Brussels, or, 1 believe, made
in cither of these places. Mr. Easilako rejoices

with ecstasy over [ho irregularities of Eastern
carpets. Many of them are no doubt very
charming, but will the price suit the million ?

and if in toUowing his advice carpets are made
up in squares, how are the breadths of those not
made in one piece to be joiiiud if that precijiiou

of pattern be not observed at which he tiuds it

Eo amusing to sneer on page AG ?

I now come to the question of cabinet Work,
and here many inaccuracies are apparent. It is

asked '* why buy venaered mahogany whou for

a little more you can get solid wood," the fact

being for a good deal less you c in have the solid.

He thou with charming naioeic goes on to relate

how ho got a solid oak table made for lesa than
one veneered with rosewood or walnut—I should
think he did, ar.d at half the money. I might
instance many more such statements did space
permit, but will content myself with asking one
question. Mr. Eastlake is, I presume, aware
that a dining table cannot be made, to stand
wear, in solid walnut, but must be veneered on
baywood. llow, then, is a moulded edge to be
worked out ol the solid ? It is obvious a walnut
moulding must bo planted on. But in this

branch, aF, indeed, in all others, the difficulty of
procuru-g articles of honest design and sound
construction is absurdly magnified. It is, I

think, a pity that on the whole such good advice
as the woik contains should be marred by a
spirit of egotism manifest iu every page of tho
book. It seems to say in other words, there is

no beauty iu acy style but mediajval, and for its

proper treatment you must consult Mr. CnarleS
A. Eastlake. " M.R.I.U.A." hits the right nail
on the head when he accuses tho public of want
of taste. Tuov, Sir, arethochiofoUl-ndersand not
the upholsterer, and from consideruble experi-
ence I can fully bear him out. Whou shown a
piece of furniture, a curtail', or carpet embody
ing Mr. EasiJaku's principles, and which ho de-
olaroB " are not kept iu stuck for sale," they are
often pronounced "stiff," "dull," "fornnjl." Soma
will yield to pressure and aro open to conviction,
but others remain obdurate, liko "M.U.I.B.A.'o"
"gentleman In a high positiou."
Mot long since I was cousulied by a client

about furniture for a Gothic drawing room. Wo
got ou very well with glasses, curtains, sofas,
and easy chairs. I could, however, seo his
heart was not with the designs 1 induced him to
adopt (and these wore such as 1 do not think
oven Mr. Eastlako would object to) ; but when
wo oamo to the carpets uuU small chairs, ho
broke out into open rebollioD, "and would
have what he liked." The result is, ho has
ruined what might utherwiso have been a pretty
room. 1 told him his selection had not my oju-
ourrenoe, and that the responsibility should
rest with liini. Well, Sir, what was i to do under
these circumstances? Kefuao the order and
turn a very old customer out of the house ? it
so, I am gruatly afiaid we should, iu a short
time, he in tnu " happy hunting grounds," along
with tho " Art Euruilure Company."
On the whole, however, all true lovers of art

furniture shou.d foul glad so much atteotioQ is

now being drawn to this important matter, and,

as Mr. Eastlake has evidently the good cause at

hearl, he will, I am sure, be gratified to know that

if he pays me a visit (you, Mr. Editor, have my
name and address, which I withhold, fearing this

letter might be considered a puB", bat both ol

which you may give him), I can show him side-

boards without "scroll backs," washstauds do-

void of all "shaping," carpets without cabbages,

roses, or trees, without beasts of tho field, or

birds of the air, carving not altogether "spirit-

less in design," easy chuirs riot unlike his

illustration on page 135, but which, I think, he

will acknowledge to bo prettier; and, in fact,

every article of furniture, even a new edition of

a ooal-scnttle, exponnding tho principles of that

school to which he more immediately belongs.

The designs have met the approval of Mr.
Waterhou5e, one of whose houses wo aro now
furnishing, Mr. Gambier Parry, Mr. Wyatt, and
Mr. Godwin, and I hope, bafoie the second edi-

tion of " Hints on Household Taste " bo issued,

to add Mr. Eastlako.

One word more about myself. I am one of

the principal salesmen in a West end house of

some considerable renown, and one of those

agaiust whom Mr. Eastlake wai-ns his readei-s

;

yet, allow me to say I carefully watch the pro-

gress of each article in the workshop. I never

use the words "mat," "elegant," "striking,"

'•choice," or "unique." 1 nae a 3 ft. rule, and
would make a sorry figure with a yard wand,
and am not one of those of whom he says "he
praises each article iu succession exictly as he
considers your attention is drawn to it with a

view of purchase." It would serve tho cause we
all should unite to promote if, instead of sug-

gesting to purchasers to "snub the shopram"
should he offer au opinion, to advise them when
they goto a first-class house to defer their own
caprice to practical experience.—I am, &c

,

March 31. T. B. C.

Sib,—It would be obviously impossible for me
to answer every commuuioatiou which may
appear in your columns on the subject of my
book. Indeed, I should not have replied to that

of "M.K.I. B.A." if I had not felt that it con-

tained statements likuly to mislead your readers

on some matters of fact as to the contents of the

volume. In reference to "M.R.I. B.A.'a" last

letter in the Buu.ding News, of the 3rd inst,, 1

will, however, add a few words. Your corre-

spondent considers that I have indulged in " per-

sonalities" in my reply. Now is such a remark
f.iir—and on what ground is it made ? To the

just criticism of au ordinary review written with

a due regard to fact, in any journal, no author
has a right to object—at least in public piint;

but the present case is a different one. Hero is

a gentleman who givts iiidiuidu^d expresaiou to

his opinion by signing with initials an anonymous
attack oa my book : he lirst misrepresents my
views, then calls them " one-sided, erroneous,

and exaggerated," compares one of my desigiiS

to a "packing-case," refers to another as " absurd,

wasteful, auti inconvenient," states that my objec-

tions to ordinary furniture aro " unreasonable,

inconsistent, and illogical," suggests that I am
committed to "Gothic vagaries," and finally de-

scribes an example of old workmanship (which
was illustrated with a special object) as a " mar-
vellous specimen of rude hideousnt^ss." In re-

plying (I trust with moderation) .,0 this invective

1 remiudod your oorrespoudeut that there was
another standard of tasto besides that of the
household, and I ventured to reler hiui to it. I

confess that I can see nothing ol' " personality"
in this remark. ladoed, my notion of tho word
lias hitherto been that it implies a direct allu-

sion to the individual character or recognized
disposition of the peison referred to. But there

ia nothing whatever in my letter whioh wifl

bear such an interpretation—I may go further
aud say that there could not possibly have beou
—for 1 have not the slightest notion who my
critic is.—I am, <tc.,

CuAiu,£s L. Eastlake.

subject to inundation from a large feeder of

water, rendering a great amount of pumping
power necessary iu tho working of the coal.

The water was found to proceed from an old

pit, which had been sunk many years ago to the

deeper and more valuable seamp, and had be-

come gradually filled with rubbish, consisting

principally of old shaft timber, stone?, &o., up
to tho level of the seam in question, thus form-

ing an obstruction to the water, which other-

wise would have passed down the shaft and

found an outlet at a tower Ijvel by means of old

workings. Numerous attempts had previously

been made by boring to pass tho water down,
but without success, the timber seeming to form

an impassable barrier. Mr. Hall, being favour-

ably impressed with the suocass whioh had at-

tended Mr. Norton's patent for sinking wells,

resulved to test its capabilities in passing

through a material which had been proved im-

penetrable to the common bore rod. Mr.

Ridley, from Messrs. Mather and Armstrong, of

Newcastle, licencees of the patent, undertook

tho management of the app.iratus. An SOlb.

weight and Ijin. tube were used. When two
hours had expired from the commencement of

the operatior?, the tube was found to have been

driven a distance of 20ti., the speed varying

considerably. The succeading 15ft. were over-

come in four hours. At this point the process

became much slower, but never stationary, the

next 3fc. requiring two boors' labour ; theu 3ft.

at a considerably increased speed, occupying

only half an hour. The wa'er was now laid on

to the pipe and found to pass freely, and the

driving was discontinued, 41ft. having been
overcome in eight hours and a half. Had it

been necessary, it seemed quito possible to have
driven the tubes to the extreme depth of the

sinking. The experiment proved a great suc-

cess, and tho pipes are now doing good work,

and will constitute a material saving iu the

working of the seam, the purpose they serve

being precisely the reverse of that for which
they were originally intended by the patentees.

It is stated the pit contaiued the dclris of 100

fathoms of ordinary shaft bratticing and several

hundred tons of walling stones, rendered solid

and compact by a quantity of ordinary pit waste-

heap falling away from the surface.

NOVEL AND USEFUL APPLICATION OE
THE ABYSSINIAN PUilP.

MR. n. HALL, of Sheriff Hill Colliery, says
tho Nc xcastle Daihj Chronicle, has suc-

ceeded in applying the principle of tiiis inven-
tion with complete success in a mining opera-
tion of no blight difficulty. Tho circumstances
were as follows :—A partiauka' soam of coal was

PROPOSED EXHIBITION AT UTRECHT.

AN International Exhibition is to be held at

Utrecht iu August, Soptember, and October
next. Its priucipal object is to improve the

condition of the working classes by bringing to-

gether articles of household use, furniture, dress,

food, aud the like, of various countries, at prioea

combining usefulness with solidity. Tho place

of exhibition iu the Netherlands has been
changed from Utrecht to Amsterdam, where the

exhibition can be conducted on a larger scale,

in a building already in existence, specially

adapt-'d for exhibitions, aud similar in design to

the Crystal Palace. The jury for the exhibition

will bo appointed by the King of the Nether-

lands, and it will be conducted by a central com-
mittee at Amsterdam, of whioh Baron Mackay is

at the head. The Dutch railway between
Kotterdam and Amsterdam will carry goods for-

wards and backwards free of all charges. Within

the last few weeks, Mr. P. L. Simmouds, who
has had much experience iu exhibitions, has, at

tho request of the London Committee, visited

Manchester, Birmingham, Wolverhampton, the

Potteries, Bolton, Sheffield, and Nottingham,
with a view to ascertain to what extent the

manufacturers there would bo prepared to join

in the exhibition ; and, at a recent meeting at

tlio Mansion Uou^e, ho reported the results of

his inquiries. As a rule, such of the mana-
I'aoturers as are disposed to send goods to the

exhibition have an objection to affix the whole-

sale prices to them, aad have few means of

knowing tho retail prices. The committee
thought that a reasonable objectioa, but were of

opinion that it was essential the retail prices

should be affixed so far as those could be asoer-

tained. Eventually, Mr. Simmouds was in-

structed to put himself in communication with

the Central Committee in Amsterdam on matters

of detail, aud, before the meeting separated, a

public subscription was set ou foot towards

carrying out the English part of the exhibition,

the Lord Mayor, as a begiuning, contributing

.CIO lOs. ; Mr. Samuel Morley, M.P., £25; and
the Society of Arts, £25. Mr. P. L. Sioimondg
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haa baen appointed secretary and matiager for

the London Comraittee, and all applicatione

should be made to him, addressed to the Mnn-

Bion House. »_

AECHiEOLOGHOAL.

The Encamtmest op Bur Wals.— Archto.

ologiats will regret to hear of the contemplated de-

molition of the ancient British encampment of

Bur ^yals, at the foot of the Clifton Suspension

Bridge, by the Leigh Woods Building Company,

for the sake of the limestone of which it is formed.

We earnestly hope that the company may be led

to forbear destroying such an interestmg monu-

ment of our forefathers.

Archxologv ij) Italy.—a number of speci-

mens of Etruscan pottery of various forms, be-

sides Greco-Roman ware, have been found m the

neighbourhood of Orvieto, the latter of the same

kind as the famous vase of Cannes, belongmg to

the Campana collection, and which was sold to a

Russian for £2,000. This pottery is remarkable

for perfection of workmanship, elegance of form,

and purity of design. The decorations of the

vases are in composition and in relief, and the sub-

jects are derived from the " Labours of Hercules."

The chief specimens are two grand vases and a

patera. The latter is intact, and shows great

taste and beauty ; the figures represent the

struggle of Hercules with the Nemean lion. The

vases are not in such good preservation, but the

most impoitant parts have not suffered. One

represents Jupiter and Alcmeua, the other the

combat between Hercules and the Queen of the

Amazons. Amongst the relics is a fine vase with

handles, decorated with well-modelled heads. It

is of Greco-Koman origin. The articles have

been carried to Florence, where the fortunate

discoverer is occupied in classifying, studying,

and having them reproduced by photography.

Roman Remains at Bath.—The site of the old

White Hart, which was thought to be exhausted

of its Roman antiquities, yielded on Friday last

the most interesting " find" that has been made

during the late alterations. The workmen were

digging down beneath one of the walls of the

new hotel on the Bath-street side, when they un-

earthed a large block of carved stone. 'On exami-

nation it proved to be part of the cornice of the

great temple, fragments of which have at diSe-

rent intervals been found in the neighbourhood.

The head of a lion with flowing mane is finely

carved thereon, with an egg-and-tongue ornament

ingeniously formed oiflmr-de-lis. The carving is

in a good state of preservation, and it appears to

retain a portion of the red paint with which it

was originally decorated. The block of stone,

which is about Itt. high and 3ft. wide, will be re-

moved to the Literary and Scientific Institution.

pollution in the well-waters of Wonldham is so

serious th,at the greatest danger results to the

whole of thepopidation. Professor Frankland's re-

port shows that " all the samples contain a large

proportion of organic nitrogen, and with one excep-

tion, exhibit a very high previous sewage or man-
ure contamination, the waters from Pye's pump
and Langford's pump having been thus polluted

to an extent which would be produced if one-

third of the volume were derived from average

London sewage. The Professor suggests that

these wells should be closed at once, and a better

supply of water provided.

JuiMng Intelligence.

OHTJKOHES AND OflAPELS.

Arthuket.—On Sunday week Arthuret Church

was re-opened after restoration, under the direc-

tion of Mr. Birkett, architect, of Carlisle. The
old roof has given place to an open stained and

varnished roof, and, to quote from a local paper,

"the pulpit and desk, which were of a very

ancient form, have been removed and new ones

inserted, remodelled and altogether improved and

modernised." The work was executed by local

contractors.

Bath Abbey.—At the Easter Vestry of SS.

Peter and Paul, Bath, some account was given of

the restoration of the abbey. The stone groining

of the entire nave and aisles has been completed.

A contract has been entered into for repaviug the

whole of the abbey, acd for heating the building,

at a total cost of £1,350. The lighting is to be

carried out under the supervision of the architect,

Mr. G. G. Scott, who has also designed the oak

fittings. It is thought that the whole of the

works will be completed in about eighteen

months' time. The amount of money required

for their completion ia £5,000 or £6,000.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

Oheltesham Sewerage.—Cheltenham has just

adopted, at an estimated cost of £18,000, a scheme

for disposing of its town sewage by means of irri-

gation.

Cowdenbeath, N.B.—A well-attended meeting

of the local authority of the parish of Beath was

held in the parish church on Friday, for the pur-

pose of cciiEidtiing the s.anitary condition of this

village, where for along time past fever of a very

malignant type has constantly prevailed, caus-

ing much distress, and proving fatal in many

cases. It was agreed to drain the village, and

bring in an adequate supply of water, the pro-

bable expense of which scheme, it is considered,

will not exceed £500.

Ths Fakncombe Drainage Scheme.—A com-

mittee appoiutt'd to carry out the provisions of the

"Sewage Utilisation Act" in this district of Surrey

has commenced operations.

Eeigate.—The consent of the Home Secretary

haa been obtained to the borrowing by the Rei-

gate Town Council of £6,000 for the outfaU

works of the new sewage system of that town.

Water Suitly at Wouldhasi, Kent.—
A_

large

party of Sappers is encamped annually at Woukl-

ham, for training, and it having been supposed

that bad water exercised some influence on the

health of the men the Government has had an

analysis made, and the result is that Mr. Arnold

Taylor, of the Local Government Act Office, has

written to the parish officers stating that the

Cleadon.—A new Chapel-of-Ease at Cleadon,

in the parish of Whitburn, Durham, was conse-

crated on Wednesday week. The building, which

is in the Early English style, comprises a nave

and an apsidal-ended chancel, both under a con-

tinuous roof, and a vestry to the north side of

the chancel.

KiRKBT.—On Wednesday week Lord Sefton

laid the foundation s'one of the new church of

St. Chad, at Kirkby. The old church was built

in 1069 ; and as it was scarcely suited for the re-

quirements of the present time, the noble earl, at

the cost to himself of £10,000, resolved to build a

new one. Messrs. Paley and Austin, of Lan-

caster were chosen as the architects, and the

building has been entrusted to Mr, E. Garbutt,

builder, of Liverpool. The church, of which a

considerable j ortion of the outside walls has been

built, will be constructed of excellent red sand-

stone. The edifice is in the Lancet style of ar-

chitecture of the thirteenth century. It consists

of a large nave, 88ft. long inside and 51ft. wide.

It will have two porches at the west end of the

aisles on the north and south sides. The nave is

separated from the north and south aisles by an

arcade of six massive stone arches._ A lofty and

massive tower, rising to a total height of 128ft.,

is placed at the east end of the nave. The sacra-

rmm extends further eastward beyond the

chancel about 20ft. The church will be capable

of accommodating 650 people.

Mexbro' Parish Church.—Yesterday week

St. John's :pari8h church, Mexbro', which has

been closed for some time, was re-opened. The

church itself is one of the oldest in the district,

being fully 700 years old. Recently it has been

found insufficient to accommodate its worship-

pers, and an eflbrt was made to increase it, and

space was economised by taking away the old

square pews and substituting open stalls. The

interior has been thoroughly changed, and in

the place of the dark-looking pews now stand a

number of carved open stalls, which add greatly

to the beauty of the church. The contractors

for the work are Messrs. Briggs and \\ alton, of

Mexbro'

near Bishop Auckland. The style ia Italian, and
the cost is £2,000. Accommodation is provided
for 800 persons.

Pldmbland.—The parish church of Plumbland,
Cumberland, is to be rebuilt, at a cost of £2,000,
from plans prepared by Mr. Cory, architect, of

Carlisle.

St. Ann's Church, Rainhiix.—This edifice,

which has been considerably enlarged and other-

wise altered to adapt it to the increased require-

ments of the congreg.ation, was re-consecrated on
Saturday last by the bishop of the diocese. Some
land has been purchased at the east end of the
building, where it has been extended, and further

space has also been acquired by extensions on the
north and south sides. The result is ample ac-

commodation for about 850 worshippers instead

of 450. The interior has been fitted up with
new seats, and improvements have also been made
in the lighting and ventilation. The expenditure

involved ia about £3,600.

St. Dominick.—At the Easter vestry meeting
of the parish of St. Dominick, Cornwall, it was
resolved to restore the parish church according to

plans by Mr. Elliot, architect, of Plymouth.

St. Enodeb.—It has been decided to restore

the roof of the parish church of St. Enoder, Com-
wall, at an estimated cost of £1,400, from designs

by Mr. J. P. St. Aubyn, architect,

The Church at St. Margaret's-at-Cliffe.—
An efibrt is now being made to complete the re-

storation of the ancient Norman church of St,

Margaret's-at-Clifi'e, near Dover, one of the finest

Norman buildings in the kingdom. Towards the

sum of £500, at least, which is still required, the

vicar promises £50, if the remaining £450 is col-

lected this year. He is endeavouring to collect;

this in sums of one guinea. He has already re-

ceived several donations, and there are, doubtless,

very many persons in the county who will come
forward and second the vicar's effort in this good

and necessary work—-a work of deep interest also

to the county at large. When the work is

finished the building will contrast favourably with

any Norman church in England.

Newabk-on-Trent.—The tower of the parish

church here is undergoing extensive and substan-

tial repairs. G. G. Scott, Esq., R.A., is the archi-

tect under whose instnutions the work is being

carried out by Mr. J. J. Fast, of Melton Mowbray.

Old Shildon.—a new Primitive Methodist

Chapel was opened on Friday last, at Old ShUdon,

TowEDNiCK.—It is proposed to restore the

parish church of Towednack, West Comwall.the

fabric having been pronounced by Mr. Sodding,

architect, of Penzance, unsafe for public worship,

the roof being so dilapidated that it might fall

away at any time. The church is interesting to

archccologists for many reasons, and it furnishes

the single instance of a chancel arch in the old

churches of West Cornwall.

WoODLESFORD.—On Thursday, the 1st inst.,the

foundation stone of a new church was laid at

Woodlesford, near Leeds. The style is Gothic of

the Geometric period, and the cost about £3,700.

The plan consists of nave, 64ft. 6in. by 26ft., and

40ft. high inside ; north and south transepts, 50ft.

across and 30ft. high; chancel, 30ft. 6in. by

2 1ft., and 33ft. high; organ chapel in the tower

at the south-east side of tlie transept ;
and vestry

on the north side of chancel. Messrs. Perkin and

Son, of East Parade, Leeds, are the architects.

Chester.— On Tuesday afternoon the foundation

of the new church of St. Thomas', Chester, was

laid The design is by Mr. G. Gilbert Scott, R. A., ol

London, and is of the Early English style. The

church wiU be one of six bays, a nave and two

aisles ; a porch at the north side at the second

bay from the west end, with a chancel and chancel

aisle at the north tide, and a tower with a low

spire upon the south side of the chancel. The

vestry wiU be under the tower, and the organ

under the arch of the tower, lookmg into the

chancel. The seating will consist of varnished

oak open benches to accommodate 1,100 persona.

The whole edifice will be built of Runcorn red

sandstone both outside and inside, the latter not

to be overlaid with plaster and to be double-axed.

The cost of the whole is estimated to be about
^

£10,000. :._—-:^^^^^ _
tfe- 'g< ^ifi

jIoTTS —"The memorial stone of a new Congre-

gational Chapel now in course of ere'it'on at

Burton Joyce, Notts, was laid on the 20th ult.,

by Samuel Morley, Esq., MP. 'The biuldmg^
from the design of Mr. J. Tait of Leu:ester and

the contractors are Mf^r^-.
•'^'?«^„^\"8tt^°d

Son, of Nottingham. It is m the Early Enghsh

style, and stone buUt. The entire cost will be

about £1,100.B

TuNnniDGE WEiLS.-St, John's Church is to be

enlarged, from plans prepared by Mr U. a.

Cronk, architect, at an estimated cost ot t.1,0.51.
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UrrEB Clapton.—On Monday the Bishop of

London consecrated the newcUurchof St. Matthew,

Mount Pleaaant-lane.Upper Cl.aptou. It ia from the

designs of Mr. Francis T. Dollm.an, of 9, Adam-
street, Adelphi, and has cost .t'15,U00. The plan

consists of a nave and aisles ; north and south

porches ; chancel, with north aisle ; organ-chamber

on south side of chancel ; tower, and lofty spire.

The nave has five bays; the shafts supporting the

arches are of red Mansfield stone, with foliated

capitals in Bath stone, ami moulded bases. Over

the nave arches is a range of two light clerestory

windows, the bearing shifts of the roof trusses

being of blue Pennant stone. At the west end

there is a continuous arcading, over which are

two lofty windows of two lights each. The font

is octangular, of Cien stone, with marble shafts at

the angles. On the north side of the chancel-

arch stands the pulpit, which is of Caen stone.

It consists of a series of arches, with coloured

marble shafts and carved capitals and bases, the

panels being left open to the floor. The stem is

of red Manslield stone, with four detached shafts

in alabaster, and moulded caps and bases. The
sanctuary, which is apsidal, has five lofty two-

light windows, the whole filled with stained glass,

the gifts of residents ia the vicinity, the subjects

illustrated in which are the principal incidents of

Interest recorded in the Old and New Testaments.

Under the centre window is a reredos, represent-

ing the institution of the Eucharist in high relief.

On the north side of the apse there is a credence,

and on the south side three canopied sedilia, form-

ing part of the arcading, which is continued round
the apse, the plain surfaces being filled with red

and black diaper work. On the south side of the

chancel, and between it and the tower, is an

entrance vestibule for the clergy and choir.

Above this is the organ chamber. The ground-

floor of the tower is appropriated to a choristers'

vestry ; above it is the incumbent's vestry, over

this the ringers' floor, and higher still the belfry.

The style of architecture adopted throughout the

church is that of the end of the thirteenth cen-

tury. The core of the walls is of brick, faced e&-

ternally with Kentish rag, and internally with Bath

stone ashlar, the whole of the work being bonded
together in cement. The spire is of Kentish rag,

with Bath stone spire-lights, bands, quoins, and
apex. The ornamental sculpture has been admir-

ably executed by Mr. James Forsyth. The build-

ing will accommodate about 750 worshippers,

and the whole of the seats are entirely free and
•unappropriated.

Basinostoke.—Arrangements for erecting a

new building for the purpose of a Mechanics'

Institution have been completed. The successful

tender was sent in by Mr. W. Pistell, of Basing-

stoke, who undertakes to erect the building

according to plans prepared by Messrs.

Messenger and Seymour, architects, of the
Adelphi, London, for the sum of £865. The
building is to be completed by the 81st of next
August.

HASTtxas.—It 13 proposed to enlarge the

Hastings 'Workhouse. A committee appointed

l>y the guardians to consider the subject in the

early part of last year presented a report on the

subject at the time, recommending the enlarge-

ment of the building bo as to accommod.ate 40l)

inmates, at an cstimatedcost of i.'5,000, but certain

alterations were proposed which would reduce the
cost to £'4,500. Since that time, another com-
mittee has been appointed, and the report of this

econd committee recommends that the accom-
modation should be extended so as to provide for

317 inmates, instead of 150, as at present. The
coDsideratioa of the two reports has been de-

ferred.

Malvebm New Clud House.—A new club
house is about to be erected at Malvern, from the
designs of Messrs. Haddon, architects. The stylo

is Italian after the I'altadian model. It is further
contemplated to erect in connection with this

lauilding a masonic hall, embracing lodge, tyler's,

ante, and other rooms. A b.antiuet hall is so

arranged that the steward of the club shall have
equal facilities for attending on this institution
also, and that the whole shall form a complete
block of building in one design.

Newport, Isle of Wight.—New National
Schools are to be erected here, from designs by Mr.
F. Mew, architect, Doughty-street, London. The
contractor is Mr. George Dashwood, of Broad-
Unds.

WisDEAcn, Cambridgeshire.—The new cattle

market in this town was opened for business on
Thursday last. The engineer, under whose in-

structions the whole work has been carried out, ia

Jlr. C. Mumford, of Wisbeaoh, the contractor

being Mr. John Fast, of Melton Mowbray.
Messrs. Melbid and Co., of Rugeley, supplied the

ironwork.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
NOTICE.—Cases for binding the BUILDING

NEWS, Vol. XV., are now ready, and can be had,

price 23. each. Cases for binding back volumes
can also be had.

To O0R Readers.—We shall feel obliged to any of oiir

readers who will favour us with brief notes of worka con-
templated or in progreae in the proviucea.

Letters relating to advertisements and the ordinary bufli-

ueaa of the Paper should be addressed to the EDITOR,
31, TAVISTOCK. STREET, COVENX GAKDEN. W.C.

Advertisements for the current week mtut reach the
ottice before 5 o'clock p.m. on Thursday.

Bbceived.—H. and C—E. F. H.—II. and Sons.—R. T.
—W. H.-F. F. B.—H. O. and Co.—J. R. B.—G. R.—T.
R. S.—S. T.-C. L.— R. and \V. B.-T. G.—J. J. M.-G.
E. S.--Lord Stratford.—F. A.— J. A.-T. T.—T. P.—A, B.
and Co.—B. P.—T. H. J.—E. J. M.—A. M—H. G.-S. M.
- J. T.-S. H G.—S. M. -H. W. P.—C. M.—G. W. R H.
—J. B.-O. W. D.—W. C. T.-G. E. S.—E. B. P.-T. S.

—J. C. IS.— \V. H. B. and Co.—J. D.

Correspoiikncc.

ARCHITECTS' CHARGES.-
INSTIIUiE SCALE.

-THE

To the Editor of the Buildinq News.

Sir,—Mr. Tite, M.P., the worthy President of

the Institute of British Architects, in one of his

annual addresses congratulated the members on
the adoption and publication of a regular scale of

charges, which, he said, was now universally ac-

cepted and recognised in courts of law. In some
recently published resolutions the Council of the
Institute observe relative to the same seale that it

is " undoubtedly the law on the subject." Any
member of the profession who, having the misfor-

tune to meet with an unprincipled and litigious

client, tries to enforce claims founded on the

aforesaid scale by legal process will soon find how
illusory the above assurances are. The courts will

require architects' charges to be proved by I'it'a

voce evidence, and as, unfortunately, clients of

the class mentioned are never at a loss to find

architects, and even (as in the case just about to

be detailed) Fellows of the Institute, ready to aid

them by giving sworn testimony against a brother
architect's bill, no matter how it may agree with
the Institute scale, the question has to go to the

jury, who, being commonly of a class rather

jealous of architects and their pretensions, are

more likely to lean to the client's side or else be-

come so puzzled as to be unable to come to any
decision. The following statement of facts is in-

structive :
—

Some time ago I was employed by a mercantile

firm to act as their architect for a warehouse they
proposed building, it being agreed beforehand
that the usual commission of 5 per cent, was to

be paid me. I prepared contract drawings and
specification, and, same being approved, was
directed to procure tenders, which I also did, the

lowest being somewhat under my own approxi-

mate estimate. This was provisionally accepted,

and a contract duly drawn up by the solicitor ap-

proved by the builder, and a day fixed for sign-

ing same. \Vhile these proceedings were going
on, as the work was to be finished in unusually
short time, I prepared the enlarged det.ails, dupli -

cates, and all other documents necessary for car-

rying on the woik. Some delay occurred about
signing the contract, and after being left for some
time in ignorance of what was being done, I

found the project was abandoned, and the ques-

tion arose as to what remuneration I was entitled

to. The cost of the work contracted for would
be about 1'9,000—being p,art of a larger scheme
whicb would have cost £13,000. I claimed 24
per cent, for the working drawings and specifica-

tion, 4 per cent, in addition for obtaining tenders,

and other charges for the details, Ac, all in exact
conformity with the Institute scale. I also

directed the surveyor who had taken out the
quantities, with the full knowledge and consent
of the employers, to furnish his account. I was

met by a tender of 2i per cent, only, calculated
also on the nett amount of builder's contract,
without reference to a large amount of old mate-
rials and omitted works. The surveyor's account
was ignored altogether, and all otfers of reference
declined.

Under these circumstances I was at length
obliged to bring an action for the recovery of my
fees, and the case was tried here last year before
the Lord Chief Baron and a special jury. Sir C.

Lanyon, M.P., then President of the Institute of

the Architects of Ireland, Mr. James Owen, secre-

tary of same, and architect to the Board of Works,
and another well-known private practitioner here,

gave evidence in support of my claims and in favour
of the Institute scale as a proper and equitable

standard, and with this evidence a verdict woidd
in all probability have been recorded in my
favour were it not for the conduct of two other
architects, one of whom is a Fellow of the Insti-

tute. These gentlemen deposed that the terms
of the Institute scale, especially in regard to the
item for obtaining tenders, were not, what they
profess to be, either usual or proper, and gave
other evidence bringing it into utter disrepute.

The result was a disagreement of the jury, and I

have failed up to the present in recovering my
just claims.

The Council of the R.I.B.A., I fear, like Gallio

of old, " care for none of these things." As they
are the governing body of a society established
" for the promotion of uniformity and respecta-

bility of architects' practice," and as they require

each member on his election to sign a declaration

that he will " abide by the rules, and promote the
objects of the Institute by every means in his

power," I took an early opportunity of laying a
full statement of the .above befoie them, not in

any resentful spirit towards the member who had
acted so unprotessionally and unworthily, but in

the hope that they would investigate the matter,
and so express their opinion, or otherwise act, as

to give some guarantee against the recurrence of

similar injurious and discreditable conduct. The
following resolution was passed :

—

" That a member of the Institute ought to sup-

port the Institute scale of charges in its general

application, and to treat any departure therefrom
as an exceptional case or an exceptional and per-

sonal opinion.'

'

Perhaps this may have some good effect on the
future conduct of the members of the Institute

towards each other in similar cases. I strongly
recommend, however, every member of the pro-

fession not to place any dependence on such, but
to have his own scale of charges clearly detined,

and to place it in the hands of every new client

at the outset of the employment. He will then
get clear of all questions of the " usage of the pro-

fession," and will have to deal with a simple con-

tract. No honest or well-meaning client can
object, but will be rather inclined to think it satis-

factory to have a well-defined tariff laid down
beforehand. 1 have since adopted this course in

my own practice with good efi'ect, and send you
herewith a copy of the document in use by the
firm to which I beloug, which, as will be seen, is

simply the Institute scale revised and amplified

(as there are many points in it left rather doubt-
ful), and a series of general conditions added
which, I think, will be found worthy the notice of

all architects who desire to keep clear of litiga-

tion. Architects are generally very careful in

drawing up clauses to protect their clients against

builders ; it is time for them to devote some at-

tention to a right definition of their own relations

to their employers, and I think the clauses I have
introduced will be found to conduce somewhat to

that end.—I am, &c.,

Wm. Fogeutt, F.R.I.B.A.
Dublin, March 23.

sohedulb of professional pllactice asd
Chabqes.

New Butldinqs, &o.—1. The charge for the
design and superintendence of new buildings,
except as hereinafter mentioned, is a commission
of 5 per cent, on the total cost of the works

;

besides which, all travelling and other incidental

expenses, such as stationery, postage, lithography,
itc, incurred by the architects, .are to be paid by
the employer, who is also chargeable under certain

conditions, as hereafter mentioned, for time oc-

cupied in travelling, also with the salary of an
efficient clerk of works to be appointed by the
architects. 2. But for all works in which the art

required is of a high kind, and the expenditure
mainly for skilled labour and not for materials
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e.g., in designs for the furniture and fittings of

buildings, for their decoration with painting or

mosaic, for their sculpture, for stained glass, and

other like works, the charge to be not by way of

commission on the cost, but according to the time

occupied, as per clause 2ti. 3. The direction of

all such works as baths, heating apparatus, bells,

lifts, grates and chimney pieces, p itent shutters,

and other similar fittings to be charged for by a

commission of 10 per cent. In the selection and

purchase of these articles the architects will use

their best efforts to obtain the most favourable

terms for the employer, and any trade discounts

t)r commissions allowed on theur to be credited to

him. 4. In works under £500 in amount, the

commission to be increased by scale, varying from
10 per cent, for works under £100, to 5 per cent.

on amounts above £500. 5. The commission to

be reckoned upon the total cost of the works,

Talued as if executed entirely by labour and of

new materials provided by the builder, i.e., all

credits piveu by the builder for old materials to

be treated the s.ime as cash. 6. The commission
is to be chaiged upon the whole value of the

work executed, with the addition of a leduced per-

centage upon any omissions, as per clauses 12— 15.

This is exc'u&ive of the charge for measuring
extras and omissions. 7. Payments on account

to be at the following rates, viz., half the com-

mission on the signing of the contract or com-
pletion of the drawings ready for same, and the

remainder by instalments proportioned to those

paid the builder or other tradesmen.

Travelling.—8. All travelling expenses are to

be charged extra, and, with all other disburse-

ments, to be repaid as incurred. 9. These rules

suppose the work to be executed within a distance

of 100 miles from London ; but it the work be

executed beyond that distance, an extra charge to

be made for the time occupied in travelling, at

the rates given in clause 26.

Extra Services.—10. The percentage does

not cover professional services in connection with

negociations for site, attendances to determine

«ame, preliminary surveys and levels, surveys of

old buildings, arrangements respecting party walls,

or right of lights, nor services incidental to

arrangements consequent upon the failure of

builders whilst carrying out work, or attending at

courts or arbitrations to adjust disputed accounts,

attendances on solicitors relative to contracts, &c.;

but all such services are to be charged for in ad-

dition, the basis for charge being the time em-
-ployed.

Alterations in Design.—11. Should the em-

ployer, after having agreed to a design, and had

the drawings prepared, have material alterations

•made, an extra charge may be made according to

the time occupied.

Abandoned and Omitted Wobks —12. If the ar-

chitects should have prepared preliminary drawings

sufficient to explain a design, the charge is IJ per

cent, on new works costing over £500, and on

other descriptions of work in like proportions, i.e.,

one-fourth the full commission. 13. If the ar-

chitects should have drawn out the design, with

plans, elevations, sections, and specification, ready

for estimate, the charge is half the full commis
aion, i.e., 24 per cent, on new works above £500
in amount, and other descriptions of work in Uke

proportion. 14. If the architects should have, in

addition, procured tenders, the charge is one-half

per cent, extra to the above. 15. It the architects

ahould have prepared the enlarged details, the

charge for these to be 1 per cent, in addition

to the above. These charges to apply to all

cases of omitted, abandoned, or partially ex

ccuted work. The commission to be taken on

the average amount of tenders, or in the absence

o£ such on the amount of the architects' estimate.

Ranges of Houses.—16. Ranges and terraces

of houses where more than two are built from

the same designs to be charged for as follows :

5 per cent, on the first two and 3 J per cent, on

the remainder.

Alterations of Buildings.—17. For works in

the alteration of premises, the rate of commission

to be increased to 74 per cent.

Duties of the Architects.— IS. All of the

following requirements tor buildings are included

•in the ordinary charge of 5 per cent. One set of

.preliminary sketches (exclusive of finished draw-

ings or perspectives). Working
^

drawings and

specilications sufficient for an estimate and con-

tract. Detailed drawings and instructions for

execution. Gener»l superintendence of works

'(exclusive of clerk of the works). Examining

and passing the accounts (exclusive of measuring

^smd making out extras and omissions). 19. No-

additional charge is made for such a rough'estimate

as may be obtained by cubing out the contents.

If a detailed estimate be framed, an extra charge

to be made for it as per the measuring rates.

20. All the above charges include but one set of

drawings and specifications ; it being understood

in all cases that the architects are paid for the

use only of the drawings and specifications, and

that they remain the property of the architects.

Perspectives and finished drawings for com-

petition or deposit, duplicates and extra copies,

to be charged for separately.

Estates.—21. The charge for taking a plan of

an estate, laying it out, and arranging for build-

ing upon it, should be regulated by the time,

skill, and trouble involved. 22. For actually sell-

ing or letting land, houses, &c., and for valua-

tions, rates as per separate scale. 23. For inspect-

ing buildings not designed by the architects dur-

ing their progress (so far as may be necessary to

ensure the conditions being fulfilled) and finally

certifying for lease, the charge to be 1 per cent

on the value of same. 21. All the above fees to

be exclusive of travelling expenses, and time

occupied in travelling, as before-mentioned. 25.

The charge for the above does not include the

commission for preparing specifications, for direct-

ing, superintending, and certifying the proper

formation of roads, fences, and other such works,

which is to be at the rate of 5 per cent , nor does

it include putting the plans on the leases, which

are to be charged tor separately.

Per Day.—26. The charges per day are as

follows:—Principals.—Five guineas per day of

seven hours. First class assistants.—Two guineas

per ditto. Second class ditto.—One and a half

guineas to one guinea per ditto.

Dilapidations.—27. The charge for estimating

dilapidations is 5 per cent, on the estimate, and in

no case less than £5 5s. ; tor superintending the

repairs an additional 6 per cent.

Quantities and Estimates

g.allory with small open archea in frout, built over the
aisles, Bometimes in the thickness of the wall, and often
between the vaulted ceiling of the aisles and the outside
roofs. The rood screen was so called from its huviug been
fre(iuently surmounted by the rood or cross.]

[1310.]—VOLUNTARY E.\AMINATION.-C.in any of

the reailors of the " Interconimuuication" column give me
any iuforniation as to the Voluntary Examination of the
Institute of British Architects; what they examine one in

;

and the best w.ay to prepare for it? and oblige — S.

[Apply to the secretary, who will forwardfull particulars
and copies of last year's questions.]

[1311.] -WINDOW LIGHTS.—Can any of your corre-

spondeuts give me reliable information with respect to the
following question of wiudow lights? A church is in course

of erection and nearly completed, between which and the

adjoining property the distance varies from 2ft. to 16ft.

The adjoining plot of land belongs to a Dissenting body,
on which they have commenced building schools, coming
to the extent of their land, and with from 2ft. to 16ft. of
the church. Both buildings have received the sanction of

their respective commissioners. I shall be thankful for

any information bearing upon this subject, or of any legal

deci I. -Ne

[1342.]-COPYRIGHT OP DESIGNS.—Allow me to in-

quire of some of your readers what would be the best course

to adopt under the following circumstances. A land .igent

employs an architect 'm make designs tor and superintend

the erection of buiJding'i, and pays him by salary. When
the buildings are completed and the engagement brought

to a close, the architect publicly exhibits views of these

buildings prepared by himself. The employer hearing of

this and hoping to have obtained the credit of the work,

threatens the architect with legal proceedings, which

brings forth a remonstrance from the latter, but the for-

mer, nothing daimted, writes a letter to the party on whose

premises the drawings are being eihibited. This letter has

an intimidating effect on the person to whom it is addressed,

and he thereupon re^juests the architect to withdraw the

designs " at his earliest convenience."— Dbsio.ser.

[13^13.]—SPIRITS OF SALTS.—I would b» much obliged

if some one would state two or three cases why masons
and builders make use of spirits of salt,—3, 3, !.

-2S.

—

Measuring

[1344] — REMOVING PUTTY FROM WINDOW
FRAMES.- Is there any way of •emoving old, hardened

putty from window frames without chipping it away, and
frequently damaging the wood?

—

Simpleton.

[1345.]-QUANTITY OF GAS IN A TON OF COALS.

what is the general allowance made for leakage, condensa-

tion, (.fee-A Pkivate Gas MA^DlACTUREB.

jj^TES —For taking out quantities from drawings, ,_ijo,y much gas can be obtained from a ton of coals? and

1,^ per cent. For ditto, and pricing to form esti- .,,,„. ,..v,„. .„„.,.„>,.

mate, 21 per cent. For measuring and preparing

bills of quantities from actual work executed, and

pricing as per agreed schedule (as in extras and

omissions), 2\ per cent. For ditto and pricing

without schedule, one half per cent, extra to the

above. These charges to be exclusive of

lithography or scrivenery when more than one

copy is required. In all cases where tenders are

required, the quantities to be taken out under the

direction of the architects, and to be paid for by

the builder whose tender may be accepted. In

case no tender be accepted, or the works be not

proceeded with, the quantities to be paid for by

the employer.
General Conditions.—1. In all cases where a

design may be accepted, or the work be com-

menced, the employer shall not be at liberty to

dismiss or supersede the architects, nor shall the

architects be at liberty to retire from or resign

the conduct of the works without providing a

competent substitute. 2. The architects will use

their best skill and judgment in the interest of after applyn

the employer, and will act independently between
[1349 ] -ARTISANS' DWELLINGS.— I am thinking

him and the builder, but are not to be held ^bout putting up some dwellings for artisans in this

pecuniarily responsible to either_for an^decis^
; r^e^ir^oTl^^^^^BS^

model buildings of this

My notion is to put_up self containedhouses of (say)

11340 1-UPKIGUTS FOR A ROOF.— I wish to lay

the principals of a timber roof upon wooden pillars. The

span is 30ft., and the covering of slates. The principals are

to be 10ft. apart, and I should bo greatly obliged to any of

your readers who would kindly let me know what dimen-

sions they ouglit to have? They must be rectangular in

shape, as round ones would come too expensive.—Builder.

[13^17.]-TIMB OF FILLING A CISTERN. -Could any

of your leaders tell me how long it would take to exhaust

the contents of a cistern J ft. by 4ft. 9in. by 3ft. 3m.

deep by a IJ-inch. pipe, supposing the cist

the beginning of the discharge

the
pressui

is dim
—Tyri

to be full at

find out the time

t'ents" would" take to° flow off provided Ihat the

B was alwavs the same, bat it is evident that it

nishing every instant, and that's what puzzles me.

[13JS 1-RAMEE ON ARCHITECTURE.—IshaU esteem

, a f;ivour to be iuformed through your " Intercommuni-

tion " column if there is an English

ntly-publishcil work entitled

Prati|U
ud where it ca'

of the ]

L^Architecture et la Con-

by Dauiel Ramee. Also the price,

purchased?

three or four i

REPLIES.

[1316 1-BRICKS FOR PREVENTING DAMP IN

OIJTSIDE WALLS.-" Enquirer"should use the perforated

bricks. They can be obtained from any dealer, -b. a. 1.

certificate, or opinion given or withheld in the
.

^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^.^^^ Could you

course of the employment, nor are they to be nelcl
; ^^^^^^ about here where I could

accountable for or in any disputes that may occur

between the employer and the builder, or with

adjoining owners ; their character and reputation

being the only security ofi'ered for the due per-

formance of their duties. 3. Should any diflfer-

ence or dispute arise between the architects and

the employer, the same is to be referred to the

decision of an independent architect to be agreed

on, or in case the parties shall not be able to

agree on one, then to the arbitration of three

architects, one to be named by each party and

the third by the two so chosen, said architects to

be members of the Royal Institute of British

Architects or of the Royal Institute of the Archi-

tects of Ireland, and the decision so obtained

shall be accepted as final, binding, and conclusive

by both parties.

—A. B., Newcastle-on-Tyne.

lutcrtommumcaticu.

QUESTIONS.

[1339 l-ARCHITECTURAL TERMS.-Willany of your

aders kindly inform me the literal meaning of tnfonumreuders kindly
Iso the origin of the

ic . in arcltitectura?- [viEi>i.*;vAo. .,. , *

[The triforium, sometimea called the blind story,

ird rood, as applied to a rood s

[1321.1-SIZE OF SEWERS.-Th
alluded to by ' Builder." An esu s

pipe of 9in. in depth and 6i

pose, and will cost

also made '" ~"

such formula
hape earthenware drain

width wJ.1 answer his pur-

hilling per lineal foot. They are

of 1ft. Sin. by Ift., 1ft. Sin. by 9ia._, and

their respective costs, 3s. 6d. and 23. 3d. per lineal foot,

Mason.

HOUSE TERRACE. —
[1335 ]—SURFACE FOR A -

If the proper asphalte be laid down it wiU not hare .^ dirty

appearand, and wiU form an indestructible surface, but as

vmi" correspondent evidently objects to the black look of

the comnosition. he can make as good a terr.tce surface in

another manner. This can be a'=oomplished by the use of

Portland cement and fine gravel, and if he c -

I liaT« made a flo„- -- .,-,,„,
moving about of heavy pieces of machinery 1

with impunity. - Contractor.

11327 1-FROPER POSITION OF CHANCEL GABLH
TnivFil —I cannot answer for th» tower, but lean inform

'• Inexi erience" that 1 know of one church in which the

Dosition of the chancel is reversed from that which has

always been regarded as its legitimate position. It la a
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churcii recently erected at Heme Hill, and with the eicep-
tion of tlu3 heterodox peculiarity, is a very favourable
specimen of modern ecclesiastical architecture. Probably
roture churches will be built at any augle with the
cardinal points.

—

Meridian.

[1336, ] - A COMPLAINT.—I applied for the situation of
practical buildar, &c. ; I sent per post testimonials and
drawings. On March 4th I received my testimonials, with
a printed circular. I wrote for some information about my
plans on March 8, and again on March 29, and enclosed
stamp for reply, but I have heard nothing as yet. The
testimonials were posted at Welshpool.—J. M.

[1335.]—There is no qusstion but that "Davie" cau
recover the drawings, Teetimonials cannot for a moment
be considered the property of those who require them,
unless it is distinctly stated so in the advertisement. It is

quite possible, however, that the situation wliich '

' Davie "

applied for is not yet disposed of. A reasonable time
must in all cases be allowed for the detention of the testi-
monials. I have myself, however, frequently found that
forwarding testimonials is like lending an umbrella. One
never sees them again.— ,\. L. L.

[1335.]—" Davie" is not alone in supposing that he has
reason to complain of bis plans not being returned. At
the time the advertisement appeared, I forwarded plans
and copies of testimonials. I also a few weeks since wrote
to Mr. Hand requesting him to return my plans, enclosing
postage stamps for that purpose, but have received no
answer whatever. I should also be glad to know if it is
customary to retam drawings on such occasions.—

A

PaACTlCAl> BUIUJEK.

a337.]-THE SACK.—Certainly not. A workman is

bound to keep his tools in order at his own expense, and,
Strictly speaking, has no right to "grind" or otherwise
npair them during working hours.—F. F,

[1336.]—MORTAU.-" Ancient Masonry" is in error in
snpposing that mortar .500 years old is " invariably h.-ird
as stone." The builders of the Gothic period were either
very ignorant or c;\rele83, for in many ciises their mortar
has been found to bo mere dirt. With remains of the
Boman period the case is very different. The Roman
mortar deserves the description given, but can scarcely be
said to belong to the "dark ages." For the proportions,
&c., of the constituents of good mortar, "Ancient
Masonry" should study the admirable article on the
subject which appeared in No. 4;l of the Bcildino. News.
In this and many other practical matters engineers are in
advance of architects. Architects and their clerks of
works do not give sufficient attention to the subject of
mortar; and, as to the buildera, they leave it to the
'rule of thumb" of the "mortar hand," who knows

just as much about it as an Irish labourer is likely to.
The hardness of mortar is owing to the change of the
hydrate of lime into the carbonate, by the gradual ab-
sorption of the cirbonio acid g.as from the atmosphere.
The time this wiU take of course vnries with circum-
stances. Old lime plastering beaten small, if added to the
™ortar, is said to expedite the hardening process.—

STAINED GLASS.
Stamford.—A memorial window h.os just been placed at

the east end of the chancel of St. George's church in
memory of the late Titus Berry, Esq. The five-light
window is of the Perpendicular style, the whole of which
has been filled with rich stained glass, executed by Mr
Wailes, of Newcastle.

ALNiviCK.—Four additional stained glasswindows, to the
memory of the late Algernon, fourth Duke of Northumber-
land, have been placed in St. Michael's Church, Alnwick, at
a cost of £450.

Arthuret.—A stained glass window has just been exe-
cuted for and placed in Arthuret church, Cumberland, by
Mr. John Scott, of Carlisle. The window is erected as a
memorial to the late Sir James Graham, and represents tlie

bold relief, with several emblematicalTwelve Apostlei

£600,000 than £120,000. Lord J. Manners re-
commended that means should bo adopted to
induce the House of Lords to concur with this
House iu the construction of a new refreshment-
room

; and Mr. B. JIopo complained that the
House of Commons, which ought to be the beel
club in London, was the worst. The first op-
position oitme from Lord ]3ury, who maintained
that it was the province of the Government
rather than that of the Hous:! to take the initia-
tive upon the quuttion, and proposed to omit
from the resolutiou all the words which expressed
any approval of the report of tho committee.
Uoth ho and Lord Elcho, who took a similar
view of the matter, referred to the inconvenience
of tho existing practice ol securing seats by
placing hats, gloves, and other articles upon
them at the hour of prayers. Mr. Hunt and Mr.
Dodson expressed some doubts as to the
merits of the plan recommended by the com-
mittee, and urged the propriety of delaying any
decision upon tho subject until experience had
shown what might be expected to be tho aver-
ago attendance of the members of the reiormed
House of Commons. Tho resolution received
unqualified support from Mr. Harcourt and Mr.
Walter ; but the Government, as represented by
Mr. Layard and Mr. Gladstone, found themselves
unable to recommend its adoption. The Trime
Minister especially urged that it would be well
to defer any decision until the 210 new members
had had time to make themselves more
thoroughly acquainted with the facts of the
case ; and upon his recommendation Mr. Head-
lam withdrew his motion.

On the motion of Mr, W. Cowper it was agreed
that it be an instruction to the committee on
Hungerford Bridge and WoUingtou-streot Via-
duct that they have power to inquire and report
as to all the lateral commuuioationa intended
to be made between the Embankment roadway
and the Strand.

STATUE^, MEMORIALS, ETC.
Mn.-W. Dav KEvu-.umi, jun., tho sculptor of the lions
in front of the Li-ecls Townliall, lias been commissioned to
execute a statue of Andrew Morvell, for the Hull Town-
nall. Mr. Koyworth h.Ts also executed a marble biuit of
Mr. Titus Salt, to be presented bv subscription to the
Port of Hull Sailors' Orphan Homo, to which Mr Salt
gave £5,000, for an addition.tl wing to the building

PAELIAMENTAEY NOTES.
Ok Tuesday night in tho House o!' Commons, Mr.
Headlam, in calling attention to the report of
the committeo appointed last session to consider
the arriuigemeiits of the House, rehearsed the
dilBcnlties which had been experienced by hon.
gentlemen in finding seats within the existing
House, and the rather ursecmly contofts to which
they bad given rise ; and, after noticing the
yarions plana which had been suggested for the
improvement of the existing building, moved a
resolution approving and recommending to the
OODsiderution ol the Government tho proposal
of the oommitteo to convert the present chamber
into a lobby, and build a new and larger House,
of a square form, over tho court-yard, between
it and the river front of the Palace, at a cost of
£120,000. This scheme was supported by Mr.
W. Cowper and Mr. Tite, but Colonel French ex-
pressed doubts ai to the suitability of tho posi-
tion assigned to tho new dining-rooms, and ex-
pressed an opinion that tho cost would be nearer

fur ©ffice Mk
EoTAL Akch.eological Institute.—The annual

meeting of the Royal ArchKnlogical Institute of
Great Britain and Ireland will be held in 18G9 at
Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk— a town rich iu
objects of archseologioal interest. Tho Marquis
of Bristol will bo tho president for the year; and
tho threo sections of antiquities, architecture,
and history will have for their chairman the
Bishop of Oxford, Mr. A. J. B. Beresford Hope,
M.P., and the Ven. Lord A. Hervey. The meet-
ing will probably commence in the third week in
July, but the precise date has not yet been fixed.

The Cambeidge Improvement Board.— A
special meeting of the Board was held on Tnee-
day last, at the Guildhall, to appoint a surveyor
in the place of Mr. E. R. Rowe, who has re-
signed. Thirty-eight commissioners were pre-
sent. Mr. Beales, the chairman, presided. There
wero forty-eight candidates, out of which six
were selected to personally attend, with their
testimonials, on the board. The names of the
six candidates were Mr. T. L. Johnson, of Htn-
ley, agod27; Mr. G. W. Stepiienson, of March,
45 J

Mr. E. Mudd, of Lewisham, 10; Mr. T. F.
Middlemiss,ol Cockermouth, 31 ; Mr. D. Wallace,
of Croydon, ,3? ; Mr. T. P. Marks, of Swansea, 2/1
From tho excellence of the testimonials either
one of the candid.ates was well qualified for the
olEoe. The following is the result of the voting :

—Stephenson, 28; Marks, 3 ; Middlemiss, 3;
Mudd, 1 ; Johnson, 1. Mr. Stepheusou was de-
clared duly elected.

The Metboi'Olitan Tramway Bill.—At tho
sittings of the Committee on the Metropolitan
Tramway Bills this week, several witnesses were
called in support of the scheme. These included
Mr. Tietgen, a Copenhagen banker, and chair-
man of a tramway company which had been
formed in the Danish capital; Mr. Tournier, di-
rector of the Geneva Tramway Company ; Mr.
Henry Gore, civil engineer, who spoke to the
satisfactory results which had followed the intro-
duction of tramways in the chief cities of North
and Sjutli America ; the Hon. James Tobin, who
gave evidence as to the experience of tho citizens
of Halilax, Nova Scotia; Mr. Morton Fisher,
formerly of New York ; Mr. \Y. H. Reynolds, ol
Rliode Island ; Mr. Holbrook, of New York

;

and Mr. Thorbury, chief surveyor to the Birken'
head Commissioners.

Testimonial to a Suuveyok.—A few gentle-
men of Luton have presented Mr. Sandoe (lato
towu Eurveyor and chief of the fire brigade) with
a handsome timepiece iu marble case, with a
testimoninl engrossed on parchment, acknow-
ledging his ability, fidelity, and courtesy, as a
public officer. Mr. Sandoe leaves Luton to enter
upon his dutioa as surveyor to the Town Com.
missioners ol Malvern.

AnBiTSATioN IN THE Ieon Tradi?.—On Monday
last-, a meeting was held in tho Central Build-
ings, Darlington, of the Board of Arbitration in
the manufeofured iron trade of the North of
England, in order to receive and consider the
report of tho committeo appointed at a previous
meeting. The committee stated that they had
met, and that documentary evidence as to the
comparative selling prices of iron had been laid
before them by tiie various firms belonging to
the bonrd. Tho average prices of rails, plates,
and bars were submitted. After discussion, the
original request for an advance of wages was put
to the vote, pud as there was an equality of vote?,
the following resolution was unanimougly passed:—"Tho Board of Conciliation having failed to
agree upon the question of the proper wages to
bo paid to the ironworkers of tho North of Eng-
land, it is resolved to a?k Mr. Rupert Kettle to
arbitrate in tho matter, and to decide what will
be fair to all parties concerned." The president
was requested to place himself in immediate
oommuuicatiou with Mr. Kettle, with a view of
ascertaining whether he will be willing to act
as arbitrator.

Lambeth Palace Grounds.—The Arch-
bishop of Canterbury has wiittou to Mr. Arthur
Arnold to state that, so far as he is at present
advised by persons who are interested in the
welfare of the people of Lambeth, he believes
that the grounds attached to Lambeth Palace
are more really beneficial to tho inhabitants of
the district if used according to the wise and
liberal arraugeme.its of his two prodooesaorB
than if a portion of them was marked out for a
recreation ground, open at all times to the
public. A vast number of persons, the Arch-
bishop says, have for some ti mo past, with the
permission of his predeoessorp, enjoyed the use of
the ground for cricket, school feasts, and other
purposes, which woulel have become useless if

the plan Mr. Arnold suggests were adopted'
Mr. Arnold regrets tho Arohbislio, 's daoiaion,
and remarks that such a limited use of the
ground is of no use whatever to tho overcrowded
poor of Lambeth.

New Pier at Clevedon.—A new pier was
opened at Clevedon, near Bristol, on Easter
Monday. Tho structure (which has cost £12,0U0,
tho irouwoik alone costing £8,000, and weighing
350 tons) is upwards of l,000fD. long, including
pierhead and approaches. The actual length of
the pier is 800ft. It is six years since the levels
were taken, and the work was comuienoed two
years ago.

The Proposed Public Park for West H.am
and Stratford.—On Monday evening a public
meeting was held iu tho National School. rooms,.
Broadway, Plaistow, to take into consideration
the best meaus of carrying out tho proposition
to purchase Upton-Park, latoly oooupied by the
Buxton family, as a public park and recreation
ground in the above vicinity. Tiie Rev. Mr..
Marsh, vicar of tho parish, occupied tho chair.
Resolutions wero adopted that efiorts should be
made to obtain the park, that subsoriptions
should be invited, and the Home Secretary
should be waited on.

St. Thomas or CANTEnBUitY.—The last number
of tho " Transactions of the Architectural and
Arehaajlogioal Society of Buckiiighamsliire" men-
tions the following list of churches which contain
mural p,4intingsof the martyrdom of t^t. Thomas
a Becket:— St. John's, Winchester; Stoke
d'Abernon, Surrey; Brereton, Cheshire; Holy
Cross, Stratford-on-Avon ; Preston, Sussex

;

Burlingh.nm St. Edmnudf, Norfolk; aud Whad-
don, Beiks.

Eautiicjuakefroop Architkcture. — The
re«.!i.t earthquakes on the Pacitio coast have
necessitated the adoption of some new style of
building in that section of the cuuntry. Mere
brick sheila will not stand many heavy land
shock?, auel tho architects of San Francisco ar&
now busy over earthquake-proof plaus of archi>
teoture. The last severe earthqunke iu that city
cracked a large number of brick walls, which
have had to bo braced together with iron rods-
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to make them in any way safe. A very little

heavier shock would hava tumbled them iii

rains. Tiie fact that these sensatioDS may come

at any time hag somewhat shaken the faith of the

people in tbo security of their brick houses.

One of the new plan3 proposed is to

build a compact wooden frame structure, ami

surround it with brick walls. The frame wou d

eecure it against falling, and the walls would

render it fireproof. A largo publishing house in

San Francisco is soon to ereat a store upon tins

plan. Another method proposed is to build

thick walls with iron girders inserted in them,

and riveted at tho angles. There has been con-

siderable diaeussion among builders on this

matter, and a new field is open for the ingenuity

of architects. Anybody who will guarantee tu

put up a house that will stand an ordinary earth-

quake withuut damage, whether it be built ol

wood, stono, iron, paper, or rubber, can make his

fortune on tho Pacific coast. As soon as such

buildings can be devised earthquake insurance

companies will doubtless be estaijlished tliere to

satisfy individuals who have not complete laith

in the stability of real eatate on the Paoifio coast.

—New York Times.

Prk-Historio Monuments.—In consequence

of Sir John Lubbock's appeal on the late de-

structimof the Great Tol-maen, the Council of

the Ethnological Sjoiety have appointed a com-

mittee to investigate the pre-historic monuments

of these islands, and the measures to be taken

for their preservation. It includes Sir John

Lubbock, Prof. Huxley, Colonel Lane Pox, Mr.

Hyde Clarke, Mr. John Evans, Mr. Thomas

Wright, Dr. Thurnam, Mr. U. G. Bohn, Mr.

Blaokmoro, and Mr. A. W. Franks.

Destruction of Mosaic at Rome.—Tho

ateliers of mosaic attached to the Vatican took

fire recently, in consequence of the negligence

of some of the workmen in leaving rosin and

mastic near the stove. The fiames soon spread,

and, according to a Roman correspondent,

destroyed all the beautiful mosaics preparing to

St. Paul's and many other churches, which were

inan unfinished state. The fire was happily

extinguished before reaching the library or

museum, but the damage is estimated at 80,000

scadi.

Flexible Stone.—Mr. Gardner, the secretary

of the Mount Gumbier Institute, writes to an

Australian paper that he now has in his posses-

sion a piece of stone from the Himalaya Moan-

tains, which possesses the property of flexibility

to such a remarkable degree as to excite astonish-

ment. It is about nine inches long, by about

one inch and a quarter wide, and nearly half an

inch thick, and ia of a light salmon colour,

making a cracking sound waeu shaten. Only

one other piece is known to be in England, in

the possession of the authorities at tbe British

Museum ;
and tbe peculiar oharaoter of the stouo

has excited the attention and inquiry if geologists,

but without leading to an elucidation of its

mysterious qualities.

LEicESTERsniRE Architectoral and ARCn.E-

OLOGICAL Society.—A bi-monthly meeting of this

society was held on Monday week. It was noti-

fied that the general summer meeting would be

held this year at Uppingham, in conjunction with

the Northamptonshire Society, and a sub-com-

mittee was appointed to carry out the arrange-

ments for the same, in co-operation with the

committee of that society It was further notified

that several papers of interest would shortly be

read before the members, either at Uppingham

or at future hi muuthly meetings, viz. :
" On the

Druidical Remains of Brittany," by Sir Henry

Dryden, Bart. ;
" On the Objects of Archicologi-

cal Societies," by Mr. James Thompson ;
and " Ou

the County of Rutland," being an introduction

to its history, by the Rev. J. H. Uill

students had been nominated by the Department

as "free students" for one year. One pupd

last year gained a "uationil scholarship ' at

South Kensington, and another had won the

Society of Arts' prize for porcelain painting. Two

competitors for national scholarships this year

had failed on account of a change made in the

subjects by the Department without notice to

the schools. Of the 175 pupils in the school, 118

are engaged in the staple trade of the Potteries.

Exeter Freehold Land Society.—The twelfth

annual meeting was held at the Athenraum on

Tuesday week. The report stated that the total

receipts amounted to the large sum of £10,345

l-'Js. 4d., being an increase of £2,295 5b. lOd.

The profit realised, after providing for all ex-

penses of managemeut, is £1,078 Os. lOd.

;

enabling the committee to add to the accounts

of investing members a dividend of £6 per cent,

per annum, and also to carry £150 to the reserve

fuud leaving a balance of £50 to the credit of

the current year's account. The increase in the

number of members has continued, being equal

to that of any preceding year. The total number

on the register, after aUowing for those who have

withdrawn, was 866, holding 1,372 shares, being

an increase of 142 members and 276 shares.

RICK BUUNING.—Vice-chancellor Sir R.Milin

has just given jadgmant in a case (Chapman

Hod"kin) of considerable interest tobnckmakers

and owners of property adjacent to brickfields.

After hearing counsel ou both sides, the learned

Vice-Chanoellor was clearly of opinion that the

brick-burning within 112 yards of the plaintitl s

residence was a serious nuisance and injury to

the plaintiff, which must be abated, and granted

a perpetual injunction to restrain the defendant

from burning bricks in the field in question atier

the 1st of January, 1871, the defendant iii the

meantime to undertake not to burn any bricks

within 200 yards in a straight direction from the

wall of any part of the plaintiff's dwelling-houses,

and to pay the plaiutifl'£50 for costs.

The spring exhibition of the Society of Female

Artists, at ?, Conduit-street, closed on Saturday

last. '

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING
WEEK.

MOND.T.—Geographical Society 8.30.
Fv,»ri

Tuesday.—laatitutioQ of Civil Eugineere.—Expori-

ments on tho Staudaras of LompariBOU om-

ployed for tostiiig the iUumiuatius power ol

coal gas, hy llr. F. V. Kirkham, M. Inst.

C.B., at 8. „ ^ -D

Boyal Institution.—" Ou Astronomy, by Pro-

feasor B. Grant, LL.D., F.R.S., 3.
,

WEDNESDAY.-Sooiety of ^'Hr"SP,X=°'>'"«™"S'
and economically considered," by B. M. unaer-

THtmsDAY.-SyaAnstitution. -Lecture by Professor

Tyndall, LL.D., F.R.S., 3.

Limieau Society, 8
_

FBIDIY.-Arcbitectnral Association.- On Momi-

meutal Sculpture," by X. H. Watson, V.P.,

Saturday -Associated Arts Institute. -Exhibition of

''"sketches: subject -the "Tempest," act iy and

"Desolatiou." Ui8;iu»sio.i—Question : IsLom.

petitiou a desiniblc feature iu Art "Traimug.

Eoyal Institution.-" Ou Geology,' by A.

Goikie, Esq., F.E.S., 3.

C j) i p s.

Mr Mackenzie Knight has been appoiuteli

oyor to the MUe End Old Town Vestry.

Hanley.— The annual meeting of the Hanley

School of Art was held in that town on Monday

evening under the presidency of the Mayor. The

attendance and progress of the pupils were re-

ported favourably upon, and the committee re-

corded their satisfaction with the master. The

report of the master (Mr. J. Carter) stated that

the total number of students in 1867 was 177,

and in the following year 175, and the attendance

had been uuu»ually good. At the public exami-

nation in March, 1S6S, 39 students in the second

OTade presented themselves, and 32 were success-

iuh As the result of the Government competi-

tion in 1868, three Queen's prizes and seven book

prizes were awarded to the school, and seven

St. Giles's Church, Pontefract, Yorkshu-e, was

re-opened on Wednesday ' week, after being re-

stored. The chancel has been rebuilt.

The Archteological Society of Heidelburg has

collected sufficient funds to enable it to make a

partial restoration of the fine old c\stle. The part

to be first taken in hand is next the chapel, and im-

mediately over the Great Tun.

The St. James's Theatre is to he rebuilt. The

new house will, if possible, re-open in October next.

The Ecclesiastical Commissioners have made a

grant of £450 towards a vicai-age house for St.

Catharine's, Gloucester.

On Wednesday week a new market-house, of

Gothic structure, was opened at Clevedon, near

Bristol.

The foundation stone of a new Primitive Metho-

dist chapel was laid on Friday week at Spennymoor.

It is proposed to erect a new cottage hospital at

Powey, and a bazaar has been held in aid of the

funds at Bolton House.

At the ordinary meeting of the Society of

Enoineers, held on Monday, the 5th inst., Mr. F.

W "Bryant, president, in the chair, a paper was

read on " The Methods employed in the Determi-

nation of tho Commercial Value and Purity of Coil

Gas," by Mr. F. W. Hartley.

Messrs. Lavers and Barraud, of Endell-street,

Covent Garden, will supply the memorial window

which is to be erected to Hemel Hatch, Bs'i., m
the parish church, Faversham, at the cost of about

£305.

A new Roman Catholic chapel was opened at

Eastbourne last week.

New schoolrooms are to be erected in connection

with the Wosloyan Chapal at Eastbourne. His

Grace the Duke of Devonshire has given tho sito

In removing the plaster from the west front of

St Nicholas Church, Yai-mouth, preparatory to

the restoration of tho south aisle, an altar tomb

has been discovered, with a canopied recess above

it, in which may be traced tho outlines of the

figures of tho Virgin and Child.

The annual sou-ee of tho Architectural Associa-

tion took place at 9, Conduit-street, on Friday

evening last, and was well attended. A farce (
A

Thumping Legacj ") and some vocal ,iuartettcs,

and songs, were very vveU rendered by members of

the association.

fakuts k litbtiitioits

CONNECTED WITH THIS BUILDINO TEADE.

2655 E. ZOBPFEL. Window Fbaiies- Dated August

%"the threshold of tbe doorway is fitted a clip, which

serves to retain in position a tubular strip of caoutchouc

haYing a longitudinal recess or groovem the side neaiost

tothe door^ To the lower edge of the door is affiveda

moulding or bar formed with a projecting wedge-shaped.

Sg^ the sides of the wedge being preferably <=nrved the

mJu ding beiug so fitted to the door that, when thedooris

Sosed, thapro3ectmgedgeof the moulding will enter the

recess or groove ui the caoutchouc—Patent abandoned.

ZOSO W. M. JACKSON and E. GAESIDES. BooFlNO.

Dated Aug\i6t 27, 186S. .. , i „„
This consists in lorming tiles of such a seotioaal shape

that one edge shall overlap that of the tile on right side^

it whUe the other edge may be overlapped by that of the

tiie on the loft side of it —Patent completed.

2668 J. TULB. Tkeatisc Sew.ioe. Dated August

^'Thfpatentee employs compressed ak for transferring

the sewage from closed receptacles into closed tank carts

The carts are furnished with air pumps, driven by horse

gear, for compressing or exhausting the an- employed.—

Patent abandoned.

2667 W.STRANG. Treating Sewage, Dated August

^\lie'^patentee provides a vessel at the lower end of a dis-^

charge Dine with separate outlets for the h^uida and solids

combhied,and interposes therein a filtering or sepaiatmg

Sim of sullicient depth, through which the liquids can

pass, but which keeps back the solids.—Patent com-

pleted. ^ „
26Si W. S. FLSTCHER. DooR Crevice Guard.

Dated August 31, 186S.
. • , - i,.,j :„ „

A strip of rubber or other ehastio material is held ift a

clipfl^ed to the floor, directly uuder and pressed upon by

the door when shut. -Patent completed.

06S5 S. NEWTON. Swing Dooa Hinge. Dated August

vitha
This consists of a box havmg a square lecess ,,.

stationary pin in the centre. A spiral spi-ing is placed m
this recess a block rests on the spring, and has at the top

a V-shaped groove wrtb rounded tops. The bottom of tha

door is fitted with a shoe havuig a part projecting from

the door of a V-shape, and a hole fitted on the stationary

^u fuUie square recess to act as_a bearmg.-Patent aban-

doued. ..^ X J, c
273S. B.BANKS. Flook DoG OR CHA5IP. Dated Sep-

*'Sn'the?oW, or other support, the patentee places a

frame, having at one side a stationary plate, provided with

a number of pointed pins; the plate is pinched up to the

ioist or support by means of a lever and eccentric, oi by a

screw" s^ that the frame shall be effectuaUy fastened.

-

Patent abandoned.

2750. U- A. MASSELON. Bdrsino Bricks. D.ated Sep-

'^The pat'enlee constructs the kiln of a rectang.Uar form,

with an arched roof with two or more chmineys, and pro-

vides two or more furnaces, tho doors of which are pro-

jLd in the cen^re^of the ^k.;n,.and at each .de^bereof^

the;^ofrsuch dwarf wa£ being in^^^^^^^^^^^

The heatcil [n -I i- ' - ' ' ' - i
' -

^^

^l

^^.^.^j^g

through ;u,(i ^
.\\>.:; ' "' "j|.^''

, ,,
,,,,.,i jq

and then l'.!---
1^''^ '' n '''li"'

V, -^tm batween
the walls of the ''''"'";;.'. >;;;Y'i\"'kUu' m order"to faciU-
such spaces and tho exteuoi ol iiw '^""'.'"'i i„,min<r _
tate the escape of tho gases given oil m the buramg.-

Pateut completed.

2-J9 C. HOLLAND. Artificial Tiles. Dated Sep-

'"Thii" 'insists, first, in tbo intunate combmation and

cemcntat°ou of particle., of silen, aluminum Cttlcinm, or

s^hTacfs^e^'onriu the combrnation of black or red oxideof

on or of asnhal.um, with lime orcementaud sand to pro-

,ic6 -I composition adaptol to useful and ornamental pux-

ises as with or without shellac. -Patent completed.

"71)2 J. BUHDETT. Makino Bricks. Dated Septem-

This'i^"iiiBts m making bricks from clay of the required
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consistency by forcing it iuto dies, afcer which they are
separated by cutting wires fitted iu a frame ; they are'theu
carried ou by rollers over another roller, wliich dips iu oil,
BO that the lower side of the brick is covered with oil ; thev
then pass on to the receiving loads. —Patent cotupleted.

2704 A. J. FRASER. Locks. Dated September 8
18GS.

This consista in the employment of a ring, and a series
of spring bolts fitted iu3ide tbo ring, arrangdd so that the
bolt cauuot be actetl upon by auy other than the special
key made for it.—Patent coraplitted.

2770 S. E. CLARKE. Fireplaces. Dated September
8, 18C8.

^

The patentee constructs and arranges the flues of open
fireplaces in such a manner that the heat, or a portion of
the heat, from tlio burning fuel may bo made to heat an
ovoQ and hot plate, and a boiler, so that baking and
various cooking and other domestic operations mav be
carried on simultaneously.- Patent completed.

3776. L. B. COVERT. Ladders. Dated September 9,
186S.

'

The ladder is made with side pieces, grooved on the inuer
faces; these side pieces are united by cross pieces or steps ;

the steps may form a single front piece, or may be divided
to form front and back portions, so that an eiteusion ladder
can slide in the grooved faces and move betwe«u the divided
6t«p8.—Patent abandoned.

irabe Setos.

TENDERS.
BDaSLEU. —For erecting a, house in Waterloo-road Burs-

Itm, for Mr. Coleman. Mr. Sidley, an:iiitect :—
Woolr.vch' £624 16
Brindley and Critchlow '*.*

5S5
Bennett and Cooke (accepted) 5S0

CoGOESHALL.—For erecting a new vic,^^age-hou8e at Cog-
geeball, EssBi. Mr. Clarke, architect, 13, Stratford-place,
London ;—

Roberta £1570
Runnaclea 1-j69

Mason and Green , 14t;o
KogerB ". 13U
Pamienter 1269
Gardner (luxepted) 1249

E-XETtR.—For erecting schools in Paris street, Exeter
Ueasrs. R. and W. Best, architects ;—

Lmcombe £1078
Weetliike 974
Kenshole %8
Bcaddiiig 916 15
Easton (accepted) 8?5

lETER.—For erecting a dwelling house in Polsloe-roadM ers .R. and W. Best, architecU;—
Sampson (accepted) £1256 16 4

Fenton.—For « recting earthenware manufactoiy, for Mr
J Aynsley. Messrs. Scrivener and Sou, architects, Hanley
and Lougton. Quantitiea supplied :

—

Bradbury £S000
Kirk and Parry 7094
Briudloy aud Critchlow 6730
Barlow j650
Matthews eG43
Trow and Sous 6642
CoUisaud Hudson 64S5
Bailey 6100

Hanley. -For alterations in Mr. Bodley's residence,
Chetterley House, Shelton. Messrs. Scrivener and Son, ar-
cliitecta :

—

Matthews £119
Bailey (accepted) !!!'...!*.! 117

HoRNSETi'.—For erecting five houses at Hornsey, for Mr.
Andrews, Quantities by Mr. Ormes :—

Torodo £2800

!

Welch 2'243
Garrat and Wilkinson ".].. 2220
Nightingale ...................V. 2163
Salter 2068
Johnson 2018
TuU ;'..'.;.•," 2015
Clarke )9(J6
George liiSS

S*S 1«85
y«"l 16(5
Turner 1625
Hughesdon 1420!

Leioii. — For now Primitive Methodist chapeland school,
Uugh, Lancashire. E. Pritchard, C.E., arcliitect. Qnan-
titiea supplied;—

Wiunard £1810
Collin and Son I75O
T''3'l">- ......'.'.". 1650
Preston I633
Bithell (accepted) 1512

Kent.—For erecting infirmary for Mailing Union, Kent
Mr. M. Bulmer, architect. Quantities by Mr. G. Ruck —

Bishop, Uuriinjf £3659 10
Houshaw. London 3365
Bridge, Maidstone [[,] 3261
Warren, Hadlow 3IOO
Webb, Peckham ]|. 3097
Cor Brothers, Maidstone 29,7
Naylar, Rochester 21*53
Vaughan, Maidstone 2938
CleraenU ,, _\ 292)
West, Strood "...| 2900
So'l'tt „ S!9r
Anscomb. Maidstone 2742
Lane, Larkfleld 259?
Church „ (accepted) 2510

PlKsiR—For additions to Dove House, Pinner, Middle-
Mi. L- H. Keichel, Eaq., architect:

—

Srtir-;:;:::;::::;;::::;::: "^'^lll
i»r^° !!.!'.;." 850 10

S.1^C-» 626W"""'"
670

Sawtby (HuutB.)-For erecting a farm residence on the
estate of the Right Hon. the Barou Chesham. Mr. R.
Hutchinson, architect, Huntingdon :

—
Andrews Brothers £2587
Cade and Son 1631
Coatea 1623 IS
Richardson and Spriggs 1583
Richardson and Maile 1506
Machin 1491 3 2
Thackray 1465
Richardson and Tyers 1459
Hobsou and Taylor 1439
Uejthorp 1398
Bridge aud Wbiteman 13j5

Stratford. -For rebuilding premises at Stratford, for
Mr. H. Norden. Mr. J. C. Timmis, surrejor, first con-
tract :

—
Cohen (accepted) £650

Wll.TS.-For house, sljibles, outbuildings, tc, at Pot-
terue, WUts. Mr. C. E. Davis, F.S.A., architect, Bath aud
Loudon :

—

Solo Tenders.
House.

Giles £6026 6 7
Warburton 6ii00

Long (accepted) 5036 15 8
Randall 6035
Nighting.-ile 4U26
Dimeut 490O 14 1

Lodge.
Long 6J5 1 6
Giles 61S
"Warburton 610
Randall 660
Mghtingale 660
DlJUent 651 13 7

Stables.
Giles 1193 19 n
Warburton 1120
Diment 1012 8 4
Nightingale S80
Long (accepted) 968 6 2
Randall 735 g

Conservatory,
Giles 322 6 11
Randall 305
Warburton 230
Dimeut 266 11 4
Loug (accepted) 258 3 8
Nightingale 213

Highest sole tender for the whole 8172 11 11
Lowest ,, ,, 6466 7 8

44 tenders were also received for the several and separate
trades

—

For the whole of the work, the
highest amounted to 9186 11 5

For the whole of the work, the
lowest amounted to 718(3 1 8

COMPETITIONS.
ROTAL Academy of Abt3.—National Gallery. -For the

best painting in oil, or model aud design in painting,
sculpture, and architecture. The gold medal and the dis-
courses of Presideuts Reynolds, West, &c. ; and for the
best copies of drawings, models from life, the autiipie iu
landscape perspec'ive, Ac. The silver medals, iStc. Novem-
ber 1.

CUFTON, Bristol.—The Guthrie scholarship. Values
£60 a year, aud £20 added. Oue or more scholarships

Apply to theof £25, at Midsumnof £60, and
secretary.

Belgicm Academy of Arts and Sciences.—For best
enquiry (essay) aud reixirt on the period at which archi-
tecture iu the Low Countries became etfected by Italian
inauence. Premium, 1,00J francs, about £40.

Sr. Luke's, MlDDLEaE.x.—April 2S. -For phans, eleva-
tions, sections, aud estimate of costs of a building for a
school to accommodate 2U0 boys aud 100 girls. Mr J.
Stickland, hon. sec., 9, Percival-street, Goswoll-road.

Pi-vmoutr.-July 14. -For designs, plans, and esti-
mates for a new guildhall, with law coiu-ts and public
offices. First premium, £100; second, £75; third, AiO
Mr. Whiteford, town clerk, Guildhall, Plymouth.
BEXtEY Heath Church Buildino Fond.— Kor plans

for the proposed now parish church. Mr. Marsh, 64, Can-
non-street, E. C.

CONTBACT3 OPEN FOR BDLLDINQ
ESTIMATES.

Bristoi,. -AprU 1:1.—For the ironwork of three bridge-
to cairy the Bristol Harbour Railway over New or Victoria-
street, Templo-street. and Pile-street. A. Moore, secres
t«rj, Bristol Harbour Railway, Temple Mead, Bristol.

EvERTOx, HEAR LIVERPOOL. -For the completion often
unfinished dwelling houses iu Dowuing-stroet Mr Jones
Adelphi Bank Chambeni, South Johu-stieet, Liverpoul. '

Stokrinoton Gas Compant (LiiiiTED).-For the con-
struction of a brick tank aud the ersetiou of a gasholder
to the same; with columns, guides, weights, cli.aius, &c.,
complete, in and outlet pipes, with syphons, main taps,
die. Wr.lidwiu Ham;aouU, Storriugtou, Huratpierpoiut.
HAM.ME.isMiTn.—April 13. — For making aud fixing a

pair of wrought-iron gates, two side gates, and some iron
railings. A. J. Roberts, clerk to the Burial Board, 1,
Grove terrace. Hammersmith.

ELTON, Isle or Aiholwk. -For the erection of a boys
and girls school and class rooms with master s house
Messrs. Drury and Mortimer, architects, 1, B.ink street
Liucoln. '

Seafo/.d, Sussex.—For the erection of a new wing to
the almshouses. Messrs. Haberahou and Pito, architecU
83, Bloomsbury-square. '

AOIWIWELL, NEAR EU.STONE, OXOS.— For pulliug doWU
rebuildmg cottJigee, tc. Mr. Uoivlanu, Ihauso

Gxon. '

Leeds. --For painting eight Louses. Mr. R. Lawson
Eirkgate Market. '

Radnorshibe.-April IP,—For the partial robuildin*
and restoration of the parish church of Nantmel. Mr J
Norton, architect. 21, Old Bond street, W.

-For certain alterations and additions to
Folly-lane. George Steane, architect, 28,

COVEHTRY
Pinley Hon
Hertford-street, Coventry.

OrLEY Local Board Sewerage.-April 15.—For tha
supply of drain pipes required in the sewerage of the town
of Otley. Mr. Charles Fowler, Civil Engineer, Britannia-
buildings, Leeds.

Kingston (Smey)—For the construction of roads upon
the Canbury Estate. Fuller and Marr, Auctioneers and
Estate Agents, 3, Whitehall-gardens.

Hull.—For the masons' work re^juired in the re-con-
struction of the new North Bridge. Joseph Pearson, con'
tr.actor. New North bridge, Hull.

Bedford.—M.ay 1.—For the construction of a covered
swimming bath. Mr. W. Whyley, secretary, Bedford
Public baths Company.

—April 14.—For the purchase of old
materials of Nos. 122 to 127. Mr. F. Pock, architect, 15,
Furnival's-inn, E.C.

London and Nokth-We3tern Railway. —AprU 14—
For ttie erection of a passenger station and three cottages^
at Lubenbam, Leicestershire. S. Reay, secretary, Euston
St.ation, London.

Birmingham.—London and North-Western Railway.

—

April 14- —For the culargement of their gootls warehouse^
at Curzou-street, Birmingliam. S. Reay, secretary, Euston.
Station, Loudon.

Halse, Somerset.—April 16.—For the erection of ad-
ditional buildings to the rectory house at Halse- Charles
Kuowles, architect, Bridgwater.

Leamington. -April 15. —For the erection of a Wes-
leyan chapel. George Woodhouso, architect, Bolton-le-
Moors.

Midland and London and North-Western Railway
C0MPANIE.S.— A pril 13. —For the construction of the Ashby
and Nuneaton Railways, about 22^ miles of double aud sis
miles of single line. The Secretary, Midland Railwav
Derby.

Favershim Union.-April 16.-For the erection of a
new building for the reception of forty able-bodied men.
Mr. W. Maile, clerk, Faversham.
Gospel Oak.—April 14. -For the enlargement of tha

p.as8enger station, and erection of station iniister's house
aud booking office. S. Ray, secretary, Euston Station.

Brighton. —April 16. —For building a new timber groyne-
on the beach, and reconstructing the storm water outlet
Mr. P. C. Lockwood, C.E , Towuliall, Brighton.
Charterhouse Estate. — Goswell-street. — For thei

erection of four six-storied .and three five-storied ware-
houses. Mr. J. Collier, architect, Salters-hall, St.
Swithin's-lane.

East Indian Railway Company.—April 15.— For the-
supply aud delivery of glass, cotton waste, machines, ic.
D. J. Noad, managing director, Nicholas-lane, E.C.

Newcastle-upon-Tyne. -April 14 —Contract No. 1 of
proposed new quay wall. North Shore. For providing,
sinking, and filling metal cylinders, for providing and fix-
ing metal beams to connect the cylinders, aud for providing
aud driving metal sheet piles. Mr. Lamb, Property Sur.
veyor's Office, Towuhall.
For a telescope gasholder 95ft, in diameter. Mr. J. C.

Lanyon, -48, Grosham-house, E.C.

Peterborough.—April 14.—Corn Exchange Improve-
ment; for the iron roof, rolled iron girders, aud ca=t iron
columns, &c., for the above works. Mr. S. W. Buckle
secretary. Corn Bvchange. Peterborough.

'

Reading.-Ajiril 15.—For rebuilding the bridge in
Abbey street. Mr. W. H. Woodman, Boro' Surveyor, S,
Greyfriars-street, Reading.

Stillinoton (Yorkshire)—April 14. -For the erection
of a farmhouse. Mr. U. J. Ware, solicitor, 6, New-street
York.

Crosland MoiR (near Huddetsfield). -April 20. -For
the erection of a new workhouse and other buildings for the
Huddersfiold union. Messrs. Kirk aud Sons, architects,
Johu William-street, Huddersfield.

Rkadi.ng Wate iwoRKs.—April 15. -For the erection of
a c;uit-iron tank with wiought-iron roof, and laying about
2,500ft. service aud main pipes. Mr. W. H. Woodman,
Boro' Surveyor, 3, Greyfriar's-street, Readin-

—April 15.— For building brick
walhi to support the cast-iron tank on Castle hill. Mr. W.
H. Woodman, Boro' Surveyor, 3, Greyfriar's-street,
Reading.

Ai.LER MoOB Drainage District.—April 15.—Contract
No. 1. For the erection of an engine house, engine man'S'
cottage, chimney stack, retaining and boundary walls, &o.,
and for providing aud Axinga 30-harse patent steam engine
and Appold pump draiuage machine. Contract No. 2. For
the construction of arches over the main dr.uu. Contract
N0.3. For the deepening and improving the maindrain from
the site of the engine buildings to near the head walL Mr.
J- Lough, solicitor, clerk to the Board, Langport.
Barton (Dunchideock).—April 17. — For the erection of

new farm buildings. Mr. T. Strong, Dunchideock.
Leeds. —April 17. -For the erection of six shops and

three warehouses iu Dickinson's-yard. Messrs. Mallinaon-
and BakeweU, architects, IS, East Parade, Leeds.

PROPERTY SALES.
April 1.

At theMart.-By Mr. Newbon —I/j.-mehold three houses,
No.s. 6, 6, and 7, Albion place, Aldersgate street, producing

.

£367 per annum, term 80 years unexpired, at £18 per an-
num-sold for £376.

Leasehold house. No. 13, Powell street West, Gogwell road,
let at £31 per .annum, term 14j years from 13i38, at £6 per
annum— £210.

Leasehold house and shop. No. 21, Rahere street, Gos*-
well-road, let at X34 per annum, term 16 years unexpired>.
at £3 123. 6J. per annum -£210.
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Leasehold house, No. 1a, Deau-atreet, Now North-ro;ul,

Hoxton, lot at £19 per auiium, term 18 yaura luiespireii,

at £3 63, 8d. per auuum—£12j.

Leasehold house aud shop, No. 9. Yardley-street, Ex-

mouthstreet, Cierkeawell, let at £35 per annum, term 47

Toara unexpired, at £17 per anuuni—£170.
Leasehold house, No. 2, Nicholas -street, Hoxton, let at

£19 per annum, term I'Jj yeara uuexpirod, at £3 p«r

annum £i30. -^ . ^ j.

Leasehold house, No. 13, Cavendish- street, Hoxton, let

at £2i per annum, term ITJ years unexpired, at iJ4 per

annum—£190.
Leasehold house, No. 51, Queen's road. Dalston, let at

£20 per annum, term S2^ years uuexpLied, at £4 per

annum—£190.
Freehold premises, No. 8, Great Gloucester-court, and

No. 2, Little Gloucester-court, Upper Whitecross-street,

St. Luke's, let at 1.15 per annum—i.270.

Freehold premises, Nos. 57 and 59, Camberwell-grove,
producing £'!0 per annum—£6l0.

At the Guildhall Cotfee-house.—By Mr. Marsh.— Lease-

hold residence. No. 79, Maida-vale, let at £40 per annum,
term 74 years from 1808, at £8 per annum—£2(j0.

Contingent reversion to oue-foiu'th of £2,427 ISs. lid.

Three per Cent. Bank Annuities, recehableou the death

of a lady aged 75, pi ovided a lady, aged 23, survives her—
£260.
Policy of assurance for £999, effected with the National

Provident Institution, on the life of agentlemau aged 63—
JG3-20.

Policy of i nsurance for £5,COO, effected with the Liver-

pool, London, and Globe Fire and Life Insurance Company,
ou the life of a gentleman aged 40 yeai's—£325.

April 2.

At the Mart —By Messrs. Norton, Trlst, Watney, and
Co.—Ltasehold mansion. No. 34, Portland-place, and
stabling in Devonshire row mews—£4,100.

Freehold plot of building land, overlooking Plashet

Park—£15.
Freehold plot of building land, overlooking Plashet

Park- £15.
At Gariaway's.—By Messrs. C. D. Field and Son.—Copy-

hold house. No. 1, yueen's Arms-couit, Upper Ground-
street, Blackfriars-roiid—£140.

Copyhold house. No. 5, Queen's Arms court, aforesaid—
£140.
Copyhold house, No. 6, Queen's Arms-court aforesaid

—

£140.
Copyhold house, No. 7, Quean's Arms-court, aforesaid—

£H0.
Copyhold house, No. 8, Queen's Arms- court, aforesaid-

£140.
Copyhold house, No. 9, Queen's Arras-court, aforesaid

—

£135.
Copyhold house. No. 10, Queen's Arms-court, aforesaid

—

£140.
AfRTI. 6.

At the Mart.—By Messrs. Home and Eversfield.—Lease-

hold and part copyhok' wharf, situate in Upper Ground
atreet, Blackfriars road, let on lease at £180 per annum —
£6,000.
Freehold residence, situate in the Cheam road, Sutton—

£1,440.
Leasehold property, comprising a piece of ground and

buildings thereon, known as Blomfield Nursery, Blomfield
road, Maida vale, term 68i years unespiied, at £2 lOs. per
annum—1610.

By Messis. Debenham, Tewson, and Farmer.—Freehold
estate, known ss Tipple dill Farm, Caddington, Herts,

comprising upwaids of 120 acres of land with farmhouse,
buildings, cottagtis, &c.-±:5,600.
Leasehold town residence, No. 5. Duchess street, Portland

place, term 37? years unexpired, at £45 per annum—
X 1,700.

Beneficial interest in the lease of a residence, stabling,

and 25 acres of land, known as Finchley Lodge, Finchley,
term 14^ years unexpired at il32 per annum—£1,010.
By Mr. W. H. Moore.—Leasehold huuse and shop, No. 3,

Giltspur street, City, annual value il20, term 30 years from
1860, at £26 per annum- 1540.

Leasehold house and shop, situate at the corner
of Heriot pi ce, Maldon load, Haverstock hill, annual
alue £65, term 19 years from 1867, at £10 per annum-

£400.
Leasehold house and shop, No. 1, Heriot street,

let at 136 per annum, term t8i years, at £5 per annum

—

a:305.

Leasehold house, Nn, 30, Tavistock street, Covent gaiden,
producing £140 pit annum, term lOyears fromlS55, at £45
per annum— I.32J.

Freehi Id resi-ience No. 28, Gloucester street. Park street,

Camdtn Tuwn, let at £liO per annum—£930.
Leasehold impr vtd groundrent of £58 163. per annum,

secured on premises in D'Bynsfordroad, Camberwell green,
term 93 years fiom lS5y—±930.

Leasehold house, No. 15, Exmouth street, George street,

Euston street, let at £62 per annum, term 41 years unex-
pired at £18 ISs. per annum—£205.

Leasehold residence, No. 83, Torriano avenue, Camden
Town, annual value i3S, teim 93 years from 1851, at £5 Ss.

per annum—£3;5.
By Mt-ssrs. Price and Clark.—Freehold business premises,

JNo. 110, blackman street, Southwark, let at £140 per an-
num- £2,300.
Freehold house, No. 20, Red Lion street, Wapping, let at

£15 123. per annum - £160.
By Mr. H. Beau.—Freehold house and shop, situate at

Carshaltou, Surrey—i285.
Leasehuld house, No. 104, Holly street, Dalston, let at

£19 19s. per annum, term 49 years unexpired, at £3 per
annum—1.215.

At Gariaway's. -By Messrs. Duffield, Mtller, and Co.—
Lea«ehold residence, No 15, Oresham road, Brixton, annual
value £80, term I6i years from 1868, at £7 per annum-
£640.
Leasehold house and premises. No. 2, Dover terrace,

Coldharbour lane, Camberwell, let at £38 per annum, term
SO years Iiom 1^61, at £5 ijer annum— £400.

BATH STONE OF BEST QUALITY.

Bandf.ll and Saunders, Quarrymen and Stone Mei-
olianta, Batb. Liist of Prices at the Quarries and Doiwts,
also Cost for Trauait to any part of the United Kingdom,
furnished on application to Bath Stone Ulfice, Coisliam.
Wilts.—lAjjVT.J

THE TIMBER TRADE.
The following circular has been issued by Churchill and
Sims, of 29, Ciemeufs-lane, bearing date April 3, 181)9 :

—
There is one favourable feature in the returns of stock in

respect to the full delivery during March of 450,000 pieces

of Baltic Deals; but the early impoitatiou from Norway
of nearly one million of flooring boards, and 360,001) pieces

of battens, maintain the large collection of these stocks.

A small supply from Gothenburg and four cwgoes of
Moulmeine Teake are the only other importations of last

month. The prices of wood continue to be generally low,
and as there has been no cessation of building from severe
weather, our dock stocks are nut expected to be more than
required for a healthy state oi the wood trade.

Stock of Tisiber, Deals, Etc., at the Public Docks
ON April 1.

1S69. 1S63. 1867.

Foreign Deals, in Pieces 1,213,000 l,432,o00 1,373,000
rattens „ 766,000 680,000 436,000
Boards „ 1,790,000 717.000 739,000
J'ir Timber, in Loads 25,300 27,300 75,J0O

Colonial Pine Deals and
Battens, in Pieces 452,000 611,000 1,444,000

Spruce do. „ 1,051,000 290,000 679.UU0
Pme Timber, in Loads 4,000 3,900 7.6U0

East Indian Teako ,, 9,600 16,700 29,500

Foreign Deals, Battens, and Boards.—Some quantities
of Norway battens are passing into consumption on the
lowest scale of pricej, and we do not now consider the
general stock of battens to be excessive. Fresh suppliesare
coming forward, of better quality than those of last season
—for such inferior shipments would leave scarcely any pro-
ceeds far the first cost of the wood. Flooring boards come
upon us in a flood of supply before wanted, so that the
stock is accumulating. From the supplier of last season of
Swedish Deals there are sales making each month, without
variation in pi ice—and the same may be reported of Bus *

siau Deals and of Fmland Deals -all of which will suffice

for the interval before fiesh supplies reach us.

Baltic Fir Timber.— SwedisU timber has now passed
into the dealers' hands. Dantzic timber of tlie ordinary
sort now consigned is difficult to sell, and there is insuffi-

cient demand to encourage the importation of the better
descriptions.
Latuwoud.— Stock ia light, and quotations are well sus-

tained.
FiiiEWOOD.—Every dtscription has fallen lOs. or more

per fathom, and the trade is very heavy.
British America.—Quebec Pine Deals move ofl"

very slowly at the advanced prices. Quebec White Spruce
Deals have been sold at 5 per cent, reduction ou Second
and Third Qualities; other sorts of Canidiau and New
Brunswick Spruce, if held for better prices, are conse-
quently superseded. Fresh shipments of Whitewuod
from Norway are coming forward, so that there is uo room
for lifting Spruce deals against this competition.
QuEitEc Timber.—The stocks of Pine timber are gradu-

ally lessening, so that we may look for the absorption of
th at whiuh lemains of the laot supply during the spring.

Small Ked Pine has been sold at 523. 6d. to 55s. per load,
but no market sales of full-sized or Spar timber.
Elm has been sold in the parcel at lUSs. and ItOs. per load,

and choice selections have brought 1203. Ia Ash and
Hickory the transactions are now quite retail.

Pitch Pine.—The stock of Pitch Pine by gradual con.
sumption ia reduced to 2,800 loads of square timber, but
the prices of 70s. to ISs. per load for the ordinary averages
are not easily made. Sawn planks have realised £13 Pe-
tersburg standard.
Oak.— Quebec Oak remains exceptionally difficult to

move in quantity, although the stock is very moderate, and
we trace but few sales at ilOs. and 115s. per load, the pre-

sent quotation. Tlie same may be said of Dantzic and
Memel, of which fresh supplies are now expected. Of
Wainscot Logs, Iliga Crown are selling at high prices,

wbile Brack Logs continue to be sold for leas than the
import cost of the enduing season. Considerable sales

have been made for delivery. The supply of American
Wainscot Logs in better shape than usually imported
invites the trade to try this variety ; and we look for an
importation of Sclavoniau Wainscoc during the year.
Oak Staves.—Baltic.—The market coutinuea unaltered,

and the sales are few and in retail quantities. The offers

from the fahipping poits being of a very favourable charac-

ter for buyeis, prices here have become weaker, and the
sale of landed stock ia checked. With Bosnian it is much
the same, floating parcels have been sold at £23 10s. for

first quality barrel, and landed stock ia being retailed at
£24 lus. 'Ihe stock of Quebec pipe being now reduced to

one-third of the quantity held at this time last year, wdl
soon be taken olt; bute^Weat India puncheon, being in
excess, are dull, and not current at £20. The market for

New York and similar staves is very inactive, and values
a le nominally 5 per cent, lower than last month.
Ma&ts and Spa lis.—The economy forced upon ship-

owners by low rates of freight, and the continued use of
iron fur large masts and spars, ia very unfavourable for

this form ol timber. Our prices are nominal, with very
blight reduction of stocks. Several cargoes of Norway
spars have arrive i ; and the sales making of the small
Iresh 4in. to 6in. poles, at l^d. and l^d. per running foot,

with ^d. only for those under 4in, diameter, are U'^icessary

concessions for prompt sale. For the floated spars, 7in.

and upwaids in diameter, there has been fair demand at

50s. to 543. per loiid. Quebec red pine spars of the com-
mon sort are seldom inquired for, and many of those
imported three years ago remain in stock. Oregon and
Kaurie masts have paa:>tid into the dealers' bauds.
Kast and v^ Ear Indies.—The delivery of Indian

Teake duri-jg the month baa been less than usual, so that

tbe addition uf four ircsh cargoes increases the stocks at the

Docks to 9,600 loads. For the next few months wo look for

arrivals in excess of the present demand, and as tiie centres

of consumption are a,lready well supplied, reduced ship-

ments are advis;ible in the interest uf importers. Green-
heart, Ironbark, and African Oak remain in stock and with
very little inquiry.

Fkeight.—Quebec rates of 753. standard and 233. 3d.

per load fur early shipments, were raided a trifle iu some
instances fur timber sliips, but have now relapsed to the

earlier .lUOta-tiuna, with I's. Od. lesi for deal ships to load at

tbe mills below Quebec. St. Jolin, N.B., ia nominally 703.

For I'ugwash, charters were made at 67s. 6d. standard.

^^vedii*h Ports range from 453. to 623. 6d from the Gulf of

Bothnia : from Gothenburg, the early shipments have beeu

made at a freight of 23s. 6d. to ^5s. standard ; Dantzic and
iMemel as low as I'is. 6d. ; Riga, 163. per load; Wyburg,
45s. ; Petersburg, 333. to 40s. ; Archangel and Ouega, 75$.

and 67s. 6d. standard, these being the general quotations.
MAHOGANY. — The market has been dull duriu ; the

past month, and the auction sales of Honduras and Mexican
have shown a decline in prices, owing doubtless to the fol-

lowing simultaneous heavy arrivals, viz. : 1,561 logs Hon-
duras, l,0i7 logs Mexican, 756 logs Cuba, and 663 logs St.
Domingo. Of Honduras, three car^oei (L,56i log:!) remain
unsold

; the demand continues good for long logd suitable
for ahip-building purposes, and a shipment from 35ft. loag
and upwards would command an e-ttreme price. For
Tabasco, we have constant inquiries, and as there is no
stock in importers' hands, the new season's imports are
likely to sell well. Mexican finds ready buyers at the pre-
sent low prices, and the stock unsold ia limited to about 496
logs. The old stocks of Cuba are gradually diminishing,
and the demand is encouraging for fresh imports ofsizeable
and well figured logs ; small sized and ordinary (,uality logs
are plentiful and dull of sale. Of St. Domingo, we have at
length an arrival from Porto Plata, which ia for public 3'*lo

on the lith inst. Large sized and finely figured venear
logs, also sound, well grown, lengthy curls, are scarce and
much wanted ; a good cargo from the City would command
very high prices. The sales reported during the month
have been Oi'i logs Honduras, 576 ioga Mexican, 1,036 logs
and curls Cuba, and 502 logs and curls St. Domingo. The
landed stock on 31st ult. was 3,934 logs Honduras, 3,157
logs Tabasco and Mexican, 10,250 logs and curls Cuba,
2.483 logs and curls St. Domingo, and 370 log* West
India, &.c.

Cedar.—Cuba and other descriptions "West India are
very light in stock and held for high prices by speculative
dealers; fresh imports are wanted, and would realise re-

munerative prices. Of Australian, we have been without
supplies for aome time past, and the present would b3 a
favourable opportunity for renewing shipments. Lirge,
sound, fresh, well squared logs only should bj aisnt to this
market. Pencil cedar is seldom inquired for, an i thare is

an ample stock of all qualities on hand. The imports
have been limited to 53 logs, and the sales to 25 log) Mexi-
can, &c ; the landed stock being 543 logs Cuba, 472 logs
Honduras, &c., and 2,861 Ioga Peucil Gedir.
Rosewood. —The dealera are the ouly tiolders of stoak.

About 67 tons Bahia have changed handa by private con-
tract. Large, sound, dark-coloureJ planks continue to bs
inquired for, also inferior wood at a low price, for turnery
purposes; but for finely-figured plauki there is not much
demand. The stock cousidts of 2,0i6 pieces ftio, and 803
pieces Bahia.
Tulip Wood akd Zebha Wodd.—Of each description

there is an ample stock to maet the present limited
demand.

S.'iTiN Wood.—The preheat sto:k West India ia nearly
all held by the dealers, and fresh imports of all dejcrip-
tiona would sell readily at full quotations. The imports
have been 55 logs St. Domingo; tUa stojk ia 4'/ tons.

East India continues to be held for improved prices, and
34 tons have been disposed of The stock of about 250 tons
is suthcient for the present demand.
Walnut Wood.—All descriptions Italian continue sale-

able at fair prices; the coa>u.optioa is rather in excess of
the supplies, and the stock is decreasing. Ths imports
have been 3,311 planks, the sales repuitod 1,637 pUnka,
and the landed stock is 13,6?1 planks. Amoric:iu Black,
large, sound, fresh, and well squared, ia scared and
wanted ; of other descriptions there is a moderate stock.

The arrivals have been 80 logs from New York.
Bird's Este Maple.—Tbe ouly description w.iuted is

fresh, well-figured, white wood; old plaia wood is un-
saleable. The imports have b-^eu 74 logs from New York.
Ebony.—Large sound logs of good coiour are scared, and

sell readily at full prices; ordinary descriptions are dull

of sale, The imports have b»ea 1,000 pieces from Bombay,
and 206 logs from Colombo. The sales have been 30 tons

held by the dealers. A ready sale could ba ettected for

early imports of large frtsh wood. A small lot of 3 tons
from Jamaica has been the only arrival.

Lignum Vit.e—Good, sound, round City St. Domingo
continueio scarce, but of other descriptions there ia a large

stock, which ia very dull of aale. Ihe arrivals have been
11 tons City St. Domingo, and 890 pieces from Nassau.

The atoek is about 1,450 tons.

Boxwood.—The demand continues unabated for the
best A basia wood ofaU diametera from 2iin. and upwards.
The stock is almost exhausted. The sales have been
34 tons.

Lancewocd Spars.—The first arrivals of fresh spars

will command extremely high prices, the market having

been without direct supplies for some time p.ist. A
parcel of 50 pieces, vi<i Bremen, has been received, and the

sales have been limited to 105 pieces (old stock) from

Referring to Prices Current a

CHURCHILL AND SIM.

PKTCE CURRENT OF WOOD.
BALTIC FIR TIMBER, per load, 50 cubic

feet s. d.

Riga 65
Dantzic and Memel Crown 70

best middling, 63
good middling and second 50
common middling 40
small, .hurt, and irregular 35

Stettin 40
Swedish 41

small 40
Swedish and Norway Balka 35

BALTIC OAK TIMBER, Memel, crown ...105

brack ... 80

Dantzic and Stettin, crown S6

brack and unsquared ... BO

WAIN SCOT, per log, 18 cubic feet

Riga, crovvn 85
brack 60

Memel and Dantzic crown 70

brack 45

DEALS and BATTENS, per Petersburg
btaudai-d hundred £ s.

Archangel lO 10

Seconds 8 *>

to CO

„ 80
„ 70

„ 67

,. -17

„ 60

„ 60
„ 47 «
„ 43

„ 45

„ 125

„ 00
„ 110 n

„ 05

„ 105

„ 64
„ kO

„ 00
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Fetel'sburg 10 ITi ,,

'

Wyburg 8 10 „
Fiuland and Handsawn Swedish C 10 ,,

Petersburg and Riga White Deals 8 5„
Uemel and Dantzic crown red Deals 12 „ '.

brack (nominal) 7 10 „
Chriatiana Deala, best sorbs, yellow and

white 10 10 „
Norway Deala, other sorts 7 10 ,,

Ditto Battens, all sorts 5 10,,
Swedish and Gothenburg, good stocks 8 10 ,,

;
Common and Thirds 7 10,,

Gefle and Swedish lift. Deals 9 „
Swedish Battens 7 0,,
Daatzic, crown deck, per -lOft. Sin 16 ,,

brack 10 ,,

FLOORING BOARDS, per square oflin. 8. d.

First Yellow 9 „
While 8 9 „

Second Qualities 7 ,,

Matched Boards (per sq. ^ and |iu.) 7 ,,

liATHWOOD, per cubic fathom £ s.

Petersburg SO,,
Riga, Dantzic, 'Memel, and Swedish 6 „

TIREWOOD, per cubic fathom 8. d.
Swedish, Red Deal Ends 75
Norway Red and White Boards 65

Round and Slabs 50

OAK STAVES, per niille pipe £ s.

Memel, crown 135
brack 100

Dantzic. Stettin, .and Hambro', fall-

sized crown , 100
Canadian standard pipe 75

Piiucheou, per 1'200 pieces... '.0

Po3nia single Barrel, per 1200 pieces 21 10
United States, Pipe 30

Hogshead, heavy and extra 21
slight 17

INDIAN TEAKE, per load 10 10

AFRICAN OAK 7

BRITISH Onl.\NA GRaENHEART 10

CUBA SABICU e

AUSTRALIAN IRONBARK 6

AMERIC »N TIMBER, per load 8. d.

Bed Pine, (Quebec (for Yards .and Spai-s)... 75
(Mi.-scdand Building) 50

Yellow Pine. Quebec, large 75
St. John's, and Board Pine ... SO
Building sizes CO

PitohPine 70

OAK, Quebec 110
United States (nominal) 80

ELM, Rock 86

ASH 75

83
75
60

i!.aXKBUXaS.

TO aijRRENDER IN BASINOHALL-STREET.

I

Charles Baunian, Etiston square, April 21, at 12.;)0—
James Blackmore, Devonshire street. Upper Keuningtoii

I lane, gaafitter- George Champion, Yaldintr, builder, April
2.'i, at 11—Joshua Broadhurst, Sandown, builder, April 16,

at 2-Charlcs Dunk, Limehouss, bulldei, April 10, at 12-
Robert Horton Feat, Margate, builder, April 15, at 1—
Henry Oreatorei, DauTers street, Chelsea, zinc worker,

April 2;!, at 11—Henry Johnson, Wotheroll rood. South

Hackney, bricklayer, April 19 Ueniy William Smith,

T^wisham, bricklayer, April 2.1, at 1—William George Tay-

lor, Richmond and Twickenham, surveyor—John Clarke

Whest. Lancaster street, Newingtou causeway, paiiiter

George Berney, Rclgrave street. Stepney, timber dealer,

April 19, at 1—John Brown, Andover, and Lissou street,

Lieson grove, timber merchant—Willi.im Bymm. Great

Western terrace, Paddinaton, stone merchant. Apiil 19-
.lamo.s Charles Ekins, Stockwell, builder, April 29, at 12-
Richard JonK>, Palmerston road, Kilburn, painter, Aprd
19, at 12—Bolden Hook Pockett, Phoenix street, Semors

town, carpenter, April 19.

I

TO 3URRENDER IK THE COUNTRY.

I Tliomas Clarkson and William Clarkson, Everton Vil-

lage, near Liverpool, plumbers, April 12, at 11—James
Jackson, Kingston-upon-HulI, builder, /"prilH, atl2—
William Pennington, Hulme, journeyman joiner, April 17,

at 9.30-John Weusley, Liverpool, plasterer, April 14, at 9

—Thomas .Tamos, Budleigh Salterton, architect, April 19.

at 11—David Love, Maesycwmer, biilder, April 10, at 11,

95
65
90
05
70
75

KOTICE-g OF SITTINGS FOR LAST

May 7, P. T. Jones, Grove terrace. New Cross ro.ad,

builder- May 3, rt. R. Paice, IVest Croydon, contractor—

MayO, T. .1. Coulter, Norbilon, builder—April 21, Free-

man, Cambridge, stonemason—May 13, A. W. Banister,

Tonbridge Wells, civil engineer— April 20. E. T. Fripp,

Bristol— April 20, J. Lewis, Bristol, painter and paper-

hanger - May i, J. Culley, Slougb, builder—Jl.iy 4, J.

Greenway, Lonsdale, i ucks, stonemason—Apiil 20, A. W.
Seymour, Manchester, joiner— .'.pril 16, J. W. King,

Warwick, carpenter— April 17, J. and A. Melland, Eyam,
Derbyshire, contractors -April 16, A. Best, Great Bolton,

engineer.
PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.

Thorp and Co., Bradford, Yorkshire, timber merchants

—

Smart and Elvins, Birmingham, builders - Bourne .and

Somers, Wilson street, Finsbury, timber merchants—
Rudge and. Barley Birmingham, buildei-s-Drake and
Gartli, Castleford, brick and tile manufactiirers—Tomlyn
andMarley, Maidstone, timbermerchants— Cooper and Co.,

Newcastle-upon-Tyne, house decoratoi-s—Walters and Co.,

:
Manchester, architects.

120
120
160
1.30

97 6
80
GO

17 10
12 10
9 10
19 10
13 10
9 10
7 10

SO „
, largo :... an „

i^regon MO „
New Zealand 100 „

BIRCH, Quebec, large 85 ,,

Now Brunswick and P. E. Isle ... 65 „
Small averages 60 „

AMERICAN DEALS, per Petersburg
standard himdred £ 8.

Quebec Pine, First Qualitv, floated 16 ,,

Second 11 10 ,,

Third 9 „
Ditto, First Qnality, Bright . 17 10 „

Second 12 10 „
Third 9 0,,

New Bmnawick, mixed Pine 7 0„
Canadian Spruce, per Petersburg

standard himdred
FirBt 9 „ 10 10
Second 7 12 6 „ 8
Third 7 5,. 7 10

New Brunswick First 9 0,, 9 10
Second 7 15 „ 8 5
Third 7 5 „ 7 10
Unsortcd 7 15 ,, 8 5

NoTH Sootia and Prince Edward's Isle ,„ 7 10 ,, 8
BATTENS, Spruce „ 7 10 „ 8

UNITED STATES, Pitch Pine Planks... 12 ,, IS

MAUOQANY, i>er foot superficial
Honduras cai;go averogo 4d. „ 5id.
Mexican

,, 4<I. ,, 4,jd.
Tabasco „ 41a. „ 61d.
Cl>b« 6jd. ,, 7d.
St. Domingo „ gd. „ ICkl

„ Curls ]2d. „ 18d.

CEDAR, Cuba 6d. ,, 6d.
Australian (nominal) SJd. „ *Jd.
Pencil 26. „ 6d.

HAPLE Bird's Eye 4Jd. „ 5jd.

WALNUT. Italian 4}d. „ 6d.
Canadii 2,d.

SATIN WOOD, St. Domingo 12d. „
Bahama, per ton £6 0.'. ,,

;

East India £6 o«. ,,

ROSEWOOD, por ton £ s.

Kio j4 „
Bahia 12

TULII WOOD 12 0,"

ZEBRA WOOD (nominal) 9 „
EBONY, Ceylon 6 „
LIGNUM VITvE, City St. Domingo 6 0„
Haytian (nominal) 2 0,.
Bahama 5

C0CU3 WOOD, Cuba 6 „
J^XWOOD, Turkey 6 ,',

LANCUWOOD SPARS, frc.h 20b. and i

ordinary to fair O 10 ,,

DIVIDENDS.

April 16, H. Taylor, Westleigh, Dcvonshii
or—April 19, W. Airey, Liverpool, joiner.

lime bur

LATEST PEICES.OF MATERIALS USEE
IN CONSTEUOriOK.

TlMBBR, duty

Teak load £10 10

Quebec, Ted pine .... 316

1b per load Drawback, Is.

12 1P,Arcb&DgeI, rellow .. £10 1

8t. Petcraburg, yeL.,

St. John N.B. yellow

Dautxicoak 4

Uasta.Quebecredpine 4
yello'wptne.. 4 10

Deal8,prC.,13ft.by3
by 9 in., duty 2s per

) 17 II Rapeciced, Rug. pale.. 36
2ad do 11 10 19 10 Cottoueeed 27

MetALB.

Finland 6 10
Memel 12
Gotbenbnrg, yellow 8

white

ChriBtiania, per 0,,
13 ft. by 8 by 9 la.

Deck riank. D.^ntzlc,
per40 ft. Sin IS 18

PDMiCK Stohb pr ton 6 b
OtLS, Ac.

Seal, pale per fenn .-6

Sperm body I(i4

Cod 42 10 43
le, 8th. Sea, pale .18 t'

i.Oallipoll 03
wut. Cocblu.ton 47 10 4S

r ton SI
SpaiiiBh Soft do 18 7 6

Shot, Patent
Bheet .

Whit*

32 S2 5
SO il

°*

Sheftt * Bheathing, A Bolt .

.

Hftmmt.r«d Bottoms

Cake and Tough Ingot
Best Selected

Y«l. MeUlSbeatblasA Sodi ,

]

Welob Ban tn iiond<n ......
Kail Rod
HoopB

SO G

. per lb 6k 7j

Bar, in Wales _ .... _ do
Nallrods do
Foiiiidrv Pigs, at Olasg. Ko 1 ..do

7 Ifi 0\
» of 5.
» 7 Of **

7 IE 0)
S 15
7 12 6 7 18 3)

..00 3 14 a 19 fine'
... do 10 10 10 Sit.

,.por ton S5 10 96 34

:cnt. discount It laid upon the n
?9 0*

fv ei sb Keg, hammered per ton
SwwUish Faggot do

.^ do 106
do 101 9 t>

On the Spot „.,^
V.V.V.perbU

Kecent Examples of Domestic Arcliitectiire.

Imperial 4to, half bound in morocco, £3 lOs.,

VILLA AND COTTAGE
ARCHITECTURE.

Select Examples of Countr; and Suburban KeGidences re-

cently lirccted, vii.h a full Descriptive Notice of oaoh
Building.

Thirty Villas and Cottrges, the V/orks of Nineteen diffe-

rent Arcbiteots, are illustrated by Plans. Elevations, and
Sections, together with occasional Perspective Views and
Details. The buildings are fally described, and in nearly

every caEe a staleuiCDt of the actual cost is given.

hat tboBo about to build villa resi-
or-y U5cfully study. The combined
ects tan scarcely tail to (urniah in-
11 Ije a gain fur thcra to acquire.
Tectmg such rcfideiicts for sale will
luable Eugge=tior,5."-ifKt/t/<r.

: Blackik and Son, 44, Patemostcr-rofr.

'Tliisisaiolur
de nces rr cottas
ni of nineteen a

..r ir.ation liiat i

ISa ilders CDj.'afed

alE find in it luai

T
Surer-royftl, :o, C3.

HE CARPEA'TEK and JOINER'S
ASSISTANT; being a CoiuprobsnBive Trontise on tbo Selec-

, Pn piirution. and Strtucth of Materials, and the Mpcbanical

>tcd Qlossaj-y of Terms U£cd in Areblted
fti;d EuildlDg. By Jases >B:\rLASD3. lUustrated by an exteu:
Series of Plates, and many hundred Engrariiige «

approaches this i

Bi^L'KiE and

Carpeutry niid Joinery which a

PuternoBler-row.

Foolscap Pro, bound. 7s. 6d.

PEDDIFS PRACTICAL MEASURER—
a Series of Tables for fiw^Uitatiug the Calculations required in

all the Buildiug Trades. Kew Edition, greatly improved and
enlarged.

London ; Blackie and Sos, 44, Paternoster-row.

MR. JOHN BOFKNE'S WOBKS ON THE STEAM ENGISE.
Id One Volume, Uo, pp. 512, with Portrait, 37 Plates, and 616 En-

graviuga on Wood, price 423 cloth,

A TREATISE on the STEAM ENGINE,
in its various Applications to Mines, Mills. Steam Naviga-

tion, Railways, aud Agriculture : with tbcoreiicil iuvegtigations
respecting the motive power of heat and the proportioua of c'

tabl'S of the right dii of every pait; and practical
natiageineut of every Bpr>cisB

;bkb, V.E, Beiug the eighth
tisan Club's Tteatiso on thee>dition, thoroughly revised, of ,(he

By the same Author. Improved Editions :—

HANDBOOK of the STEAM ENGINE,

CATECHISM of the STEAM ENGINE,
price 6s.

TREATISE on the SCREW PRO-
PRLLER. 4to,f33.

EXAMPLES of MODERN STEAM, AEB,
and GAS ENGINES. Paita I. to XI.. 4to. |»rlco 2». Cd eivch.

Loudon : Loscmass. Oeees, luid Co., I'ateruoftter row.

6 17

KERLS METALLUEOY BY CROUKEi AND SOHEIG.
Vol. II. now readT, in 8vo. with 273 wi.odcuts. iirice 36,.

PRACTICAL TREATISE on METAL-
LURGY, adapted ffoni the last Genuin editiou of Professor

Kerl's Metallurpy," by WrtuAM Cbookes, F.R.S., Ac. and Ersst
ItouRio PU.D., M.E, VoL II., ooioprisiogo

nprising leal.
bif>mutb, antimony, nickel.

Old every worker In

valuable
lurgli

YoL III., compMiug the work.

. tlu, mercury,
I, gald, platioam, audaulpbor,

the worlc i

exoeUent tfM b )ak of annljUcol
metallurgy."- A'.xtii^iiner.

nologlcd lltemtu.

London : Losquass, GnsEH, and Co., Patomoster-row.

TifONtrMENTAIi DESIGNS. — TWO
*•"• SHKRrSaaSpccimoussent for tlfteen i«>*t(igo stiraps, with
cost to print por lyii, wiih your Name Trade, and Addreta prtuted
thvrtuu.—3. 11. GAiii)iA-iiJi, a, Oloster-road, Loner KDrwowd, London,

TVfASONS.—Send Thirty-six Poetage Stamps
'**^ and have by return Two Sptcimena of Photographs (with
pries ler tli'itiii of Tomb*, MonumeuU. &C. Tiie In-it monumental
designs evov i>ubU8hed.—3. H. Gaoumi^, 3, Oloator-road, Lower
Norwood. Londou, S.E.

A^ND also send Sixty-four Stamps and have a•^^ moflt useful • BOOK of VERSES " for Tombs. *c. Jfo monu-
iiUl niasuu should be without this work.—3. H. G.uU)iSEii S
..stcritiiid. Lower Norwood, Lontou. S.E.C.l

ipHE TRADE of a Monumental Mason ia* lik«ly to Legieitly improved by usUik Uio 'BOOK of PLAIN
and ORNAMENTAL ALPHABETS." for the use of Letterouttere
on Tombs, to b" had for fouitt-eii postage starnp». A superior ditto
for twi-uty stamps ; or the two books, thirty- three stampe.—3. H.
GAitm^'EK, 3, Glostcr-rokd, Lowor Norwood, Loudon. S.E.

G-ENERALIiY, ail who have the BOX'^f
^-^ " HAIR PENC [ L9." made exprca-ly for writers on Tombs, &o..

sperfociiy ealisfled with
, Lower Norwood, Lundm,

t free, thirty htamps.—8. H.

iig. and a CHnl. designed e
r the monumental trade, sent for two posttit

MASON and CO., PHOTOGRAPHERS
and PHOT'IORAPHIC FtTBLIsHERS, M, Old Bond-street.

—Photographs of Cathedrals, Churches, Halls of the Nobility, Ac.

—

Exteriors and luteriur^.

Jnst Pttblished, In crown 8vo.. boards, price Is
,

A HOUSE and ITS FURNISHINGS:
How to Choose a House and Furnish it at a Sm all Hxpenw.

Hi i'n. W«RR£N. author of "Hi>w I ftlanaged my UouseoujSIUOa
yeiii." • Cookery Caris for ihe Kit. hen," Ac., Ac.
LouUuu : fiuiB(>9E aud So>*9, 21, Paternoster Row ; and all railway
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ST. CROSS HOSPITAL, HAMPSHIKE,
AND THE DECORATIONS OF THE
CHURCH.

ri"^HIS remarkable and iateresting estab-

I lishment, the Hospital of St. Cross, is

situated withiu about a mile of the city of

AVinchester. The general plan and the

domestic portions iu detail are fully illus-

trated and described in Mr. Dollman's "Ex-
amples of Ancient Domestic Architecture."

It may be fairly considered to stand un-

rivalled among the Jledix-val charitable

institutions of its class that have been handed
down to the present time, and its stately

church is of earlier date than any portion of

either of the other hospitals in the country.

The rest of the buildings are of a later period,

but are admirably harmonised with and
grouped around it. Once these all formed
with the church an unbroken quadrangle, but
those on the south side have been de-

stroyed, and though the inmates have gained

a pleasant glimpse of park-like fields studded
with fine trees, and doubtless a more plenti-

ful share of sunshine, the integrity of the de-

sign has been somewliat impaired by their

absence. The intention of the founder of the

hospital, Henry de Blois, brother of Kin;

Stephen, as also of William of "Wykehani
and Cardinal Beaufort, who restored aud en

larged it, was to provide in it, as " the house

of noble poverty," comfort and retirement for

its residents, to consist of two priests,

thii'ty-five brethren, and three sisters, and
likewise for giving daily food to a hundred
non-resident poor men. This double pur-

pose is well marked by the disposition of the

building in two distinct quadrangles, iu the

outer one of which was situated the "hundred
mennes " hall, with the kitchen aud ofiices,

so as to serve both that and the principal

hall of the larger court, the rear of which
they adjoin.

The gate-house, erected by Cardinal
Beaufort about a.d. 1450, is situated between
the two courts, and while it is in itself a
stately architectural feature and a dignified

entrance, it is admirably calculated by its

proportions aud outline to combine the

domestic portion of the buildings with their

noble churcli. Repeating, on a smaller scale,

the character of its massive central tower, it

forms a bond of union between the two, the
want of which would otherwise have sadly
marred both.

The church, of which a full description

is given by E. A. Freeman, Esq., in the
Winchester volume of the proceedings of

the Archaiological Institute, is a simple
cruciform structure, lofty but short, having
only three bays to the nave and two to the

chancel. There are side aisles to both, but
not to the transepts, and the tower over the
crux is open to the interior as a lantern, and
the whole is vaulted. The general style is

Transitional-Norman, with additions of First

and Middle Pointed date.

The eastern portion of the interior, the
chancel and its aisle, and the crux, with its

lantern, have receutlj- been elaborately deco-

rated in colour under the direction of Mr.
Butterfield, at the cost of a munificent anony-
mous donor, and is a work of unusual interest

and importance. It is well known that

opinions differ much as to the result, and
that many persons think that the sobriety

which ought to be the characteristic of such a

buUding has been sacrificed. This feeling,

no doubt, is due in a great measure to the

novelty of the experiment, and the public is

far too apt to consider a bald expanse of white-
wash or jelluw dab as an essential element of

grandeur in connection with the massive •

architecture of this early date. In like
manner colour has been thought inconsistent
with the purity of the Greek Temples. Our
readers, however, know full well that this

was not the creed of either Greek or Goth,
to whom we owe the structures themselve.s,

and who, all will allow, would probably have
been better judges than ourselves njion a
point so intimately affecting the character of
their own designs. As we recently men-
tioned in speaking of the neighbouring Cathe-
dral of Winchester, its walls in numerous
places proclaim that polychromatic decora-
tion was used throughout ; aud those frag-

ments that have been sulliciently preserved
prove that it could neither have been garish
nor inharmonious, while it added infinitely to

the attractions for the intellect as well as to

the sense which the Cathedral was intended
to provide. The faded series of pictures yet
traceable on the sides of the Lady Chapel
were a precious literary as well as artistic

treasure in days when books were scarce, and
the distemper decorations on the vaulting of

the chapel to the left show that repose and
breadthwere consistent with richness of design
and fulness of colour. The question, there-

fore, as to whether such an interior as this of

St. Cross should or should not be decorated
sumptuously, if funds be forthcoming, may,
without hesitation, be decided in the affirma-

tive. A mantle of whitewash was certainly

no part of the original scheme, and could
only speak of desecration and neglect. The
only point to be discussed is the treatment
that has been adopted. Does, or does not,

the decoration add phonetically and mate-
rially to the value of the structure ? Has
intellectual interest and beauty been added to

it by what has been done i Is the general
eft'ect harmonious and successful, aud the
detaQ refined and of good design ?

For our own part, having previously heard
very strong condemnatory expressions of
opinion with regard to it, we felt considerable
relief when we saw it. The general effect,

we must say, is very distracting ; there is a
great want of repose, and very much too
much of a good thing. Although the whole
interior was covered by relics of ancient
colouring, it was, we presume, far too nearly
obliterated to enable it to have been accu-
rately restored, aud therefore we are not dis-

posed to complain because a dilferent key of
colour has been adopted for the new work.
Whether the more complicated lilacs and
primrose tints wiU be as permanent as the
simpler ochres and earth colours previously
employed is, we think, a matter of question,
but one rather for chemists or time to decide

;

we, indeed, far prefer the quieter ancient
tones to the modern, but this is a matter of
taste, and we willingly allow that many por-
tions are treated very beautifully; the Norman
windows, for instance, with their zig-zag

mouldings and reveals, charmed us by their
delicacy and refinement, and the scrollwork
and foliage on the spandrels and wall spaces
is generally well designed and characteristic.

The portions of detail to which we object

are the loud harlequinade p)atterns which
cover many of the columns, destroying en-
tirely, in our opinion, the simplicity and
beauty of their ibrms. It is, however, the
multiplicity of work of the same degree of
force that produces so distracting an effect.

If Mr. Butterfield will have the candour and
boldness now carefully to review his work,
and paint out half of it, leaving space for pic-

tures hereafter iu place of scrolls, and let all

the columns, instead of a few only, be painted
in monotone, he may yet get the repose so

much needed and give value to what orna-

ment is left. The above we have pleaded
simply on the score of the general effect

—

much more powerfully would we urge it in

the interest of art. We would ask for some
better proportion of bread to so much sack.

In so costly a work should there not be some
provision for the mind as well as the eye ? -

a few pictures instead of many scrolls, a little

story in place of much diaper ! AVith such

revision in Mr. Butterfield's able hands ws
feel confident the work may yet be made a
success, and we doubt not that the liberality
which has already done great things will not
fail for their completion.

PORTLAND CEMENT.
FntsT Paper.

PORTLAND cement, until within the last

few years, has been looked upon with
considerable disfavour in this country. The
causes of this distrust of so admirable a ma-
terial are not far to seek. Although its

manufacture is not complex, yet great care is

necessary in the admixture of the two ingre-

dients of which it is composed, viz., clay and
chalk. But the misapprehension that existed

as to its qualities was due to ignorance and
prejudice ; and so far from being found un-
reliable and dangerous, these qualities have
turned out to be the reverse. Then, too, ex-

periments have been made with such care and
perseverance, and tests have overthrown so

many suspicions, that architects and engineers

no longer withhold the appreciationthatisdue

to the many excellent qualities of this queen
of cements. And yet England was the first to

introduce the manufacture of Portland cement
on an extensive scale. Previous to 185S it

had been almost entirely confined to ordinary

building operations. For external plastering,

and iu the form of concrete blocks for harbour
works, it had been found useful ; but for such
large works as the London sewers, it had
scarcely ever been tried. The cement was
mtinufactured in this country for some large

harbour and dock works constructed in France
and other parts of Europe ; and the prelimi-

nary tests that were used opened the eyes of

those who had been up to that time almost

blind to its merits. As a consequence, public

attention was drawn to it, and its use for the

Main Drainage works of London did more
than anything else to raise Portland cement
into its proper position among building mate-
rials. It would be impossible to over-rate the

importance of the numberless experiments

made by the engineers of the Metropolitan

Boards of Works with this material. So suc-

cessful were they aud so useful iu directing

the attention of the profession to the cement,

that during the progress of the Main Drainage
works, double the quantity of Portland cement
was used in the metropolis that was ever em-
ployed in the same period since its first dis-

covery.

Compared with Roman cement, the Port-

land has uudoirbted and overwhelming ad-

vantages. It is much stronger, improves hy
being kept dry and even by exposure to the

air, while Roman cement loses its strength by
being kept long before use and by exjjosure

to the atmosphere. Portland cement has been

chemically described as a double tilicate of

lime and alumina. It ia capable ofsettiugand

hardening under water. It is almost entirely

manufactured on the shores of the Thames
and Medwa}-, from whence the deposits oi

chalks ar^ obtained, while the claj' with which

the chalks are mixed is obtained from tho

creeks and estuaries between Sheerness and
Chatham. The clay should be as free from

sand as ])Ossible ; while the proportion in

which it is useddepends entirely on the quality

of the chalk with which it is to be incor-

porated. It has been found that iu the white

chalk districts, the clay forms from 2.5 per

cent, to 30 per cent, of the whole bulk, and

in the gray chalk districts, the proiiortion of

clay varies from Iti per cent, to 20 per cent.

London makers possess considerable ad-

vant.agcs in its manufacture, since the chalk

aud clay are so easily procured, while tliecost

of the coke obtained from the metropolitan

gasworks, and used for fuel, is but small. At
Newcastle-on-Tyne, however, this cement is

made at about the same cost. This is due to

the cheapness of coal there, and to the fact

that coal vessels take back chalk from the

Thames as ballast. The Thames chalk, we
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may aild, contains nodules of flints, and is

well known as white chalk ; that obtained

from the River Medway is generally desig-

nated giay chalk. The tirst is obtained from
the upper, and the latter from the middle
formation. The clay is of a da:k blue colour,

and is smooth and greasy. In digging the

excavators are said to rttiuire the exercise of

considerable care in separating it from the

sandy and ferruginous clays on which it rests,

and also to rid it of all vegetable libre. Men
who are accustomed to this woikare constantly

employed in digging it up. An analysis of

this clay gives its various components in the

following proportions :

—

Silica 68-45

Alumina 11'64

Ca. Lime 0*75

Oxide of iron 14S0
Soda and kali 40

Care is required in washing the materials.

This process is done differently, according to

the judgment of the manufacturer. Knives,
harrows, and edge-runners are used for this

purpose ; Mr. Eeid, however, prefers a cir-

cular wash-mill, which he describes and illus-

trates in his treatise, recently published, on
Portland cement. Such a mill as he proposes

requires a power of eight horses to work it.

It would cost from £300 to £400, and would
wash from 40 tons to 50 tons of chalk and
clay in ten hours, at a cost of only 14s. per

day. The best proportions—though circum-

stances should sometimes lead to their varia-

tion—are : Four parts of chalk i'rom the

Medway or three parts of Thames, with one
of clay by measure. Both clay and chalk

must, however, be free from sand. The
amount of water they absorb being variable,

it is necessar}' to carefully watch this process

of washing. Chalk, it appears, usually con-

tains a niiuiraum quantity of moisture, when
imder a temperature of 100 deg. Fah., of

124 per cent. The clay is also very moist,

and, on the average, 30 ]ier cent, may be
allowed for it. It is important that the

sampling be well done. Mr. Reid insists that

the woikman keep a register of all his

samples, marking each, when soft, with the

date, and distinguishing marks between water
and air samples. These samples should be kept
for one month before they are destroyed, so that

in case of exceptional phenomena they may
be frequently examined. " Sometimes," we
are told, " through carelessness, or by allow-

ing the knives to revolve at too high a speed,

the particles of chalk are passed out of the

mill in too large pieces, and, consequently,

after being burnt, become developed in the

sample as slaked lime." Among all carelul

workmen this is considered as quite excep-

tionah Since nearly all chalks and clays are

mixed with variable quantities of insoluble

Band, special arrangements have to be made
in order to get rid of the objectionable ingre-

dient. This is done sometimes by minutely

distributing it throughout the entire mass.

Mr. Ileid, however, prefers its entire sejiara-

tion. This, he says, is easily effected, as the

sand usually collects at the point of the back

where tlie drain from the wash-mill is fixed
;

it should only be treated as \va.ste, as it may
contiiin jiieces of chalk too large to be bene-

ficially alftcted by the subsequent chemical

action of the kilns. lie considers that by

adopting Mr. Lipowitz's system of reducing

and mixing the raw materials the cust is

greatly enhanced, while by the wasliing

operation the cost is reduced one-third.

However, the balance of saving is in the end

on the side of the German or tiie dry method.

When ground dry the subsequent process can

be continued and perlected the same day
;

but when the material is washed it has to be

kept for two months, and, consequently, this

practically means the locking up ot a trades-

man's cajiital for that period.

The washed material having become con-

solidated it is dried. When dried and fitteil

for the kiln the material is removed Irom tin-

drying plates and a fresh covering of mnisi

stuff from the backs is put on, in order that

'

there may be no waste of heat in consequence
of the exposure of ihe plates to the atmo-
sphere. Some consider a certain amount
of moisture is beneficial, making a slightly

better kind of cement. The steam, indeed,
mechanically facilitates the expulsion of the
carbonic acid, and thus an advantage is

gained; but it is found, after all, that more
fuel is required, and so the cost is increased.

It is not yet settled which is the best kind
or form of kiln for burning Portland cement.
There have been many patents, so many, in-

deed, that manufacturers have been frightened
by their multiplicity, and have, consequently,
kept to their old, or a trifling modification of
their old, method. The kilns vary in capa-
city irom 10 tons to 70 tons. They should in
every case be strongly built, since the wear
and tear is a heavy pxpense ; and they should
be durably lined with good fire-bricks. It

would seem that the durability of this lining
is greatly increased by painting it with a
semi-fluid mixture of the raw material from
the back, and this ought to be done each time
before being filled. Sufficient heat is required
to free the carbonic acid from the materials

;

and the time required to burn a kiln depends
on the mixture and the state of the draught.
A permanent or continuously running kiln
has not yet been established anywhere,
though many persons have attempted it.

For a kiln capable of burning 30 tons of
clinker or unground cement the cost would
be between i'120 and .£150, while annual
repairs would amount to about £30.
When the cement has properly cooled it is

grounl, either by a crushing machine, edge-
runner, roller, or cracker ; crushing-rollers

being preferred in the metropolis to edge-
runners or vertical stones, the latter being
abandoned, Mr. Reid argues, as the result of

ignorance and unreasonable expectation. He
also says that manufacturers are quite con-

scious of the advantages of good grinding, and
now, as he thinks, very unwisely, object to a
cement of high specific gravity from the great

cost of pulverising it. " In taking this posi-

tion they evidently act inimically to their

own and the cenunt's reputation." Profes-

sional men, not only in this country, but
also abroad, demand a heavy cement, which
" to receive and develop its full power and
value must necessarily be subjected to a pul-

verisation resulting almost in a powder of im-
palpability." An important question arises,

about which there is much conflicting testi-

mony, viz., W^hat should be the required fine-

ness of the powdered cement I The fact that

it is an expensive operation adds, we suppose,

to the interest of this question. French,
German, and American engineers have spent

much time and thought in considering it, and
the following facts in reference to the
sulject are of considerable importance. A
very small proportion of the Portland cement
produced from our own kilns will pass a

No. 40 gauge—that i.s, 1,G00 perforations of

the sieve to the square inch—without leaving

a large percentage of residuum behind. In
America, however, engineers require 85 per
cent, of the cement to pass a No. SO gauge

—

400 meshes to the square inch; while in

Germany a No. 60 gauge— 3,G00 meshes per
square inch— is expected. America is in this

case no guide for us, the cement being dif-

ferent ; and therefore it has been suggested

that the No. 50 gauge should be insisted on.

Much difficulty is attendant upon obtaining

a high degree of fineness. To meet this diffi-

culty, it has been usual to introduce fine

wire bolts, although the wear and tear has
been such as to bring this method into sad

repute. Mr. Lipowitz, it appears, requires a

steel wire netting of 4,225 meshes to the

square inch for the effectual pulverisation of

ibe raw material, and would seem to recom-
mend a similar gauge for the burnt cement.
The cement rejected by the No. 40 gauge
.-ieve, so commonly used in this country, is a

losi to the manufacturer; and hence it is im-
portant to attend to the advice given by one

so competent as Mr. Reid is to offer it
—"how

much better would it be to obtain the fullest
value of all preceding cost of manufacture in
reducing to the finest powder the hardest par-
ticles of cement." We may add, that those
who are accustomed to the use of Portland
cement are able to judge, by colour and
weight, of its quality. But, of course, its

quality should not be left to the determina-
tion of bricklayers.

The practice of filling the sacks and casks
direct from the spouts of the millstones is

condemned as highly objectionable, and a
custom perfectly inexcusable, except on the
ground of economy. The casks and sacks
should be filled by hand. The cement should
be spread in thin layers on a cool floor,
" carefully laying on each day's grinding for
a week at least." In this way the whole be-
comes " a thoroughly mixed homogeneous
mass, and when filled into casks is of a uni-
form character, all qualities of the cement
being thereby thoroughly mixed and equal."
This is not the case when the other method is

adopted, the quality being variable, and the
cement therefore becomes an object of com-
plaint. And, unlike Roman cement, expo-
sure to the air is not detrimental to Port-
land cement. Indeed, it has been used after
having been exposed to the atmosphere for
two J ears prior to use, and no advantage
could possibly attend its being kept in casks,
as is the case with Roman cement.

THE EXCLUSIVE STUDY OF MEDIE-
VAL ARCHITECTURE.

THE Architectural Sketch Book," Vol. I.,

1867-G8, does credit to the spirit and
energy of its numerous authors, and we hope
and believe it may be taken as an earnest of
good and pven better things to come. It con-
tains 76 lithographed plates, from sketches of
varied subjects in England, Scotland, France,
Germany, Italy, and Greece, drawn by
twenty-nine different contributors. It is

curious to notice how almost exclusively the
architecture and objects thus illustrated are

Mediseval, while the offer of a munificent prize

by the president of the Institute of Architects
for the study of Italian architecture has tor

years received no response. As the Associa-

tion consists of the foremost of the younger
men in the profession, and the contributors to

this Sketch-book of the foremost of the mem-
bers of that body, the fact we have noticed is

a significant one, and is likely to bear fruit in
the architecture of the future. There is

something exceedingly captivating about di-

lapidated old Gothic buildings, and it is com-
paratively easy to obtain from any of them a
few picturesque sketches. A little vigorous
light and shadow and a clever touch give the
representations of them an adventitious
eftect, and help even a careless draughtsman
to make a passable drawing from their

crumbling remains.

We are not desirous of hinting by these
remarks that such has been the cause of the
exclusive character of the choice in the cases

we have referred to. AVe only wish to point
out what its tendency is by way of warning.
We do not presume that the volume is or was
intended to be a test of the real studies of the
several architectural students who are its

authors, but rather imagine that they .are the
work done in periods of relaxation and during
pleasurable excursions. Nor do we even
mean to say that there are not in it many
carefully worked out and detailed drawings
which fully deserve the name of studies ; but,

seeing the goodly proportions that the

monthly parts, now that they are bound up,

have assumed, we think that a word as to

the future may be in season. Now, ardently
desiring, as we do, that the MedhTival style

should have its fair chance, and be developed
so as to accord with the spirit of modern
times, and become once more a living lan-

guage, as it were, for our architects to express

their thoughts in, we do not believe that this
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is to be achieved by ignoring all other styles.

And, further, we think that as Greek and
Latin have been recognised as an excellent

basis for the literary edui-ation oi English

youth in all our public schools and colleges,

so also the arts of Greece and the sciences of

Roman construction are an admirable ground-
work for the study of our architects, and we
feel perfectly sure that the designers of the

cathedrals and buildings of the middle ages,

to which we look up with such reverence,

would not themselves have neglected—nay,

rather would have studied with gladness—the

precedents of Classic ages had they^ been at

their command.
One great advantage that Classic work has

as an element for studj', is that it must be
undertaken thoroughly. No slight sketching

then is of any avail. Knin lends to it no ad-

ventitious aid. Purity of detail and symme-
try in form are its essential characteristics,

and they are just those which our architects

and students need sadly. As a healthy cor-

rective, then, we would commend our students,

without wishing to draw awa}- their hrst

Mediajval love to other objects, to study
Classic art and architecture.

One other piece of advice we will venture
to give, and this is to beware of sketching at

all. Sketching we take to be the rapid short-

hand of a trained master of drawing—

a

power only arrived at by time and experience
founded on long and careful drawing. When
a draughtsman is thoroughly master of his

subject and knows what he has to do, and
knows well that he can do it, then the more
swiftly he does his work the better. Such a

sketch is of value, but the vacillating attempt
of a tyro to shirk hard work, and with timid
touch to produce the effect of it witliout the

reality, we should call scratching rather than
sketch inff, and we should counsel him to give
up the vain endeavour and to try to learn to

draw.

CHAPEL BUILDING AMONG THE
WESLEYANS.

THE annual report of the Wesleyan Chapel
Committee shows an outlay of more

than £200,000 in building operations for this

year. This includes 12(J new chapels, the
cost of which averages as nearly as possible

.£1,000 each. Of these there are about 20,

the expenditure on which is from X'2,000 to

£8,000 ; while at the other extremity of the
scale there are many at one-tenth of these
amounts. The views in the Report for 1868
are not ei|ual in execution to some of those
in former volumes. In several instances
they evidently fail to do justice to the de-
signs ; and it must be confessed that the latter

can ill afford to lose the advantage which a
good style of engraving or lithography would
confer on them. Longsight Chapel, Man-
chester, erected by Mr. Woodhouse, at a cost

of more than .£7,000, is the most noticeable
among a series which are even more uninte-
resting than the average. We have formerly
had the pleasure of noticing some two or
three chapels wdiich seemed like the begin-
ning of an architectural advance among the
Wesleyans ; but nothing of the kind is ob-
servable in the present publication. Long-
sight Chapel has the usual low wide nave,
narrowed in front by the ordinary mean-
looking spirelet on one side, and a small
staircase turret on the other. There are

short transepts towards the pulpit end. The
front closely resembles that of the Congrega-
tional Church, Tottington, by the same archi-

tect, though it is somewhat inferior in detail.

Of the other " Gothic " designs in the Report
we would rather not speak. One can only
wonder what sort of people it is whose tastes

such things represent. It is easy to under-
stand, and even to feel a certain respect for,

those who prefer a plain, substantial, well-
built meeting-house of the old-fashioned
sort, with no beauty, it is true, but at the
same time with no aggressive vulgarity about
it. But the class that can take pleasure in

the chapel Gothic of the present day, in orna-
ment that is not ornament, and in shoddy
architecture that is far enough from being
even good building, is one much more ditR-

cult to sympathize with. It must surely be
the same class whose prophet is Dr. Gum-
ming, and their philosopher "A. K. H. B ;"

to whom the author of " Qaeechy " is a far

greater novelist than the author of "Adam
Bede ;

'' to whom Tyndall and Huxley are

names unknown, and to whom Darwin has
only been introduced by the anathemas of

their denominational magazine. If this be
so, they have developed an architecture ad-
mirably corresponding to their literature

;

but the misfortune is, that while the rest of

the world are not obliged to read the one,
they can hardly escape anywhere from seeing
the other.

THE EMPPY ROOM AND GREEK ART.

IT has been the main object of these papers
to show what the old or Greek and Gothic

methods of going to work in the preparation

and carrying out of agreatwork of tineartwas,

and that now there will be, if taken advantage
of, a great opportunity of going to work on
that old oranew method. The Royal Academy
hasnowan " emptyroom " to go to work in, and
would it not be a rare chance for a little thought
and action on the method of the old Greeks /

Thus, may we not ask. What would some
old Greek sculptor have done in an " empty
room " in his own day ? What would Phidias
have done after getting the order for the
Panathenaic frieze " wherewith to embellish
the outside of the Temple of the Parthenon ?

"

It is a real wonder that this question has not
been asked before, or made the subject of a

fine art lecture ! Would he have, turning
round two or three times first in the empty
workshop, got some casts or impressions made
of the earlier and rude sculpture of the
" Archaic days ? " There are some specimens
of Archaic Greek in the British Museum,
but huddled up with the later and even
Eoman work. Would Phidias have com-
menced business by hanging up round his

empty bare-walled room Archaic panels from
the earlier temples by way of models or hints,

or as things to try to copy and reproduce ?

Would he even, for education's sake, have so

much as gone out to look at the antique
temple opposite ? I am quite sure, in my
own mind, though I am sorry to be obliged

to say it, for it upsets my notions a little,

that he would not ! The dull, empty room
would be empty yet, and continue so till he
got the rough marble blocks in whereon to go
to work.

Let the readers of this journal recollect

here that such a thing as a fragment of real

material, as a bit of marble or stone, has
never yet, from Sir Joshua's time to the

present hour, been seen in the studios of the
Royal Academy ! What, then, having nothing
before him, no precedent, or models, or autho-
rities, orold work,to copy, did or could Phidias
do, says the inquisitive reader ? Why,
just this, and surely the very simplest thing
that he could do. He went out to look at

and study the forms and details of the great

procession itself, which it was his business to

copy— I say to copy, for there is no " imagina-
tion " in this frieze, confining ourselves to it.

This is what he would have done, and did
do, and, happily, the results are visible yet to

modern Londoners. It might be a very
curious question to ask whether or no he
made little sketches, say on his thumb-nail,

Hogarth-like ; or whether he trusted, as

Turner so often did, wholly to his wonderful
art memory. Can Mr. Penrose, who has

gone a little into Greek mysteries, give us a

hint about it when he can forget for a mo-
ment the murders he has committed in our

poor St. Paul's—one of our antiquities that

must be looked at sometimes ? I do not pre-

tend to do more than hint at these curious

subjects ; they are at the foundation of fine

art action, and need time and careful thought

to work out ; but it must be useful to state
ihese broad facts, for facts they are, and all

important in the present confused state of
things, for they are the direct opposite of all

our present methods. They are not foolish
and baseless, and not-to-be-under.stood myths,
but practical realities. If I may theorise a
little, and it is allowable where there is no
certainty, I should atlirm that Phidias did
not make little sketches on papyrus of this
curious and magnificent procession, or of the
details of it. I think the marbles themselves
prove it, that he trusted to memory, and went
10 work on the flat surface of the marble
slab, and outlined the figures, may be, with.

red paint, or sharp point, and then and there,

and at once fell to marble cuttin// —the
work, be it remembered, of the workman.
One can wellnigh fancy this rough wooden
workshop and its surroundings, its entire

emptiness of " precedent " and old examples,
its utter bareness, its rough walls, perhaps
here and there dotted with recollections of
" figures," life size, and models—life models,
some may feel inclined to add. Not so ;

models, as they are now used, and as the
Academy employ them, are, and must be, the
very death of art, for Nature is frozen out-
right by the time the model is ready, and is

utterly worse than dead when being " drawn."
Phideas could have had no model, but I can-

not help fancying the door of his empty
room open, so that passing life—Greek life

and action and reality—was ever before him.
Nature was ever passing, and ever fresh and
new, and striking, and so the mind of the
great sculptor never grew old or forgetful, or

failed to guide his hand truly and keep it to

his mighty work. But there is yet one more
help which I cannot get out of mind he
must have had : the grand, still, and archaic

past doubtless haunted him, and was ever
visible, and the parent, so to phrase it, of his

artistic power mentally and manually, but
this was a silent and passive, not living and
active, influence ; it was present to him not
as a thing to be copied, but as an inspiration !

I do not see how he could have got on or

have done his work, especially the " Me-
topes," without some living and moving
Nature about him, and always present during
the progress of the work, for nearly all the
figures, be it remembered, are in action—it is

not a procession frozen into stillness, but a
slowly moving one— the " Metopes" are in
violent action. Thus it seems to me that such
great work as this could only have been ac-

complished by the constant presence of a
living and moving model or models (to use
a convenient woid for which it is difficult to

find asubstitute)—not, be it observed, to be put
into attitudes, possible or impossible, as the
Academy practice is, but left to itself or them-
selves. Thus the great sculptor might have
been puzzled a moment for the turn of a tired

or an active muscle, or the expression of a
limb, or the glance of an eye, or the flow of a
lock of hair, and he had it before him, but
not as a set model which destroys its life in

the very act of setting, but as a natural acci-

dent, and always and everlastingly true, and
which could never fail him. The tired figure

would rest as tired people do naturally, and a
glance at it was enough ; but activity and move-
ment were there as well, and needed nought but
a call. The model was absent, but Nature was
present. It was the Academy system re-

versed. Will or can the Royal Academy fill

one of their new empty rooms in this way ?

Can anyone suppose it possible for a moment
that the Academy will put away all its

cherished prejudices, and Academy rules, and
pedantic practices, to return to the ways and
modes of art action of the old Greek who cut

llie Parthenon frieze I No one can suppose
any such thing for a single moment, yet that

such as I have described it was the then mode
of work, I am quite sure, and so may anyone
else be who will be at the pains to study long
enough the magnificent marbles themselves,

for may we not see the workman and his ways
through and in his work ? C. B. A.
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CLEAXSINO SEWERS.

ALL fluiJs in motion containing in simjile

mechanical suspension a ceitaiu portion

01 solid matter must from time to time tie-

posit it along the sides and bottom of the

channels through which they flow. The rate

of the accumulation of the deposit depends

upon the particular circumstances of the case,

and will vary with the quantity of solid

matter per gallon, its specific gravity, and the

velocity of the current which transports it.

The principal causes operating against the

accumulation are the gradient at which the

sewer is laid, the size of the sewer, and the

amount of flushing which the storm waters

are able to exercise upon the contents. There
are, in fact, only two methods of cleansing a

sewer. The one is by Hushing it, and the

other by sheer manual labour. The energy

or activity with which the former plan

operates is manifestly in direct proportion

to the velocity—that is, to the rate of inclina-

tion or gradient of the sewer. In addition to

these causes already mentioned, a consider-

able influence is exercised by the length of

the channel conveying the liquid and solid

matter. It may be perhaps recollected that

some years ago there was a " battle of the

gauges " in connection with sewage channels

which was only second to that of the same
name of railway notoriety. It was virtually

a case of pipes ixrsus sewers'. There was,

however, this difference in the two contests,

that the results were diametrically opposed to

one another. In the former the narrow or

Email gauge won the victory, aud in the

latter the broad or large gauge. The diffi-

culty experienced in cleansing pipes and
small drains probably exercised a very con-

1

siderable influence in determining the result.

It has been found that the cost of cleansing

small drains amounts in a very short time to

a simi more than sufficient to pay fur the con-

Btiuction of a proper and efficient sewer. If

a pipe or small drain become completely

choked, that is, absolutely stopped up, it is

questionable whether any amount of flushing,

which, from the size of the pipe, cannot be

very energetic, will be able to cleanse it and
clear a passage. It is quite possible to come
to the conclusion that if the pressure were
augmented with a full intention of "clearing

the way " it would terminate in the bursting

of the pipe. Consequently where Hushing
cannot be resorted to for cleansing drains,

manual laljour must be employed. lu many
instances there is but very little difference in

clearing out a drain in this manner and in

emptying an ordinary cesspool. Both opera-

tions are equally disgusting and revolting,

and freijuentfy attended with injurious results

to those engaged in them.

The emptying of cesspools is carried on
at Paris on an extensive scale, and some idea

of the nature of the operation may be arrived

at from the fact that it is not an imcommon
circumstance for tlie unfortunate workmen
to lose their lives while actually at their dan-
gerous work. So notorious are the effects of

the foccal c filuvium and of the deadly gases

generated by stagnation or fermentation that

the two prmcipal complaints to which the
labourers are subject have been designated
under the appellations of " La mitte " and
"Le plomb." The former is a species of

ophthalmic affection, and the latter resembles
asphyxia in its prominent features. " La
mitte " is the less deadly of the two, since it

rarely imperils the life, but attacks the sight
ofjthe victim. On tlie contrary, " Le plonib"
stdkes down the individual at onco, and if ho
be not transported immediately into the fresh

air he dies where he falls. As a proof of the
callous state to which an occupation so loath-
some reduces those engaged in it, it may be
mentioned that at the time when a man is

siezed with an attack of "Le plomb" he

utters a peculiar cry. His case-hardened

conipauions term this " chantaut le plomb."

Unless the contents of a drain were in a per-

fectly stagnant condition, which, owing to a

very Hat gradient and neglect of frequent

cleansing, does occasionally take place, the

operation of emptying it would rarely be of

quite such a noxious and dangerous character

as in the instance of the cesspools of Paris.

Still, in any case, the clearing out by manual
labour of a foul and heavily charged drain or

sewer is an operation which cannot be too

strongly condemned. The mere removal of

the ordinary deposit in a large sewer, which
may have taken a long time to accumulate,

and which has been deposited from a large

volume of highly diluted sewage water, pre-

sents no especial disagreeable features, nor is

the process attended with any danger to per-

sonal health. It is hardly anything more
than so much excavation of a material to the

removal of which every " navvy " is tho-

roughly accustomed. A large portion of it

generally consists of road scrapings and de-

tritus of various descriptions. If the con-

struction of the street guUeys be properly

attended to but a very small quantity of such

refuse ought to find its way into the sewers at

any time. In consequence, however, of the

careless slate in which guUeys are maintained,

and the cheap imperfect description of article

that is generally put down in the streets,

there is no question but that a considerable

proportion of solid matter of this kind does

obtain entrance into the sewers and assist in

forming accumulated deposits. This has

been put forward as an argument against the

practice of permitting the storm waters to

pass off in the same sewers that convey the

sewage. It is hardly necessary to point out

that a culpable neglect of the most ordinary

precautions and an adherence to false economy
are not valid objections against the truth of a

principle. All properly constructed guUeys
are made in a mauuer which arrests the grit

and other refuse surface matter, which do
not constitute the normal contents of sewers,

and it is the fault of local boards aud corporate

authorities themselves if they do not choose

to avail themselves of the means within their

reach. It is idle to complain of the quantity

of deposit that accumulates in a drain if the

proper measures for excluding it be not

adopted.
The sewers of Paris, owing to the imperfect

nature of the mechanical and constructive

details, frequently become seriously ob-

structed by accumuliitions of clijbiis. The
plan employed to effect a clear passage con-

sists in partially arresting the flow of water
by means of a kind of portable sluice gate,

and then allowing it to escape with consider-

able violence ami velocity through apertures

opened for its passage. By these means the

masses of dirt aud gravel that are the residt

of successive deposits are disintegrated and
swept along towards the outfafl by the rush of

the curreut. It is not uncommon for these

long banks of mud to attain to a length of

seven huudred feet. It is unnecessary to re-

mark that tlie wiser and more economical
plan would be, not to allow the deposits to

accumulate to an extent so formidable, instead

of first permitting the evil upon a large scale,

and then taking measures to remove it. The
diiliculty of removing an obstruction in a

pipe or sewer increases enormously with an
increase in its size, and therefore,alth()Ugli llie

exercise of a small force if frequently applied,

is snfhcient to keep them clear, yet when
heavy deposits have accumulated, either a

violent flushing or the employment of manual
labour is required to break them up. Our
readers will probably remember that very
recently a large double tube on the syphon
principle was laid in the bed of the Seine to

connect tlie sewers on the opposite shores.

From its peculiar sliape these tubes are clearly

very liable to become choked, even by an
amount of dcpo.=.it that would produce little

or no effect upon the channel of an ordinary

sewer. It has been invariably found by ex-

perience that all angles, elbows, and abrupt

bends in auy water-course or fluid conduit,

are serious impediments to the free passage, not

only of the liquid itself, but of the solid

particles it may contain in mechanical

suspension. The cleansing of the syphon
tube is effected as follows :—A woodeu ball,

33in. in diameter, is introduced into the

tube, which has a diameter of nearly 40in.

The ball, by virtue of its specific gravity,

rises to the upper part of the tube, fiirectly

it meets with an obstruction, its progress and
that of the stream carrying it along is sud-

denly impeded. There is, therefore, no

escape for the current but between the lower

portion of the ball and the bottom of the

tube. Through this passage the water rushes

violently, sweeping away the obstruction in its

course. Whatever may be stated by the

advocates of the separate or single system of

sewers and drains in support of their principle,

it is perfectly clear that a certain amount of

flushing is indispensable to keep the sewers

in a wholesome and proper condition. This

being granted, water will be required for the

purpose, and whence can it be obtained more
cheaply than from the rainfall and surface

drainage i Bearing in mind that good drink-

ing water is a rare feature in towns, it will

never be proposed to make that source of

supply avaUalile for flushing sewers.

THE FIELD BOOK.

IT has been often remarked that, provided
a man does his work, and does it well, it

matters nothing to anyone how he does it. To
a certain extent this observation is, or rather

was, true. When science was hardly known,
when the rule of thumb was the only rule

acknowledged in trades aud professions, when,
in fact, every man worked according to his

own fancy, and selected his own favourite

method of accomplishing any task he might
be engaged on, undoubtedly but little atten-

tion was paid to the means, provided the end
justified their adoption. No sooner was sur-

veying] conducted upon a large scale than it

became necessary to reduce it to a system, and
introduce some description of uniformity in

the manner of conducting the various opera-

tions connected with it. Stiictly speaking, the

field-book, that is, the written record of the

measurements and observations taken in the

held by the surveyor, ought to be kept in such

a manner that any other surveyor who had
never been on the ground would be able to

make the plan, or, in correct technical Ian-

gunge, plot the work from its contents. In a

great measure this uniformity of keeping the

field book is effected m all Government sur-

veys, but although it is desirable among
private practitioners, yet there is manifestly

not the same necessity for its existence among
the latter class. The engineers of "les ponta

et'chaussees" in France, seldom plot their owr
work. The field books are sent up to head

quarters and the plans and levels plotted by
office assistants,who in their turn are seldom

engaged in field operations. Some of our

readers may be inclined to regard this as a

portion of that objectionable system of espion-

age which prevails so strongly over nearly the

whole'of thecontinent. At any rate, it effectually

prevents all tampering with the notes, which
it must be confessed is sometimes done, and
sometimes so cleverly accomplished that it

escapes detection for years afterwards. There
are but two descriptions of field fjooks in or-

dinary use at present, and one of these is fast

becoming obsolete. This latter is about

the size of a schoolboy's cop3--book, and in it

the triangles, lines, and offsets, together with

the fences, rivers, buildings, aud other phy-

sical features of the ground surveyed, are

actually sketched. The dimensions are writ-

ten alongside the various lines and offsets, and

the whole is in fact a sketch-plan, drawn to

scale as nearly as the experience of the sur-

veyor enables him to do. The other field

book and the one to be preferred, consists

simply of an ordinary pocket-book opening
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lengthways, with a
couple of red lines

about three-quarters

of an inch apart,

ruled in a longitudi-

nal direction down
the centre of every
page. To a self-

taught man the most
natural method of

recording the mea-
surements, and that

which is most tan-

gible, is evidently

that represented in

the copy-book sys-

tem, but it cannot
compare with the

other in point of

clearness, neatness,

and saving of time

in entering the notes.

It Fig. 1 represent

a field to be sur-

veyed according to

the lines and offsets

there laid down, it

represents also the

mauner in which the

measurements and
lines would be
sketched out in the

first of the two field

books imder men-
tion. There would
be in addition, of

course, the dimen-
sions of the differ-

ent lines, which would be entered along-

side of them, or sufficiently close to them
to indicate to which they belong. Judg-

ing solely from the small example given

in fig. 1, this description of fieldbook would
appear to leave nothing to be desired,

but it is one matter to have to survey a

single field, and another to undertake a duty
involving many hundred fields, together with

a large number of buildings. The great diffi-

culty in using a sketch note book, where the

survey is on a large scale, is to avoid confusion.

We have seen some specimens of this descrip-

tion of field book, where the multitude of lines

and dimensions were absolutely bewildering.

The number of triangles was so great, and
there was such a numerous intersection of lines

in every conceivable direction, that the whole
page strongly resembled a puzzle, or one of

the bizarre figures to be seen in the ever-vary-

ing disc of the kaleidoscope. Omitting all

further consideration of the sketch field book,

let us now pass on to investigate the other

description, which is generally recognised by
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lines the distance along the line where the

offset occurs, and to the right or left of the

space the distance in feet or links, according to

what measure he is using, from the line A B
to the fence or other object. This distance

constitutes the offset. As the surveyor is ad-

vancing from A to B, it is clear that all the

oft'sets will be on the left-hand side of the

line, and consequently plotted to the left of

the space in the field book. On arriving at

208 on the line A B, the end of the tie line

C D comes in upon the right-hand side of

A B. According to what has been already

stated, this constitutes the point 2C8 a station,

and it is therefore entered as such in the field

book. The remaining linos and offsets are

obtained and entered in the same manner, and
the converse of the problem is to transform

the contents of the field book into the diagram
represented in fig. 1. It will be unnecessary

to explain to our readers how to accomplish

this. We will content ourselves with ad-

vising our yoimger readers and beginners to

plot the notes, as given in the field book, to a

the profession as that best adapted on the
\
scale of about one hundred feet to the inch,

THE GREAT EASTERN RAILWAY
METROPOLITAN EXTENSION.

UNDER the judicious action of its chairman,

Lord Salisbury, the Great Eastern Railway
ia fast getting out o£ the mire in which it was so

long placed by the mania for branch line con-

struction. Tlie extension of the line into the

City, and its connection with the other great

systems o£ railway entering London, so long de-

ferred by reason of financial difficulties, have been
re-determined upon. As originally designed, saya

the Railway Nev;s, the Great Eastern was to

reach Broad-street, City, on arches, and on a

level with the North London and London and
North-AVestern lines. The East London line was

to enter Broad- street underground, running for

a considerable distance beneath the Great

Eastern line—one railway and its station were to

be on the basement, the other line and station on
the first floor. The Great Eastern was to have

no connection with the Metropolitan or the East

London, except such as would be provided by a

staircase at Broad-street. This plan has, how-
ever, been rejected, and a new one substituted.

Instead ot having an aristocratic line on arches

above ground, scorning connection with the

party in the cellar, the two lines will unite and
come in together at Broad street. The Great

Eastern Metropolitan Extension line, on leaving

the main line near Tottenham, will pass through

Cl.ipton and Hackney, and when ncaiing Bethnal

Green, will begin to descend, passing beneath the

present main line, and reaching Bishopsgate on

an underground level, where it will join the East

London, and continue with it to a junction with

the Metropolitan ("Underground") line at Broad-

street, which street the last-named line will pasa

when the extension from Moorgate street to

Tower Hill is completed. This scheme, in the

opinion of the Railway News, has many advan-

tages over the original plan. It avoids the un-

necessary duplication of railways in a most ex-

pensive portion of the metropolis, and enables

land that would otherwise be occupied by railway

arches to be turned to profitable account for

building purposes. It also brings the Great

Eastern into direct communicition (through the

Metropolitan system) with the lines of railway

south of the Thames, as well as with those on the

north side. By the amended plan it is proposed

to have a joiut station for the Metropolitan, the

Great Eastern, and the East London lines, all

being on the same level. The sum required to

complete the whole of these works is £1,660,000.

The station at Liverpool-street is intended to be

the principal London terminus of the Great

Eastern line, supplanting the present inadequate

Shoreditch station. It will be in connection

with every line entering the metropolis, with the

exception of the North-Western, which at present

ia not connected with the Metropolitan system.

The amended bill of the company to enable them

to carry out these works has passed the Select

Committee o£ the House of Commons.

whole for the especial purpose it has to ac-

complish. Referring to fig. 1 we are required

to survey the field shown thereon, and record

the measurements in the field book so that

they may be accurately plotted therefrom, and
the true figure of the field drawn upon paper.

In the first place it must be borne in mind
that the field book is commenced at what
would, strictly speaking, be considered the last

page. The object of this is that the surveyor
is always looking in the direction of the line he
is going, both in the field and in the field

book. The meaning of stations has already
been explained as those points wherever any
of the lines constituting parts of the triangles

begin or end. There are various ways of dis-

tinguishing them. We prefer a small triangle

with a dot in the centre, more especially as it

ia the same mark used by the Ordnance engi-

neers for distinguishing their trigonometrical

stations. Commencing at A the surveyor
puts up a rod or pole at B, or auy object

already existing there will answer the pur-
pose provided it is straight and can be seen
from A. After stretching out the chain in the

direction of the line A B, he takes his oft'sets

at the points shown. Returning to the field

book he enters in the space between the ruled

and try if it checks tolerably accurately with

the field represented in fig. 1. This is the

simplest case that could possibly occur in

surveying, but although the field book be-

comes rather more complicated where the

survey embraces large estates and towns, yet

if the student once thoroughly understands

the principle, he will not be at a loss to follow

the more difficult examples which will be

subse(iuently introduced to his notice. There
are a few practical points to which he may
direct his attention. In the first jjlace he
should bear in mind that clearness and dis-

tinctness are the most important requisites to

attend to in a field book. A slovenly and
dirtily kept field book is a sure sign of a care-

less and slovenly surveyor. Never crowd the

notes for the sake of a little paper, or to try

how much can be got in one page. Always
bear in mind that the result of hurrying

work in the field becomes painfully ap-

parent in the ofiice, where sometimes hours

are wasted in tlie vain attempt to decipher

some bieroglyphical lines and figures entered

in a hurry, and frequently after all nothing

remains but for the surveyor to go down on

the ground again to discover what his notes

actually signify.

THE WARDOHR (CHILMARK) AND
TISBURY STONE COMPANY.

BEFORE us is a copy of the price book just

issued by this company. The stone sup-

plied by them is well known in London under the

more general name of Tisbury stone, and its use

has lately considerably increased consequent on

the opening of a railway communicating inime-

diately with the district whence it is obtained.

The stone possesses three good qualities—the

chief requisites, in fact, of a good building stone

—warmth of colour, great durability, and a capa-

city for absorbing very little water. It was

warmly recommended in 1839 for adoption by the

commissions appointed to inquire into the quali-

ties of stone to be used in the new Houses of Par-

liament, and might probably have been chosen by

them but for the heavy cost (at that time) of

transit. Many of the principal buildings in the

surrounding district arc built of the stone. Saha-

bury Cathedral, Tisbury Church, 'NVarilour Castle,

and others bear lasting witness as to its dura-

bility. The stone was also used by Mr. Gilbert

Scott and J[r. W. Slater for the reconstruction of

the spire of Chichester Cathedral, and is being

employed by Mr. Scott in the external restora-

tions of the Chapter-house at Westminster. In

addition to the various trade prices of the stones,

the price book contains a well-executed geological

map of the district, and a series of short descrip-

tions of the principal buildings in the |construc-

tiou of which the stone has been used.
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THE LAWS OF PROPORTION.

ASSOCIATED arts' INSTITUTE.

AT the ordinary fortnightly meeting of the

above institute on Saturday weeli. last, Mr.

Gilbert R. Redgrave in the chair, a pajrer was

read by Mr. W. Cave Thomas on—

METRONOMY, OR THE LAWS OF PROrORTION.

The author said that after many years' study

of the science of proportion he considered it the

master science, aa giving an insight into those

.grand and simple laws which govein phenomena.

This science he had termed " metronomy," from

metron, a measure, and iio»is, a law. In his

easay " The Holiness of Beauty," he had attempted

to trace the doctrine of measure in the Sicred

writings ; and in that on "The Science of M )de-

ration," the metric principle in the larger pheno-

mena of nature, as well as in ethics, politics, and

education. It was in seeking for some spuud

criterion for aesthetic il judgment .and criticism

that he obtained the first glimpse of the metric

principle, and since then he had sti iven to bring

the outlines of a science into form. Were men
perfectly rational, logical beings, the progress of

truth would be uninterrupted' ; but being for the

most part influenced by passion and prejudice,

they are more often swayed by rhapsodical so-

phistry than by science and wisdom. Socrates

thought it a kind of impiety to importune the

gods with inquiries concerning things of which

knowledge might be gained by number or measure,

it being, as it seemed to him, iacumbenton m.xn to

make himself .acquainted with whatever the gods

had placed within his power. In a similar vein, a

writerin the " Philosophical Transactions," siys ;

—

" There are very few things which we know which

.are not capable of being reduced to a mathematical

reasoning ; and when tUey cannot, it is a sign our

knowledge of them is very small and confused
;

and where a mathematical reasoning can be had

it is as great folly to make use of any other as to

grope for a thing in the daik when we have a

light standing by us." And Plato appears to have

caught a glimpse of the universality of proportional

relation—possibly that quantity is the fundamental

form of consciousness ; when questioned as to his

.conception of a Supreme Ruler's occupation, he re-

plied" Geometrizing continually." Thedeejierwe

study nature the more conscious do we become

of a measured order pervading creation. There

are abundant evidences in language of our iutui-

tire recognition that quantity is the fundamental

form of phenomena, by the constant recurrence

«f metric expressions in our spoken and written

estimates of all kinds of existence.

All criticism is virtually an act of mental

anen5ur„tion. All exaotccgnitionis quantitative,and

therefore capable of beiugconsidered under the ma-

thematical forms of measure and nu mber. Rectitude

aad error, beauty and deformity, discord and har-

mony must have their measures and numerical ex-

pressions. It is said that the Chinese studied mathe-

matics B.C. 3,000, and that they were taught to the

.Jews and by them to the Egypt aus 2,000 years be-

fore the Christian era. A table of square routs was

discovered incised on one of the slabs unearthed

at Mossul.* The balance, as typical of a measured

adjustment, has been the emblem of justice from

time immemorial. On the famous sarcophagus

in the Soaue Museum (supposed to be that of the

father of the Pharaohs) men's merits and demerits

are represented as being brought to the ultimate

test of measure before the Suineme Ju.lge. More
than 500 years b c. Pythagoras taught tlitt num-
bers were the principles of things, that things

were the copies of numbers. Mr. Lewes, however,

in his "Biography of Philo.3opby," thinks that

Pythagoras did not merely regard numbers as the

symbols of quantity, but as entities. This is pos-

sible ; but Hythagoriis might nevertheless have

had a just abstract mathematical conce])tion of a

pervading proportioned order in nature. Not only

are there historical evidences of the antiquity of

mathematics, but of a period when they appeared

to be in the ascend.ant in the ruling of muudane

affairs. Ages before Vitruvius, Giiffitb, Hay, and

Others had turned their attention to the subject

of haimouic proportior', it had been thought upon

and thought out. This was not said in disparage-

ment of tbeir labours, for the main fact insisted

on by Vitruvius and Giitlilh was that the ancients

did possess a system of harmonic proportion.

But a science of pmportion should be established

•on a more satisfactory I asis than precedent

After quoting Isaiah xliv. 13, and a verse from

2 Samuel viii , the author said there were many
other important references to measure scattered

through the Sacred writings, indicating the pro-

portioned order of nature. In Clas.sical literature

numerous passages exist indicative of a contem-

porary or more ancient metrologioal system—the

famous "in medio tutissinms ibis" for instance,

also the ethics of Aristotle, in which the mean, as

the principle of rectitude, is the recognition of a

quantitative or metric system of morality. Con-

fucius, the Chinese philosopher, centiuies before

Aristotle, entitled one of his essays upon morals

"The Immutable Mean." Vitruvius had a privi-

leged insight into the metronomy of the

ancients, but his precepts .appear at present, with-

out some connecting link or moi'e fundamental

principles, to be merely empirical, and whilst

vaguely hinting at common harmonic principles

governing music and architecture, really give^ no

sound scientific expoaition of their connection.

The subject of harmonic proportion from the time

of Vitruvius remained stationary through cen-

turies. V\ ith the revival of learning and the arts

came occasional works on the proportions of the

human figure, founded for the most part on the

Vitruvian tradition, or on measurements taken

from the antique. The most important and con-

cluding work of this series was that by the Pore

Boutfier.

Within the last twenty years, hoivever, a current

has been gradually setting in towards a inetro-

logical investigation of the piineiples of beauty,

and, looking at the scientific tendency of the age,

the wonder is that it has not shown greater volume,

and that such efforts should not have been more

popular. Day by day every department of in-

quiry is being subdued to quantitative estimate,

and brought within the domain of measure and

number. It may lie said, indeed, that the common
occupation of all the scientific men of the day is

tbatof measuring and numerically recording. See-

ing this metrological tendency of science, and

knowing tbat most thinking men affirm that

" Order is heaven's first law," it is strange that

men should not have made greater efforts to com-

prehend the order and measure of that beauty

which they also affirm to 1 e a principle Divine.

Before the" thtory of light and c.-ilour was placed

upon a sound basis, pictorial art had some pretext

for claiming exemption from scientific analysis and

mathematical investigation ; but now that colours

are known to be dependent on the number of

vibrations ali'eeting the retina in a given time, the

last innermost Hue of excu e is levelled ;
for con-

figuration, foim, was long since perceived to be

mere relative extension, and therefore capable of

numerical expression. They are not the higher

senses of sight and hearing which defy a quanti-

tative analysis, but the lower, those of taste .and

smell. The last great hypothesis finding favour

with scientific men, that of the correlation of

forces, assumes matter to have but three elemen-

tary properties—force, extension, and duration,

which, in tbeir infinite permutations, produce all

the phenomena of light, colour, sound, heat,^

electricity, j.ceut, flavour, &e. Admit this hypo-

thesis, and it necessarily follows that .all our ex-

perience must be fundamentally quantitative, or

of degrees of force, exteubion, and duration. After

briefly analysing the expressions derived froni each

sense, with a view of showing that all our ultimate

experiences in eacb are capable of a more or less

quantitative estimate, the author re-afl[irmed some

assertions he made at the outset, viz ,
that quan-

tity is the fundamental form of consciousness, that

all criticism is virtu.ally an act of mental men-

suration, tbat light and wrong, beauty and de-

formity, harmony and discord, must have their

measures and uumeiical expressions, and that all

e.iact knowledge will ultimately be a branch of one

gieat science, metronomy. All the higber laws

of nature assume the form of precise quantitative

statement.

Having arrived at the general conclusion that

all phenomena have their quantitative estimates

and numeric il i xpressions, the next step is to

establish the theory of quantitative relation, in

order to bring all the relations of measure and

number within the grasp of our understanding.

This, though at first it appears to I e a hopeless

task, may be easily effected. The very fame pro-

cess whicb enables us to enlarge or diminish any

work by scale* also enables us to contemplate a

miniature of the inlinitude of quantitative rela-

tion. The theoretical foundation on which we work

n enlarging or diminishing by scale is that of the

nfinite divisibility of tbe unit. The author

said he made use of this principle long before

he perceived that the variation of ratio, or of two

quantities in relation to each other, has linaits.

This will become evident on careful consideration,

for in executing a work of art to different scales,

each scale, though of a different absolute magni-

tude, must clearly contain precisely the same re-

lative proportions, or the work could not be

enlarged or diminished at will. 'J he following

algebraical formula would perhaps better

express his meaning. It was a formula, he

thought, which was fraught with suggestions to

the mathematician and physicist as well as to

the artist.

The Limits or Ratio or PRoroRTiONAL Rel.v-

TION.—The mean quantitative relation or ratio is

that of equality ; the extremes 1 and 0. For, let

a b "a b
— = — and let — increase as -^ decreases by an

a ^b
infinitesimal quantity S, till ^ + " ^ = »> ^^^ J

n 5 = ; then they will successively be to

each other

&C., i'C,

a
one half the terms being as much in excess of g"

2.

Cor.—The tendency of proportional relation or

ratio is either to parity or disparity, equality or in-

equality ; these are, therefore, the only two pos-

sible tendencies of nature, and the formula above

the universal calculus of qu.antitative relation

between instances of the same kind.

To illustrate this formula
^" experimentally, let fa c, a c, be

two sides of a square formed
by a piece of string passing

over a pulley at a, and let the

side b a decrease as a c in-

creases, then, by the time the

I

' end b reaches a, a c will have
! been gradually increased to

i twice its original length, and

•r.
I !) a will have successively been

in every possible ratio to a c,

or of the two sides of a parallelogram to

each other. If not, it is impossible for the

two sides of a parallelogram to be in any

ratio to each other, which is absurd.

The second stage of the inquiry puts the entire

compass of proportions befo: e us. This compass

must be that of nature and judgment. The divi-

sion of the unit gives the scale by which we mea-

sure the degree in which any phenomenon is

manifested, and the calculus of ratio that by

which to compare two quantities of the same

kind. Fig. 2* gives another form by which the

entire scale of the quantitative relation may be

illustrated. Let the maximum extreme represent

d

I Nimroud Antiquiliei', British Mu

There is a Ijoard in the Britisll Museum preparcil liy t

liter of the IStli Dyuasty. showing that this inelliiH

! then iu use. It has ou it a Hguro of Thotlunes III.

.n-u to scale.

unity, and imagine an infinite number of lines

drawn parallel to and between it and the mini-

mum extreme 0, then these lines would repre-

sent every possible frtiction or division of the

unit. .'Vnd if, starting from the mean, or .|,,
we

were to couple the corresponding terms on either

side of it, these would 1 e in every possible ratio

to each other, and it will be at once perceived

that one half the terms are in excess of, the other

in defect of,
,'i.

Or, if the g.amut be represented

by numbers "alone, we shall have the following

series :

—

• A verj- similar diagram m.ay bo found in a papyrus

containing a treatise on geometry aud arithmetic (British

Museum),
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in which the sum of every corresponding pair of

terms is the same ; these may, therefore, be called

compensating terms. The mean fuiuishea us

Tvith a formulated metric expression of rectitude

of univerail application. It has come down to us

unscathed through ages. " Observe the mean in

all things ''
is the form of its expression attri-

buted to Pythagoras. " \'irtue lies in the mean "

is the gist of Aristotle's ethics. Spenser's

"Legend of Temjerance,' forming the second

Book of the "Faerie Queene," opens with the

description of the beautiful and modest Medina,

who impersonates the " Golden Meane," and of

her two quarrelsome sisters, who represent the

two vicious extremes of Excess and Defect, who,

in the poet's quaint language,

Strive her to b.inish cleane.

In Canto IX., stanza 22, the poet commencea his

description of the " House of Temperancee,' * and

it reads like a versified edition of some work op

harmonic proportion, and unless the reader is

given the clue he will not suspect that Spenser is

describing the human frame. It opens thus :

—

The frame thereof seem'd partly ciicnKire,

And part tnangulare : O worke divine ;

Those two the first and last proportions are;

The one imperfect, mortal, ftjeminine

,

Th' other immortal], perfect, masculine

;

And 'twixt them both a quadrate wiis the base.

Proportioned equally to seven and nine

;

Kine wai; the circle sett in Heaven's place :

All which^compacted, made a goodly di.ipase.

This stanza is a description of the human head.

The whole of the second book is an exposition of

the doctrine of proportion in reference to morality

and beauty, aa far aa the mystical science of

Spenser's day would permit. Dryden, touching

this subject, says :
—

" There is a mean in all things,

and a certain measure wherein the good and the

beautiful consist, and out of which they never

can depart." Hogarth and Reynolds stoutly

maintained the same principle, as did the Pere

Boutlier. Reynolds says:—"In creatures of the

same species beauty is the medium or centre of

all its various forms." After Sir Joshua, how-

ever, writers on tcsthetics appear to have aban-

doned the metric principle of the good and the

beautiful. Sir Charles Eastlake saw something ab-

surd in the notion of beauty being the average of

deformity ; bttt this seeming absurdity vanishes as

soon .as we get an insight into the limitations of

phenomena. It is, indeed, not a whit more
absurd than that truth should be the average of

every possible deviation from it, which is un-

questionably the fact. And the recognised

scientific method of getting at the truth is to

obtain the average of a great number of facts,

instances, and observations. Beauty is to all

possible human disproportion, or deformity, what
truth is to every conceivable form of error on a

particiUar subj set.

The aphorisms enshrining this immutable and
golden principle had often been heard by the

author before their full import was apprehended

by him. He happened, at last to think of the

mean while searching for some stable criterion of

judgment in refereuce to art, and the importance

of the truth Cashed tipon him in ihe light of a

new discovery. From that time to this he has

been cndeavourinj; to bring the scattered doc-

trine of prt)portiou or measure into form. He
was sometimes inclined to think that this doctrine

was I'ing preserved by the Freemasons—and per-

haps is still—as an esoteric theory, not to 1 e

communicated to the uninitiated. But, on the

other hand, all great truths loom out dim and
shadowy long before they assume definite shape

or are clearly ccimpreheuded. When the full

import and tiniversality of this great principle

first struck him, he thought that if it was the

great truth he conceived it to he the records of

astronomical science would bear witness to it,

and on reference he found numerous passages

aflirming the principle in the following form,
viz. ;—That whatever aberrations or perturba-

tions take place in the solar system they are

periodically compensated, so that ita mean state is

in the aggregate preserved. This great law of

the planetary »ystem also holds good in the lesser

systems of pheuoniona within it, so that we are

forced to conclude that every species of existence
fluctuates within fixed limits, and that the only
two tendencies in nature are to symmetry or dis-

parity. The whole history of the earth, and of

• The metiphor of *' the House " in Ezokiel may have a
imilar iDter\>retation.

animated nature, shows the former to be the

ordained progressive tendency.

Having thus surveyed the foundations of the

science of metronomy the author turned to the

current notions regarding the proportions of the

humm figure. We had, he said, a set of tra-

ditional proportions* of eight heads, ten faces, &c.,

&c., but what surety have we that these are

right ? If they are derived from the antique

statues, we have, it is true, the warranty that they

are the measures of what have been esteemed

for ages perfect works.f This is, however, insuffi-

cient data for science, for it ia well known that

the eye and the ear may be so demoralised by a

prejudiced habit that ugliness may pass for

beauty and discord for harmony. But we can

use the method of average to determine the true

proportions of the human body with safety, be-

cause we know to a mathematical certainty that

if our measurements be obt.ained from a great

number of instances, individual excessive and

detective proportions will neutralise each other,

and give us a close approximation to the mean,

central, or ideal form. We cannot work out

the human form a 2^>''ori, as many writers on

ffisthetics think. The human form varies

within certain limits; some individuals exceed

in some and fall short in other forms and

qualities of the perfectly balauced mean, and

I'ice versa. No proportions of the human figure

can be relied on that have not been derived by

the scientific method alluded to.

Then, turning to works on architectural pro

portion, it does not satisfy the exigency of scien-

tific inquiry (though it were proved that certain

famous structures were conformed in some way
to the circle, the square, and the equilateral

triangle) to be told that they were so conformed

because these are the most perfect figures. We
require to know why those figures have claims to

be considered more perfect than the ellipse, the

parallelogram, or any lesa regular triangle. In

the calculus of ratio we shall find that where

variation is possible between two or more mea-

sures of the same kind equality is the mean or

mid relation in which they may stand to each

other. The circle has, therefore, been accounted

the most perfect figure, because it is the very

architype of the mean, it ia the very ultimate

symbol of symmetry, and contains a greater

amount of equality and including apace, in rela

tion to boundary, than any other figure. This

equality and perfect symmetry gradually decline

through the polyhedrons to the square and equi-

lateral triangle. There are, therefore, innume-

rable regidar figurea more symmetrical than the

square and triangle, which are the least symme-

trical of symmetrical figures. This is, perhaps,

what Spenser means when he says of the circle

and equilateral triangle

—

These two the first and last proportions are.

Of the regular solids, too, the pyramid and cube

are the least symmetrical, the others the more
so as they approach sphericity. All investigations

on the subject of progressive development points

to an advance towards equalisation or symmetry

in nature. JIan stands with reference to animate

deration. We have then

three distinct proportions

within the compass of mo-

deration, viz. ;—1 : 2, 2: 3, 3: 1 ;

and if two other intermediate

points be taken at J and ^ we
have eight different propor-

tiona within its limits, tliat ia

to say, 1:11, 1 : 2, 2:5, 1 :

3, 3: 4, 3: 5, 4:5, 5:6.
One to two (a recognised ar-

chitectural proportion) is the

relation of mean variation.

The same scale of quantita-

tive variation appertains to

aU fluctuating phenomena,

that it would not be strange if correspond.

:iea should be discovered in the har-

of the different arts—indeed, in the

harmonies throughout nature. It ia no longer a

fanciful analogy between the arts of music, culour,

architecture, &c., they are fuudamentally identi-

fied in a common quantitative basis.

The Great Designer had other objects in view

than abstract beauty in a proportioned adjustment

of animated being, viz. :—adaptation to special

purposes. The porcupine, the goiilla, the hippo-

potamus, and many other creations, are all admir-

ably adapted and proportioned to their diQerent

purposes, but are by no means beautiful. Beauty

is a certain conformity to perfect human vision.

Adaptation to purpose may be beautiful, aa in the

perfect humanity, but ia not necessarily so. Art

can seldom absolutely adopt either of these prin-

ciples, but has more frequently to eS'ect a com-

promise between the desire for abstract beauty

and the exigencies of adaptation to purpose—to
blend the useful with the beautiful as it best can.

The mean, however, ia equally the measure of

perfection of the ugliest creature aa of human
beauty, for in creatures of the same speciesper-

fection is the medium or centre of all its various

forms. Sir Joshua Reynolds says :—" To the

principle I have laid down, that the ide.a of beauty

in each species of beings is an invariable one,

it may be objected that in every particular species

there are various central forma, which are

separate and distinct from each other, and

yet are undeniably beautiful—that in the

human figure for instance. The beauty of

the Hercules is one, of the Gladiator another, of

the Apollo another, which makes so many difl'e-

rent ideas of beauty. It is true, indeed, that

each of these figures is perfect in its kind, though

of difl'erent character and proportions, but still

neither of them is the representative of an indi-

vidual, but of a class, and, as there is one general

form which belongs to the human kind at large,

so in each of these classes there is a common idea

and central form which is the abstract of the

various individual forms belonging to that class.

Thus, though the forms of childhood and age

difler exceedingly, there is a common form in

childhood and a common form in age, which is the

more perfect aa it is remote from all peculiarities.

But though the most perfect forms of each of the

general divisions of the human figure are ideal,

and superior to any form of that class, yet the

creation in the same position as the circle or
jjig^^st perfection of the human figiue is not in

sphere to geometrical figures. He is the most ^^y ^yg j,{ them. It is not in the Hercules, nor

equalised in his organisation, and is himself the i^ jj^g Gladiator, nor in the Apollo, but in that

greatest perfection when most symmetrical and i^^^^ which partakes equally of the activity of the

balanced in his whole nature. All works of art. Gladiator, the deUcaoy of the Apollo, and the

therefore, must necessarily have a certain degree ^mgcular strength of the Herctdcs. Perfect

of relation or an.alogy lo the circle when they n

symmetrical, or vice vers', become symmetrical

when they have been in some degree conformed to

the circle. But there are men who would fight to

the death against the principle of equality, and

ytt repudiate the principle of disparity. Is there

no argument to mitigate the idea that a fii .al state

of symmetry is that to which nature is tending ?

Is there no escape in a permissible moderate

variation from absolute perfection ? It is thought

that there is, viz :—Variation within the com-

pass of moderation, or half-way on either side of

the mean towards the absolute extremes, or maxi-

mum of excess and minimum of defect. Let 1,

i, J, ii "; represent the principal points of the

acale of variation. Then 1 will represent the

maximum of excess, the minimum of defect. .;,

the mean of perfection, i and .} the limits of mc-

Two recent works on this subject are " The Projior-

tions of the Human Figure according to the Ancient

Greek Canon of Vitnivi-is ;" and " A Canon of the Projior-

tions of the Human Figure, founded upon a Diagram

invented by .Tohn GibMn, Esq, R.A." By Jo.SElll

BosoMl. Loudon : Ch.apman and Halt 1867.

t Tlie Egyptians aud the Greeks had several canons of

human proportion.

beaAty in any species must combine all the cha-

racteristics which are beautiful in that species. It

cannot consist in any one to the exclusion of the

rest ; none must be predominant. A figure tall or

short, though deviating from beauty, may still

have a certain unity on the whole not unpleus-

iug." These passages, said Sit. Cave Thomas,

express a wonderfully intuitive perception of the

metric system, and only lequire a few slight

verbal changes to make them complete. In na-

ture each individual of any tpecies of creature

va: ies in some special way from ita perfect type

or central form. The law of compensation which

pervades nature is that by which the constancy

and immutability of the mean ia maintained in

the aggregate of variationa and perturkatious of

the planetary system. By this law we are en-

abled to have an even tenor or harmony in art by

the contrast of opposite proportiona iu colours,

by balancing one extreme by its corresponding

and compensating counterpoint. In conclusion,

the author said that many men, he thought, over-

1 rated the efficacy of science aa regards art

:

they forgot that oesthetic science has not to be

I derived so much from external as from internal

i
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sources—the internal phenomena of sensible im-

pressions—and that, if the sentient human nature

be perfect, taste requires little guklauce. Thus

the painters—the great oolourists^were so in-

stinctively before a science of colour existed. But

organisation is not always perfect ; it has to be

cultivated or raised. This cannot be done unless

the teacher can super-add correct knowledge to

true feeling. To combine these two conditions is

the highest aspiration of humanity.
The CH.\iRiiiiN, in putting a vote of thanks to

Mr. Thomas to the meeting, said that he thought
this paper threw considerable light upon Mr. Cave
Thomas's previous writings.

Mr. CA.TE Thomas having replied, the meeting
adjourned.
[We understand that Mr. Cave Thomas will

read a paper embodying the views of the fore-

going, but having especial reference to architec-

ture, at the Eoyal Institute of British Architects,

on May .24-]

ON PUENITUEE WOODS.
FURNITURE, as connected with the art of

decoration, requires, both in its manufacture
and selection, and in its subsequent disposition, a
knowledge of architectural styles, of the laws of
construction and of colour, so that not only ap-
propriate character, correct principles, and agree-
able forms may be adopted, but such combina-
tions be made, as will contribute to a suitable and
harmonious whole. To these qualifications should

i
, , , , , „

be added a practical knowledge of the character, ^'"Z' '^F mf^f^t-cf^s platexhests &c

purposes for coarse and fine, provided it be sound
and free from shakes.

CcO'ir.—There are several varieties of this wood,
which is a species of pine, but the most generally

useful is the red variety commonly called pencil

cedar. It is light, straight grained, durable, and
easily wrought, but liable to split. Its odour
renders it inimical to insects, and on this account
it is most generally used in the internal parts of

cabinets, wardrobe?, drawers, Ac. The name of

cedar is given to some other woods, which, how-
ever, are of quite difl'erent kinds, and are but
little, if at all, used in furniture making, if we ac-

cept Havannah cedar, which, although strongly
resembling red cedar in many of its properties and
uses, is nevertheless a species of mahogany. The
"Cedars of Lebanon" are remarkable for their

great size and beauty when growing, but do not
possess many useful i)ropertiea for practical pur-
poses.

Oik.—There are two principal varieties of this

wood, commonly known as British or native, and
wainscot oak, the former however meeting but
little or no application in the manufacture of

furniture. Of those kinds of wainscot oak that
are most generally employed for furniture or in-

ternal finishing, that known as Riga is the most
valuable and useful to the cabinetmaker. There
is another variety, called (Quebec, much used in

the trade, because it is much cheaper ; but being
inferior to the Riga in fineness of grain and
beauty of " figure," it is chiefly employed for
articles of inferior use, as hall or kitchen fi

properties, and appearances of the different woods
employed in furniture-making.
The wood of which any article of furniture is to

be made beingthe raw material on which skill and
labour are afterwards to confer beauty and value,
it is obviously necessary that the exercise of e^L-

perience and judgment should, in the interests
both of the manufacturer and the purchaser, be-
gin at this point. For, suppose a manufacturer at
a wood sale to purchase at a large price a log, say,
of mahogany, whi^h should turn out unsound, or
not particularly distinguished for "figure" as ex-
pected, he cannot have a reasonable profit on his
outlay, except at the expense of the purchaser.
Again, supposing the log so purchased to be all

that could be desired, one man may be able to get
it cut up to much greater advantage than another,
and thus he would be able to give his customer as
good, or better, value at less money, with equal
profit to himself. Of course that manufacturer is

most likely to have a good character and a good
business who does most to make a first purchaser
become a second.

There are some forty or fifty different kinds of
wood occasionally employed in furniture making,
Of these a few are wholly used in the manufacture
of coarse and inferior articles, or in the frame-
work or foundation of superior articles that are
exteriorily finished with some of the more valu-
able and ornamental kinds. To discuss the pro
perties and characteristics of all, or even many, of
these, would be to expand this paper to an un-
necessary and inconvenient length ; but a few of
the most important and extensively used may be
selected, such as pine of the difierent kind
cedar, oak, rosewood, walnut, and mahogany.

Fine.—There are three kinds of pine commonly
met with in the commerce of this country, namely
—red, white, and yellow. Red pine, although
very valuable for house carpentry and out-of-door
uses, is so seldom employed by cabinetmakers
that nothing further may be said of it here.
White pine, being more strong and durable than
yellow, is well adapted for many purposes of the
cabinet maker, such as deal backs, bed bottoms,
kitchen furniture, &a , but it is not suitable for
Teneering grounds, from its unevenness of grain.
The variety of white pine known as Norway spruce
is superior to the American varieties, and is in fact
the best variety we have.

Yellow pine is now chiefly imported from St,

John's, New Brunswick, or, at least, the best
comes from that port. Since it became an article
of commerce in this country some fifty or sixty
years ago, it has completely superseded white pine
as veneering grounds, for which it is admirably
suited from its uniformity of grain, freedom from
resin, and the facility with which it can he wrought.
There is, however, great diversity in the quality
and condition of different logs, and even in differ-
ent parts of the same log. Of late years bedroom
furniture of very fine yellow pine has been much
fancied, hut the cabinetmaker will find suitable

Many, if not indeed all of the inherent beauties
of oak timber depend, for their development in
the finished article, on the manner in which the
log has been handled on the saw-pit. The silver
grain or " feather" will lie hid or be brought out
according to the direction given to the saw-
draughts; and it is worthy of notice that the best
direction for these draughts is also the most
economical. But the most important point to be
attended to in the manufacture of oak furni-
ture is the seasoning of the timber. When oak
is worked up before it is thoroughly seasoned
and dry, it splits in every direction. The con-
cealment of the.'^e splits or cracks is often at-
tempted by tlie iuserticm of slips, which for a while
may escape an unpractised eye, but are certain in
time to show themselves and aggravate the defect.

Several artificial processes have been devised for
the purpose of quickly seasoning oak timber,
but none have yet been discovered so good as
the natural method.

and its applicability to almost every purpose.
There are three principal varieties of it imported
into these kingdoms, viz , from Honduras Bay,
and from the Islands of Cuba and St. Domingo.
Formerly mahogany scarcely inferior to that from
St. Domingo was imported from Jamaica, but little

or none is now imported from that island.

The first of the above.mentioned varieties, fre-

quently called by tradesmen, baywood, is now
chiefly used as veneering grounds, or for solid
work, but was formerly used more extensively for
finishing purposes. The change has not been with-
out some reason, as experience has shown that
the importations for many years past are of in-
ferior quality ; that even the best of it soon loses

its colour, while, at the same time, its superior
fitness for many purposes where this change
would be of no consequence, as fouadry patterns,
&c., has so increased the demand for it in other
trades as to make its continued use less profitable

to the cabinetmaker than other woods, equally
suitable and cheap.

In point of texture and firmness, Cuba maho-
gany is much superior to Honduras, and but little

inferior to St. Domingo, but iu other respects it is

much inferior to the latter, as it does not improve
in the working, nor acquire that rich mellow ap-

pearance which time gives the St. Domingo wood.
Besides, it is apt to be spotty and streaky.

There are, however, many purposes in cabinet-
making in which these defects are of no conse-
quence, and for which various other properties

possessed by Cula mahogany render it by far the
most suitable.

MANCHESTER FREE LABOUR SOCIETY.

THIS society, under the presidency of Lord
Egerton of Tatton, has addressed a letter to

members of the House of Commons. The fol-

lowing are extracts from the letter :

—

"As the question of Trades Unions will shortly
be brought before Parliament, I am desired by
this society to submit for your consideration the
following extract from Union rules connected with
the building trade now iu force in Manchester
and the neighbourhood :

—

" Firstly, as to Beickmakers.—No person is

allowed to make bricks by machinery.

"Secondly, as to Brickt^ayeiis,—L No brick-
layer is allowed to set machiue-made bricks. 2.

No master bricklayer to have more than three
apprentices. .3. No bricks to be used in Man-
chester that are made beyond an arbitrarily fixed

Oak becomes more or less black by long im- boundary line, averaging about three-and-a-half
-siou m the sea, or in bog.

_
Furniture of oak miles from the Exchange. 4, No bricks to be

wheeled in a barrow.

' From the Irish MuilJer.

in this state is sometimes fancied by persons who
either have it on their own properties, or can
readily procure it otherwise. But the extra cost
of workmanship, and the peculiar liability of such
timber to certain defects, more than counter-
balance any fancied beauty attaching to the colour.

Rosewood.—This is a fine furniture wood, of
which there are several varieties, as might be ex-
pected from the fact that it is brought from dif
ferent and distant quarters of the globe ; but the
largest and finest comes from Brazil, particularly
Rio Janeiro. Size, soundness, colour, and figure
are the chief properties to be sought for in rose-

wood, and there is perhaps no kind of wood more
depending for its value and beauty on proper direc-

tions to the sawyer, whose draughts should be di
rected on a different principle from that observed
in oak or mahogany. Rosewood is very difficult

and slow to season properly, and being of an unc-
tuous nature, takes glue but very indifferently

;

its elongated and numerous pores, too, sometimes
demand unusual care and skill at the hands of
the polisher.

Waliutf.—This is a fine furniture wood, culti-
vated in almost every part of the European con-
tinent, particularly France. It was one of the
first kinds of fancy wood which supplanted oak
for ornamental furniture, for which it is better
adapted, particularly where the internal finish-

ings are of oak, as it is closer in the grain, softer,

and more easily wrought, much more fancifully
marked, and susceptible of a higher polish. Its

characteristic colour being somewhat neutral, it is

particularly well suited for the insertion or sur-
roundings of variously coloured ornaments. It is

not, however, likely ever to enjoy a steady patron-
•Tge for ornamental furniture, from its want of
lustre, which mahogany, for example, has, in ad-
dition to all its other best properties.

Maliorjatvj.—This may, in general terms, be
regarded as the king of furniture woods for its

5. Labourers not to go up
one ladder and come down another. 6. Masters
must employ men resident in Manchester at all

their works within fifteen miles of the city. 7.

Every bricklayer to have one labourer to attend
upon him, whether there is work for the latter to

do or not. 8. All foremen bricklayers to be
members of the Union.

" Thirdly, as to Masoxs.— I. No quarry-
worked stone allowed to come into Manchester.
2, No ashlar (walling stone) to be worked by
machinery. 3. All masons, bricklayers, and
plasterers (whatever thi'y are worth) are to have
the same rate of wages according to their re-

spective trades. 4. No piece-work allowed. 5.

Masons not to work overtime on any consideration.

" It is well known that these and other un-
wise trade union rules are frequently enforced
by violence and intimidatioOj but it is not gene-
rally understood how they are carried out withou
breaking the law.

" The society is of opinion that the arbitrary

rules of the unionists unwisely shorten
hours of labour, raise the rate of wages, limit t

quantity of work to be performed in a given time,
impede the use of machinery, increase the cost
of all building, keep down the condition and skill

of the workman, augment the difficulty of his

becoming a master, raise the rent of workpeople's
cottages at least one shilling per week, and injure
most the very class supposed to be benefited.

The complaint of the public far and wide, that
the rules of the Union will not allow a brick-

setter to touch a stone, or a mason to lay a brick,

and that both bricksctter ami mason must each
have a labourer to attend upon them, whether
there is work for them to do or not, tells sadly
upon people of moderate income. The men are
thus led to believe that it is their own interest to
make labour dear, whereas the very contrary is

the fact, as employment of the largest number of
unrivalled beauty, not less than its durabiJity, ' their class is assured by making labour cheap.'
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ON GLOSS, GLAEE, AND POLISH.

THERE are doubtless some who are such

puritans in art at least, as they think,

that they will denounce the adjuncts with

which we are going to deal as meretricious,

for assuredly they are not solid, and they are

seldom useful. Thus they do not answer

to two great canons of the puristic school

any more than the rainbow does, or many
of the great effects of nature which all

ages have agreed in looking upon as beau-

tiful. Nature, indeed, conforms but little to

the laws which have been laid down for her

by some of the most sagacious of mankind.

We may witness, it is true, in the structure

of the smallest animal, so far as we can see,

and in minute parts of the greatest animals,

the most wonderful provisions for utility, and

it may affirmed many-sided and far-seen

uses. On the other hand, how much is there

of the merely ornamental, nay, we may say,

the sentimental, even the symbolic, in the ex-

ternal appearance of many animals. A Dar-

win will find imitative colours given to an

insect as a means of preservation, but he like-

wise recognises many forms and many colours

which have only a philosophical reference to

some remote ancestor, and signify no more than

a bit of chance genealogy. It may well he

questioned that il Nature, so often referred to

as the great authority for the pure and na-

tural in art, could be personified in these

days, whether the said Nature would suljmit

to be balloted for at the Political Economy
Club or to put F.S.S. after her name.

Thus, proposing to deal with matters of

art as they are recognised by men of all ages,

without reference to their orthodoxy being

admitted by any small sect, we are content

with the acknowledgment of the wide treat-

ment of surfaces which has regard simply to

theireft'ectof polishorgloss. This,in itsnewest

form, is varnish—a cheap and fleeting provi-

sion, whose name has passed into a bye-word
among the select.

Varnish ! varnish ! what is to be said for

varnish ? Who dares to say anything for var-

nish ? Many a teacher in a school of design,

many a learner, is frightened by the loud outcry

of sententious men about varnish and many
other things, and he is very apt, when forced

to touch them, to fetl a shudder of conscience.

Hence while it is well for the purist to lay

down a doctrine in art, it is well for the practi-

tioner to bethink himself with regard to such

doctrine and all doctrines. It is by the ex-

penditure of thought that we shall advance

our practice of art, it is by making it more a

subject of thought, and of the highest thougl t,

instead of unthinking routine, that we shall

raise even its lowest votaries. To exercise

thought demands a consideration and know-
ledge of the things of art constituting the

history of art, and bringing this to bear, then

we may obtain canons for art as for litera-

ture. A new medicine or a new material is

an addition to human knowledge, which in so

far snpplants and displaces what is old, but

otherwise the stock of human knowledge is

the accumulated experience of ages, and it is

not so easy to make wrong what has been
recognised in all time.

Much of what is of human practice is not

striclly true in its substance nor logical in its

form ; itis only conventional, but this conven-

tionality becomes substantial for all practical

purposes by its being bound up with the

usages and constitution of society. Hence
in grammar and in literature, notwithstanding

the efforts of grammarians, logicians, and
rhetoricians, we are always being brought

back to the canon that practice is the real

law and grammar of speech. Under the

like circumstances we find the standards of

authorship remaining the same. Homer with

all his laults keeps his position, and so with

others. There are displacements of particu-

lar authors, but that arises from the fact that

the museum of the public mind can only pro-

vide space for so many, and hence the limited

total has to be constantly varied by putting

away some individual work. No one who
really knows supposes that the Greek or

Latin authors that are less read in these

days are really less valuable, for, on the con-

trary, if he will adopt Greek literature as his

study he will have as much pleasure from its

several authors as has been felt by any men
who have gone before. At one time in a

reading age a man may take up the Eliza-

bethan dramatists, he finds them unfaded,

and he aeknowleilges a wonderful wealth of

poetic power. They are no less intrinsically

than ever they were, but since that day there

has been such an accession to our literary

store that it is only the chance reader who can

give time for their perusal. Take the case of

Defoe. We limit ourselves to Robinson Crusoe,

but he who chooses can get entertainment in

volume after volume of that great writer.

Now, as to painting. The paintings of an

tiquity are lost, and we have nothing to re-

present the epoch of Greek and Roman litera-

ture, but since the revival of painting we have

many schools, but all are lecoguised in our

galleries and collections. Applying these

principles to architecture, and so to other de-

partments of art, it is safe to acknowledge the

works that former ages have admired, and the

great works and monuments of all time, and
thereby the principles resulting from them,

without discarding anything because it is

classical or because it is mediteval. Taking
therefore the history of art in its true rela-

tion to the history of the human mind, and
particularly to the continuity of human
thought and the transmission of human
knowdedge, we may feel ourselves safe in

the reception of those practices which have

admitted of general reception.

This is so with regard to the eft'ect of which
varnish is one exponent. It is is an eft'ect of

surface, which we find admitted in all times.

The high polish of granite and porphyry

monuments is one of these examples. Thus
the vast labour bestowed forty centuries ago

on an Egyptian monolith or statue in pro-

ducing upon the hard stone a glassy polish, is

recognised in its results, even in the present

day. It was no idle best of a Rhameses or a

Sesostris which prescribed this gieat toil, it

was a concession to an acknowledged prin-

ciple. The same lesson is to be gleaned from

an inartistic object, a common cubic block of

stone from a Greek or Ionian temple. This

is also finely polished, bringing to a high con-

dition the crystalline and semi-transparent

surface, and to such a degree that the stones

can be built together without cement.

In part, these eft'ects are only concessions to

the eye for mere sensuousness, but they must
be also looked upon as due to something else

—the sentiment of finish, neatness, and clean-

liness. The determination to polish a solid

surface is closely connected with the exact de-

finition of its sides or angles. First, there is

the removal of all roughness, as savouring of

slovenliness, and then comes the labour fur-

ther in degrees which secures finish and the

appearance of completeness. This is an idea

transmitted from remote antiquity, for we
find that the rude tools of stone or of bone of

early men who have reached beyond sava-

gery still show the impress of labour spent on

their surfaces. The warrior's weapon of iron

or bronze is caretuUy polished for cleanliness,

but for show as well as cleanliness. The ap-

plication of a substance to produce gloss, in-

stead of obtaining it from the friction of the

surface, does not alter these conditions, and

it is, in fact, a development of natural and

artistic principles affording resources for art,

and deserving of consideration in the treat-

ment of art^

HER majesty's THEATRE.

To the Editor of the Boildino News.

Sir,—Yea did me ttie lionour in December to

publish a letter ia which I drew a'.teution to the

prevailing state of theatrical decoration as well

as to the iuetfioient criticiaiii it received, aad ia-

dicited a hope thiit the splendid opportunity

affjr.ied by the re-oonstruction of Her Miijesty's

Theatre would not be wasted. The use to which
that opportunity has been put you candidly told

your readers last week ; but, prepared as I was
by your recent paragr.iph ou *' the Opera
Houses," I had still looked tor samething better

than it appears- has been effected, especially a9
the architect (with a candour that now appears
worthy of a better cause) wrote expressly to

inform you ihat the decorations were being exe-

cuted /ro/U his own desi'jns ! As one interested

equally in the advancement of music and of the

sister arts, I need not say with wh it regret and
disappointment I read your article. Even the

absence of raised ornament, which your pre-

vious description of the progress of the works
induced me, when w ritiug toyou, to believe would
be a fact, turns out to be the reverse. The per-

versity which has led to the adoption of a mode
of treatment directly at variance with one of the
principles to which the " Old House" owed its

unrivalled acoustic properties is, to me, simply
incomprehensible. But the case in point is, un-
fortunately, one in which the eye must suffjr, as

well as the ear. Under the moat favourable

circurastauoes this method of decoration can
only prove deplorably vapid ; but, from your
description of the "stock c(trton-pierre ornamen-
tal details " actu;illy lised, these would appear to

be of the art calibre that we are wont to asso-

ciate with establishments devoted to *' Cham-
pagne Charlie " and "the Cbiekaleary Bloke."
Now, I ask, Sir, as one of an ill-use i and long-

suffering public, why is the nation to be insulted

by the reproduction of the el3e:e vulgarities of

the Covent Garden Opera House, in what is,

practically, one of the principal public buildings

ill the metropolis ol the world ? It is sad enongh
that we should be disgr.iced by one such edifice,

but Mr. Gye's theatre was built ten years ago,

since which time art has made such progress that

we now protest against things to which we
grumblingly submitted then. Even when the

present K lyal Italian Opera was opened a con-

temporary, if tny memory serve me, spok^ ia

no favourable terms of its art features.

The public has, of course, no direct power
whatever over the m .tter, and hardly any in-

fluence ; but there is one feature of the case that

deserves attention, and it is this that has in-

duced me to trouble you with an otherwise un-

availing lament. Her Majesty's Theatre is, I

apprehend, ou the eve of completion, and about

to be delivered up by the Earl of Dudley to the

lessee. But will this geutlema i be satisfied

with the building in its existing state ?

I am no lawyer; but common sensa seems

to suggest that if you, i-ir, or I, rent a

raantiou with a superbly decorated drawing-

room, and that mansion be destroyed by fire,

the landlord, if bound to rebuild at all, would

surely be compelled to decorate the new draw-

ing-room, and not simply to stick up a two-

penuy-halfpanny gilt paper. And if this view

be correct, has the lessee no power to compel

the noble lord either to employ competent

artists or to allow hira the funds necessary ta

restore the new house to a coudi.ion similar to

the old ? If be have such a power, he is bound

to use it, not only in the interest of opera-gjers,

but for the public reputation, even though he ba

personally content to be palmed off with a little

timing and gilt putty in lieu uf decorations

which cost many thousands of pounds. If he

have no such power, at all events let it go forth

to the world that the new Opera House is a

specimen, not of what English art can achieve,,

but of the taste and liberality of a wealthy peer

of the realm.

As it has been publicly announced that thera

will be no perloriiiances at Ujr Majesty's

Theatre this season, there can bj no exouse for

incomplete decoration ou the score of time.

And with artists like Mr. Marks Mr. Moore, and

Mr. Holiday, am .ug us, to say nothing of muny
others who would nj doubt suojeed equally well in-

decorative painting, were the opportunity offjrod

them, with the evidence afforded by mtiny of tho

modern builJiug^ that tho subordinate tkiU has

only to be sought for to be found; there is, or

ought to be, no valid reason why the New
Opera House should not bo a credit, instead of »
disgrace, to tho nation.

While on this subject, I may mention that

none of the improvements to which you recently

alluded as under consideration have been made
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at Covent Garden. The direcfcora may possibly

havo emulated Mr. Benjamia Webster iu his

reckless extrava;;ance (as stated by Punch some
time ago) of purchasing a new duster! But,

beyond tliis, everything remains i)i statu quo.

The ludicrous " post;\ge stamp," the oHonsivo

console?, the vegetables on the box fronts, the

heavy red box linings, and the generally de-

pressing appearance of the whole interior, all

remain as heretofore, excepting that everything

is a few degrees shabbier. At St. James's II.iII,

too, those terrible red columns still mar half the

enjoyment of Leslie's and the Philharmonic
concerts; and there is really only one establish-

ment at which we can listen to first-class music
without positive oifence, if also without gratifi-

cation to the eye—with thoughts free to ponder
on the reproduction of the Santiago tragedy
that the building (thanks to successive Lord
Chamberlains) must inevitably witness sooner or

later ; and that is in the dingy, pious, dirt-toned

respectability of Exeter Hall.—I am, &o.,

April S. F.

THE TOWER SUBWAY.

A5I0NGST the many great improvements now
going ou in Loudon to relieve the over-

crowded fetate of traffic, and for opening up new
means of communication, " The Tower Subway "

is one which deserves especial notice, as forming
an easy and safe connection between the two
densely-populated districts situated north and
south of the Thames, between London Bridge and
the Thames Tunnel. This work is now in course
of construction under the bed of the river, from
Tower-hill to Tooley-street, and consists of a
tunnel less than a quarter of a mile iu length,

access being gained to it by a shaft at each end.
The depth of' these shafts will be 52ft. and COft.

Tespectively, in which it is proposed to have plumb
lifts for the transit of passengers, parcels, &c., to

and from the subway, through which an omni-
bus running on steel rails is propelled, both being
worked by steam power. In driving the subway,
which will be about 22ft. below the bed ef the
river, a wrought-iron shield will be employed
overlapping the tunnel, provided with doors in the
.-front, through which workmen can diive the
.heading, but which can be immediately closed on
any appearance of water, and so render all water-
tight ; this shield will be propelled by powerful
screws, and as it progresses the tunnel segments
inserted. The whole of the work is under the
-able superintendence of Mr. Peter "W. Barlow,
juD., C.E., the engineer ; the contractor being
.Mr. J. H. Greathead, under whose superiu
teudence the shafts are now being sunk by Mr.
Thomas Tilley, of 2, Bond court, AValbrook,
London, the well-known artesian well engineer.
The castings for these shafts and the tunnel, which
are all made in segmental rings bolted firmly to-

gether, as also the manufacture of the shield, are
entrusted to the firm of Messrs. Bells, Goodman,
and Co., of the \ralker Engine Works and
Foundry, Newc:u)tle-upon-Tyne, and 25, Wal-
brook, Loudon. The " Tower Subway " was com-
menced on February 10 last, and as the shaft for
the Middlesex side is already sunk to the depth
of 60ft., and the remainder of the work well ad-
vanced, we are informed that it is expected to be
opened to the public before the commencement
ol the year \b7t).

THE PROTECTION AND PRESERVATION
OP OUR NATIONAL MONU.MENTS.

WHAT i'l to bo done to save our national
monuments from the twin dangers of decay

and restoration ? Mr. Layard's remarks on I'li-

day night in answer to Sir H. Verney show at
least that some action in the matter is contem
plated, but with the S^'turday Review, when .Mr.

Layard holds out to us France as a model for
imitation in this respect, our satisfaction gives
place to trembling. It is quite true as tur con-
temporary points out, that the condition of our
monuments is .at present a matter of ch.ance, and
the results obtained by so c.iUed restoration gene
rally deplorable, and very often ludicrous. Take
our sepulchral monuments for instance ; they
?tand open to two dangers—destruction and what
is called ' restoration." Of the Latter a ludi-
crous instance lately happened iu Bristol Cathe-
dral. One of the most striking points iu that
small but deeply interesting minster is the grand
series of sepulchral niches, containing the tombs
of Abbote and others. At Bristol, as at other

places, many of the figures are more or less muti-
lated. What is to be done with them ? If the
missing piece could it.self be replaced, no one would
hesitate about replacing it. If the mutilation was
done yesterday, so that the mis.sing piece could be
restored with absolute certainty, the strongest
objector to putting new pieces of cloth on old
garments might perhaps be inclined to stretch a
point. But when the mutilation was done years
.ago, and the restoration could be only conjectural,

the case is quite dill'ereut. The mutilation is part
of the history of the monument ; the intrusion
of any modern work would be a breach, so to

speak, of its personal identity. In this Bristol

case certain of the old Abbots have lost their

noses, and the missing noses are being replaced
by new ones. We aie told (says the Satunlai/
Bencw), with all seriousness and by way of con-
solation, that the noses were carefully copied from
the noses of living members of the Chapter. Now
we know of no reason to think that the most un-
interrupted corporate succession will always se-

cure identity of noses in the holders of the same
office. Can we be certain that the nose of Pius the
Ninth is a faithful reproduction of the nose of St.

Peter ? Still less, when we consider the inter-

ruption to corporate succession at Bristol which
happened in the days of King Harry, can we feel

at all confident that the nose of any member of

the present Chapter perfectly represeut-5 the nose
of an abbot of the fourteenth century. The
modern dignitary m.ay h.ave a Roman or Grecian
nose, while his medi[eval predecessor had nothing
better than a snub. Nothing is plainer tliau that the
mutilated figure should be left without the feature

which it has so long lost, and which can be re-

placed only by guess-work. But would the abbots'

faces be any safer if, instead of being under the
care of the chapter, they were under the care of a
Government department ? Nothing would be
gained by imitating, instead of the noses of the
Dean and Canons, which are at least real ecclesias-

tical noses, the mere secular noses of the Prime
Miniser or the first Commissioner of Works.

To rise from single figures to groups of figures

•and to whole buildings, take the case of the west
front of Wells. There is talk of "restoring" it

—a word which simply makes one shudder till

we know better than we do at present what is

meant by restoring it. If the thing is to be
made all spick-and-span new, French fashion,

the *' restoration" is simply the cruelest form of

destruction. We not only lose the real thing,

but we have a sham thing palmed ofl" upon us
instead of it. A church or any other building
must be repaired when substantial repair is needed
even at the cost of substituting some new stones
for old ones. But the purely ornamental
portions, statues and their canopies and such
like, are valuable only as being the original

work of the original artist ; the best modern
copy is worth no more than a copy of a pic-

ture by a great master. The copy may be use-
ful enough in its way as a subject for study ; but
if it is put as a substitute in the place of the
original, it is simply an imposture. The west
front of Wells Cathedral is by many people—not
by us—looked on as the finest front in the king-
dom. It is uudoubtedly the richest display of

mediicval statuary iu the kingdom. But the
whole charm and interest of the statues consist
in their being genuine work of the thirteenth
century. New statues, old statues with new arms,
legs, or noses, would be simply worthless. Do
all that is needed in the way of substantial repair

;

do all that can be done in the w.iy of preservation
of what is left; but innovate in nothing, replace
nothing that is purely ornamental. Wc go inside
the church, and what we see there makes us
tremble for what is to be done to the outside
One of the discoveries of the nineteenth century
is that our ancient churches need warming. \VeIl

and good, if we are so much more chilly than our
forefathers, physical necessity must be obeyed.
Ingenious men must find out some w.ay of recon-
ciling the comfort of the living with respect to
the great works of the dead. The Chapter of
Bristol, to make up for their sins iu tho matter
ol' abbots' noses, have warmed their church in
a way which is quite harmless. The stoves are
unobtrusive, they are not particularly ugly, and
with a little more trouble they might have
been made po.-iitively pretty ; they have
uo chimneys ; they do not stand in the
w.iy of anything, and they do uo harm
to anything. The question has evidently been
cared for by those in authority. So, for the
matter of that, the abbots' noses must have
been ako, but the result of capitular thought has

lieen happier in one case than in the other. At
Wells the report is that the whole thing was left

in the hands of a common tradesman of the town,
and the result certainly looks as if the report were
true. The stoves are many times bigger and many
times uglier than the Bristol stoves, and—we ex-

pect to be called on to confirm the statement by
the oaths of compurgators, but it is literally

true— holes have been knocked iu the
vaulted roof to let through the hideous chimneys
of the hideous stoves. That any of our cathe-
dral c'nurches could have been so dealt with
in the year 1SG9 sounds beyond belief; but it is

true. The chimneys run through both roofs, and,
as King James said of tobacco, " the horrible Sty-
gian smoke thereof is most like unto that of the
pit which is bottomless," Complaints are rife;

one man fears for the painting on tho roof, another
for the matchless stained glass, another for

his lungs. But this is not all, nor is it the
worst. Among the other acts of havoc done some
years past, the tomb of the famous Bishop Beck-
ington, the great benefactor of the city and a notable
statesman of the fifteenth century, was despoiled
of its splendid canopy, which, for what cause no
one can guess, was carried ofl" and set up by itself

elsewhere. Will it be believed that, for the com-
fort and convenience of one of the new stoves,

this splendid work of art, the memorial of a great
man and a local worthy, was subjected to a still

further mutilation ? A piece of the canopy was
actually carried away and put among lumber. And
it is an almost stranger comment on the way in
which these things are left to shift for themselves
that the coming into residence of a canon of more
taste and knowledge caused it to be put back again.
With these facts before us, we tremble for the
fate of the west front.

THE MONUMENTAL STONES OF lONA.*

DURING rambles in the West Highlands in

search of the picturesque, eld and sometimes
neglected churchvarda are now and then come
upon, in out-of-the-way phaces, where a class of

antiquities is occasionally* found to which com-
paratively little attention has hitherto been paid

by antiquarians— I mean the tombstones of the

old Highland chiefs and ecclesiastics. My atten-

tion was first called to these in the autumn of

1SC5, while on a visit to a friend in Lochaber.

Next season, spendiug my holiday at Minard
Castle, we made frequent antiquity-hunting excur-

sions, more especially, as far as I was concerned, in

search of these beautiful tombstones. A few
miles from Minard (g'iug towards luverary), is

the old churchyard of Kileven, iu the centre of

which is a circular enclosure. This was the
burial-place of one of the old families of the

district, who, when they had to part with their

property, reserved this ; and having the doorway
built up, ordered the door and key to be thrown
inside, that tho graves of their forefathers might
never be disturbed by the "new people." Here
I found a most interesting relic, being the shaft

of a very ancient cross about 9ft long. Phis is

so rude that the arms of the cross had been made
by a stone being put t'nrough a hole in the shaft.

This had been wilfully broken some years ago,

having been perfect previous to 1S43. On the
front is a rude attempt at sculpturing a head and
shoulders. Some miles beyond Lochgilphead is

the church and churchyard of Kilmichael Glassary,

iu which are some of the most beavitiful and in-

teresting monuments in the West Highlands; but
one was wanting which I was an.xious to have
seen. In the year 1S27, the old church was taken
down, that the present common-place erection

might be put up. Ou taking down a door, the

lintel was discovered to bo a very ancient cross.

It was put on the gable end of the new church
;

but while cutLiug a road through the vilbge, its

old pedestal or socket was found, and it was then
erected as the vill.age cross, perhaps where it stood

previous to the Reformation, and was again the

pride of the villagers, and looked upon as the one

object of their district worthy of being taken care

of and preserved. Some few years ago, the new
proprietor of the district built a private chapel

and burial-place in the grounds near his house,

and, thinking that this precious relic would give a

consecrated feeling to the place, had it carried off

indcliance of tho objections of the villager.'?, as if

they, because they were poor, had none of the

higher and more sacred feelings of our nature-
feelings of a kind particularly keen with the Celt

almost to a national characteristic. The next

• Paper read Ijefore ttie Scottish Society of Antiquaries
by Mr. James Drcmmosd, S.S.A-, F.S.A.
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pariah is Kilmartine, the churchyard o£ which ia,

perhaps, as rich in these monuments as any other,

excepting Iona;and here again complaint must be

made for an incredible act of Vandalism. In the

centre of the churchyard ia an iron railing of a

moat imposing height, surrounding some seven or

eight of the finest memorials of the ancient chiefs

of the district, which have been selected and thus

protected as the tombs of the ancestors of the

now ruling family ; and to make assurance doubly

sure, the sculpturing has been defaced for some 6

or Sin. at the top of each of these, and in great

staring letters, carved " Poltalloch." This re-

quires no comment. In the same churchyard is

an ancient cross covering the grave of a family in

the village ; and the minister of the parish told

me that, not a very long time ago, it had stood by

the roadside about a quarter of a mile from the

church, where the socket slill remains built into

a wall. It was taken from that and appropriated

by the village smith, whose only descendant, an

old woman, holds by the claim. Surely it is the

duty of such a society as this to protest againstthis

removing of interesting landmarks, and the defacing
of these ancient and beautiful national memorials.

At lona, I made twenty-eight drawings, six at

the Nunnery, and twenty-two in St. Oran'a

Churchyard. As a rule, among monuments of

this class of a Mediajval period, the sword or

claymore, as we would expect, is the principal

feature ; and where it or some other military

indication does not occur, we may safely ascribe

the slab to an ecclesiastic. As to the claymore,

which must not be confounded with the mi dern
basket-hUted weapon, I believe them to be por-

traits, generally occupying the centre, sometimes
the side of the stone. Occasionally a galley is

introduced, now and then a small group of

figures, symbols (such as a sand-glass. Ecclesiasti-

cal bell, or prayer book). Then we have a pair of

shears, a mirror, or a comb, to mark the grave of

a female. At first I thought the shears a monkish
allusion to cutting the thread of life ; but, after

seeing the slabs at the Nunnery, lona, where this

symbol is of frequent occurrence, I had no doubt.

Where both the sword and shears occur, I should

suppose husband and wife to have been buried there.

As to the style of art upon these monuments, many
and conflicting opinions have at various times

been advanced as to where and how it originated,

some claiming an Eastern, others an Italian origin

for it. Byz.mtine was for long a favourite

theory, while Scandinavia has had its advocates,

apparently on better grounds ; but it seems now
pretty clearly settled that it was imported there

by missionaries from this country, returning

again with some national peculiarities, but long

after the art had been brought to perfection here.

Sufficient for my purpose to call it " Celtic," for

surely no other name could so well characterise an
art so peculiar to lona, where the class of monu-
ments we are treating of seems to have originated,

and from whence, as from a school of design

—

which I believe it to have been—its educated
priests and monks were scattered over its depen-

dencies in the West Highlands, among the now
solitary churchyards of which these beautiful

memorials are still to be found. In connection
wich these, a very common idea prevails among
the modern Highlanders that they were all brought
—or stAcn, if you prefer it—from lona. This
theory is easily disposed of, as each locality has
peculiaiities of its own, ditiering from anything
now remaining at lona. At Kilmartin it is so, at

Kilmichael Glassary to a very marked degree, and
the same may be said of Straohur, where one
might suppose the same man had designed them
all. Then, the old cross at Strathlachlan is en-

tirely different from anything else I have seen
;

and at St. Mungo's Isle they are sculptured in

slate from the quarries on the opposite shore of

the loch. Date is a more perplexing matter, there
being so Uttle to guide us ; but I should think
somewhere about 1350 or 1500 about the period
of their erection. In conclusion, I would say a

word to all vfho, like myself, are collecting draw-
ings of these or any other class of antiquities.

Let all such be made lovingly and earnestly, add-

ing nothing, leaving out nothing ; but let every

weather-worn feature, every chip, and every break
he honestly jotted down. Of all things shun
restoration. We all know how much easier it is

to restore than to copy faithfully what we see

before us ; but it is only by proceeding in this

spirit that such drawings acquire value as guides

to the antiqu.iry, historian, and artist.

The tomb of Fuad Pasha is to bo erected at th<

expense of the Sultan, at the cost of .15,000.

INDIAN ABCHITECrUKB.

IN its notice of Mr. Fergusson's recent book on
Tree and Serpent Worship, the Athenmum

comments on the want of care for Indian art

treasures evinced by the present authorities.

For many years past there lay unnoticed in the

stables of Fife House a mass of old Indian marbles,

which had been brought over from Madras, hardly

anyone knew either 'when or why. They were
broken and uncomely ; and if any man had the

wit to push inquiries as to what they were and
whence they came, he was told they were frag-

ments of an Indian temple of which scarcely any-

body in London had ever heard the name. If the

inquirer went yet further, he might—or might
not— have learnt that these broken atones had
been found, a good many years ago, lying on the

wharf at Madras, exposed to the wind and rain,

and, that, after much writing of letters, they had
been shipped for England, where they had been
tumbled out on the yard of Fife_Hause. To ask

how they came to be lying on the wharf at

Madras was like going back to the deluge
;
yet

when curiosity pushed its way backwards, these

stonei were traced to Mr. Walter ElUot, who,
when acting as commissioner at Guntoor, twenty-

four years ago, had employed his leisure in gru b-

bing along the green slopes and mounds on the

Kiver Kistna, after the fashion then being set by
Botta and Layard on the Tigris. Elliot had met
with much success in his labours, having un-
earthed a city and recovered an ancient temple,

the details of which were of exceeding richness

and importance. Nay, he had actually forwarded
his wealth of examples to Madras, in the hope of

their reaching London, and making his name im-

mortal. But—alas, for human hopes !—KUiot was
no writer. He could not tell his story in a way
to arrest the public eye. Amravati was not a

biblical city ; and, unlike the Tigris, the River
Kistna, had a foreign sound. The temple which
he had found was called a tope ; the name and
othce of which were alike unfamiliar to the English

mind. The temple was Buddhiatic ; and, as Qo-
tama Buddha is not mentioned in the Scriptures,

the stones of which his temple had been built in

Amravati could not serve to illustrate the form
and site of Solomon's temple ia Jerusalem.
Hence they lay on the wharf at Madras, exposed
to wind and rain for a dozen years, until some one

happily found that these heaps of stone were in the

way ; and thought that, as they had cost a bag of

money for cartage, they might as well be sent to

the Indian Museum in London. Hence they were
shipped from Madras, and brought to London,
where, on arrival, they had the fortune to be

stored away in the stables of Fife House, with so

much secrecy, that no one soul, beyond the clerks

and officers of the Museum, had any knowledge of

their existence.

Yet all these years there lay in these waste

places of our power, among these broken frag-

ments of stone, as much curious and important
history as anything found by our explorers on the

Tigris and the Euphrates.

When Mr. Cole was laying out plans for our

share in the French Exhibition, he proposed to

ilr. Fergusson, as the chief authority on Indian

Architecture, that some casts and models of old

Indian temples should be prepared under that

gentleman's eye. Mr. Fergusson, who fell in with

the suggestion, set to work ; meaning at first to

confine the display mainly to photographic studies

of Brahminical and Buddhistic works, backed by
four or five casts from the curious and beautiful

marbles which had long been shown in the old

Indian Museum in Leadenhall-street. These
marbles, we need not say, had been greatly ad-

mired ; and no one will be surpri-ed to hear that

good judges thought them so fine as to warrant

an artist in going to India to see their fellows.

Well, W r. Fergusson went down to Fife House,

for a quiet study of their comparative merits,

with a view to casting tbose which would best

convey a notion of the whole. He had turned

them round and round, made plans and drawings,

and, in the end, had selected four examples for

the caster, when, to his great amazement, the

clerk mentioned, " just promiscuously," that there

were heaps of such thiuija in the coachhouse in

the yard. Yes, there they were—shafts, friezes,

figures, a world of artistic fragments ; some of

rare beauty, all of singular interest, lying in a

shed, exposed to slush and snow.

Of course, the Indian authorities awolie to a

sudden sense of their treasure directly their eyes

were drawn to the stable-yard. Dr. Watson and

Mr. Griggs, with laudable celerity, came to the

rescue. The pieces of stone were now picked up
and set in order. The separate slabs were copied.
Soon these gentlemen began to find that they
had more in hand than a mass of stones. The
pieces fitted to each other. It was possible to
build them up ; and as the pile grew higher, it

took a wondrous and comely shape. In fact, the
old Buddhistic Tope, under these skilful hands,
came back, as it were, to life.

Many of our readers will remember the speci-
mens of Indian marbles which were shown in the
French Exhibition, along with the rare and costly

collection of photographs of Indian buildings. It

is doubtful whether England sent to that gather-

ing of the world's best any other series which so
strongly engaged the interest of continental

scholars.

But this recovery of an ancient Buddhistic
temple is far from being all that we have gained
from Mr. Cole's happy thought. The recovery ia

that of an original record ; and we have not only
got possession of this record, but of its secret.

The tope is a religious edifice, and the stones of

which it is built are covered with figures—figures

of men, animals, trees, and reptiles. They are
especially covered with trees and reptiles ; that
is to say, with figures which appear to be symbols
of trees and reptiles.

The fact is not quite new, but it has not here-
tofore been shown so clearly and completely as in

these remains. Buddha was an idol breaker. He
denounced images and symbols ; he prohibited
his followers from representing God by any visible

shape. His religion was one of contemplation
and abstraction ; and in his saintly eyes a sign or

image of the uncreated and ineffable God was a
profanity not to be endured. Yet here, in very
early temples, we find the house of God profaned
by types and images of what Gotama Buddha
himself would certainly have denounced as devil-

worship. In fact, these slabs in Fife House cast a
flood of light upon the dark history of Asiatic

religions, which are not only curious as regards

the past, but important in connection with the

future. Men are governed through their religious

feelings ; and the first step towards a knowledge
of these feelings is a perfect study of their reU-

gious rites.

In our opinion, Sir Stafford Northcote acted

isely and economically in ordering these monu-
ments to be photographed and pubhshed under
the care of so good an antiquarian as Mr. Fergus-

son, whose production and description of the
plates leave hardly anything to be desired.

BAKSHAM HALL.

BARSHAM HALL, or Walterton Manor
House, as it is sometimes called, ia situated

in the parish of East Barsham, and about

twenty-seven miles distant from Norwich. This

mansion is admittedly one of the most interest-

ing specimens of domestic architecture in

England, and it is a matter of regret, therefore,

that the historicjd recordj relating to it are of

the most meagre description. Old Francis

Blomefield, in his " History of Norfolk," written

about 1-30 years ago, tells na that Barsham Hall

was built by Sir William Farmer in the reign of

Henry VIII., but from the stylo of the arches

arm?, and other ornaments still remaining in

different parts of the mansion, Mr. Britton is of'

opinion that the greater part was erected in the

time of Heni-y VII., and that only the gatehouse

was built during the reign of the eighth Henry.

Another authority givts the year 1500 as the

date of the hall. Bjth Mr. Britton, in his ' Ar-

chitectural Antiquities," and Mr. G. A. Repton,

in his ' VetustaMonnmenta," give drawings of

this ancient country seat. The former says of

it that "as a fiue specimen of ancient brick ,ar.

chitecture we have few superior;" while Mr.

Keptou believes that "in richness of moulding

brickwork Barsham Hall exceeds anything of

the kind in the kingdom." The whole of the

building, which is now much decayed, is com-

posed of bricks and moulded tiles, except the

arms of Heury VII., the porch, and the window

over it. Theso are carved in chalk stone, and

also tho jambs of the arch of the great gatehouae

leading into tiie courtyard. Tlie entrance was

through this tower gateway, which had a room

over it, and on either side small apartments

comprising porter's lodge, &c. The external

walls had four small loop-holes on either side of

the gatehouse for defence purposes, which

custom prevailed as late as the reign of

Henry VIII. The great hall was about ICft.
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iiigb, with a plain ceilirg; over it was a large

room called tbe nursery, on the ceiling of whicli

were carved a number of antique heads of men

and women, and several ai morial bearings.

From the hall a door led to the grand stair-

case, and also through a passage to the great

pirlour, which was formerly lighted by tenmag-

nifictnt windows. The building, now open to

tie tky, had a high roof, with garrets corre-

B| ondiug with the rema uing buildings en

the tther side of the i.oieh, but the rcom-

over the great parlour weio covered wiih

a lead flat. Two of tho chief architectural

features of Barsham HjII are the tower en-

trance and the entrance poich. lu tho latter

the arched doorway is more pointed than in the

former. Immedijitly over tho aroh are the

iragmenta of the aims of llenry VIII., with

cognizance, viz., giiffin and greyhound, with the

crown. The poitcuUis and lose appear in seve-

ral difl'erent places, and the letters E. B. and

H. R., also profile heads in relief, supposed to

be portraits of Henry VII. and his queen, are

impressed on several bricks on tho front ; they

are on shields on panels, and are profusely

distributed abuut the building. Mmy other let-

ters also app ar, with much armorial insignia.

Directly facing this porch, on the opposite

Bide of a quadrangular court, is the lodge-

entrance before mentioned. Tho inner fajido

of this, 03 well as the exterior, are also deco-

rated with armorial and other heraldic insig-

nia. On the outside are the " battered re-

mains " of the king's arm», supported by a

lion and gr £En, crest, lio. On either side are

two shieldp, with the iVrmor arms. These

are repeated near the top of the building, and

also wilh numerous quarteriugs, on a large

ehield, over the arch within the gate. Again on

either side of this arth are fragments of statues

in brick, which formerly stood on brackets, be-

neath canopies, and were intended to represent

porters or guards, or, as B.omefield describes

them, "two wild menor gianis, as janitors armed

with cluljs, a species ot piraonages which no

pageant at that time of day was without." This

writer gives an account of nunmious escutcheons,

armorial barings, and insciipuous wliich have

long since disappeared. Ho also mentions that

the date 1538 was to he seen on a pane ef stained

glass. That, too, is gone. In a window were
formerly the armorial pedigree and ulliaiiois of

the family of Calthorpe, from tho C'^nquest to the

middle of the last century, contained in upwards

of filty diamondshapLd panes of painted gliss,

all ad II irably executed, it is said. This glass

was afterwards placed in the window of ihe

library ot John Fenn, 1 sq., of East Dereham.
But the most curious part ol this mantr-house, as

Mr. Repton remaiks, is the g oiip of ten chim-

neys. The fireplace in the h.ill contains tho two
ntward stacks ; to the nursery (over the hall)

belong the two next, while the middle chimney
ODimunicates with a fireplace iu the garret tloor.

The remaining fire chimneys belong to the great

parlour and the rooms above, Tbe whole group
ootisists of biieks of very hue quality, and im-

pressed in tigureel moulds. In its original state,

when the battlements were porlect, the roof anei

particularly the lofiy turrets which formerly stoud

over the high tower, the porch, and also over tho

great gate house, Barsham iiall must have beeu

one ot the most picturescjuo as well as one of the

most highly decorated speoiiiiens of domestic

architectuie of the sixteenth century. But ol this

once splendid nmnsiou, the walls ot tho porter »

lodge and some ot the apartments on the

northern side of the court are all that remaiu.

These ate now occupied as a farmhouse, and a

large barn is actually constructed with stones,

nearly the whole of whieli aru covered with rich

tracery of diB'erent patterns.

chased at Stockwell, Ilomerton, and Hampstead for

iulirmaries for fever and small-pox patients. The
Stockwell Intirraary is to accommodate 162 fever

and in2 small-pox patients ; the cost of the site

is £15, .500, and the estimated cost of the build-

im; is £56,600. The Homertoa Infirmary is to

receive 182 fever and 102 smallpox patients; the

cost of the site is £12,500, and the estimated cost

of building is £ii,000. The site for the Hamp-
stead lufirmary has been obt dneJ for £10 000,

but the erection of the building is to be postponed

until it is seen how far the other two infirmaries

will meet the requirements of the district. For

intirmaries for the sick, other than fever and

small-pox patients, six districts have been formed,

and sites obtained in four of them at a total cost

o£ .1:35,570.

BOOTH'S THEATRE, NEW YORK.

ON page 340 will be found an illustration of

a new theatre recently completed by Messrs.

Renwick and Sinds, architects, ofNew Voik, foi

Mr. Booth, the celebrated American actor. The
theatre is situate at the corner of Sixth-avenue

and Twenty-third-street, having afrontageof 70ft.

to the former and ISIft. tj the latter. The
height from tbe pavement to the cornice is 70ft.,

and a Mansard roof gives an additional height of

24ft. The fA9ade in Twenty-third-street consists

of three main features, each surmounted by an

elevated roof pierced with oval windows and sur-

mounted by elaborate iron finials. The large

doors at either end serve to admit the public and

actors. The three central doors are only to be

WATER StrPPLT AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

The Sewage Question at BoLTeJN.— Yesterday

week Mr. Arnold Taylor, ot tbe Local Government
Act Department of the Home Office, had an inter-

view with the Streets Committee of the Bolton

Town Council. Two schemes had been before the

committee for some time for the interception o£

the sewage of the borough— one submitted by the

borough engineer, to cost about £12,000 ; and the

other, by Mr. Lomax, surveyor, to cost about

£5,000. Complaints had been made to the Home
Othce that nothing was being done in the matter.

The committee have now adopted Mr. Lomax's
scheme with some slight modilications ; and Mr.

Taylor will reccmmend the Home Secretary not to

issue a peremptory order, on condition that the

work is commenced within two mouths.

The Future Water Supply ok London.—
There appears iu the current number of the Qiiar-

tcrhj Journal of Science an ar'icle by Mr. C. H.
Heaton. The article concludes with a summary
of the methods proposed for obtaining a new
supply of good water by Messrs. Ormsby, Bailey

Denton, Talford, Macneill, Bateman, Fulton,

Hemans, Hassard, and Remington.

Sanitary State of Bath.—There still remains

much to be effected by the sanitary reformer

before our most flourishing health-resorts can be
considered perfect. The cesspool .system so pre-

valent at Brighton, anel the subject of eo much
discussion a few months hack, affords a case in

point ; anel corroborative testimony to the truth

of our opening sentence is affordetl hy a recent

opened in case of fire or panic. The line between
,

report by Dr. Barter, medical officer ofjiealth at

first and second floors is markeel by an en

IHE METROPOLITAN SICK POOR'S
ASYLUMS.

IT^ROM a return made to the House of Commons
' with reference to the airaugementa maele

lor providing asylums, iufirmaries, and dispen-

saries, under the Metropolitan Poor Act, 1807,

it appears that two asylums for imbeciles are to

be provided, each to accommodate 1,500 patients,

one at Leovesden, near Watford, the other at

Cftterham, Surrey. The cost of tlie site of the
Leavesden Asylum is £7,000, and the estimated
,COBt of the building, ,£110,000; the cost of the
Caterbam site is £6,000, and the estimated cost
o£ the building, £111,000. Sites have been pur-

riched cornice. Over each main entr.ance

formed a niche flanked by double columns resting

on sceilptured pedestals and supporting a curved

entablature. 'These niches are to contain appro-

priate statues. The fa9ades are built of Concord

granite from the New Hampshire quarries ; the

internal framing is of iron. The total estimated

cost is 500,000 dollars.

ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETIES.

Edinburgh Architectural Association.—The
usual fortnightly meeting of this association was
held on Wednesday week in the hall. No. 5, St.

Andrew-square, Mr. Alexander Ballantine, presi-

dent, in the chair. A paper w,-i3 read by Mr, W.
Richardson, entitled " Our Street Architecture."

He described and criticised the general arrange-

ment and style prevalent in our streets, condemn-
ing their monotonous arrangement in the New
Town, Edinburgh, and commenting on the misap-

propriation of some of the most picturesque sites

in the city. He advocated strongly the introduc-

tion of Gothic as afl'ording an opportunity for a

more pleasing treatment of skyline, &c., and being

the style most suited to the natural features of the

city. A spirited discussion followed the reading

of the essay, and a cordial vote of thanks to Mr.

Richardson concluded the proceedings.

Liverpool ArC'hitectdr.al and Arch.eological
Society.—'The members of this society held their

thirteenth meeting of the session on Wednesday
week, at the Royal Institution, Jlr. William Hay
presiding. The secretary stated tint niue sets of

drawings had beeu received for the president's

prize for the best drawing of ''architecture iu

combination with landscape." Mr. Parsons, more
particularly, as he intimated, for the information

of the young mem''er.s, called attention to a water

tank recently erecteel iu Yorkshire. A fracture

occurred in the tank, the causes of which—by
reference to a plan—he pointed out, and sug-

gested what he conceived to be the proper remedy
l,y means of the process technically called puddling.

The paper for the evening, on "Carl Frieelrich

Schinkel," wasr;ad by Mr. R. Jahns. The authe)r

of the paper made a brief reference to Schinkel,

an architect of Berlin, and then drew attention

to the distinguished position he acejuiretl as an

architect, painter, and sculptor at the commence-
ment of the present century. He also dwelt upon
his varied talents, and proceeded to show that

his genius had teniled greatly to influence the taste

of his day and contributed to the regeneration of

(jjreek architecture. A discu.ssion followed, and a

vote of thanks was accoreled to the atithor of the

paper.

Mr. Turner has been appointed surveyor to the
Herae B.ay Improvement Commissioners.

Bath. As to the water of the city, Dr. Barter

says that " from varioeis causes, the water flowing

from many of the springs is not so ptire as it

should be for drinking. During the last twenty
yeais numerous villas have beeu built upon the

Lansdown Hill, two large colleges have been
erected, and upon the top of Lansdown Hill a

cemetery was laid out in 1S4S, and since that

date a large number of inteiments have taken

place therein. It was a particularly unfortunate

site to have chosen for a burial-ground, beariugin

mind the character of the soil, the percolation of

the water, and the number of springs arising

from the hill. The villas and colleges drain into

dead wells ; and, lest any misapprehension may
arise as to the nature of the latter, I may state

that a dead well is a cavity made in a porous

stratum to save the trouble of emptying, the con-

tents percolating through the absorbent ground,

whereas a cesspool is a regularly constructed

water-tight receptacle, whence the liquid and
solid soil can be removed when the chamber is

full. The condition of the springs in this locality

is, I fear, not very satisfactory." [At the Bath
meeting of the British Association iu 1864, Mr.

Field drew attention to the manner of draining

the Lansdown villas, and the probable effect on
the springs in the locality.] But not only is

some of the water bad in quality, but there is no
adequate supply:—"The present water supply

for Bath is quite inadequate, and this is espe-

cially observable after a drought such as occurred

in 1864 and 1868. During the summer months
of 1868 one of the Batheaston reservoirs was
empty, and the seconel large one contained but a

small reserve of water for the number of houses

to be supplied. At the end of September the

large reservoirs were quite empty. In some parts

of Bath the water supply is very indiflerent. The
large tract of ground iu the parish of Bathwick
calleei the Villa Fields, and upon which nearly

seventy cottages are built, depends for its water
upon wells and a small reservoir, the latter being
quite inadequate for the wants of the inhabitants.

The majority of the wells contain hard water, and
many of them are polluted by sewage. The
'dead-weir system prevails most extensively in

this district, there being no sewers, and some of

the cottagers drink the river water." What this

water is may be judged from the feiUowing ex-

tract from Dr. Barter's report:—"The Avon re-

ceives the sewage of seven towns before reaching

Bath, whose aggregate population amounted in

ISGl to 43,810 souls, besides several villages. All

the Bath sewers open directly or indirectly into

the river ; consequently the greater part of the

sewage of the city finds its way into it, making a

common sewer of what might anel should be a

clear stream of water."

Sanitary Condition op Keith.—The sanitary

condition of the town of Keith, in the centre of

Banffshire, is now rather unfavourab'e for the

health of the inhabitants. At a meeting of the
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Parochial Board held the other evening it was

agreed to appoint a committee of the Board for

Keith and another for Fife- Keith, to attend to

public nuisances in both towns for two months. In

the event of this proving unsatisfactory at the end

of two months, it was understood that an inspec

tor of nuisances would then be appointed.

The Sewage op Yarmouth.—The question of

the utilisation of the sewage of Yarmouth is now
under consideration by the Town Council.

The Stockton Water Scheme.—The Parlia-

mentary Committee of the Stockton Corporation

has resolved tu recommend the Town Council to

abandon the further prosecution of its water

scheme, on the ground of the difllcuHies presented

on the question of compensation to millowners

and others.

The Brighton DRAI^AGE.—The Brighton

Town Council, by a majority of 2 to 1, has ap-

proved the recommendation of its surveyor as

to the construction of a new and lengthened out-

fall sewer at the west end of the town for the

efficient drainage of that district.

BUILDINa AND LAND SOCIETIES.

Darlington— The first monthly meeting of the
Darlington and District Permanent Benefit Build-

ing Society was held on ilonday week, when
about one thousand £10 shares were subscribed
for, and nearly £160 received.

The Conservative Land Society.—The 66th
quarterly meeting took place at the Norfolk-street

offices on the 13th inst., Viscount Ranelagh in the
chair. The report of the executive committee
stated that the cash receipts for the Christmas
and Ladyday quarters amounted to £78,258 14s. 3d.,

and the grand totals to Ladyday, 1869, to

£1,367,205 Is. 6d. The total withdrawals to Lady-
day, 1869, are £336,539 ISs. 8d. ; the last share
issued to Ladyday, 1869, was No. 31,720. The
reserve fund to Ladydayamountsto£10, 263 6s. 8d.

The half-yearly interest warrants to Ladyday will

be issued as usual on May 1 ; in addition to the

5 per cent, per annum interest, the bonus of 1

per cent, declared at the last annual meeting will

be included. The rate of interest on shares com-
pleted and shares in progress, paid a year in ad-

vance, will remain for the present at 5 per cent,

per annum. The rate of interest for the deposit
department, that is, for investors who are not
members of the society, will remain unchanged
at 4 per cent, per annum.

PAELIAMENTARY NOTES.

On Tuesday evening Mr. W. Egeitou asked the
First Commissioner of Works when the crypt
under St. Stephen's Ch.ipel would be opened for

Divine service. Mr. Lnyard said the crypt had
been completed for some time, but something
had yet to be done to the baptistery, and he was
going to ask for a small vote to finish it.

A Bill has been brought in by Mr. Thomas
Hughes and Mr. Mundella to amend the law re-

lating to trade combinations and trade unions.
It repeals all the combination laws, and pro-
vidfs that ptrsons, whether workmen or em-
ployers, may cimbiue for the purpose of giving
effect to agreements respecting wage?, hours of

labour, and other conditions under which any
work or employment is or is not to be carried
on, without being liable to criminal prosecution,
but this exemptiou is not to afiect the liability of
aey person to prosecution for cffenoea committed
against the common law. The Bill legalises trade
associations for mutual support and assistance,
and confers upon them the benefits of the Fiiendly
Societies' Act, provided they are not formed or
maintained to procure the commission of any
oEanoe against the law. The rules and bye- laws
of these associati.ni are to be registered, and
the person depositing them is to declare that no
other rules or bye-laws are in force. An account
of the expenditure of these societits is also to be
annually forwarded to the registrar. The Bill

also provides lor the protection of the funds ol

these societies, but they are not to be able to en-
force payment of any contributions or hues.

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Piatt, who at first promised
£4,000 for the Stalybridgo Pubhc Baths, and after,
wards raised the sum to £5,000, have now deter,
mmed th.it the gift shall be £6,000, in order to
.allow of certain ornamentation.

juilbing Inteltigeiwe.

OHUBOHES AUD ohapels,

Bootle.—On Sunday the new chancel and ad-

ditions to the church of St. James, Warsh-lane,

Bootle, near Liverpool, were solemnly conse-

crated. There are choristers' stalls of pitch pine,

and an altar of marble and alabaster. The roof is

of curved and moulded coupled rafters. The style

is Early Decorated. The work has been executed

by Mr. Ray, builder, of Liverpool, from the

designs of Messrs. M. E. Hadfield and Son, of

Sheffield.

Chkishall.—The parish church of Chrishall,

Cambridgeshire, was reopened on Thursday week
after undergoing restoration at an expense of

£2,000.

Ddblin New United Presbyterian Chdrch.
—This church, which has just been opened for

public worship, has been erected from the designs

of Mr. W. Fogerty, late of Dublin, and now of

the firm of J. and W. Fogerty, of 1, Westminster

Chambers, Victoria-street, London. It consists of

a nave 70ft. in length by 30ft. wide, two aisles,

each lift, wide, separated from the nave by cast-

iron columns, llin. diameter, with foliated caps

supporting the nave arches and clerestory, a

rear building containing the church and minister's

vestries and a large school aud lecture room at

the side. The materials are granite for the wall-

ing, with dressings of light-coloured limestone,

the tracery and carving being of Bath stone.

The builders are Messrs. Crewe and Sons, of Great

Brunswick street, Dublin. The total cost will be

about £4,700. 'The accommodation is for 500,

there being a small gallery at the entrance end.

Easbt.—Easby Church, near Richmond, York-

shire, was reopened on Wednesday week, after

undergoing a thorough restoration under the di-

rection of Mr. Gilbert Scott. The church pos-

sesses many interesting features, amongst which
may be mentioned some curious frescoes of rude

design, which were only revealed at the time the

building was undergoing restoration. They adorn

the north and south walls of the chancel, and are

almost unique specimens of the decoration of the

twelfth or thirteenth century. Much value was
attached to these by the architect, and they have

been very carefully restored, at the instance of

the Earl of Zetland, by Messrs. Burlinson and
Grylls. They represent various incidents of Scrip-

ture history, " The Creation," " The Birth of Eve,"

&c. The church itself is of very early date. The
total cost of the restoration is about £ 2,000.

Kensington.—The new Citholic Church at Ken-
sington, which is to be used (instead of St. Mary's,

Moorhelds) as the pro-Cathedral of the diocese of

Westminster, will be finished by the end of May
or the beginning of June. The building is from
plans by Mr. Goldie, architect. It is 150ft.

long, by 60ft. wide, with columns of polished

granite.

Lynmouth.— .1 new chapel is about to be erected

at Lynmouth, Devon, fiom designs by Mr. Dalby,

architect. Messrs. Ohver, of Barnstaple, are the

contractors.

Mylor.—It is proposed to restore Mylor parish

church. Corn wail. It is a very ancient structure,

dating from 1150, and receiving various additions

and alterations from that time down to the year

1547. It is proposed to remove the galleries, and
to lengthen the south-east aisle. Only the por-

tions which are in almost a falling condition will

be rebuilt, and due deference will be paid in the

restoration of the various parts of the structure

to the three periods of architecture over which the

erection extended.

Reope-ving of Borton Latimer Chcrch.—On
Thursilay week the parish church of Burton
Latimer, dedicated to the Blessed Virgin, was re-

opened after restoration. The expense incurred

amounts to about £4,000. The church consists

of a nave, north and south aisles, chancel, and an

embattled tower surmounted by a spire. The con-

struction of the edifice is a combination of the

Norman and Early Euglish styles of architecture.

The chancel has undergone the most thorough

restoration, £700 h.aving Leen expended on it.

The screen has been restored to its oriiiu.il posi-

tiun. The clerestory walls are adorned by singular

frescoes of the twelve patriarchs. These frescoes

are of comparatively modern d.ite and are, perhaps,

of small intrinsic woith, but as they are in a good

state of preservation it was thought advisable to

retain them. On the wall of the north .aisle is

another fresco, a representation of St. Catherine

being broken on the wheel—the aisle being dedi-

cated to St. Catherine. One of the greatest im-

provements effected by the restoration is the
remov.al of an unsightly west gallery. The resto-

ration has been executed under the superinten-
dence of the architect, Mr. Slater, of London.
The restoration of the chancel, tower, and spire

was entrusted to Mr. Henson, builder, of Welling-

borough, that of the body of the church being

entrusted to Messrs. Foster and Wynn, of

Kempston

.

Salisbury Cathedral.—The restoration of the

west front is now approaching completion. Most
of the figures have been placed in their niches,

aud, with about half a dozen yet to come, will

form the complement, so far as the present resto-

ration is concerned, although many niches will be
left vacant. The interior restorations will shortly

be commenced.

Scarthin.—A new church at Scarthin, Matlock
Bath, Derbyshire, was opened on Thursday week.

The edifice has been built from plans prepared by
Mr. Whyatt, architect, of Manchester.

Tai'nton.—Creech St. Michael Church, TauntoD,

was reopened yesterday (Thursday), after resto-

ration.

ToDMORDEN.—A new Unitarian Church, erected

at a cost of from £25,0011 to £30,000 by Messrs.

Fielden Brothers, of Todmorden, was opened on
the 7th inst. The edifice, which is of the Deco-

rated English Gothic style, is after plans supplied

by Mr. J. Gibson, of London. It is built chiefly

of fine Yorkshire stone. The spire, from the base

to the extreme point of the vane, is 192ft. high,

and in it there is a good peal of eight bells and
an illuminated clock. Internally it consists of

chancel, nave, and side aisles. The chancel is

paved with Sicilian marble, and the aisles with

Mansfield stone. The font is of white ornamental
marble, richly inlaid, and rests on a granite

column. The pulpit aud reading desk are of

carved oak, and the former rests on a pedestal of

marble and granite. Three costly stained glass

windows are placed in the chancel. The church

will seat 500 persons.

buildings.

Chatham.—The new Government Lock Hospi

tal at Chatham, to which we have before briefly

referred, will consist of an entrance building or

examining department ; two ward buildings, with
nurses' rooms attached thereto, a sefcregation

building, and special kitchen and laundry depart-

ments. Each ward building will contain two wards

for twenty beds each, with necessary conveniences,

such as baths, &c. 'the segregation building is to

have one ward with six beds in it, and two single

bed wards in addition. The whole six buildings

will communicate by a corridor running from

the entrance to the laundry.

Colchester.—A new Infant School, for 150

children, in connection with St. Leonard's Church,

Hythe, was formally opened on Monday last by

the Lord Bishop of Colombo. The building,

which is in the Gothic style, has been erected

entirely by voluntary contributions. The archi-

tect was Mr. E. Swansborough, of Bedford-row,

London, and the builder, Mr. Joseph Grimes, of

this town. The cost is upwards of £600.

Edinburgh.—On the 2nd inst. Lord Provost

Chambers laid the foimdation-stoue of a new
building for the Edinburgh Catholic Young Men's

Institute. The style is the old Scotch Domestic.

The front portion of the ground floor will be occu-

pied as shops, and on the first floor will he a hall,

SSft. by 45ft. (with a gallery at one end), which

will hold about 900 persons. Mr. David Cousin

is the architect. The total cost is to be £4,930.

The New Workhouse for Poplar Union.—
On Wednesday afternoon the foundrtion stone of

the new workhouse to be erected for the Poplar

Union was laid by James Barringer, Esq., the

chairman of the board of guardians. The huild-

ings, which have been designed by Mr. J. W.
Morris, of E.ast India-road, are to be constructed

on the double pavilion principle, for the accom-

modation of 800 paupers. The contractois for

the works are .Messrs. Uill, Keddell, and Waldram,

I he eminent builders, and the contract price is

£32,480. • -

On Thursday week, Mr. Pilbrow, F.S.A., read a

pajjor before tho Society of Antiquaries, on the

Antiquities of Canterbury.
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TO COBRESPONDENTS.
NOTICE.—Cases for binding the BUILDING

NEWS, Vol. XV., are now ready, and can be had,

price 2a. each. Cases for binding back volumes

can also be had.

To Our Readers.—We shall feel obliged to any of our
readers who w-ill favour us with brief notes of works con-

templated or in progress in the provinces.

Letters relating to advertisements and the ordinary busi-

ness of the Paper should be addressed to the EDITOR,
81, TAVISTOCK 8TUEET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office before 5 o'clock p.m. on Thursday.

EECEn-ED.—W. B. B.—W. C. M.—S. D.—R. P. E.-M.
A.M,-S. H.-J. G.-P. W.—W. C. T,-F. M.-F. W.—M.
H. and Co.—A. W. P.—J. W.-H. H. and Co.—G. W. G.—
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J. L. Renrhaw (Woolwich).—The book on house decora-
tion, noticed in the BriLDiNG News a few weeks since, was
by Mr. W. Sutherland. Manchester, and published by
Abel Heywood and Co., of that city.

Correspoiibmf.

SOME MODERN GOTHIC) SHOP
BUILDINGS.

To the Editor of the BuiLDiNa News.

Srs,—The last impression of the Building
News contained an article on the above, iu which
the new buildings adjoining the Gaiety Theatre,

in the Strand, were rather warmly criticised. It

being a iiiatter of very great importance that

this class of building should be encouraged as

mnch as possible, and taking the greatest in-

terest iu its development, I was glad to see it

thus imparfally dealt with, for there is un-
doubtedly a very marked improvement in this

specimen of street architecture. The disposition

of span throughout—which is always of the
greatest importance—seems carefully studied

aad is satisfactory ; the lower portion, with its

massive columns and spreading arches (enclosing

the shops and mezzanine flour), give a very firm

and constructional base to the whole, and more-
over is most medioeval and picturesque. The
mouldings seem perfect in profile, and are very
delicate and refined, contrasting perhaps a
little too severely with thecoarse aud vulgar detail

of the old Strand Music Hall front, which tends
BOmewhat to weaken and destroy the former. It

would have been well if the architect had taken
this a little more into consideration. The carv-

ing of the caps is decidedly overdone, and
destroys, to a great extent, the other detail

—

one half at least ought to be cut away. When
will architects understand the value of modera-
tioninthisp The '' attempt at polychromy '' i^

perhaps weak when compared with its neigh-
bour; the architect evidenily having put himself
out of the way iu order to carry the bands of
the old front through the new, which was not at

all advisable. Tho chamfers to the upper
Bqoare-headed windows are somewhat original,

but not ofionsivoly so. Tho parapet above, how-
ever, is far too licavy, and requires piercing or en-

richment of some kind, which would materially
add to the clltot of tho entire front.

Including all the defects there is some very
pure aud spirited architectural feeling in this

front, which contrasts favourably with the vul-

gar abortions we sec daily flanking the London
streets, aud adds much to the reputation of the
architect. It is a matter of no small wonder
that an architeot able to do suoh work as this

sboald allow a good interior like the Gaiety
Theatre to bo spoiled by snch an utter want of
unity in detail and decoration. There is an
amount of gold and colour which is sulRciont for

the multitude ; but not a single part in form or
colour will allow of any art stio eximiaatiou

—

except the beautiful pictures by Mr. Marks, which
are past praise.—I am, &o., F. S. A.

April 5.

VALUATION OP BUILDERS' WORK.
Sir,—I should like to invite, through the

medium of your paper, a discussion on ^the prin-
ciple of valuation of builders' works. I belifve
in former times thero used to bo something like
uniformity of system adopted by buildiug sur-
Teyors aud the several trades generally

; if evi-
dence is given on tho Bubjeot it is impossible to

arrive at any definite conclusion from the Con-

flicting statements made. I have upon one oc-

casion heard 7», 10, 12.|;, and 15 per cent, (some
price books say 20) given as the maximum profit

to be allowed to a builder.

In my opinion the points to be established are,

firstly, the percentage of profits ; secondly,

whether one uniform rate is to apply to all

brauohea of tho business, or if it should vary iu

each department ; thirdly, whether in every
department thero are not some staple articles

whicli should be taken at a lower rate than the

general allowance ; fourthly, the proper allow-

ance on time and materials in day bills.

The experience of tho present time goes to

prove that the want of system iu the surveying
and pricing of work and the reckless manner in

which ignorant and unpriucipled men oppose or

supplant the charges made ia builders' accounts
is unfair both to the trade and the public.

A scamping baud whose joinery work
is prepared from deals at £8 lOs. per stan-

dard will frequently get as good a price
for his work as the one who uses an article worth
£1.5 ; or brickwork set with road scr.ipings pass
muster as well as if the mortar were honestly
prepared with litno and sand. If my remarks
are deemed worthy of notice I shall be glad to

make further communications on the subject, as
my desire is to see fair play between the builder
and his employer, and to put down many evil

practices that now exist.—I am, &o.,

JusiiCE.

VENTILATING SEWERS.
SiE,—In your publication of the 20ih March

(which I have just seen) you have an article on
a new patent ventilating grate, invented by Mr.
Arthur Jacob, of Bromley, fur the purpose of
deodorizing the noxious gases arising from
sewer!?. Though almost practically unacquainted
with the subject it has occurred to me that, on
tho formation of new sewers, by laying a dry
shaft from the sewer to the furnace of oue of the
many large manufactories which abound in the
neighbourhood of large towns, an efficient

system of ventilation might be accomplished,
aud, though entailing greater expense in the first

instance than ventilating grates, by being self-

acting, and thus saving the large amount of

manual labour required in attending to the
gratings, might be found most economical in the
end. As I am not aware that any idea like this

has been mooted, and being desirous of having
the opinions of gentlemen more practically ac-
quainted with the formitiou and ventilation of
sewers than myself, I shall feel much obliged by
your inserting this, and by this means inviting

their opinions of its utility.—I am, &c.,

April 12. A NoBTHEKN Subscriber.

ARCHITECTS' PRACTICE AND CHARGES.
Sii;,—Tue Royal Institute of British Archi-

tects conferred a|great boon upon the profession
when they issued their scale for "professional
practice aud charges." As this, however, was
some seven years or more ago, and experience
is constantly now affirming that it requires both
revision and amplification, I trust the admirable
suggestion which appeared in your columns last

week will receive the consideration it deserves
at the hands of the Council of the Institute. An
amended and enlarged schedule similar to that
sketched oat by Mr. Fogorty would doubtless
answer in some cases, but lacking the approval
and authority of the Institutt>, it would probablv
quite as often lead to unpleasantness aud dis-

pute. An authorised list of " general condi-
tions," too, such as Mr. Pogerty attaches to his
schedule, might form a valuable preservative
from litigation, and also serve to proveut uu-
professioual conduct ou the part of arcbiteets to-

wards one another. Indeed, why should there
not be a special committee anpointcd to examine
into and arbitrate on such matters? If the
Council of the lustiluto would take up matters of
practical importance such as these they would
earn the gratitude of the profession generally,
and would, I feel couvinced, see the result in an
increased number of applications for member-
ship.—I am, &o., B. H. Lingen Barker.

commas (as if in quotation from my book) which
I never used. Among others is the elegant ex-
pression "Snub the shopman," which I beg dis-
tinctly to disown. Allow me to add that I was
not a '• director" of the late Art Furniture
Company, as stated in the same letter.

I shall trouble you with no further communi-
cations on this subject, but will merely caution
your readers against forming an opinion of my
book from inoomplete extracts and iuaccurate
statements until they have read it through—
should they care to do so—for themselves.—

I

am, &a., CuiELEs L. Easilake.

" HINTS ON HOUSEHOLD TASTE."

Sir,—-The letter signed " T. B. C." which ap-
pears in the Builbing News of the Oth inst.,

contains many words printed between inverted

Itttframmunication,

QUESTIONS.

[1350.] -SLATED PITCH ROOF.—WiU some one
kindly inform me what ia the best pitch for a slated roof,

say, of 20ft. span? I always rise 1 3rd the width or span,
but am argued that is insufficient to ensure keeping out
wet with a 2iu. lap of slates; do you advise more or less

pitch, and in what way it is arrived at?—Enquirer,
Bishop tStortford,

[1351.] -PENCIL DRAWINGS.—I find in making pencil
drawings and putting them in a sketch book the lead wears
otr. If some one would be kind enough to tell me the best

aud simplest method to prevent its doing so I should be
very much obliged to him.—Arous.

[1352.]—TRUSS GIRDER.—Will you please allow me to
ask through your columns the beat practical formula to
work out a trussed giider, like the one annexed, for a roof,

[1353.]— FLITCH GIRDER. —What size timber and
flitch plate ni\ist I have to carry 15 tons, iu a flitch girder

of this sort, the span of which is 22fb.?—J. Adaib.

[1354.]—OUT-DOOR GILDING.-Is there any means of
preventing the very considerable loss of gold leaf caused
by the wind in outdoor gilding?—A Workman.

[1355.]-DRAWING A RAKING MOULD.-Cau yon,,

through the medium of your valuable paper, give me the
requisite iuformation to draw a raking moiild when the
phm is greater aud less tUau a right angle respectively ?—

[1356] -DIFFERENT SPEEDS IN" DRIVING MA-
CHINERY. —How can I obtain two tliffereut speeds in
driving machinery, using the same length of belt, the
pulleys being eq.ui-distant?—J. E. G.

[1357-]—DIVIDING LAND. -Will you please inform me,
through "Intercommunication," how I must divide a plot
of land 200 yards long, 100 yai-ds wide at oue end, and 90
yards at the other, into two portions, and half a portion
for a child ?—J. Allah.

[1358.]-ART METAL-WORK.—Can you let me know
the names of two or three of the best art metal-workers of
London ? 1 see tlie advertisements of se% eral in your paper,
but of coui"se [ cauuot toll from these which are the best,

aud for all I know the best ones may not advertise at all.

—

Provincial.
["The best ones" do advertise, and " Provincial "cannot

do better than put himself in communicatiou with them.

[1359.]-WROUGHT.IRON GIRDERS.—Will "A. P.'

please to give the ijrice and publisher of Sir. Stoney's work
on the "Theory of Strains?'—J. H,, Liverpool.

[1360.]-CLEAR-COLEING.—Is cle.%r-coleing injurione
to tho i)aiut subsequently applied? I have l>eon always
accustomed to use it, but the architect of a buildiug I am
now on objects to it, much to tho dissatisfaction of some
of the journeymen painters.—J. W. H.

[Clear-colein? (according to the editor of Gwilt'a
Eucyclopfedia) has not sufficient body. It prevents the oil

paint siuking into the wood, the paint afterwards scaling
off and changing colour. It should moreover never be
employed on joiners' work or cornices to ceilings, for it

destroys the the beauty and sharpness of the ornaments.
Your architert would appear to have consulted *'Gwilt,'*

for he says :—'* Painters arj very fond of using it, but
tlieir endeavours to persuade the architect shotild always
be resisted, escept iu cases of absolute necessity."]

REPLIES.

[1335.]—A COMPLAINT.—I thinktholistof applicants
who applied for the situation ofpractical builder, and who
were disappointed in not having an answer to their appli-

cation might be much enlarged. I could add my com-
plaint, aud I know of another who could add his

;
perhaps

Mr. Hand has received so many applications that he has
not had time to examineand consider upon the ^merits of
the respective drawings.—M. R. C. .^

,
.,,.ĵ
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[1335.]—In answer to the complaint of "Davio," I re-

ceived iipwai'ds of 301} applications for the situation of
"Practical buildei-." After carefully selecting a dozen for

a fuitlier and final selectiou, I at onca returned the other
plans and testimonials with a printed circular to each of
the uusiiGcessfiil candidates. A great number of the
candidates in ([ suppose) their hurry to be first in the
field, made their application and promised to forward
apecimeul plans in a day or two, and when those plans
came to baud they bad omitted attaching their signatures
to them, or any reference by which I could connect them

.with any of the previous applications. If "Davie's"
plaus / were amongst the nameless ones, he must not
blame" me for his own neglect. If they were in the

. selected dozen, he will i-aadily undorataud the o.iuse of
theiruot being returned earlier. The appointment was
only lately filled up; I have therefore returned all the
plans, &c, (having signatui-es attached), to their respective
owners. Those persons who may not have received their
plans must—for the reasons before given—send me a full

description to enable me to select them. If the delay in
makin.2; the appointment has inconvenienced some parties,

I am not to blame. Having given every necessary infor-
mation in the advertisement, it was not to be expected
that I could reply to the hundreds of (in some c

frivolous) questions put to me, neither was I pledged by
the advertisement to make a hasty selection, but having
given it a celiberate and careful consideration, I believe I

have been enabled to select one suited lor the situation.

—

George Hand, Wolverhampton.

per week. The whole queation is rendered additionally
complicated by the joiners and masons wishing to begin
and leave off work at different houi'3, an irregularity which,
in practice, the masters think would prove prejudicial to
their interests. The number of men unemployed has
been increased l>y the discharge of a large number of brick-
layers and labourers em ployed at the Townhall aud on other
extensive contracts, consequent on the cessation of work
by the masons. The contracts which have been interfered
with in this way include the new Exchange, tlie Townhall,
tho City Police Courts, several cliurches or chapels, &c.

The sawyers of Stockport have struck for an advance of
wages equivalent to 173 per cent,, taking the work "all
round." They have declined to accept the Manchester rates
of payment.

11337.J-THE SACK.-The reply given by "F. F." ie

not correct. It is a general custom with builders to allow
time for a carpenter to grind his tools (unless discharged
for improper conduct). The idea of carpenters not being
allowed to sharpen their tools during working hours shows
that " F. F. " replies to questions than he is not acQ^^ainted
with.—\V. R. A., Uckfield.

[1337.]—I think " F. F." is certainly wrong, I never heard
of workmen keeping tools in order at their own expense,
but always understood it to be a rule in the trade to give
4 man a quarter of a day's notice.when he was no longer re-
quired, or he could claim one hour's pay for grinding.

—

.JOISER.

[1344.] — REMOVING PUTTY FROM WINDOW
FRAMES,—To remove old i)utty from broken windows, dip
a small brush in nitric or muriatic acid—obtainable at any
druggist's—and with it anoint or pauit over the dry putty
that adheres to the broken glass and frames of your win-
dows. After an hour's interval the putty will have become
so soft as to be easily removable.—u. T. C, Lincoln.

[13-lx]—QUANTITY OF GAS IN A TON OF COALS.
—The amount of gas obtamed from a ton of coals varies
very much with the kind of coal used, and the way in whicli
the distillation is perfurmed. It varies from 6,500 cubic
feet to 15,000. Cannel is the richest in illuminating gases.
To give the aveiage of all the varieties would involve con-
aiderable computation. An allowance of 25 per cent, is

jnade by some authorities for losses by leakage, condensa-
tion, &c. ; but in well managed-works the loss is much less.
—Spot.

[1S47.-I_TIME OF FILLING A CISTERN.-In reply to
*'Tyro" (whose question admits of many solutions accord-
ing as his data may be interpreted) I beg to offer him a
solution, reducing it to the following :—Required the com-
plete discharge of a cistern containing 7ft. by Jift. 9in. by
Sft. Sin. = iOS cubic feet, approximately, through a l^in.
cylindrical adjutage, with a head varying from 7ft. to 0.
The solutioji of the question depends on the following
principle :—That the time occupied in emptying a vessel
receiving no supply is double that in which the game
volume would flow out if the head had remained constant.
This is easily proved. On mechanical reasoning, it follows,
therefore, that by calculating the time of discharge under a
constant head, aud doubling it, the required result is ob-
tamed. Now —

(1). Q = M S T / 2 g H,"whero
Q = the quantity discharged.
M = the coefficient of contraction, which for a cylindri-

cal adjutage = .82,

STATUES, MEMORIALS, ETC.
Mr. Joiiv Edgar Williams has just completed a whole-
length portrait of the Right Hon. the Lord Mayor, which
is intended for ;the forthcoming exhibition at the Royal
Academy. It is a presentation picture to his lordship by
the inhabitants of the ward of Walbrook, of which he is

tho alderman.

The monument to Lord Belhaven, at Wishaw, N. B., has
been commenced. The architects are pushing on the work,
80 that in about four months it will be finished.

Yesterday, at the Court ofCommon Council, Mr. 'Alder-
man Causton moved—"That a statue in commemoration
of the late Prince Consort be erected by the Corporation
of London, at a cost not exceeding 3,000 guineiis, as, the
City of London memorial of his late Royal Highness.

'

STAINED GLASS.
Clitheroe.—A stained glass memorial window in three

compartments has just been inserted in the south aide of
this church. The subjects are—"Christ before Pilate,"
"Jesus in the Garden of Gethsemane," and "The Laat
Supper." Mr. Clutterbuck, ofLoudon, supplied the window.

Cologne Cathedrat..—The stained glass for the great
window of Cologne Cathedral ia being prepared by Messrs.
Milde and Achelius, of Lubeck, aud is said to be nearly
I'eady for fixing. Of the eighteen great pictures, fourteen
are qiiite finished, and four nearly no ; after which the
smaller spaces in the traceiy will be taken in hand, so that
the window will be complete by Easter, 1870.

T = time in seconds.
H = the head = 7ft. Putting i

3 ; : 1 dreducing, we get
the several valu

x3.6i.* ~ 6.152 xl-64

doubling, we get T = 17 minutes, nearly.—X.

[1347. ] -If " Tyro " knows in what time the cistern would
e discharged of its contents if the head were maintained

at its full height, he will ascertain the time in which it
will di::^cliaige itself with a head diminishing to zero, by
doubling' that time ; that is to say, the mean discharge per

such a head will be half that with the maxi-
. hrml-S.

WAGES MOVEMENT.
feared that a strike in the building trade is

I Leeds The operative masons have deter-
t the alteration of rules proposed by the
,s' iVssociation, including payment by the
•luiatjon of courts of arbitration, and tho
; if.-olved that the proposals shall be carried

It is to bi

impending
mined to res

Master liuildi

hour and th..'

emplnyoiHb;.
into tirL-Lt"u

On .^.itmday evening the masons in the employment of
all the i.riucipal firins in Manchester struck work. The
cause r^if tlie dis^igrecment arises from the meters desiring
to introduce payment by the hour, which the men refuse
to accept, aud make a d'omand for a reduction of time from
Slj to 4SV hours per week. There are also questions about
quarry-tlressed stone and the introduction of machinery.
At present the strike is confined to the stonemasons, but
it is f.i;iicd ih;it it will extent! to the operative joiners,
whoha^eillMl liad nntiou given them of the masters* in-
tention tn

i>:\y i.y ^th^j hour after May 1, and who, in
turn, ha^e yiveii tlio masters notice that after the above
date they will require a reduction of two aud a half hours

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
Alleged Defective Sewers Works.—The

award of Mr. John Grant as arbitrator in the
action " J. S. Fisher v. the Plunistead District

Board of Works" has been made. He ordered
the Board to pay £2/0, in addition to £205 paid
into conrt, and to pay plaintiff's costs. Mr.
Fisher's claims amounted to about £900,

Metropolitan Building Act.—Caution to in-

EXPERiENctD Gasfitters.—Mr. J. M. Limb, gas-
fitter, of No.lO, High-street, St. John's WooJ, was
summoned to appear before Mr, D'Eyncourfc afc

the Marylebone Police Court on the Qih lust, by
Mr. Alexander Peebles, district surveyor ot North
St. Marylebone, ''for that he, being engaged in

doing certain works at No. 44, High-street, St,

John's Wood, did fix a pipe for conveying smoke
or other product of combustion nearer than 91n.

to combustible material," sec, 21, paragraph 5.

From the opening statement of Mr. Harston
(Rooks, Henrich, and Harston), who attended
with Mr. Peebles, it appeared that the defendant
had been employed last February to fit up a sun
light containing twelve burners in this shop,
which was fixed close under the ceiling and the
iron pipe for conveying from it tho product of
combustion was laid in between ihe wooden floor-

ing joists, and from them it was only distant 2in.

or Sin. on each side. The pipe ran along between
the joists till it reached the breastsummer, which
was notched out to receive it, then turned up-

wards in a chase cut in the front wall, and
emerged into tho external air in front of and
against the wooden sill of tho first-floor window,
where it was fitted with a cap. No notice of
these works had been given to the surveyor.
The gas was put out at eleven o'clock on the night
of Siturday, March 6, and at half-pasteis o'clock
on the following Sunday morning the premises
were discovered to be on tire in tho flooring

and breastsummer. Had the premises been
burnt out the origin of this fire could nob have
been ascertained. For infringing sec. 21 a pen.ilty

not exceeding £20 is attached, Mr. Harston
called the fireman whoattended and extinguished
tho fire, for the purpose of proving the state ho
lound the premises in and the po?ition of the
pipe, when a solicitor, on behalf of tho defen-

dant, stated he could not resist a conviction, but
that as his client had erred in ignorance of tho

law, and the District Surveyor's motive was not

to obtain a heavy fine, but a conviction, in order
to put a stop to such irregularities, be trusted the

magistrate would inflict a nominal penalty. Mr.
D'Eyncoart, after scrutiniaiug tho various clauses

of the Act, and that which rendered these pro-

ceedings imperative on the surveyor, said he was
afraid, unless he did inllivit a heavy penalty, it

would not act as a warning; however, as It was
the first case of thi3 description in that court ho
would impose a fine of 403. and costis, but upon
occurrence of a similar offence ho would inflict a
heavy penalty.

§m Mu Mk
Boards of Conciliation.—The hoiise-painters

of the West Riding have agreed to the appoint-

mont of a board of oonciliationj to which is to be
referred all disputes respecting wages and other
trade matters which may arise !j3tween the em-
ployers and employed. The board is to consist

of nine employers and the same number of opera-
tives, who are to be elected annually, aud whose
decision upon any matter is to be liual.

Miss BUKDETT COUTTS AND JERUSALEM.—MisS
Burdett Coutta is said to have proposed to pro-

vide Jerus&lem with an efficient system of water
supply at her own cost, and the scheme which
embodies the details of her munificent offer has
been laid before the Council of State. A pre-

liminary report of the section to which it has
been referred has, we learn, been made ia

favour of some features of the proposal, which
will probably be accepted in entirety ; aud, if

so, our millionaire countrywoman will take rank
even before Sir Moses MonteSore as a benefaotor
of the Holy City.

Kemunekative Labohe by Soldiees.—Ee-
ports were issued last week on the results of
employing soldier labour on incidental repairs
of barracks, and on new works at Aldershot and
the Curragh camps, also at Parkhurst, Isle of
Wight, and Woolwich. At Aldershot it is esti-

mated that a saving of 10 per cent, on inci-

dental repairs and 60 per cent, on some new
works has resulted from the experiment. The
saving at the Curragh is estimated at 39 per
cent., and at Parkhurst 30 per cent., and at

Woolwich 20 per cent, on incidentals and 25 per
cent, on new works. A larger number of mili-

tary superintendents are required for military
labour than for woik performed by civilians.

To work the system satisfactorily, it is essential

that the troops should remain for a considerable
time at each station, and that th;-y should be
superintended by olfioers and non-commissioned
officers of the Royal Engineers.

Death of Me, J. R. Walbean, P.S.A.—The
death is announced of Mr. J. R. Walbran, F.S.A.,

corresponding member of the Society of Anti-
quaries of Scotland, honorary member of the

Society of Antiquaries of Newcastle-upon-Tyne,
and local secretary of the Archccologioal Insti-

tute of Great Britain and Ireland. He was the
author of several "Guides" to the abbeys,
castles, and other places of interest in Great
Britain, a " History of Ripon," " Memorials of

Fouutaiup," and other works. Mr. Walbran was
iu tlie fifty-second year of his age.

" Flexible Stone."—Tho Royal Institute o
British Architects have also a piece of flexible

stone which was presented toit some seven years

ago, aud from what I can remember of it I should
say it was ISin. long, 7in. wide, and lin. thick,

and came from India. I cannot be sure of these

dimensions, as I have no memoranda of it. Per-
haps the secretary could give you more informa-
tion respecting it.—H. W. V.

Opening of Baurows on the Sdssex Downs
—During the past week a party of diggers, under
tho direction of the Rev. W. do S:. Croix and
the Rev. Henry Smith, have been engaged in

opening some of the sepulohral mounds which
present so marked a feature on the chalk hills

throughout tho county. Tiio site chosen for in-

vestigati on was on laud close to the lino marked
as tlie Alfriston Ricecourse. Tno relics of the

early races who inhabited this part of England
which have been hero discovered present in-

terest ohioUy to the mind of the aroho^ologist,

and seem to show that these m junds were not
monuments to one chief alone, but were used aa

burial-places for succeeding geuer.itioas—-Srst,

perhaps, by a race who bariod their dead uncon-
sumed, and then by those who interred the burnt
ashes of their people as well iu urns of rude
pottery as in cists dug iu the puddled chalk. It

is proposed to continue those investigations.
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and, should the days prove favourable, the

diggers will be at work agriin, ou the Down
above Alfriaton, to-day and to-morrow, when it is

hoped that arrangements may be made for

opening some large mounds as yet Comparatively

untouched.

Stbaw Houses.—An English inventor has

built some houses on a novel principlo at New
Hampton, U.S. The houses are of a cheap oruer

designed for labourers. He compresses straw

into slabs, soaks them in a solution of flint,

to render them fireproof, coats the tvfo sides

•with a kind of cement or concrete ; and of these

slabs the cottages are built. By ingenious con.

trivances, the quantity ot joiners' work is much
reduced, and the chimney is so constructed as to

Eecnre warmth with the smalltst consumption of

fuel, and at the same time to heat a drying

closet. The cost of a single cottage of this

description, combining " all the requirements ol

health, decency, and comfort," is £85. The
commissioners on the employment of children,

young persons, and women in agriculture, report

favourably of these cottages. The details of the

invention might possibly be worih inquiring

into by those interested in the erection of agri-

cultural labourers' dwellings, and the like.

The Bristol Masonry Trade.—On Tuesday a

conference was held, at Bristol, between a

number ol the representatives of employers of

masons and the operative masons of this city,

with reference to the notices that have been
given to the latter by the former in reference to

the questions of payment by the hoar, the worked
stone rule, and the establishment of a court of

arbilra ion and conciliation to govern any dis-

putes that may arise in the trade. An iuterest-

ing discussion took place upon these points. The
representatives of the Operative Masons' Union
promised to report to the body by whom they

were sent, and to meet the masters at a future

time.

FiNSBUHT Park.—A deputation waited upon
Mr. Layard, Chief Commissioner of Works, to

present a memorial praying for the interposition

of the Government to prevent t!ie threatened

further limitation of the sio originally appro-

priated to the purposes of a public park for the

borough of Fiusbury. Mr. Torrent, M. P., said

250 acres had been assigned under the Act of

1857 for the park for Fiusbury, which coutaiued

a population of nearly half a million, but with a

reservation of twenty acres for building purposes

in order partly to recoup the expense. Delay

ensued, and much of the laud was built over. 115

acres in Uoinsey parish remained. Fioai this

the Board proposed to take the twenty acres, and
appropriate it to building purposes, reducing

the area of the park to 95 acre^. The prayer of

the memorialists, who numbered 11,000, was
that Mr. Liyard should interpose with the

Board of Works, to prevent, ou the ground of

equity, the intended further infringement of

the acreage originally granted by Parliament. Mr.

Layard, in reply, said that he was in a difficulty,

as the Cliief Commissioner now had very little

power. He would, however, consult Mr. Glad-

stone, and if they could devisLj any means to

forward the object they would bo happy to do 80.

The Stokage op Benzoline.—Mr. J. S. Nibb,

of Birmingham, writing on the precautions which
should be taken to pievint tho accidental igni-

tion of beuzoliuo (spirit of petroleum), says that

for a *' flare up,'' the spirit must be exposed to

tho atmospliere in a liquid state, and the greater

the surface it is spread over, tho more freely

vrill tho oxygen of the surrounding air have ac-

cess to the datne, and the more rapidly will the

spirit consume ; but, unlike naphtha, oamphiue,
turpentine, &c., the dame ot it dues not adhere
to, or penetrate, the surface of tho material on
which U is burning, and it must have u large

amount of atmospheric air to burn at all. To
cause a '* blow-up," it must be mixed in a va-

porous form with a ceiiain quantity of atmo-
spheric air, and this mixture ii'i/f explode when in

contact withji.uitt:. Tne majority of acoiJents
arise, not from bad storage, or the quantity that

is stored, bu: from ignorance of tho nature ol

benzoline, or from carelessness on the part of the
retailer or consumer.

Cement for Joining Leather.—A cement for
joining leather, sulHeieutly strong to be used for

driving belts and boot soles, may bj found ex-
tremely useful. Such a cement is said by Stu-
benrauch to bo made by mixing ten parti of bi-

sulphide of carbon wita one pare of oil of tur.

pontine, and dissolving in tho mixture sufBfiient

gutta-percha to produce a thick treacly fluid.

Before it is employefl, the surPacee of leather to

be joined must be carefully freed from grease,

and smoothed with a hot iron. Tho cement is

then laid on both surf ice?, which are now placed

together, and kept firmly pressed until the

cement is perlectly dry. It is obvious that

boots, with Soles stuck on iu this way, mu.-t not

be put near a fire.

Novel Meihod or Preventing Obstruction
OF Trains by Snow.—From a description given

by the Alta Ca' ifOi-uia ot the works adopted by

the Central Pacifij Riilway to protect the line

from the heavy falls of snow to be expected in

certain sections, it appears that a shed covering

has been erected twenty-two mdes in length.

Tliis shed is IGlt. in width and IGli. iu hiMght,

not including the pitch of the rOof. It is put up
in the most substantial manner, all the timbers

used being of the b?st quality to bo obtained.

The sides are enclosed, and were it not for the

fact that daylight penetrates through the inter-

stices between the boards, the whole would bo

like a huge tunnel. The building is braced to-

geth r in a peculiar manner, and is, in addition,

firmly bolted to the rooks near the face of a cliff.

Where snow slides are to be feared, an exten-

sion of the roi;f has been carried to the cliffs,

so that falling masses shall pass over the build-

ing and lodge upon the other side.

STREET Tr.imways IN Lo>DON.—The select

committee on this question came to their de-

termination on Tuesday last. After a long

consideration, the public wero admitted, and

the chairman stated that the committee were
of opinion that the preamble of tho Metropo-
litan Street Tramways Bill was proved, with

the following reservations:—First, less tho " Ht r-

culcs Buildini.s" Loop; second, limitation of

monopoly ; third, purchase by street authori-

ties at some future time ; fourth, police regula-

tions to be preserved ; and, fifthly, the bye-

laws to receive the Home Olfioe approval.

Tne Pimlioo, Peckham, and Greenwich Street

Tramways, which is virtually an unopposed
Bill, and supported by the inhabitants in the

respective districts, was then proceeded with.

The Boaud of Arbitration in the Nouth
OF England Iron Trade.—The following otticiul

report has been issued :
— " I. will be remembered

that at the last meeting of the board, held on the

5th inst., the wages qatstion was referred to

Mr. Rupert Kettle, and he was requested to

arbitrate in the matter and to decide what
would be fair to the parties concerned. Mr.
Kettle has accepted the position of arbitrator,

and on Monday visited the district and had an

interview with the members of the Standing
Committee at Darlington. The object of the

meeting was to make the preliminary arrange-

ments for the inquiry, to deiennine the manner
in which the proceedings wuuld be considered,

and the nature of the evidence he would re-

quire to be furnished. All this was satisfac-

torily settled, but the merits of tho question

wero nut gone into. Mr. Kettle took with him
reports of the conferenc-"S and meetings al-

ready held on tho subject. Though quite leady

to make special arraa^ements to take the ar-

bitration in the course of s fortnight, as it

better suiied his professional cngigements to

revisit the north after the completion of his

April circuit, it was decided that Friday and
Siturday, April 30 and May 1, should be fixed

for the arbitration, when a full meel.iu.; of the

buard will be held, and the views of each side

will bo fully laid belbre him."

New Vaccination Station.—The Islington

Board of Guardians have commissioned Mr.
Uiggins to prepare a specification of the altera-

tions necessary to be made in tne three houses
lately purchased by the Board in Newington
Green.road, with a view to render thi.m forth-

with available for tho purposes of a dispensary
relief olfice and vaccination Stat ou.

Architects' Practice and Charges.—A cor-

respondent says on this subject ;
—" Many archi-

tects, who are aware of the oircuinstanoes, are of
opinion that the Cuuueil of tho Itiyal Institute ol

British Architects shirked their tiuiy iu reler.uce
to this transaction ; and are inclined to ask what
is tho use of such a body if they will not bring
their influence to bear iu tueli a matter ? Tne
scale of charges adopted by Mr. Wm. Fogerty,
as set forth iu his letter lasC week, will, I think,

be found a great improvement, I may observe

that in the course of my practice I have sbme-'
imes been threatened with actions by bnilderg

lor refusing to certify bad work, or exorbitant
amounts, and, on the other hand, equally threat-

'nei by employers for issuing certificates; and
[ have known much harass and loss caused by
such to other architects. It is time tor the pro-

I'lssion to put a stop to this by doing as Mr.
Fogerly has done, by announcing that thoy will

not be accountable in such cases to either party.'

Improvement at Bersiondsey.—By the joint

action of Vestries of Barmoudsey and Rother-
hiihe a great imp^'ovement is about to be
iff;cted. "Jamaica Level " is to bo widened,

to have a rcadway of 40l't., and a paving of 10ft.

wide on the Eotherhithe side ; the road to be
sluped by a largo sweep into the Union-road.

The open space thus formed will make a fine

entrance to the road leading to one of the main
gates of the new Suuthwaik Park. A local

paper calls upon the authoiitics to open this

Pal k as early as possible, as the works are very

near completion.

Not a Bad Suggestion.—An excellent plan

has been adopted by the Limehuuse District

Board of Wuiks at the suggestion ot their sur-

veyor. The Eegeut's C inal Conipauy wishing to

close Narrow-street fur the execution of certain

Works, it was agreed to grant pHrinission on con-

dition of the company paying £30 per week, so

long as tho street remained closed. The conse-

quence has been that the works have been carried

Oil briskly, the street has not been obstructed

longer than necessary, and the parish of Lime-
house has received a sum of £542 oi,

BoGNOE Sea Defences.—The premium o£ ;e50

has been a.vnrded to Mr. Green, C.E., of Lewes
and Hertford, whose design bore the motto
" Canute to keep the S"a back." The estimated

cost of the vvorlis is £3,000.

Grand Dedication Ceremony or Free-
masons' Hall.—Ou Wednesdiy afternoon a

grand Masonic ceremony was performed in the

new Grand Hall in Great Qaeon-stroet, by tho

G.and Master, tho Earl of Z.Hl.aid, iu the

presence of a large body of the craft. Tho
ceremony was that of the dedication to the

Older of Ancient Free and Accepted Masons of

England of the new Grand Hall ami otfices, on

the site of those which were pulled down some
few years since.

The Law of Copyright as Affecting Artists

—Whatever decision may be given as to whether
the conditions of copyright have been fulfilled in

the case of Mr. Millais's " First Sermon," and
some other works published as engravings by
Mr. Grave.', it will b j well, says the Cmrt Circular,

if artists profit by the warning, and tiik^ care to

obierve the strict requirements of the law in

future. The first clause of the Act says that the

person selling a painting shall not retain the

copyright of it, " unless it be eiprjs-ly reserved

to him by agreement in writing, signed at or

before the time of such sale," by the vendee or

his agent ; nor, it adds, shall the vendee or as-

signee be entitled to the copyright, unless at or

before the time of sale an agreement iu writing

to that effect, signed by the seller or his agent,

shall have been made. ..he fourth section re-

quires every sale or assignment of a copyright

to be registered with lull particulars, and declares

that " no proprietor of any such copyright shall

be entitled to the benefit of this Act u itil such

registration, and no action shall bo sustainable

nor any penalty be recoverable iu respect of any-

thing done before registration."

Messrs. Longmans will shortly publish an accoun
of Albert Durer and his works, by Mr. W. B. Seott,

author of " The History and Practice of the Pine
and Ornamental Arts."

Mr. W. Eendle, M.R.C.S., formerly officer of

health for St. George's, SoutLwai'k, and until Lately

a member of the vestry of tho parish, has retired

therefrom.

The dissenters of Lowestoft are taking steps for

the establishment of a new cemetery.

Foulmiro Church, Cambridgeshire, is now in

process of restoration.

Dean Waddington has subscribed £300 towards

he erection of an infirmary at South Shields.
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The usual monthly meeting of the Metropolitan

Association of iletlio 1 Officers of Health mil bo

held to-morrow (Saturday) evening, at half.past

seven p.m., at the Scottish Corporation Hall, Crane-

court, Fleet-street, when a paper will be read by

Dr. Letheby, "On the Methods of Estimatnig

Nitrogenous Matters in Potable Waters ; and on the

Value of the E.\pression ' Previous Sewage Con-

tamination,' as used by the Registrar-General in his

Monthly Reports of the Metropolitan Waters."

Some of the inhabitants of Sutterton, Lincoln,

shire, wishing tor some reason or other to depose

their paid surveyor of highways (who has held the

post for eight years, and to appoint Mr. W. Shel-

ton in his stead, a poll was demanded, and at its

close the numbers were—For Mr. Gaunt (the old

sfficer), 122; for Mr. Shelton, 64.

It is proposed to erect a new Townhall and Corn

Exchange, at Wareham, Hants, at a cost of £1,400.

The Barnstaple Borough Gaol is to be enlarged,

from plans prepared by the Town Surveyor.

A special committee of the Surrey magistrates

has been appointed to consider what alterations are

necessary in order to provide increased and im-

proved accommodation at the Surrey Sessions

House on Newington Causeway.

Mr. M. Watson has been appointed valuer to the

Burnley Corporation.

Instead of erecting an obelisk or pjramid to the

memory of the late !; ir Charles Slingsby, as pro-

posed, it is suggested that the memorial take the

shape of a bridge across the Ure, which would at

once perpetuate the melancholy death of Sir

Charles and prevent the recurrence of a similar

catastrophe.

A new Independent Church in course of erection
^^^^^ ^

at Southern.ay, Exeter, was destroyed by fire on
| t^'^'j^^^ _ __ ^ ^

Monday afternoon. The building was nearly
; lock, he thrusts tl e free eud uuder the bow-shaped bar,

finished, and while the men were engaged invar- I The protrusion aucl withdrawal of the bolt tongae may

Ipattitts for liibeittioits

CONNECTED WITH THE BUILDING TEADE.

2707 O. C. EVANS. Girders. Dated September 11,

1808.

The patentee states that the invention consists, first, in

forming and iiuitiDg iu a cliaiii alternately a square or

oblong, with two half or connecting links (which are hook
links) made of round, square, or flat bar metal. A hook
at each end of each half link is formed at right angles

with tlie bar, in such manner that, when inserted from
underneath the end bar of the open link, and the hook
from the inside will rest on the side bar of the open Huk,
and the end bar of the open link on the bar of the half liuk,

if both are brought within the same curve or plane. Patent
abandoned.

2798 B. DOBSON. Wood Cutting. Dated September
11, 1S68.

This consists of a combination and arrangement of

machinery for effecting the various oper-itions required to

saw, plane, and sand-p.iper mule carriages, and other

articles, which oporaiiuas can be performed, either sepa-

rately or siicoesflively, and simultaneously, in the same
machine. —Patent completed.

28i2 W. R. LAKE. Coverino fou Walls, Ceiungs,
iSiC. (A communication.) Dated September 15, IS69.

Thin sheets or laminie of wood, which may be cut from

a log by tumiug, or by any other suitable process, are

taken, and one side of such laminae, paper, pulp, or sheets

of paper, cloth or Pther textile fabric, are applied, and the two
mattjrials are closely united by pressure, or by the inter-

ventioD.ofan adhesive substance. —Patent abandoned.

2819 F. F. GREENWOOD. Fastenings. Dated Sep-

tember 16, 1868.

The patentee combines the frame of the buckle with
the frame or bos of a lock, so that the whole forms one
piece. Beyond and raiaed above that part of the buckle

which receives the free end of the tongue when closed

down, hefoi'ms a bow-shaped bar or loop, or he makes a hole

in that part of the buckle to receive the tongue at plea-

He forms the base of the tongue upon the bolt of

the bolt tongue is disf'harged from the

Ix^k ietos.

TENDERS.

B.vsisGSToKE.—For erecting Mechanics' Inatituto at Bas-
ingstoke. Mr. Seymour, architect. Quantities supplied :

—

Jennings, Basingstoke £1250
Darwell, Hamniersmsth 9j8
Harris, Woking 993
Nightingale, Lambeth 943
Mackliu, Winchester 930
Musselwhite, Basingstoke 899
Pistell 893
F. and W. Hoben, Croydon 875

Bati-ev. —For erecting a chapel at Cross Banks, Batley
for the Wesleyan Methodist Society. Messrs. Sheard and
UauBtock, aruhitecta ; —

Masons' Work.
Copley and Co £1435
Robinson 1300
Booth 1295
MaUinson (accepted) 1247

Joiners' &c, , work.
Petty and North 893
Fozard S91 10

Brooke 86j
Jackson SCO

Gibson and Maude 810
Thorp 799 10

Willaus (accepted) 7.0

Plumliers' and Glaziers' Work.
Armitage
Lobley

nishing the roof, the flames burst from it at the

west-end, near the tower. The roof was wholly

consumed, as were the internal galleries and

sittings.

The old Benedictine convent at Hammersmith
has been partially rebuilt, and arranged as the

ecclesiastical seminary of the Diocese of West,

minster.

On Monday last was commenced the formation of

the new " town " at Bouldnor, adjoining Yarmouth,
Isle of Wight. The first building of the proposed

future town is a large mansion, the contract for

which has been taken by Mr. F. J. Salter, builder,

of Bouldnor.

A small hospital and dispensary is being erected

at Beckenham. by Mr. T. B. Hoare, of Hoare's

banking-house. Mr. Hooker is the builder.

One side of the Friargate, Derby, has been
planted with trees.

Guide Guidi, a young Eoman painter, has just

completed a canvas destined for the Holy Sepul-

chre at -Jerusalem. The subject, most appro-

priately, is the Resurrection.

Several public meetings have been held in the

parish of West Ham, in favom- of the proposed
purchase of the Upton Park Estate, at a cost of

£19,000, for conversioL into a pubUc park for the
vicinity.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING
WEEK.

Hon.— Roval TiiHiliito

plislicd eitlier Ijy the use of a separate key or by
means of the mechanism of the lock buckle itself.—Patent
completed.

2855 G. B. SHARPB. FiRE Grates. Dated Septem -

ber 16, 186S,

The grate or fire holder is made of bars of iron, bent
into a semicircular or other form, and the ends of these

bars ai-e riveted on to two upright pieces of iron. The
bottom of the grate consists of bars riveted on to the
lowest semiuircular side liar. The ends ofthe i op and bottom
semicircular bar project beyond the upright pieces, and
are bent down, so as to form hooks, which tit into iron

eyes, secured by aud fixed in or upon the fixed back of the

Patent completed.

Raising Waver. Dated Sep-2863 W. E. NEWTON,
tember 17, 186S.
This consists, first, in

cylinders, fitted with r
the same rod. The cylinders i

operated automatically by thi

and thereby control the steal

opposite ends of the cyluide.

cylinder of the pair i- 'iv

or face of its piston, ai.'l i

side or face thereof, tin '!,

presBuro ,/staljlixl.f.l f.ii n ..ii I

combination of two or more
procating pistons, mounted on,

I furnished with val ves

movement of the pist ilSi

passages leading to the
so Iliat while either

lluid 01

side

the opposite
bala of

•dy.

M. 11,.- la

rth.

Mr. P. W.
Ill, p , I

r.Ti "The Methods employed in

tli._ iJ^i^ii. ill. .uiun of tlie Commercial Value
aud Purity of Coal Gas," 7 30

Institution of Surveyors.— " On the Sanitary
Treatment of the Itefnse of Towns, and the
Utilisation of Sewage," by Mr. W. Menzies.

TuES.—Institution of Civil Engineer^. — 1. Adjourned
discutsion on "Standards of Comparison for

Testing the Illuminating power of Coal Gas ;

"

and time permitting "On the Outfall of the
River Hiimber," by Mr. W. Shelford,

M. Inst. C.E , 8.

Statistical Society, 8.

Anthropological Society, 8.

Eiiyal liiBliiution.—" On Astronomy," by Pro-
fessor B. Grant, LL.D., P.RS., 3.

Wed.— Society of Arts.— "On Trade Marks," by Mr.

W. W. Robertson, 8.

Royal Institution. —Lecture by Professor

Tyudall, I.L.D., F.RS., 3.

Sat.— Royal Institution.-" On Geology," by A.

Gcikie, E.-q., F.R.S., 3.

The memorial stone of a New Public Library and
Museum at Paisley, will be laid on the 27th inst.

The style of architecture will be Grecian, ami
the building wUl form a conspicuous feature of the

town.

piston, aud
tliu latter cylinder is made

ater or fluid. The cylinders

id are provided with suitable

watL-i v\ i\ , n I. tion with piissages or chambers, con-

trolled Ijy inli-t and outlet valves. Second, in a combina-

tion of condensers, placed in communication with the

working cylinders at their one ends, aud interposed between

the cylinders and the fluid supply pipe or pipes, and out-

lets or discharge pipes, in connection with suitable fluid

receiving and delivery valves. Patent completed.

2888 F. DYER. Hot Water Apparatus. Dated Sep-

tember 19. 1863.

This consists, first, in the use of the tubular fireback

made of malleable iron or other metal cast in one piece

from tulies crossed or cast or wrought in any other way, or

constructed of pipes or tubes of any form or shape and of

any metal. Second, in the miuner of connecting the tubu-

lar fireback with the hot water cylinder. Third, in tlie

application and use of a return pipe with ball valve in-

serted to prevent the upward flow of water ia tho return

pipe. Founh, iu the method or mode of connection by

which all parts of a dwelling house or other building cau

be supplied with hot water by the use of a hot water

cylinder, reservoir, or tank placed near the kitchen fire

and in connection with the tubidar fireback.—Patent com-

pleted.

2910 J. BO 3GS. Makiso White Lead. Dated Sep-

tember 25, 1868.

Where cast bine lead is employed for making white

lead, the patentee casts the metallic lead upon very hot

plates, and makes the white lead in pots. In effecting

corrosion, he uses nitric, nitrons, aud acetic acids. - Patent

abandoned.

2946 C. SCRIVEN and W. nOLDSWORTH. Plan-
INO Boring, AND Slotting. Dated September 25, 1868.

The tool holder tl-averses the cross slide by means of

screws or other appliances ; it is self-acting and adjustable

to any length of stroke within the range of thi

The body to be operated upon
plate of the machine,
as an ordinary pla

Patent abandoned

machii
I the table or bed

elf-acting, longitudinally,

.chine, and can be so used.—

Brummitt (accepted)

Plasterers' Work.

65 10
55 8
51 15 6

Parker .

Slaters', etc., work.
Rawsthorne
Thompson
Wilde and Son
Hill and Nelson
Thornton (accepted)

Steers and Stocks
59 14
66 5

Dr. Crum Brown was, on Wednesday, elected

Professor of Chemistry iu the University of Edin-

burgh.

Bdrslem.—For erectingamanufactoryfor Mr. Challinor.

Mr. G. B. Ford, architect, Lurslem:

—

Kirk and Parry £9000
Bailey 8000

Stringer 8597
Brinley and Critchlow (accepted) 8459

City.— Estimates for Mansiouhoiise-street, for Metropo
litan Board of Works ;

—

Nicholson £24,100
Webb and Son 23,423

Keeble 22,715

Thirst and Co 2.>,667

HUl, Keldell, and Waldram 22,150

Pearson 21,899

Knight : 21,790

Webster 20,400

Anderson 19,990

Neave and Fry 19,930

Mowlem and Co 19,760

Clapton.-Fornewvilla, Downs road, for Mr. J. Hopper.
Messrs. Osborn and Russell, architects ;

—

Ashby and Sons £3395
Browne and Robinson 3190

Pritohard 3133

Colls and Son 3030

WebbaudSon 2986

Wood Brothers 2373

Sabey andSon 2830

CoWFOLD.—For erecting new offices at Cowford, Sussex,

for B. Hooper, Esq. Messrs. Habarshon and Brook, archi-

tects. Quantides supplied :

—

Feugoe £633
Nightingale 48S

Potter *61

Sharpa *'9
Fowler (accepted) 436

Derbv.—For erecting a new shop and dwelling-house,

&c., iu the Iroiigate, Derby, (exclusive of basement), for

Mr. S. Evans. Messrs. Thompson and Young, archi-

tects :

—

Thompson £1999
Gadsby ,

1975

Thompson 1950

Fryer (accepted) 1749

DoLwicH.—For alterations and additions to a house at

Dulwich. Mr. H. H. Collins, architect :—
Robinson £6Y6
Stuart aud Bennett <H*

Cohen 580

Mitchell 525

Erith —For alterations and additions to a villa residence

at Erith, Kent, S.B. Mr. H. Fonl, architect :—
Carter aud Sons £1235

Crabband Vaughau 1214

J. Vaughan 1031

Tongue 102S

WiUis (accepted) 830

London.—For pulling down and rebuilding No. 10,

Crombifa-row, Commercial road East, for H. Jewell, Esq;

Mr G. F. Payne, architect. Quautiliea supplied :—

New work.

Scrivener and Whita £1357
B„nor 1253

Harding' 1220
v\ icks. Bangs, aud Co. ... 1180

Hearlo 1122

Movie (accepted) 836

Old
materials.

,. £18
TotaL
£1339
12<3
1190
1160
1095
810
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London.—For carciasing seven varehonses ou the Charter
House Estate, Goswell-street. Mr. J. Collier, architect.

Quantities supplieil :

—

Brisley £5150
Keeble 5,')64.

Fatmau aud Fotberiugham (too late) .. 553S
Crockett 5480
Downea 5460
Wicks, Baugs, and Co 5335
Hockley 5368
Wigmore 5300
Gammon jiud Sous 5260
Merritt ami Ashhy 5112
Crabband Vaughan 5077
Perry 5050
King and Son 4JtS9

Ilenahaw -tOST

LosDOK.— For alterationa aud additions to a warehouse
in Addle-street, City, E.G. Mr. H. Ford, architect :—

Moreland and Burton £950
Young 9-11

Henshaw 925
Conder 898
Kilby 7G9
Crabb aud Vaughan (accepted) HQG

Ore (near Hastings).—For erecting a church at Ore, near
Hastings, Messrs. Habershou and Brock, architects.

Quantities supplied :

—

Howell £4L'^5
Langridgo -4110

"Wiikina and Son 4080
Constable 3850
Nightinsale 3567
Hughes (accepted) 3507

Paddinoton. -For enlarging the infirmary ofPaddington
Workhouse. Mr. T. R. Parker, ai-chitect. Quantities sup-
plied :

—
MelTittand Ashby £11,000
Moore 10,449
Green 9,945

J. and S. Williams 9,PO0
"Wigmore 9,y00
Manley aud Rogers 9,817
W. and F. Croaker 9,790
Henshaw 9.737
Johnson 9,5S9

Salter.... 9,-2:,o

Welch... 9,350
Crockett 9,300
Nightingale 9,270
TUl 9 142
Foale 8,92S
Bennett 8,122

PETERBOROUC.n. — For erecting Queen-street Chapel,
Peterborough. J. Wallis Chapman, architect. Quantities
supplied :

—

Addition for

side

Chapel. Galleries. Total.

Jepson », £3675 ... — ... —
E. and B. Andrews 3347 ... — ... —
Thomson 2348 ... £212 ...£3060
T. and C. Ilenaon .. 2647 ... 310 ... 3087
HallidavandCave... 26S5 ... 216 ... 2911
Hobson and Taylor 2585 ... 198 ... 2783
Nightingale 3 •?2573 ... — ... —
Bell and Son 2658 ... 217 ... 2775

SHRE^\9BtTRY.—For restoring St Mary's chanc:!, Shrews-
bury :—

Fanner £1162 8 2

Bowdler aud Darlington 1100
Cross 1070
Treaaiuo (accepted) 887

St. Mahy a xr. —For reinstating premises destroyed by
fire. H. H. Collins, architect :—

Williams £075
Riohardson 796
David King aud Sons C86
Cohen 580

Stookpo'<t. — For erecting fever aud emall-pos: wards.
Mr. J. Whitsier, architect, who also supplied the quan-
tities ;

—

Swindells £2783
Barlow 2785
BuUock i630
Bann 2565
T. and W. Meadows 2'^4S

Gothard 2175
J. and J. Lougson '2Hi
Brown 2120
HolUs 2420
Baaaett 2390
Crosby 2380
Walfonl 2380
Robinson (Hyde) 2340

Woolwich.—For pulling down and rebuilding Crown and
Masons' Armn Tavern, Cauuon-row, Woolwich, for Mr. E.
Dibben. Messrs. W. Gosling, and Son, architecfa. Quan-
tities supplied. The contractor will bo allowed to uao any
of the old matcri.il8 which may bo approved by the archi-
tects;:—

Thomps.on £1550
Richardson 149.1

Wigmoro 1460
Hughes 1420
Hunt 12:0
Hugheson 12S5
Wood 1275
Vickery 1255
Williams and Brown , l.*47

Lidbettor 1190
Hobeni 1180
Ginger 1146
Harrison and Edwani^ 1135
Stone 100
Carter 1043

SORDiTos.—For crocting a vlUa at Su'biton. Mr. E«
Batca, architect :—

Cooper and Cullem £2300
Johnson 2296
CoUina 22b6
Nightingale 2i.'6l

Towell
J 1950

Ram^ciate.— For erectiug three cottage-^ in Boundary-
road, for Mr. Austin. Mr. John R. CoUett, architect :

—
Kelson £600

Windsor.—For erecting new house and shop, Sheet-street,
for Mr. R. Baker. Messrs. Edgingtouand Son, architects.

Quantities supplied :

—

Harrison £1670
HolUs 1540
Reavell 1512
Norris 993

COMPETITIONS.
Royal Academy of Arts.—National Gallory.-For the

best painting in oil, or model and design ia iiainting,
sculpture, and architecture. The gold medal and the dis-
courses of Presidents Reynolds, West, &c. ; and for the
best copies of dniwings, modeU from life, the antique in
landscape perspective, (fee. The silver medals, &c., Novem-
ber 1.

Clifton, Bristol.—The Guthrie scholarship. Values
£50 a year, and £20 added. One or more scholarships
of £60, and one of £25, at Midsummer. Apply to the
secretary.

Belgium Academy op Arts and Science.''.—For best
enquiry (essay) and report ou the period at which archi-
tecture in tlie Low Countries be(*amo effected by Italian
influence. Premium, 1,000 fiancs, about £40.

St. Luke'9, Middlesex.—April 2S.—For plans, eleva-
tions, sections, and estimate of costs of a building for a
school to accommodate 20O boys and 100 girls. Mr. J.
Stickland, hon. sec, 9, Percival-street, Goswell-road.

PLVMOUTn.—July 11.—For designs, plans, and esti-

mates for a new guildhall, with law courts and public
offices. First premium, £100; second, £75; third, iSO.
Mr. Whiteford, town clerk, Guildhall, Plymouth.

EBexley Heath Church Building Fond.—Kor plans
for the proposed new parish church. Mr. Marsh, 54, Can-
non-street, E.C.

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BUILDINa
ESTIMATES.

Radnorshire.— April 19. -For the partial rebuilding
and restoration of the parish church of Nantmel. Mr. J.
Norton, architect, 24, Old Bond-street, W.

Coventry.—For certain alterations and additions to
Pinley House, Folly-lane. George Steane, architect, 28,
Hertford -street, Coventry.

Bedford.—May 1.—For the construction of a covered
swimming bath. Mr. W. Whyley, secretary, Bedford
Public Eaths Company,
Crosland Mo r (near Huddersfield).—April 20. — For

the erection of a new workhouse andother buddings for the
Huddersfield union. Messrs. Kirk and Sons, architects,
John William-street, HuddersBeld.

Midland Railway.—April 20.—For alterations and addi-
tions to the refreshment rooms at Leicester station. Secre-
tary, Midland Railway, Derby.

Favebsham Union.—April 16.—For the erection of a
new building for the reception of forty able-bodied men.
Mr. W. Maiie, clerk, Faversham.

Burnley.—For a loan of from £15,000 to £20,000 on the
security of the poor rates, aud i-epayable according to the
orders ofthe Poor Law Board. A. Stanley Dean, clerk to the
guardians Poor Law Offices, Nicholas street, Burnley.

Brighton.—April 16.—For buildinganew timber groyne
on the beach, and reconstructjug the storm water outlet.
Mr. P. C. Lockwood, C.E., Townhall, Brighton.

Canterbury.—April 21.—For erecting additional bnild-
ings to a flour mill, with chimney shaft, and fixing engine,

PiMLicc—April 20.—For the construction of a cait shed
at the parish wharf, Commercial-x'oad, Pimlico. Sur-
veyor's office, 1, Ebury Bridge-road, Pimlico.

BuR.SLEM.—April 19.—For the erection of a new manu-
factory at DalehAll, Mr. J. Burrell, architect, Longtoa.

NoHTH Staffordshire Railway.—April 25. -For the
supply of iron, brass, tiu, steel, lead pipin:r, and various'
other stores. J. Samuda, Secretary, Stoke-upon-Treat.

Walton-on-the-Hill.—May 3.—Forsupplj-iug and lay-
ing about 27,210ft. of 24in. pipe sewer, for constructing
about 3,406ft; of 3in. by 2in. brick sewer, two subsiding
tiinks, storm outlets, Ecw.ige well, .isphalting roads, &c,
Messrs. Reade and Goodi^ou, civil eugineew, Canning
Cliambars, 4, South Johu-street, Liverpool.

SU.S9KX. -May 1.—For the erection of offices at Battle.
W. EUman, solicitor. Battle.

Chadwell Heath (near Ilford).—For forming and
balhisting about 600ft. of road. Mr. R. Walker, 10a, King's
Arms'-yard, Moorgate-street, E.C.

War Departmlint.—April 21.— For periodical services

»

painting, &c.. at certain barracks. Lieutenanf Colonel C-
B. Ewart, Royal Engineer's Office, 11, James street*
Buckingham Gate.

Maccle-sfield.— A pril 09.—For alterations and additions
to the Town-hall. Mr. T. Parrot, town clerk, Macclesfield.

AsHFORD. — For the erection of the proposed school at
Ashfoi-d, Middleset. Architect, II. H. Collins, Esrj., 5
Queen-street, Cheapside.

Canterbury.— April 22. — The trustees of Cogan's Hos-
pital are desirous of receiving tenders for the erection of
six almshouses, for the widows of clergymen, Canterbury.
Tenders to be sent t) Montague Kingsford, lieq,, Watling-
atreet, Xanterbury John Green HfUlj architect, Canter-
bury.

Djkcister.—April 21. — For the erectit.n of six hcusee
Mr. Green, Wood-street Hotel, Dun-^a^ter.

Leicester.—April 20.—For alterations aud addi ions to
the refreshment rooms, (dtc, at the Midland Station.
James Williams, secretaiy, Derby.

MoiiLEY.—April 20.—For the excavating, puddling, and
masons' work required in the construction of a brick gas-
holder tank. Morley Gas Company. William Wilson
secretary.

SIorley JIain Drainage.—April 22. —For tlie construc-
tion of about 2,000 Hnearyaids of egg-shaped brick and
earthenware pipe sewers, sizes from SOin. by2Sin., brick to
20in by 15in. pipe. William Smith, jun., clerk to the
Local Board, Slorley.

Pershobe. — May 4.—For the rebuilding of Bisharapton
Charch, near Pershore. The Church Buildiug Committee.
Bishampton, Pershoie.

John Gr. I Hall,and steam boiler to the
tect.

India Offices.—April 19.—For supplying ironmongery.
G. C. Talbot., Director General of Stores, India Office,

S.W.

North STArFoRD.?niRi: Railway. —April 25.—For sup-
plying canvaa, ironwork, ii-onniongery, brass, load, colours,
and other stores. J. Samuda, secretary, Stoke-upou-
Trent.

Boxtei.-We.set. Railway.—For the construction of this
line (about 60 miles) . Appleby Brothers, Emerson street,
Southwark.

London, Briouton, and South Coast Railway. — For
the supply of various stores. A. Sarle, Secretary, Loudon
Bridge Terminus.

Hai^b, Somrr-set.-April 16.—For the erection of ad-
ditional buildings to the rectory house at Halse. Chai'l-s

Kuowles, architect, Bridgwater.

Bedford.—May 1.—For the erection of a new foundry
at the Britanuia IronWorks. Mr. Utdior, architect, 44, High-
street, Bedford.

Readino, Berk.s.—For the oroctiou of a suburban
house. Sir. Thome, 43 fredorick-stroet, Qrays-inn-
road.

East Hor.slev, Surrey.—April 26.—For the restoration
of a church. Rev, F. Wilson, East Horsley Rectory, near
Woking.

Wimdledon.—April 25.—For watering about 4 miles of
roads for 6 mouths. Messrs. Bntt and Suns, clerks to the
Local Boanl, Wimbledon.

CiiiPPiNti Baunet, Hertford.—April 20.—For form-
ing ruadHand sewerdr.ainsou an estate. Mr. C. B. Cooper,
7, Lincolud- inn fields.

Lrwikham.—For the erection of tho second block of cot-
tages nt Hither Gteou. Messrs. Meseeuger aud Grundy,
1, Robert-street, Adetphi.

PKOPERTY SALES.
Ai>RIL8.

At the Mart.—By Messrs. Xewbonand ILudiug. —Free-
hold residence, No. 4, Blackstock lane, Highbury vale,

annual v.ilue £55—sold for £t20.
Freehold groundrent of £10 per annum, secured ou

four residences, Nos. 1 to 4, College place, Highbury vale—
,

£205.
Freehold plot ot building land, situate in Lambtonroad,

Hornsey rise -£80.
Freehold groundrent, amounting to £187 15s. per

annum, secured on 35 houses, situate at Islington—
£4.530.

Freehold house, No. 4, Charlford road, Islington let at
£15 per annum—£365.

April 9.

At the Mart.—By Messrs. Rushworth, Abl>ott, and Co.

—

Leasehold residence, No. 23, Nottingham place. Regent's
Park, and stabling in Northumberland mews, term 22 yeare
unexpired, at £14 143. per annum-£1,000.
By Mr. Ai'Donald. —Leasehold residence, No. 1, Devon-

shire; villas. Elm road, Wrotham.^road, Camden Town,
annual value £42, term Slj yeai^s unexpired, at £S per an-
num-£345.

April 12.

At the Mart.—By Mr. Whittingham.— Freehold building
land, situate at Beulah Spa, Norwood, in 32 lots; lots 1 to
29S comprised previous turtles; lots 30l aud 305 sold at £34
each; lot 813, £90; lot 314, £37; loi315,£y5.

April 13.

At the Mart.—By Mes.'irs. Debenham, Tewson, and Far-
mer. —Freehold residence, known as Nutfield House, Wim-
bledon Park, with lawns, grounds, and stixbling containing
about 2 acres—£4,900.

Freehold groundrenta amounting to £75 per annum,
secured on Nos. 1 to 11, Abney Park teirace. High street,

Stoke Newington—£1,!'30.

By Messrs. Ellis and Son.—Leasehold house, No. 30, Fal-
mouth i-oad, Groat Dover street, Borough, let at £36
per annum, term 70 years from 1835, at ±0 per annum

—

£340.
By Messrs. Farobrother, Clark and Co. —Leasehold resi-

dence, No. 105, Asylum road, Old Kent road, let at £32
per annum, term 77 years uuexpii^ed, at £9 per annum

—

£1R0.
Leasehold residence. No. Ill, Asylum road, let at £30

per annum, term similar to above, at £u 168. per annum

—

£190.
Leasehold residence. No. 115, Asylum i^oad, let at

£2S per annum, term similar to ahovo at HO per aunum —
£180.

Leasehold residence, No. 117, Asylum road, let at £30
per annum, term similar to above, at; £10 I's. per auuum

—

£1£5.
Leasehold residence. No. 0, Cat Hon road, Acyluni road, let

at £30 per aunum, term similar to above, at jLoper amium
—£200.

Leasehold residence, No. 23, Carlton road, let ut £27
pi-r aunum, term similar to above, at £10 2s. per aunum

—

£160.
Leasehold residence. No. 22, Carlton road, let at

£2(J per auuum, term similar to above, at £9 per anniuu

—

£li:0.

Leasehold residence. No. 10, Carlton road, let at
£2b per annum, t?rra similar to above, at £5 per annum—
£165.
Leasehold residence. No. 11, Carltou i-oad, let at £26

per auuum, term similar to above, at £i per unuum—
Jt;i55.
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FUTURE PROSPECTS OF THE ISTHMUS
OF SUEZ.

AS eiigiueeriug feats of magnitude, as

examples of patient, persevering, un-

flagging industry, both on tlie part of the pro-

moters and the employes, there are no works
whicli can for a moment compare with the two
stupendous enterprises now drawing rapidly

to a successful termination iu France, Italy,

and Egj'j)t. We allude to the tunnel under
Mont Cenis, one extremity of which is situated

upon French soil, while the other debouches
upon the frontiers of Italy; and the canalisation

of the Is'limus of Suez. Both these projects

were commenced in the face of predicted

dangers and imaginaiy obstacles that would
luive eit'ectually di\"erted from the path the

minds of any but the most resolute, sanguine,

and determined. The engineers who were
favourable to the piercing of the tunnel dis-

covered that among their own confreres there

were many of the race of Job's comforters.

Ominous were the prophecies. "You will never
be able to ventilate the tunnel during the pro-
gress of the works, much less when it is com-
pleted," asserted one hostile brother. Said
another, " You will coine upon a vein of

<]uartz, of such enormous thickness, and ex-
cessive hardness, that all your boring, piercing,

and blasting resom-ces Will fail you completely."
Sa far as the jeer of it being impossible to

ventilate the tunnel, that has long since been
demonstrated to be groundless. It is true that

the predicted vein of quartz was met with, and
fiom the last accounts has^ been just pierced
riglit through. The eucomitering of this ada-
:nantine '• streak," altliough it operated as a
prejudicial and retarding cause to the opera-
tions, was nex'ertheless a very happy circum-
stance. It proved the truth of science.

Eminent geologists had stated not only that a
vein of quartz woidd be met with in the
tunnel, but had also detemiined its position.

Their predictions with respect to this latter

particular were verified by the workmen
" coming upon " the flinty vein within sixty

feet of the spot where its first appearance had
been foretold. Bearing in mind that this

coincidence between theory and practice took
place at more than a mile below the surface,
it must be allowed to be very close. There is

nothing now, we are happy to announce, likely

to impede the rapid completion of this magni-
ficent engineering work, and it is jirobable

that the middle of 1871 will witness the pas-
sage of the locomotive underneath the Alpine
range.

As with the tunnel, so with the canal. The
sand was certain to choke it up ; the material
would be too loose to stand at any inclination,

and consequently the banks would fall in. It

would be impossible to maintain the requisite

quantity of water in it, and the detritus would
silt up the entrance to the Mediterranean, and
so prevent vessels entering. As yet, none of
these contingencies have happened, although
some of our own eminent engineers pronounced
most decidedly against the whole project. It

is just possible that their opinions were based
quite as much upon political and national reasons
as upon those of a purel}' professional charac-
ter. As it is, the more honour is due to M.
Lesseps, who, in spite of discouraging reports,

and even spiteful prognostications, has per-

severed in his own course, and although the

great work is not quite finished, yet he has
effected the junction of tlie two seas, and
mingled their waters in peaceful contact. Now
that the engineering portion of the enterprise
has been a success, the only remaining un-
certainty to lay hold of is whether it will

fulfil its intended purpose, and what effect it

will produce uiuin flie commerce of the world,
or at least u]ion that of the adjacent territories

cast of France. This is a subject which is de-
serving of much attention, the more especially
as very contradictory reports have been
circulated respecting it. Under tlie present
system, all the merchandise arriving in the
Mediterranean, en route for the central part of
Europe and tlic north of France, have in
reality but two ports, and two lines of inter-

communication of wliich to avail themselves.
The ports are those of Trieste and Marseilles;
and the inland routes the two railway systems
in connection with tliose towns. As is usual
in all similar instances wliere a monoply exists,

the jirice of transport is high. There cannot
be a more palpable example of false calcida-
tion than this, or a measure better suited to

prevent the development and progress of the
commerce and industry of a nation. A high
rate of tarift' upon the carriage of goods is

one of the most suicidal policies ever adopted
by a nation. The two lines of intercommuni-
cation we have alluded to charge for the trans-

port of merchandise at the rate of a penny
per ton per mile, and this rate includes only
the heaviest and least valuable description of
goods, such as coal, ores, sand, stone, and
other similar articles. Nearly double this rate
is charged for genuine merchandise, possessing
a commercial value ; comprising rich goods and
stuff's, the produce of the Indies, China, Japan,
Australia, and other distant countries. Inde-
pendently of other charges, at the penny rate,

it costs £2 to carry one ton of goods from
Marseilles to Paris, and two guineas to traus-

])ort it from the same port to the town of
Strasbourg. At such a price, the limits of in-

dustrial production and commercial activity

are necessarily veiy much restricted, and under
certain circumstances completely annihilated.

Tlie route from Trieste towards tlie nortli of
Germany offers many advantages over that

just described. It is shorter, and the tariff is

not so high ; and were matters to remain as

they are, the port of Trieste would act as the
depot for the canal across the Isthmus, and the
shipis, after traversing the latter, would un-
load their valuable cargoes at the former, to the
great detriment of the commerce of Marteilles
and the French interior.

In order to divert the large amoimt of traffic

that will ultimately pass through the Isthmus
from Trieste to IMarseilles, the French have
been vigorously pushing on the works of the
St. Louis Canal, which will be in communica-
tion with the Rhone, the Saone, and the whole
system of water carriage belonging to those
rivers. So soon as this object is effected, a
remarkable sa^ing will be accomplished in the
transport of goods between the places we have
mentioned. Instead of the cost between Mar-
seilles and Pari.s attaining to the sum of £2,
it will amount only to twelve shillings, and a
similar reduction of tariffs will attend the car-

riage from the Mediterranean to Strasbourg.

Consequently it can be readily estimated that
the ratio of land to water transport is rather

more than three to one ; and goods therefore can
be carried three times the distance by the latter

means of conveyance than by the former, for the

same money. As there is already a railway
across tlie Isthmus, forming a link in what is

known as the overland route, many surmises
have been made respecting the effect which the
opening of another route will have upon the
traflic of the former. In our opinion, it will not
affect it in the least. It will not take from it

any traffic that it may at present possess, but
may possibly bring a little additional to it. Tlie

traffic of the canal will be of a totally different

description to that can'ied by the railway. This
is sufficiently obvious, for had the railway been
adequate to convey the ))aiiicular kinds of goods
and merchandise which will pass through the

canal, the construction of the latter would
never have been needed. For passengers, the

railway will always remain, as it has done since

its introduction, the favourite means of convey-

ance. At present there are abuudauee of ex-

amples deinonslrating that even withihe dis-

advantage of "changing" several times, the
voyagers give the preference to the
locomotive. We have in the present
article confined our attention to the
pacific influence the opening of the canal across
tlie Isthmus is likely to exercise, but, at the
same time, it will also be endowed with great
importance in a political and strategic point of
view.

PORTLAND CEMENT.
[Second Papkk.]

ALTHOUGH no one would doubt that it

was important Portland cement should be
subjected to, at least, some kind of test prior to
use, it docs not appear that English manufac-
turers were, until recentlj', anx ous to apply
any tests to the cements they S' Id The pur-
chaser, also, seemed to be as careless as tha
maker. No wonder, therefore, that the virtues
of Portland cement should not be immediately
and universally recognised. Engineers in

France were foremost in demanding that the
cements they consumed should pass through a
severe ordeal. Rigorous tests wei-e, as we shall

see, adopted by the engineers of the Metro-
politan Board of Works in the construction of
the Southern Main Drainage ; and now, in all

similarly important undertakings, the manufac-
turer is required to prove, on the works, that
the cement supplied is of a certain .specified

quality. The cost of testing this material per
annum in connection with all large contracts
must be considerable. But as the necessary
apparatus is now attainable, is easily worked,
and withal i.s not over-expensive, manufac-
turers almost universally adopt the system of
testing their cements.
We owe to France the first lesson in tliis

matter. The civil and military engineers of
that country have long devoted considerable
attention to the subject of tests. As some Eng-
lisli manufacturers Iiave known to their cost,

their ordinary tests require a certain tensile

vahie in fluctuating periods of time. The first

test is a breaking-weight of 4801bs. after four-
teen days' submersion in the sea. This will gene-
rail}', be suflicient to test its value, if the ce-

ment be properly made. Some French en-
gineers still use the mode of testing first intro-

duced by M. 'Vicat. This consists of a slightly

conical needle, which is impelled by a falling

bod}'— a hollow metal cylinder, about one
pound in weight—the cylinder in its descent
jiassing freely over the .spindle, and striking

upon a shoulder attached above the screw. It

was not found, however, that this penetrating

test to show the hardness of the cement could
be made satisfactory ; and tlie use of the

needle was objected to on the ground of the

impossibility of accurately measuring the

amount of penetration, and the partial hard-

ening of the cement or mortar being greatest

at the surface.

The test adopted by the Metropolitan Board
of Works has been exceedingly satisfactor}'.

In their specification for the Southern High
Level Sewer (1869), they require that the Port-

land cement be of tlie best quality, gi-ound ex-

tremely fine, weighing not less than llOlbs. tu

the striked bushel, and capable of maintaining

a breaking-weight of 4001bs. on an area of lA

inch square, equal to 2J square inches, seven

days after being made in an iron mould, and
immer.sed six of these days in water. The mode
of applying this test was simple and eflicient.

Moulds were made of bell-metal, having a sec-

tional area, at tlie breaking point, of H inch

+ 1;J
= 2i square inclies.with temjilates of thin

iron, exactly fitting the mould, so that with tlie

aid of a simple machine the bricks could be
pressed out, after tlie mould had been tilled.

The machine for showing (he tensile strain was
a lc\er balance. It wa.s constructed by Mr. P.

Adic, an Associate of the Institution of Civil

Engineers. It ap])ears that the whole cost of'

testing the cement used iu these works—works
that cost about one and a quarter millions, and
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extended over eighteen miles—was only about

a penny-farthing per ton of cement. When it

is considered how cheaply a system of tests

may be applied, and how important it is to

apply it, little need be said to urge architects

and engineers to insist upon its adoption. The
first cost of one of the machines is only £50,

and the annual charge for labour would be

about £80. Jlr. Grant has very properly re-

marked, that if proper care were taken, so many
disfigured Ijuildings would not meet the eye-
buildings disfigured by the blowing or cracking

of the cement with which they are covered.

Mr. Grant's experiments covered a wide area,

and his conclusions were most important. In

a series of nine hundred and sixty experiments

with cements, weighing 1121bs. to the bushel,

gauged neat and with three varieties of sand, a

number of remarkable restdts were obtained.

Thus, we find from one of his tables that in

twelve months the cement more than doubled in

strength : in one week it was 4451bs., in twelve

months, l,075-71bs. Other experiments with

cement mixed with equal proportions of clean

.sharp Tliames sand, indicated almost the same
progiessive value developed by time. He also

instituted a series of three hundred exjieri-

ments to spread over ten)-ears,to ascertain the

age at which cement, mixed neat, and with

sand, attiiins its greatest strength. We have

only as yet the results of three years. In this

case the cement was of higher specific gravity

viz., 1231bs. per imperial bushel. The break

ing weights of the neat cement arc thus

given :

—

1 we* ..

1 month..
.1 mnntlis

. 817.1
. !I35.8

.10.')5.U

.I17G.(i

.1210.')

.l2iS).7

.l.'J-24.92 years

Mixed with an equal proportion of Thames
sand, this same cement broke at the folknving

weights :

—

11.S.

...o.ia.2

....452..")

.....517..5

....G4U.3

...692.4

....7ia.G

....790.3

Per cent. of neat cenicut

48..'i.5

.^)1.8.'>

54.42

a 5(i.77

2 „ 68.27

2 years.... 59.G5

It will thus be seen that between three

months and twelve months, the proportionate

strength of cement and sand increases at the

rate of two per cent, every three months, but

in the course of the second year only 1-38 i)er

cent, per annum. Another series of ex]ieri-

ments (225 in number), were made with

cement gauged neat, and kejit for periods

varying from seven days to twelve months

—

first in water ; secondl}' out of water indoors ;

and thirdly out of water, exposed to tlie action

of the weather. At the end of twelve months,

Mr. Grant tells us,* the results are respectively,

as 1099, 827-4, and 719-G
;
that is to .say, the

cement which was kept out of water indoors

.attained only 75'29 per cent, of the strength

of that which was kcjit in water; while that

which wa.s out cjf water, and exposed out of

doors, acquired only C5-48 per cent. As there

are considerable variations in the apparent
strength at different ages, if the averages are

taken, tliey are as lOO'^ 80-64 and 76-8. From
these experiments it would .seem that cements
allowc<l to set under water gain in strength

from 24 per cent, to 30 jter cent. Looking
over the various experiments made by Mr.
Grant, it is clearly shown that Portland cement
bricks, even at nine months old, are capable
of greater resistance to compression than the
best building materials, both natural and
artificial. They also show that Portland cement
must be valued by its weight. Weight, legiti-

mately obtained by burning, means strength,
although there may be weight without strength.
Mr. Reid thinks, and so do we, that the striking

• l-.-xiiinmcntBontbctitrcntrtliof Cemoiiti'. A Taper
rciKltollieliiBtilutionoJ Chll Kim1no<'rs,iiinll>iibli!'lic<l
for the use Of numbers.

evidence furnished by Mr. Grant's exjierimcnts

of the superiority of bricks made of Portland

cement, may hereafter lead to the consideration

of the jiracticability of substituting them for

the worthless stock bricks now so generally

used.

As to the limit of safety in burning the

cement, it has been argued that the use of

extremely heavy cements involves a risk. Such
objectors aver that this kind of cement contains

an excess of lime, which, on being mixed with
water, becomes developed as free lime, and
consequently blows and destroys the work in

which it is used. But, as Mr. Keid points out,

it is forgotten that the very safety of an over-

charged mixture of lime depends on its being
overburnt. " It is possible to extinguish the

evil tendency of a moderately overdosed lime-

mixture by excessive burning, say up to 1201bs.

\ier bushel ; while, if only burnt to lOOlbs. jier

biLshel, the full influence of the excess of lime

would be too surely developed and felt."

Heavier cements may set slower than light

cements, but it is not true that they are more
likely to " blow." The engineer of the Dover
Harbour Works has emphatically stated, as

the result of considerable acquaintance with
Pditland cements, that a light cement of 1041bs.

weight had the property of quick setting, and
showed good results in the first instance, but

it an-ived at its state of ultimate hardness at a
comparatively early period ; while heavier

cements showed moderate results in the first

stages, but continued their process of harden-
ing at a rate much more in proportion to their

age. Mr. Druce, the engineer in question, has
made 400 experiments on each of the classes

of cements, and he is convinced of the im-
mense superiority of the heavy cements. The
contractors at Dover, having found this to be
so by experience, had refused to receive any
other than cements of 1241bs. per bushel. Mr.
Coode, C.E., has given like testimony. Mr.
James May has stated that the experience of

more than fourteen years at Alderney has
shown that the blocks of concrete made with

Portland cement indurated with time, instead

of disintegrated.

We need not refer, in this paper, to the use

of Portland cement for sea-works, as we dis-

cussed the matter at some length nearly three

years ago. Its suitability, though doubted,

has been proved unquestionably by engineers

engaged in these works. Marine engineers

have used it largely to prevent oxidization in

the holds of iron vessels, and it has been so

used with gieat success.

The use of Portland cement for buildings is

well known. This, indeed, was about the first

use to which it was put. Ordinarily employed,
in the earlier period of its manufacture, for

decorative pm-poses, and as a substitute for

stone dressings, &c., it is now used, in combi-
nation with other materials in a concrete form,
for houses and other structures. It has been
thought that its use for cottages might usher

in a new era for the labourers' and ai-tizans'

dwellings ; and probably, when the philan-

thropic disposition to erect better homes for

the poor shall have been really excited, we
may see the use of concrete blocks for this

purpose to a large extent. Examples of this

mode of construction, and for this purpose, are

to be seen in this cotnitry ; while in the Paris

Exhiliition there were practical jiroofs given
of the ap|)lication of cement to house building.

Mr. IJeid, in his treatise on Portland cement,
seems to anticipate, in the event of any such
movement, the O])positiou of builders, who.se

profits would be diminished by the introduction

of this .system of building. Possibly, a certain

degree of antagonism woidd be exhibited.

We doubt, however, whether it wotdd be ajipre-

ciable or wise. More dwellings would most
certainly be erected, and the reduction of cost

would give an impetus to the trade. Of far

more consequence is the important question of

the quality of the cement that would be used
in such buildings. And here Mr. Reid gives

us some very excellent suggestions. The Port-

land cement must be of good quality, and so

must be the materials with which it is intended

to be combined. " It may be safely assumed,"

ho observes, " that every locality commands
the material to form the matrix, and none arc

beyond the influence of a cement supply."

Good as the cement may be, it is inqierativc

that the sand, shingle, or gravel, be durable,

since the matrix is the portion which must
eventually stand the greatest strain. Unless

its use is unavoidable, no friable material should

be emidoyed. If it should be used, its tendency

to weakness ought to be neutralized by
emplo\ing a larger proportion of cement. Sands

should be coarse ; those made from sandstone,

limestone, or other similar rocky formations,

being more porous, are preferable to those

derived fi-om flints, porphyritic, or volcanic

rocks. Being more porous, they of course are

better able to absorb the soluble silicates of

the cement when being mixed. The sands,

gi'avel, or shingle, should not, for the same
reason, be too fully saturated with water ;

" if

this is so, the matrix is unable to imbibe the

fluid ])ortion of the mixture, and consequently

it is thrown ofl: as waste from the concrete."

In clayey districts, where broken rock is not

obtainable, the clay should be burnt in conical

heajis, with coal or wood as fuel ; and this

would make a good concrete, at a compara-
tively small cost. There shoidd also be per-

fect amalgamation of the materials with the

cement. On this point, Mr. Reid remarks :

—

" This is an important operation, and, owing
to its performance by manual labour, at least

in ordinary cases, gi-eat attention must be given

to it. As a cubic yard of dry or clean gravel,

say about 2i inches in size, when put together

by pressure in a box, contains nearly one-h.alf

of open or intersticial space, it is quite obvious

that some care is necessary in manii)ulating

such a material." In ordinary cases, to fill U])

such an amount of vacuities with cement could

not be afforded. It is necessary, therefore, to

introduce as much sand or small stufl^ as will

till the void space. The habit of making the

sand and cement into a thick grout .should not

be adojited. The concrete .should be carefully

tested before being placed in the building, and,

where practicable, it is recommended to place

the blocks for some days or weeks in water, so

that the setting qualities of the cement may
be fully developed, and the soundness of the

block guaranteed beyond doubt. But, after

all, the most important point is to jiroperly

mix the materials. The cement, sand, shingle,

or gravel, should be thoroughly incoqiorated

witli the least amount of gravel. For house

building, Mr. Reid tells us, a good cement may
be made by a mixture of five or six of gravel

or shingle with one of good Portland cement,

adding a small portion of sand. These ingre-

dients should be thoroughly well mixed, first

in a dry state, and then with a quantity of

•water, to give plasticity to the mixture, which
can then be iiut into moulds or the machine.
" It will make a gi-eat difference in the quality

of the concrete if the water is gradually jioured

on to the mixture by the aid of a rose, or divided

jet, so as to prevent anj' wash of the cement."

Such concrete will have a manifest advantage

over the roughly made, sloppy concrete which
so often does duty in house building.

There are many other mattei-s with reference

to the use of Portland cement ; and we have
not refeiTed to its use in road making. These
may form the subject of other and bi-iefer

ai-ticlcs.

THE VELOCIPEDE MANIA.

IN introducing his sensational budget to the

House of Commons, Mr. Lowe ci-eated a

laugh by asserting that horses were the life

and soul of locomotion, and he supposed would

so continue until the universal reign of veloci-

pedes. If we were to judge by the immense
business activity that exists among velocipede

makers in this coimtrj', and especially in Ame-
rica, we might conclude that tlie new era of
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lueoniotiou had already dawned. lu all parts

uf the metropolis, velocipede riding-scliools

have been instituted, and from early morn to

late in the evening, ymmg and old may be
seen—.iome having journeyed from the pro-

vinces for the pm]ii)sc—]iractising under the

direction of stalwart attendants. Those who
;ire infected with the mania—we use the words
in no disjiaraging sense—are confident of the

.success of the movement. Although one trial

may not accomplish much, but may make the

body full of aches and pains, yet the fatigue

becomes slight, and with some experimenters,

three trials are believed to bo sufficient to

Jittain a fair rate of speed. It is clear that

the fa.sliion is increasing; that riding veloci-

pedes is agreeable, tliough with tender frames
it may not be altogether free from ]iliysical

injuries, aiul tlie jiraftice may prove as healthy
as ciicketiug. Whether there is much chance
of turning the veloci]iedes to practical account,

;is is already done in Fi'ance, bj' its employment
for rural postmen, or whether youthful enthu-
siasts may be found to imitate tlie example set

by Mr. Mayall, jun., son of the well-known
]ihotographer, in running from Brighton to

London at the rate of eight miles an hour,

and down hill at the rate of a mile in four
minutes, it is difficult to say. But it is not
uuieasonable to expect that it will be any more
singular for a man to keep a velocipede than
to keep a gig or to sjioit a walking-stick ;

wliile it may be that the use of these machines
may enable young men icadilj- to reach the
-city from those uncomfortable suburban dis-

tricts where to catch a train is nut altogether
easy.

There are only two jimnials imblished in

London the editors of which lay claim to origi-

nating everything that " takes" with the juddic

;

but one of these wonderful journals is a contem-
jiorary devoted to the same arts as this paper,
whose editor deems himself '' entitled to say

"

that he " originated this movement," and, lest

any credulous reader should smile at such an
assurance, adds that " our pur))ose was utility

much more than recreation." Facts, we know,
me stubborn things ; and in this instance,

facts are decidedly against pretensions. The
movement first commenced in Paris, where it

is now as much a mania as among the Ameri-
cans. Velocipedes may have been in use be-
fore 1808, but we cannot find any account of
them, and since thej^ have been hitherto re-

garded as mere boys' toys, no one seems to

have thought it worth while to trace their
origin. The velocipede which gave cause to

much merriment to certain wags who one day
were lounging in the gardens of the Luxem-
bomg was a rude-looking machine, wliich had
to be proi)elled by the rider's applying his feet
to the ground. fSo rude and ridiculous a method
met with no imitators. In 1818, ten j-ears

later, two inventions were patented, which
appear to be one and the same machine, one
in France by Baron de Drais, a German, and
another by Denis Johnson, of Long Acre.
This velocipede resembled tlie one used by the
iinknown Frenchman in the gardens of the
Luxembourg, having a cushion on which to

Jest the elbows, and the rider being steered by
means of a leading wheel. .John Baynes, a
working cutler of Leeds, produced in "lS19 a
mucliine, which he jiateuted, but which no one
has perfected, that was jiropellcd by crutches
and legs bearing against the ground ; the legs
<ir crutclies being moved by levers. But tiie

machine ])atented in England the year before
was tlie basis of subsequent improvements.
It w-ould apjiear that Baron de Drais had in-

vented a curious and clumsy affair, both coni-

jilicatcd and expensive, which required two
servants to work. He endeavoured to inqirove
it, aud succeeded to a certain degree, but re-

linquished the design in favour of that jiatented
by .(ohnson in this country. This machine was
siild at from ,l;8 to JJU), and was represented as

enabling a traveller wIkj hail well practised tlie

art to travel eiglit, nine, or even ten miles an
lioui- oil level ground. .\"kcnnan's " Rejiosi-

tory " for 1811) saj-s of it that Baron dc Drais
travelled the previous summer, ])rior to his

last improvement, "fr-om Manheim to the Swiss
relay-house and back again, a distance of four
hours' journey by the posts, in one short hour

;

and he has latelj", with the improved machine,
ascended the steep hill from Gernsbaeh to
Baden, which generally requires two hours, in

about an hour, and convinced a number of ama-
teurs assembled on the occasion of the great
swiftness of this interesting species of carriage."

A very decent-looking velocijiede was pro-
duced by Mr. Lewis Gompertz, of Surrey, who
innocently enough suggested that Parliament,
which at that time prohibited similar carriages
on the footpaths, should pass an Act allowing
velocipedes three or four feet in widtli of the
imblic roads for their sole use. The nature of
this invention will be best gathered from his de-
scription of it. " The circular rack," he says,
" must be a sufficient portion of a circle to

ailmit of a full contraction of the arms of the
rider, and of nearly a full extension likewise,

lint not quite, because wdien the velocipede goes
backward the rack must still be kejit beyond
the pinion, in which case the arms are extended
rather more than when they are in motion

;

and were this not attended to, the handle would
be drawn out of the reach of the rider."

In 1830, M. Drauze, an official in the French
Post-office, patented a velocipede in which the
(lower was communicated through the axle of
the two wheels. This machine, though the
best that had ajijieared up to that time, did
not have a long life ; its usefulness was jirema-

turely cut short one snowy morning, when the
wlieels, not being rouglied, would not " move
on." It was, ho\vever, re-introduced for a short
period a few years subsequently, with a modi-
fication that could not be called an imjirove-

ment. In this case, the velocipede was worked
by the arras of the rider through a pair of

levers—a ^•ery difficult ami most laborious

ojieratiou.

The im]n-ovenieuts and modiiications made
since then have been numerous—jierhaps ex-
travagantly so. The modern '' bicycle," or

French machine, is constructed entirely of
steel, the wheels being made of hickory. The
two-wheeled velociiiede is a cumbersome affair

;

and yet we suppose it was with this machine
that the late Professor Fai-aday toiled U])

Hampstead-hill when in his more juvenile
days. A modification of the French invention
has just been patented in this country. This
A'elocipede is driven by means of treadles work-
ing cranks on the hind wheel. This arrange-
ment is adopted to gain a higher rate of speed,
and to ensure less fatigue to the rider. It

remains to be seen whether this be an improve-
ment

; it is objected to, on the ground that it

raises the rider too far away fi'om mother-
earth. In all bicycle velocipedes the rider

should be able to touch the ground with each
foot, and it is quite clear that in the present
arrangement he would not be able to do so

unless the treadles were linked with the cranks
by short connecting rods. The body of the

machine might easilj' be lengthened to form a
stationary fulcrum for tlie treadles.

Take Uji wliat .Vmericau paper we may, we
are sure to be edified with disquisitions on velo-

cipedes. Even some of the religious nows-
liapers have their thoughts upon the movement.
Henry AVard Beecher has openly patronised

and defended the use of velociiiedcs. .V little

war is going on in the United States, among
jiatentees, as to their respective riglits. Some
of the most singular inventions have been |iro-

duced. A " cantering ]iropeller," which consists

of a hobby horse mounted upon wheels, is tlie

subject of legal dispute. A cranked axle ]iro-

jiels the vehicle by |iower a|iplied by the feet

of the rider. .Another novelty is a single-wheel

velocipede, wliich has not yet been fully

patented. It is altogether diU'crent fiom others

now in use, but the inventor claims for it a

power not bcliind that of any of the lightest

velocijiedes. The main wheel has a double

rim, says the description of this unique vehicle,

or has two concentric riins, the inner face of
the inner one having a projecting lip for keep-
ing the friction rollers and tlie friction driver
in place, each of these being coiTespondiugly
grooved on their peripheries. The fi-anie on
which the driver sits sustains these friction
wheels in double parallel arms, on the front
one of which is mounted a double pulley, with
belts, passing to small pulleys on the "axis of
the driving wlieel. The double wheel is driven
by cranks turned by the driver's hands, and the
friction of the lower wheel on the surface of
the inner rim of the main wheel is the imme-
diate means of propulsion. The inventor takos
care to preserve the rider's clothes from road
dirt by means of shields, and an awning is pro-
vided over the head of the driver. Altogether
a more singular or comfortable-Zoo/nH"- vehicle
could hardly be imagined. Whether it is com-
fortable to work we are not in a position to
say.

Amateur velocipedists are provided with a

three-wheel vehicle, which is undoubtedly
much more easily worked, though possibly not
so swift of speed as its brother competitors! The
front wheel is placed so closely to the axle of
the hind wheels as to give the rider as perfect
a command over the motions of the machine in

turning corners as the two-wheeled velocipede.
This machine was invented by Mr. John
Tremper, of Wilmington, Delaware. An ice

velocijiede has been used with some success in

America ; it has but one wheel ; it is steered
with a bar, as is the case with ordinary
machines

; and a number of sharp jioints in the
wheels ]n'event it and the rider from sudden
catastrophe. Instead of the two wheels behind
there are two sharp steel runners similar to

those Mtt.'ichcd to ice boats. It is said that this

vehici|irdr is r,i|ialile of great speed. A very
ingciihiiis :iiiil adjustable velocipede has been
invented by Jlessrs. Toplift' and Ely, of Ohio,
which combines the safety of the three-wheeled
velocipede with the speed, when the rider is a
practised one, of the two-wheeled vehicle. It

is an ordinary three-wdieeled machine, which
can, by a single movement of a lever, reverse

the position of the axle by a half revolution, and
run the wheels so together as to make them ,

liractically one. As these wheels, say the

pateiitris, aic ^instructed to run on an}' portion

of tills riu,il,,i(l axh_', no difliciilty is experienced
in liiililiirj Ihrm at any iiilcrmediate point

desirnl, wliilr i la^y arc |iri-\ riilcil from coming
together li\ a li\cil cuMar. nr llaiigeou the axle

atthcjiuinr wliiii- the tWii angles meet. This

seems likely to be the most useful velocipede

yet produced ; experience, however, wUl liest

prove its excellence. Should any oE our readers

desire to know more about the velocipede move-
ment, we would recommend them to consult the

engineering journals.

THE FOPvTHCOMING ARCHITECTURAL
EXHIBITION.

THE Architectural E.xhibition will be found,

on the whole, an interesting one, al-

though without question it has suffered from
the superior attraction and larger space than

heretofore now otfered to architects by tlic

Royal Academy.
it is gratifying to see that already it is as-

suming a siieciality, the development of which

would prevent the necessity of any clashing

between the two institutions. Tlie.Vrchiteclural

Exhibition cannot offer the same inducements

to the profession as the Royal Academy to send

to its galleries costly and finished perspective-

drawings. On the o";lier Iiand, working draw-

ings and photographs, which arc inadmissible

at the Royal .Veademy, can be congregated at

the .Vrchitectural Exhibition with great advan-

tage to the profession, and the few who take

interest in its pursuits. We hail, therefore,

with ideasure the goodly range of large idioto-

graplis of executed works, modem and ancient,

The walls in Conduit-street,

on the feature, Imwever, of the fottlicomitig

Exhibition, will lie the sketches ,ind draw-
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iags frtjui old biiiUlliigs, lieaileil by the

magnificent collection, numbering oOO .speci-

mens, by the late Reverend J. L. Petit,

made din'ing tours embracing nearly the

range of CIn-istendoni. Messrs. Alloni,

Darbyshire, Foster, Soddon, Spiers, and Wat-
son are among the contributors to this dejiart-

nieut. The competitions of the past year, also,

as usual, afford groups oE drawings, the com-
j)arison of which is of value and interest. A
department better supjilied than on any former
occa.sion is Decojation, and Mr. Marks's
original drawings for the new Gaiety Theatre
will be eagerly examined. Mr. Waterhonse
exhibits a fine drawing of his great work at

Manchester, and Mr. Hobson of his at Liver-

jjool. Mr. Seddon scuds his almshouses, now
being erected at Fulliam, and elevation of the

Church of St. Nicholas at Great Yarmouth, a

second portion of which is in course of res-

toration. Messrs. (iodwin and Crisii exhibit

their last, design for the new Ass'ze Courts at

Bristol and Glenbegli Towers, Killarney, and
numerous photographs of executed works are

contributed by Jlessrs. Kcmpson, Corson, and
others.

THE LAW COURTS.

THE much discusscil (juestion of flie site

for the New Law Courts is for the mo-
:nent as far from a settlement as ever. In

!'aot, it has entered on an altogether new
iihase. Jlr. Lowe, with a courage, we may
.dmost say audacity, has for the time extin-

,;uished the a;sthetical element of the ipiestion.

He has taken it from the hands of the archi-

tects, and we may say the lawyers, and he will,

if he can, place it directly under the control

of the Government. After years of discussion,

.ifter innumerable .speeches and letters in the

jjapera, and pamphlets ; after the incubation

of commi.ssioners, after the prolonged battle of

flie sites, after the labours of the competing
architects, after 3,500 people have had notice to

ipiit their premises, after the demolition of

iinndreds of houses which covered in one oE the

most thickly populated districts of London
seven or eight acres, tlie whole matter, by the

veto of the Government, is su.spended
for a month. ?.L Lowe, the Chancellor of the
Exchequer, is determined to becomea sensati-

onal minister. We have scus.stional novels,

sensational dramas, sensational architecture,

and why should we not have sensational statcs-

inansliip ? Ivlr. Lowe startled the house on
Tuesday evening by throw'ng overboard the

Uuyal Commiss o:i audi s blue books, Mr. Street

and his accepted (ilan, the Carey-street site and
its apiiroaches. Sir Charles Trevelyan and his

prosy advocacy of the Thames Enibaidimcnt
.vite, Mr. Gregory. Mr. Bercsford Hojie, ami
iilher imcovcnanted )irofe.s.sors oF a'sthctics in

the Hou.so of Commons, Jlr. Feild and the

solicitors society ; and he did all this on the

plea of economy. We can tolerate

sensational dramas, or if wo dislike them, we
need not look at them ; and wo can leave un-
read sensational literature, but we cannot
shelter ourselves from the effects of sensational

statesmanship. Instead of Mr. Lowe's proposal

and policy bcingecouomical, we believe it will

I'pen the door to the umiecessaiTexpenditureof
millions sterling. It would be the means of

sacniicing hundreds of thousands already ex-
pciuled on the Carey street site. Once get
the architects on the

" Embankment site with
Lord Elcho and other self appointed guardians
of beauty in the House of Commons, and Sir

Charles Treve'yan.aiul Mr. Cole using the Society
of Arts and the South Kensington Museum as

levers out of the House, and Mr. Lowc"s limited
area will become elastic mitil it reaches from
the Embankment to the Strand, from Somerset
House to Essex .street; and his tl,.'.110,0000

will be increased to at least tfi.OOO.IIOO. If wc
had Mr. Loweasiieiiictual Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer this might not tidic place, as hewouhliu
all probability holdalight hand on the national
piu-se strings, and we should admiie him all the

more for it. But wliai if Mr. L'jwc \>t' siu-

ceeded by some minister with less economical

notions and more impressionable to externol

inHuence ? Why then in all probability the

professors of dillitanteism in tlie IIou.se of

Comnrons would have their own way, and the

wliole of the coniempl.itcd endiankment site

would be covered with law courts. As the

question is reoi)cned we shall have something
more to say about it, and particu-

larlj' about the plan suggested by Mr. Lowe.
Inigo Jones' design for a palace for Cliarle-^

I. moi'e than two hundred years ago wa.s a

magnilicent conception. But we cannot

see how it could be ada|)ted in any legitimate

way for concentrated Law Courts for the pre-

sent d.ay. In fact, Mr. Lowe's proposal is

altogether too crude and spasmodic to be
reduced to practice.

PROFESSOR WESTMACOTf OX GOTHIC
AND GREEK At, T.

PROFESSOR WESTMACOTT always

speaks out. He does not spare his op-

ponents, and if positive assertion carried

conviction along with it he would be one

of the most convincing arguers of the day.

His diatribes iq on the defects of Gothic

architecture and the contemptible absurdity of

any one in the nineteenth century imitatiug

such poor and barbarous stuff would have

more force if he had condescended to give

better reasons for his opinions than his mere
ipse dixit—or, better still, if he could have
shown that lie himself or other sculpt(n's

or architects who went to ancient Greece f<ir

their ideals had some better things than those

whose inspiration came from the middle ages,

[f there is one branch of the art of this cen-

tury more thoroughly unsatisfactory and use-

less than another it is that of quasi-Grecian

scul]iture, and that probably to aveiy consider-

able extent because, after all, it consists mainly of

copies, and is nnsuited to our race and times.

The Grecian styles of architecture are essen-

tially lifted for marble construction, and arc

far too limited in their application to be at all

applicable to the ordinary wants of such a time

as the present. Its very beauties are in a

great degree sealed books, or nearly sealeil

books, except to mathematical scholars. But

even supposing these were not the drawbacks to

acclimatising an essentially marble arcliitecture

whoso every motive supposes uulimitedsunshine,

with its flood of light and burden of heat—in-

tolerable unless every available contrivance

to get shade be resorted to—to a climate of

rain and fogs, where there is seldom enough
light and heat even for cheerfulness, where the

usc<d'inarble is almost impossible on account of

ox])cii.se and entirely inadvisable on every ac-

count, it being a material that neither looks

well nor wears well in such a climate as ours.

If we say these difficulties did not exist or

were not insurmountable, there would still re-

main the fact which should remove all ipies-

tioiis upon the subject, that we only know one

particular phase of it.

-Vnylhing like d(miestic common-life archi-

tecture of Greece does not exist. We know
what their simple temples were like, with the

double Cella, the jierlstyle and ])orticoes, but

these give us no hint as to what their ordinary

buildings were. They were innbably entirely

different in every respect from marble teiiqilcs,

but, whatever they were, it is iu)t to be (h.ubted

that they were as well aud]ierfectlyadapted to

the climate of Greece and the materials used,

as were the religious biiildiugs to the fmictions

for which they were intendeil, and if so, when
we consider tlie character and manners of the

Greeks, their modeof life, and the necessities of

their climate, their laws and institutions, we
cannot doubt for a moment that in no single

jioiiit would thcirdomesticand civil architecture

lie adapted to our wants. The one great jioiiit

in their example which must alw.iys be

valuable is the discipline of the mind and

taste their extreme purity and refinement.

wliicli can teach us a much needed lesson,
more however, in the way of chastening ami
unproving our own art feeling and powers,
than affording anything for I'ls actually to
copy.

In what we have said above, we are far
from advocating entire disregard of Grecian
art. We believe that so far from the study of
any fine work of any date standing in the way
of advancement in Gothic architectural art,

as some of its best known advocates (one
distinguishtd master of the art being re-

ported to have said that he dare not look
at the best Italian buildings for fear of
violating his inedia?val taste) are said
to think—we fully think that any archi-
tecture which is to become a really living one
in the nineteenth century must .spring from
a study of all that is admirable in the best
work of all times. The more extended the
reading and knowledge of the artist, the more
readily and powerfully will he be able to make
full use of his genius and talent. The lessons
of discipline, for instance, taught by all the
best Greek work are especially needed in the
present da}', when so much of crude, flaunting
vulgarity disfigures so many of our most costly

buildings. Though we maj' not copy the details

of the style—and it will be a happy day when
we shall cease to copj' anything—we cannot
fail to be benefitted by knowing how others
have got over difficulties which have occurred'

to them similar to our own, though not iden-
tical. In the treatment of metal, above every-
thing, all that tlie Greeks did was so perfect,

and almost all that we are doing is so vulgar
and bad, that a careful study of their pro-

cesses and designs is most needful to any
rising man who hojies to escape the fashionable
vices wdiich at present prevail to such a disas-

trous extent. The fine casting and ch'selling

of the Greek will show him that there is a
better mode of treating metal than the bastard
so-called wrought stuff of the present day,

which is really no more wrought by hand than
the merest casting, and is neither so durable
nor convenient. But this is only one exam]de
out of nian\' of the lessons to be learnt from
the works of this great peiqile, not by copying
what they did, but by making their excellencies

our own, just us Sliakes|)eare did with their

poetry. What Professor Wes'inaeott a'^pcars

to have thought h's hardisiblow at the Gothic
people, that its art was not pure, was really

beside the mark altogether. It was, in fact,

a confusion of an .Tsthetic with a moral quality.

Puritv of art is quite compatible with imiuirity

of morals to the highest degree, and besides-

this, all or nearly all of the objectionable

wood carvings of which he speaks, which are

.so bad that they must be fa.steued down so

that peoide .shall not look at them, belong to-

a late date, when tlie Gothic architecture wis
sadlydeteriorating. There arc very fewarchi-

tects, none probaldy worth the name, who
would advocate a return either to the art or

morals of the decline of the Gothic period.

If the professor has any doubt about the jies-

sibility of highest and "purest art being linked'

with impure morality, he has paid little

attention to the history of Greek art and

jioetry. Artistically chastened and disciplimd

as both were, they both abound in st.-irtling

grossness of immorality. It is not, however,,

in its inq-erfectioiis thatcither Greek or Mediae-

val art is to be studietl and u.sed. Wln;rc

Gothic art was imperfect, whether from lack.

of correct taste or ©if suflicicut education,

it .should be supiilemcnted and corrected

;

and this we ludd to the most extreme extent.

No architecture can he living that jeriietuatcs

and re]ieats errors or crudities of former times,

nor that igiuncs comfort .ind convenience, in-

disjiensable to ns in our state of mannei's and

civiliz.-ition. A thingniaybc very beautiful and

satisfy our artistic naste, but if it does not

fully "and easily perform the luiriiose for which

it is" designed it is of little vjiluc : this .seems,

somewhat of n truism, but still the jioint is

so much lost sight of in practice, that it is

I
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still neecsKary to lu'sc upon the rising man of

the Gothic school tlie necessity of adapting

our work to mn present T\'ants anil ic'iuire-

mcnts, feelings and comforts, which really is a

]ioint of far imire consequence than mere cor-

lectncss of detail. No amount of beauty will

rompcHsate for absence of ai)propriaieness and
jierfcct adaptation to the jnu'pose of its prcj-

duction. And so, though there may be rau.ch

in niedian-al work which a highly-trained taste

and ad\'anced civilisation cannot a]iprove, sti 1 ! a

sensible unbigoted adoption of all that is good in it

may be, and, as we believe is, far more desirable

than any imitation of a style so limited in its

ai)plicability andof which so iittleof adouiestic

^character remains as the Greek, and that, oven
taking for granted t'le amazing cnlti^'ation au;I

high ipuility of the Greek mind as shown in

its architecture, as in fact, W'e must confess, in

its work of .-dl kinds. If Professor Westma-
<ott studied what we have left to us of Greek
Work, and if more of that whicli was not
monumental had been ju'eserved, we have no
iloubt that it would be i)lain that the comic
and grotesque element was not absent from it

any more than from the Gothic. We donotfora
n.ionient believe that these are a sign of want
of art i)ower, but when finely imagijied and
well carried out, quite the contrary. No doubt,
some of the later grotesques are vulgar, com-
mon-]ilace crudities enough, but this docs not
apjily, by any means, to all such works. Power
of conventionalising animals, which is nearly
akin to that of making gi'otesques, has always
been a sign of art power, and was considerably
possessed and used by the Greeks, and most
civilised and artistic nations of the east. If it

is allowable to take hints for ornamental de-
tails from natural vegetable or floral objects,

without really copying a single feature accu-
rately—and most of the loveliest ornament,
notably so of Greek art, has so arisen—there
can be no valid reason whj', for the expression
of the ridiculous or horrible qualities which
are as couniion to the hinnan mind as the
bcautifid—should n;)t find expression from a
.similar selection of hints, as it were, from
natural objects. JM-any of the exami)Ies to
which reference is made in the Professor's
jiajiers are political, and so, of course, only
applicable to the tiniesatwhieh they were done,
.•ind almost necessarilj' partake of the general
coarseness of caricature. The attempt to pour-
tray evil spirits and pereonify vices is -

another mattei-, in that; whatever we may
thiidv of the wisdom of making such represen-
tations, there is no doubt of the great power
rind skill with which some of the best examples
-are executed

; at the same time there is no
sort of necessity for adopting any jiarticular

«on\-entionality of the kind. It is one of those
cases where the good architect would decide
whether the idea was good or not in itself, and
Avliether it was in design and execution up to
the mark of our jiresent state of knowledge
-and civilisation. The architecture of tlie

middle ages does not depend u])on its gro-
tesques, caricatures, or demonology, for its

general effect and practical adaptability to
the wants of the present day. Tlierc never
was a style that was so untramcllcd, and whose
end in all its best examples was utility before
beauty or regularity, though the former of
these always followed—and in many cases
both. It is only the second-rate architect (the
one, in fact, who lacks the true artistic faculty)
who aims at a iiicturesquc irregularity such
as is often to be observed in the clever way
that ancient buildings were altered for the sake
of utility, whci^e no siu'h exigency of rcadapl ation
or utility exists. JIuch that is alleged by the
Classicist against the revivers of Gothic art is

really owing to the want of education and the
ignorance of all artdi.sjdayed bysonuany of those
who have had to do with these "things. Professor
"Westmacoft would have them copy Greek art.

We, for our part, care vei-y little "what style is

followed, if the result is" to be coj)ying." No
architecture of cojiying v.'ill ever live." If it is to
live, it must be oi'i'ginal woi'k. Thougli sug-

gested by that of former times—m arcliitec-

turo that ever existed sprung up of itself. Our
chief hope for a really lasting and national
architecture is fi'om adevelojimeut of the most
elastic of those styles which liave gone before.

IIOVAL IXSTITUTK OF BIUTISH
ARCHITECTS.

AT the ordinary niccliiig of this Institute, held
on Jliir.ilay evening last, Mi-. W. TiTE,

M. I'., I'rc^iidrn:, in the chair, there vras a very
hii'ne attor.ihwice of Jferabcrs and Associates on
tlio occasion of the presentation of the Hoyal Gold
Medal, the Institute Medals, and other prizes

awarded at the si)Cfi;il meeting- held on the ijth

iiist., to the couiijctitors, as cnnmcratcd in our
c:)himns the week before last. Additional iu-

tci-ost was created hy the re-.appearaiu-c amongst
his colleagues, of Professor Donaldsnii, after his

lengthened torn- in the Holy Land, the priiuipal

cities of lujy, &c., and on his entrance into the
i-nom, he was greeted by his numerous friends in

the most cordial manner. The Icai-ned professor

appeared to he in vigorous health. As was to he
expected, he has brought home with him for pre-

scutatiou to the Institute, a large collection of

artistic and literarj' contributions, including
])ortfolios of photographs and prints of the prin-

ciii.il works of leading Italian architects with
whom ho is personally acquainted, or was intro-

duced to dm-ing his stay. The table was nearly
covered with these nmncrous works, and their in-

spection gave great gratification to those present.

Previous to the aimouncement of these donations
Professor Donaldson proposed as hon. foreign mciu-
licrs of the Institute, the following di.stiiignishcd

])C!-sons :—The Cavalicrc Professor Giuseppe
Poggi, Sig. Liugi Pnletti, the Coirat Vespignani
(Papal Architect), and the Cavalicrc Professor E.
I). Falris. The nominations having been duly
seconded, the election will take place in the usual
v,ay on a future occasion. I-u addition to tiic con-
tributions of the above-named gcntlc:n-sn, there

were others from the Cavalicrc Matas, Professor
Cavalicrc Andrea Bnsiri, and L. Kautau/.oglos,

the latter consisting of treatises onvi'orks executed
in modem Athens, and proceedings of the Archic-
ological Society of Athens, 18tiO-G7, from the

Secretary. A special vote of thanks was passed
to the donors, and to Professor Donaldson, for the
jiains he had taken in collecting- and bringing
them home.
The following geutlcniou were balloted for and

elected, viz., as Fellows:—Arthur AUoni (Asso-
ciate, Itobsrt 1!. Banks (Associate), William G.
Bartleet (Associate), Charles L. Eastlake (Assist.

Sec), Augustus Ererc (Associate), lto1>crt Kcirle
(Associate), Syilncy Williams Lee (Associate),
and Powland Pluni!)e (Associate) ; and as Asso-
ciates, Cha-.-lcs O. Blahcr, Wiffiam Pain, Elijah

Iloolc, and Geo. ScamcU, jnn.

The Peesidekt having expressed the gratiSca-
ation of the council in recommending Profcssm-
Lepsius as the recipient of this year's Gold Jledal,

and rcfcrrc 1 to the eminent services th",t ;;.-ii?I(.-

manhadrcni'cn •

in IC^iyjit," aMil

of (he In-;(iiiiT

do Sc:i;n;.l!:' il.,

Tiic Baron l]ricfly expressed his thanks i->n licludf

of Professor Lepsius, and his high app-.-ccialiou

of the honour which had been conferred upon his

distinguished countri-man.

Mr. Wyatt Papworth, Pellow, then read
a ])apcr cntitlccl,

NOTICE OP THE AECHITECTUEAL AXD
LITERARY WORKS OF THE LATE ARTHUR
ASnPITEL, FORMERLY VICE-PRESIDENT.

Arthur Ashpitel w.as the eldest of six chil-

dren of "Willinm Hurst Ashiiitcl, of Ciaptou, an
.a-'cldtcct of some einincnce. and \vas li:.iru on the
14th Dec. I.'iur. hi ISlC, he shov.cd remarkable
proMcicncy in drawing. In 1817. while jumpiuj;

to catch tb.e handle of the door-hcll. he fell on tlic

scr.ipcr under it, and so seriously injured the

sinews or hiji-joint of his right leg as to cause him
to he laid up for some years. He walked Vi-ith

crutches for many month.s, and when stronger at-

tended Dr. Burnett's celebrated Academy at Hack-
ney. There, when twelve or (hirtccn years of age,

he was engaged in a ]ilaygi-oinid strife, and Keiii^^

thrown, his injured liinij was so severely affc-tcd

as to cause a rcnc\\ cd prostration. During all this

!lncs.«. bis active mind called for congenial

food, and while he was confined to bed and sofa
books from liis father's library were supplied to
him

;_ there he gathered his ideas on heraUIrj-,
chemistry, nrchitectm-c, .and other arts. In 1821
an uncle gave him a Hebrew bible, which bo
studied under the tutor (the l!ov. .1. Buddcll) who
attended him. In 182-l,Dr. Burnett was so pleasci'

with an exorcise submitted by Arthur in bhinl
verso, which was an imitation of an e;>:-

gi-am on •' Tjnnnocus," that he scut it to th
" Weekly Literary Magnet." These linos (Arthur's
first .appearance in print) were the precursors of
a largo qnaiitity of literary work. As Dr. Bur-
nett had grounded him well, his tenacity of rrn-
inoi-y, sound .sense, and goodapplication,coucnn-e
in making him a learned man on many subject

-

and in many languages. He -vvas acquainted witJi

Hclirew, translated Greek with facility, was criti-

cal in Ijatin oven to composing versos in that
tr.ni^nc, spoke Eronch aud Italian as well (or as
liadli) as most Englishmen who only use thasc
laiiuiKincs on rare occasions, .and had studied
cru-i.'1'ully EugUsli literatm-e of all periods. For
some yc:!rs he was engaged in literai-j' work,
aurl in asNistiTig his father in the improvement of
Ihe family property at Clapton, and so laid the
foundation of his professional pursuits. Finding
his strenglh sufficient to enable him to give the
attention required for such work, he established

liimsclf as an architect and surveyor at 5, Crown
Court, Old Broad Street, about 1843 ; ho was
joined there by Mr. Edmoston. One of his ear-

liest works 1844-.5, was the Hutchison Markets,
the Palace Tavei-u, and fort}- or fiftj- houses, in

Gravel-Lane. Ilouudsditch. The Church of St.

Barnabas, Ilomerton, was designed iul'-l:; 'i

him. and erected in 1847. The style i^^'l '':

Middle Pointed period. In 1848 he .a.ldr.l i!:

p.arsounge. and in 1852 the north aisle and M->tij.

In 1817 lie was engaged upon a new church crec^

ted among the ruins of St. Dogmael's Abbey, near
Cardigan ; 1841). a memorial to Bishop IJidley .at

Heine chnrch, Kent ; 1851. a new chm-ch at

Vcrnhani Dean, near Ilimgerford ; sehools at Lea
i!rid.;>:e, near Clapton ; l.argo adilitions toHacknej
^\'o!•khouse ; model cottages for artisans atLowor
Ciajiton ; a new chm-ch at Blackheath ; the Lon-
don Silk Trophy and Ribbon Fotmtains for the

Groat Exhibition, and many other minor works ;

and in 185:3 ho designed the Wellington Clock
Tower at the Scuthwark end of London Bridge.

\\hich, having been declared an obstruction to the

thoroughfare, v.-as sold in the early part of 1838.

and removed to the grotmds of Mr. Dothr-ae, at

Swan.ige, Dorsetshu-e, where the upjicr part otdy

has been jjlaccd npcn a plain Purbcck-stone base

of about 20ft in height. In 1852 he added various

works at the London Orphan Asylum, Clapton.
About this jieriod he was largely engaged npon
mnnei-ous compensation cases arising out of the
formation of the North London Railway and
other improvements. At the Exhibition of the

Royal Academy, 1850, his great artistic

abilities wore evinced liy a drawing com-
prising "Selections from thcwoi-ks of Palladio,"

which he grouped into one composition, all the build -

ings beiuii^ drav.n to the same scale. Fur the cxhibi-

tio'nof tiic foli^nvi.m vrar lie made .i ••Desi-ii fa-

rebuilding BlaelJriar;. \]r\,\-r. aii>l tbn.wiie^ ,,,«:,

the cast front of St. I'aiil's Carhedi^al," wliieh con-

tained the following details;—" Shops on the

la-idgo to pay intei-cst on the cost; the expen.^e

of the new street to lu little more than proposed

by tlie Citv; the obelisk to b.i that given by tlu-

P'acha of" Egypt to the English "nation ;' the

wharves to betaken from the river, aud to have a

Iar,!;c sewer beneath them." Almost siinultancousl_\

with his first architectural work, ho plnngcii

into litcrarv activity. In 1848 ho assisted ^II-. C. J.

liichardsoii in (he first part of his projected pub-

lication " Studies of Oniamental Design,'" writ-

ing- fir it a descriiition of a remarkable " Ancient

R.-imau (Mass ^'asc" of the same species as the

c?lebi-ated Portland Vase in liie British Mnscnm.
For tlic second part of that publication in 1852.

bo w;-otc a careful description of the clnboratu
" Gallcrv Ceiling at Blickling Hall, Norfolk." In

I8.">;)-5I," for .lolin Wcalc, the iniblishcr, h.?

nearly re-wrote Nicholson's w-ork on"Handi-aiN
aud Staircases," adding twelve ))latcs of Elizri-

bcthan and Jacobean work. In 1845, he bccmue

a niemhcr of the British Arcluvidogical Associa-

tion, aud in Ihe vidumos of the Jountil of that

elation will be founil the papers lie read nt

several of its conferences. In 1848, he Icctiiml

extempore on Worcester Cathedral, to supply the

absence of Mr. Edwni-d Ch-e.sy. Hiscritical remarks

on Saxon and Norman architcctnrcarc very origiiml
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and valualile. Iii 1849 he attenileil the congress at

Chester, and gave" Kcmarks on Chester Cathedral,''

and an extempore adilress on the fine old

church of St. John, in the same city, which he

oonchidcd with an account of the " Origin and Use

of Ciypts." In 1850, he prepared " The History

and Architecture of Manchester Cathedral. For

the Congress of 1837 he undertook a paper on
" The Prioiy and Chnrch at Repton, Uerhyshire,"

claiming for this monastery that its investigation

would lead to the discussion of theories the mo.^t

imporiant, and as yet uncertain, in this branch of

archa:iil(igy, viz., the settlement of what consti-

tutes the difference between Saxon and Norman
architcctiu-o. At tlic Congress of ISni, he gave a

cai-efully considered account of " The Architec-

ture of Ncwstead ^Vbl)ey," and some jiarticulars of

Lincoln Cathedral. For the meeting at liocbcstcr

in 185:!, he prepared a paper on " The Cathedral,"

and observations on Norman Fortresses, and
in a .short essay decribod the peculiarities of All

Saints' Church", JIaidstone. " \Vc arc imlcbted,"

writes Mr. Haily, the celebrated arcli:ciilngist, " to

Mr. Ashpitel, for nu\ny discoveries made during
his archaiological investigations. i\m<)ng these

may lie mentioned that at lieptou; while suiierin-

tending the excavations, he found the entire foun-
dations of the nave and transepts of the Abltey

Chnrch, with the bases of the columns perfect and
hi situ ; these were not previously known to be in

existence. At Rochester, he proved that the origi-

nal eastern end of the Saxon church had been of

a square form, and not semi-circular, as had been
supposed." His jouraey to Italy hi 1853 caused
an interruption in his areh;i3ological pursuits, and
on his retnrn in 1854, a dift'erence of opinion

among the members of the British ArclKCDlogical

Association havuig arisen, many of tliem resigned

their .seats upon tlie Council, Jlr. Ashpitel amoni;
the mnnber. Verv so,.n afterwards the L.>iid.>n

anil Middlc-ex Ar.'lucnlDgical Sdiiety was formed,

and in this .'ociet)' Mr. ^Vshpitel, in conjnuetion

with some of his old friends, took a lively interest,

becoming a member of the Council and a vice-pre-

sident. In .Tune, 1850, Mr. Ashi)itel entered into

partnership with Mr. John Whicheord, at 8, Carl-

ton Chambers, Regent-street, removing to 2, Poets'

Corner in May, 1853, the partnership bemg de-

termined in 1 855, owing to Mr. Ash])itel's declining

health. The two partners executed various works
at Swansea, incluiling the workhouse and the

baths and wash-lKiuses, to which latter class of

erections tliey had specially turned their attention,

in consequence of the passing of the Baths and
Wash-houses Act in 1840. In 1850-51, they de-
signed tho.se for JIaidstone, which cost C3,(l()0.

exclusive of water supply. The Lamlieth Baths
(said to be the largest in the world), were carried

ont by them in 1852-3 for a puldie company, the

Vestry declining to carry out the Act. Other
similar establishments were designed by them for

other i>ortions of the metropolis and for many
provincial towns. The general j)ractice of the

partners, besides nnmcrons cases of reference and
arbitration, was very extensive. In 1855 they

issued a pamphlet on " Town Dwellings," advo-
cating the erection of fire-proof houses in " flats,"

on a mollification of the Scottisli and Continental
systems. In October, 1853, he started on a twelve-
months tour in Italy, visiting Najiles, Leghoni
Florence, Milan, Venice, and Rome. When in

Rome, he risited the Commendatore Caniiui, at

whose studio he made the ac(|naintancc of Ihv

enthusiastic Gcnuan antiipiary. Dr. Kmil IJraun.

The pleasuiv and interest of this .sojourn in Italy,

was greatly cnhaiu'cd bv the comjianionship of th(

late David Roberts, R.A. .Mr. Ashpitel returned
to Kngland in October, 1851. In 185(i, Canina
an-ived in England on the special invitation of tlic

Duke of Northnmberhiud, to ])ut in operation cer-

tain iutenuil decorations which he bad designed
for Alnwick Castle. While in Ijigland, Caniua
spent nnich of his time with Mr. Ashpitel, ami ii

was doubtless during this [jcriod that .Mr. Asb-
pital worked out with the great antiquary the

solution of tliose discoveries made during lati-

years in the Forum at Rome, which greatly upset
the theories usually received. In January, 1857,
he contributed a paper to the Society of Anti-
quaries (of which Societv he was elected a member
in 1847), " On Choirs and Chancels, particularlv
as to their nsc in the South of Europe," In June
of the same year, he read another iiajier before the
same Society, "On the Citv of Cmn.ai and the
recent Excavations there." In March of the same
year lie read his first paper at the Institute, II

was entitled, " On the dilfercnt ilieia-ies re.s|)ec'-

ing the Fomm at Rome, particularlv those of our

late Jlcinber, Commendatore Caniua." (Cauina
<lied at Florence in October, 185r>, while returning
to Rome). In 185S :o_.pearel the climax of his

researches with Canina, in the production of the

very interesting picture exhibited at the Royal
Acailemy, entitled, "Ancient Rome," a view
(fron\ the Terrace of the Palace of the

Ciesars on the summit of the Palatine Mount)
of the Capitol, Tarpeiau Rock, Forinn, &e. This
production was paraleled in the next year's (185*,))

exhibition )iy a companion view of moileru R(tnie

from the sanu^ eminence. In .Tune, 18110, he rcail

liis seconil paper at the Institute, " On the ( )rigiu

ami l)e\eloiiment of the U.SO of CiTJits in

Chri-lian ( 'linrc'bes from the earliest periods," only
giving liair llie bi>toiT of the sidjject, and promis-
ing the reiiiaiiiiler, which, however, has been left

for some one else to supply. His observations
during a discussion at the Institute in 18tll on
" The mode in which light was introduceil into

the Greek temples," as propounded by ^Ir, Fer-
gusson, form almost another paper. In June,
1802, he contributed his last paper to the Institute,

the subject being "On the Italian Architectural

Drawings iu the Royal Library at Windsor." In
lS5t)-7, he revised for Mr, John Weale another
of Peter Nicholson's books, entitled " The Car-
penter's New Guide,"' adding the second division

—

"Practical Mechanics, Mensuration, &c," In the
April and June numbers of the Gentlemnn'

s

Mnijnzinc, 1858, he confcributed a review of Dr,
Birch's valualdc work on the " Histoiy of Ancient
Pottery," In 1858-9, Messrs, Black, the ].ro-

prictors of the " Eneyclopscdia Britannica,
"

engaged him to conclude such of the biograi)bic:il

articles as had been cntnisted, for the new edition
of the ladilieation, to the late Lord Maeaulay,
whose ileath prevented the continuance of his

assistance. Mr. Ashpitel consequentlv wrote the
notices (amongst otlicrs) of Yaiduu-b, Wren, the
Wvatt faniilv, William of Wavniletc, and
William of Wykeham. After the dissolution of

partnership with Mr. Whicheord, he continued to

reside at I'octs" Conicr, and though he bad then
retired from the aeti\e exercise of the profession,

he caiTied out a few small edifices entrusted to

him, and frequently acted as arbitrator in disputed
matters. His later literaiy productions were two
" reviews" for the 7'7«c Art Quiirtci-bj Rcvien-

;

one in 186(> of " The prineii)al ruins of Asia
Minor," by C. Texier and R, P, Pnllan, and, in

1867, the first portion of a review of "Gothic
j\jchitectiu'e in Spain," by G. E. Street, A.R.A.
During 1855-6, he was engaged for Messrs. Black
upon a " Treatise on Architecture," which ap-
lieared early in 1867, This was not a completely
original work, as it comprised several of the essays
puldished in the " Encvclop.Tdia Brittaniea." llr,

Ashpitel, b..wever, rev'ised these to the limited ex-
tent allowed him, and supplemented them with en-
lirely new .seelions on Egyptian, Jewi.sh, .and As-
syrian arebiteiture ; a chapter on Indian and
Chinese anbifeetnre ; and a Glossary of Tenns
used in .Media-val Architecture ; besides adiling
he article jVceoustics, and supplementing those on
joineiT, roofs, stoncnia,somy, &c., to bring their
uformatiou down to the present time, lie was
fleeted as a mcndicr of the Inslitute in 1851,
served on the Council in 1850-58, and as ^'ice-
President 1862-64, and again on the Council in
18i)5-67„ hesiiles acting on Connnittees, &e. Since
1855, when the Mctrojiolilan Building Act first

gave the labour to the Inslitute, he usually presided
>t the Board of Examiners of Candidates for
certificates of competency to act as District Sur-
veyors, and took great part in the prciiaratii.n of
the questions. When in 1860 the Architectural
.\ssociation recjuested the Institute to establish a

voluntary architectural examinaticm, he conqnled
he " Sketch of Fonn of ICxamination Paper. This
.'learcd the w.ty for his colleagues, Mr, (now Sir)
Digby Wyatt, "and Mr, G, G. Scott, R,A,, in

he labours of the first examination in 1863, The
I ilionrs of Mr, Ashjiitd in this direction, showed
hat the junior members of the profession had fe\\

more liberal, more helpful, ormore practical fricud>
imong.st their .seniors. In another matter of simi-
'ar character, nnnicly, a " Schocd for Artistic

,Architectural Education," iiropoundcd by Mr, (i.

(;, Scott at the Architectural A.s.sociaiion, Mr.
Ashpitel acted (with others) on liehalf of the lu-
ititnte. The many engagements <d' Mr, Scott,

however, hail caused that project to be abandoned,
When in 18.50 the Architectural Exhibition dc-
dred to extend its nscfnlncss by the renting of
better galleries, Mr. Edmeston' undertook the
liities of lion, sec. while Mr, .Asboitcl, as tven-

sm-er, provided the funds forcavrying it on, and both

were greatly instrumental in saving the institution
from a premature ileath. lie took a ilee|i interest

in the foundation of the Architectural Union Com-
jiany : and to the Architectural Association, the
Architectural Museum, and the Architectural
Benevolent Society, his purse and time were fully

opened. He joined the Architectural Publication
Society on its bein,i; brought before the profession ,

bv the author of this paper (Mr, Wvatt Pap-
w'orth) in 1848, In 1853 he contributed" to it the
" Ili^tcay of Ancient Baths, and their develop-
menl in the modern Baths and Wash-hon.ses," witli

various illustrations ; he wannly supjiorted the
conimcneemeiit "by the Society (of the) Dictionary
of Architecture " in its integrity. For it he wrote,
in ls55, the articde " ilauufacture of Brick," and
from that time to his death he had assisted as a

contributor and revi,sor. Of late years he resided

a good clealat Ramsgatc, forthe benefits of the .sea-

air and boating, lint in the autumn of last year
he was brought home in a very weak state, from
which he never i-allicd. His life ended on the

afternoon of tlic 18th .Tanuary last, in the 61st

year of his age. In the numerous works which he
executed (of a class such as usually falls to

the lot of an architect in general practice

not entering into open competitions) he
selected the Media;val or the Italian

style, as appeared to him best suited,

for the subject in hand ; his designs were never

pretentious ; in rebuilding old churches he
ado)ited the t^^1e of the former edifices, and con-
foniied to tlieir general arrangements as much
as |i.i.~il.l,v .Milioimb bis svm|iathies were
deeid.dlv with the .lassie Greek, 'and Roman, and
the iiobie Italianised Roman styles, he felt that

for snch edifices as he had to design they were
inaiqilicable. His ecclesiastical works were a
credit to the steady development of Gothic Archi-
tecture. It was frequently urged some years ago,

when the |n*ofession was more divided on the
i(UCstions of Classicism and Gothieism than now,
that an architect onght to jiractise only in one?-

style, for only one style could he appreciate. Mr.
Ashiiitcl's reply to this was expressed in the tenns
" If I relish turtle, is that any reason I may not

cat venison V He had a minute and accurate
knowledge of levelling, chaming, and mapping
land, and the use of the theodolite. As his

brother wTites of him, " he was essentially practical,

although he greiitly disliked the modern use of the

word, as it is employed to prefer mere mechanical
exjiertncss above theoretical science, whereas per-

fect ]n-aciice, he maintained, mnst he based upon
true theory." Nothing could more clearly illus-

trate the variety and extent of Jlr. Ashpitel's

schcdarsbi]! than the numerons articles on eveiy

variety of subject which he contributed to Notes
riitil (^un-ics. On almost every conceivable point

of literary, artistic, archteological and scientific

interest, the well-kuowu "A. A. of Poets' Corner"
had something to say. These contributions were
supplied almost weekly for scleral yeai's. He was
also a contributor to the On-l and io the Morning
Post. He was a good mnsician, and " once,"
writes Mr. Baily, " being in company with Mu
George Gilbert Scott (we were at ^^'estmin-

ster Abbey), examining tluit portion of th.?

triforinm known as the Muniment Chamber;,
which is over the eastern walk of the cloister,

when, on a sndden, Mr. Turle touched the pedal.-t

of the organ in his best style. ' What a grandl

hiiss that is,' said iMr. Ashpitel, iuHnenced by his

iiiiisical feelings. ' Yes,' replied Mr. Scott,

thinking more of the architecture, ' that base is

remarkably fine : it .aitrs nearly twenty inches.'
"'

The paper, wdiicli was umisually long, dwelt upon
the cc|uaiiimitv of teuqier aucl the high moral
tone Hhieh c-ba'racterised .Mr. .Vshpitel in all the

relations of life, and concluded by showing that

he had sacrificed his life and health to his work
and his intense stndionsuess.

Si TLPTfliK COMPETITIOX.— The town of

Ix'ydeu invites the scnlptors of all countries-

to send iu models for a statue of lioerhaavc

in the costume of a professor of Lcyden
University, The models are to be 3ft. 3in, (a

nic'lre) in height, including the statue and the

pedestal. Tilt' author of the selected model will

liave to execute a plaster copy of his design, from

three to four metres in height without the pedestal.

Tl e statue will be in bronze. The 1st of Sep-

tember, 18611, is Ihelatestday for receiving models,

and M. Boogaard, Professor to the University of

Leydeu, will funii.sh further information.

i
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&\ ^ni;ueiTaii.

IXSTITDTE OP SUUVEYOnS.

'ITie ordinary fortnightly meeting, held ou
Monday evening last, was presided over by
-John Glutton, Esq., President. The ininutcs

liaving been read and coulirnicd, donations of

Ijooks, &c., announced,
The Chairji.vn' asked whether any gcntle-

iii.an I'.ad any further ohservation to offer on
Mr. ChiUficld Clark's paper read at the last

incctin;.; on

til PROVED DWELLINGS FOR THE PEOPLE.
Mr. Ryde said he should he sorry if the subjcet

I'loscd without its being placed on record that the

discussion of the question so far as the Institute

tif Surveyors was concerned, was necessarily very
imperfect, on account of the shortness of time at

tonmiand. The paper read was not fully dis-

cussed, nor anything like it, and the subject of
m^'ricultiu-a! cottages was not mentioned in the
1l.^pcr, much less discussed. He should be glad
to bear at souic fiu'ther time further pajiers read,

«nd additioual iliscnssion on the subject.

Mr. liiRD spoke of tlic grc:it ililHcuUies wliieh

lie found in keeping the imiimvcd C(5ttages which
had been erected under his caro for the class for

which they were intended, viz., agricultural

labom-crs. The farmera let theui for higher rents

than the labourers could p.ay. He had built

twenty-five pcii-s of agricultural labourers'

«-ottages within the last five years, t'nc money for

v.hirli had been borrowed at (i per cent. But
at this high rate of interest he could not get
;ilong at all.

The Chairman said that the reason the dis-

cussion was not extended Wiis that the Institute

li-id only two evenings loft in this session for the
<liscussiou of any paper, arul the paper about to

be read woulil fully occupy those two evening-s.

It was unfortunate that this was the case, but
he should be ulad for any gentleman to read a
paper, or in sodc way introduce the subject next
session. He w.;s asked at the last meeting by
Mr. Vigo Buckland what was the course pursued
when any mendjer suggested subjects for dis-

cussion. It was thonght clcsir.ihle tliat mcinbers
should give notice to tlic Council of the subject

they proposed for disrns.-~iou, and the Council, on
consideration of the matter, Wonld appoint a
si>ceial or ordinaiy general meeting for the dis-

cussion of the subject.

Mr. Vt'. Mexzies, of AVindsor, then read a paper
on the

SANnTARY TREATMENT OF THE REFUSE OP
TOWNS AND THE UTILIZATION OP SEWAGE.

The paper, besides dealing generally with the sub-
ject, w.as devoted to an exposition of the " separate
system" of drainage of which Mr. Mcnzies is Ihc
originator. That system is, that the rainfall shall

in all cases, as a principle, be entirely separated
from the sewag.- ; the rainfall being conveyed to

the nearest outlet, and the sewage to the most
iippropri.ate land for utilization. Tlio advantages
<laimcd for the idea are many. The first antici-

pated is tliat there will be no gullies or openings
into Ihc s'l-cetscommunicivting with the foul drains
by which effluvium can ri.se into the streets or

<'.oart-yard3 ; the second, that men will not rc-

<inirc to enter into the drains to clean out the s uid
and grit from the roads; the third, that no over-
flows of foul or sewage matter will be necessary ;

and the fourth and most important, that the
treatment at the outlet by in-igation will be uni-
form, economical, and practically perfect. The fifth

advantage i.'!, that jierfect anil continuous removal
of all sev.age may be secured by a coni])leIc sy.s-

tom of rt-.isiiing, under comnmnd at all times and
»t all seasons ; and it is worth oliscrving that the
greatest flusliing will be ncce.ssar)-, or, rather
desirable, in the town in diy wo.ither, just when
the fields outside will take" it best. The sixth
:iilv.antago is, that when pumping is necessary, as
it is in such a vast number of cases, the economy
will be very great. The idea was fii-st brought
liefore the public by Mr. Meuzics in 1865, anil was
At the time duly noticed in our colunms. On so
many occasions since also have onr readovs been
made acquainted with its details that the insertion
of Mr. Mcnzies' paper would be only a repetition
of much that has appeared before.

It will bo rememb;'re<l that Colonel Ewart, in
his late report to the Home Secretary on the

• Sec (lie BuiLnjsc N"nws of I'cb. 3, and April 7, 1803.

dramage of the towns in the Thames Valley,

recommouded the separate system for adoption.

Discussion.
Mr. Grantham moved a vote of thanks to

Ml'. Mcnzies for his pwper. He had l)een con-

cerned in the case at Slough mentioned by Mr.
Menizes, and had iwvestigatcd the matter veiT

closely, and his concltisions with respect to it were
very much the same as Mr. Meuzics'. The
system of reparation whicli that gentlenum ad-
vocated l-.c (Mr. Orantbaim) h.i.d lorig considered

as quite the right tbinjt to do, and he should
never allow, in any wort in which he :vas con-

cerneil, the storm wittef to be admitted to the

.sewers, for the latter was one of the worst jirin-

ciplcs which could he ftflopted for the perfect

working of the sewe¥ system.

Jlr. Marr .Johnsow, in sccondiiig the vote

of thanks, regretted tha* only one evening more
remained for the discussion of the paper, which
might profitably be extended over six nights.

The Americans concnrred with ilr. Jlenzics'

views, the sewage of New York being ))asscd

entirely into pipe drains, and entirely .separated

from the stimii water. He thought their example
was not to be disregarded.

Mr. Horatio I>LOTr» hoped it would not go
forward that in a mcBting of that kind there

was no objection to Jlr. Men7.!«'s' thcniT, with

whicli ho (Mr. IJoyd) could not concur, so far

as London, at all events, wa.s concerned. He
bought that all experience had demonstrated
that the sewage in its diluted state was per-

fectly sufficient and perfectly competent for

all pmiiosos of fcrtil!s,ation, and did not

need the sep.aration adverted to, though in

smaller towns the larger proportion of rain-

fall in comparison with the finantity of the

sewage might ren<ler the mixed compound less

icful as a fertili.scv, and render the system of

seimration to some extent advisable. lie referred

to an investigation of the snbject by Parliament,

when the .'^clcct committees of both Houses deter-

mined that the proper method of utilising sewage
v.'as to apply it by gravitation to <'nUivatcd areas

in a liquid form, and this deei:-ion w.as given after

hearing the details of other proposed systems. At
Bai'king the ordinary London sewage was applied,

Ibe bind being of a verv ordinary quality, and the

result I'.ad been marvell-)ns croj'S, not only of n'c
grass, but roots of cveiy kind. Certainly as far

r.s the metropolis was conecnied there was no
reason whatever for saying that, it was necessary

to make any such separation as that proposed by
Mr. Meuzics.

Mr. Hope did not at all wish to take a position

antagonistic to Jlr. Mcnzies' views, which hail

been vei-y ably put forwai'd. Kng'ineei's had maile

a great many mistakes in the v.'orks thev had
designed in the metropolis, and in many other

to^-ns. Whether the entire sepai'ation of the

liouse drainage was i)'.'acticable he had gi'cat

doubts, and he had greater doubts as to whetherit
v.as advisable, inasmuch as pure house drainage,

undilutdl with any poi-tion of rainfall, was in

many sca.sons too stmng a manure to apply for

agricultural pnvpfiscs. He spoke not only pro-

fcs-^ionally, but asiv fanner. House sewage, cs-

])ccially in many j>roviucial to>vns, where the

national or artificial water supply was not as

large as in the imrtropolis, was almost too strong

for young deliesto ])lants jnst ."jppcaring above
the surface of tl»e groimd. If he were offered the
clioico at the same price of the house sewage
alone, or diluted with a rcasonaldc percentage of

water, he should juvfer the latter, not merely for

grass, bnt for markct-g'anlcn vegetables and
fruits. Althonglrmost towns were so sitmitcd Ibai

a large |)ortion of the honscs might be diaincd by
gravitation, yet the lowest p.oints of these tov.ns

were generally at » verj- !nw level indeed, and the

stomi water had certainly a tendency to be

dammc<l Imcfc by tt eon-csjionding licight in the

rivers. After all, it Wtts to a certain extent a

(|Ucstion of expons«•^ Jf the outfall sewers and
the pumping stations T»ero made of snflicicnt size

and power, there was-Ubiphysical rcaso!i why the

stoi-m water sliould ne* tie coir, eyed away as well

as the ordinal')' lions*' ilra'iiage. The street

washings of large toifSg! possessed a vc;'y great

value from an agriculttW!*! point of view, and if

they could be combined paticticaily with the house
drainage it would be verj' desirable. Ho thougl-.t

therefore that if the area covered by the town was
not excessive, or that the storm water or rainfall

was not excessive in jiroporlion to the house
sewage upon the same area, it would be advisalde

to unite the two rather than separate them. He

.should have great pleasure in reading a short
paper on the subject at the next meeting.
The Chairman theu announced that the next

meeting wonld take place ou Monday, May .^r'd,

when the discussion on Mr. Mcnzies' iiaper will be
resumed and a short paper '• on the Utilisation of

.Sewage" will be read by Mr. Hope.
Mr. Hope having balloted for e.nrl duly elected

a member, the meeting adjourneil.

ASSOCIATED ARTS LXSTITUTK.

ON Saturday evening last the question " Is com-
petition a desirable featiuc in art training'/"

was discussed, Mr. Holyoake opening in the
affirmative, and supporting his views of the case
by argningthat competitive trials of ability in art,

as in other subjects, promoted aspirants for
honours to study and gain knowledge, and gave a
healthy stimulus to art action.—Mr. Ellis H.
Vi'ooldridgc, on the negative side, contended
that competition was injurious alilcc to

art aud the artist, for the end and aim of men
entering into competition was to enable them
to surpass each other. It was false he said, to

say that competition afforded any knowledge what
ever. Tlie moment the spirit of competition made
itself felt, that moment knowledge became the tool

of competition suiiply, and was valued only in so

far as it brought the prize to the competitor.

Knowledge that was acquired with any other
motive than a right one—with any motive other

thau that of a Live of it—was useless. Competi-
tion as a feature of art training, was in his

opinion, neither useful nor successful. If there

was to be competition at all, it would be
well to coni'pete with men with whtmi there was
no disgi'ace in competing.—Mr. Boyes felt that as
an educational agency, competition was very

ilesirablc, although like most other things, it had
its abuses. The stimulus it afforded iirevcnted

tba^ vegetative state of existence into which .stu-

dents were especially liable to lapse. It was as
usc!c-s to tell a school'ooy to compete with Homer
,,; Virgil, as to tell the artists of this ilay to com-
])cte with the Venetians.—Mr. Lev.is F. Day, in

the negative, took very much the same line of

argument as Sir. Woolridge.—After a few re-

marks by Mr. Ballaid in the .affinnative, Mr.
Montgomerie Banking in the negative, said he
thought tliat conipetiiion was a sort of moral
sherry-anil-bittcrs, which created an appetite for

art, but it was questionable whether they had not
better go without such an appetite, or die altogether.

If competition was to be used as an educa-
tional .aid. it should not be forgotten that education

was only the means, not the end. Art was the

cud, but if the means were evil, he did not think

the call would bo good for much. The Chairman
(Mr. I'hene Sjiiers), in summing up the debate,

cxp'.e- -ed hinisc'lf as agreeing v.irh the afiirmative

side. His experience (and he had been c'lcerned
in many compefili(ms), was that the good iv..,nlting

fr(>m c(>mpetitioii was greatly in excess of the evil.

Mr. Holyoake having replied on the whole discus-

sion, the question was put to the vote, when se\ en
votes were recorded ou the afiinnative side, and
four ou the negative. The meeting then separated.

A JIABTYK TO ART.

A FOREIGN artist, M. Isidore Magucs, died
last week of anxiety and starvation, in

( 'harlotte-street, Kit/roy-S(iuare. 51. Antonio Van
Bcver, also an artist, stated at the inquest that ho
had known the deceased for fifteen years. He
once held a high jiosition, and being anxious to

make a name in the world he, five years ago, co.u-

menccd a large |)icture, which he hoped, when
completed, to have in the g;illciT at A'crsailles, and
with that view he scut B p'liot:igTaph of it to the
French l'",m)>eror. He also hail an idea of sending
it to the I'mglish Royal Academy. He had naincil

the jiicturc—a crayon drav.'ing, which he intended
t;) bring out in oil

—" L'Ententc Cordiale : an
Episode of the Crimean War," and the price be
ha<l fixed on it wivs £2,(;0i). He laboured on t'lis

picture, neglecting other work which would have
paid him well, and gradually sank lower aud
lower into ])0vcrty. His friends assisted hiiu. but
being absorbed in his great v.'ork, he did not heed
their advice, and they left liiiu. He was, howc\cr,
ns<iste<l by the French Amb;is.sador, and on Satur-

day vreek ho (witness) saw deceased, who was
much depres.scd in spirits, as he expected the brokers
to be put in po.sses.sion for rent. He said his

troubles v.cre so great that he feared his brain
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would kI > "ay. The witness yave liiiii iv sliilling,

for which he appeared very thankfuh i)n JMoii-

day the witness called upon him, hut received no
answer to his knock. He went again on Tuesday,

and entered the deceased's hcdroom and found

him dead. Dr. George Ross said that when called

in to the deceased he had been dead at least two

days. The room was in a filthy dirty condition,

and the picture refcixed to—certainly a very fine

one—was in that room. The post-mortem exami-

nation showed that the brain was entirely gone

from the effect of decomposition. The .servant at

the house in Cbarlotte-streot said that the principal

ford of the deceased was a loaf of bread and a

pint of milk daily. On Sunday week, in order

that he should not go without food, she lent him a

little money. He said, " Thank you. God ITless

you!" He owed si.x weeks' rent, at 1 "is. a week.

The jray retnrnod a verdict of " Death from fatty

degeneration of the heart, accelerated by want and
anxiety of mind." This pictiu'O, good or bad,

should be preserved, if only to teach a lesson to

artists and art workers. This man's devotion to

art was such that he spared not his own life to

the accouii)li.shment of his long-cherished idea, and
his deat'ii, lamentable though it is, is not without

its bright side in its display of an earnestness of

purpose and a love of art for its own sake which
we had almost feared had become mere sounds in

the moiTihs of students.

A BRICKYAED KOAD.

AT Jlyton, Yorkshire, a new road has lately

been made on one of the estates of Major
H. >I. Stapylton, of IVtyton Hall, under somewhat
exceptional circumstances; and the method adopted,

with perfect success, is also exceptional. 'J'hc road

referred to, s.ays Eiiffi'ieerinff, loads in one

sti-aight lino from the public road, near Myton
village, to the estate brickyai-d, a distance of 27

chains. A new road was lu-gently required, the

existing one being roundabout, and very bad.

There being extensive drainage operations going

on during the winter, and considerable building in

anticipation, involving much carting of pipes and

bricks from the brick and tile work, the old road,

even though constantly being repaired, soon be-

came almost impassable, the cart-wheels sinking

14in. or loin. ; and it was therefore deemed ex-

pedient to construct a totally new and gooil road,

that might be at once fit for use. Stone for road

metal is very scarce in the neighbourhood, Whin-
stone metalling costing, after i>aying railway car-

riage and carting, over lOs. per ton. Common
building bricks, however, were abundant, several

hundred thousand lying in stock, and it was de-

cided to fonn the road of brick. The cross sec-

tion of the roatl adopted is as shown on the

annexed sketch.

DRAU

The line of road ran through uudrainc 1 fields,

crossing a ridge ; so, to dry the formation, side

drains, of 3in. and 4in. pipes, were put in at an aver-

age depth of 3ft. 9in. The ground was then exca-

vated and embanked to the required gradient, side

slopes of IJ hiu'izontal to 1 vertical being used,

curved transversely, as shown on section, and the
fomiatiin cniiscilidated by means of a heavy land
roller being pas^cd several times over it. (_)n this

prepared liottuni the bricks were set on rt/i/r. abut-

ting on brick-on-end, all placed to l>rcak joint,

closely packeil together, and over the whole fully

lin. of screenings from a neighbouring gravel-

pit were spread, and swept into the brick joints.

The whole length of road was executed during

the month of J annarj-, and ready for trafiic fi no-

weeks alter conmiencement. Before carting on it,

the heavy land roller was drawn over it several

times, which tended further to harden the whole.

The inch of screening acts as a cushion to protect

the bricks from inmicdiate contact with the cart

wheels, and, caking under the traffic, makes a

capital coating. The road is simple in constnic-

tion, offers but 1 tt'e resistance to traction, and is

j^lways hard and diy, even in vciy wet weather;

it is standing well, and i.s, luider the circumstances

in which it was made, a complete success. It

only cost—earthwork, material, and labour in-

cluded, but exclusive of vaUie of lar.d and fenc-

ing—about £9 per imperial chain ovcrhea<l. \\'e

may add, for the benefit of any who, under simi-

lar cuTumstances, may try a similar road, that

much depends on putting in good drains to el't'ec-

tually keej) the formation dry and hard, to pre-

vent the bricks sinking, or, i\t least, (b)ing so

imeqnally. From the tv.-o months' trial the road

has had, during which sometimes 100 tons have
passcil over it per day, it is evident it will stand

well till the beginning of next wintcr,with a small

addition of screenings, perhaps, and then, even

thongh it should require a coat of Whinstone
metalling, it will be a serviceable and cheap road.

The work was carried out from the plans of

Mr. David Livingston, C.E., resident on the

estate, to the entire approval of the proprietor and
his aycnt, Mr. C'alder.

DOULTING FREESTONE.

LAST \\Tek we called attention to the Wardour
and Tisl)ury Stone Company, and we now

have a word to say about the Doulting Stone

Quarries. These qnarries are situate south of the

Mendip-hills, about two miles cast of Shepton
JIallett, Somersetshire. From a prospectus before

us we find that the specific gravitj' of the stone

has been detenuincd by observation on a variety of

samples to bo fi-ora 2'4 to 2-6. The same prospec-

tus says that thi> composition of the stone is as

follows :—
r.'nlmniito of T.bne avso
Onbiiautc ol Mayncsia 01
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Alaliiiun OTO

' From which it appeai-s, that it consists of a

nearly pirre carbonate of lime ; the amount of

oxide of iron present lioing so small as to scciu'e

the stone from changing colour upon exposure to

he air, whilst at the same time it is the cause of

the pleasing-tint of the stone itself."

Blocks of this stone can occasionally be ob-
tained from 20ft. to 30ft. in length, and twenti--

three tons of stone have been raised in a single

block. The beds are from two to five feet in thick-

ness, perfectly sound, and are never shattered by
frost, whctlicr in a wet state or not, and the stone

is quaiTied in the ivinter montlis irithout the least

fear of injun' from the weather. Hitherto these

qnames Invve not been effectually worked, as suf-

ficient fa(-ilities have not existed for taking the

stone to the railway. Mr. Charles Trask, the

lessee of the qnarries, has put in a new siding, and
laid down a tramway, and established a connnu-
nication beiwcen the quarries and the railway

;

and with the said advantages the lessee is enabled

to put stones on the trucks at a much lower price

than fonnerly.

As proof of the dm'abilit)- of the stone, we may
mention that it was used in Glastonbury Abbey,
built in the tweifrh centtn-y, and in the ruins of

which delicate mouldings of Doulting Stone have
been exposed for centuries to the weather without

decay. Wells Cathedral, dating from the

thu'tecnth century, was bnilt throughout of

Doulting Stone. The nave of Bristol Cathedral,

under Mr. G. V. Street, is being- built of the same
material.

WxVTEK SITPEY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

The Exeter Drainage Question.—Robert
Morgan, Esq.. Govcnmicnt Inspector, held a

public inquiiy at the Royal Hotel, Exeter, yester-

day week, in pursnaiu-c nt a memorial complain-

ing that the Loi-nl Hoard hail not p'rovidcd a

proper system of drainage. After hearing the

arL;nincnts the Inspei-tor said he should report lo

the 1 Ionic Secretary that the sewage ought to be

canied ai\ay. Money might be borrowed on a

morlgagc of the rates, and a rate of 8d. in the £
would cnalilc them to pay off the loan in ;iO yeai-s

The inhabitants could conqjel the I>ocal Board to

do it, or petition for a separation of the district.

The Dkainage op IIadi.eioh.—The local

authorities of Hadleigh. Suffolk, have decided t<i

consult a surveyor as to the best means of improving

the drainage of the town.

EMBEltTON.— On Saturday, the 10th insf. tha
parish church of All Saints, l'',mberton, Bucks,
was re-opened for divine worshiji, by the Bishop
of Oxford. The church is of the Decorated period,

but previous to it s restoration it had fallen into such
a state that it was descrilicd as being little better

than an old bam, the whole of the tracery having
heen cnt out, wood mullious substituted, and in

some cases the openings made srjuare headed.
The tower is ol: the Perpendicular period.

The church has been entirely new roofed, that
of the nave being of hammer-beam construction,

and the arcades of the nave, which were 16in.

out of perpendicular, have been bronght into (heir

original vertical position, a very ditlicalt work,
which has been most suecessfnlly canied cut.

The whole of the windov,- tracery and mnllifms

has been restored and quatrefoil lights inserted

in the clerestory. The north porch, the upper
story or parviso "to wdiich had been destroyed, has

been completely restored, and the south porch re-

built. Wrought u-on gates have been placed at the

entrances. The south aisle has been enth-ely

rebuilt from the moulded string under the win-
tlow cilis, A low stone screen has been erected

between the nave and chancel. The ne-w stone

pulpit is of octagonal form, with carved cornice

and quatrefoil jianels, filled mth the Agnns Dei
and emblems of the Evangelists, and boldly cor-

lielcd out from the screen before-mentioned. The
tower arch, which was partially blocked np, has
been opened. The cost of the entire work -n-ill be

about £2,000. The works have been oamcd
out by Messrs. Winn and Foster, of Thrapston,
near Bedford, from the plans and under the

superintendence of Mr. J. G. Bland, architect,

of Bu-mingham. The metal work is by Messrs-

Brawn and DoOTiing, and the carving by Mr-
Smith, bjth of Birmingham.

AnotherDisinpectingProcess.—A French
inventor, M. Dclbreil, has anived recently from
Paris for the pm-pose of inti-oducing a new process

and apparatus for collecting and disinfecting night-

soil. The invention applies especially to the cess-

pool system, and is vei-)' similar to, but less com-
plete than, that of Captain Liemur. M. Delbreil

proposes to collect, remove, and disinfect the con-

tents of cesspools by means of a traction engine

{licriuohllc). For "this purjiose a powerful pump
is adapted to the traction engine, and an ail--tight

metalUc reservoir, placed on the frame of an ordi-

narj- cart, accompanies the engine. A vacnnm
being effected in the rcsei-voir by means of the

pump, the almosphcric pressure forces the night-

soil (v hich is in a semi-fluid state) into the reser-

voir, while at the same time the noxious gases

floating at the top of the ccssijool are injected into

the fii-e-box of the " locimiobilc," -ivhere they arc

bm-ned, leaving in the tank the solid and liquid

matters mixed' together. AA'hen the cesspool is-

emplieil, the connection with the tank is cut off,

and it is dra-\vn bv the traction engine cither tt) the-

land -where the ni'ght-soil is re(|uircd as a mannre.

or to a depot. M. Delbreil argues in favour of his

invention :—1st. That it reduces the cost of re-

moval. 2nd. That he disinfects the night-soil, and

thereby does away with a great nuisance. :'>rd. That

he ena'bles agri(-nlturists to employ the manure in

the fresh state instead of the common '• poudi-ett,"

which consists of solid matter .separated from the

liquid and gaseous products by a tedious processof

evaporation, during \\liich much of the fertilising-

matter is lost. il. Delbreil considers the cesspool

system to be better than what he calls " canalisa-

tion," that is to say, drains and sewers. He prefers

the former for se"veral reasons, but especially be-

cause it allows the manure to be collected in a con-

centrated state, whereas with our system we obtain

a manure diluted witli, jierhaps, 90 per cent,

of water. M. DcUn-eil fondly hopes that English

boards of health « ill discard the iireseut system of
" canalisation " and return to the cesspool system-

If he has any friends in England they will prohahlv

explain to him that this is impossible : but (bcrcr

are still a few pro\incial towns where the cesspool

svslcm prevails, and we see no reason why the

V),-li.reil nroccss shoubl not be applied there as a

tcnqiorarV measure, for the principle of watcr-

("irria"-e 'must nltiniatclv be resorted tf)—onr t-It

mate and habits make it" absolutely necessary. M.
Delbreil intends to ])ubiish particulsrs of hi»

apparatus and process in a small pamphlet.—lie

7i'«</iH(-cr.

The Polvraphic Hall, Kin;; WiUiam-stretf

Strand, is to" be c,>.,v.-rlc.l into a tl.ealrc. 'ihe biuld-

in" will be opened makv the tule of the t harms

Ci-ciss Theatre.
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OKNAilEXTAL DEiSlGX.
UNDER this head I propose to consider

some of tlie many features of structural

• design tliat combine to make the materials and
conditions of a building, in plain speech, orrAtVee-

tural, or, to use a newly coined word of a learned
professor, " architecturesque." In one or two
preceding papers on " brick and stone design," I

have endeavoured to show how those materials
can be rendered truthfully, or be so adapted
and combined as to make them the intelli-

gible vehicles of structural effect, rather than
materials forced or pressed into service to pro-
duce unmeaning fancies at the bidding of
fashion or caprice. In the present instance, I

mean to ]iick up a few less important points as
regards structural design, but those pertaining
more dircitly to external eftect, and may be
said to liorder on the province of mere orna-
ment. I think in architectural design there
should alwa3's be an intention manifested, and
where this does not exist the work no longer
belongs to the architect proper, but to the
decorator. But this intention in design admits
of au exjianded signification that I sliould like

to e.xidain. Having satisfied the conditions of
general plan and construction, the architect

very often fancies himself at liberty to devote

the rest of his study to ornamental accessories

and decoration. So long as this study is con-

fined to relieving surfaces, in accentuating
light and shadow, or in improving outline, the

labour bestowed may be desirable, but when
he thinks it of no importance to alter his design,

or to modify a window here or a doorway there,

changing its jiosition or construction so as to

conform it to his taste or whim, the work no
longer becomes one of thought and design,

but of mere fancy— a solecism. Intention,

founded on fitness and convenience, if not
directly arising from these essentials,should in all

cases influence our ornament. It may be
arguefl there would be no room for ornamental
accessories if our intention was founded only
on those essentials, and the difficulty appears
greater to those who are not in the habit of

thinking out their ornament. If this contradict

or contravene the essential ])ro]ierty of the
material, or abnegate in the slightest the con-
ditions of structure, of course, ornament is

inadmissible. A contraiety in thought or effect

is thoroughly repugnant to architectural design,

if considered as an art on a scientific basis, and
of necessity should be avoided. An intention

that would meet this limit would give am]de
scope for all the accessories, mouldings, and
sin-face oniameut that legitimately come within
the field uf architectural design. Let us
briefly categorise some of the princi])al modes of
ornamental design open to tlie ar(.'hitect. They

yi((.z \__A(^.2

may be considered as regards plan or section

and elevation ; breaks, angles, splays, jambs,
readily suggest themselves as belonging to the

first of these conditions. Easy means of

communication and facilites for the entrance of
light are clearly objects that primarily demand
consideration, and must be dealt with. The
square angular jand) of doorways admits of
various treatments, for instance, without taking

regulate, as it must affect the appearance
presented to the eye. Under this head all

flat ornament and enrichments may be con-
sidered, as carved fi-iezes, architraves, tym-
pana string-courses, &c. Now, it may l)c

yi^.d i

away from its squareness, such as the addition i stated, as a definitive proposition, that ornament
of protecting architraves or piers, or its angles I should partake in character of the uses of

may be si]layed, rounded, or beaded to facilitate

the movements of bodies.

Indeed, in public buildings where people are

often crowded, and a free passage is

a necessitj-, there is no reason why
boldlj' splayed jambs or mouldings
should not take the place of the

square faces or reveals without de-

tracting fi'om the massive or solid

ajipearance necessary to such struc-

tures. (Sketches 2 and 3 are sug-

gestions).

In brick or stone doorways, angle

S'luare (sketch 4) may often be found
]ircfeiable to splays in relieving the

jambs and reducing their depth. The
rectangular rocesscs found in Norman
anil other Itomanesiine examples,

\\hiidiare often filled by shafts or

iiiuulded, are highly suggestive of

the manner in which relief and
varict.v may be obtained, both in

our doorways and window o]jenings,

without recourse to useless and ex-

pensive ornamentation. Elevational

modes of design arc iierhajis more
ditiic'ult in treating tlian those in

which plan is consulted, though, of

course, the latter should suggest and

those parts and meinbei-s which it is intended

to relieve or decorate. Where architectural

lines prevail, as in the above features, the em-
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ployment of uatuval foliage is, as a rule, out

of place ;
tlicrc is a want of unison and keep-

ing between tlie oonstraetive fitness of archi-

tecture proper and the simplicity and tender-

ness of folia<je that is at once felt ; there is, in

short, too great a hiatim between tlieni as re-

gards sentiment and feeling. The conven-

tional mode of treatment seems to adapt itsolf

more to constructional and architectonic forms,

by uniting the characteristics of the two more

agreeablv. Fact and sentiment can no more

be united in a work of .art than in the mora!

world by being forced together. It is clear,

also, that different members serving o])posite

constructive offices shoidd require distinct

kinds of treatment. There are two very

marked conditions served in every structure,

namely, by those members that arc supportive

verlkalbj jdaced as pilasters, architraves,

quoins, and the like ; and those that lay

liorizontally on them which are supported. In

short, compression and cross-strain are the

ideas suggested, each requiring a separate

manner of decoratitm. A stiffness rather

than tenderness of treatment, as regards

foliage, seems, I think, more in keeping with

the fii-st idea ; and geometrical or highly con
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jf the central winjf. The portion on the right is

appropriated to the purposes of supplying the

food to the several departments. In the liasemcnt

of boys' wing is provided schoolroom, tailors' and

shoemakers' shops, baths, and pnuishment cells

for hoy prisoners. In the hascment of the women's

win;; is provided sdioolroom, wasbhouse, laundry,

dryi"ig room, baths, .ami punishment cells for

women prisoners. At each end of the builduig,

ri^ht anil left, arc placed the m.ale and female

prisoners' infimmries, arranged with airing grounds

and other rerinii-cments. From the l>asenicnt to

the whole of the upper floor, in proper places, are

the lifts for the ready supply of all rcciuisitcs to

and fi-om the several departments. The Imildiug

on the left of male prisoners' wing is ap|iropriated

to the hoys, connected with main building by a

corridor, "and containing the cells, warders' day

and bed room, prisoners' visiting room, &c. ; that

on the left to the women, connected in'like manner

by a corridor, and containing the cells, matron's

apartments and warders' day and bed roorn,

prisoners' visitors' rooms, &c. The tv.'o comls in

front of the building arc intended as working

courts for kitchen, shops, coal stores, &c., and

adjoining these courts it is propo.scd to fonn two

airmg courts for unconvicted or well disposed

prisoners of each division, and a similar yard is

provided in the rear ; on the left is idaeed the

airing y.ard for the boy prisoners ; at the back of

ventionalised patterns arc generally more sue-
j j ^bntioned yard is the airing yard for male

cessful for upright carvings than the stuctly

imitational sort. Indeed, it is very do\ditful

whether we should cmjiloy natural foliage or

jiatterns of a purely imitational kind in archi-

traves, friezes, and other members, wdiere

breadth or substance of stone is limited, for it

is a grievous mistake to carve or fritter away
the plain face of a narrow strij) of stone, or

even to cut it up into a number of nicnddings

so entirely as to allow only a meagre margin of

square or plain face. This is often seen, how-

ever, to the detriment of breadth, as it is

quite suliversive of that rational treatment of

material alluded to. A running pattern placed

hori/.()nt:dly as relief to a square lintel is

utterly puerile and irrational. There is weak-

ness in the very notion of such ornamentation,

totally irreconcilable to that idea of stiffness

required in lintels and other features where

cross-strain is the idea forced upon the mind.

In string-courses, or friezes, under which there

is walling, the objection, of course, does Tiot

apply .so forcibly. Sinqde incised patterns

conventionalised, are more in accord with this

view than carved foliage, or running steins and
leaves, in bas-relief. Arches do not come
witliin either of the above cases, though they

really are subject to compression, and, as such,

should bo decorated with stiff-leaved foliage,

or in such a conventional manner as to agree

with that idea ; hence, what suits a lintel does

not nece.ssarily suit an arch. The (rreek,

Roman, and Gothic architects understood this

well, and employed simple faces or mouldings,

sometimes relieved with egg and tongue, bead

and reel enrichments, m by .stiff cuspings,

crockets, and the like.

prisoners, the tread-wheel being jilaccd in .such a

manner that it can bs worked by both classes.

The water for the use of the prison could be

pumped by an application of the tread-wheel ; on

the riglit is placed the drying gi-ound and also

airing yard for the women, in all airing yai'ds a

covered shed is proposed ; at the rear of yards the

ground is intended to be cultivated by the men
prisoners. The whole of the buildings arc so

designed as to be easily enlarged.

KEFEREXCKS TO I'l.AX.

I. rciitrnl g:.*it(\

•J. \ViL-lcct-i;an-.

;t. W;iitiug-roojn.
4. l*orti'r's office.

.1. Stairi-:isc.

ii. rortcr's livinjj-ronm.

7. S, ii. fautry, coals, w.c, &c.
lij. irnril.

II. Staircase to basement.
VI. Dininff-room, "ovci-nor's liouse.

l:!. Loliliv, do.

14, l.->. Hall and porcli, do.

Iti. Drawing'-room, do.

17. Study, do.

15. Eutraucc court.
r.t. 5Iain cntvae.ce to prison,
•,'11. Chief- \Vardci-'.s sitting^-roonj.

•Jl. r.,.(l-in„iu.

Z\. M " in.

:t4. Wf

THE ANTIQUITY OF STAICT:!) GLASS,

AT what period was glass first used for win-

dows ? Those who would trace back its

introduction to the first century of the Cha'istian

era derive their arguments -from a passage of

Seneca, and from the narrative left by the Jew
I'hilo, of Ids reception by the Emperor Caligula.

Other philologists, a's pointed out by ilr.

Thomas Early, in a paper read before the Insti-

tute of Architects of Ireland last March, maintain

that the words useil by Seneca and Philo should

1)C nnrlcr.stood as referring either to talc, or to a

transjiarcnt stone or shell made use of by the an-

cients t:i dose their windows. It is, on the whole,

almost certain that glass was not used before th.o

third century. Of its use then there is little doubt.

Lactantius, "an ecclesiastic, who wrote at the bc-

giiming of the fourth centuiT, S. Jerome, nnd

T'rndentius in his poems, all speak of glass in

such terms as to denote its use, in their time, as at

least far from rare. Kecent discoveries have added

wc'ght to the opinion of 'Winckcbnann that be-

had found fragtuents of glass in the windows of a

house at Hcrculaneum. In the excavations at

Pompeii similar fragments have also been found,

which arc now preserved in the Museum at Naples.

The art of c(douring glass was familiar to the

ancients, but thcv do not appear to have used any

but white glass in their windows. The description

left to us by riT.dcntins of the basilica of S.an

Paolo Fiiori 'ic Mnora, built by Constantino, proves

that the windows of that edifice were adorned with

cclom-ed glass. lie says:—"In the rounded

windows are displayed panes of glass of various

colours ; thus do thcwindows shine when decorated

with the flowers of spring." The fidelity of the

translation, it is but fair to say, has been d!si>iitcd

by those who fix a later date "for the introductic n

of coloured glass, and the words " hynlo insigni

vaire "' intci-preted to mean mosaics. The writings

of S. Gregory of Tours bear witness to the exis-

tence of coloured windows in the sixth century,

and Fortunatns, acontemporan' bishop, r,f Po'd 'crs.

extok in several passages of his poems tlic l'r;l-

liancy of their hues. Its subsequent adoptiin \\ as

speedy, and its influence on Gothic architec-

ture very great. " So far jvs internal architec-

ture is concerned," says Mr. Pcrgussoii.

"The invention of painted "glass was perhaps the

most beautiful ever made. The hieroglyphics

of the Eg%qitianswere farlcss splendid and conqdetc.

nor can the painted temples of the Greeks, nor the

mosaics and frescoes of the Italian churches, be

compared ^^ith the brilliant effect and parti-

colom-ed glories of the winilows of a perfci t

Gothic cathedral, where the whole history of tlic

Bible is written in the hues of the rainbow by the

earnest hand of faith. All windows in all churches

erected after the 12th century were at least in-

tcudeil to be filled with painted glass, and the

principal and guiding motive in all the changes

subsequently introduced was to obtain the greatest

possible space, .and the best arranged localities,

for its dis-play." uSii'!

PRISON you THE PAUTS OF I.IXDSEY,
LINCOI.XSHIUE,

WK give a biril's eye view anil ]dan of a new
prison for the Parts of Lindsey, I.ineolu-

shire, from tlic designs of Mr. Frederick Peck,

architect, of Funiival's Inn.

The arrangement is throughout based on a

system of adistinct sc])nratio!i of male, female, and
juvenile in-isoners. A central gateway forms the

only entrance to the prison, q'n the right of this

is placed the governor's residence, and on the left

the ])ortcr's house, offices, &c. At the back of

the front entrance buildings is placed the chief

entrance of the prison proper. This is situated

in the central block of buildings appropriated to

the officials and others connected with the manage-
ment of the prison. < )n the first lli«a- of this

block is the chapel. It will be seen in the illus-

tration that this department is entirely isolated

from the gaol. The portion of liasement under
the men's wing is appri)|n-iated on the left to the

puqmscs of prisoners' workshops, &c. In the
centre of basement is placcil the steward's office,

warders' deaninir riKim, stores, serving room, ite.

;

also the baths and ptnifshment cells for prisoner

:{ll. .M.ilM-,1 .-. . :i;;!i--rooni.

,11), ,, bcd-rooin,
41. 'U'ardor's-room.
4','-S- 1, Visitinjj-roonis.

i\). Ci
.-.0. Cells,

51. .V>. Stain
.Vl. Kntraucr
.14. .Mrin}; iiro'

i">,i. Sick want,
Tilt, I,ol)l)V.

.ir. \Varilcr-s r
iVs. Until room.

1 proiioseil extension,
lien's iniinuiiry.

ridor.

tor

iilor Id

lit same as womcir.s).

WAGES M0^^^MENT.

THK liUILDERSAXDTHE JIASONSOFBULSTOL.
— .\t a numerously-attended mcetingof the masons,

held on Friday last at llristol.thefoUowing important

resiilution was passed :
—" That we, the nui.sons of

Bristol, in general meeting' as.scmbled, haying

heiird the report of the conference held hetwecn

the cnqiloyers and our repi^esentatives. do hereby

agree to the fonuation of a board of conciliation,

to be <'Oinposed of an equal number of cmployer.s

and Murkmen, for the pui-pose of arriving, if

possilile, at a satisfacfoiy and mutual settlement of

the proposed alterations desired by the cnqiloyers

in connection with the working rules c.f the

city."

Edinburoh.— At a vciw nmncrously ai-

tended meeting of cnqiloyers of operative joiners,

hchl <m Friday last, at I'",dinhurgh, ii was anani-

mously resolved that, taking into account the

preseiit state of the building trade and of the

labour market, the request by the operatives for

an advance on the current wages is uncalled for

and should not be complied with.

rl. Warders iluty roi.Ti

7^-. .Men's airinfj f^rouiu
7:1. Airing gronnd for r

men.
74. liiivs* nirlnsf gi'oimd,
7.1, AVonicn's airing graund,
7r», f>pen space sloping down to li

77. Hiirctcn,

till and well-disposetl

UlilsTOi. SCIIOOI. OF Al!T.—The lady .students

last week presented to Mr. J. N. Smith, the hciiil-

mastci-. a vcrv handsome timepiece, with an ad-

dress, as a mark of their high appreciation of his

ability— not only as a master, but of bis jiower to

impart instraction In a manner wliicli conimaiid-

thc respect and esteem of his pupils.
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r:Jfui|nitiii;i^ i!c A^ijt^oralioii,

ART TII.KS AND CliR-VMIC MOSAIC.

'ESSRS. \V. B. Simpson and Sons Iiavc,

in the above-named material, provided for

a want longfelt by the architectural profession,

and have tliereby done good service to its mem-
bers and to the public. It is impossible by any
perfection of manufacture to produce the same
effect as by hand work, so that even for orna-

ment that is to be constantly repeated the

latter method must be far the better. It

is just iu this individuality that the difference

lies that everyone can distinguish iu true Oriental

China, even of the humblest quality, as com-
pared with European imitations of it. The wil-

low pattern, stereotyped as it has become for

tlie decoration of the cheaper description of
plates, will be found upon close inspection to

be, in the real article, constantly varying in

minor details. Thisprovesit to be hand drawn,
and gives it a \-ariety and consequent life that

no stamped copy can possibly possess. The parti-

ally blurred colours on Persian ware and upon
Spanish, Algerian, and Turkisli tiles, haveasoft
and rich effect not to be found iu those
of modern majolica. In these tiles of Messrs.
Simpson, however, this character is well pro-
duced, and the brush is able to convey to tliem

with the utmost freedom t!:e same careful

drawing or rapid and vigorous sketching as it

can to a surface of ])aper. Coming thus direct

from the hand of the artist, they are afterv/ards

subjected to the action of heat and perma-
nently fixed, and either left dull or glazed, as

may be desired, which is au undoubted advan-
tage.

It is not, however, to be supposed, nor do the
inventors allege, that this is the first experi-
ment of this kind that has been made in

England in recent times
;
paintings of a far

higher style of art, representing the story of
Cinderella, and other subjects executed by
hand upon tiles indurated by heat, have been
made for a considerable iieriod by Messrs.
Moriss, Marshall, and Co. And in the last

number of Notes and Queries a correspon-
dent describes three pieces of cream-coloured
wareiu his possession, stamped with the name of
Wedgwood, as being all painted iu colours, re-
markably well, in groups of figures, very much
as an artist would use his brush to make a
coloured sketch on paper. Yet such specimens
as these, from their rarity and preciousness,
may be taken as examples, proving the rule to

be that hitherto there has been no attempt on
a sufficient scale to sujijil}' tlie public with a
material of this kind, the Vi-aut of which is

acknowledged.
We have carefully examined the tiles which

I^Iessrs. Simpson have abeady jiroduced, and
have been much i)leased wdih them. The tone
<if the colouring is quiet and subdued, and the
blue used—the cruiaraongmodern pigments

—

is soft and harmonious. One bordoi', with heads
within circles placed at intervals among con-
ventional (ablets and acanthus foliage, particu
larly pleased us, as also did some of the dia
lier tiles. A satisfactoiy effect has been
|iroduced in some cases by their combination
with Messrs. Maw's majolica tiles, to which
they lend a pleasing life and variety. In
other instances the ceramic mosaic manufac-
tured l)y that enterprising and spirited firm
has been successfully introduced as well. This
la.st-named material is composed of ceramic
and vitrified cubesor tesserii?, which are said to
have a pecidiar closeness of texture and con-
sequent hardness of surface, and to be suscep-
tible of a high degree of refinement in design.

The combination above refeiTcd to enables
great variety to be ju-oduced at no very great
cost, and may be usefully em]doyed for mural
monuments, chimneypieces, and other similar
purposes, as well as for the richer description
of pavements, and the s])ecimens that have
been made are very sugges- ivc. Messrs. Simp-
son, in the prospectus of their catalogue about

to be published, esjiecially invite the co-opera-

tion and advice of the profession to enable
them to imj)rove and perfect the work tliey

have begun. Xow, then, the materials having
been found, the next requisite is the .A.rt. The
assumption of the title " art tiles " is ambi-
tious, and would perhaps lead us to examine with
a somewhat critical eye the examples in the

illustration, some of which v.'e present to our

readers in one of our lithographic illustrations
;

some others we pro])ose to give in our next.

We are, however, fairly, to a considerable ex-

tent, disarmed as regards any such intention hy
the modesty with which they are referred to in the

]n-ospectus of the catalogue. We are informed
by it that these plates are intended rather

as suggestions tlian actual representations, and
that " they are ])ainted iu one colour oidy,

wdiereas the art tiles can be produced in all

coloui's, and are available alike for all styles of

ornament." Still, when Messrs. Simpson in-

form \is that they have engaged experienced

artists, and are in a position to undertake orders

and to co-operate with architects in the exe-

cution of their designs, it is impossible to help

looking at the productions set before us in

order to form some judgment as to the bill of

fare thus provided. We are the more curious

on this point, inasmuch as we are sceptical as to

the powers for song of caged linnets, and as to

the preserwation of any such powers in a state

of captivity. We have before exjiressed our

opinion that no art, properly so called, can be
expected except from artists holding the proper
independent ])Ositiou of professional men.
The public might just as well be told that a

firm of builders were prepared to undertake any
class of building, and had engaged architects

of the highest eminence to carry it out. If

high-class decoration be needed, whether on
glass or walls, the artist should be sought first,

and the employment of the mauiil^iriiiii'i

should be under his direction. Tlie yi-m-y^'m--

of this anangement is the cause of tli<' m ly

general degradation of decorative art dejilorcd

in the prospectus ; and until this cause be re-

moved it must remain in much the same
condition.

Neither tiles nor au}' other material can be
rendered more artistic by the introduction of

figures in place of diaper, unless they are first-

rate, and convey meaning. Well-drawn con-
ventional or floral ornaments are infinitely

ju'eferable to ill-drawn damsels. Xor are

Cupid and Psyche, turned back to back to fill

ojiposite sides of a ]ianel, a whit more phonetic
than bunches of apples and pears used for the

same purpose ; and wings, though handy enough
to fit into the corners of spandrels, are

slightly out of place if only tacked on
to a vase, or to an angel, its equal in emjitiness.

It is because v\c feel that Messrs. Simpson are

desirous of furthering art that we have made the

above remarks, and we desire further to recom-
mend them to follow the example set by Wedg
wood, who sought the aid of Elaxman for his

more important works, and for more ordinaiy

Kse to be content with dcveloj)ing their stock

of conventional patterns, of which they have
some ^'ery excellent specimens We are con-

vinced that there are numerous young and able

artists wdio would be willing to turn their

talents in this direction, and who would be far

better employed in so doingthan in multiplying

the number of comparatively useless pictures on
canvas. The precedents set hy the employ-
ment of Jdr. Moore at the Queen's Theatre, and
Mr. Marks at the Gaiety, are encouraging, and
architects ought to find out o])portunities moie
frequently than they have done. In providing

the materials tliat we have described Messrs.

Simpson and Messrs. Maw have done their

part well, and it tiow only remains for archi-

tects and artists to do their part by niakin;

frequent use of them.

decorate and funiisli ;i house i roni an art point of
view. Dr. Sicvelcing ]ircsidc(l. The lecturer,

c-onnnencing with the gcnei'al principles that
all art should he trutliful in its utterance,
all decorated objects appear to be what thoy
arc, and all excessive decoration avoided, pro-
ceeded to point out how this might lie carried out
in the furnishing and embellishment of a house,
what modifications were rcquii-cd to suit oiu- cli-

mate and comfort, and what were the colours,
fonns, and proijorlions most ccmilucivc to beautj'

in manufaclured articles of which a very complete
and interesting collection for the purjiosc in view
from the lecturer's own art treasurers, and frorii

the various ntclirrs of the metropolis, was c.x-

hiliitcd. • Amongst many suggestions were the
following :—That of a. creamy \n\f<L coloiu'. with
stars stencilled upon it, to rcplc.cc the cold white-
ness of our ceilings ; the rejection of iloral nnu-al

palterns that aped relief, aud were mere iniitiit i(}ns

of pictorial obj'jcts, and therefore olijectioualjle as
Iiaclvgrounds. In lieu of these last he rccum-
rncndcd simple piittcrns having a bloomy cfi'cct,

aud Itc concluilc<l an able discourse by iniijrcsslng

upon his audience the importance of seeking uficr

general harmony, and cautiouinu' tlicui agiiinst

.strong colours in large nii'.> -
, p . mil glitter,

being the groat object. 1> . -'i> \- I.i:i;z .said that

cidour was ons of thegrc:ur-i nijiMiiruls we were
capable of, iiut which, it was to be iVavcd, was
often defective, from neglect of early and careful

instruction. Jlr. Button, Jlr. Lloyd, Mr. Atkin-
son, Mr. Temple, Dr. Hanneman. and other mem-
bers addressed the meeting, aud the ]n-ocecdings

tci-minated with a vote of thanks to the lecturer

and to the chairman.

LAKD AND BUU.DING SOCIETIES.

Newcastle-on-Tyke.—Mr. James Hall, well

known iu Newcastle for his efforts in the cause of

social progress, encouraged by the satisfactoiy

results ivhich have attended the operations of the
" Improved Industrial Dvi-cUings Company
Limited,"' established in London in ISP.'i, has
issued a prospectus, in which ho announces his

iiilintion to institute a similar movement in this

.l;strict.

Stone (STAVPonnsHiRE) Peemanent
Building Society.—The annual meeting of this

S'.'clcty was held on i\Ionday. From the report pre-

sented it appears that during the past year

£1,07.5 Ills. (id. has been advanced on freehold

security, whilst £1,1)01 IHs. had been received in

subscriptions, t^ixty shares have been taken uj) in

the year, thirty-three witbdr.ivni, and six and a

half shares redeemed, shomng a gain of twenty
anda half.

The United Land Company (Limitrd).—
.Vn cxtraordinaiy general meeting of the share-

holders was held "on Tuesday, to confirm the alter-

tions in the articles of association, whereby the

board of directors isempowcrcil to hold the annual

general meeting in the mouth of I'ebruaiy in each

year, and to close the financial year of the company
on the tilst day of December in each year, which

alterations were nnauimously passed at an extra-

ordinary meeting held on the 31st idttimo. The
secretary having read the advertisement convening

the mecUug, the minutes of the tUst March last of

the general ar.d cxtraordhiaiy meetings were con-

firmed. The secretary then read the respective

clauses in the articles of association to the effect

s])ccified above, which were severally put to the

shareholders, wlio unanimously passed the alter-

ations. The chairman announced that since the

last meeting two important estates had l)ccn pur-

(diascil by the company.

AUTISTIC decoration AND rL-RXIS!iIXa.

N Thui'sday week Dr. Drc.'jser gave a lecture

before the Society for the Encouragcnicut of

tlie Kino Arts, the subject of which was how to
O^

New liRiDttE AT Halifax.—The foundation

stone of a new bridge over the valley of the Hivcr

IIcl)lile. at Halifax—the construction of which is

demnnded by the large increase (hat has taken

DhiiC in the amount of tratHc l)Ctwccn Hradfonl,

Lccils, and the towns eastward, since the original

stiu<'ture was Iiuilt—1ms been laid with much
cercmonv. The new bridge, which is to lie of

iron, with two spans of lliOf't., is to be built by the

Corpoi-ation of the town, at a cost of £;il,O00.

National Portrait E.xhibition.— In ISfifi

the receipts for nihnission to this exhibition

amounted to .i;:i..'*Sti, and the expenditure -C+.tiOS.

In 18i;7 the receii>!swcre £2,4.")4,and thcexpenrti-

ture i;3.;Ub In l.-*(I.S the receipts were £'^/tOif,

and tlic exiicnditnrc ca.ni,-.. The totals arc :—
licccipts, .'-S.SJ.'i : expenditure, £10,l:!4.

<lcficiencv is snjiplicd by Ihc Parliamentary

fin- the Science and Art Department.

The
vote
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fiCALB OC E

^t:stiietics of cox-
struction.--

AFTER a few introduc-

tory remarks the autlioi

said :— The subject of my
paper is the consiilcration of

the conilitions unilcr wliidi

we arc pleasmalily impressed
by the presence, in our struc-

tures, of those natural laws
with which we hayc become
familiar, in a greater dc^^rcc

pcrhnps than we arc prciiarcd

to believe, by the senses of

sight and touch, and not of

necessity by that higher
mental power which analyzes

mathematically the action of

those laws. I only speak of

the absence of mathematical
analysis in the minds of

those for whom we build.

nnl do not by any means
suggest its exclusion from
the mi^ds of the builders.

Ihave always believed that

the distinction between tl:e

professions of the archit ct
and (he engineer is, oroug'it

to be a distinction rather of

degree than of kind. \Vc
are both of us constractor

We must investigate

common the resistance of

materials to the simple strains ; those, for instance,

of compression, shearing, and tension, and we
must, to become masters of our subject, be

conversant, though perhaps in a different degree,

with the more complex calculations arising from
the combination of such strauis, either in the same
piece of a strneture, or in pieces depending for

their support upon one another. We must lioth

of us consider without jircjudice these elements in

the works of eminent men who have preceded us,

not with a view to servile imitation, but as a safe

and well-tried foundation upon which to erect

original, and, it is to be hoped, better works of our
ovra.

This cnrsoiy glance at the minimum amount of

scientific knowledge which it a])]>ears to me we
ought to possess in common, suggests the consider-

ation of that particular branc-h of aesthetics in-

cluded under the gcnernl term ilcci>ra*io)i, which
is altogether inflcjicndcnt of c(nistruction, and
which is excluded from the more immediate sub-

ject of this paper.
Our scientific speculations, which are themselves

subservient to the adaptability of the result to the

end in view, having brought the design in which
we are engaged to a certain point, we must, in

carrying out our enteqirise, and without in any
way hiding the work produced bj- our reasoning
faculties, cxei'cisc in a greater or less degree our
imaginative faculties ; often for the purpose of

adding ]dcasing outline or relief, always with a

view to the devel(i))mcnt of that intrinsic beauty
which, as I hope to show, is rarely absent from
scientifically designed structures.

Agrccal'lc sensations arise in our mitids from
the coiilciii|il:iticni of the beautiful in nature and
the beaut ilnl in art, from two distiiu'tly diffei-ent

causes ; the one depending solely upon oiu' apjjre-

ciation f>f the action of the mcchiini<al forces of
nature, the other affecting our senses in virtue of
certain distributions of form, colour, or light and
shade, for which we can lay down but few rules,

and those of a merely empirical nature.
Take in your hand a frond of the common

lady-fern. It has, for .some rca,son, a most pleasing
effect on the eye, and you call it beautiful. Paste
the same frond on a sheet of paper in a vertical

position, and to most minds more than half its

beauty will have vanished. And why ? On the
first impulse one would be inclined to answer,
" because it formerly hmig in a beaut i fid curve,
and we have now rendered it rigid and straight ;"

but a little consi<lcration will show the incomplete-
ness of such a reply. The circle is a beautiful
curve, so is the spiral, so is the cycloid ; but the
fern, when bent into any of these", will have but
little more beauty than i"t had as a straight line.

Only one curve will answer the juirposc, anil that
is the curve into which it naturally falls, the curve

^. 't.J''';',''
''efore tlic Llvcniiiol Arililtectural Socu'tv, by

«.. ». Dcncon. Ksq., c. K, March -H. ItKiB. J. ItbuU.
J-sq., Ill tliccbair.

in which the force of gravity is exactly balanced
by the resistance of the stalk to flexure.

Innumerable examples of a similar nature
might be adduced, and I think they would one
anil all show that there is a pleasurable efliect

landuced upon the miiul by fomis resulting
from, or balanced by, the direct action of the
mechanical forces of nature, when those forces

act in a manner which we apprehend intuitively,

and are not complicated in their mode of pro-

ducing their efliect upon the senses by artificial

means, or by the super-imposition of one upon
another. And this result is evidently altogether

indepeudent of the arrangement of the comjionent
parts—a division of the sulijcct to which 1 have
already alluded as hicluding all eiiiliellishmcnts

not necessaiy to those conditions of staliilily which
the ordinaiy mind is capable of appreciating, but

which may nevertheless be introduced to eiihance

the beauty of the structure.

The first of these effects appears to have a

peculiar interest for the engineer, as it is the

basis of a great problem, namely, how lie is to

produce in those works which arc pre-eminently
dependent for beauty on theu" lines of construc-

tion such fonus as the mind will at once a]iprc-

hend as curves natural to the conditions involvcil,

and which it will not be slow to call beautiful ; in

short, such curves as are kno\^^l by engineers as

lines of ciinilibrium. The second, or decorative

effect, it is the more immediate object of the
artist to produce, and in all cases it should be
subordinate and snbsiiliaiy to llic first.

For the purjiosc of illiistrating my statements,

or, I would rather say, as the best arguments that

I can adduce, I have collected engravings and
)ihotograplis of a few of each type of designs for

iron bridges, executed or proposed, and I have
numbered these types, not aecoiiling to their

scientific classification, but rather as tliey priKlnce

a jilcasing effect or the reverse.

Type I. Box and plate girders.

„ 2. Lattice girders.

,, ;!. Bowstring girders.

„ 4. Arched ribs with braced spandrels.

,, ."). Su.speiision bridge with .stiffening girders.

., (1. The continnous ])arabolic system.

,, 7. Simple suspension bridge with vertical rods.

If we consider for a luomcnt the disagreeable

imiu-ession jirodiiccd upon us by the first of these

types (and every l''.iiL'lishiiian has ample oiijiortu-

iiitics for considering it) we cannot fail to notice

that it does not altogether arise from the moiioto-

uous oblong fia-m, or even from the fiat unintciesl-

iiig face, of the structure. Cover it with mould-
ings and (miamcnts of cast iron—]iaiiit it in the
best tii.-te—decorate it as you will—you cannot
redeem it from its uncomi>romisiiig uglinc-ss. And
why '! IJecause it ajipcars to be out of iilace ; it

is a form which seems to want some additional

support ; it is e.s.sentially deceptive. M'e cannot
appreciate the beauty of constraction the princi-

jdes of which we do not instinctively comprehend.
In a limited sense those principles are correct

enough. In the molecular struetm-e of every
straight beam there are ciu^ves of direct tension

and compression, which clear up the mystery at

once. Such curves are shown in figiu-e A. The
lines of compression are concave downwards, those

of tension concave upwards. They cross each
other iu every case at right angles, and each cuts

the neutral surface of the beam at an angle of
4.') (leg. The neutral surface in this instance lies

in a horizontal line bet ween the two dots, and is

not marked because it has no definite property,

cxi'cpt as the position at which the algebraical

sum of the horizontal components of the stresses

along all the curves is e(|ual to nothing. The
manner iu which the load is supported becomes
evident, if we consider that the greatest curves of

tension and comiMrssiou, namely, those which rest

directly uijon the ;\liutnicnts, and are represented

Tiy the thickest lines, support all the smaller ones ;

those next in size give other points of support to

all of lesser magnitude; and so on tolhe smallest,

which are supported by all the rest, but do not

themselves sujiport anything except the ecnti'al

portion of the load.

One thing that diagram tells us ver)' plainly.

It tells us, that although the two halves arc in all

respects similar, there are not two points in the

half elevation of the web and flanges at which
the stress is at once the same in amount and di-

rection. Along each individual curve the stress

varies from centre to end, and every curve repre-

sents an aiuonnt of stress differing from that of

cvciy other. Then what an infinitely complicated

jiiecc of workmanship we should have if we
attem])tcd to vary the section of our wronght-iron
plates, iu jiroportion to the duty that each point in

their elevation has to perform. I'ractically we
cannot do this. It is for the engineer to determine
how far he can ajiproximate to the theoretical

conditi<)ns involved, and thus save material with-

lait necessitating mcav labour than the value of

that material represents ; and in most cases this

can be done with great advantage. In small

wrought-iron girders we may, perhaps, by due
attention to the principles of stress, save !."> per

cent, of the material necessaiy in a girder of

eipial strength but of uniform section, and that

without adcling to the labour in the least. This
percentage, however, is but a fraction of the

weight which theoretical perfection represents as

hist.

This type, then, is essentially bad in respect of

its response to the theoretical conditions of a

miuimum weight of material. Nevertheless, in

small s]iaus the economy of labour consequent on
simi)licitv of construction often compensates for

this defect.

Type 2 is the straight lattice ginler ; ami hero

the lines of stress are guided from their natural

curves, and concenti'atcd in the flanges and dia-
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gonals. Tliis fact, however, does not .issist the

mind in conceiving the mode of action of the

beam, and I am inclined to think that all the

superiority of ajipcaranco is to lie traced to the

decorative effect iiniduccd liy tlie open lattice work,

and the reduction of appiircnt weight. Among
the best known briilgcs of this class are, in

Enuland, those at Crumlin and Ituncorn, .and on
the Continent, those over the Hliine at Cologne,

and at Kehl, near IStrasburg, and that over the

Vistula, at IJirschau. Bnt one and all of these

nnist ho regarded as failures in an aesthetic sense.

I'roljahly Mr. Baker's towers at Kuncorn, an<l the

piers at Dirschau, are most in keeping with the

works. The Gothic piei's of the bridge at Kehl
have a singular effect. Their appearance is very

striking, but they do not hannonize well with the

long horizontal lines of the girder, or with its

lattice bars arranged at angles of 45 deg. The
proximity of Strashurg Cathedral, too, is not cal-

eulatcil to impress one in favour of that puny east-

iron architectni'e.

The bowsti-ing girder is our next type, and it

includes all those in which the top or bottom
flange, or each, consists of a segmental or para-
bolic ril), connected together by diagonal lattice

bars. The licst kno^\•n of those which have both
flanges cuneil are Jirunel's bridge at Saltash, and
that over the Rhine at JIaycnce. All these struc-

tures are, as regards the ironwork, more natural
than either of the preceding tj'pes, and we must
accord to them the merit of giving us the first

clear idea of the manner hi which they do their

work. We may not feel satisfied with their

appearance, but we must admit that it is, or may
be made, much .superior to that of either of the
straight tj-jies.

We now come to the arch, respecting which I
shall say more hereafter, but assm'edly we cannot
hesitate to assign to it, in om' classification, a
higher place than we would to those already men-
tioned. The inind at once perceives the natural
and efficient manner in which it supports the load
to which it is subject.

Our fifth t}-j)e is the suspension bridge, stiffened

in such a manner by lattice work as to lie capable
of bearing, without undue vil)ration, heavj- rolling

loads. It is sufficiently obvious that the effect of
the simple parabolic or catenarian curve is, in a
great measure, raan-ed by the proportions of the
stiffening girder.

In the late Paris Exhibition were exhibited two
striking drawings, by HeiT Carl Von Uuppert, for
bridges across the Bosphorus, and over one of the
great chasms in the tertiary limestones of the
Balkan. In canying out the Austrian project of
a railway to Asia Minor, it will be necessary to
cross these places, and Von Enppert has probably
solved the difficulty in a very complete manner.
It is well to mention that his investigations have
been puldishcd, and they can leave no doubt in
the mind of the reader that the Austrian engineer
has brought together princijilcs already" well
iiuderstood i\ ith a boldness and originality result-
ing in a complete success.

The somowhat indifferent engravings of these
bridges w hich I am able to show you will at once
convey to your minds the principles of construction
which I take for my sixth Ujie. Two equal ami
opposite parabolas w ith their vertices in the same
vertical line, iutcr^frtiii^cncli otlirr (as in fignre
B), eonstitnte the iuvli ami ilic -n-pdiMon member,
through which pass ihe diicrt stir»i < of compres-
sion and tension. All distorting action due to the
moving load is resisted by diagonal stays, as in the
bowstring tyjic. I may mention that "one of the
principal featm-es of this design is to render the
superstructure ciicnstre with the piers. This,
however, in no way affects our subject. All that
has been said regarding the a;sthetic properties of
the last tH.) lyi'cs may, in my opinion, be said with
Cfpial justice of this."

There is bat one more, ami that i^ the pure
suspension bridge. We cannot iniiuMvc ii|,(,ii iliat

simple catenary. Its mode of adlcn i, a|i|.aixiif

at a gliince, and its curve is evidently a natural
one. But, unfortunately, we have no means of
renilering it sntiii-icntly rigiil for railway purposes
without ilestroying its chief a^sthetic charac-
teristic.

Thus far I have endeavoured to lead you throngh
the general principles, in virtue of which each of
the seven types supports its lonil. You may feel

inclined to change the order fif one or two, but
that will not affect the general result.

Had I based the classification npon the relative

economy of material, upon the ab.sidute weight of
(ho superstnicture which each would have required

for the same span, and to l)car the same moving
load, it is at least gratifying to know that the

an'angement would have been pi'ecisely the same
;

and that, although in small spans the order o

ultimate cmnoniv is sonic«luit changed bv th

dittcrcnt pn,p,,i-ti..ns of labmn- to material re

quired, it would not be felt in the large spans.

These general facts have been long known t-

the engineer ; bnt Mr. Benjamin Baker has
recently reduced them to approximately correct

figures for different lengths of railway bridges up
to the limiting spans, and I have prepared, from
his investigations, a table showing the ^veights of

material in spans of 700ft., and also in spans 100ft,

less than the limiting spans. The types are

in principle the same as those I have described,

though not aiTanged ipiite as Mr. Baker has
classed them.

Table compiled from Mr. Baker's aniaysis,

showing the approximate weights of WTought
u'on or steel in the superstructure of raihva}'

bridges of six different types ; the working
stre.ss of the iron being taken at 4 tons, and that

of the steel at 6^ tons per square inch of sec-

tional area :

—

700ft Spun. Limiting Spans

DL'scription. Iron. Steel, in tons, in ft.

Box giivler 51,030 — — —
Ljitticc girder 17,360 4,410 27.315 900
Bow-s-trintr eir<l.r 6,650 2.730 6S.063 1.300
Arched ribs M-itli hnicffl spimdiels 3,500 1,995 364,420 1,000

Suspension M-ithstiifeninff girder 3,045 1,715 276,450 1.900

Continuous girder with varying depth* 2,660 1,820 1,120,000 3.200

I have now laid before you the general argu-
ments, which, you will probably admit, prove, at

least in regard to great bridges, the truth of the
statement that, in equal spans, the aesthetic pro-

perties of the lines of the structure vary in direct

proportion to the simplicity of the desigii, in a
scientific sense, and in the inverse ratio of its

actual cost.

These results are sufficiently remarkable ; and
if we can in every ease find Beauty and Science
walking haml in hand, as here, shall we not be
able to do more in the cause of both th.in we do
at present ? And this, I think, we can find in

our works of stone and brick, without either the
conditions of great size, or the cost of extra
labour.

I shall now draw 3-onr attention to the mo
familiar works of the architect.

{To he continued.')

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.
'F^HE usual fortnightly meeting w.as held on
JL Friday evening last, when the chair was oc-

cupied by Mr. William AVhite, F.R.I.B.A., F.S.A.,
President of the Association.
Mr. W. H. Clark was eleitcd as a member.
On the motion of ilr. Quilter, a vote of thanks
IS given to Jlessrs. Lee Brothers and Pain, for

their kindness in allowii g the members of the
Association to visit Her Mijestj-'s Theatre.
Mr. Douglass Mathew.s announced that to-

orrow (Saturday) the members of the Association
luld visit two churches recently erected at

Shoreditch. The members are to meet at the
Clergy-house, Mark-street, Paul-street, near St.

Leonard's-squarc, at H o'clock,

Mr. Mathews also announced that the discus-

sion on the report of the Association to the Archi-
tectural Alliance on the subject of Architectural
Education, would be taken at the next meeting
(Friday next). The report drawn up by the dele-

afes of the Association on the subject (\^'Iiicli re-

port appeared in the Building News on Dec.
1 and 11 last) not having been adopted by the

Association, on account of its enibodx-ing what
are considered by some to be extreme views, it re-

mains for the Committee of the Association to

draw up another report, or to amend the delegates'

report, and this new or amcnilcd report is to be

read and discussed at next Friday's meeting. The
pccial business meeting will beheld on the Htli

of Jlay, bnt as, in all |.robabilitv, a great portion

of the' business of the Association will be gcpt

through next Friday, ill'. IJii'ch's paper on ** I'he

Domestic Architecture of Lomli;n, from the Kith to

the 11th Centuries" (pnst|Hincd to make way fur

the discussion tui Architectural Education), will

he read on the same evening—that :s, on the 14th

May,
Mr. Florence (secretaiy to the Watcr-Colour

Class), announced that t'lat class was about toeoni-

mcuce for the season. Mr. Aaron Penley, hitheltr^

its conductor, has resigned, ami he is to be sue-
coeded by Mr. Pidgcon, of the New Water-Colour
Society.

Mr. Quilter read a list of the members of the
Association who had gained prizes in the recent
competitions at the Institute. The Soane Medal-
licui, with £i)0 added, was awarded to Mr. Heniy
L. Florence ; medals of merit were awartletl

to Mr, E, B. FeiTcv (for a drawing of South
Wingficld Manor House) anil to Mr. T. E. Wil-
liams (for a drawing of the Abbey Dorc, Hereford-
shire ; and a special prize of .tlO for an essay on
bricks and terra-cotta was given to Mr. E. Locke).
All the.se gentlemen .are members of the Associa-
tion. This announcement was loudly applauded,
and the Chainnan congratulated the Association
upon the respectable fignre it showed in these com-
petitions.

Mr. Thomas H. AVatson, A.R.I.B.A., one-

of the Vice-Presidents of the Association, then read
a paper on

MONUMENTAL SCULPTURE.
Monumental art the author understood to

be art which sei'ved as a monument or memorial of
the time in which it was executed. The Frenchi
constantly use the word " Monument " in this

sense, and it was this sense of the word which the-

author of this p.aper adopted. The his-toiy of
sculpture, said the author, is the history of the
world. Though such a claim is made by eveiy
WTiter on nearly eveiy art, it is peculiarly tnie of
Sculptnre, for while in nearly all other arts the
steps, the instruments, the materials, or the media
vary, the sculptor has ever the same means at hand,
and the same end in view. His first steps are
nearly identical w-herever he may be at work, or to
whatever accomplishment he may afterwards at-
tain. The materials in which the sculptor works
seem greatly to be reflected in the work ho pro-
duces, or perhiips the two equally act and re-act

npon each other, and style is matured by the ad-
ventitious circumstance of the material at hand.-
Indeed, if it is thought that the sculptor sought
out the material most suited to the rendering of
the peculiar bias of his mind, it must be admitted
that Nature has provided bountiful supjilics of the
exact thing neeiled. The Egyptians used basalt,

poii)h\Ty, and granite, wherein we see at once the
relation to their massive, immobile, and painfully-

wrought works, in which the sm-faees are kept
simple, and great finish obtained. The Greeks
nsed Parian marble of a wami creamy colour,

from Paros ; and Pentelie marble of a pure white,

somewhat cold in colour, and liable to have grey
veins in it, the produce of Mount Pcntelicns, near
Athens. The Romans, who ranged the then-

kuown world, had, on the western coast of Italy,

those quanies of Can-ara marble, of a pure shin-

ing whiteness, which are not failing yet, besides

which they brought from Africa a white marble
to be found there. Wood, capable of all treat-

ments, has been used by all, but has perished. The
Greeks used it largely, nuder the impression that

it would last for ever, and emious were the plansthey
adopted for preserving it. Cypress, cedar, ebony,

and box, have all perished, only some of the

smaller works in them remaining.

All pure sculpture is monolithic, and depends
on form alone

;
polylithie, composed of many

kinds of stones—a sort of sculptured painting

—

it is an indication of debasement. There are two
modes of practice In sculpture, technically called
" round " and " relief " The " round," as its

name denotes, is that which is designed

to be viewed on .all sides. " relief " is

of two sorts, ijl'o and basso, so distinguished

according as they are greatly or but little brought

out fiom the snrface. A third tei-m. mr:zn, was
used by the Italians to denote a medium between

these "two. The Egyptians used a sort of low

relief, peculiar to them, consisting in a cutting-in

of the outline until such a ilci)th was obtaincil as

was just sufficient to give relief to the figure they

pro]ioscd to cut. which was then formed within

the incised outline in a sort of raised or counter

intaglio, no ))art of the figure coming beyond the

original surface. This is quite in keeping with

the oidinaiy custom of cutting-in from a grouiul

in any panel sculptnre, the i>ccnliarity being that

the Egyptian methotl shows no grouml whatever

One advantage of this plan is, that Ihe work is

greatly protected from injury. As to the earliest

kinil (if imitative art, there can be no iloubt that

the ]H'cnliar facnltj- of man for imitation was
first exercised on rude re])resentations in the round

of men anil things. Greek tradition claims for the

stilo the in-iority in the beautiful talc of the
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Scytluan |K)ticr's daujilitcr, who traced the ontline

of her lovir oil the wall as ho lay asleep, which
Dibutadcs aftcvwanls filled in with clay. l)i-awing

must have jneccdeil relief sculpture, for the sauie

faculty of the mind is reipiired in each, hut in the

latter sonietliini;' is added, while uo such effort of

feason is rcipiireii to model in the round as is

necessary to render by lines on a Hat surface the

solidity of a natural ohject.

The desire to record the attributes of heroes and
deities was the first impulse to the development of

sculpture. All the As.syrian sculptures are nionu-
meuts of tliat peojile. The decorations of their

halls and pulilic places are the records of thcu'

•greatness. Aninnvl streuj;th and human sagacity

«re the (jualities they celebrate. In the fine collec-

tion of Assyrian remains sent over by Mr. Layavd
(now ]dace(i in the Briti^h Jtuscuui) arc found in

the readiest and cle.irc.^t form the very i|ualit',C-<

most necessary iu niouumcutal art, though it is not

desirable to imitate them iu any of their mechanical
])roce.sse.s. Their rudeness and coarseness of

manner are undeniable, hut, surrunndcd as we are

with every a])plianco of art.we are apt to he content

with superficial mcchiinical and technical detail,

while all human thought, and effort, and intcu-

tiou, that can alone make art monuuieutal—can
make it noble, or fit to endure for a single day—is

lest and buried henciith the mass of mcius we
liaVi' at hand wherewith to render it ; and it is on
the fjiound that iu the Assyrian sculi)ti'.rcs mind
nnd effort can be seen e.xerted under the thinnest

veil, that they arc worth studying by the student

of areliitcctiu-e. A prescribed and eonventional

treatment is adopted iu all the figm'es, no matter
what they may he doing— in battle, or hunting, or

sealing walls. The executioner and the severed

head I)oth have the same outline of face, and wear
the same complacent expression which is preserved

on all the colossal figures, as well as on the represen-

tations of historical and mrthological subjects.

It is a fixeil school, dependent on tradition, foUcv,--

ing a prescribed style and type. It is perfectly a

monumental style, but it is not a fine art, inasnuich

as it is not progressive. Nineveh was destroyed

hefore the change that might have eiectriticd it

into such life as the archaic Greek scnipturc

, assumed. GO(i B.C. is the date of the destruction

•of Nineveh, and these sculptures nuist therefore

'.have been for some ;!,00() years the monuments of

their nnikers. The similarity iu the charactevis-

ties of Assyrian and Egyjitian art has been often

dwelt upon, and there is no doubt that they were
infiuenced mutually by the intercourse of their

peoples. In simplicity of e.xpre.ssion, treatment,

and composition, they resenddc each other. Yet
each is undoubtedly an original art, springing, in a

similar manner, from tl'.c earliest luitural desires of

people similai'Iy cii'cnmsUinccd. lliunan nature,

which is always constant, must have its first eiforts

similar. The effect follows the cause. I'ci'sian

work has the same cbaracler, and the same pro-

ductions are found, 'i'hcy ilifferonly hi details of

treatment, such as having the folds of drapery in-

.<licated,&e. In Hindu-tan and Cliina is the same
thing— monstrous const 1 net ioiisof hmnau and brute

form, having the same iutcntion as is fimud in all

the monuments of the East, as is shown in v!V.stne.ss

of scale anil placid exiircssion. IJciiosc is the pre-

vailing sentiment of all early scnlptm-e, of what-
ever eountiy.

In Egyptian sculpture we have all these charac-

teristics strongly marked ; with Imgeuess of fonu,

great breadth of treatment, all minute detail ex-

cluded, drapery lianging in plain, motionless

ma-sscs, of which the outline alone is .shown, no
fo'ds to indicate or reveal the foiin. Tlic action

of the figures is extremely limited, the legs are

parallel, the nnns close to the sides, the head
looking directly forwanl, the eye full and un-
4lamited. High snrfacc fini.sh, or the want of it,

alone indicates to the casual ob.scrvcr the vicissi-

tudes of that remarkable ))Co])le. Yet there are

most delicate rcfinemeuts within the short limits of

its progress and decline to clearly show it attained

perfection in the reign of Kamcscsll., KJuO B.C.

its lowest decline is said to be during tlie rersian

comiuest, o'2') B.C. 'I'lierc is sometliing terribly

majestic in these lCgyj)tian sculptures, breathing of

long endimmce, fortitude, and deep-set jinrpose in

those who wrought them. A gmd Nnmidian
lion is the grandest realisation to be fomid iu

stone of brute creation, from which everything that
is accidental is stripped, and only the constant
tnith of its aninuil nature remains. The kings of
s-uch people were priests who allowed no iniibva-
lious ; the jieople themselves were divided into
•castes, and a race of artists attached to the sacer-

dotal institutions of the p.eople, and vci'sed in their

ti'iKlitions, was sccnre<l. Art was with them not

an open profession, but only allowed to the

(puilificd, as a guard against license and departure

from type.

(7(1 //,• continued.')

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
On Jlonday uiglit Jlr. Agar Ellis asked the

Kii'xt Commissioiur of Works whether Ireland

wonlil would be included in any measure he might
bruig in i'or the jirotcction of ancient moimments.
.Mr. Lapard replied that the First Coinnii.ssioner

of works had no jurisdiction or control over any
public works in Ireland. He had heard there

were very many important historical monuments
iu Ireland, and ho luidcrstood from Lord Talliot

Ic .Malahiilo, the I'rosidcnt of the Irish Archae-

ological Society, that he would hcli) the Ciovern-

mcnt m preserving them.

On Tuesday evening iu the House of Commons
the question of the site of the New Law Courts

raised by ill'. W. 11. Gregory, who asked the
House to agree to a resolution afiirmiug the desir-

ability of reconsidering the appi-opriation of the

f'arev-strcct site, " inasmuch as the Thames Em-
bankment between tlie Temple nnd Somerset
House now offci-s many advantages for tlic erec-

tion of su^h buildings." Sir R. I'almer, who pro-

posed an amendment iTcommending' the speedy
])rocedure with the erection of the new courts upon
the Carcy-strcct site, deprecated the idea of leav-

ing the liccision of lliis question to dilettanti gen-
tleman ; and claimc<l for the attorneys, from whom
proceeded the first demand for the concentration

of the courts , a better knowledge than any one

else could possess of what was required by the real

interests of the suitors. All the benefits of con-

I'entration would he lost by the sacrifice to the

lemon of good taste whicli the member for Gal-
ivay demanded ; while the good genius of taste

luiglit be conciliated, and the public convenience

iKimotcd by adherence to the Carey-street site. If

rlie House were to abandon this site, and re-open

the whole question, they would be acting like chil-

dren, who after they had planted flowers pulled

them u]) to sec how they wore growhig. Jlr.

Beresford Hope suggested that as it was admitted

that the Carcy-slrcet site was not snfiicicut to re-

cive all the buildings which would he necessary,

some portion of them should be placed upon the

I'.mbankmont. I..ord Bury, having regard to the

probable expense of making .the necessary ap-

lii-oachcs to the Carey-street site, had a decided pre-

ference for the Embankment, llr. Dennian, Jlr.

G. B. Gregory, Mr. Gower, and Mr. Wheelhousc,
all jiron lunced in favour of the Carey-stieet site,

and against the resolution of the member for Gal-

way, and not another word was said in favour of

the ILmliai.kmcnt until Jlr. Tito suggested that, in

order to avoid the erection of too enormous a pile,

and to reconcile the conflictiug claims of two ar-

chitects, the buildings should bo divided, and
while the courts themselves shouhl occupy the

Carcy-strcet site, some of the offices, including the

ilcpository for wills, should bo located upon the

Thames Euibaukmcut. Lord J. Manners entered

into a minute comparison of the estimatecl cost of

the two sites, conclnding that that iu Carey-street

would be a great deal tlie cheaper of the two, and
stron.gly reconimcnded the House not to reopen

this (piestion, and thus deprive the public of the

benefit of a site upon which the erection of the

new courts might bo eouimenced as soon as this

motion was disposed of. The Embankment site

commended itself to Mr. Locke because it ought
to lie more natural to a marituue nation like ours

to go to court in .a steamboat than in a cab, and
because courts erected on that site would by that

means be accessible to his constituents at the cost

of only a penny. The Chancellor of the Ivxchc-

i|ner gave an entirely new tuni to the debate. In

the first instance, he infonned the House that,

finding that the expense of the gigantic bnilduig

which it was jiroj-.oscd to erect on the Carey-sti'eet

site would cost about four millions of money, of

which i:l.:'.'.l."i.lKiO would have to be provided out
of the ]iublic funds, he had dissented from a pro-

posal of the Commissioners to cxjicnd rt;(;iiO,(JOO,

and had as far as he could stoppcil all further

operations until the opinion of Parliament had
been taken upon the subject. Then he recom-
mended that flic Commiss on should be dis.solved,

and the whole matter l.'ft in the hands of the

Govenimcnt ; and as he believed that the buildmg
which was to be erected on Carey-sti-eet area was
nnneccssarily large, he proixiscd that that site

.shonkl bo sold, nnd that a building of a more
moderate size, including only courts of justice and
the ancillary offices, should lie erected— as, accord-
iTig to his infonnation, it might be for .•tl,6(K),()0l)

—upon a site to be acquired between the roadway
of the F.mbankmcnt and Howard-street. 'J'his

liroposition took the House altogether by surprise;

and a motion for the adjournment of the debate,

made by Jlr. Henley, met with general accept-

ance. At the same time no one apjiearcd to diji-

eut fi'oni the opinion expressed by Ivonl .Tohn

JIanuers that no advantage would result from the

resumption of the discussion ; and the debate was
finally ailjounied on the midei-standing that the
(lovennncnt would lose ik) time in making a pro-

posal to the House upon this subject.

ilnilding iiinteHi9eni;c.

CliURCUKS A>D CHAPELS.

LAlfAltSH.— The ancient parish clinrch of

I.,ainavsh, Hinckford, Essex, was re-opened on
Tuc.s<lay week, after restoration. The ( hnrch is a
small low buililing of great antiquity, dating from

r, nnd having a massive nuiiid t>>"c:'. Intcv-

nally the nave is separated from the <'liance! by a
wooden screen. At the oast end thcie were three

very narrow lancet windows. The work t.f restor-

ation commenced by taking out a very unsightly

gallon-, and ojiening up the tower by a large Gothic
arch. The east lancet windows have been re-

newed, tlie mullions and traceiy of the other

windows rcstoixsl, and twt» new windows inserted

iu tlie north side. The tower has been snrnuiuntcd

by an octagonal spire, covered with ornamental
tiling and lead, with dormer windows in each
square, and surmounted with iron finials, adding
.Hoft. to tlc^ height of the tower, and making the

total hoigld of the tower and spire 8(irt. A new-

vestry li:.:. been erected on the north side, the porch
has "been restored, anil the e.is' gable has been
entirely rcimilt, with massive corner buttresses. In
the interior, the chancel, altar, and rercdos have
been decoialcd with Maw nnd Co.'s encaustic tiles

and with mosaic work, and the ancient carved oak
screen has been c.irefully restored with new
spandrels, bosses, &c. The old lieams of the ceil-

ing have been taken out, and the ceiling has been

panelled. All the wimiows arc ghi-/.cd with
Hartley's cathedral gla.s.s, and all scats ai-c open,

and ill stained woxl. The pulpit, Icetcru, nnd
credence arc newly-carvc.l in or.k. Sir. Arthur
Blomficld, of Heiu-ietta-strcet, Cavendish-square,

was the architect cinjiloyed, and Mr. Thomas
Holland, of Sndlmry, was'the builder. The total

cost is about £750.

WOBMINGFORD.—'tt'ovmhigfoi d Church, Suf-

folk, is, according toalocal paper, to be " thoroughly

restored," and with this cud iu view we arc told

that a jiortion of the church is being " demolished."

A uew chancel is to be erected at the expense of a
local gcntlcni.-in. Mr. J. Grimes, builder, of

Colchester, has been entrusted with the work.

^i'iddletok-Stoxey.—The Chm-ch of AU-
vSaints" at Middlcton-Stoncy. w-as rc-opcned on
Wednesday week, by tlie Bishop of Oxford, after

nnilergoiug '• rcstoiiition."

S.MVTREY.—The new church at Sawtrey, Cum-
berland, has been fitted throughont with oak fur-

niture iu the Mediicval style, from designs by Mr.
liobcrt Brass, architect, of I>cndou. Mr. John
Taylor, of Far Sawtrey, was the contractor for the

w-oodwork.

Hasnixgton.—On Thursilay last the iiiuish

church of the small village of Hanning'on, North-

auipton.shire, dedicated to St. I'ctcr and St. Paul,

was rc-opcned after restoration. The church is au
ancient structure with a small square tower, and,

previous to its restoration, was in a most dilapi-

dated condition. One of the most pleasing featiu-es

of the i-estoratton,is the restoration and opening of

a lino west door-way in the Early English style,

which had formerly lieen built up with brick-work.

The old high-backed pews have been icp'.aeed by
open oak seats. The rcstoi-ation has been eitected

at a cost of about £11(10, under the superintendence

of .Messrs. Slater and Csu-pentcr, architects, of

I/O idon, the contractors being Messrs. Clark and
Heap, of Northampton.

Newtown, Salop.—The uew church was cou-

s •crated on the 17th inst.; it consists of nave,

e'.iancci, bell tm-rct, vcsti-y , and porch, and provides

fiir 21-1 persons. The roofs are open-timbered and
covered with tile. The floor of llie chancel, which
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is scpaiaru'l I'n.iii ilu' nave by a low sriccii. is

paved with Jlaw & Go's, encaustic tiles, tlie stunc

slab at the hack of the altar heing also inlaid with
majolica and enamelled tiles. Grimshill stone has
been used for the walling and all dressings. The
style is ICarly lOnglish. The cast window consists

of Howercd ijuarries and coloured roundels, the

centre lii^'ht containing a subject in painted tdas.
representing Oiu' Lord .appearing to St. J\I;ny

Magdalene. The artists are Messrs. S.aunders mid
Co.', of Jlaldcn-ro.ad, Haverstock-hill. The
church has been erected at a cost of £1,200, by
Messrs. Ncwett, Ironbridge, fi-om the designs of

Mr. E. Haycock, junior, .architect, Bhrewsbury.

South Hohnsey.—The foundation stone of a
new chm'ch is about to be laid at Brownswood
park. Soutli llornsey. ojipositc the entrance to the

new Finsbury-park, in the Seven Sisters'-road. It

will be a spacic.us and lofty structure, in the Early
Pointed style, ivith spire, from the designs of Mr.
Frederick \\'alleu, of Tollmgtou-park, and is to be
(ledicatcd to St. John the Evangelist. It will be
built without galleries, and will afford sitting ac-

commodation for nearly 1,000 persons, and the
cost of the building- will lie about £7,000.

Clyst St. Mary Chitroh.—The Church of

Clyst St. Mary, East Devon, has been recently

re-opened, after having been closed for about four
months. The edifice has suffered much in its

Gothic character by enlargement and renova-
tion, made more th.an thirty years since in the
classic style, eveiy feature having been so dis-

guised in stucco and cement that but for the
outline of the tower the chm-ch might have l)ecn

mistaken for some other description of eilifice.

The stucco has been removed fnnu tlic rbaiiccl

walls anil chancel arch; copiui;s .iiid i-nisi-

fi'ecstnuo have been supplied to t\\oL:;il,lrs,

trnccricd windows have been inserted in tho:\';'

the east window of the ch.ancelhas been tilled with
staincil gla.ss—subjects: ' The Adoration of the
Magi," ' The Crucifixion," and " The Women at

the Sepulchre," by Layers, IS.arrand, and Wcstlake.
The works have been carried out by Messrs.
Moass, buildei's. under the direction of Mr.
Ashworth, architect.

Incorporated Society for Promoting
THE Enlargement, Building, and Repair
i.\o OP Churches and Chapels.—The usual
monthly meeting of this society' was held on Mon-
day, at the Society's House, No. 7, \\'hitchall,

S.\V. Grants of money were made in aid of the
fallowing objects :—Building new churches at

Sjons (a ne\v district taken out of the parish of

Hotton-le-!li)!e ami Pittin^ton), near Durham, and
at St. .Andrew's, Nottjigliam. Rebuilding the
churebcs at Alstnn, Ciruberland ;Plnmbland, near
Carlisle ; and \^'cmbdon, no.ar Bridgewater.
Englarging or otherwise increasing the a<-con:mo-
dation in the chui'ches at Bedhampton, near
Havant ; Chester, Christ Church ; Grosniont, near
Hereford ; I.,owestoft, St. John's ; Skegby, near
Mansfield ; AVorcester, St. Andrew; and Totteridge,
near Baniet. lender veiy urgent and peinliar
circumsti-.nres the grants forniciiv iii;iilr unv in-

creased for rebuililinglhe churches -t i;\lii.|ic, near
Sunderland, and Longtown, near Alargaveiiiiy
and towards restoring, &c,, the churches ;it

Ancroft, near Beal. Northumberland ; Beaconsfield,
Bucks; and Metberinghani. near Sleaford. The
society likewise eerriitnl trn-t of money as repair
funds' for Christ Clinivh, Albanv-strcet, and
Walkdcn Clinrcli, near Manchester.

"

BUILDINGS.

BARN.sT.iPLE.—A new district prison is about
to lie erected at Barnstaple, from jilans ]ire]iared

by Mr. R. I). Gould. T'.orongh Surveyor, subject t .

their ajiproval by the Iloiiie Secretary. Acconnun-
dation is to be |iro\idcd for al)Out forty prisor.ers,

at a cost of :e:!,."iOO.

Knightsiiayes; Court. — The foundation-
stone of Knightshaves Court, Devonshire, the
future residence of ?ilr. Anion", il.P., was laid on
Satm-dav al'teinoon last. The style is Gothic
and the arcliiieet is Mr. W. Burgess, of Bueking-
ham-sfi-ert, Str.Mid. The cost' will be £14,000
Messrs. fail 111 ! and Son, of the Fisherton Works,
Salisliniy, lire the contractors.

_
AVoOLWiCH.—A committee appointed to con-

sider the accommodation necessary to be provided
in th3 new workhouse at Woolwich, has recom-
mended that it should be hnilt to accommodate
600 inmates, one-third males, and two-thirds

females. The casual ward is to accommodate .'ill

persons, the infinnary 200, and the main buildiin;

370. These suggestions have been adopted by the

gnaixliau boanl.

Beighton —New schools are about to be
erected in Bclmout-street, Brighton, according to
plans by Jlr. Thomas Simpson, architect, of Ship-
street.

COCKERMOUTII.—A new workhouse is propo.scd
to bo erected here for 400 inmates. The archi-
tect's estimate is £8,500, but the Poor Law
Bnaiil, on examination of the plans, consider that
';:',.iOii is far too low an estimate, and name
i; li-'.oiKl to £14,000 as the correct estimate The
architect, however, maintains that his estimate is

approximately accurate.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
^NOTICE.—Cases for biiuling the BUILDING
NEWS, Vol. XV., are now ready, anl can bo had,
price 2s. eiich. Cases for binding back volumes
can also ha had.

To Our liE.vnEKs.—We shall reel obliged to any of
oar readers wlio will favoar as with brief notes of
works conteuiplated or in progTcss iu the provinces.

Letter.^ relating to advertisements and the ordinary
basiness of the paper shoald be ad-lressed to the
EDITO!!, .!!, TAVISTOCK STKKET, COVE^'T
(iARDEX, W.C.

.Vdvcrtisemcuts for the current week must reach the
office before 5 o'clock p.m. ou Thursday.

.T, W. BoGUE.— TIic Kcport of the Wesloyau Clmpel
Committee is published bv JIaymau Brothers and Tilly
Cross-street, Hattnu-gardcn, E.C
"HiXTs ON Household Taste."—We have received

mother letter from T B. C. on this subject, in reply
tr) Jlr

bel te

^flake's last letter, but as the discussion now
hiugos ou irrelevnut matters, we think it is

it sjiould cease.

l.'i:rr.i\i:o.-T.I! C—fi.nndro.—I!

i: (i '\V. IK-I. (— I. (i. 11.— (J. II.

'I', n. .r-i;. ii'ul S.—.!. W. I!.— 1!. I

iiiid C'l— (i..I. and ••Sons.— .1. H. A.—
.1. .s.— .1. X.— li. H. E—C. T— M. T.
and Co.—('. (i. 1).—J C— 1!. and D.

i. U.C —
-T. (IF.
-X. n. X.
-<;. n.—
3.— 11. II.

tforre.'JiJondence.

YOUNtf jnCX'S ART SOCIETIES.

Tu the -Editor nf the BuiLTilNa NEWS.
Sir,—It being, I think, the first time that the

debate in the Associated Arts' Institute has been so

fully reported as in the last, issnc of your journal,

will you allow me to exj)l.ain that these debates (as

in many societies of a similar kind), have for their

object, besides the expression of opinion, the
acquiring of a facility of speaking in irablic? It

may hapiicn, therefore, that, either for the sake of

raising a discussion a member may take an ojipo-

site side to his own individual ojiinion, or, to make
a good case, he may slightly exaggerate his views.

Tliis explanation is ncce.ssaiy, because in my argu-
ments I expressed myself in stronger terms than I

exactly feel. For instance, there arc few buildings

I admire so much as Mr. Buttcrfield's chapel, at

Balliol College ; and the CroAvn Fire Office is one
of the best bits of modern domestic Gothic archi-

tecture we have. I objected to its colour when
first erected, because it ju'csented a painful con-

trast to the smutty buildings aroirad, the gloomy
sky, and the murky atmosphere ; and now that the

nmrblcs have lo.st their polish, and with it their

coloui-, its a)iiicarance is scarcely .satisfactory. The
term " holv zebra" was intended to apply only to

tlic Blackfriars Railway Stiitiiai. As to the future

emidojnnent of colour, I ciualified my remarks in

my reply, agreeing w ith Mr. Boyes iu the hope of

seeing it more extensively and more agreeably

einjiloved than hitherto.— I remain, Su\ yonr.s, &c
,

R. Phene Spiers.

[The .above letter was sent ns tlu'ce or four

weeks since, and we did not insert it out of con-

sideration for the writer and the Associated Arts'

Institute. But as Mr. Spiers particularly desires

its insertion, we coniidy with his request. If llr.

Spiers, or anyone else, will attend a serious ait

society meeting, and talk for the sake of talking,

or for the sake of raising a discussion, if he " take

an oppo.site side to his individual oiiinion,'' or " to

make a good case he slightly exaggerates his

views," then he strikes at the verj- root of true dis-

cussion. Public speaking is an art. and shonlil be

no more trifled with than any other art. If Mr.

Spiers is ambitious" to acquire a facilitv of public

speaking,' let him above all things/cc? Ibat what

he .says is the truth. The chief [ire-disijosing cause

of pure clotpience is earnestness ; and no man is

thoroughlv in earnest who sxvsone thing and feels

another. A man must be convinced of a thing
hiuLself before he can do justice to his ability to
convince others. Heart and head, tongue anci will,

must be in exact harmony if the speaker desires to
arrest the attention and sway the judgment of his
audience. Inmiediately a man begins to say that
which he does not believe, he hesitates, his "ntter-
anec lo.ses its natural ring, his words, his lip, his
action, his eye, and opinions are not m harmony-
Anil when his hearers know or believe—and they
will soon find out that he does not s.ay what he
means—that he is playing a part merely for the
sake of getting up a discussion, or improving him-
self as a speaker, or that he is exaggerating to
provoke a reply, they lose interest in what he says,

and .hey may possibly laugh at him, if not with
him. If the other speakers at the diseus.sions which
take place at the Associated Arts' Institute, and at

the Architectural Association, entertain a similar
opinion to that advocated by Mr. Spiers, we are
not surprised that eloquence is so conspicuous by
its absence at those places. We say this not in the
way of sneer or taunt j far from it. It is not ex-
pected that successful architects should, as a rule,

be snccessful speakers. But if junior members of
the profession are animated, like Mr. Spiers, v,ith

the Laudable desu-c of speaking well, in addition to

desi.gning and constructing well, let them utter

v.hat they h.ave to say in all sincerity ; let them
feel as much interest in the ideas they wish to con-
vey as in the manner of conveying them ; let them
.speak because they have something to say, or hold
then- tongues ; let them argue for trnth, .and not
for victory, and let them not exaggerate, oven to

"make a good case."—Ed. B. N.]

PORTLAND CEMENT,
!^m,—While perusing the interesting article ou

" Portland Cement" in your last week's publica-
cation I find the writer is in one instance not quite

correct in stating " a pemianent or continuously
iiurning kiln has not yet been established any-
where, though many persons have attempted it."

We have in Germany now seven continuonsly-
working Hoffman's Kilns (so well known in this

country for hniniug bricks and lime), in full op-
eration for burning Portland Cement with en-
tire success, and no doubt very shortly a great many
will be built, if their merits become more generally
known and appreciated. The reason these im-
proved kilns have not Iiecn built by English Portland
cement manufacturers is explained, as they
are not so well adajjted to the present English mode
of )u'eparin.2 the cement previously to its being
burnt. In Germany the chalk or limestone, mixed
with clay i)revions]y dried, is pressed into and
crushed under heavy rollers, and saturated , and the
paste passes like t-lay thi'ough a wnc-cutting
brick machine, and is formed into bricks. These
cement bricks are dried on the top of the kiln or in

diying sheds, and, if solid enough to hear handling,
[ilaccd and bnnit in the patent kiln jurt like

liricks. No doubt, it wonld be a still greater

saving if the ernshed chalk and clay, carefully

mixed in the required proportions, could be made
into bricks by means of a dry clay machine, and
thus jilaceil dh-ect from the machine in the kiln,

to be burnt,

I herewith hand you particulars referring to the

Porlland cement as manufactured in two patent

similar kilns belonging to Messrs. Dychcrhoifin

Bicbrich and Mannheim. While drawing your
special attention to the opinion of Mr. J. Gordon,
I may add that Messrs. Dyehcrhoffin realize for

their manufacttu'c the same prices as paid in

South Germany for the best English Portland

cement.—I am, sir, yom-s, &e.,

Heumax Wedekixd.
:!, Great Tower-street, 20th April, ISfifl.

^nterrommuniQiioii.

liil l.iii.-U

-HariiML'iil'
. Will

Kir/lish Mnlinni
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rth of England
ng dipped in a

ri:li«.]-I>IErEIiKS-T .SPEEDS IN DltlVIXG
M.ICIII.N'K.S.— When the same length of belt is to be
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iiuinl.ir 1
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<iu ilin lirniinrlinii will 111', ,': 4: : 0': 12', the Ulimbev of

n'volnti.i.is iiiu.U' l.y till- ilrivcu pulU-y—F. C. S.

tl:«!4.]-CHARGIN« FOR MOKTAR.—AVill any of

your iiumcroiis rondcra kiudly iuforiii me the most
roiTect W!iv to chiirse for Slortnr in n day's work bill,

wliether by the hod, bnnow. or loud.—Veritas.

ri:)lu,l—RULES FORMKASU RING TIPI5UILDERS'
M'()1!K.--I wiiiit tiinlilaiii ii inpy iif Ihc rules used hy

the .-iriliili-i't^ ^iir\,nnrv, :,,i,l liiiililr.- in llm followin..;-

towuv. M/ Vnk, ">lii Hinlil, N.M.ii-ll.', I.ivrriiniil,

Hinilillulnilii, Miill.ir.l, i;|.,iHr-l.'l, r.ill.il. rnrlMlinlltli

Hedli.lil, Nnruiili, (iMnnl. (
':i MiliiiilL;n, .-inil l.ini-nln.

l'erh:ili< some of vour numerous niiileis \m11 kindly

assist mc. If so I" shall be -lad to eommunieiile with

them through your viilmible iutereonunuuie

eolu <,_C. W. G. Sliiuehestev.

HEPL IBS.

ri:lll.l—FIStiKK PLATES.— In answer to a fiuestinn

pulilisliid in vour.lourmil of Jlaieli IJlli. 1 be-m say

that 1 am tlie'snle niamifa. I mer nf theabmi. Speci-

mens in nil .nlnurs. plain and ilbiminateil. ean be s.eu

atmy wiirks,.J4,Soulli .Mnltnn-street, \V.-.I. II. l.icwis.

[I.I.-.I.:—- PENCIL DRAWINGS."-- Argus eau lix

iieneil sketehcs by wivshlng them slightly over with

inilk.-W. R. A., Uekfield.

(Uj.j.:-DRAWING A HAKIXC JIOULIX—Figs, l

r/c.2

and -l show a method of obtaining raking moulds ior
obturc and aeute angles respeetively.

Ill eaeli ease let A. I'., f. be the jilau of the angle
around wliieh the mmiM :m . In iiiiiir, the given mould
to niM ;in/v":..H/n//;/ .-linn \ in i- ic,|uircd to And
the fei-!inn i.f Illil l

;il n l
In hli- U C, at a giVUU

liileb llial will niitiv « ,, n n.

Having drawn tlu— n, n i iM. .i- tlinwn. to the U'ft
of the vertieal line A 11 eoiitiiiiuii. sit nIV its projee-
tioll on the plan at a, tj, r. tluii lli.ni It draw It. il,

perpendieular to H C, and fiom the eMniiiilv of llm
mitre at h on the line /.. r. Set up ihn pihli' ..f ilin

mould the same as it is tn rake up 111, Mil.' T. I': M
this (Mil the linn It./ in., llieii in !lin M<iin,, nl ilin

nionhl set np the vciiieal line /; ,/, li i!.r iinMii^.

and make it enual to </. , ; Mjiiaiv i>vi r fiuin ilm point
<l to /(, amljoin,/'/!. this is a giiiiliie.4 nnliii.iln.
From draw the hiiriziinliil line (), I'.aiid at O set

np the given l)itili as n, /. and at riL;lil aii;;les to this.
<lrnwllie line .\. .\. nr N. ,\. as the wall line of the
required iiioiil. I; tlnni limii.niv number of noints in
the givi 11 i.iilliiii . .IS I, J. .1, .Vi-:, draw vertical lines 10
j/./i; and fr Im saiii.' pniiiis draw lines parallel to
tbcguidin:; iirili r /, //. and from the i.oints where
these lines cut the virlical line/,, „. draw oilier niili-

nate< parallel lo the ]iitih line .,, 1, and set olf frnm
the wall line X, X, or II, .\, toward /. the distances on
the line /-,.,/, drawing lines from these p„ints parallel
1(1 the wall line so as to intersect the corresponding
ordinate", thereby giving the outline of the required
mould.—.1. li.VTTVK.

I'Sr. Divmixfi L.VM) — 111 reply to ,1. Allan's (|iies-

tioll which is somewhat iniiierfei'llv i,riipiiunded I'or

liistmiec, I iK'g to sav the piece of hiiid he names may
nr inav not be 11 trapezoid of the following fnnii

•

anil the p,n-ti,uis ii.r, l„ ,,,n,,l nr
sll|.|

he whnln ,.,|inil „nil the snbdivi-
-ion lor the child e.pial. It will be
l.iilliil licit till- line a. Ii. ei|iiallv

liviilis the whol.' trapezoid and
lie one r ,/, pcriirniliciilarlv siili-

liviilrs the leilf llic ilinieiisinlis of
hewlmlecuttiiin up are liguredon

IlOntV ('.vm'KNTEIl,

ti:i.i7.]--I)IVII>IN(; LAND."--! allowa plot of land
••outniin l,(J(,Osipiare yards; A is to have mie imrtiim.
B iiiiolli r. and C. half iijiortion.

[I:)l'.:l.l—orr-IKIOI! GILDING.—Ifjust before emu-
iiencing to eilil. cai li l.:,f of the hook he slightlv
ubbc.r over Willi wiiv. -iilll.ient only to cause th'e

liUiesinn nt til, ^,,1,1, I I leaf will' be lost. 'Jhe
tickiniss i.f ihc M/i nMi. mill s that of the «il.\ and
10 part is blown aua\ .-A.Miriii;it.

[biCC.]--" LOGARITH:«-:.--Wonld yc
vour eorresnondents, be kind enough to f

lowing .iiicJtion-viz., the higaritbm of

ir niiv of
the "fol-

.:iiilc:;!nii;

Itl lln ill l.li-jc -V lir

[l:tii;,]--" CALICO I'lil.NI' DESIGNS."-Wlllsonic
one kindiv inform me how to make designs on paper
ill body 'enloiirs? Also how the colours should be
mixed, and where I eould inirchase a book on the art,

with iirice, &e.--A Calico Pbinteu.

Tit il area, P.i

W. i:. A., r.lslieW.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.

])ani!i;rous Tampering with Gas.—ilr.

Ileiirv \Viiliai)is, a builder, ciuTvins; on business at

:!!', I,(iiiilim-wall, was suninioned last week, at

(iuilillmll, before ifr. Aldernmii Stone, by the

Cliarteroil Gaslight and Coke Company, ehai'ged

with nnlawfnlly eoniieeting his meter with a eer-

tain sniiply-pipe belonging to the said coniiiany,

without giving due notice to the said eompany of

his intention to do so. It appeared that defen-

dant's predeces-sor was indebtcil to the eoni]iaiiy,

and his gas had been eut oil:. He eonneeted the

meter a,gain without notice or perniissi(^n, and he

did so in so careless a manner that, hut for the fact

that the insjiector discovered it, there might ha\ c

been a serious loss of life, and the company might
have been rendered liable to the extent of thou-

sands of pounds. The defendant made a state-

ment coniinning all the facts as stated, but saying

that he was ignorant that he was committing an
oifence. Mr. Alderman Stone convicted the

defcmlant, and fined him £1! for the offence and
Ki '1*. for costs, or in default 14 days' imprison-

ment. The fine and costs were paid.

Ancient Lights.—Heath r. Bucknall.—
This was a question, tried before the Jlasterof the

Uolls,of tmcient lights, 1,1, a-ii.iieil by iceiil bnilil-

iiig operations in Criiti In.l iiia!-. intlu ('ii\ nt

London. It appeared tliai llie plainiiir IkhI nerted
(inthcsite of an old house, soiiu' ol' the windows
of which were ancient lights ovei'looking the defen-

dant's |ircmises, an entirely new building with

windows of much greater area, and occu|iyiiigonly

to a very small extent the same iiosition as the

windows of the former house, which were ancient

lights ; and the defendant having sulisciiucntly

proceeded to rebuild his house so as to obstruct the

access of light and air to the new windows, the

|iresent snit was instituted to restrain him from
doing so. His Lordship, in delivering jndgment
said:

—
'i'he ijucstion involved is most important,

and to some extent new. Shortly stated, it is this

—\\'hether a man wliB has an casement over the

land of his neighinair in the shape of access of light

and air for twenty years to a sinall window, may
liy that right build a large and entirely ne\v build-

ing overlooking his ncigbboin's land, and thereby

aeipiire a perfectly new and distinct casement over

it, wliicli his iici'.;libinir cannot iii'cvent, when he
cannot block up ilie oilier light without also iiijni-

ing the light in t le lilllc ]iane of gla.ss which ail-

iiiitled the light lieforc the building was rebuilt.

Ceitaiiilv before the decision of "Tapling r, .lones,"

in the Ilon.se of Lords (11! Wa-ldi/ J,'r/i,irl/-t;m7),

it was never conceived in ei|uity that a person

could pos.se.ss such a right. ^'ice-Cllauccllor Kin-
dersley, in " Curriers' C.impany c. Corhett " (:i

Drcivri) iinil ,S'(««Z(', S.'io), .said, " Whei'e a house

having ancient lights is pule 1 down ami rebuilt,

and the i|ues(ion arises whether the character of

ancient lights which belonged to the windows of

the old house attaelics to tho.seof the new hon.se, it

ap]icars to me that tlie jirinciple to be aii]ilicil to

t';ie s.ilution of the iineslim is, to imptire whether

the new windows would impose («i tlie servient

tenement cither an additional servittule to that

t > which it was subjeetc 1 when the old lionse

existed, or a ditVerent .servitude from that which
pi-eviou.sly existed." 1 think this is a coiTcct view of

t'lc law, and that " Taiiliug r. .Tones '' does not

ovei'rule the doctrine, which appears to mc to he

foimdcd on immntable prineiiilesof eiiuity. '' Tap-
ling r. .Jones" decides tlii.s, that no altei'ation

of the ancient light will justify the owner of

the servient tenement in obstructing it ; hut

whether the obstruction of that light is a matter
to he estimated in damages or restrained by in-

iuiiction is, I eonecive, a totally different matter.

It niny no douht he laid down as a gcnernl axiom,

that wlierc a man possesses a right to liglit and air

over the jaMpcrtv of another, the obstruction iti

which is punishable at law in the sha].e of damages,
a Court of Kipiity will liy injimetinn prevent the
obstruction ; lint when the owner of the ancient

light .s.) deals with it as to alter its eliaraeter, and
convert it into a totally different easement over his

neighbour's land, and one which iirevents him from
enjoying his pidpert\' as he might have done at any
time' before tlieaneic'iit light was so altered, then I

am of opinion that the owner of the servient tene-

ment is not deliarrcd fiiim the enjoyment of his land

as theretofore, but that if in assei'tiug such enjoy-

ment he miavoidably interferes with the ancient

light of the owner of'the dominant tenement, then

the only com]ieiisation that owner can obtain is in

the sliaiieof daniages, and he is not ciititleil by the

insidious use of his own jiropcrty to deprive his

neighhoiir of a portion of his property. He is still

entitled to compensation for the obstiiietion of the

liglit and air which he formerly enjoyed ; hut by

his own act he has depiived liinii-cHdt the right to

call for the aid of a Court of lOipiity to assist him.

His Lordship then mentitnied two yvindows in the

plaintiff's buildings to which the above considera-

tions did not apiily, but thought the diminution of

light was not sutlieient to induce the Court to in-

terfere so far as regai'ds them, and said, in conclu-

sion, that he should give no costs on cither side, but

dismiss the bill, giving leave to the plaintiff' to

bring such action for damages as he might be
advised.

Islington Vestry r. the Camden-road
Occupiers.—This was a case lately tried at the

Clerkenwell I'oliee Couit, lieforc Mr. Barker, w here

the Vcsti'y of IsUngtosi sought to recover the sum
of :Cl,:);ir) llls. yd. for paving works in the Cam-
deu-road. Jlr. Woollett, barrister, instructed by
Mr. .John Laytim, the Vestry Clerk, ajipeared on
behaU: of the Vestry ; Mr. Poland and Mr. M.
iloir, liarristers, instructed hy Mr. Lambei-t, for the

defendants. Mr. 'Woollett, in opening the ease,

stated that the act midcr yvliicU the Vestry sought

to recover these expenses of paving, &e., was the

th and 2(ith Victoria, 7Sth section, yvhereiu it

states that the Vestry have power to Hag footpaths

which have been kept in repair hy another imdy,

but nut ihigged hy them, and levy the costs upon
tlie oecupiei's. The rate in this instance had been

made as easy as ]ios.sible, viz., extending o\ er jic-

riods of from live to twenty years. Several yvituc.sses

were examined and cross-examined, including Mr.

Layton and Mr. .lolin A. Clements, C,K., the sui'-

\eyor for the Wcsteni District, as to the A'estry

resolutions and the work done in front of each

house chai'ged. The latter gentleman was very

closely cross-examined as to the details of the work,

which Mr. Poland contended were for the most
part illegal, such as the charges for kerbing, cart-

age of earth in loyvering the footpaths, granite

crossings, &e. Mr. Poland held that this section

did not at all apply, inasmuch as the footpaths in

this road were to all intents and purposes flagged

according to the meaning of the Act, twenty-one

of the houses being flaggcil throughout their whole

length and breadth ; ninety-five for a hreadlh of

from 4ft. to i><i. in the ccnti'e, leaving margins of

gravel on cither side, and fom' houses neither

Hagged nor k.-ibcd. Mr. Woollett said he was
prepared to admit that many of the houses were
Hagged for the wlnde Iciiglh 'and breadth, but in

the majority of cases it was not so, and he thei'C-

fore contended that the footpaths, as a n-liiih\ were

not Hagged. Mr. Barker gave his opinion that the

foot|iatlis wci-e Haggial according to the Act of

Pai'liamcut, and lie theiefore dismissed the sum-
mons. It was nndcrstooil that the Vestry will

apply for a ease, so as to dctcrniine what the term

flaijijlng really means.

(Our (i^ftlcc ffable.

New Dock at Makyphrt.—Mr. llawkshaw,
C.K., has prepared iilans for a licw dock proposed

to he constructed at Mai-yport by the Maryport
Town and Hai'hour Trust. Application is to be

made to the Board of Trade end the Public

Woi-ks I,oan Commissionei-s of a loan ..f esi),0(l(J

to carry out the woiks.

BuibDiNO Societies and the Stamp
DcTY

—

\ deputation of members of bnilding

sneiclicshid an interview with (he Chancellor of

the ICxcliequcr in Downing-street on Tuesday, to

urge the repeal of the llth clause of the Inland

Revenue Bill, passed last year (31 and ;)',) Viet., c.
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iL'-t) imposiim' stiunp dntics on Imildins societies'

securities. Tlie (k-]>n(:itiiin rciireseiited most of

tlie larye towns in (lie kin.udom, and was accom-

panied liy ]Oarl Grosvcnor, Viscount Sandon, and

many other members of the Honse of Commons.

Civil and Mechanical Engineers' Society.

—On Saturday last, the memhers of this society

visited thr St. Thomas's Hospital, and the

Lamhetli Serlinn of the Thames Embankment,

this beiii!^- the first visit of the season. Amongst

the u-cntiemen prrMiU « i re, Mr. 1!. Ilau-hton.

President ; (;. Iv Ivi^Iiun, I'aM I'vesideiit ;
Messrs.

J. B. Walton, U. W, Lsill, and K. M. Banerolt,

&e. Amoimst many things worth noting, asample

of Portland Cement as used on the embankment

•works ivas broken in preseuee of the members of

the society, showing a tensil strength of 6031hs.

89in. of s'ection. It is worthy of remark that the

older the cement, the greater is the strength.

The New Adelphi Music Hall, Union-

street, Oldham, which was opened a few months

ago by the Oldham Philhai-monie Society, fell in

on Monday morning, and has become a complete

WTeck. Friday night was fixed for the benefit of

one of the artists engaged, and as it was expected

there would be a crowded house on the occasion,

and it having been ascertained by an examination

that moming that the building was unsafe, the

managers very properly decided not to allow the

performance to go forward in tlie buililing, which

was calculated to holil L'.dllO jiciple. ( )n Monday
morning last the east wall fell, and two or three

persons had to run lor their lives. The cause of

this catastrophe is tlie undcrmiiiiug of the founda-

tions while excavating the adjoining new build-

ings.

New Sanitary Commission.—An order has

been issued by her Majesty revokmg the commis-
sion appointed last November for inqnu-ing into

the operation of the sanitary laws, and appointing

a fresh one with enlarged powers. The new com-
missioners are : C. B. Adderley, Earl of Romney,
Earl of Ducie, Lord Robert Montagn, Russell

Gnmey, Stephen Cave, Sir Thomas Watson, C. B.

Ewart, J. R. M'Clean, Samuel Whitbread, J. T.

Hibbert, E. M. Richards, George Clive, F. S.

Powell, Benjamin Shaw, James Paget, H. AV.

Aeland, Robert Christison, Wm. Stokes, John
Lambert, and F. T. Bireham ; and Mr. W. H.
Bu-ley is secretary. This order gives power to in-

quire into the operation of the sanitaiy laws, so

far as they apply to sewerage, drainage, water

supply, removal of refuse, control of buildings,

prevention of overcrowding, and other means of

promoting the public health. They are further

directed to report upon the oiieration of the laws

for preventing the introduction and spreading of

all infectious diseases, and other kindred subjects.

Inundation op a Bath Stone Quarry.
—We are pleased to announce that the flooding of

Messrs. Pictor and Sons' Corshani Down Stone

Quan-y has completely subsided, and quarrying

operations were reeommeneed on Monday, the 12th

inst. The workmen, nearly one hundred in

number, have been thrown out of Work for the last

twenty weeks, thereby causing great distress. The
flooding of the quarry is attributed to the heavy
raiirfall we had at the close of last year. The
volume of ^latcr when it first broke in was com-
puted at (iO,<lOO gallons ]K'r hour. This continued

to flow till tlin,' wa^ \Milrr ciiongh in the quarry

to fill a lake (>|iKil I.I :',', nriVN in extent, averaging
9ft. decji. Tlic prc.-.cut woiking eharaliers were
high and dry, but not accessible to the workmen,
the entrance lieing on the lower level, the stone in-

clining fi'om the bottom of the shaft at 3ft. in 100,

consequentlycompletely blockmg the only entrance

;

in fact, at that point tlie water was loft, deep, i.r.,

7ft. higher in the shaft than the ceiling of the

quany. The jiropi-iefors. at considerable cost, are

sulking another iiullucd shaft, that will penetrate

to the workings at a level above that reached by
the water, so that, should another flood take place,

there will be every provision made, and the

working of the quarry will not be delayed an hour,

as new machinery will be fitted up for the purpose
at considerable expense.

Jlr. Lavard stated last week in the House of Coni-

nions that the National Gallery will be re-opened on

Jliiuday next.

Lord VVostlmrv lias presented to the House of

Lords a bill for consolidating and aniendmg the law

of cn|iyriglit in works of line art.

Next inontli (Mav) and during the .summer, the

British JInsoiim will be open to the public every

Saturday afternoon.

The Tlvcrstnu district is being .surveyed and

in:i]i|i..l "III l'\ J. nilcnH-ii of theGeologic.il Survey
Iirlaml.

At the orilinary meeting of the Society of En-
gineers, held on jloudav, the intli inst., Mr. V. W.
Uryant, president, in the chair, a discussion took place

on'" The lleihod I'.mploved in the Determination of

the Convucnial V.alne aii<l Purilv of Coal Gas," read

by Mr. F. W. Hartley.

li I, 1:11, rl iIlii .\;L|,nlfun III. has at last dcter-

niin.d 10 . (iiii|iliic ilic Arc de Triomphe at Paris, by
placin;; on the simimit the colo.ssal bronze group

wbicli till.' First Emperor intended foi-j^the crowning
of the eclilice.

The Countess of Cardigiin is restoring Deenc
Cluirch, and erecting a monument to the memory of

her husband, the late Earl. According to his wish,

the ifli^y (if the Countess is to be lying on the tomb
]i\- ilii' >iilr nf III,' Earl, and a place left undenieatli

f.'ir lur rniliii .ili.i- death. Mr. Bolieme is executing

tlie gioiip of Lord and Lady Cardigan on the tomi).

The well-known bust of Dr. Isaac Watts, in the

south aisle of Westnihister Abbey, has been removed
in order to undergo the process of cleaning and embel-

lishment.

A new United Presbyterian Church will shortly be

commenced at Campbeiton, Kintyre, N.B. The cost

will be ,£8,000.

A sclieine has been proposed to intersect Ireland by
cutting a canal, navigable by the largest class of

vesseN, IietAveon Galway and Dublin.

Tlir I'.ilil.i >ays that the report in the "Owl "

that tlir ini-irr^ lor the erection of the new Roman
Catluilii- ( ';itlnilral ill Westminster are on the look-

out for another site than the one already purchased,

is incorrect.

The Vestry of Islington have appointed tivo sur-

veyors to their parish, Mr. H. Cormacle to the eastern

di.stri.i.aiid Jtr..T.,lin .\. (;iements,C.E.,tothe western,

at the s;il:iiy of t'Joo p, r year each. Mr. Higgins still

retains the po-,t of surveyor of sewers.

New public baths are about to be erected at Chatham,
under the auspices of Watts's trustees.

The Canterbury Board of Guardians is coiitem-

]ilatiiig the erection of new infirmary buildings. Jlr.

Hall, surveyor, has been consulted on the matter.

The design of Mr. C. P. Tliomas, architect, has

lieeii accejited for a memorial to the late (Canadian)

Bishop Fiilford.

Oil Monday last was commenced the foundation of

the new " town " at Bouklnor, adjoining Yarmouth,
Isle of Wight. The first building of the proposed
future town is a large mansion, the contract for

wdiicli has been taken by Mr. F. J. Salter, builder, of

Bouhhior.

At a recent nieetuig of the Banbury and Bloxham
Higliway Board, a commiuiication was read from Mr.
French, the Board's surveyor, asking that his salary

might be increased from £150 to .il80. The Board
did not grant the surveyor's request, and one gentle-

man, according to a local paper, '* thought that the

£1.^0 might be saved to the Board, and that they could

get oil well enough without a surveyor. If they could

not look after the roads themselves, they had no
business to come and sit there."

Among the novelties of the season, as our readers

know, have been the crowded conferences of tiie

Ethnolnrricnl Society, at llie l\[iispiim of (icolooy, or

those pnpnliir iviinimis ,vliii I, nmlil,. Imlir. 1,, l,r:o'

ProfcsMir Miix|r\- ami Ins ..llI^:l^llr.. .mil .ninpni-.ilr

for tiuireNilnsi.ii, rnm, llir iny-l.Tir-, i.i I ImmuiIiilh y
meetings. As a nialhT ..f nuiis,!, -nnii'ihiiij;- nlatiiig

to architecture and an !^ laou^lii op. \t tlie Indian

conferences there was muili \\ i(h ir-.ard to rromleclis,

and .at the last, on tlir Xmi h .Viiaricaii Indians, there

was an intercyiiiiy paper liy Dr. BcU, with drawings,

on the present lialian \ llla^cs .and ancient ruins in

Arizona, in tin- I nihil Slates. The villages arc

remarkable. Kacb .1111-1 |. .if a lai-,' -lime lmiliUii,g,

built in three sides of a -.i|iiari\ .ni.l ri-in^ in internal

terraces of three or m.u.' -on n-, luimiiiiiii; the sepa-

rate apartments of the iuhaljitaiit.-. Dr. Bull considers

these the representatives of the builders of the ruins.

Satckdav.— .\ssociateil Arta Institute.—"On the
Keiiiiissimce liithicncc as traced in tlie

Klizalie'liau Dramatists," by Montgonieric
liiiiikiivK. Ksq.

Itoyal Institution.—"On Gcologv," by A.
Geikie, l.:8q., r.u.s.

3iij;ide Mm.
TENDERS.

nniSTOL.—For erecting four Iiouses at ('liarltou-ter*-

race. Lawrencc-liill, far -Mr, T. KnuiboU. IMans by W.
Cloutman. surveyor, Kxehauge Buildings. Bristol :

—

Jl.arsh £nm II

Forshaw IHo n
Humphries liKll) 11

(iriffltlis lOiW u o
Ch.appeU Vur, 11

Women and Cullille 047 o
and Sou

l.'o 8U."i

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING
A^'EEK.

JIONDAY.—(icolofiical Society. S.

CiojiTiipliical S.iciclv. .s:;o.

TuESOiV.-liislitulioM of Civil ]Oiisinciirs,-"(lii the

fliitfall of the Itivir IIiiiuImt," by .Mr,

W. Slielford Jl..liist, CI':,, s.

Itoviil lustllntinii. — ' (111 Astronomy, by
Pn.ressor 1!, (Iiaut, I,.I..U. l-Mt.S.

WcnxEsn w — .'^oioi'tv of Arts.—" On the diilii-s of

tbi' \vcliil.-.-l with refcrcuceto the Arrange-
iiiii.i anil ^iriiriioi'u£aIiuildiug."by Koger
Sniilln 1: i|

,

-

TiiunsDAi. v.i-y.tt in uiution, 3.

FuiDvv - Ai.liit. tiioal Asaoeiation.— " Special

Mieliii" to ciiUBider the Report to the Ardr.-

tcctiirol Alliance ou " Areliiteetuial Edu-

Chesterton.—For the erection of manager's house-
and office, for the Chesterton Gas Company. 3Ir. U.
Chapman, architect, Xewcastle-imder-Lyme :

Wooliseroft £2:1.5 n
lloss aw
Lea (accepted) 2ii5

CiiinwrLE.—For alteratious to Rodiug House. Mr.
.7. W. Jlorris, architect :- •

ArI.er £mr,
Itivett 5S:i

Eyan 62.3 10
Stevcus 4!)8

Wicks and Baugs 493
Abraham 4C4
Atberton 400 (I

Slicffleld (accepted) m
Debenham (Suffolk).—ForCougi'eg.ational Minister's

house and schoolroom.
.Uiby *.57.1 10
C'lilinokl 483
Kemp 4ii."> 10
ir, n. Smith 400
(iooilwinaiid JIalUiws 44S n
Day 4.30

(looiling 418
Fordhaiu 3;!) 10
Chapman and Scopes (accepted) '.iO't 15 G

Hants.—For additions to Boseoiube, near Christ-
churcli, Hants, for Sir Percy Shelley, Bart. 3Tr. Thomas
Dashwaind, arcliilcct, Ryde. Quantities supplied by Mr.
L. C. Kill.!. II :-

Flit. Iiir, .-i.-ilislmry ie48!IO

AdaiiiKoii and Sons, I'utney 441)0

•lacksou and Shaw, London 4440

Bull and Sons, Southampton 4318

London —For certain alterations at Xo. 1, Paul-
street, Finsbury, for E. ilidwiater, Esq. Mesrs. Tollcy

.and Dale, architects :—
Greeu (accepted) .«400

London.-For serpentine marble shop front, &c.. K,,

Edgware-road, for f. -M. Blades, Esq. W. Scckham
Witlierins:tou, .architect :—

Drew .«340

Melville 342

Hawke 31 '>

London —For alterations to No. 122, Edware-road,
for Mr. Alexander. W. Seckliam Witherington, archi-

"=^'^
Hawke £430
Mark 427

I Sou
II.' illc 257

.1 TIN.. II.VM. — Tenders for enlargement of the
liiiii-i premises of T. Adams and Co. (liiuiteU).

,1- I'
(' nine and Sou, architects :

—
Itark.'r £02.50

Stevenson and Weston .5954

P.clland S.m .5940

Hall o900

W.ard -'847

I.vnam oi'-'

Wliite ';>>>

ROTTINGDE.VN.-House aud shop. Mr. T. Simpson,

.anliitect. Quantities supplied :—

Ni^bl
I.awv id Sit 905

cat:. .311.

WANDSwouTll.-I'or tlie erection of a \illa for W.

W Bnrth, Esq. Messrs. Tollcy : nd Dale, architects :-
Do, with back ad-
ditions omitted.

Knight.... .«8S.S n .4:812

FawTctt .. S40 u (I

s;,p,.l 745 10 05110

Stark.'..... 090 «30

WATFORD(Herts).-Fort1icercctior of arowof three

villas in the St. .Jolin's-road. Mr. 1 rank I:, lliiclvc,

"'""'Bennm •• ^2132

Allen ,'"'.'-,;
I)

llailey ''
' '* "
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COMPETITIONS.
Royal Academv of Akts. National <7:illcry. For

lliobc'st piiintlTiLiiii oil. ormoilcl and (U'siyn in |i:iinlint'.

sfulplnrc. :iMil .n-cliitcLture. Ilie s'olil nicdal anil llic

iliKc isci of Prosiilcuts Ucynolds, West, &c. ; and for
iIm'Im' t .opies of drawinj-s. nioduls from life, tlic an-
ii.pt< in hindscapcpc'i'spective, &(.'. TUosilvur nifdals,

A... .Nnvcnibcrl.

Cr-inov. Bristol.—The Giitlnie soliolarsliip.

Values t.")i a vc:ir, and :S;0 nrtdeil. One or more
Mlioliirships of fiflO. and one of £'25, at Midsummer.
Ai)ply to the secretary.

Hklchim ..\cvDEMVOF A 'n i iMi S; ir.vrKS. — For
l)csle:i.|iiiry n-^^av);uidn;, ii n. i', |. rin.l .-it whirh
arcliitci-ture in llii- Low (:•:,:,.. i'.

' ,: ,,i alVerli-d liv

Italian inllui'lUT. Freu,inii. 1 •' ]ra';r
, :,lKnit J; Rl.

St. I.I kk's. MT:>i,:i-ix \pril -i.-f.—For plans.
elevations si'i-lion .i i I .

1
.ni i' el costs of a bnildin;;

/lira scli.inli'>.-nr,nu n .il.: - n, Uuvsamll ••irl.s. Jlr.

J. .'iticlvlaml, lioii. sec, ;i, tv-.v.ial-strect, Uoswell-
road.

Plymootii.—.luly 14—For deMsns. plans, and es-

timates for :i new ^uildh.al], with law courts anrl public
Clou ; second, £7.') ; third, f 1.

rk, Guildhall, I'lymoulh.

Ukxi.kv lli;vni f'Mincu Building Fund.—For
jilaus fur t'lc iir.i;iH^c(l iiewparisli church. Jfr. iMarsb,

•
t. i:.c.

St. pri'

.1, Cai

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BUILDING
ESTIMATES.

CovENTUY.— For certain alterations and additions to
I'inley House, Folly-lane. Ceorfjo Stuane, architect,
**'8, licit ford-street, Coventry.

Br.DFoKD.—^lay I.—For the construction of a cover-
ed swimming- liatli. Jfr. vv. Whyley, secretary, Bed-
lord I'ublic liaths Company.
Bi;unl!;y.— Foralii.an of from il.i.fOO to fiiO.OOn on

the sccaritv of the )i:).ir rates, and re]iayablc according
lo tile orders of tlie I'oor I,a>v Hoard. A. Stanley
J>ean. clerk to tlic ^uardiaus, I'oor Law Olficcs,

Nichiilas-strcot, Burnley.

UoxTKL-W'r.sKL U.viLw.vY. —For the consfructiou of
lio miles). Appleby Brothers, Emerson

Clll \\

.

1 Wi
Ga>li..l.l,i- ,

I., i,>l

.Air. \V. I". l::i I . ^ II. i >.-c;

liURNLr.v, M: i I M, ilicercction of anew Work-
house for iIm 1. 1 uiou. Mr. W. Waddinston
architect, (.;iiair.ii.i.i. ->ueet, Burnley.

JlETROl'OLITAN BOARD OF WORKS. NORTHF.RN
LoM' Levi:l Skwer.—Mav 14 —For constructin*;' ulioui

1.100ft. of brick sev<-cr, from Tow.r-bill to Xcw Knrl
street, City; and for '.irioft. of luirk ..,wrr :i:i.| .ulir

rks, fr. •\Vi

Mr .1. I'ollanl, Hoard of \V..i k . >|ii
i

.

1 i - \.

XKWCASTLF.-tNDER.lAMF \\y. I :. I.., Hi- ;

siructiou of streets and ."^ewers on pans nl the Kiii^
Field Kstate, Basford. Mr. C. tiynam, architect, Stoke-
on-Trent.
Ilkley.—.Tune 15tli.—For the erection and comple-

tion of One. Two, or Three Blocks of semi-detachcc
Villa residences in Parish Gill Koad. Ilkley. Thoma
Marshall, architect, St. Sfark'.'i Koad, Biigbie Field
Leeds.
MiLDM.vY 1*.VRK.—Tor the erection of a l.arpre Con-

ference Hall and four storey dwellini^ house. Messrs
Habculion and Pitt, Architects, ;is. Bloomsbury-
Hquarc. AV.C.

outh' rk.

rotary
London. Bright.ix. .vnd South Coast R.h

For the supply of various stores. A. .'::arle. Si

London I'.ridge Tcnniuus.
Bedf.ikd.— May 1—For the erection of a now foundry

at the liritrinnia Iron Works. 3Ir. Usher, architect.
-14, High-street, lieiUord.

KE.VDlNd, Berks.— l-Vr the erection of a suburban
house. Sir. Thome, 4:). Frederick-street, Graya-in-
road.

East IIohsley. SLRur.v.— .\pril 'JO.—For the restor-
ation of a clmrch. Ilev. F. Wilson, East Horsley
Kectory, near Woking.
LeW'Sham.—For the erection of the second bloi-k of

cott!U:[es at Hither Green. Slessrs. McJscayer ami
Grniidv. l, Robert-street, Ad'lphi.

PROPERTY SALES.
Arnir,

PC

^IlLPTS' COURT. LONDON.
ili'f road. Chipham .Tunc-
III rari-.-.ll, I.avcnderhill,

. .\prii
nilder,
rkin^

to .slu::end!;r IN THE COUNTRY.
Willi:

Uirluird
m .lams n\. D.arii

I.":nic a. Hristnl
, \.lli-,-_!r)-.., )i

isrton. painter, Jlay 1, at 10—
L'.astirrcr, ^lay 7, at lli—John
-i Mav 11. at 11 f:corae
: anil l.niMi-i-. April

ApnI. . ;.";:; u-a:i;..
\. I.iak. -Null,,, liiiililer,

\\a(.-...,i, l;c:ulinK, plumber,

i FOR L.VST EX.V.MIN.VTION.

Downard. Insrav.-r I

W. Warnetl, ('"ni
.Maval-T. Cooper,
iiullauil. Farm-lam , II m,
.1. Mclhiiurnc, St. Ervan
l.rnlcr. May 84—C. Gai-wn.
May 'Jl-lt. Lower. Upper
l.iiiidi-,-, :ilay •-'.-i-.l. Mil -

Mav .N-.I. riroa.llniri

^^^ \ ITi

-Ml

enij^iuoers. Cauuiu^' Chambers, 4, fiouth John-street,
Liverpool.

Sussex- -Mav 1.—For the erection of olBces at
Hani. w riliuau. solicitor, Battle.

I II N I II. ATH (near IlfordV—For formine-nnd
1.1 1

i; Oft. of road. Mr. 11. Walker, 10a,
Kii- Mill Vaid, aroorsate-strcet, E.C.

-Ai)ril :ia,—For alterations and ad-
3-hall. Mr. T. Parrot, tomi clerk.<lilinii

Maccl .-111.

w.

-Mav4.- op-

.t Weyrridge Gas Co.—Jfny
Retort House and chimney

ice, 2, Sfonnt Tabor, Lowisham-road, ,.., :

,

im-.fi.W).
''"'

ice. 3. Mount Tabor, Lewisham-road.
:im—.€340.

.uses, 1, and 2, .Silver-street, Loampit-
niduciiij,' e-:n l.Ss. per annum^(;3;.'i.

kii mil :i- II. alli I "ilaiiC. Holmes-
I. . 1.

I
-

! .. iiiimii. term 3:i

I
.

. :

iniiii.

;i . , !. -I I r-ii-, i., l.'i 'wn as Viue-
ial-r.ia.l. nl,l Kml-road— C3!)C).

f, Xo. I, AVillianis-terrace, Commer-
Jil per auiuini— .e305.

lived liTonml-rcnts amounting- to £23
secured on Xos. 1 to 12, Rntfs-tcrrace.
eottages, Dennett-road, Quecu's-road,

' .and shop. Mo. 1, Rutt's-cottages. let

, term 19 years unexpired, at £4 per

houses, Xos. 1 to -4, Dennett-road,
. tier annum, term 70 years unexpired,

41 ;i

l.inl.li-

Ma I'.l-.l, H. I,

a

I'l^enter,

liiiL:tou,

builder.

oy-

Keiidal,

a; slater, Jlay ;

Imilder, Jlay 3-T. aud W. Clarksoh,
4Iaue. near Liverpool, plumbers. May 4

—

Uarlino-ton, builder, May ."i-T. Leveus,
i.culer, April 22.

dividends.
R. Grant. Croydon, stonemason, 3Iay fi— .7. Birchall,

Ruaby. builder. May 20—1. Davis, Bittou, Gloucester-
shire, carpenter, Stay 11— F. .7. Ames, Dorchester,
p.ainter, May 11—J. Shaw, Huddersficld. painter, April
2.S.

SCOTCH SECIUESTRATIONS.
Walter Nicol, Ediuburyh, builder, April 23, at 2.

Dalstin Farm,Man.iton.—May 1—Fortheercction
of Farm buildinK-s. Jfr. VT. Wills, surveyor, Exeter.
NEWC\STLK—Slny 1.—For the erection of a pair of

semi-detached Villas, ne.ar the Thistleberry. Mr. T.
Lewis, architect. Newcastle.

Torquay H.vrbour Work.s.—Forabout fifty fathoms
nf 2in. proof chain. Messrs. Kitson. .Solicitors,
Torquay.
Leicester—April 29.—For the fonuatlon and pavina-
of streets, and laying culvert under the same, on the
JIumberstonc Road Estate. Messrs. Shciitou & Baker,
Surveyors, Leicester.

Doncastek.—May fi.—For the erection of coiulcnscr,
enlarsemcnt of scrubber, new iiurillers, &o., for the
Gas Co. W. E. Shirley, Toivn clerk.

CAXTEnnunv Gas and W.iter Co.— April 2S.—For
the erection of a nev,' Board Room, I'holoiueter room
&c. Mr. ,1. G. Hall, arcliilect. Caiuerbury.
For the removal of earth alongside the Ihames. Mr.

W. Webster, ti, St. Martins Place, Trafalffar Square.
Brighton.— April :ii.—For tiie constrnction of a

tubular iron outfall, from the main sewer, Mr. D.
Black, Town Clerk.

The Great Torrington Water Co. May S —
Contract \o. l.— For the ajijilv and delivery of about
1(11 of Ciut Iron w.-ileipipe^. Cnulract No. 2.—For
laylns and j.iintiu- ..ihnui .Vliiii vards of cast iron water
mains, ami |,i-.,vi.li,i.j sluice valves, Aic.—Contract No.
3—for tie . II I! I, li,,!, of a Btorase reservoir, with
outlet Inn-

I

I I

,
^•,

I h, sluices, &c., Mr. G. Doe, Soli-
citor. Gn I I- in: 1 ,11, Devon.

iNDi.ri.-.ui .\ r (.AS Light and Coke Co.—For the
purchase of tar iiroduced a' thaiv works at Hasserston,
Secretary, 2,10 Klng-sland- oa<l

I,. I
.1. -I.; li. i;..e. Xo. «).

I 1,. I -. lu .e3i:;s. (.1I.-.E120.

r. .ii \ l\ . .(h.-Leasi-linMhoiise. Mo. 97, Chalton-
vi, I

- . !-.>e'i iiyoili'.-in--- <; V' per annum, term
;,,; .,, ,. .. 1-1:. :• ''III 1.1- |> I .|.niiiin-£I.-iO.

I; -I.. ...
I

11:. I I I'll. I I I I
I

I li.-i-.— Copyhold
lniii.li.iL. i.-i ii... ' II nil. I "11 II

;
-III- 111

. I.iiiiwuas Bculah
LiHl-^e. liainiiii-rsniitii. wiUi L;a uU-u ami about four acres

of land— £4,7jU.
Leasehold pi-emises, Xo. 23, Beraers-strcet, Oxford-

street, let on lease at 4:240 per annum, term 21 years
friiin isi'c. at tl-i per annum—£2,340.

I,i'a-.elii.iil iwo houses, Mos. and .S, Westmoreland-
sin ,1, ^]:^v\ l.-l'.me. and workshops, Xos. 4and.'>, West-
iiinn-laml-mew s producing- £1-^1 per annum, term 4.'(

years from l.sr.l, al C Irt pi r aniium-£l,500.

Freehold two refill 11, is. limnvii .as Mont Koyd ami
(intra, (Xaklield-r.ia.k < rii\ ikm CJ.OOO.

Freehold residmii-i- knuviia^ "MelfordLodije. Bourne-
inimlb, Hants, lei on lease at r i-jii per annum- CLO-'iO.

Freeliiild residcnee, Xo. 2. Tlill-road. Abhey-road,
St. .Iiilin's-wood. let at e.iO per annum -C7I0.

1, e 1^1 -1, .. 1. 1 li a- e.XivHr.'lia vles-streot. Portland Town.
1,1 III -: >i 1- -. aii'iiim, ii-nii sii years fi'om 1847 at .CSpcr

I
. .11 11 hill I-, Nil. ;s 1 iiarlea-sti-eet, term, rental.

ami _. i.iil i III similar l.jabove-£300.

\ 1 I. Ml ; \\- vv's.—By Mr. Lerew.—Leasehold house
\.. - I laiiiji iitt-e-!>T0ve. Camden Town, producinft- .£1V'

111- |.. I 1 1.11. term 88 yeai's from 18o5, at Is. per
aiiiiiuii— i-'li.

At the Guildhall Coffee-iioure.—By Mr
Marsh.—Leasehold four stables, situate in Russell-
mews. Uussell-rond. Kcnsinirtou, estimated to produce
eiCiO per annum, term 96 years froia 1805, at £20 pi

annum —-£1,110.

LATEST PRICES OF MATERIALS USED
IN CONSTRUCTION.

Baiitztc onk A

.. fir a
Mcuaolfir 2

Ycllo' ,

ducod C
Cimadn, Int quality.

blnliind
Memo! 6
GothcabUTff, ycUow A

10 10 i:t 10
10 15 IS 10

6 10 7 10

Decl; I'lftuk, Dftntia-,

]>or40(U 3 in.

PUMICB STONE i»rtn
Oils, &c

Soal, piilo .. per tiiii

I'ftliii. fine Jl

I

LiuNOOd 30
Uapcsooil, Enji.iwlo.. 36 10 37

' Cottonsood 25 3110

UATII STONE OF BEST (JUAMTV.
RANorLi. ami SAVNDEns. Qiiairyinon nml Stonr

^IiTcliiiuts. Hatli. List of Prices at the Qimrrips nn»'

Di'pnt.s ; also Cost for Tran-^it to iiuy part of the Uuiter'

IvinjTflom, funushcd on application to Bath Stone Office

Coreham, Wilts.

—

[Advt.]— ^
BANKRUPTS.

-.1. T.m
ni<l II. <

I'AnTNKRsni

iini

DauM.ii. IIikM .! I II', IMcli-

nioinl. I'lunil.rrs l.,^,l(. :r>i \,[i.-, -, -
1 , , I rd.pain-

tevH— Iturnloy niui Co.. IjviW. I'lii^incers I,!(nyrHt«lTn

anil Wig^glcworth, Woodlesford, ncjir LeocJ.N. stone
inerchaiits—M'Jlurdie aud Uupt, AVolsinghmn-pIaco.

Sliot, but
Slicot Co.
VVlilto da

TTainmi-i-od llottoniR da
l-'lnt Boltonifl, not bftiuwcrod do,

Oftkc niid TrtiigU Inp)t do.
Roiit S«loc'cd do.
Awitrftllftn do.
Vcl. Mutal Sh0Atlilng& Uodfl per U

I RON .-—

18 7 G

W I'lsii Bixrfl In I^ndon per tou G 10

' loops da
'Iooi>s. Sinplc da
^tnlrovdKliiro Bixi-s do.
Bar, iu Waloa 4o.
NnilroiU da
Voundrv PigK, at Glnsgow, Xa 1 .. do.
Swcdic>hBirfl da

9 6
7 12
A la

7 12

2 14

10

Zixr:
KiijrlUh Shoot irfjfton 25 10

*Dovaux'RV. M. BoofiM Xinc .... da S7 10

* And 4 jicr coqU diflcouut if laid ui>on the

STEBL :—
Rwcdiisli Ke?. liftinmcrcd per ton
Swcdlxli Fnggot do.

J5

IlEOULUS op AKTIMOXY :—

Froach per ton 18

SPELTER :—

On tiio «T)Ot per t<^.n

QLICKSILVEII per btl. « 17

SS
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NEW CHURCHES AT HOXTON, IN THE
PARISH OF SHOREDITCH.

ON Saturday last the members of the

Architectural Association made, under

the guidance of Mr. Brooks, the architect, one
of tlie most interesting of the excursions of

the season to several new churches recently

erected in and about Hoxton, in the parish of

Shoreditch. The first visited was that of

St. Michael's, in Mark-street, Leonard-square,

Hoxton. The members assembled in the

adjoining clergy-house, over which they were
conducted in tlie first instance. The cost of

this building has been about £2,000. It is

built of brick, with stone for the dressings of

the windows and other features, and is a
simple, picturesque, and effective building. It

forms one side of an open quadrangle, with
the church on the right and the site for addi-

tional buildings intended to complete the

•establishment on the left. Tlie Church is a
stately structure, with a nave 105ft. long by
24ft. wide and 72ft. high, with aisles on either

side with arcades of five bays ; it seats 840
persons, and cost £9,000. Tlie style, as that

of the clergy-house, is Early Middle Pointed of

an English tj'jie. It has an open roof and is

lined witli yellow brickwork, relieved with
some colour. Tlie chancel is well developed,
with aisle on either side, and is divided from
the nave by a double chancel arch with stone

ribs on bold corbels. This supports a remark-
ably picturesque turret and staircase to same,
carried up in the thickness of the east wall of

the nave. This is a striking, original, well-

treated feature. The arcade is of good pro-
portion, and bears simply chamfered aisles

and a lofty and bold clerestory. The east

window is well elevated and filled with fine Geo-
metrical tracery. A narthex[pro]iosed to be added
to tlie east end will be a great improvement.

St. Chad's was the next church visited.

It has only just been finished, and some time
has elapsed since the last-mentioned church
was built, and it evinces a change of style on
the part of the architect. It cost about £7,000.
The feeling traceable throughout it is more of
an Early French character, slightly exagge-
rated in some features. Nevertheless, it is a
.stately and dignified building, consisting of
nave and aisles of about the same width and
height as St. Michael's, transepts rising out of
the aisles and not projecting from them, vaulted
chancel with .seven sided polygonal aisle and tur-
ret over what may be called the bay of the crux.
This likewise is built of brick anil stone, the
lining being red, unbroken save by the stone
dressings, which are somewhat too white and
harsh as a contrast. It is entered by a lean-to
narthex against the west front. The propor-
tions of the arcade are very different from
those of St. Michael's, and we do not think
them so good. The columns are low and
sturdy, with poor bases and capitals, and they
bear a very high clerestory, with striking and
bold couplet windows, with large eusjied
circles in their heads of a French character.
The chancel windows are wide lancets. The
turret does not come happily inside, but is

simple and good outside. Although in this
example we missed the delicacy and cliaracter
of detail which pleased us so much in the
earlier one, the simplicity and vigour of the
work is veiy striking.

St. Augustin's Church and Parsonage being
in the neighbourhood, the party took oc-
casion to inspect them. The former is

the work of Mr. Woodyer, and the latter of
Mr. Christian

; both, however, were of a cha-
racter much inferior to those we have been
describing, while the cost has been rather
larger. The width of the nave of the church

was 29ft. The style is a weak edition of
English Middle Pointed, quite free, however,
from any taint of French influence.

St. Jlary, Haggerstone, although a very ugly
building, erected long since by Nash, and with
nothing of the slightest promise on the exterior,

afforded considerable and unexpected gratifi-

cation by its interior. It has been vigorously

modified by Mr. Brooks, who has removed a flat

ceiling from the nave, altered itsjordinary king-
post roof so as to make it assume the character

of an open Gothic one, built inside the east

end so as to produce a sacrarium of moderate
width with a splayed bay on either side to con
nect it with the wider nave, and producing
somewhat the effect of an apse. The sacrarium
is barrel-vaulted, with stone ribs, and has a fine

east traceried window. For the whole of the

rei'edos Mr. Brooks is not responsible, the cen
tral portion, which is far fi-om a success, beinj^

by another architect ; but it is flanked by some
good wall decoration of marble diaper on an
alabaster ground. The columns have been left

as tliey were, long-shafted piers, but their capitals

and arches have been re-cnt, so that they are

no longer offensive, and excellent Middle
Pointed traceried windows have been inserted

in the side walls of the aisles. The glass of the

east window, and of one or more of the rest, is

by Messrs. Clayton and Bell, under the imme-
diate direction of the architect, and is mode-
rately good ; the rest is very indifferent. The
general effect of the interior is now really verj'

pleasing, and much that is good has been done
under very difficult circumstances. In all these

churches the woodwork is quaintly but well

treated, but the font and pulpit, the latter par-

ticularly, is of a spasmodic and coarse descrip-

tion of design, observable in some other but
by no means all the furniture and decora-
tive portions of the works of this architect.

St. Columba was the next church visited.

Is not yet completed, and being the last

designed, we are glad to say it is cer-

tainly the best also. Placed close to a gigantic

workhouse, Mr. Brooks has outdone his previous
works in vigour and simplicity, in order that

his building might hold its own and not appear
dwarfed by its colossal neighbour. It is a cross

church with a nave 156ft. long, 29ft. wide, and
84ft. high, built, like the rest, of brick and
stone, and lined with red brick, ^"ith which the
stone used for the interior is quite in harmony.
The columns have central shafts of Holj' Park
stone, with four Church Anston .smaller detached
ones around. The church is entered by a vaulted
narthex at the south-west angle, which is as

lofty as the nave. The arcades between the
nave and aisles, supported on the piers as above
described, are of three orders, with a roll mould-
ing on the edge of each ; their proportions are
delicate and good, but they support a lofty

clerestoryand pierced with large couplet windows
with great cusped circles in their heads of a
bold French type. These, though noble fea-

tures in themselves, do not harmonise, and cause
a want of proper unity or rhythm in the design.

The west end has a range of five lancet win-
dows, surmounted by a fine triplet and rose

window over that. This is a fine composition,
and, as we saw it with the sun streaming
through its unglazed openings into the nave, the

effect was exceedingly striking, and reminded
us of some old mined abbey. The nave has a
roof, the iqiper part of which has a waggon

-

shaped ceiling, but the lower portion of

the principals is somewhat clumsily treated.

The roof is covered with Whitlaud Abbey green
lates, of which the architect speaks highly.

It will have an ornamental tile ridge-crest.

The treatment of the transept ends is inferior to

that of the nave, having some windows of the

prevalent a!l-head-and-no-body t)q)e, to which
we specially object. The chancel, tran-

sept, and crux are vaulted, no centreing hav-

been used except for the diagonal rib.s, and
no buttresses nor concealed ties provided
to resist the thrust of the vaulting, which,

A tower has been earned u]i over the crux, one
stage above the ridges of the roof, and is to bo
surmounted by a further bclfi'y stage and spire

rising to the height of considerably over 200
feet. School buildings have been erected in

connection with the church, and other structures

are to follow to form a complete clergy estab-
lishment upon a scale equivalent to the church
to which they will be attached. We sincerely

congratulate Mr. Brooks upon the work so far
as it has been carried out, and look forward
with interest to its completion.

St. Saviour's Church was the last church
which the party 'was able to visit. It waa
the first Mr. Brooks built, and is exceedingly
simple in form and treatment. It consists of
a nave and chancel, 27 feet wide, terminating,

without break, with a semicircular apse. There
is an aisle on eitlier side, and the clerestoiy

above has a i-ange of lancet windows pierced
in a continuous arcade. The cost was about
£7,000, and it holds about 840 pereons. It

has an elegant and good turret. The material,

as in the otlier churches, is brick and stone

both within and without. The pulpit we pre-

ferred much to some of the othei-s we have
named. In all these works by Mr. Brooks,
which lie so close that fi-om the tower of any
one all the rest are clearly seen, there are the

same general characteristics—lofty and fine

proportions, and simplicity, with an absence of
elaborate detail. They are essentially town
churches, and not copies of ancient examples.
If we look for their source of inspiration, we
certainly note a very similar feeling in parts

to the work of Mr. Butterfield and the school
who follow that architect. In the wood and
iron-fork there is a strong family likeness to

the vorK of Mr. Street and others, while in the
later buildings traces of Fi-ench feeling are, as

we have pointed out, too apparent. This
is, however, only saying that the architect is

influenced by the spirit of the best work of the

day, as he, doubtless, in his turn, influences

that of others. He is fortunate in having been
backed hy a munificent patron, whose genero-

sity he has amply seconded, and we heartily

trust that having done so well with the op-

portunities he has had, he may have other and
still greater ones in future.

THE FREEMASONS' HALL AND
TAVERN, LONDON.

THE recent inaugural ceremony of this

Hall seems to aflbrd an occasion for

some remarks upon the group of buildings

prepared in the above-named locality for the

special use of this time-honoured craft. Past
associations only can be pleaded in excuse for

the adherence to such a site for a structure of

so great importance. The two buildings known
as the Freemasons' Hall and Tavern, though
separate and treated somewhat difl'crently, are

contiguous and in communication, and have been
designed so as to presen'e harmon3' of effect,

while giving due prominence to the principal

institution. Both, as is well known, are the

work of Mr. F. P. Cockerell, whose design was
chosen in an open competition. The difficulties

entailed by the preservation of some of the

previous buildings among the new should bo
taken into account in judging of the result,

and the variety of heights and levels necessi-

tated by the nature of the several npartments

rendered the planning unusually complicated.

Tlius the character of the rooms next the

street being the more private, their division

into the usual number of stories militated

against easily obtaining that monumental
effect whicli might otherwise be expected

in a structure in which jirovision for largo

halls for meetings had to be made. The
architect has striven hard to combine in his

fagades these oi)posite requirements, with wliat

degree of success we projiose to examine.

The jnoblem he has set himself to solve

deserves some consideration in the first in-

notwithstanding the height at which it has I stance. It is one which would never have

been executed, is perfectly poised and secure.
I
occurred to the mind of cither Greek or Goth,
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Tint uiiieli is due entirely to tlio revival of

Cla.ssi._- architecture, or that known as the

Modem Italian. In ancient as in niedireval

clays, each jjortion would have been left to

speak of itself alone in the most natural and
conuiion-sense maimer, and the rest allowed

the same, a.s its only, license ; but such simplicity

does ;:ut suffice for the more artificial and
scien'.ilic rea.souinR affected by the .styles

ushered in by the licnaissance.

?vlr. Cockercll has in his facade of the Free-
masons' Hall cndeavonrcd to secure a monu-
mental asjiect, with the idea of there being a

groat i;all beyond, although a hundred feet of
building and court and corridor intervene, and
although the axes of tic facade and the hall

are entirely different, while, at the same time,

he was compelled to provide for the lighting of

three < rdinaiy stories of rooms in fi-ont. To
attain this end the central storey of the

fagade has been selected as the jiriucipal

one, .Mid adorned with a range of columns
bearing an entablatm-e ; these rest on the

piers between the windows of the ba.seraent,

the v.all behind and above them being reces.sed,

and, to give them sufficient dignitj', they rise

above their projier floor so that the cornice

reaches the sills of the windows of the upper-
most -iory. Laterally the fagade has also three

main divisions, separated by wide pilasters

rising from the jilinth of the basement to tlie

cntaMatnre above referred to. Tliese combine
the two lower stories well, and are valuable as

giving :i unity to the composition, which is

further secured by the continuation of a rich

baud of ornament at tlie level of the capitals

of the columns and pilasters carried through
the rci,es,ses under the entablature. In this

band ot ornament are introduced various heads,

which represent the sun, the moon, and the
stars, upon a backgi'ound of corn, vine, and
olive, and they are vigorous and interesting.

Altogether, conceding the motive, this ])rincipal

story is aitistically and happily managed ; it is

however, at the sacrifice of that below and
above it, the former being too high as a mere
basement, and too low as an important ground
floor to contain the entrance doorway. The
dressings of this feature have had, conse-
quently, to be carried u]i above it, so as to

interfere with the bases of the two principal
columns in a manner which is not satisfactory.

The upper story has also been quite sacri-

liced, as the position of its windows prevents
its being treated as an .attic. It has no plinth

6r base as such, and the cornice and its trap-
pings are altogether too important as crowning
cither such a feature or even the whole fagade,
ai;d it is detnmenta! to the prominence of the
i,nt.-'-bI,;nne below. Its best features are the
;'"ur seated flgures surmounting the pilasters.

Tliese reiu-esent the Masonic attributes of
\yi:,i!iim, Fidelity, Charity, and Strength or

U ni(^i. and were executed by llr. W. S. Nicholl,

and ri-om their boldness and character arc
admirable as sculptural decorations, and by
fliemselves would cover a multitude of archi-
tectinal sins. The first siu they would have to

compound for would be the nieugrc handrail
and queer balustrade carried in front of the
iijipcr windows ; the next would be the curious
and ^..mewhat fantastic feature jilaced upon
the i;jipcr cornice, the real pui-pose of which is

to hide the roof—another Iteuaissancc method
of getting over a difficulty which no style but
the IJenai.ssancc would "ever have got into.

The feature rofened to consists of a baluster
sticking up by itself overeach pier and flanked
by scrolls oii cither side, and jiroducinga fussy
clfect injurious to the general sobriety anil
Rlinement of the design. It remains" only,
in speaking of this fagade, to notice the treat-
inoiit I'f tlie upper part of the central division,
which is, at all events, original. The recess
below is spanned by a vast semicircular arch,
the outer band of the arcliivolt of which, or
ichcving arch, a.s it may be called, is ilecorated
with the signs of the zodiac, separated by plain
idocks of stone. As this rises above the line
i'f the upper cornice, a broken pediment h.:s

been constructed above it, and the tympanum
contains a shield and trappings [loiscd upon two
brackets, occupying the position of the key-
stone of the said relieving arch. The object of

these great arches is the caiTving the ide.-v of

the great hall into the fagade. The great

hall is not really behind it, but only the ordi-

nary rooms of an ordinaiy three-storied house

;

but as the whole suggested arched opening
might have lighted the liall if it had been there,

and as a hall does exist a hundred feet beyond,
and only a little to one side of its axis, it is,

according to the classic Creed, an allowable
stretch of the imagination to bring them toge-
ther. This idea has been partially, at any rate,

defeated by the necessity to light small rooms
in the interim, and which has been effected

by filling uj) the arch in the most awkward
manner possible.

Under the conditions of the self-imposed
theory we have explained, the problem has been
worked out with much thoughtful design, and
the details are gi'aceful and refined. An effec-

tive fagade has been added to the architectural

treasures of the metropolis, but it is a faoade
only, the want of relation to the body of the

building being but too evident in the jierspec-

tive view' into which the compo-covered side

and commonest of chimney pots obtrude in a
manner which it is strange should not have
l;een foreseen.

The front of the adjoining Tavern is much
])lainer, but presents some peculiar vagaries.

Certainly it is in the power of the potter to

promote some of his pots to honour and some
to dishonour, but he generally has a jiuqiose

ill so doing. What reason, however, the ar-

chitect could have had for the very arbitrarj'

and different treatment of his several windows
we are at a loss to divine. On the first floor,

for instance, arc five in a row, lighting the

same room, the outer ones have no dressings,

while the central one rejoices in architectravc,

fi-iezes and pediment on brackets complete, and
the intermediate ones lack the last-named
embellishment and have a simple cornice above
the fi'ieze. Then the top floor has come in for

more than its share of decorative features, and
the windows are separated by pilasters bearing

double brackets, which carry the cornice. No
doubt there was a good theory for this par-

tiality, but it has altogether escaped us, and
for want of a theory the practical result by no
means charms us.

We have devoted so much of our space to

the outside of the building that we find little

left for the interior. The entrance loads to a
square vestibule, with low domed ceiling, with

])endentives and spacious staircase very fairly

treated, and not cutting across arcades and
such-like features, as in two instances we have
noticed lately. A corridor down the centre of

the building, lighted on the sides from courts,

leads, on each floor, to various offices and large

rooms for the several Lodges. The old great

hall, which has been re-decorated, is reached by
a transverse con-idor and descending flight of
steps from the first floor, which, continued,

gives access to the Tavern. The new banquet-
ing hall is the great feature of the latter build-

ing, and is a noble apartment, but in its deco-

ration does not show the same chaste feeling

which is generally noticeable elsewhere. The
treatment of she staircase to this from below,
with the A'estibiile and suite of drawing-rooms
and anlo-rnoms, is picturesque and convenient.

In conclusion, we certainly can reiterate the

0]>inion that this group of buildings is worthy
of a far butter site, and does credit to its archi-

tect in spite of his theories, the soundness of

which we have been forced to dispute.

THE NEW LAW COUKTSI.

THE Government have committed them-
selves to the introduction of a bill for the

erection of the Law Courts on the Thames Eni-
baiikment site, within the limited space speci-

fied in our last iiniiression. We shall now wait
and sec what the bill is in its entirety before
oH:ering anv criliciBms on it Th.c maioritv of

the ]iresent IIiuisc of Commons pledged them-
selves to tlicir ( (instifucnts that they would in
cvoiy practicable way promote economy in

every department of the State. Mr. Lowe has
in reality ajipealed to that l>ledge, and there-
fore occupies excellent vantage ground. His
chief reason for changing the site for the jiro-

posed courts is not the embellishment of Lon-
don, but the protection of the pockets of the
taxpayers. He will endeavour to pitch over-
board, by a single effort, all the arguments
urged by the lawyers on the one hand, and the
architects on the other. He has one supreme
jmrpose in view, and that is, to erect a suitable

building at the smallest cost ; and he will, in

all probability, cany with him the sympa-
thies and support of a large proportion,
if not a majority, of the House of Com-
mons. His success, however, will depend,
to some extent, on what he proposes to

do with the Carey-street site, and what
he is likely to get for it. The great difficulty

in the way of any alteration is the provision

and jireparation of that site at an immeiLse-

cost. Possession, as the lawyers say, is nine-

points of the law. The Carey-street site lias-

been obtained at the expense of years of labour
and anxiety, and it has been proved over and
over again that it would be the most convenient-
If, however, Mr. Lowe or Mr. Layard can
show that they can dispose of the site with
little or no loss, and that a building meeting
all the requirements can be erected for about
£1,500,000 (inclusive of the cost of ground
and compensations), between Howard-street
and the Embankment, he will have made out
a case. AVe will, however, wait for the bill

before we discuss its merits. A suggestion

has been made that. the Great Northern, thfr

Midland, and the North-Western Railway
companies should combine for securing the-

Carey-street site for a great junction termini.

The idea is a vast one, and should it be
seriously entertained, one of tb.e difficulties in

Mr. Lowe's wav will be removed.

A GREEK GYMNASIUJI AND MODERN
ART.

IF what we have ventured to say on the sub-

ject of Greek art and the work and mode
of work of Phidias should have interested anj-

one in the nature and mode of [uoduction of
such art, then it is to be hoped that there are

those who will be induced to study the actual

remains of that Greek art yet fortunately to

be found in the British Museum. I go back to

it for the .special reason that it is, taken all in

all, not onlj- the most complete and perfect of
art, both as architecture and sculpture, but it

is the fieest of all from merely local pecu-
liarities; it is the most world-wide in reputation,

and contains within it the most pcifect trans-

crijits of natural forms to be found in art.

Its mode of production was totalh' different

from that now in vogue—nay, its direct

op]iosite. Nothing, to confine ourselves

for the present to sculpture, but a con-
stant looking at and study of natural

forms could ha\e enabled a man to realize in

material such work as the Parthenon frieze and
" metopes," and nothing but the personal hand-
work of the artist himself could have satisfied

him, or those who gave him his work to do.

It becomes, therefore, not a little interesting to

try to find out how the old Greeks educated

their artists, and by what means and with what
apparatus tlie Greek art students and sculptors

worked ; and, still more important practically,,,

is there, or can there be devised, any mode
now-a-days of reproducing, or even imitating,

such means, and w^ith what apjiaratus ? I think

it is to be done, but only by the total abaiidou-

nient of the iirescut Academy system or systems,

and by starting afiesli, de novo, with the old

fireek idea.

There are many, doubtless, who are aware
that whole libraiies have been written on Greek
art, and the most industrious student would in

vain strive to go through them all, or perhapa
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(.veil to cutalij!;™; them ;
but slioulil lie ilo

so, how little piotit woukl tlierc afk-r all be,

for not a liiiit avouUI he get as to the actual

practice of the artists, or an intelligible reoom-

mendation to go and do otherwise. Let anyone

consider for a moment of the many thousands of

jiouuds yearly expended in this London alone

for " statues," and on the miserable abortions

put up, only in some cases to be moved out of

sight or again consigned to the melting pot.

Our civilization is surely not Greek civilization.

All sorts of bot, cs have' been written about the

Ixreek Games, the Foot and Horse races, the

Pale and Pentathlon, and Chariot races, but I

do not know of any who have attributed the

greatness of the Greeks in art to tlie influence

«f the Greek games and shows, and yet, as it

seems to me.tliere can bo but little doubt that not

only were tliese shows one great means of

Greek fine art, but that they were the real /«-

sjiinUions whicli guided the Greek artists to

their sniierlative Avork, and vrere indeed the

Greek " Schools of Art," the Art Academies of

the time and country. Be it observed here, that

there is this great distinction—and it must never

be forgotten—between the tine art of the past and
the jiresent, viz., that all our modern art is for

the most part imaginative and fanciful, the

creation of the artist's brains, while the old art

"was for the moat part from simple reality, or

transcripts from the actual scenes and occur-

rences of daily and common life. A student

.sculptor in these days begins by cojiying, as

well as he can, some old mutilated antique

ligm-e, and sometimes spends weeks of time

in stijipling the background of it, and then,

perhaps, goes through a course of anatomy by
listening to a series of lectui'es, and looking at

bones and muscles and hearing the names of

them as they lie on a lecture table numbered
and ticketed, and then, and finally, he goes np-

.stairs among the privileged few and makes
more stippled drawings of the " set figure," i.e.,

.some unfortunate individual stripped to the

skin and bent into some almost impossible and
]iainful attitude, with all the life clean gone out

of him from sheer pain and weariness. This is

the " Life School" of the Academies every-

where, and, of course, nothing comes of it but
manufacture and failure. But with the old

Greeks it was far different; instead of the study

and the copj'ing of this dead life, and tlie

])aralyzed limbs of men in bandages, and dead
museles and dry bones, he studied in the

iheatre and gymnasium and stadium the

forms and movements of humanity in living

and natural action. It was the very opposite

and the very reverse of the present sj'stem,

and all the learned wonder with which the old

Greek art work has been and is now regarded
by such art critics as Mr. Gladstone may
almost come to an end when the real and
f.ommon sense means by which it was ]iroduced

is rpiietly looked at, and we get well rid of

imnginatloH as the one element in it and the
])rime cause of it ; and still more so when it

is considered that not only did the old Greek
artists sec for themselves, but they were, each
one for himself, his own workman. They saw
and they worked.

It is surely not a little strange that this

interesting and imjiortant subject has not
attracted some attention before this, and that
the warm jianegyrics of the modern historians

of Greece on the famous Olympic games and
shows have not led some Academy " life

visitor" to think of the error of his ways,
and the uselessness of the work he is

engaged in. But it is never too late to

tbink, and perhajis to mend, for to quote
a great authority, the author of the "Rise and
Fall of Athens," though exhibitions of physical

strength and beauty made the favourite

diversion of the barbarous age of Greece con-

secrated to the Heroic, yet did religion com-
bined with policy, and art utility may lie added,
transmit an ins]iiring custom to .a polished

Jiostcrity, so that what may perhaps be regarded
with inditferenco by many interested in art

must intei'est all when its rcsidts are found

and seen to be what they arc ; for that the

glory of (ircck Art was due to games and
hov.'s there will be less and less doubt the

mo:e it is studied and the longer it is looked at.

All this is historical and is capable of more
or loss of absolute jiroof , and is a matter of

cmions enquiry ; and the new book of JI.

Beoide on " Greek Art before the age of

Pericles " will doubtless interest and enlighten

the many who have not yet given up the study
and admiration of it. But the real and practical

question is, what good by way of example and
guide is to be got out of the study of old

Greek Art, and by the looking into the v/ay by
which it was produced ? Can anybody in

these days follow the Greek methods of studj'

and try to enndate Phidia,s and his compeers
in their glorious and imrivalled work ? It must
not here be said that we moderns do not want
such work as the Greeks asked for and got, for

it must bo borne in mind that there is not a
club or hardly a jniblic institution in all Lon-
don that does not pride itself in the possession

of one or more " statues"—modern imitations

of old work, figures intended to rival th.e

anti(iue, and e.xhibiting all the determined energy
and life, as far as the mere attitudes go, for

whicli the genuine work itself is so celebrated.

It cannot, therefore, be urged that such as

the Greek wants and aspirations are at an end
and out of date. Humanity is, after all, pretty

much the same all the world over, and now as

ever, and the wants of one age are found in the

next, so that " statues " are still in demand and
sculptors to cut them. Is it possible, there-

fore, to revive i/i an^j ybrm the old Greek means
and methods of the art and mystery of figure

cutting ? Their secret was a keen observation

and personal and individual work, observation

of natural forms and actions and movements
in the theatre and gymnasium. Of theatres

and music-halls we have pleutj', and perhaps, to

si)are, and of gymnastic apparatus there is

plenty and daily on the increase, but both one
and the other are totally unlike those of the

Greek. No artist in our present sense of the

word has ever anything to do with either of

them, and still less are they ever frequented by
art students for the purposes of study, and
for hints and helps to his work. A modern
gymnasium, to dwell ujion it for a moment,
is simply a large room filled with poles and
ropes, nobody ever seeming to know what feat

to be up to in it, or wdiat to do with the

apparatus in it, or what tortures to voluntarily

undergo, and the orthodox gymnastic " ««!<"

is as ungainly and as destructive of fine form
and movements as it well can be. What a

pity it is, therefore, that a gymnasium and the

artist cannot be made acquainted—that the

Greek idea of a gynmasium cannot be in some
form or other (which mightbe readily suggested

were the matter miderstood) revioed, and made
a studio for artists, and a school of drawing
and anatomy and grace of movement, and
perhaps of simple and graceful dress. I can-

not help thinking that this may be done with a

little trouble, and that while the Royal
Academy goes on in its old and worn-out and
paralyzed system of teaching, and busies itself

mainly as a popular exhibition of cabinet

pictures, such an institution as that suggested
would be a ])ractical return to that primitive

and (Jreck idea which gave birth to the great

art of Phidias and Myson and the sculptor of

the" Torso,"works of whicli we are but too glad

and content to try to copy the worn-out and
mutilated fragments. It will be a return to

Nature on her own ground, the primitive source

of all true art.

C. BnucE Allen.

ROYAL INSTITLITK OF BRITISH
AKCHITECTS.

Report of the Council to the Annual
JIeetino, May :^kd, 18U'.>.

WK have received a copy of the Annual Re-
port of tlic Institute, which will lie jirc-

sentcd at the annual meeting of the members on
Xlunilay evening next. After glancing at the

number of new Associates and Fellows which have

IiiTii adiU'il (hiring- liio past year, from which wi;

leai'ii that tliey now niuiiber 508, or 10 in .'-dvance

of the prceeiliiig otiicial year, tlie report goes on
to say :

—
Among the losses, the Council have to notice,

with sincere regret, the decease of A. Ashpitcl,
Fellow, wJio as an Ordinary Member, as well as
ill his oflicial <'apaeity of Vice-President (1862
anil 18li;!), Member of the Board of Fxaniinors
under the Jlotropolitan Budding Act (1881-0),
and of several Committees, was ever reaxly to

promote the welfare and objects of the Institute.

The interesting memoir of this lamented gentle-

man, recently read by Wyatt Papworth, Fellow,
forms a fitting tribute to his worth, and is an evi-

dence of the general esteem with which he was
regarded. The names of G. IJ. BumcU (whose
useful bequest to the library was recently an-
nounced) ; of George Smith, F.S.A.; of E.G. S.

Blake ; of T. Allason, and of John Clarke,
Fellows ; of that accomplished amateur, the Rev.
J. L. Petit, Hon. Fellow ; of II Cavalicre Clemente
Folclii, and Rodolfo Vantini, Hon. and Corr.

Menihcrs, will also he remembered by the Iu,sti-

tuto as having been included in its obituary for

the cniTcnt year.

The balance of fnnds in hand at the close of

181)8 was £83 13s. (id., a small sura as compared
i\ith past years, which is accounted for by the fact

that the expenses of last year were exceptionally

heavy.

Adverting to the official functions of the Insti-

tute, the Council have to report that several meet-
ings of the Professional Practice Committee have
been held to deliberate on important questions,

both of a private and public natm-e. In Decem-
ber last they received a deputation from the
London Builders' Society, who were desu-ous of

submitting, for the consideration of the Institute,

the details of an arbitration clause proposed to be

incorpoi'atcd with futm-e forms of contract. In

the course of the conference many points were
raised, which rendered it desirable that the pro-

fessional relations between ai-chitects and builders,

as well as between builders and then employer;-,

should bo discussed in ci-tenso ; and, with this

object in view, a sub-committee was appointed,

who, after collecting from various sources suffi-

cient material for their purpose, will shortly report

the result of their labours.

The exceptional temis offered to architects in

connection with the limited Competitions for in-

fiiinarics and similar buildings, to bs erected in

or near tho-mctropolis, engaged the attention of

the Committee for some time, and in connection

with the scale of professional charges generally

adopted by the Institute, involved a delicate and
difficult question, which the Council trust has been

sufficiently met by the resolution on this matter

—

a copy of which was forwarded at the time to in-

dividual members of the Institute.

The necessity for a careful examination of the

Metropolitan Buildings and JIanagemeut Bill,

suggested at the Ordinary General Meeting on the

20th January, 18G8, led to the appointment of a
Select Committee on the subject, by v.-hom the bill

was considered, clause by clause, daring many sit-

tings. Their final report, it will be remembered,

was submitted for the apjn-oval of a Special

General IVIeeting held on the 1st of February, 186!>,

and, after a few amendments, was forwarded to

the Jletropolitan Board of Works in accordance

with a I{csolntion of the Special ilceting and at

the request of the Board itself.

The Committee for the " Conservation of An-
cient Jlonuments .and ]{emains" has, happily, had

but few iustauees of thi-catoned destruction or

neglect brought bctore its notice within the last

twelve months. It has, however, tendered its ad-

vice on some matters of: importance, and generally

with a satisfactory result. The presenation of

the church of St. Mai-y Somerset in Thames-street,

one of the works of Sir Christopher Wren, which

was ]iioposcd to be removed iluiiug the recent

alterations in the City, ni.ay be mentioned as an

instance in which the timely intervention of this

Committee has been successful.

We gather from the Report that the Sessional

Papers read during 18(i8-!) have been of varied in-

terest, and have comprised the following sub-

jects :—
" On the Foreign Artists employed in England

during the Sixteenth Ccnturv, and their influeneo

on British Art," by Sir M. Digby Wyatt, Fellow

.

Discussion on Sir JI. Digbv Wyatt's pajicr. " On
the Fall of the Cupola of the LeopoUlstadt Ba-
silica, Pestb." " Memorandum to Determine the

i're.-sure of the Wind," by Pr(ife?sor F. Lango
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llonovary and ConTs]i.iniliniz llomlx'i', (,'nilsriili

(translated by C. C. Nelson, F.S.A., Fellow). " On
the Works cxcenteil in Terra-Cotta at the new
AUeyii's CoUcffC, Dulwieh," hy Charles Barry,
Vice-I'resiileut. " A Short Deseription of the

Plans of Hospitals at Paris, JInnieh, ami St.

Peterslnirj;!!," by Dr. Ojipert. ''The Opening;
Address by the President for the Session 1S(18-'.I."

Diseussiiin on Mr. C. Ban-y's paper " On the
Works executed in Terra-Cotta at New Alleyn's
College, Dnhvieh." " On Mosaic Decoration,''

by A. II. Layard, Esq., M.P., D.C.L. " Notes on
the Celtic, IJoman, Moorish, and other Architee-
tnnil Remains in Algeria," by Professor T. H.
Iiewis, Fellow. "A Descriptive Sketch of the
New House at Humewood, Co. Wieklow," by Wm.
White, Fellow. A Communication from Pro-
fessor Donaldson, Past President, Honorary Secre-
tary Forei^Ti Correspondence (dated " On the
Archipelago, en route from Athens to Trieste").
" On a Development of the Theory of the Archi-
tcctHrcsipie" by Professor Kerr, Fellow. " On the
Science of Colcjnr," by William Benson, Ksr|.

" A Memoir of Joseph Bonomi, Architect and
A.R.A., with a Description of his Desijm for
'Koscneath,' &c." (illustrated by many original
drawings), by Wyatt Papworth, Fellow. '• On
Mason's ilarks, including an account of the Cheva-
lier DaSilva's work. * Sigiies qu'on voit graves sur
les Ancicns Monuments du Portugal, &c.,' " by
George Godwin, Fellow, F.R.S., F.S.A. " On
Architeetm-al Criticism," by E. Ingress Bell, As-
sociate. A letter from Rome, dated March 3,

18G9, addressed to the President, AV. Tite, M.P.,
&c., by Professor Donaldson, Past President,
Honorary Secretary for Foreign Correspondence

,

" A Notice of the Professional and Literary Works
of the late Arthra- Ashpitel, Esq., F.S.A., Fel-
low,'' by Wyatt Papworth, Fellow.
Among the honours conferred at home and

abi-oad on Members of the Institute, has been that
of Knighthood bv Ilcr JIajestv on Sir Matthew
Digliy Wyatt, F.S.A., while four other Fellows—
viz., Professor Donaldson, P.P., Hon. Sec. For.
Cor., Messi-s. G. G. Scott, R.A., George E. Street,

A.E.A., aud A. Waterhousc, have been elected

Honorary Members of the Imperial Academy at
Vienna. The Report concludes with the follow-
ing paragraphs :

—

The Council arc enabled to state, with great
satisfaction, that ample accommodation has Iieen

provid<-d foi- the display of Architectural Designs
aud Drawings in Ihc new buildings of the Royal
Acaib'uiy, and that ihc important Art roprcscntcl
by this Institute will not in future suil'cr by tlie

neglect which it has hitherto experienced iii the
most iJojuilar of English Exhibitions.
The collection of casts posses.scd liy the Insti-

tute, and hitherto preserved in one of the base-
ment rooms, has been offered as a loan to, and as
such accepted by, the anthorities of the Archi-
tectural Museum, where they will be more acccssi-
Idc for inspection. The opening of the new build-
ings of tlie Museum at Westminster is a matter
for congratulation, not only to the zealous pro-
moters of that undertaking, but to the jirofession
at large, and the Council trust that, while it will
midonb;cdly prove advantageous to the student, it

inay also tend, in conjunction with other institu-
tions, to devclope public interest, and educate
natiimal ta.steon the subject of Architecture, in i-e-

gard to its artistic as well as its anti(inarian
aspect.

ON THE DUTH'S OF AN ARCHITECT
WITH REFERENCK TO THE ARRANGE-
MENT AND CONSTRUCTION OF A
BL"II.DIN(J.

By Roger Smith, Esq.*
TlIK nature of an architect's work with refer-

cn.jc to the arrangement and construction of
a. buililing— iu other words, the routine of his
regular and most familiar professional work, is the
sulijcct which I have ventured to think it may be
worth your while to consider this evcuiug. There
is much which becomes customary routine to the
practitioner of any art which it is yet well worth
"'!'!''. ''""' those should know who may have to
criticise his works or to avail themselves of his
Services, or who m.iy think of his profession for
heir soiH. In the case of many manufactures and

arts, which arc by no means of universal or even
very general application, this sort of infonnation
has-been eagerly sought and fnlly dilTused ; but,

• rarer read on Wc'nesdajr, April' asth. 18C0, before
the Society of Arts.'

familiar as wc all are with buildings, there exists

good reason for snjiposing that by many the nature
of an architect's wca-k is less thoroughly understood
than might have been expected : I have, conse-

quently, thonght that an endeavour to make (juite

dear what he can, and what he cannot do, would
be of service. In this inquiry I ])roposc to take a
familiar cxanqde, that of a ihvclliug-honse of good
si/.e, and to trace its histoiy from its commencement
to its couqilctiou, showing at each stage the .'<liare

which the architect takes in the work ; and I shall

illustrate what has to be staled, by exhibiting the

actual working and other drawings, &c., of a
building of this sort, recently conqileted by myself.

Supjjose that an individual is possessed of a
site, probably recently bought, and of the needful
funds, and is minded to bnild himself a house.
We will further suppose, for the sake of simpli-

city, th.at this is a country site, and that some
circumstance points out beyond question one par-

ticular situation on the estate as proper for the
building, so that no trouble as to selection of the
exact spot has to be encountered. The question
immediately to be solved being what sort of house
to build, and how to set about it, the first step, in

all probability, will be to visit, or at least to think
and talk over, some honscs ahead)' known about

;

and probably, according to the degree of con
strnctivc skill or draughtsmanship he ])Osscsscs, the
intending proprietor will make some sort of sketch
or model, or other design. This will not have
been carried on far or long without the ([uestion

of obtaining skilled assistance being thought over
and either fi'om a general idea that it is the right
thing to do, or from a real knowlcilge that trained
special skill is indispensable to the success of an
undertaking, wc will suppose that it has been de-
cided to call in an architect.

It is foreign to my purpose to say anything
about how the architect is selected, though it is

fair to add that the selection is a matter of con-
siderable importance. In the case of public

buildings, competition is very frequently resorted

to ; this is rarely done in private practice ; and,
in order to trace the course of a design produced
muler the most favourable and natm-al circum-
stances, it -n-ill be hest to suppose that the archi-
tect is consulted at the commencement of the
nndertaking, aud entrusted with the work fi'om

the very beginning, not in consequence of his de-
sign having been chosen in a competition, but in

consequence of his ability and integrity being
known by the person intending to builil.

The first step, after the architect has received

some preliminary instructions as to the general
nature of the building wanted, will be for him to

visit the site. It is, perhaps, hest that he should
be able to form some very vague genera! idea of

the size aud sort of house intended, before seeing
the ground it is to be built upon, but no wise
architect will put pencil to paper without first

seeing where his future work is to stand, and
what will be near it, and studying the peculiarities

of the site with some care, or (if that be ((uitc im-
possible), withont trying to fonn a good idea
of it from maps and photographs. The points to

be specially noticed on a site are the aspects ob-
tainable from ditfcrent rooms, and prospects from
different windtrws; the peculiarities of shelter or
exposure ; the a]>proaches, and space for gardens,
grounds, &c. ; the facilities for draimige au(l

water supjdy ; the drjTiess or dampness of the
site, and its levels; the nattu-e of the building
materials within easy reach ; and such local

peculiarities of sunounding, or association, or
character of scenery, or of neighbouring buildings,
as influence style or design. It is now necessary
to have sutticient iustnictions to shape a design
upon, and here, as is natural, the custom vaiie.s

with the peculiarities of each client. Many clients

make a rough set of plans—usually defective.

Others go even further, for I have had a model
put into my hands as my instrnctions. Those
who cannot draw, aud some of those who can,
wisely prepare only a list of what Ihey re(piire;

availing themselves, probably, of some of the
many published works on the subject. It rctinircs

much care to nuike such a list complete ; when,
however, it is comjdetc, and a trastworthy series

of sizes for principal rooms has been added, such a
list forms a good basis for the architect.

In all probability the most satisfactory results
arc obtained by sim])ly telling the architect what
rccpiiremcuts it is wished to accommodate, ami
what special or niuisual arrangements are reipiircd

to be introduced, and giving him access to any
model, either as to anaugement, size of rooms, or
treatment which it is wished to follow, settling, in

fact, the outlines of accommodation wanted in

con.sultation with hhn, but leaving it very mnch
to him to suggest how that accommodation
shall be disposed. Thus, in a dwelling-house,
the architect is best instnictcd by telling him how
many members of the household, and how many
guests arc to bo housed ; what are the habits of
the family ; what existing rooms in known houses
the new apartments ought to resemble in size, in

shape, or style ; and v\hat house or houses (if

there be such) the client looks upon as models iu
any special portion or throughout.

It is often the case that this part of the question
is not easily disposed of. The architect's previous
knowledge of the subject, the client's knowledge
of what he requires, and the dithcultics of site,

frontage, and what not, under which he labours,

arc not the same in any two cases, and the trouble

varies as they vary.

When, however, the subject is faudy grasped,
the architect now begins his design. Probably
the mode of originating and elaborating an archi-

tectural design varies considerably according to

the habits .nnil idiosyncrasy of each artist. 1 am
inclined, boHcver, to believe that in most cases a
building is not first imagined as a building, but as
a drawing—iu fact, as a ground plan. Certainly
the almost invariable custom is to commence upon
the plan of the principal floor, and carry the ar-
rangement of that on for sonic little way before
touching any part of the work. There will be
ordinarily some simple germ, usually growing out
of the arrangemcut of the communications be-
tween the best rooms, which will give the key--

notc, so to speak, of the whole. Such ([uestions

as the fo'lowing are the ones which determine the
lines of the skeleton of a plan : Shall the building
be symmetrical or irregular? Shall the rooms be
entered from a hall or a corridor? In which di-

rection will the offices, &c., lie best? From w hich
side will the approach come? Where can the
leading rooms be best placed for aspect, prospect,

communications, and grouping? The chances are,

that when those questions have been thought over
for an hour, the true principle of arrangement, in

order to combine them all, presents itself to the
mind, and the key to the problem once found, the
plan seems, in practised hands, almost to develop
itsdf spontaneously.

Prom the first the designer ought to have
present to his mind the possibility of fomiing a
convenient scries of upper rooms over those on his

ground Hoor, the general nature of the roof w hich
his ground plan will render necessary, and the
leading masses externally and cilects internally

which his building will possess ; and after he has
gone some way with his ground plan he prepares
plans of the upper floors, and elevations, or a
prospective sketch of the exterior. This is all

usually done to a small scale, and in many cases

the drawings thus made have a very large amount
of stu<ly devoted to them, and are altere<l and re-

done veiy many times over, for in them lies the
germ of the whole future work.

At length a scries of fair sketches, embodying
the main ideas of a design, has been prepared

;

and now, if not before, it usually becomes neces-

sary to look into the (luestion of cost.

In many lases the architect is fnmishcd by his

clients, at the outset, with a statement of the sum
to be laid out, as well as of the a<c(immodati<m to

be obtained, and it not imfrcqueiitly happens, by
the bye, that the first is not adc(piatc to .secure the
latter. It is, however, a more frcciuent case that,

in the first instance, the accommodation desired is

named, and the architect is requested in making
his design to state its cost as near as he can. How-
ever this may be, it may be accepted as a general

princii)le, that most of us, when about to build,

want more for otu' money than we can possibly

get, and that, sooner or later, a conflict between
cost and size has to be encountered. I, for one,

always like to encounter it at the outset, and 'to

endeavour to dispose of the question finally; but
it is, undoubtedly, the most difficult part of our
livofcssional work to a])proximate, with anything
like reliable a<'curacy, to the cost of a work for

which luptliing but the first sketches have been
made, and perhaps hardly those completely.

The elements of this difliculty of estimating arc

twofold—first, the extremely wide range of costli-

ness or cheapness ])ossiblc to buihlings of the

same size and for the same pui-posc ; secondly,

the extraordinary discrepancies which the esti-

mates for the same work will present, when a
dozen men arc all tendering iov the execution of

the building, and all of them men whose business
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it is to get their living by kjicnving what wmk
will cost to execute.

It may be supposed that architects have, or

ought to have, at theii- finger en(ls_ a series of

trustworthy average prices ; that it is familiarly

known, for example, how much per bed a

hospital ought to cost, how much per sittmg a

church, how much per room a dwelling-house, and

how much per child a school. Again, it may be

supposed that, bulk for bulk, one building will so

closely resemble another that the price per cubic

foot of bulk, or per superficial foot of area covered,

can be gauged to a nicety ; and it is quite true

that such rough rules exist, and form the basis of

our approximate estimates, hut nothing short of

very considerable tact, skill, experience, and

adroitness in applying them to practice, will make
them of any real value. It is a matter of simple

counting to say how many rooms there are in a

house, and of simple measuring to say what the

cubic contents of a building, as shovm on a set of

plans, will be. It requires an amount of sagacity

and experience not given to eveiy one to say at

what, of all the possible prices between eighty

pounds and eight hundred, each room should be

rated, or at what figure between fourpcnce and

two shillings each cubic foot of contents should

be priced. A few illustrations will show the

truth of what I have been sajing.

It is often urged that the difficulty of obtaining

reliable preliminary information as to cost is

greater than it ought to be, and perhaps it is so;

iiut buUdings are not the only articles of manu-
facture whose prices range over a very wide

margin. It appears to me that a house is a more
complex thing than a black frock coat, or a

wooden chest of cb-awers four feet high
;
yet the

price of a coat probably ranges from three pounds
to ten guineas, and that of a chest of drawers from

thirty shillings to twenty pounds; and no such

> extremes as are exhibited in these prices, or a

hmidrcd other familiar examples that I could

. name, are known in the budding trade. In fact,

it may be safely said that an approximate estimate

of a building, prepared, with care and candour, Ijy

an experienced estimator, is to the full as reliable

a document as any of the ordinary bases upon
which transactions arc begun; while the building

which is the subject of it is very widely open to

variations in the course of its after-progress.

It is very important to the future success of the

vmdertakiug that the plans made at this, its early

stage, should be miderstood by those who com-
mission the building. To some a plan is an al-

most unintelligible document, and, in that case,

some slight model ought to be constructed, to

make arrangement, and even, in some cases, ap-

liearance, clear. With or without this aid, and
with more or less trouble, the architect has now to

see that his client faiidy understands what he pro-

poses, and fairly comprehends what he, the archi-

tect, judges will be the probable outlay. The
amount of alteration which takes place at or about

this stage of the work is often very great. In

many cases the building has to be planned afresh,

or rearranged, or cut down, or enlarged, many
times over, before a result considered satisfactory

is olitaincd; in others, the design is accepted

without modification. Sooner or later, however,
the design is supposed to be in the main settled,

and now counnences the preparation of the defini-

tive drawings.

In some rare cases, the drawings made to cm-
body the idea of the design can be completed for

the execution of the work. In the majority of

instances this is impracticable, and an entirely new
set of plans is pi'cparcd. These ordinarily go by
the name of " contract drawings," as they form
the basis of the agreement with the builder who
executes the work. The favonrite scale for these
ilrawings is one-eighth of an inch to one foot, that is

to say, the drawing is veiy nearly one-hundreiltli

of the size of the actual work, and the draw ings
usually prepared to this scale are plans of the
foundation, of each story, and of the roof, geo-
metrical elevations of each side of the woi'k, and
two or more sections, cut through the building
from end to end and side to side, on arbitrary lines

chosen so as to show those portions of the construc-
tion or arrangement which it is most important
should be cxhiljited. These are followed by
drawings on a larger scale ; for the whole course
of the development on paper of an architectural
work consists in re-drawing- again and again
portions of it (or the whole), each time to a larger
scale. Thns the contract or workmg plans, if to
an " eighth " scale, as has been explained, are to a
Ecale larger than (in fact the double of) the scale

most fri'qucutly used for first sketches, and in their

tuni tUcy are supplemented by drawings on a scale

twice as large, namely, one ciuarter of an inch to a
foot, showing in greater detail portions of

the bnilding ; parts are again dra^H-n out to

scales of half an inch and one uich to the foot

Some details are then usually given to an
eighth of full size, and the most important
mouldings, emichments, &c., are drawn full size.

The set of contract drawings thus made by no
means includes all the drawings necessary for the

erection of the building, or even the larger number
of them, liut it contains all the most important

general drawings, and sufficient details to enable

a fail- estimate to be formed of the work through-

out.

The work to be gone through in the preparation

of the set of contract di-awings is arduous. They
have often to be executed under pressm-e as to

time, and yet they always ought to receive very

full, careful attention, as in the preparation of

them every point of importance, either in arrange-

ment, construction, or treatment, ought to be

anticipated and settled.

When the set of contract drawings is approach-

ing completion, the architect has to prepare a

document which accompanies them, and specifies

the exact quality of material to be used, the

precise mode of executing each portion of the

work, and the thicknesses, weights, and other

precise numerical definitions of every article open

to doubt. This document is called a specification,

and in writing it the custom is to describe the

materials and work under different trades, thus:

—

1. Excavator. 2. Bricklayer. 3. Mason. 4.

Carpenter. 5. Slater. 6. Joiner. 7. Plasterer.

8. Plumber. 9. Smith and u'cmmonger. 10.

Painter. 11. Glazier. 12. Bcllhanger. 13.

Paperhanger.
The proper drawing of a specification is a work

of labour amounting almost to drudgery, requir'

great care, patience, precision, and acquaintance

with work. The most essential points about it are,

that nothing should be omitted, that nothing

sliould be slurreil over or insufficiently described,

and that the same amount of detail or compression

should prevail throughout. It is a course of work
hi which system, amounting almost to routme, is

essential, but, even with that assistance, the

greatest vigilance is necessary to prevent omissions,

however good the system may be. It is also cus-

tomary to append to this specification a series of

conditions, either those usual in building contracts,

or such a modification of them as will suit the

cu'cmnstances of the case. When these contract-

plans and the specification are settled and near

completion, it is not uncommon to make a second

approximate estimate, and it is almost always
worth while, for the basis of the estimate being

in a much more complete state, it is possible to

fonn a much more reliable calculation of the

proliable cost.

We have now reached the close of one com-
plete phase of the architect's work, but one which
has emliraccd really three distinct processes—the

study of the .subject, the general designing of the

building, and the elaboration of the design in a
practical sh.ipe. Let us for a moment review the

nature of the work done thus far.

Of the architect's study of his subject, I said at

the outset little, in fact, perhaps too little, as, in

many cases, this is a severe labour, and if, in any
individual ins-tance, it is quite easy, the I'cason is

Iiecausc the ardiitect has gone through the work of

acquainting himself with the same subject on son)e

previous occasion. In the example I have selected,

that of a large dwelling-house, the habits of Eng-
lish families arc so uniform, that an architect who
has once mastered the subject m.ay plan a house
without much trouble, when he knows the size of

the family ami liabits. But in the case of each
b'lusc-huildiiig architect there occurs first a good
hiinso.auil to])rcparcwell forthathe requircstocon-

sidcr tliorouglily the jiositiou and use of ever}'

room and every jiart of a room, from the drawing
and dining-rooms to the oven, senllciT, and brcw-

honsc. Tlicre are, liowever, many architects, much
engaged on public works, whose diifei'cnt buildings

vary so much tluit each reiiuires a separate investi-

gation. For example, you can quite understand

that there is little in common between a post-oflice,

a hospital, a theatre, a palace, a court of law, a
cathedral, a range of public offices, a fountain, a
countiT house, a college, and a temporary exhilii-

tion building ; yet in one architect's practice, with
the work of which I am very familiar, the drawings
for all these werc going on within a space of

abont two ycar.s. It is manifest that each of these

dijccts must have required no small amount of

special study, in order that a building thoroughly
suited to the convenient discharge of the business

to be carried on should be produced.

(To be concluded next teceh.')—
MONUMENTAL SCULPTURE.*
By Thos. H. Watson, A.R.I.B.A.

EARLY Greek and Estruscan art has been con-
founded frequently only from the similarity of

all art in its first stages; and, again, it has been sup-
posed that Etruscan art took its development from
the Egyptian ; liut this is without foundation. The
Etruscan stj-le was practised among the Greeks at
a date very nearly the same as that of their own
highest development of scnlptm-e in the fifth and
sixth centuries, B.C. The early style and chai-acter

was held throughout then- whole course by all the

nations named, and among the Greeks it prevailed

for a long period—a period whose dm'ation was six

times as long as that during which the art pro-
gressed. From the moment of its first taking life

(so to speak) to the attaiimient of its most perfect

accomplishment was but the space of 250 years,

whUe tor abont 1,300 years before art had made
no progress with them, or but very little. Sicyon
was founded 2,000 B.C., and it was not until 700
B.C. that this awakening took place, which
in 450 B.C. produced Phidias and his works,
the finest period of art the world has seen ; 250
years later the voluptuous art of Praxiteles

was destroying its finest qualities. Early Greek
work, like all that preceded it, is wanting in

beauty, but there is more of eilort, the action is

more violent, the forms roimder and fuller, the

dr.apery still scanty and stretched, showing no
fuhiess or variety except at the edges, where
small folds are arranged in a conventional manner,
like plaits, and terminated in a peculiar zigzag
line. As late as 600 B.C. relief sculptures are
found facmg the spectator, with the legs and feet

m profile, and nearly the same expression of

features is foimd, only mox-e refined, the eyes

smaller, and the mouth slightly open, giving a
passionless smile. One of the most useful studies

to architects among all the Greek remains is the
sculpture of the Temple of iEgina. Casts of the
originals are now in the British Museum, and
some of the original smaller sculptures of the

frieze are actually to be seen there. In this

temple of iEgina, Minerva, a larger figure than
the rest, presides over a contest of warrioi's, which
fomis the decoration of the tj-mpanum of a pedi-

ment. The whole shows most clearly the awaken-
ing from the long lethargy that had boimd the
earlier artists. The form of the goddess is still

entirely conventional and archaic, showi
the sculptors were still trammelled, d n<r that

submit to prescribed form ; the figure is stiff and
primitive, and the feet are both tmTied sideways,

and in the same direction. The drapery is entirely

conventional, but has more strongly marked folds

than anything before noticed. The warriors, on
the contraiy, are stripped, and display great

knowledge of form, hut in style they are meagre
and hard, of a metallic texture, and sparse in

form, but it is Natiu'e begim to be seen by open
eyes. The heads are very archaic, and of a char-

acter exactly agreeing with that of Minerva, very

fine in fonn, the hair short, curly, and knotted

around the forehead, and smooth behind. The
mouth is slightly open, beautifully fonned, and

the chm and beard protrude in a manner that

gives great character and firmness to the outline of

the head. What is the mc.ining of the smiling

countenance displayed in the whole world of early

monumental sculptm-c, with various degrees of

refinement, or the reverse ? The answer to that

question Mr. Watson believed to be the principle

on which all monumental art depends. One was
lost in wonder ^^lule contcnqilating the excellence

of (lie pcrfcctinn of Greek .irl at the period of its

highest atfainmcnt—a ])crfecti.m which c.mld only

lie reached liv a people gifted wilb extraordinary

sensibilitv to'lu-aufv, and of an drgMnisation so re-

fined .as to enable them to feel tlu- Icnst sli..rl coming

in their work. It was tliis sonsihiliiy t.> beauty

and tlicir delicate organisation that enabled them

to reach slej) by step to that ideal fonn, which was

produced by selection of the best parts of many
models. Bcanty was so highly prized that it was
the passport among the Grecian youth to the

highest offices, and strict laws were enforced

against the representation of a crippled or ro^

pulsivc suliject. The Iconic or fii-st portrait

sculptures (if the most victorious in their games
were really only ideal rcpre.sont«tionsof the qualitica

Concludetl Iroin ji. 374.
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they ilis]jla_Vfil in fiic roiitost. Tliis excellence

eonld nut Ito uiaintaineii. In its decline Greek
:ivi was suiToumlcil by nil tlic conditions

v.'hieh affect us. The desire for novelty,

innovation, and, subsequently, direct imita-

tion of natural fonns, the Greeks, with nli their

advantages, conld not stand against ; grandeur
wasliistin minute imitation of detail, mechanical
execution, and littleness and poverty of treatment.

Mr. AVatson next called attention to a iicantit'ul

e'chinL', which he v as able to show through the

kindness of Jlr. Cockeroll. It was published in

Rome, in 1866, by the late Professor Cockerell,

etched l)y his own haml, and represented sculp-

ture done by Scopas about the time of Praxiteles,

200 years after Phidias, and not of the grandest

period of art. The actions are inflated, and the

accidents of wind and dramatic effect icenerally

are strongly marked. The figures arc all gninpcd
and designed to ;wsist the pediment form in com-
position, and when seen isolated, as they are at

Florence, snggest at once their purpose in the

strongly marked right lines within which each
figure is posed. Praxiteles was the first to render
the nude female fonn ; art declined as it became sen-

euous, and, losing the highest aim to which Phidias
asjiircd, it fell into meretricious licence. Briefly

referring to nicdia;val sculpture, with a view to

show that its first efforts were nearly identical with
those of the scnlpturc of the early nations, Mr.
Watson proceeded to point out some of the means
which seem to have been employed by the

nictUa:vaI sculptors generally, and more markedly
in the early periods, to enforce and insi.st upon the

distinguished characteristics of the object sought
to be represented. All eai-ly, childish art, in its

rff irt to represent nature, seizes boldly upon such
characteristics, and only gives them up gradually

as increased power and facility in execution

enable them to dispense with their assistance. So
v.'C find in such works the vital jiarts arc expressed
with exaggeration ; tlie hc^id is Itirge, out of pro-

portion to the body ; nud of the features, the or-

gans aa'c large ami out of proportion to tlic rest of

the head. The eye is promiuent and bold, the

nose lai'go and heavy ; the extremities, too,

are large ; the hands and feet, in themselves

rxcellent,haveno proportiouto the limbs that carry

them. But thinness or meagre form is always cor-

rected after the earliest steps by a roundness of

Uiodelling that is in keeping with the rest of the

figure, while in the limb itself no proportion is at-

tempted to be maintaine<l between its length and
breadth. This is most evident in small figures

nuich nndcr real size. The delicacy of handling
necessary to prodnce proportion in them, even if it

was within the power of the workman, ^^ould be

thro«Ti away upon them. As the figures are in-

creased in sii'.o this jicculiavity Iiccomes le.ss, till, in

proportion and keeping, large size merlia'val statues

of thchcst period are exact, and leave little to bcdc-
sired. Hcpose and immobility are still the .senti-

ments of Christian sculpture, but it is not of the

same self-reliant kind as Pagan art. Serious,

earnest, and reliant as is the exi)res.sion on the face

iif all the early bishops, saints, and virgins, the

composition of the figure and ilrapcry is a.s far as

))ossibIe unaffected by the aciidents of life. The
folds are few and motionlcs-s, and more or less con-

ventional in treatment, as a necessity arising from
the fact that accident was to be disregarded. It is

to this disregard of the accidents of nature tluvt

sculptnrc owes what it has of moimmcntrJ charac-

ter" ; the representation of such accidents would
<lestroy its universalitj-, as they arc more or less

dependent ni^on time and jilace. The Pagan, who
felt no higher iihilosojjhy than that by which I.e

taught himself to ride superior to the casualties of

man's connuon nature, canicd out in that siuilin

lace, to the utmost ideal he was capable of, the

jmnciple of ignoring the accident of which ho was
every day sensible when the wind jdaye 1 ni)on the

snrfacc of his ganuent. And if we would have
onr works live, we must not let the expressions of

tiiith he lost in oar anxiety after the trifles by
which they arc simoundcd.

"Mr. Phene Spiers moved a vote of thanks
to Mr. Watson for his interesting paper.

Mr. T.AO' W. I'iDGE seconded the motion.

The C"n.\ii!irAN- uuvdc a few observations on
the paper read by Mr. \\'atson (with which, in the

main, he agreed), and conclnded with putting the

motion to the mcetuig, which was carried unani-
mously.

Mr. Watson briefly replied to the remarks
made on his paper and acknowledged the vote of

• hanks, and llie proceedings tenniuatcd. •

THE 1!K.\TING OF BUILDINGS.

TIII'^HK are four classes of heating apparatus

v\ hicli have had more or less favour, and
some of which have been veiy generally used,

viz. : Open fires in grates or fire-places, inclosed

fires (including the whole generation of coal,

wood, and gas stoves), steam heaters, and hot-air

furnaces.

Of all the devices which the evil genius of in-

vention ever put into the head of man to destroy

health and comfort, we believe hot-air heaters to

be the very wor.st. Nothing but the utmost care,

joined to the best constitution, can prevent an
anny of ills from snbduing the health of those

expo.scil to the influences of these agents of de-

struction. We speak from knowledge, having
had a large experience in their working, and the

opinions we here express are based upon soniul

si'ience. It is almost impossible (the experience of

those who have had the management of hot-air

furnaces will bear us out in this) to .so adjust

them that an equable temperature can be main-
tained in any large building. They are most sen-

sitive to external winds, which, as all acipiainted

with the sul)jcct know, influence, to a great extent,

the supply of air from without. Even if vancd
hoods be placed over the external openings, which
admit the vital fluiil, it will at once be seen that

the varying strength of a wind, blowing from any
direction, will render the .supply fitful.

Bnt this is not the only, nor the worst evil, at-

tending the use of hot-air fm-naccs. Recent re-

searches have established, beyond a doubt, that

external warmth should be received by radiation
;

and that any method of wanning the body by
contact of its surface with a heated flui<l is de-

fective and sure to be attended by evil consc-

to wrath, but, ujiou our own temper, wo have
found its eflccts to be most bland.

—

Sci('?ifiJ'C

American.

quences.

Leeds, in his leetm'c on ventilation, says
" Convected heat is the great cnrsc of the Ameri
can people. It is that dry, lifeless, withering,

debilitating, poisoned stuff with which most of

onr best houses ami public bnililings, ami most
unfortunately, many of our school bouses, (.>,i, are

filled and warmed, and which is filling our systems,

and warming and drying all the life and substance I i,iiiii

ont of about two-thirds of the people of this

country."

The same lecturer points ont that the lower the

temperature of the air we inhale, the more readily

and copiously the lungs eliminate carbonic acid,

and the languor and depression we feel, on a hot

summer day, is attributed to this cansc. In the

hot-air sy.stem of warming, the surface of the

body cannot be kept comfortable unless ihe air be

maintained at a temperature much higher than
necessaiy when radiant heat is used.

Professor Silliman has also pointed out that the

combustion of organic matter which the air con-

tains, partially unfits it for breathing, which adds

to the category of charges against this most in-a-

tional way of heating rooms.

Bad as the system is, gas stoves are wor.sc ; at

least siu'h as provide no escape for the gases of

combustion. They uuvy, perhaps, be admissible

in sunnner for culinary puqioses, when doors and
windows are opened wide, bnt we should as soon

think of sleeping in an apartment connected by

an open pipe with the nearest sewer, as in a close

room warmed by a gas stove.

There remain stoves, and steam apparatus, and

grates or fire-places, to which, in thconler named,

we i)refix the adjectives good, better, best. \
great hue and ciy have been raised over the effects

of stoves upon health. Whilcwe admit they have

faults of both a positive and negative character,

we believe these faults have been nmch over-rated.

It uuist be confcsscil, however, that cast-iron

stoves arc open to the charge of not fully impri-

soning the poisonous gases of combustion, wlnlc

in other respects they leave much to be desired.

It is doubtful, however, whether anything will be

ilcvi.scd that, for all classes of [jcoplc, in all con-

ditions of life, could take the place of the cast-

ir<m stove.

Steam heaters, althongh not so good as open

grates or fire-places, come .so near perfection,

wlicn properly constructed, that when the con-

sideration of their adaptability to heating large

buildings is taken into account, they may be said

to be the best of all the means yet invented for

general heating purpo.ses. They arc deservedly

popubir, bnf the highest ideal of 'comfort, health,

and cbccrfnluess in a heating apparatus seems to

us insei)arable from the open fire, with its cheerful

glow, aiul its outward draft, which sucks in and

devours all poisonous exhalations. It makes dust

in a room, and this provokes goeti housekeei)ers

ON THE PITCHSTONES OF THE ISLAND
OF ARRAN.*

THE pitchstone dykes and veins in Arran are

of great interest to the geologist, the mineral

being comparatively rare in Britain.

Pitchstone appears of a dark blackish green

colour, almost like a piece of bottle glass, some-

times with small specks and, occasionally, largo

crystals of felspar disseminated in the base, giving

it a more or less porphyritic texture.

When small chip.s, or properly prepared section*

are examined microscopically, it is seen to consist

of a colourless glassy base—probably a hydrated

felspar, and having, according to Mr. Sorby, no

action on polarised light. Scattered throughout

are great nnmbers of dark green prismatic

crystals, crossing in all directions, and often ia

stellate ijoups. On applying beat to a thin

splinter, wjiter ia expelled, and it becomes opaque,,

tlie opacity being due to the minute vesicles pro-

duced by the expulsion of the water.

B.B. pitchstone becomes white, and fuses with

difhcultv to a very vesicular glass. Fracture,

conchoidal, splintery.

The finely elutriated mineral is acted on to a

slight extent by digestion with HCl ; with

HSjOi the action is a little greater.

Pitchstone, when weathering and decomposing,

becomes onaqne and gicyish white, and is not

difficult to pulverise. In this state it is acted on

very considerably with HCl ; the SiO^ separating

pirtly in a gelatinous form. A specimen of

weathered pitchstone from the Corrngills shore,

dried at 100" C, lost 11-60 per cent, of water on

ignition.

The following tib'e shows the compositicus of

four different specimens :

—

III. IV.
7194 ri-J7

i-::u 11 (iU

i:n ir.9-

n-HO o-s).-i

I'otnRli !*-; :!'•« -l;^ ' '-

.SiHlii (bv aillercucc) . . :104 :iW 400 .!4..

•Water' 5^ 31-' v-ir _C^
100-00 100-00 10000 ll«l-li;)

No. 1. From the large vein on the Corrngills

shore. This forms a broad, almost horizontiil

baiul in front of the sandstone cliffs. A few

small felspar ciystals scattered throughout^ the

smooth, b'ackish green mineral. Sp. gr. 2-330.

JIo. 2. From the great vein, about 30 feet broad,

wl-.ich cro=ses the old Lamlash Road at right

au'i-Ies. Slore porphyritic in character than any tf

the others. Sp. gr. 2-327.

Nos. 3 and 4, From Moneadh-Mhor Glen. The

two pitchstone dykes are well exposed in the bed

and banks of the stream. No. 3. Blackish gi-ecn ;

smooth. Sp. gr. 2-3-13. No. 4. Greyish gi-ocn ;

texture somewhat coarse. Appears as if^ in a

state of incipient decomposition. Sp. gr. 2-332.

From the micro-copieal examination of a great

many dift'ereut varieties it would appeiir that the

more porphvritie kinds show the greatest number

of green prismatic crystals. In the specimens

Xos'. 1 and 3 they are not so numerous; but

higher microscopic powers show immense qu:mti-

tie's of very small, needle-shaped crystals disse-

minated throughout, aud frequently surrounding,

the larger crystals like a fringe, appearing to have

separated ont and grouped themselves in this man-

ner, the ba.so iu the neighbourhood being com-

paratively free from them. The larger crystal.^

have apparently been first formed, and in s.mio

cases have acted as a sort of nucleus for tha

smaller ones.

ithc -fthThe .Architectural Exhibition will open

of May, at SI, Conduit-street.

A niceting has been held at Winddedon to pro.untc

thcerectiou'of anew public hall there to be c.lU-d

' I'nlmcr.^tim Hall," aud to lie used partudly as .-i

wi>rkiiig-uiau-s ibil) anil iuslitute, aud p.irtially as a

ciiuvenreut iMccting-|ilacc for teuipcrancc, frie.i.lly,

trade, aud building societies, or !)cucfit club.s.

.Vt'fhc la.st meeting of the Institute of I!r;;:sh

architects the followiug recounncudations for Jlev.i-

bership were read :—Kobert C. Baxter, of --'I.

\lichurch Lane, V.X\. C.oorgc Saimdcrs (Assoi-intc),

of l."i, llaunncrsudth Terrace, Thomas Harris (Asso-

ciate,) of (iray's Inn Chandlers, a.s Kellows ;
Henry

Wallicr, of 11, East Parade, Leeds, as Associate.

T. Wallace Young 1 the Chemical Ken::
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THE FIELD DOOK.

IN tlie simple case to which reference was

made in our List article, the offsets were all

taken on the same side of the main lines com-

posing the triangle, but it is easy to perceive

tjiat there might be objects situated on both

sides of those lines. If the line, for instance,

crossed a road or fence, it is evident that there

would be part of it upon the right hand side

and part of it on the left, and that at the point

where the crossing took place, the offsets would,

so to speak, change from the one side to the

other. There is just oi e little detail that has

to be attended to h.ere, Wiich will render the

plotting of fences, roads, and other objects

crossed by the main line of a survey sufficiently

intelligible. It must be boi'ne in mind that

tlie space in the field book enclosed between

the two longitudinal lines in reality is supposed

to represent the main line itself, and consequent-

ly not to have a thickness greater than an or-

dinary ruled lino upon paper. At whatever
angle therefore (he line may cross the fence, it

will alwaj-s anpoiir as if it crossed it at riglit

angles. This is shown in Fig. 1, where a fence

Fic.l. Fia.2.

Q

/
A

is represcntcil .".s cr ,:>.siiig the main line twice :

once at 230 and again at 2G5. The direction of

the fence, or tlio angle rit which it crosses, is of

course obtained by the offsets taken on each

side as near tl-.e crossing of the fcr.cc as may
be convenient. In the tigurc the oifsets at 205,

245, and 280 determine the direction of the

fence with suflicient accuracy for all practical

ptirposes.

In addition to marking, by means of the

station point wo have chosen, the positions of

the junctions of lines with others, it is advan-

tageous toknowiu what direction they proceed,

without having the trouble of laying down a
number of tie and other lines to determine it.

Suppose in changing tlie lino A'B we run a line

from C in the direction C D, and another in the

direction E H, it is well to know wlien marking
off the points C ar.d K nj^on ]")aper on wliat

side of the perpendicular line those lines re-

.speciivoly I'c. '.o*r'j'. )J iCjiresent th.e portion

,.y-

A

Fia /!.

24 160

90

h SD

\
35

of the field book bcionging to Fig. 2 in whicii

the distances C and E correspond to y50 and

700 feet respectively upon the main line A B.

The direction of tlie fines CD and E H is indicated

by affixing a little arn.w to the station point,

pointing to that side of the i-iglit angle upon

winch the end of tho lines is situated.

Wlieneverafence makes a straight bend at

right angles to the main line there arc evidently

two offsets to be ei'.tered in tlie same line. In

Fig. 4 let the fence bend as shown. Then it

is optional whether tiic first offset I'C written by
itself, and I he socoud along th.c ben !, a;-,d the

total distance to the outer line of the fence bo

regarded as the sura of the respective distances,

orwdietherthe offsets be written instead of 7 and

8, 7 and 25. In the latter case the outside

offset, 25, is the total distance to the extreme

])oint of tlie fence. There is a convenience in

making the outside offset represent the total

distance, arising from the fact that as the tape

is already pulled out for the first measurement
it is only necessary to pull it out a little further

to obtain the second, and the two are tlins really

got at one operation. In the other case, where
they are entered separately as distinct offsets

in the field book, the tape must either be rolled

up, after taking the first offset, and pulled out

again to measure the second, or a mental sub-

traction of the one offset from the other made
to obtain and enter them independently.

iVIental calculations should where possible be

avoided in the field, as there is no check upon
th.em, and it is sometimes very difficult to re-

member afterwards how they were arrived at.

To ascertain the position and dimensions of a

house or building as shown in Fig. 4, it is

only absolutely necessary to take offsets at each

end, the length of the house being of course

given by the distance along the main line; they

are situated apart. Although this is snificient

if correctly done, yet a very little error incuiTed

by not measuring the offsets, especially if they

be long ones at right angles to the main lines,

might make a serious difference in the actual

length of the building. Let us suppose that

the ]iosition of a house is accurately represented

in Fig. 5, with respect to the main line C D,

D - c-^ /CO.

H-

by the offsets from W and II being correctly

taken at right angles to C D. But if

the offsets were, as they might ea.sily be

through carelessness, taken in the directions of

the dotted line, then the house would occupy

the position sho-svn by the dotted lines, and its

length would be increased about a third more

then the actual dimension. The proper way
for the surveyor to proceed is to first take the

offsets in the ordinarymanner, and then measure

the building all roimd. This is the more neces-

sary, as in cou.ntry districts buildings are not

always constructed square, and frequently

there' is a very appreciable difference in the

length of the back and front. Should a build-

iic, with a number of outhouses, such as barns,

sheds, cow houses, and other descriptions of rear

pioniises, be enclosed by a fence or wall, it will

1 e found a simpler and" preferab! o plan to take

the ofisets only up to theenclosingwallorfence,

and make a separate survey of the area and

1 11 iigs -viithin. In an extensive survey, also,

it IS t' n usu il practice to first measure the main

li ts w thout taking any offset whatever.

Ihc} aie then laid down iijion paper, and if the

survey " close "—that is, if they agi-ee both in

length and direction, and the triangles also

—

they are then ch.ained over again, and the offsets

taken in tlie ordinaiy manner. The reason of

this manner of proceeding is obvious. As it is

always possible errors may occur, let us suppose

a base line a couple of miles in length measured,

and the position of objects in its vicinity de-

termined in tho ordinary manner by oft'sets.

Now upon plotting the triangles, it is found

they will not close, and consequently some errors

have been made. Upon examination, it is

discovered tliat the jiosilion of the above line is

wrong—that it has, in fact, been- incorrectly

niniod. The result is that the whole of the

time and labour expended in taking the offsets

is lost, and the only thing to be done is to draw
the i)en across the pages of the field book and
start afresh. In such a case, never attempt to

introduce corrections, or to alter or modify the

wrongly-taken notes, as it will be only making
matters worse, and " confusion worse con-

founded." Turn to a clean page in the book, and
commence the work again with the determina-

tion to " do it right this time."

TirE NATIONAL G.:VLLERr.
From the Times.

SINCE Mr. Angerstein's house in Pall-mall was
first opened to the public, in May, 1824, with

the 88 pictures which formed the gcmi of the

present nolde collection of 534 pictm'cs, exclusive

of tho Vernon and TmTicr galleries, uo step in the

history of the National Gallery has been more
triuinphaiit than that which has at length installed

it sole tenant of the Trafalgar-square building

which it has hitherto shared with the Koyal
Academy.

The English school, so far as it has found
quarter here, is lodged in the old rooms to the

west of the gallery, while the Academy's quondam
exhibition-rooms are devoted to the German,
Flemish, Dutch, Spanish, French, and Tuscan
pictures. It is strange to see Rubens and Rem-
brandt, De Hooghe and Maas, Van Eyek and Van
der Wcyde, Velasquez and Mnrillo, Claude and
the Poussins, Raffaello and Michael Angelo,
occnpying the places one remembers filled by
Landseer and Leslie, Stanfield and Roberts,

Mulready and Etty, Phillip and Maclise, Herbert

and Horslcy, Grant and Knight, Richmond and
Wells, 'Watts, Leighton and Millais, Ward and
Cope, Frith and Elmore, Cresmck and Linnell.

Comparisons ai-c odious, or some might be sug-

gested as useful as they would probably be disagree-

able. The representation of the British school in

Trafalgar-square has been strengthened by bringing
Hogarth's inimitable " Marriage-a-Ia-Mode " series

hack fi-om South Kensington, and by hanging
here Gainsliorough's life-like Dr. Schomburgh,
his liciuitifid Mrs. Siddons, and tho latest as well

as best of our acquisitions from the same hand,

his speaking head of Orpin, the parish clerk, of

Bradford, and the large family piece by him be-

queathed to the late Mr. Higgins, whose ancestor,

in the pictm'c, looks almost as like a son of Anak
as his descendant. In the same room (also brought

from South Kensington) are Ward's famous Bull

and Leslie's delightful Sancho and the Duchess,

and LTncle Toby, in the most dangerous of his

sieges, under the masked batteries of the Widow
W^adman.

The oil pictures of the Turner bequest, now dis-

played as they deserve, occupy of themselves two
large rooms—one appropriated to the labom'S of

that earlier time when the painter was content

to recognize the conventions and limitations of his

predecessors ; the other, filled with those wilder

works by help of which Turner's erratic course

may be tracked through all his later phases,

from his highest achicvenTCnts of coherent im-

agination in the Polyphemus, the Tcmcraire, and

Childe Harold, to the wildest extravagances ever

bred of the dream or delirium of genius working

separately or together in the Ship on Fire, and the

Phryne, the Queen Mab, and the Medea. Yet

even among the latter, what strangeness and variety

of imaginative suggestion, what magic of colour

and light, air and movement, in such canvasses

as " The Burial of Wilkie," " The Sun of Venice

going to Sea,"' the Van Tronip, the" Rain, Steam,

and Speed," the wet seashore, with the black and

white dogs, and the Venetian subject close to it.

Extravagant and dreamy as are some of these

pictures, wc are glad to sec this section of tho

Turner beqnest weeded of some of its most cx-

ti-avagant incohcrcncies. Foreigners may still find

sniijects for ticwildcrmcot among tlic contents of

the" second Turner room, hut they will no longer

ask whether it is tho Bedlam of English art, the

place where wc shut up our mail pictures, as in

ilojcarlh's lime wc used to shut up our madmen
for the annisemcnt of visitors. The Carthage and

the Seashore with the sun risinj; through the mist,

v.bic-h Turner liequcathcd to t he ('. allcry on condition

of lhcirlicinj,'hungbctwcen two Claudes of the same

size, stilUiold the place socKlianlly claimed for them,

anil hear aswcUascvcrthccomparisonthcirpainter

w.as not afraid to challenge. The walls of the

rooms devoted to Early Italian art, and these of

tho new gnllcrv, enriched by our finest cxamptos
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of ilio Venetiim si-hmj! lunl our \\\o luibic Cor-
Ti'uf.rios, roinaiii us tlu'V were. But all the cross

a;rcens have been removed from the latter, as

fniui every other room in the building, to the vast

odviiAtiige of the i)i(turcs on the walls. In

what used to be the South R(x>nr of the

Kxhibition, which, all will remember, was
Jcvotcd to architcetiu'al designs, miniatiu-es, and
drawings in crayon, chalk, and water-colour,

tangs the most iirecious of the additions to the

national collection made nnder Mr. Boxall, and
one of the most interesting of the many curious
discoveries in which the recent history of the arts

abounds. When the famous Fesehl Gallery
changed hands, the remains of the Cardinal's vast

miscellaneous collection, which tilled whole rangts
n( jvttic anrl cellar, and of which the pictures seen

bjr tbc public and dispersed at the ostcnsilde sale

of the cnlleetion I'ormefl but a small portion,

Vassed into the hands of the Prince Musignano.
In ISl.i a well-known Roman picture-dealer, one
Vitii Enei, l)ought of the Prince a batch of this

Fesch roliiicci'i for a few scudi, including a large
dirty jiicture, which the dealer thought might
fetch some four or five scudi as a Icicola or panel
it O'as bought out of Enei's shop in the coiu'se of

the same year at this price by Mr. M'Pherson, a
well-known English artist and photographer long
resident in Rome. On examining his bargain
ilr. M'Pherson discovered something under the
dirt and repainting which led him to investigate

.the p'lctnre more carefully. Removing the crust

of filth and successive daubings wliicli oliscured

tbc original distemper, he brcnmlit to liglit what,
l)j agi-ccment of the best Kniiiaii uml foreign
jndires, was pronounced an origiual unliuishcd
picture of the Entombment by no less a hand
than iJicliael Angelo's. A high value was natu-
rally put on the picture thus brought to light

On hearing this, the dealer Enei .set up a claim to

restitution or compensation such as English equity
wonlil not have recognised for a moment. Mr.
M'Phci'son, knowing the Roman courts, had the
piclnre removcii to Leghorn, and thereafter being
long the snlijeet of litigation, it was last year ae-

<l«iiicd l)y Mr. Boxall for £2,0(11). We say"" liyMr
Boxall," forif wcareccnTCCtly inl'onne<l hcnnulethe
punrhase on his own responsibility, rightly trustiug

that the lK>dy, of whose executive he isthehatl,
woulil eonfinu his act. There will be little ([uestion,

we .should imagine, among the best informed in

Italian art that Mr. lioxall acted as wisely as

boldly, and that, thanks to him, England has ac-
<]nir^ very cheaply a work of the rarest interest

and value. The picture, though unfinished, by
agreement of the best judges who have seen it,

iaics high and assnre<l rank among the few
3\crrcditc<l easel pictures of the great master. It

may he doubteil, indeed, if any of these bear the
marks of Michael's hands so umnistakably ini-

fircsscd upon them in the energy of the action,

the character, and costuming of the heads, the
elevated and serene beauty of the principal figure,

tlic peculiarities of the proportions, and the
n>a.stcrly power of the anatomy. The subject, as
we have said, is the Entombment of our Lord.
His deail body—the hands, feet, aud side, strange
to -say, unnntrked by nail or sjjcar— is being car-
ried up the flight of sl(^ps that leads to the rock
tomb by .Joseph of Ariniathea, St. John, and one
of the Maries. Three other women make up the
•;ompo.sition. Three of these are nearly completed

;

*he fourth—no doubt, the fainting Virgin—is only
indieateil by the outline of the uncolourcd space of
gv.ito which it is meant to occupy. Joseph
rererently supports the Saviour's hciul and
Khonlilcrs, and moves uj) the steps backwards ; as
does St. John, who sustains the principal weight
of the body by means of a band passed below the
lower part of the ligure, and held on the othersidc
hy the .M.iL'dalcue, who mounts the steps face for-
wards, lu the ilistanee nniy be seen the outline
of two men lifting the st(me from the mouth of the
sepulchre. The partly-finished woman in the left-

hand comer seems to have been meant to
1)3 holding one of 'the nails. The masteiT
of the work reaches its climax in the dead
Saviour. The tender beauty of the face is still

irradiated by the divine pity of the "Eather, for-
fjive Uiem, they know not what they ilo." There
is ctmsummate knowledge in the swav of the dead
trunk and limbs, while the energy of' the supi)ort-
ing St. John, and the statelmess'and intensity of
ftrief in the woman, arc more familiar notes of the
pauiter. The headdresses aud heads of the wo-
men, tlie smallness of the extremities, the colouring
of the draperies, and the generally statuesiiuc cha-
racter of the compilation, me all technically

eharaetcristic of Michael jVngelo, and point to his

early period, before his practice in the Sistinc

Chajicl had given him full nnistcry of his power of
painting. Besides this especially precious addition
to the Uallery. Mr. lioxall's tenure of oHice is

identitieil with two other ecpuspieuous purchases

—

that of Suermondt Kembrandt, " Christ blessing

Little Childreu," and of a De Iloogbc, acquired
ipiite recently, at the sale of the Dclesscrt collec-

tion in I'aris, and exhibited publicly on Saturday
for the fii'>t time. Differences of opinion exist

about the Suermondt picture. In technical (piali-

ties it is not by any meajis one of the painter's

masterpieces. A sense of its weaknesses in this

respect has led many critics to ipicstion the pro-
priety of its ascription to Rembrandt. But to our
thinking this picture carries with it higher evi-

dence of its authorsliii) than any that can be

deduced from techuical (jualitics; and that is in

the power of conception shown in the Saviour,

and the dramatic life of the group of which he
forms the centre. Homely of feature and ungrace-
ful of fonn as this Christ may be, we know no re-

|irescntation of the Man of Sorrows so full of

tenilcrness, none in which the hands seem to bear
such a weight of I>lessing. In the presence of this

central figure, beautiful to our eyes with some-
thing far higher than comeliness of iform or feature,

we have never been able to give any weight to the
reasoning of those who ascribe the picture to a
different hand from Rembrandt's. Uim we know
as one of the greatest poets who ever uttered
himself through paiuting. What other painter
of his school do we know capable of a concep-
tion as high and iutense, luider a form as

homely, as this ? In the case of the De Hooghe
no difference of opinion is ])ossible. It represents

the back-part of a Dutch house, walled with
white-washed bricks and paved withcream-colom-ed
ones. There is besides a jiump and water-trough,

a pent-house and palling, a water-pail and besom,
and other back-yard belongings. To the left of the

spectator is caught a glimpse, through an open
door, of a formal garden, with a man eomingalong
the walk towards the house. The place should be
Amsterdam, to judge by the warping of the

brick pavement. A housewife, whose back is to-

wards the sjiectator, in black velvet cassock and
white hood, is giving directions to a maid employeil

in cleaning a fish, with the black pot for boiling it

in ready Ijeside her. Over the palings one catches
sight of other back-yards and ont-bnildings. W in-

ter time or early spring is indicated by a leafless

tree.

One of the soundest and best-informed living

judges of Dutch art, M. Biirgcr, is inclined to as-

cril)e the other picture to Van Der Meer, of Delft.

It may appear strange to us who know the high
value now set on De Ilooghe's works to find any
doubt among competent authorities as to the

])aintcr of a picture worthy of him. But it should
be borne in mind that for a hundred years and
more De llooghc was so little apiireciated in his

uati\c Holland that his works used to be syste-

matically catalogued and sold under more j)o/j«fa7'

and ]>ro(iuctive names.
Tlie Dutch and Flemish masters are still tbc

most inade<|uatcly re])reseuted in our national eol-

lection, though |)rivate collections in England are
so rich in their works. 'I bus the National (iallery

is notably strengthened in a specially weak part
by the addition of this wonderful examjilc of per-

fect tratb of pictorial reprcscutatiou. 'The lessous

to be leamt from such a i)icturc should be of
especial value in this country, and at this

time, when " realism " is so nuieh in the ascendant,
as helping to teach our painters that the art of
perfect representation consists in paiuting not
what the thing is, but what it looks to br— not in

attempting imitation of the actual texture and
surface of object.s, but in indicating what their

texture and surface apjienr to be—that painting
is, in fact, translation, not imitation. It should
be added that the fu-st condition of successful imi-
tati<m of the appearance is tln)rough knowledge of

the facts. The same lesson is to be learnt from
the admirable Picter de Hooghe, in the Hope
Gallery, now or lately lent for exhibition to

South Kensington.
In conclusion, while cxi)vc.ssing, in common with

cvci-y one ))rcsent on Saturday, onr satisfaction

with the new arrangement of the national jiictures,

so far as it has been carried, we would remind our
rcadci-s that they will still find <mly a jiortion of

that collection in Trafalgar-S(|nai-c. As much
room as has been pained by the removal of the
Royal Academy might be filled by the national
pictures still remaining at South Kensington; and

even then we should have to lind accommodation
for the constant increase, due to purchases and
liequcsts: the latter likely to be pi'onutted by every
improvement achieved in the display of the art

treasiu"es already belonging to the nation.

THE AVELLIXGTON BARRACKS.

Till'' Linnet Sanitary Commission on the state

of the Banacks of the Foot Guards has
issued a re]iort on the condition of Wellington
Barracks. There is acconnnodation for upwards
of 1,000 men. When viewed from the vride and
open iiarade ground, the general apjiearance of

the buildings is extremely favoin-able, but on
clo.ser inspection it is found that a vast number of

irregular and badly-arrangeil buildings are crowded
together u]Hm a comparatively small space, and
the ventilation between them is conseipiently very

had. The buildings were erected piecemeal, but

proper supervision would have made such faulty

arrungemcnls impossible. The yard in the rear is

very much confined, and contains, iu detached
buildings, the garrison cells, barrack stores, steam
washing establishment, canteen, regimental schools,

and married quarters. The privies, urinals, and
ashpits are placed in the centre of each court, thus

adding to the impurity of the air. This part of

the barracks abuts upon a filthy neighbourhood,
the hannt of epidemics, from which the children of

the soldiers have suffered more than once. The
principal building is tlii-ee stories high ; the bar-

rack rooms are placed back to back, and each
contains thirteen men ; each baiTack room has
three windows, and is ventilated by Sberringhani's

valves, Gabon stoves, and ventilating shafts. Ex-
periments made by order of Goverimient showed
that, when all the apparatus was in working oi-der,

the amoimt of air-movement varied from SOO to

1,000 cubic feet of air per hoiu- per man; 3,000
cubic feet of air-movement per man per hour is

necessary to keep the air in a perfectly normal
state, in blocks B and C the barrack rooms are

approached by a long corridor, 9 feet broad, an
arrangement objected to by the Army Sanitary

Connnissioners as impeding both light and venti-

lation. The latrines are constructed upon the open
ditch .system, and are flushed out daily. The sides

of the ditch are deeply encrusted with filth, and the

stench is abominable. The sergeants' mess-room
is apparently a converted canteen; it is so small

that the whole number cannot sit dowii at the

same tunc. The remaining portion of this build-

ing is occupied as married iiuartei^s, but there are

no sinks, no water, no closets, no domestic con-

veniences of any kind. Other married sergeants

are (inartcrcd in a building over the kitchtn, and
immediately overlooking the latrines. The roims
are approached by a single narrow staircase and
by a central corridor, from which they open on
cither side. Escape would be impossible in ease of

lire. These sergeants' rooms are small and badly

ventilated. The wretched inmates cannot open the

wuidows, for in the morning the stench from the

latrines often makes them sirk, and in the day-

tune their rooms woulil be tilled with steam. The
heat of the kitchen underneath favours the de-

velopment of vermin, and red ants nmy bo caught
by teacupsful. This block of buildings has been

repeatedly condemned. The barrack room at

IJnckin'.;bani Palace is in the same condition

as in November last. Probably not !\ horse

or dog on her Majesty's establishment is so

shamefully lumsed as arc the five human beings

whose kennel stands at tlic gateway of the Palace.

APPLIED MECHANICS IN RELATION TO
NATURAL LAWS IN PROCESSES.

THE third of a conrsc of four " Cantor Lec-

tures" on "Applied Mechanics" was de-

livered before the Society of Arts on Monday
evening last, by .John Anderson, Esq., C.E., Super-

intendent of Jilachiuery to the War Department.

After familiarly describing the distinctive pro-

perties of cast and wrought iron and steel, he
proceeded to speak of the molecular structure of

metals. All metals, he said, are crystalline, bnt

the crystallization is better observed in some metals

than in others. In cast iron, especially, it is veiy

aiqiarcnt. The crystallization of cast iron is

govcmeil by a natural law. This law was first;

pointed out", to the best of his belief, a few years

sinie, by Mr. Mallet, and is this:—When cast iron

is in a liquid state—when the molecules have suffi-

cient heat amongst them to give liquidity—the

duection of crystallization is determined by the

lines into .s;)acc which the heat takes. When this
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linv wa-i first started it was rcfcived with scepti-

cism, but ever siucc the law had been iiointed out,

he (the Icctnrcr) had never observed in iiiiy piece

of broken raelal an example to the contrary. If

we introiluce into ca-stings irre<r«l9ri»y of figure,

r)r anj'tliing which creates ciin-ents outwards in

various directions, then we get wrong; wc_ intro-

duce lines of weakness. According to this law,

guns up to this time have always liccn made
wrong. The Americans are acting upon this law

in eveiything they arc doing, nnd that gun of theii-s

wliieU some time "back came to this country, almost

like a scKla-water hottlc in shape, was constructed

in strict, accordance witli this law, and, therefore,

possessed the utmost strength attainable with the

same weight of meta!. The molecular a])pearance

of cast iron dei>cn<ls on the rate at which the heat

is hastened out of the casting. As to the good-

ness of ca-st iron, gomlness for smaU castings is not

goodoces for an Tiydiunlic cylinder; gominess for

an hydraulic cylinder is not goodness for a gnn.

Density is a qualify good for both the latter, but

we don't want ductility for an hydraulic cylinder,

but for a gtm it is rciquired; for the hydraulic

cylinder wc want vciy great density. As a rule,

tiic hardness of cast iron or east steel depends upon

three things:—1, on the quantity of carbon which

tlie mass contains; 2, on the heat to which it was

raised before can-ying the heat out of it; and 3,

on the rate at which that heat is hastened out of

it. All these conditions go to 'determine the cha-

r.u-tcr which c.a,st iron or cast steel assumes. In

casting iron in moulds, where hardness is wanted,

some metliod is adojited so as to can-y the heat out

r.ipidly, and where softness is required, means arc

taken to allow the heat to go out slowly, and it

does not much matter what the method is so long

as it is cifectua]. The hardness of steel depends

upon the (piantity of carbon whicU it contains,

and on the rate at which the heat has been carried

out of it. After alluding at some length to the

foutHlor's art, the lecturer proceeded to speak of

the casting of a Hy-wheel, pointing out that the

only thing which would preserve such a casting

intact whilst cooling was to take care tb.at every

])art should cool at the same rate. The anms,

1 icing least in salj.siancc, would naturally cool first,

but they must l»e ke]5t hot by covering them with fire

or by any other convenient moans. If we require a

particularly good casting, it must he cooled slowl\-.

Many of the difSculties of the caster would be got

rid of if we could prevent the formation of the

gas «-ithin the mould. 'I he Americans are very

imjch more careful in this respect than we are, and

this is tlic explanation of their cast-iron guns

standing so well. Mr. Balihitt uses old fireln-icks,

which after, say, ten jears' service, have not

clianged colour; any firebricks at all discoloured

he rejects. He grinds these to a powder, and thus

gets a perfectly pure and rcfractoiy material

for his moulds, using pipeclay, the best ma-
terial for the purpo.se, to render it adhesive.

The iBonld is first made red-hot, and this red-hot

moald then receives the metal. Not a particle o-

gas is generated hy the mould. Another Amerif
can ifonndcr, Mr. Hain.s, uses kaolin, which he
olitains from England (Devonshire), and treats it

in a similar way to th.at in which Mr. Babbitt

treats his powdered firebricks and pipeclay. To
show the earnestness of our American competitors

—and we shall have them as competitors—they

resort to the method of takmg the heat out of the

castfeigs in the way which vvonld be least injurious

to fiiem. They try to establish the conditions of

a l)nflt-np gun in a cast-iron one, to Iiave ever}-

atom of the gun under tension. We English, as a

people, mast pay the same attentjom to national

laws as the Americans and the French are doing.

After briefly alluding to the smith's art, the lec-

turer concluded by saying that jiractical men were
frequently spoken of as if they had a contempt for

theory. Such, however, was not his experience.

On the other hand, the men of learning were tco

frequently under-i-ated by practical men ; bui

practical men were immensely indebted to those

philosophers who take the trouble to investigad

first principles, and then give them over to tin

world fi-eely. Applied mechanics was a very large

field to cultivate, and found work for mauv
workers, and the best result would be arrived a,

by each striving to do his own p;ut well. AVi

must do the same as continental nations ai-c doinj.'

—educate om- schoolI)oys in the first jirinciples o1

mechanical .science, anil then we shall have grow
up an unproved race of mechanicians.

CITTIXG IKKLANl) IN TWO.

THl". g;-eatcst social reformers arc the Engi-
neering- and CoiJstTOctivc Arts. A project,

says the /ri** UniMfr, is under consideration,

which for its simjiiicitr, and the great social

benefit it would confer on this country as well as

on England and America, deserves cncoiu'age-

ment, which we have no doubt it will receive.

We refer to the projected formation of a canal

from Galway to Dublin. The proposed canal is

lesignod to accommodate vessels of large tonnage,

and Atlantic steamshi]>s. They would be toweil

by stcani-tngs between the ports of Dulilin and
G.alway. It is reasonable to anticipate that in

time a great poitifiu of the traffic Ijctwccn Eng-
land and Ameiica wfmld flow tln'ongb this chaTmcl.

There arc comparatively few diiticulties to contend

against. The distance is almut 120 mih-s. After
the ideas of bridges acrcss the Channel, tunnels

nndcnieath, and midway snsjX'Jidod t.nl>cs, &c., it

is a positive relief to g)et hold of something
tangilile, simple, and practicable. It is an

amusing and, .it the same time, sa«l phenomenon
to witness the way in which capital is sometimes

inconsiderately embarked and squandered in wild

speculations, m which—although great obstacles

are overcome by engineering science and skill—so

much substance is swallowetl np in the under-

taking, in proportion to the advantages coriferrcd

by the attainment of the object, that the thing

l)ecomes ever afterwards a splendidly expensive

luxnry to the few, ami an anxiety to the share-

holders.

In the project Iiefore us there is none of this

element. Wc question veiy mncU whether it

needs any argmnents in its favour cither in its

eu^neeringor financial aspect. Tjct aaiy o; c take

up the map of Irclami and trace the course of the

proposed canal, and see how few are llic olistacles

in its course. South of the railway fTom Dublin

to Galway its course would be—Galway, Oran-

more, Athenrj-, Kilconnel, Ballinasloe, Athloue,

Lough Ennel, Clonard, Ivilcock, Maj-nootU, Dublin,

Kingsto^^•u. It would be difficult to conceive a

project in which engineering science and capital

coiild be used to greater advantage. Scientiiically,

oconomically, politically, coramcrciallv,.and socially,

everything is in its favour. Talk of tltc union of

the rose, shamrock, and thistle: here would be the

union of a trio of nations such as the world has

never seen. Engl.-vnd, Ireland, and America
would be one. As far as the governments an.l the

people are concerned, it is indeed a " consumma-
tion devoutly to be wis'-ed." The President of

the Board of Trade has, in a recent debate, ex-

pressed his sense of the comparatively small value

of "mere parchment unions." We urge those

hon. members, who may be supposed to be inte-

lestecl in this scheme, to elicit the views of the

honourable president of this important department

on this subject. ' It deserves hearty support ; indeed

we predict success to the project.

fresco paintings of very early date. The barrel

vault of the nave is divided into scjuares, and each
compartment contains a scriptural subject, the

figures being life size. The frescoes in the cijijt

illustrate the legend of St. Savin and St. Gyp r icn,

and are especially iuteresting. They are pro-

nounced to be the work of Greek or Itallaa

artists of as early as the sLxteenth century.

NEW INDLV OFFICE.

THE subject ofoneof ourplates illustrates ccrtaiu

working details of carvings, etc., executed at

the New India OIKce, under the direction of Sir

Digby Wyatt, Architect. They consist of No. 1,

mullion to' wuidows on second floor of the court-

yard ; No. 2, base on grand staii-ease. No. 3, carved
ccrbel block under newel on south-east staircase;

and No. 4, shield and baluster enrichment to

ceiling of Secretaiyof State's room.

THE SPEY VIADUCT.

The office of Siuveyor to the Eochester Higl.way
Board is vacant. The sal.iry is il.'iU per anuur.i.

ROTHERHAM HOSPITAL AND
DISPENSARY.

Nt)T less than 90 sets of plans have been sent

in, in answer to the invitation for competitive

designs fortliishospital,maiiy of thembeingof great

merit. The bnilding committee have been aided

in the difficult work of selection from so large a

innnber by the medical men of the town, who
have reported upon the sanitary excellencies of

those desigTis which seemed to them most worthy

of approval. The ultimate selection of the three

prize designs is not yet made, but the building

committee have aiTanged to make their report to

he general committee in a few days, and the

Iccision will then be made and announced. The
iiamcs of the architects whose plans luivc been

.^elected as most worthy of approval are not

known, being left in the hands of the Chairman in

sealed envelopes which will not be opened until

he three first in merit arc determined. It appears,

lowevcr, that some of the architects have omitted

o send any token by which their names may be

:;nowu or then- plans returned to them (sec adyer-

isement). The competition plans wil! be exhibited

o the public fi-om April 2;!rd to May Isi.

THE CHURCH OF ST. SAA'IN, NEAR
POITIEKS.

I
''HIS most interesting Romanesque Church

comprises a nave and aisles, western towei

ind spire, central tower with shallow Transepts,

aid a choir tenniuating in an apse with fiyi

liapels. We give a view of the part most archi-

ccturallv valuable. The Church abounds in

WE give on page , an illustration of the
Spev viaduct in the pass of Killiecraukie

on the Highland Uailway, constructed from the de-

signsofMr ,T(isc|di .Mitchell, Engineer. Itcousists

often arches of :i.'ift. each span, at a hcightof 60ft.

from the river, which with a tunnel at the north-

ern end carry the line successfully through the

pass. It is built with a curve of twenty chains

radius, the width including ptirapets being 17ft.

The length is o08ft. and the total cost was £.5720;

the cost per lineal foot being £11 5s. The viaduct

has in no way detracted from the well-known
attractions of the Killiecranke Pass—indeed, all

the bridges on this line have been designed by Mr.
ilitchell with due regard to artistic effect, and
are remarkable for the fine character of their

abutments and approaches.

WATER SUPPLY AND SxVNITARY
MATTERS.

The Royal Commission os" Watee Suf-
PLY.—It was .announced the oth.er day that a
meeting of this commission was held at the House
of Lords on the Uth inst. The I.unret is weary

of asking when the Report of this Commission
will make its appearance.

The New Sanitaey CoMMissiOJf. — The
Sewage of Towns Commissioners (late the " Pol-

lution of Rivers Commission ") commenced their

inquiry at Manchester on Moud.ay respecting the

alleged impurity of the water in that vicinity, and
are taking rird voce evidence. The inqniiy in

that disti-ict is expected to he somewhat pro-

ti-actcd.

The Brighton Dkaixage.—The Brighton

Tomi Council has again, hy a majority

of two to one, decided that the drainage of the

town, du-ectly into the sea, is the best plan that

can be adopted. A company has been foiTncd,

however, with the object of carrying the drainage

out of the town to Rottingdean. Mr. Bazalgette

is the engineer of this company.
Tewkesbuky Water ScrrLY.—The Chel-

tenham Waterworks Company has at length (says

a local paper), commenced operations with a view

of supplying Tewkesbmy with water fi-om the

Severn, and so conferring on that ancient borough

the sanitary boon which the people of Cheltenham,

in an evil houi-, refused to accept—and not only

so, but spent £4,000 to boot in resisting the pro-

posal to introduce the water at all into the town,

a resistance they will] probably, ere long, have

reason to regret.

At a mce'ting of the Sleaford Local Board on

the 17th. inst., the question of the disposal of the

towni sewerage was brought under consideration,

and it was resolved to make application to the

Marquis of Bristol, to appropriate certain lands

for the purpose.

Speculative Building at Battersea.—
According to the ^oiiih London i'.-cs-.s the prac-

tice of speculative building has been so excessively

overdone in the parish of Battersea that there arc

no less than a thousand houses unoccupied within

a distance of the mile between the railway

stations of Clapham .Imictiou and Battersea.

Building at hazard in this neighbourhood has con-

sequently received a sudden check.

Mr. Thomas Cliadwick, of Clarence Bnildings,

Booth-street, Manchester, and Winsbiw Grange, Che-

shire, has been aiipuinled by the Hoard of 'Irndc one

of the arbitrators or referees in ca.^es affecting the

valuation of lands, or other property.
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4uiimtui[i> & gei;oration.

INTERIOR DECORATION.
THE DIXIXG-nOOJI.

WE drew attention a week or two ago to

some of the principal considerations

tliat kIiouUI in all cases regulate the decorative

treatment of dining-rooms. We will now pro-

ceed witli the subject a little more upon its

own merits. We liave already said tliat the

walls should give the key-note to the scheme of

colov.r, and have explained l:ow far they must

themselves ho subsen-ient to otlier matters.

Bearing these in mind, we will at present

assume ourselves free to do with the wall-sr,r-

face as vre please, and will suggest a few

modes of procedure. The character of tlie

ornamentation should generally be of a more

severe type in tlie dining-room than in the draw-

ing-room, and we may consequently apydy with

advantage moditications of tlie Greek, Etruscan,

or Ea!'!}' Gothic styles, according to the nature

of the apartment we have to deal with. In

the dining-room of a Classic- house, where tlierc

is a fair amount of light, nothing has a better

effect than v.-alls of Pompeian red. These
may be treated in panels divided bybordei s of

black and buff, black and gicen, or even blue

and white, and suiijiorted by a dado of cho-

colate relieved with the panel colom', black, and
dark buff. If there exist a frieze in relief, it

may be coloured blue and v/hite ; if not, we
may paint one in outline and Hat with the

colours employed for the bordeis of the panel.';.

The wall colom's must bo carried lip, too, in

lighter tints into the cornice, in which we must
be careful to preserve a sober and hai'monious

a])pearance by using as few different colours

as is practicable to pioduoe an effect. The
ceiling may be tinted a light grey blue, and
jiowdered rather sparingly with red stars

(drawn with tine long points, so as to contain

as little surface for tlieir size as possible).

Tlie flat of the ceiling maybe treated either as

one or several paiKds, according to the size and
nature of the room, and furtlier enriched with
borders of black and white relieved with a little

red. In a hov.se inclining towards the Me-
diaeval style, the well-known " curtain deco-
llation" forms at once an appropriate and com-
fortalile-lookiiig means of embellishment. The
walls from shoulder height may lie of a tole-

rably strong ochre colour, terminated below by
a border of black and ochre or black and Vene-
tian led. IBcneatli this the curtain may be
drawn in black, or red, or both conjointly,

according to tJie ground colom' we use for

the curtrtin. This may be the nornjal tone, as

emjiloyed above tiie border, or a darker shade
of it. Or, our curtain may be green, hanging
against a dull led background, or red against

a dark green or heavy grej\ Vie see no reason

why this " cmiain decoration" should not aspire

to a much more general application for dining-

rooms than it has yet done. By avoiding the

.arcliaicisra that characterises it in Gothic work
we may adopt it to any stylo of room. We
have seen it used with great effect where the

drawing has been less conventional, the out-

lines used rather to emphasize parts than to

define the wiiolefo mi, and a single shade colour

be employed, sufficient to suggest relief more
forcibly than is possible by lines onlj', j'et steer-

ing free of anything that could be called imi-

tation. When applied with discrimination and
taste, the " cmtain" gives a gieater appearance
of warmth, comfort, and hospitality to a dining-

room than almost anything else we can call to

mind, at tlie same time that it in noway detracts

llie attention from the dinner table. We are in-

clined to tlie opinion (though we have seen no
cxain])Ie) that it might be used most advan-
tageously, when tliere are pictures, beneatli

painted flock, the dividing border being in such
case also of flock and colour, of course to

harmonize witli the surfaces it would divide.

Where painted flock is used witliout other

.decoration, the paper should be hung in panels

willi wide borders of the same material, but

witliout styles. Tliese borders should then be

coloured in monotone with the bands, tlie darker

shade being always neutralized as well as

decj'ened in tone. Before quitting the treat-

ment of the walls, vre must draw attention to

the excellent effect of wainscoting to a height

of five or six feet, so common on the Continent.

A dining-room entirely wainscoted has asome-
wliat monotonous ajjpearance, unless i', lie very

niucii relieved by otlier things, but enijiloyeil as

we here suggested it may fairly vie with the

'•curtain" in warmth and comfort.

The wood work of dining-rooms appears to us

to leave little room for ch.oice. Practically we
can hardly see any alternative between the use

of v.'oods lliomseivcs, or imitations of them.

Unquestionably the'e can bo noth.ing so satis-

factory in every resjiect cs leal wainscot or'

mahogany, either polished, waxed, or oiled
;

and good red I'lne, staine 1 and well varnished

with good hard copal is no badsabstiiute. But
the majority of cases v/ith which tl:e decorator

has to deal are those of ohl houses, and here

we see little bej'ond graiiri-ag to recommend.
White and gold, and black av.d gold are

equally unsuitable for a dining-room, and
plain colouis have very seldom a satisfactory

efl'ect. In certain cases Indian red or

cinnamon colour may he used, relieved with

small qr.antiiies of gold and with fl.at ornaments

in self colour or something analogoi'.s ; but for

the great majority of dining-rooms, graining a

wainscot v.-itli knotted oak or walinit panels,

and moulding of ebony relieved wifu a line or

two of gold, appears to us the very best thing

that can be adopted. As regards the employ-

ment of gold generally, we may dismiss the

subject with the simple assertion of a leading

principle, that the less it is used in dining-

rooms as a rule the better.

We shall shortly go into the qviestion of the

furniture.

enamellinit akd polishing.*

IN speaking of enamel, it must he understood as

IKilisiR'd iniintoii thesurface of woodwork, such
as doors, ari-hitravcs, window shutters, &c., &c.

Enamelling and polishing is an art which requires

the exorcise of the iireatcst care and jiaticnce in its

c.-vccutiou. A little carelessness or inattention at

the finish may undo the work of days. The work
will not bear any hnrry, either in the material or

labour, but must go through its regular com-sc,

have its proper time to harden between each coat

and process ; and the rubbing down must be

patiently and gentlydone—heavy pressure will only

dcfeat the end in view. Great care should be

taken in the selection of the pnmice-stoue, both

lump and ground, as the slightest particle of grit

or hard pressure will scratch, and thus cause hom'S

of labour to lie thrown away.

In dcscriliing the material used for the purpose,

we shall only describe that which we consider best

suited for getting up the white or light-tinted

enamel. There are several kinds of filling up
colour used and sold by the coloumiaii. hut lu.ist

of them are of a dark colour, not Kiiii ' i : I 'u

work, as they require so many coats 'I , -

wards, to get .a pure body of colour, lii i i. : s

its owii object. In practice, v.-e find it best to fill

up from the first with the same tint of colour we
intend to finish with, thus formiug a solid body of

pure colour, which will bear much rublimg down
without being shady. For all dark grounds, which

have to he finished a dark colom-, the black or

dark filling is the best.

The tools and material required .are as follows,

viz. :

—

1. White lead ground in tm-pentinc, and best

white lead in oil.

2. A clear, quick, anilhard-drying varnish, such

as best copal, Mandcrs Brothers' white colmrg, and

white enanici varnish, &c., &c.

3. Ground and limip pumice-stoue, or putty

powder.
4. Rotten stone, gronnd in water or oil.

!>. Some white felt, from a quarter to lialf an

inch in thickness, and of the best quality.

C. Several flat wooden blocks, of various sizes

and forais, .suitable for getting into corners and

mouldings ; these must be covered with the felt on
the siilc you intend to use.

7. Two or three bosses, made with cotton wool,
and covered w ith silk.

S. Sponge, and wash or chamois leather.

Ill order to simplify the description, we will take .a

jilaiii panel to operate upon. If it is new, give it

two coats of oil colour, iiiixcd inilie ordinary way;
now mix the white lead, ground in turps, with only

a suftlcient quantity of varnish to bind it with,

thinning to a proper consistency with turp.s. It is

as well to add a little of the ordinary white lead,

ground in oil. r.s it helps to prcYcnt cracking. Give
the panel.four or five coats of this mixture, leav-

ing a suilicieut interval between each coat to allow

it to dry well. I-ct it stand for a fcv.- days, until

it is hard enough to rub down. When it is ready,

yon may nib it downi, tu'st v.-ith a soft piece of

lump pumice-stone and water, to take oif the rough
parts. Nov/ use the felt and ground puiiiicc-stocc,

and cut it down, workiug tiio hand in a circular

form or manner. You wiil require ;o exercise

much care and patience to rub it down to a level

surface, and w-ithoat scratches, ^yhen yon have got

it down level, if it is scratched or not sufliciently

filled up, give it one or two more coats, laying it on
as smoothly as yov- can, and rub down as before.

If done propej'ir, ;' will iiriv bo iMfcctly smooth,
level, and free i, ,ii-ri, ,, : x,.,>l) v.-cll down,
and be careful 1 " > :' . ; ', liose pumice-

stone. iNowu!!-. II, '.i' \ i I :.,,: rlic iube with

tb.c hcforc-namcd v.ivnisii, till ii is of the con-

sistency of cream. Give one coat of this ; v/heu

(iry, give another, adding more varnish to it. Now,
let this dry hard, the time for which wiil oi course

depend upon the diying qualities of the vamish ;

some Vifill polish in eight or nine days, but ii is much
ihc best to let it stand as long as you possibly can,

as the harder it is the lirightor and un»rc ciKluriug

will be the polish. When it is sufiicientiy hard,

u.se the felt and very finely ground puiiace-stouo

and water ; Viith this cut down nntil you get it per-

fectly .smooth ; now let it .stand for a couple of days

to harden the smface, then take rotten jti.no, cither

in oil or w.ater, use this with the felt f t a little

while, then put some npon the smface of the silk

boss, and gently rub the panel with it, renewing the

rotten stone as required. It is always better to rub

in a circle than sti-aight up and downi, or aero.';*.

Continue this nntil you have got it to a fine equal

surface all over ; it will begin to polish as you go

on, but it will be a dull sort of polish. Clean off

—if the rotten stone is in oil, clean o& with dry

Hour ; if ill water, wash oft with sponge and leather,

taking care thatyou wash it perfectly clean, and do

not scratch. You will now, after having washed

your hands perfectly clean, use a clean damp cha-

niiiis Icallicr, holding it in the left, hand, using the

right to polish with, keeping it clean by frequently

dvawius it over the d.iiiip leather. Now use the ball

of the rifilit blind, piiss t;einly upon the panel, and

draw your hand forward ( ir tov.-ards you ; if you do

this properly, it will briug up a bright polish on the

work, and every timej'ou firing your hand forward

a .sharp shrill soiuid or whistle v;ill be produced

—

if this is the case, you may be smre you are in the

right path. Continue this until the whole smface is

of one even bright polish. It v,'ill be some time, and

will require much practice, before you v/ill bo able

to do (Ills ill the best manner ; but with perseverance

and pr.ictirc the difficulty will soon vanish. A soft

smooth jiiiii is best for polishing ; if it is dry and

Iiard it is apt to scratch. The latter part of these

instructions referring to the polishing', will, of

course, apply to polishing upon imitation woods

and marbles, or on any polishing varnish, using the

varnish pure, of course.

Ill conclitdmg this portion of the work, the

aiiihor wishes it to be understood that he has en-

deavom-ed to nse as few woitls as possible in the

instructions given, in order to avoid confusion, ami

to make liis nieitning plain and easily nndoi-stood.

lie would also wish to say that everything he des-

cribes he lias liiinself done, and in the uianner

herein described ; so that he guarantees that if the

directions are strictly followed success will result.

• l''i'cim " The Art of Uousc Dccoriitioii," liy JIi

.1TIII;HLA>"D.

I,i.i.niLiTY OF Waywardens.— .\t the moet-

iiiy- of the liaw Students' Debating Society, held

lit the Law Institution, Chancery-lane, on Tuesday

week, the question debated was : "The Board of

Waywaiileus of a District constituted under -',>

and" -Ji; Vic, cap. fil, negligently permit a high-

way in their District to be out of Repair, and by

rc.ison thereof A sustains serious injury. Is llie

Roard liable to A in damages ?" Sir. Lane
opened ill the iiHirniativc, and the Society so

decided by a majority of four votes.
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THE .T:sTin:Tics OF c()Xst]:l"CTK)N.'

ALIA SKIN lins uliTO<ly l)Ccii made to the

Mi|ii'iiiniiii>.ition of one oiiusc of stability

u]i<m aiiollii r, and it may be (litiieult to define the

exact niennins of tbis ; for in all the first few

tv]ies of bridges eonsidercd, namely, those in

which the scientific laws were complicated in their

mmle of jiroducin^ their effect by artificial means,

different kinds of strain were, in a certain sense,

snperimposeil upon each other. I wonld rather

call this nrlilicial complication of the causes of

staliilily. ami I will jrivo an example of what I

mean by tlio sujicrimposition of two or more causes

of stability upon each other. As a very obvious

case I select the dome.
JM us in the first instance assume, for the sake

of simplicity, that a dome is to he built with

voussoirs of iniifonn thickness ; the shell is to

have a '/\\m strength with the least po.ssibl<5,

(piantity of nuUcrial, and the ontline is to be

pleasing to the eye. We may snpposc the dome to

be made up of a number of very nan-ow arches or

ribs, louchinjr each other laterally. Of course

these aivhes must have somedefinite thickness, and

that thickness will vary uniformly, from nothing-

at the a])cx, to some assigned width at the base.

Now one of the jirinciples of the stability of an
arched rib is that the radius of curvature at any
point must be inversely proportional to the iionnal

pressure at that point. But the normal pressure

at the crown is the weight of the point at the

crown, say one inch in length of the rib or loss,

and the thickness of the rib being reduced to

notliiiig at the crown, one inch of it weighs almost

nuthing, and as the radius of curvature is inversely

]iropciitional to it, this must be almost infinite ; in

other words, one inch of the crown must be almost

flat. Inilciil, the point at the apex must be cpiite

fiat, bccanse it has no weight, and has consciiuently

an infinite radins. Again, as the weight increases

in diiect ])roportion to its distance from a vertical

centre line, it is clear that at no other pomt can

the curvature be so flat as at the crown. The
figure C is an example of the section of a cupola

inoduced in this way ; and you will at once sec

that a dome of that foi-m would be anything but

pleasing to the eye.

There is sonu-thing c.iseniially ngly in the figure

we have arrived at. The crown appears to us in

innninent danger of collapse; we do not a])preciato

intuitively the increasing mass of the rib from the
cr.)wn downwards, and the infinitely small weight
of the material which constitutes the crown of
each individual rib. But there are cupolas in

existence, without snpcrincumbcnt weight, which
wc can call bcautifnl—domes which have stood
the test of time witliout a sign of failure. Is their

stability, then, obtained by the mere lavish cx]ien-
diture of material in "their lliickness ? Not
necessarily. There is probably another cause of
stabiliiy besides that one can.se which wc have in-

vcsligated. A little consideration will show that
although the curve we have clrawn is the only figure

of ciinilibrium for each individual and independent
rib, it is not the oidy stable figni-c when all the ribs

arc ])Iaceil together to foim n dome. In a cupola
of the figure jnst drawn there is dearly no com-
pression round the horiztmtnl rings of stone, but
we can put each and every ring into a state of ini-

tial compression by causing the walls to lean more
inwards. Having once noticed this feature of I be
problem it is evident that, so far as mere stability

is conccnied, we may make our cu|iola le.s.s convex
all round at any height, because the increased
tendency to collapse thus produced will be resisted
by the compression ronnd the dome of the rings of
stone. In short, we may bnihl a conical dome, or
we may even make the sides convex. Then
betviccn these two extremes, the flat crowned dome,
of which each individnal rib is stable by itself,

and the cone in which each rib is dependent for

its .stability uiir.u all llie others, lie an infinite

number of "cur\c.s anil in the transition between

the two extremes we iiass through the simple

catenary, and nmny lines which appear to our

senses to be well aclai>ted for the figure of the

self-supporting simple arch. And these curves arc,

under the given circumstances in each case, the

niost beautiful. Ob.serve, then, the distinction

which I draw. Two causes of .stability arc super-

imposed upon each other. We do not intuitively

apprehend either of them exactly as it exists, and

yet we may, by taking advantage of both of them,

builil a doiue "which shall have such a figure of

eciuilibrimu as we anticipate from our ideas of the

cause, which in this case happen to be only par-

tially correct ; and consequently we cannot assume

that", because the dome is stable, it is beautiful ;

though, we do find, a priori, retaining the pro-

posed conditions as to uniform thickness of shell,

that when the dome is beautiful it is stable.

Ililhci-to I have spoken only of a simple cupola

without any external concentrated weight, such as

a lantern.
' The consecpiencc of such a weight is

to increase the tendency to bulge, and to coimteract

in the same proportion Ihc iuitial inward pressure.

We may even, by a dispi-oportionatcly heavy

lantern, produce a tendency to bulge so great as to

(^vcrcome that inward pressure, and I think, with-

out entering any more into detail, and without any

further demonstration, you will readily believe

that a lantern, which can produce so great an out-

ward thrnst must be disproportionately bulky.

That on St. Paul's Cathedral would be out of

place on a hemispherical dome ; but all our pre-

ccmceived ideas of beauty tell ns that the high

dome with little curvature must have a tall and

conseijuently heavy lauteni. The dome with a

more convex surface is satisfied with a shorter and

less pretending finial. All these things ai-e found

in the works of Michael Angelo, Bi-unclleschi,

Wren, and Sonftlct. The dome of St. Peter's at

Rome is a remarkable instance of a close approxi-

mation to the figure of equilibrium which thcoiy

indicates for the apparent weights of the cupola

and lantern.* And is not that dome beautiful ?

I have chosen this example merely io illush'atc

what I mean by the exception I take in cases of

superimposed causes of stability", and not because

I think the connection between beauty and

stability in the dome by any means ill understood

;

for, on the contrary, 1 believe it is ouc of the

most evident, and therefore one of the best known
instances of that connection.

I need scarcely mention that" the stability which

I have thus far considered is a quality of the

structure quite distinct from its sh-ength, the one

depending solely upon the form of certain lines of

cc|uilibrium, the other upon the mass of the re-

sisting material which encloses those lines. For
reasons depending upon the principles of stress,

the demonstration of which involves the use oi^

the higher mathematics, the curve of ecpulibrium

should lie within the middle third of the thickness

of the actual rib, and the effect of making it

deviate much from the theoretical line is evidently

to cause nnnecessaiT waste of material.

Ill D the curve of equilibrium, being dotted

along the centre of the middle third of the arched

I ib, we may adopt the smallest sectional ai-ea of

n the theoretical lino, for, as we must keep it

as far from the edge us was necessary bcfcn'C, our

voussoirs must be deeper than the actual pressure

would have rendered nccessaiy.

It is the want of a separate treatment of thci

two subjects of stability and strength, which

renders many works on architectural constraction,

whether good or bad, much more dilficiilt of com-
prehension than they might be. In "The Stones

of Venice," Mr. Kuskin, in his own peculiar

manner—and a very quaint and beautiful manner
it is—draws a sort of distinction, but it is a some-
what mixed distinction, evident, perhaps, to the

initiated, but giving no clear ideas to those who
have not analysed the subject before. " The arch

line," says Mr. Kuskin, " is the moral character of

the arch, and the adverse forces are its temptations,

and the voussoirs, and what else we may help it

with, are its amiour and its motives to good con-

duct."

This brings me to the consideration of a fallacy

so sti-ange that without the best possible evidence

I .should have doubted its existence . I allude to

the popular impression as to the structural nse of

the cusps in a cu.spcd arch. I am reminded of it by
the work in question, because unfortunately the

fallacy is perpetuated there ; and the error into

which" Ml". Ruskiu's readers must inevitably fall is,

I believe, one of the many conseciuences of an

absence of proper distinction between the functions

of the curve of equilibrium or (Jirrctiim of the

pressure round the rib, upon which depends the

stability of the arch, and the voussoirs, which give

strength to resist that pressure. ""But," says Jlr.

Kuskin, when considering a method of preventing

the Gothic arch from bulging out sideways in

cases of insufficient lateral external pressure, " if

we cannot put weight above it, we are perfectly

snro that we can hang weight imder it. You may
always thicken your shell inside and pnt the weight

voussoirs which will resist the thrust along the

rib. Not so in K. where we have chosen to deviate

• Kcnd before llip Liverpnol Arcliiti-ctural Society,
Uarch 'ii, l.s(il). Coucluded from pnye :)73.

• The t.iirliiil fiiihi

cracliine: near tltebui

ot Miclincl Aiiiiclo. V

it-ivlt bill .illM.rl..ii

dome, bv spreacliii^' and
IJl >C!ars'aft r till' d. aMi
no f«ult ill llic rupola

Aiiuc'lo's lii'ie -Moie disnstioaB coiiscciu nccs

prevented bv oiiciriding tliec-iipolnwitli two licav

cli.iiu9, wliicli uow bear the horizontal pressure

upon it, as at -r .r, Plate III.—not much chance of

its bursting out at 7;, now, is there ?" And again.
•• The reader knows already where a cusp is useful

— it is wanted, he will remember, to give weight

to those side sti)nes, and to draw them in against

the thrust of the top stone."

Now, I do not for a moment supix)sc Mr.
Kuskin lliiuks that in any arch ever yet built with

a tondc<ncy to bulge out, rather than to fall in, any

amount ot mere weight possible in a cusp bolted

up to the under-side would prevent that bulgiiig.

An arch must indeed be in a dangerous condition

as to stability, if a weight, eqnal to that of the

greatest possible cusp, concentrated anywhere,

would make the smallest practioahle dift'ercnce in

that stability, and yet I think most readers could

hardlv fail to believe that this is what is meant.

Do nut imagine that I am about to condemn those

beautiful cusjis which oiu' author calls '• the very

soul and life of the best northeni Uotbic." Far

I'lcim it ; they may have great use, but their use is

not derived from their weight. Sujiposc that the

load at the a\K-s. of a Gothic arch is considerable,

and that we have no great mass of masomy at tha

sides to resist the outward pressure caused by that
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\v\-i-ht. If we liuil iici hiteial rcsistaiu-e ;it all,

inu- liiK'S (i- ciiuililiriuiu w<.ulil In' two str:ii,L;ht

Jiucs, as at a a in F, meeting at tlic apex. If wc

have some lateral resistance, as incUcatcil by the

arrows, oiu- line of c(iuilibrium becomes curved, as

at b h, yet possibly not sufficiently curved to form
the iutrados of a good Gothic arch. Now if we
attempt to build a Gothic arch upon the given

theoretical curve, we shall find that, having been
careful at the springing and apex to make that

curve fall within the middle thu-d, it will be

dangerously close to the intrados at the centre,

as shown at « a, figure G. A pair of cusps will

soon remove that ditheulty—their use is obvious

now. They have made the mean centre of the

rib approximate more closely to a straight line,

and have consequently rendered the arch better

adapted to support a load concentrated at its apex.
I spoke just now of hoUiiuj up a weight to the

underside of the arch, and, indeed, if it were the
mere weight of the cusps that we wanted, they
would do their work just as well when hanging on
to the intrados as when incorporated with the arch,
forming part of the rib, and taking their share of
the thrust along the direction of the line of
resistance. It is evident that, if we have two
cusps on each side, the hollows between them will

touch the original line of the arch, and thus render
both»utterly useless—only one cusp is of any use
whatever. Mr. Ruskin does not tell us the natural
reason for this, but he does tell us that the cusp
" is degraded in dignity, and loses iu usefulness,

exactly iu proportion to its multiplication on the
iirch."

In practice it is not vety often that a Gothic
iirch has too little lateral pressm'c, and too great a
weight at the crown, and this is evident if we con-
sider the full curve of equililirium of which our
3irch form t'vo portions. For example let 11 lie a

<'urve of e(|uilibrium under a vertical ilistribntcd

load—we may cut it at the crown and cross the
two halves, as at K. J3y removing the pi-ojecting

portions we now obtain a Gothic arch L, but to
render this stable, each portion of its rili must

undergo precisely tliv siuiie relative thrust t^nvliich

it was sulijcct in II, so that we nmst concentrate

at ./• iu L a weight equal to that supported between
.r and .r in H. Sometimes, however, our line of

pressure is too much curved ; and whether this is

the case mechanically or not, we are justified in

looking upon the cusps as a structural feature,

when there is apparently a considerable weight at

the a])ex, and but little visihle lateral resistance.

'

Had I time I would say a great deal more about
Gothic arches, Gothic buttresses and pinnacles

—

often degraded, no doubt, and placed in opposition
to tlie laws of n.ature, but in the main beautiful

anil true—I speak of good Gothic now, of the

Gothic in which the builders have sho\vn us just as

much of the causes of stability as nature shows
us. There may be somethmg imdemeath, of
which we do not know the exact construction, but
that matters very little if we see the main cause.

There is certainly no other architecture which is

not utterly repugnant to nature in at least the

great majority of its featm-es. You may pile up
a building by mere massmg of monolith upon
monolith, and yon may expect those stones to stand

as the giant cities of Bashan have stood. You
may build a glorious dome with its foundations on
great piers, as Michael Angelo did. Yon may
m.ako those piers massive and wide to act as

column and buttress both, and a hundred years

later j'ou may have to place two great u-on chains

round your dome to prevent its thrustmg those

piers assnnder.

I do not mean to say that such piers, and the

drum immediately over thorn, might not be made
sufficient if properly prop<n'tioned ; but this would
involve greater siiate and probalily greater weight.

If Gothic buildings have fallen, or have ever

.shown signs of instability, they could only have
been Gothic in name. One of the first principles

of good Gothic appears to me to be, that all

stability of the stonework should result from
du-ect compression, and never from tension. In
that ease, the building can only be unsafe as the

result of decay, or absolute weakness of its mass
or material, never as the result of instability of
form. Stone is only adapted to resist a compara-
tively small amount of tensile strain. Only in

compression is it used with real safety and advan-
tage. In straight lintels, and entablatures over

cohmins, the tension is as great as the compression.

They may be strong enough, but so far as regards

lintels, in nine cases out of ten natiu-e forms for

herself an arch in the wall above, and thus relieves

the beam. You cannot see that arch perhaps,
though unfortunately you sometimes do, but,

depend upon it, the arch is there.

My attempt to compress into this short essay

even the general principles of a subject, the com-
plete elucidation of which would occupy voliuues,

has proved less successful than I anticipated ; but
if, by the few examples which I have had space to

examine, and by the theorem of the subject which
I have attempted to demonstrate, I have succeeded
iu showing that there is a connection between
beauty and stability of fonu of more interest to

the architect than is generally supposed, my chief

aim has been acconqjlished. I am convinced that

this is a subject which we should do well to study

and investigate more fully, and that the result

would be an inability to discover a single instance

of pleasing construction from which we might not

deduce the principles I advocate.

DOUBLE COJIPETITIONS.

AT a recent general meeting of the Manchester
Society of Architects, Mr. AV. R. Corson,

the President, made the following observations on
double competitions with especial reference to the

Manchester Town Hall competition.

It was, says Mr. Corson, a double competition

—

that is, a sketch competition, open to all comers,

followed by a limited competition among acertain
number selected from the first. This society, by
.a vote all but unanimous, condemned this method,
and endeavoured to obtain an alteration in the

intentions of the committee, but without success.

We also recommended certain restrictions as to

the number and size of dra\vings ; these were
adopted with much satisfaction to competitors,

and this useful result followed—that a sketch

competition was shown to be amply sufficient to

lest ihc powers of architects, and enable any
cjualified person to determine upon that one who

* In the course of llie discussion wl it'll ensued upon
the roadiuE; of this pauci" 3Ir. I'irtfm U'ldu'-cd tlio very
frequent existence of tlie cusp in wiuriow tr.icer.v,

where tliere is often no ljitcr;il resistance to the small
"chcs. as a strilcini;- instance of its consti'uctioual use.

ought to Ir.ive tlr.' ]jrcfcrence, thereby avoiding
the utter waste of time, energy, and art enthu-
siasm, which is the result of competitions as
usually conducted.
But then, members of the pi-ofcssion must be

loyal to the conditions and towarils their brethren.
To this sketch competition were sent in some
drawings lined like the finest steel engravings,
and some that had occupied the spare time of
many weeks to colour. A\'as this fair in a com-
petition intended to be of sketch ilc.-iigns ? At
all events it was politic, if that whii-h one member
of the council stated to myself, that rjcoil rlruwhig
would go a long way in the selection. Of course
I do not advocate slovenly drawing, but rather
condemn a load of mechanical and draughtsman's
work taking the place of the more artistic touch
of the master.

One dithcnlty which we foresaw, and which
mtluenced us in deciding against a double com-
petition, was the impossibility of keeping the
sketch designs unseen by those who were to
engage in the second competition. This was felt

by the Town Hall committee also, and they issued
a circular iu which they said—" It has been
determined that there shall be no public exhibition

of such designs, and that under no eu'cum-
stances will such designs be allowed to be seen
by any competing architect."

You know what followed upon this most dis-

tinct and unqualified engagement. So soon as
the selection was made, each unsuccessful com-
petitor received a cu'cular asking him to allow his

drawings to be exhibited, and there was a public
exhibition of those whose authors did not forbid
it. Nearly all those members of our society who
were so addressed at once forbade then- lieing

exhibited, unless in company with the selected

designs ; this was, perhaps, too crucial a test of

the wisdom of the selectors to he agreed to, and
our now useless drawings were immediately re-

stored, and a doubly-maimed exhibition opened to

the public. Now observe the curious result in any
such case—uo competitor has any assurance that
his designs were ever seen by the adjudicator. I
do not for a moment insmuate that such was the

case in this competition. I am pouiting out the

inevitable evils of snch a system. My ' own
opinion is, that the whole of the designs should

be exhibited so soon as received, and before any
selection has been made. Let them stand the

test of public criticism before any bias has been

given, and let eveiy man have the benefit of an
open fight. Will this insm-e a fair adjudication ?

No, by no means ; it did not in the case of the

Law Courts in London ; and nothing will ; the

whole system is rotten, root and branch. But it

will do one thing, it will make the injustice of the

decision so palpable that the victor will not gain

his laurels, and the vanquished wUl feel them-
selves to be, though injured, not humiliated.

The exhibition closed,—drawings retmnied to

obscurity,—fresh uistructions went forth to the

eight successful competitors, and then followed

weary months of utterly vain and unprofitable

labour to produce a number of pictm-es, many
of them of great merit, hut of uo use to enable

any man to come to a decision as to the best and
most suitable design—any competent man, I mean.
(Docs any one suppose that such drawings were
made for any of the great works of the middle
ages ? ) Then came the tug of war, and finally

the exhibition of these, professedly the choicest

of 140 designs. Avoiding all question as to the

final adoption of that design which is now bemg
translated into stone and brick, I cannot hesitate

to say that designs were there among the eight

which no man of mature and impartial judgment
would have selected as fit to be built ; arrange-

ment of plans that were entirely unsuitable, and
external designs that were simply absurd as for

the purpose intended. If what I aver be im-
pugned, I ajipcal to the selected design itself ; and
I say that, accepting it as the t_vpe of what was
required iu plan and in architectural character,

some of the remaining seven had not the shadow
of a pretence to be there.

What shall I say more ? I have endeavoured
to show that this plan of a double competition. is

to be condemned ; that the architect might have
been selected by the sketch competition ; that the

fruitless labour upon eight elaborate sets of

pictures might have been entirely avoided ; and I

may add that the cost of that labour (£2,4(X))

might have been in great part saved, for one-tenth

of that sum divided among ten competitors in the

first competition would have better remunerated
them than the .tc2,400 did the eight in the second .
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riiOCKSiSKS OF ANALYSES OF POTABLK
WATKR.

AN important mcctinf; of the Association of

Metropolitan Medical Officers of Health

was held on Satnrday week, in the course of w hicli

<-(.nsi(ierablc light Was thronn upon the mu-c-

liahility of the process by which the Itegistrar-

Gcncral's tabular statements of the state of tlie

London water arc obtained.

Dr. Letheby read a i)aper "On the Metliod

of JCstimnting Nitroyenons itatter in Potable

A\ liter, and on the Value of the Phrase 'I'rcvioiis

Scwri^'c Contamination,' as nsed by the IJcgistrar-

(Iciural in his Monthly Report on the Alctro-

politau Waters." Ifo showed how much the

water supply of towns v.as formerly neglected,

ami to what a comparative degree of purity it

was now brought—the ^^ater supply of this metro-

polis contaming about 20 gi-ains of solid matter

per gallon, instead of GO or 70 grains, and the

organic matter rarely exceeding half a grain,

instead of 4 or G grains. Ncverthe!es.s, a great

ileal of discontent ami nniicccssary alarm was
still excited by the semi-official reports of the

Rcgi.strar-Gcneral as to the alleged " previous

sewage contamination " of the water. Dr.

I.iCtheby reminded his hearers that organic

matter, v.hieh was the horror of some persons,

was really the materia saliitaris of the living

ivorld, and that it was only on comparatively rare

iH'casions that it assumed a malignant form ; ami
that even then Natni-e was always careful to

hasten it on to more wholesome conditions, as by
molecular changes of all kinds, by oxidation, and
liy organic appropriation. It was on this account
that sewage and other decomposing matter.—the
refuse of towns and manufactures—were soon
rendered harmless vheu they entered a running
stream ; and ho was, he said, impressed with the
opinion that, when orrtinaiy sewage was mixed
with twenty times its volume of good water, and
had run a distance of ten or twelve miles in a
river which abounded with fish and aqnatic plants,

it could not then be diseo\ered by the most refined

process of chemistry. He maintained that, if this

were not so, the i>v!;'.(!pal rivers of Fnghnid
\\oulil be absolntcl} unendurable from their

inormous population. He instanced tlie River
Trent, which, with it.-i tributaries, received the
senage of all the black country, including T!ir-

mingham, Wolverhampton, the Pottery Distriits,

Leicester, Burton, &e., with a drainage of about
l.t'OO.OdO acres, and a population of more than a
million and a half of persons, where sewage am!
refuse matter entered it all along it.s course

; yet
this was soon destroyed, and the river was so com-
pletely ]n\rified, that at Nottingham, after re-

ceiving millions of gallons of .sewage, it was
difficult to discover a trace of it, and the water
was nsed for the supply of the town. Dr. Letheby
maintained that the nitrogenous matter of water
gave no reliable histor} of the sewage contamina-
tion of the water, for. on the one hand, nitro-

genous matters derived from sewage were con-
stantly and rai)idly disappearing; while, on the
other, ammonia and nitiates were abundantly
clerived from other smrces. Dr. Letheby thiii

gave a. cireuuistantial account of the methoils
employed for the cstinnition of each particular
form of nitrogenous matter, .saying that the pro-
cess employed by Dr. Fiankland for the estinni-

ti<.n of organic nitrogen and carbon in water was
so liable to erior in its results, and rciinircd such
a high degi-ec of manipulative .skill, as to be alto-

gether untrustv.orthy as a process of estimating
organic matter. It was, to use the words of I'ro-

fes.sor 'Wanklyn, .so fallacious that the range of
po.ssihle error was greater than the range of pos-
sible truth. Dr. Letheby gave instances of the
fallacy of these results, as when Dr. Frankland
ileclarcd, month after month, that the v.r.tcr

ilerivcd from the deep chalk wells of the 'J rent
Company showed an alarming amount of " pre-
vious sewage contann'mition," while that of the
J'^asi London Company, which was derived from
the River Lea, showed none at all. Another sucli

example w.-is referred to in the case of the Rromlev
deep chalk-wntcr, ^-.hieli Dr. Franklaml de-
clared was unfit for domestic use, although rhc
analyses of Dr. Odling, Professor Williamson.
and Dr. Ixtheby showed it to be good and ivlio'e-

sonie water. Iii conclusion. Dr. Lethebv censured,
in strong language, the use of the phra.se " pre-
vious sewage contamin:'.tion," which, he said, was
not only inajiplieable, but was likely to excite
unnecessary nlann i:i the public mind ; ami he
nls.i protested against the sensationalism of llic

Registrar-CJcnernI, \\\v< was not content to sjicak

of the constituents per gallon of the London water,

but described them in tons, and called them
'• extraneous stuff of all kinds."

Dr. Franki.and, in reply, said that the posi-

tion he occui)ied was not one of his own seeking.

When Dr. llofman vacated the office ho was re-

i|nested to undertake it. He found the incincra-

ticm and ])eniiangauate process then in iisc to be
utterly fallacious. Finding a genei'al belief that

the piesenee of impurities in water led to the

spread of disease, ho devoted considerable time to

finding out some reliable process ; and after

making innumerable analyses he had gained
entire confidence in the results obtained by his

present process. In reference to the purification

of water by the flow of rivers, he had made care-

ful observations on the Darwcn, Irwcll, and
Mersey, and he found, as Sir Bcnja:nin IJrodie

had predicted, that no perceptible destnietion of

organic matter took place in a flow of ten miles.

It was not luitil after deep considerati<m, and a

long scries of exj>erimcnts, that he adopted the

expressiim, " previous sewage contamination," to

intimate the presence of organic in contradistinc-

tion to vegetable matter. He had never found
nitrates in streams contair.ing only vegetable
matter. He had carefully examined the Cumber-
land lyakes, and he had only found the nitrates

present in one of them, that one being A\'inder-

mere, which received the sewage of Andileside.

He concluded, therefore, that the presence of the
nitrates in water convicted it of contact with de-
composing animal matter. He couM not see how
drainage water, sinking into the soil, .should not
cany with it manure or sewage nnitter. After
careful research he could only anive at the con-
clusion that the nitrates proceed from the decay
of recent animal matters, and he saw no evi-

dence to the contrary in Dr. Letheby's paper.

Mr. Hawkesley said that he knew almost
eveiy inch of the rivers mentioned, and that there

were constant accretions to them ; in fact, there

was hardly one hundred yards without S(mie new
accretion. Such being the ease, the mode of iu-

vesligation pursued by Dr. Frankland must be

utterly fallaciou.s. Along these ri\ers there were
numerous towns, villages, and factories dis-

charging vast quantities of organic matter into

these streams. How, then, could Dr. Frankland
pronounce that there was exactly the same amount
of organic m.attcr in one part as there was in

another ten miles distant ? Or, presuming such
were the case, how could this hajipen, except by
as much contamination haWng been got rid of as

was received ? Mr. HaAvkesley traced the course

of the Irwcll, the Mer.sey, and especially the

Trent, and showed how at various pomts immense
quantities of sewage were poured in, and yet, a
few miles further, the water was drinkable. Com-
paring the quantity of wafer in the Trent and the

quantit;.- of sewage poured uito it, he proved that
one-sixth of the whole would he sewage, unless

decomposition took place on a very large scale.

Ho had never heard that the people who ihank
the water derived from wells in chalk formations
—water so nuuh condemned in semi-official re-

ports--were any the worse for it. He maintained,
therefore, that nitrates proceeded from other

sources than the deconqiosition of animal matter.

Dr. CAUl>EXTEn,of Croydon, asked Dr. 1''rank-
land in reference to a v.ell, the water of which
he drank, aliliongh it passed through manured
fields ; ho maintaincil that th'Me i-onld not be pcr-
col.ition into the well, and be thought this fact

onght to show Dr. Frankland that his theory was
wrong.

Dr. Frakklaxi) replied Ihat he had analysed
a (piantily of tl:e water in question, and he founil

tliat it (lid percolate, and contained previous sew-
age contamiuiition.

Professor Ansted said that the vciy fact of
their being there showed that water lost its pre-
vious eontamimition by i)assing through the earth
and by other means. The waters in rivers must,
in course of time, have undergone contamination
of various kinds ; and if, after passing some
distance, it did not become fit for use, he did not
sec how mankind could exist. He, therefore,
objected to the tenn " previous sewage contamina-
iion," as implying too nuu-h. The argimicnts
and experien<e of Jlr. Hawkesley he considered
(luite irrefutable.

Professor Wanklvn likewise assailed Dr.
Frankland's basis of investigation, which seemed
to make no account of the oxygon sui)i)lied by
plants at the bottoms of rivei-s.

Dr. ODi.lxr, was loth to disa-n-cc with Dr.
Frankland. lie wou'd nnuh ra'Iier have called

attention to the great services rendered by that
gentleman in water analysis, but he could not but
object with Ur. Letheby to the term " previous
sewage contamination " being used in official re-
ports, even while admitting the fact to some
extent. Ho could not admit that the presence of
r.itrates in water ought to be regarded as a proof
of previous sewage contamination.
As the paper and discussion had lasted over

three hours, and there weic still many gentlemen
who wished to give their opinions, it wa; unani-
mously agreed to adjourn the discussion to th

next meeting of thcAs-sociation, which takes place
to-mcn-row (Saturday) evening, at half-past seven.

TIIK THREATENED CONFLICT IN THE
UUILDING TRADE.

rj^IlE building trade of this kingilom, alike in

JL the metropolis and throiigbotU the provinces,

arc, says the Ij'nirpiul Mercury, threatened with
ditiiculties se^erer than ever before surrounded
them. A week hence most of the notices and
eonnicr-notices of the master builders and the

masons will have run out ; and it is feared that

the masons will strike, the result being not alone

their inactivity, but the inactivity likewise of most
of the other l)ranchcs. In those jjarts of the

country in jiarticuhir where stone is the chief
building material snch a result is looked forward
to ^^ ith a large amount of solicitude. The chief

questions between the two arc—first, whether or
not stone worked at the quarries shall bo used by
the masfers : and, next, whether or not payment
shall be by the hour. At present the disposition of
the masons is to decline to use up stone worked
at quarries ; and also to accept pajment only by
the week. Further, they decline to adoi>t arbitra-

tion. In view of the serious eonseiiuenccs which
seem probable, men who have been amongst the
foremost as the advocates of arbitration and eor-
ciliation in matters of trade differences, have jus!;

held a meeting in I.,ondon, and have prepared an
api)eal to the masons throughout the whole
kingdom, urging them to abandon their isolated

position and to adopt for the settlement of
diftcrenecs between themselves and their masters
that method which is pursued by most of the other
branches of the building trade, and which is

rapidly extending to other industries. The appeal
v\ ill bear not onlv the names of the Earl of iich-
ficld ; Jlr. Hngbes, M.P. ; Mr. Mim<lolla, M.P.:
Mr. Rupert Kettle, and those of other well-known
men in this department of peaceful jurisprudence,

but those also of the leading officials of the chief

trade associations apart from the building in-

dustiy among.st whom the principle of arbitration

and conciliation is in favour, and, whenever
necessary, is adopted. The appeal is not that the
masons should adopt the nuistcrs' terms, but that
they should submit to the decision of a joint court
of master builders and masons, with an umpire at

their head. The step is indicative of the progress
which arbitration and conciliation has made in

Great Britain, and particularly of tbc .'-tvong hold
it has obtained upon the chief unionists.

LAND. AND BUILDING SOCIETIES.

BuTiY St. Edmunds.—The third annual
meeting of the Bury St. Edmunils Mutual Benefit

Building Society was held last week. The
report shows that the society is in a flourishing

condition. £272 10s. has been received in sub-
scriptions, and .li'208 10s. has been paid in advance.

The working expenses have been scarcely 1^ per
cent.

Beioiitox.—Encouraged by past sncecss, the

promoters and nuinagers of the series of tenninat-

ing building societies, locally known under the title

offhe Brighton and South Coast Benefit Building

Societies, have decided to launch another, to be

called the Brighton and South Coast Benefit Build-

ing Society, No. 7.

72nd START! BoWKETT.—Tho fourth annual

meeting of the 72nd Starr Bowkctt Building

Society was held on Friday evening hist at Pcu-
touville. From the report, it appcai-s that the

society consists of 4UI members, holding l.lfiU

shares. The total sums advanced for appropria-

tions amonntcd to £">,200, and the cash in hand

at the close of the financial year was i:4;!;$. The
assets exceeded the liahiUtics by .-1:17'.) Is. Cd.

Directors for the ensuing year having been elected,

tho members procecdcil to ballot lor the 22nd'

appropriation. The next and 2:ird appropriation

will take place on June 4th. The report was.

.adoi'tcd.
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rakliamkntaky notes.

ON Tucsilav ni'lit, in the House of Commons,

Mr H 'Gregon- asked the First Commis-

sioner of Works whether the Government had deci-

ded timiUv on the site for the new Ifv ccmrts, svy--

oosted in his speech on Tuesday, the 2Uth, >y t.lic

Chaueellor of the Exchequer ; and i± so, whether

the proposed site could ho, acpured without delay,

and ill what manner and how soon would the

subject he again hrou<j;ht hcforo the House of

Commons? Mr. Layard replied that the Govcni-

ment had finally decided on a plan lor the new

law courts, and that Ihev would be erected on the

site mentioned by tiie ChanceUor of the Ex-

chenncr As there exisrcd a great deal of mis-

apprehension with regard to the scheme of his

ri"lif hon frieuil, he ivould mention that the site

lav between Somerset House and the Temple, and

was bounded on the south by the Thames Embank-

ment and by ploward-street and some lanes

running between the Temple and King's College

on the north. The available area was six acres

in extent, and Mr. Street infonned him tb.at he

would be able to erect the whole of the proposed

courts on that space. Ho would introduce a bill

to enable them to accpiire the land, and lie would

then state the great advantages which the new

plan had over all the other plans which had been

proposed. It would be carried out at a cost of

a 1 ,HOl),000, which v.-as much less than the estimate

of any other plan. Ho hail received a communica-

tion from Sir Fit?.roy Kelly, the Lord Chief Baron,

signed by all the common-law judges, except one,

stilting that on every ground—both as regards the

bench, the bar, the solicitors, the suitors, and the

l)ublic—the Thames site was the most desirable.

• Lord John Manners asked whether the Govern-

ment would proceed by public or private bill ?

Jlr. Layard said Government would proceed by

public bill. -
SCHOOLS OF AKT.

NOTTI.SGHAM GOVEENMENT SCHOOL OP

Art.—The number and character of the works

scut to I,ondon from this school during the past

week for competition for the national gold, silver,

and bronze medals. Queen's prizes, and third

grade prizes, show a marked advance upon pre-

vious years, 2i-l students having contributed

1,027 works for cleinentaiy book prizes, &c.,

w'hile 65 of the more advanced students have sent

in 292 works for the Queen's prizes, medals, &c.,

making a total of 1,911) works executed by 809

students during the year. The awarding of the

Mayor's silver" medal' for the best lace design is,

wo believe, left in the hands of the South Kensing-

ton School authorities ; for this prize designs from

18 competitors have been forwarded. lyiokiug at

the results here showTi, and considering the im-

portant inilnence the sc'noolmay exercise upon the

staple trade of the town, we are of opinion, that it

has done good service, and is deserving of assist-

ance.
Blyth.—The examination ot the art depart-

ment of the class established a short time ago in

Bl}-th, took place in "March last, and the result

has just been made known. The class numbers

about 53 pupils, out of wdiom 28 submitted their

works for examination. Twenty of these passed

for geometrical drawing, and i for free-hand

draw'ing, making in all 2-1 out of the 28 that suc-

cessfully passed. Ten of these 24, in addition to

having passed, were awarded prizes for superiority

of work.

INSTITUTE OF SURVEYORS.

The following candidate was balloted for and

ileclared duly elected at the last mooting, viz. :^
As Associate—William Hope, V.C, I'arsloes,

Essex.

The next Meeting v.iil be held on Monday
evening. May Hitl, when t'ac discussion on Mr.

Menzies' Paper will be resumed, and a short Paper

on " The Distribution and Agricultural Use of

Sewage " will bo read by Mr. AY. Hope. The
c'nair to bo taken at eight o'clock.

The following candidates will bo ballorcd for,

As Member.i—C. 15. Arding, 2?., Bedford-row ;

I'.rasmus Bond, 2;!, Bedford-row.

As Associate—S. J. II. Ilerrtage, Surbiton,

Surrey.

It is miportant to secure a good topogi-aphical

library, and donations of county, city, or town

histories, and ancient or recent maps or plans,

would be very .'icc^'ptable.
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CHURCHES AND CHAPELS.

HALllfAX.—On Wednesday week the comer-

stone of the chancel of a new chm-eh, to be called

St. Mary's, in Halifax, was laid with public cere-

mony. "The structure will bo in the Geometrically

Decorated style of Gothic of the Edwardian period,

from designs by Messrs. Mallinson and Barbe, of

Halifax. The leugtli of the church inside is 1 19ft.

and the breadth ol'ft. The chm-ch will be divided

into nave and chancel, the fonner being 21ft. Gin.

wide, and the latter Sift, long by 20ft. wide. In

the nave will be north and south aisles formed by

arcades, the former of five arches and the latter

six arches. There will be a centre aisle 5ft. wide,

and the latter 3ft. wide. The roof will be lofty—

47ft. from the floor to the ceiling in the nave.

The church will seat about COO persons. The cost

is cstimatOil at £8,000.

Renovation op Windsor Parish Church.
—The Queen has signified her intention to give a

donation of £400 to the funds of tho improve-

ment of Windsor parish church—£200 tow.irds

the alteration of the interior, and another

,C200 siionld the building committee foci at

any time that they have sufficient funds to justify

their conuneni:ing tho extci-ior work, wlvich Her

Maicsty is pleased to say is very desirable. The
iksimis Irom wdiich the renovation is to bo made

lliosi' of Mr. Tcu'ou
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Destruction op All Saints Church, Old
Kent Koad, by Fire.—The church of All
Saints, situate in Surrey-square, Old Kent-road,
was on Tuesday morning destroyed by fire. The
edifice was of inodom construction, the founda-
tion-stone having been laid m the early part of
1864 by the Rev. ,T. G. Clark, B.A., in the pre-
sence of Dr. Tait, then Bishop of London

Framwelloate Moor.—The foundation-
stone of a New Connexion Wesleyan Chapel was
laid on Monday at Framwellgate Moor, Durham.
The chapel will scat about 200 persons, and is

from the design of Mr. Rutter, architect, of
Brandon.
Sunderland.—The foundation-stone of a

new United Presbyterian Church at Sunderland
has lioen laid. It is in the Gothic style, and will

be built entirely of stone. Accommodation is

provided for 800 persons, and the total cost will'

bo about £3,.500. Mr. Thomas Oliver, of New-
castle-on-Tync, is the architect.

BUILDINGS.
Penkkidge.—A new workhouse is in com'se of

erection at Penla-idge,fromdesigns by Mr. Edward
Holmes, architect, of Birmingham. The cost will

bo £6,800. Messrs. Parnell and Son, of Rugby, are

the contractors.

Cheltenham.—The baths of the Montpelier

Baths Company are being reconstructed, from
designs by Mr. Edward Holmes, architect, of Bir-

mingham. Mcssre. King and Godwin arc con-

,
tractors for the building operations, and Messrs

I'lic cost of erecting a Savoi-y and Sons, of the same city, will execute

Imnccl and rc|Jiaclng the old-fashioned pews v?ith the engineer's work. Tho total cost will bs

s estimated at £9,690, and the oma- £4,470.open seats

mentation of the exterior at about £3,700. It has

been decided to alter and pay for the interior work

before anj'thing is done with the plain exterior of

the church.

Melbourne.—The designs, for the Melbourne

Aiuilican Cathedral are completed, and have been

hanikd over to the bishop. Tho cost will be (ac-

cording to the present design), exclusive of towers,

&c., £80,000.

Adelaide.—On tho 18th of Febraary, the

Duke of Edinburgh laid the foundation

stone of the " Prince Alfred's Sailor Home at

Adelaide." The plans, which have been carefully

prepared by Jlr. R. G. Thomas, the Government

architect, provide for a handsome block, consisting

of centre and two projecting wings all in the

Gothic style, affording- when completed accommo-

dation for 100 inmates.

Launceston.—The Wesleyan Chapel at Coail's

Green, near Launceston, has just been re-opened,

after extensive alterations and additions, at a

cost of £420, fi-om designs by Mr. C. P. Wise,

arcliitect, ot Launceston.

Haggerston.—St Chad's Church, Haggerston,

situate in NichoU's-square, Hackney-road, was

consecrated on Monday week. It is most substan-

tially built in red hri'ck, with Bath stone dress-

ings, and on plan consists of a lofty nave and

chancel, of the same height externally, north and

south aisles to nave, and transepts. The total

cost is £7,000. Mr. James Brooks, F.R.I.B.A.,

of Serle-street, Lincoln's Inn, is the architect, and

Mr. Henshaw the builder.

Llandapf Cathedral.—Tho restoration of

this ancient building is now nearly completed, the

last work being the erection of a tower on the

south-west front. This forms one of the principal

features of the buUdiug. The northern tower is

surmounted by a turret 'similar in design to that

of St. John's Church, Cardiff ; but the soutlicm

tower is suiTuountod by a sph-o roachuig to the

height of 200ft. A few days since the apex or

top" stone of the spire was placed by tho Lord

Bishop of the diocese, and the scaffolding is now-

being removed. The spire and tower are the most

elaborate portions of the building, the carving

bcino- in some places ver)- rich. On one of the

large blocks of Bath stone a model of the Cathedral

has been carved in relief. The whole of the

restoration has been carried out under the direction

of Mr. Pritchard, the diocesan architect.

Leigh (South Lancashire).—On Saturday last

tho foundation stflno of a new Primitive Methodis!

Chapel was iaid in this town. Tho style is Gothic,

and the buililing will be constructed of bricks,

with Edge I'ohl stone dressings. Accommodation

will be provided for oOO per.sons at a cost of £ 1 ,o 12.

.Air. Edward Pritchard, C.E., of Ix^igh, is the

ivi-chitoct, and Mr. Thomas Betbell.of Kariestowu.

the iinil.U-r

Birmingham.—The building committee for

the erection of new national schools in connection

with St. David's Church have alreadf commenced
their work, fi-om the designs of Mr. Edward
Holmes. The estimate of Mr. Ravenscroft, £1,400.

has been accepted for iho building, the foundation

stone of which was laid on Monday last.

Columbia Market. — The new in.arket

erectrd by the bounty of Miss Bm-dett Coutts

from the designs of H. A. Darbishirc, Esq., was
opened on Wodnesilay with great ceremony. AVo

have formerly so fully described it as to render

any fm-ther particulars unnecessary.

Cullercoats.—A new hotel is about to be
eroeted at this marine village on the North Eastern

Coast. It will bo in the centre of tho bay, and

have a fine sea view. Mr. Thomas Oliver, of

Newcastle-on-Tync, is the architect. ^

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
NOTICE.—Cases for binding the BUILDING

NEAVS, Vol. XV., arenrAv ready, and can be had,

price 2s. each. Cases for binding back volumes

can also be had.

To Our Ueadebs.—AYc shall Iccl obliged to any of

our readers who will favour us with brief notes ot

K-orks contemplated or iu inogTcss In the provinces.

Letters relating to advertisements and tlic ordinary

bii.sincsa of tlic naper should be addressed to tlio

EDITOR, ;!1, TAVISTOCK STREET, COVEKT
UAlfUEN, W.C.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the

office before 5 o'clock p.m. on Thursday.

Ol'DlIHW

BUILDING IN QUEENSLAND.

Til tho Edhor of the Mm-Lm^a NEWS.

glE^ Having alwais taken great interest in

your paper, I'hope "a few remarks on cheap

building in Queensland may be interesting if not

insti-uctivc to some of your corresponilcnts. Most

buildinn-s in Queensland, except in the mam strect.s.

of lar'-e towns, such as Brisbane and Ipswich, arc

built entirely of wimd, and in the interior many

houses are luiilt of bark and saplings only. An
Australian buslnnan can build a bark " humpy, of

four rooms, in about a week, the only implement

reiiuircil being an axe. His framework consists

of gnm saplings fixed in the ground about thrcu

feet apart; the top plates, squared on two sides,

are mortised on to the uprights; the raftei-s arc

.also of saplings .spiked to plates and ridges; tho

cliimnev, aliont four feet square mside the fire-

place, is built of saplings in a similar manner; the
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whole is tlicn c-..verccl with hir-o slieots of h:u-k,

uhom ")tt. liy ;!ft.. i-iit t'l-iiiii the inm Inu-k trees,

apertures beiiis; loft for doors auil windows ; the

hark is i;eneraliy secured to the siipliuj^s with {rrecn

hide cut in nanow strips and passed through holes

in the bark, and secured with buttons. Shutters

are used in place of windows ; no hinges arc nscil

on the doors'and shutters. The hanging st)dc of the

door is longer than the other pai-t, and iiointcd off

and ronndcd ; the upper part is let into a hole in

the transome, the bottom point fits in the hollow

part of an inverted bottle let in the ground.

The bark on the roof is protected by iiieans of

scantlings laid over the bark horizontally and
upright, and secured together by dowels; this ]ire-

caution is very neie.s-sary. The inside of the fireplace

is lined with tin or zinc, and the floors are com-
posed of old ant beds, moistened with water, and
well beaten and rammed.

This primitive mode of building is invariably

adopted by new scttlei-s, and is cheap and not un-

comfortable. The mode of building on lioad-

.stations and out-buildings is very substanlial, and
will last a lifetime. The sleepers or grouud-i)latcs

are from 12 to IGin. thick, of stpiared iron bark,

bedded on the ground, and locked and bolted

togetlier at the comers; sometimes they are mor-
tised into comer posts, about 12in. diameter, sunk
2 or 3ft. in the ground. This is still a favom-itc

])lan with m;my squatters in the interior. Squared
studs of iron bark about 4in. thick are mortised

into top plates and sleepers for door and window
openings

;
grooves are made in the slocjiers and

ti>p-platcs, and split slabs of iron hark H" x <i"

dressed with an adze, and chamfered at tlie ends,

and then let into the grooves vertically. Some
siiuattei's prefer to groove the uprights and let in

the slabs h(»riKontally, but it is more expensive.

The rafters lue of squared hard-wood. The roof is

covered with piue or iron bark shingles laid ^^•ith

iii" weather, and nailed to batten.s. 'I'he manner of

stingling is similar to that meutioneil by V\'. S.,

Nottingham, Bitildixg Xews, Xo. 7i'"> (lutcrconi-

munication)in his able noteson "Waterproof sheds"
These houses are always built with wide verandahs
and arc very cool in summci'. The jVustralian

bush-men tan build these houses very rapidly, and
make excellent wa.ges. Iron bark shingles are

more dmalilc thiui pine, but the rain water from
them is iliscoloiu'ed and unpleasant to drink for

two or three years. Pine shingles are generally

pi'cferred for cheapness ; they will last ten years if

not destroyed by white ant, and the water oil them
is always pleasant to drink.

The better class of timber houses arc built on
hard-wood stumps 12" diameter, placed about ."ift.

ajiart, chaiTed and taned, anil vaiying in depth
according to the nature of the foundation. The
bottom ]ilates lU'e 6 X i .sawn hardwood si)iked to

stumps ; studs are 4x2 hardwood mortised into

to|i and bottom plates ; tenons of studs tarred ;

sills and heads keyed iu; the studs are fixed about
18" apart, and the whole braced witli battens ; the

walls on the outside are covered witli pine chamfer
boaifls or weather boards, and the inside partitions

arc either lined wilh tongued and grooved boarding
or Osnabnrgli canvas and pajier. A four-roomed

hou.so of this description, about ;!Oft. liy 2.jft., can
be finished complete for £150.

White anis are veiy destractivc in Queensland
houses; they first attack the l)inc, which thcj' eat

entirely hollow, and if not stopped by a free use of

kerosene oil they will destroy a house in a veiy

little time.

Cypress pine, though brittle, is good for building

purposes, bnt not very ])lentiful ; it has a dose
grain, and resembles the sycamore wood. No
insect will touch it.

A very extravagant use is made of cedar, which
is as ricii-looking as mahogany; doors, casements,

and French lights are made of it, but it has to be

well sca.soncd before using.

Building in brick anil stone is now umrc in

vogue in large towns, but is ver)- cxjwnsivc in the

interior, cartage being an important item.

Slate and galvanized iron is much in nsc for

roof covering. Weather-boanled or clap-boarded

roofs arc a decidcil failure in Queensland ; I never

heard of an instance where they succeed unless

covered by iron or shingles.

Fean'ng that I have trcspasscil too much on
your valuable space, I conclude by stating that it

will always alfrrd mc plcnsnrc to answer any
Uncries concerning the bnilding trade in this

colony.— I am. Sir, yonrs. Sic,

MR. PHENE sriF.RS AND KHJCUTIOX.
Sir,—It is nnuh to be regretted for the credit's

sake of the Architectural Association, of which he
was last year [jrcsidcnt, that Mr. Phcnc Spiers

(for whom 1, iu common with, I am sure, every
member of the Association, have very groat rcsjiect)

sliould have '• particularly desired " the publica-

tion of the letter which you ]irinted last week, and
1 for one must protest against the inference that

will be drami therefi-om by the public, viz., that

we are a pack of schoolboys, who simply go to

Conduit-street to be taught ilrawing and elocution.

Let me tell Mi'. Spiers we aim higher than that ;

we desire to be taught to design and construct

well, and this cannot he done at our meetings if

we contort our ideas, exaggerate our views, and
argue on the opjjosite side of our opinions for the
" sake of raising a discussion." When I have
listened to Mr. Spiers sjieaking, I have thought,

innocently enough, that he was uttering his own
honest opinions ; bnt for the future I am at a loss

to know what to think, for how shall I know
whether or not he wants us also to argue falla-

ciously for the purpose of prolonguig the del)ate ?

—I am, Sir, &c
,

FHANK E. Thicke.

A CORRECTIOX.
.•siK,— Iu voar ubscrviuioiis (in the new Jlastcr's

Houses .-It WiiK'bfsicv, ill v.MU- liHliil.criif April '.Itli, I

uiusl .-liiiui till' merits i,r tlic .Iruicrits i.f tlie hmisc' vein

.•is.Tilic to -Messrs Slater ami I :ir|icliti'r. Your cUsci-i]i-

tion as to some ot tlioi'iirviii- is incritl-il, ami iili scciiii;-

it. it at oui'c had uiy ilcntiticiation, anil I took steps to
have a good deal altered.— i am, yii-, your obedient
servant, Joseph Clarke.

Jutej[i[ommunication.

Queensland, February, ISC'.).

DUESBEEY.

QV£STIOXS.
i'Ki:\'("ii rni.isii Will

alliwed to -ul HiiitfcuUI KiL.ic ii i,. lis, il .' If

whole process were explained iuyom' colmuusit wc
be of geueral asc.— S. T.

[l:wr.:—CONCRETE.— I «1sh to know the rela

merits of coiii-rete for house foundiiliinis. ruiiiposcd

rcspcctiv.ly of T'l.ames balla.st ami livsli-liunit .lav.

with the adiuiNtare of a like qtiniitity m limr l.i la.ii

rerha]is some (•nn'-sn.M..l..iit lias tricil. u is aware of,

experiments on tlir-. w... pl.-iimes, ami. if so. I shall

be obli;;ca liva s' .:
,

i
. i .. . oinpiiralive icsistauce

of each to a'criisl.i' _• i^; i : id also of the elTcrts,

deterioriitiim- orotl.tmiM. ,..H-cd liy ciinliimed ex-
posure to liioistuic, as iu the foniiilatious ot a house
iiuiltoii a clayey soil. Any trustworthy remarks on
bttnit clay concrete woulil lie useful.— U. L. U.

ri:u;s.]--\VEi(;HT of nii'ic-sr^rjiER. — what
wii'^hl will a Hri-ssninmcr safilv laifv whose iciii-th

Intw.iii ill.- l..arlliiis Is islt . Willi lit. wallli.ilil aleach
eml It. .1.1 l.a.-lli v.ifl I ..r liliil..-r. Is" X l.V sawii-np
,-i-iiHv n\. 1-. il :,.i'l I.: . iir ..

i

..!.. I. 'ht iron Hitch

it, lhi. f.,n,i ..I ai. ;. Iu :l..l :-l;. d iiilll I5f bolts,

support. .1 111 .-. nil.- li .1' li IhIIi.'.I .-s.-iroii hollow
piUar, ua. 1..11-.-A 1 l \ l. Ilams 1 1 iisr UU11:k.

[l:ini.).]-Ii A nn:.''.- Will some of yourreaders inform
mc how to liiul the length of the radius of a curve by
the followiii'.!- (limclisious :

—

[i:;;i.l-MAItin,E STAIX.s.-I shall eslecni it a
favour if aiiv r.'a.k-r of tlic liciLolNo Nr.ws i-nn in-
form me the 'uieiius of rumovin.; the elTci-ts of liiiseeil

oil from marble, absorbed iu the rou^h cd;ie of the
sljib. It has penetrated three iu.-iics by c.imiu^' iu
contact with white lead.—A I'onstant IJEADr.u.

ri:i;2,]-I,AXD AND Est \Tr \i.l \ r . :i.i any
of yourrcaders inforiu mc w I

i
li. ' i

i. !, ...itlie

liriifcssiou of a laud and . M iM ;,,.iii, -....i:^ in-
structiou as to practice, fees. .v. . 11.^ ...ij.i.; and price
of such a work will oblige.—Alcii.v.

tl:i-:i.l—JI0XU3IENTAL CARVING.—Would you,
or any of your readers, kindly inform nic whether
naliir.al foliage is suitable as carviiii; t.i ciiiii-h spau-
(licls of a Gothic panel for cemetery m.inninriits. and,
if s... \\iiat are the viae, ivy. wheat, rose, lily, holly,
and laurels respectively emblematical of. and whether
it is improper to represent the fruit as well ns foliage
for the same, as I am informed it is.

—

Deflr-vnte.

ri.l71.]-SUKVEY0RS' CHARGES.—I shall be glad
if any reader will kindly inform me, as I am just coin-
mt-iivini,. business, what are the cbarijes {reuerally made
l.y surveyors, as I tmi not quite certain on several
p.iints. 1st. For a small survey fora lawyer of a small
plot—say 1,500 supl. yards—aud if extra charge for
dr.awing same on deed, and what for larger plots ; and
also what charge to be made for letting land on chief.

I understand it is to receive the lirst halt-year's chief;
is it so ? And what charges for collectinjf chiefs from
land already built upon, and other information con-
nected with the same ?—A Beginner.

REPLIES.
[l:!M ]—CHARGING MOUTAR.—In day accounts

it is nsu.al to charge for lar^ic quantities by the load,
au.l for sm.all period ; in country places pcrjbushel.
CUariiing mortar per barrow-load is vague.—W. S. A.,
Ucklield.

[134B]—LTRIGHT.S FOR A ROOF.—If " Builder"
would pay a Uttle more attention to the lutercommuni-
catinu cfilunui. he could see that Ids question was
virtually aiiswcrid a few lutmhers back. However, for
his iiifiit-mation, I 'Swv him the rule briefly. Supposing
his re.'tam^ular pillars to be either of pine or fir, he
luav find their breaking- weight from the formula

" 2-0 + S + 4 + P
W = . In tlie formula W = the

4 + T2 -f L5
brcakinjr v.-ei-ilit iu tons. S = sectional area m square
inches; T = thesmallest sideiu inches; aud L = length

W
in feet. The safe load iu practice should equal —

—CALCULATOn.
10

ri wn.-SI,ATEO rut il roof.—The .angle of pitch
^ii;ill\ u .Ml 1.1,1 ii.!i .1 I. .1- roofs covered With slates is

•
,

I I
:

111
1 I

'. scale in the anuexed cut. To
11 1, !: 1 1

I . I .-tospaii wemayprnceedtlius:
h III - ... II. ii_li- A 1! C may be divided into two
pial-ri. hi aii-l.-.l triaiiules, and it either A D or

D n be given, the other can be loimd. I.ct I! U be
assumed equal to 1 ; theu by the pioportion of rigbt-

an-lcd trimijilcs B D = A D + long 1 - 278, aud
1 1

= l-9(i'2e or practically

tang, a;" 0-309.)-2

= -.i, consequenily the rise is cqu.al to ouc-fourtb of the
whole Bp.au.—W.* C.

[l:',:..']. Tlil'SS GIRDER.—The calculation of the
-iraiiis iipiin tin- ni.if -.^ivi-ii liv " .T. Adair," bvamathc-
luiui.al f.iriiiula wi.iilil Ik- ii most laliiirions aud com-
l.li.iiud alVaii-. Imleid, fi.riniila: arc not adapted for
tlKisr examples of coiistnu-liim w-hcrc the ties and
struts arc coutimiallv altering their .angle of inclina-
tion. Tlic proper method for ariiviug at the strains is

li\- comitrii-alaualvsis, ami the a id of a diupram drawn
iT, .. ., ii!, .i|- 1.1.1 l.-s's Ih.-iu lin, to the li...!. It would be
;.i.i II : 111 .lalvM- the i-ti-aiiis npi-n the whole truss
ill In ii.ii.iiii.'atiiiu. l.ut the prili.'iplc inav be Cx-
|. la, 111 .1 li.i! I he load upon the half truss is supposed
to he ,-ollei-trd at the points A. U, C, \). and E, in the

F and U. Ihat at A is, of course, resisted by the
abutment and exerts no strain upon tlie truss, which is

Al.KX.

[nrn.]—l.EVEI, LINK.]- Will auv of vour leaders
inioiiii me on the following problem".' I want to take
a level line of 1 u miles, and supposing the diameter
of the earth to be ;'.!.>: miles, bow much does the curva-
ture fall from the straiglit Hue,

a-.id bow mncli in .j,003 nillcj .'—.J. F. W.
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rcpvoseiUcd iiiliiiir c'l.vntioii l.y Hn' ll>i'l^ 'i"""* '" ""'

<U:lgrani. I'mdiu-c li II :iiiy loiiwuk-iil k'ii>;tli, ni.'iko He

upou a tiiven scalo, equal to tliL- wcit^-ht at 15. tlrtiw ca

parallel to A 13. then A B parallel to A H ; tlioa

frt ffives the straia upon A li. a li that upon
A H, ami B a that upon the stt-ut B II. 1 ro-

cecdins; in the same manner, the straiuB can be found
for the other bars, and the sums of the respective

strains will Rive the total strain to which each b-ir is

subjected. To work out n, diagram of all the strains

upou the example ^'iveu by your correspondent, and to

tabulate them properly, is a <;ood day's work in the

office.—Engineer.

[1353].—FLITCH GIRDEU.-To carry safely 15

tons uuifornilv dislrilintid over tlip i;irder, if oiijjht to

have a lircakinn \vrii;lii in ih.- mi.Mlc. otr>Oton?of 1,000

cwts. If the frirtliT I'c <.!' miMinI ami have the follow-

ing' dimcusions, it will lie si r.inn- enou;,'h:—Depth: 24in.

breadt'i, Oiu.; and thickness of iron plate Jin. It would
be as cheap to put up a solid iron joist, or a small cast-

iron girder.— W. L.

[13fi6.]—LOGARITHM.S.—To find the value of loy
625, having given log 2.

033 = 5* : log 625 = 4 log .5 = 1

log 10
( , ( ,= 4 log 10 — log 2 = 4 1 — log 2

log2 ' ' ' '

= 2795881.'! taking- the value of log 2 to be •301030.

Hence log 025 = 27'.I58803.

In finding the Lo^ari'hms of numbers, a series of
equatiinis of the form 6x = N has to be solved, where
h represents the base of the system. N. the number
whose loij is required, and .r the log of N. Except in

a few cases the solution of the .above cqu.ation can only
be done approximately, and this is ellected by the aid
of the exponential theorem which gives the exp.ansion
of a number in a series of ascending powers of its log
to a given base. Froui this theorem is deduced the
foUowinq- formula :

—

Log ,. (1 + x) = X' -1- . •+ &c. .(1)

:i

in which r represents any number, and e the base of tl

Nai)ieri:iu logs. Logarithms to the base e arc called na
tural.lMin'.; those wlii'-h occur first in the investig.atiou of
a method olcalculatiiig logs. In the course of the proof
of the Exijouental Theorem c is used as an abbr

tion of the infinite scries 2-i 1 -J [- &c.
2 .3 4

Tlic series fl) may be applied to calculate log e (1 + x\
if .c be a proper fraction ; but unless x be very small,
the terms diminish so slowly that a large number of
them would have to be retained, .ind if x be greater
than unity, the series is altogether unsuitable. A more
convenient formula can eiwlly be deduced from(l).
\Ve hiivc

X- x^ x^
Log c(l + X) = X — + + &c.

Log , (l -x)= - X - -

(1 -1- XI - log (1 - .r) that i

7 + &c.| (;

hence subtractin
I + X

Log e =

<i
1-.C
m - 1

in (2) put for .>-, and we obtain
«i + 1

f /m-l\ 1 /m - In 3 i

Lege: M=2 ( ) +-( ) 4-
t \m + ]/ 3 \m + 1/ 5

(^iX+^^-l '^^

This series is much more convergent than (1) and log c

2 may be calculated from it. Put m = 2 in (.3), then it

will bo found that log c 2 = •09!1471S, and so the
natural logs of other numbers mav be found from (Oj,

but by changing 7» into a formulamay be deduced

which gives the difference between two consocutivelogs;
80 that when the log of any number is known, the
logarithm of the next higher number may be found
with cnniy»aratively little calcuLation. In this way,
log < ]i) ^\l\\ lie found to be 2'30258509.
When tite log of a number to the base e is known,

that to the common base 10 may be deduced; for from
the naf lu-e of logs, it m.*iy be proved that the log of a
number to the base 10 may be found by multiplying the

Willi iliiplic.alc s|.iTilif;ili.>ns. it IjciuR' uiidiT-t.ioil llial

thr archilrct is paid f..r llie use only of the diawim;s
am! specilication. and tliat they remain his property at
the conipletiou of the work."—A. X.

TTapierian log by - I.e., by -43420448. This mnl-
log c 10

tiplier is called the modulus of the common system.
If the above value of log c 2 be multiplied by this
modulus we shall li.aTC log ,0 2 = -.3C10.30O.

< By such methods ami bv laborious calculations
the logs of all numbers from 1 to 100,000 have been
calculated and registered for the purpose of abbrevia-
ting the labour of L.til:- calculations.—H. C. B.

[l.-StiO].— L(iGAKIXlIMS.-I beg to say that the
Logarithm lor

2 is = . C010:o, and for

C.2-i is = 1 -rOiSSO Thevalue of a Loga-
rithm is known by the figure in the Index, thus

1-OOOCO stands for two ivhole figures, anil
O-OOOOO stands for one „ „ and

1 000 stands (or - 1 = decimal or less than a
whole figure. For a general explanation of Logarithms,
see Kosser's " Epitome of Kavig-ation," page 17 to 27.
-J. ^Y.

[1.34-.'].—COPTHIGHT OF DESIGNS.—" Designer"
may bo under no alarm about " legal proceedings,"
Tlie land agent is simply laying claim to what ho has
not the slightest right. The plans and ilesi..ns are the
propei-tv of the architect. In tin- valinildr liltlc- hand-
book of Mr. Hurst your cm res]j(.iMlinl will liml the
following p.wagraph applicabli- to bis case, "An
architect is bound under tin- ,". jii-r cent, charge to
provide oue set of drawings, and one set of tracin.'s

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
An Architect'sCommissionfoe a Church

Restoration.—Green v. Winn and Others.
—This w-as .an nction tlircctcrl by the Ciinrt of

Common Plc.is to he tried in the Lccils County
Court, and it was heard before Mr. T. H.
JIarshall, the jndge. The plaintiff w-as Mr.
James Green, aicliitcct, near Todmordcn, who
sought to recover £45, wliich he alleged was due
to hini as the balance of charges for professional

services rendered by him in connection w-ith the
restoration of St. Andrew's Church, Aysgarth,
near Leyburn, in accordance with instructions he
hail received from the defendants, the Rev. J.

Winn, the incnmbcut, Mr. H. Thos. Robinson,
and ^^r. .lohn Chapman, who, together with other

gentlemen, formed a committee appointed by the

parishioners for the management of the restoration.

The church was built in the time of Henry 111.

The masters and seniors of Trinity College,

Cambridge, were the owners of the rectory, and
responsible for the maintenance of the Chancel,
the parishioners being liable tor the rest of the

building. Towards the end of the year 1861,

plaintiff was consulted by the committee which had
been formed, and upon their instructions he sur-

veyed the old edifice, and prepared plans for its

restoration. Certain alterations were made in the

plans—four sets of which had to be prepared, one
for the parishioners, another for the Board of

Trinity College, a third for the Ripon Diocesan
Society, and a fourth for the Church Uuilding
Society in London, these two societies having
agreed to contribute towards the expense of the
alterations. The altered plans having been sanc-
tioned by the Trinity College Board, the work
proceeded. Plaintiff' at first agreed to accept
£150 and his travelling expenses, from the com-
mittee, the Board consenting to pay a similar

sum. The original contract for the execution of
the work was for £3,000, but inclusive of the
chancel the total cost was about £(i,000. In con-
sequence of the new ])lans rendered necessary by
the alterations, plaintiff charged the committee
other £30 for extra work and £20 for travelling

expenses. He charged the Trinity Board similar
additional sums, and they were paid by them, but
the conmiittee only paid him £1.5 in excess of the
£1.50, and disputed the liability for the balance of
i.io. At the end of the year 1867 a statement of
the receipts and disbursements was published by
the committee, which showed that they still owed
£S5 to the plaintiff, who, however, had only re-

ceived £40 since that time. Mr. Henry IMacanlay,
ai-chitcct, Accrington, and Mr. Wm. Perkin,
architect, Leeds, were called on the part of the
plaintiff' to prove that the charges he had made
were fair and reasonable, but the learned counsel
for the defendant relied for his answer to the
claim upou the fact that at an interview hold at
the Palmer Flatt's Inn between the rector, church-
wardens, and other members of the restoration
committee, and the plaintiff', the latter stated that
he would include everythin,g, nothing being said
about either plans or travelling e.xpenscs, or about
a charge of £150. This version of the contract
was spoken to by Mr. H. Thos. Robinson, the
registrar of the Leybum County Com-t ; the Rev.
John Winn, the rector ; and five other gentlemen.
—His Honour considered that both parties had
been to blame in not having the agreement in

writing. The xmderstanding appeared to have
been that the five per cent, was to include cvei-y-

thing, bnt he did not consider that that was rea-
sonable, because it could not have been antici]>ated

by the plaintiff that he would have to prepare
four sets of plans and do additional work, .iitthe

same time, it was said on the other haud that the
charges had been rather moi-e than they ought to

have been, and he thought that it would be best

for him to act as a jury w-ould have done, and
that would have been to split the diff'crcnce. He
therefore gave the plaintiff' a verdict for £20, and,
at the request of the learned counsel for the
]daintiff, milled to that anumnt Is. in order that
the verdict might carry the costs in the superior
court. With respect to the proceedings in his

own court, his Honour directed the parties to the
action to pay their own costs.

PROFESsioxAi, CiiAROK.s.—On "^[onlIav week,
at the Durhani ('i.iiiitv Court, Iictore .1 lid",

•

'Stapvl-

ton, :VIr. Woodcock. nri-hitcc;.Spciuiyiiii.or,smd.\'lr.

Thomas Hall, liuildcr, of that place, to recover the
sum of £5 5s. for professional services. The

idaiiititV stiih--l tluit be lind at tlie del'rndanfs
request prcparcil plans and S])cciHi-atioiis lor four
houses which had been built at Spcnnymoor. The
houses were worth £70 each, or .£280'for the four,
and the sum claimed was three-fourths of 2J per
cent, on that amount. Plaintiff did not charge the
remaining one-fourth, not having suiierintended
the erection of the houses. In defence it was con-
tended that the plaintiff had offered to jjreparc
plans and specifications for the buildings, merely
stipulating that if they were adopted he should be
paid 2.; per cent, on the value of the buildings',

and if they were not taken defendant was to give
him any sum he thought proper. Thi-ce witnesses
were called, who supported this statement. His
Honour thought this arrangement a very strange
one, and gave judgment for the plaintiff for £3 3s.

Lord Mayor's Court, Guildhall.—On
Monday the following case was heard before the
Right Honourable Russell Gurney, Recorder of
the City of London, viz., plaintiff, J. Clifford;

defendants, C. E. Griffiths, president, and T.
IMorton, treasurer, United Cooks' Pension Societ)-.

This action was brought to recover the sum of
£26 5s. from the charity 'for three-quarters of a
year's rent for offices' formerly held by the said

society, IS, Giltspur-strcet, City. Counsel were
engaged on both sides, Mr. Kemp for the defend-
ants, Mr. Salter for the plaintiff. Mr. Clifford

was a member of the society at the time when his

rooms were engaged as offices. He was also on
the committee. Mr. Henty, the secretary of the
society, produced the minute book, in which it

stated that three months' notice was to be given on
either side. This was carried imauunously in the
committee, and Mr. J. Clifford was present. The
judge, without appealing to the jury, decided in

favour of defendants, with costs, the plaintiff'

being nonsnitcd.

Building Dispute at the New Hackney
Workhouse.—An cxh-aordinary meeting of the
Hackney Board of Guardians was held on the 12th
inst., specially convened to take into consideration
a letter received from Messrs. Webb, the contrac-

tors for the new buildings now in progress for the
workhouse, giving notice that they would hold the
board resijonsible for all loss occasioned by the

delay of the work in consequence of illegal ob-
struction. Mr. Lee, the architect and sm-veyor of
the new building, attended the board and .stated

that he had condemned a cjuantity of bricks brought
by the contractors' men when they were about enter-

ing the yard. There -ivere four kinds of bricks

the contractor had brought, and he had condemned
them all. He, therefore, desired the master of the

workhouse to close the gates against any more
bricks being admitted until further orders. The
board resolved " That it be left to the architect to
give notice to Messrs. Webb t ' remove the bricks,

and that in defaidt of their doing so within a few-

days, the same be removed by the architect, and the-

expense of the removal charged to the contractors,

accorduig to the terms of their agreement."
The Middlesborough Docks.—The plans

for the IMiddlcsborongh Docks have been fully

prepared, and the work will, it is cxiiccted, be
rapidly pushed forward in the course of the cnsu-
ingsummer. The extensive alterationsand improve-
ments, involving an outlay of nearly £ 100,000, will

,

of course, take a considerable time to complete.
Artists'General Benevolent Institution.
—The fifty-foiu-th anniversary dinner of this itse-

ful charitable society will take place at Willis's

Rooms, King-street, St. James's, on Saturday,
]May 8, Lord John Manners in the chair.

Messrs. brchardson, A.R.A., I'llmorc, J{.A, Hook,
R.A., Frederick Taylor, Gale, Smallficld, Hurges,
Clayton, and others are on the list of stewards.
The Whitech.-vpel Improvement.s.—All

the pi-operty required for the continuation of
Whitccliapcl in a line with the Commercial-road
has now been acquired and the preliminary
arrangements concluded, and in about a fortnight

tenders for the conqiletion of the work will be
invited. When completed, Blackwnll, Limehouse,
Poplar, and the East and West India Docks will

lie brought into dii-ect communication with the
City. It is rather singular that so broad and
noble a thoroughfare as the Commercial-rond
ihonld for so long have been directly act-essible

Cit)-ward only by making the tortuous detour of
Cliiu'ch-lane, Whitechapd.
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SotlKTY OF rAIXTKIiS IN WATER COLOUnS
—Till' i>rivato view nf this Society's exbiljition

at it.s(jiiIloi-y in rnll-Miill took pl;iec on Saturday

]iist, anil the exliibilion oiicncil to llie public on
llonilay last.

The Koyal Academy.—The iirivate view of

ihc lirst exhibition of the Aeadcnvy at its new
;;allerics at IJurlin^ion G;u(!cn.s takes plaee Ibis

ilay (Friday). A eouteniporaiy anlieipates that

the vchieular traiiie in Pi.i-adilly will bo brou>;bt

to a dead loek during the lii'st week in May. owii-.i^

to the number of earria-fcs brin<;in;; visitors dur-

ing that (the i)i)eni:i.LC) week. Numerous files of

ean-iajies used to wait in Trafalgar-square (where

there was plenty of room) durin;;' the whole of the

-sen-son ; but where are they to wait in Piecadilly ?

" The eonrt-yai'd of Hnrliniiton House vi'as the

vciy place for them, and if that idiotic, u^ly

pas.sasc (cxtendiu^ like a promontory into the

busiest of tliorough fares) had never been built,

it would liavc been well enough." As it i.s, it is

expected that Piecaililly will be simply impassable

for caiTiagcs.

South Kessincton Museum.—The Lord
President of the Couneil has rci[uestcd Sir

Charles Wlicalstone, Sir Michael Costa, Professor

Tyndall, Lieut.-Col. Scott, P.E., Cajit. Donnelly,

U.K., and Mr. Bowley, to report on the aeouslics

of the new lecture theatre. There v.ill be three

ti'ials ; one by a lecture, with dcmcus^i-atiop.s, on
musical pitch, by Professor Gulbrie ; a scc.nd by
voices, ilirectcd by Mr. Artb.nr Suliivau ; and the

thin! by instrnments, directcl by Mr. Klla.

English Settlements in Ikdia.—The
Indian conferences at the Society of Arts were
last week occupied with Mr. Hyde Clarke's motion
on the promotion of English settlement in the

liills. This led to some .sharp discussions. Mr.
Clarke complained that althoiijjh in his previous
agitation the Government had promised to put
one-fifth of the Engli.sh troops in hill cantonments,

the cantonments had not been built, ar.d only

5,00() men were provided for. Mr. Edwin Chad-
vvick made a fierce onslaught on the sanitary

arrangements of Simla, .Tackatal'a. and other hill

stations, and this brought up Lord Vt'rii. Ilay, Sir

C. E. Trcvclyan, and the Hon. (ico. Campbell in

defence of the (iovernmcnt. It was, however,
agreed on all hands that the hills are suitable for

European occupation, and that in the cool cli-

mates Ein'opeans can live and work healthily.

The agitation has now been organized in earnest,

so that there in.iy be .some chance for English
architects.

NEST.S OF Disease.—At the last meeting of

the Mile End ( )ld To\to Vestiy, a special report

<if the medical officer on the condition of the
houses in Eaton-place, AVhite Horsc-lanc, de-
scribed the jdace as in a generally-dilapidated

condition ; the water-closets were in the sleeping
rooms, and in one ease shelves had been placed
ronnd the closet, and it was utilized as a jjanti-y.

The atmosphere was foul and the houses crowded.
The matter was referred to the surveyor.

The Aktizan's Dwellings Act. -At the

last meeting of the Metropolitan Association of

Medical Officers if Health, a d)seus.sion was
opened by Mr. IjiiMlc i.n the class of houses which
ought to come unilcr the Artizan's Dwellings Act,

anil on the difficulty of getting local boards to

move in the matter, even after both medical officer

and survcj'fir had made condemnatoiy repoi-ts. Dr.

IJallard tbonglit that where houses inhabited by

the labouring classes were dam]), b;nlly-Iightod,

and built closely in, it was better to bring the

houses tinder Mi'. ToiTcns's Act than under the

>.'ui.sancc3 Hcmoval Act. Dr. Ballard in'ocecded

to relate how far he ha<l pnt the new Act in force

in his district of Islington, and gave it as his

opinion that although there was great dilatorincss

on the part of the local authorities, the mere fact

of holding the Act over the heads of lan<Ilorils had
a vciy salutaiy effect. Dr. Tripe dctailcil v.bnt be

had done in Hackney. Tbrcc liouses had been

pulled down, and three othei-s had been oidered to

be pulled down. He founil it a good ))!an to take
the surveyor with him to .sec the prcaiises, and
jjoint out to him on the spot the defects coinjilaincd

of. Dr. J.ithcby then reail a paper "On the
^lethod of Estimating Xitrou'cnons Matter in

Potable Waters, and on the Vlduc of the Phrase
• Previous Sewage Contamination," as uscil by the
Ucgistiar-CJcncral in his Monthly Itcport on the
Metropolitan Waters."
The Institute Medals and PnizES.—At

the last meeting of the Institute of British Archi-
tects the president presented the medals and prizes
lor the year 18G8-9, bs follows :—Jlr. Henn L.

Florence, of Ifi, Christcburch-road, Notting-hill,

the Soane Medallion ; Mr. J'Mward J. Kochc, of

2, Unity-street, College-green, Bristol, Mr. Beres-

foi-d Hope's Prize of :ZU) lOs. ; Mr. Thomas C.

Wilbcrloss, „i Wetwan-,ncar Driffield, Yorkshire,

the l',istitut<' Silver Medal and £5 r,s. ; Jlr. Ed-
nuind B. Ecrrey, of 42, Inverness terrace, JCen-

sington-'ianlens, a Medal of Merit ; Mr. Thomas
E. Williams, of CT, Vii'toria-strcct, S.W., a Medal
of Merit ; Mr. William Il.iwcs, of 10, John-street,

Ailelpbi, a Medal of .\icrh ; .Mr. Andrew S. Bird,

of !-, (inilford-strcct, l!us.<ell-s((U',vre, the Student's

Book Prize ; Mr. Hemy I). Shepard, of ;i4, Tavi-

stock-sijuare, W.C, the Institute Medal ; Mr.
Thomas A. Britton, of 1, St. James' Park, West
Croydon, a Medal of Merit ; Mr. Edward Locke,
of Southlields, Sutton, Surrey, the Special I'^ssay

Pri'ze of ^t 10. (N.B. A detailed account of these

jiroceedings will be published in Sessional Paper
No. U, 1808-9.)

The Art Union of London.—On Tuesday
tiic aninnil meeting of this Union was held under
the presidency of Lord Houghton, at the Adclphi

Theatre, ilr. Lewis Pocock, E.S.A., the hon.

secrctaiy, read the report, which stated that the

anionntof subscriptions to the Union ivas ell, 10!)

10s. (id., and that the picture this year presented

to tlie subscribers was a chromn-lithogra])h of

Midready's " Choosing the Wedding Gown,"
which lu'.d been very sucecsafuUy printed. It was
;ii)!iciiinccd (hat the next work of art issued to svdi-

scriliers had been chosen by competition, the artist

being Mr. H. C. Scions, whose works, the "Pil-

grim's Progress" and the " SuiTcnder of Calais,"

had been selected iu 1852 and 1853 for the sub-

scribers. The new work is to consist of a volume
of 20 jdatcs illustrative of " Hercvvard the Wake."
An announcement was made that Mr. Godwin, to

whose knowledge of art r.ineh of the .success

attending the Union was attributed, was obliged to

retire from the post of hon. secretary, that Lord
Stanley and the Dean of Cantcrbmy had become
vice-presidents, and that vacancies on tlie eomicil

had been filled by the elc< tion of Sir Walter Sth'-

ling and Mr. G. W. Kcid, of the British Museum.
Tbcrcs-'vvefnndnowanKanits to.cU,!)ll 14s. 7d. ;

and the ciniiiil Kept in view the importance of

obtain ii;; -.< ^;illrr\ . ;;nil are considering the prac-

ticability I'i I'M.iMi liing apermanent exhibition in

connection «i,li ilic snciety. The ballot was then

taken for the ]n'izes before the meeting, and art

gifts, to be chosen by the wiimers, of the value from
:i;2()() to .i; 10, with other gifts, were uistribnted.[and

the proceedings closeil with the usual vote to the

chaii'man.

Society fob the Encouragement of the
Fine Arts.—On Thursday week, at the rooms
of this society, there was an exhibition of en-

gravings of the English .school, when a paper " On the

Technicalities of the Art " was read by Sir. John
Saddler. Adverting to the antiquity of the art,

and remarking on the slow progress of technical

knowledge as a branch of edncation in England,
Mr. Saddler ncct proceeded to illu.strato and ex-
])lain the vai'ions modes of cngravnig on metal

—

in line, stipidc, mezzo-tint, and aipia-tint—point-

ing out the iiecnliarities of each, the kind of

treatment rcipiired for di'd'erent subjects, the me-
chanical difficulties that ha<l to be snnnounted,

and the principles that governed the art, and
condemning the mixeil style now most in vogue,

concluding a very able ami interesting paper with

some allusions to the law of co]))Tiglit in paint-

ings, by which, he said, the interests of neither

ai'tist, engraver, nor publisher were protected.

There was a large and choice collection of en-

gravings lent by Dr. Part. Jlr. Saddler, Mr. At-
kinson, Mr. Vernon, Jlr. J. B. Allen, and cjthers,

including rare specimens by Hayward, S. Cousins,

R. A., W. Sharp, Doo. Golding, Raimbaeh, Fin-

den, Taylor, Anker Smith, Schiavonctti, Wool-
Ictt, Sir'U. Strange, Heath, Goodyear, Davenport,

J. I've, Sant, G. Cooke, S. Bradshaw, Ilumphrys,

Alleii, Venion, Saddler, and other artists. Adis-
enssii n followcil, and the proceedings terminated

with a vote of thanks to .Mr. Saddler, Dr. Part,

and the chairman (Mr. G. I{. Ward).

Accident at the Delauole Quarries.—
A fearful accident occuiTcd at the Delabole Slate

Quarries, Cornwall, on AVedncsdoy week. The Old
Delabole Quarries, which have been famous for

centuries for the slate which they ))roduce, give

employment to between lidO and 400 men and
boys, and form one huge pit, which has an area

of fifteen or sixteen acres, and is in parts

'MiO feet in depth. From the surface of the

p'rnrd to the toji of the immense
slate rubble heaps which surround the

(]uarries is over anotlier 100 feet, so that the
workings extend nearly 500 feet perpendicularly.

The slate and refuse is raised from the bottom l)y

drawing engines, each of which is in coimeetion
with a Wooden framework overhanging the pit.

These frameworks or cranes arc called poppet
heads, and about five o'clock the largest gave way,
with scarcely a minute's warning, the tiemcndpus
crash being heard .at a very great distimee. In its

fall the head carried with it all who were at work
upon it, and buried several men who were in the

pit beneath, about ;i0() feet below. On F'riday

week it was ascertained that no less than sixteen

))ersons had lost tlieir lives—viz., thirteen men,
two boys, aud one wom.in. One man is reported

to be living throngh the injuries received. It is

estimated th;',t the i|nantity of rock which fell the

whole distance of 250 feet, amounted to no less

than 1.50 tons.

The New Workhouse for Woolwich.—
At the l.a-st meeting of the Woolwich Board of

Guardians, it was stated that the final sanction of

the Poor Law Board liail been received for the

erection of the new Vi'orkhouse, Plunistead, and for

the lion-owing of the rci|uisito money (not ex-

ceeding £31,000). The land will cost i:G,500.

A guardian asked whether the late Board of

(I'naidians had, without submitting the appoint-

ment io competition by jiublic advertisement,

entcreil into a contract to employ Messrs. Church
and Bickwood, as architects of the new workhouse,
at a fee of £4 per ;i;100 oa the whole outlay, and
which fee was not to include the costs of getting
out the quantities, nor the charges for the clerk of

the works. This being answered in the affirmative,

another gu.ardian gave riotieo that at the next
meeting of the Board lie should propose that the

resolntion aiipoiiitiiig Messrs. Church and Riekwood
be rescinded, " as the amount of commission pro-

jioscil to be jiaid to them was far too heavy. The
Islington Union was built, including drainage and
everything, for two per cent. Why, then, should

they give four per cent ?
''

A memnrial of a jiractical kind is to be erected

to the late Sir Cliarles Slingsby and his unfortu-

nate companions, who wcie drowned in crossing the

Ure while hunting, in the shajic of a bridge over

or near the spot where the accident occnrred.

The Stockton Town Council lias decided to con-

struct a new cemetery, at a eitst of £7,500.

St. Cutlibert's Ca'lluilir Cbapel, Durhnin, is at

present uiuiergoiiig nmsiilerable eiilargenieut.

Wycliffc Ciiurcb, Lutterworth, to tiie restoration of

which we alluded a short time back, v. ill be rc-opeiicd

on June 19.

The American steamer G.A.Thompson struckasnag
on .\rkausas river, iu Arkansas, ontbenightofApriiy,
and was totally lost. She b.ad on board iS passcngei'.s,

and was bulcii with a c.irgo cimtaiuiug lime, which

111 Ihc boat, and severely burnt several of the crew and
passengers. Seventeen lives vrtre lost by biurning

and drowning.
The three hundred and ninety-ninedoaths registered

in Islington the fi\e weeks ending April 3rd, repre-

sent a mortality less, by sixty-two deaths, than would
have happened had the death-rate for this month
been equal to the average of the ton previous years.

Ii has been deleniiined lliat the annual general

sniiinicr meeting nf the Kent Archicologieal Society

sli.'ill be held Ibis year at Mailing, a neighbourhood
rich ill architecture and nntiqniiies.

STAINED GLASS.

A new stained v.imlow lias lieen erected iu Edenboiii
Cliiiri-li. l,ini'iilu>lLiir. If j.^ a Ilii-ee-Uifht window,
\\iilii::ii ^ ,,Mh i ') i^ .1 1 m ii hir period, and is tlie

: 'a: luthoisle. The siibjcci

ir;i I
;

I > w 111,: I! of our Lord, which cx-
t.'ihK . \ -I- i h" iiiri r |,.\M I i']i iiii;;-s. Jtcssrs. T. BniUie
mid Co., WiiuUiiir-sUcct, 1, nil n, were the artists.

I'ONTEI'RACT. — Tlic Kcv. T. Ilc]iwortli Hnll, ol

Purston Hnll. has signified liii intention of pinciuj.'-a

vtriiiw' }! '.-.nidow ill till' new ri'-ni'i'! of I'.mtefrnct

\^ uilcs, of

A liaiulsiiiiie ineiiiori.il window linsjust been plnicd

in (lie iiiuisli ilinnh 'if I'fliii^'lon. The window, wUii'li

li.i- I,, 11 .v,,i:i,,l li\ Mr. liilibK. of Hcdtoid-sqniire.
, ..1|. l-i, nl 11 ! MhVl ll^lllS, MlllllH'Mll.int is- in till'

,.. I, Mr II i I nn 111-. ini.li.n lillicr side a rypc ul tlic

(ri,ili\i.iii M.i^i - hlliiiu up tlic MTlicut in the wil-

ilerni-SK im iiue siilc, :iliil Al)n!)i:nii oflVriug np his sin
Isaac on thcotber.
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TENDERS.
AsiiSTEAP.—For new stables, consci-vatoiy, Ac. to

house, for H. lirooks, Esq. Messrs. Ilabcrshon and
Brock, architects :

—

Hamblin £6m
liatchoiar -WU a

BoscoJiBF. (Hants)- For adilitions to liouse nc.ir

Christ Church, for Sir I'ercy Shelly, Bart. Jlr.

Thomas Dashwood, architect, liyde. Quantities sup-
plied by Mr. L. C. niddctt :—

Futchor .«48no

Adamson and Sons, Putney 4-WO
.Tacksou and Shaw, London 4440
Bull and Sons, Southampton 4:J18

E.VST ftREENWicn.— For alterations to the British

Queen Tavern, Trafal; :ir-ro!id, for Mr. A. Bcctnlth.
Messrs. Shaw and Lockin^ton, architects. (Quantities

supplied :
—
Driiklsiyer, Carpenter's, &c., \V(}rk.

Iliscock...! e-'S7

Woortinu «s 10 ii

Miller Accepted) ;;1S :> o

Pcwtorer's M'ork.

Wall £V,0
I'ringle (accepted) l:i6

Brighton.—For Mr. Perry's house. Duke-street,

Brighton. T. Timpson, architect. (Jnantities sup-

plied ;

—

Ijockyer -^ ^
-''*">

G. Lynn and Son 1'-^.'"

ratchings and Sons l'.i:io

,1. W. Sawyer I'S''

( J. ( :hessmau and Co 1 i 40

E. Nashe and Co n:i«

B. F. Nio-htiuEale 1111

Dean and Dicherson 1045

Briciiton.—For erctinn- a new timber groyne, .and

reconstructing- the storm water outf.all on the bc.-ich in

front of the Junction-road, and the j>crformance of

certain other works in connection therewith. (Sur-

veyor's estimate, £4.850) :

—

Blackmore f-77W
Kirk 7,lus

Harris and Son .'>fi.il

Chessman and Co .">li»i

Middleton WOi;

Dickenson and Oliver (accepted) 3',)s:!

BniciiTON.— For house and shop, TJuke-strcet, for

Mr. 1!. H. Terry. Mr, Thomas Simpson, architect,

(hiantities supplied :
—

Lockyer £12(r,

Lynn and Sons ISM
I'atJhiujr and Son vrjl

Sawyer llSi

Checsman and Co 1140
Nash and C.> 11

KiLjlitiiiLrale nil
Dean ;md Di.kerson 104.J

Caki.islf— For iHW clr.ir.-h at Cotehill, near
Cai-iisle, for IJev. .T. Jlovvard. jlessrs. nabershou and
Brock, architects ;

—

T.awaon s £ 139-1

Ormcstou 13s.j

Bl.ack I-.:''-'

ArmstronL^- i
-''''

Court ll-'J

CVRDlFr.—For bniiiliiiu of villii fur «'. Trice, Esq..

at Tenhdl, near Cardilr. .1. iiiirtl.ina, architect.

Quantities supplied :—
Stride -€'»r5

T. Jones 2:173

Webb '-'^no

J. Trice -'»">

Jones, Brothers
ri^i'^'-

Shepto'n ? a-2.->il

Seager (accepted) '-'-'01

Franklin 2200
Cheltenham. — Accepted tenders for rebuildin;;'

baths, for the ^lontpelier Baths ajid Gardens Co.
(limited). 5tr. Edward Holmes, arcliil.ct ;

—
Kiuff and Codwin (for bulMin-i .... .£:M75

Savory and Sons (euKineer's ivorki . 1O0.3

Derhv.—"For the joiners' work of seven houses on
the Wro.xoter New-road, for J. Shoult, Esq. Quantities
supplied :

—

jroscd.alc fifl-'iO

H.aynea O'iS 10
Sheppard and Son 910
Su!j.e;ett 905

E9HER.—For alterations at Colonel Morrison's house,
Cleygate, Esher. 3Ir. J. H. Rowley, architect ;—

Brass .£680

Crabb and Vaughan 040
Cullingham (!25 10
Sharpiniiton and Cole 597 10
Killhy ': .-,2-2

Shepherd 520
Snowdeu 495
Cook iro

FAV^:u.sHA^:. -For huiklintr new ward to Union.
Str. B. Adkins, architect. (Quantities by Mr. T. M.
Kickman ;

—

Bull £2n.iO

Sawyer 18119

Foad ism
Ratclim; i;o5 u o
Judges liX»
Austen 1' 'I

Adock ! :

Naylar * • o i)

Whiting- 10
Shrubsolc* • • o (i.

SoUitt
* Accepted, we arc requested to say. .nsequenco

of the little difference above the lowes: ;. -r, and the
builder being- a resident within the pa:

H.^rrow-on-tiie-Uill.—For re-builiUujj printin
ofhce, &c. Messrs. Habershou and Brock, architects :

—
Avery £374
Salter ;n7
KindcU 300

nANLEY.—For the erection of an hotel at the Smith-
field, for J. Stounttord, Esq. Messrs. li. Scrivener and
Son, architects, Hauley and Lonji'ton :

—
Bailey £11.".5

Barlow - IIOO
Bennett and Cooke 109S
VVooldridgc 1097
Bowden 1^55
JIatthews 40.55

Herts.—For additions and alterations to Belmont
House, East Barnet, Hert--, for Charles A. Hanbnry,
Esq. Mr. A. U. Barker, architect. (Quantities supplied
by Mr. F. W. Hunt :

—
Jlessrs. Adamson £ 20.8*i

Wells -2075

Dove, Brothers 2 70
Hill and Son?: 1915

Highbury.— For St. Au^justine's Church, Hijihbury,
Messrs. Habcrshon and Brock, architects. Quantities
supplied :

—

Nei^inanu and Ifann £0757
Scrivener and White 6675
Sharpingtou and Cobe 0006
(barter and Son 6597

Gammon and Son 0193
Nightingale 6434

Enuor 6394

Wilkins and Son ; . 6;J92

Brown and Kobiuson 628!)

Eudkin 6-207

Tanant 0191

Temple and Forster 0105

Long-mire and Burgc 5937
. Perry and Co i923

Kent.—For stable and addition to Utrecht House.
Abbey Wood, Kent, for John Van Voorst, Esq. Edgar
Leuchars, Esq., architect ;

—

Adams and Son, Greenwich £804
Sharp and Sou, Dartford 69ii

Kixon and Son, Lambeth G-20

London.—For erecting two warehouses. Red Cros.>-

square, E.C., for G. H. Smith, Esq. Mr. Winilde,
architect :—

Hill and Son £3821
Scrivener and AMiite 3605

Howard 3017

Myers and Lous 354.>

Killby 3;isi-.

Colls and Sou :i:ll5

Ramsey - 3267
Newman and Mann 3180

Anscomb 3IS0

Morter 3107
Hart 3140

London.—For new buildiugs, enclosing- railings,

gates, Lodcfes, &c., for the Jlambro' Synagogue Burial
Ground, Victoria Park:—

Stuart and Bennett £1060
D. Kin? and Sons 10-25

G. Nagle 948
Cohen (accepted) 8.50

3I.\IDENHEAD.—For the erection of a bi-ewery for

E. Fuller, Esq. Mr. C. Cooper, architect :—
Woodbridge £-2.395

Price 'S:W
Silver and Son (accepted) "2237

I*F.NKKIDGE.—For the erection of the new workhouse.
y.Ir. Edward Holmes, architect ;—

Holt £9209
Debney 8-291)

Cobb 82IjO

Yates 7790
Gnush 70S4

Bell and Son 7045
Ratclifl' ;r.25

Hunter and Bennett 75so
Wilkes 7-53I'.

Horseman 7485
Lovatt 7400
Thompson 72!;0

Hilton ;-2.io

Matthevss 7'232

Bennett 7120
Lilley 7012
Espley 09.'^3

Nelson ODSo
Horsley Brothers l\'.Kr,

Gilbert Ohio
Trow and .Sons 6900
Tarnell and Son (accepted) 6810

Plympton St. SIauricf (Devon). — For additions
.and repairs to Hole's Schocd Buildings. Mr. H. Elliott,
architect ;

—

Saunders £604 15
Sendey and Hellings .558

Opie 524
Condy Brothers 490 u
Bishop 403 n
Radcliir and Crocker (accepted) 400 o o
Webber and Kowse 407 10

Stoke-on-T.-.knt.—For now flint mill and ma-
chinery for -T. Aynslie, Esq. Me«sr?. Scrivener and
Son. architect, Hanley auU I.ougton. Quantities sup-
plied :-

Ber.nett and Cooke £19.57
Bradbury 1813
Collisaud Hudson 1.811

Massop 176S
N. linrlow 17iiO

Bsiley (accented) 1701)

BIcssrs. Barker and Cope, for cug-iue
and machinery (accepted) 2558

St. LEON.vr,i>s.—For enlarging chancel of St.
C)lement's Church, for Rev. .s. li. I'arkes. Jlessrs.
Haberrihon and Brock, architects ;—

liodda £515
Hughes rtir:

1i:ddin(;ton.—Forbou.se and stables in the liroom-
road, for George Browne, Ksq. H. S. Lcgg, arcliiie-.-!.
(iua.utities supplied :— '

Downs £2000
Stnnpson 2594
Webb .and Sons 2535
Scrivener and White 2494
Browne and Robinson 2443
(Jibson Brothers 2:197
Todd and .Sanders (accepted).. 2360 12 4

Tottenham.- For rebuilding the Red Lion Taveni.
i'lic quantities were supplied bv ,Me-.srs. Keddall and
Cumber.

Wicks, Bangs, and Co £2997
Preedy and Son 29.50
Forrest 29:11
1-^aton and Chapnnni 2884
'"v.-ibb and Vauglu.n 21179
K-Mirs 2640
Linzell 2597

Woor-TON.—For constructing the Western Outlet
Sewer, from Woolton to (iarston. Contract No. 3 (;.
^V. Goodison, C.E., architect, (iuantitics supplied :—

JIusgrove and Rnpei- ,£0080 12 5
'1 lionias 4780 (I

Jones 4702 II

Hunklng 4.-i)o I)

Lee 42-,o (I

Mitchell 4244 8 6
Martin, jun :)9ui) u
Dixon and Sleight :i747 10
Pilkington :j(-t99

Winnard, j un :i.v.ll 5 5
RothH
Hardacre
Standiiigand Littler(a opted)

:il71 1;

:M!9 r;

COMPETITIONS.
Royal Ac.vdemy or Art.-?. National Gallery. For

the best paiiitlngin oil, or model and design in painting,
sculpture, and architecture. The gold medal and the
discourses of Presidents Reynolds, West, &e. ; .and for
the best copies of drawings, models from life, the an-
tique in landscape perspective, &c. The silver medals,
itc, November 1.

Clifton, Bristol.—The Guthrie scholarshin.
Values til ;i v,r.n: and £20 added. One or more
schol,-ir,-.lii],s,if 'iw. and one of £25, at Mid,suiuincr.
Apply 111 I he sr.retary,

C.vthi:i>kal for Newc.v.stle,New South W.vles.—Tlie preniiuin for tlic best design for this Cathedral
has been awarded to Robert Speedily, Esq., architect,
of Melbourne. The cost will be, exclusive of tower and
spire, wlien finished, £15,000. The style chosen is tllu
Early Pointed of Gothic, treated severely, Mr.
Speeehly lias advised as to foimifations and materials.
Tenders will be called for at once.

PLY.MOUTH,—July 11—For designs, plans, and es-
timates for a new guildhall, with law courts and public
oflices, ]• irst premium, £100 ; second, £75 ; third, £5;\
Mr. Whiteford, town clerk, Guildhall, Plymouth.

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BUILDING
ESTIMATES.

Wat, roN-oN-THE-H ILL.— :M;iy :j.—yor supplying- and
Ir.yina;" ubont 'i7,-^Vit. of -'4in. pipe sewer, fofcoustruct-
inff about ;i.-10fjft. of 3iu. by 2iu. brick sower, two sub-
Biaiu;^- tanks, stoim outlets, sewajjc well, jisphaltina-
roads, &e. Jlessrs. llcade and Goodisou, civil
cnoiuecvs, Canninj^' Chambers, 4, tioutb Johu-strcet.
Liverpool.

Perstiore.—May4.—For tbc rebuilding; of Bishamp-
ton Cbureli, near I'it.-'.hhx'. 1 lie Church liuildiu'^-

Committee. liish;!iiiiii >;i I'l I'l rr.

Burnley.—May i. ; inn of a new "Work-
houao fnrtbe iiurni i n- i ^ir. W. Waddingfton,
architect. GrimslKM'i u r.i"Ml,y.

The Gkeat Tci .
.

.; . \V \ i; ;; < ,. May 5.—
Contract No. 1.—Im'i i .

'
, i '

i
i

i v of about
101 of Cart Iron '

;

'
:

No. 2.—For
layinu" :tnil joinliTii: ,/ iiMi-.Mi- ci < :i r iron water

[\L-s. &c.—C^-.itract >'o.

storage rcscrvoii*, with
s. &c;, Mr. G. Doc,SoIi-

DuNcAsTi:,;.— r^iiy i;.—For the erection of condenser.,
enl!ii'L;\'iiii'iit of .Si-rubber, new iniriJiers, ttc, for the
ir.is Co. \V. K. .'Shirley, Town clerk.

W \TT\ Thames & Wetbrtdge Gas Co.—May
H.- ! >>iiof a Ketort House and chimney
sli:i!i I ; I ) contain purifiers, engine, boiler,
Ac. .li I * i *s ,-

1 ;\ ensou, Engineer, 19, Great George
streti, S. W.
Metropolitan Board of IVorkr. XoRTiinitv

Low Level Skv/er.—M.ay 14.—For constructing- nbout
i,400ft. of brick sewer, from Tow^r-hiU to Now Tarl-
strcct, City; and for 0710ft. of brick -r\v, : .in ; . thr;-

works, from Westminst'-r to Gro-^^:^ '
i I'l^in.

3Ir. J. Pollard, Board of \Voik~, Spii: ! W.
Ilkley.—June l."'Ui. -For the eivi it-n .itni > iKupK-

tion of One, Two, or 'J'hrcn Blocks oi .sruii-dctachcil

Villa residences in Parish Gill i?o:ui. Uklcv. Thoma:^
Marsliijll, architect, St. 3Iark"s Ko:m1, Bai;hic Field.
Leeds.

HoLLOV.AY.—:\ray 3.— Forthcprrftmn.incc of works
in alterations andextcnsinu of prtmises, 10", llollo-

way-roai.!. Messrs. Jolm Turner and Sou, architects,

loA, AVilton-slrcet. Grosvcuor-placo.
iLKKsroN.—^Iay l7.--For the erection of now j^ns-

workfl for Ihe " Ilkeston Gas Company." B. Wilson,
ULinagcr. Ilkeston Gasworks.
Gbkf.nwicii I>isTKrCT.—May 12.—For laying down

tooli'd York Pacing, granilc kerb, and other matcrlalti

and worky r- c|uired lor making- up the ronds a-id foot-
wny-s of Iliitcham J'ark-road, Turnpikc-hdl, and
Clihon-road. Dcpifoid. K. \V. James. Chnk to the
Board, (ireenwiuh.
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Clvpiivm.—Kor repairs imil alterations to a house
at rinplmni. Jlr. G. It. Siicll :i6. Chaiicrry-lam-.

Karmiam Watiif. CoMi-ANV — >ray fi — l"or 400

yards rf Tiin. cnst-iron toelift pipes, proved at :J00ft.

pressure, wcieliinK mH). per yard. W. Wells, Secre-

tory, 112, West-stieet, Karnliam, Svirroy.

KlDScnovE.—May ir.— For Seweriiie part of (lie

(listriel. Jleasrs. S-'ciivencr and 8on, arcliitecls.

Hanlev.
i^ToL nuRiDr.r: l>io>- 'NVoiikiioise.— May 13—For

the erection of a new school, dorniitoiies. liath",

lamtories, *e. Geo. Ilolloway, Clerk, 1, Cluircli-

sti-eet, Stourbridge.

PROPERTY SALES.
ArniL 23.

Freeliohl house. X
itlaftc in ren

Hale

--..1,1
I

^1. — Hy Messrs.

laud

id.

FOR THE
WEKK.

MoND.vv.—Kutonndo
Roval Instil

Annual ihol

TlE.SDAY.—noval 1

by l>rnl..ss„

Instituiiniiof
"On tin- IP

—••. " l)e-

ir;lll "I i:i

Architects.—
only.

Astronomy,"
.. VM.S.

]. Discussion
M-r Ihnubcr."

[.r lli< \V: lias

At the Mart —Bv M
49. rntlierine-slreet, XAmi
prodncin-j- t-''' P's. per •in

Freehold tHuluMise^^. N

Liinehouse, prudurinL; '-

J

At the Gi ii-im.M.i. '

E. and H. Lumley.— I.enM ir .11 i...
...;-..- known as the

Battersea Soap-"orks, )'.:.' n i -. ... '..l Hi. r wKh plnnt,

Ac, term SO years from i-. .. ;.i '>•
i..

r :[uiuiiii - t.iuo.

Leasehold premises, Xn i .1 i:r^<ni-stri.ft. t.-nn .5t

years unexpired, at £H7 l.is. :id. per annum— .CH,J(iO.

ArniL 2Ct.

By Mr. Champness.—Copyhold residence, known as

Chcsuut Tree House, Lejtoiistone, Essex—sold for

£rro.

By Mr. Whittinsrham—Freehold building

situate at Radlcy, Jliddlescx, lot ao—.ElOO.

Freehold residence, situate in Suumier-hill
Wost-sreen, Tottenham—£380.

Freehold ix^sidence, situate as above—.-GilOO,

April 27.

An the JIart.—By Messrs. Dcbenham. Tcwson,
tind Farmer. Freehold estate known as Leiffli Marsh,
Essex, comprising about 318a. or. 17p. of gTass land,

iilso some oyster beds, cottage, &e. -sold tor.£J,;oo.

Freehold 2r. ICp. of land, situate at Bromley, Kent

—

£280.
Freehold 2r. lop. of laud, situate at Bromley. Kent—

£2K0.
Freehold 3a. Ir. 3Rp, of land, situate in the Staines-

road, Ashford, Middlesex- £firO.

Bv Messrs. Broad. Pritehard, and Wiltshire.—Lcase-
liold two risidences, Nos. 1" and 10. Jfaylaud-road.
New-road, llamnicrsniitli. term 89 years from 18(14, at

XO each per annum—£700.

Leasehold house and shop, Xo. 2. Great E.-irl-strcct,

Seven-dials, annual value £2o per annum, term 1,9.J9

years from 1704, at £3 per .annum—fiiW.

Leasehold house. No. 4, Great Farl-strcct, term and
•jround-reut similar to above—£400.

By Mr. .^pillman.- Fre.bol.l rosidcnee, with stabling

and grounds of 1 1 acres, situate at Biitcrhcrnc, Surrey,

and known as " Thornliill Hill Villa"—2,210.

Freehold residence, with stablins; and jrrounds of la.

5r. Op., known as " 'fhornhlll Cottage," adjoiuiugabovo
—f7.)0

FreelioH estate, known as "Colboys" and "Hale Land
Farm," in the parislicsof Ijnrne and Godstone. Surrey,
tonsisting of a li..iisi., wiih ;;:inli;n, orclmrd, farm-yard,
buildings, and lUa Ir. ;lii|.. ..1 land—£1,020.

Freehold messungc. with stalde. coach-house, and an
acre of ground, situate at Hin-nc, Surrey-.£100.

Freehold property, known as " Home Rectory," Sur-
rev. consisting of a residence, with stabling, garden,
and land, containing 11a. Ir. 2p.— £840.

By Messrs. .T. J.Clcmuiansand Son.—Leasehold three
houses, Nos. in to 12. Barring-street, New North-road,
term 63 years unexpired, at £12 1.58. per annum— .£.VJO.

at Birkenhead."—raper, by Mr. .J. EUacott.
M.Inst. C.E.. 8.

Antln-opological Society, at 8.

WEDXESDAr— Society of Arts—"On the Formation
of Industrial .Settlements in our Colonies,"
by Col. C. F. Maude, C.B.

TllfU.SDAY.—Royal Institution, 3.

BANKRUPTS.
nr.vEi>.

.ntr.aetors— Ilolden
liiirns and Guilli-
and l''«x. Notting-

rARTNERSlIies
Holden and Clegg, Acirin^i

and Co., Liverpool, brickniaU
laad, Liverpool, engineers- 1*

ham, builders—Miles and San
F.arringdon- street, engineers—Giles and llobinson.
Furuivars-inn, architects—Cremer and De.irick. Sit-

tingboume, briekmakers—Johnson ami Couhnan.
Battersea, builders.

BANKRUPTCIES ANNUEEED.
Maeers, Henry, Fort-road, Bermoudsoy, earpontcr,

April 21.

cro sfRRENTirn .vTTirr. nAXKRtn'Ts' cotiRT.r.oNDOX.)
l)awson, .losii.li. Knlliani, liuiMer, Mav .'>, at 1-'—

unci, Noah, K.iuel road. liiTin..ii<lsi.v, iliM[nnias..M.

ay 0. at 1'—(nailstoue, Thcniias .\liniay, York-
lii'inbers, Atlelphi, consulting cnpiucer. May 3, at 2—
liitcnian, "William, Ccmotcry-road, Queeu's-road,
^tkliani. builder— Professor Evan, High-street, Pop-
r, l)uilder, Jlay 2l,at 11.

(TO SL-RRENDER IN THE COUNTRY).
Beckingham. George. Bedfarry, Flintshire, railway

contractor, April 26—.Tames, Thomas, Nottingham,
timber dealer, Jlay 19, at 10.30— Shottou, William
.Tnhn. Sunderland, aroliitcct. May 3, at 12—Spooner,
William. Manchester, gasfitter. May 5, at 0.30— Bower,
Ch.irles. Spalding, builder. May 11, at 11—Edwards,
Kdniund. Maideidiead, builder. May 8, at 11—Hodges
Frederick. Kingsnorton, bnilder, 51ay 12, at 12— Pep-
per. John, Liverpool plumber and glazier, Blay 7, at

2.30.

SITTINGS FOR LAST EXAMINATIONS.
.Time 3. R. Jones, Palmerston-road. Kilburn. painter

and grainer—June 3, W. rierpont, liertory-pl.ui.,

New-cross, bnilder—June :l. 11. I, Hanks, IMuiiisl.M.l.

bnilder—May 17, W. Allen. W.dvcrliaMi|'l"n. build,-.-

JIny 2.5, T. James, Bndlcigh. S.altertun, anliiteit—
May 12. J. Jackson, null, builder—May 11, 1! Atkin-
son, Livel'pool. joiner—May 3', J. Blackmoore, Devon-
shire-street, Keuuing-ton. gas-fitter—Juuo 1. B. H.

carpenter—

AT THE M-VRT.—Bv Messrs. E. Fox
lield--Copyhidd residence, withstalili)

Apri
1,1 l!o

Ld know as Ccdebni,ik
orchard aud paddock Irouting
.C1.2J0.

ml villa, with stabling, situate
as Holly (Cottage, let on lease
u 90 yeai-s nuexpircd, at £21 10s.

ss 10 :6

Swc<li«U Knggot ilo.

REGUI.U8 OF ASTIMONV :

Preufh IXT ton ^^ '

SPKLTEU :—

On tli,**iwt..

(ill . .iK?r Ijtl. 6 I

IVron"™^"*'''^ Des;jrns.—To all

100 ,(hcctji prlDtvd, S. H.
, P.O.O.,

T.iMrt

"Rarry's Law of Building
-*—^ s..iiitii -^ a TroatiBC on tlic Law nnd Prootlco of Benefit

iui'l lr..)»<iia I.:in.l Sociotioe ; with iin Appendix of Rulva nnd Formeu

Hv ^V I !,L1A.M \V1I1TTAKER BARB.Y, of Llnt-olD'a Inn, Ebij., «fti^

ri;t.r-;it-I,f>w, Author of "A TrcitlBC on the PrActicO of Cou-

vovauciiig." ]*iicc 6a., cloth.

Horncc Cox, 346, Strnud, Loudon, "W.C.

^c Builders and
loUl Lnnd to be SOLD <

Others.

1 CoMhiirboor-lftnc,
nvcm ; And nbont

,
Coburg-rojid. Old Kt-nt-roiid, suitftblo

I, nil well Bocurcd, lie'

,
Boruiondfify Xcw lloiul, S.K.

I Mosstb. M. nud T. Gnrncr, 9,

ichtcd,

T. Gni

TO Brewers, Publicans, and
*>.!,«_» —Trt l.fl T.PT nn a hilildlTiir VilfiO A WARNER PLOT oF

liUllT -
Pocock, Phocnix-slruGt. Somcrs To'
.hiue7, C. Dunk, Bunl.-tt-road, Limr
June 7, H. Johnsnn, Wrilirrclt-ina.I.

builder—.Tuue 7, r. Ili'iinv, Hcl^ravt

timber dealer— May'^H. J. (;. Ildbiusni

strong", Sundcrljiud, builders' ronmon;
Dorrinfitou "Ware, csirponter—.1um
UuRholine, architect—3Iay 12, T. A
mingham, cugineer.

DIVIDENDS.
May 13, J. Price. Newport, builder—^lay 2fi, H.

Jiicksou, Lincoln, builder—May 7, J. Cnine, Hulmc.
joiner—5Iay 8. W. H. Vercrs, Maidenhead, houec de-

corator.

th Ha

-Juno 1, F.
H. Bake.

drew, Bir-

LATEST PRICES OF MATERIALS USED
IN CONSTRUCTION.

OtherR.—To be LET. i

LAND for the erection of n

the railway etfttion At Lower Tooting,

survevor, '72, Cimnon-atrcct, City.

-Apply to Mr. V. Buckl.ii

'To Builders and Others.—Build-
-^ ING LAND at Tooling nnd Mwrton. near tiie raUwny Btntions,

1 Mr. V. Butkliind,

Compensation in Case of Injury,
and a 1-IXED SUM in CASE of DEATH ctineod by

ACCIDENT of ANV KIND,
may be secured by a policy of the

RAILWAY PASSENGERS' ASSURANCE
COMPANY,

An Aumml Pnyment of £3 to £6 5s. insm-cj £1,000 »t Dcotli,

aud an Allowance at the Rate of £6 per week for Injury.

KAILWAY ACCIDENTS ALONK
may be provided against by

INSURANCE TICKETS for SINGLE or DOUBLE JOURNEYS.
For particulars apply to the Clerks at the UaiUvay Stations,

t(j the Local Agents, or at the Offices,

04. t'ouMiiLL. aud 10. Kegent-street, London.
fflLLIAM J. TIAX, SccreUiy.

Hituatc at Kinrhlc
Villa; al'on Irtx-liold

the main road—sohl n

I-oasehold cottnirf -i

as above, nnd known
at X.-i-2 per annum, tcr

per annum— ^;','f>5.

Copyhold rcwidcncea, No. 1 to 5, LousdHle-cotta^cs,
Kincbley-^S 5.

I.enaeholil house aud shop, with stahluitJ:-, No. 130,

Kdg^vn^e-^oad, let on lease at £itiO per annum,
torra 04 years unexpired, at .^8 28. per annum—

Lensebold improved (ground rent of .STi per annum
(for a? years), arininfr from Nos. 40 and 41, Kij^luin-

fjale-strcct, Lissou-prove—£n5.

By Mr. Fred. (lodwin.—Freehold two cottn;;o8.

situate in Giinuersbury-laue, Acton, producing X4;)

per annum— efiOO.

Lcasehohl improved rent of £70 per annum, arisins'
from Nos. -..'tVi and 3G7, Clapbam-rood, term 80 yeare
from IROCi— Csro.

Lcasch<)ld three bouses, Nos. 200, 271, and 273. Clap-
liam-road. producing £84 per annum, term similar to
above—£rt.'>0.

Leasehold improved rent of .£40 per anuum, pecured
on Nos. 1 to 0, Chapel-street, Clapbam-rond, term
similar to ahove— £300.

By Jfessr.'*. Arber nnd Rutter.—Freehold, No. 11,
llatton-gardcn. let :it £50 per annum—£420.

AT GAlUtAWAYS.— Ily Messrs. lliudand Sons.—
Absolute reversion to a freehold house. No. 22, Fleld-
uatc-strect. Whitcliapcl. let at £22 per annum ; al-to to
alcapchold liotisi'. No. 0, York-street, Commcrcial-roiid,
let at £20 per annum, ou the death of a lady nged r,7

years—£20J

T.ftk load 10 10 12 10

Qiiehec, red pine 3 15 4 l-'i

yellow pine 3 .^ 4 10

St. John, X.D. yellow
Quebec oak, wuito • • 5 10 6

„ hirct 4 5 4171

SwoiUsh 2 3

Masts, Qiiob. red pine 4

., yellow pine .. 4 10

Lathwood, Pant fm. 6
,, St P'burg. 8

PcalH. pr C. 12Ct by 3

St. I'ctersbiug, yul... 10 15 12 10

Finland 6 10 7 10

Memcl o
Gothouburg', vollow 8 9 1.^

A bsolute Securit)^ Policies, Un-
-^-^~

fni-fi'itahle, Unconditional, aud Uncliallenfroalilc, isnicd by
. ....

Lutlgato Hill,ASSURANCE COMPANY,
•:stabliphed 184^
B of this Company, in deference i

uofi ^^B xK^xfiona inTit4Ml to assure, that the ordinary

i jironnilgatc t

BATH STONE OF IJEST QUALITY.
Randei.l and SArNDERfl. Quari^mcn aud Stono

Merchant**. Itatli. List of Prices at the Quarries and
Dopota ; also Cost for Transit to any part of the United
Klnirdom. f'iruishod nu npplicatlon to Bath Stone Oincc,
Corsham, Wilts.—[Advt.J

:. .lohn.white epnieo 12 13

Yellow pine, per re-

duced C
Canada, iBteiuaUty.. Ifi 10 19 _.„. ^ _.

and do 12 10 13 i Cottonseed .

Metals.
LKAn :—

Pie, Entfli'ih per ton 21

.. Spanish Soft do. 18

Shot, fatcnt do. 22

Sheet do. 90

^Vhllo da 27

newt Selected do.

Australian do.

Y..I. Metal Sheathing & Rotla per lb.

InoS ^-

Barn iu London i>cr ton

SodcrWu 8 10 10 1

Christifinla, iKjr C,
12 ft. by 3 by 9 in.

vollow 10 10 12 1

Deck Plank, Dantzle,
pcr40ft. 3 in 13 1

PUMICBSTONKprtn 8
Oll,.s, &o-

Seal, palo .. per tun 36 10
KiKimi body 103 0104
Cod 43 10 43
Whalo, Sth Son, palo 40

Onlllpoll..
-- - -

^„ ^ ^ under tbi .

which Rhftll bo absolutely unforfcitable, unconditional, and unchal-

Jengreable.
For the i ason referred to many pcrBons henitatc or dwllnr to

I ground that, in the event of inability or unwillingmess

,„ „. .layment of their prtrmiumB the nssuranco will boo mo
forfeited. To this class of the public the aystem now introdnood will

especially commend itself, being entirely tree from all condltton» of
forfeiture on account of non-payment of premium, or from any other

whatever ; while at the same tlmo it absolutely guarantees ut
decease, even when a default is made in payment of tlio premlniu, a
fixed sum in respect of every premium paid, bearing the same pro-

portion to the total I
I the number of prcmltuus

Besides this Important advantage every policy will expressly wtato

rliat sum can at any time Itc withdrawu on tbe diacoutinuancu of

The aBsnrrd will thns alwnvo have tbe option of retaining Hthor
n aKOcnniiifil Hit-d suui paniMc ut decejute. or, in case of need, of
trithdrnwiiii- . '.timn .ii.i.rn.i, in.i.ling to the duration of tho
lolScv, VII. :

I I' every policy, and rendering

tuneVi'--.' I
' ''"^ Company on these points,

Credit".'! I -ir II il I. • '1 1' I ii>rs will appreciate thiR fcaturo
IS one urcitly prct'eitivi.^ of tlicir interests, and it will lUcowlso com-
ncnd itHoIf to bankers, capltaliats, and other.? who are in the habit

)f makinp advancoa collaterally socurwl by lite policies, as they c

freedom from r

(vithout any condltionn ni
1 limitation.^. By this

IIoopK. Single
StaffonUhin; Unrs ,

Bar, in Walu
Nnilrodf.
Koun.IryrieH.atUl

1 i<ive.ll-h Bars ....

do.

7 12 6 7 I.',

d A
9 5 9 7
7 12 6 7 15
6 1ft

matter of great imporcauco where policies

security.
It is tmly neecseary...= ..w.. .,..v.™.j „ add that, flfi a eonsrriuonco of the poHi

under those tables being unforfeiwble and unconditional, they

be unchnllengeablc on any ground what*v- '^'— • •'•

I
be aptly I

ill

Mcd absolute Kccority polioi

They may, there-

income of je21.%,000

oaiount of new huaineas of any office In the kingdom.

pcciol Agents Wanted. HT^NRY HARDEN, Sccretftry.
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THE ROYAL ACADEMY.

WHETHER or not it were wise that tlie

lirofessor.s of architecture shoukl flourish

or fall under their own fig-tree, or seek to

quaff the .sweet refreshing nectar of popularity

in the halls of the modern Academia,

that is the question. Considering the conde-

scending manner in which they have been

honoured (?) of late years by the Royal

Academy, it would have appeared desirable

that the architects should fortify their

position on their own proper ground, rather

than trespaijs on the domain of an institution

only devoted to the cultivation of " the arts."

Among the multitude of " arts," whatever

these may be, it was certainly more than pro-

bable that architecture, the greatest of all arts,

the art that comprehends, and should control,

the sul.isidiary arts of painting and sculpture,

would fail to obtain notice. But the present
year of grace, 18G9, was, it was fondly hoped,
to inaugurate a new and altogether exceptional
era. In this faith, doubtless, many architects
were so infatuated as to send their designs to

Piccadilly for the insjiection of the curiously-
constituted clique of art savans which pre-
sides over the destinies of the rash aspirants for
Academic fame. The result may possibly
modify the views of all-believing and all-hoping
architects. Be that a.s it may" the visitor will

find in the Lecture Room of the new Roval
Academy, under the generic title of Engrav-
ings {!) the ventures of certain credulous, but
withal favoured, candidates for the honour and
advantages of the exhibition. It is doubtful
whether we ought to compliment or commiserate
these gentlemen on their success with the com-
mittee. It is a distinction to be drawn through
the streets of a great city on a triumphal car,

but the distinction is scarcely enviable when
for the car is substituted a cart. The latter

savours too much of Tyburn or the pillory.

It is not, therefore, without feelings of compas-
sion that we chronicle in another place the
names of tlie most illustrious architectural con-
tributors to the Academy Exhibition of 1869.
If their drawings were quietly shelved in their

portfolios, in.stead of being displayed as

engravings in Piccadilly, it would be quite as

well for the public, the profession, and the ex-
hibitors themselves ; for the public, because
out of every ten persons who gaze at an
architectural drawing, be it ever so gorgeouslj'

coloured, six fail to underetand it, and write the

author down something worse than asinine in the

matter of Art ; two receive a false impression,

greatly to the detriment of the exhibitor, and
two only form a correct judgment, which it

must be confessed is commonly quite as in-

jurious to the architect as a false one.

It may appear ungi-acious to write thus, but
the most unpleasant reflections are suggested
by a careful examination of the designs sus-

pended on the walls of the new house in Pic-
cadilly. The hanging-committee seem to have
been conscious of this, and so labelled the

drawings " engravings," either to deprecate the

idea that they had invited contributions fi'om

architects, or as ablind to the public, instigated in

all charityby a perception of the worthless cha-
racLor of tVin works from which they were required
to make a selection, it w uuia Tjo difficult to point

to six out of the fifty-eight drawings exhibited

with even a proximate idea why they were ex-

hHiited. It is perfectly easy to fall back on the

theory that ;iii •irrliilcri's draniiiu's are so purely

technical that tli.-yraniM.t rcas. ma My l)e expected

to make pirtty pirtiircs ; it wniiM be easy to

wTite a long article in exposition of that doc-

trine, but cui bnno ? Facts are said to possess

a force which is iiTesistible, and it is a fact

that architects "get up" their drawings and
|

particularly tlicir perspective or scenic eleva-

tions to attract and delight the eye of oi ttoXXoi.

We never heard one of the most technical

of architects [irotend that coloured perspectives

were purely technical drawings, nor has it been

contended "that they are produced with a purely

lirofcssioual object. Confessedly, they are draw-

ings fur the pulilie and populace. Then it is

ijuly fair to assume that they ought to be com-
prelieusible and even elegant. Itisno injustice,

therefore, to scout the sophisticated hypothesis

that injismuch a.s architectural drawings are

professional productions and not the very !fo;-fc

of architects, they ought not to be exhibited,

their authors must not be condemned, or even
severely criticised if these are poor and un-

]iresentable. When we come to inquire why
the exhibition of architectural drawings at the

Rowd Academy is a complete failure, two
causes became apparent : Fu-st, they pour-

tray buildings of great poverty in design, and, if

possible, less originality ; one repeats the other,

and tlie salient points of most are too trans-

parent " cribs " to pass tnuster even with the

general public. We are not in this column
writing a criticism, so that it will be better to

avoid specifying the proofs of this assertion.

If the reader is sceptical, let him visit the

Academy and judge for himself. Second, the

drawings are as a rule poorly drawn and
badly coloured. There is poverty in pride, so

that it must not be assumed we mean to imply

that the architects' pictures on view at the

Academy are not pretentious ; not a few of

them cry aloud for praise, but the public is

deaf, and it is most devoutly to be hoped that

it will remain so to the kind of appeal which
is made. The fault is a too artificial perspec-

tive, which makes the objects look unnatural

;

a bad perspective which distorts them past

endurance ; and an absurdly exaggerated style

of colouring. With the exception of one

little sketch (1,009) representing a staircase in

the courtyard of the Chateau Blois, France,

by T. H. Watson, there is scarcely a pleasing

picture on the walls. Florid and foolishly

unnatural specimens of colouring abound, and
while they violate every canon of art, naturally

bring architecture into contempt when thrown
into juxtaposition with the work of careful

and good colonrists. Should architects rest

satisfied with the present mode of appealing

to the eye of the public ? This is the first

question that suggests itself to a thoughtful

mind after a visit to the exhibition. The
drawings which architects are now content to

place before their clients, and to parade before

the public eye, are neither flesh nor fowl.

They are too popular to be technical, and too

technical to be popular. Surely, without de-

generating into the vicious practice of making
pretty pictures, the designers of buildings inight

contrive to give the world a better idea of

their works. Why invariably pomtray an edi-

fice span-new, with all the abomination of

dead coloured brick, untinted stone, and shadows
of positive colour ? Again, why always repre-

sent a work as blazing in the full light and
heat of the sun ? It is not for ever shining in

England, and many objects look better in the

dull half-light—a powerful building notably

so. Why represent the details in a perspective

at the top of a building far above the line of

sight with all the demonstrative exactitude of

a minute object under close and painstaking

inspection ? Nobody sees the upper part of a

building as architects persist in representing it
;

and as the only use of a perspective is to give

the ordinaiy unskilled observer an idea how
tlin building will " look," it is no les» abGn,-ri

than insane to obtrude details which are out of

sight, and by working out minutia;, destroying

the effect of tlie visual perspective which the

lines strive to indicate. The result of this

eiTor is more commonly than not a false im-

pression. Nothing is retired itithe distance, be-

cause, embarrassed by the technical rendering of

his worKs, the archi tect Iirings forward all the re-

mote features of his building by inserting the

details. As the drawing is dc facto for the
j

pulilie and nohody else, why not at once tfa'ns-

late the language of architectural art into
the vernacular y The next question which arises
is that which we proposed at the outset—Should
architects seek to flourish under the fostering
wing of the Royal Academy, be that important
body never so affectionately disposed, or should
tliey stand alone and fight their own way
unassisted to fame and fortune ? We incline
to the latter opinion, but of this more perhaps
on another occasion. For the present suffice
to say that the Academy exhibition of archi-
tectural drawings is, this year, if possible, a
more manifest failure than in formeryears, and
that it is so is mainly attributable to the faults
and mistakes of the exhibitors themselves ; in a
small degree on'i/ to the Academy.

ARCHITECTURE AT THE ROYAL
ACADEMY.

EITHER architects as a body have been
incredulous as to the professions of the

Academy (conveyed through Mr. Smirke to tlie

Institute of Architects) that they should for the
futtu-e be fairly treated, and have a sufficient
space allotted to them ; or, soured bypast ill-treat-

ment, have as sullenly held aloof, and refused to
respond to the invitations held out to them.
Never was there a more meagre display of
architectural designs ; they barely cover two
sides of the room which it was understood was
intended for them, and the greater part of
these are rejected addresses, in the shape of
unsuccessful competition drawings. We are
informed that few, if any, drawings which
could really claim admission on the score of
merit have remained unhung. We take this
statement cum grano salis, as we know of
some that were sent of far higher character
than many on the walls, and which are not to
be seen

; if there be one such it is a reflection

on the hangers, under the circumstances
alleged.

There certainly has been evidently a par-
tiality or want of judgment in the relative
positions that have been assigned to some oi:

the accepted drawings, which leads us to
believe that the architectural members of the
Academy cannot have been consulted. Thus
while the principal places of honom- have been
given to the large and showy, but weak and
indifferently fitiished drawings of Mr. J. 0.
Scott's unsuccessful design for the Manchester
Town Hall, the far better and smaller one, by
Mr. Waterhouse, for the same building, is

hung out of sight. Two or three architects

are largely represented, "but if their productions

be left out of account, few indeed would be
left.

We are not disposed to regret all this, for
we think it will make the fact clearer that
Architecture would be all t!ie better if its con-
nection with the Academy were completely
severed. It simply hinders the establishment
of one which might be specially formed for
that art, distinct from Painting and Sculpture.
Of course, any step that would tend to the
further practical separation of the three arts

would be deeply to be deplored. Cinderella,

however, had little chance of appreciation by
lier sisters while retained as a scrub in their

kitchen, but when raised to honour and inde-

pendence they were glad enough to tender her
their homage with the rest.

Only 59 drawings represent Architecture in
the new and commodious Palace of Art at
Burlington House, and many of them are
sketches of old buildings, or, more properly,
watercolour paintings. Mr. R. W. Edis has
sent a charming draw-ing of a simple and
picttiresque new villa at Boscombe, No. 907,
and is fortunate in its having been excellently
hung. Another drawing by him (90.3) a lodge
and public garden at tlie same place, 's too
lo'gh to be examined, but appears to be equally
w-e:i studied.

Messrs. Banks and Barrv' are large contribu-
tors. No. 972 shows their design for the Picca-

dillv facade of Burlington House. We canuoi
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say wo admire it as we do Mr. Pcnnetlionie's

facing r.uilington Street. Its outline seems

ungraceful, and we would earnestly be?;, if

there be time, for sculpture, as in that building,

in place of the hybrids between obelisks and

vases with which they have garnished the

sky line of this, as of other of their buildings.

In No. OGS, their treatment of the interior of

the court is much more to our taste. No. 1018

shows tlie interior of new Duhvich College,

exhibited in the name of Mr. C. Barry, the

roof of which is remarkable, and on the whole
successful, though wo think it heavy for the

height of the apartment. Framed with arched

princi])als, and liammer-beam construction,

after the type of Westminster Ilall, it is

ceiled in a succession of curves fi'om jjurlin to

purlin, divided into jianels by moulded ribs,

and decorated in an original and clever manner.
Sir. M. 1>. Wj'att is another large contribu-

tor. No. 97.3 is an original sketch by him for

a monument to a friend. This is in many
respects a remarkably good drawing, by his

own hand, done in sepia, with an infusion of

some most unpleasant colour. It represents a

recessed IJenais.sanco altar tomb, in which all

the vices of that style are intensified : a figure of

a lady is lying upon a sarco]ihagus, with a soit

of reredos attached to it, tlie whole structure

looking like a great bedstead, with qneor posts

at the sides, from which garlands of flowers

are suspended, supported at the ends by groups

of araorini. These we suppose are to prevent

the lady from getting out before her time. We
must except the anatomy of the figure fi'om

our general commendation of the drawing.

No. 980 is anotlier clever drawing by the

same hand, of a portion of the ceiling of a

new drawing-room at Brainbridge. We regret

that we can see nothing in the colour or

ornament worth the space it occupies. Nos.

984, 987, and 1017, arc drawings of houses

erected or altered by Sir M. 1). Wyatt, which,

though ])romincnt on the lino, are of very

ordinar\- character.

Mr. Waterhouse has the drawing of the

Manchester Town Hall to wliich we have
alluded, and a pretty sketch of a picturesque

staircase in that building. No. 999. But tlie

principal drawing lie lias sent is 975, Gonville

and Caius College, Camluidge. This is really

a good and picturesque design, and the detail

is in character with that of the old part of the

College, and infinitely better than his versions

of Gothic. We should prefer a simpler finish

to the to]) of the otherwise good oriel W'Lndow
at the angle.

Mr. Seddon sends a large drawing of the sea

fagade of his University College, Aberystwith
which we could wish to see finished. The draw-
ing is hung too high to be closely examined.
Mr. E. W. Godwin has sent a very interest-

ing drawing of the wall decoration of the first

floor of Dromore Castle, No. 1012. The figures

arc by Mr. H. S. Marks. We wish Mr.
Godwin's persistence in obtaining the aid of

artists of high class were followed by other

architects who have the opportunity. They
might then rest content, as he does, with a

general quiet and refined treatment, instead of

the spasmodic and fussy decoration whicli

interferes with the effect of painting and
sculpture. This drawing is unfortunately hung
too high for its merits to be aiipreciated.

Mr. Street exhibits No. 988, which is a view
of St. Peter's Church, Bournemouth, .and No.

989, the church in course of erection in To3-
dington Park, for Lord Sndeley. These are both
drawings, in his own |)en-and-ink style, of able

and characteristic buildings, of a pure and
dignified English Middle Pointed type. No.
99.i, is a i)encil drawing for the projwsed Ex-
amin.\tion School at Oxtord, wliich we like ex-

ceedingly, but it would be better if all the

pinnacles were raised clear of the i>ara])et.

No. 1008—The interior of St. Stci>hen's

Church, Copley, by W. II. Crosslaud, is a

satisf.actory drawing of adignified chancel, with

n semicircular apse well treated, and No. 1011,

by -1. 1>. Wyatt, a pleasing view of the interior

of Mr. Scott's clia])el of St. John's College,

Cambridge.
Mr. G.iG. Scott exhibits, No. 977, the'new build-

ing now in course of erection for tlie University

of Glasgow, and No. 982, new parish church,

St. Jlary Abbott, Kensington. 'I'liey may sus-

tain, but will not add to his reputation, being
without marked or original character. The
tower in each case wetliiiik overdone.

Mr. J. 0. Scott sends, as we have said, numer-
ous competition designs fc ir I lie ^lanchesferTown
Hall, which are very meritorious, but repeat

his father's style, and we do not prefer it to ^Ir.

Waterhoiise's.

No. 983, the New Charterhouse School,

Godalming, P. C. Ilardwick, architect, seems a

scattered and disjointed structure, with an array

of towers placed randomwise, and dragging it

all ways. The detail throughout seems un-

satisfactory.

IVIr. T. il. Wyatt sends a view of Mansion
at Brockenhurst, No. 970, and Mr. Conybeare,

a Romanesque competition design for the

church at Hyde, Nos. 9(j9 and 1,013, studied

from German examples.

Mr. T. Bury has sent 997—The Rectory,

Wickham, Berks, a good Late Pointed building,

with a rather extravagant tower.

Architectural sketches of considerable merit

are contributed by Messrs. R. P. Spiers, T. II.

Watson, R. Groom, and E. George, butthe finest

drawing of this class is 979, a Feast in the

Church of St. Michele, in Orta, Florence, bj* Mr.
W. W. Deane.

Mr. E. Lamb sends here, as also to the

Architectural Exhibition, a drawing of the

Smithfield Martyrs' Memorial Church for Clerk-

enwell. No. 990. Its west-front is a portentous

pyramid of buttresses and tablings, somehow
intended to compose a tower and spire. Really
Mr. Lamb should pause before he actually

perpetrates it.

1019, St. John's, South Hornsey, about to

be erected, has a central octagon tower, which
wants raising. Otherwise it seems to group well

.

No. 971 is a sketch by Mr. L. Ue Ville,
' showing the general appearance of the Law
Courts, if erected on the Thames Embank-
ment site." If this be so we should advise Mr.

Street to decline the work at once.

THE ARCHITECTURAL EXHIBITION.
CONTRARY to all expectation, it must be

allowed that the Architectural Exhibition

has this )-ear held its own satisfactorily in

spite of the superior attractions it was supposed
the Ro3-al Academy would hold out to archi-

tects. Upon the whole, the collection in

Conduit-street is a good one. Not only has it

the larger and better show of perspective views,

with regard to which the reverse was with
reason anticipated, but it has some other of its

special branches so well developed that its

oltico does not at all seem likely to be super-

seded. We make these remarks with the view
of encouraging its Council and subscribers to

continue their exertions, as we are aware that

tliey held the present exhibition somewhat
tentatively, and with the view of giving it up
in future should it not prove successful on this

occ;ision.

It is true that the results of many years have
forced ui)on its supporters the conviction that

it is lio|)eless to expect to lure the ]public

within their walls, but then the .•irchitcctural

room at the Academy is eipially deserted.

Architecture, it would appear, neither is, nor

can be made, ])0|nilar, and yet, we presume,
architooio aie not therefore going to abandon
their profession. In reality tIii.-> exliibition is

mainly for themselves, and" its discontinuance

would be a grievous loss to all of them, but
especially to the younger of their body. The
opportunity it affords for bringing together

for the purposes of critical comparison the

drawings sent in to the various competitions

and of works executed throughout the luo-

vinces as well as in the metropolis, is of the

utmost value. The office of the Architectural

Exhibition is, in short, to give to the profession

the means for mutual self-help towards the

improvement of their art, and as such it can

ill be spared. We should be glad to see it

ultimately put upon a safe and permanent
footing and absorbed, together with its kin-

dred institutions, too weak to staud by them-
selves, by the Royal Institute of Architects

;

then might that body be raised to the dignity

and iwwer of a Royal Academy of Archi-

tecture, equal to, but independent of, that of

Painting and Sculpture. This is, however, a

subject which we cannot now discuss, but to

which we propose to recur.

The contents of the Architectural Exhi-
bition are generally arranged as follows :

—

Mr. Petit's sketches occupy the whole of the

smaller gallery, and tlie other sketches of

ancient buildings by architects and amateurs
the adjoining end of the great gallery.

Designs of a Gothic character fill its left

side. Those in the Classic and Italian styles

are placed in the most prominent position on
the opposite wall, but fail to cover more than
half of it. On a portion of its remaining

space is an interesting group of drawings of

decorative works, and a range of fine large

photographs form a feature all along the top

line of this side of the gallery. The small

space at the further end wall has a few
special drawings and sketches, and upon
screens are exhibited a goodly collection of

photographs with the best group of sketch-

designs ever yet sent by the members of the

Architectural Association.

The department of sketches fiom ancient build-
ings is one which may always fitly demand a

considerable share of the wall-space in the exhi-

bition, and this year, in consequence of the

lamented decease of the Rev. J. L. Petit, it

may almost be said to have usurped more than
its share, but no one will grudge any part of

that which has been devoted to the works of

that distinguished amateur. Indeed, the only
cause for regret is, that many of his best and
most delicate drawings are hung too high to be
appreciated, altliough, as [we have said, they

occupy by themselves the whole of the

smaller gallery. We may be allowed to cavil

at the fact that many of the boldest and least

finished are placed ujjon the line, whereas they

might have changed places with others, to

their mutual advantage. Their arrangement
having been left in the hands of a valued fiiend

of Mr. Petit, we w'ould suggest to the gentle-

man whether some modification in this respect

might not still be made. We defer to another

occasion any further remarks upon these, and
merely call attention to their admirable breadth

of effect, and the power and harmony of their

colouring. It is, wo think, desirable that

amateurs should confine their efforts, as Mr.
Petit did, to the rendering of those general

features of proiiortion, grouping, and outline

which they are as able, or perhaps even more
able than professional draughtsmen, to appre-

ciate, inasmuch as they can concentrate their

attention upon those important qualities, with-

out being distracted by ininutiaj which they

never can properly grasp. In Mr. Petit's

drawings an architect is never offended by ill-

drawn details, as he constantly is in the other-

wise admirable drawings of Prout, simply
because they were avoided by the former.

When, howevei', wo turn to the sketches of

architects, we look for different qualities ; we
do not get from them the same subtle colour

or vigorous light-shade as from painters, and
demand, therefore, as an equivalent. apcnvaoj-o£

oliaiacter and det-oil-
" vrc can no longer

tolerate faults of perspective or defective ex-

planation of the constituent parts of the

building they affect to set before us. It is with

justice therefore that the careless dabs of Mr.
Darbishire have been ranged as a garnishing

toji row over more careful works below ; nor
does the rendering of the grotesque sculptures

in Mr. E. Sharpc's Doorway from Bouloii Church
make a lower position desirable for his unat-
tractive ink-drawing.
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III Mr. Groom's contributions tlicre is no
cause to complain of want of care, though there

is in them as yet an evident absence of power,

which we doulit not, lie will gain in time. His
subjects are mostly from Italy, and Xo. 18,
" Central Doorway of the Cathedral at Assisi,"

is one of the best. Mr. John Foster sends two
large frames of sketches which might grace a

Bristol conversazione, as they are clever and
effective, but they should not have been sent
as representations of well-known buildings to

be set befiiie architects. His best is a \-iew

of the narthex at Vezelay.
Jlr. K. Phene Spiers sends several of his

able sketches of buildings on the continent,

taken fi'om a wide range of countries, and so
inclusive of many of interest and novelty, but
had he done half the number with greater care
and completeness, the result would have been
far more satisfactory, both to himself and
others. Among his drawings, we may men-
tion No. 214, the Interior of the Mosque at

Damascus, and No. 224, the Mosque of S.

Sophia, Constantinople.
The remarks we have made .above will apply

to the series of sketches by Mr. T. H. Watson,
which are I'ather of the nature of notes, useful
enough to himself, but not very edifying to
others or suitable for the walls of an'exhibi-
tion. The usual sketches of architects are
made under one or other of the following con
ditions : either they are done in the interim
between the jieriod of pupilage and the com-
mencement of practice, in a prolonged tour
devoted to jM-ofessional studies, or they are the
work of established architects, during "the short
vacations they are able to snatch from time to
time. In the former case there is no need for
hurry, everything selected should be drawn
thoroughly and completely, and, if possible,
plotted on the spot, and a portfolio of a few of
such drawings will prove, hereafter, of greater
use than dozens of liybrids between the work
of a water-colour artist and an architectural
student, while the work in itself is a far better
exercise. It is different, however, with the
architect who has but a short time at his dis-

])osal, and can only take notes, as it were, by
the way. Such will be only of use to himself,
unless it happen that the subject be of unusual
interest or novelty. He will' then rapidly col-
lect all the data he can without much thought
as to the manner of so doing. Of such notes
we have a collection by Professor Lewis, who
has sent some of his sketches made in a recent
visit to Algiers. The lovely dome encrusted
with mosaic shown in one of these it is a
boon to be able to examine, whereas a sloppy
sketch of it or mere rendering of its effect by-

less able hands than those of his namesake,
the painter, would have been comparatively
valueless. One frame, however, would have
well contained all that it was worth sending,
out of those that now scantily fill two.
Some good pen-and-ink sketches are shown

by Messrs. John Cotton and W. Young, and a
few excellent tracings from original drawings
of picturesque chateaux in France by Mr.
Thomas Vauglian.
Of drawings by architectural artists, whose

number is now unfortunately small , the best
are by Messrs. Thomas Allom and E. S. Cole.
The former sends, among others, a beautiful
Turneresque drawing, No. 118, Yere-Batan-
Scrai, "the subterranean palace ;" and the latter
a picturesque sketch of the internal court-yard
of Schloss Elz, near the Moselle (No. 12.3),
and a drawing of Aberystwith (No. 46), show-
ing Ml-. SoadoiVo important structure. University
College, in the foreground, witU n lovely view
of the Welsh coast in the distance.

In (he places of honour among the archi-
tectural drawings, are Mr. Waterhouse's
Gothic design for the Sfanchester Town Hall,
and the cLissic Town Hall at Liverpool, ex-
hibited I)y Mr. Rolison. Their promineut ])osi-

tions are justly due to the importance both of
the chai-acter of the buildings and of the
drawings themselves, which are of the class

of the latter building is attributable to Jlr.

Robson's design we are not informed
; we should

think little of it w-ould be what he would have
wished to have fathered. The work was com-
menced when he assumed his present office,

and the character of the design, to a certain

degree, fixed. We suppose the tower and s]iire

to be his ; the latter is somewhat similar to Mr.
Charles Barry's at Halifax, anfl, like that, dis-

figured by a gallery which looks as if it had
been slip|ied over it like a collar, and allowed
to slide down as far as it would go, and that

the sooner it were taken off again the better. The
tower is stately and dignified. The portico,

with its sadly broken-up plan, we imagine must
ha-\e been the work of Mr. Robson's predeces-
sor ; the mansard roofs on the pavilions of the
wings have iron crestings, which have a pain-
full}^ weak look of having been stuck on
instead of growing properly out of them.

The point of view of Mr. Waterhouse's
building from which the excellent drawing
exhibited here has been taken is the best, and
]ireferable to that shown in the much smaller
drawing sent to the Academy. In general
grouping this is grandiose and satisfactory on
the whole. But the wings are injured by the
bay-windows which divide them into two portions

from top to bottom, and destroy the simplicity

and unity of design which could be gained if

they were not. carried up above the ground-
floor, and the principal range of windows of
the first-floor continued without break, so as to

get somewliat the effect of those in Mr. E. W.
Godwin's design for the Bristol Town Hall

;

and were the windows a little more after the
same type, it would be a great improvement.
Mr. Waterhouse's Gothic detail is, we lament
to say, of a very indifferent class. It is out of

scale, and wanting in refinement, and calculated

to bring the style into disrepute. It is so in

execution in his club in St. James's-street, and
if this work be carried out as shown in the draw-
ing it will be still worse. To particularise portions

which we trust will be reconsidered, we would
mention the sprawling entrance doorway and
canopy over it. The pinnacles and octagonal
part of the tower. The ground-floor windows
should not be lancet-pointed, but square-

headed, and then- the highest range, which
is similar, would gain its value ; but this

needs entire revision, both in pro]iortion and
detail. Above all, we w-ould beg for the
omission of the buttress in his favourite style,

which supiiorts tlie oi-iel window at the angle
of the Ijuilding, for it looks like a portentous
provision to counteract some settlement. Mr.
Godwin's design, above referred to, for a
structure of a similar nature is, without ques-
tion, the best in the room, and we deplore that

it was set aside in favour of a work so far

below it in character as the one that has been
executed. Bristol ought to repent in dust an
ashes for her lost opportunity. It is somewhat
French in character, and reminds one of the
Town Hall of Compiegne in its disposition and
tower. The principal and finest feature is the

grand row of couplet windows to the first floor,

with bold traceried circles in their heads and
pediments above them rising up to the main corn-
ice on the corbels, forming the lower termina-
tions of which are statues under canopies ; the

circles behind these figures we should prefer

omitted. The ground-story is very plaiu, as a
conlr.ist ('I lliat aliovc. and is ].icii'ijd only by a
few ^iiimII wiiiiln'.vs aii'l .1 -IT. It, liut simple,
ari-ln-d d way, with a lialr,,iiy above it; and
a range of small openings to light a mezzanine
floor is hapjiily intrnrlnced. A good tower
sLait.i .ioiiiewhat abruptly from tiie ceutvo of
the fagade, and, with staircase turrets at

either angle, completes the composition.

Our space will now only permit us further to

note briefly the best works in the difljerent depart-
ments, but we hope hereafter to recur to the
exhibition in order to consider its evidence a,s

to present and its promise as to future archi-

tecture. Among churches, Jlr. Blonilield

sends a novel and striking interior of St.
quite suitable for the Academy. How much

| Barnabas, Oxford, now in course of erection

(No. 61). It is of a Byzantine character, ai,d

consists of a nave and aisles in plan, a simple
parallelogram, with a semicircular eastern apse
as a sacrarium. This design is bold and dig-
nified.

_
Mr. Seddon sends the north and south eleva-

tions of the Church of St. Nicholas, Great
Yarmouth, the south aisle of the nave of which
is now being re-built, with Early Decorated
windows in place of the Late Perpendicular ones
(Nos, 5.5 and h&).

Mr. J. W. Fowler has St. Jlary's, Lichfield

(No. 62), showing the body of "the church,
which he has built in connection with the
previous tower and spire by Mr. Street.

Mr. Slileham exhibits a simple picturesque
small cliurch, about to be built at Bettys-y-
Coed (Nos. 46, 47) ; it has a massive triple

bell turret. In the several windows there is an
apparent mixture of styles, and it looks very
like an old church which may have been altered

at various dates, and is thoroughly in harmony
with the scenery and its surroundings.

Mr. Christian sends Trinity Church, Folke-
stone (No. 75) ; Messi-s. Hadfield and Son, a
new church near Bradford, which is pleasing

(No. 90) ; Mr. C. Buckeridge, Holy Trinity

Chapel, Oxford (No. 153), and Avon Dassett
Church (Nos. 91 and 172.)
Among domestic buildings the feeling of

old Belgian work has been well rendered in Mr,
Brangwyn's MaisonCommunale, Cruybeke (No.
31).

Glenbegh Towers, Killarney (No. 52), by
Messrs. Godwin and Cri.sp, is a sternly snnple
castellated structure, which is very dignified,

and suitable for the present condition of Ireland.

Mr. R. W. Edis has contributed a sketch for

new premises in Oxford-street (No. 65). This
is original and suggestive ; the range of dormers,
in particular, is boldly and well treated. We
should be glad to see this design canied out,

with some few modifications.

Glynrhonwy Lodge (No. 53), and the Wood-
man's Arms, Tunbridge Wells (No. 54), by
John Ladds, are quiet and well studied. The
Police Slid Sessions Court for Jlanchester,

by Mr. Thomas Worthington (No. 77), will be
another picturesque and striking addition to

the rather forcible than refined modern Gothic
works of that city.

Coomlie End House (No. 74), by Mr. Ewan
Christian, Easeney Park (No. 127), by Mr.
A. Waterhouse, and House at Shoreham (No.

66), by Mr. Edward I'Anson, deser\-e attention,

and Stoke College, Sidfolk, by Mr. Fred.

Chancellor (No. Ill), is a work of excellent

character, and (No. 93), various staircases, by
the same, are well treated. We also call

attention to Mr. Emerson's works at Bombay
and sketches in India, as tliey will repay a
careful examination.

The department of decoration contains the

admirable drawings for the fiieze over the

proscenium and the lunettes at the Gaiety

Theatre, by H. S. Marks (164,166), and a

section of the theatre itself, showing the

decoration, which is anything but a worthy

accompaniment of the above-named. No. 165

is exhibited by Mr. Charles J. Pliipps. Messrs.

Bell and Almond send some very careful

designs for glass and other decorative work

for churches, and A. B. Donaldson contributes

a clever suggestive design entitled " Benedicitc,

Omnia Opera," No. 170. To these we hope to

return on another occasion. Want of space

compels us also to forego for the present all

consideration of the unusually fine collection

of ]iliotographs niion the walls and screens,

which, with the sketches of the Architectural

Association, combine to render the contents of

this exhibition well worth the study and support

of the profession.

PLANS, PICTURES, AND HOUSES.

WH.\T we want in the jiresent day are

plans—emphatically plans, not pic-

tures ; for our houses we want homes—not

facade. Are our modern costly public build-
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ings on the whole satisfactory ? Public opinion

inclines not ; and why ? Because splendidly

and lavishly decorated as they often are, their

intention and purpose, all that gives them
vitality and value, have found but imperfect

expression ; in other words, ihcir plans have

not been foremost in the consideration of those

to whose charge the control of the building has

been entrusted, and so disaiijiointment and re-

crimination liave set in, and the costly but in-

convenient cdilice is held up to censure, and a

noble profession becomes once more lightly

spoken of.

Our churches appeal less to the practical

consideration of those who can tell whether a

building supplies its users with all that they

need ; but are our modern churches always

planned as they mightbe V Common sense says

no, and linds many faulty arrangements that

iiTCverently jar upon the feelings of satisfied

repose that the well-arranged church should

produce. One special failure is apparent in

too many, and that is the faulty arrangements

made for accommodation of the large number
of communicants that receive the Sacrament,

and consequently the tedious prolonging of a

service that is felt to be already long, and a

discouraging influence against its use. They
'• do these ithings better " in this respect in

America. Many of the churches there have

arrangements by which the chancel rails are

brought out far into the church, the reading

desk and pulpit being within, .and the chancel

itself so wide, and the projection extended so

far into the nave, that an extensive space is

left at sides and in front for the liroad kneel-

ing step for communicants. Many of the

churches will permit sixt}' to eighty persons at

a time, some even more ; nor is room lost, for

the choir is, with the lectern and pulpit, placed

within this enclosure.

But if public buildings and churches induce

these thoughts, what of our dwelling-houses ?

The recent erection on a part of the Grosvenor

estate of dwellings fitted as mansions for the

wealthy, and of others arranged in floors as

homes "for those of moderate means, well shows
that tlie decent and convenient accommoda-
tion of a family is a study that in skilful hands
maj- jiroduce charming results. These are

alluded to because, without treating them
merely in an artistic light or criticising their

external character, the internal arrangements
show so much thouglit for the uses they are

intended to serve that they may be cited as

proofs that an architect can as fully meet the

requirements of domestic life as he can please

the eye and show artistic taste in the crea-

tion of an agreeable exterior. But whether
arcliitects are or are not called in to design the

thousands of new houses that are meant to

6cr\-e for our homes in the fringes of this gieat

metropolis, it has become only too patent that

the plan ha.s received less attention than the

showy outside, and our homes arc neither as

convenient nor as economical as they might
be.

These general remarks we will elucidate.

We have recently had occasion to search for a

house of moderate rental, conveniently near to

town, and cajiable of affording accommodation
to a large, but not unusually large, family. In
the first instance, the soutliern suburbs of

London were looked over. The houses that

•were offered were nearly all varieties of the

same type. Tliose in a continuous row were
generally of too many stories in height, entail

ing labour on servants and cxjicnse in furnish

ing; or, if the drawing-room lloor was omitted
(as in many cases), there was an insufficiency

of sitting-room accommodation, .ind the rooms
were small. The detached and semi-detached
houses varied more In nrrangcment, but in

nearly all the rooms were unpleasantly shallow,

the staircases cramped, and eitlier the sitting-

rooms large at the exjiense of the rest of the

ap.artments, or so small as to be inconvenient.
In all of these the rentals were quite sufficient

to allow better arrangements. In some cases,

semi-dotachcd houses showed some good ideas

of arrangement, but failed in other points.

For instance, there were many thus planned,

and so far the idea was good. Those alluded

to wore in pairs, with the entrance halls on

each outer side. Each pair of houses stood

about ten feet apart, and between them a one-

story building or wing connecting the pairs,

giving externally an agi'ccable jilay of outline

to the groui>iug of the row, and aft'ording good
accommodation for internal use. The point in

the ]ilan that attention is called to is that the

staircase was cariTied U]i near to the front door,

and was lighted by a window in the side ex-

ternal wall, giving by this position four rooms
on each bedroom floor, the staircase being suffi-

ciently far back to allow headway under a par-

tition, leaving a small room in front and a

soiiirwli.it ilii'jior room in the rear. The
groiniil-llnuis (iHcriil eitlierthree ortwo rooms;
thai is, parlours of aliout the same depth and
witltli, and a small room at rear end of hall, or

the space in the rear was devoted to one room
only running across the whole width of the

I'ear end. Tlie wing was not carried as far

back as the entire depth of the house, but only

to a depth of about nine feet, affording space

for a well placed dressing-room and gentleman's

water-closet on the ground-floor. Below this

were the kitchen and domestic offices in the

basement, in rear of which was a breakfast

room with French casements opening on to the

garden, the levels permitting a moderately deep
area in front and the preservation of a snfli-

cient height above the garden surface in the

rear to guard against damp.
The defects in these houses seem to be two-

fold. In the first place none of them had
sufficient depth, being generally but 30 feet,

and rarel_v more than 32 feet deep. Conse-

quently the staircases were much cramped and
too full of windows, while the rear room, if

occupying the whole of tlie space, was un-
pleasantly narrow, or if of better width, the

front room not long enough for the comfort of

a family. Then the bedrooms were insufficient,

and of store closet or fixed wardrobe provision

there was none at all. In some there was an attic

floor containing two additional bedrooms, but
when this was done one of the small bedrooms
in the floor below was made a water-closet, so

that the number of sleeping rooms was only

increased by one, and at a very considerably

enlarged rental.

An improved plan somewdiat following this

general idea may be seen on the north and
north-west sides of London, and especially in

western St. John's AVood, Belsize, and Kil-

burn. In this the houses are carried a full

stoiy higher, or else they are wider, and the

wing is extended to the upper floor. But even
in these, i'<jnr feet more of dejith would have
addcil greatly to the comfort of the interior,

and comjiaratively but little to the cost ; the

doors, windows, and fittings would not have
been added to, nor the architectural embellish-

ments of front and rear, only some more ma-
terial and a little more labour would have to

be calculated for.

Our moderately-rented houses, indeed our

houses generally, seem timidly planned as to

dejith. What old traditions as to darkness

and lack of penetration of smilight may have
had force, it is not worth while to speculate

;

but more particularly in houses built in (lairs,

where the staircase may be so well lighted

from the side, there seems no reason that

greater dejith to our ordinary £50 to £75 a

year suburban residences should not bo given.

The same remark applies equally forcibly to

ourstiout d-nrulllngs.

In America this is a dislingnislilng feature

of all house jilans. The depth of the most
moderate houses is verj- far greater than with

us, and advantage is most ingeniously taken

of this added sjiacc to plan all sorts of internal

ap)dianccs to administer to comfort or assist

economy of labour. It is in the bedrooms, the

staircase, and the convenient addenda to a house,

such as water-closets, store-closets, and the like,

that four or five feet of additional depth would

be so gi'eat a boon. The parlours, of couree,

would gain, and an agreeable change to the
monotonous proportions of our usual rooms
would be obtained thereby, whilst in kitchens

and domestic offices this extra space would be
found capable of most useful bestowal.. The
ordinaiy depth of building plots will usually

]iermit this extra depth, and still leave a small

rear garden of sufficient space, and -by building

in the .semi-detached mode, and with a ten-

foot space at least between each pair, there

would be a fi'ee circulation of air around each
dwelling above the roof of the wing.

On looking over hoiises that have been put

up within the past ten years, on a scale such
as these remarks would refer to, the idea be-

comes strong that an architect can have been
but rarely called in to oft'er any plan. If so,

he must have been some confirmed bachelor,

who knew little of domestic necessities, or

some very \-oungdr.-uiglitsman who merely made
just sulticient of the front of an internal plan

as would prevent him going wrong as to door

and window openings in his exterior.

Builders must have been generally the pro-

jectors of such houses, and must have provided

the plans. They musthavo avoided then,asthey

avoid now, a qualified architect ; or if, to please

some landowner, or to assist their financial

an-angements when they required an advance
on the buildings, some drawing was found ne-

ccssaiy, with other name than their own that

might serve as that of a professional man, a
young draughtsman must have been applied to,

and a coloured picture of a front constituted

all he was asked to do. In excuse, this much
may be said : The thousands of houses built

are all to serve nearly the same wants, and the

fac-simile of the dwelling in one s:reet as to

arrangements may seemingly just as well be
employed in the next, and so the builder little

needs a " design." Then again, supposing a
builder to be reallj' desirous of obtaining

skilled professional aid, and to be willing to

put himself in the hands of an architect, what,

too often, is the result ? The man he applies

to has some whimsical or sesthetic notions of

his own he w-ould like to caiTy out, and a
design is submitted, attractive, perhaps, and
cleverly and ingeniously worked out, but

]iroving far too costly in execution for otrr

honestly-intentioned builder, who has to look

upon his building as an investment, and will

not cheerfully submit to inevitable loss. So
the design is cut down and pinched, expression

lost, and details omitted till the architect is

disgusted with his production, and the builder

little satisfied witli either his professional

coadjutor or with the result. Would architects

really try and work out the problem of the

very host plans of houses for town and suburb
suited to present wants and present means,
leaving the exterior almost to be moulded as

fashion, or cost, or superior convenience of

one material over anotlier might suggest, a
great public boon would then be the result.

Our houses arc in many respects not what they

might be, and it can be shown that to make
them better in plan need not involve more
cost.

Almost the first point to be secured is the

greater depth that has been insisted on. Take
an (udinar^- pair of .semi-detached villas placed

as before described, about ten feet apart ; con-

sider the building plot as about twenty-five

feet frontage, and leave twenty feet for the

house. The depth should not be less than 38

feet, but 40 feet would be better. Sujipose

the principal floor to consist of a dining i-ooiu,

drawing-room, and omull rear libraiy, this will

give ratlicr more than eighteen feet in depth
for each sitting-room, if equally divided, and
twelve feet for the librar}'. On entering the

house, a vestibule five feet in deptli will be
made, out of which a door opens into a dressing-

room and gentleman's water-closet in the wing.

The staii-s commence with three e.a-sy winders

against the partition of the vestibule, and be-

tween the rear end of the flight and the library

door is .space for a store-closet lighted by a
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small window in the side exteinial wall. A
change may lie made in tlie plan of this floor

by devoting the whole of the rear of the house

to one large apartment sixteen feet in deptli.

by which the depth of the room in fi'ont would

be correspondingly increased, making tliesc

severally dining or drawing-rooms, as the

aspect of tlxe site made most agi-eeable.

Below this would be, under the wing, the

vestibule leading to domestic offices, with the

door for tradesmen ; or it might be arched over

and left an open passage-way to the garden,

with the entrance at side protected by an ex-

ternal door across the passage at the foot of the

steps leading fi-oni the front courtyard. Tlie

kitchen would be in front, a scullery under the

Iiall, store-closets and wine-cellar in rear of

kitchen, a breakfast-room with store-closets at

tlie back, a large larder and pantry under tlie

libraiy, and a servants' water-closet, the door

fi'om which would be outside.

The bedrooms would lie in the two upper
floors, and would consist of four small and
four large rooms, any of which might be
dressing-rooms or a bath-room, as the require-

ments of the family rendered most convenient.

The upper water-closet would be on the first-

floor, immediately over the store-room, with a

window in the side external wall, and should
also contain a housemaid's sink.

The exterior of such a house may be almost
of any type that may seem preferable. The
rooms would be more cheerful wifh one large

window instead of two smaller, and better

capable of architectural treatment. Circular

headed openings to the windows are not re-

commended ; they are expensive, are not
lightly when partially opened, and lead to

snmplications in satisfactoiy arrangements of

coinds and curtains. One item may be men-
bloned, and that is the provision of a letter-

tiox near or in the front door, with an opening
barge enough to admit newspapers ; this ought
Ito be legally compulsory ; and another is a

recommendation to omit bells in the piers of

the enclosing dwarf wall in the fi'ont of the

house. Let tradesmen come to the lower door,

and visitors find their appropriate bell at the
principal entrance. Excepting where the

space in fi'ont requires seclusion, much labour
to the servants and anno3-ance to the familv
may be avoided by omitting these outside bell

handles, which afford temptation to eveiy mis-
chievous imp, and are consequently often either

pulled at random or made off with. Such
dwellings could be erected to rent at fi'om £50
to i£70 per annum according to the value of
the land, and would readily find tenants. If
without an upper floor of bedrooms, a smaller
family should obtain them at from £iO to

£60. There are many nearly similar in jilan

to these at such rents only wanting the addi-
tional depth that is so much insisted on.

Houses of more elaborate finish, and upon a
scale of more pretentious accommodation, are
really comparatively more easy to be met witli,

but the dwelling for a domestic family of
moderate mCuans is the great want of our day.
The plans of such are worth the consideration
of architects. It is in the skilful economy of
every inch of internal space, in the adaptation
of constructional facilities to living require-
ments, in the economical selection and use of
materials, that the evidences of a successfully
worked-out design will be admitted. The cost
of a building sufficiently well put together as
not to entail expense for maintenance and re-

pair, without expensive decoration, does not
admit much margin if a fair return for capital
employed is looked for. Every advantage,
therefore, that thoughtful study can suggest in

either the use of material or economy of

room is readily appreciated by those who in-

vest their money in modern dwellings.

The miserably-built houses that disfigure our
cities and subiu'bs will, it is believed, work
their own cure. Scamping contractors yet
run them up under our very nose, it is true,

and seem still to find tenants and purchasers,
but not quite so easily as at one time. Few

persons buy a house, many will not take one to

rent without the examination and advice of

respectable and competent surveyors or archi-

tects, and it is pleasant to know that hundreds
of sham houses now remain on their owners'
hands. AVhen such is the case, a single year
suflices to prove to their builder that honesty
is the best policy, for the decay and disrepair

of a badly-built untenanted house are most
lamentable, and the renovation to a state just

barely sufficient to pass the inspection of an
intending occupant costs frequently all that
has been saved between building honestly and
shamming.
One unpardonable defect is in the badness

of the plumbing and the quality of the hard-
ware. The locks, the loose and rickety door-
handles, the plumbing apparatus continually

getting out of order, are such daily causes of

complaint that tenants seem to accept them
almost as inevitable ; and yet how small a sum
in a ten or twelve-roomed house is reallysaved,

while if the landlord is also the builder and
has to keep it in repair, how will stand his ac-

count at the end of ten years? AVhy, he is

positively out of pocket by his false economy,
and, if a sensible man, he will profit by his

past experience and make sound and good work
with better quality of fittings for the future.

When he shall have done his part he maj-

fairly turn round and ask architects for better

plans—and so he justly may, for the more the

matter is thought about the greater becomes
the truth at starting that " what we want in

the present day are Plans."

SEWAGE UTILISATION AT
LEAMINGTON.

(fROTI our CORRESrONDENT.)

THE Local Board of Leamington, after two
Chauceiy suits, and a sequestration of the

town property, have at last settled their sew-
age difficulties in a somewhat novel manner.
They have agreed to sell the entire sewage to

the Earl of Warwick, for irrigation jnirposes
;

and ill the iiiL';Liitiiiir_ have arranged with the

Nati\'c' ( iiiju'i ( '(iiii|iany to utilise the sewage
accurdiiii,' M Ihi- p-iti'iit of Messrs. Sillar and
Wigiier, for the space of one year from the

25tli of March last. On Wednesday, the 5th
inst., the additions to the existing works were
com]ileted, and the directors of the company,
the chairman of the Local Board, and several

corporate officers from a distance, made an
inspection of the works. No longer surrounded
by heaps of accumulated filth, the Leamington
sewage works are now, like the town, redolent

of flowers and green foliage by the side of

the River Leam.
The company have worked this maryellous

change in the aspect of the place during their

oecujiation under the active management of

ilr. Wigner, who has been the designer and
constructor of the new works. The old longi-

tudinal shed has been cleaned out, a new en-

gine-house, laboratory, and machine-room
erected, and on Wednesday the whole was in

working order, and open for inspection, so that

the Sewage Congress was hardly held in

vain

Messrs. Sillar and Wigner's jiatent process,

known as the " A B C," fi'om the initials of

the principal constituents of their chemical
compound used in precipitating the solid and
fixing the gaseous particles of the sewage held

in solution, differs considerably froiu the plan

used at Stroud, and also fi'om Mr. Dover's,

Mr. Bird's, and Mr. Bardwell's plans, not only

in the nature of the coiupuimrl, but in the free
use ot stcnm power to faciliate the inter-

mixture and incoi-poration of the precipitanfs

with the fluid excreta.

The united sewage of the parishes of Leam-
ington Priors, Milverton, and Lillington,

which form the town of Leamington, flows by
the side of the river Leam, beneath the via-

duct of the London and North Western Kail-

way, near to which the sewage works are

erected. At the mouth of the scwor \\hore it

enters the works, a screen is fixed to stop the
floating tin-ware, pottery, corks, and other
debris of our civilisation. From this sewer
branch conduits fitted with sluice gates are
connected, to be used in case of an excessive
flow of sewage during continuous storms. In
ordinary times tlie sewage flows into a large
circular tank in the machine shed capable of
holding 4,000 gallons of sewage. It is estimated
that the total sewage of Leamington will

average ft-om 800,000 to a million gallons per
day, but at present not more than half that
quantity has reached the works. On either side

of the central tank there are two smaller
tanks, capable of holding 1,300 gallons each.

In the centre of each tank there is a vertical

shaft, fitted with horizontal arms at regular

distances, which has a circular motion given
to it by bevel wheels, attached to the
underground shafting. The power is sup-
plied by a 16-horse horizontal engine,

which, with two drying cylinders, is alone
visible above gi^ound. The side tanks are

used for mixing the animal charcoal, blood
and clay, which, with some other chemical in-

gredients, form the patent ABC compound.
Only one of these tanks is used at a time, and
as the compound is thrown into a hopper a
small stream of sewage water washes it into

tlie tank, where it is thoroughly mixed by the

action of the agitators, and flows into the
sewage tank in a regulated stream according

to the quantity of sewage to be treated.

The action of the compound on the agitated

sewage is singtflar at first. There rises to the top

the soap contained in the sewage, in snowy
flakes. The water beneath is no longer black
and turbid, but is grey in tone and full of
floculent particles, which quickly subside and
leave the fluid comparatively clean. When
thoroughly mixed, the sewage is treated with a
small quantity of alum, which removes the

last trace of any disagreeable odour, and is

permitted to flow into the depositing tanks
formerly used in the old lime process. Of
these there are four at Leamington, which can
either be disconnected or united at will. And
each of them is fitted with a brick weir to stop

the flow of water and assist the process of

precipitation, which goes on so rapidly that

five feet of solid matter was deposited in one
of the tanks in the course of eight or nine

days. There are cross brick conduits attached

to each tank, each of which acts as a subsiding

canal until the effluent water flows into the

open canal by the side of the river outfall in

a comparatively clean state. Indeed, so clean

is it, that it almost puts to shame the " high-

complexioned Leam" into which it flows.

Unfortunately there is no reliable analysis of

the effluent water atLeamington yet obtainable,

but, as far as observation goes, there is none of

that secondary fermentation going on in the

river which was so bitterly complained of

during the time when the lime process was in

operation. Tlie mean of analyses of fifty

samples of A B C purified water and of the

lime purified sewage at the preliminary experi-

ments, gave the following results :

—

Grains per imperial ABC Lime
gallon. )'rocoss. jiroces?.

Total solid matter ... 701-t ... G0-4G

Organic matter ... 72(j ... 14'11

Jlineral m.itlor ... 6l''88 ... 55'35

Ammonia ... -^&^ ... 5'19

Chloride of sodium ... 12--t8 ... 12'62

Nitrogen as nitrites ... '027 ... "O'J

Oxygen ab.'^orbctl

from permanganate ... 1"121 ... 1"S3I

This treitment of the thick residum Torms

the speciality of the proccs.=, and which the
" Native Guano Company" hope to make pro-

fitable. The (lepo.'iiting timks are connected

with the hose of a centrifugal pump which
forces the " thick and slab" mud along a pipe

into the centrilugal drying cylinder, of which
there are two having a momentum of 1-800

revolutions a minute. Here the practical

difticuliies of treating sewage ma'se themselves

flit. Nutwiths'; nd ng the outward screens
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the pulping action oftlie agitators in the mix-

ing tnuk, and the light nature of tlie luiterial,

which causes a largo quantity to ilow oil with

tlie snpcrnatcnt water, the presence of the

small particles of paper which remain retard

tlie action of tl\e drying machines from the

tendency to form a felt round the perforated

cylinder impervious to water. When dry, the

deposit is treated with acid, and becomes the

native guano of commerce. Demand is al-

ready sprung up for it, and 'M. 10s. a ton is

freely paid for it—nearly double the cstinuited

value set on it by Dr. Frankland. The works

at Leamington, it is estimated, will produce
live tons of tliis portable manure each day.

The crops in the neighbourhood of the works
are manured with it, and are in a line healthy

condition. Already there are numerous appli-

cations from various local governiuix bodies to

inspect the works. Samples of the river

water above and beluw tlic outfall, as well as

of the effluent water, will be taken every hour,

and the results of the analyses published.

BiR:\riNGnAii stained glass.
(From an Occasional Correspondent.')

SOME notice of the progress made in the

art of stained glass in Birmingham can-
not fail to interest many readers of the

15i:tLDisa News, at a time when so much
a'tention is directed to the subject of church
decoration, and when the old English spirit of

architectural and decorative art is, ''after the

trance of centuries," being so thoroughly

revived throughout the country. On the

.sulijeot of Birmingham stained glass, both in

regard to its past history and its present pro-

gress, there is no better authority extant than

Mr. J. Hardman Powell, to wlioni I am
indebted for most of the subjoined facts,

which latter are all the more valuable owing
to the guarantee thus given for their accuracy
and practical interest.

As long ago as the year 1784, one Francis

Eginton, the first local glass-iiaintcr on record,

began to jiractise the art at Soho—that mar-
vellous birthplace of industrial genius—where
in a few years, a curious old record says,
•' he brought his art to astonishing perfcctiun."

St. George's Chapel, Windsor
; Magdalen

College, Oxford ; Wanstead Church, lissex
;

Hampton Court, and the Castles of Wardour
and Arundel, contain specimens of Eginton"s

linest work, but his best windows are at

Amsterdam. Eginton did not display the

slightest knowledge of medimval j)rinci]>les of

glass-painting ; indeed, be ignored all tlie

canons of ancient art ; but his name is held in

remembrance as the pioneer of ini])roved

artistic excellence in gla.ss-painting at a time
when such a work was beset with great

difficidty and discouragement. Eginton, who
died in the j-ear 1805, was succeeded in

business by his son. William Kaphael Eginton,
who was appointed gla-ss-jminter aiul staincr

to the Princess Charlotte.

F. and C. Pemberton, who come next in

liistorical order, chiefly confined their skill to

domestic works, which, Mr. Powell observes,
'• exhibit the same want of definite rules as

Eginfon's, and the same absence of the jewel-
like beauty so con.spicUQUS in the ancient
examples."'

Messrs. Chance, of Spon-lane Works, whose
establi.sbment is one of the " lions " of Bir-
mingham industrj', have long included gla.ss-

jiainting among the departments of their

enormous manufacture. Among the artists

eni])loyed by Messrs. Chance may be mentioned
M. Bontemps, and Mr. Sebastian Evans, who,
as the successive heads of this department,
wonderfully advanced tbp. artistic excelleiioe

of Birmingham stained glass. The latter

gentleman (now editor of the Birmiiighavi
Gazette) was especially successful in bis

designs, and he established his fame com-
pletely l>y the famous " Ivobin Hood Window,"
j.aintcd from his drawings for the Exhibition
cf 18G2.

Mr. John Hardman, a name of great note

in the annals of local industry, formod the

friendship of Welby Pugin in 1837, and under

the control (in matters of design) of the great
" Augustus," he started in Birmingham a gla,ss-

works on meditBval jirinciples. The success

of the enterprise, as might have been expected

with such an art-master directing it, was very

great, and the assistance of Francis W. Oli-

|)hant—an associate of Sebastian Evans—an

artist ' well skilled in drawing the human
figure," ami a firm believer in the true principles

of his art, was secured. Pugin did all his

work for Hardman at his villa near Ramsgate.
and among his young discijiles there was our

fiiend J. Hardman Powell. At Mr. Hard-
man's establishment some wonderfid specimens
of the art have been produced, and Birming-
ham lia.s become almost as renowned for its

stained glass as for its buttons and steam-
engines.

IJoyd and Summerfield, of Birmingham
Heath, and Robert Henderson (some of

whose works may be seen at Alton Towers,

the princely mansion of Earl Shrewsbury)
may also be mentioned among the successful

glass-painters of the midland metropolis.

The progress of the art during the last

quarter of a century has been decidedly

encouraging. As Mr. Powell well observes,

the true principles of the old art have been
triumphantly re-established on the ruins of

the picture-making process ; the rough glass

has jtriumphed over the .smooth, pot-metal

over enamel, mosaic treatment over shadowed
relief, artistic conventionalism over mechani-
cal imitation of nature, symbolisation over

material representation. '' We may be well

liardoned," he says, " for being jubilant over so

important a victory, won not by superiority of

artistic talent, but by the mere fact that the

observance of the true and constructive

princijiles of the art has been once more
recognised as the one condition of excel-

lence."

ROYAL IXSTITUTK OF BRITISH
ARCIIITECTy.

ANXUAL MEETIXG AND ELECTION OP OFIICE-
BEAREnS FOE SESSION 1809-70.

THE annual meeting was held on Wonday
evening last, ^V. Tite, Esq., M.P., President,

ill the chair.

The report (an abstract of which appeared in

the Building News of last week) and balance-

sheet having been taken as read, were can-icd

mianimously.
Pnoi'EssoK Donaldson moved, and Puofes-

SOR Kerr seconded, that ilr. Tite be President

for the Session 18G9-70, which was adopted.

The Vice-presidents were next elected. The
Coniieirsnnniinatious were : Jfessrs. t'harles IJariy,

Joseph Clarke, and Edward PAiisoii (Uiree iiaiiics

to be returned), leaving the memliers to sulistitnte

any other name or names. The votes recorded by

liailot were as follows: Barry, 21; Clarke, Ul;

PAiisoii, 22; Kerr, .S. The tirst-nomed gentlemen
wcn^ tlicii declared duly elected.

The election of honorary secretaries was next
|irocccded with. The Council's nominations were:

ilessrs. J. P. Seddon (home duties) and Professor

Donaldson (foreign corresjioiKlencc). Some rc-

iiinrks having bccu made by Professor Kerr and
Mr. C. II. Cooke as to the desirability of substi-

tuting Mr. Wyatt Papworlh for Mr. Scddoii, the

nicnilicrs ])rocccdcd to ballot, and at the conclusion

tho numbers were: Seddon, 7; Pa|)Wortli, L"J;

Donaldson, 2L The two last-named geiillenicn

were therefore declared, amid much applause, tobc

duly elected.

Mr. WvATT Papworth, while extremely sen-

sible of the liiub Iiiiiioui- conffiTcd upon him, wished
for lime to consider whether he could n<',c]ii, tUe

l>ost or not, as his election had taken him quite by

sni-prise; and, moreover, be bad for many years

held the otlioe of Secretary to the Architectural

ruliliiation Soiiely, and lie could not .see how he

could coiiduet the liusinc.'s of the Institute as well

as superintend the compilation and issue of the
" Dictionary of Architecture," a work whieli lie

was desirous to sec completed. He must ask for a

fortnijiht to consider whether or not he oouhl

accept the honour conferred Ujion him.

i\fter some conversation, Mr. Tite declare

tli\t Mr. Papworth must consider himself as
elected; and if, after reflection, he thought he
could not properly fulfil tho duties of the office,

it would be for him to resign, and a meeting must
then be called to elect another secretary.

The following gentlemen were then elected as

ordinary members of the Council : Messrs. Ewan
Christian, C. P. Hayward, Jniiies Edmcston, F.
Marrablc, C. C. Nelson, John I'cavson, T. Roger
Smith (members of the late council re-elected),

and Messrs, A. W. Blomfield, II. Currcy, Charles
Fowler, E. W. Gotlwin, J. II. Ilakewell, R. J.

Jcdmson (Xewcastle-on-TjTie), T. Wortlungton
(Jlanchcster), and David Bryce (Edinburgh),
(now names).
The District Surveycrship Examination Board

was rc-elceted, ilr. Henry Baker being substi-

tuted for thclato Mr. A. Ashpitcl.

On the motion of Professor Kerr, seeiuidcd by
Mr. Horace Jones, it was resolved: " That the

Council be requested to call a special meeting to

consider a motion that a committee be appointed

to dclcnuinc what course is iiccessaiy to increase

tho usefulness of the Institute."

Mb. Hexky Dawson drew attention to the

meagre show of architectural dr.iwing.< exhibited

at the New Royal Acadeiny. He understood that

several architectural works sent in wererejccttd to

make way for oil paintings.

The Chairman and other gentlemen, however,
while agreeing that the exhibition was a disgrace as

to its architectural department, inclined to the

belief that mere architectural works had not been

sent in.

After some flyther discussion, the meeting ad-

journed.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

AT the usual meeting on Friday evening last,

Mr. Lacy W. Ridge, viec-)ircsidcnt, in the

chair, Messrs. John Cotton and T. Burwell were
elected members. A vote of thanks was pa.ssed to

Mr. Brooks for allowing the members of the asso-

ciation to visit his new churches in the parish of

Shoreditch. Mr. Douglass Mathews announecd
that probably the members of the assueiation

would visit the Holboni Valley A'iadiiet and the

new Blaekfriars Bridiic on Saturday afternoon

next, but nothing was yet definitely settled. Any
arrauuenient made, would, however, be .advertised

in the anhiteetural jiaiicrs. Mr. H. L. Florence's

drawings, Nvhieh recently gained the Soane Medal-
lion at the Institute, were exhibited. It was au-

nouneed that the water-colour class would commence
to-day (^ Friday).

architectural education.

ilr. il.i^THEWS then read a report on this sub-

ject which had been prepared by the Committee of

the Association to be submitted (if approved hy the

Association) to the meeting of the ^Vrehiteetnral

AlUanee on the 12th inst., and which wiu as fol-

lows :

—

To the Members of the Arcltitrctiirdl Asso-

ciation.

'' Gentlemen,—At the last meetuig of the Archi-
tectural Alliance, a resolution was passed, ' That
the secretaiy be requested to obtain information from
the allied societies as to the facilities for architeet-

nral education now exi.sting, and to rejioit upon
the subject at the next meeting.' In furtherance

of this resolution, a number of ipicstions were
received from the honorary secretary of the Alli-

ance, which the Committee of the Association have
carefully considered, and beg to report the result

as follows:

—

"1. That the average age at which pupils usually

leave school is 17.
' 2. That the usual term of articles varies from

three to five years.
" 3. That about 75 per cent, of those who enter

the architectural profession arc articled to an ar-

chitect.

" 4. That about 5 per cent, of those who enter

an architect's office have passed through a seliool o£

art.
" o. Tliat tlic steps usually taken during the

term of articles for the improvement of the juqiil

seldom embrace more than the usual routine if

office-work, except in suggesting the desirahility

of attending the meetings of the Architectural

Association and other societies in the evening.
" t). The facilities which exist in London for the

improvement of pupils directly and indirectly

are very numerous, but the following may be con-

sidcied the chief : Courses of lectures at King's
:ind I'nivcrsity Colleges on mathcinatics and de-
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scriptive peomctiy, chemistry, physics, mechanics,

TOineralogy, nnd cjeology, machinerj- and manu-
lacturing- art, surveying and levelling, arts of

construction, architectural and free-hand drawing,

the workshop, engineering, architecture, and con-

struction ; the schools of art at South Kensington

-and the art library connected therewith, and also

the branch schoo"ls established in various parts of

London; the Royal School of Mines, Jermyn-

€treet, for lectures on physics, geology, and

chemistry ; the Royal Academy, for lectures on

perepcctive, sciography, architecture, painting,

sculpture, anatomy, and prizes and medals for draw-

ing and design ; the Royal Institute of British Archi-

tects, for papers on varions subjects connected with

the profession, architectural reference library, prizes

for drawing and design and sketching from old

buildings, and the Voluntary Architectural Ex-
amination ; the Architectural Association, for

papers on subjects directly and indirectly bearing

-on architecture and liuilding, classes for design,

elementary design, construction, architectm-al prac-

tice, figm-e-drawing, water-colour painting and
sketching, physics and chemistry as applied to

building materials, a sketch-book of examples,

English and foreign, a good circulating library,

prizes for essays, designs and sketches, and the

practical knowledge of construction gained by
visits to works iu actual progress ; the Architect-

m-al Museum, for a valuable collection of medioeval

casts intended for copying; the British Museum,
for an invaluable reference library on all matters

;

the Crystal Palace, for an interesting collection of

casts.

" 7. The means the Association takes for the

improvement of those who have not yet passed

through their pupilage are so fully set forth under
the previous head as not to need recapitulation.

" 8. It is much to be regretted that encourage-

ment in the practice of study and sketching from
-existing buildings is to a great extent neglected by
principals, few facilities being given to the pupil.

"
'.K Notwitlistaiiding the above-mentioned

facilities for olitaining architectural instruction in

London, but few student? of the profession, as yet,

have been accustomed to avail themselves of them,
and this, apparently, for two reasons :—1. Because
at present, no steps have been taken to cmbo<ly

them in any definite or accepted system ; and 2,

because not suHicient op]-)ortunity is given by the

principals of offices to allow of their pupils at-

tending certain courses of lectures in the day time;

•and your committee is of opinion that until both

of these obstacles be in some measiu-e removed,
there cannot be much hope of amending our
present system. The report of your delegates read

before a meeting of the Architectural A^smiafiini

in December last, contains many Miuiic-iiiins d
value on this point, and it is to Ih- hMpc .1 ili:ii ihr

General Committee on Architectural Kdiicatioii

called by the Royal Institute of British Architects

(which is now occupicil -vvith a report the recom-
mendation of which \\ ill tend to place the Volun-
,tary Examination on a fairer footing) will also Ire

enabled to point out .some more systematic course

of iustniction.
" This Association would suggest that exami-

nation should be the ultimate admission to practice,

and would urge on all societies the desirability of

providing means iu their several localities for

students in preparation for such examination, and
would take this oppoitunity of expressing the

satisfaction they feel at the concessions lately made
by the Institnte (which have been urged by the

Committee some time since), especially as some
tungible acknowledgment will be given to all

candidates who have passed the examination.
" In conclusion the jVssociation would express

their sincere thanks to the delegates to the Arclii-

tectnral Alliance for the full report on arcliitcetural

education which was read before the Association

in December last, and especially to Mr. Phenc
Spiers, to whose labours they are indebted for the

facts fi'om which the foregoing statistics have been

obtained."'

TUo Chairman proposed the adoption of this

report.

Mr. Florence seconded the proposition.

The Chairman was about to pxrt the motion to

the meeting, when
Mr. Edis rose, and said that he thought that

one important item was omitted in the report. It

seemed to him that the Association ought to get

the opinions of the delegates representing the

various societies at the Alliance as to whether the

professional men in their particular localities were

or were not in favour of petitioning the Institnte

for some system of compulsory examination. No

system of education in any profession whatever
had ever been satisfactory imtil it had been made
compulsory. Unless the professional man was
only recognised as such by reason of his having
a diploma or certificate of competency no gTcat

incentive would be given to study and no definite

good could be achieved by extending the facilities

for architectural education. Speaking as a mem-
ber of the Institute, he could not see what was
the good of going up to the Institute cx.amination

until the Institute gave some certificate which
should be publicly recognised. Until something
of this kind was done they woukl' have outsiders

come amongst them without sufficient educa-
tion, and to some extent those men would
disgrace the profession. The Association should
suggest that something should be done in the

matter. The terms of competitions publicly

advertised in local papers were an insult and a

disgrace to any honest man, and he didn't wonder
that the profession of architectm'e seemed a little

lower than a trade when architects tried to " cut

each other's throats " and did dirty things which
honest men would not do. It was quite time that

the Association should do its best to get the dele-

gates of the Alliance to ask their fellow profess-

ional men iu their respective disbicts to work to-

gether with a view of getting some footing on
which to insist that architectural education should

be made, not a voluntary, but a compulsory thing

for those intending to follow the profession. He
would ask that some note or clause should be ap-

pended to the report read to the effect that the

Alliance should be requested to ask the different

societies of which it is composed if they approve
of any petition to the Institute or of any other

means with a view to the recognition of architect-

tm-e as a profession—not as half a profession, half

a trade.

Mr. Douglass Mathews read the last para-

grajih but one iu the report, -which, he thought,

met Mr. Edis's views.

Mr. Edis urged that the opinion there expressed

should be made a great deal stronger, as in the

form he Iiad suggested. Directly examination be-

came compulsory there would be a demand for

increased educational agencies, and that demand
would be supplied.

Mr. Phene Spiers asked how Mr. Edis would
make it compulsory.

Mr. Edis : By asking the united co-operation

of all the societies in the country. The College of

Surgeons strove for the same thing many years

before they succeeded. If all the recognised so-

cieties in the country were to come up to the Insti-

tnte with some petition, I don't think for an
instant that it would l>c unheeded.

Ml- i;icic.MAXsaidt1i;itilir-.iiii|.Ir-l plan-n-onhlbe

f'H- Ml-. Ivlis !< ],vi'\n,<r lliai a iTs.iliitioiicmbodying

lliat ..|HiiiMii In- larked im' to the report of the

Assnriarioii and siil.iiiittcd therewith to the Alli-

ance. 'The njiiirt siin|ily gave the answers to the

questions asked Ijy the ^Viliauce. The reports from
other societies would tell the same story—that the

young men would not make use of the opportunities

which were at present available. If they knew
beforehand that they must pass through a certain

examination they would have a far greater incen-

tive to study than they had at the present time.

He had liccn searching for a long time for a prac-

ticable mode iu -which the Alliance could work this

question, and if Mr. Edis would move that such

a resolution should be sent up he would second the

motion.
Mr. Phene Spiers thought it would be the

best course for them to petition the Institute, and

the Institute, in its tm-n, would petition Parlia-

ment. The question was, however, whether

Parliament would be inclined to recognise archi-

tecture as a profession which must be regulated by

law. At the time the meilical body gaineil its

charter, it had a cnmidctc svstematic cnnrsc of

insliiirli ilrraih i-l alilishrd," wlii.h tin- avhitccts

,,r tlir |, IV. nit liav liad liol, ilii' arrliilrctural

proi'c.-,siun would have to iirou- to Cbjvcnniiriit that

ithad established adetinite cour.se of education, and

failing to do so, its propoMvl wou.Ll hf. rejected. A
greai VilffiouUy in the settlement of the (|nct.tli,n

would be the task of distinguishing the " builder-

architect " from the " artist-architect," He should

Uke Jilr. Edis to detail more fully the means by

which a compulsory examination might be at-

tained.

Mr. Edis suggested that one means to the end

would be that all anhit.'i (s in practice shouldmake

it a rule to cmpli.y .iuly mi, h a--i.tants as could

produce certificate- ol liawim |,a-.-rd an examina-

tion. It would then be uccc^s.uy for all pupils

and students to work up their profession a little

more than they now did. He would also suggest
that there should bo two examinations, one leading

on to the other, as at Oxford and Cambridge.
Architects should also be made to take a little

more interest in their pupils, although he believed

that as a rule they were not so remiss in this res-

pect as was sometimes represented. Ho thought
it would be easy, when the students -wished to

better themselves, to find some system of making
the examinations compulsory, and the continual
urging of a body of educated gentlemen would
eventually gain the consent of the legislature.

After some further discussion, in which Messrs.

Rickman, Spiers, Edis, Redgrave, Mathews, and
the Chairman took part, the meeting unanimously
resolved that a resolution, proposed by Mr. Edis,

and slightly altered at the suggestion of Mr.
Phene S|piers, ^liouM bo appended to the report to

besentn|.io tin- Alliance. The adopted resolu-

tion was as r.illiiw. ;
—

"And this A SSI jeiation, feeling strongly the de-

sirability of obtaining a system of compulsory
education and examination, in order that the pro-
fession of architecture m.ay be established on a
similar footing to other professions, would appeal
to the societies throughout the country, through
the delegates to the Alliance, to join with the
AsMieiatioii In petitioning the Institnte to take
sueh sie|i. a, iheymay deem necessary to enforce

apiojier -\ -lem of architectural education and
examination, with the ultimate view of petitioning

Parliament to make such examinations com-
pulsory."

On the recommemlation of the Committee,
Messrs. T. Roger Smith, Rickman, R. Phene
Spiers, and J. Douglass JIathews were nominated
and unanimously elected as delegates to represent

the Association at the forthcoming meeting of the

Alliance.

Mr. Hickman having thanked the Association

for electing him and the other delegates for a
second time (those gentlemen being the delegates

last year).

The Chairjian announced that at the next

meeting would be considered the alteration of the

wording of the rules from 1 to 23 inclusive. The
subject of reversing the order of the convcrzuionl

would also be considered.

A vote of thanks to the delegates to the Alli-

ance last year closed the proceedings.

ON THE DUTIES OF AN ARCHITECT
WITH HEFEKENCE TO THE ARRANGE-
MENT AND CONSTRUCTION OF A
BUILDING.

By Roger Sjiith, Esq.""

{Concludedfrom oni- last IVmnicr.)

BUT, passingfrom llie sillily ol' special suhiects,

a work which iu\oh e- iiiany \isits to existing

buildings of the same son, 1 slioiild Uke to return

to a (h\-clliug-house, and to touch npon a few of

the points to be thought of in the planning of it

and the working it out for execution. The rela-

ti\e posiiioii of eadi loom iu connection with all

the oiliers ; tlie aspect- of , he windows ; the com-
niuiiiealioiis, sueh as the hall, the corridors, and

the staircase, reipiircil to be arranged for. Each
room must be of the right size, shape, and disposi-

tion. In every main living room the ordinary

articles of fimiitm-e must be prepared for, and
plaees assigned them, and the same in every bcd-

VI 1, laiLie or small. The position of window,

dour, and fireplace in each room, must be settled

so as to avoid draughts, diseoiiitort, ami smoky

chimneys. Light must be sccmeil loi- e\ery hole

and corner all over the housc,aiid so must ventila-

tion. The service fi'oni the kitchen must be so

provided as to brmg the provisions into the duiing-

room readily, but to keep smells out. The duty

of every servant all over the house must be under-

stood, and all the endless appliaiaes of a largo

house thought of. There must be a place found

for ihe rao-caiid the liol-plale, and li.e jaek, and

the ill-e-sri-; ;,ll.| llle , |o-els, anil llle shelve- of thc

kitelieii. The -heh, ., -ink-, .ilel plale-iaeks, the

copjicrs and washin^-l.oalil-, lie- legi'lal.lc bins

and the water snppiv ot tlie s. iillerv. must be all

provided f(n-. t'ai-e'iini-i be taken of thc wine-

ceUar,thebecr-ccllur,llie Mores, 111, linen, (hechina,

and the plate. Ovens, sle !ms, I ks, sale-, idato

closets, linen closcts,boii-ii nail r-ilo-ei-, I la ills, hot

water, cold water, cu]iboar.l-, lilt-, and all manner
of appliances are to be thought of ; rooms for the

Taper read ou Weducsdny, April astb, 1S09, Ijcforo

the Society of Arts.
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f;'.i;iily, aiul rooms for Iho j^nests ; tlip nurM'rius,

tin- ui'ppr sorviints' rooms, the various services of

liutler, cook, housekeeper, fooini:iii. il;iir\maid,
stillroom maid, must all be llioii.ilit ^r, all |ilaiiiieil

for ; all must be brought com)ia( ily tooiihi'i', and

each must be kept out of the otlici's v\ay. Whilst

these matters are being disposed of, there are also

many poiuts in the structure that need attention

in preparing working plans. Proper foundations

must lie provided for, and an etpuilde distribution

of the weights on the walls. The tines must lie

Ciu-ried up into proper chimney stalks, the con-

struction of bressummers, girders, floors, parti-

tions, roof.s, &c., lonst be devised. The arrange-

ment of the roofing, so as to be easily freed from
snow, the mode of bringing away rain-^\'ater, the

drainage, the outfall or cesspool for the drains, the

necessary precautious against damp, bad smells, or

tainted water, each and all of the<e nuist come un-

der review, not one of them can be left to chance

any more than the putting together of thcm.isonry

or the brickwork, the thickness of walls, the c|ua-

lity of glass, or the weight of lead. All this time

nn entii-ely distinct set of considerations is also

present to the architect's mind ; his building i.^to

please the eye as well as aceonnnodate the dwellers

therein, and, whether there be the richest elabo-

ration, or the most rigid simplicity, he will not

have fulfilled his duty to his employer, or been

loyal to his art, if he has not striven to render the

effect of his work, especially of the inside of his

Louse, pleasing, harmonious, and ajipropriate.

I could go on fm-ther in this strain, reminding
you that it is generally necessary to fix the nature
of all the materials, the quarry—often the special

bed for the stone—the quality of the bricks, and
so on of every material throughout the structure

;

but I have said enough, I hojie, to convince you
that a vast amount of forethought and cave ishere

wanted. I have only to repeat that all this has
mostly to be done in a hnriy, as few clients think
of giving their instructions till that season of the

year when the Iniilding ought to commence. Not-
withstanding any hurry that may have existed,

any error or oversight made at this period may
probably—moi-e probably than not—be a lasting

injury and a cause of endless discontent, if not

discovered in time for remedy in the course of the

work ; and even if it be so discovered and re-

medied in time, but at the expense of extra outlay,

it will most likely lie a source of grave complaint.

I honestly confess that my wonder is not that

oversights occur sometimes, but that they are so

few and infrequent as they really are.

As the plans approach com)iletion, the architect

has to advise his client as to the means of execu-
ting the building. It is not very unusual for the

proprietor to become, to some extent, his o\ni

builder, or at least brickmaker ; time forliids our
enlarging upon the work this entails on his pro-

fessional adviser. The remaining courses are,

either to agree with a single contractor for a defi-

nite lump-sum, or else to invite several contractors

t^ tender, and give the work to the lowest biilder.

The jdan of inviting couti'aets by pnldic adver-
tisement is, fortnnately. seldom resorted to for

private work ; and the old plan of contracting with
various tradesmen separately, though it still

holds grounil in the north, has been generally
abandoned in the midland and southcm counties.

Whichever way is adopted, the architect has to

negociate the l)usiness, and he commonly, if there
is a eomi>etition or a ncgociation with a single
contractor, has, ft-om his knowledge of the trade,

to nominate the contractor <ir conti'actoi's.

In any case where an estimate in a lump-sum
has to be prepared, a more or less glaborate docu-
ment, called a liill of quantities, is got out. This
is sometimes prcjiarerl by the architect, but in and
about L<mdon it is customary for a separate ])ro-

f»ssional man, called a measuring surveyor, or
quKntitics surveyor, to make it out. In either case,

this bill is supposed to show with accuracy the
whole amount of every descri]>tion of labour, ma-
ferial, or article introduced into the bnihliug. In
London these documents are ]irepareil in the most
extraordinarily elaborate detail, as their extreme
length will abundantly show; in the country they
arc generally more condensed. A blank copy of
this liill is furnished to tlic builder who estimates,
or to each bu'dderif there are more than one, and
he puts his own price to the items, calculates the
amounts, and bases the tender ho sends in upon
the result so obtained.

It sometimes happens that the estimate thus
obtained is at once agreed to and accepted. At
other times it is desired to reduce the amount of
it, and in this latter case the aichitoct has to

arrange such variatiipus or omissicms as will admit
of this Iteing done.

^^'ithout further delay, however, we will sup-
pose an .agreement .as to carrying on the work come
to somehow, a contract signed, and a commence-
ment about to be made. The architect has now
usually to seek, and appoint, and engage for his

emiiloyers a clerk of works, and to set out the
bnililing in its exact position on the site, and to

fi.K some unmistakable level. This done, work is

begun, and, from that time to the close of the

operations, the architect has personally to visit the

Iniilding, ami has also to keep on continually pre-

jiarini; additional explanatory drawings, and, I

might as well add, to fiu-nish duplicates, sometimes
triidicates of working drawings, for the nsc of the

contractor and clerk of works.

The objects which the architect has to keep in

view during the conduct of the ^vorks, and es-

]>eeially during his personal visits to them are, in

the main, two—he has to satisfy himself, first,

that the contractor and every man he employs are

doing their duty; and, secondly, that the building

will carry out his intentions and supply hiscUenfs
wants.

To establish that the conduct of the work is

sati.sfaetoiT, it is necessary constantly to watch the

materials and workmanship, either brought ujion

the ground, or introduced hito the building, or in

preparation at the workshops. I need hardly add

that, to do this efficiently, the architect must lie a

good judge of both work and material—an accom-

plishment requiring some amount of experience

and attention. When there is a disposition to

evade the conditions of a contract, this part of the

architect's work becomes both difficult and re-

sponsible, and at all times a certain amount of

anxiety is involved in it. To a very large extent,

however, the inspection of workmanship aud ma-
terials can be f.acilitated by the clerk of works, if

he be clever and honest. He is plactnl on the

woi'ks on ])ni'\iose to see, every day and every

hour, that the eontmet is carefully and honestly

executed, and I must say that I have again and

again received the most valuable assistance in this

branch of my duty from various clerks of works
engaged under me.

In his other object, the architect has to bear in

mind, during his superindcnce of the work, that

no one run lie of much assistance to him. There
is no |i;ii( ol his duty which ho can less easily or

IcNN wisrly ilelegate to another than that constant

watch fulness which is imperatively needed to en-

sure the success of the building, both as a contri-

vaiu-e and a work of art.

Drawings, explanatoiy of the origmal plans and
specifications, arc continually in demand. The
larger number of them, perhaps, relate to the ar-

tistic part of the work, and consist of full-size

profiles of mouldings and drawing of enrichments,

or of details to a large scale, to show with pre-

ci^ion and exactitude" what is meant; but many
structural ilrawings are wanted, and others arc

often called for to show modifications of the de-

sign, for there are few buildings in progress where
some changes are not made. Sometimes a new
want strikes the employer, or a new light dawns
njiou the architect. At other times an oiuis

nuiy be discovereil, or an obvious improvement
will suddenly present itself. At any rate, some
alterations usually arc called for, mid require

drawing out.

Constantly, also, during progress, specimens of

moulded or enriched work, or full-sized models of

featm-es, are fixed on their intended place, and the

architect has to visit the work, to satisfy himself

that their ctfcet will be as ho wishes. In this way
the superintendence of the work proceeds, and
almost always involves some work for the pencil

up to the very last, while the designing or the far

less pleasant task of selecting chimney-pieces,

stove-gi'ates, fittings, paperhangings, and decora-
tions, is an essential to the full success of the

ardiiteet's work (and should be as fully left in his

hands) as the design of ma.sonry or joinery.

It may bo oi.l.<-<t n heilicr the " architect has any
means of ei\forcing the execution of ihr contract,

in conformity to his directions and wishes, and I

re]ily that he has such means. The hold n|ion the

contractor, which all building contracts give the

architect, is the jiower of the purse. Buildings
are always partially paid fm- as they go on, and
always upon certificates from tho ai-chitcct.'? It

becomes, therfore, part of the architect's duty^to
grant these certificates, and, in giving them, he
has to sec that the amount certified represents the

proper proportion and no more of the contract

price, and that the work is properly done ; for it is
|

his duty to withhold his certificate if bis conqilaints
remain uiiattendcil to, or liis orders arc not ei mplied
with. In cases of work by a schedule of prices,

very careful measurements are made fi'om time to
time ; and, when the work is done in other ways,
suitable valuations are made ; but, in some shape
or other, the architect leqnu'cs to be amied with
the only power which will effectually enable him
to protect his employer and secure attention—that
of controlling the cash pa3-ments.
When, at last, the work is completed, it becomes

the architect's duty to make up a statement of
accounts. All claims for extra or additional works
are checked and measured by him, or by the
measuring surveyor for him, and the counter
claims arising from the omission of work included
in the contract, but not carried out, are valued.

A balance is struck after every item has been
scrupulously examined, and, if nceessaiy, fought
for. And the architect's last duty is the signing

a final certificate that the balance, whatever it

may be, is payable to the contractor.

I have now, I think, gone through the most
salient points of an architect's ordinary duties,

such as they exist when there are no accidents or

banki-uptcies, and no disputes, dirtieulties, obstacles,

or other hindrances of any special magnitude; and,
\\ ith the hint that such ditficuUics do not unfre-
qucntly arise, and impose on the architect's different

duties, sometimes as a negotiator, at other tunes as
an advocate, or again as an arbitrator, I might, I

think, leave the subject. Yet, if you will bear
with me a moment or two longer, aud not think
my tale a fable because I try to point it with a
moral, I have somethmg to add.

Perhaps the most obvious sequel to all that I
have said is the inquiry, " If all this is needed for
the success of a building, who flu'uishes a sufiicient

amount of care when there is no architect ? " The
reply is, that most of it is not furnished, and the
building suffers ; and, as to the remainder, either

some skilled or experienced assistance must be cm-
ployed, or else other work properly designed is

copied, and thus a portion of that thought, with-
out which a building cannot be built, is seiau'ed ;

and, lastly, that much of the time of skilled arti-

sans is spent, where there are no regular plans and
no skilled dheetion, in fm-nishing, imperfectly and
piecemeal, substitutes for that which ought to he
clearly arranged and laid down for the workman
by the ai-chitect.

If I have said enough to dissuade any person

from becoming his own architect, this paper will

not have been without service. Though there is

no mystery in the planning and direction of work,

yet they require a very large amount of know-
ledge and familiarity with the work; and, though
an inilividual who desires to build, can, if he
please, employ any niunber of men, and gam a
good deal of experience in icctifyiug their mis-

takes, such experience is dearly bought, and comes
too late for its purpose.

I have throughout studiously avoided giving

prominence to the art side of this question; but

here at least I must say that, however skilled a.

drauLihtsman or even a designer any private indi-

\ idnal may be, he will be sure to be deficient in that

technical "knowledge which insphes the archi-

tectiu-al treatment that a building receives fi-om a
good architect; here, at the best, defects are, to

my mind, inevitable in the work of cvciyman who
has not measm-ed and drawn much cxistuig archi-

tecture.

Few persons readily understand that, because

architecture deals with things quite familiar in

our aspect of them to those who live in building-s,

or buy or sell them, it is yet necessary to have long

practice, in order to combine with economy and

judgment the different parts of a room, and the

dift'erent rooms of a house; aud to provide a place

for all that has to he included within its four walls.

Almost as few recognize the fact that if they can

draw an architcctiu-al feature when they see it,

that jiowcr is ipiitc dift'erent from that of the

architect who has to draw a whtde building and

its parts as he imatrinoe Hum, and then to funiish

for cveiy portion the profiles of the mouldings,

the sizes of the panels, the treatment of the

carving to a large size. As a simple uistancc, it

is easy for any person to draw a window with

mullions, but no one who has not studied as well

as sketched will be able to settle whether tho

width of the mullions should be a fourth, or fifth,

or sixth, or what proportion of that of the adjacent

fight. The difi'erence between a narrow and a
wide muUion is equivalent to a total dift'erenee of

style; a mnllion of five inches would bo out of

place if one of seven inches was concct, and when
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it was done, the amateur would stc that some-

thing was wrong, but would not know what; and

it is to attain tlio po^ver o£ reguhi'ing the half-

inches in cases like thi? that the student of archi-

tecture has to wander for months, or eycn years,

through the districts where good Iniildings exist,

making notes and drawings; and, let me add,

there is nothing short of a perfect knowledge of

these details, and incessant attention to them,

which can give harmony, unity, and character to

a building.

It may be natural, and I hope is not out of

place to add, that the architect who does these

serriees thoroughly has fully added the value of

his fees to the value of the building. That he has

ciuite work enough to do in earning them will be

apparent to any one who turns over the plans and
specifications of a lai-ge work, and forms some idea

of the additional time spent in superintendence.

I trust you may be willing to believe that the

client has value received in the building for what

he pays. The architect's remuneration, in ordinary

cases, is, customarily and legally, a commission at

the rate of five per cent, upon the cost of the

works. This pays him very unequally, in some
being sufficient, in others not so ; but I believe it

is a veiy fair way of payments as far as the

employer is concerned, for it represents an in-

creased standard of excellence throughout the

building as compared with what, umlcr the most

favourable cii-cumstances, might have been reached

without the architect, and this increased excellence

is really an increased money value.

In conclnding, I .should like to say a word as to

some peculiar demands made sometimes upon an
architect's skill, and to point out what he

ordinarily cannot and does not do. No architect

eau make a bad builder do good work. He can

make all sorts of agreements and stipulations that

the work shall be good, and can try very hard

to enforce them, but there is a certain proverb

about silk purses and the materials suited for

their manufacttu'e which will help to illustrate

the inrpossibility of success. It is as well to add,

that the architect can materially help to secure a

good builder, and that he can generally prevent a

good builder from domg bad work.

The architect cannot, from the veiy fact that he

is human, ensure perfection in every part of the

work, but if he is able and careful his services cany
the building a great deal further towards excellence

than is often' imagined, and though no amount of

care makes it quite certain thateveiy tlue shall draw,

and eveiy lock shall work, that.the arrangement

shall be all that can be desired, and the effect please

everybody, yet a skilled architect, working for a
good client, will go a very long way towards this

result.

The architect is not ordinarily called, as the

engineer is, to calculate accurately the endurance
of his materials, because his walls ordinarily must
be thicker than the weights on them demand to keep
out the weather, and his joists mitst be stiffer than

is needed to support the floor, in order to prevent

the ceilings fi-om cracking, and so throughout ; but

he has a great deal of that sort of calculation in

which tables and experiments can but imper-

fectly guide him to perform. He has to judge
of foimdations, and the balance of weights in his

structure ; of the sufficiency of windows and
passages ; of channels for the supply or removal of

water ; of the probable effect on the eye of fea-

tures not yet commenced] ; and of the suitability and
durability of materials. Lastly, he has often

greater difficulty ui the management of men than
of works, and tlic cross-pru'poses at which clients,

builders, landowners, clerks of the works, foremen,
and tradesmen are sometimes playing, often give

him enough to do in his character of negotiator.

Here, however, I do not propose to follow him. I

have purposely kept out of sight much of what the

architect has to do as an artist. I shall not lie

expected—if I say so little as to a side of his em-
ployment which ever demands his constant atten-

tion—to add anything as to other classes of duties

or difficulties which are unoortain and irregnlnrin

theii' occuiTence. I, therefore, here leave the sub-

ject, trusting that my paper maybe judged to have

furnished a fair account, and nothing beyond a fair

account, of the nature of the ordinary and routine

occupations of these professional men to whom you
are in the habit of entrasting the design and super-

intendence of the buildings you erect.

The Chairman (Sir Digby Wyatt) havmg
remarked on the practical nature of the paper,

called upon Professor KeiT to open the discus-ion.

Professor Keek said the impression left on

his mind, after hearing Mr. Roger Smith's paper,

was that it was a most unwise thing to be one's
own architect. He did not know whether the

main intention of the -m-iter was to impress this

upon the public mind, but he had certainly men-
tioned a list of dangers to be apprehended from
the non-employment of an architect enough to

frighten any one. He looked upon the architect

as a practical man, and not at all as a sentimental
person ; his sentimental days were gone long ago,

and he hoped they would never return. The
architect was the servant of the public, emijloyed
for the purpose of doing that which they were
not able thoroughly to do for themsel~ves, viz. ;

—

to design and scientifically arrange a building, so

that it should be perfect in all its parts, so that all

the refinements of the age might be duly provided
for. When this was properly done he considered

that a great deal more than 5 per cent, additional

value was conferred upon the building. Under
these circumstances he fully appreciated the effort

which Mr. Smith had made to impress npon his

audience the importance of the architect's func-
tions. With regard to the degree in which the

owner of a house might be allowed to exercise his

owa fancy in the design, his opinion was that an
intelligent client was entitled, mthin certain

limits, to dictate to his architect the conditions

under which he chose to live ; and a skilful archi-

tect would fulfil these conditions as perfectly as

possible. He (the Professor) had had clients

whose assistance had been of the greatest possible

service. Mr. Koger Smith, he was glad to see,

had not foUowedthe general rule by -n-hich archi-

tects were spoken of in England. Then- functions

were generally divided into practical and aitistie,

the latter being considered by far the most im-
portant. This he considered a great mistake.

He believed that, generally speaking, an architect

in his calmer moods considered himself simply as

the servant of the public, and it was a mistake to

suppose that he wished to force his own principles

of treatment on the public against then- wish.

Architects would, no doubt, be induced to follow

the dictates of conmion sense, and to remember
that, after all, English character was averse to

any excess of display, either in ornament or any-

thing else, and that the first condition of a good
building should be that it fulfilled all its internal

functions thoroughly and completely, and that any
elaborate oniamentation was altogether a second-

ary consideration.

Mr. Benjamin Feebey quite agreed with all

that had been said in the paper and by Pro-
fessor KeiT, and would simply move a cordial

vote of thanks to Mr. Roger Smith for his valu-

able paper.

Mr. C. F. HatwARD had much pleasure in

seconding the vote of thanks, which was due to

Mr. Smith not only from the public, but from his

professional brethren. For his own part he could

not help regretting that the artistic portion of the

subject had not been more touched upon. He could

not at all agree mth Professor Kerr that the time

was gone by for sentiment with regard to archi-

tecture, and he should much regret if sentiment

were entu-ely to leave him when designing a build-

ing. When troubles came, as they would come

—

ti'oubles connected with contracts, with workmen,
with clients, or with other professional matters

—

he could not help feeling that it would be a most
disagreeable task to go on with the building if

there were no sentiment connected with it. He
must say that, independently of any question of

remuneration, it was a great pleasure to an archi-

tect to built a good house for a good client, and
he believed that was one of the reasons why an
English country gentleman was so anxious to in-

terfere with the arrangements of his building ; ho
felt the influence of sentiment, and desired for the

time being to be himself an architect, and conld

scarcely refrain from interfering, although he

might know that he would do so to his own cost.

It must have been a great pleasure to Mr. Roger
Smith to carry out such a building as was repre-

sented in various details on the walls around them.

It would be evident to anyone tliat, whntever an
architect was, he was a working man ; and that

in the present day was a very honourable tenn.

Mr. Roger Smith spoke of an architect dcsignmg
or superintendmg the furnishing of a house as

well as the house itself, and this he lookeil upon as

a most important matter. It was a point which,

in his opinion, ought to be more insisted upon .as

connected with the duties of an architect. As he

undei-stood it, an architect's duty was to carry out

a buildmg until it was extenially and intenially

complete, and this could not be the case unless

everythmg connected with it were under his im-
mediate suiicriutciiilcnce.

Mr. Chatpeild Clarke thought there were
several pohits in the paperwhich must at once impress
the miud of any one contemplating building. The
first was, that he should employ an honest and
capable architect, and second, that he should give
him his full confidence. The next point was to

secure an able and honest contractor. Another
was, that when once a building had been planned
it should be altered as little as possilfle. A build-
ing was a conception as a whole, and to a cer-
tam extent might be considered as an inspiration,
and therefore any subsequent piecemeal alteration
very often interfered with the general effect of the
structure. In conclusion, he would remark that
building a house in the country was a very easy
matter indeed compared with building in Lonilon.
Very recently, in erecting quite a small bnilding,
which was not to cost more than £5,000, he had
had eight or ten different negotiations on the sub-
ject of party walls, the rights of adjacent lights,

difficulties connected with the Metropolitan Build-
ing Act, lines of fi-ontage, and so on. Questions
of lights and other matters were now refined upon
to such an unnecessaiy and vexatious extent that
he believed it would' be well if professional men
were to take some means of calling public atten-

tion to the difficulties thus thrown in their way.
He thought the manifest conclusion to be drawn
from all that had been said was, that no wise
man would enter on building operations of any
extent without the assistance of a competent archi-

tect.

Mr. Bishop said that last summer he had a
house bnilt, the bills of quantities being got out
by a sm-veyor from the architect's specification,

find upon these quantities builders were invited

to tender. He went through some of the details

himself, and he found, to his astonishment, that

on the average the results were 33 per cent, in

excess. The consequence was that he had to call

upon the different parties who were tendering,

and explain the matter to them, and one con-

tractor, who had made out his estimate, was able

to reduce it by £400, which was about 33 per
cent, of the total.

Mr. Jones remarked that, having heard what
was the amount of remuneration which architects

received, he should be much obliged if Mr.
Smith could inform him what amount of con-

sideration would secm'e honesty in a clerk of

works, as perhaps his experience might be very

valuable to others.

Mr. Edwin Nash said all architects knew
the difficulty of obtaining good clerks of works,
and were often very glad to have a building

erected without such assistance, feeling that they

could much better trust to the builder himself.

One matter which had been touched upon he
considered of gi-eat importance, in coimection

with the architect's duties ; he was too much
harassed with practical office work of a dry tech-

nical character. He considered that architects

ought to be far more of artists than they were,

and unless a large amount of their dry business

work were transfciTed tosome oneelse, he thought

English architects would never rise to the high

standard of excellence which existed in former

days.

Mr. Hyde Clarke said the point of view

from which Mr. Roger Smith had treated it was
eminently practical, for everyone was, in some

degree, interested in the bnilding of a house.

Unfoi-tunately architects were too often neglected

in such matters as house-building, and he re-

gretted that a greater number of what might be

called the employers of architects were not present,

to see, from the drawings which surrounded the

room, the gi-eat quantity of work which an archi-

tect had to perform. In eveiy business liut that

of building the value of abiUty and du-ccting

power seemed to be undei'stood. Even in a tailor's

shop this was the case, but people were nmch
fonder of ha\-ing their houses from a " slop-shop"

than then- clothes; they were not always in the

habit of having them made to fit, and yet every

one knew that even in the matter of a coat, a con-

siderable amount of ability was required in order

to ensure a successful result. On the whole, ho

did not know that there was much cause for re-

gret that there were so many professional men
present, because the discussion had shown that

Mr. Roger Smith had the concurrence and sup-

port of liis professional brcthem in what he had
advanced.

Mr. Ladd, as a professional man, felt much
obliged to Mr. Roger Smith for the manner in
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whiili lie liail proscntod his drawinjis to their

notice. These plans sliowcd the amount of work
which had to he ;;nt through, and when ft was
done in so complete and detailed a manner he
did not consider that the five per cent, was at all

an adeipiatc remuneration; those drawinffs set a
<;ood exam|)Ie to any young- architects or pupils

who mi;;ht lie present, and showed them how their

duty shoulil lie fullillcd in carrying out any work
which was placed in their hands.

Mr. Tkacv asked if there were any intelliiilile

rule known to architects by which they constructed

a house, for accordinj^ to his experience, smoky
chimneys were the rale in dwellinppof all <lasscs,

both those on which unlimited expense was
lavished, as well as those built in the cheapest
possible manner.

Mr. Roger Smith, having thanked the meet-
in}; for the kind reception which liLs paper had
received, said that notwithstandin;; the remarks
of the last speaker, anliitects had a cerlain

amount of kn(i\vled;;e with regard to the buildiu};-

of chimneys, and when they were carefully con-

structed on principles which vvei'e i;euerally

uudei'stood, tliey were not often complained of. It

must be remembered, however, that it was a very

delicate matter to arrange for a cohimn of hot air

to ascend, in all weathers and under all circum-
stances, so that it should neverbe liable todisturbance
cither by the oi)ening or shuttiuf; of do. .is. by the

starting of similar cuiTents in other parts of the

house, or by changes in the condition of the at-

mosphere inside or outside the buikling; still he
was quite reaily to admit that a good deal might
yet be learned on the subject of Hues. It was a
very coumion practice to deafen the floors in good
houses, but he knew nothing about taper chim-
neys, and should not like to take the rcsjionsi-

Jiility of advising ihcir intrixluction. Distinct ven-
tilating Hues were very desirable where cx).cnse

was not nnobicct. ].rovidc(l they were construeled
upon an intelligible .Mslcni. It was not usual f..r

architects to g.i throngh any large .series of work-
shoi>s, but they not nnlreiiucutly spent some time
in a joiner's sliop, which was, no doubt, of cou-
siderttble advantage. It would not be very easy
to devise a cla.s.-iticatioii tor houses, and if it were
done he did not think it would be of any practi-

cal value. One of the most important points in

the discussion was that raised by Professor Kerr,
as to the share which the proprietor himself might
take in the erection of a building. What he had
said in (he j.apcr referred rather to a man acting
as his own architect, which he did not deem by
any means desirable; but, for his own part, the

greater'share his client took in the bnilding the

better he was pleased, not that the result was
always better, but that so much responsibility was
taken from his shouhlers. He perfectly agreed

that a client had a right to dictate his c.mditions,

and it was the Inrsincss of the architect to carry

them out in the best way possible. He believed

the best results were attained where the client

contented himself with stating his conditions, and
left to the professional man the can-ying of them
out. The whole question was complicated to

some extent by a house being so familiar an ob-

ject, and the furniture even more so. From this

cause, probably, it was that an architect was so

rarely allowed to give any opinion as to furnitiu-e,

or even what were really parts of the house, such

as chimney-pieces and wall papers. His own idea

was that a man who wanted to make the most of

his architect would use his skill and experience to

the utmost, considering that he knew ninre than

be himself did. tjccasionnlly there were instances

in whiih the client might ."ictcct matters which

ha.l escaped the attention of the nii liit. it, but, as

a rnlc, it was the other way. Smiie ..I lli^^ Kntlirin

ha.l rather complained of his not li;i\ inj; ^ai.l niuie

..f llie iirtistie part of an architect's work, but the

la. 1 w a- 111' bail been cautioned not to go into

ibai iiiaitri-. but to deal with the subject from a
le. bn.il. .uiral juiiiit of view, as being more speci-

ally litte'd lor discussion in that room. The truth

was, considerati.aisof artistic excellence and beau-

ty never ought to be absent from the mind of an
arihitcct, wliose l.iyalty to his profession should

nuike him endeavour to nuike the plainest and
sini]ilcst building conform to the tnu- jirinciplcs of

art. He could not agree with what Mr. Chatleild

t'larke had said about the alteration of plans

when once made; but that was simply an instance

f the ditVercut way in which dilVercnt minds
worked, and jmiliabiy it would be found tliat no

un anived at the same cud by the same road,

lie wiul.l not go into the question rai.scd by Mr.
lli^lio|i as t.i the ((nautilics without having all the

particulars, bm <be remarks of Jlr. Jones as to

elciks of works were most important J^'o sum of

money wonl.l pmebase honcsly in such functionaries,

but at the saua'timebebadbad many andhadnever
had a thoroughly bad one. lie always regarded
it as one of the most important i)oints to secure

excellence in a clerk of works, and spared no
pains, therefore, to ascertain what was his previous

character. As to the ])oint raised by Mr. I^add,

that an architect who did his work well was un-
derpaid, he had stated something very similar in

the paper, hut at the same time, the live per cent,

eonmiission was uow well established, and on the

whole, did not cause dis,satisfaction, althoug

there might be individual lases of hardship.

The Chaikman could not help feeling that the

duties which an architect was called upon to ren-

der to his client had l)eeu, if anything, rather

understated in the excellent paper of Mr. Roger
Smith. One particular duty which had not been

insisted on, but which was of great importance,

was that of exercising patience. Another essen-

tial qualification was a combination of unselfish-

ness and friendliness. It was important early in

the negotiations to see what was the tendency of

the client. Sometimes he might be a man with a
great taste for art, but with limited means or

heavy family claims, and if in a moment of selfish-

ness an architect took advautage of that enthu-

siasm, and went on gloryilying himself at his

client's expense, he did that which was improper

and reprehensible. Again the relations between

the architect and his client being reciprocal, it was
his b.mndcn duty to act as africud to hisemployer
tliKiugbi.iit, anil frimi the moment that was elearlj

iniilei>t.iii.l all mistrust would be removed, and the

bapiiii^t relations would be estaldished. Another
.|iialiiy which the architect should possess was
that . if justice. It was necessary for the protec-

tion of the employer that contracts should bo iu

very strict teims, and where the former was of a

grasping disposition, the builder was oftensomueb
at his mercy that unless the architect held a very

fail- hand lietwccn the two, great mjustice might
be committed. He should therefore strive, above
all things, to earn in all his transactions a charac-

ter for uprightness, taking care, on the one hand,

to protect his client, but never allowing injustice

to lie ili.ur t.i the builder. In conclusion, he
In -l:..!, iiu b.liaU' of the meeting, to tender to Mr-
Smith a ei.r.lial vote of thanks for the very ex-

ecUcut paper he had read.

Miss BfUDETT COfTT.? AXD HCR WOKIv-
ME.N.—On Saturday' Jli^s Burdett Cuutts gave nu

afteruo.m party at I'lollv I ...iKe. loOiH) of Messrs.

Culiitt'sartis:.ii-<, wc.rkiiicn.an.llabi.iireis, being all

the hands who have worked longest during the past

live years in the building of Columbia-square mar-

kec. 'U'hen the cloth was removed the Karl of

Ilarrowby, K.G., addressed the men for Jliss

Coutts, and presented a silver teapot and ci-cam-jug

from her to Mr. Henry 'Wheeler, foreman of the

works at Columbia .Market, and the like to Mr.
llcury ^\eller, the clerk of the works there. Their

comrades cheered them heartily as they came up
to receive their present. All the other men received

a "Book of Common rrayer."
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GROUND PLAN, THE HAM, NEAR COWBRIDGE, GLAMORGANSHIRE.

THE CONGREGATIONAL INSTITUTE,
NOTTINGHAM.

THE illustratiou on p. 412 represents the new
Congregational Institute, Nottingham. The

style of the structure is after the fourteenth century

Gothic. The materials are red bricks, mth stone-

dressings. The inside of the building contains,

on the ground-floor, a large entrance-hall, stair-

case, reception-room, a large class-room, and

library. The second story is occupied by the

lecture-hall, ^Yhich is a noble room, GOft. by 30ft.,

with open,-tinibered roof. The houses of the

tutors arc situated at either end of the building,

and are spacious and convenient. The front of

the erection has been well broken up, and the

Gothic windows, being doubly recessed, give the

bnilding a very substantial appearance. Bands

of black bricks are carried, at intervals, along the

brickwork, which considerably enhance the effect

and beauty of the college. A well-proportioned

porch stands out boldly at the entrance of the

main build inp;, and on the other side there are

traccricd windows, above which runs a band of

ornamental brickwork, and above all are formed

five upper windows. The centre of these is a

large, three-lighted traceried window, running

into a gable, which forms the central fcatm-e of

the building. The high-pitched roof is sur-

mounted by a bell-turret, of ornamental desij;n,

which lends much lightness and grace to tlic

structure, and greatly improves its general ap-

pearance. The site of the building is exceedingly

well selected, and commands extensive and pic-

turcsfiue views of the surrounding countiy. Mr.

E. C. Sutton, of Bromley House, Nottingham, is

the architect.

ART TILES FOR MURAL DECORA
TION.

A FORTNIGHT since we explained the cha-

racter of the execution of these tiles, and

the freedom -with which the actual handwork
of an artist can be absolutely transferred to them

as easily as upon paper, and that being indurated

by fire they are permanent and not easily injured.

We have also stated that they m.ay bo left willi

cither a dull or gla/.ed surface, as may bo desired,

Messrs. Simpson have had some specimens

painted, which arc on view at their show-rooms,

45C, West Strand, and of some of these we give

another engraving in oiu- present number ; they

necessarily suffer, however, fi-om_ not being re-

presented with the colouring which is their special

feature.

They are intended to be inserted as panels in a

framework of wood, marble, or slate. Square

tiles mark the angles and divide the friezes, and

the intermediate slabs have light alleg.ai'-al

figures on a dark groimd in one case, in amithcr

storks decorate those in the jambs, and an owl and

kite those in the mantel, and others bear natural

or conventional flowers or foliage. They are, how-

ever, intended only to be suggestive of the capa-

bilities of the material, and as we said before, it

lies with artists and architects themselves to make a

proper use of a new and valuable and otherwise

than costly mode of decoration.

HIS II

illus

has been c

Nirli(,|l, n

.\|.

THE IIAil, NEAR COWBRIDGE, GLA-
MORGANSHIRE.

THIS inan-ioii, ..r wliirliwe give a lithographic

illiisiiMlion, liiuiihi'i- with a ground jiliui,

I nil ilu- tuiiiily estate of Mr, lltyd

(iwliriilge, Glamorganshire, a line

iirar the sea coast, to which the

iii.l 1 lose to the village of Llautwit

(.1 the labours of St. Iltutus, one of

Si null Wales, and the seat of great

l!:inlic Ages, The tm-ret, which

l.nii;^ ihr liiL:ln.-i part of the buildmg, was not in

tlic nriL;iiial doiiAii, but was added at the dcsirr ••(

the |irii]iri<t(ir, tn atli.rd him a command of ilir

scalioard hnri/.un. The bouse is built of linustniir

raised on tlie estate ; internally it is wainscoted

neailv throughout with oak, walnut, and olive

wooil", tbu latter brought pm'posely from Italy liy

the proprietor. The golden colour of the panel-

lings has a most beautiful effect. The stahcaso

formed a portion of an old one, and is believed to

have come from the old palace at Greenwich, It

was added to and fitted up from tlic architect's

designs Ijy Messrs, Cox and Sons, of Southampton-

street, Slianil. The building was erected by the

proprietor, with local labour, under tlic supervision

of .\Ir, liiihard Winter, The finer portion of the

joiiicis' wnrk was executed by Messrs. Longmire

and IJurgc; the elaborate carving, of which there

is a great deal, both in stone and wood, wa.«!

almost entirely the wcsrk of Mr. Haliday, late of

the Crystal Palace, Sydenham; the hall and other

chimney-pieces, many of which are full of detail,

were executed by Messrs. Poole and Sons, of Great

Smith-street, Westminster. The heating. Sec,

was done by Messrs. Potter and Son, of South

Mnlton-strect, London. The cost of the building,

including stables and out-buUdings, was just

under .i;-'0,tNio, and the whole was erected from

the designs and under the du-ection of Sir- Digby

Wyatt, F.S.A. -
ASSOCIATED ARTS' INSTITUTE.

AT the ordinary fortnightly meeting on Satur-

day evening last, Mr. R. Pheno Spiers,

Vice-President, in the chair, Mr. CyTUS Daniel

was elected an honorary member.
Mr. MONTGOMEEIE RANKING then read a paper

ON THE RENAISSANCE INFLUENCE AS TRACED
IN THE ELIZABETHAN DRAMATISTS.

In all the history of art, which is the history of

the world if rightly read, there is no more start-

Hug episodo than the rise of British dramatic

pnrtrv. That era which we are aecn.stomed, for

convenience' sake, to call the Elizabethan period,

must puzzle the student fit first by its apparent

ditfercnce from all that had preceded it in all

time. With no anticipatory flourish, whh no

warning, there came a band of tellers who told, it

would seem, a new tale—told of life, human and
piissilily divine- of life, m its struggles, its temp-

ta! inns' its delights; and elected to tell of this

siiaiiiic, every-day fife through an entirely new
nil diuui. They had no model, these yilaywrights ;

some of them had but little skill, but there they

stood and spoke, and the world listened, perforce,

and must Ustcn. No doubt there had been great

dram.atists amongst the Greeks, but these, un-

known to most of onr authors, could in no w.ay

have helped them had they been known never so

well. Great as they were, the Greek tragedians

were not essentially human, and tragedy is essen-

tially human in its highest form, T'hey dealt too

much in the doings of gods and great heroes ever

to have afl'ecrcd the moli in any practical way. It

was, no doubt, moving for the time being to hear

Antigone beard the tyrant and denounce the half-

hearted friend ; bnt all women have not a dead
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lifiitlier to nvuiip;p, and so all mc-ii have not to lioar

the Inirckn of CEdiinis. But in our o\™ };rcat

dramatists it is the sorrow or the joy of mankhul
that is set forth, more or less strongly, anil that

touilies all humanity ; though their creations

mit;lLt liearnolile names, they had human hearts.

The Ipcst explanation the author could give of this

j>luuomcnon, this seeming new creation of genius,

ivas that it was no new creation, hut a new bu-th

—the English Renaissance. The dramatists of

Kngland (for Kngland, of all the )>arts of Great
Britain, may alone claim these great writers)

seem admirable on three grounds,—firstly, as

men ; secondly, as artists ; and lastly, though by
no means their least reconmiendation, as histo-

rians. As to their greatness as artists, no one
who has bestowed any thought on the subject will

be disposed to deny the proiiositiou, art being the

idealisation of the real. Such an aiiproximation

to the highest forms of truth and the fullest sense

of beauty may be found in the plays of our early

writers as should surely entitle them to the name
of great artists, since all that is real consists in its

essence of one or the other, or of both. As his-

torj', these writings arc simply invaluable. We
gain by the preservation of such dramas as hap-
pily remain a thorough insight into the mode of

life of onr forefathers, their habits of thought and
their belief. Whether as men, as artists, or as

historians, the Elizabethan ^Triters may fairly be
considered as part of that great wave which, in

what men flippantly call the dark ages, swept over

all civilised life, awakening and revivmg the faint-

ing or dormant energies of mankind,—that spasm,
short-lived, but most lasting in its effects, which,
under the name of the Renaissance, we have now
to consider.

In Italy, the School and the home of mcdiajval
art, there aro.se, about the middle of the fifteenth

century, a great revolution. For five hiindi-cd

years the whole art realm had been trader the rule

of a mighty and beneficent despotism : the North
had given laws to men as to princes. But now, in

tile fulness, or ratlier, in the over-ripene.ss, of time,
this rule was beginning to lose those character-
istics by which it had won domuiion and estab-

lished its right thereto. Gothic art h!ul fallen

from its first strength and manhood into a spe-

cially terrible form of dotage—an imbecility which
retained just such faint recollection of old nobility

as ini|)elled men to go on trying at repetition of

what had been great, with ever-decreasing power,
—necessarily decreasing, since at the best there

was only imitation now of what had been sponta-
neous, and soon there w.is only imitation of hnita-
tiou. But, though the right hand had lost its

cnnning, the heart had not lost its life ; it was
asleep, not jiaralyseil. To its awakening there
came a voice from the ages, from those old times
when Greek liowed dowii before the beauty he
Intel made, because he believed in the beauty which
his image sought to shadow forth, anil when
IJomau tried to copy Greek, seeing his idea to be
the noblest. There was a great rising, as of the
sea—that truest and most glorious emblem of
Iiumanity ; and the old realm was swallowed up
like an earlier Lyoness;>, not to he forgotten, Imt
to leave its towei-s gleaming up through the waves
of thought and learning,"as the buried ald.cvs
shine thrnugli the waters of the Irish lake, and its

memories calling to men's hearts as their mutllcd
bells ring at the Angclus. Gothic art had become
false to the world and to itself, and the heart of
man, craving for tnith, liegan to look elsewlicrc
for its ideal. In the revival of classic forms truth
was found, or what had been truth ; perhaps the
hot-hearteii seekers forgot that what was right to
the ancients, because they believed in that from
which it took its rise, was not right to them, since
their faith was different. Jlr. litanking said this

because it appeareil to him that the earlier period
at its best—and we had no rij;ht 1 1 judge it by its

decadence—was immeasurably grander than any-
thing which had snccecded. But still, it was a
search and a yearning after tnith, and therefore
there came of it noble result.'. One special and
most important form of tnith there was upon
which the rhinkei-s of this time particularly dwelt—the belief in man, in man as a living, breathing,
noble existcnio. not as the mere dn.st of the earth

;

in man, ils the nohlcst thing known, as the image
of IhatG.Hl after whom thev, in their search for
truth, were dimly seeking, the mediaival mind,
forgetting the old tra.litions of manhood, and
misreading the text by which they sought to
guide their actions, had come to despise this beau-
tiful body of onrs as if it were something to be
ashamed of instead of to glory in, that man is the

grandest ..f created Leasts. Tins rl»- >i.irit of

truth could not away with ; and again in the old

myths there was tlic fitting reverence found ; so in

this, as in other respects, they were held unim-
l)eacliable, and the Iknaissance gained ground.

The story of the fall of this era is too sad to tell ;

it is too well known how that the Destroyer took

to himself the secniing of an angel of light, how
the truth became fonnalisni, the love of mankind
a love of man's doings, and the desire of strong

beauty voluptuousness. But at first the Kenais-

sance was a reaction against lying, false asceticism,

and feebleness, bo long as it retaineil this feel-

ing, and so long as the great leaders were present,

this revolution did goml service, but like all other

rebcUiciii, if bad no strength in itself, and when
feeble leaders began to rise, the mob that had fol-

lowed. iiinl>like. the lead of the true men, moblike
followed llic lead of their copyists, and so every-

thing hastened to its appointed ruin. The storm

was done, and the sea, which had sparkled when
beaten with waves, first glittered idly and then

sank into a sand-benmddled calm. The time had
come that this great wave must ebb in its due

course, and leave those southern shores whereon it

had beaten so long and with such conquering

might—not, indeed, without signs of conqne-st, not

without a leaving of treasure behind that should

tell to all time how its fruitful course had sped.

Yet the wave must go—into no void, but to rise upon
another and a different shore—upon the shore of

the northern land that still lay in the first dawni of

the new day, waiting for the ripples. And this

sea of new knowledge, which hatl come to bless

all the world, must chfinge, not in its essence, but

in form, before its blessing could reach those to

whom it came. The spirit of the Renaissance

being, as has already been said, a re-awakening

of the belief in man, must perforce assimilate

itself to men in their various differences of nation-

ality, of habit, and of creed, and in our jjarts

fouiid an almost ntter revolution in all three.

For the first, instead of a people passionate and
little-thinking, a race was to be taught who, long-

suffering and patient, yet lirooded much over many
tilings, and were, in the end, more terrible for their

musing, having convinced themselves of the truth

of that upon which they meditated. For the

second, it was no soft people that must now be

taught, born and bred to lie and rejoice in the

sunlight, but a stm-dy folk, long inm-ed to hardship,

to battling with nature and with neighbom-, some-

thing sad from the long warfare, but braced by it,

and craving action as the greatest good. For the

last there was, in truth, a common creed here and
there, but differently developed ; faith that in

Italy showed itself in contemplation, meditative

or passionate, of the abstract lovelinesses of our

joint religion, showed itself in England in a puri-

fied awakening of the true old Northern blood that

beat in our iiearts, in a righting of wrong for

right's sake, in fighting thai which w£is believed

to be of the Evil One, in devotion that took the

form of work, altogether, in action. Hence it came
that by action only could the new influence revivify

our nation. They who, far away in their sunny
land, scarcely knew what storm meant, might fill

their souls and satisfy the desu-e of their heart

through the eye. To them, it was natural and
right that they should do so ; every man could

groNv better and wiser by gazing on those won-
derful scttings-forth of life which were given to

them by painter and sculptor ; to us it would have

been false. Therefore the spirit of the Renais-

sance being, as it then was, the spirit of truth,

came not in shcpherd-wisc, but in mail ; not as a

hermit, but as a knight ; those it invited to rest

from their restlessness, us from our i-estlc.ssne.ss to

start into action. It was by eye and ear both that

the North must be roused. So there arose very

snddenly, not without much wonder of their

fellows and mnch misunderstanding, a new race

of poets. Poetry had always been the chosen

delight of Northmen, but hitherto it had been in

a measure fetteird and trammelled liy conven-

tionality. The singer had, it is true, told grand
things ; he had warmed his hearci-s' hearts as

they listened to the good ileeds of their fathers or

of "elder men ; lie had told of truth (as he could

not choose but do), of nature, of humanity, of

faith, l)Ut he had never set plainly before men's

eyes the great verify whicli had now to be taught

—that these were for all time ; that it was not

enough to weep over the sorrows of Griselda or of

Christie Gra-mc, l)Ut that the patience of the one

ami the true-heaitedness of the other must be

lived ; that it was little to love the daisy if the

dalsj- told of no Daj--Makcr ; that all meti were

l.r.itliers, suffering, j.yiiig. hoping alike. This
was the lesson that had' to be t;uight, tind this the
dramatists of our earliest time set themselves most
loyally to teach. To such an audience as that
they had to deal with abstract principles would
have seemed incontrovertible, but not moving

—

things to be acquiesced in quietly, but in nowise
touching the root of the matter. Pictorial repre-
sentation wonld, after the first flush, have become
matter of eveiy-day experience ; homilies would
have been wearisome and sleep-compelling ; but
the real human voice ringing in agony or pleading
in despair, the strong human heart wrung by love
or rage, and all speaking through a man's living
voice—these the Northerner, used to the songs of
his bards, could comprehend, could feel with and
feel for, whence came the great and otherwise in-
ex|)licable liurst of dramatic poetry, which, begin-
ning with " Gorbodue," culminated in "Othello."
I'assing o\er Shakespeare, Beu .lonson, and Beau-
mont and Fletcher, JIi-. Ranking chose as cx-
am])lcs, in illustration of his subject, fom- men

—

Marlowe, Massinger, Ford, and AVebster ; the
first, as showing in his WTitings the intenscst
sense of beauty ; the others, the most perfect
himtan sympathy, which two things combined

—

and no one of the foiu- lacked either—formed, as
it seemed to Jlr. Ranking, the true spii-it of the
Renaissance. This new growth was no new crea-
tion, but only a sprouting of the old tree. There
was nothing new in the Renaissance ; its very
name wonld contradict such a supposition. Men
only took up the old ideas, the same idea that had
animated them and their fathers, and applied them
differently. Of absolute invention they had no
special gift. All that could be done "had been
done excellently well ; the fault had been that the
doing was all in one direction—was not sufficiently
catholic. Poetiy had existed fi-om. all ages hi the
North

; you cannot name a tune, fabulous or his-
toric, when the poet held other than the highest
place in men's reverence. But all those early
bards, all those minstrels who made the deUcate
things of creation more delicate, all those sti'ong

singers of whom we, in Chaucer, may proudly
claim to have given birth to the chief, had con-
fined themselves to singing. 'Whether they were
so childlike, that, like questioning children, they
were ignorant of the awful meaning of then- own
words, or whether, with a too hmnblc doubting of
themselves, they shrank reverently from the con-
sequence of that they had to say, or whether,
knowing themselves wise and true, they believed
too much in their hearers, not one of all these had
tiaccd from his fable the moral which we, reading
then- words by the light of late experience, so
easily trace. Thus it was, however, by what
means soever it came ; they had piped—if the
children in the market-place would not dance,
they could not help th.at. But the new race, rising

from the market crowd, knew how dull it was,
and how little easy to be stirred ; so they took of
the old leaven, and working it anew, gradually
began their toil. After awhile, such a need grew
on them, that they were forced to use new mate-
rials, and Marlowe invented blank verse as the
medium of his passionate thought, but at first the
old sweet, monotonous rh™ie was the natm-al nse.

lie, that sorely-maligned and most noble poet

—

the man who has blessed our language with
nearly its noblest poem, the "Hero and Leander,"
—seemed to Mr. Ranking to be the link that was
wanting between the old Gothic literature and the
new birth. Mr. Ranking then proceeded to give
extracts from the four ^vl•iters he had named,
commenting on and expounding them critically.

In conclusicin, the author said that he had tried

to show how the great epoch of the Renaissance

was not confined to one small tract, in which it

might have been deemed a local and abnomial
growth, but that it came to all civilised life in one
form or another, being the necessaiT reaction of

life after a long time of trance; that as to the

South by seeing, so to the North by hearing, the

power of humanity, which is the chosen instru-

ment of Divine ptiwcr, came at the hour of need
to teach the great lesson, that no good thing can

die, but only fall into sleep, to the end that it

may wake the stronger; and that it is not for us

to despair, although evil m.iy seem for awhile to

conciucr the good, remeiuberiDg that

The old order obanffetli, yielding pl.ice to new.
And God t'ullils Uimself In ui.iuy ways,
Lest one good custom should corrupt the world.

A vote of thanks to Mi;. Ranking for his paper

closed the proceedings, the discussion being ad-

jotuncd to the nest meeting.
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INSTITUTE OF SURVEYORS.

At the ordinary meeting of this Institution on

Monday, John Chitton, Esq., the President, in the

chair, a paper was read by Mr. AVilliam Hope,
Associate, on

THE DISTRIBUTION AND AGRICnLTUBAL
USB OP TOWN SEWAGE.

Mr. Hope's paper treated the subject under three

heads, viz., its conveyance from town to country, its

distribution tliroughout the disti-ict proposed to be

in-igated, and thirdly its application to the actual

soil or crops. Passing over thefii'st question, viz.,

of carriage, Mr. Hope Iiriefly inquired into the

best methods of distiibntinn, ami desci-ilicd a new
method adopted by himself with considcralilc suc-

cess. It is very sunple—consisting merely of sheet

ii'on troughs, >vith a semicircular section, supported

upon rough wooden legs of any required size and
length. Such iron troughs, at whatever elevation

fi'om the gi-ound—and in most cases a very few
feet are quite sufficient—occupy no more space

than a ditch would occupy when running with a
fall coincident with that of the land itself.

Therefore there is no permanent waste of land in

a Ijroad embankment, and the oirtlay becomes less

than the outlay in constructing a raised-up ditch

when a very few inches in height are attained.

If any unusual height is necessary, to bridge over a
hollow for instance, the section of the trough may
be slightly altered, and instead of being scmi-
cu'cular, the diameter may be diminished, and to

the prolongation of the sides of the smaller semi-
circular trough thus formed may be riveted

stronger plates to act as girders, and so the ori-

ginal sectional area would be preserved. With
troughs so constructed, having a few angle irons

bent all round them outside, a very strong and
dm'able kind of semi-tubular bridge would be
obtained. Mr. Hope mentioned that he had made
an experiment with about a mile and a half of
semi-circular ti-oughing far thmuer than that
which would be used m a pennanent work, and
that this troughing was placed at an unusual
height, being for a great part of its length from
16ft. to 22ft. above the ground. It was, moreover,
in a most exposed situation, and has nevertheless
stood all the severe gales of last winter without
the very smallest sign of giving way.
With regard to the purely agricultural question

of the application of sewage to the soil or crops,
Mr. Hope said that long experience had only
served to confirm him in his original opinion
that the proper way of laying out land for
sewage is, wherever the fall of the land will at all

permit it, to lay it out in rectangular " panes,'' or
lands thro;\Ti up to a ridge in the centre, a small
carrier of say eight or nine inches wide Ijeing cut
along the top of the ridge by which to u-rigate
the land. Tliis system combines many advantages,
and presents no drawbacks. First of all, the rect-

angular fonn admits of easy and simple cultiva-
tion by horse and steam power, without turn-
wrest ploughs or any other special apparatus, and
this of itself is so great an advantage as almost
to outweigh anything that could be urged in
favour of any other system. But this, also, is the
cheapest way of laying out land ; for it is manifest
that from the ridge to the fun-ow there wiU always
be a sufficient fall for the flow of the sewage.
Therefore, the actual watering of the plants can
be done with certainty and regularity, and all

that requu-es to be attended to" is the fall to be
given to the cai-rier m the ridge ; and to regulate
this, unless the land is cither very flat or very
irregular in foi-mation, vei-y little soil need be
shifted except along the line of the ridge. More-
over if, dm-ing the first year that the laud is laid
out, there may be a little too much fall from the
ridge to the furrow in one place, or rather too little

in anotber, owing to the shifting of the land to
fill up hollows and level rises in the length o£ the
ridge, this in-egularity will be diminished every
time that the land is worked, and so, in the
course' of a few years, will gi-adually disappear.
Last year he (Mi'. Hope) laid out a small experi-
mental field of some nine acres on this system
under peculiar disadvantages, as the point to
which alone he could bring the sewage was
sUghtly lower than most other parts of the field ;

and, although there was very little difference of
level in any part, yet such difference as there was
was agamst him. The field was also irregularly
shaped, one of its sides being more than twice as 1

long as the opposite side T and one of its corner
angles vciy acute, and another very obtuse. But.
as be ran his lauds so as to abut upon, or tail off

on, the side between these two angles, this difficulty

vanished ; for, of course, it did not the least sig-

nify whether the end of each land was square or

not. He also laid out the lands of slightly vary-
ing breadths and of an increasing slope, begin-
nuig with a very flat laud, and rising to a very
steep one—the last land havmg a fall of one in

ten from the ridge to the furrow. The most con-

venicut size of land is 40 or 45 feet wide from
fmTow to furrow, mth a slope of 1 in 20 from
fm-row to ridge. The best mode of conducting
the work in laying out lands in this way is, after

any small amount of cross-ploughing for filling

up old flu-rows and other sunilar work that may
be necessary has] been got through, to plough the
land into ridges approximating to the desired

height. Those ridges should then be rolled veiy

heavily, when it will be seen whether or not their

fall is sufficiently continuous to admit of a carrier

being dug in them as they arc ; and if it is found
that any shifting of earth is requu'ed, the rolling

of the ridge will have answered the purpose of

making the earth lighter. The simplicity of this

mode of laying out land, as compared with at-

tempting to alter the levels of the entire

surface of a field is very great ; the labour is, in

fact, minimised, and, moreover, for the future

cultivation of each individual crop the form of

lands is very convenient. Of course, the size of

each land is known with accuracy ; therefore all

the future cultivation, whether plonghhig, or

hoeing, or weeding, or harvesting, may be doue Iiy

piece-woi-k, and the quantities of sewage applied

and the bulk of produce obtained can be checked
and ascertained viitb very great ease. And thus
the farmer has a better opportmiity of fuiding out

the exact profit that he makes upon any particular

crop.

With regard to the cost of such laying out, this

must, of course, depend upon the prior formation

of the ground ; but Messrs. John Fowler and Co.

will (so Mr. Hope stated) at any time undertake

throiNnng up the ridges for 11. an acre ; and of

course the money, whatever it may bo, spent in

forming the ridges is practically in substitution of

the ordinary ploughing that the land must receive,

so that this part of laying out the land may prac-

tically be done for the cost of, perhaps, one extra

ploughing. The shifting of soil along the ridge

will never be found to be a very heavy item, if the

area selected for u-rigation be well chosen. Of
com'se, there are many parts of the country where
fabulous sums might be spent in such a work ;

but if the area is selected by a competent surveyor

accustomed to agricultural work, it will probably

require less money for this item of carting than if

the land is selected by an eminent engineer

ignorant of agriculture.

The remainder of Mr. Hope's paper consisted of

statements and comparisons of the different results

obtained by treating crops with sewage, and the

substance, or most of it, has appeared before in

our columns.
Discussion.

Jlr. F. .1. Beamwell proposed a vote of

thanks to the author of the paper, and expressed

his astonishment at the remarkable r.apidity of

the growth of vegetation instanced in the paper,

and attriliutcd it to the application of sewage in the

manner there described. The paper, he said,

dealt with the most important subjects, viz., the

getting rid of a nuisance, and increasing the food
supply of the countiy, and he hoped that it would
be discussed by the competent body before whom
it had been introduced in a manner which its im-

portance dem auded.

Mr. AV. Beadel, in seconding the vote of thanks,

said this was uudonlitcdly tlie most inqiortant

question of the day. Iliiviugliecn connected with

Mr. Ilopcin the important operations carried on by

him in relation to the Metropolitan Seisage Com-
pany at Barking, he could confirm to tlic fullest

extent the results which had been stated in tlie

pajier of the application of sewage to the crops

on the company's farm at Barking, and also on
Mr. Hope's private farm. Ho expressed a ho])e

that the discussion which was to take place upon
Mr. Menzics' ]mper read at the last meeting, and
that which had been brought before them that

evening, would be beneficial, not only to that and
kindreil institutions, but to the public at large.

The vote o( thanks was unanimously passed.

Mr. Hekrtagb avowed himself a convert to

Mr. Menzics' so-called "separate system" of

sewage, which he said he had earned out, as Sur-

veyor to the Thames Conservancy Commissioners,
in the tovm of Surbiton. In addition to a
savmg in the cost of constructing the sewers, there
was an economy in working expenses equal to a
halfpenny in the pound on the rates. Another
advantage was that the area reqnu-ed for the
deposit of the sewage was less than was necessary
imder the " double " system.

Ml'. Mark nan'ated the results of his experience
in connection vnth. the distribution of the Croydou
sewage. On the dau'y farm of Mr. Marriage at
Mitcham, he said the irrigation with diluted
sewage had produced remarkable crops of Italian

rye-grass, and the same effects had been produced
in the market-gardens in the same locality by the
application of house-sewage direct to the land,
without any dilution whatever. He considered
sewage manure was equally beneficial to cereal as
to root crops. AVith regard to undiluted sewage,
he thought the great difficulty would be in efEect>-

ing its distribution overthe land, from its semi-fluid
character, and if it involved manual labour, the
farmer would not be able to realise those large
returns from his land which Mr. Hope had placed
before them that evening.

The discussion'^ upon both papers was then ad-
journed till Monday, the 24th inst., when the even-
ing will be specially devoted to that purpose.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ALLIANCE.
The eighth annual meeting of this society is

advertised to take place on Wednesday next. May
12 at 8, Montague-street, Russell-square, at
which the following ^delegates are appointed to
attend :~

1.

—

London Architectural Association.
—T. Roger Smith, F.l.B.A. ; Thos. M. Rick-
man, r.S.A.,A.I.B.A. (Hon. Sec. of the Alliance) ;

J. Douglass Mathews, A.I.B.A. ; R. Phene
Spiers, A.I.B.A.

2.

—

Architectural Institute of Scot-
land. (No delegate yet named.)

3.

—

Birmingham Architectural Societt
—John J. Bateman, H. R Yeoville Thomason,
G. B. Nieols.

4.

—

Glasgow Architectural Society—
Campbell Douglas, Horatio K. Bromhead.

5

—

Liverpool Architectural Society—
H. H. Vale, H. H. Statham, Jun.

6.

—

Manchester Architectural Associa-
tion.—Isaac Blackwell, James Eedford, A.I.B.A.
AVilliam H. M. AVard.

7.

—

Northern Architectural Associa-
TIOF—K. J. Johnson, F.I.B.A., Thomas Oliver,

F.LB.A.
8.

—

Nottingham Architectural Associa-
tion—T. C. Hine (Vice President of the AUiance),
Frederick Jackson.

ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETIES.

Architectural and Arch^ological So-
ciety OF Durham and Northumberland.
—The annual meeting of this Society was held ou
Friday week in Bishop Cosius' Library, Durham.
The Rev. W. Grccnwell occupied the chair, and
was re-elected president for the ensuing year. The
Rev. Canon Consitt was elected a member of the
committee in the room of Provost Piatt, who
has left the district, and the Rev. Alan Green-
well and Mr. F. R. AVilson were appointed in the

place of the Rev. W. Darnell and Mr. Sidney
Gibson, who were disqualified from non-attend-
ance. The places to be visited by the society

dturmg the coming season were then considered.

For the two Northumbrian trips, Chipchase Castle

and Hanghton Castle were selected for a one day's

jom-ney, and Lindisfai-ne and Norham for a two
days' trij). For the Diu'ham ti-ips four places were
su;;ncsted, liz,, Raby anil Staiudrop ; Hylton
Castle and Bullion ; Ai elill'e and lleighington ;

aii.l Elichcster, Medonisley, and Kiiarside. Of
these, Raby and Staindrop, and Kbchester, Me-
donisley, and Friarside were selected. Arrange-
ments for some special trips were also made.
The chairman then reviewed the proceedings of

the society during the past year.—After a few
remarks from the Rev. F. Thompson, the meeting
adjounied.

Northern Architectural Association.—
The ([uarterlv meeting took jilacc on Tuesday week,
in the Old Castle, Newcastle-on-T)Tic, Mr. J. E.
AA'atson, the president of the association, in the
chair. Mr. 'I'. C. Ebdy was elected a memlier,
and Mr. T. C. Nicholson, Newcastle, was elected

an associate. Mr. R. J. Johnson and Mr. Thos.
Oliver were elected delegates to the meeting of the
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Architcitural Alliance, to 1)C hclil sliortlj- in Lon-
don. In the absence of Mr. Oliver, the acting:

.secretary (Mr. A. Dunn) read the report of the

committee on certain |)roiiiiseil articles of associa-

tion of the Glafj-'MW Institute of Architects. 1 he

report was to the etVect that the ohjects of the in-

stitnte were almost identical with those <if the as-

sociation ; and the committee were of opinion that,

however usefnl they mifjht prove to their Scottish

hrethren, yet that they would not materially im-

)irovc the ))osition of this association, while the

;uloi.tion of the Act of Parliament would incur

eonsidcralile expeuse, both at the outset and per-

manently. They, therefore, reconnnended that

the association be not incoiiiorated under that Act.

On the motion of Mr. I'rank Charlton, seconded

by Jlr. Peaehey, the report was adopted. Mr.

IJunn also read the report of the committee on the

.schcnies of the Architectural Alliance for the

education of pupils. The committee recommended
the subject to the consideration of the members at

larLic ; and, on the motion of the chairman, the

re|iorl was ajirecd to.

I,ivi;ia"oc)L Arcjiitectukal and Aech.ico-

LdcuAl. iSociKTY. The nnnu.al meeting of thib

society was held on 'Wednesday eveninj;, at the

lioyai Institution. Mr. W. Hay, one of the vice-

presidents, occupied the chair. The seeretaiy an-

nounced several donations of architectural AMirks

for the use of the s<x-iety. The students' prizes

were then delivered by the chairman, as follows ;

A CDjiy of " Turner's Hirers of France," uiven Iiy

the prcsiilcut for the best study <jf architectural

effect in eoniliination with landscape, to Mr. T.

Jletcalf, : and " Facsimiles of Original Sketches
by KaiVaelle and Michael Angelo," presented by
11.^11. ^'ale for the best drawing sent in by the

gure class, to Mr. Herbert Hcrmiann. From the

iinancial statement for the past year, read by the

treasurer, it appeared that the receipts were --lilia,

and there was a balance in hand of £i Ifls. Sd.

The seeretaiy then read the annnal report of the

foinicil of the society, which stated that the result

of the proceedings for the past year had been

hijihly successful. There had been an increase

in the nnnder of members in the same
jiroporlion as dming the last few years.

Jlr. F. IToiTier was elected president, and Mr.
A'alc and Mr. Archer vice-presidents for the en-

suing year. The treasurer, seeretaiy, and librarian

were rc-clccted. The closing address of the pre-

f-ident was then read by the seeretaiy. Tiic

address included a reference to one or two sub-

jects v\ Inch claimed the attention of the profession.

The first «as tlie settlement of a fonii of builduig

contract which the president hoped would prove of

practical utility in many respects in clearing up
«>me points of difHenlty relating to the interests

and riiilits of the employer and employed. The
scc'ond was tliut of giving facilities for an arehi-

tccnir;il cducnlion in this locality, in reference to

v\hi(b a icjiort was read a few weeks ago at one
of their meetings. A unanimous vote of thanks,

on the motion of Mr. Boult, was accorded to the

president for the admirable manner in which he
had discharged his duties dnring the past year.

\VATFK SUPPLY AND SANITARY
ilAT'TEUS.

Tin: Giii.DFoitD AVater Supply—Mr. God-
iviii Aiistt'ii has delivered a lecture on the water
snpiily at Guildford, in which he poiuteil out that

the i)resint source is liable to contamination, both

inim the river .ind drainage of the towni. He
indicatcil .several SDurces froniwhich a ])urcr supply
could be obtained, particularly a.spring in the chalk

marl at Sherboni I'ond, Albnry, from which
flowed out an abundance of the jiHiest water. It

might be obtained at a moderate cc^st. if pumped
up 10( Ift the water might be suiii>lied lo the to))

of Hooker's Tower. Another available source was
I'ostffnd Brook.
TiiK Ancient Water Supply op London.—

Some curious liits of information relative to the
)>asl w alcr su]i]ily of Ixmdon were menlionc<l by

J)r. Smiio Thompson in a recent discoui'se dcli-

vcreil at (Jresham College. It seems that I'cler

Morris, a Duteliman, whose nc(iuaiiitance Sii

Thomas Grcsham made at Antweqi, designed a

scheme by which, in lo80, water was forcid

Ihrough wooden pipes to different parts of the
city by means of huge water-wheels, which were
onlv removed from under the side arches of (Id
Loudon IJridge in l^T2. Sir Hugh Mvddellon
did II. t icnii.lcte his New Kiver scheme till IC.lii.

Alluding to the jiresent, Dr. Thompson referred
to the tact that the eight water companies now

existing supply to London daily 1()(),(K)0,000 gal-

lons of water ; he also spoke of the ways in which
it is ]iollutcd wholesale by sewage, and of tlie ]>lnns

which had been suggested for a better siip]ily, and
insisted on the necessity of vigniDus legislation

against the present contaminatiou above the tidal

reach.

The Eivees' Pollution Commission.—It is

nnderslrod that the report of the Commission on the
ri\ri- Ml i-ry, 1,'il.ljlc, Irwell, A'c., will be ready for

|ii\rni;iiii II III railiament at the end of June.
Tbv .\i:iiirlir-tir authorities declare that sewage
ut ilizatiun by irrigation is, fortheirtown, thoroughly
impracticable.

Drainage of Towns in the Thames Val-
ley.—It was but the other day that we had to

report the rejection of a plan for disposing of the
sewage of Kingston by conveying it to the Ham
fields for irrigation juirposes. .\ si lirnic li;is been
pn.].i.undcd by Mr. S. .1. llerrlM-r.C t: , uliii li cm-
braics within' its dcsi;.;u not only Kiiiu-imi. liit all

the towns and hamlets vn the 'J liaiiies, from
Richmond to Staines, whose sewage it proposes to

intcrce]it and cany away to Woodham Heath for

utilization. The main sewer would run chiefly out

on the north side of the Thames, the sewage from
places on the sr utheni bank being conveyed across

in cast-iron mains dredged into the bed of the
river. A great advantage of Mr. Heritage's plan
is that the sewage would be taken away from po-
|inlous neighbourhoods, and, that, even before

icacliinu iis final destination on AVi«i.lli:iui

Hc:iili (i.ii|i.isile Woking), it would jmss tbr.iiigh

a piinly ai^ricultm-al district, and might be tapped
v\herever a market for the commodity offered. The
.500 or 700 acres proposed to be brought under ii--

rigation are principally heath, having little or no
present value for agi-icultural purposes, so that

shoulil they be rcmlcrcil fcitile they would repre-

sent a substantial gain to the cultivable area of the

countiy. The total estimate for this plan is, in

round numbers, .4:107,000.

The Bath Watee Supply.—At the last

meeting of the Bath Town Council, a report was
presented by a commiltee ajipoinled to consider

the best means of obtaining a supjily of water for

the city. After giving the whole question the most
serious consideration, the committee are unani-
niou.sly ef opinion that, as to position, the S])rings

rising in the Cold Ashton and St. Catherine's val-

leys present by far the most advantageous source

that has been submitted to them for the supply of

the city, the water being evciything as to i|uality

and quantity that could be desired. The t<itul ex-
pense of getting the town sniiplied from this source

is estimated l>v Mr. Mitchell, the borough eiminecr,

at £30,000. The plan now proposed is iiui.li less

extensive in its details than theoin' ailojitnl liy the

Improvement Committee in listid, by reason of tlie

abandonment of the reservoir at Oakford, near the

Rocks, and the sjirings in the valley (which,
although they would very largely increase the
supply, do not appear to be absolutely necessary),
and the reduction in size of the reservoir at Colil

Ashtou, which had been estimated to cost over
£15,000. In eonclusion, the report urges the

Town Council to place the whole water snjiply of

the city under one responsible control. The report

was received and ordered to be printed, and the

Committee eniiiowered to employ a consulting en-

gineer, and to call in the services of Jlr. H. Si)ack-

mau, land surveyor, of Bath, to test the accuracy
of Jlr. Mitehell's estimate.

L.iVND AND BUILDING SOCIETIES.

Staffoed Mi'tu,\l IV-rmanent Benefit
Building Society.—The annual meeting of the
members of this society was held on M'cdncsday
week. Uhe report stated that the sub.scriptions

dnring the year amounted to £."),S87 i*s, :!il., of
which £3,200 was on aecount of investing shares,

and the rest for ordinaiy shares. The amount
showetl an increase of 70 per cent, over the
receipts for the previous year. The amount to the
credit of members was £7,7.'56 13s. 3d., on l'.)!.]

ordinniy shares and 281 investing shares. The
advances to members during the year amounted
to £ti,121 12s. (;d. on lOo shares, an inerea.se of
I'll) jier cent, over the previous year. The working
cxiicnses amounted to £41) 2s. !)d., and the fees
and discounts for the year to £124 lis. lid.
Adding the balance from the previous vear, this

account showed a balance of £131 3s. 8d. to the
credit of the society. TheiT was a balance to the
debit of the society' of £l,23li lis. lid.
Cityof London PermakentBenefit Build-

ing Society.—Thctwent3--second annual report of

this society states that during the last twelve
months it has increased its capitjil snd the number
of its members to a greater extent than in any
jircvious year. A profit of .£.">,C-i4 3s. 9d. has
been realised ; of this amount £4,219 2s. lid. has
been placed to the credit of the members in

respect of their deposit shares, being interest at

the rate of £G per cent, per annum on their paid-

up capital ; £47u Os. 4d. has been added to the

reserve-fund, which now amounts to £2,115 0s.3d.;

the remainder is carried to the bonus aeeoimt, and
will allow of a bonus of 7s. Cd. jier share on the

dejiosit shares tliat have remained fully paid up
throughout the twelve months ending SOth April,

thus making the profits on such shares equal to

£7 10s. per cent, per annum.
Chatham.—The second annual general meet-

ing of the Chatham, Gilliughani, and Rainham
Peraianent Building Society was held on Tnes-
ilay. The report, which was adopted, showed that

the society was in a progressive and satisfactory

state, and the receipts showed a balance of £470
over the previous year.

J'uildinfl Jntellirieiu;i>.

churches and chapels.

H.\ILE\'.—The new parish chm-eh of llailey,

AVilts, was re-opened last week. The style of

building is in accordance with the 13th century

principius of art. Hailcy stone facings are used
ixith iusiile and outside. Milton freestone is used

both inside and outside. The church is seated

throughout v\'ith msh-bottom chairs, with a
knceler to each chair-, and will aeeommodate about
210. including the choir. A dwarf stone wall

separates the chancel from the nave. The altar,

of English oak, is ajiproached by a flight of seven

steps. The reredos is bnilt into the east wall of

the chancel, and contains a super-altar of red

Mansfield stone. The builder is Mr. A. Groves,

and the architect Mr. Clapton C. Rolfe, A.IM.B.A.
The total cost of the building is about £2.(i(iO.

Kensington.—The late Cardinal Wiseman
once said that if peo])le who visited England
wanted to see fine Catholic chm-ches they most go
into other dioceses than his own (A\'estininster) to

look for them. It is su|i)iovril that the new
church at Kensington (whii h .\ri blii-liop Manning
has chosen as his pro-calludral. in lieu of St.

Mary's, Mooi-ficlds), when complctcil, will take

away this reproach. It has a magnificent nave,

11 Oft. long and 3flft. wide from centre tocenti'e of

the colnmus, the height to the apex of the wooden
roof liciiig nearly 80ft. The two aisles, which are

scparatcii from the nave Ijy columns of red granite,

ciiutain lateral arches recessed for altars. The
chancel, which is 40ft. long, is terminated by a
five-sided apse, vaulted, and lighted by nine large

two-light windows, under which is a richly

moulded arcade. Over the chancel arch rises a
lofty /cc/ze of wood and lead, 150ft. in height.

Mr. Gfddie is the ai'chitcct.

Brighton.—A new Wesleyan Chapel is abont
to be opened in Norfolk-road, Brighton. The
style is Gothic, and the building will seat about

l,'20O. The materials used in its eonstiiiction are

Kentish rag with Bath stone dressings. The
cost is about i:5,000. Mr. C. 0. Ellison, of Livev-

jiool, is the architect, and Mr. J. C. ChappcU, of

Steyning, the contractor.

l")EEBY.—On Saturday last the foundation-stone

of a new Congregational chapel was laid in Der-
went-ftrcct, lierby. The building will accommo-
date 3.10 persons, without side-galleries, which can
be added at any future time if required. The
style of architecture is Geometrical Gothic, and
the front of the building will be of Bulwell stone,

with freestone dressings. Mr. Tate, of Leicester,

is the architect, and Mr. Stoddard, of Derby, has

undertaken the contract at .£1,2G0, exclusive of

lighting and heating apparatus.

Handley'.—On Monday afternoon last the

foundation-stone of a new church wns laid at

llandlev, near Clay Cross, by the niral dean.

Mr. WMliam Howe, C.E., of Clay Cross, is the

architect, and gives his jilnns and personal super-

vision of the works gratnilously.

Hallow.—On Tuesday the Bishop of Wor-
cester consecrated the new parish church at Hal-

low, near Worcester, the foundation-stone of which
was laid about two years ago. The Imildiug is in

the Decorated style, and has been erected by Mr.
Inwood, from the designs of Mr. Hopkins, Wor-
cester. There is a har.dsome reredos ref resent-

ing the Cracifixion, given by Earl Bcanchamp.
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New ilissioN Chuech in Canonsatb,
Edikbuegh.—The congregation of Broughton

Place Church are huikling a mission church anil

school in Canongate. The building is from de-

signs by Mr. Robert Paterson, architect. The
style is Early Pointed. Including the gallciy, there

•w'ill be about COO sittuigs. The cost will lie about

:C2,0J0.

BUILDINGS.

Preston.—The Preston Theatre is now under-

going extensive alterations. Excavations are

being made for the laymg of the foundations of

the new front, and in a few months the building

•will form one of the most prominent features of

the Fisbergate.

The Adelaide Cape.—This cafe, which was
destroyed by fire a few weeks since, has, vrith

amazing rapidity, been rebuilt .and decorated. The
jiiincipal saloon is l.SOft. long and 30ft. wide. It

has five large glass domes fixed in an arched

ceiling, each containing a sunlight. The saloon

is profusely decorated with large looking-glasses,

and embellished with allegorical figure paintings

by an Italian artist—Signor Lndovici. The
architects were Messrs. Scurry and Wright, of

Saiishmy-street, Strand, and the builder, Mr.
Septimus Winship.
SwANAGE.—On Tuesday -week the foundation-

stone of a new chapel at Herston, in the pari.sh of

Swanage, was laid. The structure will be built of

local stone, roofed with stone, and will comprise a

nave, chancel, side-aisle, veslry, and bell-turret.

The design was drawn by the late Mr. J. Hicks,

architect, of Dorchester, and the building will be

earned out uniler the direction of Mr. Crickmay,
architect, of Wevinonth. Mr. F. G. Fooks, of

Herston. is the contractor.

New Union Club House, Biemingham.—On
Tuesday the new Union Club house was opened at

Bti-mingham. The bnilding is from the competi-

tive designs of Mr. Yeoville Thomasen, and
IMessrs. Bamsley were the contractors. The style

is Italian.

THE INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.
At the meeting of this Institution on Tuesday, the

411i iust., Sir. Thomas Haw^l;slev, Viee-rresident in the
Chair, ilie followiu<f candidates' were balloted for. .in

d

<li'Olarc'd to I)e ilulv" elected, including nine Meuibers,
viz. :— llr. Valentine Giicme Boll, late Resident Ei

Railway ; Mr.
-niicf'nf tllcXn

Browne,
.f tln'Orcal

St. I."

Fislir,

tioil j;;i

of tlli'l

diiiaii.l

wereelcilid .\"
ten, Audersi.ii
John Collins,. 11. I

Railwav. r s A
1.' \\".-t

rsli.,,11 :

,1,1.1,

W.uks, I'.-ilile

.Mr. .lolni Niililr

1,1 Kailwiiy; Jtr. Fl Ilk I'.iiili'v

l.'iiil'-

Esse.x; .Ml . Allr.-,l

Authorn W ckcndcu,
o( the Grc.a Indian Ti
Steddv Wi ilu.lt, M.J
Scttlniu'iiN Miiliicn

bir Ilf.t

--. nic^tcrlk'kl; iU: Allied
Locdinotivc Superintcudeut
la Jlallway ; and Mr. John

Hit Surveyor, Straity

iiril. acting- under 1 lie
\'-\ c-ltiws, had recently
ill liusk. James Doull,

.s Students of the In-

(3to]tin;fipn(li{nt[e.

YOUNG MEN'S ART SOCIETIES.

(To the Editor of the Building News.)

Sir,—If Mr. Thicke will read .again my letter,

published in your issue of the 23rd April, he will
id th.at the debate I referred to took place in the
Associated Arts' Institute, and not at the Architec-
tural Association. The fonner society was estab-
lished some eight years ago, for the ptupose of
debating on art-questions, in order to acquire a
facility of expressing one's opinion on such sub-
jects in public. The debates I referred to arc not
those which usually follow the reading of a paper;
no paper is read on these occasions and, as ex-
perience shows us that it is useless to attempt
raising a discussion unless some special object be
held in view, we have endeavoured, with a certain

amount of success, to carry out a system cmjjloyed,

I believe, in all debating societies, viz., that of

dividing the speakers on two sides, negative .and

aifiiTnativc. It sometimes happens that the sides

do not balance, or are inefiiciently represented,

.and therefore, for the sake of getting uji a good
debate, and eliciting useful information, a speaker
sometimes sets forth extreme views of his own
case, or even takes a contrary side to his own
opinion. Barristers are frequently obliged to do
this, and I am not aware that theii' powers of elo-

cution are in any way diminished by it; in fact, I

should imagine, on the contraiy, that they are
better developed. Personally, I may say, I have
learnt more in attempting to prove a negative side

than in simply reiterating such opinions as I may
hitherto have held. My letter, I thought, was suf-

ficiently explicit when it stated that this was the

first time that such a debate had lirm ninirtcd.

You have often reported the discussiun.s ^\ liicb fol-

low the reading of a paper in both societies, and
therefore my letter could not have applied to tho.se,

so that the remarks made in the criticism ap-

pended to my letter (in which otherwise I cordially

agree) cannot be held to have .any application to

the particul.ar kind of debate I referred to.

—

Believe me, yom-s faithfully,

R. Phene Spiers.
21, Bernard-street, Russell-square.

|ntiji[i;ommuiu0^atioit.

[I irr,

your 11

fii-.st J.l

Qir^STIOiXS.
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.pi.iiilcntB inform me the
.
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11- of the word ? By bo
iu Ltrest to many gentle-
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
NOTICE.—Cases for binding the BUILDING

NEWS, Vol. XV., ai-e now ready, and can be had,
jirice 2s. each. Cases for binding back volumes
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BEXLEY CHURCH COMPETITION.
To the Editor of the BUILDING News.

SiK, The following letter has been sent to

the competitors (nearly forty) :—
" 5-t, Cannon-street, London, May 3, 1869.

" Dear Sir,—The plans you were kind enough
to forward me in answer to the advertisement by
the Bexley Heath Church-Building Committee
have been inspected. I now beg to express for

the committee and self our best thanks for your
courtesy in allowing us to examine your designs,

and to inform you that you can have them any
time by applying at the above address.—Yours
truly,

"H. E. Marsh, pro R. H. Boate."
I should very much like to know what the

committee propose to do after inspecting probably
two hundred drawings. Perhaps some of your
correspondents could inform me as to the inten-
tions of the committee with regard to emi>loying
an architect ?

I have heard that the real competition is, and
always has been, between two architects in the

neighbourhood.—Ycmrs, &c., DELTA.
May o, 18G1I.

ri37f..]—HEATING BUILDINGS. — Referring to
your article on this subject in your issue of the 3'ith
ult., can any of your correspondents give an accurate
account of the mode by which St. George's Hall, at
Liverpool, is heated and ventilated ? It is said to be
" perfection," or nearly so.

—

Fure Air.

[1-57?.]—EXAMINATION.—Will any reader be good
enough to inform me if there is still in existence au
Architectural Examination, and where particulars
respcctiu-*- the same may be oliiiiinci .'—

I

'a.mbimdoe.
[The Voluntary Exauiinnti, '11 , iiioncrsi.n .M.uiday

next, the 10th inst., at 9, Comliiii .~tr, , i, ;iii,| will last
a fortnight. Our corresponilcnt slimiM liave scut in hi;
name, with a desire to be exainiued, on the lUth of
JIarch last]

[1378]- TO FRESERVE IRON FROM RUST.—Will
sonic ,,r' \<,iir r<:i,Icrs inform me whether iron can be
prcs,rM,l ii,,iii rust, by hcatins' and applying linseed
oil 1,1 It wli, 1, h,,f ' I am informed it will prevent rust
in iron when iisnl as cramps for stone or marble, but I
think mortar or cement must desti'oy the preser\'in2f
quality of the oil, and should like to know the opinion
of some one more experienced.

—

Doubtful.

[1370].—MODERNSTAIRCASING.—Win some one
give me the title .and price of best work on modern
staircasing ?—Staircase.

[1380.].—SETTLING ACCOUNTS. — Will any of
your kind readers inform me in the following matter ?

I have an account against a customer for £20, and I
am indebted to him in the sum of ,1ilO. Upon settle-
ment he pays me the *1, and the receipt I hand to him
is ou the face of my bill of £'2^), written credit by ac-
count £10, and by cash £1. On the face of bis bill of
£10, he writes settled iu my .account. We neither
stamp the bills, because that I have only received ,£1.

Is this settlement legal, or should both stamp the
bills; and how is it in the case of one party owing" to
the other criiial amounts exceeding £'Z 1—0. L.

[ISsl.l.-l'l.ASTEIt THAT WILL RESIST HEAT.
-Would .my .if your rc.iili is kiiidlv tell me of a plaster
that will liiiu,;; upon a wall and resist heat ? I have au
inside i;able which h.i.s been built too thin, and the
heat from the vents has cracked all the plaster ; the
heat is sometimes from :i00 to ."iou degrees.

—

Hamilton.

ri3.«], ROYAL ACADEMY PRIZES.-Could you
or any of your subscribers through the medium of your
paper, give me any inforniatiou regarding announce-
ment in Building News about competition for prizes
in the Royal Academy of Arts, Burlington House.
How many prizes will be given ; how many drawings
one can send, and if a private person can send without
belonging to a school.

—

Excelsior

CHURCH OF ST. SAVIN.
'liiirch of St, Savin,
ilicd to be "as c.nrly

it to have been "as
dilference !— Fred.

—John He

-RADIUS.-

IlEPLIES.
sFllUMEASrurXGrPBrlLDERS'

copies of modes of
Ise put me iu pos-
liu an exchange, if

iiy publislied and authorized
iRV ILLINGWORTIL

not possible to describe a
iform radius through the points given by

Alex ; as It is evident his straight lines indicate
tangents of diflereut lengths.—H. Joxes.

[1370.].—LEVEL LINE.—It will be found that the
proper reduction of a right line measured over the
earth's surf.ace is /'OSin. per mile, hence 5,000 miles
should be reduced 1,100 yards, or jo chains.—RouEV
Carpenter, Great 3Iarlow.

THE GUTHRIE SCHOLARSHIP.
Sir,— I notin-iii til,. P.i-TT.niNf: Xrws of Sji

au annOUIICcni' 'I' w it'i t ,
:

; i' l-, 'M;'' '
. 'i, hri

ship," under Mm .
i

. .t ;
- : :"i'l ,

that it has api>. n, <i i.i !, n ,, ,
ii.

, . r mi
as I have i'f,-,iw,i inanv I, i;,i- li.^in „,
evidently engaged iu architc.tiinil w,,i k iil„,iu

not know how it came to be iiisi ri,,l. .-is tin-

Scholarship hiis nothing wbat,-v<T l,i ,l,i \s\\\

rchi

W . 11. I., -M.i

The College, Clifton, May 3.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
Contractors' Claims.—In the Court of

Common Pleas, on Monday week, the case of

Ti'owsdale and others r. the jjorth British Railway
Company was heard. This was an nctiiui l,r, night

by the plaintiffs, contractors, of Stuckt,iii-iiu-'rccs,

against the defendants for £iy,UUO odd and
interest, w Inch they alleged to be due for work
done by them, and' extras, upon the Rcedsmouth
branch of the Wansbeck railway. This c.a.sc had
jireviously been befm'C the Court, and it was
decided that Ibe whole matter should be rcfeircd,

and the validity of the awards inquired into. Mr.
H.arrison, t'.E., was appoint,, 1 arliitrator, and he
was given the assistance, on legal points,, if Mr. John
Kemplay, of the Northeni Circuit. Mr. Kemplay,
after a long investigation, decided that both Mr.
Jones's awards were bad. The case now came
before the Com't to decide on the validity of both
or cither of the awards. After hearing the
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arnnmcnts, the Lord Chief Justice, Jlr. Justice

Ke;itinj;, nii'l Mr. Justice Brett coiicurred in giviiij;

juJirmcut for tlie phvintiffs.

I)A:\iAr,F.s i-'OK Injuries.—At the IluiUlers-

ficlJ County Court recently, a man named Michael
Haley sued the Huddcrslickl Waterworks Com-
nii.s.sioncrs for H') damages, for injuries aUcficd to

have Iwen sustained liy a fall. It appeared that

some men in the employ of the commissioners had
hecn " liorinj; " a footway, in order to do some-
thing; to the water-jiipcs. and had left a numhcr of

flajrs lyini; on the footway. 'I'he plaintilf, ^oinjr

home one niirlit, suddenly stejiiied into tlie place

wIktc Ihe tia^'s had K'cni and, trippin.ir his foot,

he fell and injured his head somewhat severely.

There was no li^ht near the spot whore the Hags
had heen removed. For the defence it was con-

tended that as the plaintiti was drunk he was not

entitled to recover damages ; hut the judge (J.

Stansfeld, Escj.) considered that the defenilants

hail been guilty hy their servants of negligeuce,

and gave a verdict for 40.5. for the plaintiff.

Ax Akchitect'.s Bill. —In the Newcastle
County Court recently, before Judge Blanchard.
the cause of Lamhton i: Klliott was heard. The
plaiutiff, an architect at Newcastle, was engagcil
in September hvst, by the defendant (a grocer and
draper) to pre])are plans, &e., for a house, shop,
and warehouse bo proposed building at Chopping-
tou. I'laus were prepared, tenders advertised for,

and the lowest, auiouutiug to £1,212, was accepted.
The defendant, however, did not wish to expend
so ntuch money, and the plauitiff, at his rc(piest,

altered the plans so as to reduce tlic cost to £940,
and he made other alterations, reducing the cost
to t:.")8i). Ultimately the defendant wTotc to the
))laintiff stating that he did not rei|uire any fur-
ther services from him. The idaintiff then sent in
his bill for £47 7s. Mr. Charles Francis Johnson,
engineer, who had been in the emjilojinent of Mr.
Lamhton, gave evidence as to the drawing of the
plans, and the justness of the claim. For the de-
fence it was contended that the plaintiff was in-

structed to jireparo plans for a building the cost
of which was not to exceed .{itJOO ; but the plain-
tiff had propareil plans for a building to cost twice
that amount, and the defendant came to the con-
clusion that the sooner he got rid of Mr. Lambton
tlio better. It was conteuded that the plamtiff
caused the expense and brought the loss upon him-
self. His Honour said there Mas no doubt the
plaintiff had been put to a great deal of trouble
aiul expense. Both parties were to suffer in the
action ; and, after a great deal of difficulty he had
come to the conclusion that the )daintiff was en-
titled to recover. Ho gave a verdict for the idain-
tiff for £2.-;.

Careless Credit ix the Buildixg Trade.
-Pope c. Wilkixson.—In this case, heard at
the JIarylebone County Court on the 27th ult.,

the plaintiff was a liuilders' ironmonger, and the
defendant was a surveyor. The "action was
brought to recover the sum of £lfi for materials
and work supplied and done on the dofendaut's
premises, but the defendant refused t<3 pay, on
the ground that ho had never given any order for
the work or materials to Mr. I'ojie, but had em-
ployed a buililer of the name of Hatten to do all

work necessary for the alteration of his offices,

and who owed him a large acconnt. Mr. Clarke,
who ajipcared for the defendant, conlendod that if

ho wanted some alterations or repairs to his offices,

and he s lid to a builder " Do all that is necessary,'"
and the builder chose of his own accord to say to
an ironmonger or a bricklayer " Send your men
over to Mr. Clarke's, I nm doing a job for him,''
that would not bind him, for he gave no anthority
to the builder to go and pledge his credit. He was
deahng witli the buildci-, and no one else. Mr.
Hatten, ou being called into flio witness-box, .said

his foreman had no authority to go to Mr. Pope's
at all, certainly not from liim, corlainly not from
Mr. Wilkinson. After counsel on both sides had
argued the case, his Honour said that, looking at
all the circumstances, he could not see anything to
councct the defendant with an authority or agree-
ment to pledge liis credit in this matter, and he
must, therefore, give a verdict for the defendant,
with costs.

WAGES JIOVEMENT.
On Saturday between fion and 7iiO unionist pLislerers

censed work in Jl.iiicliesler. and the 8topnn(,"e will also
cuforic the Idleness of nliout l.Ki labourers. The whole
dispute is exactly similar to that which is pendinK be-
tween tlio masons and those whountil recontlyeniplo) ed
them. In the Bumnicr time a plasterer's wages have
been Xi>. for a week or

.',^J hours; In winter be wouldcam somewhat Ksa, probably about 30s It waa pro-

posed to pay the members of this Irude at the f^uiiu-

rate by tlio hour system.
About '..'.'lU masons and r.ft labourers conuccled with

the principal buildint; firms lu Bradlord loft work uu
Saturday, not to return a;;uiu uuless some arrange
meat can be efTei-ied iu the terms ou which disagree
mcnt hasarisi'ii. .Mutual couces^ion had been so lai

elVected to the satisfa.-tion of both sides that the
Jidopliou of payiuciit liy the hour formed theoidy point
of dilTereucL' and tin' f-ulc obstacle to rceouciliation.
Allhou-li on this ii.iiHt the unionists aie -re.atlv di-
vide, I 111 ,,],nihM,, :, Miaiority of thiMU reject tlu' pr'opo-
silMii l.ir ]-:n I II III l.v ilu' hour, oil the en, I. lid tli.it

pr,,|i.,., il eli:i,,e,' uill !„• a disa.l

Till

Mnployeis' uuioii
n,,i ,1 i,\ il,i> ,lispute, and will cou-
M.i,-,,i i,> l,iM,i,,fore.

,i ,,! s,i i,,iis liiiVerencea in thebuild-
k. lu .I:iiiii:irv last, the oonativc
e,l noti.-e froiii their emplov.TS that
lav tlicv would pav bv lioul-. vi/., at
„i ;',,!. iiiwiiil.-r. 'IIm, w.'ii,',s whii'li

,,| tl
:i 1'

S I 1,1

hour- .Kv,,l.|,

Peine c,,„.,i,|,

the proposed arralie<-lii,-lit <! l! , i,i::-Iir , lIi,- \\:'i-.e;

in summer \\ ill aiiHiiii.t to ': I l" M A\ hat the iiT,-i

require tube iiidiii'ed t,i fall ii,i. ,
i h, \ -i i m i,r pariiieiii

bv botu- is i;;,!. per li.inr. ,,r ': II- ,.i|
|
i.r week.' Tli,

|,r..p.,sal of 111,' i„;.M,i-s as mtlie pay,, nut in wiufi
will i;,i-.,. the «!,.:, - ,,r 111,, iiii.n ]•„[ pia-week. Th(
pi ili,iple III,! l,,;,-ie| - h^hl |,.r is ih,- |,aviileut l,v hour
111,' men haw iiiliiiiil.Mlli.at tliey will not eoiupiy will
tlie terms of their employers.
The masons of Kidtou and Wolverhampton have

turned out on strike iu opposition to the hour system,
arbitration, and the use of worke,! stone.
On Monday 11,,' limi i |i: In,, I

- ,,f lilasgow Struck for
au advance ,,1 «:,

, li.Jd. per hour. The
masters ha\, 1,1,1 , !: asked for.
The IjTOM m as,.-, - .,, I .%, \ster.—The notice

roceutly given to tiieir eniiiloyers by the operative
stonemasons of Ltmcaster, requirinua reduOtiou in the
hours of labour, expired on Saturday. The masters
have determined not to accede to the terms of the men.
A fetrikc would be very inconvenient, as the building
trade iu Lancaster was never known to bo iu a more
liourishiuif condition than at present.

The Masoxs op Bristol axd Arbitration
Courts.—Yesterday week a meeting of master
and operative, masons was held at Bristol, iu re-
ference to the proposals which have heen made by
the masters to the men, the notices concerning
which will expire on the 1st of May. Onr readers
are probably aware that the operative masons
have agreed to the principle of establishing com-ts
of conciliation but not arbitration, and nearly the
whole of the evening was taken up in the di.seus-

sion of the two schemes. The delegates repre-
senting the operatives were not cinpowevcl to ,.iivr

their adhesion to courts of arbitral :,,ii ; «liil t th,

masters, deeming conciliation will,, ml aiMtiau.ni
useless, argued in favotu- of the laiter. but with uo
definite result, and the meeting adjonrucd without
actually doing any business. In tlie meantime
the musters will have a meeting to decide as to

whether they will accept a Iioard of conciliation
in lieu of arliitrati.m. I'eiidiug the further con-
sideration of the meeting on both sides, the notices
which were to exjiire on the 1st of May have been
extended to the 1st of June.
The Pxedmatic Railway.—Some time ago

this work was coinmenced iu Ilolboni by laying
<lown a series of largo iron tubes, about four feet

in diameter, but was stopped iu eonscipience of
operations for the Holboni Valley Improvement,
Inside these tubes rails will be laid for Ihesupiiort
of the carria.ges. Lately the work has been re-

sumed, and will extend from the Pneumatic
Despatch-ofiice, 24.), Holborn, opposite Jlessrs.

Day and JIartin's, to the General Post-office.

Operations havelikewisebeen commenced in New-
gate-street. The subway will pass in a tunnel
under the Ilolborn-vallcy viailuet, at a dcplh of

30 feet, so as not to disturb the fouudatious of the
viaduct.

Burstixg of a Reservoir.—A disastrous
occniTence has taken place at the Bannister Hall
Print-works, Higher Walton, a village a few miles
from Preston. There are two extensive reservoirs
in connection with the works, one of them a \ei\

large one, covering nearly two acres of laii,l, which
wasuseil forclean water purposes. At the tiiiu' of

the accident it contained a depth of eighteen feet

of water. Between the hours of twcivo at night
and three in the moniing this iinmcnsc sheet of
water burst through its banks into the river Dar-
wen, near which it was situated. It is considered
as a reason for Ihc disaster that the
reservoir had been filled too full the ine-
vious day, and water having filtered into the rat-

holes that lined its banks, worked its way throngh

until a continuous opening had been made, and
the banks Iieing only composcl cd' clay, a large
gap was soon made, and the water rushed out into
the Danven with immense velocity, carrying all
before it. Inaverj-shorttimethereservou-wasquite
empty, and now the place where the accident oc-
ctirred exhibits an enormous fissure, twenty yards
wide by over six yards deep.
DnsiGX for" Chaxxel Steamers.—The

Council of the Society of Arts offer the Gold
Medal of the Society, and the large Silver Medal
of the Society, for the best and the second-best
block-model of a steamer which shall afford the
most convenient shelter and accommodation to
passengers on the decks of the vessels crossmg the
Channel between Franca and England. The
steamer is not to exceed in tonnage and draught
the best vessels now in use between Folkestone
and Boulogne, and the model must be on a scale
of a (piarter of an inch to a foot. The models,
marked in cypher, are to be sent in to the Society
of Arts House, John-street, Adelphi, on or before
tlie 1st November next with a sealed envelope,
giving the name and address of the designer.
Royal Academy Exhibition.—The extra-

oicliiiaiy number of pictures excluded fi-om the
ICxbibition this year—a considerable proportion
having been actually accepted, and only finally
omitted ou the ground of want of .space—has
induced a committee of gentlemen and artists to
fomi a select supplcmentaiy exhibition. A snie
of rocmis has ah-eady been secured in Bond-street,
within two minutes' walk of the Academy. Mr,,
Moy Thomas has consented to act as secretary.
Civil a\d ^[ECHAXICAL Exgineers' Society,— till Saturday last the members of this society

paid their second visit to works for the present
session to Blackfriars-bridge, by permission of
Mr. Cnbitt the engineer, and were sho-wn over the
works by Mr. F. W. Bryant, the resident en-
gineer (President of the Society of Engineers).
The members afterwards visited the Blackfriars
section of the Thames Embankment, by permis-
sion of Mr. Bazalgcttc. Amongst the gentlenv, n
present wore :—B. Houghton, president ; F. H.
Roberts, secretary ; R." M. Bancroft, F. A.
Klein, and G. W. Usill, members of council

;

G. R. Godson, H. Siccama, A. F. Pain, &c.
On Saturday next the members of this sociot)', by
pemiission of the architect, will visit the new
Italian Opera House iu the Ilaymarket.

Arbitratiox in the Irox Trade.—The
ironmasters of the North of England and their
workpeople have settled their dispute in a rational
way. The question of wages—the men demand-
ing an advance of 10 per cent.—was some time
a,j,i sul,iuittc,l to the local hoard of arbitration,
liiit no settlement could be an-ived at, the votes on
eacli side being equal. Mr. Rupert Kettle wrs
then called in as arbih-ator, and that gentleman,
after going thi-ough the masters' contracts and
lirices for the last six years, intimated on Saturday
that if called upon to decide he must give judgment
against the men at present

;
yet if the whole year

were taken, with the prospective improvement in
prices, the men would probably with reason soon
make another demand. A compromise was
therefore suggested, and it was eventually agreed
that there should be an advance of 5 per cent., to
rule until the end of the year.

The Proposed New Paddixhton Work-
HOI'SE Ixi'lR.MARY. — Great objections have
been made (says the Lancet) hy the master of
I'addingttm Workhouse to the plans for the new
Infirmary, which, if carried out according to the
instructions of the Poor Law Boanl. woiild lead
to repulsive scenes. Both Jlr. Corbett aiul Dr.
Markham have adniittetl the force of thetdijections,

and Dr. Markham has advised the guardians not
to carry out certain portions of the scheme sanc-
tioned at inesent, and to be cautious in proceeding
with the remainder.
The New Law Courts.-Lord H. Lennox

inquired, ou Monday evening last, of tho Firit
Coniniis-ioncr of Works whether, before tho
(iovcrmiK'iit Bill for the jn'oposed new Law
Courts was brought in, ha would circulate a plan
of I ho proposed site and place a model of the
biilliling iu the library ? Mr. La\'ard said that
lilliographed plans wore being prepared by Mr.
Street, and would bo placed in the handa of mem-
bers shortly after tho second reading ; and that
oveiitually a model would be furnished, but it

would take some tune to proparclho elevations.

Society of Exgixef.rs.—At the ordinai-y

meeting of the Society of Engineers, held on
Monday the 3rd. inst.,"Mr. T. AV. Bryant, Presi-

dent, in the chair, a paper was read On the
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Systems and Apparatus emplored for illumination

by Coal Gas," by Mr. William Sugg. The following

candidates were balloted for and duly elected : As
Mcmber.s. Messrs. William Walker, Metropolitan

Board of Works, Spring Gardens, and John Thomas
Lloyd, Rye-lane, Teckham ; Asassoeiate;!: Messrs.

rhilip Gray, 7, Cork-street, Burlington-Gardens,

and Frederick Seebohm Ultizen, 21 Mark-lane, E.C
The ordinary meetings of the Society were ad-

journed until Monday the -tth of October.

Strike of the Masons in Wolvekhamp-
TON.—Most of the masons in Wolverhampton
hare now joined the agitation of their brethi'en

cLsewhere who have turned out against payment
1 ly the hour, the settlement of disputes by arbitra-

tion, and the using up of worked stone. Two or

tlncf men, however, refuse to strike, although they

iiidcing to the union. As a result they have been

lined by the union. In return they have expressed

their willingness to work over-time for then- mas-
ters. The labourers in the building trades in the

sxme town have given notice of a demand for a
rise in wages to i^il. per hour. Their present rate

is 4d. per hour. The masters refuse to grant their

reqnest, but offer arbitration, which the labom-ers

have accepted.

The Architectural Exhibition— The
opening conversazione of this Society was held at

the rooms in Conduit street, on Tuesday evening
last. There was a very good assembly. A large

nnmber of wator colour sketches by the late Kev.
J. L Petit were specially attractive.

Improved Dwellings' Company.—Alder-
man Sir Sydney H. Waterlow, the chau'man of the

Improved IndustrialDwellingsCompany (Limited),
has issued a circular stating that it is proposed,
w-ith the view to close the capital account, to re-

strict the share capital, which now amounts to

£100,750, to a total of £125,000, and that as a
similar sum may be borrowed from the Govern-
ment imder the operation of the Labom'ing
Classes' Dwellings Act, 18G6, the aggregate capital

will then be a quarter of a million sterling. The
principal object is to remove the prevalent dis-

belief in the profitableness of such undertakings.
Tills can best be done by showing that a large sum
of money has been invested in providing decent
and comfortable homes for workmen in various

parts of London at an average amiual profit of at

least 5 or 6 per cent.

South London Industrial Exhibition.—
On Tuesday night last Mr. Samuel Morley, M.P.,
distrilrated the prizes and certificates iu connexion
with the Third South London Working Clas.ses'

Indnstrial Exhibition. A special meeting of the
exhibitors hail settled what form the prizes should
take, and Mr. Joseph Moore, of Bii'mingham, had
prepared the medals, and Mr. John Broad, of

Hatfield-street, London, the illuminated certifi-

cates. The numlier of visitors to the Exhibition
wa^ 41,54:1, paying £373 14s. lOd. The total re-

ceipts amounted to £439 19s 83d., and the expen-
diture left a balance towards the prizes (which
would cost something over £100), of £90 os. 5d.

($hip.

Mr. T. C. Leitch has resigned the post of Town
Clerk to the borough of Tynemouth, which he has
occupied since the incorporation of the borough iu
1849.

Mr. T. C. Ebdy, architect, Durham, has been
elected a member of the Northern Architectural
Society.

It is not long since we had to record a fire at the
Duke of Northumberland's house, Charing Cross. We
have now to record that late on Friday night last

week a fire occurred at the Duke's seat near Guild-
ford.

A new Wesleyan chapel w.as opened on Thursday
week at Dinas Mawdd\\y, Wales ; Mr. W. Thomas_i8
the builder.

The new Roman C.itholic Church of St. Helen,
Ongar, Essex, was opened on Wednesday week.

It is said that every day the decision of the Law
Courts' site remains undecided costs the British tax-
payer £116.

'riie Canterbury Beard of Guardians has under
consideration plans (prepared by Mr. Hall, the city

surveyor) for the erection of a new workhouse infir-

mary in that city.

St. Augustine's Church, Wisbech, which has boon

erected at a cost of £3,200, will be consecrated on
Tuesday next, the 11th inst.

The mnnihlv meeting- of the A^s.lci!^tion of Fore-
men Engineer^ took \,\:h<- at t!u (ilv Tcnninu's Hotel
on the l>t iiisf., Mr. Nc«t.ui, Kr.yal Mint, in the

chair. Mr. James Kae read an clali, irate and prac-
tical paper on ''Iron Shipbuilding." In the discus-

.siou which followed, Mr. E. J. Reed, Chief Constructor
of the Navv, took a prommeut part, as did other
Ilonorarv Ajisociates of the institution.

MEETINGS FOR TKE ENSUING
WEEK.

MoND.iY.—Geographical .Society, 8.30.

Tuesday.—Institution of Civil Engineers.— •' De-
sci'iptionof the Low Water Basin atBirk-
cnliead."—by Mr.-J. EUacott, M. Inst,
C.E., 8.

Itoyal Institution.—"On Astronomy," by
rrofessor R, Giant, LL.D., F.K.S.

VVednesd.-vy.—Society of Arts.—"On the Ventilation
of Drains," by J. Lovegrove, Esq., M.
Inst, C.E. 8,

Geological Society S..

TnuKSDAY.—Itoyal Institution, Professor Tyndall,
L.L.D., F.R.S. 3.

Society for the Encouragement of Fine Arts.
X''ourth Conversazione of the season, at
Suffolk-sti-eet, Gallery, Pall Mall, East.

Friday.—Architectural Association.-Special Busi-
ness Meeting.

Saturday.—Associated Arts Institute.—Exhibition
of Sketches. Subjects, The " Tempest "

—

Act 5, and " Too Late." Discussion—Ques-
tion, *' Was the Iteuaissanee movement
productive of any real benefit to Art '?"

Koyal Institution.—On Geology, by A. Geikie,
F.K..?. 3.

TENDERS.
BiRJiiNGn.\M.—For erecting the Union Paper Mill,

Saltley. J. II. .and G. F. H.awkes, architects ;—
Horsley Brothers, Bii-miugham £22Ct9

Bai'nsley and Sons, ditto 230,5

Jeffery and Pritchard, ditto 23oij

C. Jones, ditto aSRS
W. and .1. Wehb 21i)0

W. Matthews (accepted) 2005
Birmingham.—For erecting almshouses in Belgrave-

street. Thomson Plenus, Esq., architect. Quantities
supplied :

—

Cresswell and Sons, Btrminj>ham. . . . £.5600

W. and J. Webb, ditto.. ..T 5420
Wilson and Son, ditto 5393
Horsley Brothers, ditto 5306
C. Jones, ditto 5180
Hardwick and Son 5135
Bamsley .and Sons 49S8
BrigK-s and Son (accepted) 4977

Bow.—For building stables, coach-houses, &e., iu
Blackman-street, Bow, for Messrs, Hadlcy. Mr. Josiah
Houle, .architect :

—

Little £4199
Patman and Fotheruigham 4185
Mansfield and Price 41.st

I'Anson 4120
Macey 40,SS

Scrivener and White 3997
Ennor 3000
Langmead and Way 3040

Brighton.—For new school-room, and alteration of
present sdhool-rooms. Belmout-street. Mr. Thomas
Simpson, architect. Quantities supplied :—

Patching and Sou £890
Dean and Dickerson SSO
Cliecsman and Co SOO
Baker 835
Lockycr 8 J2

.J. W. Sawyer 793
Nash and Co 783
Barnes 740

BuRsi-EM.—For aildititins to Scotia Works, IJursIem,
for H. Coghill. Esq. Blussrs. K. Scrivener and Son,
architects, Hanley and Lougton. Quantities sup-
plied :

—
Watkiu iei299
Bailey 1245
Bcuuett aud t'ooke 1230
N. liarlnw (ar.i'plLdl 121)

C.,\NTr.Riu in',—Fnr si.K abnsliou^es for the widows
of clcrgymi'ii. Sir, .Idin (ireen Hall, architect :

—
Gaskiu andtloilden (accepted) .-£2100

C.VNTERBURY.—For additions to Barton Mill {exclu-
sive of boilers, cngiue, &c.) Mr. John Green Hall,
architect :

—

SoUitt (accepted) £097
CiiiGWELL.—For alterations to Itoding House, Chig-

well. Mr. J. W. MoiTis, architect :

—

Arber £595
Kivett 58!
Egan 523 10
Stevens 498
Wicks and Bangs 493
Atherton 460
Sheffield (accepted) 444 u

East Barnet (Herts.)—For additions and alterations

to Belmont House, for Mr. Ch.arles A. Hanbury. Mr.
A. R. Barker, architect, Quantities supplied by Sir.

F. W. Hunt :—
Jlessrs. Adamsou £2080
AVells 2073
Dove Brothers 2070
Hill and Sons 1945

Favebsiiam.—For the erection of a new ward at

the Favershain Union :—
Bull £20.50

Sawvcr 1809

Fond ISIO
liatclifle 1705

,) udijes 1099

Aiisliu 109

1

Adcock 1093
Naylar 1073
Whiting 1039

Shruhsolc (accepted) 15 19

Sollitt 1537

Gr.vvesend.—For the erection of a new Presby-
terian church. Mr. Alfred Bcdborough, Southampton,
architect :

—

Carter £6890
Hunt 6350
Marsland aud Co C020
Wigmore 6000
Wicks and Co 6900
Cobham 5633
Staines and Son 5588
Pink and Co 5549
Blake 5200
Naylar 5090
Nightingale 4873
Sawyer 4,84,8

Bull aiul Sou 1799
l,i;i i,,s" r, 11 lM>r.r,,'l]ir^ ,! 1,1 1

1 ..nM-v, i, ,i,, ..vt-r tho
]" I -•I!!,' ••ir.iiii,!, ni II,, 1' • ,,| I ,i::iu,,, for
Ml- 1 I , , I, W ::ll II, 111-, l:,,'-, 11-, ;,l, hll, , 1 ;,li,| SUT-
vi-M-i, 1.1,, ii>,-,i,li, Miiaiililii - Miiii,!ii,l, i;-.:.-hi~iveo£

gas litliu-s, &(.;
Disney £525
Fenu 402

Guildford.—For the erection of a pair of cottages
on the ^Voodbridge-road Estate, for Mr. Higlett. Mr.
Henry I'eak, architect, Guildford. Exclusive of
plumbing-, plazing, painting, &c. :

—

G. Strudwick £332
West 320
Garnett 295
Taylor and Downes 290
Swayne and Sons (accepted) . . 257 10

Guildford.—For the erection of a similar pair of
cottages on the same estate, for Mr. E. Williamson.
Mr. H. Peak, architect. Also exclusive of plumbing,
glazing-, painting, &c. :

—

Taylur and Du« ues £290
C. .Sniilli (acri-iilwl) 250

Guti.oroKii, -Fnr the erection of stabling at New
House,' Tan^lcy i'ark, Worplesdon, neai- Guildford, for
Thomas Oborn, Esq. Mr. Henry Peak, architect :

—

T. aud John Loe (accepted) £.341

Guildford.—For painting the exterior of Messrs.
AVillshcr and Petitt's corn stores, Guildford. Mr. H.
Peak, architect :

—

Sturt £44
H. Edmead 40
Cook (accepted) .38 7 6
J. L. Edmead (withdi-awn) 25 10

Le.\.tiierhead.—For new conservatory, stabling,
&c., to house, for 31r. Henry Brooks. Messrs. Haber-
shou and Brock, architects :

—

Hamblin £689
B.atchelar 649 3

Ore, Sussex.—Accepted tender for the erection of a
new c hurch at Ore :

—

Hughes, (.St. Leonards.) £.3561

COMPETITIONS.
rLYMOUTii.—July 14.—Fur desigrns, plans, and esti-

mates for a new GuiltUiall, with law courts and public
offices. First premium, £100 ; second, £75; tliird, £50.
Mr. Wliitcford, town clerk, Guildhall, Flyuiouth.

CONTEACTS OPEN FOR BUILDING
ESTIMATES.

WALTON-ON-Tn.-VMES .\M> \Vr.vnniDGE G--\s Co.—
May 14.—For the erection nt a ll.-tort lluuse aud chim-
ney shaft and houses to contain tiuriiit-r^, cngiue, boiler,

Ac. Mr. G. W. Stevenson, Engineer, 19, Great George-
street, S.W.
Metropolitan Board of Works. Northern

Low Level Sewer,—May 1-1.—For constructing about
4,400ft. of brick sewer, from Tower-hill to New Earl-
street, City, and for 9,710ft. of brick sewer and other
works, from Westminster to Grosvenor Canal Basin.

Mr J. Pollard, Board of Works, Spring-gardens, S.W.
ILKLEV.—June 15.—For the erection and comple-

tion of One, Two, or Three Blocks of semi-detached
Villa residences in Parish Gill-road, Ilkley. Thomas
Marshall, architect, St. Mark's-road, Bagbie Field,

Leeds.

Ilkeston.—May 17.—For the erection of new gas-

works for the " Ilkeston Gas Company." B. Wilson,
Manager, Ilkeston Gasworks.

Greenwich Di-iim-r '^Tir i?, r,,r 1 r in-i down
tooled York Pavi 11 i '

,
mI , i, iirials

and works rcqtiin 'I i -
,

i. ] ,'
,

,- : 1,1 foot-

ways of Ilalcliaiii link 1,-11, 1, I 111 i,|iii,. -lull, aud
Clifiiiii-rnail lir])tiora. 1.. W . James, (.lerktothe
llcalil. 1,1-r, li«irh.

(I \),ii\M I'nr repairs and alterations teahouse
at ( laiihaiii, Jlr. G. B. Shell, 30, Ch.ancery-luuc.

KiDSGROVE.—May 17.—For Sewering part of the
district. Messrs. Scrivener and Son, architects,

Hanley.
Stourbridge Union Workhouse.-May 13.—For

the erection of a new school, dormitories, baths,
lavatories, &c. Geo, IloUoway, Clerk, 1, Church-
street, Stourbridge.

Trinity House.—May 24.—For constructing and
erecting- au Iron Beacon on the Great Anquetta^Rock,
near Gorey. Jersey. R. Alien, secretary, Trinity
House. Loiidou.

Gr.vntii.\.m.—May 22.—For cleansing a part of the
River Witlnim. the shire drain, and suudry other
s«wers and drains. Mr. F. Malin, Clerk of Sewers,
Grantham.

,Kiwiioiip I'.vr the erection of a new Rectory
Il.MiM, i,,i II:, |,ai-i*li iif St. Jiirlnicl. Mr. Christian,
:ii-,liiir, I, ~ \ W liilcb.-ill-i.lacc, S.W.

I i-iMMiiivM - .5Iay 19.— For alterations at tho Rec-
tory il,,ii--i,, .^li--srs. Law aud Sous, architect.*. Priory
Cotla-c, Nortlianiptou.

LiM'ouN, May 22.—For cutting the weeds and
clcansiiiL; a jioriinn of the shire drain in th3 parlihes
of ( l.aviKrli', liiiilclinutou, aud Long Bennington. O.
TaUcn(>, Newark, Lincoln.

Ll,.\NDKlMMID, R.vdnorshirf.. — May 1.5. — For
bnildini; a ni-w Church. Mr. T. Nicholsoa dio:esau
architect, Hereford.
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ntril,i» Railv ?tiuioii)."l'oGrcmmoxt (I

altcnitiiMis ami ndditinns to :l RiMLllemiui's ii'Siilem-c.

Mr. ti. V. Haildim, .irchitect, HtTi-ford.

ABERDtrN IlARnoiR.—Juuc l!<.—For the diversion

of the Kivcr IVc. mid other works, J. All^us. Clerk

to liie Harbour Commissiouers, Town House, Aber-
deen.

B.^RCHESTON.—M.ny 20.—For the restorntion of the

Parish Chureh. Mr. Chrietinn, 8A, Whitehall I'lace.

S.W.
NEWCASTLE-fNDEn-LYMT..—May 1".—For certain

works in Albert-street. Jlr. K. Chapman, architect

aud surveyor, Newcastle.

PoiiTsMoi Tii II.VRBOLR.—May li—For bartjiliff

awav and di])ositinj,' the materials raised by the
Govirnnieiit ilredRcrs. G. G. 'Wellesley, Admiral
Superinlendiiit, Portsmouth Dockyard.

India OrticE.—May 10.—For the supply of liestf

British Iron. G. C. Talbot, Director-General, luilia

Office, S.W.
Ai>MiiiAi.TV.—June 1.—For the supply offi.fiOO Bolts

of Canvas. A. Brady, Superintendent of Contracts,
Whitehall.

CiTT or London.—.Tune 1.—For rci)airins; the Car-
riage-ways of St. Panl's-churchvard and Fleet-street.

J. Daw, Principal Clerk, Sewers'Office, Gnildliall.

CiTV OF London.—June I.—For cleansing and rc-

pairiDs Sewers. J. Daw, Principal Clerk, Sewers
Office, GuiUUiall.

CiiEDnAii Gas Comt.vnt.—Mav 11.—For the neces-
sary Buildinfrs at tlic Cheddar Gas Works. W. P.
Bridgctt. Uon. Secretary.

Swindon. Wilts,—Mav 01.—For llie erection of a
Boys', Girls', and Infants'" Scluxd, and TenchcTs- Uesi-
deuce. T. S. Lausdowu, arcliitect. ilaib-road. Swindon.
IT0LI.OWAV.—Mavl.-i.-For repairing:- eiulit houses,

and alic liTL: iImn i\,\.. >,liops. J. T. liarlow, 7, Belle
Vu(-\ill:i^, >, >. II -I i.rs-road.

lliM'M 1
>! 1' Fur the supply of Glazed Stone-

w:ir<* I'lpi . nt iii'm 'Mn 'jr inches diameter. J. Ilait,
Clerk to llie Local l!.>;ird. llindley, near Wigan.
Strand Union.—May IS.—For paiutiD£!: and g:eneral

repairs at the Union Offices. Tenders to the Guardians,
6, Bow-street, Covent-Karden.
Newport, SIoNMouTnsniRE.—May 14.—Construc-

tion of certain Works for the Alexandra Dock Com-
pany. J. S. Adam, Secretary.

BiLHOA. Sp.vin.— For Li-hlins with Gas. C. Jletc-
rista and Co.. London.

Soi.iiuLi, Union.—Mav 12—For additions to the
Infiimarv of the Soliliull Union Workhouse. Francis
Tims, architect, Queen-Mrecl. Leamington.
BonoiGii OF Kidder.minstt.r — :\lav 1:! — Forfittin"

up the New Covered and \eL'.tablc Markets in the
above borough, aud tor LiL;htin^ witli Gas. James
Morton, Town Clerk, Kiddermin.-ier.

PROPERTY SALES.
April 20.

At THE Mart.—Bv Jlessrs. Furber, Price, aud
Furbcr.—Annuity of fil.noi) sterling, payable during
the life of a gentleman ased 65, and an animity of .t40n
from the death of the said gentleman up to the 1st of
July. 1872, if he should die before that date—sold for
£4. too.

I'olicy of assurance for .il,2i)0, effected with the
National Provident Institution, on thelife of the above
gentleman 1 4.15.

Policy of assurance f.)r £1,000, on the same life, and
in the same office—£400.
Policy of assurance for imm, on the same life, effected

in the London Life Association—£4Wi.
Policy of assurance for £1.00', on the same life,

effected in the National Provident Institution-£400.

Apml .To.

At THE JiART.—Bv Jlr. Herbert Bean.—Leasehold
residence. No. I.i9, (ineen's-road, Dtvlston. let at re.io

per annum, tenn .'52 years unexpired, at £4 per annum
-sold for £;i7.-i.

Leiuschold residence. No. 16:). Queen's-road, Dalston.
let at £:) 1 jier annum, term 52 years unexpired, at ,i; 1 10s.
per annum—.C:i.>.>.

--
BATH STOXK OF ItK.ST QUAI.ITV.

Kami M.I. and S.m nders. (^narrvmcn and Ston.-
>I' ; !

t 'ill I isl of Prices at the Quarries and
I'

I

' 't for Transit to any partoftheUniU'd
1^

1 I'd on application to Bath Stone Office,
( ..)-l<..In \\ i!. -[Al'VT.]

BANKRUPTS.
fTO SfRRENDKR AT It

Snell, Frederick, Clarkson-strect, Peikh
May 21-., at II.

t.\T THE REsrECTIVE DIHTRirT rorRT.f.l
Backhouse. Klizabetli. Leeds, painter. Mav 24 at 12—

Counsel!. l!ol)erl, Pontv|i..iil. Muunuoitlisliin' en-
tractor. May n.at 11— Ottc«i II. ll,.iir\, D.rl.v. piiiul.-r
May 12, at 12— Peach. Cliarlc.i, Tiiiwcll Kutl.iiid^hin'
carpenter. Jlay 14, at ll-W.-.-iriii-, diaries, Waterloo,
Liuicashire, painter. May i:'.. at U.

nn'iDENDS.
, David Dunham. Toddlngton, near Dunstable,

id.ml of :id — >tav Iti. .1. Fowls. Liver-
I '

I T
' '-I' r.liimt-Mav JO, J. F..«tiT. Leeds, plas-

'' M .1 Wade 1,11,1 l;. r„k, I.c.^.U. masous-
^1 " MiUlrv. ll,,l^f„l|ll, Yl.rk^lliH. joiner—
»!'> I.I ll'iuli's. I'ontblvddvii. Fliiitsliirc, liuilrter—
May M, W Williams, G.irsIon,pluniber-ll. .shepherd,
Old-Btreet-road, timber merchant, dividend 2s. 23d.

rARTXERSIIIPS DIS.<;OI.VEI>.
J. W. Twenilow and C. F. Hush. Jlagdala-lcrrace,

Noitintr-hill. idnnil.irh J. .siu-pbi.i.l and I!. Nuttall.
Bacnp, I.an.iisliirc. st„i„d,nl,r.<-W. Sinisand J. Sims,
Moldgrecii. mar llii,l,l, i-^i;,|,|. bii, kn;akers-J. Foster

J. Pexton. Scarboii,ii-li, joiners— U. Haugli and W.
Jjjwraiico, siiinheiK-stieet. Kusion-road, builders-
Wellack and Shaw Bradford, Yorkshire, joiners.

I,l,r Ul

COl'RT. LONDON.)
lior,-street, llampsti^ad-

l.iiilde

(TO SlRUKNIirit .VTTI

r.roadl.ri.l-e. Cliarl,

road, sunevor, .Mav 21—(iilliu-s. J
.lames, Yarmoutli. Imilders, .Mav 27, at 1-Idendeii,
Thomas liurreii, Higli-strect, Batterseii, builder. May
26, at 11.

(TO Sl-ItRi;M>KR IN 1

Child^ Henrv. I'ortsla,l,.-b

Mav20at Tl— (;i',tl.Tli..iiia<, Win,!, i ,,, > |.:,inl, r. Mav
111, at 12-Ilarvev, .Iiiiiics, juii., I'.ri-l..l. lii,,M,r. .May
14, at ll-Llovd,'Fiaucis, Liverpool, bnililcr, .May 2», at
11— Lockett, J.aine.s, Hunlev, brickm.aker. May lu, at 12

-Mercer, Edward, Ossett, "Vorksliire, stonemason. May
20, at :J.

SITTINCS FOR L.\ST K\ \ M 1 N \ 1 M'N.

Jlinell.II. J. Hammond, Ilori„l,,,i , 1,. l.,Ml,l,r-June
14, /.. Llovd, Allilon-place, Sl..li,> .\,n iiiL ton-road,
builder—Ii'nie 14, T. ('.Smith, Little Tun iimtou-strret,
T,'rrii,i;loii-s.i,ian^. plumber—June 10, 1!. A. E. Calli-
cart. ( hristiaiia-.Iiiiu^ 1(1, U. II. Foat, Margate, bnihler

11, t;. lie, Iviiitjliam, Bodlfarry, Flintshire, rail-

racto

LATEST PRICES OF MATERIALS USED
IN CONSTRUCTION.

TIMDKII. l>uty Is. per load ; Drawback, Is.

T.'ftk loatl 10 10 1

St. John, N.B. yellow
Quebec oak. whito .. 10 6

& 4 17(1

5 6 10
5 10

Canada, let (innlity.. 16 10 19
Sad do U 10 13

Finland

Ciothcuburg, yellow

Goflo, yellow
Sodcrhain
ClirisLifuuA, per C,

I 10 1.1 10
I \5 12 10

i 10 7 10

. . 10 10 12 10

Seal, pale .. ivor tun 37

, pale 40

..41

Cottonseed 27 32

rig, Eng-lish ,

Spanish Soft..

Metals.
LEAD:—

Sliot. Pat(
Sheet..
White

Welsh Bars i

Nail llod .

, ,1 iiMtr it Kod^ per lb.

IROX I—
1 London per ton

flj rj

7 12 6 7 15

3

EtiR-lish Sheet pcrton SS in
Dcvaiix's V. M. noofinar Zinc do. '27 10

* And 4 per cent, tiiscount if laid upon tlie n

Absolute Security Policies, Un-
f'nf, (( ,1,'.

1 N -(I'liMiiiiiil. and Unchallcngcahle, iuBneil by
the rm 111 - \ . \' \~-\ i; \NCK COMPAXY, G'2, Ludgatc Hill,

'Tho i)ir.-i,,,- ,1 LI ,, 1 . ,,,|,,.My.iu d.ferpnce to nn objection not

reason of llie oper;H
to promulKate tlnir
wbic-bMiall be al.Mi; uditiunal, and unchal-

I' nt tho Fame tlm>' ii

k-fnult in nude in i>ii

iif every prcmiun) j-ti

Besides this Important advantARO every polloy will oxprossly Btato
whnl (nun ran at any liiuc bo withdrawn on tlie discontinuance of

Tlu- ii>..-.iired will thns alwayn have the option of retAlninp either
an i.-.i-r(ained(jx«l m»m pnynblc ftt dc^caiw,' or, In ea«e of n«-<I of
"iibdiauiiiff n eertain amount, necordlnff to the duration of the
fi'li. V. mi-h amount belnp Kct forth on Qvi?ry policy, and ren.ierln;,'
iitm.- .--iiry any fiinin- refr-rrnec to the Compauy on these poiiitc,

<if dcbiora will appreciate thin featuro

I hy life policlei. as they can
!if (jitact value, either iiunie-
k-.scription.

ivithout any conditions as

policies will become i

to will bo entirely rciiKivn', ,.,^

positi^'elT valuable ax actoal Rccuritien,

,^!?J^^A?A!?V ,*!*'!'*; *!.':"*f'l'*f !I*^'?.??^^".' *^ adrnntaffos the number

rity may ftl' , _ ^ ,„„,
toadmnci^KO 'n« to maintain the full benefit of tli

matter of frreat fnn"ir(ance where policlw aro held as coUateriU

t conBCquence of tho poliei

imount of new buitlnCM of any ofllec In the kinirdt.i

Special .AgonU Wanted. EEXRY HAHBEX, Secretary.

r^oin])eiis:ition in Case of Injur}'',
^-^^

ami a FIXKO .'^UM in TASK ,.f DKATII i-aus.a l.y

ACCIDKNT of A-SV KIND,
may be eeciirod by a policy of the

RAILWAY PASSENGERS' ASSURANCE
COMPANY,

An Annual Payment of i:3toX6:)S. insures £1.000 at Death,
and an Allowance at the Rate of £6 per week for Injury.

UAILWAY ACCIDENT.S ALOXE
may be provided ai^aiu&t by

INSURANCE TICKETS for SIXGLE or DOUBLE JOURNEYS.

For particulars apply to the Clerks at the Railway Stations,
to the Lwal Agent<«, or at the oa\ics,

f»J. C'ou.MiiLL, ami lu, Heoent-stuket, London.
WILLIAM J. VIAN, Secretary.

TO SURVEYORS, &c.

IV/Tessrs. Gould and Porter (late
-^'-^ ram. in intrf..lu<-inp to ihe ProfosMon DEAN'S PATENT
ri.t.TTINU'and CUMPUTING SCALE, feol a».-vured that it only
I. jiiiii'; til be u-icd to be appreciated. It will bo found a superior
iii-i I unifiit. inasmuch as plans can belaid dorni and computed
I ii'i. I. iiuiiker, and more accurately ihan by tho crdiuary scales. It
nK-. |ii,v-..'--.(-s the advantage of combining a set of plotting andcom-
piitinp scak« in one instrument, which ia so arranged aa to avoid all

eompUoatiou, and to prc\(jnt tlic possibility of error through work-
inp from the wreng scale
Eurtlier particulars as to price, &c.. to be obtained of Moesre.

Gould aud Porter (lateCary), 18, Strand, London ; or to Mr. Dean,
, .Snutliii

JJercules Land, Building, and

application at the Society's Offices, 39,

Money ]iromptly Advanced on
1 <i v.'iy ;r, :iil:i'i:,' :-.i:urity. A modcratO i

Bloomsbury, W.C.

. HAUVKY, Secretary.

€50,000 I^eady to be Ad
? v^ v.^ VASCED by the TESIPKRASC

t:,o), V'r.-.Vpi.l) ,

Note.—.Mure tin
„l>on hou,^^ iiroiicrty nloiic

RASCE
')iol<l nnd

ing I'-f, the

HENRY J. rniLLirS, Secretary.

^o Builders and Contractoi's.

—

rirdcrs, of y

d falls complete.
>ntrifug»i

'Po Stone Masons, ]5uilders,
Co:il M.T*-h;ui'K. .ti-.—Arundel.—River frontago of GOfU—

1 olt SALE, a ! KKLHULD WHAltF, with large yard, sheds, ear-
! titii->; wcrkvbop-, ,V:o. T}ie premises are now need as a Stone-
uuiM.irs, but ar..- adiiilnibly adapted for Slate and Coal as well. The
13uMUi-,s ;.l^o to be Disi i.s.'d of by tho exwutrix, and the Stock may
l>e takcnatavaluation.—Apply to Meh-ill Oncn, Solicitor, Wortliinp.

Pender's End, on the Great
Eastern Railway.—LAJOJ TO BE LET, for Six-roomed

Houses, close to the station. Moderate pround-rent. Lilcrai ai-
of money and material nuidc if required.—Ajiply to W. Adams

fttreathani.—Buildino- Laud to be

JJuilding Land to be Let, close
to Rarnt-K linilway Station.—For particular:^ apply to Mr.

Wood 37, UopExchanije, Southwark-streei, S.E.

J^nerley Gardens Estate, close
to Anerley Station (up i^ide) aud the tlarden entrnneo to the

Crystal Palace-Tho CARCASES of Four .Six-r.M un.d Houses on
this attractive tilte to be SOLD for £100 each. Also Six Shop Plot*,
to be Let *.'n buLldinj; leases.—Eabtman aud bou, 17, Ciraccchurch-

T^o Brickmakers, Contractors,
Builders, and Othcr«.—To bo LET, a desirable and well-

csta\,ll8hc«l BRICK and TILE YAIID, with largo WHAllF,,aiid
double railway Biding thereon, which councctit the elmiipB with the
cr.^it Ka-tern Rnihvay at Brentwood, In Esacx, «c\-onteen miles
fi< III 1.. imI, II '1!,. 'arth is of very nupcrior uuality, of ^eat depth,
iiihI , I, , ' -mfnca MaltU8, Btockit, red brickM, and dralnini;
ti:, I

1 1 in large quantities. Water in abundance In all

Duiminir, 27, Parliauient-s

T'Le Assignees of William
"^ Ifuddle^ton, Biiildcr. Lincoln, hare for Immeiliatc SALE a larfrc

ftuanlity of DRY WELL-SEASONED WAINSCO.VT O.VK, greatci

part of which han been < ; has been specially

Huddksion, Whitharaprice appiv to tlio Awipneos or

Works Lin«dn. P..S.—AUo a toud Moriar MiU, aud :S0 tquarcs bf
good Dry floor Board*.
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To Architects and Builders, Railway Contractors, &c.
MANUFACTURERS OF WROUGHT-IRON GIRDERS, ROLLED WROUGHT-IRON FLITCH PLATES,

Rolled Girders and Joists.
Bars, 1_ and "p Ii-on, llund IIiiop Iron from

Wrought and Cast-iron Railway SJ£
Bridge Builders.

RAILWAY STATION HOOFING,
Manufactured in WIIOUGHT and CAST-IROX. and Erectml.

TAKKS IN WROUGHT AND CIST-IEON.
IVrou^ht Iron Doora, Boiler & General Sniitlis' Work.

Every Description of Builders' Castings.

CAST-IRON RAILWAY CHAIRS, WROUGHT CHAIR SriKKS, FISH BOLTS, AND RAILWAY STORKS.

MATTHEW T. SHAW, HEAD, & CO., 141, CANNON STREET, LONDON BRIDGE, E
Orders requiriui;- Despatch jind runetiiality i-au bo executed in :l few days.

Slicet:
. _

" Stock
CRANE CHAIN AND CABLE MAKERS.

C01SrTRA-CT0K,S' FLA-ITT, K,A.ILS
WROUGHT AND CAJ^T W1IEKI,.S AND AXEES,

WAGGON IRONWORK, PEDESTAL^, &c.,
jAnd earth w.aggons complete.

J. W. TYLER AND CO.,
CONTRACTORS FOR DEVAUX'S

VIEILLE MONTAGNE THICK ZINC ROOFING
STAMPED ORNAMENTAL ENRICHMENTS Ft)R ilANSAliD ROOFS, DdltMEUS, FINIALS, MOLLDINtiS, See.

Estimates given for Every Description of Plain or Ornamental Zinc Work, witli or withoTit the "Patent Fastening," and
Guarantee given if required.

rRK:E LI.ST.S aXD .SHEETS OF DE.SKiNS FOKWARDED OX APrLIC'ATIOX.

12, ABINGDON STREET, AND WOOD STREET, WESTMINSTER.

LAMBERT BROTHERS,
ALPHATUBE le F3TTiN(

WALSALL,

PRIZE MEDAT CLASS XV.—P^XPOSITION UNIVERSELLE, 18B7.

DESACHY'S FIBROUS PLASTER.
ji'iiOR.—claps xxyi.

GREAT EXHIBITION,

JUROR.-class XXX.

INTERNATIONAL

(iEORGK JACKSON & SONS,
Having become Die prr.pri. tors of the Ratrnt Uiglttj, in DEaACHY'S FIBROUS PLASTER, l>cg to call

the attention of Arehiteet* to its' cap.aliilitiey.

It is atlaptet] for the spu-ejy and economical production of any coffered or circular work, wnj?pon-
headed ccilinjts (all hraeketinp heinir avoided, aa it is lixod to the joints dti^ect), fluted and plain

columna, panclladados. all kinds of diaper, &c., for the liuiui^s of walla and ceilings, and for all

purposes of ornamental plaster.

The advantages are preat : it is of great lightness, and of excellent quality ; it is not inflammable,
and is ready to be painted immediately after it is made : it has been used (under the direction of
Owen Jones. Esq.l for the ceiling at St. James's Hall, at Messrs. Osier's (Oxford-street), Mr. Han-
cock's (New Bond-3trec-t\ the Crystal Palace Bazaar, the Home for the Aged (South Lambeth), and
at various other works. Specimens can be seen at 49, Ratbbone-place.

LITHOGRAPHED DESIGNS OF CEILING FLOWERS, ETC., SENT FKEE ON APPLICATION.

FIK.ST-CLASSjrEDAL.—CLASS XXIT.

EXPOSITION UNIVERSELLE

PRIZE MEDAL.—CLASS X.

INTERNATIONAL

Carton Pierre and Papier Mache Works, 49, Rathbone-place, London, W.—Establislied in 1780.

ESTABLISHED 1795.

NEAR

LEEDS.

LONDON,
1862.

Prize Sledal for

riKE-CL.\Y EETOETS.
Honourable Mention for

DKAIX I'U'ES.

PARIS EXHIBITION,
1867.

The only Entjlisl, House "\TrA"DTT T?V
who took Honours lor iV U-Lli JjXi 1 >

FIRE GOODS.
The Silver Mediil for

TERRA COTTA.

London Agent, MARCUS BOURNE NEWTON, King's Cross Goods Station, N.
DEl'OT FOR

BLUE STAFFORDSHIRE WARE, ADAMANTINE CLINKERS, and WHITE GLAZED BRICKS.

MINERA FREE STONE.
CLARK and PARKER, Pen-y-Gelli, near Wrexham, are prepEjred to Supply the above Stone, worked or rough, put into

truck at Wrexham Station. Estimates Given rou all Kinds of JIasoniit, Fonts. Turned I'.Ai.usTEns, &<:

ADDRESS—CLARK and PARKER, PEN-Y-GELLI, NEAR WREXHAM.

THE WARDOUR (CHILMARK) AND TISBURY STONE
COMPANY (LIMITED), TISBURY, WILTS

SUrrLY FUEE.STDNE from the upper beds of tlic rOlvTL.VXD OOLITE at very raiKk'ratc rates, to auy station in Euslaud or Wales.
is Stone is suitable for Carrintf, Ashlar, and Worked Stone of every description ; also Bed Stones for Machinery and Girders. Estimates will be furnished, and price
books and specimens forwarded, on application to the MANAGER, at 8, OLD JEWRY, LONDON, E.C. ; or of the MANAGER, at GILLINGHAM, DORSET.

D O U L T I N G STONE QU A R R I E S .

A Railway Siding for Stone Traffic at Doulting offers Great Facilities for the Supply of

THE EXCELLENT FREESTONE
FHOM THE

CHARLES TRASK, Norton-sub-Hamdon, near Ilminster.
STONE DRESSINGS PREPARED EOR FIXING. PRICES ( iN Al'PLICATH )N.

The above stone is from the beds of the lower oolite ; it is of a wtirmer tint, and luucli more dur.ililo tliaii the liatli Stone. 'W.lls Cathedral and Glastonbury Abboy
were built of the Doulting Freestone, and it is now Iji'iii" UKi'd under tlio supirliil.-ii.l.iLcr iif Jlr. Street, th.- An-bitcet. in nbuildiug; Bristol Cathedral.

HAM STONE OF BEST QUALITY SUPPLIED AS HERETOFORE.

JOSEPH S. GABRIEL, STONE MERCHANT.
GRELLIKRS WHARF, T.ELYEDEliE ROAD, LAMP.ETJT.

ALIi DE.SCRIPTIONS OF PAVINGS, LANDIXfiS, (ILLS. STKl'S. I lUI'.S. Sl.NJiS. SAWN H E.VHSj'ONES AM> SLAIi-i. I-ORTLAND, CAEV, IIAtE
HILL, I'OTTEKNEWTIIX, HdWLEV I'.M.'K, AN1> I'.AKK ^I'HING liLOI'IvS KKl'f IN S 1 1 n IC.

Prices Given for Stone Supplied from Wlitirf Stock, or Sent Dirert fi-oin tlie Qntirries by liiiil or Sliip.

Bramley FaU by Rail Direct from the Quarries, in any Quantities and on the Shortest Notice. Goods Landed up to

15 tons weight.
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BREi^KFAST.—EPPS'sCOCOvV,—GaATEFUL AND COMFORTIXG.
—The very asrocable^harocter of^thia prejjaTAtion has^rondored it^

-

peneral
* 'i

-
i * •— -

PATENT WROUGHT NAILS.

""=
J. J. CORDES & CO.,

^^ the raUMitccs aii.l MamifartiircTS ol tlie

' well-kinnvn

"patent wrought nails
(Commonly called Em'bank's Nails),

Desire to make it known that they have adopted

a " star," or " cross," as their Tra de Mark, and

that all Nails now made and sent out hy them,

except Clasp, hear this mai-k upon their heads,

and that within evciy package sent from their

works is also placed a card hearin;;- their name and

address. All their bags are also branded Cokdes
and Co.
The Nails are manufactured hy J. J. Cordes

and Co. out of Scrap and the best kinds of Pig;

Iron, and have long since earned the reputation of

heins superior to all others. The Nails arc sill

uniform in make and quality, each oncperfcct, aud

count out lull I.IWKI to tlu' >r.

DOS WORKS, NEWPORT, MON.

THE ELECTRIC CLOCK.
REQUIKES XO ^VIXDIXG.

VMDtK THE PATUCNAGE OF n.M. THE QUEEX.

THE LONDON PARQUETRY WORKS.
the first Manufactory c-^t.iMWird in Enplnnm^ (in Hll^ lijr

IIAUI.t;s STi;i.NlTZ, ifiuiiUr of the Enjrlifh i'iir^iUCtiy Cii^iiien'

for the uiclu&ive productiou of

* Solid aud Plated" Parquet Floors,
Borders, Ceiliugs aud "Wall Decor atiou

„ fiictorv—Cniuborwull ITnll, Grove-laiu-, Cnmb<-rw.-ll,

S.E. Solo A^r^^nts am\ Show Room, GUlow and Co., 176 and 177.

Olford-strcot, W.

This

PATENT CLOCK,
with M«eij:y and

Co.'8 Ptvl«iit Sulphate

ol Lead fiatterr. La

purantded to kcrp

good time without

U17 atteiitiou. The
t>att«ry requires r;-

chargLug only once a

year at most. m iiiiiiliwiiilll

TEICE, in Neftt

Fancy Wood Case,

£9. Higher Frtceaoc*

cordiDB to style.jiiiwiiiiM »
An Inspectlou Is boU- ited by the

PATENTEES and MANUFACTURERS.

IS MOSELEY & CO.,P§a
||i|I 14, BEDFOKD STREET, ;!l''!':tli;^^J STRA.ND, W.O., ^^aiw ELECTRIC^BELLS, ^

and their APrLI.VNCES.
KT« belDfc nsed all over the country, iucluding the largeat hotel In the
kingdom, aa well its in In^lia, China. Australia. Africa, Holland. *c.

CATALOGUES QKATIS. ESTIMATES FUUHISUED.
THE TRADE SUPPLIED.

C. H. DAVIES and CO.'S
GENUINE AXl) ARTISTIC

SOLID PARQUET FLOORS.
N.B.-D(>i-iH'r.s aiul I'r.aoti.Ml .loiiiors.

CAMBRIDGE ILVLL, NEWJIAN STREET,

LOXDOX.

BIRMINGHAM.

THE NEW GREAT
WESTERN HOTEL,

(SNOW HILL STATION),

IS OPEN.

FLOORS OF
RACQUET COURTS

AXD

BOWLING ALLEYS.
The PTRT^tONT VSSF.T, ASnrAI.TE. I«lo "anriflirfi

: darnlilc

\ tl)c n

ROOFS AND FLOORS,
ke h«<I of J. FARRELL, Sc«rtt\rj, 5. rar:iniuciit-etrc«, S.W.

.JOSEPH GILLOTT'S
Soia livnll IVnIrrstlrmi.lioul [lie World.

To Iroamongers and the Trade generally.

J)^ Hulett and Co., Manufac-

TIE TANNED LEATHER COMPANY,
ARMIT WORKS,

GREEXI'IKI.l). NK.Vi; MANC'IIESTEK,
T.LSXEUS, CI" " l!I l'!!^. ii.i.l M VXrl-ACTrilEUS i.f

IMPROVED
Tanned Leather Driving Straps

for Machinery.
PRnrE STli.Vl' AXD SOLK BUTTS.

WAI.llUS IvEATIIER FOR COVEIilNG COTTON
GIN AND rOLISHING KOLLEUS.

Price LUts Bent free bv post.

WAKEHOUSE-Sl, JIAKK LANE, LONDON, E.C

]y£essrs. Cliarlcs Devanx and
MONTAGM
MOXTAi^M. i:

•
properly Initt.— i'lirtn

Jlontn^ie Comiiiiuy'f

the VIEILLB

Mv^ nrohltoct to be
'I'iitd lit the VioiUo
?t, Mr. JAME

marked in ])lnin Hfhtp'
nnfftcturcri of tho Mci-curialGnsBcguli

GILBERT J. FRENCH,
BULTUN, LAXCASHIKE,

Manufacturer of Cliurch. Furniture.
( 'onunimioii Linen. Altar r'k»thw. Surplices. Kobps. Ecflc-
siiislli-il f.irpcls. Gl.-i.-tmilmry and Alt;ir (h.-iirM,

Lcctcrn.-i. F.-iukl Sto.ils, Alms and C"ll-riii|. v.,.^,-.,

Almunicrs .anil llaMiis. Ciirtaiiis. Cuslii. i \'.

lilies for Si-at-^. KniiliiiL; Mais and II. I

hroi.lcry in lin\a. .-^ih.r, niul Silk, ll.r.Mi-, l< !

-

siaslical, aud EmWiiiKiti.' FI.m-s .and Bamurs, ( Iniivli

Mouruinj,^. Ftiucral IV-ilIs. Mciuorial Brasses, &e., &c.

A Descriptive and IlUistrr.'tcil C'atalog:uo sent free on
ap|)li.Mli<iu.

Ptircelb (leliverea fri:e at all IM-intiiiul lUiilway Stiltiona.

r^arts, Ladders, Barrows, &c.-

LADDERS, BAi;i;" - Ml' - n.i - -II,'- i
. .|;

I
uir.K

SCAFFOLTJS, 11* K i
i ;:- i,

, . i
: . .-^c.

Wheels mad.' I; i \: , , i

A largo Variety cii i ...;,;.,_
i ,.l 1 1. .

.
. ..

, -'.-..If.

Barrows Dobhin, ;iii 1 .lLlli <_..:i^. ii±l- il- i : i l^j ; ..iLun, and
made hy Mnchinerj- so as t<i lie intcrchanpciiljlc in tin ir p:iiis,

Dobhin Carts, £9 ; Brick Carts. £15; Narvy Barrows, lOs. Gd.
Scaffolding, Ladders. Barrows, Trestles, Step, Sec, Lent on Hire.

Trico Lists on application.

GEORGE ELL & CO.,
EUSTON -VVOIIKS, 3G6 nnd 338, EUSTON-KOAJ), LONDON, N.W

Journeyman Carvers' Trade

GIBBS'S REGISTERED FIRE-PLACE

LINTEL,
For the Trcvcntion of Smoke, nnd System of Yciitnation for rrdi

nary Sit ting-roome. For lithog^aplis and particulara apply to

JOHN GIBBS,
G, DORAN'S LAXE. LORD ST..LI\'T;RrOOL

See Notice BUILDING NEWS, O^-tobcr 16, 18G8.

NOTICE,

The Business hitherto conducted in the nfune of

THE SCOTTISH GRANITE .IGENCT,

will for xhe future be carried on under the title of

THE GRANITE AND MARBLE AGENCY,

WHITE AND HODGSON,

patents,&c.—Mr. J. C.Mewburn,

, after thirteen years' crperlei

information to he had gratis.
Haadhook of

Office for Patents, 172, Flcefc-street, London.

R^obertson, Brooman, and Co.,
PATENT AN DESIGNS EEGISTRATION AGENTS,
t-streot, London. Established 1823. ProspectUBes gratis. ^

'pheir Royal Highnesses the

THE GRANITE AND MARBLE AGENCY,
OFFICES, 11. CLKMF.NTS L.V.NE. E.C.
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'
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^•^^TORY at 12.30 daily.—
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luring Spectral and Scenic

,
,^, (H-K."—Woodbai7's"PHOTO-

r ~ ijrturcs of "KL-VIXE," com-
uv>.itic.s, at tho ROY.VL POLY-

leoond Edition, 49. 6d., rloth,

A Clue to Railway Compensation
FOR PROPERTY AND PERSON, compulsory sale under

special Acts, the nntnv and valne of estates, pre-scriptiTC window
lighte, enticements, nil!'-

mont. \VilhNutf.« mi

By THOMAS MORi:i-
DILArtD.VTlOXS,

the prinriplcs of parochial assess-
uuuded t aathoritlep.

Wiib 1.
' "ap r regulations. Is., cloth.

A BOOK FOR AMATEUR AND YOU,JG GEOLOGISTS-

Tliis flay i.s piiblislicl. price :.«.

CHIPS AND CHAPTERS.
By DAVID PAGE, LLD., F.R.S.E., F.G.S.

AUTHOR OF TlOXT-liUOKS OF I'llVSlCAL liF.i itiUAl'llY AXD GEOLOGY, &f.

CONTEXTS.
Slappin;; of Superlicial Aconinulations.

In till- Fi.-M
s.Miiivii (;,,,i..^v— Its rroofs .^nd rroWems.
Ill, N ,(ni:(! SriVnceg— TUeir I'lacc ill Kducatiou.
Ihiii l>.n li~ I'laec in Geology.

I
So'i ! ~iii.-,.ils—Their Natare ond Origin.

, l- -iiii ira.ks, Uipplc-JIarks, Footprints,

aud Metamorphoses.
i:.i . . 1,. .iiicl Siihmarino Forests.

.^iiLvK. .M^d.ui;; autl Nouienclatare.

Sceuery -Us CIniracteristics and Causes.

A Forg-otteu CUopter.

1, .. iiliiuh, and tho T.ale they tell.

^|H ihi;s in their (ieolofrioal Aspect'^.
>l.lil nr Frat-lured Bouldi-rs.
( nil- li'nierates nnd Breceias. i

V.\- the same Author.

GEOLOGY FOR GENERAL READERS.
l'..l.iilar Skel<ll(^ in t^vln^'v and rahvniitolo-v. Seeun.l Ivlilinii, eontaiiiiiig several new

(liajiters. I'rice Cs.

• This Is one of the best of Mr. Page's many good books.'"— Ccutofficni Magaxine.

A Series of

WILLTAM BLACK'WOOD & SONS, EDixBUKtai and London.
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OUT-DOOR STUDIES OF THE ARCIII-

TEUTURAL ASSOCIATION.

New Bridge at Blackfriars.—Holborn
VlADUiJT.

ON Saturiliiy afternoon a visit was paid by

aliout lifty members of the Architectural

Assoriati(.)U to tlie works at tlie new BUvck-

friars-bridge, and subsequently to the Holborn

Viaduct. Three o'clock was the hour named,

at which time the party assembled on the

Middlesex end of Blaekfriars-bridge, and was

met by Mr. Bryant, the local manager. The

drawing.s, with a model or two of the stone piers,

&c., were first examined, after which the works

in ]n-ogress were attentively ,eone over. The

bridge consists of a roadway 4.0ft. in width for

vehicles, with sidewalks for foot passengers,

each loft, wide, and is about l,27uft. in length.

It is carried over the Thames upon five arches,

the centre one of which has a span of 185ft.,

rising 25ft. above Trinity high-water level,

and -tSft. above low-water mark. The piers

are of solid granite masonry, with cutwaters

projecting beyond of an ogival form, the edges

presented to the water rising with a sharply-

defined curve. The upper surface of this pro-

jection is cut into splayed steps, to serve as

washers, and on this are massive engaged

columns, 7ft. 4in. in diameter, with highly orna-

mented bases and caps. The shafts are about

J round, and are of polished red granite. The
caps are composed of groups of aquatic birds,

those of the down stream front having a

marine character, and those of the upper front

representing fresh water fowl. The line of

balustrading above the caps of the piers is

broken out from the sidewalk, so as to form
projecting bays with seats. The construction

of the bridge may briefly be described as con-

sisting of deep iron girders, about 8ft. apart,

abutting upon each pier, upon which rest cross-

bearers at intervals of 2ft. ; these are kept in

place by diagonal ties and braces, and the top

of the whole is covered with iron plating. The
arrangement of the supports is less complex
than engineering construction usually exhibits,

and this appearance of simplicity, with the

bold lines and great depth of the flanged

girders, inspires confidence as to the sti'cngth

and solidity of the iron ft'amework. The bed of

the roadway is of rag-stone and asphalte, iron

drains with gratings being provided for cany-
ing off the surface water. The hidden spandrels

of the transverse arches which form the upper
portion of the piers are filled in with brick-

work, laid every three or four tiers with a
course of herring-bond ; this peculiarity of

construction excited attention and some com
nient on the part of the visitors.

The external appearance of the bridge will be
grand and pleasing. Tlie piers and buttresses

are boldly, richly, and j-et simply designed,

and the iron arches are of an exceedingly easy
and graceful curve. The open spandrels are

filled in with effective tracery, which is the

more interesting as it suggests constructional

support rather than mere decoration. It

is a fair question whether, on esthetic

gi-ounds, the employment of the heavy granite

columns and massive caps, supporting nothing
but a bay thro%vn out from the footways, can be
altogether justified, however great raaj'be their

value a.s ornamental features. It seems as if

they should either have been omitted, or more
made of them. The latter might have been
done by continuing the work above thebalustrad-

ing in form of enclosed alcoves for shelter, and
thus supplying intention to the supports and
still more diversifying the summit outline of

the bridge. At present these giant piers and
widely-spreading caps carry the balustrading

only ; there is no icdication of statues or vases

r any other feature to tcnuinate tlic vertical

nes." The balustrade is of stone around the

bays, but consists of iron panels between the

piers. The works have been in progress about

four years, and the opening of the bridge is

announced to take place in August next.

Should this be so, the time will not have been

long, when the nature and magnitude of the

works are considered. Mr. Cubitt is the

engineer-in-chief, and Mr. Bryant the general

superintendent ; Messrs. Thorne and (Jo. are

the contractors, Mr. Phillips being the sculptor.

It w as incidentally mentioned that the cost of

construction and completion would be about

£230,000.
These works appear recently to have excited

much public interest, and to have been

examined by many scientific and practical

associations. At the time of the visit of the

Architectural Association, about fifty members
of a working men's club weie quietly listening

to a lectiu-e from Mr. Edwin Hall, in the

carpenters' shop, who was intelligently ex-

plaining the nature and history of the undei-

taking before going over the bridge itself.

These practical out-of-door lessons are most
valuable, and shoidd be encouraged and
assisted in every possible manner. They are an
important feature in the working of the

Architectural Association, and it is encour-

aging to find the example followed with so

ranch interest by the working men. At tlie

same time, warm commendation should be

given 10 the unselfish courtesy of engineers,

architects, and others in charge of public

works, whose personal sacrifice of time and
labour is all the more praiseworthy when it is

remembered that these visits necessarily take

place after working hours, and generally on a
Saturday afternoon. After acknowledging the

kindness shown, and the information afforded

them by Mr. Bryant and his assistants in

pointing out the featui'es of the splendid

structure un^ler their charge, the members of

the association |,r.Ki'i'ded to the works of the

Holborn \'i:iilii(t. where they were met by
Mr. Blashill, ^nchilcrt, acting on behalf of

Mr. Haywood, the chief engineer. Starting

from the south-west side of the Farringdon
Bridge, the subways and internal featuies of

the viaduct were first carefully exjilored and
explained, but before noting their peculiarities

some general description of the whole work is

necessary.

Readers of the Buildixg News who remem-
ber old Holborn Hill will understand that the

important improvement now known as the

Holborn Viaduct was rendered necessary by
the steep and slipper}' descent on either side

into the valley, at the bottom of which ran Far-
ringdon-street. After many years of tedious

waiting, much litigation, and after exciting

the hopes and fears of nearly every engi'.ieer

or architect of standing twenty to thirty

years ago, a plan was at last adopted, and
Mr. Haywood, the engineer to the Com-
missioners of Sewers of the City of London,
was instructed to cany it out. The leading

feature of the plan was simple enough
;

a bridge over Farringdon-street, with
level approaches at either end, connecting

Holborn on one side and Newgate-street

on the other. Such, in fact, is the im-
portant work now nearly completed, although
in carrying it out collateral improvements, in-

volving clianges in existing streets, or the

formation of new ones, naturally resulted. Th
new Viaduct of the Holborn Valley commences
at the end of Hatton Garden, its starting

point being a large open space called Holborn
Circus, of such a form as its name implies.

From this, in a curve of about one quarter of

a mile radius, the roadway is continued nearly

upon a level until it reaches Fam'ngdon-street
above which it is can-ied by means of an iron

skew-bridge, and then takes a straight line to

Newgate-street, coming out close by the side

of Saint Sepulchre's Church. Before reaching

Fan'ingdon-street, however, a smaller bridge

was neoessaiy to span a new road formed by

the widening of Shoe-lauc. Tlii.s road, which
is one of the svibsidiary inqnovements sug-

gested by the general plan, is continued to

Farringd(m Market at the one end, and is cnn-

nected at the other with an important newly-
laid-out thoroughfare which commences from
Holborn Circus, runs in a north-easterly

direction to the new Smithfield Market, and
then, curving past St. Sepulchre's Church,
opens into the eastern terminus of the Viaduct
at Newgate-street. The value of these new
thoroughfares can scarcely be over-estimated.

Already costly buildings arc being rapidly

erected upon land which for many years has
been almost entirely given up to the reception

of everything that was vile and dangerous.

The width of the Viaduct is 80ft.—50ft.
carriage way, and 15ft. on each side for foot

passengers; its entire length is about 1,400ft.,

and its height above level of Farringdon-
street to under side of bridge about 25ft.

This brief notice will serve to explain the

general features of the works of the Ilolboru

Valley improvements, the structural details of

which the visitors first proceeded to inspect.

The whole Viaduct, excepting where inter-

rupted by the bridges before alluded to, is

constructed in brickwork, and may best be
described as consisting of three arched passages,

one on either side of equal width , and one con-

sideraldy wider in the centre. These passages^

are divided in height into stages, the lower
one taking the form of a lofty, arched vault,

at bottom of which on one side is the channel
for sewage ; above this is a subway, in which
are can-ied the water main, gas mains, and
telegraph pipes. On the outside of these pas-
sages are the cellare and vaults of the adjacent
buildings, and the central passage is con-
structed with transverse arches so planned as

to leave large cellars of considerable height

and extent, and which are intended to be let

for storage and other commercial purposes.

The entrance to these central cellars is by means
of arched gateways in the abutments of the

arches in Shoe-lane and Farringdon-street.

A doubt arose in course of passage through th >

lower subways as to whether the sewer should

not have been enclosed, but it was pointed out

that the matter had been very fully considered,

and that the present plan gave better facilities

for cleansing the channel and for working
therein, whilst the space could not well have
been otherwise usefully bestowed. As this is

a point which has caused some discussion, it

may be as well to remark that in reality the

vault in question is but an enlarged sewer, and
is used for no other purpose ; if, therefore, any
effluvium arose from tlie sewage it would he
diluted and dispersed, and be not more liable

to find upward vent into the open air tliait

ft'om any ordinarily-constructed scv\-cr. Added
to this is the fact that the sewage is but frorii

a very small number of houses (fi-om Bartlett's-

buildings only), and that its flow is of su'ii-

cient rapidity to occupy only three minutes'

time fi'om its first entrance into the channel

to its outfall into the main sewer. The fair

conclusion, therefore, is that Mr. Haywood is

too experienced and v.-ell-qualified a sanitary

engineer to have left so important a feature

of his plan otherwise than thoroughly well

considered.

Leaving the imderground works the com-
pany ascended to the east end of the upper

"

roadway, and walked along its course over the-

Farringdon Bridge. The ornamental details of

this structui'e attracted ranch attention. The
bridge is carried upon cast-iron arched girdci'S,

resting u|ion two rows of polished granite

piers, which divide the roadway from the

liavcmouts. The iqiper portion of the bridge-

is composed of iron balustrading betwcem
pedestals over the central piers, intended for the'

reception of statues; the balustrading is en-

riclied with characteristic ))aiic!liug, painted

and gilt. The spandrels of the arches are filled

with circular ft-amcs and scroll decoration, in

the former of which the civic griflin is con-

spicuous. The ends of the bridge are ter-
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minated by -tour lai'fj;c liiiildinjc-s of uniform

design, tlie lower |iurtions of which contain

]iublic stairways, leading; from Fan-ingdon-

street to the uiiper level, together with en-

Srances to vaults and subways. AIiovc the

roadway they w-ill contain rooms for com-
lucrcial purposes. These buildings arc not

Hufficiently dc\eIoped to be fairly criticised

:

their architectural decoration, so far as finished,

partakes of a Saracenic character, whilst the

general treatment of the composition appears

to be Italian ; tlicy are of Portland stone, and

arc well and substantially built. All the

works justly excited commendation for their

tlioroughly good and durable construction.

General praise was given to the ironwork, es-

pecially to the sharpness and artistic cha-

racter of the castings. Messrs. Hill, Keddell,

jind Waldram are the contractors for the whole

viaduct, and Messrs. Cochrane and Groves for

the greater part of the iron work. At the

Holborn end of the roadway, on the north side,

are two large buildings in course of erection
;

one for Mcssi-s. Negretti and Zambra, from the

designs of Mr. AVaterhouse, and the other for

Messrs. Fearon, with Jlr. F. W. Porter as

architect. Upon the opposite side, near St.

Andrew's Church, is the site of a new parson-

age, which, it was stated, would sliortly be

commenced under the professional charge of

Mr. Teulon. At this i)oint the members of the

Association brought their pleasant and in-

structive visit to a close, first tendering their

thanks to Mr. Blashill, and cordially congra-

tulating him and all those connected with this

great public improvement on its near approach

to successful completion. The works were

commenced in 18G3, and it is hoped that the

present year will see the new thoroughfare

opened for traffic.

THE ARCHITECTUEAL EXHIBITION.

The SaKTCHes of the Late Rev. J. L.

Petit, M.A., F.S.A.

THESE sketches occupy the whole of the

wall space of the west gallery at the

Architectural Exhibition in Conduit-street.

They are in number nearly 300, and yet are

but a selection from the immense collection

left by that most industrious of amateurs. It

is said that he made on an average at least

one such sketch every day, and during his life

upwards of 15,000. They have an intensely

individual character, and are full of freedom

and energy. Mr. Petit had an admirable eye

to select the most picturesnuc and the hapjiicst

points of sight of a building, considerable

technical knowledge of architecture, and a

vivid appreciation of colour. It would be

useless to lament that he did not bestow more
time upon them, so to be able to give greater

siccuracy of detail, for he would have lost

l^iereby some of the special characteristics of

liis style, without being able to rival profes-

sional work in others. While, therefore, wo
looK upon the results of his labom-s as any-

tliing but models to copy, we thankfully

receive them from his hands, and are content

to revel in their own charms and in the a.sso-

oiations which they recal to our mind. We
have endeavoured to ascertain upon what prin-

ciple the sketches have been arranged, but

further than that the pure landscaj)cs have

been put up to the top and architectural subjects

below, to admit of closer examination, we
have failed to discover any good reason for

what appears to us a most random method of

hanging. Almost every country in Christendom,

and many beyond those limits, have contributed

subjects for Mr. Petit's brush, and it would
hr.vc added gre.itly to the facilities fur their

«;xa;uiiiation if those from each separate

eountry had been kept together. As it is,

Engli.sh, Welsh, Scotch, Iri.sh, French, Ger-

man, It.Tlian.and Egyptian subjects, withtliose

fioni many other localities, are intermingled in

a hopeless state of confusion. Not even tho;e

from the wcU-lovcd neighbourhood of his resi-

dtiice, near Lichfield, have been kept together.

but have to licsoiii^ht for in various places, and
four drawings of one interesting old church in

North Wales are on the four several sides of

the room. The character of all the drawings is

to look best at a considerable distance, so that

we are inclined to think that those which, being
on the top row, look the more highly finished,

owe this ajipcarance greatly to their position.

If this be so, not much would be gained by such
a change of place with what seem coarser
drawings on the line, as that we suggested last

week. At the sanre time there are many of the

more elaliorate buildings which suffer sadly
from the careless trealment of their detail, and
which would certainly lienefit by removal to a

height whence only their general effect could be
seen. Mr. Petit's style is seen to perfection in

drawings of sim])le Irish and Scotch abbey
ruins, or Welsh churches with their moun-
tainous surroundings, such as No. 1, lona, Scot-

land, a charming sketch ; No. 5, Holy Cross
Abbey, Ireland; Nos. 65 and 191, Caerdeon
Chapel, North Wales ; and 185, Llanbadern
Vawr, South Wales. The bold brick churches
of Germany are well represented in No. 25,

Guebwiller, and 193, Soest ; and the effect of

a fi-osty morning is well given in Nos. 19 and
64, Hildesheim. The massive Roman remains,
rich with the lichens of centuries, suited his

broad treatment. No. 128, Jouy les Arches,
Metz, is a good example.
The least successfid oues are those in which

elegant Early Gothic structures or rich Flam-
boj'ant oues have their proportions and details

ill represented, as in No. 35, Kreisker Pol de
Leon, Brittany. No. 151, Bingley, Yorkshire,

with its mills in full work amid the murky
atmosphere they create, was a subject after his

own heart, and as the reverse of the Queen's
weather seems to have followed him wherever
he went, and clouds aud rain, which he loved to

paint, are the characteristic of scenes at Philoe,

No. 31 , and the Pyramids, Ghizeh, No. 324,

as at Joab's Well, near Jerusalem, No. 277.

For his behoof even volcanoes kindly belched
out smother and smoke at the right moment

—

witness Etna, No. 110. Storms seem to have
visited in his wake Greece and England alike,

but are certainly more in place in the latter, and
one may be thoroughlj- enjoyed breaking over

the lovel}' panorama shown in No. 221, Poy-
nings, Sussex, though No. 158, the Acropolis,

Athens, is a grand and striking picture. That
he could, how-ever, appreciate the beauty of

brighter climes is shown by No. 267, Vesu-
vius from Monte di Capo ; and the brilliant

flash of blue of the peacock in No. 285, " From
L'pperLongdon, Staffordshire," put to balance
the purples of tlie distance, proves that he could
seize the jioetry of accidents in homelier scenes.

The interest to architects, which these drawings
might have had, is much lessened b}- the want
of groujjing according to localities to which we
have referred, yet, to everyone who has tra-

velled, it is a gratification to be able to re-

cognise old friends in a pleasant guise, and this

addition to the Architectural Exhibition will,

we think, be a jiopular one, and we trust it may
conduce to the success of the Institution with
which it is connected.

CONSTRUCTIVE NOVELTIES AT NEW
HAMPTON.

APART from any craving which we may
be supposed to feel in common with the

rest of mankind " always to tell or hear of

some new thing," we are specially interested in

any novelties looking in tiie direction of eco-

nomy of construction, because we are convinced
that this will ]irove the turning point in any
extensive improvement of the dwellings of the

people. Whatever else may be .said, by philan-

thropists or others, the question in the long run
will alw.ays a.ssume the ])rosaic aspect of a
search for the cheapest method of building.

In the " model " houses in London, the co.st has
proved so heavy that it is im]possible to let

three rooms to an arti.sau upon any other than
a benevolent (i.e., a pauperising) principle for

less than from 6s. 6d. to 7s. 6d. per week.
Few can afford this, and so they crowd into

two rooms, where they ought to have three,

and hence overcrowding, with all its train

of evils, dirt, demoralisation, disease and an
enormous death-rate. All efforts are paralysed

in the long run byihe great disproportion of

cost to the rents which the tenants can afford

to pay, and the architect or builder who, by
choajjening the first cost of building, can
bring these items to a juster proportion, will

confer a really practical benefit Jipon his

country.
Such were our thoughts as we paid a visit to

New Ilamjiton a few days ago. At this place

it lias accidentally happened that several groups
of houses have just been erected, in close proxi-

mity to each other, affording examples of three

various kinds of novelty in construction, each
claiming, in addition to other merits, very great

advantages in the way of economy. They are

not unkno^vn to our readers, their respective

merits having been keenly discussed, but the

opportunity of inspection and comparison from
the fact of their being placed side by side in a
spot so near to London was too great to be re-

sisted, so down we went.

The first building we inspected consisted of a
pair of concrete houses erected by Mr. W. F.

Hooper. In plan and elevation they differ but
little from ordinarj' houses of a similar class.

They each contain : On the ground floor—front

sitting room with bow window, 12ft. by 12ft.
;

back room, communicating by folding doors,

and with French window opening into the

garden, 10ft. 6in. by 10ft. 6in. ; kitchen,

i2ft. by 9ft., with good range, cojiper, sink

with water laid on, and )untry communicating.
On tlie first floor—front room, 16ft. by 12ft.;

back room, 10ft. 6in. bv 10ft. 6in., and a room
over the kitchen 12ft by 9ft. The walls both
of the interior and exterior are built entirely of

concrete. Tail's apparatus wa.s used during

the erection, and the whole structure may be
described a.s a complete monolith. Its front

has the appearance of an ordinary stuccoed

house, being faced with a little fine cement,

but it is without those objections on the score

of unreality which apply to ordinary stuccoed

houses. In them the stuccoed face is too often

only the outward and visible sign of the rough

and unsound work which it is intended to

hide. In a concrete house, where good cement
is used, and the work is faithfully done, the

walls are far stronger and more durable than

those of similar thickness in any other known
material. The interior walls had been floated

with a thin coat of ordinary pla.ster, previous

to ])apering, and all round the walls of each

room a wooden plate had been let into the work
within two inches of the cornice, to receive

nails for hanging pictures. As we passed

through the rooms we observed that there were
no projections for the chimney jambs, either in

the lower or the upper floor. This was due to the

facility with which the chimneys could be
formed by hollow removable cores in the

material of the wall itself, occupying absolutely

no room, and capable of being carried with

the utmost ea.se in any direction. Each house
has two cisterns formed of concrete in one
piece, requiring no lining, not in the least

degree jiorons, and likely to last for an in-

definite time without needing repair. A con-

crete wall surrounds the garden, in which
cesspools and proper drainage have been dug.

The woodwork and general fittings seemed to

be as good as is usually put in houses of a

similar class. The concrete of the walls was
formed of pit-gravel dug upon the spot,

mixed in the jiroportion of nine parts to one of

Hilton's Government-tested Portland cement.

The cost of this pair of houses complete, we
were informed by Mr. Hooper, was £.350.

Within a stone's throw of thc«se buildings,

we next visited a group of three unfinished

labourers' cottages built upon the trip.arlite

plan of Messrs. Habershon ,and Pite, which
gained a prize from the Cottage Improvement
Society, and which was fully described in the
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Building News, .July 20, 1866. The walls are

constructed of concrete slabs, and present, ex-

ternally, tlie aspect of a stone building. Eacli

slab measures 1ft. square by •2iin. thick, and
the walls are built with double courses of these

.slabs laid on end with a space of Tin. between,

forming a hollow wall of 12in. thick, the

courses being well bonded as header and
stretcher. It is claimed for tliis method
of construction that it gives all the strength of

solid concrete work, with a much greater

economy of material, and it is also said that the

walls can be built much quicker than by Tail's

method. AVe were informed that the contract

price for this group was £300. The finish is

not intended to be so good as in Mr. Hpoper's

cottages above named, the houses being in-

tended merely as labourers' cottages.

On the iipposite side of the road to these

is a building of yet more novel construction.

The walls and roof are entirely formed of a kind

of slab invented by Mr. B. Nicoll, of Regent-
circus, London. These slabs are prepared upon
a framework of strong cross wires, of about an
eighth of an inch thick. A powerful machine
weaves over this a mass of straw or other

fibrous matters, wliich is tlien saturated with a
silicious solution, rendering it fire-proof, and
afterwai'ds it is subjected to a very powerful

pressure. Upon this a coating of light Scott's

cement, mixed with Parian, is placed for inside

facing, and of Portland cement for the outside

facing. It is formed into slabs in iron frames,

which are put together and securely fastened
with bolts. The slabs are from liin. thick to

4in. They are said to be perfectly imperme-
able to moisture and to possess great advantages
for weather-proof roofing superior to slate or

tile. It is also claimed that the buildings, in

spite of the thinness of the walls, are as warm
as ordinary buildings, and are vermin-proof as

well as damp-proof. The mixture of Scott's

cement witli Parian, for the internal walls, gives

a smooth, washable, and non-absorbent surface,

by wliicli the expense of repeated lime wa.shings

may be saved. The exterior of the building

jjresents a variety of cheerful colours, which
are said to be due to a new facing of mag-
nesium, adopted by Mr. Nicoll, which is both
non-absorbent and washable, as well as very
cheap. We have not been furnished with
statistics of the cost of this building, but it is

said to be fully 24 per cent, below that of a
lirick building. Another claim put forward in

its favour is that with this reduced cost a
greater amount of internal sj)aoe is gained.

Time only can show whether these slabs will

turn out to be of so much practical value as

the inventor claims. The experiment is an ex-

ceedingly interesting one, and we shall watch
with some attention for further accounts of

the way these buildings stand the test of wear
and tear.

With respect to tlie two kinds of concrete
building, we find upon a comparison of the re-

spective cost tlie following result :

—

Concrete slab bnildlnij :—
Culiic contents taken from dimen-

sions in published plan 22,.oS0 c. ft.

Contract price £:!()0

Cost per ciiliic foot 3i.-;8

Solid concrete huihlinij

:

—
Cub!c contents supplied by Jlr.

Hooper 27,280c, ft.

Actual cost, incluiling extras and
finishirg £350

Cost per cubic toot 3d'07

The tuni of the scale is thus seen to be in

favour of tlie solid concrete method, but when
it is taken into account that the price stated

includes all extras, and a better class of fini.sh,

while that given for the slab building is the

contract price without any allowance for extras,

the ditferencein its favour will be found to be
really much greater. And that this must
always be so, will appear from the fact that the
moulding of a concrete slab reijuires at least as

much skill and labour as the moulding of a
brick of the same dimension, and in buildin

pense with skilled labour than it is in building a

wall of ordinary bricks. The princi])al savin

that we can perceive arises from a reduction of

tlie cost of material by using the gravel foiuia

in situ, thus saving the expense of carting

bricks, and by using a smaller quantity of

material for a hollow than for a solid wall.

In the use of solid concrete, skilled labinu- is

entirely dispensed with, and there is an equal
saving of the cost of carriage, as by the other
method.
Upon comparison with the cost of brickwork,

the economical advantages of either method
are unquestionable, as will appear from the
fact that in some houses built at about the same
time, by Mr. Hooper, within a mile of these
concrete Iniildings, fi'om the same plans, and
with exactly the same kind of finish, the cost

in brickwork was £480, equal to 4cl. -22 per
cubic foot.

AVe now only want to see the erection of

some large town buildings in concrete, and if

these turn out as they may be fairly expected
to do, we shall have entered npon a path more
likely to lead to practical results in the
way of dwellings' improvement than any we
have yet trod. For the information of those
who m,iy desire to inspect these three buildings

for themselves, we add that they are all

situated close together in the Park-road, New
Hampton, in the county of Middlesex.

CEMENT FOR ROAD MAKING.

IF there be one thing in ordinary life in

which we seem to have made little im-
provement in late years, it is surely road
making. Compared with the numberless im-
provements effected in all other directions, it

may seem strange that we have learnt so little

wisdom in reference to this important public
convenience. Our thoroughfares are, sewers
and drains excepted, very much what they for-

mei-ly were. The traffic has immensely in-

creased
; the wear and tear have ]>roved pro-

portionately great, while the difficulty of
interfering with the traffic to execute repairs

or renewals has grown more perplexing.
Streets are constantly being jndled up, mucli
to the inconvenience of the public, and most
of all to shopkeepers ; while newspaper com-
plaints have become so customary that few
jiersons heed them, and no one ventures to act
upon them. AVe think the whole subject of
road-making deserves full and scientific in-

quiry, and he will be a public benefactor who
can lead Englishmen to improve their methods
of laying down roads with greater facility, and
of making them less perishable.

It is not because we think the use of Port-
land cement for road-mukiiig will effect all we
want that we direct attention tn its emjiloy-
ment for our public tlioioughfares. By many
it is at present regarded as little else than a
novelty, and may, perhaps, be so considered
for some time to come. A few years since
Mr. Joseph Mitchell, until recently a general
'nspector of roads and bridges in the northern
counties of Scotland, paid particular attention
to the subject of macadamised roads. The
cost of maintaining these roads, it is well
known, is a considerable item in all local

accounts. He made experiments wliich proved
that a cubic yard of macadamised stone, when
well pressed down in a bo.x with a capacity of
27 cubic feet, contains 11 cubic feet of
vacuities

;
and that a roadway covered with 12

inches of metal, before it is consolidated into

a smooth and useful surface, has a large
portion of its stones crushed into small ]xar-

ticles. He also discovered that more than
one-third of its dimen.sions consisted of mud
and sand. The result consequently has been
tlnit tlie stones in such a roadway, where the
traffic is heavy and wet weather frequent, dis-

integrate to a very great extent ; the greater
tile traffic, the greater the (piaiitity of muil

generated. Six or twelve uiont' trafiic will

play tad havoc in ino.stof our public thoronsh- 1 need repair through its yielding to the inces

hardest stones can stand the heavy traffic of

our great cities and towns. The ordinary

mode of laying down streets accounts for

much of this failure. AVe have before now
denounced the loose methods which obtain

throughout the country in reference to this

matter. Nothing seems more absurd or primi-
tive than to lay the granite in a bed of sand,

beating it down a few inches, and then cover-
ing the interstices with sand that the firet

rainfall will speedily reduce to mud or wash
away. And yet this is the ordinary pro-

cess of constructing roadways, a process which
necessarily leads to each stone being insulated,

and, resting on a yielding surface, to give way
very speedily. Mr. Mitchell found that in a
street so constructed the ends of the causeway
stones were worn down after twelve months'
traffic from one-half to three-quarters of an
inch. This, of course, arose from the fact of

the percussion of tlie wheels of carts and car-

riages falling fiom the centre of one stone on
to the joint of the two adjoining, which sank
from the pressure. " AVlien a stone," he says,
" has sunk bodily from one-half of an inch to

an inch, or when a little hollow occurs in the

pavement of the street, it will commonly be
found that the adjoining stonei? are ranch
worn, the hollow on the surface increasing the

force and effect of the percussion of the

wheels. The greater the hollow the greater is

the tear and wear fi'om the strokes of the

wheels."

It was these and other facts which led Mr.
Mitchell to consider the propriety of using
Portland cemefit 'for roadways. We believe

we were the first English journal to introduce

his new method to the attention of the public,

and we have watched the trials that have been
made during the last three years with no little

interest. Mr. Mitchell's plan is exceedingly

simple, and its simplicity commends it to all

minds. He first lays down a bed of cement
concrete three inches deep, instead of providing

a yielding surface. In oases where gravel is

more easily procured and is cheap it may be
used instead of macadamised stone. The con-

crete soon gets firm, and of cjurse excludes
all moisture from below. He then places the

paving-stones on this base, and, when brought

to a perfect form, the joints are filled with
cement grout. The paving-stones are five

inches deep and three inches wide, a width of

three inches being found to give a better hold

to the horses' feet than the ordinaiy widths of

four or four-and-a-half inches. He ho!ds that

when properly consolidated such a surface is

perfectly immovable to traffic and impervious

to moisture. If, he adds, the causeway be
well made, no irregularities on the surface

should occur ; when they do exist, it is attri-

butable to defective workmanship.

This plan has been tried in three jdaces with

varied results, in the first case, at Inverness,

in 1865 ; and at the end of two years, having

been subjected to heavy goods traffic, the road

was perfectly sound, requiring no repairs, and

presenting a marked contrast to the macada-
mised roadway adjoining it. The second

attempt, in London, is an admitted failure.

In this case the traffic was much more severe

and trying. Mr. Cowper, the then Chief Com-
missioner of AVorks, consented to the inventor

laying down 100 yards of his new road on the

Mall in St. James"'s Park, at the foot of the

Green Park. The surface subsequently broke

up under the heavy traffic, much to ttie sur-

prise of the inventor. For some time he was
puzzled, but at last he solved the mystery. It

would appear that the roadway at each end of

the ex]ieriment was macadamised at the time

when the experiment was made, and inadver-

tently the cuntractor's workiui;n were allowed

by the person in charge to pass their roller

from end to end before the cer.ient was pro-

perly consolidated. The consequence was that

the cryttalline structure of the cement being

injured, the surfico of the road was found to

these into a wall it is no more possible to dis- J fares, as we all know; and not even the I
sant Irallic It njipears to have bet. ii repaired
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bv a CMatiiiir of two inclies of macadamised

St ine, wliieli w.is rapidly ground down on tlic

hnvd concrete by the veliicles. Jlr. Mitclicll

observes in his account of tlic failure of this

experiment :
—" As the bottom was entire uiul

consolidated, had a coating of two or thice

inches of concrete been laid down, with the

required time to consolidate, it would have

answered all the purposes contemplated, but

the surveyor deemed it his duty to remove

the concrete surface entirely, which was only

done at great trouble by means of level's and
iron crowbars."'

Jlr. Mitchell was, however, not to be beaten.

All inventors must provide against failure in

the early history of their imiirovemcnts, and

the lesson deri\ed from the experiment made
in tl'.e metropolis was, and will be, of use to

liim in the future. His third attempt was at

Edinburgh, at St. George's-bridge, and at the

end of twelve months the roadway was reported

to be somid and immovable, notwith.standing

the heavy traflic which it is well known passes

over this important thoroughfare. One little

failure, however, occurred, through inex-

perience. Small hollows showed themselves ,at

the end of the winter, at the joinings along the

centre of the roadway. These hollows wore

soon tilled up, and the result has since been

eminently satisfactory.

It has been objected to these pavements

that they produce more noise than the ordinarj'

roadways ; but, while admitting this, it is

urged that the noise from the vehicles, though

gi'eater, is diiferent, being more of a ringing

sound, as if the street were bound up witli

frost.

The question of cost is an important con-

sideration. It wonld seem that the concrete

road at Edinburgh cost Gs. 8d., and the paved
road 17s. per square yard, in addition to Is. 8d.

]ier square yard for excavating and removing

the old road, and watching. It must be

remembered that the roadway was but small,

and had the experiment been on a larger scale,

the cost might have been considerably loss.

The cement being cheaper in London, the cost

of concrete roads would be proportionately

less. A firm of engineers in Edinburgh made
experiments on ill'. Mitchell's roadway, by
which they discovered that it enabled loads to

be drawn at a miicli less cost in tractive power.

Thus, we are told that, as the result of the

superior evenness and solidity of the roadway,
:\ waggon of two tons' weiglit ascending a gra-

dient of 1 iu 80 required a traction of 701bs.,

while on a common macadamised road, the

same weight required a traction of 1401bs.

The difference of one-half is, of course, a wide

one. Again, on a road with wheel tracks

through new metal, 3401bs. were required ; and
on a road newl}^ covered with metal 5G0llis.,

alt the gradients being 1 in 80. This point of

the con.seiTation of power is an important one,

and sjieaks favourably of the new road.

Undoubtedly almost everything dejiends, in

the construction of these roads, upon the

quality of the cement and the carefulness with

which the work is superintended and done.

The inventor holds that the rortland cement
should be of the best quality, and tested to bear

a tensile strain of 5IJ0 to OOOlbs. on a bar one

and a half inch square. The cement must be

allowed time to harden ; a month was found
sufficient iu Edinburgh. This adds to the

difli'.'ulty of using the material in the metro-

polis, where the roads are requireil for use

immediately they are laid. It has been sug-

gested that cement blocks, properly tested,

should be used, and this would obviate the

ditliculty we have ]iointed out. At any rate,

we hope Mr. Jlitcbell may yet be iierinittcd to

make another experiment in London, where we
liave reason to believe it would be as suc-

ces-sful as in Edinburgh. Mr. Iteid, C.E., has

expressed his opinion that an engineer might,
with duly prepared and tested cement blocks,

re-lay the whole extent of London Bridge in

fourteen days. (Such .m event m.iy not be alto-

gether impossible.

c;;

SEWEKS AND SEWAGE,
what the contents ii( sewers ought to

onsist, ajipeai's at present to be a fair

qii'.'slion for controversy. That they do con-

tain a great many substances which ought not

to find their way into them, there can be no
doubt. Under this head are included all

refuse and debris, which, strictly speaking,

should be collected by the scavenging of the

streets; but,owingto badly constructed gidlies,

and defective drains, they eventually form a

portion of the contents of the sewers and
frequently contribute in a great measure to

choke them up. These accumulations, how-
e\'er, are recognised by all as the effect of

imperfect working details, and with them we
are not just now concenied. It is with those

substances which admittedly constitute the

ordinary and proper contents of sewers that

we have to deal, and to examine a little into

the separation that it has been jiroposed to

accomplish. The different methods of drain-

ing and sewering towns by water carriage,

may be chLssed under three heads, or systems.

We shall term them, the single, the double,

and the mixed system. The first of these is

that, in which there are single and sejiarate

sewers, constructed for the purpose of con-

veying away the seAvage and the storm waters

independently of one another. The second

carries off in one sewer the sewage, the rain

water, house drainage, and every other descrip-

tion of liquid and solid refuse that finds its

way into them. The third ]n'o\-ides for

ren'ioving a portion of the rain-water, and

surface drainage, but not the whole, so that it

is a compromise between the other tw.i, and

])()ssesses no absolute identity of its own.

Confining our attention for the moment to the

principal contents of our metropolitan sewers,

which consist of sewages and surface drainage,

there is not so vei'j' much difference between

them as might at first be imagined. Although

not quite so foul and offensive as the sewage

itself, the suiface drainage, by the time it

enters the sowns, i> lii;;l]ly contaminated with

impure and ii(>\inn- m-irilients, and is totally

uidit to be dis.ljaigr.l into any water-course,

tlie water of which is used for potable, culi-

nary, or domestic purposes.

'i'iie separation of the contents of sewers

by the single sj'stem reminds one of the

scjiaratiou between two difl'erent descriptions of

trallic on a railroad. It is a notorious fact

that the running of goods trains and expresses

over the same pair of metals is not consistent

with safety, and if jiroof of the statement

were required, it is to be found in the numerous
accidents that this practice has occasioned. In

the case of railways, it may be .said that the

conveyance of the one description of traffic

by means of the same channel of communica-
tion injures that of the other. Similarly in

the instance of the conveyance of sewage, the

advocates of the single system maintain that

the transjiort of the storm waters by the same
cliannel as the sewage is detrimental to the

ultimate utilisation of tlie latter substance.

That there is an analogy between the two cases

there is no doubt, but a" little considcratiiui will

demonstrate that it does not extcml quite so

far as one might be led to believe. In the

first place, the running of express and goods

trains over the same line of rails, may and

does create mutual impediments but can never

facilitate the traffic. With sewage and its car-

riage the circumstances are othei'wi.se. A certain

]iro]>ortion of liquid matter must be combined
witli the solid refu.se, or the transport of the

latter would become impossible. It is not

exactly apiuirent how the flu.shing of sewers

constructed upon the single principle is to be

en'ectcd. It is evidently not to be accom-
plished by the oidinary and .self-evident means
at ciunmand, namely, the rainfall, and it will

h.-irdly be proposed to impound a water snjqily

for tlie express iiurpo.sc. One of the chief

arguments, iu an agricultural jioint of view,

brought forward against the " double system,"

is that the .sewage is diluted and weakened by

the i dmixturc of water to an extent so great

as to seriously impair its value as a fertiliser

for land when applied upon the principle

of irrigation. At present, experience has de-

monstrated the coutrai')', and has, moreover,
unquestionably proved the inestimable advan-
tage of diluted sewage in times of severe

drought, like that with which we were visited

last summer, and may inobably suffer fi'om again

in the coming season. We do not mean to

assert that sewage cannot be diluted to too

great an extent, or that it will stand any
amount of liquid admixture without having its

powers of fertilisation impaired, but simply

that, so far, the ordinary sewage of towns con-

veyed in sewers constructed upon the " double

system"' has been found sufficiently strong to

impart to land, even of the poorest and most
barren nature, a fecundity which it never pre-

viously promised. Granted, however, that

chemically considered, sewage is, so far as its

fertilising ingredients arc concerned, somewhat
deteriorated by dilution with the storm waters,

it must at the same time be borne in mind that

it is quite possible for it, to use a common
phrase, to be '• too strong." It was but the

other day that Mr. Hope, the well-known
sewage agriculturist, expressed his opinion

on this very point, and stated that there was
no practice more mischievous or more product-

ive of evil results than applying either sewage
or any other fertiliser in a too-highly concen-

trated condition. The excessive use of stimu-

lants is to he avoided in the case of the veget-

able as well as of the animal creation.

As a rule, we are not disposed to judge too

severely, in an economical point of view, of

any proposed project, provided the principle be

sound upon which it is based. Nevertheless,

with the enormous increase of our jiopulation,

tlie great attention paid to sanitary regulations,

and the desire, fast becoming universal, of

comfortable, it might almost be termed luxu-

rious, ilumestic arrangements, the expense

entailed liy the adoption of any new measure

must be carefully inquired into. For instance,

a man of jiroperty might tit uj) his own house,

so far as the water supply and drainage were

concerned, in a manner that no local authori-

ties would be justified in extending to the dis-

trict at large. The single system manifestly

necessitates the construction of two lines of

sewers. In railway language, the " double

system" may be called a single line, and the

" single system" a double line of way. From
a report published a short time ago, it appeal's

that the question of the pollution of the

Thames by the sewage discharging into it from

the townsthat are situated in its valley is to be

solved by the construction of sewers in accord-

ance with the single .system. In connection

with this subject, the local authorities adoi>ted

a soinewliat curious course of action. When
required to alter radically their existing prin-

ciple and method of drainage, they confessed

themselves unable to devise a plan to help them

out of their ditliculty, and accordingly Jieti-

tioned Government to appoint a person to do it

for them. Government acceded to their re-

ipiest, and sent down a commissioner. It

might be fairly asked whether there are no

professional men engaged in practice em-

liraciug drainage and sewage works who are

coni)ietent to design such work ? One might

almost imagine that the authorities desired to

save the expense of professional advice and

obtain it gratis from Government. As it is

they have obtained the advice, and have now
no "o]ition but to carry out, at any cost, the

results of the arbitration they have voluntarily

invoked. There is a fable very apropos to

their present circumstances, but we shall not

quote it just at iiresent.

SALISBURY.

ON the occasion of a recent visit to the city

of Salisbui-j-, we noticed a few of the im-

pressions made ujion ns, and promised to advert

to the restoration of its Cathedral, and some of
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the arcliitcfhiral features of wh'ch this inte-

resting, tlioii-h rather unprogressive city can

boast. Its straight rectangularly laid-out

streets maile up of shops and private houses of

the old uaissuming type, indiscriminately

confused ; its general flatness intersected by

numerous water-courses and streams, and the

absence of building operations, or even the

signs of any, would give one rather an un-

favourable impression of it, or its inhabitants,

were it not for that atoning feature in its midst

rising elegantly out of the dull flatness—in-

sufferable in itself—of the locality. From
wliatever point we approach the city, its noble

spire seems to draw our attention, and becomes

tlie focus of attraction. Winchester Cathedral

is quite otherwise. It has an unfinished hulk-

like look, its low squat tower barely peering

above the weariness. of its long ridge level; so

much so, indeed, does this impression seize the

mind, that many tiavellers who desciy its form
from the railway, hardly suspect such a grand

nave as it possesses, itself the noblest we have

seen.

But to resume our notes. We found the

exterior of the Cathedral since our last visit to

Salisbury, had thoroughly undergone a process

of moderate restoration. The west front has

so far been completed that a greater portion of

the upper scaffolding is removed, about fifty

statues have been replaced, and very few of

the pedestals and niches remain unoccupied.

These statues have been entrusted to the able

chisel of Mr. Iledfern, and we think, on the

whole, are creditable reproductions. A tine

figure of our Saviom' occupies the central panel

imder apex of gable. The second tier is occu-

pied by figures of angels. Prophets and
patriarchs come next. The fourth tier is

filled by apostles and evangelists : while the

bottom series— the two last rows—are filled

by figures of saints, martyrs, and prelates.

Tiie funds at the disposal of the restoration

committee, in all amounting to about £16,277,
have, it seems, hardly been adequate to restore

all the figures and many portions of the exterior,

Ijut from what we hear, a larger proportion of

this fund has been spent in replacing the new
statues than was either justifiable or judicious.

The employment i>\' I'lyninutli marble, in lieu

of Purbeck, for the shut is ^lud mouldingsof the

doorways and windows lias, we presume, been
deemed advisable on the score of durability,

and their ]5olishing when completed will greatly

relieve tlie sombre grey stone of the West
front. Tlie inside jamb mouldings and cusped
foliage of the porch entrances have been
restored in this marble. These portals are

certainly fine exam[)les of the Early English
style, and, taken ensemble with the areaded
front, present a grand entrance. The restora-

tion of the exterior was commenced as far

back as 1863, and we find that some of tlie

flying-buttresses, pinnacles, and other acces-

sories, have been made good. We noticed

that the lights of the tower had been unblocked,
and that from a distance a clear view through
these apertures is obtained, enhancing in some
degi'ee the lightness and majestic elegance of

the exterior. What a lesson to some of our
church architects may be learnt from a careful

study of this tower and spire ! There is none
of that useless ornamentation, that assemblage
of pinnacles and spire lights often seen, to

detract from the uninterrupted outline of this

model of spire building. The angle pinnacles

seem rather to blend the tower into the spire

than to separate the two. There is an observa-
lile south-westerly deviation from the perpen-
dicular of the spire to be noticed at a distance

;

and various ties and bands of iron have been
introduced to prevent further subsidence or

bulging at different parts of the tower. The
declension is stated to be •24iiu. south, and 16j
in. west. Mr. Sliields, the engineer, was, we
understand, entrusted with this very neces-

sary work of strengthening and supporting the

lantern and spire, (lie former of which lias

shown weakness since the fifteenth century,

when the piers of tower were connected by

arclies to equalise, weight. There are three

stages in the tower, marked externally by

light traceried bands, the second of tliese

being the beginning of the second archi-

tect's work, commenced about a century

later than the church, in the eariy part

of Edward III.'s reign. The upper story, it

may be observed, is of a much lighter character

than the umleriieath portions, probably from

tlie cll'octs anticipated by the increased weiglit

the ])ieiK wiiuhl have to sustain, and which

have proved true. The spire, as our readers

are (icrhaps aware, has a singular timber frame

within it, which served as a scaffold originally,

and by its suspension from the capstone, serves

to strengthen the spire. The walls of the spire

are said to be 2ft. thick at the bottom, continue

of that thickness to the height of 20f1;. and

fioin thence are only 9in. thick to the summit.

The architects seem to have been aware of the

probable results of the weight of the spire, for

we notice, at the angles of the main intersec-

tion, flying buttresses placed both at right

angles and diagonally, as well as the internal

arches.

In the interior, little has been done, save a

few reparations, but we understand the surplus

of the subscribed fund in the committee's

hands, is to be at once applied to the restoration

of the Lady Chapel, which requires attention

in many parts, the slender shafts needing repair

and stiffening at points. Interiorly this Cathe-

dral exhibits many of the inlierent defects of

the Early Pointed style, such as the want of

lateral tie in the detached shafts that surround

the main jners. The triforium range, thougli

possessing good detail, is somewhat defective

in design in the unpleasantly abrupt springing

of the outer enclosing arch mouldings, which
start at quite an acute angle with the level of

capitals. On the whole, there is just that dis-

proportion between mass and detail which has

frequently struck tlie writer in some of our

large examples in the Early Pointed style, to

wit, Westminster Abbey. This remark only

applies to the interior of Salisbury, for of the

exterior it may be said for elegance and
picturesque grouping, combined with justness

and beauty ot proportion, there are few cathe-

drals that can compete with it. We think the

interior effect would be much improved if the

organ were removed from the screen, where it

now impedes the length of nave and choir.

The screen also, in bad Gothic taste, is a re-

]iroacli to the choir. From the top of St.

Ann's-street the east end of the Cathedral,

witli its aerial spire, is seen to perfection,

at least, its iqiper portion, and no street of a

conliiiiiilal city can boast of a grander or

nuirr piiiurrsque climax. The lancets, grace-

fully following the outline of the gables,

contribute much to the effect of studied

clegaiiie, and it may be noticed that the

hilic'l I ililin;/ over them, instead of being

sepa; ale !i Is over each light, is continuous,

iin]iartiiiLj, aa case of outline and a connection

highly \alaalil(.' in the general effect. Tlie

north-cast \ icw is by far the best ; and the in-

comparaUc s[aie, mirrored in the Avon's streams

and viewed from the rich flat meadows of the

surrounding landscape, presents a charm
hardly equalled by the undulating contour of

more romantic neighhourlioods.

One other church, St. Thomas's, demands a

passing notice as a late example of the Per-

pendicular style. It has along chancel, which,

with the aisles and nave, possess good speci-

mens of the very flat open timber-framed
roofs peculiar to the style. The aisle roofs

show traces of colour and stencilling. Tlie

appearance of the aisles is sadlj- man-ed by
the existence of hideous galleries, which
clumsily intersect the aisle windows. Little

has been done in the building of new struc-

tures, and, save an additional wing to the more
than ugly infirmary, there has been accom-
jdished little since our first visit.

Of the neighbouring localities, .\lderbury and
Biilford are wau'tli visiting. Alderbury has a

prettily situated and well designed modern

church, the tower being square and gabled,

a wooden octagonal spire crowning it. An
inn (called the " Green Di-agon "), close by,

possesses interest in having a curiously carved
chimney-piece of a late Gothic or Elizabethan
character, of whicli we shall probably have to

say something on another occasion. Britford

Church is of bad seventeenth century detail ex-

ternally, and is only interesting in having a
mausoleum where the remains of the late

Earl Radnor are deposited. Harnhain is

another suburb, with a recently built church of

small size but of neat design.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ALLIANCE.

MOST likely many of our readers have
heard that a society exists called the

Architectural Alliance, but in all probability

they know but little about its constitution and
character. We believe that the Alliance con-

sists of delegates fi-om several of the arclii-

tectural societies of the country, and that

these delegates meet once a year in London to

discuss matters appertaining to architecture

and architects. The Alliance has been in ex-

istence nine or ten years, and we wish it were

in our jiower to say that it had done work com-

mensurate with its promises -and its age. At
most only about twelve men, and sometimes

not so many, meet together and talk over some

chosen subject or subjects. This year we
heard that an extra effort had been made, and

that as many as twenty delegates would most

likely meet. With the general wish that in-

spires us to acquaint our readers with what is

going on in the architectural world, and with a

desire to make the most of the consultations o£

the small meeting of delegates at the Alliance

meeting, we sent thither on 'W^ednesday last

a special reporter to record the proceedings,

and also a gentleman to wnite articles on one

or two topics which might be discussed. In

doing this we did not for a moment think tliat

any suggestion of vast importance would bo

made, or that any speech fi-eighted with an

accumulated weight of wisdom would be

delivered. We wanted, in fact, to give cur-

rency to useful information, and also to give

the Alliance the benefit of publicity. But
will our readers believe that both gentlemen

from the Building jSTews office were denied

admittance—not, however, we should add,

fi-om any hostility to this journal—but because

the Alliance, in its combined and matured

wisdom, preferred to keep what it had to say

to itself ! Is it any wonder that this small

society has gone on year after year, and no-

body scarcely knows of its existence? Instead

of courting popularity it courts obscurity,

liislcad iif wishing tn I'ccome influential, it ap-

|icais tc
I

irclcrtd I ciaaai powerless. Either these

giajllciHcu (IcU'.^alcs have something to say

Avorth knowing to the profession or they have

not. If iliey have something worth saying it

is a loss to tiie profession that it is not pub-

lished ; if tliey have nothing worth recording,

it is a pity that they should come to London
at all. Publicity is the vital air of prospcrons

and powerful societies in this country, and

those who shrink from it must be conscious of

their own weakness. We should have thought

that the members of the Alliance would have

received our reporter with open arms, as he

ould have told their doings to more thou-

sands than there were units present. We are

all the more surprised at this policy of

secrecy, as some of the gentlemen who were

delegated, have from the first protested against

ihe foolish and inetTcctual attempt of a section

of the Institute to shut out reporters. And
these very men who have been asking and

wisely asking, that the educational proceedings

of the Institute should have the widest pub-

licity, have now a.ssisted to decree that the

doors of the Alliance meeting room shall bo

closed to rc]>orlers. AVe have made those

observations, not from the consideration that

the world will be much poorer because it decs

01 know what the Alliance delegates talked
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alioiit, but ill viiiilication "f ]mMifily, which is

essential to the healtliy aciioii and viguruus

growth of useful institutions.*

PROPOS.VL TO IXCREASE THE USE-
FULNESS OF THE IXSTITUTE.

THEHE lias been something lilce a virtual

admission that the Institute is less ser-

viceable llian it oii;;1it to be, and a meeting is

to be convened to consider whether by any, and
what, moinis tlie desired improvement can
be attained. Few institutions perliajis, fulfil,

in a plenary der;rie, the purposes of their

foundation; but a formal declaration of failure

would surely be made the preliminary to im-
provement. There is always an awkward
sound about a committee of incjulry. The
Council is and ought to be rcgirded as a

standing committee, through whoso a:;ency
every necessar}- ndajitation to external circum-
stances should be effected, by the safe and
gradual action of a step-by-step adjustment.
The mover of the resolution report.-d iu the
BiiLDiXt; Xi;\vs, May 7 (p. -408), admits the

prosperity, character, and influence of the
Institute, and these are properties that denote
no slight accordance with the general senti-

ments of tlie profession, and might well induce
the executive to be wary of agitation. The
mover thinks " The Institute might do a great
deal of useful work," which amounts to a denial
of its present claim to that merit, or at any
rate to an assertion that it leaves some
great field of utility uncultivated. That is

the charge the mover and seconder of the
resolution have to substantiate, and it is

incumbent on them to indiu.ite the direc-
tion in which the usefulness of the body
may and ought to be increased. The readi-
ness to receive advice takes notliiug from the
responsibility of tliose who tender it, and it

is fairly lo be expected that tliey will present
some comjueliensive scheme worthy tiie discus-
sion they have sought. Tiiat no such scheme
has yet been matured, appears from the
mover's public invitation to tliose- within and
without, allied by membership or not allied,

to furnish him with opinions and suggestions.
With a constituency of over six hundred there
ean hardly be occasion to look abroad for

counsellors, especially as among the number
here stated are nu-mbers of several other
learned and cognate societies—a circumstance,
by the way. more favourable to extended in-

formation than to Unqualified unanimity and
strength. The Institute has undoubtedly ef-

fected much good, md seems destined to effect
much more, but success is far more likely to

attend judicious than mcrelj' active measure.
Asa relief to exercise there must be rest, and for
<me thing that deserves to be accomplished with
energy, there are probably two that ought to

be abstained from. Circumspection must be
everywhere, and whenever any essential
change in its scope or objects m.iy be mooted,
those who desire the greatness, peace, ami
stability of the Institute should endeavour to

be present to manifest their interest and cx-
jwesa their opinions.

DUTCH PAINTING AND AI!T EDUCA-
TION.

IN the effort to hel]i to bring about, or at

lea.st to point the way to, a higher and
fairer sy.sfom of fine art production and ]uac-
tice by advocating a return to the old ways of
tihe Greeks in sculpture, it becomes of no
small interest to ascertain whether or no there
be any pha.so of art between that old Greek
system and that of the present time which

* After Ihin nrtlclc w.is written oiid in typo, we
rwclvcdnlfltiT from Mr. Ilionins JI. Kickm.iu lion.
Sec. to the .\rcliilfcimiil AUiaiico. wlio »t.-in-cl lila
"roRTCt Hint, owiiisr to unilirstoml nrmngemciits. lie
was iiimlilc t„a,li„it „i,rni.,.ii.i- 1.. il»' nioctiiiL-s." iiiid
I.roililsiu;; 1.) f,.,«anl 'a |„-,.,,:,r.-.l r.-pi.rt of tl.p pro-
rrodiijCK Ml n ,v,.c-k ,.r 1».,. \\\- will wait ali.l s-c
wimtkim of m-counttlir- .l-u-aKs .an give of thfui-
aclvcs. Mr Itlckiiiaii (ncloMid n slnti-ment whli-li wns
read to tlic ilclcgntcs. .md wliioli wilt bi' found lu
another cohinin.—[Ki>, u. \,]

may form, as it were, :i steppinij-stone from
the one to the other. To go back in any way
to Greek methods, as jiroposed, without some-
thing to show that there is a fellowship

between the oldest past and the present of art

would be hard work, but if there be that in

the present which, so to speak, links it to the

past, tiien must the work become easier and
more likely of ultiniate sueeoss. With this

view I would ask the special attention of those

who do not think things are all quite as they
should be to devote a little attention to one or

two of the new pictures just added to the
national collection. But before this I should
like any at all interested to go back for a

moment to some specimens of the very oldest

and earliest art existing. In the British

Museum w'ill be found some specimens of

Egy|>tian painting obtained from the royal

tombs or sepulchres near the great Theban
cities ; they represent very fairly the paintin;/

of the Egj-ptians, and are simple transcripts of

real scenes and occuiTences of their daily life.

All sorts of things are represented—agricul-

tural occupations, mechanical emploj'ments,
and trades, games, and amusements—in sliort,

the whole life of the old Egyptian, from birth

to death, so that had there been ever any such
thing thought of as an exhibition of paintings

in the da3-s of the Pharaohs in the capital city

of Thebes, these very paintings, or such as

the}', as they are now to be seen in the
British JIuseum, would have been exhibited,

and would have formed the Academy Exhibi-
tion of that distant time, and, as I think, a
very interesting and capital show it would
have made. Be it observed in passing that its

contents would not have been imaginative, but
real ; the pictures would not have represented
p.ast or fanciful events and scenes, but the

then present and everyday ones. Yet it cannot
be said that the old Egyptians were a mere
prosaic and matter-of-fact and unimaginative
people, for must there not have been more
food for the imaginative faculty and for mere
ilieaming and thought in one of the Karuac
temples on a dull day than in all our Loudon
chiiiches put together on the very brightes'.,

for they had better architecture, better sculp-

ture, and better painting, and they were all

combined in their temples and made to help
and intensify each other. But the question to

which I wish to call attention is this : Would
our Royal Academy hanging committee give
a square foot of wall space to any painting or

drawing that coidd be offered to them fi^om

any artist such as those who executed these
jiaintings were he to rise from the gra\-e to

execute it ? Or, would the managers of our
national collection admit any such n-ork as

painting, and as a specimen of Egyptian
paiuling? It is not likely; indeed, we are

quite sure that such a thing could not be, and
that Egyptian jiainting could not find admis-
sion. Thus it is that all antique and really

primitive iiainting is not in modern estimation
considered painting or art at all, but is thought
to be iiil cresting only in an antiquarian and
historical seii.se ; indeed, as we know through
Professor We.stmacott, the Academy sculp!or,

the ancient Egyptians had no art!

Now, this is a very curious subject, for if

this common view of it be right, there is so
broad a gulph between the old and primitive
art and mystery of jiainting and our modern
system and methods in these days that there

is, and can be, no connection between tliein
;

they are different things. Art did not
begin with Egyjitians or Greeks, but with
Renai.ssanco and Raphael. Early Italian

painting and Gothic work has no more claim
to be art tlian that of Egy]it, and it is this

necessary conclusion which brings us to a
word or two on Dutch ]iainting and art.

Dutch painting, says Mr. ISuskin,' who, be it

observed, believes entirely in the rude Italian

and Gothic work, is " traitorous to the royally
of human nature," and, with its copjiery
colours and falsities, altogether unworthy of
serious thought or even looking at, and v.astly

I

inferior, he Ra}s. to modern work of the same
class. But our main aim and business is

fact, and it is impossible not to see that what
the old Egyptian did for his own day in the
wall paintings of his temples and tombs, viz.,

the representation of his own life and actions,

so did the Dutch painters of their day leave
behind them the painted records of their everj'-

day life and actions. And thus as anyone going
into an Egyptian tomb may find on its walls

the faithful records of the daily life of an
Egyptian, and the method of painting and re-

cording them, so the visitor to a gallery of

the Dutch masters may in like manner find in

it the records in colour of Dutch life and ex-
perience and domestic doings. What a strange
thing it is, therefore, that while such fabulous
sums have been and are now given almost
daily for these pictures, and no place thought
too good for their display, the Egyptian paint-

ing is never thought of, and would not com-
mand a ]ilace in a common sale-room if

accident should take one there. There is

nothing more curious and instructive than a
collection of Dutch paintings ; eveiything is

before 3-ou, the ^vhole life of the time and age
when they were painted, and is doubly curious
from the fact of its being the only instance,

perhaps, on a systematic and regular plan, of
any people having made such records of them-
selves. Again, they are not a little curious

and instructive from their being so \videly

different in method and costume from anything
in Egyptian and Greek art, and are for this

reason alone essentially modern. No modern
man can look like an ancient Greek, but he
may and does sometimes look like a figure in a
Dutch painting. It is a very great pity that

in the arrangement of the national collection a
room cannot be devoted solely to them, and
thus to lla^e them arranged in strict chronolo-
gical order. They would form a little art

historj' in themselves, and a never-failing

source of help and reference. There are two
or three fresh Dutch pictures just added to the

National Gallerj-—one of them, by De Hooghe,
especially worthy of note, as sliowing how the
very commonest and most matter-of-fact
subject can be made interesting in its repre-
sentation on a flat surface. No one would
dream of even jihotographing such a prosy
subject in these advanced days. Indeed, who
can for an instant suppose it possible for any
of our painters to go out into a back-yard in

Shoreditch or Westminster and make a copy
in oil colours of the slatternly woman and her
suiTOundings and architecttn-e ?

We have ventured to ask attention to this

most curious subject for the purpose of render-
ing the pro]>osition for a return to Greek
methods the more intelligible, for it will be
observed that all, or nearly all, of our present

methods and aims of picture-making are in

reality Dutch, and, indeed, are but a following
out of the Dutch method, i.e., cabinet pictures

with scenes from actual life either real or

imagined, and the wonder is that the Royal
Academy system of teaching art is not made
to aim distinctly and solely at it. There is a
wide enough difference between the life and
art of the old Greek and the life and art of
the Hollander and the modern Englishman,
and it would be a very curious jiroblem to

work out to prove how and in what measure a

Dutch picture or a modern Academy picture is

an advance on the Greek wall painting. The
human form and figure has most certainly not
imjiroved, judging from the old and new
" statues." The rostume, some few may think,

is hardly so well adapted forjiietorial or stattie-

making jiuriioses, and it is to be feared that the

English tyiie of face is not much of an advance
on the antique Greek. We may therefore,

perhaps, be allowed to ask what it is that we
are ]irogressing artistically to. Is not the

road we are on the wrong one—a by -turning

leading nowhere ? I am merely proposing

that an attempt should be made to return to

the Greek methods and aims and practice. I

do not, of course, mean in the letter, but in
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methods of work and liiglier residts. We can

see nature tlirough tlie art of the Dutch, but

hardly one to be much envied, quaint and in-

teresting as it was ; and we may do tlie same
-at the Koyal Academy with modern Englisli

humanity and art, but no one supposes they are

not open to \'ery considerable improvement.
In the old Greek both nature and art seem to

have progressed to something very nearly akin

to perfection, so that the life and methods
of art must have been in some sort immensely
in advance of the Dutch and English. They
Jiad no electric telegraphs it is certain, as we
have, but then they had more to say, and said

it better, for we have nothing very particularly

interesting to talk of through a telegraphic

wire. They had a better language it is certain,

and I think a happier way of life—a fine art

everywhere, and their own, and a ritualistic

faith on which you might at least speculate

and think, and who shall venture to say that

ive are their masters even here any more than
in matters artistic ? C. B. A.

EXETER AND NEIGHBOURHOOD.
(from a correspondent.)

SITUATED in the extreme West of England,
inaccessible to the great majority of our

readers, except by a long railway journey, Exeter
is but little known in comparison to many of our
large towns. Those, however, who have visited

the quiet and venerable city ; who are familiar

with the outline of those grand and stately Norman
lowers which form the transepts of the noble ca-

thedral ; who have wandered upon the green slopes

of lovely Northemhay, or lingered in the fine

High-street, before some quaintly carved house,

recallmg to the mind tales and legends of days
long gone by, will read with interest a few jottings

on works now in progress—and to the general

reader information on the subject may be not al-

together unacceptable.

The Albert Museum, of which it will be remem-
bered two-thirds of the proposed edifice was opened
m Easter of last year, will shortly have its remam-
ing wing completed. The same contractor that,

erected the fomier portion, Mr. E. li. Luscombe
is the builder employed. Now that the scaffolding

is all down, a correct idea of the building as a
whole can be formed, and in fully appreciating its

varied merits we congratulate the architect, Mr. J.

Hayward, upon his success. The style is Early
French Gothic, and the treatment is happy. The
stone-carving, which is by Hems, of E.xeter, al-

though somewhat sunplcr than his work in the first

part, is ver)- good, and displays much taste, es-

pecially the capitals facing Paul-street.

Mr. Tarring's Congregational Church, building
on Sonthenihay, which was the scene of so disas-

trous a lire recently, is now in full swing, and we
hope soon to see the new roof on. It is a large
commodious building, far exceeding in size any
Dissenting place of worship in the county. Messrs.
Bragg and Dyer, of Paignton, are the builders,

Mr. Samson, of Lambeth, being entrusted with the
carving.

An elegant and uniciue little memorial chapel,
the gift of Dr. Kemp, of Exeter, is being erected
from the designs of Mr. Hayivard, immediately
adjoining the Devon and Exeter Hospital, and is

intended for the use of the patients of that insti-

tution. The exterior is plain, some good cut brick-
work and a bell-tuiTet of Bath-stone being the only
noticeable features without. We are given to

understand, however, that the interior, when com-
pleted, will contain some very tasteful decoration.
Messrs. Moass and Sons arc the builders.

The church of St. Mary Major, in Cathedral-
yai-d, which was rebuilt on the site of an old one

—

the oldest in the city—a short time ago, from the
designs of Mr, E. Ashworth, has been finally

completed by the erection of a broached spu-e.

The entire height is about 1 70ft. ; some very large
and boldly carved animals at the springings of the

broaches are noteworthy of attention, being ^nore

thau ordinarily well done. Messrs. Mitchell and
Son, were the builders.

The new Victoria Hall, in Queen-street, which,
according to contract, must be completed l)eforethe

visit of the British Association, which takes place
in August, is beginning to show signs of determi-
nation on the part of the builder (Mr. Dimond, of
Bristol), a large staff of men being now employed
in getting in the foundation, Mr. ('. J. I'hipps,

l'.S,A., London, is the architect.

The new Asylum, at Wonford, on the outskirts
of Exeter, will be opened on the 1st of July, The
lavgestand most important building in the imme-
diate neighbourhood, it is in the Tudor style, and
has been erected from the designs of the late Mr.
W. F. Cross, architect. The form of the bnilding
is that of a parallelogram, but with .an open end to
the square at thebacfc, A wide range of structure
forms the south front, 420ft, long ; and the east
and west wings' are 270tt respectively. The cen-
tral pile, forming portal, balcony, bay-story, and
lofty gable, is very bold and handsome. On Mr.
Cross's death, in the early part of 1867, Mr. Cum-
raings was requested to carry out the work to

completion ; soon after, his health failing, he de-
puted Mr, C, E, Ware, the present town surveyor,
to take his place ; and since Mr, Cummings's death,
under Mr. Ware's care everything has gone on
well, Messrs. Moass and Sons are the builders.

The original contract was £28,210, which, with
extras, will be about £30,000 ; this will, however,
not inilude the chipel, entrance lodge, and certaui
internal decorations,

Marley House, a large job which has been
several years in hand, will shortly be completed.
It is situated between Exeter and E.xmouth, on
rising ground, near the sea,'aud commands a pano-
rama of unsurpassed beauty, even in the glorious
shire of lovely Devon, The building, erected for
John Bryce, Esq,, on the site of a former mansion
is in the Italian style, veiw freely treated, and is

built entirely of Bath stone, from the Box quar-
ries. The sky line is well l)roken by a campanile
70 ft, high, on the south-east front. The great
attraction to the exterior is the elaborate Roman-
esque carving, which, for beautiful design and
delicate execution, is without a rival in the West
of England, The grand staircase stands in a hall

30ft, square, by 50ft, high, and is composed en-
tirely of Cari-ara marble, the balustrades being of
serpentme, and the handrails of Ippleden
marble. Rich marble columns support the
lantern above, which is profusely and elegantly
decorated, as also are the ceilings of the dining-
room, library, breakfast-room, and drawing-room.
The latter aparlment consists of three irregular

saloons, about 80 ft, in length unitedly, and are

partly separated by a loggia formed of S'x m.arble

columns, surmounted by beautifully-carved capitals,

and resting upon marble base and plinth. The
designs of the ceiling in this and the o:her rooms
are excellent specimens of plast"r work, and ex-

hibit very refined modelling. The log.gia opens
upon a terrace, which runs the whole length of the

front, and is ornamented with biilustrades of Bath
stone, and paved with Bla^hfield's terra-cotta tiles

of three colours. From the teiTace, and opposite

the loggia, a flight of Portland stone steps descends

to the lawn. Situated on the north side of the

house, near the dining-room, is the billiard-room,

and over it the chapel, from which runs a corridor,

groined and decorated, about 100ft. long, com-
municating with suites of rooms, The'con-idors

and passages' are all laid with Minton's tiles, the

walls being of Caen stone, and the floors through-
out the building are of concrete, and fireproof, the

joists being iron. The woodwork is of Spanish
mahogany, excepting the domestics' apartments,

which are of wainscot, and approached by a stair-

case of the same material, 'The work reflects the

greatest credit upon the contractor, Mr, E, L,

Luscombe, of Exeter, The plastering was done
by Mr, J, H, Parsons, Gray's-inn-road, London ;

the decorations by Mr. Sang, London; the carving

by Mr, Hany Hems, of Exeter, and the hot air

apparatus by Messrs, Price and Co,, Parliament-

street, London, Gas to light the mansion is

manufactured on the estate. The total cost we
believe to be about £36,000, including everythmg.

The building has been carried out under the

dii-ection of Mr, Benmoro, architect, of Exmouth,
J, V,

APPLIED MECHANICS IN RELATION TO
NATURAL POWER,

THE last of the course of " Cantor Lectures"
on " Applied Mechanics " was delivered by

John Anderson, Es<|,, C, E., Superintendent of

Machinery to the War Department, before the

Society of Arts on Monday evening. In the

earlier ages of the world, said Mr. Anderson,

when man as yet accomplished his ends by the

exercise of his omr physical powers, every fresh

insight into the application of natural power nmst
have appeared a wonderful discover}". Circular

motion—those simple contrivances for receiving

and distributing power, the revolving spindle and
wheel, were wonderful discoveries, and they had

exercised a far higher effect on our country
than many with more sounding titles. Passing
on to consider the mode of reckoning power or
force, the lecturer said all force was reckoned by
units, one pound moving through a space of one
foot being equal to a unit of work ; or one
pound lifted lOOft., to one hundred units. The
convenience of this mode of measurement could
not be over-estimated. By it the force developed
in a railway train, the wmd or water lifted from a
well, could all be measured and reduced to units of
work. For practical measurement a larger unit
was, however, necessary, and this was called horse
power. A horse would pull ISOlbs. tlu-ough 220ft.
in a minute, and this amount of work was equal
to 33,000 units. A man's power, as reckoned in
the Government works, was only about one-tenth
of that of a horse, being about 15lbs., or 3,300
units. Natural power could only be jiartially

taken hold of and applied by man, and the quantity
thus taken hold of varied. It has been supposed
in the early days of applied mechanics that man
could increase power : nothing, however, could
have been a greater mistake. As an illustration,

the lecturer stated that when Mr, W, Fairbaini
inti-oduced the system of taking motion from the
periphery of the fly-wheel of an engine, men at once
said he would lose power, and that it would be far

better to have faken it from the axle. The suc-

cess of Mr, Fairbau-n's experiment had, however
been long demonstrated, and nobody would now
question the truth of the system he adopted,

Man's first efforts in the application of natural

power were lost in antiquity ; they were made in

Central or Western Asia ere yet the Aryan race
had been divided and dispersed to people remoter
regions of the world ; and it was deeply interesting

to note that names of implements and things
belonging to peace and industrj' belonged to the

main stock of the Aryan language, while those

relating to war were introduced by the different

branches after then- division. Many ages must
have lapsed before man had penetrated far into

the secrets of natural power. It seemed a modem
age which was adorned ([uite comparatively
by the names of Euclid and Archimedes ; yet it

was long after this that we found so simple a
contrivance introduced as a machine for raising

water. Great, however, as was the contrast

between the condition of applied mechanics in

their days and ours, the contrast might be still

gi'cater between that of the present and succeeding

ages.

All natural power is derived from the Sun, the

only exception being that of the great tidal wave
that rolls round the world. Heat and force are

s}-nonymons temis. The heat required to raise

one pound of water one degree, is equal to 772
units of work. Thk fact gave engineers a data
by which to measm-e the achievements of their

machines, and its discovciy had caused them great

dissatisfaction. Passing on to consider water
power, Mr. Anderson said the circulation of

water was due to the heat of the sun. It had
been calculated that 13,000 cubic miles of water
were cva])orated every year and canded back
again. Fart of this, man was able to arrest and
apjily in its downward course, but all the power
yielded was derived from the water, and not from
any ciintri\ancc which man used in connection

with it ; ancl although the subject of water power
had been conqiarativcly exhausted he could not as

yet utilize more than 7j per cent, of the power of

thewater. This, however, was a great result as com-
pared with that afforded by the steam engine, from
which only about 10 per cent, was obtained. It

was very important that this should be remem-
bered, for of late years it had become the custom
to disparage water power to the advantage of the

steam engine. The .great discovery of mwleni
times in connection with water power was a

method adopted in Switzerland of using, so to speak,

the ghost of the water—carrying to a distance of

4, 5, and 6 miles the power of the water ivithout

taking the water itself. This was effected by a
most ingenious contrivance. At the water and
by its power a large pulley was whisked round at

the rate of sixty miles per hour. A small steel

wire cord not thicker than a pencil, was carried

from this to wherever the mill was erected, over

valleys, and .sometimes miles from the water, and
along it the power passed to the place where it

was wanted. A great improvement in connection

with this invention had been the application to the

pully of a gutta-percha groove, which prevented
the steel cord from slipping. Describing the

power developed by steam or heated air en^'ines,

the lecturer showed that the nature of the power
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was precisely tl]e same as that of tlie water. Butli

were ilerivc<l tVnin thattureat source iif pnwcr, ihe

Sun. With wind auil water power it was the

present power of tlie son, hut with coal it was
different. That was developed long ages ago and

carefully stored up in the howels of the earth,

a rich patrimony of the present age. The supply

of wind and water power was unhounded. and

would last while " the sun and moon endured;"

that of coal was limited, and it was the special

province of the engineer to husliaud and ]>reservc

it. Having considered at some length the jiro-

gress made in the eniploynieut of natural power
liy the use of steam and air engines, the lecturer

e(jncluded 1)y asking his hearers not to be dis-

couraged in their attempts at further improve-

ment because so much might appear to have

lieen done, but still to persevere, and to believe

that every fresh invention only cleared the ground

for further discovery.

ANALYSES OF TOTABLE WATE15.

AN adjonmed meeting of the Metropolitan
Association of Medical Officers of Health

was held on Saturday week. Dr. Drewitt, J'resi-

dent, in the chair, when the discussion was re-

sumed on Dr. Ix'lhcby's paper, " On Methods
of Estimating Nitrogenous Matters in Potable
Waters, and on the Value of the E.xpression
' Previous Sewage Contamination,' as used by the
Registrar-General in his lieports on the Meti-o-

politan Waters." The chief jioiuts of considera-
tion in the paper were the following :— 1.

Whether rivers fouled by sewage ami niLinufni-

turing refuse have, or have not, a sclf-purityiiig

l)ower. 2. Whether the niti-ogcnous couipounds
of rivers and well waters must necessarily have.

a

previous sewage or mannre origin. 3. Whether,
in describing the analytical facts of water examina-
tion, it is in'oper to use such a speculative phrase
as " previous sewage contamination," and to ex-
press the result in tons.

Dr. Ballard read a paper, in which ho
endeavoured to treat the points under discussion
from a medical rather than a chemical point of
view, with the object of giving the discussion

a practical tm-n. He mentioned the most noxious
impui-ities to be foimd in water, and stated how
they were dangerous to health. He believed that
absolute jnuity was not to be expected, and urged
that the dicta of chemical analysts ought to be
received with caution. As medical officers of
health, they would iind broad facts and general
results less liable to error than the test tube.

Dr. Paul considered the unprecedented attack
made on Dr. Frankland was wliolly unfounded.
As to the assertion that the water of the rivers

polluted with sewage became sufficiently i)ure,

after a flow of twelve miles, to be used withi>ut
danger to health, Dr. Lcthcby was du'cctly al

issue with Sir Benjamin Brodie on general
grounds, and with Dr. Frankland as to facts.

The evidence of all whr) had disintercslcillv

cxamineil this subject went to show that the clTccts

of river-pollution were abominable; and while
that was tlie case rivers were not fit sources of
water supply. It was for this reason, he con-
tended, that any means of detecting the contamina-
tion of water, whether there had been subsequent
purification or not, was of value, for contaminated
water was most likely to become unwholesome.
Dr. Paul denie<l the accuracy of the statement
that the nitrates in water could be accounted for
as originating from rain, and contended that, in

rcgai-d to any other sources, there was no proof
of their existence. He referred to Dr. Lctheby's
reports of the nitrates, &c., in water, as being
proof cither of inccmsistcncy or absurdity. He
concluded with stating his opinion that whether
the chemical examination were to be considered of
use or not by medical men—and it was for them
to judge—it was at least certain that any chemical
results that could be of value must be obtained by
sound scientific methods, such as that Dr. Frank-
land had introduced, and not by antiquated or
pseudo-scientific ])roccedings, such as the methods
adopted by Dr. Ix'theby, which he characterised
as being barbarous in their cnidity.

Mr. Loun said that they ought to be careful
lest dilettantism should carry them away from
daily life. He was afraid that chemical analysis
was too minute to be practical. If they paid more
attention to connnon sense, and less to scientific
analysis, there would be no danger of sense being
strangled by science.

Mr. Sjii:e had repeatedly begged the Registrar-
General to suppress these reiwrts, calculated as

they were to proilucc wrong estimates of the facts

of the case, and most dangerous to life.

Dr. Voelckkr said that the whole of his ex-

periments Icil him to regard the presence of a

certain amount of nitric acid in water as a rc-

connuendation rather tlian otherwi.se.

Mr. Heatox extolled Dr. Frankland's method
of amilysis, and objected to Dr. hethcby's, espe-

cially the test of colour, which he maintained did

not prove anything as to tlie pnrity of water.

Mr. Holland maintained that the Registrar-

General was re|)orting as impurities what were no
impm-ities at all. The real danger was from the

impurities ab.sorbcd by water from the air after it

was delivered to us by the companies.

Mr. Rendle said that though he always ad-
mired Dr. I/Clheliy, he could not help regarding

him as tlic advocate of the companies, and his

opinions as 1)ciiig, therefore, in need of some
mollification licforo they could bo accepted. He
dill not think chemistry on its trial at all. If it

could find out for him what water would produce

disease, and what water was harmless, it would
materially assist him in his work.

Mr. Wanklyn said that when he began his

examination of the London waters he had ex-

pected to find them loaded with nitrogenous

matters, but he had found them to contain as

little as waters in many parts of the countiy. In

fact, the result of his experiments led him to pro-

nounce London water to be of average goodness.

The President called attention to letters which
he had received from Dr. Angus Smith, Dr.

Adand, Dr. Ball, of Rotterdam, Mr. Spencer,

and other eminent men ; the general tone of these

communications was that extreme caution was
nccessaiy in declaring that there had been pre-

vious sewage contamination when direct evidence

was wanting. The President's owu opinion was
that there was need of further experiments, and
that the battle was still liefore them—namely, as

to whether the present sources of supply were

sufficient, or whether water ought to be brought

from a distance, for of course that was in the

backgi'ound. The cost of snch a scheme would lie

enormous, and might be better spent in removing
worse sanitary evils. He considered that thcii'

best thanks were duo lo the Registrar-General

for his energetic labours in the interest of the

public health. Between water as used by them,
and as it reached their houses, there was a wide
difference. It was exposed to the atmosphere,

with direct communication with drains, and with

that modern abomination—the water-closet. Still,

he did not consider it at all proved that the evils

charged against it proceodod from the state of the

water. Fin- instance, diarrha'a, and several other

diseases laid at its door, generally affected children

ami old people, neither of whom were given to

drinking much cold water. But the onus of

sliowing that the water was safe was incumbent on
flir companies, and ought not to be thrown on the

people.

Dr. Paricek mentioned an instance of a stream
into which bathers would not enter, and which
became pure after a flow of ten or twelve miles.

Jlr. Glaisher coiTolioratcil the experience of

previous speakers as to water being purified by the

flow of rivers. He had studied the suliject for

many ycai"s, and he coubl say jiositivcly that they

had "the purest ramfall in the \alliy of ihc Thames
that was to be found anywlicrc ; they luiil only

to call in their engineers, and they niigiit have the

very liest sup]dy without going away from home.
Dr. Lethkhy, in replying, called attention to

the coincidence of opinion expressed by men
eminent in meteorology, hydraulics, and engineer-

ing, and to the tcstimonv of Messrs. Miller,

Odling. Voelcker, Angus Sinitli. Waiiklyn. Chap-
man. S|n'iiicr, Siiieo. Keats, and otiiers.wlio all siqi-

porled the position lie bad taken up. Dr. Lcthcby
recapitulated the ))oint^ dwelt upon in his paper,

replied to the objections tliat had lieeii made, and
utterly reinidiatetl the iinjintation of being an
advocate of the companies. He concluded by
again protesting against the sensational tone of

the Registrar-tieneral's reports.

The President reminded the meeting that

they had been sitting in judgment on the Re-
gistrar-General in his absence, and they must feel

conscious that the language used at times had
been banlly ]iarliamentary. He proposed a vote

of thanks to Dr. Lcthcby for his valuable paper,

which had given rise to this important and lengthy

discussion, and the meeting closed, after sifting

about three hours and a half.

THE BATTLE OF THE SITES.

THE yVmcv points out that Mr. Lowe is entitled
to the credit of having raised the qnestiou

of cost, but the 'Timrs cannot sec why it should,
not be just as easy to practise economy' in Carey-
street as on the Thames ICinbankment. Indeed,
it is disiiosed to think that the Embankment site,

as proposed liy the Government, would eventually
prove the more extravagant of the two, and thus
defeat the \i'iy oljcit it is intended to secm-e.

The StiiiiilunI holds that on every ground the
proposal of the (Jovcrniiient with regard to the
Law Com-ts must be condenincd, and ought to be
rejected. What Mr. Layaid practically asks
I'arlianient to do is to waste the money and the
labour already expended upon this matter, and to
erect the courts of law upon a most inconvenient
site, at a cost quite as great as that for which they
might be placed in a position in which they would
fulfil the object the Legislature had in view when,
with a great pui-pose of legal reform, it passed
the Courts of Justice Concentration Act.
The Daily JVcies contends that it is possible to

go back to the original design without going to a
new site ; and that it is even cheaper to put the
building where it will be most useful than to put
it where Mr. Layard proposes.

The Teli-griqih, admitting that Mr. Layard
may be right when he says that nearly all the
conimim law judges consulted prefer the Thames
Embankment site, remarks that we have yet to
hear what the equity judges say on the subject

;

and it may be anticipated somewhat confidently

that their unanimons verdict will be in favour of

the authorised or central site. But, after all, tie-

real question is, not what suits the convenience <if

a few eminent functionaries, but what place is best

adapted for the transaction of imblic businef^s.

The plan of Mr. Lowe and Mr. Layard, the
Tflciiriijih is of opinion, is the vision of theorists

unfamiliar with the practical necessities of the

legal profession ; and their project, examined by
the help of an authentic and clear exposition of
Its real nature, ought to be speedily consigned to

the limbo of immatui-e fantasies.

The Morning Adrciiiscr says Mr. Layard
throws over old Inigo Jones, because, as he said,
" his impression was, that we ought to adopt a
style that was thoroughly English in its character;

and he believed that none was more suitable than
the Gothic."' But then, having recommended the

House to adopt " a style that w-as thoroughly En-
glish," he goes on to cite, and to vecommend an
example -which is thoroughly un-English :

—

namely, " that employed by the Italians in their

]iublic buildings, as in the great Ducal Palace at

Venice, and in the Townliall at Vicenza," &c.
Tlie . L/it;'/ (.<(-/ asks will not tlie I louse of Commons
hesitate before it consents to follow-, blindfold, such
strange leading as this ?

The Pnft alimo of the morning papers snp-
])orts the (ioverument scheme. If Sir RoundcU
Palmer has been fairly answered, and the Post
thinks he has, the balance of argument would
unquestionably be in favour of the Embankment
site ; and the opposition to the second reading of

the bill, although fierce, will probably be futile.

The more the Government scheme is examined
the more does it appear feasible.

FUJES AT ALBUPY PARK, SURREY.

WE briefly referred in our last to a fire which
broke tnit on the evening of Friday, the

lUltli nit . at the Duke of Northnmlicrland's SuiTcy
i-csiilencc, Allniiy Park, near Guildford, which is

at jn-esi-iit undergoing alteration and improvement
to the extent of many thousiunls of pound.s, under
the direction of Mr. A. Salvin, of Adam-street,
Adelphi. Mr. G. Reavell, clerk of the works,
sends lis a long account of the tii-p, from which it

appears that tlic fire commenced in the roof, and
the alarm was immediately given by the electric

bells, w-hii-h had just been' fitted ui> by Marshall.

These bells had all been successfully completed,

and the wires were being cased up in the roofs.

When the fire commenced the alann was given by
all the bells in Ihe house commencing to ring-

simultaneously. Owing to the woikI casuig being
burnt away, the coating of the wires melted, and
all the wires came together, the electric current
being thereby communicated to every bell in the

place. Hml it not been for this timely warning
much greater damage might have been done, and
the lives of many servants who were sleeping in

that part of the building wonUl pi-obably have
been sacrificed. The commendable foresight of

the Duke orhisadvisei-s iuhavinga large reservoir
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liolilin- ".ii.oilil j:.!1oiis of iviitci- formed on a hill

on his ostati- \v:is tunply justiticd by this event, as

from this rcscrvou- was forthcoming a plentiful

supply of water for the hose of the fire brigade

and for the stand-pipes proTJded in various parts

of the buildiu!):, and the fire was soon totally ex-

tinguished. From a neglect to provide such an

indispensable adjunct in an isolated locality many
a noble old building, filled to repletion with art

and other troasr.res, has been totally destroyed,

illustrating the adage, " Penny wise and pound

foolish." This fire would have been attributed to

the carelessness of the workmen who hart been

employed in the roof during the day had not a

second fire been discovered by a watchman on the

next (Saturday) evening in a room packed with

the furniture of five rooms, and with which room,

our infoi-mant says, it was not possible for the

first fire to have communicated. It is now con-

cluded that the fires are the work of an incendiaiy,

although what motive could have actuated the

pei-petrator or perpetrators cannot be conjectm-cd,

the Duke and IJuchcss having deeply at heart the

welfare of all their servants and employes.

NEW HOSPITAL, WIMBLEDON.

THE new Atkinson - Morley Convalescent

Hospital (so named from its founder, and
in connection with St. George's Hospital), near

Wimbledon station, will be opened in a few
months. It is liuilt on the pavilion and corridor

plans combined, the larger wards being in bloiks

atMjoth ends, separated by a long central building

with three receding portions. There are thi-ee

flooi-s, in addition to the basement, and a portion

of the centre of the building is canied up one

floor higher. The ground floor and the principal

entrance at the back are arranged in arcades, with

an ample porch and balcony overhead. The stau-s

are of stone, with iron railings. The large wards
on the fii-st floor are 80ft. long. 25ft. wide, and 15ft.

high, affording 1 ,500 cubic feet to each patient.

Each ward has five opposite high sash windows
reaching nearly to the ceiling ; the walls are

plastered and whitewashed, and the flooi-s fire-

proof. The wards are warmed by chimneys and
hot water pipes, a pair of them running along the

walls near to the floor. Two large chimneys
standing back to back in the centre of the room
are provided, instead of smoke shafts, with four

columns of teiTa-cotta (similar to those of Ad-
denbrooke's Hospital, Cambridge) which, when
wanned, retain the heat and throw it out gradually.

Fresh air is admitted throngh gratings near the

ceilings and in the centre of the floor. The foul

air is expected to escape through openings in the

ceilings and air-shafts, but as no continuous

draught is caused in the shafts artificially, they are

likely (says the Medical Times and Ga:ette) to

become inlets instead of outlets. Over some of the

entrance doors there are lonvres. Nui'ses' rooms
adjoin the wards, overlooking them; and bath-

rooms, with enamelled earthenware baths encased

in wood, are on the other side of the corridor. The
con-idol's at the tack of the central building are

warmed by hot water pipes, running near to the

ceilings on the ground floor, fomiing coils on the

first floor. Iiut uncovered by gi'atings. The central

part of the building has on each floor two mode-
rately-sized wards, with, four windows on one side

only, the corridca' being on the other, and between
the wards there is a room with a bow %vindow,

con-esponding to the centre of the whole. Self-

acting water-closL'ts and lavatories are in the pro-

jecting portions at the back. The lavatories have
glazed iron basins encased in wood ; slate slabs

might have been provided with small increase of

expense. Lifts and linen-shoots are well-placed.

In the centre, at the back, is the chapel, with cor-

ridors ninning at each side, leading to a number
of single rooms facing the road, for the use of the

superintendent. The kitchen is in the basement.
Water will be provideil by an artesian well. The
laundry and stabling are detached. Accommoda-
tion is pi'ovided for 100 patients.

DESTKUCTION OF TREES BY STREET
GAS.

MANY a city and town, says the Bostaii

Journal of C/ieviistri/, has had to deplore

the loss of fine shade trees, by carburctted hyilrogcu

gas coming in contact with their roots, and poison-

ing th/sm by being absorbed. There is a strange

instinct in the routs of plants or trees. As if they
had eyes to see, they bend and stretch in the

direction from which they can deiive nutriment -,

and wherever they can have free and easy access
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totbcsc.il and find food, there the mvniber and

thickness (if (lie lilaiiiciits arc augmented. If we
plant a tree in bard, iuivieMing,s,.il, it will slniggle

mo.st wonderfuUv t.c su-taiu it.-Li'.f, liv piiNl.ing its

roots through the ic:icked earth. If, iiiicUa- these

circumstances, a trench is dug teu, or even twenty

feet from the tree, filling back the loosened earth

gain into it, the roots appear to lie cognisant of

the fact, and commence a struggle with the im-

pacted soil, to reach the trench ; and this fact

explains how it is that the roots of trees are

lestroyed by gas. The trees upon the sides of

streets are p'aced in hard soil ; and when the

trench is dug f<n- the gas pipes, and the earth re-

turned, the roots instinctively push for the trench

as a point of relief, or where food can be more

easily secured. We have seen gas pipes, after

having lain for several years, perfectly covered

with a network of roots proceeding fi-om the

neighbonring trees. Now, if there is the slightest

leak in the 'line of pipe, the gas moves in the

direction of least resistance, and that is along the

trench in which is placed the pipe ; hence, the

tender spongioles are presented with strange and

poisonous food, the gas is absorbed, and the tree

dies.

We can hardly suggest a remedy for this gxeat

evil. It may be well to compel gas companies to

cover their pipes, in the vicinity of trees, with a

thick coating of cement, or plank the walls of the

trench, so as to prevent the tree roots from passing

through. The loss of fine shade trees iu -cities

and towns is almost in-epiirable, and every jiracti-

al method should be adopted to prevent it.

THE CHANNEL BRIDGE.

THE following is a translation of a paragraph

in the " Journal Ofijciel de I'Empii-e Fran-

cais" of the 16th ult. :—" The project of a bridge

over the straits makes each day further progress.

The first model was completely finished some days

ago, and is perfectly satisfactory. This small

model is composed of a single arch, reduced upon

an exact scale to the hundredth part of the size

of one of those of the great bridge. It presents an

aI)solnte rigidity throughout, that is to say, it is

not subject to any movement or oscillation ; there

is, consequently, no vibration calculated to disin-

tegrate the metal. There is no more elasticity
"

c |itil.l< imiUr the foot than m walking on the

i.aveiiieiit. and it can support without any deflec-

ticai a weight greater than twenty trains propor-

tioned to the same scale, meeting in the middle of

the arch. The weight of ten men docs not pro-

duce a deflection of more than a few millimetres

in its whole length, and as soon as it is relieved of

its bimlen, it recovers exactly its first position-

indeed, it was not necessary to employ several of

the parts prepared to insure rigidity. This result

simplifies the question, and permits considerable

economy in the cost. A second model of a size

double that of the first is on the point of being

completed, and, if, as everything tends to show,

the result is as favourable, the most sceptical will

lia unable to entertain the smallest doubt in re-

spect of it. In any case, the problem is resolved

that bridges and viaducts of every size can he con-

structed in a single arch without piers fi-om bank

to hank. Already, many orders for large and

small bridges have been given; among others, a

large bridge with a road and railway of a kilo-

luelic ii) leiiiith, which will unite St. Malo and St.

Servau to Dinard, a foot bridge of 100 metresover

the Icasiu of the loch at Calais, and several others

for the departments."

NEW RAILWAY FROM BLACKBURN TO
CHORLEY.

ANEW and direct line of railway from Black-

burn to Chorley will shortly be opened.

The line branches off from the Blackburn and

Preston Railwav a little to the westward of Cheny
Tree station, about two miles from Blackburn.

The ucNv line iiasscs immediately behind Livcsey

Old Hall, and then curves cpiickly off to the south

west, ascending the side of the hill by a steep

gradient, and crossing the old mrnpike road to

Preston by a massive stone bridge of three arches,

at an elevation of about 50ft. Here, from want

of sniti\ble uuitcrial, aportionof the high embank-

ment has been pcwtponed, hut it is now being

cpiicklv filled up from both ends, and it is all but

carriec'l to the pitas of the bridge. Half a mile

further on thecrossiiiL; |ia»c> thrcmgh an immense

bed of sand and shingle, wliieh has evidently, at

some remote epoch, formed the bed of the sea,

though it now lies a considerable distance from,

4.33

and at a height of many yards above, the sea level.

Emerging from this cutting, the line crosses dee))

glens (through which flow the Roddlesworth stream

and a tributary) on lofty embankments, based at

the passes with massive stone culverts for the

passage of the water. Thence the line proceeds

to the village of Withnell, and aftei-wards passes

through a break iu the hills to Wheelton, Heapy,
and so on to Chorley. The stations are all stone

structures.

THE CANAL OF ISABELLA H., SPAIN.

AMONG the many canals and works of irriga-

tion iu which Spain abounds, none is more
worthy of notice than the Canal de Isabella

Secumla , wh ich , 1lesides supplying water to Madrid,

is partially used to irrigate the vegetable gardens

in the environs of the capital. This Canal is 76

kilometres 175 metres in length, and its trans-

verse section is 2-80 metres in depth hy 2-15 metres

wide. The formnla used for calculating the size

LHI
of the channel was V^ =; iu

O-00025 (L-l-2 H),

which I zz meline, L =: mean width, and H ::z

depth. The water is brought fi-om the River

Zozoya, where it emerges from the Guadarama
Mountains to the north of Madrid. A massive

dam of masonry is there built across the river,

resting on the cliffs which rise on either side.

This dam is 30 metres in height, and encloses a

lake or reservoir 6 kilometres long, capable of

holding 3,000,000 cubic metres of water. A tunnel

conveys the water from the lake to a channel

which flows across the mtcrvening country. This

channel comprises 31 tunnels, some driven through

sandstone and rock, 32 af^uedncts, among which

are some 28 metres in height and 120 metres long;

fom- great syphons for canying the water across

on many valleys, each consisting of four great

pipes 0'92 metre in diameter; and at last empties

itself into the reservoir Del Campo de Guardias,

which occupies the highest ground in the vicinity

of Madrid. This reservoir is consti-ucted of cut

stone and bricks ; its dimensions are 125 metres

in length by 86 metres in breadth and 9 metres in

depth, and it will contain 50,000 cubic metres of

water. This reservoir, although only receiving

the water intended for the town supply, was found

too small, and a second has since been constructed

with a capacity of 177,000 cubic meti'cs. The two

principal syphons on the Canal are those of Gua-

dalix and Bodonal ; the latter, which is Ulus-

ti-.ated on page 43i,crosses a valley 1,400 metres in

lenglh. The Canal was sanctioned in 1851, and

comideted in June, 1858, at a total cost of nearly

5S,000,OOt) francs, under the direction of His

Excellency Don Lucio del Yalle, engineer, in

chief to the Spanish Government.

BARNINGHAM HALL.

THIS hall seat of John Thomas Mott, Esq., is

eight miles from Cromer, and situated in the

parish of Bamingham-Winter, so-called from the

family of the Winters, who held this lordship in

the reign of Edward III. In 1381, and again iu

1393 (the 4th and Ulth of Richard II.), William

Winter of Barningbam-W inter, Aniiiger, was

Sherifl: of Norfolk and Sufliolk. In the latter part

of the reign of Klizalicth, it was possessed by the

Pastons, and the older house, which stood on a

lower site, being pulled down, Sir Edward Paston,

Knight, in 1612 built the ]n-esent mansion, as

appears by the arms of Paston impaling Berney,

in a shield over the entrance poich with that date.

About the year 1756, Thomas Paston, Esq., fifth

in descent from the above, sold the property to

William Russell, a London merchant, from whom
it passed into the hands of Thomas Love, Esq.,

and he, in 1775, sold it to Thomas Vertue Mott,

Esq., gi-andfather of the present owner. The
house was much enlarged, and the south or garden

front altered, in 1807, under the direction of Mr.

Humphrey Rcpton, architect, but the west, or

entrance fi-ont, a line example of the tunc of

James I., remains in its original state, in which

the lofty double dormer is a peculiar feature.

—

From '"'Norfolk Photographically Illustrated,"

by R. II. Mason.

Progress is being made with the Thames subway

from the Tower to Sciuthwark, at the rate of 9Ct. pov

dav, and ilie c.nlractor expects to completethe shaft

ii, I,',, Itv.u, li^c ninnlbs.

,s, Ih HI. ~ ;ii . I" ing set on foot to supply the r.ipidly

incrcasiim- \illag>s of Normantou and .\Uoft3 York-

shire, with water and gas.
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INTERIOR DECORATIOX.
The Dining Room.

{Continuedfrom Page 393.)

THE trcatniniit and aiTangement of the

furniture for the dining-room should be

effected on tlie principles that we have

previously applied to the decorations. It must
be of a nature to give to the apartment an air

of comfort, warmth, substance, and unobtrusive

richness. First in importance among tlie

various aiticles we have to consider, come
tlie curtains. There is an endless variety of

materials that may be employed for this

purpose, but for houses of an average quality

tliere seems to us nothing to compare with

cloth. In the dining-room of a very wealthy
man, and where excessive richness of treat-

ment or material would in no wise contravene

the guiding principles we have laid down,
silk would be in keeping with every thing

else ; but in the great majority of cases it is

otherwise. When used at all, the silk should

be as devoid of pattern as possible, and the

best form of the material is perhaps that made
with a rib, and known in the trade as "Terry."

Velvet, when dark, lights up badl}' ; when
pale, it is in most cases so bright as to detract

fi'om the dinner-table. The various richly-

striped foreign fabrics, many of them very
beautiful in themselves, are open to the same
objection, while chintzes and cretonnes are, as

a rule, deficient in warmth of appearance.

Reps, plain or figured, and "arras cloth," Iiave

much the same cliaracteristics as simple cloth,

and these materials all seem to us ])eculiarly

suitable for the dining-room, provided they be
relieved by borders or other trimmings more
or less rich, according to the nature of the

other portions of the room. We have seen a
noveliy at some of the west-end decorators'

that deserves mention. On a plain cloth

curtain is printed a black pattern to form a

border, and the figure so obtained is after-

wards outlined \>y machine embroidery, giving
to the whole the appearance of real " appli(|ue

work" at an almost nominal cost. This
embroidery by machineiy, wliicli already finds

an extensive market in the case of table covers,

is worthy of more general employment for

curtains. We know of one firm of uphol-

sterers who fi'equently have curtains and
valances embroidered to their own designs,

and the effect is invariably excellent. If a val-

ance is to be used, there must, of course, be a
cornice, which should be of the same wood as

the cabinet-work, and may be relieved either by
carving, inlaid or painted decoration, or a little

gilding. For a dining-room we prefer, how-
ever, a substantial pole, with rings running
on it, to which the curtains are attached. Such a

pole, with sunk and gilded flutes and carved and
partially gilded ends presents an appearance at

once rich, artistic, and eminently suitable for

the dining-room. A painted iron rod, loo, witli

]ioIished brass ends, is equally available when
the windows are small ; but if ihey be very large

the rods look mean, and brass rod.s (which would
be very much larger) are too glaring in appear-
ance. It is hardly necessary to endorse Pugin's

protest against the sham poles (with eurlains

running on little rods behind them), from which
are suspended heavy meaningless fringes, with
gouty-looking " hangers," instead of valances.

Such things,indeed,existstill,but they arehappily

now used only (or almost only) by houses such

as those fi'om which Mr. Easilakc has obtained

his notions respecting contemporary furniture,

and would be recommended by few persons

except that gentleman's imaginaiy "shopman."
Few persons now-a-days would think of

covering the whole of a dining-room floor with
carpet, butwe may frequently find an objection-

able practice in first-rate houses, viz.—ilie

use of floor-cloth forthe margins, in imitation of

oak boards. When a carpet has to be laid at a

few hours' notice this may perhaps Tie excusable,

but it invariably gives a vulgar and conuiioii-

place appearance to the room. When there is

time, and a little extra expense is of no object,

a border of parquetry, some two feet wide,

should be laid down ; if economy be necessary,

the margins should be either stained and
varnished, or (if the floor be old and too bad for

the process), painted in oil the colour of old

black oak. The carpet maybe a real Turkey,
or of any of the numerous varieties that are

treated upon the same principles. It should, of

courscjbe rectangular and of suclila size as lo leave

only the margin we have spoken of around it.

The width of the margin will of course vary
considerably with the size of the apartment.

In a small room we should arrange it so as

merely to allow the chairs to stand clear of the

carpet when placed against the walls. In a

large one, on the othi3r hand, a massive side-

board and dinner waggons may be entirely upon
the margin without unduly curtailing the size of

the carpet. Tlie varieties of carpet have their

res]iective merits and advantages. The real

Turkey wears better, perhaps, tlian any other,

but the peculiar tone of its colouring, fine as it

is, does not always harmonise with other por-

tions of the room, especially with well-con-

ditioned Spanish mahogany, the immense
depth and richness of whose colour gives to

the Turkey red a faded apjiearance. The real

Persian cai-pels are muchabrighter in tone, but

the colours, consequently, do not stand so well.

Many excellent patterns of Oriental character,

however, are made at Wilton and Glasgow (the

kinds known respectively as " Axminster

"

and " Patent Axminster"), to say nothing of

tlie Brussels carpet, wliicli, when made up to

the required size with a good border, produces

an effect by no means unworthy to compete
with its more expensive brethren. Be it borne

in mind that the carpet is the one exception to

the general principles we have insisted upon as

regards the dining-room. As we see but a ver}-

small portion of it when sitting at table, no
amount of brilliancy and richness, consistent

with harmonious colouring and good design,

can detract from the dinner or the guests. On
the contrary, the ca'iiet forms, as it were, a

marginal boundary of brightness and luxury to

the table. Tlie occasional glimpse of glowing
colour combines, with the softness of texture

beneath our feet, to produce a feeling of

warmth and comfort, while the depth and
rich variety of tone materially enhance, by
contrast, the plain snowy' whiteness of the

hostess's table linen. If the carpet do not

cover the hearth, or if there be a sofa or couch

in the room standing upon a wide margin,

rugs of similar character to the cai-pet must be

used, but, as a rule, it is best to dispense, as

far as possible in dining-rooms, with all floor

covering beyond the one handsome central

carpet.

We ."hall conclude our observations next

week.

No. S is a corner .and section of Ihc bounding
iiiouklings of the panels.

No. 4 is a panel akin to the linen pattern style;

the vine is very quaintly introduced. A series of

panels of this design must have had a very rich

effect. 0. AV. D.

CARVED OAK PANELS.

ONE of our lithographic plates represents

three carved oak panels of latf; IGth

century workmanship, preserved in the collection

at the South Kensington Museum. No. 1 is the

conventional representation of oak and acorns,

supported by an animal of the old carver's fanciful

imagination. No 2 is probably intended for haw-
thorn, with May flowers, with the "pious" Peli-

cans feeding their callow young. The motif oi

the source of growth of both of these compositions
is very clever and uncommon. These, with two or

three other similar panels, once formed the front of

au old carved oak chest.

This iU-s<-ri|i:ion of foliage was often used as a

nuultlin^ to shields and other heralilic devices, and
for larf;c surfaces of fiat panellings, where it

could tijiread itself over a considerable field, af-

fording constant change of detail with general

subdued eifcct, reminding the observer of the

pressed leafage of a " hortus siccus," or " herba-

rium," rather than a representation of living foli-

age as of the 14th century, but .still more elevated

in character than the many meaningless carvings

of the Perpendicular period.

PARIS STEAM ROAD ROLLERS.

AT the last meeting of the Institution of

Mechanical Engineers, a paper was read
giving a description of a steam road roller used in

Paris. The paper was produced by M. E. Gellerat,

of Paris, and communicated through Mr. George
Heaton. This roller consists of a locomotive

engine carried entu'cly upon two large cast-iron

rollers of equal size, which are both driven by the

engine, the course of the machine being controlled

by a special arrangement for changing the direc-

tion of the roller axles. The result is that the
whole of the weight of the machhic is made
available both for the rolling of the road and for

propelling the machine, The engine is capable of

being readily started in cither direction without

any slipping, and can easily round very sharp

curves. This machine is the only one whica
allows all the weight to be made available for ad-
hesion in driving—an indispensable requisite for a
really complete rolling machine—none of the

weight being dragged ; and niacliines having only

one axle driving are liable to slip at starting,

causing damage to the road surface to be rolled,,

and wasting power. Also, the direction of the

motion, whether forwards or backwards, being
entirely indifferent, is another essentia! point for

rolling roads. By a special mechanical arrange-
ment the communicatiou of the driving power i»

maintained direct to both the rollers, however mucb
they may be inclined to each other when traversing

a curve ; this driving apparatus is made very

strong and durable, and it has been found com-
pletely successful in work. The weight of the
machine is equally divided on the two rollers, and
the adhesion for driving is so great that these

machines have worked up hills with a gradient of

1 in 12J. They are guided with the greatest

facility and certainty on the most difficult and'

winding roads, by the axles of the rollers being

made to converge to the centre of the circle which
is being traversed. These machines have now been

in regular use in Paris for four years, and the re-

sults of their working have so thoroughly esta-

blished their durability and economy that they are

used for the whole of the roads in that city and'

the suburbs. The machine has a longitudinal

wrought-iron frame, like a locomotive engine, mth
cross bearers to caiTy the lioiler, and a water tank
at the back of the footplate. The two large carry-

ing rollers are 3ft. lOin. in diameter and 4ft. Tin.

in length. They are cast-iron cylinders of ijin

thickness, with intermediate strengthening ribs and
intcniui dautjes at the ends, to which wrought-

ir. n plate covers are fixed. These close the two
ends of the* roUei's, and have cast-iron bosses in

their centres for bearings on the axles. The axles

are stationary, and the rollers revolve round them
with bearings extending the whole length of the

roller, and consisting simply of a cast-iron

cylinder, with a continnons bearing on the axle,

and furnished with a spiral groove for lubrication.

The rollers in the first of these machines were

made with separate wrought-iron wheel centres,

upon which was rivetted a cylinder of boiler plate ;

but this make was abandoned in consequence of

the frequent failure of rivets, which were sheareil

off by the stretching of the cylhidrical plate from
rolhng out. The present make of cast-iron rollers,,

heavier than the original wronght-iron ones, but

less expensive in make, has proved very satis-

factory, and they have done a large amonnt of

work without any expense for repairs, some of

them having run as much as i!,000 miles without

any si^ii of ciaiking or splitting. The first cast-

iron rollci> were ukuIc quite cylindrical ; hut it

was found that the surf.ice became worn down
more at the end next the chain wheel than at the

other enil ; and to meet this h-regular wear tho

rollers have since been cast slightly conical, with

the larger end towards the chain-wheel, so that

when half worn down they may become truly

parallel. One end of each roller has a manhole
in it, giving access to the interior for oiling the

bearings. There are tno sizes of these machines

used in Paris—one weighing 15 tons and the other

.JO tons in average working order. The smaller

one has rollers .'iff. 11 in. diameter and 4ft. Tin. in

length ; the rollers in the larger one being 4ft. Hin.

diameter and Oft. length, 'fhese machines were

adopted for rolling the roads in Paris, in conso-
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i|uencc of the Miti-fai-tory results (if a SLTics of

experiments ni:iUe with tliem, iimler the ilireetioii

of M. Mich:il, ilu'cctor of the nimiieipiil service,

l>y M. Hoinbcrp, enginccr-in-chief of tlie public

roafis of Paris. 'I'hc machines arc hired at a
tixe<l charfcP, which is rcfiiilated hy the weight of

the machine and the distance run in work ; tlie

rate lieing per ton per mile of the machine, 7il. liy

(Uiy and 8d. by night. This rate includes nil

expenses of wage?, coals, and materials for work-

ing and repairs, excepting the snpply of water,

which is fimiishcd by the niunicipal authorities.

The work of each machine is measured by a self-

acting counter, indicating the distance travelled,

measiu-ed at the mean diameter of wear of

the rollers ; the measurement of distance being

taken only during the actual time of rolling,

with an allowance added of three miles for travel-

ling to and from the place of work. The work
is, as a general rule, done in the night within the

city, the portion of road repaired during a night

being completely finished by tho morning ready

for traffic. The speed of working is from IJ to

2i miles per horn', being limited to the latter

amount by the public regulations. The ustial

practice in repairs is to lay down a layer of broken
stone about 2J in. thick at the sides of the road,

and Gin. thick in the middle ; the surface of the

road being generally picked up previously. The
rolling engine connnences work at the opposite

siiles of the road; alternately travelling backwards

and forwards over a length of about 100 yards,

and working its way gradually to the midille of

the road, when it proceeds to roll another similar

length. The layer of broken stones is watered
from the street mains, and binding material, eon-

-sisting of road scrapings, is put on before the

rolling. There is not the slightest difficulty ex-

lierienced in reversing the motion of the rolling

«Migines, and they start in either direction without

any slip whatever, and the broken stone is regu-
larly rollcil down without getting pushed up or

di-ivcn before the rollers. The engines start with

great facility, even on a considerable incline, and
they turn easily in a circle of only 13 yards radius.

In making new roads the broken stone is usually

laid down in a single layer of 10 to 12in. in

tJiiekness, and this thickness of material can be

satisfactorily rolled. The total distance traTcUcd
per day of ten working hours by one engine is

Usually from 15 to 20 miles. In working, two
men arc employed for the smaller engines—an
ongineman and a steersman, and for the larger

engines a fireman, in addition, for the purpose of

oiling upon the road without stopping the engine.

The mean power developed by the larger engines
is about twenty horse power. It is often below
that anioimt, and then sometimes rises to thirty

<ir even thirty-five horse I'ower. The engines keep
well in order, and run 1,200 to l.SOO miles before

reiiniring any important repair.s. They are made
very strong ; the a.xlcs. chains, pinions, and work-
ing gear In-ing made of steel, and the engines of

the quality of best locomotive work. They arc

consequently expected to keep at work fully ten

years. In reference to the relative cost of rolling

roads by the steam roller or by horse power, the

following facts may be taken as a comparison of

the priies per ton per mile by each plan. The
result of numerous data shows the cost of horse
rolling in Paris (incliiiling horse keep, drivers, and
oiling) to be lid. per ton per mile, or about lljd.

including cost of repau-s. The addition of interest

of capital and depreciation would raise the total

cost to about Hd. per ton per mile. On the otlicr

hand for the steam rolling the actual payment is

only half that amount, or 7d. i>er ton per mile,

inclnding the contractor's profit ; so that there is

a great economy as regaids cost of power in the

steam roller. The advantages of the steam roller

over those cirawn by horses arc economy in the

cost of the wiirk, rapidity of execution, and greater
perfection in the woik done j the durability of the

road surface being found to be at least doubled
where the steam rolling has been well done, as
compared with roads not so rolled.

GALVANIZED IRON WATER PU'lC.s.

IN the opinion of some, the use of galvanized
iron for water jiipes, conveying water for

drinking and culinary puqwses, is injuri<nis.

Others take opposite ground in regard to this

matter, and express themselves stnmgly in favour
of such pipes. Onr opinion n))on the (piestion

lias Ijcen asked by parties interested.

The use of zinc as a coating for the .surface of
iron pipes is not merely mechanical. Being more

readily "xidi/e.l.le tlian in.n ir pro.lmes an electric

state 'in the latter metal uhieli protects parts not

covered perfectly as well as other portions of the

pipe. The o.xide which forms upon zinc is in-

soluble in pure water. Aei Is dissolve it readily,

and when hydrateil, i\.s is the case in water pipes,

.solntionsof the caustic fixed alkalies and solutions

of ammonia will ilissolve it.

Whether the oxide which forms upon the sm--

face of galvanized iron pijies will he dissolved,

depends therefore entirely on the character of the

water flowing through them. Rain water con-

tains more or less anunonia when first precipitated.

The oxide upon a galvanized iron roof would of

course be dissolved to a certain extent during a
rain storm, a fact that has been noticed in coi>-

nection not only with this material but with roofs

of sheet zinc.

It is probably rare that water does not contain
traces of free ammonia, or salts, the acid of which
has a greater affinity for the oxide of zinc than
the base with which it is combined. In such cases

we should expect to detect traces of the zinc in

water which has remained for any length of time
in the pipes.

There aro waters, doubtless, which could be
passed through such pipes without the sUghest
danger of becoming charged with the poisonous
o.xide, and before their adoption an examination
and analysis of the water should be made.
But while we have no doubt that in many cases

it would not he proper to employ galvanized iron

pipes, we do not think that, in a large majority of
cases, the possible evils which attend their use
would he likely to prove serious. A great deal of
exaggeration is to lie expected upon the jjart of
those who deal in pipes of other materials, and
whose interest it is, to excite the fears of the
public in regard to any wares that damage their

particular trade. People are too a]it to become
excited by newsjiaiicr statements upon such sub-
jects as these, and alarm themselves needlessly.

If the fact exists that water flowing through
galv.anized iron pipes is impregnated with zinc, a
simple chemical test by a eompctcnt person will

readily determine it.

All metallic pipes in use are open to some objec-

tions. A great deal has been said upon the danger
of using lead pipes, hut the injury that has re-

sulted from their use has undoubtedly been over-
estimated. Ivcad poisoning is by far'more subtle

than zinc poisoning, and as its effects may follow
without premonitory symptoms of sufficient extent
to excite suspicion, we think them fully as
dangerous as galvanized iron pipes under most
circumstances.

A material for water pipes, cheap, dnrable, and
capable of resisting the chemical action of all

waters fit for household use is a long sought for
desideratimi. Until it is found we must do the
best we can with such materials as we possess.

Glass has been proposed and used to a considerable
extent, but there are practical difliculties, which
will probably prevent its ever being generally
adopted.

The nmtter may he summed up by saying that
the circumstances of any particular case can onlv
determine whether galvanized iron pipes are .safe

or otherwise. For most cases we think their use
admissible.

—

Scicniijic Amcrirnii.

WATER SUPPLY AXI) SAXIT.MtY
MATTKKS.

MKHTnYlt Tydvil.—The town of Merthvr
Tydvil has fallen into the same ditlicnlty which
has entailed so much anxiety and expense to the
local authorities of other I'lnglish towns—namelv.
what to do with its sewage. The Local IJoaid of

Health have exjiended £;iO,(XK) in draining the
town, discharging the .sewage iuto the ri\er Taff,
but a Chancery suit was counueneed against them
by Mr. Nixon, a coal-owner, and an ad iiiUrim
injunction was granted to restrain them. The suit

is still proceeding, and the board liavc been ilis-

cussing various .schemes for getting over the ditli-

cidty. The valley at the point where the sewer
discharges is so narrow that not a ([uarter the
area of land necessary to receive the whole of the
sewage is obtainalde. ami defecating works have
failed as a rule wherever they have been tried.

The engineer of thebimnl a few weeks agodeviscd
another scheme, wliich the board have adopted. It

is to continue the main sewer some seven miles
further down the valley, to a point four miles
above Poctypridd, where it widens considerably.
Here there is a large tract of common land suit-

able for the purposes of in-igation, and which mav

lie ar.piiiid nn casv terms. Alif.ut InO acres will
l>e requi.ed for the etl'eetive disposal of all the
sewage of the towm, and the cost of continning
the main comluit to this land and preparing it for
the sewage is estimated at £20,000.
The Colchkstek Sewage,—At the last

meeting of the Colchester Town and Channel
Commissioners, it was resolved: "That the sani-

tary conmiittee be reipiested to take into consider-

ation the best means of utilising the sewage of
the town, and to advertise for offers to be sent in

by jicrsons willing to undertake the project."

'I'liK DuAiXAGE OF Stroud-End. — The Se-
crctar\- of State for the Home Department has
been reiiuested by the Stroud Board of Health to

compel the Painswiek authoiities to drain the
Stri'nd-eiid district, so as not to pollute Badhrook,
which is the boundary of the Stroud district.

The Worcester Sewage.— The Tewkes-
bury Board of Health has commnuieatcd with the
Board of Health of the city of Worcester, and
with the local authorities of Upton-on-Severn,
relative to the sewage discharged by such board
into the Severn at Worcester and Upton, and re-

questing them to erect outfall works, or to take
some other means for stopping the discharge of
sewage.
The Drainase of Herne Bat.— Mr. Bazal-

gette, at the request of the Drainage Conmiittee of

this town, has recently inspected the present im-
perfect outfalls of the Old Town, and mil shortly

submit a plan to the Committee. In the mean
time, he expresseshis opinion that the authorities

ought not to rest with having a scheme for the Old
Town only, hut that this opportunity should be
taken of having one scheme of drainage for the

Olil and New Town, by which the sewage of the

latter should also be conveyed away to the east-

ward, instead of Ijciugscnt out opposite the middle
of the town, to defile the foreshore, and gradually
create a nuisance.

The Sunderlatid Town Council has memorial-
ised the Sanitary Commission of the House of

Commons, urging that the snpply of water should
be placed in the hands of the local authoi-ities of

towns.

The Boltos Sewerage.—Mr. IT. Baylis,

C. E., has, in pursuance of instrnctions, submitted
plans for the construction of an iron intercepting

sewer along the course of the river Croal, between
the invert and the b.nnk. On examina'ion of the

scheme, however, many serious objections were
started. To connect the sewers upon the opposite

side of the river to that upon which it is proposed

to lay down the intercepting pipes, it was evident

that the brunch pipes wonld have to be sj-jihoned,

by being carried underneath the invert into the

intercepting sewers, anil an impression seemed to

prevail that these pipes, by being thus bent and
twisted, would soon become clogged and inopera-

tive. It was explained that the connecting pipes

might be carried over the invert, instead of under,

and thereby do aw ay with the system of syphoning,
hut even this met with consideralile objection, as
being an obstruction to the coin-se of the river ;

and the laying down of a double set of pipes for

the interception of the sewage—one on each side

the invert—was strongly advocated, and seemed
to find much favour. Of course, if this were
carried out, the pipes wonld ho of less dimensions
than originally intended, and which were to com-
mence with 14in. in diameter, at Great Bridge,

and end with 20in. in diameter at Church Wharf.
No estimate of the cost was submitted.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL.
Discoveries in the Cathedral Close,

Dubha.ii.—A font for holy water, mutilated ; a
chamfered jnirapet stone, about 2ft. long, per-

forated for square rails ; and a large stone, which
does not at in'csent indicate its purpose, have been

discovered in the Cathedral Close, Durham. A
Grecian column base, of similar form and
dimensions to one already found, has also been

discovered.

Druidical Remains in Jersey.—An at-

tempt to level a piece of ground off St. Anbin's-

road, about a mile from St. Hiliers has resulted

in an interesting discovery. The workmen came
upon a stone structure, and the attention of the

Kcv. Mr. Porter and Captain Oliver, two arch.tolo-

gists, was directed to it. It was found to bo a
tomb constructed of Hi or IS huge stones roofed

by three others, and closed at cacli end, the floor

consistingof detritus and sand. Eleven urns were
discovered inside, some of them liroken and im-

perfect, but others intact.' They approach each

other in size, and, standing from si.\ to eight inches
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high, are nine or ten inches in extreme width.
Outside they are symmetrically shaped, and inside

they are tilled with earth and, it is believed, with
bones, but they arc too brittle to be handled for in-

vestigation. A flint weapon was also among the

content.? of the tomb.

OPENING OF THE NEW CHAPEL OP ST.
JOHN'S COLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE.

ON Wednesday this anxiously expected event
took place, and was the means of attracting a

very large number of old members of the college

to Cambridge. The new chapel has been erectal

from designs of Mr. G» G. Scott, R.A. The
gi-ound plan is copied from that of Merton Col-

lege, Oxford, a cross chm'ch minus the nave, with

a pinnacled tower at the intersection, and an
organ chamber projectin,g to the north-east. It

is in the Early Decorated style, which was the
original style of the old chapel. The east end of

the chapel fomis a five-sided apse, the windows of

which are the gift of the Earl of Powis. They
are filled with richly-stained glass, the subject

being " Passages from the Life of Om- Lord."
The tracery of the various windows is varied and
rich, and the carving which embellishes their ex-
terior and interior is well executed, and has a most
pleasing effect. The ceiling is a coved one of

wood, decorated with various colotu'S. It is divided

into nineteen bays, in each of which are placed
representations of celebrated men in religion,

science, and literature of each of the nineteen
centuries. The centre bay over the altar con-
tains a representation of Our Lord in majesty.
The transepts are vaulted with stone. The
lantern, wjiich i,s 84ft. liigli, has a groined ceiling

of wood pulychromcd. There is a large quantity
of coloured marble worked in the building, the red

marble for the ab.aci in the arcadmg of the a])se

being the gift of the Duke of Devonshire. The
stall work is handsome, the east end of the choir

being fmiiisbed with those removed from the old

chapel, but the new ones are finely conceived.

The various stained glass windows have been the

gift of various benefactors ; the west window con-

tains a fine representation of the Last Judgment,
and was erected at the sole cost of the under-
gradufvte members of the college. All the brasses,

&c., monuments and efligies from the chapel have
been restored as far as possible, .and places

assigned to them in the new building. The
dimensions of the chapel are as follows :—From
the exterior the extreme length fi-om cast to west
is 193ft. lin. ; its breadth, fi-om north to south,

62ft. ; the ante-chapel is S'.tft. long and 50ft. wide.
The exterior height is "lOft. to the top of the

parapet, and 80ft. to the ridge of the roof. The
tower is 42ft. square outside, 140ft. bigli to the

top of the pai"apet, and lG3t't. to the top of the

pinnacles. The interior space is thus a]>iji irl ic mod

:

The choir is 34ft. wide and 143ft. in leii^itli, the

length of the ante-chapel is 74ft. Sin., its lircadth

32ft. in the transepts, and 29ft. Sin. imdcr the

tower. The organ, partially reconstructed by
Messrs. W. Hill and Son, of London, at an ex-

pense of £1,150, is placed in a chamber projpciiiui

on the north-east, which is 31ft. lOin. long, I lit.

6in. broad. The total cost of the chapel, exclusi\ c

of the organ and the pamted windows, is esti-

mated to exceed £53,000.

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
THE SEWAGE AT BAEKINQ.

On Thursday week, in the House of Commons.
Mr. East^vick asked the Secretary for the Home
Department whether a memorial from the vicar,

chmxhwardens, medical practitioners, and other
inhabitants of Barking, iu the county of Essex,
calling attention to the present condition of the
river Thames in consequence of the discharge of

sewage tluiuiL;li the main outfall sewers of the
Mctro|)olitiin Bo.ard of Works, and praying that

the subject of the memorial might be taken into

consideration, and that her Majest\ 's Attorney-
General might be instnicted to apply to the Court

of Chancery for an injunction against I he Metro-
politan Board of Works to restrain them from dis-

charging the sewage of London into the river

Thames, had been presented to the Home (Jftice
;

and if so, whether any steps bad been or were to

be taken in consequence ; and whether copies of

the memorial in question would be distributed

amongst members.—Mr. Bruce said that the

memorial had been presenlcil in consequence of the

inquiry directed liy the Board of Works in order

to abate the nuisance, if any should be jirovcd to

exist. There would be no objection to the ])ro-

ductinn of the memorial if the lion, member would
move for it.

THE NEW LAW COURTS.
On Monday night Mr. Layard rose to ask leave

to introduce a bill, authorising the abandomneut
of the Carey-street site for the New Law Courts,
and the carrying out of the plan recommended by
Mr. Lowe the other evening, for their erection
between King's College and the Temple, Howard-
street, and the roadway of the Thames Embank-
ment. The Chief Commissioner of Works claimed
for himself the credit of this suggestion—or rather
expressed his willingness to bear all the blame for
it which had hitherto been cast upon the Chan-
cellor of the E.xchequer—and explained how he
proposed to erect upon the site of six acres indi-
cated 18 courts and all the necessaiy ofliccs. The
courts are to occupy the western portion of the sit«,

and the offices will be distributed round a grand
quadrangle, which will adjoin the main structure.
The cost of the site is estimated at £600,000 ; and
Mr. Layard pledged himself to erect the buildings
for another million, making a total of £1,600,000.
At the close of his speech, the right hon gentle-
man entirely threw over Mr. Lowe's suggestion
for utilising the plans of Inigo Jones,and expressed
a confident opinion that the style of the proposed
building ought to be Gothic—not ecclesiastical

Gothic, but a style of Gothic adapted to secuhar
buildings.—Sir R. Palmer did not ask the House
to refuse permission for the introduction of the
Bill ; but, with unusual warmth, he complained of

the tone in which Mr. Layard had dismissed the
question, and of some of his statements ; and most
severely attacked this substituted scheme (jf the
Government as the worst ever proposed. It had
not a single advantage to recommend it. The
judges were certainly not un.animous in its favour,
the general feeling in Lincoln's Inn was that it

would sei iotisly interfere with their business, and
the siiliritors were, asabody, strongly opposed to it.

Nutliing that he could do would be wanting to

obstruct the progress of the Bill —The Chancellor
of the Exchequer, as the Bill was to be introduced
without opposition, declined to enter into the
various topics which had been commented upon
by the hon. aud learned gentleman. The fanlt

had not been so much with the original estimate
as that a second Act passed almost without discus-

sion, sanctioning an imlimited expenditure. He
had never made any charge against the Commis-
siotjers that they had acted illegally ; and with
regard to Messrs. Field's bill, all he had said was,

that the Commissioners committed a grave error,

having appointed Mr. Field as theii' secret.ary, to

appoint the firm of which he was a member as

their solicitors. He knew of no recommendation
of the Commission but that which involved an
expenditure of more than £3,300,000, which he
could not help characterising as unwarranted ex-
travagance, when the outlay which the house had
sanctioned was £1,500,000. If the house thought
it better on deliberation to place the building upon
the Carey-street site than upon the Howard-street,
it \\ouId make no difference to him, though he
pri filled the latter, but he felt it his duty to

ciidiuvour to save the country from that which he
loi'ked upon as an unjustifiable expendititre.

—

Lord J. Manners considered that the blame which
the right hon. gentleman had cast upon the Com-
missioners more jiroperly attached to the present

Government. If the builcling could be erected on
the Embankment site fur 1:1,0011,11(10, it could be

placed upon the Carey-street site for much less,

and upon every ground the original scheme was
the better.—Mr. Tite reserved his opinion till he

saw the plan, but was glad to find that the build-

ing was to be reduced to a moderate scale.—Mr.
Layard stated, in answer to Sir George Jenkinson,
that a correct plan wotrld be in the hands of mem-
bers before the second reading.—Leave was then
given to bring iu the Bill, and it was subsequently
read the first time.

THE AKCHITECTUKAL ALLIANCE.
-vncnrrEi-'Tfu.vL liiJtx'.vriox.

r|"Mn"; following report was read by the Hon.
X Secretary to the delegates of the Architec-

tiu-al Alliance on Wednesday :

—

Gentlemen,—The five reports whicli have been re-

ceived from the Allied Societies iu Loudon, Birirdng-
liani, Glasgow, Liverpool, and Manchester, may be
Bummnriscu as follows ; but it wmild be unruir to any
of them to consider sucii an cpilmiii- as tliis a cnniiiletc

report, for each of the re]ii>rls »-inilaiiis rarcfiiliy con-
densed information and view.s deserving of the most
serious attention.

I can, therefore, only call iUteiilion to tlie salient
pomts on whicli information was re iiui'stcd, and to the
Buggestions as to a com-se to be iiursued whicli arc
contained in these reports, with a view to assistiUf;- iis
in our deliberations respectin<! our future course of
action.

1. The age at which architectural pupils usually
leave school ?

In London, seventeen ; Binuingliam aud Liver-
pool, fifteen or sixteen ; Glasgow, fourteeu to si.'c-
teeu i Manchester, fifteen.

•-'. The usual term of articles ?
London and Manchester, three to five years;

Birmingham and Liverpool, five: Glasgow, four
or five.

:!. Wiat proportion nfilios.' win. inter tlie archi-
tectural profession arc .m m< i.i! lo .-m arcliitiTt ?

London,-"! per cent. ; r.ii .nin-liam, all architects
l)mii,-r; Glasgow, no aiiirl.s l.iil a ...nrsc of ser-
vice partly niiiuiiiratcd; Liverpool, one-third of
liraclisiini anliitc.is, but all the present rising
rising g.iMi:iti,,ii (,f architects.

4. What pr(i|ionion of those who cuter an
architect's olhce have passed through a school of
art?
London, 5 per cent, have passed through a school

of art ; Glasgow, SJ per cent, attend a school of
design; Liverpool, perhaps one-half, including
those attending a school of design.

5. The steps usually taken during the term ol
articles for the improvement of the pupil ?

In London seldom more tl'itn nflice routine and
tl\G suggested attendance on anliitcctural societits
and classes; in Birniingliaiii. licyniid oflicc routine,
perhaps left prettymuch to tliiiiisclves ; Liverpool,
very little ; Manchester iasiguiticant, with a few
honourable exceptions.

6. What fiicilities exist in your district for im-
provement to the pupils .' What Schools of Art,
public or private .' What lectures, casual or
regular ?

in London very numerous lectures and classes at
several institutions. Birmingham—thoGoveinmenfi
School of .\rt. Glasgow—the School of Art and .a

public Library. Liverpool—lectures and classes at
two institutions, the Government School of Ai-t, a
library, and papers. Manchester—School of Art,
aud Mechanics Institute.

7. What means your Society takes for the im-
provement of those who have not yet passed
through their pupilage ?

London, papers and classes aud prizes ; Bir-
mingham, none ; Glasgow, free use of rooms and
library ; Liverpool, papers aud prizes ; Manches-
ter, papers aud classes.

8. To what cx'trnt is tlin prartirn of studv and
.sketching from i.\i-ihiM iMuMiim^ .unird, aud
how far is it iiieinr.i-. il h\' i ho pi iiMipi'l^

London, cniour.i-otiioni ot il,o iitarino is ne-
glected, and few lacibties given; IJiniiliigham, it

is not done so much as it ought ; in Mauchcsier
there is a sketching class.

9. How far could the existing facilities for in-
struction be modified or added to to increase the
extent of architectural education ?

Thegist of this question is : what, iu theopiniou
of the Societies, is to be done ?

The London An i:ii.. iiti:il \ oeiaiion says, and in
this all tile oilier -I <-,_,, Indents use only to
a smallextiiii lie :

'i :: emN d lo ihem.
TheLon.loii Anlnr^ eiuml \ -o.jal ion also says that

this is caused by tile wantof a recognised' system, and
su,ggests that time should be takeii from the masters
in 'the daytime for attendance on lectures, &e., by the
students.

They urge ex.amination as the proper ultimate ad-
mission to practice, volunt.ary for the x>resent, compul-
sory for the future.

The Birmingham Society h.avc to suggest increased
Library aud Museum accommodation.

The Glasgow Society say that .action for the pupil

has proved itself useless, and that the necessary exa-
mination before entering their architectural Institute

is expected to produce more activity from pupils than
kind advice can do.

The Liverpool Society urge increased library accom-
nuulaiioii. and tli.at architects should pay more atten-

tion to ilieir pupils, but that a compulsory examina-
tion woiiM allord the strongest iuduceinent to archi-

tectural ediieaiiou.

Th. re|.orl of lli.- London \rcliili.ini al A-..ociatiOU

is .= n|,pl.-iiienl.'d l.y llih re-ol,in,,.i And llii, asSO-

cstablislicd on I

would a]i|ieal to

through the del

laming

ay be

iitry.

o till' \lllance. to join with the
in-.; the Institute to take such

steps as tliey niiiv dccni necessary to enforce a proper
svsleiii of an liittM-tuial educaliou aud examiuatioii.

with the ultiniatc view of i.etitiouiug rarliamcnt to

make such examinations compulsory.'

We have then before us the following considera-

tions :

—

Tlie importance of enlisting the architects in tlio

advance of the pupil's education.
The desirability of iucrcnsiug in each town facility

for self help.
The necessity of a system pressed upon the pupils

Theili lodiM ol ;i profession like that of architec-

tnri' 1m lie will I v\>tciiiatic cxaniinution for en-
trance, mid ilie coiiiM- to be pni-sncd to lender euell

examination legally necessary before an architect

can practise.

I have to suggest then, that whatever course of

uctiou is taken by the Alliance, should be systemati-

cally diix'cted to the above objects seriatim.

THOS. M. UlCKMAN,
Jfvn. Sccixtafij.
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CHUnCHES AND CHAPELS.

AXC0AT3, Man-chester.—t)n SatimUiy week

tbe tViundaticm stone of a church in the above ilis-

tvirt. wliich will he dedicated to St. James the Less,

w:i- laid l.v Mr. Iliish Birley, M.P. The huildin^',

which, witii the site, will cost about :e4,0(K).willbe

jdaiidy Imilt of brick, with dressings of stone and

coloured bricks. It will consist of a nave, with

clerestory and side aisles, a chancel, baptistery, ami

vestry. On the western side ^^ ill be the main

entrance porch, with a tower and a slated spire

rising to the height of 100ft. There will tie

fralleries round the interior ; and it is estimated

that 750 persons may be accommodated in the

entire area. Jlr. Thomas KisUy is the architect

;

Messrs. Higgins and Son arc tbe general eon-

tractors ; and Mes-srs. Wade Brothers arc the snb-

contractors for the caiiicnters" work.

Free Ciiuuch. Sunderland—This bnilding

has been recently completed from the designs of

Messrs. Jos. I'otts and Sons, Architects, Sunder-

land. The old erection which it has superseded

was one of the dingiest e.\amples of the style in

ch.ipel-building which the Puritan Nonconformists

bequeathed to their children. Much of the old

material is incorjiorated with the new building,

and the old roof is put on again. The width of

the span, and the flatness of the roof pitch forbnde

Gothic treatment, and suggested that which has

been adopte<l. The interior detail and treatment

corresponds with the exterior. The chapel will

acconimi date 800. The cost of re-erection was

.C2,000. The contractors were Messrs. Stafford

jind Bnker, of Sunderland.
BoULTON.—An effort is being made to raise

funds to enlnrge Boulton Church, the roof of

which needs iuimediato repair. The promoters

•of the movement propose to replace the present

dilapidated loof and fiat ceiling with an open
timbereil roof, and to build a north aisle, capable

of seating about .'lO adults and 20 children. Nothing
is said (says the Jicrhij Mrrcurtj) about removing
the stifling gaPeiy at the west end, but it is to be

hoped that that ugly excrescence will le removed.
There is an interesting Normnn d onvay to the

chnrch, also a Norman chancel arch, but tbe in-

terior was restored in the da_\s when whitewash
and plaster reigned supreme ; so that it possesses

no internal beauty. The propo.'^ed alterations will

•cost rt.'iOO or .-CtJOO.

Stoke Lynb.—The parish church of Stoke
Lvne, near Bicester, has recently been restored,

and was opened on Tuesday week by the Bislioj)

of Oxford. The church conn)riscs a chancel,

nave, and embattled tower, and is of mixed archi-

tecture. A new porch on the south side, and a

vestry on the north, have been added in the re-

storation, and inside the church open sittings of

pitch pine have taken the place of the high-backed
pews, ami there is a new oak |pulpit and stalls.

Mr. H. Woodyer is the architect, Mr. (i. licdt'cni

the clerk of works, and Mr. C ChappcU,of Tring.
the contractor. The total cost was .t2,100.

Carlisle Diocesan Chtrch and Parson-
age BliLDiNt; Society.—At the la.st meeting
of this society, grants were made as follows :

—

Chnrch building—Camcrton, £200 ; St. Mary
Without, Ciirii.sle, £250 ; Nether Denton. .4:93";

and Silloth, £800. Parsonage building— Enner-
<Iale, £200; Gilcnix, £150; Grimsdale, £5.-)0

;

and Muncaster, £150.
Little Marcle.—On Thur?^day week the

Countess Somern laid the foundation stone of

a new church at Little Marcle, Hereford. The
style is Decoratcnl, and the |>lan consists of nave
and chancel with organ chamber, sacristy, anil

porch. The walls arc of native red sandstone, with
Bath stone dressings. The cost will be about
£1,100. Mr. J. W. Hngall, of Oxford, is the
architect, and Mes.si-s. Wall and Hook, of Brins-
combe, Gloucestershire, the contractoi-s.

FlMBER.—A lasting monument to the late Sir
Tatton Sykes is about being furnished by the
erection o a church in the romantic village of

Fimber, on the Wolds. The <ost will be between
£3.000 and £4,000. The length of the c.liti

will be 70ft.; width 20ft. The walls will lie of
dressed Whitby stone ; the chancel screen will be
Whitby stone, and the floor Minton tiles. The
general style of architecture will be Gothic, and
from the design, the building will be light and
air)-, with a p<iintcd tower rising to the height of
GOft. The architect is Mr. G. K. Street, A.K.A.,
and the builder, Mr. C'lipsbam, Norwell, Newark.

Batley.—In IS.^.j the Methodist New Con-
nexion erected a chapel and minister's house in

Batley, at a cost of nearly £4,000. The rapid

growth of the society since that time caused the

tnistees last year to resolve to take down the

chapel and house and occupy the site with a

larger chapel. The new structure is 97ft. long

and 5fift. wide inside. It comprises school-room,

week day service room, and four class rooms on
the basement floor, with minister's vestiy on the

ground floor. The principal front is entirely new,

the old material being used in the other parts.

The cost will be £3,500, exclusive of old material,

with accommodation for about 1,200 people.

The drawings were prepared by Mr. Michael
Sheard. now Mes.'^rs. Sheard and Hanstock,
architects, Batley, under whose superintendence

the works arc being executed.

Leicester. — A new United Presbyterian

chapel was opened at Leicester last week. The
church is planned to seat nearly 800 persons. The
style of architecture 'is the Early English. The
buildiuL: generally will be faced with rock-faced

Buhvcll stiiiic, with dressings of Bath stone. The
tower and spire occupy the south-west angle of

the site. The contract for the building has been

taken by Messrs. Osborne Brothers, builders, of

Leicester, for £2,741, and the expense of heating,

lighting, and other charges will bring the total

cost to about £3,200, exclusive of the cost of the

land. The architect is Mr. Tait, Friar-lane,

Leicester.

Lewisham.—On Saturday last the foundation

stone of a new church at Lewisham, to be dedicated

to Saint Mark the Evangelist, was laid by the

Right Hon. the Earl of Dartmouth. The church
is to be of tbe Edwardian period of English .archi-

tecture, and divided into nave, north and south

aisles, chancel, and organ chapel, with vestries

for clergy and choir, and a narthex and tower

with ashlar spire, rising to a height of about 160ft.

at the western front. The dimensions of the

edifice arc. nave and aisles 80ft. bv GOft, chancel

2Sft. by 39ft. The walls are to be built of

Kentish rag, with Bath stone dressings; the

seats to be open and stained, and the chancel stalls

of oak. The nave will be covered with a stained

open-timbered roof, the chancel roof being

waggon-headed and panelled to receive decorations

when tlie funds will admit. The pulpit, font,

sedilia, itc, will be of Caen stone. The church

will scat 7.50 persons, and. owing to the nature of

the site (from its inclination eastward), schools may
be formed under the chancel. The heating will

be effected by means of hot water, conveyed
through ])ipes under the paving. The present

contract (about £7,000) embraces a portion only

of the building. The contractors are Messrs.

Carter and Sons, of Holloway. The architect

is Mr. AVm. C. Banks, of Gracechnrch-street.

Broiiham.—Bromham Church, Bedfordshire,

was re-opened last week, after restoration under
the direction of Mr. Butterficld. The lofty nave
and its north aisle, connected by three nolile

arches of the Decorated period, have been cleared

of incumbrances ; the western arch has been

thrown open, displaying a good window in the

tower ; the font, a fair specimen of Peiiicndicular,

has been set ujinn a new base and furnished with

a cover ; the oak scats refitted throughout ; the

floor paved with red ami black tiles ; tlie « indows
re-glazed : an oak iiul))it has been added, by
Messrs. Rattce and Kett, of Cambridge ; and the

former dilai>idatcd chancel has been rejilaccd

(with the exception of a small portion of wall on
either side, enclosing the leper windows, whiih
have been retaine<l in situ) by a new one of the

same pro]wrtions raised upon the oltl foundations.

'J'he roof is open timbered. Mr. Osborn, of St.

Neots, was the contractor, the cost being .£1,400.

IIalliwell.—We imdei-stand that St. P.iul's

Church, Ilalliwcll, Bolton, is about to undergo
considerable enlargement and alteration, at the

expense of U. H. Ain.sworth, Esq., of Moss Bank.
I'lans for the purpose have been prepared by Mr.
Paley, of Lancaster.

Belfast.—The foundation .stoneshave been laid

of two Episcojial churches in Belfast, the funds l..r

the creclicpii ot which have been mainly supplied

by the I'iccK'siastical Conmiissioners for Irciaml.

They are to cost i;3,50() each. A local endow-
ment of £100 per annum for each has been sub-

scribed.

Silloth.—It is proposed to build a new church
at Silloth, Cumberland, from designs and plans by
Mes.srs. Thurnam and Sons, Carlisle.

ASHBOURN.—The Countess of Huntingdon's
Chapel at Asbboimi has been restored, at a cost of

£800. under the direction of Mr. W. Sngden,
architect, of Leek, Staffordshii-c, by Messrs. Stonier
Brothers, of Kocester.

Weardale.—The new chnrch of St. Andrew,
Wcstgate, AVeardale, was opened on Sunday week.
The building consists of a nave and chancel, with
a porch at the south-west, a bell turret at the

west end of the nave, and a vesliy on the north
side of the chancel. The style is Early English.

Mr. Withers is the architect, and Jlessrs. Adam
and Son were the contractors.

BUILDING.S.

Stangate.—It is just twelve months since her
Majesty laid the foimdation stone of the new St.

Thomas's Hospital, and owing to the exception-

ally fine weather of the winter months great pro-

gress has been made by the contractors. The
masonry of the second floor is in an advanced state,

an<l the long corridor extending the entire length

of the buildings is nearly all roofed in, and the

medical school has made fair progress. The new
road on the land side of the building is in course of

cfim|ilction, and will afford a fine approach to the

building. There are at present about 700 men
employed on the works.

Dublin.—The new Coombe Lying-in Hospital

is just about to be commenced, from plans pre-

pared liy the architect of the institution, Mr. Dun-
can C. Ferguson. The building will be four

stories high, and will have a frontage of 42ft. to

Brabazou-street. It is expected to be fit for the

reception of patients in about ten months.
Bolton. — The Lancashire and Yorkshire

Railway Company have detemiined upon making
some alterations in the passenger station at

Trinitj'-strcet, plans of which have been prepared

by Messrs. Barker and Ellis, architects, of Man-
chester. A new building, 280ft. long, is to be

erected on the Bradshaw-gnte side of the Black-
buiTi line, one end of which will have a frontage

to Trinity-sh-ect.

The New Lecture Theatre at South
Kensington.—The Lords on the Committee of

Council on Education have requested Sir Charles

Wheatstonc, Sir Michael Costa, Professor Tyn-
dall, Mr. Bowley (of the Crystal Palace), Lieu-

tenant-Colonel Scott, and Captain Donnelly, RE.,
toreportupon the acoustic properties of the building.

It was accordingly opened for the first time last

night to commence the experiments. These were
given in the shape of a lecture by Professor

Guthrie on musical pitch. Mr. H. Cole intro-

dnced the lecturer, stating that the theatre was
the inheritance of Captain Fowke ; his succes-

sors were endeavouring to caiTy out his ideas, and
to make the building perfect in its hearing capa-

bilities. When the proceedings commenced it was
at once apparent that acoustic perfection was very

closely reached, for at the extreme end of the

spacious building the voice was heard with the

utmost distinctness, and various experiments with

bells and wires left no doubt that there was but
little room for improvement. On Wednesday, the

2nd of June, thei'C will be a trial of voices, di-

rected by Mr. Arthur Sullivan ; and on Wednes-
day, the 0th of June, there will be a trial of

instruments, directed by Mr. Ella.

Memorial Hospital at Leek.—A me-
morial cottage hospital is about to be erected at

Leek by Mrs. Alsop. as a gift to the to\>'n, in

memory ofher late husband, Jas. Alsop,JEsq., J.P.,

The arrangement of the plan, which has received

the approval of an experienced hospital surgeon
who is connected with the management of one of

these useful institutions, comprises: on the ground
floor, a male ward, acute case ward, waiting and
committee rooms, kitchen, scullery, pantry, store,

bath-room, and water-closet, with other ennveni-

ences, and a detached mortuary. On the upper
floor arc female ward, acute ease ward, operating

room, and medical stores, nur.-es' bed-rooms and
stores, bath-room, and water-closet. Mr. Sugden,
of Ix-ek, is the architect.

Wiiittingham.—The Lancashire county magis-
trates have resolved upon the erection of a new
pauper lunatic asylum at Whittingham. to accom-
modate one thousand patients. The site will cost

£9,000, ami the buildings .i; 11.000.

S.\LK0RD.—The foundation stone of the new
I{i<hniond Congregational Lecture Hall and
Schools, was laid on the Ist ultimo. The new
buildings are contiguous to the chapel, and of the

Gothic st\le, and comprise on the ground floor

a lecture hall .59ft. by 35ft. by 48ff. Ciu. to the

ridge, with spacious vestibule ami entrau.; • Liiving

access to eight class rooms. The infants' school is

42ft. by 28ft. tiiu., with separate entrance. ICac h

school has lavatories, &c. The external walls will
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be faced -with slock bricks, relieved with blue

<litto to the arches of the doors aud windows, and
moulded bricks to the string courses, with stone

dressings to the doors and windows. The princi-

pal elevation will comprise two entrances ; the

gable is pierced with a large window of five lights,

with elaborate tracery. All the roofs are of high

pitch, with open-framed principals, and are covered

with Welsh slates, with ornamental ridge tiles and
iron cresting. The cost will be about £3,500.
Mr. W. Southern is the contractor for the whole
of the works, under the superintendence of the

architect, Mr. .John Lowe, of Manchester.

Brechin.—The Brechin Infirmary was opened
on Saturday week by Lord Dalhousie. The cost,

including laying out of ground and two years'

feu duty, is i 1,900.

Bradford.—A new fever hospital is to be
built at Bradford to accommodate forty-eight

patients. The building will cost £8,500, and the
site, roads, &c., £4,000 more.
Nottingham. ^ The ironwork of Wilford

Bridge, Nottingham, manufactured by Messrs.
Handyside and Co., of Derby, is completed, and
will be forwarded to its destination and tixed in a
few days. The abutments are well advanced, and
it is believed that the structure will be completed
bv next autumn.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
NOTICE.—Cases for binding the BUILDING

NEWS, Vol. XV., are now ready, and can be had,
price 2s. each. Cases for binding back volumes
can also be had.

To Oun Ee.\ders.—TVc shnll feci obliged to .any of
our readers who will favour us with brief notes of
works coutcmpliitcd or iu progress iu the provinces.

Letters rel.Tfiupc t.i .-Hlvfiti^c incuts and the ordinary
business of tlic p^iinr ^limilil lie nddrcssed to the
EDITOl!, :(1, TAVLSTIKK .STREET, COVEXT
<;ai;iii-..\, ^\ r,

A>l\rrii . I !it^ for the current week must reach the
^illii I I.rin , , (lock p.m. ou Thursday.
Keceivld.- (j. G.—J. N.—J. C. T.—T. and Co.—

W. 11. K.—C. L. A.—S. W. D.—W. H. W.
L. B.—You will find Mr. .Sutherland's little work on

•'Decoration" advertised in another part of this paper

(IIoi[rcfjpn(lcnt|i;.

COMPULSORY EXAMINATIONS.
(To the Editor of the Building News.)

Sir,—In your report of the last meeting of the
Architectural Association you state that the reso-
lution i)roposed by Mr. Edis, recommending Com-
pnlsoiT Examinations, was agreed to vnanimousli/.
This is incorrect, for though it was can-ied by a ma-
jority, there were present many dissentients from
those " gentlemen " who, while treating with such
abhorrence and disgust what is done by working-
men in organising trades' unions, when the same
thing is done by their own class seem to consider
it innocnous. Trades' unions are an abomination,
but professional unions are quite correct and
right, and to be greatly desir-ed and sought after.

Govenmient interference with the liberty of the
snbject is always an evil, though oftentimes a
iiecessari/ evil, as when it is required to protect

him, as is the case in the medical profession, and
in compulsory primary education ; but to mc<ldle
with the private affah's of ])rofessional men, and
say who are to be in a profession and who not, I

consider quite out of its jjrovincc. If a title

were allowed to all those architects who had
passed a certain examination, as proposed by one
of the speakers, this would be anqjly sufficient to

distinguish the good from the bad, .and do away
with all governmental interference. Free trade is

now the order of the day, and I believe those who
ai'e endeavouring to return to the days of Pro-
tection and exclusiveness will be disappointed.

—

I am. Sir, vours, &c..

May r. W. J. C.

THE ROYAL ACADEMY.
Sir,—Were it not for the cost of the entertain-

ment, the mistakes of onr scientific ft-iends

wotild be very amusing. TheHouse of Commons
has not room for the members, and the Royal

Academy has not half room enough for the pic-

tures. In the first-named place, our representa-

tives are obliged to secure their seats by placing

their hats on the places they desire to occupy
;

while those who neglect this precautionary mea-
sure have to stand up for their rights wherever
tliey can find roc m. In the second, the guardians

and overseers of pictorial art have shut the door
of their new house against nearly two thousand
pictures, not, as they say, for want of merit, but
for want of room ; and this large nuuilier will

have to seek shelter iu th>i casual wards or private

exhibitions about London, where they cannot
have a fair chance. It appears, therefore, that the

new building, instead of providing a friendly home
for the struggling and aspiring artist, is so limited

in space as to afford butfainthnpeslo alloutsidethe
ch-cle ef authority, and is totally inadequate to the
growing requii'ements of the age. It is but ))oor

consolation for an aitist to be told that he paints
very well, but there is no room for his picture,

and then to see it turned out, without distmction,

with the rest. If, in such cases, the Council were
to certify that they consider the picture worthy a
place if they had one for it, it would in some
degree mitigate the sentence of banishment, and
help the painter to a good market with his work.
It would be but common justice to do so. It is

true that at the opening dimier the president said,
" No artists should consider themselves outside

this institution ;" but it is hard to understand
how they can consider themselves inside after

being ordered off the premises.

A letterfrom the Committee of Ai-rangement has
just appeared, which says that ihe statement as

to the rejection of works of merit ou account of

want of space is untnie, although the president is

reported in the limes to have said— " Still there

remain a few pictures of sufficient merit to justify

their being ' placed ' if there had been room ; and
we much regret theu' exclusion."—I am. Sir,

yours, &c. George Ellis.
May 7, 18C0.

ROMAN TESSELATED PAVEMENT.
Sir,—We have the privilege of informing yoit

that within the last few days an interesting dis-

covery has been made of a Roman tesselated pave-

ment in the com'se of excavating at the corner of

the Poultry for the formation of the new street

from the Mansion House to Blackfi'iars. The
pavement lies about 17ft. from the surface of the

ground, and, as far .as can be at present ascer-

tained, is in excellent preservation. It is evidently

of some extent, and possesses an ornamental pattern

,

indicating a design of great beauty, elaborately

executed iu small tesserae of various colours. It

lielongs to the finest class of such remains, and is

only equalled by the pavements discovered in 1803
in Leadenhall-street ; in 1805, imder the Bank of

England ; those in 1841, beneath the late French
Protestant Church, Threadneedle-street, and others

near the old Excise Office, together with an in-

teresting example exhumed some two years since in

excavating near the present site of the foundations

of the Union Bank of London.
Adjoining the pavement are the foimdations of

Roman walls, with other evidences of extensive

building. The works, however, having only just

commenced, it is possible that many other inte-

resting matters may be revealed.

Permission having been given us to watch the

excavations on behalf of the London and Middle-
sex Archicological Society, we shall have the

pleasure of bringing before the members of that

society, at an early opportunity, .a full account of

the discovery, with accm-ate measm-ements, draw-
ings, &c., which are now in course of preparation.

—We are, Sir, yom's, &c,,

Thomas Milbourn, Hon. Secretary.

John Edward Price, Director of

Evening Meetings.
U,Ponltry,E.C,,May 12.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
The Colney Hatch Asylum—Sewage

Nuisance.—The Attorney-General v. the
Committee of Visitors of the Colney-
Hatch Lunatic Asylum.—This information

was filed at the relation of the Edmonton Local
Board of Health, to restrain the defendants from
permitting the aewage from the C'olney-IIatch

Asylum from flowing into a stream called Pymm's
Brook. The cuse was heard iu December last by

the Lord Chancellor and Lord Justice Selwjn,

when an injunction was gi-auted, but its operation

was suspended until the first day of Trinity Term
(the 22nd iust.), in order to allow the defendants

time to make arrangements for canning off the

sewage of the asylum in some other way. On
Saturday, Mr. Scliombcrg, Q.C.,and Mr. Benshaw,
on behalf of the defendants, applied for a further

suspension of the injunction, jlr. Cole, Q.C., and
Mr. Macnaghten, for the rclatoi-s, were willing to

con.sent t<» a suspension until the last: motion day
before the Long Vacation. Their Lordships
granted a suspension of the injunction accordingly,
with liberty to apply again, the applicants to pay
the cost of the .application.

Caution to Surveyors of Highways.—
At the West Riding Court-house, Pontefract, on
Saturday week, Mr. William Worfolk. ex-sur-
veyor of highways, Knott:ngley,was summoned for
not having, within fourteen days after retiring
from office, delivered to Mr. Daniel Fewster, his
successor, the sum of £29, and also certain cash,
wage, and other books used by surveyors. Mr.
W'oi-folk, in defence, said that he had not been
applied to forthe books, &c., and further stated that
before the pollingof the inhabitants for the candi-
date s for the surveyorship had taken place he paid
.£12 lis. l.'d., which only left a balance of £1« 17s.

inhishiind'. The bench decided that the defeu-
diint must pay double the £1G 17s., the amount
due from him, making altofjether £33 14s., and be
fined in the nominal sum of Is., besides paying all

the costs, or in default of so doing', be imprisoned in
Wakefield House of Correction iw one month with
hard labour.

A Questionable Measurement. — Ley-
land and Priestman r. Parker.— Plaintiffs

are slate merchants at P.atterdale, and t".i; Icfcn-

dant was a builder at Penrith, who had con:r i ;cd

for the erection of the church recently bull; a;

Pooley. It appeared that the plaintiffs had, by
a WTitten agreement, undertaken to supply green
slates for the roof of the building at £3 83. per
ton, each ton to cover 35 square yards, hut in-

stead, at a rough calculation, only 26j yards had
been covered. The original sum claimed was
£47 12s., £25 of which had been paid on account,
and, taking the defendants' statements to be cor-
rect.thcbaliince, £22, had been reduced to £11 18s.

Defendant had paid £2 4s. lOd. into court,

and this, together with 10s. forthe rent of a stone-

yard used by plaintiffs was considered amply
sufficient to meet all claims. The plaintiffs said

that until the action was commenced they had not
heard a word about the claim for the rent of the
stoneyard. Mr. Watson, architect, who had
made the measurement for the defendant, said he
had only done so from the plan. His Honour did

not consider this satisfactory, and Mr. Watson,
by the consent of both parties, was appointed to

measure the roof itself, in order to ascertain the

exact quantity of slate used.

<i:'̂
intercommunication.

QUJ^STIOKS.
[1383.] - sri; \' i:yi N< j ( [i a ins.—Wouidibeg:eiitle-

mau wln' rniii riliiiii - ,iMir articles on Surveyings g;ive

me bis opini'ii ii -p. nhiL; the relative merits of iron
.Tnd steel siir\-_\ iiiu .11:1 in- ' .My son hasjust commenced
field wink \\iili till' Mirvi>nr I o whom he Is articled,
and it- ;ni.\iniis to prnviile liimsidf with a chain ol the
best disrriptinn. and one that will be of use to him
ivhen lie starts on his own aeeomit. Any sugsrestions
on the matter would be gratefully received by W. C. P.

[1384.]—"WATEK-rOWER.—I am about to put up
some new water machinery to ofet additional power to
work a mill, aud should be much obliged to any of your
con-espondents who would inform me which is the best

kind of wheel to put up. The wateris so arranged that
it can be managed to suit almost any kiud, whether
overshot, undershot, or breast. It could also be used
to drive a turbine, if that is considered au advau-
taueous niethdd of getting^ power.— ]VIilleh.

[138.:; RON PILES.—A job;has beon Offered to

me to contr.irt for the supply iiuddriviug
i on hollow piles of a diameter of'ift., in

uient. Will some of the contributors to

of some east-

side measurc-
your vahiahle
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••I.,tiT.-oiiiHuiincMii.iii- ...iHiiiii kiii.llv -ive i.ic lli<

m-L-c^^-itv iiilnnii.ili..ii iv-p. iiii!- till- thiikiirss, si/e o:

lliiu->U luid bulls tli:it <.ii;4hl In boiis.-d .' I sljoul.l incn

liou that it is uot expoi-teit to drive tin' lules Inrtlic!

down than about Oft. or rft. into the bod oC the iiver.-

A. A. T.

[l:lV..]-TUDOR AIR-HIOS.—Will iii.y kind rradii

give iiu' tlie lines noeessary to lind Ibc crnli-i's id tin

circles from which to strike Ibe cir.unilVrcTicr. h<i ii> ti

describe what ia called a Tudor arch .' I would al-u 1.,

glad to 1)0 informed whether it is a strons torm of areli

compared with other shapes.— S. S.

[i;!.-<r.]-wuor(:iiT-ii;(iX (jtrdki;-;.-! write t,

do Ilu-v each re|.»-c lit a .U^lin.l l^, Mmi m r,„,

slructiou .' And if so. which would be the most eco

iiomieal to put up to carry a road over a span of TM.
-L. S. M.

[l:;->r]-FLITi lI';ll;ni':i;s.-1ViIl"Slatirs"kiiidl

lii'e'wr.>'u"ll't"ir.'ill vhtr in' llic llil.ll ;^ir.lcr, .piesti..

No. l:;00.' 1 sliould b:i\.' tliou-lit a lii;jli.-r coMslau

would have been used t..r wrnu-ht iron And is Hivr

any proporlioii the tbickiiess of the flitch should hav

to the breadth of the timber.'—a; + //.

[13fi9.]—KADll
proiiositioii is rati

yives the leli-lh

Let the circle G C 11 of which E is the centre be the
one referred to in "Alex's "proposition, and Fthcpoint
without it from which the lines F C and V(i are drawn
lo [he circle:! in and .'.inlt. |..ii r. i" , i:v. Ix \l-,i i; li

Ihel

revived by a workman in the reijjn of I^ouis XH'.
ili'il:!-lrl.5) of France, from whom it derives its name ;

il is. however, shown in llu- edilion ..f VlTUl Vll s by
liUlllUlO. Inl , \. Mi.r ]\'V, [, Hn, «!,, ,, il i^ r;,Iled

,.Wr.. : aiMl I
.

l: ^^)> I I i '' " I;'
'

,

i"'--

uabMiiVrh; ':

'
.

' '

:'!;"' ;''"'

able. -V bulr.'..! ,].,\r::,,l .
I

. ;, . ul into III,'

St. Hie. the tun liiri- riL iL ; I
|. I 1,1 1 ii,-rrlrd.

Ibeiulbe luid.llr inecc. wliicli Ir.,^ y:...,.\] m.1 - ili.-ti

tb,. ri is added, .iiid the wlioli- i- kM'i m pi-"' l>v

passili" llie boll llnnimb, ubi.li Im '

i > .-iid

., ., ,,1 llir ]iv i.huhI- li:nr l„.l.'^ ill llinii sill, by
1,1, ,Mcl.lill'. iii.'mI. l-r Ihr in.rili..,i,,r sniiir illvlru-

liu'lll ll-r.l ill l:ii-lli- lH'iii I'licb-ni- i^ Mi|i|.nM-il to

|,aV,-l..-rllk!l..,M, In llir l.'nIllMII- ;in.| i . I I -r ,, .sr d I iU

the ••IHcli.iiKiM s r Inn, ^ I'ik vm^i. luh.hUa
Itnmaii,. Inl . Inmir, I; ,r. ,n . lil , :- t i mikI N i « ton.
Vilr

llinlisnl I. «!-,. - I, - i: -ir! > \ V- M; I , J ,n

.svo.. London. ls:,ii,i , I. I ,
. ,,.:;i l-.iuii, 11,-r,,, (ilii

sliuhinu tbeanliiiiiii!, :,, l:,,i,„ :,!,"iil I Im;, ,J-r|-V(

.•I lioie ill all thelar-ii L,,!.,'- Inr tliat irnn ilmi v

call la nIh-cUa, the use of which be restored and afle

wards put in practice.'

for insertinii in ii, \i «,,!;< Iiuinber of the BuiLIilNi;
Nkws an n ]_tii:,i ,1 ilid coiupiitation, based upon
their own rxp.ii, m', .-t tbt- iirime cost of a rod of
biickwork. IX. .III. d in lli.-ir ininiediate lieiybbour-

1 ,1 Till' l.ri.ks .-li.nil.l bi' uood bard stocks, or
..tb.Tsof similar .luality, the sand, either river or pit,

.|iialitv. In ea.li casr ih.' name of the locality, toge-
ther Willi tlie .oiiiiiv. should he Riven, and lilao tlie

precise .itialitv ol cither bricks, lime, o\* sand, upon
which the estimate is based. Kach estimate should be
in llie followiuy f.iriu:—

Stocks (Cowley, Kent, &e.) .at per -

yds Sand (Thanies, pit, &c. l, at i>er yd.
yds. Lime (.Stoue, Chalk, &e.).

Labour, at per rod
Use of SealroUliiij^, at per rod

S, d.

Total

In order to trive a real value to the various estimates,
it will be necessary to calculate the cost of a rod of
liriekwork in one particular class of buildings; and
perhaps a second-rate dwelUn;^-hoiise of three storie-s,

anil containing: about SOOft. of superficial .area, will be
mUisable as the standard iu this case.— U. L, U,

[i:'.70.].—LEVELLING.—In the reply g-iven by Mr.
Carpenter to this inquiry, I fear there must be some

"Some of thelar^er stones nscdduriiiR thelatervears
of the medijeval period have holes in the upper "lietls.

Gnis.iv, dm, ,„„.-hhir,-nlli;llh-- /..(;,, in the Anrm-o-

liol 1.11. /;//,;. •/,-;,. /;,,//,. II. I,. I.nn.l.in. K'Hi. iii. app.
I'.i;,, the lis,' at ( r.ivl.-in.l ,\blicv.il the i lia-val f.iiaii

lat.-r I ban tli.' ivinii ot ll.niv A' 1 1 1, In lb.' f.i.'-«iinile

if till' sk.'tcb I k .il \Vil:iv< .1.' II. .11.', 'nil .'.lil.'il by
1 traiisla

p. ir,:t. a roriii .If li-.M-

extl'.'ini'lv sinijil.' ami
posc.l 1.1 i f 111.' Ilin

ilii

11 A. at

V. V il.'s.

ri-lH an;

11. Ih.iu Ar.li .

r. 1 \ I

lie (i V 11. ii';uc. HI. i;

'

= '.lo. wherefore A D = .140. Also
I'' l> = |.i. v\lii'r.'r..i',' A I' = 10. It is required to lind
the leii^ilis of A Ii anil I! (' respectively.

We have eiven \ B -|- 1! C = 340, and B C= -I- 100= .VW
•, A B = V B C^ + 100

BCI! C -I- V B C' + lou = .'SKI, or V BC + 100

squaring:, B C^ + 100 = B C^ - 6S0 B C -t- ll.iOOO

, -. 080 B C = ll.'itiOO and B C = I(i9-S52fltt.

.-. A B = l;0H7ft.

The cosine of the ans'le D A E is found thus—
AC2-I-AB2-BC2 io2 + iro-n;2-inu',s.v,'U2

•,'. AB. AC ~3xirourxio.
100 -I- -JSOjO - •-'ss.w

310201 X 10
200

By I.osai

.)102-91

ilhms. Log. 200 = 2'.10in.W

Log. 3«)2-<« = S-.-iSlSo*

27(i9lrO
10-

Log. COS. \ - sriwirG

By Local itlims. Lost, irol-ir = 2-2:tos24

Log. 289J0 = 4 461(H8

also Log. 109-8529 = 2230073

Log. 2S8.V) = lHHd40

AD 340
Also COS. A = — =

AE A E
By Logiiritlnns. Log. 340 = 2-.i3H79

Log. COS. A = 8769170

f-7«230.'i

Log. A V. .•.7.V> = 3--fl2303

And IJ E = A E - 10 = ,'i77jft. equal radius of curve.
The line V 290ft. long may be drawn to the eireun

lerence wherever it cuts.— 3I.vrtin B,

[1.17.-i.]-VSE OF THE "LEWES" <)U" LEWIS
-Vour querist of last week having referred to the ui

. if the " Lewis," I enclose a jiroof of article which -will

apiK'ar in the next part of the " Dictionary of Archi-
tecture " vei-y shortly, as it contains the latest iufonna-
lion on the subject.—Wvatt rAPWOHTIl, Hon. Sec.
for l>kl.
'LEWIS or L1':\V1>S( iNMi. uUitUn ; Fr. hmr,-. sup-

posed from \, IIS. rai-i . n- y„,„/ /, ,-\s, a drawl.i i.lye,. An
instrument l.v whi.b bir-c st..iies mav be liniste.l and
lowered without sliii-s iimt would be in the wav of
oiher stones agalusl which it is proposed to place them.
A tradition exists that the form at present In use was

vwii , Mill.'. 'llLiI till' l.'>\is in ,':ii'l\

,1 :i "I'.ur^.-.'iii.l was will kii.iwiiiiitli'i'

i^,' Fahri,- l;.4ls vf ink'ci/l,., ,sv..
.

I'P, 1.'. '.';. anil inn. lias ]:;;l In x\iii
prn lalii'li-a :

' IIHI ' In I'linlis I'liilitis

lr~

misunderstanding. The reduction 7 92 per mile may be
taken as the correction for 1 mile, but it is an err..r to

suppose that to ascertain the reduction for 3,000 miles
v. HI have simply tomultiply 7'92 by 3,000 = 1,100 yards.

I'be mean diameter of the earth is 7910 miles. Furl
1

mile distance, therefore we have x = yr^J miles,

or R'CKHin. for 2 miles' distance. FOUR 'times that

quantity, for 3 miles NISE TIMKS; now taking olf

4

1 ix)o of a mile as immaterial, the error of 1 mile ."^in.

or i of a foot ; for 2 miles, j lit ; for 3 mi'es, ij 9ft., itc.

,

or X in f.-et = —i (distance in miles)^, which fonnula

Ilie dista
caleula ,1 by

111 for

'ila .'niiH|.n..ii ni-

(,M. a- 'II-.', I ill

similar in r. ii,.,,.'

blocks of 1 ~ I

i;ii"i lis .

and Uosli
184:!, i., ill II

' iu the CI

\. J//./. «..'/,/. JUil,-C„„-
rt.lM'.i. pi, ,s: and another
online llie shanks, called

It fnrtli ill 1-ir. llANN
/;,;./.,' -'. s,,i.. Lniiiiiin.

Invcd

:-
1

llll,l

Iniiliila-

'lll.'llire't

.'k iliaks

II

lii'W l,''M.w.„il,l ,'ipp.:irtnl.i'>niii,'»li,',t 'iiiiilarinprin-
I'i].!.' in liL- . . 11, 1,11. 1 .. : Is.'i'i'l'i ri.iN or CIVIL
I':n..im 1 i:- :/:,' :..

. I.nii.p.n, i>;;,p.'j,;.
" \ '"M,

I
,

'

I.
, :.

I
, II, i> 11,111,1 rr lit the Mi:-

(II VM. - M ',, • ,i-.i I- :l ,inii,','~ II, „i ..iitheliordeis
of Kii;, l.iii.l ;,,,,l s, ,iil,,,,,l II,,' liln.'k- ..I liiii'il whiiistiiiie
ar.'iciiM.M.I 1"

1 ,11,: „ ,','i-i,..'il.> .'ii.'ul.'iran.lper-

miarters'..f':i,', Vi,. I,' in ,'l'i:ii,,

depth. Intn tin, i~ .liii.-i, >', ,il,

ir.ill li.ilt .if al.niit. 111.' Milni' l.lmlli, ^,,II, :, li,'Ir .,i' nili

t.i r.'i'i'ivctlic la.'kl,' liv wlii.'li til.' -: 'i , i i,,!- ,„iM'.l

Ibcdiaineli'r of till' b.i'lt tiiln'onh -.,' ', ,P illia

it will not ne.'d niii.'h l.irce lo iIiim , ..|i,ii'i'.

depth. Blocks of three or four Ion- w. i.' i.ii.-. .1 ...it o
the ground, which had not been removeil around it. 1

can only 1m' applied to hard and tough stones, and not
to Bath and oilier freestones.

''

111 ab.int

i.lri.-al

,,,:,.i,i, ,,, p.i 1,1 ., 11,1'ie is the calculati.

iiicii. I! iiiiMiiii III 'ill 111.' ilfeets of tliedcnsily el the
iiospiii'i',', Itcfiai'ti.in increases the distance at

icli .ib.iecl" can bi' seen in a proportion of 14 to l:j,

1 raises the apparent height -i of its correction for

vature. As the necessary calculations for curva-

e and refraction would ho exceedingly tedious in

tensive operations, the following method renders
111 all ,Li tbcr unneci'ssiiry :— Set the level in the

.1 il,,' iilij.'ct lis ncai'ly as tlie eye can tell, mid
, linns tor b.itli nlijc.'ls become equal and

,,, ;ii,il tb.'i'et.iie neiitr.'ilise each other. The-

1,1, 1,1 1. Vll. being i.lways parallel to the chord that
,,,i'ii- two objects equidistant from the place of ob-
' ,1,,,',, nin-t. Iheretbre, have the same versed sine.

V i;. .\.. Ccktield.

[I:iro]-LEVEL LI.NE.—In reference to ".L F. W's"
question, assuming the
subject of his inqiiirv lo
be the leu;;tli of the line

BC in the diasraiu, let

ABSreiiresent tin- earth,
O A, () B railii ..f tin-

.V P. Ii IP e.|ilill

:s. at the p,
111 II, D. ami

[13C7.3-COXCI!ETE.-II.avlng hail a good deal nf
experience in laying concrete foundations, I can
assure vour convspondent "I{. L. It,." that he will not
get nnvthiug belter than .liaii Tbaim-s ballast and
groumflinie for lii^ piirpn^ l«.,iil,l „,lvi-" liim. as
the fimndaliiins lir inimi, :i|,|,.,:ii' i,, l„, mtv wet. to

throw ill a liiiri'.l .,r Iw.i ,'l :,,.n,l I •,,ii liiii,r ...nient.

along with the eeuciite while it is biin;; iiii.\cd. It

will help it to set more rapiiUv, and make a better job
of it.-J. W, P.

[l.liiS.l-WEKJIIT OF III: FSsr.MKi; -From the
descriptiiiii of the beam given bv " ,\ I iv.' 1 mis Sub-
scrlbel'.' il is i osslhie to dcli'Tlnii" wPiIIi. I II isa
horlzniital beam, oreiirv.'d in till' 1,,,,,, ni ;,i,;,i,li. If
he will give a sketch in your next I slmlll,,' liiippy to
give huQ the inforinatiou he wants,- liit.M'Cii'rsMAN.

[1.309.]- PPJME COST OF BlilCKWORK. - It

strikes me that it would be a very useful tliing^, both
as material for reference and comparison, if corre-
siiondcuts in various parts of the country were to send

II C the line H hose leu-lh
is reijuired,

•Iheii, firstly, A S =
?n.-i7 miles. A O = :i97»'j

miles and A B=100 miles.

Draw n ( ) bisecting the angle -'^ OH.
To find the augle A O B, taking the diameter of the

earth as above, the eircuniferciice will Ic '^4,997 l4'J

miles ; and 100 miles will measure m angle of
1 -44013.13

1 440133:;':, therefore the angle B O D = =

- iiiv,-.-.-,^ xi.yf the tan.'cut B I> is found thus—
l!:li|. r„i,j mil));: OB: 1! D -' « D = 30tH)04S

'l', 1,1 r.i in-l find the au'gle BDC thiis:-TIic

an Ic l;liii - ',iii.s - BOD; the angle BDA = -2

1! fit ), anil 1'. IU- = l.sii- - BD.V = l"' -Jli' 24-47fl". Also
the anele I) 1! C = 9 is - B DC = «*-' :"-3' 3.)-»24', Tlicn,

to lind' ISC. making 1!D rtld-, we have Knds : cos,

DISC:: 111): Ii C = l-2.)ri71 miles, = 0(i3,")'43£t„ the

fall from tiie straight or tangent line. Foi^tlic arc^of
.'iim I miles, pursuing the same course, BC— 2749'o:.25

s. c.ndh. Supposing ".L F. W." mc.iiis the line BT,
nicetin " li.e taie'cnt in T, then his question is an-

swi'i.'ifli\ linditig the .lilTerence betwcn O T and O Ii.

In lb.< trianule A O T. making O 1^ rada O T becomes
the Sec. AH K .', rad- : Sec. AOB : : OA : OT =
:i979-737:li'. i,,,1.- :ii,l i:9--3730 - 397.S-5 = l-2.-i7:W

miles zz i;.; -, II 1: I' or the dilTerence of level

souo-ht, I'ni 111, ,,,, 'I I
iiiK) miles, pursuing the same

course, IS 1

For any i

the foUowiii
lengih on the side of the earth

ough fonnula for calculating tinis a :

2
dilTereuee of level, D = —V\ where D is the difler-

3

ence of level in feet, and L the len-th of the line in
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miles, Ihus in the fust p;ut o£ llic above, D = — 1"C-',

= eoofiC.'t. nliicli nearly agi-ces with the other result.

There was a most rUliciilous answer to this problem

ly iSIr. IJobey Caipentcr in last week's impression of

the lirii dim; New.s. His result lor the second ques-

t ii'i wi-: ehains, or 1,100 yards, when it really is

ni.wnil- "I :;ii omile^! !! He seems to thiuk that by

multinhiii ilie immber of miles by T'.H inches the

result M illTjc tiie .lim.niK-e of level. Tliis said Uobey

Carpenter admiip-hi' 1 v.i, iii ili- l;i ii.i.i\.: \i;\vsi.f

Dee. 4th last., t' I ' l"^ nivi nl m ivumi' ,1 .1111 Ihi.'

grjat sciences ol' iikj ! ni:- 1 n^ '
i
!' :i'-ii .i'-l.c (.1 t'le

'nvisnitudosof I!h ::mt> ,irMi:i)..rnl . " ;i ^Mi.n.rl wU i

wliieli one would Ihi ik Ir' is i..l.i!lv huh iiiaiiitc. .

Jrou. the specimen of l,is kumvlr.l.^.^ :,l„n , -,,i utinnrd,

and at the same tiMUM|ii.ite 1 a pircc mI |, .vi:- xilnrli.no

and .seem beautil'ullv hl.-nd.'d Io_

fulelYeetto the cliaiici-1 ol lliis liue old diun-li. The
artists were Messrs. Harduian aud Co., and the cost

WAiiEFir.LD,—The window in the tower of All-

Saints', AV.akefield, has lately been filled with a painted

window in memnrv of thi' late Tliomas liolton, Eso.,

bv M.-^'rs Elardnian, of llirminr;liam. Tlie llntefieU

.I'oiiniul s:ivs this window ' mtm-s tosllow (lie wonder-

ful advrin.r in spirit and power wlii.li the lirm has

a lie L^ralilii'd to liud

mt swrrlin-ss. aud the
ou ;;(iierally cd' which
ir is lest ill this busy

about ttii -. i.'u.s- Ol future" if WolieyCiirpoiitcr
:.. I:- p.'otlHeut in it. lie conchnl-d

liisbeaulitiil ,!liisi-.n liv .i.lvisiui:- me to "thiuk luysclf

no more a Lieouietiiciau," a sentiment with which 1

most cordially agree, provided he is acknowledged
to be one. It. F.

STATUES, MEMORIALS, &c.

To-day (Friday) will bo inaugurated, at Glasneviu,
the timdi erected to the memory of the Liberator,
O'Counell. The form of the memorial is that of an
:ilt.-ir-iuudi. The drsii;ii of tombconsists of seven sunk
and pierecil pane's, .lud a carved panel of the arms of

tlie OCounell lainih In front of each of the panels
vises a semi-ciiT i:

; u -.i]p.i.!<<I Iiv:^:l^^ shaft,

and capital. TLi i
nh n.'i r ' iiioratel?

carved in imitaii' 11 .
.

i'
i

. ,:i hi|.'. .i
\

Celtic

of < nk ;

'•I lou
ml till.them. I :,pil;il .- :-; i lonrid .ni

in between me coimr luould aud tin- iil>.-un>. wiHi
iiiterlaeel oruaiueut. The abacus of each capital is

studded with the carved ornament generally known
as bidt-liea !s. The four antjles of the tomb are
rounded aud slic^litl , sunk, and caixed with interlaced

desisns. The tabh- of the tonib is formed of .mesial)

of Kilkenny niarlMe, wliii li prLijecls sli;;lill

face of the subs nided and sunk lo receive

iu the centre of slab an Irish

ITO-' is ii .1 I
• wliole of the stone u.sed is from

lln I ..
! r The marble table is from

4 oil,. , i,:aTy in Kilkenny. The lent^th

ol the uiml., .111. , II, .nil, 4ft. ; height, 3ft. Sin. On the
wall over the cutrance to the crypt is the following
inscription :

—
" Jly body to Ireland.
My heart to Konie.
My soul to heaven."

The whole of the work was designed and lovingly car-

ried out bv JFessrs. Earl.^y and Fowell, t'amdeu-stroct
A\'..rks. riiil.lin, fnmi t)i.. ilirecti.m au.l uii.ler the
snp.rM-i..ii ..1 ri.iui..| in olini-ll. Esi|,. of l)c

1.1 ..f

Bl.nk .<. 11 ~lnini;huis-y, K-.i . who kindly sele.-ted the
best exniujiles of Irish oruaiaeuts to be copied.

The Achillo Leclere prize for the best design for a
monumeut in honour of the late composer, Uossiui. has
been w.m by M. Dillon. Ilie work is to hi' placed in a
gard.ii..ind the statue of llie m,i, s/n. is ].liio.sl in a kind
of ti'iiipl.-, lu the iuti-ii-i.liiiiini:itions ol s.loun.ade

whi.-h snnouuds the pnifiii.nl siatnr an- toni ligurcs,

repr..'si-iitiiig the four , li- r ,r(r,irn's of the master—
'•Williaui T.ll," " 1 he IJarlier of .Seville," '.Moses,"
and " Semiramide." On the central pedestal arc in-

scribed the titles of Uossiui's operas.
A memorial cross designed by Mr. George Gilbert

Scott, K.A., hits been placed over Bishop l,onsdale"s
grave in Eccleseall churchyard. It is of polished
Scotch granite about eleven and a half feet high,
standing ou an octagon has jof two steps.

STAINED GLASS.

M-vii>i, vNi.s --'\r.~>i. Min.i .^ I .. .of :\liiuicb,liave

been oniiiii-si. .111.1 i.. .v.stif . :. -ntin...! olass window
for St. Wnll.ni-.'> llinr. li. Ma n,il:.n.ls. near I'reston,
as a meniolial to llu'lal- i;.\. Ihojiias Westou.
The three eastern wiii.h.ws of the chancel of .^t.

Bartholomew's ('liunh, Unl.lin. have just been fill.d

with stained glass by Mes-rs. O'Connor, of London.
The subjects arc the Sermon on the Mount, theCrn.i-
fixion, and the Resurrection. Ihe wind.iws are a
thank-offering from friends of the incuinbcut for tlie

providential escape from serious accident ^\hii-li the
clergy and choir had when a pinnacle wjis blown .lown
in the gale of December ;i7th, and fell into the eliaueel
during sen-ice.
During the past week, a stained glass memorial win-

dow has been placed in St. .lames's Church. Borough-
bridg'e, Yorkshire. The design, which has been exe-
cuted by ^lessrs. Hughes and AV'ard, Loudon, is founded
on " Simeon receiving the Infant Saviour in the Tem-
ple."
SlIIPN-M..—A 1111. L'liili.-. ait -laiii...l -la^. wonLiw. t..

the m.-niorv ..| ll..' I;.l.' Ili-I...!. ..1 l.i. !.li !.: I, i, I... li

placed ill liieea>l .n.l ..f l h. .-.n. i. iil |.:n,.l, . ,ai.l, at

Shipual. Miroi.sliir. Tl..- eMi,.l..xv. ..I' -i.:ii ai .l,il...-

tul•al bealiH. ...11-1-1. ol he.' Injlits. lilh-.l in al...%.. with
tracervol a v. rv i.i. .i -mj .1. lu'ii. In til.- ..litre li^lit

twoilis.ii.i.'. ..I l.n.niaa- i. .l' ni/llig Ilieir Lord by the
breaking ol hread ; wlille iii itie tracery aboveis repre-
sented a choir of angels. The colours, though not uetir
,so dark as is usually the case in stained glass windows,

I inevciit its receiving the amount of jiatient

ii.iliou which is necessary iu order to realise its

. ii.e and lest its soft, chastened outlines and
I colouring should fail to arrest the attention of

\\ 111! look for more obvious, if less sterling quali-

j'lio snlijeit is, "The Day of Judgment," and
i.l..l into t lino portions:—1, The Coming of our

ill .lorv, atlin.led by saints .and .angels; 2, Tho
lives to meet Him ; and 3,

Angels iu Heaven worshipping.
Salisbury,—St. Edmund's church only requires

notice from its having lately passed under the restoring

bauds of the architect of the latliedral restoration, Mr.

G. '•.. Scott. We are at a 1..-- >.. kn..« v, nv Ih.-lneiuo-

rialpaint.alglass.snl.j,. I ^ ilia. ....iipied

the old wini|..w. has ii.a :
.1 " lln^ laige

;-lii;lit oasl win.L.w lliio 1. a 11' I'la.'o. How-
ever l.a.l I la- ,.1,1 win. I..w «a. n... .^ la --iiiight certainly

1,.,,,. 1 ......,,-, ;,,,,.,..i 1 .iiov 111.' ..litre lights of
t see that itthis or s.,i„.. oil

sh.inlil lia\.. iH^i.ii

The fri.-n.l.- >•<

mordeu. liav.- i.h

east of lb,' .liaii.-.

sistsof thr.^.^ li'^I

li\i,.n, uilli St. :

.v.,... 111.. I'.l.^,,-.^<i

.t..l,ii an. I ih.' .',11

\'ir^i

.\. .1. I'low, vicarof Tod-
w t.i bis memory iu the

I liuvch. Hants. It con-
ri' .'..ntaining the Cruci-
,1, ,,,. al 111.' foot ..f tb,'

M. I Ma

I l.v l'..'ll

lli..^aNi..ii.in ulor>. 'I'll.'

1.1 .\linond, Londou. Tlie

-1,'r Day.
- have been erected in the

;i near raignton. Thev are

i''s'i''iu''ri,v >[Vr.T. K. i;,'iill.'> and JFn Wi'Stlake:and
hunh

.Mo 1.1 Ita

.'h, l.ri

A stained glass w'iudon is about to be placed in St.

I'aul's Cathedral, in memory of the late William Cot-

ton, F.K.S. The subject chosen is the martyrdom of

St. Stephen.
, » . »,

The old east window iu the parish church at Arthu-

ret, Cumberland, has been tilled with stained glass by
public subscription as a memorial to the late Sir James
Graham, of Netherby. „, , ^
The east window of Great St. Mary's Church Cam-

bri.|.'e has been filled with stained glass by Jlessrs.

llarilm.an andCo. The .' iibject of the upper portion

is the Adoration of the Magi a nd of the Shepherds.

The lower lights contain the Annunciation, the Salu-

tation, the Angels appearing to the Shepherds, the

Presentation, and the Flight into Egypt.

WAGES MOVEMENT.
ciiresentative meeting of the master builders of

Mai
nioii-lv i.-...l-...lto stan.l bv 111.' n.itice given, that is,

for |.a'\ 111. Ill l.v ih.' In.nran.l thesettlement of disputes
to, ill 1,11] al ion' It was >iati'(l that no overtures have
I. .,.11 i.^.'.'K .,.1 froin i!..^ ma-. .lis. The notice to the
l.i-i. 1, lavi - r\pi:.s ..11 til.' 1-1 ..f June; and a hope was
.'\ |.rr-s.'.l at tlio iii.-..tin'j tliat the men in that trade
will fall iu with the views of the masters, and not go
ou strike, inasmuch as it was urged that the pro-
position of the masters in thcircase will really advance
their wages by 4d. per week Last Saturday tho Man-
chester carpenters and joiners were paid by the hour,

for the first time, iu accordance with Mr. llupert Ket-
tle's decision at the recent arbitration.

©iblc.

ElRK-PRooF Timber.—A correspinnUut a.s-

bitrcs us that timber reiiilcrcil lire-proof liy satu-

ratiim witli silicates is extensively used in Germany
for flnorini;:, planks, iliiors, and staircases. If

security frnni iloslrnetinu by fire is the result of so

simple anil inexpensive a process, why is it not
gonerully u.l..pteil ':'

AKCIilTECTtrRAI, SANITATION.—TliC Liincct

asks:—" When may wc anticipate that a know-
leilgc of some, at least, of the clonientary priiici-

]il.'s of sanitiiry science will enter into the

ciinii'tiliim nf a'chiteetural study ':' The need of

Ml. It kii.iwl.'.Ue is eonst.antly lieiiig illustrated, and
as an iiistauee of this, it is stated that although

the Corporation of Liverpool sjient only a few

years ago an cnomious sum of money iu the

erection of police courts, the result has heen that,

from faulty ennstruction, the atmosphere in them,

when only moderately filled with people, becomes so

noxious that the health of those wli.ise avocations

rcipiire tlieii' fre.iueiit alteiiil.iiu'e there suffers

greatly. Nay, we hear of three officers of the

court dying from fever, and of others attacked

therewith, and it is said that medical opinion at-

tributes the cause in eiich case to the inhalation of

the poisonous atmosphere of the coiu'ts. The
stipendiary magistrate himself has suffered from
illness, which has incapacitated him from attend-

ing to his duties for several weeks."

Faste.ning Beams in Walls—Kat-pkoof
Buildings.—A correspondent, G. W. Tinslcy, of

Minneapolis, Minn., says that the method of

fastening beams in the walls of buildings illus-

trated on page 165, cun'cnt volume, has heenprae-

tisecl in Louisville, Ky., for many years, and he

thinks it is exacted by an ordinance of that city.

He sends also a sketch and description of a method
of rendering frame buildings rat-proof. The plan

is simply to nail to the sill strips of board between

each flooring joist, on the inside, reaching to the

under side of the flooring planks or board, and

thereby covering the shelf formctl by the sill be-

tween the joists. His idea is to allow the rats no

place to stand upon while they are cutting through

the floor.

Laminated Wooden Pipes.—Wc have lately

examined, says the Scientilio American, some
specimens of Mayo's patent wooden pipes, having

interior diameters of six inches and two feet.

These pipes are composed of veneers, or thin sheets

of wood, wound upon each other, cemented with

bitumen, and lined with hydraulic cement. The
samples we examined were about an inch in thick--,

iK'ss, anil, we were informed, had been tested by
hyilrnulie pressm'e up to SlOlbs. per square inch

without sign of fracture. The improvement ap-

pears to be one of much value. The method of

laying up the sheets in bitumen is calculated to

render the material imperishable ; and as the tubes

can be made of any size, iind furnished at much
less rates than metal pipes, we see no reason why
tho invention should not come inl^o extensive use

for aqueducts, sewers, and other pitrposes.

Art-Treasures in Ireland.—A child play-

ing near Drogheda, in Ireland, found a curious

piece of metal, and gave it up to an old woman ;

she took it to a dealer in old iron and marine

stores, who allowed a shilUng for her " find."

Examining it a little more closely, he suspected

he had a prize; wonderful workmanship sho'ived

itse'f, and he was shrewd enough to think that,

though the medal was not all gold or silver, the

work was sontething uncommon. Accordingly,

he raised his price, and at length parted with it

for ;Sa 10s. The time came when .-CSOO was
offered for it by a public museum, and ;(:500 by a

private collector. It was the celebrated "Tara"
brooch, one of the most remarkable pieces of

skilful gold.smith's ^volk known to exist. It is

foi'ineil of wliite bronze (this probably saved it

from the melting-pot, to which countless treasures

of gold and silver have been consigned), the sur-

face overlaid with gold filigree work of surprising

intricacy and marvellous delicacy of execution.

Such is'its excelletice, that one of the most accom-

plished living goldsmiths declared that he could

not find a workman, with every apparent advan-

tage of modern knowledge and appliance, com-

petent to make such another. It is now deposited,

haying been obtained from its possessor on very

favourable terms, in the Museum of the Royal

Irish Academy in Dublin.— Uiidir the Crown.

Arbitration in Manchester.—Ou Tues-

day week, Mr. Hupert Kettle, the judge of the Wol-
verhampton County Court, was engaged at the

Clarciue Hotel, Mivnchcster, for upwards of four

hours in 111 liitrating between the builders, carpen-

ters, ami joiiu'i's; the two questions submitted to

liiiii lu'iiig -lirst, whether payment by the hour

shinild lie adopted ou the notice of the masters ;

and, secondly, whether, on the notice of the

men, there should be any reduction of the

hours of bibour, the same pay being maintained.

A vote was taken by ballot lUi tlie fir.st question.

On this ]iro|iosition llieic w ere six votes for and
six against. .Mr. Kettle said ; The votes are

equal, and therefore I must give my decision.

My decision is rhat the wages of carpenters and
joiners of fair average skill shall be from the 1st

of May, 186!), to the 1st of May, 1S70, scven-

|ience and one sixteenth per hour, except for men
working upon unprotceleil buildings under rule ii,

and cai-jienters an<l joiners working under that

nile shall be jiaid 7i. from the 20th of October,

18«!1, to the 2llth of February, 1870 ; that ihc

Wolverhampton rule ns to printing and pub-

lishing this rule, including the rate of wages
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be ailciptiil. Tlio wurkiii- In mis not to be-

re<luccil.

The sciiliitutTil fi.u'nrcs on the portico anil roof

line of the new bnililing-s of the University of

Lonilnn in Hurliugton-garilens, arc approarliinir

eoni]iletion. They are twcnt^'-two in number,

(livi.leil into fonr groups—(1) The four Faenlties

of the University, repi-esented by Beutham. Milton,

iS'ewton, and Harvey ; these arc l)y Mr. Dnrliam,

anil will stand over the portieo. (2) Six stamlini;

tif;iires of ancient philosojiliers—Plato, Arehi-

medes, and .lustinian on the one side, and Cicero,

Galen, and Aristotle on the other ; these arc on

the roof side of the centre, and arc by Messrs.

Woodlington and Westniacott. (:!) The niches

in the east and west wings are filled by six fignrcs,

three by Thccd and three by MacDowcU—viz.,

Locke," Bacon, Adam Smith, Cnvicr, J-cibnitz,

and Linuasus. (4) On the roof line of the east

and west wings arc six more statues of the

|)ionecrs of modern knowledge, represented by

David Hume, Hunter, luid Sir H. Davy, by Xoblc.

and Galileo, Iv.i Mace, and Goethe, by Wyon.

The Proposed Pauk at West Ham.—
The proposal for the purchase, by the local board,

of Uirton Park, West Hani, at a cost of ;i;i5,000,

for the purposes of a jinblic park and recreation

gnmnil, has been defeated. On .^bln.blv and Tues-
day of hist week tlie i.olliiig of tl'e ratqiayer.s took

place at Kokeby IIou.sc, Strr.U'onl, the result being

that :ii)4 votes were recorded for the, proposal, and
1,0X1 against it, giving a niajoritv against the

project of 787. The £10,000 rciiuircd for the

purchase of the park was n.-'t s.) much objected to

as the cost of fonniug and laying out the park for

the ))ulilic, which wonld be considerable. The local

board, moreover, is under tlie necessity of obt,)in-

ing large sums of money un loan to meet the im-
mediate necessities of the parish. One item com-
ing under the latter head is the extension of the

main drainage, which wUI cost i; 70,000 or .e SO 000.

It is averred, too, that the present West Hani
ccmetoiy will not bo available for interments for

more than si.x years, and a new one will have to

be provided. It has boon suggested that the
Upton Park estate (which consists of 78 acres of

land) should be purchased for the erection of new
panpor industrial schools, and the formation of a
new or supplementary cemetery.

The Pink Cololu in White Lead.—

A

writer in the Philo.iophiciil Magazine dcmon-
.«tratcs that the pink tinge so commonly observ-
able in the common wdiite carlionate of lead is not
due, as was supposed, to the presence of copper,
bat of silver, a decided colour l)eing produced when
the argentiferous alloy exists in the small propor-
tion of IJoz. to the ton of lead.

Bridgks for Street Crossings.—The
Police Conniiittec of the Corporation of London
have under consideration a design by Mr. T. P.

Ivisiiu, C.K., for steel bridges for foot passengers,
proi)oscd to be erected at the principal street cros-

sings. The design has been highly approve<l by
eminent architects and engineers as structurallv

Tcr)' strong, and lestlieti^-ally likely to prove ail

ornament in the thorouglifarcs in which it may be
erected. Mr. Ivison has been comiuissioncd to

make models, &c., of his proposed crossings, to be
submitted to a future meeting of the Court of
Common Council.

Artists' General Benevolent Institu-
tion.—The Artists' General Benevolent Institu-

tion celebrated their .51lh anniversary by a dinner
on Saturday, under the presidency of Lord John
Mannei-s, ^I.P. During the |iast veai the societv

had received SI a|iplications for assistance, anil

had distributed £1,132 in grants for relief. In
the course of one of his speeches, the chairman ob-
served that in the various exhibitions now open in

London there were not less than 3,7")0 pictures on
vicvv'. The money lontributions received during
the evening for the benefit of the Artists' General
Benevolent Institntion were larger than on any
previous anniversary, and amounted to a total of
.i:i,r)i7.

The Homerton Fnvcit and Small-Po.\
Hosi'ITALS —At the last meeting of the Hackney
Board of Guardians, it was reported that the
Metropolitan District Asylum Board had met with
an inipediniciit. which suspended, for the present,
the prospect of the erection of this bnildiug. The
price of .£4,(KX1 had been agreed upon for the land.
but the owners of an intervening wall asked £4(Ri
for it ; in other words, an entrance from the north.
including making of the road, would cost £9(10.
and the Metropolitan District Board declined to
pay this amount.

A Fight imr a Site.—The plans for a new
M:isonic Hall have passed the Sunderland Corpo-
ration ; but just as proceedings were about to be

taken to erect the building, they have been stopped
by a dispute as to the ownership of the ground. It

would seem that the agent of the ground-owner
has twice let the site—in the first instance to some
builders, and subsecinently to the Masons. Both
parties claim the right to build, and during the

past week a good deal of amusement has been

created at the game of cross purposes which each
party has been playing in order to assert their

right to the ground. The Masons, acting under
legal advice, have placed workmen on the spot,

who are daily engaged in excavating a trench,

while labourers, employed by the builders, who
claim the ground as first tenants, have been
eiptally inilustrious in filling it up again as fast as

the earth is taken out. Neither side appears dis-

posed to give way, and the matter will have to be
decided by the lawyers.

Tolls at Metropolitan Bridges.—It is

suggested that ^^'aterIoo Bridge should bo opened
free of toll, it being thought that a small rate

would cheerfully be homo by the inhabitants of

South London. It is unquestionable that the

opening of this bridge free would at once conduce
to the improvement of the Waterloo-road. The
Avretched, tumble-downi dwellings skii-ting a large

portion of the thoroughfare, seem to have their

squalor more prominently indicated fi-om the very

wideness of the road. Seeing that the Soutli

Western Railway is so closely situated to the

bridge, we think the Company might not uni-cason-

ably be asked to defray a portion of the expenst

entailed in the abolition of the tolls. We are glad

to hear that a movement is on foot to procure the

opening of Battcrsea new bridge toll free daily. It

is now, however, free on Sundays. The existence

of toll-bridges, as also of bars across streets (as on

the Bedford Estate) in the heart of London, will

not, we hope, have to chronicled for many more
years.

HOXTON.—A new building society, called the

City of London and General, was recently in-

augurated at Hoxton. The secretary explained

the manner in which it was proposed to conduct

the busuiess of the society, saying that the system

to be pursued was an improvement upon the popu-

lar system of the Bowkett societies, and had for

its aim a plan by which its members might obtain

their own dwellings at the least possible cost, viz.,

without paying any interest for their money, and
without the difficulties and objections of the

Bowkett system. A large number of shares was
taken up.

Prittlewell.—A coped tomb, on a cham-
fered plinth, has just been placed in Prittlewell

churchyard, near Southend, in memory of the late

Mrs. Anna Heygate. The tomb is surmounted by

a cross of early me<lia;val character. The whole
has been worked out of one solid block of red

granite from the Mull Quarries by Sir. Buddock,
of West-street, Pimlieo, from a design bv Mr. C.

H. B. King, a puidl of Mr. G. G. Scott, R.A.
KDiNiifn<;H -VitniiTECTURAL Association.

—The usual iorliii;4htl_v mectiugof this Association

was held on Wednesday week—Mr. A. Ballantine,

President, in the chair. After the admission of se-

veral new memb?rs, a jiapcr was read by Mr.
Alexander Fraser, entitled " Art and Ait Criti-

cism." He traced the history of painting from
the earliest period, and touched upon the peculia-

rities of the various schools. He advocated the

study of high art. and conclu<led by suggesting

that art critics ought to have a thorough know-
ledge of the principles of the subject upon which

they treated, in order sufficiently to enable them to

criticise true art. A discussion followed the read-

ing of the pajicr, after which the thanks of the

meeting were passed to Mr. Fraser.

New Granite Works in Cumberland.—
Some time ago Mr. Cnrteis, a gentleman con-

nected with the Dalbeattie Quarry Works, directed

his attention to a huge granite formation on a

fell known as Wnsfdalc Crag, about two miles from
Shop Wells. He obtained a lease of the pnperty
from the Earl of Lonsdale, and in the middle of

July last began ojierations, and, by the aid of

costlv machinerv. has made considerable progress.

Thc'supply will bo couqiarativcly inexhaustible,

and there is little extraneous ilcposit, the yield

being !'0 per cent, upon the blastuigs, whereas in

many Scotch quan-ics it is not im re than 50 per

cent. The blocks obtained are of innnensc size,

one block of pure granite being computed to weigh
'.',700 tons, and blocks from 20 to UK) tons are

frequently blasted. The gianitc has three distinct

sliades :— I, a light grey, almo.st as light as the
Dalbeattie granite ; 2, a dark red, almost as
brilliant as the Peterhea<l ; and 3, an intermediate
colour, beautifully variegated and exceptionally
ornamental. It is said to be mnch harder than
Dalbeattie gr inite, which bears a higher pressure
than any other. This granite, in additi 'U to
being used for kerhing one of the metropolitan
districts, has been cho.sen for the polished granite
work of the New Town Hall, Manchester, and for
the granite work of the St. Pancras (Midland)
Kuilway Hotel. I>iston-roa<l.

The Pacific Railway.— This great under-
taking, just completed, is the longest in the world.
It comijlctcs an unbroken line of 'rail which begins
on the shores of the Atlantic and ends on the Pa-
cific coast. It bridges over s<mie of the largest
rivers of the world, cro.sses the wildest desert or
the most frightful and extensive wilderness which
has ever yet been explored by man, and climbs
over the double mountain chain of the widest por-
tion of the American continent. The work of
making it was like a continual advance into an.
enemy's countiy— in fact, it was actually an
enemy's counti-y, for bauds of hostile Indians,
with some instinct of the invading civilisation
which would roll along it, had to be held in check
by military force. In this way the railway has
been made, at an average rate of six miles a day.
It was estimated that it might be finished liy New
Year's Day, 1870, but May of 18(i9 has hardly
yet can-icd the spring to the mountain tops when
the line of communication is complete from New
York, Boston, and Philadelphia to San Francisco
itself.

Epping Forest.—At the meeting of the Me
tropolilan Board of Works on Fiiday last, a fur-
ther rcprrt was brought up by the I'ublic and
Open SpacesCommittee, stating that the committee
had again had under their consideration the taking;
of measures for the enclosure of E(pping Forest as a
place of recreatiuu for the puldic. Negotiation.^
on the subject had been open since 1864, and the
committee recently had an interview with the
Fii St Commissioner of Works. It appeared the
Crown had certain forestal rights of a peculiar
character, one being that no icnce should be put
up more than four feet high, so that the deer may
have free range. It was stated that the question
was still under the consideration of the committee.
Thb Institution op Civil Engineers.—

At the closing ballot for the Session 1868—69,
held on Tuesday, the 11th inst., Mr. Charles Hut-
ton Gregory, President, in the chair, eleven can-
didates were hallotted for as Associate/, and de-
clared to be duly elected, viv :—Mr. John Henry
Abbey, Borough Surveyor, Huddersfield ; Mr.
Edward Brotherton CaiToll, Locomotive Supct-
inlendent, Bombay, Barodn, and Central Indian
Railway ; Mr. James Farrav, Engineer to the
Bury ( Lane. ) Improvement Commissioners,
&c. ; Mr. Frank Garrett, Leiston ; Jlr. Henry
Newsom Garrett, Leiston ; Mr. J. Howard,
M.P., Bedford; Mr. Hariy Edward Jones, En-
gineer of the Wandsworth Gas Works; Mr.
t'homas Jliller, Ipswich; Mr. Frederick Peck,
Furuival's Inn; Mr. Henry Mincbin Simons
Bowling L-on Company; aiid Mr. James Wil-
liams, Secretary of the Midland Railway Com-
pany.
Lambeth AVorkhouse and Infirmary.—

The Guardians, acting under the advice of Mr.
Hunt, have awarded ihc premiums as under, viz,

:

—For the Workhouse : To Messrs. Arthur and C.
Harston, of Limchouse. For the lnfirra:iry ; 1st,

Mr. Andrew Wilson, St. George's, East'; 2nd,
Mr. Stenning; 3rd, AIcssi-s. Tyler and Foulsham.
The Proposed Rotherham Infirmary.—

The general connnittce of the proposed Rother-
ham Infirmary and Dis|x;nsary held a meeting on
Monday last. At the previous meeting the design
signed " vEscuIapius " was selected as being the
best of the '.12 sent in in conqjctition, but it was
decided not to award the first prize to the ai-chi-

tccts by whom it was executed, unless they would
nndertakcto redu<e the estimated cost to the stiini-

latcd .sum, "£4,000 or thereabouts.'' At Monday's
meeting a conmuinication whs read fiom
Mcssi-s. M.allison and Bakcwell, architects, of

Leeds and Dewsbury, the authors of the design,

consenting to the requisite reduction in the cost

;

and the committee thereupon awarded the first

prize to them, on condition that they strictly

adhered to their agi'ccment as to the cost. By
many of the committee the design in question is

considered to be the only one which meets all their

reiiniremcnts, but grave doubts are entertained as
to whether it really "^an bo carried out for the
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sum named. Thv? arcliitotts, hi;>\\evoi-, have

unclertakoTi this by Icaviiij;- out certahi of the

ornamental features in their design. The second

iind third prizes have not yet been awarded.

M\m.

The Bideford Local Board has borroived £5,000
from Government for drainage purposes.

A local paper says it is rumoured that tlie wooden
bridge across the Tees at Tecsdale is to be removed.

Donations are solicited for the erection of another

church in the diocese of Huron, Canada.
A new town hall is about to be erected at Machyn-

lleth, Montgomeryshire.
A new lecture hall in connection witli Alston

College, Lancashire, was recently opened. Accommo-
dation is provided for 300 persons.

A new Wesleyan chapel will be opened at Lancaster
on the 3rd of June. The old chapel is being adapted
to the requirements of a day-school.

It is said that tlie Marquis of Bute, in gratitude for

his conversion, is about to found and endow a mag-
nificent hospital for lepers at .Jerusalem.

The foundation stone of a "Wesleyan chapel will

shortly be laid at Abberton, near Colchester.

It has been determined by a public meeting of the
inhabitants to erect a public hall at Southend, adapt-
able for the purposes of a music-hall, lecture-room,
ijtrc. A company is proposed to be formed {on the
limited liability principle) to carry out the work.

The lime and the oxide of iron processes of purify-
ing gas have lately been under consideration by the

Dublin Corporation, the medical advisers of that i>ody

.asserting that the former is very hurtful in the
vicinity of the works, and a most eminent authority,
summoned by the company, contending that the iron

method will not remove sulphur efficiently.

£2,025 have already been subscribed towards £5,000,
the amoimt required for the erection of the new
Ingham Infirmary, South Shields. The building is

i<itended as a memorial to the late Mr. Ingham, for

twenty-five years M.P. for the borough.

Mrs. .\lsop has annoiniced her intention of building
a cottage hospital at Leek, Staffordshire, as a memorial
rfo her late husband.
The proposal to spend £3,000 on the Chichester

Workhouse has been condemned by the new Board of
Guardians.
Gillingham Church, Chatham, which has recently

been re|>airert, is to be re-opened on the 20th inst. by
the Bishop of Rochester.

The new In.stitute at Faversham will shortly be
completed. Mr. Ta-sell, the architect, has foregone
some of his profe.ssional charges iu order that the
building may be opened free of debt.

The office of In.spector of Nuisances to the Black-
pool Local Board is vacant. Between 70 and 80
upplications have been made for the berth.

The Holborn Viaduct will, it is stated, be opened
for traffic in July.

A new Wesleyan chapel was opened at Hatton,
Derbyshire, on Wednesday week.
Arrangements are in progress for the restoration

of the parish church, Wirksworth, Derbyshire.

Mr. Williamson has been elected-by the Litchurch
Local Board to the post of clerk of works in connec-
tion with the main drainage of the district. There
were 36 applicants.

A new Priniitive Methodist chapel was opened at

Parkgate, Sheffield, oa Monday.

_
Free public baths are to be established iu New

York this summer.
Mr. W. Wellard has been appointed surveyor to

the Walmer Local Board.

Durham Town-hall is to be largely improved, and
increased accommodation afforded.

The ITnitarians of Barnard Castle intend to build a
new cliapel there, as a memorial to the late Sir. Geo.
iJrown, barrister and local preacher.

The foundation-stone of a new church at ,West-
Houghton will be laid to-morrow (Saturday).

It is proposed to restore the parish church of
Biggleswade.

A new bridge is to be erected at Ousanstands,
Westmoreland, from designs by Mr. Bintley, archi-
tect. The contract has been token by Mr. llepworth
at the sum of £2,054.

The position of director to the National Gallery
has been resigned by Mr. Boxall, R.A., who has held
it since the death of Sir Charles Eastlake.

St. James's Theatre is to be pulled down and rebuilt,
with an entrance from Pail-Mall.

On Saturday afternoon bast the foundation-stone of
« new Scliool and Teachers' House was laid bv Mrs.
.Joseph Love, of Mount licnler, Durham. It is iu
•connection with the Methodist New Connection
Cbapjl, Victoria-terrace, Conndoii.

England has a million paupers, and London, tin-

great centre of wealtli and industry, shows nearly

2,000 more paupers than it did twelve mouths ago.

The Poplar Board of Works have resolved that the
foundation-stone of their new offices shall be laid on
Thursday the 20th inst., by Mr. Coleman. There
will be a cold collation only, " the more extensive
celebration " being reserved till the completion of the

work.
Sir. Mctzncr has beenappointeed sanitary inspector

of St. Mary's, Islington, vice Sir. Rutter, resigned.

There were 01 candidates.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING
WEEK,

Tuesday.—Statistical Society, 4,

Anthropological Society 8.

Xtoyal Institution.—" On Astronomy," by
Professor R. GJr.ant, LL.D., F.U.S.

Wednesd.\y.—Societyof Arts.—" On the progress of
the Colonies," by J. Robinson, 8.

Thursday,—Society for the Encouragement of Fine
Arts,—" On Architecture connected with
tlie Structures of Civil Engineering," by
T, Page, Esq,, F,K,0,.S., F.G.S., s.

Royal Institution, Professor TynUall, L. L,D,,
F,R,S, 3,

Saturday-,—Royal Institution.—" On E.arly Roman
History," by Professor Seeley, at X

Si[iuli( ^t(im

TENDERS,
I?.\TTERSKA. — For liouee and schools, York-road,

C. A. Itlirkl.'v. r,i-,-)iit.Tt:—
Ke.;liliu^:il' i.'ieeepted) £4736

Beckenha.m.— I''.))- three shops at Beckenham, Kent.
jMessrs. Ilavwooilaud Blashill, architects. Quantities
be Mr. D. Oubitt Nicliols:—

Breeze and Emmett £2riM
Enuor 209?
Beeton 2000
Hill Ke.Iii.-ll Waldn-im 1908
(.'oIN .in.l .><(m 1978
tianiincni 1901
KiUK ami 8ou 1949
TuUy (accepted) 1875

Bedford.—For the erection of a new foundry, for
JMessrs. J. and F. Howard, Britannia Ironworks, Mr.
John Usher, architect. Quantities supplied:

—

Corby .and Son .«5071
Smith 4787 7 fl

Field 47.'i9

Dickens 4050
Young 4047
Nighling.ale 4567
Claridge 4560
Moore 452.3 10
Cunvin 44:)9

Winn and Foster (accepted) . . 4211
Loveday (too late) .3984

Brighton, — For erection of shop and dwelling-
house, Dukc-stx-cet, for Mr. Sendall. Goulty and
Gibbins, architects. Quantities supplied by Mr, J. C.
Lansdown :

—

Dancy £1240
Garrett 1240
G, Cheesman ami I 'o 1205
I-ockycr 1195 14
1!, Patching and t-on 1120
Dean and Bickersou 1003
J. Salter 1058

BuRNHAM.—For building a house at Bumham, near
Barton-on-Huraber, in the county of Lincoln, on the
estate of the Right Hon, the Earl of Yarborough ; It.

G, Smith, Esq., architect. Quantities supplied by
Messrs. Rake and Ramwell :—

W. Barrltt £2071
G. Jackson 2574
Hutchinson and Son 2400
Milton 2;128

Stamp 2234
Clarkson 2212

BURSLEM.—For the erection of four shop premises,
slaughter-house and stabling, &c., for Mr. Samuel
Knight, Newcastle - street, Burslem. Ralph Daiu,
architect. Quantities supplied ;

-

Slaughter-
Shop Premises, House & Total,

Stabling, &c.
Shaw S19,)D .. £322 .. £2272
Matthews 1937 10 .. 294 .. 22:il 10

"^Sc" .*! !«"* "0 •• 277 .. •2150 3

''cdtlhTow} '8^9 ' " 304 .. 2143

Blackurst., 1813 .. 285 .. 212,8

"^EstoKtej I'Ji^ .. 293 .. 2236

* Accepted.

Burslem,—For .additions to the Burslem Brewery,
for Mr, H, I'arker, Messrs, 11, .Scrivener and .Soil.

arehite".ts, llanley and Longton, Quantities sup-
plied ;

—

Mattliews £950 10

Bowden sm o o

Bennett and Cooke 910
liailey »W n

I'.arlow 880 U
Watkin (accepted) 8.51

BrindIey&Critchlow(rcc,tooltel 878
Derby,— For four cottages, tTttoxeter-road, for

William Halliday, Esq. Messrs. Thompson and Young,
architects :

—
Robert Bridgart £820
Benjamin Craddock 81118 I

Thomas L. Riley (accepted).... 782 9 8

<iREENM-irii.—For crecthig the New Prince Alfred
pubHe-house. in London-street, (ireenwich, for Mr,
Hodges. Mr. .lames Dudley, architect :—

Morgan £2188 10 n
Windows 2082
Bamford 2C4)
Disney 2000
Sabev imw
I'earson 1990
Say well 19.58

Turner .and Sons 1705
Hove. Brighton,—For erection of stables, &c,, at

Palmcira-mews, for George Vaughan, Esq, Goulty
and Gibbins, architects :

—
J. Levett £7D0
G, Chcesman and Co 750
E. Nash and Co 709
Lockyer COfl

London.— For memorial to be erected in the City of
London Cemetery, over the remains of persons buried
in the Church of St, Mary Somerset, Thames-street,
and recently removed, Messrs, Haywood and Blashill,
architects ;

—
Farmer and Brindley £,320
Dunkley 290 15
Druitt (accepted) 275

Lower Norwood,-For alterations to house on
Crown-hill, for Josiah Temple, Esq, Goulty and
Gibbins. architects :—

Deacon £415
Bovcr and Sons 390
W.' Weirds laecepted) 370

Newcasti.i>im>i;k-Lvme, — For laying out and
draining streits on lund at King:sfieldi for the New-
castle Villa Itesiilenee Society, Sir, C, Lynam, archi-
tect .and surveyor, Stoke-on-Trent :

—

Bryan £1260
Pearce 917 12 7J
Doury and Douring 909
J, andS, Smilli (,'i.eepte.l) ,.,, 892

Stratford,— For thr erntiim of St. Paul's Schools,
Stratford. Mr. II. ouuli. :iivliiteet :

—
Rivett (acceptedl £1330

Stratford.—For residence at Stratford-green, for
Mr. E, Hilleary Mr, Horace A, Alexander, architect.
Quantities not supplied ;

—

Pavitt £1195
Watercr 1475
Rivett (iccepted) 1471

Surrey.— For the erection of a new dwelling-house
at F.arncombe, SuiTey ; 5Ir, Henry Peak, architect,
Guildford, Quantities supplied :

—
20OZ, Sheet Glass.

"^^j^^J^^*'®
Mitchell, Godalming £1310 .. £1321 o'

Moon and Son, ditto 1300 . . 1327
Duke, F.arnham 1270 .. 1300
Loe, Guildford 1223 .. 1251
Nye, ditto 1212 17 4 .. 1231 7 4
Goddard&Son,F.aiuham •1173 .. 1190 10

• Accepted.

Wandsworth.—For alterations and additions to
mansion; Mr. Herbert Ford, architect :

—
Easton Brothers £5577
Dove Brothers 4567
W. Hensluaw 4.517

Gammon and Sons 42.39

F. Cooper 4106
E. Conder 2877
Scrivener and White 3751
A. Kilby 3675
R, Aviss and Co 3056
Adamson and Sons 3620
^Y. Tongue 3500
Crabb and Vaughn 3428

COMPETITIONS.

Fltmouth.—July U.— Foi* designs, plans, and esti-

mates for a new Guildhall, with law courts and public
otficcs. First premium, £100; second, £75; third, £50.
Mr. WhileforU. town clerk, Guildhall, I'lymouth.
Lincoln.—June 14.--For plans and designs for a

new church, fllr. T. Heffernau, Secretarjr, Lincoln.
(TLui:ci;sTf:R.--M:iy 2r— I'laas ami si)ecitication'i for

rebuilding Minsterwith Church. Kev. A Nettleship.
Minsterwith Vicarage, Gloucester.
RrcKMANSWORTH.'-For plans for a new town-hall,

56 feet long by 28 feet wide, and other builaiugs. Town
Hall Company Rickmansworth.
Glamorgax.—July 1,—Plans and specifications for

restoration of parish church of Llautriaaut. Rev. J.

Powell Jones. Llantrisant Vicarage, Pontypridd.
CiRENCEBTER.—May 29.—For designs for the erec-

tion of two chapels upon intended new burial ground,
and an entrance lodge. R. Kllett, clerk, Cirencester.

Vienna, Austria.—For designs, plans, estimates,

&c.. for the erection of a New Town H.all. For par-
ticulars. Austrian Consul-General, Pari?.

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BITILDING
ESTIMATES.

Ilklet.—June 1,>.—For the orc'tinn and comple-
tion of One, Two, or Three Hlocks of seml-dctachrd
Villa residences in Parish Gill-road, Ilkley. Thomas
Marshall, architect, St. Mark's-road. JJngbie Field,

Leeds.

Ilkeston.- May 17.—For the erection of new gas-
works for the Ilkeston Gas Company, li. Wilsou,
Manager, Ilkeston Gasworks.
Kiiis(;uovf;,—May 17.—For Sewcnn? part of the

district. Mes-irs. Scrivoncr and Son, architects.

Haul •>-.

Titi.MTV HofSE.—May 24.—For constructing and
erecting an Iron lleacon on the Great Anquctta Kock.
near Gorey, .leraey. U. Alloti, accrftary, Tiinlty
House, London.
GR,VNTnAM.—May 2'3.—For cleansing a part of the

River Witham, tlie shire dniiii, and siimlry other
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Jlr. F. Miilin, Clerk of Scwcr.i,

11 -5r:iy 10.—Fornltcrntious at the R;^c-

^lc-s^s. I.nw anil Sons, arcliitects, Priory

il IJltOU.

M;iv '^J.—For ciitti-f;- the Keiii> nixl

iiiiii.'.ii nf the shire drain in the pari^h^s

liuMi-r Ion. and Long Bcnuingtou. 0.of Clayi'.'l

TnlleUtS. N. U.llK, l.Ml.nni.

Anf-RDri N II M i;ni i:.—.Tunc IS.—For the iliversion

of the River Dm. ;in.l other v.-ork.s, J. Any us. Clerk

to the Harbour Commissioners, To\ni House, Aber-

deen.

I! vnciiESTON.—M.-iy 2i.—For the restoration ol the

]'ari»li Church. Mr. Christian, 8.1, WTiltehall riaie,

S.W.
XEWcA.sTi,E-rNDER-LYME.—May 17.—For certain

works in Albcrl-Bircct. Jlr. 11. Chapman, architect

and surveyor, Newcastle.

I
iAnMiR.4.i,TY.—,Tuno 1.—For the supply of r.,600 Bolts

nf Canvas. A. Brndv, Superintendent of Contracts,

Whitehall.

CiTT OF London.—.Tune 1.—For repairing the Car-

riage-ways of St. I'aul's-churclivard and Floct-strcct.

,T. Daw, Principal Clerk, Sewers Office, Guildhall.

CiTT OF LoNOOV.—.Tune 1.—For cleansing and re-

pairing Sewers. J. Daw, Principal Clerk, Sewers
Office, Guildhall.

Swindon. Wii.t.s.—Jfnv 21 —For the erection of a

Boys', Girls', and Infants' Si-liocl. ;nul
'

dcnce. T. S. Lansdowni.arrliitcil. I'.^illi-

Strand Union.—May is. -For p;iiiiti

repairs at the Union OHi

is' i;c

1.1 ^m

ilU Gas Mete
Uow-Btroet, Covent-garden

BiLBOA, SrAiN.—For Li;4ht

rista and Co., London.
BrAliMARIs.-May 19.— For the erection of a Chapil

for the Welsh Calviriistic Methodists in Chuich-slrcet.

Si. O. Thomas, architect, Tan-y-bryn, Menai-bridge.

Midland Railwav.-5I.iv is.—For the erection of

thirty cottages at Wellinboro". J. William, secretary,

Derby.
Salford and Preston.—Jfay 19.—For the erec-

tion of (Jymnasia in the Barracks. Colonel W. G.
ITanilcy, Royal lOngiueer Office, Manchester.

Maidstonf, —For the erection of a Gvmnasinm at

the Barracks. Hoyal Engineer Office, Chatham,

"Dover. -For the erection of a Canteen and Recrca-
tiou-room at the Citadel. Western Heights. T.ient.-

Colonel (i. Wrottcsley, Royal Engineer Office. Arch-
cliff Fort, Dover.

LiNCOLN.siiiRE Cot)NTV Lunatic ASTi.rM.—May20.
—For tenders for the outside painting (labour only) of

the Asylum at Bracebridge. It. Toynbee, clerk to the
visitors, Lincoln.

Lower Norwood.—For buUling four pairs of Villas

and one House. Mr. A. Bridgniari, .architect, 105, Lon-
don-wall, E.C.

At.dersiiot.—^lav '~.">.—For the external Painting
:ind Whitewa.-iliing of the Royal Artillery and E.ist

try r..iit:iit,s. (..l.mcl Commanding Officer, Roval
Kn- illi.' .Vl.I.ishi

WinNr.s Gas WoitKs—For Gasholder Tank, Ac,
Gasholder, Catt-lrou Pipes, Pipe-Laying, Retort-
liouse, *c. A. Field, l.;nginecr to the Local Board,
Public Hall, Widnes.
Colchester.-.Tnne 1.—For the Disposal of the

Town Scwagi>. II. S. Goody, Clerk to the Commis-
sioners, North-hill, Colchester.

Galway.—'May 24.— For Deepening and Improvhig
the Entrance to the Wet Dock. Constnieting a Dry
Dock, a Pier and (iraving Bank, and the Repair of
Quays. IL Stephens, secretary. Harbour Office,

Galway.
East Indian Railway Company.—May 20.—For

the .'^upply and Delivery of Cast-iron Telegi-aph P(»sts

and Wroiight-Iron Crimes. D. .1. Noad, Managing
Director, Xicholas-lane, E.C.

Milton Poou-Law Union. — Sfay 10.—For the
erection of two new Receiving AVardsi at their Work-
house at Milton, next Sittingbourne. W. .T. Ilairis,

Clerk to the Guarcliinis. .Sittingbourne.
Fenton.- Miiv 'JO, --For the erection of BM'-k-

mnking Shiil. for Mr. .T. Bourne. Mr. C. Lynam,
architect. sii,Uc-oii- Ircnt.
Leamim;ton LoiAi. Board or ITr.Ai.Tn. — May

IRth.—For the supi.lv of 1,000 tons of llartshill Stone.
200 tons of llartshill (iromc, 30 tons of Mountsonell
by 3 paving cubes, 3 I>ineal yards of York Kerbing,

'C'in. by jin. H. C. Passman, solicitor, clerk.

PROPERTY SALES.—^

—

May 4.

At the Mart.—By Messrs. Debenbam, 'J'ew-<on.

and Farmer.— T.,easehoIil residences. No. 11. Ilig!.bu-v-
crescent, tenn nrj years from ISIO, at £20 jjer aui.uni -
sold for £2,200.
By Messrs. Driver.—Freehold ground-rents, nmonnt-

ing to £112 10s. per auniltn. sccnwd on 2',* houses, shops,
yanls. fiv., in lirunel-street and Glyn-street, Vau.\hali—£2,iro.
tVcehoId ground-rents, amounting to .Cr2 lOs. per

annum, securt
'

• • - -

lireniises in
XI.(HO.

I''reehohl ground-rents, amounting to £.-,r 10s. per
anuiim, secureil on twelve houses, shops and premises

Ill-street, Vauxhall—£1,270.
trtMinifing to .ciuijier annum.

^ecuiv I '. :t ml premises, situate ill

Krwltri.! , ,,,,, -, .,,. :|[ .-,n.
Fieeli.'l ! I .,.] ;

: Killing to £271 per an-
num, sc; I .11 _,, 1, „,, ,, .,ii,,|„, anil iiremises ill

«;oding-strfrt. Italian-walk, and Auckiand-strccI,
Vauxhall— £n.:t.v>.

Krecliohl ground-rents, amounting lo £.10 per an-
i;;i,n. secured on six houses in Goding-.stree(, Vauxhall

ilil

Freehold ground-rents, aniouutiug to £211 iic-r annum
secured on live houses aud premises in Garden-terrace,

(;oiling-strpi't. Vauxhall— £i'i'2.>.

I'l 1 I. 1. 1 ^r.inid-rcnts, amounting to £10 per annum,
liises aud shops in l'i)per Kennington-

|;ilM \ ,:: 1. , tO.-jO.

l; \i, ., 'iiru and Son.—Fivehnld plot oi' land

fi- ,1 • x.n-,, 111.1. East Shni-n-c;.-.

Fii-.li..!il|il..l "f l.-inil fn.iiiiij 1 ].ii. r sheen-road-
-csj; iiiii,.--:: .; .iiui. •:-,,

h.iiil iiicssii!i"|. piiini.-^i> iiii'l .-iiil'ling. sitiiati.'

in Dulwich-roail, tenn .s.s Mar- h nm Ivju, at £l:! per

Huuum— ,£0;io.

Piece of land with three greenhouses thereon, m rear

of above—JEll.'i.

May .->.

At the 3I.\RT.—By JIi--r- ' Ii'i ^ i .iM j-.i-thy,

and Chinnock.—Leasehol.t uv " nil N.*^ "',

Ilarlpy-street. and 2. \\ i . ui'i . --i i
.

i
i i,\. u.liah-

I ,
111 : :. ' h.iuses, No. '^0 to 35,

,\i nil I
, -I,.,,. \\ I -1111111-1.

, i.ii.ilucing £430 per an-
num, mill j; y.aii, iioiii 1.-W-, at £1 per annum—
£:i.is2U.

Leasehold house. No. 18, Duke-street, also No. 28,

Thnuias-street. Oxford-street, producing £370 per an-
iinin. l"nii cli.vrn years unexpired, at £l:t(i 10s. per an-

Ir, 1
I in 111 1 iiiiiil-rcut of £10 per annum, arising from

Nil- . iiiiiil : I, I'rinces-road. S'otting-liill, and 1, St.

I'l, 111, 1.1 ^luiiMil-vcTit i.r j;5 per ainium, arising

f N.. .', .^i .l.,liirs-|.|MC-,.. N,.ttin--liill-£llj.

1 re. Iinlil mnun.l-i-eiit of till per annum arising

(i..ni .N.i.s. :: and T'J, I'limes-luail, Xotting-hill—

I'leeliold ground-ront of £10 per annum, arising
fr.ini Vos. Hi and 8:1 l*rinces-road— £2-2.5.

Fi ..h.il.l i;Tniind-reut of £i'i per annnm. ariMUg from
No W, ( liarl.ille-teiriice. St .laines-s.|nare tl-'..

Freeh. .Ill m-.innil-renl o( tr. per aiiiiuni. ariMiig from
N.. :; lliiirl.ilt.i-lnra.ie. SI. .1aiiie--<.inii|-e - ': r.'5.

; fromV. pi
-£13James-squar

liiiliii I, . Il ni £1'. per annum, arising from
.\.. i, ( I -I. .lames-square—£130.

Fill hiil-i 1 i.iiiii.l I. Ill i.f .£f> per annum, aiisiug from
No. I'., Cliarl.'.tle-t.rrace, St. James-square—£130.
Freehold ground-rent ol £0 per annum, arising from

No. 7, Charlotte-terrace, St. James-square—£130.
By Messrs. Brewer aud Son.—Freehold plot of build-

ing land, situate at Lcyton. Essex—£125.
By Jlessrs. Gardiner and Son.—Copyhold house and

shop. No. 08, Ltimbeth-walk, let at £48 per annum—
£500.

MAY G.

.\T THE 5I.\RT.—By Mcssi-s. Wallen and Clunn.—
Freehold 12a. Or. 34p. of building land, situate at
Totteliliaui—sold for £3.200.
Freeh. .Ill r.ii ir ••.|. ..1 m.a.L.w laii.l. w ith farmvard.

Freelii.lil e-i:ii.' ii.inii! i-iiiL 111.- iii.h-i and homestead
of" Wliali l.iiiie Kiinii," Willi ;;ar.l. ns, nivliard, andtwo
pieces of land niljoining. containing 8a. Or. 34p., situate
at Dageuliam, Esse.K—£1,48 i.

Freehold 7<a. ur. lOp. of land, situate as above—
£1.100.
Freehold 33a. 2r. 32p. of land, situate as above—

£3,500.
Freehold "a. 3r. 17p. of land, situate as above—.£670.

Freehold 8a. 3r. 18p. of land, situate as above—
£1,100.
By .'Messrs. H.irds, Vaughan, and Leifchild.—Free-

hold residence, No. 10, Union-street, St. Paul, Dcptford.
annual value £32 per annuni- C f.'o,

Freilh.l.l resiil.ii.i ,
\.i 1, ^Hi 1, i ii; -. Blythc-MU,

Slali-leail-line. iiiM I 1 :
I :'

' iiim-£020.
Freeh. il. I renin I

-i 'nu- from Nos.
2 lo 111. All.iiiii-ei.iii I: ii'l

. 11 • 1 --C.-riO.

r .'iiM I in rij. 1.1 l.iiil.iiiiu tanil. situate on the
re m: K -lell TO Maiden— £1!KI.

I M, ..wiion an.l Hariliiig.—Leasehold resi-
.1 \e 11 ' i.riiwall-pl;u-e. lloUowav, temi 50 years
iiii.-ipiiv.l. Ill i;jperauuuni-£435.
Leasehold Ihiusi'. No. 47, Newton-street, Hoxton, let

at £10 per annum, tenn 00 years unexpired, at £5 per
aumnii—£370.
Freehold house. No. 17, Camden-passage, Upper-

stn - ...
11 -£430.

*iiiirs-r.r..!, ranonbury, producing £66 per annum—

r.i Ml
1 W liitp and Berry.—Leasehold residence,

1

I

1. k-street.Canibndgc-square,Tvburuia,
111! 'I ijii II nnum. tenn fi6J years unexpired, at .£13

le.M ].! .1 i.i
I

-III ,11 Knell
l;> .Ml, I, , \\ i]-..iil;ruilui.-. Freehold estate, known

as the \alle\-. eomprising a residence, with stabling
and meadows of about 2/11. 2r. 13p., situate at Bromley.
Kent— C7...0".

At ri.Mii! vM iv's— l!v Ml- T. J. Sharp—Leasehold
two resiiii 111 I - Nn- i. i.i i ," '1

1

lii.ii ni-ove. Upper
Hollow.-i.\ . iiiiiiiiil \ iiliii 1,1, 1,1,

,
• II 'I.- years uuex-

Leasehol.l -li..;. an.l in.iiii .- N.i 7, Milton-grove,
annual Vlilne C In. tenn similar to almve, at £8 6s. per
anuuni-£300.

May 7.

At the Mart.— By Jlessrs. Rushw-orth, Abbott,
and Co.—Leasehold house, shop, and premises. No. 172,
Oxford-street, term 34 years unexpired, at £130 per
aiiuuni—sold for £.510.

Freehold 2a, .'ir. :ip. of building land, situate at Slort-
lake, Surrey—£1,89,1.

May 11.
At the 5r,\RT.—By ^Tessrs. Farebrother, Chirk, and

Co.-Fii-<.hohlrc«ide...... N.. .. HaIham-grovc,Balh3ni,
let at t.'.5 iier .•iiiin.iii --i

I i-i ei.oiiu.

Freehold gi-oiiii.i .
i *

1

1 1 is. per annuiu, sccurod
on N... 1-., linlliaiii ;

i. '

I inr C-,'.s<l.

Bv .Mei^srs. Del. nliinii. 1
. .i i.ni, and Farmer.—Free-

hold residence, kaown as .\ lon-honso, .Vctou, with

stabling, ontbuililiuy-s, aud paddock, containing 3a. or.

4p.— .=old lor j;5.iyo.

By Mr. Sallell.—Copyhold ground-rent of fi.M per
annum, secured on Nos. IS. 50, 52, 5 1, 56, 5.S, GO, and 62,

High-street. Plaistow^—sold for £375.

Freehold, two houses, Nos. 32 to M, Lant-street,

Borough, producing £74 128. per annum-sold for £s.jO.

BATH STONE OF BEST QUALITY.
K.iND.M.i. and Sai-nders, Qu.arrymen and Stone

Jlerchaiits, Bath. List of I'lnces at tlie Quarries and
Depots J

also Cost fur Transit to any part of the United
Kingdom, furnishedon application to Bath Stone Office,

Corsham, Wilts.—[Advt.J

KRI

(TO sin
Davey. Hen

May 31, at 11-
hill. builder. :

fro
Batty. (Jeorge. FnU'..

11—Cooper, Charles,
mason, .May Is. ill 'i'

shire, iilnm''. i
,

'iln -.

Shepton Mi
.Mudge. M 1

I
1

buil.lei-s, il

uiid.-i--l,Mii 1

Briijlili.ii
I

.
i

BANKRUPTS.
[Kiiii>av. M.vv ;,]

.lohn-strect. Adelplu,

ntry.)
lilder. May -24 at
n-kshire. stoue-
Iile-ley, Lauca-

,, I 'harles P.,
Tiv 21. at 11—
I-,' I'lvmouth,

av :.'. a! II—Smith, Joseph,
. ,-itn—Wallev James, Tun-

stall l.n. I
:

I II 11—Wilson, Frederick, Not-
tingham,, i r. Miiv III. at lO.J.

DECL.^n.vrioNs or dividends.
George Bruce Ramsay, Smethwiek, StalTordshire,

builder, 1st dividend of Id-Owen Robert Rowlands,
Bangor, joiner, 1st dividend of 2s. Id.

B.\.NKRUPT dividend MEETINGS.
June 4, .1. C. Kemp, Exeter, timber dealer—ilay 10,

R. G. Wilde aud J. B. WiUle, Chesterfield, timber iner-

eliants—Jlay '20, T. Monkiuan, Wetwang, Yorkshire,
joiner.

partnerships DISSOLVED.
E. Reed and Elizabeth

shire, painters—J.
Held, brickmaker--
,Tordan, aud W. ^

deceased), Torqna

1. Northallerton, York-
I .T W, JIaudson. Shef-

A\-. D. Webber. J.
iii.irs of J. Webber,

. iiiints-.L O, Blythe,
.\. lleekens, Liverpool,
id J. Uawes, Suuder-

W. Blythe. R. Bl
paint uicrch.auts—

T

l.and, house-builders,
[Tuesday, May 11.]

(to surrender at basingii.vll-street.)
Hamerton, Jtiles, Albert-street, Wandsworth-road,

builder, Jlay 31, at l-3Iargelt3, Cornelius, Albert-
road, Ne , builder, Jtay 26, nt 2.

Bridgwai.
May 22, ai I

ham, engine.
Bristol, mas
mason, fllay

Miiv

1, Jlay
11 -Ki.v

It l-;-l.i

srnv).
..eiiach-bnilder.
I'.tavdoin, Dur-

ili. (-'harles Vest,
,

11.111., Tenby,
I'l - ..imlee..at lii-l'liillips..l..iiii 1

contractor.'May 21, at II—Pindi i
,

1

ter. bouse decorator. .Iiiue s. ai - - -
.

,. i i .lob.

Asliby-de-la-Zouch, plumber. 31ay ->. at i i - s-uininer-

hayes, Samuel, Weston-super-Mare. builder,ilay 22, at

11—Waters, John, Truro, builder. May 22, at 11.

DECLARATION OF DIVIDEND.
W. Airey. Liverpool, joiner, dividend of 4d.

SITTINGS FOR LAST EXAJIINATION.
June 17, T. M. Gladstone, York Chambers, Adelphi,

cinsultinueneineer—June 14. M. Chamberlain, Laven-
(Iii i.M'l. I liipliiiii .lull.-lion, builder—June 15. A.
.1 , -II ,,. ' I ,-liller—Juue 17. W. Parratt,
I,:, I

- iiil.Ier—Juiie4, W. J. Shotton,
Smiiliii.i ,!, I'l.liii'.i -.lime 11, 'SV. Spooner. Man-
chester, easHiter - .liiue 15. K. Edwards. 3Iaidenliead,
builder—May '20, B. Potts, Addingham, Yorkshire,
strnemasou—May 24, W. Griffin, Bristol, ii-ouraonger

—

May 24, H. Hale, Bristol, mason— Jlay 25. K. Leaman,
Bristol, g.-ii litter.

LATEST PRICES OF JIATERIAIS USED
IN CONSTRUCTION.

St. .T.ilin. N.n.

Dnntzic oak 4

.. yellow pine
Lfttinvood, Dftnt. fm,

., St l"l>urjr.

hj- 9 ill, duty Ss. per

2nd do IS 10 1

.\r.-liiiiigel. .vuUow .. 10 Id 13 I»
St, l\-;.>n,l,nrp, vcl... 10 16 IS 10

6 10 7 10
Mcii-.Kl

tiollicnburff, vollow 8 9 1.'.

VfOiUl . . 7 10 e i»
9 10 m

ChristinnlA. pop C,

D.-i-k I'lnnk. Piliiluc

Son!, pnlo .. per t

Whale. Sth Sea, pali

OliTe. Gftllipoli..

Cocoiinut, Cochin,

,44 ib a
) 40
. S3

22 es

S7 3J

JfRTALS.

I'ip-. Kiisrli^h iK-r tor

.. Spnnit-h Sof I do.
Shot. Potoiit do.

.sh.^t do.
WIu!o do.

OOPPKH :—
Shoot it Shenthinjr, & Bolt ^icrtoo 78 PO

Hnmi)](>rod Bottoms • «'o. (WOO
Vhit BoltoiuK, not hammered • An. 83
CHkt) nnd Touffh Inevt do.

JU-M Suloclcd do. 76 77
AiiftfmHoii ^o. 76

YcL Metal SbtMthinff & Rwl' i.f r IK 6i
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THE ECCLESIASTICAI, DILAPIDA-
TION BILL, 1869.

AT a moment wlien some are declaring the

number of bishops too small for the

spiritual efficiency of the Church, and when
secular courts are open for the careful adjust-

ment of all temporal questions between church-

men and laymen indiscriminately, the bishops

themselves are seeking an unwonted jurisdic-

tion in the perfectly mundane disposition of

decayed walls, leaky roofs, and worm-eaten
timbers. After a lapse of seven years, a so-

called Ecclesiastical Dilapidation Bill floats in

the Parliamentary atmosphere, and it will be

seen whether cause can be shown for any
essential change in the existing law. It

would have been as well to call this a Clerical

Dilapidation Bill, for the matter concerns the

clergy more than the Church. What the

future of the nave may be in the absence of

compulsory rates is not discussed, and the

chancel may be dismissed as devolving upon

the usually wealthy rector, impropriator, or

patron. But questions concerning the state of

the parsonage affect parochial incumbents of

all gi'ades. At this time, however, considera-

tion may be directed to the general question of

expedienc}' rather than the details nf the mea-
sure. No law could well bo complained of as

too much in accordance with the ordinary

customs of honourable and solvent men, but a

strong and valid objection might be raised

against a rule that would preclude the natural

and spontaneous exercise of habits so de-

sirable. Where the natural action is correct,

interference must be unnecessar3^ Safeguards

should only appear where perversion and
default begin. If this may be assumed witli

regard to laws in any case, it would seem
strange that those affecting English incum-
bents should form a special exception, for they

must be as fully entitled as other people to

freedom in the management of their own
affairs so long as the course most satisfactory to

themselves is without prejudice to otliers. Now,
incumbental dilapidations constitute a subject

that concerns the holders of benefices, patrons,

and incumbents, in a chief and immediate
degree, if not exclusively. It is one, there-

fore, in which they ought to be the jirincipal

actors, and any measure that would place

them under an initial disability in this respect

must be unwarrantable and distasteful. Let
us consider the relations of incumbents to each
other and to parsonages in the absence of

compulsory regulations. The first holder of a
benefice commonly starts with a new house,

free of cost, and requiring no repair for many
years. Just as the necessity for expenditure
comes he may vacate the living, and leave the
repairs to be done by his successor, to whom he
ought, however, to make compensation. The
successor might find it convenient to retain the
money, and put up with discoloured paint and
faded decorations. Thus it would be only as

the house grew otherwise untenable that it

would receive any reparation at all, and so
would wear out at the quickest rate compatible
with any usage short of absolute neglect and
.abandonment. When reduced to its ultimate

state of decay rebuilding must take place at

the expense of the incumbent for the time
being, who may have but recently entered into

possession, and have been unable to recover

anything from an insolvent predecessor. He,
therefore, stands in a worse position than the

first incumbent by the total cost of the parson-

age. At the moment preceding the rebuilding

the value of the advowson or jmtronage would
be similarly reduced. The dilapidator depre-
ciates the income of his successor, and tlie

capital value of the right of presentation ; but

can it be said that the Church in its corporate

capacity is greatly or very directlj' affected
"

It cannot, indeed, be denied that buildings

essential and appropriate to a benefice ought
to be kept in a state of efiiciency. The orde

and condition of a pastor's house must influence

liis mind, his family, and his flock, but other

considerations may at times be yet more im-
perative and w-eighty. The only indemniiy to

be insisted on bj' the Church would seem to be
an adequate fund for renewing the parsonage
whenever the term of its duration expires,

and such a fund would be of very simple

provision. The incumbent who rebuilds a
parsonage commonly mortgages the revenues

of his living for the repayment of capital and
interest in a series of years, performing mean-
while all ordinary repairs. The original in-

cumbent entered the benefice with anew house,

free from debt, and consequently under excep-

tionably favourable circumstances. Now, if

this first one were obliged to pay a sum, not for

capital expended on his house, but equivalent

to interest only, for, let us say, thirty years, it

would adequately constitute a " fabric fund,"

deposited for accumidation with the governors

of Queen Anne's Bounty, who may be regarded

as standing trustees in clerical affairs. If

money has to be advanced on the security of

livings the governors advance it, and any form
of supervision as to its outlay directed by them
might well be satisfactoiy to the bishop. Yet the

bishops appear unaccountably desirous of en-

gaging in a business that so remotely concerns

them. Dilapidations are of all subjects in the

world the most incapable of spiritualisation

—

they cannot be brought into the same category

as points of doctrine and moral conduct, but

are essentially temporal and secular. The
sums at stake are often small and easily ad-

justed by the parties concerned, and, in case of

dispute, are far more readily handled and de-

termined by proceedings at common law than

they could be in episcopal courts—a fonn of

machinery proposed, but one that would be
irksome in operation, if not constantly out of,

gear. The sole benefit to be looked for is the

equalisation of clerical incomes by preventing

the accidental derangements above explained,

butif itbeby keeping them at or belowthe pre-

sent minimum, the benefit must be purely hyjio-

thetical
;
yet such must be the inevitable conse-

sequence of bringing buildings at fi'equent

periods to a state of completeness that would
preclude all further expense for years to come,
and effectually exonerate an official surveyor.

There are sound reasons in favour of leaving

to incumbents the privilege of appointing

their own surveyors, and there is no scarcit}' of

highly qualified and experienced men ; while

the concentration of large masses of business

into a few favoured channels is prejudicial to

the general body, and imdesirable. But the

first consistent approach to reform is already in

the power of the bishops themselves. They
enjoy no inconsiderable authority as patrons,

and they may in that capacity, devise, enforoe,

and test any improvement for which they may
think fit to stipulate. The patron, indeed,

whether interested beneficially or as trustee,

would seem to bo the natural guardian of

a benefice, and proper enforcer of rules for

preserving the eipiability of its revenues so far

as they may be alfected by expenditure for re-

pairs, which constitutes the end and aim of all

legislation or trouble about dilapidations.

The success of such a trial would be the

most encouraging plea for an extension of the

plan, but at present it may be objected that

new laws are asked for those who have neglected
to exercise .such as exist. Extension might
still, however, admit of limits far short of

general application. There are approximately

13,000 parochial benefices (of which say 10,000
have incumbental houses or buildings) in

England and Wales, the numbers in public

and private patronage being curiously equal.

Two grand classes are therefore presented,

and the question arises whether each should

not receive a peculiar form of dilapidation
]

government. A common end may be desir-

able, though to be reached bj' different,

courses. It may be perfectly just to ])lace

pulilic property under the control of specially

appointed public officers, and for the Legis-
lattno to determine the conditions to which
benefices in public patronage shall bo subject,

while the application of the same rule to the
other class might amount to an indefensible

attack upon private rights. It would be, at

any rate, safer to test the working merits of

any plan bj' an Act restricted to the public
class, where the patronage is merely official

and unsaleable. If the Crown, the Lord
Cliancellor, the Universities, and other public

corporations invested with Church patronage
were to acquiesce in a scheme for the manage-
ment of buildings connected therewith, it

would be seen whether the advantages were
such as to induce private holders of advowsons
to avail themselves of the plan. It would cer-

tainly be a forcible example were the Lord
Chancellor, with a patronage of hundreds of
livings, to consign their management, in things

legal and temporal, to ecclesiastics, but one
more edifying would be presented if some of
the latter divested themselves, as the Chan-
cellor has done, of jiart of their advowsons, in

order to secure the better endowment of the

rest. This kind of self negation in the upper
quarters of the Church would have the lia]ipiest

influence on lay patrons, but it is obvious that,

although a certain discipline may reasonably

be enforced in the public class, it ought to

be simply permissive and optional with the

other.

A common provision against damage by fire

might, no doubt, be usefully set on foot by
subjecting all incumbental structures to a small

annual rate to Queen's Anne's Bounty, -on a

scale determinable by that board.

AECHITECTUEAL EDUCATION.

THE general committee recently appointed

to consider this subject, consisting of

members of the Institute of British Architects,

the Royal Academy, the Architectural Ex-
hibition, the Architectural Association, and
the Architectural Museum have issued their

report.

The committee hesitate at present to recom-
mend the foundation of a " School of Art
accessorial to Architectm-e," but have deemed
it expedient in commencing their labours not

only to investigate that question, but to extend

their inquiries over the whole range of archi-

tectural education, falling back as a basis on

which to work on the experience gained in es-

tablishing the Voluntary Architectural Exami-
nation. The voluntary examination, as our

readers are aware, was established in 186.3.

As yet the success anticipated in connection

with the movement has not been achieved.

Probably the reasons as.signed by the com-
mittee for this are correct—viz., 1st, the ab-

sence of a formal certificate of having passed

the examination ; 2nd, the want of such a

stimultis or pressiu-e as wotild make the passing

uf I uch an examination professionally neces-

sary ; 3rd, inefficient preliminary edtication

;

•1th, want of system in architectural education.

The conmiittee, therefore, propose that a cer-

tificate be granted to all who pass the voluntary

.architectural examination, subject to a rule

that each passed student wishing to receive

such certificate must produce a testimonial

certifying that he has worked at least foiu"

years in an architect's office ; this term to bo
commttted to three years in the ca.se of those

wlio continue their education at either of the

I'nivcrsities, (he Science Schools of King's

College, or any other recognised body. With
respect to the second question, the report ex-

presses fears that the growth of such a
stimulus or pressure as would induce and oblige

students to submit themselves for examin.ation

must necessarily be a work of time, developing

itself the more naturally as a more ]icrfect

svstem of architectural education becomes cs-
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tablislied. At the same time tlie committee

suggest that at some future time passing tlie

examination in the class of proficiency shall bo

regarded as a qualification absolutely necessary

for the membership of the Institute. The
third cause of failure—inefficient preliminary

education—is one which architectural societies

can do but little to remedy. To efforts such

as are being made by the Society of Arts to

enlarge the sphere of general education, and to

give instruction in science and art, the com-
mittee look for aid to overcome this difficulty.

It is, however, to the want of system in ar-

cliitectural education that most serious atten-

tion has been given, the members of the

committee believing that it will be possible for

the Institute—without incurring much ex-

pense nr dep;irting from the objects for which
it was ffiuiidod—to adopt measures calculated

to raise the standard of the profession and in-

crea.se its strength. Owing to the shortened

period of pupilage, and the increased number
of subjects with which it is necessary that the

architecturalstudent should become acquainted,

it is found that sufficient time is not afforded

for acquiring the necessary knowledge by
routine alone. Professional students also com-
]jlain that there seems to be no curriculum laid

dc/wn to indicate the progressive course of

study by which the subjects should be taken
up seriatim, and thus it frequently happens
that the termination of their articles finds them
ignorant of many of the most essential qualifi-

cations for architectural practice. It was sup-

posed that the establishment of the Voluntary
Examination, the promulgation of an authori-

tative list of subjects with which it was de-

sirable for an architect to bo acquainted, and
the naming of a series of books to be read and
studied at leisure, would no longer give the

student reason to say that ho did not know
what to learn or where to learn. Experience,
however, has proved that books by themselves
are not sufticient, and tliat without any of the
progressive series of tests or examinations
similar to those held in colleges and schools,

the pupil shrinks fiom taking all the subjects

at one time to ])a.ss them in a three days' ex-
amination. To meet this combination of diffi-

culties, the committee recommend " that a pre-

liminary examination be held in elementary
subjects open to all students who have been at

least one year in an architect's office," and tliat

pupils preferring to wait until the final exami-
nation be also then required to pass in these
elementary subjects. A competent knowledge
of some of the subjects required in the \'olun-

tary Examination is not to be obtained in any
architect's office, and it becomes, therefore,
necessary to consider whether sources of in-

fitruction outside the profession cannot be
utilised for the benefit of tlic student. Such
sources undoubtedly exist, but the mischief is

tliat very little, if any, use is made of them.
Instruction in architectural drawing is to be
obtained at South Kensington ; in fi-eehand
drawing at. South Kensington, South Lambeth,
and other (governmental and private drawing
schools ;

in clcinentary design, althougli only
to a limited extent, in the chisscs of the Archi-
tectural Association

; in jjcrspcctive, at the
diove-named schools, and at the Royal Aca-
demy to their students. Complete courses of
lectures on matliematics, physics, mensura-
tion, &c., are held at King's and University
Colleges, besides others on materials and con-
struction, and the history of architecture.

A few of these only are held in the daytime,
and as yet no means have been afforded to

pupils of attending them. With regard to

evening classes, the committee believe that in

the architectural, as in other professions, stu-
dents are not likely to attend them in any
great numbers. Tliis fact must, therefore, be
recogni.scd, and opportunities given to students
in London and provincial towns to attend
certain day courses before any great improve-
ment can be effected.

Another inqmrtant question considered by
the Committee wa.s whether anv additions to,

or modifications in, existing institutions could

be made so as to bring them more effectually

within the reach of students. Such advantages
will be undoubtedly aft'orded in the new pre-

mises of tlie Architectural Museum. Instruc-

tion will be there given in freehand drawing
from the ornamental casts of all periods and
coimtries, and those attending will have the

bcnefik of the supervision of some of the best

leading architects. It is also to be hoped that

the Royal Academy, with its increased accom-
modation, may be willing, on the recommend-
ation of the Institute, to establish schools for

architectural drawing aud freehand drawing
from the antique and the ornamental cast.

The complete courses of instruction open at

King's College for the especial benefit of civil

and mechanical engineers, might, too, be ex-

tended so as to admit of the special instruction

of the young architect. To University College,

with its reputation of having established tlie

only Art Professorship in England—that of

Architecture—the Committee look for the art-

istic education of the architect [at some future

day. With the Science and Art Schools soon

to be established there, aud the lectures on
materials, construction, and history of ar-

chitecture in conjunction with the prac-

tical training to bo received in the office,

a complete system of architectural education

might be obtained, but to be turned to good
account, together with other opportunities, the

Committee believe it absolutely requisite

that it should be reduced to a comprehensive
scheme to be readily understood by architects,

students, and the public, generally. They
therefore recommend to the serious attention

of the Institute—as the senior and only eliar-

tered body of the profession—the following

proposition :

—

Ist. " Tliat a text book or pamphlet should be pre-

pared containing a complete curriculum of study fof

tlie arcliitectural student, jtointing out where anii

when, (in addition to office iiistiurtion) courses of

lectures specialty' pertaining tu tlie [irufession can be

obtained with advantage, and giving a limited number
of books in which the best iufurmation is to be had
ill a condensed form."

In this book special account should betaken
of the numerous prizes offered by the Institute,

the Royal Academy, University and King's

Colleges, and the Architectural Association.

It should suggest the periods at which they all

might be competed for with advantage, and

set forth how they all should tend to the

passing of the Voluntary Architectural Exami-
nation.

2iid. "That a certiticatc be gr.anted to all who
pass the Voluntary Architectural Kxamiuatioii c--ta-

blished by the Institute, and in addition that s..mo

especial incentive ^huulii he gi\oii l-y tlic Institute,

endeavouring, if possible, tu i'uuiid a money schtdar-

ship for the |>upil who shall pass first each year, oc if

this cannot be at once managed, by giving one or

more medals."
3rd. " That at some future period the Membership

of the Institute be made dependent on tho passing of

the Voluntary Architectural Examination in the

Class of Proficiency."

4th. " That a preliminary Examination be held in

elementary subjects, open to all students who have
been at least one year in an Architect's oJtice."

5th. " That the" Institute should assist the Archi-
tectural Association to carry out the drawing school

which it was proposed by that society to establish

this session."

And—
(jth. " That an Architectural Committee be

appointed, consisting of members of the Royal Insti-

tute of British Architects, of the Architectural

Association, of the Architectural Museum, of the

Architectural Exhiliition, ami d-lcgates from jiro-

vincial societies, to assist in tlir ,'Mn[)iI:ition of the

toxt-l)Ook or paniplili'l alM.vr i .
, oniinriidcd, and put

tlicmsclves in commuiiicilinn \\lili institutions out-

side the profession, to olitain their co-operation aud
assistance."

The Report is signed on behalf of the Com-
mittee by the honorary secretaries, Messrs.

Seddon and Pheno Spiers.

Last evening Mr. T. Page read a paper before the

.Society for the Encouragenioiit of tlie Kino .\rts, on
Architecture connected with structures of Civil

Eiigiueeriug.

LAMDETH BRIUGE AND THE THAMES
EMBANKMENT.

OF ;dl the numerous bridges that throw
their shadows upon the surface of the

Thames, that at Lambeth unquestionably has
the credit of ]>roducing the most nnpleasing

effect. In a word it is one of the most
hideous structures that ever aff'orded a passage

from one bank of a river to the other. While
its advocates acknowledge its deformity, they

idlcge as a counter-balancing advantage that

it is the cheapest bridge ever erected of the

same dimensions. This assertion is undoubtedly
correct, and those who are content to sacrifice

everything to economy, have no reason to be
otherwise than satisfied with the result. Had
the bridge been constructed in an out-of-the-

way place, had it been intended for railw.iy

traffic, or placed in a situation and under cir-

cumstances where the motto " utilitas utilitatum"

might properly have taken precedence of all

others, there woidd have been little to say against

it. But to erect a structure of an appearance so

unprepossessing and barren of all attempt at

.Tsthetical merit in the close vicinity of the Houses
of Parliament, was a proceeding thatwould not be
sanctioned in any country, by any authorities

but our own. It has been asserted that its naked
ugliness might be redeemed by encasing it, so

as to bestow another form upon it ; and, in fact,

by these means, it might be rendered " beautiful

for ever." L'pon this point we are strongly

sceptical. However ingenious or expensive

the design for its embellisliment might be, it

could never effectually alter the present

general contours of the structure. If tliere is

one feature more than another in its construc-

tion which would utterly defeat all attempts

to remedy, it is the two side spans with their

sharp inclines. A bridge of which the promi-

nent outlines consist of a horizontal line in the

central spans, and an inclined one at each side,

with a slope of less than 1 in 40, must for

ever remain an object to be condemned by
anyone having the least pretension to artistic

or cesthetical knowledge. At the same time

the principle upon which the bridge is designed

—

namely, the suspension, is that of all others

which admits of artistic display with the

smallest expenditure of money. Both con-

structively and architecturally, it jiresents

advantages in point of cost superior to those

possessetl by the arch or girder principle, and,

with the exception of railway traffic, can be
adapted to any other description with ease

and security. Without for a moment under-

rating the merits of the present Westminster-
bridge, or those of the future structure at

Blackfriars, it is questionable whether they pro-

duce so pleasing an effect upon the observer as

Mr. Page's eleg>ant design at Chelsea. This

latter bridge, and that recently opened at

Pesth over the Moldau, from the plans of Mr.

Ordish, demonstrate wliat can be accomplished
by the adoption of the suspension principle.

Wo adduce these instances to show that

there is nothing in the principle, per se, which
prevents a suspension bridge from constituting

a pleasing and hand.some structure.

Accepting the fact, therefore, that the pre-

sent Lambeth Bridge mi,ght have been an
ornament instead of an eyesore to the metro-
polis, wc now arrive at that stage of our

remarks, which has reference to the position of

tlic structure, relative to the greatest of our
London improvements, the Thames Embank-
ment. As the .southern portion of this useful

and magnificent undertaking to which we
allude, is not yet opened for puVilic traffic, our
readers will not be able for some short time to

realise the full truth of our observations. The
incline of the side spans of the bridge is duo
to the desire to save expense in the construc-

tion of the approaches, and also to accommo-
date the bridge to the level of the roads with
which it comniunicates. Confining our atten-

tion to the side span communicating with the

Lambeth Palace bank of the river, it will be

seen that tlie new road and footwjiy of the

Embankment pass underneath the bridge.
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This is tlie case also with tlie northcm cni-

baiikmont, whicli similarh' passes under tlic

side spans of the bridges, with the exception of

that at Westminster, and is manifestly due to

the narrowing of the river, which causes the

Embankment wall to project beyond the abut-

ments of the bridges. When Westminster-

bridge was erected, the possibility of the con-

struction of the Embankment was provided

for, and consequently the wall, both on the

north and on the south side, terminates flush

with the abutments of that structure. It is

difficult to imagine why a similar course was
not adopted by the South-Eastern Railway in

their Charing Cross-bridge. As it is, the wall

of the Embankment terminates at one of the

piers of tlie old Hungerford suspension bridge,

and it is readily perceptible that all the ex-

pensive work of the fan girders of the side

span might have been avoided, and solid fill-

ing, with proper openings, substituted for

them. In all our great national or private

undertakings there is a complete absence of

anything approaching to union or combination
among different authorities, companies, or in-

dividuals. Somehow or another they never
" pull together." It is a common occun-ence

to witness one company vigorously " filling

up" in the exact locality where thej' are fully

aware, in a brief time, another company will

commence to excavate, to remove the very stuff

they are so zealously putting down. What-
ever may be the consequences to themselves
or others, they carry out their own designs and
works in reckless defiance of all remonstrances
and warnings, and when, as happened a short

time since, both parties come to a dead lock,

mutual bickering und recrimination is the

result. A little forethought, a little con-
descension and yielding here and there on
both sides, not only where different companies
are concerned, but also where the various State

departments are engaged in carrying out

works, would tend greatly to improve matters,

and prevent the practical exemplification of

the old adage, " too many cooks spoil the

broth."

To return to Lambeth Bridge and the

Thames Embankment, the principal objection

is to be found in the very limited headway
afforded for the passing of the road under-
neath, and the total obstruction of the view
occasioned by the bridge sloping downwards,
and meeting ihe level of the Embankment at

so short a distance from the crossing. Stand-
ing underneath the bridge, one appears to be
placed in a sort of wedge-shaped hole or

tunnel, the height of which is gradually dimi-

nishing. Some idea of the confined limits of

the headway m.iy be gained from the fact that

it is necessary to lower the road of the Em-
bankment at the point of crossing underneath.
The evil being recognised, the next step is to

seek a remedy. Obviously, the first idea that

presents itself is to raise the side span bodih',

add to the height of the abutment, and replace

it again. It is true that this would cause a
want of uniformity in the slope of the spans
on each side of the bridge, but as the structure

has nothing to lose on the score of appearance,
this would be of no consequence. There is an
objection, or rather an obstacle, to this method
of gaining headway which must be carefully

considered. In raising the side span, the ap-

proach leading to it must also be raised, and
this operation presents a good deal of difficulty.

In the first place, the approach is pretty steep

as it is, and to reach ahigher level it would have
to be prolonged backwards. There would be
no trouble in doing this with one side of the

road, as the worst that could happen would be

the necessity of purchasing two or three

wretched old houses, if they are not alreadj'

doomed to be destroyed, along with others in

their immediate vicinity. The hitch lies on
the Palace side. Not only would it not be
permitted to raise the road before the Palace

gates, but at this point there is a junction be-

tween the Embankment road and the road lead-

ing to the bridge, the levels of which it would

be dilficult to reconcile. Were the bridge de-

signed upon any other than that of the sus-

pension jirinciple, it would be possible to cut

in two the side span, and shorten it by building

a new abutment flush with the wall of the

abutment. By this plan an additional two or

three feet of headway would be gained in the

thickness of the bridge itself, and by raising

the approach a little, tlie desired end might be
attained. In the present instance, however,

this method is inadmissible, as it would be im-

possible to remove the side chains, or in other

words the bridge cannot be altered in principle

fi'om what it is. The real solution of the

question involves the pulling down of the struc-

tiu'e, and the erection of a new one in its place.

It is extremely improbable that this desirable

event, desirable on other grounds than its mere
interference with the Embankment, will take

place for many years. There is no doubt that

the opening up of an excellent thoroughfare

through some of the worst parts of Lambeth
will do much to improve the neighbourhood,

and if the embankment wall of the Houses of

Parliament were continued on the north side,

to meet tha in front of Millbank, there might
be some hope of a new bridge being required.

For some time, however, things will unques-
tionably remain in statu quo.

THE PHOTOGRAPHS AT THE ARCHI-
TECTURAL EXHIBITION.

UPON no previous occasion have photo-

graphs occnpicd so important a place

in this exhibition, and as they are, perhaps, the

most desirable, certainly the most reliable,

means of representing buildings as executed,

we welcome the display they make here, not

only for what they present us with on this

occasion, but also as an earnest for the future.

Mr. E. Wormald, photographer, of Leeds, has
executed the numerous large and fine views of

ancient and modern works which are ranged
along the top row of the right side of the great

gallery. A splendid example of the former is No,

158, the " Norman Doorway of Adel Cliurch,

Yorkshire," the sculpture of which is of great

interest, and represented upon a scale which
admits of almost as complete an examination
as the actual work. Of the latter, No. 190,

the " Town Hall, Leeds," is a good specimen,

showing the manner in which a large and im-
portant structure can be represented, both in the

entirety of its design, and with an accuracy as

to the minutest detail quite beyond the power
of any artist to convej'. Besides the above-
named and greatest work of Mr. Brodrick,

No. 191 shows the principal fagade of his

Mechanics' Institute in the same town, a

stately and well-massed building, injured by
some fanciful innovations upon the recognised

characteristics of the style, such as the orna-

ment in the heads and beneath the sills of the

principal windows, with the unnecessary labels

above their semicircular architraves. Mr.

Corson has largely availed himself of Mr. Wor-
mald's assistance in the setting forth of his

various works in the same neighbourhood.

They are more original than refined, and sadly

need temperance and better studied propor-

tions. They are of the very modern spas-

modic version of Gothic, accompanied by an

overdose of a Moorish infusion ; still they show
much commendable study in every part both

of the exterior and interior. On the screen

No. 1, are various other photographs of exe-
cuted works, the largest and best being the
" New Central Station Hotel at Leeds," by M. E.

Hadfield and Son, No. 2.02. This is a stately

and dignified structure, of an unusually quiet

and severe typo. Its details show rather a

mixture of styles, and the more ornamental are

the least satisfactory. Thus the Venetian

Crothic columnar balustrades are out of place

upon the Renaissance bays, and are too slight

in themselves, and the angle corbels, seen to a
larger scale in No. 261, with great figures

attempting to carry the superstructure, but

seeming to be slipping down for want of a

footlinjd, are very objectionalile ; but wiih a
few drawbacks the design is unquestionably a
fine one. No. 253, " St. Bede's School, Mas-
borough," is a simple and economical but well

treated building, by the same architects. Mr.
Darbyshire is another large contributor to this

department, but we regret not to be able to

find much reason for gratitude for his efforts,

for they all seem affectation personified. The
best is " Pendleton Town Hall," No. 244, which
is passable as a mass, and the principal range
of windows is eft'ective, but its detail, as seen
in the Broughton-road portico, 239, is, we
think, the worst eclectic jumble we ever saw.
His quietest work, the one which in conse-

quence we should prefer, is No. 241, "New
Stables at Lyme Hall ;" the two pots above the
entrance, being nearly the only decorations in-

dulged in, are almost all that it would be desir-

able to dispense with. Both sides of screen No.
2 are occupied by photographs of works by Mr.
P. R. Kempson, executed in or around Here-
fordshire, and they form a most cieditable

collection. They display the utmost care in

every part, and the type followed in them all

is good and consistent throughout. The sub-

jects are not such as to require any display of

architectural genius, and their freedom from
affectation and pretence is one of their merits.

They do not strike us by any great amount of
skill in their gi'ouping or proportion.-i, and we
think the houses in particular and the towers of

the churches might be improved in this respect.

Some of the schools gire very pleasing, and we
may instance that at Bromyard, No. 270, as

particularly so ; that at Ledbury is far in-

ferior, and its turret ungraceful. We do not

quite understand the Gothic floriated capitals

which support Norman arches, enriched with
zigzag mouldings, in Bishops Froome Church,

No. 287 ; and the moulded arches of the arcades

of Blaisdon and Tupsley churches, seen in

perspective in the photographs, do not come
properly upon the capitals of their shafts;

still we repeat that these numerous works, as a
collection, do Mr. Kempson credit, and the

manner in which he has set them forth is just

that which we wish to see adopted by archi-

tects in this exhibition.

No. 260 is a fine photograph by Wormald,
of a fairly elegant iron bridge, by Mr. J.

Eraser, C.E., but the pseudo-Gothic details

show that no proper architectural assistance

was sought by the engineer; not that necessarily

an architect's version need be much better, for

No. 295 is a view of a railway bridge over

the Croxted-road, by Mr. Charles Barry, which,

in a nondescript style , is not superior. The
Elizabethan station, at North Dulwich, by the

last-named gentleman, No. 293, shows him
in his proper element to much greater ad-

vantage, the building being gracefully treated

in proportion and detail, though the mullioned

square-headed windows of the wings are

not in harmony with the semi-circular headed
arcade in the centre.

Screen No. 3 is entirely occupied by a
series of designs for different subjects by nine-

teen members of the Class of Design of the

Architectural Association. Many of these are

ver_v satisfactory, and as a whole they evidence

the great utility of this class, which has been
established for the mutual self-improvement

of its members. By far the best drawing is

a sketch design of warehouse of 60ft. river

frontage, by Jlr. R. S. Carne—an excellent and
suitable Gothic design drawn in sepia, in an
able manner.

Mr. T. Verity has a well-studied drawing of

an Italian version of the same subject. Mr.

E. C. Lee and Mr. R. F. Deal have some
picturesque designs for a steamboat river pier;

and Mr. Arthur Hill some simple ami good
sketches for various articles in wrought iron

work.
A design for a brick town church, by T.

Batterbury, is a bold and stately cross church,

with a great central tower, which is well treated,

with the exception of a turret at the north-

west angle, which is as ill-drawn as it is useless.
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.1. \V. Alexiiuacr li:is an excellent study of a

half-tiiiiliered parsuiui^c, aud there is another

with gooJ points by Walter L. Spiers. There

ai-e several designs for furniture which are

of a rather too massive and startling cha-

racter.

The left-hand recess contains a good olBgy

«f the Rev. Jolin Noble, sculptured by llr. U.

L. lloulton. It is clad in vestments of ancient

'ype, simply and well draped. The countenance

lias a marked charaeterand pleasing expression.

The hands having been smashed, their model-
ling is not discernible.

The I'iglit-hand recess contains a screen

filled with stained ghiss jianels representing

the twelve Apostles, traced and co))icd from
old paintings on panel, partially destroyed, in

Hunstanton Clmrcli, Norfolk. This method
of preserving a record of old and perishing

works is of value, and we wish that those of

our glass painters (and their number is legion)

to whom nature lias denied originality would
thus occupy themselves; nor would the lessons

to bo gained in the operation be otherwise

than beneficial to artists who have a right to a

more ambitious aim. These copies seem
thoroughly to give the character of the paint-

ing upon some old screens that we liave seen.

A few models of buildings, executed in

cardboard in a painstaking and careful

manner, by Mr. C. N. Thwaite, are exhibited

upon the table, and with tlic mention of

these we conclude our notice of the Architec-

tural Exhibition, with the hope that, as it is

certainly as interesting as most that have pre-

ceded it, it will be by no means the last of the

scries.

THE VENTILATION OF DRAINS.

THERE was an important meeting of the

Society of Arts on Wednesday, last week,
but important more because of the subject than

the result of the discussion. The subject wa
the Ventilation of Drains, and it is one so wide
in its bearings that there is not time in one
evening to discuss it thoroughly. Jlr. James
Lovegrove read a paper founded chiefly on his

own ex|)criencc of the metropolitan drainage,

which lias been very extensive. Mr. Love-
grove exhibited a number of very ingenious

contrivances for allowing the passage of the

currents of air from the drains into the sewers

by means of shackle valves in connection with
inverted syphon pi]ics when a rush of water
takes place down the drain. Many diagrams
were exhibited to show the various ways of

trap])ing drains and sewers that have been
adoiited from time to time, and others showin_
various kinds of closet traps and their defects,

with others, again, showing how thej' may be
improved. It may be useful, by-the-bye, to

bay that these diagrams, and especially the

written descriptions upon them, were on too

small a scale to be visible to any but the

keenest eyesight, and that the a.ssistant who
pointed out the several parts of the drawings
as the reader proceeded with his paper did not

mend this matter by pointing to one diagram
while the reader was describing another.
However, the paper was very creditably illus-

trated by diagrams on the whole.
The gist &r the paper is this :—That ventila-

tion of drains is essentially necessary to prc-
icnt contamination of the atmosphere at the
ground level, and that the best way of accom-
]ilisliing it is to make provision for the i)assage
into the sewers of the air that is driven along
the drains by the flow of water.
This view of the case was controverted by

Dr. Alfi-ed Carpenter, and others, on the ground
that what is wanted is, not to drive the air

along the drains into the sewers, but to let it

out as soon and as easily as possible when
the flow of water takes place, and this is most
easily accomplished by providing numerous
ficc outlets at the upper ends of the drains, to
which parts the air has a natural tendency to
flow when displaced by the more powerful flow
of water. This view of the case recognises

eipi.illy the nceessily of ventilation, but points

to the method of assisting tlic natural tendency
of the air to be dealt with, rather than to any
device for controlling its movements.
These numerous openings to drains, when

conducted upwards to points where the escape

of sewage gases are harmless, or at least com-
paratively harmless, such as to points above
the roofs of houses, have this tendency, more-
over, that they prevent in a groat degree the

formation of the gases at all, for they keep
down the tem])erature of the air in the drains.

There is a point in this question very worthy
of consideration which was not sufficiently in-

sisted on by any of the speakers. It is the in-

discriminate connection of the down pipes

from the roofs of the houses with the di'ains.

This is a very common practice and a very
wrong one. No conceivable malignant inge-

nuity could have devised a more effectual

means of introducing putrid air to the .sleeping

rooms of people living in towns than this one
of bringing air directly from the drains into

the houses by means of the down pipes, for

they are usually placed in situations irrespec-

tive of the bedroom windows.
So far ;vs the discussion went, it pointed

clearly to the necessitj' of providing abundant
outlets at the iipper ends of the house drains

for the special purpose of ventilation, and
conducting these outlets to points above the

roofs, where the foul air may be dissipated

with the atmosphere and rendered harmless
;

but the chairman, Earl Ducie, very properly

said at the close of the discussion that no
marked observations had been made that one

coidd put one's hand upon that had elucidated

the subject materially, but he hoped the discus-

sion would have the effect of turning people's

attention to the subject of the ventilation of

drains and sowers, a subject well worthy the

consideration of scientific :nen.

THE ROYAL ACADEMY AND HIGH
AND LOW ART.

IT may, I think, be assumed as a most
certain proposition that all institutions are

more or less representative of the wants and
wishes of those who are connected with them,
and that they exist only so long as those wants
and wishes are met. The Royal Academy has
now been in active existence some considerable

time, under the very fairest and most ]irivileged

auspices. Considering how it was brought into

existence, it is difficult to conceive how it

could have failed ; but it must bo remembered
that all institutions have two aspects, an
internal and external one. They have duties as

well as rights, and when the Academy was
formed under Roj'al guardianship and help, it

was on the condition that it was to be the
medium through which the Sovereign actively
and personally helped and countenanced the

artists of the day and country as a body ; and
that that was meant to include all men who
are worthy of the name of artists, and who
can show evidences of their pereonal art

power. This is the meaning and intent of the

annual Royal Academy Exhibition. It is as

the guardian and judge of this power, that

Her Majesty the Queen signs the diplomas of

the successive academicians, not as mere ])re-

miuuis and cards of advertising, but as intro-

ducers to the public mind and eye of each
successive artist as he appears. How have tlie

Academy discharged this great trust ? Every
body knows that the great principle which has
hitherto guided the Academy in its action has
been simjily that of narrowiny its work, and
keeping out, till it was no longer possible, every
man outside its own limited and privileged
body. This it has always said was consequent
on want of wall space on which to exhibit the
works of those who sought through it the
attention of the art-admiring public. But in this

present year of Grace all this has been changed,
the power of the Academy to help outsiders has
been doubled through the munificence of the
public purse and the kind thoughtfulncss of

ilie Sovereign, without which the Academy
would sink to the level of a self-supporting
and ordinary art society. It is a very difficult

thing for anyone outside the Academy to

understand the importance and significance of
this state of things. It seems an easy thing to

sell a good picture if you can paint a good
picture, but in actual experience it is not so, it

is one of the very hardest of problems, and for
this great and special reason, that the public do
not judge of art or pictures for themselves, but
through others. No wealthy Manchester cotton
pinner goes toa nameless and unknown painter

and buys a picture because he likes it, but some
authority is always found to have stepped in

between the artist and himself, and to have
guaranteed its value and to have assured him
of its worth and reality. Now this is what the

Academy is for aud ought to do, and to a
certain extent really docs ; it assures the public
that the objects it exhibits are worth their

acceptance, aud it will not be denied that a
more helpful and useful and beneficent avoca-
tion no institution could be called upon to

fulfil. Why does not the Royal Academy do
this great and useful work completely? The
Academy has this year had sent in to it for its

judgment something like 4,000 art works,
it has publicly exhibited about 1,500 only
of them ; the rest of them, 2,500, it has
publicly declared to be inferior and low art,

in contradistinction to its own or high art.

This shows us the exact position of things,

and it would seem to be not a little interesting

to try to find out what it really is that is hitjh

in art, and what it is that is loiv in art. We
know what high art is in the Academy, for

they have exhibited it, but we do not know
what low art is, for this they refuse to show
us. What an infinite good would the Academy
have done to art if it had hung up these 2,000
low art pictures and drawings in its lower
rooms and dismal cellars, and thus tried to

teach the public, and show the tremendous
gulf which separates the low from the high.

But our object is to assist the public and help
them to judge for themselves, and so without
going into this difficult and complicated
question, let it suffice for the present to point

out one or two high and low things to be
found within and on the walls of the
Academy.

Let us take first the very highest art which
the Academy has in possession or has ever had.
No English painter of whose works we know
anything, has been blessed with anything like

the power of painting possessed by Millais the

Academician. Neither Hogarth, Reynolds, or

Turner had it ; it is to be equalled only by the
great Italians themselves. I3ut if any man in

this world ever threw away recklessly an
almost miraculous gift and power Millais does
it—in his contempt for the public and the
Academy ! His portrait of Fowler, the

engineer, is not tit for a public-house
parlour ; and in the picture of the little child

sitting in a garden scat, the wonder is

what could have induced him to jiut the

work he has done into one of old Minfon's
crockery garden seats, and refused everything
but a mere smudge to the pigeons and the

child's hair. But it is in the portrait of the

lady in the embroidered dress that the power
of painting is shown, which reduces all other

painting in these small rooms to nothing ; a
little more care, and the sponging out of the

furniture background altogether would have
raised this portrait to a level with Venetian
work, and would that the custom of the day
had justified the work. Is this high art when,
having the power, you refuse the labour and
pains necessary for its realisation '? Another
instance of high art performances. Mr. Scott

is a high art architect, and he sends in two
drawings of two churches, of the very com-
monest type it is true, the type of twenty
years ago, but they are not his. They come of

the dismal rooms below stairs. Is it high art

when you depute another man to work out the

hard problem for you? One more high art
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problem, the statue of Mr. Gladstone in a

most gorgeous robe, but looking like some

miserable parish ofMoial of three score and ten.

Of this the Academy may be, and I hope are,

really ashamed. Now for a little low art, for

sometimes it will creep in, in spite of all

care and secretarial caution—Mr. Goodall's

" Sketches in Egyjit," in the architectural

room. Unfinished drawings have never found

any favour with the Academy, and had these

very same sketches in oil been sent in by a

"student" they would not have been looked

at, but, fortunately, Mr. Goodall is an E.A.,

so that we are lucky enough to find this

miserable little lecture room, though empty of

architecture, full of hints and helps to the

understanding of things as they are in (happily)

uncivilised Egjirt and Cairo. Unfinished

sketches are low art and inadmissible, but

these .slight drawings thus put into limbo

among the " arohitectiu-e," as the Academy
conceives it, are almost the only things in the

whole exhibition of any real value or interest

I would rather have one of these low art draw-

ings than anything else in the whole exhibi

tiou. I looked at them for more than two
hours, and no one came near, so they are not

much more thought of than the stock-in-trade

churches of Mr. Scott. There are two or three

other low art things worth looking at, but we
must forbear. One more only I would note,

a little drawing, out of sight almost, a sketch

fi'om Burgos Cathedral I think it is, the only

architectural drawing in the room.

So much for the doings of the Royal
Academy, and for the expectations raised only

to be disappointed. Many doubtless there are

who have spent no small time and means in the

preparation of pictures and drawings through

the whole of the past }'ear, confident in the

hope of tlieir finding a niche, though an upper

one, in this temple of fame and sale, and those

only who know personally of such strugglings

can estimate the cruel loss they have sus-

tained. Academy reform is a myth, and ever

will be, till the Queen herself interposes, by
refusing to sign the false diplomas of its mem-
bers, and false they are, or it would not have
been possible to have had put up such a series

of little and insignificant rooms filled with

"ornament" of the veiy meanest sort, and
" carpenter-s' " mouldings and public-house

gas fittings, void of any one single idea

which can be called art. C. B. A.

STOURBRIDGE CLAY AND BRICKS.

IN the wild, romantic valley of the Stour, a

circle two miles in extent, on the borders

of Stourbridge, is comprised the famous clay

deposit on which the prosperity of this part of

Worcestershire so greatly depends. As early

as the middle of the sixteenth century, when
a horde of Hungarian refugees settled, and
established glass works on the eminence
called in consequence Hungary Hill, leases

were granted for getting and digging glass-

house pot-clay in the suburbs of Stourbridge.

Dr. Plot, the historian of StafEordshire, writing
a century later, described the " dark blewish
clay of Aniblecotc," in the same neighbour-
hood, as being the best in all England for

glass-house pots. The depth of the clay varies

fi'om some three or four yards to as much as

180 yards fi-om the surface, and the thickness
of the scam is equally variable. Rarely ex-

ceeding 3Gin. to 42 in., it sometimes thins

down to 5in. or Cin. An equal diversity is

noticeable in the quality of the clay. In.some
parts it is quite soft, and easily wrought with

ordinary mining tools, while in others it is hard

as adamant, requiring tlio use of blasting

powder to dislodge it. Its composition varies

in respect of the quantity of silica it con-

tains. A clay containing 50 per cent, of

silica contracts very much when exposed to

intense heat. Mr. George Han-ison, some
little time ago, caused eight clays from as

many different mines in the Stourbridge dis-

trict to be prepared under precisely similar

circumstances, subjected to the same heat, and

all burnt at one time in the same kiln. The
result showed the great variation and power of

resisting heat in each, since in the eight sam-
ples two were not of equal size. Mr. Harrison

thus describes the usual treatment of Stour-

bridge clay for glasshouse purposes :—After

careful examination, it is finely ground by
heavy edge punners, and mixed with a certain

proportion of burnt clay. The proportion of

burnt clay varies according to the nature of

the clay, and also with the purpose to which
the latter is to be applied. It is then mixed
with water, and tempered (the latter being
performed by treading, like wine-pressing in

ancient Palestine), after which it lies fallow

for five or six weeks, in order that it may
acquire great tenacity before being made into

pots. The pots are dried very gradually and
are seldom fit for service under nine months.

When required for use they are gradually

annealed in a kiln, and are set in the furnace

whilst red hot. The sizes of the pots are

variable. Those for flint glass are covered at

the top, and weigh from 12 to 15 cwt. For
bottle manufacture, and also for crown and
sheet glass, they are open at the top, and are

larger in size. Some of the pots recently used,

in one of the largest glass establishments, were
28 to 38 cwt. each when dry. The pots used
for casting plate glass are much less, averaging
perhaps 5 to 6 cwt. each, to allow of their

being taken out of the furnace when full of
" metal." *

The annual consumption of best pot clay in

this neighbourhoo d averages 12,000 tons. The
aggregate quantity of clay raised in the

Stourbridge district is not less than 2,000 tons

per week, or 100,000 per annum. This
enormous yield affords employment to nearly

2,000 workpeople. Some fifteen years ago it

was computed that tlie quantity of bricks

made yearly in the Stourbridge district was
about fourteen millions. The quantity has
since that time been augmented to upwards of

thirty millions. The extension of railway
communication in the district will tend won-
derfully to develop the resources of the east

Worcestershire brickfields during the next
few years. It is to be hoped that a corres-

ponding advance will be observable in the
social condition of the clay miners and brick-

makers of the district, respecting which recent
blue books have presented a dark picture
indeed.

A^

METROPOLITAN TRAMWAYS.
THE INVENTORS' INSTITUTE.

T a meeting of the Inventors' Institute, on
Thursday evening, the l.Sth inst., Mr.

John Imray, C.E., ill the chair, a paper prepared
by Mr. Thomas Mcasani, A.I.C.E. (who was un-
able through illness to be present), on " Metro-
politan Tramways," was read by Mr. F. W.
Campin. After speaking of the use of trams
for conveying loads, the author spoke of Mr.
Train's metropolitan and provincial trams, and
narrated the numerous unsuccessful attempts to

get bills through the Legislature up to the last

year. In the present year, however, three bills for

street tramways have passed the select committee
of the Commons. Of these three ^schemes, the

promoters of scheme No. 1, "The Metropolitan
Street Tramway Bill," propose to construct a

double line of tramway down the centre of the

roadways, commencing at Westminster Bridge-
road (adjoining Bethlehem Hospital), to Kenniug-
ton. From here the double line is to be continued
Io«ni the Clapham and Brixton-roads, and the

termini connected by a double line passing down
the StockwcU-road." The total length of this

double tramway is tour miles. By bUl No. 2,
" The Pimlico, Peckham, and Greenwich Tram-
ways Bill," it is proposed to eonstrnct a single

line, with loop-lines or " tuni-out tracks," as they

ai'e techuieiilly called, for passing places, pro-

ceeding from or near the Vauxliall Station ot" the

South Western Railway, through Kenningtou-
oval, do^vn Camljorwell New-road, Peekham-ro.id,
and Quoen's-road, aud terniiuating at Lewisham-

i. e, Molten glass.

ro.ad, Greenwich, near Blackheath. The length
of this lino is .5} miles. I{y bdl No. 3, " The
Metropolitan Tramway Bill," the promoters pro-
pose to construct a double line of tramway, com-
mencing at Whitechapel Church, and proceeding
along the Mile End-road to Bow Church, where
the double line bifurcates, and, encircling Bow
Church, joins a single line to the eastward of the

church, which is conliiuicd down the centre of the
roadwayto Stratt'oril t'luncli, wliore itteiminatcs

in a loop. Provision Ic.r the |iassing of the up
and down ean-iagos on the single line is secured
by loop-lines at intervals of about a half a mile.

The length of double tramway proposed to be

constructed by this bill is 2i miles, and the length
of single tramway 1 nule 3 furlongs. These three

lines constitute the whole of the schemes which
the select committee were desu-ed to grant powers
for this session. The early tramways appear to

have been constructed in the following man-
ner :— Cross sleepers of timber, some 6ft.

long, and varying from Gin. to Sin. square,

were fastened, by trenails or other means, 4£t.

apart. Upon these planks two wrought-iron angle -

plates, about 4in.wide, andljin. thick, were firmly

secured . This construction evidently affords all the

mehanical advantages that are derived from tram-
ways of more recent date. The tramways laid

down by Mr. Train, in 1861, in London and else-

where, aud which were similar in consti'uction

to the most improved trams then in use, and
which contimae largely to be in use in some of the

principal cities of the United States, consisted of

two wrought-u'on plates, each 5in. wide, weighing
501b. to the yard, and bent at near the centre to a
depth of Jin. below the genei-al level of the road.

These plates were fixed to longitudinal timbers,

embedded on concrete, and the gauge of the Une
was that of ordinary railways—4ft. SJin. These
trams proved dangerous and obstructive. The
construction of the improved tramways now pro-

posed (excepting the Pimlico, Peckham, and
Greenwich tramway, where it is not requked to

pave with granite pitching on both or either sides

of the trams, saving where the tramway passes

thi-ough roads that are so paved) is as follows :—

•

For single lines of tramway, two fiat wrought-
u-on plates, each 3^in. wide, weighing 401b. to the

yard, with an indented channel IJin. wide, and
^dn. deep, placed on one side of the centre fine of

the plates, arc to be fixed l)y bolts or otherwise to,

longitudinal timbers of the width of the plates

]3laced at such distances apart as to give 4ft. SJ-in-

for the gauge of the bne. The timbers are to be
embedded in concrete 9in. deep, and are to be of

6Ln. orOin. in depth, according to the size of the

pitching used for the roadway. Tie-bars of thin

ht-iron, connecting the longitudinal timbers,

are proposed to be placed at intervals of 4ft. The
space between and on either side of the tramways
is to be paved with granite pitching. In the case

of double lines, the intermediate way between the

trains is to be 4ft. wide, and the whole S])ace from
llin. on either side the outside rails, equal to 17ft.

is to be paved the entire width. In other respects

the double line is of identical construction with

the single tramway. The estimated cost for the

paved single tramway is £6,000 per mile, and for

the double tramway £12,500 per mile. Another
form of rail (known as the " crescent rail ") has

been used for tramways to a limited extent,

but it is considered much inferior to the rail

before described, and is not likely to be much
adopted. It consists of a curved plate of

WTOUght-iron about 2.Jin. wide, and weighs 241b.

to the yai-d. The grooves for tho fianges of the

wheels are partly formed by the granite pitching,

which cannot but be considered a very imperfect

contrivance. In the American sj'stem of tram-

Wiiys the longitudinal timbers are tied together

by 4in. planks instead of with iron bars, the

planks being placed under the longitudinal timbers

In other respects the American tramways vary

but little in construction from the tramway de-

scribed. The rails first used were similar in form
to Train's rail, and were now in a great measure
suiierscded by the improved rail. The carriages

proposed by the London tramwaj-s are to weigh
33 cwt. The length of the body of the carriage is to

bcl6ft.; the width over all, 6ft. .Sin. They are tocnrry

fifty passengers, and are to bo so constrncteil as to

<rive J ft. greater space between the scats than is

given by tho omnibuses now in use. The maxi-
numi rate of fare is to be one penny per milo for

distances above three miles, and 3d. is to be the

least fare. The rate of travelling, including

stoppages, is to be six miles per hour.

Tramways, said Mr. Measam, would doubtless
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give ciisicr traTulling and more ooniniodious con-

veyances than arc to lie olitaincil at present, but

here—excepting that the tramway companies are to

maintain a portion of the public roadway over

which they pas?—the advanta<res of tramways
«ecm to cease. It is surmised thi\t a line of car-

riages passing to and fro every three or fouv

minutes in one nndeviating line, clauuing priorily

of way. and scatteiinq; the general traflic, cannot

bnt be productive of annoyances, to say nothing

of the oli>tacleswhich therailsniavcanse. It ismuili

to be doubted, Mr. Men-^ani llio'n-ht, whether all

the disadvantages resnliiiij; fr. m Train's Inimwny
wci-e alone due to the rail used by him—which, it

laast be remembered, had been in use for some
time in the United States—or whether they were

not, in a great measure, inseparable from the

working of the tramways on a roadway of mixed
trathc. Further objections to the introdnction of

tramways start up in the foi-m of difficulties

put in the way of connecting houses in their

line of route with the gas and water mains
and with the sewei-s. But the chief objection

to street tramways as proposed to be intro-

duced seems to be that individuals aequu'e

privileges and rights in tlie public highways not

possessed by the comnmnity at large, luul that the

public property is approjiriated for the use and
ti'ading jnirposes of private speculators. Although
some strong measure was neccssaiy to destroy the

existing monopoly in metropolitan street passenger

conveyance, to bring this about by so great an in-

terference with the public rights as the permitting

of individuals to constnict permanent works on
the imblic hifihways, is a remedy likely to produce
worse ciils than those it is intended to remove.

There is another consideration in favour of

tramways, however, and that is the reduction of

friction resulting fi-om their use. On a good paved
road the force of traction is about 241bs. for eveiy

ton weight of caniage, including, of course, the

load. ()n a tramway it may be taken at 8ll)S. per

ton, giving a mechanical advantage to tlic tram-

way on level surfaces of 3 to 1. On inclines the

advantage rapidly decreases, and on a gradient of

1 in 20 (which it is believed, is the steepest incline

there is on the ^proposed metropolitan tramways)
the difl'erence of the force of traction on a tram-

way as compared with a paved road is only as

117 to 100. Practically, it may be considered that

a hoi-se on a tramway will do the work of two
hoBses on an ordinaiy road. 'I'lic practical advan-
tage of street tramways, therefore, seems to resolve

itself into the fad that the same amount of traffic

can be conducted at one half the expenditure of

hoi'se ))ower necessary on an ordinaiy road. This
advantage is pnrehased at the cost of the con-

struction of the tramwiys, and the maintenance of

a large portion of the highways, The estimated

cost of the tramway fi-om Whitechapel to Stratford

is £45,000, excluding coach-houses, stabling, &c.,

The annual expense of maintaining the highway
the coinp.any is liound to keep in repair, assuming
the cost at one shilling |)er yard, would be about

f 1,6(K1. On the other Imnd, assuming 120 hoi-ses

to be the number reijuired for conducting the
traflic, there would be a set-off against the above
specified expenditure of the value of this number
of horses. Considering that commodious carriage.^

are not necessarily restricted to the railway system.

fte omnibus proprietors need not much fear the

rivalry of the tramway companies. That tram-
ways are the best suited for omnibns traffic none
but omnibus ])roprietors would deny, and it a por-

tion of the ]jublic roads is to be set aside for

omnibus trathc, no better mode of conducting it

than by tramways could be devised ; but consider-

ing the different kinds and the large amount of

traffic that has to be accommodated, and the

various uses to which the public roads are
necessarily applied, Mr. Measam considered it

would be more generally advantageous to restrict

the construction of tramways, as has hilJierto been
the i-ule, to such roads as their promoters have
an exclusive right to use.

In the discussion which followed the reading of
the paper, the Chairman said that with regard to

the metropolis, tramways were unsuited to the
wants of the traffic at large, although llicy might
advantageously be adopted in such wide thorough-
fares as wore to be found on the Surrey side. In
Cheapside tr.ims would be out of the question.
He was practically acquainted w ith the working
of Train's tramway, however, and he was bound to
say that there was not the slightest ground for
Baying that any accident was caused by the pro-
jection (J of an inch) of his rails. There was no
such thing as the breaking of good axles by gomg

over the rails, but four or live people were specially

paid to take broken-down carriages with bad axles

and bad springs, and drive them over and over the

rails until they inevitably had a •' smash." There
was no mechanical difficulty in the way of making
tramways succeed, but the Legislature would (the

chairman thought) be belter advised if they gave
powers to make increase<l t lioroughfare accomoda-
tion rullier tlian to construct tramways.—Mr. G.

\V. lieiil, from America, s:iiil that on that continent

there were 10,01)0 or 15,000 miles of tramway at

the jiresent time. In Boston, a city built on
exactly the same model as London, with narrow
winding streets, tramways were laid in all the

principal streets, and worked with perfect success

in thoroughfares not wider than our own mis-
named Broad-street, City, and there was not one
street in Boston in which the trams were laid

downi wider than Cheapside. Where the streets

ran parallel and contiguous to each other, the

"up " line was canicd along one street, and the
" down " line along another.—Mr. Greaves, as

engineer to one of the schemes jnst sanctioned by
the select committee, adverted to the excessive

cost entailed in getting private bills for public

works through Parliament, and said that (seeing

that tramways were undoubtedly jmblic boons) he

did not see why vestries and local boards should

not lay down these trams. They had the power
to pave the roads in what manner they pleased

;

then why not make a portion of the paving to

consist of iron trams with grooves in then ?—Mr.
Joseph, Mr. G. Bray, Sir. Harris, and Mr.
Campin also took part in the discussion, which
closed with votes of thanks to Mr. Measam and
the chaiiTnan.

ARCIIITECTUKAL ASSOCIATION.

AT the usual fortnightly meeting, held on
Friday evening last, Mr. Lacy W. Ridge,

Vice-President, in the chair, the following

members were elected:—W. 11. Cuudy, Thomas
Drew, M. W. G. L. Bagge, and William Glacis-

combe.—Votes of thanks were passed to the

engineers of the Ilolbom Valley Viaduct and of

Blackfriars Bridge, for permitting the members of

the Association to visit those works.

Mr. QuiLTEK (hon. sec.) announced that to-

moiTow (Saturday) afternoon, the members would
visit the new Albert Hall of Arts and Sciences,

South Kensington (by permission of Colonel Scott),

at three o'clock.

Attention was drawn by the librarian (Mr. G.

H. Birch) to a proposition made by Mr. Burges,

to frame certain pieces of illumination , of which
he was the possessor, and lend them out for pur-

poses of study, and, as an incentive to others to co-

operate with Mr. Bnrges, Mr. Birch presented

some pieces of illumination to be framed and lent

out.—A letter was read from Mr. T. Roger Smith,
di-awing attention to a hill now before Parliament

(under the care of Lord Westburj'), on the subject

of art copyright. Mr. Roger Smith took ex-

ception to the bill, on the ground that architectural

works are not at all considered in it, and he

suggested that the Association should request its

Committee to consider the bill and take such
action in the matter as they deemed necessary.

On the motion of Mr. I'hcneSiiicrs it was resolved

that the matter be referred to the Committee, as

suggested.—The revision of the rules of the Asso-
ciation was then proceeded with, the following

being the most notable alterations adopted:— 1.

"That the President's address shall be given at

the first busintss (or ordinary) meeting of the

Association, instead of at the opening re«-

rerstizion/:" 2. " That a. cunrn-fazionc shall be

belli at the commencement of each session, when
the prizes .shall be distributed and a short address

given."—Mr. Phene Sjiicrs announced that the

report of the " General Ccmmiittce on Archilectural

Pidncation " would be read at the next meeting.

Mr. G. II. Birch then read a paper on

London from the Sixteenth to the Com-
mencement OF THE Eighteenth Century.

Interesting as the account may be of the

gradual progress made by this famous old city

in extent, wealth, and importance, the histoiy

of the arts will be but the account of their

gradual decadence, slow, but sure, until we
see them almost totally extinct under the

sway of the (Jeorges—the " dark ages " intlecd

of all art, the fitful light shed by the in-

Hucnec of such men as Iiiigo ,Tones and Christo-

pher Wren only serving to make the gloom the

more apparent. England during the first half of

the sixteenth century had undergone most impor-
tant changes in her position as a "nation, and these
changes were all exerting great influence in those
almost imperceptible and subtle changes which
develop themselves in the histoiyol a nation's art.
In luu-ope, at this epoch. Renaissance was almost
everywhere dominant ; while in England, even in
the ri'ign of Henry VII., indications of eommg
chauges made themselves felt. It seemed as if
the last phase of the Gothic .art had run to seed,
and had lost all beauty or form in exuberance or
ornament, and had played it.self out in those won-
deri'ul productions of the Middle Ages—^thc
Divinity School at Oxford (14(<(»); Henry VH.'s
Chapel at Westminster (1502) ; St. George's,
Windsor (1508) ; and King's College Chapel,
Cambridge (1513). Wolsey, in his Palace at
Hamilton Court, betrayed this influence, and in the
contemporary work at Whitehall by Hans Holbein
it became more decided. In Ralph Aggas's map
(drawn and surveyed in 1560), the old city is seen
contained within the iiTcgular outline of its walls.
At the right-hand comer was the Tower, very
much the same as it at present exists ; eastward of
the Tower, beyond the moat, stands St. Kathei^
ine's Church, rather thickly surrounded by houses

;

beyond are fields. A little northward is the space J
of ground called East Smithficld, bounded by
houses on the North and the thoroughfare called
the "Barres," leading direct from Aldgate.
This seems to be rather thickly luicd with houses
on both sides. Beyond are the " Spylal Fyelds,"
a wide, open expanse, so named from' the Hospital
of St. Mary. A wide, open thoroughfare extends
from Bishopsgate, past Bedlam-gate, in a north-
erly direction to Shoreditch, where it branches into
two roads, the one leading to " Totenham," the
other to Hackney. Aftef leaving Bishopsgate, con-
tinuing the line of the walls, we And " Finshury
Fyelds," also called Moorfields, the only apparent
buildings being •windmills, and some bearmg the
name of " The Dog Houses," and also a large
manor house called Fmsbury Court, the site of
which is probably now occupied by the Hon.
Artillery Company's premises. A road leading
direct from Moorgate passes on the cast side of
this house, apparently leailing to Old-street. Ar-
riving at St. Giles's, Cripplegate, Foregate-street,
Whitccross-street, Redcross-street, and Golding-
lanc are all shown, partially lined with houses on
each skle. Between this and Aldersgate-sti-cet
ate some gardens, called the " Jews' Gardens."
Alder.«gate-street itself is a wide, open street, lined
each side with good houses, many of which
remain to this day. On the left side ofAldersgate-
stret* is the vast space of ground formerly occu-
pied by the Carthusian monks, and then in the
possession of Thomas, Duke of Norfo'k, who was
occupied in ]>ulling down the cells of the monks
and building a magnificent house for himself.
Behind the Charter House, a little to the left, are
the rnins of the once-famous House of the Knights
Hospitaller of St. John of Jerusalem. A few
yeais previously, the Protector Somerset had
blown it up with gunpowder for the sake of the
old materials for his new house in the Strand. To
this day a portion of the east wall, the crypt, and
the old gateway, are all that is left to testify
to the magnificence of this once noble priory
church. It was partially repaired and converted
into the parish church of St. John. Tummill-
street (of such iufdmous notoriety for so many
centuries), which skirted the Fleet river, and Smith-
field, with its pond and elm trees, are soon leached.
On the west side of Smithficld, Cock-lane, of
ghostly memory, brings us to Holborne Bridge,
built over the Old Bourne or brook which runs
down the hill into the Fleet river. Private houses
with long gardens line the road, and ascending the
hill we jmss the beautiful palace of the Bishops
of Ely, the chapel of which remains to this day.
Thavic's, Scropc'sand Furnivall's Inns are passed,
the country lane a few houses beyond the latter

being Gray's Inn-lane or Portpool-lane. Passing
thiMugh the "Barres," AVarwick House
is the next builduig of importance, and from
here Old Bonnie stretches to the rural village

of St. Giles's, literally " in-thc-fields." Two reads
branch from hero, the more northerly called "the
wave to Uxbridge," the other " the waye to

Redingc." A lane leading southwards, with
hedges on each side, is called by the familiar name
of St. Martin. The Strand on the south side is

oeeu))ied by the houses of the nobles. Commenc-
ing with th ! hospital of St. ilary Rouneival (in

front of which stood the ancient E'canor cross),

York-place, where Lord Bacon was bom, Durham
House (the palace of the prince-bishops of that
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name—the Ailelphi now s'ands oyer it) , then, in

order, the I'alacc of the S.iroy, vi sueh liistoric

interest, with its chapel existing now ;
lieyoud is

tJie house o£ the Trotector Somerset, and beyond

that again is Arundel-place ; next comes Paget-

Ijhvcc, called soon after Essex House ; and then

the Temijle (then for some time in tlie possession

of the lawyers), with its gardens by the river side.

Eastward of the Temple was the monastery of the

Carraelilcs or Whitefriars ; the church has gone,

and where it stood are now " many fair houses,

lodgings for noblemen or others," in the next

reign to be inhabited l)y a far different class, for

it became the famous "Alsatia," so vividly depicted

by Sir Walter Scott. Passing by a royal palace,

tlie Bridewell, which has just been given up to

the City as a house of correction for idle vaga-
bonds, mastcrless men, and skulking apprentices,

the walls of the City are again reached. Mr.

Bh'ch next went on to describe Fleet-street, Chan-
cery-lane, Fettcr-Iane, Lincoln's Inn-fields, Bank-
side, and Southwark, as shown by Aggas's map,
for the particulars of which, though very inter-

esting, we cannot give space. Elizabeth, towards

the close of her reign, began to be ahirmed at the

increase of the capital, and fnlmiualed several

edicts against the building of any more houses,

but all in vain ; the pent-up houses behind the

city walls recjuired some vent, and the tide of

building both in her reigu and the next over-

flowed in all directions. The next map of Lon-
don—a very"rare one, and one very little known

—

\iz., that by Faithorne—was drawn between the
years 104:! to IGi", and shows the increase which
had taken place in the period of nearly a century.
The most important additions and alterations as

shown by this map were described by Mr. Birch,
as also were the results of the Great Fire. In the

rebuilding of the City scarcely any alteration

was made in the posilion and distribution of the
old streets and public building. Wren's designs
for its reconstruction were, owing to the

vast number of private interests involved,

never carried out. Owing to this vast

conflagration, very little ancient work was left to

us in the City. Brick had not yet become an uni-

versal material for Loudon houses ; they bad
heen up to this date constnicted of wood, filled

in with plaster. Many houses of this style of

construction now exist, principally in the wards of
Bishopsgate and Aldgate. The old houses in

Holborn and Gray's Inn-lane are specimens of

this style. In Lime-street there ie a superb house
of the dale of James I. ; it is now subdivided, but
the ceiiings, doors, and fireplaces are worthy of

the most careful drawing and measurement. In
Widegate-street, Bishopsgatc (No. VJ), is a portion
of a ceiling of the time of Charles I. The design
consists of intersecting circles, VfHhJfcurs de lix

and a shield bearing a religious emblem. In the
same ward (Bishopsgate), is the house of Sir Paul
Pindar, now a public-house. This house has been
Bonsiderably curtailed of its original dimensions,
and subdivided into different tenements. Scarcely
any of the ancient woodwork exists, but o n the
first floors of the houses several of the old ceilings
remain. In the centre of one of these ceilings
tliere is a large device of the sacrifice of Isaac

;

from this radiates a pattern of the most exquisite
design, enriched withfoKage, with pendants at the
intersection. The ceilings of the house in Lime-
street are of rather a plainer character, consisting
principally of interlacing geometric designs.
Nos. 170 and 171, Bishopsgate-street (adjoining
Sir Paul Pindar's honsc), have similar ceilings to
his, and, like his, have been very much spoilt in

the interiors, veiy little old work being left. Mr.
Birch wished it was possible for the City to do
SDmething for the preservation of Pindar's house,
for every time he went by he expected to find it

gone, and some stuccoed monstrosity in its place,
dignified, perhaps, by the name" of "Pindar
Chambers." Other places of interest in Bishops-
gate were then noticed by Mr. Birch. The delicacy
and refinement shown in many of the brick hou.sos

of this period cannot possibly be overrated. TIk-
exquisite finish contrasts strongly with our modem
brickwork ; indeed, the brickwork of the period
appi-oached as near to perfection as Ihe capabili-
tiesof the material would admitof. After the Great
Fire the rebuilding of the City proceeded rapidly.

Wren's genius and artistic taste were now in the
ascendant, and evcnthing was built after the
I'alladian manner. There are many specimens of
the domestic work of his time now in the Citj-,

and one may pass, by many an old arct-
•nay, from the bustling thoroughfares, into
some quaint courtyard, and be face to face with

some of those grand old houses of a by-gone
generation. llow ininiilalily has IIi)ga]th de-

picted these old liouscs in scn'iir of his jiaiiitiugs!

What interiors docs he present us with in bis
'* Idle and Industrious Apprentices," " 'I'hc Kakc's
Progress," &c. As Hogarth in these pictures con-

veys to us, through the medium of pamting, moral
lessons on the triumph of virtue, and consequent
punishment of vice, so may we, through the

medium of the architecture, deduct like moral
lessons to be as truthful, withal, in our buildings

of the nineteenth century as our forefathers were
in theirs of the sixteenth and seventeenth cen-

tm-ies.

Some discussion ensued, in which the Chairman,
Mr. Phenc Spiers, Mr. Quitter, and Mr. Kcdgravc,
took part, and a vote of thanks to Mr. Birch
brought the meeting to a close.

THE TREFFEY GRANITE QUARRIES,
CORNWALL.

WE had something to say a few weeks back
about the building stones of Dorset and

Wilts, we now give a few particulars of one of

the largest granite quarries in Cornwall—the

county from which most of our English granite is

obtained. The Treffry granite quan'ies include

not merely the Treffry estate quarries proper, but
the works of the South Cornwall and the Cam
Grey Granite Companies, all lying within a radius

of four miles from the shippmg place at Par.

During the lifetime of the late proprietor, the

quarries did not receive their fair share of atten-

tion at his hands, but on the succession of Dr.
Treffr}', the present owner, to the property, the

trustees, Mr. R. T. Head (late Mayor of Exeter),

and Mr. Edward Lambert, a London lawj er of

considerable practice, at once perceived that the

quarries were capable of enlargement. The quar-
ries are now, therefore, in a position to supply an
almost nnlimited quantity (jf stone. From the

date of their opening in 18;io, up to 1868, over

1,000,000 cubic feet of stone have been quarried.

A London agency was, some few months back,

established, and the quarries have already

assumed the leading position to which the

ipiality of the stone entitles them. The
chief quarries belonging to the estate are

situate at Colcerrow, in the parish of Llanli-

very, the working being 'principally carried on in

what are known as Parker's, Bawden's, and
Nicholl's quarries. Of these the former is the

largest, and presents a ' vei-y fine face of stone,

lying in very regular and convenient beds. In

this quari-y there are two cranes, and the work can

be carried out very extensively. From this, as

from all the other 'Treffry quan'ies, there is direct

communication to the wharves by the Treffry

railway, the trucks being brought right to

the foot of the cranes. Thus with only two
liftings, one at the quan-y and the other at the

wharf, the stones can be shipjied. This facility

of carriage is a matter of the highest importance

in dealing with so heavy a iniitorial as granite, and

thequan-ies around Parjin^-iss it to an extent un-

known elsewhere. Anotlui' aii Mintage which the

Treffry works enjoy is that, (piarrics, railway, and
harbour alike belonging to one ownei'ship, there arc

no dues to pay, or arrangements to make, beyond

the ordinary ones of raising and sale. Not far

from the Colcerrow works are the Cairns quarries,

whi-h have been extensively wrought, and i)(>ssess

evei-y appliance for rapid prcnluction. The quality

of the s:one is, however, not so good—the colour

being inferior to that at Colcen-ow. Hence,

except for works in which this is not so much an
olijcct, they are not now so largely worked.

The best stone raised in the district comes, how-
ever, from the quames at Cam Grey, which pro-

duce granite of a fine even grain, in demand for

the better kinds of work. Cam Grey is not in

communication by rail with Par ; and the stone

has to betaken to the wharf' in waggons, a distance

of some tlu'ee miles. This is, of com-se, a draw-
l>ack, but the quality of the stone renders the in-

creased cost of can'iage of less importance than it

would otherwise be.

The Treffry granite has been extensively cm-
ployed in various Government works. To the

end of 186" Portsmouth had absorbed 377,(K)0

cubic feet of the produce of these quaiTies. 'The

tone has likewise been employed more or less

extensively at Pembroke, Shocburyness, Nctley

Hospital, and many otlicr Government undertak-
ings, which can hardly be recapitulated here.

The neighbourhoml of" the 'J'hrec 'Towns has,

however, used more than any o^hcr single locality
, |

having taken 800,000 cubic feet. Of this

quantity the breakwater had up to 1857 absorbed
300,000 cubic feet. Both the lighthouse and the
beacon are constructed of the Treffry granite ; and
the manner in which they stand out brilliantly

white against the dark blue distance of sea is a
proof how well this stone keeps its colour. The
Treffry granite is chiefly of an even, light-bluish
gi'cy. Mr. Wm. Stewart, under whose direction
it was employed at the breakwater, bore very
high testimony to its merits. The Keyham-yard
is the largest single customer the quarries have
had. Over half a million feet of stone from the
rugged hills around St. Blazey and Luxulyan
have found a new resting-place in the wharves
and docks which line the eastern bank of the
Tamar at Morice Town. In fact, the block which
may be considered the foundation of Keyham-
yard, and which was selected Ijy Captain Bran-
dreth for the purpose, came from the Treffry
estate. In works of a more private character this

stone has also been largely employed. The
Exeter Markets took 15,000ft., the Cardiff Docks
2i,000ft. ; and it has been used as far north not
merely as Hull, but in the Northumberland
Docks on the TjTie, a district which might have
been expected to look for its supplies of granite
to Scotland rather than to Cornwall. Several
thousand feet have gone to Westminster ; and a
portion of the stone in Blackfriars Bridge came
from C«m Grey. The increase in the quantity of
granite worked in these quarries under the
superintendence of Mr. W. Polkinghorne, the pre-

sent efficient manager, has proved very beneficial

to the neighbourhood.

ROTIIERHAM HOSPITAL AND INFIR-
MARY.

THE plan is so arranged that each department
is separate and complete in itself, and yet at

the same time in contiguity with the various offices

and departments, each having a distinct entrance.

The hospital entrance on the west side, with the
porter's room, leads immediately to the waiting-
room, bath-room for cleansing and examination of
patients before admission to the wards, and to the
operating theatie and accident ward for patients

that may have to be operated on upon their im-
mediate entrauce. Tliis department is entirely

isolatedfrom the hearing of the hospital, and from
the other offices. The dispensary entrance is on
the north side of the administrative department,
with its lobby ; the large hall for the patients to

wait communicates immediately with the phy-
sicians' room and with the surgeons' room, with

their respective dressing-rooms, for the economy
of time, the dispensarj' adjoining, for prescriptions,

medicine, &c., with hatchway (or window into

the hail, and one is also provided for the lobby ;

this department is also complete in itself, and in

close proximity to the entrance for the visiting

medical staff'. The kitchens, offices, and mess-

room fonu another department on the east side,

having easy conuimnication with the hospital, and
at the same tune isolated. The house-surgeon's

house, and entr.ance is on the west side of the

administrative block, entirely separate to Itself,

and yet accessible by the corridor and private (loor

leading to each department. The mortuary and
foul linen laundry are placed at the extreme

S. W. coiTier of the site.

Ninety-two designs were sent in, and the votes

were 17 to 3 in favour of the successful design,

bearing the motto, "jEsculapius," byMallinson and
Bakewell, architects, Leeds and Dewsbury.

Institution op Citil Engineers.—Mr.

Charles Hutton Gregory, the President of the In-

stitution of Civil Engineers, has issued invitations

to a conversazione to be held at the house of the

Institution in Great George-street, Westminster,

on Tuesday, the 25th of May. During the ses-

sion just terminated there have been elected one

honorary member (H. I. M. Napoleon HI., Em-
]ieror of the Franch), 30 members, and 82 asso-

ciates, while 31 students have been admitted by

the council. The numbers of the several classes

now on the register of the Institution arc, 17

honorary members, 664 members, 1134 associates,

and 143 students, making a total of all classes of

1,738.

Ne'w Pier at Walton-on-the-Naze.—

A

new pier is in course of erection at Walton-on-

the-Naze. The length will be 1,200ft. and the

contractor has undertaken to have UnOft. finished

and opened to the jmblic in the latter end of

June, and the remainder in the Autumn. The
engineer is Mr. William Bruff.
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MEASUEEMEXT OF niLI.P.

IN the articles respecting chaining and the

measurement uf base lines, it has been

assimied that the ground has been level, or suf-

ficiently so to cause no appreciable difference

between a truly horizontal measurement and

that taken along the surface. It is seldom,

however, that a base line of any considerable

length can be measured wthout it being neces-

sary to make some allowance, either mechanic-

ally or by calculation, for the sloping and irre-

gular contours of the ground. The necessity

for this becomes more apparent as the siirface

of the ground departs fi-oni the ])lane of liori-

zontality, as the greater the angle of inclina-

tion the gi-eater will be the dilTerence between

the false and the true, or the inclined and hori-

zontal measurement. There are various me-
thods of arriving at the true horizontal mea-
surement of sloping surfaces, and the degree of

accuracy to which tlic survey is to be carried

must in all cases determine which the sur-

veyor w\\\ employ. It is scarcely necessary to

mention that the true distance will always be
less than the apparent one, and, therefore,

when calculation is used, there will always be
a reduction to bo made. An experienced sur-

veyor will be able to tell pretty well by the

eye the allowance to be made in the majority

of instances when oidy approximate accuracy

is demanded, and the question becomes re-

duced to taking the next measurement or

chain's length, not fi-om the end of the former,
but fi-om a point obtained by making the
proper allowance. The diagram in fig. 1 will

render this operation perfectly clear, but it is

one that the young surveyor \vill do better not
to attempt to caiTy into practice. We shall
give a method by which the same result can
be arrived at by moans more suitable for a
beginner. lu fig. 1, sup])0sc the chain to be
stretclied upon the inclined surface of a hill

and extend from A to a, but the real hori-
zontal measurement to extend from A to B.
The point B where the chain A a will intersect
the horizontal is found by taking A a in the
cora]iasses and sweeping a circle until it

tonchcs the horizontal line A C in B. If the
line B b be projected at right angles to A C it

will intersect the surface of the ground at b,

so that the true distance to be measured along
the slo]ie by one chain's length is not A a, but
A b. From the appearance of the slope the
])ractised sur\-eyor makes an approximate esti-

mate of the distance a b, and the next chain's
length is measured consequently not from a,

but from the point ft, and so on, as often as
may be required. The same process applies to

the case of a descent as well as that of an
ascent, but it is rather curious that it is in-

variably more difficult to arrive at a correct aji-

proximation of the rate of inclination when
descending than ascending a slope. We do
not attempt to offer any explanation of this

somewhat curious fact, but our owni exjicri-

ence, as well as that of numerous old and prac-
tised hands, have confimied the veracity of it.

The explanation of the method by which the
distance a b in iig. 1 is estimated will serve to

indicate a mechanical mode of arriving at the
same result. This latter is preferable when
carefully performed to that given in fig. 1,
and may, moreover, be accomplished by anv
beginner. It should not, at the same time, be
repeated too often consecutively, as, of ecunsc,
small errors creep in at every step, which ulti-

mately \vouhl become seriously appreciable.
Let A B in Fig. 2 be the sloping ground to be
measured horizontally. In performing this

operation wo adviso the surveyor to do part of

the chaining himself, that is, to take the place

of the " follower." If he leaves it to the
chainmen to do, he may be sure tliat it will not
be done well, as it is an operation requiring
some nice and delicate manipulation. Briefly,

the princijilo consists in taking up the chain in

short lengths and holding one end vertically

over the stivrting points, while the other is fixed

or held firmly down. In the figure let the

sun-eyor be supposed to stand at A, with the

end of the chain held vertically over the point

A by means of a plumb line and bob. In
the meantime the "leader" has hold of the

twenty-fifth link, suppose, which he fastens

down in the proper direction at b ; the sur-

veyor then slacks the end of the chain, ad-

vances to the point ft, takes up the chain care-

fully at the twenty-fifth link, leaving the pin

in to mark the spot, and holds it over the

point ft, or, in technical phraseology, "plumbs"
it over the point ft. The "leader" has ad-

vanced to the fiftieth link, which he has fixed

at c, and the operation proceeds in a similar

manner to il, and until the summit of the in-

cline is surmounted. The chain must be well

stretched between the points at h'c, c'd, &c., in

order to render the deflection inappreciable, so

that it is preferable to take short lengths at a

time, instead of long ones, although the

former may demand more trouble. The steep-

ness of the slope will also regulate the distance

between the successive points of measurement,
as the chain can only be raised a certain height
by hand, and it is absolutely necessary that it

be maintained as nearly horizontal as the cir-

cumstances of the case will allow. If this

mechanical reduction of the inclined to the
horizontal measurement be carefully per-
formed, the result willbe a very close approxi-
mation to the true distance. In order to get
over the ground as quickly as possible, J'oung
surveyors are veiy apt to make the distances

between the points of measurement much too
long, aud consequently the " sag " of the chain
induces errors that might otherwise be avoided
with facility. Should the hill be very short,

the incline may be measured very expeditiously

in the manner described by means of a good
tajie, provided there is very little wind l)lowing.

Having described the two approximate
methods of reducing the sloping to the hori-

zontal measurement, it now remains to indicate

the more exact means of obtaining the same
result. It is hardly necessary to observe that
in large and important national and trigono-

metrical surveys ajiproximate methods cannot
be enqiloyed, but all the operations must be
performed with the most minute aecm-acy. A
glance at fig. 1 will point out that there are
tln-ee sides in the triangle A ft B, one only of
which is known.- By the rules of proportion,
as well as of equations, when one of these in-

determinate quantities is to be determined, two
must be given in order to solve the question.
In the triangle A ft B, the distance A ft is given
and if B ft were known, the horizonta'
distance could bo ascertained, since (A ft) ^ 3:
(A B)2.-f (B ft) 2, or making Aftzz.r;
A B ^ y, and B :z:-, we have for the value

of A B, y = ^1^^^: =). But B ft is the dif-

ference of level between the points A and ft,

which can be readily obtained by that

branch of surveying which treats of the
operations of levelling. As this will be sub-
scqucnth' treated of in its proper place we
shall not now enter further into the question.
It will be manifest that if instead of the dis-

tance B ft being known, the angle of inclina-

tion or the angle B .V ft were ascertained, the
problem could be solved equally readily. Sup-
pose, for instance, a certain number of feet

were measured along the slope in fig. 1, from
A to B, the correct horizontal measurement of
which was A B, but which has to be deter-

mined ; let A B = X', A b— N, and e
equal the angle of elevation B A ft. By th,j

rules of trigonometry for solving right-angle,
triangles we have N' n: N x cosine e, con
sequently the difference between the hori-

zontal and the sloping measurement varies as

the cosine of the angle of elevation, or, in plain

terms, with the slope of the ground. The dif-

ference between these two measurements,
or what is called the "reduction," is evidently

equal to (N—K'). As an example, suppose
N or the distance A ft in fig. 1 to measiu'e 100
feet, and the angle B A 6 15°, what is the
value of the correct horizontal measurement A
B, and of the reduction (N—N') ? By the
rule we have A B =: A ft x cosine 15° =. 100
X 0-96592 :z 90-592 feet. The reduction,

therefore, is equal to (100—0-96592) — 3-408^

feet. The con-eet distance to be entered in the
field book fi-om A to ft is 96-592 feet, but if

there is no necessity for noting the point ft'

on the plan, the simplest method will be to add
3-408 feet to the 100 feet already measured,
and commence the next chain's length from
that point. In other words, 100 feet on the
horizontal measurement equals 103-408 feet on
the sloping surface. From the formula and
example we have given, it is readily perceived
that tables can be constructed giving the reduc-
tion to be made, or the difference between the
horizontal and sloping measurement for dif-

ferent angles of inclination. In the following
table is shown the number of feet on a slop-

ing surface inclined at ^^rious angles that

corresponds horizontally to 100 feet measured
along the given slope, and also the reduction

to be made for every chain's length or 100
feet measured along the slope :

—

90 86-3 0-138
1)0 -452 0-348

0!)-L'J4 0-746

as -480 1-520
'.17 SH .'ll-(>

11(1 r,'l'. 3-874
!l.-illl.> 4-895

WIWJ 6-031

!K;-030 17-950
Sil-lOO 10-900
>»-mi 13.398

If the slope continue uniform, and there are
not any fences or other objects to be noted iii

the field book, the chaining can be continued
as far as may be considered desirable, and the
results in the third column given in the table

multiplied by the number of chains measured.
The product will give the total reduction or

difference to be allowed for.

ASSOCIATED^AKTS' IKSTITXJTE.

AT the usual meeting on Saturday evening
last, Mr. R. 1'. Spiers, vice-prosiilont, in

the chair, the question, "Was the Hcuaissance

Movement of nny real benefit to Art ? " was
discussed, Mr. Ellis II. Wooldridge opening in

the affiiiuative. The largeness of the subject pre-

cludirffe the discussion of it in its cutii-ety, Mr.
WooMridge chose Italy as a representative counti-y,

and Faulting and Sculpture as representative

arts. The spirit of the Kcnaissance was the same
in all countries, ami iu all countries it ran its

coiu-sc from glory to decay. He did not choose
Architcctme as the representative art, because "it

is indissolul)ly connected with the useful, and is,

if I may say so without being misunderstood, the

least artistic of the arts." After briefly sketch-

iuf: the rise and decline of Early Christian Art,

and the ori;;in and dcvclopuiout of Gothic, Mr.
Wodkhidge said that in the middle of (ho fifteenth

century all the energies i>f the (JotUic style, in full

vigour, allowed themselves, witliout a struggle, to

he atjsorbcd into anotlicr style uiiLditicr than it

which canic just thcuirresi>tilily upon the scene

—

the Renaissance style. The whole appearance of

sculpture and painting, but especially of painting.
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wivs ebaiiKed. For instance, wbile tlie Gothic

painters, from Giotto to Angelico, in their deter-

mination to set all their subject before the spec-

tator, would often fill one space with many un-

connected scenes, in the painters of the_ Renais-

sance, beginning with Masaccio, we find this

enormous change—that though the space is filled

with as many beantifal objects as possible, they

are all in evident subordination to the central

pm-pose ; and again, while the Gothic painters

falsified the relative proportions of objects, the

moment we touch the Renaissance we find just

proportion aud a perspective founded upon

science. It was tbLs foundation upon science, and

this scientific spirit, which was at the root of the

whole Renaissance style. It was in the very

nature of Gothic art that it should look upon the

visible world, as upon the invisible, with the eye of

sentnnent. The object of the Renaissance was to

see nature as she really is, unclouded by any

sentiment, and to develope its artistic ideal of her,

not from som-ceslike religion—which have only an

accidental coimection with art—but by means of

laws discovered by reflection within the very

essence both of art and nature. This will not

make its mission too hard and philosophical, if

we remember that the springs of sentiment are

always full in the artisticmind ; and while there is

little danger that such a temper as the artist's will

become hard or philosophical, on the other hand,

if sentiment is suffered to run at will, without

limits, there is the certainty, after a time, of irre-

gularity and disaster. The perfect artist is neither

sentimental nor philosophical specially ; he is both

equally. No institution allows itself to go down
before any power, however irresistible, unless that

power be evidently good and beneficent, or unless

it offers something better than that existing in ex-

change, and if Gothic art was absorbed in the

Renaissance, it was because the Renaissance move-
ment, appearing in all the simplicity and with all

the force of a natural law, not only was recognised

at once for something good and beneficent, but

offered also a Ijetter state of things in exchange
for the existing one. After the supernatural aims
and aspirations of the Gothic spii-it, it seems poor
aud like an anti-cUmax to say that the Renais-

sance was the invention of printing, the discovery

of America, or the taking of Constantinople by
the Turks. The Renaissance movement, which
extended, in art. from Masaccio to Raphael, com-
bining, as it did, the Gothic sentiment with its own
knowledge, was the gTeatest artistic period since

the time of Phidias, embracing in its prime
Raphael aud Michael Angelo.
Mr. F. Scarlet Potteh, who opened the

question on the negative side, complained of the

very small portion of the subject touched upon by
Mr. Wooldi-idge. who stopped at Italy, whereas
the Renaissance influenced the whole of Christen-

dom ; he confined himself almost wholly to paint-

ing, whereas the Renai.ssance affected architecture

infinitely more than it did painting, and sculpture

more than painting. He also limited the Renais-
sance to a very few years, whereas the spirit of

the Renaissance was paramount in Eui'ope for

upwards of three centuries. Whilst the art of the

Gothic period was based upon reverence, the
spirit of the Renaissance seems to have been
knowledge, and the pride of knowledge—not wis-

dom. There was a perfect fever of this love

of knowledge, which spread rapidly throughout
Europe, upsetting preconceived notions ; it roused
some to perfonn Titanic works, and it maddened
more into the fury of destructiveness. Although
it produced the most glorious epoch of art in

Italy that the modern world has seen, it had caused
the overthrow of all Christian architecture, and
the destruction of all northern art. The fever

passed—it was quite gone by the middle of the
seventeenth centmy, and it left Em'ope dead to

every noble work and feeling. Raphael, Michael
Angelo, Leonardo, and their contemporaries,
though roused into exercise by the Renaissance
stimulant, had been nurtured on the wholesome
food of the Gotliie. In England, among the fruits

of the Renaissance were:—The destruction of two-

thirds of our noblest buildings ; the spoUation and
ruin (so far as works of art were concerned) of

those few buildings that are left to us ; and the

sweeping away of all our old art, leaving nothing
in the place of it for centiuies worthy the name of

art. From architectm-e the Renaissance took

away all definite aim, aU power of expansion, all

power of expression. Sculpture was made by it

pedantic, absm-d, antt inane. All it did for pamt-
ing was to force it into an unnatiu-al bloom, and
then leave it prematurely. No modem art in

which there was any life has been drawn from
Renaissance influences ; such art has been drawn
partly from reverence for natui'e, partly from the

study of the old masters.

The discu.ssion was continued by Messrs. Crane,
Davis, Wall, G. R. Redgrave, and Louis Walter,
Jlr. Wooldridge replying at the close. On a divi-

sion being taken, the question was answered in

the negative by 8 to 3.

STRENGTH OK MATERIALS.

AT a recent meeting of the Institution of Civil

Engineers, a Paper was read " On the pre-

sent state of Knowledge of the Strength and Re-
sistance of Materials," by M. Jules Gaudard, civil

engineer, Lausanne.
The author stated, in his introductory remarks,

that the theoiy of the strength and resistance of

materials was closely connected with that of

molecular mechanics. But being a branch of that

science altogether of practical application, it re-

qnu-ed only to borrow from scientific theories the

principles on which to base rules of construction,

simple 'enough to be of general application and
yet sufficiently exact to be used with confidence.

The formulae of strength brought into view, on
the one hand, the destructive action of external

forces, and, on the other hand, the resisting power
of the molecules of the material. External forces

were of two kinds : one kind comprised elements

directly given, such, for example, as weights ; the

other kind consisted of reactions—^fimctions of

given forces. In certain cases these reactions

might easily be found by the science of statics

alone, as, for example, in the case of a beam
placed on two supports ; in other cases they would
depend on the changes of form of the solid. It

was this, for exsimple, which caused the ditfioulty

of calculation in arches and in continuous beams
of several spans. Or, lastly, it might happen that

the body in question might not be in a state of

equilibrium, but that its particles might oscillate

under variable dynamic influences, or forces of

inertia. This was the case of concussions, vibra-

tions, &c. These various external forces being
detei-mined, it would easily be seen if they tended

to cause certain parts of the solid to elongate, or

to .shorten, or to shear, or to tmn round certain

axes. These various effects, extension, compres-
sion, sliding, torsion, flexure, might further mani-
fest themselves separately, or might combine with

each other. Under the action of these forces, the

body would necessarily be changed in form ; for

solids perfectly rigid were only pure abstractions.

The study of these changes of form constituted

the object of the theory of elasticity. The study
of strength, or resistance, had to do with the

power which the solid, according to its physical

constitution, possessed to maintain, if not its form,
at least the cohesion of its parts.

The author then proceeded to consider the forces

of v.arious kinds to which materials were subjected,

such as extension, compression, sliding, flexure,

torsion, and shearing ; and in reference to all these,

he gave the results and formulfe of the most
modem investigations : expressing them at such
length as to make them intelligible, but with
sufficient conciseness to bring them within reason-
able limits of space.

In conclusion, it was remarked that the theory
of the strength and resistance of materials touched
ob.scure problems relating to the physical constitu-

tion of bodies, and yet its practical char.icter

obliged it to be simple. Another motive, also,

justified the departm-e from rigorous exactness,

that was, the in-egularity of the material tacts : if

it was good, in effect, to associate mathematical
science with physical phenomena, it was incontest-

able that these two elements, one always logical,

the other frequently capricious, were often separa-

ted from each other.

In spite, however, of these imperfections, the
theoi-y of the strength and resistance of materials
in its present state constituted an elegant and use-

ful doctrine, which ought to be better known In"

the majority of constrnctiug engineers, so much
did it tend to impress boldness aud elegance on
designs of all kinds. In any case, the theory, im-

perfect though it might be, had the great advan-
tage of generalising facts. Empiricism, if left to

itself, would encumber the science of construction

with a mass of rules, without reason or connection,

well calculated to repel and mystifs- practical men.
It was stated that M. Gaudard's paper would

within a short period be 'printed in f.ftcnsfl, and
would be distributed among such members of the

Institution as might be interested in the subject,

with a view to its discussion early next session. |

THE USE AND ABUSE OF COLOUR.

AT the annual meeting of the Exeter Dio-
cesan Society, recently held, Mr. White,

F.S.A., of London, read an interesting paper on
the use of colour and its abuse. He urged the em-
ployment in our churches and in our schools,
unions and asylums, and other public buildings, of
decorative chromatic art. An appreciation of
colour was innate in nearly every man, and even
the most indifferent felt the coldness aud discom-
fort caused by its absence. Colour, he said, was
used in the middle ages to such an extent that
scarcely any old parish church can be touched with-
out some traces being found of colour. Perhaps
the first steps to be taken to encourage the more
general use of colour was advancing the education
of the large class of common house painters and
such as can lay but little claim to the higher
branches of art education, whilst they have to

exercise some of the lower functions, • and fi'e-

quently carry into effect designs and instructions

which, without a more thorough grounding in the
art of coloration, as distinguished from painting,

they are able but imperfectly to enter into or
understand. The chief aim of all colouring of

this nature should be repose, and if brilliant

colours were used the more pei-fect must be the

harmony, and the more careful the gradations.

Proper gradations of colom's and shades were of
the greatest consequence towards the avoidance of

harsh and startling effects. It was to a want of

care in this respect that the prejudice against
colour was to be attributed. People preferred to

be on the safe side to risking failure in so impor-
tant a manner.—The Chairman, the Ven. Arch-
deacon Freeman, while agreeing with Mr. White
as to the advantage of judicious colourmg, said
what the mind craved for in religion was reality,

and while he would have as much marble in the
church as possible, he thought parishes would
object to colouring because it would generally be
present in an unreal and meretricious form. He
thought coloming was found not so much in

chm'ches of the Old Eugiish style as in those of

the debased Perpendicular.—Mr. White said of

course he should prefer richer materials for build-

ing, but all countries were not so rich as this in

building stones. In all the Early EngUsh chm'ches
which he had had examined he had never failed

to discover traces of the original colour.—Preben-
daiy Mackamess thought that when colour wag
used there must have been more local knowledge
on the subject.

ST. JOHN THE BAPTIST, BERE REGIS,
DORSET.

THIS church is a building of very various dates,

the earliest portion being of the end of the 1 2th

ceuturv, whilst the chancel is of the 1 5th centmy.
The main feature in the building is, however, the

hcantiful nnve roof, of which we give an Ulustra-

tioii tlii- Hnk. The whole church is in very bad
conilirii.n. iiinl has been placed by the rector, the

Kev. i'. \^\lrre, in the hands of Mr. Street, for

restoration. It is proposed to repair the whole of

the old work in the most careful manner, and in

particular the nave roof, of which the people of

Bere Regis are properly proud. The cost will be

great, and the funds are being raised with much
diflSculty, owing, not only to the lack of wealthy

residents, but also to the fact that another church,

in a parish which goes with Bere Regis—Winter-
bomTie Kingston—is at the same time about to be
restored, also from the desig-ns of Mi-. Street.

NEW CHURCH AND SCHOOLS AT
HOLLOWAY.

OUR engraving is a photolithograph from the

architect's (Sawing of a new church which,

with clergy house (seen in the view) aud lioys',

girls', and' infants' schools at the rear, is about to

be erected at the end of Grove-street, Ilolloway.

The editicc will be of plain, K.arly character, but

gooil proportions. The walls both withiu and with-

out are to lio of brick, relieved with stone dressuigs

and dark brick bands aud voussoirs. The
architect is Mr. F. H. Pownall, of 30, Gower-street,

Bedford-square. In a future number we hope to

give a view of the interior of the church.

COMPETITION.
The design of Mr. Thomas Oliver, of Ncw-

castlc-on-Tyne, has been selected for the proposed

now Congregational Chiu-ch, Toxteth park, Liver-

pool.
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IRON ARCHITECTURE IN
AMERICA.

FOR many years past iron has
been used for the fronts of

buildings in America, aud so large

a demand exists that a company
called the Architectural Iron
Works Comjiany of New York
devotes its entire attention to the
supply of iron buildings. As yet,

however, no attempt has been
made to do other than furnish

masks, which are generally of
lavishly ornamented design ; for

ordinary buildings, iron as a ma-
terial of construction is even less

used in America than with us,

and therefore no new principles

have been evolved, such as might
have been e.xpeefed from people
so ingenious in mechanism as the

Americans. How best to use iron

and steel in a large building is

an interesting question, and one
which the efforts of the Archi-
tectural Ironworks Company have
as yet not attempted to touch.
So far, the iron buildings, so
called, in America are but ordi-

nary structures, with brick party
and partition walls, and with
plank floors and staircases, just
as in any other erection, and the
fagade only is of cast and wrought
iron, and this, loo, so often painted
white in imitation of marble, or

brown and sanded to resemble
stone, that a passer-by would
not at a first glance detect the

material employed. As these

fronts are composed of castings,

fitted together and built up in

accordance with the dimensions
of the building, it may be sup-
posed no very great variety of
patterns can be aftbrded, and one
building must in a great degree
resemble another from the same
foundry. A praciised eye soon
detects this to be the case, and
the use of such fronts is cer-

tainly not conducive either to the

interests of art or to the em-
ployment of architects. There
are some objections, too, to the

employment of iron as used in

America for the casing of a
front, which should have especial .

force in that counlry, the prin- '

cipal one being the danger to

those who would help in case of

a fire. It is well-known that fire-

men dread to encounter a fire in

the interior of these metal shells,

and that one once breaking out
is but rarely mastered. But as

the material permits plenty of

very showy ornament, is quickly

put in place, and is of very con-
siderably less cost than marble
or stone, it is largely used, and
the danger of fire is chanced.
One reason to recommend it is

the facility with which it can be
transported to localities where stone or marble
are less easily obtained, and it is thoroughly in

accordance with the spirit of American enter-

prise to be able to send ofE carefully packed
fi'onts to all the growing towusand cities of the

great West and South, to be fitted on to side

walls that require neither the plans nor direc-

tions of an architect. The same sets of pat-

terns permit almost endless combinations, so

that an appearance of diversity of design is

obtained, which pleases the public eye and is

good for trade. A fact should be noted, which
is, that experience shows that iron-fronted

buildings are not hotter in the blazing summer
heat than those composed of any other mate-
rials. This probably arises fri m |the small

DETAILS OF CAST IROX FACADE, NEW YORK.

quantity of material left after the glazed open-
ings have been made, and also that as all

American buildings are of very great depth,

there is no necessity for near contact with the

front.

The view presented of a cast iron fagade in

New York, with some enlarged details, gives a
favourable specimen of such buildings, and
exemplifies our remarks. The front is built

up of thin plates, cast as ornamental panels

and screwed on to the cills and uprights that

form the framework ; each column is at the

base bolted to a cill plate, and the tops are tied

by an ornamental string-course, on which rest

a second series of uprights, and so on to the

top cornice of the entire fagade The smaller

ornamental features are screwed on in their

places, and the window and door architraves,

mouldings, and such other architectural fea-

tures, are cast upon panels that are fitted in

between the framework of the front. The in-

troduction of this mode of constructing a front

has led to the invention of all sorts of fantastio

capitals, and other ornamental features, and it

some curious combinations are to be seen of

details nowise allied, the general effect seems

to please, and criticism, so far as we can learn,

is silent. Probably before long a legitimate

use of iron for the entire construction of a

building will be attempted, and in this hope
we shall watch kindly and with much atten-

tion the efforts of our American friends.
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INTERIOR DECORATION.
The Dining Room.

(^Continuedfrom page 430.)

WE now come to the solid funiiture of the

dining-room, and we may note brietiy,

at the outset, that there is more i>ractical

common sense involved in the fashion of

employing certain woods for certain apart-

mentsthan many are disposed to admit. The
woods most generally in use for dining-room

furniture, are oak and mahogany, and we^ can

name no others equally suitable. Where
rigid economy has to be studied, deal may of

course be used, and it should in such case

either be French polished, stained and var-

nished, or painted in almost dead colour.

If paint be adopted, Indian red brightened

with a little vermilion, is perhaps the best

pigment to use, the article being relieved, if

necessary, by a few lines of black or gold.

But for the majority of dining-rooms, we
]>refer good wainscot furniture to eveiy thing

else. There is a quiet strength and a look of

hospitality about the wood which is suii^assed

by none that we can call to mind. There
exists, indeed, a finer tone of colour, and
consequently a wanner and more handsome
appearance, about Spanish mahogany, but the

rich curvature of the grain is seldom in

satisfactory harmony with the more or less

severe forms of mediaeval furniture ; and the

wood is therefore of much less general appli-

cability than oak. At the same time, we are

bound to admit its superb eifect in articles of

a classic tendency when they are skilfulh'

designed in sucli a manner as to set off the

Iicautiesof thewood. Black and gold furniture

is sometimes recommended, but the treatment

is one of which we fail to appreciate the

merits for dining-rooms. On the coab'aiy, it

can only be effective in juxtaposition with an
abundance of rich and bright colour. With
such colour the room will look too showy for

its purpose ; without it, it will appear sombre
and funereal.

Care should be taken never to overload

;i dining-room with furniture. A dining-

table with its full complement of chairs, a
.sideboard or hiffet, and one or more dinner

waggons form, ;is a rule, everj'thing that can

be required. Card-tables, writing-tables, sofas,

."ind whatnots, are not only out of place, but

often imiiedethe free passage of the domestics

about the table, and so detract from the

cfKciency of the semce. Looking-glasses are

articles that many persons can never be

induced to dispense with in any aiiartment,

Lut they seem singularly inappropriate in a
dining-room, except when used at tlie backs of

sideboards. In such a position they may be

made to give great eflect to a liand.some dis-

play of plate, china, and similar articles ; and
thus the sideboard becomes the chief and
legitimate means of decoration in the room.
We might here enter into the question of

veneering, and other processes of cabinet work
but we are concerned in our present remarks
rather with the residts to be produced than will

the technical means of producing them, and we
will tlierefore confine oureelves to the simjile

matter of polish, as being one essentially of

appearance. Tlicrc are practically three pro-

cesses to choose from, viz.—varnishing, oiling,

and French polishing. The first is altogether of

too coarse a nature to be fit for any but com-
mon woods, and its use is consequent!)^ with
proprietv' confined to deal furniture, thougli it

is by no means unusual to French polish some
vanetics of jiine. Where varnish is emplovod
simply to prcseiTC and protect the wood, and
where the gloss is considered objectionable, (lat

(or encaustic) varnish may be used ;
but we

must candidly confess to have seen veiy few
cases in which a clean hard surface has been
obtained by this means. French polish may

be characterised as a refined process of varnish-

ing, the main ditference being that the varnish

merely gives a glossy appearance to the

surface, such as it exists (whether good or bad),

whereas the polish fills up the pores of the

wood, and produces a hard, fine and smooth

surface. In fact it achieves in many res]iects

within an hour or two the result attained by

months or years of oiling. Fionch polish is,

however, less dm-able than oil polisli, par-

ticularly where the surface is liable to become
heated—forthe tops of diningtables it is useless.

The great distinction, howevei^, to be borne in

mind for practical pinposes is this :—All oils,

resins, varnishes, &c., gradually acquire a

deeper tone by tlie process of oxidation and

consequent hardening. When an article is

oiled (or hand-polished, as it is fi'equently

termed), the great length of time over which the

process extends allows a veiy much larger

degree of oxidation than would be otherwise

the case, and the wood becomes proportionately

deepened in colour (or, in reality, discoloured).

AVoods which are noi'mally dark, such as

mahogany and rosewood, thus become nearly

black in the course of yeare, especially in the

mouldings and carved portions, where it is

impossible to avoid leaving an excess of linseed

oil, which chokes up the interstices. Articles,

on the contrary, which are French poli.shed,

deepen uniformly and to amuch smaller extent,

though quite sufficiently 1 3 give to the wood in

the course of time a rich and mellow appear-

ance. In deciding as to which process to

adopt, we should therefore be guided by the

form and surface of the piece of furniture to

be polished, as well as by the effect which is

intended eventually to be produced, simply

guarding against the shameful, but not

veiy unusual, practice in French polishing,

of deepening the natural colour of the wood.

Mahogany thus treated is ruined, and it would

be far better at once to resign ourselves to the

cheaper method of staining and varnishing.

There is another undesirable custom (especially

])rescribed by architects in the case of oak

fittings) known as " waxing," or half polishing,

the object being to avoid the brilliancy of com-
plete polish. By this means, however, [the

pores of the grain are very incompletely filled,

and the wood soon begins to look dirty, or, if

ebonised, to look gi'cy. Jt is far better, though

a trifle more expensive, to thoroughly polish

the siu'face, and then to remove the gloss

by means of a little spirit, which any polisher

can do.

It only remains for us now to treat of the

covering of the chairs, which may be dismissed

in a few words. Whatever material we emplo}'

it must be one which is cool to the feci. The
old stoiy of the French gourmet, whose appe-

tite at an English dinner had suddenly given

way under the unaccustomed burden of turtle,

and who was compelled to request the favour

of a cold chair in order to do justice to the or-

tolans, is, after all, not so very far-fetched. If

there be one thing more productive of discom-

fort at the dinner table than another, it is a

velvet covered scat. There is no material

more suitable for the covering of dining-room

chaiis than leather, but there is another, little

inferior to it, which has, singularly enough,

gone out of fa.shion—viz., hair seating. For-

merly mahogany chairs were almost invariably

covered with the material made of black horse

hair. The effect was excellent, and nothing

was so durable. In France, at the present

lime, the material is not only made in patterns,

but of various colours, and we would strongly

urge its general emjiloyment in this country.

Next week wo will give our readers a sketch

of two dining-rooms completely fitted up.

OVTFALL OF THE IIUMBER.
By Mn. W. SuiiLFOitD.

AT the meeting of the In.stitution of Civil En-
t;incers, Ai)ril 27, ISG'.I, Mr. C. H. Gregory,

IVc^iiilent, in the cliair, the paper read was on the

" Outl'all of the llumljcr," by Mr. W. Shcll'ord,

M. lust. C.F.

'The Cbtuarv w:is described as the outlet for the

fi'esh waters iiom a drainage area of 10,.000 square
miles, or one-fifth of the whole area of England ;

but tlie present paper only treated of the ontfall,

the observations being arranged under fom- heads.

1. The facts in connection with the past and
present condition of the outfall and of its peculiar

feature—Spuru Point. Under this head the dis-

trict was said to consist geologically of diluvial

clay resting upon chalk, of which the surface was
proved to be below the bed of the river at its out-

fall. The extent of the marshes and the fens

adjciining the estuary and their levels were then

given, and it was shown that the area of the re-

claimed land below high-water spring tides at sea

was 2'M square miles, while the present area of

the estuary at high-water was only 110 square

miles. It was also shoT\-n that the marsh banks
were geucrally repaired in the thirteenth centmy.

The waste of the Holilemess coast, from Bridling-

ton southwards, was stated to average 2\ yards

per annum, and it was inferred that 1,000 years

ago the coast line must have been, at least, 2,250

yards fiu'ther east. It was thought possible that

"the promontory might then have had a short point,

with an ebb channel and a good roadstead close to

it, and that here the Danes landed in A.D. 867.

Here also gi-adually rose the town of Kavenser,

which was one of the most floiu-ishing ports of the

kingdom in the fom-teenth centuiy. In 1250, an
outlying hamlet of this to-n-n, called Kavenser
Odd, originated. It was upwards of a mile dis-

tant fi-om the mainland, and the access to it was
from Ravenscr by a sandy road scarcely elevated

above the sea. In 128',), the Grimsby people

claimed certain privileges there, calling it an
island, and probably basing their claims upon its

previous insular character. In 13C0 Ravenser
Odd was totally anuihilated by the floods of the

Humber and inundations of the great sea. The
last mention of Ravenser itself was in 1552.

In 1G22, it had been said that " parcel of the

Spurnhead, which before did adhere to the conti-

nent, was torn therefrom liy the sea, aud is now
in the nature of an island.'' In 1C7G, Angell's

lights were authorised, in consequence of a broad

loug sand which had been thrown up at the mouth
of the Ilumbcr six or seven moiiths before.

Smcaton thought that this sand had afterwards

become connected with the mainland, and so

formed the Spnrn Point of his day.

The author proceeded to state that Sunk Island

was spoken of as a novelty in 1 GOT, and was de-

scribed as an accumulation of sand and mud, also

that Frismersh, or Fresh Marsh, formerly occupied

its site, and was destroyed soon after 1362. The
leading features of the outfall were then pointed

out, as shoT\m by the following charts, of which
cartoons were exhibited—viz., Greenville Collin's

Chart of 1681, Robert Mitchell's of 1778, Hewetfs
of 1828, and C'alver's of 1852. According to Smea-
ton, " Spurn Point was a necessary appendage to

the cliffs of Holdei-ness, and was in a continual

state of travel southward aud westward ; the south-

ward movement being accompanied by a corres-

ponding encroachment of the river on the Lincoln

Coast, and the westward movement by the abrasion

of the coast of Holderness by the sea." It

appeared fi-om these charts that seawai-d of Spurn
a large accumulation of shingle had taken place,

and that on the Humber side extensive acci-etions,

including Sunk Isl.and, had fonned. Also, that

the main flood stream set in to the south of the

BuU sand, and the ebb stream set out to the north

of it.

The southward movement of Spurn was sho'mi

to have varied, and to have been as follows:

—

167G to 176C . . 20 yards per annum
1760 „ 1771 . . 50 „ „
1771 „ 1780 . . 10 ., „
1780 „ 1851 . . 40 ., „
1851 „ 186-t . . 8-7 „ „

Tlic wcstwoi-d movement was .sho^mi by the his-

tory of the lighthouses to have averaged 3 yards

per annum since 1771. It was also stated that

since 18G3 an attempt had been made to aiTest

this movement, and the danger of so doing was
pointe<l out.

2. The ascertained alterations in the tidal regime.

Under this head evidence was offered to prove,

that the tidal range of the Humber at Hull

increased 3ft, bet\veen 1852 and 1828, Jand 2ft.

botwceu 1828 and 1725, making 5ft. siuco 1725 ;

and if the increase had boon continuous since the

rise of -Ift., recorded to have taken place about

1357, it nould make a total increase of lift, in

aliont 600 years. Evidence was also ofTerod which

was considered sufficient to justifj' the general
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conclusion tbat tlio tidal capacity of the Humbcr
below low water bad increased between 1828 and
1852.

3. The relatiTe vahie of tidal and fresh water

at the outfall. After demonstrating that the dis-

charge of a great flood from the drainage area

would only equal a fourth of the tidal capacity,

the author expressed the opinion, that whilst there

was a^ wide field open to any one who would
nndertake the investigation of the phenomena con-

nected with the discharge of so large a Tolume of

fresh water as that which pulsated through the

Hnmber to the sea, yet at the outfall there were
other forces at work, of sufKcicnt magnitude to

throw into shade the effect produced by occasional

freshes acting directly upon it.

i. Tlie relation of the operations of Nature and
of engineering works to the facts recorded.
Broadly stating that the tidal action of the estuaiy

had miproTed, notwithstanding the encroachments
upon its tidal area, the author cndcavoiu'cd to de-
duce the cause. He considered that in 867 the

area at high water must haye been much greater

and the depth less than at present, that the south
flood tide and the north ebli tide lyould together
produce a sand like the Bull sand, which would
accumulate till it became an island, but as the
flood channel opened, the ebb channel would be-

come weaker, and would be eventually closed liy

the shingle from the cliffs of Holderness, and that
SpiUTihead was in this state in 1250, when Raven-
ser Odd originated. He believed that the conse-
quent contraction of the entrance, combined with
the accretions in tie Humber and the repairs of
the marsh banks, increased the velocity, raised the
high water line of the estuary, and depressed the
high water level, and that both Eavenser Odd and
Freshmarsh were destroyed by the improved tidal

aciion. The destruction of Ravenser itself was
attributed to the advance of the sea upon the
Holderness coast, and was supposed to have been
accompanied by the outflanking of Spm-n Point,
which had been destroyed by this means. It

was pointed out that the Spurnhead was again
an island in 1622, and in turn again became a pro-
montoiy, as the flood channel travelled south-
wards, and the ebb channel became closed. It was
said that the old aciion was being repeated at the
present time ; the Bull sand was the island, but
the estuary was now so narrow, and the forces at
work in it so great, that it could not rise to the
level of low water. It was also said that the sea
continued to encroach on Holderness, and would
in the present state of things again outflank the
Sptiru neck.

In conclusion, the author stated that the low
water channels up to Hull were now compara-
tively straight and confined, and the action of the
ehb tide was therefore better than ever ; Irat that
the channels abreast of Spurn were travelling
southwards, and the shingle was still endeavouring
to close the estuaiy.

BESSBROOK : AN IRISH MODEL TOWN.
BESSBROOK is an Irish manufacturing town

near Ncwry. Its principal founder and now
sole proprietor is J. G. Richardson, a leading mem-
ber of the Society of Friends, This gentleman,
with one or two other " Friends," founded the
Bessbrook Spinning Company, and erected there
the Bessbrook Mills. The factory has gro\^^l so
large, that it gives emplojnnent to 3,0U0 hands,
most of whom reside in the neighbourhood of the
works. In Bessbrook there is no licensed public-
house, nor is there one in any of its surrounding
lands. There are no police in the place. The Irish
Constabulary, armed, occupy eveiy town in Ire-
land, and have ban-acks for half-a-dozen men
each along eveiy road side, but thei'e are no police
in Bessbrook. Mr. Richardson alleges that so long
as he keeps out the public-house, they can do with-
out police ; but that so soon as the taproom is in-
troduced, they will require the constabulary. There
is no drunkenness in Bessbrook ; no quaiTelliug,
though the inhabitants are all Irish; no theft ; no
crime ; no infanticide—in short, the operatives are
models of sobrictj- and good order. Of course, it

is not meant to be saiil that they have
not their faults and their failings like
mankind everj^vhere ; but the town is

wholly free from the sad scenes which are to be met
with publicly eveiy night in much smaller popula-
tions. And the population of Bessbrook is com-
posed entirely of operatives, while that of many
other towns is mixed, comprismg the wealthy and
the poor. The operatives themselves have not two
opinions on the question of the absence or pre-

sence of the public-house. They are agreed that
if licensed houses were opened in Bessbrook, the
reading-room, the library, the schools, the co-ope-
rative societies, would all be deserted, by only too
many, for the allurements of the dram shop, and
that another establishment, hitherto unkno\\"n in

Bessbrook—the pa«-u-officc—would soon be re-

quired. And not only so, but the police-barrack,

the handcuffs, and the dark cells would come into

fashion, too, and homes now happy would soon be
rendered miserable. All this Mr. Richai'dson had
seen in too many other towns, and he decided to

keep the licensed public-hoitses out of Bessbrook.
The results have decidedly confirmed him in his

resolution, and would convince the most sceptical

of the wisdom of the course ho bus adopted, if the
town were only once or twice visited by them.
Coupled with the last negative point of manage-
ment is also the exclusion of police and pawn-
offices .as already referred to ; these follow in the
wake of the dram-shop, and the exclusion of the
public-house renders all the rest unnecessaiy.

—

jVewcastlc Weekly Express.

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
THE CEYPT OF ST. STEPHEN'S.

ON Thursday week Mr. Locke Kiiig asked the

First Commissioner of Works wh.at amount
had been expended in the embellishments of the
ci'ypt of St. Stephen's; when that expenditure
commenced; by whose order it was tindertaken;
and out of what fund the cost had been paid ; and,
if ever the ciypt was completed, to what use it

was to be appropriated.

Mr. Layard said that the sum of £1,953 had
been expended on the crypt in embellishments
and fittings. The crypt and baptistiy were com-
plete, and were ready for the use of members of

the house if required. (Laughter.) It was in-

tended that the Qrjpi should be used as a place of
public worship by the numerous residents of the
building.

WATBK SUPPLY COMMISSION.
In reply to Mi-. C. Reed,
Mr. Bruce said tbat the report of the commis-

sion was not yet qttite ready, but he believed it

would be so in a fortnight.

FINSBUKY PAEK.

Mr. M'Callagh Torrens asked the First Com-
missioner of Works whether, having regard to

defects in the Act of 1867 respecting Finsbury-
park, he would bring in a Bill to declare the trusts

for which it was passed, and otherwise to amend
the same.

ilr. Layard replied that in 1857 the Metro-
politan Board of Works were empowered to

purchase 250 acres for the purpose of making
a park at Finsbuiy, and they were at the same
time empowered to sell 20 acres out of the
quantity for building purposes. The Board of

Works, however, only piucbascd 115 acres, and
out of that diminished (piantity still desired to sell

20 acres, a portion of that land being in the im-
mediate neigbbom-hood of the Seven Sisters-road.

An iufluential deputation had waited upon him for

the purpose of protesting against the comse con-
templated by the Board! of Works, and he had
received a petition signed by 14,000 persons to

the same effect. As, however, his powers with
regard to the Metropolitan Board of Works had
been rescinded by an Act of 1858, he was nnable to

do .anything in the matter.
Mr. Tite said it was true that the Metropolitan

Board of Works had refused to rescind their re-

solution to sell 20 acres of the land purchased by
them for the pm-pose of Finsbnry-park. The Go-
vernment originally imdertook to provide £150,000
towards the making of the park, hut the house
declining to endorse this undertaking, the Mcti-o-

politan Board of Works decided upon purchasing
115 acres instead of 250, as originally contem-
plated. He had always objected to the proijoscd

alienation of these 20 acres, but his motion to res-

cind the resolution was defeated by 25 to 16. This
was due ]iartlv to n. desire to liohtcn .ns f.ir as pos-
sililr tiir Inin'lrns „i tlir r:itc|,iiv.-r..;, nnd p:a-tly,

prrli:i|,s. In llir furl lliiil I lir ivjnvM.nlal n r-, .,1' St,

ran.-ras, Mai-yb'liuiic, and I nviMiH ich, liavingparl:s

in theu' own neighbourhoods, did not care much
for the enjoyment of thcu- neighbom-s.

that in some shops the work is reg^ulatcd by the day
and in others by the hour ;

—

Day Systk.-u, -Alderly, Ashton-under-Lyne. Ather-
stono, Barrow-in-Furness, Blackpool, Canterbury,
Carlisle, Clieltenham, Cheadle, Chester, Chorley,
Cockermouth, Crewe, Dudli-y, Gloucester, Grantham,
Kendal, Leamington, Liverpool, Llauelly, MertUyr
Tydvil, MacclesHeld, Mansflcld, Nautwich, Neath, Not-
tingham, Newport, Newark, Plymouth, Vadiham,
Preston, Kamsgate, licrlditi-Ii, Kr-ttnrd, Kochdale,
Eugeley, St. Helens, Shellicl.l, SiMilliimrt, Strjitford-
on-Avon, Stockport, StouriiralKc, sluvwsbury, Swan-
sea, Ulverstone, Walsall, \\i;;aii, Wli Ill-haven, Wrex-
ham, Winchester, Wiu-fonI, West Bromwich,
Wells.
HouH System.—Altrincham, Bradford, Bath, Black-

burn, Boltou, Bristol, Birmingham, Burton-on-Trent
Buxton, Cardifl:, Coventry, Darwen, Derby, Dewsbury,
Ecclos, Gloucester, Glossop, Hulmc, Hyde, Hull,
Keigliley, Leeds, Leicester, Lincoln, London, Man-
eliestcr, Northwieh, Prestwich, Retford, Rochdale,
Rossendale, Runcorn, St. Helens, Saltord, Wednes-
bury, Walsall, Warrington, Wolverhampton, War-
wick, Worcester.

THE WORKING TIME OF CARPENTERS.
In the monthly report of the General Union of Car-

penters and -Joiners for May, the hour and dny .system
of working are said to be in operation among the* prin-
cipal towns of England as follows. AVhere the s.ame
place is mentioned in each list, it must be understood

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

The Drainage of Gainfohd.—Mr. Lamb, survey-
lug clerk to Mr. Ross, architect, Darlington, has been
employed by the Sanitary Committee to prepare plans
and estim.ates for the works required. He considers
that £750 will be needful for drainage purposes, &c.,
exclusive of any cost of water supply.
The Norwich Drainage.—The Norwich Board of

Health has borrowed £20,000 for sewage and irriga-
tion purposes.
MiDDLESBOROUGH DRAINAGE.—Mr. LawBon, C. E.,

has, on invitation, visited Middlesborough in order to
inspect the plans for the extension of the main drain-
age system of the borough, and to express his opinion
thereon.
SlANCHESTER.—The Committee of the Manchester

and SaLford Sanitary Association, in their annual re-
port for 1808, state that the health of these places was
very unsatisfactory during the year. They attribute
the great mortality to the bad state of the ash-pits
and sewers, to the want of proper house accommoda-
tion for the working classes, to the dirty and intem-
perate habits of many of the people, and, in part, also
to the want of provision for infectious diseases.

guihliuD Jnii;lti(jcn([^.

CHUECHES, CHAPELS, &C.

India.—A new church has been erected at
Sehore Bhopal,East India, dedicated to All Saints.

The style is Early English, and the building is

constructed of light red sandstone, the coigns
being of dark basalt. The plan consists of a n.ave

and chancel, north and south aisles, west porch and
bell tower. The cost was £3,500. The church
was designed by Lieutenant-Colonel Willoughby
Osborne, C.B., political resident at Bhopal, and
erected by native artisans superintended by him-
sehE.

Hampstead.—On Wednesday last the memo-
rial stone of a new chmxh at Hampstead was laid

by Lord Ebury. The church is situated on what
is known as Hampstead-green, at the foot of the

hill, leading to what is called the " town" of

Hampstead, and the site was kindly gi'anted by
thelafeSu-T. M.Wilson, lord of the manor of

Hampstead. The church is to be built in the

Gothic style of architecture, without galleries, and
will afford accommodation for 1,050 persons. One-
thu'd part of this accommodation, in the best part

of the church, will be devoted to the poor, free

and unappropriated, for ever. Nearly £5,000 has
been raised, and £1,500 or £1,600 is yet requu'ed

to complete the tower and the chancel. The total

cost of the building, when perfectly complete, is

estimated at about £10,000. Mr. Teulou is the

architect.

Myloe.—The work of restoring the parish

church, Mylor, Cornwall, has been commenced.
The cstim.ated outlay is £1,000. The fine old

memorial cross of St. Milorus has just been
brought to light, it having, of late years, served

the pxirpose of a prop to keep the south wall from
falling, and as such was fixed into the earth head
downwards. It is a massive granite shaft, 17ft.

6in. long, with a Greek cross, deeply incised be-

tween the arms on both sides, and having mnler it

circular and longitudinal incised mouldings. This
marks the grave of St. Mila, martyred August 28,

411. A good specimen of a Nonuan gurgoyle or
water spout has been also discovered, built into a
small opening in the tower; and on the eastern

face of the chancel pillar near the altar (the six-

teenth century portion of the building) is cut in

sh.allow writing "George Harvington, 156!>, Nov.
The contract of the works has been taken by

Messrs. Olver and Son, of Falmouth,
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MiLLBEOOK.—A rnrvoil oak rorcilos has just

teen placed in Millbrook Church, Devon, liy

Messrs. Cox nnd Son, of Sontharapton-street,

Strand. It is 20ft. in length, and occupies the

entire width of the chancel.

Kewcastle-ox-Tyxe.—A new mission chapel

nnd residence is about to he erected from designs

liy JJr. Thomas Olirer, architect. The style

adopted is Gothic.

Clyst St. Mary Church, kear Exeter.
—This church was reopened on Easter Sunday.

It had been cnlarf;ed and altered more than ISO

years since, and transformed as nearly as could

be from a Gothic into an Italian building-, with

semi-circular arched windows, ceiling, cornices,

and other features in stucco. The improvements

now carried out include the opening the chancel

roof and fonning a cradle, adorning the other

bare ceilings with ribs and bosses, exposing the

old chancel arch, inserting a decorated window in

the chancel, glazed with designs by Messrs.

Lavers,Barrand, and Wcstlake ; three other Bath-

stone windows have been substituted for the

Italian ones, several square pews replaced by

substantial open seats, and a new desk and pulpit

of wainscot. The works have been canied out

by Messrs. Moass, builders, of Exeter, under the

superintendence of Mr. Ashworth, architect.

BISHOP.SNY-MPTON C'HUKCH, NORTH DEVON.
—This church, noted for a lofty PeiTendicular

tower, was reopened for Divine service on

Ascension-day. The works of restoration have

occupied above nine months. The interior has

been reseated throughout with open seats, having

red deal 2 in. bench ends, and fronts with tracen-

in the panels. The avenues are paved with black

and red tiles. Three new Bathstone windows have

liecn inserted in the aisle, and the walls partly

reliuilt, its roof repaired, re-slated, and ribs and

bosses supplied. The chancel has the roof entirely

renewed, excepting the old arched trusses, which

remain with good effect. A new rercdos of

Bathstone has been erected. The nave is im-

proved by the repair of twoPerpendicular windows

;

its plastered cradle-roof ornamented by bosses,

consonant with two or three ancient ones, and

roof cornices added. The font at the west-end

—

a Norman one—is restored in Purbeck marble.

The funds, above ,£!,.3110, have not sufficed for the

repair of the tower. Rev. J. Thorne, tlie vicar,

has been the diief ])romoter of the work, aided by

the contributions of friends, the Bishop of Exeter

giving f.'iOO. The works have been executed by

Mr. John Cock, builder, of Southmolton, under

the superintendence of ilr. Ashworth, architect,

of Exeter.

Restoration op Croydon Parish Church.
—An oak puljiit is in process of construction for

this church by Mr. Huddle, of Peterborough. An
alaliaster font with stone basement, rercdos with

centre of alabaster and sides of Caen stone, and
altar rail in oak, all from designs by G. G. Scott,

Esq., are being executed by Mr. Farmer, of West-

minster-road, to whom the whole of the carving of

the exterior and the interior of the church has

also been entrusted. The prayer desk, also from

a design by Mr. Scott, will be carved and kindly

presented by Mr. Gaskin, of Addiscond>e-roa<l.

Jlcssrs. Hill, of Euston-road, are engaged in

building the new organ. The peal of eight bells,

and a clock, have been designed by E. B. Dcni-
son, Esq., Q.C. The bells are being cast by Mr.
Taylor, of Lrngborough, and the clock is in the

hands of Messrs. Gillett and Bland, of Croydon.

Newcastle-on-Tyne..—The foundation stone

of a Primitive Methodist chapel was laid at

Newcastle on AVhit-Mondav. The new chapel

will be in the Decorated (J.illiic style of archi-

tecture, and !»uilt of stone tliroiighout. The cost

is estimated at between Xi'.OOO and J;;!,()00. The
bmilding is from the designs of Mr. Matthew
'J'hompson, Eldon-siiuare, Newcastle.

Bluepits, Yorkshire.—On Saturday the

comer stone of a Congrcgatif^nal cbapil and
school was laid at Bluepits. Messrs. 'Woodliouse

and Potts, of Oldham, are the architects, and the

contractoi-s are Messrs. Longley Brothers, ot

Leeds. The new building of chapel, school-room.

clfts.s-room, and vestry is to cost .£1,'.KI0, and the

expenses in completing the work will bring up the

entire cost to iL'JflOO.

Darlington.—On Saturday week, the founda-
tion stone of a Primitive Methodist cliajicl war
laid at Easington-lane. The chajicl will measure
4tift. by -lift., and will accommoilute i\^'J iicoplc.

The estimated cost is £1,133. Mr. E. Cochrane,
of Moorslcy, is the arcliitcet, giviae; his services

gratuitously.

Hatch AM.—The foundation stone of a new
church at Hatchani for the Evangelical party,

was laid on Saturday week by the Earl of Shaftes-

buiy. The building will cost £7,.500.

Reigate.—The Congregational Chapel is being

enlarged. Jlessrs. Nightingale are the contractors.

Additions are also beingmade to the Philanthropic

Society's Church, by Mr. Deadman.
Wisbech,—The new church cf St. Augustine,

erected at Wislech, was consecrated last week by
the Lord Bishop of Ely. It consists of a nave
Gift, in length and 24ft. (Jin. in width, with four

arches on each side opening into north and south

aisles, lift, wide, and a chancel 32ft. by 22ft.

The seats are plain open benches, those in the

chancel made in oak, aud the whole will accom-
modate 500 persoDS. The pulpit, prayer desks,

and lectern were a special gift, and are, there-

fore, of a richer character. The pulpit is a stoue

one, with alabaster top and red marble columns.

The walls of the church are built of brick, with

stone for piers, windows, and doorways, &c. The
whole of the works have been carried out by

Messrs. Law, of Lutterworth, from the designs of

the architect, Mr. AVilliam Smith, ot London, at a

cost of over £3,000, raised by subscriptions.

Society for the Enlargement, &c., of
Churches and Chapels.—The usual monthly
meeting of this society (last but two for the pre-

sent session) was held on Monday last, at the

Society's house, 7, Whitehall, S.W., the Rev. Canon
Ncpean in the chair. Grants of money were made
in aid of the following objects : Building new
churches at Coinpton Gifford, in the pari.sh of

Charles, near Plymouth ; Hull, St. Silas ; Pierce

Bridge, in the parish of Gainford, near Darlington

;

and St. James's End, a new district to be formed

out of the parishes of Dallington and Duston,

near Northampton ; Rebuilding the churches at

Chorley Wood, near Rickniansnorth, Herts ; Tat-

tcirhall, near Chester ; and West Slilton (on a new
site), nearBridport, Dorset. Enlarging or otherwise

increasing the aecommodationin the churches at Bar-
chestonnearShipton-on-Stour; Bristol,St. Clement,

Cransley, near Kettering, Northampton ; Cradley,

near Great Malvern; Fryeniing,nearIngatestone,

Essex ; Kilsby, near Rugby ; Llanstinan, near

Haverfordwest ; Llanwoda, near Carmarthen
;

Long Marston, near York ; and Pitchcombe, near

Stroud. Under veiy urgent and peculiar circum-

stances, tlie grants formerly made were increased

for rebuilding (on a new site) the chinch at Hailey-

cum-Crawley, near Witney, Oxon, and towards

enlarging the church at Sntton-in-Ashtield, near

Mans'ticld, Notts. The society likewise accepted

the trust of a sum ot money as a repair fund for

Iloylandswaine Church, Bavnsley, Yorkshire.

Cotehill.—On Tuesday week, the Archdeacon
of Carlisle laid the foundation stone of the new
church of St. John, Cotehill, near Carlisle. The
style is Early English, and the plan comprises a

nave 50ft. by 30ft., and a chancel 20ft. square.

The estimated cost is £1,250. Messrs. Habershon
and Brock, of Bedford-place, Russell-square, are

the architects, and Mr. W. Court, of Carlisle, is

the contractor.

Nether Denton.—At the last meeting of

the Consistory Court of Carlisle, the rector and
churchwardens of Nether Deuton applied for a

faculty to take down the present church at that

place, and to build a new church almost on the

same site. Mr. Cory, the architect, submitted

plans and elevations of the old and new churches,

and estimated the cost of erection at £1,000. In

the present church there are seats for 93 persons
;

in the new edifice HO persons will be aecommo
dated. The faculty was decreed to issue on a

bond of .£1,200 being given for the duo perform-

ance of the work.
Taunton.—The Temple Wosleyan Chapel,

Taunton, was re-epened ou Thursday week, after

lieing entirely rebuilt with the exception of the

front, which is said to bo a good specimen of

(5othie work. The cost was £3,000.
Selborne, Hants —On Tuesday last a new

ihm-ch was consecrated here. Sir Roundel! Palmer
having purchased in that parish the Blackmoor
Kstate, on which, before building his own house,

be has first built, entirely at his own expense, a

beautiful church, ])arsonage, sch(X)ls, and labourers'

cottages. The building of his own mansion will

now be proceeded with.

BUILDINGS.

Newmarket.—The foundation stone of All
Saints' National Schools was laid on Thursday
week by the Duke of Rutland, The designs of

he schools are by Jlr. J. E. Clark, architect,

Newmarket, and include a large sehool-rcom tldft.

by 20ft., with two class rooms each Kift. by 14ft.

There will al.'obe a master's house. The contract

has been taken by Messrs. Whitniore and Simp-
kin, builders, ot Newmarket, at £1,119 16s.

Perth.—The new convalescent hospital at-

tached to the County and City ot I'erth Infinnary

is now completed, and will be oi)ened for the recep-

tion of patients in a few days. The hospital, or

east wing of the infirmary, is a single cletached

building, on the pavilion principle, and is connected
with the central building by an enclosed comdor.
There is a similar wing on the west containing the

fever wards. The wards are four in number, are

an'anged in pans (two ou the principal floor,

and two on the upper floor), and contain ten beds

each. They are lofty, and wanned by ventilated

gas stoves. Two enclosed airing courts have
been provided, in addition to the extensive infir-

maiy grounds. The cost was rather more than

£5,000.
ToxTETH Park.—A new concert hall was

opened on Whit-Mondav at Toxteth Park, Liver-

pool. The hall is 100 feet long by 49 feet

wide, and is capable of holding 2,000 persons. At
the north-end is a spacious platform, where there

is accommodation for 200 pcrfoiTuers. Under-
neath there are retiring rooms. The ceiling is of

an elliptical fonn, provided with three powerful

sunlights and numerous ventilators. The plans

were prepared by Mr. Bland, and the work has
been caiTied out liy Messrs. W^. and F. Witter.

Redhill.—A building called " The SuiTey

Athena;um," seating COO or 700 persons, was
opened this week. The proprietor and builder,

Mr. W. Bobbins, has erected it as an Assembly
Boom, for concerts, auctions, and entertainments,

with special appliances for dramatic perform-

ances, public dinners, A-c—The contract for the

main sewer continuation to the outfall has been

taken by Mr. Iveiy, and another portion of pipe

drain in connection with the East Ward sewerage

bv Mr. J. Symonds,—A large gasholder has been

erected at a cost of about £6,000, to meet the

increasing demands of the neighbourhood.

Canterbury.—It is proposed to effect great

alterations and improvements at the Kent and

Canterbury Hospital, frcra plans prepared by

Mr. Watson, architect, who estimates the cost

at £4,000. By the proposed alterations better and

more perfect means of warming and ventilation

would be seemed, and the cubic space of each bed

increased to 1,000ft. A complete out-patients'

department and dispensary, with separate entrance,

would also be provided.

Norwich.—The Norwich Town Council has

aiTanged with the Bury St. Edmund's Town
Comicil for the erection of a lunatic asylum for

the joint boroughs. Mr. Phipson's plans have

been adopted, and have received the approval of

the Lunacy Commissioners, whose architect re-

ported on the plans as follows:—" I have never seen

a more complete or carefully-prepared set of plans

for any asylum, or a design which, in the main,

appears more sensible." Mr. Brown, who com-

peted with Mr. Phipson,has had his plans returned,

and has been awarded the sum of £50.

Maidstone.'—About a year ago a gentleman

named Randall bought and presented to the Town
Council one of the wings adjacent to Chil-

lington House (where the archaeological, geolo-

gical, and fine art specimens forming the Charles

Museum are collected), on condition that it should

te restored and made available for increased mu-
seum accommodation. The offer was accepted,

and the work of restoration entrusted to Mr.

Hubert Benstead, architect, and on Tuesday week

the new wing was opened. Chillington House is

a very ancient building, it having been in exis-

tence prior to 1343.

Carlisle.—It is proposed to huild a large pub-

lic hall in Carlisle, with a corn exchange on the

ground floor, and with about ten or twelve com-

mittee or club rooms, from plans by Mr. Routledge,

ot Carlisle. It is proposed to provide room in the

hall for 700 persons. The estimated cost is £5,000,

and steps arc being taken to carry out the affair

by a limited liabiliiy company.

Brenzett.—The memorial stone of St. Eans-

with's Vicarage, Brenzett, Kent, was laid on Wed-
nesday week. The cost will be £1,100. Mr. B.

E. Scott is the architect, and Mr. R. Peters, of

Ashford, is the builder.

Maidstone.—The Town Council is about to

erect new grammar schools from plans prepared

by Mr. Stephens, architect.
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
NOTICE.—Cases for biucliug the BUILDING

NEWS, Vol. XV., are now ready, and can be had,

price 2s. e.ich. Cases for binding back volumes
can also bo had.

To Our Readeks.—We shall feel obliged to any of
our readers who will favour us with brief notes of
works coutemplated or in progTcss iu the provinces.

Letters relating to advertisements and the ordinary
business of the paper should be addressed to the
EDITOR. 31, TAVISTOCK STREET, COVENT
GARDEN, W.C.
Advertisements for the current week must reach the

office before 5 o'clock p.m. on Thursday.
James Ciiorster (Paisley).—The book on decoration

is advertised in the last number of the Building News.
W. O. (Soutliam).— Your pretensions are so vast and

varied that we cannot publish yoiu- letters.

Received.—S. andH.—W. J. W.—W. H. r.—W. P.
—B. J. T.—J. C. J.—G. E. S.—F. H. P. (tbe illustra-
tion and description next week).— J. and AV.—W. R.
aud Co. -J. and J. V.—W. J. K.—E. H. L. B.—J. P. S,

—W. D.—W. H. S-I. and I. V.—H. and A.— R. L.—
J. P. .?.-.!. D.—H. P.—R. I.. B.—I. C. T.—J. T. B.—R.
W.—V. W. Voisey, with three drawings, T. L. D.—
J. U. S.-T. ;H., Iwith drawings of Font of Parley
Church, Beds., J. P.

Sir,—Unfortunatelymy question of last week was in-
serted among the Replies, and numbered ];;(;<). As
1388 was the last number to the Queries, perhaps it

would be best to number my query 1389, and to insert
the answer under that number. If you see tit. perhaps
you will insert enclosed correction under "Questions."—Marti.n B.

.aipiitfjijoi

A CO-XCRKTI-; WAKKHOUSlv
SlE,—111 the last clause of yoiu- valual)Ic ar-

ticle on " Constructive Novelties at New Hamp-
ton," you say that " we now only want to sec the
erection of some large town buildings in concrete."

From the above words, I have come to the conclu-
sion that you have neither heard of nor seen the
large concrete warehouse erected in Great Guikl-
ford-street, Southwark, by Mr. Goodwiu, i

WOULD-BE ARCHITECTS.
(To the Editor of the Building NE^vs.)

Sir,—Your remarks iu " Plans, Pictures, and
Houses," two weeks since, arc very true ; I think,
though, that I can give another reason why
builders do not get their plans from architects

more often than they do, and that is that they
do not always know where to find them. I do
not mean that there are not plenty of names stuck
upon office doors, and wire blinds with " Archi-
tect," but my experience tells me that a great
many assume the name who have no right to do
so. If architects were like doctors, obliged to have
some certificate whereby the public might know
them, it would be easy enough for a man to go
to the right party and steer clear of cpiacks. Let
me tell a little matter of my own experience. I
am a builder, and, man and boy, have been in
business close upon forty years. Having last
year to do some work for a customer at a sea-side
watering-place, I was referred to a gentleman there
as architect, who occupied the post of borough
surveyor. This naturally gave me confidence, and
so I requested him to send me up plans of site

and sketches for the two houses my friend intended
to build. It seems the gentleman then placed
himself in commimication with my customer, aud,
instead of sending sketches, forwarded me full
drawings and specification, which he said had
been examined and approved. The drawings
were certainly very different to any that I had
been accustomed to, and the specification caused
many a smile ; but I thought I would make the
best of them, and not find fault. The plans re-
presented a pair of semi-detached square villas of
ordinary character ; but to my astonishment, on
going down to set out the work, the lines of the
site, instead of being rectangular, were slanting,
and as the houses occupied the entire frontage,
they could by no possibility be placed upon the
ground. Then came the question, " What is to be
done ?" and at last the work had to be carried out
to suit the shape of the ground , and the drawings
were worse than useless. I certainly was glad to
have to throw them on one side, for on lookmg
into them I found, amongst other things, the
npper staircase had a headway of less than 4ft.

;

and in the specifications the floor joists were
directed to be " not exceeding 2ft. 6in. apart," and
no others but " best j/lai'c bricks were to be used
in external walls." On inciuirj- 1 found that the
professional gentleman had been brought up behind
a counter, had recently acted as house agent, and,
by some lucky chance, having obtained the berth
of " borough surveyor," he felt entitled to all the
honours of a professional man. I fear there are
hundreds of such. We know, of course, the
names of honourable leading men, but they will
not think it worth while to attend to our little

matters, or else make the cost of building too
heavy, so we have to do the best we can for our-
selves, and employ our ovm clerks to make our
plans as we need them.—Yours respectfully,

Lambeth, May 10, 18G9. A Builder.

merchant, with Tail's Patent Concrete Moulding
Apparatus. I therefore beg to enclose you a
photograph of the same, and a visit to it will
amply repay you, and dispel any doubts you
niay have as to the erection of " large buildings
in concrete."

I feel sure the proprietor will be most happy to
conduct you over it and give you any information
you may require. Allow me also to say that 1

am building some large labourers' cottages in
concrete with the above patentee's apparatus with
great success for His Grace the Duke of Northum-
berland, plans and elevations of which, with their
cost, I intend forviarding to you when they are
complete.—Yours truly, G. EeAVELL.

Albury-park, May, IS, 1809.

.dimply liecause tlic safuty of the jmblic demauds it.
Lawyers have to protect our property, and sometimes
our persons ; doctors have to protect our lives. I fear,
that unless we can make out a similar necessity for
our professiou, llie puWii' will not listen to us.
Budders somotimr- caisr -ivat loss of life, and occas-
aionally so do (ivil .iiuiii.i,, through mistakes and
experiments: but ih, -r < Ikm-c* are. fbelieve, few aud
far betweenrespi,iiim:ii, iiiir.is. Tbe only examina-
tion, I think, an arclutecL sliuuld undergo (unless you
classify him witli apaiuteror a sculptor) is as to his
constructive abilities, and this applies equally to a
civil engineer or a builder who superintends the exe-
cution of his own work. If we are to have compul-
sory examinations, I think the German system the
liest, whicli classifies architects with civil engiueers.
Let US have a law by all means if the safety of the
public demands it, that no person be allowed to super-
lii.iiil tlie erection or execution of any work unless
'' liis passed through an examination before the
nniHtc of British Architects, or the Institute of
imI lOngineers, andallowed toputC. E. or A. LB. A.
o bis name.
May 18. Double You Eff Tfa.

linfercommunicatioiL

THE ARCHITECTURAL MUSEUM.
Sir,—I should be glad to let those who are in-

terested in the Museum know, through your
column.s, that we are now busily engaged in
arranging our collection. The task of sorting and
finding suitable hanging space for the various ob-
jects in so large a collection, occupies a longer
time than was at first anticipated. Hence a slight
delay has arisen, for which I should be glad to
explain the cause to the public.

And here, I would remark that it is fe!t by
those who are carrying on this work that, consider-
ing the advantages gained by architects for an
annual guinea, and the very disinterested way in
which art amateurs have come forward, we may
fairly look for more general help from the piofes-
sion.—Yours ti-uly, J. Clarke, Hon. Sec.

13, Stratford-place, London, W.,
May, 17, 1869.

COMPULSORY EXAMINATIONS.
Sir,— '• Rash is he who rushes into print." Actu-

ated by this and by the feeling that if any one venture
to be so bold as " W. J. " to contradict a statement
in a public newspaper, he will soon have to pay severe
penalties for his audacitv, caused me to hesitate to
KTite to you before. " W. J. C." say.^ truly, Mr.
Edis's proposition, recommendiug compulsory exami-
nations was not can-ied " unanimously," aud I was
among the " many dissentients " present. As a rule.
I have hitherto .agreed with any remarks propounded
by the late President of the Architectural Association,
Mr. K. W, Edis, but I think on the subject of compul-
sory examinations Mr. Edis has gone a step too far.
The question must be regarded, as Mr. Ridge said,
from two points of view; architects will regard it

from within, and Parliament aud the public will re-
gard it outwardly. The old question, ' What is an
Architect?" will be raked up ag.ain. Wli.it sort of
examination is he to undergo, aud to what end ? The
Royal Academy which we are supposed to recognise
as the fountain-head of all art. says an architect is an
artist, and the only ex.amiuation it imposes on us is to
exhibit our works on its walls, and if we can "pasfi
muster" we arc elected anioug its honourable body.
This seems to satisfy the public, and they would na-
turally ask. What more do architects—or fattier artisis
—want ? What sort of an examination would you put
Sir Edwin Landscer through, if what he h.as done be
not suificieut ? Or the late Sir C. Barry ? And if they
failed to go tlirough any verbal examination, would
they cease to be the eminent persons we now esteem
them to be ? It is said lawyers, chemists, aud sur-
geons have to undergo examinations. Yes, aud why ?

QU£:STIOKS.
[l.'!80.]-INTERNAL FACE OF BRICK WALLS.

—Is there any cheap composition which will give to
I rickwork when dressed with it a glazed surface,
lurable and easily washed ? It is desired to substitute
something of the kind for dado framing in a school
chm-ch.—H. B.

[13!)0.]-REMOYABLE FIXTURES.—I am about to
leave promises where I carried on works connected
with the roll ng .and m.inufacture of bar and plate iron.
I should be greatly iudelited to any of your contributors
who could inform me wbctlier I may remove the rolls,
chimney stacks, (wlucli are of wrought iron, lined with
fire bricks), engine, boilers, aud furnaces.—Engineer.

[13M.1-RES0LUTI0N OF P'ORCES,-Will any of
your correspondents solve the fol-
lowing question in sLatics for me ? -n
In the cut I have two forces, A B
and A C, acting at the point A.
The angle at A, or the angle BAG
between the two forces is 30 de-
grees, and the resultant A D is
equal to 100 tons. What is the "
value of each of the component forces A B and A C '—
Student.

[1392.3-STKAIN IN A S^PENSION BRIDGE

-

Allow me to ask how I should proceed to calculate the
strain upon the chains of a suspension bridge, repre-

the accompanying diagram? The span isseated ;

.300ft., and the versed sine, or depth of the middle of
the curve below the horizontal line, [30ft. I wish to
know how to find the strain upon the curved part, and
also on the side chains, which are fastened to the
ground. The load is at the rate of half a ton per foot
run of the bridge.

—

Draugiits.man.

lavc some very fine
I'd, ;;raiucd, and var-
Would any of yom*

it is

[I39.3.]-PAINTED OAK.-
caiTed oak, which has bceu p:i

uished at least twenty tiuics
numerous readers, through the " lute .

("ohimn," kindly give me an idea how to clean it

.

a tixture to the house, and cannot be taken dowu
out great injury. I wish to take off all the paiut, aud
have the whole well varnished.—N. Williams.

[I39L]—PORTLAND CEMENT FOR KOADS.—
C:an any of your readers detail from experience the
results of the application of Portland cement in the
construction of foot or carriage ways in gardens or
ornamental ^ouuds, stating the quantities of gravel or
other material in combination therewith, aud what
bottom construction was made to i-oceive the same ?

Also results of its application to roofing work, as crest-
ing, hipping, &c., both as regards its own durability as
material, and as it is atTected by shrinkage and expan-
sion of rooting timber ? I noticed lately a very general
use of this cement upon roofs in Torquay, but was un-
.able to make any inquiries upon the spot as to the
results, or concerning particulars of application.

—

BOAZ.

[1.395.]—A ROOF.—Can any of your correspondents
solve the following ? A roof is to cover a building +7f t.

wide, the oaves at the back is I'^f t. higher than at front.

The common rafter at front i3 3.'>ft.,B to C. Required to
know the length of back rafter, A to B, the pitch being
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e<iual on both sides, tliiit is to say, a rerticiil hue will

Mscct the angle at tlip rirtgo. I was assured l.y the

person who fjave it me that it is quite easy to solTe, but

I have tried without suceeediug.—J. H. I.

[13%.]-AT).T0IXI>;G owners.—Will some eor-

respondents favour me with their knowledfre on the

following points ? 1st. Has the owner ol adjoinini,'

land liberty to excavate up to the boundary of his

ground (ciittinf; the earth perpendicular) either before

or after any t'euce or wall is erected ? '-lad. May an
adjoiniuK owuer erect any building against a blank
wall bounding his property, witli ties or (lashing into

such wall ? .'ird. In building up to the boundary of

any ground, can windows or "other openings be put in

the boundar-y wall ? 4th. When the purchaser of any
building land covenants to "fence in," or "erect a
fence round," such land, is any fence he niav choose to

erect la hiili ta.ked on to faggot -ImI, iiiiLIii> for

e.v;nii|ilr :iii../,;iMe? 5th. Does tli'' < i-l iiMcen
buil'liit- iini- ;iimI )iublic road becnu . i"'- :: ii-rty

it tliinw II iiprii ni tlie path or road hi :;ii>
i
nn.ular

time .^ 11 so, will any distinction ol piiviiiu, cunier-
posts, or enclosures for a few hours every year protect

the owner's right ? 6th. When freehold land is pur-
chased, or no purchase-money remains due thereon,

are the restrictive clauses (as to value of house building
line, Ac, lie, any longer binding on the purchaser?—
T. K. H.

"Bayley's

[130S.]—COLOURING WALLS.—Will some rcii

kindly give a recipe for colouring walls on three coat
work, the proportions of size, &e., used ; and the best

colouring materials for the various tints 3— T. R. H.

[1399.]—CONSTRUCTION OF VITRIFIED FORTS,
—At a uieet'ng some time in the early part of last

year, a paper was read by Mr. Houoym.'in on this

subject. Was the paper published in any scientitic

paper ; or could some one enlighten me and others^on
it through intercommunication ? W. W,

[HOO.]—GII5I FOR ENGRAVING.—Can any one i

form me of the best gum, or combination of gums, for

producing what aquatint engravers call spirit gro
on metal plates previous to corroding for block print-

ing?-A. Z ?

[1.30.1.]
— " 5IEASUREMENT OF BVILDEKS

WORK.—With "V. W. G.' and John Henry Illing

worth I should be glad to acquire information respect

ing the same ; and would thank them, or any other of

your correspondents, forenlightemnent on the subject,

or the means of obtaining it, through the medium of
iuterconimunication.

—

Walker.

nEPLTES.
n 380.]—SETTLING ACCOUNTS.—In all cases, both

bills, when the amount exceeds £2, must be stamped.
Vour corrcspond#ut is evidently not acquainted with
the legal maxim, " Dc minimis non curat lex." The
law takes no cognisance of what may be the actual
state of debtor and creditor between two parties, and
the accidental balancing of one account against the
other, does not exempt the separnfe liiils from being
properly stamped. So long as a jutmiii r. i i ijir^ :i bill

over £2. it must be stamped, ll '\'« - im'I malter
whether he has actually received c;is]i i^r iln aiimunt,
whether there has been a "set-oil," or \\hcilicr he
remits the debt. So Ion"; as he affixes his name as a
discharge for the debt, ne must put the stamp on.

—

Lex.

fl-.

ilii

I \~ I i;i; ^^ 1 1 I, ;l.~I-'l UKAT.

destroy the inside plastering.—W. L. I*.

In reply to " Hamilton's^' question respecting fire-

proof plaster, I should advise him to apply one made
with the following inj;rcdicnts:—Take any qu.amity of
good red brick wlay and mix it well with water in which
horse dung and chimney aoot have been previously
steeped for about a week, and to four parts of this
mixture add one of lime. If applied when the wall is

comparatively cool about three-quarters of an indi
thick, in two coats, it will be found to rei-Lst any
amount of heat, but more so if about a sixth part ot
burnt bones he added. I should also suggest that he
shonltl considt an experienced fire bricklayer. This
plaster may be coloured in the usual manner.—J. T. 11.

[1382.]—ROYAL ACADE.M Y I'I!I/,K.'<.— In order to
parlieiimte in comiutilion wilh .'irli>ts (or the above
honours, you must enter your name, and jiay a small
fee, more as a guarantee for your resix-ctability antl
desire to comiiete than for the value of the money.

[l:'8.3.]-SURVEYING CHAINR.-I am happy to
answer the question of " W. C. P." There is no ques-
tion but the steel chain is a gi'oat improvement over the
old iron one, especially when it is lOoft. long. It is
much lighter and cmiscquently more handy. At the
eaiue time ii i- n. i .. «.ll a(la|itrd to close riiut;h
country \\l I-

,
inii.li wood. There is a -rcalcr

chanced 111, I. I, ii
I ., i-iiiiiii;- slr.'iiiu'il and twisted. In

ordinary Iiimhi :il.!i i^miind it answers exceedingly
well, particularly as there isnot the necessity of pulling

lln,'q,l-W.\Trn rnwr.i:,- "Jfiller" will find a
breast-wh.. I m >m i In- ],iii |.,,-, m ry well. It has not
quite so hi-li ;i ilii.iiiii.nl ..,ii,i;mi1 nf perccntiige ot
powerutilis.il lis iiii i.ih.m, I, lit 1 he dilli'i-ence, which
is not very i:ieat. is more tiiaii compensated bv superior
practical advantages. The turbine is a capital niece of
machinery, but gives a good deal of trouble.—A. W. S.

[l:iK.=).]— UiON I'lLES.-The dimensions that v

ervc for the iron piles ot "A. A. T," in your last i

pression, are marked upon the accompanying cut. It

must be borne in mind that they represent the tiuished

dimensions, or otherwise owing to shrinkage in the
operation of casting, the metal will come out rather too

much lined down.^Founder.

irii 1 • T K VFT. TiIN'E."-1 beg to observe that I

, , i, I
:i It does not follow that if one
M ' 1^. -J.000 miles must be reduced

I i, 1

1

;ii\. a secondary question, gone
I, u will be found that "K. F." in

-I ii number of criticising mathema-
iiie in the BuiLi>iNr. News, Stio, of
, lor explanation to a rule for finding

i, ;i;aiigles which hitherto has remained
livid. -Lil A B and B C be the two sides, and
C the included angle, th en, log : A B -^ log : B C:

)fi sine .V B C = a; and a;-15-301 = log. : area."

ivcn the following triangle ABC-AB = 80BC
) and V A B C = 30° 62' to find area.

SOLtlTlON required.
80 = log. 1-90309
iJO = log. 1 09897

' i'i' = log. sine 9-77812

Area 1-300 = log.

SOLUTIOX,

50 = log.

50 = log.
100° 10'

109897
109897

log. sine 9-98220

Area 1200 = log.J 3-o:920

PROOF,
triangle A B C, given A B ; : 80 B C = .10 the

cut of base a B = 40 and the \ x C 15 a or C B A
= 30*^ r>2' to liud tb€ perpendicular C o.

Solution. As lofT. sine 90<' : log. 50 : : lo". sine 30°
.*)2' ; .c and X = 30 the perpendicular required.

30 = perp.
80 = base

2) -2400

l-Jtio area as before.

Also; in the triangle ABC let 'a = the sum of the

tliicc sides then A C. = fc C B = c and — -
2 2 2

B A. = (/.

— X 6xcxrf = j:

V* X = area.
1.S0

x {90 - SO) X (90 - 50) X ( 90 - SO)

2
= 90 X 40 X 40 X 10 = ."iOOO X 40 X lO

= 144000 X 10 = 1440000.

</3 144000(1 (I'joo = area as before.

I trust that tliese solutions will satisfy " K. F.," and
other correspondents who have thought well to run
down this rule and speak of it as mystical, when it is

cme of which few mathematicians are unacquainted.-
KoUEY Carpenter

[l:i.s;.]-To l>KEsi.;i;VK llKiX fkom iiL-.-sT-Ia
.;in>\vei- (I, the question by •• Donhtfiil." I reply th.it he
IS light in the ap|ilir:iiion of linseed oil to the metal
whin hilt, aTid I slmulil advise him to add three parts of
ni-iiiK-d oil of luriiciuiiie, to form a mixture, well
rubbed m with a sponge.—.!. T. U.

[I3S9.]-PRIME COST OF BRICKWORK.-By an
oversight the above query was inserted last week
among the Replies, under No. 1309.

[i:i.S9.]-I'RIME COST OF BRICKWORK. - My
cslimate of the present coat of a rod of reduced brick-
work in Hainpstead, Middlesex, is as follows—

.« 8. a,
4390 Cowley stocks, at 343 7 3
3 J yards Thames Sand, at Os., ..110
1 yard Grey Stone Lime, at 12s. Cd. 12
Labour per rod, at 44s 2 4
Use of Scaffolding per rod. at 3s. . . 3

Total, £11 6 9

R. L. B,

[1.370 ]—HEATING BUILDINGS.—•• Pure Air" will
find a full aii-iuuit ortli.. uii'thodof wanning and venti-
lalioii adiijitnl at St. Gri.r-A-'s Hall, Liverpool, in the
pi-iii-ceiliii^Mif ihr Ill-lit It ion of Mech.tnical Engineers,
held 111 that hall on the lih aud 5th of August, 186-3.—
Cihhles 11. Beloe.

LEGAL.
Important to Decorators.—On Tuesday

lastatBlooiusbury County Court, IMr. G.Lake Rus-
sell, Assi-stant-.Tudge, gave .judgment in the case
of Detctu-e v. Jackson aud Graham. The action
was brought by Louis M. Ueteurc, of 29, Para-
dise-terrace, Islington, to recover &'>'> 9s. .3d. for
colours sold to the defendants, the wcll-kno-n'u
decorators. Mr. Jarvis appeared for the plaintiff;
and Mr. Codd for the defendants. Plaintiff's case
-was that in July last he called upon the defend-
ants 'and submitted samples of colours ; ho was
rcfen-ed to JIi-. Pugh, defcnd.int's architect, and
he showed him and Mr. Edgar Graham about 100
samples. Mr. Pugh examined them, and selected
30 different sorts which were to be sent in bo.x.es,

-which were sent accordingly, and Mr. Pugh gave
a bill at tlu-ee months for paj-ment, but when it

was due, Messrs. Jackson and Graham repudiated it,

aud the colours -were returned. Mr. Codd contended
for the defence that the action was a deliberate
attempt to defraud Messrs. Jackson and Graham,
and he called Mr. Edgar Graham aud Mr. Pugh,
who positively swore that the goods were to be
sent in as samples for testing, and upon approval,
and that the plaintiff was several times informed
that the colours must be of the best possible de-
scription, as none other -n-.as used by the firm, the
goods sent in were worthless, and as reg.ai'ded the
promis.soiy note, Mr. Pugh signed it, fully believ-
ing it to be a bill of delivery of the goods. Mr.
Clarke, foreman of painters to the fii-m, was exa-
mined, and proved that he had tested the goods,
and they were worthless at any price. His honour
gave j'udgment for the defendants and full costs,

and said he believed that the goods were orderctl

as samples for testing and upon approval.

STATUES, jrKMOIUALS, I'ic.

Group by Tadolini.— Sipnor Scipio radolini hag
just completed a group (tor .Mr. (innhii r P.rewer, of
Boston, U.S.A.) representing the A'-.-li:"i....'l "ilit-hael

w-ith uprtiiscd sword trampling inili in- t the
Arch-enemy of mankind. Tliegl'ou]! .ii, , \ cry-
carefully finished, and it a very i-.-n nt a
perfection of marblehlmost iinn'>--iiil. '. h,uiulin
so large a block. The octa^'ii il

i
i> I i- euiiched

with an inscription to the \ i
' ilirce 6rtssi

re/ici*/. representing Mich.-ii-l i; ; i, t;;. '.Iv of Moses,
aud (hiviiiir olT the rii-iiiiiii

; , _i,-,iii ii angels con-
vr>iiiL' 111, l„,,l\ .,t \l.i-r- 1,1 liravcn ; aud" SlichacI

Mil
: ,

I i I 1 . I Ii III I 1 iNoPoT.-Woolner's
statu.- I

I I ,1,1 i-aliih 1-1,111 ^^1ll probably be placed in
Ihe I'alai-. -vai-d iliiiiii^ tlii- ini.uth. It is s.-iid that the
statue of Sir liobcrt re.-I. wlii.-li was en .-I. d tin re. .and
sent away, was leelled .Ihwii in ord.-r to serve for
I.i.i-.I r.ilii.i rsl.iii. It is a novel idea thai of using up
oiil Mi::; - :

iii I his w a V. and changing thcir political
cIkii :i-(-aililv ill metal as the individuals
dill I- , : ,::iiing then- lifi-liine.

(IN M. :i i::v. :it llelinsliy. the E.arl of Feversham
laid the rniiiidaiion stone of the public monument to

y of his late father, the second Baron
Vcvcrshain. The monument 15 a most elaborate Gothic
structure, much resembling the Scott monument In
Kdinliiirgh, but on a smallar scale. The cross will
rise ii-oiii a four-stepped base to a height of 50 ft., and
within the lower portion a statue of the late Baron, by
Mr. Noble, will eventually be placed. The monument
was designed by Mr. Gilbert G. Scott, K.A., and its

erection is entrusted to Mr. Barton, of Ilelmslcy. The
stone is of a very durable kind from the Bilsdale and
Fanidale silicioiis sandstone quarries.

.\ •.1..M >ii s 1 i III I I,. 1,1 I 1. i-ied in the grounds of
til, 1 ll i- 11 ll 111 the memory of the
lull 1

1,1 I- I ,< ininolitan of Canada.
'Ih, hiiMi I, .11111: -!. \ I

' .l.il-
, lias been subscribed

by a liiiiiiiH'i- ui till' iiriiu-iiiai i-fsiilents. The material
is a light Nova Scotiau sandstone, the base. Montreal
limestone, the shafls polished Aberdeen granite, of
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which is also the slab, with thu uisi-niition. 1 hc-

desifju is the result of a private coinpetitii)ii, ami is bj-

Mr. (J. r. Thomas, architect. The height is lorty-flve

feet.

STAINED GLASS.

Berlin.—Tty command of the Kiii^-, a gi'^at slained

class wiudow/dcstincfl for the Catlicdral of Aix-la-
Chapellc. is now on view iu a temporary elied, erected

fm- the purpose, in the " Lustgarten." It forms the last

of a series of windows presented to the church by the

late King- Frederick William IV.,audhjisfor its subject

the Viroin Mary as Jlediatrix. It is considered one o*

the most important works of the kind—in size, richuosi

of tone. and execution—produced in modern times. This
as well as the windows which are already iu their places

l)ear laudable testimony to the activity and skill prac

tised in the Koyal Manufactory of Stained Glass
which has now been in operation for twenty-five years
Glasgow Cathedral Windows.—A correspou

tlent of the Ghisgoio Mail g-ives the following- list of

portions of the llunich g-lass in the Glasgow Cathedral
windows, which, on close examination, he says he has
found to bo in a state of decay : —Iu the g-rcat west
window tluMiLHiiri , mIhhi li.is disappeared from two
beards, and itiii. tint indication of shadow
colournn III.' I.,:i ,.,

, I ilie glass. Iu the north
transept wiiidnw |>i< rnii i| i>v the late Duke of Hamil-
ton, the enamel sliadiii-i is cracked and partially flaked

off from Deborah's toot and fi'om an angel's foot, aud
the brown colour of Moses' beard and hair is peeling-

off. In the south transept window the brown upon
Samuel's beard is partially decayed. In window Xo.
4 in catalogue the colour is peeling; off from tressure of
shield and mantliug- of Buchanan arms. In window
No, 6 the beard of Jacob is changing: from a deep
brown to a spotty lightness, In window No. 13, presen-
ted by Sir Andrew Orr, the brown of Samuel's beard
is off in flakes. In window No. 10 there are blemishes
upon the brown shadow colour of a white tunic. In
window No. 18 the pink dress of Queen Esther is dis-

coloured ; the purple euamel is peeling off and taking;

with it portions of the black outlines of di'apery folds.

In window No. 28 the warm brown colour of a youth's
hair is cracked and partially peeled off. In window
No. 33 an ang:ers pink mantle is much disfigured by
blemishes in the shadows.

WAGES MOVEjVIENT.
SouE months ag-o the operative joiners of Blackbura

gave notice to their employers that in June next they
should require
.^4 to 49 hours per week, \\

by commencing- at m'\ en
week. The mastery have
that they intend to r.-

Membersof the local buii

not connected are askrd
discharge all th:

expiry of the n<

object of depriv
advantage whicli
It Is believed th
forego their

id nf ^ : (iv

bill

llu

lir iii-..]H,sud reduction.
I
- 1)11 {and masters

1 1! : I iHi) are asked to
I k Ml -,ti prior to the
<\ 111.' IkmhIs, with the
of tin- svni|,aTliy and

I a^tljl<. iiii-!!( load to.

:ivi'S wiulii -hully now
to the depressed con-

dition of trade in Blackburn^ but that the masters are
determined to take them at their word.
A trade dispute at Bolton was settled on Tuesday

by means of arbitration. The house carpenters and
joiners of the town had made demands upon their
masters which were not conceded, and resisted the
proposal of the masters that the system of payment
by the hour should be introduced. The Recorder of
the borough, who had been called in to settle the
questions, met the representatives of masters and men,
and effected a settlement of the points in dispute.

@iii[ ®§t^ %M%
Proposed Ship Cajjal.— The Municipal

Council of Bordeaux have now under cousidcr-
ation a scheme which may, with little hcsitalinn,
be pronounced as having for its object the grandest,
most important, and most economical work that
has been proposed for centuries, and it is one,
moreover, which especially Interests the com-
mercial world of Great Britain. The project is

simply the cutting a great ship canal from the
Bay of Biscay to the Mediterranean ! The pro-
poser, M. Staal de Magnoncom-t, estimates the
cost of the work at 442,000,000f., less than
£18,000,000, and the time necessary for its com-
pletion at six years. It would form a direct line
of communication with India by the Isthmus of
Suez, and save the whole circuit of the Portuguese
and Spanish coasts in the case of ships from Eng-
land or any of the northern ports of Europe. It

is probable that England might derive some
benefit coniuiercially from such a scheme, but it

is also probable that the possession of Gibraltar
might not prove so valuable as it is at jircsent

assiuned to be. As regards the practicability and
comparative economy of the project, there cannot
be a doubt. Let anyone cast his eye on the map
of France, aud he will see that if a straight line
be drawn from Bordeaux through ' Toulouse it

will touch the coast of the Gulf of Lyons not tar
from Pcipignan ~ "

widening and correctiug a waterway already iu
existence. From Toulouse to the Gulf of Lyons
there exists the Canal du Midi, and by means of
these an immense traffic is carried on between the
smithcrn and western departments of France.
The line of water exists already ; all that is re-
iiuired is to deepen and straighten it ; and if this
could be done in half the time mentioned, at
double the cost, it would be the most economical
piece of work perhaps that was ever executed.

—

The Engineer.
Proposed Extension of the Town Quay,

Southampton.—Atameeting- of the Southampton
Pier aud Harbour Board, on Tuesday last, the
committee reported that the surveyor had pre-
p.ared plans aud specifications for the proposed
extension of jetty at the Town Quay to 200ft. in
length, with a head 100ft. wide, facing the
Channel, .and having a shed 200ft. long and 40ft.

wide, the depth of water at the head at ordmaiy
low water being 7ft. 6iu .The cost was roughly
estimated at from £7,000 to £8,000, if the work
be executed, as the surveyor suggests, in iron.

The surveyor was instructed to execute the re-

quisite borings, and ascertain the depths neces-
saiy for screw-down pUes, and also to a f.arther

extension of 20ft., and to report again to the com-
mittee.

Scandinavian Art Exhibition.—An ex-
hibition of objects of Scandinavian art, and a
meeting of artists from Sweden, Norway, Den-
mark, and Fmland, will be held on the 14th of
Jnne next, by his Majesty Iving Charles, at Got-
henburg. The exhibition will comprise :—1st.

Paintings in oil and water colours ; 2nd, archi-

tectural drawings ; 3rd, engravings, lithographs,
and woodcuts ; 4th, materials for instruction at
drawing schools ; and 5th, works executed by
pupils in the .art of drawing. The exhibition is

to last five or six weeks, and the number of con-
tributing artists is already very considerable. Be-
sides the special part of the exhibition now men-
tioned, the .architectural department and the ob-
jects relating to instruction in the art of drawing,
together with the information which will be gained
of the present results here of the latter branch of
insti-uetion, promise to become of great interest to

professionals.

Tombs in Westminster Abbey.—Dr. Percy
h.as written a letter on the preservation of metallic

tombs. He says :
—"Most of the statues iu Lon-

don are composed of the alloy of copper and tin

designated bronze, which soon loses its colour and
becomes black in an atmosphere charged mth coal
smoke. Even where kept within buildings, such
as churches, this metal acqukes in the course of
time the same discoloration ; and of this some
of the tombs in Westminster Abbey afford striking-

examples. Gilding does not permanently and
completely protect bronze from such atmospheric
influence, for the copper of the enfacent metal is

gradually corroded, and a coating, consisting chiefly
of oxide of copper, eventually spreads over and
conceals the gold. This fact has been estaldisbed
by an examination of the gilded bronze efiigy and
shields of the beautiful tomb in Westminster
Abbey of Margaret, Countess of Richmond,
mother of King Henry VII. In this case the
gold was almost entirely concealed by a black in-

crustation which, on chemical examination, was
found to be chiefly oxide of copper, containing a
sensible quantity of sulphuric acid. The sulphur
of the acid has been derived fi-om the sulphuretted
hydrogen and snlpbnvnns acid in the atmosphere.
The former is evnhnl fiuiii decomposing animal
matter, and the l.iitei- from ihc combustion of ii'on

pjTites, which cxi^t» iu greater or less proportion
in every kind of coal. Both of these agents attack
bronze. The First Commissioner of Her Majesty's
Works and Public Buildiugs, Mr. Layard, has re-

cently du-ected his attention to this subject, and
consulted several well-known archaeologists and
others as to the desirableness of removing the black
crustation from some of the most interesting
historical monuments in the Abbey. After vciy
careful inspection the opinion was unanimous
that an experiment of the kind should be cautiouly
made; and accordingly, the tomb of the mother of
Henry VII. was selected for the purpose. The ex-
periment has been performed with perfect success,

and the public is invited to observe the result for
themselves. The tomb rany now be seen in nearly
its original beauty, and for the fii-st time, after

many centuries, its artistic excellence may be fully

appreciated. There has been no restoration, which
.

generally means destruction, if not vulgarisation
;

. _ From Bordeaux to Toulouse,
_, , „ .„.^„..„ ,

the Garonne is a navigable and busy river, so that nothing has been added, nothing repaired ; only
over two-thirds of the line it is only a question of

J
what may properly be regarded as metropolitan

dirt has been taken away. This experiment is

considered to be so satisfactory that it is proposed
to subject other tombs to similar treatment."

The WiDENiNO of the Poultry.—At
the Court of the City Commissioners of Sewers,
on Tuesday, a letter was read fi-om Mr. Lee, on
behalf of the Bishop of London, intimating that
in order to terminate the negotiation which had
lasted so long, and which his lordship could not
but feel was the means of impeding a great public
improvement, he was willing to accept 4,000Z. for
the ground required to widen the public way in
front of St. Mildred's Church, Poultry.
Proposed Building on Southwark Park.

On Monday evening, at a meetmg of the Ber-
mondsey Vestry, a discussion took place on the
proposition of the Metropolitan Bo.ird of Works
to build on a part of the grormd purchased for
the Southwark Park. Mr. Daniell moved a
resolution, expressing an opinion on the part of
the vestry that no portion of the Southwark Park
ought to be built upon, because, being only 60
acres in extent, it was already too small to meet
the wants of the population. Mr. Redgrave
seconded the motion, aud said that the park was
too small, and could not be enlarged. Jlr. Barrow
and Mr. Bradford supported the motion ; and
Mr. Legg, the representative of the parish at the
Board of Works, opposed it. A vote was taken
after some discussion, when the numbers were
found to be equal, and the Chairman declined to
give a casting vote. A petition against the pro-
posed buildings is in com-se of signature, and
will be presented to the Board of Works before
they proceed to accept tenders for the sale of part
of the park land.

The Yorkshire Tumuli.—The researches
which for five years have been carried on in York-
shire, chiefly on the Wolds, by the Rev. Canon
Greenwell, of Durham, and other archteologists,
are to be resumed this mouth. This summer the
operations wDl be carried on on the Howardian
range, and on the moors. The re-assembling of the
scientific diggers is looked for with much interest.

The New Courts of Justice.—A Treasury
return, issued recently, shows that the amounts is-

sued out of the Exchequer on account of advances
for expenses of the site, &o., for the new courts of
justice have been £886,000. The sums repaid to
the Exchequer out of the sm-plus interest fund of
suitorsof the Court o f Chanceiyamount to £883,000.
In respect of the courts of justice concentration
site there was expended to the 20th April, 1869 :

—

On pm-chase of site, £820,641 2s. 3d., including
£32,586 18s. 4d. for vendors' costs ; expenses of
the commission, £3,096 68. 9d. ; surveyors' ex-
penses, £12,762 12s. 6d. ; legal expenses, £30,679
14s. 2d. ; architects' charges, £9,865, consisting of

£8,800, paid as prizes to competing architects, and
£1,065, paid to Mr. Pennethome and to Mr. Abra^
ham for plans ; and incidentals, £8,222 3s. 9d.,

including £7,545 6s. 5d. paid for rates, ttixes, &c.„
The total is, therefore, £885,266 193. 5d. ; but, in

addition to this, £2,830 17s. was paid from the
vote for public buildings for preliminaiy expenses.
Another Bridge across the Mersey.—

Messrs. William Low and George Thomas, civil

engineers, have submitted to the Mersey Dock
and H.arbom' Board a letter and very comprehen-
sive plans, illustrating then scheme of crossing

the Mersey by means of a railway suspension

bridge from Liverpool to Birkenhead. It will con-

sist of three spans, the centre one 1,800ft. in length,

and the others 960ft. each, andwill be 140ft. above
high water mark. The bridge would unite the various

railway lines in Lancashire and Cheshire. It will

he under two miles long, and the total cost is esti-

mated at £1,750,000.
The "Colonna del Concilio."—The Ro-

man correspondent of the Mornini) Post writes :

—

"The African marble column, the 'Colonna del

Concilio,' was brought to light again on Saturday,

and successfully hauled out of the dock in which
it was discharged some seventeen ceutmics ago.

The monolith is now on the river bank, waiting

to be embarked and conveyed up stream to the

port of Ripa Grande, whence it v, ill ascend to its

destined locality in front of the Church of San
Pictro in Montorio. The actual length of the

cohuun is only 27 palms, although its diameter

is six, which shows that, according to the usual

proportions of nine diameters, one half still re-

mains to be discovered. Shoulil the Baron Vis-

conti's good fortune allow him to obtain this

desirable triumph, the ' Cohuun of the Council

'

w ill consist of only two pieces, as originally pro-

posed by the Ncrouian overseers who directed the

labours of the persecuted early Christians con-
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demned to work in the African iiUiirriis. Unt,

sbonld the missin<; mass not turn up, tlie required

longtli will be f;iven to the column by supjile-

mentary slices from the rarious blocks of marble

from the same locality already excavated. The
Konian lapidai-ies are very skilful in this kind of

work, so that, when the column is polished and

put up, no one will distins;uish whether it is really

a monolith or a mosaic. The design for the monu-
ment has been made by the Government Archi-

tect, Count Vespio;nani, and has been ap])roved by

the I'ope, althouj;h, perhaps, it more approaches

the too-ornamental character of the Cidumn of

tlie Immaculate Conception on the Piazza di Spagna

than the purer types of monumental colunms to

be seen in Rome, and especially the one in front

of Santa JIaria Jlaggiore."

Chief School of Technical Education.
—The chief school of technical education must he

the workshop : it is tliere a workman must learn

to " cut a plank with a saw ami to bore a hole

with a gimblet "—the wcU-chosen test of a good

mechanic. Still, theory is not useless, even to the

humblest workman, and in proportion to the diffi-

culty of his work it becomes necessary. Theore-

tical knowledge is often a short cut to practical

knowledge, and " the rule of thumb," the national

idol, mnst not have all our worship. For example,

the man who knew the smallest smattering of

mineralogy would never insert a slab of freestone

in a wall so that the pressure of the superincum-

bent masonry should be through the planes of

cleavage ; but an uneducated mason might

labour for years without discovering the fact.

Technical education has never been entirely neg-

lected, for our Universities have always furnished

technical instruction to the lawyer and the doctor.

And this generation is not the first that has waked

up to the necessity of technical education

in the arts; we read in Gibbon, for example,

that the Emperor Constantine, finding that

the Greeks had .so degenerated that architects

were not to be fonnd capable of carrying out his

ambitious plans for the new capital, Con.stanti-

nople, du-ectcd the governors of the provinces to

train a number of yuung men to he architects.

Sudbury.—The annual meeting of the Sud-

bury Permanent Benefit Building Society wa?
held on Friday evouing last. The report of the

directors, which showed the society to be in a very

prosperous condition, recommended a bonus of 5

per cent, per share. The report was adopted.

British ARCHi:0L0GicAL Society of Home.
—This society has wound up its proceedings for

the season. The latest discovery is the remains

of the Themia; of Severus and Commodus, on

the opposite side of the Via Appia to those of

Antoninus (Caracalla). Mr. Parker announced
that the " Ixicture on the Ancient Streets of Rome,
and the roads in the immediate neighbourhood,"

had been printed for the use of members, with an

engraving to show the natm'e of the foss-ways or

hollow-ways.
Another Alpine Tunnel.—The Prussian

and Italian Governments have detei mined upon
the tunnelling of Mount St. Gothard as the most
favourable scheme in the interest of the two
countries. The cost of the work, which will pro-

bably occupy eight or nine years in execution,

is estimated at £(i,840,O(H:i.

The Carey-street Site.—It is rnmoured
that should the Government plan of the Law
Courts be adopted, they propose the erection, on

the Carey-street site, of a new General Post

Office—more particularly in connection with the

new telegraph system, and probably the money-
order business—on the Carey-street site. This
rumonr must be taken cum grano salis, when it

is rcnicmbered that the whole of the western side

of St. Martin's-le-Graud has been cleared for

post-office pm^jioscs.

Look to your Wall Papers.—The filthy

custom of pasting one wall paper over another till

a thickness of an eighth of an inch or more is

accumulated is too coDimon in the houses of the

lower classes, and is attended with the worst con-

sequences. This, as ascertained by the Lancci

,

was the cause of the puzzling offensive smell at

Knightsbridge Barracks that recently threateneil

the whole ertabli.«hment with fever. The exami-
nation of the drains and taking up of the

floors revealed nothing, while the intro-

duction of increased means of ventilation left

the evil as it was. At last an examination was
made of the wall papering, when it was found
that one paper was pasted over another till a thick-

ness was accumulated
layers.

puste, in whirb fan-
while the wall bL-iu"

ilted
;

ow, the stench .spread into

the passages and over the establishmeut.

O.XFORD AND A UIXGDON BUILDING SOCIETY.

—The amninl meeting of the shareholders was
held on Saturday. In the eighteenth annual re-

port and balance-sheet, which was taken as read,

the directors expressed their satisfaction at tlic

business done during the past year. They stated

that 101 J shai-cs (amoimting to £10,125) had been

advanced upon the security of various freehold,

leasehold, and copyholil properties, of amplovalue,
making the total advances since the formation of

the society amount to the large sum of £153,875,
all of which advantages are being punctually re-

paid. A reserved fund of £-1,738 113.1^1., en-

abled (he directors to declare a bonus of £25 per

share on all shares arriving at maturity between

the 3Ist March, 1869, and the 31st of March, 1870,

leaving a balance of £4,001 l.s. lid. available for

future contingencies. The Chairman congratu-

lated the shareholders upon the succes.sful busi-

npss which had been done during the jiast year.

The profits of the year, available for bonu^,

amounted to about .£1,100, out of which they

proposed to pay the bonus of £25 per share, which
would take £737.
The Guard-room at Buckingham Palace.

—The den-like condition of this place, to which
attention has so frequently been drawn, has been

undergoing improvement under the authority of

the War Office. It appears, however, that while

the ijiterior is under the control of the War Office,

the exterior is under the exclusive control of the

Board of Works ; and no sooner were the neces-

sarywindows inserted in place of the wretched ven-

tilators previously existing, than a complaint was
made by the Board of Works that the newwimlows
were " a disfigurement to the architecture of the

palace ;" and peremptory orders were issued to

compel the War Office to restore the status quo.

While the health and comfort of our soldiers cm
be sacrificed and the public money wasted by the

amenities of red-tapeism, there will be a wide field

for the administrative reformer.

Croydon School of Art.—The results

of the Rumination conducted in March, at

the CroyciDu School of Art, have just been an-

nounced by the Department. The success is

somewhat unusual for a newly-established school,

and reflects the highest credit on Mr. Wigzell and
his pupils. Ont of the sixty who attended the

examinations, no less than 47 have pas.scd.

Mr. Ueiihon Crceii lias rcsigucd the pust of Vestry
Clerk to ilic p;irish of Kensington.

At the last meeting of the Academic des Sciences,

it was stated that M. Freycinet, a mining engineer, in-

his work on " Sepulture in its relation to Public
lle:illli." d.vI.iiT-. a< .1 r. suit nf calculations that he
has madr, iliai ih il .if 1, ,imIoii contains 50,000,000
kil"

T! (intiacis f-.r er.riiii- a larjje drill .shed at

Xewcastle-on-Tync have been let to Mr. Kennedv, of

Jarrow. The building will be 130 feet, by 50 feet,

and rooms for dressing, smokuig, ifcc., are attached.

Jlr. Tlionia.s Oliver is tlic areliitcct.

New slaughter-houses have been commenced \\\

Newcastle-ou-Tyne, on the principle of the abbatoiys

of France. Mr. Xhomes Oliver is the architect.

Ainderbury Church, Northallerton, will bo re-

opened, after restoration, on Sunday next.

Windraill-liill, Gravesend, is to be laid out and
planted, by the Town Council, at a cost of £513
(without fencing^ from a plan by Mr. Gibson,
landscape gardener, of Battersea.

Mr. E, K. Robson has been re-appointed architeot

and surveyor to the Liverpool Corporation, at a
salary of £1,000 a-year, witli modified duties. Mr.
Robson recently resigned his post, owing to some
misunderstanding as to his duties.

Ilfraeoiiilie Harbour, North Devon, is to lie im-
proved, under the direction of Mr. E. Birch, C.E., of

London.
A new school-room has just been erected near the

Llansamlet station, on the Swansea valley railway. The
architect is Mr. H. Francis Clarke of Ponton B'erry.

The Marquis of Westminster's statue, from the

studio of Ml'. Thomas Thornycroft, of London, has
arrived at Chester, and in a few days will be placed

upon the pedestal which has been prepared for it in

the Grosvenor public park.

The First Commissioner of Works has, it is said,

allowed a portion of Kensington-gardens, opposite

the Alliert Memorial, to be set apart as a place for

schoolboys to play at football, rounders, and other

games.
A new hide and skin market was opened .at Bristol

on Saturday last.

A public meeting was held yesterday (Tliursday)

at the Wells Chapter-house, iu furtherance of the

restoration of the west front and Chjipter-house.

The Earl of Cork presided.

The foundation stone of a new mechanics' institute

was laid at Bjisingstoke yesterday (Thursday).
It has been estimated that at present rates of

cutting, the pine timber of Michigan will be exhausted
" vears.

The new Roman Catholic Church of St. .Joseph,

Elm-gi'ove, Brighton, was opened on Thursday week.

Fountains are to be erected in the Parisian ceme-
teries for the purpose of supplying water to those

who grow flowers over the remains of their relatives

and friends.

Mr. R. H. Burm.an, of the firm of Green and Bur-
man, surveyors, Colmore-row, Birmingham, has been
appointed surveyor to the Handsworth Highway
Board, in place of Mr. Edward Aston.

A tine collection of etchings by Albert Durer is

on view iu the rooms of ilie Burlington Club.

A new process for cleaning bronze statues is being
used oil the tombs iu Westminster Abbey, it is

stated, with some success, although Mr. Hartshorue
and other antiquaries grumble at the removal of the

ancient dust.

The President of the Institution of Civil Engi-
neers has issued cards of invitation to a couver.saziouc

at '25, Great George-street, on Tuesday evening next.

A social meeting of the London Artisans' Club and
Institute will be held at 73, Newman-street, O.xtord-

street, on Thiirsdav evening next.

On Moiiilay week the memorial-stone of new
r.ngged silicnis in conniclidii with Kast -street Bap-
tist Cliapel was laid. Aeronmiodation is to be pro-

vided for 30U children. Messr.s. Gosling aud Gosling,

of Chaucery-lane, are the architects.

The correspondence between the First Commis-
sioner of Works, and W. E. JI. Barry, Esii.. rc.sp '

ing the proposed arrangeiiients for the House
rurlianieiit, and the jilans relating thereto, ^

fuililislied in a Parliaineutary pajjer on Saturday.
The first report of the select committee cm the

kitelicn and refreshment rooms in the House of

Commons was putilished on Saturdav. Thev express
their approval of Mr. Rarrv's plans".

The Weslmiiisier (ia/elte," referring to theGo-
verniuent project of elianging tlie site of the New Law

I

Courts, openly and graxely suggests that Mr. E.

Welby Pugin .should be substituted for Mr. Street!

We wonder who wrote or inspired the article ?

MEETINGS FOR THE
WEEK.

ENSUING

MOND.VY,—Royal Institute of British Architect
Geographical Society, Anniversary, ""

TuESD.\.Y.— Institution of Ci'

dent's Conversn/i.iiu

Wedxesday.—Geol"- i- ^ i
^

T1IURSD.1Y.— Societv f"i I

Arts. E.-chiliiii •:.

submitted fureiauin
offered by the An L
bution iu isro), inc

series, 8.

Royal Institution. — Lecture by Professor
Tyndall, L.tj.li.. f i:

'

FBin.vv.—.Vrcliitectural \--'i

by tlie Rev. It M » iiii'
.
n.A.

Saturdav.—Assoeiatid Arts In^iitute. '-On True
Nobleness in Art, an Annual Meeting," by
L, H. Jlicliael.

Royal lurtitution.—" On Semitic Culture," by
Emanuel Deutscb, Esq., at 3.

•il Knginccrs. rresf-

I- iifi^ement of Fine
:i

;
.1 Ml of tlie designs

ULi.ai, for the premium
uion of ISUr !for distri-

luding the successful

On Taste,'

TENDERS.
Alkham, near Dover.—For f.-irm buildings at

Slaliuaiu's Farm, for W. V. Trott, Esq. Mr. J. U.
Andrews, nroliitect. Roclicster, Kent:-

Miller, Slieernoss £13>:)

SiiiiM.^ou. Imtllam l-':t;!

lluliaid-on, linver IHU
llaninl, Wlnt-lahl.' lOIVJ

Uiislu-U, Wliil-t.il.l.' I'Vfi

Adcock, IMv.r ,a.T,.,,lr,l lOiS

Barking.— I''"! W'r-lrvan i liapel. Messrs. Pooock.
Coife, and I'arkrr, ar. hii. . ; ~ Quantities supplied by-

Messrs. Linsdell aud l.llVard.

Hill, ICeddell. and Watdram (.accepted) .. £2430.

Blackheatii.—For sidditions to a private residence.

Mr. J. H. liowley, architect :
—

Rrass ^fi^
Hoiuanu • J^Suowdcn ^^
Sharpington and Cole •'7'J

Sliepherd 3"^
Crabb aud Vaughan J"*
Beetou (accepted) ^25

Boyton.—For the rebuilding Boyton Church, Suffolk

Mr. William Smith, architect :—
I'ooley £1S10 "

Last.. 14«iJ 10 "
Ciillinxford HS2 10

Hewitt H:!2

farter Vim i>

C'uunold 9% ^
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11?3 1190 10

BROMSGHOVE.—FortlKTlVflinll nla HMilnirr ;il ,-1

Godwald's, Fiastall, near ^.lc.nl^L;^.lVl, l..r Ihr l:.v. .1.

N. Baiubi-igi;e. Messrs. I'ayue iiuil Tiilbut, urcliitLcts,

Ijirminyhaiu ;

—

J. Wilson and Son £17eO
.1. Surman 1007

William Partridge 1000

Jcffery and Pritchard 1550

AVilliam Matthews (accepted) 1505 19

CnuRcn CoppEsnAti,, Cheshire.—For new Wes-
Ic)-an chapel and school. George B. Ford, architect,

Burslem :

—

Cotterill. Crewe £812
Hodgkiusou, Sandbach 811 o

Ellson. Xantwich 738 10

Williamson, Minshull(accepted) 070 4 4i

FAnNCOMBE (Surrey).—For (the erection of a new
dwelling house. Mr. Henry Peak, architect, Guildford.

Ouautities supplied :
—

aooz. Sheet With Plate
Glass. Glass.

Mitchell, Godalming- £1310 £1321
Moon and .'ion, ditto 1300 1327

Duke, rarnham 1270 1300

Loe, Guildford 1223 1251

Nye, ditto 1212 17 4 1231 7 4

tioddard and Son, Farnham
(accepted)

FoBEST HiEL.—For a tower and spire. Mr. E.
Christian, architect. Quantities supplied by Messrs.
Goodman and Pinall :

—
Hutchinson £4595
Wells : 4.349

Wright 3495

Mundy 2978

Hertford.—For a house and farm buildings at the
homestead known as Lower Cromer Hyde Farm, Lems-
ford Mills. Herts, for Vicountess Palmerston. Mr.
William Wilds, architect, Hertford. Quantities sup-
plied ;—

George Castle £1097
.Tames Bint and Sons £1080
Kaues and Blow 1500

Amos Lawrence 1444
Thomas Wells 1425

Henry Ekins 1286

KiMCOTE.—For the restoration of Kimcote Church,
Leicestershire. Mr. William Smith, architect, John-
street, Adelphi :

—

Law, Lutterworth (accepted) £10()5

London.—For alteration to the Horse and Drivers,
13, Bread-strcet-hill, Cannon-street, for Mr. T. Brinu.
Designs furnished by Mr. Pierse Arthur :

—

Edwards and Scriven £240
Thomas 223 15

Gaylard and Larcombe 177
Sampson 176 10
Messrs. Mlchcll 170 ,"^

London.—For alterations to premises in South
Audley-street, for Jlessrs. Wilson Brothers, auctioneers.
J. ^y, Morris, architect ;—

A. Sheffield
Wicks and Bangs.

3 (accepted) 3.38

London.—For construction of sewers, subways,
Yaullage, and incidental works in a new street from
southern side of Holborn Valley to Farringdon Street,
for the Corporation of the City of London. W.
Haywood, Esq., C.E., Engineer. Quantities supplied
"l>y F. Warburton Stent, Esq.

Hill, Keddell, .and Waldram (accepted) .. £24729.

London.—For rebuilding premises, Nos. 199, 200,
and 201, Hich Holborn, for Mr. G. Kent. W. J.
"Trehearme, Esq., Architect. Quantities supplied by
J. Chester Lansdowne, Esq. ;

—
Thompson £114™

.. 11285

. . 10297
9008

Patmau and Fotheringha
Macey
Scrivener and White
Sawyer
Colls and Son 9725
Hill, Keddell, and Waldram (accepted) 5635

Maidstone.—For the erection of a villa residence.
Bower Mount-road, Maidstone, lor Mr. J. A. F.
^pooner. Mr. George Friend, architect :

—

Gambril £2)46
Clements 2070
Anscomb 2044
Vaughan 2033 3
Grenstcd 2024 7 8
Bridge HI94 10
Cox Brothers 1907

NOTTING-HILL.—For St. Mark's Schools. N. Currey,
Isq., architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. J. N.
iStrudwick :

—

Fo.«ter £23.')0

Colley •,;a70

Cowland 2170
Higgs 21*3
Butt 20S0
Perry and Co 2W0
Downs 1987

-For two pairs of villaB for .1. Perrin, Esq.
n..;u_ y|.g Quantities supplied :—

Hotdsworth £2630 14
Mnrsland 2490
Putland and Holt 2157 12 s
Gage 2410 10
Eegii
Sooms
<'ook
Hooper
Grummaut (a

2310
2283

Wood and Sons £1877
Bennett 1784
Warner 1698 5

Inwood 1694

Ilearn 10 U
Collins and Cullis 1541
Griffiths (accepted) 1509 10

COMPETITIONS.

Pi.YMOUTn.—July 14.—For dpsig:nB, plans, and esti-
mates for a new Guildhall, witli law courts and public
officcB. First premium, £1(W; second, £75 ; third, £50.
Mr. Whiteford, town clerk, Guildhall, Plymouth.
Lincoln.—Jime 14.—For plans and designs for a

new church. Mr. T. Heflernan, Secretary, Lincoln.

Glouce.ster.—May 27—Plans and specifications for
ebuilding Miusterwith Church. Kev. A Nettlesbip,
dinsterwith Vicarage, Gloucester.

RiCKMANSwoRTH.—Forplans for a new t-own-hall,
Sfifeet long- by 28 feet wide, and other builaing-s. Town
Hall Company Kickmansworth.
Glamorgan.—July 1.—Plans and specifications for

restoration of parish church of Llantrisant. Rev. J.
Powell Jones, Llantrisant Vicarage, Pontypridd.

Cirencester.—May 29.—For designs for the erec-
tion of two chapels upon intended new burial ground,
and an entrance lodge. R. Ellett, clerk, Cirencester.

Piiiladelphia.-Pennsylvania, U. S.— September
1.—For designs, specifications, and estimates for new
public buildings. First premium, £400 ; second, £300;
third, £200 ; fourth, £100. For particulars, to H. C.
Pugh, Secretary of Board of Commiseioners, S.W.
corner of Walnut and Fifth Street, Philadelphia.

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BUILDING
ESTIMATES.

Ilkley.—June 15.—For the erection and comple-
tion of One, Two, or Three Blocks of semi-detached
Villa residences in Parish Gill-road, Ilkley. Thomas
Marshall, architect, St. Mark's-road, Bagbie Field,
Leeds.

Trinity House.—May 24.—For constructing and
erecting an Iron Beacon on the Great Anquette Kock,
near Gorey, Jersey. R. Allen, secretary, Trinity
House, London.
Aberdeen Harboi:r.—June 18.—For the diversion

of the River Dee, and other works, J, Angus, Clerk
to the Harbour Commissioners, Town House, Aber-
deen.

1 PAdmiralty.-June 1.—For the supply ofO.fiOO Bolts
of Canvas. A. Brady, Superintendent of Contracts,
Whitehall.

City of London.—June 1.—For repairing the Car-
riage-ways of St. Paul's -churchyard and Fleet-street.
J. Daw, Principal Clerk, Sewers Office, Guildhall.

City of London.—June 1.—For cleansing and re-
pairing Sewers. J. Daw, Principal Clerk, Sewers
Office, Guildhall.

ALDERsnoT.—May 25.—For the external Painting
and Whitewashing of the Royal Artillery and East
Infantry Barracks. Colonel Commanding Officer, Royal
Engineer Office, Aldershot.

WiDNES Gas Works.—For Gasholder Tank, Ac,
Gasholder, Cast-Iron Pipes, Pipe-Laying, Ketort-
house, &c. A. Field, Engineer to the Local Board,
Public Hall, Widnes.
Colchester.—June 1.—For the Disposal of the

Town Sewage. H. S. Goody, Clerk to the Commis-
sioners, North-hill, Colchester.

Galway.—May 24.—For Deepening and Improving
the Entrance to the Wet Dock, Constructing a Dry
Dock, a Pier and Graving Bank, and the Repair of
Quays. R. Stephens, secretary, Harbour Office,
Galway.
Chatham.—May 2.">.—for eleven lighters or barges

of about Go tons burden. Captain-Superiutendent,
Chatham Dockyard.
Canterbury.—May 27.—For laying Cast Iron

Socket, Main Pipes with Branches, Screw Cocks,
Hydrants, &c. J. Burch, Esq., Secretary, Canterbury
Gas and Water Co., Canterbury.
Bedford.—June 3.—For the erection of the New

Commercial Schools. Mr. J. Day, Architect, George
Street, Bedford.
Ryde.—May 29.—Forthe supply of about 900 yards

of24-iucb Cast Iron Sewerage Pipe, and Si)ecial
Castings. W. H. PuUen, Town Clerk, Town Hall,
Ryde.
Sandown, Isleof AVight.—June 3.—For the erection

of a Town Hall. J. W. Fardell, Clerk to the Board,
Sandown.
Hay.—May 27.—For the erection of a Gentleman's

Residence. T. Nicholson, Architect, Hereford.
Woolwich —May 25 —For Dredging at the Royal

Arsenal. Major P. H. Scratchley, R.E., Inspector of
Works, Roynl Arsenal, Woolwich.
Bray.—May 31.—For the erection of a Boat-house

and Coastguard Station. E. Horncby, Secretary.
Office of Public Works, Dublf-
Ireland.—May 20.—For

Churrhpsof Uimnghy. Killnga
-orks to be done to
Loughguile, Newtown-
^'hty, Kilbroney. May-

ii.-i.uni, .->i. _n;uK. .111(1 1 1 rmuiifechin. The Eccl'e-
siasiiral (oniH.isMun.r.s lui' Ireland, Dublin.
Kingscolrt, Diocese of Neath.-May 27-—For

the erection of a New Catholic Church. Rev. P.
O'Reilley, P. P., Kiugscourt.
Rotherham, YoRKsniRE.—For the erection of a

Gentleman's Resilience. Messrs. Habershon & Pite,
Architects, 38, Bloomatury Square, W.C.

May 27.-For Alterations and Additions to Ilarpton
Court, near Kington, Mr. T. Nicholson, Architect,
Hereford.
Mile-End, Old Town.—May 2r>.—For the supply

of 3,000 tons of Broken Guernsey Granite. Mr. T.
P'ice, Vestry Clerk, Vestry Hall, Bancroft Road,
Mile-End Road.
Trinity House.—May 31,—For the construction

and erection of a lantern at the lighthouse now in course
of erection at Souter Point. R. Allen, Secretary.
Cai^edonian Railway. -May 31.—For the supply

of Baskets, Ropes, Cords, Bricks, Clay, Lime, Glass,
Hammer Shafts, Iron Chains, Tools, Varnishes, and
various other stores. Mr. A. Gibson, Company's
Offices, 302, Buchanan Street, Glasgow.
Mile-End, Old Town,—May 25.—For the supply

of 100 Gully Gratings. Mr. T. Price, Vestry Clerk.
Vestry Hall, Bancroft Road, Mile-End Road.
University College of Wales.—May 31.—For

Rooting the unfinished portion of this Building. Mr.
G- Jones, Architect, Lewis Terrace. Aberystwith.
T.\ngley, near Wokingham.—May 28.—For Addi-

tions and Altei-ations to a Residence. 3Iessre. Penson
&, Kitchii?, Architects, Chester.

St. Leonard, Shoreditcii.—June 1.—For Dusting
and Scavenging. W. G. Davies, Vestry Clerk, Town
Hall, Miorcditeh.
Dover.—May24.—For the erection of two Cemetery

Chapels, Lodge, Walling. &c. ; also for forming Roads
and Paths to proposed Cemetery. Mr. K. A. Klein,
Architect, 110 Cannon Street. E.C.
Greenwich District—May 20.—For Draining

Works connected with twenty-two houses in Evelyn
Street, Deptford. E. W. James, Clerk to the Board,
Greenwich.
Whitechapel.—June 10.—For construction of a

brick sewer. &c.. &c. J. Pollard, Clerk to the Metro-
politan Board of Works.
Islington.—June 4.—For painting and keeping in

repair the lanterns and fittinj^s of the gas lamps. J,
Layton, Clerk, Upper-street, Ishngton.
Lewisiiam.-May 20.—For the construction of about

4,412ft. of brick and pipe sewers. S. Edwards, Clerk,
Grove-place, Lewisham.
HoNiTON Union.—May 29.—For the erection of a

detached building as an Hospital, in the garden on the
West side of the Workhouse. Also for the erection of
a new Chapel, on a part of the same garden. H. V.
Mules, Clerk to the Guardians, Honiton.
Sutton Coldfield.—June 3.—For the enlarge-

ments of Boldmere Church. Rev. E. H.^Kittoe, The
Vicarage, Boldmere, Sutton Coldfield.

Great Central Gas Company.—Juno 9.—For
tlie tar manufactured at their works for tlie year end-
ing July, 1870. Secretary, Office of the Company, 28,
Coleman- street, E.C,
Kamsgate.—May 31.—For the supply of one hun-

dred tons of best picked 2iin. tooled York paving.
G. M. Hinds, Town Surveyor, Ramsgate.
Devizes, Wilts.—June 3.—For the construction of

brick and earthenware pipe sewers. W. H. Weaver,
Surveyor, Devizes.
Wolverhampton.—June 7.—For the construction

of about five thousand yards of brick sewer and four
hundred and thirty yards of pipe sewer with overflow
weir, manhole shafts, and ventilators, and other
works. H. Underbill, Town ClerK, Town Hall, Wol-
verhampton.

PROPERTY SALES.

May 18.
At the Mart.—By Messrs. Norton, Trist, »'atm'/,

and Co.—Two undivided seventh parts or shares of a
freehold property, situated in Bell-court, Mincing- lane,
and two rent-charges of £1 13s. 4d. each, let on lease at
£876 10a. 8d. per annum—sold for £5,000.
Leasehold two houses and shops, Nos. 74 and 75,

Gatten-road, Peckhara, producing £52 per annum,
term 03 years unexpired, at £10 per annum—£330.
Leasehold ground-rents, amounting to £100 per

annum, secured on Nos. 11 to 15, Blomfield-terrace,
Harrow-road, term 733 years unexpired, at £2 per
annum—£1,750.

'Ihe second portion of the Martin Park Estate,
Tooting, comprising about 25 acres of building land, in
21 lota :—Lot 1. £100 ; lot 2, £200 ; lot 3, £295 ; lot 4,

£300; lots, £300; lot 7. £300; lot 10, £400 ; lot 11, £400;
lot 12, £500; lot 13, £1,.300: lot 14, £250; lot 19, £400;
lot 20, £360 ; lot 21, £310.
By Messrs. Winstanley and Horwood.—Freehold

residence, No. 113 Camberwell-road, let at £55 per
annum—£830.
Freehold two residences. Nos. 103 and 111, Camber-

well-road. let on lease at £24 per annum, annual value
£100-£670.
Freehold three messuages, situate in North-mews.

Addiugton-square, Camberwell, let on lease at £3 3s.

per annum—£150.
Freehold estate, comprising the Suffolk Brewery,

Addiugtou-square. and five houses, shops. Ac, in Now
Church-road, Camberwell, let on lease at £15 perannum
—£2.260.
Freehold four residences. Nos. 15 to IS. Addington-

square, let on lease at .£3 10s. per aunum-£510.
Freehold residence. No. 71. New Church-road, let on

lease at £J U.s. pt-r annum—£220.
1m ii !ii I i 111 ,

,
Nil !}:'». New Church-road, let on

1 I'
!

iM< N. 03. New Church-road, let on

du>']i .. -
!

, C2.280.
J'.v Mr. I- Ilia ,, I ..X ana Bousfield.—Freehohl

grtiiiiid niu.s..i !.->] j.rr ninium, secured on Nos. 1 tv8,
Muutpeiiier-ternire, redaiugton-£I,C50.
Bv Mr. K. Chesterton.— I-easehold residence. No. 43,

Addison-gardens North, Kensington, let at £S4 per
annum, term t>7 years unexpired at 5s. per annum-
£1,120.
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Lca'siliciM rosiilencc. No. i'3, lloUanrt Villas-road,

Kcii-iin-t^n, li-i at Cli:> per aiimmi, tci-ni SiJ ycai-s uu-

exi>iic.r, at .V. pi-v annum— C-',->10.

Jlv Jlossrs. Uray and ^^"cbb.—Leasehold resirtonce,

No. '12. Buckland-cresceut, Bclsize-park, let at *10(ipoc-

annum, term 95J years from 1S5H, at £15 per annum—
£1.0<)O.

"

Leasehold two houses, Xos. "A and llA, William-
Btrect, St. Peter-street, Islinston, producing HM per
annum, term 07 years from 181S, at £10 per annum—
£4«3.
LeasQhnld rosidouco. No. ISl, Stockwell Park-road,

Stockwell, let at tl.'pcr annum, term 9(5 years from
1845, at cm piT annum-£3;.i.

LoMsclinl.l ii~iilci \ci. ml. C.arahorvvell-srove.

( HI' i
I

I

'

1- : M.iiini, term 80 years from

Bfores;ti<

from ]> I

Bitilat'

term ;i vcmts i

By Wr. W. 11. Moore.- Lea,vehold linu-;o. Xo. 1:1.

Feathevstone-buildings. Holborn, let at 'Js-jperaunum,
term 10 years unexpired at £4i>pcr auuuiu— t:'.:!!.

Leasehold house and shop, No. 4',", York-street,
Camdon-town,, let at £60 per annum, term !I4 years
from 1817, at £4 per annum—£7.50.

Leasehold house and shop, No. .5. Bcmerton-strect,
King's-cro.ss, annual value ,£03, term 00 years from 1844,

at £6 per annum—£500.
Leasehold house and shop. No. "1, Falkland-road,

Kentish To«ti. annual value .£.')0, term W years from
1803, at £7 75. per annum—£.500.

Leasehold tlirir resiliences, Nos. 24 to 3fi, AVerring-
ton-strect, ();iklc\-s-iuare, producing £122 per .annum,
term OH y.:u> Iroiu iNl.i, at £29 Is. per annum—£l,:t20.

Leasehold two bouses, Nos. 2r) nn'l -", \u><-r^-strect,

Penton-street, reutonville-road. I' i " ' -^
; .inuum,

teiTB H9 years from 1848, at £1-' I' '
>

" '

Leasebold house, No. 0, All' :"ruton-

Btreet, let at £34 per annum, term '..'y:::. luml^lS,
at £6 per annum—£370.
Leasehold residence. No. 6, Sussex-street, Pimlico,

let at £60 per annum, term 03 years unexpu-cd, at .£9

per aimum—£030.
May 13.

At thk JI.iKT.—By Jlessrs. Chinnock, Galsworthy,
and Chinnock.—Freehold house and shop, situate in

High-strcot, U'aude \', orth, let at £30 per .annum—sold
for £670.
Leasehold house. No. 1, Grove-villas, Upper Grove-

lane, CaniriervvcU. lefat £50 per .annum, term 72J years
from Ivtr, ?r "^T ^-^ f.,1 per annum— £.550.

LeasriM.i I
' .,• . 1. - iir iices, Nos. G and 7, Grove-villas

[Mr annimi each, term 72^ years
i per annum—£740.

luiulieit and Cox.—Freehold house.
. Lea, Datchet, known as Mabel Cot-

ta;:c. let at £^'7 lOs. per .annum— £1,2!0.
Freehold residence adjoining the above—.£1,000.

By Mr. Geo. (iouMsmith.—Freehold two plots of land,
situate al I.iwi-liani — tno.
At Tin: I.I II.DIIAI,!, COFFKE-HOUSE.—By Mr.

Marsh.- 1,1 ;i-rIi(iM (wo houses, situate in Shaftesbury-
Btrcct, High park, Walworth, producing £30 8s. per
annum, term 01 years from 1840, at £5 per annum—
£290.

Mat 14.

At the 51art.—By Messrs. Norton, Trist, Watney,
and Co.—Leasehold residence, No. 31, Westmoreland-
place. B.ayswatcr, let at .£73 per annum, term 78 years
unexpired, at .Clu 10s. per annum—sold for .£700.

Leasehold residence, No 41, Westmoreland-place,
term and ground-rent similar to above—£700.
Leasehold rcsuUncc, x... 1, Loudoun-Wllas, Devon-

port-road, Hammersmith, let .at £40 per annum, term
85 years unexpired, at £lo per annum— £360.
Leasehold residence. No. 3, Loudoun-villas, aforesaid,

let at £45 per annum, term and ground-rent similar to
above-£350.
By Mr. H. Staines.—Leasehold two houses, Nos. 132

and 134, East-street, Walworth-road, producing £62
103. per annum, term 93 years from 1789, at a pepper-
corn rent—.£280.

Leasehold two houses, Nob 1 and 2, Dcnmark-viilas,
Denmark-street Camberwell, prodnciug .£49 10s. per
annum, term w years from 1821, at .£7 lOs. per annum
—£360.
At Garraway's—By Mr. Robert Ueid.—Leasehold

two residences, Nos. 9 and 10, Torrington-villaB, Lee,
Kent, term 83i years unexpired, at .£4 per annum

—

£950.

May 18.

At the Mart.- By Messrs. Driver.—Freehold 8a.

3r. 12p. of laud, situate between Farnham and Hasle-
mere, fiurrey-sold for £100.

Freehold js;!. nr. 2i)p. of land, situate as above—.£103.

Freeh..M >:i ;c 'Jii of land, in the tithiugsof Fieii-

Bhamaiid I'.-ii I ^ori-ey—£865.
Fi-ec' oM 111 or |tp of land, situ.atc as above—£710.
Freebolrl i !:i jr i..p. of land, In the tithings of

Tilford, [Surrey— C 770.

Freehold 157a. Ir. 20p. of land, situate at Frensham,
Surrey—£1,6.50.
By Messrs. Debenliara, Tewson, and Farmer.—Free-

hold residence, Willi stabling, gardens, and ffrouniis, of
about 3a. 2r. 2p.. known as Castle lljuse, the Forest,
near Snaresbrook,

"

Leasehold reside
m.au-rnrHl, I,:iim'.. r

years fr, ill, l m
BvM.-i- Mil

hold tvv.i 1. -el, ni

Surley-street, (irce

-£4,180.
e. No. 45, Oxford-terr.ace, Fenti-
let at £48 per annum, term 70,|

, 1 OS. per annum—.t:40t).

\ .lugh.au, and Leifchild.—Free-
-. Nos. 4 and 5. Orch.ard-pl.nce.
vich, producing £36 per annum—

£5.55.'

Freehold cottage, with buildings, garden, orchard,
and land, containing nearly four acres, situate at Ide
Hill, Kent—£750.
Freehold three houses, known 'as Field Cottages,

Erith-road, Bexley Heath—£275.
By Jfr. A. Booth —Leasehold house. No. 1, St. Jobn's-

hill, New Wanilsworth, let at £20 los. per annum, term
Sr> ve.ars from t'-.5o, nt £4 10s. per annum- £100

Leasclinl.l li.Mise. No. ;i, St. .Inlin's-bill, let at £25 per
annum, tenii and ground-rent similar to above—.C180.

Leasehold h..u~e, No. 4, St. .loha's-hill, let at £24 pc
annum, term and ground-rent similar to above— .£l.So.

By Jlcssrs. Home, Eversfield, and Co.—Freehold
house. No. 133, St. John-street, Clerkenwell, let al £40
per annum— £030.
Leasehold residence. No, 31. Busscll-ro.ad, Kensing-

ton, let at £100 per annum, term 96 ycai's from 1803, at

£14 per annum, and soldsubjeet toa mortg.ageof £1,000
—£200.
Freehold three houses. Nos. 5 to 7, C'arnaby-street,

Golden-square, let at £180 per annum—£4,000.
Freehold messuage shop and premises. No. 119, St.

.John-street, let on lease at £60 per annum—£l,20o.

Leasehold house and shop, No. 24. 1'aternoster-row,

City, let on lease at £ lon per annum, term 40 years from
1837, at £3 per annum—£1,240.
Leasehold house and shop, No. 25, Paternosler-row,

let on lease at £113 per annum, term same as above, at
£3 per auuum— £1,410.

hold messuage and shop. No. 98, Middlescx-
ct. Whitech.ipel. and tin

iir

.liL;aii-i..iid, Kumau-roa.i, .Norili Bow, producmg £4S
per iiunum—£510,

Mat 19.

At the JIart.—By Messrs. Blake, Son, .and
Haddock.—Freehold estate, known as Maseall's Farm,
containing 06a, 2r.20p.. situate at Ewhurst, Surrey,

—

sold for £1,660,
Leasehold two houses. Nos. 1 and 2, Union-terrace,

Morden-road, Merton, Surrey, term 81 years from
1822 at £18 per annum-£280.
By Messrs. Wilkinson and Home.—Freehold four

cottag
Tottenh:
Bv Mr

land, sill

situate WaL'C and Horses-lane. Low
er annum—£200.
Id two plots of building\—£14<).

-Mildraay-rond, Stoke
Dm 1852 at £4 5s perNcwington. lerm no yi

.annum— .£243.

Leasehold house, No. 7, St. Peter-street, Mile-end
term 01 years from 1800 at £3 88 per annum—.£215.

BATH STONE OF BEST QUALITY.
Band.vll and Saiisders, Quanymen and Stone

Merchants, Bath. List of Prices at the Quarries and
Depots ; also Cost for Transit to any part of the United
Kingdom, furnished on apphcatlon to Bath Stone Office,

Corsham, Wilts. [Advt.]

BANKRUPTS.
[Frid.iv, M\\ 14.]

partnerships dissolved.
Dezille and Michel, Old-street, timber merchant

—

Sams and Hart, founders—Eagles and Burn, Fen-
church-street, engineers—Everitt and Sons, Birming-
ham and London, metal tube and wire manufacturers

—

Welch and Co., Palace Chambers, Abingdon-street,
civil engineers—Kassell Brothers, Castleford. builders
—Chalouer and Billington, Preston, plumbers.

B.iNKRDPTCT ANNCEI,ED.
Brow^l Edward, Basset-street, Kentish-to^^•n. builder.

May, 15.

TO SURRE^JDER AT B.iSINGnALL-STREET.

Bowles, George, Evelyn-street, Deptford, timber
merchant, .Tune 3, at 12—Hall, Joseph, Brighton, builder,
:\T,'iv "'i rit ,' 'I'rv.'lnr, T'ebert, (iraham-road, Dalstou,
:i M.: '

1
nilie \\ ell, contractor, afay 28,

III . w I Mil., -null Norwood, plumber and
.l.ii.i.ii , M:.. , .1. L-inii, Edmund, Augustus-
slictl. !;.^iiil.. r.ilk. e.irjieuler, June 7, at 11—Ever-
ard. Job. Y.lvertoft, builder, .Iinie2, at 11—Harding,
John, Shepherd's Bush, builder, .fime 7. at 11—Lamb,
Henry Jlichael, Tritton-strcet, Wandsworth, buiMer,
June 7, at 11—Thompson Thomas. Newiugton-grccn-
road, glass painter, June 2, at 11—Young, Peter, Upper
Kennington-lane, carpenter, June 2, at 2.

TO SURRENDER IN THE COL NTRY.

Fleming, Patrick, Batlc-y. bnil-i. i \i ... i ,k n—
Pearse, Thomas, Lancaster-r.'iel

'

imlder,
June 3, at 12-Troon, William .i.nn I .In, ili. car-
,.ei,t.T. M.-iv 'J?, at 11-Walker, ,1. ei.ii, .^hellield.

liiiiM, r .lime J. at 1—Williams, George, Seaeombe,
I

.he
I

I, at 11— Willi.ams, David, Pentra, eon-
ii.iii I

M;i :o, at 12—Williams, Henry, Swansea.
II , iMi;; .1 iiH.r. May 21, at 11—Bartrmn. Ileurv.
I -, ]i:iiiii. I, May 24, 12—Dury, Antoine, W.-irwick,
,1. riilive |. milter. May SO, at 12—Foulds, .Joseph.

Ilelil;i\. ieiiier. May 28, at 10—Heatlev. .laine^
WliileliMVeii. plumber. May 25, at 3-Melliuisli, Wil-
liam. .8hilling>tone, Dorset, carpenter, June 3, at 3—
Wright, William, Oldham, builder, June 2, at 12.

SITTINCIS FOR EAST EXAMTN.
.Tune 2. W. .T. Cooper, Diike-streei.

contractor— June 2, J. C. AVIieat. 2. Li

Newiugton-eauscway, piiintcr—lime '

Northimiberland-place, We-l liounie I

June 9. C. Champion, Yiilding, builder-
h, l.ev\islinm. bricklayer- June 9,

llelmau,
builder-

' 9. II. W.
Tricket,

I Greenwich, decorator—Juno 15, T. Walker, West
l.eik. N. .Its. build r -June 15, .T. Roe, Nottingb.am. de-
ciir.ili.r .liiiM ,'. .1. 'Ml.aren, Shotton, brick manufac-
iiirei- .1.111 .'- II ^^^ltson, Reading, jrlumbcr-June
Is > f.iii .11 i; ir.iad, Bermontlsey, stonemason

—

.hiiie Ji,.i N. ii 1 le.mpson. Glebe-place, St. Mary-
street. Wueiwieli, engineer-June 16, F. Hodges,
Ivingsnortou. builder—.June 7, C. Wearing, Liverpool,
painter—June 9, J. Purbrick, Birmingham, builder.

DECLARATIONS OF DIVIDENDS.
June 2. J. M. Wjlls, Llitle Bolton, house painter-

Jiiue 1. E. Swainslon. Darlington, builder— 5rav 59.

S .lordan, Redhill, bricklayer—June 2. .1. Dodd, Bishop
Auckland, joiner—Mav 29, .T. (irilTiths, Liverpool,
slater—June 5, U. Marshall, Blandford, builder.

LATEST PRICES OF MATERIALS USED

IN CONSTRUCTION.
TllIREn. Duty Is. per load ; Di-awbaclr, Is.

Qubboc oftk. whito .

Dantzic «ak
fir

Mcmcl llr

Ripn
av.-c<iiHii

Masts, Quell, red pine
,. yoUow pino .

.

Liitlm-ood, Unnt. fiu.

,, St r'bnrp.
Deals. nrC, 12ft by 3

' - " in. duty 28. per

f ,; f s

10 10 12 10

:i h { 1(1

11 II

5 10 n
i

4
6
.5

4
5

I7S
10

i II 5 10 1

S Id 4

a ID 3'-l
! 3 10

r,

10 6
7

s 9

IS 17 1,

IB lb

IB 10 IS „
1'.! lu I'i

10 l^ 10
15 12 10
10 7 10Finland

Momol
Gotlicnburg, vcHow 8

Oeflo.yoUow 9 10

12 £u by 3 by 9 i

yollow lu lu 1

Deck Plank, Dnntzic,
IwrJOft. 3 in. 13

PCMirESTOSEpr tn 6
Oils, &o.

Seal, pale . . per tun 37
Spormbody 100
Cod 44 10 A

Whnlc, Sth Sea, palo 40 4

OUtc. Gallipoli 52
Cocoiuiut, Cochin, ton 47
Palm, fine 41

Cottongeed 27 32 10

LEAD:—
Pig, English per ton 21

., Siiiiuif>h Soft do. 19

Shot, Patent do. 22 o o
Sheet do. 20
White da 27

COPrER :—

Shcot & Rheathirjr, & Bolt perton 78
nammcrrd Bottoms do. 88
Flnt BottoiiiR. not hammered do. 83
Oike .-iiid Tough Ingot do.
Best Sclcc ted do. Tfi

Austi-alian do. 7*^

YcL Mctnl Sheathing & Hods per lb. 6^

iTtON :—

WH-h r..n.. iiiLomVia i)cr ton 6 10
N.iil Kiol do. 7 12 6
i!.. II do. 8 5
l|.M,|.-, - 1,. do. 9 5
sti.iii.nM.ir.- B:irs do. 7 12 6
]t;ir. in Wales do. 5 15
Naihods do. 7 12 6
Foundry Pigs, at Glasgow, No. 1 •• do. 2 14

Swedi^li Bars do.

ZIXC:

English Sheet perton 25 10

Deraux'sV. M. Roofing Zinc... do. 27 10
* And 4 per cent, discount if laid upon the new t

StEEI, :—

Swedish Keg. hammered perton 15

Swedish Faggot do.

REGL-Lr.s or A^•TI^IO^•Y :—

French perton 43

SPELTER 1—

On t)ie spot per ton 20—"— •- per btL 6 17

0-)

oL

Now ready, Fcap. 8vo., 3s. 6d. clotli.

A Popular Outline of Perspec-
^

tlve or Graphic Projection. Par.iU(;l. Diagonal. Pim-;iiigular.

By TH03IAS MORRIS, Architect.

SlMPKiN. MaeshALL, & CO., Stationers' Hall Court, E.C.

T^ie Arlington Park Estate^
Chiswiek, within ,1k of tbo Bnmtfonl-roai

North London Ruilw.iys. One of
Town. Several houses built and

made. TO BE LET on Building Leases direcC

from Freeholder.—Apply t« Mr. Charles Webb, Sur^ayo
k-t—rond and *<

, 13, Fu
vaPs Inn, EC.

TO Builders.—Dulwich Estate.
Thi_. Go

PORTIONS of th.
i:il educational advantages i;

.if houses on thecstat& Fo
Barry, Esq., 1, Wei

iti^t and BiUToyor

T^o Builders, Decorators, &c.

—

-*- To be i^OI.D. in couBcqu. - r ' f,- LF.ASF, of cxcrl-

atock of a Builder and Dccorai.
tho aliovc trndo-s. I*ow rent.

"yaluable Plot of Building Land
to be LFT or SOLD by order of Execntora. It occupies a

tr.iod position in Kensington, poascsitoa o frontage of between Mft.
and 90fL to a good thoronghtaro, and Is suitable for the erection of
i\vf ur fix houses, which when finished would be likely to beroaliscd

nt t'ut'f at remuacrativo prices.—Messrs. Dobenbom, Te^-son. raul

Fariutr. HO. Chcapsidc, E.C.—(1M43.(

TTiojhgate Park. — Freehold
-'--^

Jtuil-ling Land to be LET on LEiVSE Ui this highly desirable

l-ir.ility— i?ooa roads arc made. The LAND is within 100 yards of

(he llighRate Station of the Edgwaro, Uighgntc^ and London Ball-

wav and is within half an hour's ride from the City and WoBt End.

—Appiv to Mr. T. H. Wvatt, Architect. 77. On

ponder's End.—To be Let,
several PLOTS OF LAND for small housco. with liberal

advance'' of money and materials. Good referanccs rwiulred. Plans

,, and further particulani on tt^pU—""- *- *'— "
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HANDBOOK TO THE CATHEDRALS OF
EXGLAND—NORTHERN DIVISION.*

Part 1.— York, Ripon, Carlisle.—First
Notice.

THIS work of Mr. King's is a continual ion of

Jlr. Jliirray's useful ente rprise to supply

that long acknowledged want, a series of

useful handbooks to all the cathedrals of Eng-
land. Those of the southern, tlie eastern, and
the western divisions have already appeared,

comprising seventeen dioceses, and now the

six northern ones have been described and
illustrated in the same form. Among these

York and Durliam are cathedrals of the first

class, while the remainder are smaller and
of less importance. Mr. King, in his preface,

refers to Professor Willis as tlie principal

authority consulted for the first of these, and
Canon Greenwell, of Durham, with regard to

the second, and such guidance and assistance

are a guarantee for the accuracy of the infor-

mation which has been ably condensed in these

volumes.
The plan of the work has been to give a

•short popular account of the history of each

cathedral, with a description of its general

features, followed by a careful survey of its

various details, not omitting to point out all

the artistic treasures of churcn, vestry, trea-

sury, and library, a portion of the undertaking
which will be found valuable by travellers,

who, for want of such notice, often misfi seeing

things which would greatly interest them. To
the above, a short history of each see, with
notices of its principal archbishops, has been
added, and will be found useful for reference

by architects and others who desire to under-
stand thoroughly the successive clianges which
their several structures have undergone. The
gi-ound plan of each cathedral is given to the
scale of 100ft. to an inch, with numerous
picturesque woodcuts of the principal external

and internal points of view, the more important
monuments, and other details.

The first church was erected at York (the

Roman Eboracum), by Eadwin, a.d. G"27. But
of all Saxon work, as well as of that by tlie

Norman Arclibishop, Thomas of Bayeux, a.d.

1100, and his successor, Roger (1154—1181),
only fragments in the crj'pt remain. Each
later style, however, is well represented in this

stately minster. Tlie south transept, by
Archbishop C4ray (1215—1255), and the north
transept, by the treasurer, .John le Romeyn
(1228—1256), are noble specimens of Early
English. The nave and chapter house are

Decorated (1285—1345) ; the lady chapel and
presbytery Perpendicular (13G1—1373), with
the choir (1373—1400) and the three towers
(1405—1470). In general stateliness of effect

and in actual height York exceeds every other
cathedral, and in interest of association it

yields to none, though many surpass it in

beauty and character of detail. Its best ex-
teiTial point of view is from the .south-east, as
shown in an illustration page, although the
design of the north transept, with its noted
"sisters," is far gi-ander and simpler than the
south one, of which the rose window in the
gable is the finest feature, and its entrance
doorway the meanest. Entering by this, the
view across tlie transepis, with all their lovely

Early Englisli detail, is the best of tlie in-

terior. The cuiious arrangement of the coupled
piers in each transept next the tower, conse-

quent upon the retention of the narrow Nor-
man nave to a later date, obsei-vable in the
plan, is clearly explained by an extract fi'om

Professor Willis.

The Decorated nave, through impressive

* "Handbook of the Enslish Cntliodrnls—Northern
Division." lu two vols. Published by Munay, Albc-

from its vast dimensions, is ])oor in dosic?:n and
detail. It has but two vertical divisions and
wooden vaulting, and all that it really lias to

boast of is its rich flowing west window, and
the traceiy of those in its clerestory. The
former is only, if at all, surpassed in its way
by that at Carlisle. Tlie aisles are noticeable

for unusual width (30ft.), and are vaulted in

stone.

The choir, presbytery, and retrochoir, with
their aisles, and the second transejit, which
projects from this eastern arm of the build-

ing, are of later and less interesting woi-k,

but designed upon a magnificent scale, and
the great east window, filled with its original

glass, is fairlj' claimed by the author as

"one of the chief glories of the minster."

Mr. Winston's description of it is quoted.

The crypt, with its interesting archseological

puzzles and the noble octagonal chapter house,

are but slightly described, partieulai-ly the

latter, which has so many valuable features

still left, with the memory of better ones,

such as its uniquely jiainted ceiling, of wliich

one bay is preserved. The composition of

the west and east fronts are more dwelt

upon, though, in our ojjinion, their deserts

are less ; and if " it may be truly said that

tlie" west front of York is more architec-

turallj' perfect, as a composition and in its

details, than that of any otlier English
cathedral," all we can say is that a finer

ideal had better be sought beyond our insular

limits.

Eipon Cathedral is the next in order of

treatment, and Mr. King in a note refers to its

description by .John Richard Walbran, Esq.,

as having done so much, that little is left for

others who follow him but to condense the

matter he has collected. The existing struc-

ture was commenced by Roger de Pont
I'Eveque, Archbishop of York (1154-1181),
but the full west front was probably added by
Archbishop Gray (1215-1255). The choir

was rebuilt towards the end of the thirteenth

centuiy, and tlie central tower after an
earlier one had fallen in 1454. Spires wliich

surmounted its three towers have been re-

moved.
The west front, as shown in an illustra-

tion, is the special feature of the exterior.

Its triple entrance, and two ranges of five

lancet windows above in the end of the nave,

are simple and grand. During the restora-

tion by Mr. Scott, traceries, later insertions of

the Early English period, have been removed,
the propriety of which we question as well as

the author. The upper portion of the flanking

towers of this facade are rather mean. Had
they been of a grander character, this west

end would have been almost unequalled among
English examples, and the restoration of ap-

propriate pinnacles, parapets, and spires may
yet help to make it so. The original nave
was not intended to have aisles, and its effect,

says Mr. King, when its western windows were
filled with Early stained glass must h.ave been
siugtdarly grave and sombre. Arcades of five

bays, however, were begun about 1502, and
being unusually light and wide, a greater con-
trast than between this nave and that can
hardly be imagined. It has a modein flat

wooden ceiling, wliich is of a poor characfer.

The transepts, as at Y'"ork, retain their Early
character more than any other portion of

the church ; they are, however, very plain, and
resemble in general character the remains of

the palace at York built by the same prelate

—

Archbishop Roger.
Through a Perpendicular screen, wliich is a

mass of rich tabernacle work, entiy is obtained

to the choir and presbytery, which contains

work of three distinct periods, and covered

with restored wooden vaulting. The east

window is a fine seven-light geometrical

traceried one. The chapter-house is Early
English, rectangular on plan, vaulted with
two bearing piers, and the sacristy, eastv.'ard of

it, is of llie same chaiacter, and a LaOy hft. a

chapel of Decorated date, extendi over both.

The crypt is es]iecially iii(eri-lii];j. and has a
strongly-marked liomaii cliaiaiti r, similar to

one at Hexham. They were kmiwn as " con-
fessionals," but probably, according to Mr. J.

H. Parker, were u.sed for exhibiting relics, the
faitliful descending by one staircase passing
through along narrow passage to look through
an opening in the wall, and thence ascending
by anotlier staircase. From the south-east the
cathedral appears as a moderate-sized and
compact simple cross church with low central

tower, and its proportions are massive and
dignified.

The Church of St. Mary at Cailisle, the
British Caer Lucl, after being a desert for

200 ycar.s, was founded anew by Walter, a
wealthy Norman priest, who came over with
the Conqueror. It was completed by Henry I.,

and became a cathedral in 1133, Adelulf, the
second Prior of Nostel, in Yorkshire, being its

first bishop. It was the only cathedral in

Christendom tlie Episcopal chapter of which
consisted of Augustinians instead of secular

canons.

Early in the 13th century an Early English
choir was begun in place of a previous Norman
one, but it was not completed until the latter

half of the 14th ceniuiy. A portion of the

Norman nave exists ; it is walled off from the

Cathedral, and used as a parish church. Tlie

building has recently been restored under the

direction of Mr. Ewan Christian at the cost of
about £15,000.
The Flamboyant or Late Decorated portions

are the most interesting, and in particular the

great east v.-indow, before mentioned as tlie

only rival, if not the superior, of that of the

west end at York. The exterior ^-iew is a
beautiful one, from the grace of the architecture

and the picturesque grouping of the Castle with
the Cathedral and its monastic remains, but it

is marred by tire want of a nave. The choir,
" architecturally in no respect inferior to tliat of

any other English cathedral of the Decorated
period," is of eight bays with shafted octagonal

piers, with richly carved naturalistic foliaged

capitals supporting arches of an Early English
character, enriched with the dog-tooth ornament,

a curious example of under-building. It has a

triforium and clerestory, the latter arranged
in double planes of varied design, and a wooden
semi-circular ceiling, divided into panels by
moulded ribs, with carved bosses at the inler-

sections. This ceiling has received some
" gorgeous " decoration at the hands of Mr.
Owen Jones, but Mr. King thinks, and we
likewise, that it is to be regretted that the

original colouring of red and green was not re-

produced in the same conservative spirit as

that followed in the restoration of the wcod-
work itself. The entire east-end is filled by
its glorious nine light window, in the flowing

tracery of which the glass is of tlie date of

Richard II* The aisles of the choir are of

Early English work. The remains of the

monastic buildings are of considerable extent

and interest, comprising the portal of the

Chapter House, the refectory, now the choir

school and library, the Prior's lodge, now iho

deanery, and the abbey gatehouse. Tl:e

recent authorities consulted by Mr. King
with regard to tliese antiquities of Carlisle are

the Rev. G. Ayliffe Poole, whose arginnent as

to the choirhaving been begun by Bishop Hugh
at Beaulieu, is quoted in an appendix, and 3Ir.

C. H. Purday, who was superintendent of the

works during the restoration. The valuable

book by Mr. R. W. Billings is also referred to

in speaking of the treasure of Geometric
panelling in the St. Catherine's Chapel. Want

* Jlr. .^Imrpc.iii spenkiiipr of this window, remarks :

" The eiist window of Carlisle f'li tlicdral may safely bo
pronoumed the most Venutitul Deconited window i;i

Knulaud. This beauty depends not so much on itA

imiKuiludr (the total height is Siilt.rtin.. and total width
:j:ilt.) anil tl'.e miniber of its lichts. asniicii the exceed-
ing: clciiaiice of llic ui'iKTal desiu'n. its symmetrical
arraug('niiiit, ili^' > i:' m

i
I' : ' .i'- i- i-f "its several

parts, the due sii: ' ''dings, and the
adn i-:.ble

lequirenii
and freedom of unusual ch::rarte

ing tra'^ery."

htion to their
I Ir With a cracc
nilcw-of now-
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of space compels iis to postpone tlie reiiiiuks we

wish to muke on the other three cathedrals

noticed in ihis work, the character of which

we have thus endeavoured to point out, as being

a useful and popular account of the general

features and jiis'ory of the buildings and their

contents, compiled fi-om the most reliable

sources, but not pretending to any intimate

knowledge of architecture, or dejith of indivi-

dual vcscnrch on the y.ut of the author.

[Wv vli:,ll < .iirlin!,- vJiiil «.• li;lVL' to sny on I'art

mil Jliim-lii'Ster

rkj

PICKLING THE WESTMIN.STER
EFFIGIES.

Or n pages, as well as those of all other

architectural publications of any note,

Lave over and over again pointed out the

terrible losses which Art has sustained by the

mania which has raged so long for restora-

tion, partly owing to tlie extraordinary care-

lessiic: s and ignorance of the persons who
were supposed to sujierintend the repairs

—

jiaitly to a really good intention of trying to

rcstoie the works to as near an a]iproaeh to

what may be supposed to have lieen their

original aspect when fresh from the hands of

the builders or artists. Not unfrequently, in

the case of commonplace work, and more
especially of wall decoration, fi-om the in-

ability of the restorers, some of them holding

very high positions in tlie profession, to appre-

ciate the great importance of thoroughly

examining the mode in which the best archi-

tects of ancient times coloured the walls and
other parts of these buildings—just as Profes-

sor Westmacott can see nothing in Egyptian
or Gothic art—so they could see no interest in

ordinary mediaival polychrome, as if, forsooth,

the painted decoration of any age is likely to

be far behind its architecture. From bad

restoration—whether arising fi-om carelessness,

ignorance, foil}-, or conceit—no class of monu-
ments have suffered so much when they have
been taken in hand than the memorials of the

dead, and in no class of monuments is restora-

tion .'^o needless and ridiculous, or failure so

disastrous. It is, therefore, with great mis-

givings that we hear of the thiil end of the

wedge being applied at Westminster Abbey.
Home years ago it was contemplated to restore (!)

the whole of the Koyal monuments, and a

.•?um of money was actually voted for the pur-

pose. Happily the,, scheme was abandoned,
we hoped for ever, but now it has struck Dr.

Percy, or somebody, what we all knew long

ago, that gilt metal work could be cleaned
;

that the incrustation was easily remcivable by
ammonia; and so, without, as we should imagine,

much consideration whether the furbishing nji

of the metal work of a tomb or chaiiel, wliere

the rest of the same must be time-stained and
impeifect, was really in good taste, or whether
any advantage of any kind whatever would a rise

from it, this .scrubbing up the old metal has

begun. We altogether doubt it ; when the

whole of Henry VII.'s Chapel was bright and

sparkling with gorgeous colour, and when the

tombs of the Kings not only had gilt eftigics,

but were adorned with fresh alabaster, painted

and gilt, and all the suiToimdings were equally

lustrous and brilliant, then the gilt bronze

harmonised with the splendour around—but it

is quite another matter now that the colours

are faded or gone, the oak blackened, the

stone mildewed, weather-stained, and imjierfcct.

The dimness of age has faded all alike, and the

result in the Abbey is a beautiful harmony, no

less charming in its way than what must have

been the harmony of its lovely youth. If im-

properly performed the operation will be in-

jurious to the statues ; if dene ever so well

and carefully, stdl we cannc.t see any advantage

in the cr.tlay. If the old work was really

obscure— tliat is to say if, as in the case of

i nc'ient engraved Greek or AssjTian bronze

bowls, the j>attevns were obscured by the

inciustration, then there would be a good reason

for doing as they have done at the British

^luseum, cleaning away the jiatina, to show
the delicate work, but at Westminster no
such need exists. Is it worth while, then, to

rvm the risk of doing actual damage by mistake

or want of care of the workman, for no real

use and for only a verj- questionable festhetic

advantage V We must not forget, too, that

with things so exposed to atniosiiheric in

finenccs as the Westminster bronzes, the

effect produced will be very teniporaiy—anyone
who possesses ormolu mounted furniture and
china knows how soon the gilding is affected
liy gas, damp, and other adverse influences, and
a ver}' few j'cars will pass before these effigies,

if cleaned, will be just as dingy as ever. So
that we shall either be effecting nothing by
our pains, or setting an example of continual

furbishing up of the ancient tombs. The
operation could not, one would imagine, be
often lepeated without the stonework of the

tombs being injured by the detergents used,

unless indeed the effigies be removed before
being operated upon. Of this we liave

the greatest possible dread. It will be sure
in course of time to lead to what would
be little less than a national calamity, the

restoration, or, in plain English, the destruction
of those most interesting memorials and most
beautiful works of art. Some of our best

architects have been allowed to spend very
large sums of money upon work of this kind,

and in all cases, without exception, as far as

we know, the money has been worse than
wasted, even when the restorations have
been the means of schooling a body of work-
men fairly to imitate the old work and to learn

something of the coloured decorations for which
the earlier mediieval architects were so famous.
Still, even in these cases, the loss of the

oiiginal authorities which usually have followed
'las been in no way compensated by the

pai-tial, and it has never been more than
partial, success of the copiers. At best the

copies have not been nearly so good as are to

be seen of ivories, china, pictures, and other

ctiriosities to be bought in Wardour-street
; and

we all know the comparative money value

they bear .to what they are intended to re-

present. In some instances no doubt this is

not a criterion entirely to be relied on, but in

most cases it is. In the matter of polychrome
no approach has been made to the fine

taste, elegant design, perfect keejiing and
general harmony of the old work. But
liere we are speaking of the better instances

of tomb restoration. In most cases things

have been far more disastrous even than this.

At Exeter, as we pointed out some time ago,

any amomit of whitewash and dilapidation

would have been better than the remedies
which, being ajqilied, have simply destroyed

all that is interesting. In Sussex, too, and, in

fact, almost everywheie, in numerous in-

stances the same has taken place ; if a name
or two had been cut into an effigy, or a few
chips been made in the edge of a dress, the

whole was recut and tooled down, or, in point

of fact, might just as well have been cut out

of a new block of stone or marble. There was
an abominable instance of this kind at Fair-

ford, and the people .seemed just as proud of

what they had allowed to be done as they were
of I he thorough ruin of their beautiful stained

glass. It may be said that there is no likeli-

hood of such Vandalism .going on at West-
minster, but we are by no means certain of

this. When once a mania of this kind is

started there is no telling where it will stop.

Once get the notion of making the tombs look

as they did when first made, and any blunder
m,iy be committed. But, even granting that

it is unlikely that inscriptions should be
obliterated and recut, that statues should be
reduced, or the Lincoln process resorted to,

yet there is sure to be much destruction of im-
perfect sculpture, and a total destruction of

I he solemn repose of age in which ihcse grand
old londis seem to rest, and in its place must
be an unpleasant patchwork effect—the new

Work standing nut and di'tvacting from the

beauty of tone of the old work.

We do not know that there is any idea of

doing more than cleansing the gilt metal at

present, but feeling sure that if that is done,

there is eveiy probability that the multitude

will desire that the tombs themselves shall be
redecorated and repaired to match the bright

gilding, we shall be glad to hear that the

scrubbing has been abandoned altogether.

We always strongly object to meddling wiili

the memorials of the dead at all. Nothing is

ever required but to keep them from harm,
and repair them so far as their preservation

requires. Anything beyond this is always a

mistake, often an irreparable misfortune. In
the case of those at Westminster, the objec-

tion lias a tenfold force fi'om the superlative

value of the .specimens and their general in-

terest, historically and otherwise. The autho-

rities of Westminster will show their wisdom
if they return to their wise decision expressed

in Dean Stanley's " Histoiy of the Abbey,''

and let well alone.

VISIT OF ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIA-
TION TO THE ROYAL ALBERT HALL
OF ARTS AND SCIENCES.

ON Saturday last a large number of mem-
bers of the Architectural Association

visited the Royal Albert Ilall of Arts and
Sciences at South Kensington, and were received
and shown over the works by Mr. Gilbert Red-
grave. The building is now sufficiently ad-

vanced to ]iermit its important features to be
studied with interest and advantage, accord-
ingly considerable time was spent by the party
in its examination. A brief description of the

general plan and purpose of the building will

serve to show to those who have not as yet seen
it what the energetic Art-fosterers at South
Kensington are busily attempting to do. The
site forms a porticrn of the Kensington Gore
Estate as purchased b_v the Commissioner's of

the Exhibition of 1861, and by them has been
gianted to the present occupants for a term of

099 years, at a nominal ground rent of one
shilling per annum. Its value is equivalent to

a donation of about £GO,0U0. A scheme was
then put forth inviting co-operation of men of

inrtuence and wealth, and with her Majesty the

Queen as Patron, the Prince of Wales as Prc-

dent, and a large number of noblemen and
gentlemen as members of committee, subscrip-

tions were soon obtained, suflicient in amount
to justify immediate commencement. The
first design of the building was made by the

late Captain Fowke and others connected with
"lim, and has svibsequently been considerably

modified. It is now in the hands of Lieut.

-

Col. Scott, R.E., ts Director of Works, and
associated with him is a committee of architec-

tural advice, on which are the names of Fer-
uson. Fowler, Hawkshaw, Redgrave, Tite.and

Digby Wyatt, with Messrs. Hunt, Steiihenson,

md Jones as sur\eyors. The foundation stone

was laid with grand ceremony on ^lay 20th,

lSG7,by the Queen, and the structure will, it is

said, be completed some time in next year.

The cxpcn.se of the undertaking has been
mainly met by subscription, permanent sittings

being allotted to shareholders in projiortion to

the sums subscribed, £1,000 entitling to a box
on what m.ay be called the Grand Pier, and
capable of containing ten pei'sons, and £100
admitting to a single seat. The cost of erection

has been stated in the estimate to be £200, 1 IQO,

but it will probably largel_y exceed that sum
before the building can be said to be completed.

'Jlie main purpose of the structure is for the
accommodation of a vast concourse of people

for objects connected with Art and Science, its

principal feature being an immense hall cap-

able of comfortably seating 8,000 persons, ex-

clusive of space reserved for an orchestra and
a chorus, on a scale commensurate with the

ize of the audience. The platform for the

organ in itself is as large as many a metropoli-

tan music hall, the front of the org,';n being CO
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feet. In addition are a theatre, picture galle-

ries, large refi-eshment rooms, conidors, crush

rooms, an ante-charaber exclusively appropri-

ated to each private box, numerous staircases,

(themselves absorbing two-thirds of the space

left for passages, and giving egress at the rate

of one staircase for every 150 persons) and
three large covered porticoes. All of these are

comprised in a vast oval building, tlie long dia-

meter of which is 272 feet, and the shorter one

238 feet. The inner hall is an oval of 224 feet

by 190 feet, and is 134 feet high from floor to

underside of rib. The whole will be roofed

over with a dome, constructed of wrought iron

double ribs, springing from the top of the main
wall, and stopping against a large central ring,

the sides of wdiich rise into a second dome of

greater curve. Two of the main ribs are in

place, and the future outline of the roof may
I'cadily be understood. At present the interior

is a labyrinthine mass of scaffolding, to ascend

which substantial and safely-guarded staircases

are built. The scaffolding is itself a most in-

teresting piece of constructive work, and some
idea of its extent may bo gathered when it is

stated that outside the building, the staging of

which looks like a mere fringe as compared
with that within, nine thousand poles are in

use. The main external wall is 3 feet 2 inches

thick, built solid of picked Cowley stocks laid

in Portland cement, and is 135 feet high. The
exterior of the building is faced with red bricks

from Fareham in Hampshire ; these bricks are

of remarkable beaiity and richness of colour,

and have every indication of great durability.

All the architectural embellishments are of

terra-cotta, manufactured at Tamwortli
expressly for the purpose by men em-
ployed by Colonel Scott. The exterior is

richly decorated with panels, engaged Coriu-

tliian columns, striug-bands, balustrades, ar-

chitraves, and keystones in this material, and,

when completed, will be further embellished

with statuarj' and mosaic. The colouring of

the teiTa-cotta is very satisfactory—a warm
bright buff of uniform tint, and free from rust.

Being in such large masses, there is a richness

and warmth of tone that harmonises well with

that of the red bricks. Near observation, by
the way, shows a useful lesson as to the rules

to be observed in designing in this material,

the great durability, cheapness, and strength of

which must secure its frequent and increasing

employment. It will have been noticed that

a great obstacle to its general adoiition is from
its tendency to slirink and waip in manufac-
ture, by which causes large joints of unequal
width are left, and a perfect cont'nuity of

straight lines becomes scarcely possible. On
examining the works in question the student is

struck with this, and noticing the incorrect-

ness of perpendicular lines, the convict'on

forces itself that patterns should be chosen
which consist of recurring curves, or other

irregular lines, avoiding rectangular forms or

parallel outlines as much as possible. The
general type of external dcoration, so far as

may be judged fi'om the jireseut appearance of

the building, is a very free Italiau, but witli

so eclectic a spirit ruling the composition of

the details that it becomes difficult to refer it

to any cognate style. The porches are com-
posed almost exclusivelj' of terracotta, and are

one mass of enrichment, the general etfect of

which is harmonious and pleasing. The orna-
mentation of the architraves of the windows
of lower story is not happy ; the design is

thiu and tame, and too frequently suggestive of

the Decorated crockets of the fourteenth cen-

tury—Lincoln, for instance. Encircling the

building, near enough to the eye to be readily

examined, is a panelled band-course, in which
are coats of artns of the different jiatrons and
shareholders. Although these are made of

terra-cotta, the same pattern has been so con-

trived as to serve for all, the inner shield only
being changed to suit each different armorial

flevice. The key-stones of this tier have the

Hoyal crown and cipher of our present Queen,
und the upper storey exhibits the cipher of the

late Prince Consort. At the top of the build-

ing is a frieze containing panels of mosaic, th.e

subjects illustrating Art and Science. These
mosaics are the work of the pupils (principally

the female) of the South Kensington Museum,
and are well wortliy of attention. The north

entrance porch of the building abuts close

upon the Ken.sington highway, but it is in-

tended to take off 25ft. from the park at this

point and to leave a wider space in front,

which will be to the advantage of the ap-

proach—at present the entire building seems
too near the road.

In the office upon the ground were some in-

teresting photographs of the building, taken
at its various stages of completion, and these,

with the drawings, some 300 in number, were
fi-eely shown by Mr. Redgrave and the chief

clerk of the works, Mr. Hemsley. The con-

tract has been taken by Messrs. Lucas,

Bros., all the ornamental details being exe-

cuted by workmen under the immediate con-

trol of the director of works. The organ,

which naturally is a most important feature in

a grand hall intended for musical purposes, is

under the direction of a special committee,
amongst tlie members of which may be named
the Earl of Wilton, the Hon. Seymour
Egerton, Sir Michael Costa, and Mr. Bowley,
and is being constructed by Willis. It is ex-

pected to be the grandest and most complete
instrument in the world. In concluding this

brief notice of the most important public

building that is now being constructed in

England, we must remark upon the evident

belief which the originators of the scheme
have in its ultimate and permanent success.

Whatever public opinion may be as to the

chances of filling and keeping filled so vast an
audience hall, the committee has not faltered,

and if any changes have been made since the

date of the ceremonial which attended the

placing of the foundation stone, they have
been rather of extension than of curtailment.

Remembering the loud and general predictions

of failure that darkened the advent of the

great Exhibition, and their signal and trium-

phant discomfiture, we should be foolish to

venture a doubt ; on the contrary, we believe

that the variety of the attractions contem-
plated, and the excellence that the South
Kensington authorities have hitherto set as

their st.audard will bring such vast numbers to

the new Albert Hall as tn demand a revolution

in the present ordinary modes of locomotion

to that locality. We notice that a passenger
station and branch lines of the Metropolitan
Railway form important features of the gene
ral scheme, and should the imdertaking meet
public approval, there will be plenty for the

line to do. There is already a lack of facilities

for west-end transport. The present omnibus
supph', which is practically what the public
have mainly to rely upon, is altogether in-

adequate, costly, and badly served, as was im-
pleasantly proved to be the case on Saturday
by many members of the Association seeking
means of getting back to town after their in-

structive visit to the Royal Albert Hall of

.\rts and Sciences at South Kensington.

N
THE PARKS OF PARIS.

work that seeks to better the jihysical or

moral condition of any class of human
beings can be without interest to the general

public. Before us is a book" written by Mr.
\V. Robinson, correspondent of the 7'ime-i for

the Horticultmal department of the great Paris

Exhibition. The subjects embraced are very
numerous, too nmnorous, in fact ; ranging from
adverse criticism on the Versailles Gardens,
and sweeping condemnation of Le Notre
and the formal style of gardening, to
" a.sparagus culture " and " material for

tying ])lants." The illustrations are nearly

• "Tlic I'luks, i'r.imcun,.U's. .lUil (I.-irdens of I'liris.

Dcscribi'd ami t'ousicleiod in Hel.ition lo tile AV.ants nf
Unr nwu Citiis ami of I'ublii' ami I'liviitu Gardens"
liy W. UoDlxsoN, F.L.^>. Loudou: .Joliii Murray.

four hundred in number, including views of

various parts of Paris, which are practically

useless, and a great number of woodcuts which
are very valuable. Had all the pretentious

plates been omitted, and had the author ex-

jilained his meaning by such simple cuts as

Figs. 24, 32, 33, 34J illustrating the treatment

of certain grounds, the book would have been

less costly and more valuable. It has no dis-

tinct character. It is one-third guide book

one-third political essay, and one-third pure

horticulture. At the time the " New Timon "

was published, the distinguished author was
well taken to task for showing too much erudi-

tion in that celebrated epic poem. The jnty

is that Mr. Robinson should have condensed in

one volume three distinct subjects, on all of

wdiich he is quite competent to afford valuable

information. The style is jerky, and, to say

the least of it, excessively confident, but Mr.

Robinson is at all times prompt with reason

for the faith wdiich is in him, and the reasons

are, for the most part, convincing. Jlr.

Robinson does not " disable all the benefi;s of

his native land," in order to show that he has
" swum in a gondola," notably where he

describes the manners and customs of the

French, as regards the burial of the dead poor

;

but he is enthusiastic about the Haussmanisa-

tion of Paris, and almost equally so about the

Thames Embankment. What he would like

to see in London is what everj-one else would

like to see, but he seems to think that the idea

never occurred to anyone before. Deploring

the confined state, the want of breathing

places, the unlovely surroundings of an un-

lovely, though not ignoble, life, in which the

majority of the populations of our great towns

are compelled to exist, he wishes to see the

streets widened, the alleys and cul de sacs done

away with, streets laid out in a systematic

manner, little rond points or sqnares at the in-

tersections ; in short, he would make London

what it ought to be. In all this we concur,

but Mr. Robinson must remember that the im-

provements he so much admires in Paris were

efl-'ected regardless equally of private interest

and pidjlic charge. It is, no doubt, very

pleasant for Jacques Bonhomme to walk into

the adjoining square at eventide with Madame
.1. B. and the poupon, and it also is pleasant

for .1. B. to be found in work at the expense

of the State nnminally, but in reality at; that

of the tax|i:iyiug community. The Parisian

impruvciiirnts have made Paris too hot to hold

those who formerly dwelt in peace and more

or less plenty with'in its borders, and there is

such a thing as paying too dear for one's

whistle. There is no doubt that Paris is a

handsomer city than London. Whether it is

better drained,"bettersupplied with water or gas,

whether what are known as •' sanitary arrange-

ments" are better carried out is a question

which every chance visitor to Paris can answer.

While the prevailing smell of three out of foiir

Paris salons, to go no higher up the stairs, is

unmistakeably that of incense offered to Cloa-

cina, it is idle to enlarge on the prettiness of a

lot of little squares with a custode, who is in-

structed to " invite persons to retire" at shut-

ting up time- People are often invited to do

unpleasant things, and the invitations of Her

Majesty to her deputies to meet at Westminster

are as polite missives as can be fi-amed. There

arc things whicli are better managed in Fiance,

and things which are not. Mi-. Robin.son ad-

vocates .a cheap system of establishing, and,

what is of far more importance, keeping up,

his little city green spots. In this he disjilays

as much common sense as liorticultural know-

ledge. He deprecates the growing practice of

tilling beds with expensive jilants which mustbe

kept in houses during winier. He advocates

the use of shrubs, cheap annuals, and hardy

plants, less showy but less expensive than

the delicate plants which now adorn our west-

end parks. For a public park he urges, and

most fairly, that no plant should be used not

sufficiently hardy to stand the climate. The

cost of ail orange tree in a tub he fully sets
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forth. The caiilcniiig worhs in Itcgcnt's-park

arc hardly dealt with, llu is in i'avuur of the

plane tree, and dead against the lime and copper

beech. It is suggested that our parks should

bear tlie character of arlioretnnis rather than

gardens, and those who know Bicton and the

Derby arboretum will scarcely question the

soundness of this view. An arboretum is cheap

and requires little care for maintenance. A
garden, filled, or half iillcd, with flowering

plants is costly at all times and in most cases

in bad taste. The author is, too, severe on the

foniial or geometrical style of gardening,

and on Versailles he pours out the -sials

of his wrath. Kow the formal stylo has

ever been Iield to be most suitable to grand

architectural works provided the ground
be more or less level. A* Sydenham its

adoption was a huge mistake, but at Ver-

sailles and our own Hampton Court it is a

euccess. A thorough review of a work on

landscape gardening is of necessity an essay

on that art, and such an essay is impos-

sible in this place. The author thinks that all

the existing squares in London should be
thrown compleiel}- open, and that "every
small lime tree should be cut down," and the

ailanthus or paulownia substituted. Whether
the public would benefit or not from the

throwing open of the West End squares is a

question on which " much may be said on both
sides," but that eveiT small lime tree should be cut

down, isaquestion on which the subiu'ban resi-

dents of London might entertain strong opinions.

In the eye of the artist, there is nothing more
quaint, more suitable to the necessaiy- stiffness

of a street line than the pleached limes so

common in the immediate suburbs. Summer
sun and dust may wither the leaves, a nd grub
and insect may do their worst, but in early

spring and late autumn the tender leaf of the

lime has had clianns for those who for hun-
dreds of years have chosen them as the chief

ornament of their front courts or gardens. The
author has learnt how to place isolated shrul)s

on margins in front of a shrubbeiT. He says:
" If instead of leaving it—a sweep of grass' in

face of a shrubbeiy—in the bald state in which
it is often found, we liy to place di.stinctthines

in an isolated way upon the grass, tlic margin
of the shrubbeiT will be quite softened and a
new and charming feature added lothe garden."
A considerable

] orlionof the work is devoted to

a " selection of the best trees and shrubs for
cities," and this is a most valuable portion.
Knowing the cflects of the London atmos-
phere on evergreens, lie recommends little

deciduous trees and shrubs, thougli the copper
beech is absolutely and most unjustly con-
demned, and the liriodendron tulipifeia, the
well-known tuliji tree, is " damned with
faint praise." This leaf is the only leaf in

nature which has no ])oint. Where a jioint

would be expected an insertion occurs, as in a
well-worn s]iade. It is the most handsome of
the North American trees, and thoroughly
hardy. For stieet planting the author recom-
mends the robinia, a sort of acacia, small and
fcatheiy in leaf, and the ailanthus. Bothtlie.se

trees are admii ably adapted to the jiuipose. The
use of ivy foi bed.'-aiid fence coverings seems to

be well undersio< d in France. Ivy requires con-
stant clipiiiuL'. It must be kept small and dense.
The state of the ivy beds in tiie old reservoir

in Hyde Park is disgraceful. Orchards are

noticed, and the idea of making them orna-
mental seems quite new to the author, but
that they were tie original gardens of our an-
cestor tlie rca'^'r of Shakspeare, Christine de
Pisan, and the meriy (ales of the good-natured
Queen of Kavaire will hold no doubt. ]\lr.

IJobinson's book extends to 6,30 pages, half of

which arc devoted to pure horticulture, in-

cluding instruments of husbandry, machines
for raising trees, and hints on the culture of
salads. Although we di,«sent from some of his

views, hi.s work is (f great value, and if he
cotdd modify the ideas cxpre.s.scd on page 241
relative lo formal gardening, \'crsailles being
the text, we shofld auree with his views of

landscape gardening as fully as we do with
his schemes for i'ruit culture and forcing the

white lilac. The practical horticidtme is the

most valuable part of the work, which is not

saying a little when the jiortion devoted to

gardens and landscape gardening is of excep-
tional merit.

EYE CHUECH, SUFFOLK.
{See IHiistratifUis of Ciirriiu/g.')

ri'MIIS church, which is of a noble size and
1_ proportions, with a lofty sqn.ire tower at

tlie west end, is being carefully restored and
reseated. The nave and aisles were re-opcncd
for Divine service on AVhit Sunday last. The
whole of the new seating is of wainscot oak,
of oDC character throughout, being open
Ijonches without any distinction for inch or

poor. The bench ends, which are somewhat
after the manner of stall elbows, are each en-

riched with a carved ami rest, six of which
we have this week illustrated. There are, how-
ever, a very great variety of them, all conven-
tionalised fi'om nature. The reading desk is of

carved oak, with open tracery front and .sides,

and carved ]iicrccd spanrtrils. The lectern, the

ujijior part of which is of roof form, with pierced

tracery filling the ends, is of old oak, and enriched

with carving. The pulpit, which is a raemorial
puljiit, presented hy the incumbent, the Kev. W.
I'afie Eol)crt5, is foniied of Caen stone, with red

polished granite shafts at the angles. It is oc-

tagonal, attached to the north-east respond of the

nave, having fiv-c enriched and carved panels,

the first and last being filled with the enihlenis

of St. Peter and St. Paul, surrounded by folinge,

the church being dedicated to those saints.

The second panel contains the lily, conven-
tionally arranged, in'owing from a vase ; the

fourth, the passion flower, arranged in a similar

manner ; tlic centre panel contains a floriated

cross, entwined by a riblion, with the words iu-

scrib.cd upon it, " Life and Iinniortality." These
five panels were carved by Mr. James Forsyth, of

London. The reiiLiinder of the carving of the

lulpit is liy Mr. Groom, who has also executed the

arm rests and other wood cnrving, from full-size

detail drawings hy the architect, as well as the

carving of the font, which is very elegant, and
contains upon four of the sides of the bowl the

emblems of the four F.vangelists. The flooring of

the nave and aisles is laid with Messrs. M.aw's

lilrs, by Mcss's. Simpson and Sons, of West
Strand, who will also lay the flooring of the char-
ccl in the same manner, but with an admixture of

encaustic tiles.

The roof of the nave is of oak, with curved
libs and hammer beams, and is a veiy rich and ele-

gant specimen of a fifteenth century roof. It has
l)ecn coniplelely restored and relaid with new
lead. The old woodwork has been retained as

far as possible, putting new cnly where the old

had l)( come decayed. The bosses, carved figures

lo the hammer beams, corbels, and enriched cor-

nice, have all been carefnlly renewed where de-

ficient, in accordance with sucli old portions as

were remaining. The m rth aisle roof has been
treated ih a similar manner, hut the south aisle

r{;of has been wholly renewed, the old one having
liccome very muchililapidatcd and decayed. 'Llie

new roof is an exact connterimrt of the old, with
ihc cawing also faithful y rendered from the old

work which remained.
The whole of the internal stonework andtracciy

if the windows, &c., has been carefully restored,

and the whitewash and paint cleaned off, and the

jilain
I
ortions of ihc walls rc-pbistercil.

The wist end of the church was, until the lom-
irenccmei.t of the prcsmt woks, (niunibered with

a huge west gallery ai d or^'an blocking up the

tower arch and west window. T'he whole has

been cleared away, the towi r arch opened, and
the wc-t window, wh'ch was parly Ihinkul np,

les ircd. '1 he expense cf: lie reniova' of the orgin
»nd its alteration and fitting up in the position

which it i^ to ceiupy in the noiih clnncel aisle,

has been nudortakin hy bjlgar Chenery, V'.fq.,

of Kyc. The necessary funds fi>r the re tora-

tion ; nl resenting of the nave and aisles of the

church have been oltaii ed hy snh.i-ciiptii.n.and ihe

inhahitimis if tte town and iieijrhl'ourhood have
given ir OS HI erally for ;hat puriiose, and cvi Icntly

lake a mo>t ) niiseworlhy pride in their grand old

church. The contractos for the whole of the

foregoing works arc Alessrs. A'inc and Day,
buildeis, of K>e, who have carried them oat in a

very creditable manner, under the snporiutcndencc

of the architect, ilr. .Tames K. Colling. Xearly
the whole of the carving, except such as was
taken from the old examples, was executed
from full-size drawings made by the hands
of the architect himself, from one of which our
present illustration is reduced.
The chancel is now being restored in a similar

manner to the nave, at the sole expense of Sir
Kdward C. Kerrisnn, Part., Ihc carved oak seating
and new rcredos for which is being executed by
Mr. R. Cornish, of North Walsham, Norfolk, the
whole being carried ont under the supervision anel

from the designs of the same ai-chitect. The
reredos, which is to be of Caen stone, is to be pre-
sented to the church by a certain number of the
clergy of the neighbonrhoid. The font has been
presented ti the church hy the contractors,

Messrs. Vine and Day.
The painted rood-screen, which is one of the

largest and finest in the cour.ty, will also be
restored, if funds can be obtained for that
purpose. It is of fifteenth century work, anel

has been most elaborately carved and decorated.
The figures of saints anel martyrs painted upon
the lower panels are most interesting, and well
worthy of study. It should also he mentioned
that the easternmost bay of the nave roof,

over the rood-screen, is panelled, and was
originally decorated with the sacred mono-
gi'am suiTounded with the crown of thonis
in each panel, besides other ornamentation,
and which have all been carefully renewed
in accordance with the old colouring, by Mr.
Short, an artist, of Kye, under the direction of Mr.
Colling. The remains of a painting of the Doom
was found upon the removal of the whitew.ish
over the chancel arch, and a careful drawing of it

was made hy Mr. Short before it was destroyed.
Portions of it appear to have been very carefully
and vigormisly drawn, but the whole of the
heads bad been obliterated. A painted oak rood-
beam formerly existed over the rood-screen, butas
it had no connection with the screen, and it cut
very awkwardly right across the chancel arch, the
committee had it removed. It contained written
ill black letter, with red capitals, in the hollow of
the mouldings, the following text :

—"And Jesns
said unto hisdesiples. What doth it profct aman
yf he Wynne all the whole world, and lose his owne
soule, or what shall a man gyve to redem hissoule

agaync wyth all. y XVI of Math :
" The lec-

icm has been formed out of the old beam, thus
preserving it, although in a different form.

THE ARCHITECTURAL PUBLICATION
SOCIETY.

TIIE annual general me; ting of this Society will

be held under the presidency of Mr. Tite, M.P.,
on Memday next, at o o'clock p. Ill, at 9 Conduit-street.

It is to be hopeel that the niembeis will attend

;

in fact it is absolutely necessary that something
shoulel be done if the Society is to stand on
its legs. For somo time past it has been
dragging its slow length along on account
of the scanty support it has received. During the
past year two of the ablest contributors to the

"Dictionary of Architecture," whicbthesociety has
been so slowly publishinu:, have died. 'Jhesc

gentlemen were llr. Arthur Asphite! and Mr. G.
R. Buniell, and as no others have step] ed in to

fill their places, the difficulties of tho committee
have increased. The report which will be submit-
ted on Mouilny, s.ays that:—"If each of the pre-

sent snlxiiibrrs would at once personally exert
hiniscU' and obtain the adhesion, or guarantee the

snbs(ri|.tii>ii, of a new member, it would be possi-

ble for the committee to aiTange for the comple-
tion of the 'Dictionary ' without any further de-

mand on the subscribers; the cost of the comjilete

work (text and illustrations) would then bo fixed

at fifteen guineas. For a weu'k imdertaken with-

lait any capital and dependent solely upon funds
derived from annual sidiscriptions, and assisteel

by nn|>aid aid bir the maniiuenicnt andproeluetion,
and with bat a limited circulation, this must be
deemed excee'dingly moderate."

Unless this or something tantamount to it be

done, the cemimittet will bo " compelled to recon-

sider the piosiiects of the Society, and to take

such steps as may be decmod desirable." It ccr-

t.iinly does not reflect much credit on Ihe archi-

tects of the country that tliey sboald have left an
cuterpriso like this to fl.ig. It is, however, not too

bito to impart new life to the undertaking, and
this could easily he done by doubling the number
of subscribers. Mr. Arthur Cates, of 7a, White-
hall-yard, S.AV., is the Hon. Secretary of tho

Socictv.
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OBSTRUCTIONS AND GAPS IN BASE LINES.

HOWEVER desirous the siirvej'or may be
to run the principal lines of a survey

clear of all obstacles and impediments, it is,

in many instances, manifestly impossible for

liim to do so. This not only occurs sufficiently

frequently to interfere with the triangulation

of a large survey, but also renders it impera-
tive upon the surveyor to make himself
acquainted wiih the ordinary metliods of
overcoming such difficulties. It often happens
that it cannot, in the ranging out of the line,

be perceived that some obstacle may inter-

vene, until the line is regularly and pro-
.

gressively chained out, and a near approach
made to the impediment. The accompanying
diagrams will explain this clearly. It must
be borne in mind that the chief object of the
surveyor in laying out the main lines of the
survey, is to obtain a good series of triangles,

and that, provided the line selected is well
adapted for this purpose, it would be extremely
injudicious to divert it, or break it up, in con-
sequence of a trifling impediment lying in its

path. The best line should be selected and
adhered to, in spite of all obstacles and im-
pediments, which merely require care and
trouble to be successfully overcome. In
Fig. ], suppose the surveyor to have ranged
his base line from D to C. From the point D
he can see the other end of the base line at C,
and is able to put up intervening rods in the
line of sight at A and B. There is, however,
an impediment in the shape of a house situ-

ated right in the line D C, which he is not able
to see from either D or C, and is consequently
not aware of. A reference to Fig. 2, which
shows a section of the ground along the base
line D C, will demonstrate the reason of this.

The house lies in a hollow, and is evidently in-

visible from either end of the line. After
having ranged out the line, and proceeded wit!:

the chaining as far as the first point A, the

Fic.l.

.Indi:other of the problems ef Euclid
those relating to the jji-opetties of similar
triangles. Wo are not- at present concerned
with those which need the assistance of
a theodolite or other angular instrument, but
tliey will be treated of in their proper place.
Although it is indispensable that tlie surveyor
be practically and theoretically acquainted
with these details of his duty, yet it cannot be
too carefully borne in mind that they should
never be employed except when absolutely
necessary. The direct measurement should
always be obtained where possible, and will
in all cases be found more satisfactory. There
are manifestly abundance of examples whci'e
the dii-ect measurement cannot be olitained.

As for instance, wliere wide rivers have to be
crossed, arms and inlets of the sea, and bogs
and morasses which will not bear the weight
of a man. It is also frequently not practicable
to measure a line through a thick wood or
plantation without cutting down a good deal
of the timber, which very often cannot be per-
mitted. Of course in the case of a railway,
and other public works, where powers are given
to enter upon land and lay out the line, timber
can be cut down and the owner must seek
compensation for the loss entailed upon him
in the proper quarter. The methods which
we are about to illustrate, only apply to ex-
amples where the interruption is of a very
limited nature. AVliere long distances have
to be determined with accuracy, there is no
other plan of ascertaining them than by the use
of the theodolite and trigonometrical calculation.
Trigonometry is the key to all the higher
branches of suiweying, and offers the only
means of solving many problems connected
with inaccessible heights and distances, which
continually present themselves to the engineer
and surveyor. One of the simplest instances of

%
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surveyor can then perceive that the house is

situated right between A and the next point B,
and interrupts his line of sight. Means, there-
fore, must be taken for overcoming the diffi-

culty, or, otherwise speaking, for passing the
obstacle. At the same time, it must not be
assumed that even had it been distinctly seen
that the house would intersect the direction of
the base line, that it should, therefore, have
been abandoned, and another run so as to
clear the house. It is true that the actual
shifting of line at the point where the obstacle
occurred might not exceed a dozen feet to one
side or the other, but this dozen feet in a base
line a mile long would throw the end out to a
yei-y great extent, and in all probability render
it useless as a main line of the systenr of tri-

angulation proper to be adopted under the cir-

cumstances.

The majority of the methods employed for
"passing" objects that interfere with the
direction of base lines depend upon one or

an obstruction is represented in Fig. 3, where it is

required to pass a house which is intersected

by one of the main lines. The plan to be pur-
sued consists in setting out a line parallel to

the main line for a distance sufficient to clear

the obstacle, and then resuming the former di-

rection. At some reasonable distance fi'om the
obstacle let a perpendicular be laid ofl: v/ith the
chain, as cxjilained in a previous article, fi'om

the point A, and the distance A A, veiy care-

fully measured. At the point B set off another
perpendicular Jib, of the same length as A a.

The distance a b should be of a length propor-
tional to the length of the obstacle to be
passed, as it will determine the direction of the

parallel line. This i,<! obtained by ranging a
line through the points a and b. Aftei' jiasaing

the obstacle at the point c, set off the perpen-
dicular i c of the same length as those already
laid olf at A and B. The point c will be in the
direction of the original base line, and by
sighting from C to the next point visible on the
main line, the correct diiciliun i.iii I ir continued.
Should it, however, bi' iiii|i<isslii|r in see any of

the piiints on the main line pii'\ ic.usly deter-

mined, the direction maybe obtained by laying
off from/, on the parallel line the perpendicu-
lar/ F equal to c C. By ranging through C F
the base line may be continued until one of the
more distant jioints can be seen. If this ope-
ration be carefully performed, it will be found
on checking the direction of the next point ar-

rived at, thattheclevation will not cxceedtwoor

tliree inclics, which may be regarded as practi-
cally of no consequence. The essential points to
be attended to, are the accurate measurement of
the perpendiculars, and tlie ranging of tlic

parallel line. It would be very impi'udent to
range a line on, from the otiier side of tlio
obstacle, by this method, without determining
any distant point beyond it, to act as a check
upon the direction, for a slip of an inch or two
at the obstacle might become a serious error at
the end of the line. So long as the two
extremities of a line are fixed, it is com-
paratively easy to maintain the intermediate
points in the proper direction. The young
surveyor must not be discouraged if he cannot
get his points in, by ranging from one end of
the line only. He will liequently be able to
get a sufficient number of points in the line by
ranging fi-om both ends alternately. What he
will be unable to see fi'om one end he will per-
ceive plainly from the other. We have spent
a whole day in getting a sufficient number of
points in a line only half a mile long, to en-
able us to range it through from end to end.
Owing to the rugged nature of the ground,
it was scarcely possible to see points at
a hundred feet apart. Time must not be
grudged in this preliminaiy operation, espe-
cially when it is kept in view that upon the
accuracy with which the position of the base
lines is determined depends that of every other
line and measurement made on the ground.

_
Whenever the line has been ranged, and its

direction fixed by points at each extremity,
one of which is visible fi-om any given
obstruction, the obstacle may be passed in a
simpler manner than that already described , and
one which avoids the laying off of the peipen-
diculars, and the consequent possibility of
errors taking place. Let it be required to pass
the house in Fig. 4 situated in the line A B,
the points A and B being already determined,
and the latter visible fi-om the |)lace where the
house stands. At the point C range a Line
C K, making C E = E K. Then, fi-om any
point D in the direction of the base line,
range D H through the point E, making D E
=: E H. The line H K will be equal to the
line C D, and the chaining may be proceeded
with fi-om the point D, after adding the dis-
tance IT K = C D to the distance already
chained. In ]ierforming this operation on the
ground, care should bo taken to make the tri-

angles as " well-conditioned " as possible,
avoiding all very obtuse and veiy acute angles.
The necessity for using " well- conditioned "

triangles has been conclusively demonstrated
in our articles devoted to that particular sub-
ject. As, within certain limits, the choice of
the points C and D is optional, there will be no
difliculty in selecting them, so that the tri-

angles E D and E II K should be of tlie

form reipiircd. Wlien tlicse departures fi-om
the regular chaining of the main lines take
place, it is advisable to make a small sketch in

the field-book, showing the obstacle, the dis-
tance at whieli it occurs, and the manner in
which it is passed. There are a few other
methods for obtaining the measurement of in-
accessible distances, which we shall illustrate
in our next, as, although they are all based
upon similar principles, yet some present
greater facilities than others for particular
cases.

INSTITUTE OF SUKVEYORS.

AT the oniinnry general nicctinir on Jfond.-iy
cvoniiiK last, Jlr. llHsk;s.s:ariii the chair,

Messrs. .),.|m (Jaunt Lyo, Thomas \Vhecler,.Ianics
Imics, :iii(l ('lenient C'aljle were clortcil Mcinlicrs.
The t'liainiiau auuouneed that tlic l)alli)ttiiitr for
oliifcrs for the ensiling year woulil take phvce on
Monday next.

After some further formal business hiul been
disposed of,

-\[i-. Menzies re-opened the ndjouniccl discus-
sion on the drainage of towns and sewage irriga-
tion wliii-h had arisen out of papers read liy him-
self and l)y Mr. Hope. As to the mclri))iiilitaii

drainage, he .said ho had no bcsitiition in stjitini;
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that 111' tli(iu;j;ht the motn>|)iilit:ui system a very l)a(l

system, and lie vas very uiiieh iiustukeii if, bet'oi-e

vcrj- many years, it would not have to be reeoii-

sidered. The first ditticulty that would be fimiid

would be in the low lines o[ foul drains alou;; the

river, wliieh would be founil choked up with silt,

just as they found every drain in tlie low lyins;

towii9 of the Thames Valley. Ilowevor, he di<l

not wish to raise that question. lie wished to

eonfine himself to the towns in the interior of the

country. They were the real difficulty. Mr. Hojie's

pajier was very valuable as giving them full par-

ticnlars for treating the sewage of a town agricul-

turally, but the quantiiy pumped fioni the drain-

age ai'ca of a town was not always the quantity

which was required to be so treated. Mr.
Hope's exiieriments were conducted in this

maimer :—A certain quantity of drainage was
pumped from the reservoirs at the out'ct of

the London ilraiuage, and poured over a cer-

tain area of land, and the remainder of the

sewage, not required, was passed into the river.

In the interior of the country, hov\cvcr, they had
to take nil the sewage, whclher they wanted it or

not, and utilise it all. If any system such as

that practised at Mr. Hope's farm were .applicable

to the interior of the conntry, the difficulties of

the drainage of the Thames Valley would have
been solved twenty years ago. Agriculturists

were not umler compulsion to take the sewage,
but the ratcpayei-s were under compulsion to keep
the sewage out of the rivers. Hud the ratepayers

not been under such comi)ulsii'n the sewage ques-

tion winild have remained unsolved for fifty years

to come. Taking the whole year through, what
was the proper amount of sewage to be provided

for ? He had come to the conclusion that if they

were obliged to take it one day with another no
further dilution was necessary than was afforded

by the twenty-five or ihirty gaUousof water which
in all towns with any pretensions to sanitary effi-

ciency were consumed per head of the po]nilHtion.

Mr. Hojie had said that the value of sewage to the

farmer was Id. per ton, and that that sum could

be realised for it, but tnking into account the vast

expense gencmlly entai'cd in getting the sewage
on to the land where it could be uti'ised, that

statement mu-t he taken with considerable reserva-

tion. It was staled in one of the papers as an ob-

jection to his (Mr. Menzies') separate system of

drainage that the wa-hiiigs off the surface of ths
roads were so foul that they could not be admitted
into any river. If that were true, so much the worse
for the towns in wKiih it wus so. He would under-
take togo through thetown of Wii.dsorany day and
not find twenty horse-droppings upon tiie ri'ads.

Who her the separate or the combined system
was adopted, they must eitlv^r admit thestreet
washings into the river, or they must admit the
ovcrilow into the sewage. It was abo snid that

without the storm water the sowers could not be
efficiently flushed. If they u-ed the twenty or
thirty gall.ms of water per head per day b fore
spoken of, however,! regularly all the year round,
it would be found quite sufficient. Regularity was
the first essential. If they had fifty gallons coming
down one iiiinnte, and a thousand gallons the
next, he would defy them to cfliciently Hush
Iheir sewers. Another objection to the separati-

Bvstem was that the small drains of houses would
never be flashed at all. That was sinijily s lying
that they wore to let the evil remain until it' was
washed away. In sanitary .'cience it was the
first cssentinl that all filih should be removed from
human habitatiom as quickly as pos-iible. I'

appeared to him just as absurd to trust t) the
rain-fall for water-supply as to tiu-^t to it for

drain llu-h ng. The borough engineer of Surbiton
had, he believed, made a se-ond caUulution of the
cost of the dr.iinnge of the plico. and thought
that it w.as the cheaper s\3ti'ni to sepflrftte the
diainago from the ra'nfull. Tlie drainage of

Windsor, twenty years ago, cost .Cill.OOl). If that
town were restored to the con lition in which ii

was prior to that, ho (Mr. Men/.ies) cmld dr.iin

the town on the sepuralo system for Ics than ii

cost then. Since ho hud read his paper at th
Institute, ().\for I, Windsor, Kton, Kingston, nml
Twickenham had all passed resolution* in fa von
of the se|iarato system. Thatwonld sottle the (juos-
tion much better than any discn.-sion. Much would
have to be learnt while the works went on, and hi
could only hope th it the adcptioa of the system
would be found a success.

Mr. BUAMWELL said that according to Mi
Menzies' plan, an ever-constant quantitvof sewnge
itrespeclivc of rain, came down, with consider-
able uniformity, ho supposed, during summer am

winter. He supposed llie ]dant3 did not i equirc as
much moisture in cold weather as in hot, and
therefore, in dealing with the bread question of

bow they were going t > get rid of the nuisance
from the town, he should like to know in what
way it was ]iropo5ed to deal with the varying
capacities of the soil for absorbing sewage when
the sewage wr.s uniform in quantity ? He should
like to know whether all soils were competent to

receive so much more water than the clouds sent

them, assumingthatall were not thesnme,and whe-
ther others could be made so by an elficient .system

of drainage ?

Dk. Carpenter said that for a long series of
years he had studied the question from a particular
jiointof view—that of preventive medicine. The
cpiestions brought before the Institute by Jlr.

iMenzies and by Mr. Hope were, to some extent,

different questions. The separation of the rain-

fall was one question, the irrigation i f land an-
other. He agreed with the majority of the state-

ments made iu Mr. Menzies' paper. Unless,
however, a town was so ihoroughly scavenged as

tobe rendered completelyclean—a condition which
he knew of in no town in the Iviiigdum, it was
evident that the surface waters of a town ought not
to go into any river from which the potable water
of the town was obtainc'l, unless it was a tidal

river. He thought that Mr. Hope bad put too

theoretical a vaiuo upou sewage irrigation, and
reckoned upon cutting too many crops a year, and
by so doing, he was uuduly exciting the pecuniary
i opes of those interested. Mr. llopo had said

that the third year's lye grass was worn-out grjss,

but he (Dr. Carpentor) produced a cutting
oE third year's grass 12iu. long, for which
they were getting £10 an acre. But then, instead

of cutting ten cro|)S a year, only six were cut the
first year, and five last year, as it was found that

if it stood for six weeks instead of four, it was of

more vahic to the cowkcepcrs, and fetched more
money. As to earth ditches being effectual, as

stated by Mr. Hope, ho (Dr. Carpcater) found
that they were not ett'ectuai, bnt that it was nrces-

sary to have the sewage carried uioii earthen
pipes upon a small raised embankment, it being
caused to go over the land without going into the

ditches at all. The object of getting the .sewage

on the land, \\as not to let it percolate into the

ground, for the roots of Italian rye-grass acted as

filters or sponges, and absorbing the fertilising

material from the sewage, keeping the liipid on
the surface, and letting it go over every way.
The wi ter would not be rendered ] urc by going
overjtbe land once, it should go over the bind twice,

or even thrice, if possible. Subsoil dia'nagc would
not do on sewage farms. Tlio sewiige g't into

the subaiiil drainage, and so into Iho brook or

stream before it w.is purified. The plan of laying
out ihe land was therefore most imp irtant. It

should lie at such a level as to allow the sewage to

fl :\\ over it gradually. He pressed upon the

Inslitiite of Surveyors collectively and individually

the necessity of urging the general adojition of

the principle of sewage utilisation, seeing that no
body in the kingdom had greater influence. Its

adoption would make the towns and the country
bealihier, and mike two of the principal ueces-
s.arics of life, beef and milk, ehea|i(r. He idso

urged the importance of towns keeping the privi-

lege of disposing of their sewage iu the'r own
hands, as also the water supply.

Professor VoELCKER said that a good deal of
land was totally unfit for sewage application.

Occasi(mally they found, oven iu a limited space,

a great variety of soils, whether as regardcil their

ilepth, the condition of the subsoil, or their chcmi-
c:il composition. He had come to the conclusion

that it was not so much a (luestion of chemical
composi'ion as of mechanical condition. He would
prefer the better soils for the reception of the

sewage to the poor land, because on the better

descriptions of soil the benefits would be greater

than on poor binil, always ]iroviding that it was
of proper depth, and sufficiently drained to allow

the water to run off the lard r.ipidly. With re-

spect to subsoil draining, the more porous the land
became, find the more nearly the suii.soil a]i-

proacheil the condition of the surface hind, hc
thought they ought to subsoi'-drain it deeper
and deeper, and make a large filtering medium.
If they wanted to get rid of sewage they must not

let it run over the surface, but let it go through
the land. With regard to the crops most suited

for sewage fanning, Italian rye grass undoubtedly
held the first pl.ace, as it got rid of a large quantity
of sewage in a very thoit space of time. He
looked forward with great hope to the profitable

cnqiloyment of sewage irrigation in the cultivation

of beet-root for the sugar manufacturer.

Mr. BjLXTER, who said ho had been for the last

fifty years a practical farmer, testified to the great

value of sewage irrigation to the agriculturist.

He alluded to the case of London, the drainage of

which, he contended, was on a radically wrong
principle, but believed the evil would eventnally
cure itself. Already it was reported that a deposit

likely to prove injurious to navigation wns being
foniied in the Thames at Barking, and remedial
measures would have, sooner or later, to be ap-
plied.

Mr. SUEII.DS was in favour of Mr. Menzies'

separate system. In the town of Sydney, Xew
South Wales, he had carried off the surface drain-

age in a separate systcmof sewers with the greatest

success.

Jlr. Li.OYD propo.sed,and Mr. Drivee'seconded

the proposition, that the discussion should be re-

sumed next session.—Carried unanimously.

The meeting then adjoumeil.

AGRICULTURAL COTTAGES.

MR. CHRISTOPHER NEVILL, of Thonev.
Xewark, has written a letter to the Timi:i

iu which he gives his experierce on cottage

bnildiug. Jlr. Bailey Denton and a small knot of
oiher men insist iu the face of overwhelming
evidence that comfortable cottages cannot be built

under :e240 or ;i;250 the pair. Mr. Nevill says:

—

" Two points have for many years been put; very
strongly before the public—the pauperism and
immorality arising from b.ad cottages, and the

fact that good cottivgcs do not pay. I will say
nothing as to the immense indirect loss from the

nrelched hovels of which we re id so much. I

will say nothing as to Chiislian principles ro',«»,<

the rate of interest, but I confidenily expect, after

40 years' expeiience, that very good agricultm-al

cottnges, judiciously built, will pay ns high a rate

of interest as any other inve-tmeut, equally

sjcure. I have lately built a double cottage as j
good as any labourer in one of our be-t paiil

counties need wish to live in. Thty co-t rather

under £170 per ] air ; tUey are let to pay 5 per

rent., which is rather more net interest, calcula-

ting everything, than buying either land or

Consols. The great difficulty has always been
PS to ihe three sleeping rooms. Either the living-

room and scullery must be larger than neces-

sary or Ihe bedrooms must he vci-y small

indeed. If half the number of cottages

have three bedrooms and the other half

two, the supply of bedrooms is ample, and an idea

struc k me that a pair of cottages might be built

having five bedrooms, the middle bedroom being

thrown to either cottage as required. This

arrangement has been admirably carried out by

Mr. Goddard, architect, of Lincoln. These cot-

tages have been examined by the President of

the Royal Agricultural College, Cirencester, and
by one of our largest land agents, and they have

b()th expressed a most favourable opinion of them.

They have everything an agricultural labourer

can nan>, and nothing he does not want.

I allot to nW my cottages half an acre of garden

ground at a full rent; they all pay 5 per cent, on

the cost, and in forty years I have never lost one

shilling by any arrears. I am persuaded that not

one of the tenants would accept a cottage two or

three miles from his work without a garden rent

free, and this disposes of the objection that with

low wages these rents cannot be paid. Some
years ago I made a great number of bricks at

16s. (id. per 1,000, and as I paid 22s. per 1,000

for the liricks in these cottages, 5s. Gd. p»r 1,000

might have been saved. A p'an and det liled

account of cost can be obtained of Mr. Goddard

for ."is., including postage, and all tl.e work was

done by measurement and valuation, ami not by

contract."

The Exeter Meetixo of tiii; Bkitisu

Associ.\TION.—The local committee who arc

pie|iariiig for ihe leception of the British A.sso-

ciation have issued their prospectus, together with

a map indicating for the couvenicnre of membci-s

and intending visitors, the princip il places of

interest in the West of England. 'J'he session will

he opened on the 18ih of August, under the pre-

sidency of George G. Stokes. M.A.D.C.L., Sec.

R.S. i.ucasian Professor of Mathematics at

Cambridge.
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IIOUSK IJFTING IN CHICAGO.
ACITIZKN of Chirago, it is said, can lie rc-

c<>^lliv(.,l t!u-ouj;hout the United States by

his " lofty acticiu " wlien walking, a hahit acqnircd

l)y loug pcvamliulatidn of the Lake City streets,

the level of whose footpaths vary so ranch and so

suddenly as to ho accessible only by short flights

of steps, so that a constant ascent and descent of

stairs is one of the necessary accompaniment.-; of

a journey tln-ough the city. This

irregularity is consequent upon the __^
extensive engineering operations

wliicli have been carried on of late

years l)y the drainage department
of the Biard of Works, in the con-

struction of the sewers which have
their outfall into the lake. To ob-

tain the necessary gradients the level

of the flat prairie has been raised,

so thnt for the most part the streets

are all of made ground, and the

houses which have been buik suhse-

ipient to the alterations, are made to

eonform totlu-nltcml -nidp. When
the city was lirsl foiiii.lrd in is:i0its

unprecedented Ljrnwth w :i- ol' course
not dreamed of, and as the rows of
ib\'ellings came into existence they
were reared upon the natural level,

and the sewage discharge was left

to he provided for as best could be.

But within a few years Chicago
developed into a town of such vast

importance, that a municipal engi-

neer was apjiointed, and amnnicipal
board established to confirm and
provide the means for carrying out
the improvements which were con-

sidered necessaiy ; a general scheme
of sanitaiy refonn was entertained,

and a systematic alteration of the

city was commenced.
The accumulation of sewage, the

floods, and even the water draining from the
lake into those portions of the town below its

level, converted the city into a quagmire, and
threw tlir ;iil]:i bit ;nils into despair. The roads were
[ilaiiked « lh(.iil ^ncccss, and the side walks raised

:ab()ve thelci cl of the mire, through which the horse
traftic ploughed its way, and through which the
foot passengers had to plunge in crossing from one
series of stairs to another. Open cuts were tried,

hut these in wet weather made matters still worse,
and it was c\'ident that nothing but raising the
whole city would destroy the evil. Accordingly,
a higher grade was established, to which all new
buildings had to conform. Bnt the altered levels

at first adopteil were soon found insntlieient to

drain the city, and fresh grades were decided upon,
which should give a maximiun elevation of 1 2ft.

At that time some of the finest streets and
avenues were hardly commenced, and the altered

street levels interfered only with the comparatively
few houses existing on those thoroughfares. Bnt
many of the Iiusiness streets were already crowded
with handsome stores and hotels, which had also
ito be raised, and as the somewhat arbitraiy muni-
cipal laws took no cognis,ince of the conveniences
of the houses, the streets were lifted up to their

new levels, practically cutting oif all entrances and
exits, and lea\ing the occupiers and owTiers the
option of rc-creetiiig their houses— iv lifting them.
There was no great difiicnity in dealing with the
old timber buildings which were then so plentifully
scattered over the city, but which are now rapidly
disappearing in favour of iron, stone, and marldc
edifices ; there were, however, hotels and numerous
warehouses, which it was indispensable should be
lifted—masses weighing as much as 30,000 tons,
divided into five or six storeys, and intei-sected with
partition walls, and all the framework, andnumber-
less joists, which carried the floors of the buildings.
An extensive and very rapidly acquired experience
\\ itii sMialli I- -irueturrs quickly gave to the engi-
ne, rs, .M,.-.i> llMlliii-sworth and Coughlin.who
had i\r\. irl iljeiiiM ives to this work, a confidence
in ilcaling with tlic larger and heavier buildings,

and these gentlemen have retained a mmiopoly of

this special class of engineering in Chicago, to

which city, indeed, such operations are almost
exclusively eoiiHne.l.

'I'hv. illustration represents one of the larges!
bloiks which have been litte I. It is entirely of
iron, with a froulam- of 1 7()ft. and a depth of
lOOft. and fue storeys in lieight. A stone foot

liavcment surnniudiiig two .sides of the building
was akso raised with it. This mass, weighing
27,000 tons, was lifted to its new level in twenty-

one days by means of l,()Ol) screws , Avithout any
intcrrniition to business or to traffic, and without
the smallest damage to the building, the plaster

of the ceilings not even showing a crack. The
difliculty of effecting the opei-ation was increased

by the fact that two sides of the block were en-

closed by the walls of other houses which had been
built sub.sequent to the alteration in the gr.ade, so

that the ordinary means could not bo adopted.

up to their fall extent, and the whole of the house

and its party walls breaks from its foundations,

and gradually rises as high as the range of the

screws will permit. When this has been done, one

of each pair is run down, leaving half the numbe V

to support the weight. The intermediate space is

packed up with short timbers, and the screw
raised to its full extent,when the same operation of

packing is repeated with the first screw, and so

and lump screws worked by a lever from one side

only were necessarily used.

At the time when the new grades were estab-

lished in Miehigan-avenue, now the finest in the
city, ]presi iitiiig a magnificent perspective of

large buildings facing the lake, comparatively

few houses were in existence ; most of them,
however, were in blocks, and had to be raised en

masse, as the partition walls supported the ends of

the adjacent joists ; they were therefore dealt

with in lengths of forty houses which were
elevated 6ft. Gin. Figs. 1, 2, and 3 are

sketches of the method by which the work
is carried out. After the position of every

''

partition wall within the building has been
ascertained, both iimer and outer walls are

pierced at short intervals close to the foot-

ings, and lined coutinuously on each side

with heavy baulks of timber, that serve as

the abutment for the screws, which rest

upon shorter lengths laid upon the baulks.

Through the numerous openings pierced in

all the wa'ls are placed short timbers of

such a length that their ends shall pro-

ject well over the longitudinal baulks, and
beneath these transveise pieces are placed

continuous stringers, the under sides of

which recciio the up| cr sole plate of the

screws. Packing picei s jiv iiitidduced

between the upper surhne of lln' tiansverse

bearers and the irregular suriaccs of the

broken wall ; so that when the strain is

put upon them they shall take a uniform
bearing.

The screws are of the form sho^vn in

the sketch ; they arc about 2ft. long, 2J-in.

in diameter, and of Jin. pitch. They work
in a cjst-iron socket, which bears on the

lower tier of longitudinals, and their upper
end terminates in a circul.ar head, pointed,

and with two holes drilled through to

admit the handspikes by which they are turned.
The pointed end works upon a sole plate embrac-
ing the whole side of ths upper longitmlinals.

These screws are ranged in pairs at short
intervals, so that each couple can be bi'ought to

bear upon a transvorsc h&arer. The timbers and
screws being all placed in position, the latter are
run down to fit the space between the top and
bottom longitudinals ; they ore miuned, one
workman to eich twcdve screws, and, at the sound
of a forennxn's wdiistlo, each operator mnkei a
half turQ of the screws umler his charge by means
of a handspike inserted in the drilleil sci'ew head

;

this operatioTi is continued until the screws are run

on, alternately, until the desired elevation is

attained. So soon as this level is reached

the spaces between the screws are built

up in solid masonry, forming so many piers,

which are capable of carrying the whole weight
of the building, and permit of the screws and

timbers being cleared away and the interven-

ing gaps being filled up as much as is necessary.

Such is the simple process by which hundreds of

enormous houses have been raised, and ordinary

dwellings arc daily enlarged, instead of adopting

the alternative which would be fo lowed here,

that of lifting the roof and adding to the upper
storey.

As we have said, this special class of engineering

work is almost exclusively confined t j Chicago

;

considerable operations of a similar nature have
been, however, recently carried out in Boston,

Massachusetts, in a part of the city where a

large area, containing some 450 houses, is laid out in

narrow streets and lines. This space was adjacent

to a dam some throe-quarters of a mile in length,

which provided the extensive power made use of

in Bwton some fifty years ago. This dam, which
depressed the tide l-vel soma 10ft , was removed
a shn't time ago, and two tidal basins with which
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it -n-as coiinectril, were lillcil in for IjuiliUng pur-

poses, leaving the area before mentioncil in a de-

pression, where drainage was impossilde. None
of the houses, which much resemble those in the

smaller bye- streets of the Boi-ough or the W'liter-

loo-road, exceeded three storeys in licight, most

of them being only of two storeys with or witliont

!i basement. The streets v.erc in extreme cases

:!Oft. wide, liut as a rule ranged from 15ft. to 2.")ft.

When the improvement of this part of Boston

came under the considcroticn of the city commis-
sioners, it was at first detcnnincd to sweep away
the little district and rebuild upon it, but it was
afterwards decided that such of the houses as it

was possible to keep in position should be pre-

served, the rest removed, and the minimum width

of the streets increased to 25 or 30ft. In July

last, the work was commenced, and conducted in

the same manner as such operations are can icd

out in Chicago. As a rule, six houses, or a block

120ft. long, were raised together, the walls being

parted provionsly at each sixth house, and clamped
at intervals with through bolts. As the work of

elevation progressed, the surface was raised with
gravel, which supports the new foundations of

the buildings.

Such of the he uses as interfered with the street-

widening were laid upon rollers, and shifted to

fresh loculitie?, an operation also taught in Chi-

cago, and practised largely in that city by the

same engineers who undertake the raising of the

houses, and whei-o the value of land has attained

a prodigious value, jln 1833, the most fashion-

able quarter pf tlie city was a mai-sh, covered

with some 3ft. of water, and the business jior-

t ion, which was valijed coutcmptuonsly one time
at H) cents an acre, to-day realises a price of

3,000 dols. a foot frontage. The ground on which
the Tremont House ^Ilotel stauds which, thirty

years ago, was given in exchange for a horse and
light wagon, would bring nearly half a million

of dollars. In AVabash-avecuc—the avenue of

churches, wlicre si.xteen places of worsliip stand

—

the same increase of value rules, and scores of

squatting Hibernians have realised enormous for-

tunes from the land on which they first erected

their cabins, and perpetuated their naticmal un-
cleanliness, Avhile others to-day maintain their

original position and, lords of £100,000 worth of

land, share their cabins with the ])roverbial pigs,

while their heirs tumble about in dirt and igno-

rance till such time as their fathers shall depart,

and leave them free to join the true shoddy ari."--

tocracy and pcriictuate the reminiscmccs of

their beloved land under the shadow of noble
buildings and graceful churches. But as a rule,

as the value of land on which dwelling houses
stood rose up in \alne, and the places they occu-

pied «ere needed for business pm-poses, or for

private houses, tho former had to make way for

the latter. But it was soon found to be more ex-
pedient to remove than to pull down and shift to

the suburbs of the ciiy, where land less cosily

could be obt lined. Thus house moving became a
large and constant trade in Chicago, and the tem-
porary blocking of a snoot by dwellings on their

way to some new .spot is one of the common rlaily

occurrences of the city. The timbcr-fraincil

buildings, which rest on ridible foundations nith

continuous sills, are of cour.=e easy matters, and
such can quickly be lift»<l and placed upon tho
rollers, by which the operation is effected. In
brick houses, more care has to be exercised to pre-
vent settlement, and a timber framing has to be
inti-oduced to prevent the walls from crack-
ing. Once transferred to tho ndlers (balls

arc sometimes employed), the haulage is an
easy operation, and is managed by a windlass fixed

in the centre of the street, and turned by a horse
thoroughly up to bis bnsines.s, the windlass being
shifted at intervals, as the rope attached to the
moving mass is wounil arounil it. Wholesale
flittings are thns coinluctcil, and with such ease

and security, that the personal effects within the
building, and iudeetl the tenants themselves, arc
not necessarily disturbed. Transferred to its

destination, the house is shifted on to the new
foundations j'repared for it, and the work is com-
pleted.

As a matter of necessity the business of pro-
fessional house raising and moving is but a finite

one ; it was called into existence by the peculiar
circumstances and the peculiar dilliculties the site

of Cliicago prcsenteil, and though to-<lay, while
the bulk of the edifices arc on the new and final

level, a large number ai-e still on the slightly

altered grailes which were first unsuccessfully
attempted, while (ptbcrs again are low down upnii

the original prairie ; but when tho grades are all

made uniform, and the irregular footpaths give

way to fine broad pavements, such as are now laid

throughout the business portion of the city, Jles-rs.

Uollingsworth and Coughlin's occupation will be

gone, iiut the evidence of their work will remain,

as illustrations to the admirable American cha-

racteristic of overcoming engineering difficulties

in the most direct, expeditious, and economical
nuinner.

—

Rii/iin'n'iii//.

THE rEOJECTKD MEKSKY TUNNEL AND
RAILWAY.*

By Sib Chakles Fox.

AS a means of iiitciTonmiunication between
Liverpool ami Birkenhead, a tunnel

beneath the jlersey has brin under consid.cratinn

by leading men on both sides of the ri\ci' for up-

wards of ihirty-cight years ; and when the iucon-

veniencc and loss both of time and money which
the want of such a means of transit has ever

occasioned are considered, it is, in these days of

increased facilities, a matter of surprise that,

while works of real difficulty have been carried to

completion on every side, this obvious want shonlil

not have been satisfied. There is but one opinion

as to the importance of intercommunication be-

tween Liverpool and Bii-kenhead, and it being

admitted that the great obi- tacle in the way of its

realisation is the doubt existing in the public

mind as to the cost at which it canine attained, it

has been felt that this doubt can never ho ovci-

come unless the natiu-e of the river-bed is con-

clusively proved.

When this has been done, I am sure that the

construction of a tunnel through the red sandstone

rock under the Jlcrsey will be found an easy and
inexpensive operation, as, judging from the many
similar works which have been executed in this

rock dtn-ing the last forty year's (those most ana-
logous liaving been trtnnels of \ai i. ii- dimensions
carried on at considei'ablc dcpih IioIhh tlic level of

the bottom of the river, with a view ot obtaining

a more copious supply of water for the town of

Liverpool), it has been ascertained that in no
material can such works be effected at so small a

cost as through the very sti-ata now well known to

exist in this locality, the amorphous nature of the

rock rendering it pcculiaidy advantageous for

tunnelling operations. Tunnels have been made
at a low price through chalk, as that material is

readily excavated ; but from its general looseness

and its consequent tendency to fall, it is deemed
nccessaiT, for the purpose of ensuring safety, to

put in brick or stone litiing, and this, as compared
with red sandstone, whicli generally requires no
such Uning, consiilcrably augments the cost ; and
it must not he forgotten that the sandstone, when
excavatcil from a tunnel in or near a town, is sale-

able for use as building matci'ial ; while chalk,

taken from a tunnel, being of no v.alue, is more
generally run to spoil.

It would appear that one of the most formidable
hindrances in the way' of getting capitalists to em-
bark their money in making tunnels under rivers,

of which very many are urgrntly needed, arises

from the ilisiiosiliciii which ruulonbtedly exists to

fiprm an unfair conqiarisorr between such works
and the Thames Tumiel, which, as every one con-

vcr.sant with the circumstances conuectcil with it

will know, cost a very lai-gesiun, althongh passing

under a river of no considerable breadth. This,

however, is no fair criterion upon which to jmlgc
of any other case. This tunnel was constrnclcd

.some forty years since, when the science of tiunul-

making was but little rrndcrstood, and when it had
to be apjdied rqron a very limited scale, without

the advantages arising from many later inrprove-

ments, and without the extensive experience de-

rived during the last forty years from works of

this uatui-e, re(|uircd in the development of the

railway system all over the world.

In order- to clear itp evei'y doubt, I propose, at an
estitriuted cost of ,-£20,0(K), to drive a heading under
the Jler.-ey fr-om shore to shore, a di.stancecd' 1,300

yard.s, and thus not i irly to prove the practicable

natur-e of the larger and more complete urrder-

taking, bnt also the future cost, whilst at the same
tiirre providing tho ueccssai'y drainage and venti-

latioir for the permanent works. The first ope-
ration will be to sink a shaft, on either .side of

the river, on land belonging to the Mei.scy Docks
Board, to a depth of 120ft. below the surface.

The shaft on the Liver])ool side will, for adepth
of say 4ort., pa.ss through made ground, and

••Quarterly Juiirual of Scii

will then enter, and for the remainder ot its

length be entirely through the solid rock. That
on "the Birkenhead side will be in solid rock

throughout. These shafts will be about 10ft. in:

diameter, and will terminate in large simips for

pum])iug pui-jioses. At each will be erected per-

manent i)umping engines and pumps of sufficient

power to deal with the largest ipiaatily of water

that is likely fo be met with, and which pumps
will not only be used rluring the construction of

the works, but be adapted for keeping the main
tuimels pci-manently free from water. Winding
engines will also be erected of sufficient power,

not only to deal with the material excavated from

the heading, but also with that from the tunnel

itself.

The shafts having been suirk to the full depth,

and the machinery fixed, the heading will be com-
menced from either end, and driven mitch in the

saure way as an ordinary mining water-level. It

Mill have a very slight rise towards the nriddle of

the river, so as to di'aiir both ways into thcshaftr^

Judging from experience, I expect that at least;

four yards lineal a-day will be driven at either

eird, giving a total of 160 working days, or

thoreaboirts, for the completioir of the heading

after tlio shafts ai'e sunk. I have taken much
pains to collect evidence as to the uatnre of the

rock through w hich the heading will I'ass, and
have fouird everyone conversant with the snhject

unaninrous upon the poiirt. The general result of

my in(|uiries and observations canrrot be more
forcibly explairrcd than by the following snmraar-y

of evidence giveir before the Kcferees of the House
of Commoirs itr It^tio.

The late Mr. Thomas Duncan, then engineer

to the Liverpool Water Works, stated that he

knew well the nature of the rock, which is not

very porous. He did irot thiirk the quantity of

water produced from the rock at Birkenhead and
Liverpool would make the tunnel a difficult work
of construction, and he did not believe there

would he any difficulty in carrying it through so

far as water is coircerncd. He considered that

the " faults " existing in the saudstonc rock, and
showir on the geological map, were advantageous,,

as he had cut through many of them (having ex-

cavated in the red sairdstoire at various points over

sixty square rrriles) and rrearly ahvaysfound them
filled up with a sjiecics of coiui-ctc, which was
perfectly water-tight. In a few iirstauces, however,

he had found them filled with lamin.atcd rock,

having a saccharine appearance, and evidently

having been subjected to a great heat, and yet

water-tight.

Jlr. James Aberncthy, C.E., stated that having

been engineer to the Birkerrhead Docks, he had
large experience of tho .sandstone lock, and that

the rock under the river is good hard red sandstone

rock, of the same character as the rock excavated,

fi'om the Bu'keirhcad Docks, which is a close, com-
pact, strong stone, suitalile for building purposes.

Mr. John Fowler, C.K.. stated that in framing his

estimates he hird well considered the question of

possible faults in the rock, aird, on the whole,

preferred to have faults of tho character known
to exist irr the red sarrdstonc at Liverpool and

Birkenhead, as they, being impervious to water,.

back up and limit in area tire water contained in

the interstices of the rock. The faults are filled

cither with clay or with .some vitreous material.

Mr-. Fowler further stated that he considered red

s ludstoire at all tirrtesthe best material to construct

tunnels through.

Besides the above testimouv, there is the fiu-ther

fait that Mr. Johir Hawkshaw, C.K.,.F.K.S., pro-

jioscs to construct a titnircl rtndur the Moi'sey, near

its mouth, where the river is very wtde and the

cli.'iiactcr of the rock less certain ; aird it is there-

fore evident that cngincci-s of eminenco areagrecil

in considering the work of making a tumicl

thoroughly piacticable, atrd that at a mcxlcrate

cost. As much doubt has beeir expressed as to the

possibility of driving the heading for any such

sum Its :i:20,0(IO, I would rentark that tho trustees

have before tbenr atcirdcr fi-onr a responsible con-

ti-act'<r who is prciiarcd to undertake to complete

the work considerably withiir tliat ainoiwit, fiirding

all necessary plant aird machinery, and giving

airpiovtd security to the extent of .i;5,OoO.

In driving the heading a boriug-rod would, as

is usual in water-bearing straia, be kept ahead of,,

and at the to)) of the work, aud thus due notice

would at once be given of any untrsual feeder of

water, should such exist. All ordinary cracks in

the fandstonc are readily made water-tight by the

use of a "feather" wedge of timber tightly

driicn into them. If a large ci-ack were met with,
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containing water ( ii hios* unlil^cly thing, as Ims

liccn already show.'), a 1 nin^ of U'on wouhl 1)0

put into the headiu- m d laished forward, as the

cxcayation proceeded, ni!i 11 the fault was passed.

The heading will be cir.-ular, and 6ft. in diameter.

It will, when eonipletui, he available not only for

draining the tunnels, lint for telegraphic purposes,

;ind probably also for conveying water from the

\Velsh lakes to Liverpool, thus avoiding a

lengthened detour and ninst expensive works.

The heading having been successfully driven, I

am confident that there will be no difficulty in

letting a contract for a double line of railway

under the river Mersey for £100,000, which would,

indeed, give a price of £77 per lineal yard of

tunnel—the work being through good hard sand-

stone and tl'.oroughly drained by means of the

heading ; whereas £00 a lineal yard is a large

price fo- tunnels even through clay, where, of

course, heavy lining, inclirding an invert, is i-e-

quircd. The river tunnel being completed, the

reniiiining works necessary to bring the two towns
of Liverpool and Birkenhead into complete com-
munication with each other will be of a veiy

ordinary kind, and free from any unusual con-

tingency.
*^

MILITARY WORK BY MILITARY
LABOUR.

ALTHOUGH it is to be regretted, for several

reasons, that Mr. Hanbury Tracy's motion*
before the House of Commons was withdrawn,
his speech on the occasion was so replete with
facts in support of his tlieory, and he so com-
pletely answered the objections to the general in-

troduction of the system, that the discussion of the
question will prove far from unprofitable. Mr.
'Cardwell's announcement, on the same occasion,

that " in the recent barrack regulations, an'ange-
ments had been made for the barrack repairs to be
executed, as far as possible, by the men them-
selves, under the direction of the Royal Engi-
neers," was satisfactory so far as it goes, but why
should not some organised effort be made ? True,
there are martinets by the score in the aimy, who
are content to regard the soldier as a mere fight-

ing machine, and who care little for his mental
or moral status, so long as what they term " dis-

cipline " is kept up. This school of officers

—

utterly oblivious of the successes of the semi-
civilian troops that won at Sadowa, and of the
.strongly-artificcrcd army of the North in the
g;reat American conflict, and heedless of Napoleon's
dictum that, "with soldiers properly trained, a
good general could fight as much with a sjjade

as with the musket "—urge that the employment
of soldiers in the repair or erection of barracks
would render the men less efficient as fighting
men. But Lord Grey, Sir John Burgoyne, Lord
Dc Kos, Colonel Clarke, and other officers of dis-

tinction have given an opinion coinciding with that
held by Napoleon, that the handier the Eoldierwas
made, so proportionately did his value increase.

The first essential of an army—its fighting power
—then, being unimpaired, why should not the
soldier be permitted or even required to work at
his trade ? If he has not a trade why should he
not be taught one. and his labour utilised on
public works, so as to render him a less costly
article to the nation? His moral and social
status would be immensely improved if he had
not so much time on his hands as at present. It

is in the •' killing " of this time th<it so much
moral deterioration takes place. By employing
the soldier more fully, and increasing his pay in

proportion, he would be immensely benefited,
and the knowledge that a man worked at his
trade when in the army would secure a better
class of recruits, as is evidenced by the Royal
Engineers. If there were only seven men in each
company, according to Jlr. Hanbury Tracy there
would be at once .avaihible a body of five thonsand
skilled artificers. If j!,000 of these were employed
on therepairs of ban-acks, 3,000 would be available
for other works. The Royal Engineers would bo
found invaluabl) as military foremen of works,
and in each regiment there should be an officer

qualified to overlook the work. The system has
been partially tried as follows :—At Aldershot,
with a saving as compared with civilian labour,

of 10 per cent, on incidental repairs, rising up to

.50 per cent, on some new works ; at the Curragh,
with a saving, of 31* per cent.; a( Woolwich,

* "That, hi the opinion of this House, an autlioriscd
organisation sliould be adopted for extending tlie

system of military lal)our to military works to all
stations of Her .Majesty's Army."

witli a saving of L'O per cent, ou inri-lcutals au.l

2'i per cent, on new works ; and at Weymouth,
with a saving of SS'll per cent. It is found

that militai-y labour requires a larger number of

military superintendents then is necessary for

cirilian labour, but the cost ot the extra superin-

tendence is allowed for in these figures.

ANDERNACH—DETAILS FROM SOUTH
DOOR OF CHURCH.

ON the 29th October last year, we gave a
lithographic illustration of .some details of

this doorway. We now give engraving of another
portion of the same doorwaj'. The engraving is

taken from one of the photographs published by
the Architectural Photographic Association, and
Ijcautifnlly executed, as our readers may see, by
Mr. G. W. Bartlett. " Anderaach Church is a
good example," says Mr. Seddon, " of the Early
Transitional period of the thirteenth century,

though some portions of its eastern end are pure
Romanesque, and no doubt fonned part of the

older church, which was built about 008."

ALEXANDRA PARK, MANCHESTER.
rilllE Corporation of Manchester having pur-

A. chased 60 acres of land for the pm-pose of

forming a new park, a short time since adver-

tised for designs in competition for laying it out,

offering premiums of £.50 and £25 for the first

and second selected by them as most suitable. In

response to this invitation, 39 designs were sent

hi, and we this week give an illustration of the

one to which the first premium was awarded, and
which was siibmiltiil by Mr. Alexander Gordon
Hennell, of l'l', Si mi liampton-buildings, Chancery-
lane, un(' r the iih.il.i, •• Vigilans." In this plan
the condiiions contained in the instructions fur-

nished to competitors have been strictly complied
with. The principal feature is a large oval lawn
in the centre, surrounded by a path 30 feet wide,
and connected with all the gates by paths of

similar width, thus aifording direct communica-
tion between them. On the west side, an avenue
runs the whole length of the park (750 yards),

terminating in a large flower-bed, laid out in a
geometrical pattern. 'Hie ))rincipal flower garden
is shown at the nnrlh cihI nf the park, between
thelodges. The ilown- Imls are on each side of

a broad walk (30 frrl wide), which is separated

from the rest of the park and the road by banks
planted with oraamental shrubs. In this walk,
fountains are shown, with flower beds ronnd, but
should there be any difficulty in prociu-ing the

necessary water sn])ply, they can be omitted, and
the sites utilised for statuary, or the whole might
be made flower beds.

The forcing and propagating honses and pits,

with the necessary tool, store, and other sheds,

yard, &c., arc jilaccd on the north-east side, so as

to be near the Howcr garden and lodges. These
are entirely hidilcn from view, both on the park
and road sides, by banks 10 feet high, supported
on the yard side iiy retaining walls. These banks
are to be thicklv planted with evergreens.

The lake is divided into twc, sbrcts of water, by
an ornamental island in tlu- nai iM.vc^t part. A
path is carried acros5 the «aUv l-ya rn~tic bridge,

which will have a plca^in- di.r'. and give an
opportunity for I'laininu'a Inia , ii' [Ir^ired. It

is proposed that tlir .Irpili ..( ]],.- lal,c >liould not

exceed 4 feet 6 inclius, and thus iirevcut the risk

of accidents from drowning when used for skating
or boating.

A large level jdot is shown on the south-east
side for a criikit •jnaiiid, giving ample accommo-
dation for iliai anil a'l similar games. A site

for a pavilion i^ alM> ^liown. The male gymma-
sium is placed adjoining the cricket ground,
screened from the park and road by banks
planted with shrubs, and provision is made for

dressing rooms. The female gj-mnasium is shown
on the cast side of the middle of the park, also

screened by banks similarly planted, and with
retiring moms. S.r. Walricl im-|s and urinals have
been pn.vidnl ai ilu^ simili |.art of the park,
between the .nirkrl .jr I and lake, at the back
of the male l:\ nnia.-inni and adjoining the gates

of the enclo-nir In lla I'orcing houses. In every

case these arc -nimnndcil by high banks, thickly

planted, and thus entirely out of sight, though
convenientlj' scattcrcil over the jiark. It is .sug-

gested that accommodation should be in-ovideil

for females in the retiring rooms in the female
gj'mnasium and adjouiing the lodges.

Three drinking fountains are shown, one on

ilio north side of tlic cniliv r..unl.un in llie walk

of the princip.al flower garden, our adjoining the

cricket ground and male gymnasinm, and one near

the south entrance. The 'whole of the drainage

has been carefnlly provided for, the principal

part being carried into a new sewer in the Alex-

andr.a-road, and this, together with the present

and proposed levels of the ground, are shown in

detail on a separate plan.

Thcf
Klein,

with Prince of Wales' feathers.

The second premium was awarded to Mr. F. A.
eiu, of Cannon-street, for design " leh Dien,"

DISUSED CESSPOOLS UNDER HOUSES.

IN the last monthly report of the health of the

parish of Marylebone,Dr. Wliitmore says :

—

In my last report, I had occasion to notice the

nnusnal prevalence of typhoid fever in certain

districts of the parish, and I ventured to predict

that, unless measures of sanitary precaution were
promptly adopted, not only by the local autho-

rities Imt by the householders generally, it would

in nil probability increase and assume a decidedly

epidemic character. The vestry has well per-

formed its part in the carrying out measures of

sanitary precaution, by causing nil the public

sewers of the infected districts to be thoroughly

cleansed and flushed, and continually purified by

cnrbolic acid and solution of sulphate of iron.

It becomes now a very pertinent question to a.sk

—Have the householders in these districts equally

well performed their part ? Have they attended

to the cleansing and disinfecting of their houses,

drains, and closets ; and have they caused careful

examination to be made in the basements of their

respective dwellings to ascertain if old disused

cesspools still exist there? for if they do not, the

inevitalile result will be that, sooner or latter,

some member of the family will be attacked, and

probably die of typhoid fever. A large propor-

tion of the fatal cases of this disease have been

clearly traceable to some such cause as this. I

have the strongest reasons to believe that in the

basements of many of the largest and best honses

in the parish, large disused ces-pools still exist

;

which at the time that the house drains were con-

nected with the sewers were bricked and cemented

over, but which were not previously emptied.

So long as the mortar and cement covering these

pits of abomination and filth remain undisturbed,

probably no great risk or injury to health will

ensue, but in time some portion of the mortar and

cement gives way, or perchance an adventurous

rat eats its way through this covering, and thus

makes a vent hole for the more rapid escape of

the pent-up gases, the deadly poison of which has

become greatly intensified, owing to the length of

lime that the process of putrefactive fei-menta-

tion has been going on, thus rendering the foul

emanations from these old cesspools far more
dangerous to health and life thau those which

ordinarily come from untrappcd drains or

closets.

WORKSHOP REGULATION ACT.

DR. WHITMORE, the vigilant medical officer

cf health of the borough of Maryle-

l>one says :—Since my appointment by the vestry

in November last to carry out the provisions of

the above Act in this parish, I have caused in-

spection to be made of 37 workrooms, some of

which were visited in consequence ot complaints

having been made to me ot an infrmgemcnt of

the said Act. The result of these inspections

shows, that in 20 houses of business the provisions

of the Act were complied with, whilst in the re-

maining eleven they had been more or less disre-

garded. With regard to the latter, working over

hours constituted the only offence, and themajority

of these were exceptional cases, it having been

done to complete a mourning order or some other

work that would not admit ot delay. As a rale,

ignorance cf the law was pleaded as an excuse,

and promises readily made to observe the law in

future. Inquiries were made in every workroom
as to its sanitary condition, and the general health

of the employes. The ventilation was usually

fouiui to be very good, the apartments clean, and
the cubic space ample. Many young persons who
were engaged in work prei-ented a pallid and
sickly appearance, and lookeil as if a'l hour or

two spent eveiy day in the open air would be ot

infinite service to them ; others— and they formed
a fair proportion of the whole—seemed to be in the

best possible health.
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(Jfminitiun & ^{{o\pmi

INTERIOR DECdEATION.
The Dining Rooji.

( Concluded from page 464.^

HAVING now reviewed the principal con-

siderations affecting the treatment of

dining-roonis, we will give our readers a sketch

of two such apartments completely fitted-up.

No. 1 shall be in an ordinary London house
;

No. 2 in the country, of the Mediteval type.

In our first room, which is not over light, the

walls are decorated willi painted flock of a

rich, full, but slightly subdued apricot colour,

arranged in panels, with borders of darker

colour enriched with dull red. The dado is of

warm, grej'ish green, .slightly decorated with

geometric ornaments in a darker shade and
black, and in the frieze and cornice are carried

up the red and green, judiciouslj' and quietly

distributed in briglit and lighter tints. The
ceiling is of a full cream-colour, and formed
into one or more panels by borders of red,

gold colour, and a little black, bounded by
styles of the shade colour of the panel. With-
in a border, on the floor, of light-coloured par-

quetry is a real Axmiiister caqiet of Persian

design, woven in one piece, while the curtains

and valances are of green Arras-cloth, with

wide ribbed-silk borders of green, gold, and
black. The cornices, together with the rest of

the furniture, are of Spanish mahogany French
polished. The side-board stands at the end of

the room, with a lofty looking-glass (the only

one in the room) fitted into a constructionally-

treated frame, and a couple of dinner wag-
gons are placed along the sides. Tlie backs

and seats of the chairs are covered witli dead-

green leather, to match the colour of the cur-

tains, separated from the mahogany by an
edging of very dark green or black. The
chimney-piece is of Rouge Royale marble, and
the ornaments and chandelier of antique

bronze.

Our country room is fully lighted by large

Oriel windows looking out upon a wide ex-

panse of green. The upper portion of the

walls are coloured a strong oclire, and the

lower decorated with the " curtain " treatment

in dull Pompeian red, with black defining

lines and borders. Above the " curtain " the

walls are lined out with brown, and terminate

with a frieze, in which some local tradition or

family story is represenled in black outline

upon the ochre colour, with parts filled in with

red. The ceiling is coloured a lighter tint of

the walls, divided out by intersecting lines of

red and black, and powdered sparingly with

light red stars. A simple dark margin of con-

siderable width on the floor (probably of old

black oak) gives value to the real Turkey
carpet in the centre, as well as to tlie wains-

cot furniture, which is of plain substantial

Gothic character and wax-polished, or, rather,

dead-polished, as we have recommended.
The chairs are of the " Cromwell " type, and
are stuffed in dark-blue Morocco, with brass-

headed nails, and the crest stamped in gold

upon tlie back. The curtains are of blue

cloth, embroidered wiih gold-coloured silk re-

lieved with black and a very little red, and
are attached to black rings, which run upon a

stout wainscot -pole witli black flutes and
carved ends. In the larger pieces of furni-

ture the monotony of the oak is also relieved

by a moulding or two of ebony, as well as by
carefully-finished wrought-iron handles, &c.

Tlie chimney-]iiccc is of carved oak, inlaid

witli blue and wliite tiles, with wrouglit fender

and " dogs." The chandelier, too, is of

wrought iron, cnriclied with brass fittings, and
the articles of vertii consist of rare and richly-

coloured specimens of glass and crockerj-.

Before concluding our remarks on dining-

rooms, we would briefly allude to a matter to

whicli attention has already been drawn in our

columns. We refer to the very general ab-

sence of taste which characterises festive en-

tertainments, and especially the table. Con-

sidering the enormous sums that are frequently

lavished on dinner-parties, wedding break-

fasts, balls, and routs, it does seem extraordi-

nary that the skill of organising the various

items of cost into an artistic whole should be
so rare either in point of demand or of supply.

Take, for instance, a large wedding breakfast-

table ; observe the strange medley of abomina-
tions which cover it ; see how rare and lovely

flowers are arranged to the very worst advan-
tage in the most unsuitable of vases ; notice the

vulgar pink hock-glasses, supplied along with

the rout-seats (they don't belong to the hostess,

whose table, when enfainille, is that of a lady);

look at the rococo epergnes, or those wretclied

plated palm trees ; and lastly, gaze upon that

marvellous effort of distempered imagination

and misdirected genius, tlie wedding cake ; and
you will be powerless to deny the relevancy of

what ought to be, if it be not already, a

Dundrearian proverb, that " IVIarriages are

made in Heaven, but the devil sends the

cooks ! " It is doubtless too much to expect

that confectioners should be decorative artists,

and that trifles and tipsy-cakes should be built

in accordance with the "true principles;"

but surely we might have a little more taste

displayed in the design and selection of what
we suppose we must terra the jjermanent

decorations (Heaven bless the mark !) supplied

by the confectioner and the rout furnisher, and
even in the construction of so expensive, im-

portant, unusual, and persistent an article of

decorative provision as a wedding-cake. But
aliove all we might look for the artistic anvange-

nient of flowers. We were greatly pleased to

observe the announcement by the Crystal

Palace Company, that they intended to institute

at their great flower show on Saturday week, a

icompetition in the arrangement of wedding,

ball, and table borquets. We were, however,

no less disappointed witli the result. We
noticed indeed, the following exinession of

opinion (the italics are our own), in the Times

of the following Monday :

—

" There were also three special piizcs given for

bouquets, and a large number of competitors,

boili English aud foreign, amateurs and profess-

ionals, entered into the contest, and the result

ivas such a collection of Vciiiitif}iUii-nrrangcd

{iroups of choice fioKcrs as has seldom been seen

hifove."

But after the recent. gloriflcation of the in-

terior of Her Majesty's Theaire, in the Daily

Telegraph, by a gentleman who talks about

tlie ceiling being " rli'ldij tinted in blue and
gold,'' we were pre])ared for anytliing. Had
the gentleman, however, that "docs" the

flower shows for tlie Times condescended to

give the most casual attention to the remarks

that were made on all sides, he would have

learnt that the visitors generally entertained a

different opinion from his own res])ecting

the merits of the bouquets. Had he further

condescended to consult anyone jiossessed of

somctliinglike good taste, he would have learnt

that, with the exception of one, or perhaps two

wedding bouquets, every attempt was below

the level of mediocrity and devoid of the

smallest artistic feeling. As a rule, the bouquets,

and especially those in vases, lacked unity. In

other words the arrangement was sprawling

and the colour confused. There was seldom a

leading idea, either of form (or jicrliaps we
should saj- of giowth in speaking of flowers),

or of colour. We liave little space left to

enter into the principles which should regulate

tlie arrangement of flowers for the table, but

we may note briefly that they arc intended

to be seen at a greater distance than a lady's

bouquet, and sliould be accordingly put together

in a different manner. The natural growth of

the plant should be regarded. Thus lilie;

tulips, iris, &c., appear best in high vases, in

which their upward growth is further suggested

by tall blade leaves. Roses and d-nhlias, on

the other hand, should be placed in a .saucer

or tazza, either ah ne with their own leaves,

or bedded in moss. Then the colour should he

treated broadly. It is generally best to confine

oneself to a very few brilliant colours only, but

when more are used care should be taken to

mass the same blossoms together sufKciently to

avoid poverty. In brief, flowers require to be

arranged with taste and judgement to produce-

a good effect; and when once this becomes
the rule we may expect a corresponding im-

provement in the ensemble of the dinner-table.

We shall next treat of the Library.

PROPOSED NEW PARK AT IIAMP-
STEAD.

Astitement has been publisbccl during the

past week, that a pliii is on foot " in con-

sequence of the death of Sir Thomas Wilson, the

late lord of the manor of Hampstead, which has

a chance of coming to maturity " for the forma-

tion of a new park at Hampstead, which it is

alleged will confer great advantages upon the in-

habitants of Marylebone, Kilburn, Belsi/.c, Cam-
den Town, Haverstock Hill, and St. John's Wood.
It is also said that the new lord of tbe manor
of Hampstead (Sir John Maryon Wilson, Bart.)

will not be indisposed to co-opevate with the

parishes of Hampstead and Maiylebone, to take

on lease at a moderate rental 50 or 60 acres of land

n the neighbourhood of the Einchley-ro.rd for

such purpose.

Thus far the published statement, now for the

facts. 1st. The land proposed to be taken is not

the property of Sir John M. Wilson at all, but of

Colonel Eyre, and the plan has not the remotest

cnnucction with his succession to the manor of

Ilanq.stcail. 2iul. The inhabitants of the sur-

r<.ui)iliiiu(listriets (except a portion of Kilburn)

are al ready supplied with park accommodation in

Primrose Hill and tlic Regent's Park. Those

who live in Camden Town and Haverstock Hill,

would actually have to pass through one or

both of these parks to get to this new one. 3rd.

The price named in the Hampstead Vestry the

other day was not moderate. It was £1,100 per

annum tor a !)9 years' lease, the present value of

which adiled to the cost of laying out would lie at

least £.50,000, for which the public would he

liable.

Ordinarily we should be only too glad to render

our most hearty support to any reasonable scheme

for adding to, or preserving the open spaces of

Ix)ndon, but with the real facts before us, as we
have stated them, we do not think that a case can

be made out for the expenditure of public money
on this particular scheme. If Colonel Eyre, the

freeholder, were himself to lay out these fifty

acres as an open space, there can be no doubt that

he would confer some advantage upon the wealthy

inhaldtants of his surrounding property, and with

improved gronnil rents, &c., ho would be a gainer

in tbe long inn, but to ask the public to form a

fresh park in the neighbourhood of existing ones

is not only a c;ise of " carrying coals to New-
castle," but a niiadirccti<in of |iublic funds, which

mi<;bt lie lietter spent for the advantage of denser

and more needv neighli<iurhoods.

One park at Hampstead, and only one, the pub-

lic really do want, .and tbat is the people's dearly

loved wilderness of Hampstead Heath. The at-

tainment of this .spot to be retained in all native

wildness to the free use of the pubUcwill require

all the energy, both local and metropolitan, which

can be brought to bear upon such an object, and

we should be soriy to see it dissipated upon any

such plan as that we have referred 1 1.-
ROMAN GLASS.

MR. FRANKS, in his report on the Sladc

Collection in the British Museum, says

the collectiim includes a great variety of Roman
glass, a.s mifiht be expected from the skill shown

in glass-mukiug during the Imperial times of

Rome. Large vases were n it especially sought

after by Mr. Sladc, hut two fine cinerary unis-

may be noticed, rcniarkalilc not only fur their

form, liut for the licautiful iridescent coloui'S

with which time has clothed them. There is also

a very fine anibcr-coloured ewer, with blue fila-

ments round the neck, which was found in the

(ireek Arcliipelago; an elegant jup; or bottle with

diagonal flutiugs, found at Barnwell, near

t'aiiiliiid;;!' ; and a brown buttle, splasheil with

opacpic wliitc, from Germany. Of cut {.dass, an

art which it was fomierly denied that the Romans

possessed, tliere arc goml examples ; such, for

instance, is a boat-shaped vase of deep c nerald
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hue, and of tlio same make apparently as the

Sacro Catiuo of (Jcnca ; a liowl cut into facets,

found near Mcrsobui-tr, in Gcmiany ; and a
cnp, similarly decorated, found near Camlirid<re.

The two last specimens are of a brilliant clear

white, imitating- rock crystal, a variety of glass

mnch esteemed by the Eomans. Several vessels

found in Gcnnany ai'c remarkable for having
patterns in coloured glass, trailed as it were over
the sm'face. Tlierc arc two very fine bowls of

millefiori glass, one of them with patches of gold,

and Tcry numerous polished fragments illustrating

the great variety ami taste shown by the ancients

in such vessels. Two vases exhibit designs in

intiiglio ; one of them a subject with figures j the
other, a bowl found near Merseburg, exhibits the
story of Diana and Act;uon. The goddess is

kneeling at a jiool of water in a grotto ; Acta'ou
is lookiii- oi), and n rcllictii.n of his head with
sproutiii- liMi-ii- i]iii\ lie ili-iiii;;ni>hed in the water
at tlic giiil(l('s-'.< Int. To imvent any mistake,
the names of the personages, in Greek, are added.
This bowl may be of a late date, probably Early
Byzantine. Of vases decorated in cameo, frag-
ments alone are to be found in the collection ; hut
as only four entire vases are known, this is not
surpi-ising. One of the fragments seems to be
part of a large panel which has represented
Iniildings, &c., and has on it remains of a Greek
inscription. There arc several glass cameos and
intaglios, the representatives of original gems
that have long since been lost ; one of the cameos
is a head of Augustus ; another represents an
Egyptian princess ; whilst among the intaglios arc
several of great excellence ; of these should par-
ticularly bo noticed a blue paste representing
Achilles wounded in the heel, and crouching down
behind his rich shield, a gem worthy of the best
period of Greek art. One of the rarest specimens
in the collection is a circular medallion of glass,

on which is painted a gi-yphon ; the colours ap-
pear to be burnt in, and it is therefore a genuine
specimen of ancient painting on glass, of which
but three other instances are known. In the
fourth and fifth century it was the habit to onia-
mcnt the bottoms of howls and cups with designs
in gold, cither fixed to the surface or enclosed
between two layers of glass. These specimens
Lave generally been found in the catacombs of
Konie ; but two or three have been found at
Cologne, one of which is in the collection. It is

the remains of a disc of considerable size, with a
central design, now destroyed ; around are eight
compartments, with subjects from the Old and
New Testaments— Jloses striking the Rock,
the Histor)- of Jonah, Daniel in the Lions' Den,
the Fieiy Furnace, the Sacrifice of Isaac, the
Nativity, and the Paralytic Man ; of these, the
Nativity is a very rare representation.

A NEW DECORATIVE MATERIAL.
ri^HE slowness of painting operations in

X buildings, the obstruction caused by workmen,
and the disagreeable smell from frosb ]inint, are
grent inconveniences inlicrent to tin' |ii\ -mr iim.,],;

of painting anrl dccoratiiii:. 'l'orciiH(h lliis. mivs
the Mrrhanir-.': M,i,j(Khir, M. Jean Marie La^chO,
of No. 2:i, Boulevard de Strasbourg, Paris, has
just patented an invention, the object of which is

to dispense with painting operations in the house
or room to be decorated, and to prepare the
painting at a facton- or shop, so that it can be
apj.licd to walls or other SHii"aees by ordinary
hangers or layers, without giving rise to dis-
agreeable smells. The invention consists in pro-
ducing the painting upon tin foil. M. Lasche
takes thin tin foil, whicli possesses great flexibility,

and spreads it upon glass, taking care to damp the
glass in order to facilitate the spreading and reten-
tion of the foil. The foil thus .spread constitutes
a very smooth snrfaec; on which the inventor
paints or colours in oil, either plain or ornamental,
as on walls or wainscots. It is allowed to dry, and
is then varnished. This portable painting, when
lemoved from the glass with its lining of tin,

is ready to he applied in a house or otherw ise.

This new covering or hanging is wound on rollers
like paper hangings, but it differs from them, in-

asmuch as the colouring or painting is on tin, and
in oil ; the back or tin lining constilntes a water-
proof surface, and the tin, owing to its great
llexibility, can lie ailapt<il to the configm-ation of
Jill mouldings or irregularities. Before aiiiilying
the tin hanging or covering, a waterproof niixtmc
is spread on the wall or surface to I'C decorated,
and the hanging is then cut and applied, being
nmde to follow the irregularities of the mouldings

and ornaments. This tin covering may also re-

place gilding, the gold being applied on the tin

foil with the'ordinary preparation. It is dried and
cut, and after having had a waterproof mixture
sjircad on the ornaments or sin'face to be decorated,
the pieces of tin gilding are applied to them.
The advantage of this tin gilding over ordinary
gilding on metals is that it does not oxidise, while
ordinary gilding on metals soon becomes spotted
or tarnished. This invcntii n thu.s constitutes, as

t were, a new pi'ocess of decorative painting,
which disi)enses with all labour at the place of ap-
plication, except single hanging or laying. We
have by us some samples of this new material,

which are exceedingly appropriate and effective.

SANITARY IMPROVEMENTS IN LIVER-
POOL.

We have received a copy of the report recently

made to the Health Committee of Liver-
pool by Mr. James Newland, the Borough Engi-
neer of that town.

The last complete i-eport was publishe d in

ISG:!. Since then many special rejiorts on im-
portant subjects have been presented, and the pur-
port of these is embodieil in the present volume,
together with tubular statements of all matters
that can be so dealt with.

The total length of sewers constructed since

December, 1SI)2, is 2i miles 490J yards, and the
total cost £86,114 lOs. 6d., thus distributed :—

M. Yds. Cost. Avrpld.
Liverpool ...4- 553 £12,094 2s. Id. £1-854
Kirkdale 5.12051-Gth £27,.581 l.os. 6d. £2-75(i

Kvcrton 6-11465-6th £2fi,T7fl Gs. 4d. £2 .53G

WcstDerbv 3 ]6262-3rd £10,535 7s. ^i. i:i-525

Toxtcth Pa"rk3-123S5-6th £9,123 18s. lid. £1-400

24- 490' £86,114 10s. fid. £2-105

or £2 Os. 3 6-lOd.per lineal y.ardover the whole.
One great improvement in the management of

the streets during the period embraced by the re-

port, has been the introduction of a steam-roller,

mainifactin-cd l>v Jlossrs. Avclling and Porter of

Kocliester, and pnrchasc'l by the borough in 18G7.

These steam rollers are not nearly so well known
or used as they ought to be, and the following par-
ticulars as to cost, &c., are therefore of some
value :

—

The roller has two leading wheels 5 feet dia-

meter, set close together, and two driving wheels
7 feet diameter, set 4 feet 4 inches apart. The
leading wheels cover a width of 4 feet inches,

and consequently fill in the space between
the driving wheels. The driving wheels
are 2 feet 7 inches wide each, and the whole
roller covers a width of 9 feet G inches.

The steam engine is single acting, diameter of

cylinder llin., length of stroke 1ft. 2in., nominal
power 12-horse power. The working weight of

the machine is thirty tons, of which nineteen tons

are boi-no by the driving and eleven tons by the

leading wheels. The roller has an ingenious
stecrhig apparatus, and can be turned round in

its own length. The cost of the roller delivered

in Liverp<«d, in working order, was £1,009 19s. 8d.

The working expenses in sixty-one weeks were :

—

Wages £280 13 1

Coals, coke, and firewood ... 12 G

Oil, &c S )G

.£301 9 7

A most important alteration in the condition of

the town has been made by energetically carrying

out the provisions of the Sanitary Amendment
Act of 1S()4, with respect to the numerous courts

and alleys which then existed. If the report of

1863 it was shown that 3,173 courts and alleys

contained 18,610 house, in which lived, or rather

existed, one-fifth of the whole population of the

borough. These courts in nuinbci-lcss instances

were mnnufacturcd out of an ordinary street

house, by covering its backyard with buildings,

the lobby of the house being converted into a

common passage, leading to the rest of the build-

ings at the rear. Of these louses, 35" have
been demolished under the provisions of the Act,
the construction of 47 more nmterially altered,

and the snnitai-i- condition of 211 conrtsand 1,670
houses considerabh- im}»roA cd. All Ibis has been
done at a cost to tlie borough of £68.937 9s.

'J'lio report, which is a most comidete one of its

kind, refers at gi-cat length to the measures
adopted during the cholera visitation of 1866, and
to other matters' which have before been noticed

in our nages.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

SUBJECTS roil MEDALS AND PRIZES, 1869-70.

Jioyal Medal.
Ilcr Majesty having been pleased to grant her

frracious permission for the Uoyal Medal to be cou-
ferrcd on such distinguished architect or man of
science of any country, ns may have designed or
executed any building of high merit, or produced a
work tending to promote or facilitate the knowledge
of architecture or the various branches of science con-
nected therewith :

The Council will proceed in .January, 1870. to take
into consi.lcviit ion the iipiirnpvintinn of the Gold Medal.

.\t the special f^i-iicrnl niicihi-:;, Ii-Id ou .Monday, the
.•jlIi of April. Isc.'.i, ilic litlliiwin- rii-onimcndations of
Coiniiil, with rcicruaci- to tljr nu ihils and prizes for
the year Isi'iti-ra, were rctid anil agreed to:

—

liss.Wii.—lnslitiite Medal.
Tliat the silver medal of the Institute be awarded

to the author of the best essay on the following
subject :

—

•' On the best principles of arrangement for a town
church, hjiviug refereuce to the usual difficulties of
lightiuK."
A medal of merit may be awarded for any other

essay or essays, if deemed worthy, upon suitable sub-
jects selected by the authors theuiselves, without limit
of number.
AH the essays to be written rm/ legibli/ on alternate

pages of lined foolscap paper, and to be accompanied
by suitable illustrtitious.

DF.Hiv.y s.~Snane MedaUhm.
That the Soane medallion be awarded for the best

design, well illustrated by a sufficient number of
drawings, for the foUowinj;: subject :

—

"A metropolitan railway station of the dimensions
of that at Chnri'iir-ci-..^.^, '.^Immvip . Ilic architectural
treatment of ttp i

,
..t. i.., ,,f h Tin.nics Embank-

nieut, and of til- ' I -liiias Shed, where
the roof is rcMin:' i i- :i. ;:-

, .
;i.'

The dr.iwiim.^ n- In in , ii.m ur liuaauink ; the scales
for the ch'vatioiis anil m rtions to be ^ of an inch to a
foot, that for the pl.-in-; to lip l-ioth of an Inch to a foot.

It will be dieaied suttirient, if two plans (viz., of the
platform and roofj with elevations, one section, one
perspective view, and one sheet of details—in all seven
drawings— be supplied.
A further award of &M will be made to the suc-

cessful competitor, upon s.itisfactory an-angements
being made for his -.roiiii,-- abi-ead for a period of six
months to pursue his anhiteetaial studies w-jthiu two
years after receiving the audalli 'ii.

The competition for the Seam- medallion is open to
all members of the professiou uuder the age of thirty
years.
Prhe offered hti Mr. T!te. M.P.. F.H.S.. President.
That a' prize of liftv eiiiaeas lie awarded to the

author of the Insi ^n oi .-mi i m .:! oi .'
. nu -. i \e-

cutedin the liesi in.ii i
,

,
.

,

' j'

"A design fm' tin- 1 1. .r i,,. i
:

'

,
n !;: Mill

existins' terracr lit >oi ii-. .ih. ruimns
or additions to llie same, iioi ili ;,.,,: ilir-eaeral

chararter of the IniildiiiL.'-, an I . with the
Embankment road now iu ,..„ nm, sons
to prodnec till- best arehiti-eliii , ; i

. i
«

: ii ^ei-nfrom
the Embanl^inent rond and the river."

The cbawings to be in colour and shaded A per-

spective view as w-ell as a geometrical elevation will be
required. The perspective view to be as large as a sheet
of imperial paper will admit. The plan, general eleva-

tion, and sections to be on a scale of l-16th of an inch
to a foot.

This desiaii is to be acrom]iaaied bv measured
drawings of the pnn iii liMi front o'f Somerset
House, drawn to the -:iinn -. :,\' ., ilir dcsi.an.

Information resiienin pi in, mm to measure the
hnildin- and other iiaiinnhii^ will he furnished on
ajiplieation to the Assistant ."-^ceretary. at the rooms of
the Institute.

'I'hc competition is open to all students in archi-
tecture under the age ol twenty-tive years.

Dn.vwiNGS.
That the silver medal of the Institute, with five

fiuiucas. be also awarded for the best illustrations, geo-
metricallv drawn from actual niensurement (with di-

mension,^' lipured, both on the drawings slinwin- the

Rcncral anan^emeats. and on the (li-:,il-. to;;ellier

witll desorijitive partiealars of an td.li. v ^at.way. .-l

hridee. orotlier liaiMia'.; of importance—thussical or
.Mediaval— ill ilin liiiied liinydom or abroad, hitherto
unpublished in lli.il manner.
Tlietoimeil Mi^^esi the fidlowin.c ns heing subjects

worthy of ilUn,traiion, but others niay equally well be
takeu, if more conveuient to the competitor:—

I rel.ind Limerick or Cashel Cathedral.

,
Limerick Cathedral, or any
Mouiuitic or Conventual
liuildiuf.

Sliddlescx Tower of London.
Front of Dover House. White-

hall.

All Hallows. Barkiue.
Noitiu^hanishire Steeples of Grantham and

Newark.
West Front of Newste.ad
Abbey.

Seothinil Drybursh or Melrose Abbey.
Monastervat lona.

Shropshire Lillcsh;df Abbey.
Surrey I.ninbeth I'alace and Library.
Yorkshire Kirkham Abbey Gateway

and Cloisters.

Walcs.-Glamorganslihi M.iLim Alilu.y.

\i ,illi \: lirv.

The drawings to eoni i .i m ii :i~t one plan drawn
to the scale of l-iotli ii : n iinh 1.1 tlie foot, an eleva-
tion and ;i section, di.-iwii in iIhm; f J of an inch to

the foot, witll delails to aseali- of half an inch to a

liiiit and nioiildiii"s oiie-nmrth full size. 'Ihc eleva-
tions to he in line without ^llade lines, the plans and
sections to be tiuted in seida. I'cispective drawings
nniy also be sent, and may be tinted m sepia or Indian
ink. The jointing of the masonry is to be particularly
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Ijv 1)1

ommeiideJ that tlic roushdrawiuos
Pl)Ot, auel sent up to the lustitutc

This iiird.il iM-peii to all members o( the professiou
without haiiiaUou as to age.

Students' Prize.
(For Students of the Institute only.)

That the subject of the design for tlic Students' Prize
in Ijooks, for the year 18G9, be one or more of the fol-

lowinir:

—

A chimney piece (with ornamental work over, 15ft.

high in alll with stove, &c., complete—a gas standard
light— a pendant for gas—a ventilating- turret or large
smoke turret (200ft. high) to an e.xten.'five range of
buildings—the ornamental ceiling of a drawing-room,
40 by 25— th-inking fount

In I..

til li.

L'cuted to any scale. The
iitcd in sepia, and the eleva-

(.'Iiia or colour. I'erspeetive
ly i-equired, but may be sentdraw

in outlme, or tinted in sepia or Indiai

Students' Monthljt SK'etches.

(By Students of the Institute only.)
The following subjects have been selected for the

Sketches for Im.'.i. to !» liiken as nearly as possible in
the order pi\(ti. Aumtion is requestea to their
being forward 1.

1 1 :.. ihr Honorary Secretaries, at or
soon after llir iml ci c .idi month, and properly at-
tested by some well-known architect as the production
of the candidate.

List of Subjects :

—

A Moulded Capital. Arch Jlouldingswith Sec-

Carved Capital.
Dormer Window.
Stone Pinnacle.
Au Kxtemal Cornice.
Study of Natural Foliage.

tions.

A Stack of Chimneys.
A Decorative P.avement.
Lead Eidge Crest.
An Iron Finial.
A Chimney Piece.

Or any other subjects of like nature.
The sketches lu be made from actual building

from casts. ,„ ,,llK.r , x^iinphs in relief.

by .O-'ift.. ligliled uii buih sides, with an cnli-aiir

Icilihv anil staircase. On tlie upper floor Avill li

tlio Tomi Hall, 21ft. by ,1.5ft., a reading room, 2Sft

by IGiit., and a magistrate's room 1+ft. by ISft.,

with offices. The Com E.xchango will be 1 8ft. in

height. The cost will be £1,500. Mr. Crickmiy
has been appointed to carry out his design.

New Congregational Chapel, Toxteth
Park, Liverpool.—In a limited competition of

15, the plans of Mr. Oliver, of Newcastle, Mr
H. H. Vale, F.R.I.B.A., of Liverpool, were selected

and submitted to the general committee, when 4

voted for Mr. Oliver's and 4 for Mr. Vale's, the

chairman giving his casting vote for Mr. Oliver's.

Any or studies from the
(ir any of the above
said studies do not
chitectural sketches.

hum
subjects. |,n,M,lc,i niilv tliat

exceed in number one half of I .

AU the sketches to be at least as large as a half-sheet
of imperial paper will admit.
They may be in outline only, or tinted in sepia, or

Indian ink, or coloured.

Directionsfor Competitors.
Each essay and set of drawings is to be distinguished

only by a motto, without the name of the author at-
tached ; and is to be accompanied by a letter, sealed
with a blank seal, and having on the outside the same
motto as that attached to the essay or drawings, and
enclosing his name, with an address to which a com-
munication raiiy be sent. The packet, directed " To
the Honorary Secretaries of the Koval Institute of
British Architects," and marked " Ess:iy Inr .'\Iiilal,"

(or) • Drawings for Medal " (Motto), is to be deUvered
at the rooms of the Institute on or before the 31st of
January, IsrO; carriage and all expenses paid.
The names of the successful competitors alone will

be made kno\\Ti.
Should none of the essays, drawings, subjects, or

buildings, respectively, be deemed by 'the Institute of
sufflcient merit and importance to deserve the distinc-
tion of the premium ottered in each case, thev reserve
to themselves the right of awar.liii- siuli mher pre-
mium in lieu thereof as thev nia\ tliini; lii. ^r ni' wMh-
holding it altogether; audit tlir I.est.ssav nrdi.iuiii's
should be by a candidate who lias lu.n successful cifa
former occasion, they reserve tlie power of adjudging
such other rewatd as they may think fit, and of .awjird-
ing: the medals to the second in merit. All ess.ays and
drawings will be returned to all the candidates, on
application, to the unsuccessful a^ter the adjudication,
and to the successful after the presentation of the
medal.
Copies of the premiated essays and photographs of

the perspective views or principal drawings to which
a prize is awarded, will be required to be furnished by
each of the successful competitors for deposit in the
Institute Library.

Strict compliance with all the above directions is
required.

PUGIN Tk.vvelling Stl'destship.
Candidates for the above studentship are requested

to send in their applications, tn-ciher with specimens
of drawing, testimonials. ,^c,. as n .|uired by the Deed
of Trust (copies of wliidi , an I tained at the In-
stitute), on or before :ilst .I.iuuaiy, Isro.

E.ctractfrom the Schedule of the Deed qf Trust.
"Every person of whatever mation shall be eligible

as student, who shall be more than eighteen and less
than tweutv-iive years of a^r. pinvi.lcil that he "ive to
the electors satistactni-\ ,\i(l,.iMr nf lii> moral clia-
racter, and tatisfy thcni ihai he i- s .| ii,|,.ii( nt .arclii-

SCHOOLS OF ART.
Shrewsbury School op Art.—The annual

general mcetmg of the subscriber-s w.as held in the

School of Art, on Monday week, the Rev. T. B.
Lloyd, vice-president of the society, in the chair.

After reading the .accounts for the past year, and
other prelimiuary business, the proposed exhiltition

of paintings and works of art came under con-

sideration, and was postponed for a year.

AVakefield School of Art.—The list of

the students who have been successful in the recent

second grade examination in drawing at the School

of Art night class has just been drawn out,

and from it we find that of the fifty-two

students who went in for examination, thirty-three

have passed, and sixteen have obtained prizes in

one or more branches. This is a very gratifying

result, and enables Wakefield to bear favoiu'able

comparison with the average either throughout
Yorkshire or England. Rom the returns it appears
that last year there were 5,892 examined through-
out England, of whom ,S,074 passed, and 884 ob-

tained prizes ; in Yorkshire there were 449
examined, of whom 272 passed, and seventy-eight

took prizes ; being fifteeu per cent, throughout
England, and seventeen per cent, in Yorkshu-e of

those examined who took prizes, while in Wake-
field the percentage is over thirty.

OBITUARY.

IT is our paiiiful duty, this week, to record the

death of Mr. S. Worssam, of Chelsea, the

celelirated inventor anii manufacturer of wood-
cutting machinery. The melancholy event took
place on Monday the 24th inst. at the residence

of the deceased gentleman, Oakley-s.juare, King's-
road. Jlr. Worssam was widely known and
greatly respected. Ho leaves a numerous family
to mourn his loss.

ARCH.,EOLOGICAL.
Somersetshire Archaeological and Na-

tural History Society.—The annual meeting
of this society will be held this year at Axbridge,
some time in the beginning of September. It is

expected to be a very interestmg meeting, and the
excursions will include some of the most lemark-
able places in the county—the Cheddar Clifi^s and
the caverns in the neighbourhood, &c., &c.

lecture, Hrlr

L-xhibit sijccimens of his
ct of the country which

vliich
nemtcin: i.. lii,;,

Any fui i;.. . iiitwi Illation may be had on application
to Mr. Charles I,. Easthike, at the Kooms ol the In-
stitute, 9, Conduit-street, Hanover-square ; or by letter
prepaid. Tnos. L. Donaldson, Hou. Sec.

COMPETITIONS.

Wabehaii Town Hall and Corn Ex-
change.— 111 the competition for this building,
two architects competed— viz., Mr. Crickmay, of
Weymouth, and Mr. .1. T. Lacey, of 94, Guildford-
street, London. Mr. Crickmay 's plan has been
selected, as " providing the licst acconmiodatiou, in

proportion to the sum of money that the commit-
tee was enabled to lay out." This plan provides
for the Com Exchange on the ground floor, 40ft.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

The Drain.\ge of H.vtfield, Herts —This place
is to be drained thoronphly, and the sewage tiiken to
Billet Common and utilisc<l for irrigation purposes. It
will have to be taken un-l r ihc l.'ivcrLea in glazed
stoneware pipes. Ilie c-, i will l.r 'j .'.iioo.

(Jaildy Field lliiilgc, and for some liisUacc
outlet, Messrs. John Holdsworth ana Soi
mauuf.'icturers, have extensive cottage
property.

THE SMOKE NUISANCE.*

IN spite of legislation and innumerable patented
silieiiics t ur.ivercomingtheevil, the smoke nuis-

anccexi-t- 1" .an iiiinlerable extentinthe metropolis
and till till' laigr towns of the United Kingdom.
It is still, therefore, a problem for the practical man
to solve as to how the atmo.sphcre is tobepurilicd,
the human lungs preserved from the inhalation
of vapour, and onr public buildings defended from
smutty contamination. So far as engine furnaces

" The Smoke Nuisauce and its Kemedv by means of
Water, with Remarks on Liquid Fuel." Hy C. .1.

Richardson, Archifeit. Atc'blev and Co., Great Uussell-
strect, Bedford-siiutire, Loudon, W.C.

on Urnd arc enncerned, there is no doulit that tho

prevention atid consumption of smoke have been
effected to a very consideralilc degree, and the
watchful eye of the inspector, backed by magis-
terial terrors, has nearly banished the black
streamers from tall chimney stacks. The contribu-
tions, however, of [opaque smoke from myriads
of lesser offenders make up in the aggregate an
offensive cloud which hangs like a funeral pall

over the vast city. It can scarcely be possible that
this nnisancc will be permitted to exist for any
lengthened period, and for ourselves we are dis-

posed to think that even now its days are num-
bered. Science and skill will give it its qaietus.

In the little work which Mr. Richardson has just
pitt forth for public consideration, many valuable
and ingenious suggestions are offered, and the
author, though sometimes a little misty, and in-

consequential in his explanations ami deductions,
is entitled to praise for the knowledge he has
gained of his subject, and his freoilom in com-
municating it. Some few years back Mr.
Richardson du-ected his attention to the passing of
smoke through water-sprays, and on a small scale
succeeded in eliminating the carbon from it by the
process. Similar attempts had previously been
made by the late Mr. Erederick Muntz, of Bir-
mingham. The last-named gen'leman passed the
smoke through a quantity of water, either cold oi-

warm, before the smutty vapour was allowed to
escape into the atmosphere. By this means the
blacks and earthy substances in company with
them were precipitated on to the surface of the
water, and were then readily collected. This
arrangement would no doubt bo found effective
on a large scale, and in a factoi-y where cisterns
and other apphances might be placed as intercep-
tors between horizontal flues. It is scarcely
practicable however in regard to the small vertical
flues of dwelling houses. It is remarked in the
pamphlet under notice that, "In our London houses
we may be said to have two kinds of flues, the
old-fashioned one of a section 14in. by 9in. made-
originally of that size for the accommodation of
the poor sweeping hoys, and the flue known as
Cubitt's flue, which has a diameter each way of
9in." Mr. Cubitt left the kitchen alone the
old-fashioned size. Tho writer favours the
small flue, and always uses it in his buildings.''"

in order to the more perfect elucidation of the
aitthor's principles for effecting the reduction of,
if not altogether obviating the smoke nuisinco
from the chimneys of new buildings, we shall
avail ourselves at this point of one or two of the
diagrams with which his work is copiously illus-

trated, and allow him also to describe them in his
own language.

Fig, 1 represents asccti :>nof a sm.all stove, with
its flue experimented upon by the writer to ascer-

tain the worth of the
water-spray process.

The lower part of the
stove is of brick, the-

upper part, wi'h tha
cistern, is of zinc ; a
is the fireplace, h the
cisteni of water, .and
<• the soot receptacle.

The coal fire was
lighted, and as soon
as dark smoke ap-
peared at the chimney
top, the water-valve
was lifted, and alxiut

It) fine jets of water
were sprayed against

a piece of loose per-

forated zinc, suspen-
ded in the flue as
shown in the figure ;

the smoke had to turn
towards the water,

and to pass through
it to get to the flue

above. On the in-

stant the water was
"l~j\ap])lied, the smoke—Ijappearcd at thechim-
'

Ji ney top of a light
colour, and it came
out at the s<K)t recep-

tacle nearly as much— as it did at the top,

and of asimilar light
vapourish character—a sure sigQ that it was drawn
down by tho current of water. Soot in a large
quantity was soon seen in the receptiicle ; two
small iiieces of glass were placeil in the flue, thai

the operation of the water might be observed.
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The stove was kept in

iiction at varii us times for

a low months, and always
witli the same resnlt. If

tlie (lesceniling soot-flue

had been 30 or -lOft. in

lenj;th instead of only 4

or ."), less vapour would
liavG escaped lielow ; it was
evident that the operation

]inriHeil tlie smoke.

The adaptation of this

sinijile eontrivancc to any
kind of the domestic chim-
ney-fine is not a very ditii-

init o]>erat'on. It is only
necessary to take out the

lirickw ork in front of a flue

for a height of 4 or oft.,

tlien introduce a cast-iron

line {il, fig. 2), gathering up
the hrick flue beneath ; a

second iron flne, r, shaped
like a funnel, is placed be-

hind the first to collect the
soot and water, and pass it

off through the pipe //.

Tlie cistern is jilaced partly

within the wall, and partly
covering the two flues, and
a moveable decorated pe-
destal covers and conceals
tlie whole.

Tlie author trusts that in

I lie new Building Act,
wliicli, he believes, is in

course of preparation,
power will be given to

alter existing flues in

the manner suggested b^-

himself for the constructi. Ill

of new ones. In suLm -

quent chapters of the w. iiU

under notice the ipiestii n-

of ventilation, the j.rnp. i

construction of chimney
stacks, and the use of
liiiuid fuel are very fully

and practically di.stus,scd. On the whole vi i

have no hcsila'ion in (ommending Mr. Huha
son's brochure tn the notice of our readeis ^^

the assm-ance that tl ey cannol; fail to dcr
in.struction from a j^ciusal of its Jiages.

iiiildini) Jnfdliiieniie^.

CHURCHES AND CHAPELS, itC.

NewBro.mpton.—On Tuesday last the founda-
tion stone of a new ("ongregational Chajiel was
laid atXew Bromptc n, near Rochester. The style

is {Jothic, and the architects are Messrs. llabershon.
Brock, and Co., of ;i7. Bedford-place, W.C.
FAnxnonouGH.—The p.irish church of Farn-

borongh is being restored under the superinten'l-

cnce of iMr. J. Elkington Gill. The cost of the
icsfoiation will he about £900.

Mi;iii.i: Brace, near SHREWsnunv.—The
)iiirisli church has been rebuilt, and was consecrated
on the lllth inst. The new church consists of a
wide nave with north and south aisles, south
porch, chancel the width and height of the nave
terminating in a three-sided apse. Nonh and
south chancel aisles (one of which is used as an
organ clianibcr) and vestry. The first stage of a
massive tower has also been built at the west
end of the ncrtli aisle. The seats and stalls are
of oak, and provide for oOO persons. The pul])it,

of stone, inlaid with coloured niaiblcs, stands at

the north-east angle of the nave. The font has
also alternate panels of nnirhles and carving. The
chancel flooi-s are laid with JIaw's tiles, and there

is a reicdos of marbles with central cross of white
statuaiy. The arcade caps are alternately moulded
and carve<l. The window over the altar is filled

with stained glass by Morris and Co., of Queen's-
si|uare. The centre light contains the Crucifixion,
with the Virgin and Child underneath ; in flu

side lights are three rows of double figures repre-

senting apo.sfles, martyrs, imgels, kings, am'
prophets, and in the bend of the window is (in
Lord in glory, surrounded by angels. Anochc
wirdow for the apse, by the same arti.st, has beei

promised. The cirving Is by Bolton, of Chelten
ham. The style of the cl'urch is Karly Dcco
latcd. Ucd liill sti nc has 1 ecu used for the wall-

ing, Shelvoke loi dicssmgs, and for flic shafts to

.luades iind chancel auh Besford wood stone and
Blue Pennant The mtetior is ashlared with
Shelvoke stone. The work has been carried out

by Messrs. Bo\vdler and Darlington, under the

direction of the architect, Mr. E. Haycock, jiin.,

Shrewsbuiy, at a cost of al.out £ifi(H). This sum
does not include the pulpit, font, cast window, and
reredos, which are separate gifts.

Wells Cathedral.—We briefly referred in

our last to a meeting held on Thursday week at

Wells to take into eonsideiation the question of

restoring the west front and chapterhouse of the

cathedral. At the meeting in questiou the Dean
of Wells explained what had already been done,

and said that prior to the meeting i;S,300 was
promised, and they then had .4:1, .500 more, .so that

the whole of the money required for the work,

Jl.-i.OOO, would be forthcoming. No general resto-

ration was, he said, eonteniplated ; every frag-

ment of ancient art should be rcsiicclcd, and por-

ticns of the structure essential to safety would,

first of all, be restored or rcjilaccd. Mr. Ferrcy,

the architect to be employed, had estimated the

expense at not less than £.5,000. It is projioscd

to restore the canopies in certain instances, and in

others to rejiair them. There were 4,700ft. of

column in the west front, and each fcot cost (is.,

so that it was a question whether they shoulil be

restored in blue lias or marble. Mr. E. A. Free-

man opposed the scheme, recommending that the

advice of ]'rofes.sor Willis (no one, he said, being

so well able to give an oiiinion) should be taken

on the stibject ; but ultimately the plan as sub-

mitted by Mr. Feney was adopted.

Batthay.—The Abcrtlrrn Free Press under-
stands that the obstacles which have hitherto

stood in the way of the restoration of the vener-

alde ecclesiastical ruin, the Old Chapel of Battray,

have all been removed, and nothing is now wanted
but the funds—some £400. It is now said to be

satisfactorily settled that the date of its erection

was '.111.

Slnhl'RY-ox-Thames.—On Sunday a new
Koman Catholic church of niodera'cdimeusionswas
opened at Sunbury-on-Thnmes, about 1.5 miles

from London. It is Cothic, of the Early Kiiglisli

style, and is built of Kentish stone. The interior

is 60ft. long by about .10ft. w ide, and has an apsiilal

chancel. The nave is separated from the aisles

by columns, from which spring fom' arches. Mr,
Charles Buckler, of Hereford-square, has been
the architect.

HoYSTOXE Church.—Last week the Farisli

Church of Boystone, near Bainsley, which was
closeil some time since, owing to alterations and
additions being made, was re-opened by the Arch-
bishop of York. The church is said to be one of

the oldest in the district. The alterations and ad
ditions have consisted of the entire re-pewing of

the church in solid oak ; the chancel roof being
new timbered and leaded. There is also a new
pulpit of llochc Abbey limestone, new oak doors,

a new stone cross outside the window of the east

end, whilst the paint has been scraped off the in-

side, which has been left in its original state. Two
stained glass windows, by Wailes, of Xcwcastle,
have been introduced.

Hereford.—The new church of St. James
was consecrated on Thursday week. The church
is cruciform in plan, and consis's of nave, north
anil south aisles, transepts, chancel, sacristy, and
south jioreh. The aisles are continued eastward
of the transepts, and form an organ chamber
on one side and an additional s])aee for seats

on the other. The style adopted is Early Geo-
metrical. The building has been constructc«l

with Three Elms qnany stone, with box ground
Bath stone dressings ; the interior throughout
being ashlared with random-ranged Bath stone,

axed on the face, and sot in wide joints, and re-

lieved with bands and voussoii-s of blue stone. The
works have been carried out by Mr. Gough,
builder, of Bishop's Castle, from the designs and
under the superintendence of T. XichoLson, Ksip,

K.U. l.B..\.. of Hereford, the diocesan architect, at

a cost of about £4,500.

DuxMOW.—On Thursilay week the ceremony of
iig the foinidation stone of a Congi-egational

)ilacc I it worshiii at Duniiii iw, IC sscx, was pciiormed
The iiiM]"ised chapel is in ihc Boiiianesque style

of anhitecture, and is to seat nearly 900. It is to

lie erected from dosisns by Mr. C. I'crtwee, o£
Chelmsford, at a total cost of over £2,000.

Bradpield Combust.—The parish church of
Bradfield Combust near Bury, Norfolk, was re-

opened on Sunday week, after restoration. Tlie

edifice dates from the V-ilh century. The
architect was Mr. Penrose, of London, and the

contractor, Mr. Cadge, of Hartcst. The cost i>

£800 or £900.

I'XIXC!.—On Thursday afternoon Frederick
Ibbetson, Esq., laid the memoiial stone of a new
church at Houndsdown, near Eling, Hants. Mr.
Benjamin Ferrey, F.S.A., of Charing-cross, is the

architect. The foundations of the structure are
laid and the walls built up about a foot through-

out. It will be in the Early Decor.ated style of

architecture, and consist of a nave, chancel, and
transepts, having a bell turret at one end, about
GOft. high, shingled with oak. Flint is to be the

material used, with Bath stone dressings ; the

roof will be open, and the seating s'liued I'.Qal

bendies. The builders arc Messrs. Goddard and
Son, of Farnham.

Chippixg-Sodbury.—The church of St. John
the Baptist, Chipping-Sodbury, was re-opened
on Saturday, after restoration. The rough- cast

that formerly covered the exterior has been

removed, the west window" of the tower restored,

and the .south porch entirely rebuilt after the exact
style of the original. The <-aiioiiies and figures

have been executed by ilr. Earp, of Liiuilon. The
figures represent SS. John the Baptist, Mary,
with the child Jesus, and St. John the Evangelist.

The old vestry has been removed and a new one,

corresponding with the architecture of the chnrih,

erected in its stead. The old high pens have been
taken away, and substantial bench seats, with
tracerieil panels of varied design in the fronts and
backs, substituted. The number of sittings has
been increased by about 130. so that sitting ac-

commodation is now ))rovided for 415 persons.

The n rcdos, which is entirely of alabaster, is by
Mr. ICai]). The side panels are of Caen stone.

The east window is of stained glass, and is the

work of Messrs. Clayton and Be'l, of Loudon.
The roof of the church was so sadly out of repair

that it was fMiiid inqm-siblc to restore it, and it

has been npl:M rd l.\ -., new one of Baltic fir : a

liortion onl\ .1 ihr . r;-hial has been preserved at

the east cud of the diiirch. The restoration has

been carried out from the di signs of Mr. G. E.

Street, A.U.A., of Loudon. The ci ntractors were

iMe.ssrs. Wall and Hook of Brimsconibe, near

Stroud, and Mr. Hei'.diu, was clerk of the works.

The cost has been about £ l,(ilili.
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LlAXDulas.—On Moml iv last, tbc Bishop of

St. Asapli coiisccTMted the Church of St. Cym-
hrid, LlatiiUilas, North Wales. The church,

which will accomtnodate nhout 3(X} persons, and
•cost between £r>,000 and £(i,000, is of Gothic ar-

chitecture, from designs supplied hy Mr. G. K.

Street, and the woT-k lias been carried out most
satisfactorily by llcssr.^. J. and J. Hughes,
builders, of Llandudno.

HollowAY.—On Tuesday, Lord George Hamil-
ton, JI.P., laid the foundation of a church in

Poole's Park, Seven Sisters-road. HoUoway, to be

dedicated to St. Anne. The erection is to he

partly of stone and partly of brick. The nave will

be 9.5J feet by 2i) feet, and will be separated from
the aisles (.'!(i feet l.y IIJ feet) by a range of circu-

lar shafts supporting six arches, above which will

be a clerestory. The ch.ancel will he 27i feet hy
18 feet ; the organ chandier 11 feet by 8^ feet

;

and the vestry of similar dimei'sions. The tower
will occupy tlic souih-west angle of the structure.

Mr. A. D. Gongli, of Lancaster-place, is the ar-

chitect. The general style and character of the

huilding arc to be Lombardic. The totnl cost of

the erection is estimated at £fi,060, including site,

bnt exclusive of £1,000 for the spire, and a per-

manent fence.

S HEFPIELD—Norton Cemetery, near Sheffield,

will he opened on Juno 1. Si.x to seven acres of

land have been purchased at a cost of £2,000, only
two acres being at present appropriated to inter-

ments. The chapel, offices, and residence will cost

an additional sum of £1,(100. Messrs. Floctonand
Abbott are the nrcbiteets, and Mr. Cavan the
I uikler, Messrs. Newton and Chambers supplying
the ironwork.

GiLLlNGHAM.—Gillingham Church, Kent,
having been restored by Mr. A. W. Blomficld, ar-

chitect, at a cost of £2,500, -was reopened on
Thursday week by the Bishop of Rochester. Be-
sides renovations of a substantial character, the

church presents a novel feature in a reredos. de-

signed and executed by Captain Lock-Bcveridge,
mainly in Caen stone.

Westiioughton.—The foundation stone of

the parisli church of Westhoughton, Lancashire,
was laid on Saturday week. The plan will cmn-
prise nave, 78ft. long by about SSft. wide, with
narrow aisles at the sides ; chancel 28ft. long by
22ft. wide ; with spacious vestry, choir vestry, and
organ chamber. 'I he main entrance will be from
•the south-west porch, wh'ch will be about 12ft.

square ; a sccnnd porch, principally intended for

nse in connection with funerals, will be placed on
the n'lrdi side of the church. A third entrance,
A\hioh also communicates with the vestries, is pro-

vided at the north-east end. The aisles are divided
from the nave hy short and massive columns of

blue stone, with moulded and carved capitals. The
clerestory is supported hy segmental mou'ded stone
arches. The roof is open-timbered throughturt,
plastered between the rafters, and stained and
varnished. A light gallery will be carried round
the sides and west-end of the nave. At the south-

east ang'c of the bnihling will be a tower, 80ft.

high to the parapet. The bell tun-et will be
carried np 2.jft. above ihe parapet of the tower.

Messrs. Cuulift'o and Freeman, of Bolton, are the
architects, and Mr. Robert Pickup, of Chorley is

the builder. The cost will be between CojOOO and
£6,000.

BUILDINGS.

Windsor.—King .Tnlm's Tower, one of the
oldest buildings of Windsor ( ';istIo, is now in

•course of icstonilinn by McsMS. Watson and Bur-
foot, who are also repairing the Jlagazine Tower,
ou the north side of the palace, a short distance
from the AVinclicster Tower.

GlOUCESTET; - Oh WbitMin-MoiKbiv the foun-
dation stoneof mi', -rli.iMl- r,iT- .SI, |.iil,c\.( ;liiiicester,

was laid by lliglohi r.mr. I-N.|. Tbi' mIiouIs con-
sist of three lar-i i' •lu-. pliu cd .side Ijy side, each
having a sc]»arnte on raucc and class room, and a
porch which ser\ es as a hat and cloak-room. The
elevations are desigu<'il with a view to oblain good
and fubstanlial building, brick and stone being
the materials employed. Mr. Alfred Maberly, of

Brunswick-road, is the architect, and Mr. S.

Moreland, of Gloucester, has taken the contract

at £2,G42.

BoDRNEJiouTH.—The r.ew Dispensary build-

ings at this ))lace were opened last week. The
structure is of brick with stone dressings, and
has been erected at a cost of £1.000. Mr. P.
Tnck acted gratuitously as aichitect, and Mr. J.

Troke was the builder.'

Colchestek.—The War Office authorities have
decided to enclose the Cavalry Ban-aoks at Col-

chester, Iiy a brick and ironpallisading on the east

side, the part near the road having been walled in

from Ihe first. Tenders have tbcrefoi-e been in-

vited for rhe snjijjly of the railings, which are to

lie fixed in concrete blocks by military labour, and
all parts below tbc surface are to be coated with
Dr. Angus Smith's composition.

Hackney.—A new board room and offices for

the Hackney Board of Guardians will shortly be
commenced, from plans prepared by Mr. TiCe,

architect.

Poplar.—On Thursday week the memorial
stone of ni w oiMccs for the Poplar Board of
Works was laid. The .site is at the south-east
corner of the Poplar Recreation Ground, facing
High-street and Woodstock-road. The frontnge
is (JOft., with a depth of 112ft. Competition was
invited for the plans, and out of forty-thi'ce sets

sent in, three setswere selected from whichtomake
the final choice—viz., those of Messrs. Hills,

Fletcher, and Hurston. Ultimately the two iirst-

uamed comi^et'tors were invited to send in a
joint plan, wliieh lias been adopted. The Board
KiMan ^^ill be (JOfr. by 40ft. Messrs. Baker and
Constable have taken the contract for the bnildiugs

at £7,330.

At the last meeting of the Town Council of

Abcryatwith leases of tlie sites of throe houses of
the pro]iosed new Victoria-tcirace, facing the Fca,

were granted to Mr. Thomas Williams, bniider,

and the refusal of the remainder of the twenty-five

hou-es of which it will be composed were also

promiseil him, and the work is immediately to be
commenced in accordance with the plans and
.•-pecifications and under the superintendence of
Ihe architect, Mr. John P. Scddon, of Westminster.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
NOTICE.—Cases for binding the BUILDING

NEWS, Vol. XV., are now ready, and can be had,
price 2s. each. Cases for biudiug back volumes
can also be had.

To Our Re.vders.—We shall feel obliged to any of
our readers who will favour us with brief notes of
W(n-ks oniifr'inpliitfd or in progress in tbc provinces.

I.rtT.'fs irj/iiin-,' In :m1 \crt i <cnieuts and the ordinary
Iiiisi]ir>s -'I" ilir i>:i)Hr siioiitil he adflrcssed to the
Kiniiil;. ,;!, 1 A\ l^liK li^ .STKEET, COVEJJT
<_iAi;iii;x, ^\J'.
Advcrtisenicuts for the current week must rearh the

office before 5 o'clock p.m. on Thursday.

(ifoniefipoiulemje.

THE INSTITUTE AND ITS HON.
SECRETARY.

(To the Editor of the Building News.)
Sir,—As Mr. Robert Kerr is semling round for

signatures to a requisition to Mr. Charles Powler
to allow himself to be proposed for the vacant
secretaryship of the RI.B.A., you will, perhaps,
be so goed as to allow me to say that our late

secretary, Mr. J. P. Seddon, will be proposed for

re-eleclion at the meeting en Mondaj-next.—I am,
your obedient servant,

George Edmund Street,
ol, Rnssdl-sqnare, London, W.C., May 27.

WANTED AN ARCHITECT.
Sir,—I have been so much pleased with read-

irg an article in your paper. No. 405, date
of May 7th, called, "Plans, Pictures, and Houses,"
that I cannot help expressing my .admiration of

the practical sense it contains. I am no profes-

sional, nor in any way connected with any busi-

ness, builder or otherwise, but I always read your
paper when I vi.-it the Crystal Palace Reading
Room, as it invariably contains much that is in-

I cresting.

I, in conmion, no doubt, with scores of my
fellow creatures, have been seeking, for some
months back, for a well built and w ell planned house,

at a modci'ate rent, and with a bit of garden.

Although in that time I have looked at some
dozens of houses, I have not yet seen one that I

would care to live in. AVe talk of the maich of

intellect, bnt there is no " mark of intellect " in

the various houses erected by hundreds to the

south of the Thames. It is really deplorable to

sec what an ab.senceofcounnfn sense is manifested

in the uttnr want of contrivance and convenience.

One or two showy sitting rooms you may often

find, but go further and examine the kitchens and
bed rooms, and how deplorably one is disap-

pointed ! We expect our servants to be happy
and gooil tcmpcreil and efficient if they live in

kitchens in which scarcely a ray of sun ever
visits them by day, and at night they are expected
to sleep in rooms the air of which is at the freez-

ing point in winter, and at fever heat all the sum-
mer. I saw a house at Norwood Junction, at

£125 per annum, the kitchen of which was
obliged to be lighted with gas all day, and nesirly

altogether under ground—no gleam could ever
visit it. A horse would have been better treated.

Such persons who build thosehouses deserve to be
prosecuted for " cruelty to animals," for, assuredly,

the servants in such houses are made less of than
animals.

Again, it is no uncommon thing to find a good-
sized bed room with door, window, and fireplace

so arranged that there is only one place, and
scarcely that, in which to place a bed, and even
then betwccu the draughts of door or window,
when a little common sense would have so con-

trived as to have really twice the room in the

same space. The staiis are often contrived in

one long flight, so steep and so long as to make
any one dizzy to look down, and with a few corner
steps both top and bottom to add to the difficulty.

When the second floorismainly givenupto the

drawing room, as is often the case, there is seldom
any place where you can find a cujdioard, until

you reach the basement floor, conse([nently every
thing has to be carried np and down two flights

of stairs every time it is wiintcd—a source of acci-

dents lioth to limb and crockery. A small pan-
try on the dining room floor, and a good slab in the
hall, would be often an immense boon to ser-

vants.

The want of cupboards, except the unsightly
sort of wardrobe, in the bed rooms, is often the

only contrivance of that kind, whereas a little

thought would find and fill up many a sp."ice

otherwise useless, with these priceless conTeniences

in a house.

Again, the nninber of rooms is often too mnch
thought of, and the size too little. It is a'most
an impossible thingto find a ten-roomed or eight-

roomed house with .anything better than '• cages
"

instead of rooms.
I could point out many things if I were not

afraiil to trespass on your space, but I cannot help

saying it •^noii mi . Inicrts would give more time to

bnildinn '^<nu\, •rtii\ unient houses, it would be one
(jf the gicatot b'cssings to the community that

could ha])peii. There may he less to gratify their

taste iu jdanning a house than creeling a church,
but in the end I think they would reap as much
fame and derive as nuuh pi-olit from thefonner as

the latter. An attorney will sometimes make a
half-dozen si.K and cightpcn; es whilst; a barrister

is earning his guinea, and so in this case.

But I have never heai-d of a person employing
an architect who did not find his building far

exceed the estimate

—

t\v^t one change and then

another is suggi'sti d tliat will " not cost mnch"

—

and by liitlc and littlr. ;;ii iit addifons .are m.adc,

which often cause ijnat disap]iciinlmcnt to the

emplo' cr r;nd ai'i'iin Ics- ai;i]o\ ing to the employfd.

The practice ol pa} tw^ iln latter :\ ] ercentage on
the outlay is a iiin|itai imi lo run into e.Kira ex-

pense, if a sinsililc an biti'rt would give an esti-

mate for linnsis, say t i..".1 10—£2,000,—or oven
less than .1:1,500, see that they are well built and
finished, and keep to his figures, I am sure such a

man would make his fortune. Thousands of

jjeople could aii'ord to spend £1,000 on a house
who are oldiged to pay £70 to i:iOO per year fora
shell that has neither convenience nor comfort.

If moi-c- prMpIc could be persuaded to build their

own li.iiis.-. it would bring a consider.. ble revenue
to tlir aii-bitc'cts— it would prevent the miserable

sheds called lion.scs being erected in siu-h numbers
as they arc now by the speculative builders— it

would confer an immense boon im thousands of

respectable families, and it would do mu<h in a

sanitary pout of view ; no greater boon could be

conferred on the eommmiity. If a person would
go honestly to the architect and say, " I can spend

i'I,000," "£1,500." &c., as the case may he, and
he wcnibl, ou the other hand, fay what he could

build lor the money, and do it well, and give him
an estimate that would cover all, no one would be

afraid to employ a professional, which now, is too

often the ease.

I do believe inducements of this kind for people

to be their own landlords, is the oidy way t) pre-
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It

vcut llic rul)liisli we see cvervwlipro rising' nminl

us, covering the grouud with briclis and mortar

lliat are worse than useless.

A paper, read by a Mr. Roger Smith, at the

Society o£ Arts, in your same number, is also

e.xiellent, but it is no use having all this informa- dj,,

tion locked up, let us sec it in praelical operation,

and let such a.s myself reap the benefit. The poor

have improved cottages, the lich have their niau-

siims, but thousands like myself who want a

house of £G0 to £70 a year, are unprovided for,

and wotdd bo glad to build instead of rent, if they

could calculate on the outlay and have what they

have good, substantial, and eonvenieut.

Hoping you will excuse the length of my letter,

but hoping" this crying wont will be looked to,

I am, yours, &c.

Norwood, May 13th, 18011. II. K. \V.

A AVORD rOR BUILDKRS.
Sir,—I have read with interest what yon havehad

to say from time to time on scamping speculative

builders, tn houses built to soil, houses without

useful design or taste, and of the necessity that

good constrnction and design should be conjbincd.

I agree, with much—in fact, with all you have to

say. But still I think yours is only a one-sided

opinion. You tell the truth, and not all the truth.

ami consequently an incorrect impression is left.

on the mind of the reader. It appears as if all

your articles were WTitteu by architects ; or at all

events they appear to be written in the interest of

architects. I admit that houses are built with
bad materials, that they arc run uj) hastily, and
that very frciiuently they are unfit to live in. The
trnth is the builder is like everyone else, he is

impatient to get rich. It is the same with the tailor,

the gieengrocer, the button maker, and no doubt
with the newspaper proprietor. I do not wish to

exonerate the builder. Far from it, but I main-
tain he is no worse than bis neighbour. Wc live

in a fast nge ; every one looks after himself, and
the devil is left to look after the hindmost. I

don't see why builders shonhl bo singled out fur

pitiless denunciation, when the comnuuiity is to

blame, and when all appear to be blackened with
the same brush.

I do not mean to mamfain that it would not be

better to consult architects, but it must be borne
in mind that architects are frequently self-opinion-

ated peo])Ie, and that they very much like to Iiave

their own Avay, even if it be at the cxiiense
of other people. I believe that architects

would be consulted much oftener if they would
resolutely " make the ditch build the hedge " as

the saying is. But somehowor other they almost
invariably manage to exceed the estimated price,

and in some instances very much so. I knew of

a case a short time since of a house under the
bands of an architect which nas to have cost

£1,200 costing nearly .-£2,000. I was also struck

with a statement in your pajjer a short time since

about Duhvich College. Mr. Barry's estimated
price was £56,000 ; but tlie cost of the building

went on increasing and increasing until it lias

reached £120,000 I I expccteil an indignant

denial of the statement from Mr. Bnrry or scuiic

one in his employ. But it has not appeared. I

suppose Mr. Barry thinks that discretion is the

better part of valour, and that the less said the

soonest mended. Take another instance. I have
heard on good authority that Mr. J. P. Scddou
exceeded his estimate by more than £20,000 in tlic

erection, or rather partial erection of the Castle

Hotel, Aberystwith. How much the excess would
have been if the architect finished the building

it would bcdifficnlt to estimate. But I need not

give individual cases. It is notorious that the

estimates of arebilecis cannot be trusted, and
that is one reason why builders do not seek tlu'ir

aid more frequently. I think, therefore, that all

the blame should not bo fastened on buildors.

An Outsideb.

viz., tli;if of piissinc: the ^;i';r-s tliroii

a public work, inul thence to llic <•

easily be done by carrying a brandi
iiiniu sewer up to the ash-pit o
euirancc to which nuist lie closed wi

The pi

vk I -111 I™ 1 little

lull, tc.

veutilat

.1 :l< ,..

111. I l>r |il;i

1.1 wh.

iild pi

Ihr
hi-h

up the sewer a
which a current of air \

upward current at the i

the Hres tii the chiiuney. In ordi-r that veiitiliit:

...iiiimi.'ii^. w.irks should bo looked forlwlierc the
ht and day, as is the case iu many

..ugh

kci.t ..

i'll. 1 ilii ik. bo atonce admitted ilintthismethnd
.scwersmore etl'c.^fiinll\^ tli;ni .ithcr

...and what is still luiiir. «ill cmi-
-.'uprlilv disinfect tlic <i-w.t -jii^; l.ff.irc

WOLLD-BE AKCUITECT.S.
. itri.-tui-.-^ i.r " A !;uil.Ier"«pnn " VToul.l-

I whiil

rofc-;-

ill he can procure w..i

lie may have. Jleu
they knew him personally 1;

Ihiii he is properly quiiliti.'.l

letting them know hi-^ 'i

practice (if he can cuiin
i^ irrnwiiitr) have iir.iM

dil'.li.mn. ..r properly ..i

llli.

vli.. Ii'ii.r

m..iilH of kuLWiu:;
has ui) means of

i until mauy years
.111 while the 'prass

'he want of some
1 le;rallv recognised
verv.hiy. I would
i>ti it were so cue-

though 1 were iMll. 'i

from a scientili.'
]

:

heariu^^s to tho».- i..
;:;;

-I may say, m ...... ..

mouths of the scneis \vi

openings into the sewers
ill-ventilated closes and e

be suc^keil throao^h them.
tniill\ ."tiiMMied by any

from

vhich
other

I I..- . v.rywherc eonsiilere.

lime it would be uccogsary t'l lie .;ii

iiiiiti.in be not too cclectie. ..r we sli

..1 |i..\ver as designers an. I pra.t

plueked, while mere book\v..niis w.

c that the " quacks " wonl. I still d

acks At

ould ot be
furnaces

uld tlieii become the lungs of ourcities

an.l t.iv. I.^.':lll.l prove a boon to the inhabitants in-

stead uf a nuisuuce, as alleged by some people."

I have only to add that were furnaces situated at

an elevation of say 100 feet above the level of the

sewer exit, and a connexion made with the aslqiit as

above stated, the change would be advantai^eiins to

the uiaiinfiicturer. It would be e.iiial In leMini: li"i

feet 1. 1 the ll.-ii;ht Of his chimil.'v . I.-- He' L.-s mi^-

tiiiiieil by friction in the Icugtli an. I uiii.li.iu- ..1 llie

sewer, a'ud the leakage at the fiirnn..' an. I a>lipit

doors. I leason in this way becaii>e I l.elie\e that a

fire would burn as well, and have in ;;r.iil a .Iraught

were the furn.ace maintained half way up llie eliimuey

lliai \ ...I \Mll liii.l room for this rather lengthy •epistle.

— lain A.' T. L. I'ATTEUSON.
Gieeu.jek, Jlay 18, ISOO.

FUSSY YOUNG AUCIIITECTS.
Sin,—From reports and letters \\ hieli have recently

appeared in your journal, 1 s.-c that some fussy young
architects want to m.ake the architectural profession an
r.irlitsive one; and, sti-ange as it may appear, the M'ly

men. who have never a good word to say of workin-
men who form trades unions in order to lunit ili.'

number of apprentices and keep up the stinnlar.l <>f

wages, endeavour to do a similar tbinu llieiii^el\ .'^ ; as

working' men form trades unions tliese fussy y.iiiii^

arebiteets want to foini professional uni'Uis. Tliey ask

1. .....111-.:. I 1... Ill i.m and exandnation. Take for

mr . . i.cntly adopted at a meeting of
111 \ . II III' \ .lation. The resolution says:

—

:; stronu'ly the desirability of

ful that
Id Hud
1 men
1 pass.
I good

there are' numbers of buibbrs, retired

II 11, and others, who do not know the dillerence

u a good design and a had one, and who wdl
go to the man who flatters them most, and who

.^ as'one of themselves.
A few only even oft our eminent architects arc

JIK.I.B.A.'s. and the letter

thing) a man's position

ihvays

mv part I believe that tin.

would, if placed after my .

from me most of the tradesn
my little circle of clients.

At the same time I feel su
only that a kind of " degrei
snieessfullvpassinsf through
bv a r..i...iii-e,lboilvof ex:

ndb

f Ihcy show auy-
his ability. For

...rini.b'.ble' letters

le. friiiliteu awjiy
form

.ipiil- ilueatii

e that letters signifying
" had been obtained by
anexamination couilnctcd
miners, would be a very

bell, li.ial a.l.liti.ui t.'. an arehite.^t's name, anil such a

a.'Tei ulil be ..btaine.l tint i.nlv by tlio-e who. like

nivseU, have been articled, but by all who could prove

their possession of sufficient architectural knowledge"

and designing power.— I am. Sir. Ac,
A Young Akchitect.

THE KtlJIAX PAVEMENT IN THE POULTRY.
.'^i I!, r.ef..r.- it is too late, I would beg to solicit your

inlliii'iire li.r 111.' purpose of preserving in its site that

Ispeeimcn of K, '
'

'"'• '

sple

1 sill

rtliedv

nl.l iii.t

thill

nbl.'

1 of the tity autlioiities.

1 pity it seems that this glori; i of old

Engiisli history sliouid be disturbed ! No doubt such :i

relic would have a sTcat charm even when viewed
iiatehe.1 up in a ir.tise'nm. Hut what is that compared
with the ileli-bt of seeiui; it there, as it lies, l.'.ft deep,

ill its own bed. wlii'ie it was i.laeed bv onler "f some
linbli- l;..lnan lierliaps i;on years ag". Cannot it be
sa\,-.l li.iin .le^tiii.ti.in .' The drain which is being

level with anil ri'bt aeruss it. I.tit^siirely there 'would

be 11.. ..real .lilli.ultv in diverting it a loot or two Irolu

its ilirot eoiirse li that were dom^ the sides could be

aultod over, and the Mli.de snrinouuted

e .Taspost. With a ibiorwav and steps

uterior, and a pavement :lll round, it

iir:iblv :is a resting point in the brood
eii... :i"s it is ^\ithiu a biscuit- throw of

tln"Mansi..ii-liouse, it would remain a
1 interestiii"- specimen of old Ijondon.

U. F.

:illeil 11

ilil :i b
aibni; 1

liOTHERAM INFIUMAllY.
. been induced

SEWEI! VI
Sin,—A friend of mine

to a letter which appe;iri i

signed "A Northern .si

ventilate the sewers b>' j..

furnaces of large iiiin

opinions of practii-al ueiit

;xTii

Th<
probably bi. t:»i

readily be
plan upwii
two nietbi

Polici' lii.

vcntilatiii

••Tb.' II

considcrei

im:: etiimneys and
aytliat:—
li I have carefully
lind no objection,

sonie\vli:it .senseless demand for com]>nlsory educatio

and exandnation, ami exclusive diplomas.— I am. Si

&c,, AN Old II.vxd,

TIIK l;iiY \T, .\l'.\I)l:VIY.

11 wlii.li j;lliliiil till' lirst prize with what
be built on a r.^ilu.'. .1 s.al.> .\r.-b tects

s.'ela.w far lliev. Ill-Ill t.. abi.le b the
applied bu- Ilii'lr :;ci.lin... It v •ould

e successful -emiciueu linve paid very
1 to the most important item, viz , the

ips pivrt of their success is due to Ihis

An Ahciiitect.
Edinburgh, May, I8(».

[ I f the successful architects would send us the pl:ms

le would give engravings of them.]

Jntercommuuication.

QiriCSTIONS.
: AWlN'd Will :ir^ ..ne i

collection ofpicture

.111 l.v liVinieil p.iw.ir It inilsl be llv-wheel," as

I'lii. i. .,,... Ill ' ii'!'l1I.> ivcnlil ii.it "ive sntlieient powel^. I have

liiliiiiL- Ml. nil I ,ili.- nianind ii.iwer. but .'mild biie a portable engine

e to s.e lb.' exhi-
i wliea much work on baud.— 1 Mil iKr.ll X.

I'iu'.' tl'a'''oliine'ii''!. run' ) -COJIPOSITION USED IN SETTING IRON
^tiemely doubtful

|
R.VILIN<i.S—Can any reader ot the ISlildixg News
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[HU3.]—nAXGING GATES. -VTiW f

su'^uvsi n siiii|)le and very substniiti:il n

:i -;itfM l^iii iKtaiionalbrickpiL'i> ' !i

iind ir(>ii,';iiiii somewhat heavy ; I'M ~

the .;!*( ili.'it -atGs of this kind ^-a-. :>\\

brifkwork t^ive way. I should bt- -hid
new method adapted.—Subscribeu.

[1404.]-COST OF TIMREn-
obliged if any of ynin-''.>rr.^ = p -Ti'li-

what price o'rdiii;ir ni;' > ; i
i,

:

and in small britlLj . :
!

price not to incUiii< iw < '--i ii i m

in the shape of buii?' and :^tlili>:^,

separately. The timber in to be :

not planed in any manner whatevc
than 12" X 6".-T. C.

slimi 1(1 hp
iil.l t. \\^ IP at

reh
^'o

sqUil
piece

otl

he

. llip

voi-k

Ifor
and

TViei'

uexod figure support ? The Iiciplit is 15' 0", the thick-
ness at top 2' (vi",*aiirt the battpu 1 in S. There are off-

sets at the back of (i" each. Tlje eai'th, when finished,
will be horizontal at top, as shown by the line A R.

—

Builder,

[HOI!.]—A PROBLEM.—To dcscribeaflgure bounded
by area eijual taken together, to the circmnfcrence of
n circle, and in area = the square inscribed in the
circle.

lu the circle A B D F H inscribe the square A E,
>i and upon two of its sides

C E, E G, describe the
segments C K E, E P G,
similar to C B A, A H G
(33, 3, Eac.). Now because
the basis C E, E G, are
= C A, AG(Hyp.) tliere-

jJc fore C K E, E P G, are
' = C B A. A H G, («. 3).

To eacli of those equals
add A C K E P G. There-
fore OKA -h A H G -)-

ACKEPG = CKE-^
EPG. -1- A C KPG— I.e..

illAltGPEK=CEGA.
The .arc C D E = C B A C.'s, ;. , 1 1,,, ri.nr ( 1) E = C K E,
and EEG = E P G. Tli.iviM.r ihr arcs C K K +
K PG = CDEFG. To carl, n,hl tiic an- C B A H G,
tlierefore C K E P 6 H A 1! = tlio cireuni tereuce of the
circle— Q £ i?.—R. CiinTi.ii.

[HOr.]—DARLINGTON UXrOX WORKHOUSE
COMPETITION.—This competition was decided some
time la-t year. "Will some one inform me who was the
fiuccessful competitor .'—W. H. T.

[.Mr. Charles Ct. Adams, of t>toctton-on-Tces, was
awariled the iirst premium, .and is caiTyiug out the
work at a cost of about :t;iO,000 ]

[140R.]—MEASUniNG PALINGS.—I respectfully
heu: leave to insert a question, asking: some of your
numerous readers to acipiaint ine how to solve, by
mensuration the followincj problem :—A circular o^-ass

pl-t of oo yards dianietcr is to be compassed by a
regular iicl;i-nnal iirni )t;iliiii;, aial Uip eight spaces
between tlir -ra--- iil^a .ni'! Dir i.alniL;-^ to be planted
withshrulis. llr.pnivil ilic ivlailr irn-lh ofpahug-, and
greatest widlli of radi of (la- pi;;li( .s],aces.

> ards.
Aus, ^ Length of paling-, 172 yards,

( Greatest space, •)j yard.
I have pot the first two answers eoiTcct, but cannot

^et the third, nor find any one in my locality who can,
although one gentleman has got it correct by tiignomc-
try.—W. H. W.

[llil'l ]--PI,.\STEP> Tll.VT WILL IM'.SIST HEAT.
-1 liavr 1o (laiiik .1 T II. Inr li i> n'.-ipp. « lli.-ll

;,11|. an M in la-l \\.cK- I'.l M.I.IM. .\l.MS, ami would
],., I ..lijiucl l.\ liii hiinini^' iiir ir la- has liiiiiM'ir

S.racCK-aU> u^e.l ur a|,].li.M tla- |.laM,r liin,'. im'i.anal
:is he describes, alal ll il l.niir,! MKle^^ful. lla--al.h-

I Wish to plaster i- an ium.I,' ,,in: hviili ..f si..ii.', ihe
vents arc formed wIiIl lui^- and ba.-ks. I am la.siiive

that there is no oilier tan.-e lending to crack tlie jilas-

i er except heat.— H.v.-uilton.

(;i410.]-CLEANING OH, OFF BRTCKWORK.-I
shall be obliged if some kind reader will rive me a
recipe for ,U-aning ..il ..IT l.lui' .'ilalVonUhire biii-ks. In
.-ijob of brickw.irk tliat 1 liavi- In. n .l.iiiij, llie rain
haswaslieil the "hit.' nii.rtar .l..\vn the face of .•ollie

blue bricks, and the hi icklayers have used oil to clean
it elf, and have spoiled the appearance of the blue
bricks.— W. H. 31.

[Hll.]-IRON BOND. —Can any en;

iulorm mo whether flat iron is ever used
wood bond in ordinary buildings ? If so,

<.nds of the joists secured to it ?—T. R. H.

riiu.]-:\ioi i.i;s iwilnt i.:ai:tii ,sv,-i'i;.m.-

Will von kin. llv allow IMP t.. ask thn.ugh tla- iii.aliuiii

..r v.inr valiiahl.' paper if Jloule's Patent Earth Syslpm
hasii.i n a.l.i].t.al toauy great extent iu .any town, and
it it has iuii\.'.l successful ?—A Subscriber.

[lH.i.]—M( >I;TAR.—Con any of your correspondents

inloriu uie whether; there are any mortar mills con-

structed for horse power, anil who are the nmnufac-
turers, and what price ?—Uortar.

REPLIES.
[1383.]—ROYAL ACADEMY PRTZE.=1,—Your cor-

respondent in last i-sii.' .ill- nt ill:- Ihi^ .]ni'sliiitl 1,11. >ws

nothing* about ih.- n : . ;

'

i r will r.'fpr

toanswprsi.-.. p. :;-'"
:

I
:
iml i , laiii.li'tp

answer to the qiic-ii"ii li..': 'in liml I'l.'vit.nsly

been partially answered in .No. -I..7. p. 41.7, Vol. Jn.?.

The Academy does not, and never has, charged the
students anything. Merit alouc procures admission.

[1387.].—WROUGHT-IRON GIRDERS.— In the
accompanying drawing I send an elevation on a small
scale of the wjirren, trellis, lattice, and bow and string-

girders, numbered respectively, 1, 2, 3, and 1. For the

span mentioned by " L. S. M.," the lattice girder will

be found the most economical example of construction.

The bow .and string is only suitable for large spans and
heiivy loads. It is a most expcnsiv.- tyj.r ..t' mnhr l..r

a smalls]>an, as the workmaushi]) ami inininu ii.u.ih. r

of the iron is troublesome. A glaiii.- al tin- li-uns

will show that in the first tin- 'xaiiiph-s th.- .li.-igmial

bars are all of the sain.- l.'ii'.;tli, ami iiijlin.il ai the

same angle to the li..ii/.'ii, l.ni in ih.- l...w ami string-

girder in Fig. 4, th.' an^l.i.i Ih.' .liauoual hai-s is con-

tinually v.arying from the cpiilre to the iihutiiipnt. A
much Larger number of templates are therefore w.anted

in the fitting-shops," and the workm.anship becomes
more expensive. There is a difference of £1, or .-£1 10s

per ton between the bow and string and the other
examples of construction in f.avour of the other
kinds.—T. T.

[nss] FLTTCH-GlKDEItS —The niimliiT linisthe

liuL'c.^ai) ,-.lreii„lli. llicii.-.p iil the Uluhpr gpuerally

is to .afford facilities for fastening other parts of the
structure to it.- Statics.

mil h.'ieht. As the pniul ..l llu.,i' «.ml.l take up
11. h space, I beg to offer - Draughtsman " a solution,

ul sliLuld he wish to go thoroughly into the subject,

wi.iil.l refer him to Professor Rankinc's "Applied
.-. h.-uiics."

1.1 C DIII tlipa.-.-..miiaLivilli; sk.'t.'h,

tan-i'iits to 111,- panibola itli.

assumes uuder a uniform veiti

and fromtlie property of the p
three forces actiug are tin-

tensions T and S, and the w. -^ -

equilibrate, they areproportioual to the three sides of
the triangle B E 0. The length of D B may be taken

4
approximately = ^ — d^ + P (1) = IMft. or

3
the entire chain 30Sft. ; its weight per inch in section

..a.li, meeting at C,
..hi E D = DC, the
..nial and oblique
W. and aa these

viU be — = inssib.. ' 1026 ( : entire weight o£

chain, a biiiig the number of square inches in section ;

to this slii.iilil he .added J of the weight for eyes
ami Ia^t.-llin^^ t.. get the tensions

—

T :
?.-.

: : 150 : 60 = 187-5 tons.

S ; 75 ; ; 162 : 60 = 2025 tons.

The next step is to consider what must be the sectional
area of (2) the chain ; we must first ascertain what
strain per square inch is caused by the weight of the
chain ; let this atr.ain be S', the weight of the halt
chain is 5131b. .'.

513 : S' : : 60 ; 102 = 13861bs
and allowing the iron to bear 20 tons per sqn.are inch
after deducting this strain, there remains 4n41albs.

effective ; it is usual to .allow 3 for the co-eflicient of

the fixed load, and 6 for the rolUng load, but in this

example let be taken as the co-eflicient for both
combined-then

6 W : 43+10 : : 60: 162.

a = 6 x75 X2-240 X 162 =63 square inches, nearly

43413x00.
The depi-ession caused bv the brhlge being loaded is

arrived at from the fact that the cli.ain is extended
l-ln,uO(ltli part of its length for every ton laid on. It is

necessary to take in the p.n-tion of the chain running
do^-n to" the .abutment. Allowing the chain to be
430 ft., the elongation eoiTesponding to one ton
= -043 ft. but the strain per square inch on the chain
is the oblique tension divided by the sectional area
= 202-5 = 72461b. .-.

63
2240 : 7248 : : -043 : .T = -130 for the half chain = OnK
.". the length of the half chain when loaded

becomes 1.54-0695. Substituting this new value for / in
equation (1), the eoiTesponding depression is obtained
by solving for d. The effects on the diain, and the
consequent depression or elevation caused by tem-
per.ature can be arrived at by .-iinilar reasoning hy
knowingthe elongation for .lilT.-rciit ranges of tem-
perature, omitting- in the calciilali.in the portion of the
chain nnilii'- i.iniid. As regards the tension on cliain
at tl |i[ii.viir side of the pier, it will be the same as
ah "\.- ll I'll I iiain passes over a curved plate on the
top i.f till' pill-, on which it is free to move. And the
pressure on the pier will be vertical, provided the
angles of inclination are equal and opposite. —X.

paint tr In- oak If ..iilv niiiain^ f..r tlii' sain.- lobe
well s.-nil.hi'.l ..tV with wanii watir. afti-nvanls using
plenty ot cokl clean wafer.—W. B. II.vLL, Gtiteshead.

[1304.]-PORTLAND CEMENT FOR ROADS.—
Yourcorrespondent "Boaz''may rely uponthe following
information being correct. A road made mth Portland
.'.'111. 'Ill has been under constant wear an^, tear for the
last ihi-.'p year.s without needing any repair, while tiie

a.li. lining ordinary macadamised roads have been
mended time after time. Mr. Mitchell constructs
these roads by first laying down a bed, three inches
deep, of cement concrete, which is brought to the
proper f^mn .and cross-section of the road. So soon as
this is thoronghly consolidated, the paving- '* sets

"

are laid down, and the .joints run with cement grout-
ing. About six parts of gravel or small broken stone
may be mixed ^vith one of ceineut. AVitli resjK.ct to
the pmi.loyniput ofceniput fur n.nfs, a vi-rv i;iv, I com-
pouii.l may ll.' mail,, of I\.i'llaii.l .I'liniit u ill, .-oal, a
w.i.i.l-tar,'.-in.l a small pf iih.ii ..I Milphiii- It.iofs

of this mat. -rial have h.'i'ii .'..nslni.'t.'.l ii niiany,
and on the (.dniiueut, tind have lusted twenty years
without requiring- any repair whatever.—.lAClils.

[13

being Ihe same.

iiii; is ai.u-tiiodof .1.1. I ih

I.f the longer rafter wl' '

ions of width of buil.litu:

the other, the pitcli

Let A B be the width of the building, and A C the

>xcess of height of the bai-k wall. Draw A D = A B
indj.nn il r.C 11, which will

l»all
, /,, I.I .Ir

laid at
liber ot
ugh 0.
,/; suchtV..th.'rii.Hiit^

bat the inler\-a1 D n = twice A (/, a li x twice (/ 1\ &<:

h-ect perpendiculars from (/, e, ./", cutting the hues
rom n, 0, and c, and draw lines from B to the same
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points of iiitirscction

from rt. fi. find c, above C
cquallinf; in pitch the coiTospou(Uii;;nuirrs in:i\vii iroiii

]i. If a tiutlicient number of points lulKirii DaiiilA,

and between A and B be taken, a curve siariiiig Irum

Cinay bo drawn through the several imersections of

the rafters as indicated in the figure; and if

now one foot of tlie compasses be placed in 1!

and an arc be struck, touchinfj the curve just

mentioned, the radius so obtained will be the

le coiisidfration,

self a method of
rafter shall have
make a solution

_ luim ieuffth of the loncrer rafter, whi
^Mven width of bnildintr Mid ditT.rciu-e

walls, will satisf.v the eonditiim ol ecjual

rafters. An inspection of the li^'iive will

when the longer rafter exceeds this niinii

if its jjiveu lenft'th be taken as a | rati

arc be struck with it from B as a cei

cut the cur\-e of interseotions in two
above, the other below the jiesiiion ol

mum rafter, thus giviii;2r 'I'e two solnt

problem alluded to at the connncnrenMiil,
investigation will probably, with a til"

enable "J. H. I." to discover for bin
solving his problem, when the longx-r

a sufficient length assigned to it to

possible.-E.S.

[nw.]—ADJOINING OWNEKS.—JIany ditBcultics

are lallen into by the conditions of sale in lots of build-

ing land not being sufBeiently explicit; in respect to
• T. R. H.'s" first question, yes; but if any wall is

built it must be underpinned if the ground i>^ exciv aled

below its foundation by the parlv excav.-Uinu ; if no

wall, and the -round slips in lonM.inence of your
neighbour's e\i-av;ili..iis. m.u .'an niiike liini imt ma
brick foun.laM"Ti. ..r dllHrwi-r makr the saliu- [jond.

;!ud. Noa.li.'iniliL: .UMirr lia> a ri;4lit l.> lie into or

connect ill tnui in,,/ ln.< l.iiildin:; Willi the wall la-lon^-

ing to adjoining property.
:ir(l. Openings may be left in a wall overlooking ad-

joining property, but they may be blocked up by the

"owner of such property if he chooses, or he may obtain

an acknowledgment for the sajne. givin;; him jiowi-r to

build up to such openings at any time he nia\ wish ; if

such openings are not stopped or aikimwli d-ed, by
lapse of time a prescrintive right is obiainrd.

4lh. Any fence will do if not particularly specilied as

to materials and height in conditions of sale.

5th. Yes ; must be enclosed once a year.

Mb. Yes ; for ever ; unless all thi- purchasers and
vendor agree to rescind such condition, or by -Vet of

rarliament.—J. F. S.

[l.TSO.]—PRIJIE COST 01'" BRICKWORK.—My
estimate of the present cost of a rod of reduced brick-

work in Manchester, is as follows ;
—

ster has
day or t

croft's statue of the Jlarqiiis of Westni
afelv at t'bester. and will be placed i

I in tlie Grbsveuor Tublic Park.

AVAGES JIOVEAIENT,
The Liverpool masons are on on strik'

ago they gave notice of a redmiion n

labour, but subsequently withdrew il. In

however, the masters had il ' ' "
if the

thn

..fdl>l.l

III bv 111.- Ill

TIm

io of thuui had alreadj
lis of joiners and other
miloymcnt.

ill also be

li<l.iite lietWe'en the Bristol masters and opera-
iisoiis has not been arranged, nor does there

appear to be any tlisposition on either side to make
any concession. The masters base llieir

arbitration and the hour system, upon jiisi

men i-efuse to entertain arbitration. A si

1st of .Tune must take place unless the alVa

in tlie iiilerini. The niaslers had a iiieeliii;

at Sliar|.' Hotel. tlK

litl code
appi

ike 1

last

sill

d tin

11 111

Ule,
week

ilg thl

points in dispute, lor the governance of the trade after

the 1st of June.
TiiK masons' strike at ^lanchester continues ; men ai-c

gradually coming into the town, although no elTort

has yet been made to get any large nnmlier. There are

mcirc than 100 men at work in the dillrieni vards.

The strike of the plasterers also rdiiiiniie-, Tliere

was a general meeting of the lnickla\ ers on
\Vediiesdav afternoon. Work was eiitinlv Mispeiidi-d

tliroiipliout the district, forllie pnipose of holding the

vhetlli cept it , strike

•j:too Commo
HKIIlbe-l v..

lyard..! '

I'acing, at 4-*s,

10 fi

2 C
r.d 2

Total, .-eiO K

\V. H. M.

STAINED GLASS.
new churchMFOLr, s.\Lor.— In

Ibis place, the central
lilled with stained gl.ass by Me;
of (^ueeu

opened at
has been

id Co.,

ttondo
re pi

liild

of thl

cellire li;;llt

til the Mado
divided

eiilcd

Ith, Tlie side Iglil-

liii- double li^ines

apo^lli s. Ac. In the head of the window is

Our Saxioiir in (Jlory surrounded by angeks.
.\ STMvrn window has been erected in the High

( hnreh. Kilnianiock, as a memorial of the late Karl of
Kilmiirnoek. .Messrs. M'. and J. K. Kier, of Glasgow,
were the artists. The window is of three lights, the
subject.! illustrating the three injunctions ol the Seiinon
on the Mount. '* Ask and it shall be given unto

Hoi.Tov It lias been dr

of th,. iH w lian-li rliui-.li

glasswii,.I..A, I- .n-l >"'

orinrod, C-m , ai Wl,n>rs..|

has been rel.uilt. Messrs.

bability execute the work.

idrd 1 1 till I St window

STATUES, MEMORIALS, &c.

\dalns, sculptor, of
n commissioned to

• of Dr. M'Neile, Dean of Klpon,

I height of about nine feet, the breadth
feet.

(1 WiisoN. TiiF .\Mriiir.vN Onxi-

lue lime ago

.'.'!!,,
I 1. 1 Mibmitled for

a.v. llie statue is a
epieseniing him in an
niestlv at a jay, his
|."sed'to have just shot ;

~ lilt. The committee
I Willi tl e statue, and
:i\'' it cast in stucco at
- in bronze.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
A Builder's Claim.—Ellisto.n v. Lewis

AND Leney.—The pluintift' in thi.s action (re-

(ciitly tried at tlic Snilliury County Court), is a

liuililer and eontractcir at SuiUmry, and the defen-

dants, who also live at Sudbury, are printers. The
claim was to recover the sum of .€47 lis., lieiug

the balance of an account incur.cd in the erec-

tion of new premises in Station-road. Mr.

Henry .loncs, of Colchester, appeared for the

plaintiff, and Mr. James Cardinal!, of Halstead,

for the defendants, -who denied their liability,

as the contract had not beea properly carried

out. Mr. Jones having stated the ciicnni-

stances under which the action was brought, the

contract statement of account for work done, in-

cluding other documents, \vere handed to the

judge, who, with reference to the contract, read

over a clause therein providing that unless the con-

tract was propei'ly and fairly carried out, Mcssi's.

Lewis and Leney had the power of retaining such

moneys which might be due upon the work, sub-

ject to the approval of their architect, duly ap-

pointed. Mr. Jones reraaikcd that the defendants

had full possession of their premi.scs on the 28th

of A)uil, ISi'iS. and no complaint had been made
till tlie month of August, more than three months
afterwaids, when the plaintifl pressed for the

money. He suggested that the whole matter might
be fairly settled by arbitration. He mentioned

the name of Mr. Chancellor, of Chelmsford, Mi'.

]7arkin, and Mr. Bai-ncs, of Ipswich, as iiualiiied

men to survey the property in (picstion. and
give an nwai'd accordingly. Mr. CardiuaU, on
behalf of the defendants, said that he did not

consent to the course iiroposed by 3Ir. ,Iones, but

contended that the plaintiff was not entitled to

recover a single farthing, in cnnsefiuenec of the

non-fulfilment of the contract. He was bound,
however, to say that the defendants would never
have allowed the case to come into court had they

not considered that they had been very badly

treated by the plaintiff. Throngh him they bad
sustained injuries by lo.ss of business, &e.,

occasioned entirely through neglect in not properly

carrying out the work. His Honour asked who
the defendant's ai-chitect was, and Mr. Jones ic-

]ilied, Mr. Salter, which the defendunl.s denied.

Ml-. Caidinnll observed that Mr. Salter had merely

lieeii engaged to draw up a simple plan ami
specilicatioii, and had declined to act as ai'chiteet

as he had supplied the bricks and timber. His
Honour adjourned the case for the attendance of

Mr. Salter, but suggested that a compromise
should be made in the meant iine.

ExiitAs.— Geo. Pearce v. (iEO. Bovi.ikg.—
This was an action tried last week in the South-
anilitim County Court, to recover :C14 17s. lid.,

being balance of an account for 1 uildcr's work.
Until parties are builders, and the jilaintiff stated

that he was employed by the defendant to do
eeitain woik fur him at Victoria Villas, in 18(i8,

which amounted to .el'J IGs., and there was a
lialance owing on that account of :tl2 Id.s., the

I last payment made towards it being in July. On

tlic 17tli July ill the .same year he entered into a.

ciintract with the defendan't to do other work at

the same houses, for .1:88, all work not included

in the specification being extras. He signeil the,

contract himself, and the defendant likewise signed

it in the presence of his (defendant's) wife and

brother-in-law. He had perfoiiiied the work under

the contract, and had also sent in the bill for

extras, amounting to K19 'Js. lod. The defendant

said he should send the bill to Mr. Harmer,

the architect, and when it was returned said he

was only allowed for certain items, but plaintiff

said that had nothing to do wiih him, as he ex-

pected to be paid the whole. The work charged

for as extras was not in either contract ; there was-

n previous an-angement wbieh bad been cancelled,

but there was only one contrai-t in i-espei-t of these

bouses, which had been signed by Mr. Boyling and

liimself. The contract was signed at plaintiff's

bouse, and a copy was afterwards signed at

defendant's house. He had received £74 18s. on

account of the contract, and no more. The defence

was that the document which defendant signed re-

lated to Victoria Lodge.—Defendant stated that

be never saw the document produced before it was

shown him at the solicitor's office. The contract

for Victoria Lodge was signed at plaintiff's house,

no one being present at the time but the defendant

and himself.—His Honour believed the pbiintiffs

witnesses, and gave judgment for plaiutitf, with

costs.

The Law of Building Societies.—
Litigants Rebuked.—Ingls r. Cave.—The

ain object of this suit (before V.C. Mtilin--, on

Tuesday) was to restrain an action of ejectment

bionght by those representing the Guardian Pro-

vident Benefit Building Society, nnder these cir-

cumstances :—One of the objects of this society

was to advance money on mortgage security, and,

in the present instance, the jdaintiff's fiither,

George Inglis, having ]nirehased of the seci-etarr

of the society the benefit of a right of advance and

two shares, tninsfcrrcd both to his daughter, who
bon-owed £220 of the society upon the secm'ity

of certain leaseholds, the transaction being, as he

i-tafed in his cross-examination, for the benefit of

his daughter, the plaintiff. This sum was to lie

repaid under the rules at the rate of £1(1 per cent,

per .innnm by quarterly instalments ; but questions-

arose as to "the time and iveekly rate at which

these repayments -were to be made, and in the

mortgage deed prepared by the solicitor of the

society the power to refer to arbitriitiou by ques-

tion was excluded. It appeared that the right of

advance was for a loan of fi.'iO, and the society

gave notice that upon the expiration of three

months from the date of the notice the money
would be readv. The rules lucscribed that

12s. per week "should be paid by the inembei-s

from the lime when the money was ready

at their bankers (that is, at the cxpira-

tipn of three months) till the moi-t.gngo security

was executed. The society being dissati-fied with

the socuritv, delav cccuned.nnd the mortgage was

not ready "until £l(i 4s. h;id been pa'd in weekly

payments. The mortgage deed provided for the-

full amount, giving no credit fur the ICi/. 4s., the

mortgage being, as above, for 22(1/. only. The
,ilaintiff contended that the IG/. 4s. should he

taken into account towards the quarterly instal-

ments, assuming them to begin at the end of the

three months ; that 12^. per week was more thaa

10/. 'per cent., and, moreover, that this matter

would, nnder the rules, have been referable to

arbitration had it not been for the clause in the

deed. The defendants insisted that the instal-

ments shoulil begin immedinlely ; and, if the

plaintiff's cimtention was correct, the society w-ould

have ultimately lost the interest, at ."./. per cent.,

on the li'il. 4s., for ten years. The power of

reference to arbitration did not ajiply to a mort-

gage ; but the clause was insetted to avoid all

questions, and the remedy was at law. There

were some technical details as to amemlin? the

bill and paying money into court. The Vice-

Chancellor referred to the facts, and observed that

this litigation was in respect of a trilling matter

and nuieh to be deplored, and was caused by tho

unwillingness of either patty to make any conces-

sioo, it being eminently a case for ari.angemert.

The contention of the "plnintiff on the eonsti-uctioii

of tho rules w-as correct, and in any event the

action ought not to have beou bi-onght, but the

(piestion referred to some unprejudiced ))ersoD.

( )n tho other hand, the plaintiff was not free from-

blame in instituting the suit, and, therefore, the

justice of this case would be met by dismissing

the bill without cost.«. The defendants would of

course give credit for the Ki/. 4s. ond 22/. lO-^.
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paid to tliom as the terms for staying execution

on this jndgment.

@ui[ ®fi([({ ffitMi{.

Proposed Pier fob Limehouse.—The de-
putation appointed by the Limehouse Vestry to
wait on the Thames Cimservancy to nrge the
necessity for the erection of a pier for Limehouse,
had an interview with the Board on ¥\ iday last

week. Tlie necessity for the desired pier having
been fully pointed out, it was represented that as
the Limehouse Board of Works wove contem-
plating a great improvement iu the line of road
leading from Three Colt-street to the river, some
site immediately adjacent would be ihe most con-
venient for the pier. The Conservators thoroughly
entered into the views of the deputation, and ex-
pressed their willingness to erect piers along the
river wherever it would conduce to the public
convenience, and I hey did not desire any revenue
therefrom. But in the present case the great
difficulty was the selection of a convenient site.

The Liverpool Solicitoes and the New
Law Courts.—The Law Society of Liverpool
have issued some " observations " wifh regard to
the sites proposed for the new law courts in Lon-
don. They express themselves strongly in favour
of the Carey-street site, giving the following
reasons :— I. Because the Carey-street site is in
the very heart of legal London, while the Govern-
ment site is at the southern extremity thereof, and
is far removed from all the Inns "of Court and
attorneys' chamliers, excejit the Temple and
Essex-street. 2. Because the close concentration
of barristers and attorneys lound the new law
courts and offices will tend to facilitate the ad-
ministration of justice and the transaction of
legal business ; and such concentiation will be
best attained by adopting the Carey-street site,

which is already surrounded by the chambers of
barristers and attorneys, while only two sides of
tie Government site—viz., the north and east, are
available at all for these purposes—the south and
west sides being shut in by the river and Somerset
House, and even on the north side the existing
houses must be diverted from theu- present uses,
and many of them doubtless rebuilt, before they
can be made available for purposes of the law.
3. Because on the Carey-street site the courts and
offices about to be erected can be subsequently
extended, if necessary, much more ensily than on
the Government site. 4. Because the Carey-street
site is already accjuired and ready for building on
and the plaus approved, and theGovernment site
is for the most part covered with houses which
will have to Le bought at an uncertain cost, and at
more or less delay.

Society for the Encouragement of
the IfiNE Arts.—On Thursday week, Mr.
Montgomerie Ranking read a paper " On the Re-
naissance Influence as traced in the Kiizabeth.an
Dramatists," an abstract of which has already
-appeared iu the Building News. Mr. Cave
Thomas presided. Dr. Hahnemann nud Mr. T.
R. S. Temple (hon. sec.) took part iu the discus-
sion, but nothing of any interest to our readers
was elicited. Votes of thanks to Jlr. Ranking
and the Chairman closed the proceedings. Mr.
Page's paper " Ou Architecture Connected with
the Structures of Civil Engineering " was not
read, as announced in our last, owing to a change
in the programme.
Designs for Channel Steamers.—The

f'-oimcil of the Society of Arts offer the Gold
Medal of the Society, and the large Silver Medal
of the Society, for the best and the seconrl-best
block model of a steamer which shall afford the
most convenient shelter and accommodation to
passengers ou the deck of the vessel crossing the
Channel between France and England. The
steamer is not to exceed in toimage and draught
the best vessels now iu use between Folkestone
and Boulogne, and the model must be on a scale
of a quarter of an inch to a foot. The models,
marked iu cipher, are to be sent in to the Society
of Arts' House, .lohn-strcet, Adelphi,on or before
ihe 1st November, I8G9, with a sealed envelope,
giving ihenameaud address of the designer. The
Council reserve the right of withholding either or
both medals, in case, in their opinion, the models
sent in do not possess sufficient merit.
Registrars of Patents.—On Tuesday last

the Lord Chaucellor decided a point of interest
to tlio rcgistr.ars of patents. An intending

patentee had lodged a jirovisional specification,

when another inventor filed one of a similar- des-
cription, and 'procured his patent to be the first

scaled. The former complaiueel of this, and
argued that under the circumstances the Attor-uey-
General should not have allowed the second
person to file his patent. The Lord Chancellor,
however, pointed out that there was no law to
compel a person who had filed a provisional
specification to proceed with his invention, and if

the a]i])licatious of other parties were to be uni-
formly rejected, the country might be deprived
of the fruits of the ingenuity of many minds
" hich were working in the same direction.

The Patent Laws.—On Monday last a
deputation of members of the Invcutors'Instilute,
the Delegates Invention-right Committee and
other gentlemen representing numerous industrial

associations, waited on the Attorney- Gene-
r.al as one of Her Majesty's acting Com-
missioners of Patents for Inventions, to

s-dicit his attention to Mr. Macfic's proposed
motion in the House of Commons for the Aboli-
tion of Patent Right for Inventions. The
members of the deputation impressed upon the
Attorney-General that the interests of the work-
ing-classes and the status of the country in
regard to the mechanical and chemical arts
would be greatly injured by the abolition of Ihe
Patent Laws, although they unanimously required
that those laws should be simplified and rendered
moi'e efficient. The Attorney-General gave every
attention to the deputation, and expressed his

general concurrence in the views put forward by
them, but stated that he did not yet know the
policy of the Government on this question,
although he individually was opposed to Mr.
Macfic's motion.
The Institution of Civil Engineers.—

On Tuesday evening Mr. C. H. Gregory, the presi-
dent of this society, gave the aimual conversazione
to the members and fi-iends of the Institution.

The Willis of the principal apartment in Great
George- street, Westminster, were hung with
modern pictures, lent for the occasion, and all the
rooms of the society's house were crowded with
models of inventions iu different branches of en-
gineering. Marine engines, caissons, pumps,
wire tramways, apparatus for the speedy and
effective distribution of liquid manure, as well as

a thousand other creatures of the iuvc;rlive

b''ain, were well represented ; and the chamber-s
of the society were tor two or three hours well
filled with men more or les-s known in the world
of science and scientific invention.

Machinery and Iron Work.—We have had
before us for some weeks Appleby's " Illustrated
Hand-book of Machinery and Iron Work," with
the cost, working expenses, aud results obtained in

the use of steam and land cranes, pumps, fixed and
portable steam engines, and various other machines.
It is one of the completest and most comprehen-
sive catalogues published, and no one can glance
over its 442 pages without being struck with the
vast variety of mechanical appliances which are
hourly in use iu this aud other countries in aiding
industry in prodncini; the wealth of the world.
The (Ecumenical Council.—The Tnhlet

says that the .architectural arrangements in St.

Peter's for the coming CEcumenical Council are
still under discussion, and that some modifications
of Vespignaui's plan have been made liy the
Pope. The public will be allowed to enjoy the
magnificent spectacle offered by the Navicella
traufcpt, at a distance which will preclude their
hearing any of the deliberations. A tent or " vela-

brum," which was talked of as a covering to the
assembly, has been discarded as injui'ious to the

sound, and a boarding of considerable height will

enclose three sides of the platform, the fourth
being open and only defended by a curtain.

the motto '• Yewtrcc," wa.-i ordered bv the committee
to he fi.iirtli in ord./r of merit.

iiiiMviu- X.iulaii h?ini|.~on, Esq., OTvuer of the
IJiilv I iiNiriin]! .,i(,iir i|ii:irrir-, itied on the 22nd inst.

Ilr «av ,1 ju^iir,' III' till' frail- aud alderman of the
Ijoron^ii ..t tiianil'ijr.l, uf wliiclr town he served the
office of m.ayor in 1S59 and again iu 18G5. In early

mairhood he was remarkably clever with his pencil,

from which be produced exfinisite views of his native
town and uei.n'hbourhooct.

5Ir. Gilliert Scott has been instructed to prepare
plans fur the restoration of Clirist Church Cathedral,
Oxforil.

Civita Vecchia has been lighted with gas.

The survey of Langport Levels, Somersetshire, has
been commenced by Mr. Bazalgette, the engineer
to the Metropolitan Board of '\^'orks, .and Mr. White-
head, C.E., county surveyor.

"Flint Jack," the archa-ological curiosity manu-
facturer, has again tiurned rip. He has been dis-

covered at a village in Yorkshire, driving a roaring
trade in forged implements and weapons.

f.ir ll,r la

at Strasbourg is said to be
at irow exhibiting in Paris for

ais. To hide a defect iu the
ills decided upon having a
Mil.-i lilicd 40,000 fr-anc.-!,"and

III) I I ikmakers and twcntv

%^i\ Itifiui

TENDERS.
Battle.—For offices lor F. Ellman, Esq. E, K.

Blessley, Architect. Eastbourn ; :—
Harrison, Cambjrwell £109115
K. f;ittiiiil.ii. IIa^ti^ns ISW
.T. I'rnlr-,, Ivi-tl.i.urnc 1729 15
,T. IIiiwi II, lla~liiii;s H98
A. \l.llrr. cliiti. 1444

T. Adams, Dre 1.313 10

G. \Vooil, liermondscy (accptd) 1297 10

Beaumaris.—For English Presbyteri.-m Church.
R. G. Thomas, architect, Slcnai Bridge :

—

Boundary
Church, walls. &c.

B Thomas £112.5 £103 (

W. George and Co.
T. W. Chester
W. T. Rogers
J.Rowlands
J. Thomas & Son
W. Jones
W. I'ritchard aud
Son (accepted) .

.

Brighton. — I'.ir

street. Br-i-liiiat. i'

G. I Ihi -mail
Ibi

1108 i:i

894
927
895

Total.
£ 12-28

1180 )3 8
952 15

895

707 52 817

hr crocrion of a house in Duke-
.\lv. ^^\a^l I Jilaijr ItifS supplied :

—
nil ( 11 £891)
Sun 850
M.u> 848W. l.laiccy

W. aud J. Garrett 8-28

Lockycr 817
Dean and Dickei-sou S15
R. ratching- and Sou 800

C. E. Kemp (accepted) 70:J

Brighton.— For alterations and additions at the
" Grey Houud Inn,'' East-street. Brighton. Quan-
tities not supplied :^

W. and J. Garrett £4r5
HoUoway aud Sou 40110
Eockyer 397
C. E. Kemp (accepted) 341

BunsLEM.—For manufactory at Dalehall, for Mr.
Gater. Mr. Maddock, architect, Hauley :

—
FIRST TENDERS.

Bibby £:«20
Blackhurst '. 3'250

Bowden 3150

Trow and Son 3 50

Bailey 2991

Benuctt and Cooke 2950

SECOND TENr>ERS.
Trow and Son £2380
Bennett and Cooke 2310

Bailey (accepted) 2205

Cardiff.—For building of warehouse, for Messrs.
Peakc Brothers, West Bute Dock, Cardiff. .T. Hartland,
architect. Quautities supplied :

T, Jones £819
Sheptou.

2

^ones Brothers 750
Seager (accepted) 75u u

Lock , 74S

E.\st DiLwicH.—For a house for Mr. Lauder. J:

*riin. Architect,
Miunai-d £016
Willes 595

Kustacc 513

Shaplcy aud Webster jai-ceptcd)

ell (too la

4^2
f.SO

448

he t'ljuucil of tile Soi i. ly i.f .Vrts have arranged
fur a couversazioue at the South Kensington Museum
Wednesday evening, the 23rd of June. Cards of
invitation will be issued iu due course.
The plan submitted by Mr. Ralph Nevill, of

Spring Gardens, for the Rotherham Hospital under

Bluudiiy

FARNn.\M.~For foi-iniu^ and constructing certain
ads aud footp-iths, and tlie supply of materials for

and theenctiun of certain fences and walls in con-
>n witli i^aiil roads, for the Farnham Local Board,
.. Haidiu" , Surveyor to the Board :—
Taylor, J. £820
I'erkii 771

Cokcr, J 740
Godilard, Geo 021

Barnctt, J. J 597
Dickinson and Oliver 5.S9

Duke, W 540
Bond, 11 500
Knight aud Stilt 498
Ilarris.J 49.1

Mesher, Geo 480
liiirnett aud Smith 475
Yates aud Itidgers 472
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Fakxiiaji.—For tlic I'lv.'tinn of :i l.ri.-k luiil-.-

with accessories, across tlie river AVey. for the i*'ani-

hain Local Board. 5Ir. Hector ilardiug, .Snrvejor to

the Board :—
Patrick.H £488 7
Taylor..! 405
Bond, II 4on
Harris, .T 443
rerkins.C 4:!8

Cokcr. .1 4:i0

Duke, W 410
Barnett, J. .1 40.i

Dickinson and Oliver 402
Goddard and Son ;ii<4

Yates ani\ Rid^'ers :i~.'i 10

Knijrlit and .Stiff :i71 18
Meshcr.Geo 31m U
Goddard, Geo :in

Feltham.— For finishing' Nos. 9 and 10, Florence
Villas. Feltham. Mr. iiobcrt P. Notley, Architect, 03,

Gracechurch-street, E.C. :

—

J. Mortcr £Sr,7

W.Fisher 4(17

J. 'Winterboru (accepted.) 3Sj

DONCASTER.—Accepted tender.*! for the erection of a
new " stand " on the race-course. Plans by the Boroujrh
Surveyor :—

Wood feener.il work) cC1271 I.t fi

Aspinall (plumber's work) .... 3iC

Total £1(518 15

GoDALMiNG.—ForConp^regfational Chapel and School.
Mr. W. F. PoultOD, architect:—

Loe £3318
Alfred and Doulton 3",'(mj

Hallett. ... :
."03

'

Moon 2.5'.'.t

Carter and Sons (accepted) 2450

GriLDFORD.—For the erection of a detached cottnEO
at Stoke, next Guildford, for Mr. Drury. Mr. H. Peak,
architect

Bristow and Burdett
T. and J. Loe

£->45 10

Dickinson (accepted)

Guildford. For alterations at No. CO, High-street,
Guildford. Mr. H. Peak, architect :

—

T. and J. Loe (accepted) £2.-13

HoLLOwAT.—For building 8 shops, and alterations
to houses 5 to 12, Belle Vue \ illas, Seven Sistcrs'-road.

£17.38

HiiLL.—For the erection of new Offices and Ware-
house, for Messrs. .Tanieson .and Co., Canniug-street,
Hull. Mr. W. Botterlll, arclilteet. Quantities sup-
I'lied :—

Hutchinson .£2079 o
W. and J. H.tll 20(iO 10 o
Jackson 2018
Marshall 1885 19 10
Siminson 1866
Frow 1851 5
Musgrave (.accepted) 18.54 6

TSLijJGTos —For Conference H.all and Dwcllins at
Mildmay Park, Islington. Messrs. Uahcrshon and
Pitc, architects;—

Hall. Dwelling. Total.
Grover £9900 £6090 .Cll'.i''"

Patman and Fotheringh.am 9800 5015 H^:.<
Cowland 9700 4875 14..;.

i

Webb and Sons 9750 4730 14480
Manley .and Rogers %00 4500 14100
P.attiusons 900O 5000 14000
Stains aud Sons 8998 4.so8 13S06
Shurman 8944 4814 13788
Nutt and Co 88fi» 4865 13734
Blackmoreand Movley .... 8700 47.30 13450
Goodman 8625 4822 1.3447
Crabb andVaughan 84.18 4924 nii'?
Temple and Forster 8580 4683 i ' :

Baker and Constable 8500 4450 i '
Forrest 8193 4685 I .-

Kilby 8213 4034 1->1.-

Carter and .Sons 8310 44.50 12r'Jo
Woods 7900 4400 12300
Turner 7?98 MOO 12198

ISLIKGTON.—For the erection of New National
Schools for the parish of St. Silas, for the Kev. J.
Wilkinson, M.A. Mr. Edwiu Clare, Architect. (Juan-
tltics supplied by 5Ir. Waymouth. After deduct ins
allowances respectively made for old materials
on the site, but including prices given for boun dary
walls:—

Herring
Foster
Williams and Son ....

Falrliall aud Wcekea
Webb
Dove Brothers

£2807
2198
2120
2079
2077
2025

London.—For building house, shop, and manufac-
tory, at 11.3, Shorcditcb, for Messrs. Levy and Sons.
Mr. Robert P. Notley, Architect. 53, (;racccliurch-
sircct, K. C. : —

Myers and Sons £lr49
Ball and Russell KHO
J. Maccy l.>ii

Colls and Sons : ].-i80

Browne and Robinson 1528
H. Hart 1520
Newman and Mann 1490
Turner and Sons 1

1.so
T. Bret: H50
Webb and Sous H 10
J. Morler (accepted.) 1317

T.owER Norwood,—For the erection of 4 pairs of
villas, and House, at Lower Norwood, for Messrs. J.
and J. Allen, Albert Bridgman, architect :—

King £4c,-,i

Dover 4618
Morrison 4.500
Pcrcival 4350

MAloFMir Mi.^For alteration and -.ejiairs to lliuli-

way House, for Captain John Leu :—
Cox (accepted) £175

SlAiDF.NiiEAD.—For the erection of Conservatory at
Boyne Lodge, for John Mills, Esq. :—

Cox (accepted) ,£55

Tl'Nbridge Wells.—For a villa residence, with
a conservatory and stabling, at Lannrton. near Tun-
bridge Wells, forSlessrs. Henry and llobert Goodsliam.
Sir. Williiini Bond, Architect. Quantities by Mr.
Albert Vicars; —
Wimiitrith £2247
Kdwards anil Walkling 2233 10 74
Strange 2190 12
Willicombe, Son, aud Oakley (accepted) 2130
Mercer 2125 11 8

W.ii.TON, Surrey.-For Gas-works, at Walton,
Surrey. Mr. Stevenson, Engineer ;

—

Sherwood £2728
Wright 24.35

Colliugs 2425
Kigby 2325
Quick 2282
Hivett 237J
Ladd 2250
Fill-ley : 2205
Harriss 2195
Bull * .Sons 2189
Nigbtingale — 2104

Walton-on-Thamfs asd Weybridge Gas
Works.—For erecting a retort hou.se aud other build-
ings. Mr. G. W. Stevenson, Engineer :

—

Sherwood £2728
Wright 2435
( ollins 2425
Kigby 2.!a5

Quick 2282
IHvctt 2271
Ladd 225l_)

Farley 220.j

Harris 2195
Bull and Sous 2189
Nightingale 2164

MEETINGS TOR TIIE ENSUING
WEEK.

Tuesday.—Anthropological Society, 8.

Thursday.—Linnean Society, 8.

Koval Institution. — Lecture by Professor
iyndall.L.L.D., F.R.S., 3.

S.iTURDAY.—Royal Institution.—"On Semitic Cul-
ture," by Euiiiuucl Dcutsch, Esq., 3.

COMPETITIONS.
ri.vMon July IK—For do8i«rns, plaus. and esti-

in:iti> liir :i now (iiiildliall. with law courts aud public
(.llicrs. FiiNt pivHiiiiin,.£100; second, £75; third, £50.
Mr. Wliitcford, town ck-rk, Guildhall, riymouth.
Lincoln.—June 14.—For plans aud desif^^ns for a

new church. Mr. T. Heffernan, Secretary. Lincoln.

r;r,AM'iKr..\N,—July L—Plans and Ppccifieniions for
ii-i I ii' ii.irish church of Lhiutrisaut. Kcv. J.
I' I hintrisaut Vicarage. I'outypridd.

1 lA, Pennsylvania, U. S.-September
1 I

'

; .-pecifioations, and estimates for new
)

I
I

' First premium, £400 ; second, £-100

;

iliii i ': nth, £100. For particulars, to H. C.
I'l! !

' V of Boai'd of Lommissiouers, SAY.
.(.I iiri (.1 w ,;lii!it and Filth Street, I*hiladelphia.

LoM>oN AM) County Land and Building Com-
pany, Limited.—June 26.-For plans for the best
and most proiitable way to arrange in Buildinj,-- Sites
their ground in Camomile-street. E.C. First premium,
£75; second, £50; third, £25. Mr, E. B. Sooker, 14,

Clemcnts-laue, E.C.

BinMiNciTAM.—.Tune 10.-For plans for the proposed
biiildin- or l-mrl rKljnniinGT the AVorkhouse. capable of
i''"nini'(! ,! 1" :•

•
( I'-lrptic pauper iuniatea, with the

m:i
:

,\ :!!,:,!n Tuompsou Clcrk to the

CONTRACTS OPEN FOB, BUILDING
ESTIMATES.

Ilkley.—June 15.—For the erection and comple-
tion of One. Two, or Tlu'ce Blocks of semi-detached
Villa residences in Parish Gill-road, Ilkley. Thomas
Marshall, architect, St. Mark's-road, Baybio Field,
Leeds.

AuKRDEEN IlARnoun.—June IS.—For the diversion
of the River Dec. and other works, J. Anj^-us, Clerk
to the Harbour Commissioners, Town House, Aber-
deen.

Admiralty.—June 1.—For (he supply ofo.600 Bolts
of Canvas. A. Brady, Superintendent of Contracts,
Whitehall.

City of London.—June 1.—For repairinj? the Car-
rinffc-ways of St. Paul's-churchyiird and Fleet-street.
J. Daw, Principal Clerk, Sewers Office, Guildhall.

Crrv OF London.-June 1.—For cleansing and ro-
pairiiip Sewerw. J. Daw, Principal Clerk, Sewers
Olficc, Gnildhal].

Coi.CHFSTF.K.-June 1.—For the Disposal of the
Town Sewage. H. S. Gottdy. Clerk to the Commis-
sioners, Xorth-hill, C"olchester.

Br.nronn.— June :t.— For the erection of the Xew
( niiun. I. i;il >, liools. Mr. J. Day, Architect, George
Sd.'cl. |;r(il,,,,i.

-- WKiiM V, I )L-of Wiiiht.—Jnne.l.—For the erection
(.1 a Tn\Mi i];,il. J. VV. Faidell, Clerk to the Board,
Sandown.
Bray.-May 31.—For the erection of a Boat-house

and Coastguard Stntion. K. Ilorneby, Secretarv,
Office of Public Works, Dublin.

HoRNSEY.—June I.—For Watering the Roads in
this Parish. W. Hammon<l, Clerk, High Street.
JHighgale.

lloiTri
.in.iin-.lionnia
of erection at Si

Caledonian
of Baskets. Itop
Hanmier Shrills

varii>us nt!u-r ^

om.-

•iE.—Mny :il,—For the cmistruction
.intern at the liuhthouse now in course
.Her I'uiut. K. Allen, Secretary.

lAii.w.vv. -:Mnv :!1.— Forthe supply
s. Cords, r.ru-ks. Chiy. Lime, Glass,
Iron riiaiu.-;. Tools, V;u*uishcs, and
ores. Jlr. A. Gii-son, Company's

lluchanan Street, (ilasgow.

rMvritsiTv ( oLi.EGE or Wales.—5Liv 31.—For
lini.lin.. th.' initinishfd portion of this Buil'ding. Mr.
<. .i(ui>- Ai( iiitect, Lewis Terrace, Aberystwith.

>i !, (IN vKi>, Shoreditcil—June 1.—For Dusting
an 1 ^ ,>. ii_.ai,'. W. G. Daries, Ve=try Clerk, Town
Hall, .-huredileh.

DoYcK.- June 0.—For the erection of two Cemetery
Chapels. Loilge, Walling, &c. ; also for forming Roads
aud Paths to proposed Cemetery. Mr. F. A. Klein,
Architect, HO Cannon Street, E.C.

Whiteciiapel.—Juno 10.—For construction of a
brick sewer, .tc, &q. J. Pollard, Clerk to the Metro-
politan Board of Works.
Islington.—June 4.—For painting and keeping in

repair the lanterns aud fittings of the gas lamps. J.
Layton, Clerk, Upper-street, Islinglou.

Sutton Coldfielo.—June ;i.—For the enlarge-
ments of Boldmcre Church. Rev. E. H. Kittoe, The
Vicarage, Boldmere, Sutton Coldfield.

Great Central Gas Company.—June 9.—For
the tar manufactured at their works for the yeai- end-
ing July, 1870. Secrctai'y, Office of the Company, -28,

Colcmau-street, E.C.

Ramsgate.—May 31,— For tlie supply of one him-
dred tons of best picked S.Jin. tooled York paviug.
G. M. Hinds, Town Surveyor, Ramsgate.

Devizes, Wilts.—June ;i.— For the construction of
brick and earthenware pipe sewers. W. H. Weaver,
Surveyor, Devizes.

Wolverhampton.— June 7.—For the construction
of about tive thousand yards of brick sewer and four
hundred and tliirty yards of pipe sewer with overflow
weir, manhole shafts, and ventilators, and other
works. H. Underbill, Town Clerk, Town Hall, Wol-
verhampton.
CiiUDLEinn. Devon.—June 1-3.-For repairs ami

.nlter.'ition.s to the parish church. Mr. G. B, Ellicombe,
Chuiriiiau to the Chudleigh Advowson Trustees, Itock-
land^, Chudleigli, Devon.
Whitfield. — June S. — For rebuilding Whitfield

Church, Churchwarden of Whitfield, Mr. Brackley,
Northamptonshire.
Birmingham.—June 2.—For paint'ng, papering,,

whitewashing, and other work at the BuTningham Bar-
racks. Col. W. G. Uamlcy, Royal Engineer Office,
Manchester.
London and South Western Railway,— June

3.—For the purchase of olil iron, brass, copper, steel,,

and ro])c. Mr. F. Clarke, Secretary, Waterloo Bridge
Station.

CoLciiESTER.—May .11.—For the erection of a fence
at the Cavalry Barracks. Commanding Officer, Royal
Engineer Office, Colchester.

E.\..STLEiGH.—June 5.—For the erection of a school
class ioom and offices. Mr. C. N. Beazley, WC, Guildfort!-
street, Russell-square.

Hailsham, Sussex.—June 14.—For the restoration
of the paiisli church. H. E. Rumble, architect, East-
bourne, Sussex.

Upottery, Devonshire.—For the erection of four
cottages, Messrs. Thynne and Th^nne, 11, Great
George" btrcet, Westminster.

i.'i ri! 1 Ki[ \ M. Yoi:k-im i:!: - For the erection of a
^i Habeishon and Pitc,

,(! .. ,- i:i... ,. :! , :nv.^yx•.

M
:

., M II :!
I \ ,'11- 1.-For forming roads

nii'l
]

M!in 111 |)i;. sewers on ihe Victoria Land and
Jm^ ;i(:i Id I (>ni]i ny*B Estate. Mr. R. L. Curtis, Sur-
\ ( , I I. ii-c : rt, Old Broad-strcct, E.C.

i;!,iui!ii.. Fo:- he supply of about 200.000 best stock
bricks. F., RcdUili Post-olfico,

North London Railm'.vy.— June 1. — For the
erection of a new fetation at Barusbury. Mr. R. W.
3Iausel, Secretary, Euston Station, N.W.
Oakthorpf, Derryshire.—For the erection of a

r.Qw Weslcyan Chapel. Mr. N. Joyce, architect, Staf-
ford.

Lincoln.—June .1.—For the erection of stabling,
cattli- pens, boundary fencing, and other wooden
erection?;, for the show to be heldoi the South Common.
Mr. S. L'pton, Secretary, 51, Mouks-road, Lincoln.

Hi I'l^EKsriELD.-.Uine 12,—For alterations r.ud ad-
ditions to Mciiton Lod-c, Hoar Huddersfleld. John
Barker arcliitect, Town Hall. Mirfield.

Witiierid(;e. 1>[:von.—For rebuilding the Angel
Hotel, lor John I'artridge. Esq. George Packham,
architect aud surveyor, 2.), Queen-street, E.\ctcr.

Lichfield.—June '.».—For the erection of farm
buildin?s and residence at ^^'eUord l*ark, near Lich-
field, for Mr. A. K. Slanley. Mr. W. Sugdeu, architect.
Leek.

Dr.voN?ninr. — Juno ."•. —For ve-building fiirm-
lii^n^i ' T(Miiiil(liii'_- ni Tbi!' .11,. !> i:r-|iniriujr house
aii'i '

'I .-Mi''. ; I .
: Hole Farms.

i::i:i :
. V. . . 1 ii..i; .

. )>. the rcctory,
and ici.Mun:. iU. vrrU-ry i,. ,u -,:,,,.

, , , .inises. Bridg-
f..r.U,iet(r. Ih vuii. tni tiie i;e\. H. i;iik. GCOrgcPaCk-
hani, aichitcct ami MU-veyur, Kxeter.

BANKRUPTS.
[Friday, May 31.]

rARTNERSIlIP DLSSOLVEn.
Ritson and Beldon, Neweaslle-upou-Tyne, bnildorp.

TO SURRENDER AT DASINGIIALL-STREET.
Blake. James, Whcelcr-street, Shoieditch, and Lry-

ton, gaslitter. June 7, at 12—Coombes. Robert. Ham-
mersmith, builder, Juno 7, at 1— Hillyard, Mnrtin,
Alpha-terrace, Hornfoy, builder, June 7. at 12—Hunt-
ley, Acton, John, bricklayer, June 4, at 2.

'
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HANDBOOK TO THE CATHEDRALS
OF ENGLAND.*

Northern Division.—Part II.

—

Dl'rh.im,

Chester, and JL\nchester.

second notice,

THE acconnt of the Iiistoiy and fabric of

the noble Cathedral of Duvliani, given

l)y Jlr. King in this volume, is especiall}' full

and interesting. The author has in its com-
pilation benefited gi-eatly bj' the valuable

assistance of the Rev. W. Greenwell and Mr.

\V. H. D. Longstaife, who are eminent local

antiquarians. In scale and importance Dur-

ham ranks among the first of English cathe-

drals. This is evident from a glance at its

ground-plan, the area of which is but little loss

tiiat of York. For grandeur of situation it

may, without question, claim pre-eminence,

since not even Lincoln on its " sovereign

hill" can compete with it upon this ground. The
view of the city from Framwell G-ate Bridge

is exceedingly imposing. The church stands

completely across the promontory around
which the Wear sweeps so suddenly that both

the east and west fagades rise abruptly fi'om

its precipitous cliffs, and the beautiful wooded
banks of the river and ruins of the ancient

Castle combine to render the scene one' of the

finest in the kingdom. The actual apjiroach

to the Cathedral, however, is disappointing

;

the north side is somewhat monotonous in

design, and lacks any prominent feature,

having had all its details spoiled by Wyatt's

injudicious restoration. At the end of the last

century, Durham, together with Elj', enjoyed a
distinction from other English dioceses, in

being the only Prince Bishoprics ; and, in com-
pany with Canterbury, Worcester, Norwich,
and some others, it united with its Cathedral
establishment a large monastery as well—

a

feature which was very imusual in other

countries besides England, andwhich demanded
a large and special accommodation. Of the

buildings necessitated liy these circumstances

a considerable portion remains, owing to the

aiTangement by which, on the suppression of

the convent, the last prior became the first

dean. The refectory, dormitory, deanery,

and a noble kitchen have thus been fortu-

nately preserved, together with many most
valuable treasures in the library. The pre-

sent Cathedral was commenced in 1093, by
Bishop Carileph, by whom the work was carried

from the choir to the transept. Flarabard,

the next bishop, built the nave up to the roof

(1099—1128) ; the roof and western towers
followed in succession, but their date is not
known.
The Norman church, then, consisted of a

triple-apsed choir, low central tower, .tran-

septs with eastern aisles, and nave with two
western towers, and Chajiter House, which was
built between 1133 and 1143. The character
of this Norman work differed materially from
the tyj^es both of the Eastern and Western
English Cathedrals. The main arcade has, in

distinction to the former of these, more pro-
minence in height compared with the triforium

and clerestory, and yet not so great as to

sacrifice those features, as is the case generally

in tlie latter ; and the ornamentation of its

piers with indented zig-zag and lattice work,
is peculiar. The internal effect tluis produced
is eminently satisfactoiy and dignified. The
alternation of massive circular and shafted
piers would seem to point to hexapartite vault-

ing having been intended, in which case Dur-
ham would be the sole instance of so early an
English church having been proposed to be
vaulted with stone.

The work of the nave is more ornamented
than that of the earlier choir, and its cleres-

tory is different in design. The Norman wurk
of the transepts is the plainest of all, as if

from exhaustion of means, and these were pro-

bably intended to have had flat wooden ceil-

ings. The central tower arches are unusually

lofty (70ft.), artd a*e very plain, but impres-

sive in effect.

The vaulting of the nave and choir aisles is

Norman, but the nave and transept were
vaulted quadripartitely, with pointed main
arches to the foi'mer, but circular in the latter,

which wore the first executed in Transitional

—work about 1233-1244.

The choir vaulting is of the Decorated
period (1289^1.907), enriched with bosses of

rich foliage and dog (ootli oniament. The
Galilee is ajmost remarkable work of the style

of the Transition (115.3—1193), built "by

Bishop Pudsey or Hugh de PuLset. This pre-

late cummenced a Lady chapel to the east of

tlie Cathedral, but discontinued it, as its

foundation gave way, and he afterwards built

the existing Galilee at the west end. There is

some dispute as to the object of this building,

which Mr. King states was called after
" Galilee of the Gentiles," as somewhat less

sacred than the rest of the Cathedral, and he
quotes a description of It as " a work into

which women might lawfully enter," although

not allowed ijo approach the more holy places.

All this seenis inconsistent with its being, as

our author supposes, specially intended to

serve as a Lad^ chapel. It is a rectangular

structure, as wide as the nave, four bays in

length and five in width, a fine and curious

example of Transition Norman, with richly

zig-zagged semicircular arches, originally

carried on piers composed of two slender

shafts of Purbeclc marble. These Bishop
Laugley (1406—1437) altered, by adding to

the detached pier two more shafts of stone,

which have detracted much from the elegance
and lightness of the design.

The Early English style is seen in its fullest

and most exquisite development in the " nine
altars," which form a transeptal building at

the east end. It was commenced by Bishop
Richard le Poore (1229—1237), but was not

completed until 1278, the latter portions

becoming Early Decorated in cliaracler.

The bays are divided by groups of shafts

alternatelj' of stone and marble, with richly

carved capitals, and a lovely wall arcade runs
beneath the range of lancet windows, above
which in the central bay there is a large wheel
window, 30ft. in diameter. The vaulting of this

bay, with double ribs rising up to arichly-carved

coronal of foliage as a keystone is very beautiful.
Only the entrance to the Chapter House re-

mains, but a view is given in the work of the

interior, copied from an old drawing. The
cloisters are of poor character, but enclose an
inieresling lavatory of marble in the centre.

The refectory, on its south side, is now used as

a library
; the cellarage below it is Norman, of

very early character. To the west is the
dormitory, now known as the new library,

(dates fi'om 1398—1404) which has, however,
traces of Norman work. The prior's house, the
monastic kitchen, the relics of St. Cuthbert, and
the ancient monuments are other treasures of

Durhamwhich we have only space to enumerate.
Mention is made in the work of Mr. Scott, as

connected with several recent judicious restora-

tions, but we regret the omission of the name
of Mr. Robson, to whom gi'eater credit is due
for his careful conduct during the time that
le held the oflice of cathedral architect. He
las been succeeded by Jlr. C. Hodgson Fowler,
and many interesting discoveries have been
recently made through tlie researches, which
have not been relaxed.

The general aspect of Chester Cathedral,
built of ruddy but decaying sandstone, is a
strong contrast to the cold grey pile of Durham.
It is also considerably smaller in scale, and far
less fortunate in its site and sun-oundings than
that cathedral. Tliis sec was only founded
by Heni-y VIII. in 1041, until which period the

church had belonged to the Benedictine

Monastery of St. Werburgh, Chester being then
in tlie diocese of Lichfield and Coventry.
The neighbouring church of the Monastery of

St. John the Baptist was previously made a
cathedral when the Norman Bishops of Lichfield

for a time transferred the see to Chester, but
the re-building of that church on an ap])vopriate

scale then commenced was afterwards aban-
doned, to be completed on a smaller scale by
its monks. These facts acconflt for the com-
parative .absence of work of that early date in

the exirting cathedral, and the firat style ex-
hibited in its structure upon any scale is the

Early English. The whole eastern jiortioii is

of this character, and very good of its kind, but
the remainder, of Decorated and Perpendicular
work, is not remark.able, and the unfinished state

of the nave detracts greatly from its interior

effect. The main arcade is somewhat poor,

Decorated, with a lofty clerestory above, with
a large Perpendicular window in each bay.

The springers for a contemplated vaulting,

rest on slender vaulting shafts rising from the

base of each pier. The choir, which is finer,

is open eastward into the Lady chapel as at

Hereford, but by a single arch. The uortii

arcade is richer than that on the south side,

and indeed there is a curious variation in its

details throughout, .showing that the period of

its erection was an extended one, and attended

by constant changes, probably fi'oni lack of

funds, as the work seems to have become less

elaborate as it proceeded, and the earlier is in

every way the better.

The stalls are a goid exajmple of the ricli

Perpendicular woodwork (if the fifteenth century;

the other fittings of the choir are either modern,
of indifferent character, or have been tampered
with.

The Lady chapel, which 'fias been restored

by Mr. Scott, and elaborately decorated by
Mr. Octavius Hudson, is a sumptuous Early

English work, resembling that of Hereford in

arrangement, being open, as described, to the

choir, and also by ils two western bays to the

aisle on either side. Its reredos is from the

design of Mr. A. Blomfield, executed in glass

mosaic. The coloured treatment of the ribs of

the vaulting is a reproduction of the ancient

patterns discovered on them. Our author

does not express an opinion as to the artistic

effect of these works further than that he says

the reredos is effective, and its colour good,

and our own reminiscences of it, gained at a

period when it was only in progress, do not

enable us to supply the deficiency, but we can

heartil}' endorse his remarks on the modern
stained glass in the Cathedral, which we
quote:

—

The windows throughout the aisle are filled with
stained glass. . . . These windows, like others

throngliout the church, are of course of various degi-ees

of merit, but ttie general effect is most unsatisfac-

tory. The great error here, as at Ely and elsewhere,

has been in permitting the employment of various

artists, whose designs and modes of colouring differ

widely. In all such cases the result is to produce an
exliii li"! '

'
1 r.r the most part a very bad o:io) of

si.n; I iither than a grave ami impressive

uni. 1 !.,,, i , .. III. !i might well be allowed to vary with

eaL-ii ^:i"ii Ai\ isiun of the clmrcb, but should always

be in keeping with it.s architecture.

The north transept, projecting in two narrow
bays beyond the aisle, is the most complete

portion of the Norman Church remaining, but

the south transept, or Church of St. Oswald,

by its unusual size, is a special feature of this

Cathedral. It projods four bays, and has

eastern and western aisles, and is the work of

the fourteenth and lifteeuth centuries.

The Chapter House deserves careful exami-
nation, its proportions and details being very
beautiful. It is a parallelogram of three bays
of fine Early English work, with a large vesti-

bule of the same date attached to it. Mr.
King rightly says :

" It is much finer than the
Early English work at the eastern end of the

choir, and, indeed, the most striking portion
wliich remains either of the church or of the
buildings attached to it." A view of its in-

terior is given in the work.
The monastic buildings at Chester are in the
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unusual position of the north side of the i been published in detail in that by Messrs,

Cathedral instead of the south. The cloisters Bowman and Crowther, entitled " Churches of

are indilferent Late Perpendicular, but they

contain a rich English recessed lavatory, with

deep moulded arches and clustered shafts, and
a fine portal to the refectory. The refectory

was 90ft. long by 34ft. wide, of Late Early
English work, with Perpendicular alterations.

It still possesses an architectural gem in good
jircservation—the stone pulpit for the lectern,

with its staircase. The author says :
—" The

ciuly refectoiy pulpit which can be at all com-
pared with this is that in what is now the

parish church at Beaulicu, in Hampshire, but

anciently the refectorj' of the Cistercian abbey
there." A view of it is given in the work,
and detailed drawings of it in " Dollman's
Pulpits."

Chester cannot boast of many miuor trea-

sures. A cupboard with doors covered with rich

Early ii-onwork is, howovfer, worth a pil-

grimage to see.

Manchester Cathedral is the smallest and
least important of those noticed in this hand-

book. It is, in fact, only the ancient church

of the rectory, which was converted into a col-

legiate church in 1422, and into a lat'icdr.al

in 184S, when the .see was founded. Mr.

King remarks of it :
— '• The original plan con-

sisted of nave and choir of equal length, with

.side aisles and a western tower ; there were no

tr.ansepts. After the church was thus com-
pleted chapels were founded and added, so as

to form double aisles to the naves and to the

choir, and at the end a Lady chapel was erected.

The result is the [iroduction of a ground-plan

somcwhatunusu.al in England. . . . Although

of rich and stately Perpendicular work, it pos-

sesses none of the features which ought to

mark the cathedral of a great see." The in

terior is an cfTcctive one of its class, and the

•e'loir contains remarkably fine stall work of a

Bomewhat similar character to that of Chester,

but very much richer. These are seen in the

view of the choir given iu this work, and have

the Middle Ages." The western and only

tower is a modern one, fairly in character with

the old work, by Mr. Holden, the Chapter archi-

tect. An old Perpendicular one which had
fallen into decay was removed to make way
for it, the necessity for which has been dis-

puted.

We now take leave of the handbook from
which we have extracted the above particulars,

with the full impression that its author and
publi.shor have provided by it a work much
wanted by the public in a very creditable

manner.

THE PARKS OF PAPJS.

IN our issue of last week we endeavoured to

notice, in a cursory manner, all the sub-

jects of which Mr. Robinson treats in his able

work. Under such circumstances it was im-
po.ssible to do full justice to any one of them.

We projiose to deal with that which may
reasonably be considered the leading and most
important subject ;

we refer to what is gene-

rally known as landscape gardening. Now, to

avoid all mistake, it must be premised that

what is termed landscape gardening by no
means implies of necessity the formation of a

park of large size, nor, indeed, a garden of any
inordinate dimensions. The true landscape

gardener will, in all likelihood, make a garden

in Park-lane which shall be picturesque and in

harmony with its surroundings, while an ordi-

nary gardener, though skilful in his craft,

will utterly fail to do .so. He looks to his

walks simpl}' a.s walks, and to his borders and
beds simi)ly as such, but of their relation one
to the other or to surrounding objects it is

rare to fiud him entertaining any idea what-
ever. It will be found, on inquiry, that all

improvements in cities involving the introiluc-

tion of gardens, parks, squares, fountains, and

open spaces, more or less adorned with
greenery, are the suggestions of architects and
landscape gardeners, and that the gardener^Jiir

et simple has had little to do with them. Mr.
Robinson's work contains many examples of

.sufli city improvements, and also such as may
lie ^aid til be in the environs rather than the

snburlis of Paris. These, for the most part,

fairly come under the head of landscape gar-

dening, and in that relation we propose to con-

sider his book.

"There is," he sa3's, " no need to expatiate

on the necessity of a thoroughly good system
of public gardening in the gi-eat cities of a

wealthy and civilised race, nor to describe the

want of it in our own case—this is painted but

too ]ilainly on the faces of thousands in our

densely-packed cities, in which the active

brain and heart of the country are continually

being concentrated." This is a truism. There
is no need to expatiate on such a necessity, and
there is still less need to expatiate on his

somewhat Utopian idea of substituting for

the "vast expenditure for ar.senals, armies,

fleets, and fortifications" some scheme " which
may render possible in our cities the rearing

of worthy representatives of the Enghsh
race." Jlr. Robinson's idea is that we
may be mainly made jocund by the intro-

duction of little green spots of breathing

space, broad streets planted with stately trees,

or, in his own words, " noble tree-planted

roads," and he fervently hopes that the time

may come when every city may be made
" something besides a place for all to live

out of who can afford it." With all

this, there is little whereat to object, and
it may be well to pass at once to the

special examples and particular instances

of French landscape gardening of which Mr.
Robinson's book contains a store. Writing of

the system of mixed borders in the Gardens of

the Louvre, he tells us '' it is a combination

of circle and mixture and ribbon quite unprac-

tised with us. Along the middle of the borders

we have a line of permanent and rather large-

growing things—roses, dahlias, neat bushes of

althsea frutex, and small Pereian lilacs. The
lilacs might be thought to grow too gross for

such a position, but by cutting them into the

heart as soon as they have done flowering, the

bedding plants start with them on equal terms,

and the lilacs do not hurt them by jnishing out

again, and make neat heads prepared to bloom
well again the following spring. Thus they

have along the centre of each border a line of

green and pointed subjects, which always save

it from over-colouring, and then undenieath

they lay on the tones as thick as need be.

Around each bu.sh or tall plant in these bor-

der's are placed rings of bedding plants,

fuchsia, veronica, heliotropum, chrysanthe-

mum grandiflorum and foeniculaceum, the

outer spaces between the rings being filled with

plants of other sorts. Then follows a straight

line of jielargoniunis—scarlet, white and rose,

mixed plant for plant. Outside of that, a band
of Irish ivy, pegged close to the eai-th, and
pinched two or three times a year, and finally,

on the walk side, an edging of rustic irons else-

where described." This is certainly a novel

mode of treating borders, but doubtless a very
good one, the lilacs being ke]it down and made
round-headed. Regarding tlio private garden
of the Eivqieror, Mr. Robinson, ever ready to

find instances to support his cheap system of
producing a pleasing etfect, remarks, " It is

well worth visiting, if only to seethe way the

ivy edgings are used. There are no beds, only

borders—these touching the gravel walk and
being edged with box. Then on the bright

gravel itself, or apparently so, they lay down a

beautiful dark green baud of ivy, of course

allowing, in the laying down of the walk, for

the sp.ace thus occupied." This ivy band sets

the border in a kind of frame, and the effect is

most pleasing. Passing over hia description of
the Bois de Boulogne, as cockneyfied an affair

as ever w;is devised, and as much opposedto the

spirit of true landscape gardening as it is possible

to conceive, we come to the Pare Mongeau, the
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most beautiful gardea in Paris. Laid out iu

1778 for Philippe Egalite as an English garden

,

and now in the hands of the municipality of

Paris, this garden is most expensively kept up
;

indeed, its character is sub-tropical. Setting

aside this character, there are many features in

this little park of which English gardeners

would do well to take note. Ourauthorsays :

—

" One of the most useful and natural ways
of diversifying and dignifying a garden, and

one that we rarely
F>G- '--• or never take ad-

vantage of is seen

here. It simply

consists in placing

really distinct and
handsome plants

alone upon the

grass to break the

monotony of clump
margins, and of everything else. Nothing,

for instance, can look better than a well-deve-

loped tuft of the broad-leaved acanthus lati-

folius springing fi'om the turf not far from
the margin of the walk ; and the same is true

of the yuccas, tritomas, and other things of

like character and hardiness—see fiig. 22,

which gives an example of groups and single

Fig. 23.

Yucca flacciila.

Arundo Donax variegal a. \ ''^

Eatinospora, sp;

*
\''''>

Acanthus Lusitanicus. * \'^6„
Pampas grass. \.^'.

Canna nigricans. Group of Tritcma grauili

* *

Statiec latifolia. Rheum Emodi. Ferula glauca.

Fine herbaceous and other plants isolated on the

grass.

specimens of plants isolated on the gi'ass.

Fig. 2.3 still more plainly shows what may be
done on a sweep of grass by means of these

isolated plants. In the case of the yucca and
variegated arundo, groups of four or five may be
used to form one mass, " but everything should

be perfectly distinct and isolated, so that a person

could freely move about among the plants with-

out touching them." Fig. 24 illustrates this sys-

tem of planting distinct groups of the same
plants. Mr. Robinson says :

—" If anybody will

select some open, grassy spot in a pleasure-

gi'onnd—some spot considered unworth3'of orna-

menting it—andplanta gronpof three plants of

it—the Japanese polygonum—leaving 15ft.

or so between the stools, a distinct aspect of

vegetation will be the result." Asregards this

cut, no landscape

gardener can doubt
th it the position of

the plants is cor-

rect, and the selec-

tion is almost a

matter of indiffer-

ence In any of the

po^ltlons marked, a

\ ucca, a dwarf pine,

I tuft of pampas
glass, a golden
thu] a, an Irish j uni-

jiei 01 a yew, would
inswerallpui'poses.

The savin, the juni-

Liub squamata,

and, above all, the kindly cotoneaster, are not

mentioned. But the author says :
—

" If one

who knew many plants were arranging them
on the ground, and had a la-ge stock to select

from, he might make no end of striking

eilects." Passing to the Pare des Buttes

Chanmont, Mr. Robinson takes occasion to

show the faulty way in which French land-

scape gardeners expose the paths, and their

fondness for " symmetrical twirlings." The
cut fig. 25 explains his meaning. Now, the
planting shown in the cut is about as bad as it

could be, but there is nothing wrong, as far as

the plan shows, with the sj-mmetrical twirl-

ings, Would i\Ir. Robinson have the twirlings

uusj'mmetrical, or would he dispense with
curves altogether, and have straight lines and
right angles ? There may be too many paths

;

indeed we are of that opinion, but a more
gracefid set of curves can scarcely be devised,

and " symmetrical twirling" is mere rubbish,

and one of the instances of flippancy with

by the aid of living specimens and all the
necessary material." The audience is described-

Fin. RH. 3.S being numerous-
and attentive. We
believe that a nume-
rous and attentive

audience would be
collected were a si-

milar plan adopted iu

Regent's-paik. Mr.
Robinson now takes

us into the heart of the
city, to the Square St.

UUj

which the work al " unds. Fig. 32 is a plan of tlie

Luxembourg (Tar('en as recently altered. The
fi'ontispiece of tl e work shows the celebrated

fountain of .Jac(;ues Debrosse. We are in-

formed that " ni morons amateurs and others

go to the Luxembourg to hear M. Riviere,

the superintcm'ent, deliver his free lectures,

which arc thwcuehly practical, and illustrated

.Jacques. It is entirely open, very much as-

Paddington-green is, only without the railings.

Fig. ,3.3 shows a portion of the margin of a

Parisian square, but its meaning is by no means

clear. The author takes this opportunity to

suggest that all tlie London squares should

be thrown entirelyopen, that the railingsshould

be removed, and that ail^ should enter
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and depart at their own sweet wills. Paris

is a city exccssivement bien policec, but

there are grave objections to throwing open,

night and day large squares such as lUissell

and Grosvenor-squares. Red Lion-square
might be opened with advantage, but we know
of no other where the scheme could possibly

Fig. 34.

answer. Fig. 34 shows a portion of a Parisian

square, with the walk widened to form a play-
ground, with seats and shade-giving trees, so

that the children lind little playgrounds v.-ith-

oat going on the grass. The cut explains
itself. The idea is uncommonly good. The
entire plan of the Square dos BattignoUes, of

BUILDERS' HARDWARE IN THE SOUTH
STAFFORDSHIRE E.XHlBmOX.

L

—

Locks akd Keys.

THOSE who complain that the locksmiths,

as a class, have degenerated since the

days of Regnier, M.ark Scaliot, and other

notable craftsmen of the olden time, could not

fail to acknowledge the injustice of iheir criti-

cism after even a cursory view of the lock

tro]jl]y displayed by Messrs. Chubb in the

Hardware Court of tiie South Staffordshire Ex-
hibition. It is but fitting that an exhibition

held in Wolverhampton—the great metropolis

of the lock trade—should contain as a con-

spicuous contribution a collection of locks iiiid

keys ; and it equally follows that Messrs.

Chubb and Son, whose factoiy in Horsley-

fields, attracts the notice of every visitor to the

town by rail, should fiirnisli the chef d'oeiivrc

in the collection. Those who with such ex-

pectations visit the Exhibition will not be

disappointed.

Messrs. Chubb's case is lillcd with an

artistically-arranged colleciion of their locks

and keys in every variety of outline and con-

struction. We can, of course, only allude

specially to a few of the more prominent speci-

whicli the preceding cut represents a corner at

large, is given in tig. .'35. It is a representative

specimen of French landscape gardening. It

contains over three acres of ground, without

taking into consideration the wide promenades
planted with trees outside. It cost no less than

£60,000, and is as bad as it can stick together.

The French have no idea of the treatment of

water. It will be seen from the cut that the

central path follows the water in all its

sinuosities, as the drive round the lake in the

Bois de Boulogne does in like manner ; in the

Bois de Vincennes it is tlio same thing; in fact

we do not liclieve there is a single foreign ex-

ample where this evil system docs not prevail.

You should alternately approach the w.ater and
recede from it. At times it should bo com-
pletely concealed ; at times the spectator should

follow its very edge. Variety is thus obtained,

and the monotony of even the simplest sheet

of water is avoided. There is no piece'of water
in the world which is so well treated .is the

lake in Birkenhead Park. In their arrange-
ments of streets, their construction of squares,

their boulevarts, and theirfountains, theFrench
undoubtedly surpass us, but in their parks
and even their gardens, setting aside pure
horticulture, they cannot compare with us. It

appears to be a thing that they imperfectly
understand, and Mr. Robinson's valuable book
confirms us in that opinion.

mens. Tlio ceremonial key presented by the

committee to Ear! Ciranville on the opening
day was made by Messrs. Chubb, and is chaste

in design and ornamentation.

Some admirable specimens of revived metal
work in the Byzantine and Gothic styles are
conspicuous for their elaborateness. One, in

the Florentine style, the works of which are

encased in polished walnut, ornamented by
riclily-cut steel of verj' elaborate design, and
burnished to the brilliance of a mirror, is also

wr>rthy of special mention. As for the rest,

wo find an almost bewildering variety of
Chubb's " detector locks," secure night latches

(with the small keys held in such abhorrence
liy Mrs. Caudle), and last, and literally least,

is one we must not overlook. It is a detector

lock, of such tinj' dimensions, as to admit of

its being set in an ordin.iry finger ring in place

of a jewel. This is a rival to the IVIark Scaliot's

lock of traditional lore, which consisted of
•' eleven pieces of iron, steel, and brass, all of
which, with a pipe-key, weighted only two
grains of gold." The latter story, however,
dates from Elizabeth's time, and as its wonder
has doubtless increased by age, we would add
that it should be taken with a gi'ain of salt.

In the adjoining case ol Mr. George Price

arc some curious ancient keys, one of which,

having not less than six rows of wards, is

forged from solid iron; and is suiiposed to

have belonged to some public building—pos-
sibly Wulfram's monastery, in Wolverhampton,
in an age long gone by. Near these, and in

suggestive proximity to Mr. Price's locks, are

shown a variety of skeleton keys, taken from
Manchester burglars by Captain Palin. A
huge lock, with proportionately large keys, is

exhibited. 'I'lic latter reminds one of the key
S7ipcr Immali-m, or " fit to be borne on the

shoulder" carried by the priestess of Nicippe,

as sung by Callimachus in his " Hymn to

Ceres." Among the locks of Mr. Price's own
manufacture, many of which are reaJly ex-

cellent s])eoimens, the famous "Ne Plus

Ultra Lock," well known to many of our

readers, occupies a prominent place.

Messrs. Carpenter and Co. (Willenhall), in

an unpretentious case, exhibit some very
creditable specimens of warded locks. Chief

among these are some beautiful examples of

ornamentally japanned locks, in orange, blue,

green, &c., relieved by floriated and Grecian
border lines, which show in great contrast with

the ordinary locks, coated with unrelieved

black varnish. There are also some very good
examples of brass locks of ornamental outline,

and of church door locks embedded in polished

oak, with brass mountings.

The " Citadel" lock, exhibited by Mr. Hodg-
son the patentee, has some points of merit.

The main feature of this lock is the wedging
of the bolt when it is locked out, by means of

a block or wedge carried liy a lever, which acts

imd(.ineath the bolt, ami which descends behind

it, theieby securely wedging the bolt in its

position This ingenious addition to ordinary

levels and detectors must certainly impart to

the lock great additional security.

Ml David Bate contributes a good assort-

ment (it locks and latches on the well known
] mil iples of BaiTon and Bramah, with a very

cMtlknt French letter pad-lock on the old

Hutch model. Mr. James Gibbons has a fair

sliiiw lit inedifeval pattern Gothic locks andkeys,

111(1 Ml C. II. Robbins has an equally creditable

disphy of mortice, door, and sash locks.Messrs.

C3UIS Price and Co., the well known safe

makers, exhibit in conjunction with those

articles some choice bank locks, warranted fire,

thief, and guujiowder proof. The Wolver-
liaiiii>toii Plate Lock Co., the only association

of the kind in the lock trade, have a case of

improved plate locks, mostly, however, of ordi-

nal v patterns. Jlessrs. Harper and Co. (Wil-

Inili.ill), Mr. George Harley (Wulverhamp-
t.iii), and Mr. Samuel Pickering (Wednesfield),

are also among the exhibitors in this section,

and add their contributions to a display of locks

and keys probably unequalled, certainly un-

surjiassed at any previous Exhiliition either in

Loudon or the provinces.

The improved outline and omamentation of

the keys, such as beaded shanks and floriated

and Gothic bows, as well as a great variety of

surface decoration on the locks themselves,

show that since the Great Exhibition of^ 1851,

the locksmiths of this district, while maintain-

ing intact the security and durable character of

their products, have borrowed a leaf from the

book of their continental rivals in the matter

of ornamentation and general design.

CHURCHES, ASD A SUGGESTED NEW
A1!1!.VN(;EME»T.

I
DO not know how there could well l>e anything

more interesting than a plain liistoiy of the

foiins and arrangements and practical uses of

temples aud churches, throughout all times and

places, from the very CBilicst records and reniaius

down to the present time. One phase of it cer-

tainly woidd be of snriassing interest, aud not a

iittlo curious—the vast change that has taken

place between the past and present. In olil days,

whatever may have hcon the delnsiciis and

mistakes, one thing is ccrtjiiu—th.at the f 'mis and

arrangements of tlie liuildinj;s dcvutul to religious

uses were dictated by the ueecs>ities of eacli case,

and l\v the retiuireiiieul.-- of each doctriue. whether

true or fidse ; but, in these mouein days, tliis is re-
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Tersed. Ourclinrehes andplacesof religionsworsliip

seem to be, for the most part, first built in direct imi-

tation of some [irevious and exisdug fonns, and
then, when built, the problem presents itself, what
to do in them, and what form of doctrine to in-

culcate whereby to compel, as it were, the fomis
and an-angements to become matters of positive

and actual utility, and sometimes of material
meaning. There is no more interesting subject
within the domain of architecture than this, for

what would be done without church building and
architecture in these days, for whole neighbour-
hoods are yearly brought into existence wherein no
architect would ever find a vocation were it not
for the new church in it.

Modurn church architecture may, we think, be
fairly divided into that which prevailed before the
revival of Gothic church architecture, and that
which has been in vogue since—in other words
into Renaissance church architecture and into,

Gothic church architecture. The first mav be
typified by such a church as St. James's, Picca-
dilly, and by St. Sepulchre's, Newgate-street. On
the curious arrangements of the latter we would say
a few words, and on the changes or improvements
which are going on in it. It will be necessary for

the reader to understand first the plan of this

church, and for this purpose the annexed sketch
of it will suffice ; it will not bear measurement, but
it is accurate enough forthepresent purpose of show-
ing the several parts. It is a galleried church, the
galleries mnning, as will be seen, from one end
of the building to the other or east end, nearly.
The capital wooden staircases are at one end, and
are separated from the open space C at the back of
the organ B—a very large one—^by solid partitions
filling up the two westernmost arches. The tower
is shown at D. There is a partition also at the
back of the organ, and a place for the blower and
passage to the organ loft or gallery. There is also a
small choir organ in front of the great organ, as
was the case iu St. Paul's and AVestminster Abbey
before the destruction of those two notable instru-

ments. There are also, for I must not forget
anything, some 400 charity children in this church
who find accommodation on either side of the
organ iu the galleries close to the stau'cases. The
communion table is, of com-se ^as in all churches
of this kind) close to the wall, and within a little

railing. Things are very quiet iu this church.
There are do candle-s, nor candlesticks, nor lights,

nor crosses, ami I sincerely believe that no person
however exqui-itely organised could find any
offence in it ; Init still, as the world has turned
round even within this last few years, this good
church has gone round with it, and to a certain
extent become changed, I am grieved to say.
Comfortable open fireplaces and visible fires,

always cheerful, there were ; but now science has
substituted a hot water apparatus made uj) of
some half a mile of thin piping about the thick-
ness of a walking stick, pamted white, the stifling

heat being fortunately confined to the pipes.

There are sun-buraers too, in the roof, so that the
ceiling is for the most part invisible ; thus the
attentive i-eader and thinker will perceive tluit

science has successtnlly attacked even this church,
from whose tall tower so many have heard their

death-knell. It must be noticed that the tower
walls are solid, and that there is now no opening,
as shown on the plan, between the tower D and
the open space C. There is also an efficient choir,
vv'hich finds a place in either gallery immediately
tothe west of the organ. I mention all these
things because it is very difficult to see how any
amount of skill and ingenuity could do anything

worse. One would almost suppose that someone
had gone to work with a strong and detcmiined

feeling against organs and music generally in

chmxhes, and against this one in particular. The
organ is completely locked up, a^iif inapacking cose

with the lid off, the partitions being soUd all rounil

it, as seen on the plan, so that the sound is fairly

buried alive, the sound that does escipe being so

thick and heavy that, with all the skill, wonderful

as it is, of the organist, and with the very brightest

thoughts of the greatest of composers, it seems

as though it might be carted away by the square

yard. There is really no working against such

fearful odds as these. St. Paul's, I fear, is gone

beyond all present hope, at least in these architec-

turally-educated daj's, and Westminster is Gothic

and has been and is already restored ; but may we
not hope that this outlying church of St. Sepul-

chre's may yet come to have its share of restora-

tion in its true sense—the restoration of s'Jioiil as

well as of form and of colour ? May I therefore

offer a few suggestions and thoughts about it with

all possible diffidence ? To restore the church
completely and nobly (and it is worth it) would oast

perhaps nearly or quite as much as to rebuild it.

A few alterations , therefore , are all I would venture

to propose, mainly in the interest of organs, sound,

and the organist.

First, then, it seems to me that the organ stands

accidentally in a capital place where it is, as seen

on the plan B, (and so need not be touched), with
the small choir organ in front of it, both being

onalevel with the side galleries. It i.s, as before said,

closely packed in on three sides, and even partially

in front, and from this cause it is that the sound
from it is so thick and heavy; in simple fact the

sound is packed np with the pipes from which it

proceeds, as it is in the Temple Church organ, and
in St. Paul's. By the removal, therefore, of these

partitions, especially the one at the back of the

organ, all this, didl and heavy as it is, v.-ould dis-

appear, and the sound would find free outlet and
room to spread. This proposed alteration is not, I

think, very sweeping, but it would, I believe, ac-

complish the woi'k, or nearly so, as far as the church
itself will admit. But oue other help there might
be which would probably double the musical effect

—it would be to make an opening into the tower
D, so that the whole of the space C and D would
be free at the back of the organ, thus forming a
kind of sound space or chest; indeed, it would c in-

vert this church, as far as the size of it admits,

into a cithedral, for the position of the organ in

it would be the same. Nothing can surpass in

felicity of arrangement the iiosition of the organs
in the cathedrals before the unhappy mania of

destroymg them commenced. It was—and is, in

such as York Minster—the perfection of musical
mechanism. The galleries in this good church of

St. Sepulchre's are particularly bad among the

bad, for they range up seat above seat, as in a

theatre, and practically destroy the church archi-

tecturally. Galleries, when well managed, as they
were by Inigo Jones, in the Banqueting House,
Whitehall, add to the dignity of an interior, so

that matters might b3 mended even here by
levelling the gallery floors; l)ut this, iu the present

low state of church art, is perhaps impossible. But
what I wish to call special atten' ion to, after the

organ, is the position of the choir. The gi-ouud

floor of the church is filled np with high-backed,
comfortable pews of dark oak, and I should be
loth to disturb them. My Ixjrd ilayor's pew is a

right quaint and gorgeous one, so that the choir

must perforce remain in. the gallery, but it should
be further from the organ than it now is, aud

might project (as shown on the plan at A and A),
indeed, to be just over where it would he if on the

floor of the church, and as it is in cathedrals.

This is a vital point, for no one am possibly sing-

well close to an organ—the sound from it must al-

ways have a little spaee to travel before it reaches
the ear of the singer. I have ventured thus to

suggest these few alterations in an existing church
a Renaissance church, because I cannot but think
that the pi'csent form and arrangement of modem
churches is but a sorry one, and that the time may
come when this subject of church arrangement
will be looked at from a new and rational point of
view, and in the hope, feeble though it be, that
something may really be done at St. Sepulchre's
itself. It is the more especially necessary and in-

teresting there from the fact of the size and good-
ness of the organ, and the marvellous way iu

which it is played by the organist, Mr. George
Cooper. You must travel a long way to hear an
organ that is not smothered in its own noise,

wherever it may happen to be placed. Mr.
Cooper is sub-organist of St. Paul's, but there he
is dead beat—science and art have combined to

destroy all power of performance. Composers,
organist, singers, all are effectually quenched in a

place and with an instrinneut which stood alone,

I believe, in all Europe ! Let no musical reader

suppose I am pleading for perfection ; I only ask
for a little—to wit, the simple nnpacliitirj of the

organ. I leave the rest to fate aud the organist,

and to Bach, or Mendelssohn, or Haydn, or any
other divinely-gifted mortal whose thoughts the

organist seems to me to have come into the world
to interpret adequately.

A 1 on the plan shows the position of the Choir
on the floor of a church, together with a reader's

desl,', and which, I think, is even an'advance on the

Cathedral ai-rangement ; but it must be reserved for

another opportunity, so as to to do full justice to

it. We have nothing of the kind as yet.

C. B. A.

SOCIETIES FOR THE ENCOURAGEMENT
OF THE FINE ARTS.

AT the usual weekly meeting of the Society

for the Encouragement of the Fine Arts,

held on Thursday the 27th ult., Mr. George
Godwin in the chair, the designs of Mr. H. C.

Sclous, submitted in a competition instituted by
the Alt Union of London "for a series of not

les5 than twenty partially-sh\ded drawings (size,

12in. by8in.),illnstrating some poetical or historical

work of a ISritish author, or events in British

history," aud for which a premium of 300 guineas

has been awarded, were exhibited. The set of

designs which was considered to be the next best,

viz., that submitted by Mr. Burch, the sculptor

(subject taken from Byron's " Lara "), was also

exhibited. Out of the" thirty-four sets submitted

in competition, the before-named were the only

ones exhibited at this meeting.

Mr. T. R. S. Tejiple. hou. sec. to the Society,

read a p^iper criticising the designs, in the course

of which he made the following remaiks on
societies for promoting and encouraging the fine

arts ;

—

Oue of the most promising signs of the per-

manent revival of a taste for the fine arts, and
especially of painting, in this country, is the num-
ber of societies for its promotion aud encourage-

ment that have spruug up iu the metropolis during

tile present century. Associations for the pro-

motion of art have been of very slow growth in

England. Venice, Floreoce, and Paris could
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boast ol; sucieties for tUi- jcouiitEii.tn ami ])rutectioii

of the art of paiutiny as early as the fourteenth

century ; London, not earlier th.in the eighteent'),

andthenonly of two societies—*lie Royal Academy
(incorporated in 17G8), and the Society of Ar;s
(fo med in 17o-l, one part of whose comprehensive
plan was the distributing of honorary rewards to

painters and sculptors). Thus, whilst France
and Italy were basking, ss it were, inthe fun^hine

of a golden age of art, and their governments
were awak»niog and perp 'tuating its splendours
amongst tie people, painting, sculpture, archi-

tectine and engraving were so little cultivated in

England (with the single exception, perhaps, of

portrait-painting), th;it foreigners at one time
believed us incapable of attainunj; to excellence in

art. Now all this is changed ; London has
become a great storehouse both of ancient and
modern art ; works of rare promise are ijrodiiced

almost daily ; emu'ation is kept up by annual
exhibitions ; high prices are paid for the works
of living artists

; prizes are distributed periodically

with a comparatively lavish hand, and t!ie artist

Jcuows that if he can only display tilent or ex-
cellence of any kind, there will be no lack of le-

TvarJs, both pecuniary and honorary. Such a
state of things has never before perhaps existed in

England, and a fair inference from it i.s that we
are now on the threshold of a new and inijiortant

era in our art history. And yet there are rocks
and shoals ahead, which it were well to point out
to the rising artist. The highest art is not in re-

quest. We are in danger of being overwhelmed
with mediocrity in art from the artist aiming at

the excellent rather than the sublime. One reason
of th's is that the incentives to high art are fewer
than they ought to be. The demand is rather
for the pretty and the elegnnt than for the
lofty and the sublime. There has been no
enlightened Government patronage of art.

There exists no good school of art. Everything
has to be learned haphazard, and the young artist,

though aiming, perhaps, at lirst at the highest
standard of excellence, does not receive the neces-
sary public encouragement tomakehim persevere in

so arduous and difficult a path. Sensible of the
feebleness of his efforts by the side of the wondrous
inheritance of world-rcuowuedart to which he has
succeeded, and which be is expected to improve
and render more brilliant, trammelled by the exi-

gencies and imperfections of the art itself, often,

too, by the ncjessity of gaining a livelihwd, he is

soon leil to despair of ever attaining a very high
standird, and thus, letting slip the golden oppor-
tunity of useful ardour, he sinks into the insigni-

ficant, the ccmimonplace, the trivial, and the trite.

On the other hand, the veteran artist, both from
diffidence and habit, is aver.se to stake his reputa-
tion on the hazardous die of high art. We might
compare his position relatively to the world of

art t) that of a ma«on who contemplates a noble
edifice, raised indeed in part by his skill and labour,

iiut in which his indiviiuil share, when compared
with I he vast amount of work got through by his

associates, seems so very smiU that, on looking at

the complete building, he almost doubts whether
he has had any hand in raising so mignificeiit a
pile. To eiiher class of artist—to the enthusiast

who lacks encouragement, and to th? veteran who
lacks enthusiasm—the societies of the metropolis
present m my advantages. The works of the use-
ful artist are at once presented to the public in an
imposing manner. By associating and comparing
them with those of other young painters of his own
-Standing, a healthy stimulus is offered to exertion,

whilst at the same time a ready means is afforded
of correcting an.l detecting any errors and extra-

vagances which, in spite of the utmost watchfulness
ami anxiety, will occasionally arise. And lastly,

by a careful balancing of advci'se and flatteiing

criticisms upon his productions, the yoiuig artist

le.xrrn his place and position in art, ami in what
department ho can lay out bis strength to ad-

vantage. He might possibly teach himself as

much, but this reqnires reflection and time, auu
yonth is jiroue to action—to dash off with tlie

pencil the ideas that come uppermo.t. A society

is to him like the patron of former time.s. In the
long run, it is sure to blame justly, to chide gentlj-,

to expostulate freely, and is at all times ready to

stand between the artist and the public, shou'd he
bo exposed to stupid or nnilignant criticism. To
Iho veteran artist a society offers an ojiportunity
of an interchange of artistic ideas in that particu-
lar branch of art to which the artist devotes him-
self, and which tends t ) raise the genenil standard
of excellence. Jloreover, it prevents him from n -

taxing his own energies, by holding eonst&ntly be-
fore his eyes the mature productions of the moat
emiaent among his contemporaries. Whilst, how-

ever, coijgrattilating oui-selves on the rapid growth
of so many societies, and auguring therefrom in-

crease j prosperity to the fine arts, it would be dis-

ingenuous not to notic : certain signs of a dis-

couraging character. One of the first of the

institutions established for the encouragement of

art in this century, the British Institution, has
ceased to exist. This society was formed in 18().">

by Sir Thomis Bernard, for the purpo.se of

encouraging British artists, and more especially in

order to afford them opportunities of exhibiting

historical pictures to greater advantage than in the

Kinited space alloted to such works at the Koyal
Academy. So far as historical compositions—

a

branch of art much neglected in England—arc
concerned, this is undoubtedly a loss to art, but in

other respects, the vacancy thus occasioned is well
supplied by existing galleries. The last home of
historical paintings on a large scale was the

Pantheon, in Oxford-street, since converted int >

a large wine and spirit store. These arc the most
most important societies for the encouragement
of the tine arts whose disappearance from
the stage we must in some degree deplore,

though, viewing the simultaneous growth
of so many other societies, there is nothing herein

really discouraging to art generally. In so large

a plantation as that of British art, it would, in-

deed, he surprising if there were not, here and
there, to be found a tree in whose branches the
sap had ceased to circulate and whose roots had
become dry. Of all the societies established dur-
ing Iha present century in London, there is not
one which appears to have striven more success-

fully to spread amongst the public a taste for

works of art of native growth ; to encourage
native talent, whilst at the same time affording the
artist material assistance at the critical point in

his career when be is hesitating between hi^h art

and " pot-boilers," than the Art Uuion of London
" A work of native art, produced by native pat-

ronage, does more honour to patron and to artist

than a gallery of foreign pictures, be they ever so

divine." The greatest credit is duo to all con-
cerned ; to artists who have, in spite of so many
discouragements, so ably responded to the appeal

to illu-trate British history made by the Art
Union of Loudon, but mo e especially to those

who originally planned, and to those who now so

ably conduct, in the intcrcs's of artists and of the

public, th it society. Mr. Temple then proceeded
to criticise the drawings submitted, which he
though*", on the whole, deserving of the utmost
pra'se, and concluded his paper as follows :—How
is it that, in a country which has produced great

poets, great historians, and the greatest of all

historical dramas, historical painting should have
been so neglected ? Is there any inherent in-

capacity in the English genius to produce works of

art of this de-cription, or is it due to circumstances
over which the artist has no control? Our history

teems with heroes, real and romantic, with great

deels and noble actions; and how are they com-
memorated ? Why, chiefly in pictures of our sea-

fights, where the heroes are either invisible or

reduced to the size of ants, and whore the artist's

highest aim is to represent wood, water, smoke,
fire and canvas. The only English artists who ever
aimed at the grand historic style were West and
Copley, and they were both Americans by bir;h.

And when we come to inquire into the cans? of

Copley's success, we find it did not altogether

rest on the historical part of h's pictures, but that

the portraits of eminent men introduced inti

them added also to their value. Thus, even in his

fine pictiu'es, the "Death of Muj irPoirsou" andthe
" Death of Lord Chatham," the figures are nearly

all portraits, and from which, when engraved, a

handsome profit was derived. Doubtless the artist

acteil prudently in thus calling to his assistance

portraiture as well as historj- ; nevertheless, by
limiting himself to contemporary events and per-

sonages ho cer.'aiuly must, to some extent, have
cramped his genius. Now the Art Union of

London, by taking up this subject in a |)ractical

w.ay, is doing an immense service to one of the

highest branches of art—a branch which has
been too long ignored, if not altogether discour-

aged, in England. It is slowly but surely foster-

ing a sclnol of historic painting whose highest

aim henceforth will not he confined to our naval
victories, or to the recording of passing events,

but will embrace a wider sphere of artistic action

—the commemoration of all that is noble, just,

and generous in our past history, adorned and
ilUistrated by the pencil and genius of the artists

nf the present time. In England, where evcry-

tliing artistic is left to individual effin'ts, the dis-

semination of the true principles of the arts of

design is more likely to be effectively performed

thiough the agency of societies than in any other
manner, and the greater the number of societies

for the cnct)ur.igemcnt of the fine arts the sooner
will the public taste be enlightened and refined.

Mr. Temple did not lio'd to the ojiinion that an
amalgamation of the societies at present in exist-

ence was at all de-itable. Ijet there be as much
mutual support and encouragement among socie-

ties as possible, but let each maintain its indivi-

dual action. For the present we must look to

societies atd to artists to educate the public eye
to the beautiful in art. And the reason of this is

not very difficult of apprehension. It is compara-
tively easy for the uninitiated to judge ol great

political talents, of great naval or military

skill, because there is generally an easy

standard by which to measure these, and that is

success. But in art the materials arcso varied, there

are so many gradations of excellence, the merits and
defects are frcipiently so nicely balanced, that

evorf the accomplished artist may occasionally

hesitate before openly expres.sing his opinions as

to a work of art. No wonder, therefore, if, in

the alisence of all artistic feeling and authority, the
bewildered public is often led to prefer the coarser
pleasures ol Ihonltra-i-ealistio and sensational to

the sober delights of the refined and ideal. To
correct, to elevate, to educate, to enlighten on aJJ

matters of high art, seems at. the present day td

he the peculiar work of societies. Nature, indeed,

it may be said, affords a sure and certain standard
by which to judge of works of art, but then her
forms are so infinite, her moo Is are so varied, her
resources are so vast, that t> approach her is at

times not only difficult, bnt impossible. We may
compare her to a goddess, who, fully aware of

her charms, and wishing to heighten tlem, covers

her face with a veil, ancl points to her useful,

rather than to her beautiful, qualities. It is only
after a very long courtship, and when a great many
days and nights have been devoted to her shrine,

that she can be prevailed upon to lift the veil from
her face, and display to her ardent and faithful wor-
shippers the inexpressible loveliness of her fea-

tures in all their wonderful variety, simplicity,

grace, parity, and harm my.
At the conclusion of the paper, the chairman

gave a brief history of the Art Union of London,
and the discussion on the paper was taken part in

by Messrs. Tidey, Mapleson, Selous, and Dr
Hahnemann. -

ARCHITECTURAL PUBLICATION
SOCIETY.

THE annual genTal meeting of the subscribers

was held on MoH'iay last, at 9, Conduit-
street, Wm. Tito, Esq.,M.P., inthe chair. After a
great deal of discussion, in which the chairman.
Mr. T. C. Clarke, Mr. Arthur Gates, the hon. sec-

retary, Mr. Charles Mayhcw, Mr. C. C. Nelson,

Mr. J. Spencer Bell, Mr. J. V. Seddon, Mr. New-
ton, Mr. Hansard, and Mr. Edwin Nash took part,

it was unanimously agi'eed

1. That it is desirable to secure the early

completion of the Dictionary of Archi-
tecture.

2. To attain this end, this meeting anth nises

the honorary secretary to take such mea-
sures as may be necessary to obtain the

immediate accession of a sufficientnuniher

of new subscribers, and pledges itselfand
the society to actively aid in making the

work as widely known as possible, and
in procuring fresh members.

3. That in the event of success attending

these exertions, the entire cost of the

Dictionary is to be fixed, for old and new
subscribers, at £15 1.5s.

4. The number of copies available being

limited, this arrangement and the ad-

vantages attendant thereon shall apply.

n. To those snb.scribers now on the list who
may hi-fnrr tkf rluse oft/tixi/ciir pay up
all subscriptions due or outstanding on
December ;!1, 186S.

b. To new subscribers who may pay doini

the fifteen guineas in one sum.
c. To new members, who elect to pay the

fifteen guineas by instalments, in the

order of frequency of payment.

It would he useless to deny that this society has

gone a bciging for some time past, and it is to he

hoped that the meeting just held will be frnitful

of results. It docs not reflect much credit on the

architects of London that not 1.50 of them can be

fcuind, or have not hithortoo been found, to sub-

scribe to a work from which they woulil derive so

much benefit. And it does not contribute to the

dignity of the pix)fession that appeal after appeal

should bemade year afteryear with such little result.
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hmm.
Obstructions in Base Lines.

WE have hitherto regarded the obstacles

lying in the line of sight of the base
line to be of a solid or cubical nature. Fre-
quently, however, they are merely superficial,

at least so far as the surveyor is concerned, and
similar examples arc to be found in rivers,

lakes, and ponds. In fact, it is impossible to

carry out a survey, having any pretensions to

size, without encountering some of these im-
pediments. An error fallen into in most of the

tc.\t-books on surveying is that of supposing
aid taking as the basis for illustration that the
line crosses the river or other impediment
exactly at right angles with the banks. This
is a great mistake, as in nearly every instance
it will happen that the line crosses on the skew,
and sometimes very obliquely. So far as the
illustration is concerned, it is of no conse-
quence, for the methods of passing the impe-
diments are independent of the angle between
them and the base line, and hold true for any
relative position in which they may be placed.
At the same time, the student is sometimes
puzzled at a diagram which differs in its shape
from the figure whicli is actually laid out on
the ground, and in the attempt to reconcile the
apparent discrepancy, it is no wonder that he
commits mistakes, and has tlie trouble of going
over the operation once or twice before he can
.successfully accomplish it. It is worthy of
notice that there is nothing more perplexing or
more annoying, than the unsuccessful attempt to

make a field operation correspond with its de-
scription in a book. This process becomes
doulily vexatious when, as frequently happens,
there may be some slight error or omission in

the book, which completely vitiates all attempts
to transfer tlie diagram from the paper to the
ground. AVhat between the nncertainty
whether tlie diagram be correct, or himself in

error, or vice versa, the young surveyor is often
fairly non-plussed. In such a case we would
advise him, if he is acquainted with the prin-

ciple of what he is doing, to put the book on
one side and steadily work out the problem on
the ground. If correctly done, it will check
itself, and, if not, all the books in the world
will never set it right. It is a bad plan to at-
tempt to work out a problem in surveying on
the ground without having previously solved
it on paper or in the head. It should first be
studied theoietically, and the theory of itsatis-

factorily demonstrated to be sound, and then
it may be safely trusted to come out right in

the field. This is the more necessary, as young
and inexperienced surveyors are verj' apt to

visit upon theory the sins of their defective

practice. How often have we heard the ex-
clamation, " Oh, the book is wrong !" For
once that we have known this observation to

be correct, it has been found to be wrong a
hundred times. The surveyor must in all cases

first be certain that he has accurately performed
his own part before he questions the truth of
what theory has established.

As an example of distance inaccessible to

chaining, snjipose a large piece of water to be
cro ed by the base line of a survey, as repre-

dicular to C E, and meeting tlic base line in F. tlie base line, whicu should be equal to K U
Should there be any difliculty in getting a suf- and C E respectively. If this be carefully and
ficient length of line between E and the water correctly performed, the error will be very
to lay off the perpendicular E F from, the ob- trifling either in direction or amount. It is

jeet may be accomplished by producing C E to

H, and setting off the perpendicular fi'om the

prolonged part E H. Having correctly con-
structed the triangles on the ground, it now
remains to calculate the distance required. In
the first place, the triangles D E F and DEC
are equiangular, as mav be easily demonstrated
thus :—Angle CDE=FDE=: 90°. Angle
C E F = 90° = D E F -f D F E. But angle
CEF=CED-|- DEF, and consequently
DEF-hDFE=CED -f DEF. Sub-
tracting the common angle DEF from both
sides of the equation, we have angle D F E ^:
angle C E D. Consequently the remaining
angle D C E in the one triangle equals the
remaining angle D E F in the other, and the
two triangles are equiangidar. By the sixth
book of Euclid, we have the following propor-
tion between t-he sides. D F ; D E : ; D E :

DC. Multiplyingextreraesand means, we obtain

DE2
D P X DC = D E3 and D C ;=

U F
the distance required. To take anotlier case,

let us suppose a river lias to be crossed by the

Fi c .1

.

seuted in Fig. 1. Let A B be the base line

—

C D the distance required. Standing at C,

range any line C E. From D, set off D E per-

pendicular to the base line, intersecting C Ein
any point E, and from E set ofifE F perpen-

base line A B in Fig. 2, and the length C D is

the measurement wanted. We will "first of all

describe the practical part of the operation,
that is, the construction of the diagram on the
ground, and tlien demonstrate the truth of it

theoretically. Measure the distance K C, range
any line U E H, and from the points K and C
raise periiendiculars C E, K H to the base line

A B, meeting the line D H in E and H, taking
care to measure very carefully tlie length of
the perpendiculars C E and K H. The re-
quired distance C D will be given by the

CExCK
formula C D =: .

K H - C E
Now for the proof. Draw in the figure the dotted
line E M perpendicular to H K. Then the tri-

angles H M E and E C D are similar and equi-

angular, because since the line H C cuts the
two parallel lines H K, E C, by the first book
of Euclid, angle D E C = angle E H M. For
the same reason, since IVI E and K D are
parallel, the angle H E M =i angle E D C, and
as the remaining angle in each triangle is

each equal to 90°, the two triangles are equ:

angular. It follows from this that we ha
the following proportions :—H M : JM E ^

C E : CD. But H j\[ = K H - C E, and
i\I E =z C K. Substituting these values in t

above ratio, we have K H — C E ; C K
C E : CD. IVIultiplying the extremes and
the means we obtain

(K H - C E) X C D = C E X C K, and,

finally,

C E X C K

~KH-CE
which is the same as the formula given above.
If the distance C D be considerable, and it is

desirable to check the accuracy of the opera-

tion, the line II E D may be ranged on further

upon the opposite side of the river in the direc-

tion of the dotted line, and the distances D E,
E H having been measured along it, per-

pendiculars may be dropped from them upon

thus manifest that the principle of similar tri-

angles governs the majority of these methods
for obtaining the length of distances that arc
inaccessible to direct measurement with the
chain. Occasionally, instances will occur where
the surveyor must, so to speak, invent a method
of his own, but if he thoroughly understand
the principle upon which all sucli problems are
founded, he will have no difliculty in applying
them to particular examples for which no gene-
ral rule can be laid down. This is, in fact, all

that either theoretical or practical instruction
can accomplish. It would be evidently impos-
sible, for a variety of reasons, to give examples
of all the multifarious cases tliat might present
themselves in the practice of a professional
man. All that can be done is to elucidate the
principle, and adduce a sufficient number of
cases to demonstrate its utility and applicability.

The rest must be left to the surveyor him-
self.

Before leaving the subject of horizontal in-

accessible distances, a few words may be said

respecting one that was of a most important
nature and somewhat difficult to obtain, the
more especially as minute accuracy was indis-

pensable. The instance in question was the deter-

mination of the centre spans of the Menai Tubular
Bridge. They are 460 feet wide in the clear,

and as no temporary platform of any descrip-

tion could be erected, it was evidently exceed-
ingly difficult to ascertain the distance by direct

measurement. It was, of course, effected tri-

gonometrically, but a jilan was formed to ob-
tain it by what might be termed indirect mea-
surement, inasmuch as it did not involve the

use of any angular instrument, but depended
upon the properties of a w-ell-known curve

—

viz., the catenary. Two plans were put into

execution. The first consisted in hanging a
strong copper wire from a given height upon
each shore, in such a manner that it assumed
the catenary curve, and its lowest point just

touched the surface of the water when it was
quite calm. The level of the water havingbeen
accurately determined, the wire was then sus-

pended under precisely identical conditions

upon the shore, and the horizontal distance or

chord of the arc accuratel)' measured. By the

second plan, the span itself was actually mea-
sured in a direct manner. For this purpose, a
number of deal rods were threaded on a rope,

and on a calm day gently floated on the water,

until they came pretty nearly into the position

required. They were then drawn, by means of

the rope, into a straight line, and as proper

care was taken that their ends were in close

contact, the span between the piers was accu-

rately determined. All these throe methods

—

namely, the trigonometrical one and the two
just described, tallied perfectly in their respec-

tive results. It is evident that there was no
absolute necessity for erecting the wire upon
shore in order to obtain the length of the span

or chord, for as the length of the chain, that is,

of the arc, was known, and also the abscissa or

versed sine, tlie chord or span could be ob-

tained by calculation. Tables have been com-
piled giving their relative dimensions, and it is

clear that if the proiiortions be once known for

any three dimensions, they can be ascertained

for any multiples or submultiples of them.

Thus, if S be the lialf span of the chain, _V the

versed sine or distance of the lowest point of

the curve below the horizontal line, and L the

length of the arc, then whatever particular case

may be selected as a datum, it will furnish a

basis for the calculation of others in which the

above conditions prevail. If for certain values

of S andV, L be foimd to have a value of x,

then if the S and V become equal to y x S and

;/ X V, the value of L will be equal to y x x.

For instance, in the tables of Sir D.avies Gil-

bert, when S = 100 ; and V = 20, L = 102-6.

Consequentlv when S =: 20t) and V = 40, then

L = 205-2 = lengtli of half chain. The accu-

racy of this may be checked by the well-known
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formula, applicable to the determination of the

length of a suspension of chain when the chord

and versed sine are known. Using the same
notation, but bearing in mind that L,in this in-

stance, represents the length of the whole chain,

we have

Substituting in this formula our values, S i^
4011, V r: 40, the equation becomes

L = 2 n/ 40.000 + 2I.B3-33.

From this, L = 2 x 205-2 =: 410-4, which is

exactly double the half chain found from the

F/c.S.

fables. A diagram of this is shown in Fig. 3,

which, being drawn to scale, exhibits the de-
flection of a catenary ofthe above dimensi ons.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.
At the usual fortnightly meeting of this As"

Eociaiion on Friday evening last, the President'
Mr. 'William White, F.S.A., occupied the chair-

Votes of thanks weie parsed to Colonel Scott and
Mr. Redgi-av6 for the visit to the Alljcrt Hall
of Arts and Sciences, and i\Ir. J. Douglass
Mathews (bon. sec.) announced that to-morrow
(Saturday) afternoon it is proposed to visit the
new CollVge hnildiugs at Dulwich, by the kind
permission of Mr. Charles Barry. Trains leave
Ludgate Hill Station at 2.H and i.^j. p. m.

Mr. Phene Spiers read the report of the
General Committee on Architectural Education, a
summary of which has already appeared in the
Building News.—The Chainnau said he thought
the report was a most valuable and saiisfnctory one.
From the first consideration of the subject he had
felt the necessity of a formal certificate of having
passed the Voluulm-y Architectural Examination
being granted, with a suhserpient view, perhaps,
of a diploma, in the same way as was necessary in
law, in medicine, and in the Church. In "the
Church tbci-6 was what was called a "Voluntary
Theological Examination," but a man could not
be ordained for the ministry without having passed
that so-called -'voluntary" examination. The ai chi-
tccts' voluntary examination was much more
literal, and they would be much better off when
that literal intcrpretntion was taken off it.—On
the motion of Mr. Spiers the matter was referred
to the Committee.
Mr. Douglass Mathews referred to Lord

\Vcstbuiy's Fine Arts' Copyright Bill, now bcfoi-e

Parliament, in which, he said, architecture was
entirely omitted as far as name was conceiucd,
whether included or not by inference was a
question. The Committee of the Association had
considered the matter, and had prepared the fol-
lowing memorial for presentation to the House of
Lords:

—

To the Jtinlit Ilonmirable the Lords Spiritnnl and
Temporal of the United Kinijdom, in Parliament yls-
semoled.
The humble petition of tlie I'rcsiilcnt and J[enibcr.s

of tlic Architci-tiinil Ausociiitiun, slifwith
Th.1t in till' Hill iiiiw licf.in- V I M,.l-!,ip- IIoMKc

cntitlcil • All An ic.r r,,i,s,,|hi;',i;, i \ , u.ini- ilu-
L.-lwiif ('niivrii^lil ill \\'.irk-< ol I .1 1,

, itiiirii iis

the works i.i tin- ;in-iijt,.ci ,i;ih t
-, i- : i[- ii,,i,i ii,„sc

of paiHtors .111*1 sritl;iiMr- .iini 1;;,! 1 1:.
;

,1 m\ imoiis con-
tained iu the saiil Hill > II ,'" 'il'l' 111 a Ln-ciit
majority of Biich Willi, . i i. ili;,i wnrks of
architectural nrt sliniil.i 1 , 1 is wmks nf line
art. .inrt i-\ciiiii|iM li . ,,,::,, , „. ,,r Ih,- Ai-I. Imt
that arcliitii i~' : t_ n,: 1,, ,, ;,.i hi in- coii-
fihlercrl s-liniii - . 1 , :

,, ,,f n! 1 li;,t ;is such Ihcy
ehonlil rLTiKiiii llh' |.i .'|M 1 IV <.i i 1m- :i ,1 Imr. ^|iiir pifi'-
tioners, tlici'i'liiri'. lllll^t iiiiniMv |iriiv mhh- ^ Miins'
that in thi- lierorcniciilioni'il Kill sm-ii |,^,.^

i
.11-

i 1 i!i,.

above effect ns niny lie lulvis.-ilili' fur ihr 1,11,1 |,i .
tion <it architects niny bo iiilroihKeil. Ami M.iiri.iii-
tioners will ever pray, &c.

Mr. Lacy W. Ridge said he would just state
what had been done in the matter. The Committee
had come to the conclusion that it was not po.ssible

thiit any executed work of arehitcclure could be-
come the subject of copyright ; but ns grave doubts
existed as to the di-uwiugs of architects—as to
whether they were the properly of the architect or
of theclient--the present wnsthought a good oppor-
^anity of getting thcowncishipof such drawingsrc-
ecgniscdasthearchitect's, asLord Westhury'sBill

provided that studies of works of art should remain
with the artist when his work had been executed,

and architectural drawings'were but studies of the

buildings, the * orks of fine art, which the architect

erected.—It was decided to adopt the memorial.
T!ic Rev. H. Master White, of Masborough,

then read a pajier on
Taste.

After treating of taste in its primary sense, as

applied to the sensations of the palate, the author
said that the word in its secondary sense applied

to the various productions of human art. The
faculty of taste conveys an impression to the
mind of the beauty, order, and fitness of the ob-
ject presented to it—a subtle and indescribable

impression, yet capable of imparting a high
degree of pleasure and satisfaction, or the con-
trary. This faculty may be cultivated or deve-

loped, or it may be neglected or perversely trained,

so that it differs in various persons almost to any
extent ; but still we believe that there is a true

and correct taste in such matters, and it is a great
gift and a most valuable acquisition. On ques-
tions of taste our appeal is not to mere numbers,
but to duly qualified judges. Aud who is the best

qualified judge ? The man who has the highest,

purest, most discerning, aud most comprehensive
mind, disciplined and exercised by an acquaint-
ance with the licst examples of the ftdijcct on
which his taste is to be employed. The domain
of taste is veiy wide ; wherever ornament is used
by man there is scope for taste, aud man is so con-
stituted that he has a longing for ornament, for

beauty, in all that he uses to satisfy his bodily

wants. His dress, his furniture, his house, his

weapons, are the first objects on which his taste

is exercised. Then, as civilisation advances, the

decorative arts are multiplied
;
painting, statuary,

embroideiy, &c., occupy a larger portion of his

thoughts, aud are no longer confiucd to the de-

coration of articles of utility, but are employed
for their own sake, or rather for the sake of con-

veying the conceptions of a creative mind to

other minds. He not onlj' paints to adorn his

room, but be also builds galleries to hold his

paintings. The great controller of individual

taste is custom, or, as we call it, fashion, and
fashion plays strange tricks with those who have
no higher guide. It may elevate or may de-
prave taste, and thus the responsibility of those

who set the fashion is great. But it is quite a
mistake to imagine that fashion is the daughter
of civilisation and refinement. Fashion is not a
suifieient guide for taste. There is generally
something absurd in the height of fashion, be-

cause it is an exaggeration of some special feature

or mode that can only be gTaceful or beautiful
when it is kept in due harmony and proportion
with the rest of the figure. Intellectual culture

affects the taste ; it gives a deeper insight into

what is natural and harmonious, aud, on the
other hand, the contemplation of artistic work
helps to cultivate and refine the mind. Love for
the beautiful in art grows throuj;h seeing what is

really beatitiful. .and tracing out its connection in

or relation to other beauty. The study of art, then,

must be comliincd with the study of nature. He
who caimot appreciate a beautiful lundscapc is

not likely to appreciate a beautifitl picture of it

;

he who has no eye for expression, gr.ice, or cha-
racter in the living face will not recognise them
in the highest productions of art. Yet art is not
purely imitative. It is rather suggestive of those
qualities which are revealed only to the discerning
minil. To the majority of mankind art iuterjirets

nature. A first-rate ])ortrait tells us more of a
great man's character than even a good pho-
tograph. True art embodies mind aud thought
in visible foi-ms, and good taste sees what is so

embodied, admires it, and loves it. The power of
appreciating artistic beauty is more widely diffused
than the power of creating it. Good taste is

exercised iu both cases. No man will ever be-

come a great artist without good taste. A man
may have excellent taste aud never care to be-

come an artist. Whence is it that any man has
good or bad taste ? " Taste " is a gilt bestowed
by Nature on different men in voi-y difl'crent pro-
portions. One man can discern intuitively

elegance of outline, harmony of colour, grace,
beauty, dignity, fitness, to a greater extent than
others. This grace, beauty, or fitness is not the
mere fiction of his own mind, but something
actually existing, fomided, it niny be, on propor-
tions the laws of which are not yet discovered.
The relations between a given musical rote and
its third, fifth, and octave are perceived by the
car of one who has "a good car for music," qnite
independently of the fact which the mathema-
tician points out— tliat the vi'iiations of tlie string

which produce those notes have a definite nume-
rical proportion to each other. But this mathe-
matical knowledge has an important bearing on
the science of music and the construction of musical
instrnments. But though taste is in this way a
natural gift, it is, like other natural gifts, capable
of improvement by attention and cultivation. Many
can perceive a be.nuty or harmony, when their
attention is especially directed to it, which they
had not observed of themselves. Many, on the
other hand, are deluded into thinking a thing
beautifnl because others, whose judgment they
trust, tell them that it is so. We want direction
and cultivation, withotit sacrifice of honesty and
independence of jiidpmcut. The true artist will

lead, not follow, popular taste ; he will often have
a hard straggle to surmount the traditions,

prejudices, customs, and fashions of the period in

which his lot is cast. He must know his own
ideal, and learn how to present it in its own per-
fection, and he will leave a maik on the history of
his art which will not soon bo forgotten. Men
will wonder bow it was that ho had opposition to

overcome. How, then, shall the taste of the
architect, how shall the architectural taste of the
public, be best cultivated ? For the architect a
groat deal is necessary beyond the technical

knowledge of his own art. Whatever tends to

develop the intellectual power .and the moral
elevation of the man will, indirectly it may be,

.show itself in the productions of his skill. A
broad and deep general education is the best

preparation for the architect foi-ming a good taste.

The Latin language is a most desirable thing for an
architect to be acquainted with, as it was the
language in past ages of our own countn,-, and how
can an architect search into the documents of

past ages if be is ignorant of it? But besides

this, there is in tbc leaining of such a language a
peculiar power of training and cxcrcisiDgthemind.
Another subject which is a desirable one for an
architect to study is mathematics, apart from its

bearing upon construction, strength of materials,

&c. As we trace a certain proportion in musical
notes one to the other, so there may be mathe-
matical proportions as to ivhat constitutes beauty.
When one sees bow much geometrical figures ritn

into all stylos of architecture, a fundamental know-
ledge of mathematics will be a great assistance to

the architect. Then we may consider the study
of what is spoken of generally as science—that is,

the innumerable branches of tlie knowledge of
this world—as having a beneficial effect upon the

mind. The study of poetrj- will do a great deal

to refine and elevate the architect's mind. There
is in poetrj' a great deal of beauty—a great power
of swaying the higher emotions of the mind, and
he who has a ])octical mind will, if he has the
skill, be able to throw poetry over his architecture,

and no man can please the public much unless he
has some poetry in his couqiosition. King George
II. used to say he hated " boetry and bainting,"

and as he hated both together, perhaps the architect

would do right in loving both together. Then the-

architect should study the best specimens of past

ages in his art—the best cx.amplcs of the partictdar

styles which he wishes to devclopc, as well as ex-

amples of other styles. Again, the stndy of

nature is very desirable, and is refreshing to the

minds of those w hose work lies in the building and
ornamentalion of cities. This, of course, is inti-

mately connected with the feeling for poetry.

Then again, the architect should study moral
philosophy. Anything that will help him to

understand his own nature and the feelings of

other men will be of service to him. In .archi-

tecture, as in other arts, the mind is shown ;

the miiulsof p.a.st ages arc wi-itten in stone by the
monuments of architecture which still remain.

The architect may use a knowledge of all these

subjects with advantage. If this is too wide a
course, it is far better to make progress in some
few of these branches than to have a smattering of

them all. We may be proud of the progress

whicharchitcctnre has made in this country during

the past forty years. One cause of this has been

that architecture has not been loft wholly to the

profession and to the builders. It has been taken

up by men of great power and intellect. Still,

architects, like other professional men, would
sooner be indebted to their own body for progress

than to their friends and neighbours. Every man
has ivn ambition to do all he can for his own
particular profession. As to how the public taste

is to be ctlncated, that is a more difficult task.

Architects must feel that the public taste is often

a heavy drag upon them. Still, the public taste

follows that of the profession by degrees ; there-

fore the best thing the members of the profession

can do is to exert their own authority in matters-
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of tasti\ ami not 1)0 led by the public. Aiiotlior

thing wliich helps to the cducivtinn of the public is

Iho general professional appreciation of the merits

of a real work of architecture. Any jealousy ami de-

t.''action shown against a good and noble work is

not only apersotial injury to the architect couctnied,

hnt tends to dran- down the public taste. The
public need remiuding that as all buildings

are raised for some particular pnrpose of nlility,

and arc therefore, in that sense, utilitarian—true,

strength and beauty may be c 'mbined—it is the

province of the architect not always to be build-

ing the finest and most beautiful buildings, but

to model them. It is a great tting to build a

church or a town hall ; but the more arohitccis

study their own art and feci its dignity the more
pains they will take even with a simple cottage,

and the more they will bo the means of raising the
public taste from what it is now to what it onght
to be.

A discussion ensued, in which Messrs. Eoyes,
T. H. Watson, E. PhenC Spiers, iacy W. Eidgc,
Gilbert E. Redgrave, the chairman, and other
gentlemen took part, and the thanks of the meet-
ing having liccu given to the Eev. Mr. "White for
his paper, that gentleman briefly replied to a few-

points raised in the discussion, and the meeting
adjourned.

At the next meeting the ofBce bearers for session
18()0—70 will be nominated.

CONTEACTS AND BUXS OF
QUANTITIES.

AT the eighth Annual Meeting of the Architec-
tural Alliance, held on jNIay 12 (Mr. T.

Koger Smith in the chair), two questions were
discussed, namely, " Contracts and Bills of Quan-
tities," and " Architectural Education." On the
former question,

Mr. ElCKMAN said he had no resolutions to
report upon the subjects of Mr. Hine's paper " On
the propriety of making the Bills of Quantities
a part of the Contract," and of Mr. Plevins'
" Form of Contract and Conditions," which had
been i)ostponcd at the last meeting upon the
understanding that it should be discussed by
Mr. Mault and the otiiccrs of the Alliance, but
Mr. Mault had not since made any communica-
tion. The matter, therefore, stood in i)recisely
the same position, except so far as it was modified
by the following resolution passed at the last
meeting, but which was, to a certain extent,
objected to by Mr. Statham :—" That inasmuch
as the bills of quantities are now generally tacitly
received as the basis of builders' contracts in the
settlement of their accounts, in the opinion of
this meeting it would be more just, both to client
and builder, as well as more satisfactory to archi-
tects, were the bills of cpiantities formally recog-
nised as part of the contract."

Mr. Bromhead inquired if the essential point
at issue was the question of embodying the qtmn-
lities in the contract documents.

Mr. ElCKMAN explained that at earlier meet-
ings of the Alliance, papers had been read on the
fonn of contract proposed by Mr. PIcvjns, the ^ist
of which was that the architect should have full
power to order the completion of !hc woi-ks, but
that after completion an arbitrator might step in
and decide any questions that might have arisen.
And Mr. Hine had rend a paper backed Ijy the
Nottiiigham Society, urging that the hills of
iiuantities ought to form part of the contract as
much as the drawmgs and specification. These
wcve the two points which the Builders' Associa-
tion raised most strongly against the present
system of contracting. It was supposed that the
Alliance, by its interference, could influence the
societies and obtain the adoption of the prmciples
of those papers.

Mr. Batejian proposed now to separate the
t« o questions,there being no affinity between them.

Mr, Statham said that the Liveqiool fomi of
contract had been adopted after conference between
three of their society and three of the Liverpool
Builders' Association. The builders had demanded,
first, simply that the architect should be resjion-
sible for his own bills of quantities, which thoy
assumed he furnished. The society thought that
not unfair, and, therefore, di-ew a "form of con-
tract^ providing th.at it .should be based on the
drawings, .specification, and bills of quantities,
but attaching a note that the bills of quantities
should be omitted whenever they were taken out
by the builder or surveyor appointed by him.
Then the bnilders wanted to refer oveiy dispute
to arbitration

; but the society said that the archi-
tect was the natm-al arbitrator, and ultimately it

was agreed that the di^pnfc should be referred to

the architect first, and if his decision was not
satisfactory, then an arbitrator should be appointed.
Mr. HiNB stated that Mr. Plevins' proposal was

that all questions of quiility of work should be
finally decided by the architect, all ([uestions of
money should be referred to an arbitrator.

Mr. Bateman said the object of Mr. Plevins
was to avoid the decision of the architect being-

reviewed.

Mr. Statham said his society admitted the
possiljility of an appeal from the architect's
decision.

Mr. Bateman, for ttoe pni-posc of raising a
discussion, moved the adoption of Mj-. Plevins'
form of contract.

Mr. Bromhead said an arbitration clause was
not ncccssai-y if the quantities were adopted as
the basis of the contract ; it would be better,
therefore, to arg-ue that question first.

Ml-. ilATHEWS proposed, as the matlcr was
still under consideration by several societies, that
its further c(msidcrati(»i by the Alliance should
be postponed until next yeai-.

Mr. NicHOLLS propseefl to w-ait nntil Mr.
Mault's model contract was obtained.

Tlie Chairman said some architects thought
there should be arbitration in everything ; many
jthonght thei-e ."ibould be no arbitration ; while
some thought there should be arbitration w-ith

reference aoly to specific matteis. It would be
sei-viceaWc to ag-ree upon what experience had
proved to be desirable.

Mr. Bateman thought they were .prepared to
deal wilh the (juestion of contract, aaid not vii&
that of bills of quantities.

Mr. IIlNE agreed with Mr. Bromh«ad that, if

jnantities were admitted, no question of referee

w-uuld arise.

Mr. Bromhead said no diflfculty ever arose in

Glasgow, because there they had no form of con-
tract, but merely adopted the <juantilies as the
basis of the contract.

Mr. C. Douglas said in Edinliurgh, where
contracts were always drawn by lawyers, there
was always fighting- ; in Glasgow the lawyers had
nothing to do w-ith the contracts, and there was
always peace. He proposed an adjoui-nmcnt of
the question of arbitration until more light had
been throw-n upon the more important question as
to bills of quantities.

Mr. JIathews proposed the re-sdoption of the
resolution passed at the hist meeting :

—" That
inasmuch as the bill of quantities," &c., &c. He
was in favour of an arbitration clause, haviug
found it work well.

Mr. C. Douglas said that in Glasgow the
quantities were always taken by an independent
person. The builder agreed to supply so many
cubic feet of stone, for instance, at a certain price,

and then the work was always measured afterw-ards.

Mr. ;Bbomhead s.aid in Glasgow, generally, the
client paid half and the builder paid hali the
expense of measurement.

jlr. HiNE said the jn-oprietor w-as just as
responsible for an}- omission in the ijnautitics as
for any omission in tlie i)laus or specifications.

Mr. SpiBBB said the surveyor was liable, he
thought.

The Chairman said that was so when the
surveyor was employed by the builder.

Mr. ElCKMAN said if the architect refused to
have anything to do with appomtiug a cjuantity
surveyor, then the surveyor became liable to the
builder. It was, however, becoming the practice
that the quantities were taken out by a surveyor
appointed by the architect, and if a client autho-
rised the architect to get tenders for the work, he
authorised him to get a surveyor to take oat
quantities for the work.
Mr. HiSE supposed in that case the quantities

were not strictly legally part of the contract
;

they were not signed ?

Mr. Eickman replied they were not ; there was
only a tacit understanding.
Mr. BATEiiAN said that had been his practice

in all w-orks under £15,000 ; the ijuantities had
been prepared in his own office, w-ith the under-
standing that discrepancies were to be corrected.
They had not formed a legil part of the contract.

Mr. KiCKMAN said that in London many archi-
tects in large practice w-cre in the habit of
appointing a surveyor, and w-hen the accounts
were gone into, it was a question of what that
surveyor had taken out, not of what the di-awings
showed, or of w-hat the specification said.

Mr. Bateman said the Board of Works gave
an opijortunity to the builder to examine and
con'ect the bills of quantities.

_

Mr. ElCKMAN said when an architect asked
him to take out quantities, he ahvays asked
whether his quantities were to bo taken as the
basis of the settlement of accounts at the end of
work or not ; if so, he became responsible for the
quantities ; if not, he always put in a clause to
the effect that the builder should have an oppor-
tunity of examining the dimensions of the bills

of quantities before the contract was made, and
if he did not object to them before that time he
must abide by them, and he (Mr. Eickman) was
not rcsi onsible.

Mr. C. Douglas expressed surprise that the
surveyor, under any cu-cumstances, should make
himself responsible for the blunders of the architect.

The Chairman said that most of the London
architects dechned to make the quantities part of
the conti'act, but practically the quantities fonned
tlie sole basis^ the settlement of accounts, bc-
canse, in cases w-here the architect appointed a
))erson to tate fflut the quantities, he gcner.ally

deputed tlaat person to look through the finished
work. If titene w-ii.s no vai-iation, the cpiantiiics

were tacitly«a4e the real basis of the seitlemcnt.

At itbe same time many architects w-ere unwilling
to recognise the bill of quantities on the ground
that it was a document their clients had not
inspected or superintended in any way, and could
not comprehend, whereas they did authorise the
plans and specifications.

Mr. Nicholls askeil, if the bills of quantities
were made the basis of the contract were they
taken at a lump sum or as priced out ?

The Chairman said they were generally priced
ont.

Mr. Bromhead said in Gl.asgow, if the mea-
surements were too small, the builder made them
again afterwards, and pointed out any deficiency in
the ([uantities, for which he was paid.

Mr. Nicholls asked how the payment was
regulated.

Jlr. Bromhead replied it -n-as according to the
prices in the schedule ; there was no signed speci-
fication or contract. The only document w-as such
a bill of (juantities as he now produced, and it

was signed by the builder.

Mr. Mathews remarked it was merely a sche-
dule of prices with approximate amounts.
Mr. C. Douglas said it was more than that

;

it was a lump sum contract, and .iny evident
departure from it w-as paid for ratcably ; evci-y

article was priced.

Mr. Statham said in Liverpool it was a com-
mon pif.ctice to get the prices beforehand, and
price any extras from them.

Mr. Mathb"WS then proposed the following
resolution

—

" That the Alliance appoint their office bearers
OS a committee to hear the representations of the
General Builders' As.sociation, and, in conjunction
with any other todies who may be interested, to

endeavour to come to some agreement on the
subjects committed for consideration, and to

report to the Alliance at its next meeting, or to

the constituent societies at an earlier period."
Mk. Spiers seconded the resolution, which was

carried unanimously^
Mr. Bro.mhead then moved a resolution

—

"That the officers should inquire whether it

often ooours, when the quantities, drawings, and
specification form the sole basis of a contract
without the addition of legal forms of contract,
arliitrati'>ns arc required."

Mr. Mathb-\vs seconded the resolution.

Mr. C. Douglas asked if the resolution meant
to dispense with the formal agreement on stamped
paper.

Mr. Bromhead said it w-as intended to dis-

pense with the lawyer. He never had any draw-
ings signed but those show-iug the details.

Mr. KICKJIAN said it was reciuisite that the

quantities .sill mill over-ride utterly both the draw--

ings and S]pceiHcation.

'The Chairman said they must beware of

sanctioning such a principle. Mr. Eickman let

them know uncompromisingly what he meant.
Mr. Eickman said he meant, that if thcie was

any discrepancy betivccu the drawings and spccili-

cation or anything else and the qnantitil^, that
the quantities should over-tide all the other.s.

Mr. Bromhead said in that case tliey would
be tntirely at the mercy of the surveyor.

Mr. KicKMAN said the surveyor acted on behalf
of both parties.

Mr. C. Douglas asked whether, according to
the Loudon system, supposing there w-ere do-
ficiem-ics in amount from being wrongly stated in

the bills of quantities but shown in the drawings,
the contractor was obliged to provide that extra
amount at his own expense 'i*
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Mr. Mathews replied not if the ijiuuitiiios

vrcro marlo the lia-sis of the contract.

Mr. HiXE said in every oontraet tlicrc wore
three distinct elements—tlic character of the work
as shown liy the drawings ; the ((uality iif the

work as described by the specification; and the
qnantities of work done which was to be found in

the bills of quantities.

The Chairman said the .architect was not
appointed simply to see that the builder got paid
for cvcrytbin;; he did, but also to ensure that the
client got all he wanted. The mode in wliich that

was done was by preparing a sot of plans wliich

the client saw. He did not read through the
specification, but if a careful man, he obtained
some idea of what it provided for, and in many
cases was actually fully cognisant of what it was
intended his building should be ; and for that he
nnderstood he would have to pay a lump sum

of, say, £10,000. Now, it was just a qncstion

how far they were to admit the possildlity of it

being said at some future day, " Oh ! here is a
mistake; instead of :i;]0,000', it is £20,000, an.l

you must pay another .£10,000." In eases where
it could be thoroughly relied upon that the

quantities were as honest a representation of tlie

drawings as it was capable for the skill of man to

mate them, it was ([uite clear that it was safe to

make the bills of (luantitios the basis of the con-
tract; and justice would bo done. But it some-
times happened that the quantities were l.aken

out by men not under the architect's control, and
great mistakes occurred. He thought the client*

ought to lie protected against such ccinseqnences.

Kills of quantities ought not to be made the basis

of the contract regardless of who took them out.

Mr. Statham said in Liverpool the builders
took the responsibility ou themselves.

Mr. C. Douglas s^iid in Glasgow the builders

would not tender unless they hod competent men
to deal with.

The resolutionwas put and carried unanimously.

NEW CHURCH AT RYDE.

ONE of our lithographic illustrations this week
comprises n north-west view and plan of

the new church about to be erected at Rvde from
the designs of Mr. G. G. Scott, R.A. The style

is thirteenth century Gothic, and the building,

when finally conqileted, will accommodate 1200
persons. The material to be used is Binstead

local stone, with Bath stone drcs>ings. Messrs.

Jackson and Shaw arc the bnilders. The foun-

dation stone will I)c laid some time in the month
of July next, and the Queen has graciously pro-

mised that the ceremony shall bo performed by
one of the Royal Family.
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THE PROPOSED NEW LAW COURTS.

AT the instance of the Govoi-nment, Mr. Street

has prepared a design for the New Law
Courts, as adapted to the site upon the Embank-
ment, and it is now being submitted for the consider-

ation of the members of the House of Commons.

Viewed dispassionately, and without refercnec

to the convenience of the legal profession and tlie

rospective advantages of sites about which so

much has been argued pro and con, there will he

found much in the design to commend itself.

If the Carey-street site has the advantage in its

superior elevation of raismg up the building so as

to form a noble feature in di^t.int views of London,

a mass to equal that of St. Paul's, and intermediate

between that pile and those at Westminster, the

Embankment, as is evident by the perspective view,

may claim the power of providing by far the better

prospect of the building at that distance which

je-mitsof its being seen as a whole as well as

cximined in detail.

Those, such as the writer in the Saturday Re-
view, who prophesied that monotony would result

from the jdacing of another block of building by

the side of Somerset House, may, at any rate,take

the comfort of a pleasing disa|ipointment on that

s»ore ; for it. appears that the peculiar bend in the

bank of the river at that point has afforded a faci-

lity for a picturesque advancing of the Law Courts'

Btructuro before that of Sir William Cbambers, to

their mutual benefit. Mr. Street has, as might be

expected, ably availed himself of this peculiarity,

and the arrangement of his building is, we think,

on the whole, very satisfactoiy. Instead of the

spectator, in his progress from Westminster, seeing

only one faoade in a line with that of Somerset

House, he will completely command the whole of

its west and south sides, and perceive, what ho

could not from any near point in the case of the

Carey-street site, the Great Hall rising in the

centre, flanked by a tower at each end, and giving

a pyramidal outline to the whole mass.

Around this, the outer zone, in the parlance

which has become so familiar to our readers, is

raisi d on basement stories, to bring it to the

reqniren level, so as to attain that dignity of

elevation which can only be got by height. It is

emphasised by massive pavilion-like towers at each

angle, and is so liroken towards the river by tran-

septal projections,'_bay and oriel windows, &c., that

there is no fear of its wanting vigour of light and
shade. Mr. Street willpardon usforaskinghisseri-

ous revision as to whether tliere be not some excess

in this characteristic of his building, and to regard

it as it will appear in contrast with the simplicity

of Somerset House. The conditions of harry
under which he has been forced to put forward
these drawiug.s have been extreme, and ought to

be taken into account in any critical remarks made
upon it. At the same time, he should himself

view his work with the feeling that it is probable

further opportunity will enable him greatly to

improve it, and iu our opinion it is in this direc-

tion of simplification that it needs correction.

Beyond this Idock of buikling, as described, the

sudden bend of the river has afforded space be-

tween it and the Temple Library for a peculiar

and picturesque aiTangement. At this point his

great tower is placed with a happy effect, and is

connected with his main building by a curved

open arcade, with its convex side towards
the Embankment. Through this there is a

charming vista into the large quadrangle, whicli

thus is rendered an effective feature from
the principal external point of view, in a manner
which it woulil be hopeless to attempt on the

rival site. The design of the tower we do not

like so well as we did that of his design sub-

mitted in the competition, and the proportion of

the arcade seems fur from pleasant. But these

are matters of detail of which it is premature to

judge—the design, being, in fact, a sketch,

rather than a matured one. We wait with some
an.xicty the debate which will soon take place in

the House of Commons on the subject, but we
are unmoved in onr conviction that the Govern-
ment mailo a blunder in ever seriously considering

the Embankment site, and we cannot think that

Parliament will sanction it.

LOOK AFTER THE BASEMENTS.

LAST week we called attention to disused

cesspools under houses in London, and we
quoted Dr. Whitmore, medical officer of health of

Marylcbone, who stated that under a large number
of most respectable houses such cesspools existed.

Since then a somewhat startling discovery in a

sanitary point of view has been made in the St.
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I'ancras workhouse, which may afford a useful

hint to those concerned in the erection of such

buildings. The room occupied by the late medical

officer, Dr. Gibson, and the infirmary wards
adjoining, have been for some time past pervaded

I)y a most noxious sewer smell, to which may be

aitrilnited, medical men state, the total loss of

hi-alth which compelled Dr. Gibson to resign his

office. The attempts to trace whence these smells

arose have hitherto failed, notwithstanding that

drains have been opened, gratings, and even

hearthstones, taken up, till at last Mr. Blake, the

master, with the assistance of Mr. Ward, the

engineer, commenced examining the basement of

the building, when an opening was found large

enou;_'h to admit a man to pass from one end of

the infirmary to the other, under No. G ward, and
this space was found to contain an immense
quantity of foetid matter ; in two days 2,2fiG

gallons were baled out. It appears that the

infirmary is ventilated by shafts iu the walls which
were intended to admit pure au% but which,

in fact, conveyed the vitiated air and sewer gas
from the accumulation in the basement of the

building. The leakage is supposed by the ma:stcr

to have arisen from the canal adjoining it being

higher than the base of the infirmary, but, from

the quantity of animal matter in the water, it is

thought probable by others that it arose from the

burial ground adjoining the premises.

THE PACIFIC RAILROAD.

THE Evening SuUetlnoi San Francisco gives

some interesting particulars, in its number of

April 29, of the almost magical rapidity with which
the works on the Pacific Railroad were completed.

Writing from the " Central Pacific Construction

Camp," on the 28th ult., the con-espondent of the

Bulletin says :
—" The work on the Union Pacific

progresses slowly. The iron is laid within eight

miles of the summit, and the work is going on
daily. The tracklayers were stirring early this

morning, and the whole camp was alive by five

o'clock. By seven o'clock nearly three miles

were laid." Writing at noon on the same day, he
says ;

—" A great feat has been accomplished this

morning. Seven miles of track has been laid by
the Central Pacific, and the tracklayers' party

dined in their regular quarters at the end of the

new-laid tiack. In one morning 8,.500 men, 800
horses (with teams and all their provender), all

the stores of the company and of the Chinese

traders, the blacksmiths'shops,the hamess-m.akers'

shops, the company's office, the telegTaph-nfiicc,

the neadquarters of Mr. Stanford, and the abo<lc

of Mr. Strobridge and family, and the boarding
and sleeping apartments of 500 white men, have
moved nine miles as easily as if they had been
aboard a large steamship. The dead weight
above moved this morning over nine miles of road,

seven of which have been built since daylight,

incluilcs the ties hauled by teams, without reckon-

ing the rolling stock, fuel, or water trains. There
are nearly 3,000 tons in shop. The camps and
commiss.\riat of an army of 10,000 persons have
advanced nine miles without the slightest accident

into the new country, and no one has suffered the

privation of any of the comforts which the best

cared-for working men can enjoy in a mountain
town." The wonderful result of the entire day's

work is thus stated :—The greatest work in track-

laying ever accomplished or conceived by railroad

men has been successfully achieved to-day by the

Central Pacific Company. Ten miles and fifty-

eight feet of railroad (grading excepted) has been

made between daylight and sundown. Some two

or three miles of this had been hauled out by teams

yesterday on the advance, but all the iron rails,

fish bars, bolts, and spikes were carried out to-day,

and the most part of it was brought a number of

miles from the rear, as the station this morning
was two miles behind the foremost rails. The ties

for over seven miles had to be hauled by two-horse

teams from five miles where ihey were fii'st laid to

over twelve miles where they were last laid, and
this over a'rapidly-rising grade and mountain road.

As there are about 2,400 ties to a mile, and they

are from 80 to OOlbs. weight, it makes 1,244,000

pounds, without the 1C,800 ties teamed and laid.

This only represents part of the work done by
teams, as all the blacksmith, wheclwTight, and

other workshops went by the wagon road. One
length of such camp waggons by count numbered
25, aiul spun out in a thin line looked like one of

the large emigrant trains of former days. The
iron moved by the construction train was 1,000

tons, and the whole of that has been laid, spiked,

fished, and bolted ia eleven working hours, and
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the road to the end of the track, though needing
a little revision in places, is fit for travel and iu

fair condition. The d flicnlty of doing this work
was increased by the necessity of carrying a large

water tank car with evei-y one of the si.x engines

employed. It was still more increased by the

number of curves which required the bending of

the rails in many places for several lengths, which
had to bo done on the ground as the curves right

or left required. The feat of laying over seven
miles in one stretch was once done by the Union
Pacific, but they worked from four in the morning
until after midnight. Therefore it could not be
considered an honest day's work. The Central

men would have laid fourteen miles and finished

their portion of the great Pacific road to-night,

had the grading been completed. As it was, the

men were anxious to lay twelve miles, but there

were not ties enough within fifty miles of the spot.

BUILDERS' BENEVOLENT INSTITU-
TION.

A GENERAL meeting of the subscribers

to the Builders' Benevolent Institution was
held on Thursday, the 27th ult., at Willis's rooms,
St. James's, for the purpose of electing two pen-
sioners on the funds, one male and one female,

Mr. George F. TroUopo (President) occupied the

chair.

The Chairman, in opening the proceedings, re-

gretted that the funds would not then permit
them to elect more than two pensioners out of a
list of 14 candidates, in addition to the 46 who
were receiving the benefits of the institution.

The wish of the directors was to extend the relief

to as many as possible of those who stood in need,

and he trusted that the subscriptions would be
enhanced so as to enable them to carry out the

object in view.

At the close of the poll the following were
declared duly elected :

—

Stephen Hambrook, aged 66, carpenter and
builder. Unable to work from great weakness,

and entirely dependent ou a daughter in

service.

Elizabeth Ware, widow of a carpenter and
builder. She has an allowance of £8 per annum,
and a room in the Tilers' and Bricklayers' Alms-
houses. From failing health unable to follow

any employment.
Thanks having been returned ou behalf of the

successful candidates, the usual complimentary
votes concluded the proceedings.

guitdiitig Juiijllif|(jiii[i!.

CHURCHES AND CHAPELS.

IIULME—The memorial stone of a new chapel

for the accommodation of the Congregationalists

resident in Cheadle Hulmc, was laid ou the 27th

ult. The chapel consists of a nave,.with an apsidal,

and semi-hexagonal in plan. The nave is in seven

bays, with traccried windows on the sides, the

two bays next the centre of the sides having three-

light windows. The other windows are of two

lights each, and all have traccried heads under

Gothic equilateral arches. A semi-detached

building, with an apsidal cud, forms a vestry and

porch to the chapel, and beneath this is a cellar for

the heating apparatus, which will warm both chapel

and schools. The contractor is Jlr. G. Atkinson,

ot Stockport. The tost of the building will pro-

bably be about £3,000. Mr. Henry Littler, of

Manchester and Cheadle Hulmc, is the architect.

HOLYWOOD.—The church of SS. Philip and

James, Holywood, Co. Down, was consecrated on

the mth ult by the Lord Bishop of Down and

Connor. The additions which have just been com-

pleted to the old chnrch m.ay be said to constitnto

it almost a new building—they comprise a nave,

chancel, and south aisle. Accommodation is now
provided for about 720 persons. The church is in

the Eailv English style, and is built of Scrabo

stone. The dimensions are :—Nave, 78 by 30 ;

chancel, 33J by 2^ ; total width, 72 ft. ; height

from floor to ridge, 58 ft. The arches flanking

nave on either side are of red stone, and stand at

proper and convenient intervals. Messrs. Lanyon,

I..vnn, and Lanyon were the architects ; Messrs.

liiwrv and Sons, Great George's street, Belfast,

wcro "the contractors. The cost was about £5,000.

Fbidaybiudgk.— The new Chnrch of St.

Mark, Fridaybridgo, Cambridgeshire, was con-

secrated on" Wednesday week. The style is

Decorated, the materials used being Whittlcsea
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bricks aoil Ancaster sUinc. Tlie grouiul jiliin is

in the form of a Latiu cioss, and the odififc com-
prises chaacel, sacristy, chantry chapel, nave, and
south-west cloclv tower. Sittings are provided for

about 300 persons. The total cost was' .€2,500.

Mr. J. H. Owen, M.A., is the architect, and Mr.
C. Bennett of Lynn, was the contractor. The
stained glass windows are by Heaton, Butler, and
JBaync, and E. M. Smith, of Wisbech.

Melford.—The handsome old church, one of

the finest of its kind in the county, of Li ng Mel-
ford, -was re-opened on Tuesday lust, after under-
going extensive alterations. The alterations com-
menced thirty-seven years ago,when510 additional
sitting's were obtained, and the present restoration

was commenced about three years ago. This,
though considerable, is only a pn-tion of the
design for the entire restoration of the edifice,

which has been prepared by the architect, Jlr. II.

Woodyor, of Grafhaui, near Guildford. The new
benches are, in a modified form, a cojiy of those

designed by Sir. Gilbert Scott for St. James's
Church, Bury St. Edmunds. The wliole cost of
the work, exclusive of the chaniel and ]irivate

chapels, but including the organ (liy Walker,
which cost .-filOO), amounts to £2,.")72.

" The stone
work was executed by Messrs. Keogh,of Sudbury,
the benches by Mr. Fordham and Jlr. Leeks, of

McLford ; and the brickla;ers' work by Mr.
Theobald, of Melford.

Chute—The chancel of Chute Church, AVilt-

shire, has ju--t been rebuilt, fi'om plans by Mr. J.

L. Pearson, of 4ti, Harley-street, Cavcndish-siiunre.
The new chancel, as well as the vestry which has
been added, is in the Early English style. The
contractors were Messrs. Salmon and Chivers, of
Denizes. A]memorial window has been fitted up 1 ly

Messrs. Clayton and 35ell—sulject, the Burial,
Kesui-rection, and Ascension.

Sandwich.—A new Perpendicular window has
just been inserted at the west end of the nave of
St. Marj-'s Church, Sandwich, iu the room of the
late unsightly woodwork. We hear that the
western window of the south side will also shortly
be replaced in stone. The window has been
executed by Mr. Jones, mason, of Sandwich,
from the designs of Joseph Clarke, Esq.,
F.S.A., Diocesan Architect. It is much to
be hoprd, says the Kentish Cfazrttc, that this

venerable and interesting, but so sadly disfigured,
church may be grndually restored to something
like its foi-mer beauty. The records of the church,
dating fi-om 144-1, testify but too forcibly to the
ravages which have been wrought on the building
by time and ill-treatment and long years of
neglect.

Yarjiouth.—The foundation stone of the new
church of St. James, at Yarmouth, was laid i)y

the Dean of Norwich on \\'cdnesday week. The
chancel, to contain 2(10 persons, will be erected first.

and the remainder of the edifice, which when com-
pleted will afl^ord acconimodatiimfor lOOO persons,
will bo linilt as funds permit.

Shaw.—On Tiinity Jlond.ay, tlie corner stone
was laid of a new church, to be dedicated to the
Holy Trinity, for the parish of Shaw, lying just
on the wcstera side of the hills which divide
Lancashire from Yorkshire. The proposed church
is of Early Decorated Gothic, and is intended to
accommodate about I'M persou.<. It consists <! a
nave of five bays, aisles, and a chancel nearly
forty feet in length. Chnncel-nisles are provided
for the accommodation of the school-children. A
massive tower, nearly ninety fcetlii.!,'h. is designed
to rise over the western cud of the chancel, but
unless further funds should be forthcoming, will
for the present be carried only as high as tlie

chancel roof. The cost of the church comidcled
will exceed £8,0()0. The architect is Mr. 1!. W.
Drew, of 7, Slorey's-gate, London.

FnoSTEBLEY.—The new district churdi of St.
Michael, at Frosterley. Durhnm, was consecrated
on the "7th ult. The chunli, which has been
erected from designs by Jlr. G. E. Slicct, A.li.A.,
is in the Early Decorated stvle. Wiscrley Hill
stone with Fatherley Hill dressings, has liccn used
in the crccti(pn. The paven)ent of the chancel is

of encaustic tiles, the various colours being artis-
tically blended, the aisles being laid with varie-
gated mosaic tiles. The scats arc ojien, those for
the choir being placed within the chancel, the
furnishings of which arc very neat and attrac-
tive. The font, which is of Fathorlev stone, has
been made by Mr. D. Hurworth, of 'Darlington.
The chnrch is lighted by a number of large
windows. The warming is eflfectod l>y Haden's
apparatus. The cost of the whole building is

about ;t:2..">00. but abniit .-£200 is still rci|uircd to

comijlete the siiire. The eontiactors for the work
were Messrs. Lynes, of Darlington, and A. Kellctt,

of Crook, Mr. R. Hutchinson, of Durham, being-

clerk of the works.

BUILDINGS.

Ou-^EBURN.—On Wednesday week the foundu-
t ion-stone of a Mission House was laid at ( )nscburn.
The building will cost between £700 and XHOU,
withuut the ground. The edifice is to have a
frontage of 50 feet, and to bo 27 feet in depth and
2G feet in height. On the basement will be the
chapel, cnpable of accommodating about 500
jicrsons, and the floor above is to be divided into
four rooms for the residence of the missiouaiy.
The style of architecture is modern Gothic, !uid

bricks are to be u.sed in the construction of the
jilace. Mr. Thos. Oliver, of Newca.stle,has gratui-
tously rendered his services as architect.

The Leavesden Schools.—The new board
of guardians for St. Pancras have resolved, if

possible, to undo the work of their predecessors,
as far as the erection of the schools at Leavcsdcn
is concerned. At their last meeting emphasis was
laid upon the enormous cost of the works (the
probable expense having been estimated at

.£50,000), the distance of the site from London,
and the possibility of adapting a portion of the
infirmary at Highgate to scholastic pui-poses. The
new board has decided, by a majority, to ask the
Poor Law Board for powers to abandon the
works, on which £9,500 has already been paid to
the builder.

WiCKLOW.—The new bridge over the Ovoca
River, Co. Wieklow, will shortly be opened for
traffic. It will be remembered that the old bridge
was carried away by the floods in the early part
of last year. The new bridge (from the design
of Mr. Henry Brett, C.E.) consists of three semi-
elliptieal arclirs, of 45 feet each, resting on piers

and abutments of suitable proportions. Thclcugth
is 1 70 feet. The material used is hammered granite
from the Aughrim ([uarries. The contractor was
Mr. M. Clarke, of Wieklow. Cost about £3,000.

The S.MALL Pox and Fevek Hospitals
AT HOJIEETOX.—At a meeting of contractors
held at the Westminster Palace Hotel on Jlonday
morning last, R. TroUope, Esq., in the chair, Messrs.

Richardson and Waghorn were appointed by a
large majority the surveyors to compute the
quantities of the proposed works, on behalf of
the builders, iu conjunction with the surveyor
appointed l)y the Asylum Board. The other sur-

veyors who were n'miiuated at the meeting were
Messrs. Ardiug and Bond, Messrs. Franklin and
Andrews, and Mr. Jas. Baractt.

Stratfoed.—The new Towm Hall at the comer
of West Ham-lane and the Broadway, Stratford,

is rapidly approaching comidction, and will be
opened about the middle of this month. The work
is being carried out at a cost, including the site,

of about £15,(X)0. by Mr. Ennor, of Commercial-
road East, from the designs of Messrs. Angell and
James.
Chippenham.—New National schoolshave just

been opened at Chippenham. Tho stylo is Early
English, tho p'ans being by Mr. Darley, of

Chi]ipenham, the contractor being Mr. George
Bea/aut.

Colchester.—The erection of new officers'

quarters has been commenced at the Colchester
Cavalry Barracks, from plans prepared by the
military authorities. Messrs Everett and Sons
have taken the contract at £2,395.

(lJoi[i;ej5poiul!>mic.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
NOTICE.— Cases for binding the BUILDING

NEWS, V^'l. XV., are now ready, and can bo had,
price 2,s. c;u-b. Cases for binding back volumes
cau also be had.

To Oi'R Keaoers.—Wo shall feel obliged to any of
oar roiulers who will favnnr as w-itb brief notes of
works contcniplnted or in prfH_-rns« in llio imn-inccs.
Letters reliiting to ailv.rliM hh .mi. I lli.- .u-.linarv

IJUBiness of tlie paper si M hr :m|.Iii.~,iI to ili",j

KTUTOl!, :ll, TAVlS-JOiK MI,'1:i:T, (iiVl'-.NT
tiAUDK.V, W.C.
AdvertiaenuMits for the i

office before .", o'clock p.m.

Itrcrn rn,-'

i-rcut week muat rcu
I Tliursday.

rivi n -.T H T—W. 11. K.—J. G.— 1{. C. M.
:,,>.. l,h onin. t.-;- l-t;. P. S.—T. A. S. (witll plioto
"i- 1 --"iiiii.'iiiti \Vorkliou8e.)-K. N.— It. 1'. N.

I r. ',. 1- \ fo.-S. iind K.—1!. C. M.—
'. Ill- .1 < T.-W. O. F.-T. T.—K. M. and

;. VC. S.-r,. anil Sun.—M. anil II.—A. C—K. C. M.
anil Co.—W. I«. and Son.—AV. U. F.—J. W.—

W. F. F.
AV. (i.-Tlie

anil answers i

T. M.-J. C. T.—F. 15.

WANTED, A LONDON GARDENER.
(To the Editor of the Building News.)

Sir,—A Bill is now before the House of Com-
mons which proposes to give to the Metropolitan
Bo:ird of Works the supervision of all commons
and o|)en spaces in London, and within 25 miles,
and the B"ard, eager for addit ional work, as it always
is, has ordered the preparation of a petition in its

favour. Now there can be no doubt that great
public advantage will result from placing all these
spaces under one responsible body, and perhaps no
more suitable body exists at the present time tlian

tho Metropolitan Board. But an incident which
occurred at the veiy same meeting when this ad-
ditiomil duty was petitioned for showed that many
of the memljers were not alive to the importance
of the subject. A proposition being made to en-
gage two gardeners for the new parks just about
to be opened, at £2 per -nTck for Fiusbury, and
30s. per week for Southwark, it was fomid that
this modest proposal could not be can-icd without
much opposition and a lengthened debate. Mr.
Lowman Taylor said that he thought 30s. a week
quite enough for any gardener, and ilr. Dresser
Rogers, in his excessive /.eal for economy, quoted
the ease of Camberwell Green, where, he said, a
perfectly competent g.irdener was jiaid only 25s.
per week. Mr. Runt/, however, told his fellow
members of the Board that they ueeded to learn
the proper definition of a gardener, and that it

was not every man who could turn ovor the earth
with a spade and cut olf tho eud of a branch who
di served the name. He pointed out what one
would have thought obvious enough, hut what the
objecting members seemed to have lost sight of,

that a true gardener must understand the nature
of pluuts, the .seasons for planting and pinning,
and besides, be a nuvn of cultivated taste, and that
such a mau^could ha obtained only at a fair salary.

If the Board is to assume the control of all the
open spaces of London, its members must Icaru
better to appreciate the public feeling than this.

These places are the g.irdens of tho public, the
spots to which the poor man rssorts not only for
health, but to refresh his eye with the tight of
beauty unattainable in the dense parts of the
town, and they should be kept wth as much
oare and skill as any of the royal parks. If
penuriously and improperly kept they can
never become the schools of public taste
which they ought to be. When the powers of
theproposed Bill shall have been actually confciTcd
upon the Board, if a man could be found upon
whom the mantle of Sir Joseph Paxton has
fallen, such is the uuiu they should employ as
sujicriuti-ndent of the whole of the open spaces of
Loudon. Under a man posses'-ed of such taste
and skill what a place of beauty might not
Leicester-square become, what lovely nooks and
corners he would find for us on the Thames Em-
bankment, and how he might adorn the piers and
balustrades of that stinctnre ! He could liud also
numberless odd vac^int .spots all over the town,
which he might clothe with refreshing verdure and
beauty. In short, under his care London might be
redeemed of at least one-half of its native ugliness,
and that at a very small comparative expense. It is

also time that something were done generally to
render more beantifel ourdisu.sed London church-
yords. Most of these places are perfectly overgrown
with rank weeds, and are the receptacles of all kinds
of rubbish, if placed under the Parks Conmiitleo
of the Metropolitan Board and such a London
gardener as we lia\'o uescribod, what oniaments to
the city might they not be ! If any reader wishes
to know what may be nmdc of a small dis-

used London churchyard in tlie very heart of the
city, ho need only visit Bishopsgate Church,
whore he will see a pretty plashy fountain, with
bordeis of flowers and turf, and gravelled walks
among the carefully preserved memorials of the
departed, and the number of lingerers at all

hiiuis is quite sufficient to testify to the attrac-

tiveness 111 tho spectacle. If such places were
multipUed, in addition to their actual beauty they
wiiiild foim valuable media for j)opular instruc-
tion in the art of cidtivating small gardcus, and
nuiny a man who possesses but a small piece of
ground ftt the front or back of his house, or even
only a wiudow sill, might there jiraotically learn
how to make it beautiful and attractive, and to
indulge that iuextinguishable love of nature which
e.xi.sts iu the breasts of ;ill. But to attain all this

we shall want a first-rate London gardener.—I am
Sir, yours, ic, J. 1'. R.
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AGRICULTURAL COTTAGES.
Sir,—Herewith wc send you plans and eleva-

tions of somo cottages we are now erecting in

concrete in different parts of the country. As we
observe that the cost of ag'icultnral cottages was
discus.sed in yonr impression of last week, we
think they might prove of interest to some of yonr

A Livinn; Eoom.
B Kitchen.
C Pantry.
D Fuel.
E W. C.

F Entrance.
G Bedrooms.
H Well of Stairs
I Cupboards.

readers at the present time. Yon will sec that we
provide three bed rooms to each cottage, of ample
size, and 8ft in height, .also living room and
kitchen 8ft. Gin. high, fitted with range, copper,
&c., and evei-y possible requirement. The roofs
are flat, so that the bedrooms are square, .and not
with sloping sides, as is frequently the case in
this class of cottage; the flat roof wc find clieaper,
not only in its first cost, but in after repairs, there
being no slates or tiles to blow off.

The inside face of the walls is coated with
washable plaster, which is tinted to any required
colour, and trowelled to a fine face, so tli.it water
alone is requu-ed to cleanse and to render it as fresh
as when new. The merits of solid concrete wall-
ing arc now too well known to need comment,
sufficient to say that no brickwork, however well
executed can equal it, either in durability or in its

damp-resisting properties, and these cottages
we find we can get erected in almost any part of
the country at £150 a pair.

—

We are. Sir, &c.,
Hooper and Corpe, Surveyors.

3, Park Prospect, Westminster, May 3Ist.

ARCHITECTS, HOUSES, AND SCAMPIXG
BUILDERS.

Sir,—In reading the letter of " H. E. W." in
the Building News of May 28, it has occurred
to me, as nn architect, to say a few words on the
question of " architects being wanted " that are
capable of building cheap, good, and substantial
houses within the limits of the sums named by
their clients. As a rule, few persons consult an
architect when laying out a less sum than £1,000
in building ; they think it is too small a joli to
consult a professiotal man upon, and cither
employ a builder or purchase a ready-built house—a proceeding not always attended with profit or
comfort, as the tenement is sure to hnvc radical
faults in it, either in arrangement, stvlc, or con-
struction. It is a great mistake on the part of
the pnljlic to suppose that any work, however
small, is beneath the attention of an architect
who has a love for his profession ; and if a client
names the limit of cost he will go to in the erec-
tion of his house, and has moderate requirements,
the problem is easily worked out to the satisfac-

tion of all parties. But how often does a. client

think that by going to an architect he is em-
ploying a magician who can really give him all

he wishes at a very small cost ; and on finding
that his architect is merely mortal, exclaims,
"What was the good of my employing an archi-

tect? I could have bought a house for less

money !
"—a style of argument he might adopt

with regard to his personal dress ; cheap a:

ready-made coats rei-sun those made to order liy

first-rate tailor—the difference is sim]dy in the

fit, style, and durability. But no. Sir, the public

now-a-days know more about dress than they do
aljout architecture, and consequently form erro-

neous opinions on the latter.

Now, as regards " estimates being exceeded
when an architect is employed." For this a client

has simply to thank himself. If he agrees to and
sanctions suggestions that arc made to him for

the improvement of his property, he must be
certain they will cost money ; and onght he to

blame his architect, who is not aware of the length
of his purse? Clearly not. Extras on houses or

works up to £3,000 that occur through alterations

in design and arrangements while the works are
in progress involve much labour and loss of time,

both in drawing, arranging, and cai'rying them out

;

also in the adjustracut of the accoitnts, measur-
ing, valuing, &c., and consequently are of no
profit to an architect, but simply on annoyance
and a trouble. But if an architect were to refuse

to allow any alterations to bo made that would
involve even an extra cost, on the ground that

extras were a nuisance and without profit to him,
what would his client say then ? If clients would
only instruct architects clearly and definitely,

be moderate in their requirements, and re-

frain from interfering .and giving orders to the

builders and their foremen whilst the works arc

in progress, we should not hear of estimates being
exceeded, and both architects and their clients

would be better satisfied.

The percentage question is a vexed one. Five
per cent, is miserable pay on small jobs, and not

much on larger and more elaborate works, espe-

cially as architects are not employed except where
skill and experience are required, not only to ar-

range the plan and design the building, but to ex-
ercise a constant supervision with Argus-like
eyes the whole time the work is in band, without
saying anything as to the settling the accounts,
perhaps, of an offended builder who has suffered

through trades' unions and bad workmen ; liut as

five per cent, is now consiiiercd the jirofcssional

charge, I suppose we mnst work on those terms
until the public appreciate us better.

A few parting words to those who go seeking
for well-arranged, substantially-built, and cheap
houses in the suburbs. It is simply useless for the
public to suppose that they can get properly-
arranged and well-built houses erected to hand by
speculating liuilders—men who do not even know
the requirements of a house, and have not the
time or ability to arrnnge it properly if thej' did.

They build, after their f.ishion, " to sell " at what
seems a low price ; tlie public buy, and after a
few years, wish they had not, for divers reasons.

It is a very old story, and one would think pretty
well known by this time.

I once heard this kind of Imilding hit off in a
burlesque at the Strand Theatre :

—

Turning those shady laues aud'Suburban roads
Into nice eoouomical abodes,
VVliere the doors wr.ii't sliut., and all tbo wind.iws
Kick up the bvc-ldii- inY'liI l lie woist of shindies.
And oh ! the ]i:n i\ w a'ls sn iliin are,
You can alwa\s -niil \ nut- lni^hbour's dinner

;

AVliere damp derm - {]ir rlicnply stuccoed pillars,
I call them Swindles—idiots term them Villas.

I am, Sir, yours, &c.,

Edward Low.
40, Norfolk-street, Strand, Juno 1, 1860.

drains to carry off the rainwater that may there
fall ; not because it is absolutely impracticable to
do so, but because a con-iderable expense would
thereby be incurred without a corresponding ad-
vantage. The water that falls upon the back pre-
mises of houses is considered to be useful in
flushing the drains, and, at the same time, not so
great in quantity as to make its admission to the
sewers a matter of serious oljjection. As to the
rainwater that falls upon the streets, which is ob-
jected to by many persons, as being unfit to flow
into the river, the objection is met by a thorough
system of scavenging. The scavenging, by-the-
by, is not douc primarily for the purpose of

rendering the water that flows from the streets

pure, liut for the purpose of rendering the atmos-
phere' free from contamination. Of course, the one
thing is a necessary consequence of the other.—

I

am. Sir, yours, &c.,

Charles Slagg, C.E.
Kingston-on-Thames, May 31, 18G9.

RAINFALL AND SEWAGE.
Sir,—In your report last week, of the meeting

of the Institutiin of Surveyors, it appears that

Mr. Menzies said that, amongst other pIsces

enumerated, the Kingston authorities h.ad decided
to adopt the separate sj stem of drainage. This, of
course, would be understood to mean the separate
svstcm as advocated by Mr. Menzies, /.^., the separa-
tion of all rainwater from the sewage. I am not con-
cerned to dispute the merits of Mr. Menzies' system
in other towns, liut as a matter of fact. I wish to

be allowed to say that what the authorities of

Kingston have decided upon is that "as much of

the rainfall as is practicable shall lie separated from
the sewage, and be allowed to flow into the river

by the channels of the old surface drains." Now
the part of the rainfall that it is ( bought practicable

to separate in this way, is tb.at which falls upon the
streets, and upon the front slo])cs of the house roofs,

but not that which' falls upon the back premises
of the bouses, and upon the back slopes of the

house roofs. That is to say, it is not intended
to carry through to the backs of the houses separate

WANTED A CLIENT,—IN ANSWER TO
"WANTED AN ARCHITECT."

Sir,—Your correspondent " H. E. W." con-
fesses he is not a professional, or in any way con-
nected with any business, &c. He eertninly
proves the truth of these remarks by his ignorance
of the troubles and trials of an architect.

"H. E. W." wants a house for £60 or £70 per
annum, and doubtless, like many others, want? a
great deal more than even a speculating builder
can afford to give him. I have had private
clients come to me and name, s,ay, .£1,000 for a
house, and require three sitting rooms, drawing
room not less than 20ft., with a bow, and six bed-
rooms, with all necessary ct-ccteras ; others
wanting their houses altered will only spend a
certain sum, and yet must have all their wants
supplied. What can We do but carry ont as far
as possible their wishes, and leave out all the
little comforts and conveniences so desirable to
"H. E. W."
One client I had said he would only spend £800,

and yet before we had finished we spent £2,000.
I never advised one peimy of the extras after the
estimate was accepted, and had he given me
£2,000 in the fiist instance, I coukl have built
him a much more convenient house than he ob-
tained by bis proposed and his actual expenditure.
I had to hear the blame. The truth is, clients

want so much, and are willing to expend so little.

Let a client be honest, and I believe an archi-
tect will be so also. It is more to om' advantage
to have no extras, and a client is a jewel who
knows his wants and is willing honestly to pay
for them ; then client and architect part on good
terms, and the architect is sure to be well spokea
of to the client's friends.

The greater proportion of our modern houses
are erected by speculating builders, who generally
come with a plan of their own, and request an
architect to make an elevation to suit. Even if

we are allowed to make a complete set of plans,
they are seldom used, but the builder instead acts

on his own idea. I have had two or three such
cases in my own experience. The builders say
(and often very truly) " I cannot afford this and
that, as I shall only be able to let the houses for
so small a rental." I am sure that I am only one
o f hundreds in the profession who would be only too
thankful if a client would name an amount and
then be contented with what could be well exe-
cuted for that sum ; there need be no extras, for,

as a rule, extras are caused by our clients' fancies

rather than by our neglect.—I am, Sir, yours, &c.

An Architect.
June i, 18C;>.

MR. SEDDON AXD THE ABERYSTWITII
HOTEL.

Sin.—" .\n Outsider " writes in the last number of
•'heard, on pnod authority,
ceded his estimate by more

athcr pnrtinl erection.

^n Outsider "
al that he Iia

that Mr. .1. P. Scdriou c>
^JO.OOO iu llic erect

of the Ciistlc Hotel, Abcr.vstwith.' There is not a
privficle of truth iu this. No estimate was evermade
by nic, nor w.is I ever asked for ouc. The cost of the
work wu.s lint controlled or i-vcr kii.iwii l>v nic. I

simiily siipiilicd tlic di'si^-ns, my (•iiipl.iMr iiciii;; his
111 tlic

•. At
idthi

huildii tin

sedc uie with regard to it

yours, Ac,

12, r.ark-stiuct, Wcstminsti

ItcrwardB,
i'-'\ 1(1 six stories, obviously

h.tt !ii> employer may have
'I autlmrity " quoted is from
mlerhand niauncr to auper-

complction.— I am, Sir,.

.ToiiN P. Sepdot*,
.^V'., Jlay ail, l!<0!l.
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"THE AiK'lUTF.CintAL KXHI lilTll IX."

Sin,
—" Fi^-ure diavviug and coloured deeorutioii nvo

tlie most, or two of the most, dttlicuU parts of au
architect's profcspioli." saya Mr. Burgres in nil artit-le

which appeared in tlie IJl'ilding Nem's of the l?tli

.June, 180S; aud full well does every student of archi-
tecture experience the truth of this assertion,
Jleino^, therefore, desirous of copyintj some examplt-s
of fig:urc drawina: that are now on view nt the Archi-
tectural Exhibition (and which, by tbew.ny. have been
lithoe:raphed in your paper), I rt-spectluUV i-equested
perniiSBion from the areliitein \vln> exliibils liiem to

Ml Ir Mr

" lx>lk skclihrd and took notes oftlie Fri'ii.-h <lnnvlnf;s"
(Slonsieur Laineire's), and surely it >,cenis luird tliat the
same privilettes are not p^rautt-d tliis year. Un-
doubtedly, the architect I have referred to has a per-
fect right to refuse permission for the drawings to be
copied; and if my request is an unjust one I shall be
pleased to be corrected. At the same time I should
like to have the opinion of some of your readers with
reference to students copying- drawings at the Archi-
tectural Exhibition.— I am, Sir, &c.,
June 2ud, 1860. A Student.

"FUSSY yOUXG ARCHITECTS."
Sir,—May 1 beg the favour of a small portion or vour

valuable space in answer to the letter of "An 'Old
Hand." Had he thorouq;hly understoml the iiapers he
profeases to have read, he would have fi.iiud that
though our object certainly is to make ttie profession
exclusive, it is not so in the sense in which he uses the
term ; we wish to exclude the ignorant pretender to
knowledge a nd thus raise the standard generally.
Trade unions, on the contrary, have the effect of class-
ing the good workman with the bad, and thus lowering
the standard by having no incentive to become a good
hand.
Doing away with the system of pupijage, as we pro-

posed, is certainly not the method to adopt for the
purpose of limiting thenumberof apprentices toarchi-
tecture—another matter in which we differ very
materially from trades' unions. This comp.trison could
easily be canied to other points, and I think would
conclusively prove that the two objects have little or
nothing in common.
The comparison with painting is equally far from

the point, as a person may be a good painter, and
know comparatively nothing of any other subject

;

this cannot be the case with architects, as their educa-
tion must of necessity embrace many branches of
science.
The comparison with engineering is nearer themjirk,

fliough still wide of if. Engineering requires and
receives a more svsteinaticeducation than arcliitecture
in the tir^t iii^t-,,,',.,.. It i- tl,o riil.- t>. fnl-.- ,t l.nv from

side
Ml pla

cipal has to altcMint '

better by the selr.n.li

contrary, this is riitlii'

thorough kiiowl.-d-i' .

nlis(,lni

rt "f -.1

Id h:

ell-

rilli.

r the ex.-c-|,ti,iiL th:in the nil.-, for
I I 111- v.-iriiius branches of mathe-
ly ii.-i-i--,s:iry for oven the most
ci\il i-ii^ineering education, and

I ii •liiiliedit is scarcely likely
luali/ iudispeusable, have beeiithat

neglected.
And, as a final argument, might I ask if " An Old

Hand " is thoroughly assured th,at a similar movement
to ours is not on foat amongst the members of our
brother profession ?

I think "coterie " is scnrcoly a term to be applied to
an institution of over (iOO members, .and I also think
that being composed nf those very persons who have
cxperii-iiceil Ilie \^aIlt of the " crniipulsory education,"
till- ri-xiiluliiiii cniiiii.-iihii; fniiii tli.-m (which your cor-
respiiiiiii-nt qiintes' should have till- mure weight, sup-
pnrlcil as it is hyllie kiridri-il soeieties all over the
kiugdi.in. iiicludiii.K ;i lari^i- |ii-.i]iortion of the Institute,

iiig IIk- cimiiti-iinni-f of those " older mem-
ber

I belii-vethe ei.ur-i- slnidi.u.-.l forth by your eii-res-
pondeut "A Y.iiin-j \i-(lii|.i-l • ul' iiiakin--- lln- ili|il.iiiia

or whatever it in:i-,- i-.- i.-nu-.l ni..i:in\ iii,iii_ii ii,,i

absolutely ncce-sarv, s\Mi,|,i ti,i\rall itn- <-ir. ct d.^im!,
""< one that wi.iiM iiii-il wilh g.ti-ial .-i]iiii-..\al,- I

am. Sir.

One of the Fl-.ssv Yol-xc Architects

A DIPLOMA FOI! BUILDEKS.
Sir,— I have read \vith some little amusement the

rorrcspondence which has appeared In the ItLii.piNr.
News on granting diplmuas lo nrchitci-ls. N'owlwant
to know- why llii-re sboiibl mil bo di|ili.iiias graul.-il In
buildc r.s i.s will, llnlh an-hitei-ls ami l.iiililiTs .ippi-ar
to me 111 be loo Tiiei b .-ilil,.-

• Ari-li ili-i ts," said iiiie ol

the speakers al a r- , m i,i. . turj ..I lli. \ r. Mt.i-lural
Association, •- lr\ i i . ,.|i ..i li. i, i

',! ,. ,r sn do
builders ; archil li (mIi -jm; i-im-aeli
other-.Ho are ImiM.

i
- ,, i . In h , i- hu ,

i nnscs for
.'ipereeiit.-siiliai,- l.nil.l. i -. and .lo p. r .•.-i.l, il I hey can
gel il ; aii-1iilii-ls ..implain llial any one may put Ihe
wiinl -.-iiihili.-t ' iin the brass plate on his door-
buildiTs liaM- a similar i-nmplaint ID make: they say
with tiiilli ihat any iii.-iu uliii i-an put lip shelves, mend
:i rniil, ni- pla>ti-r an mil-hoiise i-aii slvle himself "a
buiM.-i-,"aiiil Ml in name put liiinsHf „„ an equality

til tlii-

i-ati--t

ableuf Ihi
Till

afl. 1 wilh the
Miiiety in

lie- Iniilding prn
l.llililiie.; pinfi-ssinn is a respei-lable

nil a i.spuiisilil 1,., and Ibe bi-allh and lives of
u-ll di-pi-lid as iniM-li nil what the liiiililer does as on
l'"< 1 1.I1.1..1 ,t,„-s. ,111,1 mil, h ,11. ,re so, as where
'I- bniiM- I, l,h,lt ,111,1. -I- til,- siip,-riiiti'ndence of the
n-liii, ,1 .',, ai, l.iiiii wiitiiiiit tiis a-sistance: consi-

i_s. 1 „iu of o]iininn thai if diplo-
li-r nf llie day, "fussy young archi-

tect

inasari- Inb,- til

ii-cts' iiiu-i 11,. I liavi- all their own way,' fcui that we,
the builil, rs must pii, ,,| f„r Oovernment proteclion aud
pnvdege as well. - Yours truly, A Builder.

JntijijC^ommunic^atiou.

gr'£,s7J0-xs.

[H14.]-FASTE.\1X(;' SMALL COLUMNS.-Can
anv reader inform me the best way of fastening small
columns bi-uvL-iii lIii- base .-iiiil capital (s.ay marble
columns i i,,i:i . Ill il u,.,k ,.r |,laiii slime)? I have
seen man- n ii ,>ii- , -111,1, -n,^ that have been
looseaiali, \ i-, I li, l„ -1 .,ak stain lor «-hite
pine for ( i\ I'l ,1 iia ,,,^ — .\ ( in N I Hi 3LvsoN.

[lll.-..:-CHESXUT CllUltCII SEATS.—Can anv-
one iufonn me where I could see a church the seats of
w Inch arc made « ith chesnnt ? Also where dry chest-
nut could be obtained snlBcieut to seat a church for
about lion persons, and price per cube foot, delivered in
London (^Chesnut.

[Mir,]-D1FFF,1!KNT FlIll.MS OF GIKDERS.—W niild yniir t-iiiilriliiitnr \\ti,i ^aye in your last number
Ihe drawiiiu-s i,r tie- .lilTen-iil kinds of girders, kindly
iulorm me wliat is the proper proportion of span anil
depth to be used 7 Also if the one rule holds for all
the different shapes ?—Inquirer.

[I41?]-rRIVATE LAMPS. —Can anv of your
readers tell me if I can oblige the aiilhnrilies who pro-
videforlheli;;lili,i.^,,f 111,- St re,-l lamps, 10 light one that
I have put up nii|si,|,. i,,v ,i,„,r •

i „„| ,||,ite wiiii,i„ to
pay the lainpli-.;liii-r a small tiille at Christmas for the
couvenienee. Put tin- Ineal aiithoriiies have forbiilden
him In light il. oil pain nl ilisniissai. I consider this a
very harsli anil uiijustiliabU- pr,„-eeding on their part,
ami shnul.l like to know what is the law of the case.—
U.\TEe.\lER.

[141.S.3-SCANTLINGS FOR ROOFS.—"H'ould any
of your readers kindly inform me how any scantlings
for roofs, and other parts of buildings, given to be con-
structed of lir as usually used, should be altered to be
suitable for teak or oak, to have ciiual strength and
stifTness .'

—

.v + y.

1^ fi,

[Illul-IJIANTITIES.-Will anv reader :of your
usi-liil jniirnal inform me what is the usual course, in
till- case nf ,|iiantities bein^ supplied, with reference to
lb,- res|i,iiisiliilily for their .accuracy? Also, having
ri-fi-n-ui-e III the manner of payment, whether the
biiildirnr 111,- proprietor pays the amount of the sur-
veynr's f,-i-s tn the architect; or ia that amount
doiliicleil from the first instalment due to the builder

nt of the contract .' I shall feel much obliged
by full answers to these questions.—A. S. K.

ri420.]—FIGURES ON LEVELLING STAFF.-
^^ ill any of your leaders tell me why the figures on a
le\-,-lliiig sfaff should not be iuverted, so as to read the
right way up ?-H. V. T.

[uji ] -r.rii,i>i-:Ks' benevolent society.—
"'ill y, I! _ a , )• reader by tellingine who are
eli;^ibh- I, ,r 1 il,- p, i\ il, -,s of this institution, aud what
ll„,s,- piiv i|. . .-ar,- - \, IJ.

iiiiili- I ill islr Inr giving leliil .-iii,l

,U-,-.-|yed liu-liibi-rsnf llle varinn,
1-1 '

,
I, nil, ling t'l-aile anil llieil- wi,l,,w, ,-iK,,

li.r all. ,,-!,,, i,iii|ini-ai-y ri-Uef t,) ileseryiii" woikiiii-11
1,1 all iiia-is-r>t,iing members of the institution, in cases
ol .-ii-i-idi-nt. .^iiu-e the foundation there had beon IIH
re,-ipiiiits III tlie charity, the ineu receiving £24 and
the \y,iiiii-n i:-,'i.i per .annum. There were then 4li pen-
sioners on the funds, many of whom had, from the
peculiarity of the trade, been reduced by misfortune
from a state of comparative affluence. Any one is
eligible who can get a sufficient number of votes.]

[U-J-i.]-STEAM ROAD ROLLERS. — Yon have
several times lately recommended the adoption by local
boards of steam road rollers. During a conversation
l.-il(-|y Willi the eliainiian nf our Ineal board he stated
lliat 111- hail n-a,l s -wlii-ie lliattlii- Liverpool autho-
rities lia-l Iniiiiil 111,, use i,f lln-ir r,dl,M- damaging to
In Ihi- wall 1- ami gas pipes laid beneath the surface of
'111- s'i-i-,ts. 11,1 you or any of your readers know if
iliH IV til, , a-,- It is the only possible objection that I
, -n -,

.
-i^aiii^t their more general adoption. — A

r., Ill, 11 ,.ii ,-si i:\ evor.
[ ^ nil liavr li,-,-ii misinfoi-meil as leganls the breakage

III liipi-sin I. iverlini, I by 111,, will-king of their iiili(-i-. It

appeals, fi-i.m impiiriis 111:1, 1, ii,,t biiii; sini-e, al the
llial lliiv bad lia,l ,.ii,- siii:ill pip,-

till- lo.ad

,11 down

Hill have

bi-(ikeuiuauew si

had been alteieil.

more than twi-iii

that had any cart

1,-vi-K ,

1.1 1

fur six im-bes of bearing, whereas a roller of say l.i tons,
covering feet, gives but :.',j cnt, for the same width.]

[143n]- KNIGHTED ARCHITECTS.— -Will some
one be kind eiinn,_;li In i,if,>riii me whv Sir Charles
I. .-,111, .11 an, I -II- lli-l.v \Vv all w,-le knighted? lean
s.-.-ul,-, -I,..], ;.!, 1,11. .1, .,, ^11 ,-|,,-ivt,,p|n.r Wren anil
^11 ' i.Til- i; ,.M -la.iil.i 1. .. I-. .iliefavmir, but I have

uliy the iwii lirst-uamedgculle-

Street.—Young Dkaugiitsm.vn.

UEPLIJJS.
[i:i;o.]-LEVEL LINE.- -With reference to the rulo

for lindiug area of a triangle when two sides ami the
iuclurleil angle are given. Mr. RobevCnrpenliv remarks
111 the 111:1 r.i. IXC .NKWsof tlie-Jlsriili.. that "lie trusts
his snliilinii (iben-in priiilcll wniilil salisly -I!, F.'
anilnlhi-i-i-nin-spi,iiil,-iits „|i,, liad ilinn^lii «,.ll 1,, run
ilnxvii bis rule and sia-ak i,f il as luyslical. when il is

ls/,-1, Wilh l-es],,-el In 111,- Put, -I- |,:ii-l ,,f t I'lls'si'ii'!, ',!,•,.

I may remark, Inr Ml-. I!, (arprnl, , s bi-uelil, thai it i,
,

unusual in the English laujjuagc to speak of anything
|

-il wi and

'
' : -

IV ^^ill look back to the above-quoted
I II 11. .Iniinial, it will be found that Mr. R.
' :i'l -

"'
I I L,-tlii-rthe two logs, of the side of Ihe

triangle an.
I 1 li, 1,.-. .-ill. included angle. The sum of

these Vvz- iv
I ;

;-.,|,. which by Mr. R. Carpenter's rule
is siipjins, .1 1,. , ,|ii:,l ,,, From this x (follow-ing the
s.ame rul,- u ,- lia\ ,- i,, vnbstract 13-301, after which pro-
cess Mr. R. Cariicnter's remainder is 3-070I.S. I must
confess I <lo not see how he obtains that remainder. In
the ordinary way of subtr.acting logs, it would be
:i-e7yiH. The only conclusion I can come at is that Mr.

not understand the addition aud Bub-

Nii
,,f 1,1"

y version of the problem. It is an old rule
in malheiiiatii-s that the area of any triangle = half
continued product of two sides, and the natural sine of
the Included angle, or by logs., and taking Mr. R. Car-
penter's figure for reference :—
Log. 2 area A A B C = log. A B -t- log. B C 4- L sin.

A BC, rejecting 10 out of the characteristic of the sum.

The number corresponding to this resulting logarithm
has to be divided by 'i ; so, for the sake of facility and
rapidity some mathematicians prefer subtracting the
logarithm of 'i, viz., -Iloio.-i from It in the first instance.
This added to 10 mtikea loilolo:!, which is the real
number to be sublr:ii-led. Whether this is the rule to
which Mr. R. Carpeuter refers I do not know, 1'. cer-
tainly bears some snnill resemblance to it, but in using
the number 1.5 he has probably contused two rules to-
gether. 3Iy solution would be as follows :—Taking the

3
sides of the triangle as 50, 80, and .10, sin. A B C = —
or -0, therefore A B = SO" 52' 11" -K,. or rather more
than Mr. R. Carpenter's angle.

Log. A B, 80 = 1-9030900
Log. B G, 50 = 1-6989700

L. sin. 30" 5-2' 11' -65 = 97781513

Log. area 1200 = 30791813.
I should have answered him last week, but was pre-

vented by absence from home. - U. F.

[139\]—REMOVABLE FI.XTURES.-As a general
rule everything that is not actually built on the ground
may be removed, but nothing that is sunk in the ground
or partakes of the nature of a foundation can be
touched. As a good ex.ample we will suppose a row of

1 of
wliieh.

Ill lifli

lie left

llii

the pi

I, IT, but the
emises. In

-Lex.

i-i- wooden sheds may be taken to pic

,\-,but brick and stone erections must
I ,-nrrespondeut contemplates a removal
al better have legal opinion, as it is

kli.sh" matter between landlord and

[1301]-RESOLUTION OF FORCES.—The angle
B A C = 30'\ and we must assume the resultant A D to

make equal angles wilh A B, .V C. since the forces are

not stated to be unequal. .-. angle B A H .= angle
C A D = l.-|". Let A 1) represent in magnitude and
direction the resultant, then A B, A C are thedirection.^

of the forces acting on A. Through D draw D B, D C
parallel to C A, B A, then A B D C is a parallelogram,
of which the opposite sides are equal, and A B, A C
represent in magnitude the forces acting on A. .. B 1)

= B A, aud the triangle A It D is isosceles; from B
draw li E perpendicular to jV D, then A K =

.J
A D = 50.

A E 50
ButAE = ABcos.BAE, .-. .VB = = -

C03. B A E cos. 1.)

log. 50 = l-r.9,S07O0

log. COS. 15" = 9-984943-1

[i:;i.ii.]-i;i-;soT.rTin\
Iwii liii-lhiiilsnf i.'.i ..:.-

an,l .\ C in I,, rill- -: i'.

To lake Ihelirslm.-thod.

>1H

~~-/K

angle B A (' is given equal to 31". Conscquenlly BAD
;: 1! I> A = V>-\ and .V 1! = H I). By the rules for the
sidntinii of triangles we have the f-illowing proportion
iii-lween the angles and sides of Ihe triangle A B D.
Side A D : A B ; : sine A B D ; sine B A D. Or 100 ;

A B : ; sine 100" : sine 13". But sine 150" = sine 30", since
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tbc side ol any niig-lc alntiys equals the sine of its sup-
plement. Substitvitins- this value we get

100 + sine 15*'

A B = . Putting: in this equation
sine 30^

the values for the natural sines of 30° and 15" it becomes
100 + 0-25881

A B = Solving for A B we And
0-5000

It equals 51-r tons. To cheek this result by the method
or neomoti-ii-al conslruction, and referring to the

ii" ore, let till' iii-c .iliown by the dotted lines be described
with any radius taken from a line of chords. Produce
A li to mret the arc in H. From the same line of

chords take 1".^ in llic- compasses, and lay them oil on
the arc from II In 10, and from H to K. Draw A E
nud A K, and frmn 11 draw 11 M. and H N parallel to

A K and A K. JIake A U by scale equal 100 tons, draw
1! I> and D C parallel to A K and A E, and the lines

A 1!, B D, D U, and A C, will respectively
tons, and agree with the value already obtained by cal-

culation.

—

Statics.

:i.3nl,] RESOLUTION OF FORCES.-Assuming
that -' Student " intends the angle B A D to equal the

angle C A D, or, in other word.s, that the diagonal A D

Visccts the angle B A C, I submit the following solu-
tion.

It is evident that the two component forces are equal
to one another.
The angle A I! D = ISO-' -(BAD-)-l!DA) = ISO*

A U Sin. B D A AD Sin. K"
.-. A B = =

Sin. A B D Sin. 150"

Log. A D, 100 = 2 OOOOOOO
L. Sin. 15S = 9-41209132

Log. 51-7038 = I-7H0--'63

Therefore each of the component forces = 51-70.38

tons.—K. F.

[1393.] AEOOF.-Let the figure ADGH repre-
sent the roof propoundi-d liv " .T. 11. I.." and the pitch
at G equal on both sides; that is the angle B G "

equal to the angle li

will equal nearly
Ijility of solving

lie longer rafter D G
ill preclude the possi-
tlon.

lA-t II 1-: 111- drawn at right angles to A H, then
K <; U will In- a triangle right-angled at C and E C,
and (' II will III- respectively 12ft': and 23ilt., from
which E 1) will be easily deduced in the following

122 + 23.12 - X
V .r = D E = 20-23 nearly.

Then GE = GH = DG-DE= 39-25 - 2025 =
13ft the lenght nearly of the back rafter from the
substituted length of the length rafter.—Kobev
Carpenter.

[1393.] A ROOF.—With the dimensions quoted in

this problem, it is impossible to construct the loof
having an equ.al pitch on both sides. The angle at

the ridge will always be largest on that side nearest
to the back eaves. "J. H.I." has riilur trm -sulled

"

himself, or he is trying to take in s nn nni- * Nc It is

very annoying to see such a probli-m ;i-. ihi^ prinii-d in

the BU1DI.ING Xew.s, and calculated as it is to mislead
the readers thereof.—R.F,

[1408.] MEA.SURIXG PALING S,-" -SV. IT. W,"
desires to know t!ie total Icn-lli of the sides of an oc-
ta.T,>ii wln-n til- (liain.-l.-i- nt tin- cii-.-iini--.i-i1i.-a rii-.-l.-

= :-,.l Vai-.ls, II.- Ills, u-isl,..^ 1,, ii,.-..|l;lMI til.- l; f.-.l I .
- < t

len..'thl..-twr. II 111,- an;;illai- [...iiiN ..tllic ...lau..!! an.l

the circle. .Some friend has cakulited tlieae dimeii-
sious as bein<,j equal 'o 172 aul 1^ yards respectively,
as well as the length of the circumference = 157 2-7

ards, but according to ray results, these measurements
are all more or less erroneous, Let B D L bo a circle,

of which A is the the centre, and G H one of the sides
GD

of the ciicumseribingoctogon. Then tan. UA U= or
AD

G D = A D, tan. G A D = 23 x tan. 22« 30' = -25 x

-414,213 = 10-3553 yards = G D. .-. length of one side of

octagon = 2n-7lob yards. This multiplied by 8 == 105
yards 2ft. 3-5in., nearly = whole length of paling.

Also, sec. GAD -= or A G = A D sec. 22'"30' =
A 1)

y. 1-0824 = 2700 = A G. Therefore 27-00 - 25 = 2 00
yards, or 2 yards oft. 2 1-Oiu. — greatest space Y G.

trigonometry, I impend
The figure A li C D is a l

,
circumference = 50 x 314150 = 157 yards Oft,

almost).
As this correspondent probably does not understand

• a solution by mensuration.
square, of which n side = 25

"onal = V5" -I- ;b- = J 11-230

'= 100 Olirifi \ c
, r.ut AC - A E = E C, or 100-

oilO - 75 ; ..n KC. But E C = E G, i.«?. = half

oncotthe si.l.s ..I t In- octagon. "HTiercfore Gil, one
of the sides of the ociairnn = 021321 1. = 20-7100 yard s.

Also, AG =VA JJ-i -H L> G2 (Euc. L47.) =^ 31000-^ -H 75--i

= V05'J0-0i)« = 81-18ft. = 27 00 yards = A G, which is

the same result as before. 1 hope these answers will

satisfy "V:. H. 'W."—R. F.

[140S.]— MEASURING PALINGS. — Taking the

length of the paling as given by " W. H. W.," who
evidently performs his calculations by some simple
practical rule, the distance from the centre of the circle

to one of the angles of the octagon is found to be
27-21 yards, it being the hypotheuiiseof a right-angled
ti-iaugle.as a fig. will show, of which the sides are half

the diameter = 25, and half of one side of the octagon
= J X 172 = 10}. Therefore, taking 25, the distance

T
from the centre to the circumference, from this dis-

tiinco we find the greatest width to be 2J yards nearly.

The following is a more accurate solution of the
whole: riie cii-cum. = 50 x 31410 = 13708 yards;
length of paling = 50 x -41421 (the constant used to find

the side of the octagon) -I- .S = 1050-84 ; the hyp. = the
103 0S4

square root of 232 + h ( ) = 27-06 yards, whence
s

the greatest width of the spaiLS = 200 yards.—W. L. JI.

STAINED GLASS.

A WINDOW of stained glass has just been erected in

theCatliolic (^liurch at Raheuv, Co. Dublin. The main
li"ui-e is 0111- Lord with the Sticred Heart; the other
two 1,1-ing the ni.-ssed Virgin aud St. Patrick. The new
window is from the studio of Messrs. Early and Pow-ells,

Camilcn-street Works, and is fully up to their usual
standard.
Three windows of stained glass have been erected in

the chancel of the Catholic Church, Butlersbridge, Co.

Cavan. In the centie light is depicted the Crucitixion

of our Lord, with the Blessed Virgin and the two
Marys at the foot of the Cross. The windows on either

side contain full-length figures of St. John aud St.

Paul.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

Drain.\ge of SouTnovER.—Active steps tn carry
out a scheme of drainage for Southover, Sussex, may
be expected to be soon taken, flir. Conybeare, C.I:^.,

the engineer appointed by Government to can-y out a

scheme, visited Lewes on Tuesday last, gathering in-

formation on the siib.ieet.

The CoNTAMiNATtoN or THE Thames at Bark-
ing.— The Government engineer, Jlr. K. Ravvlinson,
apiiointed by the Sccretai-y of State f..r tli.- 11.. im- De-
partment to examine into the cini.lili.ni ..f ili.. P.iver

Thames at ami near Bm-kiug, and t-i lii\ .sli.j.-il the
statemeuts sul forth in a memorial forwanlcd to the
III iilli.r by the inhabitants ol Barking and ueigli-

bniiili...i.l, lia^ .-.mimenced his inspection. On Satnr-
da\' :\Ir. Kawlin son, accompanied by Mr. Leech, the
engint-i'i- of tin- Thames Conservancy Board, and an
otticer of Ilir >I.-iriq»olitan Board of Works, inspected
the river in tin- \i<-iiiit\' of Barking Reach aud the
northern out fa I loft hi- (Ji-catJIetropolit.an Sewer during
low water. The jiarty (also went up Barking Creek.
The examination of the river and the banks will be
renewed, and the Government engineer will visit Bark-
ing, and receive any additional facts that may have
been ascertained relating to the pollution of the
Thames. The memorialists allege that the sewage
from the main drainage works has seriously affected

the health of the district, a very offensive deposit being
left on the river banks on the receding of the tide.

LEGAL.
Woolwich County Court.—(Before J. P.

Taylor, Esq., Jnils'e.)

—

The Woolwich Archi-
tects AND THE IL\TT£R.—ChUISCH AND RlCK-
WOOD (-. Mautial.—Plaintiffs are architects in

Williani-sti-L-et, Wuolwic-b, and dcfendanta tradcs-

luaii ii'-idin;; ill llai-c-strcet,uf tlie same town. Mr.
l-'ainrii-l.l apiieiu-ecl for Mes.si-.s. Cliurch and Rick-

wood ; and yU: Sjiln-jy for Mr. Martial. The
claim -was for fifteen guineas, architects' fees.

Mr. Rickwood said the defendant employed them
ill Jnlv, ISCfi, to prepare plans and specifications

for altering his lionse in Hare-street, and also to

invite tenders for the work. The tenders varied

fi-oni _C2.-inti) £:i.s7, and the low'est (£250), which
was that of Mr. Tlomipson, was accepted. Plain-

tiffs siiperiiitetiiled the work, and gave the final

certificate in Eebrunry, 1807. The sum of S.2M
was very low, and there 'were several extras.

The work -was done as -well ns could be expected

for the price. They were only allowed a very .short

time 1 1 do it iu, which -was the cause of there

being a few defects.—Mr. Sydney produced the

contract, specifying that the timber should be

sound, well seasoned, &c., and asked Mr. Rick-

wood if the materials he had passed were of the

qualities specified in the written contract ?— Mr.
Rickwood not giving a very clear i-eply, Hi.s

Honour very sternly asked him if the materials

were of the specified quality, on which Mr. Kick-

wood replied in the negative, and His Honour

told him he coidd not recover, and gavejudgment
for defendant, with costs of defendant, attorney,

and two -witnesses.

Action to Restrain a Cokporation from
Fouling a Brook.—Attorney-General ;-.

the Mayor, Aldermen, and Burgesses of
the Borough op Halipax.—This w-as an
information and bill filed before Vice-Chanoellor

James, on beha'f of and by Messrs. John Holds-

worth and Co., who are large damask manu-
facturers at Halifax, to restrain the Corpora-

tion of that town from fouling a brook called

the Hebblo Brook there by pouring into it throngh

two outfall sewers the sewage of the borough.

The defendants stated that they had not had sulH-

cient time to answer the applications which had
been filed on behalf of the Attorney-General, and
they urged that nothing ought to be done until

such time was given tliem. Mr. Kay said the re-

lators had no w-ish unduly to press the Cor-

poration, but in view of the approaching summer,
there must be an order at all events that no
further sewers or drains be connected with the

outfall sewers leading to the Hebble Brook. The
Vice-Chancellor stated that he thought an interim

order ought to be granted, and accordingly ordered

that the Corporation should not on or before the

next motion day but one permit any new sewer 01-

drain to l)e connected with the outfall sewers com-
municating with the Hebblo Brook.

®\\\ m\{\ '^M\,

Protection op Lead Water Pipes.—Dr.
Schwatz of Brcslau notes a simple method of

protecting lead pipes from the action of water
by forming on the inside surface of the pipes an
insoluble sulphide of lead. The operation, which
is a vei-y simple one, consists in fi ling the pipes

with a warm and concentrated solution of sul-

phide of potassium, or sodium ; the solution is left

in contact with the lead for about fifteen miuutes.

The Roy-al Institution op the Archi-
tects of Ireland.—There was an ordinary

general meeting cf the Institute on Thursday
evening, 20th uU., at its rooms, 212 Great Brun.s-

wick-sti-cet. Parke Neville, C. C, V.P., in the

chair. Mr. James H. Owens, M.A., Fellow, Hon.
See., read a paper on " Labourers' Dwellings for

Ireland." The following recommendation paper

was read : As Associate, Robert Cochrane, Ban-
bridge. The following gentlemen were submitted

for ballot, and declared duly el -.:tc.l :—As As-
sociate, Francis Nolan, Stu.leut, Cii Upper Sack-

ville-sti-eet. As Student, Wni. O'Brien Newell.

A.B. and C.E., T.C. D., 52 Great Charles-street.

" Masons' Marks " on the Great Stones
OP the Temple.—Mr. E. Deutsch, says the

AthciKnim, has retuined from his eastern journey,

and has succeeded in deciphering the inscriptions

on the "great stones" of the Temple. He pro-

nounces them to be Phoenician masons' marks.

Thus arc removed all doubts as to the original

builders of that side of the Temple wall.

Government Survey op Cheshire.—a
staff of Royal Engineers, surveyors, dranghtsmen,

and other officials connected with thenewOrd-
uaiicG survey of the country, has been located in

Macclesfield since December, and are actively

prosecuting the survey in the ncighbourhoad of

Macclesfield aud the coal district in that part of

the country. The primary object of the new-

survey is to show more accurately, and on a larger

scile than is possible on the present tJrdnancc

maps of lin. to the mile, the configuration of

the country in the minutest detail, together w-ith

the geologic il character of the different counties,

their agricultural and mineral extent, &c. ; and,

OS regards towns, the fullest information that can

possibly bo given by a governmental survey.

Disputes in the Building Trade.—
Another dispute in the buibling trade has been

•settled by arhitralion. The Wiganjniners claimed

an advance in their wages of 2.s. a week, aud were

able to show clearly that the rate of payment in

that town was below tlio amount received in

neighbouring places. The disputed point was
left to Iho arbiti-ation of Mr. Alderman Cross, as

well as a question as to overtime, aud another as

to the limitation iu the number of apprentices.

The arbitrator's decision has just been given. He
allows the men an advance equal to Is. !)Jd. per

week, and abolishes the nilo as to the limitation

in the number of iqiprcntices. The decision is

landing, aud by its acceptance a strike will be

avoided.
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The TnAMi:^ Emdan-kment.—Tli'M-oport of

the select committee apiiointetl to iiirinire intoihe

roadway ami -viaflact proposed to be made on the

Thames Eiuliaukmcnt from Ilungcrford-bridgc to

Wellington-street, Strand, has been issued. Tho
committee are of opinion that the Metropolitan

Board of Works ought to be relieved from the

formation of the intended roadivay from tlie Em-
bankment below Charing-cross Kaihvay-bridgc to

Wellington-street, and that so much of the Act
25 and ii6 Vic, c. 93, as applies to the fonnation

of this roadway should be repealed. The com-

mittee consider the suggestion to erect a Natural

Histoiy Museum in this locality, and to combine

with it terrace-walks and open ornamental ground,

is deserving of the fnvourciblo consideration of

Pai-liament, as best meeting the reipiiroments of all

parts of the metropolis, both north and south ; and

that in the event of any such building being erec-

ted in this locality, due consideratirn should be

shown for all private rights. The conunittce do

not express any opinion on the probable cost of

applying the sites in question to the erection of

snch a building, ilr. Walker, superintendent of

the Metropolitan Police, has stated in evidence

that a carriage approach from Parliament-street

by Derby.street to the Kmbankment roadway is

necessary to relieve the trallio at Uridgc-strcet

going from the Thames Embankment roadway to

the Houses of Parliament and the west of London.
The Incorporated Law Society and

THE NEW Law Courts.—A deputation from

the Incorporated Law Society, accompanied by

Sir Koundell Palmer, M.P., and several ether

members of the House of Commons, and con-

sisting of Mr. Bolton, Mr. Edward Laurance, and

others, had an interview with the Chancellor of

the E.'cchequer, in Downing street, on Tliursday,

to urge the superiority of the Carey-street over

the Embankment site for the new Courts of Jus-

tice, and the smaller cost of their erection on the

former site.

Public Buildixgs.—The public expenditure

upon bricks and mortar, year by year, is greater

than many persons suppose. In this present finan-

cial year, for instance, the outlay from the public

purse for new buildings, sites for new buiMings,

alterations and maintenance of buildin;,'-, and cmi-

strnction of harbours is not very likely ti i Ic !c-s iluni

£900,000. Thcitemof jiurchaseof sltcswill include

£53,000 for space for enlarging the National Gal-

lery northwards, and i:18,lHiO for more room for the

offices the centre of which is in Downing-street
;

to say nothing of £25,000 for ground odjoining

the Victoria Tower, and a possilde payment in

respect of the new Courls of Justice. Then,
among new building.^, we have demands for nearly

£65,000 towards providing " accommodation for

various learned bodies " in the courtyard of Bur-
lington-house ; £32,000 for proceeding with the

new Home and Colonial-oftices ; £30,000 for the

new wing of the l^ublic Record Kcpository, :£l!0,000

towards a building for the London University,

£29,000 for erecting, improving, and maintaining

sheriff court-houses in Scotland ; £20,000 towards

new buililings for the University of Glasgow ;

£10,000 towards the e.xten'.ion of tho Industrial

Museum at Edinburgh. The Post-otlice department

requires £50,000 towards the erection of new
offices in St. Martin's-le-Grand ; £21,i<50 foriinr-

chase of a post-office site at Birmingham ; and
various other sums for new post-offices, alteralious,

repairs, and mainlcnance. swelling U|i to a total

of £l(i5,000. Ireland nuist have £l(lt),000for

new works and alterations in public buililings and
harbours, and for their maintenance. The total

charge this year for building, repairing, and
maintaiuiug emba.ssy and consular houses may be

set down at £(i4,000. The construction and
maintenance of harbours in Great Britain by the

Government will require about £70,000. To all

this must be added £135,000 for alterations, re-

pairs, and maintenance of palaces, public offices,

and buildings, and the Houses of Parliament.

Tho expcnditm'e on the two Houses will include

£5,500 for the improvement of the central hall,

ami ;£4,410 for the subway nnder Bridge-street.

THESLADEPKOFESSORSIIirsorFlSEARTS.

—

The Vice-Chancellor has announced to the Univer-

sity of Cambridge that tho executors of the late

Mr. Felix Slado have offered to the University

£12,000, Three per Cent. Cimsols, for tho purpose

of fonnding a Professorship of Fine Art in this

University, subject to conditions of which the fol-

lowing arc the chief :—The Professor shall bo

elected by a Board, consisting of four members
resident at Cambridge and three noii-resiilent. It

shall be the duty of the I'rofcssor to (|ive annually

in the University, in some placeto beJtppointcd by

the Vice-ChanccUor, a course of not less than 12

lectures on " The Hi-^tory, Theoiy, and Practice

of tho Fine Arts," or of some section or sections of

them. The lecture shall be given in full term, and

shall be open to all mend)ersof the University free

of charge. The Professor may, however, deliver

extra courses of lectures, for which he shall be en-

titled to charge such a fee for attendance as may
from time to time be fixed by grace of the

Senate.

London Association of Foremen En-
gineers.—At tho monthly meeting of mcntbers

to bo held to-morrow, at the City Terminus
Hotel, Cannon-strcct, a paper will be read by Mr.

David Walker, on " The Simplification of the

Patent Laws." Mr. J. Newton, of the Koyal
Mint, president, will fill the chair, and all who
take an interest in the question named are invited

to attend, whether members or not. The pro-

ceedings will commence at eight p.m., precisely.

The Manchester Builders and Their
Workmen. -Building is in a great measure sus-

pended in Manchester. The masons havebeen on

strike seven weeks, the plasterers about a fortnight

;

anil on Tuesday the bricklayers and labourers

strack work also. The masons had given the em-
ployers notice of a reduction in the hours of labour

from o4§ to iSJ hours per week ; a demand of a

similar nature was made by the masons of Liver-

pool, but withdrawn. The masons of Manchester

have not withdrawn their notice ; and with that

exception the whole of the strikes seem to be in

opposition to payment by the hour, instead of by

the day or week, and a refusal to refer disputes to

arbitration.

New Docks at SIiddlesborouoh.—The
North-Eastern Railway Company has advertised

for tenders for the enlargement of the Middles-

borough Dock, the construction of a new entrance

and gates, and the erection of a swing bridge

across the new and old etitrances.

The Hackney Building Dispute.—The
disiiute between the architect and the builder of

the new Hackney Infinnary threatens to be a

serious matter. The dispute is about some ma-
terials which the architect (ilr. Lee) rejected. A
surveyor has been appointed on each side, who
have chosen an umpire. It might have been

tlioiiLht; (says the Ifarhnri/ Ej-jness) that the

question of the quality of the bricks and timber

could have been settled by a bricklayer and a

carpenter. But no ; the umpu-e is to hold

his comt, and hear evidence, and both sides are to

be represented by eminent cotmscl. This will

prove an expensive affair. The object of the

builder is thought to bo to obtain heavy damages

for the stoppage of his works, in case of a favour

able decision, but if he has to pay the costs he

will hardly relish his bargain.

Masons' Code of Rules in Bristol.—On
Thursday evening, last week, the employers of

masons in Bristol adopted the following rules :
—

1. That on and after June 1, the system of work-

ing an.l of time be by ihe hour, and the rate of

wages be, for skilled workmen receiving 30s. per

week, Gjjd. per hour. 2. That all trade rules, dis-

putes, demands, and differences shall be for the

future settled by conciliation, or, failing that, by

arbitration, ami proper courts shall be constituted

for the purpose. 3. That no alteration shall be

made in these rules unless six mouths' notice be

given by either party, terminating on Jlay 1 in

any year. It was also resolved to post in the dif-

Icrcut shops notices to the effect ; that on and

after June 1 the labourers' wages be paid by the

hour, each master to arrange about his own rate.

The New Lecture Theatre at South
Kensington.—On Wednesday eveidng the se-

cond trial of the acoustic properties of this build-

ing was made by a " trial of voices." A number
of professional and amateur singers, under tho

conductorship of Mr. Arthur Sullivan, gave a

very .agreeable concert, and the audience seemed

generally to be of opinion that as respects facility

of hearing and the absence of reverberation and

echo, the room is a complete success.

At a meeting held at Worcester on Monday
evening, it was determinod to hold a local work-

men's industrial exhibition in Worcester in 1870;

ai a preliminary to the International Exhibition

to be held in London in the same year.

The Metroiiiilitan lioard has ordered three doaen
seats of (Sft. in length with back.s for their new parks,

at the price uf £2 10s. each. It was observed that

similar seats for the Koyal Parks had cost £3 18s.

each, 'i'lie superintendiiig arcliilect is to fix other

scats without backs m certain positions

Messrs. Green and King, decorators, h.ave removed
their business from 23, IJaker-street to 100, New
liond-street, \f.

The eighteenth annual conference between the

Council of the Soeietv of Arts, and the rejiresenta-

tivcs of the In.-,titntio"ns in Union and Local Boards

will be held on Wednesday, the 23rd of June, at,

twelve o'clock, noon.

Mr. Crossley, the engineer of the Midland Rail-

way Compauv, confidently anticipates the opening of

the" new Ime'throngh Sheffield not later than July

next.
The first two buildings of the National Cottage

Hospital for Consumption and Diseases of I he Chest,

Ventnor, UnilercUff, Isle of Wight, are now close

upon completion, and preparations are making for

the ceremony of Living the foundation stone of the

second pair of houses in July next.

On Jfondav evening the 31st ult., a special general

meeting of the Instit'iite was held for the election of

an honorary Secretary for home duties, when, after

some discussion on the subject, Mr. J. P. Seddon,

late hon. sec, was unanimously re-elected to that

office.

The first stone of St. Barnabas' Church, Mill-road,

Cambridge, will be laid on Wednesday next, the 9th

iust.

Testerdav (Thursday) the foundation-stone of a

new Wesle"y.in chapel' was laid at Swinderby, Lin-

colnshire.

The foundation-stone of a new church at Perry-

street, Graveseud, will be laid to-morrow (Saturday).

A new music hall is about to be erected at Luicoln

by a limited liability company.
"A new church, which has been erected at a cost of

about .£4,000. at New England, near Peterborough,

was consecrated on Friday last.

Alford Church, Lincolnshire, is to be restored.

A fountain is to be erected in Greenock, in honour

of .lohn Gait, author of " Sir Andii-w Wylie," "The
Ann.als of the Parish," and other well-known works.

It is probable that aRussiauKxlubition of national

mamifactiucs will be held at St. Petersburg next

year. The building will be constructed on the model
of our Crvstal Palace.

The foimdation-stone of a new United Jlethodist

Free Church was laid ou the 2-2ud ult., at Shank-
house, near Cramlin.

Mr. G. G. Scott has received instructions to ]n'e-

pare plans for the restoration of Christ Church
Cathedral, Durham.
The Church of All Saints, Sheffield, built by Sir

John Brown, at a cost of £11,000, was consecrated on

the 21st ult.

At the last meeting of the West Ham Local Board

of Health, it was resolved that the footpaths in

Bridge-road and Windmill-lane be paved with blue

and red bricks, by way of experiment.

AVe sec by a local paper that several influential

residents in" the immediate vicinity of Wanstead
Flats contemplate applying to Government to con-

vert the Flats into a public park.

The works connected witli the erection of an iron

footbridge 8ft. wide, with a span of lonft., are. by
order of the Local Board of Health, to forthwith

commence. The new bridge will be creeled on the

side of the carriage-wiiy, and at a cost approxi-

m.ating to .t250.

Sitiidi} llciufj

0\p,
The Yeovil Town Council has resolved on the jiur-

chasc of about an acre of ground for the enlarge-

ment of the Cemetery, 'ieuders are invited for

laying out the grotmd, erecting wall, &c.

TENDERS.
llATLKY.—For thirteen brick hotiBOS .it Gomersal,

tor William llougUtou, Esq. Messrs. Shcard aud U.in-

stocic, architects :
—

The highest tenders for masons,
bricklayers, carpenters, joiners,

tJlumbcrs, glaziers, nnid smiths'
work.....; £!!?'!• 3 fi

The accepted tenders for ditto fHOr 10

B.VTLEY.—For four houses in Batb-strcet, Hatley,

for >fr. John Eyre. Messrs. Shcard aud IlanBtock,

architects :—
The highest tenders for m.isons,

joiners, plumbers, glaziers, plas-

terers, and slaters' work .£iV22 6

The accepted tenders for ditto 478 13 6

Bbistol.—For the erection of a house and shop foi-

Mr. J. Joues, Bedmiuster. Messrs. I'owtou and Gough,.

architects :

—

Generals.
Jiarquis & Munro -« 1 it! (I

Ileal I'J-'J u

Davis 1« " »
Saunders 1127

'll„i,-„ lo.-,4 10

Sumraerville VM
Eastabrook lOM
HUl 1 w "' n

Stephens K™ I)

Wilklns ID-'"' »

Stephens 10-4 » «

Low 1"-) »
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Hiimplirics POO "

Crocker na:i 7

Cork Oi» 11

Griffiths (.icceptcd) WJ 'J u

Masons.
Storkey £ol5
Stephens 400 o

Boon •»«! 1 "

Thoru 450 U

Carpenters,
Halhcrly £413 10

Gay :iOO

Kastal rook 384
Humihries 365
Snnimerville 357
Griffiths 350
Davy 344
Banner :i38 18
Crocker 335 10

Hill 317 10

Low 300

I']astcrers.
Hill £145 10
CowU-j..., 137

I'lumbers,
Fear £2.5 10

Osborre 25

Smith.
Hairis £63 7

Colchester.—Accepted tender for the erection of

two ccnunanding: officers' quarters, in the Abbey
(hardens, Colchester, from specilicatlons preparetl by
the military authorities:—

Everettand Son £2-393

KiDSGROVE.—For Sewerage. Robert Scrivener and
acn, surveyors :

—

Palin £1600
Taylor 1340
Kowson 1250 9
Lunn and lleynes 1170
Penrce 103117 7

J. and S. Smith (accepted), , , , 1020 11

TJOWDON.—For rebuilding- 40 and 41, Ilayaiarket, for
Mr, A, Bunnie. Mr. J. C. Lansdowne, architect,
ijuantities supplied :

—

Greigg £2926
Nightingale 2817
Patman and Coy 2810
MyeisnudSons 2687
Mitchell 2500
Scrivener and White 2468

London.—House at Duke-street, for A.M.McDongal,
Esq. Mr. Charles E. Davics, architect. Quantities
supplied :—

Wocd £0500
Till 5547
Shui mcr 5144
John Stone 4620

Thomas and Sons 4300
Morgan and LovcU 42,'iil

Nightiug-alo — 4140
Nixon and Son 4120
Eudkiu , 4000
Carter and .'-on 30U3
Myers and Sou 30.S4

Blackmore and Morley 3840
Hill and Sons 3780
Edward Condor (accepted) 3670
Wigmore 3073

London,—For rebuilding; a warehouse, Philip-lanc,
London-wall, City, E,C., including; part of fittings, and
Portland stone front, Mr. Herbert Ford, architect :

—

Lawrence Brothers £17432
Kiddle 17402
Ashby and Horner 17362
Conder 17070
Kelk and Lucas 16903
Meyers and Sons 16815
Pritchard 1074.5

Brass 16420
Morter 16347
HeuBhaw 163.S7

Brown and Itobinsou 16072
Moultrie 16 )00

London.—For new house, Adelaide-road, South
Hampstead, for Mr. Gale, nurseryman. Quantities by
Mr, W, Todd :—

Simpson and Son £689
Ebbs and Son 806
C, Thomas 789 19
K. Hackworth 777 5
Longmirc and Burge 777

Mill Hill,—For alterations and additions to fit.

I'aul's Church, Jlill Hill. Mr. R. Paikinson, architect.
Quantities by Mr. George Lansdown :

—

Est. A. Est, B, Est, C. Total,
£ £ £ £

Patman & Fothcringham . . .372 2380 412 3164
Adamson and Sons 375 2300 4^20 3160
<;,N, Foster 360 2330 390 ,30So

Cooper and Cullum 300 2180 380 29.50

Henry AVheelcr 418 2008 480 2902
D.King and Son 430 2150 300 2886
Crabbe and Vaughau 3i2 2024 360 27.36

Alfred De.ins 285 1877 362 2324

Milton.—For building two new Kccci'ving Wards at
the Union. Mr. B. Adkins, architect :—

Gammon £815 7
Tidy 799 W
Beaumont 738
Shrubsolc 07S
Seager 061
Sollitt 6.53

Moore (accepted) 633

Newcastle.—For the erection of semi-detached
houses for Mr. V, Silvester, at Thistlebury :

—

Trevor. Newcastle £1450
Webb Brothers, Silverdale.... 1100

Watford.-For schools. Thomas Pearson, ai

tect. Quantities suijplied :

—

Taylor £17r.4

Hubbard 1650

Staines and Son 1.596

Humphrey '535

Nightingale Ia33

Waterman 149s

Eapcr 1180

Foale 1 479

Suowden 146.S

Cooper and Cullum 1436

MEETINGS EOR THE ENSUING
WEEK.

Wednesday.—Geological Society, at 8.

Friday.—Architectural Association.— Nomination
of Officers.—'' An Historical Account of

the Artistic Treatment of Piers, Pillars,

and Columns," by J. Tavenor Perry,
A.R..T.B.A,

Satukday,—Royal Institution,—" On Semitic Cul-
ture," by Emanuel Deutsch, Esq,, 3.

COMPETITIONS.
Plymouth,-July 1-1— For designs, plans, and esti-

mates for a new Guildhall, with law courts and public

offices. First premium, £100 ; second, £73 ; third, £50,

Mr, Whiteford, town clerk, Guildhall, Plymouth,

Lincoln,—June 14.—For plans and desig^ns for a
new church. Mr. T. Heffernan, Secretary, Lincoln.

Glamorgan.—July 1.—Plans and specifications for

restoration of parish church of Llantrisant. Rev. J.

Powell Jones, Llantrisant Vicarage, Pontypridd.

PiiiLADELniiA, Pennsy'LVAnia, U. S.—September
1.—For designs, specifications, and estimates for new
public buildings. First premium, £400 ; second, £300 ;

third, £200 ; fourth, £100, For particulars, to H, C,

Pugh, Secretary of Board of Commissioners, S,W.
corner of Walnut and Filth Street, Philadelphia,

London and Cointy L.vnd and Buildisg Com-
p.\NY, Limited.—June 26.—For plans for the best
and most profitable way to an-ange in Building Sites

their ground in Camomile-strcet. K.C. First pr
£73 ; second, £30 ; third, £23. Mr. R. B. Sooker, 14,

Clements-lane, E.C.

BiRJilNGHAM.—June 10.—For plans for the proposed
building on land adjoining the Workhonsc, capable of
accommodating 200 epileptic pauper inmates, with the
estimated cost. William Thompson, Clerk to the
Guardians, Parish OiBces.

CONTRACTS OPEN FOE, BUILDING
ESTIMATES.

Ilkley.—Juno 15.—For the erection and comple-
tion of One, Two, or Tlnec Blocks of semi-det.iclicd
Villa residences in Parish Gill-road. Ilkley. Thomas
JIarshall, architect, St. Mark's-road, Bagbie Field,
Leeds.

Aberdeen Harbour.—June IP.—For the diversion
of the River Dee. and other i\orks, J, Angus, Clerk
to the Harbour Commissioners, Town House, Aber-
deen.

DoVEn.— .Tunc 9.—For the erection of t5V0 Cemelcry
Chapels, Lodge, Walling, &c, ; also for forming Ro.ads
and Paths to proposed Cemetery, Mr, F. A, Klein,
Architect, 110 Cannon Street, E.C.

Whiteciiapel,—June 10.—For construction of a
brick sewer, &c.. Ac. J. Pollard, Clerk to the Metro-
politan Board of Works.
Great Centr.vl Gab Cojipany.—June 9.—For

the tar manufactured at their works for the year end-
ing July, 1870. Secretary, Office of the Company, 28,

Coleman-street, E.C.

Wolverhampton.— .Tunc 7.—For the construction
of about five thousand yards of brick sewer and four
hundred and thirty yards of pipe sewer with overflow
weir, manhole shafts, and ventilators, and other
works. H. UuderhiU, Town Clerk, Town Hall, Wol-
verhampton.
Chl'dleigh. Devon.—.Tune 12,—For repairs and

alterations to the parish church, Mr. G. B, Ellicombe,
Chairman to the C;hudleigh Advowson Trustees, Rock-
lands, Chudleigh, Devon.
Whitfield. — June S.— For rebuilding AVhitfield

Church, Churchwarden of Whitfield, Mr. Braekley,
Northamptonshire.
Hailshasi, Sussex.—.Tune 14.—For the restoration

of the parisli chnrch. H, E. Rumble, architect, East-
bourne, Sussex,
Upottery, Devonshire.—For the erection of four

cottages, Messrs. Thynne and Thynne, 11, Great
George- street. Westminster.

KnTTiritii \M V'lRK^niKK — V^nr the erection of a
S.MHl. II, ,!, 1.. Ml.nr,- V,, r 1 hil .crsllOU UUd PltC,
av. I

. 1,1. . !• I
I

•.
, ,

,,,,•, W.c.
( >

, ,i, ,
, [',,,;

, I i .,i' tlir erection of a
u.'w w , I,-.:,, M;,|,l M; ". .iiijci^, arcliitect, Staf-
ford.
Hdddehsfield.—June 12,—For alterations and ad-

ditions to Hcaton Lodge, near Huddersiield, John
Barker, architect, Ti.wn Hall. Jlirlichl

klu

buildinps and rCMdiliie at Well. ml J'ark, near J.iih-

fleld, for Mr. A. E. Mauley. Mr. W. Sugdeu, architect,

Leek.
Halifax Corpobation W.vter Works. C.vstle

Carr Contract.-June 15.-For driving a tunnel
about 2. .500 yards long, and sinking the necessary
shafts, Ac. J. E. Norris, Town Clerk, Town Hall,
Halifax.
LOECIir.MI: It^M' ,,

I ! i;
-,,.,, ;. .Tiiii, '1 -

<
', ,I|I f.OCt

No. 1. for r,,
1

;

,
,

'
,,-,,, I ,,iilniet

No. 2, for II ,

I

I .ilher

works. :\!r ,i 1' <i:,,,,;,,' ;• 1. ,,, II ,., .,;.!,!. I.. mgh-
borough.

liOTilERlliTHE.- Juue 8.-For paviug the east foot

way, Jamaica Level, and for excavating and carting
away the surplus earth to form a shoot. Messrs. Hawks
and Stokes, Clerks' Board Room ol the Workhouse,
Rotherhithe.

C-iMBER^^VELL.—For the erection of workshops iu the

re.ar of 144 to 150, Camberwell-road. 10, Wyudham-
road, Camberwell.
CnERTSEY.—Juue 8.—Eor the erection of a villa. T-

AVonndcott, architect, Chertsey.

Wilton Local Board of Health.-June 12.

—

For the supply of pipes, and for laying .about 1,500ft.

of pipe sewers, and the hoifte drains in counection
therewith. T. Hiring, Clerk, Wilton, near Salisbmy.

Bedford.—June 15.—For the erection of a covered
tepid swimming bath. Mark Wliyley, Hon. Secretary
Bedford Public Baths Company, Bedford.

Belfast.—June 14.—For the construction of about
9,500ft. of brick sewers, with street gullies, pipe drains,

aud other works. J. J, Montgomery, Town Hall,

Belfast,

Bediiill,—June 11,—Fur the formation of about
500ft, of road and sewer, aud the erection of 20 pairs of

artisiins' cottages, Mr, J, Dean, architect, 38, Great St.

Helens, E.C.

HoLnoRN.—June 7.—For repaving the carriage way
of Grays-Inu-road (from Holborn to King's-road), b.

W. Hopwood, Clerk, 47, Chancery-lane.

Upper Inny Drainage District, County of
WESTMEATH.—June21.—Forexcavating.and improving
the portion of the River Inny, connecting Lough
Derravaragh with Lough Iron. W. Evans, Secretary

to the Drainage Board, Gilliirdstown House, Killucan.

Cork District.—June 19.—For the performance of

woiks for the year ending 31st March, 1870. Director

of Contracts, War Office, Pall Mall.

TipPERARY.—June 12.— For the erection of a new
bank and out-offices. Mr. W. F. Caldbeek, architect,

24. ILarcourt-street, Tipperary,

Aldekshot,—June 24.—For pro5'iding jind laying

cast irou branch water mains in the South Camp. Com-
manding Officer, Royal Engineer Office, Aldershot.

North E-vstehn Railway —June 9,—For the
enlargement of Middlesborough Dock, construction ol

a new entrance and gates, and ei'ection of a swing
bridge over the new and old entrances. T. Macnay,
Secretary, Darlington,

Cambrian Railw.\Y6 Company,—June 7.—For the

supply of iron, bricks, lime, sand, canvas, cement, files,

glass, and various other stores, G, Lewis, Secretary,

Oswestry.

New South Wales Railways.-June 2^2.—For
the supplv ol rails, fishplates, chairs bolts, and nuts,

spikes, aiid compressed and ereosotea elm keys, W. C,

Mayne, Agent, 118, Cannon-street, E,C,

Admiralty,—June 22,—For the supply of 700 tons

of St, Petersburg hemp, 500 tons Rin;a hemp, 100 tons

Riga (outshot) hemp, and 100 tons of Italiiiu hemp. A.
Brady, Superintendent of Contracts, Somerset House.

WEST.MINSTEH.—Juue 9.—For general works and
repairs to the sewers in this district. E. Hollis, Clerk,

25, Great Smith-street, Westminster.

Bangor.—June 29.—For Oie erection of a new in-

firmary to the Bangor and Beaumaris Uniini Work-
house. Mr. R. G. Thomas, Architect. Menai liiidge.

Bradford (York).—June 10.— For thr sH|.i,ly of

granite cubes for street paving. Charles Gott, llorough

Surveyor and Watenvorks Manager, Corporation
Offices, Swaiustreet.

Bedford.—June 12.—For the restoration of St.

John's Church. Mr. King's Office, Potter-sticet, Bed-
ford. --

BANKRUPTS.
[Friday. M.vy 28.]

p.artnerships dissolved.

Bull and Treleaven, Forebritlge, near Stafford.

builders—Rennoldson and Fai-ley, Newcastle-on-Tyne,
timber merchants and coal exporters— -\lldrcd aud
Doulton, Duke-street, Grosvenor-square, builders.

DECLARATIONS OP DIVIDENDS.

B J.J. Myers, Southampton, engineer, div. 3Jd—J. W.
Worswick, Ipswich, builder, div. 203.

TO SURRENDER AT BASINGHALL-STREET.
Dover. Henry John, Gipsy-hill, Upper Nowood,

builder, June 16—Ford, Charles Joseph, Deptford,
plumbi'r, June 7 at 2—.lohnson, John, Lambourn-road,
Clapli;nii, build, r..luiie '.'. at r.' - I'iper, GeorgeThomas,
Upjicr -51niii,i-iir-.Mi( ,!, T., i\v-ni:ul, stouemasou-Wclls,
Hi-^I.eili |i:n l^, iir|iiioi,l. i]iiil«r merchivnt, June 16, at

ll_\VilsMii, AuiUew, llcxley Heath, surveyor, June 16,

at 12.

TO SURRENDER IN THE COUNTRY.
Allrn, Alfred, Rochester, carpenter, June 11, at 2

—

Copp. M'illiam, Pilton, Devon, builder, June 12, at 1-2—

Hani^.ll]. .5111. 's. Kendal. nia.^..ii. .lane '.i. at lo -Mar-
reii. Hiiiii.^l ll:irliu',t..ii. I.iiil.lir, .luii.^ I, at \': Palmer
E.hnimii. :ni.l Sli.>p|.ar.l. .I.'ini.'s, ^ll.Mil•l.l. l.njiders

.Juue '.i--Sii.il)i, William, Ki.-lnimn.l. Y..rk»lnn-. j. liner

June 14. tit 10.30 -White, 5Villiam, Atterclille, builder
Juue 9, at 1.

SITTINGS for LAST EXAMIN.VTION.

.Tune 30, A. Dury, Warwick, decorative painterc
Julv 6, J. Spencer, Ashby-dc-la-Zouch, plumber -Jun,
30, J. Harvey, Bristol, builder—Juno 15. .1. Watcis
Truro, builder—Juno 29, J. Heatley, >Vhitehaven,
plumber.

June 17. G Godl.i

June II, K.Clark, r,

mult, Brigg, Linc.'lii

.1. Chelsea, builder—
1 -June 10, J. What-

..iiinilder.

scotch SKWtE.-iTUATION.

Daniel Baird, Rutherglen, builder. June 1, at 1'*,

[TiESDAY, June 1.]

P-VRTNERSHIPS I>ISSOLVKD.

Presfddcr and Son. Falnionlh, buildcis- Hulse and
Co., Tunstall, chain manufacturers—U. and. T. Loxley,
Sheffield, joiners.
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DECLARATIONS OF DIVIDENDS.

W II reppcr, Dover, builder, div. 2.}(1-J. Banks,

Liverpool, iron and wire fence mauufacturcrs, lUv.

4j(i_-\V. Williams, Garston, plumber, div. M.

TO SDRRESDEB AT BASINOnALL-STREET.

Gardner, William Robert, lilakcs-road. I'ctkliani,

and liedford, builder—Govon, Robert, Uulwii-li, bin (1it,

June H, at 11—Lock, Eicbard, L.aiidport, buililcr,

June 11, at 12—Norton, Thomas and CbarUs. Nolliii^-

hill, carpenters, Juno 14, at 13-Unl.son, Chiiib-s (is-

waUl, New Ormond-street. L.-imb's-roiidiiii-fin-ri,

builder—Sankey, Jeremiah. Levi'r-slrei't, ."^t. I,iiki- s,

and Mnton-street, Sew Nortb-road, timber nu-rchiuit,

June 11, at 2—Swectman, William, Cauibndgc-road,
Kilburn, June 14, at 1.

TO SURHESDER IN THE COUNTRY.
Bralthwaite, John, and liraithwaile, Thomas, Leeds,

plumbers—Cavill, Samuel. \VadoJ.idgc, Cornwall.

fr<mmon"er, June 11, at 11— Harrison, Louis, .'het-

field, plumber, June 10, at 1— Lee, .Tames, Old Lenton,

Kotts, joiuer, June 22, at 11—Linuett, Elizabeth,

Rugby, carpenter, June 8, at 11—rhinips, John, junr.

Ilkeston, contractor, Ju
ton, contractor, June 1.

SITTINGS FOR L.VST EXAMINATION.
Jane 18, W. Whiteman. Ccmeterv-road, Peckham,

builder—June 21, K. Taylor, Gr.aham-road. Palston,

contractor-July 1, K. Rowlaud, liray.Trd's-rnad, I'lrk-

ham, carpenter—June 24, H. olivrr. TlsIiiIou-sIii ( t,

Notting-hill. builder—July l.C. :Miii-itls, AIL.tI rn.|,l.

New-cross, builder—July 1( .1. Hall, liii-lii.-u, I-imMm-

—June 29, r. P. Hiscox, Shcptou Jlalleii, builiKr-
June30, J. C, rhillips, Slaindee, contractor—June 21,

F. Lloyd, Liverpool, builder -June Ifi, J. Eccles, Hoi-

ton, plumber—Juno 30. T. Gott Windermere, painter-
June 22, J. Foulds, Halifax, joiner—July 3, 51. N. A.
Haines, Oldbury—June 12, W. J. Troon, Falmouth,
carpenter-June 14, H. Barham, Leeds, painter—June
14, E. Backhouse, Leeds, painter.

DIVIDEND MEETINGS.
June 16, C. Wisher, ritt-strcet, reckham, builder—

June 16, H. Chamberlain, Truro, carpenter.

! 14, at 1—Ward, John, Bol-

SecondEililioi., 4s. tiiL^

A Clue to Raihvay Compensation
~*-^- ron rROPERTY and person, "'"-"i'"-"' -"i-* "n-i^*

;pe<"l.al Acm, the nature an " '

liplit

WUh No
Uv THOMAS MoiM
'dilapidation

nitture, and the in

With an Appendix <

ipulfiorr saIg under
I, prescriptive ivindow

]irInolpIes of pnrochitil

L authuritiefi.

IL and GENERAL: their
lit succinctly domonatmtod.
iiutory rcgulfttlonR. 4k., cloth.

Now ready, Fciip. Hvo., 38. 6tl. clotli.

A Popular Outline of Perspec-
"^

tivc or Grnphic Projection. ParalloL DingonoL rim-iuipulnl

Graceful.
By THOMAS MOKRIS, Architect.

STMPKIN. MAnsHALI,, .t Co.. Slntionors' Hull Court, E.C.

SiCNT GUATI.S AND POST FREE.

A New Catalogue of English
-^^ anJ Foreign Books on AUCHITECTtTRE, lUriLDIXtl.
ORN'AMENT, tbc FINE ART.^, &c., &c, OX SAU-:. lit very loiv

BRADLEY THOMAS BATSFORD,
AUCIUTKCTUIiAL AND ENGIXEKKIXG

liOOKHELLEEt.

52, High HollDorn, London, 'W.C.

TO JOIMiUS, CAUPEXTF.R.'!. 5I0DKL AXD CAlilXHT-MAKER",
ORGA-N nvILDKRS, S:c.

PATENT " BENCH HOOK."
The Hook is mounted on a fvlido, nml is ndju>itcd upward)
niwft d-.bv timplv turning n haud-wliLvl uu.ler the T

•, ill the fart
r the Boiicb. T*

hand-whvel is c

spii'iLl groove is

groove. The w
BCi'ewod to tho underside of the Bench." Will aUo aci as a vice.

TESTIMONIAL?.
Horton Lane, Brivdforil.

Sir,—Wo have in use a number of Pollard's " Bench Hooks," whiilj
we consider superior to all othere wo have vet tried for Joincr'e work.
—Yours, &c., J. & W. BEANLAND,

April. Id69. Per L. LkadlKY.
Harper Street, LeodH.
Bench Hooks" for eomc

lum tnilv.
THOitAS HALL & Co.

t carriap; free.—AGENTS WANTKD.

Jn the Matter of the Companies'

BATH STONE OF BEST QUALITY.

Depots
Kingdo
Coishai

» Cost for Transit to any njirtof the United
n, furnished on application to iiathStouc Office,

1, Wilts. [Advt.]

LATEST PRICES OF EATEUIALS USED

IN CONSTRrCTION.
TlunGlL Duty 1". per load ; Drawback, 1b.

X 8.'X K. 1 £ B. £ s.

Teak load 10 10 13 10 Archangel, yellow .. 10 10 n 10

Quebec, red pine 3 16 4 15 St. Peteraburg, joL.. 10 16 12 10

-'Finland 6 10 7 10

A bsolute Security Policies,
Unforfcitftble, Unconditional, and Unchnlleupeablo,

is«wd by tho

PRUDENT! AT As^ri:.\NCE COMPANY,

Tho!^ Policies rii;.l>. 'i

the world, without oxiru
drawaln, shoeing at one j.

Special Agents Wanted.
HENUY HARBEN, Secretars'.

(Compensation in Case of Injury,
^^

and a FIXED STTll in CASK of DKATH eaiwed by
ACCIDENT of ANY KIND,

may be secured by a policy of the

EAn^WAY PxVSSENGERS' ASSURANCE
COMPANY,

An Annual pRvmcnt of £3 to £6 5fi. insures £1,000 at De.^^h,

and an Allowance at the Rate of £6 per week for Injury.

RAILWAY ACCIDENTS ALONE
may be provided againet by

INSURANCE TICKETS for SINGLE or DOUBLE JOURNEYS.

For parlieularR apply to the Clcrka at tho Railway Stations,
. ., _ V _ _, .--nts or

;Iege

WILLIAM J. VIAN, Scorctary.

Acts, \>*f)2 and IS67, and in the JIalt«

L'ompnny (Dover), Limited.—Tlie cnililu]

L'ompany arc rsqnired, on or ^}^ ;• n f!,. i'

(i.nd their names and nddresi^"^ .nu! <}• ],;

claims, and the nnnie« and inMi. :

'

Frederick Bertram Smart, <{ \ -;. i
.,

Lomlou, the oflicial liHuidnt. r i t'

quu-ed, bynoticein %vfl;;' r,. 1 ,

c omciiil Liqiiiilator.

Clnrence Hotel
e-named
. I869, to

^rcliitect.-:

Dantzic onk .

4 170
5 10
5 10

4

Moiiiclfir 2 10 3 10

Riga :> K> 3
SwedUh 2 3 2 10

Moats, Qu(b red pine 4 6

,. yellow pine - 4 10 fi

Latnwood, Daut fm. 6 7

St P'burg. 8 9
Dc-ila, prC, 12ft by 3
by y in. duly Ss. per
load, drawback 2a.

Quebec, wlutc spmeo 12 17

St. John,white epnice 12 15

Yellow pine, per re-
1 C

,
iBt qnalitTx IG 10 19

2nd do 12 10 13

Deck I'lank, Dnutzic,

r tun 37

Palm, iuio 40 10

LLnseed 31 31

Rapesccd, Eng.palo.. 3ti 10

]Vrc>^^Gy promptly Advanced on
-^'J-

rcrsonal oV any r.rr,,l J
*

, u,i,^ A moderate interest,

repayable bv instfllmcnt".

SONAIj ADVANCE CO'
Covent-gnrden, and at I

Hours, 9 to a Bills disceu

-REAL and PER-
I ;i, Tavistock-Btreot.

w, BloomBbury, W.G

. ITARVEY, Secretary.

TTercules Land, Building, and
-""^ INTEST">n'XT siirTrxv. TM>tniT \T?: a nv w'ts

.1.. ^.; ;... t...ii....^ .-it tho "¥.><

I-!.--!, Lii(uinn, F..V., where te^tm
its for employment will be fm;
1 inquirioa, and every endeavf>in

Builders', and Con-
n Office for Employi^es.—T. KNIGHT
^ the urgent demand for pome central
may be fncilitnted between Employers

•t apart n Branch
\fr-Ti.-y Offices, 49.

.vledgc of the capabilities of each
Member of rhe Firm, who i

brunch, nml
Building Tr

ill devote hi^
! connection
period of upwards if a quarter of i

Employees to the registration of their rcqulit!i

times within the year. N.I
opened when suitable prenus

loth Employers and
mts ! ny number of

A Workman's rendefi-u»8 wiU bo
be obtatned, of which due notice

Tourneynian Carvers' Trade^ SOCIETY.—ExrPLOTERS ftud tho Trftile ftre ra^poctfnllT in-

rr MONDAY EVENING lit

fltzroy-nqiuird N.B.—Tll«
;x:,Us-

riooring « New Cavondiph-F

A. WATERUOUSE.
voastle-on-Tyne^

"Robertson, Brooman, and Co.,
-'-^ PATENT AN DESIGNS REGISTRATUiN AGENTS,

"Patents,&c.—Mr. J, (J.Mt'Avhuni,
-*- BRITISH. FOREIGN, and COLONIAL PATENT AtJKNT
ind CONSULTING ENGINERR

MAJESTY'S

LETTERS

HER

ROYAL

PATENT.

Established a.d. 1774.

A ustin's New Imperial Patent
-*^*- SUPERFINE FLAX SASH LINE.
Tho above article is now being manufactured and sold in large

quiintltlcfl for Greenhouse Sashes, Public-hoUHO Shutters, and other

heavy work. Tho niannfacturcrs would recommend it forlfs Rtrength,

and tho large njuount of wear in It conaoiiuent on Ita peculiar miuiu-

'"aUSTIN-S nrPEUTAL PATENT FLAX SASH AND BLIND
LINES (two Priio Modala awarded). The Manufacturers^of the leov''

article* particiilarly wish to draw tho nttentii * " *"article* particiilarlj

Imperial Pat.nt Kb ish Lines, of which they a__._., ' making four

•itrlv recommend that In all caitca they slioubl
"

to the patent lino« made from Jute, which
iirthnorthedurnbmtj-offlAx;conBcquoutly

caniK't L- ' fiu-iion to the Consumer.
Th. V III in. I. ti particular attention of tho trudo to their

IMPKIUAI. 1 All-M liLlND LINES, which oro very superior to

anvthliig yet ofTcrod.

they can be obtained of all Ropflmakcr*. Ironmongers, Merchants,

Factom, and ^\'holeBale Houses in Town or Countrj".

CO.-), givi

lirn. Han
:, containing full porticulars, se

Office for Pntcnts. 172, Fleet-street. London.

of ROBERTSON. BROOMAN, i

prompt porHonal attention to all matters entrusted
book of information
pout frc

T .and Surveying, Levelling, and
'^"^

Lft)lupouto£Estiito5, by D.HAYLOCK. Terms inoderftto.—

'To Engineers, Architects,

[Surplus riant for Sale, on ad-
^

^ iiiii.tifrnui terms, owing to the comidetlon of the Sletropolitnn

^!l\rk.trt sinithlield. A large quantity of Scaffold Poles, &c., a 12-

l,<,rMi power Portable Engine, Stone Traveller, Wood PlanitiR

Machine, Saw Bench, Hoisting Crabs, Choiu Falls, MaitouB' Trollies,

and other useful plant The greater part hns boon purchased new
for the above works, and is in excellent condition.—Apply to MesHrs.

Browne and Robinson. Builders. 76. Worship-street. Finsbury.

I

GERISH'S PATENT
ile^^l SPRING & GATE HINGEl^-;^i orniiiu a UHit rjiiul

[•s]f|]jj|5['"^'
MA^•UFACTOKY.

30. BUTTESLAND STREET, EAST ROAD, N.

Hinges of Every Description Repaired.

To Ironmongers and the Trade generaUy

T) llulctt and Co., Manulac-
-*-^*

tnrerR of GAS CHANDELIF-llS, HALL LANTElt.NS,
GLASS LUSTRE.S, &c, &.c A largo asiorlnieni of tho newest
design* alwavB on show; every article marked In plain hgures.

Patentees anJ Manufacturers of the Mercurial Gas Regulator. Com-
plete Pattern Book and Price List 12«.

NOS. M AND 56, HIGH HOLnonX.

T^o Brickmakers, Contractors,
-^ Builders, and Others.—To be LET, a dcMrable and woU-

establtshcl BRICK ond TILE YARD, with large WHAKF ami

double railway ftding thereon, whieli connects tho clamps with tho

cat Eastern Railway at Brentwood, in Essex, seventeen mtlf'.

.m London. The earth is of very superior nuality, of grcAt depth,

il close to tho surfAcc. Malms, atocks, re<l bricks, anddralnlnp

OH have been made in large (piantitic-i. Wi ' ' •--'

GILT ROOM BORDERING.

At GEORGE REES', 57, Drury Lane,
Axn K. KrSSKT,!; STKKKT. rilVKXT GAKOKN.

BATTENS, from i;8 per 120.

DEALS, from £15 per 120.

FLOORING, from 9s. per Square.
DRY MAHOGANY, 6d.

WAINSCOT, 9d.

LATHS, 29s.

ALFRED CARTER and Co.,

OLD IJETIINAL GKEEN KOAD, N.E.

Asv GOODS rett i LKSALE U,\TEg.T

(T^n-'. of Elizaboth-> , HftcVney-r(a(l.1

. XT. Purliamont-Bt

A Bargain.—York Sinks ! York
'^^ Sink. I f-M) Tooled York ."iinki!, nt. US.!. i«t .upcrtiinl foot

G. H. BARTLETT,
5 CtHEAT t.TKKN ST., \V l-'.SI'M IXSTKl!,

\Krnni;i II i.-Ai. am> i:m;imoi:kin<;

LITHOGRAPHIC DRAUGHTSMAN.
Estimales given for Catalog-ucV.'ork, &c.

THE TANNED LEATHEU "COMPANY,
ARMIT WORKS,

GREENFIKI.l). XKAK .MANCHESTER,
TANSKU.-;.crHKii:i;s n,„i m im i-actuiieusoJ

IMPROVED
Tanned Leather Driving Straps

for Machinery.
PRIME STKAr AND SOLE BUTTS.

WAI.RV.S I.E.\THER FOUroVKHIXfi COTTON
GIN ANU rOLISIIING KOI-I-EUt*.

Trice I.i«t« sent froo Ir.v l-ost.

WAKEHOUSE-Sl, MAKK LAXE. LOXDOX. T-.C .

Mortar Mills and Portable Steam
KSGISES FOn SALE or HIKE-SUitionary nn.l M™'''?

((igpfrw.—Apiilj 1

Fo Let, Richmond-roacl, Hack-
*- nev. EXTENSIVE MANUEACmUNG rilKMISES, ..tablingy. EXTENSIVE

shed, country ho\iee,

rea of 3,500ft.—Apply

Tans, Comis Work,
I and other Boiler*

,

,, Steam and Water Gauges, Pumps, Tank:

ummer Blocks. Itii

me-mills, Ilydraul:

*mS,?ndotiS*us^ui'Machlucry:-T. T. TAYLOR;
. Borough.

auees, rumps,
t^8, i-'ly-wheoU, Mill-handc, Edjro

and Screw Prc-'se!', Punchintr and
HySro-extractors, Saw-fn

« nite-sireet, iwroug"- , , v-,, . .

y.B.—rlant and MacJiinery purchased. (Cash.)
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1 haarendciod
general favourite.—The CV((7 ,S>ri-(cc 'Gazette remarks —
singular sinx-ess which Jfr, Ejips attained by his homa-oprtthie

l>arntinn nf cnr-A-. In : nf-v'T ("'n surpassed by any expfnnuntn

lincii packets, labell od.—JAilES EPPS&: CO.

y" bills." Made siniplj

ado only in lib
,
Jib ,

tCO., Homceopatl

\(, UNDER THK PATRON A.GE OF H M THE QUECV

iVe THE LONDON PAKQUETKY WORKS,

"Solid and Plated" Parquet Floors,

Borders. C ilm .-. ^ndWill Dpi^orition

^
PATENT WROUGHT NAILS.

J. J. CORDES & CO.,
the ratentces and Mannt'aclurcrs ol' tlie

ivcU-kno^TO

PATENT WROUGHT NAILS
(Commouly calleil Embank's Nails),

Desire to make it kuo\vii that they have adopted
a " star," or " cross," as their Trade Mark, and
that all Nails now made and sent out by them,

except Clasp, bear this mark upon their heads,

and that within every pafkage sent from their

works is also placed a card bearingtheir name and
address. All their bags are also branded CoKDES
.and Co.
The Nails are manufactured by J. J. CoEDES

and Co. out of Scrap and the best kinds of Pig
Iron, and have long since earned the reputa tiou of

being superior to all others. The Nails are all

uniform in make and quality, each one perfect, and
count out full 1,000 to the M.

DOS WORKS, NEWPORT, HON.

THE ELECTRIC CLOCK.
REQlIKi:.** ^'0 ^VIIVDIIVO.

The
Improvement over

all other Electrio

Clocka ia obvious to

the least experi-

enced an well as the

moat BcleDilfic,

PRICE, in Neat

Fancy Wood Case,

£5. Higher Priceeac-

coidicg to style.

. cttoii Is Bolitited by the

PATENTEES and MANUFACTURERS.

MOSELEY & CO.,fil
14, BEDFORD STREET,

|||j|l
ll

SI'RAND, W.O., y^Ml

ELECTRIC BELLS, ^
aDd their APPLIANCES,

f,
TifleJ all over Uie couutry, iuuluding the largest hotel ia the

kingdom, as well as in India, China. Au:.tralia, Alrica, Holland, Ac,

CAT-^ASaUES GRA TJS. ESTIMATES FOItSISHED.
THE TRADE SUPPLIED.

C. H. DAVIES and CO.'S
GENUINE AND ARTISTIC

SOLID PARQUET FLOORS.
N.B.-rcKi-iKTS .lud I'riiotioalJoiiiers.

CAMBRIDGE HALL, NEWMAN STREET,
LONDON.

PATENT CLOCK,
with MOSELE V and

Co.'a Patent Su Iphate

of Lpaa B.itt err, is

^iiraiitoed to keep

4tood time without

any attention The
battery requi ea re-

ch:irging only once a
year at most

FLOORS OF
RACQUET COURTS

AND

BOWLING ALLEYS.

ROOFS AND FLOORS,
1 ho had of J. FAnKELL, Secrctarr, .>. Parlinment-i

COX AND SON'S
CATALOGUE of CHURCH FTXRNITURE.

^^ ith 6i?0 Desifnis f<ir Church Fiirnituro, Gothic Metil Work, Deco-
rations, Carpets, Ilangiuga, and Embroidery,

CATALOGUE of STAINED GLASS,
Containing «0 PcnifniB. Prices, and a List of nearly 100 Churches in

which Stnincil Glass Windows have been erected bv them.

CATALOGUE of MONUMENTS,
Tomb Raile, Headstones, Memorial Brasses, &c., designed by eminent

Architects.
Either of the above Cutalogiies forwarded for Six Stamps.

GOTHIC .TfilNKUS' WORK ANTl FTTRNITtJnK.
GOTniC MKTAT. WOIIK in KILVEIl, liRASS, nml ITION.

SHOW-ROOMS, 28-29, SOUTHAMPTON
STREET, STRAND.

STAINED GLASS WORKS,
43 and 41, Haid'>n-lanp (ndjoininp the Show-rooms^

WOOD and KTOXE CAUVINO. r.uTIIIC MET^U.. and MOMJ-
MRNTAL WORKS.

THE MANUFACTORY,
COLLEGE IVUARF, IIELVEDEKE-KOAD, LAJIBFTH, S.E.

]yiessrs. Charles Devaux and
f tlio TIEII.Lr

Qlergymen, Architects, School-
^""^ MA.STEU.S, and all others intereatad in Education, should

obtain

MESSRS. SIDEBOTHAM, BANKS, & CO.,
ECCLESIA.STICAL ARTISTS,

PATt.SONAGE WORKS, ALBERT STREET, MANCHESTER
Complete Catalogue of School Fittings,

PRIZE MEDAL PARIS EXHIBITION, 1867.

•Itained Glass Windows and
CHURCH DECORATIONS.

R. B. EDMUNDSON and SON,
Kow Wakeficld-stre«t, Oxford-street, Manchester.

Thomas William Gamm, Artist
IN STAINED GLASS,

NEAR BIRMINGHAM.

JOSEPH GILLOTT'S

LIG-H:TEI^^^C3-E
CHARLES STRUTTON,

3-1, Commercial Ro.\d, L.^mbeth.
BARGES LET BY THE DAT OR TEAR.

patent and British Plate Glass.

—

JAMES HETLEY and CO. bog to Inform Architec's, Builders,
and the trade geuorally, that their new Taritf of Prices for the
above will bo sent on application ; thej will alao, on receipt of par-

-ilass Warehouse, 35, Soiio-square, London.

GLASS.
T\r H. Jackson supplies British

* PLATE, P.VTEXT PLATE. ItOLLED PLATE, CROtra

forwarded ou application at the

w,
PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS.

Jk'U liiiviiio* made an exten-

3.1L STIl-EET,

Sloho Plate and General Glass
^'^ Wnrihonse. 26, SOHO SQUARE, W.

AndGEOllGE YARD, CROWX STREET, SOHO, W.C.
At tlu^ aboy. i yt.nt-ivi' istiililishment the following (lescriptioQ of

I
' ^ '

I

' '
' - ' ' ' ' "-ilvcred, Ohacurcd, and Rongh.

GILBERT J. FRENCH,
nuLTON, LAKCASHIKK,

Manufacturer of Churcli Furniture.
Communion Linen, Altar Cloths, Surplices, Itobes, Eccle-
siastical Carpets, (ihistonlniry and Altar Cbairs,
Lecteros, Fauld .Stool^i, Alm.s ami Collecting- Boxes,
Almoniers and Basins, Curtains, Cushions, Woollen
Kuo^s for Seats. Ivnculiii;; 3Iata and Hassocks, Em-
broidery in Gold, i^ilver, and Silk, Heraldic, Eccle-
siastical, and Emblematic Flags and Banners, Church
Mourning:, Funeral Falls, Memorial Brasses, &c., &c.
A Descriptive and Illustrated Catalogue sent free on

application.
r.ireela delii t aU pr .ipal Railn-ay Stations.

JOHN WESTON & CO.,
SOLID AND TENEERED

HANDRAIL MANUFACTURERS,
so, UPPEK WUITECROSS STREET, LONDON. E.C.

MOULE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
rpHIS invention eflfectually remedies evils arising
-'- from comraon cesspool priyies and water-closets, and
equally prerent the offensive smell consequent on the use of
the ordinary commode in Bed-rooms, Hospital Wards,
Prison Cells, &c.

It may be applied in two ways :—First, the Commode.
This is moTable and self-contained, and is adapted for bed-
rooms, bath-rooms, hospitals, nurseries, &c. Secondly, the
APPARATUS (see cut). This is sold separately, hut not
including the parts marked a, and may be applied to any
existing closet, or fitted to a new building, in or out of doors

;

and may be placed over a tliy cesspool, or a moTable iron
tank if more convenient.

The EARTH SYSTEM is economical, both in the fii-st

cost and its after working ; there is no expensive cistern or
pipes ; no danger from frost ; and the product is a manure 'I'l

of great value to farmers and gardeners. The supply of
dry earth, and its removal, are attended with no more
inconvenience than the supply of coal and the removal of

ashes, whilst the value of the manure amply pays the cost.

Added to which, the sittings of the ashes, instead of lying
in the dustbin until they become a nuisance, may be mixed
with the earth, and tlins lessen the quantity required.

On View and in Operation at the offices, No. 29, Bedford-street, Strand, where
Prospectuses may be had ; and at the Dublin Depot, Messrs, EDMUNDSON and
CO., 9, Upper Abbey-street.—THOMAS M. EVANS, General Manager and Secretary.
—Engineers, Messrs. H. J. and J. W. GIRDLESTON, 37, Norfolk-street, Strand,
where they may be consulted with reference to Moule's Patent System for Waxming
Churches, Schools, &;o.

TURKEY AND INDIAN CARPETS.
IMPORTED BY

WATSON BONTOR, &, CO.
CARPirr MANUFACTUREKS TO THE KOYAL FAMILY,

35 AND 36, OLD BOND STREET, LONDON,
n.xiiinrrioN medals is,-,i, isiv,', ami in!iii,iN. i.sc,.-,

w.

LITHOGRAPHY AND
PHOTO-LITHOGRAPHY.

ARCHITECTUHAL, MECHANICAL, ANDENGINEKKIX(; DRAWINGS, MAPS,PLANS,&o.,
CUl'IEI), REDUCED, ENLARGED, AND LlTIlOGKArUKD EXPEDITIOUSLY AND

REASdNAULY.
ARCHITECTS' OWN DK.iWINOS PnOTOan.lPIlEU ON SToSE AT ONU-TIIIRD THE f05T OF LITHOGttAPHINO.

WHITEMAN & BASS, 236, High Holborn.
PUOTO-LITHOGR.VPHERS AND LfTHOGRAPll H' I'KINTEItS TO THE HUILDING NEWS"(bEE

ILLUSTRATIONS), "THE AETIZAN," AND OTHER JOURNALS.
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THE CONTINENTAL MARBLE
COMPANY.

7, WILSON STREET, FINSBURY, E.G.
10 S T A P. I- 1 S II K 1) 1 .x, "1.

Marble Chimneypiece and Register Stove - £1 G G
Box Enamelled Slate -170
Good Stone Truss Chimneypiece - - - S

do. Box do. - - - G
VLI.OWnD TO THE Tk.VDE.

CHARLES COODYEAR,
GRANITE MERCHANT,

THE D E lank' G R "a N Tt e" "q U A R R I E S,
Stone of a Superior Quality for Enpin

OFFICES: Cotmtry- „ StrniMl, W.C.

W. & J. R. FREEMAN,
MERCHANTS IN ALL KINDS OF STONE AND GRANITE,

DEPOT.? n.ljolning tlif rommo

OFFK'K- MILLBAXK STKEET, LONDON S.W.

PORTLAND STONE COMPAQ (LIMITED)
PORTLAND BLOCK STONE,

of Fine and Even Texture, S mml, nnd Diinilile, in Blocks of any Dimensions, or Sa^Ti in Slabs of

Various Thicknesses.

PORTLAND ROACH STONE,
Extensively n?cd for Dock and .Sea AValls, Machinery Beds, Eoixndations, &c., in Blocks of all sizes,

at a Low Trice.

Stone can Toe forwarded either per Vessel, London and Soiith-'Western or
Great Western Railways and their connections.

For Trices, I';irticulars, and Sami)lcs a]iplv l.i tlie jrrtnnKcr,

MR. J. J. R. SHORT, ISLE OF PORTLAND, DORSET.
London Orders may be addressed to 10 , PAR K-STrJ'M'n', WESTMINSTER, S.W.'^

SAMUELr"TllCKETT,
GENERAL STONE MERCHANT,

2, GRESHAM BUILDINGS,
BASINGHALL STREET, LONDON, E.C.

WILLIAM ORME CARTER,
LIVEliPOOL,

SLATE MERCHANT, QUARRY PROPRIETOR, AND MANUFACTURER OF
ARTICLES IN SLATE.

SLATES for EOOFINGr of every Size and Quality, eitlicr Dhie, Grey, Green, or Red, direct
from the Qoiirri.'.; in Wiilos nr Wo^tmfjrel.-inJ. at wholesale i.rieef, iu triiek loads of not less than five tons.

SLATE SLABS, direct from the QuaiTies in Wales, at wholesale prices, in truck loads

" SLATE ORNAMENTAL EXAMELLED ARTICLES in imitation of the most costly
marbles. Chimnevpiecea, Bfttbs, Filters. Wnll linings. Table tops, Colnnms, Ac, &a
SLATE PLAIN ARTICLES.—Working Squares and otlier Utensils for Brewing, Water

Cist«mB. B.iths, Sinks, Shelving for Lanlrrj, Daii-ie';, Greeahouses, &c, Lining and Shelves ftir Strong-rooms, Hor.'0 nnd 0>w Manners,
Stall DivMlonR, Cattle Trmiplia, Picklin? Trough-!. I'avcmtut'. Lnvatoru"!, TTnuals, nnd all articles for Sjuiitary TiUT'ises. Billiard and"""'"

fully flni-br..|.nT..I fi'l-^i-f-1! I-l^tTi nn.I r-rn^tM.
tAiu:i: M(M iv <M i;ouFiN'. .^i.ati:s ox HAXD FOR EXPORT.

BagateUo Table Beds r

BEST SLATE SLABS-1,200 TONS IN STOCK.
ROOFING SLATES, ami EVI';RY D]';sc1{U"1'1i )N of PLAIN and ENAMELLED SLATE

MANL"FAC"rUI!E for HOME USE or EXPORTATION.

JOSEPH BRINDLEY,
SLATE MERCHANT,

ENAIIEL AND STEAM SLATE WoHKS, liianii iNOSEY WALL, LONDON, SE.
Estimates civou fur slatinir. !""1 iviTythiii- tli.-il innbc made of Slate.

THE XEW rUICi: LIST iND i )W ItE.VDY.

FRENCH UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION, 1867.
The only SILVER MEDAL given to Great Britain specially for

" Pottery (Stoneware, Pipes, &c.), for Materials and Processes for
Civil Engineering and Public Works," Class 65, was awarded to

HENRY DOULTON AND CO.,
LAMBETH.

Jlcim-'. D. .1 CO. h.-.vo ol)taine<l Tlui^ 51. diil/i nl th, Paris Kxhiliillon for their variotis Mnr.>:fnLlurrs.

Glazed Stoneware Drain Pipes, Terra Cotta Chimney Tops, &o., &c..
Supplied on tlie lowest terins. direct from II. 1>. & Co.*s ^tauufactories :

—

HIGH STREET LAMBETH, LONDON; ROWLEYREGIS, STAFFORDSHIRE;
and SMETHWICK, near BIRMINGHAM.

FRENCH UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION, 18(17.

CLASS 17.

THE ONLY SILVER JIEDAL FOR " STONEWARE

"

D O U Lf 6 N A N D W T S,
Lambeth Pottery, London.

Me' u D. & Co. ol.l udTlii Exlilhr , 1«C7, for their t

In cipoetiillon of n ereallv Inev. I

Item of their KNAJIKLLED .-.To.Nt
, \\

. It ive flotennined to introduep the
KWAllK II.OSKT P "

cription of EArthcnwftre.
Experience ha. nhown that tlilfi Hhnpo in the moMt eltnpli

duTBtlllty, and cleanlincxr It ciumot he i.uri>n-.»ed by the niont ezpenniTC eloectA

FIGURE "D" STONEWARE CT-0.«ET I'AN AND TRAP,
3s. 9d. COMl'LKTE,

! at the pric

id efliolent. nnd that In Atrenpth,

THE LARGEST AND OLDEST
IN THE TRADE.

Vein Marble, £4.
Vein Box Chimney

pieces, 30s.

;

Vein ditto, 9in.
jambs, 45s.

Ib??^mP' CHIMNEY PIECES
[%']'' IS STOr-K,-" •— From £1 to £100.

T. H. HARTLEY & CO.,
WESTMINSTER MARBLE WORKS,

E.VRL STREET, HOR.SEFEURY RO.il), M;.in MILLR.VNK, S.W

CI. Mitchell, Marble, Stone, and
^-^ GEAXITR WOEKS.

snow nOOJtS—1C6. EKOMPTOX-TtOjO), LOXBON, S.W.

mil Shoots of Monntnenta will ho foi

MASUFACIOKY AT WALTOK-STREET.

JOHN ST. POLISHED GRANITE
WORKS, ABERDEEN.

J-UIES WRIGHT, Manufacturer of Polished Granite to Her
Majesty, supplies first-claSB Monnments, Columna, I'ilivstcrp, &c.
London Agents, Mr. ALE.XANDER NICHOLSO.N, 66, Mark-lane,
E.G ; and Mr. MATTHEW W. JOHNSON, 363, Euston-road, N.W.

GRANITE.
Tohu Freeman & Sons, Penryn,

ABERDEEN GRANITE WORKS.
ALEX. MAC'DONALD, FIELD & Co.,

Worker.- iu Poli.-Iied Granites to the Queen.
A^-ardod Prize Me.1nlH International Exhihitions 1R5I, Ih:)5, and 1M3

nnd THREE Prize Med.als at Paris, 1SG7.

Red, Blue, and Grey Granites for Arclii-

tecttiral Construction, Decoration,
Memorials, and General Purposes.
LOND<>N llEl'dT, 4(11, El'STOX ItOAD, N.W.

J^ittle Casterton Freestone.

—

•:ATnKE, i

. and iB nhout 4

d In blocks of any

____ of Churches. When n<icd as ashlar work, 1

to place it hed-wlsc. It works freely with a toeth-saw, and is

iit,-ht at a clioapor rate than any stone in the kin-doni.

' The above WEATHER STONE is used
largely by London Builders.

THE BURHAM BRICK, LIME, AND
CEMENT COMPANY.

LOVDOVTIEPOT— nURlTAlM WH.MIF, KKLVEDERE-nOAD,
LAiiiiliTH. S.r,.

AULT nniCKS, Cornice Tiles, and Tuboo, Qa
Drnin Pipes, «Src., Groy Stone. Medway Lii

mny-.-" "
'-- '

; (>m-

Sitlint^bourno, Kent.
Bricks, TiloB, &c.. of nnydealffu mnAc t r.lor.

GREAT CL^LA^*D CLIF:F hVdUAULIC LIME.
Thi.'* Linii- In iiorfoctly liydroulic, of great strcnffthnniUcnacity ;

it

jtcti rcftdilv uiinor water, aad becomcn veir linrd in n sliort timr.

I'AUi: AND STRONG'S PATKST COMBINATION.
(Soo liuildcr. May 16, 196&)

TIiP Burlinm Brick, Lime, and Cement Company, hnvtng ,bcci»

ni>i>'^'i>to(l solo manufacturers, avc proparcd to supply Tuhe-s for the
Cvllulnr Wnlls, *-. Prices ami ijartlculnrs forwarded on application.

PETHKK'S PATENT DIAPER BRICKS,
Mnnufiicturcd only T)y the Burliani Brick, Linio nnd Conicut Com-

.V crcftt Tftrioty of dCBljnis arc prepared for diapered EUrfaccs,

f.*ri(i(- coursCM, circular columii-t, window heads, &c, to Tjc seen at
Ihtir London IkpOt-

Arclittects' own deslgna executed.

"Raltic Wliarf, Putney, S.W.—
"^"^ ROBERT AYTPS nnd CO., Lime. Cement, Pln<«tcr. and Sand
Miirlinni!'. Bricks, Tiles. Slatea, Chlrahoy-pots. Stoneware, Drain
Pipe^. Latlis, Hair, Fire Ooods, and all kinds of Buildlnfr materials.

^o Contractors, Builders, Masons,

in supply, on Ehort
II BLUE .ind OBEY
uality, at low iTiccs
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HOW TO INCREASE THE VALDE OF
AN ARCHITECT IN PUBLIC ESTIMA-
TION.

FOLLOWING up our remarks in a, former

mimher (Bdilding News, 748, page

405), on "Plans, Pictures, and Houses," we
would wish to jiut forward some considera-

tions interesting equally the public and the

profession. An architect is not made as useful

a servant of the public as he might be. How
much the remedy of this may lie in his own
hands, and how much the public may itself be

to blame, perliaps will be seen by our readers.

Public buildings, churches, and large com-
mercial structures, as also the town and country

residences of the wealthier classes, are so gene-

rally entnisted to an architect as to prove the

recognition of the necessity of skilled design

and supervision, whilst our ordinary homes
seem to be left to the contrivance of builders,

as unworthy of design at all. Our pages have
before shown what is the result, and we are

reminded by many correspondents how rarely

an architect is applied to for plans for a

moderately-sized dwelling, or, if applied to,

how circumscribed is the assistance he is

allowed to offer. Owners are in fault in this,

as much as speculative builders, for they sel-

dom think professional aid necessary, and
usually take some existing house, or some
rudely digested plan of their own, and place

themselves in the hands of a builder. The
danger in so doing has been well pointed out

alike by builder as bj? architect, and we are

glad to see that builders assert their right to

some external evidence of competency (see

correspondence in the last two numbers of

Building News), so that a client may, in look-

ing for a builder or an architect, have an equal

certainty that he holds a safeguard against the

clutches of a quack. There are builders and
builders, and it is a good sign that respectable

members of the calling wish for some means
of distinguishing the qualified man fi'om the

incompetent packing-case nialcer, or brick-

layer's odd man, who maj', by means of a
little money, or the backing up of a fiiend,

assume all the dignity of a contractor, and put
in tenders with the best. The question now
practically so interesting to all the younger
members of the profession is, How can the

public be drawn to consider the services of an
architect a necessity in every mat' er connected
with buildings? And the endeavour to ft-ame an
answer opens into a wide field for thought.

The very first consideration that presents it-

self strikes at once the root of the matter ; it

is that we are convinced that our presint pro-
fessional education is radically defective.

Dealing, as the young architect has to do, with
domestic wants and ideas, he has no means of
becoming sufficiently sympathetic to make his

services where at first they are most likely to

be required, of much use. Supposing his

first client to be thinking of erecting a house
of moderate cost and capacity, the young tyro
finds himself carried away by the wings of his

fancy, and filled with scholastic images of
Pointed or Classic design, he soars emulously
into regions so far beyond common sense as

either to frighten his client by his extra-

vagance, or else to induce self disgust when
compelled to come down to the dead level of

cost and construction. Noav we think that, in

the first place, this arises from his never
having properly learnt the use of building.

He has been taught the alphabet, so to speak,

of the arts of ilcsign, and he is probably able

to recognise the letters in whatever form or

style they may be ; he has been taught, in fact,

how to write, but not sufficiently as yet ichat to

write ; future personal experience in oui' pre-
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sent system is looked for to teach him that.

Practically the fault has been, that, if mode-

rately industrious, and sufficiently fortunate as

to have fallen during the years of his pupilage

into the hands of an architect who has con-

scientiously given him fair advantages of self-

education (for beyond the mechanical dexterity

he acquires over the drawing board, a youngster

has little to bring away in return for his pre-

mium but what he has taught himself)
;

he has not been brought face to face with

the requirements his future labours are to meet.

If opportunities have been given him, as every

honourable master should give, of sketching

and measuring good architectural examples at

home and abroad, these too often are of details

only ; the plan is too rarely studied—that is, the

purpose of the building, and how the erection

has carried out its intention is not carefully in-

vestigated. Not for a moment let it be sup-

posed that the great value to a student of most

carefully measuring and copying details into

his note book is set aside—these are portions

of the alphabet he must learn, but with these

a farther lesson must be taught. Carefully

measured plans and sections of good domestic

buildings would teach much, and a pupil would

find his interest awakened in the task. Then
studies should be gncouraged of designs for

various purposes in block outline, every detail

of the plan carefully thought out and provided

for, and defects in arrangement pointed out by
competent criticism. It is true that this will

involve much personal attention and a freer

bestowal of the master's time, but no honest

man sliould take a premium fi'om an articled

pupil for less, and a parent or guardian should

stipulate for such care, and legally guard the

pupil by proper clauses in his indentures. With
this, or, preferably, before this, some better

mode of acquiring knowledge of construction

should be contrived. Here we touch the weak
spot in our architectural system in England,
and the puzzle fairly is whether our architects

should be taught to build, or our builders be
taught to design. Our civil engineers are

somewhat more perfect in their mode of train-

ing than are our architects, and they possess

the advantage of beginning with pupils jjre-

viously prepared by special studies in mathe-
matics and other of the exact sciences, whilst

in Germany and in France an absolute ac-

quaintance with the use of tools and materials

is made the basis of professional educauon,
and there is, moreover, less difference between
the architect and the engineer than with us.

Were an intelligent lad to come to us, wishing
to become an architect, and evincing capacitj*

for the profession, the first advice would be, go
to a-drawing master, who will teach the use of
mathematical instruments, the leading features
of the orders, and the general outlines of
pointed tracery, varied with lessons in freehand
delineation ; remain with him six or ten
months, then go to an experienced general
builder for a year and employ your eyes and
your hands diligentlj', remembering always what
your future career is to be, and finding no
shame in working in any mechanical branch
that will give you a clearer insight into the
use and nature of those materials and processes
which you vn\[ afterwards have to direct.

Meanwhile, let your leisure time lie filled with
practice in drawing, attempting, however
roughly, to put on paper what you have re-

marked in your daily experience of yard or

office work. After that, go and be articled for
three or four years to a really good architect,

and you will find your familiarity with building
of use so great that the actual work of the
oflice will be easier, because you will be
enabled to comprehend the meaning of what
your drawings represent. You will then be in

the right way to become an artist, and if the
time has been conscientiously employed, you
will never regret the year or so spent "with the
builder. Your master will be spared the
drudgery of much preliminary teaching, and
as you will more rapidly work j'our way up in

the oftice, you will becomeof value to him, and,
as a consequence, by being entrusted with re-
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sponsibilitj', will acquire with greater cer-

tainty that experience which is to be your

future stock in trade. All the clover young
draughtsmen we have seen who have gone

through the usual routine of a London oflice,

prove by their hesitation in any constructional

emergency, and by their slipshod sliding over

a technical point, how much tiie year with a

friendly builder would have benefited them.

The truth is that practically our young
architects have to learn, by contact with bui'der.s,

and by experience gained in carrying out their

own works, that knowledge of construction

which should, in good socth, have been the veiy

basis of their art education. A knowledge of

sound construction, and a thorough acquaintance

with domestic architecture (a study far too

much neglected in our educational course)

are, we claim, the very best elements for

building up a grand professional success.

" Despi.se not the day of small things." The
well-planned little villa will lead to the mansion,

and the wealthy patron open the door to the

connection in whose hands lies the bestowal of

public patronage. The desire to meddle with

bricks and mortar is natural to an Englishman,

and many a man would like to build his own
house if he were not deterred by the blunders

of others, and by the oft-repeated warning as

to extravagances of architects. It is therefore

with no idle purpose that we again repeat our

advice to architects, to more carefully i tudy

planning of domestic buildings and thus

palpably prove to the public the advantage of

dealing with an educated professional designer.

There need be no jealousy between builder and
architect, the true interests of the former and
the wholesome prosperity of his trade are

secured in proportion as the value of the latter

is justly estimated. Houses are built for

people to live in, and before they can be built

some plan by which the walls shall be laid out

is requisite ; the man who builds the house and
he who provides the plan are working together

for a given result, the appropriate accommoda-
tion of the intended occupanf. The plan,

as coming first, gives a superiority of rank

to its inventor over him who only carries it

into actual execution, and hence the designer

of the plan obtains the name of ''architect"

or chief builder, or, as the Greek derivative

may perhaps more comprehensively mean,
the originator of buildings. How in time the

art of design became an honoured profession,

and the science of building achieved a develop-

ment such as the utmost mechanical ingenuity

could effect, it is not necessary to consider ; it

will be sufficient to admit the origin and
necessitj' of the distinction between the Brain

and the Hand, the originate r and the worker.

At present the builder has a weapon to use

against the profession which a change in our

system of training would render harmless.

It will be seen, then, that these remarks
touch upon what greatly lessens the value of

an architect in ordinary public estimation.

The intending erector of a building has not a
thorough confidence in him as a practical man,
and so puts himself in the hands of a builder,

whilst the builder, who really may be anxious

to have the benefit of skilled counsel, and to

follow the plans of an architect, so often finds

that in matters under his o^vn province he that

shouldbe the leader is at fault, that his influence

is weakened. So the builder disparages the
architect, and the latter having social ideas
above the former, and considering himself an
educated member of a legitimate profession,
takes airs accordingly, whilst the client suffers

in reality between the two. Were the edu-
eational defect in training of the young
architect corrected, this slate of things would
not exist. The public who dcsite to build,
finding they could obt.ain all the practical
information they had hitherto been accustomed
to look for from the builders, would readily
seek the aid of an architect in large as well as
little matters. They would know him to be a
disinterested advi.ser, and would understand
th;;t it was his honourable intention to protect
their interests

; tlioy would sec that technical
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knowledge ami trained artistic taste were em-
ployed in their behalf, and observing that his

practical knowledge in building matters was
respected by the builder, and tlie responsibility

of his guidance was admitted, they would
securely jilace themselves unreservedly in his

hands. vSo the profession would receive more
frequent calls, the cause of art be better

served, and the public be gainers in every way.

THE NEW ALLEYNE'S COLLEGE,
DULWICri.

rpiIE Architectural Association met on
J- Saturday last to pay a visit to the works
of the New College at' Dulwich, and were
kindly received and conducted over them b}'

Mr. Charles Barry, the architect of the build-
ing. The unwonted splendour of the afternoon,
and the rich fcttiug of the structiu-e inthesm--
roundings of its beautiful site, were calcidated
to show it off to the fullest advantage. One
of its most pleasing features is its colour, the
walls being of fine deep red brickwork, with
dressings of tena-cotta of bufT, perhaps a shade
too pale, so that at present tlie contrast of the
two materials, rather than their harmony, first

strikes the eye. A brilliant sunshine, however,
threw a golden glow over the whole, and the
fresh spring green livery of the meadows and
trees around it tended to sober the vividness of
its own tints. The new College is of con-
siderable extent, and consists of three separate
blocks connected together by open arcaded
corridors, intended to serve as playgrounds
during wet weather.

The central block contains the great common
Hall on the first tioor, and a lesser one or

dining-room below, with the boai-d-room and
offices, infirmary, matron's and kitchen de-
partments together, and sleeping apartments
for servants, &c. Each wing contains towards
tlie main front a residence for one of the prin-

cipals of the establishment, and behind these
are various class-rooms and other requisites of
a college. There has been no accommodation
provided for boarders, who, it is expected, will

be lodged in the several masters' houses in the
neighbourhood. The central building is nearly

a simple parallelogram on plan, but its triple

subdivision into a great Hall with a range of
apartments on either side of it is evident ex-
ternally by the prominence of the high roof

over the former, which presents a gable towards
each fagade. This an-angement causes the

elevations to ap])ear somewhat short and their

Hanks rather insignificant. This high roof is

surmounted by a lofty pinnacled lantern as the

central feature, but it is overmastered by the

two towers, one of which is attached to each
wing. These arc unequal in lieight, one being
carried up as a slender campanile with a high
conical roof, while the other is finished at a

much lower level, withan open arcaded prospect
stage and low jiyramidal roof.

The several portions of the College are thus

somewhat scattered and appear to be so in effect,

as the corridors which unite them are rather

too open and low to combine them sufliciently,

and the disposition of the highest tower on one

side tends to destroy the otherwise slightly

ji^Tamidal treatment of the design.

A closer inspection reveals a wealth of de-

tail, the careful study devoted to which de-

serves very great iiraise. and the success whicli

unipiestionably lias resulted thence to many
parts renders the di.sappointment poignant

that the same cannot be said of the whole.

The craving that many now express for a com-
promise between the two rival styles, the^Me-

diaival and Classic, Mr. Barry seems to have

endeavoured to satisfy in this work, and the

fate of tliis tis of most other attempts of the

kind ha.s been so far a failure. As a warning

to others, therefore, we shall endeavour to point

out how this has happened.
A glance at the building shows that wliilc

the general aim has been to attain the quiet

and refined eft'ect of the palatial structures of

Italy, with their unbroken rectangular masses

ftnd low roofs, this has all been marred by the

intrusion of the above-mentioned high pitched
roof in the centre, and a crowd of fussy erec-

tions which break the sky-line, and the nature
of which it is difficult to describe. Cliincse

pagodas arc temperate in comparison witli the

little pear-shaped roofed temples set roimd
with queer terminals, like bottles in a cruet

stand, which do ser\'ice for pinnacles upon the

several angles of the central building, and the

chimney shafts, which Classic men delight to

hide, are hero rendered unusually obtrusive Ijy

being cut up into piles of red and white layers,

sandwich-wise. The dormers also, and almost
everything above the eaves, arealike objection-

able, excepting the principal campanile itself,

wliich is very elegant.

To turn, as we do with pleasure, to the more
successful parts, we would particularise among
these the fenestration of the first or principal

story. These windows in the wing buildings

are well proportioned two-light semicircular

arched openings with central bearing columns,

comprised under one semicircular relieving

arch, the tympanum being decorated with a

circle and spandrels, in the former of which
well modelled heads are set. The relieving

arch is composed of voussoirs, alternately buff'

and grey, and the colmnns and engaged shafts

of the jambs are of deep red terra-cotta, tlie

colouring being delicate and harmonious.
Another very charming feature is the group of

three semicircular-headed windows to the

first floor of the other central block of

building. Its polychromatic treatment is very
much of the same character as that described

above, but somewhat more elaborate ; the

alternate grey and buff voussoirs have sunk
balls in them, counterchauged in colour, and
the space beneath the sills and the string-

course marking the level of the floor is richly

ornamented in the same way.

The great five-light traceried windows of the

hall, though intended as a tour de force, are

not nearly so successful. The principal reason

is that the high gable above them is not suit-

able. The semicircular arches of the windows
and their tracery seem crushed and un-

pleasantly depressed. The gables themselves,

with their fringe of parapet, an absurd feature

in such a position, we have already pointed out

as objectionable. The principal entrance door

waj' to each block is an elaborate composition,

in which the bastard Gothic element is very

unpleasantly prominent, and they are far too

overdone with ornament.

Entering the building, the arrangements of

the plan seem simple and good. The two
staircases up to the great hall are perhaps

rather small, as compared with the large

vestibide to them.

The whole of the construction of the walls

and floors is fireproof (Fox and Burnett's

system having been used for the latter), and
tiie building seems excellently substantial.

The roofs are covered with Taylor's new
roofing tiles, which seem very suitable to the

larger roofs, but too coarse for the smaller

ones, where they come nearer the eye. The
Brosely tiles which form the covering to the

conical roof of the principal tower are veiy

much enhanced by the contrast. In order to

avoid externa! downpipes, the rain pipes seem
to have been carried up within the walls, anil

the gutter is not at the extremity of the eaves,

but some distance above, the tiles nearest the

eaves being suffered to drip. This gives a

somewhat strong line, cutting up the roof in a

manner which is not quite agreeable, and
ajqiears to render useless the projecting cor-

nice, the main object of which would appear

to be to provide space for gutters. The cor-

nices themselves are well studied and satisfac-

tory, but they come too close on the top of the

upper range of windows, which have the

appearance of being depressed in consequence,

the more so as their heads are very flat seg-

mental arches. The ground-floor windows are of

the same .shape, which seems far more suitable

to them, and had the upper story had some-
what greater height and semicircular arched

two-light windows without relieving arches

(which the slight weight above them renders
unnecessary), the design, in our opinion, would
have been greatly improved.

Seen near, the stripes by which the lower
story is divided, formed of courses of white
bricks set angularly amid the red groundwork,
have an unrestfid look, and the curious orna-
mentation below the windows of this floor, as

if casts had been taken in terra-cotta from
boiler plates and set up on end, are more
original than attractive. Before we letjve the
exterior wo would notice that the premises ai-e

enclosed by an effective wall of coloured
brickwork, the upjier part with an open pat-

tern covered with a very cleverly treated terra-

cotta capping. The entrance gateways, and
especially the ironwork, which is free from
any Gothic tendency, are good.

The only important feature of the interior

necessary for us to notice is the Great Hall in

the centre. Its roof plays quite as important
a part within as without, and is a bold and
clever conception, but wo cannot but thitik it

overdone and too jionderous for the apart-

ment, the walls of which are very low, so low
that the sills of the great end windows are not

3ft. from the floor line.

The room is divided into seven baj-s, each
bay formed into a panel to receive a picture or

decoration, below which runs a continuous

dado. Columns, somewhat slender for their

work, rise between each bay to receive the

brackets under the hammer beams of the roof.

The roof, in which the Gothic element again

prevails, has arched principals somewhat after

the type, of Westminster Hall. It is ceiled in

a triple succession of curves fioin purlin to

purlin, divided into panels by moulded ribs,

and over the central bay there is an open
lantern. While all this arrangement is

Mediajval, unfortunately the construction is

in reality very modern, none of this orna-

mental treatment being worked out of the

solid, but cased round ordinary timbers in any-
thing but a true Gothic spirit. The Hall,

which is 85ft. long by 43ft. wide, will, how-
ever, appear a stately and striking feature of

the building.

As the first modern experiment in the use

of terra-cotta upon so imi)ortaut a scale, this

work by Mr. BaiTy is highly interesting. In
a paper which he read on the subject last year
at the Royal Institute of Architects, and pub-
lished in the " Transactions " of that body, he
modestly remarks :

—

When the Governors of Dulwicli CoIlep;e entrusted
the works of their new college to hub, witliout inter-

ference as to style or in.aterial (Imt only th.it in-

evitable trammel as to cost, to which wc architects

must perforce submit), I felt that my old ilream of

long ago might be realised, and I have endeavoured
to produce a building almost wholly in lerra-cotta, of
varied colours, and striven to embody therein some-
thing of the statelincss, and, at the same time, the

elcjjance and fancy in details of old specimens. As a

maiden essay, of course, it is full of defects and
shortcomings, to which no one is more alive than
myself, but if it shoulil help to lead others of my
professional brethren, with larger opportunities and
richer exchequer to draw upon, to carrv on the em-
jdoyment of terra-cotta in England, it will have
served as useful a purpose as I could have hoped.

The profession ought to be grateful to Mr.
Barry for what ho has done in so good a spirit,

and not be too captious as to the result, and
we think neither the statelincss nor the

elegance he desired are wanting in this building.

As regards the limitation in cost, we cannot
think there is e^'idence of his having suffered

much in this respect at the hands of his em-
ployers, and cannot bestow much pity upon
liim on that score. We ^vish he had taken
equal advantage of their liberality in the choice

a style, and adopted a purer and better type.

In his next effort, in the same direction, as

in those by other architects, we would suggest
that as regards the employment of the

material, it should be treated somewhat loss as

an imitation of stone, and in smaller pieces,

so as to work in more readily with brickwork.

If possible, it slioidd also be a little fuller in

colour, and with far less undercutting in tlio

ornament. Terra-cotta is a material the ad-
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vantage in using wliicli is tliat it will retain
tlie softness of modelling ; it does not lend it-

self happily for carving, and though such worL
can be done in it, the effect of the result is

crude and harsh, which even time seems
powerless to correct. Hampton Court sup
plied several instances of its proper treatment,
to which, in conclusion, we would call the
alt^ntion of our readers.

THE PEIXCIPLES OF PLANNING
ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS.

WITH the many hundreds of school
buildings that have been erected

during the last thirty years, it is a remarkable
thing that there is no English work specially
treating of the principles to be observed in
building them, and that our sj'stematic archi-
tectural works contain scarcely any reference
to the subject.* Yet it is really one of very
great importance, not only fi'om tlie fact (hat
the present age is, more than any previous
one, a school building age, but that the great
work of education itself may be very male-
rially advanced or retarded in the same pro-
portion as the structural an-angements of the
school building are good or bad.
Wc have seen school buildings in whicli,

owing to an ill-arranged plan, a change of
posture for the children during their weary
hours of school work was rendered exceedingly
difficult, and constant supervision by itlic

teacher an impossibility. Others liave been
defective in the points of ventilation, drainage,
ill-arranged window lights, and such like
structural blunders. In all of these the feel-
ings_ of pain, uneasiness, or fatigue will pro-
dominate in the sensitive minds of children,
and, in spite of all else, their attention will
waruler from their work and they will grow
fretful and irritable, intellectual instruction
will be retarded, and moral training will be
next to impossible, and for this result a large
share of blame is due to the architects of the
building. On the other hand, we have seen
buildings of graceful, yet simple elevation,
cheerful within and without, having ample
space to allow of that frequent change which

1 .School Architect iir

, but tbc plaus of Am
(l to the mctlioiis ..i

. this country. I h ;

subject in *'
'

the restless nature of children demands,
airy, light, and pleasant, with no odd angles
or dark corners where skulkers can escape the
teacher's eye, and suiTounded by ample play-

grounds (the safety-valves of a school), where
the exuberance of the youthful spirits of the
children may occasionally be let off. In such
buildings the work of education, under a good
teacher, goes bravely on, and the ditty one
hears within the walls, " School is a pleasure,"
has not the twang of hypocritical mockery it

often has elsewhere ; and for tliis, certainly

one-half of the praise is due to the architect of
the building. There is a wonderful sameness
in all the ]>lans of new schools which we in-

.spect now-a-days. They remind us, for all the
the world, of ihe school-teachers of the
McGhoakumchild sort, who were all turned
off, like so many pianoforte legs, in one es-

tablishment, after one pattern. And such is

the fact. When a school is to be built, the
first thing done is to send off to the Committee
of Council for their regulations. These contain
plans ready cut and dried, and all that the archi-
tect has to do is to enlarge or diminish his

dimensions according to tlie number of
scliolars, and to add round about the school
hall as many offices as the funds will afford or
the managers require. In all this he is a mere

The fathers of the art in England were
Joseph Lancaster and Dr. Pell, and these, like
many others who have founded new systems,
fell into the mistake of supposing that their
methods were more efficacious than they
really were. They asserted that as many as
500 cliihlren could be taught in one room by
one adult teacher. As a matter ef course they
advocated the erection of very large school-
rooms. A furtlier principle laid down by both
of these excellent men was that the principal
teacher (master or mistress) was, during
school hours, to be rather the superintendent
than the actual instructor of the children.

Accordingly their school buildings (for plans of
which see Figs. 1 and 2), bore the impress of
their system. In both of them we see the
master posted at his desk (A), whence, like a
general looking over the whole field of battle,

he can survey his infantry massed either en
echelon in desks, as in Fig. 1, or in hollow
squares, as at D, in Fig. 2, and whence he can
shout his orders to his officers, the juvenile
imps of monitors, stationed at C. These build-
'ngs were usually as large as could be afforded.
Class rooms were not dreamt of, and every
child was in the same noisy room during the
whole school time. It is now, however, an
understood thing that the principal teacher ia

copyist

—

i.e., so far as plan and arrangements r to be a teacher as well as an instructor. He must
are concerned. He should be more—he descend from his desk and come into actual
should be an artint. He^should be able to

J
contact with every child in the school, as often
as he possibly can, and j'et he is never to lose

ot ('ottilgc Aichitccturc," but the pliins arc .ilto^'ctluT
behiud the adviyncca educational requircmeuts of the
present day,

adapt his previousl}^ well-ascertained prin-
ciples to the ever-vaiying circumstances under
which he lias to work. But he can never,
of liis own mind, ada]it his building to the
uses to which it will afterwards be put
unless he studies them. It therefore follows
that the school builder who would be some-
what more than a copyist must study a little

of the scliool-teacher's art, or, as it is tech-
nically termed, the science of pedagogy. We
therefore propose to give, as bricHy as possible,
so much of the science of pedagogy or school
teaching as bears upon school building.

Until a few years ago there was no such
thing as the science of pedagogy. JIany
writers liad studied the art of imtruclion, but
this is distinguished from pedagogy, inasmuch
as it relates chiefly to the conveying of know-
ledge to individuals, while pedagogy relates to

the instruction and training of children aggre-
gated in considerable numbers. It is to luo-
vide the shell where this process shall be
carried on whicli is the business of the school
builder.

that superintendence which was the chief
function of the old-fashioned teacher, and to

enable him to accomplish each of these
apparently irreconcileable conditions, is the

problem set before the school builder. This
could not have been accompli.shed by either of
the above arrangements. Let the student
fancy the teacher at any of the stations

marked C in either of the above plans, and he
will immediately see that bending down, as he
needs must who would teach a child, the great
part of the school would be hidden from his
view. Let the student tlien try to imagine
how much useful school work will go on in

other parts of the room, wlierc the master's
eye cannot penetrate, and tlien let him, if he
can, contradict our first assertion, that the
structural arrangements have a wonderful in-

fluence upon the great work of national educa-
tion.

The systems of Lancaster and Bell have had
their successors, and their good points are re-

tained in the present somewhat eclectic
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English system of saliool teaching, and this

renders a reference to them, ;is well as to some
others which are now also superseded, neces-

sary to a systematic study of tlic subject.

When the deficiencies of the monitorial

system began to be bo palpably felt, educa-

tionists for a time rushed to the other extreme. I

Instead of merely reducing these young as-

sistants to their proper subordinate position,

there arose a class of educationists who
were for abolishing them altogether. The
loaucr of tlicio was the earnest and benevo-

lent Mr. Da\-id Stow, of Glasgow. This

gentleman, in his work entitled "The Training

System " (a book so full of e:r.cellcnt matter

that it is painful to be constrained to differ

with him in any particular whatever), says :

—

" Monitors, who are a]iprcnticos in the art,

cannot, and do not, do the work of teaching,

far less of training. In employing monitors

we have tlie semblance, but not the reality, of

education." His view of the educator's office

was so elevated that if he could possibly avoid

it he would not entrust even the mechanical
parts of school routine to any one less than the

well-trained and responsible aduk teacher.

He further held that by availing himself of

the sympathetic influence of large numbers,
a teacher so qualified might instruct as many
as from 70 to 100 cliildren at one time with

the most thorough-going efficiency. He there-

fore contrived a plan of school building (sec

Fig. 3) without those arrangements for sub-

division either in desks or open spaces which
we have shown above. The chief new fea-

ture in his plan was the large gallery, in whicli

the whole body of children might be aiTanged

on steps one above the other for the purpose of

simultaneous instruction. His plans also show
about the earliest, if not the very earliest, sug-

gestion of that most necessary adjunct to every

well-contrived school building—the separate

class-room. In this room a small part of the

school can be isolated from every one of the many
distracting sights and sounds which always

pervade the large schoolroom, and so be

enabled to jnirsue those branches of study

which require much detail and close attention.

No schoolroom is well contrived unless it have
one or more class-rooms for such purposes.

Mr. Stow's system has, in practice, been found
so far defective that it is not often advanta-

geous to group so many children as ho pro-

posed together for simultaneous instruction
;

but it has, at the same time, been found so far

true that it is useful to group a more limited

number (say two classes or grades) of veri/

nearly the same stage of advancement, and
therefore these class-rooms should contain a
gallery to accommodate that number of

children.

The idea of a,ssembling the whole body of

scholars in one hall under the controlling eye
of the teacher is the only school plan which
seems to have occurred to our first school

builders. Tlie National Society, in their

earlier publications, said that almost any kind
of building would do for the plan of a school

;

that of a barn was as good as any. This idea

has now, however, long passed away, and
though circumstances often rcipiire large

school establishments, it has been well ascer-

tained that one man cannot continuously con-

trol a body of more than 1"20 to 130 children

if he is to instruct any portion of them at the

same time. Our architect ought, therefore,

never to be asked to provide for more than

this number to be engaged in actual school

work in the same room. -He may jirovide

space to assemble a larger number for a tem-
porary ptir].o:;e. or he ma}' be invited to build

the school-hall for collateral i)Urposes, such as

for public meetings, lectiu-es, or worshi]i, but

unless means be provided for tlic isolation of any
larger number of scholars in separate rooms,

the efficiency of the school building for school

work is diminished.

For purposes of comparison with our Eng-
lish plans we give illustrations in Fig. 4 of a

large sipiarc school room at the Hague, where
the scholars are arranged in ranks six deep,

the classes being back to back, as shown by the

stations of the monitors at a. '\^'e suppose
these classes to be divided from each other by
curtains, in which case any general superin-

tendence would be impossible ; and in any cir-

cumstance the noise of a school, which always
rises by a perpetual crescendo as the work pro-

ceeds; would be extremely distressing from six

teachers having to shout to rows of children

six deep. In tlie plan No. .'i, for 500 children,

at Amsterdam, tliere would be the same in-

sufl'erablo noise, and superintendence by the
master would bo impossible along a length of
111 feet with a breadth of but 5 feet, unless

he marched backwards and forwards like a
senti'y before his box. We therefore draw this

moral for our architect, viz.—Do not build a
very long school, but if you do, give the master
siiace to step backward, so that he may survey
the whole liue. No. 6 is tlie model plan of an
\merican Primary School, very diflierent to ours

in Europe. The scholars arc all in fi-ont of

the ' boss" (N. B.—There are no " masters"
in America), who is on a platform at A, whence
he surveys the whole of his young republic of

juvenile sovereign citizens sitting not upon
benches, as we do, but at perfect ease upon chairs.

So far as school arrangements go there seems to

bono subdivision, and all the work is conducted
continuously under the supervision of the "boss,"

who has ready access to every individual in

the school.

(2'o be Continued.}

VISIT OF THE SOCIETY OF ENGINEERS
TO THE LlilEHOUSE BASIN AND
WEST INDIA DOCKS.

THE first of the annual excursions of the
above society, in which the several

objects of the reunion of the members during
the recess, the examination and inspection of

engineering and architectural works, and the

desire to combine pleasure with instruction

are successfully attained, took place on Friday
last, the 4th instant. The rendezvous was at

Siepney Station, and thence the members, with
their fi-iend,s and visitois, proceeded to the

Limehouse Basin Improvement Works. Similar

to tlie'majority of works of this description, which
are appropriated to the use of shipping and
the preservation of our commercial industry,

they have been the result of gradual increase

and development. So far back as 1802, a
canal from Paddington to the London Docks
was projected, but the premature scheme was
afterwards abandoned. In the year 1811 the

plans and estimatcsfor acanal from Paddinglon
to Limehouse, were prepared , but nothing further
was accomplished until the following year,

when an Act for making and maintaining a

navigable canal, fi'om the Grand Junction
Canal to the Thames at Limehouse, to be
called Regent's Canal, was passed on the 13th
of July. The excavation was commenced in

the Regent's Paik on the 7th of October of

the same year, and on the 1st of August 1820,
the canal was ojiened throughout.

The basin and entrances at Limehouse have
from time to time been improved, but of late

years they have been totally inadequate for

the requirements of the traflic, especially for

the steam colliers. The company Ihciofore, by
the advice of their engineer, Mr. Edwin Thomas,
M.I.C.E., a])p!ied to Parliament, in 18G5, for

powers to make a new entrance from the

river, to enlarge the dock, and to erect new
wharves and wharehouscs. The plans and
esiimates having been prepared, the company
broke ground and came to the somewhat un-
usual resolution of executing the work them-
selves, under the superintendence of their

engineer, Mr. Edwin Thomas, and their resident

engineer, Mr. John Blackbourn.
The foundatiim stone was laid by Mr. Wil-

liam Parker, tlie chairman of the company, on
the IGth of October, 1SG7, and in about a

month the works will lie opened for tiade,

at a cost, including the required extra land, of
about .i;200,000. The docks are situate close

to Stepney Station, and will shortly be pro-

vided with a steamboat pier with public stairs.

Among the principal features of the new
works are a new ship entrance lock, divided
into two compartments, by means of thi-ee

pairs of gates. The outer lock is 120ft. long,

and tlie inner 230ft., having a width at level

of coping of GOft. 7in. Tiie outer gate sills

are 28ft. below Trinity high water mark, and
the inner 2fift. The gates are of wrought
iron, the lower half being water-tight. They
are fixed upon cast-iron heel posts fitting

into granite ipioins, no timber being used at

the quoins. The mitre posts are of greenheart,

and the granite sills are faced with oak.

There are six sluices for filling and emptying
the lock chambers, each 7ft. by 4ft., and they
are fixed in large chambers in the gate re-

cesses, so as to leave ample room for examina-
tion and repairs. For flushing the bottom of
the lock, there arc fourteen discharging cul-

verts, ten of them at an angle of 45 degrees,

pointing towards the outer end of the lock
;

the others, at an angle of G3 degrees, point in

tlie opposite direction.

Near the river end of the lock, a swing
bridge crosses it on the skew. This bridge has
a total length of 129ft., and a clear width, be-
tween parapets, of 25ft. The whole of the
girders are hid beneath the roadway, which is

laid with cast-iron chequered plates. The
bridge, with ballast, weighs about 360 tons,

and together with the gates, capstans, sluices,

and cranes, is worked by hydraulic power.
Sir William Armstrong and Co. have con-
structed the whole of the ironwork. Both the

bridge and gates were put in motion for the

information of the visitors, and worked with
admirable smoothness and facility. In the

river a new quay wall has been built, 220ft.

in length. The foreshore of the river opposite

will be deepened to about 2Gft. below Trinitj'

high-water mark, and at the west end of the

wall a timber jetty will be constructed extend-
ing 54ft. into the river. The new dock wall
extends from the present barge entrance to

the new ship lock, and is 370ft. long. The
walls are of solid brickwork, laid in blue lias

lime, and faced v.ith Portland cement. There
are 2ft. of concrete at the back. The invert

of the lock is 3ft. thick, laid in cement, with a

foot of cement concrete under it. The lock

walls are faced with Staflbrdshire blue bricks,

and the dock and river walls are protected by
cast-iron fenders. To keep out the water
while the works were in progress, a
coiferdam was constructed along the

river front 520ft. in length, and consisting of

two rows of 13-inch sheeting piles driven Cft.

apart, with counter piles every 1211., the whole
being w'ell strutted and bolted. The Cft.

space was filled with puddled yellow clay well

rammed and consolidated. Tlie power to work
the machinery is obtained from a new 80-horse

power engine. Three lioilers are being

erected, and a tank to hold 50,000 gallons will

be placed over the boiler liouse. The follow-

ing quantities will give a capital idea of the

extent of the works. There are 200,000 yards

of excavation, of which 180,000 vards will be
taken oif the ground. 12,000,001) bricks and
1,0G0 tons of granite were used, together with

3,700 tons of Bramley Fall stone and 12,000
yards of concrete.

The granite was supplied by Mr. Goodyear
from De I^ank Quarries, Bodmin, Cornwall

;

the Bramley Fall by Messrs. Freeman and
Sons; and the timber for the coiferdam by
Messrs. Burt, Bolton, and Haywood.

After passing a vote of thanks to Messrs.

Thomas and Blackbourn for their courtesy

and politeness in afi'ording them every assist-

ance and iiil'crmatioii, the visitors jiroceedcd

to the West India Extension Dock. This is a

work of a larger and more formidable nature

than tlie preceding, and will not be ojiened so

speedily for nautical traffic. The excavation

is advancing rapidly, the walls are built, and
the erection of new warehouses and sheds is

making good progress. In consequence of a

falling in of a portion of one of the walls, a

complete rebuilding of it was rendered neces-
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sary. This lias been nearly accnmiilislicd, and

notliing now remains to retard tlic pro^Jiress of

the works. The premises of the London

Engineering and Iron Shipbuilding Company
were next inspected, the party being con-

ducted by Messrs. Westwood and Baillie. A
new roof for the Great Northern Station at

King's Cross, and some ingenious improve-

ments in cast and wrought-iron piling, were

the chief points of attraction in this direction.

Taking leave of their courteous entertainers,

the members and visitors finally came to rest

at Blackwall. After dining in company, an

early train conveyed the party back to town

sufficiently gratified with the excursion to

desire another at no distant period.

THE PROPOSED LAW COURTS.

THE chief reason why the Government
attempted to disturb the decision so

deliberately come to, that the new Law Courts

should be built on the Carey-street site, was

that it would be more economical to erect

them on the Embankment. This was the

keynote of Mr. Lowe's speech, and it was
echoed by Mr. Layard when he asked leave

to introduce a bill to change the site. The
economical argument is the one most likely to

catch the ear and sway the judgment of the

House of Commons. The Government ha.s

entered on an era of frugality, and everything

that can be done will be done to keep down
expenses, and if anything could have recon-

ciled us to tlie Embankment site, it would

have been the fact that a suitable structure

could liave been built thereon with a smaller

expenditure of money. It turns out, on in-

quiry, that the Embankment site will be as

dear, if not dearer, than the Carey-street site.

Mr. Pownall, who acted as surveyor to the

Government in the purchase of the Carey-

street site, has surveyed the property required

to be purchased to erect the building on the

Embankment site. Mr. Layard estimated it

at £000,000. Mr. Pownall estimates it at

£812,415. He says:—

I estimate the cost of acquiring all interest in this

property, after allowing for the re-sale of some
surplus land iu Essex-street, at the sum of

£812,415. This amount is exclusive of the cost of

coutiauuig Essex-street to the north of the Strand,

as shomi on Mr. Street's plan, .ind it is exclusive

.also of any sum that the Mctrcipolitan Hoard of

Works mijiht—and I should think would—claim for

that portion of the embanked land which is pro-

posed to be taken, even if the board consented, or

were compelled by legislative enactment, to allow

the land to be used for building purposes. I have
also surveyed the land recently purchased by the

First Commissiiner of Works, known as the Carey-
street site, an am of opinion that the utmost sum
that could be .. btained for this property, if used for

ordinary building purposes—of shops, houses, or

offices—is £364,320. I have before referred to the
projection of the proposed building on the reclaimed
land. The scale of the plan is too small to admit of

accurate measurement, but the building appears to

rae to be intended to project before Iho m:ihi linild-

ing of Somerset House tn the extent nt' ;il l(:t>I lil'iv

or sixty feet. I venture lu think tliat mi. Ii a ]. in-

jection before one of the linest pnlilic liuiklings wc
have would be most unsightly and objectionable,

whether seen from the east or the west ; and it is

certainly iu direct departure from the arrangement
made as to the future building line between the
Temple and Somerset House when the Embankment
Act (24th and 25th Vic. c. 42) was passed.

This sets the matter to rest, as far as its

economical aspect is concerned. The site will

not only cost i;212,415more, independent of the

other expenses which must necessarily be in-

curred, btit it will involve a loss of £401,120
on the Carey-street site, as that site, apart

from incidental expenses, has cost £705,440.
The two items referred to amount to £013,5.85,

or more than the sum which Mr. Lowe, with

his " heedless rhetoric," said the Embank-
ment site would cost. The Governinetit has,

therefore, played its trump card—that of

economy—and lost. "We say the Government,
witii some reluctance, as we have reason to

know that though Mr. Lowe's speech was
given and Mr. Layard's bill was introduced in

the name of the Government, that these two

gentlemen are priinariiy rcsporsible for the

fooli.sh step that has been taken. There is

another item of loss which the British tax-

paj-er must pay—namely, the £110 c/uiYy, as

interest on the money laid out on the Carey-

street site, and which has to be paid whilst

the question of site remains undecided. Any-
how this must be lost, and all on account of

the suspension caused by the action of tlie

Government. We say nothing now on the

iBSthetical question as to preference of site, as

much can be said in favour of both sites. Mr.
Street, at all events, with marvellous facility,

is prepared to accommodate himself to either

site.

THE SOUTH KENSINGTON LECTURE
THEATRE.

A THIRD acoustic trial of the new lec-

ture theatre attached to the South

Kensington Museum was made on Wednesday
evening last. Wliy there should be so many
experiments and so much fuss made about

the acoustic properties of a lecture theatre

which holds about 500 people, we cannot

imagine. We should have thought that it

would have been a comparatively easy thing

for almost any architect, or even builder, who
has paid any attention to the matter at all, to

build a lecture theatre of such comparatively

small dimensions wl.erein every listener

should be able to hear with ease. Not so,

however, think the South Kensington Museum
authorities. Judging fi'ora the variety of ex-

periments which have been made, and the

speech of Mr. Cole on Wednesday evening

last, these authorities imagine that they have
accomplished a great feat in so doing. Now,
if it were the New Albert Hall, which is to

hold more thousands than this lecture theatre

holds hundreds, it would have been natural

to expect that experiments would be made,
and the representatives of the press and others

summoned to attend them ; and particularly

as a controversy has already taken place on

the difliculty, if not impossibility, of hearing

in this huge hall. But to call together these

representatives and others on three separate oc-

casions to listen to vocal and instrumental music,

to experimentalise on the aco.ustic capacities

of a small hall which is to be devoted

to lecturing, is an evidence that the South
Kensington Museum authoritities, with Mr.
Cole at tlicir head, can have but little to

do. Besides, these experiments arc of very
little good after the hall is constructed and
finished. All that can now be done to modify
the distribution of sound in the place is to i-c-

arrange the large pieces of tapestry which
adorn the walls. That could easily be done
after the first, or the second, or third lecture

given in the room. There was not the slightest

necessity to summon people from the four

quarters of the metropolis to listen to ordi-

nary music in a comparatively small room, in

order to test its acoustic properties. The chief

impression it leaves on the mind is that the
" authorities" at South Kensington are disposed

to trifle with the people's money and the people's

patience. We may say, however, that the

room is a good one to hear in.

LANDSCAPE GARDENING IN HYDE
PARK.

ANYONE who has recently crossed the

park at the foot of the Serpentine must
have remarked the display of gardening wliicli

is there being effected. This display has met
with almost universal admiration from an un-

discriminating public, though, from a land-

scape-gardening point of view, it is as un-
satisfactory as need be. It is not desirable to

enter at any lengthen the theory of landscape-

gardening, but we may state that its aim
and end is to assist and improve nature

;

in short, to present it in its holiday clothes,

and although its works are artificial, the

art should not be obtrusive. At the pre-

sent moment, when tho rhododendrons are

in full bloom, this portion of the park is

seen to its fullest advantage, and the general

effect is undeniably pretty, but it is patent

that no great amount of laiulscape-gardening

skill has been brought to bear upon it. Whether
we consider the formation of the ground, the

disposition and shape of the beds, or the treat-

ment of the little stream, the waste of the

Serpentine, the conviction is forced upon us

that " some one has blundered." Taking first

the formation of the ground, it must be re-

membered that in order to produce variety,

an undulating character has been given ; that

is to say, heaps have been raised on ground which
was previously more or less level. Now there is

nothing which marks the skill of thelandscapc-

gardener more than the proper formation of

artificial inequalities in ground. It is the

rock on which inexperience is shattered. Every
abruptness must be eschewed, every swelling

must appear as the natural form of the land ;

there should be no line of demarcation at the

base ; in short, if skilfully done, it should be
impossible for a spectator to tell where nature

and art meet; but it is certain that this meeting

point is very plainly discernible in the place

under notice. An inverted colander is but a

poor model for an artificial mound; a pie-di.sh is

little better, yet it would seem as though the

artists of the Hyde Park improvements
had no higher models. So much for the

formation of the ground ; now as to the

beds. It is generally conceded that beds

should follow the slope of the ground,

but the authorities at Hyde Park entertain op-

posite opinions, and the beds, where on a
slope, are hanhed vp on the lovv' side. They
are, moreover, filled to overflowing with a by
no means limited collection of flora. In the

same bed may be seen the lofty elm, the hardy
holly, the genial geranium, and, as a border,

the silver centaurea, all of them excellent in

their way, but not suited for companionship.

If there is one canon in the landscape-garden-

ing art more generally received as sound than

another, it is that which insists that bedding

plants and flowers generally, that is to say,

herbaceous plairts, should never be mixed with

shrubs, still less with trees. Much as we re-

spect the talent which presides at the

Gardens of the Royal Botanical So-

ciety, it may be fairly questioned whether

the edging of variegated leaves, plants, flowers,

&c., contributes to the general effect, or en-

hances the reputation of the profession. The
truth is, that flowers are not needed there

; a

shrub garden would have served all purposes.

Cheaply established and maintained, a bed of

shrubs is the only decoration suited to a public

park. Variety can be ensured in fifty ways.

Amongst others by using the simple ivy bed,

varietriiy dwarf aucubas. In the gardens of the

Horticultural Society, South Kensington, mayle
seen beds entirely composed of ivy and dwarf

ancubas, the effect of which is most pleasing.

The true landscape gardener, he who loves his

art, who has studied it as a thing not to be

lightly attained, nor with impunity outraged,

will not contemplate with satisfaction the

works now in progress in the eastern portion

of Hyde Park. From land to water is but a

slight transition. Bad as is the formation of

the ground, childish as is the construction of

the mounds, the treatment of the water is

worse. In another month tho rhododendrons

will have ceased to bloom, the landscape-gar-

dening will have to stand for itself, and the

general nakedness of the land will be dis-

closed. Anyone can make a place look gay by
using plenty of flowers and shrubs, but gaiety

and oockneyism are but too apt to go hand in

hand. Money has been spent without stint,

but the thing which is conspicuous by its ab-

sence is a good plan ably carried out.

w
GOSSIP FROM GLASGOW.
HEN Alexander Pope said that

—

Two principles in human natur.' reiffn.

Self-love t > urge, and leason to restrain,

the great didactic poet spoke of human nature
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in tho general. HaJ lie condescended upon

such a very jicculiar piirlicnlir as is Scottish

human nature, he would possibly haye reduced

tho urjjing principle to patriotism, and the

restraining to pnrsimony. And, had he lived in the

Mge of Queen A'ictoria', instead of that of Queen

Anne, he could have found no readier illustration

than tho "nalioual"monuincnt to William Wallace.

Patriotism urges that the name of Wallace should

Im literally lithographed—that it should he written

in stone and lime, for fear that history s-hould die

of old age ; while Parsimony, on the other hand,
" represses tho noble rage," aud exhibits the

Genius of Caledonia much as did Cowper the

spou-o of John Gilpin

—

AUlioiish on pleasure she was bent,

Slie had a frugal miud.

On tho 2-lth ot June, 1861, proud Patriotism

laid tlie foundaiion-stonc of a " national " monu-
ment to Wallace amid all the pomp aud circum-

stance "of assisting" nobles and fervid orators,

flaunting flags and brazen trumpcfs, mnrehing
" merry masons " and enthusiastic onlookers. But
—as if, like John Gilpin's h ittles, " to mnke the

balance true,'' nnd exhibit fairly both traits of the

Caledonic charaeter—canny Parsimony has so far

restrained that the memorial toi\er begun to ho

built on tho Abbey Crag, Stirling, close upon

eight years ago, and "to cost not more than

£5,000," remains unfinished.

Two causes have likely tended towards this. In

the first place, we live not in an age of bronze and
marble, but of paper and printing. At one time

the bronze statue or the granite obelisk may have

been the most convenient means of popularly per-

petuating tho heroic memories ; but now, when
nothing is more univer.-al than printing, or nmre
cheap than ho 'ks, all that is worth knowing a'lout

eiilier Wallace or Themistocles may be known at

the cost of a few shillings, aud by the study of a

tew hours. Who builds stronger than a mason,

a shipwright, or a carpenter ? asks 0]dielia's

gravciligger, and he may be answered—the His-

torian: the houses that he makes last till dooms-

day. "Sermons in stones "decay, hut the "tongue"

in tho jiapyrus speaks for ever. In line, many
Scotsmen, as patriotic as parsimonious, have the

honest conviction that Wallace needs no monu-
ment, and hence have shown no sympathy with

the building of the " national " tower upon tho

Abbey Crag.

Tho other canse is decpar—the'oonduct of tho

committee in deciding upon the compcliiion de-

signs. Tho committee asked for a design, the

putting into execution of which would not exceed

£5,000, and made one other especial c-ndition,

that no coloured design would be received. Never-

theless, the conimittcc did receive a coloured design,

and, moreover, accepted it, although upwards of

£12,000 would bo the cost of its exccnlion.

Everything associa'cd with Wallace ought to be

pure and honourable, and anything so based upon

a breach oi faith, instead ;o£ claiming to ho re-

garded as a " national " monument, can only be

looked on as a national insult. And therefore

—

and no wonder—Sci>tsmeu, prudent as well as

patriotic, have stood aloof, and, according to a state-

ment mai!e at the committce'sown meeting, "oven
in those counties most distinguished for fidelity to

Wallace and Scotland, and where still existed the

families which had not succumbed to Edward, very

little " (in the way ot giving pecuniary aid) "had
been done." Scotsmen at home exhausted, the

latest expedient is to canvass Scotsmen in London.

The design itself I had froipicnt opportunities

of seeing on paper while it was being publicly

exhibited, and I had recently the iileasurc of seeing

it in stone, and, were I now to sjicak of it, it would

be only in terms of the higliest commendation.

My only objeit at present has been to " show up "

a remarkable illustration of the working of com-
petitions, and a recent meeting of the monument
committee has offered to me a fuller opportunity

of doing so.

Some correspondence has taken place between
Sir George Harvey, president of tho Scottish

Koyal Academy, niui Mr. Charles Heath Wilson,
erstwhile secretary to tho scheme for filling the

Cathedral windows with Munich " painted " gla«s.

1 have not seen tliis eorrespondenec, but the sub-

ject of it is the alleged "rot" of certain of the

colours. A writer in a local newspaper, " Time
tryoth troth,"specifie3 no fewer than ten wimlows
in which the rot has made progress, and argues,
*' tho windows have been only a very few A'oars in

the Cathedral, tbey are carefully protected from
the weather by external gli.ss, and the temperature
of the building I believe to bo well regulated ; I

already show any signs of decay, and I think that

tho fact of the existence of any such symjitoms as

those I hive adverted to extremely ominous, and

it raises the scrions question, to what extent will

these blemishes spread ? " The quality of the

Munich glass was amply discussed by press, pam-
phlet, aud platform, but tho powers that be were

ready to " risk the hazard of the dye,'' and it is to

bo hoped that they now are as satisfied as they

were sanguine.

The large death-rate that has for many months
been returned for Glasgow has occasioned some
anxiety, perhaps more to men in authority and in

science than to tie general population. We boast iid

nauseam of our unrivalleil water supply, but as

yet we cannot greatly congratulate ourselves upon
the common stock of that other essential to health

and life, pure a'r. We are, however, living in

hope. We have an Improvement Act now in

active operation, and we have a sewage scheme
" looming in tho distance." It was the boast of

Augustus, that he found Rome of brick and left

it of mtirble ; it will be a grander boast for John
Blackie aud those associated with him in promoting

the Improvement scheme, that they found much
of Glasgow close aud crowded, decayed and

dangerous, the parent of disease, and the protector

of vice, and that they left it in a fair way of be-

coming built for health and deconcy as well as for

profit, everywhere alike free to light and air, and

much too open and accessible for vice to be " at

home" in. Had they extended the payment of the

rate over tho generation that is chieliy to enjoy the

blessing, they would have even a greater claim

upon the gratituile of the citizens.

The Post Office Glasgow Directory is newly

published. It contains sixty-five names under the

head, " Architects,"' and of these, no fewer than

nine arc of gentlemen who are members of the

local Institute.

Mr. Mossman, the eminent filnsgow scnlptor, is

busy with a colossal figure of AVilson, Ihr Smttish

poet nnd American ornithologi-l lli-' siaiue is

to lie of bronze, aud is to bo oreolcil in Wilson's

native town, and our suburb. Paisley. Mr.

Mossman has also in hand an heroic bust of the

late Duke of Hamilton, and life-size busts of tho

late Lord Belhaven, Lord Lieutenant of Lanark-

shire, and the late Captain Spiers, member of

Parliament for Renfrewshire.

A
NORTH DEVON.

LL who have travelled through the delicious

scenery of North Devcm U remember

the town of Barnstaple, finely situated on

the broad land-locked river Taw, and in the

bosom ot gentle hills. Pleasantly the old

town stands there, beneath i's soft Italian sky,

and pleisantly it has st od there_ for full nine

hundred year.s, for so long ag ) did Athelstane,

the Saxon king, build himself a castle near to the

shady tree-boriiered North Walk. Of this castle,

however, we have no remains. It was rebuilt by

JudhaeldeTo'nais, an adherent of the Conqueror's,

who also founded a priory which he dedicated to St.

Maiv Magdalen. Of the former the keep-mound

exists, and the memory of the latter is preserved in

Maudlyn Kock Close. Barnstaple Bridge, origin-

ally erected in the thirteenth century, but enlarged

and restored in the nineteenth, spans the ample

river with sixteen arches, and now connects the

town with the raihvay station of the Southwes-
tern Railway.

The parish church, dedicated to SS. Peter and

Paul has been recently reopened after a thorough

restoration of its climcel by Mr. G. G. Scott.

Under his professional direction, the unsightly

abominations of the interior have been removed,

the oak roofs carefully restored and supported

by new Bath stone piers and arches. A small

piece of ground on the north-east corner

has been thrown into the church to form an organ-

chamber. The south aisle and t.iwer underwent

restoration a few >c;irs ago liy the same architect,

and funds are saijly wanted to admit of the nave

anil north aisle, whichyetremain nutouehed, being

restoreil, and thus the restor.itiou of this, the

finest of North Devon ehiu-cbes, rendered complete.

On the south walls of the chancel ai d nisle are

many interesting monuments belonging to the

Klizabethan era, some of them exceedingly fine.

The whole of these have been carefully cleaned

and decorated by Mr. H. Cane, tho dork of

works. Tho roof of the chancel has also been

decorated and the bosses gilded. The wood and

stone carving of tli -. angels, capitals, bosses, &c.,

tisfactoiily executed by Mr. Hairy

mason, both of Barnstaple, were the contractors

for the rest of the work. The spire of this

church—which is of oak covei'ed with lead—was
struck by lightning in ISIG, and is of remarkable

appearance, being warped and twisted in a curious

manner, very sunilar to the steeple ot the parish

church at Chesterfield ; its proportions, however,

arc much smaller.

1'ho comparatively new church of the Holy

Trinity, near the Infirmary, built scarcely twenty

years ago, having become unsafe, has been entirely

pulled down, and anew edifice is being erected in its

place from the dcsigrs of Mr. W. White, ot

London. The fine I'erpendicular tower, one

hundred and thirty feet high, remains standing ;

it has, however, been lowereil some feet, and tho

blocks left for carving a score of ye: rs ago have

been skilfully carved iu a bold and eirectivc man-
ner to the great improvement ot the general effect.

Messrs. J. Pulsford and Cox arc the builders,

and Mr. Paine the clerk of works.

A new Wesleyanchapclhasbeen built on the site o£

a former one in Boutport-street. The building,which

is in the fourteenth century style, has been erected

from the designs of Mr. Lauder. The plan of the

chapel is a parallelogram, seventy feet by fifty, and
the side of the edifice being towards and fiush with

the street has given an opportunity for securing

an effective fayade, which, tjking it altogether,

must be reckoned among the chief cruaments of

the towii. The opening service tookplaco recently,

and is worthy of notice from the fact thut the

Mayor and Corporation attended in state, this

being the first time in the history of tho borough
that scarlet and ermine, maces and other regnlia,

had been taken to any other place of worship

thnn the Established Chmxh. Tho contractors

were ;—Mr. Youings, for the stonework ; Messrs.

Oliver and Son, the woodwork ; and Jlr. H. Hems,
of Exeter, for the stone-carving.

The ancient Grammar School, an old building

of CI msiilerable architectural interest, standing near

thi'iarish church, isbeingrestored under the careful

superintendence of Messrs. Gould and Son, archi-

tects. Mr. J. Pulsford is the contractor.

The parish church at Landkey, about two miles

distant from Barnstaple, having long been in a

most dilapidated state, a thorough restoration is

about to take place. Mr. W. White, oi London,

is the architect ; the contractors for the several

branches are all Barnstaple men. A^mallWes-
Icvan chapel has also been recently erected in this

village at the cost of about .tSOll, from the designs

of Mr. Lauder. Mr. Youatt, of Lymbridge, and

Mr. Pulsford, of Barn^.taple, were the contractors

has been
cannot therefore see any reason why they should

1
Henn, of Exeter. Jlr. Dendlcand Jlr. Youiugs,

for It.

The interesting church of Bishojj's Tawton,

also two miles from Barnm, has recently been re-

stored from the designs of Moss.s. Gould and

Son. The contractors were Mes-rs. Dcudle and

Gould, of Barnstaple. Bishop's Tawton was at

one time the scat of the Bishops of Devonshire.

The church contains some old armour and me-

morials to the Bourciiers and Chichesters.

Immediatelv opposite Bishop's Tawton, separa-

ted only by the River Taw, is Tawstock Church,

which underwent restoration a year or two ago by

Ml-. G. G. Scott.

Several other village churches in the neighbour-

hood are undergoing extensive repairs and altera-

tions—Barringiou Church, under Mr. J. Hay-
ward—Mr. Wade, of Bidcford, being the contrac-

tor ; and Mr. Ashworlh, of Kxeter, has in hand

the chnrches of Lapford and Tedbuni St. Marj-.

Bishop's NjTupton Church was r> opened on

Ascension Day, after a restoratiim occupying

nearly a year. New Bath stone windows have

been inserted, the chancel roof renewed, the in-

terior reseated, and the font—a Norman one

—

restored in Pnrbci'k marble. A new rercilos has

been erected in keeping with a very elaborately-

carved and iincictt tomb which stands within the

altar rails on tho north side. Mr. Ashworth was
the architect, and Mr. Cock, of South Molton, the

builder. Mr. Hems, whose works in Devon have

latterly become so well known, has executetl the

carving of the reredos. Present funds do not

admit of the repairing of the fine lofty Perpendi-

cular tower, which is the chief glory of this place.

JIany superb towers grace the village churches in

this neighbourhood, well worthy of an architect's

careful study in reference to them. A local saying

runs thus :

—

" Bishop's Nympton for length ;

North Moltou for strength ;

Aud Cliitllchampton for l.cauty." ,

To the works now in progress at Affton Castle,

at Arlington Court, at Bidcfor.l, at Ilfracombe, at

L\ nton, and other places, we must refer in a

future conimuuicatiou. J. V.
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SOUTHAMPTON.
(From oun CoRnESPONDENT.)

THE meeting of tho Bath and West of Eng-

laml and Southern Counties Association,

held at Southampton during the week before last,

is not devoid of interest to those engaged in

manufactures and industrial arts, although its

•chief object is agricultural improvement. Dating

hack as fur as 1777, tho Society has done much to

oncouragc, by its prizes and patronage, improve-

ments in machinery and implements connected

with agriculture, as a pr.ictical art of primal

importance. ^Vhcll it first started, labourers

and their flocks were little removed from each

other, and the practice of cultivating the land,

and the knowledgo of crops were of so empirical

Ji character, based as they were on no principles

whatever, that tho farmer trusted more to tra-

ditional knowledge and hard-bought experience

than to any facts vegetable physiology aud che-

mistry have since established.

Passing over the agricultural departments of

this E.xhibition, we may briefly refer to the Fine

Arts department as mo e concerning ourselves.

There were a few good water-colour drawings,

but of these scartely a dozen were above the

.average as regards artistic merit. " Etienne le

Vicnne Calu," by H. M. Custard
;

" Rouen
Cathedral," by tho same artist ; also, the " Porch

of the Cathedral le Movi," " Summer on the

Loire," are creditable works, evincing architec-

tural knowledge and breadth of colouring. Mr.

'C F. Williams, an artist of some local repute,

•contributes a few water-colour sketches. His
"Trawlers at Beer, Devon," is a h-izy piece, too

misty for the painstaking minuiiaj the artist has

.-shown in the .shingle foreground. '• A Kejch of

.the Tavy, from Uobborough Down, Devon," is

better. His " Avenue, Southampton," and other

local views are rendered in a style pecuHar to the

.artist, and are certainly anything but natural ; a

.spotty sket'jbincss and sad want of mass and
breadth of colour is evident in all. Another local

Artist, Mr. W. J. Baker, gives us something like

studies of colour in a new forest sketch, entitled
" In the Queen Bower Wood," and " At Netley,

near Southampton," a charming little bit of

foliage. Mrs. Busscll Ciurncy has a few in-

teresting sketches t ikeu in Jamaica. Loitch,

Hoberts, Peuley, Danliy, are represented. In
|

oil painting, thci^e are some creditable works.

Turner's well-known picture, " The Port of

•Greenhilhe," on which there was so much said on
its first hanging on the Royal Academy walls,

:shows how th it great artist despised garish colour-

ing, though it is I'cuorded bow this same picture

was out-coloured by one cf Constable's flaming

pictures, " The Opening of Waterloo Bridge," and
•how Turner watched the opportunity one day to

squeeze some vermilion in the centre of this

Greenhithe picture, and smudged a red flag in

against t!ie angry sky. These bits of colour arc

still discernible, and the pictnre, like others by
the same master, reveals itself on careful inspec-

;tion. " Moel Siabod," 114, by J. Ashton, is a

finely-painteil sunset effect. There is an aerial

dreaminess over the mountnins, a goMen haziness

lin the half faded sunlight that is very mturally
painful—an eft'cct often witncs.sed at the clo^e of

.a hot day when the landscape seems bnthed in the

-glowing sunset. jNIr. Lloyd Jones' " North Devon,"
is a transpa'cntly paioted piece ; the misty spray

of the water, the cliffs, and the f'n-cshoie are

charmingly real. Mr. Dowling exhibits a fine

.marine su'iject, '• View of Portsmouth Harbour,"
showing the Victory, etc. Grierson's " Valen-
tine's Day," and "Just Seventeen," are prettily

conceived studies of feminine beauty. Lady Ash-
burton sends a largo number of works by Leigh-
ton, Lcitch, Daubigny ; and Mrs. Pearce exhibits

some by Bridell, Turner, etc. Without enumera-
ting works cf these and other artists, we may be

permitted to ask how it is that local architectural

talent is not represented. Southampton numbers
.«orae archite;^ts whose woiks would have contri-

tbnted much to the value and success of this local

exhibition of art. We arc informed, indeed,

that some works of this kind of special local in-

terest were unceremoniously excluded, and if so,

the Committee of Selection could not have acted

with much discrimination, seeing that many of

the works exhibited were really only worthy the

portfolio.

In the show-yards we noticed some good
specimens of cbiy ware for roofing tiles, eaves

guttering, ridge tiles. The caves gutter tiles are

well worth a trial ; and the rolled roofing tiles,

some with rolls, and others with square corruga-

tions, arc effective. Messrs. Colthurst, Symons,
and Co., Bridgwater, Somersetshire, were exhibi-

tors.

Last Wednesday week the statue of Lord Palmer-
stim was unveiled 1 ly Earl Carnarvon. It isnow j ud i-

ciously located in thepark,and commandsthe Atiove

Har-s'reet, to which it adds another attraction.

The work was entrusted to Mr. T. Sharp, of 101,

Edgeware-road, and was well received at the ex-

hibition of the Royal Academy last year. The
figure is well conceived ajid positioned, in semi-
classical costume. His lordship is represented in

the act of speaking, holding in his left hand a
scroll, tho other being placed on his breast. The
official appointments of his lordship are in-

scribed on a scroll at his feet. The pedestal and
statue are of white marble. The height of the

former is, perhaps, open to the objection of being
too lofty, and tho surbase mouldings are wanting
in drip. This probably was left to the sculptor,

who, however, has given the parks of this town
certainly the only correct and artistically sculp-

tured statue it possesses. It may be remarked, in

regard to the site, that it seems a singularly happy
one, as we are informed his lordship on this very

spot of ground addressed the constituents of this

neighbourhood some ye.^rs smce.

The triumphal arch temporarily erected at

the entrance of the town on the north for the

Society's show, while it ostensibly represents the

magnanimity of the Southampton public, is cer-

tainly an instance of injudicious taste. Eor what
reason the arches were bedizened with mimic
drapery in tho shape of pendent scarlet curtains,

we do not know. If designed by an upholsterer

we can understand these appendages. Certainly

decorative upholstcreryhas here usurped its place,

and the alfresco figure painting has not improved
the structure itself, which is of dignified propor-

tions.

Of the structures recently added to tho town,

the National and Provincinl Bank claims first

mentiou. It has a bold and handsome front,

though the entrance porch rather overpowers
by its size the proportions of other parts. The
style is Italian of free treatment.

The new workhouse, over which there was such
a local noise at the time of its selection on paper,

is approaching completion, but we do not think

the architect lias been happy in the arrangement
of his ward blocks, nor in their grouping. Exter-
nally, at all events, it is sadly wanting in connec-

tion aud symmetry of jiarts. There arc

scarcely ahy new villas of pretens:on to design

along the be lutiful .avenue entrance to the town,

save one, and we understand that to be the newly-
built residence of the borough engineer. This
disregard for tasteful erections in the principal

highway, is hardly in keeping with the character

of this thriving aul busy seaport.

ON THE PRINCIPAL BUILDING STONES
USED IN THE METROPOLIS.

Civil and Mechanical Exgineees' Society.

AT a meeting of this Society, held on the 2nd
of June, a paper was rt-ail by Mr. Arthur

C. Bain on this subject. The following is a re-

port of the paper :

—

Tho subject of my paper this evening] requires

no remarks from mo to prove its importance to

members of tho sister profes-ions of civil en-

gineering and architecture. I have had great

difficulty in compressing so comprehensive a sub-

ject into such a small space of time permitted in

reading a paper before this society. I have there-

fore been compelled to confine my remarks to the

building stones proper, excluding from the list

Yorkshire and other paving stones, and the

Granites.

Before commencing a detailed description I will

make a few remarks on the table which I have
drawn up.* I adopted this form of giving the in-

formation supplied by the various quaiTy owners,

and also from other sources, as it would have been

tedious to you to have given it vim rorr, and it U
also, I think, of more value as a reference ariangcd

under beads, and easier to compare the relative

advantages of each stone with the others. Under
No. 1 column, I have given the name of each

stone, as it is generally known, as well as the par-

ticular bed. In the 2nd, the local name of the

quaiTy from which the specimen referred to was
obtained. No. 3, the county in which each quarry

is situated. No. 4, the name and address of the

owner, and by that I mean the actual worker of

the quarry, and not the freeholder : but I need

This tabic will be given in oui- next number.

hardly say that there are numbers of other persons
who supply stone quite as good as those whoso
names I h.avc mentioned. I have selected two
without prejudice in the case of the Portland,
Bath, .and Mansfield respectively, in the others
only one. No. 5, gives the agent's (if any) namo
and oflice in London. From Nos. G to IG, give
the muieral and geological designation, as well
as tho component parts of the sti ne, also the
weight of a cubic foot of each stone, and tho
chemical analysis. No. 17 gives the distance in
miles from the nearest railway station to the
quarry from its proper terminus in London.
No. 18, the number of feet allowed by the railway
companies to go as a ton. No. 19, the average
size of the blocks procured from each quarry.
No. 20, the suitability of the various beds for
different puqioses, whether engineering or archi-
tectural. No. 21 gives the cost of working, taking
the best brown Poitland as 1. I have been very
careful in filling in this table, and consulted Mr.
Poole, of Westminster, thereon, as I found it was
too much to expect quarry owners to say really

what their stone did cost to work. No. 22, giving
the colour, I had some difficulty with, as nearly
all the returns were filled in as *' cream colour,"
which said cream colour varied from a yellow
brown to a yellowi h red, so I put them all

side liy side and wetted them, by which means I

think I arrived at a right judgment of their

respective colours. No. 23 states how they each
are worked, by a plain s.aw, with sand and water
or with a toothed saw like timber, or by wedges
and hammers. Nos. 24 to V>0 give the cost of the
stone delivered in trucks at the nearest railway
station to the quaiTy and also the vaiious
metropolitan goods termini, and below London
Bridge in ship. No. 31 gives the names of some
of the principal buildings, ancient aud modern,
in Loailon ; but it is hard to find a stone build-

ing of any age which is not more or less in a
state of decay. The list of buildings in the

country is better filled up, and most of them are

in n very excellent state of preservation. No. 33
clo.=es the table with a few remarks on the thick-

ness of the workable strata a^id beds. To each
quarry owncrmenlioned I fcnt a copy of this table

for correction, so that I believetbere are very few
eirrors, and if any, of very minor importance.

I am onlv sorry that it does not go further, but
with the limited means of obtaining more detailed

information, and the impossibility of describing

minutely quarries which I have never seen, will,

1 trus*, be accepted as my excuse.

I now propose to take in their order, chrono-
lo;;ic.illy as they camo into use (.so far as I can
find out), the various descriptions of stone used
in tho metropolis and its neighbourhood. Before
the days of railways, can.als, docks, and high
roads, those quarries nearest to Lond m mturally
came first into use ; as a proof, I may mentiou
that tho recent excavations in the Poultry,for the

new street from the Thames Eaibmkment to the

Mansion House exposod the remains of ancient

foundations composed of Kentish rag and the

Godstone, or Gatten fiie ctone, these qu'irries

being, as you know, nearest to London. It is

supposed by some th it most of the stone used in

our ancient buildings was brouglit by men in a
somewhat similiir manner to the method of carry-

ing burdens in the East, and I think it is quite a

reasonable supposition, as the enorinous quantities

of stone chippings found at the ancient quarries

go to prove that the stone was worked there. Again,

large stones are an exception in ancient buildings,

and finally, when it is remembered th^at there

were no such ihingsas roads, it becomes impro-

bable that the stone was conveyed in carts, or by
any other means ; no doubt, in the case of the

ICentisb rag, it was brought ti London princi-

pally by water, as at present. The Kentish rag

stone is found near Maidstone, and belongs to

the lower green sand formation. It was, and is,

used largely for walling and foundations, and is

a very dm-ablo stone. The .specimens on the table

were "furnished mo by Messrs. W. H. Benstcd and

Sons, who work the IguanoJon Quarries. Tho
section on the wall shows a face of about G" feet,

composed of layers ofstrong siliciferous limestone,

with beds of calciteroussainlstouo calleil Hassock,

which is useil only for backing and internal work,

as it is a tender slonc and will not bear a crushing:

weight unless kept ilrv. Tho bods called " Red
Robin,"" Liillc P.lni-k," and " Black Grey's," are

used for ongiueeriii^' purposes, as breakwaters, sea

walls, etc. ; the " Little Coleman," " Coleman,"
" Cork," and " 15ig Header," for architectural

work, as walling for churches and buildings ; the

other beds are much used for kerbing, foundafons,

road-making, and other purposes. The rag stono
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was nscil in the lja?cn\cnt d" Ht'iiry tlie A'll's

Chapel, at Wcstuiiustur, imd numerous otlicr

nncieut liuildiugs. In Jliucral Statibtics for 1858
the total quantity of rag stone shipped is given

at about 50,000 tons per 3'ear, but I should think

it is mnch increased since then.

The Godstone, Gatten, or Reigate fire stone

belongs to the upper green sand fonnation. It was
formerly largely used, hut it will not stand ex-
posure to the weather even in the countiy. It is the

lightest stone wehave.weighingonly lOSlbs. to the

foot cube and is used for internal work,as groining
&c. The specimen before yon came from the

CoUey Quarries, at Reigate, worked by Mr. W.
Can-Dthors. It is a soft calcareous sandstone; the

top bed in the quarry is sent to London for scour-

ing purposes and is known by the name of
" hearthstone ;" the second^bcd is used for road
making and rough walling, also for the floors of

glass furnaces, &c., and the third bed for archi-

tectiu-al pm-poscs,as it will withstand Ihc action of

fire. Westminster Abbey was fomierly built of

it. Mr. G. Ct. Scott is now using it .for the groin-

ing of the Chapter House, 'Westminster, for its

lightness.

Caen stone was brought into London soon after

the Norman conquest. It belongs to the oolite for-

mation, and was foi-mcrly very largely used. The
ceuti-al tower of Canterbury Cathedral, St. George's
Chapel atWindsor, andlleurythe Vll.'sChapel at

AVcstminster, were all built of it, but it Joes not
withstand the exposure to the atmosphere of this

country, and is rarely used now but for internal
decorative work, for which, from its tine even grain
and colour, it is well suited.

The [ipecimens of Caen and Aubigny stone were
sent me by JI. Emile Foucard, the agent in Lon-
don for M. B. Gleizal the proprietor. The face
is about 2-1 to 27 feet deep. There are five beds
of good workable stone. The thick bed is princi-
pally used for interior work, as it is a tender stone;
the small and fifth bed when strength is required,
and the free and fourth beds for statuary works,
being of a finer texture and homogeueous. Au-
bigny stone is brought from a (juarry situated near
the town of Falaise, which is almost 22 miles to
the south-cast of Caen ; like the Caen it is a mem-
ber of the oolite formation, and is very hard and
close grained stone. There are only two workable
beds, with a stratum of soft stone lying between
them

; it_is of a colder colour and much harder to

work thnn the Caen, and is said to stand the
weather better.

Purbcck marble from the Isle of Purbeck, Dor-
setshire, is a compact, shelly limestone of
fresh water origin ; it is an upper member
of the Purbeck series, and bos been used
for many hundreds of years in London for
columns (of moderate size) and other decorative
purposes, particularly in the Temple Chnrch and
"Westminster Abbey. It is still occasionally em-
ployed, but it docs not stand the atmosphere well,
and is consequently only used internally. It is

said that the marlile now supplied is of better
quality, but the blocks are small, and it is an ex-
pensive stone. Purbeck stone, also from the Isle

of Purbeck, Dorset, is a shelly, freshwater lime-
stouo—the beds used for building are the midiUo
and upper. They were much used formerly iu
London for paving and kerbing, but are little used
except for the latter now.
Portland stone, from the Isle of Portland,

Dorsetshire, is a limestone from the oolite series.

It came into use in London about the year ICOO,
and has been most extensively used ever since for
every purpo.se for which stone is jjnt to, whether
by the engineer or arcbite-t. In the Mineral
Statistics, 1853, the average annual produce is

given at 40,000 tons. The Bi)eciraens on the
table arc from the quarries of Mr. W. 11. P.
Weston and th3 Portland Stone Company,
Limited. The so-called AVhitbcd is tlio stoiie

known in London as brown Portl.^nd. The so-called
best biid or base bed is not the best, althongh
it might be supposed so by the name. The
"Whitbod is a rather darker colour than the
base bed, bnt not so fine in texture, and
liable to have rather unsightly cavities iu it which
hava to bo stojiped when the stonework is cleaned
down. It is rather more costly to work, and stands
the weather very well if carefully selected. The
Ilolborn Valley Viaduct, new Foreign Oftices,
and the mansions on the Marquis of Westminster's
estate are built of this .bed, besides numerous
other works. The base lied is more used in
London for external work than it ought to be,
but as it costs less to work and nukes a better
appearance when first finished, it is not easy
always to reject it, as it should be. It does verj- well

for !i time in the country, but its use should lie

coniined in London lo internal work or snch

portions as arc not exposed to the weather. The
Koacb is found incorporated with the Whitebcd
and liaso bed, and is called respectively Whitcbed
and base bed Uoach ; it is a hard, strong, coarse,

and durable stone, used for engineering pm-poses
principallj', as Portland Breakwater. Inigo Jones
is said to have introduced Portland stone into

London first, in the construction of a gi'and

Corinthian i)ortico to the west front of Old St.

Paul's, but the stone Sir Christopher Wren used in

the construction of the present cathedral was of
a far superior quality to most of that now brought
into London, as the quarries from which the stone

used in its constructioD, and also many other
churches and buildings erected in the reign of

Queen Anne, have been long since closed, the
stone being too hard for the nnvsters of the
present day. I regret that I have nut had
time to get some section? of the Portland
quarries, to have described more fully all the
different points of interest in these most
important quarries, but perhiips the following de-

scription from the Commissioners' Report. 1839,
will help to supply their absence :—"The dirt bed
is full of fossil roots, trunks, and branches of

trees, often in the position <if their former
growth. The top cap is a white, hnrd, and
closely-compacted limestone ; the skull cap is

irregular in texture ; it is a well compacted lime-
stone, containing cherty nodules. The Roach beds
are always incorporated with the freestone beds
that invariably lie below them ; they are full

of cavities formed by the mould of shells, and
oocasionallj'' contain oyster shells and beds of

flints near the top. The top bed is the best
stone ; it is a free-grained oolite, free from
shells and hard veins. The bottom bed is similar

in ajipearance to the t^p bed, and of the same
component parts ; bnt the stone is ill cemented
and will not stand the weather. A middle or
curf bed occurs only in the southernmost quar-
ries of the F.ast cliff ; it is soft to the north and
hard to the south. 'The good workable stone in

the East clifV quarries is generally less in depth
than it is met with in the same bed in the West
cliff quari ies ; but the East cliff stono is harder,
more especially to the south of the island. The
bottom part of the top bed in the West cliff

quarries becomes less hard and durable towai'ds

the south. The stoue in most of the quarries,

and sometimes in the same quarry, varies con-
siderably iu quality. Such stons as contains
flints, or is met with below layers of fl'nts, is in-

ferior, and will not stand the weather. The
bottom bed on the West cliff is not a durable

stone, bnt has been worked to a considerable
extent, and sold as a good stone in the London
market. In every freestone bed the upper part
is the most durable and hardest stoue. The
best stouo is in the north-eastern part of the
island, the worst iu the south-western. The
most durable stone has its cementing matter iu a
solid and half-crystalline state ; in the least

durable stone it is in an earthy and powdciy
state."

Bath stone is (piarried in the county of Wilts
at Box Hill, CorshamDown, and Farieigh Down,
also in the county of Somerset at Combe Down.
Each varies very much in qualify and hardness,
but alike belong to the oolitic formati"n. I will

proceed to give a short description of each, com-
mencing with the Combe Down. This stone is a
limestone (as well as all the other dcscri|itions of
Bath stone), and is quarried on the down from
which it takes its name, about one and a half

miles from the city of Bath southwai'ds. The
blocks of stone arc very subject to vents, and will

not stand the destructive effects of the London
atmosphere ; when employed, it should be selected

with great care. It was used for the restoration

of the Chapel of Henry VII. at Westminster,
between the ycni-s 1S'08 and 1821. Corshnm
Down is the jirincipal soiuce of most of the
Bath stone brought to London. The quar-
ries lie parallel with the Box Tunnel, and near
to the Corshani Station ; these quarries ai"e

very large, and are worked on the most approved
principles by Messrs. Uaudell ami Saunders
on the north side, and Messrs. Pictor and Sons
on the south side of the railway. It is freer

from vents than Combo Down, 'i'he stone is of

finer and more even texture than the other de-

scriptions of Bath stone, but it does not stand well

lor jilinths and cornices, for whicli a bed of stone
found below, called thcCornGrit.isnscd, as well as

forany heavy work. Box Ground isacoarse-graincd
dui-able stone, quarried at Bo.x Hill, near the Box

>tation,and adjoining the Corsbam Do;vn quar-
ries. It is used for sills, plinths, coping, or auy
work requiring a strong quality of Bath stone,

I'arlcigh Down stone is obtained from the quar-
ries on the Down of the same name adjoining tha
river Avon, and nearly midway between the Batb
and Box stations. It is like the Corshnm Do\\ni

stone in texture, and is nsed for the same purposes,

but the blocks do not average such a large size,

and consequently this stone is not so much used.

Bath stone was first used in London, I believe,

for the houses of Portland-place, and was brongho
by canal boats. The specimens on the table are
from Messrs. RandcU and Saunders' quarries, and
from Messrs. Pictor and Sons, to the foi-mer of

M bom I am indebted for the sections of the dis-

trict which yon see on the walls. Tho Mineral
Statistics, 1858, give the value of the stone

exported per annmn as £23,350.

Painswick stone, also a member of the oolitic

formation, is quarried near a village of that name
situatcil a few miles from Stroud, the nearest

station being at Brinscombe ; it is a close, white-
grained stone, rather finer than the CorshamDown
stone, and is used for the fame puqioscs, but as
it is harder, and consetpiently more expensive to

work, Corshani Do\m is preferred. It was em-
ployed fomierly much more in London than at

present. The specimen was sent me by Messrs.

Pictor and Sons, of Box.
Of Bramloy Fall stone, the original quarry was

sitna'cd near Leeds, on the estate of the Earl o£

Cardigan, but it has been worked out for some
years. It was a millstone grit from the carboni-

ferous fonnation, of a very durable quality, and
was formerly in great repute for engineering pur-
poses. There were si.x beds, with a total face of

3-tft. The top bed, about 4ft. thick, was called the

rag ; 2nd, Kift. thick ; and 3rd,' 4ft. thick ; both

produced good stone ; the 4th, a rei colour and
inferior quality of stone ; the 5th and Gth each

3ft. thick and of good quality. The specimens on
the table are from Nos. 2 and 3 beds, and were
kindly furnished me by Mr. W. Wilkinson, C.E.,

of Leeds. There are a number of other quarries

near Leeds which produce a stono which is called

Bramley Fall in the trade, but time only will

show whether they are worthy of the name. The
specimen on the table was sent me by Messrs.

Husler and Co., of Ileadinglcy, near Leeds, and
is from the Westwood quarry—the tpiality they

infonn me is the same in all the beds. It is cut

only vnth wedges. The use of Bramley
Fall in London has been very extensive,,

and as far as I can see, has s'ood well,

Portions of the grand entrance to the Enston
station are a little decayed, but to use the old motto
" One swallow does not make a summer," so one in-

stance does notprovethatitwill decayin every case.

Mansfield stone is quarried in the county of

Notts; there are three distinct descriptions of

stone, namely, the white, red, and yellow, the latter

from the JIansfield Woodhouse quarry. They all

belong to the magnosian limestone formation.

The red and white are calciferons sandstones ; the

yellow, a dolomite or limestone. Ow ing to its

being rather an expensive stone it is never used

for the whole of a building in London, but of

course there are numerous instances in the imme-
diate district. It should be nnderstood that none
of these stones were used to any extent in the

Houses of Parliament, but where they were they

have stood the weather very well
;
indeed, if the

appearance of a specimen were the best test of a

good stone, I think these on the table furnished me
by Mr. Robert Lindley and Messrs. S. Fisher and
Sons, both of JIansfield, would carry the day in

preference to auy of the others before you. For my
part, I wi?h they were cheni)er, that they might be

used oftener, if only for their beautiful colour.

(7'« he cuncluilccl next iccclc.')

^.

PROPOSED ARMY AND NAVY MEMO-
RIALS IN TRAFALGAR-SQUARE.

MR. SANG, the architect's, designs at the

Admiralty Board of Works for the above

proposed memorials include (says tho Vnltcil

Scrricc. Garcttr) important suggestions for the

improvement of Trafalgar-square. Mr. Sang
proposes to make use of the water supply of the

existing fountains, and to substitute two memo-
rials, the one in commemoration of the valiant

deeds of the Royal Army, and tho other of the

Royal Navy, of the Victorian period. Both are

similar in outline, but differ in their mode of

detail and embellishment just sufliciently to indi-

cate the special attributes of tho two services.

Tho memorials consist of two large square fonn-
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tains of well-proportioned dmicnsions, the sides

of the basement!! of which are richly moulded and
rest on a triple plinth, all of Sicilian marble, en-

riched with panels or square serpentine tablets

intended to receive the names of the officers and
men who fell or distinguished themselTes at the

various actions in their country's service. Out of

one fountain rises a grand and massive block of

white marble, with fom- conspicuous high-reliefs

iu antique bronze, representing the deeds of

Talour of the British warriors. This colossal

pedestal is surmounted by a group of war
trophies, and, with its candelabra-shaped base of

excellent design, forms the footing and hold of a

Venetian mast or standard pole, of a height and
outline which Icare the occupants of San Marco,
iu point of grace and daring, far behind.. In-

deed, the originality in this combination of the

noble towering bronze masts, with their monu-
mental bases, gives ample evidence of the de-
signer's bold conception, and must enlist the

hearty approval of the artist and the public.

One of the most telling of the suggestions in the
treatment of the square is the necessity of re-

moving the dismal and' squat dead granite walls,

and the substitution of terrace balustrades, with a
grand flight of steps open along the entire width of

the northern side of thesquare, immediately facing
the National Gallei-y. The architectural and
sculptural treatment suggested by Mr. Sang ap-
pears at once practical, highly artistic, and
will, independently of the cost of the two memo-
rials, not involve heavy expense. A consider-
able sum, it is said, has been already subscribed
towards the realisation of this work, which, afler
the formal sanction of the Goveniment, will, ib

is presumed, constitute a most interesting and'
leading feature of monumentai embellishment in

the British metropolis.

BRIDGE OVER THE: ALLEGHANY
RIVER AT PITTt^URGII, U.S.

THE bridge illustrated' in our engraving was
erected in 1S60, fi-oni the designs of Mr.

John A. Rocbliug. It crosses the Alleghany
about half a mile above its juuction with the Mo-
nongahela, both of which streams, when united,
form the Ohio. The town of Pittsburgh is

situate on the promontory made by the convergence
of these two rivers,, said has, vrith its suburljs, a
population of about 200,000. The distance be-
tween the al)utments-of the bridge is 1,037ft. .5in.,

being divided into two main spans of .Si-4ft. Gin.

each, one half .span of llTft. 5ini, and a second
half span of 171 feet. Fom- wire cables can-y the
structure ; the two outerones incline outvvarda from
the towers, and the two inner' inwardSj, to give
stability to the bridge. The lighter cables which
carrythe footway are each 4|in.diameter, thatof the
others being 7tiin. The roadw.ay is 20 feet wide,
and the footways each 10 feet. The cables are
attached to bell cranks at the towers, instead of by
saddles placed upon rollers—a by no means satis-

factory .arrangement—the vibration of the bridge
being increased perceptibly by the lightest passing
load. The towers are about 1.5'feet high. They
are of cast iron, and of an omnte character, the
"weight they support being entirely carried by the
fom- inclined columns, which are braced together
hy latticed castings.

JAPANESE ORBTAMENT.

IN the studios of artists and amateurs we find

incre.isiug collections of Japanese, Chinese,
or other Oriental objects,, from inlfeid mother-
o'-pearl cabuicls, textile fabrics, fa'ience, trays,
ians, and screens, down to^ the unpretending pot
for preserved ginger ; in) fact ifc has become a
little mania to exercise a show of taste in that
quarter. Our grandmothers reckoned the like

amongst their household' gods, not, wo opine, for
.any love of art, but simply ctierished them for
.their rare value. Onr grandsires were more
ambitious, and dabbled in the architectural

tlu'oction, but such abortions as the Brighton
Pavilion, the boat-house at Virginia Water, the
pagoda at Kew Gardens, and a host of others
which, with all their gimcrack detail, could
scarcely be again perpetrated. Ic is a point on
which there is much difference of opinion, whether
Japan, after having been a scaled book, " shut up,"
as Kccnipfcr expresses himself, for upwards of
two centuries, lias improved in her art manu-
ifactures, since she has thrown herself open to

other nations. The later works appear somewhat
too facile, and made for e.tportation. But the
Japanese artist never was a painstaker as com-

pared with his plodding Chinese neighbour ; he
is always certain of tlic task before him, never
having reason or inclination to efface ; his extreme
outline or silhouette of still life is very truthful

and characteristic. The shvdows of small leafy

and grassy plants sharply thrown on white paper
and filled in with monotone, make skiagrams
almost identical with the more simple Japanese
drawings. Directly the artist comes to the internal

drawing of the object before him, his limited
knowledge of perspective obliges him to fall back
on his own conventional resources ; the birds in

the centre of the plate which forms one of our
illnstrations, fully exemplify this peculiarity.

Their characterising of the leading feature in
portrait painting is too gravely limned to be a
caricature. The ornaments we have lithographed
are generally of the early part of the present
century, taken fi'om inlays iu lacquer work, &e.

;

of course they lose much of theu- effect in the
drawing for want of the brilhant pigments in

which the originals are executed.

The patera of ti'iple lily flowers, in the centre
at the bottom of the plate, is the imperial standard
of Japan ; indicative of the three great religions

of the empire : Siutoism, Buddhism, .and Con-
fucism.

The disc to the left, and the second boi-dcr on:

the plate have a m.arked Chinesff Ibok, alHiough
sketched fi'om Japanese work. 0. W. D,-

HALF-TUtBERED HOUSES,
BACHARACH.

ONE of our illustrations this week gives a
view of one of those picturesque bits of

half-timbered work so often met v/iih in those
ODiitiuental towns which do not yet rejoice in .an

official of the Haussmann genus. There is no
novelty of treatment or construction in the sub-
jeotr of our present plate to call for especial

notioo.

LONDON ASSOCIATION OF FOREMEN
ENGINEERS.

ON Saturday, the i3th inst,. the ordinaiy
monthly meeting of members and friends

of this institution took place at the City Ter-
minus Hotel, Cannon-street. The attendance
was most numerous, general interest havinjr been
excited by the announcement that Mr. D. Walker
would read .a paper on the Patent Law. Mr.
Newton, of the Mint, presided, and, after the
election of six new associates, Mr. Walker .ad-

dressed himself to the important theme in ques-
tion. Having traced the history of the patent
system in England to the present time, the author
of the paper proceeded to urge the necessity of
simplifying it, so as to afford greater atimulation
to the inventive skill of the country. Ho de-
manded that the cost of patents should be much
reduced, that poor inventors .should be protected
from vexatious litigation, so far as that was pos-
sible, and that a scientific board or council
should be appointed to decide upon points of dis-

putation in respect of patent rights. In the
spiriteel discussion which followed, Messrs.
Hume, Irvine, Vinicombe, Thorburn, Muir,
Shotton, and others, took part, but all agreed as
to the necessity of a speedy revision of the present
unsatisfactory patent law. In submitting the
usual vote of thanks on behalf of the reader of

the paper, the chairman expressed a hope that a
Royal Commission—comprising the proper men
for the purpose—vsould be ere long appointed to

inquire into and report upon the whole ((ucstiem

of patents. At a late hour the sitting teniiiuated.

AN EVASION OP THE BUILDING ACTS.

ANEW illustration of the old saying respect-

ing a coach and six and Acts of Parliament,
has just turned up in relation to the Building and
Metropolis Management Acts. These Acts
confer veiy stringent powers upon local authori-

ties for preventing the erection of new houses
unfit for human habiration, but it was stated at

the Metropolitan Board of Works last week that

it is no uncommon thing for builelers to procure
peimission to erect small buildings in back loca-

lities, ostensibly as mews or stables, and, after

occupying them a short time with cattle, to con-
vert them into dwellings for human beings. It

need hardly be said that such buildings are seldom
fitted for the purpose, and, upon an attempt being
made by the Lewisham Local Board to enforce a
preliminary stipulation with a builder that such
buildings should not afterwards be converted into

dwellings without their sanction, it turned out
that neither that body nor the Superintending
Architect of the Metropolitan Board had power
to enforce any such stipulation if entered into.

COMPETITIONS.
City of Carlisle.—The premium of :!;20,

offered by the corporation of Carlisle, for designs
for elevations of houses proposed to be erected in
Portland-square, Alfred-street, &c., in that city,

has been awarded to the design bearing the motto,
"Design with be.autv, build with truth." Mr. J.

W. Hagcn, of Hull, being the author. There
were sixteen competitors.

The Guardians of King's Norton Union, Wor-
cestershire, have selecteel the plans of Mr. E.
Holmes, of London and Birmingham, for the
new workhouse to be erected at Selly Oak. The
estimated cost is about .^218,000. The plans have
already been .approved by the Poor Law Board,
and tenders aro to be at once advertiseel for. This
is the ninth successive competition this architect
has of l.ate been engaged upon, and he has been
more or less successful in seven instances out of
the nine, viz. :—The New Birkenhead Baths ; the
Burton-on-Trenti Infirmary and Dispensary ; the
Pcukridge Workhouse ;. tbo new Pig Dormitories
and Cow Laira, Smithiiold, Birmingham; the
Wholesale Fish Market, Birmingham; the New
Wesleyiin Chapel, Burton-on-Trent; and for the
new Workhouse for the King's Norton Union.
His plans have been selected as the best iu the
eighth competition, viz. :—New Bank for Messrs.
Lloyd and Company (Limited) Birmingham, in

which he received the second premium, and in the
ninth instance, the competition for the new Wcs-
leyau Chapel, Melbourne, he was placed third.

Such a series of successes is probably unprece-
elented. In 1857 he was engaged in six competi-
tions, viz. :—The Warwick Cemetery, the Alcester
Com Exchange, the Fuleshill Union Workhouse,
the Medway Union Workhouse, the West Brom-
wich Woikhouse, and the Belper Cemeteiy, in

each of which competitions Mr. Holmes was suc-

cessful. Many other important works have been
gained by him in competition ; among them are
the Birmingham Exchange Buildings, and the

Birmingham and Dublin Masonic Halls.

BUILDING SOCIETIES.

TlTNBHlDGE WELLS.—The nineteenth annual
meeting of the Tunbridge AVells Benefit Building

and Freehold Land Society, was held ou Wednes-
day week. The report, which was very satisfac-

tory, was unanimously adopted, and the officers

for the ensuing year were elected.

Islington.—The first annual meeting of the

Barnsbury Institute Pcmianent Benefit Building

and Investment Society, was held on Tuesd.ay

week. The report, which was of a very satis-

factory nature, was adopted, and a dividend of

5 per cent deelareel.

Richmond.—The first annual meeting of the

Thames V.alley Land and Building Society was
held on Tuesday week at Richmonel. The report

showed that the society, which started with a
subscribed capital of £o,000, of which only

£3,000 was called up, had realised a nett profit

during the year of £1,400. The report, which
was adopted, recommended the payment of a

dividend at the rate of 10 per cent, jcr annum,
calculated upon the full amount paid on each

share from the date of allotment, and a bouus iu

shares (with £3 paid thereon) of 1.5 per cent, per

annum, making the total distribution 2') per cent,

per annum. The report further recommended
that £-2!i0 should be placed to the reserve fund,

and that a similar sum should be set aside for tho

payment, iu December next, e^f an interim dividend

for tho current half-year at tho rate of 10 per

cent, per annum. A b.lauco of £113 was
caiTied forward.

OBITUARY.
Mr. Orlando .Icwitt, the well-known wood

engraver, died at his hou*c in Cnmden-town, on
the 30tli ult., aged seventy. Our own volumes
contain many souvenirs of his art, and only last

week we were enabled to produce three of his

latest works,extracted from "ilurray's Handbook to

the Northern Cathedrals." Mr. Jewitt's archi-

tectural knowdcdge was of great .assistance to his

pencil, and his death is a loss to all who value

accurate and beautiful representation of art.
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ARCHITECTURAL POLYCHROMATIC
DECORATIONS AS REPRESENTED AT
THE ROYAL ACADEMY AND ARCHI-
TECTURAL EXHIBITION.

WE propose to add a few further remarks

to those we have already made upon

the drawings representing architectural deco-

rations which are now being exhibited at the

Royal Academy and the Arcliitectural Exhibi-

tion, more because we consider the subject

itself to be important than in consequence of

the merit of the drawings themselves. We
have said that at the latter gallery there is a

larger collection of such drawings than usual.

This is to be understood rather as regards the

number of exhibitori than of drawings, for

those by Mons. Lameire which graced the last

year's Exhibition were a host in themselves,

and far outweighed in merit all that are now
on view. The only works to be compared
with those are the designs by Mr. Marks for

the proscenium and lunettes of the Gaiety

Theatre, and though these are in many artistic

points of far higher quality, as being the pro-

duction of a trained and gifted artist, they are

inferior in many others wliich have relation to

proper architectonic treatment. This, indeed,

is no more than might be expected, seeing

that they are but experiments in a new and
difficult field.

English artists have as yet had hardly any
opportunities for exercising their talents in

this most useful direction ; doubtless, when
they have they will be found as capable as

foreigners of mastering and fulfilling its espe-

cial ditticulties and requirements. In the

meantime Mons. Lamoire's drawings are still

at South Kensington, and should be well and
frequently studied by all who are making
attempts to do the same class of work. It is

greatly to the discredit of the older and declin-

ing school of architects that they have never

striven to provide such opportunities.

Thousands, even hundreds of thousands of

pounds have been expended on our cathedrals

and churches in what is little better than
trash ; upon pinnacles and crockets, twisted

columns, and a rash of cornelian and agate

bosses and balls which have becoiiie a perfect

architectural plague. Painted win'dows by the

square mile have been made b}' manufacturers
jtist like printed calicoes, and of no greater

intrinsic value, and decorators have been
turned into public buildings to bedizen ceil-

ings, structurally of the jam tart style, with

tints which look like concoctions of raspberry

vinegar and water alternating with the rawest

of blues and crudest of pea-greens and yellows.

The utter timidity with which tliese insipid

parodies of polychromy have been executed

has probably proved the salvation of the eye-

sight of many spectators, and the fear of their

ignorance being found out if they dared to in-

dulge in stronger colours has fortunately

made their perpetrators take refuge in such
wishy-washy dilutions as might be pronounced
tolerably safe—that is, from discovery.

There is now sad uphill work for those who
wouldefEect a reform. All the larger works for

which funds suflicient exist, are still given to

men who undertake more than they know they
can properly perform, and who seem deaf to all

remorse, which one would think would seize

them when at the close of their career they
review their numerous works, and see to such
an intolerable quantity of sack in the shape

of man-millinery, such a modicum of the bread

of art.

The public, misled so long underthe sanction

of great names, has, alas ! actually begun to

think that it likes transparencies of jointless

figures with barbers' blocks for heads, flaunt-

ing in flaring colours such as no sane man
among them would for an instance tolerate

that his wife or daughter should wear ; and,

strange though it be, it thinks it sees beauty in

fussy spiky iron and brass screens intruded

into solemn churches, in beehive-like coroiue,

hanging ponderously from their roofs, and in

monuments enshrined in erections more suited

for birdcages. Revenues which could support

a school of the highest art are thus wasted in

fostering a bad substitute.

The first thing to be done is to clear away
the rubbish which stops up the way. What
can Sir JI. D. Wyatt be about that he should

send for e.xhibition, the great drawing No.

980, at the Royal Academy?— a portion of the

ceiling of a new drawing-room at Brainbridge,

the residence of Thomas Fairbairn, Esq., and
what is there in it worthy of the palace of one

of our merchant princes ? Story there is none.

Conventional ornament there is, but of what
style or character ? Of .nature there is none,

and of colour but little, and that fortunately

but faint. We expect more than this fi'om

the hand of our knighted brother, who has the

history of decorative art in general, and his

favoiu-ite style of the Renaissance in particular,

at his fingers' ends.

Of Mr. Charles Barry we would beg that he

will not rest content with the very mild pat-

terns from the same stencil plate with which

it would appear from his drawing of the in-

terior of the New Dulwich College (No. 1118,

R.A.) he intends to ornament the whole of the

panels in his large and ambitious roof to the

great hall of that building.

Of church interior decoration we have one

of the last works of Mr. George Gilbert Scott.

R.A. (No. 1011, R.A.), the new chapel for St.

John's College, Cambridge, exhibited by Mr.

J. D. Wyatt, and (1008, R.A.) St. Stephen's

Church, Copley, by Mr. Crossland, which, with

some new varieties, are out of the same recog-

nised ecclesiastical mould into which the deco-

rator has been turned without much apparent

forethought or supervision of the architect.

And in two buildings, sumptuous as to cost,

we have coved roofs, with thin braiding for

the coloured ground, scrawled over with stock

conventional scrolls and a band of figures

imder canopies of so insignificant a scale that

no one would be .able to examine them,
and probably it is hardly intended they should.

Better work is suggested on the walls below in

Mr. Crossland's church, but that that at Cam-
bridge should be the highest effort of the nine-

teenth century of costly interior art, shade of

Giotto pity us

!

Jlr. John 0. Scott's unsuccessful designs for

the Manchester Townhall have been so promi-

nently and unjustly placed in the principal

positions of honour in the very limited space

allotted to architecture on the walls of the

Royal Academy, when far better works it is

known have been excluded, that they court

the attention which they do not otherwise

deserve. Their intrinsic merit when examined is

small, and though their internal polychromy
is not their least ambitious featiu'e, it is not

their most successful one. To turn to the

corresponding views (Nos. 167 and 168)
in the Architectural Exhibition, mere
quantity, it will be seen, has been endea-

voured to be made to conceal the absence

of quality ; and one cannot point to more con-

vincing evidence of the truth of what has been

advanced than these drawings contain. In-

stead of any massing, or sobrictj', or colour,

the whole is distracting from fritter. The
general effect is timid and confused, and the

ornament, when it is looked into, is so devoid

of character and style, that, though quite of

confectioner's work, it cannot even be de-

scribed as confectioner's Gothic. No. 1012,

R.A., Mr. E. W. Godwin's design for tlie

wall decoration of the first floor of Dromore
Castle, County Limerick, the figures by H. S.

Marks, Esq., is by far the best experiment in

decoration of the year. It is hung very un-

fairly; too high for examination. Its quiet

sobriety is very pleasing and suitable for a

residence. It is not every spasmodic and
eft'ective design that can be endured as a per-

manence. There is in the Architectural Ex-

hibition a very clever drawing (No. 13G),
" The Slow March," which is described as in-

tended for the dado of a dining-room. It is an

amusing joke as a drawing, but, if repeated as

proposed, there would be small chance of an
appetite for the guests.

Some designs, again, even when sober and
good, have a surfeit of goodness. Mr. God-
win's is not too full of thought, so as to impress

the spectator with the exceeding talent of the

artist, and depress him, by enforcing upon him
the consciousness of his own comparative lack
of ideas. The drawing comprises three rooms,
which, it is presumed, are eji suite, as the same
character is preserved throughout drawing-
room, ante-room, and dining-room. A high
dado of plain quiet colour gives space for tlie

display of objects of interest, furniture, small

pictures, &o., and above this the wall is

divided into numerous successive stripes of

harmonious colour, with some of the tints of
which, however, as far as can be judged fi'om

the drawing, we should be inclined to quarreL A
quaint representation of the wheel of fortune

emphasises the centre over the dining-room

fireplace, and seated figm-es of the Virtues

throned occur at intervals, and a few birds,

their attributes doubtless, are seen flying

across the band below the cornice, and con-

ventional shrubs divide the spaces between the

seated figures.

A few storied tiles are introduced into the

plain but characteristic stone chimney-pieces^

and equally sober but interesting medallions

enrich the upper part of the window, through,

which it is no object to be able to see. With-
this happy contrast to the previously-named
works, of which we have regretfully felt ob-
liged to note what seem to us to be their

errors, we conclude for the present these re-

marks upon a subject of the deepest interest,

and which it is high time should be discussed

without reserve. Should, therefore, any reader

wish to dispute either my arguments or con-

clusions, we invite them in sincerity to do so.

MASONRY.*
Finishing ; Chasacter of Old Stonework ;

Mode of Working Mouldings; Cordueot
AVoEK ; Mortar and Pointing ; Gothic
Work not Symmetrical.

ACCORDING to the invariable moJem prac-

tice, if a church should have the e.xlra.-

ordinaiy good luck to escape all the stereotyped

faults of construction, still there is a process

which attends it from its biith to its completion,

or is at any rate ready to seize upon it the moment
the last stono is laid, and which would spoil tha

finest building that ever was erected : I mean
this operation of finishing, which I have alreadj-

done my best to vilify on every occasion when
I have had to speak of it, as indeed Mr. Ruskiu

has done before me. The process is, in fact,

double. First, every single stone is finished, that

is, cliiseled, filed, or " dragged " to the most

regular surface possible, after it is cut to the

proper shape, and before it is laid ; and then,

secondly, the whole building is finished after it is

dene by going over it all again, beginning from
the top as they remove the scaffold, nnd shaving

it as clean and smooth as the nature of the work

allows. This is what the clerk of the works told

me was to be done here, and ought to bo done in

all buildings of this character, though he was
shocked to find it had been omitted by the old

builders (nut the modern restorers) of York
Mmster, who had left their wurk disgracefully

rough, and mouldings untrue, and joints so uneven

that yon can sec the face of every stone is in a

different plane ; and the contractor added, with

equally natmal contempt, that tho.se old fellows-

could very fcldom manage to make two o])posite

walls of exactly the same length. Mr. Kuskirv

with a rather d'iffercnt object, had remarked the

same of the old fellows before, and ha.s given a

number of inst.inces of the d viations of old

walls from exact c.iuilougitude and parallelism

—

nay he has oven taken the trouble to represent on
paper, and I have no doubt with his usual exact-

ness in these matters, the wavinossor irregularity

of some of the old mouldings ; and any good

photograph (the best of all architectural dr.iwing,-

masters) will show you that .same distinctness and

irregularity of every separate stone in old Gothic

buildings, both in shape and surface.
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I hojje that a great many clerks of the work?,

and Ijuilders, and sccond-i-ate architccls, are des-

tined to be shocked in like maimer when they see

how the stonework is going to be left here ; for I

flat'er myself that I have done for the finishing, not
indeed fjuitc to the extent it ought to be, for a great

(leal has to be done in the education of the work-
men liofore yon will get them to turnout mouldings
snffieiently correct in form without resorting to

some kind of drag or finishing tool to complete the

shape ; but to a great extent the final dressing of
the work and scraping of the joints to a level is

prohibited ; Mr. Scott being now, I think, equally

convinced with me of the folly of proceeding to

undo the good effect which is already apparent
from leaving the stones just as they were laid and
without any dressing of the joints. The only
exception to this is that the internal ashlar will

have to be scraped in order to clear it from a kind

of thick white-wash, which has been put on to

preserve it from the weather until the roofs are on,

as the inside is made of the Brodsworth stone, of
which the surface perishes very soon when ex-
posed, though it will stand well enough when
covered in.

I understand that the late 'Mi: Pugin had got
so far as to pmhibit the common practice of
scraping over—that is, of scraping off, the face of

all the external stonework the last thing before
the scaffolding is taken down, so as to make it all

look as like smooth plaistering as possible, which
the builders and the ignorant public are taught to

think perfection ; but the reason why ho olijected

to it was only that he had found that afler new
stone is cut and exposed to the air, as the builders

eay, it fcfils the surface into a kind of hardness
something like what is called the scale of cast

iron, which is not supplied again if it is once
scraped off. This alone would be a very good
reason ; but it i.s very far from the only, or the
most important reason for not allowing the stones
to be scraped, "dressed," or "dragged" after

they arc had. An essential characteristic of all

<^iothic work, whether of stone, wood, or glass, is

that peculiar inequality or nnlcvclness of surface
^vbich arises from a slight difference in the re-

flection from or refraction through the pieces
which compose the surface. No two stones laid

together will ever have their faces so exactly in
the s.ime pl.me as to rcllect the light at exactly
the same angle, unless extraordinaiy care is taken
to spoil the work by reducing them to the same
plane. No boards and beams in very old work
were planed quite smooth, but every cut of the
chisel or axe or other tool with which they were
dressed reflects in a different direction ; and those
who do not know it m.ay be told that the most
delicate and perfect way that modern science has
discovered for observing very small differences of
inclination is by making them reflect a strong
light. You may see in a moment with a sm.ail

Jooking-glass how sensible the slightest angular
motion can be thus made. And in like manner
no piece of old window glass was so uniform in
thickness and texture throughout—much less any
two adjacent pieces, whether of coloui-ed or white
glass, as not t^ refract the light through them
nnequally, and so ]n-oduce what is usually called
the yrm-l'ilii! and streaky appenrance which the
modern glass makers have long been trying to
imit itc, by various kinds of artificial streaking,
^peeking, and dlrtifciiiion.

Hence it is that, as Jfr. Ruskin s.ays, even old
plain ash'ar stonework has a character of its own,
-ivhich restorers arc sure to destroy, cither bv
making it too smooth or too rough. Everything
DOW is exaggerated, as imitations of all kind's
usually are. If your architect is professing to
bnild with rougli stone.s, it is ten to one that you
n-ill find the masons dressing them up hito a
roughness and prominence which no stone could
possibly have by fair cutting, which this roughue.>^s
pretends to represent ; ol'tcn siiendiug more labour
in making them thus unnaturally rough than
would have snfl!iccd to make them .smooth enough
for the best ashlar work. And then by way of
sot off to this, you will probably find the quoins or
corner stones dressed as smooth as if they belonged
to a Gra!co-Italian Town-hall. This heresy about
tlio dressing of quoins is so inveterate that we had
& very narrow escape from it in this church,
where there was no shadow of pretence for making
them diflercnt to the rest of the ashlar, cither on
account of the size, or qualitv, or facing of the
stone. The ashlar is all faced bvchiippiug with a tool
much used like the axe used for (lri'ssing"millst.mi>s.

We found after looking at a good many specinuns
which Mr. Scott had collected or had got executed,
that this mode seemed most nearly to represent

the old way of dressing stone of this kind. The
marks are neither vertical (which is tolerable) nor
horizontal (which is abominable), but diagonal

;

and special directions were given that it should
not be done at any particular angle, but just as it

might happen to conic. But the modem mason,
v.-ith his " stiaight edges," and files, and drags,

and levels, is not disposed to give uj) quite so

c.isily. In spite of all the orders and of I'reqneut

ccinq>laints, I have seldom gone on to the works
without finding some stones that hid evidently
been lately worked, and some actually working,
with a set of stiaight lines drawn regularly across
them at a given angle, so that the chopping might
after all approach as near as possible to the
beloved but forbidden " corduroy " of most modern
Gothic, or to the chopping by machine, which
would do it still more regularly.

But you -svill say, perhaps, t'^iat mouldings
cannot he chopped with an axe, aud must have
some chisel marks npim them, and yon may ask if

we have succeeded in avoiding corduroy work
there. The mode of working mouldings depends
a good deal upon the kind of stone used. In the
stone from Stcetly, near Worksop, which is used
almost exclusively outside, and in the Ancaster
stone, of which a little is used for pieces of window
tracery aud mullions too large for the blocks that
can be got from Stcetly, and in the Brodsworth
stone, the mouldings are all completed with a
drag : I do not use the word " finished,'' because
that means going over the work to put a particular
kind of surface upon it after it is really completed,
.and that is jnst the thing I am so anxious to put
down. These stones are so worked with the drag
because it really soems to be the easiest w.iy of

bringing stones of that nature to the jiroper shape,
though I cannot say I like it for all that. On the
other hand, the Crookhill stone, of which all the
pillars are made, and a few other parts, would
utterly defy any such small-tooth comb as a diag

:

nothing under a chisel with a heavy hammer will

touch it. And ag.iin, some stone from Huddle-
stone, ue.ar Tadcaster, of which a little was used
before we got the Ancaster, is too tough and
cheese-like for dragging, aud the mouldings in it

are completed by shaving them with a chisel,

something like v/ood-carving. The effect of that
is very good, because a chisel run along in that
way will always make a rather undulating surface,

though smooth enough to the touch even to please
the finger of a clerk of the works.

In the Doncaster church we had two diflieultics

to overcome in settling this point of working
mouldings : first, to find out how we really wanted
it to be done, and secondly to get it done as we
ordered. It was easy to see that the ])lan of what
the men call " combing " the mouldings directly

across with the drag, produced an effect far too
prim and machine-like, and too like the common
corduroy finishing o£ plane surfaces with a broad
chisel hammered a long them, which of ooursclcaves
regular marks rirjvsx ; and such marks are always
bad. I cannot say I am quite satisfied that the
drag has any business to be used at all, but I am
satisfied that if it is, it should be used, as wc may
say, rather like a brush than a comb ; that is to

say, not straightforward, nor in any particular
direction, but ju't as may be necessary for com-
pleting the proper shape of the moulding, and no
more, and without thinking about the texture to
be given to the surface. I have lately seen some
real Norman arches, which had been covered with
plaister or whitewash for several centuries, so
that the old tool marks .are now distinctly visible

;

and I observe that in not one of the multitude of
mouldings of v.arious forms in them has the tool

been allowed to nuike the marks directly across:
generally they are oblique, sometimes parallel to

the direction of the moulding, but never across.

If they are worked in this way, and not allowed to

1)3 touched with a tool after they are put together
into an arch m- window-jaud), they will be sure to

show themselves distinctly, and an arch will then
truly appear to bo composed of a number of dif-

ferent stones ; and it will look all the better if

they happen to have a little variety of colour
aniimg them, as I am glad to see some of om-s
have already. Indcc'\ the mortar has tbe effect

of staining tho stone for n iitjie distance fr in iht-

joints, which produces anything but a bad cfi'cct ;

though the " finishers " would have done their

best to efface it. Tho fiice also becomes harder
near the joint", from tho stone "feeding itself

"

slill more from the mortar. The variegated or
mottled effect in old stonework is very striking in

photographs, which will soon become the only
tolerated, because tho only faithful pictures of old

architecture.

It is curi'ius how much more trouble is often
taken to do things wrong than it would require to
do them riglit. A few years ago nothing was
considered fit for a building of "any pretensions
but ashlar rubbed smooth like achiraneypiece,and
laid in large blocks which required machinery to
lift them. After a time tho architects contrived
to see that tho old arches which they were imi-
tating had never been rubbed smooth, and were
very seldom made of stones larger than a man
could carry. Then came in the corduroy manu-
facture : for as they now discovered that the old
work showed chiic! or axe marks whenever they
had not perished, they were detel'miued that new
work should show them still more strongly, and
on the largest possible scale, and made with the
greatest ]iossihle regularity, and on strict Grecian
principles, which one finds at the bottom of almost
every bit of vulgarity and conventionality of
modern architecture. Of late this kind of work
too has begun to be laughed at, and has had this
nickname set upon it, which it cannot stand long

;

though it still linger.? among masons and second-
rate architects, and evidently intends to die hard.
The men seem to do it as if they felt they were
producing a grand effect, and will always tell you
there is no other way of " finishing " that they
know of. Even when it is supplanted, it by no
means follows that it gives way to any plain,

straightforward, and natural way of working of
the stone, as if the m.an considered it was finished
when it is done, i.e., when he has brought the
stone to the proper shape, by whatever kind of
chisel or axe happens to suit' that kind of stone
best. You will often find them dressing the
stones all round the edges with a kind of fine cor-
duroy border just like one breadth of the chisel,

and roughing the middle with an axe or pick or
some other ki ud of tool, or working one-half of the
face with chisel marks leaning one way, and the
other half the other way, like " herring-boning."
Not long ago I found some people at work cutting
three or four deepish channels along the face of
the stones they wei'c using for restoring a church,
after they had been properly enough worked with
diagonal chopping very like ours.

If you have the good luck to escape all this,

there is still one more chance of spoiling the work,
especially if it is rather rough masonrj', which
not one builder in a hundred will miss, unless you
look very sharp after him, and that is by " tuck-
^'oinling," as they call it, i. c, making prominent
joints in mortar, with the edges cut quite straight
and square a? if the mortar was a strip of narrow
white tape stuck over the joints. The only satis-

faclion is that this kind of pointing generally
splits oft' in a few years, especially when the
mortar is as bad as it generally is ; and so, after a
scabby interval of transition, the building may at

last come to look nearly as it would if they had
not taken so much extra trouble to make it essen-
tially and completely un-Gothic. Whenever yoti

see the joints in a building remain ^^hitc after a
few years, the mortar has been bad ; fi-eqnently

from the lime being of a kind too rich for build-
ing and not sufiicicntly A////;v(«//c, or capable of

resisting wet, .and oftcner still from its not having
been properly mixed with sharp enough sand or
with plenty of it. I believe that ii-ou slag, or the
scales which come off in hammering rod hot iron,

increases the strength and durability of mortar
immensely, and also gives it a dark colour. I only
allude to these things, which will be better learnt
from any book on mortars and cements, because
people generally seem to be quite satisfied if their

moi-tiu- is made just as snits the contractor; and
of course what snits him the best is to get the
nearest lime he can find, and still more the nearest
sand (as the caniage is a larger ingredient in its

cost), and to mix them in whatever way takes the
least trouble : it is no concern of h's whether the
mortar will stand or not ; anil c midcring what
most modem buildings arc like, it would be rather
gratifying to know that they will not stand long.

It must lie confessed that in this matter of mortar
making, the Gothic builders were very inferior to

their Koman predecessors ; and that, with their

constant use of rubble in the inside of Iheir walls,

has enormously increased the number of ruins
instead of sound buildings which wc now possess.

If you ever hapjii ii to see any drawings of

cathedrals or other Gothic buildings, made in the
times when the Grecian or Classical stj'le was
thought the only one fit for a civilised n.ition. it

must have struck you that they look remarkably
un-Gothic and unlike the originals. An old en-
graving of the present St. Paul's is vei'y nearly
as good as a modern one ; but an engraving
of the same date professing to represent the
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old Norman Saint Paul's, yon can sec iu a

moment is a mere caricature ; and yet it proljably

gives just as accurate a riew of the form and

proportions of tlie old cathedral as the other

picture docs of Sir Christo|hcr Wren's cathedral.

Where then is the difference ? Simply in this :

that ihe tinisii or Eurfiioe of Ihe Gothic church is

represented not in the Gothic but the Grecian

style, with all the stones of regular sizes, and nice

square joints, and all shaded exactly the same way,

and cvei-ything made to look as symmetrical (/. c,

as alike on both sides of the middle) as possible.

This shows as plainly as anything can be that

(as Mr. Rnskin says in his lectures—though with

some very illogical inferences from it) archi-

tecture does not consist in " proportion," according

to a common piece of cant, but in the mode of

ornamentation, using the word in the largest

sense, of everything Ijeyond the mere construc-

tional features of the building.

ON THE OCCUPATION OF LAND FOR
THE CONSTRUCTION OF SEWERS.

THE chief reason why the old sewers can seldom
or never be ntilised for new works is at once

apparent when we consider the outfalls to which

they lead. They were all constnicted to drain

into the nearest waiercourse. Under the late

sanitary regulations, these outfalls are no longer

available, and it is therefore manifest that the

channels communicating with them are equally

useless under the new regime. In some instances

a portion of them may ba rendered serviceable,

but this depends altogether upon size and state of

preservation. In a word, the principle of sewage
utilisation—or its synonym, sewage irrigation

—

bears pretty much the same relation to the eld

state of affau's in that line, as the locomotive does

to the old posting and coaching arrangement. A
new series, a new network of communication, con-

sisting of the principal routes, with all theirvarious

ramifications and attendant branches, has to be

laid out, and it is in vain to expect that the old

channels can be rendered conducive to the result

at issue. Many of our readers will probably

recollect the remark of the um'cflectiug observer,

"How is it that the streams and rivers always

run by towns?" Without inquiring into the rea-

son, the fact is sufficient to demonstrate the exist-

ence of the facility for Ihe getting rid of the

sewage in former times. For the most part, the

course of all drains and sewers was through land

either owned by the local authorities, or over

which they had a right of entr}' for all purposes

connected with the drainage of the town. By far

the greater part of the work was accomplished in

the streets and roads of the tovra itself. The cir-

cumstances of the case are now very much altered.

Owing to the prohibitory measures against con-

verting watcrcom'ses into large sewers, a new outlet

must be found as a substitute. Sev/age irrigation

presents the only trnc solution of the difficulty,

but to adopt this plan land must be had for the

distribution and utilisation of the tewage, and
also sewers must be constructed in the open
country leading to the fields of irrigation. To
construct these sewers, a right of wa}', or at least

a right of entry, must be obtained from the owner
or occupier of the ground, and no trivial or

groundless opposition on his part ought to be

allowed to interfere with the progress of a work
which is calculated to ameliorate the sanitary and
social conditinn of the neighbouring district. In
order to ensure the accomplishment of all such
works of this description, powers have been granted
to local authorities to enter upon, to occupy, and
by compulsory purchase to possess such land as
may be required for so laudable and useful an
undertaking ; but between the mere granting of

such powers and putting them into practical execu-
tion there is unfortunately a great gap. Attention
was dra\vn to this fact in one of our recent im-
pressions, where it was significently pointed out

that but a few miles from London, land was denied
for the purpose of sewage irrigation to a local

board, solely upon grounds which incontestably

demonstrated that the inteiest of the owners was
stronger than the claims of scientific, professional,

and sanitary considerations.

A somewhat similar case was decided last week
in the " Exchequer Chambers," but, fortunately

for Ihe cause of sanitary progress and improve-
ment, in a different manner to the former. It

appears from the statement that the Bury Im-
provement Commissioners were either desirous, or

compelled, to abate an existing nuisance occasioned
by discharging the sewage of the town into the

nearest stream. Another outlet had to be found,

and in order to avail themselves of it, there was
no other course but to -construct a fresh sewer,

which ran through Lord Derby's land. This was
opiiosed by the occnpier ; the question was litigated

aud a judgment given for the opponent. Tho
commis-ioncrs, with a perseverance and energy

which do them infinite credit, resolved not to be

satisfied with the verdict, and brought the matter

on again in the " Exchequer Chambers," where
the former judgment was reversed and entered fur

them. Some of tho questions raised for tho con-

sideration of the court were certainly not what one
would expect in regard, to a subject that has been so

stringently and carefully legislated for. As an
example, it was gravely demanded " whether the

commissioners had power to exercise a discretion

as to the course and position of the new sewer, or

whether they were bound to follow, as near as

possible, tho com se of the old nuisance ?" Imagine
local auihorities acting under the provisions of the

Nuisance Removal Act being " bound to follow

the course of the old nuisance." It would be

difficult to conceive how the Act could be complied

with upon those conditions, or where the practical

utility is of first legalising an enactment and
then virtually abrogating it. It is manifcsly prc-

I)Osterous to say to a local board, " You must no
longer discharge tho sewage of your town into the

river
;
you must make new sewers, and obtain land

for irrigation," and afterwards deny them the land

required ; to forbid them to construct new sewers,

except in "the course of the old nuisance," and,

in fact, to hamper them with a variety of conditions

which render their complying with the law and
sanitary exigencies together an absolute iuqrossi-

bility. There is only one party who has anything
to gain by the construction of sewage and diainage
works under a local board, and who would, there-

fore, have any interested motive in selecting one

route mere than another. That party is the con-

tractor, who has nothing whatever to do with the

laying out of the drains and sewers, and very fre-

quently knows little or nothing respecting the actual

course which they take until the works are com-
menced, and' an alteration of route impracticable.

Li the case alluded to, the court took a very com-
mon-sense and practical view of the matter. Having
first decided that the construction of the sewer was
a necessity, it was of opinion that a certain latitude

must be allowed in the selection of the route, and
that as the commissioners had acted in good faith,

and only exercised that discretionaiy power with-

out which they could not effect much local improve-

ment, they were entitled to a judgment. Too much
stress cannot be laid upon the important tact that

the temporary or permanent occupation of land for

the removal and utilisation of sewage is a measure
far more serious than obtaining it solely for rail-

way or other commercial purposes, where the good
of the public as intimately combined with the good
of tho individual. Railways have been made by
the dozen where they are not, and in many in-

stances where they never will be, wanted ; but it

would be diflieult to imagine the construction of

superfluous sewage works. They are matters not

of speculaiive expediency, but of imperative

necessity. They relate not so much to the comfort

and convenience of the public, as to the moral,

social, and sanitary welfare of the people. Whilst

duo supervision should be exercised over all

schemes and projects relating to the sewerage and
drainage of villages, towns, and districts, yet, at

the same time, care should betaken that when they

are proved to be genuine, and calculated to pro-

mote and accomplish the great object in view, no

considerations of a private nature should be aUov.'ed

to have any coimteracting influence. It is only by

establishing complete uniformity in enforcing

sanitary considerations, and in supporting the

meins conducive to that end, that we shall be able

to claim inununily from the epidemics ^vhicU we
have all cause to remember.

—

T/ic Enylnccr.

ROADS AS THEY SHOULD BE.

WERE Telfoi-d or JIcAdam alive to witness

tho condition of some hundreds, if not

thousands, of miles of cur broken stone ronds,

more especially soon after they have been rc-

metalled, those groat masters of road-making

would at least poi-it with some energy of reference

to their own former practice. They neither had

Blake's stone-breaker, nor Aveling'.'*, orMoreland's,

or any other steam road-roller, yet they gave us

highways compared with which too many even of

our mctropoliian roads are a disgrace. It appears

more than astonishing, for it savoru-sof wilfulness,

that we should still go on breaking hard boulders

by hand, at the rate of from but i to J cubic yard
pcraveragelabourcraday—tho rate risingto 1^ or

2 yards for softer stones, and that this metalling,

in coarse and irregular fragments, sboirld be pitched

roughly to an uneven surface, to bo rutted, and
rolled, and jolted down by the wheels of vehicles,

at no end of expenditure of horse power, and wear
of horse shoes and carriage tires, with the
occasional destruction of a valuable horse itself, ov
the overstraining or breaking down of a costly

carriage. Instead of our coarsely broken fragments
of metalling, McAdam directed his overseers to

carTV a pair of scales and a 6uz. weight, and to test

the larger cubes, r.-jecting all above that limit.

At one time he preferred lin. cubes, but sub-
sequently he adopted those of L^in., v/hich was his

limit, corresponding to about Uoz. in weight. The
latter was the size preferred also by Telford and
Pamell. Stone broken to that degree of fineness

and carefully spread, would make a tolerably

smooth road, even without rolling. The value of
this finishing process is, and has long been mucli
belter appreciated in France that in England.
But iir the former country, the stone available for

metalling is not always so hard and tough as
here.

Blake's stone breaker should, by this time, have
wrought a complete revolution in road-making and
maintenance. It is equally adapted to the very
hardest and the moderately hard stones, turning out
tho former apparently as easily as the latter, and,
of course, at a cost with which not even the cheapest
of pauper labour can for an in&tant be compared.
It thus enables the trusts and vestries to employ
the hest stone for Ihe purpose—stone almost un-
available where only band labour is employed tt>

break it. Not only this, but the rate of breaking
is so rapid that, as long as stone era be obtained
for the purpo.so, enough to metal 12ft. in width to
a depth of 9in. and for a length of f.irty yards,

may bo broken daily by a machine of moderate
dimensions. Beyond this is the advantage of
breaking the stones into fragments of almost
exactly uniform size, and that size of any coarseness
or fineness required.

AVere there not such a thorough -going parochial

determination to make Ihe lives of all able-bodied
paupers as miserable as possible, stoue-breaking
machines, and engines to drive them would be
largely taken up by contractors, who would go, as
with steam plough'!, wherever wantecl, and who by
this time would have done incalculable good. As
it is, there are too many oases iu which, in order
that the paupers be made to suffer, the public who
ride are made to suffer also.

But if surveyors will have hand-broken metal-
ling, they might, at least, roll it to a decent sui face.

Even twenty-five years ago, GayfHer, in his
" Manual des Ponts et Chaussees," recommended
road-rollers of from 3J to 8J tons' weight. A
hollow cast-iron cylinder, 7ft. iu diameter, 5ft.

long, and wei^^hing 3j tons, was made iu three

compartments, each, or all, of which might be filled,

as desired, with from 1 J to 2 tons of gravel. Ten
or twelve strong horses were set to draw this

machine over the wetted stone, aud from forty to

one hundred times over every ]iart. Of course,

the empty cylinder was first drawn over the road ;

and when a certain degree of regularity had been
attained the middle compartment was loaded, and
when something like smoothness was thus arrived

at, the end compartments were afterwards loaded
and the surface rolled as smooth as possible.

Until the Paris Exhibition in 18117, real, effective

road-rolling was practised chicfiy if not entirely by
the French engineers. Even then, too, there wei c

steam road-rollers of great weight at work in Paris,

alibongh we shoulil remark that Messrs. Clark

and Batho, of Birmingham, made one for Calcutta

as early as 1864. Our own mechanical engineers

soon afterwards took up this new class of machines,

;ind since then Messrs. Aveling and Porter have
made a considerable number, inclniling lo:omotive

steam road-rollers for Liverpool, Shcfiiel-I auvl else

where in England, as well as for New York and
Philadelphia, U.S. Messrs. Moi-clan.l and Co.
I'.ave also made some very effective road-rollers for

London and for India. The improvcnent which
the icgularuseof such machines would soon effect

over au c.\tensive system of roads, would in a
short time, by the saving of subcquont cost of

maintenance, to say nothing of the immense
advantage to the riding and driving public, more
than )iay the whole cost of the rolling engine, and
tho cost of working, including every item of cx-

pcuditui-c. It is encouraging to find several cor-

porations, I'oad trusts, and vestries already awak-
ing to a practical appreciation of this truth.

—

Eiigineeriiuj.
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CHURCHES A2JD CHAPELS.

LINEAL-CUM COLEMERE. — On Wetlnesday
week the fomulation stone of a new church, dedi-
cated to St. John the Evangelist, was h\id at
Lineal-cuni-Colcmere,iiearEllcsmerc. The church
has been designed by Mr. G. E. Street, A.K.A.,
London, and the p ans arc to be carried ont l)y

Messrs. Powell and Son, of Prees, the contractors.
It will cost iipn-ards of .1-2,000, and is the gift of
Lady Marian Alfoi-d, in memory of John, late

Earl Brownlow. It is to be built of Cefn free-
.stoue, in the Early (Jothio stylo of architecture,
and to scat 23t) people. Its form is to be a simple
par,illebigram, consisting of nave, chancel, and
chancel aisle, with open-timbered roof, and carved
ribs. The chancel will terminate in a gable win-
dow of five lights in tracery. The chancel roof
will be boarded in internally, and divided into
lianels by moulds and ribs.

Oxford.— A complete restoration of the
cathedral of Christ Church is in contemplation.
Mr. G. G. Scott has made a survey of the build-
ings, and declares that certain portions, hitherto
accounted Xorman, arc of much later date. Besides
restoration and redecoration, greater accommoda-
tion is needed fur members of the College.
DOXCASTER.—It is proposed to re-tore the

parapet and pinnacles of the tower of the parish
church of Doncaster, at a cost of -£500, one half
of which sum has been offered by Mi-. E. B. Deni-
son, Q.C.
Doncaster.—On Friday week the Bishop of

Peterborough consecrated a new church which
has been built for the locomotive establishment of
the Great Northern Railway Company at New
England. The church is l()4ft. long, 4sft. wide,
and has a low central tower, a pyramidal
roof, ovcred with the stone slites of the
county, and a semi-circular apse. Accommodation
is provided for TjOO pcisons. The cost was £2,000.
Mr. Teale, of Doncaster, is the architect.

Wells Cathedral Restoration.— The
subscriptions paid or promised amount to £5,000;
the amount reciuired is £7,000. On Friday week,
during a violent gale of wind, a considerable por-
tion of one of the canopies over the statues at the
north-west corner was blown down, and the whole
of the arch seems likely to follow.

Slixgsby.—On ^yednesday week a now church
at Slingsby, Yorkshire, replacing the ancient
church of All Sain's, was opened for Divine wor-
ship. The new church occupies the site of, but is

i-alher larger than, the old church. The reproduc-
tion of the mixed architecture and the retention of
the aucient monuments have been carefully studied
by the arc'itect, Mr. .Johnson, of Newcastle-upon-
Tyne. The cost has been about £5,000.
High Ham.—The parish church of High Ham,

near Langport, which has not been snbs'antially
repaired since its erection in l-t7(), is now nnder
restoration, at an estimated cost of £1,500. The
chtireh is a most interesting struotnro in the Per-
pendicular style, and contains a rood-screen and
other woodwork of remarkable beauty, all of
which will be preserved.

St. Helens.—On Thursday week a new Wcs-
leyan chapel was opened at St. Helens, Liverpool.
The chapel has been designed by and is bnilt from
the plan of Mr. G. Harris, jun., in tlio Italian
style. The plan i.s a parallologram, the lengtli

95 feet, and the brc.iilih 65 feet !1 inches; from the
floor to the ceiling the height is lis feet 9 iuchos.
The chapel is constructed of Stoiu-lou stone and
pressed brick. The portico, which is ihe main
feature of the front, is bnilt entirely of cut stone,
and bencjith is a flight of stone steps 30 feet wide,
leading to the interior. The arcade of the por-
tico is supported by four polished York-shire
columns, with carved capitals of composite pattern.
The whole chapel has cost abont £6,000.
Bradford.—A new Unitarian cha]iel was

opened at Bradford yesterday week. The style
adopted is French Gothic of the close of ihe
thirteenth century. The plan cousists of a nave
with side aisles and a small chancel. The dimen-
sions are 83 feet long by 55 feet wide, and accom-
modation is;ijrovidcd for (100 persons. Messrs.
Andrews, Son, and Pepper, of Bradford, are the
architects.

Camp Hill.—On Thursdnv week a now Pres-
byterian church was opcn'cd at Cami>-hill,
Birmingham. The building is in the Decorated
Gothic style, with tower and spire, and the
front is of .stone. The interior has a nave and

aisles. Adjoining the church are a lecture-
room, minister's vestry, ladies' room, and boys'
and gu-ls' schools. The architect is Mr. Thomas
Naden, and the builder Mr. Moifatt.

White Colne.—The ancient jjarish church of
White Colne, Essex, is to be thoroughly restored,
Mr. Charles Moxon, of London, being the architect
engaged. The church has suffered much from the
ignorance, want of taste, and neglect of the
churchwardens of bygone days.
Swinderby.—The memorial stone of a new

Primitive Jlethodist Chapel was laid on Thursday
week. The style is Gothic, the materials being
brick with stone dressings. Sittings will be pro-
vided for about 400 persons. At the cast end will
be a schoolroom for 100 children. Messrs.
Bellamy and Hardy, of Lincoln, are the architects.

EXTON.—A new Roman Catholic Church will
be opened at Exton, Rutlandshire, on July 7th.
The style is pure thirteenth century Gothic. 'The
length of the chnrcli is CO feet, tho width 20 feet,

and there are north and south transepts, a north
chapel, and a choir terminating in an apse. Below
is a crypt and mortuary chapel. The architect is

Mr. C. A. Buckler.

St. Philip's Church, Maidstone.—This
church, after undergoing extensive alterations and
additions, was formally opened on Monday. The
alterations and additions were effected so as to

accommodate sittings for about 220 persons, in
addition to the former accommodation, aud a'so
to repair several structural dilapidations. The
north wa'l of the nave has been entirely pulled
down, and a north aisle and arcade erected. The
alterations have been carried out fi-om the designs
of Mr. E. W. Stephens, architect, Maidstone. The
general contract work was executed by Mr.
Vaughau, builder. The carving is by Messrs.
Farmer and Brindley, of London; the nietal work
by Messrs. Hart, Son, Peard, and Jackson, of
London.
Restoration op Gloucester Cathedral.

—Five months have elapsed since the restoration
of the ch ir of the Cathedral was commenced, and
a good deal of work has been done. A scaffolding
80 feet in height, reaching up to the vaulting, had
first to be constructed. Since the erection of this,

the thick layers of whitewash have been removed
from one-half of the vaulting, from part of the
triforium, and from a large port'on of the side
walls. Some faint traces of decoration have been
found, but nothing of any value, and the antiei-

P'.tion that colour and gilding existed on the
vaulting has been disappointed. The stone
tracery of the two easternmost windows on the
n irth side has been taken out and renewed, and
the le-glazinghas been begun; the three remaining
windows have to be restored. The exterior work
in the south transept has been completed. The
chapels dedicated to St. Andrew and St. Paul have
been restored. Mr. Marling has also promised a
window for the south transept, at a cost of not
less than £600. The south fiorch is at present
under restoration, the expense being estimated at

.£500. Some progress has also been made in the
restoration of the chapel of St. Philip. The esti-

mated cost of the restoration of tho choir is

£15,000, The donations and subscriptions pro-
mised amount, in round numbers, to £13,500.
BucKNELL CiU'RCH.—The enlargement and

restoration of St. Michael's parish church, Buck-
I e'l, in the Salop Archdeacomy, are now being
proceeded with by tho builder, Mr. Gough, of
Bishop's Castle, under the superintendence, and
according to the ]dans aud specifications of T.
Nicholson, E.sq., F.I.B.A., tho dioccs.an architect.

It is inteudcd to add a north aislo, organ ch.ambcr,
sacristy, and warm air cryiit under, to rebuild the
tower and porch, and to ])nt new windows through-
out ihe church, the present ones being mostly
modern insertions.

Wendover.—The parish church of St. Jlary,
Wendover, Bucks, w.is re-opened on Tuesday
week, after h.aving undergone a thorough restora-

tion, internally and externally, at the hands of

Mr. G. E. Street, A.R.A., diocesan architect, at a
cost of £-1,000. The contractor was Mr. G.
Coo))er, of Aylesbury; the carved stonework beuig
by Mr. W. Thompson, of the samo place.

ICly Cathedral. — For many years the
splendid westeru tower h is been considered unsafe.
Mr. Basevi, architect, who fell from the interior

of this tower in I.S15 and was killed, was at that
time making an examination as to the strengthen-
ing the Willis of the tower, and after that gentle-
man's death his suggestions were in jiart carried

out by tbu Dean, Dr. Pcacockc. Recently (says

the I'liiiit/fiilge Cfirtmirli;) some internal scaffold-

ing to the south-west turret of the tower has been

fixed b}' order of the present Dean, Dr. Goodwin,
who has eonsnlted ilr. G. G. Scott as ti the firm-

ness of the walls, and a considerable number of

oak beams aud iron braces have been recommended
to be fixed to prcvout the bulging of the walls, or,

in fact, to prevent the falling of any part of the
upper portions of the tower.

Stirling.—The East Church.—The work
of renovation which has been carried on during
the pa-t eleven mouths in ihe Knst Church, Stir-

ling, has been so far complctod as to admit of

Divino service being resumed en Sunday last. The
plans and de-igns for the restoration were by
Jlr. Collie, architect, Bridge of Allan. The
galleries have been removed, the stone pillars have
been restored to their original form, the roof of the

centre aisle has been ceiled ^\ ith wood, and has
Gothic ribs wiih open spandrels uudernenth. The
roofs have been overhauled and made water-tight,

and the whole of the intennl stonework in the

walls, pillars, and groined and arched roof have
been chiselled down and cleaned, and the muti-
lated mouldings and oniamenti restored to their

original form. The roofs over tho side aisles have
been lowered, and the clerestory windows opened
up. The church is seated for about 860 person'.

The estimated expenses connected with renovation
are £2,100.
Gravesend.—The foundation stone of All

Saints' Church, Perry-street, Gravesend, was laid

on Saturday l.ast. The style is Early English,

somewhat severely tveated, and the building when
complete will comprise nave (70ft. by 24ft. i, north
aud south aisles, ve-lry, organ chamber, snd porch.

It will be built of Kentish rag-stone, with Bath
stone dressings for the exterior, aud finished on
the interior with Kentish Hassock, without plaster.

A bell-turret will rise from the chancel arch.

The cost of the work in hand (^yhich docs not in-

clude the south aisle and pews) will bo about
£2,000. Mr. James Brooks, of Searle-strcet,

Lincoln's-inn, is tho architect, and Mr. Thomas
Blake, of Gravesend, the cntractor.

Camberwell.—Several new churches and
chapels are being erected in Camberwell. Amongst
tho most important or^-" :—A new church in Bruns-
wick-road, from designs by Mr. Low, ar<-hitect,

of Basinghall-street.—The builderj are also en-

gaged on a large church in Myatt's-ro.id, the

first step, we suppose, towards covering with
buildings the large market gardens so I mg known
as " Jlyatt's Fields."—Tho Presbyterians of Cam-
berwell have also bad p'an^ jirepared f 'r a new
place of worship, which will probably shortly be

commenced. The style is Gothic.

BUILDINGS.
Preston.—A new fever hospital is about to bo

erected at tho Fuhvood workhouse, for tho aecom-
modatiou of tho fever aud snuvU pox patients in

tho Preston Union, ilr. Hall is the architect.

The cost will be about £2,000.

CABBERHY.—Lord Elphinstone has recently

sunk a coal-pit on the Carberry Estate, and this

has necessitated the erection of a new village for

the accommodation of the colliers engaged in the

work. Tho village is to consist of sixty houses,

of which twenty will be bnilt of stone aud forty

of concrete. The-e concrete houses will constitute

a distinct village, built in the form of a square, a
school and reading room forming part of the

design. The foundation of the houses is laid at

the usual depth, and is formed of stones joined

together by concrete. The walls are fomied by
the concrete moulding machine. The front and
back w.alls are !)in. thick, and the gables 18in., so

as to provide for fire-places, chimneys, and wa'l-

presses. The house? arc being built in blocks of

four each, each block measuring 60ft. by 30ft.,

with a concrete wall running across tho middle to

provide accommodation for fire-places, &c., for

the two houses in the middle. The building of

these houses can bo carried on without skilled

labour, eight ordinary labourers being able to add
18in. per day to all the walls of a block of the

size named.
Boston.—The Guardians of tho Boston Union

have under consideration important alterations

and additions to their workhouse, from plans pre-

pared by Mr. Sherwin, architect, of Bo-ton.

AViLJtSLOw.—New schools have just been

opened at Wilmslow, Cheshire. Accommodation
is provided for 120 boys, 100 gir's, and 130 infants

—3.50 in all. The .schools adjoin tho ancicut

church, lately restored, with the style of which
(Perpendicular) they have been designed ti hai-

monisc. Messrs. Mcdland and Taylor, of Man-
chester, are the architects. The windows have

beeu ornamentally glazed by Messrs. Edmun Ison
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an i Son, anil the gas fittings have been supplied

by Jlcssrs. Tliomason and Co., oi Birmingham.

Tewkesbury.—The foundation stone of the

new water works "aliout to he constructed by the

Chelienhani Water Company for the borough of

Tewkeshnry, was laid on Monday last. The site

of the works is the Mythe Tate, an eminence jnst

outside the town, on'the Worcester-road. The
works compiise two distinct parts—the tanks, til-

tcrs, pnm[>ing engines, &c., in the meadow liy the

river side, and the water tower on the eminence

before named. This tower will rise 40rt. aljove

ihe hill on which it stands, and will bear a large

cast-iron cistern on the top of its walls, which

will be surmounted by a light iron cresting.

State of the Thame.s at Barking.—In
answer to a question from Colonel French, Mr.

Brace said on Tuesday evening that Sir. Rawlin-

son, the civil engineer, had been instructed to

inquire into the alleged formation of a bank of

sewage across the Thames at Barking. He had
made a preliminary inipiiry, and had given notice

of a public inquiry, which was advertised to take

place on the ilOlh instant. The report would no
<lonbt be prepared with all possible diligence, and
<whcn it was ready he should be happy to lay it

before the House.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
NOTICE.—Cases for binding the BUILDING

NEWS, Vol. XV., are now ready, and can be had,

price 2s. e.^ch. Cases for binding back volumes
<;au also be had.

To Oun Readers.—We shall feel obliged to any of
our readers who will favour us with brief notes of
works contemplated or in progi'ess in the provinces.

Letters rclnting to advertisements and the ordinary
?iiisiuess uf the paper should be addressed to tlie

KDITOI!, 31, TAVISTOCK STREET, COVENT
UAKDEN, W.C.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
•oflk'C before 5 o'clock p.m. on Thursday.

W. B. W. and Co., A. H. 11 , J. P. S., W. U., J. C,
L. Urothers, C. W. D., V. U. jun., A. W.. W. H. ¥.,
J. W., J. K S., J. C, J. 11., C. 1'., T. \V. W., J. H.,
•1'. T. & Co., K. L., W. G. H , W. J!., W. H. T., 15. B.,

Col. S., A. W., .T. r, S., E. W. and Co.
" G. R.'s " notice if inserted would look too much like

on advertisement, which we always try to avoid.
C. P. (Leicester).—We could not think of inserting

yoin* letter after it has appeared in another profes-
sional pap''r.

G. W. .Toms, Ari-bitert and Surveyor, Abery.'^t-

with, bus \Miii.ii II-. u ]"n'j: letter, a portion of whicli
coutirm.s .Mr ^i ildmi - nply to " Outsider," with rega id
to tlie esiiiMiili s nl t :,^cic Hotel, Aberystwith. Tlie
other portions of the letter are too personal to be of
.any bmctit to tlie general public.

(!jai[i;c,'ipn(leniie^.

ARCHITECTS' ESTIMATES.
Sir,—With much interest I have rend the

'Correspondence on th's subject in the last few
jiumbers of the BUILDING NEWS. So much that

lis pertinent to the matter can be said, that I fear

you may be deluged with letters from many of

your re iders, and I will, therefore, occupy your
space as little a- possible.

Whit i-^ sought is to prevent incompetent inter-

lopers from ])riictisini cither as architects or

ImiUlcrs, and the difficulty of doing this effectually

is felt to be a gi-ievance. It would be impossible,

as well as unjust, to impose arbitrary restrictions

on the liberty of anyone who may contemplate
following a career either as an architect or a
builder. There will always he of both, good,
bad, and indifferent specimens, and how to proceed
so as to secure honesty of purpose and ability of

performance in liis service must ever be to each
client a problem which he must solve for himself.

Gentlemen choosing an architect are fain to take

the advicj of their friends ; and if they arc misled

or disippointed in their choice, they have fre-

quently none hut themselves to blame. The
architect is here the creature of circumstances,

and if he i-s recpiired to accom]ilish an object

with insutficient means, no one can be surprised

at his failure. Of good architects there are plenty,

and of b.ad architects an abundance ; but of

amateur clients—men who, in the exercise of

their right to s|)end their money in building for

their own benelit, choose to dictate to architects

the methods c f realising their wan's—there is an
evcr-inc:easng multitude.

Respecting the estimates of architects and their

tendency (?) to err on the minimum side, there

is much of truth, as well as much of error, in

such a general statement. A thoroughly practical

architect is at all times as neiir the mark in giving

his opinion of the cost of his buildings as any
linilder can be. There is, moreover, a distinction

to be observed. An architect gives his client his

opinion based upon a general consideration of his

plans, &c., and of course may be over or under

the real cost ; but the builder ought to be free

from mistakes (though even he frequently is not

so) in his estimate, which is made from close

examination and measurement of each item in

the building. Without taking out the quantities

and pricing them according to the value of Kork,

it is simply impossible to do more than r/ncss at

the cost, and the guess will be more or less correct

in proportion to the knowledge of actual work
which the architect possesses. Now, it is unfor-

tunately the case that many architects are totally

incapable of doing more than guess at the value

of woik. So long as their practice runs in a

simple groove they can manage to pull along,

but exceptional work upsets them terribly ; and
either a clever, long-headed assistant, or com-
petent surveyor, is the only resource left them
to screen their names from ridicule or reprehension.

Knowledge of materials, and of the involved iu-

trieaeies of labour, which are absolutely necessary

to the surveyor, are also of immense value to the

architect, and can alone enable him to give with
confidence a trustworthy estimate. Without an
intimate acquaintance with the various methods of

adaptation of matei'ials to ends by the joiner, the

plumber, the mason, &c., no architect can ever
have a correct appreciation of the qualities wliich

go to make up the cost of work, and no price hook
can bo of the slightest assistance in valuing many
things which occur in almost every building ; but
the architect or builder must calcuLate the cost

from his own knowledge of labour and its ways.

No effort has yet, so far as I am aware, been
directed to the education of architects in this

respect, viz :—the various manipulative processes

of building. Not so with " iron men." It is

often, if not invariably, the practice with the iron

engineer to spend a considerable portion of his time
in the7cr'?7i:s7«'7;beforehe is permitted tostudyin the

office. Were architects not so afraid of coming in

contact with bricks, plates, shavings, &e., they

would attain a very great amount of valuable ex-
perience, which would be professionally of the

utmost use to them We should find architects

looked np to by their clients as men who could not

be dictated to ; but whose opinions would have
the weight which conscious competency always
secures. X. X. X.

Sih. June, ISOO,

THE LATE ARTHUR ASHPITEL, F.S.A.

Sin,—I have just discovered among my pajiers
copv of an "OcciisioTKil Epilo-iio to I.ove in :t .'\l,iz

pertonned at Jliss Ivrllv's lhr:itrc (now llir Ko'
Alfred). Jl.iy ^'lul, Is.v., Iiv llir Ximlirn^h I'liil., I.u- i

beuelit of the Aiclutrrtm'allAliiljiliiiii, and unllni
tlie late lamented Arthur Aslipittl, Es(i.,F.,>i.A. 1 Mill

iu consequence of the recent decease of tliis t.-ilcnl

arehiteet. the enclosed words wouhl be read wi
interest by many of your readers, and especially
those who are now collccliug materials for t

biograpliy of the deceased gentleman.—W.F.P.

Zoi'd Miniver and Colonel Bucicethoriie cuter.

Lord Miniver.
Par la semhlen ! from bad to worse one fares

;

I brave your verdict now, instead of tlu-irs.

Colonel Bucketuorne.
Yes, 'tis our art all folly to pursue.
And hold up ch.aracter in mirrored view

;

To watcli each feature as tlie slmdows fall.

Andgivea Imi Iiiro:' ]i)-i -.t..- raj li oF all.

.Somiiycarli I. II. ii- " II I iliry scan.
Dec

andliut more ! l ni i m In-'

Lend to aiioi 1,1-1 an a h.-li.om h-o.d.

That art. wliich lifts llie miyhty dome on hi-h ;

Points the tall spire towards its kindred sky ;

Marshals tlie colounado in long nrrav :

Bends the jircmil arch acros-s Hit- victor's way ;

Twines tllc rirh Irarrrv rii tin- ^turii-il paiir;

.Spreads the lu-oa.l Irali-.-lil in llii- Imlv fala- ;

E.Ktends the iiavi-, au.l vaull^ llic lrii-_;il,-|iii],^' aisle ;

And crowus with mighty tow'rs the noble pile.

Lord SIiniver.

To all the sister arts in other lands.
Kiims ,,r l;,-|,.ilili.-,-i li.-l.I th.-ir li.lping hands ;

ll.r-',-- iii-i! l.-iil- -r- ml. -. -I ir.l In all.

Till ' I.' .- ' r..

r.-ly spare

loom

—

Think oflho ^lalnrs jiinlilli-il' n]

Think Of the llo^or^ of the litll.- room—
And wonder not, tli.-it "i tin- Sistn-s three
Who sing, .alas ! aroiiml m. ,7"/./. M tree.

The weakest gets the smallest, scantiest duo,

Aud comes to-night to crave support of you

Colonel Bucketuorne.
Give her attention ; every art must bo
8eeu, or it pines iu cold obscurity,
bike tender flow'rs, she needs of light the aid,

Aud cannot nourish in a chilly shade.

Lord Miniver.
Yes, talk of Popes or Emperors as you will.
The best of patrons is the Public still

;

While manly minds and gen'rous hearts abound,
Aud brilliant eyes—like those I see around

Colonel Buckethorne.
All .arts their true protectors here may view

;

All arts may place their contidcuce in you.

Lord JIinia'er.

Ours tried by true, and yet most gen'rous laws.
Still hopes to gaiu your favour and applausa.

^Curtainfalls.

COPYRIGHT IN MATTERS ARCHITECTURAL.
Sir,— I see that several efforts have been made to

improve the bill now before the House of Lords, " For
Consolidating and Amending the Law of Copyright In
Works of Fine Art," by including architecture within
the provisions of the bill. Now anyone must see at a
glance that it is next to impossible to have copyright
in a building, any more than one can have a copyright
of a landscape or of his own face. Who can help
having his own face sketched, and engraved and sold ?

And who can prevent a building being sketched, en-
graved, or sold ? Besides, is not the best modern archi-
tecture of what we can honsr copied ? It would be diffi-

cult for any architect to ].rii\i- that he had iuventeda
new style or originatiil a m-w i-iauljiuation of features,
so as to give him tlu- aliMihiir jr^al right of such style

or combination, Why then .slioiildthe smallest of our
arcliitci-tinal snricties be occupied in seriously dia-
cns^iic: -III b iiiaitcrs? The ownership of an architect's
drawiii-s is another matter. It is desirable that the
law slionkl be more specific, on this point. In the
meantime architects should protect themselves by in-

serting clauses in their agreements that drawings
should be returned,—Yours, &c.

,

W. II. T.

|iitni[([i)mimiiui[iitioit.a
QU£JSTIOA^S.

[ll.'l 1 -TIIF. INSriTUTlO'.S PRIZE.S.—It is most
Ulifoiiunatr tin- provincial sinilriits that the Roy.al
Instil nil- ol I'.ritish Architects has practically re-
stricted iis iniiicipal competitions to inhabitants of
London by selecting subjects accessible only to such.
Sir. Tite's prize for additions to Somerset House is a
hopeless case, as the existing building would require
to be carefully studied; but in that of the Soanc
Medallion, I think you would confer a f.avour on scores
of young men situated as I am by publishing the
dinicDsious aud a short description of the Charing
Cross Railway Station in your widely-circulated
journal. Hoping that you will take this into your
consideration.—T. L. W., Glasgow, June, ISG'J.

[H23.1—POWDER STORE.—I would feel thankful to

any of your readers for information as to the building
and probable cost of a powder store 6It. square, as I

know nothing about the like. It is for a retailer of
powder.—F. N.

[IKO.]—ENGINEKK.s Ft lit INDIA,—Could any one
inform me what books the i-x.-iniincrs for the eugiueer-
ing branch of Public Works Departineut, India, re-

commend competitors to read ?—J. B.

[1437.1-BLACK-BOARD FOR DEMONSTRA-
TIONS.—Can any of vour readers oblige nic with the
best mode of preparing a boar. 1 lii- 1. tii-1n- purposes;
the silffacrtoboquite blail; nl .1 I -m all gloss,

Willi snillcicut tooth to taki- in ..11. and also

allowing the chalk to be en .-/ .
.

- n (;/ with a dry
duster ;—A, R. T.

[142-,] -PAINT FOR PLASTER CASTS.—I wish
to know the best method for paintiug7>/orfpr cnxta. 1st.

Those which have .already been paint I'd, and have become
soiled; aud 'Jnd, those which liair rmi ivcd no coat of

colour. It is necessary the siirin.n siinilil be perfectly

tl.at aud dead, and that the ]iaini ii|ii>liiil shinild be so

thinaa not to clog tbn niinnln ii.-i II HIS i.rtbc cast. It

is also requisite that tin- 1 1

.- 'nn cil.inrcd sbould

bear washing without r nil in I sh:,ii iVi I notch

obliged by any jint.,' : . ,. ... a^ 1 bi lic\c the

method 1 now adoi/- 1.. i.iij.ibki ol improvemcut.—
A. R. T.

[H'2!'-]—rAINT.—Can any of your correspondents
recommend some cheap white paint suitable for paint
lug the interior of a large drill shed ? Something
cheap and I'asily made iu an .agricultural place, at a
distance fiom any town, is wanted by—Rii'leman.

[1430.]—EUCLID.—Can anyone kindly infonn me
why the remaining four books of the "Elements of
Euclid " are not published with the usual eight, and
wliat subjects they treat of '.'-Enquirer.

[14:11.]-WARMING AND VENTILATION OF
CHUKCIIES.-Can you, or can any of your profes-

sional readers, from expericuce, lecianinenii tiny cheap
and etficient system ol waiim :. anii \ nut ilalioii for a
new church? Your eolunoi n. .Innn; the past

twelvemonth contained soin.in m nl linrehes
partially destroved bv tire- m 1

.nn 1 hv snine defect
• that 1 htive become rather

icus.

[14n'^ ]-P,VRALLEL PERSPECTIVE,—Will some
ine kindly iuli>rni me llie simplest way of working out

1 the heating a'ppara'tus— that
:?rvous on the subject,— Cli;ui
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[H33.]—VALUATION OF PROPEKTY. — V.Uat
are the general rules adopted by siin-eyors for
makingr rou*:h calculations of the value of "freehold
land and leasehold property, both in town and couutry.
I know the question is rather a vide one. but the in-
formation, it obtainable through your columns, would
benefit many leaders beside myselt.—A Young Clerk.

[1434.]—SCREWS VERSUS MAILS.-Is there any
fonndation for the common expression that a quitting
tenant may remove any fixtures fastened by screws to
the walls or floors, but' may not remove a nail of auy
kind or any fixtures secured by nails ?

—

Agent.
[The question of the amount of damage done to

the freehold by the insertion of nails or screws is

one on which surveyors have frequently dilTered. It
has generally been held by them that what is nailed
belongs to the freehold, but that anything which can
be unscrewed does not, the careful withdrawal of the
screw enabling the tenant to make good the hole]

[1435.3-COITESIVK POWER OF BRICKS.-Will
some one oblige mc by letting me know how I can as-
certain the cohesive quality of bricks ? I want to
know if possible the mode of experimenting in such
a mattor.-W. W.

[Hnfi.]_SEASOXIX<i TI.MHEE.-What is the best
way to season timber .' I should be obliged if any one
practically acquainted with the subject would impart
'" ""—- " ' *•• '-'- •- ho possesses. -A

[H.37.1-WEIGHT OF BRES.sCMER.-A draughts-
man will oblige by stating the weight the brcssumer of

S FtSH EELLICD PILLAR

i\ I" MErflL

A Five Y'ears' Subscriber.

ri4.'iS.]—CUBICAL COKTEXT.S OF .SPHERICAL
SEGMENT.S.—I wlsli to know how 1 am to find the
contents of the segment of a sphere I give in the
diagram. The radius of the sphere is a' (i", and the

height of the segment 2' 3". I should be much indebted
to any contributor who would give me a rule for calcu-
lating the contents.— S. L. M.

REPLIES.
[1391.]-RESOLUTION OF FORCES.-l beg to en-

close a solution of " Student's " question. May 21, ISUa.

In the accompanying cut given the resultant of two
forces (j; .^ ij) 100 and angle between them 3o--', to find
them.
From statics of' + tj'' -v ixy Cos. 30° = 100^

.: 3fl + X y s/ Z \- y'i n IfioOO

3 yi
and solving for a; x^ + xy^3 \ = lit no -1/2

i^:t

X = i j-S'«/3 + VTooocT

structcd upon the line drawn perpendicularly from the
circle's centre to one of the polygon's sides, and the
second to one of the angles of the polygon.

" R. F." says he has apjictiilud :i solution by mensura-
tion to this "problem, 1 :i in pn \;Mn-ly periofmcd a
trigonometrical oper.i In iiuwithit. As
f.ir as I am able to st;itr, ; r '

:
1

! 1 j.ii. metry (being
the art of measuring tint_ I 1 m i^' as much men-
suration as the latter part ui it. !•'. s " solution.

In like manner we may show that x ^ 100. Xow hv
giving y n>ii/valiie less than 100 m (o) we can determine
the corresponding value of a;.—J. 15.

[H08 3-MEASURISG PALIXGS—" W. H. W." de-
sires first, to know the total length of the sides of an
octagon which shall circumscribe a circle of 60 yards
diameter.

*' R. F." seems to have confounded the queslion alto-
gether ; he says that ' W. II. W." requires to know the
length of ptiling when the diameter of the circum-
scribed circle (quals .'.11 yards. On looking back to the
question I find that the given diameter refcr.-i 10 the
inscribed circle, and as regardsthe inscribed circle, we
have nothing in the first place to do. I may remark,
for the pctusal of •• U. F.,^' that there is a vast differ-
ence between the inscribing and circumscribing circles
of any regular polygon ; the first refers to the one cou-

Let A B C D be a squju-o dcsc.ibcd upon the radius
A li = 25
Ihen the diagonal AC = V 23-' + 2.V-' = V f'23 +

C23 = V 1250 = 35 355 - yards, tbediagonal required, or
taking the squaic root of 1250 by logarithms (a system
to which I always adhere) :—

1250 = log. 300091
and log. 3'OOCiil -;- 2 (the index of the power)
= 1-51815 the corresponding number to

which Io<r. is 35'3.55, the diagonal nearly as before.

Kow AC — A i) = 6 C thus 35-355 - 25 = 10-355 yards
= i C or 6 c = halt one of the sides of the circum-
scribed octagon.
And 10-355 x 10 = 105-GS yards, wbicli is the sum of

the sides or perimeter of the octagon in question, or,

taking it by addition of logarithms ;—
Log. 10-33 = 1-01404

Log. 10 = 1-20412

Log. 165-06 = 2 21900 nearly.

Hence tor all pr.actical purposes, ICjyds. 2It. is suffl-

cicntly near the sum of the sides.
" >\'. 11. W. desires, secondly, to know the greatest

length between the auLcular points of the octagon and
the circumfcreucc of the circle.

Draw A c. then will A B c be a right angled triangle

and A c = 5/ A B2 4- B c-' = 5/ 25-.' -I- 10 3552 =
;:;2 2'..'0025 — 2;-U(i = A c whence de. = 2"00 being the
greatest width of the spans.

'• W. H. AV." has marie some mistake in his calcula-

tions of the lengths ol the paling, also llic cin-uin-

feience of the circle equal 50 x 3-141|-> iqiiiil l.'iT us
yards; or say as 113 : 355 : : 50 ; .r, which n ill be more
easily solved by the addition and subtraction of logs,

as follows :—
As 113 = log. 2-0330S

15708.= log. 2-19612 nearly.

Which '- W. II. W." makes 172 yards.—Eobev G.vr-

tenter, Gr*.at Marlow, June 7, 1609.

[MOS,]-MEA.sri!IXG PALIXGS.— I have -n-orked

out the proIiU-ni in vour issue this week about the cir-

cular i:r;iss pint jiii'i the octagonal paling, and 1 do not

"et any of the results given by your correspondent.

The circumference of the circle, 50 yards being the

diameter, will be i57-142ti,57 or 157 l-7th yards, taking
the ratio as 22 : 7. The length of the paling is goj
readily by trigonometry, thus :

Tan 22.1^ X 25 X 2 X 8 = -4143 R P
X 400 = 105 158 yards of paling.

By mensuration; —Complete
the square O B C D and draw
O R C. Since the angles C P R,
R C I' are each 45'-', C R = R 1'

= PI5. But PC-' = PR2 + U
Ci or 2 P R2 = 2 P B2

.-. PC : PB : : »/2 : 1

or PC : PB : : 1414 : 1

.-. 2-414 : 1 : : 25 : 1035
(x.r..^ : : B C : B P.

Length of B P is .-. 10-35 yds.
Whole paling 10 35 x 2 X b = 1650 yards.

I do not know how your correspondent gets 172 yds.

Again O Pa = O Bs + B Pa
= 25a 4- 10-352

= 7321225
.-. O P = V -32-l2--'5 = 27-057.*

But O P = O S 4- S P = O B -t- S X»

.-. S P = O P - O S = 27-057 - 25

.-. S P = 2-057 yards. Greatest width.

Answer.-Circumference of circle = 157-142857 yards.
Length of paling = 1056
Greatest width !-037.

F. 11. A. II.

To find the length of the siilc of the octagon
lienee the sum of tlic eight sides :

—

Let r = radius of inscribed circle = B O, il O,
s = side of polygon
11 — number of sides.

Thcu we have the following form for s .-

—

90 (n - 2)

B = 2r cot. . Now by the question 2 r

and cot. O/i" = -41421. Then by the above form,
s = SO X -41421

= 20-7103 the length of each side.
.-. sum of sides = 20-7103 x 8 = loj-osl yards =
length of paling.

and

&c.

Ag.ain. to find the radius of the circumscribed circle

which we w-ill represent by 11, we have
s 90 (tt - 2) 90 (« - 2)

E = — X sec . Fi-om the above =
2 *i /I

0rj°. And sec. a7i^' = 2-01314

s
Also s = 20-7103 .•. — = 10-35323

Then R = 10-355-25 x~ 201314
= 27-0597 yards.

• And r = -23 .-. R - r = 27-0597 - 25 = 2-«r.-n7

yards = 2-OG j^ards nearly = th-j difference between the
radii of the circumscribed and inscribed circle of the
octagon, which corresponds to the width of each of the
eight spaces.
The above results do not agree with the answers

given by " W. H. W." but I think he may rely upon
thcui as being correct.—Wieli.vm Moor, Juu.

[1411.]-FASTEXING SSIALLCOLUMXS.—The.so
can be secured by stout slate dow-els, using Portland
cement for stone, and plaster for marble.—W. R. A.,
Ucklield.

[414.] - FASTENIXG S3IALL COLUMN'S. -
" Country Mason " can fasten the columns with a cop-
per bolt at each bod, which should be put in with

cotncnt, and dr.aw-n down to its p'acc by means of
wire or string, which can be cut oil after fixing. Sc
annexed sketch.—Masox,

[1408.]—MEASI'RIXG PALINGS.- I beg to send
the following in reply to " W. U. W.'s" query respect-
ing ascertaining llie length of iron paling reqtiired to
compass, nctagnnallv, a glass plot r.o y.'irds in niameter,
and III.- t-rr;iic«l wi.illi d i-ai-li ot Ihc eight spiics le-
tweeii 111.- -ni-s ]il.il and tin- paliiiu--. llil.rr iiig to the
annoM'.l li:;iiri-, till- qucslinn 111:1 v 1. 1- cxprrs-rd as fol-

lows lil I understand it riKlitlyj !- In liud the siiln of
the sides A ('. C I), A-c , of a regular octagon di-s.-rili. .1

al.oiit a cin-le whose dianielcr is .VI yards {\\\\^ will
cvidcnllv equal tile length of paling), and also 1.1 liud

the disliince A B, that is, the rtillereucc between the
radii of the circumscribed and inscribed circles of the
octagon (this will give the width of each of the eight
spaces av.ailablc for planting shrubs).

[1119.]—QUANTITIES.—The surveyor is not liable,

unless specially engaged by tiie liuildcr. The r.ua: -

titles arc paid for by the proprietor, through the
builder, generally at first iustallnenl. 1 fear
"A. S. K. " does not read the Bvimjini: Xnws with
attention, or he would have found tlicse questions
answered a few weeks since. ",A. S. K. "' slionid read
last week's Building News, p. 5 3: he will see that
the question of responsibility for quantities is not
uniform.—W. R A., Uckfield.

[i42.3.]-KXi(;nTEn ARCiirrrrTS. - i would
RUggl'^t I." 'I'.'iiij II; ni.L.M' lii^li " '.'' vour last

wiik's i-Mi.; 1' .' . ! ' : I • 1 i~ 1;.. .1 1 -^ as. an,

I

earned i)..- i. j. .
; ;, 1. n

ill

be quite linn- .ii..uL;h 1..1 limi i.. -n iii jiuluniciit ull liit^

elders and ipr.ifis~i..iiiill) ) belters. At present it

savours rather ol pu]ii.vdnin to bark and snarl at a
result wliieh caiiiint pusMlilv allvel liiiii. 1 would also
pug...est to •Vi.'iitL- |ir:injlit- iii.-Pi ' iViit tlicre is au
ani|.le field f.T 1 .:'.] • .. • r '- m 1" .1. -vole his
talents to an e\::hi 1 :.:i 1 1. N . I

i; N ,
,, ; \.'\v Church

at Ryde" in w...,- ....urn:.!, a. I . \. ; .1:. i..r the en-
lightenment ol >..iu leinieis. !...,» ..... l.,.>f. on pha
bt'conie only five in perspective.—Axo'niEU VouxG
Un.lUOHTS-M.iN.

[14-.;3.]-KXIGHTF.T> MiCllITFCTS.—Sir Charles
Lanyon and .-Sir liigl.y Wyalt wen- kriL;lited in eou-
sequonco of their iiositiens.— Sir Citiirl.'s I.all^on as
President of the l;.iv.-il Irish lii-iiinti- .if Architects,
and Sir Di-bv Wviitt a.s Ar.-hiuet of the New India
Ollice in Howuiufsli-cet. I qiuK- ai;ni with vour
corrcspon.lciit. -.V Voting Lirauglitsneiii.' lleit Mr.
G. G. Scolt. the talented archite.-t nj llie Ferc-igii

Otrice. is MS worlhr..! bis - spins • :iv sir hii^liv U valt.

1 111,., lliiiik i:nL'li-lin;.ii li-.^-' .1 1 In m Ik- iiiilous of
the li.,:iM;,r 1. M :.. . ' .1 -. < l,i.iiv..n. wliile

(he I'n -:.!ii;l. I .'U:- - HM W '. :;. :inii. ..I Areliiticts,

.Mr. \\n\. lite, niuiiii.s mill ! Wliile lielanilhas
its Sir Ciiarlcs Lanyou, Sir 'riit>ni:is Deane. and Sir
John Benson, and England only its Sir Dighy Wyatt,it
will always be an English and not an " Irish " grlev-
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jviec. I presume the Presidents of the R.I. It. .A.

are not considered of equal importance with the Trc-
sidents oX the lloyal Academy.—Double You Err
i'EA.

[14-230-KNIGHTED ARCHITECTS. -In answer to
the quc&tiou of " YoiiDg- Draughtsman," No. 1423, I

bfi;' to inform him that Sir Charles Lanyon was kui-htcd
uul bevausL' he iy an architect, but because he w ^ i

snoii'_; snppnrU'r of the late GoverBiiicnt, w!;

they li;id ri'taiiied power for a few months Ini _.
i

and if Sir ( harles had not been rejected by tlic iin -

tors of UelXast, would have created him a barouci
—iE:.rAST.

[14-:".]. — KXTGnTED ARCHITECTS.— " Yoimg
DrniiL;litsin;in " should have called himself "Young-
<i:cM;dii>rn." Ho should know, if he knows anything,
ih;a tiile.slroui the Duke of Abercora to Sir Digby_
W'viiil. :irc imi conferred for merits, but on account of
I :i" 1- i.iir ii itii iicc, AVns not the former abuttress to
3Ir 1 ' li '

.
; I, nt ?andhc was madea dukeout

"1 I
. shown,orforfavoursexpected.

Tl, ;..; i
1 u ,. : , I I, ni^ht, not merely because he is

a V, t Ji kiMv, ;i a.* .a;r. ,, Iiiit because he has influential
li-it-'udsanioii- Llie I'ULli Krusin^ ton coterie. Thewonder
to my mind is tli.it (ibe ;^n.;it. Mr. Cole has not been
knig;htcd lon;^- ^iin.('. Tilks arc worn, if not won, by
men who have friends al court, and not on accoimi. of
personal merit. 1 don't suppose that Mi\ Charles
Lanyon was made a knig-ht because he was an able and
successful architect, but because he represented an
important cini?titmmry. and supjjorted the Govern-
inri;i .'i 1 1m i| \ 1 liis, Imwcvir, is my opinion on the
iii.i': M. ! [riiirii ti:i,i;r,l 1 iiust bftTe bcGn sing'led
«M!: ' 'I I'll, Ml. Ii : ii was, for political and
so['i:a ri:i-^>,;- ;iiiii Moi fi'diii .-(ity Consideration for art.

The fouiitaiii of linmnir sends out its streams very
capriciously.

—

Uncle Tom.

[1423,]—KNIGHTED ARCHITECTS.—Your cor-
respondent asks avcry iKiiincni i|ii'-i ion, and I must
say you arc a very cour;i ... i, n. Mr. Editor, lo
insert it. What he, howr ,

. , , i, k.<l in print has
been risked in private coiivcr --.i: i. ! iiinhv a time. AVhy
>'n t

i III I.Miyou and Sir Ui^4iy AVyatt should be
k:. ,:d be dillicult for anyone to say, unless
;i- ,'• has it, "kissing- g-oes by favour."
A:i I I

' , \ I i^aut with the architecture of this
country must admit that Sir Digby AVyatt no more
deserved to be knighted than Mr. (Gilbert Scott, who
stands out, if not the greatest architect, as the man
who has superintended the largest number of great
wuT; ni" in |. resent generation, and I for one who
ni :

: Ir. Scott nor Sir Digby, cons^kler that
,crr I ^

i; i-iii has been shown to the latter.

r :i '': >< ithas been offered a knighthood and
reii^sni II M.iiiv people have. For instance, Dr.
Fairl):iMii,Mi .Mniicliisicr. was offercda knighthood, but
he niiiMd. >(inir ihiie after, his son, who took an
activ;i>;n! ill [\i<- .Manchester Art Treasures EKhibitiou,
w;,-.n>i.-i: uilartiLlu and refused it. And very
%\ i 1

- '!ch a man as Dr. Fairbairn could not
]"--'

! -^e his reputation by being dubbed a
k 1 1 1 _ I I i 1 1 M ;; 1 1 1 add that Richard Cobden was on two
occ.;>i.n^. \>y luo separate Governments offered the
iitlv' «>f liarouet. but he magnanimously refused, and
his character became brighter on account of the
refusal. But unhappily for the dignity of our common
humanity, there arc few Richard Cobdons in the
%vorld. and when they a^-e here, they are in?uilicienti/
appreciated. Possibly some one may say tliat Sir
Digby Wyatt is an author as well as aichitcet. and
that the title was conferred on account of his abilities
in botli directions. If any man deserves to be
"kniubted 1"<'V !iis wriLing-s certainly that man should
bi' i'Vrr. Itu-^Uin or 'Mr. Fergusson. These men have
>vrirr>n in.i.k^ i hut li;n-" materially influenced architec-
tiii:ilil- ! 1' ;m- ! ; ii iu this country. The very
^n I ' I iKinies show that the selection
oi - h .! V

1 tlie honour was an invidious
^Vi 1 > I

'

'

,
'iiiit. Titles, if not conferred

ii! i
':

'
I :irc liiisplaced. and instead of

;> I'. ;nMl incentives of ambition,
ai.ii }

|i
'

, ; ; iln wiimi; to the community.
' iuuii^ I'i.iu^hL iiKHi lias touched a choi'd which
might easily be made to vibrate through the whole
realm of public opinion.—An Old Writer.

STATUES, MEMORIALS, &c.

The friends of the late Dr. Eppshavemet and agreed
to erect a nienii'i-i.il l)li)ck of )iolished gi'anitc over his

LHE uhii

d 1-;

c subscription to the
i\-ton was inaugurated
V 1: '!'),. wrTlcisby
• -.

1 -: ! ..>ut 17

at Soutiin-np..'! o'l W. 1

Mr. Shari' I

'

icrt in hii' ,1 .i :..,;,,!,; high.
PROn:S-ni; I.I, \ . l;,..| i.ri hu. .,,;- in'rii i'..|.i;:'i -.loUCd

to execuLf ;i cuhi^Mil iii:>i I'L iliuiHu.iiU iMi ;i cuiiunittee
iu New York. Tlie moihd will be ca»L iu bronze under
the superintendence of Howaldt.

STAINED GLASS.
Loi Tll. — Til connection with Uie Improvements

ciTcctctl in tlic ]i;n isli cluircli, a uuw staiuccl glass win-
dow lias t.ccn placcfl in tlic south aisle of the nnte-
chnrch. 'I lie ii)i)icr part of the window is fillcc! with
hillf-liiivlli liMii.- of aiiucls bc.'irin- scrolls Willi the

li-l'-

Jlich;

ll<

military prow,- , ,, .
, < :,ir is

dlTictcd till' prill. . - I.I.
.

.
I

.
I

i ,.nlc(I

in Holy Writ. M.^-i- ( :;rl..ii ami I;.!, ^v. re the
architects.
Bandon.—A new stained glass window has jnst been

erected nt the convent at Bnndoii, Co. Coik. It is of
two lights, representing the Crucifixion and Resur-
rection, and was executed by Messrs. Mayer and Co.,
of Munich.

rai<iii.. Ill lilc the sou of the Widow of Kain ;

\\:ilkiii,' on the Sea; Christ healing the Blind ;

at ihi- Well of Samaria; Mary at the feet of
; I |jii:-i r.aisltig Lazaius; The Miraculous

A -I ,i,:i. I.i.., 1 ,v liii iLi'i-'iiplaccdiu thechapcl
(,r ill., l^,lll.lll II;, ll, .::!. l .in.cni, Hirkeuhcad. The
Will.lnw iLH-ii-l- ol UVn I i

.

. 1 1 1 ^ . 1. 11 . 1 0. HI t aillS tWO O t tllC

enlv I )iii>tiaii Koiiiaii .Mall \ rs-Saiut Aiiues and
Saiiit riulomeua. I uder Click iigurc is placed au
angel bciaiug symbols of the respective attributes of
the saints. This window was executed by Messrs.
Edmundson and Sons, of Manchester.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

DONCASTEB.—EEVERSAL OF THE CARR SeWAGE.—
The scheme for reversing the sewage now emptying
on the Carr is in process of being carried out, and the

works are progi-essingrapiill valid .-at islactorily, under
the dii'ection. of Mr. Briimii II, ilic i iii;iiieer to the

Town Council of Doncaslcr, .Mr. lliiimlell proposed
to iid.ipt the "separate" svslciu, allmviug the rain

tota .liar..,, ii-ili :ii ilic present outfiUl On tlie CaiT,

ami I ., i_ I a. Ill Lanall for irrigation pur-
pi,-. iti.ii, r.. ,

.
: iiiicil have decided iu favour of

;iiii:i.. 1,1 Ilia . ii.. .,, -ic with the rainfall, and utllis-

iim 111'. ciiiHliiiii.il pro. hill for irrig.atiou.

Si;mi:u \i;N'rn..vTuiN.~On Monday last Dr. Car-
pciitir. lit ( royiloii, read a paper in the Public Health
.^ccti.iu ot Ihe .'Uncial Silence Association "On the

inliiience of sewn up .11 llio public health, and
the theory of vciilil ' 1 niied in sewers."
TnE EiVERS I'o; ' -i mittee.—The Rivers

Pollution Commiti. 11 r .111 naiiiig their labours in

Lancashire. On Jlondav they visited Preston for the

purpose of taking evidence as to the condition of the

Ribble. Ou Wednesday they visited Chorley.
The Dr.\in.\ge Question at Bromlev.—The

Bromley Local Board is in a most unpleasant position.

Established some time since for the purpose of

carryiug out the drainage of the district, it has pre-

pared a scheme and laid it before the Local Goveru-
ment Office for its approval. The scheme proposed
(says the Mahlstone Journal), includes a sewage farm,

and the carryiug out of the drainage on the liiost ap-
.1.— .-—1 .^^.;., ..i.^ir... of ov. no+TTYioforl (irtof nf ^ •X'^ 700 ATr

to .iliiCCiloll Ol M aclllci Hlthlll lIlLl.- 1^1. iL. ThC
members uf the Local lioard, couscious that they have
done everything in their power, contemplate resigning
en masse, leaving the drainage to take care of itself.

Cleansing of Glasgow.—About twelve months
ago, the cleansing of the Glasgow ashpits and the dis-

posal of the city manure, formerly managed by a con-
tractor for a fixed anuual payment, was taken over by
a committee of the Board of Police. The result of this

year's operations wasrcporled to the Board on Monday
to be a saving to the cily of £8,880 "s. 6d. The amount
received for manure sold has been .£19,030.

©nil ®§t^ ffiiMi;.

The Roman Pavement in Walbhook.—
TUo Roman tesselated pavemeat recently found
ill AValbrook has been saved and placed in the

Guildhall Museum by the exertions of the London
and Middlesex ArchiBological Society. The
visitor will fiuil a bit missinp; and the Athirneiim

says that before the Metropolitan Board of Works
would consent to its removal a " good big bit

"

—Ike a tasting bit of cheese—had to be broken

off and sent as a sample up to Spring Gardens.

Pinch r. Martin.—This case v/as decided at

the Bath County Court on Thursday -week. The
plaintiff sought to recover £-11 4s. 6d., for plans

of eight houses drawn by him for the de-

fendant. The question was referred to Jlr.

J. E. Gill, architect, who made an awai-d to

the effect that .^il3 3s. 6d.,was due to the plaintiff,

from which any amount due from plaintiff' to de-

fendant as a set off was to he deducted. The costs

of the arbitration were ovdoreci to be ))nid in equal

moieties, and each party to pay his own costs.

Lincoln Diocesan Architectural Asso-

ciation.—On.Wedncsday week the annual gather-

iiig of this society was held at Southv.eil, uiijir

the Presidency of the Bishop of Lincoln. Mr.

Kowlor, the architect to the Dean and Chapter of

Durham Cathedral, read an elaborate paper,

descriptive of the architcctnral features of South-

well Collegiate Church. Mr. Bloxhnm .also read

a p.aper on tho " Effigy of Archbishop Sandys," and

Mr. Diinock ou " The Documentary History of

Southwell." The proceedings then tenninatcd.

On Thursday there was an excursion to Halam,

Edingley, Earnsfleld, Bilsthorpe, Ruff..rd Abbey,
and Edwinstowe.
New Coubts op Justice.—A retuvn was

issued ou Eritiay last, giving an estimate of the

sum required iu the year ending 31st March, 1S70,

to enable tho Lords of the Treasury to make ad-

vances for the purchase of a site for the new
Courts of Justice, the amount of such advances

to be repaid to the Consolidated Fund out of the

surplus interest of the Court of Chancery. The
vote required is £14,093,; that for 18(58-9 being

£100,000. The total amount of expenditure up
to 3l3t March, 18G9, was £SS.\098 8s. 2d. This
expenditure is made up of the following items :

—

Purchase-moneys, compcasaiions autl interest,

£787,071 ;
' vendors' costs, £32,9.50 ; surveyors'

charges, £8,336 ; legal expenses, £27,832 ; ac-

countants, clerks, &c., £3,233
;
preliminary ex-

penses (Parliamentary agents, &c.), £5,652

;

expenses of Royal Commission, £11,266 ; rates

and taxes, £7,335 ; and incidentals, £759. Of
the vote required for 1869-70, £10,230, is a re-vote,

being the expended balance on 31st March, 1869,

of the vote for 1868-69. The net proceeds of the

sales of oH materials up to 31st March, 1869,

amounted to £7,352, which sum is in the hands of

her Majesty's Paymaster-General.

Arch-eological Discoveries.—The Rev.
Canon Grecnwell, of Durham, has concluded for

the present a most interesting survey and exami-
nation of the ancient roads, camps-, cairns, Druids'

circles, and pit dwellings of Northumberland.
Within the Camp of Lordenshawswere two, if not

three, " hut chxles "—the foundations of the

humble habitations. Two places of sepulchre

were examined on the north side of tho Coquet
upon Cartington Fell. Onewas a flat, bowl-shaped
cairn, of large size, in the centre of which was a
cist. The only remains of the body which onoo
occitpicd it was a small piece of one femur. Near
the cist was a deposit of burnt bone, the remains
of a body which had been burnt on the spot, and
covered with charcoal and flat stone. Canon
Greenwell and his friends have commenced a series

of investigations on the Howarden Hills in York-
shire, on estates of Major Stapylton, Mr. Fair-

fax, and Earl Feversham.
Legislation and Church Preservation.—

Mr. Benjnmin Fcrrey, F.S.A., in a letter to the

Diir.iet Counti/ Chroniele, says :
—" During apro-

fcssional practice of thirty years, I have never

known so much good church work in progress as
at tho present time, chiefly through private and
unostentatious munificence. I cannot, however,

but observe that in many poor parishes the means
are now ahsulnteli/ wanting to keep ancient

churches in simple decent repair, owing to recent

legislation."

A "Bishop among Architects."—A late

bishop, being desirous of enlarging his palace,

caused an architect to prepare plans of the pro-

posed alterations ; but when he came to know the

estimated cost of the works, he declined to proceed.
" What cheque shall I draw for your fees, sir?"

said the bishop to the architect ; who told him,

that, as the plans were abandoned, his charge

would be a hundred guineas. " A hundred guineas

!

why, sir, many of my curates do not get so much
in the course of a year." " Possibly," said the

other ;
" but your lordship must remember that I

am a bishop amongarchitects."

—

Church lievlcK.

Progress op the Thames Embankment
Railway.—The Metropolitan Board have onlered

their ]<;ngineer to make a monthly report to them
whether, in his opinion, the works of this railway

are making satisfactory progress, and are likely

to be completed and opened to the public by the

stipulated time—viz., the 1st of Januitry, 1870.

Emperor Assurance Company.— The an-

nual meeting of the Emperor Life and Fire As-
surance Societies was held at the City Terminus
Hotel, Cannon Street, on June 2nd. The report

showed that during the year, 1,453 proposals had

been received, amounting to £490,903, and 847

policies had been issued for £240,750. The claims

for the year had been only £0,108. A bonus had
been given to the life policy-holders from 22 to

48 por cent, on the premiums previously paid,

and a dividend was declared to tha shareholders

at lli'^ r.'tc of ."i por cent., free of income-tax, and

a bonus of i per cent. The total auuiunt of

Hfe and fire itssnrances effected is £3,525,491.

Advances had been profitably made on freehold

aud leasehold securities during tho year.

The Whitwortii Scholarships.—At a

meeting of the Privy Council on Education, a

few days ago, "my j-ords," in concert with Mr.

Whitworlh, adopted certain rules for awarding

the Whitwortii Scholarships this yciir, and for
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holding tlie examinations in handicrafts and in

the practical use of tools. The scholarships will

be awarded according to the results of the

examination of the Science and Art Department
in ten of the usual subjects — mathematics,

mechanics, geometry, magnetism, chemistry, &c.,

and according to the skill showTi by the cora-

petitois in a special examination in the following

handicrafts:—Smiths' work, turning, filing and
fitting, pattern-making and moulding; or in the

use of the following classes of tools; tlie axe,

the saw and plane, the hammer and chisel, the

file, or " the forge " not that the latter appears

to be a " tool." Mr. Whitworth desires that the

number of marks tbtainaWe in the theoretical

subjects, and those obtainable by the most skilled

workman, should be about equal, and it has
been decided thnt no candidate shall be eligible

to obtain a schoIar^hip who has not shown a

satisfactory knowledge of elementarj- mathematics,
elementary mechanics, and practical and plane

geometry, and proved his power to use one at

least of the before-mentioned classes of tools. The
results of the examination in the theoretical

Bubjects, which was held in the beginning of

May, will be published shortlj-, and it will then

be possible to define within narrow limits the

candidates amongst whom the competition will

really lie. The practical examination will be

conducted at a certain number of centres by
qualified persons, and the travelling expenses of

poor students—second-class railway fare, and a
personal allowance of 10s. per day—will be

allowed to enable them to attend at the places

where the examinations are to be held.

WOEKMEX's Dwellings.—The City Corpora-
tion's liuildings for the working classes, in

Farringdon-road, now contain a population of 8C7
inhabitants, occupying 108 separate tenements.

A dividend of upwards of £4 percent, has been

already paid on the money invested by the Cor-

poration, who will, we trust, be encouraged to

continue their experiment on a yet more extensive

scale.

Akt Schools National Competition.—
The following gentlemen have acted as the

examiners of the works sent up in competition

from the schools of art throughout the United
Kingdom:—Sir Francis Grant, P.R.A., Sir M.
Digby Wyatt, Messrs. J. C. Ilorsloy, R.A., F.

Pickersgill, R.A , R. Westmacott, R.A., and E.

J. Poytter, A.R.A., assisted by Mr. Redgrave,
R.A., and Mr. Bowler. Upwards of sixty-four

thousand works have been examined in this com-
petition.

Belfast.—The building trade has been very

slack here; Ihere are very few important jobs in

hand. The JIasonic Hall is now rapidly advancing.

The Provincial Bank, from the designs of the late

Mr. Barre, will shortly be opened. Tlic con-

tractors have now got all the scaffolding cleared

away from the jVIbert Memorial, which has been

so long on hand. A large plot of old houses

have been cleared away in Doncgall-i-trect in order

to make room for the new warcrooms and offices

of the Brookficld Spinning and Weaving Co.

The housc-painteis recently received an advance
of 2s. (id. per week, making their week's wages
30s., they agreeing to abide by the present terms
for five years.

HowMoDERx Houses abe Built.—On
Friday, last week, while several workmen were
engaged in pntting on the roof timbers of three

or four houses in course of erection at the top of

Southovcr-strect, Brighton, the party-wall of the

comer house and the house next adj^'ining bulged

out and gave way at the ground Hoor, bringing

with it the wall above and the roof timbers and
scaffolding. The workmen were, of course, pre-

cipitated to the ground with nnich force, and two
of them were so badly injured that they had to be

at once removed to the hospital. A person who
was present at the time of the accident s.aj'S it

resulted from the haste with which the house was
constructed, the materials of the party-wall on
the ground floor being composed of tlirce-parts

mortar ond rubbish.

Chairs Made prom Gas Pipe.—A corres-

pondent of an American paper says :—I sec in

your la't issue an article headed, " A Chiir

Wanted," in which you seem to have become
disgusted with the articles now used, and the

manner in which they are temporarily put together

now-a-days with glue only. They seem to last

only imtil tliey are sold, Ihereby necessitating

another sale S'jon. I am a gasfittcr by trade,

although at present a clerk in a plumbing estab-

lishment. I have had several ollice stools, all of

which, in wear, have resulted in the manner de-

scribed. I have made a stool myself of small gas

pipe, which is nearly as neat in .appearance and
almost or quite as light in weight as a wooden
one ; and I defy auy man to make fifty wooden
stools that will last as long as this one. It is so

strong and firm that the weight of twenty men
could not break it down. I am a young man,
comparatively speaking, and should I live to be

seventy-five years old, I feel satisfied this chnir,

from its strength, would be just as good at the

expiration of that time, as it is now. An arm
chair may be made as good and comfortable to sit

in of the same material (gas pipe).

St. Martin's Cemetery, Camden-town.—
The St. Pancras Works Department has received

a letter from Mr. Vulliamy, superintendent archi-

tect to the Metropolitan Board of Works, request-

ing suggestions on an application for leave to build

three houses on a portion of the St. Martin's Ceme-
tery hi Camden-street, St. Martin's-place, and the

Committee of Works have resolved, on the motion
of Jlr. Thornton, seconded by Mr. Seat on, to take

no action in the matter, thus leaving the responsi-

bility with the Metropolitan Board of Works.
An Alleged Roman Antiquity.—At the

last meeting of the Newington Vestry, a report

from the Paving Committee recommended " That
the obelisk removed some time since to the Vestry
stoneyard from the edge of the pavement in Black-

man-sfrcct, opjiosite the One-Mile House, be re-

ercctcd on the plot of ground between the Vestry

Hall and the next house in the Walworth-road."
This recommendation was based upon a letter from
the Archaeological Society to one of the vestry-

men, intimating that this stone was a Roman au-

ti(|uity. The adoption of the report having been

seconded, a vestrj-man said he remembered the

fixing of the obelisk, and knew the architect who
designed it. The work was done by order of the

Paving Commissioners. An amendment was sub-

sequently carried, to the effect that the further

consideration of the report should be adjourned

until the Archicological Society had been commu-
nicated with.

The New Blackfeiars Bridge.—On
Tuesday week the first portion of the plant, con-

sisting of steam engines, Portland stone, timber,

barges, tanks, &c., used in the construction of the

new Blackfriars Bridge, was sold on the works by
Mr. C. J. Baker. The sale was well attended, and
some of the lots fetched high pricf s. On Wednes-
day next the second portion, comprising the jire-

sent temporary wooden bridge (which cost £30,000
to construct) will be sold off.

Associated Arts' Institute.—The last

meeting of this Institute for the session lSG8-()9,

was held on Saturday evening last. Professor

Westmacott, R,A., President, in the chair. The
first business of the evening was the election of

office-bearers for session 1809-70. The following

were elected or re-elected ;—As chairman, Pro-

fessor Westmacott ; as vice-chainnen :—H. Kills

Wooldridge, R. Phene Spiers, and William Holy-

oake ; as members of Committee :—W. Cave
Thomas, A. B. Donaldson, Walter Crane, J. P.

Davis, Lemon H. Michael, Lewis Day, H. C.

Boyes, and Lacy W. Ridge ; as auditors : Ralph
Thomas anl Montgomerie Ranking ; as secre-

taries :—F. Scarlet Potter and Gilbeit R. Red-
grave. Mr. Lemon H. Michael then read a ]>aper

on " True Nobleness in Art," and the meetings of

the Institute then adjourned till October next.

New Cemetery at Cirencester. — The
Burial Board of this town have selected the de-

signs for a new cemetery sent in by Messrs. Med-
land and Son, of Gloucester. Nearly seventy

architects, &c., competed.

On Tuesday week the foundation stone f'f a new
church for West Lulworth, Dorsetshire, was laid.

The ancient church was in a very dilapidated state^

and from the crumbling condition cf the walls, it

was pronomiced impossible to effect a Hhorough and
satisfactory restoration.

Mr. Evans has been appointed surveyor to the

Brackley Highway Board.
A public meeting has been held at Mexborough on

the question of erecting a new market.
The new Opera House of Vienna was opened CHU

the 2oth ult A prologue written by the director

contained a tribute to I he memory of the two archi-

tects engaged, botli of whom died before the com-
pletion of their work.
The Rev. Alexander Dyce has bequeathed to the

South Kensington Museum his import.int dramatic
library, with its unique editions of Shakspeare, am?,

all his i)ictures, miniatures, antique rings, and other
works of art, upon the condition that a suitable room
is built to receive them.
The foundation stone of a new Methodist chapel

was laid at Abberton, Essex, on Monday week.
iNIessrs. Shepherd Bros., of Colchester, arc the-

buildcrs.

A new Baptist chapel in Arnn-sliotl. Anuuliil,.

which has been erected under tli'' Mi|"rvL-iou of Jfr-

A. Scott, of Arundel, was o|)en(d ou 'I'lii-day week.

Tlie n.ave roof of Nuneaton parish cluMch is about

to be renewed, from plans by Mr. Ewau Christian,

architect.

Tlie Southwark Park is to bo opened on the lOtJV

instant bv the Metropolitan Hoard of Works.
It is intended that the ccrcniony shall be of ihc sim-

plest possible kind, and no invitalioiK will l)C i.-'.--ucd

except to the members of Parliauieut for the borough.

The Baptist chapel at Bishops Storttord is about
to be enlarged at a cost of between £300 and £-100.

Mr. ,T. L. Glasscock has undertaken the contract

The Congregational chapel at Little Maplested^

Essex, has recently undergone repair and alteration,

at a cost of £400.
The new dock at King's Lvun will be opened o:i

.July 7 by H.R.H. the Prince" of Wales.

A new railway station is now in course of erection

at Alvechurcli, M'orcestcrshire, for the Midland Rail-

way Company.
'i'be foundation stone of a new chapel in St. Giles's

and St. Peters, Cambridge, was laid on Tuesday last.

The Swiss sculptor Imhoff, an artist of great merit,

long resident in Konio, has died, leaving incomplete

the great i^roup of William Tell, wliicli he was en-

gaged in executing for the town of .\ltorf.

The Palestine Exploration Fund Coumiittee are

about to open an unique exhibition, at the Dudley

Gallery, London, of pottery, glass, and other speci-

mens of ancient Jewish art, founrl by Lieutenant

Warren in the course of his excavations.

The CamberwcU Vestry has gr.-intcd two sites for

new driuking-foimtauis—one in 0\<X Kent-road, aiul

one in White Post-lane, Dulwieh.

Taylor's Bridge, CamberwcU, will probably shortly

be rebuilt. The Metropolitan Board of Works offers

to contribute £1,000 towards the expense, on certain

conditions, one of which is that the gradient to the

bridge on either side shall not be greater than 1 iu

The foundation stone of the new church of St.

Paul, Kingsdown-road, Upper Holloway, will be laivl

on the 18th iust.

An Industrial Exhibition will be opened at W.ir-

minster, on Monday. .Inly 'Jil.

Mr. H. D. G<iod has been appointed to supermtend

the construction of the Western outfall (lirighton

Main Drainage).

'Ihc eighteenth annual conference between the

Council of the Society of Arts and the representa-

tives of thel.. .1 iii'n- 11 Iniuua.id L."-al li.iards,

will take phi, , .
,

, ; . ' m-lant :il twelve o'clock.

The Great N\ . ,.i.i !„i!«,iv Con. iiaiiy lia^ decided

tobiiildapa -ni:;.., .laliooal Corsliain, Wills.

Til,' II.hII. laii l.liiiarv at (_)xfonl is to be eiihirged.

The r.in.i-i>v ,. uouig to build new cNamiuation

.si-ho..ls on ilu' >itr ..f the t)ld Angel Inn. and the

ground Hoor of the present Bodleian huil.liiig will

then be given up to the library.

MEETINGS ENSUING

On Wednesday week the construction of new docks

at Fleetwood, which will cost about £50,000, was
commenced. The dock will be GOOft. by 400tt,, and
will cover about 6 acres.

Milborne Port Church, Dorsetshire, will be re-

opened on the '24th inst., after having undergone

restoration.

It is proposed to restore the parish church of

Odcombe, Dorsetshire, which is at present in a very
ruinous condition.

Nettlecombe Church, near Willitou, was re-opened

on Friday week, after being restored at an expense

of £500.
A company (limited) has been formed in New-

castle for erecting improved industrial dwellings.

It is rumoured that another large "Tabernacle"
is to be built in London, for the congregation of

Mr. A. G. Brown, one of l\[r. Spurgeon's "young
men." It is to cost £l'2,00i', and to licild ."),ooi)

people.

FOR THE
WEEK.

JtoSD.vT.— Gcofrraphic.al Society, nt S.

Tuesday.—Anthropolou-ical Society, at S.

Statistical .Society, nt I,

Thursday.—I.inueau Society, nt .«,

Society for tlic Kiicounig.-inent of I uic Arts.

Lcciurc : — " Why tliere were great

colourists bcfoie Ihc science ol colour was
cuuuciated." liy Cave 'I'hoiuas. lisq..

i^x'd^ ftijiuf

TENDERS.
HOUSE IN ST. .TAJIICS'S I'AKK FOK

.v. :MIiiiI c;aI,. I>i.i.

Sm "Wc saw \\itli -<'iia a^i"iii>lnnent a list of

tenders for this work in v in imi r.-sion of last week.

In fairness to Jlr. \Vii;niorr it sliovilil lie stated that

the architect thought tlie aillereiicc between his and

.Mr, Couder's price was so tr fling (only 1:2)— in jour
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list, you Iiavc a mistake, Conder*8 price slioulcl be
£3,077 instead of £3,07!)—tbat the architect wi'ote to both,
asking them to name some buildings they had carried
out for his inspection. The result was he selectf'd Mr.
Conder, having seen several stone jobs of his which
pleased him (this being in stone). Mr. Wigmore's
were principally brick erections. Both in other
respects were considered good men. —"We remain, yours
faithfully,

Eakf, and Eanwell, (the Surveyors).

B.VRNSBURY.—For the new Railway Station, North
London Railway Company :—

Hill £1 7083
Sharm.an lO-SW
Hill and Sons 1.50411

Mill and Co 15li3

1

Goodman 1.5407

Bennett 1.53.50

Hill, Keddell, and Waldram 15310
Wood 1.5300

"VVensliip 152-45

Merritt and Ashby 15150
ICeeble 15000
Crabb and Vanghan 14882
King and Sons 14860
Mansfield, Price, and Co 1 4000
Axford and Co 14450
Watts 14.390

Hedges 14278
Webb and Sons 14200
Sawyer 13830
Wicks, Bangs, and Co 1290O

Birmingham.— For the erection of St. David's
National Schools. Mr. Edward Holmes, architect.
<iuantities supplied :—

Mr. Ravenscroft (accepted) £ 1400
Birmingham.—For alterations to the Gas (Offices for

the Gas Company. Mr. Edward Holmes, architect :—
Messrs. Horsley Brothers £271 5

Cheltenham.—For the re-building of Montpellier
Baths. Cheltenham. Mr. Edward Holmes, architect.
<iuantities supplied by Mr, T. Mansell ;

—

Hilton £3805 10
Bennett 3574 13 2
Marchant 3.'>69 16 8
Broom and Sons 3.5;J8

Channon 3450
DLxon 3449 10
TrowandSons 319117 4
King and Godwin (accepted,
exclusive of old materials) .. 3075

Cheltenham.-For the engineers' work, Montpellier
Haths, Cheltenham. Mr. Edward Holmes, architect ;—

Dense £1.540
Ingram and Batley 1492 16
Pui-nell 1310
Adamson and Co 1.300

MittonandCo 1285
Fielding and riatt 12.5S

Mullory and Green 1208
Letheran and Randall 1203
Fraser and Sous 12
Shilton 1000
Cartei;andOo 996
Parkes 990 10
Taylor Brothers 978 7 C
Astbury and Son 970
Savory and Son (accepted) 965
Cormell. .Tun G05

Devizes.—For dr.ainage works :

—

Contract Contract P"": '^.'^°^-

wr, 1 TvTn •> tract tiousAO. X. i\0. -. jjg 3 j,^^^
S{,andellandB,axtcr£998 3 £330 16 £287 8s.

Hloomfield 834 315 2.39 6s.

Ash 795 325 240 Ss. Od. &
78. 6d.

MuUings 781 .320 245 Ss. 3d. 8s.

&; . Gd.
•Jones andJepson 770 210 .307 2s. Od,

ls.6d.&;iB.
The tender of Mr. Mnllmgs lor Contract No. 1, and

those of Mr. Ash for '• os. 2 and 3, have been accepted.
* N.B.—These partiis subsequently stated they had

made an error as to iunctions, and had transposed
their figures for Nos. 2 & 3. The following were dis-
q-ualified through not having complied with instruc-
tions in specification to divide into three contracts ;

—

Ambrose £1170
Fotter 1125

Mitcham (Surrey).—For re-se,atingtSrc., the Parish
Ohurch. 3Ir. Edwin Chart, ai'chitect. Quantities sup-
plied;- If in If in If in

Deal. Chestnut. Wainscot.
Lawrence .and Sons £1230 £1860 o
Dove Brothers 935 1450 o
Mills and Sons 951 £1801 1805 o o
Lawrence 932 5 1368 10
Chapman 922 10 1087 1 1316 2
Jack-on and Shaw 868 1673 1746 o
<iulland 853 1083 1363
Myers and Sons 740 1140 1288

Penkridge.—For the erection of new Workhon.se,
Penkridge, Starfordshire. Mr. Edward Holmes, archi-
tect. Quantities supplied by Mr. Thos. Mansell :

—
!Mr. Holt £9269
Mr. .T. Dcduey 8290
Mr. J. Cobb 8200
Mr. R Yates 7790
Mr. Gough 70,84

Messrs. Bell and Sn 7W5
Mr. E R.itclifl 7025
Messrs. Hunter and Bennett 7580
Mr. Wilkes 7530
Mr. C. Horsman 7485
Sir. H. I.ovatt 7400
IMr. Thompson 7260
Mr. H. Ilillon 7250
Mr K. JIattbews 72.32

3rr. H, Hcuuett 7r26
3Ir. I.illey 7012
Mr. Espley 6983
Mr. Nelson 6980
Messrs. Horsley Brothers 6975
Mr. Gilbert 0910
Messrs. Trow and Sons 6900
Messrs. I'amell and Son (accepted) 6810

Penkridge.—For the engineers' work, new Work-
house, Penkridge, Staft'ordshire, Mr. Edward Holmes,
architect :

—

Benlum £1150
York : 037 7

Taylor 610 12
Godard 5-27

Bennett 5'25

Cartwrifflit 497
Smith and Son 475 o
Parkes 470
Jeakcs .and Co 403
CarterandCo 350

SE.iroRD.—For the erection of new billiard and
reading rooms at Seaford. Mr. George Major, sur-
veyor :

—
D.avcy £622
Burgess 620
Banks (.accepted) 006

Sutton Coldfield.-For new stabling and billiard
room, &c.. Royal Hotel, Sutton Coldfleld. Mr. Edward
Holmes, architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. Thomas
Hansen :—

Mr. Parton £1.598
Mr. Sapcotc 1.585

Mr. Jones 1572
Messrs. Parker and Son 1559 10
Messrs. JefEery and Pritchard

(accepted) 1336 10

Walton-on-the-Hill. — For Sewerage Works.
Contract No. 1. Mr. George AV. Goodison (Readc &
Goodison), engineer :—

Anderson&Co £13900
Hunking 12849 12 2
Thomas 121.54 13 1

Lee 11995
Dixon .fe Sleight 114IM 13
Martin, jun 112-28

Hartley & Co 10699 2 2
Mitche'll 9998 9 3
Fawkcs&Maud 9907 15
Hardacre 9950
Moore 9528
Winnard, jun 9500
Thane (accepted) 8.324 1

Ford 8225
Messrs. Smith 7150

Wantage.—Fornew warehouse and shop front in
Grove-street, for Mr. J. Dickey. BIr. J. P. Spencer,
architect :

—

Old materials.
Whiting and Tosland £217 10 £2.s
Partiidge and Aid-
worth (ajcepted) . . 247 37

Wheeler 240 10 30

COMPETITIONS.
rLYMOL'TH.—July 14.—For dcsif^us, plans, and esti-

mates for a new Guildhall, with law courts nud public
offices. First premium, £100; second, £75 ; tbird, £50.
Mr. Wlilteford, town clerk, Guildhall, Plymouth.

Lincoln.—June 14.—For plans and designs for a
new church. Mr. T. HelTeruan, Secretary, Lincoln.

Glamorgan.—July 1.— Plans and specifications for
restoration of parish church of Llantrisant. Rev. J.
Powell Jones, Llantrisant Vicarage, Pontypridd.

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, U. S.— September
1.—For designs, specifications, and estimates for new
public buildings. First premium, £400 ; second, £300

;

third, £200; fourth, £100. For particulars, to H. C.
Pugh, Secretary of Board of Lommissioners, S.W.
coraer of Walnut and Fifth Street, Philadelphia.

London and County Land and Building Com-
pany, Limited.—June 26.—For plans for the best
and most profitable way to nrrans:e in Buildin^;- Sites
their ground in Camomile-street. E.C. First premium,
£75; second, £50; third, £25. Mr. R. B. Sooker, 14,

Clements-lane, E.C.

Bradford,—Sept. 1.—For designs for the erection
of a new Town Hall. The architect, whose desig^n is

selected, will be entrusted with the execution of the
work on the usual commission of five per cent. Pre-
mium of £200 and £100 for second and third best
designs.

CONTEACTS OPEN FOR BUILDINa
ESTIMATES.

Ilkley.—June Ij—For the oroctinn and comple-
tion of One, Two, or Three Blocks of semi-detached
Villa residences in Parish Gill-road, Ilkley. Tbnmas
Marshall, architect, St. Mark's-road, Bagbie Field,
Leeds.

Aberdeen IlAnnouR.—June 18.—For the diversion
of the River Dee, and other works, J. Augtis, Clark
to the Harbour Commissioners, Town House, Aber-
deen.
Hailsham, Sussex.—June 14.—For the restoration

of the parish chnrch. U. K. Rumble, architect, Kaat-
bourne, Sussex.
Halifax Corpouation Water Works. Castle

Carr Contract.—June 15.—For driving a tunnel
about 2,500 yards long, and sinking the necessary
shafts, &c. J. E. Norris, Town Clerk, Town liall,

Halifax.
LouGHBOROUGnWATERwoRKS.—June 21.—Contract

No. 1, for cast iron pipes and other ironwork. Contract
No. 2, for Ptore reservoir filters, pipe laying, sind other
works. Mr. J. D. Cradock, Clerk to the Board, Lough-
borough.

Bedford.— June 15.—For the erection of a covered
tepid swimming bath. Mark Wbyley, Hon. Secretary
Bedfo Public Baths Company, Bedford.

Belfast.—June 14.—For the construction of about
9,500ft. of brick sewers, with street gullies, pipe drains,
and other works. J. J. Montgomery, Town Hail,
Belfast.

Upper Jnny Drainage District, County of
Westmeath.—June 21.—For excavatingand improving
the portion of the River Inny, connectiu;^ Lough
Derravaragh with Lough Iron. W. Evans, Secretary
to the Drainage Board, Gillardstown House, Killucan.

Cork District.—June 10.—For the performance of
works for the vcar ending Slst March, 1S70. Director
of Contracts, War Office, Pall Mall.

Aldershot.-June 24.—For providing and laying
cast iron brfinch water mains in tbc South Camp. Com-
manding Officer, Royal Engineer Office, Aldershot.
New South Wales Railways.—June 22.—For

the supply of rails, fishplates, chairs, bolts, and nuts,
spikes, and compressed and creosoted elm keys. W. C-
Mayne, Agent, 118, Caunon-strect, E.C.

Admiralty.—June 22.—For the supply of 700 tons
of Sr. lvtii>iMiiL; liriiip, .>no tons Riga hemp, 100 tons
Riij;! (^Hll^llMl . iicMijp, :i)iil KiOtons of Italian hemp. A.
Br;i<ly, ^ii|.ri iiihii-lrin .pi' Contracts, Somerset House.
r>AM;uu. Juni-' J'j. Fur the erection of a new in-

firmary to tJie r.augor and Beaumaris Union Work-
house. Mr. R. G. Thomas, Architect, Menai Bridge.

Acton.—June 22.—For the construction of 900ft. of
3ft., and 3,20Dft. of 3ft. by 2ft. brick sewer in How-
lane, and other works. E. Monson, C.E., Surveyor to
the Local Board, Board Room, Acton.
Brussels.—-July 5.—For the construction of brick-

work, masonry, timber, ironwork, &c., above the level
of the plinth course at the New Exchange. The Bel-
Slan Public Works Company, 40, Boulevard Botanique,
russels.

Swindon.—June 15.—For the supply of about 3,000
superficial yards of Bristol Pennant or other hard-
pomted paving-stone, and about 1,500 :i ards of curb-
ing. Mr. AV. Read, Surveyor, Wood-street, Swindon.
Dublin.—July 7.—For rebuilding the river-wall at

Sir John Rogerson's Quay. W. Proud, Secretary,
Dublin Port and Docks Office, Westmoreland- street,
Dublin.

Frampton-on-Severn.—For enlarging and restor-
ing the i);irish church. Rev. F. St. John, Frampton
A'icarage, Stonehouse, Gloucestershire.

and for making up the roadways and footways o-f

Hales-streot. Stanhope-street, Addey-street, Hosier-
street, and Leouidas-street, St. Paul's, Deptford. E.
W. James, Clerk to the Board, Church-street, Green-
wich.

Castle Hedingham.—June 23.—For repairing, re-
storing, and altering the chancel of St. Nicholas
Church. L. Majendie, Esq., Hedingham Castle,
Halstead.
Silvertown Drainage. —June 22.—For the con-

struction of 11,800ft. of brick and pipe sewers, and
other works. C. Wilson, Clerk, Kokeby House, Strat-
ford.

Leeds Corporation Water Works. — Wash-
burn Supply, July 14.—For the construction of the
Lindley Wood Storage Reservoir. to;rether with the
diversion ofroads and other works in connection there-
with. C. A. Curwood, Town Clerk, Town lUll. Leeds.

Admiralty.—June 22.—For the supply of teams of
horses to Sheeruess, I'ortsmoutb, Devonport, and
Keyham Dockyards. Antonio Brady, Superintendent
of COAtracts, Whitehall.
Clapton.—For the construction of roads and sewers

on an estate. Messrs. Hammack and Lambert, 59,
Bishopsgate-street, City.

Leeds.—June 24.—Contract No. 2.—For the construc-
tion of Ftair Nrw- Filter T',r,l.s. ai V."e,i\v(i(id, near
Leeds. Cuntnirr N,., .; j',,, :ii,n ,i j. > t..n.-, of Light
Cast-iron I'ip'-, .ji ini-lh'^ i.. - imln- il mnritjr. Con*
tract No. 4. -!'<. r ^cwral .l<Mil.|e-iarL-,i Miiicii Cooks,
for the Leeds Corporation Waterworks. C. A. Cmwood,
Town Clerk, Leeds.

Silsden.—JunelO.—For the erection of a Primitive
Methodist Chapel at Silsden. John Kirk auJ Sons,
architects, Hudderstield and Dewsbury.

Birstal.—June 23.—For the erection and completion
of Shops and Stores at Birstal, for the Birstal Indus-
trial Co-operative Society. Sheard and Haustook,
archlteds, &c., Batley.

BATLEV.-July l.-For the erection of St. Mary's
Church and I'resbvterv, Batley. Adams and lieUy,
architects, Ax. P.nrkKnw, Leeds.

RoTHEKii.sM, .Inly r. Contract No. 4.—For Earth-
work, &c., iu :in i.iiii).niUiiK-nt for a storage reservoir,
to be constritiicd nu I II, v llrook, floodwaier, channels,
overtlows, road diver-sioiis, and other works, for the
Rotherham aud Kimberworth Local Board of Honhh.
Wm. 'Whitfield, Clerk to the Local Board, Rotlierliam.

Bradford.-June 14.—For the erection of a Weaving
Shed, Offices, Warehouse, &c.. Lockwood and Maw-
son, architects. Exchange Buildings, Bradford; 10,

Lincoln's Inn Fields, London.

HuLL.-Jnnr Kv For (Im-o r--.^lion of a new Vif-amge,
with stabb- iMiil'IiTt- ::i Mr! - nrar Hull. William
Watson, ar»'liii.-.'i, |:,f ' v, ^. ,,.,

, . Wakc'lield.

Leeds.— .Iiiiir :\ V'-v i u<- f.-.rt mu of Christ Church,
Uppi.T Ariiilo\ . I.ri'd,-;. Adams and Kelly, architects,
IS, I'ink Knw". lALds.

Hi I, I,.- Fur iho laying of 34 miles Gas Pipes. E. W
OhllifM. manager. Gas Office, Hull.

Witham.—fiocal Board of Health.—June 10.—For
laying and fixing the Iron and Stoneware pipes, soil-

pans, traps, cocks, and other lU'cessary works, for the
house service, and for connecting the (-auio to the
Sewers and Water Mains. Mr. J. Church, C.E., \j,

Marlin>-lane, C;uinon-street, E.C.

Ku>BRooK — .Tnnn :?0. — For constructing about 1,700

f(.-et oi n:ilt-t>rjrk Main Sewer, and about 3,4(V1 feet of
12-iiu-li Vm"' ^r^•.•v in Kidbrook Park Roads. J. M.
Dalr. < l.iU (i>ihr |:,,n.lM| Works for the Plumstead
Disti'i.M, Ml.! ( li;ni!.Mi. S.K.

High Wvtu.Mur, iliurk.s).-June 21.—For the c^f'
tion of two semi-dctail.ed villa residences. J- "
Rafterty. High-street, High Wycombe, Buckp
BRADFonD.—June 17 —For excavating jKid mfisonry

required :" '

"'
" " " "^ ""* '

the erection of the Piers p^id Retaining
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Walls for a Wrousht Iron Aqueduct over the River

Aire, near to Hirst's Jlill, Sliipley, Jor the liraclford

Waters Committee. W. T. McGowen, Town Clerk,

Corporation Offices, Bradford.
Bkadford.—June 17.—For the conntruetion and

erection of a Wrought Iron Aqueduct over the Fiver
Aire, ne.ar to Hirst's Mill, Shipley, for the Bradford
Waterworks Committee. W. T. McGowcu, Town
Clerk, Corpoi-ation Offices, Bradford.
Leeds.—June 11.—For the erection and completion

of Si.xteen Houses at Mill Green, Holbeck. WiUi;uu
aiU8g:rave.
H.\NLEY.—June 14.—For the ereotion of Flint Mill

and Eneino House at Hauley. Messrs. Falmcr, archi-

tects, Hanlev.
Leeds.—lunp 3^!.—War Department Contracts.—For

the supply of ni-it"ri-l^ -ir.l i..rf..rin!ni if sii.-h Work
asmay IJC rcrjllll' I "i rumi"' W hm n y-hniL;-, &c.,

internally, th" ~
i

':
i ~ !! Outbuild-

ings, &c., in I.n . I

^'
'

M !

"
'

, .

( -oloncl

Commanding l^';, al J.ii^iii r-, N'riii-iu I "Tirict.

BATH STONE OF BEST QUALITY.
Randall and Saunders, Quarrymen and Stone

Merchants, Hath. List of Prices at the Quarries aud
Depots ; also Cost for Transit to any part of the United
Kinjrdom, furnished on application to BathStonc Office,

Coishain, Wilts. [Advt.]

BAIfKETIPTS.
[Fridav, JrNE 4.]

rAHTNERsinrs dissolved.

I. J. and T. It. irnhuan, Cante'ibury, engineers—Hil-
drcth and "Walnislcy, AVotU-house, near Normautoii,
builders—Ccrry jnid" iMurdock. Burnley, decorators-
Wright and Druyer, Hull, decorators — M'Konc and
Pajiner, Saliovd, plasterers aud painters.

DECLARATION OF DITIDEND.
"W. Beckworth, Wliitwick, builder, div. Is.

TO SURRENDER AT BA SINGHALL-STREET.
Brister, Geor;?e, Xorbiton, near Kingston, carpenter,

June :^1, at Ij— Dcnham, Thomas, Kingslaud-road,
gaslitter, June 18, at 2—Impcy. 'Winiam, St. Leonard's-
road, Bromley, builder, June 21, at 11—Leslie, Alfred,
Adair-road, Upper AVestboume Fark. house decorator,

—Towner, John, Battle, Sussex, builder, June 18, at Vi

—Tumor, George Edwin. Fulham, builder, June 18, at
11— Yelf. Harry Fleming, Clareinont square, Pentou-
ville, architect, June 'Zl.

TO SUnRENDER IN THE COUNTRT.
Fussell, Austin Valentine, Combe Down, Somerset-

shire, surveyor—Quick, Charles, Bath, coach builder,

Junel5,at U-Kyall, William John Knight, Tetten-
hall, architect, June 19, at 12—Stevenson, Thomas, and
Stiibbs, llobert, Nottiug-ham, plumbers — ToUey,
"William, Kinver, plumber, June 21, at 10.

SITTINGS FOR LAST EXAMINATION.
June 29, II. Willcox, Ovcrton-ter., South Norwood,

plumber-July 3, II. Davey. John-street. Adelphi,
civil engineei'— July ^, 51. Uamerton, Albert-street,
Wandsworlh-road, builder—July 2, P. Fleming, Bat-
ley, Yorkshire, builder—June 23, W. Wright, Oldham,
joiner—June 18, D. Williams, Fentre, building con-
tractor.

DIVIDEND MEETINGS.
June 21, W. and E. Atkinson. Dewsbury, builders-

June 21, J. and R. G. Canham, Cambridge, builders-
June 22, A. Kane, Carlisle, joiner.

INSOLVENT DEBTOR'S DIVIDEND.
G. Smith, ^lount-strcct, Bethnal-green, timber mer-

chant, div. 2s. 2id.

[Tuesday, June S.]

partnerships dtpsolved.
Moore and Sous, Sunderland :)!i 1 T.. 1 ms. M;. , i

Hamiltou aud Co., Barking * >

Barnard and Co., Binpley, sic: > u i
.

i

and t^ons, Kaling and Putncv. iim.iir V;ih, ii,;iim

Co.. Turuniill-stieet, Clcrkeuwell. buiiders-Tressuldrr
and Son, Falmouth, builders — Listou aud Walton,
Halifax, stone masons.

AT RASINfinALL-BTREET.
vmn-h-rorul, North Bow, buildei
I'hoinns SUultlH.rp, I'ortobrllo

TO ?rniirNi>Ei

Toi'Vi.m .' i,

June ^ . I ' .1

road. N ! ;

Blomtitlt ; l.i- . I .1

— Manuinu. Gcorg'
timber merchant.

TO SURRENDER IN THE COUNTRY.

Daw. Thorn a-s, sen., Doncaster, pniuter, June 21, at
12— Hill. Abraham and John, Heatonc. stone mer-
chants. June 21. nt lI-!i:ilton, Samuel and Charles.
Blackburn, painters, June 21. at 11- Lower, Matthew
Henry, Ore, Susttex, land surveyor, June 19. at 11—
Pilkington. John, Preston, brickmaker. June 19. at 10
— Kittson, William, Hciton Norris, builder, Jimc 22,

at 11.

SITTINGS FOR LAST EXAMIN.VTION.

June 25, E. Pi-ossor, Poplar, builder—.Tune 25, J. W.
Edmonds, HaiTowgate-road, Souih Hackney, timber
dealer—June 25, J. GUIiugs, and J. Tubby, Great Yar-
mouth, builders -June 30, F. J. Sleap, Grange-road,
Isliuglon, builder—July 2, T. Thompson, Xcwingion-
jji-oen-road, glass painter-July 1, J. Walker, ^hef-
tield buihU-r—Juuo 2.% B. Kind, Xeweastle-imdur-
I.ymc, builder—July ti, T. Pearsc, Lancaster-road,
Notting-hill, builder.

DIVIDEND MEETING,
Juin 17^ ^x. Thomas, Llanbcris, carpenter.

INSOLVENT DEKTOR'S DIVIDEND.
W. T. Roptr, Charlce-strcet, Notting-hill, architect,

div. Is. 7id.
1 » .

'

LATEST PRICES OE MATERIALS USED

IN CONSTRUCTION.
TlMCER. Duty Is. per loatl ; Drftwbacl;, Is. _ _

Tcjik load 1

Quebec, rod pine ....

a 10 6
4 b 4 176
4 5 5 10
4 5 10

Mnsts, Qupb. re<l r

Finland
Mcmol
Gothcnljui^, yellow

Geflo.yoUow
Sodcrham
CliriBtiania, por
12 ft. by 3 by 9 i

. 10 10 1

' 13

Whalo, Sth Sea, palo 40 A

j2 Q
45 10 i

40 ^

31 5 S

:w 10 ;

27 ?

Rnpewcd, Eng. pnlO'

Pig, English per ton 21
S S 21,

do. R8

do. P3
do.
do. 76 77

Wcl.* Bars in Lc
Knil Rod

HooiiF. Si'ncic!!!
St-iftoidsliirii Bin if

'*

ZISC:—

Enplish Slieet por ton 2.j 10
* Dcvaujc'a V, M. Roofini: Zinc do. ^/ 10

* And 4 per cent discount if laid npon the t

Steel :—

Swedish Keg, hnmmered per ton 1 &

SwcdUh Faggot do.

BEGULUS of ASTIStOXY i—

French per ton 48

Spelter :—

On the spot por ton 20
QUICKSILVEH per btl. 6 17

2G

SEXT GRATI.S AN'D POST FREE.

A New Catalogue of English
-*-^*-

nnd ForeiCTi Pool:-; on ARCIllTRCTrRE, RUTLDTNG,
ORNAHENT, the FIKE ARTS, &<-:, &ll:, OX SALE, at V017 low

''BRADLEY THOMAS BATSFOKD,
AltrillTECTURAL A?ID ENGIXEERIXG

IlOOKSELLElf.

62, High Holborn, London, "W.C.

T^Tanted, at Once ! Evorv
tcct. Wapon, Builder. Un-l, , i ! . • ] ,'m

Sexton in the Kingdom to pciid 1.*) po-f, - ,1 ,! i

3. Clfstcr-road. Lower Norwood, Lon.i- 1
- 1 ^- m

i.n-i -TWO SHEETS of MONVMK.MAL I'L-lu
I '

I -, Headstones, &c., for Cenieterits, f

fur CImrche-s, with index for prir(

Arclii-

"Y^anted, Two or Three Partners,

, H. J., office of tbc

"ViTanted, Two Millions of Stock
and Gri2zol BKTCKS dellvcrod to Bclsistc-1 rino, Hamp-

Ktead, or Knowlos' Wliurf, Crtinden-town . or to Paddington Sution,
for ciuh.—Apply, AV. J. BeunLtt, il, BBth-t*rraco, Mnll-roftd, Haninur-

po Let, Richmond-road, Hack-

c."- of 3,6tJ0ft.—Apply t

Jroadstairs.—Land to Let, on

1 of the purchtin'i

Duildiug LonscH (Fm'or.il ncres fnoing the Foannd fluowhero),
with Iho option of ptuchasing the l-'rcvhold. Two-thiid:
]>iirrha.ie-)tioney can rciiinin on niortgncc «t 5 per cent, pci

lind can he paid off hy inatalmcnts nt the option of the p
ViUftsi and good hr-ui^s arc mnch Miuslit for in thia fanlilonnbl'

n-atcring-plftca—Brickii Hupjtliod and money ndvancc-l if tc
qnircd.—l*or torms, apply nt Mr. R. Itiphardson'M ofFlro, St.
iVulV-road, Camden New Tonvii, N.W., or to Mc^bts Juo. and J. K.
Wi-iirlir. Solioitorfl, 85. Bedff-rd-row, London, W.C

J^uilding Land to be Let, close

A don, ]\Iiddlesex.—Very Valu-
^*- able FREEHOLD BUILDING ESTATE, altogothcr conj-

S
rising 21 acres, admirably situate, and capable of boiue successfully
evelopcd in dutail at a very large profit.—FuU particutnrfi, plan, ami
nfomiation of Mr. llobins, Surveyor, 5, Walci'loo-i)!a..-e, Pall-mall.

'J'o be Let or Sold, charmingly
f^ltoate Bercn miles from Croydon, and close to the Caterham

.Station, a VILLA RESIDENCE (three sitting nnd five bedrooms).
The locale is one of the healthiest in England. Excellent water,

hunting, ten trains fS. E. R.) a day each war. R«nt £70,
r>hnld X'.titO, firound-rent £12 IOr.. FrcohoM £1.200. Scn^on
r't--£Jl and £16 5s.—Applyto Mr.Robson.C.iU r! am.

TTif];hgate Part. — Freehold
Building Land to bo LET on LEASE in thi>^ highly dosirablo

locality—good roada arc marie. The LAND is within 100 yards of
the Highgate Station of the Edgwnrc, Hlghgntc. and London Rail-

"
'—''

' " 1 hour's ride frora the Citv and West Eni.
yatt. Architect. 77, Great Rossell-street,

3 Mr. H. A. Alexander, Architt.it. :;i, Martin's-Line,

^urplus Plant of Metropolitan

. H.'i

.TUd 20 h-p. Portable Engir

'T.

lotivcR, Steam Bar-
r particulars apply

'J^o Brickmakers.—Surplus Plant
of Messrs. Kelk Waring Brothers and Lucas, " ' - "»"""""—

OF, cou-sistiug of Torter's Urickniaking Machinus, t,.ia\

Crush and Pug Mills, Clayton's Al Britkmaking Maih

bo DISPOSKD
I's Double-
:. Murray's

r Chamlie

Valuable Plot of Buildino- Land
.SOLD by ord.?r of E:

3r, 80, Cheapside, E.C.—(16,443.")

I frontage of hetw

-Messire. Dcbenhnm, Tewsonj anil

J^uildin(jLand, Sidcup, Kent, on
the South E^

professor Pepper's Lecture on

' noBIX HOOD"
GKORGE :"

Woodbury's

Shilling.

GILBERT J. FRENCH,
nOLTOX, LANCASHIliK,

Manufacturer of Cliuroli Furniture.
ComnnmionLiur'ii.Alt.irCIollis, Suriiliiis.l^obos, Ecclc-
sinstit-:il farpfH, (ilnst.nil.urv inirl .\li:.r clfnira,
Lecterns, Faulil sioni,;, .\li,m',ni,l ( ..r., riii.j r."v,.«.

Almoniers ami !:,.ii < mii. -. ( i;.l!;..,. w ., ^ n
HuS'B lor Sc.TI-. Ki- ,i M ; |! , ,

'

! :,:-

broidery in (iiii ' - i.-i i - r i|.i

piiistical, aud Iv . 1
' :

i rii^ umi ij. i: _ .11.L...I1
Jloiiming:, ruiH-ral I'.ills, JUninrial l;riir.-ts Ac, ic.

A Descriptive and Illustrated Catnlog-uc sent free on
application.

PftrceLi ilcliTored free at nil iTincipal Railwny .Sliiliona.

TO BIUCK MAKERS.

"Prencli Kiln, Masselon's Patentee,
for Bnrniiifr Brick, Tile. rotU'ry, Lime. ftc. (Will, 7 torn of

Coftl wc Bam 40,000 Brick*.)—©."ncC", No. S, Tftvi^to^k-strcct, Bcd-
foiTl-squ.ire, London. Defyinjr Rll coniiictition.

IVrary^s^old's Patent Counter-
^"-*- D.VLAXCE BACK SLIPS, for Hanging Window R.i«hCR.
This invention dKpenpcs with the use of sash line^, pulicyft, r.nd rtsh
wt ight J.—For particulars apply to

AKCHIBALD SMITH & CO.,
SOLE LICENSErs A.XD JLlSUFACTURm?,

09, PniN^CES STREET, LEICESTER SQUARE,.

LONDON, W.

Archibald Sniitli's Patent Door Springs.

E.^T.'.ni.I.SED

ir.cl

BUILDKRS.—In MnJcqucnc;

.

tiil-»litutlon of l.NVKKIOU nnd Sl'l

SMITH'S PATENT DnrKT.T \

SMITH'S PATKNT WTMT"!'"
SML'IH'S PATENT WKATd. i.

i WAllRANTi:ii.

ol)fcrT'o tlwt n'l

'K nnd AI)DRE.S-,
,u.i7c, London; .inj
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LOyOOX, FrjDA Y, Jl'.VE :

THE EXHIBITION OF PHOTOGRAPHS
AND RELICS OF THE PALESTINE
EXPEDITION.

THE {jliotographic views taken and other

articles found during the exploration of

Palestine, which are now being exhibited in

the Dudley Gallery at the Egyptian Hall, in

Piccadilly, will amply repay the visit of all

the members of the profession, as well as of

those who may be specially interested in the

archsEological results of the expedition. There
are several cases upon the table, filled with
fi'agments of pottery, glass, and pieces of

tiles, among which many will be found of the
highest practical value and great artistic

beauty.

We are not referring now to the bits of
broken bottles, over which, in addition to the
halo of association which they might fairly

plead as claims for public appreciation, time
has thrown a veil of dazzling lustre,

and bedecked them with all the prismatic hues
of the rainbow. The tear drops they were
made to enshrine have long ago evaporated as
completely as the memory of the wept and the
weepers alike ; but, if things of beauty be
really joys for ever, these atoms of sand and
alkali will still be cherished for ages, and
hand down the tale they have to tell, since no
jewels or precious stones can boast of brighter
tints or more lustrous sheen.

The pottery exhibited mostly consists of
small lamps of the ordinary Roman type,
but some precious remains of design and
colour yet embellish several fragments of
vessels of other descriptions which accompany
them. The most valuable portion of this part
of the collection, fi'om our professional point
of view, are some pieces of decorated tiles,

which we would wish should be well studied
by our decorative artists and manufacturers.
The admirable quality of the colours used, the
deep rich purples and blues, and delicate sub-
dued azures and greens harmonising and con-
trasting with both, and the full but quiet reds,
all so different from the staring European
coloiu-s of modern days, are blended with ex-
quisite refinement, under a transparent glaze
which has been passed over the whole.
The photographic views exhibited are several

hundred in number, and have been taken ft-om
a wide range of cities in Palestine and the
the East. Baalbec contributes several from her
stupendous temples. The gateway of one of
these, with the suspended keystone, caught
during its fall, so well known by Roberts's
somewhat poetical version of it, may be
here studied in detail. The enormous
stones at which travellers have wondered
may be here separately examined, and even
measured—and several fragments of Classic
fi'iezes and ornaments from the same locality
are represented upon a sufficient scale,
and will be examined with some interest and
pleasure, as they show a remarkable freedom
of execution and vigour of fancy such as we
have been accustomed to consider character-
istic of Romanesque work, and indicative
rather of a reviving than a decaying civilisa-
tion.

From Damascus there are several good ex-
.amples, and among them Nos. 21 and 22,
fi'om the interior of a house—" The Court,"
" A Room fitted with a Divan." These are
perfectly charming, and replete wtth hints for
interior decoration. In them may be seen the
application of the tiles above spoken of, to-
gether with a wealth of delicate and refined
oraamentation of Oriental geometrical inter-
lacing, inlaid, and other work. Eastern archi-
tecture of this class is devoid of the highest
or phonetic development of art ; there are no
pictures on the walls, nor storied panels, but

inscriptions are so woven in among the carven
friezes and borders that mental as well as

physical sympathies arc evoked by tl.cm.

The arrangement of the room with recesses

for the disjjlay of porcelain vases, and the

richly-wrought ceilings and cornices, are ad-

mirably designed and will repay close and
attentive study.

No. 39, " Kedes—Ruins of Temple, Side
Gateway, with figure of Eagle on Lintel,"

although greatly defaced, is suggestive of
grandeur of scale and vigour of treatment.
The above-named are but a few samples from

a large store, and perhaps the least interesting

on account of the associations of the lo-

calities. Jerusalem, of coiirse, furnishes the
largest number of subjects, and the models,
plans, and photographic views here shown to-

getlier combine to render it easy for [anyone
to make himself fully acquainted with its

general characteristics ; while those who wish
to do so, can examine more thoroughly the

details of the discoveries that have been made
in the course of the excavations, which have
been conducted by Lieutenant AVarren, R.E.
The photographs have all been taken ex-

piessly for the Palestine Exploration Fund,
by Sergeant H. Phillips, R.E., under the

orders of the above-named officer and of
Captain Wilson, R.E., and, with the rest of
the Exhibition, will confer very great credit

upon all concerned with it, and no little in-

struction and pleasure to those of the public

who may visit it.

CONTRACTS AND " QUANTITIES."

THE relation between architect and con-
tractor is a peculiar one, and in some of

its details essentially a growth of modern times.
The demand of modern economy for greater
speed and certainty in the executionof work, has
apportioned between two persons a labour which
in what we are now accustomed to consider as

the great age of building, was un-der the
superintendence of one man ; or, at least, of
one interest. In those good old days, when a
cathedral slowly developed itself during, at the
best, the course of a quarter of a century, the
same man might well undertake both to plan
and design the building, and to provide for the
collection and systematic setting to work of
an adequate number of hands to execute it.

Now that we require, not indeed cathedrals
(apparently), but town halls of the size of
cathedrals, to be completely finished in three
or four years, it has long been recognised as a
necessity that there should be a second party
specially concerned in providing means for the
satisfaction and speedy execution of the work,
leaving its originator free to devote his time
and thought to matming his design (if there is

such a thing as "maturing" in these railway
days), and supplying the necessary drawings.
This arrangement is attended with some
inherent disadvantages. It greatly multiplies

preparatory drawings, and takes the architect
much further aVifay from the actualities of his

profession and from personal and immediate
influence over the execution of details; besides
that, as observed, it introduces two parties, and
consequently two sometimes conflicting interests

into the matter where there would otherwise be
but one. It is chimerical to expect, however,
that in the present day the former state of
things can be restored, unless the public would
be contented with the former rate of building

;

and as the two parties, architect and contractor,
are likely to remain in existence for some time
to come, it is desirable both for themselves and
for their clients, that they should be as much
as possible united by good understanding and
recognised community of -interest.

In moving to this end, however, the pro-
vinces are far ahead of the metropolis ; and
in Liverpool especially, it appears that a
special and definite action has been going on
for some months past—an action first initiated,

we believe, by (he proposition on the part of
the Liverpool Master IJuilders' Association for
the appointment of a select sub-committee of

representatives fi'om their own body and the

Liverpool Architectural Society, with the view
of considering the possibility of framing a
form of building contract for use in their own
neighbourhood, which should be accepted as

satisfactory by the members of both bodies, and
which should be so framed as to protect the con-
tractor from the consequences of too arbitrary

and despotic an assumption of power on the part
of the architect. On this head there seems to

have been a pretty strong feeling on the part

of the contractors, that thej' had not in some
instances been justly dealt with, and that
under the usually accepted conditions of

contract they were denied any apjioal or

redress, except through the doubtful and ox-
pensive medium of an ordinary legal suit.

The two principal questions raised by the con-
tractors were as to the incorporation of bills

of quantities in the contract, and the appoint-
ment of an arbitrator to whom they should
have right of appeal fr'om any decision of the
architect which they might consider unjust

;

the latter consideration of course involving re-

lief from most of their previous causes of com-
plaint. The positions of the architects in the
conference was mainly a defensive one. "The
question as to bills of quantities is of course
affected by the consideration. What party
furnishes the quantities ? The contractors

complained that in many cases it was the cus-

tom for the architect to have the quantities

taken out in his oifice, and supplied to the
builders, who of course, based their estimate
upon them; but that nevertheless these
same bills of quantities formed no part of the
contract; their correctness was not guaranteed,
nor had the builders sufficient opportunity of
checking it ; and the architect based his direc-

tions during the work, and his extras or de-

ductions, solely on the plans and specification.

So far as this may have been the case, it was
altogether a wrong state of things, and the con-
tractors, on this view, would have been quite

justified in demanding, as they appear at first

to have done, that the quantities should neces-
sarily form a portion of the contract, and be the
basis for all settlement of extras or deductions.

But the practice of furnishing the quanti-

ties is certainly not universal among the archi-

tects; we doubt whether the majority do so
;

nor do we see that it is in any way the archi-

tect's business. The architect has to show the

contractor clearly what is his own conception as

to the design and plan of the proposed build-

ing ; the contractor has to say for what sum of

money he can undertake to complete the work
in themannerdescribed. The schedule of quan-
tities is therefore simply a means taken by the

contractor for finding out precisely what the
w'ork will cost him. The architect has no need
to know anything about it ; he can perfectly

well direct the work without knowing, for in-

stance, how many " feet run" there are of a
particular cornice ; he specified and drew a
cornice round certain portions of the building,

and he expects to seeit as specified and drawn;
and that is all. The contractor himself might
choose in some cases to dispense with quanti-

ties, if he liked to run the risk of trusting to

dexterous " cubing," which has been done, we
suspect. And therefore we thiuk the Liver-
pool architects were right in declining, as their

printed form of model contract shows they did,

to accept the responsibility of the quantites

as a necessary part of the contract. As it is,

provision is made, in the form of a contract,

for the recognition of the quantities, in sen-
tences printed in italics, with a note to omit
these whenever the quantities are taken by the
builders themselves, or by a surveyor chosen by
them ; and thus either contingency is provided
for ; though, as wc have said, we think the
architects will be wiser, as a rule, to keep
their fingers off the quantities, and not put
themselves in the somewhat anomalous position

of servant to the contractor, whom they are
afterwards supposed to rule with rigour.

The great crux, however, of this contract
discussion appears to have been the question of
the admission of an arbitration clause ; an idea
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started in the form of contract proposed some
little time since by Mr. Plcvins, and wliich has
formed tlie subject of more tlian one inconclu-

sive discussion at the annual meetings of

the Arcliitectural Alliance. The Liverpool
Builders' Association apparently set out with
the sublime idea of a clause referring every

question which might arise during the progress

of the work, to an independent arbitrator; tlius

cutting off the head and hands of the .Mn'liitcc-

tural Dagon at the tlucsliohl of tlie business. If

the Liverpool builders l\avc suttered so much
from architectural despotism as they seem to

imply, it might be natural tliat they should
wish to m.akc a clean swoop of these despotic

pretensions; but tliey surely did not seriouslj-

suppose that any body of arcliitects in their

right minds would accejit sucli a proposition.

Just imagine what a deliglitful handle a disin-

genuous or " cantankerous" contractor, armed
with such a clan.se, would have over the unfor-
tunate arcliitect,whowoiddfindhis "occupation
gone" and liimself reduced to a more cipher.

That some protection should lie afforded to the

contractor against tlie possibility of arbitrary

action on tlie part of the architect is a per-

fectl}' legitimate demand. But the position

taken by tlie Liverpool Architectural Society

wa,s, tliat the architect was the natural arbitra-

-tor* between the contractor and the client,

the person best possessed of the knowledge
vrhich would enable him to do justice to both
parties, provided he had the integrity to use
that knowledge properly. And here we may
observe in passing that, to our own knowledge,
architects are frequently subjected to a most
unjust and sometimes almost insulting mistrust

fi-om both of the parties between whom tliey

stand. Many cases have come under our
notice in which tlie architect, when upholding
a just claim of the contractor, has been met by
his client with such a remark as " Oh, yes ! I

know you architects always stand up for the

builder" ; and yet on the other hand the builders

most imanimoiisl}' declare their conviction that

the architect habitnall}' favours his client, and
base their demand for arbitration mainly on this

idea. But to return. The Liverpool architects

also stipulated that a contractor should not
liave power to force on an arbitration during
the progress of the work, and thereby perhaps
both cripple the action of the architect, and
damage his client by retarding the work. Ac-
cordingly, after a good deal of discussion, the

following form of arbitration clause, as we
now find it in the " proceedings" of the Liver-

pool Architectural Society, was adopted as

most likely to meet the demands of both
parties ;

—

If in H'ly difforcnce between the parties tuiich-

ing the piemise.s, they or cither of them shall be dis-

satisfied with the decision of the Architect, the sub-
ject sliall be referred to

; but if he shall refuse to act, or shall

die, then to such per.^nn as the President for the time
being of the Liverpool Architcotiiral and Aieluvu-
logical Society may appoint, it being understood (hat
such reference shall not be opened until the works
are completed, without the concurrence of the Arclii-

tect; and this submission to arbitration, with the
Award of the .Arbitrator, may be made a rule of any
of her Majesty's Courts of Uecord in Enshiiid. The
costs of the Arbitration and Award shall be in the
discretion of the Arbitrator.

This cannot be said to be a tyrannous clause

as against the architect ; wliilc it provides what
is necessary for the contractor—viz., a loop-hole

for escape from the macliination of an unprin-

cipled architect. Tlie next clause of the form
of contract contains pretty much the usual

Btipulation.-!, expressed in language a little more
precise and detailed than is sometimes used.

Among other clauses is one iiroviding that

after the architect h;is supplied one complete
set of drawings and specihcatioii for use on
the work, the contractor liimself shall fiirnisli

all further co]iics tliat may be necessary.

Arcliitects should not be expected to turn out

an indefinite number of copies of a drawing,

which in a large business involves a great deal

of time ; but should there not have been a

clause providing /ler contra t\\i\t the architect

should sujiply the necessary drawings/)HMcten//(/.

and not delay the contractor by keeping him
Availing for them? We Iiave heard grievous

comjilaints on this head fi'om contractors.

However, the form of contract, as it stands,

seems on the whole a good one, providing against

some former sources of misunderstanding. It

has been considered and amended from its

original form at two of the general meetings
of the Livcr])Ool Architectural Society, and re-

ceived (he foniial sanction of the meeting by
vote. It now rests with the two Liverpool
societies of architects and builders re-

spectively, to sliow whether they can obtain

practical lecognition and adoption of their

model form of contract in their neighbourhood,
both witliin and without their respective

bodies ; whether it can really be made the

basis of abetter and more uniform understand-
ing between the architect and contractor, or

whether all this talk has been simply talk, and
nothing else.

• llic builder .•I

tliat t'.ic arcliilect is a .ysirt// w
uiisc4)accp*ioii. He simply is

the ;o 1118 of tlio contract tor his client,

lo liavc laboured under a notion
tji to the coutr.act ; a curious
ly is an n-fcnt lor arrnng
to " "

OUR ILLUSTRATIONS AND HOW THEY
ARE PRODUCED.

THE DriLDiNo News this week contains

three illustrations, each of which has
been produced by a different process. Let us

speak first of wood engraving, as shown for

instance on page 528 in our last number.
How that is produced we suppose almost every
one knows, or if not we can inform him in a

few words. The illustration to be engra^'ed is

drawn on a piece of hard, well-seasoned wood
—boxwood is generally used. The wood en-

graver then cuts away with fine tools all the

parts whicli are not pencilled on, and the en-
graving is ready for use. The wood being of

the same height as the tjqie, it is locked up
with the type and printed with it. The charac-

teristic advantages of wood engraving are

that it can be printed with the type, and it

endures a long time. Tlie disadvantages are

that it is expensive and the illustrations so

jiroduced are of necessity somewhat of a me-
chanical character, as it is difficult to put as

much force, feeling, and variety into a line

with the graver as by the artist's pencil.

The page of illustration, "Details of Lower
Part of Stalls, Dunblane Cathedral," page 55"2,

is produced by what is called the " Hancock
process." The drawing in this process is pho-
tographed on a metal surface, and then pre-

pared for use by the application of acids. It

is dift'ercnt to wood engraving, as the exact in-

dividuality of the original drawing is preserved,

though, it must be confessed, in a rough form.
It is a rather expensive process, but this is

somewhat neutralised by the fact tliat the en-

graving so produced can be worked like wood
engravings, or stereo- casts, with the tyqie.

The next illustration—that of the " Canopies
of Dunblane Catliedral "—in this number, is

produced in a very different way. The draw-
ing in this instance was drawn on transfer

paper—a peculiar pajier, which is made on
purpose. The drawing is then, by a process

which lithographic printers well understand

and can easily perform, transferred on to tlie

"stone," and, after a little preparation, isready

for the printing machine. This drawing being

the first which Mr. E. F. Clarke has preparcil

for us, is not so fine and effective as others

whicli have appeared in our pages jiroduced in

the same way. Drawing on transfer paper is

very easy, in fact, as easy as drawing on any
other kind of paper. The one disadvantage
arising from this mode of producing illustra-

tions is that the line sensibly broadens in the

luocess of transfer, consequently it is necessary

that tlie drauglitsnian who uses this kind of

pa])er should draw his lines as fine (>s he well

can. It should be borne in mind that litho-

graphic printing is very different from letter

]iress printing. It is printed on a dift'ercnt

sheet, on different pujicr, in a different way
Tlie liihograpliic engravings whicli have ap-

peared in our journal for years past have not

been drawn on transfer paper, but directly on

stone. The admirably-executed drawings of

Mr. Abbott, Mr. Wimbridge, and Mr. King
have all been drawn directly on the stone.

We now come to another and ver)' different

jn'ocess—that of photo-lithography. This

consists of transmitting the drawing directly

on tlie stone by photograph}-. We look upon
this as by far the most important, as it bids

fair to effect something like a revolution in litho-

graphic drawing and jirinting. The " Interior

of the New Church at Holloway," incur present

number, is produced in this way. Mr. Pownall's

drawing is not so effective as it would have
been had he bestowed on it less work. But
it is a facsimile of his own drawing, or

ratlier his own drawing reduced. We have
recently given several illustrations produced in

this way. The first we gave was that of the
' Convent of St. Margaret's," by Mr. Street, on
the 18th of December last. That engraving

was simply Mr. Street's drawing reproduced on
stone, and it possesses, as the reader may see,

Mr. Street's characteristic feeling and masterly

touch. The next illustrations produced by
this process were those which appeared on the

22nd of January last, No. 733, being two views
of Chester Cathedral, by Mr. Gilbert Scott.

Here again were reproduced the peculiar

qualities of the artist. The same may be said

of the "Ceramic Mosaic for Wail Decoration,"

No. 746 ; the " Roof, Bere Regis Church," No.
750 ; and the " New Church at Ryde," by Mr.
Gilbert Scott, No. 752.

Architects sometimes coniplain, and with
justice, that their drawings are not fairly re-

produced by the wood engraver or the litho-

grapher. When one man draws on wood or on
stone from another man's drawing, some of the

spirit or substance of the original evaporates
in the translation. It is, in fact, another
man's work. Architects cannot, however,
complain of engravings produced by the photo-
litlio process, as it is nothing more or less than
their oicn drawings line for line, and dot for

dot, slightly reduced. Of course a vast deal

will depend on the drawing and the dexterity

of the manipulator. One photographer will

take a better likeness and produce a better pic-

ture than another photographer, and one man's
face is more easily taken than another man's
face. So it is with this new process of photo-
lithograph)-. If the original drawing be good,

the reproduction will, in all probability, be
good. The frequent appearance of illustrations

obtained in this manner, will introduce to our
readers tliat picturesque and charming variety

wliich all admire. We may say that the future

numbers of the BuiLiuNC. Nkws will contain

a great many illustrations so jiroduced. Messrs.

Whiteman and Bass, our lithographic printers,

have made special provision for this kind of

work, and all who are familiar with our pages
must admit tha', they do their work well.

Photo-lithography is peculiarly adapted for

the reproduction of architectural, engineering,

and mechanical drawings, jien -;md-ink sketches,
maps, plans, &c., and it ensures photographic
exactness. The size of the drawing to be
copied is of no consequence, as it is reduced or

enlarged and lithographed by one operation.

The cost is much less than ordinary litlio-

graiihic work. Drawings, made especially 1', r

reproduction by this process slioidd have well-

defined black lines, and should not be sluaded

with flat wa.slics. Colours should be avoided
;

smooth paper should be used ; the drawing
should be about twice the size of the intended
lithograph, as the lines tliin and sharpen by
reduction. Having said so much for a proce.ss

which will, wc think, mark an era in litho-

graphic printing, we will conclude by saying

that wc should be glad to give any further

necessary information on the subject, and arc

ready to receive acceptable drawings forrepro-

ductiou.

It is said that the Zoological Society's lease of the
ground occupied by them in licgent's-park, is nearly
out, and it is rumoured that, on its expiration, tlie

whole menagerie will lake up its quarters at tlie

Alexandra Park,
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nniueiror.

Scales.

THE fieldwork liaving been satisfartorily

accomplished, the notes completed, and
the survey having been demonstrated to be
correct by "closing" when the principal or

main lines are laid down upon a skeleton

plan, the next step is to determine the scale to

which the finished plan is to be drawn. By
the term " scale " is signified the proportion

which any linear dimension, or distance upon
the plan bears to the same dimension upon the

ground. For example, if the distance between
any two given points upon a plan was measured
and found to be 3in., and the same distance

on the actual ground was 300ft., then the

scale to which the plan was plotted would be
defined as 100ft. to the inch. This is the

usual manner in which English draughtsmen
express the proportion between the actual and
the represented distances, but on the continent
generally it is otherwise expressed, and the

method has many advantages over that em-
ployed by ourselves. It consists in defining
the scale as a fraction, representing the abso-
lute ratio between any distance or measure-
ment upon the field and that on the plan.

tectural and engineering. With the latter we
are not at present concerned, and .shall dismiss

further consideration of them with the remark

that they may be again subdivided into two
divisions, one of which refers to general draw-

ings and elevations, and the other to the

details of the construction and workmanship
of the separate jiarts. In making choice of a

scale to which a survey is to be plotted, the

first point to be attended to is the degree of

accuracy required, as, the larger tlie scale, the

smaller the distances that can be measured on

it. The description of chain used in making
the survey in the field, will also determine in

some degree the scale to be employed. We
gave in one of our first articles our opinion

respecting the relative merits of the various

chains, and shall not, therefore, recapitulate

them. Obviously, if the statute on Gunter's

chain be used, the scale will consist of so

many chains or links to the inch, instead of so

many feet, as it is not to be supposed that,

after entering the measurements in links in the

fieldbook, the surveyor is going to take the

absurd and unnecessary trouble of converting

them into feet, and so plotting them fi-ora

those dimensions. Where Gunter's chain is

employed, a scale of three cliains—that is,

198ft. to the inch-—is a very convenient pro-

portion, and answers well for ordinary surveys

SCALE 200 FEET TO -1 INCH

L.

Thus, in the e.\am)ile selected above, the scale

1

would be written
,
since every inch on the

1,200

plan would represent 100ft., or l,200in.,on the

ground. The plan, therefore, would be the
l-l,200tli lineal size of the natural ground
and survey. Care must be taken not to

confound this proportion with what is popu-
larly termed the "size" of a plan. This term
has reference to the superficial measurement of
the ground and not the lineal. The ratio of
the "size" of a plan—that is, its area or super-
ficial contents, to the actual size or area of the
ground drawn upon a scale of 100ft. to the
inch, would be expressed by the fraction

1

The advantage of the fractional
] ,410,000.

representation of the scale is that its significa-

tion is universal. If a foreigner took up a
plan drawn to a scale which was written 100ft.
to the inch, and supposing him to be un-
acquainted with English measures, he would
be able to make nothing of it, and it would
be useless to him, so far as all purposes of
measurement were concerned. It would serve
the purpose of affording liini a coup cCceil of
the ground it embraced, but nothing more.

1

But if the scale were written he would
1,200

simply liave to multiply any measurement he
might choose to make with a continental scale
liy the denominator of the above fi-action, and
he could at once obtain the actual dimension
of the ground. Thus, if he found the distance
between any two points to be one metre upon
the plan, the multijilication of that measure-
ment by 1,200 would give him the exact dis-

tance on the ground in tenns that he per-
fectly imderstood. When scales are written
fractionally, they are said to be expressed in

terms of " universal notation."
From what has been already stated it is evi-

dent that the number of scales which may be
adopted is almcst infinite, but, nevertheless,
for reasons which will [u'escntly appear, prac-
tice has reduced the number to comparatively
a very few. Generall}' .speaking, all scales
may be classed under one of two descriptions.
The first consists of those belonging essentially
to the pu:po.>es of surveying and gcodctical
delineation, while the second includes all those
representing works of construction, both archi-

of estates, parishes, and other districts where
it is not necessary to estimate nearer than to

three or four feet. A distance of 5ft. can be
accurately estimated by this scale. This scale

has also the advantage of being practically the

.same as 200ft. to lin., which is an excellent

proportion for the horizontal scale of the contract

plans of a line of railway. For engineering
purposes, especially where gradieuts have to be
calculated, scales of so many hundred feet to

the inch are now nearly universally employed,
as they offer so many facilities for ready cal-

culation. Examples of lliis method will be
given when we treat upon the branch of our
present subject relating to levelling. For
survej's of towns larger scales must beadojited,

and we have found in our practice that -tOft.

to the inch answers exceedingly well for those

cases where it is required to lay down the lines of
drainage and sewerage works. The scale insisted

uponbyihe authorities is 41 -eGft. to the inch, but
as this is a very awkward, and, in fact, im-
practicable one to employ; that of 40ft. to

the inch is preferable, and, as it is rather
larger than the other, there is, of course, no
objection to it. It must always be borne in

mind that, when any particular scale is

specified to be adhered to in any public or pri-

vate work, the meaning is that no smaller
scale is to be used. A larger one may be em-
ployed, if more convenient, as in the instance
quoted, and the words are usually expressed as
" upon a scale not less than so and so." It is,

in fact, the minimum scale that is specified,

and the maximum is left to the discretion of
those who are getting up the plans.

Althougli it is a custom that is not mueli
followed, yet, in all cases, where the scale is

expressed as so many feet to the inch, it

should also be expressed in terms of universal

notation, and if, in addition, it be properly
drawn and subdivided, the whole is complete,
and puts that pro];cr finish to a jdan which
every surveyor ought to take particular care to

ensure. It is quite a mistake for young sin--

veyors to imagine, as many erroneously do,

that the more fanciful printing, elaborately

sketched trees, and ornamental writing they
can introduce into their plans, the better.

According to the nature of the plan, it may be
more or less tastefully finished. For instance,

the plan of a gentleman's estate, which in-

cludes his own residence and ornamental
grounds, should be " got up " a little more

artistically than that of a parish, but it should

never be forgotten that all the flourishes in

tlie world, all the "copper-plate" possible,

will never compensate for inaccuracy and
errors of measurement. As a rule, the plainer

the plan, provided it be neat, appropriate, and
accurate, the better. A plan that embraces a
tolerably large area of ground will never look

bare, if the " conventional signs " or methods
of delineating the various descriptions of

objects and fields that it may include, are pro-

perly and faitlifully represented. These " con-

ventional signs," which are not so rigidly

adhered to as they ought to be, will be de-

scribed as we proceed. There is no instance in

which young draughtsmen like more to exhit)it

their elaborate " stj'le" than in the manner in

which they draw the scales. We have seen

some scales upon plans in which the number of

horizontal lines, thiclc and thin, was in such
profusion, that it was some time before we
could determine exactly what the scale was
intended for. In direct opposition to all this

elaborate embellishment, the manner in which
a scale may be drawn perfectly plain, and yet

containing every iota of information it ought

to possess, is shown in our accompanying cut.

A good model for drawing scales after will be
found in the Ordnance plans, and those upon
the inch scale are perfect works of art, so far

as the draughtsman's task is concerned. These
are, if possilsle, surpassed by the sheets of the

Irish Ordnance maps, which are drawn to a
scale of Gin. to the mile, and it fi'equently re-

quires the aid of a microscope to read some of

the small piinting, so delicate and fine is the

penmanship. It is rare that the true object of

the drawing of the scale upon the plan is pro-

perly understood. It is not merely intended
to enable the observer to take off a dimension
with a compass and ascertain its value, but it

should be so divided and subdivided, that any
component measurement within the limits of

practical appreciation can be determined.

Suppose it were required to take off from the

scale in the Fig. a measurement of 235ft. It

is obvious that it can be done at once ; the

230ft. bj' direct measurement and the odd 5ft.

by estimation, as it is termed. It is a common
occuiTence for scales to be so badly divided

that subdivisions of considerable extent have
to be guessed at when they ought to have
been regularly measured off. The conversion

of scales of an)' given proportion into their

equivalents of " iniiversal notation " will be
next treated oft".

ASPHALTED ROADS.

IF there \s one circumstance more than anothir

which has contributed to retard the use of

asphalted surfaces in this country, it is the mise-

rable rubbish that is fi-cquently laid Aowa uuder

that name. Many persons imagine th.vt asphalto

is nothing else than a miN.turc of coal gas t.ar and

gravel, or broken brick, or any small fragments of

a hard material, and fi-om the results whith liave

attended the employment of such stirft', have drawn
conclusions most unfavourable and prejudicial to the

genuine article. Most of our readers are aciiuainted

with the appearance of an asphalted footpath, but

few, perhaps, have seen it laid down, ami adapted

for the purpo'cs of road traffic, or if they have

seen it, tliey have probably not taken any par-

ticular notice of if. Seen it a veiy Large number
ol persons must have done, aid do daily, since a

poition of Threadueedle-street h.as been recently

re-formfd with it. This is an experimental piece,

laid down by Messrs. Callcnder and Amos, the

.agents for the Sebillc Asphaltc Coinpany, who
draw their suj.plies from the Val dc Travors, and
is intended to test the merits of the material when
subjected to the heaviest and nius! iiucsant street

trailie in the world. In Paris the Seliille asphaltc

has been fo'iud to give great satisl'acliun, but the

con.stant cry of onr nietiopolitau boards is, w hen
anything of the kind is mentioned as having ful-

filled its purpose elscwlicre, " Oh, it will never

stand the traffic of our streets." No doubt the

trafKc of Paris, bo'h in weight ant (|ii:iniity, do'

s

not come up to ours by a long way, 1 nt yet it

might be fairly supposed that ii nii^lerial which
has for in.nny years withstood the Ir: flie of one
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metropolis could not I.)0 absolutely uuGt for that

o£ another, notwithstanding that a greater demand

wculd l>e made upon its powers of resistance and

endurance. Into the method of constructing the

asphalted road, and what may be termed the

theory of tisphalted surfaces, wc may possibly

cuter at some future time. At the present _wc

shall coDime ourselves to some descripfiTO

remarksbciringupon the question under immediate

consideration. So far as the fonnatiou of foot-

paths, railway platforms, and other similar areas of

ground, the process does not essentially differ

i'rom that usually adopted by other parties. The
portion of Thread needle-street that lias been for a

few weeks under traffic is formed of pulverised

asphalte, which accpiires its hard and permanent

coBsistency by the united action of heat and

pressure. Its surface is smooth without being in

the least dcgi'ce slippery, and, therefore, affords

a sufficient bite or grip for the tread of horses.

There is less noise created by the wheels running

over it than is occasioned upon the wooden pave-

ment of Cornhill, while tlie evenness and uni-

formity of its surface stand out in strong contrast

to that formed by cither the wooden or granite
" sets." A fair trial upon a mo;o extended scale

is all that is required to establish its utility or

demonstrate its unfituess for London traffic, and
one would imagine that this would not be difficidt

to obtain. The fact, however, is quite the

reverse. An offer has been made by the com-
pany to lay down the asphalte upon a portion of

the new street extending from Blackfriars Bridge
to the Jlansion House, under the following con-

ditions. The ComiJany imdevtakes to lay the road

and make it fit for traffic, and not to receive any
payment for it, unless, after a year's trial, it

fullils the necessary requirements and bears out
the expectations they have formed of its powers.

A fairer bargain could hardly be conceived, and

yet the offer was rejected. The Metropolitan

Board of Works will only grant permission to

the contractors to lay down the road upou
the express condition that whether the experiment
turns out well or ill they shall bear the whole
cost. In a word, the Board wants to have the

use of the piece of road for a twelvemonth for

nothing, and will not even be honest enough to pay
for what it has received. By testing this principle

of road formation on a now street the company
is saved the expense, and the public the incon-

venience of taking up a portion of an existing

street. Moreover, by laying down a portion of

the new street with asphalte and the remainder
with the ordinary grauite pavement, an excellent

and impartial comparison can be made at any
time by a mere inspection of the sni-face. The
relative advantages of the asphalte and the
granite with respect to durability, hardness,
attrition, resistance to damp, and freedom from
mud and dust, would be placed side by side, as it

were, and it would be beyond the higenuity of

red-tapeism to bUndfold any one in the matter
who chose to go and judge for himself. Such a

test as this would soon set the matter at rest, and
determine whether tliere is not some remedy,
some cure for the terrestrial thunder that rolls

through our streets for nearly eighteen hours out
of the twenty-fom-. It is to be hoped that the

offer made by the company may bo yet recon-

sidered, and, as it ought to be, accepted upon its

own merits.

BUILDERS' IIARDWARK IN THE SOUTH
STArFOKDSIimE EXHIBITION.

No. II.

—

Builders' Tools.

(From our owx^Coerespo>'dext.)

FOR labour-saving machines in the building

trade, Mr. William Bissell, of AVolvei^-

hampton, has acquired a name favourably known
throughout the Midland and Eastern counties.

As might have been expected, he is a prominent
exhibitor in the South Stuffordshirc hardware
show. His " general joiner," as he calls it,

deserves notice. This machine will plane anil

out moulds Din. by 4in., on all four sui faces at

one operation. The circular saw will cut 12in.

deep, and the fence may be so set as to cut to any
bevel. Joiners and cabinet-makers may adapt its

operations to any size of tenon they can possibly

require. It has one sot of plane irons Oin. wide,
one band saw, and 30in. circular saw. One of
the vertical spindles is prepared for working
circular moulds. The machine is well made,
simple in its general design, and so ingeniously
adapted to various kinds of work. Mr. Bissell

also exhibits his patent flooring cramp for laying
floors and cramping large friunework ; and his

wcU-knowu morlising machiuc, with other articles

familiar to most of our readers.

Messrs. Tangye Brothers, Cornwall Works,
Smethwick, exhibit a number of screw and
hydraulic jacks, one of the latter, patented by

this eminent firm, lifting as much as 40 tons by
the power of one man. There is also in this

"exhibit" a wrought-iron carpenter's bench-
screw, which possesses many points of merit. An
overhead hoist (Weston's patent safety) is shown,

which will lift 5 cwt., and sustain the weight when
raised. Each of the articles exhibited liy Messrs.

Tangye display an excellence of design and finish

worthy of the wide reputation of the Cornwall
Works.

Mr. Cornelius Whitehouse exhibits some of

his patent boring bits and angers. These tools

arc strikingly simple; and as the ''forms" are

about ten in nnmber, they have an obvious ad-

vantage over the augers and boring tools now in

use. The principal one is shown in various form.s,

but all comprise an auger and bit which will bore

with ease, and at any angle to the grain, a straight

hole through without extra pressure, and as cleaidy

at both ends as though cut with a plane. Some
of the forms bore taper holes ; some take the

place of the rose-bit ; some have square-cutting

parts well adapted for bedstead and chairmaking ;

while others are designed w'ith and without screw-

points for machine purposes. These tools are not

only more effective than the augers in common
use, but their simplicity of coustntetion gives an
advantage to the purchaser in point of cost. Mr.
Whitehouse is a son of oue of the patriarchial

workmen employed at Wedges Mills (Messrs.

Gilpin), near Cannock, whose "exhibit" next
invites attention.

It is not too much to say that Messrs. Gilpin's

display of edge tools is among the most attractive

features of the Exhibition. Prominent among
the varied articles displayed by this firm, are

several specimens of an auger which has long

borne Gilpin's name, although the patent has now
cxjurcd. It was at the time of its invention a

great improvejnent on previous efforts, but it had
the disadvantage of leaving what the carpenters'

call a " worm," or " wire " hole. A patent

trowel, with a moveable handle, and a number
of well-made adzes and axes are also included in

this really excellent display.

Messrs. Ilimt, of the famous Brades Works,
Oldbury, have a choice collection of edge tools of

all descriptions, which display remarkable ex-

cellence both in finish and material. The pointing

and plastering trowels are especially commendable.

Samples of machine-made nails, in almost be-

wildering variety, are cxhiljitcd by Danks, Walker,
and Co., Junction Works, AVolverhampton

;

Thenphilns Tinsley, Dudley ; John J. Parkes,

Smetnwick ; and Thomas Bloomer and Sons,

Cradley ; which, although ju-esentiug no novel

features, are commendable, both in point of woik-
manship and ai'rangoment in the respective cases.

ARCHITECTURE CONNECTED WITH
STRUCTURES OF CIVIL ENGINEER-
ING.*

CONSIDERING that so many hundreds of

millions of money have been expended in

these kingdoms in works of civil engineering, and
that in too many cases these works have not been
distinguished by that architcctiu-al knowledge
which has never been neglected in past ages, and
very rarely indeed on the Continent, it is not

surprising that the Council of a Society for the
Encour.igcraent of the Fine Arts, having before

them the gi'eat examples of bygone days, when
works of utility were coujilcd with arti.s'tie treat-

ment, should draw attention to this subject at the

ju-escnt lime, with the object of promoting a
union of engineering science with tlie most severe

of the fine arts—viz. .architecture.

But I ought to offer an explanation to the

fairer part of my hearers on the term civil en-

gineering and its structures. During many ages
the various kinds of works now appertaining to

the civil engineer were executed by architects,

and, as you are aware, the first architects were the

kings and priests of the eai'ly ages.

'i'he constructors of the moles of Tyre and Sidon,

the harbour of Alexandria, |the port of Ostia,

and all snch undertakings, which were especially

works of iitiliti/, were in reality done by engineers

who were nominally architects. When, in process

of time, these works of utility increased in number

* Pnper read before the Society for the Eucour.'i;,'-o-

ment o( the Fine Arts, Juno 10, by TiiOM.vs P.voE,
C'.E., Acting Engineer of the Thames Tunnel, and
Engineer oi the New Westminster and Chelsea
Bridges.

and variety, in consequence of the extension of
commerce and manufacture, they were entrusted
to a class of men named civil engineers, to dis-
tingnish them from the militarij engineers, whose
duties were those of attack and defence, while
the former were engaged in the construction of
roads, bridges, harbours, lighthouses, docks, and
other hydi-aulic Works, with their engines and
mr.chiiiery ; and, lastly, on the iron roads, called
railways, of which about U,300 miles have been
executed in the United Kingdom.
The profession of the civil engineer is one of

great importance in all progressive nations, and
its members should be worthy of a calling which
has numbered among its members the kings and
priests of early ages, the Pontifex Maximus of
the Romans, and the Christian Popes, the Ca!sars,
the Roman generals, and those succeeding them,
down to the Great Napoleon, the oft'spring of the
French Revolution, and the present talented
I'hnperor, who, trained some time in England in
the school of adversity, now occupies the throne of
the French Empire, and exercises a controlling
power in the Enropean States.

In this country the origin of the profession of
civil engineers has been well defined in the
preface to the reports of the eminent engineer,
John Smeaton (the engineer of the Eddystone
Lighthouse). Those "reports were published in

1812, and althongh of great interest to persons
who regard the profession of the civil engineer as
an oliject of study, need not be fiu-ther alluded
to than in the following sentence.

The memoir states:—"Civil engineers arc a
self-created lot of men, whose profession owes its

origin, not to power or influence, but to the best
of all protection, the encouragement of a great
and powerful nation ; a nation become so fi'om
the industry and steadiness of its manivfacturing
workmen and their superior knowledge in practical
chemistry, mechanics, natural philosophy, and
other useful accomplishments." What the civil

engineers have done in the United Kingdom, up
to 1820, has been vividly described by the Baron
Charles Dupin, who after an inspection of the
engineering works in these kingdonas, read before
the Institnte of France, on the 2nd June, 1823,
that remarkable poetical introduction to his well-
known work, " The Commercial Power of Great
Britain,'' the fruit of his English travels. It

is not my intention to make any iiuotation from
this gi-eat writer, because it would draw your at-

tention to the utilitarian instead of the artistic

treatment of works of civil engineering, but I
would recommend to every subject of the Queen
who feels an interest in the progress of the
United ICingdom, to read the remarkable pro-

duction, illustrated by engravings, of the Baron
Dupin, who is, you will be glad to know, still

living, and an honorary member of the Insti-

tution of Civil Engineers, and of the Smeatonian
Society of Civil Engineers.
From this rapid but preliminary sketch, I now

come to the artistic division of the subject

—

" Architecture connected with strnctm-es of civil

engineering," and I would draw yonr attention to

the fact that the greater the dimensions of the
structure, provided the outlines are graceful, the
less the cft'cet which can be produced by architec-

tural decoration, because the mind, impres.sed by
the vastncss and beauty of the outlines, by the
leading features of the structiu'c, regards in a less

degree those architecttu'al features which in

structui'cs of minor importance are so pleasing.

As on illustration of this idea, I will refer to two
buildings which you may all know—viz.,thebean-
tiful Water Gate of Itigo Jones, now at the river

end of Buckingham-street, Adelphi, and the
noble structure of London Bridge, the work of the

great engineering family of the Rennies. Every
detail in the Water Gate is well worthy of study,

and produces a most pleasing effect ; but in the
great structure of London Bridge, although the

dentillod cornice and the simple parapet are so

well adjusted as to form a most successful example
of architectural application well worthy to be imi-

tated, yet the size and proportion of the arches and
piers are surh that the architectural details are

almost lost in the vastness and majority of the whole.

I refer to these two examples because they are

within the observation of the ladies and gentlemen
now present, and they can be studied by every

one, and if studied will produce an impression

more powerful and dur.able than can result from
any oliservations of mine. London Bridge and
other bridges over the river Thames aro the best

known objects of civil engineering in the

metropolis to which arehitectui'c has been applied,

and so I would draw your attention to the noble

structures of Soulhwark Bridge, and of Waterloo
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.Bridge, all by the same engineer, structures of

which London may well be proud m jjroportiou

as they are honourable to the genius which created

them.
Referring back to the early works of utility, I

would, state that among the works of the

Romans of an engineering character may be es-

pecially named those great aqueducts which sup-

plied such volumes of water into Rome and other

cities of the extended empire. These structures

of essential utility were rarely devoid of arohi-

tetural treatment. In some, the masonry was
rusticated, the arch stones bc'ng plain, in others

pilasters spring from the first tier of arches, as in

the aqueduct of Merida in Spain. The division

of the height of the aciueduct into arches upon
arches, not only sccm'ed stability in structures so

narrow, but formed a pleasing architectural

effect, and a series of arches of lesser span sur-

mounting the whole, on which was carried the

channel for the water, formed as it were an orna-

mental attic story, examples of which were given

in the' Aqueduct du Gard, that of Theodorio at

Spoleto, and others.

The practice of introducing small arches in the
highest storey of the aqueducts is followed by the

architects of France, as may be seen in the nolilo

structm'es of Roquefavour, of recent consti'uction,

and that of Montpellier, of the last centuiy.

There are two structures of early times to which
I would especially refer on account of their lofty

proportions. These are, the bridge at Alcautara,
constructed in the reign of Trajan, and the Aque-
duct of Spoleto, attributed to Theodoric, the truly

gi-eat Gothic King of Italy, who died A.D. 526."

The bridge, or " Alcantara," was constructed
over the Tagus, in a depth of 40 feet of water
A.D. 10.5, and its height above the level of the
river is 2f5 feet, making a total height of

285 feet, which is 80 feet higher than the

towers of Westmiruster Abbey. It is to be deeply
regretted that one of the arches of this noble
structure was blown up by the British army in

June 1810, when Marshal Victor menaced to cross

the bridge.

Of the Aqueduct of Spoleto, there are varions
accounts of its height. Some statements, among
which is that of Gauthey, assign to it an elevation
of 130 metres, while others state that it does not
exceed 82 meters—about 209 feet—64 feet higher
than the towers of Westminster.
The drawing which illustrates this work,

copied from Gauthey's " Construction des Fonts,"
shows its height 130 metres, in which case it would
be considerably above the height of the cross of
at Paul's.

The immense aqueduct which supplied
Carthago, and of which Dr. Davis, the explorer of
Carthage, and author of the work " Carthage and
Her Ruins,'' has given a photograph in the frontis-

piece of his work, is CO miles in length ; but as
Dr. Davis is among you, he will, I hope, give an
account of this grand work himself.
The character of the architectural treatment of

an engineering work must of course depend upon
the outline and style of the design. In a suspen-
sion bridge, the architecture of the piers is diffi-

cult, because so few forms will harmonise with
the curve of the chains. In the design of the
Chelsea Bridge, a reduced view of which is in the
room, the piers consist of iron frames protected
by an ornamental casing ; each is surmounted by
a large globe as a lantern, the burners of which
were always lighted while her Majesty the Queen
was in London during the time the bridge was in
my charge. If any professional architect will ex-
amine the mouldings of the Chelsea Bridge, he will
be pleased, I think, with then- form and certainly
will admire their execution.

It is not, however, in suspension bridges, how-
soever noble and beautiful, as in the Mcnai Bridge,
constructed by the great engineer Telford, so well
known for his practical knowledge and his taste,
that we must seek for the artistic feelings which
this society desires to encourage. It is in the ap-
plication of the arch, which in general can be ap-
plied under all circumstances, and which so well
admits of architectural treatment. I have spoken
of London Bridge, Waterloo Bridge, and South-
wark, and I would now refer you to two designs of
my own—one for Blackfriars, which was selected
by the Committee of the'.Bridge House Lands for
adoption, and the other is the approved design for

. Westminster Bridge.
As the two designs are widely different, the

treatment of them will explain my ideas of '• Ar-
chitjcture connected with structures of civil engi-
neering."

The great spans of the segmental arches of Black-
friars, the centre arch of which is 280 feet, re-

quire piers of proportionate thickness ; the^e are

terminated above the cutwaters by massive pedes-
tals of polished granite, intended to have been ob-

tained from the quarries in the Ross of Mull, on
part of the estate of the Duke of Ai-gyll. These
pedestals are surmounted by groups of scnlpture

selected fi'om events in British history, which, in

their elevated position, would have been seen with
a sky outline, a condition so important for the best

effect.

The imposing sweep of the arches renders or-

nament almost uncalled for, and so the spandrels
only have an ornamental character, in which is

introduced the River God and the ax-morial bear-
ings of the City of London ; the cornice is simple,
and the parapet plain. In Westminster Bridge,
on the coutraiy, the arches are of moderate span,

the centre being only 120 feet, although the radius
of ciu-vature is 250 feet, which would, with the
same material at the crown, be sufficient for a
semicircular arch 500 feet in span. The piers are
narrow, the arches spring from a horizontal line,

and swe'p gently towards the centre in an easy
curve. This curve in the design was struck by my
baud, and my assistants were directed to find what
figure it was, when it was ascertained that it was
a ciu've parallel to an ellipse.

The arches, as you are aware, are not Pointed
arches, and it was therefore denied that the bi-idge

is a Gothic bridge, but the arches on the tomb of

Heniy V. in the Confessor's Chapel at Westmin-
ster Abbey are elliptic arches, and there are ex-

amples of elliptic arches even in Norman architec-

tui'c.

In such a design, then, as Westminster Bridge,
it was consistent that the spandrels, conrico, and
parapet should be of an ornamental and heraldic

character, and accordingly it bears in its spandrels
and the panels of its pedestals the Royal Arms
of the United Kingdom—those of the Lamented
Prince Consort ; of the Prince of Wales, and the
Ministers and Chief Commissioners of Her
Majesty's Works who held office at the tiiiic.

Instead of the massive pedestals of Blackfriars,

Westminster shows a delicate and finely-worked
pedestal, surmounted by the lamp standards, which,
as the death of the Prince Consort occniTed before
their completion, have an" In Memoriam " charac-
ter, the V. and A. being taken from the pencil case
of the Prince.

To Westminster I may aM the Lendal Bridge
at York, of a still more ornamental character, and
in which the angel which supports the Royal Arms
in the centre of the arch was copied from the por-
trait of a Royal Princess—viz. the Princess of
Wales, who, in addition to the other titles of Her
Royal Highness, is also the Angel of Lendal
Bridge.

Speaking of this bridge, it may be interesting
to place befoi-e you a view of a former bridge at
York, called the " Ouse Bridge, with St. William's
Chapel," both of which, the bridge and the chapel,
have their architectural excellences.
With a view of the New London Bridge, I also

lay before you a beautiful engraving of the Old
London Bridge, both of them drawn and etched
by my gifted friend Edwd. Wm. Cooke, R.A.
whose masterpieces of marine and architectural
painting have so long .and so worthily decked the
walls of the Academy, and who possesses more
than 65,000 sketches made by his own hand. In
naming iron bridges I ought not to omit that most
interesting structure, Sunderland Bridge, which
was constructed in the year 179C, and which ful-

fils one grand condition which I impressed npon
you, that in proportion to the magnitude of the
structure there is less demand for architecture
embellishment, and Sundeiiand Bridge, with a
span of 237ft. is so ornamental in the structure of
its spandrels and ribs, that little was to be desired
tut an improved railing. I speak of the Bridge as

it was first erected.

The beautiful Pont du Carrousel at Paris, the
work of the engineer M. Polonceau, claims our
admiration as a ca5t u-on structm-e, and I need
not say tlial Paris oHfers many examples of stone
bridges treated in a masterly, artistic style which
do honour t.i the taste of the Emperor.
To detei'miuo the onramoats and mouldings for a

work of the civil engineer must depend upon great
knov.-ledge and refined taste ; the buildings of the
crj-pts, such as Westminster and Lambeth, for
heavy works ; those of Henry III. where admis-
sible according to the proportion of the arches,
are most fitting; it in designs where the Tudor
arch, is introduced then the mouldings of that age;
and I may here state that of all works where science
and art are wonderfully combined, there has been
no work before or after its time more wonderful
than that extraordinary construction, the gem of

Gothic architectm-e, the roof of the Chapel of

Henry the Seventh. You must ever keep in view
that the progress and perfection of artistic designs

are the results of great and powerful minds, and
that the employment of mediocre persons without
knowledge and without taste, however wealthy
may bo the practitioners, must ever be a retarda-

tion to progress and discreditable to the coimtry.

This lecture was given at 9, Conduit-street, on
the loth inst., at the request of the Committee of

the Society lor theEncouragementof theFino Arts.
Sir George Bowyer, Bart., presided, and the

meeting was addressed by Su' Patrick Colqiihoun,

Mr. D.ivi3, LL.D., and others on various sub-

jects connected with the essay.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

AT theusualfortnightlymeeting onFriday even-

ing last, W.White, Esq., F.S.A., in the chair,

after a vote of thanks had been passed to Mr.
Charles Barry for conducting the members of the

Association over the new Dulwich College, Mr.
Douglass Mathews (Hon. Sec.) announced thatto-

morrow (Saturday) afternoon at three o'clock, a
visit will be paid by the Association to the New
Draper's Hall in Throgmorton-sti-cet, the works of

which are nearly completed. In all probability

the Association will pay a visit next Saturday to

Hampton Court Palace, and the session will be
tenninated by the annual dinner. . This will he
preceded on the night previous (Friday next) by a
paper on Hampton Court by Mr. Lacy W. Ridge,
instead of his paper on the " Art Treatment of

Iron," as announced in the syllabus.

The nomination of officers for Session 1869-70
then took place, after which, Mr. J. Tavernor
Perry, A.R.I.B.A., read a paper on the " Artistic

Treatment of Piers, Columns, &c." a portion of

which will be found elsewhere.

THE ARTISTIC TREATMENT OF PIERS,
PILLARS, AND COLUMNS.*

FEW subjects have received less attention from
architects than theartistictreatmentof piers and

columns, although few will so well repay a care-

ful study, and few hold so important a position in

the great art of architecture. Numerous and
valuable works have from time to time appeared
on windows, mouldings, arches, doorways, &c.,

and yet so important a study as that of the decora-
tion of so essential a feature in building has been
neglected, or treated of only in works embracing
many other subjects. And yet scarcelj' any archi-

tectural member has employed so much artistic

talent for its decoration, scarcely any have existed

so long, or are so neccssaiy to a building, and from
the inexplicable twin columns of the porch of
Solomon's Temple to the equally my-terious
pillars of a Pimlico portico, we find that they have
themselves be^n employed thi'ough all changes in

art and in all counh-ies as decorative adjuncts to an
edifice. It is necessary before commencing any
historical account of our subject to inquire into

the uses of the column, and define exactly what
were the necessaiy to parts of which it consisted.

Whatever might be the nature of the country in

which the first builders commenced their work, it is

evident they could not have advanced far before

the necessity of constructed supports for their

roofs was forced upon them. Where caves had
been formed for dwellings or quarries, large

masses of masonry were left to sustain the weight
above ; and in the fragile structures of the plains,

a wooden post was sufficient to carry the beams of

the roofs. When the haliit of using the column
had at last made it a decorative feature, and thus
brought it in range of our subject, we find its

most essential parts are the capital and the shaft,

with the base, omitted as an ornamented member
in one or two of the perfect styles, but geacrally
present in so me crude form. The capital, except
only in a few ([uaiTied examples, is to be found
universally, and must always be considered a mem-
ber necessary to the coiupleliou of a perfect

coluniu.

The oldest columns which the world can .show,

are perhaps, those of the rock tombs of Bcni-
Ilassan, or of the quarried tombs in the

neighbourhood of the I'yramids, with which they
are cotemporary. The latter, like thcnnajority
of rock-cut examples, are simple square or oblong
masses left to sustain the superincumbent weight,
while those of Beni-IIassan are polygonal on plan,

These were the natural outcome of the sipiare pier,

which had first its angles worked oft', making it

* Kcnd by.). Tavernor Peurv before the Arcliitcc-
tur.il Association on V'liday evening, Jlay II, Wni.
White, Esq., in the chair.
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octagonnl, and then ogaiii rcdnced to a figure of

sixteen sides. These in this cxamjile are further
wrought hy having the sides channelled, except in

one case only, which hud been left to receive

painted hier(iglyj)hic inscriptions. But this simple
ndicf of fluting was not sufficiejit for Egyptian
taste, accustomed to rich and gorgeous colouring,

and^too much interfered with their love of large
flat spaces] for pictorial decoration. Hence grew
np another form of column, more suited to their

tiuitc and retiuirements, while the simpler and
severer form was left to inspire i'oreign artists, and
to be worked out by 'a people capable of ap-
preciating its more refined beauties. The custom
of painting the papjTns' and lotus plants on the
sijuare sides of the piers, soon suggested the
rounding out into high relief of the stem and the
bud. This, step hy step advancing, ended in the
background of the pier being cut quite away, a
pier, (luatrefoil on plan, resulting, as lit first sight

seems most unlikely, from tho square. To keep
up the illusicm of tho new-formed pier, representing
four loins plants, bands tying the whole together
beneath the buds were painted or sculptured r.iuud

it. From this form the change to tlic circular

single shaft was very easy, and though it seems
strange that a circular column shonlil have been
evolved by apparently such roundabout means
from the square pier, a careful attention to the

subject ivill show the correctness of the statement.

In the earlier examples of the clustered shafts, a
slight entasis had been given to their outline, but
when of increased diameter, to allow for the de-

crease in horizontal section, the plain circular

shafts came into common use, they were made to

diminish considerably at their lowest diameters to

give them as far as possible a compensating ap-
pearance of lightness. Tho bands under the

necking used in the clustered shafts were retained
in the single ones, and give additional proof of their

origin. Five was, according to Dr. Lepsius, the

usual number employed, and five is the number of

bands below tho echinus of the Greek Doric
order. The next change that they made was in

the form of the capital, a memorable one in archi-

tecture, although the origin of the alteration goes
far to prove that the Egyptians were in it more
inflnenced by natural forms than constructive

necessities. The conventional imitations of the
bud alone suggested the iilca, and the open flower,

bell-shaped, the prototype of all the best forms of

capitals in all future styles, suddenly appears in

its full-blown perfection. That this was not the
result of any rounding off of tho angles of an
abacus ur bringing out in graceful curves
the lines of the shaft to meet it, is evident
from a most cursory exnmination ; for

the saiic square block which served as an
abacus in the bud capitals retiins in this the same
form and proportion, and is for all practical purposes
as useless. The first abaci we find are in the
examples already mentioned at Beni-Hassan, but
it then, though in a rock-cut example, is a much
more complete and useful member than where
later cnqdoyed in constructed columns. It was
usually of the same size across a^ the upper
diameterof tho shaft below, so that tho spreading
form of tho full-blown capital, apparently so

suitable for the fulfilment of all the roqnireineuts

of a complete capital, had its utility destroyed by
the interposition of this square and unmeaning
feature. Thus, although we owe to tlicso earliest

builders the very first suggestions for the essential

parts of a capital, and find in their exanqiles the

commencement of all the leading characteristics

of later style", we find tho ICgyptians themselves
quite unalilo to understand the value of the dis-

coveries they had made, or to apply tlicm in such
a manner as to r-cndcrthcm other than mere orna-
mental acoossories. This direct study of nature

not only producod those now and beautiftd forms,

but at tho same time prevented the artists from
making such blunders in the arrangement of the

columns as might, pei'haps, have happened among
a people less mindful of its beauties. They were
very particular, when using together coluiiins with

the bud and bell-shaped capitals, always to make
the latter the higher, just as the full-blown flower

is taller than the one only in bud. This is well

seen in the great Hall of Karnnc, where the

avenue of columns down the centre has open bell-

shaped capitals, while the side ones, supporting
only the lower roof and of scaicely two-thirds the

height, are arranged with capitals of the bud form.

Tho great fault of this arrangement is, perhaps,

the want of height thus given to the centre build-

ing, when, had the columns been of a similar

character to the side one-', or had others been
superimposed upon them, the eye would have been
better able to appreciate the increased height.

The diameter of these columns is very great, and
considerably detracts from their elevation, being
almost half the total height of the storey. But
massiveness was as important a featuru in the

piers as in all other parts of the Egyptian style,

and this is not to be wondered at when we re-

member the small amount of skill possessed by
the builders, and the enormous spaces they sought
to cover with their roofs. Tho mode of deco-
rating employed tended rather to increase than
diminish tlio eftect of massiveness. The carved
flutings and painted papyrus stalks early gave
place to broad bands of hieroglyphs or figure

subjects, arranged horizontally round the shaft,

and bringing out its circular form in a happy and
emphatic manner. The bell-shaped capitals were
further decorated with perpendicular lines and
leaves running from the shaft u])wards, and pro-

ducing a fine contrast with the lines of the shaft.

The bright rich colouring of a group of these
colunuis of the earlier dynasties was most brilliant

and harmonious, and the majestic appearance of

a single shaft was worthy of being compared with
the finest examples of Gr!>'jian or Me diajval beauty.

It has been suggested that the different posi-

tions of the bud and full-blown capitals were
arranged with a view of conforming better to the

clerestory mode of lighting usually employed, but
if this be tho case it seems ditHcult to aocoimt for

the peculiar case of the Hall of Thothme^ HI. at

Thebes. There, with the same mode of lighting,

the bell-shaped capitals are employed, but inverted

so that although they may bo in a good position

to catch the light, the effect could not possibly be

seen from below. In the later styles the bell-

shaped capital superseded the other form, but the

ornaments painted or carved thereon became much
more intricate. The endless variety of lotus

flo\vers, palm leaves, &c., with which they were
adorned presented a marked contrast to the simple

painted decoration of the earlier times. But there

was another feature, most distinctively Egyptian
in its character, whichat the same time became veiy

common. This Avas the Isis-headed column. It

appears to have been first employed as early as

the eighteenth dynasty, hut it scarcely came into

ordinary u.sc until the time of the Ptolemies. As
a rule it was surmounted by a temple form in place

of the square abacus block, and in some cases it

was united with the ordinary capital. The
columns of the Temple at Denderah, which are the

finest examples of this peculiar treatment, are

among tho best preserved, but the style can only

be regarded as a mark of decline, and a sign of

that sad falling off from the grand and simple

ideas of earlier times which so seriously affected the

great epoch of building activity under the Greeks
and Romans.
But while the bold and massive style of Egypt

was passing tln'ongh its various changes, on
the plains of Shinar a dift'erent race, with dif-

fereut wants and materials, was, in a different

manner, working to tho same result. The
great cities of Assyria are perhaps more famous
in history than those of Egypt, and the earliest

records we have tell of the fcnindiug of Calah,

Rezin, and Nineveh. In the means at then- dis-

posal these new builders were certainly not so

fortunate as the others wc have described ; but

with brick, and alabaster, and cedar they raised

gorgeous and ephemeral buildings, which, excit-

ing the amazement of the old world, left

scarcely a wreck behinil to toll of their ancient

beauty. With brick walls of ennrmous thick-

ness, veneered with tho richest sculpture, tho

great palaces were covered with roofs of timber

supported on wooden posts, which have in every

case disappeared, but throughont all the heaps of

ruin scattered through the country no fragment
remains to I'how how this important feature was
treated. In Koyunjik Mr. Layard found some-
thing that appeared to him to bo a pedestal, but

from its peculiarly bulbous form, so unsuited

for bearing a weight, as well as from its

want of similarity to the bases used in a

later phase of thj style, we should hardly ho

snfe in concluding that his surmise is cor-

rect. On the other hand, it must bo remarked
that the Chinese form the bases for their wooden
posts to this day in a manner not unlike tlii?, a

course or two of bricks, or a large tile with a deep

stone rounded very much top and bottom, bearing

a strong likeness to this Assyrian example. That
colinnns were used by the Assyrians in their ordi-

miry construction is certain, althongh no traces

may rcmaui in the buildings themselves. We
know that Solomon, in building the House of the

Forest of Lebanon, had a rod' of cednr beams,

supported on three rows of cedar colunms, with a

porch of columns before it. And in the fine

series of bas-reliefs brought over to the British
Museum are several instances of columns for tli?

sui)port of cornices, sometimes arranged as a

temple ;'« antis, and generally with the distinct

Ionic volute and well-developed bases. In the

ruins of Susa, Persepolis, and Passargadic to

which, after the destruction of Babylon and
Nineveh, we must look for a continuation of the

Assyrian styles we are fortunately able to find

considerable remains of columns to help us in our
conjectures of the early work. But far better

situated than the older cities for materials, they
substituted stone for wood where practicable, and
though the roof was still fornied of beams of
cedar the columns were built of a material better

adapted to supportthesnpcrstructureand resist the

action of fire to which these Eastern palaces so

often fell a prey. The columns of the Hall of

Xerxes at Persepolis are exceedingly graceful in

form, being, in some cases, as much as eleven and
a half diameters high, covered with flutings, and
with capitals and bases complete. The contrast

between these and the examples we have given
for Egypt is very strong, and shows how much
the materials and forms of the first efforts of the

builders throw their influences forward over all

succeeding phases of this particular style. The
baseless, capless ])iers reflect unmistakably their

simple stone-constructed models, while the more
complete orders, with their perfect capitals and
bases, prove as conclusively their wooden origin.

The rough brick or stoue base of the post would
early be looked upon as a means of decoration not

to be neglected when stone was substituted for

wood, and the boldly-projocting capitals, having
their outgrowth from necessity, and not as the

result of taste merely, could not but be continued

as the artists advanced their work towards per-

fection. The fomi assumed "by the capital was
peculiar, and consisted, doubtless, at first, of

sfmply a short wooden template such as those

now constantly used in ordinary warehouse con-

struction, to increase the bearing-space of the top

of the post and allow of the great beams passing

each other on a level. Compare this crude form
with the perfected bull-headed Persepolitan

capital, and yon will see at a glance how the
latter, by constant use and artistic influence, has

been evolved out of the former. The changes,

which in Egyptian work we find bringing about

the circular shaft from the square pier, are miss-

ing here. The earliest examples we find of the

style are alrcidy as perfect as they will bo, for in

all variations of treatment a material was used

requiring no great difticulties to be overcome,

and one in which the simplest form was round.

But the flutings with which the shafts were

always relieved it would be interesting to find in

some less perfect stat(;. Whether the result of

direct imitation from Egyptian example, or

whether the reflection of the simple mode of deco-

ration employed in China of binding reeds and
matting round their posts, it is now impossible to

say. But it would be fortunate to discover the

origin of a mode of decoration which so much
influenced the later styles of Greece and Rome.
We shall find that the thort time we have spent

in dwelling on the peculiarities shown in

the Egyptian and Assyrian modes of tr.'ating

the column will help us considerably to under-

stand tho forms employed by the Greeks through-

out the |>eriod of their art. In that art, which

inherited all beauties of the former styles, we find

the chief characteristics of Egyptian and Assj-rian

architecture welded together, though never com-
pletely fused, so that to almost every feature and
ornament can be assigned .an origin in one or

other of the earlier sciiools. But the imitations

are never comidete, but always adapted with that

skill and taste so characteristic of the people, ancl

the derived forms appe.ir not seldom to be rather

recollections of a model not present for actual

copying. It is an unfortunate thing that the links

in "the progress from the earlier examples of

native art to the time when the now and un-

accustomed forms were first introduced into their

architecture should be wanting. The Persian in-

vasion, and the ro-buildings of more fortunate

epochs have almost completely swept away all re-

mains antecedent to the time when the Greek

stylo reached its perfection, and it is nearly as

difficult to trace it from its beginnings as it would

be to stndv the relations existing between our own
Pointed s'tyles and the works of Roman times,

were all the remains of Romanesque architecture

completely effaced. The first example we find of

the use of the column is rather as an ornamental

accessory than for a practical purpose—namely in

the bas-relief over the entrance to the Treasury

of Atreus at aivcenoe. It is interesting, as it con-
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tains one or two peculiarities wliich tlie Greeks
ignored througli the best periods of their art, and
which do not re-appear till a much later time.

These are the base and plinth, which are here

unmistakably present, and show that it was not

for want of precedent that the Greeks omitted

them in their Doric works. The capital seems
like a rough copy of the Ionic order, more akin to

those in the bas-reliefs of Assyria than to the

finished examples of a later period. The carving

of the whole seems to have more alliance with the

Romanesque work of Western art than with

the beautiful styles of the country in which it is

found. The whole was the work of the Pelasgi,

a people perhaps of Celtic origin, or more closely

allied to those of Asia than the Dorians and other

settlers who afterwards peopled Greece, and to

whom, either pure or incorporating a large number
of the Pelasgi, we owe the finest works now ex-
tant. Wanting, as I hare said, the steps that led

up from this example to the more complete forms,
we must turn at once to the study of the Doric
column. The earliest specimen we can find is as

perfect in all its parts as the latest, and there is

jio feature of any kind to be detected which gives
the least bint at a connection with our last ex-
ample. But its Egyptian origin is undeniable.
The Doric column, as we find it at Corinth, is

stunted in its proportions, has no ba?e, and has a
fluted shaft and a square abacus, and, below, the
echinus moulding, the great peculiarity of the
Doric capital. The fluting differs from the Beni-
Hassan examples, particularly in the number of

the channels. And thisjpoint goes far to prove
the imitation by unaccustomed hands of an exotic
style, since in the Egyptian examples the flutings

always number four, eight, sixteen, or thirty-two,
as tlie natural outcome of the square, while in

Greece the number is by no means certain ; and
this column at^Corinth, with its twenty flutes,

could not have beea evolved therefrom by the
ordinary process of cutting olf the angles. At
the same time, the absence of the flat fillet

between the flutes tends to prove that this form of
column was not the result of a channelled orna-
mentation applied to a circular shaft. Except in

this particular, and in the presence of the peculiar
echinus, which hei-e appears in architecture for
the first time, the columns of Beni-Hassan were
perfect prototypes of the Doric columns at
Corinth. This new feature, however—the echi-
nus—had its origin too on the banks of the Nile,
and in its adaptation the Greeks showed that they
were no servile imitators, but capable of appreciat-
ing the excellences of tlie style they sought to
reproduce, and of separating from it its accidental
defects. We have seen that the real constructive
value of the capita! w.is never understood by the
Egyptians, and although they spread out and
perfected this feature, yet the bearing surface
was never increased. But the Greeks, no doubt
ak-eady accustomed to value tlie capital for con-
structive as well as for iesthetic purposes, could
not so far stultify themselves as to adapt without
modificatiou a feature so useless. Taking, there-
fore, one of the bud capitals, they cut off the upper
and meaningless part above its broadest part,
where often there was some definite line, as in

the example at the British Museum, and some-
times, possibly, a joint. On this the square block
abacus was flattened down to a size sufficient to
cover the echinus, or one of the abaci from Beni-
Hassan was bodily transferred. This origin of the
ficliinus, first pointed out as possible by Sir
Gardner Wilkinson, becomes most palpable to
anyone who will examine the example of a column
of the eighteenth dynasty in the British Jlusenni,
the section through the lower part of which in
cffeci, and allowing for difference of climate,
is almost identical with the earlier Doric spec! mens
of Greece. The characteristics of the Doric
order rem liu unchanged as long as the order is

itself employed by ths Greeks, althongh it goes
through some considerable modiftcation in its

proportions. The column as found at Connth, was
only four and a half diameters high, while those
of the temple at Dclos are seven. In this latter

place the Temple of Apollo has some shafts Avith

the peculiar addition of a sheath, smooth and
circular, covering up the flutings, with the ex-
oeptiou, perhaps, of an inch at top and bottom.
The old entrance of the fine Sun Fire Oflicc in

the City, by Mr. Cockerell, has two columns thus
treated. lu the portico of Philip in the
same place, and the Temple of Hercules
at Cori, are shafts fluted for two-thirds their

height, the parts below being cut into twenty flat

siiles. But the Temide of Segeste, in Sicily, throws
some light on this mode of treatment, and givo^
an example of the means employed in the con-

struction of the order. The temple was never
cumjjleted, having been in course of erection at

the time of the destruction of the city, and remains
to this day only the bare shell of a building. The
capitals are finished, except at the angles, where
rough corners are left to be finished last, so as to

ensure sharp arrises. The shaft is enclosed in a
sheath, as at Delos, but perhaps more strongly
marked, the line of the shaft being only shown
above and below. From this it would appear that
this was left for the flutings to be worked when
the rest of the work was complete. There is also
at Segeste ascpiared block forming a constructive
base, but this wonld in all probability have been
incorporated in the steps had the work been
finished, and not made an ornamental feature, as
later in the great Temple of Agrigentiim. The
small thin slab of stone left on the top of the
abacus at Segeste to prevent the risk of the edges
flawing, is the beginning of the evil which later

threw back the capital to its original uselessness
by reducing the bearing surface to the size of the
shaft below. Later examples of the use of this

peculiar feature are found in the Tombeau de la

Chretienne, in Algeria, illustrated by Professor
Lewis ; and, strangely shaped like the abacus of a
Corinthian capital, in a capital figm-ed in Flandrin
and Coste's " Voyage en Perse."' But before the
Doric order was launching itself into these

eccentricities, and while it was still in the perfec-
tion of beauty we see in the Parthenon, another
more richly decorated and in some respects more
complete style, was, while gradually throwing oft'

the marks of its wooden origin, assuming an
important position in Greek art. The Ionic order,

although through all time it preserved in a strongly
marked manner the signs of its Eastern origin,

gave more scope for variety in its enrichment, and
lent itself more freely to the changeableness and
ornamentation which, at a later period, the Greek
artists came to desire. In one most essential matter
it differed from the Doric, and could claim the
superiority of completeness over it in having a base,
and this no small insignificant member, as if an
early attempt to soften off the sharpjunction between
the shaft and ground line, but as boldly moulded
and as well developed as if directlv copied from
its AssjTian prototype. Through all the changes
the form of ^e column afterwards nnderweut,
this feature, dncc fairly introduced, was never
lost again ; and althongh iu later phases of art it

miy not be so richly moulded, it is always re-

garded as an essentiil part of the column. In the
capital, no less than in the base, is the Asiatic origin
of the order manifested. The volnted encorble-
ments which in the Assyrian example formed so

marked a chai-actcristic of the style, are retained,

but with the alteration which was natural to those
by whom it was again employed. As with the
bud capital, the upper and useless part was cut
away, but iu imposing thereon a square thin

abacus that did not fit itself to the projections of
the capital the Greeks were scarcely as fortunate
as in their .adaptation of Egyptian forms. We
can, of course, ouly speak here of the finished

forms of the order as now found, but doubtless
there must have been many tentative examples,
traces of which have now altogether disappeared,
wliiih would better have linked on the graceful
pillars of the Erechtheum with the grand columns
of Persepolis and Snsa. The capital of this order
depended less on colour than on form for its

beinty, dift'ering perhaps therein from the Doric.

But to a limited extent we know that coloured

materials were employed to heighten the eft'ect,

and the gracefnl curves of the volute ^-v'ore em-
phasised by the insertion of glass or marble in the

eye. The columns of the Assyrian porticoes were
usually arranged i>i nntls; hence the difficulty of

dealing with a caiiital the sides of which ilitfered

from the front only first presented itself to the

Greeks. Instead of boldly .adopting some such
expedient as might have been suggested by the

nntrr of the Doric order, they attempted to mani-
pulate the volute in a manner so meaningless and
with a result so contrary to good taste that all the

refinement and delicacy of theii" finish could

never atone for, and which, more perhaps than

anything else, led to the abandonment of

the order, or its absorption in another style.

In the portico of the Brilisli JIusenm, example
enough is seen of the bad effect of turning out

the angle volute of the corner capital, and of

the attempt to make the ft'ont and side to corres-

pond. In the Temple of Apollo at Bassie, where
the internal order employed is Ionic, its treatment

is very peculiar. The shafts are set against s(inare

pilasters, of which they form a part, and the

three faces of the capital show each a pair of

volutes which mitre at the angles, having thus

become mere ornamental accessories, with little or
none of the appearance of cncorblement which
was the motif of the earliest examples. In the
treatment of the shaft the original model was
exactly followed. The flutings, as at Persepolis,
were evidently applied to a cu-cular shaft, and not
corbelled for a square pier, and were separated by
distinct fillets following the curve of the column.
The necking, which before had not been used in
Doric, was now frequently employed, as in the
Erechtheum, to enclose a band of raised ornament,
as Eastern in its character as the rest of the
work. The use of the necking is not here, how-
ever, very great, but we shall see when it becomes
allied to the bell-shaped capitals of the Corinthian
order how useful an accessory it is. We have not
yet referred to the entasis which is given to those
orders, and which, in fine, is peculiar to each

.

The Doric, like its model, is most marked, bat In
Greek h.auds became much more i-efined, as suited
their less massive piers, and with a curved out-
line so delicate that it requires the most exact
measurements to detect its form. The entasis of
the Ionic shaft, while perfectly apparent, is less

marked, as is necessary for its greater height in
proportion to its diameter and the number of
flutings given to the shaft. Before leaving this

part of the subject it would be as well to instance,
as additional proof, if additional proof be required,
of the strong influence of Assyrian upon Greek
art, the bull-headed capitals of the Island of
Delos. Were it not that they were not only used
in a temple of Apollo, of undoubted Greek
work, but in some cases forming parts of some
Doric piers, they might be t.akcn for Eastern
work. At Delphi was found a fragment of un-
certain date, which shows a remarkable difference
from what we have already seen, and supplies us,
perhaps, with the first hint at a coming change.
It is a graceful bell-shaped capital of palm leaves,
turning over boldly, springing from the shaft
without a necking, and surmounted by a square
unmoulded abacus. It looks precisely as if one
of the palm-leaved capitals of Egypt, refined, per-
haps, a little in its outline, had had placed upon
it a Doric abacus, and used without further adap-
tation. What may be the chronological position
of this fragment it is now impossible to say, but one
of the eai-liest examples we know of in the Corin-
thian order, betrays, though not to so marked a
degree, its Egyptian origin. In the Tower of the
Winds at Athens, is a series of columns with
square abaci and bell-shaped capitals, set about
closely with leaves of the acanthus and w.iter-lily,

while the shafts are fluted and baseless. In the Cho-
ragicmonumentof Lysicratesa slight .advancement
is perceptible iu the adajjtation of the Ionic volute,

modified and lessened, so as not to be incongruous
to the capital, as a means of relieving the crude
junction between the circular bell and the square
abacus. But in this case the abacus has itself also

undergone a change. The sides have been hollowed
out on plan, and the sharp angles which resulted

therefrom, and which have had so bad an effect iu

the late example of Hadrian's Temple, are cutoff.

But this new arrengement, although it might give
an appearance of lightness and more refined deli-

cacy of form to the abacus, pave 1 the w.iy for a
total disregard for the uses of the capital, and for

its declension once more to be as useless a member,
practically, of architecture as ever were the beau-
tiful models of Egyptian art from which the Co-
rinthian order was imitated. But before we pass
to the further notice of this order, which only
reached the completion of the first stage of its his-

tory in the hands of the Romsms, and its highest
perfection and advancement in the middle ages,

there are one or two points to be noticed concern-
ing the general arrangement of columns employed
by the Greeks. The first is the rule never to use
more than one onler in the erection of a building,
except only in such positions as will prevent their

being seen and compared with each other at the
same time. And this rule, applied to the works
of the Eg}-pti.an3 and Greeks, was in perfectly

good taste, as the repetition of such forms as were
used by theformerwere never monotonous from the
great variety given to them by the coloured deco-
ration, and with the latte-, the form being so

sinqdc iu itself that it could not be more objection-

able than the repetition of similar parts in other
edifices. But when this rule came to be applied

to late buildings, enriched with sculpture and all

the decorations the Romans lavished on their capi-

tals, the result was not only monotonous, but alto-

gctlur disastrous to invention, and there is little

wonder that it ended in a complete degradation of

the refined lovely forms taken from the (ireeks,

and in the general disgust one often feels for an
onler which contains iji itself so many essential
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elements of beauty. A startling exception to this

rnle is found in the Temple of Apollo at Busscc,

alrcHdy mentioned, whoic, among capitals of the

Ionic order, is introduced one of a Corinthian cha-

racier. Particular historical reasons ai-e adduced
to account for this, though, except to students of

the stj-le of art, to which, too often, a careful study
of the Five Orders leads, the result would be suf-

ficient excuse. Another point is the intercolum-
niations. Though regulated by the rules of pro-
portion, these rules were not, among the Greeks,
of tli'it close, imbending nature foimd in the pages
of Vitrurius, and I think it must be evident, from
u study of the examples of the best period, that

their rules were not so much those of arithmetical

precision, as of a careful and cultiyated eye.

{To he continued next oveelt.')

ON THE PRINCIPAL BUILDING STONES
USED IN THE METROPOLIS.*
{Concluded from page 526, No. 753.)

THE freestones from the Vale of Wardonr, in
the county of Wilts, commonly known in

London under the gcueral term of Tisbury stone,
are of two kinds—namely, the Chilmark stone,
which is a silicifcrous limestone, and the Tisbury,
which is a calcifcrous sandstone ; they both belong
to the oolitic formation ; the latter was intro-
duced into London almost nine years ago, in the
construction of the Great Britain Mutual Life
Assurance Oflice in Cheapside, and first men-
tioned in the restoration of the Chapter House at
Westminster. There are many beds, but the
general bed is the best in the Tisbury stone, and
the Hard and Scott, or brown bed in the Chil-
mark stone. In the district it has been used for
centuries in the construction of all important
buildings, of which I will mention two—Wardour
Castle and the Tisbury nnd Salisbury Cathedral,
in the Chilmark, both of which are in excellent
preservation. The specimens before you are sup-
plied by the AVardonr, Chilmark, and Tisbury
Stone Company, Limited.
Ancaster stone, alsa a member of the oolitic

formation, is found near the town of that name,
in thej'county of Lincoln ; like most of the others^
it has been used for huudre !s of years in its dis-
ti-ict, in many important Ijuildings, among which
I may mention Belvoir Castle. It has reccntlv
been used in London, iu the construction of
Camden House, Paddinglon, and the St. Pancras
Railway Station and Hotel. The specimens be-
fore you wore sent me by the Ancaster Stone
Quarries Company.

Doulling and Ham Hill stone is quarried near
Ilminster, in the coiinly of Somersetshire, they
arc both shelly limestones, and members of the
oolitic formation. Glastonbury Abbey and Wells
Cathedral were built of Doulting stone, and Sher-
boi-nc Abbey, and St. Mary's, and St. John's
Churclics, Taunton, of Ham Hill. Doulting
stone is now being used iu the construction of
the South Lambeth Police-station. The speci-
mens are from the (juarrics worked bv Mr. Trask.

This completes the list of the principal building
stones used in the metiopolis. Before finikin^
this portion of my paper, I wish to draw your
attention to a few other ijuarrics, which aUliou'>h
the stone has never been used in London, the
owners have put themselves in a position to do so
on moderate terms. I will briefly ennmoratc
them. The first is Hollingtnn stone, from near
Uttoxeter, in Staffordshire, which is a sandstone
from the new red sandstone fonnafion ; it has
been used in the consti-uction of Worsley and
Tamworth Hall, and the Ellesmerc memorial.
The 6i)ecimcn on the table is rather a small one,
and is from the ijuarry of Mr. S. Seal ; this stone
has, I think, beou used for copingin the construc-
tion of some of our metropolitan railways.
Secondly, Little Casterton freestone, from near
Stamford, in Kutlandshire ; tliis is a limestone
from the oolite, and was used iu (ho construction
of Ely and Norwich Cathedrals. The specimen
supplied by Mr. O. N. Simpson, although it looks
nnd IS rather porous, will bo foimd to have the
grains firmly cemented together. Thirdly, Ciip-
sham stone, from near Oakham, in the county of
Kntland, is a limestone from the oolite. Thc"old
Church and Castle at Bythani, were built of this
stone

; the specimens arc from the (piariics of Mr.
Thos. Halliday, ano! Messrs. H. Medwell and
Sons. Fourthly, Forest of Dean stone, from
Gloucestorshire, is a sandstone from the carboni-

.,
* ??''.''''' °K^^?'\ ''^'X' Ijy Sir- Arthur C. Pain, before

.V..1 S"' »"''„Mc(.lia3ic.il Engineers Society on the
2(lth June, ISCfi.

'

ferons formation, it is principally used for engi-
neering works, of which Newport and Cardiff
Docks are good spcciraens. Fifthly, the Minera
freestone, from near Wrexham, in "the county of
Denbighshire ; it is a millstone grit, from the car-

boniferous formation, and is now being used at

the new Royal Exchange, Liverpool. It would, I

think, make a good stone for engineering pur-
poses. The specimen is from Messrs. Cbirko and
Parker's quarry, at Peu-y-Gelli. The table* gives
various details of these, as well as the twelve
principal stones before mentioned, and should
any member of this society like to take a copy for
his own use, I shall be very pleased to lend it to

him for that purjiose.

We now come to the decay of these stones, the
cause and prevention. As I have before stated,
there is hardly a structure in stone of any age in
London, which does not show signs of more or
less rapid decay. This applies also to nearly all

the largest towns in the kingdom. The question,
and often asked, is again forced up, why is it ?

I will first draw your attention to what has no
doubt struck you during the reading of this paper,
that it will be fouud that in nearly all the quarries
I have mentioned, the stone stands well in its

own neighbourhood, because it was carefully
selected, and experience had shown which quaiTics
or beds were good, and which were not, and this

applies to almost every other quarrj', but if the
stone is sent ont of the district, the case at once
alters, as probably the users know almost nothing
about the stone, and the quarrymen, finding that
the inferior stone is not rejected, become embol-
dened to send an enormous quantity of worthless
stone away. Proofs have been given that certain
quarries produce beds of stone which fall rapidly
into a state of decay, even in their own district

;

how, there fore, can it expected that they can stand
in London, or other large towns, where, from the
presence of destructive gases, decay is more rapid?
The cause of decay in towns, therefore, arises

principally from the ignorance of the material
with which they are dealing on the part of the
engineer, architect, resident engineer, or clerk of
works, bnilder, and working stonemason, not that
I lay any blame on them, for how are they to
know when they have no means of learning?
1st. Take for instance a stonemason, he is set to

work a particul.ar description of stone, of which
perhaps he never heard the name before. It may,
it is true, be a similar sort of stone to what he
has been accustomed to work, but ho has no
means of finding out its good and bad qualities,

and it is worked and put into the building with-
out proper selection. 2nd. The builder is at sea
iu estimating, and puts too low or too high a price

and if he gets the job, does not know what to

order, or which bods arc best suited for one pur-
pose and which for another, oidly. The .architect

and engineer usually do not know which qu,".rry

is bcit to specify, and you constantly sec inserted
in specifications, the word best Portland or liest

Bath. Now wc know that which is called best in

the quarryman's and builder's dictionary, means
that which gives the least trouble and cost to

work. Even presuming the architect or engineer
did specify a particular bed, he cannot be sure he
gets it, as in many cases it is not easy to tell ; but
supposing he had time to go to the quarry and
learn, bis clerk of the works or resident engineer,
is generally quite ignorant of the qualities of the
stone, and thus bad material is put in, and before
many years are over, the clients are clamouruig
to know why tl:o stone is crumbling away so fast,

and the architect or cnginctr obliged to confess
that he did not know much about it, and trusted
to others. My hearers might say, what a set of
scamps the qu.arrynien must be ; not so, for they
are no worse than any other tradesman, for if

they did not send up the second (juality of stone
with the "ocst, they never could sui)ply "the stone
at the price, and there are always unscrupulous
men (not hard to find in any rank of life) who
would undersell them, knowing that in nine cases
out of ten they would not bo detected in supply-
ing an inferior material. 1 may give, as a proof
of the diflicully of getting information with respect
tostonc, that it has taken all my spare time for
si.x months, to gather together the meagre infor-
mation that I have laid before you to-night ; how
therefore can it be expected that a professional
man, with a large inactice, can devote so much of
his time in hunting information every time he
uses a new sort of stone 'i I will now give the
only sources wheic information can be obtained
on this most important subject, they are :—The

* Wc regret that our space will not permit us to re-
produce this valuable table.

Report of the Commissioners appointed to visit the
quarries and to inquire into the qualities of stone
to be used in building the new Houses of Par-
liament, 18351, a most excellent work as far as
it goes, and, although it was published at Gd., it

is hard to get now for 10s. or £1, proving how
much a work of the kind is wanted. Also the
Report of the Committee on the decay of the
stone of the New Palace of Westminster, 1861.
In the year 1858, Part 2of the " J.!ineral Statistics

of the United Kingdom," was published by the
Mining Record Office, giving very valuable infor-

mation as far as it goes. The collection of speci-

mens at the Geological Museum, is also very
valuable, but inasmuch as the infonnation respect-

ing them is vciy scanty, and in some cases nil,

the value of the collection as a reference, is much
lessened. But in the Commissioners' Report,
1830, and Mincr.al Statistics, 1858, although, as I

have before said, the infonnation is good as far

as it goes, it does not give sufficient detail. For
instance, it is stated in the former work, that the
specimens t.aken were fair average samples of the

produce of each quarry. I think they ought to

have taken a fair sample of each of the reputed
best beds, giving their names and position in the
qu.arry, and labelled the specimens at the Geolo-
gical Museum to correspond ; the same remarks
apply to the weights given by Mr. Smith in the
latter wcrk. Li some cases a cubic foot of stone
from one bed, will weigh as much as lOlbs. heavier
or lighter, as the case may be, than another, and
both lying within a few feet of each other in the
quarry. In the pages of the professional papers,

as well as the transactions of some of our scientific

societies, may be found valuable communications,
but they are so scattered, that it is a work of con-

siderable time to find them, iirespectivc cf reading
them. I trust that the foregoing remarks have
proved that which, perhaps, has been apparent to

many of you before, the necessity of forming a
museum of specimens from every quarry and bed
in England and AValcs, of any importance, with a
careful report on each, giving all the information
that is requu-ed ; this might aftenvards be sup-

plemented by similar museums in Dublin and
Edinburgh, with the reports of the various stones

found in their respective counti'ies. The French
Government have recently had a report made on
the buildmg materials of the couutrj', by M.
Slichelot, chief engineer of bridges and roads,

thus setting us an example of what we ought to

have done long tince. If the heads of the pro-

fessions of civil engineering and architecture, and
the trades connected ihercwith, would combine
and appoint an engineer, architect, geologist,

chemist, builder, and practical stonemason, who
should be appointed royal comn.issioners, with

the irsual powers, by the Government, it might
soon be done, but until it is done, wc shall, I am
convinced, continue to be painfully reminded of

our ignorance by seeing countless specimens of

dccaj-ing stonework in every building of import-

ance in this great metropolis of the world.

EDINBURGH ARCHITECTURAL
ASSOCIATION.

THE annual general meeting of the Edinburgh
Architectural Association was held on Wed-

nesday week, in the hall, 5, St. Andrew-square

—

Mr. A Ballantinc, president of the Association
in the chair.

The President delivered his closing address.

In the course of his observations on city architec-

ture, the President said :— In Edinburgh we do
not experience the s.une disfigm'ements as our so-

called go-a-head cities. Our grandly piituresque

position, spacious streets, gardened squares, and
our fine fi-eestone, are all eminently favourable to

architectural progress. Public buildings, monu-
ments, and statues, occupy the best positions.

Club-houses, banking and insm-ance companies,
all vie with each other in the grandeur of their

aichitecture. Private enterprise shows a liberal

spirit. The result is that our town is selected as

a most attractive place of residence by people from
all parts of the coimtry and colonics. Let architect

and employer therefore bear in mind their city's

reputation, and that even the subordinate ))arts

of Edinburgh are no common places. The stingy

peculator is about, and architects should beware
of being identified with their employer's mean-
ness. The profession may be their only means of

liveliliood, but unless there is some higher in-

centive than fee, their art will be poor indeed.

Renicuibcr the remark of Michael Angelo—"I
think that he will be a poor fellow so long as he
shows such an extreme eagerness to become rich."
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With the wider cultivation of matters of ait and
taste, we may hope to see the touch of an artistic

hand really have a more appreciahle value. Petty

elaboration will never touch the sympathies of

the people. In street architecture, wo must have

a Cintnin economy ; hut in our greater works, if

we I'ould enlist the co-opei-ation of our higher

artis:.^, then we would have the highest results.

Their iullnenoe would tell powerfully upou the

people, and it would infuse a new life into the

palling conventionalities of both classical and
mediaeval art. To those who think that incom-

patible with the production of easel pictures, I

would point to Leonardo da Vinci's sketcli-books,

with a drawing of a new gun-carriage, hydraulic

machine, or apparatus for lifting heavy stones, on
one page, and a beautiful ideal female head upon
ths other ; to Michael Angelo constructing forti-

fications for the defence of Florence, and painting

the Sistine Chapel, in addition to his great works
of architeotm'e and sculpture. I mij/ht also

instance Eaffaelle designing architecture— and
street architecture too—as seen in the well-known
house of the Piazza of Florence. Thea Albert

Durer, Quentin Mafsys, and very many others.

And in our own day, less versatile but less illus-

trative of the highest art being engaged upon
architectural decoration—Paul de la Roche paint-

ing the famous Hemicycle in the Ecole dcs Beaux
Arts in Paris ; and Duprc, perhaps the most
perfect modern sculptor of Italy, e.xecuting the

Tympanum of Santa Crocc, Florence. I believe

that when the public give the proper encourage-
ment, some such helpers will come forward.

Indeed wo have seen the lamented Dyoe's ability

in that way, and we have no lack of able sculptors

who would gladly more frequently be associated

with the architect. The question of style will

possess its influence, but scarcely comes mthin
the province of this address. I would, however,
only remark that, in reviving, or, I may now
almost say, practising the Slediajval style, there

may be rather a pedantic tendency to retain the

old type, which, if persisted in, will be apt to

produce a repetition of errors similar to those

committed in the Classical revival—such as im-
porting temples to do duty as picture galleries,

dwelling-houses, or sho)3-fronts. Architectnro,

whatever may be the style, must not rest satisfied

with reproducing, but must go forth free amid
the freshness of nature and the enterprise of the
city, welcoming all progress of our fellow-men,
and aiming at the bettering of humanity.
Mr. .J. H. Blanc, hon. secretary, read the

annual report, which congratulated the members
of the association on its success during the year.
Thirty-five new members had been added to the
roll, which raised the total number of ordinary
members to 105, and there were 4 associate aud
13 honorary members. Reference was made to

the loss the association had sustained by the death
of Mr. M'Cullocb, of the Antiquarian Museum

;

and it was stated that the library was more
efficient than ever, and was largely used hj the
members.
The foUowiug were appointed the office-bearers

for the ensuing year:—Mr. Thomas Ross, Presi-
dent ; Jlr. A. Ballantine, Vice-President ; Mr.
J. Annan, Treasurer; Mr. T. Bonnar, jun..

Librarian ; Messrs. Beattie, Morham, Bryce, and
Richardson, Council ; and Mr. J. H. Blanc,
Secretary.

After making arrangements for the annual
excursion, the meeting separated.

THE GASES OF SEWAGE.

DR. ALFRED CARPENTER read a paper
on Monday evening, the last but one, at the

meeting of the National Association for the Pro-
motion of Social Science, on the " Influence of
Sewer Gas on the public health, and the theory of
Ventilation as reqnu'ed in Sewers." He spoke of

the necessity of can-ying up vertically from the

upper end of eveiy house drain a pipe to a point

above the eaves of the roof, thus providing a free

escajjc for the foul air at the point at which it has
a natural tendency to accumulate, and the venti-

lating pipes being numerous, a circulation of atmo-
spheric air is kept np, fed by the openings at the

ground level and carrying with it the sewer gases

to the region of the atmosphere above the house
roofs, where it becomes harmless to the health of
the inhabitants.

It was qnestioned by some of those who took

part in the discussion whether diluting the sewage
gases with atmospheric air is sufficient for the
puqiose of protecting the health of the inhabi-
tants, and whether some chemical agent cannot

be added to the sewage which shall have tlie

effect of preventing the formation of gases from
it. But this viewwas held to be wholly untenable,

and the chemical treatment of sewage with such

an object utterly hopeless of success. If the ven-

tilating pipes are sutKcicntly unmerons, dilution

was hold to be annihilation, and the object of

protecting the people from the inhalation of

sewage gases accomplished.
Dr. Carpenter has recently induced the Board

of Health at Croydon to expend £1,000 for the

purpose of ventilating the drains aud sewers, and
when that sum has been expended it is believed

the benelicial results will be so manifest that thoy
will constitute the best .argument in favour of a
complete system of ventilation.

Already Dr. Carpenter has found in more than
one district that where sewer gases have entered

the houses of the upper part of the district and
prothiccd fever, the disease has been abated and
actually stopped in its pi-ogress by ventilating the

sewers and draius.

Members of Boards of Health and similar

bodies who, for reasons of economy, object to

the expenditure of money for the purpose of

carrying oft' the sewer gases to places where they
will bo harmless to health, defeat their own
object ; for Avhat, it may be asked, in importance,
are a few thousand pounds in comparison with the

abatement of a spreading fever and the preven-
tion of its return ? Why, very little, even on
economical grounds, for health lost means money
lost to the family attacked ; and this multiplied,
as is alw.ays the case with infectious diseases,

means the loss of Large sums of money to the
community.
Mr. Edwin Chadwick, who occupied the chair,

thought that if sewers and drains were kept clean
no gases would be formed ; but this, it ivas clearly
shown by several speakers, could not be hoped for
in practice, however desirable it may be, and
therefore it is necessary to render harmless that
which we cannot prevent. The engineers and
other executive officers in their department, in-

deed, were called up for judgment by the ch.air-

man, aud rather severely reflected upon for their
failings. We do not consider the implied censure
altogether unjustified, for some of these oflicials

are too apt to allow a lethargic feeling to gTow
upon them in this and other matters affecting the
public heallh, but this we think we can say with
truth, that the constant thwarting of their efforts

to do their duty by the would-be-wise but really

ignorant members of such Boards as tiiey serve
under is the primary cause of most of the neglect
that ensues, and is, indeed, almost sufficient to
justify it. Were it not that there is reason to
liopc for improvement in iho constitution of our
Boiirds of Health and other corporate bodies we
should have little hesitation in declaring for their
abrogation. We need not coniine our view of
this subject to the way in which it aifects engi-
neers only, for medical officers are equally subject
to its influence. Its influence, indeed, in some
towns goes to the prevention of a medical officer

being appouated at all.

Economy, indeed ! In their own business,
doubtless, these same members of our town autho-
rities would say that to expend a tum of money
on the preservation of the woodwork of their
cottage houses that they let so well to poor people
is real economj-, but when asked to appoint a
medical officer to prevent the same people from
being made ill by the wretched state of the house
drains, they look at the question in quite another
light, and often act very inconsiderately. That
tradesmen—shopkeepers iuoludod—of however
humblo a grade, should form a part of the govern-
ing body of a town, is granted, as being of the
nature of our English institutions ; but, that
being so, it is a necessary duty on tlieir part to

act with other members, who may have more
leisure to study the requirements and the real .ind

substantial interests o£ the town, on the principle

of esprit dc corps, which we may fairly render
into " when yon are in the same boat pull all the
same way."

THE " GENERAL BUILDER."
BUILDING in concrete is, notwithstanding

temporary obstacles, steadily winning public

favour. Instead of shutting their eyes to its

merits, men are now turning thcu' attention to the

perfecting of the machinery whei'eby it is employed
in the erection of houses and walls. With the de-

tails and results of the most generally known sy.s-

tems ah-cady in use our readers are familiar. We
gave, a week or two back, an illustration of the

largest building yet erected in London, and which

was built by Mr. Tali's apparatus, and there is

now appearing weekly in our advertisement pages
a representation of a large hydropathic establish-

ment at present building near Mehose, with the

apparatus of Messrs. Drake, Bros., and Reid. Wo
have this week received from Mr. D. Osborn, of

Great Berkhampstead, a pamphlet describing his

patent " General Builder," or concrete building
machine. Mr. Osbom's chief idea appears to
have been to produce a machine that may be
readily adjusted to the viirious lengths aud
thicknesses of walls, with their angles, bends,
junctions, and curves, and, at the same time, to

afford facility to the workmen to stop off a wall at

any point, whether .a main or cross wall, and con-
tinue building the other portion without being ob-
liged to take down and replace any main part o£
the apparatus, or compelled to have recourse to

some tcmpor.iry expedient. He also provides a
simple means of fastening the panels of the
machine at any short distance in height, so that
projecting mouldings, string courses, &c., may be
introduced as the work proceeds, and does away
with the uso of long panels. He claims that he
obtains connection of all parts of tlio machine by
a progressive upward movement, and thus avoids
tlie necessity of dissevering the machine from the

walls by its repeated re-setting ; and last, though
by no means least, to provide simple mechanical
fastenings, -ivith an easy progressive movement of
the apparatus, so that a considerable amoimt of
time is saved in the manipulation of the machine.
By means of nprights or guides setup generally

in pairs, one on each side of the wall, and held

at proper distances apart (according to the in-

tended thickness of the -wall) by piers which pass
through holes in them into the ends of wall gauges
made of different length, panels of stock lengths

are fastened or locked on the guides at any height
by allowing the rotaiy studs on the guides to pass
into any of Ih3 holcj of the panels, and then lock-

ing them with a key made for the purjiese. These
panels can easily be lengthened by means of
adding-pieces made of various widths varying
every Itjin. up to 12io. Any number of panels
can, of course, be set one on each other to

reach the desired height. When the top of

the fir.-t series of guides is reached, a second
series is set on and locked to them by the

two bottom studs of the top guides passing

through holes in the plate of the psmel which is

already fastened to the bottom guides by their

two top studs, the top series being thus held
firmly in position till the concrete has siu'rounded

their bottom wall gauges.

This brief description necessarily does not in-

clude some other important details of the ma-
chine, and we would recommend parties inter-

ested to procure Mr. Osborn's pamphlet for them-
selves.

STALLS—DUNBLANE CATHEDRAL, IN
SCOTLAND.

IN a country like Scotland, where the buildings

of the Middle Ages have suffered perhaps

more during the last two centmies from neglect

and exposure than even they did at the time of

the Reformation, it can scarcely be a matter of

surprise that the examples of church fm'niture now
remaining .are few and far between. With the

exception of the stalls at King's College, Aber-
deen (built about 1.500), those at Dunblane
Cathedral, which we this week illustrate, or such
of them as have escaped destruction, are probably

the most interesting. The history of the See of

Dunblane is but very imperfectly known, and it is

believed that no record has been preserved of the

person by whom these stalls were erected, nor is

their date known. They are probably of the

beginning of the sixteenth century, and although

very rude and grotesque in character, they are

carved ivith veiy great spirit, and well worthy of

the attention of all interested in b'cotti.sh art.

These stalls were formerly arranged around the

choir; but the choir being now (itted up as the

parish church, the fragments of the stalls which
remain have been carefully, though not very skill-

fully, (itted up in tlic lobby under the galleiy.

There are jjortions also preserved in the vestry,

but under the canopies. It will be observed that

the semicircular arch, so characteristic of Scottish

Gothic of every period, is, as usual, adopted ia

these examples. One of our engravings of these

falls is drawn in stone, aud the otiier reduced

and engraved with, or rather produced by, the

Hancock process."

The foundation stone of a new Congregational

Chapel was laid at Northam, on Wednesday week.
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(Jfuviituw & Je^nanation.

ARCHITECTUKAL POLYCHROMATIC DECORATIONS.

A FORCIBLE illustration of tlie truth of

the remarks we made last week upon

Architectural Polychromatic Decoration was

impressed upon our mind on Sunday last, when
we visited for the first time one of the most

recent works of a leading ecclesiastical archi-

tect. It is unnecessary to specify which, as

nearly every modern church might have sup-

plied the same text for a discourse.

We said in our last article that sundry

churches were, with some varieties, out of the

same ecclesiastical mould into wiiich the deco-

rator had been turned, without much apparent

thought or supervision of the architect. The
work we are now referring to is of far higher

quality than those were. There is hardly any
thing in this one which is not from the actual

design of the author of the church itself, and
even the painted glass, we believe, must have

been specially superintended by the same
mind. The decorator has had little opportu-

nity for independent work, for all the poly-

chromy is constructional, and even the em-
broidery of the altar furniture is the architect's

own design. Nevertheless, to a great extent,

there is the same lack of unity and harmony
which we found reason to deplore in other less

fortunate instances. Every part of the struc-

ture and furniture showed an admirable and
characteristic style of design, but each had, as

it were, been considered without suflicient rela-

tion to its relation with the rest. The conse-

quence was that the effect was not that of a
graceful and harmonious picture, but scattered

and distracting.

The altar piece of white stone, fairly sculp-

tured, on a scale commendably larger than most
modern attempts of the kind, might have been
made a prominent feature, to which subdued
tones might have led up. But as it was, the

chancel was likewise lined with white stone

ashlar, banded with red tiles and alabaster, and
therefore was equal in point of brilliancy, and
the detached shafts which formed a prominent
feature of the chancel were of a slate-coloured

stone, telling as dark spots or lines against the

light walls. In our opinion, if the columns
had been of alabaster, and the walls a deeper
tint, the effect would have been far more
beautiful.

Speaking of alabaster, it strikes us as a valu-

able material so constantly misused as almost

to have prejudiced our mind against it. Its

random streaks and variegated colour would
seem to us to render it unsuitable for delicate

mouldings or carved foliage, and yet it is gene-
rally selected for auch purposes—notably in

the new reredos in Westminster Abbey and in

All Saints Church, Margaret-street. Nor do
we think it more in place as ashlar, and many
ends of cliancels which we have seen lined

with it, simply look dirt}'. At the same time,

we can conceive no more beautiful material

for columns, whose rounded surfaces give full

play to its translucency and lustre, and whose
form is itself explained and enhanced by the

subtle curvature of ils veins.

Another feature which gave rise to thought,
was the pulpit. This is composed of two or

three varieties of marble, of still stronger
markings and deeper in colour, all which
rendered most confused some elaborate mould-
ings with which it was adorned. Here, again,

we should have liked such a piece of furniture

to have stood out in bright relief from a

quiet background—the actual effect was the

reverse.

Tiles are now often used for lining walls up
to a dado height. When such is the case, it

seems to us that these should not look like

portions of the paving put upon end. Wall tiles

should have a character of their own, and plaid

patterns, which may pass fairly enough for

positions, where they are under foot and com-
paratively little seen, become loud and dis-

cordant when Inmg up drapery-wise. The
class of ornament introduced in them could

also be made to counteract in some degree the

idea of the probability of their slipping down,

which is rather painfully suggestive when the

same is used that we are accustomed to see

in safe and level positions.

Again, very simple geometrical forms are

elevated into too prominent a place when
displayed upon the same line of sight which
would serve for an easel picture. It seems
like the shouting out of trite facts at inappro-

priate times, such as the solemn assurance to

an educated audience that two and two make
four.

The sum of what we wish to say is, that the

interior of a building is, and should be,

treated as a picture, and be brought all into

harmony by one mind. The experiments of

some painters to combine the landscape of one

artist with the figures or cattle of another

have hitherto proved failures, and the same
result may even more certainly be predicted

when glass by one firm, embroidery by another,

and decoration by a third are combined, ex-

cept under the guidance of a master mind.

A painful proof of this may be seen at

Llandaff at this moment. In the reredos of

that Cathedral, as is well known, are three

noble pictures by D. G-. Rossetti. This is

almost a solitary modern instance of the intro-

duction of work of the highest class of art into

such a position, but recently below this there

has been placed an elaborately-embroidered

altar frontal bj' Messrs. Morris, Marshall, and
Company, a very lovely thing by itself, but
absolutely destructive of the effect of the pic-

ture. One or other must be dispensed with,

as the two are incompatible.

We now wish to add a few words to our

remarks of last week on the subject of painted

glass. The present fashion for this method of

decoration is hardly an intelligent one, cer-

tainly in the method it is followed it is usually

much the reverse. We have not yet got

painters trained to paint our walls, which is a

comparatively simple operation, but as regards

painted glass, the public have yet got to be
taught that art can, or should have, anything

to do with it. Subjects are chosen at random
and executed by manufacturers, as plates or

bottles might be, and stuck into churches with

out an idea that it is necessaiy to consult

either an artist with regard to them, or an
architect as to their relation with the buildings

into which they are intruded.

The efforts of some few architects to main
tain control even in churches they have
recently erected are, we know, as persistently

opposed as might now be the repeal of the

Reform Bill. The liberty of tlie subject

would be thought to be in danger if the

slightest attempt were made to prevent one

person among a congregation permanently in

juring the eyesight of the rest by some glaring

piece of bad taste upon which he had set his

mind. To effect an improvement in these

matters seems well-nigh hopeless, and, except
in a few instances, the present fashion will

prevail until an Act of Parliament be found

necessaiy to clear away and melt up the dis-

cordant transparencies with which the cathe-

drals and chinches throughout the length and
breadth of the land are being disfigured.

We recently saw one cathedral in which
there were se\'eral windows by various leading

firms, only one of which we will specify, as

their work alone deserved the name of art.

The whole of the rest it would be a charity

to destroy, and indeed only consideration for

the feelings of ths well-meaning but mistaken

relatives of the—hardly honoured—deceased,

could long maintain them in existence, as we
were glad to find some awakening of intelli-

gence on the subject breaking in upon the

neighbourhood. The exceptions we refer to

were the work of Messrs. Morris, Marshall, and

Co., and as recent efforts of that firm of artists,

and different from many of their earlier ones,

we were glad to sec the direction towards wliicli

some changes of character we noticed in them
pointed.

Instead of a crowd of small subjects, one
figure in each light, to a large scale, stands out

from a delicate and quiet diapered ground, and
a simple border of colour is carried round it

next the stonework, and a little additional

ornament is bestowed upon the tracery.

So desirable did this temperance appear, that

some other windows, by the same firm, which
combined a lower circular medallion of decora-

tion with their single figure in each light were
notably inferior. It is only possible to see

thoroughly, and without distraction, one subject

at a time, and the effect of a large church
with all the side windows treated in this sober
style, would be full of pleasant repose, where-
as the present mode of making each window a
separate composition with as much stuck into

it as possible, is positively distressing.

A very good window to the memory of

Brunei has lately been placed in the north aisle

of the nave of Westminster Abbey, but

it is too full of work. It has three bands of

subjects divided by strips of diaper and foliage,

all of which are separately well treated, and
yet we say without hesitation that as a whole
this window detracts from the architecture, and
that no single picture in it can be studied with

comfort.

The same struck us in the church to which
we referred in the commencement of this

article. The chancel windows have two bands
of subjects, one above the other, divided by
borders, and they are consequently reduced to

mere decorations, instead of being pictures that

can be examined at leisure with advantage.

The point we are now pressing is one thatmay be
evidenced by the ease and pleasure with which
the pictures at the Royal Academy are now
seen, comparatively with the former one, where
they were ranged in second ranks from ceiling

to fioor. In such an exhibition of course the

spectator cares nothing for the general effect

of the side of the room (decoratively speak-

ing, the side of a room covered with pictures is

an absurdity), and by concentrating attention

to one picture at a time, or looking through a
tube at it, one may succeed in banishing its

neighbours from sight and mind ;
still it is an

effort, and a painful effort to do so. In the

same way sticking half-a-dozen subjects one

on top of another in a two-light window is an
cmbarras dc j-ichessr: strongly reminding one

of an auction mart, and by no means conducive

to the sobriety which should be characteristic

of the interior of a church.

NEW CHURCH AND SCHOOL AT HOL-
LOWAY.

ON the 21st o£ Jlay last we gave an exterior

view of a new Roman Catholic Church
about to be erected at Holloway, under the direc-

tion of Mr. r. H. Pownall, architect. We this

week redeem a promise we then gave by supply-

ing an interior view of the same church, which

will be of the Early character. Our illustration

is produced by the photo-lithographic process by

Messrs. Whiteman aiul Bass, from a drawing sup-

pHed by Mr. Pownull.

INSCRIBED ROMAN BRICKS.

ON Tuesday last week, a paper was read before

the Yorkshire Philosophical Society on
" Some luscrilicd Roman Bricks in the Museum of

the Society," l)y the Rev. J. Kenrick. The
author said—Although described as bricks in the

catalogue (Case Q), it will he evident on insspec-

tion of thein that both in form and material they

aro widely dift'ercnt from ordinary Roman bnild-

ing bricks. The gniin is much finer, and resembles

that of pottery i\ithcr than brick ; the inscription

upon thcin dcscrilics them by the name of (?/;«.«

Doliarc, doliiini being the name of a large vessel

of pottery, and the makers are called Fii/nli, and
their manufactories Figulina-. names belonging to

the potter's art. They sre found in great number*

in the remains if Roman buildings of a certain

age, but they do not form the body of the con-

struction. Wlien we come to examine their in-

scriptions we find that they record three circum-

stances—the property from which llic c'ay was
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derived, the name of the potter (who appears

generally to have been a ;lave), nu'l the name of

the Emperor or of the Contiils of tho year in

which they were rlepositecl in the building. In an
example in the British lluscnm, tho word Depos
follows the names of the Emperor Antoninus and
t!ie Consul of the year. They seem, therefore, to

have answered the same pui-posc of a date of con-

struction as the ciiins, newspapers, and other

chronological records which we deposit in oiu'

foundation stones. And these dates are of value,

in enabling us to fix the age of buildings and to

correct the inaccuracies of tradition. For example,

the work of Dc Homan'is, on tlie Baths of Titus,

which lies on the table, contains engravings of

these bricks found in the luins, which show that a

large part of what passes by this name is really of

(he age Trajan. It is remarkable that tlie proper-

ties from which the clay was <lerived usually be-

longed to persons of high bhtb, the Emperor or

members of his family, as wo shall see when
we come to examine om' two specimens iu detail.

No trace of this practice has been found in

buildings of tho Republican age, and the law of

which Cassiodorus speaks, requiring that the

lirickm.ikcr's name should be stamped on his work,

belongs to later times. The oldest date, according

to ^Ir. IBirch, which has been found on any of

these tiles is A.D. 107, the latest A.D. 222, in the

reign of Alexander Severus. But though this is

true of inscriptions with complete chronological

dates, bricks of a much later age are found im-

pressed with makers' names. In the Temple col-

lection of anticjuitics iu the Brilish Museum, there

is a brick, inscribed Karses V!r JSu-eellentissimus

fecit, found at Pnteoli. The name of Narses

hardly appears in monuments before the 5th cen-

tuiy. In tho reign of Justinian it was rendered

illustrious by his general, the rival of Bclisarius,

and alitllc later by another Narses, the miuistcr

of the Emperor Mauricius. At the same place a

brick was found having the Christian monogram.
The two bricks in our collection were brought by
the gi-andfather of the -present Sh- George
Cholmley, from Itjly, in which country alone they

have been found. Their form and pattern is that

which they usually exhibit. What was tho object

of that round black space which is left m
most of them, I do not know. There is no
difficulty in reading the first, which ruus

Oj>tis Dflliari' Ki; Pred. Domini. Aiu/. "A
piece of pottery from the estate of our Lord
the Emperor," who is not specified. The intcr-

pctratiou of tho second, as given in the catalogue,

is more doubtful. ItrunsA)' Pr D. P. F.Lucillce

0. Dol, w ith the name of the owner and the

consuls, who were Lecius Varus and Ccclius

Balbinus. Tho difficulty is in tho letters D. P. E.

Iu the catalogue the D is taken as p.irfc of the

abbreviation for prieilium, and P. E. as two
jiranomina of Lucilla. The objection to this is,

that females had not three names as men had, and
as on other tiles we find Domitia joined with
Lucilla, the eminent Italian Epigraphist.

Borghesi reads tho letters Domiticc PuhlH Filitc

This con'csponds with what we know of the

parentage of Domitia Lucilla. She was the

daughter of Publius Calvisius Tullus, the wife of

Lucius Vovns, and the mother of Marcus Aurelius.

It is remarkable that so many of the estates from
which these bricks were made belonged to ladies

of rauk .and even of imperial blood. Mr. Birch
observes that the emperors, on attaining the

imperial dignity, very often renounced their

private fortunes in favour of their female rela-

tions, and that properties devolved on females, iu

consequence of the frequent proscriptions of the

male heads of families. Thu.-', tho evidence of

material antiquities coufii-ms what history relates of

the course of events in the imperial times of Rome.
As in the new edition of tho Catalogue now pre-

paring I pro])oso to alter the interpretation given

liy Mr. WclMielovcd, I have availed myself of this

opportunity to idnce on record the reasons which
appear to me to justify the change. The conside-

ration of this inscription, now more than seventeen

centuries old, calls one's thoughts to the remark-

able discovery recently announced of character:

inscribed on the foundation stones of the Temple
of .lenisalem. That such stones, if they could be

reached, would be found to be of the age of Solo-

mon, was not reasonably to bo doubted, for it was
not probable that lying at tho depth of ninety feet

Ncbuchadnezz.ir or Titus or Hadrian would carry

^Vir hatred against the Sanctuary of the Jewish
cligion so far as to undergo the enormous labour
required for diggingthcm up. And if any alpha-
ret ical characters were found upon them, they
bould be no other than Phu?nician, for the Jews,
cill near the time of our Saviour, used no other

characters for their native language thiin those

which they had borrowed from the Phoenicians.

The circumstance, therefore, of the letters being
Phionician would not of itself be conclusive proofs

that they were the work of Phcenician hands any
more than an inscription being in Roman or

Gothic or Lombardic chai'acters proves that it was
the work of natives of these countries. But in the

case of Mr. Deutsch's discovery, there is this cor-

roborative proof—the stones ko marked have that

peculiar bevelled edge which characterises the I'hce-

nieian masom'y. The intelligence that mason's
marks of the same character have been found upon
these stones coeval with the building of Solomon's
Temple, will no doubt be received with great
satisfaction, which I should be sony to disturb, by
tho members of the Masonic fraternity.

DISEASES OE WORKERS AMONG LEAD
AND PAINT.

JN the sixth of a series of reports " On the

Preventible Diseases of the Industrial

Classes," tho JBi'itisIi Mcilical Journal says :

—

" Owing to the impossibility of keeping jiaint

from coming into contact with the skin whilst

they are at work ; owing to the almost universal

practice amongst them of touching their food

with unwashed hands ; and to the habit of some
of them of wearing corduroy, fustian, and other

clothes difficult to cleanse, painters absorb large

quantities of the hurtful metal, and suffer gi-avely

in consequence. An attack of colic may occur

now and again, and the painter will recover ; but

if he continue to follow his trade, the more
serious diseases—paralysis or kidney disease—are

almost certain to attack him at last, and to render

him, if not entirely unablo to work, so weak and

prostrated that in mental, as well as in physical

power, he will be but as the ghost of his former

self. It is seldom that such workers are killed in

early life ; they lose power early, and soon

become unable to perform a good day's work, but

they drag through their labour for many years,

suffering always from general weakness. From
the time that lead has contaminated their

bodies, their lives are wearisome and joyless.

Since lead is so dangerous a metal to work with,

it is most desirable that all efforts to substitute

other materials should meet with attentive con-

sideration. Different substances have been used

instead of lead in the manufacture of paint, and

with an encouraging amount of success. Zinc

has been employed, and we have had favourable

reports of it ; the silicate of iron has also been

used. Tho zinc is thinner than other pa,int, .and

workmen do not like it on this account, but in all

other respects it i.s, we are told, as useful as

leaden paint."—Our medical contemporary sug-

gests that all workers among lead shinild,

before commencing or resuming work, wash
their hands, not once, but many times a day, in

a strong decoction of o.ak bark, the tannin of

which would not only harden the skin, but

would protect it against the action of lead.

The hair of the workmen should be kept

short. All painters should, during their work,

wxar clean cloth caps. All their clothes should

bo made of m.aterial» that can he easily and trc-

(lucutly washed. Their hands should be washed
before touching food, and, if stained with paint,

should be dipped into a decoction of oak bark.

The mouth should be well rinsed with cold water

before partaking of food. A weak oak b.irk de-

coction should be used as a wash several times a

week. The body should be sponged night and

moniing with cold or tepid water, and the hair

thoroughly washed every evening after work. The
food siionld contain a largo proportion of fatty

substances, and milk should be taken in large

quantities.
*-

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
DETBRIOltATION OP PICTUr.ES AT THE

KENSINGTON MUSEtJM.

On Friday night Mr. Dillw}-n moved an ad-

dress for copy of the report of the Committee
appointed by the Science :i".d .\r' i)p;.:iv't: rnt to

inquire into the alleged deteriur.iiion of ih

pictures belonging to the National Gallery deposi-

ted at the South Kensington Museum. Mr. W.
E. Forster said the reason why the report had not

been laid on the table was that the Committee to

which the matter had been referred had been
nuikiug experiments which had not yet heeu com-
pleted.

THE STATUES OP OUK ORE.\T MBN.

come of the statue of Sir Robert Peel, lately re-

moved from Palace-yard ; whether it was to be re-

erected ; if so, where ; and whether there were
other statues or works of art warehoused in

Government stores ; if so, what were his intentions

respecting them ?—Lord Elcho, upon the same
subject, also asked the First Commissioner of

Works whether there was any truth in the report

that the statue of the late Sir Robert I'eel, which
was condemned as an eyesore and discredit to his

memory by the late Parliament, was about to be
erected within a few feet of the spot whereon it

stood before it was removed by the vote of the

House of Commons?—Mr. Layard said the statue

of the late Sir Robert Peel was now in a Govern-
ment store. (A laugh.) As regarded the re-

erection of the statue, he was waiting for a com-
munication from the Committee upon thet-ubject.

There were two other statues also warehoused

—

(a laugh)—in Government stores—those of Brunei

and Stephenson. lie found that it was proposed

to place those statues side by side with that of

Canning ; but it appeared to him that the particu-

lar spot where the latter strtuo stood was peculiarly

adapted for the statues of statesmen, and that it

would be an incongruity to place the statues of

Brunei and Stephenson there. Besides, Canning
was eleven feet high, while Brunei was eight and
Stephenson nine feet high. (Great langhter.) He
had the statues put into the warehouse very care-

fully, and it was proposed to place them on the

Thames Embanlonent. With regard to the

question of the noble lord, there was no truth iu

the rumour that the statue of Sir Robert Peel was
about to be placed near the entrance to Palace

Yard. It had boeu arranged that Lord Palmcrston

and Sir Robert Peel should stand back to back,

one outside and the other inside the railings

—

(laughter)—but the latter was rcmt)ved, and then

it was determined that Lord P.almerston's statue

should be erected on the outside of the railings.

He thought it, however, advisable that the sctdptor

should place the statue and pedestal in model in

their places, so that tho House might judge as to

the position.

METROPOLITAN DISTRICT RAILWAY BILL.

Mr. Tite, on Tuesday evening, moved the in-

sertion of a clause giving tho Metropolitan Board

of Works control over the architectural features

of the station on the TJiamcs Embankment ad-

joining the Charing-cross bridge.—Mr. Layard
opposed the motion. The Board of AVorks had,

with the consent of the railway company, obtained

such control, but only in the event of their erect-

ing a public building on that site, the object being

to secure a harmony of elevation betweeu the

station and that possible edifice, with which the

Metropolitan Board would not have anything

whatever to do.—Lord John Manners said as the

Government control of the st.ition was not to be

absolute, but contingent, it would be well if the

hon. member for Bath were to withdraw his

amendment.—Mr. Tite withdrew bis clause, and

the bill as amended was approved of.

n\\t

CHURCHES AND CHAPELS.

Newcastle Cejietery Chapel.—The chapel

erected on that jiortion of the Nowcastle-under-

Lyme Cemetery which is sot apart for members of

the Established Cluu-ch, was consecrated by the

Bishop of Lichfield on Thursday week. The chapel,

and also one for the use of Dissenters, stand to-

gether near the centre of tho cemetery. They
have been erected by ilr. Sutton, cf Newcastle,

from the designs of Messrs. Bellamy and Hardy,
of Lincoln. Between them there is a spire, with

corridors on each side, the two chapels (each of

which is 30ft. by Ifift. in extent) thus forming one

building, in the Early Decorated stylo of archi-

tecture. At the entrance to the ground there is a

neat-looking house for the registrar.

Kington.—On Sunday week a new chapel was
opened at Kin';t n, Herefordshire. The chapel

T.'as erected by iic-sis. (;^n^lue and Vanghan, of

Kington. The edifice is biiilt of brick, with Bath
stone dressings, the design and plans of wdiich

were executed by the Rev. H. Thomas, of College

House, Ystradgunlais. The chapel is heated with

an apparatus by Jones and Son, of London. The
building is estunated to hold a congregation of

about 450.

On Monday night Mr. Ncville-Grenville asked Gunby.—The parish church of St. Nicholas,

the First Commissioner of Works what had be- I at Gunby, Lincolnshire, was re-opened on the Ist
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inst. The whole of the edifice has been re 1 milt,

except the tower. The church consists of chancel

with northern aisle (approijriated as organ cham-
ber and vestry), nave without aisles, and towei- at

west end, which is soi'mounted by a battlement

with a pinnacle at each corner. The architect

has skilfully engaged this (the only old part of

the church) with lihe nave by a newel staiixase in

the north-west comer. The style of architecture

is Late Decorated, approaching to the Perpen-

dicular. The builder was Mr. Halliday, of

Greetham, and the outlay about £2,000. The
eastern window of three lights is filled with painted

glass by Clayton and Bell, representing the insti-

tution of the Holy Eucharist, the upper portion

having a Majesty and figures of Angels.
Hetton.—On Wednesday week the foundation

stone of a new church was laid atEasington-laue,
in the parish of Hetton, Durham. The style will

be Early English. The cost, exclusive of the

tower, will be £2,G00. Mr. Alfred Swan, of New-
castle, is the architect. The contract of the

mason work has been taken by Mr. Harrison, of

Houghton-!e-Spring, and that of the joiner work
by Messrs. Rankin Brothers, of Sunderland.
Cambeidge.—On Wednesday the foundation-

stone of the new church of St. Barnabas, Mill-

road, Cambridge, was laid by the Bishop of Ely.

When completed, the edifice will consist of a
nave, olianeel, and two aisles, and will hold about
600 persons. The style chosen is Eai'ly Decorated,
the materials being brick and Bath stone. At
present, however, only one chancel will be erected,

affording accommodation for 200 persons. The
architect is Mr. Talbot Buiy, of Welbeck-streot,
Cavendish-square, the builders being Messrs.
Quinsee and Attack, of Cambridge.—On Tuesday
week the foundation-sto.ne of a new chapel in St.

Giles's and St. Peter's Cemetery was laid. The
style is Early English, and the cost will be £500.
Mr. W. M. Fawcett is the architect, and Messrs.
Clayton and Jones, of Cambridge, are the builders.

Maugaretting.—The vicar of Margn-etting
writes as follows :

" Travellers by the Great
Eastern Railway will notice, shortly before reach-
ing Ingatestone station, an ancient ivy-covered
chm'ch, undergoing the process of a thorough
restoration. Margarotting Church, for such is

the name of the chmxh in question, was built in

the fourteenth century. It is a beautiful edifice,

and its magnificent porches and the massive
timber work of its tower are well worthy of a
visit." The vicar then goes on to appeal for

funds in order to effect an eflicicnt internal res-

toration of the edifice.

LUTTEEWOETH.—The parish church of Lutter-
worth, venerable in itself, and additionally in-

teresting from its coimection with the name of
John Wycliffe, was re-opened on Wednesday week.
The former condition of the building was very
dilapidated, and the restoration has been very
thorough. The nave of the roof has been
thoroughly restored, and also the roof of the
north and south aisles. A new chapel or chancel
aisle has been added to the east of the north
aisle, with an arcade next the chancel, and an
arch adj oining the north aisle. There is also a
new vesti-y leading from the new aisle at the east,

with a door at the north side. The chancel has
been thoroughly restored, with a new oak roof,

handsomely carved. The whole of the roofs are
covered with lead, and the stonework throughout,
except the tower, has been restored, and the old
walls re-pointed ; it is very difficult to distinguish
which is the old and which is the new. The
north and south arcades were in a very dangerous
state, the foundations having given way, and the
stones ciTjshcd in such a manner that it was
determined to take them all out, put in new foun-
dations, and rebuild the columns. The church
has been re-seated throughout with handsome oak
seals, richly carved and moulded. G. G. Scott,

Esq., R.A., is the architect ; Mr. Jlorgan is clerk
of the works. The contractors for the whole are

Messrs. Law and Son, of Lutterworth. The
fresco over the chancel arch is of a most curious
description, being representative of the Last
Judgment. The Supreme Judge is represented

seated on His Throne, surrounded by the angels.

The last trump is sounding, and the dead are

seen rising from their graves. The i^icture has a
most ((uaiut and peculiar appearance. Its date is

believed to be over 50 or GO years before Wycliffe's
time. The estimated expense of the restoration

was .€7,700.

Cornwall.—Tiutagel Church, Cornwall, one
of the most ancient and interesting in England, is

about to undergo repair and restoration. Many
eminent artists have most generously contributed
paintings and drawings, which arc now to be seen

at Messrs. Colnaghi's, in Pall-raall, and are for

s.alc. The South Transept, which will be hence-
forward called " The Painters' Transept," will be

entirely restored through the liberality of these

gentlemen. Mr. Poole, R.A. ; Mr. S. Pahner, Mr.
Duncan, Mr. T. Dauby, Mr. Naish, and Mr.
Knight are amongst the contributors.

Clitheroe.—A new Wesleyan crftpel was
opened at Clitheroe on Thursday week. The
style is Italian. The walls are of Haelingden
Grave stone, roek-faced, finished with dressed
headings of Griudleton stone. Accommodation
is afforded for from 750 to 1,000 persons, and the
total cost is about £2,600. Mr. 'Turner, of Ac-
crington, is the architect, the work being executed
by local contractors.

Slingsbt.—On Wednesday week the re-built

parish church of Slingsby, Yorkshire, was opened.
The old fabi-ic was of the date of the thirteenth

century, the clerestory and tower being fifteenth

century work, and the whole in a very bad con-

dition. The present structure is entirely new.

The style is Perpen<iicu!ar. Messrs. Austin and
Johnson, of Newcastle-on-Tyne, are the archi-

tects. Mr. John Brown, of York, wsis the con-

tractor. The plan consists of chancel and nave,

with north and south aisles, w-ith vestry, porch,

and tower. The east window has been filled with
stained glass by Clayton and Bell.

Stockton-on-Tees.—On Tuesday afternoon a
new Baptist chapel was opened at Stockton-on-
Tees. The structure is of the Classical order of

architecture, and built principally of brick, with
stone facings. The chape! in the interior

measures 60 ft. by 40 ft. 'The pews are aiTanged
with two aisles, with accommodation for 350 per-
sons. The architect is Mr. George Fletcher, and
the contractor Mr. John Craggs. The entire cost

of the building will be about £1,650.

BUILDING.
Cha ring Cross.—The building in Kmg Wil-

liam-street, Str.and, so long kno^Ti as the Poly-
gi'aphic Hall, has been converted into a theatre,

which will open to-morrow (Saturday) evening,
under the title of the Royal Charing Cross Theatre.
There are two distinct fireproof entrances, one for

the stalls and dress circle, the other for upperboxes
and pit. All approaches and stau'cases are of

stone, and extra staircases and doors are provided
for use in case of necessity. The theatre

is about the size of the Prince of Wales's,
in Tottenham Court-road, but the genera! appear-
ance of the interior will be somewhat different to

that of most theatres, the upper boxes not extend-
ing round the entire building, the space over the
private boxes being decorated in paintings in

lunetie panels, by Mr. T. Ballard. The proscenium
also cont.ains paintings, by the same artist, in the

two spandrels, illustrating the serious and the comic
Muses. In the centre of the ceiling is an orna-
mental dome, from the centre of which hangs the
sunlight, four panels of figure subjects completing
the ceiling. The decorations generally consist of

white and gold, with light tints introduced, the

colour of draperies, &c., being light blue. The
proscenium is hung with real drapery, instead of

the usual painted imitation. The new act drop, re-

presenting the Mall in St. James's Park m the

time of Charles II., has been painted by Mr. J. E.
Meadows. The proscenium, the perforated dome,
and the bo.x and balcony seats have been designed
and executed by Messrs. White and Co. The
decorations and general fittings are by Mr. E. W.
Bradwell, and the whole has been carried out
under the supervision of Mr. Arthur Evcra, archi'

tect.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
NOTICE.—Cases for binding the BUILDING

NEWS, Vol. XV., are now ready, and can be had,
price 2s. each. Cases for binding back volumes
can also be had.

To Our Readers.—We shall fcol obliged to any of
our readers wbo will favour us with brief notes of
works cDutemplated or in progress in the provinces.

Letters relating to advertisements and the ordinary
business of the paper should be addressed to the
EUITOli. m. TAVISTOCK STREET, COVENT
GARDEN, W.C.
Advertisements for the current week must reach the

office before 5 o'clock p.m. on Thursday.

M T.—Pui'ely a trade matter. Consult a neighbour
not ,1 lawyer.
W. H. T.—We have not given an illustration of Mr.

Street's plan for the much -talked of Law Courts build-
ing on the Embankment Bite, as we tliink there is
but small probability of its beinsf erected there.
Should it however be decided to take under the cir-
cumstances such .in injudicious step, we will give
aniUustrjition of the plan.
W. II. (Swansea).—You will find the information you

ask for regarding the medals and prizes given by
the Institute in Building News, No. 751, for May 28,
1860.

Iconoclast.—Your letter on " Kuip:hted Architects"
would appear if it were authenticated. But as you
bring a charge against a distinguished hving archi-
tect with no desire on your part to take the responsi-
bility of the statement, we cannot iosert the letter.
J AS. Snell.—Wait a week aud see our series of

articles on the different types of church planning.
H. K. T.—There is no doubt that the eight hours'

movement is advancing in America, and wiU in all

probability reach this country before long.
B. H. W.—Write to the Secretary of the Mechanical

Enfrinecring Society.
W. v.—Savours too much of puffery to be inserted

as a letter.

W. S. and Co.—As a rule we do not attend any ex-
periments where the representatives of the Press arc
feasted.
W. R. P. (Newcastle-ou-Tyne).—Write to Mr. Ben-

nett Woodcroft, Patent Oflice, Southampton Buildings,
London.
W. R. P.—Your letter being unauthenticated, is inad-

missible.
W. G. B.—Sec "Asphalted Koads" in this number of

Building News.
W. R. T.—The book will be reviewed next week.
W. B.—Your letter on the Building Stone question

next week.
Inquirer will find suggestions as to the best

mode of building Ice Houses, Jan. 3, 18G9.

Builder.—The price of the land, and the proba-
bility of letting the house will altogether depend on
where the house is situate.

R. F., W. T. H., and Athol.—We have had some-
what of a plethora of mathematics of late.

W. S. (Dewsbury).—The address of the " Free Labour
Agency " is James-street, Adelphi.

Received.—E. W., H. H. S., 'F. M. & Co.,|T. W. W.,
A. II. II., W. U., J. U. R.. J. C. G., R. C, O. Bros.,

J. B. S.. S. II., .1. L , J. G. IL, G. R., U. L., C. II., H. S.

and Co.. C. L., W. H. D., J. E. G.. C. S., G. JI., W. G. B ,

R. F., Col. S., W. S., J. N.. S. .lud B.,C. IL, T. W. W.,
J. 11., R. S. aud Son, R. H., J. U. and Co., A. M., A
.Student, W. R. T. with Photo, W. 11. next week,
J. P. S.
Answered by letter.—R. S., J. H., W. F. P., H. H.,

W. K. T., J. P. S., G. S., H.J. D., S. aud H., S. Bros.

NOTICE.

THE BUILDING NEWS SKETCH BOOK.

IN another part of to-day's impression will b3

found an account of two orthree modes by which

lithographic illustrations are produced. One pro-

cess, that of photo -lithography, may be turned to

good account by anyone who can sketch old or

new buildings, or parts of buildings, furniture of

any kind, details, plans, or in fact anything archi-

tectural. We propose, therefore, to give a series

of engravings contributed by different authors,

under the title of the " Building News Sketch

Book." Some few years since, the numerous staff

connected with Mr. Scott's office united together

and produced sketches which they mutually ex-

changed. The sketches were drawn on paper,

transferred to .stone, and the requisite number
printed. In this way every one who contributed

had a copy of every other contribution, and^ an

interesting sketch book was the result. The idea

being a very good one it was imitated by about

100 members of the Architectural Association.*

This sketch-book, though larger in dimensions

and more varied in its character than that pro-

duced by Mr. Scott's staff, is als 3 a private affair.

We propose, therefore, a similar undertaking, but

upon a wider basis. Anyone who can draw well

and accurately, and who knows what is worth il-

lustrating, may become a member of theBuiLDiNG
News Sketch Book Club. The sketches can

either be drawn on transfer paper or

on drawing paper, to Le reduced by photo-

lithography, as described on page 511. If onr

suggestion be adopted, we propose to publish

about 50 or 60 of such sketches, and then

reproduce them in a volume and present to e.ich

gentleman who has contributed a copy of our

Sketch Book. As prizes are somewhat tho order

of the day, we propose to imitate the example

offered by the Institute and the Architectural

Association, and award the author of the best

sketch £10 lOs., the author of the second best

£7 7s., and the author of the third be>t, .E5 5s.

The prizes will be adjudicated by some impartial

and competent authority to be hcrealter named.

Of cour.sc we do not undertake to publi.sh every

drawing that may be seat to us. We think the ar-

rangement we have suggested will be the means of

encouraging a love of di-awiug, provoking a

friendly and healthful rivahy, establishing a bond

of connection between young architects and

otlieis ui different parts of countries, and pro-

ducing a series of sketches wliich will interest and

instruct those who produce them and those who
examine them.

• See Mr. Burgcs's articles. Building Hews, Nov. 1

and 8, 1807.
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aton;i\'j|)oiulcnt[i\

"THE PARKS, PROMENADES, AND GAR-
DENS OE PARIS."

(to the editor of the building news.)

^11{,—There area few rcmarksin the two favour-

i^ able reviews with which you have honoured

my book to which I wish to allude. Before

iltiire so, I cannot help expressing regret that

various matters of interest to your readers were

not noticed. For example, nothing is said of the

ailmirable way of aiTanging the glass-houses in

the great plant-nnrsery of the city of Paris (pp.

11:5 and m), which ought to be known to every

person charged with the planning of a group of hot-

houses. However, I have to thank your reviewer

for speaking veiy favourably of the book, and

now beg permission to reply to a few points in

which I have no doubt he will admit that he has

been mistaken. In Chapter IX., on " Trees for City

Parks, Avenues, Gardens, Streets, &c." I condemn
tlic lime as the worst of all city trees, and your

reviewer rays " most unjustly."' His eye did not

catch my reasons for condenuiing this most popular

of town trees—reasons which I believe to be un-

answerable. The reailcr will oblige me by
bearing in mind that I am speaking of the charac-

ter of the lime when planted in or near London
streets. I have paid some attention to the subject,

and before writing about it traversed a few con-

tinental cities and all our London parks, with a

view of .seeing what trees really best withstood the

dust and other evil influences of cities. I came
from Paris to London towards the end of last July,

sto))piDg on my way at Angers and several citie;

in Brittany, and at that early period of our too

short wann season I found the limes in London
the most miserable and mangy-looking trees any
where to be seen. Often at this early period the

withered, burnt, insect-covered leaves of the lime

rustle lifeless upon the trees, hoarsely whispering

the death of the year in our ears before we have

half enjoyed the summer. In many cases they perish

prematurely and unnaturally, and even lose the

jiower to fall oft the tree, but remain rustling on
tlie branches, giving the ear as well as the eye

a foretaste of winter three or four months liefore

the proper time. Can anything be more unwise

than to persist in '])lanting this tree as largely

a.s we do, when there are dozens of deciduous trees

that will do all that a lime does at the best of

times, and that present no such objectionable

features as those alluded to when a tree ought

to be full of life and beanly ? Our winter,

the period when our deciduous trees must
be devoid of leaves, is long enough without

making it appear longer by lining every street

with the- lime. In the parks this tree may
sometimes be planted, but never in streets,

quays, or boulevards. Apart from its presenting

a diseased appearance for more than half the

time that it ought to be full of green life, the

lime grows much too large for the little front

gardens where it is so abundantly employed, and

will soon keep away from the bouse it is planted

to adorn a large portion of the light and sun that

we grumble so much at being deprived of. If, in

order to obviate this, we cut it in pcriodicully, it

l)ecomes an object that every person of taste

should abhor and cut down as soon as possil)!e,

to say nothing of the labour and expen.se of this

periodical mulilation. And all this is in face of

the fact that we have sevei'al handsome trees that

do infinitely better and without clipping. In

many cases in to^vn3 it would be better, instead

of planting a coarse tree of any kind, to cover the

railings with the Irish ivy, as the French often

do ; and then, no light being intercepted, it would
be possible to have something worth looking at

in the little ganlen, and the heavier rushes of dust

would be kept out by the dense covering of ivy,

Divarf shrubs more suited to the size of the place,

anil flowers, might then be grown with success,

I repeat the lime—in the cuuntry, and even in

some city parks, a noble ti-ee—is the worst of all

for street or boulevard or street-garden planting.

If the formal outline it presents when clipped

appear otherwise than ugly to some, it may not

be amiss to remind them that other trees may be

clipped as well as the lime, and that the round-
headed, spineless rohinia is a far more beautiful

object than any clipped trees. Many fine old

places in France are rendered hideous by clipped

limes ; while the most beautiful street or city

trees I have ever seen are those of the equally-

formal rohinia in some of the cities of Northern

Italy. Any reader who has visited Novara will

bear out what I say.

I was truly astonished at finding the Bols de
Boulogne described as " as cockneyfied an affair as

ever was devised," inasmuch aseveiybody who has
paid any attention to public parks, and who has
really examinedthem c irefully, mus"; know that it

is second to no public park in England or France!
It has a few faults it is true, but where can we
find in any public park a more beautiful view than

that from the Butte Mortmart, looking along
the two lakes ? There is not in any I^ondon park
a specimen of artistic planting of hardy trees and
shrubs approaching in beauty that on the islands,

and there is not in any private or public park in

Europe nobler or more perfectly kept roads and
walks. Its faults are few compared to the best of

the London parks ; for keeping it far surpasses any
of them in what we may term the gardening parts,

while vast portions of it are covered with dense

and .almost wild plantation, where you may in

spriug and early summer see the P.arisians gather-

ing primroses or honeysuckles, so that it is at once

nobler as a garden and as a wilderness than any
London park, -and I say this after having
traversed all parts of its vast surface—I had a

different opinion of it at first.

Fig. ;13, showing a portion of the mai-gin of a

Parisian square—the meaning of which is said to

be by no means clear—was simply intended to

show the difference between the Parisian mode
of treating the mai-gin of a square so that its

beauty may be seen from without, and our own
method of running a mean line of privet, or some
other shrub round it, so that, viewed externally,

it is far from ornamental. I did not advise the

opening of Russell or Grosvenor-square, knowing
well the difficulties that lie in the way ; nor

did I advise the opening of any private

square, but simply ask that the Parisian plan

be fairly tried, and so confident am I in its

success, that I look forwaril to a time when the

owners of our dre.ary private sipiares will ask for

the alteration that they would now oppose with

all their might.

As regards the French way of treating water,

there can be no doubt that it is an utter failure

as regards the squares, where water should never

have been introduced at all, but in the parks it is

well done; Any reader who walks round the

Lac Daumcsnil in the Bois de Vincennes will

come to the different conclusion to your reviewer.

But he is right in saying walks should not

monotonously follow the margin of water.

He concludes by saying that in their pai'ks and

gardens the French " cannot compare with us."

Ho is right so far as privaie gardens and parks

are concerned ; he is utterly wrong as regards

public gardens and parks. They are in city

gardenmg generally as much before us as the

Square de Montrouge—a little garden in an

obscure part ',of Paris—is before the Scjuare de

Leicester.—I am. Sir, very respectfully yours,

W. Robinson.

feature in this lecture hall, which struck me as

being worthy of a passing word, and that was the

admirable manner in which the room was lighted.

I entered it on Wednesday week, about half-past

seven o'clock in the evening, when the sunlight

was in the sky. The hall was lightcil with gas,

but the light was so distribnt':d, and the colour of

the ceiling so appropriate that the hall was filled

with soft light, very much like the light of the

summer evening, I had just left outside ; and
during the evening I scarcely felt conscious that

the room was lit with gas, it so closely resembled
subdued daylight. The room was much better

lighted than the House of Commons, or the House
of Lords, or, if I remember myself, any public

building in the metropolis. No doubt it was the

result of the eciual distribution of the gas jets, and
the light blue ceiling. If any one knows
more of this, I should be glad if he would com-
municate what he knowB, as it is an important

subject.—I am. Sir, GuSTAVE Smith.

THE SOUTH KENSINGTON LECTURE
THEATRE.

Sir,—Whilst agreeing with what was said in

last week's Building News about the preliminary

experiments which were repeatedly made to test

the acoustic capacity of the Lecture Theatre
recently erected in connection with the South
Kensington Museum, I think a few words might
have Ijecn said in vindication of ihe pfhicipU on

which the room is constructed. The seats are ar-

ranged in rows one above the other, so that the

audience looks iloivn on, instead of iij> to the plat-

forn without the slightest inconvenience. Of

course there is nothing new in this plan of con-

struction, as it is as old as the time when people

began to preach, or pray, or sing, by the hill-side.

Theatres were built in this way in Greece and
Home, and in every nation ever since. But I am
surprised, after all, that the principle is not more
commonly adopted, as the advantages flowing from

it are manifold and obvious. The audience can

see the lecturer better, and the lecturer can see the

audience better than when the platform is raised

instead of the audience. Now it is an important

thing that the speaker should see the faces of his

audience and not merely their hats and bonnets,

as is too frec|uently the case. And then there is the

great advantage of sound ascending. A snuiller

expenditure of physical force is lu'ccssary on the

part of the speaker, when his audiciue gradually

rises before him. It is astonishing what a vast

amount of force may be utilised in this world of

ours, if a little more care was taken in the con-

struction of public halls. There was another

SOUNDING-BOARDS.
Sib,—I beg to suggest that a few more sound-

ing-boards be erected in London. Why should

there not be a sounding-board erected over the

platform on which the baud jilays, near Rotten-

row ? Certainly, if it were desirable to erect a

capacious platform, with panels, cornices, and

paint, an additional small expenditure might be

made in putting over the platform a roof or

sounding-board. As it is most of the music is

absolutely lost. It may be heard to advantage

by the birds on the trees round about the plat-

form, as sound ascends, but it is not heard to

half or (piarter the extent it might be for want
of a suitable roof to the structure. I do not see

why music should not be economised as well

as other good things. If the South Ken-
sington authorities close by are so particular in

the erection of a lecture theatre which holds

about 500 people, as to make several experiments,

which you so deservedly laughed at last week, I

do not see why the Hyde Park authorities (I

suppose there are some such men) should not go

a step further, and materially improve what they

have done. The same complaint applies to St.

Jiimes's Park. In the corner of the Park nearest

the Horse Guards a band plays every evening,

much to the satisfaction of several hundreds of

people, and many of them of the pooi-er class.

The band plays within an enclosure, into which

any one may enter who pays twopence. I do not

complain of this arrangement. But it so happens

the great majority do not pay, and they are of

necessity some way from the mu,-ic. If a plat-

form were erected, as at Rotten-row (and if the

rich came there to listen to the music, no doubt

there would be), and if a roof, or sounding-board,

covered the platform, the strains poured forth by

the band would not be principally lost is thin air

as now, but they would be distributed half over

the Park, for the gratification of thousands. I am
not asking anything extravagant, but a simple

inexpensive provision which will repay more than

a hundredfold its cost. A similar provision has

been made in Regent's Park, when the band plays

to 20,000 or 30,000 persons on Sunday evenings.

It is the same in the Horticultural Garden', where

the " upper ten " do most congregate. When on

this question of soimding-boards, I may say that

they are very much w.anted in St. Paul's

Cathcilral and Westminster Abbey. Is it not

a remarkable thing that generation after genera-

tion, and century after century, should pass away
aud that no siich provision should have been

made in cither of these cathedrals ? When Dean
Stanley ju-eachcs in Westminster Abbey I always

like to go ; but the Dean, though an excellent

preacher, has a weak voice, and as I do not go

very far in the church I have never heard him with

satisfaction yet. Immediately he ascends the

platform the congregation puts itself into a listen-

ing attitude. Some move up the aisle ; others

put their hands behind their ears, but very few

hear easily, and a large proportion do not hear at

all. And so eloquent words and precious advice

arc lost to hundreds. A well arranged sounding-

board over the Dean's head would go a long way

to remedy the evil complained of. As it is the

sound of his voice evaporates, as it were, in the

Cathedral. No doubt if there were a gallery

those in it would be enabled to hear the Dean.

But of coui-se I do not advocate a gallery, but a

simple provision to economise and distribute tlie

.sound of the human voice amongst the congrega-

tion. What applies to Dean Stanley applies more

or less to every other preacher. It is the same

in St. Paul's Cathedral. Though Canon Melville
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has a very fine voice, it rolls .iMiiy over the heads
of the congregvlion without falling, as it is in-

tended, on the cars. It is different with the

services under the dome. There the iralpit has a

snunding-honrd, to the vast advantage of the con-

gregation. I hope the suggestion I have made will

not be lost sight of.—I am, j'ours truly,

London. .T. P. E.

OBSTRUCTIONS IN BASE LINES.

Sir,—I have perused with great interest the

articles contained in yom- valuable columns rela-

tive to chaining lines on which obstructions occur.

It is a very usual thing to combat the difficulty by
employing the chain alone, but as all survejing

with the chain is limited in capability, andcertainly

nat so correct as when combined with an angular
instrument, it is a natm'al consequence that it

will be still more improperly adapted to perform
minutely the measurement of inaccessible objects

and distances.

Perhaps it may not be out of place if I submit a
plan by which I have successfully and with con-

siderible accuracy fought against these ever in-

truding nuisances in measuring lines, and which
has been far from difficult to cany out in the field

Let A B D represent a right line to be chained
through a serpentine river running for a short dis-

tance up to the crossing place somewhat parallel

to the river.

If the angle C B E be equal to 00, and the line.

B E be chained out to E, so that the angle C E B
reads 4.5°, then will B C be equal to B E.

This is a very simple case indeed, but it not un-
frequeutly happens that on account of other im-
pediments it is Impossible to chain the line B E as

f.ar as E, for instance, in the case of a wood inter-

vening, it may be only possible to get as far as A,
which we will suppose z:: 100 ft. Take the angle

C a B = 72° .32', then will the angle B C o = 90°

— 72° 32' = 17° 28', which can be taken by the

theodolite or sextant as a check on the operations.

It would be far more desiralile, if possible, to

adopt the foi-mer method, as then all computation
would be abolished, and by the box se.xtant the

process is extremely easy and accurate :

—

Walk along the line A B C D, having previously

set up a flag at F, and the vernier of the instru-

ment at an angle of 00° until the object at C is

brought exactly over the flag at F, then will a line

be chained out towards F from the surveyor at B,
stand at right angle? to A B C D ; in like manner
having set the sextant at 4.j° walk along B « E F,

and the point E will be similarly determined, and
which is found to stand at 318 feet, which is the

river's breadth, or rather the distance B C.

By the latter method we have either to scale the

triangle or proceed by a trigonometrical calcula-

tion. Let B a be given =: 100, and the angle
B C a zz 17° 28', required the river's breadth by
the addition and subtraction of logarithms.

As log. sine /_ 17° 28' n: 9-477.34

: B a = 100 log. — 2-00000

: : log. suie l_ 72° 32' = 9-97950

11-97950
9-47734

: B C = 317-
<
Ifig. 2

Besides rivers there will be nnmerous impedi-
ments, all of which I consider may be most easily
and successfully treated by trigometrioal operations.
I am. Sir, &o. KoBEy Cakpentee.

Great Marlow, June 9.

extensively used in London, this is to be ac-
counted for, not because of its inability to cope
with the difficulties of smoke and fog, but because
none of the quarries of Combe have depots in

London, and hence its sale is not pushed there.

While we cannot from memory refer to any large

building in London where it is used, yet the whole
of Bath and the major part of Bristol is built of
Combe. And where can freestone be seen in a
better state of preservation than in the very old

buildings of these ancient cities ? To hear the
" weather " powers of Combe impugned surprises
us. Why, the largest Bath stone building in the
kingdom—viz., the Earl of Dudley's mansion of
Whitley Court, Worcestershire, consumed in

erection 300,000ft. cube of our Combe ; or, nearer
London, the Asylum for Orphan Children at

Stoats' Nest, Croydon, was wholly built of the
same description of Bath stone from our Combe
Down quarries twenty years since. Is either of
these defective ? Can Mr. Pain point out any
large metropolitan building where Condae Down
has failed? if not, he should join with us in doing
justice to the Alpha and Omeg.i of the Bath
Oolite (the first used and the most durable).

Secondly. Corsham is said to be " finer and of

more even texture than the other descriptions of
Bath stone." Pr.ay substitute the word "Far-
leigh " for " Corsham," and the assertion will be
correct. We think Mr. Pain's specimen must
have been supplied from an inferior strata. We
shall have much pleasure in forwarding specimen,
or in submitting blocks for inspection, when we
believe practical judges will acknowledge this

stone to be io working the cheapest, freest, and
finest, and in appearance the most effective of all

the Bath stones ; and while not equal as a
weather stone to Combe or Bo.x, yet superior to

Corsham or Comgrit.
Thirdly. Comgrit is 'said, "to stand well for

plinths and cornices." Now, no sensible builder
would use any other than Combe or Box for these

pui-poses, if he desired durability. Corngrit is a
thoroughly strong stone, and will bear heavy
weights, and is therefore useful for foundation
stones, engine beds, &c., but it is less able to

resist exposure than its finer brethren ; besides
which it is too coarse-griiined to please the eye.

In making these observations, we have no
interest in one stone over another, as we, and we
only, quan-y every variety of the Bath stone ; but
we simply desire to see justice done to each, and
that builders should use each sort according to its

adaptability. This done, we have no fear of

failure of this handsome building material.
Trusting you will assist us in carrying oiit

this intention by inserting our letter, we are.

Sir, yours, &c., Stone Beothees.
Bath Stone Office, Bath, Uth June, 18C0.

THE NEW LAW COURTS.
The followiug has appeared in sevei-al of the London

morning papers :

—

Sir,—As the question of tlie Xew Law Courts, with
a new site, involvin;:^ a new design, is soon to come
before the House of Commons, will you .allow me to
state that the printed correspondence on the appoint-
ment of the architect is partial and incomplete? It
omits several letters froiu Mr. Street and myself, writ-
ten when there was no diflference of opinion between
us that the decision of the judges could not be departed
from fas has siui^e been done) without an intolerable
breach of faitli. It docs not give, moreover, some fur-
ther letters fi-niii me. in one of which, several months
since, I asked for dcliuite information on an important
point without obtaining- a reply. I hope Mr. Bcntiuck
or some other member will get this return completed.

It is not to be expected that the public can give
much heed to the grievances of individuals, but it is

important to all that promises made by the Govern-
ment should be redeemed in spirit as well as letter.
The judges declared me the beat in what we were told
was to be the ruling principle of the competition ; they
also recommended my employment on the work. "VVe

D always promised that the decision of ihe judges
should be -'final." Notwithstamling this I have been
passed over without a word of explanation.
Shortly stated, the case now stands thus—the Go-

vernment, in order to procure designs, promised one
tluDK- ; having obtained them, they have done another.
Throughout the controversy I have made no state-

ment that cannot be proved from official documents.

USE OF IRON IN BUILDING.
Sir,—The slackness of trade, the increased expense

of building, and the consequent inactivity of a large
amount of capital, ai-e in my opinion due in a great
measure to the strikes at present prevalent amongst
masons, bricklayers, and the branches immediately de-
pendent on those trades. Why cannot we «io without
these men ? If they will not work, it seems to me that
others will, if we have only the brains to utilise their
labours. AVhy should not iron be more extensively
employed in building? It is cheap, and our means of
producing it increases. We already use it for ship-
building;-, and. iustcad of atoue, or timber for shop fronts,
roofs, and other parts of a house. Your own pages
hjive lately contained some interesting illustrations of
lion architecture in America, and your views on the
subject seem to be in unison with my own. With a
new matcri.al ready to our hands, and thousands of iron
workers all over the kingdom wanting employment, if
ax-chitects and engineers would only set to work and
devise the best means of using it, we might infuse fresh
activity into the trade, and lead a lesson to the more
violent of the trade unionists.—I am, &c. Fer.

GLASGOW INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS.
Sir,—The impression sought to be conveyed in a

letter of your correspondent which appeared on Fri-
day last seems to be that of all tlie fio architects whose
names appear in the new Glasgow Post Office Direc-
tory, only nine of those belong to the Glasgow Insti-
tute of Architects. I regret to say, that it is scarcely
possible for your correspondent to be ignorant of the
fact that tills Institute is composed of over 30 mem-
bers, and iiM-]iu]'-s in that number all the older and
most estcrnud luuinliers of the profession in Glasgow.
Your iu.seitiou of this note in your ne.^ct will much
oWige, A Member G.I. A.

THE WORKMEN'S INDUSTRIAL EXHIBITION
FOR fsro.

SiK,—I see in your journal for June 4, the last item
of "Our Office Table " page Shi, says, " it was deter-
mined to hold a workmen's industrial exhibition in
\Vorcestcr in 1870, as a preliminary to the International
E.xbibition to be held in London the same year."
Is it true there is to be an International E.xhibition in
London in 1870 ?—I have not seen any other account of
it. W. F. P.
[We believe it is intended to hold a (CbrA-meii's Inter-

national Exhibition in London next year, or so it was
announced some months since.]

BATH STONE.
Sir,—In the Building Ne-^'s of last week

you give a very full and interesting synopsis of a
lecture, delivered by Mr. Arthur C. Pain, on
the " Principal Building Stones used in the
Metropolis.'' On account of the intelligence and
position of the lecturer, and the large circulation
of your p.aper, it is highly essential that the in-

formation thus scattered over the country should
be correct, and that it any statement be erroneous
it should not pass unchallenged. In this spirit

we beg to call your attention to the paragraph on
" Bath stone," and we trust our remai-ks will in
nowise offend Mr. Pain, who, doubtless, has been
guided as much from information received as
from his own observation.

Firstly. The lecturer, speaking of Combe
Down, says " it will not stand the destructive
effects of the London atmosphere." Now, of all

the Bath .stones this is without doubt the best

rTvtt" iT'i
'' T"

'nost effectually resi.^ the riJpreSe'if'JSe^eiv'tZ';' oli't the hint under the
ravages ot frost, smoke, and time. AUhoufrh not ' hope it may considered.— Yours, &c., L. F.

LONDON GARDENING.
Sir,— I am ;>-lad to see that you are giving: some

attention to this matter in your columns. The two
very interesting articles which you have published
upon the ** Parks of Paris" show how much bettor
they mauage these things in t'rancc, and the remarks
in last week's number upon landscape gardeninof in
Hyde Park show how very much taste is wanted in
this matter as well as a lavish expenditure of money.
Not only are whole districts of London condemned to a
stony sterility as bare as Arabia Petrsea itself, but
wherever we do happen to have a green oasis in the
heart of the town, we plant a thick hedg-c about it

and lock up the gates to hide it from the sight of
all but a privileged few. With your correspondent
'* J. P. K.," I should rejoice to see the appointment
of some one with cultivated taste to take the garden-
ing superintendence of all the many odd vacant
spots about the metropolis. No doubt there would
be objections and dilficulties and grumblings at
first, but I am sure thatif he were once appointed,
uo one who possesses the least love of the beautiful
would wish to see him removed again^ Will you
allow me to point out bj^ way of example what I
think might be done in this way to ornament what
might at first sight be thought one of the most ineli-
gible thoroughfares in London, I mean the route from
Trafalgar-square to St. Paul's ? Beginning with Tra-

ijiii' itself, we have at present an attempt to
Lirriit mass of masonry by a few trees placed
Mill i>^ and cut to formal shapes, which closely
In- trees made of wood shavings and dipped
paint which little children purchase with
of toys in the adjoining Lowthcr Arcade.their boxe

These nii;;ht easily be replaced by a few trees planted
in the natural soil, like those on the Thames Embank-
ment, and left to o;row in theirown beautiful forms. A
few flower beds might also be formed by removing some
portions of the great area of asphaltc. and somc":x"ace-
ful vases filled with flowers might ornament the balus-
trades in front of the National Gallery, and if a few
aquatic plants were placed in the fountains, so as to
friage the edp^es and climb around the dumb-waitcrsin
the middle, tncy would afford a much more pleasant
sight than the labyrinth of pipes and heaps of rubbish
which are now all that is to be seen in the waters.
There is a great stony space around St. Martin's
Church which might be rendered beautiful by a few
flowers, shrubs, and small trees, and I submit to your
readers whether it would not add to the fine effect o(
the architecture of that church. Saint Bfary's
Church in the Strnnd has a considerable forecourt, and
a 9pn-'.- rnnTiiir- p;irn1'r) wiili tlio Strand, which Dobody
vy-T ' !•! I'M I, Ml ^' I i. h iI'Mvcrs andshrubs would
M 1,1,

I li also might be done
\\\::~ .\'.'

, ;i ,:,.,:., ,,:,, |
' rouud St. Clcmcnt's.

^Ii liiiij,: i;.u ut have a very small bit
d I have sought favour from none. I have asked, of ^roumi iti front of .^t. Dunstan's Church, but I

and hitherto in'vain, for justice and fair play. With a
new scheme is it even now too late to ask for this ?—

I

am. Sir, your obedient servant.
Abingdon-strcet, June 12. Edward 31. Barry.

MR. TWINING'S ECONOJIIC MUSEUM.
Sir,— Some four years since, 1 had the pleasure of

seeing Mr. Twining's unique economic

where it is, and I feci .'

be made with it- i' i

some suitable pi n - n

confciTcd. If ii \\

the control of rh. >i

with any society
appreciate

'

would not have small bits neglected, for the reason tha
they would afford
what might be
home. ComiiiL^
large epacr in Ir

account. Some
eastern end. nin:

the Cathcdr.ilai
stones, aiul nllc
If at thc^ann- t

their irntrs. thi

I -imiildbe

iiplos tn many passengers of
with iticir nwn .«nmll pieces at

' SI l':nil^ t :il li--,|rnl, WO hnVO i\

\liH-i, i.,; h[ ;„
1 ,11 M.Mlto beautiful

ii '
I

:
' :

:
1 i>' done at the

-II.-.-.-- ,,i 1 1 I- "\._\\\. to encourage
ilirs tn niiiovo a few of the paving
d liiile beauty at the western end.
tilt y would open, or throw down
;lit add materially to the public

intruding too much on your space to go
iiirihir into the City, but even in the most crowded
Iiaii^ iluTcarc many spots incapable of being used for
other purposes, which mijiht btM-enrJcred beautiful and
refreshing if only looked out for. I think. Sir, it was
Leigh Hunt who remarked, as an example of the
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fondness which Londoners entertain lor nature, that

nearly every principal street has at least one tree of

greater or loss dimensions. I do not know that this

is exactly true now, but I ; thiuk that if we wcut
the right way to work about it nearly every street

might have its small garden, and if it were so, the

good results would be worth all the trouble and the

slight expense which their formation might occasion.

—1 am, &c., James James.

IMPOKTANT TO ADVEKTISEES.
SiR,—I have been calhd im by a canvasser eonnested

with a recently-started professional journal, the ,

and he assures me that the circulation of the journal is

5.000 copies weekly more than the Builder or the

Bdildisg News. Can you suggest to me aud the

advertising public any mode whereby wc can ascertain

the established circulation of professional journals ?

At the present time wo are in the dark and sadly need
enlightenment. Somebody must be telling lies, and 1

should like to lind out who it is

[

Yours truly,

James Green.

t , We beg to state most distinctly that the journal

mentioned bv Mr. Green does not really circulate as

many hundreds as the Builder or Btni-DiNG News does

thousands. There iire only 1,250 copies of the said

journal printed weekly. And we have good reason to

believe that only about one-half of the number printed

sell. We are ready, if called on. to substantiate our

statement in a court of law. If the canvasser has

obtained orders on the representation that the journal

he represents circulates more extensively than the

Builder or the Building News, he obtains his orders

under false pretences. The best way will be for Mr.
Green, and all others who have been served like him,

to obtain a written guarantee that the circulation

of the said journal is so great. He will lind that the

canvasser will not give it, but give a wriggling excuse.

A truth is a truth all the world over, and the more it

is investigated the more it becomes manifest ; and
when a canvasser shrinks from putting a statement on

which ho eudciivours to get money, on paper, and
cowers in your presence when you ask it, you may
depend that he speaks falsely.

There ai-c several ways whereby Mr. Green, or any
one else, may ascertain approximately the circulation

of the journal mentioned, or, in fact, any other pro-

fessional journal. Let him inquire amongst his

friends whether they or their friends subscribe to the

journal in question. Let him inquire of his news-
agent as to the relative number of the profession.al

journals sold by the said newsagent. Let him try to

ascertain at Messrs. Smith, the gre.at newsagents in

the Strand, or any of the well-known newsagents, such

Building News or some other paper, the expenses in-

curred in the interesting work being defrayed by
the public purse. I, cannot conceive why or for

what reason the public have hrr'\ .l.'Mrivnl of the infor-

mation obtained during the p: > !
.

- ,1 1
Ih- several ex-

cavations. Some one said 1"! i i'.,.,\ 1 1
1
formation

could be got in London. i;ui 1
; ly the score

who have as much interest ;iim1 in.jli.ildy more than
those entrusted with the work, have uo time to go to

Loudon, but would feel gratified for a descriptive ac-

count aud diagram, especially that of Solomon's
Temple.—Andrew, Peter, and Joun.

[1444.] — I.jr.LC—What is the meaning of these,

initials which appear at the bottom of your illustration

of a new church aud schools, at HoUoway, in the

number for the 21st ult. ?—Pdzzled,
[The initials stand, we believe, for *' In Memory of

the Immaculate Conception." The building is for a
(Uoman) Catholic Church.]

[114.5.]_I should feel obliged if you. Mr. Editor, or
someone who knows about it, would tell me of the
whereabouts of the Museum of tlie City of London,
where the lloman pavement found in Walbrook a short

time since is deposited. I have been in London many
years and know nothing of this museum, and I think

a pitv that some step is not taken to popularise it

more.—W. S. Thomas.
[In answer to W. S. Thomas's request, we think wc

cannot do better than reproduce a portion of a letter

which appeared in the I'imes a few days since :—
" Sir,—The Museum of the City of London is

attached to the library at Guildh.all, and consists of a
very interesting collection of Koman antiquities, in-

cluding several rare specimens of * tabella;,' ' styli,'

' crepida;,' ' flbulce,' ' strigiles,' lamps, knives, ;and many
articles of personal adornment in bronze and bone ;

the glass includes lachrymatories and parts of vessels

of v;iriovis descriptions, shapes, and colours. The
S;iiin;ni win i

i
larticularly tine, cousistin<i: of bowls,

[1395.]—A ROOF.— Inmy reply to this question, given
at p. 493, 1 showed that " J. H. I.'s "problem was incap-
able of solution by reason of his rafter being too short,
and also indicated how to obtain geometrically the
minimum length of rafter which would satisfy the
other conditions of the problem. From the method
then propounded, another, very simil3r,naturally arises
for sohin^ geomclrically the original problem, when a
sufficient length of rafter is allowed to render a solu-
tion possible. As a mode of solution by calculation
may interest many of your readers, I submit the follow

-

us George Vickers, Angel-court, Strand ; H. Vicker

It .al

namentcd with emblems of war
possesses many varieties of

1.1 other buiUlii materials of
t, monuments
Itnche Smith

llrl S:\lishur urt, Fie. theet-street
cr! ; i'"uvi'iugdou. Fleot-
\ ;

-^1; v and Nelson,
111 r,, 11, I'.lack Horse-
.luhu Heywood, Man-

v ; or, in fact, of any
1 or country. Let him,

•
' We

Strand

;

i-ubllshiiiu r,„,i|i:iHv. in. n-.i

street; Kin .
TjI.til.-t. r-r.

Catherinu K11V..1, Mnni.l -,

alley, Flcet-.:.LreLi, lU' .\ln-A o

Chester; or Love, of Gla.sgt

well-known newsagent iu to\>

in fact, inquire for himself and act accordingly,

do not ask him to take our word for it. Let our cor-

respondent not for a moment be ijuided by any copies

of the iournal he may sec in the shop windows, as wc
know that they arc carried .about, ou "sale or return,'

for show, and U3( sold. Well established journals arc

never tnkeu about in this way. Should Mr. Green,

or auy one, be told, " Oh, we send om' journal through
the i)()st." let him not believe it, as the system for

'1 papers throuiih existing agencies

. eompl''!''

ge oiilv al

,-lu-..|., ^l-iclil

. , is .luolher way
, iiriy judge of the

:i iiapcr, aud that is the low price at

. r. if pressed, is prepared to take ad-
Widely-circulatcd journals have
toil.]

may beiui'in 1
1

.

'
....;..! .

ofthe' !>.:' V .
'

..Hiiro; iu,u.

of Still hiuli.-'.:i (ill. , 1;. 1:11. li..\,-i_ ..;i. I .ilumn, found
.-It Ludg.^tc. crcctLd Ijy Aueurietos I'nivincialis and his

wife Martina ; also a very beautifully sculptured tiuted

marble sarcophagus, of the fourth century, recently

dug up at Clapton. In addition to these the museum
contains a small but valuable collection of Upchurch
ware, some very large amphora:, and many mortuary
and cinerary urns. The mediaeval department is far

from despicable, and includes the finest collection

known of the leaden ' slgnacula,' or pilgrims' signs,

and is particularly rich in spurs, locks, keys, spoons,

knives, &c. a word as to the library. During the year

1808 the number of readers and others using the library
" • rltfil was

ing, and foi' the pui^posewill assume the length of the
longer rafter A B to be 40ft. The width of the building
A G icm;iiniug 47 feet, aud the excess of height of oue

all above the other C G, 12 feet as before ; the problem
is, to lind the leugtb of the shorter rafter B C, the sides

of the roof A B, U C. haviuj!: equill pitches.

Here the rig-ht-angled triangles A E F, A B H, are
similar, therefore

A F X AB _ AF X 40

AE A E
For convenience put A E = .r, and A F = »/, then

40 1/ 47 -V 1/

A H = But A H also =
r 2
47 -I- !/ 40 3/

Whence =

AE : AF A B : A H =

Again by the properties of

A E2 - A !« = E Vi that is x2

right-angled triangles

j/2 = 12-' or 144 . . (2.)

We have, therefore, two independent equations, thft

first simple, the second quadratic, to find the values of
the unknown quantities x and y. By (1) we have

47.1:

= y, substitute this value of y in equation (2.)

and wc get .r2 (^ 144, whence y has been

was 17,701, aud the number of work
28,424, and in the month of April l;i

were 1,.520 and 2,740 respectively. The

of nearly 30,000 volumes, and is e-pee

matters connected v.-iMi f)ie iii-.f'uy :n

inniK

London. Both i1

to every respecta
numbers are adn

L'S of
• free
, and
riC of
The

guine',\ care ashamed of, but I

reproach will be speedily removed, aud
ell worthy alike of its importance and

! first city of the world.—The Chair-

eliminatcd, and we have now only to find the value of

.r. Keduciug the last equation by the ordinary methods
we obtain

.ri - 100 a:3 + 4047 .1'2 + 2-3010 X = 921010

Whence .i ' - 100 x^ + 4047 .t2 -I- 23010 x - 921600 =
(3.), an equation of the fourth degi-ee, for

the solution of which we have recom'se to a method of

approximation, aud making a few trials we find that
if .T = 17 the equation (3.)

'^•"•- C289G
- 23798

" X = 19 „ = -f lOOOS

„ .T = 20 „ =4- 380O0

The change of sign in the resulting values of the
equation when x passes from 18 to 19 indicates that

there is at least one root or value of x between is and

IPC ui .ou, ui lue U.-SL c.y oi .ue .vor....-x..^ ^„-v...- ,
19 which would make tile equation equal zero, and

MAN OF THE LIBRARY fcoMMiTTEE OF THE CiTY OF therefore, form One Bolution. It IS also apparent that

good

|intci[ronimunii[atioit.

QUJ^STIOA'S.
[1439.]—VENETIAN BLINDS. - Having niadc a

pair of Venetian blinds. I would feel greatly obliged if

through your " Intercommuuication " column I could

get the necessary information as to the process of

painting the laths, the kind of paint used, &c.—

A

ItEGLLAR SLBSCRIBER.

[1440.]—COST OF COTTAGES.—In IRO.") the Cen-
tral Cottage Improvement Company published Bome
statistics as to the cost per room and per cube foot of

a small cottage. I believe you gave them at the time,

but I cannot Hud them, ('an you or one of your rea-

ders supply them ?—A COINTKY BitILDER,
[The Society stated that. " reports from dilferent

parts cf the country of the actual cost of building

prove that on the average each room coiUainiu" liio

superficial feet or 10 feet square, of a cottage or block

of buildings costs from £20 to S25, exclusive of land ;"

this is equivalent to 3d. per foot cube.]

[1441.]_P0FPY-IIEAD.—Where can I procure a

plaster '• poppy-head " (full size), as pattern to a wood
carver for end of church seats?—Poppy-Heau.

[1442.]—ELYDOKIC PAINTING.—Can you or any
of your readers tell mc what elydoric paintlug is, aud,

if a modern art, by whom invented ?—T. Time.
[The Kuiilish M,,l,unic of this week slates that.

' Elydoric i.iiinliTi^ isamelluMl of painliTig iuveuted

by M. Vin.eiu ..( .M..I1I I'clil.in which the pigments
arc mixed up with an emulsion of oil and Hater. It U
said to add the fresh appearance of water colours and
the finish of miniature painting to the mellowness of

oil colours."]

London."]

[1440.]—ANTS IN HOUSES.—What will extermi-

nate these pests ? They swarm in my pantry in myriads,

and seem especially attracted by anything sweet.-
Pater.
[Try the " insect soap " sold by the oilmen, or if yon

cannot obtain that, wash well the walls with a weak
solution of carbonic acid.]

[III7.]_VENETIANKED.—Can any of your readers

tell me what quantity of copperas should be mixed
ailfuU of Venetian red colour to make it resis',

aud keep its brightness ?—Foreman Brick-
layer.

[1448.]-MEASURING ZINC WORK.—I should feel

111 a p.-

obliged' to you if you
columns of your valuable inper
be measured under the i. .1|. .,

builder asked the price ]'. i i. .i

how we measured , aad u a t . I

used; be then said that lie wo
e aud have surface measuri

me through the
.e,v :i /:inc flat should

. . . iimstanccs :—

A

.imI ,\ hen told, asked
i le- <|tiautily of zinc
a i.nlier pay a little

aud so agreed to pay
oue halfpenny per foot more to have superficial me:

sure ; he now says the fioor of flat only should be
measured.—AV. 1* ll.

[1419.]—GEOJIETRICaL tracery.—'NViU some
of your readers kindly inform mc how to learn to draw
geometrical tracery, aud vecoiumend a good wo.'k ou
the subject ?—A Beginner.

the root iu question is nearer 19 than 18. Put, there-

fore, X = I'J - f, where « is a fraction less than unity,

and, consequently, the values of its second and higher
powers being small in comparison with its first power,
may be rejected in seeking for its .approximate value.

Substituting 19 — 3 for x in equatiou (3.), and com-
puting its value under this new condition we have

a-i = 4- 130321 - 27430 z + &C.
100 xO = - 1097440 4- 172210 Z - &c.

4047 x2 = -f 1400067 - 153780 z 4- &C.
23040 X = + 437760 - 23040 z

921000 = - 921600

=4- 10008 - 31982 s

Therefore 10008 = 31982 z, and
10008

= z = '312 an approximate value of z.

31982
Whence .t = 19 - -312 = 18688.

This is not the exact value of x, but a still nearer
aiipnixiniation to its real value may be found by
making ,r in equation (3) = 18-088 -z'and repeating

tlio ;ibove process. By these means the value of x may
be found to any required degree of accuracy. But
taking our first approximation .v = IsiiSS as suffi-

oleuMy near for our present purpose, wc find 40 —
lf;-(;<8 = 21-312 is the length of the shorter rafter B.C.

And that as from equatiou (1)

47 X

[144:l.l-.Il.:nrSAI.r.M,- T^halIl«;; lad to be informed
by some kind fiieiid wliv il is ihat tin re..|-iil .lise..vc-rii-i,

andafulldes.-riplion .a lli.- 'leiiiple. ;is als.i sk(-t,-hes

of the letters lately deciiilu-rea hasnut bi-en given in llie

REPLIES.
[ISO.").]-A ROOF.—Allow me to correct a couple of

typographical errors appearing in my reply to this

question. For ;' E. G. B. will be a triangle right

angled at C " read " !: C D will be a triangle,' Ac. and
for " length of the length rafter" read ••length of the

longer ratter." Of course, in replying to this iinestion,

1 have supposed one dimension to be dilTerent from
that given by "J. H. I." It is quite possible also

that an eiiual pitch on both sides may bring the eaves

either nearer to or farther from the back of the build-

ing for instance, should the pitch at G in my diagram
l.e rai>e.I 1m f..rm nil r,,niI:itrr-.Mr',.M--.le upon H E.then
will ilie eiive- i:.ll I.

:'

.

' 1
'

':!.',.!
I lie building. or if

111, -:i].i |.ii. ii :i] I
. : I

•
.

. .i . . i..i III a more obtuse
an-le Uirii will ih. I ^.- .1. i.i..ier away, and. in

..illier.iisi- the oeiii. i. li. ii;.il i.L. lis sIlOWU lU tllC

I to Iho height A 11 at

V 1432o = A F

minimum li

problem

.

other. I

found 111

tion CM 1

]--'9l",, ind
betw

same (diagi

the iKK-'

buUdiui
11 not lie in ilie'i-outrcof the w'idth of the

ROBEY Carpenter.

Also that 47 - 14-3-i3 = 32^67.'i S F G.

It was stated in my first reply to*' J. H. I ," at p.

493, that when the longer rafter exceeded a certain

rfh (here would be two solutions of the
'iviii" a Hatter pitch to the roof than the

II :: and 28 .as values of a' it will be
-7, the resultant value of e<iua-

:ml when X = 28 the result is —
1- tiiat there is at least one ..value of x

..nd 28, which will fatisfy the equation,

and that it is much nearer the latter than the former
number. I'utting ,r = 28 - z and solving for z as

befoi-e, we find z = -0333 and x = -28 - 0333 =
27-960. Whence y = 25200 and the shorter r.after B C
= I'-iM-'-

.

The accuracy of these approximations may be teste<l

by inserting the discovered values of x and ;/ in equa-

tion (2) and computing their numerical diiterence. aud
then treating the upper triangles iu a similar manner.

Mr. Robey Carpenter in his reply to "J. H. I." at

p 515. docs not give his method of finding the length

of the' part called i/ iu the above investigation, coase-

quently altogether avoids a demonstration of the only

I real difficulty of the problem.-E. S.,
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[UOl.]—SAWING.—If " Inquirer " will apply to
Messrs. Samuel AVorssam ami Co., of 232, King's-road,
Chelsea, S. W.. he will probably obtain the information
h3 requires.—J. V. *

[140:i.]—HANGING GATES.—Tu the accompanying
slccLch, I trivc a simple but effectual method of pre-
venting- a heavy g-atc from what is termed scggiug, or
dropping- at one end. The post A should be driven
about five or six feet into the earth, so as to secure a

/A/

firm resistance for the pull of the roil V,. wlii-'h, in its
turn, holds upon the hook upon wliith ilir -aii- swings,
and so takes off all the strain from lIm' Li i\k pillai'. I
am of opinion that brick pillars imly ]Nin. iliirk would
never stand the dropping- tendency oi so large and
heavy a g-ate as one 10'' 0" in length. The strut C is in-
troduced to assist in keeping-A in its place.

—

Engineer.

[14(>4.]-COST OF TIMBER.-For the kind of
roug-h carpenter's and joiner's work your correspon-
dent appears to want, the cost would be about 2s.(5d.

per cube foot, a little more or a little less according to
the kind of timber employed.—W. W. L.

[1405.]—KETATNTNG WALLS.-Tn order to calcu-
late the weight tbat the retainiusr ^'all would support
it is necessary to know the angle at which the earth
would stand, supposing there were no wall to keep it

up. This is evident upon reflecting that if the earth
would stand with a perpendicular face it would not
require any artificial support whatever. If " Builder"
would let me know in your next, what kind of earth
whether clay, sand, gravel, or other sort is behind his
wall, I shall be glad to solve the problem for him. I
beg also to point out that there is a printer's error in
the figures relating to the thickness of the wall.

—

Another Builder.

[141^.3-MOULE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEai.—
This principle of removing foecal matter fi-om the
neighbourhood ofhumanhabitationshasbeen employed
in some isolated districts with a good deal of success.
It is calculated to be of much value in hospitals,
barracks, and in all situations upon a small scale,
where no other means of drainage are available. The
application of it to large towns is, however, far beyond
its range, and although attempts have been made to in-
troduce it, they have hitherto failed.— C. E.

[1413.J-3rORTAR.— I am not able to give the name
of the manufacturer of a pug mill adapted for horse
power, but. as a proof that there are such things, vour
corn-espondeut cnn ivitness one at work on the West
India Extension Dock. I saw a horse working one
last week when inspecting the progress of the docks.

—

P. S. K.

[1416.]—DIFFERENT FORMS OF GIRDERS.—

I

am happy to reply to " Inquirer." For all the forms of
girders, the proportion of depth to span varies from
1 -12th to ^. About 1-lOth is a very good proportion,
especially for the bowstring type, where the deptl
gradually diminishes towards the ends. It must be
borne in mind that the deeper the girder the more
stiffening will be wanted in the web. Although there
may be less metal needed in the flanges, yet, if the
gutter be too deep, it will be more than balanced by
the extra quantity wanted to stiffen the web.—T. T.

[1418.]-SCANTLINGS FOR ROOFS.-Accordiug
to the rules given by Emerson, in his table of the
proportional sti-ength of timber, the relative strengths
of white fir and oak is as 6 to 11, and of red fir and oak
as 7 to 11, so that" x- -h h"" can calculate for himself
the scantlings he will require for his roof.— a. + b.

[142.X3-KNIGHTED ARCHITECTS. — -When I
asked the question as to the reason of Sir Digby Wyatt
and Sir Charles Lanyon being knighted, I did not
expect that my letter would have elicited so many
replies. I must say. however, that no one has answereiJ
my question. I said nothing about the abstract ques-
tion' of conferring titles; I merely thought, and still
think, that if) architects' artists are to be chosen as
marks for Royal favour, ihat wisdom should be shown
in the selection. No doubt in this, as in most other
questions, there will be a difference of opinion as to
the merits of certain men. Some may think that Mr.
Tite is worthy lo be made knight, others may think
that 3Ir. Gilbert Scott or Mr. Street deserves the
honour. But when a man is singled out of the pro-
fession for a mark of distinction, or a popularly sup-
posed mark of distinction, there should, in my
opinion, be some permanent and unanswei'able reason
for the selection. "Another Young Draughtsman,"
instead of answering my question, which I suppose he
could not do, sneers at me for my presiumed impu-
dence. His letter is certainly a model of amiability,
wisdom, and eloquence ! He says my asking the ques-
tion " savours rather of puppydom, to bark and snarl
at a result which cannot possibly affect me." " Any-
thing," said the ancient philosopher, "which apper-

tains to man interests mo," and anything which affects
the body politic, and architecture as a profession
interests me. If one man gets more than he deserves
from a national tribunal, if ho reaps honours from the
State in disproportion to his merits, an injustice is

done to society in general, and to my profession in par-
ticular. I give reasons for the faith that is in me,
whilst "Another Young Draughtsman" can only
splutter impertinent words. I exercised the ordiiiai-y

privilege of an Englishman, and asked a sober quistioh
m sober language, whilst he gives an unreasdirililc
aui^wer in intemperate language. If he has lust ific

truth that is no reason that he should lose liiw ti'iii|. Li-

as well. Though uo one has stated why Sir Digby
Wyatt should be called," Sir " any more than a dozen
other men who might be mentioned, no one need bo
soiTy that the question was put on account of tiie

correspondence it has elicited.—A Young Draughts-
man.

[1423.]—KNIGHTED ARCHITECTS.—As you have
inserted so many adverse remarks on the honoui- of
knighthood being conferred on Sir Digby Wyatt, I
trust that, with your usual spirit of fairness, you will
allow one of his admirers to say a few words in his
favour. It seems, Sir, to me that an architect should
be judged from thi*ee points of view, his practical
works, his written works, and his use to the outer
world. As to Sir Digby's practical work, I have but
to mention the interior of the new India OflSce, Adden-
brookc's Hospital, at Cambridge, Garrison Chapel, at
Woolwich, Possingworth Manor, in Sussex, and the
Courts at the Crystal Palace, to show that he is an
architect of no mean qualiiiration^. whether he worlvs
in Italian, Romanesque or Cniiijf. sirularor ecclesias-
tical. Then as to his literary works, from the " Indus-
trial Arts of the Niueteeutli ('uiuiirv " down to the
Crystal Palace Handbooks, there is liot a subject on
which he has written but he leaves his mark on it as a
standpoint for future researches. His "Mosaics,"
his " Metal Work " are standard authorities, and his
essays read and remarks made at the Institute meetings
arc full of thought, and thought not transient in its
effect, but leaving behind it on the hearers the fecliufj-

that, wliether they side with Sir Digby Wyatt. o^i-

whether they are opposed to him, what he has said is
clever, intelligent, and to the purpose. Lastly, I would
ask of your critical correspondents if tliere is any man,
architect or otherwise, who gives so much of his time
to the improvement of the workiii- classes, who will
leave his home, as he does, night aid r niulii. to h,'cturc
to artisans, to instruct our own Anhiri pim al Associa-
tion, and attend meetings for the btuttit of .art and
architecture ? I would, Sir, with much pleasure, have
avoided comparisons, but "An Old Writer " and others
have mentioned the name of Mr. G. G. Scott as being
more deserving the honour of knio-hthood than its
present possessor. Presuming Mr. Scott is cleverer,
knowing that he has put up verymany more buildings,
may I ask of what benefit thai gentleman's knowledge
has been to us young architects or to those outside
architecture? "Uncle Tom" has been impertinent
enough to say that Sir Digby owes his title to the
South Kensington clique {whoever or whatever that
may be) ; porhn ps he would say that it was owing to
the same rlirpip th.nt liP vpffirnd the Institute gold
medal, tii" I'ln-incrr^" TiirorH :\Ii.<I;il. the red riband
from thr i:ni|H'in,-oi.hr |.-irihli, and the Order of St.
MauriCL' ami La/ai'ii.- ifniu Uir Iviii^' nf Italy. I must
beg you will fxcusu thu k-uj^tU of this letter, but it

would frrieve me much to see inserted in your paper
letters from so many would-be critics, without their
receiviu"' any answer from one glad to know that an
honour has been given to one whe well deserves it.

—

LUDOVICUS.

thoroughly ; in fact, some of my fellow pupils laughed
when they were shoT\'n " Young Student's " question.—
A School of Art Student.

[1433.]-VALUATION OP PROPERTY.—Men who
know more about this subject than myself would find
it difficult to convey much information in a sufficiently
condensed form to suit "Intercommunication." The
foll.iwing very " rough " calculations are usually made
HI llir (irst instance. The value of freehold land in the
'"iiritry is generally considered to be from 30 to 33
yrars purchase, being calculated on the 3 per cent,
tablus. -lO years purchase has sometimes been given,
but this constitutes a fancy price. For town plots
from ^.5 to 39 years purchase is more usual. For lease-
hold houses and buildings :—
Ist & 2nd class from 18 to 20 years purchase or 5 percent.
3rd&4th „ aboutlG „ 6 „
For leasehold property :—

1st & 2nd class from 15 to 16 years ptu'chase or G per cent.
2nd &. 3rd „ 14 to 15 „ 7 ,

3rd & 4th „ 12 to 13 „ 8 ,,

4th & 5th „ 11 to 12 „
5th & Gth ,, 10 „ 10
These tables only apply, of course, to ordinary

valuations ; there is no rule for valuation of compensa-
tion claims on railway companies and others for com-
pulsory sale.—D. T.

FOR DEMONSTRA-
communicated by a

'

nal publication

[14t3r.]—BLACKBOARD
TIONS.—The following i

country schoolmaster to an educat
some years ago. Having found his blackboards gr
so glossy by constant use that half bis scholars could
not see the writing upon them, and so dinted by rough
usage that he found a difficulty in erasing the chalk,
he says that he planed all the paint off, and made the
board quite smooth, rubbed it well with sand paper,
and then wetted it with common ink such as he used
in the school -, when dry. lie did so again, and so
obtained a nice, smooth, dull blackboard. Thinking-
he had yuocetdt'd ^vfll, he began to use it, but, to his
dissappointment, found that he could not clean the
chalk olf. He then rubbed the chalk all over the
board, and rubbed it off with a duster as well as he
could, and found his disappoiutraent turned into a
success. His board never wanted washing, and had
been in use two years.—J. J.

[142?.]—A surface may be obtained free from gloss,
and answering every purpose of a blackboard by
pasting on the walls smooth brown or cartridge paper,
and giving it about four coatiugs of common ink. This
is cheap, and more durable than might be expected, and
will last more than 12 months. Should any portion
become worn, it is easily renewed by damping that
particular sheet and pasting up a new one.—R. R. S,

[1427.]—The diificulty of obtaining a blackboard with
a surface entirely free from g-loss, and fi"om which the
chalk can be reaclily wiped off with a dry duster, has
been so great tliat I have long preferred to use the
large slates which arc sold at the educational deposi-
tories for such purposes, mounted on frames in the
manner of a swing looking-glass, and which are free
from those objections. Perhaps this hint may be useful
to "A. R.T."-N. K.

[1428.]—PAINT FOR PL.VSTER CASTS.—I slioiiM
not advise painting at all ; it generally spoils the cast.
Rub the cast with plaster of Paris, dry.—T. I.

[1429.]—PAINT.—"Rifleman " can paint his drill .shed
with a mixture of whiting and stale milk made about
the con.sisteucy of ordinary colour. It will wash.

—

E. J. K.

[1432.]—PARALLEL PERSPECTIVE. -I think
" Young Student " only requires tilling that all lines
at right angles to the picture plane vanish in the
centre of vision. *' Young Student " had better attend
a school of art, where they teach perspective

[1-1.38.]—" S. L. M." asks how to find the solidity of
a spherical segment whose height is 2' 3", the diameter
of the sphere being 9' &'". The following Is a general
formula by which this may be found :

—

Let d = diameter of sphere,

,, h — height of segment,
,, s = solidity.

Then s = (3rf - 2h) x 7*2 x 5230—which may be
expressed in words as follows:—
From three times the diameter of the sphere take

twice the height of the segment, multiply the re-
mainder by the square of the height, and by -5236.

This will give the solidity of the segment. Now by
substituting the given values in the above form, viz.,
d - O-.'l and A = 2*25, we get as follows:—

Solidity = (3 x 9'5 - 2 x 2'25) x (2-25)2 x *523G
= (28-5 - 4-5) X 5-0e2o x "5236

i
= 24 X 5-0625 X '5236

= 03-6174cubicfeet.—W11.LIAM MooR,Jun.,
Hetton Colliery.

[143S.]-CUBICAL CONTENTS OP SPHERICAL
SEGMENTS.—To find the solidity of the segment of
a sphere, see " Bonnycastle's 3Iensuration of Solids,"
problem 14. Rule—To three times the square of the
radius of its base add the square of its height ; and
this sum multiplied by the height and the product
again by '5236 will give the solidity,

—

Double You
Eff Pea.

4'-')" = 475
475

9821250
4910625
3273750

8184375

Answer:—S5'-0"' nearly.—W. F. P.

[14.38.]-CUBICAL CONTENTS OF SPHERICAL
SEGMENTS.—The following is tlie rule for finding
the content of a spherical segment : — From three
times the diameter ot tho '^plipre subtract twice the
height of the seu'iiMit mnltiMiv the remainder by the
square of the hci^li( ihtm 1 product again by "5236,

<—^l 9—%—'^ 1^"">'

which will give the solidity. This is expressed by the
formula. Content = (3 D - 2 /i) K- x '5236. Then if

rad. = 9' G", diam. = 10'. and h —
2J'; substituting

which quantities in the formula we find the content
1

= (57 -
4.J) 5— x -5236 = 139-163 cub. ft. In the fig. the

STATUES, MEMORIALS, &c.
VHT week the fine colossal statue of St. Augustin

1 ' oil :ii..'lily .l<rnra(.' I \uy\v i.i'r|iaivd for

1-^. )-.:irl- lis. am-

Chunl.
vliicli has been pni

uly eleven feet in height, and
nsu as a work of art of its

^ in the western side of the
an Fathers. Thomas-street

—

d to be one of the finest in
sameIreland—will be filled by other statues by tli

artists.

Sir Dominic CoRnicAN.-A statue erected in
honour of this eminent Irish phy.tiician w.as unveiled
at Dublin on the 3rd inst. 3Ir. Foley. U.A., is the
sculptor.
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STAINED GLASS.

Two Btaiacd windows liavo jiisi

caBternniost windows of tbc nort

yt. Ciithbert's Cliurcli, Blaydon
contains representations of the 1

Apostle St. Paul. Tli.' siuilljn n

elaborately colouiiil <li-i_ii <ii

[.•rizaille cbarar(. 1 ;i

emblems. Botli w m n

H. Bamett, of N.Mr:, i; -, n- i>

„|.ly

WATER SUPl'LY AND SAXITAKY
M.\TTKi;s.

The Kiver I.f ^, \i tlir I ;vt iiuoiinK of ihc V
Ham Lo:al Boai-.l m llr.ilii, iii.> clerk anii..uii.-iil

lie had received not i,\> iini;i iin Ilivrr I.on r.Tuscrv;

Trust to discontinue In ;ill"\v -iw.t-e ni:ittrr to

into the River Lea from :\u<l .-ill.r lli

two years from the ^rtli oi M;iy l;i~i.

with this notice the I.ociil r.o.nil iini>! me- ~-;iiii\ in-

cur a laro;e outlay, variouf^lv rsIiuiiLtii-l ;tt IKun t::iO,0(lO

to £50,000. The complelioi'i of the other portion of the

main drainage works of West Il.am parish will involve
a larf;;e expenditure of money.
The C01-CHE.STER Sew.vge.—At the last meetinp-

ot the ColchesterTown andChannelCommissioners, the
question of the disposal ot the sewage of the town was
discussed. The sewage is at present thrown into the
Eiver Colne, but this, if continued, is likely to prove a
serious nuisance. Messrs. Uuss and Minns, engineers,
of rarlianieiit-stroet. Westminster, had made a sur-

vey of the distriit. and now presented their report.

They recommended the oonstruotion of an intercepting
sewer running: from Nortli l;ii.lLi' to n point below,
and remote from the town I In I. \ c I- ailinitted of the
whole of the sewage biin: ,lrli\.ml upon certain
lands by gravitation, lln .'-l of (tic whole of the
works, including ample compensation to owners
through whose property the sewer would pass, togc-
gether with preparmy: 20O acres of land for the recep-
tion of the sewage, would not exceed £C,0 0. The con-
sideration of the question was adjourned.
The British Associ.vtion and the Sewage

Question.—A committee of the British Association
for the Advancement of Science, consisting' of 3Ir.

Bailey Denton, Dr. Gilbert, Mr. E. B. Grantham
(Chainnan), Mr. J. T. Harrison, Dr. B. 11. Paul, and Dr.
K. A. Smith, have been for some time occupied in col-

lecting information on this subject, with the object of
reporting upon it at the next meeting of the Associa-
tion, which is to take place at Exeter. The inquiries
of the committee are directed specially to the local cir-

cumstances of each case, such as extent of district,

population, number of houses, Ac, the char-acter of the
sewerage and water supply, and the quantity of sewage
to be disposed of, the mode of disposing of the sewage,
description of works for the purpose, and their cost

;

the results obtained in each case, as regards both the
sanitary state of the districts, and the cost of the system
adopted. It may be expected tliat the report of this

committeew.il contain matter of considerable ititerest

to medical men, sanitary eni^iucers, and the public at
laro;e.

liERNE B.vY.—Mr. Bazalgette recently visited Ilerne
Bay for the puipose of in^pi.tiiiL.' the imperfect condi-
tion of tli'- pi on: lull-. II i - I," opinion that an
opportiiii iiiig one com-
plete sysii 1 ; 1 'I i

1 ;iud new town,
wherch)' tin' ..-w n :. .m iIh' in i- 1 iin^lii :ilso he carried
eastward iiipte.nl ol rcinaiTiiiiu'" opposite the town to
defile the foreshore and become a nuisance. Jlr. Bazal-
gette will shortly submit a plan to the committee.
Marylebone.— .V considerable amount of sanitary

work has been pcffonncd in Alai-vlchoni' diiriiiL; the la^t
month :—Pipe drain, to the istriil of i.:,.s'.i Ui:t have
been laid down to supply the place of oUl and defective
brick drains, 18 cesspo'ols Iiavn been aboli^licii, l.s.'.

drains have been trapped and otherwise repaired, and
water has been laid on to 54 closets, which before were
either not supplied, or but imperfectly so. The cleans-
ing of houses, yards, &c., has also been carried out to a
Tery large extent.
AVLEsidHV SiwACE.—The Aylesbury Board of

llialth ha*. ! under fonsiderntion plaus for the utilisa-
tion of the se\vat:r of the town by irrigation. At
present the sewage (lows into a stream in close proxi-
mity to the town.

permitting any ucw ontfall into the brook, such

order to continue over next seal day (June 22).

liANDowKERS. — Tlic case of I'upplcwcll r.

iidokiiisim, ill tin- Court of Exchequer was (says

e lcj;al loncsiii'inkiit of the Diirlinr/ton nnd
{II 1; f 11)1 yVm/.v) wliei-e the owner of certain hind

in the vieiiiity of Jhmehcster fjranteil a portion of

t to the phiiiitiff in fee, i-eserving a rentelmrjiC,

and takipo- a covenant frinn the plaintiff to build

cottajres upon it to secure the rent. He subse-

quently Kraiited the rest to another person who
liuilt aciiureh upon it. The grouiid in question

lav at !i considerably lower level than the sur-

rounding land, and large qunntitics of lubbishhad

been thrown upon it ; tlie water from the neigh-

bouring land draining down to this jiicce of

ground had, with this rubbish, created an artificial

soil of a moist, spongy description. The plaintiff

had not drained, but only levelled his portion prc-

usly to building the cottages. The defendant,

a contractor employed by the owner of the ad-

jacent piece to build the church, had, in order to

secure a linn foundation, drained the land, and

dug down to a considerable depth to the solid

ground ; the effect of this was to drain off the

water from the plaintiff's land, which subsided in

consequence, and the plaintiff's cottages were

cracked and otherwise injured. The plaintiff

thereupon brought this action to rccovcv for the

damage thus occasioned. It was held that there

was no general principle of law preventing the ad-

jacent owner from draming and otherwise im-

proving his land, eveu though the effect was to

drain his neighbour's land, aud thus cause the

surface to subside ; and sccoudly, that under the

circumstances of the case, it must have been con-

templated that the adjacent land would be used for

liuilding purposes, and therefore no implied under-

taking arose not to put the land to such purposes,

aud not to take the usual steps of making it fit

for the same, and therefore the action was not

maintainable.

Was theue an Enckoachsient ?—By sec.

al of the 27 and 28 Vic, c. 101 (Highway Act,

18G4) it is enacted that, if any person shall en-

croach by making any hedge or other fence on

the side of any carriage way, or withm fifteen feet

of the centre "thereof, he shall be subject to con-

viction, &c., notwithstanding that the whole space

of fifteen feet from the centre of such carriage-

way has not been maintained with stones or other

materials used in forming highways. The appel-

lant inthc appeal case of Field r. Thome, created

a fence upon tbc site of an open aud unenclosed

ditch, which V as his property, which, however,

was within fifteen feet of the centre of the car-

riage-way. It W.IS held in the Court of Queen's

Bench that this was not an encroachment within

the meaning of the above section.

New Lighthouse.—Last week the Master

and Brethren of the Loudon Trinity House laid

the foundation stone of a new lighthouse to be

erected on Souter Toint. a headland on the Durham
coast, between the Wear anil Tyne. It will be

erected to prevent wrecks from occurring if pos-

sible on Whitburn Steel, of which there have

been so many complaints within recent years.

The Courts of Justice Site.—The Lan-

Journal understands that great efforts are being

miule to effect a compromise between the Chancel-

lor of the Kxcheciner and Sir Koundell Palmer,

with respect to the site of the new Courts of

Justice. The first meeting between these two

gentlemen, which was held under the auspices of

a member of the Conservative party, resulted in

widening the breach between them. Since that

date pressure has been put upon Mr. Lowe by

leading members and supporters cf the (jovern-

ir.ent, and there is now a strong probability that

the adviicates of the Carey-street site will ulti-

m,-.tcly win the victory.

JIORE MoKTUAltlES Wakted.—Last week,

Dr. Stevens n, a medical man, was called upon by

Dr. Lankester, as coroner, to explain his having

refused to make a pcst-moitcm cxominatiim of a

body on whic!>. an inquest was required to bo held.

Dr. Stovenscm stated that ho went to the I'adding-

ton deadhouse to make the examination, but he

found no accommodation whatever for carrying it

out. Another corpse was on the slab, aud the

liodv witness was to examine was in a coffin. Ho

..u-v...,,.. ..„ „v .,,0 >,.o.i o, ^ asked the man in charge of the deadhouse to le-

it to restraining the defendants fi-om 'm.aking or ' move the corpse from the slab, and put the other

LEG.VL.
The Sewage Nuisance at Halifa-x.—

The Attorney-General v. the Mayor
AND Corporation of IIalifa.x.—This case,

which came before Vice-Chancellor Sir W. M.
James upon proceedings by bill aiul information

to restrain the corporation of Halifax from pour-

ing the sewage of the town uilo the Hebble
Brook, was again meutitmed on Saturday. It

may be remembered that on the 2Ttli of Jlay an

interim injunction was obtained against opening

any new ontfall or allowing tvny connexion to be

made with the existing diaius. Fof the defend-

ants, it was submitted that the Court ought not

to continue the injunction, at all events, in the

very extensive terms iu which it had been granted,

having regard to the enormous inconvenience

that would bo occasioned by stopping the comple-

tion of a largo district of new houses for which at

present no means of drainage were provided, ex-

cept into the brook in question. On the otlier

hand, the brook had for a long tiiuo past been

foul and polUited, and any additional iujuiy by
allowing these new connexions to be luntle, so as

not to leave the new district entirely without

drainage, would be very tiifling. The Viee-
Chanccllor varied tbc interim order by confining

iu the coffin in its place ; but the man refused,

saying it was no part of his duty. Witness con-

ceived it was not bis business to shift the coi-pscs

about, and he should emphatically decline doing it.

Dr. Lankester said the parish authorities ought to

provide suificient assistance to properly aiTange
the deadhouse. Dr. Stevenson said it was an out-

rage to remove the body from the house of deceased,

as the friends wished the post-mortem to take

phirc there. Dr. Lankester did not sympathise

witli this ojiinion. He had been agitating for

inortnaiies for years, because he considered it per-

fectly disgusting for post-mortems to be made iu

private bouses. So we think, and so -would any
one who had been present at one under such cir-

cumstances.
Technical Education.—Sir Roderick Mur-

chison has kindly placed (he theatre of the School

of Mines, in Jermyn-street, at the disposal of the

Workman's Technical Education Committee, l.'iO,

Strand, to bold their first annual meeting on

Thursday next, the 24th inst., at eight o'clock

p.m. Lord Elcho, M.P., has kindly consented to

preside. The efforts of this committee to pro-

vide technical instiuction for British workmtu are

well worthy the support of all elassf s.

Technical Instruction for the Fire
Brigade.—The Metropolitan Board of Works
has recently oidered the circulation of a pamphlet
containing technical and scientific information

upon the subject of " Nozzles " among the men of

the London Fire Brigade. When it is remembeicd
that the force aud direction of a stream of water

issuing from a pipe are very seriously modified by

the shape and dimensions of the final apcituro

through which it passes, it will be at once seen

that precise information upon such a topic will

very materially help to qualify the firemen for

an efficient dischai-ge of their duties; and we
think the Metropolitan Board deserves a word of

commendation from the public for sucli an en-

lightened endeavour to diffuse instruction among
the men upon whose individual exertions the

saving of lite and property so often depends.

Welding of Iron and Steel.—For welding

iron and steel an improved compound has recently

been introduced in Belgium, which consists of

—

iron filings, 1000 parts ; borax, 500 parts ; re-

sinous oil, 50 parts ; and sal-ammoniac, 75 parts.

The materials are mixed, heated, .and powdered.

The surfaces to be welded are dusted over with

the composition aud then brought to a cherry-red

heat, at which the powder melts, when the por-

tions to be uuited arc taken from the fire and

joined. If the pieces to be welded are too large

to be both introduced at the same time into the

forge, one can he fii-st heated with the welding

powder to a cherry-red heat, and the others after-

wards to a white heat, after which the welding

may be effected. Another composition for the

same object consists of fifteen parts of borax, two

parts of sal-ammoniac, and two parts of cyanide

of potassium. These constituents are dissolved

in water, and the water itseU afterwards evapo-

ratcil at a low temperature.

An Enormous Blast.—Recently, Messi-s.

Ritchie and Jackson, owners of the quarries

at Scrabo, Newtowmards, resolved to try a system

of rock blasting by means of a tunnel and a plan

of igniting tlic powder by electricity. The mudiis

i)jirnui/Ii was somewhat as follows :—A tunnel or

nunc is driven in about 4()ft. or .Idft. from the

face of the rock to be blasted, this i-ock being from

7flft. to soft. high. In this tunnel a liidgmcnt was
made of several hm;dredpoundsof gimiiosvder. Jlr.

Cumin, of Helfast, iu order to try the eft'ect of

tiring oft' the gunpowder by magncti.sm, arranged

the two conducting wires in the centre of the

charge, connected by a very thin piece of iron

wire. The battery was placed at about one huu-

dretl yards from the rock, aud shortly being

charg.'d, a large mass of rock, estimated at

from S,000 to 12,000tons in weight, was dislodgeil

from its bed. Instead, however (as is usually the

case in (piarry blasting), of having been sent

flying into comparatively small pieces through the

air, the whole mass was raised only a few fed,

anil opened in all its natural beds and joints,

without in the least afTccting the useful qualities

of the stone or fracturing it in any way.

The New Dumfries axd Galloway In-

firmary.—A special gencrul meeting of the

governors of the Dumfries and Galloway Royal

infirmaiv was hebl on Wedi esday week to receive

the report of the counsel ippointcd to consider

and report on the various )dans sent in for the

proposed new Infirmary. Mr. Symoiis, secretarj-,

read the repirrt of the ccinmittee, which stated

that 5G competitors had sc\ t in designs, and the
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committee recommended that the design sent in

by Mr. Starforth, architect,Edinbnrgh, be adopted

as the best. It was agreed, however, to submit
Mr. Starforth's plans to Mr. Waterhousj, of

London.
Saffron Walden.—The second annual meet-

ing of tha Mechanics' Building Society was hold

on Monday week. The report showed that the

society was flourishing, and a dividend of .5 per

cent, was declared on all shares which had been

held for two years.

Monster Blast of Rock.—On Thursday
week, Messrs. Briggs fired alarge blast of rock at

Salt Hill, Clitherre. The mine has occupied some
months in preparation, and was dug about thirty

yards from the face of the rock, in which were
placed three tons of blasting powder. In about
half an hour from the time of lighting the fuse

the explosion took place. The blast was an entire

success. It is computed that upwards of 100,000
tons of rock were displaced. This is the lai-gcst

blast Messrs. Briggs have had. In a short time
they propose to fire another at their Coplow Works.
The South Metropolitan Gas Bill.—

At a special meeting of the Lambeth Lighting
Committee held on Monday evening, it was de-
termined to oppose bv counsel, in the Hou'o of

Lords, the South Me"tropolitan Gas Bill. The
principal objection made is to section 11, which
gives power to divide dividends to the amount of

10 per cent. The Committee have agreed to an
amendment, which permits the company to pay
no more than 7 per cent.

Our Coal Supply.—From the answer given
by the Home Secretary on Tuesday evening, in

the House of Commons, to a question put by Mr.
Pease respecting the progress made by the Com-
missioners appointed in 1866, to inquire into the
duration of our coal fields, we gather that their

report will soon be published. According to Mr.
H. Vivian, enough evidence has already been
obtained to prove that our coal supply is sufficient

to last for many generations to come. The
statement is satisfactory, as far as ii goes ; but
without urging any undue haste on the Commis-
sion, we may express a wish for the speedy issue

of the report, and that when published it may bear
out Mr. Vivian's opinion.

On Monday week the foundation stone of a new
Roman Catholic Church, dedicated to St. Charles,
Bishop of Milan, wm.s laid at Tudhoe, Durham. The
style is pure Gotliic.

The firm of Banks and Sidebottom, church furnishers,
Manchester, will in future be known as under the
name of Messrs. Bank.s and Co.
Mr. Harrison has been appointed Town Clerk of

Folkestone, with a salary of £.300 per annum.
LjTiton Church, Devonshire, will be re-opened on

the 24th inst., after restoration.
Messrs. Callander and Anns have just completed

a section of street paving in Tbreadneedle-sfreet, for
the Societe dcs Asphaltes dii Val de Travers, of
Neufchatel. The whole of tlie principal streets in
Paris are being asphalted after this plan, which is

alleged to be more durable than granite, and to afford
a better footing for horses tlian any other material.

Tlio Guardians of tlic Fylde (Lancashire) Union,
h.ave decided on borrowing .£2,000, for the erection of
a new workhouse intirmary.

Mr. C. S. Goodman, Town Clerk of Southport, has
resigned, and the office is now vacant. The salary is

£200 per annum.
At a recent meeting of the Durliam Local Board of

Health, Mr. Councillor Proctor stated that Mr.
Ground, the Durham Surveyor, had been m the habit
<d takmg private work, and' engaging the servants of
the Board to carry it out. The Finance and General
Purposes Committee of tlie Board, after an inquiry
of eight hours' duration, liave reported that there i's

iiii foundation for the charge against Mr. Ground.
,\t the last meeting of the Poplar Board of Guar-

dians, the Clerk rejiortcd that out of 38 applications
for the loan of t )0,nnn, f,,,- building pur])oses, to
various public conipHiiics, lie bad only received five
replies, three dtrliniu;.; ih.' Im^iness, and two offering
terms. It was decided to accept tlie offer of the
London Assurance Company, to lend the money at
4} per cent., subject to the approval of the Poor Law
Board.
The strike of the masons in Kircaldv, N.B., has

ferminated, after a duration of five weeks".
Mr. C. B. Lane, C.b^., one of the engineers of the

proposed Rio de .lanciro Commercial Pier, Wharves,
;'.nd Bonded \\',arehouse3 Company, will leave
Woutbampton for Rio to-morrow (Saturday).
The annual meeting of the Civil and Mechanical

Engmeers' Society will be held on Wednesday next,
at the Whittmgton Club, Arundel-street, at 8 p.m.

Mr. Doild, (tne of the members of the Metropolitan
Board of Works, lias presented to that body a quan-
tity of brick burr, amounting to about 100 tons, which
the Board will apply to the ornamentation of the
New Finsbury Park.
The ilraft of a Bill to amend the Metropolitan

Building Act, has been agreed to by the MetropoIit:iu
Board of Works, and it will be at once introduced
into the House of Commons by Mr. Tite, at their
request.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING
WEEK.

Wednesday.—Geographical Society, at 8.

Civil and Mechanical Engineers' Society,
at the Whittington Club, Annual Sleetiu"

.

at 8.

Friday.—Architectural Association, On Hampton
Court. By Lacy W. Kidge, V.P., A.U.I.f.A.

9\[d{ ^^m-..

TlSNDERS.
Banbury.—For building New Hospital. C. H.

Driver, Esq., architect;—
Design No. 1.

.lackson and Shaw je6200

.T. .and T. Davis 5S89
Kimberley 57!)3

Orchard Brothers ,')794

Frankhn 5748
Design No. 2.

Jackson and .Shaw 5110
J. and T. Davis 4397
Franklin 480.3

Kimberley 4799
Orchard Brothers 4762

HoLYWELi..—Tenders for new hot and cold baths at
.St. Winitted's Well, Holywell. Eobt. Scrivener and
Son, architects Quantities supplied :

—

No. 1. No. 2. Total.
Pickard and Parry £1150 14 5 £1133 10 9 £2381! 5 2
Hughes 1090
Edwards 1030
Evans and Sons . . 1000
Chester 900
Anderson and Co.
(accepted) 729 15

1060
1006
1055
890

926 5

1790

Kent.—For alterations and additions to a villa resi-
dence at Lee, Kent. S. E. Mr. Herbert Ford, archi-
tect :—

Hcnshaw £2523
Gorrum 2511

Scr
2313
2307'cuer and White

Killby
Tongue 2125
Francis 2038
Perry 2>:40

Morter 2016
Tenders lor alterations and repairs to Haselwood

House, Wiuchmore Hill. Jno. Wimble, Esq., archi-
tect :

Peto Ward £547 2.J months
Patniau 523 [5 2 „

513 IJBlorter,
Lee (Kent).—For alterations and addition's to a Villa

Residence. Mr. Herbert Ford, architect :

—

HenBhaw £3323
(iorrum 2511
Conder 2315
Scrivener and White 2307
Killby 21.39

Tonsue 2125
Francis 2058
Perry 2040
Moi-tcr 2010

Lewes.—For the Euylish Presbyterian Church. Mr.
F. Poulton, architect ;

—

Carter .and Sons £1970
Sawyer (.accepted) 18SS

Newport, Isle of Wigut.—For new Police Sta-
tion :

—

Spanner £510
Hardy 429 18
Cooper and Dyer 400 10 o
Str.atton (accepted) 378

Stroud.—For building boundary walls round the
new ground at the Stroud Cemetery. Mr. William
Clissold, architect :

—

Workman £401
Ball (accepted) .340

Totnes Gab Company.-For building a Brick Gas-
holder Tank, 36 feet diameter and 12 feet in depth :—

N. O. Woodley and Johns £42110 1

J. Hountstephen 290
Gamble and George 275 2
James Wilcocks 267
N. M. Tollitt (accepted) 240
Messrs. Hooper 210 15 0!

For constructing the Gasholder.
Cutler .and Son, London 241 in
Willcy.Excter 195 10
Vicary, E., Exetcr(accepted).. 103

WoODGREW.—For IManoforle Manufactory, for Mr.
H. A. Ivory. Mr. Geo. Lee, architect:—

Eustace £2735
Kist and Brown 2490
Cooper and CuUum 2475
Hart 24.50

Kl.ackmorc and Money 2390
Crabb and Vauphau (accepted) 2320

BATH STONE OF BEST QUALITY.
Randall and Saunders, Quarryineu and .stone

Merchants, Bath List of Prices at the Quarries and
Dopois ; also Cost for Transit to any mirt ol the United
Kingdom, furnished on application to Batli Stone Ollice,
Corsham, Wllta. [Advt.J

COMPETITIONS.
Plv.moutii.—July 14.-For desisns, plans, and esti-

mates for a new Guildhall, with law courts and public
othccs. First premium, £100; second, £75 ; third. £50.
Mr. Whileford, town clerk, Guildhall, Plymouth.
Glamorgan.—July 1.—Plans and specifications for

restoration of parish church of Llantrisant. Rev J
Powell Jones, Llantrisant Vicarage, Pontypridd.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, U. S—September

l.-Fiir cli'sii;ns, tpi-,'ifli'atious. and esliin.ate8 for new
I"'''' I'll''!!"--- I n I ]i ''"iiinH >:

; aooond, £300

;

';;'''
'

' "'' '''
'

''• "l^irs, to H. C.
'

' ''• "' I'.'
.

.
I -i

' . .I'-sioners, S.W.
'

'
•'< "I '^ -'li":! -ii'l r'll.li --I, -ri, I'l ihulelphia.

LONDO.N AND CoUNTY LAND AND BUILDING COM-
PANY. Limited.—June 26.—For plans for the best
ami most profitable way to arrange in Buildim' Sites
their ground in Camomile-street. E.G. First premium
£75; second, £50; third, £25. Mr. E. B. Sooker 14'

Clemeuts-laue, E.G.

Bradford.—Sept 1.—For designs for the erection
of a new Town Hall. The architect, whose design is
selected, will be entrusted with the execution of the
work on the usual commission of five per cent Pre-mium of £200 and £100 for second .and third best
designs.

Salisbury.—For designs with explanations, speci
fications, .and estimates for rebuilding Almshouses for
6 aged married couples, with matron and nurse Apremium of £10. Mr. J. Harding, Canal, SaUsbury

CONTRiCTS OPEN TOE BUILDING
ESTIMATES.

LoughborouohWaterworks.—June 21.—Contract
No. 1, lor cast iron pipes and other ironwork. Contract
No. 2, (or store reservoir filters, pipe laying, and other
works. Mr. J. D. Cradock, Clerk to the Board, Louo-h-
borough.

Upper Inny [Drainage District, County of
WEST.MEATH.-Juneal.—Forexcavatingand improving
the portion of the River Inny, connecting Loui'h
Derra^^aragh with Lough Iron. W. Evans, Sccretan'
to the Drainage Board, Gillardslown House Killucan
Aldershot.—June 24.—For providing and layinj

cast iron branch water mains in the .South Camp. Com-
manding Officer, Royal Engineer Office. Aldershot.
New South Wales Railways.-June 22 —For

the supply of rails, fishplates, chairs, bolts, and nuts,
spikes, and compressed and creosotcd elm keys. W CMayne, Agent, 118, Cannon-street, E.G.
Adjiiralty.—June 23.—For the supply of 700 tons

ol St. Petersburg hemp. 500 tons Riga hemp, 100 tons
Riga (outshot) hemp, and 100 tons of Italian hemp. A
Brady, Superintendent of Contracts, Somerset House.
B.VNGOR.—June 20.-For the erection of a new in-

flrniary;to the Bangor and Beaumaris Union Work-
house. Mr. R. G. Thomas, Architect, Menai Bridge.
Acton.—June 22.—For the construction of 900ft. of

3(t., and 3,200ft. of 3ft. by 2ft. brick sewer in How-
lanc, and other works. E. Monson, C.E., Surveyor to
the Local Board, Board Room, Acton.
Brussels.—July 5.—For the construction of brick-

work, masonry, timber, ironwork, &c., above the level
of the pliuth course at the New Exchange. The Bel-
gian Public Works Company, 40, Boulevard Botanique
Brussels.

Dublin.—July 7.—For rebuilding the river-wall at
Sir John Rogerson's Quay. W. Proud, Secretary,
Dublin Port and Docks Office, Westmoreland-street,
Dublin.

Frampton-on-Seveen—For enlarging and restor-
ing the parish church. Rev. F. St. John, Frampton
yicara^e, Stonehouse, Gloucestershire.

(ii:i.i:N«nil Dlstrict.—June 23.—For laying down
liiwl.d In, I. I'nviug, Piirbeck,and Granite Kerb, Ac,
;iihI l.jf jM.iktiii; up the roadw.ays and footways of
Hall s-sinc t, St;inhope-street, Addey-street, Hosier-
.-treet, and I.eonidas-street, St. Paul's, Deptford. E.
W. James, Clerk to the Board, Church-street, Green-
wich.

Castle HEDiNCHAM.-June 2.3.—For repairing, re-
storing, and altering the chancel of St. Nicholas
C;hurch. L. Miijcndie, Esq., Hedingham Castle,
Halstead.

SiLVERTOWN Drainage. —June 22.—For the con-
struction of ll,8001t. of brick and pipe sewers, and
other works. C. Wilson, Clerk, Rokeby House. Strat-
ford.

Leeds Corporation Water Works. — Wash-
burn .Supply, July 14—For the construction of the
Liadley Wood Storage Reservoir, together with the
diversion ofroads and other works in connection there-
with. C. A. Curwood, Town Clerk, Town Hall. Leeds.
Admiralty.-June 22.—For the supply of teams of

horses to Shecrness, Portsmouth, Dcvonport, and
Keyhaiu Dockyards. Antonio Brady, Superintendent
of Contracts, Whitehall.
Clapton.—For the construction of roads andscwers

on an estate. Messrs. Hammaek and Lambert, 59,
liishopegate-street, City.

Leeus.—June24.—Contr.act No. 2.—Forthe construc-
tion of Four New Filter Beds, at Westwood, near
liccd.i. Coutivact No. 3.—Forabout 200 tons of Light
Cast- Iron Pipes, 30 inches to 8 inches diameter. Con
tract No. 4. -For several double-faced Sluice Cocks,
for the Leeds Corporation Waterworks. C. A. Curwood,
Town Clerk, Leeds.

Birstal.—June 23.—For the erection and completion
of Shops and Stores at Birstal, for the Birstal Indus-
trial Co-operative Society. Sheard and Hanatook.
aichitecia, Ac, Batley.

ISati.ey .July I.-For the erection of St. Tary's
Clinrch .and Presbytery. Batley. Adams ami Kelly,
architects, 18, Park Row, Leeds.

UoTllERilAM.—.Inly 5.—(Contract No 4.—For Earth-
work, &c., in an Embanknicat for a etoragc resen-oir,
to be constructed on Ulley Brook, floodwater, channels,
overflows, road diversions, and other works, for the
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Eotberliara and Kiraberwortli Local Eoard of Health.
Wm. "Wli it field, Clerk to the Local Board, Rotherham.

Leeds.—June 21.—For the erection of Christ Churcli.

Upper Armley, Lcods. Adams and Kelly, architects.

It*, Park Kow, Leeds.

IlnLi..—For the laying of 3J miles Gas Tipes. E. W
Oidlield, manager, Gas OiRce, Hull.

KiDBROOK.—June 30.— For constructing- about 1,700

feet of Hall-brirk 3Iain Sewer, and about 3,-iGl feet of
12-inch pipe Sewer in Kidbrook i*ark Roadfi. J. M.
Dale, Clerk to the Board of Works for the Flumstcad
District, Old Charlton. i?.E.

Ilicn Wycombe (Bucks).—June 21.—For the erec-
tion of two soini-detael.ed villa residences. J. H
KalTcity, Hif;h-strcet, liiyh Wycombe, Bucks.

Leeds.—June 23.—War Department Contracts.—
For the supply of materials and performance of such
W^ork as rany be required in Paiuting:, Whitewashing-,
&c., internally, the Soldiers' Quarters. Stables, Out-
buildings. &c., in Leeds Earrsicks. W^ G. Hamley,
Colonel Commanding Royal Engineers, Northern Dis-
trict.

LEwrsHAM.—June 23.—For the supply of flints

Bombay stone, frianite, and gravel. Mi-. S. Edwards,
Clerk to the Boai-d of Works, Grove Place, Lcwibhani.

Mile-End, Old Town.—June 23.—For the supply
of 35 1 tons of Granite Spalls. Mr. T. Price, Clerk,
Vestry Hall, Bam-roft-road, Mile-End-road,

RiCKMAN-SwouTn.—.Tuuc 30.—For tlic erection of a
Town Hall. Mr. M. Allom, architect, 5, Parliament-
street, Westminster.

Froomore.—June 23.—For cleansing; the mud from
the lake in the grounds of Fro£»-more House. Rig:ht

lion. First Commissioner of Her Majesty's Works, 12,

Whitehall-place, S.W.
SoiTii FonELAND, Do,VEH.—July 5.— For the erec-

tion of an Electric LigbJ Establishment, comprising
enofine-house, dwellinjjw, &c., at the Soutli Foreland
Lighthouse. R. Allen, Secretary, Trinity House,
London.
India Office.—June 21.—For the supply of zinc.

C. E. 'Jalbot, Director General of Stores, India Office,

^Vestminster.

Ph(ENix Gas Company.—July 7.—For the purchase
of two iron barges. Secretary, 70, Bankside.

Lambeth.—June 25.—For the formation, makin"'
lip, and metalline a new road, called Woodland-road,
Norwood. T. RolTey, Vestry Clerk, Vestry Hall, Ken-
uini^ton-grccn.

New Swindon.—June 23.—For iImi i^r;;,! , r iwelve
or more cottages adjoiuing the (ii'

.
\^ : i^iilway

Station. Mr. W. Read, survey- - i i
' Ms.

Sandown, Isle of Wigut.—hu ' ::. i -: iIk- erec-

tion of a Town Hall. Mr. Johu Fardcll. Ckrk to the
Local Board, Sandown.
Warrington Waterworks.—June 30.—Contract

Xo. 2. For the construction of a Covered Reservoir
Engine and Boiler House, chimneys, cooling pond,
cottages, roads, walls, and other works, in the villag-c

of Wenwick—Contract No. 3.—For the construction
of an Ensjiue. boilers, pumping machinery, and other
iron-work. Mr. J. Rihsy, Secretary, Waterworks Com-
pany, Cairo-street, Warrington.

June 23.—For the erection of a house close to the
Billinghurst station, BHd. Sussex Railway. Mr. G. M.
Hills, archixtect, 12, John-street, Adelphi.

pAULL-oN-TnE-HuMBER.—June 22.—For construct-
ing a mole of rough chalk stone on the beach. Col.
"W. G. Hamley, Royal Engineer Office, Manchester.

Selly Oak.—June 30.—For the erection of a new
Workhouse for the King's Norton Union. Mr. G. 31.

Holmes, architect, 4, Waterloo-street, Birraiughnin.

Selly Oak. -June 30.—For^the Engineers'" workrc-
quiredforthecoolving apparatus, warmingby hot water,
boilers, taaks, hot and cold supply, and water pipes to
baths and water closets, pumps, Ac, at ihc Iting's
Norton new Union Workhouse. Mr. E. Holmes, ar-
chitect, -J, Waterloo-street, Birmingham.
Metropolitan Board of Works.—July 9.—For

the construction and m.-hnlciuince in repair for twelve
months of ceitain 1 i i- !, -' u' -:ibout2 miles in length.
J. Pollard, ClerU.

i

< n

DoNOASTER.- >-i I ' '

'"' ii<--!gns for the proposed
new Wesleyan ("Ikii i .inl bo ,is. 1st premium, .^50,

2nd .Vir}. R. Wiltdu, Sr<'n'tary, Magdalens, Doncaster.

Cardiff Local Board of Health.—June 23.

—

For the construction of Main Drainairc Works at the
Cathays. Mr. Thomas Waring, the Surveyor to the
Local Board.
Hanjley.— Jnnc 21.—For the erection of A'illa Resi-

dence on the Shelton Hall Estate, for J. Mountford,
Esq. Messrs. R. Scrivener and Sou, architects, Han-
Icy and Longton.

BANKRUPTS.
TO"8URRENDEn AT BASINGHALL-STREET.

Croker, Henry, Iligli-st., Denmark-Mil, plumber,
July n, at 11—Deveuisli, G(;or*re, Bedle-strect, riuistow-
jiurk, carpt^nter, Juue ;iu, at 1— Lane, Giior^e, lioU's

liridffc-roail, Acton. <a^pentcr,Juno2.^, atl2.— \Vheclcr,
Charles Henry, Grove-terrace, Fulbam, carpenter,
June:^, at 12

AT THE RESPECTIVE 1>ISTRICT COURTS.
Brown, William, Anfield, near Liverpool, builder,

.Tune 28, at II—Covcrdalc, William, East Coatham,
Yorksh., slater, June 29, at llj—Kaircloujil), Jumcs,
Tranmere, (Jheshire, builder, .Tune 2.'J, at 10—(ircnner,
aiarlin, Bishopwcarmouth, architect, June 28, at 12—
Houfjhton, Uriah, Cow I'lain, llantn, timber dealer,
•Tune 29. at II— Sharp, Joseph, lilacko, Lancashire,
joiner, .lunc.to, at 4—Shaw, William, Horton, liirming-
i*«m, railway plant contractor, June 25, at 12—Wood,
Thomas Jennings, Sallord, builder, at 12.

DECLARATION OP DIVIDEND.
Honry, Hvlton, Hyde, Cheshire, joiner—Ist dividend
Ol lis.

DIVIDEND MEETING.
June 2C, H. Butler, Southwell, Nottingliamphirc,

plumber.

PARTNERSnirS DISSOLVED.
W. Pickstone, J. lleywood, and S. Fickstone. Buiy—T. F. Pepper and .1. Ilawes.t Etehiiig.im, Sussex,

contractors—.T. r.railley. .1. Lofthouse, J. Cireenwood,
and .). Cansficld. AVoodliall-hills. Yorkshire, stone
mcrcliauts — S. Hargrcaves, T. Newhouse, and S.
Wrij^ley, Tottiugton, Lancashire, contractors.

PARTNERSnirS DISSOLVED.
Balmfortli and Totty. Wakefield, brick makers—Webb

and Barker, Worcester, canal carriers and dealers Jin
buildiujj materials— Davies! ami Roberts. |Llandin.im
and Tenby,; railway contractors and lime merchants
—Edwards and Challin^sworth, Pontymisler. en-
Kinecrs—Cammell and Tuckett, Luton, iron founders—
Cl.arke and Co. Kotlingham. malleable iron and nail
manufacturers—Wharton and Co., Chcsteificld, en-
gineers.

DECLARATIONS OF DIVIDENDS.
S. Jl'Kenzie, Liverpool, builder, div. 2s. Sd.—J. Fowls,

Liverpool, timber merch. div. Id.

TO SURRENDER AT BASINCnALL-STREET.
Alldridse, David Horace, Westmoreland-pl.. Bays-

water and Danes-inn, architect, June 2.>, at 12—Taylor.
William Ward, East-street, and Marlboroujrh-place,
Kennington-road, builder, June 23, at 1—Tbackrah,
Joseph, touthwark-strcct, Binfleld-road, CInpham,
builder.

TO SURRENDER IN THE COUNTRY.
Dracon, Alfred Johu. Snodland , Kent, plumber. June

22, at 11— (Jarner, Joseph, and Palmer. Georg;e, Sheffield,
brickmakers, July 7—Gregory, Alfred Countze, Here-
ford, land surveyor, June 25, at 12—Hill. Edward Wait,
Bristol, carpenter, June S5, at 12.-Sterry, Samnel
Drinkwater, I.onghoe, Gloucestershire, painter and
glazier, June 28, at 10.

SITTING.^ FOR LAST EXAMIN.\TTON.
JulylO. H. M. Lamb. Wandsworth, builder—.TulyO,

P. Younir. Urnicr Kennington-lanc, joinei--July 15,
M.Hilly;Ml, ill.)

,

' •. Hornscy, builder—Jnly 10, R.
Coombu^, , : Hammersmith, builder-July
20, J. Vi I

'
: m, Joiner- .luly 0. W. Legge,

Leeds, jii: .ii JI. .s. HoUis. Heaton, Norris,
joiner—July c, .1. (.i;itfs, Willington, Durham, joiner—
.Tuly 6, E. Pinder, Maucliestcr, 'house decorator—July
30, M. Harrison, Kendal, mason—July 13, W. Melhuish,
Shlllingstone, Dorsetshire, carpenters.

DIVIDEND MEETINGS.
June 25, K. Carr, Amble, joiner—June 2.3, E. Oakden,

Sutton, near St. Helen's, plumber and painter.

LATEST PRICES OF MATERIALS USED
IN COISTRUCTION.

TiaiBER. Duty Is. per load ; Drawback, Is.

TefJc load I

Quetec, red pine ....

J, yellow pine..
St. Jolin, N.B. yellow
Quebec oak, white .

.

Duiitzii- r.ni.".'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

ond, dra\vl>apk ;

' .. 10 10 13 10

Finland . .

,

Mcmcl .

G otlienbiirgr, yellow
white- 7 10 8 10

Sodorham 8 10 10
Chri.Htinnia, per C,
12 ft. by 3 by 9 in.

yoUow 10 10 12 10

PUMlCKSTOSEpr t

Cod 45

Cocoanut. Cochin, ton 44 1

Palm, fine 40
LinFced. 31

ltapc5ced, Eng'.palc.. 38 1

Cottonticcd 27

per ton SI

da 27

Hammered Bottoms .

Flat Bottoms, not hammered do.
Cnko and Tough Ing:ot do.
Best Selected do.
Australian do.
Ycl. Metal Shcatliiug: & Rods per lb.

lEOS :—
Wolfth Bars in London pov ton
Nail Rod do.

77

ll.m,.. do.

Swedish Bars do.

Kiielinh Shoot
. JL Itoofiii.? Zinc... do. 27 10

« And 4 per cent, discount if Iftid upon the now system.

Steel :—

Swedish Kerr, hammered per ton J5 15 10

Swedish l-'aggot da

REGULUS op ANTniONT :—

French per ton 48

Spelter :—

On the spot
.per btl. C 17

fileddon's Mediaeval Furniture

T,and Survej'inj^, Levelling, and
I-aylnp outof Estates, by C. HAYLOCK. Terms moderate.—

Addrciw, ki, Parliamcnt-etrcct, or 8, Waudle-torracc, South-street,
Wflndeworth.

VXDER THE rATUONAGL: OF H.M. THE QUEEX.

THE LONDON PARQUETRY WORKS,
tlio fifHt ^rnnufaetorr e-^ablii^hed in Entrlaand (in 1^*41) by

Cn.VREES STKLVIT/,. founder of the Engli>;h PartiuetiT Btisineea
for the exclusive production of

"Solid and Plated" Parquet Floors,

Borders, Ceilings and Wall Decoration
In Geometrical, Curvilinenr. and Mosaic patterns.

riflQB and EiJtimatGs, for First-claes Work only, prepared free of
expense. Manufactory—CamberwcU Hall, Qrore-lanc, Camborwell,
S.B. Sole AgontB and Show Room, Gillow and Co., 176 and 177,
Oxford-titrect, W.

GILBERT J. FREIMCH,
BOLTON, LANCASHIKE,

Manufacturer of Churcli Furniture.
Commnnion Linen, Altar Clothe. Surplices. Robes, Ecclc-
pinstical Carpets, Glastonbury and Altar ('bairs,
Lcitcrns. Fauld Stools, Alms and CoUectin^Boxes,
Aliiii'iiiers and Basins. Curtains, Cushions, ^VooUcn
];iiL,'.s for Seats, Kneellno; Slats and Hassocks, Em-
broidery in Gold, Silver, and Silk, Heraldic, Eccle-
siastical, and Emblematic Flag-s and Banners, Church
Mourning-, Funeral Palls, Memorial Brasses, &c., &e.
A Descriptive and Illustrated Catnlog-ue sent free on

application.
ParcGln aeliTerod free ftt all prioclpnl Ttanwtiy Sti^tions.

Now rwidy, Fcap. 8va, 38. 6d. clotli.

J^ Popular Outline of Perspec-
tivc or Graphic Projoction. Parallel. DiagonaL Pan-angular

G raccfol.
By THOMAS MORRIS, Architect.

SIMPKIX, MAitsiiALL. & CO.. Stationer;' Hall Court. E.C.

SliST GKATIS A2iD POST 1:'RJ3K.

A New Catalogue of English
and Foreign EooIvr on ARCHITECTURE. BUILDING,

OR^^AJIE.^•T, the FINK ARTS, &c., &c., OX SALE, at verj- low
prices, by

BRADLEY THOMAS BATSFORD,
AECHITECTUEAL AND EXGIXEERING

BOOIvSELLEK.
52, High HollDorn, London, W.C.

"^^anted, at Once ! Every Archi-
toct, Mafion, Rnilder, Vndertoker, Parish Clerk, and

So-ctnii in fho Kinpdom to pi-nd 15 postago Btamps to S. H. Gardiner,
:f. Gki'l'T-roait, Lower Norwood, London, S.E., and have by return of
! i^'"' iii;i;TS of MONUMENTAL DESIGNS"—one of

I

'

!'
-, A'c, for CemeterieF. and the other of Uarbic

I
' 1

,
,

,
ii, -, with index for prices to each. The cost per

1 .Ji index, with name, trade, and address printed
til' I

V,
; ,,

!

., I,,. sent. A Book of Epitaphs for Tombs, pgst frco

>rofessor Pep])er's Lecture on
the GT;K.«,T LIGIITMNG TXIlUCTOnin!. .-.q dc-livcred

.. ^ . y. yi :.,i.i. A. ,:,. !.• . .; ,
1 .,., -1

!
c IIMC—Occ

guilding Land Wanted as Site
for Church, with Schoolsand Minister's Residence, in tlie neigh-

bourhood of Westminster, Kensington, Brompton, Kilbum, or
Notting-hill ; with frontage of about 100ft—FuU particulars to be
scat to Mr. F. Warburtou Stent, arcliitect, 10, Park-etreet, West-

U'pton, Essex, close to the Forest

YILLA RESIDENCES
minntca ride of the City _ _ _ _ .

and Son, Solicitors, 66, 'Basingliall-
advanced on Mortgage if required.

plcasantlv situated, and within twenty
&C., apply to Messrs. WUson
ict. City, N.B.—Moaey will Ic

npo Builders and Others.—Build-

'J'hames Embankment ( Soutli ) .
—

Vo Let, Kichmond-road, Hack-
ncy, EXTENSITE >!AiTFACTmiSG PllEMISES, italling

Cftrt Kliod, country house, snitnblc for n Builder nnd other*, covcrlDp
MI nrog of G.MiOfu—.\|)ply to Gvny mid Son. Mnrxi-Bti-cot, Hackney.

TJroadstairs.—Land to Let, on
Building Leases (KiTCTal acres facing the Fe» and eUcwhcrolf

with the option of purehasing the Freehold. Two-thirds of the
purchaae-mouev can nimAiu on mortgage at 5 per cent, per annum,
and can bo poia oflf by in^talmentn ai tiic option of the porclmivr.
Villas and good heuses are much emight for in this faMUonable
ivutei'ing-place.—Bricks supplied and nionoy ndmijccd if rc-
(iniri'd.—For terms, apply nt Mr. R. RichardBon's oOlco,
PauVK-road. Camden New Town, N.W., or to Mc.«
Wright. Solirltor*. 85. Bedford-row. London. W.C.

Jna and J. K.

fturplus Pl.ant of Metropolitan
^^ Pauwav Conti-acts.—Mesars. Kelk Waring Brothers and Lnc.ns
Iinvc to DLt^f-OSE OF, nt pf>nsider«blo reduction fiora cost prices.
ID, 12, nnd 20 li.p. Portable Engines. Tank Locomotives, Sto.-im Bar-

ilftllftfit Trucks, nnd other Plant. For particulars apply
toT, A. WALKER. UW.-! r Chambers

'To Brickmakers.—Surplus Plant
of Messrs. Kclk Waring Brothers nnd Lucas, to be DISrOSED

OF, coneieting of Porter's Bnckmnking Mochine«. Clayton's Donblo-
Crush and Pug Mills, Clayton's Al Brickmaking MiU-iiine, Morray'R

" " " ~ - Ironwork complete for noffmann'nCutting-off Wi
For particulars apply t

TVanted, Two or Three Partners,
"ith a capitAl of £300 each, to JOIN in PARTNKKSHIP
iivc Granite Qunrry and Polishing Works, where X2,0ro
ponded in opening the Quarry nnd Plant, and is now in._,__ opening the Quarry n

full working order. A party residing iu London, who would take a
aetivo part In pnBhing a trade, nrofcrred. He would also make a
good profit, on account of the TaeilltleJ* of the locality whrni tl.e

yunrry is situated.—Addrc^^, for panlcul&re, H. J., olBcc of thu
BUILDIXGNEWS.
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NATIONAL COMPETITION OF SCHOOLS
OF ART, SOUTH KENSINGTON.

THE various objects in the annual National

Competition of these schools are now to

lie seen at South Kensington, in the building

facing the Horticultural Society's grounds,

which also contains the Meyrick collection of

armour. The works exhibited are for the

most part, such as have taken local prizes, or

ai'e thought likely by the masters of local schools

to stand a good chance in an All-England com-
petition. Such a collection cannot but possess

very great interest for many of our readers.

We are informed that Government is well

satisfied with the reports of the official inspec-

tor's, and for our own part we must express the

opinion that the exhibition is superior in many
respects to tliat of last year. It is the more
pleasing to be able to hold this opinion, because
progress is the very life of these schools, and a
falling off, or mere standing still, their des-

truction. With a satisfactory report fi'om their

inspectors, the Government cannot fail to be
pleased, and teachers and pupils rejoiced

;

while he who pays the most unwillingly his

share of the National grant, will do it with
a better grace that he finds agood result fi-om it.

The prizes were awarded by Sir F. Grant,
P.R.A. ; Sir M. D. Wyatt ; R. Westraacott, R.A.

;

F. R. Pickersgill, R.A. ; J. C. Horsley, R.A. ; R.
Redgrave, R.A. ; and Mr. H. A. Bowler,
Official Inspector.

These National Schools of Art were origin-

ally established as Schools of Design, not
schools of drawing, and any system of instruc-

tion which substitutes the latter for the former
must be regarded as a great mistake. Its aim
should always be to form, or rather assist nature
in forming, designers who can apply a high
degree of art to ordinary manufactures. We
would sooner see the schools turn out a good
wall paper than an indifferent picture or statue,

for three reasons. First, these schools are in-

tended for poor people who earn, or intend to

earn, their living by designing for manufac-
turers. Secondly, the instruction given only
assumes to give a sound foundation of art edu-
cation, and to turn out a really good picture or

statue is the reward of years of patient study
and hard labour. Thirdly, a good wall paper
will give pleasure to tens of thousands
in their own homes, while a picture or

statue can do so to comparatively few.
The prizes are distributed somewhat lavishly

—

ten gold medals, a score of silver, and fifty of
bronze. Some works of exceptional merit,

though not deserving the medal of metal, re-

ceive one of leather, in the shape of books
of more or less value. If the reader will follow
us through the rooms, beginning with the stair-

case head, where the works competing for the
prizes offered by the Plasterei's' Company are
to be seen, it will be more convenient than to

follow tlie various "stages" in their numerical
order. The subjects are panels and brackets
in plaster and drawings suitable for plaster
work. This exhibition is not so good as that
of last year. Owen W. Gibbons, South Ken-
sington student, gets the National bronze medal
for a bracket of doubtful design. A. Cund,
Birmingham, aged 16, obtains a bronze medal
for a really clever panel ; G. Brooker, Lam-
beth, a silver medal for a statuette of Hercules;
while Donald Ferguson, carver, Glasgow,
can'ies off the coveted gold medal for a talented

statuette of the " Discobolus." A silver medal
is deservedly given to W. Millard, Dublin, age
22, sculptor, for ahead which shows promise

;

and one of Ijronze to Henry Hoyles, of Shef-
field, for a statuette. In tliis room are two
large metal flagons, one of which, two feet in

height, by Henry Arclier, Sheffield, chaser, ob-
tains the gold medal. These two flagons are

the only works of this description which are

exhiliited. In the next room we reach stage
XXni. " Applied design, and architectural de-
sign." The gold medal falls to Mr. E. Hcatlejr,

Bradford, age 25, architect's clerk, for a design
for a town hall and assize courts. The per-
spective view in sepia is effective, and there is

no gainsaying the picturesquejiess of the
general outline, but the geometrical elevations
are disfigured by the prevalent fashion of show-
ing the jointing in strong ink lines, so that it is

impossible to form an idea how the building
would really look in execution. Mr. J. J.
Trego, Coventry, takes a silver medal [for a
creditable design for a metal chancel screen

;

G. Luther, St. Martin's, another for a design for
a town hall in the Classical style, not unlike the
Wellington Street fi-ont of Somerset House
with the addition of French roofs. This design,
if it deserves the name, certainly does not de-
serve the National silver medal. Mr. Luther
is only 22 years of age ; there is therefore
time before him as well as room for improve-
ment. The bronze medal is awarded to W.
Ed ivards, Lincoln, for a drawing of a portion of
the cathedral. It is too finished a drawing, with-
out being a good drawing. Such works, how-
ever elaborate and highly wrought, are worth-
less to an architect, artist, or mason. The Law
Courts competition exhibited no such elabora-
tion, and, at the same time, no such indifferent
drawing. We are afraid that these schools
encourage a wrong style of architectural
drawing. What is wanted is bold, quick
handling, thoroughly correct, but rapidly
executed. At the other rate, a drawing for
a reredos, pulpit, capital, or bracket would
cost more than the object itself. Let the
lines be strong and bold, but not too deep in

colour, and the shadows just strong enough to
distinguish surfaces and no more. Leather
medals, that is to saj', books, are soraewliat
freely bestowed. Mr. Lcthbridge, West Lon-
don, gets one for an indifferent design for
a church. J. Rennison, Paisley, another for
a drawing—it cannot be called a design

—

for the restoration of Paisley Abbey. This
is a painfully neat drawing. Mr. Brooks,
Cardiff, is rewarded with books for a design
for a " Triumphal Arch." It much resembles
the Gothic style during its revival by Sir C.
Wren, and is not unlike the front of Guild-
hall. It is well calculated to assist kindling
wood in the lighting of fires. How this

drawing ever obtained even a place in the
Exhibition we are at a loss to conceive.
The execution is not altogether bad, but the
execution is that of a bygone age, and is as

obsolete as the stjde. Much in this style,

no doubt, were the views of Salisbury Cathe-
dral fi-om the S.E.W. and N.E.W., or other
impossible points on which the gushing
Pecksniff set the consigned of " parents and
guardians." By-the-way, the same learned
professor believed finnly in the improvement
his pupils would derive fi'om drawing a
pump. " A very improving thing is a pump."
The truth is, and in a professional periodical

we are bound to notice the fact, architec-
tural drawings proper should not be admitted
into the competitions. They ai-e mostly the
work of ambitious youths, who waste their

time on them, at a period of life when time
is more valuable to them for purposes of

study that at any other. The local masters
are of necessity ignorant of the exigencies of
the profession, and after fond parents and
doting aunts have assured themselves that

dear James is on the high road to fortune
on the strength of a neat drawing, taking a
ridiculous time in execution, Mr. Brown,
architect at the county town, knows better

than to have James, the potterer, in his

office. A church screen, by S. Taylor, Bir-

mingham, ago eighteen ; and a Gothic book-
case, by H. A. Gribble, South Kensington,
both unrewarded, go, we suppose, to atone for

the shortcomings of others ; and here the

architectural display ceases.

In stage XXIIIc, which seems to be
" applied design" as much as the preceding.

tlic gold medal is taken by Miss Mary Anne
Mansell, South Kensington, for designs for
painted china cups and saucers. The silver

medals are here scattered broadcast, but the
recipients exhibit in most cases a high degree
of merit. W. Wilson, South Kensington,
takes one for designs for tiles, very good both
in form and colour. J. Harris, South Ken-
sington, another for surface design, a vague
term. E. C. Slocombe, South Kensington, a
very clover and lucky competitor, another, for
jewellery designs. Bronze medals are given
to A. F. Brophy, South Kensington, for
panelled and painted decoration for a dining-
room. This design is worthy of special atten-
tion, and the bronze medal has been well
bestowed. W. P. Rhodes, Newcastle-under-
Lyne, ago twenty, has a bronze medal ; 'for

painted design for cups and saucers. The
design shows considerable skill, and deserves
reward. Coventry sends designs for watch
cases and ribbons. Of the former none are
very remarkable. J. Frost, age eighteen,
takes the bronze medal, and books are awarded
to J. Friday and Alfi'ed C. Thomas, weaver,
age eighteen. Many designs for tea and
coffee sets may be seen, some clever enough,
to which prizes have been given. Amongst
others, a quaint service, by T. Cox, Birming-
ham, age twenty-two, and a jewel casket, by
the lucky E. C. Slocombe. In surface decora-
tion, the exhibition .shines. The gold medal
is given to R. H. Bishop, Nottingham, lace
draughtsman, for a good design for lace, but
this class or stage is much mixed up. Who
can tell what a design for lace does amongst
designs for wall decoration, fans, bible covers,
printed hangings, china plates, pavements,
ceiling decoration, ribbons, scarves, wall
paper, and other things too numerous to
mention? This class—viz., " Applied Deco-
ration," is that which especially concerns the
readers of The Building News. It is that
which we have always wished specially should
succeed. It is the class of the manufac-
turers' designer, the class for whom the schools
are above all intended. It is well repre-
sented, and contains many really excellent

designs. Mr. Slocombe, the irrepressible,

takes a silver medal for printed hangings.
Nothing seems to come amiss to him,
for his design is of unusual merit. For
printed muslin and chintzes a similar prize

falls to J. Harrison, Nottingham, house-
painlcr, aged twenty-two, a two years' stu-

dent in the art schools, who also takes another
silver medal for designs fi'om natural plants.

His applied design fi'om the sun-dew, nemo-
phila, and crane's bill is admirable. Another
silver medal he also takes for designs for

ribbons and scarves. He is a verj' clever

fellow. The gold medal is awarded to a lady,

Mi.ss F. Jordan, Dublin, for a design for
muslin. The other prizes seem to be well

deserved, but we cannot notice all. In
Stage XXII. ,

" Elementary design to fill given
spaces in monochrome," some fine works may
be remarked. Nottingham is well represented

by a solicitor's clerk, James Crane, age fifteen
;

also by J. Harrison and Henry Hood ; Liver-

pool by Miss Frances Bally ; Halifax, by G.
Drake—natural foliage, capitally disposed

—

and Alfred Hodgson. In Stage XXII, " Na-
tural objects treated ornamentally." many
young ladies of little experience naturally

compete, but produce nothing of any wonder-
ful merit. It is not the forte of ladies so to

treat any objects but themselves. Blooms-
bury is represented by ]Ui.<iS Aimce Jlessingcr

with some pretty flowers, and South Kensing-
ton by Miss jes.sie Freeman, Miss Amelia
Gibbon, Miss M. Jackson, and others. Now,
most unaccountably, wc find ourselves in tin

midst of Stage XXIII. The gold medal fo;

decoration of room falls most deservedly:*

B. Perks, Kidderminster. It is a splendie

design, good in colour and tone. II. Noble,
West London, deserves something better than
books for his wall diaper, and a bronze medal
is not ill-bcstoned on Albert Clayton, St.

Jlartin's, for a well-balanced, though some-
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what K'liiJyi '^'*''>'^ paper. OlasL^uw anil Kiil-

nemiinster receive books and bronze medals,

tlirough the deserts of A. D. Honey and J.

Thatcher for carpet design, ages eigliteen and
nineteen respectively. It is astonishing how
well the youngsters come out in this Kxhibi-

tion. There is also a good design for a damask
curtain by T. A. Goldiug, Soutli Kensington,

and this is nearly all. It is true that there

are some clever cojiies of applied design

which have been successful in local competi-

tions at Glasgow, Manchester, Devonport,

Spitalfields, Leeds, &c., but being copies, are

merely specimens of skilful drawing. We
now come to the department devoted to chalk

and other drawings of the human form,

whethei^ from the life or the cast. There are,

as usual, heads of Apollo, Ajax, the young
Augustus, Clytie, the Apollo Belvedere full

length, the Venus of Milo, torsos without end,

feet and hands innmnerable, discoboli, wrest-

lers, and who shall say what besides ? But the

collection, though of great merit, possesses

less interest for us than any part of the show.

It is most valuable as an indication of the

progress which has been made in the schools
;

the rewards ajipear to have been very fairly

distributed. Some very clever drawings from

the life have obtained prizes in local competi-

tions :—W. Oliver, South Kensington, carries

off the gold medal for a very clever drawing,

Mr. E. J. Parker, Carlisle, chemist, a silver one

for a drawing of Hercules. J. Lucas, St.

Martin's, age nineteen, and Alfred Silbum,

~St. Thomas, Charterhouse, age twenty, show
great talent, and get silver medals. H. W.
Foster, of Nottingham, obtains a bronze

medal for a clever drawing of the Apollo

Belvedere. Stage XVII. " Painting the human
figure in colour." Some of the examples in

this stage are very good, but they aim high,

and, after all, produce little better than

studies more or less crude. Miss Kate
Green, South Kensington, takes the silver

medal for a head in oil, and Miss Julia

Pocock exhibits another of great merit, but

it is in Stage XV., " Still life, painting

groups as comjiosi tions of colour," that the ladies

excel. Miss Elizabeth Hartley, Boston ; Char-

lotte Benson, Dublin ; Rose Stanton, Stroud,

take silver and bronze medals for very merito-

rious works in this stage. Miss Mary White-
man Webb, Bloomsbury, gains a silver medal

for two beautiful bimches of grapes. Anne
P. Mellor, Manchester, and Emily Jackson,

South Kensington, receive bronze medals, be-

sides local prizes, for fruit pieces. In this

stage and in Stage XIV. the subjects do not ap-

pear to be of a veiy high class. Birds' nests,

a head of celery, a dead duckling, a lot of eggs

in a wisp of straw, and similar subjects, may
afford ojiportunity for the display of manipu-

lation, and even choice of colour, but it is not

by the encouragement of works like these that

the schools will seriously raise the cliaraeter

•of the nation for artistic design, or, for that

matter, art of any kind whatever. We are

perfectly well aware that the paintings of an

artist lately deceased fetch extravagant prices,

though they depict little beyond a bird's nest

with a few green or mottled eggs therein—so

much the worse for those wlio buy them. As
long as a water-colour drawing of a wren's

nest or the likeness of a torn-tit fetches him-

dreds of pounds, there is still some-

thing left for the Art Schools to do of

more consequence than setting yovmg
ladies to copy such objects. Where so much
is good we have little scruple in finding fault

when it seems to be deserved, the rather as it

can be of no possible service to ourselves, and

may possibly benefit others. The fi'iends of

the schools will require no urging to go and

judge for themselves ; it is improbable that

they should have ill-wishers ; if they have these

arc sure to go, while those who do not care

about ihcin, one way or another, might become

e .-en zealous advocates for their support and

e :teusiou after a visit to the National Compe-
tition of Schools of Art in the Exhibition

Building at South Kensington.

THE DItAPERS' HALL, CITY.

THE Architectural Association visited

Hrapeis' Hall last Saturday afternoon,

and were kindly received and conducted over it

by the architect, Mr. Herbert Williams, and his

son. The worksare not quite com]iletod, and the

effect, conseqtiently, not what it will be. Still

enough is visible to give a general idea of the
design, while at the same time the details of tlie

construction are more expo.sed to view than at a
future stage of its progress. The works now
approaching completion are of a scale and im-
portance which entitle the building to be con-
sidered as a new structure, and as such, we
can, without question, assert that it will take
high rank among the numerous splendid halls

belonging to the companies of the City of
London. At the same time it should in

fairness be borne in mind, when critically ex-
amined, that the work has been carried out,

under exceptional difficulties, with the title and
all the restrictions of mere alterations and
additions. These have been developed from
time to time, witliout, perhaps, suflicient fore-
thought on the par t of the Company, as obviously
the task of the architect has been a most com-
plicated one, and it is much to his credit that
the result has proved as satisfactory as it has,

both with regard to the convenience of aiTange-
ments and architectural effect.

If, however, there are disadvantages at-

tendant upon such a course, we are inclined to

think that there are some compensatoiy
advantages often to be gained by it. It is at

any rate more favourable to the attainment of
accidentally picturesque effects than of rigid

.symmetrical design. In this case an unusual
amount of irregularity has been forced into

the work, and, considering that the style adopted
was not the facile Mediseval—-the nature of
which is to rejoice in such difficulties—but
the Italian, which it is by no means so easy to

adapt to such circumstances, we think it has
been treated very ably.

The si:e faces Throgmoi'ton-street, which is

but narrow and tortuous ; and as considerable
portions of the old buildings in the rear have
beenjeft standing, the space dealt with had a
frontage of about 180ft., with a bend in it, and
a depth of 130ft. on one side with but 100ft.

on the other. Within this area, but not placed
centrally in it, was a quadrangle 50ft. square,
and the entrance fi'om the street was opposite

its axis, and the retention of these formed part

of the instructions. The space left between
one corner of this quadrangle and the street

being only about 27ft., prevented the erection

of the principal rooms along the frontage, and
an injunction against building to a height
which would interfere with the light of the
opposite houses acted as a further restriction

against much architectural display in con-
nection with the fagade.

Tlie arrangement of the building designed in

conformity with these circumstances is as
follows :

—

The main entrance, out of the centre of the
fagade, in the line of the axis of the internal

court or quadrangle, leads in a direct line to a
cloister round this court on the ground floor,

whence access is obtained to the various oflices

and more private portions of the building.

Immediately within the entrance, on the left,

before the cloister is reached, a lofty vestibule

leads to the principal staircase, wliich is a
cleverly contrived and handsome feature. It

is circular, of about 30ft. in diameter, leading

by easy flight of steps to a spacious lauding

on the first floor, opposite the two new drawing-
rooms, which arc arranged on the left side of

the quadrangle, in a line with and of the same
width as the present Court dining-room in the

rear building.

One new drawing-room, larger than the other,

to be divided from it by a partition, is for the

Livery; the latter, for the Court and distinguished

guests, communicates with "the ju-escMt court-

room," which extends along the further side of

the quadrangle, and thence wi(!i the principal

end, or what stands for the dais of " the new
Livery dining-hall," which occupies the whole

of the first floor of the right hand side of the

qiuidraiigle, extending as far as the street in

fn'ont. A corridor over the cloister along the

Throgmorton-street side of the quadrangle,

gives the means of communication fiom the

larger new drawing-room to tlie other end of the

great|hall, completing the suite of public rooms.
Between this corridor and street are retiring

rooms for the Livery and guests, and a stair-

case to a gallery in the hall ior spectators, all

conveniently arranged. On the right hand of
the great hall, quite separate, are the butler's

and waiters' department, above the kitchen,

which is large and well lighted, and whence
dinners are raised to the level of the hall by
lifts. The rest of this floor, composed of the

old buildings to the rear, is occupied by the

staircase apartments, and retiring-rooms for

the court and distinguished guests, who enter

their smaller drawing-room from that side.

Offices, with separate staircase, and separate

waiters' staircase to the large drawing-room,
are ananged to the left of the circular prin-

cipal staircase, between the street and the

court that has been left to give light to the

new drawing-room range on the side opposite

the quadrangle.

The whole of these areangements seem
simple and convenient, and every department
is properly kept separate, and yet there is

ample communication throughout. The effect

of the vestibule, staircase, and coiTidor is re-

markably pleasing and artistic, and has been
gained in a very small area, and obviously,

therefore, at a moderate cost.. The deficiency

of the space usually given to these features in

similar structures, is, from this happy and pic-

turesque treatment, not noticeable, and has

enabled the architect to indulge to an unusual

extent in rich and sumptuous materials, the

effect of which cannot yet be judged, but will

doubtless be very striking. "The sparing use

of marble, together with stone, is seldom suc-

cessful, as the colour and polish of the former
become spotty and harsh in contrast, while the

latter is made to look mean by their absence.

Mr. Williams has, we think, judiciously con-

centrated the marble which he has felt jus-

tified in using in these portions of the building

upon the principal staircase, almost to the ex-

clusion of other material. There will be none
in the vestibule, but from the archway thence

to the corridor tliere will be nothing else, the

steps themselves being of fine veined marble,

and the eight columns, which divide the walls

into as many bays, of very rich red Devon-
shire marbles, and the walls lined and the

newel composed of other rich varieties of the

same class of material.

The staircase is crowned by a dome of metal

construction, with panelling below made of

carton pierre, with a glazed domical skylight

above. These are now being decorated with

tints in which bronze predominates, relieved

with gold. This has a quiet effect, and is har-

monious in relation to the marble work below.

The circular part of the corridor, concentric

with this staircase, in front of the draw'ing-

room, and the lobbies of the great hall are

lighted with three small domical skylights, in an

ingenious manner. The intermediate straight

part of the con'idor is divided into five bays by

coupled pilasters on pedestals, bearing trans-

verse semicircular arches on their entablatures,

and the bays are ceiled barrel-wise and panel-

led, and have each a window looking into the

quadrangle. All this is executed in plaster,

and has a rich effect.

The large drawing-room, 45ft. long, 30ft.

wide, and "27ft. high, and the small one 30ft.

by 26ft., are divided into five and three bays

respectively by jiilasters, the entablature of

which is a few feet below the ceiling. Brackets

springing above this carry beams, which inter-

sect, so as to form deep and richly-moulded

square cofl'ers to the ceilings. These are not

specially novel, and the effect of these rooms

will depend much on the manner in which they

are hereafter decorated with colour. There is,

however, ample scope provided for this, by the

vigorous treatment of their ordinary typo of
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plaster enrichment. "The present Court

room," between the new drawing-room ami

great hall, has a new ceiling much more to

our taste in arrangement of its panelling, and

it has been already elaborately decorated in

colour by Mr. Grace, who, we believe, is

solely answerable for the result. With much
that is commendalile in it, we unhesitatingly

consider it altogether overdone with colour,

some of which is very crude. We would par-

ticularise the violent blue in the soffits of the

beams, in the hope that even now it might be

softened down, so as not to exceed in strength

that of the blue ribbon prominent on the

breast of one of the portraits on the wall. The
decorator has here run riot, and forgotten that

his work should be subordinate. The poor

pictures referred to are nowhere beneath this

blaze above them. Other decorations, more
under the control of the architect, are else-

where in progress, and being in a much more
moderate style, promise to be far better.

The ceiling of the present Court dining-

room, a room in the rear, about 40ft. liy 20ft.,

with a remarkably beautiful panelled ceiling

of the time of Sir Christopher Wren, fortu-

nately preserved, is in process of decoration by
Mr. Grace, and, whether out of respect for its

character or not, in a far quieter key of colour.

The central panel has a good painting of Jason
and the Golden Fleece. This work seems to

promise well. Before leaving this portion of

the building, we would call attention to the

refined characterof the carved woodwork of the

presernt Court dining-room, due to tlie period of

the Adams's, as that apartment is said to have
been rebuilt then after a Sre, and this woodwork
has been cleaned and restored during the pre-

sent alterations.

This room looks over the exceptionally

large and pleasant garden belonging to the

Company, which, though in the heart of the

city, is an acre in extent.

The great new Livery dining-hall next
calls for attention. It is arranged for three

longitudinal dining tables, 41ft. Sin. clear be-

tween the detached columns at the sides being
given as a liberal width for that purpose, and
rather in excess of wliat is usual in the other

City halls, and the clear internal width be-
tween the walls is 47ft., and the length 00ft.

The height fi-om floor to ceiling is 44ft.

These, it will be perceived, are noble dimen-
sions.

The plan of the hall is not the ordinary
parallelogram, and this divergence from rou-
tine is another instance of a happy result of
compliance with exceptional difficulties. To
have carried this lofty part of the Iniilding

rectangularly up to the street would have in-

terfered with the presumed lights of light of
the opposite houses. To axind this, the ar-

chitect has rounded off that end like an apse,

and treated its roof as a semi-dome, and he
has also curved the angles of the apartment
at the opposite end. The iniermediate sides

of the room are divided into five bays deeply
recessed by advanced columns on pedestals,

which have pilasters to the wall behind them,
with coupled columns at the end next the
entrances. Coujiled columns in four groups
divide the apsidal portion into three bays, and
the end opposite, behind the principal table, has
two groups of coupled columns, and two single
ones Hanking each curved angle. Thus there are
thirty-two columns with monolithic shafts of
exceedingly beautiful red Devonshire marble
14ft. long, with veined bases on pedestals of
dark green, with plinths of black-and-gold
marble carried round the whole of the recesses,

with an open-work metal panel in each to

admit warmed air, richly-modelled capitals of
the Composite order, with the ram's head, the

badge of tlie Companj-, projecting from each.
The entablature is broken over each column,
and will beai' animals as supporters of shield.s,

but a gallery for spectators is to be carried

round the apse upon it. Semicircular-headed
dormer windows as a clerestory light the hall

fiom either side, and a richly-ribbed and
iianelled semicircular ceiling, with the ribs

borne by Caryatidas, covers the hall, all the

ornamental details of which are very vigorous

and ctt'ective.

With this principal, and certainly very noble

apartment, our description of the interior of the

building must conclude.

Before quitting the premises, however, at-

tention must be called to the Quadrangidar
Court, which deserves careful study. Every
side has five bays ; on the ground-floor each

bay has a semicircular-headed open archway
into a cloister. The piers and voussoirs have
strongly-marked rusticated blocks, and the

tympanum of each arch is filled solid with a

stone carried on corbels projecting fi-oni the

piers, to be sculptured hereafter with subjects

representing Commerce, &c., the designs for

which submitted by Mr. Wyon have been

selected. This is a great opportunity, to which
we trust justice will be done. The effect of

these twenty sculptures ought to be fiiie if

their quality bear any relation to their quan-

tity, as we hope will be the case. Above
the west and east sides of the quadrangle on

the first-floor there is a range of Ionic

columns between square architraved windows,
above which are boldly-carved rams' heads and
festoons of foliage. The south side is treated

more simply with semicircular-headed win
dows in arched recesses. There is some
varietj' of effect consequent upon the north or

entrance-side being only two storeys high,

and the south side, recessed from the court-room

next the quadrangle, having no storey over it.

In conclusion, we have only to notice the

fagade next the street. Tliis being necessarily

low, has been treated with vigour and boldness,

like a screen between the quadrangle and the

street. In this particular instance only, and,

we think, unfortunately, has the architect made
a sacrifice to that craving for symmetry which
seems to cramp the efforts of those who use

the Italian style. For a fancied necessity, to

have as many bays on one side of the entrance

as tlie other, he has deliberately thrown away
the portion of fi'ontage to the right of the
great hall, and endeavoured to make it appear
as an independent building. It would have
been far better at least to have allowed it to

appear as a subordinate wing, with the same
main lines carried through, somewhat as Mr.
Cockerell has done with liis tavern adjoining
the Freemasons' Hall, in Great Queen-street.

It is sufficient misfortune to have public and
private buildings cheek Iiy jowl in street

fagades, without going out of the way to in-

vent the appearance of them. Throgmorton-
street is so naiTOW that one cannot get far

enough back to see the design in its entirety,

so the symmetry gained at such a sacrifice is,

after all, lost.

The bend in the street which existed pre-
viously has been converted, with permission
of the authorities, by a give-and-take line,

into an easy curve. A bold granite architraved
arched entrance doorway is the prominent
feature. A very deep and effective cornice

crowns the fagade, and an exceedingly vigo-
rous conventional an-angement of rams' heads,
fruits, and flowers, is continued beneath as a
frieze. It is only fair to say the architect

strove hard to get sculpture here of a liigher

class, but a false economy on the part of the

Company frustrated this effort to make the
work of art a satisfactory one, just where a
comparatively small, but judicious, expendi-
ture might have made it so.

Still, accepting this conventional class of
ornament as, after all, about as much phonetic
or poetic work as hasty City business men have
time or space in Throgmorton-street to appre-
ciate, it is vigorous and good of its class, and
does Mr. Maliey, its carver, veiy great credit.

Our readers will acquit us of any very
thorough love for Composite Italian composi-
tion

; of any very profound adoration for rams'
heads and swags of fruits and flowers. We
veiy much prefer tendrils not trained to rule,

and foliage left fancy fi'ee lo wander where
it will

; but we are willing to admit that all

the associations of the locality seem to call for

the style that has been selected, ami whero
such is the case we do like to see it handled
in the manly and vigorous way Jlr. Williams
has done in this work of his at Drapers' Hall.

THE ROCHESTER NEW CORN EX-
CHANGE COMPETITION.

( Commvnicatcd.')

THE Corporation of Rochester, having de-
cided to build a new Corn Exchange, called

for designs for the same under the following con-
ditions. The competing architects were not to

exceed seven in number, and twenty guineas
were to be paid to each competitor, with an
additional twenty guineas to the second best in

merit, whose drawings were, in consideration

thereof, to become tlie property of the Corpor-
ation. Respecting this second twenty guineas
we hasten to congratulate the corporate advisers

on the prospect of a good bargain, for there

are several of the interior perspectives whose
artistic colour and finish must have cost many
more guineas than twenty. But this by the

way, as it will be an affair resting entirely be-
tween the " second best" and the buyers. The
next condition is that there shall be a large

room to be used as a Corn Exchange, an As-
sembly room, and a Concert room, as occasion

may require, whilst the present Corn Exchange
is to be used, if necessary. The Exchange is

to be built as large as the ground will admit
of, a plain, external elevation, and the entire

cost is not to exceed £5,000.

To these conditions five architects only have
responded, and the results of their thinking

and planning may now be seen in the old Corn
Exchange, in the five sets of drawings that

were thrown open for public criticism last

week. The several designs are sent in under
mottoes, so that the public of Rochester may
discuss their respective merits asfi'eely as they

please.

Beginning with the first design on the right-

hand side of the entrance, it is found to consist

of six coloured drawings, signed " Kent " in a
triangle. The principal of these are the front

elevation, the interior, and the grand stair-

case, from the floor of the present Exchange
to the new level of the proposed one. The
dimensions of this plan are "as large as

can be obtained ; " namely 95ft. long, 45ft.

wide, and 45ft. high. The lighting is by both

sides and top, and at night by pun-burners.

Below the principal room will be placed the

various offices which such a triple-purposed

building will require, and much ingenuity is

expended on their arrangement in several of

the plans. All of them, too, have provided

secondary staircases, in addition to the principal

one.

The style of " Kent " is so exceedingly plain

that it can hardly be made to answer any pur-

pose beyond that of an Exchange ; the festive

and concert requirements not having been kept

sufficiently in view. The straight single stair-

case is bad, on account of permitting opposing

streams of people to clash. Where there are

crowds, crowd-panics must be provided for
;

and a flight of 16 steps, with only one breaking

landing, is an ineffective way of doing it.

The lobby, 25ft. diameter, at the top of thesw

stairs is, perhaps, the best part of tlie arrange-

ment, but the whole is very faulty in this re-

spect, for, in the event of a cry of " fire !
" the

front ranks on the steps would be thrown to

the bottom by the terror-stricken crowd, and
the dead would be piled upon each other. In

the lower floor it seems to us that there would

be every chance for the vapour of the urinals

and water-closets to pervade the kitchen, and
both of them, by thezig-zag passage, the library.

The next, signed " Ceres," is a set of four

drawings in the " severe Italian," very prettily

drawn. The top lighting is by curved windows
in the springing of the roof. The decorations

appear far too elaborate for anv sum less than

£10,000 or £12,000 to reach, "and this design

may, therefore, on that account alone, be dis-

missed fi-om further consideration. Tlie ceil-
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ing itself looks as if it swallowed up a large

porlion of the allowed estimate.

The third design is signed " Koffiensis," and

is explained b}' no fewer than nine drawings

;

one interior, with sunounding galleries, and

one in ink without. The tripartite nature of

the new building seems here to have been en-

tirely misapprehended : whereas, if a London
music-hall of the East End stylo were wanted,

this Egyptian -coloured reminder of such a

place near Shoreditch Station would answer
the intention well. The mode of top lighting

by double windows—movable and fixed sashes

—is the best thing in the design. We
are told that where they are in use they

have answered very well. But, apart from
the interior, there seems to be a sad mis-

take in the basement plan. As far as we
could make out, unless by leave and license of

adjoining tenants, the back of the basement
must be in darkness. The library and kitchen,

too, are on opposite sides of a corrodor, and the

urinal efHuvia will be difficult to shut out.

Crossing to the opposite wall we find another
"Ceres'" with no fewer than ten drawings.

The style is Early English, the interior showing
most painstaking and costl)' workmanship.
Both the walls and roof are panelled in oak,

and richly decorated with shields and armorial

bearings. In fact, it is neither more nor
less than a grand regal banqueting hall of the

eleventh century. Its cost alone would, we
think, prevent its being the accepted design.

" Perseverando " comes next, in a set of

five drawings, the interior being a large

Grecian apartment, 02ft. long, 47ft.. wide, and
of proportionate height. On each side of the

room are two rows of composite columns,
standing on plinths, supporting a highly ornate

entablature. The lighting is good, being by
the ceiling, and by circular-headed windows
raised 29ft. above the floor. The principal

entrance is by a double staircase of thirteen

stone steps. We can compliment the artistic

finish shown in this design, the lower floor

plans being fault}', on account of the arrange-
ment of the kitchen fires. It will be costly.

The fifth and last set of drawings are six in

number, and signed " Che sara sara," and
a double interlaced triangle. This design has
obtained many admirers. The main entrance
is by a double flight of elliptic staircases, ter-

minating in a spacious landing lighted dh-ect

from the roof, and leading into the large hall.

By this moans the visitors need never meet in

contrary currents, as one stair could be used
for ascending, and the other for descending
puqjoses. The two extra staircases are pro-
vided for in other parts of the building, as per
"instructions." The size of the principal

apartment is 9Cft. long, 45ft. w-ide, and 45ft.

high. Tlie lighting is all that can be desired,

being by the ceiling and by circular-headed

coved windows. Indeed, between this part of

the design and the same in " rersevcrando
"

there is little or nothing to choose, as both are

well done. The rays are directed down, full

on the floor of the hall, a very important ele-

ment in examining grain. Sunlights will light

at night. The sides of the room are enriched by
rows of columns of Marezzo marble, with gilt

plaster caps and bases, and the ceilings are of

plaster, with ornamental iron skylights
;
jiapier

mach(5 wiU be used where requisite. Port-
land stone and tesselated paving will be used
in all the passages and landings. Tlie ventila-

tion will requu-o no personal attention, being
amply provided for by the roof, under the
windows, and along the perforated cornices.

The warming may cither be by hot-water pipe
coils, open fireplaces, or both, a.s may be
desirable. The ceiling has been curved to an
acoustic cove, to meet the requirements of
concerts or other assemblies. At one end of
the room there is a coved gallery, either for
musicians or speakers, the cove being so

formed as to act as a sounding board. There
is, also, a mezzanine floor with a gallery for
spectators, and at cacli end are convenient
waiting rooms. The arrangements are such
that the room can be speedily converted into a

temporary theatre, and, further still, it can be

readily divided into two distinct apartments by
means of double-ceiling shutters contained in

the roof. These have sufticient space between
them to deaden all sound and enable two sepa-

rate entertainments to be carried on without

confusion at the same time.

Having said so much on the five sets of de-

signs, we leave the decision in the hands of

the judges. C. S. M.

BUILDERS' HARDWARE IN THE SOUTH
STAFFORDSHIRE EXHIBITION.

III.

—

Lock FnENiTUBE.

(From our own Correspondent.)

IN our notice o£ locks and keys, we said nothing
aboiit lock furniture, for the suiiple reason that

the production of tberespective articles occupiestwo
distinct branches of manufacture. The principal

seats 6f the lock furniture trade, by which we
mean knobs, spindles, escutcheons, and fiuger-

jilatcs, are Birmingham, Wolverhampton, and
Willenhall. Of these towns Wolverhampton is

ihe only one -which is adequately represented
in this department of the Exhibition.

Mr. T. J. Cooke (Clevclaud-strcet) has a very
creditable assortment of knobs in brass, china,

wood, glass, and buft'alo bora. The brass knobs
comprise ordinary rim, mortice and latch, and the

same patterns in better qualities, known in the

trade under the numbers of "25" and '*50."

The latter are especially commendable, having
solid cast necks, into which the balls are soldered,

instead of being simply pressed, as in the ordinary

way. The tendency of ordinary brass knobs to
" turn round " after a few months' wear is too

well known, and it is a pity that the quality of

such essential and constantly used articles has been
suffered to deteriorate by the greed of competition
demanding articles at such a price as to preclude

the possibiUty on the part of manufsicturers to sup-

ply areally durable article. Mr. Cooke's "No. 50"
furniture is certainly free from this defect, while
his ordinary cheap patterns in brass are fully equal
to those produced in Bh-mingham by Mr. Edward
Collins, Mr. Charles Mackay, Messrs. Lowe and
Farnol, and other well known makers. Some bold

octagon " centi-c knobs " designed for the Scottish

m.arket, where the " club-bolt " rim locks are prin-

cipally sold, are also sho^vn, and display very fair

workmanship. The specimens of glass and china

furniture shown in this case are very good,
although perhaps S"arcely equal to the best pro-

ductions of such Birmingham firms as Messrs.

Cartland, and Messrs. Loach and Clarke. Door
knobs on the patent principles of Pell, Mace,
Waller, and Walker, all more or less known to

practical builders, are included in this really ex-
cellent display. Mr. Cooke succeeded the late firm

of Barker and Iliffe, as sole manufacturer of

Wilkes's patent " fonr-sided " spindles, so generally
used now in the lock ti-ade of South Staffordshire.

In the case of Messrs. Carpenter .and Co.
(Willenhall), we notice some well turned oak
knobs, inlaid with brass work of mediieval pat-
torn, produced by Messrs. Hulse and Sods, of
that town. Messrs. Hulse have long commanded
the leading wood- furniture trade in the district,

ebony, oak, maple, rosewood, iv,i-y, and bnft'alo

hoin being included in their leading patterns.

A specimen of T. K. Mace's inveutiou for
securely fixing the handles and furniture of door-
locks is worth notice. It is ingeniously sinijdc,

consisting merely of the addition of a brass
cidlarto the rose. The latter .ire joined at the
" regulation " end of the spindlo, and this collar

is made to encase the neck of the kuob, so that

the collar covering the neck-screw prevents the
possibility of the screw giving way or coming
out, nolwithstaniling any amount of oscillation or
concussion to which it may be subjected.

Messrs. Harper and Co. (Willenhall) show some
specimens of their brown mineral furniture, made
on the American model. The only fault wc can
find wiih these knobsis their extreme weight, which
must require in the locks to which they ai-e affixed

much more than usual strength. The cheapness
and dm-ability of this furniture, however, cannot
he denied.

Mr. Joseph Osborne (Art-street Fouudry) has
some artistic specimens of door-handles and fur-

niture of various improved descriptions.
On the whole, the exhibits in this section

although small in number, are very creditable in

(piality, and indicate considerable recent progress
both in design and workmanship.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

THE closing general meeting of the Institute for

session 1808-!) took place on Monday even-

ing last, the President, W. Tite, Esq., M.P.,inthc
chair. The minutes of last meeting having been
read,

The Chairman announced with some regret

that in consequence of the numerous engagements
of Her Majesty's ministers precluding their at-

tendance at the annual dinner of the Institute,

that event had been indefinitely postponed.

Mr. .lOHN P. Seddon, Honorary Secretary, an-

nounced that the Council had taken into consider-

ation the Report of the General Committee on
Architectural Education, which had been sub-

mitted to them, and had passed the following

resolutions on the subject :

—

1. " That a text book or pamphlet should be
prepared pointing out where and when (in

addition to office instruction) courses of lectures

specially pertaining to the profession can be

attended, and giving a limited number of

books in which the best information is to be

had."
2. •' That a certificate be granted to all who

pass the voluntaiy architectural examination
established by the Institute."

3. " That a preliminary examination be held

at the Institute in elementary subjects, open to all

students who have been at least one year in an
architect's ofiice, provided that it be not made com-
pulsory on those who come up for the Voluntary
Architectural Examination."

4. " That the Institute should assist the Archi-

tectural Association to cany out the drawing school

which it was proposed by that sscicty to establish

this session."

Mr. Seddon further informed the meeting that

Professor T. H. Lewis, Alfred AVaterhonse, and
T. Roger Smith, Fellows, had kindly undertaken
the preparation of the proposed text book or

pamphlet mentioned in resolution No. 1, which
when it had been approved by the Council would
be submitted to the members of the Institute.

Also that a form of certificate, the draft of which
had been prepared and proposed by T. Roger
Smith, Fellow, had been agreed upon by the

Council, and would in future be granted to those

who satisfactorily passed the Voluntary Architec-

tural Es.'uninations established by the Institute.

That the preliminary examination named in re-

solution No. 3, would be made a part of the said

.annual voluntary examinations, and that the

Council were prepared to assist the Architectural

Association in the carrying out of the drawing
school which that society proposed to establish.

Mr. Seddon then said that the Council proposed

to retain under the control of the Institute these

examinations thus modified, in accordance with

such of the suggestions of the Genei'al Architec-

tural Education Committee as they had approved,

that as regards the making the passing these

examinations a compulsoiy condition of member-
ship of the Institute at somerpcriod, this must be

deferred for the present, until it be seen whether
the examinations as now arranged proved more
successful than they had hitherto been.

Mr. James ToUey, Associate, was then elected

a Fellow, and Messrs. B. Adkins and John S.

Nightingale as Associates.

I'rofessor Donaldson then read a paper de-

scriptive of the Tomb of Vitalis (an ancient

Roman Architect), in the Villa Volkonski, Rome.
Some discussion as to points of arch.a^ologj' en-

sued, the Chau-man, the Rev. Mr. Burgess, and
Professor Donaldson being the speakers, after

which,

A paper by William Simpson, Esq.,F.R.G.S.,

was read (by the secretaries) on

Abtssinian Church Architecture.
For the pui-jioscs of the paper, the countiy was

divided into two portions, TigrO being the northern

and Amhara the southern section. The former
contains the remains of the City of Axum, the

ancient capital of the whole country. Gondar,
the principal town in Amhara, was formerly

celebrated for the number of its churches, and
has latterly been considered the capital. The
churches of the northern section of the conntiy

are square or oblong, the Auiharic chiu-ches,

on the other hand, being rouud. This rule

also applies to houses and buildings in both

districts. Even in the material used in building

the rulo holds good ; wherever stone is used for

churches it is also used for domestic dwellings.

Where wood is used for the House of God it is
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also used for tlic house of man. In the most

common style of Abyssinian erections, the

ehiu-ch anil the dwelling (when in the same

locality) arc in every case similar in construction.

This identity is still further shown by the word

which expresses house and church being the same.

It is lout, and is only a slight variation of the

Hebrew word heth, which had also the same
double signification. The round churches of

Amhai-a are all built with a three-fold division,

meant to be in imitation of the Tabernacle and

the Temple. Each division is enclosed by the

oihers, the sanctum, which forms the centre, being

in all cases square. The two other courts are

formed by concentric circular walls. There are

no larger churches equivalent to our Cathedrals,

nor smaller ones that might be termed chapels.

A few might be fonnd larger than the ronnd part

of the Temple Church of London, but they are

generally smaller. A fair idea of the general

external appearance of an Araharic ronnd chnrch

will be obtained by imagining the Temple Church
of London to be covered with a rough thatch

roof, such as may be seen in Ireland or the High-
lands of Scotland, and having walls formed of

very rough posts, interlaced with a basket-work
of smaller branches, mud, perhaps, being added
by way of plaster. The apex of the roof is sur-

mounted by a crass, which is often decorated with

ostrich eggs. The sanctum is a square apart-

ment, the length of its sides varying from ten to

fifteen feet.

These sides face the cardinal points, the altar

being situated a little out of the centre towards
the east. The altar is named the tahot, and is

considered by the natives to be identical with the

Ark of the Covenant. It is generally formed of

four upright posts, with a shelf called the mcnlcr,
placed about four feet from the ground, a rude

piece of cloth or matting thrown over the tops of

the posts serving as a kind of canopy. The
menbcr or shelf is the real altar. Upon it is

placed a piece of marble or alabaster, usually

decorated with crosses and the name of the jjatron

saint of the church, over which a cloth is spread,

and on this the elements are placed in the act of

consecration. On the western side a curtain is

hung up to represent the Veil of the Temple, which
serves to hide the tnhit when the door is opened.
This door is only used for the priests and

deacons to bring forth the sacrament, which is

administered on its steps. Notable is here used,

the bread in a basket covered with a cloth, and
the wine in a chalice, both being held by the

attendant deacons. There is a door on the south
side, which is seldom or never used. That on the
north is called the hcatulehcm door, because the
bread and wine are there brought in. There is

always a door fonned on the east face, but it is in

every case built up, and only a small slit or
window is left. The reason for this may perhaps be
found in Ezekiel xliv. The Golden Gate at Jerusa-
lem, which " looketh towards the east," is also, it

may be observed, built up, and only too very small
sl^ts are left. This Eastern opening is called by
the Abyssinians, " the door of light.'' The walls
of this Holy of Holies are always plastered, so as

to make the place perfectly concealed. The second
com-t is called the Jiudist, and is formed by a
circular wall, leaving a narrow passage of only a
few feet at the corners of the inner sanctuary.

The eastern door in this wall is not built up, and
the congregation may enter freely, and pass all

ronnd the exterior of the sanctuary. The third or
outer court is called the liuneli-nuilielct, from a
psalm or song, because it is in this part of the
church that the male part of the congregation
sings during the service. This enclosure is not the
same in every church ; the doors in some places
facing the cardinal points, and in other cases being
placed where required, A door on the south side
is appointed for the women, bnt the separation
of the sexes is not strictly adhered to now, though
it formerly was. The entrance for the males is on
the north side. All the Abyssinian churches have
a small house built at a little distance from the

north-west corner, this position being never de-

parted from. It is the place where the bread and
wine are jircparcd for the sacrament, and it is called

the bcattilchcm, or house of bread. This small
house always corresponds with the round or square
form of the church, of which it is an adjunct. In
most of the smaller village churches, the wall of

the third court is very seldom carried all rotmd the
building. On the men's side a portion of the wall
is erected as a shelter for the psalm singers,

forming something like a porch to thejchurch. A
wall round the church encloses a burial ground,
and in the west side of this wall is a doorway. A

building is generally attached called the cl'iihcut,

which serves the purpose of a sacristy. There
were no steeples to any of the churches which Mr.
Simpson saw, nor anything resembling a tower.
Instc d of bells, two stones are suspended between
a couple of low posts, and on being struck by a
smaller stone, give a clear musical sound.

In the northern part of Abyssinia, all these
fonns arc also to be found, but the arrangement
of them is different. There is a greater variety
in the mode of construction than in the south.

The church of St. Kirkos, at Addigerat, in Tigrc,
is a fair exampleof the square style of construclion.

The sanctum is square, and the same in every par-
ticular to that previously described ; but the
fiiidist, or second court is also square, forming a
passage of a few feet in width all round, and the
third court, instead of enclosing all the others, is

only an elongation of the building on its western
face, thus forming a pronaos. The church of

Miriam at Focado is another example of the

Tigro or square style of construction. Though a
good deal out of repair, it had been tolerably

well built with stones, and the western entrance
had a substantial stone pillar in the middle, making
it a double door. Here the second court did not
surround the sanctum ; it was merely an ex-
tension of the building to the west ; and the third

court was a still fm'ther extension in the

same direction. A solid wall in each case
divided these compartments. Each division varied
in width ; the second court was a few inches wider
than the Holy of Holies, and the outer court nar-
rower again by two or three feet. The form
maj' be traced as far back as Solomon's Temple,
and is also visible in the temples of ancient Egypt.
A comparison of the plans o£ the round church

at Amhara with that of the church at Addigerat
shows that they are substantially the same—the
one is a circular and the other a square form of

the same arrangement ; but in the Focado church
quite another aspect presents itself. There is,

indeed, the threefold division so prominent in the
churches of the country, but the onion-like ar-

rangement where each court encloses the other,

formerly the peculiar feature of the Amharic
construction, is totally wanting.
The rock-cut church at Dongolo was next de-

scribed. The whole is citt from the solid rock,

no architectural feature or ornament being given
to the external walls. It is almost identical in

plan with the Cathedral of the Assumption at

Moscow, a description of which, or of one of the

usual styles of Greek churches m the East, would
serve as a faithful account of the one under con-
sideration, and it may be taken for granted that

the latter was executed under the eye of a Greek
architect. The roof is supported by ten pillars,

the four central ones being strangely irregular,

perhaps owing to the avoidance of some flaw in

the rock. The universal threefold division is ob-

served in the church, the body being considered
the same as the second court, the bema or apse
as equivalent to the Holy of Holies, and the porch
standing for the third or outer court. There are

many rock-cut churches in Abyssinia. The
churches already described include the maiu tjTpes

of construction.

As to the origin of the architecture of the
country, the authoi' gave it as the most probable
conclusion: first, that the rock-cut church of Don-
golo represents the pure Greek type introduced
by the first missionaries from Alexandria

;

secondly, that the round Amharic church repre-

sents a pre-existing Jewish or Pagan type ; and
thu'dly, that the various square churches of Nor-
thern Abyssinia are the result of the pre-existing

form more or less influenced by the Greek. In
some of themoro important aud better constructed

churches a lavish expenditure of mural painting-

is to be foimd. Such is the case in the Addigerat.
church, and in the one at Chelicut, there being
also in the latter some wood carving. In these
two places the outer square walls of the Holy of

Holies were quite covered with pictures painted
in bright colours. The favourite subjects aie the

Crucifixion, Virgin and Child, St. George and
the Dragon, Satan, and all the saints and martyrs.
Not only is the Devil included in their calendar,

but Pontius Pilate and his wife, Balaam and his

ass, Sampson and his jawbone, figure on many of
their walls in a way that we are unaccustomed to

in European art. In the pictures of the Cnici-
fixion, the scroll on the top of the cross always
contains the inscription INHI in Koraan, and not
in the Amharic letter. This would indicate—and
many other illustrations could be given—that art

filtered up through the schools of Alexandria.
The rule of the modern Grcoo-Eussian Church of

having no figure in relief is strictly adhered to in

Abyssinian ilccorations.

Mr. Simpson had heard the idea expressel iu

Ahyssmia that the i-ound church, founded on the
model of the round-house so peculiar to almost
the whole of Africa, is the true Semitic form of
construction, and is the real origin of the round
plan of all temples ; but ho did not feel incliaed
to adopt the theory, because the Hebrews, who
are the great representatives of the Semitic race,
neither constructed a roimd tabernacle nor a round
temple, and it is remarkable that iu Egjqitian
temples the circular form is nnkno«m. Still

this very ancient plan of construction may have
growQ out of an equally primitive round hut
as the Abyssinian one in some other quarter of
the globe. The accidents of climate and material,
added to the necessities of construction, would
produce the form ; and whatever ideas of
symbolism may be attached to this particular
shape, their growth would take place afterwards.
Abyssiuia clearly illustrates the fact that the
construction of the church is founded upon the
bnilding of the house, and there is no reason to

suppose that this process was confined to the
continent of Africa.
There was no discussion upon the paper, which

was followed by another one by Professor Donald-
son, giving some account of his recent travels in

Palestine, and describing, with the aid of plans,
some of the most ancient buildings in the land.
A short discussion ensued, and it having been
announced that the annual conccrsnzione would
take place on Thm-sday next, July 1, the meeting
adjourned.

THE IRON AND STEEL INSTITUTE.

ON Wednesday evening last a meeting was
held at the Society of Arts, the Duke of

Devonshire iu the chair, to inaugurate an insti-

tute with the objects of affording a means of com-
munication between members of the iron and
steel trades upon matters bearing upon the respec-

tive manufactures, excluding all questions con-
nected with wages and ti-ade regulations ; and of
arranging periodical meetings for the discussion
of practical and scientific subjects bearing upon
the manufacture and working of iron and steel.

There was a very full attendance, consisting prin-

cipally of ironmasters and manufacturers of the
northern districts and the principality of Wales.
The secretary having announced that the next
meeting of the Institute would be held at Middles-
borough on the 22nd and 23rd of September next,

the noble President read the inaugural address,
giving an account of the circumstances under
which, at the suggestion of Mi-. Jones, the secre-

tary, the Institute was founded, and the benefits

anticipated from it, accounting for his acceptance
of the Presidency by his interest in the trade
as a mine owner and a shareholder in ironworks,
and his connection with the University of Cam-
bridge. The societies of Mechanical Engineers,
Civil Engineers, the various local mining associa-

tions, and the Royal Agricultural Society afforded

examples of combinations formed as this was to

promote science in its 'practical application rather
th.')n in its purely intellectual aspects. The
address then proceeded with an historical in-

quiry into the first discovery of iron and its uses,
and the progress of its manufacture— the im-
petus given by the substitution of coal for char-

coal as fuel, and the introduction of the hot blast

for smelting. It ne.xt touched upon the manu-
facture of wrought iron and steel, giving Cort
(whose claims were unrecognised during his life-

time, and who died in penury) the credit of the

invention of the puddling fmnace, and describ-

ing the Bessemer process as one of the most im-
portant improvements for producing steel that
had been as yet introduced ; and after referring

to the ironworks of the continent, in regard to

their capabilities of competing with those of this

country— to the great development of mineral
wealth in the United States, ouly limited by the
scarcity of labour, suggested as the problems
most interesting to the iron world the reduction
iw the^cost of fuel by improvements in the fur-

naces, the use of mineral oils in the pm-ification of

the metal, and improvements in the manufacture
of steel. The noble duke was loudly applauded
during the delivery of the address, and at its con-

clusion a cordial vote of thanks was accorded to

him.

A conference of representatives of worldng men's
clubs and institutes will be held at three o'clock at

Exeter Hall on Monday next.
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FRCiM tlie contents of our preceding iir-

ti leit -will be readily perceived tluit tlie

two methods of expressing scales, wliicli might

be not inappropriately termed tlic EngliKh and

foreign methods, are interconvertible. In

other words, if a scale be expressed as so

many chains or feet to the inch, or so many
inches to the foot, it can be converted into its

equivalent expressed by nniversal notation.

All that is required is to obtain a general

formula and apply it to any particular case

that may occur. Let A equal the lesser

dimension and B the greater, and C the

number of times a unit of A is contained in

B. The scale will be expressed in universal

A
notation by the formula . As an ex-

BxC
ample, suppose we have a scale of three

chains to one inch to be converted into its

equivalent in universal notation. Here
A z= 1, B = 3, and C =: G6 x 12 = 792, and

by the fonnula we have the scale expressed by
1 1

:r This represents, there-

3 X 792 2,370.

fore, the lineal proportion between the dimen-

sions of the plan and those of the actual

ground. To convert a scale expressed frac-

tionally into one expressed as so many feet to

the inch, all that is necessary is to proceed

inversely—that is, to divide by C instead of

multiplying. In the example given, if we
divide 2,376 by 12 we obtain 198, which is

the number of feet to one inch. The unit to

which it is desired to express the scale must

be first determined, because the proportion

would be the same whether the plan was in

the ratio of lin. to 2,376in. or of 1ft. to

2,376ft. The only difference would be that as

both numerator and denominator are multi-

plied by 12, the actual, not the relative, size of

the plan would be increased in that propor-

tion. In the accompanying table is given a

list of the scales usually employed, together

with their equivalents expressed fractionally

in universal notation. It has already been

mentioned that the scales of lin. and Cin. to

the mile are those respectively adopted for the

English and Irish ordnance surveys. Why
two different scales should have been adopted

it is not easy to determine, or why the sister

country should have had the benefit of being

surveyed and mapped to so much larger a

scale than England. This has ]n-ovod a great

advantage to companies getting np railway

schemes and otlier projects for public

works in that country, insomuch as it

saves considerable expense in the pre-

paration of the iireliminary plans :

—

T.\ui.i;.

IC.Npressed Frac-
tional I v.

Name of Scale.

2,3715

1 chain to lUc inch

5 chains to the inch .

6 „ '

40fl. „ ,,
i

60ft. „ „

100ft. „

200tt.

1

l,.".,St

1

2,37i;

Instead of it being necessaiy to have an actual

survey made of the country through which the

proposed line passes, the operation is limited

to the following simple features :—An assistant

is sent down to the country with tracings of so

much of the Ordnance maps as he is likely to

require. He walks over the ground, and
strikes out of the tracing all the fences or

other objects which may have been removed
since the map was made, and at the same time

inserts all those that may have been erected

during the same period. A few measurements
with a tape are generally sufficient to obtain

all the information he requires. Sometimes it

becomes necessar}- to fill in a bit of survey

here and there, but this is a simple oiieration

compared with making a survey of the whole

district l3'ing in the direction of the line. The
Ordnance map being thus corrected to what
may be called the latest date, serves as the

plan upon which the proposed line may be

laid down, and thus constitutes wliat is termed

the parliamentary plan. Government has,

therefore, provided facilities for the prepara-

tion of parliamentary plans of works in Ire-

land which we do not possess in England,

except in some few localities, of which other

maps exist. The third scale in the table, that

of four inches to the mile, is an im|iortant one.

It is the minimum scale upon which parlia-

mentary plans can be drawn, in order to be

submitted to the Legislature for its approval,

and subsequent sanctioning of the works. It

is thus seen that the Irish Orduance maps
more than fulfil the conditions laid down by
the standing orders relating to the question of

public works. Their lineal dimension is to

that actually required by the Legislature as 3

to 2.

The necessity for publishing the Ordnance
maps on a scale exceeding that of one, or even

six inches to the mile, has long been recognised

by the Government ; and w-ith a view of sup-

plying the want it is intended to issue a series

upon the scale of 25-344in. to the mile, or

practically expressed as . Parts of the

2500
suburbs, and some of the parishes near London,

have been already plotted to this scale and
published, and are of great use in laying down
pr,.jocted lines of works. At the same time,

they cannot be trusted implicitly, but should

be "corrected ou the ground, and a fair copy

made of whatever portion may be required for

use. This was the scale recommended by the

Government nearly fifteen years ago, upon

which to iilot the survey of some of the prin-

cipal ])ortions of Scotland, including the dis-

tricts of Fifeshire, Ayr.shire, and Dumfriesshire.

It is also a favourite scale for large trigono-

metrical surveys on the Continent, the frac-

1

tion rendering calculations very simple

2500
and easy. The next scale in our table was
that selected by the Tithe Commissioucrs for

wliat was called their first-class maps, and is a

convenient scale for the survey of estates,

ixtrishes, and rural projierty in general, es-

pecially where tlie principal object is to

readily determine the acreage with the inten-

tion of sttbsequent valuation and rating.

Where the acreage is of no consequence, it will

always be preferable to use the nearly equi-

valent scale of 200ft. to the inch, which, at

the same time, will allow of the ground being

measured with the 100ft. chain, instead of

the statute measurement of CGft. There is a

little piece of practical information here

respecting the maps of the Tithe Commis-
sioners which we have every reason to believe

will be veiy acce])table to our readers. They
can be inspected at the oflices of the Commis-
sioners at 3, St. James's-square, upon payment
of half-a-crown for every parish so inspected.

Each jiari.sh is plotted ujion a separate sheet,

and therefore forms a complete plan in itself.

Tracings, also, can be had of any map
or part of map needed, at a moderate cost,

but no one is allowed to make tracings

or copies themselves. Where no Ordnance

map exists of a district but on the scale

of one inch to the mile, it is fi'cquently

very convenient to be able to obtain a tracing

of a Tithe map of the ground of which a sur-

vey is required. There are, however, many
drawbacks to the real utility of the Tithe maps
regarded as a whole. In the first place, there

are only certain parishes surveyed and plotted

of which maps exist, and in the second these

maps are very incomplete, owing to many
years having elapsed since the surveys were

made. They are useful as a guide, but of not

much value besides. In many instances it

would be cheaper and also preferable to make
an indepeudent survey than to endeavour to

correct the Tithe plan, by making the necessary

additions, erasures, and alterations. As accu-

rate surveys, they do not pretend for a moment
to compare with the Ordnance plans. The
latter are corrected periodically on the ground,

in order that they may from time to time re-

present the true features, but we are not aware

that any such progressive system is adopted in

the case of the former.

It is required by the " standing orders

"

with respect to railway and other bills of a

private class, that where^'cr the line passes

within a certain distance of any buildings,

gardens, or what is termed the curtilage of any

building, a separate plan must be made of such

buildings to a scale of not less than six chains,

1

or to the inch. This is insisted iqion

4,752

in the interest of the owners and occupiers, so

that they might be able to perceive, by in-

siieoting "the parliameutary plans, how their pro-

perty, so far as buildings were concerned, was af-

fected by the proposed works. It would be mani-

festly impossible to make even an approximate

estimate or measurement upon thesmallerscale

of four inches to the mile, which sullices for

the open country. Although we have not yet

commenced to treat upon the subject of level-

ling, which is a very important branch of the

surveyor's duties, yet it may be mentioned that

certain minimum scales are specified bj- the

Standing Orders for the plotting of the

sections as well as of the plans. The horizontal

scale for the section is the same as that of the

plan, and the lengths of the two must coincide.

The minimum vertical scale for the general

section of a railway supposed to be taken along

the centre line, is one hundred feet to the inch.

^Vherevcr a road is crossed bytheline, diverted,

or otherwise inteifered with, a section must be

made of it, and plotted to a minimum scale of

forty feet to one inch. This section must also

be made for a distance of six hundred feet

upon eacli side of the centre line where it

crosses the road, and full intoiniatinu must be

given respecting any altenilii'Hs ,it ilir original

direction and levels". The cliict partniilars to

be borne in mind when selecting a scale upon

which to plot a phm arc, that it should be sufti-

cicntlv large to measure dimensions to the de-

gree of accuracy required, convenient for scal-

ing and subdividing, and easy to enlarge or re-

duce. As a rule, plans should never be enlarged

where such a course is not absolutely neces-

sary. They maj- be reduced almost to any ex-

tcn't, and the reason of the difl:ereucc is, that
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by tlie one method all the errors are enlarged,

Avhereas in the other they are reduced. It is,

of course, sometimes indispensable to have re-

sort to an enlarged plan, but the operation

should be conducted with great care and pre-

cision. There are many different ways of ef-

fecting this result, which will be described in

detail when we treat upon that portion of our

subject. -
THE NEW LAW COURTS.

ON Friday last a deputation, introtlnced by
Viscount Bury, and consisting of members of

some of the principal legal fii-ms of the metropolis,

had an interview with the Chancellor ot' the Ex-
chequer and the Chief Commissioner of Public
Works. Lord Bmy, in introduciDgthe deputation,

stated that it had been called forth by the feeling

of a large number of members of the legal pro-

fession, in reference to a deputation which had
waited upon the Chancellor of the Exchequer a
few days previously, pm'porting to he introduced
under the auspices of the Law Institution and
to represent the solicitors of Loudon, but which
in truth did not rejireseut either the one or the

other, hut nas convened by the Council of the

Law Institution -without the sanction of the
members ct ibst socieiy. He was led to believe

that the Council ci ile Law Institution did not
by any means represe nt the general opinion of the

legal profc.-e'o i, though they did represent certain
parties who had rtiorg personal interest in up-
boldicg the Carey-rlrcet site. In answer to this

the prtsent deput-ition had waited upon the
Ohancel'or of tlie Exchequer in the interests of
the general body of the legal profession and of

the suitors and the public at large ; and as a
guarantee of their disinterestedness he might
state that some of the persons present would be
put to much personal inconvenience by the .adop-

tion of the Government site, which, nevertheless,

they felt bound to advocate in the public interest,

Mr. Robert Baxter, of the firm ot Baxter, Rose,
and Norton, stated that a petition had been
signed wihin a few days by upwards of 7,000
persons, of whom over 500 were practising
lawyers, and about 590 lawyers' clerks and
person.s of that description, while 1,GG3 were gen-
tlemen ot note, among whom might be named
the Duke of Buccleuch, High Steward of West-
minster, the Dean of Westminster, Sir
John L»fevre, and others. He supported
the Thames Embankment site solely on the
ground that it was the most convenient to the
great mass of persons frequenting courts of law.
The Carey-street site was, no doubt, convenient
to those who occupied chambers in the immediate
vicinity—that is, to solicitors and barristers at
Liucoln's-inn and in Liucoln's-inn-fields ; but he
maintained that to the public at large, including
members o£ the profession having chambers at a
distance, the Thames Embankment site was in-

finitely more accessible.

Messrs, Vallance, Freshfield, Ellis, Robertson,
and Dudley Baxter also spoke in favour of the
Th.ames Embankment site.

Mr. Layard in reply said that the Government
had no preference for one site over another ; they
were influenced by no icsthetic considerations, as

had been ridiculously urged agaiust them. Such
considerations were not altogether unimportant,
but the primaiy questions upon which their opinion
had been formed were, first, the convenience of

access for all parties ; secondly, the cost, which
was by no means unimportant. After these came
the question of beauty of design, which was not
to be overlooked. Now, in reference to the
question of cost, the Government had taken the
Tery best opinions they could get from the persons
most qudified to give them, and they had come to

the conclusion that the construction of the courts

and otlices of law ou the Carey-street site would
involve a cost of not less than £1,000,000 in excess

of that resulting from the adoption of the Govern-
ment site. The real consideration with reference to

the cost was the question of approaches, and the

Thames Embankment wouhl prove by far the less

costly site in that resj'ect. He concluded his

speech by hoping that the opportunity now pre-

sented of erecting the CoiU'ts of Law on the

finest site in L ondonmight not be sacrificed.

The Chancellor of the E.xchequer referred

to the energy of the opposition instituted by the

Council of the Law Institution, who had retained

as their- advocate one of the most powerful
speakers in the Horse of Commons. It was, how-
ever, a simple fact that the Government could

nut build on the Carey-srreet site without incur-

ring an enormous expense in addition to \\'hat

had been contemplated. Much had been said

about plans, but, in truth, only one plan had
been submitted to the Goverimient on behalf of

the Carey-street site, and that was the original

plan supported by the Royal Commission, and
which contemplated an enormous expense, which
it was out of the question to suppose could be

assented to. This plan was, no doubt, a good
one, but it was outrageously expensive, and in-

volved, as an essential element, the removal of all

the "slums" by which the Cai-ey-street site was
at present suiTounded. No other plan was before

the Government in regard to the Carey-street site,

and, in fact, he believed that the adoption of that

site would simply be the beginning of an enor-

mous, continuing, and unknown expense, which
would be a grievous fraud upon the public.

Taking into account all these considerations, he
felt sure that all impartial persons would approve
the Government plan, notwithstanding the great

weight of influence which had been brought
against it.

Viscount Bury then thanked the Chancellor of

the E.xchequer for his courtesy and attention, and
the deputation withdrew.

THE ARTLSTIC TREATMENT OF PIERS,
PILLARS, AND COLUMNS.*

BEFORE the Romans, by the adaptation and
alteration of the Corinthian Order, and

the multiplication of examples throughout their

empire, made it rather a feature of their own
than of the Greek style, they had brought to

some perfection a form of order indigenous to

their own coimtry. This was the Tuscan, which,
influencing, or allying itself with the Greek im-

portations, became better known, and commonly
used as the Roman Doric. It commenced amon
a people ot an origin closely allied to the Pelasgi,

and numerous examples remain, jiarticularly in

the pilasters of the tomb at Cervetri, to show the

similarity between the modes of ornamentation
employed by them. This, as showing to a great

extent the influence of wooden construction ou
their works, will account for the addition to the

Doric Order of a base—a feature afterwards

employed with scarcely au exception in the build-

ings of Italy. But the style the Roman artist

peculiarly liked when Roman art reached its zenith

was the Corinthian, which became the favourite

form for buildings of the more ornate class through-
out the empire; andtheremains of itsgracefirlcapi-

tals and highly enriched f liezes arc scattered over
the whole region of Roman influence, from Tad-
mor in the Wilderness to the Pillars of Hercules.

Wherever it was found it excited an overpowering
influence ou the works of after-times, and though
for a while its Doric riv.al seemed to monopolise
the attention of our earlier artists, it was the bell-

shaped capital that the media>va!ist made the one
and only form known tlirough the best periods of

his art. The Romans, in their treatment of it,

followed at first, without much alteration,

the Greek models, with one essential diffe-

rence. As the Greeks first used the Order com-
plete they only employed it for smaller monu-
mental works, so that the peculiar form they gave
to the abacus was less reprehensible than it ap-

peared when the Romans came to employ it for

their largest edifices; but the full absurdity of the

fomi only became apparent when, the bearing
surface of the abacus being reduced to the mini-
mum, the projecting and useless angles emphasised
by the addition of the large volutes of the Ionic,

that beautiful solecism, the Composite Order, was
perpetrated. We have not time here to dwell at

any length on the varieties of these Orders to be
found throughout the world. In their Roman
dress they are so well known by modem repro-

ductions, and are so continually before us in

architectural schools, that any reference to

examples is unnecessary. Eastern influence,

which gave to the later phases of the art so much
richness of ornamentation, frittered away in

meaningless forms the finer ideas of earlier

times. The buildings of Baalbec and Palmyra,
covered with all the wildest excess of carving, or

the strange distorted columns of the ruins of

Tivoli, alike show the degradation to which the

art was brought, and it is fortunate for architec-

ture that ere all true principles were utterly

lost that sweeping desolation came which scattered

• Read by J. Tavenor Perry before the Archi-
tectural Associatiou ou Friday evening. May 11. Wni.
White, Esq., in the chair. (Continued from p, 530.)

far and wide her memorials to inspire future gcne-
i\ations to emulate her successes, while they avoided
those errors which had led to her decliue.

When, in the year 500, Theodoric visited Rome
in his office of King of Italy, he found the city in

a much more perfect state than might be expected
from the frequent sieges, &c., it had undergone.
Awed by the splendour of its buildings, and in-

tci'ested in the preservation of its glories, he
ordered a careful conservation of its monuments,
and devoted large simis of money to this purpose.
Although it has been too common to regard the
Gothic invaders as .mere barbarians, unable to

appreciate the refinements of art and the beauties

of architecture, the name of Theodoric is asso-

ciated with one of the earliest examples showing
a taste for cultivating the neglected arts. The
tomb of Theodoiic is an example of no new style,

with little but its rude mouldings to distmgnish it

from the works of much earlier ages, yet showing
signs of that returning power and vigour infused
by the new races, which afterwardscovered Italy—
not only Italy, but civihsed Europe—with build-

ings rivalling the monuments of Rome for their

grandeur, .and those of Greece for their beauty.
The grant of money Theodoric made for the pre-

servation of Roman works was well applied, and
architecture, instead of being thrown back on
altogether first principles, had preserved to it

some of the finest edifices of fonner times,
enabling the later builders, though halting, and
doubtful of their first efforts, to carry on this

same style until it reached its completeness in
mcdiieval times. The few basilicas erected in

Rome during the two or three centuries which
elapsed after the decay of the Imperial power,
were almost entirely formed out of frag-
ments or other buildings existing in t'.je city,

and scarcely any buildings exhibit the smallest

improvement on previous works, and it would
seem as if the very abundance of material
ready prepared to hand rendered all artistic effort

useless.

But while art in the West is sleeping, we must
turn to the East, and see how there it is active

and carrying on its work. The provinces of Asia,
we have already seen, were marked by the
excessive richness and luxuriance of imagniatiou
which ever characterised the arts of the East.

The gorgeous styles of Assyria and Persia, never
wholly lost in their particular seats, and carried

on uninfluenced by other styles across the Indus
to still greater perfection, refined by Greek
influence, and reinvigorated by Roman enterprise,

developed into new forms under the Sassanian
dynasties. Anions' the ruins of Ispahan, Ctesiphen,
Diabekr, and other cities of Persia, we find many
relics of a form of art rcsuUing from the partial

fusion ot these varim^ ,styk'^, and giving already
signs of some of tli"-c ulmv forms which were
afterwards to exert ,sm m nk, ,1 au iofluence on all

Eastern art. The peculiar cuuvcxform of capital,

which became a feature in Byzautine works, is

here most commonly found enriched with graceful

and consistent forms of decoration, unlike anything
of previous times with which we are acquainted.

InthesmaUcapitalsfi-omWarka,nowiu the British

Museum, we find some examples of that form, so

peculiarly Assyrian, which the Greeks brought to

perfection in the Ionic ; but these forms are rare,

and the convex form must be regarded as the re-

presentative one of the style. Whence this

was derived, so unlike any of the examples which
had been common in Assyria in former periods of

her prosperity, though not unlike the later phases
of the style as found in India, we cannot say, un-
less it owe its origin to that rude imitation of

Roman Doric by provincial masons, to which we
shall presently have to trace the commencement of

our own inoroshort-livedbutscarcely less beautiful

Romanesciue forms. The decorations frequently

employed consisted of scale ornaments in slight

relief applied to the capital, richly carved neck-
ings, and an arcaded or running patteni on the

abaci. The richness as well as the refinement of

this work was carried to a very high degree of

excellence, but it could never relieve the coarse

and ungraceful outline of the capital and the

squareness of its parts. The shafts appear to have
been generally unfluted and round, while the bases

seem to have but little to distinguish them from
the more usual Roman examples. Indeed, there

is little in the style to merit more than a passing

notice, except for this one particular of the

capitals, and the influence they exercised on the

style to which we now turn.

When Constantino founded his city on the

Golden Horn he found that the arts had well-nigh

died out, and he had to lament that while he might
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have the ability to make his new city rival Kcme
or Alexandria for size and wealtli, it was only hy

pilfering from every province in his empire that

he could succeed at all in rivallinf: tbcm in the

beauties of sculiiture or architecture. The number
of churches, palaces, i.nd other jjublic buildin<;s

he erected, as ^^•cll as the wondrous statues and
carvings of Greece and Asia he brought together,

proved an incentive to the study of the forgotten

arts, wliile the absence of large ancient buildings

in the new city, with the cvcr-prcscnt influence

of the Kastcrn nation? rouud about, caused his

works to be freer from the servile imitation which
might have marked them in tlio West. Besides
this, the Greek city of Byzantium was in-

corporated in the new capital of the East, and
Greek, not ]{oman artists, were employed in the

erection of the edifices, so that we can scarcely

wonder that signs of life and beauty once more
appear in iu't.

The city was, however, hastily and unsubstan-
tially built, so that ere long it gave place to more
enduring buildings, wortliicr not only of the capi-

tal of the East, Imt I'f the centre of art and
luxury. The A\'cstera Emphe, and nearly all the

provinces of the mighty dominion, were falling

continually under alarms and invasions, while in

the city of Constantino life passed much more
quietly, sunned by tbc si>lcndonr of a Court rival-

ling all the state and luxury of Asiatic despotism.
The many changes of tiovcrnmetit which it

survived invariably left the power resident in the
city, and that power one, with very rare excep-
tions, patronising art or display.

Among the earliest buildings we have remaining
is the Church of S. Johannes, built in iG.S, afford-

ing us a good idea of the state of art so long pos-
terior to the building of the cily. In theatrium we
have a column of similarproportious to the Corin-
thian, but with an unfluted shaft, and witha capital

of the fonn like that I have already instanced from
Asia. The carving is of the sharply-cut well-

defined character so indicative of the style, and
arranged in much the same way as the ordinary
Corinthian capital. The tennination of the bell is

more clearly shown, and projects considerably
before the hollow of the abacus, which is un-
mouldcd, but enriched with a band of sunk orna-
ment. The entablature is crmplete in all its parts,
with carved frieze, modillions, and a richness of
carving luxuriating over the whole, but destroying
none of its Cla.ssicality. Contrast all this with
a capital from the interior, and here we see the
change that has taken place in the fonn of the
capital where the rcquircnients are different. The
example is taken from (ho arcade of the gallery.

In jnire Roman cxamjiles we should have had a
capital surmounted with its complete scrap
of entablature, but here the entablature has quite
vanished, or has been reduced to such form and
Bmalluess as to confound it with the abacus. The
decoration is still Roman, but the spirit is that of
a new and more perfect style.

In the great representative church of the next
century we find the change still more complete and
marked. At Sta. Sofia's the capitals have
almost entirely lost the earlier form, and the en-
tablature has disappeared or become fused in a
more useful abacus. The capitals take the out-
lines of the Sassanian examples ; the abacus, like

them, is unnioulded, square, and enriched with
sunk ornament, and although the little projecting
volutes and other signs of Classicality remain to
remind us of their origin, the result shows
ennincipation from old forms, and completion of
adaptation to new requirements which had com-
menced with tbc introduction of the arch as an
ornamental feature as well as a constructive

necessity.

Bntwhilst these changes were makingthemselvce
apparent in the column, a new feature was de-
veloping itself and taking a jHsition in architec-

ture, of which little had been known before. The
arch had already altered the proportions and
height of the column, separated from it the en-
tablature to which it had so long been bound, and
now the introduction of the dome brought with
it a feature of greater massiveness, and of very
different proportions to, the pillar, but fulfill-

ing much the same requirements. With the arch
itself, little more than the height of the column in

relation to its diameter had been altered, for the
same arrangement which had held good through
former times of small intercolumniations was as
possible, and, indeed, as necessary as before. Bui
when once the architects attempted to raise on the
intersection of the naves a solid dome, the neces-
sity was api)arent from placing at the chief points
of support massive piers capable of bearing the

concentrated weight of the roof. TheRoman arcades
had already prepart d the way for thisin the grouping
together of pilasters, as in the Colosseum ; and in

the Basilica of Maxcntius we have a perfect
example in the form of the pier. But here it is

only one in apjjearance, being a column with its

piece of entablature complete stuck against a
]nece of wall which really carries all the weight of
the vault, so that the proportions of the order
have not had to be sacrificed to the neces-
sities of the case. In the cai'lier inst.i.nces of
Byzantine treatment of the pier, we find it little

more than a mere .strip of wall left between the
openings to carry the superstructure, thus going
back, as it were, to the very first principles of
building. But with the domical forms of con-
struction the weight to be carried above was far

too great to be trusted on the single slender shafts

of the usual orders, so that, having no precedent
to guide them, they introduced the great masses
of masonry necessary for the purpose with but
slight attempts, as a rule, to disguise their bidk.

This is the case in the Churches of SS. Sergius
and Bacchas, Sta. Sofia, the Dome of the Rock,
&c., where, however panelled with marble or en-
riched with mouldings, the awkwardness and
rudeness of the mass is very apparent. As the
feature, however, came to be more used, or as the
architects gained more experience, wo find tbc
pier broken np into smaller parts, and built with
a regularity more akin to our own late and more
perfect examples in mediteval times. In the

Armenian churches of Dighour, Pitzounda, &c.,

the piers have sinqile square pilaster faces on each
side, which are carried through without break to

form the arches under the dome. At Ani, a
little later, the piers are still further divided, and
distinct caps given to them at the springing of

the arches. The angle shafts often introduced
in the piers were carried up the whole height,

and not only suggested different proportions for

the single shafts, but gradually led the way for
introducing the comjdete compound pier some-
times found in late Byzantine work. A good
example of this is figured in Salzenburg fr'om the

church of Pantakrator, which might almost pass
for a Western example.
But as this new feature was thus being slowly

worked out by the new requirements of the

Easterns, the want of skill and poorness of mate-
rials was also bringing about the same change in

the AVest. The first ideas of the workmen—if

not the result of absolute necessity—may have
been given to them by the buildings erected at

Ravenna and elsewhere, imderdirectl3yzantinc in-

fluence ; but whatever the origin, the result was
that the pier came to take as importaut, or even
a more important, place in Western than in

Eastern art. There was, however, this essential dif-

ference between the two styles in their treatment
of it. In the latter it rarely, if ever, was to be con-

founded with the ]>illar, except, perhaps, only in the

very late Anrrenian works, and ueveronoe appeared
to have forgottetr its origin as a mere strip of wall

;

birt with the Westerns it soon became mixed up
with columns in every possible way, and to a
gi'eat extent lost its original form in the clustered

shafts which are, jxw ccccUcnrc, the mark of
Mediaeval work. And this is not all ; the habit
of using the massive pier, intermingled indis-

criminately with the columns, caused them to act

and re-.act on one another in a manner scarcely
noticeable in the East.

It is not, however', to Italy that we must
look for the <-hicf conseriuenccs of the intro-

ductiim of this new feature. There we have,
as it were, the materials which our builders

used, for although the Italians worked to a
certtairr extent irr the Pointed styles, there

was never that fusion capable of ])r-odncing the
results to be found in the architecture of Prance,
Englarrd, or the countries iirfluenccd by them.
Hence it is from them we irrust draw our cxanrjjles,

and in them we shall tiird quite enough to show
the gradual change. Throughout Gaul the
Roman colonies were very rich in buildings of

public importance, with a certain amoimt of

grairderir and decoration inseparable froirr such.
But far the greater irart of these had vanished
completely after the barbarian invasion to which
the province fell a victim. Here and there
works remained to set some exanqjle to the new-
possessors of the soil when they at last turned
their energies in this direction. But at best

these Roman examples were rude, cxcei't, perhaps,
in the extreme South, and taught little more
than how to build well. In their details they
displayed that ignorance of their models which
betrayed their provincial origin, and it is well

that thereby so much was left to the quick ima-
gination of the new builders.

In their first attcnqits at building, the columns
from the older edifices and rnins not being of
sufficient strength to support the enornrous weight
which the badness of the work and the thickness of
the walls necessitated, they first used themr-ather as
ornamental accessories to the angles of the piers.

Oire of the best exam])les of this nrethod is seen
in the Baptistery of S. Jean, at Poitiers, where
all the]ivincipal projecting angles of the interior

have a complete shiilt, capital, and base, and from
(his came the habit of using the angle shaft, so
long a feature of early work. In this example
the shafts have the usual entssis, imitated from
the ancient models, with the fillet below the
necking forming part of the shaft. But as soon
as this mode of decorating the angles of the square
pier became common, a less expensive and diffi-

cult manner had to be adopted, and we find the
angle shaft built up with the rest of the work in

regular courses. This rendered the setting out of

the regular diminution too difficult for the or-

dinary workman, and it was omitted altogether

in such a position. Another mode of using
the column was by placing it against the face of

the pier to carry one or more oi-ders of arches,

somewhat after the fashion of piers and pilasters

under the arcades of Roman work. A fine ty-

pical example of this treatment is found in the
cloisters of Lc Prry Cathedral, and it will be seen
in this how the proportions of the shaft and capi-

tal have irndeigone modification by the new
marmer of building. The h.abit of forming
much more solid piers to carry .arcades had tended

to make the old canons of proportion neglected.

And in this case the shafts are only about six

diameters high, while the capitals arc mas-
sive, and the bases very pronounced. These
alterations in the size of the capital have
been the result of a fusion of some of the mem-
bers of the entablature with the ab.acus, and
the result has been a capital apparently much
more capable of doing its work than the model
frorrr which it was taken. If we analyse the parts

we shall see how this has come to pass. In imi-

tating the Roman cornices or in reconstructing

tbc broken fragments of a building of that style

wc find that it was customary to omit the frieze

altogether, putting the cornice itself directly on

the abacus of the column. A good example of

this is seen in the .apse of the church of Alet,

where all the parts are perfect, except the frieze,

which is omitted. Throughout Prance and Ger-
many numerous examples occur of this, and as

the cornice gradirally became smaller and more
akin to a string nrarkiug the lino of the arch-

springing, the fusion became complete. But the

abacus, though thus overpowered by the additions

above it, was never lost thi'ough all the best and

finest examples of Gothic work in all countries,

and may be easily separated even where the two

are fornrcd out of one stone, and it will be gene-

rally found that the face of the abacus is in the

same ])larre as^the wall above. But this altera-

tion of the Roman mode iirvolved another i*a-

portant change. The great piers of built masonry,

where standing by themselves or strengthened by

the addition—as at Le Pirj-—of shafts, were

crowned only by this string, and not by a capital,

and thus wc see the origin of so peculiar, and, at

that time, so unprecedented a treatment of capi-

tals as the circular ones in the Cathedral of Car-

ca.ssoune. And this di.--(inction between the piers

and pillars is kept up through all the best periods

of art, where the true capital is given only to the

pillar, sitrgle or grouped.

Of the several orders employed by the Romans,
only two came to be very distinctly imitated by
the Romanesque builders ; and although for a
titrre each appciu'cd likely to be the model on
which all later examples woirld be founded, the

more firrished and lighter one gradually extin-

guished its rival. These two fornrs wci-e the
same which, with different details, had for long

been used side by side in each of the preceding
styles, and which had in each played the sanrc

parts. They arc best distinguished as the convex
aud the concave, with the Egyptians the early
bud-shaped capital gave |)Iaco to the full-blown
flower ; with the Greeks the Doric yielded to the

Corinthian ; and the rude, coarse Tuscan itnder

the Romans was soon displaced by the more fin-

ished and elegairt Composite capital. And when
the earlier builders in our own country and in

Franco commenced to woi'k out for themselves

that new style which was to contain the excel-

lencies of all the othcr.9, theirfirst tentative efforts

were directed to the enrichment of this form oi
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capital, rather than to that other which after-

wards so well adapted itself to the more light and

elegant details lof the succeeding phases of the

style. There is no doul)t that when the revival

in art first began there were numerons examples

of Conip isitc and Corinthian capitals found in tlie

land fir imitation, hut they required more skill

in the cxvciition than the ruder forms of Roman
Doric, enpocially as the details of that order were

not nearly so finished as in Italian examples. In

the Porta" Nigra at Treves, at Vienne, and oth er

places, are fair specimens of the rough way in

which it was worked, and which, although exe-

cuted in the times of the Roman occupation, show
most distinctly the signs of the complete cushion

capital.

Although in many cases it would seem that

this form was roughly prepared in the stone, and
carved at later times, when the skill of the work-
man had increased, it was more common in the

richest examples to trust solely to colour as a re-

lief to the bald and ungainly shape. Examples of

this still remain at Rosheim, Jumioges, Moscow,
and other places, while cushion capitals carved

at a subsequent period arc fi-equently met
with in our own country and abroad. After the

custom of using those capitals was established, and
Romanesque architecture had arrived at a con-

sideralile degree of perfection, the ornament with

which they were covered was always of a flat

natm-e, generally running horizontally round the

cap, and not springing up from the necking, thus

to a great extent betraying its origin in painted

decoration. There is no doubt that this pecu-

liar form of capital was admirably fitted for

the part it played among the bold and massive

details of early Gothic ; but that it was for this

purpose specially invented, or evolved from the

intersection of the cube an(l the hemisphere, is, I

ihink, much less probable than the theory I have
given. But that there may have been another

cause is possiljle. It is not imlikely that many
buildings had their capitals boasted out for the

carving which there was not skill to execute, and

tliese, left in the rough or eventually painted,

might give the suggestion required. Eastern in-

fluence may have done more, especially in the

South of France, where not only the capitals, but

so many other features, bear strong evidences of

its presence. But whatever the origin, whether

an imitation of the coarse Roman models, or a

reflection of Sassanian art, or, still more impro-

bable, the natural outcome of the necessities of the

work, it is certain that for long the convex form
of capital was common throughout Christendom,
and it was only when it came to be fairly compared
with the other model that it gradually gave way
to its superior elegance.

There is a curions example at Notre Dame du
Port, Clermont, where one of these rude Doric

caps is placed side by side on the same pier with

qnite as rude a copy of the Composite, and
although both are as coarse as well can be, the

superiority of the latter to the former is most
marked. But in some of the more refined ex-

amples the carving goes very far to redeem the

shape, and not a few in the south of France aro

as richly and elegantly carved as the best of

Byzantine work, the influence of which is very

apparent in such cases as Le Puy, Issoirc,

Briondi, &c. There is a point that Mr. Ruskin
notices particularly about these early capitals,

viz., that the line of carving in the convex ones is

always sunk back from the face, while in the

bell-shaped ones it is invariably applied to the curve
of the bell, so that in all the best examples yon will

find that the carving of a capital will be bounded
between the lines, concave and convex, and any-

thing thrown out beyond becomes very emphatic,
as the crocket angles of later French work, but
liable, if overdone, to be coarse and unshapely.

{To le concluded next meeh.')

BUILDING CONTRACTS.
rilHE difficulty of the English law at (he present

JL time, whether caused l)ytheJcomplex relations of

modem society or by the way in which the law is

created and promulgated, or whether it is owing to

a combination of both causes, has undeniably this

amongst other results, that it is next to impossible

for anyone to understand the legal efl:ect of his

contracts or his other acts, unless he has given a
considerable amount of attention to the study of

the law. To give such attention requnes, how-
ever, much more leisure than can usually be

afforded by those who are not connected with
the law as a professioD, and most people are in

consequence in a state of entire ignorance of

of the most elemcntaiy principles of the law to

which they are subject, and which dictates their

various rights and duties. One of the forms in

which this ignorance shows itself is extreme care-

lessness in entering 'into contracts even when of

the most important nature. Few persons pay any
attention to tho wording of the writings which
they sign, and are often afterwards much surprised

at the legal construction that is put upon ex-

pressions and sentences which they hardly noticed

when they entered into the contract. The ex-

perience acquired by one individual in the course

of a legal proceeding is seldom appreciated by
others who are not directly interested in the

question then at issue, and hence it is that docu-

ments are every day executed by people who are

quite ignorant of their real effect, and who would
be horrified if they knew the meaning which the

law attaches to the engagements into which they

so readily enter.

In former days the evil of reckless contracts was
thought so great that the law sometimes gave re-

lief simply on the ground of the hardship imposed
on one of the parties. Bonds to secm'e the pay-

ment of money are the most familiar instances of

this. By the plain construction of a bond in the

usual form, if the obligor did not actually pay the

money mentioned in the condition on the appointed

day, he became liable to pay the larger amount
mentioned iu the obligatory part of the bond.

The Court of Chanceiy at a very early period

interfered to prevent the obligor from suffering

this hardship, and the obligee was compelled to be

satisfied with the amount of the debt and interest

and damages for the delay in the p.iyment. Later

still a statute of Anne gave the obhgor similar

relief at law. The same principle has been ex-

tended to other cases where a person eonti'acts to

pay a penalty (except where it is by way of liqui-

dated damages) on the non-performance of a
contract.

The tendency of the Courts at the present day
is, however, to allow persons to contract as they

like whether the contracts are foolish or not. The
old authorities relating to penalties are still fol-

lowed, but the Courts decline to extend their

principle any further. The mere tact of hard.ship

imposed upon one of the parties to a contract is

no ground for relief at law or in equity unless the

circumstances come dircctlyjwithiu the authority

of cases already decided.

There is, perhaps, no class of contracts in which
greater recklessness of consequences is shown than
in building contracts. When the oivner of land

wants to build upon it he generally chooses an
architect in whom he has confidence, and then ad-

vertises for tenders for the buildings, and having
chosen a contractor to do the work he confides

the superintendence of the erection of the

buildings to the architect. One of the com-
monest terms in building contracts is, that

the work is to be paid for by instalments,

as it progresses, on the architect giving certificates

fi'om time to time that the work is properly done.

It is also generally stipulated expressly that no
money is to be paid either during the construction

or on the completion of the building unless the

builder obtains from the architect a certificate that

the building is being built or is completed, as the

case may be, to his satisfaction.

Such a stipulation as this practically leaves the

builder entu'cly at the mercy of the architect, who
is thus placed in the position of an arbitrator

between the landowner and the builder. The effect

of these stipulations in building contracts has

more than once come before the comts. In

Clarke t: Watson (13 W.R. 345) the action was by

a contractor against a lando^^^ler for payment for

work done under a building contract which
required (iu the usual form) that the plaintiff

should not be paid until the defendant's architect

had given a certificate that the work was properly

completed. The declaration aven-ed that the

architect withheld his certificate Impropurlij, and
claimed payment as it the certificate had been
given. The com-t held on demuiTcr that the de-

claration was bad, and that the improper refusal

of the architect to give the certificate did not dis-

pense with the performance by the plaintiff of the

condition that he should get the certificate which
was precedent to his right of action against the

defendant.

This latter jmint arose in the case of Davis ;•.

Taylor, in the C'ourtof Exchequer, last week. The
action was by a builder, under a building conti'act

m the ordinai'y form, against the architect. The
declaration alleged that the defendant knew that

theplaiutiff had properly completed the work, and

that without reasonable cause, and fraudulently and
maliciously, and to injure the plaintiff, he with-

held his certificate, whereby the plaintiff was
unalde to obtain payment from the landowner.

There was a demurrer to the declaration, and the

court have reserved their judgment. Clarke r.

Watson shows that if the architect, in such cases

as these, choo-ses to withhold his certificate, how-
ever imjjroperly, the builder is entirely without
remedy against the landowner, as he'_has not got
tho certificate, and it has hitherto been the general

opinion that no action could be maintained by the

builder against the architect, who is under no duty
towards the builder either by contract or other-

wise.

It would seem, from a cTictvm of Willes, J., in

Clarke r. Watson, that if the architect refused to

exercise his judgment, and declined to consider

the matter at all, the proper course for the builder

would be to call upon the landowner to appoint
some other architect to act in the matter. If the

landowner refused to do so, it is possible that tha

builder might have a remedy, as the landowner
might then be considered as being in the position

of a person who had never appointed an architect,

and had thereby A (»(«<^/"rendered the performance
of the condition precedent impossible. If the

landowner by any act of his own prevents the

builder from getting the certificate, the absence of

the certificate cannot be raised by the landowner
as a defence to an action by the builder. It has
been decided (Batterbuiy v. Vyse, 11 W.R. 891)
that if the architect refuses to give the certificate

in collusion with the landowner tho builder is

relieved from the necessity of obtaining it, and
can maintain an action for payment without the

certificate.

It does not often happen, however, that an
architect refuses to come to an opinion on thesnb-

ject of the works under his charge, or that a land-

owner can be proved to have caused his architect

to refuse a certificate, or that it can he shown
that an architect has acted maliciously in refusing

a certificate. The ordinary case is (and it is one
that frequently' happens) that the architect,

whether rightly or wrongly, has himself fonned
an opinion that the works are not properly done.

The correctness of this opinion cannot in these

cases be subjected to any test, as the builder has
beforehand engaged that his payment shall depend
upon the contingency of getting the certificate.

So far we have only dealt with the builder's

rights at law, but in equity he is in no better

position. In Bliss r. Smith (34 Beav. 508) it was
held that a builder had no remedy against a land-

oi^Tier whose architect refused to give a certificate,

unless there was either fraud or the accounts wei'O

too complicated to be taken at law. Practically,

the builder's position is the same in equity as at

law. The builder under an ordinary building

contract is therefore entu'cly at the mercy of the

architect, who is a judge from whose decision

there is no appeal.

The chief objection to such a state of things

depends not so much upon the fact that the

builder must submit to the decision of the archi-

tect, because that is nothing more than is volun-

tarily accepted by every litigant who consents to

an arbitration. The real hardship is that the

arbitrator is the architect who is employed and
paid solely by the landowner, and thus there may
be a directclash between the claims of the builder

and the interests of the architect's employer. The
architect is thus placed in a position which no
one should occupy. It resembles somewhat the

case of a man wlio is judge in his own case. Such

a pos.tion renders it possible for an unscrupulous

architect to do great injustice, and at the same
time makes it ditficult for one who is scrupulous to

do his employer j ustice, and it ought, therefore, to

be avoided. We do not for a moment mean to

say that architects placed in this position do not

generally do then- duty and do it well. On the

contrary, we believe that in the majority of cases

they strive to do j ustice to both parties ; but not-

withstanding this they are necessarily open to

suspicion on accomit of their position, which in it-

self is far more difficult than that of an ordinary

arbitrator who is equally independent of both

pai'ties.

The simplest remedy for this evil would be to

appoint Some indcpcmlcnt person who should, in

case of dispute, lie the ultimate arbitrator between

the builder and the landowner. It would be easy

to adopt a fonn of contract which should contain

such a provision, and if builders were once

thoroughly aware of the legal construction of

their ordinary contracts it is probable that they

would, in their own defence, insist upon the inser-
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on of some snch provision as we have snggested.

In the meant imc some good may be done by point-

ing out the oVpjections that there are to the common
form of buiUling contracts which is now generally

in use..

—

Solicltoi's' Journal.

THE EVELINA HOSPITAL FOR SICK
CUILDKEN, SOUTHWAUK.

ON Tuesday week the medical charities of

London received an important addition by
the opening of the Evelina Hospital for Sick

Children, an institution which has been built and
fitted up at the sole charge of Barou Ferdinand

de Rothschild, in memory of his late wife. The
new hospital is situated in the Southwark Bridge-

road, and is surrounded on every side by a dense

poor population. In eonse<iuencc of the form of

the site, which occupies the angle between two
streets, the front of the building is slightly

curved, and its plain and severe style gives no in-

dication (says the Jh'dicnl Times and Go'cttv),

of the beauty of the interior and of its adaptation

to the pur]K)se for which it was designed. It has

been built by Messrs. J. Myers and Sons, under
tie guidance ami according to the plans of the

architect, Mr. Marsh Nelson, the specifications

and requirements being chiefly furnished by Dr.

Arthur Farre. The hospital contains four stories,

besides the basement, in which last are the

kitchens, store-rooms, &c., and, at the back, a

dead-house and apost-iiwrtcm room. The ground
floor is devoted chiefly to the apartments of the

resident officers of the hospital, and to the board-

room. The first and second floors contain the

principal wards, and it is in'endcd that they

shall be appropriated—the one to boys, the

other to girls. The principal ward in each floor

is a magnificent room, 100ft. long by 24ft. wide,

and 14ft. high. Besides this, each floor has four

other wards, erjnally lofty, and all of good
size, of which one is to be used as a playroom for

convalescents. A great feature of the Evelina
Hospital is the lightness and airiness of its in-

terior. The two principal wards before referred

to have each nine windows towards the street,

these windows opening horizontally in three com-
partments. They have also eight windows on the

opposite side, entering into con-idors which
run parallel with the wards. Thus it will always
be easy to ventilate the corridors should the

weather prevent the other windows being opened.

The fourth floor is devoted to the sleeping apart-

ments for the nnrses, and to a small quarantine
ward for the reception of cases which may arise

in the hou.sc of a doubtfully contagious character.

Additional provision will also be made for the

accommodation of zymolic diseases. All the

wards have a good supjily of hot and cold water,

and communicate with the kitchens, &c., by

means of a lift. The lavatories, &c., are placed

at the side of the staircase opening on to the

corridors op]insite to the wards. The out-patieut

department is situated in the rear of the hospital,

and comprises a large waiting-room and rooms
for the physician and surgeon and the dresser.

Between this and the body of the building is the

dispensary. The hospital will, when its wards
are all opened, contain at least 100 beds, but
pending the permanent endowment of the institu-

tion only thirty or forty beds will be available.

ASPHALTE ROOFING PASTEBOARD.

MESSRS. ATKINSON AND MICHAEL, of

33, Wharf-road, City-road, are intro-

ducing a roofing material under the above title,

likely in onr opinion to commnnd a considerable

sale in this country. The Asphaltc Roofing I'astc-

board, which is manufa<'tnred by Messrs. I'lrichsen

and Co., of Copenhagen, satisfies all the require-

ments of a sub.stantial roofing, resisting efl'ectually

the influence of water, lire, heat and cold. The
article is cheap, and its use considerably lessens

the cost of timlicr work ; a roof covered with it

having at the utmost only one-third the weight of

a tiled roof. It stands high with reg.ird to safety

from fire, the result of several public trials being
that the Danish Insurance Conqianlcs, as well as
the English and Gennan Companies represented
in Copenhagen, consent to ensure goods stored in

buildings roofed with the as]dnilte jiastelioanl at

the premiums fixed for buildings with fire-proof

roofing. Prize medals have been awarded to the
manufacturcrsat Stoekbi>hn.OdcDsc. and the Havre
Maritime Exbil.iiion of ISflS. The jiricc of tlic

material is low, Cs. (Id. per roll contiiining 7J
yards, while the a.sphalte mastic with which the
roof has to bo coated when completed, is sold at

9s. Od. per cwt., one hundred-weight covering a
surface of 65 sc|nare yards.

The mannfacturers state in their pamphlet that

the roofing material is most suitable for flat roofs,

having a fall of IJin. to iiin. per running foot ; it

may, however, also be used for roofs having a

greater fall, the expense being in this case some-
what larger than by flat roofs, the laying on being

more ditlicult.

obtained the verdict of a Commission in its favour'
coulil harilly have been expected to yield their

ground. The period of the session, the great
pressure and importance of the public business
with which the House was occupied, made it im-
possible that Parliament should devote the time
necessary for a complete examination and settle-

ment of all controverted matters, and the Govern-
ment therefore desired to associate the House with

The loof has to be fiivt coveted with diy boards

Jin. to lin. thick, and rather not above Oin. broad ;

but if the boards are more than Bin. broad, or if

not snfficiently dry, they ought to be split cmce
before being laid on, in order to keep them from
warping, as also every board should be fastened
with three nails at least on each of the rafters.

The boards do not require to be rabbeted ; only
that end of the boards which, forming the eaves,

extends beyond the wall ought to joined in the

said manner. In case of boards Jin. thick being
applied, the rafters should not be more than 2ft.

from each other, as the hoards else may be too

elastic and not strong enough to sujiport the

weight of the workmen during the roofing, while
the roof will not be perfectly substantial.

The roofing may be done either from gable to

gable, as sho\vn in the illustration, or from the

eaves to the foot ridge, the first roll being laid

with a bend of 1 inch beyond the roof and fas-

tened with the flatheaded iron wire nails supplied
for that purpose. The second roll is laid lin. or

l^in. over the first, and soon till the roof is covered.

The joints and heads of the nails are then coated
with the asphalt-mastic, and the seams thus

coated are strewed with dry sand. The whole
I'onf is then coated with the mastic and strewed
with sand. This coating, which is only to be
effected in dry weather, renders the roof perfectly

water tight, and it can then, if it be desired, be

painted or whitewashed.

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
THE NEW LAW COURTS.

Mr. Gladstone rose on Tuesday evening to

move for a Select Committee to inquire into
the site and charge of the new law courts.

He said he need not enter into any argu-
ment of the comparative merits of the two
plans, but would explain the manner in which
his motion had arisen. At the commencement of

the session his right hon. friend (Mr. Lowe) was
considerably startled, and even shocked, at the
great magnitude of the expense (£4,000,000) for

the erection of the new law courts on the Carey-
street site, and acting upon his own responsibility,

he arrested further proceedings until the judg-
ment of the House could be taken on the subject.

At that time he suggested the erection of the law
courts on the Thames lunbankment, where a better

site in point of economy, beauty, and convenience
could be procured. When his two right hon.
friends had developed their plan they made so de-
cided an impression upon opinion out of doors
and in the House that it was generally admitted
by the friends and opponents of the Carey-street
site that there must be a great contraction of

the former plan, and it was thought by some that

it would be better not to leave the site which had
been cleared for the purpose, and which could not
be sold without loss. The scheme for which
seven or eight acres had been acquired, and six or
seven more were to bo acquired, had practically

disappeared, and the plan for a reduced edifice

on the same site was to all intents and purjioses

a new plan, like that of the Chancellor of the
Exebciiner and the First Commissioner of Works.
Wlien liis right hon. friends proposed the Em-
bankment plan it was believed that no serion

opposition would be raised to it ; but tho.ee win
originally projected the Carey-street site, and had

themselves ami not to a\ \\l themselves of the
increased power which the lateness of the session

ave them as against private members to give less

than fair play to the contending merits of either

of the plans. Under these circumstances it ap-
peared to them that the most convenient course
for all pai'ties would be to appoint a Select Com-
mittee for the purpose of examining into the
questions immediately connected with the site and
the charge of the new law courts. The Standing
Orders Committee were hardly in a condition to

recommend, but the standing orders should be
dispensed with so as to allow the Bill of his right
hon. friends to go forward when the authority of

the House had been definitely given to the plan
recommended by them, and the House was not in

SHch a state of information as would have maile
it fair to ask for an immediate vote in favour of
the Embankment plan.

Sir R. Palmer said it was not with entire sati.s-

faction that he heard of anything being done to

reopen a question which ho thought ought to be
considered as closed by existing Acts of Parlia-

ment. He regretted that any course leading to
delay should be taken in a case in which they had
available materials for a coixect decision ; and he
also regretted the proposal on account of the cost

of delay, the interest on the money expended
amounting to £30,000 or £40,000 a year. On
the other hand, it would not become him or any
other member to oppose a proposition for inquiry
recommended upon the authority and responsi-
bility of the Prime Miniscr, though he was boimd
to say that the time at which the committee was
proposed was very inconvenient. He felt sure it

was the object of his right hon. friend to con-
stitute the Committee in the fairest manner
possible ; and he acquiesced, though with re-

luctance, in his proposition.

Mr. J. H. Palmer stated that the Society of
Lincoln's-inn still adhered to their proposal, that
the Equity Courts should be erected in Lincoln's-
inn. That proposal would have the effect of
saving at least £100,000 to the eountrj'.

Mr. Walter submitted to the Chancellor of the
Exchequer whether not merely the respective sites,

but the cost of the respective sites, and the plans,

should be referred to the Committee.
Mr. Gladstone said the plans of the respective

sites would necessarily come before the Committee.

EATINGTON PABK, WARWICKSHIRE.

ON the 10th of February last, we gave a per-

spective view of this building, drawn on
stone, by Mr. H. A. Haig, and a description sup-
plied by Mr. J. P. Seddon, We give this week
another view of the same bcautifullmilding, drawn
by the same artist. We may hero state that a
mistake occurred in onr article last week on '• Out
Illustiations, and How They are Produced." Mr.
Kill// is there mentioned as an admirable draughts-

man ; it should have been Mr. Haig.

Roy.\L Abch^OLOOical Society,—The an-
nual meeting of this Society will be held on the

20th of July, and following days, at Bury St

Ednnmds, and in connection therewith the large

room at the Bury Athena?um will be fitted up as

a temporary museum, which will be arrang
under the direction of Mr. Charles Tucker, F.S.A.
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A Theatrical Ramble.

POLITICAL economists may preach as

they like, but it is a difficult thing to

accept the law of demand and supply—at any
rate, in its application to theatres. Notwith-
standing that there are constantly theatres,

and notably the new ones, playing to empty
benches, and vainly endeavouring, by a lavish

distribution of "paper," to fill their "beg-
garly array of empty boxes ; " still the mania
for theatre building is such that new houses

are constantly cropping up on all sides, like

mushrooms. The fact might, indeed, be com-
prehensible, considering what deplorable struc-

tures pass for theatres in our great metro-

polis, did the projectors of the new ones

make a genuine attempt at providing buildings

worthy of London. During the last dozen
years at least a dozen theati'es have been
either newly built or rebuilt (to say nothing

of several that have been nearly gutted and
refitted, such as the Prince of Wales's and the

Royal Alfred)
;
yet, if we except the Queen's,

and perhaps the Gaiety, there is not one of

these new buildings which, taken altogether, we
can designate otherwise than as thoroughly un-

satisfactory. These remarks and the occasion

of this article generally have been suggested

by the opening of the Royal Charing Cross

Theatre, which took place last Saturday even-
ing, and which, for the moment, is our more
immediate theme. The building is a tr.ans-

mogrified edition of the Polygi'aphic Hall in

King William-street, Strand, and the lessees

are Messrs. E. W. Bradwell and W. R. Field.

The following is an extract from the announce-
ments on the programme :

—" The theatre has

been fitted up and furnished with all require-

ments for the convenience and comfort of the

public. The construction, by Mr. C. N. Fos-
ter ; the design, decorations, fittings, &c., by
Mr. E. W. Bradwell ; the carton pierre, by
Messrs. White and Co. ; figure panels, painted

by Mr. T. Ballard ; the whole imder the

direction of Arthur Evers, Esq., architect."

The first consideration that suggests itself

with reference hereto is the position that the
architect has occupied. The design is ex-
pressly stated as being that of another gentle-

man, and, as a matter of fact, each department
of the work bears strongly the impress of

having been designed by tliose employed in

executing it. Can it be, then, that the archi-

tect has accepted the position of a kind of

watchman, to see that other people earned out

their own ideas after their own fashion, that

no difficulties arose from infringements of the

Building Act, or that no portion of the edifice

was likely to tumble down the first night ?

There are many persons, no doubt, who hold
that a theatre devoid of any pretensions to high
art is altogether beneath the critical notice of

a professional journal, but as the one in ques-

tion will inevitably be spoken of by our daily

contemporaries as " light and elegant," " gay
and smiling," or " chaste and brilliant," long
before tliese remarks are in print, it is worth
while, we think, to devote a few moments to

the matter. The theatre has, certainly, the
appearance that theatrical critics seem to con-
sider as exhibiting the acme of taste—tliat is

to say, it looks clean and new, rejoices in a
certain varietj'' of light tints not absolutely dis-

cordant, is furthermore adorned with painted

figure subjects in the spandrels of the ceiling

and proscenium, as well as in a series of arches

above the private boxes, and, lastly, there is an
average quantity of gilt plaster work of the

usual type. But, we regret to say, of art there

is none. Neither in the general design, in the

modelling, nor in the colouring, are there any
traces of the artist. In the application of the

raised ornament there is a painful disregard of

the esthetics of construction. Caryatides, for

instance—or " Atlantes," to speak more cor-

rectly—project at the summits of the scanty
proscenium piers, supporting merely a few

inches of cornice, and appearing as if they
would bring down the whole arrangement by
their own weight. Elsewhere, medallions con-

taining cameos in relief are stuck against
panelling without the slightest apparent means
of support, and the enricliments generally are

applied in the same spirit that characterises

clieap looking-glass frames and console tables.

Nor can we award any greater praise to the
individual details, all of which are of the most
commonplace description, and those of the dress

circle fi'ont exceptionally bad. The introduc-

tion of the figure subjects of which we have
spoken is certainly commendable in intention.

At the same time, we are bound to say that

they are of that low and nondescript calibre

that is rather calculated to bring a good cause
into disrepute than otherwise. We should be
wrong to blame the proprietors for neglecting

to present us with high class frescoes in their

little theatre, for the cost of good art of this

description renders its general employment
impracticable. But it would have been far

better to have had one figure subject painted

by a really clever artist, than the ten or twelve
tliat tell no tale and hardly attract a moment's
attention. Better even to have filled the spaces

with well-drawn stencilled ornament. Such
other coloured decoration as there is consists

principally of paper borders, and of panelling

and picking out in grey, light blue, pink, and
yellow. But it would be interesting to know
what possible reason can have induced the de-

corator to use no less than four, if not five,

different papers upon the walls. In the pit

and g.allery (or rather " boxes," to use the title

given, in consideration of the price of admission
being half-a-crown, to what is a gallery in

every other theatre) we find two striped papers
of distinct patterns, while the dress circle and
private boxes are again distinguished by separate

and particularly unsuitable papers. And, lastly,

the private boxes are htmg with tliose meaning-
less fringes which reformers of upholstery,

from Pugin to Mr. Eastlake, have vainly

endeavoured to banish ; and the proscenium
valance is a medley of damask, leno and
table cover borders that must certainly owe its

origin to the fertile brain which devises tlie

astounding mysteries of ballet costume. We
can only lament over another lost opportunity

for improvement, and ponder over the indifiPe-

rence of a public that calmly and happily
submits to take its entertainment among sur-

roundings that many a gin palace would
disdain.

Not many weeks ago an announcement
appeared, simple enough in itself, but fraught
with deep meaning when read aright. Tlie

Holborn Amphitheatre was to be o]iened for

promenade concerts, and !iad Veen reilccoratcrl.

Now the Ampitheatre is a new building, and
when tliis announcement was first made had
not been open quite tv.-o years. The decora-

tions consisted chiefly of gilt and tinted

plaster work, and though of unpretending
character were very generally admired. And
yet within twoyear.s ;

" nay, not so much, not

two " the house requires redecoration ! We
visited it to examine its real state, and found that

it certainly had stood in need of this process, but
had received it merely in the shape—if we may
use a very expressive vulgarism—of a " lick

and a promise." In the interior, certain parts

had been redistempered in such a manner as to

emphasise more forcibly the dirt of the re-

mainder, while a special feature of the original

scheme, the amber linings to the lace curtains,

a feature to which the soft and mellow appear-

ance of the house was in a great measure due,

had become a thing of the past. In the

entrance the old stencilled work " grinned
"

through a series of tints, the most horribly

discordant that a London public has probably
ever been insulted with, and a large mirror

was placed in such a position on the staircase

as to destroy all apjiearance of architectural

construction, and to produce a bewildering and
singularly painful impression. We shotdd not

trouble either ourselves or our readers by
alluding to such a matter, but for the practical

evidence it offers of the justice of the remon-
strances, so often reiterated in this journal,

against the use of plaster decoration for
theatrical purposes. Here is a house in which
the work is well executed, and yet does not
absolutely last two years ! How, indeed, can
it be otherwise ? The example we have
adduced is no uncommon one, though it comes
before us in an tmusually forcible manner.
The Royal Alfred and the Globe Theatres,
opened in the course of last autumn, are both
beginning to get grimy, while even tlie Gaiety
is showing signs of dirt on those portions that
are in relief. Why this kind of decoration
should have been used at all in the Gaiety
Theatre is in itself a problem, considering that
the architect had previously eschewed it, and
in more than one instance with marked success.
Within a very few years portions at least of
this last theatre will need redecoration

—

a fate equally reserved for the new
" Her Majesty's Theatre." And yet the
decorations of the Old House lasted,

if our memory serves us, some quarter of a
century with hardly a washing, and after their

restoration in 1862 would have lasted as long
again had the fates permitted. At the Queen's
too (opened within a few months of the Amphi-
theatre, and decorated by the same firm) the
work is as fresh as ever—orrather it is mellowed
and improved. But even here, with that
strange fatality which seems to beset our
theatres, a barbarism has been perpetrated,
and the amber curtains absolutely exchanged
for red. When it is borne in mind that the
whole scheme of decorations here was con-
ceived on the basis of amber hangings, and the
whole of the painting executed accordingly,
our readers will understand that the change
has destroyed the delicate colour of tlie orna-
mentation by the violence of the contrast, and
ruined the appearance of the house.
We might take our readers with us to other

theatres, were there an object in it. We might
laugh at the redecoration of the Ilaymarket last

autmnn by Mi-. Buckstone's scene-painters,
when those accomplished individuals contrived
to make the house rather uglier than it was
before

;
we might condole on the forlorn ap-

pearance of the Olympic and the Adelphi, and
we miglit, in particular, ask our friend Mr. Ben-
jamin Webster why those flimsy, dirty brown
rags (we believe they were red silk curtains

once) are so persistently and ostentatiously dis-

played over the private box fronts of the latter

house. Mr. Coleman, a gentleman of acknow-
ledged taste and reputation, was, indeed, en-
trusted with the redecoration of the Olympic
a few years ago, and Mr. Kershaw, of equally
recognised standing, undertook the last decora-
tive contract at Drury Lane. But in the
former instance the funds at disposal allowed
little moi'e than some delicate flat painting on
the box fronts, while at Old Drury everything
has to be done under the immediate direction

of the architect to the theatre. Mr. Marsh
Nelson h.as been too long and too thoroughly
imbued with a love for white and gold, and is too

fervent a worshipper at the shrine of Louis
Quatorze to encourage us to hope for any im-
provement in this house, though we believe it

has to undergo its jieriodioal renovation this

veiy summer. We observe that the Princess's

Theatre is at this moment closed for redecora-

tion, and if Mr. Vining will only display a
little discriminate liberality, chip ofl: as m.any
plaster excrescences as possible, and refresh

our sickened e3'es with a little refined taste, he
will earn the passing thanks of ]ilay-gocr3

and tlie more lasting gratitude of the art-

loving public.
^-

BRICKS VERSUS STONE.

THERE is a wide-spread idea afloat, that the
finest among the public bniUlings of London

which arc constructed of stone are rapidly going
to rack and ruin. Parliament and the nation wore
alanne-.l some years since by the rumour that the
new Palace at Westminster was cnunhliug away
like the rind of an old Stilton cheese, even before

the finishing touch of the Ban-j-s had been put
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to its walls. Au ingcnions Polish gentleman was
comniifsioned to coat the entire stnictnrc with a

cunning chemical compound, the effect of which,

so we were inionncil, was to indue the surface of

the stone with a kind of vitreous glaze which
should defy the inroads of wuid, sun, rain, and

smoke. The Polish gentleman did his work, we are

willing to believe, very competently ; hut, despite

his vitreous glazing, vvc are told, on the authority of

Mr. Arthur Pain, C.K , that the external walls of

the Houses of Parliament contmue to crumble away
as fast as they can—why, it is diftieult to luider-

stancl, since the Museum of Kconomic Geology,

in Jennyn-street, in the front of which the self-

stamc stone was used, is in excellent preservation.

In a paper recently read before the Civil and JIc-

chanical Engineers' Society, however, Mr. Pain
professes to have found a solution for the appa-

rent contradiction. The stones, he says, used at

Westminster and in Jermyn-strcet are similar,

but not identical. The Geologists, in a trae eco-

nomic spirit, carefully selected their stone ; the

master builder of the Parliament Houses ne-

glected that precaution ; and the result is, that

the Palace of the Legislature threatens in process

of time to tumble about the cars of its meriibors

while the JIuscum is sound and intact. But can

Mr. Pain tell us why the stonework of the

JInseum of Economic Geology should have turned

black, while the Victoria Tower and the rest of

Sir Charles Barry's building remain of what
may be qualified as a " dnndy-grey russet " hue ?

There is surely not more smoke in Piccadilly

than there is in Palace-yard. Can the propin-

quity of the river, with Lambeth-marsh opposite,

and noisome Millbank close by to the westward,
have anything to do with the asserted "decay " of

the stone at Westminster? And why should St.

Margaret's Church, which is not two hundred
Tears old, look in worse case, from a stony point

of view, than the old Abbey, parts of which may
be Terging on their thousandth l)U'thday ! Why
should the southern side of St. Paul's Cathedral

be hideously grimy and wind-wora, while the

northern lateral is comparatively clean and shaqi

in outline ? Why should all the ornamentation of

Inigo Jones's Banqueting House at Whitehall be

neat and crisp, as though only just chiselled, while

the royal anns sculptured on the stone pedestal of

King Charles's statue at Charing-cross are worn
away to the spongiest of sketches? Why shoidd
Temple Bar be cracked when the facade of

Bridewell exhibits not a flaw ? Everything con-

nected with the architectural use of stone in this

country seems to be a profound mystery. Mr.
Arthur Pain is a dogmatist ; and, according to

his dogma, ,our chief, and almost our sole, error

lies in the carelessness allowed while choosing
stone for building i)urpos6s. He points out the

remarkable fact, that nearly all the principal

buildings in the neighbom'hood of the various
quarries are in an excellent state of preservation,

while structures built beyond the distiict with the
snme kind of stone are, more or less, in a state of

rapid decay. The remedy for this disagreeable
state of things is to lot the Goveniment appoint

a Royal Conunission, composed of an architect,

a civil engineer, a clicmiat, a geologist, a builder

and a practical stonemason, to report on all the

quarries of the United Kingdom and collect speci-

mcns^such re])orts and specimens to be placed

in all the muscimis of the country. Until thatshall

have liecn done, says our professional counsellor,

we must continue to build our public and pri-

Tate structures of good and bad stone mixed to-

gether, with the same miserable results. That
such a Commission might work consideralile good
is beyond doubt ; but greater practical advantage
might accrue from its impiiries cnidd the sun,

the wind—preferably the north wind—the rain,

the fog, the smoke, and old Father Time he
added as Assistant Commissioners to the report-

ing body. Meauvhile wo must try to get the

best stone wo can, using it sparingly, and placing
our principal reliance in bricks.

" Ho who drinks beer thinks beer," says the
proverb, with just that amount of perta/Z captan-
iliirn verisimilitude which proverbs often possess.

Arc we entitlc<l, by parity of reasoning, to

assume that nations who build in lirick

are apt to think in brick—to be substantial
but stolid, durable but den,se, practical but im-
imnginative ? Such a position could be defended
with some show of reason. The ancient Egyp-
tians were ti-cmendous at brickmaking, or rather
cau.sing bricks to bo made, as their Hebrew thralls

learnt to their sorrow. They built for eternity ;

and yet it is only of so many million cubes of
Jiakcd clay that the Pyramids arc made. And,

albeit many of their stone sarcoi^hagi and their

gi'anite obelisks remain, is there not something
" bricklikc" in the idea of the ancient Egyptian ?

Ho was a highly iutclligcnt, industrious, practical

creature ; his ])ublic works were astounding ; he
solved wonderfully difKcnlt problems in mechanics

;

he cut a canal through his Isthmus centuries before

M. de Lesseps was ever heard of ; but he was not

an elegant, not an imaginative being. The fa-

vourite hue in his paintings is of a brickdust
tinge. His theology was gross and earthy, loading
him to worship the grotesque ape, the vulgar
garlic, and the prosaic cheese. The livelier, more
refined, more intellectual Greeks had, on the

other hand, a passion for marble ; but, the ruius

of ancient Athens notwithstanding, lamentably
little is left of the buildings they constructed from
the yield of their teeming quarries ; and we arc

almost entitled to thank the irruptions of bar-

barism for preserving such remains of Greek
sculpture as have come down to us. If the bar-

barians had not knocked the temples and the

palaces of Greece to pieces, the statxres would not
have been hurled from their pedestals, and Inu'ied

under mounds of rubbish, to be disinterred in later

ages ; and had they not been buried, the majority
of these clicfs-d'ieuvrc. would probably by this

time have been shattered into Tundistinguisbablc

fragments or burnt for lime. A Caliph Omar
may have knocked away the nose of the

Sph3'ux, but it would have been in vain for

him, or any other destnictive iconoclast, to

try to pull down a p)Tamid. The Romans,
again—are we vain in drawing the parallel ?

—

were the English of antiquity ; whereas the

Greeks more closely resembled the sprightly, acute,

but somewhat frivolous French. The Romans
fully appreciated the elegancies of architecture m
granite and marble, just as we appreciate French
fashions for the dresses of our women, and French
cookery for oirr banquets. But underneath the

marble there was a substratum of brick. Among
the hundreds of temples, palaces, porticoes, and
triumphal arches which old Rome once boasted,

only a few shattered and blackened fragments
survive ; liut the brick in Roman edifices continues

to hold its own bravely to this day. The Coliseum
has been peeled and stripped and flayed of its

last layer of cuticle ; but the brick shell and the

brick foundations for the seats remain, laughing
stone to scorn. All over Europe are to be found
the remains of Roman walls in brick, and they

seem to grow tougher every day. If the White
Tower had been of brick instead of stone, we
might indeed believe that it had been built by
ilulius Cassar.

Now, the Romans were decidedly not a people

who thought in brick ; Horace, Virgil, Cicero,

Juvenal, and many another ghost of genius

might be put into the witness-box to prove the

contrary. S'ill, they were an eminently practical

people ; therefore, while the staff of their archi-

tectural life was brick, they used stone only as a

luxury and an adornment. Medieval Italy,

which was industrious and prosperous, used brick

quite as liberally as stone in her puljlic and do-

mestic buildings. When Spain was the mistress

of Europe, her brickwork was splendid, and e

I'linvrrso, it is very curious to remark, that,

since France, under the Second Empire, has taken

to working hard and making money, she has,

while retaining stone in the construction of her

new boulevards and her public monuments, shown
a remarkable aptitude for the construction of pri

vate dwelhngs, factories, and railway stations of

brick. It may be easily and plausibly urged,

that nations are accustomed to use for building

purposes precisely those materials which lie

readiest to their hand ; that Holland, being des-

titute of quarries, takes to bricks as to a Hob-
son's choice -, that Germany, because her supply

of stone is not very copious, abounds for the

same reason in brick houses ; and that stone

edifices arc common in Devonshire, in Lan-
cashire, in Yorkshire, and in some parts of

AA'ales, Scotland, and Ireland, because stone-

work is plentiful in those parts. In our opinion,

such an argument will not stand. The more la-

bouriousa community is,themnve assiduou^bvick-

Inyerswill iis meuibers.be. 'Ihe truih is, that, ibc

stone once quarried, it is easier to build in stone

than in brick. The Americans, in the infancy of

then- Republic, built nuiinly in wond. The log-

hnt is the jiarent of the palatial hotel or the

sunqituous bank six storeys high. To this day
the toot pavement in many American cities is

composed of planks, while the " corduroy " roads

are made of logs laid in the mud. Our cousins
have, however, found out that beautiful archi-

tectural decorations c;in bo produced in stone
;

and consequently, when Transatlantic civilisation

arrives at the palatial hotel or sumptuous bank
stage, the edifice has a grand faoade of glistening
Vermont marble, while the true shell of the build-
ing is brick. These considerations .should be care-
fully borne in mind, whenever Englishmen reproach
themselves, or aro reproached by foreigners, for
the gloomy and ding)- appearance which the
streets 'of their cities owe to the predominance
of brick over stone in the construction. We should
remember—always without vanity—that we are
the Romans of modern times, and that " Flemish
bond" and "old English" bricklaying may
outlast all the stones of Venice and all the Pen-
telican marbles. The friezes of the Parthenon,
preserved in the British Museum, are still very
beautiful to look upon ; but they exhibit in many
portions evidences of decay, and even of dis-

integration. So is it with the columns of the
Pantheon at Rome. The foliated capitals have
been worn perfectly smooth by the attrition of
atmospheric Time ; whereas there are extant thou-
sands of worksof antiquity in terra cotta—and what
is terra cotta but moulded brick ?—as shall) to-

day in every touch and every outline as they were
two thousand years ago. If we are not super-
abundantly provided with stone in England, wo
can, at least, procure from foreign countries asmnch
as we want. We have scarcely any timber, yet,

when our naval walls were made of wood , were
we ever at a loss to find oak or teak ? At this

day it is probable that nine-tenths of the timber
used by our carpenters comes from abroad ; and
surely ships laden with stone could as easily

enter our ports'as vessels freighted with pine from
the Baltic, or larch from Canada. But where is

the use of building stone mansions if the stone
is to "crumble away in rapid decay?" Far better

would it be to abide by the homely but dnrablc
product of the kiln. If the chisel plays us false,

let us pin our faith to the trowel and the hod. We
arc a brick-using people. We love bricks ; we
believe in bricks ; we abide by their use with true

Roman pertinacity ; but at the same time we deny
that we think bricks.

—

Daili/ Trlei/raph.

EXHIBITIONS OF BAVARIAN AND
FOREIGN ART.

THE Munich season promises to be exception-

ally brilliant this year, for in addition to

the interesting collections of works of art which
at all times attract and interest strangers, there

will be three large exhibitions open fi'om tho

middle of July till October—namely, the General
International Exhibition of Art in the Crystal

Palace, and in connexion with it in the same
building the Local Industrial Exhibition , and,

thirdly, in the old building for the exhibition of

works of art, an Exhibition of Paintings of tho

Old Masters, the property of private persons.

There will be, therefore, great attractions for

strangers, and the an-angenients maile by the rail-

way companies to issue circular tickets for 30 days

will afford tourists ample time to visit Munich.
The National Gallery has been newly rc-arranged

by the indefatigable efforts of Director Foltz,

and, by the new arrangement of hanging, subdued
light, and the careful restoration of the most valu-

able paintings,'competes very favom-ably with nearly

all other foreign exhibitions of itskind. The large

gallery at Schleishcim is also to be re-arranged,

and offers to strangers, in addition to the magnifi-

cent park (Sehlossgarten), a great many other

things worthy of attention. 'The arrangements

for the International Exhibition of Works of Art
in the Ciystal Palace will be finished in a few
days, and provisiim havuig been made for good
refreshment-rooms and every other convenience,

the building will be replete with every comfort,

and additional pleasure will be afforded by the

fountains playing all day. The iqijieal made to

Bavarian as well as to foreign artists has met with

a heartier response than ever the committee could

have been led to expect, and a good opportunity

thus presents itself to amateurs aiul lovers of the

fine arts of seeing a largo nuud)or of splendid

works from pri^•:^tc collections and from the ex-

hibiting artists. The present list of pictures

promised exceeds already 1,,")0(), and, considering

that neither sculpture nor engravings, &c., are m-
cluded in the above number, the total works of ai't

will probably exceed 2,000. There are already

several interesting works of sculpture and paint-

ing arrived from Italy, and, judging from present

appearances, there will be no country or place

-ivhere art is studied that is not represented. In
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addition to the decorations intended to be awarded
to the artists of prominent productions which will

be determined by thejury, the Government intends
distributing a considerable number of gold medals,
aud the committco has taken it into further con-
sideration whether it would not be expedient to
award diplomas to other good and well-deserving
exhibitors. The number of visitors to Munich,
which of late years has greatly increased, especi-
ally fi-om England, France, Belgium, America,
aud also fi-om the North of Europe, offers to the
exhibitors a great opportunity for the sale of their
works

; moreover, by means of a lottery, to be
arranged by the conmiittee, strangers will have a
chance of obtaining valuable works of art at a
small cost.

SOUTHWAKK PARK.

THE Metropolitan Board of Works, impressed
with the importance of securing a park for

the densely-populated portion of the metropolis
along the southern side of the river Thames, in
the parishes of Bermondsoy and Rotherhithe, pro-
ceeded, in 1864, under the powers conferred upon
them by 10th section of the Metropolis Manage-
ment Amendment Act of 1856, to obtain from
Parliament the necessary powers for the formation
of a park. The bill passed through both Houses
of Parliament without opposition, aud received the
Royal assent on the 28th of April, 1864. About
63 acres of land, at the time specified used as
market gardens, were selected as a suitable site,
situated between the Spa-road railway station,
between Paradise-row, Rotherhithe, the Deptford
Lower-road, and Rotherhithe New-road, somewhat
over a mile from London-bridge, and within ensy
walking distance from the crowded parts of the
parishes of Southwark, Horslydown, and Ber-
mondscy. The land chiefly belonged to Field-
Marshal Sir William Gomrii, and although the
negotiations for the purchase of the freehold were
difficult and prolonged, they were at length con-
cluded in 1865, aud possession of the whole pro-
perty obtained. Plans for laying out the ground
were prepared, and contracts made for enclosing
the park, forming the surface and walks, building
lodges, planting trees, shrubs, &c., with the fol-
lowing expenditure :—Freehold and leasehold
interests, £68,398 lis. 2d.; professional aud other
charges and wages, £5,330 18s. 5d. ; incidentals,
£722 19s. 2d.; contracts for works, enclosures,
formation of roads, drainage, planting &c
£20,710 2s. 6d.; total to 2oth of March, 1869',
£95,162 lis. 3d. The cost of the freehold land
wag about £911 per acre for 60 acres, and there
are 16 acres reserved for building purposes, so as
to recoup the ratepayers of the metropolis 'in re-
spect to the expenditure referred to. The works
have been carried out under the superintendence
of Ml-. VuUiamy, the Architect to the Board The
park was opened on Saturday last by Sir John

lutldiitfl Jiitnllifjeine.

CHURCHES AND CHAPELS.

Elford.—A very interesting ceremony took

BUILDING SOCIETIES.
North Lakcashiee .—The fifth annual

meeting of the North Lancashire Permanent
Building Society was held on Wednesday week
at Preston. The report stated that after makin.^
provision for every known liability, there is a
clear profit ontheyearof £537, available for iionus
to the investing members who have subscribed for
one year and npwards. This amount will add
about £4 per cent, per annum to the interest pay-
able to them under the tables on the completion
of their shares, making together an average of
about £9 per cent, per "anuum, according to the
length of the time and amonnt subscribed. The
report was adopted, and the otficers for the en-
suing year elected.

Hanley Mechanics' Permanent Benefit
Building Society.—Themembers of thissociety
held their annual meeting at the Mechanics' Insti-
tution on Monday. Much satisfaction was ex-
pressed at the rapiol advance made by the society,
which, though established only five years ago, fully
equals, if it does not exceed, in numbers any iii

the town. The past year's transactions have
yielded a profit of more than 10- per cent.
upon every investment share.

TheSteamRoadRollerinBiemlkgham.—
The recent discussion on the subject by the Town
Council has led to the adoption of the Steam
Road Roller in Birmingham. One of Messrs.
Aveling and Porter's machines was set to work
last Thursday and is doing its work well. We
congratulate the horses, and trust their London
brethrenmay ere long share their felicity.

place in Elford Church on Thursday, the 10th
inst., the laying of the foundation-stone of its

chantry and south aisle. The design is by Mr.
Street, and the work is in the h.ands of Mr. Clar-
son, Tamworlb. The ancient chantry, or mor-
tuary chapel, was originally built and endowed by
Sir John Stanley (Lord of Elford, in the right of
his mother, Maud de Arderne) in or about the
year 1469. It was dedicated to the honour of
Almighty God and the blessed Virgin Mary (" our
Lady of Pity "), the founder directing that it

should be called " The Chantry of the Cross."

New York.—The new (Roman) Catholic Ca-
thedral in New York is rapidly approaching com-
pletion. It promises to be "the largest Roman
church on the continent, and has been eleven years
in progress. It is 332 feet long, 174 feet wide at
the transepts, and 132 feet wide in the nave. It
is in the Middle-Pointed or Decorated Gothic style
of the thirteenth century, and it is built from
foundation to roof of a ^remarkably beautiful
white marble, very dense and highly crystalline.

The west front of the cathedral has a central
gable, 11 inked by two towers, 329 feet high.
Above the main door is a row of niches, contain-
ing colossal statues of the saints. Above this is a
ch-cular window, and then the gable towers up to
an elevation of 156 feet fi-om the pavement. The
height of the transept gables is 175 feet. Inte-
riorly, the cathedral is '306 feetlong ; the breadth,
96 feet, with a chapel on Cfich side 12 feet wide

;

and the length of the transept is 144 feet. The
nave is divided from the aisles by 32 clustered
columns of white marble, and there arc 24 similar
columns at the sides. The grand altjir is of white
marble, with a magnificent reredos of coloured
marble columns. 'There are 103 windows, with
stained glass, the quantity by far exceeding the
quality of the work.

Beindle Chuech, nbae Preston.—The
old Chancel and the Cavendish Chapel to the
above parish church are being rebuilt, and the
nave also will bo considerably remodelled and im-
proved, and new bench seating provided throughout
the church. The ancient church was allered, and
to a great extent rebuilt about 40 years ago in the
then prevailing style of Gothic. The work is

being carried out by local contributions, assisted
by^ subscription, from the Duke of Devonshire
patron of the living, Lord Chesham and others.
Messrs. Brade and Smales, of Kendal, are the ar-
chitects, and Mr. Robert Pickup, of Chorley, is the
contractor for the work.
Peeston.—A new font has just been placed at

the west end of St. Saviour's Church, Preston,
the gift of Sir T. G. Fermor Hesketh, Bart.. It
consists of a polished red granite bowl, supported
on polished serpentine pillars, with Longridge
moulded capitals and bases, superimposed upon a
polished red granite plinth, upon which is an in-
scription. The whole stands upon an octagonal-
stone platform, inlaid with Maw's glazed tiles,

round the margin of which is inscribed " Suft'er
little children to come unto me, for of sncli is the
kingdom of heaven." An open-traceried Dantzic
oak prayer desk has also recently been added.
Both font and prayer desk are designed by the
architect of the church, Mr. Hibbert.

Ilkley.—A new Congiegational Chapel was
opened at Ilkley, York, on the 16th inst. The
building comprises a church school and church
keeper's house all in the Early Decorated style, and
has been erected at a cost of £5,000. The church
will seat about 650, and the school holds about 250
children. Mr. J. P. Piitchett, of Darliugttm, was
the architect, and Mr. R. Law the clerk of the
works.

Pensfoed.—Pensford Church, S'omersetshu-
was re-opened on Thursday week after restoration
under the direction of Mr. E. C. Giles of Fur-
nival's Inn, Holborn. Messrs. Hayes and Son,
of Bedminster, wore the contractors. The cost is

£1,200.

Biekexhead.—On Tuesday the Bishop of
Chester consecrated the new church of St. James',
Birkenhead. The building, which is in the Earlv
English style of architecture, was originally com'-
menced in 1846, bnt after the failure of the
original Birkenhead Dock Company remained in
an imfinished state for a number of years. The
architect was Mr. Charles Evans Lang, and the
builders Messrs. J. and W. Walker, of Birkenhead.

It consists of a nave and aisles, a clercstorv, a
chancel 40 feet in length, and north and south
transepts, in the latter of which are galleries.

The length of the edifice is 140 feet, and the
breadth 50 feet. The transepts from north to
south are 8(j feet long. The tower and spire are
placed at the west end of the north aisle, and rise
130 feet high. The church is seated to accom-
modate 8 10 adults.

Stockton-on-Tees.—A new Baptist Chapel
was opened at Stockton-on-Tees on Tuesday week.
The building, w-hich is Classic in style, measures
intern lily 60ft, by 40ft., and is built of brick with
stone facings. Accommodation is provided for
SoOpersons. The architect is Mr. George Fletcher,
of Stockton.

Shepton Mallet.—Doulting Church, near
Shepton Mallet, is about to be restored. The
building was erected 600 years ago, on the site of
a former church begun in 960 at the instigation
of St. Duns'an. The estimated cost is £4,000.
Astley Bridge.—St. Paul's Church, Astley

Bridge, Lancashire, was re-opeued on Saturday
week, after enlargement and renovation. Before
the alterations, which have been carried out under
the direction of Mr. J. Medland Taylor, of Man-
chester, the church consisted simply of a
parallelogr.am about 80ft. by 4oft., with a steeple and
two staircases at the western end, and a shallow
projection at the eastern end, which was the only
representative of a chancel. Increased accom-
modation being the chief object in the alterations,
north and south aisles have been added, making
the total width nearly 70ft. A fair-sized chancel
has been built, with north and south aisles, the
south aisle being appropriated to vestries and
organ chamber. The cost of the alterations is

about .£4,000, and the church will now accommo-
date about 1,080 persons.

Hants.—On Wednesday, the 16th June, the
corner stone of Hartley Wintney Church was
built in by Lady St. Mildmay. The architect is

Mr. Edward A. Lansdowne, Newport, Mou. and
Bristol, and the builder, Mr. Henry Hibbard, Bath.
Ryhope.—The foundation stone of a new

church was laid on Tuesday at the village of
Ryhope, near Sunderland. 'The new edifice will
be 93ft. long by 80ft. wide, and will seat about
530 adults. The building, when finished, will
consist o£ a nave, spacious chancel, with north and
south transepts and aisles, organ chamber, and
vestry, flanked by a large tower 100ft high. The
whole of the sittings will be free. The style o£
architecture is Geometrical Gothic of the thir-

teenth century. The architect is Mr. T. C. Ebdy,
Durham, and the builder, Mr. Moir, of Ryhope.

buildings.
Otley'.—The foundation stone of a new Jle-

chauics' Institute was laid at Otley on Saturday.
The architect of the new building, which has
been designed in the modern Italian style, is Mr.
Charles Fowler, of Leeds, his design having been
selected from amongst nineteen others. The con-
cert room and galleiy will containupwards of nine
hundred persons seated, and the orchestra, ex-
clusive of platform room, has sittings for about
120 singers. It is intended that the building shall
be of stone, with the interior walls of brickwork.
The cost will be £4,000.
Bideford.—The foundation stone of a new

public hall was laid at Bideford last week. The
hall is 90 feet long by 36 wide, the height of the
ceiling being 27 feet. The style is domestic
Gothic. If funds permit the interior will be de-
corated with polychrome stencilling. Messrs.
Gould aud Sons, of Barnstaple, are the architects,

and Mr. E. M. White, of Bideford, the contractor.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
NOTICE.—Cases for binding the BUILDING

NEWS, Vol. XV., are now ready, and can be had,
price 2s. each. Cases for binding back volumes
can also be had.

To Our Ke.vdeks.—We sh.all feel obliged to any of
our readers who will favour us with brief notes of
works eoutemplated or in progress in the provinces.
Letters relating to advertisements and the ordinary

offiie belo
1 s for the current week must reach the
clock p.m. ou Thursday.

-li. and .«., E. R., E. E. S., J. P. S., S. U.
. S. and L., W. H. W., W. C. T., R. C'

, W. ,1. C, J. C, W. A. C, .1. R. A ^

Received. -

J. and W., U
H. H. and Co., „ ^., „. ^ j^. ^., .,. ^v. „ .

M.M.and SI., E. W. H., E. W. L., F. S., G. H. G.,.I. T.l
J. K. C, C. IS. A., E. B., W. F., R. G.. 11. K. 1!., S. Yt.
and Co., A. F. P., W. S. S., D. O., G. M. ,T, II., J. S.
and Co., W. L.
Answered BvLETTEn.—R.C., J. P., W. S., .1. P. K.,

J. A. II., C. U. A., G. H. G., J. N., K. E., W. aud Co.,
R. J. S., E. H.
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E. T.,

pany.
r. D., J

cs.post-om.-e orderii. or stamp--- -^^ 1* • •

H. D. and Co., W. M., E. L.. 1!. G., Kcv.

T. C, jun., Farnley Irou t'oin-

C/S.—Tlic series ol articles on the Town Surveyor

will bejiu next week.
. „ .

W. C. T.—An abstract of the paper on the Science ot

<olour will appear in our pages. The entire paper will

aiipear in the Enr/liili MecUanic.
Arthur C. Pain. — Your letter on " Buildiua'

Sti)ncs"next week. We fully agree with your sug-

gestion for a Uoyal Coiuiulssion of inquiry, and are
prepared to advocate it.

H. J. Snell (Plymouth).— With sketch of St. Ger-
man's Church, Cornwall, for " B uilding News Sketch

The Building News Sketch Book.—W. R. T.,

J. .1., Enquirer, Vf. P., R. T.. iraditional, W. .7.,

W. I!, li. See note preceding Ict'.ers in Correspon-

dence to-day on this subject.

W. K. T.—Not inserted because not authenticated.

yV. K. T. (Dalston) —We must decline giving the

name of the publicatiim alluded to by Mr. Green last

week. Several priifi-ssuinal journals have been started

receiitlv. and >N'. It. T. must inquire for himself. To
induce tiiui ami othi-is to do so was our motive in call-

iuK atlcntiou to the matter. There is another letter

under the heading, " The Advertising Public," in our
impression of to-day.
C S.—The tirst of the series ol articles on the qualifi-

<?alious and duties of the Town Surveyor will appear
next week, when we shall begin a new volume.

NOTICE.

HITHERTO a volume of The Building News
has consisted of fifty-two weeklj' numbers.

In future we intend tliat each volunio shall consist

of twenty-six ^numbers only : the volume for

18G8 contained SSl! pages, a sufficiently thick

volume all will admit. Having on the first of

January last permanently increased the size of the

journal eight pages weekly, the annual volume

thisye.ir would contain about 1200 pages, or a book,

as an intelligent correspondent this week says, that

would be nearly as thick as the I.,ondou Directory,

and consequently inconveniently large. Wc there-

fore propose in future to pubhsh a volume every six

months. This will be found more satibfactory . To

those who do not bind the volumes it will make no

tlitlcreuce, and those who do may either make a

convenient volume of twenty-six numbers, about

COO pages ; cr if they prefer it tlicy can bind fifty-

two numbers in one large volume.

Each half-yearly volume ofThe BuildixgNews
will in future contain some sj>rcialiti/ in which

some subject or subjects will be particularly and

fully discussed, not however to the exclusion or at

the expense of any other feature of the Journal.

The volume for the ne.xt sis months will contain

an unusually large number of PLANS of

churches, school buildings, villa and other resi-

dences, accompanied by practical iuformation on

construction, &c.

^mm
' THE I'AKKS, PROMENADES, AND

GARDENS OF PARIS."
(To the Editor of the Building News.)

Siu—As you have published Mr. Robinson's

letter iiiijiuuning myjudgmcnt 'in certain matters

ciiiiuected with a review of his work, I have no
doubt you will give space to a few lines from me.

The review dealt almost exclusively with the lanil-

Kcape gardening portion of the work, and I do not

111 summer the leaves of a mw of headed-ilown ford in the way of

limes do certainly, if plaiiteil clo.se to the house, ob- generally are too pi

struct the light and jierhaps .shade the windows,

the very thing, I apprehend, that they are )ilantcd,

to effect. In winter, when they have no leaves

and when light and sun is wanted, they obstruct

neither, and to lime trees in a park this objection

cannot apply. I rather fancy Mr. Robinson is in-

clined to bo facetious at my expense, but whether
or no I shonld on no account advise the removal
of any lime tree that I have ever remarked in Lon-
don or its ncighbom-hood for any of the reasons

which he gives. One—which he apparently

thinks conclusive—is distinguished by a nnlveti

which may be the result of his sojourn

in Paris. He says, " Many fiuc old places in

France are rendered hideous by clipped limes :

while the most beautiful street or city trees I

have ever seen are those of the equally formal

robinia in some of the cities of Northern Italy.

Any reader who has visited Novara will bear me
out in what I say." It is no more necessary to go
to Novara than to Jericho to know that any place

can be rendered hideous by an ill-clipped tree ;

but the French have long been noted for an evil

practice in that respect, though, unfortunately,

not confined to the lime. I have nothing, however,

to say again.st the robinia, but I prefer the lime.

As to the Bois de Boulogne, I do not dispute

the excellence of the roads and walks, cither as

regards their formation or keeping. I simply ob-

ject to the directions they, in many cises, take,

and the manner in much of the planting accom-
panies them. A sheet of water, seen at one and

the same time to its utmost limits, and followed

in all its insignificant sinuosities of margin by a

well-kept road, is a very poor specimen of land-

scape g.irdoning art, and one which is not

redeemed in any appreciable degree by any
amount of " artistic " planting of hardy trees

and shrubs on the islands. As to those portions

of the Bois where the " Parisians gather prim-

roses and honeysuckles," I have no doubt that,

havmg been less meddled with than other portions

ot the ground, it is in every respect more pleasing.

When I said the Bois de Boulogne was as
" cockneyfied an affair as was ever devised," I

by no means said it was the most so. From what

I have seen in the London parks of late in the

way of improvements (save the mark !) I should

have done more wrong to the Bois de Boulogne

than even Mr. Robinson imagines. It is not easy

to explain to the general reader what are the

peculiar faults of the.se "improvements " without

cuts, but I hope very soon to furnish the Build-
ing News with the results of my recent per-

ambulations in the parks, illustrated by a few

diagrams, which, I trust, will make the meaning

of the text (|uite clear to nnynnc. In conclusion,

allow mc to' remind Jlr. Itohiusun that we have in

London .sonic squares licsiclcs the unfortunate one

commanded by the Alliainbra, and that one of

them is called Lincoln's Inn-fields. Whatever
maybe the merits of the little Square de Moutiouge
I doubt if there is a living French landscape

gardener who could equal the example I mention.

As there is little chance of my changing my
opinion, as although his acquaintance with

modern Paris may be greater than mine, I main-

tain that my knowledge of laiulscape gardening

is greater than his, I hope Mr. Robinson will

excuse mc if 1 decline to prosecute the matter

farther.—I am, &c.,

The Wkiter of the Review.

study to the profession
to i-e(|uirc much argmnent

to enforce them, but I fear that all concerned
must own that now the case too often is that a
conjecture or hap-hazard choice is all that this

most vital question gets at the hands of many pro-

fessional men, simply because there is no method
by which data can be obtained on which to form
a more correct judgment.—I am Sir, yours, &c.,

Charles II. Rew,
Juue, 2:!id.

conceive the " arlmirable

•rla-ss-houscs in tlie i;rcat plant

<>f Paris,"ha6mucli lod.iwith l;i

For the same reasiMi, llic ingcni

i-oom cidturc was mil noticcil,

uiy partiality 1"ur that fu

As to the lime tr

lij' Mr. Robinson I

r.f ar the

of the

: gai-aciiing.

BUILDING STONES.
Sir,—In common with it may bo jncsumed the

majority of your readers, I have road with much
interest" your full report of Mr. A.C. I'ain's i>aper

m t!;c "Eiiildiiig Stones used in tlieMctroimlis,
"

stem of 1

Ithough I

111 article of i 1.

ondenmatinn of whicli

mibated, I still maintain

that it is a beautiful town tree, and on the whole a

very desirable one for a screen in even a small

fin'iit garden. If its leaves do withersomewhat soon,

their tender green in early summer, as at present,

anil tluir riili colour in autumnal decay, in my
iiiin.l coiii|Kiisi1e3 for that defect. An R.A., as

di,~iiiiuui-lM.I for his general taste as for his pro-

fession il sisiil, made it a point that his garden

should be screened by limes headed down, as much
for the nutnninal col.nir of the leaves as from his

idea that there is nothing more ([uuint or pleasing.

At the present mimient the lime is doing well in

every part of London where I have seen it, even in

Kennington Park, a notoriously bad place for

trees, and where a laurel will scarcely grow at all.

iisli- iind tl

fcs>
1
and ill

Om.ii

into, the more does th

piirtance of his suggestion as to the Royal
ssiou, and the collection and assortment of

specimens, becinne plain and obvious. I write

more particularly to call your attention to a point

which seems to have been rather understated, and

that is the great advantage which would accrue to

architects who arc engaged in competitions for

woiks, situated perhaps in a distant part of the

country, and who would, were Mr. Pain's idea car-

ried otit, be a_ie to see for themselves specimens

of the building stones used in the neighbourhood

coucenied, with full and complete information as

to the price and quality of each ; for many archi-

tf (ts and engineers, csiiecially the younger mem-
bers, do not, and may he, cannot afford the expense

and time of going so great a. distance with the

somewhat remote chances of remuneration such

conditions afford.

The advautages which such museums would af-

TIIE ACOUSTIC FACILITIES OF PUBLIC
ROOMS.

Sir,—I have read with some amount of interest

your criticisms on the now Lecture Theatre at

South Kensington Museum, and also the letter

of Jlr. Gustave Smith in your last number. This
question is an interesting one to all who attend
public meetings or listen to conceits, or even go
to church. There are three rooms recently erected

in London, which are, as far as their acoustic

capacity goes, very bad. I mean the large room
at the Whittington Club, Arundel-street ; the
large room at Freemasons' Tavern, and the large

room at the Cannon-street Station. There are

some parts of the Whittington club room in

which you cannot hear at all what the speaker is

talking about. It was the same with the olil

room licfore the building was destroyed by ilre a
few years since. But strange to say, though the

room was notorious, its successor was built on the

model of the former. Things are not much better

with the large room at the FVeemasous' Tavern.
If the architect had paid half the attention to

acoustic necessities he has done to decoration,

the room would be a much greater boon to the

public than now. You, Su', have recently been
paying much attention to the decoration of public

rooms, churches, theatres, &c.,but you must know
that decoration is, to a great extent, a matter of

taste. What is correct in the estimation of one
man is not so in that of another. What is cor-

rect decoration in one country or in one age, is

not so in another country or another age. Deco-
ration in (act, depends on the caprice, opinion,

feeling, and peculiar education of the decorator,

or the person for whom it is done. It is very

different with regard to the diffusion of sound ;

that depends on law, a law which is alike appli-

cable everywhere and at all times. The car o£

the Russian or the Chinaman is constructed like

that of the Englishman, and a room built for

hearing in with facility for the Rimians, two
thousand years ago, would be equally useful for

the same purpose now. I am therefore sur-

prised that more attention is not paid to this

law in the conslruction of rooms. A man who
goes to listen to a lecture or a concert may
or may not be interested in the decorations on the

walls. He is not even obliged to take any notice

of them. But he is obliged to listen to what is

said or sung, and his instruction and amusement
will vastly depend on the manner in which the

room is constructed. If architects, therefore,

would pay less attention to things on which they

do not and cannot agree, and pay a little more at-

tention to things subject to indestructible and
unvarying law, they would, to .say the least of it,

make "themselves more useful. For many years,

perhaps for many generations, Londoners will go

to the Fieemasoiis' Tavern, and they will be more
or less tortured in their endeavours to hear dis-

tinctly the speaker's voice. The extent of the

torture will depend on the spot wherever they may
sit or stand. Now who can tell how much this

world willhavclost by thebarbarous construction of

this room—I mean barbarous as far as its acoustic

caiiaiity is concerned ? May I therefore venture

to hope that professional men, who are never tired

of fighting over disputed points of art, will pay

a little more attention to the demands of science ?

—Yours. &c., W. W.

THE "BUILDING NEWS" SICETCH-BOOK.
[Wo have received a lot of letters in reference

to the " Building News Sketch-Book," alluded

to in our last number, and we give some of them

underaeath, as they may elicit more inquiries

during the following week, and all of which wo
will endeavour to answer in our next number.

It is pleasing to know that the idea is so ex-

tensively appreciated, and is likely to lead to such

satisfactory results.]

Sir.—The idea of the " Bi ildini; News Sketch-

Book" is one which I think cannot fail to L'ivc satis-

faction, and be highly valuable.—Yours faithfully.

Southampton, June 18, 18C9.
G. H. GUILLAUME.
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ellSir,—I bavu uo doubt many othon
,

myself, are pleased to hear of the very capital idea

which you propose carryino: out iu reiereuce to the

above. 1 trust that you will inform me, through your
valuable jourual, about what size a drawiugf ought to

be made to be ic-produced in the ''Sketch Book" as

you specify: and also when drawiDgs may be seut

you.—I am. Sir, yours obediently, Medieval,
Londou, June 2:Jrd. IStiO.

8iR,—Tn reference to your proposed Sketch-Book
Club, could you give a few suggeetions as to the

sketches, or a specimen to show what kind is most
desirable?—1. What are the limits with regard to

size? 2. Will pencil sketclies do, or should they be in

ink? 3. Will a prefe-ejice be civen to pretty effects,

or drawings showinq: the detail boldly, and useful to

the architect ? 4. Should the sketches be Iree-baud, or

done with the assistance of instruments' 5. Are
sketches of new buildings admissible? Hoping I am
not troubling you too much, I remain yours truly,

John Uomillt Allen.
75, Huskisson-street, Liverpool.

d tilt

Sir,—I think the idea of forming a sketching club,

as expressed in your last number, is an exceedingly
good one, and it will I hope be well responded to. I

send by book post a sketch of a Norman doorway
(from St. German's Church. Cornwall), which I con-
sider a very fine one. The drawing may not perhaps
be quite up to the mark, as it was made for private
purposes only. I think, however, it is worth publish-
ing, as the detail of the chevrons is so varied and
cm'lous. I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

Henry J. Snell.
4, Green Bank Terrace, Plymouth, June 21, 18G9.

Sir,—I read with pleasure your proposal for a
*' Building News Sketch Book," and hope your gene-
rous invitation will be responded to with hearty good
will, and a determination to aid the profession by
sending in specimens of really good and high art.

Will you, Sir, kindly inform me whether there is pro-
posed to be niiy •-nli-.-'iiiMi"it fee. find whetlirr iln-

sketches are posu i \ i
iv .: i

--';;
l i l> lip in ki mi l.v i Iiv i.. !

son who COlUl'il'i. i.
;

>.\\ n li;iiui lium .'i Im i].l' n

and whether di;; .-.:... . ii..;;j iniric-niiu j.J<ni,r.; .,],;,

are to be admis^ilik' ; i i.uiU'iily uiulci-6i;iTul Im^ ;iiia

etched work, prcicrriug it tu coloured, no doubt ov ing
to my being used to such work. I have for a long
time been employed as draughtsman upon wood by the
late Mr. O. Jewiit, and there are several of my di'awings
in " 3IuiTay'8 Handbooks to Northern Cathedrals,"
which you lately noticed in your valuable papei'. -I am,
&c.. Edwin W. Lewcocks.

23, Great College-street, N.W., June 21, 18G9.

Sir,—Will you obli^re me by saying what size is

intended to be used for contributions towards tlio pro-
posed " Building News Sketch Book?" As I am fre-
quently in various parts of England where objects of
architectural interest abound, 1 thought I might be
able to become a contributor.— I am, &c.,

E. SwiNFEN Harris.
15, Duke-street, Adelphi, W.C, June 21, 18(j<).

Sir,—I wish to call your attention to an error which
lias crept into your notice of the proposed "Building
News Skctdi I'.uok."' Youstatethat the Architectural
Assoeiiiii'in Ski trh Hook is lai^sr in dimensions than
the SpriiiLf ilanlnis sketch Book. Such is not the case,
as the SpriTi- (lanlctis Book is I'-lo.i" x l'-3" and the
AsSOCiittitni our ,-;c;tr<Tl\ IkiII llui \-<- Asniu-nl' Ihr
origiuiitnrs ..r ihi- Spiih' <,.ii.i.-,- i:.H,k, | vimH i,.,-!

obliged if vi.n will r.,iT, , ;:, i
,

, ,,. j, ], ;h|> )„Mn|c
to believe tlKit !li.' A. .. i, ...-, l- ..k is an iinprnv.--
ment on omv. I ^in. . ti iv uisli you success in your
new undertukiiiL, .in.

I
im-t tliatit may be the means

of inducing couiii I \ s iMlmi^ to study and sketch the
grand works ..t" .mr inn lathcis. I have just one or two
(iuesiii'ii- T mi.>m!1 I'kr to ask you about ilie j)n>]ios.ii
book: Im !!

I I'lr work tobe liniitr,] in am [len-
ticular :

. . kiir,-i,ure? as I eertainlv ilinik h.
limit II I" i M-ii M aivliitocturo w(uild I.c [Im"- nnan-. oi

bringing many \\w bits lu-foiv llic protr-vj,,n wiii.-li

are scarcely known, and air I,t-jiiL—o ra
i
''!': 'i' n .

.^
. .i

,

Secondly—is it propoM-<l lo iiniii iIm' \\..rk «iiiim|v ii.

sketches, or, like the Sjiniiu ( .anlm- ^krtcii Honk. "ivl
l^rpfrrnnnn tn n cnrcfiil iri.a.iiiv,! ,li-a win- .' '1 hirdly-
"VVill riir ! k hr ilic si/e ..! a (Imible sheet of your
JMninak h. a^luiil m| .irtaii.s hcin- -ivun real size, and
In jaii-,' uitli ilir woik.s puhlislirii \>y Messrs. Shaw,
Aeslk'ai. iiud K. .1. .Juliutsuu, ur will it'be smaller?
No douLit you will find it necessary to insert another

notice next week in answer to the numerous questions
you will be asked about the proposed sketch book, and
I shall esteem it a great favour it you will take iim'hp
into consideration. Atthe sanir iimr I kt - lo oii.i

my services as a member, and !-hall lia\c -nai pli i-um'
in contributing a plate for your lii>i paiL — i;.*iir\.- m,'
&C., llENKV WALIvEU.

11, East parade, Leeds, June l'.», ibiit).

are mcmlu Ts oi ilic lusiimtr,"
of "bri-hl pjinirular stars •' btforu 1 wn.u-.aud I have
counted it since, and I liud it nine now a,i I found it

then. I had an opportunity to-day of seeing the
printed list, and it appears to vary somewhat with
that in the more accessible authority, the Directory.

And now that I have seen it I must hesitate about
accepting "A Member G.I.A.'s" statement that it

" includes all the older and most esteemed members of

the profession." Some of the older are excluded, some
of the most esteemed are excluded, and whether it in-

cludes any element that may have led no less an
authority than the president of the Glasgow Archi-
tectural Society to characterise it at a Way meeting in

Londou of the Architectural Alliance as, "in fact, a
sort of Trades' Union," I will leave to "A Member,
G.I. A.," to judge if he can and say if he chooses.—

1

am, &c.. Your Glasgow Correstondent.

Sir,—As T should have great plen?
toyoiir si.-^t.-l. r-.-ok, [ shmild wii

therani) ui ihi: i.A.unplL- or the UR-rita ui' the skctcli .'

Of coursi; botli the accepted and rejected sketches will
be returned ?— I am, &c., Philip P. New,

y, Clarence- street, Gloucester, June 23, 1809.

GLASGOW INSTITUTE OV AKCIIITECTS.
Sir.—Tn vnnr issuo of istli Juno. "A Member

G.I.A "'nkf-MM-'iM ta^k I r paying that of the 05 names
under H !! I.I ' v-- r-" in the newly-published
Post (Ml I '

,

, I 1 : \ , no fewer than nine are
of genii ..I . ,.;, .1,. ;.: I. lis of the local Institute,
and •• rL^ji_t> u. . ,i> ih,.; a k^ SL-arcely possible for me
to be iguoraut of the fact that this iustituteis composed
of over 30 members, and includes in that number all

the older and most esteemed members of the pro-
fession in Glasgow."
When I wrote, my only knowledge of the number of

the members of the Institute was. notwithstanding^
the " regret " of "A Member, G.I.A.,"obtained from
the prefixed note in the Directory—" Those marked *

Sir,—A paragraph under the heading " Gossip from
Glasgow," which appeared in The Building News of
11th in St.. No, 753, contains an erroneous statement as
to the number of the members of the above institute.

1 observf lliat ynu derived your information from the
' Posi <MIiir (ikis^.'w Directory," "Trades" depart-
ment, lnail Arttiitiats." but there is a mistake there
in re.^pect [liai nnlv nine of the namesare marked with
asterisks, distinguishing the bearers as nu mlirrs .if the

Institute. If you will refer to ikili^ > ni' liir aiipcinlix

to the Directory, you will find a .nmii |i-.i oi ilir

member sof the Institute, who an' :;i in nnnikir, I am,
&c., ' WiLLiAK MacLean. Sfcrotary.

88, West Kegent-street, Glasgow, June 18, IWiy.

THE MUSEUM OF THE CITY OF LONDON.
Sir,—Induced by reading the letter which you gave

in answer to the inquiry of W. S. Thomae, in last

Friday's Building News, and which was signed,
" The Chairman of the Library Committee of the City
of London," I went last Saturday alternoon to see
this Roman pavement, and was told that it was
not ready to be put in the museum.
But beiuo- determined to make use of the visit, if

|H' -i)i]o, Tasked for the loan of a book from the
:,! i::t\, under the belief that I could do so by "simply
mu my name in a book," but instead of that, I was

.ikiM il I had a library ticket, and was informed that
" it was not a free library." but only " for the Corpora-
tion." Kather disappointed from the fact that the
letter 'above mentioned said, "None are refused," I

thought that it might save my fellow students an
alternoon wasted tf you would insert this letter in your
next issue. But if there are any who are really
desirous of obtaining leave to get at this library, I

may tell them what I was told "by the person who I

presume was the librarian,—" Write a letter to the
librarian, stating your name and address, and where
you are employed in the City, and perhaps they will
send you a ticket."

This, together with the fact that the library is

open from 10 to 5 only, would " practically " close it

to every student of architecture not engaged in the
City of London.—I i

2, Hillmaster Road, Camden
Road, HoUoway.

E. Scarth.

'THE BUILDING NEWS."
Sir,- \-ihr' k.i I I.I. iNG News annually ill. -ira-fs ill

dimeuMi' :
i nn, if you go on as ; i>n lia\ i lui n

doing kii.
,

,ii-k as the "LoTnlm 1 »iicrinr\-."

I beg Uaii i"ic I,, ii^L'csL that you in luhirr niakr a
volume every -i\ nmnMis insii^ad ol every twelve
mouths. IIilheMo ihr aiiiiiial \ ( )I inn. lias becu thick
enough in all kmi licnn Ike M.luine last year con-
tained 884 pa^es. liiu volnnir ihi- v(.':ir wi'll. iu all

Erobability, be about 1.20) jiaui- Smiv. sjr. wliiKt
eing much obliged to you. a^ all "\\\'-\ iilp-niliri>

must be, for the immense amoiiiit of niaiiri Mai^i\c
usevcry week for threepence, siill I ilimk a \oliiiii.- oi'

\\i

of inculiaiioii tnj-iwrhe 1 inM 1 M I

-^ oi' more, and as the
profession was [.jonii-nl I 1m- lun-t extraordinary
journal I'vei- issnf.l, tliev weiv naitnally enough on the
lip-toe oi f xpe'Jtaliou lor its appearance. How many
were disappointed I need not say. I may say, how-
ever, that when a newjournal comes into the world, it

sh-mld do one of three things, it should either give
dilTernnt mntter to what any other journal gives, or
more inr ilic inoncj'", or better matter. I venture to
say iliai thr Journal referred to performs neither of

Ij'n&t as io more nirttter, and T would appeal to pro-
verbially stubborn fart^ I tind that the pages of the

two journals an imk i]\ tlie same size. I find

that yf*ii both t Miinm 111 III a volume on the 1st

thcv are not. lou air Ch, ..:,.. .,
.

il..:'ii.l n.

would-be riva l,fourprii> . I
i \ i

as much small pyint an-l i l
i

,
i ;

your contiMuporary. In i.i'
i

> n i i ,

,

much nialhT al tWoMlnnU Ih- .aim- p m-: \^ !-

diffVren.'r .a- -ii|Hainr mailer, all i ean .as i- llial ll.r

greatest roni|)liniriiL ha- hr,ai \r.yA \rMi,a- xiai li.iM

been pretty i:losely imitated in rveollim- >a\-e ilir

colour of the paper. The character of your drawings
are imitated, also the mode of engraving. The same
subjects are commented on iu pretty much the same
phraseology.

1 intend to stick to my old friend of fifteen years"

standing.—I am, yours truly,
James James.

l.'\ Quadrant Grove, Maitland Park, N.W.
[Our correspondent will see by an announcement

elsewhere that a volume of the Building Nems will

from this time be published every half year instead of
every year.

"TIIK BUILDING NEWS."
Sin.—Will you kindly allow nie to express my

thanks to you for the markeil iinpi o\ nnent observable
in the present volume ni" 'I'll I k.i n.; News. I shall
simply refer to one. Yom -a i in.n- and hints on
Furniture and Decoration- ai^in ma lo be passed over
In silence. The inforniatuji] eoniained therein is

valuable indeed ; the various illustrations which adorn
the pages of the Building News are excellent
and cannot be surpassed. I trust what I have given
expression to will not prevent you from inserting this
letter when convenient.—Yours, truly,

W. B. Hall.

THE AI>\'ERT1STNG PUBLIC.
Sir,—lam sure we. thiailvertisers, must feel obliged

to Mr. JamesGreiii (or liis letter, on account of the
useful suggestions it elicited from your pen last week.
You were pre-eminently fair, as ym look jiains topar-
ticularise the names of the gi*eat ].iiip|i-j|iiii:: iiouses in.

London and the provinces through whom imjuiries
might be made. With regard to ilie extent of your
own circulation you courted the fullest inquiry.
I should like to see the paper to which Mr. Green re-
ferred challenging a similar investigation. There is

no probability, however, of its doing so, as it would in
all probability be inviting us advertisers to see the
iiaki (hiess of the land. We can, however, incjuire for
on 1-^1 Ives, and I have done so. I did not inquire of my
bookseller or of the great newsagents, but went directly
to the fountain head. As a rule, printers of news-
papers and periodicals know all about matters apper-
taining to the trade. Printers club together like other
people. They go in clusters to the same public house,
or they meet pcrio'lirally at t be same benefit or ti-ade

society. Ivnowio- a •nacliine man " lasked himhow
many of a certain joiui.al wi re printed. He could not
tell, but promised t< luiic and let me know. Hehas
since seen the head ntacliine man where the said jour-
nal is printed, and has given me the exact number
machined weekly. So I am as wise as the canvasser
who goes about saying that the journal sells more
thousands than there arc even printed of it hundreds.
What I have done may be done by others. As some-

times ten, twenty or more journals are printed in the
same establishment, and as a community of feeling
exists between printers and machine men, the requisite
information can be easily obtained. In giving this
hint I do not for a moment suggest that the advei'tiser
should not make enquiries from the places and parties
meutionei! by you last week. If you print this letter,

you will ^Ihiw thai von, at all events, are not afraid of
the tvuih l.iinu kin'^un. and that your statement will
bear the inlk-i i[iv(sii«^atiou.—Yours, &c., J. B.
[We nadilv puhhsii this letter, and beg to add

that nutliiii;' would please us more than to know that
our advertiser- iv^ni ted to any means to ascertain our
circulation. T!uv may inquire of the trade, of the
great publishing houses, of our printer, or of anyone
at any time, ^^'c only wish that the exact facts should
be known.]

MK. EDWARD HOLMES AS A COMPETITOR.
Silt,— In your paper of the 11th there was a para-

graph 'relatinL;- the successful competition career of
Mr. Etiward Holmes, of Birmin-ham. I am sure all

emiijieiiiiL: areiiife .'t - oiil lit toderne -rcut encourage-
mmii hoio tlir apiiraianrr oi (hat iiara;,n-aph. Many
oi'iiMi liiiil afh 1- iaM\ iii'_' oii[ a sm-rr^^ful competition
Dial ihrii- ilaaii- hu' iin' iiinr In i m: , as far as their

piu air im !!,.-- 1 . r...i. ! ii. 'I, rMit'l'r, loeal talent, and
air, I

111 ifi -1.
, i. .( ! !

' M i

!..' r ,iij r (hey arc form-
in ii>> p. : :. .; . 'U -

!!
i

;

not gaiuiug auy
pri maiiriii 1. i.a::i: i.':i i [

m ,s „ > .'i n
i

,
i
ir.;- it iS tO find

thai liiis is a uiistiike, that wu lire being put down iu

voiir book of remembrance. Y'ou know what we do
io-.iay, you can tell about what we did twelve years'

a'o you not only chroniele our great successes, but
iiTaLr'a noieoti.ur liiimhler<'lTori-. The roll bears
nni niik. laii 1 iii-n uoi l.hon-r-.. hiil ..mh-^rrmls tO the
,|. Ir-hl I 111 rliplirmi-m "\ ' '

|
i [

'J - ' H i H 1 1 1 1
1

1
' I I r -

.

"

'

I aUl
a.l Mial I ran ivallv h,||r\r all thi- I emife.SS that

I ai lir-f wa- )iio|i-ii ciinugli to fain:y that tiie para-
L'lapli \\a-oi Mr. Holmes's own construction, but iu-

II nial . Miirii.r proves the folly of mv fancy. Mr.
llolmr- ini' ii,-iaiiie. would ucvcr take credit for

beiui^ Ihe -nerr--iiir' rompetiinr in ea^ - where he
was only .'.",/,/ ami I liml in Ihr li-i o!' I- .: success-

ful conTpn iMon- Mr-U\av I iinm W nrkliMi,~r. which
was desi-nril .and caiiaed (Uit hv Me--r< i 'erk and
Stephensralso tlie West Bromwich L niou Workhouse,
which was designed and carried out by Messrs. Briggs
and Everal ; these cannot be mistakes of the success-

ful architect engaged upon the works. They must be
errors in your note book. Please correct them and
oblige, your obedient seiTant, Justitia.

['I'he paragraph was sent by a Birmingham corres-

pondent.]

SOUNDING BOARDS AND REFLECTED LIGHT.
Sir.— I need scareelv s:iv how miich I was pleased

tn rem! ;in eveollont ai'ti.-lr on soinidin-.'- boards in your
l;i,r • ' .1 I- I. " :hiuk~ ihai ^iMind shmdd be

athe-
! - 1

;

.

.Old I .jniie agree
1,1 r -laiMihi,;: hoards to reflect

It larry the practiee of reflec-

-I e wha't a vast amount of gas is

hv there being no refiectors on
much of the li-ht. like much of

.Is ami is wasted. This might be
ar a.lvanta,i.'e wonld be obtained
use of -;is, as voiir eorrespon-
ilised by a wiser distribution of

Gust.vve Smith.

SOUNDING BO.VRDS.
Sin, ^ollr sn-i;! >'ion last week witli regard to addi-

th.nal -onnilniLj Imard- i.- a uoo<| one. ami I hojje it will

rearh Ihr .-Nr- ..! iho oars ut Hie aiit liori I i.-s, and Stir

them lip ioHij.pIv -mh :i iia!p;i).de d.-thdenev. But it

is not iu Loiulon nnwely where snundiu-;- boards over
pulpits are necessary. Take for instanee St. Paul's,

Brighton, which is a large church. The Rev. Mr.
Wagner has a weak voice, and it is very dirticult, indeed.
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lor mnny wlio arc farthest from the pulpit to hear liiiii.

no il'>ti!tt that a well plannrd soiiiKlin^- board
:' h(':n-(l distinctly all over the
yst\vith last year 1 wcDt to the
itiiiiu iliatstruck ine most was

I hi' minister's voice, tlioiis:h

ar.l ill the fiirtlierlnost corner
din^ board how-

Iha
would cnahlc h
church. Wium
parish church. :

the mauuer in
weak, was diati

ofthebuildins-.
ever, uidess the
not an opeti roofed 1

awiilG question. whiiM i am nui
I mean whether it is desirabK
churches at all. The church at
very convenient as far as hea

nod. was very hot. If tia

ilin- ;ilhd one. It was
iinwfver, opens up

it would 1

same time .m :\

soundiiiL^ t.M;ii(i

advantai;is -na
and have better

:"
< ilin^ iwisat the

cli-.'i ii;nila-e. lint a
l\VMi:l,llii!Ve;;ivcnboth
ualinu would hear well
lim.Sir. io.,
LiioNARD Foster.

CONSTEUOTIONS IN BASE LINES.
By an oversight last week, the diaoram refeiTed to

in Mr, Kobey Carpenter's letter under this head (page
561), was omitted. The following is the diogi-am :—

Sin,- I i
. . an a.l\.in.emeut I cut out

ofaloeali I
:i I. mils a^. I. wiiiih shows rather

anexten-i'i -. uni.. i\ "i -iiii ^, .*,c ,
\\".

"[A card. 1 Mr —-. li.viiM.I a|i|ir:iiser, architect,
and surveyor, estate and penerul (nmmission agent,
gener.al machinery, stock and shave broker, Selston,
Alfreton, Chesterfield and JIausiieUl. Publicans'
transfers airanged."

Snterrominunintfioir.03

QUESTIONS.
[1130.]-VOLUNTARY AUnilTECTUKAL KX-

A.MINATI(iX.-I wish to so in for the Architectural
Examination tolass of l'ro(icieney) next time, and
should like to know the best way to prepare myself
for it. I have procured the ' Instructions " from the
Institute ; but they do not give me exactly what I am
in need of. Will one of those gentlemen who has
passed this examination kindly give a word of counsel
to one who wishes to do likewise '.'—A Studekt.

iMrKTl riox AT SOUTH KEN-
ioii |iir use inform me whether the
I In seethe Sehool of Art COmpcli-
,n;.(...i Mii-emn '-W. K. T.

<leM-ii= 1..1' manufaeun-e.^. which pro-
irlcr it n.selul to consult. The works
the galleries overlooking the ITorti-
i for want of space in the South Ken-

fll, i.]-ri I- (

,S1N( TOX.- Wil
pnhb
tion :

• are a.

t Soull
milt
Kel

[The publi. are
the .s •hools . f \i

in Ni tional 1 iilip

1 Jln.^

[1452]—ETCHING.—In ctc-hinf;- must you only use
one colniir. or rnn you use two or more .'.—Scotia.
PANELLKD rEKSrECTI VE.—Can vou or readers

inform me of a good book on rnuclled Perspective ?—
Scotia.
[1453.]-SECTIONS OF MOUT.DIXGS.-Can any

of your renders inform me of a simple way of takiuff
the full-size section of mouldings already fixed iu their
places ?—E.

[14j4.]-OLD STaINED (JLASS.—-What is the best
way oi cleaning old stained glass ? "Would a strong
acid injure it ?—Subscriber.

fU..:..] -CIirKCinVAKDKXS' rOWEK.- -Would
> "11 "I :' II il' r nf 'iiif Urn. TUNC \i:ms inform me
\vIm i: ':;.:

i -luMiirr,';ni ImM liy l;,w I vv.. seats (eight
-iiir. ^- I

,
r,,ilv two ill ri.iiiilv.\\li<-ii it is objei-ted

I" \-- I I.I- I 'm;ii liu.-inlfiis rnrlh.TCMsnn tl,at thev want
to :.p|.r..priiili- one of the s,':it. ti. nu.Uh.r lamilv'.' The
eliiircli lias recently hv(-\\ r. stfunl. :iti.1 m Mim was
-i.-iiitrd from the Churcli l.'r.sloniijmi VumX in defray
].art nf expenses. Or liave tli(MlniicIiw:ir.lriis:nithority
in appropriate seats, or a parishioner to claim any by
law .'— INCJUIRER.

[1 !:.r..]~ nooKixc; iutilders- time and
JIATKUIAKS. - Will the kind rrail.Ts nf vour " Inter-
r.iininnnir;,!,,,,,-' |„- pl,.;,srd lo reply as inurhinR Ihe

luiild.r-s <-I.Tk. and keep
tlic :i

anioi 11^

l.vdnnh!..'

niiL^r. .-iiid other Rubsi-
daries. thf hilmm /iml m.-iinials siijiplicd to customers
weekly. <raiH .lumi h- ii,;ikii,^ i„ tin- journal entry
sundries nwhm i" M«i. k. i nl.jcei to thu way in which
the labour and maioriiils are tirst entered in the day
book, which is a system adopted by my prcdt'f<;ssor,
and which system I am most anxious to juncnd pro-
vided that some experienced gcuiieman will support

my method. The insufficiency complained of is enu-
merated in the following :—The work goes on through-
out the wliule week, and the materials are supplied
will 111 111 ln_ :iriiia!ly sct dowu at the time they are
>[;: I ill i:i>Iiion is, therefore, lor the men them-
>| I .1.1 line on Saturday night to describe what
ll|'.^ \N<fv :ii aipi what maTerialwas used, and then
alter su iimch linir li:! i".ii lal.rii iip w itli each man,
lie gets paid and '

i

;
;, .. till the next

week. Then wh. II i . ,; i \ every date is

a week apart, anl i m. \\iii.|. :ih i i-m iriiiy placed to-
gether. Is itposMliL- ihai Mieii :i sysieui is a proper
one, or would the one 1 prupuse, as follows, be a better
one ? I propose that before each man starts to work
and when that man comes back again he books his
number and time to the clerk in charge, and iliat his
money be ready counted for him on Sa(nrd;iy nifjht.
also every fraction of material supplieii lie liooked ere
itgoesaway. Iu this proposed emeudation, ihr bills

will read better, and I maintain tliat it would be very
beneficial to the business. I should, however, like to
hear the opinion of some builder's clerk.—X. Y. Z.

J1457.3-ACOUSTICS AND SCHOOLROOMS.—
Would you or any of the readers of your journal
kindly oblige me by letting me know what I must do
to remedy tlio following evil. I have just linished the
building of a schoolhouse. the sizes of which are given
on sketch; ,the schoolroom, being on tte second lloor,

on being made use of, I find that the master complains
very much of an echo or a eontiuuatiou of the sound
of the voice in the mum wliirli is very disagreeable,
and is the cause oi" mih b t nHrii-.ion. I 'have placed a
grating in each coriH r .n iiic -rhoolroom floor, and also
a large one iu the fiilnrj, ihiiikiug that it would iu
some measure rtinedv liie ?ound, but I find that it

is of no avail. The hei<jrht of the storey is 14 feet, and
of that below the Bchoou'oom 10ft. 9in.—Douglas.

[MV*^] A n:or.Li::M.—Will any of your corres-
pdiMliTii-^ olili-f imwiili :i solution of the following
frmii Ur I )ii\\ iiiii^V I ileiiients of Practical Hydraulics,
l^ouLjiiian, i"-ol (ji, i.;;). He says, in relation to the
secLioual areas oi open channels, " since then S in the

S
expression — , with slopes n to 1, is a maximum, its

C
differential will be rr}--^

n - \-.\\ lo oi v|,,|H>~ hi 1 = *>:, to 1

The points I wi^h lu have ehuidated, are

1, Why is S a maximum iu *' the expression — with

slopes n : 1 ?
'

2. The application of the term "its differential will
be zero ?

"

:i. What is the value of d in the above, and why is

I.. :iv. Ni.iiM. I iiivr liiven the above values. If
Ml.; ^.

I

I
I III should be glad to have a

I .Ml ; i;
I

' II I ilic succecdiug part of Dowu-
111- .- i-'i'"!! .'ciLii',1. i-i'liug with

^ '

i;2 (-2 >/ n2 -+- 1 -n) p

C 2^ (2 n/ Ji2 -I- 1 - n) n
with p-l feet, Wasser.

REPLIES.
fl 117-1 1M;i\'ATE LAMPS—You cannot compel

the auihoriiies to do as yon wish. It is certainly
rather a harsh aei of theirs both towards yourself and
the '•bmipli-hler." hut they can dii'ect him. who is

their servant, not yours, to do as they think fit.—
Rates,

[1420.]-FIGURES OX LEVELLING STAFF.—
There would bo no advantage ^ined by the plan pro-
posed by " H. V. T.," and, oesides. in some levelling
staves, the figtu-es arc printed horizontally. I give a

liiiiii^inii'iiiiimE

inform "J. B. ' that there are no particular books
either recctmmonded or specified by the examiners.
The books I eau recommend for the trio:ononietry,
statics, dynamics, hydrostatics, arithmetic, Euclid, and
for whatever other subjects they may be available, arc
(ialbraith and llaughton's Manuals.'— C. E.

[1431.3-WARMlXG AXD VENTILATION OF
CliUUCHES.-
norvoui
whieb :

has good reason to be
of fires in churches,
lid firing of defective

lieatinL! ;
|

i II \i ilevotcd considerable
aiteutiiMi;. II II.

, iiiLTcareftdly examined
the ht 1^1 kii .,, II

. I I .;i\ state that the Patent
eonvoliu- d Mo\. I ;. ' \\ iiitaker and Constan-
liiic Mpi)ears { II ihe most economical,
eilirieiit. and will!. ", mht yet invented. For
.-oiiie time past ihi i i.. ii,,.i. ilall in this city, and
iiuiuy ehurches ami ehajals have been admirably
warmed by it, and it has given uuqualified satisfaction.
If '• (.'lericus" desires further infonnation, he can
write to yours, &c.—C. Fell, Architect, Albert -square,
Manchester.

[1435.3-COHESIVE POWER OF BRICK. — The
mode of operation I should advise your correspondent
to adopt would be very similar to that employed by
the engineers of the Metropolitan Board of Works
in testing the samples of Portland cement used in the
construction of the Thames Embankment walls. They
obtained their cement from several manufacturers, and
made it into a small brick of the following shape shown
in the sketch. Shackles were fixed by means of a very

-^,

-"a cr

beautiful and tlelieate apparatus at the shoulders a, <r,

o. a. and the specimen torn across somewhere iu the
ilireotion of the dotted line in the small part of the
briek. The apparattis registered the breaking: weight
to most minute accuracy, and the area of the breaking
section beiuf^ measured, the tensile 8treng:th of the
cement was easily Ibuud. If your correspondent can
have samples of the bricks he wishes to test, made in
the shape I have shown, so much the better, but if not,
which is probably the case, he had better cut some
bricks very carefully to that form, and by hanging them
up from one shoulder, and suspending weights from
the other, he can arrive at a very accurate idea of their
cohesive strength. The greater the care he employs
the greater will be the accuracy of the results.

—

S. S. W.

[1433.]—THE COHESIVE POTTEK OF BUICK.—
Barlow, in his treatise " on the strength of materials,*
order to ascertain the cohesion of brick, three common
bricks were procm-ed, which had been exposcil to the
weather for two years at least ; and three of the same
kind of recent make ; and three of the best stock.
These were supported between two props, S inches
i.p.tii, iumI ilii .. loaded iu the middle till they broke.
II. , kti.ess of the bricks was 2.^ inclies, and
III. L, ,1. i i ii.hes; and they were placed with their
1.^- iliiiH i.-i.iii vertical. The following are the results
of these experiments :

—

Common old brick. Common new Best stock.
brick.

1. . 381 lbs. 1. . 411 lbs. 1. . 434 lbs.

298
3473.

Mean 3) 1029

343 lbs

3.

411

387 3.

403 lbs.

the dimensions in feet :

—

I W
Common old brick, = 3939

. 479

. 420

3)1333

444 lbs

Do. of recent make, 4031

= S115.
4 a <P

[1437.]—'WEIGHT OF BliES-Sl'MER.— Practically
the question of a "Five years' Subscriber" resolves
itself into one of ih'terniinin^ the bnakinj; weight nt
till' r.i.nr 111 :i lie.'.ni nine leet lung. e:irried on two
su|i|iciii~, v|.|,|,,,s|n:^ that for the sake of simplicity We
nr^l,.. tlu ..liiuiitv of the beam over the pilUir.

l.n W ((lu:.! Ihe breaking weight in tons, B the
breadth of the timber in inches, and D the depth, S the
span in feet, and T the thickness of the iron plate.

Then ^^'
T)2

(B X C + 30 T). The value of C

[I42(!.]-EN(;iNEEIlS FOK INDIA.—As I am pre-
paring some pupils for'^the Indian examinations, 1 can I

dcpeuds upon the kind of timber used. Supposing it

to be ordinary sound Memel. it may be taken equal to
2.5. Consequenlly the value forW will be, substituting
the different values of the other letters,

18 X 18

W = X (2o X 15 + 30 X 075) = 108 tons.
20 X 9

Not more than one-sixth of this weight should be put
upon the beam in practice. As the other half of th '

bi'essumcr will bear the same load the total safe load
2 X 108

that the beam will carry will be equal to =

3(; tons.—Engineer.

'
I

:. '—Tin- rrnir.M. iiiXTr.xT.^ or sriiERl-
I \l ~l.i.MIXI"- Tl; iiil.ly •! .-ill spherical
-i-i t ..i:.v !'. I. i. 111.1 iv"\.i till- t.illi.u iiig t^enera!
r.ii.. I. ...I liiii,.^ .: (hiiiiH'i.Ti.r 1 1.e \\li.ile sjihei-e or
:.!. ,| ,1 liihle Ihe height oi the segment, mul-
iip I iiiiiuiler by the square of the said height,
;..i.l il.i ...In. I again being involved into 'O'^iG (which
IS .1 ;- I will result in the solidity. Suppose the
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diauiotor of :i sphere to be 5 auil the height of segment
1, required Mie solid area.

5 = diameter of spheres

2 = 1x2 (double height of scgmeat)

13
1 = 12 (height)

13
5230 = § Of -7854

0-80CS = solid area.
Proceeding- by logarithms the following will be a

solution

:

13 = log. 1-11.394

1 = log. 0-00000

1 = log. 0-00000
•5236 = log.— 71930

6-806S = log. 0-S32M
Taking the diameter in question for OJft. the solid area
will bo 03-61(ft. as given by Mr. William Moor, ji

and Mr. W. L. Massy.—KOBEy Carpenter.

STATUES, MEMORIiVLS, &c.
Statue of Lord Falmerston —On Friday last,

Mr. Layard, M.P., Mr. Cowper, JI.P.. Sir, liarry. Mr.
Woolner, and others, made a formal inspc.-timi ui a new
statue of Lord Palmerston, which has 1 n i.lMr. ^1 ou
the northern green plot of ground fncin- N'-\\ I':il:ii-e-

y.ird. It has not yet been decided wild lici- tilt.' statue-

shall permanently occupy its present site.

Cologne.—The magnificent South Porch of Cologne
Cathedral is now entirely finished and free of all

scaffolding and hoarding. There are no less than 107
statues in the niches, 38 of which are of life-size, besides
eight compositions in bas-relief. They arc all the
works of one sculptor-Professor Christian Mohr.

STAINED GLASS.
Kings College Chapel, Caimbridge.—The Pro-

vost and Fellows of Kings College. Cambridge, have,
we understand, accepted the muuificeut offer of F. E.
Stacey, Esq., a former Fellow of the society, to fill the
west window of the magnificent chapel with stained
glass. The work has been entrusted to Jlessrs. Clayton
and Bell.

Preston.—A new stained glass window has recently
been fixed in the west end ol St. Saviour's Church,
Preston, by Messrs. Hardman and Co., in memory of
the late John Bairstow, Esq., a local benefactor. The
window is a four-light one, the subject being- the Good
Samaritan. The story is portrayed as narrated in the
Gospel, the tracery above the four-lights being filled
with subjects of ideal connection with the parable. In
the two quatrefoils are angels, bearing the inscrip-
tions "Glory to God," and "Good will to man."
Between these is the sacred monogram. Above is the
symbol of the Holy Spirit, 6urrounded by a cherubim.
Ring-wood.—A new stained glass window, by a

Newcastle firm, has just been placed in the chancel of
the parish church of Ringwood, Hants, in memory of
the late Mrs. Herbert Lucas. It is illustr.ative ol two
miracles of our Sariour—the turning of the water into
wine at the marriage of Cana in Galilee, and the healing
of the lame. This window will be followed by several
others.
SiDMOL'TH.—A new Stained glass memorial window

has just been placed in the north aisle of the parish
church 'of Sidmouth, by Messrs. Hughes and Co., of
liondon.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTEK5.

Pollution or the TH.^.iViE.s at Barking.—On
Monday, a. -111114 under iustructions from the Home
.Secret. ivy. ,Mi-. Kawliuson, C.E., opened .an inquiry at
the Tow II Ilall, Harking, into the allegations contained
in a uu'iiKirial tidilressed to the GovertiuHut bv the
vicar, churchwardens, medical prtulni - -iiii.-k

owners, barge owners, and other iuli;i I i'
:

.
, i; lin-

ing, complaining of the dangerous ...
i . iin-

River Thames, both with regard to hculi ii :mi.| n... i a-
tion, consequent upou the couceutralcd disi-liai-t^eof
sewage through the main outfall sewers of the Metro-
politan Board of Works, and praying for an iujuuction
to restrain them from (liscbaig'iug sewage into the
river. A number of persnus gave evidciu-e tending to
confirm the allegations contained in the memnrial. The
inspector strongly advised the iuhabitants ti> st-riously
consider the advisiibility of taking- the proceedings indi-
cated under the 49th section of the Sanitary Act. The
Secretary of State could put the Act iu operation upon
the complaint of a single ratepayer. Mr. Rawlinson
then alluded to the deficient water supply of the town.
which he stated needed remedy.—Jlr. Crow said the
ratepayers .appeared to dread the increase of rates
which would probably attend this course.—The in-
spector said there were some things more vahuiblc
even than money. To the humblest u-urkiii;; niaii

health, thcmeaas.ofobt.aining a living, was ,if iuiiiiiii.iv

more importance, and he hoped the parisliinun-s umiid
seriously take into consideration at a im-itiiig vi ilu-

vestry the suggestions he had made.—The iuiiuii-y \vas
then adjournetl for specific e%idencc in rt-g.-ird to the
various allegations contained in the menuirial.
Blackburn.—The Blackburn Corporation eonlcm-

plate the acquirement of a large tract of low-lyiug
land in the neighbourhood of S.almesbury for the pur-
pose of irrigation from the sewage of the borough.
Pollution of the Derm'ent and Cocker. -As

soon as the Rivers Pollution Commissioners liave com-
pleted their inquiry into the pollution of the Mersey
and Kibble, they will institute an inquiry iuto the pol-
lution of Ihe Derwcut and Cocker.

WAGES MOVEMENT.
The painters' strike at Worcester, commenced last

week, is already concluded.
The bricklayers at Leamington, who struck a short

time since for sixpence extra per day, have succeeded.

The masons of Kirkcaldy, who struck about four

weeks since for sixpence an hour, have gained their

object.
The masons at Bristol have also succeeded m their

demands. The contest between the m.astcrs and men.
which hasted afortnight, atone time looked threaten-

ing and formidable. There was no cohesion between
the masters, and they yielded.
The masons' strike at Liverpool still continues.

Work, however, is going on to a large extent by the
employment of non-society men.
The operative carpenters and joiners in the North-

wick district of Cheshire have met the employers
,at an nmir.al.Ic niopting and adjusted the rules for
workiiis liriins s.i iliai waL'cs shnuld be more equably
distriluiti-il lii-twiTii siimiiirr and winter.
At a lai-gr im-itiiiL: of tin- iiadi- unionists, held on

WedncHlay evening at K.xeter Ilall, arising out of a

conference of the amalgamated trades and trades'

delegates, resolutions were caiTicd in favour of the

Bill inti-oduced into the House of Commons by Jfr.

Mundella and Mr. T. Hughes. The meeting was pre-

sided over by Mr. Morley, M.P.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
A Sdrvetor's Charges.—Hemans v. Sharps

AND Another.—The plaintift' was an engineer,

and the defendants, Messrs. Sharpe and Sou, were
contractors. In 18K5 it was proposed to make a
railway from Douglas to Peel, in the Isle of Man,
and the defendants gave the plaintiff the follow-

ing undertaking:—"Isle of Man Railwav.—If

you will proceed with the surveys, and get out the

land plans and working sections of the ahove
railway, we will undertake to pay you the ont-of-

pocket expenses." This document was sued on
on Monday iu the Common Pleas, and the .amount
claimed was £450. In the course of the case it

was arranged that the plaintiff should be paid
£250.
Alleged Libel.—Mather and Another v.

Hackwood.—This -n'as an action brought by the

plaintiffs in the court of Queen's Bench, hefore

Lord Chief Justice Cockbum and a special

jury, on Monday last, to recover damages for libel

written by the defendant, and alleged by the
plaintiffs to be injiu-ious to them in their business

intei-ests. The defendant pleaded not guilty and
justification. It appeared fi'om the opening state-

ment of plaintiffs' counsel that the Metropolitan
Board of Works advertised in June, 18C7, for

tenders to build a Eire Brigade station iu

Adelaide-road, St. .lohn's-wood, and that the
plaintiffs, who are builders and contractors

carrjing on business in Charles-street, West-
minster, sent in a tender and specification for

£1,640. The defendant, who is also a builder and
contractor in St. John's-wood, sent in a tender
for £2,000. The plaintiffs' tender, as being the
lowest, was accepted. A dispute arose aljout the
right of title to the land, and pending it the works
were suspended uutil February, 18G8. Plaintiffs

then commenced them, and were proceeding with
them, and had proceeded with them up to the .Hist

of March, when they were finally stopped, owing,
as plaintiffs believed, to a letter which appeared
in The Building Ne-ws of the 13th of March.
It was signed "Fair Play," and headed "Low
Estimates, and How Carried Out." It was re-

published in the Suildcr of the 21st of March.
In refen'ing to the tenders for the erection of the
Fire Brigade station it criticised and found fault

with the woi'ks, and described the plaintiffs as

"Cheap Jacks," and alleged that they were
using inferior materials. Plaintiffs, feeling that
the letter was calculated to injure them in their

business character as builders and contractors,

demanded the name of tho author, and the defen-
dant acknowledged that he -n-rote the letter, and
pleaded justification. By the specification the
plaintiffs were to use clean-washed Thames liallast,

and the defcndunf, in his letter, charged them
with using instead pit ballast, and with otbcrwisc
departing from the terms and conditions of their

contract. The plaintiff (Mr. Mather), called and
examined, deposed that the character of tho
material was changed with the consent of the
surveyor of tho Board of Works. In cross-cx-
amication ho admitted that they had, in his

answers to interrogatories i and 15 put to them
in November last, stated that clean-washed
Thames ballast was used by them ; and upon
objection being taken bj' counsel for the defendant
that that departure from the specification made
out the defendant's pica of justification, .and that
the plaintiffs must be nonsuited, Mr. Serjeant
Parry consented, and the plaintiffs were accor-
dingly nonsuited. The witnesses to be examined
in the case were numerous, and, had it gone on, it

was rumoured that it might have occupied the

Court several days in the trial.

A.N Important Point—Dobson v. Hains-
WORTH AND Dean.—A case involving a point

of considerable interest to contractors and others

was tried in the Otlcy County-court on Wednes-
day week. The action was brought to recover

£30 as damages for injuries done to the property

of the plaintiff under the following circum-

stances :—The plaintiff, a cab proprietor, was
the occupier, as tenant, of property at Ilkley, in-

cluding a coach-house in which he kept his vehi-

cles for hire. The defendants were the con-

tractors for the erection of buildings on land ad-

joining that on which the coach-house stood. In
execution of their contract the defendants exca-

vated the soil for the cellars of the intended

buildings. After the excavation bad been made,
and inconsequence of it, the intervening soil gave
way, and the coach-house fell. Two carriages in

the coach-house at the time it fell were broken
and damaged, and for this injury the action was
brought. The judge, in a long and careful judg-

ment, in which he referred to many authorities

on the point, expressed his opinion that, looking

at the character of the soil on which the coach-

house stood, and tho quantity of water which
flowed from it into the excavation, rendering a

drain necessary for the exjiress pnrpose of carry-

ing it off, the fall of the coach-honse was attribu-

table as much to the withdrawal of the water as

to the effects of the increased burden created by
the wall of tho shop—at all events, the two
things combined would amply account for the ac-

cident. Judgment would therefore bo entered

for the defentlants with costs, and it became un-
necessary to decide tho amount of damages ; but
as the plaintiff would be at liberty to appeal, and
his decision might be reversed, it might, should

that happen, render further litigation unneces-

sary if he stated that upon the evidence he
thought the damages should be assessed at £20.

The Funds of Trade Societies. — At
the Ba'-nsley County Court, on Friday week,
the ease of Mackman and others versus Chappell

and others, which was tried at the last Leeds
Assizes, was brought before his Honour sitting in

equity. It was a case iu which the plaintiffs asked
for a decree relative to a sum placed in the Barns-
ley Bank to the credit of certain members of the

Bricklayers' Society, and amounting to £87 Is. lid.

It appeared that the money was invested in

the names of several persons on behalf of the

Bricklayers' Society. Since then, a number of

the men have seceded from the society, and re-

fused their authority to have the money given up
to the plaintiffs, who represented the society as it

was first formed.—After a good deal of discussion,

his Honour ordered the money iu the hands of

the bank, which was claimed by the plaintiffs, to

be paid iuto the Savings' Bank to the credit of the

Registrar of the Court, and an advertisement to

be inserted in some paper, calling- upon those who
were entitled to participate in the fund on the 21st

Juno, 1868, to send in a claim if they thought
proper.—The hearing of the case was then ad-
journed to the 23rd of July.

The Ru.swarp Viaduct.—On Tnesday week
the North Eastern Railway Company opened a
portion of the Great Ruswarp Viaduct—the last

of the bridges over the Esk before reaching
Whitby. Only one-half of the bridge is built, the

traffic being worked on a single luie uutil the
removal of the old wooden structure enables the
company to double the bridge in width, which,
when caixied out, will complete the re-building of
the numerous railway bridges at Esk Valley, all

of which will then be of stono and iron. The
Ruswarj) Viaduct is tlie largest work of the kind
on the line, being :!30 ft. in length, and having ten
openings. The rails arc carried in trough girders
of malleable iron, resting on iron piles driven deep
into the shale of the riverbed. The testing of the
various girdere by engines weighing ninety tons
showed a detlcctinn not exceeding five-sixteenths of
au inch. Mr. Cabry is the eiigiucer, and Mr.
Walker, of York, was the contractor for the iron-

work. Tho Ruswarp Bridge" IS built on a similar

principle, and resembles the h)ngoversands bridges
of the Fiu-ness Railway Company across the
estuaries of Morecambe IJay.

The New Law Courts.—As yet, says the
Solicitor's Journal, neither Mr. Layard, Sir

Charles Trevclyan, nor anyone else has attempted
any further reply to the remark, that if the com-ts
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are to be built on a smaller scale, it is chcaf er ami
quicker to build on the site already cleared, than to

sell, ne<:otiate, buy, and clear again for a new site.

Probably the reason is that there is no reply to

make. We have, however, to guard ngainst the

possibility of the Bill being huddled throngh the
iloiise, when no one is looking. At present
matters look very much as though it was lieing

kept in readiness to dash at the blockade whenever
the vigilance of its opponents may be relaxed.

Stone-Breakixg Machine. — During the

last few days, Archer's new patent stone-breaker,

an ingenious machine, has attracted a good deal

of attention whilst in operation, breaking stones

for the Newcastle Corporation, and crushing
bricks on the new quay at the west side of the

Tyne Bridge. The Dunston Engine Works Com-
])any arc the manufacturers, and it is calculated

that the machine, which is driven by a six horse-

power engine, will break between fifty and sixty

tons of stone per day.

The Manchester Brick Trade—During
the past week the brickmakcrsof Manchester have
sided with the masons and bricklayers on strike,

and have refused to make or suijply bricks to be

set by non-union bricklayers. This is likely, ac-
cording to the JInnc/irster Guanllan, to lead to
the introduction of macbineiy, for the purpose of
making bricks, and seeing that there are about
70,000,000 made annually in this city and the im-
mediate neighbourhood, it is rather surprising that

it is not been done before. 'Webelieve jiancliester

is one of the very few large to^vns in England
where bricks continue to be made exclusively by
hand. Two or three companies and individuals

have established brick-making machinery, but the

operative bricklayers have refused tosetthcm, and
the hand-brick makers have refused to supply
bricks to any master who attempted to use for

any puqiose bricks made by machinery. No
doubt the action taken by the brickmakers will

have the cft'ect of prolonging the strike, but the

masters seem to think that this is a fitting time
to open up the brick trade, and have resolved to

fight the whole matter out, and re-estal)lish, if

possible, free trade in bricks as well as in labour.

The Fine Arts Copyright Act. — The
following is a copy of a Petition jiresented to

the House of Lords:—" The Humble Petition of

the President and Council of the Royal Institute of

British Architects, Shewctli, That Architects are

liable to consideralile injury in the piracy of their

designs and inventions, and that other parties can
and do copy and appropriate to themselves such
original ideas without any benefit or remuneration
to the authors. That it is therefore desii-able to

afford protection to architects for the copyright of

their works by including works of architectural art

under the definition of works of fine art in the
Fine Arts Copyright Consolidation and Amendment
BMl. That snch copyright should extend to their

executed works or designs. That the copyright
of an architect in any work executed, or in

a work proposed to be execnted should not
])ass to the employer except under special

agreement, but remain with the architect, and
that the design in the drawings and specifica-

tionsprepared for the purpose should still remain so

far the property of the architect. That, copy-

right of architects' proilnetions should extend to the

same period ns to anthors of other works of fine

art. Your Petitioners therefore most humldy
pray your Ijordships that in the Bill introduced

in your Lordships' House for Consoliilating and
Amending the law of Copyright in Works of Fine
Art, provision ,to the above effect be made for the

protection of architects in a manner similar to

that for authors and inventors. And your
Petitioners will ever pray.

FiNSBnBT Park.—The new Finsbniy Park,
situated on the north of the Seven Sisters'-road,

between Holloway ami Tottenham, will be fonnally

opened to the public in the first week of August.

The trees and shrubs have all been planted, and
ar6inaflonrishingeondition,andtherhododendi-ons,
of which there are specimens of every known
variety, are now in fid I bloom. Wlierever practi-

cable, the trees of the old Honiscy Wood have
been retained, and the lake which fomied one of

the jirincipal altriutions of Hornsey Wood House
has been enlarged. Seven acres have been set

apart as a cricket ground, and the top of the

reservoir which has been eonstrneted by the F,nst

London Waterworks Company (and which will be

capable of containing five million gallonsof water),

covered with turf, will be iippr^ printed ns a croquet
gronnd. The uurth-west side of the park, just
above the cricket gronnd, called the " American
pal t," has been devoted exclnsively to American

plants, which like all the rest of the trees and
shrubs, among them some very fine specimens of
the Araucaria imbricata, are looking as healthy
and luxuriant as if they had been growing there
for years instead of for a few weeks only.

New India Museubi.—The Secretary of State
for India has, we believe, resolved to appropriate
the ground between the India ()ffice and Charles-
street, to the building of a new museum, library,

and chart olHce under one roof, from plans by
Sir Digby Wyatt. This improvement has long
been needed to do full justice to the vast collection
of treasures, both literary, natural, and artificial,

that were never adequately displayed either at

Leadenhall-street or Fife House. In particular a
I'eading-room and library are wanted. The col-

lection of Oi-ieutal treasures is unrivalled even by
that at St. Petersburgh, while the accommodation
hitherto provided for their exhibition has been al-

together incomplete.

Agricultural Labourers' Cottages.—
The Kssex Agricultural Society some time since

offei'ed a prize of £5 5s. for the best model with
drawings, &c., of a pair of cottages suitable for

agricultural labourers, and the mo.lel and drawings
of the competitors were exhil)ited at the Society's

recent meeting at Colchester. The following
were the competitors :—Mr. A. Bowler, 7, White-
hall-place, Liradon ; Mr. Thomas Moss, Chelms-
ford ; Mr. E. r. Hailing, Leeds ; Mr. S. G. Steam,
Brandeston, Wickham Market ; Mr. T. Smith,
Halstead ; Mr. A. Grimwood, Colchester ; and
J. L. Ewen, Southwold. The prize was awarded
to Mr. S. G. Steam.
AVOODEN Pavement.—In San Francisco they

are using a wooden pavement, the blocks being
sawn in such shape that when laid down they
will occupy a position in which the grain of the
wood, instead of being vertical, will lie in an in-

clined positiim, with V-shapod grooves or recesses

arTanged between their upper portions, and filled

with gi'avcl, unmixed with asphaltura or other
waterproof or binding substance, this last being
considered unnecessary. The grooves or recesses

are caused to brcakjoints, and ai-e, of com"se, de-

signed to facilitate the foothold of horses passing

over the pavement. It is claimed that by this

plan of laying the blocks the latter are caused to

mutually sustain each other, that their surfaces

are less subject to being liattercd and abraded by
iron-shod lio(}fs and the tires of wagon wheels,

and that the expansion of the blocks consequent
on the absorption of moisture, instead of causing

the pavement to " arch," will simply make each
block slide slightly upon the inclined surface of

its neighbour. The blocks employed in the ex-

periments thus far made with this kind of pave-
ment, have been subjected to a preservative pro-

cess, in which the pores of the wood are filled with

sulphates of lime and iron. The Nicolson pave-

ment is now being laid in several of the cross

streets of that city, and gives great relief from
noise and jar. The citizens generally appear to

like it.

A Test of Good Ventilation.— General
Morin, in giving an account at tlie Acadomio des

Sciences of the successful application of his venti-

lating apparatus in a large weaving factoiy em-
ploying 400 vvork-peoplo, and in which were

lighted 400 jets of gas, observed that its advantage

might be judged of from the fact, that during

October, November, and December, 18G7, when
the ventilation was defective, only 15,000 kilo-

grammes of bread were consumed, while during

the same months of 18C8, after it had been im-

proved, 20,000 kilogrammes were required, being

a gain of 25 per cent, for the health and vigour of

the operatives.

otitip.

The president of the Royal Institute of British
.\rchitects has issued cards for a conversazione on
Thursday evening, .Tulv 1, at 9, Conduit-street.
Mr. Willirnii S.iihK i'..x, F.R.S., having resigned

the office "t I'n.lr..,,] ..r .\natoniy to the Royal Bir-
mingham Snnriy r,i .\riists, Mr. Furueaux Jordan
has been olcticil t.. lill the vacancy, and will, we
understand, deliver lectures to the students attending^
tlie " Life Academy."

It is estimated that the restoration of Gloucester
Cathedral, now in progress, will cost £40,000.
The sixtieth anniversary dinner of the Artists'

Benevolent Fund took place last night at the London
Tavern.
The Inns of Court Hotel, Holborn. the unfinished

half of which on the Lincoln's Inn-fields side is be-
ginning to assume the aspect of a ruin, is advertised
for sale by auction.

The Roman Catholics of Exeter are, it is said,
about to build a new cathedral in the town on the
site of theoM rily -,i.il.

'llir |>:iiiinr^' -iiikr.ii Worcester has terminated.
."^ ' liniiMs ,„, III,. M.iith side of Lud.gate Hill arc

d<"ini.,l I,, ,lriii,,liii„ii, „ne of them lieli)in;iiig to a
l.iil..r ill :\ inlriiiMy large way of liiisiiL^ss. 'riu- un-
li:i|>|iy ir.nlr-nLiii has posted in bis sli..|i wiiiildw the
fnili.w iiii; jKiihfihic announcement ;

—
" liivoialili^Iiod

this week. I'oor tailor. No regard frtr vested in-

terests. No appeal to the House of Lords."
A new Baptist Chapel was opened at Stogumber,

Somerset, on Sunday week.
On Monday next the first stone of a new wing to

the Earlswood Asylum for Idiots will be laid by
II.R.H. the Prince"..f Wales.
The meninri.il simic of a newWesleyan Chapel

was laid at I'l kii.ld cm Thursday week.
Plasterers will liml constant work .at Mr. Lomas's

andMr. Harwouil's, Ijuili of Strangeways, Manchester-
7^d. per hour is paid.

The " Builders' Trade Circular" continues to'cautiou
its subscribers and advertisers against paying moneys
to Mr. Thomas Porter, to the late publisher.

Jlessrs. Robert Neill and Sons, Strangeways, Jlan-
cbcster, have employment for masons at the rate of

7id. per hour. liailway fares paid at the end of the
first week's work.
The Sultan's new palace at Cheragan, as to which

we have reported several starts and stoppages, is

again under progress. The masonry has been let

by contract, and about 4,000 men of all trades are
now employed. A new palace is to be built in Egv-pt
for the guests of the Viceroy or Sultan.
A church and parsonage for the new district of St.

Thomas, Whitteslev, Isle of Ely, are about to be
erected, at a cost of £3,800. Sir. Fellowes is the

architect.

The Freemasons of Wimborne, Dorsetshire, have
determined upon the erection of a new Masonic-hall.

Mr. Walter Fletcher has been appointed architect,

and is now engaged on the plans.

It is proposed to erect a new Count}- Court at

Soutbport.
Wickham Market f'luireb, Suffolk, is being ' re-

stored " by Mr. Lulf, Imilder, <.f Ipswich.

The Weslcyan Metliodisis of Burtoii-on-Trent iu-

teud buildin,g a new Chapel in Station-street, Bfr.

E. Holmes, of Birmingham and Burton, is the archi-

tect appointed.

The Wesleyan Methodists of Leigh, Lancashire,

have decided on the erection of a new Chapel at a

OS t of about £8,000.

MEETING FOR THE ENSUING
WEEK.

It is proposed to erect two spires, one springing

from a tower containing a clock, at St. ^lolm's

Catholic Church, Islington.

Jlr. W. G. S. Harrison, solicitor, has been appointed

Town Clerli to the borough of Folkestone, at a salary

of l.'lot) Iter annum.
.\n exlrnorilinary general meeting of the Waterloo

and Whitehall Railway is to be held (which was to

hiivc bci II icinstnicted beueatli the Thames, on the

piicuiiKiiic iniiiciplc, and the works actually com-
menced hut brought to astanilstill throngh I'inancial

ilillieulties) to determine whether application shall

be made to the Board of Trade for the abaudou-
nient of the railway.

The foundation stone of a .cw Baptist Chapel was
laid at Billingh.ay, Lincoln, on the 15th inst. The
style is Greci.an.

" Mr. Jordan is the architect.

|Jatcnt.'i for SiiriMifionfi

connected with the nUILDING TRADE.

[3022.]—A. MoNSNERGUE, P.iris. — KILN.S. — D.nted

Oct. 2. 1868.—This inini-oved kiln lins four independent
oompartnients. (Ineo fieins: alwnvs full of the matter
toliplinnied or Icikcd, iiiul tlie other l.eiUL' charged or
einiilieii. In Imniiie; Ilie iniiteriiil in llie first of these
(lisisioiis the lire piloses lo the si mi. anrl when the
niuleiiiil in the liisl is mllv Imrne.l, air .-onduits aliovc

and in front of the kiln ;ire opened, uliich cnuse the
heat to spread
burning has hecn aire

nil :!'.!.] -K. ItoMin.T
TOP BAR FIKI, i;

The top bar of ii ji H'

,is to fit any sized lin

side .ire miidc ln..se

is the required positio

cecffrd tntfi.

[;il4n,]—,1. Sti.vnk!

other ,-oin|iiirlnieiils «lierc tho
idv piirtiiillv .oni]ilislie,l.

I \M mid <. V.7 MU>, lieswick.—
: \'n s iiiiieJ, n,-t. II, isns.-
I- l.\ I iii- Mil .111 Inn so arranged

l.:ir
'

t lie >l:i\\ or claws on ono
;mh1 rail he properly adjusted
I liy means of a screw.

—

Xot pro-

Bavhead, N.B. — WATER-
CLOSETS. Oct. 14. 18fi.«i.—This invention is designed

to supersede the use of complicated regulators. A
channel is made round the rim of the earthenware or

enamelled iron-closet hasin. The flusliinR w.itcr

enters .ind is nnnle to nass through this hollo'

notii die ush
ii|i to the(ill the

I-,,
.

:
!

, , 111 nicer lliellip is cloKc.l.

,111.1, r I. |i ,,i ilie hollow rim is pii-reeil in v.irious

places to admit air, and cfTeetually empty the ehanacl.

[.•!14-.]-E. LEAcn. Kochdalo.—LATTICKS. Oct.

14, 18CS.—The inventor makes the ends of the metal
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rilis oil;iuin.-l.ai> ni ;in improved shape, and by em-
tilcviii^ r.iTiiirniii" link?.. I'lKililis them to bejoinea
M'^i'thi-r clli.ii'Htlv and c-i-oiiomiciilly. These objects

areattaitiedin two ways. By one method the ends oi

each lattice bar arc formed like the link of a square

chain, these links beina; jointed together by links

formed ol two pieces riveted together, or by links

which, when placed in one position, can be put on and
taken off. but wlen placed otherwise, arc secured to the

links of the chain without any screw or rivets. Ano-
tlier arrtngement comprises the insertion of two pins

at the end of each rib, the rili hc-i'i I a»f c-nert by ordi-

nary links, fastened by cross pi - < .t ki Mains: bars.

f;)15.i.]-G. C. Gu.MPEl,, I,. I ,!,.-LOCKS
AND LATCHES. Oct. i:.. 1- i .n.ntor here
applies pins or sliders of suaalilc .mi.. u, which pass

throush the bolts, and a (i.xud piece or bolt guide is

cut into such lengths that when in a given position

only the bolt shifter can be moved, whilst another part
of the pin prevents the bolt from being- moved.

[3158.]-A. Robins, Great S. Helens, B.C.-WATER
AND DRAIN PIPES.—A Communication. Oct. 15,

18GS.—By this invention water and drain pipes are
manufactured of oakum cordage or other woven fabric

or fibrous material, cemented with pitch, tar, or other
resinous substances. They are then coated inside and
out with the same material, and an additional coating
of brick-dust, coke-dust, or other hard material is

added for protection.
[316.1.]—J. A. Vacherot, Notting-hill.—beams

AND GIRDEKS. Oct. 15, lSi)8.—The girder or beam
is by this invention to be cast or rolled in the form of

a single or double trough, the single trough being com-
bined with a vertical web, extending longitudinally.
Flooring constructed according to this invention has
two separate sets of beams and girders for supporting
the boards and ceilings.

®i[arli{ ^{\m
TENDERS.

Berks.—The following- tenders have been received
for the erection of three cottages and gardener's resi-

dence at Clewer, Berks, for Sir Daniel Gooch, Bart.,

M. 1*. Mr. William Sim, Danes Inn, Strand, architect.
Kelly. "Wiudsor £1119
Fish, Loudon 1050

Beukhampstead,! Herts.—For the erection of a
villa, cottage, and stables, for W. Cooper, Esq.
Messrs. Fainter and Plumbe, Architects. Quantities
supplied. Proprietor finding bricks, chinmey-pieces,
grates, gas and water-pipes, plate-glass, and a portion
of the iron-work :

—
Cook £1123 14 2
Preedy and Son, London 1100
Fairhall and Weeks, London.. 1098
Snell 1050 5
Humphrey 97:')

Hf)nour O-Vi Iti 6
Harris (accepted) 925

Brindle.—Additions and alterations to the parish
ehurch, Brindle, near Preston. Brade and Smales,
nrchittcts. Keudal.

Gillett, Fi-eston £2005 10
Bickerstafle, Preston r 1909
Blackwell and Marsden, Brindle loro
W. Roberts, Accriuf^ton 1400
R. Pickup, Chorley (accepted) 1332

Camberwell.—For warehouse off the Wyndham-
road, Camberwell, for Mr. Machu. Mr. Parris, archi-
tect. Quantities supplied by Mr. Shrubsole :

—

Wilson £849
Smith 707
Dickinson and Oliver 720
Bottomley 710
Fletcher and Caughey 705
Gibbs and Son 685
Croaker 078
Sawyer 658
Richards 650
Brown - 629
Ransom 610
Hutchinson 580
Stone 560
Shirley and Home (accepted) 55S

Clapham.—For alterations and additions to Old-
iicld House, Clapham. Mr. S. Laxon Snell, architect.

Waterson £0(i3 10
Shirley and Home 627
Collis 621
Wright 015 10
Baxter 500
Wills 5,S7

Sawyer 587
"Vickery 585
Fletcher and Caughey 584
Bennett 559
Till 557
King and Son 5r)5

Dover 5!0
Croker 547
Hut'^hinson 540 o
Ball 5:t5

Percival 5;i:i

Briton 528
Brown 525
Clarke 521 10

Soden 40.>

Forsdike 40i)

Stone l^s

Shires 475 10

Crabb and Vaughan {accepted) 475
Watson 410

Coventry,—For warehouse for fllessrs. Robbins and
Powers. Quantities supplied. Robert Scrivener,
Hanley, and Longton, Architects :

—
Marriot, Coventry £4182
Barlow, Stoke 3r»80

Trow and Sons, Wednesbury (accepted)— 315u

two ch;iprl.<, a lodge,
:'!u-..'s. ffiites. &c..for
inv tliL- parish of St.

Eintities supplied :
—

. .. £3421 U
,... 3193 2 9i
,... 2&10
.... 2729 12

2700

DovF.R.—For the erection oi

outbuildjugs, boundary walls.
the new Cemetery at CoptJiill
Mary. JL Klein Architect, t^t

Trowsdale, Wilson & Co.
M'Keuris
Blathews
Adcock
Ayers and Son ,

Richardson (accepted) 2563

Hanley.—For the erection of Flint Mill and Kuginc
House, for RIessrs. Meakin. Quantiiies supplied.
Messrs. W. and C. Palmer, architects, Hanley :

—
Grosvenor £2310
Barlow 1 9()0

Wooldridge 1942
Matthews (accepted) 1863

Hanley.—For stone pillars and wi-ought-irou gates
for town entrance to the Hanley Cattle Market. Mr.
T. Hewson, borough surveyor: —
North Stafford- Ironwork. Stonework. Altogether,
shire Engineer-

£88 — £257
119 10

£198

72

Inff Company.
Nickliu
Clewes
Till Brothers (ac

cepted)
Johnson — I'jo ^

—
Surveyor's cstm. SO 80 lUO

Holloway.—For additions and alterations at the
Holloway Worldng Men's Institution. Messrs. Turner
and Son. architects. Quantities by Mr. Shrubsole :—

Wills and Co £930
vSprawson 910
Fletcher and Caughey (accepted .... • 900

HouNDsnTTrH.—For alterations to houseand premi-
ses for L. Friedlander, Esq. H. H. Collins, architect
and surveyor :^

Mitchell *.
. £1137

Shaw 982
Richardson 923
Sale (accepted) 795

Newington.—List of tenders received for alterations
at 6. Newington Butts, for Henuan and Company.
Turk Lacey, Architect.

Wescombe £300
Ashley 296 6
Green 285 10

OXTED.—For certain decorations and other works at
.'^tone Hall. Oxte.l, for G. Barber, Esq. Messrs.
ToUeyand Dale, Architects :

—
Corolan and Mannooch £707 10
Clarke and Mannooch C45
Colls and Sons G45
Tooth 580
Keeps 535
Ward 337

Reading.—For the erection of a house and premises,
Broad-street. Reading, for Mr. Awmack. Messrs.
William and J. T. Brown, aixhitects. Quantities sup-
plied :

—
Whiting £1312
Clacey 1243
East (accepted) 1240

Reading.—For the 'rictiMn of a house and shop in
Broad-street, Readim^. for Mr. Pay ton. Messrs. Wm,
and J. T. Brown, architects :

—

Clacey (accepted) £524

St. John's Wood.—For a range of greeuhouses:, for
C. H. H. Crompton-Roberts, Esq., Sunnyside, Upper
AvL'nue-road. Mr. F. Mew, Architect :

—
Warren £1375
Patrick and Sou 847
Hackworth 825
Saunders 74G

Twickenham.—For erecting private house, Church-
Street, exclusive of the works of plumber, painter, and
glazier. Mr. Henry Lovegrove, architect :

—
Bishop and Co., London £747
Woolnor and Harris, >Vim01eaon .. 078

The latter accepted with some modifications.

West Bromwich.—For the erection ofNew Hospital.
Messrs. Martin and Chamberlain, Birmingham,
architects. Quantities supplied by Mr. W. Harris,
Binittn-li!iiii :

—
Bri

I'ariic i.-l,y

£61-2 n
0379 II II

C050 (1

5':no

5sr,o II II

5720 II II

54!)7 ii II

0208nd Sous, Weduosbury (accepted)

Whttechapel.—For formation of roadway and the
construction of sewers, subway and vaults in connec-
tion with the Whitechapel improvement, for the Metro-
politan Board of Works ;

—

Marshall and Maxwell (accepted), £16,000.

COMPETITIONS.
Plymouth.-July H.— For deKi;::ns, plana, and esti-

mates for a new Guildhall, with law courts and public
offices. First premium, £100; second, £75 ; third, £50.
Mr. "Whiteford, town clerk, Guildhall, Plymouth.
Glamorgan.—.July 1.—Plans and specifications for

restoration of parish church of Llantrisant. Rev. J.
Powell Jones, Lhintrisant Vicarage, Pontypridd.

Philadelphia, Pknnsvlvania, U. S.— September
1.—For desiirns. t^pecin.iitions. aud estimates for new
public buildings. Fir-i pi , niiiiiii. <:Un>- >.rond, £300

;

tbird, £200; fourtli.

I'ugh, Secretary vi )'>•

corner of Walnut auii I'l

l.;irlirul;i.-.>. to H. C.
( .'ninH--ii.iu'rs. S.W.
il, nnta.lrlphia.

Bradford.—Sepi, l -I'.r il. -i-ns for the erection
of a new Town Hall. Ih. ;ii, im, .-i. whose design is

selected, will be entni-ii. I wiili ihe execution of the
work on the usual tuiiiiiiis^inii .if five percent. Pre-
mium of £200 and £100 lor steoud and third best
designs.

Salisbury.—For 'designs with explanatory speci-

fications, and estimates for rebuilding Almshouses for

6 aged married couples, with matron and nurse. A
premium of £10. Mr. J. Harding, Canal, Sahsbury,

Doncaster.- Sept. 1.—For dosig-ns for the proposed
Slew Wesleyan Chapel and Schools. Premiums, first,

£50 ; 2nd, £25. R. Wilton, Secretary to the Building
Committee, Magdalcns, Doncaster.

CONTRACTS OPEN FOB, BUILDING
ESTIMATES.

Bangor.—June 29.—For the erection of a new in-

firmary to the Bangor and Beaumaris Union AVork-
house. Mr. R. G. Thomas, Architect, Menai Bridge.

Brussels.—July .5.—For the construction of brick-
work, masonry, timber, ironwork, &c., above the level

of the plinth course at the New Exchange. The Bel-
gian Public Works Company, 40, Boulevard Botauique,
Brussels.

Dublin.—July 7.—For rebuilding the river-wall at
Sir John Rogerson's Quay. W. Proud, Secretary.
Dublin Port and Docks Office, Westmoreland-street,
Dublin.

Leeds Corporation Water Works. — Wash-
burn Supply, July 14.—For the consti-uctiou of the
Lindlcy Wood Storage Reservoir, together with the
diversion ofroads and other works in connection there-

with. C. A. Curwood, Town Clerk, Town Hall, Leeds.

Batley July 1.—For the erection of St. Mary's
Church and Presbytery, Batley. Adams and Kelly,
architects, IS, Park Row, Leeds.

RoTHERHAM.—July 5.—Contract No. 4.—For Earth-
work, &c., in an Embankment for a storage reservoir,

to be constructed on Ulley Brook, floodwater, channels,
overflows, road diversions, and other works, for the
Rotherham and Kimberworth Local Board of Health.
Wm. Whitfield, Clerk to the Local Board, Rotherham.

KiDBROOK.—June .30.—For constructing about 1,700

feet of Halt-brick Main Sewer, and about 3,464 feet of
12-iueh pipe Sewer in Kidbrook Park Roads. J. M.

RiCKMANSWORTH.^une30.—Forthe erection of a

Town Hall. Mr. M. AUom, architect, 5, Parliament-
street, Westminster.

South Foreland, Dover.—July 5.— For the erec-

tion of an Electric Light Establishment, comprising
engine-house, dwellings, &c., at the South Foreland
Lighthouse. K. Allen, Secret<ary, Trinity House,
London.

Phcenix Gas Company.—July 7.—For the purchase
of two iron barges. Secretary, 70, Bankside.

Warrington Waterworks.—June 30.—Contract
No. 2. For the construction of a Covered Reservoir
Engine and Boiler House, chimneys, cooling pond,
cottages, roads, walls, and other woi'ks, in the village

of Weuwick—Contract No. 3.—For the construction
of an engine, boilers, pumping machinery, and other
iron-work. Mr. J. Riley, Secretary, Waterworks Com-
pany, Caii-o-street, M'arrington.

Selly Oak.—June 30.—For the erection of a new
Workhouse for the ICing's ^orton Union. Mr. G. M.
Holmes, architect, 4, Waterloo- street, Birmiugbam.

Selly Oak.—June 30.—For the Engineers' work re-

quiredforthe cooking apparatus, warmingby hot water,
boilers, tanks, hot and cold supply, and water pipes to

baths and water closets, pumps, &c., at the King's
Norton new Union Workhouse. Mr. E. Holmes, ar-

chitect, 4, Waterloo- street, Birmingham.

Metropolitan Board of Works.—July 9.—For
the construction and maintenance in repair for twelve
months of certain brick sewersabout 2 miles in length.

J. I'uUard, Clerk, Spring Gardens.

Doncaster.—Sept. l.—Fordesignsfor the proposed
new Wesleyan Chapel and Schools. 1st premium. £50,
2nd £25. R. Wilton, Secretary, Magdalens, Doucaster.

Greenwich District.—July 7.—For laying down
tooled York paving, Aberdeen granite, kerb, and
channelling, and other material and works required
for making up the roads and footways in Amersham
Vale-road. St. Paul's, Deptford. E. A. James, Clerk
to the Board, Greenwich.

Brighton.—July 9.—For the erection of Married
Soldiers" Quarters, at the Cavalry Barracks. Brcvet-
Slajor C. E. Cumberland, Royal Engineer Office,

Brighton.

St. Leonard, Shoreditch.—July 1.—For addi-
tions to the Industrial Schools at Brentwood, Essex.
W. Nightingale, Clerk, 213, Kiugsland-road.

Bermondsey.—June 30.—For a new Boiler and
Fittings for the Workhouse. W. CornwcU, Clerk,
Parochial Offices, Bermondsey.

Shirley Local Board of Health.—For the
purchai^e of nineteen 21 inch socket pipes, Oft. long,

also three 21 inch branch pipes, each Oft. long. J.

Everitt, Clerk, Southampton.

St. JIatthew, Bethnal-Green.— July 1.—For
scavenging, dusting, and watering. R. Voss. Vestry
Clerk, A'uhtry Offices, Church Row, Bethnal-green

-

road.

Croydon.—July 5.—For the construction of brick
and earthenware pipe seweis, aud laying water-mains
in Brighton Road. R. J. Cheeswright, Clerk to the
Local Board, Town Hall, Croydon.

Strand Union New Workhouse, Edmonton.—
July 19.—For the eugiueer's work, cousistiug of steam
engine, Cornish boilers, pump, aud hot and cold water
upply, tanks, service pipes, &.c. J. Kilner, 6, Bow-

street, W.C.

Strand Union New Workhouse, Edmonton.-
July 12.—For apparatus for cooking lor l.ooo inmates.

J. Kilner, Clerk, 6, Bow-street, W.C.
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Strand Union New 'WonKHorsE
July ."i.—For lijjluinir tlio above buildi
Clerk, (i. BoAV-street; W.C.
LONGDON, NEAU KL'GELEY. STAFFOnDSHIRE.—

For the enlarffemeiit of the Parish Church. Mr. K.
Swain, Surveyor, 11, Buekiugham-strect, Charing-
cross.

Westminster.—June 20.—For the removal of dust,
ashes, dirt, and other refuse, E. Hollis, Clerk to the
Distri<'t Board of M'orks, 2.">, Great Smith-street,
Westminster.
Croydon.—July 5.—For the construction of a road,

laying; tlie sewers, and otlier works at Dagnalls Park.
K. S. Cheeswiight, Clerk to the Local Uoard, Town
llal), Croydon.
New SiiouEnAM.— July C— For the execution of

main drainage works for the district. W. Greaves,
Clerk to the Local Board, New Shoreham.
Grosco.mbe, near Shepton Mallet.—July 1.—

For the erection of School buildings. Messrs. Hickes
and Isaacs, architects, 40, Gay-street, Bath.
Newcastle and Gateshead Waterwouk.s.—

July 3.—For the construction
lington, and two wfiti'r-.nin--^»'

same. D. 1). Miiin, - :
. ! r

WeSTBLRY-ON Si i
I

alterations to tin \\ . i i ,. ;

architect, 1. Brun."-\\ u k.io.ul. i

Metropolitan Boaud
the completion of a lire-brigade station in Renfrew-
road, Lower Kenniugtou-laiie. J. i'ollard, Clerk
Spring Gardens. S.W.
Sunderland.—July 1.—For the erection of a new

parsonage-house and outbuildings, for St. JIark's,
Millfield. W. J. Chambers, Architect, 60. Fawcett-
street, Sunderland,
Scnderland.—June 2;}.—For the erection of four

houses in Eihel-strect. W. J. Chambers, architect.

a reservoir at llal-

: ronncction with the
uonstle-on-Tyne.

I. —For additions and
W. A. Maberley,

lu-ester.

Works.—June 28.—For

t, Sunderland.
iRKF.Nwini Kerry Company.—June
j\ >ii .><Ki (uiiM.t l)roken blueGuernscy

I pit gi'avel. P. A.
[.undo

60, Fawcett-str
Poplar ,'

29.—Forth.'
(iranite, ain

Nairne, Cin-
Midlam' KAn\v\\ < mil' \NY.—JuIyC—For the

erection of a new I'assongcr Station at Chesterfield.
James Williams, secretary. Derby.
BiCKLAND (Devon).—July 1.—For additions to

Elliott's Hill Farm House, in the parish of Buckland-
in-the-5Ioor. Mr. L. J. Oldreive, Bridgetown, Totnes.
Cardiff Cemetery.—July 1.—For painting the

entrance gates and other works. George Salmon,
Clerk to Burial Board, Town Hall. Cardiff.
MiLNER Field (near Saltaire, Yorkshire).—July 22,

—For the erection of a country house for Messrs.
Titus Salt, Sons, and Co. Mr. T. Harris, architect,
Gray's Inn Chambers, 20, High Holborn, W.C.
North Eastern Railway,—July 1.—For supply-

ing and fixing wrought iron girders and paling for a
new bridge over the river Derwent, at Derweuthaugh.
J. Cleghorn. Secretary. York.
Dover.—June ."io.— For the erection of married

soldiers ' quarters and washing establishment at the
AVestem Heights. Lieut. -Col. Wrottesley, Koyal
Engineer Office, Archcliff Fort. Dovei'.
Haulbowline. Cork Harbour. Ireland.—July 21.—

For the supply of 1500 loads of Baltic lir timber.
Director of Works of the Navy, 2, Spring Garden
Terrace.

BANKRUPTS.
TO SURRENDER AT B \ SINr.nALL-STREET.

G. 3lills, Chester-road. Hii^^Iigatc, stone mason—M.
Emerson, Slough, Buckinghamshire, carpenter—G.
James, Newman- street. Oxford-street, builder—A.
Lee, Sales-street, Paddington, plumber.

TO SI^RRENDER IN THE COrNTRY.
F. HancTce, Gateshead, Durham, slater—T. Brooks,

Worcester, carpenter— J. Roberts, Blaenrhondda, Gla-
morganshire, contractor—W. Sidebottom and R. Side-
bottom, Now Miller Dam, Yorkshire, engineering, land,
and mineral surveyors—J. Paling, Corby, Lincoln-
shire, plumber.

I'ARTNF.RSIIIPS niS.SOLVED.
J. Brewer :i':<l \\" <h- lIi'-

,
T\( ii-.ii_ imd, oontrnotor?

—JohnAVr: 1' :itii ,i> ' I'll V, I
;

]
< 'Idliaui, Lan-

cashire, bini' ' f - .'''! i.i'iti;. I ,1 I Mnibar and R.
Nicholson. M'lu-ii.in -irrci, w ^'-i miui-ilt. engineers
and patentees- I.. Kilry..J. .N;iyi..r. and .). Stick, Hali-
fax, Yorki-hirc. enffineers ancl tool makers— (». Clark
and G. Heap, Northampton, builders-E. Hawkins and
W, Moorhouse, Sidney-terrace, Cricketiicld-road. Clap-
ton, builders.

DECLARATION OF DIVIDEND.
J. W. Lee, Leicester, engineer—first div. of Is. lOd.

July 2. C. Beech.
Staffordshire, tim
Oxford, painter nti

"iFNO MrrTINGS
ThnrTtir', :n,r! J. , ITanley,

Hayncs.

TIONS.
. at 1.

VIDEND.
J. C. Kemp, Commcrcittl-roaU, timber-dealer, div.

2s. 7d.
TO SURRENDER AT BARINGHALL-8TREET.

Beeman, Ebcnezer, Tonbrldge. Godstone, and Red-
hill, brlckmaker, July .'i, at 11—I'rodger. Samuel,
EaBtbmirne. cement-pipe and tile-merchant, .luly.'i—

Read, William, Richard-street. Cornwall -road, car-
penter, July 5, at 12— SeihT, Frederick. Tufncil-park-
road, HoUoway. builder, July 6. at 2.

TO SURRENDER IN THE COUNTRY.
Butler, Thomas, Saltley, near BirminLrham, builder

and coal dealer—Cooke, Abrahrim, HinninLi^hnm,
builder, July 7, at 12— Hilton. Corntlins l>crby,
builder. July 14, at i;i—rion.s. Krr.lrri.-k. Bii tnin-iuim.
builder, July Ifi, at 10—M'Cormick. William N.-well,
Mauchester, joiner. Julv H, at U—Morris. Thomas.
Birkenhead, builder. July 2. at JO—Itoberts. James,
Wolvcrhiinipton, jilastcrcr. July 7, at 12— Suimucrvillo.
John, Bristol, builder, July a. at 11.

BATH STONE OF BEST QUALITY.
Randall and Saunders. Quan-ymen and Stone

Merchants. Bath List of Prices at the Quarries and
Depots ; also Cost for Transit to any part of the United
Kingdom, furnished on application to BathStone Office,
Coteham, Wilts. [Advt.J

r^uardian Fire and Life Office.^^
Establieliwl 1821. Subscribe*! Capital Two Millious.

11, Ijombnrd-Htretir, Lonaoii, K.C.
UIRECTORS.

CnAlUMAN—William Steven, Kflq.

Hv. Bouhnin-Cartor, Esq.
Hijirlcs WiiL Curtis, Esq.
Charlos F. Dvyhs. Esq.
Frnnr-iH Hivrt Dvkc. Esq.
Sir W. R. FimiiJiHr, IlarU

ThonipHOii Hiinkcy. Esr

Frodorick H. ia
Richard AL Harvey, .

J. G, Hubbard, Esq.

Rowlaud Mitchell, Esq.
Jamo4 MorriH, Etiq.

Abraham J. RobnTtfl, Esq.
Henry Vignc, Esq.

rATiT—Tliomas Tallomnch, Esq.

The full benefit of the Abolition of the Qovcmmcnt Duty will be
affi.rdcd to Insurers.
rroppcctus and FomiB of Proposal free on apidication to the Com-

pany'tt Api-ntw. or to the Socrotar>-.

EXAMPLE OF BO>'U.SKS UIVE.N liX

T^lie Emperor Life Assurance
SOCIETV,

52, CANNON STREET, LONDON, E.C.,
To MAKCn 31ST, 1967.

Fonucrlv ft Life- Or bonus in ad- Or cash in Or rofluc-
IPolicy, now piy- dit on to the sum roduotion tion of all

Rum able at (irath or in assured. of the next future
Assured. tlie following annual annual

'nHmlier of years. premium. premiums

1 I B. d. £ ^d. £ s. d.

1000 21 in 4 10 17 6
COO ^H .« i:> 1 3 7

100 13 13 a 17
300 1.5 36 8 i.'i 1.^ e 2 6 1

200 a 18 11 6 7 10 13 t

I of Proposal for Assurance, Prospectus, &c, fonwirded (

EBENEZEH CLARKE, Jun.. Sec,

^50 OOO Ready to be Ad-

HENItY J. rniLLITS, Secrttftry.

Officcfl, 34, SXoorpate-stroet. London. E,C.
Note.—More than one million pouuds sterling havebecn advanced

upon house propei'ty alone.

]]^oney promptly Advanced on

Uoiu's, 9 to 6. Bills discounted. Forma i

P. J. HAIf^TilY, Secretary.

TTercules Land, Building, and
INVESTMENT SOCIETY.—IMMEDIATE '"aDVA^'CES

arc made on Freehold or Leasehold Property on very cosy terms.
.Subscription and other shares arc issued bearing interest at the rate
of £S per cent., with profits added at the end of every two years.—
Prospectuses, rules, &c., on application at the Society's Offices, 39,
Mooi-gate-strect, EC—T. J. WESLEY BENNETT, Secretary.

Tills day ia Published, Price One Shilling-,

T'he Dry Earth System,
ByH. J. and J. IV. GIKDLESTONE,

Civil Engineers.
LON'DOy : E. and V. X. SPOX. 48, Charing Cross.

SiiKT UHATIS AND POST lUlEE.

A New Cataloo;ue of Ensjlish
and Foreimr Books on ARCHITECTrKE. BUILDING,

OrtNAMENT, the FISE AKTS, &e., &c., ON SALE, at very low
prices, by

BRADLEY THOMAS BATSFORD,

52, High Holborn. London. W.C.

T.ead Glazing for Churches.

—

^-^ W. M PEPPER supplies Architeeti. Builders, and the trade
with LEADED LIGHT.S tor CHURCHES and other buildings,
executed in every de..eription of peomctrical patterns. Qnarrios, or
fret work, in sheet, crown, or rolled plate, &e. Arehltoeta' desiims
cat^fullT carried out. Manufacturer of ftueiont,

and modem window lead, for pninte<l f^lnsn wiml<
ith despatch. Quotations promptl.v attended to.—Ad(b-

ad, fret.

. Wh ,eld-t It, Tottcnhai t-road. W.

To Ironmongers and the Trade generally

J)^ Ilulctt and Co., Manufec-

tteddon's Mediaeval Furniture
*-^ for ECCLESIASTICAL and DOMESTIC PURPOSES.— I.. W,

J^obcrtson, Brooman, and Co.,

patents,&c.—Mr. J. C. Mewburn,

of ROBERTSiON, BROOMAN, and

Office for Patents, 172, Fleet-s

Journeyman Carvers' Trade

t any hour during t

>atent and British Plate Glass
J.VMT:>^ lIKTLEYini.irO. 1 nnn Arihitec"9, Buiblcrt;,

TariflE of Pricoii for the
pt of par-

a L A s s.

"Yy^ H. Jackson supplies British
ATEKT PLATE, ROLLED PLATE, CROWN
JURAL, ORNAJIEXTAL, COLOURED, PHO-
I i-y deacriptioi > of GLASS, of the host 'i

application

w PLAIN ANO ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS.

Bell liavino' made an ox tcn-

GROUND, Fl.l I
!• II '(^c, „,,,( , '.I

GLASS, &c. ij..iK.,~,„„l |..-iii„»iv, ,.„.,].j.i....,

W. BELL, LiLASS P.UNTEII, 13, UlUU blE-EEI,
CAMDEN TOWN.

GLASS. SASHES, &c., delivered carriage free.

Sioho Plate and General Glass

* establishment the following description of

I
: LASS of all qnalitles and subst^nceB.

\ \MENTAL. and STAINED GLASS.
..lid HORTICULTURAL GLASS.

il.LED ROUGH PL.tTK, &e , &c-.

Land Surveying, Levelling, and
' of Eatatea, hy 1). n.VYLOCK. TcniLS moderate.—

.\ddress, .'>3, Parllament-e
,
Waudle-tc , South-etrcct,

"Professor Pepper's Lecture on
the GREAT LIGHTNING INDUCTORIUM, as deUveroa

before their Royal Highnesses the Princesses Louisa aud Beatrice,
daily at a i|uarter to 3 and 7.30.—" ROBIN HOOD " and " ALADDUJ,"
muslcnllv treated by Gl'UJEOE BUCKLAND, Esq.—The " ASTHO-

-Woodbury'B " ~ • - - •

;lninc."-SfokC8
POLYTECHNIC-One Shilling.

[mportant Site for a Hotel and
Tavern, with Music ITall or Assembly Rooms, directly tadng

riuhurhnn railway 6*" - --— '-' --- ' • =*

Elephant and Cii.-

t distance from th ^

SOLD.—Apply to Mr. J.

Jl^ichmond Park.—Choice Plots
(the few remaining) for first-cIpjs villas, adjoining the

entr.ince pates on Kingatou-hill. nc.ir the Korbiton Station (35
minutes' ride from town), considered the finest site in this most
delightful and healthy locality, eo much sought after for residential
purposes, TO BE LET, on Building Leasee, or SOLD.—Apply to free-
holder, Mr. J. Harvey. 61. Boroiigh-road, Southwark.

filite for a Family Brewer}'' and
Tavern, or P.-ictory.—TO BE LET on Building Lease, or SOLD,

a plot of FHKEHOLD LAND and four double RAILWAY ARCHeS,
occupying- an area of 14,000 squnre feet, admirably situate in n much
frequented thoronghfiu"

-----"'
Loughborouph-road S'"
Borough-road. Southw

]>^ew Cross.—Eligible Cottage
Plots.—The few remaining plots for the erection of four nml

six-roomed bouses and shops, on ii Freehold Estate in this healthy
suburb where small houses ftfe in grent demand, letting as soon as
linbhed. and near tM-o ruilivav stations. TO BE LET. on Building
Leases, or SOLD.—Apply to ticoholder, Mr. J. Harvey, 61, Boroogh-

"Y^alual^lc Site for a Tavern and
Freehold

j^s villas close
of Kingston

J^ewisham liioli-road, near Green-
wich.—For conTor*ion intonfi.r-t-cl.'issehoplu a coinmRndin^

position, Abutting on the new Chatham »iid Dover line to Greenwich
and close to the inteudod now stAtion, a FREEHOLD HOUSE, with
adjoining PLOT OF LAND, 30 fc*t froutagre, TO BE LET on long
lea'c. or SOLD.—Apply to frodioldcr, Mr. J. Harrcy, 61, Borongl,-

Building Land to be Let, close
".ftilway Station.—For particulars apply to Mr.

Vood. 37. Hop Kxrhr

^o Be Sold, by Private Contract,

planks from 1 to ft i

VM. HIJD'DLESTON, Builder. Lincoln.

An Advantageous Undertaking.
^-^- -FREEHOLD GROUXD to LET, on BuUding Loa-'C-s for
SIS-R06MED HOUSES, cloeo to the Garden entrance of thir
Cry8t.-il Palace and adjoining Anerly Station (np-sldc)^ Advances

. 17, G raccchurch-st
L few choice eltea for Vîilhis.-

T^o Masons and Builders.—Au
old ertnbllHhcd BUSINESS having first-rato appointmcntR in

the City of London and elsewhere, to be DISPaSED of. The prc-
misc"! arc central, with n capital dwelling houjie, good and large
yanl, workfihopn and H'abllng, and have an nnexpVwI Icnec of 17
years. The stock and plant, which Is moderate, together with thr
lease and goodwill, to bo taken at a Taluation,—Addtvsa L. W.,
Mi-i^srH. W. and RChambcrB. 47. Patemostor-row. London.

'J'o Engineers, Architects,

^o Let, Kichmond-road, Hack-
ney, EXTESSIVE MA^'^rFACTURI^a PREMISES, st .WinR

; Fhed" eountry liou-ie. suitAlde for n Builder and others, corcring
irea of 6,S60ft.—Apply to Gray and Son, Mare.&trcet, Haekacj..

o
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